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Cparamount (pictures
That's

what he's looking

for-

THE wise

exhibitor doesn't think about pictures just
for today, tomorrow, and next week.
He looks
ahead to the coming months. To next year. He's got
to be assured of a continuous supply of superfine boxoffice material over a long period of time if he expects
to keep up with the procession in these days of strenuous
competition.

That's why a prominent exhibitor, having read
Paramount's announcement of 11 big specials (one a
week) for the first three months of 1923-24, having seen
"Hollywood," "Bluebeard's 8th Wife," "The Cheat" and
several others of the 11 and assured himself that they are
exactly as promised, pointed to the remaining 9 months
of 1923-24 and said:

"That's what I'm interested in. What kind'of Paramount Pictures are going to follow these 11 big winners?"

Paramount answered

this

veteran

showman

in

all

honesty and sincerity:

The next announcement of Paramount Pictures
temporarily withheld for exhibitors' protection will
offer 19 great money-making specials bigger and better
They will be, we truly
in every way than the first 11.
believe, the finest group of pictures ever released by
Paramount or any other company in the whole history
of the industry. They are emphatically worth waiting for.
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This

is

Paramount's answer and Paramount's pledge
America.

to the exhibitors of
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Exchangemen on Hand
Cohen and Brandt Shake Hands
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Change Releases

Closing

Allen

Causes

Make

to

Other Arrangements There

Should it
problem of the business. Is it wise? Shoul
Following the appointment
be done? Is that the answer to the usual summer slump? Or interim receiver for the
Players Film Service. Ltd., in Torcan something be done to offset the usual condition?
onto, Goldwyn and Hodkinson h<
There
It all depends where you sit as to how you see it.
made other arrangements for the
are a lot of exhibitors who feel that the answer to the red hot distribution of their product in the
summer weather is to close their doors. But there is another Dominion.
i

—

Lake Hopatcong, N. J. There
were almost as many exchangemen
on hand as exhibitors at the annual
meeting of the M. P. T. O., of New
Jersey, which closed its session here
But the lack of
Thursday night.
numbers did not check enthusiasm. army of exhibitors who say that this isn't the answer. Some
The meeting was well handled, and of the smarter men of this group insist that going to see pictures
Marcus Loew
night
closing
the
is, on the part of the public, a habit; that they come regularly
brought a party of stars including
drop off and
Zena Keefe, Raymond Hitchcock when they can see good pictures, and once they
the habit.
into
rebuild
them
and a dozen or so more, to enliven lose the habit that it will take a lot to
and prodistributors
the event.
And these men say that the answer is that
At the business session the follow- ducers give them the right kind of pictures to show during the
ing officers were elected: President.
summer the bigger and better ones, to make sure that the
R. S. Woodhull, Dover; First Vice-,
Then they say—"try and get 'em."
in, as usual.
president, W. C. Hunt, of Wildwood; public will come
impossible for average big
practically
Second Vice-president, Peter Adams, And they are right. It is
Balshowing. They Just
Louis
Treasurer,
months
Paterson;
summer
of
pictures to be secured for
linger, of West Hoboken; Secretary,
to New York,
apply
not
does
course,
cannot be had. This, of
H. P. Nelson, of Elizabeth; National!
tried
occasionally
are
pre-views
special
Hennessy, or even Chicago where
David
Committeeman,
summer.
out as for instance this
Newark.
(Continued on Page 12)
Here is a real problem. One that a decent understand mg
and
between a national exhibitor organization of the right kind
intelliwork out
Lichtman To Coast
the Hays office might well discuss, and try to
of thousands of
hundreds
aggregate,
Al Lichtman left Friday for the gently.
the
in
It means,
1

j

\

Canada

in

real

—

V,

Failure

Goldwyn and Hodkinson

—

Coast.

dollars.

It is

worth working on.

THE

WEEK OVERHEAD
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Goldwyn,
placed

its

it

has

understood,

is

pictures

in

the Regal Films

exchange system on a temporary
Hodkinson, for some d
basis.
had in effect an arrangement with
the Canadian Educational Films, Ltd.

whereby
its

that organization will handle
distribution in Eastern

physical

Educational thus
pictures which Fan:
Film Service Ltd. an Allen en
prise
was originally scheduled
handle.
The fact that Goldwyn will
through Regal, even if it is

Canada.
the

—

—

ignifitemporary may have
Goldwyn and X. L. Nathancance.
son have been dickering on
I

distribution for some time.
may be closed in a few w<

Th<

Constance Binney With Burr
Constance Binney ha
by C. C. Burr to star in a

40
Associated Exhil
Fabians Import "The Chase"
four features.
an Inc.. w ill distribute.
North
The Fabians have purchased
One of the largest circuits in this country has solved, to
They figure the year as
and South American rights to "The extent the summer season problem.
Chase" a picture in which the various
their expenditures on a
rate
Graf Leaves for Coast
of 40 weeks instead of 52, and pro
skii champions of Europe appear. The
weather
the
if
Then
basis.
Max Graf left for the cast
a 52 week
picture which was made at St. Montz, 40 week basis rather than
summer
the
work on "11. ilt \ Dollarin
tail
red
"the
into
this
Switzerland goes into the Capitol
becomes too hot and their houses go
denies that he
for Boll."
He
possible
set.
it
been
made
not
has
has
figuring
Distribution
week.
they are closed. This basis of
who will return to the
Fox
Lucy
overproblem. In this the
but admits she may work in
the circuit indicated to work out their
because if any house Grat Prod, in the fall.
head does not include the advertising,
Eastman To Build In France
additional advertising mi,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Remains open over 40 weeks the
also not
Certain other trifling expenditures are
Paris The Eastman Kodak Com- be taken care of.
Features Reviewed
speaking
pany will erect a factory at Sevran, ifncluded on this 40 week overhead basis. But generally
Page
years
thow
And
near here which will require 5
large charges are all included.
other
and
rental,
Wreckage
film
Human
ot
problem to a
to build at an estimated cost
4
say this has solved their
F. B. O.
The company, to be operating this circuit
$1,500,000.
Great
the
Peter
known as the French Kodak Corp marked degree.
*
Paramount
manufacture film stock and
will
has
He
aga.n.
character
The Fog
photographic paper.
Mike Levee has stepped out of his
Metro
technical direct*
become
to
Bulgaria
of
III
invited Czar Boris
The Spoilers
4
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
of United Studios.
Zoolaky.
Sounds
Piker
Love
The
Against
Appellate Division Decides
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
P Commission on Incidents
boss O the
The
big
fellow.
Daughters
Smart
Wandering
Riddance," a Comedy
OToole talking.
1

I

—
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Pathe Wins

LOOKING UPWARD

M

"Good
The Appellate Division has
in

i

Mike

First

sustainMothe
against
decided
ed Pathe and
the case
tion Picture Commission in
Hal Roach
of "Good Riddance," a
comedy to which the Commission
that
took exception on the ground
censorthe
violated
certain episodes

ship law.
(Continued on
\

Page
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Griffith

is

start

work on

expected here
new produc-

a

ion.

Production has started on the Wil- b}
de Mille production, "Spring of features.
Magic."

Kod.

Dell Henderson is
George Melford is cutting "Salomy sachusetts to film interiors of "The
Jane' and is preparing for his next Love Bandit."
picture, "The Light That Failed."
Mary Eaton and Hale Hamilton
Dean, have been added to the cast of "His
"Gigi,"
starring
Dinky
produced by Z, A. Stegmuller, has Children's Children.
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F
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Goldwyn Week in Portland
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finished

her

Portland,

Ore.

Jensen
—nothing

&

play

Grainger Due Monday

James R. Grainger, general sales
manager of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
from the
is due in New York today

Von

pictures
theaters the

"Expo" Opens On Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The American Historical Revue and M. P. Industrial
Exposition opens here Monday, to

cast

The

staff and studio was used to produce the
"Bright Shawl" and has just finished the
"Fighting Blade" with Richard Barthelmess.
"Potash
Perlmutter" comedy for Samuel
Goldwyn has also just been completed there.

between
This

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

two new Crandand the Am-

If

pictures.

bassador, now under construction,
The
will be opened in the early Fall.
Ambassador will stand on the site
of the

Correspondence

field

Solicited.

BRAY BRIEF
Attractions

Big In Box
Merit

Are
Office

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

Prolong the

life

of

your

Write for sample or better
still

send

not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.
is

interested, telephone E. L. Smith,

Vanderbilt 8291

a

us

reel

of

new

not waxed, to
Duratized without charge.

positive,

Duratizing

is

an

be

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

theaters, the Tivoli

ill-fated

Amusement

equipped studio and com-

This organization is now able to accommodate
production starting in the near future while

Crandall Houses About Ready

Washington

in the

prints

for

the role.

all

fully

&

Nagel Replaces Schildkraut
Conrad Nagel will play the leading masculine role in "The Master
of Man." which Victor Seastrom, is
now making for Goldwyn. Joseph

(Special to

will head Selznick's
force for New York and New
Jersey.
Louis Weinberg and Bob
Solomon are the Manhattan and
Sol
Bronx
representatives,
with

sales

petent staff?

4.

originally

Distribution

Negatives and
Seasoned Securities

Selznick's N. Y. Sales

Are you planning production
in New York?
Do you need ? a

coast.

was

Theatres

in

York.

Schildkraut

Financial Factors

yes-

terday after spending a few days

continue until August

Heads

but Goldfour first run
in
all
week starting July 7.
"Backbone" will play at the Liberty. Trauner and Seymour Schussel in
"The Last Moment" at the Majestic, Brooklyn. All of these men have in
"Look Your Rest," at the People's the past been connected with either
and "Vanity Fair" at the Rivoli.
Selznick or American Releasing.
will

Devonshire St.,
Boston, Mass.

Henry Seigel

wyn

New

tion.

Siegel

(Special

Herberg

Young Leaves for Coast
James Young left for the coast

&

Moving Pictures
has just

mond," "The Wild Party," starring a starring contract with Clifford S.
Gladys Walton and a new "Leather Elfelt in Gloversville, N. Y, is takPusher" story with Reginald Denny. ing scenes for a new Arrow produc-

1434 1.400

"Rupert" at Strand
"Rupert of Hentzau" goes into the
Strand on Sunday, July 8 for a week.

re-

Investments

North Begins."

FredShaftesbury

Friday's Quotations

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT

finished

produced contract with Cosmopolitan
under ning a short trip to Paris.

feature,

be

will

Ann Luther

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

Commission must

this state.

185

Alma Ruben- having

Not quoted

Griffith

that the

of

tail

(

S.

600
102*4 103
6734 683/8 5.200
200
89
89
33/8 1,600
3-K

mite being tied to a dog's

completed.

heiii

...

.103
71

1)

voke its rejection and give "Good
back from Mas- Riddance" a clean bill of health in

Quotations

East.

Page

from

(Continued

These scenes showed a can

means

II.
Arthur
Jacobs has selected contract with Fox having played the
"Against the Grain," as the release lead in "The Governors Lady."
Ave., London, W. 1.
de
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue
title for the Frank LSorzage production
Clichy.
„
Interna- started under the working title, "Dust
Representative—
Walter Miller has been engaged by
European
Central
Prague (Czechoslo- in the Doorwa\."
Kilmschau,
tionale
Wray Physioc to play the leading
vakia), Wenzeisplatz.
male role in his forthcoming producThree new productions started at tion which will be made in Florida.
Universal City include "Sentenced to
Soft
Labor," starring William DesJane Thomas, who has just signed
Sales
Close
High Low

—

1923

dynaand a
dog in the act of chewing a man's
trousers.
The picture was banned
Brandon Tynan has been engaged and Pathe at once took the decision
Murray \Y. Garsson for a series
to the Appellate Division. The ruling

oon to

iani

York,

'Phone: VanderbUt 4551-4552-5558.
\ Y
Hollvwood, California— Walter R. Greene,
64H Hollywood Blvd. P'hone, Hollywood
Representative— Irving

in

Ciiits

Copyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
[nc, Published Daily oxc.pt Saturday, al
71-73 West 44tli St., New York. N. Y., by
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Pathe Wins
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Sunday, July

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant

INSIST

5576

UPON

Duratized
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WATCHING LITTLE DETAILS
OU

exhibitors are showmen,

make

mar

ail

of you.

You watch

the success of your program.

the

little details

you were running
a "legitimate" house you'd keep a careful eye on the painting of
scenery, the technical effects, and the choice of costumes. You would
realize that these things are nearly as important as the production itself.
that

or

If

production comes ready made.
You can't supervise the details. But you can insist that you get a
production properly presented photographically. You have a right
to expect a first class print, on 3 that shows all the producer has put
into the picture. A poor print of a good picture is an injustice to the producer,
to you, and to your patrons.

S motion picture

exhibitors, your

OME

of the foremost producers of the West have learned that the
best results are obtained, when the laboratory developing the negative
also makes the release prints; when all this is done under the direct
These producers
supervision of the men who ceated the picture.

are profiting by the camera-to-screen service of

RATORIES. The
superiority of

exhibitors showing their

STANDARD

STANDARD FILM LABO-

pictures

PRINTS. The name,

are

profiting

J)

Standard .Film
Phone
Hollywood
4366

Jfa/toraforie/s

Seward and Jiomaine. Slreefa
Hollywood, California

ftcntcfarct Triqis
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the

STANDARD PRINTS,

the exhibitor's guarantee of satisfaction.
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Reviews of the Newest Feature:
Mrs. Wallace Reid in

Emil Jannings in

"Human Wreckage"

"Peter the Great"

A VERY VIVID
PROTEST AGAINST DRUGS
Whole

a

Producer:

Max

AND UNDOUBTEDLY
VALUABLE BOX OFFICE
PICTURE ALTHOUGH TO
SOME WILL PROVE SLIGHTLY MORBID FOR ENTERA

Graf

Goldwyn

A SMASHING FI1
Metro
Distributor:
BE CUT
SHOULD
CLIMAX—
Paramount
Distributor:
RATHER GOOD A REAL "BOX-OFFICE."
As a Whole
ANOTHER STRIK- MATERIAL AND A FIRST Players. A great list of names
As a Whole
ING PHOTOPLAY FROM THE
RATE CAST BUT POOR CON- make up a well balanced and c
GERMAN STUDIOS; SUPERB- TINUITY AND DIRECTION able cast; Milton Sills splendid
LY ACTED AND AN ABSORB- KEEP IT FROM BECOMING Anna Q. Nilsson excellent in
ING HISTORICAL THEME.
MORE THAN AVERAGE EN- part; everyone thoroughly sa
TERTAINMENT.
Star
Almost incomparable in his
fying, those prominent are Barb
Producer: Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

Film Booking Offices

As

"The Spoilers"

"The Fog"
As

a Whole..

.

.

t

.

;

some
contains
dramatic ability; always compelling Players
Cast
Beford, Robert Edeson, Ford Si
Wallace MacDonald, N
and convincing in his portrayal and
ling,
popular favorites and capable perStar. .Seems very sincere in her porforceful without overacting.
Beery and Robert McKim.
formers such as Cullen Landis,
trayal and secures full sympathy
Rex Beach's po iRalph Lewis and Louise Dresser, Type of Story
Includes several very capable
Cast
for her work.
lar Yukon novel; a virile storyjif
all of whom do very good work;
foreign players whose performances
Cast
James Kirkwood does
Mildred Harris pleasing but not
life in the North during the g
are well worth seeing, especially
imme
contains
splendidly in role that might easily
pretty enough for the numerous
rush
days;
Dagny Servaes, Bernhard Goetzke
have been overdone; Bessie Love
closeups they give her; others Lou
audience appeal and has excelljit
and Walter Janssen.
bit;
emotional
Marjorie
Prevost,
offers
excellent
Fazenda,
action sequences; body of croo
ise
Type of Story
Deals with the
David
Wales,
others include George Hackathorne,
Ethel
politicians jump pioneers' claim
Ann
May,
reign of Peter the Great through
Claire McDowell and Robert McButler, Frank Currier, and Edward
mine but are foiled through plat
death
the
period preceding his
Kim.
Phillips.
girl in love with one of the mil
through remorse for having killed
owners.
small
of
Drama
of
Story
Type
pageant
his
son;
historical
as
own
a
Type of Story. .Drama intended
Picture can e
town ethics greatly exaggerated Box Office Angle
exceptionally well performed, carepropaganda to present to the public
to offer good bet to exhibit
made
long
far
too
quite
episodic;
and
worth
fully
directed
thoroughly
and
habits
of
forming
the dangers
drug
cuttig
and
reediting
through
and embracing over abundance of
while from an entertainment viewwith Mrs. Reid's presence lending
far too long and involved
is
complications that stretch it to
point.
considerable force through her fight
hold them; a whale of a fight
tedious length; small town poetDecidedly best
to save the late Wallace Reid, story Box Office Angle
the finish that is the real high lipt
hero goes through a lifetime of
suited to an appreciative clientele
deals with fight of wife to save her
of the picture.
hapthe
eventual
with
hardships
that
of
understanding
the
is
capable
husband, a district attorney, from
If Goldwyn will c y
excellent acting and dramatic valpy ending with the girl he loves. Exploitation
a drug and her eventual sucess.
get busy on this one and fix it p
If this was
probably
fail to arouse Box office Angle
ues;
would
Box Office Angle.... On account of
the way it should be, "The Spoilt;
cut, and thus sustain the interest
lower grade of picture patrons.
the widespread notoriety given the
will be well worth your considi
in better fashion, there will be a
Great"
Exploitation
On
"Peter
the
death of Wallace Reid and the enRex Beach's story is
tion.
patrons
satisfying
of
possibility
you might interest any local Russuing fight against narcotics by the
known and probably on jf
enough
hardly be
with it. They will
sian
society or
organization in
Pacific Coast authorities, it is more
his most popular novels, and L lthe picture as it is.
with
pleased
staging
pageant
to
help
exploit
a
than likely that this expose will
bert Hillyer has visualized it sp
the picture.
It cannot hold them for the nearly
Whether or not you
have an excellent drawing power;
didly, especially as far as brinjjig
seven
reels that it offers.
should
incur
the
expense
that
putbesides its association with the
to life Beach's characters is (Hthe
picShould
ting this one over properly would Exploitation
late popular screen star, the more
There are flaws in
cerned.
think it will
and
you
incur, depends entirely upon its
ture
cut
be
or less sensational trend of "Huthat cutting will rea ly
direction
use
you
can
received
particular
clifavorably
suitability to your
be
man Wreckage" will also interest
overcome.
entele. If you think they would apnames
of the players prominentthe
many.
The very vital point for yotjto
while
preciate the
really worth
ly, especially Cullen Landis, MilExhibitors should
Exploitation
about is the action and tht s.
talk
achievement which Dimitri Buchodred Harris, Ralph Lewis and
boost the picture for its value as
You have the blowing up of It
wetzki, the director who was also
probably Louise Fazenda.
propaganda against narcotics.
It
mine with some mighty real ic
responsible for "All For a Woman"
The story contains elements of
would be much better to go after
One
shots of the explosion.
and "Othello", has accomplished, it
appeal, that with proper editing,
business from this standpoint than
lid can be seen hurjig
which
a
adbetter
should be well worth your while
out
to
can be brought
to play it up as a sensational affair
straight into the air is surely
getting them in.
vantage. There is a triple romance
to attract the morbidly curious.
real thing and another showingfie
Use Emil Jannings' name promfor you to talk about and the adOf course there will be those of this
debris falling about the marau
inently and recall his appearance
ventures of the small town hero
type that will want to see it for
is another fine shot.
in the pictures mentioned above
whose life is one continual battle
tiie ghastly human wrecks that it
You have two real big fight h
as well as in "Passion", "One Arabagainst his straight-laced, narrowshows, but your appeal should be
The one between C
talk about.
ian Night" and "Deception".
minded father. You can make
based on its danger pointing angle,
MacDonald, id
Wallace
and
Kim
work
Refer to the historical value of
Landis'
Cullen
promises for
if you would carry out the picture's
h
the other between Beery and
the theme and let them know that
as the hero.
intent.
that is a sure-enough knock-oi
it
deals with that great historic
Program readers, lobby display
Mrs. Wallace Reid's appearance
A street exploitation stunt m hi
character of which the title tells.
and liberal use of posters will be
is essentially one of your biggest
consist of having as many met a
Have your ushers attired in Rusabout the most extensive exploittalking points. Let them know that
you might require, dressed in 10
sian costumes and stage a prologue
ation you can supply since there is
Mrs. Reid has made the picture to
clothes of miners, go about s"Revue Russe" as the Rivoli did
little in the way of unusual stunts.
show the evils of the thing that
bags suppos ly
small
tributing
which included vocal numbers and
form
of
a
the
in
Play up the title
caused her husband's death, in the
containing gold dust with as n »3
a dance number with appropriate
teaser campaign. Distribute throwhope that its warning will be a
free admissions as you care to VI
music and settings.
aways reading: "Weather forecast
means of saving others.
concealed in the hags.
Buchowetski
Dimitri
Direction by
showing) Fog
for: (use date of
Direction by
John Griffith Wray
Direction by. .Lambert Hillyer overy fine in every sense; injects
threatened."
r
has provided very vivid picture,
vides first rate production,
splendid dramatic values and pres- Direction by
Paul Powell; aversecured splendid sympathy and gets
over
gets
and
c
well
very
players
entation is excellent; handles playage; at times not in the best judgrather
forcibly;
message
over
tion sequences first rate; has K
ers capably; continuity occasionment; could have shortened sequendouble exposure of hyena, symbolifar too much footage through
ally choppy but the picture has
ces to advantage in many instances
slightly overof drug evil,
cal
cessive detail.
been cut considerably which is
and made story less drawn out.
done.
Rex B d
Author
probably the reason.
William Dudley Pelley Scenario. .Fred My ton, Elliott C
Author
C. Gardner Sullivan Author
Sada Oowen Author
H. H. Van Loan
son, Hope Loring
Sada Cowen Scenario
Scenario
C. Gardner Sullivan Scenario

TAINMENT.
.

.
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'
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ii

!

•
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Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Henry Sharp Cameraman
Very good Photography

Any

city
7,000 feet

Locale

Length

Not credited Cameraman
Usually very good. Photography
Russia.
6,042

feet.

Locale

Length

A

John Arnold Cameramen. .. John
Dwight Warren
Good
Photography
small town Locale
6,737 feet Length

S.

Stumar

Very

Yukon

frd

f|od

di

8,028:

—

Praise that could he
Gveates^
*XVic
given any production/

10 Out of 665!
Out of 665 reviews listed in the
ndex of "Screen
Fifth General Index
10 pictures were
list
Opinions," just
rating.
AA" ra
awarded the "AA"
In other words, "The Mark of the
Beast" finds itself, by absolutely impartial critical opinion, in the same
f

class

with "Tol'able

David," "Or-

phans of the Storm," "Disraeli,"
"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
and half a dozen other tried, tested
and established box office moneymakers.

You cannot go wrong

ith
wil

"AA"

They are the beet
productions!
book- huu
money-getters you can booK
here is one that makes its appearance as a summer release, just when
your box-office needs a stimulant!
I

Dixon
Thomas
author of
K

"Birth,

„
•//
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m
"The Love Piker"

"Wandering Daughters"

Producer:
Distributor:
As a Whole

ERN

-JEW;DAILV

Cosmopolitan
Goldwvn -Cosmopolitan

Producer:

ANOTHER MOD-

Distributor:

LY TO

IMPRESS

GROWN-

UPS AS RATHER SILLY BUSINESS.
Star
Pleasing, but vehicle does not
serve as a very auspicious return
after her absence from the screen;
part doesn't seem to reach her.
Cast
Robert Frazer good as the
over-sure lover; cast is satisfactory

THE AVERAGE AUDIENCE
OR THE USUAL FAN CROWD
FOR WHOM IT HAS ELEMENTS OF APPEAL.

Players
A capable and suited cast;
Marguerite de la Motte puts plenty
of spirit

into

the

role of the jazz

with William V. Mong
interesting as her much concerned
father; Pat O'Malley good hero
type with Allan Forest the typical
crazed

girl

1,

1923

in

"Shootin' for Love"

Film Booking Office

As a Whole.... HAS FAIR AUDI-

National

GIRL STORY THAT As a Whole
VERY LIKELY TO
SATISFY ANITA STEW- PROVE INTERESTING TO

MAY
ART'S ADMIRERS AND THE
YOUNGER MEMBERS OF AN
AUDIENCE THOUGH LIKE-

Hoot Gibson

"The Mysterious Witness"

Sam Rorke
First

Sunday, July

ENCE APPEAL ALTHOUGH
IT IS A PRETTY CONVENTIONAL ORDER OF MELODRAMA.

Universal

Wholc.A PLEASING WEST
ERN IN A LIGHT VEIN WIT!

As

a

ROMANTIC ANGLE.
HA
GOOD ACTION AND LIKI
ABLE STAR.

Players. .Robert Gordon and Elinor
Fair featured; Gordon has a good Star
Will surely please his a<
mirers in this; gives good portray:
deal to do and contributes a couple
of
shell-shocked
of corking good fights.
ex-soldier,
an
The redisplays pleasing personality to ac
mainder of the cast composed of
vantage.
regulation western types and Nannie Wright, a sweet old lady, as Cast.
.Laura LaPlante sweet as th
Gordon's mother.
girl, satisfactory cast includes A
.

.

.

fred Allen, William Welsh an
Type of Story. .Western melodrama;
artist-tempter; others Mabel Van
others.
situations all quite familiar with
whole and includes William
Buren, Marjorie Daw, Noah Beery,
Carl Gerrard, Betty Franvillain
plotting against
hero at Type of Story.... A fast-moving an
and Alice Howell, the latter not
pleasing western drama with pic
cisco. Mayme Kelso and others.
every turn, but with the usual vicvery funny at any time in spite of
turesque backgrounds. Deals wit
Type of Story
torious outcome for hero;
Romance; rather
tells
the humor she is supposed to get
love
affair
an
between
son
slight in situations and at times too
about
boy who clears his name and
over.
daughter of neighbors who hav
slow moving; rich girl, engaged to
turns guilt upon accusers.
quarreled.
Comedy-romance;
poor fellow, is on the verge of Type of Story
breaking the engagement when she
deals with the modern craze for Box Office Angle
All right on a Box Office Angle. .Will please thos
jazz and wild parties; old fashioned
meets his pipe-smoking father but
who favor westerns, contains actio
program with good short reels or
at the last minute realizes how
father keeps up daughter's pace
for men and boys and plenty o
with the average second or third
until she tires of jazz and is willing
snobbish she is. reforms, and the
love interest for the women folk.
run house audience: they probably
to marry the fellow who really
marriage takes place.
Exploitation.
.The fact that hero
loves her.
Box Office Angle
won't mind the familiar story.
Business likely
a victim of shell-shock sustains
to vary, depending upon the people
during the war may be a point tha
Box Office Angle
Will undoubted- Exploitation. .This is about the averyou cater to; not big enough to
will interest some.
ly offer first rate diversion for the
At any rat
western
age
know
pretty
so
you
draw particularly strong business
Gibson gives a very realistic por
majority; should be a suitable sumunder any circumstances.
well just to what extent it is worth
mer entertainment and is not over
trayal of the victim, and yet is no
Exploitation
Y our presentation long
your
while boosting it.
If you
offensive at any time.
There
which will allow you to use a
and musical accompaniment should
variety of accompanying short reels.
just one point that is somewhat to<
know
your crowd likes this type of
help considerably to put this one
brutal and it comes during th
You should be able
entertainment,
"The
Mysterious
over.
The picture can be made Exploitation
fight with the villain who, taking
to
exploit
this
one
very
nicely
with
quite a bit more attractive by a
Witness" will undoubtedly satisfyadvantage of the boy's helples:
tie-up
arrangements
dress
with
tuneful and bright musical program.
Better use plenty of stills in the
condition and punches him withou
stores, victrola shops and the like.
Of course if you recall Anita
mercy.
lobby
to let them know it isn't a
Secure permission to place a show
Stewart as a drawing card with
card
in
the
window
shop
disThe title is an attractive one anc
of
a
mystery
story
the
might
as
title
your patrons, you can make an
playing
the
in
womens'
that, together with the name of the
latest
extra fuss about her appearance
suggest.

on

the
Norris.

.

.

i

.

i

gowns saying:

after a short absence.

The

title

can be exploited

in

a

teaser campaign in which you can
distribute
throw-aways
reading:
"Are you a piker?" and follow these
later with others reading: "Do you

know 'The Love

Piker?'"
another picture in conjunction with which a fashion show
should serve to exploit it nicely.
You might see the picture yourself,
however, to judge exactly how
much you would want to spend on
a stunt of this kind.
Unless you

This

know

is

pretty well

the picture
will take, it might be too expensive
to go in for anything as extensive
in the way of exploitation.
Display plenty of stills in the
lobby and for the benefit of your
that

women

admirers you might make
special mention of the attractive
gowns worn by Miss Stewart.
Since she appears in a beautiful
bridal costume, and it being the
season of brides, you might arrange a tie-up with some store to
display a bridal outfit with mention
of the bridal party to be seen in
"The Love Piker' at your theater.
Direction by....E. Mason Hopper;
has provided production that is
very pretty to look at and generally

makes the most

of

the

story

al-

though he might have speeded it up
specially toward the cloAuthor
Frank R. Adams
Scenario
Frances Marion
Cameraman
George Barnes
Photography
Excellent
Locale
The rich heroine's home
Length
Over 6,000 feet

—

"What

craves clothes."
idea can be worked

girl

modern
The same

the

out

in

the

shop which shows various
musical instruments favored by the
popular jazz bands.
A fashion show at your theatre
with
local
girls
contesting for

music

prizes for the prettiest girl, the
best dressed, etc., should stir up
considerable interest in "Wandering Daughters".

You might

also promise prizes
the holders of lucky numbers
on the admission tickets with the
awards consisting of a free marcel
wave at some local beauty shop,
a pair of stockings at a hose shop,
for

This should stir up business
both for your theater and the shops.
There is an elaborately staged
country club partly in the picture
in which there is a pool and a
bathing suit display. This can be
exploited and promises made for
the entertainment afforded through
the heroine's search for jazz.
Direction by
James Young; has
been fairly conservative except for
jazz party that has been rather
lavishly staged; handled story very
etc.

well for the most part and supplied
well suited cast.

Since the actual mysterious witness
a

is

man

hero's horse you might have

dressed as a

cowboy

ride

on

about

horseback with a sign
reading:
"This horse saved his
master's life when he was accused
of a murder he did not commit.
Come to the blank theater and see
"
'The Mysterious Witness.'

A trailer of the fight between
Robert Gordon and Jack Connolly,
hero and villain respectively, will
give them an idea of the action they
can expect and a shot of the rescue
when

Gordon

from

Elinor

saves

Fair

falling to her death over the

should let them know the feacontains a bit of suspense.

cliff,

ture

For the men folks

talk

about the

action, especially the first rate fight

that

is

staged, and for the

women

play up the romance between Gor-

Direction by.

..

Fair.

.Seymour

Zeliff;

ade-

quate for the story; holds the interest

satisfactorily

enough

and

hasn't used extreme footage
Dana Burnet
Author
.... Eugene Manlove Rhodes
Scenario
Not credited
Scenario
Not credited
Cameraman
Georges Benoit
Cameraman
Not credited
Photography
Very good
Photography
Good
Locale.
.A modern girl's home and
.

Length

.

Locale
5,619 feet

Laura La Plante makes an at
tractive opposite for Gibson anc
the rest of the cast is adequate
Let your folks know that the here
is
is a victim of shell-shock who
perfectly normal when quiet, but
who goes to pieces at the sound ot
Tell them that he proves
a gun.
he is not a coward, and is cured by
another shock.

Throwaways

w ith
r

the

"When you go Gunning

slogan.

Enter
Gibson in
"Shootin' for Love," would be atAnother means of in
tractive.
teresting them would be a trailer
See

tainment

for

Hoot

of Hoot galloping to the girl's
rescue, or of the explosion of the
flood-gate.

You might
local

be able to interest the
chapter of the American

Legion and invite the boys to see
the picture. That could be used for
a newspaper story.

Edward Sedgwick
Direction by
has created real interest in the
hero and his troubles, without let
ting the story become depressing.
;

don and Elinor

Author

a country club.

probability,
b(
star will,
in
all
sufficient to let them know whal
sort of an entertainment to expect

Length

A

western ranch
4,850 feet

.Raymond
Edward Sedgwick

Authors.

.

Scenario

Raymond
Cameraman

L. Schrock

Albert G.
L. Schrock

and

Kenyon and

Virgil E. Miller

Generally good
A trench in Flanders and
Locale
a Texas ranch

Photography

Length

5,160 feet

Crash! Crash! Crack!
yiadio sparks leap
"Qviathari speaks
*
-and tells the worL

J -K* McDonald

presents

"PENROD
and SAM"
BOOTH TARKINGTON's
sequel to "PENROD"

A 3ir4t national Picture

Depend on

First

National

!

THE

Headlines of the

Week

Monday
Mexico places ban on
product

First National
because of treatment of
characters in "The Girl of

-3&W,DAILY

Sunday, July

Short Subjects

Mexican
The prairie-schooners are
"Where's My Wandering Boy This funny.
Golden West"
Mack
Evening?"
Sennett
flivvers
with
canopies attached and
amnions
in
H
sees
obstacles
W.
Pathe Typical Turpin
the attacking Indians ride on bicycles
way of success of Aronson distributing plan because of money Type of production
2 reel comedy of all descriptions and vintages. One
the

—
—

exercised by distributors.
This is the first of a series of six
Ragland leaves Associated
or eight two-reel comedies that Ben
Harold
Exhibitors, Inc., to become
Turpin is making for Pathe.
PreLloyd's Eastern representative.
sented by Mack Sennett, it is directed
Famous Players and Cosmopolitan by
A. Waldron with a supporting
have adjustment to make relative castJ. that
includes Priscilla Bonner,
to contracts on "Little Old New
Madeleine Hurlock, Dot Farley and
York."
James Finlayson.
The cross-eyed
Twenty-five Fox specials on fall re- comedian's
COfitrol

John

C.

leasing schedule.

Tuesday
Prominent producers in line with
Cinema Contest Syndicate of Los
Angeles in promoting memory conn st to run in theaters for 13 weeks,
with cash prize awards.
Federal
Trade hearing

opens

in

Testimony revolves
Philadelphia.
around loan of Famous Players to
Stanley Co. of America.
D. \Y. Griffith may sue Al Jolson for
Proleaving company suddenly.
ducer said to have invested $70,000
"

in picture.

May

tax returns total $6,582,246, or
S7-4.714 ahead of May, 1922.
Hugo Riesenfeld, back from Europe,
says Old Word is mentally tired.

Owners

Dist.

cures 28 houses

in

—

Boom Italian Films
THE FILM DAILY)

London The Cinema describes "a
new strenuous effort" by a group of
Italian producers headed by Carmine
Gallone to place Italian productions
"once more on the pedestal they
formerly occupied."

Other members of the group include the well-known directors, Righelli, Genina, and Palermi.
Several
leading foreign directors, including
Abel Gance, who made "J'Accuse,"
are to be invited to join the group.

Few

Pictures in China

THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Lansing W. Hoyt,
American Trade Commissioner at
Shanghai says in "Commerce Re"Bum Slickers" Universal
ports" that, outside of Peking and
Amusing Tramp Comedy
Manchuria there are only 30 picture
Type of production. .1 reel comedy theaters in China as follows: ShangIn this, as the title would suggest, hai, 12; Tienstin, 6; Canton, 6; KingNeely Edwards and Bert Roach do kong, 5; and Hankow, 1. The largest
their stuff as the two "gentlemen of is the Olympic in Shanghai which
the road" to pretty good advantage. seats 400 and the newest is the CarlThe two members of the Army of ton at Shanghai which is leased by
Unoccupation are mixed up in a China Theaters, Ltd. for $4,000 per
stock-swindle, come out way ahead month.

will

(Special to

bring a smile.

—

.

Type

and there
titles

.

of production

—

Corp.

—

to

1923

—

2 reel western drama
Service,
Ltd.,
Film
Famous Players
Pete Morrison is the star of this
an Allen enterprise in Universal western and does as well
of Canada
bands of interim receiver.
as he can with the material offered.
Trade hearing at Philadelphia de- The plot is a variation of the timevelops Stanley Co. spent $1,614,044 worn theme of the widowed mother
in rentals during 1922. with Fam- who is being dispossessed by the vilous Players the largest account.
lain who wishes to get possession of
Sydney S. Cohen, denies he intends the land, and who finding that the
resigning as head of M. P. T. O. A. widow's son is due with his ten years'
Arthur S. Friend, commenting on savings has him shot.
A stranger,
Aronson distributing idea urges Pete, finds the wounded man and is
formation of a central distributing given the money with instructions to
company.
give it to Mrs. Davis. After various
Thursday
mix-ups in which Pete has to imperW. A. True won't talk about reported sonate the son, etc., things smooth
slump in activities of Theater themselves out. The action is quick

North Carolina M. P. T. O. meeting.
Famous Players Canadian Corp. se-

particular

followers will be well
pleased with this one, and in view
of its coming so close on the heels
of his recent feature, "The Shreik,"
it
should have plenty of drawing
power.
The titles are clever, and
while much of the action is slapstick,
and even a bit sloppy, such as the
bit in which the vamp who is wearing a dinner-gown with no back to
speak of, gets a plateful of hot beans
where her gown should be, it will
nevertheless bring forth many laughs.
of the game and finally are forced
Production values however, are not
to give the money to a man who is
particularly high.
drinking poison because he is broke.
There are one or two good gags and
"The Homeward Trail"— Universal the team is very likeable.
Mediocre Western Plot

Wednesday

—

is sure to get a laugh.
fords a river with the
accent on the "fords" which are entirely submerged as they cross but
come up on the other bank. This
sequence is very well done.
It's a
good one-reeler and the title alone

bit in

The cavalcade

Move

(Special to

1,

some good

is

are quite

riding but the

trite.

Allen deal.

Review

Pathe

Type

No. 27
Short Reel

of production.

.

1

— Interesting

reel

(Special to

—

Detroit Maurice Caplan, of MetroFilms, is back from an extended trip to the coast and Vancouver.

politan

Many Minnesota Houses Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis — Over 30%
of
the

magazine

The opening

subject of this Pathe
presents
some fine snow
scenes which will be very welcome
at this season; next comes a glimpse
into a theater in China where a native
drama is in progress.
The entire
performance takes eight hours, you
arc told. A clever silhouette entitled
"The Classic Centaur," deals with
the manner in which that imaginative
being might have passed his days.
The Popular Science subject deals
with the manner in which sap is circulated through flowers and affords
some interesting miscroscopic views.
The Pathe-color travel picture shows
the oasis of Nefta in Tunis.

Review

From The Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

Caplan Back

theaters in this state will be closed
for the summer, according to a recent survey made by the exchanges..

160 Free

Government Films

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

—The

Department

ot

Agriculture has over 160 educational
films listed, dealing with plants and
insets.

one-reel

These

run mostly in
although some are

films

length

two and a few in three reels. The
films can be had free of charge, the
only cost being for transportation.
in

France considering increase in ad "Steel Shod Evidence"— Range Rider
valorem tax.
Pathe Good, Snappy Western
Second
Friday
Type of production. .2 reel western "Snooky's Treasure Island" Hammons Educational Kids Will
Harold Lloyd denies any tie-up with
drama

—

—

—

Williams.
to make for Pathe.

J.

D.

Newspaper

critics in

Has

Leo Maloney and Josephine

Hill

answer to Hays again score with

questionnaire discuss relative values
in picture standards.
Pyramid reorganizes with W. F.
Greene and L. J. Rosett out. Eight
pictures for next season planned.
Nat L. Royster. Birmingham exhibitor, in discussing distribution says
more help from Xew York would
prove boon to salesmen.
Al Lichtman Corp. and Preferred
combine under name of Preferred
Pictures Corp.

this two-reel western
Rider series. It deals

of the Range
with the actions of a couple of crooks
who plot to keep a certain horse out
of a coming cowpuncher's race.
very clever pup helps the action which
is kept
moving swiftly all the way
through the picture. For those who
like this sort of thing, "Steel Shod
Evidence" contains full measure of

A

first-class

entertainment.

"The Uncovered Wagon"— Hal Roach
Pathe Amusing Burlesque
Failure of
SerType
of production.
.1 reel comedy
vice. Ltd.. in Canada forces Goldwyn and Hodkinson to make new
In this Hal Roach 1 reeler, which

Today
Famous Players Film

—

—

.

distributing arrangements there.
First National con-

Mi \ican ban on
tin';

Production
started.

of

"The

Bad

Man''

—

Love

more

four

purports to be a

.

Type

—

it

of production. .2 reel animal

comedy

Attempt to Rob Newman
Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City The same robber

—

that beat the Newman theater out of
$10,000 last March, again held up
Milton Field, the manager.
The
bandit was forced away by a ruse of
Fields.

Snooky, the Humanzee, has been
most appropriately named. He is a
marvelous monk.
This time they
have him dressed as a Chink and
working for an ex-pirate, also a Skouras Take Over 12th

St.

House

Chink, who runs a laundry in his
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
spare
time.
Snooky is the fast
Kansas
City Skouras Bros, have
friend of the ship's cook, a lad who
taken over the management of the
is bitterly treated by the Skipper.
It
Twelfth St. Theater, formerly hanis, however, the wonderful facial expressions of Snooky and his "human- dled by Frank L. Newman.
ness" that holds the attention rather
than the little story.
Full credit
"Doc" Cook Back From Trip
should go to M. S. Peebles, who
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
supervision of
directed, under the
Kansas City, Kans.— C. E. "Doc"
John Rounan. There is slightly too
much footage, but kid's won't mind Cook is back from a trip through the

—

burlesque on the
talked of Cruze picture, Paul
Parrott is the featured player. There that, and will thoroughly enjoy this mining towns, where he went to solimembership for the state exis of course much rough-and-tumble
one.
lion and his family have also cit
hibitor unit.
stuff, but several bits are extremely been used to excellent advantage.

much

A

Mr. ExhibitorDon't Overlook the

Record Breaking
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depends whether you look up

all

for inspiration, or

keep your head down in the dirt."
And this is based on actual experience. Many of the houses
taken over by Comerford were "in the red' or barely profitable
when they were put in the chain. Then O'Todle was sent around
to bolster up.
"It's surprising," said O'Toole, "how little you
have to do how few changes you have to make, to turn a losing
house into a paying- venture. Just a matter of looking up and
doing things different."
-

—

And

he's right.

"LAB"
man

DEVELOPMENT

business talking. "Do you know." he
"that the most important development that has
occurred in the industry in the past ten years is where no one
thinks about?" And when the head shaking was oxer he went on:
"In the laboratories. That's the spot. And no one ever thinks
about it. Direction has improved a bit; the sets are finer and
bigger I don't know whether the acting has improved much
of course the stories are better. But it's in the little old 'lab's'
the factory end of the business, that the real development has
taken place. Laboratory work today is so much finer, so much
better, so far advanced, over what existed five or ten years ago,
that there is no comparison.
Fine prints are bringing in more
the
at
box
office
than
business
any other given cause. The distributor who isn't on to his job, and keeps his prints fresh and
right, deservedly should be out of business."
Something to think about, gentlemen.

Important

said,

said

in the

he,

—

KEEP OPEN TIME
Once again

For the 'steenth time. But still
the warning.
worth harping about. Any exhibitor who fails to keep a lot of
time open this coming season deserves all that's coming to him.
And this, despite that some of the larger companies and for
that matter the smaller ones as well
are trying harder than ever
before to book in blocks.
It may be that the coming season will prove disappointing
some of the many big pictures may be just pictures and that
will be a pity.
But regardless of how good they are, stick to the
idea keep some time open. As much as you can, and more if
you dare. Because the bigger and better the pictures are the
more you will need them. Let the other fellow block book.
And you will be smiling. When he has his "tzoras."

—

—

—

—

LOOK AT

'EM

How many

pictures shown by Mister Average Exhibitor are
seen by him before he plays them, or even books them? How
many? It is to laugh. "How few" should be the question. It's
This is probably the only business in
a remarkable situation.
the world where a man buys, sight unseen, that which he has
to sell again.
This, despite that the hazard of not seeing wdiat
they buy is greater in this than in any other business.
When the exhibitors of this country learn that to operate
profitably they cannot stand pat and offer what the bigger and
other fellow "cleaned up" with, and instead put on something
their own clientele favors, not only will exhibition values come
down, but there will be less "flops." Very often it isn't the fault
It's the fault of the exof the picture that a "flop" develops.
Remember every picture, even the best, isn't good everyhibitor.
where. There are some towns where Chaplin has "flopped."

"THE SPOILERS"
a great story. And a great picture. Today,
The old picture
it's still a great story but a far greater picture.
made a lot of money. For everybody. So will the new one.
Don't worry about that. And the direction
It's a real box office.

Years ago

it

was

is fine while the work of Milton Sills and Anne Nillson,
together with a lot of others, makes it stand out. And the fight
What a fight After seeing that
between Sills and Noah Beery
no leading man stuff for yours truly. Not on
this is certain
your life. Nix.

of Hillyer

!

—

!

DANNY.

THE
Sunday, July

1,

1923

May -June

Releases

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
(Distributed

Inc.

Through Pathe)

Playgoers

Type

Star
Christina

Title

Length

Review Date

McNab— Romance— 5,000
— Melodrama— 5,264 — 6-23-30
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
die Ne'er Do Well — Meighan — Adventure and romance — 7,414 — 5-6-23
Cents an Hour — Hiers — Comedy — 5,632 — 5-20-23
Silk — Compson — Love story — 6,946 — 5-13-23
Die Rustle
?og Bound — Dalton — Melodrama — 5,692 — 6-3-23
Exciters — Daniels-Moreno — Crook story — 5,939 — 6-10-23
Farce— 5,075— 6-10-23
Fortune of

["he

Counterfeit

Love

sixty

of

'

["he

rhe Heart Raider— Ayres—
Dnly 38— Wm. DeMille— Romance— 6,175— 6-17-23
Mystery story
rhe Woman With Four Faces Compson

—
the Movies — Comedy drama — 6.500 — 6-27-23
Divorce — Novak — Domestic Drama — 6,000 — 6-10-23
"he Mysterious Witness — Western — 4,850
Driven — Carey — Prison story — 5,850— 6-17-23
—

— 5,700 — 6-23-30

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

klary of

)esert

FOX FILM CORP.

Mix—

Western— 4,854— 6-13-23
"hree Jumps Ahead—
Western— 5,608— 5-20-23
Stepping Fast— Mix
Bound Mason Meller and romance 4,408 5-20-23
J ove
Crook story 4,522 5-23-22
Russell
Joston Blackie
Drama of North 4-617 5-27-23
Snowdrift Jones
5,000
Skidproof Automobile story

——

— —
— —
—— —
—
—
—
—
—
FIRST NATIONAL
Vithin the Law — Talmadge— Melodrama — 8,034 — 5-6-23
From the Golden West— Western meller— 6,800—6-3-23
— Melodrama— 6,422— 6-3-23
Slander the Woman —
Lonely Road — MacDonald — Domestic drama — 5-102 — 6-17-23
Dust — Romance— 6,228—6-10-23
Action — MacLean — Comedy mystery — 5,636 — 6-10-23
Ian
'enrod and Sam —Juvenile comedy — 6,275 — 6-17-23
Vandering Daughters — Society drama — 5,619
Brass Bottle— Melodrama— 5,290
drama
— Period Coogan
Days —
— Circus comedy-drama
GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
Sackbone— Mystery story — 6,979—5-6-23
Canity Fair — Costume play — 7,668 — 5-13-23
Last Moment — Mystery story— 5,442 — 5-27-23
Ragged Edge— Romance — 5,896—7-17-23
Love Piker — Stewart — Romance — 7,000
—

iirl

Phillips

"he
;hildren of
of

"he

"rilby

"ircus

"he
"he
"he

HODKINSON
Cheaters— Flapper story— 5,700— 5-27-23

fouthful

—

—

—

5-6-23
Romance
:he Critical Age
Drama of youth 7,600—6-17-23
Jichael O'Halloran
Mystery drama 5,998 6-17-23
?he Mark of the Beast
Lumber camp meller 4,900
rhe Rapids

—

— —

4,500

—

—

—

—

METRO PICTURES CORP.

—

—

Exploring expedition 6,800
trailing African Wild Animals
Society blackmail 6,800 5-20-23
Cordelia the Magnificent
Drama
?he Fog

—

—

Slack

Shadows

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
— 5,000— 5-13-23
PREFERRED PICTURES
Rich — Society drama — 6,073 — 6-23-30
UNITED ARTISTS

— Exploring

)aughters of the

—

—

— 5-20-23

expedition

— 12,000—6-10-23
Prod. &
Corp.
Finish — Jack Pickford — Race track meller — 8,184 — 6-3-23
Shriek of Araby — Burlesque on Sheik
— 4,357 — 6-17-23
'addy-the Next-Best Thing— Marsh — Romance
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Vhat Wives Want — Eternal triangle — 4,745 — 5-6-23
ools and Riches — Rawlinson — Melodrama —4,S45 —
Tossed Wires — Walton— Farce — 4,705 — 5-20-23
:urning Words — Stewart — Mounted Police — 4,944 — 5-27-23
louble Dealing— Gibson — Comedy — 5,105 — 5-27-23
ton Quickshot
the Rio Gr.mde — Hoxie
Western 4,894 6-3-23
— Rawlinson— Crook meller— 5,390—— 6-10-23 — —
awdust — Walton — Circus story — 4,900
ewel
With Honor — Crook meller — 7,785—5-13-23
Shock — Chancy — Crook theme— 6,758 — 6-10-23
VITAGRAPH
Man Next Door— Romance— 6,937 — 6-3-23
Lives — Postman story — 6,000
Independent Features
'he

White Rose— Southern drama

Allied

larrison's
'he

Dist.

stories

5-6-23

of

'.ailroaded

'rifling

'he
'he

-oyal

ARROW FILM
Rip Tide—Melodrama— 6,176— 5-13-23
iroken Violin Melodrama 5,849 4-8-23
'he Little Red Schoolhouse
Bootleg meller
Sundog Trail Fairbanks Western 4,593
"he

—
—

CORP.

— —
—
— 5,760— 6-3-23
—
—
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
"emptation — Eternal triangle — 6,000— 5-27-23
ler Accidental Husband — Melodrama — 6,000— 5-6-23
STOLL FILM CORP.
:he Prodigal Son— Drama— 10,000— 5-20-23
INDEPENDENT PICTURES
"he Valley of Lost Souls — Drama — 5,000
Devil's Partner — Shearer— Drama — 5,000
Crashing Courage— Drama — 5,000
Che Range Patrol— Drama — 5,000
WM. STEINER
"he Fighting Strain — Hart — Western — 5,000
Jelow the Rio Grande — Hart — Western — 5,000
SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
Western Blood — Morrison —Western— 6,000
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS
Desert Rider — Hoxie — Western — ,000
'he

5
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Jersey Meeting
(Continued

The

officials

from

Page

At
ered.

thur

(Special to

1)

N.

Y.

Schenectady,
become automatically current here that

the national legislative committee to
aid the national officers, just as was
One of the feaclone in Connecticut.
tures of Woodhull's report dwelt on
the difficulty of collecting dues.

some

May Close
THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady State

the banquet Thursday night
excellent addresses were delivAmong the speakers were ArProd.
Distinctive
Friend,
S.

Loew, Sydney S. Cohen,
who dwelt on the value of national
organization, Mike O'Toole of the
Comerford organization who made a
strong and earnest plea that exhibitors aid in becoming a moral force
in their committees and to see that
the laws on the statute books were
Loew commented on the
observed.
large number of exchange men presPeter J. Bradv also spoke as did
ent.
Bob Welsh of the M. P. World, and
Miss Louella Parsons of the Morning

Marcus

Telegraph.

— Reports

may

State,

Aywon Buys

Says "Maytime" Cost $75,000
(Special

Los

— B.

Angeles

which

To

Fight Music

Glass

will

—The

Tax

Milwaukee M.

P.

funds to fight
the music
Several actions resulting from the tax situation are expected to come up in the Milwaukee
plans

raise

to
tax.

courts soon.

Grand-Asher
(Special

Activities

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

of the

Camden Censors Honored By Stanley
Connecticut M.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia The newly appointed
New Haven — Officers elected at
the annual convention of the Con- Camden censor board were recently

—

O. are: president, the guests of the Stanley company.
E. M. Mar- The censors were giving a luncheon
Hartford.
Walsh,
J. W.
at the Arcadia Cafe and later were
field, New Haven and J. A. Alpert,
The
Putnam, first and second vice-presi- entertained at the Stanley.
dents respectively; and A. J. Cava- board consists of Commissioner of
Public Safety Staley, Rev. D. Hann,
naught, secretary and treasurer.
chairman,
Mrs. Mary Walsh, secrelegislative
as
a
act
The officers will
committee to work with the national tary. Police Captain, James Tatem
and Marv Simmons.
M. P. T. O. in legislative matters.
This practice may be followed by
To Film Octavus Cohen Stories
other state M. P. f O. units.
P. T,

.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Charles Segall Going Abroad
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— Charles Segall, of the
Apollo, sails for Europe on the Leviathian July 4th.

Birmingham
Louis,
ing of

is

— Roy

tendered
Astor.

Rice,

of

in

her behalf Friday at the
F. B. O. actAll of the speak-

ed as toastmaster.
ers complimented Mrs. Reid on her
sincere effort to aid in a worthy cause.
and Mrs. Reid briefly told of her efforts and hopes regarding "Human
Wreckage" closing with an appeal
that these unfortunates not be termed
"dope fiends."
Among the speakers were Dr. Lester Volk of the Bureau of Narcotics;
Mr*. E. S. Bishop of the Woman's
City Club; Dr. Christian F. Rcisner
who declared that the makers of pictures must appreciate the demand of
service made upon them, and Mrs.
Caroline Wagner of the Anti-Narcotic
League of Los Angeles.

—

Havelack, Neb. J.
has opened his house.

Film

rights

has
of

The

will

P.

a

—

erection
will

of a $75,000
a site on

occupy

\ond the Law," and "Dangerous Fifth Ave., near Magee St.
Men."
Lewis Allen Browne and
Frank Howard Clark are preparing
Jacksonville,
Fla.
The
Herald
scenario
for
the
story. states that the Sunset Theater Co.
the
first
has opened offices in the will erect a new theater opposite the
Fllfelt
Candler Bldg.
Hotel Broward.

—

New

—

"The projector

the
possesses,

but

utilizes

it

Peters in Metro Special

is

(Special to

new advantages.

of fire.

Skill

+

—Reports

sideration.

old

plan of a
claimed,
The cost of the
machine is low enough for any school or
church, and moreover it is absolutely safe
for these institutions.
The chief feature is
the condenser, which is filled with water and
forms the two concave mirrors concentrating
the lights upon it, a single condenser.
The
two ends of the condenser are convex glass
of unequal diameter.
When the light rays
reach the film after passing throogh aboot
12 inches of water they have a temperature
of 90 degrees, thereby eliminating all dangers
cooler,

Wash.

here have it that this city is in line
for another picture house.
It is said
that several sites are now under con-

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London In the latest issue of The
Cinema appears a description of a
new Swiss projector. In part it reads.

several

Tacoma,

South

Swiss Projector

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— House

Peters

specials.

Charles O. Baumann who recently
signed House Peters to appear in a
series of productions stated yesterday the Metro deal was news to him.

Speed

+

Service

now

at

244-250 West 54th Street

Pantages House In Legal Tilt
to

Inc.

PHOTO- ENGRAVING

be called the BirCorp.
Stories will

Phones Circle 2450-2451-2452

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Oakland, Cal. The Pantages here
has been closed following a legal
battle
with the Loeb Realty Co.
Pantages leased the house for ten
years from the realty company at a
The lease
rental of $2,000 a month.
has expired and the realty company
seeks to increase the rental, claiming
that the contract called for a renewal
at a price to be fixed by arbitration.
Pantages argued that the house is not
paying and he refuses to pay the increase.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
More

space and up to the minute equipment

"The same

has

been signed by Metro to appear in
"Held to Answer", one of their fall

EGGERS,

be two-reelers.

(Special

theater

seats 400.

—

Roy Octavus Cohen's negro
H. Whitman, of New York
is
associated with Rice in the new
enterprise.
Edwin Connelly will

organization

and

with representatives of the
Pana, 111.— "Bella Donna" was the
The picture attraction at the recent opening of the
Fascisti party of Italy.
shows the Fascisti movement with New Palace theater.
shots
of
King Victor Emanuel,
Premier Mussolini
Sleepy Eye, Minn. A company is
being organized with $25,000 capital
Elfelt Signs Jane Thomas
to erect a theater here.
Clifford S. Elfelt Prod., Inc., has
Lodi, N. J. The Columbia will be
signed Jane Thomas to star in a
series of pictures to be made on the the name of the house which Victor
Coast. The first release will be Oct. Cangialosi is putting up on Main
15 and one every six weeks there- St.
after.
The pictures scheduled are:
"The Third Warning," "The 19th
Pittsburgh, Pa. Plans have been

stories.

mingham M.

built

W. Hoffman

St.

to

Nat Rothstein

American

being
Fourth

is

Fifth.

Aywon,

of

between

here arranging for the film-

prepare the screen adaptations, and
Mrs. Wallace Reid
Neal Abel, long with Al G. Field's
Mrs. Wallace Reid was the guest of minstrels, will be one of the feaThe new producing
honor, and chief speaker at a luncheon tured players.

Lunch

for

Fascisti

Theaters

— A theater

St.,

Amendment," "Dangerous Women," drawn for the
"The Home Trail," "Free," "Be- theater, which

P. T. O. Elects

M.

Main

1923

1,

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Milwaukee
T. O.

"May-

soon be made by

will

(iaston
Louis Gasnier.
play the male lead.

(Special

closed

Hirsh,

Schulbcrg 2-recler

P.

states that he paid $75,000 for
time,"'

Melvin

THE FILM DAILY)

to

water

necticut

Irwin, Pa.

on

the

close soon.

banquet
Los Angeles Charles Lamont will
Billy Brandt. Lou Blumcnthal, and direct Sid Smith in a two-reel comedy
Bernard Edelhertz of the New York for
Herman RayGrand-Asher.
Brandt maker has completed "Always Late,"
state organization appeared.
strode over to speak to Woodhull and starring Monty Banks and Harry
Sydney Cohen shook hands with him, Edwards started "A Concrete Mixup"
apparently very friendly.
Hugh Fay has
with the same star.
One of the features of the event was finished the Sid Smith comedy
a golf tournament held Thursday af- "Hats," and Archie Mayo has started
The rain checked the af- "Don't Play Hookey," starring Smith.
ternoon.
Pratt has finished "One Dark
fair which was won by D. J. Chatkin, Gil
Arvid Gillstrom has beOnly 12 holes Knight."
Educational Films.
gun a comedy starring Joe Rock.
were played.

During the course

—

which Laboratories

purchased
have
was opened only a few months ago, Downing Process Laboratories.
the

New

Buys Out Downing "Lab"
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Chester Bennett
(Special to

are

Sunday, July

determination to deliver the goods"

And in Washington
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i
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TOM MOORE. President
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June 25, 19 23.

Mr- William Randolph Hearst,

President,
Cosmopolitan Productions,
127th Street at Second Avenue,
Hew York u lty, N. Y.

*

<9H

^!

i
I

!
!!
!/
*
!««

Dear Mr. Hearst:
It gives me great pleasure to recommend your
produotlon "ENEMIES OF WOMEN." This picture was accepted by
our public as one of the greatest that has ever come to
Washington.

!
mm

mm

!J1

In analyzing the basis for tremendous drawing
power and box-offloe receipt s (which we have enjoyed during
the past two weeks), we find this picture has such a variety
of action, so well done, tha t it could not help but appeal to
Our patrons were loud in their praise on leaving the
all.
theatre dally for the "blgne ss" of story, perfection of acting
and direction, beauty of see lios, and the lavish scale upon
which this film play was pro duoed. We observed that, whereas
the story had a good bit of spice, same was handled with "kid
gloves," which is what the p eople apparently want in most every
photoplay at the present tim e. The duel soene was positively
the greatest I have ever see n in a ploture, and this was only
ona of the multitude of big scenes, any one of whioh is what an
exhibitor may feel satisfied to have in a production with confidenoe that it will satisfy his public.

iianiii

!¥
!'
Iliir

mil
'
immr

Finally, if "ENEMIES OF WOMEN™ is a sample of
your ooming year's output, this industry will be greatly benefited, for it is such productions that "ring the bell" of high
records in box-offioe receipts, while satisfying the old patrons
Please accept my congratulations for tha
and adding new ones.
achievement and the privilege of exhibiting "ENEMIES OF WOMEN"
at our Bialto Theatre.
With many thanks and very best wishes for yov
continued success, I am

Very truly yours.

ENEMIES o/WOMEN

TM:WG

6y Vicente Blasco fbanez

A

LIONEL BARRYMORE
ALMA RUBENS

(osmopolitan Production

Distributed by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

IIIiIALm,.h,m.,..,..,.,.,.,i.i.mm..i,...,,,,.i......ii.,.m..|
II

m\

I

W

HEN TomJUoore,

one of America's foremosi exhibi-

way about Lnemies or \\ omen, you
know what it will mean to your box-office.
In New York, London, Chicago, San Francisco,
t« rs

>

ta 'ks this

Detroit,
else

it

Milwaukee, Los Angeles, and everywhere
has been shown,

"Enemies

of

Women"

has been a sensation.
iiiii

UliiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiimJi

Directed by Alan Crosland

Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

Settings by Joseph

It is

the biggest box-office picture of the season!

I
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JUST THE KIND OF ONE
REEL SUBJECTS YOUR

PROGRAM NEEDS!
BRAY ROMANCES

BRAY COMEDIES

The Mystery Box

Heeza

Liar's

Treasure

Island

The Sky

Splitter

Gambling With The
Gulf Stream

Romance

—Detective

Heeza Liar

Heeza

Liar's

Burglar

of Life

Heeza Liar in the

The Immortal Voice
The

Heeza Liar and the
Ghost

City of

Dreams

The Broad Highway

African Jungle

Heeza

Liar's Vacation
?f

Heeza Liar in Uncle
Tom's Cabin'*

Ask a Hodkinson Salesman about them today

They're All

HODKINSON

Pictures

—

:

7Ae BRADSTREET

7/<?re(oghizeg

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXV

Vol.

No.

New

Monday, July

2

Series

May

Published announcement of forthcoming releases of First National include "Lilies of the Field.".

In this connection
that

aomng

it

is

understood

the early releases plan-

would

in which Corrine
be starred was "Lilies of the Field,"
and while officials of the First National refuse to discuss the matter
and while the same attitude was taken by Charles R. Rogers who has
been handling Miss Griffith's business
matters it is reported that when First
National releases "Lilies of the Field"
Corinne Griffith will be found in the

Griffith

ned

production.
Relative to this matter some reports go so far as to say that probably Miss Griffith's forthcoming series will be released through First National rather than another distributing company which was expected to
handle her productions.

THE FILM DAILY)
Dover — Fitzpatrick & McElroy
have increased their capitalization to
$1,200,000.

D'Usseau Resigns
Leon D'Usseau has resigned,

effec-

cessor.

Men Meet Chief
THE FILM DAILY)

—Luther

Reed and Bryant Porter have arrived from the
Hollywood

Cosmopolitan Studio, New York, to
confer here with William R. Hearst

who

is

here looking over production

of his several Coast units.
Hearst arrived here about a week ago.

activities

Close With
About
First

Loew

Days Involved in Sale of
Paramount Group to Local

1,250

Theater Circuit

conference of all distributors to discuss the many problems facing members of that branch of the business is suggested
by Al Lichtman following a reading of "The Golden Bubble" in

which Alexander Aronson expounded his ideas on distribution.
Lichtman's remarks on the Aronson article are interesting. He
says
perfectly candid, I am not familiar with such production methods as described in Mr. Aronson's article. No doubt,
Mr. Aronson based his statement on actual knowledge. However, such methods, in my opinion, do not exist in well regulated
studios, and I can happily state that our studios are not operated
in that careless fashion. As a matter of fact, for the eleven pictures produced by us during the past year, each averaging about
6500 feet, there never was more than 11,000 feet of negative shot
on any one subject, proving that if a studio is properly conductthe
ed, productions well planned and carefully worked out, and

"To be

(Continued on Page 4)

Good

Famous Players have closed an important booking deal with the Metroinvolves
It
politan Loew circuit.
about 1,250 booking days and covers
10 pictures, the August, September
and October releases of Paramount.
There is a possibility that following
the custom observed in the past, the

may

that the big pictures for the

of

wisdom

Will

are

season.

"The average exhibitor has 26 bad
weeks out of 52," said he, "but with
type of picture scheduled for
next year he will have a greater opportunity to make money. Exhibitors
rarely lose money on big pictures
they go into the red with the little

the

—

ones.

saw Fairbanks' new one and

"I

and successful

divide the product

it's

saw
I
'Robin Hood.'
Norma's Ashes of Vengeance' and it
And
magnificent picture.
is a fine,

bigger

than

many

others.

But the picture that
them sit up and take

make

'ImChaplin's
Charley
is
Edna
starring
Women,'
mortal
Purviance. It isn't one of those big,
million dollar productions, with big

and

sets

all

that—but

(Continued on

Page

it's

human,

2)

Rothacker to Europe

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— Watterson R. Rothacker
(Special to

without the good will of its
of security. A motion
foundation
upon
a
built
not
patrons is
patrons as much as
its
of
will
picture theater needs the good
establish itself as a definite, usetul,
it needs its screen if it is to

'A motion

coming

year will give many exhibitors a
chance to more than break even next

notice

written under this heading in a
weeklv magazine published by the Astor theater, St. Paul,
the
one of the Finkelstein and Ruben chain of theaters.
says:
and
while,
worth
article is decidedly
wrote: "He that does good to another, does good

Words'

Big Pictures

Just back from the Coast where
he saw a number of large pictures
which will be released next season,
J. D. Williams declared on Saturday

will

picture

theater

institution in a

community.
everything.

"Abraham Lincoln said: 'Public sentiment is
With public sentiment nothing can fail, without

nothing
it
public sentiment
moulds
who
he
Consequently,
can succeed.
pronounces degoes deeper than he who enacts statutes or
cisions.'

.

Europe on the Majestic July
be accompanied by Char-

14.

He

will

les

E.

Pain,

Sr.,

attorney

for

the

Rothacker enterprises and chairman
Selznick
of the board of directors of
Distributing. The purpose of the trip
for a Rothis to make arrangements
England.
in
laboratory
acker

and

sustained.

of the motion
those who are interested in the progress
toward
tending
activities
picture, the many fine examples of
_to day
day
from
observed
are
which
will
the creating of good
flood
sicken
From
are indeed gratifying and encouraging.
to aid the homeless
areas we read of benefit performances
destroyed by fire
being
church
Paul
fn the decent case of a St.
manager donating his
theater
the
of
pleasure
with
learn
we
orga nations benevolent
theater for church services; charitable
clubs Y. W. C. A. s ana
societies, welfare leagues, newsboys
touch witnth* motion
in
constantly
are
other active units
in benefit pe«°™jn« s
him
picture manager, co-operating with
worthy wn«at»ns
these
for
realized
are'
from which funds
service is an assured
community
That these funds are used in
and undeniable fact.
the world but
"None of us are perfect-there is nothing in well to study
it not as
is
criticize,
we
has its faults. Before
the pro's and con's of any question.''

"To

'

sails for

,

.

institution,

"The motion picture theater is a resourceful
a great medium through which
its manager has at his command
be created, nurtured, and
may
sentiment
public
and
will
good

;

Keith circuit
with Loew.

Many

Will Give Exhibitor a Better Chance
Next Season Says
Williams

Seneca

1, as Eastern scenario editor
of Universal.
Robert Roden, who has been assistant scenario editor for six years,
has been appointed D'Usseau's suc-

Hearst

Price 5 Cents

to himself."

tive July

(Special to

923

A

Increase Capital
(Special to

1

Suggest Confab

First National ReStar or Feature Corinne Griffith

Going Through
ported

2,

Marking Time
in Mexican Situation
Carewe Starts Production
of "The Bad Man"
of the Mexican Govattitude
The
ernment toward American producers

No Change

present Mexican citizens in an
unfavorable light in films made in
changed any.
this country has not

who

First
Specifically, the ban on all
productions in Mexico
tional
exists.
,.
,
(Continued on page 3)

Nastill

Wednesday July 4, being InDay and a legal

dependence

issue
holiday, there will be no
pubFILM
of
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Price 5 Cents
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United Artists, Chaplin will direct
one picture a year.
"Independent production is on a
stronger scale than last year.
I
think the outlook is fine for the independents."
least

Hodkinson Gets
Hodkinson will
view"

Filmschau,
Prague
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

tionale

Quotations
Close

10234 103

.103
71

89
....
3Vs

Goldwyn

Low

600

683/6

89

89
200
ty& 1,600

tya,

5,200

Not quoted

15^

Loew's

1454

1434 1,400

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

— Practically

every theater in the city reports good business
for this time of the year.

Keaton Will Battle Film Schools
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood
Buster Keaton has
launched a war against the fake film
schools which promise artists jobs
and charge exorbitant fees.

—

Montreal After Fire Proof Booths

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Montreal

—The

Palmer With

New

Unit

Corp.,

Queens. Capital $75,000. Incorporators T. Gutman, H. Gaba and M.
Singer. Attorneys, Levy, Gutman &

— D.

&

Amusement

M.

Capital $7,500.
InCorp., Buffalo.
corporators, E. and D. Michaels and
Attorneys, HolC. W. Densinger.
lender & Hollender, Buffalo.

Albany

— Lexington

the

(Special to

Louis

production,

THE FILM DAILY)

Missouri Theater is
distributing each week to its patrons
a pamphlet called "The Bullet," published by
the Bishop-Wyatt
Co.,
which bears the slogan, "a weekly
round of ammunition for the fellow
who aims to be more and have more."

(Special to

Summer Releases
THE FILM DAILY)

&

Realty Co.,

— "Sixty
—"Mary
of

Cents an Hour."
the Movies" and

Inc.,

(Special to

([^cULcatioTvcd (&x£ua*D

'THE STICE OF THE PROGRAM"

The

Exhibitors Association

"Maguire of the Mounted."

Sunday— "The Rustle of Silk."
Lyric "Human Wreckage."

JOIN

—

—"Wandering Daughters."
Next Week
Broadway— Not yet determined
—

Brooklyn

Strand
Daughters."

"W andering

Cameo— "Enemies of Women."
Capitol — "Success."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."
Lyric— "Human Wreckage."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— "Merry Go Round."
Strand — Not yet determined.
Mrs. Harriman Heads Advisory Board
Mrs. Oliver Harriman will head
the advisory board of the Film Guild.
She will sail for Europe to search

NOW

market for

PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

IRIS

J.

MADE TO ORDER

Commercial Developing and Printing

RpmcKER Film

Mfg. Company

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT
Devonshire St.,
Boston, Mass.

185

in the

Film Exchange

JOHN

~

Investments
Financial Factors
Seasoned Securities

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES

Amusement

field

Moving Pictures
Theatres
Distribution

Negatives

Ave. N. Y.
Correspondence

Solicited.

Are you planning production
in New York?
Do you need

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
Fire of unknowi, origin in
Leon Bories' exchange did an estimated damage of $15,000. $3,000 of
this was to films owned by Bories;
the balance by films owned by the
Graphoscope Co., Western Star Feature Film Co., Schwabacher Film Co.,
and Mrs. Jessie Jones of Portland.
No insurance was carried on the films.

a fully equipped studio and com-

petent staff?

The

and studio was used to produce the
"Bright Shawl" and has just finished the
staff

"Fighting Blade" with Richard Barthelmess.

Capital $1,000,000.

—

1540 Broadway

Bldg.,

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

Friday

—

New York.
Los Angeles The Christie organiIncorporators, C. zation has four comedies
on their
Monash, J. A. Hopkins and A. L. summer release schedule. They are:
Robertson. Attorney, M. Goodman, "Winter Has Come," starring DoroNew York.
thy Devore; Jimme Adams in "Roll
Along;" Bobby Vernon as a plumber
Conrad Nagel will play the part in "Plumb Crazy" and "Back to the
which had been assigned to Joseph Woods." with Neal Burns in the
Schildkraut in "The Master of Man." stellar role.
Schildkraut suddenly withdrew from
Fire Destroys Films
the cast.
ter

Lorw

has

—The

Christie's

Avenue Thea-

first

BAER

E.

Advertising

finished.

Issues Special Theater Bulletin
St.

Goldberg.

Albany

just been

Phone Bryant 6763

FRED

Cradle."

Thursday

—

Hellions,"

Amusement

Made Wife."
Wednesday— "The Empty

Iris

Hollywood Patricia Palmer has
Albany Case Pictures Corp., Yon- been signed by Max O. Miller Prod.,
kers. Capital $15,000. Incorporators, with headquarters at San Francisco.
Attorney Filming will be done at San Mateo.
I. Kaplan and B. Cohen.
"Damaged Souls," from "The Two
M. Lesser, New York.

—

R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.

Publicity

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Incorporations

—Uplift

Wild Animals."
Tuesday "Twenty Three and a
Half Hours Leave" and "A Self-

ing

executive commitfor material.
tee of the City Council will shortly
present an ordinance compelling all
local theaters to install fire proof proI am in the
jection booths.
Patricia

Albany

—

E

1923

Strand

in Pittsburgh

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Pittsburgh

—

A

B

2,

Rialto— "Peter The Great."
Rivoli— "Merry Go Round."

Sales

67y4

Griffith

Film

distribute the "telestarring
Margaret

Good

Business

S.

1.

High

picture

"Teleview"

Irving and Grant Stewart.

P'hone, Hollywood

— Irving Mack, 738
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative— InternaCentral

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

of the greatest directors
and be established as

for

at

1603.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

West."
Brooklyn Strand

Cameo "Enemies of Women."
Capitol— "The Chase."
such within a year or two. Outside Criterion "The
Covered Wagon."
of the several pictures he will make Loew's New
York— Today "Trail-

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

— "The Girl of the Golden
— "Penrod and.Sam."
—

Broadway

in the business,

1879.

3,

On Broadway

Big Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)
just like 'The Kid,' and will prove a
great picture.
I predict Chaplin will

Monday, July

"Potash

&

Perlroutter"

comedy

for

Samuel

Goldwyn has also just been completed there.
This organization is now able to accommodate
production starting in the near future while

between

pictures.

is not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.

This

If

interested, telephone E. L. Smith,

Vanderbilt 8291

YHE
Monday, July

2,

1923

(Continued from Page

1)

Bernard T. Woodle of the Hayes
organization who has been handling
the matter is back from a trip to
Washington where he conferred with
The
the Mexican charge d'affaires.

Safety Fire Extinguisher Co. against
the Freeport Theater, of Freeport, L.
I., for fire appliances on the ground
that there is no meritorious defense
situation has not changed, the attito the suit.
tude of the Mexican Government
The suit of Orrin Johnson against being that of marking time.
It will be recalled that production
Goldwyn to recover under a contract
by which he was engaged to take a of "The Bad Man" was temporarily
leading part in a film, has been set- held up because the Mexican repretled by the parties and discontinued sentatives objected to it, after the
by an order of Supreme Court Justice New York consul had seen "The
Girl of the Golden West," which
Wasservogel.
Edwin Carewe made. First National
The second default judgment to be states, however, that the picture has
filed against Glenn Hunter in the been started on the coast.
City Court within a few days has
been filed by Lewis Buxton for $1,828
New Coast School for Players
as the balance on a claim for $2,485
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
furnfor automobile transportation
Rowland V. Lee is
Hollywood
ished to Hunter between New York about to start a school here for
and other points from June to Decem- players. Lee states that his object
The other judgment was in starting the school is to find new
ber, 1922.

—

filed

by Abraham Libman on a

An answer

has been

filed in

note.

personalities.

the Su-

preme Court by Associated Producers in a suit of Nathan & Semerad.
film.
"A Pasteboard
the
Crown," the complaint in which has

over

A

Van Dyke

Mayer Director

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— W. S. Van Dyke
(Special to

has

been signed on a long term contract
to direct all-star specials for Louis
not been filed. The answer admits
B. Mayer.
The first will be "The
that the defendant took over the disSpan of Life." J. G. Hawks is worktribution of the film which has an
ing on the scenario.

$200,000.
exhibition value fixed at
The contract provided that the cost
would not exceed $37,000, and that
until the plaintiffs had been reimsum the defendants
burted
that
would only get 35%, later the parties to the contract would get 50%
each.

The

suit

of

Alexander

Chaplin's Next a
(Special to

Los Angeles
finished

made

7

Reeler

THE FILM DAILY)

— Charles

Chaplin has

work on "Immortal Women,"

under

working

the

title

of

"Public Opinion." He intends appearing personally in his next picure
which will be a seven reel comedy.

Gordin

against Fox Film and Virginia Tracy
to recover for services in connection
with the film, "Queen of Sheba,"
was settled when it came before Supreme Court Justice Cohalan by the
payment by Fox of $600 cash and an
agreement to publish an announcement as to Gordin's services in connection with the film, "making public
announcement of the valuable services rendered by Mr. Gordin in the
preparation of the Biblical,, historical,
and legendary data, and the preparation of a story and synopsis based
on same." Fox agreed that Gordin
was entitled to this "screen and credit
and recognition which he has not
heretofore received."

Starts

New

(Special to

Kind

of Films

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood
Antor
Hungarian artist, has

Novak,
a
opened
a
produce what he

here to
terms "a new kind of films."

studio

make

Novak

short

reels especially designed for children, sort of semieducational.
Novak will use a new
will

invention in photography, which he
claims makes dolls seem to fly.

Thomas Geraghty On The Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Thomas Geraghty

—

has arrived here with the script for
the next Meighan film, "All Must
Marry," written by George Ade.
Geraghty also brought with him a

Victor Sutherland has returned to Booth Tarkington original for Meighfor the finishing scenes of an
for which
he will write the
"The Love Bandit."
scenario.

New York

LOUIS

fkWf

MEYER

¥ i]¥FLl

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251 ^VEST

19 to STREET

^

Marking Time

In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice Tierney has
directed judgment for $508 tor the

L

LABS.

7620 - 7461

c
M°f
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Suggest Confab
(.Continued

from Page

1)

time schedule properly arranged, there is no need of shooting
60,000 feet of negative in order to get five or six thousand feet of
suitable film.

"However, even before reading Mr. Aronson's article, I have heard
methods do exist in this industry, but I am certain that
producers operating along these haphazard lines are in the great minority
and eventually they will eliminate themselves through their lack of efficithat such wasteful

ency.

I

believe

headed by men

who

While on the
are

waste in production only exists
do not know their business.

that

subject,

of the belief

still

—

all

we might mention
that

is

required to

in

that a great

make motion

organizations

many

people

pictures

is

to

possess the raw film, a camera, a group of actors with a man wearing
But when you
puttees directing them, and a good megaphone voice.
analyze motion pictures from the artistic as well as the commercial angle,
one comes to the conclusion that there are few real creators of motion
pictures who can be relied upon from year to year to produce consistent,
When one looks further, one finds
intelligent and entertaining pictures.
that these producers of good pictures have made a real study of motion
In a great part of their work, they are innovators and originapictures.
When you look still further and you analyze the productions that
tors.
are not fit to show to the public, you will find they were made by a great
of incompetent imitators who have been a parasitic strain upon
this industry for many years and who have merely gained an outlet for
their pictures because of the unsound economic factors still governing
the distributing methods in vogue.

ASK ANY

number

Mr. Aronson's view of distribution, I am in
thorough accord and in full sympathy. The terrific cost of distribution
and the lack of standardization as to prices, is the one big blot upon this
industry which must be effaced, if this industry is to continue to build.
As to Mr. Aronson's plan, there is no doubt as to its feasibility, but its
success depends entirely upon the willingness of the producers and dis"Distribution:

As

tributors in this country to co-operate.

"I would like to put Mr. Aronson's suggestion to a practical test by
inviting all the distributors in this country to a joint conference for the
purpose of discussing freely the great many problems confronting us,
or of common interest to all.
I

EXHIBITOR

to

like to broach the proposition with the idea that whether we
not, everybody in the motion picture business is dependent di-

would

IF HE'S

EVER BEEN

BROKE

or
There is no organizarectly or indirectly upon one another for success.
tion nor individual that can navigate alone in this industry.
For one
thing, it takes the good-will of the whole world to support a motion
picture organization. No organization can consider itself too big to stoop
to co-operate with its fellow distributors, who are confronted with the
identical problems to a proportionate degree.
like

it

"

"Therefore, if the distributors. in this country are not too egotistical
to consider themselves above all of their competitors, let us get together.
Perhaps there is a way of meeting on some common ground, to eliminate
the waste in distribution and above all create some standard form of
values
fair to the big as well as the little.
It has always been my theory
that this industry can only continue to build and maintain the continued
support of the masses by creating a standardization of values as between
renter and exhibitor, thereby promoting the greatest possible outlet for
all motion pictures throughout the world.

—

"The present methods employed

are not conducive to the above,
firm belief that all factors big and little can benefit by the
joint conference suggested herein for the purposes outlined.
"Mr. Aronson deserves the congratulations of the industry for having the courage to speak his mind on this vital subject."

and

it

is

my

THEN ASK THE

B.RFineman's
if.

Dorit Marry

<^r Money"

A LAVISH PRODUCTION—remarkably
and elaborate

With

HOUSE PETERS,

beautiful

sets!

Rubye De Remer and an

all star cast.

i

EXHIBITOR
WHY

—

7/ie

^THE
BRADSTREET
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Tuesday, July

3

It

Be Done?

A. Rowland in Sympathy With
Aronson's Ideas But Queries

:.

Method

of

Doing

It

Richard A. Rowland, general manof Associated First National
:ates he agrees more or less with
.lexander S. Aronson's ideas on disibution but asks how can it be done?
"I don't believe," says Rowland,
ger

people in this industry will ever get
>gether until they are all up against
ie wall ready to be shot, and then
ley will first start in getting negave costs lowered. Then finally some
razy fellow will get the idea that
istribution should all be done at the
office, then maybe we
and sensible and will
sane
ill all be
I
o business in a sane manner.
of
method
other
any
of
know
on't
escribing the situation other than in
ie vernacular."

ime booking

New

Selznick Salesmen
has
organization
laced 21 new salesmen in the field,
[any of the new force were selected
om the former American Releasing
21

The

Selznick

aff.

Williamson's Next Through Metro
next, "The UnJ. E. Williamson's
released
be
will
Guest,"
ivited
irough Metro. The technicolor prosss will be used in working out a
umber of undersea shots.

Mason On Her Own
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Upon completion of
er contract with Fox, Shirley Mason
her own
ill organize a company of
make pictures in which she will
Shirley

—

>

e

starred.

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles—Victor B. Fischer

(Special to

lans to enlarge his production activi-

Beginning immediately Fischer s
roducing schedule will double the
Anutput he originally planned.
ther director will be engaged.

Larry

Knows

writing of his recent
tion of the Broadway,
geles, says:

acquisi-

Los An-

my

first important
"One of
acts in taking over the above
is to subscribe to

THE FILM

DAILY."

Price 5 Cents
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Unusual Methods

Chain Operator Thinks 40 Week Says Grainger, Back From Trip Over Reported Employed in Michigan But
Denied by Richey, General
Country Says Next Season Will
Basis Slows Up an Exhibitor
Manager of M. P. T. O.
Be Biggest
Also Unfair to Producer
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
1923-24
prosThat
the
most
will be
Commenting on the chain operator
Members
of the F. I. L.
Detroit
perous
year
history
of
the
picin
the
week
40
who figures his year on a
M. Club of Michigan, independent
overhead basis rather than 52 weeks, ture industry, was the prediction of
manager for exchange operators and others ina clever operator of an important Jimmy Grainger, sales
upon
his re- terested in distribution claim that in
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,
chain says:
turn from a 30 days tour of the trade various cities exhibitors, members of
I cannot convince myself that this
zones of the country. Grainger states the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, are
is good business, because it seems to
that every important exhibitor in the operating in a manner which makes
me it influences a fellow to let up in country has not only expressed opti- it difficult to obtain what they claim
the Summer rather than drive harder
mism in personal conversation, but al- are "decent values" for pictures.
and we have found that if we work so in the number of contracts already This includes all productions from
hard in the Summer, we have no signed for Fall showing.
the ordinary five-reeler to the superlosing weeks.
specials.
"North, East, South and West are
"In addition to that, it is rather
They contend that the M. P. T. O.
to pick the best and back the
out
unfair to a producer or star, when
of
Michigan has completed a system
keen
by
"Made
Grainger.
said
you start to check up the amount of best,"
in by which all members forward to the
producers
the
that
knowledge
the
as
when
profit he has made for you,
general are out to do bigger things Secretary's office a complete list of
a matter of fact you are charging up
exhibitors all prices which they pay for film
somebody elses film rental, whose in the way of production,
these service. Those prices it is said are
present
to
determined
turn
are
in
film you are going to run in the Sumonly tabulated and before a member connot
is
that
scale
pictures on a
mer, against his product that hapalso summates the purchase of this picbut
impressive
and
beautiful
pened to be run in a more fortunate
Next season will see ex- ture, he communicates with the Deshowmanly.
month."
determines from
ploitation as it really should be. Bar- troit office and then
numism of the twentieth century will the information received whether or
not he should pay the price asked.
come to light.
Skouras Brothers Here

—

—

—

Spyros and Charley Skouras of St.
"I look forward to a really prosLouis, are in town for a few days.
perous year all around. The big theaters are going after the big productions, and through long years they
Keaton To Do Costume Story
have become experienced judges. In
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
day of screening first, it's the picthis
Buster Keaton's
Los Angeles
with the goods that counts. I
ture
costume
a
next production will be
heard some talk about paper
have
comedy drama of pre-Civil War days
to me that
Natalie promises, but it seems
running to seven reels.
sort of thing

—

Talmadge

Keaton

may

play

lead.

the there's nothing to that
at
if the distributor is willing
to show the product that he

Rosseau Back From Trip
A. E. Rousseau, export manager
for Pathe, returned Sunday on the
France from a several months busiRousseau

was

Alex

representative in
here to buy a

Hague,

for India.

Eastman Helpers Share
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eastman
Rochester, N. Y.— The
Kodak Co. is dividing approximate-

times
going

Bay

sections, notably

some

City

less of the
who shall

desires of the distributor
line of service

pay which

In this
pay.
that a certain
distributor forwarded to an exhibitor
of
in Bay City, who for the purpose
distinction shall be called Jones, a
When the
print of a new special.

and what they
connection

it

is

shall
said

salesman arrived in Bay City he discovered that the print was not in

Laemmle Off To Europe
had been
Carl Laemmle sails on the Aqua- company

He

will

allotcd to Smith
spend the and that he Jones, said he wasn't inWhen the salesman tried
terested.
to

explain

belonged

to

that
his

after

Coast.

leaves

Expects

Friday

for

the

to return shortly.

Back From Coast
Abe Warner, Warner Bros,

arrived

all

the

print

company and they

Cunningham Leaves for Coast
might have something
scenario who was going to use
Jack Cunningham, Famous
department,

Profits-

is

In

and Saginaw, exhibitors are charged
with dividing up film service regard-

Jones's theater but in "Smith's." Surprised at this he later learned from
his
Jones that the film service of

tania for Europe.
Pathe Summer abroad.

Bombay, who is
number of specials

all

to sell."

Accompanying

es.

Larry E. Lund, former owner of the Broadway, Oakland,
and the Pickwick at San Diego,

3,

Exhibitors Optimistic

Overhead

ness trip to Europe.

Fisher Expanding

Los

Authority

to
it.

say about
Joins said

later
It
wasn't interested.
vcloped that the only way that JO
was tq
could break in on the print
have Smith put in writing that he

he

didn't

want

this

particular

service,

which event Jones would be

m

:<

in
employees
Sam position to deal for it.
from the Coast.
under the yesterday
tactics of this type
Warner came with him, hut stopped
It is said that
wage dividend plan. This policy to see his parents in Ohio, and will
annoying that memso
become
have
St
immediately.
effect
takes
°^j he in about Thursday.
(Continued on Page 2)
amounting to $4,500,000
dividends
A number of deals have practically
are being distributer at the same
the
been closed for territory for
time.
Tomorrow, July 4, being Inproduct for the coming seaWarner
being paid in
also
Day and a legal
distribution ar$200,000 is
dependence
the
completing
employees on son,
will be no issue
stock dividends to
there
season.
holiday,
rangements for
DAILY pub10,000 shares which George EastFILM
over
THE
enthusiastic
of
is
Abe Warner
man, treasurer, set aside for emso
season
lished.
outlook for the coming
ployees who had been with the firm the
their product is concerned.
as
far
for more than 2 years.

ly $1,700,000 among 15,000
in all parts of the world
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P'hone, Hollywood
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London
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Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
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Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a
1.

tionale
vakia),

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L

Goldwyn

.

.

600
102^4 103
6734 683/6 5,200
89
89
200

.103
71
89

do pfd
.

3Ji

ZYA

\S%

1434

.

Sales

3H

Loew's

M. Richey, general manager of
he Michigan M. P. T. O. commenting on the above report said:
"There is no such an arrangement
in
Michigan relative to agreements
on the prices of pictures which meets
with the sanction of this Organization, nor have we evolved a complete
system of comparing prices, men1

\AYA

1,400

World

The

Exhibitors Association

New

— Lyn

Harding

is

— Beekman

;

Phone

for
York to play one
principal
roles
in
Marion Davies'
next picture, "Yolanda."

Steffes

To Canvass Northwest
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

9091

the performance.

Rivoli
is
the
opening
Yicnnoise"
"Impression
"Mcrry-Go-Round," the feature is
number.
n<xt.
"Dance Divertisement," by Betty May.
danseuse and a Max Fleischer cartoon, "The
Battle,'' ate the only other numbers on the
bill because of the length of the feature.

8BRVMS

IEA1,

Strand
119 Falton St.. N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
The

sailing
of the

NOW

JOIN

<

kept Peter

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis Gathering data for a
Not quoted
Not quoted survey ordered by the executive board
of the Minnesota M. P. T. O. W. A.

Triangle

The Capitol orchestra opens the bill this
week with the "Second Hungarian Rhapsody''
followed by "Speed Demons," a short reel;
"Spirit of '76," a tableau, and the regular
weekly magazine.
S. L. Rotbafcl next presills Madame Klsa Strallia, in concert. Jacob
Fabian's "The Cha8e" is the feature. Other
numbers include, "The Cuckoo's Secret" a
Hray picture "Divertissements,'' "Ivan the
Great," a scenic and "The Skater's Waltz,"
The organ closes
by the Capitol dancers.

The current program at this house consists
of the overture, "Here and There," a com
"In a chat with Mr. Wilkinson, pilation
of short subjects; the Topical ReSecretary of the F. I. L. M. Club, view, "Musical Variations," with several
dance units, and James Young's
song
and
the other day, he stated that the F.
Ben Turpin in
"Wandering Daughters."
I. L. M. Club was fully aware of the
"Where is My Wandering Boy This Evening"
not
facts that such agreements did
is
then screened, just before Percy Barnes
meet with the approval of the Mo- closes the bill with an organ selection.
Theater Owners o
Picture
tion
At Other Houses
Michigan and that they had no idcr.
"Enemies of Women" continues to be the
of taking any retaliatory measures." feature attraction at the Cameo, while "The
Covered Wagon" still holds sway at the
"Human Wreckage" will be held
Criterion.
The Rialto has
indefinitely at the Lyric.
In
Davies
Harding
Picture
Lyn
the Great" for another week.

London

most

seats, 30%; under 500,
800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,

theatres is
$4.00
UP. Lists if desired. 30 to
509f saved in postage, etc., through elimina
•ion of dead and duplicate theatres usually

PER

STUDIO FOR RENT
Terms Reasonable

M

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
Size of
every modern device.

listed.

building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mittenthal,
300 West 49th Street

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

make a tour of
Minnesota, and the

Steffes will shortly

every town
Dakotas.

Incorporations
Albany

—

Theater Corp.,
Capital $6,000. Incorporators, L. Lillian, L. Skimkowitz and
Attorney, C. WeinL. Wertheim.
Lillian's

Brooklyn.

blatt,

in

Manhattan.

The Secretary of State has authorized Pictorial Clubs, Inc., to issue
10,000 shares of preferred stock at
$25 each.

to

— C.

Amusement

T.

Co.,

IncorCapital $7,500.
Cedarhurst.
porators, L. N. and M. J. Moss and
Attorney, Harry RotL. L. Craft.
kowitz, Manhattan.

William

Norris

will

"Mavtime" which Gasnier

appear

in

will direct.

—

(Special

to

EASTMAN

Make Accessories
THE FILM DAILY)

POSITIVE FILM

—

Los
Angeles Sol
Lesser
and
Michael Rosenberg state that Principal Pictures will in the near future
establish a large plant to manufacture film accessories.
The new firm
will make all accessories for Principal Pictures as well as for other companies.

Irving
Principal

ff^&dtcccillcma£ U'ictuAJU^

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Inter-State pictures
has been formed to release the J. B.
Calvert
productions.
The Pacific
studio at Culver City has been taken
over, with Shirley C. Friend in charge
of production.
Lesser to

Albany

Highest light, deepest shadow and the delall are
icately graded halftones intervening
carried through to the screen by the print on

—

New Company Formed
(Special

Lesser,
vice-president
of
Pictures,
confirmed
the

above report.

It

faithfully portrays all that

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

New

obtainable

Sidney,

O.

— C.

now manager
Dierks,

Barnes Printing Company
1

n

c.

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

229 W. 28th

St.,

New York

opened

his

Ark.

DeWeese

B.

of the

new

— Kinney

new Airdome

—

thousand

throughout

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.
is

Lloyd

has

here.

United

new

the-

ter here.

—

in the neg-

Mall.

Lambertville,
La. The
Theaters. Inc., will erect a

N. Y. Work has
City started on Abe Devore's new house
which will scat 600.
Schenectady,

in

"Eastman" "Kodak"

Theaters

is

ative.

identified

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

1923

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

tioned in the article.

1-600

Not quoted

Griffith

Comment

Richey's

3,

Capitol

II.

(Special to

Close

1)

hers of the F. I. L. M. Club recently
have put into effect an off-set scheme
which for all practical purposes leaves
exhibitors without film service unless
they agree to the terms of the F. 1
L. M. Club.

WID'S FILMS
{oseph

Page

from

(Continued
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

.

fHE
Tuesday, July

3,

DAILY

1923

Theater Changes
111.— Mrs. T. W.
re-opened the Kimmel.

Cairo,
tias

Wheeling,

W.

Va.

O.

Barberton,

John

stand
people

King

Faller.

says:

are

there

it,

who do not
They

plays.

a

lot

of

s

photoare the ones who
like

M°/°gL

often inquire "aren't there
any theaters where they show
newsreels and sport pictures
without having a 'feature' on
never have
the program?"

so

— Harry

has sold his interest in
foe Meszaros.

Feature

The Tribune

"Although we cannot under-

— Seward

las sold the Castle to

No

Rodgers

Hamilton
the Park to

We

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—The Stratford will be closed during the summer for remodeling.

known

any such

theater, but
his
bill at the Capitol this week to
meet the demands of just such
persons. He has not feature."
of

Mr. Rothafel has designed

—

Murfreesboro, Tenn. Tony Sudekum, paid $15,000 to C. F. Lytele for
the Opera House which he will re-

Will Re-issue Sennett Comedies
Paramount will re-issue 25 of the
Carmi, 111. George Cross has sold old Paramount-Mack Sennett twothe Opera House to S. E. Pirtle of reelers during the coming season.
model.

—

Jerseyville, 111., who in turn, has disposed of the Pythian, Marshall, 111,
to L. H. Cox.

Leah Baird Prods. Move
office of Leah Baird
Sissman, Productions have been moved to 25

The New York

—

Oranville,

Cal.
L.
L.
operates the Rex has bought
out the Gardella from the A. A.
Amusement Co. The latter recently
purchased the house from C. E.

who

Howard.

West

45th Street.

Philbin

Now

Anthony

The Home

at

Philbin, of the

Office

Paramount

Chicago office, has been appointed assistant to J. E. Flynn, at the home
office.
He will do special sales work.

Elkhart, Ind.— Mr. and Mrs. H.
H. Humbert now control the Opera
House, having leased the theater for
a long term.
The Humberts howLee De Forest Back
ever, will not assume control until
Lee De Forest is back in New York
next March.
from a two month's trip through
France and England where he demonOrpheum on Auction Block
strated his Phonofilm.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fairfield,

la.

—The

been sold for $1,500

Orpheum

has

at auction.
is

Change Blue Mouse to

New

Lyric coast.

THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis— Finkelstein & Ruben
(Special to

have changed the name of the Blue

Mouse

New

to the

Art

Amm

(Special to

Lyric.

Goes

"Hunchback Showing Soon
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
now being cut and edited on the

to Florida

THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y. — Art Amm,

Rochester,
formerly house manager of the Eastman, has been appointed manager of

The

pre-release

will have
here.

film

an early

showing

Laemmle Contest Closes
The Laemmle Scholarship Contest
The award of
will close this week.
which goes to the college stuscenario,
the best
dent submitting
will be made Oct. 1.

$1,000,

Christie Exhibit at Exposition

the Paramount, at Jacksonville, Fla.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Al Christie is planning a big exhibit at the Motion Picture Exposition in which the various
Christie
I

^

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/

ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
°// CARE OS THE BIGGEST
°ll PRODUCTIONS OND /IS

BEAUTIFUL

comedy

stars will participate.

Buys European Film
Europe Hugo Riesenfeld

Riesenfeld

While in
bought "Crainquebille" which is being
Riesenfeld said
cut.
re-edited and
this was the only picture he saw that
he felt like bringing back to America.

obtain FILMACK
of Pro duct ion Trailers on
of All Features for
/°i

You can

F O O T II
C A
TINTING FREE/S/

6

Elaborate Borders!
.;24 Hour Servicelgl
Presentation Trailers l°|

Harry B. Harris Prods. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Harris,
B.
Hollywood Harry

—

formerly on the Universal directorial
staff, has organized his own producHis first will be "Rose of
ing unit.
Distribution will be
the Ghetto."
through F. B. O.

r\rvuw.wk:\ot
I)
3/

808 S.WABASH AVE

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Yesterday's Wife," the

first of

the

Pictures is now
in production under direction of Edward J. LeSaint.
C.

B.

C. -Columbia

Portrayed by such

an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master Picture
is destined to rank as one of the greatest cinema
creations ever conceived.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

Tremendoi
from crowds and
the

at

critic

Rivoli,

MERRY

UNIVERSAL SUPER-JEWEll

MERRY GO ROUND
pictures

one of the best
that has ever adorned the screen
is

It deat .that imposing playhouse (Rivoli).
serves very high rating in every respect. If it
is typical of the new Universal pictures, we most
emphatically want to see more of them. We looked
hard at MERRY GO ROUND, but we could find no
flaw in its atmospheric detail or in the logic of its
story.
The costumes, the types and the backgrounds
Robert E. Sherwood in
are wonderfully true.
N. Y. HERALD.

Let

it

be said in the beginning that MERis an exceptionally fine

RY GO ROUND

production. Down to the last, least player every
part is done with scrupulous care; every effort
has been put forth apparently to preserve an
atmosphere of reasonable realism. The complete effect is impressive and convincing.

—Joseph

—

It

is

big;

it is

enormous and

pressively constructed.
place
GO

it is

quite im-

We

are willing to
MERRY
ROUND on our list of worth
while things because it will more than satisfy
the great majority of film patrons. Go and see
it.
We consider it first rate screen entertainrnpnt

— Quinn

Martin in

N. Y.

WORLD.

N. Y.

MERRY GO ROUND
fascinating picture.
film is a

is

Mulvaney

in

AMERICAN.

a scintillating,

Running through

the

charming love story and although the

production

10,000 feet long, the action is so
swift and the interest so well sustained that it
is

hardly seems half that length.
wonderfully realistic.

The

sets are

—N. Y. TIMES.

Universal has the Pictures 19\

Ovation
world premiere

greets

ew York

City

ROUND
CARL LAEMMLE

resented by
It

will

Dli

before

iway.
ivell

pay you to make a

to the Riv-

MERRY GO ROUND

The story

moves

a good one, well told and
In bringing her (Mary

is

photographed.
the silent

now

occupies

igain proves his ability as a producer.

soon to see her in another picture.
N. Y. EVE.

—

All in

all this is

the best thing of

that Universal has ever done.
ture vastly worth while.

among
drama, Mr. Carl Laemmle

Philbin) to the place she
;he stars of

visit

We hope

TELEGRAM

By

It

its
is

kind

a pic-

her work in this

(Mary Philbin) deserves stardom.
Norman Kerry lends just the right note to the
role of the handsome lover.
N. Y. SUN AND GLOBE.

picture, she

*

It

may be

truly

said that the Universal

company seems

to have spared no expense
reproducing some gorgeous backgrounds of
the capital city of Austria.
In fact, speaking
from a pictorial viewpoint, this offering is really

in

George Hackathorne gives a beautiful porNorman Kerry gives a fine performance
Mary Philbin is appealing and ever so pretty. An
interesting picture, well presented and acted.
Dorothy Day in
N. Y. MORNING TELEGRAPH.
great.
trayal;

1

;

—

24— Date

This

is

Mary

Philbin's

first

picture and she

really is a remarkably clever little actress as
well as a very pretty girl. Dale Fuller, needGravina
less to say, is excellent. So are Cesare
and George Siegmann. The idea of the story—

a merry go round, that we are little
is a
figures being twirled by a great giant—

that

life is

fascinating one.

the Big Ten

Now!

N. Y.

TRIBUNE.

THE
Tuesday, July

Guts and Flashes

Lurie Remodeling 'Frisco House

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Louis Schliter
(Special to

On Tour

3,

1923

Coast Brevities

THE FILM DAILY)

Brewster Color Pictures Corp. has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Louis R. Lurie will
Baltimore Louis Schliter has left
moved to 562 5th Ave.
Hollywood Truman Van Dyke
spend $75,000 in remodeling his Cen- on a tour of the West. Schliter operthe role of
Leandre in
will enact
tury theater.
ates the Edmondson and Bridge.
Elmer Clifton lias about completed
"Scaramouche."
'Six Cylinder Love" for Fox.
Famous Close Allen's Regent
Paul Alberts After Another

Mary Carr has been engaged by
Burr

C.

(Special

C

Ottawa

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Famous

(Special

—

—

closed Allen's

is

Principal Pictures Corp. have beets
to do business in New
York State with a capital of $100,000.

presented Clarence Cadger,
director, with a silver loving

lias

cup.

The Rivoli Times, a new house organ tor the Rivoli made its first appearance this week and will continue

(Special

weekly.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Milwaukee

— Roy

MacMullen has
next been appointed manager of the Mer-

Kquity special, will be released July rill, succeeding Ralph Wettstein, resigned.
MacMullen has been in the
15. with a Broadway run sometime
employ
of
Ascher Bros, for six years.
in August.
finished his

The quartet used in "Knighthood"
work in Marion Davies' next

will

"Yolanda."
Robert Vignola
will direct.
Luther Reed will prepare
the scenario and Joseph Urban, the
picture

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT

Condemn Overlong Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— Returns from

Winnipeg

fifty

wrote:

"An ordinary

Duratize

St.,

Investments
Financial Factors

Seasoned Securities
in the

Amusement

field

Moving Pictures
Theatres
Distribution

Negatives

Correspondence

Solicited.

planning' production

New York?

in

New Projector
THE FILM DAILY)

Devonshire

Boston, Mass.

exhibitor can-

Are you

FILMS

185

ques-

not build up a show around a feature
"Force Eternal" Cabanne Next
"Force Eternal" is the working title that is more than six reels in length."
of William Christy Cabanne's next
picture which he is now making at
the Metro studio.
Among those in
the
cast
arc
William Faversham,
Charlotte
Walker, Neil Hamilton,
Charles Mack, Kathlyn Martyn and
Jack Bohn.

sets.

Invents
(Special

Prolong the

life

of

prints

which the inventor, A. E. Fenn, of
London, asserts will revolutionize

Write for sample or better
still
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to
be

film projection, says:
"Attempts have been made at various times
to produce a projector which would obviate
the necessity of giving the film an intermittent motion, and to replace same by a
uniform film motion past the gate aperture,
hut so far without any real amount of sue
cess.
This effect, however, has now, we
are told, been produced by means of a small
mirror, approximately 1J4 ins. in diameter,
which is given a rotation of 96 revolutions
per second.
The amount of the film motion

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR

CO.

ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant

INSIST

to

—

London The Cinema, commenting
on a new non-intermittent projector

your

is

the

same as

i.

e.,

the

Do you need a
The

and studio was used to produce the
"Bright Shawl" and has just finished the
staff

&

This organization is now able to accommodate
production starting in the near future while

that of the intermittent type,
takes one-sixteenth of a

shutter of special design, the object of
is to allow light to pass to the screen
when the mirror occupies certain positions relative to the picture position at the
gate aperture.
In this way any movement
of the film is compensated for by the mirror,
which occupies an advance position exceeding
its last postion by an amount
expressed in
degrees of a circle which is half that
through which the mirror has moved in the
interim."

equipped studio and com-

"Fighting Blade" with Richard Barthelmess.
Perlmutter" comedy for Samuel
"Potash
Goldwyn has also just been completed there.

between

pictures.

is not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.

This

ing

UPON

fully

petent staff?

picture

second to pass the gate aperture. The light
beam from the arc is thrown through the
film on to the revolving mirror, which reflects it through suitable lenses to a revolv-

5576

which
only

Duratized
FILMS

j

j

tem-

Metro to play
"Held to Answer."

correct.

—

production.

YOUR

fically

New

work

"Potash and Perlmutter," has left
for the Coast to take part in a special

been

has

loaned to

necessary to get the picture scienti-

tionaires sent out following a recent
$250,000 House For Auburn
meeting of the Motion Picture Ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
decided that "the length of feature
Auburn, N. Y. Joe Schwartzwald- hibitors of Manitoba, at which it was
er. now operating the Universal, has decided that "the length of feature
interested local capital in erecting a pictures is out of all reason," indicate
$250,000 theater here. The house will that Manitoba exhibitors are up in
seat over 2,000. Property has already arms against features of more than
been purchased.
6
reel length.
One exhibitor

in

Montana

—

The "Potash and Perlmutter" com-

Ben Lyon, having

Bull
porarily

—

authorized

"Dancers In the Dark," the

Los

to

Spalding

a

Physioc To Shoot In Florida
comedy role in
& M. Add Another
Wray Physioc leaves next week for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Miami, where he will shoot the exCentury Comedy's current Buddy
Ludington, Mich. Fitzpatrick & teriors "The Soul of Pierre," work- Messenger picture has been changed
McElroy have taken over the Kozy ing title. Joe Farnham prepared the from "Present Arms" to "Bringing
and merged it with their Lyric. F. scenario.
up Buddy."
W. Lawley, managing the latter, will
handle both houses.
Beginning July 11, a special ParaFour Years in the Making
mount
night will be a weekly feature
"The Cuckoo's Secret," a Bray picWisconsin To Continue "Blue Laws" ture recording the life and habits of of the radio program broadcasted
from station WOR.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Cuckoo has been booked for the
Milwaukee
The last legislature Capitol for this week. The picture
Mack Sennett states that several
failed to repeal the "blue laws" when is said to have been photographed
more
units will be added to his orthe measure came up recently.
The for the Bray Studios by the British
law makers also decided Wisconsin Instructional Film Co. of London ganization in making the two-reel
comedies called for in his contract
will never have daylight saving.
under the supervision of a scientist
with Pathe.
of the British Museum of Natural
W. R. GREENE
History, and four years effort was
Roy MacMullen Promoted

Charles Bryant will soon return
from Europe to direct Nazimova in
The White Moth."

their

moved

has

will live at 1309

dickering for

mer.
Jesse Weil has been engaged to do remodeled.
some special work for Selznick Distributing Corp.
F.

pany

Mason

Angeles and
Paul Alberts, owner Avenue.

Players
have
Schenectady
Regent for the sum- of the Albany here,
The house will be thoroughly the State theater.

to star in his next special.

Dan

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

—

If

interested, telephone E. L. Smith,

Vanderbilt 8291

&

Among
American Film
(Special to

Dover, Del
ics, Inc.,

Chicago Run For Clifton Film

Classics Chartered

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—American

New

of

The "Independents"

tered here with a capital of $500,000.

Work on First Film
THE FILM DAILY)

Start

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago "Down to the Sea
Film ClassYork, has been char- Ships," will have a four-week run
the

in

at

Roosevelt.
Title in Dispute

Hoey

Lawlor has informed the
Gloversville, N. Y.
Lowell Film Grand-Asher Dis. Corp. of his right
Prod, has started work on "Destruc- of title to "The Love Trap," listed
by them as a forthcoming production.
tion," their first picture.
(Special to

—

Murphy Now With Bond
THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo R. T. Murphy, who

Mackenzie In 'Frisco
THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Allan Mackenzie
recently resigned as manager of Re- is here from New York to work in
nown Sales, has joined Bond Photo- conjunction with Frank Burt at the
(Special to

(Special to

—

—

Pacific plant.

plays as sales representative.

Elfelt Closes

Start School Films

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

For South America

Prod, has sold
Greensboro, N. C. The Southland "Danger," "The Wolf Man." and
Film Co. has started work on an ed- "The Man from Broadway," to Bert
ucational film depicting the physical Parker for Argentina, Uraguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia.
culture system of the city schools.
Clifford

—

S.

Elfelt

Another New Unit
Film Forest Preservation
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Warrensburgh, N. Y. The State
Paul Cloninger has
Salt Lake City
Conservation Commission will film been mentioned in connection with
"Fair Acres and What They Can a new producing organization which
Do," to be used in a reforesting cam- plans a series of pictures to be filmpaign.
ed in Salt Lake and vicinity.
(Special to

—

June Norton
(Special to

—

Now With

Irwin

Rockett Will Film Only History

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— June

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Norton,
who
Los Angeles Al
recently finished a two year contract now making "The
with Paramount, has been signed by Lincoln." announce
Irwin Prod.
Her first picture will they will look to
stories.
be "The Blood Barrier."

Hollywood

Red Wood Films To Produce
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco The Red Wood

—

New

and Ray Rockett,
Life of Abraham
that in the future
history for their

Southern Producers

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The Symp'no
produce as their first Cinema Co. will build a studio here
production a feature dealing with con- to produce features. Ted J. Bevis is
ditions in the Ruhr district.
The head of the new organization which
Film Co.

Albuquerque, N. M.

will

company

will travel
film the feature.

to

Europe

to

expects to start actual filming within
three months.

C. B. C. Buys Campbell Story
B. C. has purchased rights to
another story by Evelyn Campbell,

Principal-First Graphic Deal

C.

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Irving M. Lesser, Princiauthor of "Yesterday's Wife," which
pal Pictures, has closed a deal with
they are now producing. The story
First Graphic Exchanges, Inc. for
is "Suspected" which
C. B. C. will
eight Lester Cuneo productions, the
release as

"The Marriage Market."

New

first

Reid,

Unit on Coast

Dick
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— "PG" Smith Prod,
(Special

to

which stars Mrs. Wallace
and seven features starring

of

Hatton, for

New York

State.

Plans Educational Films
the latest unit to be organized here,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sponsored by "PG" Smith who was
Los Angeles The Garrison Prod.
formerly connected with various distributing companies. The new organ- Co. has returned from South America
ization will produce series of 12 two- where a number of educat'onal films
were made. The company will proreel comedies.
duce a series of educational and society dramas here next year.
Changes In St. Louis
is

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Charles

For Film Guild
travelling for Fine Arts.
This exMrs. Oliver Harriman sailed Saturchange has obtained the Felix Cat day for Europe in search of foreign
cartoons.
plays and novels adaptable for the
Mrs. Harriman heads the
film guild.
Cullen Espy has resigned as sales- advisory board of the Guild and it
man for the St. Louis Film Exchange is reported that upon her return from
to become manager of the 12th St. Europe she will engage actively in
Theater, Kansas .City.
production.
St.

Louis

E.

Gregg

is

The Film Daily,
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St.,
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principal

Newspaper Opinions
"Merry Go Round" — Universal

nion
thai

most

We

Rivoli

VMERICAN—

*

•

EVE WORLD—*

ment,*

is

*

"it's

„f

-<>-'

thai

a

doesn'l matter.
'
"
* a Universal jewel, and rea'h spark'ei
up to its gemmy reputation at times, bu'
through a jeweler's magnifying g'ass a few
The greatest of these is its
(laws stand out.
* in one sense, one of the
great length.
It's in ten reels,
biggest pictures of the year.
which, in our estimation, it at least five too
many * * * will please those wdto seek h'tl'
in their pictures. *
r than 22-karat
the

really

title

HERALD — *

* * one of the hest pictures
has ever adorned the screen at that imWith the possible excepposing playhouse.

that

of "When Knighthood Was In Mower
and "Peter The Great," it is the finest pro
duct ion that we have seen there this year.

tion

high

very

deserves

Merry-Go-Round"
rating in every respect.

—

MATT. Here is a picture wc feel wil'
stand with anv of the German spectacular
Its appea
Its story is simple.
productions.
Tts treatment is most artistic ami
universal
screen
refreshingly devoid of trite, overdone
A great
The acting is superb.
tricks.
amount of money has been spent on the
•

Mcrry-Go-Round."

* * *

Few

persons after

seeing this picture will ever guess that the
make
ever set foot on foreign soil to
Crowds are directed in masterly fashion.
it
Germans.
1 he
reflecting the influence of the
characters.
actors work as if they were living
I

SUN-

All

in

all.

this

ten

reel

special

is

kind that Universal has
the atmosphere being so well supswear he was
plied that the spectator would
Coney Island, surrounded ^by
beer.
and
nothing but Teutonic faces
thing of

the Lest

its

picture vastly worth while, despite its
like
tched attempts to make life seem
symbolism that is
a merry go round and a
as mechanical as that contrivance.
* * The story is a good

TELEGRAM—*

It
photographed
the Rivoh
will pay you to make a visit to
before "Merry-Go-Round" moves away.

and

told

TELEGRAPH —

*

*

"Wandering Daughters"

well

First Nat'l

Strand

AMERICANtion

— only

"

'

There

'

labeled.

all

is

it

DAILY NEWS—*

*

a

is

lot

of ac-

"

*

symbolic pictures

backgrounds!
"Merry-Go- Round" is another one of them,
and it's somewhat "Ella Wheeler Wilcoxy"
in that the carousal turns round and round
and round, keeping time with the world, ungorgeous

their

with

foreign

caring for the fate of individuals.*

EVE.

WORLD. — It's

* * *

ters"

is

Take
a

you enjoy

SUN—*

in all,

all

it

good, sensible
it

— we
*

*

good
mawkish

a corking

ture story, devoid of the usual
sentimentality. * * *

picfilm

"Wandering Daughfilm, and wc hope

did. * *

*

"Wandering Daughters"

* * *

with the problem of the parents who
have an extravagant daughter and a small
income. * * * another film to take up the
subject of the modern girl. * * * It is an
ordinary motion picture made as a box
deals

office

attraction.

TELEGRAM — *

Director
James
Young, however, has profited by experience,
and has enriched the screen with a pleasing,
entertaining and not too critical story dealing
with runaway girls.
*

HAPPINESS ENDS

*

TIMES— *

* * The subtitles are of the vacalculated to make one fret and figet,
and it is with intense relief when the other
features on the program awaken one from a
lethargic state.
* * * There is nothing inspiring about this
photoplay, but the players have done as well
as they could in their respective roles.

WHERE

riety

BROAD WA Y BEGINS

TRIBUNE— *

*
*It starts off with a
of fulsome thrills and showers of
fascination and repulsion and it ends up by
being as sweetly nondescript as "Hearts and
Flowers." * * * if one's hopes had not been

promise

raised so high, probably

"Merry Go Round"

would have been passed over as

gram

picture,

It is

a

fair

pro-

go.

pictures

as

WORLD — An

a

well

com

is

the majority ol those cinema plays
go in for hulk.
It
is overacted
for the
part by most of its principal players* * *
considere it first rate screen entertainto

an

exceptionally
•
Tlic picture possesses
fine production. • * •
thai essential tliird dimension so often lack
There is in it length and
ins i" photoplays.
width and in addition there is depth, genuine
depth of pint and characterization and nol
Down to the last,
mere thickness. * * *
least player, every part is done with scrupu
forth
effort has been put
erj
lous
apparently, to preserve an atmosphere ol
The complete effed is im
sonahle realism.
pressive and convincing, too.
The storj contains bone and sinew.
picture that

one which

being thai

fault

Tuesday, July

unfortunate

episode.*

*

*

another of those celluloid satires on the

younger generation.

Many

*

*

Entries for N.

(Special

*

W.

Golf Meet

THE FILM DAILY)

to

IF

YOU'RE

BROKE

—

Minneapolis Many entries have
reproducing some gorgeous backgrounds poured in from Northwest film men
in
* *
speaking
of the capital city of Austria.
for the first Greater Amusements golf
is
t'r.m a pictorial viewpoint, this offering
to be held at Glenwood,
tournament
*"
*
In speaking of the story,
really great.
*

*

*

spared no expense

*"

not possible to be so enthusiastic.
moves slowly and in no way ]=cjP| "P
pace of the action in general. *
it

is'

XIMES — *

It

a scintillating, fascinating
directed by Rupert Julian
* * * Running through the film is a charm
nig love story, and. although the production
000 feet long, the action is so swift and
the interest so well sustained, that it hardly
seems half that length. * * * is so entertaining that the sets and scenes are almost taken
"
for granted as the story runs along. *
picture,

*

it

New Lasky

*

(Special

skillfully

WORLD — It
And

July 17 and 24.

,hc

is

«-

quite

enormous.
Tt
is
big
is
impressively constructed, its

B.P. F in

Lab. About Ready

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Los Angeles The new F. P.-L.
has been under
laboratory, which
construction for more than a year,
will be ready for occupancy July I.
The new adjunct to Famous Players'
Western plant is said to have cost
more than $250,000.

em a n's

Dorit Marrj^

ASK ANY

/orMoncy

,;

c

THE STORY

happens every day

—

—

it

throbs with

human interest abounds in intimate revealments!
With HOUSE PETERS, Rubye de Remer and an
all

star cast.
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Nation-Wide Premiere
For "Hunchback of Notre Dame"—
To Have Showing in Large Cities
Before General Release

A

Luncheon for Lloyds
Harold Lloyd and his wife will be
guests of honor at a luncheon at the
Ritz Friday tendered by the Pathe

home

of exploitation that may
set a distinct precedent in premiere
presentations of big specials will be

5,

1923

Price 5 Cents

25 Open Weeks

Famous Houses
Beginning With Fall Season

office.

in

method

inaugurated by
presenting "The

Carl

Laemmle

Hunchback

of

Dame," which

in

Notre

Broadway Run For "White Sister"
"The White Sister," the Lillian Offers Wide Open Door For Independent Producers With WorthGish picture made in Italy by Inwhile Productions Same Condition Applies Not Only to
spiration,

being cut and edited and
a Broadway premiere in

is

will have a premiere at
will have
legitimate houses in every important
September.
city in the country before it is released to exhibitors.

—

Broadway But

to Country as Well
Producers Comment

—Independent

On Independent's Fall Program
These showings are expected to
"Vanity," written by Lois Zellner,
run for a long time, it is stated at
Beginning with the Fall season Famous Players will open
Universal offices. The world prem- has been announced as one of the its doors to independent productions in its two important BroadFall
releases
by Independent Piciere will be at the Astor, Sept. 2nd
tures.
Scheduled for release in way houses, the Rialto and Rivoli, for at least 25 weeks time.
for an indefinite period, and from
The Criterion will also be open but because of the indefinite run
then on it will be shown in every October.
large city in regular theaters
of "The Covered Wagon" or some other large production made
at
To Handle "Robin Hood Jr."
by Famous any possible open time of this house is excepted from
Export and Import will handle the schedule.
plans
to
make "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," the best world rights on Robin Hood, Jr. and
While officials of Famous Players will not discuss the situknown picture in the world, before will also distribute the Selig 2-reel
featurettes, the first of which will be ation, denial was not made to the suggestion that in view of the
it is offered to exhibitors.
"The Jungle Heroine."
decreased production activity of Famous Players this open time
"
would naturally develop. From time
Leonards Return to Coast
to time Famous has run some of its
"The Greatest Yet"
Mae Murray and Bob Leonard
Making "The Human Mill"
special productions for two weeks,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
have returned to the Coast, having
Allen Holubar's first for Metro switching from the Rialto to the Rivfinished the New York scenes for
London L. S. Levine, managing will be "The Human Mill," a South- oli or vice-versa, and admitting that
"Fashion Row."
director in England, for Fox Film, ern post-war story.
this might happen beginning with the
just back from the States says the
»
coming season with its announced
new season "will prove by far the Associated Secures "Foolish Parents" policy of approximately 52 pictures
First National Meeting
greatest in the records of Fox Films."
Associated Exhibitors will release for the coming year there will be at
The Executive Committee of Asso.
"Foolish Parents" produced by Ideal least 25 weeks open time if not more,
First National is holding a meeting.
Abrams Sailing
Inter-Globe Export repre- for outside product in these importFilms.
Practically all the important memant houses.
in the transaction.
Ideal
bers of the organization are on hand
Hiram Abrams, United Artists, ac- sented
For the past several years Famous
excepting Sol Lesser, J. H. Von companied by Mrs. Abrams, sailed
production policy has indiPlayers
Herberg and E. V. Richards, Jr.
yesterday on the Leviathan. Maurice
Improvements Near Ready
cated a trend towards "fewer and
farewell dinner will be tendered Cleary of United, also sailed with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The climax of this
better pictures."
President Lieber tomorrow night by Abrams.
They will attend the
Improvements under movement was reached with the reAngeles
Los
Samuel Goldwyn prior to Lieber's annual meeting of the Allied organthe United plant are about cent announcement that for the comdeparture for Europe where he will ization the
branch
of way at
British
pavements ing season but approximately 52
concrete
with
ready,
confer with E. Bruce Johnson re- United and will also visit the Paris
the lot. Additional office pictures would be made by that orthroughout
garding European distribution.
office before returning in about five
space has been added and also new ganization.
weeks.
It is probable or possible that some
Nathan Burkan and J. D. Tippett executive buildings.
amount of independent prolimited
realso sailed.
Tippett expects to
Hayakawa in French Production
duction will be released through Faturn early in September.
Spade, Says Tom Moore, Regard(Continued on PaRe S)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing the Aronson Comment on
Paris— Sessue Hayakawa has been
Distribution
Back from America
engaged by Aubert to play the lead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tom Moore, of the Rialto. WashHis wife will also
in "La Bataille."
on
It is reington, writing to Alexander S. AronBerlin Drs. Lohofer and Tappen, appear in the production.
with the open
connection
In
son, regarding Aronson's distribution general managers of Agfa-Goerz, are ported Hayakawa will receive about
time development of the Rialto
held
ideas, says:
back from America where they
$60,000 for the picture.
and Rivoli, it was said yester"I have read with great interest the important conferences regarding the
day that this might lead to
data contained in your article pub- raw stock situation.
Metro securing considerable of
Series For Selznick
Make
To
lished in Film Daily of June 18th.
time for showings. It was
that
Maurice
Major
Giblyn,
Charles
"First, I wish to praise you for givLondon Commenting on the reout that the Capitol will
pointed
have
Searle Dawlcy
ing voice to the problems that have turn of these factors to Berlin a Campbell and J.
considerable product from
have
of
scries
a
make
to
signed
stagnated and are still retarding the writer in London, says: "As far as each been
Goldwyn and the Strand will
by Selzprogress of our pet industry.
Your Germany is concerned, it is said that productions to be distributed
heavily blocked with First
be
Myron Selznirk.
knowledge is wide of range and hits the two principal manufacturing firms nick, according to
and that Metro would
National,
immediatestarted
be
the nail square on the head.
Next, for raw films, "Aktien-Gesellschaft Production will
find a place in
automatically
anbe
titles, stories and casts to
Famous
I admire your courage in calling a fur Anilin Fabrikation" and "Goerz," ly,
of
time
open
the
Burton King has al"spade a spade," for I consider the have formed a co-operating combine, nounced later.
houses.
his
of
first
ready started with the
silent voices that seem to be afraid and that they already enjoy a home
series.
monopoly,"
(Continued on Page 3)
legitimate prices.
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Kraft To Exploit "Rupert"
Will Kraft will handle the exploi-

Tilt

Thursday, July
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No

Quotations

The Stock Exchange was

closed
yesterday because of the holiday.

Arthur and Bershon Here
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general manager of West Coast Theaters and

(Special to

—

—

•

—

£&Madet Punti

—

Insure Your Screen

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

who went

to

Topeka

to

protest to

Governor Davis, declaring that if the
Kansas City The Film Board of ban was ever lifted exhibitors in his
Trade has issued a new set of rules organization would "boycott" the
which have been sent out to every production.
Liggett further stated
theater and exchange member.
The that cutting the film would not alter
rules have been issued to create a
the situation.
Fear of racicial difbetter
understanding between the ferences is the reason for the ban.
exhibitors and exchanges.

—

Ban

Lifted

(Special

to

On "Foolish Wives"
THE FILM DAILY)

—

finally

THE FILM DAILY)

Culver City— The Goldwyn organization has installed a new device in
vaults here which helps to
preserve the film and at the same
time renders the vault fire-proof. The
mechanism permits the windows to
be open allowing cool air to circulate
its

Fairbanks Back

film

throughout the room thereby helping
to preserve the films, but in case of
fire the sensitiveness of the mechanism to warm air increases the temperature so high that an attachment
closes the window.

(f&diicatixirtcil O^ctuAju)

tionnaire to exhibitors of the country
asking them to determine the attitude of their patrons toward shorter
features, and urging them to get be-

(Special to

Hollywood

Home

THE FILM DAILY)

185

Devonshire St.,
Boston, Mass.

Investments
Financial Factors
Seasoned Securities
in the

Amusement

field

Moving Pictures
Theatres
Distribution

Negatives

Correspondence

Solicited.

RAFAEL
SABATINI
The motion picture

rights of

CAPTAIN BLOOD
and THE SNARE
are
Bry.

now

2564

available

35 W. 45th

— Mary

and

"Doug"

have returned from a brief sojourn
at the beach between San Diego and
Los Angeles. "Doug" is working on
"The Thief of Bagdad" and it is expected that Mary will start work on

Highest light, deepest shadow and the delall are
icately graded halftones intervening
carried through to the screen by the print on

—

EASTMAN

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"
soon.

"Enemies" Run

POSITIVE FILM

Indefinite

w

the Cameo for some time.
The picture played several weeks at the Central, then at the Rivoli, later playing
the Rialto and finally the Cameo
where it has been running for the
past month.
"Enemies" is the first
film to play four Broadway houses
consecutively.

It

faithfully portrays all that

&

Church Showings Hurt Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

D.—

Pierre, S.
J, E.
Bijou, is complaining
in box-office receipts
since the pastor of the

Hippie, of the
of the fall-off
at his theater

is

in the neg-

ative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT

are the exclusive agents for

Cohen Issues Questionnaire
Sydney S. Cohen has sent a ques-

Cosmopolitan states that "Enemies
of Women" will continue its run at

TMr <ntE OH THE PROGRAM"

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK

ing at the Temple the house was
hardly filled, due, it is said, to the way
the picture was cut by the censors.

Device For Film Vaults

(Special to

Humming
THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas Exhibitor Unit Protests When
Los Angeles Eleven companies
"Rupert of Hentzau" which
Reports State That Ban on Film
are busy at the United lot.
Among
has its premiere at the Strand next
Will Be Lifted
those working are Norma and Conweek.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
stance Talmadge, Maurice Tourneur,
Kansas City, Kans. "The Birth of Sam Rork, Arthur Jacobs and EdChildren To Be Featured
a Nation" is again the cause of a sen- win Carewe.
First Nat'l companies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sational
fight,
which has already under the direction of Frank Lloyd,
Los Angeles A special Mack Sen- found it's way into the newspapers. Joseph De Grasse, Jack Dillon, Lynn
nett unit will soon start work on C. W. Slater, of Oklahoma City, who Reynolds, and Jack McDermott are
comedies featuring children and ani- claims control of the Oklahoma and starting.
mals.
Another "beauty brigade" has Kansas rights to the film; the state
also been added to the company.
M. P. T. O. and the state censor
board are participants, with Governor
Davis, of Kansas, on the side lines.
Blackwell Starts "Beloved Vagabond"
For some years the picture has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been barred by the different state exParis
Carlyle
Blackwell and
a ecutives, each new Governor taking
company of English and French the same attitude.
battle
This
artists
are working near
Vannes, started when one of the local newsBrittany, on "The Beloved Vaga- papers stated that the censors were
bond." Blackwell will do Paragot.
about to permit the film to be shown
in the state.
This enraged R. G.
Liggett, head of the exhibitor unit,
Film Board Issues New Rules

Toledo, O. "Foolish Wives" has
been permitted to be shown in
Dave Bershon, of the division of this state by the censor board. The
films for the West Coast chain, are film was rejected a number of times hind their congressman in an effort
by the board. During a recent show- to have the admission tax eliminated.
in town.

New

1923

United Studios

Over "Birth"

tation of

W.injto.4

5,

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length by

lengths,

—
is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

First CongreChurch inaugurated "screen
showings."
Hippie states that due

gational

these church showings, several
nights his total attendance has been
less than 30, while the population of
the town is more than 3,000.
The

to

church showings attract as much as
450, he says, has even reached 600
on Sunday nights. The church shows

some

of the latest features.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Street

!

1U£
Thursday, July

1923

5,

Galling

A Spade

Help King

(Continued from Page 1)

"Al" F. King, formerly Office

to speak out loud the main cause for
present conditions or for lack of betOver the lunch table
ter conditions.
or in small eroups. such subjects are
argued pro and con and blasted in
every instance, but never has a concentrated movement that takes in all
who care been made, that is to
say, a united stand out in the open

Manager
Louis, is
suffering
ease and

Universal at St.

for

up against it. He is
from an incurable disVincent

is at the St.
hospital, St. Louis.

Lichtman on
(Special to

—

by the important men

Way

Universal

to Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

of our inDenver Al Lichtman has left here
dustry, devising a plan of action, both for Los Angeles.
practical and square to all concerned,
backed by determination to act on
Playgoers Close For "Tipped Off"
their courage of convictions, to rePlaygoers will handle the distriblays
that
lieve the half-killed goose
ution of "Tipped Off," starring Noah
trymost
the
under
eggs
golden
the
Santschi.
Beery and
ing of commercial conditions.
"It is amazing to find the tolerence
Blankfield In Los Angeles
of conditions that are allowed to go
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
their carefree way with no action
Los Angeles Lester Blankfield is
properly sponsored and managed to
cure the evils. It was refreshing to here from New York.
me to read your opinions for they
are practical and progressive, while I
Close For "Big Boy" Series
this
still as one of the thousands of
Columbia Film, of Pittsburgh, will

Tom

—

industry hang on to the threadbare distribute the "Big Boy Williams"
while watchfully series in Western Pennsylvania and
faith
of
strings
waiting for a break in the right direc- West Virginia.
This industry owes you a vote
tion.
of thanks, so here's mine."
McCutcheon Directing "Opportunity"
John L. McCutcheon has started

work on "Opportunity"
Arts, at
Rochelle.

Picture
in

New

Now With

Neal Houston
(Special to

—

Motion

for

plant

Fischer

the

Paramount

THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, formerly
Dallas Neal
with the Gem theater at Sherwood,
has joined the Paramount office as

Prolong the

life

of

your

traveler.

prints

No More

Write for sample or better
us a reel of
not waxed, to
Duratized without charge.

still

send

new
be

positive,

Duratizing

is

an

make any more

economy.

is

thrill

not a

pictures.

thrill

film.

Big Selznick Contract

THE FILM DAILY)
Claude Ezell, SelzAngeles—
Los
(Special to

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN A. LOWNES. PRES.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Bryant

INSIST

not

"Why Worry"

Not an expense.

"Thrill Pictures"

Upon the recent completion of Harold Lloyd's latest, "Why Worry," it
is said that Lloyd declared he would

nick special representative, has closed
with West Coast theaters for "The

Common

5576

Law"

and

"Rupert

of

Hentzau."

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

Sales on Keystones
Tri-Stone Pictures have sold the
New Edition Keystone comedies to
Savini Films, of Atlanta, for Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana and the Carolinas. Ray J. Branch
Prods., of Detroit will handle the reissues in Michigan.

does

it

again
The Surprise Sensation!!

MERRY
GO
ROUND
NOW

PLAYING

To Tremendous
At

Business
the Rivoli, N. Y. C.

Presented by Carl Laemmle
*WE NXVEP DISAPPOINT'

QtOMLOWFHLI l£BOR4IOR!ES
.

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 *5 STREET
NEW YORK

ALLAN A.L.OWNES
GEN. MGR.

UNIVERSAL SUPER-JEWEL

DIFFERENT
RECORD CROWDS

A

Belasco Production
Featuring

ROBERT-GORDON

and ELINOR FAIR

TF you think you've seen good Westerns just wait
until you see this one! It has everything that any
other good Western ever had PLUS the most powerfully appealing mother-love theme ever pictured.
Imagine a Western with crackling action, smashing
drama, piercing suspense AND glorious romance and
appealing sentiments. Man, it's one of the Sum'

From

the Saturday

Evening Post

story,

"Stepsons of Light,"

fry

Eugene Manlove Rhodes

mer's biggest box-office bets.

GRAB

IT

QUICK!

!

Distributed by

F. B.

O

723 Seventh Ave.

N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Salil Offiu Vnittd

26-27 D'Arhlay

Klnrdtm:

Strut,

tfardour

RC.
St..

Plclurti Ccrforatien.

Lmdon.

If. J.

Eniland

Directed by
Ivor

McFadden

THE
Thursday, July

5,
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Broadway Open Time
(Continued from Page

1)

Imous Players, but not a great deal, so
fit is said, and
even if Famous shows
fits

line-up

entire

in

its

Broadway

houses there will still be
amount of open time, and
surprise many
[extended materially
Inot

It all

jduct
dios.

if

this

vast

a

would
open time
it

ing season they will have an opening
for a minimum of twenty-five open
market pictures. The condition existing on Broadway is a striking example of the conditions throughout
the country, with very few exceptions.
The advance requests from these various parts of the country have been
far greater than any previous year,
and the producer of good product

beyond 25 weeks.
depends upon the tpye of pro- should have no fear that

coming from the Famous

stu- will not find their

and

best

his pictures
in the biggest

way

theaters

throughout

the

M°/

S

C

S

Open Time In Out-Of Town Houses country in the important key centers.
The development of this open time It is consequently up to the producer
along Broadway will naturally ex- of open market pictures to make a
tend to those houses owned, controlled or operated by Famous Players
throughout the country.
At the
moment Famous operates approximately 200 or more houses, a number of which are first runs. The decreased production schedule naturally opens the door in these houses as
well.
In fact, some of the houses in
which Famous has an interest have
already indicated this open time condition by arranging to contract or
having contracted already for "independent" product.

Some Comment
Naturally
this
important
move
proves of real interest to producers
and distributors who heretofore have
been blocked off of Broadway because
of the need of Famous Players to
house its own productions. Commenting on the open time situation, Abe

Warner

of

Warner

standard of product to enable him
to take advantage of the existing condition which is most unusual."

Jack Bachmann of Preferred PicLichtman) said:
"In setting aside a definite number
of weeks in the Rialto and Rivoli
Theaters for other than Paramount
Pictures.
Mr. Zukor is doing a
wonderful thing for the motion pictures (Al

ture industry.
an
"This
certainly
constitutes
answer to any rumor that the large
producers are in any way discrimi-

nating against other producers.
"Mr. Zukor's step makes these two
large Broadway houses a goal toward
which every producer of a good motion picture may strive, with an excellent
chance of success it his
product is worthy."

Bros., said:

Helena Theater Burns

there been an op(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
portunity such as the coming season
Helena, Ark. The Best theater
offers for the
open market.
The was recently destroyed by fire.
producer of good pictures need not
fear that he will be unable to book
Add Two To Chain
the big first run theaters.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"For instance, on Broadway the
Corpus Christi, Tex. The Corpus
Famous Players theaters the Rialto Christi Amusement Co., operating
and Rivoli have never booked an several Texas theaters, have taken
open market picture, and for the com- over two houses here.

"Never

has

—

—

—

—

Do you need a

fully

and competent

equipped studio

staff here in

Are you planning production

The

If

in

New York?

New York?

and studio used to produce "The
Bright Shawl" and "The Fighting Blade"
with Barthelmess and the "Potash and
Perlmutter" comedy for Samuel Goldwyn,
is available between pictures.
staff

you are planning production
ture in New
immediately.

York— get

the near fuin touch with me
in

not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.

This

is

Telephone E. L. SMITH, Vanderbilt 8261

Portrayed by such

an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master Picture
is destined to rank as one of the greatest cinema
creations ever conceived.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

DAILY
with

how a brother exput his rhow over.
Send along your ideas. Let
Here

Telegram-News

the
ploitation
Last."

Putting It Over

A

is

stunt

for

5,

an ex-

Lloyd's "Safety

Lloyd

Harold

as

Thursday, July

"double"

was

hibitor

sent out by the paper to public places
during the day with the latest copy
the other fellow know how you
In
of the Telegram in his pocket.
cleaned up.
line with the campaign a picture of
the double was printed every day
Teaser Campaign For This
with a reward offered for the first
Pittsburgh—When "The Last Mo- person identifying him under conThe identifyer
stipulated.
ment*' played Rowland and Clark's ditions
State. C. R. Frost and Goldwynner must have a copy of the same issue
Rill Rohson arranged a teaser cam- carried by the double at the time he
paign, in addition to the usual news- was recognized and must salute him
paper space, billboards, house organ, with the words: "Safety Last," you
are the Telegram's Harold Lloyd."
heralds, window cards, etc.
The campaign brought business for
before
the
showing
days
Several
both theater and paper without any
the campaign was started in the pathe
pers.
The first day there was a great cost to either because
double was never identified.
drawing of a clock face.
On this
were the words; "Hold Your Rreath.

A

The Last Moment is Coming." The
clock face was used in succeeding
issues, but

with a different caption.

A

Co-Operative Advertising Stunt
tie-up
effective
Minneapolis An
with merchants and a newspaper
was made by Morris Abrams, Metro

—

exploitation man, for the showing of
Appeals to the Higher Class
Rlue Mouse.
Irwin Wheeler, who operates a "Success" at the
with the adverarranged
Abrams
number of houses in Rye, N. Y. and
Mamaroneek, uses an original idea to tising manager of the Tribune to somerchants for a special page of
put over some of the "higher class" licit
laying special emphapictures.
Recause of his clientele, advertisements,
sis on the word success, to appear next
simply
explains
Wheeler, as he
it,
Across the top of
appeals to the self-respect of his pat- to the theater ad.
rons.
His advertising reads some- the page the word "Success" ran in
"Would you like to two inch letters. This stunt invited
thing like this:
write 100 words about any
see a picture which the producers readers to
advertiser
on the page, telling how
and critics say is too good for you?"

His method may he further explained the advertiser achieved success. Fifty
When "Nanook tickets to the theater were awarded to
by the following.
composition.
of the North" was booked for a those writing the best

showing

the exhibitor
told his people that the film was
purely an educational film and that
it

at

Many

house,

the

contest,

readers

participated

in

the

which brought considerable

attention to the film during the run.

appeals to intelligence.

Score Cards Used in Hamilton, O.
Schwalm,
Hamilton,
O. -John

—

Good Stunt For "Safety Last"
Lynn, Mass. A tie-up was

—

ar-

manager

of the

Rialto,

made use

ranged by one of the local theaters baseball score streamers

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

FOR SALE
One complete

camera

Pathe

outfit fully equipped.

J.

6057,

Room

ing the showing of "The
100 of these streamers, \y2 x 5 ft.,
were placed on the windows of down
town stores with results of the Cincinnati games.
The heading read:
"Hall Caine's 'The Christian' will
score a hit with you in every scene.
At the Rialto now."
Schwalm also used 2,000 lawn
cards, 2,000 heralds, 1,000 hangers,
1,000 stickers, 100 window cards and
obtained a book store window display with the Todd Co. The theater

WHO LOOK
PROSPEROUS

ON BROADWAY
REALL Y ARE

BROKE

free ticket to the matinee
of "The Christian" to every
purchaser of a copy of the book. An

gave

a

showing

Reasonable.
Rescher, 1482 Broadway,

Phone Bryant

of
exploitChristian."

in

LOTS OF PEOPLE

painting and two large cards were
used in a window carrying a display
of the book.

oil

804.

ANNOUNCEMENT
We take

pride in informing

ASK ANY

STATE RIGHT BUYERS
of the production of six

new

GEO. LARKIN
Specials
For

territorial rights

AYWON
New

apply to

FILM CORP.
York, N. Y.
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Won't Bar U.

S.

Films

—

S. Killing British
(Special to

London

Production

THE FILM DAILY)

— Viscount

:

Price 5 Cents

in

How

Their Home Towns
an exhibitor can use

his
inhis
in

portant figure in his community.

Laemmle's letter follows:
"Are you getting all the good results you should get from your news-

Every

Higher Prices

*

Picture

—

once

in a while
too
unfortunately,
there
comes along, unheralded, without a lot of fuss, without a special
showing, without a socalled "Broadway premiere" a

real picture.

One

maybe you have let them
grow stale. Maybe you have been
not,

doing nothing but filling your daily
newspaper space with words or uninteresting announcements.

of

For

Admissions

—West

Set About to

this

—

week

at the Rivoli and set
the town on end. Even 4th of
July night, admittedly one of
the "toughest" nights in the
show business, the house played
to S. R. O, and the sign said

—

Any

picture that can do
that is a real picture a real box
office.
Oh, yes; the picture?
;

"The Merry Go Round"— Universal.

Danny

Why

Has

Coast

Do This— The

Outlook

Dave Bershon,

of the

division

of

and Harry G. Arthur, general
manager of West Coast Theaters,
will leave for home tomorrow after,
films

completing several

them arrived

—played

so.

paper advertisements?
If

A
seldom,

Wolmer, par- screen and local advertising to
iamentary secretary of the Board of crease his prestige and that of
[Trade, stated in the House of Com- house, is told by Carl Laemmle,
Laemmle
nons that while the British picture a letter to an exhibitor.
ndustry "is being killed" by Ameri- suggests that the exhibitor discuss
:an importation no embargo would local affairs and conditions on his
)e placed on American films.
Vis- screen, thus making himself an im:ount Wolmer stated that he is dis:ussing the situation with British
producers to see what can be done,
rle said that he did not think a high
ariff would accomplish the desired
•esult.
Sir Arthur Holbrook stated
:hat 90% of the pictures shown in
England are American made, while,
le said, the American embargo on
British films is so effective that the
proportion of British films shown in
\vr. e r c v.
ire only one eighth of 1%.

1923

"Help Your Town"

Not to Place High Tariff on Laemmle Tells Exhibitors, Urging
Use of Screen to Build* Prestige
American Pictures Believes U.

Britain

6,

important

trans-

actions.

In discussing conditions on the
Coast and the outlook for the coming season Bershon said he felt very
enthusiastic over the promise. This,
especially from the production end of
the business.
"I think the big companies, in fact practically all the important companies have an excellent
program outlined for the coming
year.
There should be more good
And
pictures
than
ever
before.
this should result in better business.
Good pictures always bring in more
business."

net try a different plan, at
for the summer, to see if you
Warfield Director of Loew's, Inc.
Arthur was also enthusiastic over
can't build up such an interest in
David Warfield has been appointed the outlook and this led to the quesyour ads that people will turn almost a director of Loew's Inc. to fill the tion of what the West Coast planned
automatically to see what you have vacancy caused by the death of in
view of increased operating cost,
to say.
Charles E. Danforth.
as well as higher rentals, due to inFor instance:
When
creased cost of production.
Fish Sails Saturday
told that Marcus Loew was on recRun little editorials boosting your
town or your county or whatever
Dan Fish sails Saturday on the ord as favoring higher admissions
community you are most interested Olympic for London where he will both Bershon and Arthur admitted
Make suggestions on how to im- act as foreign representative for Pre- that this was the natural course to
in.
Arthur,
said
"Indeed,"
prove your home town. Become just ferred Pictures. Fish will be located pursue.
"West Coast saw this coming months
as much of an authority on this sub- at the Walturdaw office.
ago and planned accordingly.
( Continued
on Page 2)
have been increasing our admission
Loew Gets Shubert, Pittsburgh
Of course on the
prices steadily.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dinner to Lieber
Coast, especially in Southern CaliPittsburgh Negotiations for the fornia we have a better chance to
Robert Lieber, president of Asso.
First National was the guest of honof purchase of the Shubert theater by raise prices than perhaps some other
Loew have been closed. sections. Out there everyone is inat a dinner tendered last night by Marcus
Loew will re-open the house on La- terested all the time in the actual
Samuel Goldwyn at the Ritz.
business of making pictures."
Mr. Lieber, accompanied by his bor Day with first run pictures.
least

New

Non-Theatrical Exchanges

(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Final plans have
been completed for opening a series
of exchanges for distribution of religious and pedagogic films by the
Herald Non-Theatrical Pictures Corp.
operating under the auspices of the
Christian Herald.

Loew and the Peekskill Case
In an effort to right many wrong
impressions that may have been formed in the court litigation involving a
theater in Peekskill, Marcus Loew,
president of Loew's Inc., yesterday
denied emphatically that he or Loew's
Inc., had anything to do with the case
as has been reported in the papers
and made the following statement:

We

—

>

family, sails

"Upon my

return from Syracuse, I noticed
clippings referring to the Peekskill
stating it had been taken up on ap-

some
case,
peal.

"I was not particularly interested on that
account but shocked to see that the name
of Loew's, Inc., was again mentioned in the
case, despite the fact that affidavits were
drawn by our attorney and signed by me,
stating that neither Loew's, Inc., or I ever

had any interest in that theater.
"In view of the fact that the plaintiffs'
attorney told a mutual friend that he knew
I had nothing whatever to do with the case,
I feel
time."

my

it

duty to enter a denial at this

Hollywood Pre-Views
This

department,

inaugurated

for the Saturday issue, and appearing thereafter in this issue,
will contain previews of

"The Call of the Wild"
"Going Up"
"Circus Days"

Saturday for Europe.
Inter-Ocean in Deal with Independent
Paul H. Cromelin, of Inter-Ocean,
has been re- has signed with Independent Pic-

Deny Combine
The

following

letter

tures for the distribution of 25 outfeatures for Great Britain and
"The Republic Photographic Corp. door
Ten of these were
East.
Far
the
of this city sole American agents
Pictures, two
Premium
by
produced
hereby announfor
Ruth Stoneand
Larkin
George
star
ce that the News Item "Back from
eight in which Jack Livingand
house
Film
America" in July 5 issue of The
Ferguson

ceived:

—

Roy Crawford to Europe
Roy Crawford, vice-pres. of Associated Exhibitors, sails on the AdriaSaturday for Liverpool, accom-

tic

panied by Mrs. Crawford.

GOERZ FILM—

Daily

is

without

foundation.

Dr.

Goerz company was
recently in America but had no conference with Dr. Lohoefer or any
other representative of the Agfa com-

Tappen

of the

pany.

Goerz film is made by the Goerz
Photo Chemical Works of BerlinZehlendorf, which is an absolutely independent concern, having no connection contemplated or otherwise with
any other manufacturer." Yours very
truly, Republic Photographic Corp.
Film Dept.
J. A. Knorr, Manager,
ger, Film Dept.

ston. Mary
are featured.

Wynn

and Al

THE FILM DAILY)

City— Roscoe ("Fatty")
Atlantic
Arbuckle, declared on his arrival here
yesterday, he would not again appear
to
in pictures, but would continue
work

as a director until his contrac-

which
tual obligations are discharged,
year.
this
of
end
the
will be at
those
"I shall leave the pictures to
field,
that
dictate
to
assume
who
Arbuckle

said.

Sells

Out

THE FILM DAILY)

Thomasville, Ga.— F. H. Smith,
one of the most picturesque and in-

Arbuckle Through
.(Special to

Smith
(Special to

teresting men in the exhibiting field
In his
in the South, has sold out.
characteristic manner, discussing his
departure, he says that the causea include high rentals, high taxation and
lack of patronage, adding: "I have,
within the ranks, been held up,

down, bound, robbed,
censured, disdouble-crossed,
crossed,
procussed; lied at, to and about—
in
regret
ducing a

knocked

leaving

—

MINIMUM

THE

jpe^sDAILY

"Help Your Town"
(Continued from Page
ject as the editor himself.

Friday

Illy

^=^=^^^^^:^^^

6,

1923

Prici 5 Cents

«^—

The only

makes an editor more
powerful than you is the fact that he
has some way of spreading his
thing

FiL XX* No. 5

1)

that

thought among the public.
You
have a way, too. You can not only
7173
spread your own ideas through the
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. medium of your regular
paid adverDannenberg,
President
and
Editor;
Joseph
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- tising space, but also on your screen.
ager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Make use of both. Build up a
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

Published Daily except Saturday, at
West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by

Inc.,

.

;

Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

reputation

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order,
$15.00.
Address all communications to

and as a thinker.

for

yourself

as

a

leader

Do

everything you
can to arouse everybody's civic pride
and keep it aroused. Now and then,
if
you are gifted with a sense of
humor, express yourself in a semiTHE FILM humor.ous way.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Make your ads human.
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Make them express your personHollywood, California Walter R. Greene,

^^
Friday, July

C

1603.

P'hone, Hollywood

— Irving Madk,
Representative— Ernest
W.
The Film Renter,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
man.

738 S.

FredShaftesbury

53a

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Interna-

—

—

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

tionale
vakia),

(Czecho-Slo-

Quotations

that

will

look

for
into

them

something into

Inject

ality.

your ad

simply compel
everything you

them

people

to

Get
the habit of looking up
the minute they pick up
say.

the paper.

Believe

you will accomplish
this method.
First, you will make yourself a
power for good to your community.
Second, you will stimulate interest
me,

much good by

in your advertising and therefore in
your theater.
If you are not already the leading
East. Kod.. 103J4 101*4 103
2,400
citizen in your community, you can
P.-L
68*4
70
70
F.
3,400
do pfd
Not quoted make yourself the leading citizen.
You have the ways and means. All
Goldwyn ... 3^4
3*4
3V4 100 you
have to do is to use them for
Griffith
Not quoted
800 the general good and therefore for
Loew's
7
7
6%
Triangle
Not quoted your own good!"
World
Not quoted
Picture Salesmen Elect
The Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.,
Walter Early in Town
have elected the following officers,
Walter Early of the Artfilm Stu- Philip Meyer, president; Albert E.
dios, Cleveland, is in town for several Reinleib; 1st vice-president; J. Walter
Ruben, 2nd vice-president;
days.
Louis
Weinberg, treas; Irving Wernick,
Rec. Sec'y, and Louis Weinstein,

High

Low

Close

Sale*

sergeant at arms.

f

(&cLcLcaticrna£. U'LctuAjL&s

Exhibitors
(Special to

—

THE

SPICE

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

BOSTON STUDIO
The National Motion

Picture

Bu-

reau announces the opening of the
"National Studio" located at 29 Miil\ Strict, Boston, Mass., the
equipped studio in New England combining equipment formerly belonging
to
Witchcraft Studio, Rex Studio,
Alladin Film Company and National
Motion Picture Bureau.
Theatrical
rs

and

non-theatrical proinspect our studio.
portable lighting equipment

invited

Splendid

to

for rent.
Philip

Davis,

Warned

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago U. S. District Attorney
Olson announces that any exhibtors

OF THE PROGRAM"

President.

attempting to show pictures of the
Dempsey-Gibbons
bout,
reported
being brought from Shelby, Mont, to
Chicago by aeroplane by a picture
news agency, will be arrested for
violation of Federal laws prohibiting
interstate shipment of fight films.

Mrs. Reid Addresses A. M. P. A.
Mrs. Wallace Reid was the honor
guest at the weekly A. M. P. A.
meeting yesterday. She spoke briefly,
expressing gratification at the manner in which "Human Wreckage"
had been put over, pointing out that
it
is
a picture which could be put
over only through proper advertising
and publicity.

Shauer Sails
E.

E.

Shauer, assistant treasurer
of Famous Players and director of
the foreign department, is en route to
Europe. He is accompanied by H. M.

Pitman of the company's
and the two will

ment,

mount

offices in

legal depart-

ParaGreat Britain, France,
visit

Belgium,
Germany and Denmark
during the next few weeks. Important

distribution plans for the coming year will be taken up by Shauer.

'

1923

8

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

6,

Portrayed by such

an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master
Picture
is destined to rank
as one of the greatest cinema

creations ever conceived.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

c£0

h(k

v

\
Of

0,

National appreciates
the leadership conferred
by the exhibitors ofAmerica, and keeps faith,
by presenting the greatirst

vO

est stars, producers, directors

and

stage successes
best - sellers in
,

pictures admittedly
supreme among the coming season's product^

I

FIRST

NATIONAL
PICTURES

bhon/f

lit\£\n

FivRt National

—.&£&%
DAILV

Friday, July

Harry Leach in Town
Harry Leach, manager of the Mi-

Change In Distribution

Hodkinson Product in ami chain of theaters associated with
Handled Through
Southern Enterprises is in town for
Canadian Films
several days.
He is stopping at the
The physical distribution of the Astor. Leach reports that his chain
Hodkinson product in Canada will be recently acquired the Fairfax from
handled from now on by Canadian Carson Bradford.
Films,
Ltd.,
it
was
Educational
learned from the Hodkinson office
John Flynn to London in Fall
This new plan will not,
yesterday.
John Flynn will go to London this
Distribution of

Canada

to be

however, interfere in any way with
the newly formed Hodkinson Picture
Corp., Ltd., which was organized to
handle the company's sales in the

Fall to exploit the

London run

of the

"Covered Wagon." Dr. Hugo Rcisenfeld will also go over to assist in arranging the premiere. E, E. Shauer,
Foreign
Europe,

Dominion.
head of the Famous Players
Canadian Educational Films main- Department, now en route to
tains offices at Toronto, Montreal, St. will locate a house for the
Johns, Winnipeg and Vancouver. A presentation during his visit
Hodkinson representative will be located in each one of these exchanges. North Carolina M. P. T. O.
(Special to

London
abroad.
Officers

THE FILM DAILY)

A MAN

—

Lexington, N. C. Officers elected
Denies Reported Affiliation
at the annual convention of the North
Adelaide Rondelle denies the re- Carolina M. P. T. O. convention
published in
recently
port
were: H. B. Varner, president, LexFILM DAILY that she is soon to ington; A. F. Moses, Winstonbe starred in a series of comedies to Salem, 1st vice president; P. L.
be made by the Lightning Film Corp. McCabe, Tarboro, 2nd vice president;
A.
Estridge,
secretaryJames
treasurer, Gastonia.
Chamenois Sails For France
Dr. Julien Jules Chamenois, who
represented French universities at the
recent Congress has sailed for France
GLIDDEN &
expressing satisfaction at the advance
BLODGETT
of motion pictures along educational
lines in this country.
185 Devonshire St.,
Boston, Mass.

THE

TURNER

Investments
Financial Factors
Seasoned Securities

Amusement
Moving Pictures

in the

$&tta<fot0tii

field

Theatres
Distribution

Negatives

Faithfully Port ray full Negative Wues

Correspondence

Do you need

staff here in

Are you planning production

If

A FRIEND
FROM HIS
HOME TOWN
ON BROADWAY
WHEN HE'S

BROKE

a fully equipped studio

and competent

The

Solicited.

NEVER MEETS

in

New York?

New York?

and {studio used to produce "The
Bright Shawl" and "The Fighting Blade"
with Barthelmess and the "Potash and
Perlmutter" (comedy for Samuel Goldwyn,
is available between pictures.
staff

you are planning production
ture in New
immediately.

York

—

in

the near fu-

get in touch with

me

not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.

This

is

Telephone E.

L.

SMITH, Vanderbilt 8291

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR
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Universal Super Jewel
Directed by Rupert Julian

tjieres

an

interesting thin
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Hollywood Previews
As productions are invariably cut after previewing a
general idea of each picture
only is given, rather than a
complete analysis. The usual
review will appear when the
picture is shown in New York.

—

8,
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Price 25 Cents

Peekskill Case

Governmental

Appellate Division Reverses Finding
of Lower Court In Granting Injunction Asked

The Appellate

Picture Control

decision of the lower court, denying
an injunction to the Peekskill Theater,
Inc.. against the Advance Theatrical
Co. of New York, Dave Bernstein,
Loew's Inc., Fred Mitchell, Nicholas
M. Schenck and First National. The
plaintiff
asked
for
an
injunction
restraining all the defendants from
interfering with the Peekskill theater
in it's effort to get pictures and causing contracts made by the plaintiff

Some of the ablest men in the business several occupying
places of the utmost importance, are giving this question a lot
Asso. Exhibitors
of thought:
Is there, back of the investigation of the Famous
A comedy drama that will rank Players-Lasky by the Federal Trade Commission, the thought
with the best of the season. It starts
of the Government taking over control of the industry?
off with a thrill, and hits on all six
;

Douglas McLean

in

"Going Up"

right through to the finish.
You cannot throw the idea away by saying "bunk" and
The
aeroplane stunt flying which serves "bosh."
You cannot ignore the tremendous importance of the
as a climax is unquestionably the best
idea, even though 3 on may not agree that it is likely, or even conever photographed and gets over big.
Cast, settings, photograph}' and di- templated.
(

Griffith

D.

Page

Continued on

To Make

W.

NO ONE REALIZES THE VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE SCREEN TO A GREATER
EXTENT THAN CERTAIN WELL POSTED
GENTLEMEN WHO RUN THE POLITICAL
MACHINES OF THIS COUNTRY. AND THEY
ALSO REALIZE THIS: THAT THE PARTY IN
POWER AT THE TIME THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY IS CONTROLLED BY THE
GOVERNMENT WILL RETAIN POLITICAL
POWER FOR AN INDEFINITELY LONG PERIOD, BECAUSE THROUGH THIS CONTROL
THE SCREENS COULD BE USED TO MAKE
THAT POLITICAL PARTY AN OLIGARCHY,

2)

Historical Film

will shortly begin
filming the historical drama he has
had in mind for a number of years.
The Griffith staff is busily doing re-

Griffith

Division of the Su-

preme Court yesterday reversed the

(Continued on Page 4)

Lubitsch to
(Special to

Make European Story
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles- Ernest
Lubitsch's
production for Warner's will
probably be a story of Continental
Europe with a small cast.
frst

Van Dyke and Mayer Break
search work, with Griffith undecided
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
as to which of several characters in
Los Angeles W. S. Van Dyke and
early American history will be used
Louis B. Mayer have discontinued the
as the principal figure in his story,
contract under which the former was
which he intends making one of the
Van Dyke was
to direct for Mayer.
biggest productions of his
career.
loaned to Allied Artists for one picGriffith has practically decided to
ture and then was to make "The
abandon all attempts at finishing the
Span of Life" for Mayer.
Jolson black-face film with another
artist substituted for Jolson.
He had
hoped to secure Lloyd Hamilton to
But regardless of the political phase of the situation the actual
take Jolson's place, having expressed
To Bring About a Saving in
your business is
to their business
the opinion to friends that Hamilton menace to the business
Distribution
was the only actor who could play the what concerns these men who are doing the tall thinking. And
H. Hoffman, Tiffany Prod., Inc.
By
M.
part as he wished it interpreted, but
so they are watching the Trade Commission work carefully, going
it was found that Hamilton's contract
It seems that the general spirit of
over
the daily evidence and trying to find the spots which may
with Educational would not give him
accord which lias greeted the article,
the time to work on the Griffith pic- be used as the attacking points by those who may have in mind "THE
BUBBLE" by
ture.
the idea of Governmental control of pictures.
Alexander Aronson, General Manmiscellaneous ideas that develop ager of Sales of Truart Film Corpor-

—

RETAINING POWER ENDLESSLY.

—

—

—

To Go-Operate

Willing

GOLDEN

Another Tournament
Under the joint auspices of the
M. P. T. O. of Michigan and
the Michigan Film Review a
film

golf

tournament

will

be

held at the Redford Country
Club, Detroit, on July 23.
The Committee in charge:

Maurice

Kaplan, Metropolitan
Fred Nugent, Metro
and H. M. Richey, general manager Michigan M. P. T. O.

M.

P. Co.,

Fine.

Omaha

have one;
Minneapolis another, and pos-

sibly

will

Philadelphia

hoped the winners

and

it

will all

is

come

to the Fall

National event to
be held in New York in September.

Danny

All who have watched the
various state censor organizations realize the possible difficulties which might develop through Governmental control of
the industry. To the politicians, en masse, the idea of a Board
or Commission to control pictures has always been luscious.
Jt means a lot of jobs a lot of "pap." And to the politician with
a lot of "boys" to look after, and a lot of desirable jobs always
There have been some
to be filled, the thought is appealing.
so far they have been termed "reformers" and "fanatics" who,
back of the smoke screen of the demand for control because of
the type of pictures presented, have this vision. A bill was filed
in the Senate a year or so ago. Fortunately it never saw daylight.
A so-called "reformer" filed it. He was actuated to do so, so
he said, because of the type of pictures being shown. It is true
But it is also true
,that a "reformer" might become a Senator.
that you don't get into the United States Senate unless you have
some sort of a' political schooling, and political knowledge. It
cannot be done. And so, back of this "reformer" might easily
in

;

have been the thought that

to

day

is

feared as actuating,

(Continued on Page 5)

among

indicates

ation,

the distributors,

that

time" and independent, are not
only in sympathy with a revolutionary distribution plan, such as suggested by Mr. Aronson. but will welcome the opportunity to put it into
"old

effect
it

is

if

to

someone

will

recommend how

be done.
(Continued on page 3)

Features Reviewed
Page

"McGuire

of the

Mounted"

Universal

"The Chase"
"The Self-made Wife"
Universal

10
10
10

"Merry-Go-Round"
Universal

Short Reels

10

H
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Hollywood Previews

The Real

Spirit

Page

(Continued from

1

shape up most satisfactorily.
The story is an adaptation of the
musical comedy of the same name,
Of good understanding. The right spirit. Breathing co- with
VI XCT Wo. 6 S uwtor lily 8. 1923 Prtet 25 Ciitt
much clever business added.
priceless thing in any business
will.
operation
good
and
Box Office Angle This should hit
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folki,
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at doubly valuable in this.
At
the bon voyage dinner tendered by big with any type of audience. It is
7173 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. Samuel Goldwyn to Robert Lieber. Prior to Lieber's departure brimful of clean comedy, thrills and
Will equal "The Hottentot"
action.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- for Europe, today. At the Ritz Thursday night.
J
as a draw, with many crackerjack exrection

A

Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

ager;

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

States.
Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,
$15.00.

—

MPTO

"If some of
of New York
Said Billy Brandt of the
my Bolsheviks wanted to put an end to the picture business, this
would be the spot to start."

ploitation angles available.

:

Jack London's

"The

of

Wild"

Call of the

For practical purposes he was right. For at the table were Hal Roach — Pathe Exchange, Inc.
A iilress all communications to THE FILM Zukor, Lieber, Marcus Loew, Rowland, Goldwyn, Jules MastA very satisfactory adaptation of
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
London's novel.
The entire
Jack
all
facAll
important,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. baum, Al Woods, and a host of others.
story revolves around an Alaskan
California — Walter
R. Greene,
il oily wood,
And from Zukor on there was voiced a sled-dog, and provides fine entertain6411 Hollywood Blvd. P'hone, Hollywood tors in this industry.
1603.
spirit
co-operation,
of
good feeling, of brotherly interest, of ment. Audiences will like the dog,
of
Chicago Representative— Irving Made, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.

—

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

London
man.

London,

Ave.,

W.

Clichy.
„
European
Central
tionale

vakia)

,

FredShaftesbury

1.

— Le

Representative

P.iris

W.

Film,

42

Rue de

—

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

Low Close
102^ 103^

High

Kod.

East.

F

(

70^

P.-L

Sale*

600
695^ 1,500
92
100

69

92

pfd

do.
<

.104

92

made

for a

Because when
table they soon tion, get over.
Box Office Angle This should
dissipate their varying difficulties and annoyances. There should
prove
a satisfactory audience picture
meet
branches
of
the
business
be more of such affairs. Where all
anywhere. Jack London's name will

—

swap ideas; develop better kinship, reach

Quotations

.riffith

15#

w's

15*4

15J*

World
day's Quotations.

Ryskin Joins

Wray

Physioc

ideal attraction in

warm

weather.

praise, but the thanks

GREAT GRIEF

And quit the picture
Phil Selznick has gone and done it.
business for insurance. Way out in Ohio. And sends forth a
mourning band around an envelope. With a catchline in the
corner
"Prepare to Meet Thy Maker P. S. with a clear
Penitent.

but

of the dog,

Coogan

in "Circus

Days"

Principal Pictures

—

:

Leviathan Premiere for Davies Film
York," Marion
"Little Old New
Davies' latest special, had its premiere on the Leviathan during its ini-

this splendid

emphasize the excellent
and promise some
unusual snow stuff. It will prove an
help,

work

Jackie

Bob Ryskin, who made the Victor Moore comedies, is business man- conscience."
ager for the Physioc Enterprises.

will be fine.

;

move Samuel Goldwyn deserves not only

300

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

a better understanding.

And from expressions voiced there will be. That
And because of this step forward because of

Not quoted of the industry.
Not quoted

loldwyn

but the snow stuff is particularly
good.
The small cast works well, photography (mostly exteriors) and direc-

new era.
There cannot be too many of such affairs.
you get men with a common interest around a
sincerity, that

:

"Circus Days" is an adaptation of
Tyler." In producing this one.
they only had a thin thread of a story
to start with, but have built up a
wealth of comedy material to put it
across. Jackie runs away from home
and joins the circus. And that's the
story his adventures as the peanut

"Toby

—

purveyor and

Perhaps recalling some of

his earlier film clays.

Box

THAT FOX INSERT

later

as

star

per-

Angle

— Everyone

will

former.
Office

the

savors of the old sawdust ring and the big top. And that's
your cue for exploitation. Get them
It's an
in, and let Jackie do the rest.
like

this.

It

sure set the sales end of the business on its ears. The
idea that developed the Fox super specials, the spectacular ideal attraction for all the kids and
The picture was enthusi- same
tial trip.
bigger than the other fellow's evidently inspired the rest of us who remember we were
astically received, according to wire- productions
once kids.
reports.
this.
Because nothing like 72 pages of advertising all in color

Has

—

—

—

GREENE

have ever been issued by any company before.
(QcULcatlcrnct£ U-tctuA&A-^

/(

"THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

what will come next?
But this is sure if there weren't 72 pages it would still attract
attention. Because it is built with a showman's eye for showmen's
It's

Montmarte Interested

inspiring; leads to the thought:

A

from Felix Orman tells
the habituees of the Montmarte section of Paris were extremely
interested in helping make some of
the yellow and red
eyes.
It is built to attract attention.
the scenes for "The Beloved Vagaof its color scheme the
vari-colored plates, are attractive bond" which, as noted, will have
opine, with a lifting Carlyle Blackwell in the leading role.
Some of the high-brows
to a degree.

—

of

letter

how

And

;

many

may

BRAY BRIEF
Attractions

Big In Box

Are
Office

Merit

FOR SALE
Motion

Picture

Equipped,

Fully

Owner

Laboratory
Located in

leaving for West
K 8. Film
cheaD.
Daily, 71-W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Bronx.
will

sell

of their sagacious eye

brows that

this color

scheme

will not

"do"

Authors' Advisory Board Organizes
Practical means to bring the author
that is a matter of opinion.. And one man's guess is only another and producer of motion pictures closer
together were formulated Tuesday
man's gamble. This is sure: if there is an exhibitor, big or little, afternoon at an organization meeting
who lets this get by without reading it. we'd like to know who of the Authors' Advisory Board, apAnd where he lives. Because he don't belong in this pointed by the First National Conhe is.
gress on Motion Picture Arts, held
business.
The meeting was
at the Waldorf.
for the operators of the big million dollar palaces.

But

after all

home of Alice Duer Miller.
Committees were appointed and an
committee consisting ot
There isn't any room left. I've taken so much space with executive
George Barr Baker, Eric Schuler, C.
But it's im S. Thompson and Charles E. Mcthat darned political angle stuff that we're sunk.
Carthy was named to carry on the
portant. And you'd better read it all.
work of the Board during the Sumheld at the

S'NUFF

DANNY.

mer.

THE

S3
>unday, July

billing

8,

1923

To Go-Operate

(Continued from Page

1)

believe Mr. Lichtman, in his comnt on Mr. Aronson's article, has
me as near to answering that ques'ii
as present conditions permit. He
s suggested putting the matter to
jractical test by inviting all the disbutors in the country to a joint con•ence for the purpose of discussing
matter from every angle.
:
The
iliations of Tiffany Prod., Inc., for
e, express willingness to join such
conference.
I

noted with a great deal of interest
Mr. Lichtman's remarks, the state;ats to the effect that on the proct of his organization they found it
cessary to shoot only an average
I

11,000 feet of negative to obtain a
00 foot feature.
If such perforinces could be consistently obtained
every producer in the business
en there would be no question of
e fact that very little, if any, saving
uld be effected in the production of
otion pictures.
Nevertheless, I can
it but recall an article which recent-

appeared

in

anything

expect

good

in

better

that into

or

which the

even

as

artistic

element enters.
The safe, sane and logical place to
cut costs and the duplication of unnecessary expense is in distribution.
I feel that Mr. Aronson's plan, in
operation, will do this. I feel further
the plan

that

entirely practicable
and feasible, and add to Mr. Lichtman's recommendation,
own to
the effect that the distributors of the
country, as business men, with the
best interest of their industry at
heart, with the desire to get it upon
a business-like, economic basis, confer jointly
and discuss ways and
means of arriving upon that basis of
operating it. It only requires a willingness to cooperate or the proof that
such a plan, with proper cooperation
and confidence is not practicable.
is

my

In the numerous

M°/

C

M

S

comments made

on Mr. Aronson's plan no one has
been able to offer even a suggestion
of proof that it can not be worked
out.
I, for one, am ready and willing to cooperate in an endeavor to
bring

it

to a trial.

The Exhibitors Herald

In the ordinary line of business the
the effect that one of the bigger usual procedure
is to cut cost of prooducing units, which from all past duction first because that,
in ninetyrformances knows something of nine cases out of a hundred, is
the
e art of making motion pictures, big problem
because the basic selling
ed 180.000 feet of negative to make problems in most lines
of commercial
8,500 foot production. The subject endeavor are standardized.
as a well known story and there
But the motion picture is not an
as the advantage that it had been
ordinary
line of business; it is absocturized once previously.
lutely unique and requires revolutionHowever, regardless of the fact ary methods for its conduct.
at a saving ca'n undoubtedly be efcted in the production of pictures,
Fairbanks Starts Thief of Bagdad
feel that the shortest way to this is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hat might be termed the longest
i

The production

ay 'round.

of pic-

res is, or is supposed to be, an art;
e distribution is a business.
The
oppage of waste, cutting of overbad costs and money-saving is a
isiness proposition, so obviously, the
ace to save money, the channel in
hich the good example for the rest

the industry may be set, is first of
in the business end; that from
le order of things, is distribution.
If
ley are wasteful, unorganized, unrstematic and unbusinesslike in the
spartment of the industry which is
apposed to be controlled and oper:

—

Los Angeles Douglas Fairbanks
has started production of "The Thief
of

Bagdad."

Hammons Reach Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Al Christie, E. W.
Hammons of Educational and party
have arrived from New York.
Christie

and

(Special

to

1,

by business men, how can they

ted

"Tea With a Kick" Opens
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hugo Halperin's long
heralded "Tea With a Kick" opened
at Grauman's Million Dollar theater
(Special to

—

this

week.

PATHE NEWS
No. 55

Overcoming tremendous

difficulties

>lanes,

etc.

legal

resterday
:

difficulties,

and today the

IRST PICTURES

it

with storms, airPathe News presented

OF THE DEMPSEY-GIBBONS FIGHT

Shelby.

rhis
:he

is

the kind of service you have always gotten from

Pathe News.

\nd

it's

the kind you'll always get!

Portrayed by such
an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master Picture
is destined to rank as one of the greatest cinema
creations ever conceived.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

THE

Peekskill Case
(Continued

from

Page

1)

with producers and distributors to be
broken.
In the opinion of the Appellate Diwritten by Justice Smith, the
Court in the strongest kind of
language grants the injunction and in
concluding the opinion says:
vision,

"An injunction should be issued restraining all parties from inducing the
violation of any contracts made between the plaintiff and any film producers. The injunction should further
provide that the individual defendants
and Loews. Inc.. should be restrained from inducing in any manner, directly or indirectly, film producers
not to supply their films to the plaintiff corporation, except as and when
they may need them for their own exhibition, and an injunction should be
granted restraining the other corporation defendants from refusing to
sell to the plaintiff corporations any
films for the purpose of boycotting
the plaintiff and preventing the plaintiff from doing any business or for
the purpose of assisting actors in accomplishing said purposes, and from
conspiring with the co-defendants or
actors to deprive plaintiff of the films
necessary to plaintiff's business."

The opinion states that the papers
show that the proprietors of the
Peekskill theater were warned by certain

of

building

the

was

defendants

before the
they would

lawful purposes, and
these officers
have made the corporation a party
the

to

conspiracy."

The Court

says as to the other
corporation defendants that while they
probably could not be enjoined from
breaking a contract
if
that alone
were involved, "nevertheless if this
contract were broken as a part of the
conspiracy for the purpose of effectuating the boycott of the plaintiff's
theater, they are equally guilty with
the individuals who have used them
and made them a party to their
scheme."

Concluding
Smith says:

the

opinion,

Justice

is claimed that there is no mahere shown, but only a desire to
protect the defendants' interest by all

"It

lice

their acts of which complaint is made;
but the law condemns all acts treaspassing upon the legal rights of others
as malicious, as a matter of law and
will grant reparation in damages, or
an injunction where those damages
are not capable of specific measurement.
This interference must be
stopped, and the courts will have no
difficulty either by injunction, or if
necessary, by the administration of the
criminal law to prevent these unlawful acts.
The courts have little patience with those who trifle with clear
legal rights of another."

Nathan Burkan acted

as

attorney

and William
Travers Jerome represented the defor the Peekskill theater

fendants.

built that
getting- films.
The papers alleged that after the building
was completed and the plaintiff had
made contracts for films, the contracts were broken through the acts

calendar and doubtless
during the Fall.

of the defendants Bernstein. Schenck
and Mitchell, who are officers of
Loew's Inc.
The opinion further
says:

Alfred Weiss, president of Artclass
Pictures Corp., has sailed for Europe.

have trouble

At the Burken offices it was stated
that the ease will go on the regular
be

Alfred Weiss Sails

CROW ABOUT

Grand-Asher will release in the season
1923-1924 a minimum of ten Ben Wilson
Productions
first to be released early
in September

—

A REEL

reached

"From the papers the conclusion is
Bachmann to Coast Monday
inevitable that it was the determined
effort of these men to prevent the
J. G. Bachmann, treasurer and viceplaintiff from securing pictures and to president of Preferred Pictures, leaves
ruin it's business. The individual de- for the Coast Monday to discuss profendants were, vice-president, general duction plans with his partners, B. P.
manager and booking agent of Loew's Schulberg and Al Lichtman.
Inc.,
and were
interested in the
Colonial theater, a rival theater in
Jack Barrie Series Started
said city, and plaintiff has been heavily
Jack Barrie, will be featured in six
damaged by it's failure to procure productions for the Basil Enterprise
films for exhibition through the inter- Corp., to be screened at the Vitagraph
ference of these several defendants. studios and distributed by Vitagraph.
"The motive of the defendants is Camera work starts on July 15, and
clearly shown, both by their acts, and the first production is
titled "The Reby their statements that they would incarnation," by Ernest *Duvalal.
ruin the plaintiff's business and not
allow the plaintiff to procure films
Fight Films Here Today
for exhibition. The action of the inPictures of the Dempsey-Gibbons
dividuals, in their deliberate conspibout will be seen in the Pathe news
racy to prevent the plaintiff from obreel at Broadway theaters to-night.
taining these films for the purpose of
ruining the plaintiff, not only renders The Pathe film met all qualifications
to criminal of the law, and according to Pathe,
these defendants liable
were the only pictures to get through.
prosecution, but makes them liable
The
film was shown in Chicago yespcrsonallv for all damages which the
suffered: and the plaintiff terday.
has
not confined to it's action at law
for damaees: but the strong arm of
equity can s*on this unlawful interference by injunction; and to this
equitable
power plaintiff has appealed."
The opinion states further that
Loew's is properly included in the

SOMETHING TO

Watch for

the forthcoming announcement of
these wonder productions

The Pride

The

OFF

TIP

Body

Soul and

of Possession

Satin Girl

I

Am

Man

the

After Marriage

Leave

Man Made Law

Mine

Other Men's Daughters

The Love Trap

to Betty

It

Keep

to

Who Have Purchased

Following List of Exchanges

GRAND-ASHER PRODUCTIONS
Fed. Film Distributors
298 Turk St. San Francisco, Cal.
G. A. Oppenheimer

Apollo Exchange, Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York City

Bobby North
Celebrated
So.

S10

Players

Wabash
J.

L.

Ave.,

Film Corp.
Chicago,

Film

United
111.

3628

Olive

Friedman

St.,

S.

St.

Crescent Film

Masterpiece Film Attractions
1329 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. Amsterdam

115

W.

17th

St.,

A. L.

Standard Film Service Company
Sloan Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio
H. Charnas

Service
Louis,

Mo.

Werner

Company

Kansas

City,

Film Exchange. Inc. of N. E.
Piedmont St., Boston. Mass.
S. V. Grand

Fed.
46

Bond Photoplays Corp.
265 Franklin

St.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

Sydney Samson

plaintiff
is

Lloyds Guests at Luncheon
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd were
guests of honor at a luncheon given
by the Pathe home office at the Ritz
yesterday, at which they renewed
their acqaintanceship with numerous
newspaper representatives and writers

injunction, because it's principal of- for the trade press.
ficers "ha'-" "«»d the <-nrooration for leave for Atlantic
the purpose of accomplishing their un- next week.

The Lloyd's will
some time

City

Studios
1432-38 Gowert Street

Distributed by

GRAND-ASHER
15

W.

44th

St.,

New York

Mo.

Kahn

City

Los Angeles,

Foreign rights controlled by

APOLLO TRADING CORP.
1600 Broadway, N. Y.

Cal.

I
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TWENTY

o°o
r

YEARS OF
PROGRESS
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Boit^iun

fill?
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V

TWENTY YEARS OF

PROGRESS
years
Twenty
constructive

of consistent and

advancement in the
of staging and the business

art
of distributing motion picture entertainment plus year after year of promises
fulfilled -that is the foundation, the guarantee, back of the statement that the 1924

productions of FOX FILM CORPORATION
will surpass in public approval and financial value for exhibitors any previous
season's output in the history of the

industry
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N THE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE

PRESENTED BRIEFLY FOX FILM
CORPORATION'S ATTRACTIONS
FOR THE SEASON I923~1924
EXHIBITORS ARE INVITED TO GET
IN TOUCH WITH EXCHANCES WHICH
SERVE THEM FOR FURTHER DETAILS,
SCREENINGS AND PLAY-DATES.
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Popular All -American Cast
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Sabre

Arthur

Hapgood

Twyning

Harold Twynmg
The Rev. Sebastian Fortune

Nona, Lady Tybar
Lord Xybar
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NOVEL BY AUGUSTA EVANS
READ BY THREE GENERATIONS
"*HE records of the Public
* Libraries for the past twentyfive years prove ST. ELMO to
be the most popular novel ever
I

written in the English language.

This story has had millions of
readers and hundreds of thousands have seen it as a stage
play.
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IMPERIAL"
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-the dictionary szys
superior in size or Quality
like an emperor or empress
possessing commanding

power" D

They

mafte

the Sphinx laugh
The demand

for higher merit, tetter enter-

supplieo^^die
motion picture theatre owner in the release of
tainment, and more laughs

is

Twelve Imperial Comedies

A
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DURING SEASON 1923-1924
series of Special Comedy Productions

FOX FILM

^^aLLIAM FOX

SUNSHINE

THRILLING,

amusing, different and yet informative, these novelty subrunning from six to fifteen minutes on the screen, have found a
definite place on the programs of progressive exhibitors everywhere. From
New York to Shanghai Fox Cameramen are fine-combing the world for
unique pictorial subjects.
The first 18 releases set a new standard for short subjects, but those to
come are even better in point of diversity, quality and interest.
jects,

26
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lithographs reproduced
these two pages are an
indication of the magnitude and
quality of the advertising accessories furnished for IF WINCOMES. Every line of
exhibitors advertising has been
carefully prepared with the boxIn
office appeal fully covered.
addition to the paper, this applies to exhibitors newspaper advertising, lobby photos, oil paintings, slides and folders and heralds of several styles. An
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Fox Film Corporation

SPECIALS
IF WINTER COMES
THE GOVERNOR'S LADY
THE SILENT COMMAND

UNITED STATES
ALBANY,

NORTH OF HUDSON BAY

ATLANTA, GA.

GENTLE JULIA
AROUND THE TOWN
THE SHEPHERD KING
THE SHADOW OF THE EAST
SIX CYLINDER LOVE
TEMPLE OF VENUS
HELL'S HOLE
THE NET
NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER

1

THE ELEVENTH HOUR
THIS FREEDOM
ST. ELMO
YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH
THE BLIZZARD
DOES IT PAY?
THE PLUNDERER

BUFFALO,
4%

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
3b & 38 Western Avenue

NEW ORLEANS,

N. Y.

Pearl Street

NEW YORK

W. Broadway

125

CHARLOTTE,

CITY, N. Y.

130 West 4bth Street

N. C.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

213 So. Church Street

108 So.

CHICAGO,

OMAHA, NEBR.

ILL.

910 So. Wabash Avenue

514

Elm

PA.

1315-17 Vine Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO
& E. 21st Street

PITTSBURGH,
121

PA.
Fourth Avenue

ST.

LOUIS, MO.

Payne Ave.

DALLAS, TEXAS

3314 Olive Street

St.

DENVER, COLO.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Tremont Street

1531

Street

PHILADELPHIA,

Street

30b South Jefferson

Hudson

1509 Chicago Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

IT

LA.

725 Poydras Street

4b Exchange Place

STAR SERIES

DETROIT, MICH.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

MIX

149 E. Elizabeth Street

308 Turk Street

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SEATTLE, WASH.

TOM

6
6

JOHN GILBERT

7

CHARLES JONES

1

WILLIAM

2
3
2

232 N.

FARNUM
SHIRLEY MASON
DUSTIN FARNUM

3

2008 Third Avenue

Illinois Street

WASHINGTON,
New Jersey

WILLIAM RUSSELL

Ave. and

K

D. C.
N. W.

St.,

CANADA

STAR COMEDIES
8

20
26

914 So. Olive Street

BUTTE, MONT.

KIRBY
SOFT BOILED

12

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Walton Street

1

54 Piedmont Street

CAMEO

11

1

BOSTON, MASS.

MONNA VANNA
ARIZONA EXPRESS
HOODMAN BLIND

27

KANSAS CITY, MO.
19 & Wyandotte Sts.

N. Y.
4b Orange Street

Fox Film Corporation, Limited

AL ST. JOHN
CLYDE COOK

MONTREAL

IMPERIAL COMEDIES
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
FOX EDUCATIONAL
EN TER TA INMENTS

FOX NEWS
WEEK

322

St.

Catherine

St.

ST.

W.

TORONTO
21

Dundas

Street, E.

JOHN

162 Union Street

CALGARY
9 Princess Thea. Bldg.

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

3b5 Hargrave Street

Leigh Spencer Bldg.
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The Influence and Power
Board or Commission

I

of Pictures
from Page

(Continued

:her things, the possibility of a

;

to con-

ol pictures.

Among

'IW«'

the People

1)

might indeed be employed as a force for influencing, guiding and
instructing public opinion. That this assumption is a proper one
is undoubtedly true.
And yet up to the present the data upon
which conclusions of this order can be based are of the vaguest
type. Research has hardly discovered this great and potent field
of social psychology, much less plumbed it. It is only by broad
'generalizations that we can give any estimate of the powers thus
released into the hands of men who are as surprised to find themselves wielding this power as the public is to find it existing.
"Yet there is available a group of basic facts from which
to generalize. Mr. Edison's assertion embodies a direct challenge
to the influence exerted by the press.
How do the facts, so far
]

The very thought which might

easily defeat such a scheme,
easily develop it.
And that is the
emendous importance of the motion picture in the life of the
rera'ge citizen.
It is true that to many people motion pictures
ean little. But it is also undeniable that to millions motion picires, as Will Hays has often said, is the chief means of enterinment, and to millions more, the sole entertainment.
And therefore, should the situation arise where such a Comission be suggested, there is, of course, a natural place to oppose
icli a movement
on the screens of the theaters of this country,
/hich, incidentally, is another reason why there should be a as available, support this challenge?
:rfect understanding and working arrangement between the
"There are in round numbers in the United States about
oducers organization and the organized exhibitors although 18,000 theaters given over to motion pictures. As a mass agency
is not difficult to conceive that to make such a fight even Sydney of popular appeal this number is to be compared to about 2,500
3hen might agree to work with Hays and his organization.
The number of newsdaily papers and 4,000 public libraries.
One might continue this analysis and comment at length. papers of all types, daily, tri-weekly, semi-weekly and weekly, is
ut one might easily be charged with unnecessary sentiment or still something more than a thousand less than the number of
al in behalf of one's industry.
And so that this may not happen motion picture theaters. Total publications of all types run to
should like you all to read the following. Read it carefully only 3,000 more than the number of motion picture theaters.

the very idea

which might

—

;

;

gest it. It was written by Thomas H. Dickinson.
He is not
"picture" man. It was written for the New York Times and
)peared in last Sunday's magazine section under the caption
Uovies Changing Life of the Nation occupy 18,000 theaters
itimated films reach 50,000,000 persons a week
rural life most
fected
people read less and imbibe more of the screen's type
philosophy."
Mr. Dickinson opens his discussion with the quoted statement

—

—

—

'

:

Thomas A. Edison
"Whoever controls the motion-picture industry controls the
ost powerful medium of influence over the people."
And goes on to say
"Is Mr. Edison right?
Has an invention so profoundly

Tected the life of a nation in so brief a period ? What power lies
ith this vast organization?
And how is that power being used?
"The answers are difficult to find. Yet it cannot be contracted that the motion pictures reach a vast audience daily and
;

huge and intricate mechanism has been constructed to
aid and to extend the grip on that audience.
"It has generally been assumed that the presence in the social
ady of this machinery of continual interchange, of ever renewed
>peal to the emotions and the intellect, would have some iniience on the mental habits, outlooks, customs of the people,
lat

a

Circulation Versus Attendance

"When

that is to daily contact with
it comes to circulation
numbers of people, the daily newspaper has the advantage,
leading with more than 40,000,000 circulation for the country as
;

large

whole.
The daily attendance at motion picture theaters is
largely a matter of conjecture.
"Theaters listed by the Motion Picture Directory Company
of New York for the country as a whole fall into four classes
in order of seating capacity, the first running from 1 to 249 seats
the second from 250 to 499; the third from 500 to 799; the fourth,
800 and up. Of all the motion picture theaters in the country
about 35 per cent, or something less than 7,000, fall into the second
About 30 per cent are made
class, seating between 250 and 499.
up of theaters seating less than 250. It follows then that the
majority of theaters seat less than 500. The remainder, about
5,600, are theaters seating from 500 up to several thousand.
"Averaging up the seating of these four classes and multiplying by the number of theaters, it would appear that there are from
eight to ten million seats.
"Daily attendance at the motion picture theater, of course,
Most theaters give more
is not limited to the seating capacity.
than one performance a day and some give as many as five or
a
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more. The average figure usually accepted for the daily per- the Southeastern States, Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina
formances in the motion picture theaters is three, giving available South Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia.
seatings of about 25,000,000 a day.
Naturally by no means all
"Comparing motion picture distribution with that of the othe
of these seats are occupied at every performance.
Estimates of social opinion agencies we find that there is a motion pictuf
attendance the country over run from a minimum of 50,000,000 theater for every 7,000 of the population, to a daily newspape
a week to a maximum of 15,000.000 a clay.
The first figure is for every 40,000 and a public library for every 26,000. Ther
probably too low; the second probably too high.
is a library for every 700 square miles, a motion picture the ate
for every 160 square miles.

Favor Quick Turn-over

II.

"While it is impossible to say just what is the average fre" 'Of all inventions, the alphabet and the printing press alon
quency of attendance per person per week even here, we have
excepted, those that have shortened distance have done the mos
some straws which show which way the wind blows. Motion
picture theater directors have found it desirable to do all possible
to promote a quick turn-over.
Even in large cities it has been
found more profitable to provide a frequent change of bill than
to depend upon the extended drawing power of a top-notch feature.
Fashions differ between those theaters which serve a congested neighborhood, and the large theaters which serve a city
or wide suburban or rural areas.
In the former daily changes
are the rule in the latter the rule is two changes a week.
"Averaging the country, as a whole, it is estimated, by the
Babson Statistical Organization and other authorities, that 70
per cent of the theaters of the country change their programs
three time a week or oftener.
From surveys made by civic
associations among children in cities and towns it seems that
40 per cent go about once a week another 40 per cent go twice
a week or often. Only 3 per cent do not go to the movies at all.
The motion picture theater draws from a wide field, and its audience tends to repeat more or less regularly.
"With respect to the distribution of motion picture theaters
among the geographical divisions of the United States compared
with that of other social opinion agencies, we have some interesting data. Comparing the distribution of motion picture theaters in centres of population and in rural districts, it is found
that the picture theater is quite as much an agency of the sparsely
settled areas as of the urban centres.
This is demonstrated in
two ways, by the comparison of the numbers of motion picture
theaters in large cities with the country outside these centres,
and by a tabulation, State by State, of the number of thousands
of people reached by each theater. This inquiry shows that so
far from the city being the favorite haunt of the picture, there
are relatively more theaters per unit of population outside the
centres than in them.
"One hundred and ninety cities contain a population of about
35,000,000, or about one-third of the population of the country.
These cities have less than one-quarter of the motion picture theaters, but the smaller average of theaters in the urban districts
is compensated by the higher seating capacities of the city theaters.
Whereas the average seating capacity of theaters for the
country as a whole is about 500, the average seating capacity of
city theaters is about 750.
;

;

for humanity,' wrote Macaulay. When he wrote he referred pai
ticularly to the application of steam to land and sea travel.
H
did not refer to, by the nature of the case he could not forcsetj
that system of the shortening of distances which operates ncl
by transferring the individual to far places and peoples, but il
bringing those places and peoples to the individual. This, thl
motion picture theater has done, and the system of distributio
is such that hundreds of thousands of people are literally wi'l
nessing the same scenes, participating in the same dramati
action at the same time.
"In estimating the mental influence of the moving pictuii
theater, it is well to remember that when one goes to the moviel
today he does not sit down only with his neighbors. He mingl^
with peoples from all parts of the earth.
"The farmer boy and his sweetheart go to the motion pietu i
theater dressed in a fashion not much different from their cill
From the screen they derive at first hand, a seeinl
cousins.
I
knowledge of the country as a whole. The Great White
The Place de la Con
their thoroughfare of nightly amusement.
cord is the square that lies just at the head of Main Street.

Way

Changing People's Habits

"The motion-picture theater has co-operated with rural fro
delivery and the Ford car in destroying the rural fastnesses \
the country. With the exception of the Southeastern States thej
remains no American hinterland. The motion-picture theater hi
become the club, the place of social resort of the small town ail
the rural districts; it is bringing the back districts into the woll
Even in the thinly settled States of Montana and Nevada thej
Humj
is a motion-picture theater for every 4,000 inhabitants.

m
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The Theater Groups
"The

distribution of theaters per unit of population is even
better brought out by a map showing the number of thousands
of people served by the average theater in the several States.
"The first group represents an area in which there is a theater for each 2,500-5,000 of the population.
"The second group a theater for each 5000-8,000 of the population.

If

"The

third group a theater for each 8,000-15,000 of the population.
On the basis of these groupings we find the first group
with a theater for every three or four thousand of the population
covering the entirety of the agricultural and mining country
west of the Mississippi with the exception of Missouri, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Texas and New Mexico, which falls into the second
group.
England
It includes as well the sparsely settled
States of Vermont. New Hampshire and Maine.
"In the second group, in addition to the States mentioned
above west of the Mississippi, are the States of the central highly
populated area and the urbanized East Central States and Florida.
the third group, which is poorly provided with theaters, are

New
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produce "The
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sembly hitherto was a matter of urban districts. The motionlure theater has entered into the smallest units of the State.
3re than that, it has brought the wide world into the narrow

mmunity.
"The motion picture theater

is changing the habits of the
lployment of leisure of the people. Whence comes the two
urs a week that the average citizen spends in the movie theater?
me of it comes from time formerly given to labor. Much of
comes from time formerly given to reading. Most of it comes
>m sport. The sport of the country has become vicarious, has
come sport en masse. Where we formerly enjoyed ourselves
small groupings, we now go to large, silent, twilight assemblies,
nding our imaginations over to others to stimulate and direct.
le term 'recreation' is now no longer apposite.
We now amuse

Yesterday
Something important happened
in the Film Industry

rselves.

"Of the materials

offered by the motion picture theater per20
per
directly
cent is
educational in the sense in which
ps
An estab2 newspaper and the general magazine is educational.
hed feature of the motion picture program today is the news
Only less common is the short
:1 and the screen magazine.
scientific
film.
But it would be a narrow interpretation
mic and
at would limit the educational forces of the screen to the edutional features, so-called.
T used to hold by the instructed brain the heart leads

—

'

relier,' wrote Browning.
"These screen features appeal

to a very few elementary emoms. They glorify the same things, the simple virtues, the great
tdoors, strong, successful men, beautiful, pure women, expert
loring; they despise the same things, 'superior' people, welchers,
Sin always gets its retribution; paths always
<ers, foreigners.
d in lovers' meetings.
"What have we here but the influences over our business
ft
;als, and therefore the governing principles of our voting?
)uld not be difficult to catalogue the American popular philophy out of the critical standards of the movies. As we live
It is not for nothing that in the first run theaters of
; vote.
e country a million people may be gazing at the same scenes
the same time. What they see is partly a reflection of what
ey are. What they are is no less influenced by what they see.
"The vogue of the motion picture implies widespread social
d psychological changes. In direct appeal, in the economizing
the symbols of expression, in multiplying records, the motion
:ture offers manifest advantages over other instruments of genAs the toilsome processes of thought heal communication.

sub-conscious it may become unnecessary always to spell
When this occurs it
each concept with verbal symbols.
t
picture.
There is no rea11 be the opportunity of the motion
n to believe that there may not soon be assembly places given
Most schools
er entirely to news and educational features.
their
projection
rooms. Bed institutes and forums will have
differentiation
full
stature
ne the motion picture can come to its
It is unreasonable
11 have to be introduced into the business.
country
should
cut
be
to the same vulgar
at all theaters in the
flexible
medium
should
be used alone
ttern, that this rich and
producer
would
make histhe
who
r stories
and thrills, that
find his
records
great
importance
should
of
rical and scientific
rags
dealing
with
frayed
favor
stories
the
of
oduct despised in

me

passion.
"The rule today in the motion picture theater seems to be
at nothing shall get the light at all unless it appeals to the mil>n.
Pictures would charm and instruct the hundred thousand
ust die in darkness unseen. Such a policy fails to employ some
the richest potentialities of the screen.

Parliament in 1807, the politician Windham
nfessed that 'he never saw a man of low condition with a newsper in his hand, and who read any of it, without comparing
m to a man who was swallowing poison under the hope of
If Windham feared the poison of the
(proving his health.'
have
thought of the many flavored juices
he
ess, what would
Page
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Fitzgerald
"After

is

editing

cutting
Charles Cruz instead of George
Ball" for Hackathorne plays the juvenile role
in
Fox's, "You Can't Get Away

—

Work on Constance
Hollywood
Bertram Hadley has replaced EdTalmadge's "The Dangerous Way," win
J. Brady in the cast of "The Virhas started.
House Peters

working on "Held

is

With

It."

Harry Myers has been engaged for
Rupert Hughes is getting ready for re-enter pictures here.
a part in "The Bad Man," which Edhis next, "Law Against Law."
The cast for "Barbara Fritchie," to win Carewe is to direct for First
Millard Webb is making prepara- be filmed by Ince, is now being National.
tions for the filming of "Tiger Rose." assembled.
Nelson McDowell, now playing a
Jos. Schildkraut will play opposite
part in "The Pioneer" has signed for
The
"When
a Man's a Man" comNorma Talmadge in her next pro- pany
"In The Days of Yesterday," a J. P.
has returned from
location at

duction.

Prescott, Arizona.

Victor

Schertzinger

First
Pictures.

cast

foi

Charlie Murray has arrived in
Angeles. It is reported that he will

Answer."

"The

In the East

Bebe Daniels has been
"Her Children's Children."

Following the completion of "Th<
Edward Sedgwick has brought
back "The Ramblin' Kid" company Love Bandit," Victor Sutherland wil
from O'Neill's Ranch where exteriors be starred by Chas. Blaney in ]
series.
Los were shot.

ginian.".

to

1923

now

the

Renco.
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Preferred

Clyde Cook has finished his first
comedy. "Under Orders," for Lou

Owen.
Screen rights to Mary Synon':
story, "The Sand Pile," have beei
sold to R. C. Pictures by Brandt f
Kirkpatrick.

who

Frederic Santley

direct

will

for

McCarthy production.

E.
H. Griffith is cutting anc
editing
"Unseeing
Eyes"
whicl
starred Lionel Barrymore and Seen;

Rene

Plaisetty will direct the new
"Alex The Great" series to be made
on the Powers lot.

recently ap

David Kirkland has finished "The peared in the stage production, "tfl
Barefoot Boy" for Mission Films. She Goes," is finishing a "special!
Work on the company's second film on Long Island.
will

start within a

week.

Wm. N. Bailey of "Polly Preferred!
has been engaged by C. C. Burr tl
ganization of a new stars' club here
"Loving Lies" will be the title of
play the lead in "Clipped Wings,!
called "The Nunnery."
the Peter B. Kyne story now being
opposite Constance Binney.
Templar Saxe has just completed
filmed by Associated Authors under
Rosemary Theby

is

behind the or-

Anger Prod.

"The

which was made on

Squall,"

west coast.

the

Raymond Lee

has been added to
the cast of Jackie Coogan's, "Long
Live The King."

Columbia Pictures have started
work on "Yesterday's Wife," the first
of a series for C. B. C.

Sylvia

Breamer begins work

in

a

few days on "Thundergate," to be
editing "Gigi" directed by Joseph De Grasse.

Doane Harrison is
the first Dinky Dean production,

at

Standard Film Lab.

the

Henry Lehrman succeeds Mai
Clair

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

as

the director of the

"Fighting Blood"

W.

S.

Van Dyke's

direction.

A part of Greenwich Village is rJ
produced in some of the scenes cli
John M. Stahl has completed "The "His Children's Children," now beinfl
Wanters" for Louis B. Mayer. The filmed by Sam Wood at the Para
film is now being cut and edited. mount lot in Long Island City,
next

Stahl's

picture

will

be

Men Leave Home."

"Why number

second

series.

Right of the Strongest,"
E. K. Lincoln, has been
completed by Zenith Pictures Corp.
Katherine Hilliker supervised the
cutting and titling.
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The

administration and office buildings being erected by Standard Film
Laboratories are completed.

Emmett Flynn

has installed a radio
with a huge amplifier on the Goldwyn lot. He makes use of this in
The scenario for Rudyard Kipling's directing the mob scenes in "In the
"The Light That Failed" is being Palace of the King."
prepared by F. McGrew Willis.
William S. Hart's next picture will
Tom O'Brien, has been added to be a story written by himself which
the cast of the Trimble-Murfin pro- is being put into continuity form by
Production scheduled
duction, "The Phantom Pack."
J. G. Hawks.

JOIN

set

August
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Filming of "Whose Baby Are You,"
Peggy's first Universal fea"Ashes of Vengeance" will be reture production, has been completed.
tained as the title of Norma Talmadge's latest. The title had been
Francis A. Ross, of the Keith changed to "Purple Pride."
This
vaudeville team of Adler and Ross, picture will be Frank Lloyd's last
will appear in "The Gold Diggers." with Norma Talmadge.

We take
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Baby
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il
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to start
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Reviews
Universal

CONVENTIONAL
MOUNTED POLICE STORY
BUT LACKS THE ACTION
EXPECTED; RATHER WEAK
OFFERING THAT HASN'T
VERY MANY POSSIBILITIES.
Whole

a

"The Self-made Wife"
"The Chase"
Universal
FINE COOLING As a Whole
A RATHER NEW
As a Whole
ATMOSPHERE AND A GOOD ANGLE ON SUDDEN RICHES
NOVELTY NUMBER; VERY THEME THAT FURNISHES
APPROPRIATE FOR USE FAIRLY INTERESTING MAWITH ATTRACTIVE SHORT TERIAL AND AN AVERAGE
ENTERTAINMENT.
REEL PROGRAM.

Desmond capable
but made to do some

Cast
with

William

Star

Carl Laemmle presents

Jacob Fabian presents

"McGuire of the Mounted"

Skii
last

many

"Merry-Go-Round"
Universal-Super- Jewel

stunts

that

fur-

work

in

role

of wife

who

doesn't

take the trouble to adapt herself
and pleasing
nish an interesting entertainment;
to newly acquired wealth; Crauno names that will mean anything.
very improbable things; his perfurd Kent satsfactory as the husplot;
There
is
no
Type
of
Story
above
rise
formance could hardly
band who keeps ahead of her;
consists
of a game of
the
picture
the shortcomings of the story.
others Phillips Smalley, Dorothy
hare and hound with the pursuers
Cummings, Virginia Ainsworth.
The usual line-up of villains;
and pursued sliding and leaping all
Cast
Type of Story
Deals with married
delightful
snow
covthe
Alps;
for
over
possible
damage
the
they do all
life
and offers some fairly new
thoroughly
makes
it
ered
country
four and a half reels but hero outideas; woman fails to supply herwits

them

the end;

in

who

those

appear are Louise Lorraine, Willard Louis, Vera James, P. J. LockWm. A. Lowery, Peggy
ney,
Browne, Frank Johnson and Jack

appropriate for

summer

trade.

Offers good
Angle
Office
variation from the regular routine
of photoplay entertainment; best
played up as a novelty and you
can work it in nicely with other

Box

DECIDEDLY ONE
OF THE YEAR'S BEST PICTURES; A GEM OF AN ENTERTAINMENT THAT WILL

As

Ethel Grey Terry espechampions of the Alps Players
cially well suited and does good
year's winner providing

spectacular

1923

8,

Newest Features

of the

William Desmond in

As

Sunday, July

with the luxuries that her husband's new found wealth permits
but their trouble ends happily when
she adjusts herself to the new life.
Good average
Box Office Angle
self

a

Whole

SURELY BE GIVEN
HEARTY RECEPTION
ERYWHERE.

A
EV-

An excellent and capable
cast all the way; Mary Philbin
beautiful and certain to bring the
tears for her emotional bits even
though they are occasionally overdone; Norman Kerry carries off
hero honors satisfactorily and unusually fine character parts aref
handled by such clever portrayer9
as George Seigmann, Dale Fuller, f

Players

George

Hackathorne

and

Cesare

Gravina; several minor roles equally well played by Dorothy Wallace,,;
Sidney Bracey, Maude George and'
others.

picture that will probably please a Type of Story
Melodrama in the.
novelty numbers which will permit
majority; they are always more or
main but much time devoted to
Walters.
offering
you to play up the bill as
less interested in a story that deals
pure romance of the most impell-l
a novelty program.
Northwoods mellType of Story
with married life and its problems;
ing sort, the love of a gypsy organProbably the most
the story in this one has some new
It's the old, old hokum of the Exploitation
grinder girl for a Count whose real
er.
effective means of interesting them
twists and they are not likely to
identity she doesn't learn until she
smugglers and the Mounted Police
in "The Chase" will be to concenfigure it out for themselves; the
meets Kim face to face in his uniexposing
with the dance hall girl
trate on its atmosphere with promdevelopment holds the interest very
form and in the company of his
ises for a genuine hot weather enthe gang and saving the officer;
well.
wife; it is beautifully told and with
tertainment.
Use plenty of stills Exploitation
more really subtle touches and gennothing new and no action to comThat the story by
that will let them know what the
entertaining
elements than
uine
Elizabeth Alexander appeared in
pensate.
snow covered Alps is what they
pictures put together.
many
gives
Evenng
Post
the
Saturday
Slight unless
will see.
Box Office Angle
Should be imyou something right off to boost Box Office Angle
Northwest
like
they
A lobby display could be attrac- it. Let them know that it is a Post mense; "all the world loves a lover"
you know that
tively designed to indicate the atand they'll weep with the heroin*
story and those who may have read
Mounted stories enough to not care
mosphere
of the picture and very
of this and enjoy it; probably wiM
form.
picture
want
to
see
it
in
it
will
old
is
story
the
particularly whether
one of the year's biggest betst
be
likely entice them in to cool off.
Your local womens' shops should
or new; won't do if they arc at all
Whatever else yoi|
Exploitation
Use cotton and silver dust to repreon
cooperate
with
you
to
be glad
If
Here is Univer
critical.
sent snow and artificial icicles.
do, get them in.
In their display windows
this one.
to have a cooling prosal's biggest bet so far for nex
Y o u can't spend you happen
where they are showing the latest
Exploitation
season.
cess in your theater, you can make
in gowns, etc. a sign could read:
much on this one because the busiFrom the title here you havi
the usual promises for it being
"These
are the accessories of 'A
Ge
ness will hardly warrant it.
your
best exploitation stunt.
100% cooler inside, etc.
"Fine
Wife.'"
Or,

Self-Made

Stick to poster advertising, lobby
display, stills and whatever exploitation

give

of

this

you can

order that

it.

There

isn't

much

in

way

the

of

stunt exploitation that you can do.
Have a man in the uniform of a

mounted
aways,

officer

as

per

throw-

distribute

press

Universal's

"I

sheet suggestion, reading:

am

love, I could

looking for the girl

I

not marry her but

now

I

can;

if

you see 'McGuire of the Mounted'
you will know why."

Next get them interested

the
real thrills that the picture contains.
They may have seen skii jumping
as contained in the news weeklies
showing pictures of contests but
they haven't seen skiing to the extent that it is seen in "The Chase."

You can make promises

in

for the

you want to give them
an idea of what to expect you might

thrills

and

if

show a trailer including some of
the more exciting leaps.
Throw-aways can read: "Have
you ever played hare and hound?"
Maybe, but never on skii's. See
'The Chase' for new thrills and cool
off on views of the snow covered

Stanton;
Richard
almaterial
couldn't do much with
Alps."
times
though the development at
Direction by
Not credited; mostly
could have been made to appear
a matter of securing the jumps and
less improbable.
picturing the champions to adRaymond L. Schrock
vantage.
Authors

Direction

by

Scenario

Cameraman

George

Ben

Hively Scenario

F.

Kline

Camerman
secured

Photography
Locale

Length

Not
Not

Author

and George Hively.

Not

many

Good Photography
Northwoods Locale
5,020

feet

Length

fine

credited
credited

credited;

has

feathers

make

proven

again

fine
in

See it
Self-Made

birds."

"A

Wife"

at the blank theater.
suggested stunt is that of having a fashionably gowned woman
go through the streets, carrying a
parasol with the following imprinted
on it: "I am a 'Self-Made Wife.'
Come to the blank theater on

A

(showing date) and see why."
Stills of Ethel Grey Terry as she
appears after she adapts herself to
Miss
fashion will interest them.
Terry makes a stunning appearance
in a silver cloth gown.
en will be interested

The womfrom

feet

Dress your lobby to represen
the entrance to an amusement par'|
and have the entrance outlined i

i

Cameraman

Photography
Very good Locale
Texas

The Alps

-

standpoint. You might direct your
electric lights.
Rupert Julian; spec
advertising to them particularly as Direction by
the story is one that will appeal
a good deal of Universal's cash o
this one but the results prove
to them.
was
well spent; picture is probabl
Direction by
Jack Dillon; makes a
too long now for the average hou:
good showing for the story and has
but it can be cut without injury
sustained the interest nicely; there
Julian has done a splendid job, h:
are no give-aways in the developtouches of pathos bring lumps
ment that hint of events to follow.
the throat and tears.
Elizabeth Alexander Author
Author
Not credit
Albert Kenyon Scenario
Not credit
Scenario

William

shots.

4,150

this

thi
traveling merry-go-round,
a
sort that is operated on a wago:
and have it parade fhe streets we
Offe
in advance of the showing.
free rides for the kiddies and,
course, have it well decorated wit
announcements of the showini
dates.
In front of your theater offer
punch and judy show which shoul'
attract considerable attention. Yo
need not wait until the showini
date for this but stage the shoi
well in advance.

York
Length

Charles
Fildew Cameramen
and Wm. Daniels.

Good

oil fields

Photography

New

Locale

4,960 feet

Length

and

City.

Kaufma
Splendj

Vienna; an amusemei

resort.

9,178

fe.
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Putting It

Over

Short Subjects

how a brother exput hie show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
Here

is

hibitor

cleaned up.

"The Cuckoo's Secret"—
Bray Nature picture

House Uses Ballyhoo
Type
As an exploitation stunt for "Gar-

eith

pon's Finish," B. F. Keith's Eightyrst Street, used a street ballyhoo

three race horses, blanketed and
loded as if they were being led to
On the blankets of
e race track.
e horses were signs "Meet me in
e great racing photodrama,
'Garion's
Finish,'
at
B. F. Keith's
ighty-First
Street
thi»
Theater
eek."
The horses paraded up Rivside Drive and later came to Times
luare

and along Broadway.

For

"The Grey Rider"— Bruce Wilderness
Tale— Educational—

A

of production
1

naturalists,

interested

in

reel

nature picture

or in fact anyone

"The

birds,

Cuckoo's

Secret" should offer interesting maFor others it will supply diversion of a novel order. The average person doesn't know much about
bird life outside of the fact that birds
really exist.
"The Cuckoo's Secret"
divulges the secrets of the cuckoo
with some unusual views of the little
bird's home life, his habits and his
terial.

family.
The remarkable feature of
the offering is the fact that it was
Connersville, Ind.
H. T. Snowden, possible to secure such intimate views
of the timid little things.
This is a
id J. J, Schilling of the Auditorium,
ade a special drive on traveling very suitable short subject.
.lesmen and merchants of that town
I the showing of "The Strangers'
anquet."
card was placed in "Ivan the Great"— Harold McCracken
rery room of the three hotels of the Type of production
ty.
The card read: "After a hard
2 reel adventure picture
ly of selling, relax your mind by
This is an interesting short subject
:eing 'The Strangers' Banquet,' at
le
Auditorium Theater."
Three that offers story of Arctic life with
lousand paper napkins were also glimpses of Alaska's great moose and
giant grizzly.
The opening shots
stributed in various cafes and restaucontain
pleasing
views of the moose,
,nts, while the newspaper campaign
ctending over a period of six days, some of the scenes being very good
and others not quite as effective since
arting with six inches and ending
the animals are lost to view in the
ith forty inches.
thickness of the shrubbery.
Others
present the arctic bear in his native
omething Unusual, But Good
lair.
The latter half of the number
Centralia, 111.
E. H. Brient, of the presents very attractive scenic views
linois. put over a "go-getter" stunt of the North country that are picI "The Go-Getter" when that film torially appealing.. The offering will
go nicely on most any program.
ayed the theater.
newspaper co-operated, outlining
le plot of the picture, dwelling on the
Educational
for
Good
jo-getting" abilities of the hero. At "Kinky"
Quite a Few Laughs
le end of the article, the editor chalnged any couple to come to the Type of production. .1 reel comedy
leater and be married on the stage,
one reeler that derives its title
•omising to set them up in house:eping through various tie-ups with from a little negro boy of the same
name, who seems to be new to the
le different merchants of the town,
he stunt worked, and the couple had screen, but will get quite a few
He is an incorrigible "chicleir pictures taken with their backs laughs.
the camera before the ceremony, ken fancier" and always has a hen
This
hich made everybody wonder who or two somewhere about him.
ley were, and brought the crowds one is also good for those who enjoy
the theater. The merchants were slapstick. Fred Hibbard has directed
merous, and even the Justice of the and Francis Corby is to be given
eace performed the ceremony gratis. credit for the photography.

raveling Salesmen Solicited

—

Type

A

—

—

A

For "Grumpy"
—"Grumpy"
was

:

the

"Kill or

put

Lyceum by Manager

over
J.

B.

Cure"— Hal Roach— Pathe—
Photography With
Average Comedy

Excellent

linton and Jack Hellman, Para.1 reel comedy
lount exploiteer when a wholesale Type of production.
jffee company tied up with the theThe exceedingly good photography
:er and furnished coffee enough to is an outstanding feature of this Stan
II
5,000 bags furnished by the thea- Laurel comedy, but the action itself
:r reading: "This is the decent cup of
is
of the familiar slap-stick variety
centering upon the
sffee that Theodore Roberts couldn't with the gags
et in "Grumpy." The coffee was dis- hardships of a traveling salesman's
Greek candy- life.
•ibuted by girls.
There are several bits that
laker
was induced to make a may bring laughs, however. Laurel
Grumpy Bar," which he advertised peddles a liquid that can be used
jewelry for
from stove
a window display.
almost anything
any
tore gave the theater a window, tak- polish to hootch, but without
ig the diamond angle, and a millinery luck whatsoever.
It is an average,
comedy that should
bop chimed in with a hat, playing knock-about
prove moderately pleasing.
p May McAvoy.
.

A

i

A

.

D.

Williams,

Famous Players

"Different" Scenic

deal with

of production

1

back

from Coast,
coming year.

close

big

booking

Loew.

reel scenic

optimistic.

Wednesday
'Won't

You

Worry"— UniversalComedy

Type

of production. ...

1

reel

Holiday.

Thursday

comedy

This is the first one-reeler in which Carl Laemmle to give "Hunchback
of Notre Dame" premiere in all
Bert Roach is starred. If you have
large cities before releasing to exbeen showing the tramp comedies
hibitors.
with Neely Edwards and Bert Roach,
you can probably draw with this one Famous Players to have 25 open
weeks for independent productions
because Roach's work in the tramp
in Rialto and Rivoli this Fall.
comedies will easily be remembered.
Director William Watson has seen Tom Moore, of Washington, confit to eliminate Roach's hobo makegratulates Alexander S. Aronson
up to an extent in this one, and it
for frank expression of views on
FILM
distribution
in
may be that they won't like him quite
However, his
DAILY.
so well without it.
work is as good as ever and he is Hiram Abrams sails for Europe.
ably supported by Laura LaPlante,
signs three directors
as a young, worrisome wife whose L. J. Selznick
make productions for that
to
husband hires a man to do her wororganization.
rying for her. Roach being the

THE

—

victim.

Friday

Battle"— Max
Fleisher—An
Exceedingly Clever Cartoon Reel

"The

Type

"The

comedy
Max Fleisher "Out

reel

1

Battle," a

Dave Bershon and Harry W. Arthur,
of West Coast Theaters, here from
Coast, see higher admission prices.

England

of production

i

Duluth.

J.

star or

Bernard T. Woodle, of Hays office,
This is the second of the new series
says attitude of Mexican Governof Bruce Wilderness Tales and has,
ment toward American producers
as they all have, a distinctly different
unchanged.
touch both in the story and its handling.
This time it is the story of a
Tuesday
sheep herder and his love for a bit of
Michigan F. I. L. M. Club charge
country in the Rockies called Hidden
exhibitor members Michigan M. P.
Valley.
The story of his death and
T. O., are making it difficult to obthe return of his ghost is told by one
tain "decent values" for pictures.
of his friends to a bare-footed lad one
morning when the pair are fishing R. A. Rowland, discussing distribution, says industry will never get
without much success. The exquisite
together "until they are all up
shots of hills and clouds together
against the wall ready to be shot."
with the haunting little story of a
Carl
Laemmle sails for Europe.
man's love for the country make this
Tale one that will remain in the spec- J. R. Grainger, Goldwyn, back from
trip, says exhibitors over country
tator's memory.

»

ree Coffee

Monday
Reported First National may
feature Corinne Griffith.
sees big pictures for

A

—

The Week's Headlines

cartoon

feels

U.

S.

killing

British

production, but will not place high
on importation American
tariff
films.

Inkwell"
comedy,
is
a
Carl Laemmle urges exhibitors to
thoroughly
amusing and cleverly
boost town and build prestige for
handled short reel.
The treatment
their theater through medium of
accorded the little cartoon cut-outs
screen.
is
always novel in this brand of
comedies, but this time it is par- David Warfield appointed a director
of Loew's, Inc.
Two artists
ticularly
well-done.
working side by side are both using Arbuckle says in Atlantic City that
One draws the
the same inkwell.
he will never appear again on the
little clown and the other a harlequin.
screen.
The artists get into a scrap over the
Loew buys Shubert, PittsMarcus
inkwell and the little drawings folburgh, as first run house.
low their sponsors with the result
war follows, with
that an actual
Saturday
troops and cannons on the part of
the cartoons who leap off their re- Arthur Rosseau, Pathe foreign manspective sheets of paper and use the
European exhibitors
says
ager,
entire room as a battleground, while
wants comedies and big specials.
the artists are having an actual fistfight.
The finish shows the winning W. S. Van Dyke released from contract with Louis B. Mayer.
troops chasing the vanquished artist
to film historical drama.
Griffith
place.
harlequins out of the
of

the

and

his

THE

M
12
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Governmental Picture Control
I

mtiniied

from

Page
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of the film?
With all its power the press is still under the suasion of a local responsibility.
The essence of news is the proximate. But the film has no local responsibility. As intimate and
rial in its appeal as the newspaper, it
is produced by an
organization more centralized, more inaccessible to ordinary social
controls, than anything the world of art or opinion has ever

lore.

"The emotion

that sways the secret heart of the watcher
Iowa and the Bronx was concocted by recipe in a canning
factory in California. Wielder of the strongest, most subtle power
over the individual will, over the springs of pleasure and pain
from which flow judgment and action, the motion picture is still
a product of organization, an organization inbred, exclusive and
mechanical. There is always the chance that organization will
be its prison house, even its grave, separating it from contact
with the people from whom its life is derived.
Agencies That Feed the Will
''There is this difference between the centralization of the
organs of art and opinion and the centralization of control even
of the necessities of life, such as oil and coal.
The more the
material commodities are centralized the more accessible thev
are to the big stick of the people's will. But when you control
the organs of art and opinion you control the agencies that feed
in

Sunday, July

1923

8,

American institutions, which may be no less large in portena
"Recent months have shown evidences of disquiet both within
and outside the circles of the motion picture theater. On the
one hand there has been the demand of censorship. There is
nothing new in the fear with which the vast growth of the motion picture industry is being viewed in many quarters today!
lOther social agencies have sprung up in a night, almost unl
'heralded; these, too, have fallen first into the hands of men of
vigorous imagination and ruthless temper, and by the magnitude
and suddenness of their development have aroused frenzies of
fear and crusades of repression.
The theater in the time oil
Shakespeare, the novel in the eighteenth century, the newspaper
a century later, were also extravagantly hailed and extravagantly
for

anathematized.

"More

significant than

the

demand

for

censorship are the

rumblings of discontent which agdse from important groups in
the theater itself. When the cooks in the kitchen begin to quarrel,!
let the diner watch for his meal.
The disturbances now going on
in the motion picture industry are partly technical and commercial.!
But they are symptomatic of wider dissatisfactions. The motion!
picture house is not in order.
There has been created a greatl
new agency which is not yet adapted to its functions in the State
The State itself is coming to lean more on the agencies so suci
denly, so surprisingly, provided in an unexpected quarter. Th«j
motion picture theater, which is already one of the factors oil
•popular government, must respond to the people's will.
In the

starve the will, vulgarize or refine the taste, stimulate or words of Peel, 'Public opinion is growing too large for
enervate the judgment. Like everything new in the world, the channels it has been accustomed to run through."
motion picture theater is a problem and an opportunity. It repGentlemen, here is something to think about.
resents elements of power which may be tremendous in promise

or

the
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are writing these lines on the veranda of Harry Latz's Alamac Hotel at
Lake Hopatcong, N. J., where New Jersey
exhibitors are convening.
It
would do independent producers much good to hear the
many kind things that are being said about
their

productions of the current season.

Al Lichtman would be the happiest man
in the world if he heard the kind things
they are saying here about his pictures.
Everybody seems to have mopped up on
^^*fc«*i^^^
ATsgictujgs.
rTcturTs like "Rich Men's Wives" and
"Poor Men's Wives" and "Thorns and
Orange Blossoms" and "Shadows" seem to
have made a friend of every exhibitor in
the territory for Al Lichtman and his associates.

The writer was present

among

at

a

discussion

who were wrangling
independent pictures. And

nine exhibitors

with the status of
up spoke Henry P. Nelson, of the Capitol
Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.
"Say, if independent distributors gave us
pictures like those Al Lichtman's firm made
last year I wouldn't buy a single outside
picture.
The Al Lichtman pictures were
100 per cent, pictures and that is the big
reason why next season I am going to use
his product 100 per cent."
And H. P. is a thorough showman a hard

—

"show-me" type of showman who is
interested in pictures from the money-making angle.
It is a tribute to any firm to
boiled,

have an exhibitor speak of his product as
Mr. Nelson spoke of the Preferred Pictures.

mop up

And the New
who have been

Jersey boys are just a few
sold 100 per cent, on Al
Lichtman. We have found them everywhere.
Al Lichtman's Preferred Pictures represent
an established product consistent moneymakers, and we look forward to 1923-24 as
one that will see that firm arid Al Lichtman
right up with the institutions of our indus-

—

try.

with the

PREFERRED
Produced by B. P.

SCHULBERG

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP N.
AL LICHTMAN
l650 BROADWAY

-

President
NEW YORK CITY

They Have Everything
Your Box-Office Requires
Glenn Hvmter

The

YOUTHFUL
CHEATERS
A

Film Guild Production

Charles Murray

LADY
HAMILTON

from

GLENGARRY
by

Liane Haid

Ralph Connor

Ernest Shipman

Thomas Dixon

presents

Author of "The Birth of
i

presented by

THE MAN

with

in

ALL STAR
COMEDIES

Ernest Shipman
presents

Affairs of

in

The RAPIDS
with Harry

THE MARK
of the

Morey

BEAST

Gene Stratton-Porter

Herman Holland

presents

presents

Regents Pictures
Corporation presents

BURR

MICHAEL
O'HALLORAN
directed by

James Leo Meehan

GRANT MITCHELL
in

RADIO-MANIA
with

a

Nation" presents

and Mary Astor

C. C.

j

WALLY VAN
in

THE DRIVIN'
FOOL
with Patsy Ruth Miller

Margaret Irving

and Alec Francis

•

They're All

H0DKINS0N

Pictured

—
i:

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOCHIZEB

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXV

Vol.

No.

Price 5 Cents
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amous To Film Galsworthy Story

Europe Wants Gomeay

John Galsworthy has signed with

Says

Carlos Signs Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge has signed with
Percentage, Says Bruce Johnson
Famous Players for the production of Carlos Prod, for a scries to be
Negative Costs 50 Per Cent
his story, "The First and the Last.". franchiscd to the "independent" marHigher Than 1922
ket by Truart.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not to Make "Irene" This Year
London— In an interview in The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fox Broadway Premieres in Sept.
ilm Renter, E. Bruce Johnson, in
Los Angeles Warner's deny that
The Fox specials, "If Winter
charge of First National's foreign
Hope Hampton will make "Irene" in Comes" and "Monna Vanna" will
quoted:
lepartment, is
The picture is not sched- open for indefinite runs at the Times
the Fall.
"The solution of the exhibitors' uled for this year, they state.
respectively.
Square
Central
and
jroblem of high rentals, and the rentSept. 1.
es' problem of high negative cost,
To Star Reginald Denny
ies in percentage.
Paramount Schedule for July
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Negative costs in the United States
Los
Angeles
Reginald
"Children
of Jazz," a Jerome Storm
Denny will
or 1923 will average fifty per cent.
starred
be
in
production;
"A Gentleman of Leisfour
Universal
special
igher than that of 1922, despite pro"The Law of the
iucers' endeavors to reduce that cost. productions during the coming year. ure," Jack Holt;
His pictures will be known as the Lawless," Dorothy Dalton; "Home"That 'all-star cast' type of picture Reginald
Denny Productions.
ward Bound," Thomas Meighan.
s the coming type, as contrasted with

The

Solution

—

—

he individual

'star' feature.

"The tendency

of even big pictures

be not to exceed six

will

reels.

"The United Kingdom,

Australia,

candinavia.
South
America,
and
France are receptive to American
ilm product in the order named."

Pathe

will release

"Her Dangerous

made by Hal Roach and feauring Edna Murphy, Aug. 12. This
ath,"

episode

the first 10
tnade by Pathe.
s

Balaban

&

serial

ever

Katz Stock Issue

THE FILM DAILY)

—The four houses operated

Chicago

inder individual corporations will be
:ombined, probably under the name

Balaban and

if

stock issue,

Inc., and a
participation,

Katz,

for public

by an investment house.
understood that of the 250,000
shares of common, 50,000 will be sold
leveloped
is

t

the public.

:o

Singer

Tells

of

destitute alike of common sense
own legitimate interests.

Efforts

to

Operators

The following has been received
rom Julius Singer:
Have read with considerable interthe various opinions voiced in
Film Daily since publishing the seven
est

feature

"eel

entitled

"The

Golden

You may

conceived the
all independent Exchanges in New York City under one
oof; all Tradepapers gave plenty of
;pace to this plan, endorsing same
ind pointing out the great benefits
:hat would be derived by distributor

ecall

that last
dea of putting

is

fall

I

well as exhibitor.
(Continued on Page

for his

we have

mooted.
exhibitors,

in

in

saying that the position of the

It is the disthe exhibitor in this country,
and while it is from the exhibitor in America that the call for concession
comes, our own contract controversy is, under the surface, the outcome
of the renter's feeling that he is the party who should benefit by any further revision of the form.

who

tributor

is

calls the

parallel to that of the British renter.

tune in the States;

it is

not to infer that the renters are necessarily
Even the British exhibitor has one or two grievances in
in the right.
But it is useful to emphasize, occathe prevailing methods of the Trade.
sionally,
the big advantages h'e possesses by comparison with the

"To

state

as

much

is

Americans.

"The reasonable complacency with which the C.E.A. member regards
'Fair'
form ought to dispose him to such concessions to the renters
the
posas may make a uniform British contract, of one sort or another, a
sibility

once again.
these concessions are, he will
the other section of the Trade, which

"However big
relative

Washington—William J. Burns,
head of the Bureau of Investigation,
has been directed by the department
of Justice to watch closely for any
move to violate Federal statutes by
those attempting to market pictures
of the

Dempsey-Gibbons bout.

Jolson's

the fundamental matters now at issue in
America, already possess the freedom for which the American exhibitor
The campaign for a new British contract still
is getting ready to fight.
more favorable to the exhibitor is an attempt to secure privileges for which
the American exhibitor has never asked and probably has not the faintest
hopes of ever securing.
"British

to

regard as
4)

and an elementary regard

in full the reasons which have led theside to the definite rejection of this
other
ater owners on the
'equitable'
form,
precious
it is impossible to avoid drawing once
again a comparison between British and American conditions
which we stated briefly when the 'Uniform' contract was first

that

American exhibitor

Combine Independent Exchange

Bubble" by Mr. Aronson.

lem, declares Arthur Rousseau, foreign manager for Pathe, just back
from a three months trip to Europe.
Discussing exhibitor problems on
the other side, Rousseau says:
"Conditions are about the same as
they are here." " Big pictures go over
big and small pictures do not. There
are long runs also given to the better productions, as in this country.
Foreign showmen are just beginning
to see that there is something wrong
with their programs and are looking
toward the short subject for the first
time as a program builder.
(Continued on Page 2)

—

"In a sense one would be justified

Plan Failed
Julius

to the fact that their programs must
be improved and that the short subject is the one solution of their prob-

"That the M.P.T.O.A. would reject the 'Uniform' Contract
Garrett Sails
drawn up by Will Hays on behalf of the distributors and welSidney Garrett of Inter-Globe sailcomed with so great a show of rather disingenuous enthusiasm ed Saturday on the Adriatic for Lonby the American Trade press was a foregone conclusion," says don.
an editorial in Kinemetograph Weekly, London. "To believe
Government To Bar Fight Films
otherwise would have been to believe the American exhibitor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

"Now

(Special to

—

—

Pathe's 10-Reel Serial
3

Contracts and Contrasts

Rousseau, Pathe Foreign
Big Demand for
Serials and Big Specials
Foreign exhibitors are waking up

Manager

idyllic,

(Continued

on

Page

5)

still

the

be in a position

American would

May Lead

Desertion

to Legal Difficulties

Even tho Griffith May
Not Sue
M.

L.

Malevinsky,

of

O'Brien,

Malevinsky & Driscoll announced on
Saturday that he would bring suit
against Al Jolson in behalf of Anthony Paul Kelly upon Jolson's return from abroad.
This is the first action threatened
against the comedian because of his
desertion from the Griffith studios
shortly after "Black Magic" was

While Griffith personally
has sustained the greatest loss, there
is no indication that he intends bringing action against Jolson. It is said
that no contract had been drawn bestarted.

tween D.

W.

and the comedian.

Some members

of

the

cast

who

were guaranteed eight weeks work
are said to have confided to Griffith
that they had no intention of holding
him to the contract in view of Jolson's desertion. Others, however, are
talking of seeing what the Actors
Equity can do to recover from Jolson.
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Europe Wants Comedy
from

(Continued

Page

1)

"There seems to be a big demand
Eufor comedy and comedy drama.
rope

f*
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still

feels

war

the effect of the

be amused and
Photoplays with
made to laugh.
funny situations and a happy ending

and they

to

returns.

box-office

biggest

the

get

want

Harold Lloyd is going
abroad and 'Safety Last'

big
a sensa-

very
is

tion.

"An

interesting insight concerning

serials is the fact that the

American

play of the better type is
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside making a big come-back and winof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign ning supremacy over the French sermonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order, ial, which was always a great favorite
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM abroad.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
"Concerning foreign production it
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-45S2-5558
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene. is interesting to note that the maP'hone, Hollywood jority of the producers in Europe are
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.
making big pictures on a gigantic
Chicago Representative Irving Made, 738 S
Wabash Ave.
scale for the American market.
London Representative Ernest W. Fred
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
Shallenberger On Trip
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
the act of

March

chapter

1879.

3,

will shortly

QiQuotations
Low

High
.104

do.

92

92

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn
Griffith

I5y2

Loew's

15^

15K 300
Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

E. Shallenberger

is

making

Company Bankrupt
THE FILM DAILY)
Mich.
The Ambassador

Theater

(Special to

Detroit,

—

Theater Co., organized to erect a theater at Grand River and the Boulevard, is bankrupt.
Bill

Benyon En Route to Europe
Benyon of the Opera House,

'

"WINE,

WOMAN

111. spent several days visiting old friends in New York before

Marguerite Courtot has

left

for the

commence production on

WILLIAM Mac HARG'S

Divernon,

coast.

and that he

trip

Bill

Friday's Quotations.

W.

to,

through the Middle West in
Will be
the interests of Arrow.
away several weeks.
a

600

6954 1,500
92
100

69

Dr.

Sales

102K 103^4

70%

pfd

Close

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Representative Interna
Prague (Czecho-Slo
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelaplatz.

F.

announces that he has completed the

—
—

European

Kod.
P.-L

SELZNICK

purchase of the rights

—

East.

O.

—

Clichy.

Central

DAVID

Europe where he
main several months.

sailing for

AND

will re-

Buy Rights
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Pittsburgh
Columbia
has acquired the

vice

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

Film

Serfor

rights

Western Pennsylvania and W. Va.
for Aywon's "The Girl From The
West," starring Juanita Hansen.

SONG"

Correction

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

T. Cosman, representing the
J.
corporation handling the Agfa raw
stock, writes that the report appearing
in The Film Daily, July 5, coupling
the names of Dr. Lohoefer and Dr.

Tappen

Motion

Laboratory
Located in

Picture

Equipped,

Owner

leaving for West
will
sell
cheap.
8.
Film
Daily, 71-W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Bronx.

K

I

am

in the

market for

incorrect.

Cosman

First National
(Special

to

Copenhagen

on the Continent

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

First

National

exchange here is being operated by
John Olscn, well known because of
his connection with the Inter-Ocean
Forwarding Co., and who is also interested in many tbeaters in Denmark, including the Paleas, the largest

in

be considered for purchase by

also

denies the London report of a combination existing between Agfa and
Goertz.

FOR SALE
Fully

is

Material of equal value will

DAVID

O.

SELZNICK

PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

270

the country.

Berg is in charge of the
Stockholm branch and is reported to
have made a deal with Swedish Bio
to supply 70 per cent of the Ameri>fus

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

can film used
In

in

their houses.
Aaf, an important

Norway, Swell

exhibitor of Christiania has charge
of First National distribution.
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a picture is Universale "Merry-Go-Round!" They've carried a slogan in conjunction with this fine achievement which
read You'll Be Surprised. Well we are surprised. There has been
no bombast, no fanfare of trumpets in the exploitation of this intensely
human story of Vienna. But no director is going to fail in grasping the advertising possibilities now that it is here. Whatever he says (and he is going
to make capital of this effort) should be shouted from the housetops.

We

predict great success for "Merry-Go-Round." It is lavish, human,
dramatic and rich in its story-telling quality.
especially liked the manner in which the central figures are ever in the foreground regardless of
the surging tide of life in the background. Indeed we never lose track of
the story the pathetic little romance of the organ-grinder who found her
Prince Charming and made him real when he was inclined to play. The
idea here is novel in that picking a figure from a carnival has never been
employed before. She might be called a first cousin of the circus performer.
Which, of course, makes her fascinating and appealing. For stories of the
big top never fail to touch the heart-strings.

We

—

Rupert Julian, the director, plays upon these same heart strings with
the same effectiveness of a great orchestra leader. He lifts his baton (a
simile for a megaphone, if you would have it) and the players respond with
fine co-operation and feeling. The concertmaster (it's a concertmistress
here) is Mary Philbin who, prior to this picture, had never indicated that
she was destined for the high places. It must be that we were blind to her
ineffable charm and hidden talent. It has taken a great role to bring out her
expressive gifts. Surely Mary Philbin has arrived, Lillian Gish, emotional
as she is, could not have done any better. This newcomer (after all she is
a newcomer) extracts the deepest sympathy and the most compelling admiration in her wistful and pathetic study of the organ-grinder. Her childlike expression
her youthful naivete her suggestion of deep humility covering wounded pride these are but a few of her shadings. And nearly
keeping pace with her are players, thoroughly in character, such as George
Hackathorne, Norman Kerry, Gesare Gravina and George Seigmann.

—

—

—

"Merry-Go-Round" palpitates with real heartbeats. It sings a colorful swan song.
It moves with real, dramatic strokes through scenes which never clash. How deep are
the humanities and how finely expressed. Universal has reason to feel immensely proud.
Incidentally this company has several prizes which it will take from its magic box
before another year has been chalked upon the calendar. With "Merry-Go-Round"
and "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" it is setting a dizzy pace. And some dare to
say that the screen is going to the bow-wows.

Now

In Its Second

Week

WM.

A.

JOHNSTON

at the

in

RIVOLI

The Motion Picture News

N. Y. City

July 14, 1923

Monday, July

Broadway— "Shriek

1)

Fifteen or more exchanges participated in the various meetings and I
proved to their absolute satisfaction
the tremondous amount in dollars
and cents that could be saved, at the
same time enabling us under the plan
which I submitted, to approach closely something that has been the dream
namely
of the entire Film Industry
"Standardization."

—

of the unnecessary "overhead" the individual exchanges were burdened

of

Brooklyn Strand
Daughters"
Cameo "Enemies of

—

Araby."

"Wandering

—
Women"
—
Capitol "Success"
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon"
Loew's
New York—Today — "The
Rustle of Silk"
Tuesday— "The Spider and the

FOR RENT

Rose" and "Sporting Life"

Wednesday— "The Poor

worked

faithfully to put this plan
into operation, pointing out the evils
I

Girl"

Little

Rich

—

When

Thursday "Fog Bound"
Friday— "The Broken Violin" and

—

"Her Fatal Millions"
"Slander the Woman"
Saturda\
with and which threatened dire disSunday— "The Heart Raider"
(since, several of those exaster,
changes have been compelled to Lyric "Human Wreckage"
"Children of Jazz"
close their doors) and while several Rialto
Managers Rivoli "Merry Go Round"
level-headed
Exchange
were ready to have a try at this plan,
Next Week
I found as the meetings progressed Broadway
Not vet determined.
a peculiar attitude on the part of
others who considered themselves on
a higher plane than some of their
fellow exchange men and having discovered the antagonistic feeling ex-

among

a number of others, I
with deep regret abandoned
the idea, knowing the time would
come when the independent exchanges
throughout the country will be compelled to get together under some
such plan as otherwise the proverbial
handwriting on the wall spells

—

wreck and ruin!
Mr. Aronson should be given encouragement by the entire industry

their

to help put into operation his plan, I
would suggest that his article appearing in your issue of June 18th be re-

printed together with an expression
from you giving your attitude.
Let's have it.

And Diplomats Reach

Connolly

(Special to

Los

Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

—Jack Connolly,
Washington representative

Angeles

Connolly,

Hays

organization, has arrived
here with fifty members of the
Washington diplomatic corps to attend the Motion Picture Exposition.

of the

Netta Westcott Joins Preferred
Netta Westcott arrived from England last week and has signed a contract
with Preferred pictures. She
has left for the Coast where she will
play an important role in "Maytime,"
which Gasnier is making.

Publicity

and Advertum*

for Producers,

Exchange}, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Sfred e.^baer
Advertising*

Ltfw

B/dg,,

*'"
,

J'54(\Breadiuay

— "Enemies of Women"
Capitol — Not yet determined.
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon
—
Lyric "Human Wreckage"
Rialto— Not yet determined
Rivoli — Not yet determined
Strand— Not yet determined.
Cameo

Ginsberg

Electric S. R. O. Sign

Rivoli has a new electric S. R.
sign which hangs outside the

The

O.
ticket-window. It is encased in metal
and is about two feet long and a foot
wide.

*

Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

Tell

him your copy

rent."

It

"for
might be a good time
isn't

him to subscribe. And you
can hand him this coupon to help
him out.
to

tell

Weinberg Back From Coast
Jack Weinberg of the Canyon Pic-

t

Corp., has returned from the
Coast after working out production

tures

He states that
plans for the Fall.
he will make a series of features this

ii

Fall.

Clever Advertising Stunt
Preferred Pictures is distributing
large numbers of sink mops with an
attached tag naming the 15 preferred
specials for the coming season, and
the suggestion, "Mop up with the
Preferred Fifteen," on the reverse

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

side.

Battle

Over

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington The battle between
Chevy Chase church and the
Chevy Chase theater is over. The

the

theater
finally
complied with the
church's wishes that the house close
on Sunday. Those behind the protest promised the exhibitor their support on the other six days.

A

1

The Film Daily

To New Orleans

Harry Ginsberg, sales manager for
Preferred Pictures, has left for New
Orleans.

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City Bernard Cook is
manager of something new in exchanges.
The Economy Film Co.
does its business entirely by mail.

—

Issues a catalogue of its releases, the
exhibitor marks his selection of films,
remails the marked catalogue to exchange and the films are then mailed
by the exchange, which has but one
price.

for

St.,

New York

City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313

Issues— Every Day

—52 Issues

Including

Weekly Reviews

1922 Year

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

— Foreign, $15

Subscription, $10

"Mail Order" Exchange

(Special to

tfoffadeitfti,

of

of

Hentzau."

Chevy Chase

A E R

copy

—

Brooklyn Stran d— "Rupert

(Special to

B

"the other fellow''

wants to "borrow" your

—
—
—

isting
finally
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On Broadway

Plan Failed
(Continued from Page

9,
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*
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Contracts and Contrasts
(Continued from Page

(the

1)

"If we look at the reforms for which exhibitors are
States, this fact becomes almost ludicrously clear.

still

fighting in

"Cash deposits form one serious American grievance. There is not
British exhibitor of established credit who would not laugh at the suggestion of payment seven days before playing, much less at the time
if signing the contract.
i

"The express prohibition
>ffensive to the public
sore point.

his

—even

of the right to
if

it

remove from a

film material

be an obvious advertisement

—

"Again the 'Uniform' contract practically asks the exhibitor
law rights.

is

C
*i^

M?

another

abandon

to

common

"Charges for advertising material, in this country, are sometimes
jxcessive, but they almost as frequently represent a definite loss to the
enter, and there is an increasing tendency to allow full credit for a"
The American exhibitor is fighting against the obligation
such material.
>f returning his campaign material after paying for it.

"He resents, also, the obligation to mention the name of the distributor
nd producer in newspaper space of which he has personally paid a
mndred per cent of the cost. No one, that we know, has ever suggested
hat the British exhibitor should be compelled to subsidise a distributor's
goodwill advertising in this way, though, as an act of grace and because
t frequently suits his own interests, he frequently mentions the 'brand'
>f

his features.

we

"Nor,
juiescent
ictate

are

quite

sure,

would

British

exhibitors long remain
the renter free to

under a contract condition which leaves

his playing dates.

—

"To take the contrast further is unnecessary though it could be exended considerably. The fact that seems to emerge is that, in the phrase
if one of our recent visitors from the other side, the British exhibitor
s really a mighty lucky fellow.
"And, if so, another excellent reason is supplied, it seems to us, for
compromise in our own Contract dispute. The exhibitor is so strong
lat his insistence on demands which are as pronouncedly anti-renter
compelled distributors
s the American contract is anti-exhibitor has
formally, at least) to abandon the idea of a universal contract for the
with the inevitable results of confusion and ill-felling.
>resent

—

"Let him show his strength by rather more of a disposition
promise than has lately been obvious.

"He has quite a lot of useful advantages already
example might prove inspiring to Will Hays."

Do you need a

fully

and competent

If

hand

com-

—and

by

equipped studio

staff here in

Are you planning production

The

in

to

in

New

New York?
York?

and studio used to produce "The
Bright Shawl" and "The Fighting Blade"
with Barthelmess and the "Potash and
Perlmutter" comedy for Samuel Goldwyn,
is available between pictures.
staff

you are planning production
ture in New
immediately.

York — get

in

near futouch with me

in the

not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.

This

is

Telephone E. L. SMITH, Vanderbilt 8291

Portrayed by such
an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master Picture
is destined to rank as one of the greatest cinema
creations ever conceived.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

THE

c@m

DAILY

In the Courts
The

St.

by the Gotham Naagainsl the American
Cinema Corp.. Walter Neibuhr and
others, has been settled, and discontinued on an order signed by Supreme Court Justice McCook.
suit

Bank

tional

default

judgment

for $5,150 lias

1923

—
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Louis The firemen at Engine
House No. M) have installed a projection
machine in the house and
through the local exchanges receive
St.

gratis.
They give free
to the children in the vicinity.

pictures

shows

A

9,

Louis Notes

(Special to

filed

Monday, July

This does not hurt the neighborhood

Supreme Court in houses because adults are not adfavor of James A. Hcitzman against mitted.
the Richmond Film Prod., Inc., on a
note given Jan. 6 last to R. M.
James Drake has taken over the
Thompson and transferred to the Vodedome. Maplewood.
been

filed

in

the

plaintiff.

Supreme Court Justice Pierce has
signed an order dismissing the suit
of Frank M. Boothe against the NaPlayhouse Corp., Gerard Roband others to recover $1,650
paid for stock of the corporation on
the ground that the stock was worthless and was sold under misrepresentations.
It was alleged that the company had no arrangement, as it
tional

erts,

F.

Ditzenberg of the

left for

a tour of the

St.

Clair has

Western

states.

Louis Sidney, of the Fox theater at
Denver, is here on his way to New
York.

Harry Redmond,

the

of

Majestic.

East St. Louis, will redecorate and
improve the house.

represents, to build film houses in
Louisville,
Pittsburgh, Washington
"The Man Without a Company"
and Cincinnati, and that Arland W.
Johnson, prompter of the scheme, is being shown at Fox's Liberty untied up the assets of the corporation der the auspices of the American Lewith an attachment in a suit for gion Post. The picture is playing to
capacity.
Free shows are given to
$153,000 for services.
children every morning.

Seena Owen With Whitman Bennett
Seena Owen has been signed to
star

in

Whitman

adaptation
Case."

of

Truart Buys "Drums of Jeopardy"
Truart has bought "The Drums of
Leavenworth Jeopardy" for Elaine Hammerstein's

Bennett's

"The

screen

next starring vehicle.
will

Goodman Changes

Edward

Dillon

direct.

Title

Dr. Goodman's next Equity special
Denig On Trip For First Nat'l
will not be called "Dancers in the
Lyndc Denig, First National is
Dark," as noted previously, but "The
on a tour of the country to estabDaring Years."
lish
contact with key city news-

Graf Reaches Coast

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Max Graf has arrived from New York. Production of

—

papers.

Hollywood Studios Not Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles John Jasper, manbegin imDust" will ager of the Hollywood Studios, em-

"Half a Dollar Bill" will
mediately. "The Grain of
not be made until Fall, Graf states.

—

YOU'VE NEVER

KNOWN A REAL
HEARTACHE UNLESS
YOU'VE BEEN

BROKE
ON
BROADWAY

phatically denies the recently circulated report that a deal has been
closed for the sale of the studios to
a group including Standard Laboratories and William Sistrom.

Hot Air Versus Cold
good advertising stunt to attract
attention
to
the low
temperature
maintained at Loew's New York
Theater is the erection of a cold air
Urges Pictures in Night Schools
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
blow pipe which juts out into the
street from the entrance of the theaSan
Francisco That
pictures
ter.
The pipe is gilded and a number should be used in night schools as an
of ribbons fluttering in from its mouth aid to education, was strongly urged
bear witness to the actual circulation by Mrs. Susan M. Dorsey, superinof cold air, and a sign says, "This is tendent of the Los Angeles schools,
a sample of our mammoth cold air in an address before the National
blower.
Come in and keep cool."
Education Assoc.

A

—

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR
-

—

—

iTHE
7Ao BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOCHIZEB

of FILMDOM
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Films At Sea
any Steamship Lines
ing Picture Programs

Now

104 Foot Sign
Includ-

For

for Enter-

tainment of Their Guests
companies
steamship
Important
ire apparently beginning to recognize
he value of motion pictures aboard
Several lines have alships at sea.
eady contracted for pictures while
>thers are understood to have the
ilan under consideration.
The French line, all Cunard boats
nd Shipping Board vessels now include motion picture entertainment as

"Little Old
to be 14 Ft.

New York"—Letters
Each

in

"Yolanda" Started
What Cosmopolitan claims

be
con-

will

"Marion Davies in Little Old
York."
Each letter in the

The Red name will be 14
Munson, White Star and the
The lower end

New
star's

in

the Tilford studio on West
44th St. with Robert G. Vignola di-

made

Warners Plan Convention
The first annual convention of the
exchangemen handling the Warner

feet

in

Cosmopolitan officials opendeclare this will be the most ela-

recting.
ly

be held at the Drake borate picture the company has ever
attempted.
The story occurs in
Hotel, Chicago July 15-16.
France during the reign of Louis XI

product will

in

the 15th century.

One

episode de-

Eschmann Changes

Institutional

Advertising
The

the largest electric sign ever
structed for the exploitation of a motion picture will adorn the front of
theater
the
Cosmopolitan
when
"Little Old New York" opens there
on August 1. It will be 104 feet in
height and will bear the lettering

of the day's routine.

Price 5 Cents

Height—

height.
Star,
of the sign will be
Japanese-American line, which has on a level with the third story of the
ts American terminus in Seattle, are theater building and in all likelihood
nderstood to be the next to enter will be visible for some distance. It
upon the necessary arrangements.
will be constructed by the Electric
It is
understood that on many Sign Co. for whom the order was
British liners, industrials are being secured by Sam Roth.
shown regularly in an effort to in
Work was started yesterday on
erest the spectators in purchasing "Yolanda," Marion Davies' new picinglish goods.
ture.
The opening scenes will be
rt

1923

11,

the

ever

exhibitors.

cam-

advertising

greatest

conducted among
It has built good-

will for the four theaters of this
group to an amazing degree.
The "Chicago" is one of the

greatest money-makers among
all the profitable theaters of this
country.

Because

it

is

Brockell

advertising

institutional

conducted by Balaban & Katz
of Chicago has proven one of
paigns

Leaves Pathe to Join First National
Special Work for Floyd

believed

that

every showman, especially those
conducting large, important first
or second run houses can use
this title, or a like campaign to
profit
and advantage
FILM DAILY will, beginning
with next Sunday's issue, re-

THE

many of the most efthis campaign.
fective ads of
There after they will appear

produce

every Sunday.
It is suggested that these advertisements be retained and

Eschmann,

A.

E.

manager

general

will

tional.

He will take over the duties until
now handled by Floyd M. Brockell
who,

in turn, will

do

special

thus

Golf

in

England

Reggie Bromhead, of Gaumont, who attended the spring
Film Golf Tournament returned

London so enthusiastic that
I'Freddy" of the Film Renter
is inspired to say:
"I am wondering whether a
like affair could be promoted in

Cummings Will State Right
Irving Cummings will state-right
own productions. He has sold

Go'dburg Plans Trip
Goldburg leaves for a short
trip to Canada today.
Upon his return he will go to the coast to place
two new pictures in production for
J.

J.

through Independent
He will be on the
three months.

'iltimate release

Corp.

Pictures

Coast for

Fox Releasing "Red Russia"
The Fox organization will release
"Red Russia Revealed" on July 14.
The pictures is in several reels and is
No Canadian Deal Planned
claimed by the Fox offices to be one
(Special to THE FILM UAll^Y)
Toronto Denial is made by Uni- of the first films to come out of that
filed for

future use.

offices

in

country?"

Sure, old top, it can.
Go
ahead. And if necessary we'll
send Felix and the Committee
over to help make it a success.

DANNY

London

his

to

the

situation

London Leased?

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Fredman

— Ernest

in

"'The Film Renter," says that, despite
Company Bankrupt
reports that Famous Players, Gold(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Film wvn and Fox had secured the lease
Players
Toronto Famous
which

Allen

—

—

Ltd. the Allen company
has been formally adjudged bankrupt.
J. P. Langley was appointed receiver,
replacing H. M. Goodman who was

the Service,

the new Tivoli theater,
James White is building, in all probability. Ben Blumenthal and Walter
of

Wanger

will

be the joint lessees.

Trans-Canada Liquidating
temporary receiver.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buy Fineman Feature
Montreal Trans-Canada Theaters,
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
Returns
Thomas
Ltd., has gone into liquidation, thus
James A. Thomas of Dragon Films, announced yesterday the purchase of
ending another ambitious theater enTnc, has returned to this country world's rights of "Don't Marry for
terprise.
The company was organMoney," produced on the coast by
from China.
ized in 1919 and at one time, conB. P. ("Bernie") Fineman. The picIt is
trolled more than 100 houses.
Another
ture will be stated righted.
Open Office in the Maritime
intimated that the equity held in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
release of that organization will be

—

many houses

will more than cover all
but it is understood that the
shareholders will lose heavily.
liabilities

to

this

(Special

New

Ohio rights on "Broken
Mandelbaum.
E.
"Broadway"
to

Cummings has opened
Loew State building.

Tivoli,

circulated shortly after A. C. Berman
York.
visited Toronto from

the
Hearts of

for

today from Los Angeles.

—

zation control of three theaters in
that section. The others are the Borough Park and the Alpine. It is understood that the Borough Park will
house vaudeville and the West End
pictures only. The Brandts have also
sold their interest in the Garden, 4601
New Utrecht Ave. to Al Friedlander
who already held an interest in it.
The Brandt theater holdings in
Brooklyn are now confined to the
Bunny, Parkside, Carlton, and Cumberland.

work

National, the nature of which
has not been divulged.
No successor in Eschmann's place
has been named. This, in all probability, will be done by Elmer R.
Pearson, who returns to New York
First

Another House for Loew
picts a battle in which Cosmopolitan
William and Harry Brandt have says 6,000 men will take part, all of
that an affiliation with an- country which shows
sold the West End theater, 5128 New them in armor.
This will be staged ted Artists
exchange would be there under Soviet rule.
Canadian
other
Utrecht Ave., Brooklyn to the Loew near Stamford.
report
to this effect was
A
effected.
giving the latter organicircuit,

sales

assume new
duties on Monday morning as manager of distribution for First NaPathe,

of

To Follow Michigan and Minnesota?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago There has been considerable discussion lately in local exhibitor circles relative to the possibility of calling a meeting of the
Illinois M. P. T. O, to take action
on whether or not Illinois shall fol-

low Michigan and Minnesota in seceding from the national organization.

"Marriage Mora's," the second Wilunder liam Nigh picture.
Henry Sicgcl. former Selznick
management of B. F. Lyon. This
manager in New York, has joined
is the first time that United Artists
the
have had a direct office in the Mari- Weber and North as manager of
in New York.
exchange
Apollo
time Provinces.
Siegcl has purchased an interest in
Apollo exchange and will act as
the
Mo.
In Control at Cartharge,
Adler,
Lester
manager.
general
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
manager
Exhibitor
Associated
former
EnterCapitol
Mo.
Carthage,
Siegel's place at Selzprises, Inc., has acquired the Sho-To- will assume
Schwartz, at present
Ben
while
nick
the
giving
Crane,
and
All, Delphus
may take Adler's
manager
Appollo
theaorganization control of all the
St.

have

John,

opened

N.
an

B.—United
office

Artists

here

—

ters here.

post.
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Pipe Breaks in Goldwyn Offices
water pipe leading into the pro-

room

the

in

Goldwyn

XXV

WtdntsiUr

Ni. 9
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1<>23, Wids Film and Film Folks,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
West 44th St. New Yo.k. N. Y, by

Copyright
Inc.,
71 73

"Little
jection

New York"

Old

manager

Arrow Wins Storage

Suit
Joseph Dannenfierg, President and Editor
As a result of a decision favoring
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- Arrow as against the City of New
J
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. York it is expected the regulations
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, governing the storage of films in the
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Candler Bldg.. Mecca Bldg., Leavitt
the act of March 3. 1879.
Bldg., and others of similar construcTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
lightened.
Under Chapof Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6 tion will be
Foreign ter 10, Article 20, Section 240 of the
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15 00
Subscribers should remit with order, city ordinances, no more than 5,000
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, ft. of film can be stored without a
-runt and permits, according to film
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, men, are hard to secure.
P'hone. Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
The city charged Arrow with a vio1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. lation but Magistrate Earl E. Smith
Wabash Ave.
ruled there had been none, although
London Representative Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury it was true that more than 5,000 ft.
man.
f
film had been found on the premAve., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42 Rue de ises.
Paris Representative
The defense was that the
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- films were not stored but were merely
Central
held during the business day. Harry
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo
tionale
vakia), Wenzelaplatz.
L. Kosch appeared for Arrow.
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Low

Mid-West Chain

Increasing

Quotations
High

i

Close

Anna,

Sales

THE FILM DAILY)
111. — Mrs.
I.
W. Rodgers

.special

to

as added the Main and Yale to her
200
East. Kod. .AQAVa 10454 104^
string.
The Rodgers have several
71
71
1,300
F. P.-L. ... 72H
90
90
200 houses in Poplar Bluff and other parts
do pfd ... 93
Not quoted of Southeast Missouri, and in Cairo,
I

•

Goldwyn

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
Columbus,
ater Co.,
$60,000.

Dover,

O.— The

Inc.,

Toronto The-

Toronto, O.

Del.— Catholic

New

(Western)

Art

York.

Capital

(Special to

of "Loyal Lives,"
by the National Letter Carrier's Association could be U9ed by exhibitors

to

St.

country

as

After St.
(Special to

—

Louis Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

The Fineshriber-Ansell
St. Louis
Co. has been formed with a capital
The incorporators are
Kansas City—The Strand, one of of $7,000.
suburban Aaron A. Fineshriber, Louis K. Anlargest
City's
Kansas
bouses, is being redecorated and re- sell and W. A. Thimmig. They plan
modelled and will reopen in August to operate theaters in various parts
Fineshriber and Ansell
under management of Jack Roth, who ni tin- city.
own the Variety, on North Broadalso has the Isis.
way, while Thimmig is president and
principal stockholder of the Fine Arts
Picture Corp.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

^&cUu^atLorvcd U^ctivuu^

McKean Promoted by F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tom McKean has been promoted
to

picture*

first

China.

Monarchist exiles from Russia end two years
and wandering at San Francisco;
regatta in Sumatra; world'i

of suffering

Dolan and Ripley of the Hub City richest man has 84th birthday;
son and Aguinaldo's son at West
Theater Co., Centralia, Wash., have gether; etc.
controlling
interest
in
their
Liberty and Rialto theaters to A. F.
Cornier and E. T. Robinson.

sold

C. A. Swanson of Pilz & Swanson,
onerating the Star Amusement Co.,
of Everett, Wash., has taken family

Europe

for a three month's visit.
Some time will be spent in Sweden
with relatives.
to

The Superior Court awarded approximately $531.
Dean
each
to
Frederick Bolton of the University
of Washington, and Bertha Hegman
and Verna L. Nicholas, school teachers, in the consolidated cases against
E- L. Blaine and wife and A. B. L.,
Gellerman and wife over stock in
the Puritan Theater, which it was

Funston's
Point to-

THE ONE INDISPENSIBLE FILM

today
&&tfiadet@tinti,
Cheapest in theLongRun

alleged the company failed to lidquidate as agreed at the time of pur-

LOUIS

JOSEPH
author

managership of the F. B. O. ex-

change. Jerome Safron, acting manager, has returned to New York.

of

WOLF"
just

the

novels

VANCE
'LONE

has

a

CASH TIED UP IN

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
STUNTS YOUR ACTIVITIES

new
Release

published

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bry.

35 W. 45th

2564

it

on the

CHROMOS PLAN

BAROQUE

THE FILM DAILY)

—

K. C. House Being Remodelled

presents

of release of kidnapped train passengers after
6 week's captivity; scenes from Lincheng,

"Internative"

—A

Female Manager in Winnipeg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Miss
Rusoff
has
Winnipeg
B.
Albany, N. V. Turn! Film Co.,
appointed
manager
the
locaf
been
of
IncorNew York. Capital, $10,000.
of the Canadian National Film
porators, J. Almassy, £. Sakho and office
Corp.
.__175
Streit,
Attorney,
S.
L. Magv.
5th Ave"

Orpheum, TIVES — Pathe News

after a thorough re-decorating and refurnishing, opened the 23rd, as one
of
the
most beautiful houses in
Seattle.

Simple

Street

WANTED

Tke.

—

in

acquainted with America's most famous park.

Heilig, formerly the

an exfrontage.
for the film, which
romance of the mail ser-

the
angle

Cameo

No. 56

THE PRESIDENT VISITS THE YELLOWSTONE— Nation's chief executive gets
CHINESE BANDITS RELEASE CAP.

The

Louis House

building permit has
been issued for the $1,000,000 Loew
The new house will
State Theater.
be three stories in height and have
stores
on the Washington
Ave.

Louis

Frolic or

PattieNews

THE FILM DAILY)

Loew's

(Special

of the

San Francisco.

book
Start
St.

throughout

—

Louis Filmdom here united on
J ulv 8 and 9 to put over a monster
testimonial benefit for Eddie Dustin,
former president of the F. I. L. M.
Club at the Liberty. The show was
under the joint auspices of the salesmen's club, Board of Trade and the
Exhibitor's League.
St.

Ass'n,

The indorsement

ploitation

Testimonial to Eddie Dustin

Capital,

$200,000.

portrays a

III.

1,200

15

15

15

—

Seattle
Daigler,
Hal
formerly
and the pro- manager of Hamrick's Blue Mouse,
room and offices back of this has been appointed manager of the
room were flooded.
Damage was Columbia. Harold Ormston, former
trifling.
manager, will return to California as

broke yesterday during
\%\.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

offices
a showing of

1923

11,

Notes

Seattle

A

jection
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Competent woman to review
and edit films for non-theatri-

-

Economical

-

Let us Explain

Effective

It

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway

cal use.

M

22
Address Box
Film Daily
71-73 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

Suite

1207-8

Phone W.tkini 4522

•

•

*WE NEVEP

DISAPPOINT''

(ROMLOWpLM LABORATORIES
INCOBPORATED
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PHONE
PYANT 5576
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CEN. MOB.
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THE

mmi important
NOW

THB PUBLIC

BEP

AND

J.

WARREN KERRIGAN
IN

THE RE-ISSUE EXTRAORDINARY

RIGHT NOW

is the time to cash in on the popularity
of Lois Wilson and J. Warren Kerrigan. Book them
in the picture that made box-office history when it was
first released
and which will repeat its sweeping success to-day. It's a crashing drama cram-jam packed with
sizzling action, breathless adventure and fiery romance
laid in the turbulent capital of a South American Republic. It's a picture made to order for Summer audi-

—

Presented by

Paralta

Plays, Inc.

ences.

Book

it

—NOW!
723

F.B.O.

Seventh Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United

26-27 D'Arblay

Street,

Kingdom R-C

W ardour

St.,

Pictures Corporation

London,

W.

1,

England

Directed by

Oscar Apfel
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Air Conditioning

Theater Changes

The Answer to the Exhibitor's Summer Problem, Says Harry

—

Sam Drilling
of the Capitol.

Rock, Ark.

Little

the

new manager

Goetz

Wednesday, July

Goetz,

Tourneur Filming Exposition
Building Dep't Warns Owners
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Maurice Tourneur is
Chicago The Rex, Langley, P.m..
filming the Motion Picture Expo- Manor, Owl and Calumet, have also

is

—

—

—

of

1923

(Special to

sition for President Harding.
Lampasas, Tex. Furman Wolfe
the Erbograph
has taken over the Leroy from I. A.
Co., forwards the following:
John Ruel, Australia, Here
"Being a subscriber to your valu- Walker.
Ruel, manager of the Melba
John
able paper, I cannot help but read
and
Britannia theaters in Melbourne,
the discussions pro and con, anent
Conway, Ark. Sanders & Ginno- is here from Australia, and has with
the summer problem of the exhibitor. chio, architects of Little Rock, have
a seven-reel travelogue of that
I
am indeed surprised that in this completed plans for S. G. Smith's him
countrv.
advanced and scientific age that this new theater which will cost $60,000.
matter should cause so much discusChanges in Titles
sion when the remedy is a very
Paducah, Ky. The Orpheum re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
simple one.
cently added to Leo Keiler's string
Los Angeles Recent title changes
"Some eight years ago when we has been closed by the new owners.
of production now under way are:
built our present laboratory we de"The Skvline of Spruce," Universal,
cided that the summer season was a
East St. Louis, 111. Joe Erber to "Shadows of the North": "The
very poor one for the manufacturer
formerly owner of the Lyric and Valley of Content," Reginald Barker
of film, the same as it is for the exAvenue, has opened a vaudeville for Louis B. Maver, to "Pleasure
hibitor.
In high temperature and in
Mad"; "In Old Madrid," starring
humid weather it became practically booking office in St. Louis.

Harry

11,

—

received
Building

warnings from the City
Department to make cefl

tain specified changes or
until the order is carried

be

closed

out.

The

Playhouse,

recently denied a license
for failure to comply with the Department's ordinances, but which has
nevertheless been running, may bf
closed, it is reported.

—

—

—

impossible

to

handle

Salem, W. Va.—The
the remedy for this in airconditioning by the means of refrig- been bought from C. Weaver Perine
eration.
are able to make our bv S. A. Peters, William Moses and
own weather so to speak, and on the J." Raad.
hottest days of the year have it cool

found

We

K.

Strike," featuring

degrees.
"I

his

Ravenswood house

understand that the McVickers

—

Theater, Chicago, has an air-condiMaders,
Pa. Fred
Scrano has
tioning system of this kind operating, sold the Liberty to R. S. Heilman.
and that the patrons of that theater
attend regardless of the attraction.
Donora. Pa. Sol Silverman has
It is reasonable to assume this, as
one can readily appreciate that if the disposed of the Princess. The house
temperature is around 95°, and one has been closed.
can sit in a theater with a tempera-

—

JOIN

NOW
-i

"Gold Madness."

—

for sale.

Exhibitors Association

to

Abe Gore on the Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and comfortable indoors with a variaRavenswood, W. Va. Max Robey,
tion in the temperature as between owner
Marys,
of
houses at
St.
Los Angeles Abe Gore is in
inside and out, of from ten to fifteen Ravenswood and Spencer, is offering charge of Loew's State since West

—

The

"A Wife's
Man From Ten
Guv Bates Post, to

Young,
Strand has Romance';; "The
Clara

We

film.

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

Coast took #over the management
from the Loew interests.

FOR SALE
Motion
Fully

Picture

Equipped,

Owner

Laboratory
Located in

leaving for West
cheap.
8.
Film
Daily, 71-W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Bronx.

will

sell

K

A

GiVe^bui' Patrons Free
Ride To Hollywood, Play

—

of approximately 78°, that it
Corpus Christi, Tex. The Corpus
worth the price of admission and Christi Amusement Co. has consolimore. (Ask Aaron Jones).
dated two picture houses with H. T.
"The argument might be advanced Elliott and Bruce L. Collins in charge.

ture
is

air-conditioning is a very expensive proposition, but it is nothing
compared to the total cost of a great
many of our present day theaters.
ourselves operate a seventy-five
ton machine, and I believe a machine
of ISO tons capacity can take care
of the largest sized theater at an
initial cost of not more than $50,000.
If the installation of a system such
as this in some of the large theaters
would make it possible for them to
do a business as good as normal, or
better, over eight or ten weeks of the
hottest time of the year, it would
pay for itself in very short order.
that

We

Lampasas, Tex.

—

sold the Lecroy to

I.

A. Walker has

Furman Wolfe.

Managerial Changes

—

Kansas City Cullen Espey has
been
appointed
manager of the
theater
by Skouras
Twelfth
St.
Bros, of
acquired

St.

Louis,

the

house

who
from

recently

Frank

Newman.

—

Moline, 111. E. J. Lynch has been
transferred from the Delmonte, St.
Louis, to manage the Le Claire here.

"There are different kinds and deJack Longdon, formerly with Goldgrees of air-conditioning and the
wyn, succeeds Lynch at St. Louis.
houses
that
small
could go in for
kind which is less expensive and
Chicago Harry Niemeyer has rewhich woald suit their needs.
signed as manager of the Cornwell
"This I believe is the answer."
chain and gone abroad for an in-

—

definite stay.

Grocery Clerk Film Exploiteer
(Special to

Hogan,
—theJessOakland

former manSquare for
Ascher Brothers, has been transferred to the Cosmopolitan to sucThe latter has
ceed George Laing.
been elevated to head booker at the

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago

—

ager

of

Blanchard and
Canaan.
Conn.
Mosely, operators of a 400-seat house
here, have solved the problem of getting in touch with summer cottagers
main office.
near here not reached by the local
A popular grocery clerk who
paper.
Chicago Charley Miller hv remakes a twice-a-week call on cot- signed as manager of the New
tagers living within a ten mile radius Albany Amusement Co.

—

of

Canaan

takes

groceries and at the
off"

his

showing

the

orders

same time

for
"tips

—

Seattle
Harold Ormston has resigned as manager of the Columbia

customers on the pictures to manage the Frolic at San Franat

the local house.

cisco.

Hal Daigler succeeds him.

(GoldwutYf Qosmopolitan,

—
THE

—

Wednesday, July
)

1923

11,

Broadway Theaters

it

Capitol
The opening number at

the

Capital

is

a

selections by Madame Elsa Stralia
Royal Opera, Covent Garden, Lonin which she is aided by the orchestra,
1,
e selections are from Wagner's "Valkyrie"
include "Magic Fire Music," "Wotan's
1
rewell," "Ride of the Valkyrie" and "Dich
eure Halle" from "Tannhauser."
"The
cient Duchy of Brittany," a Pathe subt
is the second number while the third is
Capitol Ballet Corps which dances to
hispering Flowers."
The Magazine is
The fifth is called "In Our Broadt.
of

ies

the

Station" presenting some of the
"sts who broadcast from the
radio
ion through which the Capitol orchestra
broadcasts.
The feature is "Success"
the final organ selection, "Sigmund's
e Song" from "Valkyrie."
ting

WEAF

Rialto

Two

Little Girls in
iction at the Rialto.

Guts and Flashes
Ed Hurley

the opening
Riesenfeld's Classi-

Blue"

is

the second number after which
is
Sherman, soprano, sings an aria from
The magazine
Barber of Seville."
le
Marie Andre, does what the
is shown.

Jazz

charge

of

has been placed in
the personal appearance
featuring
Mrs. Wallace

campaign
Reid in conjunction with
Wreckage."

"Human

John Davidson has been engaged
by Famous Players to play a male
"His Children's Children."

role in

l*i^

C

s

SL

Jack Richardson has been signed
by Fox for a new picture now being
filmed in New York.
Elinor Fair has completed her third
feature under her Universal contract.

Warren Krech has started work on
"The Tide," in which he will be
featured.

len

The
a "Danse Jazzique."
"By the
"Children of Jazz."
:ure
is
then
played
on
the
orBrook"
>bling
is
by Alexander D. Richardson. The closgram

calls

number

"Get Out and Get Under,"

is

larold Lloyd reissue.

Strand

"The organ solo follows the'
brings the bill to a close.

feature,

ure and

July 22.

Lawrance D'Orsay has been
to play in

he length of "Rupert of Hentzau" made
ecessary for Joseph Plunkett to eliminate
the usual Strand features this
of
;ral
The program opens with a prelude by
:k.
Immediately following is the
orchestra.
_.cal review and then comes the prologue
the

"Three Wise Fools," has been
booked for the Capitol, the week of

Lynn Harding is here from England to appear in "Yolanda," Marion
Davies' new picture.
Old Hart Film To Be Re-issued
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta
Corp.,

At Other Theaters
Enemies of Women" continues

— Enterprise

will

at

Distributing

"The

re-issue

Deck," featuring

Wm.

S.

Cold

Hart.

the

"The Covered Wagon" is at the
:erion while at the Rivoli, "The Merry
Round" has been held over for a second
leo

cast

"His Children's Children."

;

Buys Wheeling House
THE FILM DAILY)
Wheeling, W. Va— George E. Falhas bought the Castle from
ward King, which he will remodel.
Faller

(Special to

Syndicate Buys
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Modesto, Cal. The National Theaters Syndicate of California, recently
organized, has bought the Strand
from M. L. Markowitz and associates.
Frank Velsey will remain in charge.

To Chang* Names
(Special to

ienry Poke on Long Auto Trip

House

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto

of Allen

Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

—Names

of

a

number

of

Allen houses will be changed
Henry Poke, following the purchase of the Allen
kit. Washington, Pa.
Players
by
the
the Shiloh, and Mrs. Poke, Harry chain
Famous
A prize has
yers of the Pittsburg Universal Canadian Corp., Ltd.
hange and Mrs. Meyers, have left been offered in Winnipeg for the
most suitable name suggested for the
a 12,000 miles auto tour.
Allen.
The house at Winnipeg will
be closed for five weeks, as is the
Pete Parros Buys Erie House
Regent, at Ottawa, Ontario.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to

irie,

—

—

Pete Parros,
East Pittsburg,

Pa.

the

of

the

has acred the interests of Mr. Zacharia

:derick,

the Rialto here,

h Pete

Demas

and

is

associated

in its operation.

Roth To Reopen Strand
THE FILM DAILY)
Cansas City Jack Roth has added
Strand to his string. The theater

New House
(Special to

at Charleston, S. C.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Charleston,
The Gloria,
C.
S.
seating
completed
will
be
2,300,
shortly by the Pastime Amusement
Co., of which Albert Sottle is president.

(Special to

—

be completely remodeled.

1

Deal with Shipping Board

Louis Jacobs to Coast
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Louis Jacobs,
owner of the Palace, has gone to the
Coast for several weeks rest.
Burlington,

la.

Che Literary Digest has sold "Fun
Cobb in Westerns for Arrow
the Press" to the U. S. Shipping
During the coming year Arrow
ard for all of its vessels. The con- will release 10 five-reel Westerns
ct resulted from the trial trip of the starring Edmund Cobb.
These picviathan.
tures will be produced by Ben Wilson.

m

Portrayed by such

an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master Picture
is destined to rank as one of the greatest cinema
creations ever conceived.

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
George Shafor Will Rebuild
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

iteubenville.
ijl

Jr,

O.

—George

Schafor-

rebuild the Herald Square thewhich was recently destroyed by

The Gateway Ready By Sept
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Little Falls, N. Y.— The Gateway,
being erected here by C. H. Moyer
at a cost of $150,000, will
in Sept.

be opened
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"Rupert

Strand

VMERTCAM
""'"'

ol

and
scenery
points <>f disImportant as is the company,
arc the settings, the story
Beaut]
the

tinction,

'

'

impressive

'

as

dominated the

DAILY

ol

cftief

tilm.

NEWS

Any

who enjoyed

one

part ol Sir Anthony Hope's lovely
romance on the silver screen will lie equally
satisfied with the sequel. " * "The splendid
picture is self-explanatory. * * * A visit to
the Strand this week is an enjoyable one,
well spent.
I

first

lie

JOURNAL— •

EVENING
good

romantic

the
lists
successi s,

film

*

*

*

popular

of

*

then

Hentzau."

oi

HERALD

*

enter
screen

you

your

like

with

spelled
•

Another
to

romantic

EVENING WORLD— If

romance
"R," *

• •

eligible

"

a great big capital
you'll rave over "Rupert

*

-The

picture

tently exciting, although
great heights of drama,

pretty

is

consis-

never rises to any
it is moderately well
aujed, and it is nearly always pleasing to
This sounds like faint praise, which
eye.
is
exactly what it is intended to he * * *

The
t

\

r

t

story

follows

finds

it

away

drifts

the finish.

MAIL — It

reels

it

Anthony Hope's when-

convenient to do so, but it
from the original completely at

*

it

*

"

could have been cut to
and made an entirely satisfactory

six
pic-

ture.

In it* present form, many of the stirring
incidents lose much of their effect.
There
are few of the impressive outdoor scenes
which made the little kingdom Ruritania live
in "The Prisoner of Zenda." * * *
The costumes are rich.
The scenes are
artistic and huilt on a huge scale, a fitting
netting for a romance such as this.
It
is
an
ambitious presentation and boast of many
large sets of baronial halls as well as some
beautiful exteriors.
There is action galore
throughout the picture. * * *
Although it is a long film it does not
drag, anil the action is sustained all the way
through.
Some of the scenes have been directed in a decidedly moviesque manner.* * *
POST It is a fine production (even the
cardboard trains can be forgiven), intense,
interesting, and, in all but a very few instances, well acted and directed. * * * The
film has a genuine all-star cast.
SUN * * * a satisfactory film successor
to the "Prisoner of Zenda," and should please
all
lovers of the Zenda stories, in that it
sticks closely to the plot of Anthony Hope's
romance. • • • "Rupert of Hentzau" is a

TELEGRAPH—

MORNING

—

—

mightly

good

film

TELEGRAM— that

romantic
story is better in the film form • • • than it
was between the covers of the book or on
the boards of the speaking stage.
TIMES This photoplay is equipped with
large and impressive seetings, that of the
street scene in which so many thrilling incidents occur, being particularly charming.
The photoplay also is of high standard and
stirring

—

pleasingly original in certain sequences, notably the "shots taken looking down upon
the players. • * • The sub-titles are sometimes ludicrous • • •
• * * it is a mighty fine pic-

TRIBUNE—

* magnificent production and it is
adapted and directed that the interest never for a moment flags.
This picture play has cost a
great deal of money in the making, as it has

ture.

*

well

so

WORLD —

notable stars in its
cheap looking in places,

cast

line-up, yet
it
is
many of its
settings appearing to have been built of
cardboard * * * rather poetically inclined
Mih-titles. * * * At least a third of these
tedious "guides" ought to be eliminated.* * *

a

of

—

another big film of foreign intrigue one
with its moments of beauty and also its
moments of inadequacy and overacting.

NEWS— "Success"

finds

!

MAIL—

MORN

TELEGRAPH—

IXC
The story is
picture,
strong
drama. * * * The
good,
however, is wanting in no important quality
"Success."
for the attainment of its title
The feature film, "Success," is a
real old-time melodrama about the stage
not very interesting as a whole, with the
bright spots few and far between.
SUN Tynan, was quite at home in the
role. * * *
In view of the rather ham like
quality of this actor of the old school, certain very histrionic mannerisms of Tynan
can readily be forgiven him. Mary Astor was
charmingly simple. * * *
Its authors have managed
to capture the spirit and atmosphere of the
nlayhouse. and the characters which they
have introduced are all actual types.

—

POST—

—

TELEGRAM —

TIMES;

—

*

*

motion-picture

* reveals
directors

»

lead-

its

ing character most successful in portraying
the unsuccessful.
The rest of the cast is
as successful in the picture as the film itself

more

others.
All the time one is gazing at this picture
one realizes that it could be a beautiful photoplay if done by a master in the art of
direction.
To accomplish this it would have
been better to make the actual scenes longer
and to have given more study to all the

TRIBUNE—"Success''

characters.

melodrama
• • •

done

WORLD — Tt

an

in

seemed a

is an old-fashioned
old-fashioned way.

it

was not amuse-

WHEN

"Children of Jazz"—F. P. L.
Rialto

AMERICAN— "Children

of Jazz," * * *
One sits
a picture.
aghast through the first part of it, and
wonders just where the younger generation
is

is

exactly

that

sort

of

heading.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

one

*just

of

those pictures that form an excuse for calling international congresses on motion picture arts in an effort to take the question
mark out of the expression, "What's the
matter with the movies?"
In our estimation "Children of Jazz" is
one of the principal "whats."
* * quite as bad as you think

HERALD*

it

going to be, no matter how pessimistic
outlook or gloomy your forebodings.

is

your

• • •

story is ridiculous, the titles are
awful and the whole thing is a waste of
time, whether you sit in the seat of the proJerome Storm is
ducer or the spectator.
one of the best directors extant, but he
could not do anything with such a story.
The film has
no dull moments and is played by an excellent cast, but the action of the story depends upon two such improbable circumstances that it rather strains one's imagina-

The

Broadway

this

reviewer, but also his teai

week.

.acts, *

That

*

*.

YOU'RE

BROKE
ON
BROADWAY

f

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

tion.

—

POST One thing is certain, "Children of
Jazz," at the Rialto, does not mean anything
and as a film it is no better or worse than
most of the pictures which have been showing
recently.

SUN— *

* * a screen production

which

is

enjoyable, to us at any rate.
Eileen Percy as Babs Weston, a jazz girl,
is
devastatingly fascinating. * * *
Embracing in its story
manv situations of dramatic power and

TELEGRAM —
• • •

*

*

Kosloff

is

The costumes on

*

utterly misthe island

the sets are picturesque * * *.
novelty of this production makes it
pleasing as an entertainment * * *

and

—

WORLD

Nothing much

.*

to

*

•

it

stuff. *

frivolous

and yet

it

is

The
quite
*

*

pleasing.

ASK ANY

Banquet to Hollander
to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha—Twenty-four Omaha film

(Special

men gathered

Hotel Fontenclle
for a farewell dinner to Harry L.
if
you *Mnfc the same as we do
Hollander, Goldwyn manager, who
EVENING JOUR L— * • • of a really leaves this week for Chicago to take
*
* •
fine picture of heart
His charge there.
(Tynan's) work in th
e * * * afClayton F. Lynch will succeed Holfected not only the grleart of your

be on
of course,
about it.
will

EVEN THE BRIGHT
LIGHTS SEEM DIM

with a serious

film

Certainly

moral purpose.
ment.

cast

theater

weaknesses of
most
than

the

* * *

TIMES— Theodore

Tynan docs very good acting and lends
himself sympathetically to the part. * * *
the rest of the cast is capable, the settings
are interesting, the atmosphere is carried
out well.

DAILY

1923

* * we thoroughly
EVENING
This
enjoyed his (Tyman's) screen efforts.
is another instance of how the screen version
iiiusl
be bitter than the spoken one. * * *
Wc think you'll like "Success," despite
Wc did And besides, the
the hoi weather.
accompanying program is very pleasing.
Ralph luce has succeeded in making "Success." * * » an effective and thoroughly entertaining moving picture.
Its ending is one of the most touching
we have seen on the screen • • •

thrffl.

"Success"— Metro
Capitol
AMERICAN— Brandon Tynan
makes of it an interesting bit of

11,

WORLD—'

Hentzau"— Selznick

of

Wednesday, July

at

EXHIBITOR

is,

lander in

Omaha.
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Farnum Here
He

Plans One Feature
"Come-Back"— Deal
Once on With Truart

'eported

Build
to

Stage a

The Theater
Joe Brandt— Advocates

So Urges
Secondary Consideration

Farnum,

with

Fight Pictures

Coast Exhibitors Slam "Expo"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— At

a meeting held
riday, local exhibitors discussed the
xposition situation. They voted the
"oliseum show very good but deeded that there was no attraction in
he exhibit for the public. They also
tated that the exhibits of the various
ompanies contain nothing to bring
>ack the people and declared that the
ifty. cents gate charge is a drawback
o a returning public.

Los Angeles

Abe
ing

each averaging
organization,
0.500 ft. there never were more
than 11,000 ft. of negative exposed. This is evidently a misprint or a mis-statement. AronGolden
'The
son's
article
There are
Bubble' is correct.
studios.
well-regulated
few
Most of them are wasteful."

—The

Department of bution may be difficult.
It is said that the price asked
has banned the sale

State

Sawyer Signs
(Special to

M. P. T. O. Committee
The executive committee

Two

to

Meet

of the M.
P. T. O. is scheduled to hold a meeting in Atlantic City next month probably in conjunction with the Eastern

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Arthur H. Sawyer
and Portugal; Tom and Jerry novelty films for U. K, and Ireland; "Bon- has placed Rex Lease and Lucille
nie May" and "Penny of Top Hill Hatton under personal contract.
Pennsylvania convention on August
Trail" for Spain and Portugal; four
6, 7, and 8.
Pearson Due Tomorrow
Hoxie Westerns for Switzerland and
Belgium; 12 Lvons comedies, "Ten
Elmer Pearson who has been on
City— President H. J.
Atlantic
Nights" and "The Hidden Light" for the Coast for several weeks is due in Schad of Reading, will preside at the
Belgium.
New York tomorrow.
annual convention of the M. P. T. O.
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
Jersey and Delaware, to be held
Aug.
here
6, 7 and 8.
reof

Three Weeks for "Hollywood"
"Hollywood" opens at the Rivoli on

weeks.

Sam Warner Going Abroad
Sam Warner is going abroad short-

Carlos wired the follow-

"Your issue of July 2 quotes
Al Lichtman as stating that for
the 1 1 pictures produced by his

Bans Film Stocks

THE FILM DAILY)

for
Public Utilities
of stock in 203 corporations in this the picture is reasonable, but the
state because they have failed to file great fear of the buyer is difficulty
information relative to their property regarding the prints, in view of the
interstate
regarding
law
and financial status. Among the film existing
enterprises
Olymnia commerce. This applies, it is said
included
are
Theaters, Inc.; Banner Films, Inc.; to those who might be interested in
Chaplin Classics, Inc.; Gold Seal buying foreign rights as well, as the
Photoplays Corp., Iris Film Corp., prints would have to come from
Merrimack Amusement Co.. Produ- California.
(Continued on Page 2)
cers Finance Corp., and Urban M.
P. Industries, Inc.

sold the Mirthquake
Comedies for the United Kingdom
and Ireland, France, Belgium; Spain

from Los Angeles yester-

day:

Boston

pictures,

It is said that the negative is in
California, and that a well known film
man negotiated a deal with Dempsej
and secured the privilege of handling
But if operators in
the distribution.
other territories view the pictures as
do some local exchange men distri-

indications are that the
picture will be carried over to
next week at the Strand.

to

fight

teresting to watch what distribution
these pictures will obtain, if any.

The

State

Dempsey-Gibbons

the

say they have been unable to accept
the idea of handling the pictures on
the grounds that they did not want
"to buy trouble with the Government." In consequence it will be in-

the house opened we had
155 admissions with the opening of the doors."

Arrow has

the 29th and, according to the present
schedule will remain there for three

Questions Lichtman

Several large operators in the "in-

when

(Special

of

dependent" field, who claim to have
been approached regarding handling

contention, points to the business yesterday and Sunday with
"Rupert of Hentzau" as the attraction.
"We did a regular
winter period Sunday business"
said Plunkett, "and yesterday

Bay

Comment— Operators

Here
Handling Them, Fearing Trouble With Govt.

Wary

"Fine pictures will do it
every time," says Joe Plunkett,
of the Strand, who, to prove his

Fox
New York

that enterprise.

Cause

Summer Time

in

his

—

Price 5 Cents

Winter Business

:

rom

1923

for Star

in Advertising
Joe Brandt of C. B. C. blames the
high cost of production on exhibitors
ontract completed, is in
who have consistentlyy built up the
,'ith reported plans that call for the
roduction of one picture in which, reputation of their houses but have
is
said, Farnum will attempt to concentrated all efforts on popularizrove conclusively that he can stage ing the names of stars and players.
"come-back" that will again place
and
"Exhibitors
like
Balaban
im in his former position as a draw- Katz," says Brandt, "have the right
lg card.
idea.
In all of their newspaper adFarnum is at the Lambs' but vertising and exploitation they dwell
ould not be reached yesterday for upon the value of the entertainment
statement relative to his plans. It given in their houses.
While they
be recalled that Coast reports clo not entirely neglect the names of
ill
caching here some weeks ago indi- the stars, the names of their theaters
atcd that he had signed a contract are given preference at all times. The
While this was result is that they have built up a
;ith Truart Prod.
ot denied at Truart yesterday, it was consistent business for their houses
tatcd that the matter had never and if the other exhibitors in this
laterialized.
country would follow in their footsteps it would be a short time before
Buys the Hollywood Studios
the enormous salaries demanded by
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the stars would be a matter of hisSistrom, tory. The inflation of salaries is enLos
Angeles William
ormerly with Cosmopolitan, has been tirely due to the fact that exhibitors
ppointed manager of the Hollywood insist upon placing the names of the
tudios which have been purchased stars in the headlines of their ads
y a group of which S. M. Tompkins and on the marquise of their theaters,
nd J. M. Nickolaus are the heads, and as a result of all this, the stars
men are interested in over-estimate their value."
'hese two
Inc.,
tandard Film Laboratories,
is distinct
studio purchase
At the
Arrow Closes Foreign Deals

William

10,

ly

in

the

interest

of

Warner's

fall

output.

11

The

P.

first

West Coast Chain Totals 110
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— The West Coast
Los
"The Theater chain now totals 110 houses

"Three Wise Fools," "The
Spoilers," "Enemies of Women," "Six
Days." "The Green Goddess." "The
lows:

Eternal Three." "Red Lights,"
Steadfast Heart." "The Magic Skin,"
"The Day of Faith." and "In The
Palace of the King."

—

Baum
Baum,

Today
manager
sales

sails for

Europe today on

Sails

trip.

Schulberg.

Opens
Morosco May
Oliver Morosco may make
Produce

in

New

leases will include 11 pictures as fol-

Lichtman Arrives
Lou
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Al Lichtman is here Equity
from New York conferring with B. annual
(Speci»l to

Goldwyn Group
group of Goldwyn

in

East

in

pictures

on Long Island during the coming

its

season.

the

world

week

actual

program

operation
of 15

with

a

building

more.

Remodeling 'Frisco First-Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco— The old Frolic
theater on Market St., is being
modeled by Universal and will open
in August as the Cameo.

Chicago July 16

THE FILM DAILY)

—
Chicago "Circus
(Special to

of
his

in

Days"

premiere at the
of July

16.

E.

H. Goldstein

of Universal stated

wli.it
have yesterday be didn't know as yet
'Fri
the
picture
at
opening
Chicago, the

will

Cameo would

be,

-.£&*;
DAILY
1)
F. McGrew Will is preparing the
say the decision scenario for "The Light That Failed."
established with the showing of the
last fight pictures would establish a
Hilly Giffin, injured a few weeks
precedent, and after a tine was paid
on the Goldwyn lot, is recuperating.
without
pictures
could
he
shown
the
further difficulty.

(Continued
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Quotations
East
F.

Kod.

P.-L

High
104"/
74

Low

Close

Sale*

104^ 104^

72%

72%

100
3,300

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

do. pfd

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

700
Not quoted

World

Not

15^6

15

15

Incorporation*

from Page

—

Incorporators, C. R. Peterson, C. E.
G. Miller, all of Dallas.

Lond and W.

1

'eggy.

James Morrison is in the cast of
"Held to Answer," a Metro Screen
Classic.

Carey Wilson will adapt "Three
Teddy Sampson, has been signed
Weeks" for Goldwyn. It is an Elinor
"The Bad Man."

for a part in

Pathe Claims a Record

Glyn

story.

'at

418 South Wabash Ave. early ThursZena Keefe
day morning. As a result, the pictures were shown in Chicago theaters of Destiny."

has

finished

Richardson

Jack

The End,"

"Until

The Exhibitors

Island, the

locally.

NOW

JOIN

"Hands

— Beekman

9091

changes

York.

The next Ben Turpin comedy has
been renamed "Sidetracked." It oriwas "Ten

ginally

Dollars

ABAL

Ten

or

Days."

119 Faltoa

Renee

Adoree

feminine

role

Nat

in

Ross

leading
the
"The Six-Fifty"
is
directing for

has

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Highest light, deepest shadow and the delall are
icately graded halftones intervening
carried through to the screen by the print on

—

Many Houses Change Hands
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— Numerous

New

turning to

which

Louis

in

theater ownership have occurred in
Austin, Tex. The Palace Theater, this territory recently, some of the
including; The
Inc., Bryan.
Capital $5,000. Incorpo- important changes
Carlinville,
111.,
sold
by
rators, J. D. Martin, W. S. Barron Landale,
Harry Dailey to the Taylorville
and C. A. Long, all of Bryan.
Amusement Co.; The Strand, Paducah, Ky., bought by Leo Keiler from
Albany
Plimmer Productions,
New York. Capital $50,000. In- John Rehkopf; sale of the Grand,
corporators, W. J. Plimmer, Jr., F. Mattoon, 111.; the Opera House, CarNevins and L. Perling.
Attorneys, mi, 111., sold by George Cross to S.
E. Pertle; The Pythian, Marshall,
Miller & Stein, New York.
111.,
sold by S. E. Pertle to L. H.
Cox.
Bob Cluster has added the
Dover,
Del.
Hazelton
Amuse- Grand. Sparta, 111., to his string.

—

EASTMAN

—

POSITIVE FILM

,

—

ment

Co.,

Wilmington.

Capital,

(Corporation Trust Co. of

$50,000.

America).

—

More Baltimore Houses Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore
Three more local

—

Dover, Del. Frank Lloyd ProducWilmington. Capital, $10,000. houses, hit by the Summer slump,
(Corporation Trust Co. of America). have closed for the season, and two
others have been put up at auction.
The Peabody, Rialto and Patterson
Burton Holmes Lectures, an Il- will
all rmiain closed for awhile.
A
linois corporation, has been authortrustee's sale of the Ruby, formerly
ized to do business in New York
known

tions,

state.

Capital. $50,000.

Aikens Buys Westerns
to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee H. E. and Roy Aiken
of the Wisconsin Film Co.. have purchased three Hoxie Westerns and six
William
Fairbanks
pictures
from
Arrow.

—

"THE SF1CE OF THE PROGRAM'

It

faithfully portrays all that

is

in the

neg-

ative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

lengths,

is

by the words
in Hack letters in

length

stenciled

the transparent margin.

as the Bunny, was recently
held and the Metro who also put on
the auction block.

(Special

is

from Long

got to the
o'clock.
In fifty minutes they had
developed, cut and assembled 350 ft.
of film.
It was decided to give one
print a preliminary try-out and at
1 :50
o'clock on Friday night the reel
was run off on the New York Roof.
On Saturday the perfected film was
shown at Keith, Proctor, Moss and
other theaters using Pathe News

St.

he

Association

Phone
in

completed

which

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

Tyrone Power has completed "The
Pathe men in New York Day of Faith" on the coast and will
developing rooms at 9:10 make two more features before re-

Making good time

has
in

starred.

afternoon.

iiat

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe Universal.
quoted stated yesterday that his company's
films are entirely within the law since
they show incidents around the arena
and not scenes of the actual fight.

Austin, Tex. The Texas Theater
Supply Co., Dallas. Capital $10,000.

19223

men

film

he officials are claiming a record
Harry Mestayer has arrived here
for the development and delivery of
to enter films.
scenes at the Dempsey-Gibbons right
arena.
Sam E. Allen will appear as "Uncle
Pathe employes met the second
Hughey"
in "The Virginian."
Mineola plane, which got in at 8:30
P. M., on Friday, and brought the
Cecil De Mille has about completed
undeveloped film in to the Pathe
headquarters.
On the way to this "The Ten Commandments."
city, the plane's halt at Chicago had
Edwin Sturgis has been cast for a
enabled Pathe men to get their Western film to the Pathe laboratory at part in "Ponjola."
I

10,

King Baggott is cutting "Whose
se
Baby Are You?", starring Baby

Coast Brevities

Fight Pictures

V*

Tuesday, July

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

2 BIG BUSINESS BOOSTERS
RIGHT WHEN WU WANT THEM?

THE

-c&m

DAILV

New

Summer Slump Hits Up State Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

lb,

1923

Fox "Quaker" House Ready Sept. 1
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has granted
Philadelphia The new Fox theater

Guts and Flashes

Theaters

—

—The

Tuesday, July

—

Tuscaloosa, Ala. Plans have been
The secretary of State
summer slump is
dissolution papers to the Eastern and office building being erected at
number of the houses in completed for a new house here.
Star Theater Co., Inc., of Buffalo.
16th and Market Sts. will be ready
this section.
The Delaware here has
Tulsa, Okla.— W.
M. Smith is
about Labor Day.
The house will
closed, as has the Opera House in
A special holiday program was seat 3,100 and will show pictures and
Kinderhook, the Griswold. and Astor, building a new theater here.
broadcasted over the radio from vaudeville.
Troy, and The Rialto, Amsterdam,

Albany

closing

a

Hurleyville has closed to one day a

W. Va.—W. W.

Milton.

manager

week.

Cannon, the Capitol yesterday.

of the Hurricane, has open-

ed a new house.
Marion Davies has returned from
abroad.
Palace of the Berinstein
Clarksburg, W. Va. Claude Robchain, has dropped admission to five
Movie Chats, the official mouthand ten cents, the price charged in inson has leased the Opera 'House
for pictures.
piece of the M. P. T. O. A. has been
1912.

Troy

—The

—

booked

—

indefinitely to play the Rialto.

Pa. Work ha§~ started on
William G. Maute's Irvin, to cost approximately $125,000.
Trwin,

Business Bad in Schenectady

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
connection where eight years
sell will be appreciated.
The producer or distributor
needing a sales representative who
knows how to sell and is not afraid of
work will address Box M-10 c/o Film
Daily, 71 W. 44th Street,
N. Y. C.
desires

proven

ability to

Wm. N. Bailey, now playing oppo(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
site
Constance Binney in "Clipped
Schenectady Exhibitors here are
Wings," will be starred in special feahard hit by the street car strike. One
Madison,
Ind.
George Monroe tures upon the completion of his pres17836 U.S.
exhibitor declared that he had taken
in just enough the past week to meet and Dr. Samuel Winn will open a ent contract.
PICTURES
new house here soon.
ln's payroll.
Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
Washington Deal
70% under 800, 85% over 800, 15%.
Bremen, Ind. G. S. Boicc, well
The most economical method of reaching
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Abbott Gets Buffalo Criterion
theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVICE,
known Indiana exhibitor, is perfect(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Controlling interest in The 54.00 PER M UP. Lists if desired. 30 to
Seattle
Harry Abbott, Jr. has ing plans for new houses, each seat Hub City Theater Co. of Centralia, SOVi saved in postage, etc., through eliminaBuffalo
leased the Criterion, known as "The ing 600 in Bremen and Napanee.
has been purchased from Ed Dolan tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually
listed.
White Elephant" because of the inand W. G. Ripley by Adrian F. CorMimeographing
Sharon Springs, N. Y. O. E. nier and E. T. Robinson. The Liber- Multigraphing
ability of Mark-Strand, Shea AmuseFolding Enclosing Mailing.
Eigen
has
opened
the
Academy.
ment Co. and Paramount to make
ty and Rialto figure in the deal. DoChicago
Luhiner & Trinz are lan and Ripley are building a new MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
the house pay.
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
erecting a new house on Fullcrton 1,500 seat house at the Aberdeen,
'Phone Bryant 8138
M. P. T. O. Enlarges Headquarters Ave.
Wash.
Milwaukee The Wisconsin M. P.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
James Heliotes
T. O. has moved from its former
headquarters in the Alhambra bldg. is planning a new house to cost

—

—

THEATRES

SHOWING

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bldg. until recently occupied by the First Nat'l exchange.

A number
fices

of film exchanges have ofthe Toy Bldg., thus facilitatransaction of business by out
in

ting
of town

(Special to

Louisville

has
the

forced

several
Majestic.

for

Houses

Louisville

THE FILM DAILY)

the

111.

— Hal

new house

a

—The

—

Opperman

is

seating 1,000.

GiVe Your Patrons Free
Ride To Hollywood, Play

Middle West Film

Amusement

— Excessive

Summer.

Pontiac,

Cincinnati

members.

Hot Weather Hits

$50,000.

planning

—

A

—

Toy

the

to

;

;

cinnati.

weather

hot

Strand to close for

The Walnut

will close

weeks,

may

as

Co. will build a $50,000
house at Cheviot, a suburb of Cin

the

Dinuba,

—

Kelly Bros, operaPep, have acquired the
Strand from Jefferson W. Asher and

tors

Cal.

of the

associates.

—Aaron

San

Francisco

Goldberg,

owner

SPORTING GOODS

of the Peerless and the Ferry,
plans erecting a third house on How-

ard St.

—

Brodhead,

FOR THE MAN

Wis. Stanley Swartz.
operated the Cozy, has opened
the new Dorlyn.

who

WHO KNOWS

—

Rockport, Mo. Bill
purchased the Victor.

Everything for the

MAN WHO PLAYS

GOLF

opened here.

—

game

Can be obtained

Richmond George H. Muey
new house soon.

Flint,

house

SLAZENGER
First tofrnfg. «nd'§ell Golf Uupplirt
in U. S. A.

City

will

start a

shortly

from

New York

—

Chaffee, Mo.
Elmer Woring, who
operates a house at Kennett, Mo., has

—

TENNIS

12 East 43rd Street

has

Cairo, 111.
Mrs. I. W. Rodgers has
reropened the Kimmel, closed for several months.

or

or any other Man's

Staples

Mich.

start
here.

To Spend

— Lester

E. Flint will
construction of a new

$100,000 on

(Special to

T

D

or

Oakland, Cal.—The West
Theaters will make changes

T & D

House

THE FILM DAILY)

theater

here

at

a

Coast
in

cost

the
of

$100,000. Clem Pope is the new manager of the house, which in future
will be called the Norma Talmadge.

^^Idwuri^QosraopoUtath

—

THE
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Cleveland Notes

In the Courts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rock has filed his complaint
Stillman
theater
Cleveland The
the Supreme Court in his suit
ji
gainst Mae Murray and Robert Z. has inaugurated a revival policy. This
Leonard for $35,000. He alleges that week is United Artists' revival week
n agreement was made between and next Paramount revivals will be

Allan

I

—

riem in January 1921, by which he shown.
tas to form ventures to exploit Miss
tlurray as an actress and Leonard a
Manager John Royal of Keith's
irector.
He alleges that the Globe Palace has left for Europe following
nd Tiffany Prod, were formed to the closing of the theater for the
arry out the plan, and that the de- summer.
fendants were to get $50,000 from

made. He asserts that
hey got $350,000 from "Peacock Al{ach picture

The Homestead

^

&4>°f Ca

Theater Co., of

the suburbs.
"Fascination," "Broadway Rose," They are erecting a $200,000 house
Ijazzmania," "French Doll," "Fash- at Lakewood.
bn Row," "Mile. Midnight" and
[Conquest" the two latter being in
Bill Skirboll is vacationing in the
purse of production. He alleges he Adirondacks.
Iras to get 10% of what they have
Thirty-five local houses will play
jeceived.
"Masters of Men" the week of July
third trial of the suit of the 22.
I The
Printing & Lithograph Co.
II.
S.
Igainst Patrick A. Powers and Harry
"Covered Wagon" In Cincinnati
B. and Albert Warner for printing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
jen years ago for Warners Feature
Cincinnati "The Covered Wagon"
films, has been ordered by the Ap- opens at the Grand Opera House the
The court directed early part of September for an inellate Division.
I new trial on the appeal by the plaindefinite run.
The Opera House is a
iff from a judgment for only $7,955 "legit" theater.
h the suit for $40,915. The defendInts were sued on a guaranty, the
Adam Baker In 'Frisco
jlaintiff contending that they were to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lay any amount which the Warners
San Francisco Adam C. Baker,
Features Films failed to pay both on
owner of the Gaiety theater, Holi,
lie sum due when the guaranty was
Hawaiian Islands, is here for a several
liade, and on future work while the
weeks' sojourn.
lefendants contended that they guarInteed only the existing indebtedness
lid $25,000 lent to the film company
ly the plaintiff on an agreement that
Motion
Picture
Laboratory
The
I would get all the printing.
Fully
Equipped, Located in
Ldgment appealed from by the plainBronx. Owner leaving for West
iff represented only the sum due Jan.
Film
will sell
cheap.
8.
I 1914, after all future payments had
Daily, 71-W. 44th St. N. Y. C.
The Appellate
leen applied on it.
Division ruled that the evidence does
Bot sustain the verdict of the jury.
this

city,

invading

is

fy,"

—

—

FOR SALE
K

A

default judgment for $714 has
leen filed in the City Court by
itrauss & Co. Inc., against the Allenjown Theater Co. on a note signed
>y Max Spiegel as president.
I

A

jury in the City Court gave a
jrerdict for the Far Rockaway Strand
Theater in a suit of Max Freisinger
or $2,000 damages on the ground
hat while he was playing in the
orchestra at the theater he was assaulted by one of the employees.
j

Sanford Plans Series of Eight
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Sanford

Prod.,

will

elease eight "thrillspeedramas" on
he state right market, the first which
s
Shocked
ready
being
"Shell
Sammy." Frank S. Mattison, sales
nanager, has left Hollywood for a
rip to all

exchange centres.

Film Library Releases
THE FILM DAILY)
Cincinnati Releases announced by

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

Prolong the

life

of

your

prints

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to be
still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

Portrayed by such

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN

A.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 5576
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creations ever conceived.

(Special to

—

he Krippendorf-Holley libraries are;
'The Voice of the Land," 50 reels,
series or program
basis; "Citizens
n the Making," 13 reels, rental basis
3r for period of years; "The Screen
Companion," film magazine in 12
urograms to be booked as series only.

an impressive and
talented cast this Myron Selznick Master Picture
is destined to rank as one of the greatest cinema

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

THE

-2tl&h
DAILY
To

De

Confer With

leave for the
st to aid Cecil B. De Mille in the
eutting and editing of "Spring Magic,"
and to discuss plans for the next Dc
Mille production.

(Special to

the Pathe-Scnnctt contract.

Artclass South American Deal
Artdass has sold "It Might Happen to You" to Charles Sawyer. Inc.
for Argentine, Paraguay and Ura-

guay.
Carnivals Barred in Capitol City

THE FILM DAILY)

— Police

will not issue

—

Determined to
Porte,
Ind.
l.a
force exhibitors to close on Sundays,
the Rev. W, F. Bostick has arranged
to give free picture shows in the

Make M. P. T. O. Drive
THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Walter Baumann will

Baumann

to

(Special to

—

shortly start on an 8,000 mile auto
tour of the State, visiting every exhibitor in Wisconsin.

Fred Perry After More Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Watertown, N. Y. Fred Perry,
owner of the Strand here, is dickering
for theaters at Theresea, Sandy Creek
and Mexico, N. Y.

—

Commissioner

Frank Shea In

any more carni-

(Special to

val permits.

New

Showmen
THE FILM DAILY)

2-

"Nip and Tuck" and "Skylarking" have arrived at the Pathe
office for release.
These arc the first
of 13 called for within the year under
reelers,

Washington

Y.

— Frank

Shea,

of the Pearl theater will be a candidate for mayor next fall.

Coast Film Magazine

(Special to

N.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Under the editorship
of Hallett Rend, formerly city editor,
the Times will shortly issue an illustrated film magazine.

Exhibitors

And Operators Conferring
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Kansas

City

—The

association

of

suburban theater owners are conferring with the operators' and musici-

Dissolve Partnership

THE FILM DAILY)

ans' unions relative to fixing their
Tex. The partner- wage scale for the coming season.
ship between W. M. Moore, L. Hedwick, R. S. Allen. J. J. McMahon and
Enterprise In $150,000 Deal
B. J. Shaw, known as the Strand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Theater Co., has been dissolved. A
Kansas City Enterprise Distributnew company has been formed to be Corp. has secured territorial rights
known as the Strand Theater Co., Inc. for 18 states on "Luck," "The Last
Hour," "You Are Guilty" and "Se(Special

Wicita

to

—

New

Robbins House
Nat Robbins
taken over the Avon.

—

crets of Paris"

has

deal
involves
$150,000.

from C. C. Burr.
an

The

expenditure

mm

Do you need

a fully equipped studio

and competent staff here
Are you planning production

The

If

YESTERDA Y

ARE SHUNNED
TODA Y

—

Falls.

Watertown

IDOLS OF

Politics

THE FILM DAILY)

Schenectady,

Los Angeles

in

in

New

of

IF

THEY'RE

BROKE
ON
BROADWAY

New York?
York?

staff and studio used to produce "The
Bright Shawl" and "The Fighting Blade"
with Barthelmess and the "Potash ard
Perlmutter" comedy for Samuel Goldwyn,
is available between pictures.

:

you are planning production
ture in New
immediately.

This

1923

courthouse yard Sunday nights in
competition with the picture houses.

Two Sennett Comedies Arrive
Tun of the new Mack Sennett

Oyster

10,

Divine Competes With

Mille

Clara Bcrangcr will

(Special to

Tuesday, July

York

—

in the near fuget in touch with me

not an ordinary rental proposition but
an opportunity to use a highly trained technical staff and save on production costs.
is

Telephone

E. L.

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR

SMITH, Vanderbilt 8291

.

.

i

i
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Ray-Kane Deal Ends

Will Discuss Taxes

—

The business

association of three
a half years existing between
Iharles Ray and Arthur S. Kane has
ended. Now that Ray has decided to
release his future product through
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., of which
Cane is president, the latter's post as
iastern manager for Ray no longer
s a necessity.
In that period, the line "Arthur S.
Cane presents" has appeared on the
nain titles of 15 Ray pictures, 13 of
vhich were released through First
National and two through United
Kane has also exercised a
Artists.
upervision of all contracts closed by
he distributing companies handling
he product and has generally taken
are of Ray's interests.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., general manInc., is in
iger of the Ray Pi\. '
*Jcw York relative to the termination
>f the arrangement, and also in conwith
lection
"The Courtship of
Kidder stated yesstyles Standish."
erday that production activity on the
:oast is terrific and that producers
vho have not had the foresight to enfage players ahead are now finding
almost impossible to secure the
t
>eople they need.

Would Bar Foreign Films
THE FILM DAILY)
Berne A petition, now circulating

Swiss

&

It's

a

showman

great
will

idea.

benefit

Every
from

Deal With Halperin
"Tea With a Kick" and Three Others
to be Distributed by Associated
Exhibitors, Inc.

Four features and

a

sum

of $750,-

Found Coast Busy
Elmer Pearson of Pathe returned
rom Los Angeles yesterday. He said
lie
had never in all his experience
Aeen the coast film colony so busy.
"Everyone is working at capacity,"
aid Pearson yesterday. "All of the
The activity is
)tudios are rushed.
Hal Roach's plant
mprecedented.
pas six or seven units at work, all
urning out product for Pathe.'
Pearson declared that no successor
or E. A. Eschmann who joins First
National on Monday has been ap-

pointed.

Behind
Stebbins and Harry
Goetz played golf at Inwood
yesterday behind Walter HaArtie

gen.

But how

far behind?

->dmission charges tallied with the tax
reported for that dav. an investigation of the exhibitors' bank account
revealed deposits for the correspondmg dav considerably in excess of the
admission returns reported. The In-

000 are said to be involved in a deal Wna! Revenue Bureau's campaign,
closed between Halperin Prod, and t is learned, will be carried to many
Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
All of theaters in the effort to prevent evathe pictures are to be produced by sion of the law.
Victor Hugo Halperin.
;

The

first

of the series

is

"Tea With

a

in

duty

T. O. C. C. in A. B. C. Offices
C. C. will shortly move
nto the offices at 1650 Broadway now
Mae Marsh Signed by Warners
To Make "Tess of D'Urbervilles"
ccupied by the A. B. C.
At Tuesday's meeting, the T. O. C.
Mae Marsh has signed with WarMarshall Neilan will return to the
2. held a four hour discussion on the Coast
within a few days to begin ner Brothers to star in "Daddies
ental situation when the evils of high work on "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," David Belasco's stage play.
Harry
trices for film as compared with soar- m which Blanche Sweet will play the Beaumont will direct.
rig operating costs were pointed out. lead.

The T. O.

make a careful check of admission tax returns over the country,
following discrepancies discovered on

lectors to

It

New York through a series of
clever exploitation stunts.
"Tea With a Kick," deals with prohibition and has a number of wellknown names in the cast. It is the
plan of the Halperins to build their
ting out altogether many inferior other pictures around topics of equal
films on which it would not be worth importance and on matters that are
of general interest to the public.
while to pay the duty.

impose an ad valorem
on all foreign films.
Such a duty, it is maintained by
those who drew up the petition,
would have the effect both of stimulating Swiss production and of shutimport

—

the

Kick." which was brought here bv
in Switzerland, which has already re- 'he Halperins some weeks ago and
ceived numerous signatures, asks the brought to the attention of the tradeauthorities to

Revenue Bureau Instructs Agents to
Rigidly Check Tax Returns
Throughout Country
•
(Snecial to THE FILM DATLY)
Washington The Interna! Revenmc Bureau has instructed deputy col-

books of a number of exhibitors.
was found in some cases that
although the record book containing

this."

(Special to

—

THE FILM

intent to reproduce
the institional advertising campaign issued by Balaban
Katz, Spyros Skouras of St.
Louis says:

made

(Continued on Page 2)

Checking Exhibitors

DAILY'S

What bids fair to be an important
meeting of the national officers and
board of directors of the M. P. T. O.
will be held in Atlantic City, August 6, 7, and 8.
Definite arrangements will be then

ment.

Price 5 Cents

Commenting on

—

to carry into effect the organization's announced program to effect
the repeal of the admission and'seat
taxes as well as securing a modification of the copyright laws so as
to set aside the music license tax. The
proposal on the part of certain interests to have a national censorship bill
and a national Sunday closing bill introduced in the next Congress must
also be met, according to the state-

1923

"A Great Idea"

With Product Going Through Asso. M. P. T. O. Atlantic City Meeting to
Exhibitors Star No Longer
Talk About Legislation Unit
Needs Eastern Manager
Planned for Canada

md

12,

Hunter's First
"Rupert" Held Over
Glenn Hunter's first picture f->r
"Rupert of Hentzau" has been held Famous Plavers will be "West of the
over for a second week at the Strand. Water Tower and not "Morton of
It will also play the Brooklyn Strand the Movies" as expected.
The p ,v ture will be made in the East with
next week.
Rollin Sturgeon directing and Ernest
Third Week for "Merry Go Round" Torrence and George Fawcett in the
"Merry Go Round" will be held support.
over for a third week on Broadway.
It will be switched from the Rivoli
Mooser Resigns: Pearson Succeeds
to the Rialto on Sunday.
The new
George Mooser has resigned as Ear
Rivoli feature will be jack Holt in Fastem
United
representative
for
"A Gentleman of Leisure."
Artists.
He has been succeeded bv
H, Wavne Pearson who will repreTalmadge Film at Apollo
sent the company out of Tokio.
Norma Talmadge's new picture,
"Ashes of Vengeance," will open at
Pvrarnid Picture for Selznick
the Apollo on August 5th for a run.
"Wife Jn w ame Onh\" produced by
This is the first Talmadge picture
to open at a New York theater aside fvrami^ will be distributed bv SelzSeveral of the Pvrarnid refrom the Strand which is the regular nick.
home for First National releases. leases are now beine handled by SelzThe picture will probably have other nick bv virtue of the deal with Amcrruns at legitimate houses throughout iean Releasing but this is the first
the country.
Pyramid has turned over directly.
.

Low

Seek
Mew York

Insurance
Theater Own w s Plan Ag—

rJ rr>rnr>ted
gressive Camri'i^rt
bv Success of T. O. C. C.
William Brandt, recently eleeted
---esident of the M. P. T. O. of New
York State, has appointed a committee of 17 to work for a reduction
in insurance rates as they affect theThe
throughout the state.
aters
committee will include in its activities
not only fire insurance, but liability,
compensation and other forms of in_

surance used bv theaters.
Brandt pointed out yesterday that
the success met bv the T. O. C. C.
in New York in bringing ahout a reduction of from 25% to 50<% jn inTt is unsurance rates in this city
this successthat the state unit is taking
similar action.
The point was raised yesterday
that, despite the rigid supervision of
local authorities over theater operathis
tions, the insurance rates for
instances
many
in
were
risk
class of
hi'eher than those on garacres hotels,
non-fireproof
churches
tenements,
departments stores and similarly built
The committee intends
structures.
securing a mass of detrifl (o nresent

doubtedly as a result of

move

ful

Herbert
various companies.
a
insured
has
who
Fbenstein.
R
number of T. O. C. C. members
through his own agency, will cois
operate with the committee which
composed of the Fallowing:
Win. Mprn^
A Fennvv-c" T>,„.i...,t-T-Wnff. ^oehest-r: Toe
stein. Albanv: tt
to

the

:

<**<"
Brffa'n:
SrTmchrrt.
Fi»-»r <=>,•:,..,.-• r.

&tt*
TT.

Morris

Oo

MilonrRilv-rmar

Miaea"
Lux,

Tn'-M.

«5r!

"'

M

P
'

T

wi
Wi

Morris

" ;n

'

T

Landry, OjrdpnstuirK
Carthy, Hossirk Falls.

ert

T

Ka'Wt. Or»ida: Harry
RonNicholas Dipson O'eon

Tolls'

U't'ea;

M

'

v,ror

f

_Y
looker. Ft-

:

and

C.

A.

Mc-

THE

sSBfr*
DAILY
Will Discuss Taxes
(Continued from Page 1)
will attend the Atlantic

Those who

Clinton Here
B. Clinton of the Clinton-Meyer
circuit of Duluth is in New York.
J.
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Paris
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Louisville;
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S. Cohen, New York.
Cohen has appointed

Mo. and Sydney

Sydney

Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..

.1045/g

7V/&

do pfd... 90

Goldwyn

..

15^

Sales

15M

1554

100

Not quoted
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15

15

IS
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Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Coast Brevities

—

the

finally

Clinton.
Clinton had contracted for ten pictures at $750, thinking his contract had been approved,
and was later informed that he must
pay $1,000 with a 50-50 arrangement
on gross receipts exceeding $4,500.
He appealed to the Minneapolis Film
Board of Trade after signing the new
contract under protest, and finally took

$250 to

S. S. "Seagate" conveyed the party.
O. A. announced
yesterday
Canadian division
Billie Rhodes in Features
will be formally launched at a meet(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing to be held in one of the principal
Los Angeles The Grand-Asher
Canadian cities in September.
unit will star Billie Rhodes in a series
The statement goes on to say that a of features.
representative of Canadian exhibitors
was an observer at the national conJames with Grand-Asher
vention and that immediately followEdward M. James is now acting as
ing that meeting, proposals looking legal advisor of the Grand-Ascher
to the formation of a Canadian divi- Dist.
Corp.
sion were made and are now moving
well toward consummation.
Several
Change Name to Dependable
meetings looking toward this end
The name of the W-B Exchange
have been held during the past few has
been changed to Dependable Exweeks.
change,
Inc.,
Morris
Kohn and
Sydney S. Cohen and other na- Charles Goetz, the owners have made

Am. Amusement

GREENE.

(Special

to

Co. Reorganizes

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapoli s— Control

of

coming

its

utive offices, left for Charlotte, N. C.
yesterday to assume new duties there
as Paramount exploiteer.

—

is now filming the
Lincoln, plans a pageant of
American presidents, beginning with

Film Co. which
of

American Amusement Co. has passed George Washington.
from the hands of Dan Chamberlain
to Ben and Israel Friedman, of the
Preparing for Fall
Friedman Film Corp.
The former
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has been elected president of the
Los Angeles With the return of
firm and the latter secretary and Al Christie from Europe, the Christie

Wilk wearing the same

soft shirt which has always identified
him in Metropolitan circles. So much
for the social world.

"With
ly

the exception of the anxiousawaited arrival of Hiram Abrams

and Carl Laemmle, the great question
is,
who has the Tivoli.' The next
question is where are they going to
put the big pictures for a run. Theaters are more in demand than ever
and very few are possibilities for

pictures.

"Production is looking up very
much, and in another year there is
no doubt in my mind but that England will be producing some real

look great.

"When

are you coming
pair of white spats?"

buy a

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

treasurer.
Offices have been transferred to the exchange.
Chamberlain
has retired from the exhibition field.

over

units will at once start on pictures to
be released through Educational in
the fall.

to

Gebhardt Here
F.

W.

Gebhardt, former Hodkinson

manager

in

Philadelphia

after a vacation trip

is

in

town

by auto.

EVERY PRODUCER
Needs a Representative who has dignity and judgment.
Such a man is available now, who
combines these qualities with proven
ability to sell.
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not waxed, to be
still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
ALLAN

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 5576
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height, with

pictures.

Rosenfield Goes South
John R. Rosenfield, who has been
attached to the exploitation department of Famous Players at the exec-

life

the

at

is

a second deal with Warner Bros, to
handle the 1922-1923 product as the

—

R.

coat and Jake

—

Blackton's First
"Pop" King, prairie scout, has been
Trails"
Stuart
Blackton's first picture for
engaged for a part in "Pioneer
J.
Ready For Northwest Golf Meet
which David Smith is making at Vita- Vitagraph will be "On The Banks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of
the
Wabash"
which
was
graph.
purchased
Minneapolis Enthusiasm is runfrom Edgar Selden.
Blackton has ning high for the first golf tournaRobert Edeson is the latest addi- also secured the exclusive world's ment of Northwest film men to be
Elaine held here next week under
tion to the cast of Cecil De Mille's rights to the famous song.
the auSterne will write the scenario. Pro"The Ten Commandments."
spices of "Greater Amusements." Enduction starts shortly.
Madge Evans was originally sched- trants to date include many Northwest
Work has started on "The Light uled to appear in "On The Banks exhibitors of exchangemen.
That Failed," with Jacqueline Logan, of the Wabash" which Selden planned
Plan Pageant of Presidents
Percy Marmont, Sigrid Holmquist to produce himself.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and David Torrence in leading roles.
Los Angeles The Rockett-Lincoln
George Melford is directing.

WALTER

Theaters

pictures.
As a matter of fact, 'Chu
Loew-Metro Outing Last Night
Chin Chow' looks like a winner to
The Loew-Metro Club held an out- me, as you know they have Betty.
ing last night up the Hudson.
The Blythe playing the lead and the stills

P. T.
that a

Hollywood William Conklin has
been added to the cast of Fox's "The
Lone Star Ranger," supporting Tom
Mix.
tional officers will attend the meeting.
Matters affecting legislation in CanPhyllis Haver heads the cast of ada will be cared for entirely by ex"The Temple of Venus" being made hibitors there. Cohen expects that
by Fox.
several
hundred Canadian theater
owners will be represented at the iniHobart Bosworth will have an im- tial meeting. It is planned to have
portant role in "The Master of Man." a business manager to handle the
Victor Seastrom's first picture for affairs of the Canadian division with
headquarters in Toronto.
Goldwyn.

1923

Lyceum and Goldwyn, were Morris Gesl wearing a grey top hat
settled by Goldwyn refunding and Joe Godsol wearing a morning

;

The M.

400
1045* 104^
4.000
69-K 69M
200
90
90

Griffith

Loew's

Close

of

manager.

—

"The season

Clinton of Clinton-Meyers, operators

;

Many Members

Quotations

THE FILM DAILY)
Duluth—Differences between J.

;

Cohen
Organization
Expects
to
Launch it in September Expect

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Clinton Gets $250 Refund
(Special to

Demand on

12,

Walter Wanger in Newsy London
Letter, Says Big Pictures Can't
Find Homes There
Walter Wanger, writing to Danny
B. from London says in a breezy letter:

the
following exhibitors to constitute the
national executive committee at large his grievance to Will Hays, who sugof the organization:
gested that as the matter was not
E. M. Fay, Providence
Hector M. E. under his jurisdiction Clinton take
Pasmezoglu, St. Louis; A. A. Elliott, Hudson, N. Y.
Ernest florstman, Worcester; the matter up with the Minneapolis
Samuel Perlin, Oakland; A. F. Sams, Win- Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
ston-Salem, N. C.
R. G. Liggett. Kansas Acting upon this suggestion, the disCity, Kans., and Robert Codd, Niles, Mich.
pute was settled bv Clinton's receiving the $250 refund.
S.

— Interna- Plans Canadian Unit
(Czecho-Slo

Prague

Filmschau,

Rue de

Joseph Mogler, St. Louis; Martin G.
Smith. Toledo; Joseph W. Walsh, Hartford;
K
W. Collins, Jonesboro, Ark.; William
Hinder. Jr., South Bend, Ind.
George P.
Aarons.
Philadelphia;
M. E. Comerford,
('.
A. Lick. Ft. Smith, Ark.; C.
Scranton;
E.
Whitehurst,
Baltimore; W. A. True.
Hartford; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; W. D.
Burford, Aurora, 111.; G. G. Schmidt, Indianapolis; A. Julian Hrylawski, Washingtin; A. R. Pramer, Omaha; Fred Secgert,
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Here's Good News!
PARAMOUNT

will re-issue during
season 25 two-reel
Paramount-Mack Sennett comedies at
the rate of one every other week.

.the

•

_

1923-24

There is a crying need right now for
snappy two-reel comedies to
liven up and fill out exhibitors' programs. The Paramount-Mack Sennetts
are by long odds the best two-reelers
ever produced. Such favorites as Ben
Turpin, Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver,
Harriet Hammond, and many others
appear, and every foot is a laugh.
good,

New Prints and accessories have
been prepared and are now ready.

Book them
at

Now

Paramount Exchanges

=;;Sr..;:

\\7 HAT
Round!"
slogan
this

a

picture

vcrsal's"

' *

in

fine

Uni-

is

Merry-Go-

mm

They've carried a
conjunction with
achievement which

7

You'll
Be Surprised.
read
Well we are surprised. There
has been no bombast no fanfare of trumpets in the exploitation of this intensely human
story of Vienna. But no direc-

to

make

an
•

^

in the

tor is going to fail in grasping
advertising
possibilities
now that it is here. Whatis

f

Wm.A.
JOHNSTON

the

ever he says (and he

«

M.P.NEWS

going

Ou.ly-14,1923

capital of this effort)

should be shouted from the
housetops.
We predict great success
It is
for " Merry-Go-Round."
lavish, human, dramatic and

rich in its story-telling quality.
especially liked the man-

We

which the central
ner
in
figures are ever in the foreground regardless of the surging
Indeed we never lose track
tide of life in the background.
the pathetic little romance of the d*gan-g;inder
of the story
who found her Prince Charming and made him real when he
was inclined to play. The idea here is novel in that picking
a figure from a carnival has never been employed before.
She might be called a first cousin of the circus performer.

—

of course, makes her fascinating and appealing. For
stones of the big top never fail to touch the heart-strings.
Rupert Julian, the director, plays upon these same heart
strings with the same effectiveness of a great orchestra
leader. He lifts his baton (a simile for a megaphone, if you
would have it) and the players respond with fine co-operation and feeling. The concertmaster (it's a concertmistress
here) is Mary Philbin who, -prior to this picture, had never
indicated that she was destined for the high places. It must
be that we were blind to her ineffable charm and hidden
talent. It has taken a great role to bring out her expressive
gifts.
Surely Mary Philbin has arrived, Lillian Gish,
emotional as she is, could not have done any better. This
newcomer (after all she is a newcomer) extracts the deepest
sympathy and the most compelling admiration in her wistful
and pathetic study of the organ-grinder. Her child-like
expression her youthful naivete her suggestion of deep
humility covering wounded pride these are but a few -of
her shadings. And nearly keeping pace with her are players,
thoroughly in character, such as George Hackathorne,
Norman Kerry, Cesare Gravina and George Seigmann.
" Merry-Go-Round " palpitates with real heartbeats.
It
sings a colorful swan song.
It moves with real, dramatic
strokes t hroug h s^^£_miak k-t*frM^iM*ilaiii»—i±Qw deep are
•the hpB^ffrcfl^zm^nowhneTy expressed
ra^icn to feel immensely proud. Incidentally this comp
las several prizes which it will take from its magic box
before another year has been chalked upon the calendar.

Which,

—
—

—

read what 20
reviewers said about
to

"MERRY GO ROUND"
"ENTERTAINMENT OF THE 100%

BRAND."

George T. Pardy,
Ex. Trade Review.

"ALL THE EARMARKS OF A
POPULAR SUCCESS."
T. R.

Exhibitors Herald.

"A BIG PICTURE IN

EVERY WAY."
C. S. Sewell,
M. P. World.

"DECIDEDLY ONE OF THE BEST
PICTURES OF THE YEAR. WILL
SURELY BE GIVEN A HEARTY RECEPTION EVERYWHERE."
Film Daily.

"ONE OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING PICTURES OF THIS OR ANY
OTHER SEASON."
Laurence Reid,
M.

|

LWith

"

le "

tET"

Merry-Go-Round
it

is

"

and

setting a dizzy pace.

"

The Hunchback of Notre
And some dare to sa

BIG,
M.,

P.

News.

2 Big Week^JRivoli, N. Y.
followed by

Week

at Rialto

me

out of'the

tiiagic

4ox

<5^
Over
THE

mmmtmmmmmmmmmm

DAILY

Putting
Hoc

is

your

ideas.

how
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the American
Committee for DeGer.son Film for Selznick
vastated France.
Each ticket sold
"The Cricket on the Hearth" ha
carried one vote for the company's also been secured by Selznick.
]
entrant for this trip to France. Thus was produced in San Franscisco
b
7,000
advertising the Paul Gerson.
people were

brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

showing

of

word

mouth and

of

tickets.
Officials

and Found" by

"Lost

the

of

actually selling

company

allowed.

Complete Campaign For "Vita" Film Robson to post 30 pictorial one-sheets
Salt Lake
A thorough exploitation throughout the plant. A "Lost and
Chicago Walter D. Nealand, local
campaign was recently effected by Found" puzzle picture was wrapped
Goldwynner and \V. K.. Hollander Marshall Taylor,
of the Kinema for in each package sent out during the
Balaban and Katz, got behind
of
the run of "Masters of Men."
showing. Every person who returnthe showing of "The Spoilers" here
Taylor papered the city with 24 ed the puzzle picture correctly outwith plenty of vim and vigor. In adthrees and one6, and placed lined
was admitted to the performnewspaper cam- sheets,
dition to a heavy
in 25 stores sets of 8 x 10 stills.
ance f* p'*
three
and
include
two
which
paign
Thousands of heralds were distribcolumns display advertising in all
uted as well as novelty cutouts of Light House Built in Lobby
newspapers, with special stories and
the ship. Taylor designed and built
Duluth, Minn. A light house, prolayouts, there were the following:
a
complete
miniature
battleship, truding ten feet above the marquee
A full showing of the Thomas Cus- which he placed on the top of the showed patrons the way to "The Isle
ack boards in choice locations: a tie marquee. This was equipped with a of Lost Ships" when it played the
up with the United Cigar Stores when search-light attached to an oscillating Garrick. It was painted white with
which swung the light the title of the film in black lettering.
350 posters were displayed advertis- fan motor
ing the Stroller cigarette and "The from side to side on the passerby.
A 500 candle power light, mounted
Spoilers:" 6000 two color placards The battleship was illuminated with at the top of the House on a wheel,
were displayed in 1500 elevated trains: bank lights.
The Navy recruiting was run by a fan motor, to revolve
Splurged on "The Spoilers"

—

—

-

—

u

billboard 18 ft. long
the
a truck patrolled

travelling

mounted on
streets

for

station joined in the campaign. The with the speed
of a light house
trucks of the Navy were plastered beacon.
with one sheets tieing up with the theater and the service.
Dagmar Godowsky Here

two consecutive weeks:

25,000 imitation fire crackers were distributed from this truck, an advertising insert

being used: a

tie

up with

the United States Army whereby on
July 4th four Army aeroplanes flew
over the city bombarding the streets
and bathing beaches, with 100,000 circulars advising the spectators to see
"The Spoilers" at the Roosevelt. On
the reverse side was printed the advertisement of Camp Custer, a gov-

This
for young men.
stunt attracted a lot of attention as
the planes also carried a quantity of
the fire crackers.

completed

— Prior

Sarazen,"

to the run of
"Golf, as Played by
at

Jensen

& Von

Edu- wyn
Gene
Her-

berg's Strand, H. B. Wright, manager
of the house, exploited this short subject
j

j

eminent camp

Dagmar Godowsky, who

Letters Boost Golf Reel
Seattle
cational's

in

12, 1923

an effective and economical

manner through a

series of exceptionally well written letters directed
to members of all the golf clubs in
Seattle and the immediate vicinity.

is

in

in

"Red Lights"

New

York.

has just
for Gold-

Planning Large Hous

Steele

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Pa.

Bellevue,

—

James

Steele

planning to start construction in tr
Fall of a new theater which he est
mates will cost $750,000.

Fred

Johnson

(Special

to

to

Zanesville,

Ohij

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Zanesville, Ohio.
Fred Johnso:;
formerly
manager of the Couti
Wheeling, W. Va., will handle tl,
Weller and Liberty here for Caldwtjj

Brown.

A VALUABLE MAN AT LIBERTY
Somewhere

industry there should
an opening for a man of his experience.
First:
He has been salesmanager of an
change.
Second: He has accomplished big things
publicity

Third:

work

in

and promotion work.
has an unusual record

He

for sail

Fourth:

He

is dependable and trustwortlf
Apply, Box K-12

Film Daily

GiVelfoui' Patrons

71

W.

44th

A Free

Ride To Hollywood, Play

The

ploitation

snow and ice. with icicles hanging financial circles.
from the marquee and illuminated at
night with twelve spot lights was An Effective Lobby
Minneapolis When
The box-office was transformed
built.
"Lost
and
into a replica of a log cabin, with Found," was the attraction at the
glistening snow effect and hanging Lyric, the lobby display was given a
icicles giving the entire front a real- big drawing power by the use of post-

—

Alaskan atmosphere.

er cut-outs, palms, grasses
ers by the house artists.

and post-

On each side of the entrance, under
the marquise, was placed a cut-out of
Pauline Starke in native costume
from the 24-sheet poster. The figure

Good Stunt on "Divorce"

—

Los Angeles An unusual tie-up
was effected by Sid Grauman on be- was considerably more than life-size.
half of "Divorce" which played at the Mounted on the ticket booth, in the
Rialto.
center of the entrance, were palms
Discovering that there were 200 di- and grasses. Around the ticket winvorce cases on the calendar. Grauman dow were cut-out heads of House
Peters, Pauline Starke and Antonio
influenced Judge Summerfield to inMoreno.
vite the 200 women to see the produc-

The head of Miss Starke, with hair
flowing, was used by the staff artist
issued the passes with
for six posters.
Frames of stills and
his compliments, hoping that many of
oil paintings were placed on the sidethe women would kiss and make up walk.
after seeing the picture and thereby
special
^ave him a lot of work.
Worthwhile Tie-un
section was reserved for the women
McKeesport,
Pa.
For "Lost and
at the Rialto and the stunt drew a
Found" booked at the Globe,
lot of free publicity.
X. Robson, arranged a tie-up with
In St. Louis a mail advertising the National Tube Co., of that city
campaign in the form of a divorce whereby its 7,000 employees had
summons was used at the Kings. printed and sold special tickets. This
The outside cover of the petition had was effected in connection with a
genuine
appearance
with
a
the good-will election
which the emplaintiff and defendant's names writ- ployees held to send their Miss Hesten in, with ink.
ter to France under the auspices of
tion.

The judge

A

A

—

M

in the field.

value of this simple bit of exwas proved during the run
An attractive lobby and marquee drawing many new patrons to the
display was made at the Roosevelt. A house, among them a number of the
figures
in
business
and
typical Arctic setting, suggestive of leading

istic

1

this

Wm.

ffix>idwuritfG<>srnopoUtafi

9

—
THE
liursday, July 12, 1923

Outing Saturday
Missouri M. P. T. O. Bucks Union
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
annual outing of the Selzemployees will be held on SaKansas City—The State M. P. T.
lty at Panchard Inn, Massapequa, O. will not yield to the union deSelznick

lie third

K

Island.
The home office and
will both be closed.
The
will start out early Saturday
sightseeing bus.

Mange

w
ijl

May Work Here
([Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lis

Angeles-

— Jack

Pickford

is

now

fork on "The Valley of the Wolf"
Jfhich Lucille Rickson will have

Pickford expects to
Mead.
luture pictures in the East.

make

mands

that

Kansas City exhibitors

all

should employ only union musicians,
Four
operators
and
bill-posters.
local houses are now employing all
union help. The organization contends that the existing contract does
not make employment of union help
in all branches compulsory.

Music Tax Causes $5,000 Suit
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

D0NT WATT FOR
THE OTHER FELLOW

—

Louis The owners of the
St.
Grand, Alton, 111., have been sued for
"The Love Hater," Next
of
$5,000 for alleged infringement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
copyrighted music. Berg Plummer,
l|s Angeles
The third Associated orchestra leader at the Grand, states
i

TO TELL YOU

—

lors' production for Allied Prod.
iDist. Corp., will be "The Love

apparently an attempt
on the part of the music publisher
Ingraham will plaintiff
to get publicity ofr his song.

lr" which Llyod
This will be the
It.
Elmer Harris' to be
a

Moore

will

play the

first

that the suit

is

story

produced,
Violated Postal

lead.

JSpecial to

Oklahoma

Apparatus

ILcquire Miroscopic

William

THE FILM DAILY)

Laws

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

City

— Howard

Tucker,

WHAT'S GOING ON

Tucker and

Dudley B.
the
Tucker

J.

—

Tucker,
officials
of
Pictures
Angeles Principal
Is
Amusement Co., were found guilty
I acquired the Louis H. Tolhurst
on one of four counts of using the
latories and micrscopic apparaInd in conjunction with Tolhurst mails to defraud, in the Federal Court
produce a series of pictures. Tol- at Guthrie. The defendants gave notice of appeal.
I has already made a picture. The
of
life
will include views
spider
Hell as that of other insects.
House for Long Beach, Cal.

b

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

has a part in "Wife
Long Beach, Cal. Cheroske Bros.,
lame Only" which Selznick will will erect a theater at 226 E. Fourth
jbute.
St., wtih a seating capacity of 1500.
lyce

Mills

Highest light, deepest shadow and the delall are
icately graded halftones intervening
carried through to the screen by the print on

—

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
It

faithfully portrays all that

is

in the neg-

READ THE FILM DAILY YOURSELF

ative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length

base

lengths,

—
is

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

by the words

Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Kindly enter

Cloth

Bound

— 500 pages.

Subscription, $10

—Foreign,

$15

Name

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Theatre

Address

••

«
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-<^s

DAILV

Grand-Asher Complete
(Special to

Lo-

18

Comedies

THE FILM DAILY)

Vngeles

— Grand-Asher

F.

completed 18 of the 36 comedies
made by Monty Banks. Sid Smith and
Joe Rock. Those completed to date

(). has acquired distribution
of "The Flying Dutchman."
Ella
Hall, Walter Law and Law son Butt
arc featured.

B.

Trouble Over Music

arc:

Montv Banks

in

"The

Covered

Schooner." "Paging Love," "Southbound Limited," "A Concrete Mixup"
Sid Smith in "A Man of Position."
Baby
"Mama's
Good."
"Making
Bov." "Hats." "The Lucky Rube."
"Dont Play Hookey." and "Hollywood Bound." and loe Rock in "Rolling Home," "Mark it Paid." "The
Sleepwalker." "One Dark Night." and

12, 1923

O. Buys "Flying Dutchman"

B.
F.

liavc
to he

Thursday, July

Cleveland

in

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland — Many theaters here
(Special to

are

without music owing to the differences existing between the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n and the
musicians' union.
Last year's agreement expired July
and until a new
agreement, acceptable to both organizations, is signed conditions will remain as they are.
1

the current picture, not yet titled.

Preferred's First Six in

"U" Making Local Film
to THE FILM
DAILY)

(Special

Work

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The first six of

Beaumont, Tex.

(Special to

Pre-

ferred schedule of 15 have been either
in last stages of production. The pictures alloted to C.as-

completed or arc

include

ing a

person
appear

— Universal

local picture
in this city

may do

so.

shown

ture will be
theaters.

in

is makwhich every

who

desires to
finished picat one of the local

The

"Mothers-in-Law,"
Paradise."
"Poisoned
"When a Woman Reaches Forty." Goldwyn Tex. Corp. Changes Name
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and "The Breath of Scandal." Tom
Dallas G o d w y n Distributing
Forman will make "The Broken
"April Corp. of Texas, filed an amendment
Virginian."
"The
Wing,"
White Man," "The Tri- to its charter changing name to GoldShowers.
wyn-Cosmopolitan Distributing Corp.
flcrs" and "My Lady's Lips," while
of
Texas.
of
"The Boomerang." "The Mansion
Aching Hearts." "The First Year"
Appoints Local Censor Board
and "Faint Perfume" have been asnier

"Mavtime,"

—

1

1'

signed to Victor Schertzinger.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
— A moving

Bartesville. Okla.
ture censor board has

Summer

Prices in

(Special to

Cleveland

toopass

been appointed

questionable

pictures.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Loew's

Allen will close
This is the
been closed
first
since its opening two years ago. Summer rates are now operating in all

Cleveland

upon

pic-

for six weeks.
time the house has

week

this

having
prices
theaters,
dropped at the Stillman and ranging
now from 15 cents to 35 cents, while
The yrange from 60
at the Park.
cents to 40.

Loew

the

CASH TIED UP IN

it

on the

CHROMOS PLAN
Loper Joins Fred Miller
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Glendale, Cal.

—B.

Simple

-

Economical

-

WHEN

YOU'RE

BROKE
ON
BROADWAY

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
STUNTS YOUR ACTIVITIES
Release

HOPES ARE TURNED
INTO FEARS AND
JOY INTO TEARS

Effective

E. Loper, form-

er exchange manager in Los Angeles
for Pathe and Fox will manage Fred
Miller's new California Theater here,
which has a seating capacity of 1,000.

Let us Explain

It

CHROMOS TRADING
May

Build in Northumberland, Pa.
Xorthumberland, Pa. It is said
that F. D. Kessler will erect a house
on his property at Front and King
At present there is no house in
Sts.

CO.

1123 Broadway

—

Suit*

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

town.

"THE TANGO
the

first

of the

new

series of specials starring

GEORGE LARKIN
is

CAVALIER"
and OLLIE KIRBY

ready for state right buyers

Communicate now with

AYWON
729

Seventh Ave.,

FILM CORPORATION
New

York, N. Y.

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR

—

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM
xxv

no.

Leases

Authority

n

Friday, July

Two Houses

13,

1923

m

Price 5 Cents

m

Trouble In Sight

.^"^"t^

Between F.

px Takes House In 'Frisco and
Chicago for "If Winter Comes"
Trade Shows for Films

—

C. C.

Before Reaching Settlement
is
reported between the
members of the F. I. L. M. Club and
the T. O. C. C. regarding the work
of the arbitration board.
While no
specific charges are made at this time

leased
e Columbia. San Francisco and the
[arris.
Chicago, for runs of "If
inter Comes."
The San Francisco
gagement will open July 21. The

pt.

'?&£«

been leased for four
The Chicago run opens on
and will remain there four

has

2,

it

eeks.
at

Harris. "Monna Vanna" will go
S. Barrett McCormick will have
arge of the San Francisco premiere,
addition to the Harris, Fox will
ve the Monroe, formerly Barbee's
oop in Chicago. A special lighting
rangement for the front of the
>use and the marquee is being dee

I

\

Fox

is

sending

out

„

s^"

t

III

1

\

Wf^P

m*

sed.

William

%

if

a

communication to all exin which definite dates for
owings of all of next year's specials
e given.
He says he wants execial

bitors

Jr

bitors to see all of the pictures here booking them.

(Special to

Los

—

Angeles

New

— Nathan

Hirsh

has

for
York, following perfecon of production plans for the Fall.
e will stop off to see several state
ft

47 Parker Stories
To Be Filmed by James

said that the difficulty

is

largely

turn to conditions which existed several years ago.
He added that he
hoped this would not happen.

Irene Rich and Eileen Percy in Yesterday's Wife the first of the four C.
B. C. Columbia Super attractions. Directed by Ed. J. Le Saint. Advt.

On Way Home
THE FILM DAILY)

Nathan Hirsh

is

due to the fact that from indications
several members of the board from
the F. I. L. M. Club are working together and in a manner prejudging,
to an extent, some of the cases resulting in the exhibitors being unable
to get a "square deal."
In consequence, it is said matters
are reaching a point where the T. O.
C. C. members of the board are liable
to retaliate where such moves are
indicated and bring about a block.
Commenting on this, an important
member of the T. O. C. C. said yesterday that if the tactics existing continued it might result in the dcs.
tion of the arbitration board and re-

MPP^i

Following "If Winter Comes,"

M. Club and T. O.
Need Ironing Out

L.

Trouble

The Fox organization has

eater
eeks.

I.

— May

Selling Stock

Jess Robbins Here
Jess Robbins arrived in town yesterday from California to confer with
Vitagraph through which he is releasing his productions.
"Leave It
To Me" is his latest picture, a print
of which Robbins brought East.

Hogan, Long Island Cinema Offering Blocks
Director of "Wandering Boy"
Ernest
to Towns on the Island
ght buyers on his way East.
Production on Coast
Shipman is President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Long Island Cinema Corp., of Helene Chadwick in Hughes Film
Big State Rights Deal
Los Angeles James P. Hogan, which Ernest Shipman is president,
Los Angeles Helene Chadwick
Charles C. Burr has sold "Secrets director of "Where Is My Wandering is offering 5,(100 snares of 8% cumuwill have the leading role in Rupert
Paris," "The Last Hour," "Luck" Boy Tonight?" has entered a partnerlative preferred stock to the public.
Hughes new picture, "Law Against
id "You Are Guilty" to Enterprise ship with Leslie Stewart, said to be
In this connection, blocks will be ofist. Corp. for the entire South and
the American representative of Sir fered to towns on the Island where Law."
liddle West.
Gilbert Parker, Elinor Glyn and W. the pictures will be made.
Willis Leaving Hays Ass'n
Somerset Maugham and jointly they
At least three features a year will
will film 47 short stories written by
Lloyd
D. Willis who has been enbe produced, the first to be "The
P.

—

—

—

E

Parker.

"Of Great Value"
Commenting on
of

.

the proposal

THE FILM DAILY

to

publish the institutional adver-

campaign conducted by
Balaban & Katz, after noting
that the Crandall houses had
carried on a like campaign for
18 months, Harry Crandall of

tising

Crandall
ington says:
the

Theaters,

Wash-

"I really believe it would be
of great value to all exhibitors,
especially those with circuits,

who have never done

it,
the
only question being, would they
lay out this amount of money?
Our campaign here ran some

thousands of dollars, and we
still do it three or four times
a year, even at this time."

Barry O'Neill

be featured in
The first four will be
the pictures.
five reelers and will be "The Gateway of Dreams," "The Whisperer,"
will

They will be known gaged on legislative matters for the
River Road."
Hays organization, leaves the end of
as Sunrise Trail Pictures and will deal
the month to join an advertising
with Long Island life and people.
president of the company, agency.

Shipman is
and
"As Deep As The Sea" and "To- William G. Colvin, secretary
general manmorrow." These stories are in the Claude H. Mac Gowan,
promivolume known as "Northern Lights" ager. An advisory board of

Shapiro to

Head A. M.

P. A.

At yesterday's A. M. P. A. meeting,
be the nominating committee made its

will
which the rights have been se- nent Long Island people
shortly.
named
of
"Adventures
cured as well as on
and "Pierre and his
the North"
People."
Rothacker Sails Tomorrow
Watterson R. Rothacker sails for
After Minneapolis Theater
Europe tomorrow. The advisability
engage
It is understood that J. B. Clinton of a laboratory in London will
abroad.
time
while
his
of
part
of Duluth, and J. Friedman of Minne-

for

apolis,

are

negotiating to

take

over

M

Shapiro is slated
Victor
report.
for the presidency; A. M. Botsford,
Arthur M. Brilant,
vice-president;
treasurer and Charles W. Barrell,
secretary. Thomas G. Wiley will be
representative to the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce and the following on
the board of directors: Fred E. Baer,
.

Jerome Beatty, Herbert Crooker, Bob
Millard Going Abroad
Dexter. Howard Dietz, Walter Eberthe
of
artist
poster
Millard,
Claude
and
hardt.
John C. Flinn. larry ReichenSaturNew York concerns product. Clinton Riesenfeld theaters, sails on
and C. L. Yearlsey.
ba<
tour
months
three
a
morning
for
owns a string in Duluth and Minne- day
The election will be held on
lie will return in Ocsota and Friedman houses in the Twin of Europe
the

Orpheum

Minneapolis
theater,
that the visit of both of them to

1

ii

Cities.

tober.

6.
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Millhauser Engaged by Famous
Apfel Writing a Book
New Houses For Capital Enterprise
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lindlar with Weber and North
Los Angeles
Bertram Millhauser, former Pathe
Kansas City Capital Enterprises
(scar Apfel is writscenario writer and director has been ing a book comparing American and Inc., operators of a chain of theaters
engaged by Famous Players to adapt European production methods.
He here and in Kansas, has acquired in-j,
"The First and the Last." Joseph recently returned from Europe.
terests in several additional houses,,
Vil. XXV No. 11
Friday July 13. 1923
Price 5 Cents
Ilenaberrv will direct.
according to Phil Ryan, general man-j
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
agcr.
Capital was incorporated a
Inc.. Published Daily except Saturday, at
Foreign Deal on Features
Walter
Lindlar,
with
year ago for $1,000,000.
formerly
A subsidi-j
71-73 West 44th St.. New York, N. Y„ by
Jos. C. Reichenbach has sold "The ary corporation has been formed at
WIDS FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
imount, lia< joined L. Lawrence
Joseph Dannenherg, President and Editor; \\ eber and Bobby North as director Winding Trail" and "Under Western Kl dorado, Kans. to operate
all of the
J. \V_ Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManSkies" for Argentine, Paraguay and syndicate's houses there.
(if publicity and
advertising.
ager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor
raguay, and "Whispering Palms,"
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

—

I

;

I

Entered as second-class matter May
at the post office at New York, N.

Y„

"Shadows

Pathe Signs Allene Ray

1918,

21,

under

THE FILM DAILY)
Vngeles—As noted in THE
FILM DAILY some time ago, Allene Ray has been signed by Pathe
Address all communications to THE FILM to appear in "The Way of a Man"
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, the new serial which George B. Seitz
N. V. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

(Special to

the act of

Los

Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,
States.

—

1603.

— Irving

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

Representative

Mack, 738

— Ernest

W.

When

S.

Ave., London, W.
Jaris Representative

Fred-

1.

— Le

(Special

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

East. Kod.
F. P. L

.

105J4

do. pfd. ...

Goldwyn

...

Low

Close

Sales

104^ 105^

1,200
2,700

72K

69*4

72%

90
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90

16

16
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15J4

15

Griffith

Loew's

"Ollie" Brooks Joins
to

— New

500
400

starring
Walsh.
Douglas
Fairbanks,
for
United Artists.
"The Voice from the Air" (serial), directed by Robert J. Horner, featuring George
Chesebro at Horsley studio.
Untitled feature directed by Paul Hurst

Fox

at National.
Untitled feature,
ling starring Big
and state rights.

71-73

Charles
for

See-

Aywon

Reduce Footage
out] to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry Rapf, states
Sale to Skouras Bros.
that he will "reduce footage and thus
Skouras Brothers have acquired fall in line with the demands of ex-ht Lights of Broadway," "Tem- hibitors." Rapf says that after corRapf

to

porary Marriage," "East Side, West responding with exhibitors over the
Side," "Gold Madness," and "Spider country he is convinced that they are
and the Rose" for Missouri and tired of over-long features.
Principal
from
Illinois
Southern

Assist Religious Campaign
In connection with the campaign
Ben Wilson's Next For Grand-Asher by the Jewish Education Assn. to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
religious
in
children
10,000
place
Los Angeles Ben Wilson's next schools this Fall, which will be supproduction for Grand-Asher will be ported by the theaters of the City,
"Other Men's Daughters," featuring William Fox has been asked to lead
Bryant Washburn and Mabel Forrest. the work in the picture industry.
"The Love Trap" baa just been com-

Fox To

—

pleted.

Start

—

"The Awakening," Compson's Next
Los Angeles Work has been, start11 K FILM DAILY)
to
ed on Wesley Barry's next picture,
Compson's next the working title of which is "The
London Betty
'I

—

be produced
Switzerland and England.

Woman"

is
to
of production.
recting.

France,

in

Country

"Woman

now in the last
Graham Cutts

William Beaudine

is

directing.

stages
is

Four 1st Nat'ls Being Cut
Four First National releases are
now being cut. These include "The
Fighting Blade," "Ashes of Vengeance," "Dulcv," and "The Wanters."

di-

• •

/&dcuxtticma£

Kid."

G-tctuAsuJ

Fewer Houses Close This Summer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The number of
Philadelphia

—

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM

houses that have closed

in this terriless this year

-

I

tory this Summer is
than for several years past.

STUNTS YOUR ACTIVITIES

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Release

it

on the

THEATRES

17836 U.S.

Simple

-

Economical

-

Effective

SHOWING PICTURES
Under ?*0
70%; under
The

most

theatres
$4.00

is

seats
30%; under 500,
800, 85%; over 800. 15%
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,

PER M UP

50%

Lists

if

30 to

desired.

saved in postage, etc., through elimina
of dead and duplicate theatres usually

tion

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

CHROMOS TRADING

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
244 West 42nd

Let us Explain It

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
St.,

My Friends:—
wonderful things that
have been said about "Merry Go Round"
Some Eastern newspapers have paid me a
greater compliment than they know, although they thought they were praising
/ appreciate all the

another.

Wesley Barry Picture
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

CHROMOS PLAN

—

Pictures.

W.

listed.

directed by

Boy Williams

CASH TIED UP IN

Box M-13

Bros.

THE FILM DAILY)

will

Look BetterandWear Longer

Film Daily

man for Preferred, United Studio.
"The Country Kid," directed by William
Beaudine, starring Wesley Barry for Warner

—

picture

Hirsh of Aywon,

Will purchase, for cash, BellHowell or Wilart late model
cameras.

pictures placed
production include the following:
"Held to Answer," directed by Harold
Shaw, starring House Peters for Metro.
"The Light That Failed," directed by
George Melford for Famous Players.
"Fashion Row," directed by Robert Z.
Leonard, starring Mae Murray, for Metro.
"The Virginian." directed by Tom For-

Detroit
J.
O. ("Ollie") Brooks
has resigned as representative for
Buffalo,
Detroit,
covering
Fox,
Cleveland and Cincinnati.

-.,]

— Nathan

while en route East closed a deal here
with
covering the new
Reelcraft

in

Not quoted
Not quoted

cVorld

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

"The Midnight Limited," directed by Bob
Not quoted Horner at Horsley studio.
"The Thief of Bagdad," directed by Raoul
15& 300

Triangle

(Special

appeared,

first

Z&t/iada ^uru
Deal With Reelcraft

Coast Productions
to

Los Angeles

Quotations
High

report

Trail,"

at

New

Rue de

42

Film,

Clichy.

Aywon
Chicago

this

Law," Lonely

Pathe knew about the con- George Larkin series for distribution
tract with Miss Rav.
in Illinois and Indiana.

no one

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

produce.

will

Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
P'hone, Hollywood
6411 Hollvwood Blvd.

of the

Clay" and "When a Woman Sins," lor Argentine, Paraguay,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.

"Human

Of

the ten thousand feet in this subject all

but approximately six hundred feet were
entirely mine.
The story, treatment and characterizations
were completely changed by me after I
assumed charge of the direction of this
production.

Rupert Julian

Leadership

r
m

by Supremacy
in every field!

j

!

f

If f!t<

First National Has

«>>

,.

Won

The

Six Best-Sell-

ers of Current Fic-

on its RecordSmashing Schedule
tion

IfflWo

Books

that are selling as fast

printing presses

as

can turn

them out; books people everywhere are reading and talking about!
««>>

*v*4
»
•To *s ««"

°
.we

vfu^-4
V •»*
...

V

v
....

Gertrude Atherton's "Black
Oxen," with rejuvenation as
its

theme.

Warner
~"»

expose

of

Fabian's

modern

"Flaming Youth."
Colleen Moore.

B&

startling
society.

Starring

"Ponjola," the greatest story

W

e

S^» 3

<»*^<

Ok rsckel

i>

mail

Cynthia Stockley has written
since "Poppy."
With James
Anna
Kirkwood
and
Q.
Nilsson.

Huntress," by HulFootner; a magnificent
Colleen
starring vehicle of

"The

im

bert

Moore.
Small's
Herschel
Sidney
of
drama
"Thundergate," a
waterfronts
the
nights along
of San Francisco and Shanghai.
With Owen Moore,
Sylvia B reamer and Virginia

Brown

Faire.

"The Sea Hawk," by Rafael
Sabatini.

That's Leadership!

All of them "Jiiat llationdl

Picture*
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63 Salesmen Share $10,000

York; Emil C. Bullwinkle, Howard
Levy, David
Buffalo:
Eugene C.
Markens; Albany: Simon E. Feld; Chicago:
Philip Dumas, lack M. Schwartz, John N.
How land. (1. I.. Ears, Nathan Wolf, William (. Cook; Boston: Nathan Ross. John
B McC.ann. Allien 1'. Bibber; New Haven:
ih H.
Blott. John ('. Bullwinkle; CleveCincinnati: Maurice
land: \\
iter;
White, John Covington, John Eifert; .Minneapolis: Charles
John G. Heywood,

13,

Coast Brevities

Sixty-three First National salesmen will share in the first dn
Of $10,000 in prizes offered to the
holders of the best sales records for
a six months period.
An immediate
division will be made covering business ending Inly 1 to the following:
\cv.

Friday, July

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Maurice Canon lias been loaned to
Century to appear in several comedies.

Lenore Ulric has started work on
"Tiger Rose."

l

Carl

R,

Michel,

Luman

A.

Hummell

;

J.

Dc

Omaha

Moines:

Clyde

A.

Pratt;
Philadel-

Louis E. Goldhammer
Lupin, William 11. Schwalbe, F.
Dallas: Douglas P. Rathbone,
..
Wright; Detroit: A. J. Richardson,
j. W.
Abraham Goldener; Pittsburgh: J. Allison
France,
Meyer
Frank
L.
E.
Gribble,
?hia

;

:

B.

E,
1. conav.
:

1

:

Goldstein.
Charlotte:

Craver. Jack Cunningham; Atlanta: William A. Sanges, Lewis
W. Carui. Paul A. Strachen St. Louis:
Lester J. Bona. Morris Aaron; Indianapolis:
Michel J. Doody, Johan Servaas, Robert
Blazer; San Francisco: Neil H, Brower, Al
J.

Marjorie Daw, Tully MarCharles Gerrard, Kate Price,
Arthur Rankin, Lou Morrison, Philip
Dunham and Kenneth Gibson.
includes

shall,

Mil-

waukee: Joseph G. Goetz, Edgar Weiner, E.
Willett;

The supporting cast of Constancy
Talmadge in "The Dangerous Maid"

Bryan

Paramount's "To the Last Man."
featuring Lois Wilson, Noah Beery
and Richard Dix, is being cut and
(

dited.

Guy Bates Post

is planning to make
appearances with the showing of "Gold Madness."

"iial

;

Oxtoln

:

Washington

C.

:

E.

Tyson, Frank

L. Breenbalgh, John Colder; Louisville: Lee
W, Moffett; Denver: William F. Gordon,

Samuel
Harrison; \w\ Orleans:
Stockard, Virgil H. Bridges; Oklahoma:

MOST IMPOR TANT
A NNO UNCEMENT

Chadwick will have an important part in "The Storm Daughter," starring Priscilla Dean, which
George Archainbaud will direct.
Cyril

OF THE YEAR

Benjamin
J.

Edward D.
Corbyn;

Brewer;

Kansas

Wilkes- Barre:

Joseph Lieberman.

City:

Frank

A.

H.

E.

Elt'tus,

Ethel Shannon and Xetta Westcott
have parts in "Maytime."
W. R.

will

GREENE

A

GiVe\bui' Patrons Free
Ride To Hollywood Play
.

YOU NEEDN'T
WORRY ABOUT
GOING

BROKE
SEE MONDAY'S

FILM DAILY
rQoldwiiiyfi- Qosmopolitatv
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—

—
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Leases

No.

Friday, July

11

13,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Two Houses

Trouble In Sight
Between F.

Takes House In 'Frisco and
Chicago for "If Winter Comes"
Trade Shows for Films
>x

The Fox organization has

C. C.

Before Reaching Settlement
is
reported between the
members of the F. I. L. M. Club and
the T. O. C. C. regarding the work
of the arbitration board.
While no
specific charges are made at this time

leased

Columbia, San Francisco and the
arris.
Chicago, for runs of "If
inter Comes."
The San Francisco
gagement will open July 21. The
eater has been
leased for four
eks.
The Chicago run opens on
pt. 2, and will remain there four

it

at

William Fox is sending out a
Bcial
communication to all cxbitors in which definite dates for

terday that if the tactics existing continued it might result in the destruction of the arbitration board and return to conditions which existed several years ago.
He added that he

lowings of

all of next year's specials
e given.
He says he wants exbitors to see all of the pictures he-

hoped

booking them.

Los

Irene Rich and Eileen Percy in Yesterday's Wife the first of the four C.
B. C. Columbia Super attractions. Directed by Ed. J. Le Saint. Advt.

—

Angeles

— Nathan

Hirsh

has

New

for
York, following perfec3n of production plans for the Fall.
,e will stop off to see several state
ght buyers on his way East.

L.

Commenting on this, an important
member of the T. O. C. C. said yes-

sed.

ft

I.

sulting in the exhibitors being unable
to get a "square deal."
In consequence, it is said matters
are reaching a point where the T. O.
C. C. members of the board are liable
to retaliate where such moves are
indicated and bring about a block.

A

(Special to

members

of the board from
M. Club are working together and in a manner prejudging,
to an extent, some of the cases re-

Harris. "Monna Vanna" will go
S. Barrett McCormick will have
arge of the San Francisco premiere,
addition to the Harris, Fox will
ve the Monroe, formerly Barbee's
x>p in Chicago.
special lighting
rangement for the front of the
>use and the marquee is being de-

On Way Home
THE FILM DAILY)

said that the difficulty is largely
to the fact that from indications

several
the F.

e

Nathan Hirsh

is

due

?eks.

re

M. Club and T. O.
Need Ironing Out

L.

Trouble

e

Following "If Winter Comes,"

I.

— May

47 Parker Stories
To Be Filmed by James

Selling Stock

this

would not happen.

Jess Robbins Here
Jess Robbins arrived in town yesterday from California to confer with

Vitagraph
leasing

his

through which

he

reIt
his latest picture, a print

productions.

is

"Leave

Hogan, Long Island Cinema Offering Blocks To Me" is
Boy"
Ernest
to Towns on the Island
of which Robbins brought East.
Production on Coast
Shipman is President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Long Island Cinema Corp., of Helene Chadwick in Hughes Film
Big State Rights Deal
Los Angeles James P. Hogan, which Ernest Shipman is president,
Los Angeles Helene Chadwick
Charles C. Burr has sold "Secrets director of "Where Is My Wandering is offering 5,000 shares of 8% cumuwill have the leading role in Rupert
Paris," "The Last Hour," "Luck" Boy Tonight?" has entered a partnerlative preferred stock to the public.
Hughes new picture, "Law Against
id "You Are Guilty" to Enterprise ship with Leslie Stewart, said to be
In this connection, blocks will be ofist. Corp. for the entire South and
the American representative of Sir fered to towns on the Island where Law."
P.

—

Director of "Wandering

—

—

I

tiddle

West.

Gilbert Parker. Elinor Glyn and W. the pictures will be made.
Willis Leaving Hays Ass'n
Maugham and jointly they
At least three features a year will
will film 47 short stories written by
Lloyd
D. Willis who has been en"The
first
be
to
be produced, the
Parker.
gaged on legislative matters for the
will be known
They
River
Road."
Barry O'Neill will be featured in
Hays organization, leaves the end of
the pictures.
The first four will be as Sunrise Trail Pictures and will deal the month to join an advertising
with Long Island life and people.
five reelers and will be "The Gateagency.
way of Dreams," "The Whisperer," Shipman is president of the company,
and
"As Deep As The Sea" and "To- William G. Colvin, secretary
Shapiro to Head A. M. P. A.
manmorrow." These stories are in the Claude H. Mac Gowan, general
promiAt yesterday's A. M. P. A. meeting,
volume known as "Northern Lights" ager. An advisory board of
Island people will be the nominating committee made its
for which the rights have been se- nent Long
Victor M. Shapiro is slated
report.
cured as well as on "Adventures of named shortly.
A. M. Botsford,
presidency;
the
for
his
"Pierre
and
and
the North"
Arthur M. Brilant,
vice-president;
People."
Rothacker Sails Tomorrow
Barrell,
Watterson R. Rothacker sails for treasurer and Charles W.
Wiley
will be
Thomas
G.
secretary.
After Minneapolis Theater
Europe tomorrow. The advisabilit \
representative to the U. S. Chamber
will
engage
London
in
laboratory
It is understood that J. B. Clinton of a
of Commerce and the following on
of Duluth, and J. Friedman of Minne- part of his time while abroad.
board of directors: Fred E. Baer,
the
apolis, are negotiating to take over
Beatty, Herbert Crooker. Bob
Jerome
Abroad
Millard Going
the Orpheum theater, Minneapolis
Dexter, Howard Diet/, Walter Eberthe
of
artist
poster
Millard,
Claude
to
them
both
of
and that the visit of
John C. FHnn, Harry ReichenNew York concerns product. Clinton Riesenfeld theaters, sails on Satur- hardt,
and
C. L. Yearlsey.
bach
owns a string in Duluth and Minne- day morning for a three months tour
on
held
be
will
election
The
in
Ocreturn
will
He
Europe.
sota and Friedman houses in the Twin of

Somerset

"0/ Great Value"
Commenting on
of

the proposal
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to

publish the institutional adver-

campaign conducted by
Balaban & Katz, after noting
that the Crandall houses had
carried on a like campaign for
18 months, Harry Crandall of

tising

Crandall
ington says:

the

Theaters,

Wash-

"I really believe it would be
of great value to all exhibitors,
especially those with circuits,

who have never done

it,
the
only question being, would they
lay out this amount of money?
Our campaign here ran some
thousands of dollars, and we
still do it three or four times

a year, even at this time."

Cities.

tober.

Sept.
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"Ollie" Brooks Joins
(Special

to

Al-

When
tract

report

this

at

New
(Special

—

Detroit
J.
O. ("Ollie") Brooks
has resigned as representative for
Buffalo,
Detroit,
Fox.
covering

THE FILM DAILY)
— New pictures placed

Famous

orge Melford
"Fashion Row." directed by Robert Z.
Leonard, starring Mae Murray, for Metro.
"The Virginian." directed by Tom Forman for Preferred, United Studio.
"The Country Kid." directed by William
Beaudine, starring Wesley Barry for Warner

"The Midnight Limited," directed by Bob
Horner at Horsley studio.
"The Thief of Bagdad." directed by Raoul
Fairbanks,
for
starring
Douglas
Walsh,
United Artists.
"The Voice from the Air" (serial), directed by Robert J, Horner,, featuring George
Chesebro at Horsley studio.
Untitled feature directed by Paul Hurst
at National.
Untitled feature,
ling starring Big
and state rights.

to
to

directed by

for

Start

will be produced
Switzerland and England.

Woman"

is
to
of production.
recting.

France',

in

"Woman

Reduce Footage

now in the last
Graham Cutts

—

Wesley Barry Picture
THE FILM DAILY)

—

William Beaudine

is

directing.

stages
is
•

di•

Four 1st Nat'ls Being Cut
Four First National releases are
now being cut. These include "The
Fighting Blade," "Ashes of Vengeance," "Dulcy," and "The Wanters."

Fewer Houses Close This Summer
DAILY)
•ial to THE FILM
The number of
Philadelphia

—

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

houses that have closed
tins

Summer

is

in this

less

than for several years past.

44th

St.,

N.

Y

C.

Release

this

it

on the

CHROMOS PLAN
17836 U.S.

THEATRES

Simple

-

Economical

-

Effective

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 2M)
70%; under
The

most

30%: under 500.
85%; over 800, 15%

se*ts.

800,

economical

method

of

Let us Explain

reaching

is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE,
PER M UP Lists
desired.
30 to

theatres
$4.00

50%

if

CHROMOS TRADING

saved in postage, etc., through elimina
dead and duplicate theatres usually

tion

It

CO.

of

—

—

—

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkin* 4522

244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

THE FILM DAILY)

Country Kid."

W.

—

"The Awakening," Compson's Next
Los Angeles Work has been startHE FILM DAILY)
ed on Wesley Barry's next picture,
Compson's next the working title of which is "The
London— Betty
picture

71-73

I

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO

been com-

(Special to

STUNTS YOUR ACTIVITIES

I

Mimeographing
Aywon Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

just

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Film Daily

Charles See-

Boy Williams

CASH TIED UP IN

Box M-13
!

listed.

Assist Religious Campaign
In connection with the campaign
Ben Wilson's Next For Grand-Asher by the Jewish Education Assn. to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
religious
children
in
10,000
place
Los Angeles Ben Wilson's next schools this Fall, which will be supproduction for Grand-Ashcr will be ported by the theaters of the City,
"Other Men's Daughters," featuring William Fox has been asked to lead
Brvant Washburn and Mabel Forrest. the work in the picture industry.
pleted.

|

Bros.

Fox To

"The Love Trap" has

Look BetterandWear Longer

Will purchase, for cash, BellHowell or Wilart late model
cameras.

Players.

Los Angeles Harry Rapf, states
Sale to Skouras Bros.
that he will "reduce footage and thus
Skouras Brothers have acquired fall in line with the demands of ex-Bright Lights of Broadway," "Tem- hibitors." Rapf says that after corporarv Marriage," "East Side, West responding with exhibitors over the
Side," "Gold Madness," and "Spider country he is convinced that they are
and the Rose" for Missouri and tired of over-long features.
Principal
from
Illinois
Southern
Pictures.

Hirsh of Aywon,

Coast Productions
to

production include the following:
"Held to Answer," directed by Harold
Shaw, starring House Peters for Metro.
"The Light That Failed," directed by

-,al

THE FILM DAILY)

— Nathan

while en route East closed a deal here
first
appeared, with
Reelcraft
covering the new
about the con- George Larkin series for distribution
in Illinois and Indiana.

Los Angeles

Rapf

Cleveland and Cincinnati.

Trail,"

Deal With Reelcraft

(Special to

Chicago

Pathe knew
with Miss Rav.

no one

Law," Lonely

\&&tfiadet&tfnl
Aywon

will produce.

for

69^
89^

72*A
do. pfd. ... 90

Goldwyn

Low

105^ 104^

.

THE

ago,

in

Quotations
.

in

Way

1.

East. Kod.
.*.
F. P. L.

noted

\^

some time

lene Ray has been signed \>y Pathe
to appear in "The
of a Man"
the new serial which George B. Seitz

1603.

High

Angeles-

Los

FILM DAILY

of the

Clay" and "When a Woman Sins," for Argentine, Paraguay,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.

"Human

THE FILM DAILY)

P'hone, Hollywood

6411 Hollvwood Blvd.

"Shadows

Pathe Signs Allene Ray
(Special to

the act of
of

1923

Millhauser Engaged by Famous
Apfel Writing a Book
New Houses For Capital Enterprises
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lindlar with Weber and North
Los Angeles -Oscar Apfel
Kansas City Capital Enterprises
Bertram Millhauser, former Pathc
writscenario writer and director has b
ing a book comparing American and Inc., operators of a chain of theaters;
engaged by Famous Players to adapt European production methods.
He here and in Kansas, has acquired interests in several additional housesJ
"The First and the Last." Joseph rec< ntly returned from Europe.
according to Phil Ryan, general manHenaberry will direct.
ager.
Capital was incorporated a
Foreign Deal on Features
Lindlar.
Walter
year ago for $1,000,000.
formerly
A subsidiJ
with
Jos. C. Reichcnbach has sold "The ary corporation has been formed at
Paramount, has joined L. Lawrence
Weber and Bobby North as director Winding Trail" and "Under Western Eldorado, Kans. to operate all of tha
Skies" for Argentine, Paraguay and syndicate's houses there.
of publicity and advertising.
Uraguay, and "Whispering Palms,"
i.->

TtL XXV No.

13,

ferri-

year

My Friends:
I appreciate all the wonderful things that
have been said about "Merry Go Round!*

Some Eastern newspapers have

paid

me

a

greater compliment than they know, although they thought they were praising
another.
Of the ten thousand feet in this subject all
but approximately six hundred feet were
entirely mine.
The story, treatment and characterizations
were completely changed by me after I

assumed charge

of

the direction of this

production.

Rupert Julian

Won

Leadership

by Supremacy
in every field!
First National

The

Has

Six Best-Sell-

ers of Current Fiction

on

its

Record-

Smashing Schedule
Books

that are selling as fast

printing presses

as

can

turn

them out; books people everywhere are reading and talking about!

Gertrude Atherton's "Black

Oxen," with rejuvenation as
its

theme.

Warner
expose

of

Fabian's

modern

"Flaming Youth."
Colleen Moore.

startling
society,

Starring

"Ponjola," the greatest story
Cynthia Stockley has written
since "Poppy."
With James
Kirk wood
Anna
and
Q.
Nilsson.

"The

Huntress," by HulFootner; a magnificent
starring
vehicle of
Colleen

bert

Moore.
Small's
Herschel
Sidney
"Thundergate," a drama of
nights along the waterfronts
of San Francisco and Shanghai.
With Owen Moore,
Sylvia

Brown

Breamer and Virginia
Faire.

"The Sea Hawk," by Rafael
Sabatini.

That's Leadership!

All of them —
3irj&t Hationdl

Picture*

THE

-22%

DAILY

63 Salesmen Share $10,000
First
National salesSixty-three
men will share in the first division
of $10,000 in prizes offered to the
holders of the best sales records for
An immediate
a six months period.
division will be made covering business ending July 1 to the following:
Kmi] C. Bullwinkle, Howard
Levy,
David Gross;
Buffalo:
Eugene C.
Markens; Albany: Simon K. Fold; Chicago:
Philip Dumas, jack M. Schwartz, John N.
How land. G. L Ears, Nathan Wolf, Wil
liam C. (ook; Boston: Nathan Ross. John
B. McGann, Albert P. Bibber; New Haven:
Joseph H. Blott, John C. Bullwinkle; Cleveland: Walter Forster; Cincinnati: Maurice
White. John Covington, John Eifert; .Minneapolis: Charles Jacson, John G. Heywood,
Carl K. Michel, Lunian A. Hummell; MilGoetz, Edgar Weiner, E.
waukee:
>rk

:

•

I

J.

Willett;

Omaha

Di

Pratt;
Philadel-

A.

I

Louis E. Goldhammer
Lupin, William 11. Schwalbe,
Leonard: Dallas: Douglas P. Rathbone,
J.
A. J. Richardson,
W.
Wrighl
J.
Abraham Goldener; Pittsburgh: J. Allison
Meyer E.
Frank
L.
France,
Gribble,
phia

;

:

B. E.

:

Goldstein.
Charlotte:

I- '.

J.

ningham; Atlanta:

W.

Craver. Jack CunWilliam A. Sanges, Lewis
Louis:
Strachen
St.
A.

Bryan

Paul
Bona, Morns Aaron; Indianapolis:
Doody,
Johan Servaas, Robert
J,
Blazer; San Francisco: Xeil H. Brower, Al
Carter.

Lester

Oxtoby; Washington:

Coast Brevities
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Maurice Canon has been loaned to
Century to appear in several comedies.

Lcnore Ulric has started work on
"Tiger Rose."

The supporting cast of Constance
Talmadge in "'The Dangerous Maid"
includes Marjorie Daw. Tully MarCharles (ierrard, Kate Price,
Arthur Rankin, Lou Morrison, Philip
Dunham and Kenneth Gibson;

shall,

Paramount's "To the Last Man,"
Lois Wilson, Noah Beery
and Richard Dix, is being cut and
featuring

edited.

Guy Bates Post is planum- to make
personal appearances with the showing of "Gold Madness."

;

J.

Michel

C.

E.

Tyson, Frank

L. Breenbalgh, John Colder; Louisville: Lee
W, Moffett; Denver: William F. Gordon,
Benjamin Harrison; New Orleans: Samuel
Bridges; Oklahoma:
J. Stockard, Virgil H.
Edward 1). Brewer; Kansas City: H. E.
Frank A. Elt'tus,
Corbyn; Wilkes- Barre:
Joseph Lieberman.

Friday, July 13, 1923

Chadwick will have an important part in "The Storm Daughter," starring Priscilla Dean, which
George Archainbaud will direct.
Cyril

MOST IMPORTANT
A NNO UNCEMENT
OF THE YEAR

Ethel Shannon and Netta Westcott
will

have parts

in

"Maytime."

W.

R.

GREENE

GWeYouv Patrons A Free
Ride To Hollywood. Play

YOU NEEDN'T

WORRY ABOUT
GOING

BROKE
SEE

MONDA Y'S

FILM DAILY
rOoUhvur^ QosnxopoUtan.
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'

WE ANSWERED WITH
NOT TALK

PICTURES,
No. 340.

Straight-From-The-Shoulder Talks
<By

CARL LAEMMLE

President, Universal Pictures Corporation

'T'HERE

has been a lot of talk about

BIGGER

AND BETTER

pictures.

And

*- there has been a widespread attempt to cash in on this talk. Many a picture which is no better
than the product of five years ago has been advertised as "bigger and better" in the hope of hooking
up to the talk of the hour.

Universal has taken the "bigger and better" slogan seriously. It has deliberately
made before not only better than we ever

—

out to make bigger and better pictures than were ever
made but better than anybody ever made before!

set

Our
"Merry

answer

first

Go Round"!

On

the popular

'to

Boy,

it's

demand

for bigger

and better pictures

is

a picture!

trial trip of the great ocean liner Leviathan, this picture held in its
hundred American business men of all types
bankers, newspaper men, merchants, senators,
congressmen, young and old— and made the greatest hit of the whole trip.

the

—

thrall five

Many of

men who were

familiar with Vienna would hardly believe that
produced in Vienna, but was made from beginning to end in
Universal City, California, U. S. A. So faithful was our reproduction of well known places in Vienna
that they made the positive statement they recognized every inch, even to the lamp posts.
"Merry

the

Go Round"

was not

actually

So much for accuracy and lavishness of reproduction. As for the
never saw anything better in your life. The story, as I have already told you,
love stories ever told
the kind your audience loves but so seldom sees.

is

—

The

sensationally successful run of
Rivoli Theatre on Broadway in the heat of July is
First, that
less

when you have

"Merry

Go Round"

history, but

it

at

acting, you
one of the simplest

the Paramount's

proves several things:

the right picture, you can pack your house regard-

of weather conditions.

Second, that "Merry
you have been hoping

Go Round"

is

one of the "bigger and better" pictures

for.

Third, that Universal has the pictures.

"Merry

Go Round"

shot out of our big gun. Every shot that follows will be of the bigger and better

CAN STAKE YOUR LIFE ON IT.
The coming season will be

is

only the

variety.

first

AND YOU

the greatest in the long, successful history of

Universal and it will be the greatest in the history of those faithful theatres
through thick and thin.

Universal has the pictures, not the talk.

And

they are

who have stuck

to Universal

AND

BETTER!

BIGGER

^The fact

is

—

the truly great pictures

for

1923 -24

will be

paramount

—

THE
;5k BRADSTREET
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Turn Down Cohen

|uys Back Franchise
^erred To Open Own New York
Exchange-Arrangement With

Michigan Won't Let

Commonwealth Ends
announced

(referred

on

(Special

Friday

had established its own exGodfrey Bldg. for the
Jribution of its product, beginning
the season of 1923-1924.
fflhe announcement was made by J.
Ifeachmann, treasurer of the comAy, upon the completion of negoLichtman
iljons conducted by Al
Bachman, with Sam Zierler,
iftident
Commonwealth Film
of

A

who owned

chise for

the

New York

Preferred

and who has

holdings to Preferred,
will
continue to
tribute the first eight Preferred
tires on the schedule ending with
ftughters of the Rich."
The first
aase through the new exchange will
his

lommonwealth

If'The

-*^*™fc*»,.

venture

film dealing
with a world
cruise of the Speejacks, a 90 ft. yacht.
The picture will be released in feature form.

Deny Combine
ILichtman, the Warners and Louis
B. Mayer Call Such Reports
Ridiculous
ji

Billie Rhodes signs contract with Grand-Asher.
a series of six reelers.
Advt.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

New York reports
lbs Angeles
|berning a three-cornered merger
Preferred Pictures, the Warners
I Louis B. Mayer are denied here
lall

parties

She

will

be featured in

Swearing

concerned.

To. Not

Warner says no such plans
contemplated and that the present
Ichod of releasing will not be alId in any way.
I

(Continued on

Page

11)

from the secretary
the M. P. T. O. of Connecticut
a resolution
condemning the
"unfair, untrue and plainly distorted reports" of the Chicago
convention. The resolution was
jadopted June 27, at the Double
Beach convention.
jday received
,of

Those "unfair, untrue and
plainly distorted reports" of the
Chicago convention happen to
have become definite facts, as
(the distorted condition of the
M. P. T. O. of America proves.
And no one knows this better
than the officials of the Connecticut organization.

DANNY.

Your figures. Taking an oath that you're
-'t.
Harsh words, these, Nell. But just the same

Comes from
;

t

Somewhat Delayed
THE FILM DAILY yester-

Booked

in Capitol

telling

Denies "Ben Hur" Agreement
on Friday denied the
cabled report that an agreement
had been made with the Unione Cinematografica Italiene for the produc-

Goldwyn

it's an
important exchange man. Who says:
"All the trouble all the difficulty is about who believes each other. tion of "Ben Hur" in Italy.
And the answer is no one. That's why the exhibitor and the
Hudson Leaves for East
salesmen are always rowing with each other. There's a way out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Let's try it. Here it
a way by which all of us could be happy.
Los Angeles Earl J. Hudson, busiDis- ness manager of the various First
is
let the producer give a certified statement of his cost.
tribution counts and we all know its cost, approximately, any- National producing units has left for
New York to confer with Richard A.
way. So we know what the picture stands when it goes into a Rowland.
house. All right then. So now let Mr. Exhibitor, give a certified
cost sheet.
Of his operations. And then arranee for the right
Features Reviewed
kind of a sharing of the moneys coming in. Then with these
Page
at least it
certified cost statements on both sides it will be easy
Between Two Worlds
should be for the proper sharing of the receipts.

the truth.
jdea.

[larry

Drifting"

"Drifting," Priscilla Dean's new
picture which is incidentally one of
the important Universal releases for
the Fall has been booked into the
Capitol to play there in a few weeks.

Lichtman

said concerning it:
I know nothing of it.
I have not
1 the Warners or Louis Mayer exK for a few minutes on the studio
II

THE FILM DAILY)

Famous Buys Adventure Film
Famous .Players .yesterday .announced the purchase "Around The
World with the SpeVjacks," an ad-

Broken Wing."

(Special to

to

—

in the

Byice,

Re-

Detroit The following night letter has been sent to Sydney S. Cohen
by the Michigan M. P. T. O.
"At the regular meeting of the M.
P. T. O., of Michigan, held at the
Hotel Wolverine, your request for an
invitation to come to Michigan to be
heard on the matter of the withdrawof the Michigan unit from the
al
national body, was brought before
the board of directors, and after a
thorough discussion, the following
conclusions were arrived at.
(Continued on Page 12)

it

lge

Him Appear

garding Deflection from the
National Organization

a pretty

—

—

—

—

—

5

Artclass

"Don't call this 'bunk/ " he went on. "It's being done. The
Columbia Burlesque wheel works it out along these lines. And
Of course they haven't the same
they are pretty successful.
problem. But along general lines we are identical. Let's get the
certified audit working and see how it develops."
Yes these are hot days, and one doesn't like to think too
much. But this is something to think about.

THE EVERLASTING WHEEL
again and again last Tuesday. At the discussion
Over high rentals. And probably will continue,;
of the T.O.C.C.
Whir'.frl

(Continued on Page 4)

Three Wise Fools
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.

Red Russia Revealed
Fox
Rupert of Hentzau
Selznick
Children of Jazz

Paramount

.

.

5

5
5
7

The

Scarlet Lily
First National

Short

Subjects

7
7
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of

1.200

in

theater

seat

Production

building

al

Carolina

in

Asheville, N

T
.

C.

— The

"George Webber,

of

No. 57

December
100,000 SEE FIRPO KNOCKOUT WIL
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lexington, N. C — The mid-winter LARD — Record crowd attend Jersey Cit;

Citizen says:

New York

and

California, is in Asheville securing
data for a large moving picture syndicate about
Western North Carolina as to whether or not the section
will he a suitable place for the filming of a photoplay."

convention of the M. P. T. O. of
North Carolina will be held at the
Robert E. Lee Hotel, Winston-Salem,

The exact

December.

in

he fixed

dates

will

later.

communications

all

DAILY,

71-73

to

West 44th

THE FILM

St.,

New

—

Two

—

,-

—
—

—

European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzeliplatz,

Low

High

Close

105^ 106^

7H/4

71

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's
Triangle
A'orld

continue

management

of the local

theater.

More Paramount Exploiteers
Claud Saunders, manager of exploitation for Famous Players, cele-

Fox Units Busy
brated the fourth anniversary of the
Harry Millard and Charles Horan department by hiring four new men.
ore out on location in Westchester The department now' numbers 38 and
Sales
county with the
"The Governor's by August 1, there will be an ex800 Lady" and "No Mother
To Guide ploiteer in every exchange.
1,000 Her" companies.
Both pictures are
The new appointments arc: John

Quotations
East. Kod.. 106^
F. P.-L. .. 72%
do pfd

will

quoted in last stages of production.
quoted
Bernard Durning is scheduled to
quoted begin shooting the first
scenes of
quoted "Around the Town" for
Fox early
quoted next week.
quoted

DESTROYING
BALLOON — U.
periment

at

Englishman

Malcne, N. Y. Theater Sold

York,

the fighters.

battle;

B\

GRAND

WINS

ei

is

PRIM

in

first

Scouts entertain many notables at Bear Mt
N. Y.; annual round-up at Livermore, Cal
etc.,

etc.

tod az
BRAY BRIEF
Attractions

to

Jr.,

PESTS

S.

annual French aut
classic at Tours.
The world's most powtrl
searchlight installed at Oakland. Cal., Bo

Charlotte. N. C;
Herman K. Fisher to Pittsburgh; Irvin
Waterstreet,
to
Indianapolis;
Charles Winston, to Atlanta, and J.

Rosenfield,

INSECT

Air Service conducts
Henniker, N. H.

SEAGRAVES

Deals Closed by Rogers
deals closed by Charles R.
Rogers of Resolute Film Sales, Inc.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
M alone. N. Y. Fred S. Kirk and include the piecing of the Constance
P'hone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Einney s. 'es with Associated ExT.
J. McKee have sold their interests
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. in the Grand Theater Co. to the hibitors on behalf of Charles C. Burr
Wabash Ave.
Strand Theater Co. of Ogdensburg, and the distribution of the HalperLondon Representative Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury and F. E. Meehan, the third member in Prod, with the same releasing
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
of the firm, has merged his interests company.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
with
the Strand company.
Meehan
Clichy.

Address

PatheNews

Carolina to Meet in

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

192;

15,

September

Line-up Cleveland First-Runs
Fred Desberg of Loew's Ohio Thethe southwesl corner of Hughes Ave, aters has closed a contract with Goldand 186th St., is nearly completed, wyn-Cosrnopolitan
of next
for all
and will probably be ready for occu- year's releases. The theaters include
pancy Sept. 1st.
the Stillman, Allen, State and Park.

The

fit XXV Ni. 12

Sunday, July

Big In Box
Merit

Are
Office

Omaha.

T. Emerling to

Friday's Quotations

Pathe Luncheon to Eschmann
Pathe gave a testimonial luncheon
yesterday to E. A. Eschmann, who
is
leaving the company to handle
First National.
All the
sales for
Pathe executives were in attendance.
Jack Kyle was toastmaster.

OUR

What more
graphic

Crosland to Coast
reported that Alan Crosland,
recently completed "Under the
Red Rohe," leaves for the Coast
shortly to make a picture for Goldwyn, to whom he has heen loaned to
make one picture by Cosmopolitan.
This could not be confirmed yesterday.
It

"What greater material for thought, inspiration and
entertainment have we in the archives of national literature than the LIVES OF
PRESIDENTS?

is

who

vizualization

their

lives,

erect than the

portraying

And

it is with justifiable pride that we announce
course of production the first subject.

Our

in the

"The Searchlight Route'

First President

Between

NEW YORK

GEORGE WASHINGTON
1 his will

Presidents
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

of

our land?

—

_

monument can we

the
romantic, dramatic and inspirational impulses that guided
their footsteps from infancy to the highest position in

Little
Rock, Ark. Sam Drilling
has been appointed manager of the

Capitol.

fitting

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

be followed by similar productions of
in

Publication

historical order,

date

of

one

these

a

all

our

month.

productions

and

will

Box M-13
Film Daily
71-73

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

New

From
N.

R.

Troy

WHITE HOUSE PICTURES INCORPORATED
220 West 42nd St., New York City

Commissio

Daily Sailings as Follows:

be
West

Will purchase, for cash, BellHowell or Wilart late model
cameras.

TROY
VACATION LAN

Full Fleet in

announced soon.

ALBAN

York
Canal

(at

132nd

City,
St.)

6

Pier
P.

3
I

hour
lat
8 P. M. Albany 9 and
P.
(All Daylight Saving Time)

Passengers

St.

half

I

ticketed

through

and

baggage

1

checki

to all points.

Music

Restaurs

Automobiles carried

Hudson

I

at

reasonable rate

Navigation

Compa

(f

—

Take

a

Tip from Truart

Ask any Exhibitor who has played them
Ask any independent Exchange Man who is
handling them —frinstance, Herman Rifkin of
Boston, Gene Marcus of Philly, Jack Bellman
of New York, Jerry Abrams of Chicago, Bob
Lynch of Philly, Louis Hyman of Frisco —about

Edward

Dillon's

"WOMEN MEN MARRY"
with E. K. Lincoln, Florence Dixon

Hedda Hopper and

Julia

Swayne Gordon

"THE EMPTY CRADLE"
Adapted from Leota Morgan's novel

"CHEATING WIVES"
An

Epic of All

Womankind

with Mary Alden and Harry T. Morey
then,

—

Take

the tip and find out if your territory
is still open on these proven box-office
winners.
Do it without delay ask

—

/^rsr.r
Struaypjjlim*
TTIinifii'rs.'T'i lm C
U/ie(PerfetfSeftina

m. h.

hoffman

Vice-President and General Manager

truart
1540

film corporation
Broadway,

New York

"The World Has a Lot of Laughs Coming!

9 9
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Swearing
(Continued from Page
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I
.

"If

I

I

.

.

Those

1)

!

15,

z

Roxy saw Portland theaters
!

!

must mean something.

—

BRILLIANT

Because and it's the simithout much being accomplished.
himself to stop paying
help
won't
his picture "The Pied Piper d
of
reasons
the
exhibitor
plest
J. O. Taylor recently showed
more than he can afford. He would rather "go broke" handling Hamlin" to the Hodkinson organization. And later one of tW
Sooner than let brilliant young men on the staff wanted to know.
a certain picture that he thinks is a good bet.
thei]
with
it.
his
grief
And
take
the other fellow have it.
were so many rats in the picture.
\\

—

Why

SUGGESTED TITLE
time an exhibitor figures he is being asked to pay too
For the Jolson-Griflith picture. Which will probably nevl
has one way out. Don't buy. That's all there is to it.
such for instance. be made
)i course this can lead to all sorts of things
"Black Magic."
as groups of exhibitors getting together and doing things that
Uncle Sam says is wrong. Such as combining. In what might
A
IDEAS
be called restraint of trade. And when you do that you want to
Monte Katterjohn talking. Monte, if you please, is scenario*
make sure you're not caught. Otherwise you're in a jam. But ing for Famous. Says Famous is allowing scenario writers fJ
this constant over bidding for a picture always causes trouble.
greater libert) than an) company in the business. "The scenaiiH
Always will. And it seems you can't stop it.
ist who will do his best work," says Monte, "is the one whoB
There was a chap out in the Middle West. He insisted on unhampered. The minute you begin to tie him up with restrl
paying more for "The Four Horsemen" than Loew could afford. tions the scenario writer isn't worth a hang. He didn't say haA
Even in a Loew house. He got it. And went deep into the red. You guess it. When you begin to get a lot of people muddling
And then cursed distributors. For what they. wanted for a pic- over a script it loses all the individuality of the author. If $e
And he has a flock of brothers in the business. Even if isn't the right man for the story take him off. If he doesn't beture.
long to the organization by virtue of what he writes lire him
they have different names.
But if you employ him to write scenarios for the love of Pete §
COMING ATTRACTION
him do it."
are busy. Right in the midst of collecting data. Relative
Righto.
In the picture business. First
to the History of Hiram Abrams.
"DOC" HAS FALLEN
installment promised. In an early issue.
He has been bitten by the bug. Golfastroitis. And is
AN
pected to make his debut. With other fillum golfers. At
Wise men rent houses. That fools build. It's an old saying. Fall tournament. Oh, yes; Doctor Riesenfeld. That's who
But it might well be used in this.
In the real estate business.
DANNl
Apropos of building or renting theaters.
Any
much he

—

<

FEW

—

—

We

THE

OLD ADAGE

the policv of the Loew organization.
renting a lot more houses than ever before. And build-

Which,

Which

is

I

incidentally,

is

PREPENTED

PQMUEL

ing fewer.

ALL OR NONE
That's the Warner policy for the coming season. You can
have the 18 or not. As you please. And that's all there's to it.
From what the doodlebirds say they are doing pretty well, thank
you. with this policy.

MORE FROM THE DOODLEBIRDS
also say that Famous is paying Jeff McCarthy $75,000
To handle "The Covered Wagon" on the
for his year's work.
road show basis. Quite some change.

They

LONESOME
Eddy Eschmann will have a fine job at First National. But
when lunch time comes he'll be lonesome. The Pearson-StoreyEschmann combine has been smashed. And the golf scores will
be told over the 'phone.
By the way the doodlebirds hint at Storey succeeding Eschmann at Pathe. As sales manager.

NAME

IT'S A
"Dhirendranath Gangopadhyaja is not the name of a patent
medicine, neither has it anything to do with a guessing competition," says "Kine," of London.
Explaining that it's the name
of a producer,.
Yet the immortal

Bard of Avon dared

ask,

"What's

in

a

name?"
Well, we'll

fall,

what

is in

a

name?

GELT
From

across the

Pond come reports

that

Pilgrim" brought approximately $150,000 and

rangement

Wow

a

Chaplin's "The
percentage ar-

for the British Isles.

!

"RED'S" COMMENT
You know "Red." Well, he was up in Maine. On
And dropped in on a few houses. In Portland. And

a vacation.

then post-

Distributed by
15

GRANI'-ASH' R
W. 44th St., N. Y
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Reviews of the Newest Features
"Between Two Worlds »
Artclass

Whole.... MARVELOUSLY

a

5

WONDERFULLY

ARTISTIC,

PRODUCED

A

FERING;

FOREIGN

OF-

QUESTION

WHETHER ITS PECULIAR
THEME AND HEAVY DRAMA

WILL CONSTITUTE ENTERTAINMENT FOR AVERAGE
HOUSE.
No

layers

names but
whose person-

familiar

chosen cast

finely

are subordinate to their characterizations.

alities

Story.... An
of
allegorical
drama that is entirely different from

ype

anything ever before presented on

American screen. It presents
a different idea of the meaning of

the

death but will not conflict with any
religious belief.

There are several

cut-back episodes along re-incarnation lines

stances

which afford

humorous

in

relief

some

in-

and which

have been produced with the utmost care with regard to detail,
scenery, etc.

ox Office Angle....

Its

theme may

be over the heads of some, but for
those who favor an entertainment
that

is

"different"

them think

and that makes

should register one
hundred per cent. The finish, with
its idea of the lovers being reunited
after death instead of in the flesh
may prove unsatisfying to some,
but in view of the story this could
not be otherwise.
it

.You had best see this
before you decide to play it, as its
success at this date is problematic.
In case you cater to a clientele that
enjoys the unusual and you decide
to play it, get behind it in a big
way and rely on its unusual qualities to put it over.
You can make
all the fuss you want to about the
production end of this.
From an
artistic angle it has hardly ever
been surpassed.
The fact that it
had an extensive run in Paris, although under another title, should

xploitation.

.

.

have drawing power.
Throwaways
and
newspaper
ads should read "What lies on the
otherside of the Wall?" "See 'Between Two Worlds' at the blank
theater and find out."
This idea
also lends itself to a lobby display
in the shape of an imitation stone
wall made of paper-mache, with
the same question painted on it.
•irection
by.... Fritz
Lang; has
handled a difficult theme with the
utmost skill, besides creating scenes
of exquisite beauty.

.uthor

Fritz
Fritz

cenario

Lang
Lang

Cameraman

Erich Nitschmann
'hotography. .. .Wonderful; some of
the best double-exposure shots ever
seen.

|.ocale....A

town

in

Europe; Venice

times; an Emperor's
court in ancient China; the Sultan's
palace in India.
in

medieval

.ength

6,940

feet

"Three Wise Fools"

"Red Russia Revealed"

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Fox

"Rupert of Hentzau"
Selznick Distributing

Corp.
Whole....GREAT SUS- As a Whole
INTERESTING As a Whole
A BIG UNDERPENSE AND INTERESTING AND INTIMATE VIEWS OF TAKING AND VERY WELL
CHARACTERIZATION MAKE SOVIET
GOVERNMENT PRESENTED} LIKELY TO
THIS ONE ENJOYABLE ENTHAT GIVE VIVID IDEA OF DRAW CAPACITY BUSINESS;

As

a

TERTAINMENT.

Players. .. .Claude Gillingwater, William H. Crane and Alec Francis an
ideal

trio

Boardman

for

title

roles;

Eleanor

pretty heroine with
William Haines suitable but rather
inconspicuous as the hero; others

a

CONDITIONS IN RUSSIA;
OFFERING HAS GOOD EDUCATIONAL VALUE AS CURRENT HISTORY

The armies of Russia, the
Cast
people and the famed political leaders Trotzky and Lenin: others KalJohn Sainpolis, Brinsley Shaw,
enin, the peasant president, as well
Lucien Littlefield, Zasu Pitts, Maras commissioners of foreign affairs,
tha
Mattox,
Craig Biddle,
Jr.,

Creighton Hale and

Raymond Hat-

trade, labor

mentioned only Type

and education.

ROYAL ROMANCE HAS BIG
APPEAL FOR MANY; TITLE
A GOOD CATCH.

Players. .. .Cast carefully assembled
and with evident attention to suitability
of individuals to various
role; Elaine Hammerstein capable
though not quite as beautiful as she
has appeared before; Bert Lytell
good although occasionally over
confident; Lew Cody a devilish villain as usual; others Claire Wind-

"Red Russia Revealed" is no fiction plot. It is
sor,
Hobart
Bosworth,
Bryant
Soviet Russia as it actually is under
drama
Type of
Washburn, Mitchell Lewis, Adolphe
The
picture
Bolshevik
regime.
the
touched off with humorous bits of
Menjou and Irving Cummings.
exposes points of vital interest in
business; well constructed and with
Type
of
Story. .. .Costume drama
startSoviet
rule,
connection
with
entertaining
elegood variety of
dealing with the love of a Queen
ing with views of Trotzky's two
ments; three rich "old fogies"
for man whose likeness permits
trained soldiers, pictures
million
adopt pretty girl who becomes imhim to impersonate her husband,
which contradict the popular implicated with crooks who threaten
the king, in a scheme to preserve
pression that this army is poorly
life of one of the men; the denouethe queen's honor and the respect
in
lacking
and
trained,
underfed
ment is well hidden and the interof her subjects.
clothing.
They appear well drilled
est splendidly sustained.
massed
equipped.
The
Box
Office
Angle. .. ."Rupert of
well
and
Box Office Angle.... A real thriller
Hentzau" is undoubtedly one of the
armies of Red Russia are shown as
for mystery lovers; they'll have a
specials that you will want to show.
they appear "maneuvering on a half
job trying to beat the director to
It will probably be one of the pica dozen fields from the Baltic Sea
a conclusion so well does he handle
tures that get "talked about" and
to the Crimea, ready at savage
the plot; should be happy choice
any production that gains the pubcommand to drive against western
for your box office.
licity of word-of-mouth advertising
Europe."
Exploitation. .. ."Three Wise Fools"
is worthy of your consideration.
should be an easy one to handle.
The offering proceeds with views
The Strand opening of the picRight off you have a title with fine
peasant
presof Kalenin, the old
ture drew regular "winter" busi-"
possibilities for stunt exploitation.
ident, the pacifier of the peasants,
ness. If that is a criterion you can't
Have three men dressed in clown
shots of Russia's poor begging fuel,
go wrong.
suits, wearing dunce caps, parade
scenes of the Kremlin, and a sugabout with a youngster heading
gestion of the religious persecution Exploitation. .. .First of all you have
the already widely read and entirethem off, carrying a sign which
wherein monks are forced, at the
ly familiar title of Sir Anthony
"Here come 'The Three
reads:
point of bayonets, to desecrate the
Hope's celebrated romance.
After you have
Wise Fools.' "
tomb of patriarchs.
For a street stunt, to be used
aroused curiosity sufficiently with Box Office Angle
Of topical inwell in advance of the showing,
this stunt, announce the showing
terest because it deals with current
and during the exhibition of the
date of the picture.
history and a matter that is of vital
film, you could have a royal coach
For a distribution stunt, give
interest to the majority of civilized
going about with parsons representaway small paper dunce caps with
peoples and should prove absorbing
King Rudolph and Queen
ing
the title of the picture imprinted
to those whose only previous inFlavia. The more elaborate this is
upon them.
sight into Red Russia has been
staged, the more attention it will
Show a trailer of the daring
through the newspapers. The picget.
prison escape that comes early in
ture offers splendid propaganda in
Have another man dressed to imthe picture and you can make promdepicting the dangers of Bolshevik
personate Lew Cody as Rupert of
ises for other thrills and a few
government.
He might distribute
Hentzau.
chills
that the mystery business
press
Fox
Exploitation
The
whatever you wish to use in the
affords.
sheet claims that this compilation
way of throw-aways.
The stage
Broadcast the title.
pictures of Russia today is the
of
Dress your lobby to represent a
play was a favorite and the picture
first to come out of Russia in two
palace entrance and anything else
adaptation should enjoy equal popyears.
Certainly there have been
in the way of decoration that you
ularity but in a still broader field.
no more intimate or extensive
can use.
Direction by.... King
Vidor;
has
views than those to be seen in "Red Direction
Heerman;
by.... Victor
given the stage play a really worth
Russia Revealed."
usually on a big scale with many
presentation;
picture
while
the
Play the picture up as representsplendid settings with an occasional
ranks with the good ones of the
ing
the "tyranny of Russia
one appearing rather unreal, but
season and should please them all;
amazingly exposed in first authenmost of them are good; court cerehe has handled the material to
tic pictorial record of actual conmonials and detail is interesting
splendid advantage and the cast
ditions under Soviet iron rule."
and plot development holds interalso; a little surplus footage can
Talk to local educators and poest generally but liberal eliminacome out and speed up an oclong
few
litical factors who might be intera
especially
tions,
casional slow spot but these spots
ested in helping you exploit it.
stretches where the players overare not prominent enough to spoil
You might also protect yourself
act will speed the tempo.
the excellently sustained interest.
against any interference from So- Author
Sir Anthony Hope
Austin Strong
Author
Montagne
if you are located
sympathizers
viet
Edward
Scenario
J.
Scenario
King Vidor
in a quarter largely inhabited by Cameramen.
.Glen Mc Williams and
Cameraman
Charles Van Enger
ton, (the last three

appear

of Story

one scene.)
Story. .. .Mystery

in

.

Photography
Locale. .. .The
old men.
Length

Very good

home

of

three

rich

6,946

feet.

Photography

Usually all right
Locale
though occasionally spotted.

Length

.

Harry Thorpe.
Photography

foreigners.

1,600

feet

Length

Very

A

good.

royal household.
9,717 feet.
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To Make "My Mamie Rose"

Deny Jolson Statement

The Week's Headlines

15,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the
denied
Los Angeles Mary Philbin's next
statement credited to Al Jolson pubMonday
exhibitors generally on tax returns. lished from London yesterday
in under her contract
with Universal
Arthur Rousseau, Pathe foreign man- Arrangement between Charles Ray which Jolson declared he would re- will be "My Mamie Rose."
and Arthur S. Kane covering star's sume work on the Griffith picture in
ager, back from Kurope says comeUniversal has started "The Trail of
Eastern affairs ended with product August.
It was said no word had the Wolf," with Robert North Braddies, serials and big specials are
going through Associated Exhibi- been received from the comedian.
in demand.
bury directing.
tors, Inc. of which Kane is presiK. Bruce Johnson in English interdent.
view says solution of exhibitors'
Production Increases On Coast
New Theater for Ocala, Fla.
problem of high rentals rests in M. P. T. O. officials to meet in At(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lantic City Aug. 6-8 to discuss re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
percentage.
Production activities
Hollywood
peal of various Federal taxes. Unit
Al Jolson's withdrawal from Griffith
Ocala, Fla. Work has begun ofl

The

Griffith

offices

—

—

picture may lead to complications
over contracts.
Julius Singer, commenting on "The

Golden Bubble" article tells how he
attempted to consolidate independent exchanges and failed.
{Cinematograph Weekly of London
in discussing uniform contract says
have
British
exhibitors
already
fundamental liberties for which

American exhibitors are now beginning to

fight.

Tuesday
InFight pictures cause comment.
dependent operators wary of handling them because of Government
attitude.

Reported
Farnum here.
William
planning one feature to stage a
"come-back."
Joe Brandt advises exhibitors to build
their

theaters

and not

in

their, advertising

First National.
Floyd
handle special work.

be-

for
Brockell to

"Tea With

New York M.

steamship lines including mo-

Kick."

a

has increased to 112.

P. T. O. appoints

mittee to bring
surance rates.

about

com-

lower

in-

ment

To

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Governor Pinch!
Grand Rapids, Mich Under a deseason for pro- cision of the Board of Appeals James ot has been presented with picturJ
reports
busiest
ducers there. Says activity is un- Hartselle will be permitted to operate depicting the events of his inaugura
by Mike Comerford.
precedented.
an open air theater at 422 Valley Ave.
Friday
for 90 days, provided there are no
Releasing Papal Picture
Trouble in sight between F. I. L. M. Sunday shows.
(Special to THE FILM DATLY)
Club and T. O. C. C. over arbitraCleveland W. F. Plagenz is afl
tion work.
Selznick Exchange in Milwaukee
ranging to state right a six reelfl
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fox leases Columbia, San Francisco
will
again called "His Holiness Pope Pius Xll
and Harris, Chicago for showings
Milwaukee Selznick

—

Elmer Pearson, returning from Coast

—

—

of specials.

New

coast unit buys 47 stories by Sir
Barry O'Neill to
Gilbert Parker.
be featured.

Island

Cinema

Corp.,

have a Milwaukee exchange, having
taken over the American Releasing
office here.

new

Ernest Shipman unit to offer stock
Plans three a year.
to public.

Today

House

for

Cleveland Suburb

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Cleveland The Homestead Theater
Co., will open another house this

Jack Fuld has returned from a fivl
weeks' vacation in the Adirondacks. I

"Nobody's Darling," a Baby Pegfl|
comedy, is on this week's Rivoli bill

Grosset and Dunlap will publish
It will
fall at Lakewood, a suburb.
special
edition of "The Cheat. "PoM
neighborhood
of
a
in
the
$200,000,
cost
address
orof Sydney S. Cohen to
Negri appears in the new version.
on unit's withdrawal and seat 1400.
ganization

Michigan M. P. T. O. refuses request

pictures as part of entertainfor passengers.

Governor Presented With Reel I

Gets Open Air Permit

from national organization.
own exchange
"Little Old New York" to have 104
in New York.
Buys back franchise
ft.
electric cign at Cosmopolitan
from Commonwealth.
theater.
"Yolanda," new Marion Al Lichtman, the Warners and Louis
Davies vehicle started.
B. Mayer deny report of joint proThursday
ducing and distributing combinaInternal Revenue Bureau checking
tion.
tion

—

slight in-

planned for Canada.
crease this week over the last two. Walker and Phillips new Dixie tha
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., close for Previously there were a little over ater which is expected to open aboil
four Halperin Prod., first to be 100 units working, now the number the middle of August.

Long

stars.

Wednesday
E. A Rschmann leaves Pathe to
come manager of distribution

Many

on the coast have made a

U12M2BY 2\mER,

PEEPENTf

Preferred to operate

W

Mllfl

0^

My Friends:—

>

/ appreciate all the wonderful things that
have been said about "Merry Go Round.**

Some Eastern newspapers have

paid

me

THE
*MONARCU
OC MIRTH'
,

BANK

a

greater compliment than they know, although they thought they were praising
another.

Of the

ft

ON EVERYONE

OrTUEC
TWELVE

ten thousand feet in this subject all

but approximately six hundred feet were
entirely mine.

w/vrcu cor.

THE

COMINJO
ONNOUNlIMLW

VUIRLVINDS-

The story, treatment and characterizations
were completely changed by me after I
assumed charge of the direction of this

Or FUN AND

udppy

L7\UCUTER.-CQ

SWPY

e8«2

MEDIEY TO BE

PCLCA9E DEARLY-

PEPPY

production.

Rupert Julian
Distributed by

GRAND-ASHER
IS

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y.

Studios

1432-38 Cow rs Street
Los Angeles, Cal.

Foreign Rights Controlled

APOLLO TRADING

1

CORIi

1600 Broadway, N.

Y

THE

IclSlzlL^z

We

predict that

Elmer

Clifton's

DOWN TO THE
SEA IN SHIPS
will create as great a sensation

in

CHICAGO

at the

ROOSEVELT
Theatre
as

it

atre,

did in

where

New York,
it

at the

Cameo The-

ran for twelve consecutive

weeks and where

it

was seen by 740,000

persons at 30 theatres in one week.

It's

a

HODKINSON

Picture

THE

As

a

"Children of Jazz"

Katherine MacDonald in

Paramount

"The Scarlet Lily"

Whole... ANOTHER JAZZ

NUMBER WITH THE FIRST
REELS LIVING UP TO THE
TITLE BUT THE LATTER A
FAIRLY DULL REGENERATION FOR THE "CHILDREN."

Players. .. .Eileen Percy well suited
and gets over the part of the jazz
girl first rate, much better in fact

and more convincing than where
she has to sober down; Theodore
Kosloff miscast in role in which he

Producer: B. P. Schulbcrg
Distributor: First Nationa
a Whole
VERY CONVENTIONAL STORY WITH DEVELOPMENT QUITE OBVIOUS, DOESN'T TAKE STAR
OUT OF THE RUT SHE HAS
GOTTEN INTO THROUGH

As

A
Type

"Different"

of production.

.

Serial

10 episode serial

Pathe's latest serial differs to some
extent from the type of chapter play
they have been releasing in the past.
This difference consists in the fact
that each episode is a complete story
in itself and although the central figure is the same in each case and the
different episodes, if seen in sequence
make one complete story, the spectator seeing one part and not the preceding episode will understand the
action as easily as if he had seen what

POORLY SUITED VEHICLES.

Napoleonic Star. .. .Still "suffering" convincingly
and tries hard to put the part over
but it's all so lacking in plausibility
nee idol" type.
Others Robert
that the job is too big for her.
Cain, Irene Dalton, Alec B. Francis, Frank Currier, Snitz Edwards, Cast
Orville Caldwell again the
Lillian Drew.
star's lead and not an especially
Type of Story. .. .Jazz is running in
well suited opposite for her; others
a stretch of popularity as far as picStuart Holmes Adele Farrington
tures are concerned.
"Children of
and little Jane Mishkin.
Jazz" is an easily digested potion
went before.
with the actual jazz scenes far more Type of Story.... A popular formula
The story has been written and proof
the
eternal
triangle
with
only
interesting and entertaining than
excellent production values to make duced by Hal Roach, and directed by
the long, draggy latter sequences
the picture interesting, besides the Roy Clements, who has succeeded in
that contain absurdities such as the
appearance of the star; girl a vic- making the action live and interestforceful regeneration of the girl and
Robert Doran is responsible for
tim
of circumstances, becomes in- ing.
her frivolous companions by the
volved in scandal which threatens the clear photography. Edna Murphy
lover she had jilted.
her marital happiness until her makes a very satisfactory heroine and
Box Office Angle.... A fair summer
name is cleared.
Iwill in all probability prove a favorite
entertainment; they won't enthuse
over it and they probably won't Box Office Angle.... It depends al- with serial fans. The supporting cast
is also adequate but constantly varyfind it tedious enough to bore them.
most entirely upon the drawing
ing with each episode.
The opening reels get it off to a
power of the star whether or not
The general theme is that Corrine
good start at any rate and cutting
you can use this one advantageouscould speed up the slow latter reels.
ly.
Or if it happens that you Grant, a wealthy society girl, is forced
Exploitation. .. .Once more a tie-up
know your folks still favor the upon the physical and financial breakwith a music shop would be about
eternal triangle business, you can down of her father, to choose her
future path in life. Her Chinese cook,
the best stunt you could use. Get
also play with it.
Wong, offers to read her future in
the proprietor to put on a special
Exploitation.
.Here you have a title the sands, and the rest of each epidisplay of jazz instruments and
that should give you first rate exsode shows what would happen if she
keep a victrola playing the more
You can first decided upon the different careers
ploitation material.
popular current numbers.
Have
play it up in teaser form by distrib- open to her,
coming back at the finthe proper announcement displayed
uting cardboards in the shape of a
ish to the girl and the Oriental pourin the window with the title, "Follily and printed in scarlet.
Later ing
over the box of shifting sand.
low 'Children of Jazz' to the blank
follow it up in same style but with
The different careers hold plenty of
theater."
the lilies in paper and in booklet
A jazz band, or your own orches- form allowing for printing inside. interest, excitement, thrills and even
tra if you have one, can be utilized
There isn't much else in the way humor at times so that "Her Dangerto ride about in an auto, rendering
of stunt advertising that you could ous Path" should have no difficulty
the latest hits.
use.
If you think they might be
in pleasing.
Where they like serials
Paramount has some posters and
attracted by pathos you might let
ads that will attract the eye and
it looks like a good bet, especially for
them know of the self-sacrifice of
give them an idea of what they
the heroine when she risks honor the women-folk.
may expect.
for the sake of securing comforts
Use Eileen Percy's name and stills
persists

in

"The Host"— Universal

"Her Dangerous Path"— Roach-Pathe

assuming

poses; Ricardo Cortez good "mati-

Mildly

Type

Amusing

of production.

.

.

reel

.1

comedy

Lloyd Bacon, "Til
Neeley Edwards in a one
may prove to be fair
enough entertainment for those who
like the star.
There isn't very mul
to say about it except that it contains
the usual situations found when I
tramp is mistaken for a gentlemafl
and is made to act accordingly. He
gets tangled in some chewing gun
puts shoe polish on his hair and gefl

by

Directed

Host"

stars
reeler that

erally gets untidy until the fellow whl
really hired to be the "host" at

was

summer hotel puts in his delayed
appearance.
The bit in which Etf
wards breaks open a wall disclosing
a bearded man in a bathtub will pro!
ably get a laugh.
the

I

I

Gold

"Yellow

Men"— Rang*

and

I

.

.

of her in the lobby.

tured

with

her

are

Those

co-feaRobert Cain,

Theodore Kosloff and Ricardo Corromantic type
that will appeal to your women
patrons.
You might use stills of
tez, the latter a

fine

Cortez, also.
A teaser campaign might consist
of invitations to a jazz party mentioning the date of the showing,
following the stunt with the title
of the picture and the fact that
"Children of Jazz" offers a real jazz
party that can be seen at your
theater.

Direction by.... Jerome Storm; has
injected plenty of pep and atmos-

phere into early reels and good pictorial effects into latter sequence
although it would have been better
told in less footage.

Author

Harold

Brighouse

(from

the play "Other Times.")

Scenario

Beulah Marie Dix
Dev Jennings
Photography
Good.
Locale. .A cabaret and a desert island.
Length
6,080 feet

Cameraman

for her

little

You can
good

to

sister

tell

look

who

is

the picture is
and there are

plenty of attractive settings, gowns,
The
etc.,
to appeal to the eye.
star

tumes

wears
that

some
will

Satisfying Entertainment

Type

of production ...

1

Leo Maloney gets an
work that

reel weste:

opportuni|

somew'
from his usual role
stalwart Ranger in the earlier pdj

to do a bit of
of a departure

And

tion of this.

is

he gives a real

good impression of a man half del
from thirst who sees at last an unlia
ited

supply

this,

there

little

drama

Aside frffl
water.
the usual
interestil
this time woven aroulf
of

is

a water canteen filled with gold nta
gets, its theft and recapture and tf
usual love affair between Joseph!
Hill, cast as the daughter of a rati
owner, and the hero. The suspetf
is well held.

ill.

them
at

Rider— Pathe

attractive
interest

cos-

Should Be Laugh-Getter

Good Average Western
Type

your

feminine patrons.

"Jack Frost"— Pathe

"True Gold"— Universal
of production ... .2reel western

Jack Dougherty the

star,

Type

and Laura

La Plante who ably supports him

Use stills in the lobby and for
a trailer the incident in which the arc pleasing featurers of this western,
wife and detective trail the woman's which although a trifle confused as to
husband to the apartment occupied plot is fairly interesting entertainment
by the heroine, might serve to inof its kind.
There is somewhat too
terest them.
much
footage
in the first reel devoted
Direction by.... Victor Schertzinger;

of production

Beside
title,
is

having a

Snub

.

.

fine

Pollard's

really very

funny

2 reel cornel

hot-weath

latest

at times.

come
It h

good supporting cast, too, inch)
ing Noah Young, Marie Mosquini a
James Finalyson. Most of the laug
result from Snub's efforts to k«

a

unimportant detail, but the scenes comfortable in spite of the sevti
which Miss LaPlante appears with cold at the farm house at Zero Cl
could with material that didn't give
Dougherty hold the interest well. The ter. A new idea in the familiar chj
him much leaway.
story is built around a case of mis- line, is also introduced with go
Author
Fred Sittenham
taken identity, the hero being taken results. It consists of having the (
Scenario. .Lois Zcllner and Florence
for
a gold thief when he is in reality ferent characters dart out uncxpe
Hein
the
man whose mine has been robbed. cdly from behind trees and sna
Cameraman
Joseph Brotherton
Miss
La Plante is cast as the sheriff's the important "paper" from es
Photography
Very good
This happens o
Locale,. A luxurious apartment and a daughter who in her father's absence other's hands.
health resort.
falls in love with the supposed bandit. tinually and at a fast pace with
laugh each time.
Length
6229 feet It is a good average western.
given story good production
and otherwise done as well as he
has

to
in

/HE
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Institutional Advertising

&

Of Balaban
rT"'HE

first of

a series of advertisements, reproduced by permis-

&

sion of Balaban

Let's give the children

a good vacation
How
countless

an interest

Katz, which developed and has maintained

in the theaters of this organization to a

marked degree.

Further advertisements of this unusual campaign will appear
hereafter in the

Sunday

issues of

about the children— the
thousands of children who do
summer months?

not go out of town during the

Katz, Chicago

THE FILM DAILY.

If

they can attend one of our theatres once a week, it will go a
long ways towards making their vacation worth while. And
there tint anything they uill love more.

away

from
If Mother can break
her household cares long enough to take
the little ones to the matinee, it will break the monotony of the day for her. She will enjoy the performance as much
as the children will. And it wouldn't hurt Dad a bit to follow
the

same

plan.

remember

Just

BALABAN

that

& KATZ

theatres are the only ones in the
country that have no Summer policy. Our entertainment

—

just as elaborate
just as select in the Summer as
they are in the Winter.
do not curtail the programs, the
orchestras or the servire in the slightest degree.

programs are

We

These theatres were originallydesigned to do an all-year-around business.

We

knew, even before the plans were drawn, that
would put elaborate refrigeration plants in every one. We
and the result is, that every BALABAN & KATZ theatre
delightful

Summer

resort

when

the heat

we
did,
is

a

at its height.

is

If parents find it inconvenient to
bring their children to the theatre, they

may

send them along alone.

of care of them, find them
attention their elders get.

We

will take the best
good seats and give them the same

we

Don't forget that

charge

prices for matinees every day
but Sunday. Yet the program that is given is precisely
special

low

A*

A.

We

will
the same as in the evening. So, send the kids to us.
give them a good time and good pictures good music and clean,

—

fresh, cool air for

every breath they draw.

Kfecp

BALABAN & KATZ
Chicago
SlaCe

Sued

neat Lake

Tivoli

Riviera

Central Park

Collage Crove
and 63rd

Broadway and
Lawic

Roosevelt Road and
Cenlral Park Av<

'

We

w^Sd

Eidmicely Super-films

BiUnJed Engagements

—

%#f?p

Cter

have invested a quarter of a million dollars in

you

cooling plants for our four theatres to keep

and comfortable when the world

And
Roosevelt

§mi at

we

the air

give you to breathe

is

no

They

less

pure, sweet and invigorating than the wine-like

which sweeps over mountain tops and frameadows the kind of air which thousands seek on vacation days.
air

—

grant

On

when every move disand you seek in vain for a cooling

hot days and nights

tresses you,

breeze, the air in our four theatres

is

is

are cool but never too cool.

leave them

you

A

great many of the 17,000 theatres in this
country close during the heated term. But all
Balaban & Katz theatres actually reach the

peak of their business in June, July, August
and September.
It

costs us

$2,000 a week to maintain and op-

erate our cooling
air is constantly die. 'ging.

fresh,

Our

new

air

You

breathe

with every breath you draw.

theatres are healthful

Summer

When you

can't help feeling refreshed.

as cool

as the first breath of Spring.

The

cool

hot and humid

resorts.

quires

and ventilating

many experts.

It

plants. It re-

involves the use of

more

than 50 motors, ranging from 5 to 240 h. p., to
wash, cool and dry the air we give you to breathe.

Ours are the only theatres in Chicago which make this modern and scientific
provision for your comfort. There is no such equipment in any theatre in

New

York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Paris,

London, Berlin.

but one of the

many

things

Yet, this

Chicago

is

Tivoli

R

i

we do

to serve you.

vi era

bJ.I arid

Ojtug: Grove

BALABAN 6 KATZ
**%.«

Just think of it!

Central Park

THE
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Among
Coast Brevities
(Special to

Hollywood
Clara Bow.

— Preferred
Her

FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Arthur Housman

Hollywood The
producers
out gressing.
here are continually experimenting
"Oh," said Lou, "We've just spudwith oodles of players hoping to find ded in on his first picture."
And they have shown
considering new faces.

picture

first

probably be "Maytime."

Maurice Tourneur is
two novels from which

signed

has

Eastern Notes

COAST CONVERSATIONS
THE

THE FILM DAILY)
will

some

results this year.
You will discover a number of
"finds" in next season's productions.
Young ladies bound to be heard from
in the next few years.

to select his

1923

15,

have an

will

im-

portant role in "Around the Town*
the Gallagher and Shean picture for

Fox.

Mary Mc Laren and

the

Murray

Try to see "The Gold Diggers" at Garsson company are in Connecticut
next picture.
work on the Warner stage. -Director shooting exteriors.
Harry Beaumont last week issued a
decree against all visitors. Which is
Buddy Messinger's next Century
"Around the Town with Mr. Galunusual for Harry.
Comedy will be "Forward Pass." Al
lagher and Mr. Shean" was written
Mary
Philbin
in
"Merry-GoBut it seems Jules Brulatour, Hope
Herman will direct.
Round," Aileen Pringle and Kathleen Hampton's manager, dotes on news- by Louis Sherwin.
Key at Goldwyn. Finis Fox's latest paper editors visiting the set to interLincoln J. Carter is now a regularly lead, Gloria Grey. And Renee AdoIt is understood that Charles Law
view Hope.
And invitations were
constituted member of the Fox scen- ree with Louis Mayer.
In current broadcasted; resulting in a raving di- rence who appears in "Helen of Troy,
ario staff.
N. Y." is making a series of comedies.
previews and rushes they look good. rector waiting
to shoot scenes while
interviewed and interStar
viewed.
In just two days, Harry
banned all visitors on the set, and the
"Gold Diggers" are now going along
on schedule.

Miss

Jack

Earle and

Billy Engle start
for Century short-

Sid Grauman went out to Metro lot
the other day to visit Jack Coogan,
ly.
Sr.
And before he left the lot he was
one of the mob of two thousand exSol Lesser and Mike Gore have tras without the pay check.
returned from a week's visit to San
Jack Coogan had his new RollsFrancisco.
Royce cabriolet on the set for attheir first

comedy

—

Edith

He's up work

in

mosphere. And would not trust anyof a new one to drive it, so became a chauffeur

"Pools First," is the title
Century comedy just placed

in

pro- for the best part of the day.

Look who's here!
Anna Nillson shorn

has the male lead in
"The Wild Party" in which Gladys
Walton will be starred.
Ellis

in-

stead of specially constructed sets, he
is
shooting interiors in a regular
Four walls, ceilings, and
house.
everything.

duction.

Robert

Stroheim has a new slant.
Frisco making "Greed," and

During the past

six

Thurman

Mary

completed

has

work in "Zaza" for Famous.
Swanson is starred.

and

in

will

Taliaferro

Gloria

completp

has

"The Darkened Doorway
start on a new product*

at once.

-

"Potash and Perlmutter," the fill
Samuel Goldwyn production for Fill
National is now being cut and edited)
months the by Clarence Badger. It will be com-

of her famous
More pleted in three weeks.
golden tresses, masquerading as a extra has been in paradise.
in
years.
work
than
two
previous
youth in "Ponjola." And she really
had her hair cut short for the part. Just because producers want plenty
OFFICE FOR
of mob stuff and atmosphere.
Lois Weber will spend a month va- If you wonder how successful she
But
a situation arose last week with
location for motion pic-1
Best
was, just try to pick her out as a girl
cationing at Evergreen, Colo.
where
shootCoogan
company
Jackie
business,
completely furture
in the picture.
ing was held up four days because
nished.
Booby Vernon's contract with
two thousand extras could not be
Apply Box M-15
Christie is understood to cover three
Lou Anger, with extensive oil in- obtained.
Film Daily
years.
terests, at times confuses picture proNow directors are planning sched71-73 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.
duction and oil.
ules in advance according to the days
Ben Lyon who came West on a
The other day, he was asked how the extras will be available.
vacation will probably remain here
his new star, Clyde Cook was proGREENE.
until September, working in pictures.

)i

n

RENT

The James Cruze company filming
"Ruggles of Red Gap," at Eureka, has
returned to Hollywood.

Ince Signs George Marion

To

George Marion has been signed by

Thomas H. Ince through

Jess Smith,

Maragaret Landis, has the leading to play his original role in "Anna
feminine role in "The Love Brand" Christie." Marion has just returned
from London.
a Universal picture.

Release Firpo Picture

Selznick will immediately release a
of Luis Firpo,
made just
2-reeler
after the Firpo-McAuliffe bout, called
"Will He Conquer Dempsey?"

A Celebration
July 25, Julius and Abe Stern
round out their 12th year as pro-

Duratize
(

YOUR

FILMS

Sterns Plan

"Claim No. One," by George W.
Ogden, has been purchased by Universal for

Roy

Terwilliger with
has

williger

work

in

a

were shot

Edward

the

in

;;t

Miami

desert

to

direct

ducers.

Abe who

Sedgwick

is

i

di-

Tully Marshall, Claire McDowell,
Joseph Kilgour, and Ruth Clifford.

Grubb Alexander, has been
by Universal,

to

at

the

Miami Studios.

now

is

in

New York

nia will come to
his brother, Julius
in

who

tie

to

will

meet

return

hold a cele-

bration here.

life

of

your!

prints

Califorto

Write for sample or better]
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to be
still

Duratizing

in

The cast for "Ponjola" will include
Anna Q. Nillson, James Kirkwood,

J.

signed

Prolong the

Duratized without charge.

recting.

gaged

been

who came to the "Mortgaged Wives" for John Brunnew Borzage ton. The production is to be made from Europe

Hoot Gibson's next Universal picture will be "The Ramblin' Kid." ExArizona.

will

in the

picture will shortly start
new production.

teriors

Brunton

Through Jess Smith George Ter-

Stewrat.

Buster Collier
Coast to appear

On

write

enthe

screen adaptation of "Red Lock," in
which William Desmond will be
starred.

GREENE

1

Nathan Hirsh offers
GEO. LARKIN and OLLIE KIRBY

"THE TANGO CAVALIER"
The

first of

the

new Geo. Larkin

is

an

economy.j

Not an expense.
in

series

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
ALLAN

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 5576

220

directed by Chas. R. Seeling.

INSIST

Secure territories nozv from

AYWON
Nathan Hirsh, Pres.

FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

rp

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

—

mday, July

15,

1923

Deny Combine
(Continued from Page

^ouis B.

Mayer

Putting It Over

1)

declares

how a brother exput his phow over.
Send along your ideas. Let
Here

his ar-

lgements with Metro and First Nanal still have a period of time to

is

hibitor

the other fellow
cleaned up.

i.

Warner's denial of a comPreferred and Mayer
s amplified on Friday with a statent from Abe Warner who declared
no foundation
:re was absolutely
"We do not
fact for the report.
itemplate any such procedure," he
d, "nor will we at any time join
ces with any other organization."

know how you

rlarry
lation

with

A

Thrill Bally-Hoo
Wildwood, N. J.

— Norman

John-

son, Hunt's Theaters, Inc., demonstrated a novel, trick bally-hoo upon
the roof of the New Casino during
the run of "Safety Last."
life
sized dummy was dressed
Preferred, the report was open- up, impersonating Harold Lloyd and
rU:
placed upon a chair, the back legs
laughed at it.
of which were hinged to a corner of
the roof, and upon which was printed
riodkinson Gets "Radio Mania"
"Safety Last."
At night a search"Radio light
release
will
flodkinson
played from the roof of a
the
picture
This is
nia" in July.
building opposite, the rays sweeping
ected by R. William Neill which through the crowd on the boardwalk
company
Teleview
the
s used by
and travelling upward to the figure
the Selwyn some months ago.
of Lloyd on the roof.
the
light reached the dummy, a rope atDi Lorenzo with Hepworth
tached to the chair was pulled, causToseph Di Lorenzo has been ap- ing chair and figure to tilt at an
inted general sales manager of the angle
and apparently fall at the
:pworth Dist. Corp. formed to proper moment.
Another rope was
in
this
sales
ndle the Hepworth
pulled, raising the chair to an upmtry. The product is being state right position, giving the impression
hted.
of Lloyd being saved by a miracle.
In addition to the above bally-hoo
Tilley Here Monday
the theater used an automobile to
Frank Tilley, editor of Kinemato- announce the screening of "Safety
iph Weekly of London who has Last."
On the top of the car, penen investigating producing condi- nants announced all the Hunt' TheYork aters.
ns on the coast is due in
On the sides the name of
Dnday from Los Angeles. He re- theater, picture and play date was
ns to Europe on the Olympic.
lettered, and two large cut-outs ot
Lloyd clinging to a clock, completed
Phil Kahn Here
the decoration.
P hil Kahn, exploitation manager
the American Feature Film Co., Camp Fire Girls Sell Tickets
>ston, is in town for a few days.
An attractive ad disOmaha

A

When

Yesterday
Something important happened
in the

T

o

Brings

Film Industry

-

D

Interesting

New

a y
News and

Developments

New

—

Corsicana, Tex.— Q. R. Thompson,
the
of
manager
recently
til
•pheum, Waco, is the new manager
the Ideal.

GOLF
GOLF
GOLF
Clubs, Bags, Balls,

Sweaters, Shoes

Yes—and
Everything for the
golfer

SLAZENGER
First to

mfg. and sell golf supplies
in U. S. A.

12 East 43rd Street
New York City

Omaha

Bee, announced
the
showing of "Nanook of the
North," at the Sun, and was a decided change in the World Realty
Co's usual type of advertising.
The
upper left and right hand corners of
the display contained copy as fol"What Shakespeare is to litlows:

played

in the

erature' and what Rembrandt is to
painting' 'Nanook of the North' is to
the screen."
tie-up was made with the Camp
Fire Girl's Ass'n of the town, which
was conducting a drive for its sumThe management armer camp.
ranged for these girls to sell tickets
for "Nanook," and they in return
received a percentage of the receipts
toward the fund.

To-Morrow
Something may happen affecting your interests Keep informed every day Subscribe

—
—

now

A

Splurge on "Souls for Sale"

—

Dubuque, la. A carnival at the
ball park was utilized by Walter D.
Nealand of the Goldwyn Chicago exchange,

in

exploiting "Souls for Sale"

the Grand.
Cards were tacked all along the
Heralds
roads leading to the park.
were distributed at the midway of
the carnival and all automobiles were
tagged, both on the streets and at the
carnival.
The Times-Journal tied
upon the questionnaire used successat

exploiting this film, starting
three-column head story a
week in advance. Displays of the
novel were obtained in the windows
Stickers were
of three book stores.
used all over town, which was well
fully

in

with

a

b'llcd.

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

Film Daily for
Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately) to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth

Bound

—500 pages.

Subscription, $10

Name
Theatre

Address

— Foreign,

$15

THE
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Turn Down Cohen
(Continued from

Page

Sunday, July

15,

our sincere hope that such a program
will be carried out in every state."

1)

An unsuccesful effort to secure a
been no change in
the situation, that we can see, since statement from Sydney S. Cohen was
Michigan decided to withdraw from made yesterday.
the National body which would war"

That there

rant

lias

reconsideration.

a

It

Goes

was the

to

Japan For Fox

consensus of opinion that the MichiDel Goodman formerly with United
gan unit could not be an integral Artists in Chicago is now en route
tr of ;.n> oiganizotion tli.il wo;:!d to Japan to open offices for Fox there.
sanction the political method*, cm- This follows the plan to perfect disployed ?t the Nat v.nal convention, tribution in the Far East.
particularly re Forj matter as it was
u.-cd by M \ Cohen niid other leaders
Paramount in Guatemala
al bod\
oi 'In
.V
Guatemala has been included in the
"This action on the part of Michi- territory served by the Paramount
gan does not mean that Michigan is offices in Mexico City, according to
not willing at any time to co-operate the foreign department.
with or give its support to any constructive move made by the National
body or any state, which will accrue
Attention Producers
to the benefit of the theater owners
I

;

t

1

."•

'

:

of the country,

glad

and

Capable

who

end will be
problems
may pay us a

tour

will be

extended every

with any leaders
visit, to

whom

to this

courtesy.
"It

know
finite

may

Who

exhibitor

discuss

to

be of interest to you tp

that at the meeting today de-

plans were laid to

wage an ex-

campaign with the National
Michigan to secure the
repeal of the admission tax, and it is

tensive

legislators of

is

Require European Negatives

Cameraman
available

to

making

world

shoot scenes re-

quired by you for local color. Visiting

France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Italy,
Spain,
Portugal,
Morocco, Algeria,
Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt, Arabia, India,
following countries:

Address
Sailing August 8th.
Cameraspondent, c o American Photo Service Inc., 110 W. 40th
St., New York.
China.
Circle
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has been held over for

second week at the
Mark Strand Theatre
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Summer Holds No

Terrors
For Pictures Like These! I
Ernest Shipman

Glenn Hunter

The

Affairs of

presents

THE MAN

LADY

in

YOUTHFUL
CHEATERS

from

|HAMILTON

GLENGARRY

with

by

A

Film Guild Production

Liane Haid

Ralph Connor
I

i

Charles Murray

Ernest Ship man

Thomas Dixon

in

presents

Author of "The Birth of a

ALL STAR

COMEDIES

Nation" presents

THE RAPIDS

THE MARK

with Harry Morey

of the

and Mary Astor

BEAST

presented by
C. C.

BURR

Gene Stratton-Porter

Herman Holland

|

[

Regents Pictures Corporation presents^

WALLY VAN*

presents
presents

MICHAEL

GRANT MITCHELL

OHALLORAN

RADIO- MANIA

directed by

with

James Leo Meehan

They're

in

All

Margaret Irving

PMW*

ESS

in

<«*

i

wmesfsr^'

i

MTHE|DRIVIN'

^FOOL
"with^Patsy Ruth Miller

and Alec Francis*

H0DKINS0N

Pictures

"

tie BRADSTREET

^recognize*

X" FILMDOM

Authority

XXV

1.

!

jries

Monday, July

No. 13

for State Rights

Some "Summer Slump" Helps
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

16,

Price 5 Cents

1923

—

ploitation
do you plan and write advertising
copy to fit your particular need?
"Are you getting the most out of your lobby display are lobby display frames clean,
substantial and attractive?
"Do you keep your theater front and canopy illuminated or has the local supply of

use Peters Prod. About 70% Sold
Kansas City C. E. ("Doc") Cook,
-First To Be "Q" by Katherine
of the state exhibitors unit, in a recent
Newlin Burt
statement, declared that general theharles O. Baummann has been ater business was good in this vicini- light bulbs been exhausted?
i
quietly selling his proposed se- ty, but for those who find the regular
"Is your theater well painted and decoraof House Peters Prod, on the "summer slump" prevailing, he asks ted inside and out?
managing
your
personally
"Are
you
rights marked.
Seventy per these questions:
te
show and on the job at every performance?"
t of the country has either been
"Do we keep our theaters clean, cool and
inviting?
1 or pledged.
Seligman Returning to England
"Is our ventilation system modern and
iaummann stated on Saturday adequate?
Paul Seligman, for some months
date on which the first pict the
"Are our programs varied to what our pa- American manager of the Stoll Film
trons
desire,
or are we forcing them to acwill be started is not definite.
Co., London leaves for home shortly.
cept "just pictures?"
;
initial picture, however will be
"Do we analyze the requirements of our He expects to return in September
'
a story by Katherine Newlin customers in planning our programs.
with prints of some new pictures.
"Are we pulling surprises and putting on
Production will be centered in
t.
special entertainments
to
stimulate public
Angeles.
Peters at present is interest.
Warners Change Name
kng in "Held to Answer," one
"Is our music what it should be?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
he fall specials on the Mt-'ro list, i "Is our ticket seller kind, courteous and
Albany The name of Warner
imong tne more important .erri- congenial?
"Are the employees hospitable and obliging? Bros, has been changed to Warner
lal sales to date are the following:
"Is your operator efficient and on the job?
Bros. Enterprises. The Secretary of
"Is your equipment in A-l condition?
i-West territory to Harry Char"Are you giving time and attention to ex- State has been so informed.
of Standard Film Service Co.,

—

—

nois and adjoining territory to Joe
edman of Celebrated Players;
rry Asher of American Feature

m

of

Boston

for

New

Ben Amasterdam

Proving

England and

of

Masterpiece
Pennsyl-

It

liladelphia
for
Eastern
nia and Southern Jersey.

Expedite Contracts
Universal

prove

Has

District

Them— Close

Managers Ap-

Contact With

Exhibitors Observed
Universal officials express themselves as very well satisfied with an
innovation
inaugurated
recently
whereby contracts with exhibitors
are approved in the field and not sent

home office first.
The company exercises what

to the

a

it

calls

cabinet

control and is said
to have saved considerable sums of
money for the organization.
The
system is based on the conversion
of the former district mangerships
into assistant general sales managerships.
Instead of dividing the country into
districts with
supervision
vested in district managers who are
subject to correction by the home
office,
the country is divided into
nine territories, each controlled by
an assistant general sales manager
who spends most of his time in the
territory assigned to him.
The assistants are all home office
men and know the home office policies.
They have all been authorized
to approve or reject contracts without recourse to the executive offices.
(Continued on Page 2)
sales

Over in the Glendale studio, working in "Clipped Wings"
Burr
special featuring Connie Binney is a tall, somewhat
the
$1,000,000 Unit in Delaware
He is not
distinguished looking man who has a minor role.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Affidavits to Prove Stand
Dover, Del.—The Eldorado W. familiar with a motion picture studio and shows it.
But he is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ott Pictures of Philadelphia have
earnest sincere and trying to make good.
Los Angeles Al Lichtman is preen formed here with capital of $1,His name is Leroy Ellsworth Groom, and by profession he paring affidavits by Preferred camera0,000.
is a consulting engineer.
He is about 35, and has just completed men and laboratory men to indicate
the construction of an ore mill in the far West which cost up- the exact footage on each of the 11
pictures produced by his organization
Equitable Rentals

—

;

wards

The

following has been re-

ceived

from

Aronson,

Alexander

S.

manager

sales

of

Truart:
"Naturally I have read with
considerable interest the various
statements
my article

"THE GOLDEN BUBBLE"
brought

forth.

Far be

it

from

me

to take issue with those who
disagree.
If it has been food
for thought, then it has served

purpose.

its

may be pardoned for
saying it, to me one of the outstanding features of my article
was the question of equitable
rentals and in none of the various statements printed, was this
given more than casual consideration.
Obviously this industry must some time or other
"If I

major
problems and with your perface this as one of

mission,

prepare

shall

I

its

your publication an
ing with

for

article deal-

'EQUITABLE

RENTALS.'
Fine.

Shoot

it

along.

of $4,000,000.

Naturally you wonder what he

year.
Abe Carlos wired last
that Lichtman must have erred
in stating only 11,000 ft. of negative
were shot on each release and now
last

is

doing making pictures. week

And the answer is as interesting as simple. Groom is a college
graduate. He never had an idea of appearing in pictures, and
probably never would have, but some of his fraternity brothers
met awhile ago to discuss the Edison idea of college men. You
know what Edison thinks of college men. He made it plain
in a statement issued some time ago, and voiced the idea that
college men might be all right for the job for which they were
trained, but otherwise, in any other job-nix-no-and that was all
there was to it.
So Groom and fellow collegians chewed the Edison idea
over. And they reached the belief that a grave and great injustice was being done to all the boys in college and those who
planned to go to college. And so, for the benefit of these boys
12 men, all collegians, including Groom, voted to devote an entire
year to disprove the Edison idea, and to go to work in some
profession other than that for which they were fit and ably
trained.

Lichtman wants to prove
statement was right.

his

origi-

nal

Resume Hearing in Atlanta
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Atlanta Further investigations into the activities of Famous Players
will be started here today by the Federal Trade Commission.

Clemenceau Film

The Associated Press

reports from
Paris that Clemenceau's film, "The
Strongest" has been forbidden by the
Prefect of Department of the Var.

Edward Griffith Sails
Edward H. Griffith sailed on the
Majestic

Saturday for Europe.

He

In the drawing of the lots to determine what jobs each will only remain on the other 9ide
should try for Groom picked the ticket to become a motion pic- a week.
True Thompson Here
ture actor. Luckily he was able to get a chance with Charley
True Thompson, well-known state
Burr.
right distributor of Dallas is in town.
Here's hoping Groom makes good not only for himself, but

—

for all college

men.

DANNY.

Mrs. Lewin, Little Theater Films,
now in New York.

Inc., is

\

THE

-3&^

DAILY

JMonday, July

On Broadway

16, 1923

Deny Report
Vitagraph denies the report that it
(Continued from Page 1)
Broadway "The Ragged Edge"
will distribute a series of six producBrooklyn Strand "Rupert of Hent- tions in which Jack Barrie will be In this way, much time is saved bezau."
featured.
The producing company cause the practice of sending on tentative contracts for approval or reCameo
"Enemies
Women."
of
was
reported
as the Basil Enterprise
VtL XXV No. 13
Monday July 16. 1923 Price 5 Cents
jection in New York is done away
Capitol— "The Love Piker."
Corp.
with it. To all intents and purpc^H
Copyright 1923, Wids Film and Film Folks, Criterion
"The Covered Wagon."
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
the Universal home offiee has been
Loew's
New
York
Today
"The
Meeting in Chicago
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
brought to the exhibitor direct. ConHeart Raider."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
Tuesday "Man and Wife" and
Chicago The first annual sales tracts are always disposed of in a
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man"Stormy Seas."
convention of the Warner franchise day or two because the headquarters
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Wednesday "The Isle of Lost holders opened here yestacrday to be of the various assistants are rarelv
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Ships."
continued today and tomorrow. Sam any further away than that from th'J

—

Expedite Contracts

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

New

at the post office at
the act of March 3,
Terms (Postage free)

Thursday— "The

York, N. Y., under

1879.

Friday

United States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,

— "The

Gilded Lily."

Man Between"

Warner is here from the home
and The out-of-towners include:

office.

—

"The Mysterious Witness."
Phil Kauffman, Canada; William Shapiro
and I. L. Wallcnstein, Boston; Harry CharSaturday "The Scarlet Lilv."
nas, Bert M. Stearns and Fred Scheurerman,
Sunday— "Only 38."
Cleveland; William Finkel, Pittsburgh; C. J.
Address all communications to THE FILM
Sonin, Detroit; G. H. Dummond, Chicago;
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, Lyric "Human Wreckage."
L. Herman, Philadelphia; William Oldknow,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Rialto
"Merry-Go-Round."
Atlanta; W. G. Underwood, Dallas; Morgan
Hollywood, California — Walter R. Greene,
Rivoli
"A
Gentleman
Leisure."
of
A. Walsh, San Francisco; E. G. Tunstall,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
P'hone, Hollywood
Strand
"Rupert
Hentzau"
Milwaukee
1603.
of
A. L. Kahn, Kansas City L. K.
Brin, Seattle; Harry Hynes, St. Louis; Sam
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 738 S.
Next Week.
E. Morris, Meyer Lesser and Lon Young of
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fred- Broadway Not yet determined.
the Warner home office.
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Brooklyn Strand— "Children of Dust."
Ave., London, W. 1.
Cameo "Enemies of Women."
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Putting It
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Clichy.
"Human Wreckage."
"The Christian" in Cincinnati
Central
European Representative— Interna- Lyric
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- Rialto— "The
Highway"
Cincinnati When H. T. Snowden,
Purple
vakia), Wenzelaplati.
(tentative.)
Goldwyn exploiteer went to LogansRivoli "Homeward Bound." (tenta- port, Ind. to help Manager H. Horntive.)
beck of the Colonial exploit "The
Quotations
Christian," he arranged for a street
High
Low Close Sales Strand—"The Brass Bottle."
of

—
—
—
—

;

;

—

—
—
—

Over

—

—

East. Kod
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd

Not quoted

liy2

12Vz

72y2

May Make Another

Clifton

300

ballyhoo consisting of a sandwich
man carrying cards reading: "John
denies that he prophesied the end of
He
the word at midnight, Sunday."

Elmer Clifton, it is reported, may
quoted
make
"The Warrens of Virginia," for
Goldwyn
quoted
carried this teaser message for three
Griffith
quoted Fox. He was originally engaged for
days and two days before the opencompleted.
"Six
Cylinder
now
Love,"
Loew's
quoted
ing, "In 'The Christian' at the ColoTriangle
quoted
nial." was added to the sign.
Meeting
Equipment Dealers End
World
quoted
A silk tie-up was obtained with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Department
Store.
Four
Gube's
Chicago The second annual conmodels wearing cherry red gowns
Equipvention
the
Ass'n
of
M.
P.
of
Round Out Advisory Board
prominent
ment Dealers of America was brought were placed in the most
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
window.
A special card read:
to a close at the Congress on Sa"Cherry red is the favorite color of
Los Angeles With the addition of turday
Mae Busch. star of Hall Caine's 'The
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary PickChristian.'
ford, the advisory board of Little
At Fox Studio
The daily Pharos-Tribune and the
Theater Films, Inc., is now comArthur Housman has been engaged Press agreed to have their Saturday
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

—

—

plete.
Ballin,

It

is

composed

of

Hugo by Fox to play opposite Lucy Fox
and Sunday editions stuffed with herBlock,
in "Around the Town With Gallagher
Fifteen hundred postal cards
alds.
De and Shean."

Ralph
Bern,
William
Chaplin.
Mille, Walter Pritchard Eaton, Douglas Fairbanks, D. W. Griffith, ClayBelasco Going to Coast
ton Hamilton, Rupert Hughes, Rex
Belasco will start for the
David
Lubitsch,
George
Ingram,
Krnst
first
Marion, June Mathis, Mary Pickford, Coast on July 29th, to see the
rushes
of "Tiger Rose," which have
Victor
Seastrom,
Frank Reicher,
Robert E. Sherwood, Oswald Garri- just come through.
son Villard and Rob Wagner.
Off to Atlantic City
Officers are Curtis Melnitz, presiTheodore Hays and Mrs. Hays,
dent; Albert Lewin, vice-president;
Joseph Jackson, secretary, and Mil- who dropped in town for a few days,
left Saturday for Atlantic City. Hays
dred Doriss Lewin, treasurer.
will return to Minneapolis in about
Paul

Charles

a week.
Sold to Capitol Film
"The
Irving Cummings has sold
Skouras Gets Principal Release
Broken Hearts of Broadway" to CapiLouis Skouras Bros. EnterSt.
tol Film Exchange for Greater New prises have closed with Irving M.
York and Northern Jersey.
Lesser for the Super-Five and "Mind
over Motor," Principal Production for
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
Missouri and So. Illinois.

—

MATS
A

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

(JACK

WHITE PRODUCT fOK

were mailed to persons in the telephone directory with a mesage about

having seen "The Christian" in Indianapolis and advising the receivers
A book tieto see it in Logansport.
up with an oil painting, 25 hangers,
several special window cards and
copies of the novel was arranged
A
with the E. Mett Company.
free ticket to the matinee was offered to the purchaser of each copy.

The billing camqaign was a
more than usual for that town.

Super-Five series for that

the

j^

WITH

QGL

the East in about ten days and
will sail for Europe.
Upon her return
she will probably go back to the coast
in

COMEDY
.

(—

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

FRED

to

do "Irene"

for

Warners.

19

TH
_

Loeiv Bldg.,

BAER
1540\Broad<way

OFFICE FOR RENT
Best location for motion picture business, completely furnished.

Apply Box M-15
Film Daily
71-73

W.

44th

N. Y. C.

St.,

Will purchase, for cash, BellHowell or Wilart late model
cameras.

Box M-13
Film Daily
71-73

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

FOR SALE
Motion

Picture

Equipped,

Fully

Laboratory
Located in

Owner

leaving for West
cheap.
Film
8.
Daily, 71-W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Bronx.
will

sell

WEST WATKINS
STREET

E.

Advertising

a

251

sheets.

Publicity

FILM LABS.
CRAFTSMEN
o-ar-DO-r^ated
n,

on the sales

A E R

B

terri-

Hope Hampton to Europe
Hope Hampton expects to arrive

BACKFIRE"

definite increases

LOUIS MEYER,

I

f*f£RMflIP

The Universal salesman are likewise getting closer to the exhibitors
than heretofore.
There has been a
definite follow-up policy inaugurated
As explained by a company executive, the
salesman does
not drop
from sight as soon as he signs a
contract with an exhibitor. He comes
back and follows the progress of the
picture.
Universal officials openly
declare their delight over the manner in which the plan is working out
They state its advantages are showing

The A. H. Blank Enterprises,
Omaha, have secured the rights to
tory.

A

little

exhibitor.

7401-7620

K

I
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Mary Carr
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Percy Marmont

MaclynArbuckle

Gladys
Henrietta

Leslie

Crosman

1

Macy Harlan

Sally Crate

i:lH Dore Davidson
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Distributors

are

Invited

to

Communicate with

MURRAY W. GARSSQN

522 Fifth Avenue, New York City^ Phone Vanderbilt 8056

cA Drama of the Wickedest

Street in theWorld

MURRAY W. GARSSON
announc e s

BROADWfflT

BROKE
Directed

J.

SEAR,LE

by

DAWLEY

Iroia.

THE SMTUHn/lY EVENING POST Story

EARL DERR BIGGER

Picture that combines the appeal of

a cooing babe

with the dramatic climax of a Thunderclap

"

THE

——

Monday, July
»

n

i

ft*

1923

16,

3

ma

New

Theaters

—

Columbia, Pa. J. J. Hardy will
Dpen his new Alto theater in Sept.

July 12-1913

Carbondale, Pa.— The latest Comerford house in this section, The Irving, which was recently opened, is
playing to capacity business.
The
house seats 2,200.

—William

Ben Argyl, Pa.

Eyre

GfMlfArfuYOU

will

discontinue operation of the Palace
upon expiration of his lease and assume management of a new theater
being built by the Hurd Bros.

Hammond,
has

Mich.

—Joe

the contract for a
to cost $75,000.
let

Piwaronis

new house

DISPROVES BAD BUSINESS RUU
Can Do Trick—$23,000 Last Week
—
"Covered Wagon" Neither Affected
Rivoli

Picture"

^"JThe
Lf at

by Conditions
Clinton,

i

—

B. Stine

building
house which will open in the Fall.
111.

J.

is

Broadway

in

midsummer, espe-.f

icUlly last week (July 4th),
/> iexpected to bring anything like a
eat pouring of dollars into the plcisn't

'

Milford, 111.— H. C. McDonough
will erect a new house this Fall.

C—

South China Grove, N.
W. T.
Adams has opened his new house.

New Haven— H. M. Eudow

has ap-

plied for a building permit for a theater at Redfield St. and Congress Ave.

'/ture house box offices, but the Rivoli developed -surprising bo"i\ office strength with "The Merry -GoRound" rolling up a gross that,
proves there Is no such thing as bad
summer business providing the pictures played during that period^
have the strength to pull audiences
# "The

Merry -Go-Round"

did

—

Greenville, Cal.— F.
opened a new house.

—

Cal.
An airdome has
fitted to take the place of the

Atwater,

been

H. Delivan has

theater recently destroyed

permanent house

will

by

fire.

A

be erected in

RIALTO

pull

to such an extent as to surprise;
the biggest part of the Broadwaywise folk, for the gross almost
.touched $23,000 0l» the weelc.

—

will

fire.

//i

now

fand

-

Angels Camp, Cal. E. A. Watkins
open a temporary theater to replace the one recently destroyed by

l»«

l

Rivoli
"The Merry-Go- Round"
(Universal). (Seats- 2.200; 30-50-8$.)
This Universal, heralded as unusual
picture, proved more than that on
initial showing: at Rivoli.
House
Old business of street during week*
playing to standees when other

houses "half niled.
Arrangement
between "Universal •and famous
Players was that if picture did business it would remain for second
week, and that' is being done. Gross
first
week almost $23,000, which
'

ga»e
week.
oft

picture

certainty

This week

from

last

of

amind

hjji&hiess is

week

the winter.

—

Corcoran, Cal. Mrs. Maude Williams has opened the Airdome.

littl

3idBig\vfeeK

Broadway
2ndBig Week^
at RiVoli
^Immediately
boohed bjRlAUO

—

Niles, Cal.
Charles Peterson will
shortly open his new house now being built.

—

Georgetown, Cal. G. E. Rust has
opened a theater here.

—

Elsmore,
Kans. George
Moore
has just opened his new house.

—

Conway, Ark. S. G. Smith will
build a $60,000 house this Summer.

FOR RENT
Furnished
District,
vice.

I

Times Square

also switchboard ser-

—Call

am

office,

Bryant 4424.

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

Tie

Siu-pi-ise

Sensation -'DateliieBi^lONoV'

UNIVERSAL
HAS THE PICTUFwEX

THE

•c&OkDAILY

Monday, July

Premiere of "Yesterday's Wife"

—

1923

16,

Up Prices

Hold

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los

ummrmmmmmm

una

—

Angeles Reports following Block Deals for England Buyei
the premiere of "Yesterday's Wife,"
Leaves Without Product and Sore
C. B. C.'s newest special, are enMethods of some American dig
thusiastic.

Be

A "Buddy"

tell "the
And
^>
mmr+r-iim'w
i

other* fellow" just

>

what you think

of

Brown Back from Coast
Southard Brown
Coast.

W.

42nd

We will take a chance on the
the

boosts.

St.

Hutchinson,
until

recently

—

Kan. Dick Doring,
manager of the De

Here are some

haps more.
periences,

of his exprior to his

related

as

sailing:

One distributor agreed on a price
of $12,500 for the British rights to
his picture which, incidentally, has
not been released here.
But when

final
papers came the price
publicity man for the
Metro's local branch, has gone back showed $15,000. The Englishman rewith that organization and will assist fused to do business and returned the

"Scaramouche."

Jhe exhibitor arho didn't play
"Smilin' Ohrough »-_
Oh, u/hot a

DULCY
he axas/

Andjiere's a coupon to help out the good work:

$&tfaffot@ti

t

cure at a

Luxe and formerly

in exploiting

and

when arriving, was ot seminimum four pictures, per-

intention,

Albany, N. Y.— Bacla Theater Corp
New York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators E. F. Baxter, M. Spero and
W. Kessler. Attorney, S. Herzbrun,

The Film Daily
"knocks"

back from the lishman who sailed Saturday with but
one picture purchased, although he
had something like $75,000 to spend

here for pictures.
Incorporation!
His chief objection to making any
Albany, N. Y.— Stella Films, New
York.
Capital $20,000.
Incorpora- further effort to purchase film were
tors, G. and S. Catalano and N. Garra. what he termed the "unsatisfactory
Attorney, A. Decuccim 132 Nassau methods" of many of the film folk
with whom he came in contact. His
St.

220

4

is

tributors so far as the sale of their
product for Kngland are concerned
brought sharp criticism from an Eng

Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

contract.
The representative of a Californiia
producer agreed to sell the rights of
a production, also not yet released
here,
for
$12,000 and the visitor
thought he also had a good deal here.
The producer wired acceptance to the
terms but later rejected them after
holding matters up a week, and giving
no reason for the refusal.
On another occasion the buyer was
prepared to buy a light comedy and]
the price was agreed upon, and the
deal fell through -because of some
difficulty with the laboratory which
held the negative.
These were just a few of the difficulties whicih faced the buyer.

He

finally

became

sailing

Saturday.

Minn.

Chatfield.

new

has opened a

and

disgusted

— Lott

quit,

Camptonj

$25,000 house.

VARIETY
The Film Daily
71

West

44th

St.,

New York

$1
City

SHOW AT 50 CENTS

OVER BIG AT COLORADO
Denver, June

Kindly enter

my

subscription to

The Film Daily

27

(Bishop-O
Colorado
The
smashed tlie Bales "resistance wide
show tin',
open last week with
t

for

one year, starting immediately, to include

put everything else in lowir- in
shade, both as to excellence ol entertainment and box office rfiowln
Seats 1." >.
Rialto (Parainount.
William DcMille's "Only 3i."
40).
•

ii

•

|

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including Weekly Reviews

Issues—Every Day

Comedy and Pathc

— 52 Issues

business

at

matinees

lees

Book— Cloth Bound—500

40).

1,268;

pages

Excellent

m
Storado
I

|

Subscription, $10

Address

I

— Foreign, $15

Sea's

(Paramount,'

"Mary of
attraction.

>'li

I

Mini

the

*

'

than-

Bettor
I

_

./JC447; 50).

(Bishop-Ca.su.

Si

"Temptation" and

Knockout

.

'

'

at*
50-Ccnt admission -rrhts, 40 aftci
noons. Above, $10,200
^^.
ractions.

J

Name

News,
Good
performances;
GrOS

fair.

57.500.

Princess

1922 Year

night
than

1
I

YESTERDAYS
WIFE"
ANOTHER CBC BOX-OFFICE
RECORD BREAKER.

Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmi
"Th.' H:„n Pli s.
co.ictrt.
chi tra
$4 175.
Isis

erinc

(Fox.

'

VI80

and special orApproximately

boats 1.77C; 35). Kath-

McDonald

in

"Women Con-

overrather
Picture
shadowed by forthcotaing produch-ivilv
"Greatest Menace."
tion.
Crossed
billed and press-agented.
$3950.

querers.''

j

I

—
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Buying Out Grauman

Exchange Planned
American M.
eatrical

P. Corp. for

Distribution

Non-

Famous Players

— Edward

O'Donnell Handling Stock

ges

in

the

non-theatrical

Three
to

field,

O'Donnell, formerly with
nick and Fox, is with the organion handling the sale of a stock
to carry out the plans,
i
he company recently took over

The

nk F. Porter, vice-president; Paul

Mil-

the

consideration

total

man's

share

is

In

$1,045,000.

for Grauto reach
likelihood,
the

expected
all

complete operation will be completed
by January 1st, when Famous will
control the theaters in their entirety.

The Hollywood Egyptian
at

which "The Covered

theater,

Wagon"

is

not part of the deal.
Grauman intends building another
theater in
Hollywood along lines
similar to the Egyptian.
There will
be two shows a day, with all seats
reservecl
and
elaborate
prologues
and accompanying bills. Eventually
there will be a third Grauman Theplaying,

i

American Federation of Labor
no such actions were intended,
he officers of American are, WilH. Barr, president and treasurer;

Angeles

theaters, the Metropolitan,
lion Dollar and the Rialto.

Community M.

P. Service, Inc.
the Church M. P. Corp. and is
irstood to have entered upon neations with Henry Bollman, Inc.
hort time ago there existed some
st in the film business because
?ports circulated that the company
labor
against
ickd
agitating
pictures,
motion
ns
through
report gained credence because,
estcd in the American M. P.
are J. E. Edgerton, president
p.,
William H. Barr, a director of
Nat'l Association of ManufacAssurances are understood
rs.
lave been made, it is understood,
hose interested and to officials of

—

Famous Players
have paid $50,000 for a six months'
option on the purchase of Sid Grauman's interest in three down-town

•ard

is

in Hollywood, to house legitimate shows and occasional pictures.
Joseph M. Schenck and the West
Coast Theater interests will be in-

ater

Just one of the big sets used in "The Love Trap," a Ben Wilson
production, distributed by Grand-Asher. In the Circle, Bryant Washburn
and Mabel Forrest. Advt.

—

terested jointly with

A

Switch Release

Jr.,

deal

is

Grauman

understood

in

to

it.

have

its last stages whereby the
Million Dollar Theater at Broadway
Head of Theater Department to Study and Third will be sold to Ackerman
and Harris, thus leaving Famous
Projection in Big Houses
Players with two houses here.
Manages 150 Houses

"Ufa" Executive Here

vice-president; Herbert May"Bull" Montana Comedies to Go
secretary and John E. EdThrough Hodkinson— Ten All
on, chairman of the board of diTold in Series
The latter is also interested
ors.
Herr Scheslinger, director of the
Hunt
Stromberg
has made a new
Le"Woolen
Mills
of
Lebanon
he
theater
department of the Universum
Montana
for
"Bull"
releasing
deal
the
on, Tenn. and Barr is connected
wellAktiengesellschaft the
Beginning in the Fall, re- Film
the Lumen Bearing Co., of Buf- comedies.
lease will switch from Metro to Hod- known "Ufa" of Germany, is in New
York for a 10-day visit during which
kinson.
he expects to study projection and
Mayer Issues a Denial
There will be 10 in the series, each methods of presentation at important
long wire was received yester- probably in two reels. The last Broadway theaters.
from Louis B. Mayer denying through Metro was "One Wold Day,"
Schlesinger arrived on the S. S.
reported combination with Pre- released generally on June 25. It is "Albert Ballin" on which he is makMayer de- understood that Stromberg has the ing his home while in this country.
ed and the Warners.
es he never discussed the matter production of a number of features in The "Ufa" is considered by many the
anyone and then goes on to say mind and that one is already comple- largest company in the German film
Montana also appears in it.
relations with both First National ted.
world, its activities including producMetro are amicable in every way.
On
tion, distribution and exhibition.
the steamer, "Ufa." product is shown
Plant
Cosmopolitan
May
Manage
Valentino Seeks Relief
every night, each performance inth,
1,

— One

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los

0,000
s

Control

be Sold to A. and H.

American M. P. Corp., a
Delaware company, inopening a number of ex-

e

to

Los Angeles Houses

—

reached

at Famous Players
comment on 'the Grauman

While no one
cared
deal

above

to

yesterday, it is understood
details are correct.

The Carletons in New York
Loyd and John Carlton have

New

the

ar-

York.

Their next
"Hard-Boiled
be
will
production
Mabel." Lloyd directed "The Flying
Dutchman" which F. B. O. will
rived

in

distribute.

May Announce

Plans
of the trade
and
editors
Publishers
been invited to a dinner
have
papers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
odolph Valentino has filed an apcluding from eight to 10 reels. Schles- at the Ritz tomorrow night by Arthur
ation in the Supreme Court to
Los Angeles It is reported here inger states that many of his com- James. It would not prove surprising
the attachment against his that Daniel
ite
Carson Goodman may pany's important pictures are aboard if, at that time an announcement
perty obtained by his former at- manage the Cosmopolitan studio in the vessel.
The "Ufa" theater ac- were made relative to the plans of
Arthur Butler Graham, in New York beginning Sept. 1
ley,
tivities cover 150 houses.
Ritz-Carlton Pictures. Inc., the J. D.
suit to recover a balance due for
Williams organization.
Valentino contends
services.
il
Hoffman Returns
there was not sufficient ground
All efforts to reach Dr. Goodman
Balaban & Katz Deal
vvn in the papers or the issuance for a statement yesterday failed.
It
M. H. Hoffman of Truart returned
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
attachment.
Chicago
he
was recalled that Goodman was in from a trip to Philadelphia.
Chicago— Balaban & Katz have
He placed
charge of the production of "Enemies and Detroit vesterday.
new FitzMoss Plans New Theater
of Women" for Cosmopolitan when it "Broadway Gold" in the Capitol, De- signed a lease for the
Since that time, troit, for a week beginning last Sun- patrick & McElroy house being built
S. Moss will build a theater at was made abroad.
The annual
Ave. and 53rd St. It will seat he has made several pictures on his day and at the Randolph, Chicago, at 69th and Kedzie Ave.
rental will be $100,000.
own for Equity state rights release. for the week beginning Aug. 19.
ut 2,000.

—

.

—
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work
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Stuart Paton Injured
(Special to

Griffith

14-/8

IS

...

Triangle
*T orld

its

St.

Paul

Paul.
porators:
St.

Fineshriber

its

i;

that

its first

production

ft

k

of a series
le

with

to

Stebbins

Quits L. A.

State

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles S. J. Stebbins has remanaging director of
signed
as
Loew's State here. Stebbins is under-

—

Takes Over Chicago 'Change
Harry Levey, president of National

stood to have the production of short
Non-Theatrical M. P., Inc., has taken
subjects in mind.
over the Pilgrim Photoplay Exchange
Stebbins has been succeeded by
in Chicago, where branch offices will
C. M. Pincus, former manager of the
be maintained in charge of Bertram
California, San Frncisco.
Willoughby, former owner of Pilgrim.

RICHARD TALMADGE
Will Be

IS

K
sr

"FAST FREIGHT"
Distributed by

lid

Dili

ft'

Truart Film Corporation

v
on

Another Sale by Cummings
Warners Sign William Seiter
"Broken Hearts of Broadway" has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Warners have been sold by Irving Cummings to
engaged William A. Seiter to direct Royal Pictures, Inc. Philadelphia for
"George Washington, Jr.," "Cor- Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
nered"' and "How To Educate A New Jersey.

All Rights Protected

!

er

—

Seiter directed "The Little
Wife."
600 Church Around the Corner" for the

1,000

Warners.

Gable, as follows:
"Three Wise Fools."

—

Aaron A.
Thimmig.

Id

Announces

eye

..;•

London Company with

Ince Plans a Costume Play
(Special to

(Special

August

19;

Fineshriber- "The Spoilers," August
Jefferson City, Mo.
26; "Enemies
Capital,
Louis.
Co..
St.
Ansell
of Women."
Sept. 2; "Six
Days,"
K. Sept. 9: "The Green Goddess," Sept.
Louis
Incorporators:
><)0.
11,

Inc.

Sales

Incorporations

A.

CARLOS PRODUCTIONS,

—

THE
— FILM DAILY)

and

—

St. Clair Amusement Co.,
IncorCapital, $100,000.
O'Malley,
P.

Frank

Charles H. Graham, E. U. Carter and
P. A. F. Smith.

16; "The Eternal Three," Sept 23;
"Red Lights." Sept. 30; "The Steadfast
Heart,"
Oct. 7; "The
Magic
Skin," Oct. 14; "The Day of Faith,"

Oct. 21; "In the Palace of the King,'"
Oct. 28.

More Space
(Special to

for Exterior Sets

THE FILM DAILY)

—

to

THE FILM

— William

Beaudine is
interested in the filming of the HoraHe hopes to put
tio Alger stories.
through a deal that will permit of
Beauthe carrying out of his plan.
dine recently completed "Penrod and
Sam."

Los Angeles

offices,

and

connection desires represenGreat Britain for good
American Film producing Co. or distributing house.
Particulars "PALL
valuable

Los Angeles "The Barber of NewOrleans"
which Thomas H. Ince reGoldwyn's Fall Release Dates
Gold wyn- Cosmopolitan announces cently purchased is a costume play,
the action of which occurs in New
300 release dates of its fall group of
15
Orleans at the time of the Louisiana
including
six
Not quoted eleven productions,
purchase.
pictures,
Goldwvn
one
Cosmopolitan,
Not quoted
two Distinctive, one from Jesse D.
Beaudine Interested in Alger
Hampton and one from Gilbert E.
DAILY)

Goldwvn

W.

THE FILM DAILY)

Stuart
Paton is
Angeles
threatened with the loss of an eye as
a result of an accident which occurred when his glasses were smashed
and a piece of glass imbedded in his

Los

own, and while yours is a wonderful thought, yet I doubt very
much whether the exhibitors of
•the country could fit this particular style of advertising
their respective theaters."

comedies.

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

.pfd

Loews

Buhler of the Stanley Co. of
America, Philadelphia, said:
"Every theater throughout
the country is doing a construcinstitutional

1

—

will be starred in a series of

THE FILM

to

DAILY.

6411 Hollvwood Blvd.

—

Asked relative to the value
of the Balaban & Katz institutional advertising campaign to
other
exhibitors
Frank W.

tive

17,

Weingarten Managing Ruggles
Weiner Leases the Regent
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg Sam Weiner has le;
Los Angeles Larry Weingarten
and Charles Ruggles are hooked up the Regent for a number of year
Ruggles
in a joint producing plan.

Has His Doubts
TiL XXV No. 14

Tuesday, July

tation

in

MALL,"
c

71-73

?he

/ o Film Daily
44th St., N. Y. C.

W.

man who

said Chaplin

would peter out —
Me uras some
.

DULCY

Clara Bow Leaves
Clara Bow left for California yes17836 U.S.
terday to start work under her contract with Preferred with which organization she was placed by Maxine Under 250 seats, 30%; under 5C
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15«
Alton, Inc.
The most economical method of reachii

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

Los Angeles The site of the Hollywood Studios which S. M. Tomptheatres is our ADDRESSING SERVIC
kins and John M. Nickolaus of StandJenner, Pathe's L. A. Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lists if desired.
30
$4.00 PER M UP.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
50% saved in postage, etc., through elimin
New Haven—The De Witt has ard Film Laboratories recently purtion of dead and duplicate theatres usual
been ordered closed, building examin- chased adjoins the laboratory in the
Los Angeles William H. Jenner, listed.
ers having decreed that the building rear. The combined area is 18 acres. former American Releasing represen- Multigraphing
Mimeographing
ot fireproof and cannot be made While both enterprises will be oper- tative here, is now Pathe manager.
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
it.
ated separately, it is planned to use
so except by practically rebuilding
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY C
Billie Rhodes' First
Poli's Palace must remove all the both pieces of land for the erection
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
30
DAILY)
THE
FILM
about
(Special
to
mirrors on the stairs and
of large outdoor sets.
'Phone Bryant 8138
The city building
Los Angeles— Billie Rhodes' first
seats near exits.
Grand-Asher will be
examiners have ordered alterations
for
Three New Pictures Started
feature
Ben Wilson
and various kinds of installations and
"Leave it to Gerry."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Three new pictures will direct.
additions in the Olympia, Poli's Bijou
Phone — Beekman 9091
and the Shubert. The latter house have been started by the Scherick
was ordered to install a sprinkler units. Norma Talmadge is at work
Working on Talking Pictures
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
m. Most of the orders concern on ''Rose of All the World," a South
heating plants, in the cellars, which African story which Frances Marion
Los Angeles Russell Hart, claims
must have metal laths and ceilings. and Chester Franklin will co-direct; to have perfected a device for talking
Constance has started on "The Dan- pictures. The voice is recorded along *EAL
SBKYICI
gerous Maid," a costume story of one edge of strips of standard film
England while Buster Keaton is up and is registered simultaneously with
at
Truckee getting exteriors for the action.
11* Fulton St., N. Y.
{f^&cLuxxitbcrnaJL O^LctuAju)
"Heading South."
Fire Rules Close

New Haven Houses

—

—

—

—

—

—

Surrenders Charter
Finis
THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

w

Starts New One
THE FILM DAILY)

Fox

(Special to

—

Los Angeles Finis Fox's new
ture is "Bag and Baggage."

(Special to

Evanston,
pic-

Amusement

THE FILM DAILY)
111.

—

The

Evanston

Co. has surrendered
charter to the Secretary of State.

its

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

THE
mmmmmammmmmmm
Tuesday, July

17,

-Z&H
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In the Courts
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has
een sued in the Supreme Court by
lathan & Semerad, owners of the

"A Pasteboard Crown" for
lm,
The complaint al51,550 damages.
:ges that the plaintiff granted to the
efendant the* right to release the
lm, under an agreement that rentals
ere to be made on the basis of a
aluation of $200,000, since the film
The complaint states
Dst $37,500.
lat the film was released through
le defendants subsidiary, Playgoers
'ictures, on a rate which made it apear that the cost was only between
15,000 and $20,000, and that the film
It is alleged that but
as inferior.
)r the defendant's acts the plaintiff
ould have received $57,000 from the
r

Theater Changes

Dillon Fires Musicians

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—The Playhouse
Because of the deIthaca, N. Y.
be renovated. Plans are now to
mand of local musicians for an in- will
reopen
the theater early in August.
crease of $28 to $36 in picture houses,
W. A. Dillon, head of the company
Attica, Ind.
Ed Lippold, who will
operating the theaters, has served a
soon give up the Messner is prepartwo-week's dismissal notice, explaining two theaters in Attica, where he
ing as the reason for his action that

—

—

it would cost $12,000 a year more to
pay the musicians the increase.

FOR

—

—

A

—

—

—

A

icture.

Start

Work

on Pittsburgh House

THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh —Work has started
(Special to

on

New

Majestic at 5th Ave. and
Magee. Joseph C. Marks is president
of the corporation which is putting up
the new house, which will seat 1,000.
the

BOX-OFFICE

RECORD
BREAKER

BOSTON STUDIO
The National Motion Picture Bureau announces the opening of the
"National Studio" located at 29 Middlesex Street, Boston, Mass., the best
equipped studio in New England combining equipment formerly belonging
to
Witchcraft Studio, Rex Studio,
Alladin Film Company and National
Motion Picture Bureau.
Theatrical and non-theatrical producers invited to inspect our studio.
Splendid portable lighting equipment
for rent.

—

—

Justice Tierney has
ismissed proceedings brought by the
F. Keith N. Y. Theaters Co. to
duce the assessment of $360,000 on
e Roval Theater in the Bronx, for
21, and $330,000 in 1922. The court
led that the assessment is not an
vervaluation.

DATE
OPEN

will operate picture houses.

Marshall, Mich. P. C. Schram, of
Members of the the Orpheum, Kalamazoo, has taken
Hornell, N. Y.
over the Garden from Bill Marshall.
orchestra of the Majestic, managed
by Fred Peters, demanded 15 minDinuba The Strand Theater has
utes rest in each playing hour, the rest
been leased by E. W. and M. J.
period to be selected at the pleasure
Kelley who have been conducting the
The demand was Pep.
of the orchestra.
taken up with the M. P. T. O. A.
who conferred with heads of the
Thomas Meighan has finished
American Federation of Musicians. "Homeward Bound" and will leave
icture whereas Nathan & Semerad The musicians at the Majestic were for Hollywood within
a few days to
ordered back to the jobs they had left start work on 'All Must Marry."
ave received only $5,449.
In commenting on the above, Ar- pending adjustment of the matter.
Alfred Green will direct.
lur S. Kane of Associated said yesrday that matter had been turned M. P. T. O. of N. C. To Aid School
Allan Dwan has practically com(Special to THE FILM DAILY 1
ver to Seligsberg and Lewis, his atpleted work on "Zaza," which he is
Lexington, N. C. Plans are being making for Famous Players. "His
)rneys and that the charges would
e proved unfounded when the mat- formulated by R. D. Craver of the Children's
Children,"
directed
by
state M. P. T. O., for raising funds Sam Wood, is about
trial.
:r came to
half finished.
for erection of a commodious school
auditorium to be presented to the
Harris Lumberg of Niagara Falls
Fort Smith, Ark. G. L. Peretto
Stonewall Jackson Training School
has opened "The Queen," the first
Has applied in the Supreme Court for
at Concord, as a gift from the thepicture theater in South Fort Smith.
"ti order transferring the trial of the
ater industry of North Carolina.
free performance was given at the
brought against him by Comjit
opening.
lonwealth Film to recover a balance
Fox Theater Opens in Sept.
E
$480 on a picture to Buffalo for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
because
the
defendant
has
ial
a
Mr. and Mrs. R. Reber,
St. Louis
Philadelphia The new Fox theater
umber of witnesses there to prove at 16th and Market, which will seat of the Knickerbocker, are touring the
counterclaim for $1,000 on the
is
Spe- West.
3,000, will open in September.
round that the plaintiff failed to give cial ceremonies will be arranged for
-|im
promised advertising for the the opening day.

Supreme Court

KEEP

New Open

Philip

Davis, President.

ANOTHER BIG HIT
from Universale Magic Box

Air House

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

=

Wildwood, N. J.— The Plaza, adJustice Mullan has
joining the Casino Auditorium, has
enied an application by the Powers
Patrons
opened on the boardwalk.
'ilm Products Inc. to punish Nichol
smoke and enjoy the ocean
may
s Kessel, head of the Nicholas Kes
breezes while watching the pictures.
el Film Laboratories for contempt
The Plaza seats 800.
l failing to make promised payments
in installments of $500 to
f $2,754
Sacramento Houses Change Hands
ay up a balance of $2,784 due on a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
jdgment. The court ruled that the
Sacramento The Hippodrome and
lilure to pay is merely a breach of State have been transferred through
n agreement and not contempt of
R. Saul, San Francisco theater
J.
ourt.
The
Circuit.
broker, to the
State has been leased to the Orpheum
The report of Nathan Burkan as Circuit, while the' Hippodrome will
rbitrator in a dispute between the be operated as a straight picture
National Film Corp. of America and house after extensive alterations.

'

he

Supreme Court

—

T & D

C

-

Walgreene Film Corp. has been
Supreme Court, in which

led in the

New

St.

Paul Theater

(Special to THE
he arbitrator holds that the defendPaul— The St. Clair AmuseSt.
nt had no right to make a charge
ment Co., with $100,000 capital, has
f $2,250 against the proper disbursefilm.
"Hearts and been organized to build an 800 seat
nents
of
the
/lasks," sold to the Federated Film theater here.
Exchange after the $2,000 had been
Loew Changes Cleveland Policy
aid to members of the exchange to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tiducc the exchange to buv it for
Cleveland Loew's State has again
22,500.
changed its policy by discontinuing
vaudeville and playing a straight picDanto With Commonwelath
ture and novelty music program.
Harry Danto is now affiliated with Prices have been raised from 55 cents
important evenings to 65 cents, and afternoons
in
an
"ommonwealth
from 30 to 35 cents.
apacity in the sales department.

—

FILM DAILY)

rmsciLLA

BOOKED
WEEKo/
JULY 29
at Worlds Most Famous

Picture Palace

CAPITOL
THEATRE,NYC

UNIVERSAL ?£l PICTURES

THE

-W!

DAILY

Putting It Over
Here

nationally by Belle Baker.
publishers, Maurice Abrahams
are printing an edition of 50,000 and
20,000 title pages for distribution,

ia

Baby

giving

Peggy

windows

and

store displays that are almost impossible to be obtained by big feature
productions.

cleaned up.

Wins Blue Ribbon

"Merry Go Round"
Universal's
float was a blue ribbon winner in the
The float, a
Silver Jubilee Parade.
large merry-go-round witTi living figures, beautiful girls and handsome
men, mounted on horses, revolved
down Fifth Ave., as a hurdy-gurdy
organ on the float added to the realism of the effect.
The float was
drawn by six white horses, led by six
men in flashy red outfits. Raymond
inagh, director of exploitation for
Universal, was the originator of this
winning float. The presentation was
Cavanagh and his assistant, Marc Lachmann.
The Silver Jubilee Committee ap-

THREE
CENTS
A

—

Carthage, Mo. Phil Ryan is workout plans for the New Crane,
which will be a Capitol Enterprise
ing

house.

New Secretary
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Albany Grace L. Tickner for five
years
secretary
to
Commissioner
Charles G. Blakeslee of the State
Public Service Commission has resigned and will become executive
secretary of the Film Board of Trade
at their offices

in

Albany.

by

Two

Summer
THE FILM DAILY)

D. C. Houses Close for
(Special to

proved the window cards and sniping.

—

"Washington The Strand is being
entrance completely remodelled and renovated,
to the Jubilee grounds with a sign and will open in August.
The

The

float

was placed

at the

DAY

Cos-

"Make it a Merry Go mos has closed for the Summer, and
Round See the Silver Jubilee." will re-open in the Fall with a picture
The picture is now in its third week policy.
reading,

—

on Broadway.

Remodelling Phila. House

A

Baby Peggy Boost
A novel tie-up for Baby Peggy was
arranged by Jack R. Keegan of the
Universal home office staff when the

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Philadelphia

— Fred

G. Nixon-Nirdtransforming the Coliseum,
at 59th and Market, into a new house
'ront cover of the Eddie Cantor song modelled after an Egyptian temple.
Ait was obtained for Baby Peggy. He will carry out the scheme used
The song, "That's My Baby" is being at the Rialto, Los Angeles.
linger

is

TO KNOW WHAT'S GOING
ON IN YOUR INDUSTRY

Highest light, deepest shadow and the delall are
icately graded halftones intervening
carried through to the screen by the print on

—

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
It

faithfully portrays all that

is

in the

neg-

ative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

1923

The

how a brother exput hie rhow over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you

handled

17,

plugged

hibitor

Float

Tuesday, July

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

the

is

words

stenciled in i/aci letters in

the transparent margin.

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth Bound

— 500 pages.

— Foreign,

Subscription, $10

Name

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Theatre

Address

$15

h

hi
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^RECOCMiZEl

Authority
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said that a powerful corporashortly to be formed, or is
process of formation, for the
ation of British films (in the
this is to have some
States)
tie as the British Distribution
Behind are said to be the Hudchief
the
already
Co.,
Jay
of one of our biggest pro|s
concerns, and the Bank of
Together with these will
;d some of the best known and
ilm magnates in this country.
s

;

I

leader of the

:

to
his

I

be

rumor

new movement
and coinciding

Ideal,

interesting to
hat H. Rowson has just refrom a business visit to the
it

A. B.

is

o Call Up-State Meetings
iam Brandt intends holding a
r of up-state exhibitor meetings
as he can arrange them,
insurance and methods of
g the Federal taxes will be

in

sed.

Combine Canadian Exhibitors
THE FILM DAILY)

Ipecial to

Circuit

of exhibitors in

Quebec.

Alexander

S.

subject

to

I

Monday's

relative
appear in

this

issue

THE FILM DAILY.
t

provoke as
his former
on "The Golden Bubble."

promises

to

interest

as

ch
icle

Describes Invasion

meeting of important members of

The statement of an important local
female stars have been engaged at
exhibitor made at the time the A.
salaries that read a bit too fabulous,
B. C. was formed was recalled yeseven to those accustomed to large
terday.
This exhibitor, at that time,
figures.
urged that the organization be given
"It is my impression from close
the financial support necessary to
observation that the total producmake it lasting as an institution. He
tion costs estimated for this year,
advocated the purchase of features
will exceed the total film rentals
on a definite basis and not their acIf
quisition in a sporadic fashion.
received
during any previous
necessary, this exhibitor said then,
That looks like a danger
year.
crossing that needs a 'stop, look
the A. B. C. members should be willing to finance one production or a
and listen' sign on it."
series of them in order to wage the
Continuing, Pearson states:
fight
successfully against the big
"Producers often make mistakes by circuits. All this was voted down at
bidding against each other for the the time.
most popular leading men and leading
ladies.
At present many stars work
Loew's Fulton Closes
in more than one picture at the same
Loew's
Fulton St. and Nostrand
time, and several are drawing salaries
from two or' three producing com- Ave. Brooklyn closed Sunday night
remainder of the summer.
panies, and this practice is likely to for the
kill

those players' popularity.

"Upon

liss.

The
York

Now

Inactive

A

—

in Atlanta

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Atlanta T. O. Tuttle, branch man-:
ager for Southern Enterprises in Dallas from July, 1919 to April, 1920 was
one of the principal witnesses at the
second days' Federal Trade hearing
here.

Tuttle testified that E. H. Hulsey
refused to renew his contract for
Paramount service for the season beginning 1919 on the ground that the
increased prices were out of line. After several major Texas exhibitors
had declined to renew their contracts
on the same plea, the witness testified
that a large group of Southern Enterprise executives and employees from
Atlanta arrived in Dallas and immediately inaugurated plans for acquiring
leading theaters in leading cities.

Lynch, Freeman, Dent, Bamford and
Barnard were members of the party
from Atlanta colloquially known as
the "wrecking crew." Soon after their
arrival in Dallas and in pursuance of
their theater acquisition plan, Lynch,
deposited approximately $1,000,000 in
a Dallas bank and from that moment
excitement was rife. Several exhibitaccording to the witness, exthe
indignation
at
pressed great
Southern enterprise invasion of the

ors,

theater

field.

In his cross examination, Robert
Swaine, of counsel for Famous sought
to

show

that the theater acquisition

Vogel Due Today
policy was virtually forced on SouthWilliam Vogel, exporter, is due in ern Enterprise, since the failure of
New York today from Europe on the Hulsey and others to renew ParaOlympic.
mount contracts meant that Paramount pictures might be shut out of
Further,
important Texas towns.
Engaged for Three Days
Firpo

Famous counsel endeavored to show
Luis that the growing strength of the First
Bos- National circuit made theater acFirpo
ton, Thursday, Friday and Saturday quisition on their part a protective
If the weather is fav- measure.
of this week.
orable, Firpo will receive $5,000 for
The Loew

office has engaged
to appear at Braves' Field,

the engagement.

Asked pointedly by Swaine whether
Paramount pictures did not represent

the

New Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Brin Forms
(Special to

—

highest

quality

the

witness

an-

swered that they were the best advertised picture product and such ad-

With L. K. Brin as gen- vertising was largely responsible for
manager,
Film Classics, Inc., has creating a demand.
The opening will be Aug. 12. eral
(Continued on Page 4)
picture will be distributed by been formed for the purchase of 18
run.

Aronson's

icle

Has Become

recently rel- the A. B. C. will be held on Monday
ative to the amount of money being to discuss matters pertaining to the
spent on 1923-1924 productions as future of that organization. One sesagainst the gross income of the busi- sion was held last Monday when it
ness was voiced yesterday in a state- was decided to meet again next week.
prominent member of the organiment issued by Elmer Pearson of
Mr. Pearson, who recently zation yesterday denied that the cirPathe.
"Operareturned from the coast made the cuit had become defunct.
tions are still going on," he added.
following, pointed remarks:
Regarding the future, this same indi"Production costs are running high vidual was non-committal.
as compared with the past. Male and

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Equitable Rentals

Future

THE FILM DAILY

'..

i

A

Support of the argument advanced

by

returning East, I was agreeinto -The Canadian branch of
ably surprised to find that business
organized
P. T. O. may be
has been holding up so well and in
king use of several local organfact exceeded expectations, and the
the
of
nucleus.
One
as a
is
much talked of 'summer slump' has
ictive organizations is the Mannot materialized as early this year
Exhibitors' Ass'n at Winnipeg,
Probably the serious part
as usual.
wganization has been active for
of the hot spell is over and the damAnother association that will
age will not be great this year. This
line, it is expected, is the M.
encouraging, particularly in view
is
nibitors Protective Ass'n of Onof the facts outlined above."
the
Brady,
of
of which J. A.
In
on, Toronto, is president.
•c, there is the Montreal Thea"Green Goddess" at Sam Harris
Managers Ass'n which includes
Distinctive has leased the Sam
:ally every theater man in MonHarris
for the premiere of "The
Outside of the one city, howstarring George Arthere is practically no organ- Green Goddess,"

—

C.'s

—

—

Top Revenue, He Says

The

Price 5 Cents

1923

Elmer Pearson Warns Industry to To Be Discussed at Monday Meet- Former Lynch Man Tells About Theing Prominent Member Denies
ater Buys in Dallas Hearing
Watch Production Costs Will

Move

of
issue
latest
in a lengthy article captioned
h Films in America," says in

Ion

Danger Grossing

Distribution

for This Country Rowof Ideal FilmSi Reported

ed

18,

Leaves

after the

Seattle

New Warner

Distribution will
Classics.
continue through Kwality exchanges
which Brin owns.

"Ufa" Buys Five Griffith Films
The "Ufa" has purchased five Griffith productions for Germany, "Orphans of the Storm," "Way Down
"Broken Blossoms," "The
East,"
Mother and the Law" and "The Fall

Pittsburgh
Buxbaum Denies Report
Loew's.
Inc. left
Ed A. Schiller of
Harry H. ("Bux") Buxbaum, New
for Pittsburgh last night in connection with the leasing of the Shubert York State supervisor of sales for
first-runs.
for
The theater Famous Players described as "junk" of Babylon."
there
The "Ufa"
opens under Loew management the reports circulated yesterday that he
"The Kid."
had resigned.
third week in September.
Schiller

for

has

also

purchased

THE

&IW,

DAILY
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AMERICAN —
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Low

High
East. Kod..l08'l>
F. P.-L. ..72
do pfd... 89

107^
l\y2
89

Jack

Close

400
100

Loew's

14

m

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

The Exhibitors Association

pic-

ture bit.

UKRALD — No

terially
It is a

one

is

leaven of
Leisure."

entitled

farce,

MAIL — The

"A

Festival

redeeming
Gentleman of

ment

general rule that a stage
laughs and effectiveness

the

its

WANTED :— Salesmen
territory.

comedy loses
when placed

viction

POST— The

than

picture

is

makes

it

—

have a growing con-

their

by no means un-

it

you possess
of

more enjoyable.

tures of the story, * * * the film * * * possesses elements that make it one of those
pleasing entertainments that evaporate from
one's mind soon after leaving the theater.
"A Gentleman of Leisure" is
a leisurely picture and at times the thread
of the story is stretched so tautly that you
think surely it must snap.
This picture is pretty poor stuff.

WORLD —

biggest parachute;

sales

highest

the

and ability
most practical

instinct

and

order?

Write in detail about yourself, so that
an interview can be arranged.
Let-

of

sale

Box M-170
71

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Duratizt
YOUR

United

store in the Godfrey Bldg.,

The

morning.

went
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company

tomorrow
recently

hands of a receiver.
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— Capitol

Let

CHROMOS

JOURNAL— Anita

Write for sample or betta
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to bf
still

EVENING

WORLD— Although
* *

All Transactions in

Stewart
* * has never been seen before in a film
that gave her the opportunity for display of
such vim and dash.

youij

Finance

Your Proposition

Strictest

of

life

prints

* the

EVENING

FILMS

For Economy and

until

let

etc.
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Even
the final fade-out.
go
after you leave the theatre, the thought of
it remains, pleasantly.
For "The Love Piker" is a simple, human
thing, woven out of emotions that might stir
in any one's heart. * * *
doesn't

etc.

pres

tests

ters will be held in strictest confidence.

appeal is there.
The picture gets you from the beginning and

the contents of the
Equipment Corp.
Theater

auction

*

Service

tod ay

for Satisfaction
Cosmopolitan

German

Cal.;

Air

"The Love Piker"— Goldwyn-

VMERICAN—*

Italy;

ability-record-ambi-

TRIBUNE—

To Auction Theater Equipment
William Wooster will conduct an

Siena,

;

Hetchy,
daughter weds;

need a bigger opportunity over
the years ahead than they now have.
Does your experience fully prove that

does not attempt to be other
comedy, pure and simple, and this
but

New York

in

tions,

on the screen.
usual,

Who

that

for

feet

American volunteers unveil
France the huge new water wo

Hetch

which made the play successful.
There is a good laugh in every other scene.
"A Gentleman of Leisure," is contrary to

comedy

all

banners in

of

300

Cal.

to

Paris,

the

all

stream

shoots

Long Beach,

a

picture has preserved

Hartford, Conn.

WELL GOES ON RAMPAGI

OIL

"gasser"

NOW

JOIN

to be ma*
picture. * *

going

upset by the feature
mild melodrama, with

A CYCLIST'S LEAP FOR LIFE
thriller at

like
* * *

—

108
72
89

100

14-M

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

who

Holt and his screen methods,
prove an enjoyable and appealing

Atlanta beats Cruickshank at Ne<
Open Championshi]

City and wins the

TELEGRAM—

Not quoted
Not quoted
14./4

those

No. 58
of

ST T V
Tack Holt is one of the most engaging young men on the screen. * * * At
any rate. Holt seems to .be following in
Fairbank's path, and proves quite as acrobatic as a role which once tried to hold down
that agile star would require.
"A Gentleman of Leisure"
is
a delightful melodramatic comedy, with
Sales
*
the star. Jack Holt, unusually well cast. * *
TIMES Notwithstanding impossible fea500

Griffith

Goldwyn
...

EVENING WORLD— For

PatkeNe
GOLF CHAMPION AT 21— Bobbyj

actor,

is

JOURNAL—

53a

Ave., London, W. 1.
Saris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

as

but cast in an inseems an indifferent one.
proves an exEVENING
It also
cellent vehicle for Jack Holt, » * *
gives the motion picture fans an opportunity
to get well acquainted with a new beauty of
the screen, Sigrid Holmquist.

will

Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
ihonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,
$15.00.

Address

Holt

DULCY

And
entertainment.
such, is its own
There are the customary

entertainment,

18,

Ihe guy urho said No cosfume
plays arou/d do'—
O-o-h, urhat a

Opinions

Summer

called

is
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Duratized without charge.

Confidence

Duratizing

is

an

economy.!

Not an expense.

'

Seek Higher Wages
ciaJ to THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal— As a result of the draw-

-considerable increase, in wgaes.

demand

for higlier

was evidently made from
Love Piker," *
formula No. 13,
scenario No. 47 plot 682
*
proves rather good entertainment. * *
it
The film dotes on speed.
have seen plenty of stupid
films this year, but nothing quite so bad as
"The Love Piker." It is feeble, foolish and
Aside from a part played
incredibly boring.
William Norris. there isn't a real charbj
acterization in it, and the situations are
forced and unconvincing.
* * * has
been picturized most
effectively and as a whole is delightful enIt has a convincingly wholetertainment.
some quality which is often lacking in most
films of today.
good picture. It is some
POST * * *
time too, since Anita Stewart has been seen
on the screen, and she is better than ever.
The story has elements of simple
charm, and enables the personable Miss
Stewart to look grandly forbidding in a soenvironment, and then humbly conciety
two of her best specialties.
trite
Anita Stewart returns to
the screen at the Capitol Theater this week,
winning new laurels at the head of an all-star
n "The
Love Piker." * * *
* * * one of those productions
with a giddy beof which there are many
*
There
ginning and bromidic ending.
production
in
this
sequences
arc sprightly
together with maudlin sentimentality.

—

—

ing up of articles for a new agreeof Montreal, exhibitors are called upon to provide a

ment by musicians

DAILY

Investigate our Plan

ALLAN

CHROMOS TRADING

NEWS—

HERALD—We

The

pay was submitted

to the Montreal Theatrical Managers
Ass'n and the proposal forms the suggested basis of agreement for the 12
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Duratized

MAIL—

Four
beginning Sept. 1.
hundred musicians are involved.

months

A.

FILMS

The

story of "Yesterday's Wife"
be syndicated by C. B. C. to a
number of newspapers.

will
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!

—
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New York

Chicago
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Kent on Vacation
Kent of Famous Players

spending a
mountains.

brief
>

vacation

in

is

the
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ACTION?

this
Oh, boy
one fairly sizzles with ac^tion and thrills. Variety
says it's a "ripsnorter" and it's
ripsnorters you need to drag 'em
in during the hot weather. This
one will do it will do it in such
unmistakable fashion as to roll
up real profits for you! Get behind this one with F. B. O.'s campaign of dollar-getting showmanship and you'll do business

/\

—

—

FOR A
QUICK CLEANUP BOOK IT

even beyond your hopes.

NOW!

!

!

Presented by P. A. Powers

Written by

Wyndham

Martin

Distributed by

F. B. 0.

New York, N. Y.
723 Seventh Ave.,
Exchanges Everywhere
Sales Office United Kingdom, R.-C. Pictures Corporation,
26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St., London, W. 1, England
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(Continued from Page

Hackworth was

1)

first

1923

Fax theater in Miami where the company is already interested along with
Harry I. each and others in some

Describes Invasion
C. L.

18,

witness

five or six theaters.

Counsel on both sides
Questioned as to why his company
agreed to hold Dan Michalove for
sought another house where they had
further examination at a later date in
ample
outlet
for
their
product,
oi di r to hear out of town witnesses.
Michalove replied that they wanted
a
At this junction
better theater.
Fuller asked the witness if that proceeding was not a variance with the
Describes Lynch Theater Activities agreement Zukor had with the naGives Data
in Southern Field
Theretional exhibitor organization.
on Circuit
upon, Bruce Bromley, acting counsel

this afternoon.

Michalove

On

Stand

—

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for Famous Players, objected, but
(Editorial Note
The following Examiner Alvord overruled the obdispatch was delayed in delivery and jection and Michalove replied that

—

otherwise would have appeared in
yesterday's issue.)
Atlanta The entire Monday morning session of the hearing of Federal
Trade Commission's charges against
the Famous Players-Lasky group,

—

no agreement made by Zukor would
have affected Miami since Southern
Enterprises
holdings.

owned only 50%

of

the

Continuing
of
his
examination
Michalove in the afternoon session,
which was resumed in Atlanta, was Chief Counsel Fuller established the
consumed with taking testimony from fact that many of the 164 theaters
Dan Michalove, director of theaters sold or disposed of by Southern Enunder the Lynch administration, of terprises represented less desirable
Southern Enterprises and general investments, or surplus theaters in
division
manager under the new towns where the seating capacity of
Famous regime.
their other theaters was more than
During the two hours that Micha- adequate, or theaters on which leases
or
theaters
which autolove was on the stand, Chief Counsel expired,
Fuller for the Government pursued a matically closed when Southern Enline of questioning calculated to show terprises opened better houses in the
that the big majority of the 164 the- particular town.
On cross examinaaters which, according to their state- tion Acting Counsel
Bromley for
ment to the commission, Southern Famous sought to show that comEnterprises has disposed of were less petitive houses had an equal break
seating
profitable
investments being small with
them
in
location,
theaters in relatively small towns. capacity, and general character.
He
Following up the "disposed of" list was proceeding smoothly until he
town by town, through the states of mentioned Atlanta and attempted to
Alabama and Florida, the one notable show that both the Criterion and
exception was the case of Orlando, Metropolitan
theaters
had played
Fla.,

EILEEN PERCY
Featured in

"THE FLIRT"
"WITHIN THE LAW"

WITH NORMA TALMADGE

same

Paramounts

"CHILDREN OF JAZZ"

WATCH FOR HER

entire

holdings

of

IN

of examination, Fuller developed that Southern Enterprises
about a month ago bought the Fair-

The
A Columbia

where the

Paramount

pictures.

The laugh

that

Southern Enterprises numbering five greeted his leading question caused
theaters were sold early this year to even the witness to smile and refer
E. J. Sparks.
them to Willard Patterson, who just
Asked why Southern Enterprises entered the room. It is a conspicuous
should have sold houses returning so fact that the Metropolitan has never
good a profit, Michalove said it was been offered a Paramount picture and
partly of consideration for Sparks that in all its history the Criterion
The question
who had been for ten years with the played only one.
Enterprise scored a point for the Government.
Lynch
and
Southern
organizations and who was leaving Examiner Alvord adjourned the sesthe company and anxious to buy and sion on the conclusion of crossMichalove will resume
partly because they knew Sparks to examination.
be a live-wire, high-class showman stand for direct examination Tuesday
who would maintain a good standard morning, and it is expected that WilContinuing along the lard Patterson will be called imof exhibition.
line

First

of C.

B.

C.'s

mediately
point to
Atlanta.

thereafter.
a

two

weeks'

Indications
session in

IRENE RICH
Featured in

STREET SINGER"
WITH MARY PICKFORD
•T'HE

"BRASS"

"ONE CLEAR CALL"

WATCH FOR HER

Great Special Attractions
Gems

Picture
Directed by

Edward

J.

Le

IN

Saint.

With a

Brilliant All Star

Cast

of the Screen

—

r*
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Orleans Next

Expected

v't

Authority

to

Monday

—

Atlanta
Exhibitors

In his address at the RitzCarlton last night when the
Valentino-Williams deal was
announced, J. D, Williams said:

on Stand

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

itlanta
The Government's investion into Famous Players activiin the South is expected to termiThe
e here the end of the week.
of the hearing will be in
t seat

w

"We

are sometimes likely to forget
eliminate the human element
which is part and parcel of a contract
with a star. The star is called upon
to live in a manner befitting his popularity and to uphold the dignity of
his position.
These conditions actually demand big increases in salary and
they must be met.
The very essence
of the show business is 'give and take.'
Show me a company that hasn't abrogated a contract if the contract was
against it.
All that I know, have.
The star makes a contract with the
company, the pictures are made and
the public doesn't want the pictures.
Any star with honor realizes he cannot continue to force his services on
the company, and as a result the contract is cancelled.
It's a poor rule
that doesn't work both ways.
With
the increase of a star's popularity and
drawing power, the contract must be
adjusted.

hour afternoon session
ssday was devoted to the examinfive

>n of three exhibitor witnesses, C.
Hackworth of Huntsville, Ala.,

Boyd of Adel, Ga., and
of Charlotte, N. C.. Hackrth testified that he had lost more
gar
:o

F.

Haas

n $75,000

in

Huntsville and Flor-

Ala., as a result of Southern
:e,
Hackworth
terprise
opposition.
i of a promise made to him in the
nmer of 1919 by S. A. Lynch
erein Lynch agreed that Southern
terprises would leave Hackworth

"There

is

no reason

in

the

world

why one should not receive 50 times
nolested and acquire no theaters
more salary than another because he
Huntsville and Florence provided
is worth that much more at the box
office.
There should be no limit on
ckworth would play Paramount
salary, as properly it is all a matter
tures in those towns 100%.
of earning power."
\iter giving Hackworth this assur:e,
the witness testified, Southern
terprises
acquired a theater in
Announce Deal With Sherman
intsville, took Paramount service
Yitagraph yesterday officially anay from him and even sold the nounced the consummation of a deal
ramount output to Hackworth's with Harry Sherman for a series of
npetitor in Florence. The witness six pictures.
This deal was first

THE

that
soon as intimated in
as
FILM DAILY
Enterprises acquired the on June 7th.
intsville house other major distribug companies notably United Art25 Greater N. Y. Houses Closed
Metro, Goldwyn and Select dis5,
In and around New York there
ntinued serving him and sold their
Dduct to the Southern Enterprise are about 25 theaters, each with an
iater.
Since Southern Enterprises average seating capacity of 600 that
closed,
either
temporarily
or
Id back their Huntsville holdings are
rly this year the witness testified permanently.
it
he had no difficulty in getting
the pictures he wanted.
Tom North Back
Boyd's case hinged on the methods
Tom North, special representative
Paramount exchange employed for Mack Sennett. is back in town
induce him to play after a long sales trip which started
effort
to
(Continued on Paere 2)
January and took him all over
the country.

ther

testified

uthern

m

Two For Metro

to Become Effective When Contract With Famous
Expires
Two Productions Already Planned,
Dinner Last Night at the Ritz-Carlton Marks the Event

Players

—

At a dinner given at the Ritz-Carlton last night, J. D. Williams announced the signing of Rudolph Valentino to a longterm contract, under the terms of which he will appear exclusively
under the management of Ritz-Carlton Pictures, Inc., of which

The arrangement becomes effective upon
is president.
the termination of the Valentino contract with Famous PlayersWilliams
Lasky.

According to a joint statement issued by Williams and
Valentino, the contract and plans call for productions "commensurate with the star's unparalleled popularity." A special
Two
staff is being organized under Valentino's own supervision.
menproductions have been definitely arranged for, and while no
tion was made of what they might be, it was added that these
"shall be the sort of productions that

Oldknow Heads Equipment Dealers the public requires in story,
William Oldknow of Atlanta has atmosphere, action and

Make "A Night
Rome" and "Happiness"

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

— Shipped

on the

S. S.

I

am

so deeply interested." He said
tentative ar-

Rob- he had already made

Luckenbach, five Powers projecand Raven Haftone screens, will
shortly arrive under the care of the
Theater Equipment Co. of Seattle,
which will have charge of the installation on the following Admiral Orienert

rangements

tors

the first picture.
Williams, in his speech, scouted all
talk about decreasing the salaries of

liners:
President Jackson, PresiGrant,
President
dent
Jefferson,
President
Madison and President

tal

director to

tice

—

i

I

1

with

important

an

make

"There should be no limit,"
on salary," he said, "as properly it is
stars.

a matter of earning power."
Valentino leaves for a vacation
Europe next week.

all

in

McKinley.
Patterson to Remain
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta Willard C. Patterson has
Department of Jusagents have seized the Dempsey- withdrawn his resignation as managGibbons fight pictures.
No arrests ing director of the Metropolitan. He
lereby Metro will distribute two
were made but there may be some resigned last week and then changed
tures in which Laurette Taylor
later.
Harry Grossman who made his mind, following a renewal of nestar.
These will be "A Night
11
them declared he gave the pictures up gotiations with Sig Samuels.
Rome" and "Happiness."
voluntarily because he feels sure they
It is understood that the arrangewill be returned.
He said the plan
Meyer in Adler's Place
ent provides that J. Hartley Manwas to show them in Montana Qiily.
E. Meyer has been apPhilip
:rs
not direct Miss Taylor
will
pointed Associated Exhibitor manhose only other appearance on the
Schlaeer Sai's
Meyer has
ager for New York.
fcen v?s in "Peg O' My Heart,"
Pictures therefore resigned as president of the
Sig Schlatter
of Luxor
oduced and distributed by the
me organ'zation, and directed by sailed for Europe yesterday on the M. P. Salesmen. Inc., and has been
succeeded by Alb-.-rt Reinlieb.
aimers.
Paris.

Los Angeles

Deal Closed Yesterday
Contracts were signed yesterday

technique,
character

been elected president of the Ass'n portrayal."
Present at the dinner were Wilof
M. P. Equipment Dealers of
number
America. This occurred at a Chicago liams and Valentino and a
Valentino, in
men.
of
newspaper
convention last week. Tonight Oldknow will be the guest of honor at commenting on his arrangement with
Williams said he will now be ena dinner at the Astor to be given
abled
to produce the kind of pictures
him by Max G. Felder, president of
Important equip- he had hoped to make since "The
the Eastern Zone.
Four Horsemen." His statement to
ment dealers will be present.
newspapers stated that the new contract will enable him to exercise the
Films for Far East Line
liberty to "perfect the art in which

Officials

Gov't Seizes Fight Pictures

Laurette Taylor to
in

D. Williams Announces Valentino
As First Star of Ritz Pictures

Arrangement

we cannot

Orleans.

?'he

J.

Star Value

End

Price 5 Cents

of

Famous Players who

were communicated with
relative
deal,

to

the

remarked

last

night

Valentino-Williams
there

was

"really

nothing to say."
understood that Valentino's
is
It
contract with Famous is scheduled to
expire on Feb. 19, 1925.

Report Five Bids for Gibbons
The Associated Press reports from
St. Paul that five film companies have
made bids for Tommy Gibbons' serFour of the comvices as an actor.
panies are California units and o
One offer
a New York company.
would star the pugilist in a serial.

i
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Correction

"Between Worlds."

will he recalled that

It

of

Address

that

In the review of the Artclass Picture production in last Sunday's issue
tlie title was given as "Between Two
Worlds."
This is incorrect.
The

1879.

3,

reports

made

niadge
titled

Norma

Tal-

was

which
Worlds."

picture

a

Two

"Between

THE FILM

to

44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-45525558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
P'hone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

DAILY, 7173 West

"Anna Christie"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Thomas H. Incc has

Blanche Sweet

—

—

1603.

— Irving Mack,
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W.
Chicago Representative

738

in

Blanche

signed

S.

role

Johnny Wrav

Fred-

Sweet

"Anna

in

will

for the titleChristie,"
which
direct.

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

Ave., London,

W.

1.

— Le

Paris Representative
Clicby.

42

Film,

To Meet in Atlantic City
THE FILM DAILY)
Atlantic City The officers of

Rue de

—

European

(Special to

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

M.

P. T.

—

O. of

the
Jersey will hold

New

a meeting at the Ambassador on
ust 2nd.
At a meeting held in

Quotations
Low Close
High
108
107
East. Kod. .108
12
73
73
F. P.-L
89
89
do pfd... 89

M

Goldwvn

...

16

16

isy2

\sy4

Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

#orld

York

elected a

Sales

week,

last

chairman

Joe
of

Aug-

New

Scider
the

board of

The August meeting

directors.

was
will

500 be for
the purpose of discussing the
1,700
establishment of a joint service sta100
tion with the Eastern Pennsylvania
100
16
unit.
Not quoted

15/2 1,000
Not quoted
Not quoted

Thursday, July

Orleans Next

(Continued from Page 1)
Paramount pictures.
Boyd testified
ili.it
a tent show, operated by one

Watson and advertising

Paramount

exclusively so harassed him
by playing at Sparks, a small town
adjacent to Adel, that he telegraphed
the Paramount exchange asking them
to keep Watson out of Adel and
offering Paramount one day a week.
The witness testified that Watson did
not show in Adel, that Southern
Enterprises sent a representative who
closed with him for pictures, but
that paid pictures were not delivered
Famin accordance with the terms.
ous Players' counsel interposed, demanding the original file of letters
to which the witness referred.
Examiner Alvord instructed Boyd to
send the letters so demanded on his
return to Adel.
The examination of Otto Haas developed that he used Paramount service from the time Paramount began
until S. A. Lynch built the Imperial
theater in Charlotte and took the
He declared
service for that house.
that though the loss of Paramount
pictures hurt his business for eight
months or more he changed the
policy of the house to cheaper pictures and
smaller admissions and
recovered.
pictures

man

asho books onJu
cheap pictures —
Me is sure a

Ohe

DULCY
For Economy and
for Satisfaction

LET CHROMOS FINANCE
FOUR PROPOSITION
All Transactions in
Strictest

Confidence

Investigate our Plan

CHROMOS TRADING
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

:

Bate

is

a captain in the reserve.

Rodolph Valentino has filed an McGrew."
answer in the suit of his former attorney, Arthur Butler GraTiam for a
Bruce Interested in Oregon Films
balance of $48,000 alleged to be due
Robert Bruce, producer of the
for services in the litigation with
Famous Players-Lasky which re- Wilderness Tales, is on the directorate of Pioneers of America, Inc.,
of which Ezra Meeker is president.
The company, a non-profit-making
organization which seeks to perpetuate the traditions of the Northwest
in motion pictures.

in an injunction against him.
Valentino asserts that Graham rendered no services except in this case,
and in the organization of Cosmic
Arts, Inc., and other matters, for
which he paid the lawyer $20,500.
He alleges that the lawyer gave him
and
"improper and bad advice"
"misguided him." He asks the court

Bible Series on Paper Stock

National Non-Theatrical's series of
to compel Mr. Graham to return the 52 Bible pictures will be printed on
paper stock invented by the Kineremoney paid him.
flex Paper Film Projector organizaA judgment for $425 has been filed tion. National has added to the staff
the Supreme Court against the Eana J. Weeks and Marietta Higgins.
in
Freeport Theater in favor of the
Addressograph Co. for equipment Warns Against Films in Subways
The court decided that there
>,old.
Fire
Commissioner
Thomas J.
was na valid defence to the suit.
Drennan has issued a warning to ex1

I

hibitors

and

The attachments obtained in the carrying of
Supreme Court by Grace C. Gohl and
Fourteen

exchanges

against

the

films in subway trains.
violators of the ordinance

Tge A. Hopkins against the U. S. were before Magistrate Simpson in
Corp. have been
Picture
the Municipal Term Court and 13
discharged as the result of an agreewere fined $25 each.
ment between the parties.
I

Moving

I

MAN WANTED
Some

/(

(Skiuxxxtiorval

-tctuAju^

place in this industry there must be a
man of experience looking for a real opening.
First: He must be a sales manager and have

exchange ability.
Second:
He must
have covered big things in publicity and proThird: He must have an unusual record for sales work in the field.
He
must be dependable and trust-worthy.
Box No. A-6 Film Daily
sales

motion work.
TH!: if.CZ

or THI PROGRAM

—

CO.

1123 Broadway

soon as he finishes he will return to
the coast to make one picture before
starting
"The Shooting of Dan

sulted

1923

Meighan Coast Bound
Thomas Meighan has completed
Henry Clay Bate of Universal ifl
"Homeward Bound," and is en route
to Hollywood where he will make spending his vacation at Camp DixB

"All Must Marry.
Badger Going to Coast
Clarence Badger is now editing
"Potash and Perlmutter," and as

In the Courts

19,

THE PICTURES

\^

Presented by Jesse LLasky

with

Jacqueline Logan
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George Fawcett

William

B.

Davidson

Adapted by Waldemar Young
from the novel by Bret Harte
and the stage play by Paul
Armstrong.

a (paramount picture
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DAILV

Seek Tax Repeal
M.

"March

With Legislators
Through Members
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

resentation

Capitol
Toys" from "Babes

of the

in

Toy-

—

the

this idea nationally so that the national executives will he able to get
into immediate touch with Congressmen through their exhibitor Congressional committees.
Stress is placed
on this plan as a means of securing
on on the Federal tax situation.
Sydney S. Cohen was the principal
speaker of the meeting which was

solo concludes the

pictures

eased

endorsed.
for

a state
P. T. O. state units
this to include Greater
too.

in

the

New

of a

Yankee

man

in

soap-sales-

Darkest Russia.

is

the

first

of a series

of twelve comedies, each

two laugh compelling
reels to be made by and
with Jimmy Aubrey during the coming year.
in

number.

concluding

w
iki

eti

Tl

fall,

Rivoli

York,
"Zampa"
ized home

service station has been established in the Palace theater building
in Buffalo to serve exhibitors in the
district
from Albany to Buffalo.
Another has been established at
national headquarters in New York.

describes

Symphonthe Rivoli overture.
tunes is the way the program
next number during which
the
is

Communications regarding

Maggie"
I Were Young,
sung by Miriam Lax, soprano and Adrian
De Sylva, tenor. A Bray technical romance,
"The Sky Splitter" is the third number. The
Betty
Rivoli Pictorial is No. 4 on the bill.
May, Florence Davidson, Marley, Lilly Lubell and Paul Oscard all appear in a special
dance number after which "A Gentleman of

"When You and

Ai

distribution invited.

is

Newspaper Opinions
"Nobody's Darling" — Universal

Elizabeth BarLeisure," the feature goes on.
tenieva then gives a dramatic recital, aided
"Nopiano.
the
by Sylvester Belmont at
body's Darling." a Baby Peggy comedy is
the final number.

Rivoli
isn't

farcical adventures

This

Rialto

A

POST — Tlicrc

The

bill.

Riesenfeld and Joseph Littau jointly
lead the Rialto orchestra this week through
Riesen"Beautiful Galatea," the overture.
feld's Classical Jazz is next and the third
number, "The Old Refrain," sung by Alexis
Adamov, tenor. The feature is "Merry-GoRound" transferred from the Rivoli where
Bin Gallili, manit
played for two weeks.
dolinist then plays "Souvenir." "The Battle,"
a Max Fleischer "Inkwell" comedy is the

and wholesome
Plans were dismeeting of all

M.

"THE BUTTINSKY"

Hugo

Irondequoit Bay.
He spoke
en plans to secure taxation repeal.
The Chicago convention was endorsed; censorship in general conclean

IN

number which proved so popular last week,
The
but this week the numbers are all new.
Unit No. 9
feature is "The Love Piker."
is "Beside a Babbling Brook" played by the
Then comes "The Bill
orchestra.
entire
The organ
Poster" a Hal Roach comedy.

held at

demned; and

1923

JIMMY AUBREY

land" is the overture at the Capitol this
Pietro
week.
(apodiferro, solo cornet ist
then plays "Inflamatus" from "Stabat Mater."
Grrek Evans, a baritone sings "A
I," after which CapiSon of the Desert

X. Y. At a meeting
Am
Rochester M. P. T. O., held
tol News is shown.
Unit No. 5 is a series
Tuesday, it was decided to appoint of
ballet divertissements, composed of three
a
Congressional
committee which numbers, a Syrian Sword dance, a Japanese
will have definite representation in Spring dance and a Siamese dance. "Prickly
each Congressional district of Upper Conscience," a Bruce Wilderness Tale is
next
number after which "In Our
New York. It is planned to develop the
This is the
Broadcasting Station" goes on.
Rochester,

of

19,

At Broadway Theaters

Arranging Direct Rep-

P. T. O.

Thursday, July

Chad wick
130 W. 46th
In Production

-JIMMY AUBREY

Corp.

Pictures

N. Y. C.

St.,

"THE LOBBYGOW"

in

any one on the screen

who

is
more interesting than little Baby
At Other Theaters
This week at the Rivoli she delights
The Cameo still shows "Enemies of Worn;
anew in "Xohody's Darling." an amusing
comedy in which Peggy does all the funny en;" the Criterion, "The Covered Wagon;"
"Human Wreckage" and the
Lyric,
things that the grown-up comedians do, but the

Peggy.

much

Strand.

better!

WORLD — Haby

Peggy, a

little

over

has never been so sweet in a picture play
before. * * *
Here is the most talented child actress on
the screen, and it is a mystery to us why
some one doesn't produce a film co-starring
Next to a Jack
her with Jackie Coogan.
Dempsey-Harry Wills contest, it seems the
of all.

Teggy

in

"Nobody's

Brass Bottle"

Darling" is the best part of the picture program, for Peggy is by far the most attractive child on the screen.
She isn't spoiled
or self-conscious, and she never will be. Don't
Peggy is
miss "Xobody's
Darling,"
for
everybody's darling.

Canada
"The Broken

Sells Feature for

Arrow has sold
Violin" to C. Lalumiere of Montreal
for

of

Hentzau."

Next Week on Broadway
The line-up at Broadway theaters
next week includes "Three Wise
Fools" at the Capitol; "The Purple
Highway" at the Rialto; "Lawful
Larceny" at the Rivoli and "The

i

TRIBUNE—Baby

"Ru»pert

six,

at

Highest light, deepest shadow and the delicately graded halftones intervening
all are
carried through to the screen by the print on

—

EASTMAN

the Strand.

Seek to Turn Enid "Blue"
(Special to

Enid,

THE FILM DAILY)

Okla— Enid

will

not

Sunday.

Canada.

POSITIVE FILM

close

picture shows on Sunday until furPetitions
ther legal action is taken.
now being circulated for the
are
closing of all amusements in Enid on

ill

It

faithfully portrays all that

is

in the

neg-

ative.

To

you have

If

tures

Directors and Producers:

—

of

a picture

—or are planning a series

of pic-

high quality, with real story, able direction,

outstanding production with photography to match, and

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

worth-while cast
You'll

We

want

»

to see us

h:ve an interesting proposition to offer on such

pictures
L.

LAWRENCE WEBER

ie00 Broadway

and

BOBBY NORTH
New York

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

:
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Production Attacked

Valentino's Future
t

I

One Question Interests Industry
When Can He Start Making

Editor of "Kine" Talks of Graft and

Incompetency

Pictures?
Vhen will Rudolph Valentino start
king productions for Ritz Carlton

"Canning factory."
"Trust-made pictures."
"Graft,
incompetence,
lack
of
understanding of what the public
wants."
These interesting charges and statements were made with reference to
pictures being made in Hollywood,
by Frank Tilley, editor of the Kinematograph Weekly of London, one
of the strongest publications on the
other side, at the Valentino-Williams

:tures?
That's the one question interesting
the film world in view of the anmcement made in yesterday's issue
J. D. Williams that Valentino will
ke pictures for Ritz release.
Kt the dinner Wednesday night at
Ritz Williams said:
*'I think Zukor will listen to reason.
:

very big man, building a
institution and I am going
try to leave the settlement of the
is

a

Wednesday night.
Tilley, just back from Hollywood,
leaves for England tomorrow morning.
said that in California he
saw no sign of the better pictures
dinner

y great

If we
lentino situation to reason.
get it settled that way, I ind to put it up to Will Hays to act
an arbitrator and try to settle this
I am sure this
tter out of court.
tter will be adjusted."
Officials of Famous Players yestery refused to comment in any way
on either the Williams' statement
th regard to the Valentino situation
the actual situation as it exists but
understood that the situation
is

He

mot

promised.
(Continued on Page 4)

To Make

"Gulliver's Travels"

Goldwyn

will make a production of
a literary classic, "Gulliver's Travels."
King Vidor will direct it as his third

picture for that corporation and will

—

"I will always be Yesterday's Wife to you." Scene from YESTERbe something like this:
The first of C. B. C's Great Special Attractions. ColumDAY'S
Valentino bia Pictures. Gems of the Screen. With a brilliant All Star Cast. Directed
Famous Players
litigation can not be arbitrated
by Edward J. LeSaint. Advt.
by Will Hays or anyone else
unless Valentino is prepared to
Famous Players several
pay
million dollars, which they will Of the Coming Season and DistribuDiscussed at Hearing Famous Recontend is what they have been
tion, Discussed by Elmer Pearson
ceived $400,000 Yearly and Others
damaged by the failure of the
at A. M. P. A. Meeting
$600,000, Michalove Testifies.
star to live up to his contract.
Elmer Pearson, general manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Valentino contract expires in of Pathe Exchange was the chief
Atlanta Film rentals paid during
ibruary 1924, but Famous Players' speaker at yesterday's meeting of the
the past three years to producers
ntention is that they have the right A. M, P. A. (Advertisers.)
Produc- other than Famous Players by Southoption for another year.
tion costs and distribution problems ern Enterprises, Inc., a subsidiary of
were his topics and he started off by the former concern, have averaged
Not Slashing Pictures
declaring that the advertising and $600,000 annually, while annual rentArthur Levy, secretary of the Mo- sales departments would have their
als paid to the parent corporation
rn Picture Commission
(Censors) work cut for them this season behave averaged only $400,000 or about
Id the Advertisers yesterday that
cause of the strong productions under 40 per cent of the gross rentals, acwas not going to "slash pictures, way and promised. He said produc- cording to Dan Michalove, General
m not a rubber stamp," he said.
tion costs were from 35 to 100 per Division Manager of the Paramount
cent higher for the season than ever subsidiary who again was placed on
Schnitzer Going to Coast
spent and more was being expended the stand at the Federal Trade hearJoe Schnitzer of F. B. O. leaves for on them than had ever been taken ing here.
II
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Production

Problems

Rentals In South
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begin work upon completing "Wild

Oranges."

Hudson Leaves Today
Earl J. Hudson, production manager for First National on the coast
who has been here for only a few
leaves for the coast today.
of the company's important
pictures for next year will be made
from best sellers, "Flaming Youth,"

days,

Three

"Black Oxen" and "The Sea Hawk."

200 Theaters Closed

—

In Greater New York Vicinity Says
Billy Brandt Who Gives Some

Reasons

Not

Why

yesterday's
but
over 200 motion picture theaters are
closed in the vicinity of Greater New
issue

25
of

York.
This

as

stated

in

THE FILM

statement

DAILY,

was

made

by

"Billy" Brandt, president of the M.
P. T. O. of New York State at the
Ioiir coast visit to the coast studios
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)
Valentino dinner Wednesday night
day.
Harry Berman has just reAmong the causes
at
the Ritz.
irned from a trip through the MidPaine Sails
Breaks Criterion Record
ascribed for the closing of this unZest and on Monday, Nat Rothstein
Charles E. Paine, chairman of the
"The Covered Wagon," now in its usual number of houses, said to be
"ops
business for a vacation in board of directors of Selznick is now
week at the Criterion has estab- the greatest ever in the history of
19th
[aine.
en route to Europe on a combined
lished a record for long runs at that the industry, are lack of good protrip.
business and pleasure
The nearest approach is ductions, the unusually early summer,
house.
which ran for 17 and daylight saving.
"Knighthood"
Equitable Rentals
"Hip" May Show Pictures
weeks.
In commenting on the situation,
When the Hippodrome opens unAronson's
Alexander
S.
Brandt
said that undeniably 80 per
der management of the Keith organiarticle relative to this subject
Germany?
or more of these houses would
cent
Going
to
Arbuckle
the
he
part
of
zation, pictures may
will appear in Monday's issue
a
in the fall but not by
special cahle to the Tribune from be re-opened
program.
of
DAILY.
or manager; that
states that Roscoe Arbuckle the former owner
Berlin
It promises to provoke as
probably be taken
would
houses
the
film
German
by
a
Billie Dove Here
has been engaged
much interest as his former
over by circuits or that new money
Billie Dove is in town from the company to make a series of pictures
article on "The Golden Bubble."
would come into the busii

A
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Griffith
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ISH
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Triangle

1)

all

town."

thought

$25

a

fair

price

for "Blood and Sand" in Americus,
Ga., the witness replied "No, I do
108% 800 not. but I will say that Americus is
74*4 2,000 the poorest picture town in the state

500 for its size." This question was inci100 dent to Paramount's taking- the serNot quoted vice away from Rylander who refused
16
800 to pay more than $25 for "Blood and
Not quoted Sand."
90
16

whereupon Garner protested that the
Casino was losing money, because of
Joel's methods and Joel offered to
buy out Garner but satisfactory terms

C. D. Cooley
that after Frank

MATS

still

controls

FREE

A

"BACKFIRE"
LI

(.^t.LtV

.

<~-v

Says

Motion

Picture

Salesman-

agers in 32 Key Cities possibility
of establishing independent business only real live wires wanted. State full history in first let-

—

ter.

Box No. A-5

— Film

Daily.

New York

7ili

New York

Ave.,

Fifth

Hollywood

GILL, Eastern Sale* Mgr.

S.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1842

For Economy and
for Satisfaction
LET CHROMOS FINANCE
if

OUR PROPOSITION

Keith cancelled his conAdtract without giving a reason.
mitting himself licked, the witness
said, he sold the Auditorium to Sou.
Enter, for $7,500 although it represented an investment of more than
$12,000, and he said, $25,000 would
have been a fair price.

Delmar

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM

of

handled by the Dependable Exchange.

Take Over More Exchanges
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

All Transactions in
Strictest

Confidence

Investigate our Plan

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

lications.

He Was Harassed

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

—

Louis Weiss of NaNon-Theatrical M. P. Inc. has
arranged for his company to take
over the Church and School Film
Exchange of Des Moines and the Pilgrim Photoplay Corp. of Minneapolis.
The former owners of each office will
continue to manage the business
under National's wing.

Kansas City

tional

Fla.,

enterprises.

WANTED

b]>

-

542

asville, Ga.,

COMSPY
A tfPKMAtP
OH
WITH

740

thereafter,
witness
said
Shortly
Sou. Enter, bought a half interest in
the Casino, and began furnishing
films free of charge, furthermore free
tickets and cash prizes constituted
further inducement at the Casino.

Frank H. Smith of ThomTrade Review Sold
and Barney Beachcm, Jr.
Tlie
Exhibitors'
Trade Review has
of Orando, Fla. by far the most interesting testimony was developed from been sold by A. B. Swetland to
publisher of
C. Williams,
Joel, who declared that Southern En- George
terprises had harassed him in various "Building Aye" and other trade pubville.

For Sale

Howellfl Cine Equip. Co.,

of

the Tampa theaters.
The witness did not testify as to
breach of faith on Freeman's part but
rather seemed to regard the purchase
changes, they turned in only $175,000 of the first Tampa holding by the
Southern Enterprises' representative
and kept the remainder.
as a matter in -which Freeman had
no hand. Cooley testified that he was
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
I
forced to enter into some sort of arfor this "ad"
at your rangement because against Sou. Enter, opposition he could not get the
Educational Exchange
pictures he wanted. Of the three wit<JACK WHITE PRODUCT TON
nesses called by the Government
Wednesday, L. D. Joel of Jacksonof the $200,000
secured through stock sales in the
producing company and that of a sale
of $550,000 in stock of National Ex-

REELS

could not be reached.

Manheim "U" Export Manager
Tampa, testified
N. L. Manheim has been appointed
Freeman had assured
him Sou. Enter. .would not come to export manager of Universal, succeedCourt Stops Stock Sale
Tampa without consulting him Free- ing James V. Bryson who has been
Deputyman was called to Texas and another assigned special work on "The
sought
by
injunction
An
Attorney General Rosenthal has been Sou. Enter, representative came into Hunchback of Notre Dame."
granted in the Supreme Court re- Tampa and bought a competitive
Nat Beier with W-B
straining the further sale of stock of theater without Cooley's knowledge
the M. P. Producing Corp. of Amer- within less than a fortnight following
Nat Beier, formerly with United
Subsequently Artists has been appointed manager
ica, National Exchanges, Inc., John- Freeman's assurance.
son and Hopkins Co. and Walter L. and after much negotiation Cooley of the W-B Exchange, which will
Johnson, president of the latter com- and his associates formed with Sou. handle the last year's Warner product.
pany. It is alleged that Johnson and Enter, a new operating company that The
be
1923-1924
will
material
Hopkins kept $100,000

WELDED WIRE

lent of ten cents which virtually made
his admission 10 cents.
Still later,

Exhibitors on Stand
Meantime, Joel declared distribuAnother witness was W. L. Brandenberg salesman for Vitagraph who ting companies other than Paramount
emphatically denied that he had any began selling their product to Sou.
instructions to push the booking of Enter, for the Casino, thus depriving
Vitagraphs "Little Minister" even him of pictures with which to comThereupon, Joel testified, he
sacrificing price in order to compete pete.
with Paramount's picture of the same converted the Auditorium into a
name.
Asked by Swaine whether Keith house, but after four weeks

Sales

Not quoted

World

-

when a Government official advised
him unless he discontinued the cards,
The witness repeatedly declared he must pay war tax, Joel actually
any amusement showing in op- reduced the admission to 10 cents

position to a picture theater constituted competition. Cross examination
by Robert Swaine, of counsel for
Famous further emphasized the respondent's attitude toward any opposition as being positive competition
hut at the same time the counsel drew
from the witness the statement that
"the theaters we run are the best in

he

Close

108^

74K

tion.
that

Casino and Auditorium, and tried out
weeks; then, being unable to make
a go of the Auditorium, Joel asked
Garner to agree to reducing the price,
Garner refusing.
Subsequently Joel
reduced his admission to 20 cents but
issued cards representing the equivafor

the afternoon session
was concerned with the re-direct examination of Michalove with Chief
Counsel Fuller seeking to establish
through a detailed analysis of each
town that theaters operating in opEnterprises
position
to
Southern
constituted no formidable competi-

Practically
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George B. Mcrwcde, news editor
Review has resigned.

of

Prolong the

life

of

your

prints

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to be
still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant

5576

the Trade

Joel recounted in detail his experience in Lakeland, where he acquired
Famous Plans Golf Tournament
a relatively large theater, called the
Auditorium, in opposition to the CaFamous Players will hold an invisino, a smaller house running Para- tation golf tournament at Mountain
mount pictures and owned by one View Farn. New City, N. Y. on
Garner. In his direct testimony the August 2.
There will be 12 holes
witness said in agreement with Gar- played in the morning and 18 in the
ner, prices were raised in both the afternoon.
Prizes and everything.
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"TOBY TYLER," James

A 3iiat

Otis' celebrated story of

10 weeks with a

national Picture
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Production Attacked
(Continued from Page

He said that the increased cost is
not going on the screen and added
that
American producers had betrayed the artistic success of the
screen to a greater extent than the
English producers had. He predicted
a complete collapse of the motion picture industry within the next five
years unless producers more reasonably sensed the desires of the public
in its motion picture entertainment.
"The trouble is," said Tilley, "that
producers think that by appealing to
the lower elements they are giving
the public what it wants. They don't
give the public what it wants, but
what they think it wants."
The Tilley remarks came late during the speech making, but among
those who challenged his statements
were Martin Quigley of the Exhibitors' Herald, who said that he deplored the Tilley viewpoint on foreign production and added that he
hoped Mr. Tilley might converse with
his

view

prior
to
his
departure.
George
Blaisdell of the Exhibitors' Trade Review also questioned the Tilley state-

3

Problems

(Continued from Page

"There is a lot more money being
spent on pictures than heretofore, but
the pictures are not so good, and the
most of the money being spent is
going into studio politics and graft,''
he said. "Stories are not being purchased because of their value, but because of the graft that someone obtains from the purchase."

some who might change

Production

1)

Friday, July 20, 1923

1)

by the directors in any one year
reiterating what has previously appeared in this publication.
During the time when he answered
questions John Flinn of
Famous
watned to know if he thought the
theaters would be able to absorb the
product and Pearson admitted that
distributors and producers would have
to look a little more into the theater
side of the case than ever.
He declared all pictures should be sold on
a cancellation basis, with the distributor having the same right.
He believed "Robin Hood" would gross
in

from $8,000,000
there would be

to $10,000,000 and felt
sufficient profit in this
for exhibitors as well, admitting some
had overpaid to secure the picture

DON'T ASK
THE OTHER FELLOW
??

WHAT'S NEW TODAY?"

it
from another exhibitor.
Answering Eddie Klein as to possible
results and benefit to be obtained
through a consolidation of some of
the distributing companies Pearson

and keep

said an investigation made at the time
of the proposed distribution by the

American Express Co. showed the
distributing costs would not be saved
to any extent by consolidation; that
actual handling cost about 11 or 12
per cent; that advertising and exhibitor helps could not be dispensed with
without injuring business with the
exhibitor.
Harry Reichenbach broke

in

and

said that the consolidation of distributing was a Utopian idea that would

A. M. Botsford,
Famous, wanted to know about the
revival of costume pictures and PearEditor's Note: Frank Tilley is an son said the old feeling against them
able,
conscientious, capable editor. had been worked away because of
He has made a place for himself in the success of those that had been
made.
Pearson added that he was
the conduct of "Kine."
It may be that petty grafting car- sorry to see some concerns making
ries on in certain studios, but when contracts for block booking of their
he makes the declaration that forth- entire product over long term concoming pictures will not show on the tracts.
Leroy Ellsworth Groom, the conscreen the added cost of production
he generalizes on a statement, the sulting engineer, who, as noted, is
accuracy of which will undeniably be working in pictures to offset the Edichallenged by the type of production son theory about college men was
introduced and told his story.
Reto be presented.

never be achieved.

ments.

Mr. Tilley's viewpoint that producers are giving the public not
what it want-, but what they think
wants, is something akin to the
it
problem which developed the first
horse-race that is a difference of

—

opinion.

And when Mr.

predicts the
collapse of this industry within a
period of five years unless these
conditions change well
Mr. Tilley
is a brave man.
Tilley

—

ferring to the plan of the collegians

Pearson offered a job in the business
end of the industry to any of the collegians if they wanted to try it out.

DULCY

—

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

Kirkland to Work in Detroit
It is understood that David Kirkland has been engaged by a Detroit
17836 U.S.
producing company to direct a picture
PICTURES
there, the story of which has been
Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
written by Hamilton Thompson.
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.

SHOWING

The
(Special to

PatchoRuc.

for

Patchogue

THE FILM DAILY)

—At a

special election held to decide the question of
Sunday show-. 1,175 voted them
Mike Glynne of
and 843 opposed.
the new PatchoRue theater was very
active in the fight for an open Sun-

dav.
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MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

New York City.
my subscription to The
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Coming soon
The Mightiest Thriller

sf ofthemAll'*

win ha y miiKirAKi

A

NOW
Big names

mean Big

Business.

Read

every

name

de

Production

Mille

"SPRING MAGIC"

With Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt.
Supported by Charles de Roche, Robert Agnew
and Mary Astor.
Screen play by Clara
Beranger from the play "The Faun" by
Edward Knoblock.

THE MAKING

IN

William

in the

A

list

Zane Grey Production

"TO THE LAST MAN"

Stars
I'ola

Jack

Negri
Holt

Jacqueline Logan
Richard Dix
Nita Xaldi

Mary Astor
Percj Mannont
Hale Hamilton

Lawrence D'Orsay

and

Artists in

Thomas Meighan
Agnes Ayres
Lila

With Richard Dix and Lois Wilson. Supported by Frank ( ampeau, Noah Beery
Directed by Victor
and Robert Edeson.
Fleming.
Adapted by Doris Schroeder.

Paramount's Next 19
Gloria

Swanson

Bebe Daniels
Glenn Hunter
Theodore Roberts

Lee

Ernest Torrence

Charles de Roche
Theodore Kosloff
Mary Eaton
James Rennie

George Fawcett
Dorothy Mackaill
Robert Edeson
David Torrence
Adolphe Menjou

Robert

Agnew

William

S.

Hart

Leatrice Joy

Antonio Moreno
Doug. Fairbanks,
Lewis Stone
Estelle Taylor
Sigrid Holmquist
Gareth Hughes
Mahlon Hamilton

A Janus Cruze Production
lr.

"RUGGLES OK RED GAP"
Edward

Horlon, Ernest Torrence,
by
Tom
Adapted
Ridgeway.

With
Fritzi

Geraghtj

THOMAS MEIGHAN
Directors of Paramount's
Cecil

B.

DeMille

Sam Wood
Sturgeon

Rollin

James Cruze
Herbert Rrenon

By George

Dwan

William de Mille

Alian

E. Green
George Melford

Joseph Henabery
Victor Fleming

Tarkington

Booth

An

Julian Street
R. Harding Davis

Scott

Albert S. LeVino
Jeanie Macpherson

Paul

Tom

Geraghty

ALL

Fitzgerald

Lloyd Sheldon
Sloane

Byron Morgan
Monte Katterjohn

NOW ENGAGED
(to be

IN

Allan

Tom

Dwan

Production

Hope Hampton.

With

Xila

Lew

Xaldi,

From the play
Cody, and Conrad Xagel.
Adapted by John
by Samuel Shipman.
Lynch.

A George

Lucien Hubbard

Edward Montagne

With Jacqueline

Logan,

Maurice
Bret

PARAMOUNT'S NEXT

Production

Melford

"SALOMY JANE"

June Mathis
Doris Schroeder

Flyiin, William
Ilaiie.
Play
by

Adapted

19

by

An

Fawcett,
By
Davidson.
Paul Armstrong.
<

announced soon)

Plaj

A.

IN

S.

IT!

ieorge

B.

Waldemar Young.
Allan

Dwan

Production

GLORIA SWANSON

AND EACH PICTURE WORTHY OF THE BIG NAMES

E

by Alfred
Geraghty.

Directed

"LAWFUL LARCENY"

Rex Beach
Zoe Akins
Homer Croy

Blasco Ibanez
Arthur Train
Clara Beranger
Walter Woods
Hector Turnbull
Ralph Spence
Beulah M. Dix

Zane Grey
Rudyard Kipling

Adc.

Adapted by

Green.

Authors and Playwrights of Paramount's Next 19
John Galsworthy

in

"WOMAN-PROOF"

Next 19

Alfred

Ernest Lubitsch

of

Harry Leon Wilson's novel

by Pierre
LeVino.

Burton.

in

"ZAZA"

Screen

play

by

A Charles Maigne Production
"THE SILENT PARTNER"
With Leatrice Joy, Owen Moore and Robert

From the story by Maximilian
Edeson.
Screen plaj by Sada Cowan.

Foster.

Gparamount Cpictures
.•^•.

.'.FAMOUS

PI

Kfl

R-*

I

\SKV CORPORATION ;4

ADOLDM 7UKOO

0.,,.a—l

/a

-^*

*yM $

Wj

Kenma Corporation

presents

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
Will:

Madge Kennedy, Monte

Blue,

Pedro

de Cordoba, Vincent Coleman, Dorc DavidAdapted by Rufus Steele. From the
son.
By Luther Reed and
play "Dear Me."
Henry
Haniilti.il.
Hale
Directed
by
Kolker.

—
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Mid-West Combine

Cite Hardships

Many Theaters Consolidated in One
Company W. D. Burford, M. P.

dependents Troubled by Block
bookings and Producer- Owned

—

Theaters, Says Witness
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

competition theaters find it
to secure the leading
tures than where Southern Enterses is not in competition, according
Willard C. Patterson, manager of
Metropolitan,
who took the
nd before Examiner Alvord, in the
deral Trade Commission hearing
charges of monopoly against Fadifficult

jus Players.
(Continued on

Page

Springfield.
All of the houses in Aurora of W.
D. Burford, M. P. T. O. official, are
included in the deal. The officers of
the new organization are:
Frank
Thielen, president; Chas. Lamb, vicepresident; W. D. Burford, secretary
and B. A. Lucas, treasurer.
The board of directors includes:

Found Demand for Big Pictures
William M. Vogel, exporter who rened from Europe earlier in the
ek found a decided demand for big

Anderson Forms Company
THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The Anderson Dist. Corp.
(Special to

W.

N. Van Matre, Jr., chairman,
Rockford; W. D. Burford, Aurora;
H. E. Grampp, Decatur; C. E. Irvin,
Bloomington; F. L. Koppelberger, La
Crosse, Wis.; Chas. Lamb, Rockford;
B. A. Lucas, Chicago; J. J. Rubens,
(Continued

Bachelor

dinner

starring Bryant

Asher.

—Advt.

scene

"Miif to Keep," a Ben Wilson Production
Forest, to be released by Grand-

from

:

Washburn and Mabel

:ion

of $100,000.

He

tich
ts

intends producing short suband features on the coast.

Tilley's

Charges

Incompetence.

to graft.

5

Short Subjects

5

New
(Special

Deal with All-Star
to

—

—

reaches this side

it

will sure carry interesting matter.

—

handles the first year series of Preferred in Southern California.

Lichtman Going Abroad Again
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Al Lichtman intends
going abroad later on in the summer,

—

relative

to

foreign distribution.

Grauman

In Charge

Of Coast Theaters

for Six Months
Have Additions

Metropolitan to
in

Office Space

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The deal pending between Sid Grauman and Famous
(Special

to

—

Players for the purchase of the Grauinterest in the Metropolitan, the
Million Dollar and the Rialto pro-

man

vides that Grauman will remain in
charge of the houses for six months.
The plan to add several floors to
Only a few have been seen so far. They include "The the Metropolitan as it was outlined
FILM
some time ago in
Merry-Go-Round," which is a sweet baby for any box office
DAILY will be carried out. The
"Trilby.'* which will clean up if given a fair chance, and show a cost will be about $1,500,000 and the
new girl who promises to be a comer "Hollywood," which additional space will be used for of-

—

5

in-

new

the days '49. The second will probably be "The Life of Patrick Henry."

Lack

—

Universal

—

tends dealing with history in his

THE FILM DAILY)
Los
Angeles
A new deal between
understanding
the
of
on
Preferred and All Star Feature Dist.
part of producers. As to what the public wants. Sure to raise Inc., has been made for the 1923"Kine"
a hullaballoo. Out in Hollywood. And when his paper
1924 product.
This same exchange

As

Loew Buys Radio Station
Tilley spent a month on the Coast. Just got back. And sailed
The Loew, circuit has purchased for England Saturday. And told a lot at the Valentino dinner.
W. H. N. radio station at present
ated in the Ridgewood section of Of how producers were failing. And how pictures wouldn't show
For the money being put in them. Talked of graft.
ooklyn.
It will be installed atop next season.
the State theater and will be used In the purchase of stories. And all that sort of thing.
Predicting,
broadcast that house's program.
If these
in the end, a collapse of the business within five years.
conditions did not change.
Maybe Tilley's right. Maybe the increased cost of proFeatures Reviewe'd
duction won't show. In the coming pictures. But if those already
Page
Her Fatal Millions
shown are an indication then Tilley is just all wrong. It is
Metro
3
possible that exhibition values to be placed on the coming proItching Palms
duct will be higher than cost justifies. But that's not new. That's
F. B.
3
old stuff.
Always has been done. Don't see any chance of a
Soft Boiled
change. The whole business needs changing around to stop that.
Fox
3
But if the pictures for the coming season aren't better on the
Circus Days
average than ever before we're making the worst guess in
First Nat'l
3
the world.
The Victor
Broadway Gold
Truart— S. R

Page 2)

series for Paramount.
The first picture, "Wild Bill Hickok" occurs in

capitali-

arl Anderson, formerly with Edutional is interested in the above
npany.
is understood to be afForrest
Films,
Inc.
ated
with

on

Hart Plans Historical Films
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles William S. Hart
(Special

—

been formed here with a

Secretary

a charter has just been granted in

2)

Business,
tures on the other sid.
said, is quiet because of summer
there is a general looking-fort
rd attitude for more activity in the
1.
A. K. Greenland of the Vogel
anization who is now in Europe
11
return in about three weeks.

is

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago A number of Middle
Western theaters have been consolidated under the company name of
Mid-West Theaters, Inc. for which

erate
>re

to

—

Independent exhibitors in
South where Southern Enterprises

(\tlanta
!

T. O. Official

—

THE

—

(Continued on Page 8)
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Quotations
Low Close
High
108
108
East. Kod.. 108*4

F P-L.

..

753/g

v.'"

16/8

7W

7S%

/,'dopfd
F
I
,

„

,

"gfiT
Ws

.V;.'
'

friable

ivirld
Friday's quotations.

Sales

500
4,000

Not quoted
Not quotcr
Not quoted
200

16

16

Page l'
Patterson, the ability

(Continued from

Not <l uote
2
Not quoted

According to
of Southern Enterprises

box

office

film,

the

testified, that Frank Freeman issued
instructions to the Paramount exchange—which resulted in his getting
service for less money than before
and Smith did not sell.

When

Testimony

that the practice of large
exhibiting pictures from their
own studios in theaters owned and
and the
controlled by themselves
practice of selling films in groups,
rather than individually, had practibarred the independent procally
ducers in the larger cities in the
Southeast was given by Michael C.

the

inquiry

Woods, an exhibitor

resumes,

Will

Gadsden. Ala.,
will take the stand.
Examination of
witnesses
in
Atlanta will be concluded early next week, according to
of

Fuller.

Keaton's Next "Hospitality"

—

national president, a dinner at the
attention to the recent
Astor
Max G.
Thursday night.
by
29
announcement of a series of
on
was
chairman
and
called
Felder
First National and said in order to
Smith to ad as toas*master.
Wm.
exhibidesire,
they
features
gel the
The chief address was made by Oldtors will be obliged to contract for
now. who told of how the organizaentire
series.
the
nil
planned to establish a credit
in
H. H. Jackson, an exhibitor
bureau to save the losses that occured
Columbia, Term., testified that Paramount service had been taken away annually. He pointed out that every
var something 1'ke 40 per cent of
from him in Columbia, and that he
the equipment dealers failed;
thai
disWilby,
a
had been told by R. B.
his branch of the business did somePlayers,
trict manager for Famous
thing like $10,000,000 annually, and
that unless he sold out to Southern
that organization could place them
Enterprises, the corporation would
rather than an unin
a profitable,
"carry on its usual policy of building
profitable business.
a theater of their own in competition."
He said he sustained a $3,300
Billy Brandt spoke on the value of
loss because the Paramount service organization and said that the equipwas taken away from him.
ment men could help the exhibitors
Daniel Ware, of Barlow. Fla., told a great deal in having the admission
Examiner Fuller that a Southern En- tax removed. Lou Blumenthal also
terprises representative told him on spoke in behalf of exhibitors, and
one occasion that the company would among the other speakers were Jack
show pictures for the war tax if such Hornstein
Felder,
and Danny of
FILM DAILY. C. B. Hoy, in
a step was necessary to drive him
out of business.
department,
harge of the credit
D. Y. Marquis, manager of the told of the need of organization for
Orpheum of Barlow, testified that credit purposes alone. He just rewhat he regarded as undue pressure turned from a trip to the Middle
was brought to bear to make him use West and reported conditions as deplorable so far as equipment men
Paramount films.
On cross examination by Robert were concerned. The representative
T. Swaine, chief counsel for Famous of one of the leading projection
companies said that his
Players, Marquis admitted that he machine
had paid a $100 penalty for violation company had not made a dollar durof his contract with Southern Enter- ing the past two years, "not enough
prises, in that be had subrented films to
pay our advertising bills," he
owned by them to an exhibitor in a said.
1

1

Del.— Savannah Theaters
Capital $150,000.
Wilmington.
Co.
Corporation Trust
Incorporators:
Co. of America.
N. Y.— Anderson Dist.
Albanv,
Corp. New York. Capital $100,000.
Incorporators A. Thompson, and M.
Attorney, Harry G. Kosch,
Gerst.

THE

1540 Broadway.

(

PREPARATION

Fully

BUBBLE"
Protected

neighboring town.

Barney Bcachem, Jr. of Orlando,
gave no testimony that indicated
any coercion in the sale of his thea-

Representative

PRODUCERS ALLIANCE,
152

West 42nd

St.,

interests of the following theahave been consolidated ill MidAurora, I^L
west Theaters, Inc.:
Palm; Beloit,
Rialto, Fox, Strand,
Wis.: Majestic, Wilson; Bloomington,

111.:

Irving,

Castle,

Majestic,

Chatterton; Decautur, 111.: Avon, Lincoln Square; Elgin. 111.: Grove, RiIII.:
Colonial,
Galesburg.
alto;
Orpheum, West, Plaza; Joliet, 111.:
Crystal;
Princess,
Orpheum,
Crosse, Wis.: Majestic, Rivoli,

La
Ri-

La Crosse and Rockford, 1 11.1
Irpheum, Palm, Midway. Strand.
The company will open offices at
1030 Consumers Bldg., on Aug. 1

viera,

Jne product)' cjho doesn't
count production costs —
jDuch/ u/hot a

DULCY
BRAY BRIEF
Are

Attractions

Big In Box
Merit

Office

MAN WANTED
Some

place in this industry there must be a
man of experience looking for a real opening.
First: He must be a sales manager and have

exchange ability.
Second:
He must
have covered big things in publicity and proThird: He must have an unusual record for sales work in the field.
He
must be dependable and trust-worthy.
Box No. A-6 Film Daily
sales

motion work.

—

•

Dover,

601 DEN

The

called

C

Gray

Fla.,

INC.

New York
I

ters to Southern Enterprises, Inc. He
did say, however, that E. J. Sparks
stated to him that Southern Enter-

(Special to

Cleveland

in

— Pan!

FILM DAILY
a

Cleveland

THE FILM DAILY)
is

Gray, of
here and will

tour of the State.

THE
make

]\

ters

all.

He

and

(

(Special >o THE FILM DAILY)
Coyne, district exchange manager for
Los Angeles Buster Keaton's next
United Artists.
According to Coyne, the practice picture for Metro will be "Hospitality" in which his mother and father
of "block booking" was employed by
will appear.
This will be the first
all
the leading picture corporations
time
Keatons
the
will make a joint
has
in this territory, and the exhibitor
appearance since their old vaudeville
to buy a number of inferior films to
which his days.
features
obtain
special
patronage demands. He further stated
that the practice of buying films in
Equipment Dealers Dinner
blocks frequently overstocked the exof the Eastern Zone, of
Members
hibitor and that they find themselves
the
recently
organized
of
Ass'n
under contract for so many pictures
America,
Dealers
of
Equipment
that they do not have time to show
tendered "Bill" Oldknow of Atlanta,

Del— Hazelton Amusement

Rights

the

firms

IncorpoCo.. Inc. Capital $50,000.
A. Bruce,
rators. T. L. Croteau, M.
F. R. Bogart, Wilmington.

All

for

$12,500.

Theater

"THE

rental

by bidding 25 per cent of the receipts
guaranteeing a minimum of

Fla.— Delray
Tallahasse,
County.
Delray, Palm Beach
Co
E. H.
Capital $25,000. Incorporators
Zedar.
H.
H.
Keen,
Scott, J. C.

IN

as

secured the picture

and

Incorporations

Dover

receipts

Howard

I

1)

Joliet

of

pay more w oily
than
competitors shown that although Sou. Enter, had
its
for
pictures
v oiks a hardship in many instances opened negotiations for his Thomasmi independent exhibitors. As an ex- villc theater, they desired nothing
cited
die
showing oi more than a channel for their product
ample,
he
"Main Street," at the local Howard, and it was Smith's own suggestion
Enterprises. that if they give him the Paramount
Southern
owned by
Patterson stated that after the Metro- service at a price he could pay. he
Witness
politan had offered 20 per cent of the would prefer not to sell.
to

Page

(Continued from

Frank H. Smith was Aurora; M. M. Rubens,
favorable to Famous, it being Frank Thielen, Aurora.

Testimony

22, 1923

Mid-West Combine

prises would go into every town where
L. D. Joel of Jacksonville went.

Cite Hardships
UTHOWTY

Sunday, July

Prolong the

life

of

your

prints

Write for sample or better
aend us a reel of new
positive,
not
waxed, to be
till

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
ALLAN

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 5576

220

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS
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Dana in
Fatal Millions"
Metro
.

.PLEASING FARCI-

•HEME WITH STAR IN
OF HER TYPICAL
WILL SATISFY A
5;
RITY.

urnishes a good deal of
lent in role of shop girl who
s she is millionairess; will
ler admirers and gives a first

formance.

Ml

Huntly
Peggy
Edward Con-

includes
Forest,

right;

Allan

,

Kate Price,
nd others.

One

of those comfarces in which the situa-

Story....

ecome highly involved and
e action consisting of piling
and finally arriv-

; plications

denouement; girl plans
meet former sweetnow rich business man, by
iating jewelry, furs and an
ibile not her own, with ena

lisplay to

complications that implicate
i domestic quarrel and even:nds in her marriage to the
eetheart.

ce Angle.... An average atthat will do as a regular
m offering without any spe>osting and will allow for
ariety of short reels.
ion. .. .Appeal
to

admirers

by

Viola

telling

them

a role especially well suited
personality. Let them know
lys the part of a shop girl
sorrows "fine feathers" in
o pretend to a former sweetthat she has made great
in his absence and in spite
apparent neglect of her.
e an engagement ring is the
that gives the girl a hunch,
ight use posters with a large
:ment ring and the star's pica the center with the line:
what an engagement ring
'Her Fatal Millions,'
in
Dana's latest picture at the

theater."
might also arrange a tie-up
jewelry shop by having the
display a variety of engagerings and strings of pearls
notice reading: "A diamond
nd a pearl necklace play imit
parts in 'Her Fatal MilSee
at the blank theater.
[

Dana's
play

latest

stills

and

you'll

know

of the star and you

As

a

Film Booking Offices
Whole.... AN AVERAGE

WITH A GOOD

PICTURE

MANY

IMPROBABILITIES

BUT SURPRISE ENDING EXCUSES MOST OF THEM.
Players.... A satisfactory cast that

Jackie Coogan in

"Circus Days"

Fox

A

Whole
FOR MIX.

As

a

COMEDY THAT
WILL REGISTER WITH MIX
FANS AND SERVE TO SATISFY AS ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE MAJORITY OF PICTURE GOERS.

.

3ox

Angle

Office

average theater

Suitable for

if

t'

Rely chiefly on the
them. It is fairly

Exploitation
title

to

miration as well as a wife.

shown with good Box

selection of short reel pictures; not
especially deserving of particular
anregulation
the
exploitation;
nouncements should be all that is
necessary.
attract

Office Angle. .. .When properly
cut so that it can be used to better
advantage and also make a better
impression, "Soft Boiled" should be
It is a good
a satisfying number.
humorous entertainment.
.Shouldn't be difficult.
Exploitation.
This is one of the first of the new
.

.

should readily attract
You have no names to
the eye.
use in connection with the title so
give it all the space in your camGet behind the title in
paign.
your newspaper advertising.
Should you care to go a little
further into boosting it, and it

Fox schedule of releases. Let them
know it is something out of the
ordinary for Mix.
Play his name

might be worth while if you know
mystery meller with
like
they
comedy touches you can use the

furnishing store to put on a display
You
of canes in their window.

catchy and

—

stage

money

with

the

—

Distribute bills
printed on them:
It
"Have you 'Itching Palms?'
may mean money." Follow the
stunt with announcements of the
stunt.

line

showing.
Posters might contain a palm of
a hand such as those displayed by
palmists with the lines of the hand
A woman dressed as a
indicated.
fortune teller going about distributing the money, as suggested above,

might also
some indication that
some first rate laughs.
Direction by

attract

attention.

James

W. Home;

up prominently and say he leaves
off the cowboy togs to play comeShow them stills of Mix in
dian.
his

shoe clerk costume.

For a stunt get a

local

gents'

collection of broken
canes, put them in a pile in the
window with a sign reading: "He's
Mix at
Who?
raising cane.
the blank theater in his latest picture 'Soft Boiled.' " This is in line
with the uncle in the picture who
breaks a stick every time he gets

might get

Producer

NEW VENTURE

measures up to requirements on
most occasions; Tom Gallery suit- Star
Works to put the part over
able hero and Virginia Fox a pretty
and supplies all of the pep in the
heroine although she hasn't very
film; his whirlwind climax going to
much to do; Victor Potel a sort of
go big where they like the action
simpleton whose weakness for stealfast.
ing hats is only a ruse to cover his Cast
Billie Dove opposite Mix;
real identity, that of a private deothers Joseph Gerard, L. C. Shumtective; others Tom Wilson, Joseph
way, Tom Wilson, Frank Beal,
Harrington, Gertrude Claire, RobJack Curtis.
ert Walker, Tom Lingham and Type of Story. .Comedy-drama with
Richard Cummings.
the comedy accentuated; not much
to the story, but it has laughs and
Type of Story.... A combination of
moves along at a good pace; the
drama, comedy, mystery, meller
picture needs cutting to eliminate a
and what-not. Not very carefully
few slow spots, the more obvious
constructed and continuity has sevbecause the rest of the picture steps
eral misleading twists although it
along fast.
may add to the mystery atmosStory deals with rich uncle who
suspense
the
along
help
phere and
threatens to disinherit nephew unwhere that element happens to inless he curbs his violent temper; in
son of dead man
terest them;
a thirty day trial Mix avoids all
threaten?
fights bogus doctor who
temptation to fight but on the first
son
but
theft
latter's
expose
to
day following his probation makes
eventually proves the doctor guili.,
up for it, but wins the uncle's ad-

give
are

Tom Mix in
"Soft Boiled"

"Itching Palms"

Viola

.

*•

Newest Features

iviews of the
Je.

"mm

DAILV
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a

Tom

mad.
Another idea would be

to distribute china eggs with the words:

"How

This
do you like 'em?"
might be in the form of a teaser,
followed by announcements of the
showing.

Distributor:
Whole.
a

Sol

Lesser

First National

...JACKIE AN-

As

OTHER JOY IN PICTURE OF
KID DAYS THAT IS A DELIGHT IN EVERY RESPECT
AND SHOULD MAKE A
CLEAN SWEEP.

Star.... The inimitable Jackie; either
bringing a laugh or putting over a
touch of pathos and he hits the
mark every time; "the kid" never
fails to register.

Cast.... Good types and satisfactory
although subordinate to Jackie, as
usual; includes Barbara Tennant,
Russell Simpson, Claire McDowell,
Cesare Gravini, Peaches Jackson,
Sam de Grasse, DeWitt Jennings,
Nellie Lane and Win. Barlow.
Type of Story.. Not big, not unusual,
but a real treat when it comes to
entertainment; just a lot of kid
stuff that pulls big at all times and

with everybody.
Office Angle. .Can't miss. Your
only worry on this one is to get
vour order in before the other fel-

Box

.

low.
Jackie

You

cesses

to

go wrong on this
He's an
idol for old and young.
Get in back of this
Exploitation
one and if you don't clean up with
You have
it
it's your own fault.
the goods and if you cannot get
results, it must be due to poor
showmanship.
bank on Jackie
of
all
First
Coogan's name and his past succan't

Coogan

get

picture.

them

interested

in

He hasn't done
"Circus Days."
anything just like this before so
you can promise them something a
bit

different.

On

account of the circus atmosshould
phere, any street stunts
II
naturally pertain to a circus.
you can secure a regular circus
wagon, have clowns driving it
throwdistributing
about town

aways.
Poster the town with announce-

ments and pictures of Jackie in his
bareback riding outfit. If you get
a youngster that resembles Jackie
to dress up in the typical Coogan
get-up, you might attract considerable attention.
What kid in your town looks
most like Jackie? Get the idea?
The entrance to your theater can
be decorated to represent the entrance to a tent. Use whatever else
you can to create the atmosphere
of a circus.Eddie Cline; has done
Direction
splendidly on this one; picture is a
good length, moves along at a satisfying pace with the laughs just corshaded with pathos; it's
rectly

Direction by
J. G. Blystone; has
gotten a good deal out of story in
spite of its being rather slight and
cical lines and for the most
puts the laughs over well; gags
very good work all told.
distributes the laughs satis- Author
Wyndham Gittens and
occasionally overworked but these
From James Otis' "Toby
Author
fy although the picture is at
cutting.
Helmer Bergman.
can be fixed in
Tyler"
Moran
le riotously funny.
Edward
Wyndham Gittens Author
Scenario
by
Eddie Cline and Harry
Edward Moran Scenario
Scenario
.William Dudley Pelley
and Helmer Bergman.
Weil
Clark
Dan
Cameraman
Arthur Statter
>
William Marshall.
Cameraman
Frank Good
All right Cameraman

.William

Beaudine;
rected the picture along strict-

n

by.

man

..

John Arnold

aphy

All

Any
About

right.
city.

6,000 feet.

has done fairly well but could have
improved upon continuity in several
instances; otherwise average.

Photography

Photography

All

right.

Locale

A

farm.

Length

6,100

feet.

Locale

An

inn and the

home

of

hero's uncle.

Length

7,054 feet

First rate
Photography
Locale. .A farm and a traveling circus
5,163 feet
Length
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Advertising

Institutional
of

Balaban and Katz, Chicago
INTEREST-AROUSING

copy placed in Windy City newspapers by the Chicago showmen. The second in the series
of display ads designed to acquaint the Chicago public with
pertinent facts about the B. and K. houses. The ad immediately below, in its original form, was 8 inches by 16 inches
and that on the right, 6 inches by 20 inches.

Old-Time
Ventilation
This was our "ventilating system"
This funny old exhaust fan was

in 1908.

originally used in a saw-mill and eventually
to a junk yard where we bought it for $28.

found

its

way
Balaban & Katz
li ork-Shop

It was a God-send to us in those
primitive days of the motion-picture theatre, because, after two audiences had been in the house,
the air was thick enough to slice. Gee! we can remember it yet.

We

put the fan in a hole in the

wall and attached

it

to the electric light

power. It was effective, all right enough, but when it
was turned on, the lights went down and the pictures became
dim and vague.

At full speed the fan made a
like

noise
an approaching cyclone. The roar and

the rattle frightened half the audience, and annoyed the
other half to

thf;

point of murder.

In the alley across from us
restaurant.

And when

was

a

the fan really got

busy, it caught up the smells from the restaurant kitchen
and distributed them around the neighborhood. And it wasn't
good advertising for the restaurant.

Can you wonder,
periences, that

The "Little Chicago"
—the most exclusive theatre
in the world

On

the top floor of the Chicago

Theatre building

the "Little Chicago," the
Balaban & Katz, and the only one of

private theatre of
its

No
to the

admission price

members

The
it

is

&

The "LITTLE

Katz organization.

It is their

CHICAGO"

seats

as completely equipped
It has a wide, deep and com-

it is

as any theatre in the land.

plete stagt. wings, drop*, curtains, jpot'lights, colored lights,
moving -picture screen, dressing rooms and every facility and

convenience known to the modern play-house.

The "LITTLE CHICAGO"

is a trywhere the executives of the Balaban
Katz organization, the theatrical experts, moving-

out theatre

picture experts, musical directors, light and scenic artists, gather
to discuss and rehearse the specialties and pictures suggested for

& Kau theatres. Nothing has a place on a program until
passed upon and approved by this entire organization.

Balaban

It is a very critical "audience." It is
a paid audience, composed of men chosen from
the very top of their professions. Both it a recognized
And they use their combined brains and knowledge,
and devote their lives to developing entertainment for ><>"-

ipeeialist.

BALABAN & KATZ
Chi

!ffi°

Tivoli

subject of ventilation and di'2 up everything that, had
ever been written about it? No one in this wide world had more
cause to analyze, dissect, bisect and study the subject of fresh air

and

ventilation.

And

Our

what

it has led to.
see
four beautiful theatres of today are equipped
with ventilating and refrigerat'Cli apparatus that represents an investment of over $500,000. And Ihtrt are as many min
working downstairs making comfort for you as there are upstairs
making entertainment.

Riviera

Roosevelt iC

From

the ashes of the past

come

charged to

public has never seen it
It opens its doors only

exists.

of the Balaban

only 250 people, yet

it is

after those exbecame bugs on the

the wonders of today.

work-shop.

&

all

is

kind in the world.

enter this theatre.
—doesn't even know

we

Central Park

BALABAN & KATZ
Ch icago
Sute and

Tivoli

Riviera
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Herbert Ratvlinson in

I

"Broadway Gold"

"The Victor"

COM

al generally; a real

INTERESTING
STORY OF STAGE LIFE WITH
THE SORT OF SITUATIONS

As

bze-fight and some
111 handled comedy
.

Does rather well

English

in

and gets his
across in good shape.
role,

dfes

fight

np....A very satisfactory cast
J includes Dorothy Manners as

Whole

a

AND ATMOSPHERE THAT

USUALLY MAKE FOR FIRST
RATE AUDIENCE APPEAL.

(JUCHES.
cm"

Rawlston,

Eddie
nbon, Frank Currier, and Otis
Ian who gets over the role of
ilChewing Gum King in a way
4 will bring the laughs.
J>f Story.

.Interesting incident

.

.

most part dealing with the
aliar ways in which an English
son, without money, man:|fs
J to live at the best hotels.
Illy becoming a pugilist, he
a championship and solves all
ijphe

iit

tulties

for

himself,

father

his

J the young struggling actress
in love with.

afc

Short Subjects
"Lodge

Night"

— Our

—Pathe

Gang
Laugh

animating them. A glimpse at the
harvest dance of the natives of East
Africa and some very pretty picType of production.. 2 reel kid comedy tures
of the apple orchards of NorAt last "Our Gang" has a secret mandy complete the issue.

A

Sustained

.Pretty and very pleasing; alsincere in her portrayal society of their own.
They call it
and likely to satisfy her admirers the "Cluck Cluck Klams."
"Lodge
especially for her performance in Night" shows them all as members
this.
with the exception of the little fat
strong cast and with a lot boy, who is initiated into its mysteries
Cast.
of popular favorites; Kathlyn Wil- in the old barn.
That's all you need
liams gives interesting characteri- to know about this one except that
zation; Elliot Dexter a first rate it's every bit as funny as the rest of
hero. Others Elois Goodale, Rich- this wonderful series, and in addiard
Wayne,
Harold
Goodwin, tion has a real plot. Little Farina,
Henry Barrows.
Mickey Daniels and all the rest of
Melodrama of stage them do their stuff with evident enType of Story.
life with colorful atmosphere that joyment, and seem to get as much
usually gets them interested right fun out of it as the audience. There
off; has the meller laid on too thick is a scene in a school-room that is
with two deaths and one near death thoroughly enjoyable, but then, so
occurring; plot development is very is the rest of the two reels. You're
good and interest well sustained, sorry when it's over. Fatty is told
with denouement never allowed to to sign his name in blood and then
he will be a member.
He declines,
become obvious.
Chorus girl marries man upon saying he hasn't any blood handy.
death bed to satisfy a dying request, They tell him he'll have to kiss the
meantime becomes implicated in queen. And the queen turns out to
murder case, is cleared and happy be a boxing glove with a fist in it
and a face drawn on it. He attempts
with husband when he recovers.
Box Office Angle .... They usually to "kiss the queen," and is supplied
the
necessary "blood," with
fall for a picture dealing with stage with
life.
Here's a title that will get which to sign the paper. And that's
them right off. They'll know the only one of the laughs.
Star.

..

ways very

.

Esther

•girl,

Dillon Prod.
Truart-State Rights

Distributor:

|ma that should^ap

'

Edward

Producer:

Universal
ajWhole.... LIGHT

|.

Hammerstein in

ine

.

.

A

.

.

.

— Century

"Spring Fever"
Rural

Rollicking

Type

of production.

.

Slapstick
.2 reel

comedy

"Spring Fever" doesn't differ much
from the average rural slapstick that
has been going the rounds for quite
a while.
Fred Spencer is the star,
and gets his stuff over in pretty good
shape.
The early portion is devoted
to Fred being chased all over the
farm by a bull who gets tangled up
in a tent. After a while Fred emerges
from the tent dragging the dead bull
by the tail -only the stuffing is apparent. In another instance a stuffed
skunk is used instead of a real one.
The action is quite rapid, being kept

—

moving

the time and will, in all
be found entirely satisfactory by the average audience.
all

probability,

.

IjOffice

Angle

any

difficulty.

This should
ise the average audience with1

gh

It

short

is

you to build up a
program in conItion with it, and contains pleasfincident, a good fight and quite

n

to enable

short

reel

|w laughs.

An

1

the

fighters

lulate

lobby

attractive

of posters and
in

interest.

stills

the

Play

show-

ring

will

up

this

|e of the picture where you have

Bowd that you know enjoys fight
lures. In the event that you can
this before a big fight you
bd attract attention by having
B in your lobby and over them
[

|gn reading "Who will be the
lor?"
"No one knows!" "But
iRawlinson become The Victor
ijhe blank theater on..."
latchlines such as "Do culture
l
technique count more than
"See a
He force in the ring?"
I's son knock-out Porky Schaup,
jrhe Victor.'"

Edward Laemmle;
by.
>s the interest and injects good
lor with the help of Otis HarFight scenes run a trifle too
lion

. .

some women.

to please

;

dialogue

.

titles

Eng-

are a bit over-

at times.

e

r

by
raman
graphy
rio

Gerald Beaumont
E. Richard Schayer
Clyde De Vinna

New York

e

Satisfactory
City,

a

hotel

a prize ring.

h

4,880

feet.

"Nobody's Darling"— Century

appeal and should go very well.
Another Cute Baby Peggy Comedy
.It should not be diffiExploitation.
comedy
cult to get this one over nicely. You Type of production. .. .2 reel
have a good title and one that afBaby Peggy is the star of "Nofords plenty of opportunity to play body's Darling," and for those who
it
up elaborately, if you care to. have once seen her, this ought to
Dress the front of your theater be enough. She's just as cute and
liberally in electric lights.
charming as ever and somehow you
Use Elaine Hammerstein's name never tire of seeing her open her eyes
prominently in lights and let them wide and look wise or grin delightknow this is her first Truart pro- fully or do any of her cute little
duction.
tricks.
This time she has various
Distribute bogus coins merely adventures, among them being shot
containing the words "Broadway out of a swing and into a truck full
Follow the stunt up with of colored orphans, where her face
Gold."
throw-aways with catchlines such gets so dirty she is mistaken for one
as:
"All isn't gold that glitters. of them until she eats some waterSee 'Broadway Gold,' Elaine Ham- melon.
Running away she finally
merstein's latest picture at the blank takes refuge in a toy store where she
theater, and you'll know why."
dresses up like a wax doll for proBesides the star's name, let them tection, but a little girl and her
know the cast contains Elliot Dex- mother visit the store and buy her,
She
ter and Kathlyn Williams whose thinking she is really a doll.
characterization will be enjoyed, upsets the household generally, but
and who gives the story an occa- is finally taken home by a kindly
sional humorous slant that gets policeman.
over nicely.
Edward Dillon and
Direction by
"Pathe Review No. 29"
J. Gordon Cooper; have given story
Varied and Interesting Subjects
a good looking production that re.1 reel magazine
gisters a certain amount of pictor- Type of production.
.

tation

Bay

picture has to do with the stage.
The story has first rate audience
.

"Gas and Air"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Some Good Laughs in This One

Type
As

of production.

.

.1

reel

comedy

the title would indicate, Stan
Laurel's
latest
is
another "auto"
comedy which seem to be coming in
scores right now. However, this one
has more than the average amount
of laughs in it.
It is probably the
most amusing short reel that Laurel
has turned out for Pathe so far. He
is a "handy man" for a local garageman and, as usual, does everything
wrong. He never cracks a smile all
the way through, even when the
gasoline pipe will not stop flowing
and finally explodes shooting Laurel,
the garage owner, a customer and a
quick-lunch counter into the
little
middle of next week.

—

Sing

A
Type

"Close Harmony"—
Them Again Series Educ'l

—

Really Novel

of production.

Number

.. .1

reel novelty.

This is the first of a series produced by Norman Jefferies, under
the brand name of the "Sing Them
Again Series." An explanatory title
informs you that they are "modernized revivals of the songs you used
Prettily
sing," and they are.
to
photographed scenes give one an
idea of the song that is to follow, and
the titles are snappq and attractive.
Glimpses of cool clear waters with Finally the words of the chorus are
.

appeal; have injected audience
appeal values and otherwise given schools of fish swimming in them
a satisfying presentation; picture open this issue of Pathe's Review in
could be cut, however; it runs a a way that starts the reel right for
trifle long.
Next there are
these hot days.
potter,
Volkmar,
Leon
of
Wonderly
scenes
Carey
W.
Author
Kathlyn Harris who makes vases as they were made
Scenario
novel feature
Cameraman
J. R. Diamond in ancient Babylon.
Very good. under the title of "Something From
Photography
Locale. .. .Lavish homes and apart- Nothing" shows, by means of trick
photography, chaotic masses slowly
ments.
and finally
scenes
clear
Length
6,800 feet. forming
ial

A

flashed upon the screen with a cordial
invitation to the audience to join in.
complete music score has been designed for each picture in the series,
so that while the action preceding
the singing of the chorus is taking
place, the verse of the song is being
In this number are "Rosic
played.
O'Grady," "In the Shade of the Old
Apple Tree' and "Sweet Adeline."
It is a distinct novelty.

A

Booked Instantly
for Premiere

A
/4

Presentations

at

Loews State Theatre,

¥W

Angles and
Loew's Warwick
San FranciscoLos

-

,

i

m

aeaturiny the

fjfamous Police

Dog

RINT-TINT-TIN
AHARKTRAPF PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BT CHET FRANKLIN

—
£&£.

£*S£&*.
Classic of the Screen

U

Ii
>j

#

%

u
rn

A soul-stirring

action drama of the far North, featuring the greatest
animal performer of all time. An audience picture that holds the
spectator breathless from beginning to end with its story of love,
hate and adventure, set among the scenic splendors of rugged,
snow-covered Alaska.

wmt
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Tilley's

Charges
—

"Souls for Sale" Chaplin's "Immortal
cost $100,000 or so, but will surely have a
tremendous exhibition value "Three Wise Fools," which should
be a delightful box office "Little Old New York," which cost
a fortune and shows it and a lot more that haven't been seen.
On paper the season's product looks big. Very big.
to

eclipse

Women," which only

—

ay, July 22, 192 3

on a producer's toes. And do a lot of damage. By what they
say and how they say it and where they say it.
All of which is apropos to what occurred in our review of
"Temptation." Our reviewer stepped on it. That's the plain
unvarnished truth. And our reviewer was wrong. And that's
more of the plain unvarnished truth. "Temptation" is a darned
good picture and will do business almost everywhere and is
doing it. A C. B. C. release.
It doesn't do much good to say you're sorry.
After you've
done a lot of harm. It doesn't accomplish much. But we are.

—

(Continued from Page 1)

promises

Sund
BMKOBHnH

;

—

Tilley may be right.
Maybe he saw more pictures than
American trade editors ever see. Or have an opportunity of seeing. Maybe he saw more wastage in the studios than anyone else.
Maybe. And perhaps he got "inside" and learned more about
studio graft than most of us. Maybe.
Possibly he's correct. American producers may not be making the kind of pictures the public want. Joe Schenck may be
all wrong in making "Ashes of Vengeance" with Norma at a
Ingram may be crazy for spending nearly a
cost of $750,000.
million on "Scaramouche," and Doug may be a nut with his
expenditures for "The Thief of Bagdad." And so on, with all
But that great American public, for which Tilley has
the rest.
so much sympathy, will give the answer not Tilley.
And it is possible that the industry will go to the demnition
bow-wows in the next five years. Possible is the word. But I'll
bet him anything in the world he's wrong from a London
"bowler" to a highball served at the Savoy in London.

—

—

—

—

Darned

—

sorry.

THE LIFE OF HI ABRAMS
working on this. These feature stories are difficult.
But the data is coming along. And will be started soon.
Still

MERTON'S NOM DE PLUME
His name

His father is one of the best known
But the boy has ambitions. He wants
So he happened to drop in Jess Smith's
office.
And told his story. Smith listened. Finally he said,
"Well, maybe you have a chance. But you'll have to do something
with your name. Healey is all right but not in pictures."
Young Healey was all willingness. "I don't mind that," he
said, "what name would you suggest?"
Smith pondered a moment. "Well," he said finally, "you
might try Clifford Armytage."
is

Healey.

restaurateurs in town.
to be a "movie"actor.

—

HERE

"Sure," said Healey.
ENGLISH PICTURES
If you know "Merton of the Movies" this will hand you a
while we're on the subject. "Kine" says English producers, including Rowson of Ideal, and others, are planning dis- laugh.
ALL STARS
tribution of their product in America.
Arthur Friend tells this one. Talking to Marcus Loew. MarBut if
Fine. Come on over. If you've got good pictures.
cus raving about an "all star" cast with many notables. In one
you haven't, lay away.
of Metro's pictures.
"And that's the way to make them," said
HIGH INVESTMENTS
Marcus. "Yes," said Friend, "well, who are the stars in this 'all
Something like 200 theaters closed around New York. Un- star' cast?" Well," said Loew, "Lon Chaney's in it—" "Yes,"
usual.
Yes. Due to what "Billy" Brandt says? Yes in part. said Friend, after a pause, "yes, Chaney, and who else?" Silence.
But in part only. The real reason will be found as something More silence. Then, said Loew, "Chaney's in it, and " and
like this:
Too much investment. Buying in at the peak. And there was another pause.
unable to carry on when the wallop comes. Too much expansion.
"And," said Friend, "that's the all star cast. You remember
Too much desire to "be big." That's the real answer.
one name."

And

—

—

DANNY.

FAMOUS— GRAUMAN—WEST COAST
So Famous has bought out Grauman. And will own three
// houses in Los Angeles. All by itself. Why did Grauman get
out? Well, of course only the principals know. But it isn't much
of a secret that Famous isn't tickled pink over the expansion of
the Lesser-Gore West Coast crowd. And perhaps it was better to
be entrenched all on their own, than to have anyone else "in"
should West Coast make a move.

—

Speed

EGGERS,

VALENTINO AND WILLIAMS
Well, it was the big news of the week, wasn't it? There
have been a lot of producers and distributors who have longingly
gazed at Valentino and wished a bit. But Jaydee stepped in
on 'em. And turned the trick. And now the only question
remaining is: when will the Valentino pictures come? And
how soon?
The answer may be a long way off. Despite Jaydee's assurances that he intends settling the difficulty out of court. Famous
Players seem willing to settle. But at a cost of a million or two
Or three. And Valentino says he won't work for Famous. And
February 1925, is a long way off isn't it?
It's a nice problem, anyway.

+

Skill

+

Service

Inc.

\PHO TO- ENGRA VING
now

at

244-250 West 54th Street
Phones Circle 2450-2451-2452

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

JACK COHN'S FISH
Jack Cohn, C. B. C. went fishing

up on his statistics. He
fish was 62 feet long.

didn't

last

week.

know whether

And

got mixed

the boat or the

NOT INFALLIBLE
fect.

Reviewers aren't infallible. They aren't 100 per cent perNo one should expect them to be. And sometimes they step
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ELMER CLIFTON S

DOWN TO THE

SEA IN SHIPS
Opens

at the

Balaban and Katz

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
Chicago

Where

it

sation as

—July

30th

will cause as great a senit

did in

New York

at the

Cameo Theatre

It's

a

HODKINSON

Picture
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Among
Mason

Shirley

in

is

New York
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Coast Brevities

for

\cral weeks.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Meighan,

is

Tom W
edited.

starring

S.illv

Rudolph Valentino has won

his apthe
attachment
against his property in the suit of his

being cut and

illiam

Crute lias been added to the
"His Children's Children."

"Scarecrow," the third Film Guild
production starring Glenn Hunter,
has been renamed "Puritan Passions."

"Cameo

Kirby"

Emory Johnson
final

Steel

Duncan's
first
well under way.

pleted.

have

to

for his former attorney Arthur Butler GraGrand-Asher, ham, for a balance of $48 000 for leBryant Washburn and Mabel For- gal services, vacated. Justice Ford,
who heard the case, said that the
rest will head the cast.
papers do not show that the services
has been comperformed by Graham were worth
Madge Bellamy has the leading $65,000, as he claimed that they were
role in Elmer Harris' screen version any more than they show that they
shooting the of "The Love Hater," for Associated were worth $20,000, the sum already
is

Hollywood— "The

serial, is

ast of

In the Courts
plication

"Homeward Bound,"

22, 1923

and Directors

the Stars

Eastern Notes
Si

<?^
Trail,"

Universal

Ben Wilson

third

is

production

preparing
for

Authors.

scenes of "The Mail Man."

Arthur H. Jacobs has selected
Bradley King has completed the
Allan
Dwan expects to finish
"The Age of Desire," as the title for
scenario
of
"Anna
Christie."
'Zaza" for Famous Players in the
the new Frank Borzage Prod.
next two weeks.
Production is completed on "The
Paul Bern has been engaged to
Harry Millarde has practically Huntress."
wi
write
the continuity for the new feacompleted "The Governor's Lady"
ture
which Ernest Lubitsch will
Lloyd Hamilton has started the
:or Fox.

/

produce for the Warners.

paid.
The court also said that the
affidavits submitted Graham are too
vague and general "to furnish a rea-

sonably accurate estimate of the value
of the service outlined."

Graham contended

that nearly

all

employees of his office spent
many months working on the Valentino case, and that it was through his
efforts that Valentino has been enthe

abled to draw $5,000 a week recently,
which sum he says he hears ValenHarry Sherman's first production
Henry Lehrman has begun work tino is to get while he is abroad.
for Vitagraph release will be "Let
the third
Not Man Put Asunder."
Jay Marchant, formerly an assistant en "Long Live the Ring,"
series of "Fightat Universal, is now directing short of F. B. O.'s second
Opens Exchange in Richmond, Ind.
ing Biood" stories.
western pictures.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
engaged Joseph
Distinctive
has
Richmond,
Ind.
National
NonDonohue for "The Adopted Father,"
Bmmett Flynn's production of "In Theatrical has opened a sub-exchange
starring George Arliss.
Claire Adams has been given the
iJjf Palace of the King," is completed here in charge of A. H. Backus.
feminine lead in Herbert Rawlinson's
j Accept for one big mob scene, which
Bernard Durning has signed Allan latest vehicle. "Upside Down."
Back from Vacation Trip
is now being filmed.
first

of a

new

series of

comedies

for

Educational.

—

;

Hale
for
prominent
a
'Around the Town."

role

in

(Special to

Laurence Trimble expects
casting

shortly

for

to begin

Strongheart's

Lewis have next picture, "White Fang."
>een signed through Mike Connelly
lor Cosmopolitan's "Cain and Mabel."
Following "Maytime," Louis Gasnier is to direct Robert W. Service's
"The Silent Command" has been "Poison Paradise."
completed by J. Gordon Edwards,
and is now being cut and edited.
Enid Gregory has been engaged as
leading woman
in
Monty Banks
'/,E. Mason Hopper has started work comedies.
on "Cain and Mabel," featuring Anita
Stewart and T. Roy Barnes, for CosCharies Jones is working in "Secmopolitan.
ond Hand Love." William Wellman

Ford and

Hal

Tom

Having

finished the Biblical prologue, Cecil B. De Mille has started
work on the modern story of "The

Ten Commandments."

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh Harry Michelson and
Max Schulgold of F. B. O. have returned from after a vacation trip by
motor that took them through upper

New York

State.

Director Tod Browning has taken
Beale Goes to 'Frisco
extras and the entire cast of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Day of Faith" to Orange, Calif.,
Beale, manager of
Seattle
J. R.
out-door
the
of
some
where
the Hodkinson exchange, has been
sequences will be filmed.
appointed assistant to S. G. Vogel
with headquarters in San Francisco.
Jaek Dillon will direct "Flaming Succeeding Beale is R. C. Hill, forYouth" for First National. Colleen merly salesman out of San Francisco.
Moore will be featured with Milton
Sills, Elliot Dexter, Sylvia Breamer
is the director.
Sells 10 Features for England
and
Myrtle Stedman in the cast.
the
late
"Broadlawn," the estate of
Henry Goldstone of the Philip
Henry P. Booth, is being used this
"Rita Coventry," will be William
Goldstone
Prod., has sold 10 Richard
week for the exteriors in "Clipped
Four rooms of a residence and a
de Mille's next production for Parasubjects to United Films
Talmadge
Wings."
the
constructed
at
garden have been
mount.
Corp.,
Ltd., London, for Great Briin

Chic Sale has started work on his
Projection rooms in the new laborfirst
feature for Associated Exhibiatory at the Lasky studio were used
tors, Inc., release with Gregory La
Cava directing. Charles C. Burr is last week for the first time.
the producer.
eighton Hale is appearing in
of
asters
Men," which Victor
Elmer Clifton is selecting the ca
next story for Fox, which^ne
"The
in a few weeks.
Warrens of Virginia" will be the

for his

start

will

working

title.

Ian McLaren, Theresa Maxwell
Conover and Paul MacAllister have
been signed through Mike Connelly
Marion Davies' next picture
for
'Yolanda."

is

directing.

tically

The

completed.

picture

is

prac-

Lasky studio for "Spring Magic,"
which Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt
William de Mille is
are featured.

tain.

directing.

—

(Special to

Harrison Ford has completed his
in Madge Kennedy's picture for
Kenma Prod., which Irving Willat

—

Capital Film Exchange has bought
"His Last Race" for Greater New
York and Northern Jersey. Certified
Screen Attractions, Inc., Boston, has
The cast for "Tiger Rose" has been purchased New England rights.
rounded out. Lenore Ulric will, of
course, be starred and others in the
Seastrom is directing for Goldwyn.
Iowa Theaters in Deal
Cast will be Forrest Stanley, Claude
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Gillingwater, Joseph Dowling, Anders
Mason City, la. The lease on the
Norma Shearer has started work Randolf, Andre de Beranger and Sam
Regent, Cedar Rapids, held by Ralph
on her third picture under her con- de Grasse.
tract with Louis B. Mayer.
GREENE. Erickson, former manager of the
Palace here, has been bought by
the Iowa Theaters Co., and is now
running under the new management.
Takes Over Butler, Pa. HouSfe
Plan Five-Reeler for Houston
The corporation, with W. E. Mil-

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

New

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Houston, Tex. Max O. Brock,
Kensington, has assumed manage- Harry Martin and J. S. Wright, have
ment of the local playhouse, upon formed the Gold Coast Production
taking over the lease of O. J. Sybert. Co., and plan to give Houstonians
The theater will be dark until the lat- a chance to appear in a five-reel
comedy which they expect to produce.
ter part of September.
Butler,

:>art

1,250

Pa.— C.

G. Becker, of

lington as president, Allan F. Beck
as vice-president, M. R. Tournier,
secretary and treasurer and J. W.
Beck a stockholder, has placed M.
Erickson has
R. Blair as manager.
accepted management of a theater in
Marshalltown for A. H. Blank.

S-tt&T* presenli

BfiyANT WASHBURN
Supported b<)

^VVabel

Forrest
IN-

A BEN WILSON

Production

ffifelrap
dOHN

SNCEr
m/TTENBy EVELYN CAMPBEL
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pwropiAvsy

WHEELER OAKMAN
KATE LESTER

MABEL TRUNELLE
LAURA LAl/ARNIE
WILBUR HIGBY
EDITH STAYART
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The Week's Headlines Grauman

&W>

In Charge

(Continued from Page

Monday

1)

An

entrance to the theater on
Universal expediting sales with ex
hibitors by permitting various dis-| Broadway is also being made at a
trict managers to approve contracts cost °* $148 000.
Grauman's new Hollywood house
without home office sanction.
House Peters Prod., which Charles lor pictures exclusively will probably
Baumann will make, about 70 per cost $1,500,000. It will face Hollywood Boulevard. It would not prove
cent sold to state right buyers.
surprising to learn of plans to build
Tuesday
Grauman houses in Long Beach,
Famous Players expected to buy out Pasadena and San Diego. The second
Sid Grauman's interest in Metro- Hollywood house will be constructed
politan, Million Dollar and Rialto jointly by Grauman and the West
theaters, Los Angeles,.
Grauman oasi Theaters group. As a matter
to build two new Hollywood the- of fact, Grauman will probably be
aters.
very closely identified with that orAmerican M. P. Corp. plans ex- ganization in the future.
fices

-

I

I

•

changes

for

non-theatrical

distri-

bution.

Here on Barker's Next Film
Montana comedies switched
Hilburn and Martin H.
Percy
from Metro to Hodkinson.
Bendheim
are in New York in conHerr Schlesinger, "Ufa" executive
here from Berlin to study projec- nection with "Pleasure Mad," Reginald Barker's current picture. Later,
tion at American theaters.
they will go to Glouchester, where
Wednesday
"Cape Cod Folks" will be made with
"Bull"

Famous

Players theater buying ac- Barker directing.
Robert Frazer is
in Dallas described at At- already here from the coast.
The
lanta
hearing oi Federal Trade release title of the picture will be
Commission.
"Women Who Wait."
Harry Rowson reported interested in
tivities

proposed British distributing comBack From Chicago
pany to operate here.
and Sam Morris reWarner
Abe
Pearson,
coast,
Elmer
back from
warns industry against too great a turned on Friday from Chicago,
reduction
more where they attended the first convenbudget.
Sees
1

money

than

spent

will

accrue

in

tion of the

Warner

franchise holders.

re. inue.

A

J.

Llyod's First "Black Oxen"
B. C.'s future to be discussed
next
week.
Prominent member
Frank Lloyd's first special producdenies circuit is defunct.
tion for First National will be "Black

Oxen."
Thursday
announces Rudolph

D. Williams
Valentino as

"If Winter Comes" Opens
first
star of RitzPictures. Inc.
Arrange(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment effective when Famous PlaySan Francisco -"If Winter Comes"
ers' contract expires.
which heads the list of Fox specials
Xew Orleans to be next seat of Fed- for next year opened Friday night at
eral Trade hearing.
Barrett McCormick
Southern ex- Columbia.
S.
hibitors on stand in Atlanta.
was in charge of the presentation.
M. P. T. O. of N. Y.— the Cohen unit
C

arlton

—

— plans

state-wide

convention

in

Eschmann on Trip
to THE FILM DAILY)

the Fall.

(Special

—

Friday
Cleveland E. A. Eschmann, sales
Frank Tilley. editor of Kinemato- manager of First National, stopped
graph Weekly of London, attacks off here on a swing around to all the
production methods upon return exchanges of the organization.
from Hollywood.
Rudolph Valentino's future hinges
around question of when he can
start work for Ritz-Carlton.
Famous

Players

will

ask several milrelease before

dollars for his
contract expires.
lion

Elmer
Predicts

Pearson at A. M.
keen competition

P.
in

A.

PatheNews

the

fall.

No. 59

THE PRESIDENT VISITS ALASKA—

Dan

Michalove testifies at Atlanta At Ketchikan, where President Harding steps
Alaskan soil, the first President to visit
hearing that Famous Players se- on
the territory.
cured $400,000 per year in rentals FILIPINO
CABINET RESIGNS—
Gen.

from Southern Enterprises, Inc., Wood has difficulties with the Filipinos beand
other
companies
$600,000. cause of the reinstatement of a suspended
Secret Service agent; scenes from Manila.
Billy Brandt says 200 Greater Xew
DAWN
TO DUSK FLYER HAS TO QUIT
York theaters have closed.
TWO THIRDS OF WAY ACROSS CONTINENT Leiut, Maughan has engine
Saturday
trouble when in sight of success.
irauman to remain in charge
of
Other news as usual from ereverywhere.
toast theaters for six months.
Willard Patterson, testifying at Federal Trade Inquiry at Atlanta, tells
of hardships to Southern exhibitors
by producer-owned theaters and

—

<

block bookings.
Big Mid-West theater consolidation
many theaters under one

management.

UNIVERSAL SUPER JEWEL
after

3 tremendous

weeks at the RIVOLI
and RIALTO theatres

has been

BOOKED FOR AN
INDEFINITE RUN at
/HUBERT'/

CEMTRAL
BROADWAY at47tb ST.

There Must Be

A

Reason

HERMAN HOLLAND

presents

GRANT

MITCHELL
in

MAM®*

MANIA
Supported

i>

v

Directed by

MARGARET IRVING
R.WILLIAM NEIL
WM.
130

W.

M.

VOGEL

46th

St.

N. Y. C.

Foreign Distributor

M-A-R-S
A

million dollars worth of publicity

FREE

"Radio-Mania" has had that and more.
Every day thousands of dollars of publicity space is
being given in this country on Radio, the most widely advertised subject of today.

"Radio-Mania" the story of a Radio nut, with Grant
Mitchell carrying the lead offers to every exhibitor

an excellent production with
place

it

selling possibilities that

at once in the class of sure

money-makers.

Ah! At Last!

iTHE

ZkRECOCNIZEt

tie brAdstreet
>/*

Authority

FILMDOM

XXV

ol.

No.

Monday, July

19

Up

Winding

—

faring at Atlanta More Testimony
Taken Regarding Southern

BY ALEXANDER

THE FILM DAILY)

—

D. B.
Winder, Ga..
dkaminer Alvord
ftade Commission,
iulties
he
had
Atlanta

Dixon,

experienced

with

miuthern Enterprises led to the showing of moving pictures in a Winder
urch by a Southern Enterprise
jlesman. The exhibition of films in
le church he said was resorted to
I
a means of forcing him to buy
i

ipramount service, which is handled
the south by Southern Enterprises,
i|

|

Sales

exhibitor

before
testifying
the
of
Federal
declared that dif-

subsidiary of Famous Players.
The testimony of Dixon, which

roved the feature of Friday's session
the inquiry into charges of monopoly against Famous was corroborated
(Continued on Page 3)
i

1923

Price 5 Cents

Equitable Rentals

Enterprises
(Special to

23,

When
$300 and

S.

ARONSON

,n

Sale

—

Manager of Truart Film Corp.

a feature picture is sold in Gopher Prairie, Minn., for
its box-office value is $1000, that is not an equitable

rental.

When

a feature picture is sold in Mercy, R. I., for $2000
box-office value is $1200, that is not an equitable rental.
When a feature picture is sold to a chain theater operator for
$75 to $100 per day and its box-office value is $125 per day, that
is not an equitable rental.
When a feature picture is sold to an exhibitor in opposition
to the chain operator for $200 per day and its box-office value is
$125 per day, that is not an equitable rental.
The analysis of the foregoing will probably show
That
Gopher Prairie is a controlled town and Mr. Controller says:
"Take my price or leave it" that Mercy, R. I. has lots of opposition bidding for product and the distributor says "Pay me
my price or go without" that Mr. Chain Theater Operator says:
"I give you quantity booking; where I have opposition I pay
fairer rentals and where I have no opposition the need for fair
rentals is not apparent."

and

Stock

Hall's

Frank G.'s Interest in Jersey Theater
Companies to be Auctioned Because
of Failure to Pay Debt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

its

:

;

Jersey City, N. J. Several blocks
stock turned over to Joseph P.
Kennedy by Frank G. Hall under a
contract dated March 31 to secure an
indebtedness which became payable
on July 1 will be sold at public auction by H. L. Wolbert, licensed pubThe
lic
auctioneer, next Tuesday.
sale will be conducted because Hall's
indebtedness has not been paid.
The stock is that of two New Jersey corporations, the Capitol Theaters
Amusement Co. and the State Theaters Corp. in both of which Hall has
of

been

active.

The

offering

will

in-

clude Z50 shares of preferred stock
in Capitol Theaters Amusement Co.;
5,250 of the common of the same company and 10,057 shares of the common of State Theaters Corp.

;

Hamilton to Finish
(Special to

Griffith

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles
Lloyd Hamilton,
.'ho has been producing for release
hrough Educational, has left for
lew York, where it is understood he
vill
complete the picture which D.
V. Griffith
W Jolson,

to

dis-

when Jolson suddenly took

continue
\

recently started, starring

and was forced

boat to Europe.

The

Griffith

offices

confirm

the

Hamilton will reach
New York Tuesday accompanied by
Lloyd Bacon and Hugh Fay, of his
technical staff, and will immediately
begin work at the Griffith studio at
Mamaroneck on the picture in which
Jolson was to have been starred. The
itentative title will be, "Black and
White."
Jack Noble will direct.
Hamilton's
services
were secured
through a special arrangement with
ibove dispatch.

W.

Hammons,

whom

with

tract for

he

of Educational,
has a releasing con-

his^-ewn productions.

"Sacramouche" Premiere
"Scaramouche"
will

Chicago
have
its

at
'

premiere at
the
Woods Theater,
Chicago, Sept. 9 and will be shown
in
New York the latter part of
September.
Marcus Loew plans to
roadshow "Scaramouche" before releasing

it

to exhibitors.

Omaha
(Special

Omaha
ler

Golf Meet

Today

THE F7LM DAILY)

The golf tournament sponby Ben Fletcher, publisher of
"Movie Age" will be held at MilPark today.

sored
the

—

to

The opposition

man — has

the unhappy
time of it he gets what Mr. Chain Theater does not want and
most times he pays more for less desirable product than Mr.
Chain Theater man pays for good product.
Obviously, for an industry to survive, it must be basically
sound and if the conditions mentioned above represent a general
condition, insofar as the rental of films is concerned, then only
the strong can survive and the weak must perish and eventually
when giant meets giant, disaster must come and if the strong
and the weak are to be permitted to survive and to live side by
side, then the burden of the strong must not be shifted to the
weak. To be basically sound, there must be equity each thing

—

to the chain theater

—

due and no more, but no less.
If the industry as a Avhole, can view this question of equitable rentals without being self-centered, then it would cease
to be a problem. From the writer's viewpoint, its solution is so
obvious as to require only the mathematical precision to create
itan honesty of purpose to carry it through. At the outset,
it must be generally agreed that the producer, the distributor
and exhibitor are each in this business for profit. The exhibitor
its

just

—

must recognize that

to each production there is a production cost,
and a distribution cost and by
an
producer-distributor
must also recognize that
the same token, the
with
burdened
an
overhead
and that his investthe exhibitor is
must
recognize that
to
depreciation
and
both
ment is subject
that
only
demonstrated
by its
worth
can
be
every picture has a
Those
should
be
accordingly.
value
and
paid
for
box-office
pictures that have box-office values, must receive their just due
and for those that have none, the producer thereof must suffer.

advertising cost, a print cost

To determine box-office value can only be done by percentage. Not the various forms of percentages now generally used
in the industry, but a basis of percentage that is individual to
(Continued on Page 4)

$500,000 for Exploitation

At the Warner convention held in
Chicago last week, it was announced
to the franchise holders present that
$500,000 would be spent on advertising and exploitation next year.

Farrington leaves Government
(Special

to

Washington

who

THE FILM DAILY)

— Marvin

until recently has

Farrington
been acting for

Federal Trade Commission as
counsel handling the Famous Players
investigation has joined the law ofthe

fices

of

Vote

King & King

of this city.

Against

Cohen

Northern California Decides Against
Affiliation with M. P. T. O.
at 'Frisco Meeting
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco As a result of a
referendum vote taken at a special
meeting of the M. P. T. O. of Northern California, it was decided not to
M. P, T. O. of
affiliate with the
America.
While it is true that the Northern
California unit had never joined the

Cohen organization, following the return of its members from the Chicago
convention, a resolution was introduced seeking to pledge the unit's
moral and financial support to the
national body.
Messrs. Griffin, Perlin and Blumenfeld attended the Chicago convention as individuals and
not as accredited representatives from
this state.
It seems the California
unit had returned a charter sent to it
following the Washington convention
(Continued on Page 2)
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Seeks Civic Support Vote
Famous

Monday, July

Against

HV

Monday

to. 19

July

23.

1923

Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc..
Published Pailv except Saturday, at
71 71 Went 44th St.. New York. N
Y hy

~

WELDED WIRE

.

WTD'S FILMS

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Dannenberg, President and Editor
J W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
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Foreign

Players

Harold B. Franklin, director of
theaters lor Famous Players is working on a plan to build up the prestige
of
Famous Players theaters
the
throughout the country, by instructing the managers to take active part
in the life of the various communities
in which the houses are located.

One meeting was
a majority.

when
Cohen.

it

A

was
It

is

REELS
For Salt

called but lacked

A

4ji

Howells Cine Equip. Co.,

second was then held
decided not to join
stated, however, that

there is no desire to hamper the work
of any national exhibitor body. The
Northern California unit feels that it
has problems of its own to work out.
The managers are being placed in An indebtedness of $10,000 has been
various civic organizations; co-oper- cancelled in the past eighteen months
well equipped
ation with better films committees is by the organization.
being urged and children's matinees office is maintained here and the or$15 00
Subscrihers should remit with order.
ganization's activities against adverse
suggested to accomplish this.
Just
Address all communications to THE FILM
legislation have been successful to a
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York. what Franklin expects to do is exN Y. 'Phone: Vanderhilt 4551-4552-5558. plained in a letter sent to the various marked degree.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene.
managers. It follows:
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
P'hone, Hollywood
Joaeph

740 7th Ave..

New York

A E R

B

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitor} and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

E.

BAER

Advertising

Lofw'^BUg.,

154(\Broad'way

—

1603.
:,

— Irving Mack,
Representative— Ernest
W.

-aeo Kenresentative

London

Fred-

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative InternaCentral
European
tionale
Filmschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenxelaplatz.

—

—

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.. 108
76
F. P.-L
90
do pfd.
.

Close

600

7Sy2

2,500

7434
90

16

16V»

200

\6V»

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Box

Office Figures

should he mentioned that in the
report of the remarks delivered hv
It

Elmer Pearson

of Pathe to the Adon Thursday, that in men-

vertisers

tioning

the

to

$8,000,000

$10,000,000

vhich would be grossed by "Robin
Hood." Pearson intended the state-

ment
done

to
at

show
the box

gross

the

a

"We know

that no theater of ours would
the old policy 'the public be
damned.' but we are afraid that some managers forget that each individual with whom
they come in contact is a part of the public,
and that the manager's attitude towards the
public is reflected through the individuals
whom he meets personally. Good will, rated
by the big corporations of today as more
vital than equipment, is made for a theater
or a company by making a friend here and
there, one at a time.
Absolute courtesy to
every individual is essential.

subscribe

office,

TO THE TRADE
Please take notice, we now have in
course of production two features
entitled

to

community

institution.

a

To do

little

each
this,

'Traffic in Hearts'*

and "Innocence

(All rights protected)

C. B. C.

FILM SALES CORP.
1600

BROADWAY

further,

theater

a

you must

put the personal element into every operation of your theater, you must make yourself
and your theater play a part in the life of
the community outside of regular business
channels.

"We

are going to a great deal of expense
to place our managers in various civic organizations, and we cannot secure any return
on this money unless each individual takes
an active part in the organization of which
he is a member; unless he seizes every opportunity, even outside of such organizations,
to extend his acquaintanceship in the community.
do not mean that these efforts

We

be haphazard and without purpose,
that they should be so directed as to
count, and to ally the influential men and
women and organizations with us.

should

business but

which would

allow a sufficient profit for exhibitors
in peneral. as well as the producer.

"In

this

same connection, we would

like

for every theater to lend its fullest co-operation to Better Films Committees where they
have been established, and we would like to
see them established in the near future where

Goldstein Building Their 17th
(Special to

is

upon

Not quoted
this thought
Not quoted we"Following
would like to make of

Griffith
....

200

90

Goldwyn
Loew's

Sales

107^ 107*{

.

our desire to operate all theaters
uniform plane of excellency which
will
enable the casual patron to recognize
our theaters wherever they may be.
We
feel that certain policies, if adopted throughout the circuit, will do more to accomplish
this end, than any other means which we
might employ.
"It

738 S.

Wabaih Ave.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Goldstein Bros. they do not now exist. Whether the Boys'
and Girls' Matinees are operated in the theaCo. will build a $400,000 ter under your management or in another
theater in Northampton.
It will be in your community, we would like to see you
their 17th theater in Massachusetts. render full co-operation to make them sucSpringfield. Mass.

Amusement

The new house

will seat 2.180

on two

floors and will probably be ready
There will be a 40ft. stage
'Jan. 1.
sufficiently
accommodate
large
to
regular theatrical performances.

Leaves
Maxine Alton

for Coast
is

en

route

to

the

coast.

'

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

"We

do not wish you to misinterpret

this

the extent of neglecting the management of your theater for the matters which
we have suggested for your consideration,
but rather would we have you realize that
these matters are integral parts of the theater
to

for this "ad" FREE at your managers duties, and cannot be considered
as apart or separate from the successful operEducational Exchange
ation of your theater."
cJACK WHITE PRODUCT fOK

MATS
A

as they give great promise of developing new patrons for the future and of
creating good will in the present.
"In connection with the above policies, it
is
well to remember that women constitute
60 to 70'/ of our audiences, and that the
friendship
of
the
women's organizations
should be considered as an invaluable asset,
even though the gaining of this friendship
requires time and entails some trouble.
cessful,

letter

Goldburg

off on Trip
Goldburg, Independent Pictures, has left for a tour of the Middle
West to dispose of unsold territory
for the 12 features completed by In-

Jes^e

"BACKFIRE"

A MCRMAIP COMEDY

J.

cident

starring

George

Jack Livingstone and Mary

Larkin,

Wynn.

1923

Cohen

to
Endeavoring
(Continued from Page 1)
Build up Good Will for Theaters
and in that way, appeared in Chicago
by Community Service
without official standing.

Til.

23,

THE PICTURES

>>

—
THE
londay, July 23, 1923

3

m

Up

Winding

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

Government officials
Parham, a newspaper man. indicate that the Federal grand jury

(Continued from Page
J.

Seek First Film Indictments

B.

1*

Mrs. Charles Cinciolo, of Gaines- will soon begin an investigation of the
Fla., another government wit- transportation
lle,
here
from Shelby.
ss, gave testimony favorable to the Mont., of the Dempsey-Gibbons fight
fendant.
She stated that Famous
ayers,
through Southern Enterises, had assisted her in every way
ssible
in
the operation of her

pictures.
It is reported that indictments will be sought charging conspiracy to violate the Federal statute
against interstate commerce.

theater.
According to
Russell Held by Seattle Police
rs.
Cinciolo, Southern Enterprises
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
juffht her theatrical
holdings for
Seattle
Roscoe Russell, manager
0,000 improved the property, operthe
ed
house
18
months and of the recently formed Paragon exen sold it back to her for $12,000 change, is in jail because of failure
>ing so far as to assist her in bor- to put up $2,500 required for bail. It
>wing several thousand dollars from is alleged Russell's game was to buy
Gainesville
bank.
She further old pictures for a small cash sum and
ated that after she had purchased then by means of blind ads sell halftheater,
le
Southern Enterprises interests, at anything from $100 to
tangle over "The Barber
ndled her booking contracts and $2,000.
every way kept her service at a of Seville" is said to have led to a
complaint at the prosecuting atigh point of efficiency.
The arrest followed.
large group of southern film men torney's office.
re attending the sessions which will
linesville

—

^

ROXIE"

tells

the world via

Radio, Sunday Evening, July

1st,

the opening day of

A

THE CHASE

A

resumed and perhaps completed
ere today.

Warner Deal
(Special

Roach Plans a School
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hal Roach has determined to inaugurate a school for directors at his studio.
At the begin(Special to

for Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

—

Chicago It is understood that ning the school will be confined to
-ubliner and Trinz will be interested assistant directors of the Roach units,
n the distribution of
1923-24 but if it meets with success, there is
the
a strong possibility that Roach will
Varner product in this territory.
throw it open to others.
The Warners will probably be
ointly interested in the ownership of Kans. M. P. T. O. Hits Film Board

—

Kansas City, Kans.- The Kansas
it is expected, will
handle Illinois distribu- M. P. T. O. has notified the Kansas
City Film Board of Trade that it will
A deal covering Georgia, Florida, refuse to cooperate with it, under the
labama, the Carolinas and Ten- proposed arbitration clause of the
essee has been made with Oscar new standard contract, on the ground
Oldknow of Southern States Film that the proposed personnel of the
Co.,
Atlanta.
Oldknow is now in Board is not equitable.
New York.
he

new

unit which,

"

The most

interesting

thrilling

feature

and
ever

presented at the Capitol

e formed to
tion.

To Discuss

Wage

Sessue

Hayakawa
Hayakawa

Sails

en route to
Paris where he expects to appear in
Cincinnati
committee of the a picture dealing with the RussoCincinnati
Musicians'
Protective Japanese war.
Ass'n has asked local theater manLowell's Next, "Floodgate"
agers to meet in a joint conference
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to discuss the wage scale for orchestra
Gloversville, N. Y.
"Floodgates"
men next winter.
is the title of John Russell's new picture which George Irving is directing.
"Three Wise Fools" at Capitol
Musicians'

Scale

is

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—A

—

"Three Wise Fools" is scheduled
showing at the Capitol, beginning
Sunday. "The Spoilers" follows it.

Minneapolis Deal Set

for

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—The

Clinton-Meyers
company, of Duluth, and Joseph
Friedman, have about completed neMinneapolis-

Virginia Censor Fees Doubled
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Theatre"

S. L.

ROTHAFEL

("ROXIE")

AMERICA'S PREMIER

SHOWMAN SHOULD
KNOW

Richmond, Va. The M. P. Cen- gotiations over the Orpheum.
sorship Board, through the amended
act, doubles the fees for the inspecL. A. Times Issues Magazine

tion of films. The increase is expected to be sufficient to meet the expenses of the department.

Deal on for Texas Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—A

Palestine, Tex.
whereby the Gem

deal

is

pending

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
soring the

—The

Times is sponof "The Pre

publication

View," a weekly magazine devoted
It will appear every
to production.

Wednesday.

and Best will pass
Corinne Griffith Here
These properties
hands.
Corinne Griffith is in town from the
have been operated by Southern En- coast.
into

other

terprises,

Inc.

agers in 32

Picture

Salesman-

Key

Cities possibility
of establishing independent business only real live wires want.ed. State full history in first let-

—

ter.

Box No. A-5

Jacob Fabian
\729-7th Ave. N.Y.C.

Fox Week Sept. 9-15
The annual Fox Week this year

WANTED
Motion

Signed

— Film

Daily.

begins on Sept. 9 and ends on the
15th.

Fox Cameraman- in From Pekin
Eugene M. Lamb, Fox News
cameraman for China, has arrived
from the Orient on a

visit.

+m

THE
Monday, July

On Broadway

Equitable Rentals
(Continued from Page

1)

each house and honest in intent. The writer of this article believes that ultimately percentage, or rather scientific percentage,
will come and that its method of operation will bear some

semblance to what follows:
1.
That in each exchange center a rating board consisting
of exchangemen together with accountants, will determine with
each theater operator within its zone, the overhead per week of
the theater under investigation. This audit will give due consideration to the theater that changes more than once a week; the
overhead of such a theater will be apportioned by days, having
due regard for its average daily receipts on the basis of house
receipts being say 50% of its income on Saturday and Sunday,
its expense will so be apportioned that one half of it is chargeable to Saturday's and Sunday's operations.
2 That having ascertained the overhead either by past history or accounting audit, the method subject to such variation as
experience will indicate will be substantially as follows
the
house to take all of the gross until its overhead is covered,
then the production takes an amount equal to the pro rata that is
assigned to the house as its share of production cost and the residue to be divided between the house and the production. For example, a house doing $10,000 a week and costing to operate excluding feature film, $7000 a week, would receive the first $7000
The production cost assigned to the house is say $1250, which the
production would receive and the balance would be divided 50%
to each. Under this plan the theater would receive its overhead
back and $875. The producer would secure his production cost
and overhead back ($1250) and would also receive $875 additional

—

—

:

—

Brooklyn

—That

Cameo

of these ratings being generally established for
all theaters within the respective zones, there would be no price
haggling. The distributor and the exhibitor would each get his
fair share of receipts from each production, and the only sales

problem involved would be whether a house wanted

to

run the

—

That controlled towns and circuits would pay their fair
share of each production and in communities where the opposition was keen, the exhibitor operating there would only pay
what the production was worth.

The

writer of this article realizes that the foregoing is subject to considerable enlargement and refinement but is of a firm
conviction that each worthwhile production has a box-office value
that can not be predetermined and that certain productions will
go tremendously in one place and come a cropper in another
and that the box-office receipts only can tell what the production
should yield to the theater and the distributor.
Wilkinson with Warners
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Henry E. Wilkinson, forBuffalo
mer manager of the Lincoln in Troy,
is now in charge of the local Warner
exchange.

Seek

To Ban Sunday Films
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Ehvood,

—
—

38

—A

Ind.
theaters be

petition

eaeru
minute

"

Tuesday— "The Victor

."

and

"Youthful Cheaters."

—"The Girl of the GolThursday — "The
Woman With
Four Faces."
—
Friday "The Fog and "Legally
Dead."
Saturday — "The Shiek"
Sunday— "Success."
Lyric— "Human Wreckage."
Rialto—"The Purple Highway."
—
Rivoli "Lawful Larceny."
Wednesday

ARE YOU A
GOLFER

den West."

Strand— "The Brass

—

GOOFER

Bottle."

Next Week
Broadway Not yet determined
Brooklyn S t r a n d "M e r r y Go
Round."
Cameo—" Enemies of Women."
Capitol— "The Spoilers."
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Rialto
"Homeward Bound." (tenta

—

OR A

—

—

Everything for the

who

— "Hollywood."

Strand— "Trilby."

plays or contem-

plates playing^ golf can

tive)

Rivoli

be obtained from

(tentative)

12 Features Sold to 20th Century

SLAZENGER

THE FILM DAILY)

First to

mf k. and

—

Philadelphia A contract has been
signed by Gene Marcus of the 20th
Century Film Co. for the entire series
of 12 productions being distributed
by Independent Pictures Corp. In
two, George Larkin is featured and
eight, Jack Livingston and Mary
Wynn. Two of the productions are
made by Iroquois Prod. Inc. The

Century also acquired through
Independent a re-issue of "The Cold
Deck." The territory covers Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern Jersey.

20th

Seattle Tightens Storage Rules
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
As a result of a night fire
in a film vault, the fire marshal has
notified every exchange in town that
within forty-five days metal containers must be supplied to cover every
film stored in vaults. These containMay Build in Oneida, N. Y.
ers must first pass I. C. C. inspection.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Film Board of Trade is acting
Oneida, N. Y. An option on the on the matter, which will mean greatMadison House property has been ly increased expense as well as larger
secured by a syndicate of Syracuse vault space in many instances.
men, said to be headed by Myron
Bloom. The purpose is to erect a
theater seating 1,500 persons at a
cost of $150,000.

—

I

am

market for

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

in

Pacific

Northwest

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

729 -7th

PhoneBryant 3377

New York

—

Unity Pictures of
Portland, Ore. Robert Bruce is in New York City have filed an inthe Canadian Rockies securing ma- crease in capital from $50,000 to $250,
terial for future Educational releases. 000.

—

WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL,

Ave.

FILM LABS.
CRAFTSMEN
oir-po-r'ated
251

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

It\.c

WEST WATKINS

19™ STREET

J.

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.

Film Exchange

JOHN

LOUIS MEYEB

asking

A. J. Bimberg, formerly active in Sixth, will be opened on Aug. 11,
production is building a 15 story according to the present plans of A.
adjacent
the H. Blank.
hotel
to
apartment
Lambs on 44th St.
Unity Increases Capital
to

suppliei

12 East 43rd Street
New York City

—

Bruce

sell golf

U.S. A.

in

closed on Sunday Des Moines House Opens Aug. 11
that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has been presented to the mayor and
Des Moines The new, Capitol
prosecuting attorney.
theater in the Commonwealth buildFifth and
ing on
Grand, between
Bimberg Turns to Construction

(Special

man

in

specific attraction or not.
4.

the

of

"Enemies of Women."
Capitol— "Three Wise Fools."
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Loew's New York—Today— "Only

(Special to

all

i*nj

Dust."

thereto.
3.
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—
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Three Years To Go

Marketing Pictures
By

ELMER

R.

Famous
Term

PEARSON

Qeneral Manager, Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

Controversial View of Alexander
kronson's Ideas Regarding Equittable Rentals in This Business
The average chain theater has so

Denying Reported Change

L

One

of the persistent reports along'

Broadway
has
it
that
Thomas
Meighan intends switching allegiance
from Famous Players to another
company.
Famous Players officials

lany natural handicaps that its oposition could scarcely wish for easier
ompetition.
The average chain theater is operted by a salaried manager who, beides having no proprietary interest
l
his theater, is subject to frequent
hanges from place to place, and does
ot build up the personal good will
nd following, that the owner-manger builds up among his townsmen.
The chain theater usually must run

deny the report quite emphatically
and back their statements by pointing
out that Meighan has about three
years to go under his present contract.

One Paramount official in discounting this talk pointed out that it was
not the first time that similar reports
had been circulated.
He said the
facts were wrong then as they are
now.
Meighan, incidentally started
work yesterday on "All Must Marry"

.ictures that are selected for the enire chain and often does not suit his

the
Lasky studio, Hollywood.
Later, he will return East to make
a Booth Tarkington story at Kenneat

besides the propictures to
irietor manager books
such as holidays
uit certain days,
ioth national and local, that during
J^ year total hundreds and thousands
extra box-office receipts.
)f
(Continued on Page 3)
articular

Officials Point to Unexpired
of Meighan's Contract In

locality,

bunkport, Me.

Two Weeks

at Central

"Merry-Go-Round"

is

where it will
main for two weeks.
Central

Universal Sales Chiefs Here
H. M.
Atlanta;
Depinet,
Herbert, Pittsburgh and Clair Hague,
Toronto, each a sales supervisor of
Universal are in town relative to
next year's product.

Ned

WIFE—

Scene from YESTERDAY'S
C. B. C's Big Special Feature
with Irene Rich, Eileen Percy and All Star Cast. Directed by Ed. J.
Le Saint. Advt.

—

Walker on Coast

Reported Interested in Exhibitor
Important Booking Deal
Moves But in New York, A
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has closed
Doubt is Expressed
with Southern Enterprises, Inc., for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the first 10 fall releases. Twenty-eight
Los Angeles Seneator James J.
towns are involved.
Walker, leader of the majority in the
New York Senate is here for a stay
Corinne Griffith Lunch Today
of several weeks.
Corinne Griffith will be the guest
Following his arrival, the Times,
of honor at a lunch to be given today
in an interview, stated the coast visit
at the Ritz by First National.
Inwas possibly in connection with a
teresting
Miss
plans
relative
to
national exhibitor movement.
Griffith's future productions will be
•

—

made.

All

Ten Reelers

Long Features Only
tan

— Hearst

now

at

the

probably

re-

Joins Hays Ass'n
Preferred Pictures Corp., the new
name of the Al Lichtman Corp., has
joined the Hays organization, thus increasing the membership of that body
to 20.

for Cosmopoli-

Returning
Coast Shortly

From

Receiver For Morosco Co.
Judge Winslow in the U. S. District
The entire efforts of the Cosmopol- Court, yesterday appointed John
itan organization in the future may Martin Riehle, receiver for the Mobe confined to the production of 10 rosco Holding Co., Inc., in $100,000
The previews of all bond.
reel features.
The suit is based on a Mofuture Hearst pictures will be held at rosco note for $6,000 which Robert
the new Cosmopolitan theater on the L. Hatch is now the owner.

two-a-day show plan.
This means the pictures will have
to round a full evening's entertainment. It is understood that the attitude of Cosmopolitan officials is that
pictures of the ordinary type cannot

Friends of Senator Walker in New
York yesterday were seriously inSchlesinger Closes Deal
hold a $2 audience; that the public
Gus Schlesinger, foreign manager clined to doubt the story appearing has now been educated to the point
in the Los Angeles Times. Walker is,
of the Warners has sold the fall outspectacular producof course, out of sympathy with the where the lavish,
put to Aktiebolaget Svensk Filmindustion
is in demand and it is to fill that
Cohen organization. William Brandt,
tri, Sweden, for Scandanavia; Austrathe energies of the
president of the M. P. T. O. of New demand that
lasian
Films, Ltd., New York for
Hearst
organization will be directed.
York
State stated that, if the coast
Australia, New Zealand, Dutch East
Hearst has been holding a number
(Continued on Page 2)
Indies and Straits Settlements; Soconferences on the
of production
ciadad General Cinematografica, New
(Continued on Page 2)
York, for' Argentine, Uruguay, ParaJolson Returns
guay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia and EcuaAl Jolson returned
from Europe
A. B. C. Fails to Meet
dor; Taisho Film Co., New York,
the
lor Japan; and the German Camus yesterday.
It is expected that
The A. B. C. did not meet yesterOne man prominentGriffith office will take action of some day as planned.
Y Cia, New York for Mexico.
Schlesinger
another
trip sort to make good the loses which, ly identified with it stated something
plans
abroad in the near future.
He will it is claimed were met when Jolson may occur in a few days which would
take with him prints of several of suddenly departed for abroad and left place the organization in a "flourishing condition."
the Griffith picture without a star.
new pictures.

Hatch,

in

the complaint,

company owns the capital
the Morosco Productions

says the
stock of
Co.,

California corporation which
contracts with First National.

a

It

that

Inc.,

has

Object to Special Runs
reported along Broadway

is

officials

of

the

organization do not

like

Mark-Strand
the plan to

show "Ashes of Vengeance," the new
Norma Talmadge picture and "The
White Sister," the Lillian Gish "Inspiration

vehicle

at

special

theaters

While the Markon Broadway.
Strand interests have consented to
pre-release engagements of important
National releases in the past,
has always been done with their
consent. Apparently, this is not true
of the two pictures named above.
These two productions are to be re- v
leased on the open market.
First

this

—J%y«

DAILY

Ten Reelers

All

(Continued from Page
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New York on

there after

height and to rise from the roof of
the New York American building in
Columbus Circle. The sign will bear
the lettering "Marion Davics in "Little

Miss

Old

New

Davies'

Each

York."

name

will

letter

be 20

ft.

in
in

height.

all
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communications

71-73

West 44th

THE FILM

to

St.,

New

in

— Irving Made, 738
—
Ave., London, W.
Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative— InternaEuropean
Central
Filmichau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo-

—

a $500,000

S.

1.

Parit

tionale

Yskia), Wenielaplatz.

ration

formed here.

Select Doug, Jr's First
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s first

Goldberg-Goodfreund Deal

Harper

Famous Players

ture for

is

at

$340,000.

High
.108

Kod.
F. P.-L
763/6
do pfd. ... 90

74-K

76%

90

90

Sales

400
2,500

200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's

Hearn

Low Close
107% 108

...

1614

1554

Triangle

World

15 34

400
Not quoted
Not quoted

Walker on Coast
(Continued

from

Page

1)

report was correct, Walker was not
acting on behalf of his state unit.

understood that Walker's visit,
while primarily designed as a vacaIt

is

Two

63d and Halsted.

enbach was "broadcast master."

(Special to

—

says he is having a hard time securing a story for Tourneur to produce
in six reels.
Two are now under consideration.

(Special to

THE

SPICE

(J-tctuAAA-s

OF THE PROGRAM"

THE FILM DAILY)

West

going to

J

& V

MAN WANTED

—

he uras/

THEATRES

17836 U.S.

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
The

most

theatres
$-1.00

50%
tion

seats, 30%; under 500,
800, 85%; over 800. 15%.
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE.

is

PER M UP.

Lists if desired.
30 to
saved in postage, etc., through eliminadead and duplicate theatres usually

of

lisreH

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
Portland for the

—

—

244 West 42nd

St.. Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

Boston Holds a Holiday
(Special

Boston

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

film
district
had a
Thursday.
Everyone
was carried by machines to Pemberton Beach for an all-day party which

on

holiday

included athletic events, shore dinners and dancing.
Four hundred attended. The party was the fulfillment of a promise made last year
when everyone connected with pictures here worked day and night to
put over the referendum against censorship.

— The

ard

Wood

Stock

Company

Some Cleveland Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland Charles Schweitzer has
resigned as managing director of the
Robbins at Warren and has just tied
up with the Metro sales force.
T. P. McLaughlin, for five years
with Paramount in Pittsburg, is also
with Metro in a sales capacity.

the

for

summer.

Standard Film

THE WALLER STUDIOS
announce that

FRED WALLER
is

again taking an active part

illustrations
supervision of

will

now

FRED WALLER
who have
the past

Mr.

illustrated
few years.

the

East 14th St.
Stuyvesant 2652

this business.

in

be

and

largest

Howard Turrel has no
STUDIOS
11

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO

Title

place in this industry there must be a
man of experience looking for a real opening.
First: He must be a sales manager and have
sales exchange ability.
Second:
He must
have covered big things in publicity and promotion work. Third: He must have an unusual record for sales work in the field.
He
must be dependable and trust-worthy.
Box No. A-6 Film Daily

a

DULCY

Seattle theaters

interests.

Laboratories have established a miniature
theater at
Exposition Park
where the Motion Picture Exposition
is being held for the showing of industrial films dealing with the de-

velopment of California.

Some

^^

Houses Sold

THE FILM DAILY)

to

David

Wocv'
What

Dorothy Hall has joined the Leon-

Los Angeles

(&cLttcdtuma£

lot 'able

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Coast Development Via Films

(T

Seattle

— Two

reported

—

WOR

3he baby who
nursed out on

(Special

—

Hard One
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hays Broadcasts from Newark
Los Angeles M. C. Levee, proWill H. Hays delivered a talk on ducer of the Maurice Tourneur series
broadat the
station in Newark last night.
Dr. Lee de Forest, inventor of the
Phonofilm, also spoke. Harry Reich-

Jesse Weil is handling a special
exploitation campaign for "YesterJ
day's Wife" which deals with the dl
vorce courts.

will

Moore Returns to Seattle
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
H. T. Moore, former manThomas and John ager of Jensen & VonHerberg theaJanesville, 111.
Saxe, of the Saxe Enterprises, have ters in Tacoma, is back again at the
formed a new organization with a helm of the Moore Amusement Co.,
capital of $100,000 to build a new- managing the Rialto and Colonial.
Moore succeeds E. J. Myrick, who is
house here.
Saxe Building Another

Revivals Until Fall

DA HA

under the Workmen's compen-

—

May Run

W. Ham

sation act.

have changed hands. Frank Farrow
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles F. B. O. plans to fea- of the Apollo has sold out to L.
N. Cole and Frank Stannard has
ture Edward Hearn in a series of outGeorge Herpick of the Winter
door pictures, the first to be "Flam- sold to
Garden.
ing Waters."
Al Santell will direct.

Finds Policy a

motion pictures

Seattle

Out-door Pictures

in

Cleveland So successful has been
iofl trip also carries with it a political
angle and that the senator is interest- the summer revival, at the Stillman
ed in sounding out the fortunes of that the old pictures may be kept goGovernor Smith in Democratic cir- ing until the Fall season. The reWalker vivals started July 1.
cles on the Pacific coast.
is due in New York about August 1.

casting

pic-

collect

The
(Special

Quotations

THE

—

for

the

been lilec
Rucker, at
Education!

Films Exchanges, Inc., E.
mons, and
FILM
upon the charge of libel.

be "The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Grand Cross of the Crescent" which
Chicago Max Goldberg has sold will he released as "Stephen Steps
the Harper theater building to Her- Out." Joseph Henabery will direct.

man Goodfreund

against

has

W.

August

—

Chicago Representative

torncv,

Lyle

Supreme Court Justice Lydon ha
dismissed a suit brought by Myrtle
Associated Exhibitors, Inc. will re- Bonillas against Fox Film to recovM
lease the following in August: "Har- damages
because she was injure!
bor Lights," "The Destroying Angel" while making a film for Fox.
No
and "Tea with a Kick."
complaint was filed in the case, hecause as the Fox attorney stated, she
To Film "Volunteer Organist"
realized, apparently,
that she must
Three Releases

York,

Wabaah Aye.
London Representative Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury
man.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

for $200,000 by

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Bernard McConville
American Classics Formed
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
has been engaged to write the scen(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood, California — Walter R. Greene,
ario of "The Volunteer Organist"
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
P'hone, Hollywood
Dover The
American
Classics,
which Louis B. Mayer will make.
1603.
Inc., is the name of
corpo-

Address

Special

Los Angeles— Suit

time to attend the prem"Little
Old New York."

24, 1923

In the Courts
i

"Trilby."

in

in

of

States.
Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

in

Strand Books "The White Rose"
The Strand has hooked "The White
Rose" for one week.
It
may play

of
Another One Scheduled
Aside from the huge electric sign
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
which is being erected at the Cosmo- have in preparation "It's
Boy,"
a
politan, an order has
been placed which had quite a run at the Harris
through Sam Roth of the Electric theater last season.
Sign Co. for a second one, to be 80 ft.

iere

March 3. 1879
Terms (Postage free) United
the act of

1

due

is

1)

Tuesday, July

made

under

the

personal

GRACE WALLER
pictures

made

in

the

East for

further connection with this concern.

OFFICE
1493

Broadway

Bryant 7054
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very necessary service in that those
sales arguments are used by the ex-

close 9 A. M. for Egypt.
Patria sails 3 +
P. M. for Naples; mails close 11.30 for Ma-*
deira also Italy if specially addressed.
Vauban sails 11 A. M. for Rio de Janeiro; mails
close 8 A. M. for Bermuda, South Brazil,

Steamer Sailings

;

(Continued from Page 1)
hibitor in selling the public and withSailing of steamers for foreign
chain manager follows rather out them, would do a much smaller
ports, with time of sailings, destina- Argentina, Uruguay and
Paraguay.
mscribed methods of advertising, national gross.
tions and points for which they
proprietor-managed theater not
Surely there lives not a man who carry mail are as follows
mscribed has available to him
thinks $15,000,000 too much for phyunique means of exploitation,
Wednesday, July 25.
|y
sically handling the business of this
everybody knows that even one
Lapland sails 11 A. M. for Antwerp; mails
entire industry.
close 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West
tie idea may
put a picture over
Seydlitz sails 4
It is easily possible that specializa- Asia specially addressed
big success where it would only
P. M. for Bremen
mails close 8.30 for Gertion,
concentration,
cooperation,
and
by were only the traditional admany specially addressed.
City of Sparta
a little more consideration for the sails noon for Port Said; mails close 9 A. M.
ising means resorted to.
Pres. Polk sails 1 P. M. for
smaller exhibitor would bring about for Egypt.
Ihain theaters are operated largely
London; mails close 9 A. M. for Irish Free
economy
and
much
broader
distribu- State; other countries specially addressed,
>rding to a central policy that
tion for the industry's big attractions, mails clsse 11.30 for Italy. France sails 3 30
quickly becomes traditional.
some of which, I think, are handled P. M. for Havre; mails close 11.30 for Great
Britain,
Germany, South Africa.
Crofton
he one word that describes the disgracefully bad today.
Prolong the life of your
Hall sails 3 P. M. for Buenos Aires; mails
entertainment is
essential
to
Argentina,
Uruguay
and
The
exhibiting end is getting a little close at noon for
Ferent."
prints
Paraguay.
too tradition-bound, brought about
Difference" and "tradition" are
largely, I think, by the proprietorThursday, July 26.
Write for sample or better
apposite as the two poles.
managed theaters following too closeAlbert Ballin sails 3 P. M. for Hamburg;
still
send us a reel of new
hus, while the chain house is ly in the footsteps of the
chain mails close 5.30 for Euro'pe, Africa and West
Kungsholm sails
Asia specially addressed.
positive,
not waxed, to be
;ely confined to traditions, the pro- theaters.
noon for Gothenburg; mails close 9.30 for
tor-managed, theater, if alert, can
Duratized
without charge.
Introduce innovations and new ex- Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland speveritable rings around such comUnited States sails 1 P. M.
cially addressed.
ploitation stunts.
Vary
proyour
Duratizing is an economy.
for Copenhagen; mails close 10 A. M. for
tion with the many innovations
grams. Just now. for instance, the Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland speNot an expense.
ay's film market offers.
market affords plenty material for cially addressed. Kroonland sails 3 P. M.
Vhile there is considerable talk ex- solid short subject programs every for Hamburg; mails close 11 A. M. for
FILM PROTECTOR CO.
Europe, Africa and West Asia specially adt that the average chain buyer will
week, solid comedy days, etc., etc.
dressed.
ALLAN
A. LOWNES, PRES.
buy a given product at all unSaturday, July 28.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
Entertainment is the desire in all
he secures that product for his
Volendam sails 11 A. M. for Rotterdam;
Phone: Bryant 5576
ire chain, Pathe does not find it of us to experience and see something,
mails close 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
"different."
tctilt in most cases to exclude from
Homeric
West Asia specially addressed.
tin bookings such towns and localisails 11 A. M. for South Hampton; mails
"
where we have a good local cusclose 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West
3
Consolidate El Dorado, Ark. Houses Asia, specially addressed.
Leviathan
sails
ner, or where such other theater
11 A. M. for Southampton; mails close 7
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sufficiently better custom to pay
El Dorado, Ark.— L. B. Clark, W. A. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia.
ire,
or where we feel the single
Caronia sails noon for Liverpool mails close
F. McWilliams and Dr. R. McDon- 8 A. M. for Irish Free State; other countries
ater owner has a moral call on our
ald have bought controlling interest specially addressed. West Saginaw sails noon
Dduct, and there are many such.
in the Majestic, from M. A. Light- for West Africa; mails close 8.30 A. M. for
West
Islands, Senegal and Gambia.
For years I have been unable to man.
The Mission has closed for Canary
Mahomet sails noon for Port Said mails
derstand why distributors seem to repairs and will re-open August 15.
d percentage a difficult problem. These same men will also take over
Ordinary pictures do not deserve the Manhattan from Billy Wehle.
rcentage consideration at the hands
This will make a chain of five thethe exhibitor, but since the days aters of Eldorado, under one manageand the delHighest light, deepest
"Graustark." "Isle of Regenera- ment.
)n" and "Battle Cry of Peace," I
all are
icately graded halftones intervening
ive handled thousands of percentage
carried through to the screen by the print on
>okings and with very rare excepRoto Magazine for Paramounts
)ns, I do not know of any that were
The Paramount Advertising de>t fair to both sides and so declared
partment, is issuing on each of its
f the interested exhibitors.
specials a rotogravure magazine for
I know a number of other distribu- distribution to exhibitors at a nomiie

:

Duratize

;

;

YOUR

FILMS

DURA

i

UPON

Duratized

;

FILMS

;

shadow

mostly

staterighters, however,
ho also borrowed a page or two
om the old legitimate roadshows,
ho never needed any tribunals to
ill
them how to divide moneys deived from their combined showmanhip and box office attractions.
>rs,

The average

exhibitor is no hog,
moment he is convinced from
our proposed terms that you are
rying to make a fair reciprocal deal

nd the

nd with an understanding of what
fair to him, he rarely fails to frankand honestly cooperate with your

>

er

urpose.

There

nal

price.

Scrapbook," consists of eight pages

nothing

very

seriously
irrong with
the industry's present
nethods, and certainly the least is in

POSITIVE FILM

in
is

It

faithfully portrays all that

is

in the

neg-

ative.

Five 2,000 Seat Houses Planned
(Special to

Los
is

EASTMAN

The magazine, "Screen

tabloid or quarter-sheet form and
illustrated with photographs of fan
interest.
Across the top of the first
oage there is a blank panel for the
imprint of the theater's name or that
of a local newspaper. Three quarters
of the back page is also left blank
for local or theater advertising.

—

aters,

Inc.,

Eastman Film, both regular and

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—West

The-

Coast

intend building five

new

theaters, each with a seating capacity
of 2,000 or over.
Large capacity

houses have been decided upon beComparatively the distributor has cause West Coast officials feel the
he greater investment.
growth of Los Angeles will be rapid
A typical year returns figures sub- enough to make their investment
tantially as follows:
profitable.
One theater will be located at Washington
and Vermont
Box office receipts. .$650,000,000
Aves.,
to seat
cost
to
2,500 and
To producers
85,000,000

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

the

is

words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

istribution.

.

To

$1,000,000.
distributors
40 000,000
distributor's $40,000,000, at
Frank Browne, manager
east $25,000,000 is expended for sell- Liberty, Long Beach, has been
ng and advertising.
to manage the new California
While this selling and advertising Pedro as well. The new house
s directed
at the exhibitors, it is a Pedro will be ready for Sept.

Of the

of

the

chosen
in
at

San
San

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

Putting

Over

It

Guts and Flashes
Edward Robbins

Here

is

how a

put

hibitor

brother exshow over

his

Send along your
the other fellow
cleaned up.

ideas.

Let

know how you

yesterday

left

for the coast

automobile.

via

Keep

Janus
Loughborough has been
loaned by the luce organization to
General Gourad as the tatter's press
representative while here.

Tie-up
Harold Raives, of the Acme Theunusual newspaper
14th Street (formerly the
tie-up exploiting "The Ragged Edge," ater on
when it showed at the Mall and Park I'nion Square and the home of Keith
was obtained by Eddie Carrier, Gold- Vaude ville in New York), is to marry
wyn Cosmopolitan exploitation man, shortly.
with the News-Leader.
Russell Holman is the author of a
Through the Sunday editor Carrier
was able to arrange for the publica- photoplay version of "The Cheat"
tion complete of the story, "The Rag- which will be published by Grosset
ged Edge," in the Sunday edition on and Dunlap in conjunction with the
the day when
the picture opened. new Negri picture.
Five thousand posters, containing a
reproduction of a "Ragged Edge"
Edward L. Hyman of the BrookStill,
were printed to advertise the lyn Strand has added five musicians
publication of the story in its Sunday to the orchestra at that house. This
issue and these were placed with the has been made necessary because the
newsdealers and on newsboys' stands weekly symphonized jazz number has
a week in advance.
been permanent.

With What's Going

— An

Wood

Street Cars Boost "Souls"

Touch
g

An Unusual Newspaper
Cleveland

in

On While On
Your Vacation

Bebe Daniels

Selects

Sam Wood who

has been experiHutchinson, Kans The street car
encing a good deal of trouble in sesystem of Hutchinson, was roped 100
curing a leading woman for "His
percent, into helping exploit "Souls
Children" has finally selected for "His
for Sale" at the De Luxe.
Each car Daniels for the role.
on the system carried a four foot ban-

—

ner on the front fender.

Sophie Tucker

At a cost of $1.75 an hour an old
street car was chartered and each side

(Special

to

in

Films?

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

Times reports

covered with a 24-sheet poster. The that Sophie Tucker has "aligned hercar was run through the city between' self with one of the big comedy comthe hours of 11 to 2, and from 5 to 8 panies."
The name is not given.
the day before the opening and each
day of the run.

(

Washington House

Fire Averted at

Cut-outs from the one-sheet were
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
placed in 10 conspicuous windows; a
the
Washington Employees
at
shadow-box, 25 feet long, with letter- Gem through quick work extinguished
ing patterned after that on the six- an incipient blaze in several reels
sheet, was placed in front of the the- without the aid of the fire department.
ater; a register was placed in the lob-

—

by

in

which

who wished to refrom Eleanor Boardman
names.
girls

Seattle Theater

ceive a letter

wrote their

(Special

Robbed

THE FILM DAILY)
Yeggmen who appeared
to

—

Seattle
familiar

with

the

to

the
Olvmpic, at First and Madison, robbed it of $330.00 Tuesday.

be

Newsboys on Parade

—

safe

of

Woonsocket, R. I. A newsboy pawas utilized by Joe Donahue,
May Liquidate St. Louis 'Change
manager of the Park, and Buddy Stu(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
art, Goldwyn Cosmopolitan exploitaOfficers and directors of
St. Louis
tion man, for the local showing of
"Sherlock Holmes". The Call-Re- Independent Producers Film Corp.
porter tied up with the theater on a will meet this week to decide upon the
special matinee for newsboys.
The fate of the exchange. It is probable
boys marched from the newspaper it will liquidate.
rade

—

carrying banners
which read as follows: "We
are going to see John Barrymore in
Sherlock Holmes," "We are going to

office to the theater

some

to Camp
THE FILM DAILY)

Noble Going

of

(Special to

—

Oklahoma

Noble,
City William
very well known in local film
circles has gone to San Antonio to
spend 15 days at the Reserve Officers
Training Camp there.
Noble holds
A thousand of the masks prepared the rank of major.
by Goldwyn for use with "Sherlock

the newsboy party at the Park," "We
are guests of the Woonsocket CallReporter and the Park Theater."

Holmes" were

distributed

among

the

children.

who

Fire

to

prominent men of

inviting

them

to see

showing

Woon- Photoplay

the pic-

and We'll

Have

$4,500

—

Co.. the S & S Film &
Supply Co. and Hollis, Smith, Morture, throwaways. heralds and window ton Co. suffered water damages.
No
cards.
delay in shipments resulted.
letters
-<H ket

You'll Be

Damage
THE FILM DAILY)

Does

Pittsburgh Fire of incendiary oriincluded a window display of the gin caused an approximate damage
"Sherlock Holmes" books at Flinn's; of $4,500 in the Film Bldg.
The
two illuminated 24-sheet boards, 50 Quality Film Corp.. the Supreme
for this

Us Where

is

(Special to

Other exploitation

Tell

Follow You

-

ZfeRECOCMIZEIf

Authority

"Black Oxen" First

ind Atlanta Session

Corinne Griffith, New 1st Nat'l Star
—"Lilies of the Field" Probably
the Second of Series
Corinne Griffith was announced as

Commission Resumes InvestiNew Orleans on Friday
Michalove Again Testifies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
\tlanta The Federal Trade Comide

ation in

—

—

a

hearing into the activities
Famous Players and allied comlies has been brought to a close
The next seat of the hearing
e.
be
New Orleans where testitny will be taken Friday morning.
Dan Michalove, general division
of the

was consumed

in classi-

Southern
had been

iooscd

A

of.

by

direct question

jvernment

W.

H.

asking

Fuller,

the
exer;ing a mononoly in this territory
as answered in the negative by the
itness who he attributed the sucss of the corporation to better manfement and a better class of pictures
the houses.
Another session for Atlanta is
heduled for sometime during the
)Uthern

counsel,

Enterprises was

if

Photoplay

not

atumn, at which time Famous PlavRobert T.
s will present its case.

Examiner E.

the defendants.

has

been

the

Golf Meet in

Omaha

Tournament Goes
Bang— Over 300

Present
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha — The

first

regional

golf

:he

has as yet been

arranged for

production.

Pyramid Restrained

Godsol Back From Europe
F. J. Godsol of Goldwyn returned
yesterday from Europe.

Bond Sale Halted by Court Order,
Secured Upon Action of
Attorney-General

—

Page

2)

"The Hardest Way,"

Ward and
The Valentinos
Rodolph

sailed for

Valentino

Sail

and

produced

starring
in

Fanny

France.

his

This

picture will
be handled
c/
wife about 7S o of the country.
latter

in-

Europe yesterday.

Julius Stern Returns

ferred.

produced by Houdini and

Service,"

distribution.

.

on

THE

James To Produce

Hayakawa Signs Contract
Julius Stern returned from Europe
Sessue Hayakawa has signed a conyesterday on the Leviathan. Abe
Marty
in
tract
Schwartz
to
star
with
An injunction restraining Pyramid
Stern also came to town from the
productions, at the rate
Pictures, Inc., Smallwood, Inc., and a series of 12
coast.
Later, he will go abroad.
year.
of
four
a
\. N.
Smallwood as an individual
from disposing of $2,000,000 worth
T. O. C. C. To Discuss Distribution
Moritz With Preferred
jf bonds of Pyramid Pictures, Inc.,
manager
former
Allen
Moritz,
The T. O. C. C. will hold a special
S.
ivas signed
yesterday by Supreme
been
has
meeting
on August 2 to discuss disParamount,
in
Buffalo
for
Court Justice Nathan Bjur upon apYork tribution and film rentals.
Implication of Deputy Attorney Gen- appointed supervisor of New
State for Preferred.
Jim Fater re- portant executives, including Adolf
erals
T.
Abraham
Dwyer
and
J.
mains as Buffalo manager for Pre- Zukor and William Fox will be asked
Rosenthal.
(Continued

night.
The arrangeFirst National, which was

last

intimated in
FILM DAILY on
July 2nd, covers a period of years.
The organizers of the Griffith comPlans About Set His Relations With pany are E. M. Asher, Eastern representative of Mack Sennett who
Ritz Carlton May Bear On
continues in that capacity, Charles
Distribution
Arthur Tames, former editor of the R. Rogers and Edward Small.
Moving Picture World and now a
Spiegel's Losses $1,250,000
director of Ritz
Carlton Pictures,
Max Spiegel's losses in theatrical
Inc.,
of which J. D. Williams is
ventures have been listed at more
president and general manager intends entering the production field. than $1,250,000, it was disclosed at a
He is now rounding out plans cov- meeting yesterday of his creditor
ering several features.
F. B. O. Acquires Three Films
James won't talk about the kind
F. B. O. has acquired three new
of product he will turn out, but it is
understood he expects to make ex- films: "The Dancer of the Nile,"
produced by William P. S. Earle, on
pensive films. The fact that he is a
the Coast; "Haldane of the Secret
director of Ritz may have a bearing

George Arliss Sails
tournament to be held in this part
George Arliss sailed on the Aqui- of the country by the film business
ania for England yesterday, where occurred at the Miller Park course
e will appear in the stage version of on Monday.
It was a big success in
The Green Goddess."
every way.
Eighteen holes were played. More
No Deal on "White Sister"
exhibitors turned out for it than for
Felix Feist, speaking for Charles H. any other previous convention or
Duell of Inspiration yesterday denied event in Omaha.
The tournament
he report appearing in yesterday's is- was followed by a party at the Cater
sue which indicated that "The White Lake Club at which over 300 played
sister" would be a First National re- games and danced.
on
ease.
Feist declared that no distrib(Continued on Page 4)
ution

coast

ment with

C.

presiding.

Mark,
Richard A.
Rogers, and

Miss Griffith.
Production on "Black Oxen," will
Miss Griffith left for
start *at once.

Bruce
Bromley and C. First Regional
rank Reavis have been counsel here
Over with
lvord

Moe

Magazine,

Harry 0. Schwalbe,
Rowland, Charles R.

waine.
>r

first

inne Griffith Prod. While no definite
selection has been made to follow
"Blark Oxen," in all probability the
vehicle will be "Lilies of the Field,"
which may be made in Florida.
Present at the luncheon were a number of First National officials and editors of the trade press. Harry Reichenbach was toastmaster.
Speeches
were made by James Quirk, of

the only witness called by the
is
)vernment Monday. His brief stay
the stand

when

it
was also
picture will be
"Black Oxen," a Frank Lloyd Prod.,
in which she will be featured.
The series will be known as Cor-

Southern Enterprises,

ing the 74 theaters in the
lterprise territory which

First National star at a lunchtendered in her honor at the

Ritz yesterday,
stated that her

II

mager

new

eon

sion's

to participate in the discussion.

Cobe On His Own
Leases Central Theater and Plans
More for Pictures — Not Afraid
of Summer Slumps
There is an interesting experiment
being conducted by Andrew J. Cobe
at the Central theater at the moment.
It

is

this:

Cobe,

with

his

own money

has

leased the Central from the Shuberts
for six weeks with a series of options
that will give him the theater for a
longer period if he wants it.
A lot
(Continued on Page 2)

THE
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DAILY

The

Attornej
General's crusade against
fraudulent stork promotions
and under the authority of the Martin
Act.
The order was made returnable Friday at which time these
named must show cause why they
should not be permanently restrained.
According to the affidavits, Pyramid was organized under the laws of
Delaware in Julv 1921 capital stock
Smallof $1,000,000. Subsequently,
wood & Co., Inc., acquired all of the
stock of Pyramid" Pictures, Inc., for
property "of a norminal value."
According to testimony given by
Smallwood when he was under investigation, half of this stock was returned to the treasury of Pyramid.
alleged
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Gobe On His

Pyramid Restrained
(Continued from Page 1)
action was taken as part of the

Wednesday, July

(Continued from Page

man

brave

He

for

went

booked

doing

further,

however,

and

after

it

for three weeks at the
Rivoli and Rialto, and opened it at
the Central, the day after it closed
He stated yesterday
at the Rialto.
that
business is building at every

played

lias

Capitol

a

that.

"Merry-Go-Round"

Chabrier's "Espana" opens the liill at
Capitol tills uic'i.
It is followed In
Kin
Lecuona, rendering piano selections; "Sh
ing tin- Earth," a Hodge Podge; tin fan
Ballet

mi--,

1

Wr.lv Magazine

il.

ami

Our Broadcasting Studio," a classical
number. The featun is "Three Wise K.iu
organ

Tlu-

closes

the

performance.

Rialto
"Italiana

in

Algeria"

the overture

is

show, and that the gross is ahead of comes Riesenfeld's classical Jazz,
News and Gladys Rice, soprano,
that of "The Storm," which played "l.o\, Sends a Little Gift of
Roses."
t

Central

the

at

Cobe

in

it

this

last

year.

fashion:

have been making presentations

"I

on

figures

week

this

Broadway

for

192

At Broadway Theater

1)

would consider him

exhibitors

11I

25,

Kennedy is then seen
way."
Max Caron,
"Leather
units

more consecutive

on

lit-

Ri
sing

_

Mad|

"The Purple

in

Mid-

baritone and a
rushers"' story, are the last
the program.

I
tv

Rivoli
any other exhibitor that
The opening musical unit at this house
and I am sure of this one "Martha." Other attractions include, "Tl
thing:
when you have the picture, Romance of Life," a Bray romance;
Pictorial News and Paul Tisen, accompanii
you can get the crowd, summer, by
his Russian orchestra.
"Lawful Larceni
don't is the feature. "Melody of Love," sung
winter or any other time.
I

years
1

than

know

of,

1

1603.

— Irving Made, 738
Representative— Ernest
W. FredRenter,
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

S.

The Film

man.

53a

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

1.

— Le

Film,

CKchy.
Central
tionale
vakia),

42

Rue de

—

European

Representative
InternaFilmic hau,
Prague (Czecho- SloWonielaplatz.

was than repurchased intend to stop with this Central the- Emma Noe, soprano, precedes Lloyd liar
in "Uneasy
Feet."
Gilda Gray irf
by Smallwood & Co., Inc., it is al- ater showing of 'Merry-Go-Round.' ilton
portrayal of a dance she performs in "Lai
leged, for $2.50 a share and resold I am in negotiation for several other ful Larceny," is last.
This

stock

by the latter company
for $7.50 a share.
In

to
all,

the public
it

was

theaters."

Strand

al-

leged by the Attorney General, $600,000 worth of this stock has already
been disposed of.

Beatrice Van Here
Beatrice Van, an F. B. O. scenario
writer, is in New York from
the

The current Strand program consists
"The Mikado," the overture; "Odds at
Ends, some short subjects
Louis Lazari
baritone,
singing
"Notturno
D'Armore
;

Mile.

Korlova,

danseuse;

the

Topical

A

K

view, a prologue to the feature, "The Bra
plan called the "pyramid plan" coast.
Bottle" and a Sunshine Comedy, "App
was then evolved whereby the stock
Sauce'' Percy Barnes closes with an orgs
Remodeling
Farrar
House
was to be sold in six units of $100,selection.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Each unit represented a
At Other Houses
High
Low Close Sales 000 each.
Harisburg, III. Steve Farrar, manpicture,
and
the
earn
stock
was
"Enemies
to
of
Women," "The Coven
200
108
108
108
East. Kod.
Wagon" and "Human Wreckage remain
73y2 73H 3,800 profits as the profits of the separate aging director of the Colonial Amuse- the
F. P.-L
757/s
Cameo, Criterion and Lyric respective!
ment Co.. Inc. is remodeling the Or300 pictures were earned.
90
90
do. pfd. ..90
the
pheum
here.
Farrar
runs
also
Not quoted
Recently $2,000,000 in bonds, were
Goldwyn
Billy West, who is making a sern
Not quoted authorized.
These were sold to Casino at Eldorado.
Griffith
of 13 Broadway comedies for Arro\
200
Smallwood & Co., Inc., for $66.66 for
Loew's ... 15-K 15/2 15/2
is well under way with the first.
More "Covered Wagon" Runs
Not quoted each $100 bond, it was alleged. These
Triangle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
quoted
Not
bonds
were
be
substituted
for
stock
to
World
Ore.
"The Covered
Portland,
in the syndicate up to the $600,000
worth of stock and the remainder Wagon" will open at the Helig on
CO.
was to be sold to the public. Already, Aug. 12th for an indefinite run.
the affidavit states, $300,000 worth
Duquesne
Garden
1123
Broadway
Del.
Dover,
Over Texas Circuit
had been substituted,
and when a

Quotations

—

—

CHROMOS TRADING

Incorporations

—

Amusement
ital

Co.,

Wilmington.

Cap-

$100,000.

stockholder did not own enough stock
cash was collected

to equal a bond
for the balance.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
Covered Wagon"

— "The

Dallas
has been

booked into the Majestic
Y.— Bacla Theater
Albany,
N.
Smallwood was not at his office for early August, after which it
New York. Capital $5,000. yesterday and it was not known when plays in Houston, San Antonio,
Corp..
M.
Baxter,
F.
E.
Incorporators,
Austin and Ft. Worth.
he would return.
Spero and W. Kessler. Attorney, S.
Herzbrun, New York.
Vitagraph's First Eight
Saunders' Assistant on Trip
The first eight of Vitagraph's 26
T. J. Connors, assistant to E. M. fall releases will be "The Man Next
Albany, N. Y. Turul Film Co.,
New York. Capital $10,000. Incor- Saunders of Metro, is on a tour of the Door," "The Midnight Alarm," "Pioporators, J. Almassy, E. Sakho and L. Southern exchanges explaining plans neer Trails," "On the Banks of the
Magv. Attorney, S. Streit, New for exploitation of the fall product.
Wabash," the first of the Blackton
York.
productions to be handled by Vitagraph, "Let Not Man Put Asunder,"
Olmstead Transferred
Albany, X. Y.— Bald Eagle Holdthe first Harry Sherman production,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing Corp., New York. Incorporators,
Chicago S. Olmstead will have "The Man From Brodney's," "The
B. Ruberman, H. Kirschbaum and H. charge
of
the
publicity
at
Mc- Leavenworth Case," a Whitman BenAttorneys, Joseph & Zea- Vicker's coming here from the Mis- nett production, and "Borrowed HusSancier.
bands." to be made by Harry Shermans, New York.
souri, St. Louts.
man.

Offers a

FINANCING and

ADVISORY SERVICE
for

—

PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTORS
FILM LABORATORIES
Consultations Invited
Confidence

in Strictest

—

WANTED
Motion

Picture

"U"
Salesman-

Key Cities possibility
of establishing independent business only real live wires wanted. State full history in first letagers in 32

—

ter.

— Film

Box No. A-5

Daily.

(Special

Starts
to

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Serial

THE
— FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

"Beasts of Paradise"
the tentative title of a new serial
started at Universal City with Eileen
Sedgwick and William Desmond costarred.
William Craft is directing.
is

New

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Projector

(Special

S^9dtLCcUioncL£ U^ctuAJu)

New

Suite

to

Dover,

— The

Secretary of
State
granted
incorporation
has
papers to the Burwopd Projector
Those behind the new project,
p.
which has a capitalization of $1,500,
000; are

and

S.

S.

Del.

B. Wilson,
Mayer.

II.

J.

W. Bryant

'we nevec

disappoint'"

OtOMLOWFllM l£BOR«OHIES
.

INCOGJPORATED

220 WEST 42 as STQEET
PHONE

BRYANT 5576

NEW YORK

ALLAN A.LOWNE5
GEN. MCC.

!

WITH

GALES OF LAUG

^RECOGNIZEE

UTHORITY
Price 5 Cents

Loew

Policy Changes

One Week Stands

for Pictures and
Vaudeville in South Thus Expect
to Build Better Shows

A

—

decision has been reached by the

Loew

circuit to inaugurate one week
stands for pictures and vaudeville in

important Southern

September
Atlanta,

New

cities

beginning

1.

Memphis, Birmingham and

Orleans are

at present included
the innovation with a possibility
that some towns in Texas will be
brought into the group later.
This
means, of course, that where 104 pictures have been used a year in these
cities, only 52 will now be necessary.
So far as the vaudeville is concerned.
it
is
expected to improve the programs because the acts will have to
be of a higher calibre to stand the
week runs. So far as pictures are
concerned, while the number shown
will be cut about in half, more money
will be naturally paid in rentals to
the distributor.

in

STARRING

DAN MASON
Produced by

PAUL GERSON
PICTURES

CORPORATION

A

constant supply of good comedy is just as
important to the success of any theatre as a
constant supply of good features. Often a
good comedy will save an otherwise poor show.
For good, DEPENDABLE, week-in-and-week-outstandard comedies you can't beat Plum Center
Comedies. Every one of them is sure-fire, and you
can depend on them often to
your show.

MAKE

you want to quit worrying about your comedy
material— BOOK PLUM CENTERS
If

NOW!—

ALL OF 'EM

!

Distributed

by

723 Seventh Ave.,

F. B. O.

New York,

N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United

D'Arblay

St.

Kingdom; R-C

Wardour

St.,

Pictures

London,

Corporation,

W.

1,

England

26-27

Directed by

ROBERT EDDY

THE
2
•9

"The Purple Highway"— F. P.-L.—
Purple Highway" is
and entertaining and enjoyable.
The
different from the usual type of screen
material, it i^ very well acted, and sustains
Cents a sympathetic interest throughout.

(Continued from Page 1*

The winners

clever
idea
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Wednesday

No. 21

1923

July 25.

Price 5

is

EVENING WORLD

With'Madge

Ken.
other t,"»"l
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at screen players in the cast, "The Purple High71-73 West 44th St., New York. N. Y., by way" makes for good entertainment.

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folki, nedy,

Monte Muc

anil

host

a

of

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
MAIL Tie characters arc there, but the
Jo»eph Dannenberg. President and Editor
story strays far from the path of the original
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManIn fact, it wanders off a long disalter; Maurice D. Kann. Managing Editor; drama.
with a commonplace
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. tance and finally ends
* * *
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, movie fadeout.
Kennedy,
who
Madge
plays the part of
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
April Blair, makes up for some of the tedium.
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outsidt Il< beauty, enhanced as it is liy her excellent
is
the one refreshing thing in the
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 acting,
Foreign entire picture.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
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$15.00.

Address

communications

all
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THE FILM

to

West 44th

St.,

New

has
carried out along conven-

I

an idea, which, if
York, tional and somewhat

commonplace

it

lines,

is

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. at least a pleasant change from the usual
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, hodge-podge of battle, murder and sudden
P'hone, Hollywood death. "
Miss Kennedy has never done
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
anything more delightful on the screen than
1*03.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. her portrayal of April Blaire.
Wabash Are.
SUN * * fans will probably find a lot
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- of entertainment during the week's run of
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury the film in deciding just how Miss Kennedy
Ave., London, W. 1.
compares in the type of interpretation with
Paria Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de Mar] Pickford and her other rivals.

—

—
—
—

CJichy.
Central

—

—

—

TIMES Hery Kolker, * * * has saturaRepresentative
InternaFiknachau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- ted his work with fantastic motion picture
tionale
ideas and eliminated everything that appealed
vakia). Wanselaplatz.
in the stage play.
European

High
108

Kod.
P.-L

East.
F.

do.

Low

108
73*4 3,800
90
300
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73y2

757/6

..90

pfd.

Close
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Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

WorW-

rr.-.
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it

scene

As
a

is

—F.

* *

P.-L.— Rivoli
one

is

expensive

after another. * * *
a dramatic effort, "Lawful.
sartorial revue.

E VEXING

WORLD—*

*

*

Larceny"

proves

an

excellent excuse for much strutting on the
part of Nita Xaldi, Conrad Nagel, Lew Cody

Hope

and

somewhat

Hampton.

This

might sound
hammer-throw,

the echo of a
for we rather liked the picture,
despite the fact that it sidles around in circles.

hut

it

like

isn't

;

DAILY NEWS — It's
from

steai

to
tells

us

manner

all

as

a

over

crook,
again,

we have

MAIL — Samuel

not a very black sin

"Lawful
in

much

Larceny"
the same

been told before.
Shipman's play has, at
often

hands of Allan Dwan, the director, revoked itself into an ordinary film. * * *
The picture gives Hope Hampton an excellent opportunity for some good acting.
INC,
When SamShipman wrote "Lawful Larceny" he
uel
conceived a forceful, entertaining, compelling.
digressing
While
human interest play.
slightly from the original text, all of these
qualities have been retained and well susthe

MORN

The next
the

in

a pair of golf

\V.

form

TELEGRAPH—

It
tained in its adaptation for the serein
has been carefully directed with good attention to detail and the costumes and interiors
are exceedingly attractive.

It
offers Hope Hampton a chance
do her best work in some time, and ConNagel as the husband, Nita N'aldi as
the adventuress (ot course) and Lew Cody
as her gentlemanly but rascally assistant also

SUN

to

rad

bear the brunt of the action very ably.
TIMES I' is a fairly good picture enBut the story, the fair
tertainment. • • •
acting, the good photography and lighting,
and the money lavished on this film cause
one to think that it might be worse.
The spirit of the picture is
luite different from that of the play and we
whether
the fans out on the
are not sure
road are going to accept it all so lightly.
Somebody seemed to realize at the end that
icture was not as serious a production
should be, so be wrote in a couple of
which met with our entire and
titles

TRIBUNE—

whole-hearted approval. • • *
We liked Miss Hamilton best as the faithful wife, and in her tender moments she did
-ome very fine work.

!

ability

manner.

dignified

24 c/o

West

71

in

a

Record and

references to prove

Box M.

you

represent

to

Address

it.

The Film

Daily,

44th St.

ten prizes for exhibitors
of annual subscriptions

THE

to
FILM DAILY and donated
by that publication went to Bob Livingston,
Lincoln, Neb.; Julius K.
Johnson, Omaha; F. L. Honey, Ashland,
Neb.; J. E. Kirk, Omaha;

Omaha;

Herman,

August
Smith,

Chariton,

A.

la.;

E.

IT

MALCOLM

E.
P.
Childs,

LABORATORIES

H. Ebersole, Avoca,
la.; E. H. Helmets, Des Moines, la.,
and F. M. Honey, Tecumseh,- Neb.
There was a grand total of 20 prizes,
Villisca,

la.;

FILM

J.

244-250

W.

49th

St.

Bryant 7069

New York City
"Quality and Service"
Specializing in First Prints and

Rush Orders

Anyway,

relied

tries

of those
the sort of

chock full of just
most of us like so well.
Tourneur can always be

lies that are
lystery that
'

*

certainly turn out for the next
event. Many expressed regret at their
The enfailure to enter this year.
will

one

technical direction, su,rli photography and an interesting story.
dare
not
demand more, for we
for one,
'e.
know we wouldn't get it.

give us

to

fine

.

AMERICAN — *

shoes was
Larson, of the Princess theater, Odebolt, la. for a low
gre&s of 80.

second prize,

won by O.

Some producer or distributor
needs me. Have experience plus

up 139.
Everyone was enthusiastic about
the whole day. A much larger crowd

Strand

EVENING WORLD— It's
lpon

"Lawful Larceny"

1

It
is
succeeded.
a
For no picture could

"The Brass Bottle"— 1st Nat'l—

200
15y2
Not quoted
Not quoted

15/2

15M

...

were as follows: Grand prize, a 15
inch loving cup donated by the Movie
Age. tin- Omaha regional published
by lien Fletcher who sponsored the
event to Joseph A. Bradley of the
U. S. Theater Supply Co. for the low
net.
is gross was 82 and his handicap, 11, making a net of 71.
The
1

A SALES "GO-GETTER"
AT LIBERTY

tournament

roll

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn

the

of

every player receiving a prize of some
sort.
The duffer prize was captured
by C. F. Senning, Educational manapretty good picture.
be had with -Madge Kennedy, Monte Blue, ger who, after studying "Golf," one of
Vincent Coleman, Pedro de Cordoba, who has
Sales
his own releases in which Gene Sarain this picture one of the most sympathetic
zen shows some shots, managed to
roles
he ever played.
200

TRIBUNE—* **

Quotations

Omaha

Golf Meet in

Rialto

AMERICAN— "The

EVENING JOURNAL— Enjoyment

is

in

those viewing this strange film.
The picture is a Maurice Tourneur production and is at times really whimsical, while
at other moments it seems staggering in its
store

for

lavish

Tourneur, * * *
imagination, and there

is

of

MAI I,— Watching
the intense
and reveled in

track

of

noon

"The

tricks * * * are

graphic
pretty

and

whimsical

fantastic,
*
tently played. * *

SUN —

effective.

entertainment,

fair

you

if

and

it

to

to play

the sea captain,

New York

Chicago*!

Hollywood

Rothacker laboratories

if

are consummated, and
also endeavoring to secure "Bull"

negotiations

WILLIAM

is

542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

Montana.

who tells'
husband
about the charms off
Ohe lady

her

Brass

flodolpho

is
It
the
like

Cosmos Art] Pictures' Association

—

^Qoshf What a^

compe-

* * as amusing farce * * *
The
been borrowed from the Arabian
Nights and with the aid of trick photography
and movie magic develops into a most entertaining rigmarole of nonsense.
M ES "The Brass Bottle" * * * is a
merry photoplay, with a fairy tale not unlike
.Maurice Tourneur has
"Aladdin's Lamp."
obviously enjoyed the production, and it is
Marshall,
Harry
Tully
that
also
evident
Myers and Ernest Torrence, a very competrio,
have found the director's mood
tent
It is a film which one can ancontagious.
ticipate seeing with a great ileal of pleasure.
TRIBUNE—* * * an annoying, silly and
Where it should he
picture. *
dull
whimsical it is slapstick and. in spirit at
resemblance
least, it bears not the slightest

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Bosworth

The Exhibitors^ Association

DULCY

"

has

idea

to

photo-

is

New York

740 7th Ave.,

Angeles Max Graf expects
to start work on "Half a Dollar Bill,"
He is seeking Hobart
in three weeks.

Los

best.

its

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

Howells Cine Equip. Co.,

Graf After Bosworth
(Special

and humor-

the fanciful

turns each scene took.
Bottle" is truly the movies at

For Sole Ay

event had served to create
will in this territory than
any previous happening. Motion pictures were takeri of the picnic crowds.

more good

we lost
this
picture
heat of yesterday after-

ous

REELS

that the

a

was
great
every reason to believe that he would do
right by Anstey's weird idea.
He has mangled "The
But he hasn't.
Brass Bottle" into an incoherent mess, addslapstick
comedy. *
of
touches
ing
Mr. Tourneur has contrived a few striking
the
effects, most of which are centered in
person of Ernest Torrence. *

man

I

covered Nebraska and Iowa and
more than one comment was heard

sets.

HERALD — Maurice

WELDED WIRE

JO'ININOW

She is/

I

tin'

WORLD—

Here

is

one of the most

inter-

one of the most deftly made,
is not
going
It
pictures of the year.
too far to say that Mr. Tourneur. with the
niotn.11

scene m "The
"The Brass Bottle"

slot

sea

now

sit

111

to

of
his

Lost

Ships"

credit,

WEIMAN'S
number

of

the

RED BOOK

called

"FLESHPOTS"
Recent big screen successes by Miss Weiman
"Footlights" starring Elsie Ferguson
starring Nazimova
starring Katherine Macdonald

"Madame Peacock"

—

'Curtain!"

Comir.g releases:
"Rouged Lips" starring Viola Dana
"The Social Code" starring Viola Dana
"The Acquital" All-Star Special

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK

may

director

back and dare any picture
come forward with more
manipulation

business to
in
imaginative camera
the

Isle

A WOMAN!

sure to read RITA
sensational story in the August

Be

original.

esting, certainly

and

FOR SALE—

Bry.

2564

35 W. 45th

Stree

—
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Thursday, July

Get B'way Runs
rt of Warner's Fall Output Booked
Into Rivoli and Strand Former
to Show Six

—

Joint Meeting

Today

T. O. C. C. and F. I. L. M. Club to
Discuss Arbitration Problem Before Hays and Saul Rogers

26,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Over Contract Loew Policy Changes
House Peters Says Agreement With One Week Stands for Pictures and
Charles Baumann Is Off— Latter
Vaudeville in South Thus Expect
Tilt

Denies It

to Build Better

Shows

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
existing between the
decision has been reached by the
Charles Goetz, of Dependable ExLos Angeles House Peters, in a Loew circuit to inaugurate one week
inge, Inc., local distributors of the T. O. C. C. and the F. I. L. M. Club
arner output has closed an impor- over the operation of the arbitration statement issued yesterday declared stands for pictures and vaudeville in
system under the uniform contract his contract with Charles O. Baumann important Southern cities beginning
lt deal covering part of the comgood will be aired today at a meeting to for a series of productions is no longer September 1.
ny's series for 1923-1924.
Mr. Hays in force.
Peters claims the agreertion of them will be shown at the be held at the Hays office.
Atlanta, Memphis, Birmingham and
The Rivoli will and Saul Rogers of Fox will be ment was automatically cancelled New Orleans are at present included
voli and Strand.
when Baumann failed to deposit a in the innovation with a possibility
ow six and possibly seven. The present.
5t will probably be "Little Johnny
The T. O. C. C. stand refers to the certain amount of money in a Los that some towns in Texas will be
by a specified date. brought into the group later. This
nes" which, is expected to go into alleged "superior attitude" of certain Angeles bank
Strand the week of August 12. of the members of the F. I. L. M. Philip Cohen, Peters' attorney states means, of course, that where 104 pic;
of default
tures have been used a year in these
This deal is the first of its size to Club committee. It is the contention he gave Baumann notice
that
claims
also
on
29.
He
May
of
the
exhibitor
that
of
body
some
cities, only 52 will now be necessary.
closed since it became known that
the decisions are disposed of in a Baumann neglected to observe other So far as the vaudeville is concerned.
e limited output of Paramount for
portions of the contract.
expected to improve the proit
is
xt year left about 25 open weeks maimer that more properly suits the
grams because the acts will have to
the Rialto and Rivoli. The deal, of disposition of the exchangemen than
Charles Baumann denied all of the be of a higher calibre to stand the
urse, gives the Warner output a the merits of the case. The T. O. C.
He stated week runs. So far as pictures arc
above
claims yesterday.
definitely
C.
wants
a
cut-and-dried
od deal of prestige in that the major
that he had deposited $75,000 in a Los concerned, while the number shown
method
of
procedure
outlined
and
have
will
schedule
fall
the
rtion of
wants
that
policy no Angeles bank as agreed upon and will be cut about in half, more money
sured first-run showings at the big moreover,
matter what it may be followed to that, under the terms of his contract will be naturally paid in rentals to
oadway theaters.
with Peters, the latter was to appear the distributor.
the letter.
(Continued on Page 2)
Today's meeting may
the
see
Loew officials are still discussing
trouble finally disposed of.
Serial From Cooper Tales
No
policy changes for the circuit.
Saunders Leaves Today
The "Leatherstocking Tales" of J.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
decision has as yet been reached, exXydias Here
mimore Cooper will be filmed by
Los Angeles E. M. Saunders of cept so far as the South is concerned.
Anthony Xydias is in town from Metro leaves for the East today.
ithe in serial form.
the coast.
At the Astor.

Differences

A

—

A

—

—

—

Loew

Sails

Abandon Bureau

Saturday

Without Music
Marcus Loew will sail for a hur- Loew Interests in Giving Up Plan to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ried trip abroad on the Leviathan
Supply Theaters With Artists
arry Crandall of Washington Has
Cleveland Suburban theaters here Saturday. He expects to return in a
Find the Picture's the Thing
Some Interesting Angles on the
are running without music, due to the month.
this week, Loew's Star
Effective
Aronson Suggestion
strike of musicians and organists.
was
which
Bureau,
Attractions
Harry Crandall of Washington has
Willis Heads Agency
in April to supply high-class
formed
Bringing "After the Ball" Here
lis
to say in response to the AronLloyd D. Willis, one of the best picture theaters with artists of known
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
m idea on "Equitable Rentals":

Equitable Rentals

Cleveland

Suburbs

—

read the article with as much
Mr. Aronson's
did
iterest
I
as
irmer article, and the more of these
"tides I read the more I wonder what
I don't really believe
is all about.
iat there is much room for complaint
enerally as we are led to believe
y the many articles written by the
the
trying to solve
lany
peopie
roblem that to me is not quite as
ig as everyone thinks it is.
"We holler about the star, etc., but
here receiving a big
lie star will be
As
alary when we are all gone.
)ng as they make money for the theter owners, they want them, and if
producer don't get them for
nc
hem, another will, and that is the
nswer.
(Continued on Page 6)
"I

Detroit Golf
(Special

to

Meet Friday

THE FILM DAILY)

— Indications

are that the
Friday
rolf tournament to be held
mder the auspices of the Michigan
Detroit

Review will be a huge success.
rhe party will be held at the Rivernew Golf Club, Mt. Clemens.
Film

Daum, known men

has been elected
Billboard
the
of
president
representing Renco Film is due in
Corp. an advertising agency. He will
New York Saturday with a print of
leave the Hays organization and as"After the Ball." She will be at the
sume his new duties on August 1st.
Astor.

Los

Angeles

— Mrs.

E.

in films,

Farm

Impressed By Visit

Gov't Plans Probe

"Ufa" Executive Found Films Uni
versally Liked in America

Will Investigate Circumstances Surrounding Transportation of
Dempsey-Gibbons Films

—

Schlesinger's Observations

Eugene R.

Schlesinger, director of
theaters for the "Ufa" of Berlin
leaves for home today on the S. S.
"Albert Ballin." He has been in this
country about 10 days studying presentation and, more particularly, projection at important theaters.
He
was asked by this publication for a
summary of his observations and this
is

what he prepared:
"You

asked me, before T depart, to give
impressions as to the differences between American and German moving picture

you

my

theaters.

"T was privileged only to spend a limited
time in this country, and my experience did
not extend beyond New York City, where,
of course, I endeavored to see as many theaters as possible.
(Continued on Page 4)

repute to bolster up
cease to function.

have

found

the

that

programs,

Loew

will

officials

picture

is

the

thing and that when the picture fails
to draw, high-calibred musical numbers won't make up for the deficiency.
The change in policy has been

brought about as

a

result

of

close

observation of the business done at

Los Angeles and the WarSan Francisco, for which_ theaters the Loew offices a few months
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ago booked Orville Harrold and
Los Angeles That the circumstan- Dorothy Jardon at large figures. It
ces surrounding the bringing here of was found that the business done by
the Dempsey-Gibbons fight films will the pictures on the same bill with
be laid before the Federal Grand these artists made very creditable
Jury was foreshadowed when, follow- showings
when played in other
the State,
field,

—

ing an attachment suit for $5000 filed
by C. J. Hubbell, Pacific Coast manager of International News, for services in taking the pictures, the negative

and a complete

were seized

at

the

set of positives

Horsley

labora-

tories.

C. A. Rasmussen, collector of Internal Revenue has filed a writ in a
claim for $5,825 income tax alleged
due from the receipts of the fight.
(Continued on Page 2)

houses without the presence of the
(Continued on Page 4)

Plans Ten Road Companies
Ten road companies organized by
McCarthy for "The Covered
J.
J.
Wagon," will start on tours about

August

15.

orchestras of from

Full

20 to 25 pieces are

and

assembled,

now being

one

each print on tour.

to

selected

accompany

THE

-J%&>1DAILY
Tilt

Over Contract

Thursday, July

26,

1923

Joseph Schleiff Promoted

Gov't Plans Probe

Myron

Selznick
has
appointed
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Joseph Schleiff to handle the producunder his management for five years
When a garnishment levied to guar- tion matters of Selznick Dist. Corp.
beginning May 1, 1923. Baumann de- antee security for
the amount sought
clared he intends holding Peters to by Hubbell
was
served
on Leon Bone,
f * XXV Nt. 22
Thursday July 26, I923
Ohe producer who works on the
Priel S Cuts
the contract and will take action head of the
local
Department of
plan of 'Jo Me// with the exhihirorCopyright 1923, Wids Film and Film Folk*, against any others employing Peters Justice office, the latter turned it over
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at while the contract is effective.
to United States Attorney Burke who
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
The Peters' productions were to be stated that the films will be held
by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Recently Baumann de- the Department pending
Joaeph DannenherR. Preaident and Editor; state righted.
the Federal
clared
W.
70%
the
country
been
Alicoate,
of
has
Treasurer and Business ManJ.
Court's order.
Burke said
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

ager;

act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

the

States.
Outsidt
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
$15 00
Subscribers should remit with order,
Address all communications to
FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y.
"Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
P'hone, Hollywood

of

THE

1603.

— Irving Made,
Representative— Ernest
W.

London
Ave.,

Fred-

The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury

man.

London, W.

—The heat has

in

no

affected local houses.

—

—

Quotations
High
East. Kod..l07^
F. P.-L.... 74-3^

Low

Close

107 yi

107

Carrick with Selznick

THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha— A W. Carrick has been
(Special to

appointed
Selznick
manager here
succeeding Frank De Lorenzo who
has been transferred to the Selznick
office in Milwaukee.

Sales

400

743/6 3,000

735/g

Neilan Postpones "Tess"
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Not quoted

do pfd
..

16^

...

16^

16J4
16

16

Triangle

World

—

Columbus, O. The Mi-Ro Amusement Corp., Akron. Capital $25,000.
Incorporators, H. Burg. C. G. Taube,
Rosenblatt, A. L. Lang, and E.

C.

Gordon.
Albany, N. Y.— Stella Films, Inc.,
Bronx. Capital $20,000. Incorporators, N. Garra and G. and S. Catalano.
Attorney, A. Decicco, New
York.

(<&cLuxxxticrnal U~lctuAJiA-)

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

'

ART TITLES
120

Reelab Engages Rosenzweig
Reelab Corp., a new company,
which has taken over the Eclair
"lab" at
Fort Lee, has engaged
Maurice Rosenzweig to supervise
is
Reelab
title
department.
the
headed -by A. Heller, president; M.
A. Horowitz, treasurer, S. H. Horowitz, secretary and J. A. Kent, vicepresident and sales manager.
Spiegel Creditors

to

(Special

TURRILL,

Pres.

West 42nd Street
New York

WANTED
Pathe Professional cameras
any condition

FINANCING and

ADVISORY SERVICE
for

(Special

Detroit

to

— In

THE FILM DAILY)

PRODUCERS

with

DISTRIBUTORS
FILM LABORATORIES

line

the

rigid

battle to be made by the state exhibitor unit for the repeal or modification
of the admission tax, a series of IS
sectional meetings will be held within
in

Consultations Invited
Confidence

in Strictest

this state.

Cameras
rent.

Ruby Camera Exchange
New York
727 Seventh Ave.,

6, 7

and

6,

7

ATTENTION

'Phone Watkins 4522

1207-8

PRODUCERS!

11

8

—

and 8

at the St. Charles.

of

Trade has

voluntarily offered the exhibitor unit its
50% of the profits of the ball to be

held at
stating

Suite

The newest,

largest

and best

equipped

film

laboratory,

absolutely fire-proof and enjoying the lowest insur-

ance rate (31 cents per

M)

is

Service" at Fort Lee,

"At Your

N". J.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPED
RELEASE WORK
TINTING
Titles Expertly

FIRST.

PRINTS

TONING

Translated and Printed in All Languages

THE FILM DAILY)

The Film Board

in

Sept.

Philadelphia
Arrangements
are
being made for the annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, to be held in Atlantic City,

August

Bell and Howell
for sale or

Meet

Creditors of Max Spiegel expect to
hold a final meeting on Sept. 11,
when final action of some sort will
Mrs.
be taken to end the matter.
Mitchell H. Mark, Spiegel's motherin-law, has offered to give the creditors $350,000 cash in settlement of
all
the claims, provided the trustee
turns over to her stock and assets
valued at about $150,000. Spiegel, in
the interim, is still confined to a sanitarium in Stamford, Conn., as an incompetent.

Will Meet August

01H jlta6tmi §tuUto

CO.

Offers a

Plan to Fight Admission Tax

Los Angeles— Marshall Neilan will the next two
months
10~
postpone production of "Tess of the
The organization

Incorporations

HOWARD

C. B. C. Deal

"Yesterday's
Wife,"
"Marriage
Market," "Discontended Husbands"
and "Traffic in Hearts" have been
purchased by De Luxe Films, Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey.

is mailing quesNot quoted D'Urbervilles" to permit Blanche
16
100 Sweet to appear in "Anna Christie." tionnaires to its members to be reNot quoted Neilan will make "Tess" when Miss turned with confidential information
dealing with each individual case.
Not quoted Sweet is free.

Griffith

Loew's

Lansing, Mich.

wav

New
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1.

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
"tntral
European
Representative
InternaFilmichau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slotionale
rakia), Wenzelaplatz.

Goldwyn

Things Booming In Lansing
(Special

738 S.

CHROMOS TRADING
1123 Broadway

—

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

DULCY

that if
forced to turn over the films he will
obtain an order restricting possession
Bob Kane Going Abroad
of the films to the sheriff's office alone.
Robert T, Kane, general manager According to Burke, the Federal
of production for Famous Players, Grand Jury will be asked to return
sails Saturday on the Leviathan for a conspiracy indictments for violating
vacation in Europe. He will be gone the Federal law prohibiting the transabout six weeks.
portation of fight films.

sold.

the Atlantic City meeting,
in the offer, that the Board
realizes that the organization is a
costly one to maintain and needs
every possible financial assistance.

Service Prompt and Reliable

Highest Quality Workmanship Guaranteed

REELAB CORPORATION
WEST FORT
New York
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Abandon Bureau

Impressed By Visit
(Continued from Page

"What impressed me most

is

(Continued from Page

1)

the

fact that
of moving

Americans seem to ho natrons
picture theaters.
If
New York represents
conditions as they exist in all other parts
of the country, and I am told that conditions
are all over the same, then I recognize as
most impressive the much greater popularity
which the moving picture theater enjoys on
.ill

side of the Atlantic.

this

matter of
time to time.
a

places

Here everybody

as

course visits a theater from
The audiences of the various

appear representative of all
ages, even children being
This is different in Germany

visited

I

and

classes

all

among them.
where a

large

part of
picture

the population has
theater and where
to 18 vrars
permitted to attend picture performances, unless they happen to he produced
especially for younger people and released
under a specific censorship.

never

visited

and

children
are not

a

young people up

"I understand that there are in excess of
14,000 picture theaters in this country of
105,000,000 inhabitants, where there are only
3700 serving the 60.000,000 inhabitants of
Germany.
These figures become glaring
when one realizes that among the 3700 German theaters there are only two with a sitting capacity of about 2000 and about 12 of
approximately 1500, whereas the majority
have a sitting capacity ranging from 250 up
to 1200 seats.
Even in the suburbs of New
York there are plenty of theaters with a
capacity of from 1500 to 2000 seats and a
great many of the New York houses have a
capacity in excess of 2200. not to speak of
the magnificent Capitol theater with accommodations for 5400 people.
It may be of

my

interest to you to know that
company,
the Ufa, controls most of the large German
theaters.

"When one

considers

that

American

American theater has become

the favored entertainment of the public.
I think that certain outside factors contribute towards the
popularity of the American theater.
The absence of prohibition causes many Germans as
yet to seek entertainment outside of the theater in cabarets, cafes

and restaurants.
"In both countries good music has become

a

valuable

moving

element

pictures.

for

the

success

of

the

However, we cannot claim

to offer to our public such exquisite orchestral entertainment as you do in some of your
Broadway theaters, not to speak of your

otherwise elaborate programs, which frequently include first class vocal and dancing selections.
Our failure in that respect may be
partly explained by the fact that our public
has an abundance of opportunities of hearing excellent music and singing in special
performances and its requirements in that
direction are satisfied outside of the moving
picture theater.
"I have no doubt that a large part of the
public in

New York

is

attracted by the ex-

cellent music offered, particularly in the theaters which are under the leadership of men

Riesenfeld and Rothafel.

like

"What impressed me

very strongly is the
excellent care your theaters take of the pub-

and the desire which you show to make
them feel comfortable in every respect.
It

lic

seems to me that every visitor is treated as
a guest.
Your attendants are polite and the
entire personnel seems to be permeated by a
snirit of hospitality.
I consider this an element of which you may be rightly proud,
but recognize also the fact that this spirit
ls
ar e 'y made possible by the excellent
?
discipline and behaviour of your public.
"I found your projection everywhere beyond praise.
The machinery rooms which
I
had the privilege of visiting are from a
technical standpoint of the first order.
They
may be, however, in some cases somewhat
too small in relation to the size of the theater.
"Your advertising appeals to me.
It is
very attractive and more extensive than our

charge.

Keefe,

it

is

understood, will

work along

similar lines, only as an
independent operator specializing in
Whatever
vaudeville
prologues.
bookings are made for the Loew circuit
will
he made, in the future,
through the regular booking offices.

—

to
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Chicago "Ashes of
will have a special run
velt in September.

Vengeance"
Roose-

at the

Four More for Chadwick
Chadwick Pictures Corp. has

se-

distribution of four Max O.
Miller Prod, for the state rights mar-

cured
ket.

The

will

first

"Damaged

be

Souls."

MacLean
(Special to

in

"Yankee Consul"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Douglas MacLean
purchased the screen rights to
"The Yankee Consul," by Henry
Blossom, which he will make for As-

Los

has

sociated

Exhibitors.

Wilson Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry D. Wilson,
(Special to

—

of

Principal Pictures, will leave for the
East early in August to arrange exploitation
on "Circus Days" and
"The Meanest Man in the World."
Wilson expects to make tie-ups for
the Harold Bell Wright stories which
Principal is making.

Ray Plans Trip
(Special

to

to South

America

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles If Charles Ray's
present plans materialize he will tour
South America.

Ray

is

also serious-

ly considering making a feature while
there.
It is said that some wealthy

capitalists are trying to persuade Ray
to make a picture in the vicinity of
Buenos Aires and Rio.

is

The
tucked away

the guy that cops your copy of

Film Daily and has

when you want

it

to refer to

it

—next time

hand him the clipping below.

'.

benefited by the many courtesies and
privileges which were extended to me.
I
wish to use this opportunity of thanking
you and also the other members of our industry, whom I had the pleasure of meeting, for all the kindness shown to me.
I am
looking forward to the occasion of reciprocating the hospitality which has been generally bestowed tlpon me."

he

(APOLOGIES TO PARAMOUNT)

"Ashes" at the Roosevelt
(Special

Lloyd Hamilton Here from Coast
Lloyd Hamilton arrived from the
coast
yesterday
accompanied
by
Lloyd Bacon and Hugh Fay, of his
technical staff, and immediately began rehearsing with Jack Noble for
his part in D. W. Griffith's blackface comedy, tentatively called "Black
and White." Hamilton will play the
part in which Al Jolson was to have
own. Unfortunately, we are hampered in this starred.
Jolson returned on Leviaicrprct by economical conditions and many
than this week and it is understood
Governmental restrictions.
"My short time in New York has given that representative of Griffith will inme the opportunity to see many things of terview him with a view to securing
interest and value for our own moving picre-imbursement for the money spent
ture industry and I feel confident that the
preparing the picture.
Despite
150 German theaters under my charge will in
.

"THE
CHEAT"

aters in the line-up, 20 of them part
of the Loew circuit and the remainder
Bookings were
mil side affiliations.
to he handled from New York, where
Walter F. Keefe had been placed in

thea-

ters perform mostly from 1 P. M. until 11
P. M., and a few even from 11 A. M. to
P. M., while German theaters perform
11
only from 4 P. M. to 10:30 P. M., it becomes evident to what larger extent the

1)

well-known performers. This led to
some calculation and final abandonment of the project.
Originally there were about 30 the-

Jolson's deflection, Griffith will give
Jolson a chance to make settlement
without subjecting the latter to em-

barrassment.

"Black and White" will be directed
by Jack Noble, and actual shooting
will start next Tuesday.

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth Bound

—500 rages.
Subscription,

Name
Theatre

Address

$10— Foreign,

$15

—
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SMASHING ALL PREVIOUS
RECORDS OF ATTENDANCE!
POLICE RESERVES CALLED OUT!
REASON

LEONARD-TENDLER
FIGHT PICTURES
Shown now at the following leading theatres

New

York
REPUBLIC THEATRE
B. S. MOSS BROADWAY
NATIONAL THEATRE.
WM. FOX CIRCUIT
LENOX THEATRE
REPUBLIC
OXFORD THEATRE
BIM'S CIRCUIT
CROWN THEATRE
LEO BRECHER'S CIRCUIT
RITZ THEATRE
HOPKINSON THEATRE
PATCHOGUE THEATRE
in

..

*

And Many

LONG ISLAND

Others too Numerous

to

Mention

EXHIBITORS GET BUSY—WIRE OR PHONE

PENSER'S PRODUCTIONS INC.
729-7th Ave.,

New York

Bryant 4105-1917-0905

THE

-£§?$DAILY
Equitable Rentals
(Continued from Page 1)
''Now, as
to the present
article
,tl out
inequitable film rentals, etc.,
would say that the producer is a
rj
bit to blame for th.it, because
it
is
admitted in Mr. Aronson's article that where there are competi-

conditions the exchange immediately charges more than the film is
worth, and by so doing they create
the necessity for chain theaters or
controlled bookings.
tive

"Now

to get down to the latter
the article, starting in with
No. I, which, suggests that each exchange center have a rating board
consisting of exchangeman, together

part

of

vestment all back, in say six months?
No, some of them don't get it back
for fifty years.
Yet this plan would
suggest that producers get all of their
investment back even if no profit in
a very short space of time.
The one
lung Mr. Aronson has overlooked in
this is that the exhibitor only has one
point at which to make money, where
the
producer has possibly 14,000
points, meaning by that that there
are some 14,000 theaters that he has
a chance to get in.
He may, however, only get three or four thousand
of them, but any one exhibitor can
only get it at one point. So that if
the picture mentioned should go bad
with one exhibitor, the exhibitor
would be out of luck, but the producer would still have his other points
tc make up for the loss.
This whole
paragraph is inequitable.
"Number 3 is answered in No. 2.
"No. 4: Here we get into the discussion of the controlled circuits again
and it may be that some circuits do
take advantage of the situation. How-

Thursday, July

N. W. Gathering
Film

Men

Seattle,

Seattle
Board of

i

—

Northwest

"The

Hunchback

which
Sept.

opens

.

WANTED
We

want an

and

advertising

must take

exploitation

man; he

entire charge of

j

YOUR

FILMS
\

Prolong the

of

life

Write for sample or better
tend us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to be
till

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

economy.

an

is

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant

INSIST

5576

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

shadow and the

icately graded halftones intervening

—

del-

all

are

carried through to the screen by the print on

Lubin Goes to Chicago
Herbert Lubin of S-L Pictures,
after spending a few days here, has
returned to Chicago for an indefinite

POSITIVE FILM

EASTMAN

campaign
picture

for

motion

a

feature;

must

he

have ideas and not timid
them.

about

excellent

one who
traditions
less for a

This

is

opportunity
is

It

an
for

not stale with

and who

is

Taisho Buys Comedies
Taisho Film Co., Ltd., buyer for
Japan, has purchased the Bull Montana and the Stan Laurel comedies
from Metro for that territory.

rest-

chance to show

Warners Signs Fazenda
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles As a result of her
work in "The Gold Diggers," the
Warners have placed Louise Fazenda

—

under

c

o

a

The Film Daily

is

in the neg-

ative.

Eastman Film, both regular and
obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

long-term contract.

Naon

himself.

Address: Box A-15

faithfully portrays all that

now

Sails

Saturday

M. Naon, general representative
the Argentine American Film Corp.

S.

of

sails

Saturday

for

a

short

Buenos Aires on board

S.

trip
S.

to

"Van-

ban". J, I. Garcia will be in charge
the
New York Office during
Naon's absence.

of

your

prints

cern himself about. He is rather in
favor of over production because with
the tremendous over production he
still has trouble getting 52 weeks of
good production."

publicity

feature

big

|

Duratize

stay.

a

theater

2.

.

any theater about the producing business as we
had its in- see it that the exhibitor need not con-

Dame"

Saturday,

with accountants, which board will
go over the exhibitors' books, etc. and
decide the film rental he should pay.
In answer to that, I say 'why?'
Why should the exhibitor allow the
Particular stress is to be given the
producer to go over his books and
point that competitive salesmen are
decide what he should pay and how
to sell the idea that rival contracts
it
should be proportioned, giving the
must be lived up to and completed,
exhibitor practically nothing to say?
ever, not any more so, if as much, as well as those the salesman has to
Is not the exhibitor just as important
The salesmen are to respect
as the producer takes advantage of offer.
the industry as is the producer? I
t<
The Committee on
a highly competitive situation. From rival contracts.
would say that we would get cheaper
Guy Navarre, Fox,
that particular angle, I would say arrangements:
film rentals by reversing that condithe producer has the best of it chairman; G. P. Endert, Paramount;
tion.
Why not a board of exhibitors that
because
there
are
certainly
more Carl Stearn, Metro; Paul Aust, Select;
nd accountants to go over the procompetitive zones than there are non- H. A. Black, Vitagraph; P. A. Lynch,
ducers' books and see if their profit
Palhe; L. B. Metzger, F. B. O.
is not too large?
That is the opposite competitive, and after all, if the producer does make a picture and it
angle.
docs not measure up in box office
s Massie Agents for Mrs. Glyn
"In No. 2, which suggests as an receipts, who should suffer but the
jghes
Massie & Co., in a letter
example that if a house is doing $10,- producer! As a comparison, I might
that they are the
000 a week, operating at $7,000, the ask that if an exhibitor picked a pootjf f^he editor, state
representatives of Elinor
American
production cost is $1250, the exhibitor location or built a poor house or dj
Glyn and not Leslie Stewart, who
should be allowed $7,000, the pro- not properly ventilate it so that
was reported Mrs. Glyn agent in a
ducer $1,250, then split 50-50 which public did not come in, how rn
would give both a profit of $875. That would the producer kick in to ^elp special Los Angeles dispatch.
sounds sweet, but let's talk further him pay back his losses?
for a minute.
In that particular con"Now, in closing, let me say that
dition, what would happen? A profrom the producer's angle there is
ducer would have his investment back only one trouble and that is, over
Highest light, deepest
and $875 profit in probably 5,000 production.
That is the only part
points. Can you show me
that was ever built that

Notre
Astor

of
the

at

for

Film
meeting

Trade has called a
which is to include
branch managers and assistant managers, salesmen and bookers, from
Seattle, Portland and Spokane. There
will
be a noonday luncheon and
meeting for the managers, to be followed by a dinner.
The meeting is an effort to secure
co-operation
between
the
three
centers and to acquaint exchange
personals as well as managers with
the functioning of the board.
Arbitration committees to handle grievances under the rulings of the new
uniform contracts will be appointed.
for

t(

Universal as advertising manager

THE FILM DAILY)

The
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Greene Again with Universal
Fred V. Greene, Jr. has returned

to Discuss Arbitration
Portland and Spokane
to be Present

(Special to

26,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

fAc brAdstreet
jC FILMDOM

ol.

XXV

Authority
Friday, July 27, 1923

No. 23

Rembusch

Sees a Joker

Fold

in

ck in the Cohen Organization as an W. A. Steffes Attacks Cohen Questionnaire as Attempt to Secure New
ndiana Committeeman ArbitraMembers for M. P. T. O.
tion Plan Condemned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The M. P. T. O. headquarters yesday issued a statement covering
Minneapolis
The questionnaire
recent annual convention of the sent out by the M. P. T. O. came in
diana M. P. T. O. in Indianapolis. for an attack in a statement sent to
le paragraph of the statement read all members of the Minnesota exhibifollows:
tor organization by W. A. Steffes in
"On the invitation of Gus G. which he urges non-members of the
hmidt of Indianapolis, newly elec- Cohen organization not to sign the
i chairman of the board of direc- questionnaire.
rs of the state organization, and a
Steffes sees a joker in it and questional director of the M. P. T. O., tions the purpose for which it is being
rank Rembusch, owner of theaters distributed.
He says in his opinion,
Indianapolis and other cities in "the questionnaire is but a camouidiana, was welcomed into the or- flaged attempt to swell the national
Rembusch pledged his organization's membership on paper."
inization.
ipport to the organization and was
Steffes has just returned from the
ade a member of the Indiana execu- first leg of a state-wide trip to
te committee."
He
strengthen the Minnesota unit.
From the foregoing it becomes ap- reports that man)' exhibitors have
irent that Rembusch has reversed been sent membership cards for the
good many of his opinions regard- Cohen outfit with a notation that
g the Cohen organization. He was they are in good standing until next
)enly antagonistic for a long time year, despite the fact of the withapparently the differences have drawal of the state unit and nonit

—

—

:en buried.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

"Rosita" at Lyric
"Rosita," Mary Pickford's new picre will open at the Lyric, Sept. 3
r

Price 5 Cents

Buys 50 % Interest

"Going Right Ahead"

Famous

Players in Deal with Jones, Arthur Friend Denies Distinctive Will
Stop Production Internat'l at
Linick and Schaefer over Mc
Vicker's Theater, Chicago
Studio for Time

—

THE FILM DAILY)

"We are going right ahead with our
Mc- production schedule as announced, all
understood
Vicker's theater will pass under con- reports to the contrary notwithstanding," said Arthur S. Friend yesterday
trol of Famous Players on Aug. 6.
(Special to

Chicago

—

It

is

& Schaefer, builders
of the $2,000,000 theater
are reported to have sold a half interest in the property to Paramount.
Aaron J. Jones will continue for one
year as manager of the house. There
is no plan at this time for a change
of name.
Jones, Linick

and operators

in

commenting on

persistent reports

along Broadway that Distinctive had
stopped production with the turning
over of the Biograph studio to International.

Friend explained that two pictures,
"Second Youth" and "The Green
Goddess" had been completed and
By the new agreement, involving that, between now and September 15,
part purchase, Famous is assured a the company would undertake no new
The productions. During that period, InChicago home for 10 years.
leasehold remains in control of Jones, ternational has been granted the use
of the plant which Distinctive holds
Linick & Schaefer.
"Cain and
Olmstead,
representing under a year's contract.
Edward
Paramount, has arrived in Chicago to Mabel" and "Yolanda" will be filmed,
join the staff of the theater, and Har- in part, at the Bronx plant.
"The Green Ooddess which stars
old B. Franklin of Famous Players
George Arliss goes into the Harris
is expected here shortly.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer have just theater on the 12th.
remodeled and reopened their Orpayment of dues.
pheum and will make it the center
New Detroit Producing Concern
of their enterprises.
Sydney S. Cohen was not in his
Jimmie Hodges, a heavy stockholdoffice yesterday.
In his absence, no
No one at Famous Players cared er in the Detroit Corp. which recently
one cared to comment on the Steffes to discuss the Chicago report yes- completed a studio at Detroit, arletter.

.

terday.

an indefinite run.

Discuss Arbitration
A joint 'committee of the T. O. C.
Educ'l Convention Monday
The second annual sales convention C, and the F. I. L. M. Club met yesEducational will lie held at the terday afternoon to discuss arbitraEduca- tion in the Greater New York disennsylvania on Monday.
jnal will release 30% more product trict.
:xt year than during the season now
Vidor Film Held Over
iming to a close.
This is said to
"Three
Wise Fools" has been held
as a result of a national survey
ivering the short subject situation. over at the Capitol for another week.
:

Phila.

House

to

Open

Sept. 15

rived here yesterday to obtain a story
and cast for the first of a series of
comedy-dramas featuring Hodges.

Production of a six reeler, the workPhiladelphia The new Fox house ing title of which will be "Mary," is
Detroit plant in 30
at 16th and Market is expected to to begin at the
open Sept. 15. The recent fire at the days, with David Kirkland directing,
Broad Street railroad station held up according to Hodges. This unit will
(Special to

work

THE FILM DAILY)

—

for a time.

be

distinct from the
states that it

Hodges

Hodges

is

unit.

planned to

have two companies constantly working on features.
Frank Talbot is
"Covered Wagon for London Run
Earl W. Hammons has closed with The picture is said to have done more
president
studio,
and Hodges
of
the
completed
Arrangements have been
del Comedies, Inc. for a series of business than even Goldwyn officials
is treasurer.
for
opening
of
"The
Covered
the
ght Tuxedo Comedies which will be expected of it.
Wagon" at the Pavillion in London
ade on the coast.
in September.
John C. Flinn, who
Deal with Pathescope
Truart has made a deal with the visited openings of "The Covered
Ties
Will
Pathescope Co. of America whereby Wagon" in New York, Chicago and
Attachment Suit Sews Revenue—
the Burlingham adven- Boston, sails for London tomorrow
eady to Aid Investigation, Says a number of
Emile Derecat Claims $32,000 is
Pature series will be shown non-theatri- on the Homeric to supervise the
Arthur N. Smallwood Company
Due Him for Services
vilion
showing.
cally.
Entirely Solvent, He Claims
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Emile Derecat has
"The action of the Attorney GenNew Device for "Rainy" Films
Chaplin Seeks Advice
filed an attachment suit in the Federal
al of New York in applying for an
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Court against John Simpson, Ed Carjunction to restrain Pyramid PicAngeles Charles Chaplin, in ruthers, Charles Duffield, the World
engineer from
young
Los
A
London
ires, Inc., from the sale of its proinfrequent statements
Amusement Service, John Justice and
ved $2,000,000 issue of 8% par- South Africa recently gave a demon- one of his
of an invention which, it is states his future production plans will others, tying up all the revenue of the
stration
cipating bonds in the State of New
abolishes "rainy" film, flicker be largely guided by the reception Motion Picture Exposition pending}
ork," said Arthur N. Smallwood, claimed,
Dust collec- "A Woman of Paris" gets from the the settlement of the suit.
and
the
effect of speed.
resident of Pyramid yesterday, "will
Chaplin states he has purtion
is also done away with by the public.
Dt
be contested by our company.
Derecat alleges he has $32,000 due
device. It is asserted that one feature posely gotten away from the lavish,
is our desire to comply with the
such
as him in connection with the pageant
productions
spectacular
through
the
device
run
has
already
ws of the commonwealth in every
On
"Robin Hood" because he feels the put on by the Exposition.
ay and therefore no Pyramid se- 6,000 times without showing any
story will have a Tuesday night, the band in the Colihuman
simple,
that
any
wear
tear
and
signs
of
or
lrities of any kind will be offered
type of projector can be equipped greater appeal. "A Woman of Paris" seum walked out and the stage hands
ir sale."
and electricians quit in sympathy.
is said to be that kind of a picture.
with the apparatus.
(Continued on Page 4)
:

Pyramid

Up

Help

—

—

—

:

—

"Expo"
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"Independents"

exhibitor urho boasts
he never plays a reissue Me aras born
n
dZ-fc.
a

"Jhe

Using Alliance Studio

Betty Blythe in English Film
from
Advices
England indicate
London Carlyle Blackwell's com- that Betty Blythe will appear in anCopyright 1923 Wid's Film and Film Folki. pany which is making "The Beloved other English picture before returning
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at Vagabond" is using the Alliance stuShe is now at work on "Chu
here.
71 73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y„ by
Chin Chow."
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC. dio for interior work.

Til XXV Ho. 23

Dannenberg,

Jo»ei>h
J.

W.

1923

Friday July 27.

(Special

and

President

Editor;

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

Man-

Oldknow Buys "Super Five"

Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ager;

the act of

March

3.

Oscar

Terms (Postage

free) United States.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
snonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,
$15.00.
Address all communications to

Southern

11

New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
71-73

West 44th

1603.

P'hone, Hollywood

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

The Film

man.

S.

Renter,

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

WELDED WIRE

Atlanta Savini Films are now located at 111 Walton St. in offices

formerly

&

Film

states.

occupied

by

REELS

Consolidated

Supply Co.

For Sole

Mc Rae Homeward Bound
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles —-Henry Mc Rae

Close Foreign Deal

St.,

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

(Special

Louis Auerbach of the Export &
Import Film, has sold his company's
entire
program
Continental bound
for

New York

740 7th Ave..

(Special

The deal includes 30 fea75 comedies and three serials.

America,

is

spending
the Far East secur-

several months in
ing film material.

Europe.
tures,

for

after

ART TITLES

53a

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Repreaentative Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative
InternaEuropean
Central
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenselaplatz.

4j?

Howells Cine Equip. Co.,

THE FILM

DAILY,

Move

Savini Films

Oldknow, president and
manager of the Southern
S.

general
States Film Co. has purchased PrinOutside cipal's "Super Five" scries for the

1879.

DULCY

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Price 5 Cents

Two

—

(Special to

—

Dave Mundstuk Buys More
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit The
latest
deal
to
be
closed by Dave Mundstuk, of Ex-

Missouri Cos. Lose License

Jefferson

THE FILM DAILY)
City,

Mo.

—The

—

State

OlU

jfl.iBtn-e Stutiio

HOWARD
120

Finance Dept. has revoked the license
Mesco Pictures and Producers clusive Film, is for two series of semiFilm Co. because of their failure to westerns,
one
featuring
George

TURRILL,

Pres.

West 42nd Street
New York

of

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

High
.108

Low
108

74^

71^

Loew's

16

300

16

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Rembusch

in

New

100 Receiver Appointed for Supple House
108
72Yi 7,500
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

\S~A

Triangle

Larkin.

financial report.

Sales

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwvn

a

file

Close

Fold

CContinued from Page 1)
report of the Indiana convention at another point declares that a
resolution condemning the arbitration
plan worked out under the uniform
contract was passed and the withdrawal of the state unit from participation in it approved. Following the
action of other units, a number of
exhibitors were designated to work
with the national organization on tax

The

repeal.

Heller, Kokomo was elected
president; W. C. Katzenbaum, Terre
I.
vice-president;
O.
1st
Haute,
Demaree, Franklin, 2nd vice-president; William Connors, Marion, secretary; Charles Olson, Indianapolis,

Frank

—

Thea-

Equipment Corp.

ter

at

13 S.

Church

tive

G.

G.

(Special

re-

to

/

.

Fifth

GILL,

S.

Ave.

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Murray

Tel

1842

Hill

—

THEATRES

SHOWING

SERVICE!
is our ADDRESSING
PER M UP. Lists desired. 30 »f

theatres
$4.00

Lexington,

Ky.

— Charles

—

Bar-

S.

national president of the Farmers' Union, is here to assist in the
direction of "The Toll," a feature
showing the development of rural cooperation and the progress of farmers
through co-operative efforts.
rett,

(Special to

if

Making Western Melodrama
50% saved in postage, etc., through eliminaj
tion of dead and duplicate theatres uiuall:
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
listed.
Los Angeles Feature M. P. Prod. Multigraphing
Mimeographing -I

Making Rural Development Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

headquarters at the Berwilla
studio has started work on a Western
melodrama with an 1860 background.
Katherine McGuire, Pete Morrison,
Virginia Warwick, and Spottiswood
Aitken are in the cast.
with

—
— Enclosing—Mailing.

Folding

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY

Month

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Classics' M'g' rs

CHROMOS TRADING

(Special

—

to

—

CO.

1123 Broadway

Offers a

FINANCING and

ADVISORY SERVICE

Named

for

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland Film Classics, Inc., the
Kansas City Practically every inyour
dependent exchange here and in St. new company which will distribute
Louis will co-operate in celebrating the Warner product in Ohio, Michian Independence Month in Septem- gan and Western Pennsylvania will
lie following personnel:
Fred
Those who are already in line
ber.
United Film Service, St. Louis Scheuerman, office manager, and Bert
Film Exch., Fnterprise Dist. and Stern, field representative in CleveProgress Pictures, of St. Louis, and land; John Kent, office manager, and

PRODUCERS

j

DISTRIBUTORS
FILM LABORATORIES

t

"BACKFIRE*

A fJCRMAlP COMEPY

cut Film, Preferred Pictures, Carl Sonan, field representative in
Standard Film, Richards & Flynn, Detroit; Clay F. Brehm, field repreSydro Dist. and Enterprise, from sentative in Cincinnati, and Bill Finkel,
field representative in Pittsburgh.
Kansas ("itv.

CC

244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

—

Will Celebrate Independence
for this "ad" FREE at
Educational Exchange

542

New Exchange
THE FILM DAILY)

committeeman.

MATS

WILLIAM

Detroit Louis Weiss, of National
secured distribution of the
17836 U.S.
Post travel pictures has purchased the Non-Theatrical announces the taking
PICTURES
series outright.
New York State and over of Non-Theatrical M. P. Service. Under 250 seats, 30%; under 50(|
Northern Jersey rights have been Louis F. Fliehman will remain in 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%
charge as manager.
sold to Commonwealth.
The most economical method of reaching
cently

—

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

Rothacker Laboratories

St.

Secures 25 Features for N. W.
Harold Bell Wright Quits Films
Schmidt, Indiana(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Al Rosenberg, manager of
Seattle
polis, chairman of the board of direcLos
Angeles The Harold
Bell
on his return from Los
tors, and W. H. Brenner, Winchester; DeLuxe
Wright
Picture
has
filed a peCorp.
lined
G. G. Shauer, Valparaiso; J. B. Angeles announced that he had
Preferred Pictures, all the tition asking for an order of dissolu15
Sweeten, up
Charles
Clinton,
Stcinc,
tion in the Superior Court here.
AtFvansville. L. I. Bernstein, Michigan Principal Pictures and C. C. Burr
torneys for the organization state
City and A. C. Zaring, Indianapolis, productions, making about 25 all told.
that the picture rights to the Wright
directors.
E. H. Bingham of Indian- He is looking for larger quarters on
novels have all been sold to another
apolis was re-elected national execu- the row and will move shortly.
producing concern.
treasurer;

Hollywood

Chicago

Acquire

Acquires Post Series Outright

Chadwick Pictures Corp. which

New York

THE FILM DAILY)

Charlotte, N.
J.
U. McCormick, formerly manager of the Select
office, has formed the Caroline Theater & Supply Co. with headquarters

Jr.,

the local branch of the United

to

C—

Thomas H. Matters,
has been named receiver for the
Kansas City Machine & Supply Co.,
Kansas City

Supply Co. in the South

(Special

Consultations Invited
Confidence

in Strictest

Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

!

Whoop-e-e
Whoop em up Boys
The Huntress

is

!

Coming

On Indian maid on
the War-path -offer

a man -bound to
one

if it costs

get

a scalp!

f4

Associated

\f fi (l\

V9y|

Firs* National

Pictures Inc.

-^

presents

/f

She's a Jfair Raiser/
So's

the picture/

<Jt'll

stir the

town/

Ml make the scalp
tingle
§t'll

with

its thrills/

make

the heart

thump the

ribs cuith

throbbing hue
story/
Xje-ah/ Mere's the

its

picture that'll make
the box-office give
a arar-arhoop ofjoy/

tplleenTTlpOTe
^~*^
supported by

Lloyd Hughes. Russell Simpson
Charles RAnders^

'.--•

"

"

-

Directed

Long
by

Lynn ELeynolds

Stefc-fcre
..-?''

Walter

V.
'-breign. Rights Controlled by
Inc.]
(Associate First National Pictures
J?* 383 Madison Avenue, New lor*

f

f<g^

DAILY

Pyramid Will Help
(Continued from Page

For Truart

Series
Hayakawa

1)

Friday, July 27, 1923

Prod, to go Through

M.

Smallwood then goes on to say
that the company has completed six
productions
cost

tion

of

H. Hoffman's Company
12 Planned
representing a producThe proposed series of Sessue Haabout $750,000. live of yakawa Prod, will be released through

"MERRY GO
ROUND"

which have been released through Truart with supervision of stories to
American Releasing and the sixth to
be exercised by that organization.
go through Selznick The statement The new company is being sponsored
says

in

"The

part:

by

of the American Releasing Corp. to secure returns on
our pictures in keeping with their
commercial value was a principal factor in causing our company to offer
to retire syndicate shares on individual productions for bonds, offering
a participating in all profits to be
made on the company's future activities, as well as sharing in the returns
on pictures already made. This action was taken for the protection of
Pyramid investors.
Over 50% of
the company's syndicate shares were
converted into bonds prior to the issuance of the injunction. This Pyramid bond is in reality a profit sharing
certificate offering the holder an equal
share of all earnings with the comfailure

Marty Schwartz with the
in the hands of William H.

legal

affairs

Chorosh.

There

be 12 pictures all told,
be started in October when
Hayakawa returns from France where
he is to appear in a feature for a
the

will

first to

(APOLOGIES TO UNIVERSAL)

French company.
Alexander Aronson.

sales manager
of Truart has closed a contract with
Oscar S. Oldknow of the Southern
States Film Co. for the Elaine Hammerstein franchise for Texas, Okla-

homa. Arkansas, Louisiana, MississipCarolina,
North
and
South
pi,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee.
Seven pictures are included.
Business

pany's shareholders and guaranteeing

Good

(Special to

in Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Fewer theaters have
was made
order that closed this summer than in any prethe holders might be secured by a vious season.
first mortgage on all present and futAdds Another to Chain
ure assets of the Company.

8%
in

interest.

The

the form of a

security

bond

in

"Pyramid Pictures, Inc.,
number of new productions

(Special to

has
in

—

a
pre-

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago I. W. Rodgers has added
the Jewel theater, Poplar Bluffs, to

paration and expects to continue in-

make pictures. The fact his chain.
company loaned the AmeriAbe Fabian in Paris
can Releasing a sum of money in exAbe Fabian postcards from Paris:
cess of $100,000 and that company
"Having a great trip. This is some
owes us an additional sum nearly
equal in amount for film rentals has 'town. Regards to everybodv in Filmnot shaken Pyramid's solvency. Our dom."
company brand has been favorably
definitely to

that our

1

Semon's Next Two Reeler
received by exhibitors throughout the
country and we will endeavor to conThe first of the four Larry Semon
tinue making pictures that will war- comedies which will be released by
rant their continued confidence.
Vitagraph during 1923-24 will be "The
Pyramid capital stock has been very Gown Sliop."
closely held since the organization of
the company. Less than 8,000 shares
Baremore Joins Metro
out of a total authorized issue of 200.R. W. ("Barry") Baremore has re000 shares are held by the general signed as director of publicity for C.
resignation
public.
Since
the
of
C. Burr to join Metro as assistant to
Walter E. Greene as precident of
Jack Meador.
Pyramid in May and the return of
his stockholdings to the treasury of
from Operation
the company, about 90% of the com- Sampson Recuperating
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pany outstanding capitalization is
Detroit George Sampson, head of
owned by Smallwood & Co. These
are not and will not be offered the F. I. L. M. Club and manager of

—

shares

the local Pathe office, is recuperating
from an operation for appendicitis.

for sale."

Girls

Run

(Special to

New

Mississippi

House

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

Rob Two Theaters in Detroit
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Detroit Cracksmen recently openParamount exploitateer,
ed the safe of the Lakewood on East
has discovered the only first-class Jefferson Ave. and made away with
theater in the United States operated $500. The safe of the Harmony has
The theater is also been rifled. This house lost
exclusively by girls.
the A. & G. at Bay St. Louis, seats $1,500.
800 people and is a successful enterLillian Ames and her two sisprise.
Ohio Theater Changes Hands
ters comprise the management and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
there is not a man around the place
Ohio has been
Cincinnati The
in a position of responsibility, the
purchased by Charles M. Olson ,and
girls taking care of the box office and
Jean Marks from F. G. Rembusch
door, booking, advertising and operOlson and
and David A. Coulter.
ating.
Marks obtained a new lease of the
building and purchased the furnishThomas Meighan in "Homeward ings and equipment outright. The
Bound" will be the feature at the purchasers comprise the Central
Amusement Co.
Rialto next week.

Orleans

Swift,
C.
believes he

That's what the film business

Merry Go Round, and

is.

A

big

you take your
eys off it for a second you miss something.
Read The Film Daily every
morning and know what's happening on
the Merry-Go-Round.
The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

if

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth Bound— 500 pages.
Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

Name

—

Theatre

Address

•.

$15

ifeiSwiiEET
>f FILMDOM

ZfcRECOCMIZED

Authority
Sunday, July

29,

1923

Price 25 Cents

Laenmile w^ soon present
"

T

UNIVERSAL.

"^

o

HAS THE PICTURES for 1923-24

EASY TO READ
HE

world would

know

little

of Shakespeare

for the perfection of printing

eyes to read.

If

the type

is

Few

were

it

not

will strain their

not clear,

if

the printed

page does not present a pleasing appearance, the text means
Wise publishers of books, magazines and
little or nothing.
newspapers realize that their output must be easy to read if it
is to be read at all.

It is

the

same

in

motion

pictures, except in that stories

are published on the screen in photography instead of type.

photography to be pleasing
restful to the eye.
It must be in harmony with the theme
The photographic effects must not clash if
of the picture.
the public is to get the full value of what has been wrought on
But
and

it is

just as essential for that

the screen.

The

realization of this brings the

foremost producers to

work

of the West's

STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES.

They not only want everything that has been put into a picture to show on the screen, but they want such excellence in
negative and prints that audiences forget they are seeing just
a motion picture of the drama.

These producers accomplish
this through STANDARD SERVICE and STANDARD PRINTS.
The name, STANDARD PRINTS, guarantees exhibitors and
public proper presentation of the cinema program.

f£ln?
Standard
Jb/mMMckoIaus

J

*

"

IraJboralorJes
&M3bmpkins

Seward and f?om a in& Streets
/folly 4366

/follywood, California

ss

t

—
:

afcRKDCNBEl

Authority
XXV

Sunday, July

No. 24

29,

1923

Price 25 Cents

At Work on "Ben Hur"
Italian Unione May Co-operate With
Goldwyn On
— Start Shooting

Not In Control
ijjer

Denies His

Official

Exercises

Monopoly

Company

in

New

It

Orleans
Special

to

In September

THE FILM DAILY)

Shooting of the some of the scenes
Goldwyn's production of "Ben
Hur" will probably be started in
September. While F. J. Godsol, who
returned from an extended stay in
Europe a few days ago was on the
Continent primarily for a vacation,
he made arrangements while there
for the use of lights and other equipment.
Godsol, when asked whether any
arrangement with the LTnione Cinematografica Italiene the Italian trust
had been made for the production of "Ben Hur," he replied he
hadn't made a deal with anyone.
It
is quite likely,
however, that important sequences of the picture which
will be made abroad will be produced
conjunction with the important
in

—

w

Orleans C. M. Clark, secreof the Saenger Amusement Co.,
red yesterday that his organi-

for

n -was not in control of theaters
ew Orleans, when the Federal
e

Commission re-opened

gation

against

allied

its

its

in-

Famous Players

companies,

that
the
Sobel,
ark
declared
and the
Shears
Corp.
ards,
bs
Laundry Co., operators of
of the suburban theaters in New
independent
of the
ans were
gers and that the latter corndid not own any of the stock
ther of these corporations. Clark
on the stand for four hours. All

theaters owned, controlled or
ed by the Saenger company were
There are about 100 all told
1.
le

(Continued

Italian

Mabel Forrest, Wheeler Oakman and Mabel Trunelle, in "THE LOVE
TRAP," a BEN WILSON Production— Grand-Asher release.— Advt.

Weeks For Coogan Film
ircus Days," the new Coogan

has been booked at the Strand for

weeks beginning August

5.

Percentage

King To Direct "Romola"
King sails for Italy on Au9 to start on "Romola" in which

two Gish sisters will be starred,
ert Haas will go along as art di>r,
Ray Overbaugh will be in
ge of camera work.
The cast
include
William H. Powell,
aid Coleman, Charles Lane and

Grimwood.

er

A

Understanding to Result from

air.

Not the way

it's

going now.

But on a

real

Regal

Warner output has been

disposed of to Regal Films Ltd. for

—

is
it

talk

on percentage you're talking on

going to be nearer everybody's heart
now and even now it's in the air.

is

—

shoes are pinching.

And

tight shoes

in

a subject that

'Cause a lot of
think of a way

—

Who

the proper light cast on it by percentage playing of pictures."
Now that's straight from the shoulder stuff. As Carl
Laemmle would put it. And it's real. You may not believe in
percentage. A lot of people don't. But you'll have to read what
SR has to sav. Because among the people who know what's
(Continued on

Page

12)

Nebraska has formed Film
Inc.,

Classics,
to handle the fall releases.

the next year than

Why?

make you

—

differences had
en but the point was made that
variances
in opinion
were no
iter than those that come up in
er lines of
business.
s expected that, in
the future,
status of both exhibitors and ex(Continued on Page 2)

fall

honest basis. Where percentage doesn't mean a guarantee. That Canada.
covers rental. Before it works. And so what Kent, of Famous,
New Film Classics Unit
has to say. On this subject. To appear in Monday's issue. Will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
be worth reading.
Omaha Al Kahn, distributor of
the Warner product in Iowa and
Relative to which.
Kent, in forwarding his ideas, says

Discussion of F. I. L. M.
Club and T. O. C. C.
out.
And when this industry is hurt bad enough it will find a
Ithough all parties concerned are remedy.
Something like 75 per cent of all that's wrong will be
ged to silence, it is understood cured
by percentage.
both the committee of F. I. L.
"And," he goes on, "who makes the best pictures? Answer
Club members and that of the
) C. C. feel a clearer understand- percentage the public will tell the story. Does the public want
will result
from the joint dis- a certain type of pictures?
Your percentage will tell you flat
sion held
on Thursday in the
real
stars and directors?
Look up
are
the
rental
never.
s office.
never
tell you.
statements.
Flat
rental
will
your
percentage
was denied in one quarter yesay the the relations between the
"How much can a producer afford to pay a star or director
bodies over the operations of the
without taking blood money from the exhibitor? Percentage will
tration system in Greater New
show him. Had I time I could write pages to show both sides
k had ever become strained.
It
where each and every big evil we have could be cured, or
just
admitted that
'int

the
exploitation department at First National has been engaged by Inspiration to exploit "The White Sister."

The
the

It's in

"When you

Success

Holmes With Inspiration
Ned Holmes, former head of

Deal With

L-nry

Meeting

company.

on Page 2)

'wo

bert

—

—

Features Reviewed
Page
Lawful Larceny
Paramount

4

The Flying Dutchman
4

F. B.

The Eleventh Hour
Fox

4

Trilby
4

First National

The Purple Highway
Paramount
Broken Hearts of Broadway
Cummings Prod. S. R

—

6
7

Man

and Wife
Arrow-S. R

The Brass

First National

Short

7

Bottle

Subjects

7

8

THE

DAILY
Not In Control
(Continued from Page

Meeting

1)

scattered throughout Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, Florida and Arkansas.
The witness declared that the
ItL in m. 24 Sufar »Hy 29, 1923 ' Prici 25 Cuts Saengers were the pioneers in providing high class picture entertaini-orrriRht 1923. Wi<T» Film and Film Pofca.
Inc.,
Published Dmily except Satardsj, at ment for the South and in building
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.. br first class theaters in a dozen cities
WTD'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC. which hitherto had had only bonds.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
"In many instances we have been
W. Alicoate, Treaaurer and Btimm ManJ
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor; invited by the civic bodies of cities
Donald M. Meriereau, Advertising Manager. to establish theaters
and some of
Entered at iccond-claaa matter Mar 21, 1918,
them have given us bonuses," testitt the post office at New York, N. Y., trnd*r
the act of March 3, 1879.
fied Clark.
"We had the vision, the
Ternu (Postage free) United States. Outside foresight, the nerve and the money
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year: b
Foreig» where the other fellows would take
months, $3.00; 3 mouths $3.00.

(Continued

changmen

will

Sunday, July

A
from

be

Page

1)

more sharply

de-

Patke'New

that the rights of each party
will
be definitely understood and
that, as a result of this, there will be
a spirit of greater harmony prevailing through the close business relations of Greater New York exhibitors
and managers of the local exchanges.

Arbitration Board

—

to

19;

Success

fined,

(Special

29,

No.

61

AVIATOR LANDS IN BERLIN

— Does
it

STRI

just for fun but the police can't

it

and "pinch" the plane.

TRIP ON FAMOUS MOUNT;
RAILWAY IN NORWAY— Pathe cart

A

Named

man

THE FILM DAILY)

and

gets beauty
of Bergen.

Albany Three exhibitors and the
same number of exchange representa- A

thrills

in

quaint

FEET LEAP—Three

23,000

t

aviator

have
been
appointed
to Chicago test parachutes at record height.
straighten
out
arbitration
differences
with
order.
Subscribers should remit
$15 00.
no chance."
17 YEAR OLD GIRL TENNIS S:
Address all communications to THE FILM
between the two.
Those who will DEMONSTRATES SKILL FOR PAT
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
act for the theater owners are; Louis NEWS— Helen Wills, the girl wonder, si
Trailers For All of Fall Product
Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-555*.
N. Y.
Buettner, of
William Benton why she is rated as a coming champion.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
The Metro offices stated yesterday of Saratoga Cohoes;
6411 Hollywood Blvd. P'hone, Hollywood
and Rae Candee of the Other news as usual
that trailers will be issued for all of
IMS.
Robbins' interests.
The exchangeChicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. the 33 features on the 1923-24 schedmen
are;
Fox;
G. A. Woodward,
Wabash Ave.
ule.
London Representative Ernest W. FredAlec Herman, First Nat'l and Jack
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
saan.
Krause, of Bond Photoplays.
tives

1

;

—

—

—

W.

"Dorothy Vernon" Starts Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rita Weiman Due
Hollywood Mary Pickford will
European Representative Inters*Rita Weiman is returning from
Csecho- Slo- start filming of "Dorothy Vernon of
Prague
Filnuchau,
WeaseUplati.
Europe tomorrow on the Franconia.
.__=, Haddon Hall" within a month.

Ave., London,

1.

Paris Representative^
Clichy.

Central
tionale

vak la),

— Le

42

Film,

Rtta

de

—

—

(

Vitagraph Film at Rialto
Warners Engage Conway
Midnight Alarm," one of the
"The
THE
FILM
DAILY)
Sales
Close
Los Angeles The Warners have new Vitagraph specials will play the
106^ 500
engaged Jack Conway to direct "Lu- Rialto the week of July 29.
70M 5,000 cretia Lombard" which will star
100
9oy4
Kirkwood in "Wild Oranges"
Not Q uoted Monte Blue and Irene Rich.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted
Bretlinger 111.
F.
A.
Angeles James Kirkwood will
Los
200
15
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
have the lead in "Wild Oranges,"
Not quoted
Brentlinger, King Vidor's next picture.
Indianapolis A.
F.
Not quoted

Quotations
High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
<.

do pfd.
ioldwyn

.108

ny

90J4

70y4
90%

1554

15

2

..

Low
106^

riffith

(

Loew's

formerly vice-president of the Consolidated Theaters & Realty Corp.,
is confined to his home with apoplexy.

Friday's quotations.

Incorporations
Dover, Del.

— Sylvania

Stuart Paton Better

Amusement

Capital
Philadelphia.
Inc.,
Co.,
Corporation Guarantee &
5200,000.

Trust Co.

—

Old Masters Studio, New
IncorporaCapital $25,000.
tors, H. F. Turrell, M. Workstel and
G. B. Williams. Attorney, S. Weinberger.

(Special to

— Stuart

Paton,

Uni-

versal director, whose eyes were cut
when his glasses broke recently, is
recuperating and can now see with
the aid of dark glasses.

Clark Vacationing
(Special to

Niagara

THE FILM DAILY)

Falls,

N.

Y.

—James

B.
Clark thea-

Rowland &
Jerome Casper, his general manLexington,
ager, E. R. Swindell and L. E. HerHouse. Capital $50,000. Incorporawitt are vacationing at the Thousand
and
Todd
A.
Berryman,
1L
tors. C.
J.
Clark, of the

Kv.

— Lexington

Opera

Office

Grand Buys Gibbs Novel
Dover, Del.— People's Educational
Sam Grand who is now en route
Incorporapital $100,000.
ty.
to the coast has purchased "The Midator's, Marie Devol, Mark Casper and dle of the Road." the novel by Sir
(

G. Dearana,

all

of

New

advertising angle

—

DULCY
he is/

Jessen Here From Coast
C. Jessen, general manager of
J.
the Contest Cinema Syndicate, Inc.,
of Los Angeles is at the Algonquin,
having arrived from the coast. Jesscn's company intends launching a

memory

contest in picture
throughout the country.

ARE YOU A
GOLFER

theaters

York.

Mary Carr in Blackton Film
Mary Carr will have one of the
leading roles in "On The Banks of the
Wabash,"

Oh/
What a

^».

controls 17 theaters, having just
acquired the Rialto and Gayety. This
gives him six houses in this city.

OR A

Stuart Blackton's first
Others in the
picture for Vitagraph.
cast will be Burr Mcintosh, James

I

J.

GOOFER

Lumsden Hare. Mary Mc
Laren and Madge Evans.
Morrison,

Negotiations are unPhilip Gibbs..
derstood to be under way for a series
1st Nat'l Closes Deals
of stories' written by Sam Hellman
James Dunne With First Nat'l
National foreign departThe
First
for use of the various Grand-Asher
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
closed
ment
has
a contract with Comindoor
stage
omedy units. A new
Los Angeles James J. Dunne has
panhia Cinematografica Hispano-Porwill be built at the coast plant.
joined the First National forces as
tuguesa, of Madrid, for 12 Mack Senassistant to John Dillon, who at presnetts for Spain, Spanish Morocco,
Meets
Aug.
Wisconsin
14, 15
ent is directing "Flaming Youth."
Canary Islands, Portugal and PortuCSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee The annual mid-sum- guese East and West Africa. The
mer convention of the state exhibitor Belgium rights tor "Tol'able David,"
Theater Company Dissolves
unit will be held here August 14 and "Hurricane's Gal" and "The Turning
(Special to THF. FILM DAILY)
15.
The repeal of the admission tax Point" have been sold to M, De
Albany The Secretary of State has abolition of music taxes will be dis- Lange, of Bruxxllee.
Primax Film Co.. of Vienna purgranted dissolution papers to the cussed. The election is being looked
Indi- chased "Dinty" for Poland, RoumanEastern Star Theater Co., of Buffalo. forward to with great interest
Dewey Michaels recently took over cations are that F. J. McWillianis. ia. Bulgaria. European-Turkey and
the Eastern Star and is now operat- head of the organization will not run Greece, and "Lessons in Love." for
Hungary
Austria.
ing the house under the name of the again, although he has not made any Czecho-SIovakia.
and Poland.
»n.
statement to that effect.
Jr.,

Ohe producer who never
figures on the

Frank Rembusch
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis Frank J. Rembusch
for

ters,

Islands.

Carrick.

Two More
now

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

York.
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World
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Attractions
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(Special to
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JESSE
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LASKY PRESENTS

A

JAMES CRUZE

c.»-

PRODUCTION

bf»«

Bo»

L.

«oo«-

>J

^Jfollijwood
with

ottf»

Cecil B.

Thomas Meighan
Betty Compson

Agnes Ayres
Leatrice Joy
Jacqueline Logan

Jack Holt
Walter Hiers

\'4

Mille

May McAvoy
Lee
William de Mille

Nita Naldi
Richard Dix
Lois Wilson
Charles de Roche
X.

De

Pola Negri

Lila

Owen Moore
Mary Astor

Baby Peggy
Hope Hampton

James Cruze

Herbert Brenon
Will Rogers
Eileen Percy

Ben Turpin
J Warren Kerrigan

Bull

Alfred E. Green
.

T.

Montana

Roy Barnes

Faye
Ford Sterling
Clarence Burton

Julia

Charles Ogle
Kalla Pasha

and

others

all the stars and celebrities above
comedy-drama of Hollywood life.

Imagine

$

in

a big

Imagine the spectacular way the producer
"The Covered Wagon" would handle it.

of

—

and you have a faint idea of the greatest
guaranteed, sure-fire box-office knockout
the screen has ever known!
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Adapted by

Tom Geraghty from the story
by Frank Condon
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Reviews, of the Newest Features
"Lawful Larceny"
Paramount
As

a

ATTRACTIVELY

Whole

PRESENTED, ALWAYS GOO

TO LOOK AT AND WITH
FIRST RATE CAST; HAS CONSIDERABLE PICTORIAL APPEAL
Players
N'agle,

Hope Hampton, Conrad
Lew Cody

Nita Naldi and

»

Flying Dutchman"

Film Booking

"The Eleventh Hour"

"Trilby"

Fox

Richard Walton Tully Prod.

Offices

ACTION AND Distributor: Asso. First Nat'l PiM
FANTASTIC SORT As a Whole
THRILLS
IN MELO- As a Whole... .DELIGHTFUL RO
GALORE
OF STORY TOLD AGAINST
COLORFUL BACKGROUNDS DRAMA OF OLD SCHOOL MANCE. SHOULD PROVE i
THAT GIVE IT GOOD PIC- VARIETY; IF IT'S EXCITE- REAL BOX OFFICE ATTRAC
TORIAL APPEAL; DREAM MENT THEY CRAVE LET TION. ANDREE LAFAYETTJ
A REAL FIND AND SURE T(
ENDING COVERS UP IM- THEM HAVE THIS ONE.
TREMENDOU
PROBABILITIES OF MYTHI- Players. .. .Shirley Mason competes PROVOKE
with Pearl White for dare-devil
ATTENTION.
CAL BITS.
hole..

Lawson Butt, Lola Luxhave principal roles; Nita Naldi Players
ford, Ella Hall, Edward Coxen and
seems to be running Gloria SwanWalter Law all good types and do
son a close second in race for honsatisfactory work.
ors in bizarre costuming; she gives
performances in this Type of Story
interesting
Based on Richard
exceptionally
photographs
and
Wagner's opera; theme lends itself
well; her make-up very fine; Hope
nicely to screen adaptation and with
Hampton handles faithful wife role
dream ending excusing twists that
very well with Conrad Nagle good
would otherwise be considered faras her weak husband; Cody less a
fetched. Romantic element will apvillain than usual.
peal to women.
Type of Story.. Not especially strong
Story deals with legend in which
in situations but it takes interesting
fisherman is doomed to wander
turns and the plot works out to
about in his ship and only allowed
satisfying conclusion; cleverness of
to go ashore once in every seven
young wife saves her husband from
years to look for a girl who will
ruin when she manages to retrieve
break the spell by marrying him
note that would send him to prison
and remaining faithful.
as thief.
You may have
The development is good and a Box Office Angle
angle on
costume
the
consider
to
setof
way
in
the
lavish display
this although you have American
tings, costumes, etc., sets story off
players and an American producto good advantage.
tion.
Not a "big" picture but will
picAside from
Box Office Angle
undoubtedly appeal to a fair majortorial value, story will undoubtedly
ity and satisfy them.
prove satisfying; they'll probably
The title is a good
feel great admiration for the brave Exploitation
efforts of the young wife to save
one and pretty familiar, and where
her husband.
they don't happen to know it as
Exploitation. ..Use the names of the
the name of Wagner's opera, they
prominently.
players
principal
are acquainted with it through its
There is a good combination here
application to folks in a hurry, as
that should prove attractive. Aside
a by-word.
from Hope Hampton you have Nita
For a stunt you might have a
Conrad Nagel and Lew
Naldi,
fellow dressed in Dutch costume
Cody, all names that should attract
hurrying about the streets without
You can also say that
attention.
any indication of what he is about.
Gilda Gray, the famous "shimmy'
This for a teaser, to be followed by
artist, does her renowned dance in
the same fellow later displaying
the
the picture that is if the censors
of
announcements
proper
allow it to remain.
showing.
Play up the title with catchlines
Have your theater front decorthat can be printed in throw-aways.
ated to represent a windmill and
Say: "If an unscrupulous woman
you have women ushers, they
if
had been the cause of your husmight be attired in Dutch costumes
band's financial ruin, what would
and wearing wooden shoes.
you do? Would you stick to him
Placard the town with posters
and see him through, or let him
containing the picture of a DutchSee what the
fight it out alone?
man sitting on a trunk and prewife in 'Lawful Larceny' does."
sumably flying through the clouds.
Be sure to mention that the picThrow-aways ef the same order
ture is an adaptation of Samuel
would also excite curiosity.
Shipman's stage play and recall the
A musical accompaniment with
theme for the benefit of those who
selections from the opera would be
may have seen it.
quite appropriate.
A teaser stunt would be to put Direction by
Lloyd Carleton; has
up posters before the regular ansupplied attractive production with
"When is
nouncements reading:
quaint atmosphere very attractively
larceny lawful?"
presented and with considerable
Direction by. .Allan Dwan; has given
good attention to detail. The cast
first rate production and made
it a
has been well handled and story
attractive through lavish presenit
smoothly told.
handling
careful
well
as
tation as
Based on the opera by
Author
of story.
Richard Wagner.
Samuel Shipman
Author
Lloyd Carleton
John Lynch Scenario
Scenario
.

—

keeps her on Players.. ..Andre Lafayette, a FretB
to finish;
girl, makes her first appearance J
Charles Jones the mighty hero
this.
She is a real bet if her wa
who goes through fire and water
here indicates what she can J
to save her; a scheming crew with
She is different looking, distinctly
Richard Tucker, Alan Hale, Walhas a roguish wink and a charmij
ter
McGrail, Fred Kohler and
smile and physical appeal.
SI
others pulling off tricks at the rate
registers
both comedy and h
of one every few feet to keep the
serious bits splendidly.
Creightjj
audience on edge.
Hale does very well as Little Bill
Wild, wild meller
Type of Story
although he seems too serious
with the foreword acknowledging
times for the part. Arthur Edmui
that it is intended purely for "enCarewe has the difficult role
tertainment purposes."
It will fill
Svengali and gets it over in gre
shape.
He will be talked about
the bill for just that where they
Mildr
still
favor the blood and thunder
lot when this gets going.
Lucas is the Laird and Ph:
stories such as those written by
Picture has a
Lincoln J. Carter.
McCullough Taffy.
.One of the sure f
flock of genuinely fine thrills and Type of Story.
hits of a generation ago.
Ma
some mighty fine shots in spite of
with
Kimb
its far-fetched situations.
previously
Clara
Young and did a sensational bu
One round after another of fights
ness.
How DuMaurier's story v
to
obtain an explosive formula
with hero taking and giving a batgo with present day theater go<
tle to the finish and heroine helpthe only question.
Box Office Angle. .You have mi"
ing him at every turn.
Undoubtedly a
Walton Tv
to help with here.
Box Office Angle
has never made as good a pictt
big box office bet for many exIt is far better than any of
hibitors.
It has everything in the
The new
previous efforts.
way of a thrill that was ever heard
Andree Lafayette, will proba
of.
And all done in a big way.
prove a sensation. She can trot*
Aeroplanes and submarines play a
and looks good. They don't sh
big part.
If you cater to a
her posed in the nude, but stills
Exploitation
her legs and feet and shoulders
meller loving crowd it should be
get your gang interested.
will worth your effort to go after
You'll have to
big business with "The Eleventh Exploitation
behind this one because you n
Hour," another of the new Fox
not take a chance that your cr<
schedule of releases.
Exploitation can be effectively
will recall the famous old story
get after it hard. Have your
handled through a variety of stunts.
stores working; get your ne
First of all placard the town with
papers interested in stories of
clock faces, the hands pointing to
eleven. Work this as a teaser prior
old stars who appeared in the s
When you have
play and screen version. Get
to the showing.
"comparative" story showing
them sufficiently excited, do the
times and conditions have char
same thing but add the title of the

honors
the

in

jump

role

that

from

start

.

.

.

.

since this fine play

picture.

was written

going about with a
contrast pictures of today
those of the period when this
huge clock rigged up on it. The
previously released,
hands can be worked from the inPlaster casts of a famous act
side and revolving, to strike eleven
A were made years ago showing
as the hands reach that hour.
as Trilby in the great concert s
trailer will give an idea of the thrills
and if you can land these they
they can expect.
help if distributed in show windi
Direction by. .. .Bernard J. Durning
James Youhk;
hasn't missed a trick in registering Direction by
done very well with this, alth<
the thrills and realism to the exnearly all of his people show a
tent of being gruesome wasn't too
dency to overact at times. £
much trouble for him; has made a
bits well done, and many
real meller all right.
touches.
Lincoln J. Carter
Author
.The beards used are al
Louis Sherwin Detail.
Scenario
funny.
Don Short
Cameraman

Have

a truck

;

.

.

George DuMa ei
Excellent several Author
Photography
h
mighty fine shots and unusually Scenario by... Richard Walton
or
George
B
Cameraman
Barlatier
work
camera
Andre
good
Cameraman
Hal Rosson
Cameraman
.Very good; Par
Factories, submarines, Photography.
All right; double ex- Locale
Excellent Photography
Photography
worth while.
notably
of
shots
lot
covers
a
etc.;
aeroplanes,
good.
and
numerous
posures
Locale. .A palatial gambling club and
Locale. Paris, studio life and outc
Holland.
territory.
Locale
luxurious home.
7,321 fee'
About 7,000 feet Length
5,800 feet. Length
5,503 feet Length
Length
;

.

.
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.
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A~ drama that

"Stormy

will thrill

you by

its

sheer emotional power,

Seas. "/

stranded on a flame-swept ship while two lovers race
spectacular drama of storm-swept seas and storm-tossed
souls.
—

Imagine a
to her relief.?
>

An

w

A

girl

-

<

,.

_

__

_

•

«

.

_

_

-r

-

actual shipwreck, a terrific storm at sea^a desperate fight

the stoke-hole of a liner, a startling S. O. S. call for help, a spine-ting
ling fire aboard a real vessel, a plunging, straining race with disa dangerous, last-minute rescue;—these are but a few of
the thrills which make "Stormy Seas ^ a winner/
aster,

ve^'*

^Add to

speedy action a suspenseful romance
and a daring climax and you have a rousing box-office
melodrama:"^

From a Story by

ANTHONY

W.

DONALDSON

this

Directed by

Mc GOWAN
PRESENTED £Y
J. P.

Produced by

QwriNeNTAL Productions,.,

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR.
KANE- prestdent.
S.

Fokbioh RefHS-ss/vrAr/ye
t

Sidney Ga rrs rr

Physical Distributors
Path* Exchange
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No. 3
Institutional

The Importance of
Public Comfort
In The Theatre

wimimMatisllw^KMii&mM^VMimw

Advertising

Planning for
of

Planning a theatre with

Balaban

only the box-ofEce in mind, is
bound to rob the structure of much beauty
and spaciousness which are indispensable
to public comfort and enjoyment

<®,

—

Intact, outside of

BALABAN & KATZ

Theatres, the lobby of a play-house,

regarded

is

We

seats, artistic curves, roomy aisles,
spacious lobbies, promenades and foyers

Balaban

In the, old days of the mpving-picture
theatre, there was no such thing as' a lobby. The
patrons of the house stood in lint on the sidewalk
playthings
of the wind, rain, sun and snow.'

and

Wide spaces between
in

Public Comfort

as an incident, even today.
have so designed our lobbies
that the instant you step into one, you are in the theatre, be-\
cause the beauty, the luxury, the architecture and color scheme
have even gone
have been carried clear to the sidewalk line.
so far as to provide a separate heating and cooling system for
the lobby so that it is even cooler than the rest of the theatre.

Katz.

We

Katz theatres necessarily

mean

the sacrifice of many seats. They
were built for comfort, and the importance
of comfort has not been under-estimated.

The
make

big thought

was

these theatres permanently

allur-

that the public will never tire of entering

And

only in this way can the
large investment be justified.

The

greatest

drawback

the theatres of this country

is

of a
on lobbies, we know that we have not
spent a dollar too much for this purpose. We considered it
highly essential in order to make the lobby high for good ven-

Chicago

tilation, warm in Winter, cool in Summer, with cosy waiting
rooms, luxurious seats and roomy promenades.

to

ing for years to come. They are designed
to be so charming, roomy and comfortable

them.

Though we have spent upwards

million dollars

in

that

every available foot of space is utilized for
"pay-seats." The audience, uncomfortably
seated, loses much of the joy and comfort
of the entertainment

'"T">HE third
-*-

in

institutional

the series of

ads

Balaban and Katz

where

run

they

Roosevelt,

Tivoli,

used

by

in

Chicago,

the

Chicago,

Riviera

Central Park theaters.

and

Giving

hundreds

sacrifice of

of seats in

our theatres

in the interests of comfort is no sacrifice
at all, but a definite business asset.

BALABAN & KATZ
Chicago

Tivpli
Com^O™,

Riviera
tWl

.»d

Central Park
Boo-v.1. Road ,=d
Central P«ik Ave.

come — to

now

still

be modern a decade or more from

— to stand for your children, your children's children and

their children's children.

These theatres, we have repeatedly
are far ahecvi of the times. Go where you
no theatres like them. They give to movingpictures the gorgeous and appropriate settings they so richly
deserve. Chicago, which formerly occupied an indifferent and

been

told,

will, there are

laggard posijion,

now

leads the world in the magnificence of

its theatres.

the public an inside angle on the

whys

and

wherefores

of

the

things which, in the first-class

Hence, the

We built these theatres to last for years
to

BALABAN & KATZ
Chicago
Lak.

theater, they

Tivoli

Suit and
Si..

(,3rd

>nd

Riviera

Central Park

Broadway and

Roo.cvett Road and
Ccnlial Park. Ave.

Collage Grove

have come to exRoosevelt wIm^,

pect as part of the house.

Erttulletly Stiff -titer, t

—

C'ltndrJ C"t1gtmrnt,

The discerning showman well
knows how important it is to
provide the utmost in comfort

M

Here are sevmight be advisable

for his patrons.
eral twists

it

to talk about in similar advertis-

ing or in house organs.

I
Both displays

'H

t

V ifr ¥'•"

/•-••

\Mm^l 1:1

in their original

form were 6 inches by 19 inches
in size.

mgBm
4*»V^;^

Mil If

Grund Lobby of oo» of the Balaban

<&,

'

Katz Theatre!

I

<jd

Husband from Heaven f
B. P.

Schulberg'
presents

A TOM FORMAN
produclioriy

<-*

BROKEN
PREFERRED PICTURES

-Q

ith

VINO
Distributed by

a Referred Cast

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP N.

w

AL LICHTMAN
I650BBOADWAV

-

w

President
NEW YORK

CfTV

Kenneth Harlan

Miriam Cooper
Walter Long-*
Miss duPont
Richard Tucker

Edwin Brady
T.

y^WRlLhS, surprise
v-X comedq and a
qreat loue
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Short Subjects

(Special to

'The Steel Trail"— Universal
Pleasing to Duncan 's Following
JType of production.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

who

Duncan

liam

Wilsupported by

serial

latest

is

stars

W

Manager Barney Rosenthal of UniJohnson and a cast that in"The Cat and the Fiddle"—
versal has returned from a business
cludes
Ralph
McCullough, Harry
Lyman H. Howe Educational
trip to Chicago.
Woods.
Mabel RanCarter, Harry
A Novel Note
dall.
Cathleen Calhoun and others.
Leo Landau is rushing work on his
Type of production. 1 reel magazine
Edith

1

—

i

.

Duncan

The

direction.

up

of

story, as the

with

the

ranchers

to

deals

dicate-,

responsible

also

is

title in-

efforts

of

construct

a
a

railway through a Western valley.
They are held up in every possible
way by the president of a rival rail;oad company and his employees.
The plot is not unusual, but the star
is

well-known and where he has

a

following they should he anxious to

him

in

this.

He

is

cast

$100,000 addition to the Washington
State St.
He hopes to open next

the

for

as

a

-miction
engineer
engaged to
take over and complete the building
,.if 'he railway within ? limited t'me.
nd his efforts to do this in the face
innumerable obstacles comprise
of
the action of the film.
Edith John/ son does satisfactory vr>rk as the
pretty daughter of the chief rancher.
An outstanding feature of the three
episodes reviewed pre the exceedingly
backgrounds.
The
scenic
good
beauty of some of the shots is especially
worthy of mention.
Each
enisode ends with a thrill, the first
showing the girl going over a high
••Iff
in a car and
nluneing into a
lake below.
The second episodes
shows a desoerate attempt to derail
a car loaded with dynamite, which
is
headed for a passenger train,
while the third episode shows the
f-irl
who is trapped in a forest fire
being rescued in an aeroplane. The
story and scenario are by Paul M.

J

Howe's

Lyntan H.

latest

Hodge- on

Podge reel follows closely in the
footsteps of preceding numbers of
the series which can always be relied
upon to furnish a novel note for almost any program.
The subject
matter is varied, but the reel takes its
main title from the first bit which
shows two children reading a picturebook. As the pages are turned, the
rhymes and pictures come to life in
very amusing fashion. There are also
<=ome very nicely tinted scenic shots
which
range
from Hawaii's surf
riders to the Bridal Veil Falls, and
another cartoon number under the
title of "A Dav at the Circus."
1

;

and George Plympton and
Robinson i- responsible for
the good photography.

Brvan

<~-eorge

No

"Post

Type

of His Best

of production ....

This is one
comedies seen

1

The Lyric
runs

while

will hereafter

the

Avenue,

same management,
and vaudeville.

will

show

first

under

show

the
pictures

reel

comedy

was forced to resign as president
the M. P. Salesmen Club.

of

Jack Underwood, Enterprise Manager was awarded a gold watch chain,
the first prize for the largest
of sales
during Enterprise
lulv 1 to 8.

volume
Week,

the

many

Tom Leonard plans to move Progress Pictures from 3435 Olive St. to
3405 Olive St. on Aug. 1.

best

moving

Three Big Penn. Houses Close

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Philadelphia Three of the biggest
houses in the anthracite section have
closed their doors for the rest of the
summer, due to decreased box-office
receipts.
They are: the Hippodrome,
Pottsville; the Family, Mahoney City
and the Arcade, Shenandoah.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Minneapolis

manager

—A.

H. Fischer, Metro

was
when

near Kau
automobile
turned turtle.
Fischer was on his
way to Chicago to attend a meeting
of the executives of the mid-western
boards of trade.
here,

Wis.

Claire,

hurt
his

William De Mille's Next Three

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles William de Mille's
next
three
productions
will
be
"Spring Magic," "Rita
Coventry"
and "Icebound."
Clara
Beranger
will adapt the stories.

a

—

sniper for a

district

(Special to

Parrott
long day.
Julius Johnson Quits A. H. Blank
The laughs are genuinely funny, the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
action swift moving and the fun
Omaha The resignation of Julius
really
merry.
It
should prove a Johnson has caused a big shift in the
Par- managerial forces of the A. H. Blank
mirth-getter on any program.
rott is employed as a bill-poster and theaters.
Harry Watts succeeds
of

in

Angeles

A. H. Fischer Hurt

Because of his promotion to the
F. B. O. Managership, Tom McKean

Parrott—

Bills"— Paul
Pathe

One

Fall.

months

of 1923 the Los
furnished one-twentieth of the total theater tax paid in
the United States. While theater and
amusement taxes decreased $4,000,000
throughout the country during the
fiscal year, the increase for the Los
Angeles district for the first 6 months
of the year was $241,535.
six

first

"Human Wreckage."

a

T

Univer sal's

1923

Louis Mrs. Wallace Reid is
by the Collector of Internal Revenue
appearing in person at the Kings theafor this district indicate that for the
ter in conjunction with the showing
St.

hard time keeping the agent in
ignorance of the fact that the place
Billy Weiss, First National salesis in flames all about him, but finally
M. G. Kennedy
gets his policy only to have it burn man, has resigned.
has succeeded
eiss:
in his hand, while he isn't looking.
has

15 chapter serial

.

—

29,

Has Highest Amusement Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Figures made public

Louis Notes

St.

of

I

Sunday, July

picture

theater,

and the novel methods and places he
employs in sticking his ads will give
new ideas to any exhibitor. Marie
Mosquini is the pretty ticket seller
and the little cross-eyed fellow who
plays with Parrott is really funny as
an excited bridegroom who has forgotten his marriage license.

Johnson

the Rialto,

at

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

coming from

Strand;
Arthur
Cunningham,
formerly of the Princess, Sioux City,
now manages the Strand; James
Martin, of the Boone, Boone succeeds
Cunningham who, in turn, is replaced
by M. Brown, formerly assistant manager of the Strand.
the

Another Theater Company Formed

I

The

Green

Cat"— Snub

Pollard—

—

"Plus and Minus" Hammons
Educational

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Des Moines The Iowa Theater
Co., Inc., of Mason City, la., has been
Moderately
Pleasing Comedy
Average
incorporated with a capital of $10,000.
Type of production. .2 reel comedy Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy M. R. Tourneir, W. E. Willington,
A soda fountain clerk who slips on and A. F. and J. M. Beck are sponSnub Pollard. Marie Mosquini.
Noah Young and William Gillespie, banana peels and turns on the wrong soring the new project.
do their best to make this entertain- faucets thereby wetting his customers
ing.
Pollard has opened a brand- and himself is the basis for much hitHeads Goldwyn Chicago 'Change
new roadhouse but no one patronizes and-miss comedy in this Cameo com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
him.
The help wastes food, and edy in which Cliff Bowes and VirginChicago
L. Hollander, who
Pollard is almost in tears.
He will ia Vance are the leading players. has been in Harry
charge of Goldwyn-CosThere
is
irate
landlady
whose
also
an
thoroughly succeed in makine the
mopolitan's Omaha exchange, has
audience sorry for him, particularly name is not mentioned but who gets
if they arc tender-hearted.
Even his her bits over in satisfactory manner. been appointed head of that concern's
Chicago exchange. Clayton F. Lynch
brilliant idea of having a blind pig Bowes is a border who cannot pay
He writes a postal assumes charge of the Omaha branch.
outside the door fails, because while bis room rent.
Pathe
Pollard Offering
.

—

does bring thirsty autoists in
search of a drink, it also brings prohibition officers who wreck the place
in search of the hootch which turns
out to be nothing but vinegar. The
finish is good, showing Snub making
the insurance agent sign a fire polirv
while the place is burning down. He
it

i

"The Searchlight Route"

.

card to himself saying that his uncle
has died and left him some money.
Thereupon the landlady regrets her
harshness and loans him some cash.
This is a one reeler that should give
satisfaction.
Fred Hibbard
is
responsible for the direction and
Francis Corby for the photography.

moderate

McFarland Injured
(Special to

Omaha — E.
manager

for

in

Auto

Spill

THE FILM DAILY)
Artists,

NEW YORK

was

seriously injured in an automobile
accident near Des Moines.

ALBANY

TROY
and

VACATION LAND
Commission

Full Fleet in
Daily Sailings

From

New

as

York

Follows:

City,

Pier

32,

N. R.
(at
Canal
St.)
6 P.
M.
West
132nd
St.
half
hour
later.
Troy 8 P. M. Albany 9 and 11 P. M.
(All Daylight Saving Time)
Passengers

ticketed

and baggage

through to

N. McFarland, branch

United

Between

Music

Restaurant

Automobiles carried

Hudson

checked

all points.

at

reasonable rates

Navigation

Company
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/rom "What the Picture Did For Me"
Exhibitors Herald - July 21st
f?

on

Just noticed a report

HODKINSONS

Down to the Sea in Ships
wherein the exhibitor did not wax very enthusiastic and
complained of the attendance. I want to contradict this
review, as anyone with an ounce and a half of showmanship knows at a glance this picture stands alone today as
the greatest money getter ever offered an exhibitor. The
price of the rental knocked the wind out of my sails, but I
was just as sure it would be a knockout as I was that I
would take a nice loss on that night's program picture. I
billed it like a circus, nearly twelve hundred school children
attended in a body, accompanied by their teachers, the local
business men and school superintendent gave testimonials,
which were copied in the newspapers and distributed in
every home in town and on the rural routes.
charged fifty cents admission and packed them at
every show. People saw this picture who never saw the
inside of a movie before. And why shouldn't they? They
can see actors any time, but where else can they see a real
Talk
live ten ton whale harpooned before their eyes?
about thrills even our blase operator was so excited he
I

—

forgot to shift reels.

Any man

that don't turn them

away with Down

in Ships had better make room for someone
have played
who knows how to turn the trick.
practically all the big specials of any consequence and
Down to the Sea in Ships grossed double the amount of any
of them. Now what do you know about that?" J. B.
Laughlin, Bart's Mecca theatre, Midland, Mich.
to the

Sea

We

—

Mr. Laughlin

is

right

!

"Down

to the Sea in Ships" in

New

York,

Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Baltimore, Toledo, Cleveland,

San Francisco and other big
best

cities

money makers

proved

it

of the year

was one of the

THE
10

Sunday, July

Among

the Stars

Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— "Angel Face" will

be

Viola Dana's next vehicle.

(Special to

at

is

now

Victoria filming final exteriors.

Los

Zeena Keefe has finished her part
"Hands of Destiny" and has gone

to the Coast.

—

trine
tion

—
—

thing lacking the spirit was not
Universal City has been the cause
Mack Sennett has signed Jackie there and the public generally were for much comment along Hollywood
Lucas, a child actress. The young- disappointed in what wsa given for
Boulevard in view of the curtailment
ster's first appearance is in "Sky- a fifty cent gate charge.
of production during the past three
larking."
Local commercial interests had also
weeks.
For six months Universal
taken space for exhibits and they lost
City was using more people than
Bernard Randall, has been added to no time in holding a meeting with the any other studio in Hollywood:
the cast of "Ponjola," which is being officials of the Exposition, in which production activities were more than
produced by Sam E. Rork for First they expressed in no uncertain terms doubled to supply releasing requiredisappointment in the way
their
National.
ments.
Now practically all of the
things were put on generally.
pictures have been completed for the
held
"Wedding Rings" is the title chosen few days after this the Wampas
moment with the present time being
a meeting on the grounds in which used for preparation.
Hollywood
for Monty Banks' eighth Grand-Asher
comedy release, directed by Harry everything was gone over very gossips immediately believe that
thoroughly.
The boys decided that something radically wrong is happenEdwards.
the Exposition needed a lot of hokum ing
at Universal City, but the big
which they immediately prepared to plant will be booming along at norLaurence Trimble, who directs supply.
Various concessions have
Strongheart, has re-titled the next been opened along the grounds to mal rate inside of the next two or
three weeks.
release from "The Phantom Pack,"
wake up the crowds, and every night
to "The Love Master."
They do say that Pola Negri is
is allotted to a separate studio for
really working and getting along
stars, directors and players.
her director, Herbert
Lewis Sargent has completed work
Since these innovations were in- mavelously with
"The
means
that
It
as the leading juvenile role in Gladys corporated things have been running Brenon.
Walton's latest for Universal, "The along much smoother, and with Spanish Dancer," should really show
Pola Negri in her real light according
Wild Party."
greater results so far as the attendance
to her work in European production.
are
the
public
satisfaction
of
and the
The negative of Fred Niblo's pro- concerned. Perhaps the Exposition And it is rumored that "The Spanish
Mary
Dancer," is pretty close to
duction, "Strangers of the Night," is will wind up as a successful venture,
Pickford's
picture,
"Rosita."
such
If
receiving final editorial touches at but there is one thing certain that
is the case we will be able to obtain
it will be a tough job for someone at
Standard Film Laboratories.
a comparison between the two in
a later date to promote the gang
similar roles.
of
exposition
an
staging
in
out
here
Philippe DeLacy is playing an imGREENE.
portant child part in the new Sam the picture industry.

—

In Eastern Studios
in

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles The Monroe DocSurely Will Rogers has arrived at
Centennial and M. P. Exposi- the Hal Roach Studios. The writer
is running along despite many has not seen him at work on the lot
obstacles and hardships. For brevity, but nevertheless any person walk"Strangers of the Night" has been
the gang have changed the name to ing down the lot realizes immediately
cut and titled. A preview was given
the M. P. Exposition, and for the that Rogers must be close by.
last week on the Mayer lot.
first ten days the public were wonIt seems that all the employees of
dering where the motion picture end the Roach lot are taking every opLloyd Hughes, has concluded his came in. Practically all
of the com- portunity to practice trick rope throwColleen
opposite
characterization
panies out here have reserved space ing and knot tying, a la Will Rogers.
Moore in "The Huntress."
for exhibits, but the exhibits gen- Even the kids in the "Our Gang"
erally consisted of pretty pictures of comedies have their special pieces of
Peggy Cartwright has just finished stars that hung
around the walls of rope to practice with.
Warren
White
with
engagement
Jack
long
a
the individual bungalows.
Doane manager at the studio, was
Prod.
Some of the organizations have mystified when he received so many
spent a pile of money on the exhibits requisitions for rope during the first
Tod Browning who is directing and tried whole-heartedly to put on week that Rogers hung his hat at
"The Day of Faith" expects to com- something really worthwhile for
the studio.
plete "shooting" in two weeks.
public interest but there was some-

"The Bad Man" company

1923

and Directors

COAST CONVERSATIONS

(Special to

29,

A

Elmer Clifton is
"The Warrens

for

lining up the cast
of Virginia," his

next picture for Fox.

Mary Eaton
"His

in

has finished her part
Children," and

Children's

has sailed for Europe.

Allan Dwan is putting the finishing
touches on "Zaza" at the Paramount
Long Island studio.

"No Mother
special,

has

New York
Edith

Guide Her," a Fox
completed at the

to

been
studio.

Taliaferro

has

been signed

for an important part in

"The Love

Light."

Jack Noble will start "Black and
White," starring Lloyd Hamilton, at!
the Griffith studio next week.

May McAvoy

has been signed tc
opposite
Glenn
Hunter ir
"West of the Water Tower," his firsi

play

Paramount

picture.

Alyce Mills has been engaged tc
appear in a production, the working
title of which is "Below the Masoi
and Dixon Line."

Harrison Ford has left for th>j
coast to play the lead in "Maytime,'
for which he was signed througl
Mike Connelly.

John

Robertson and Josephir
completing the synops
and continuity for Richard Barthe
mess' next vehicle, probably based
Lovett are

the

life

of

Victor

Nathan Hale.
Sutherland

has

finish

"The Love Bandit," and has bee
re-engaged by Charles Blaney to sta
a series of independent produc

in

tions to be

made

in the East.

Jimmie Hodges is in New Yor
George Melford and the "The "The Buttinsky" has just been com- to secure a story and cast for th
first of a series of comedy-drams
Light That Failed," company have pleted at Universal City.
to be made at the recently con
Roland V. Lee, now directing for returned from a week's location trip
pleted studio in Detroit, in which r
is
busily
engaged
Jacques
Jaccard
to
Cruz
Catalina.
to
Fox, has engaged Charles
at Standard Film Laboratories super- is interested.
play the leading juvenile role in "You
the editing of "The Power of
vising
With
It."
Can't Get Away
"Woman-Proof," the new Thomas
Meighan vehicle is being directed by Darkness," his first production at the
Flashes
Rupert Hughes is planning to take Alfred E. Green. George Ade is now new Golden West Studios.
Daniel Morgan of the Charles Wa
the "Law Against Law," company to in Hollywood conferring with Green
Victor Schertzinger, loaned by Pre- ton office has returned from Lav
se- on the scenario.
Yellowstone, to
several
film

E. Rork production, "Ponjola," which
Donald Crisp is directing.

Guts and

to direct Jackie Coogan in rence, Mass.
"Long Live the King," is speeding
Eric von Stroheim, has almost up work in order to start work on
Independent
George D. Baker and the "The
Pictures
Corp. c
finished the San Francisco scenes of "The Boomerang."
August 1 will move into more sp;
Magic Skin" company, have been
"Greed," and will soon take his comspending a week on location at
cious quarters in the Loew's Sta
pany to the Big Dipper Mine, near
"Blow Your Own Horn" is now Building.
Chatsworth, Calif.

ferred

quences.

Colfax.

being cut and titled at F. B. O. while
"Lights Out" and "Alimony" two
Jacques Kopfstein. a trustee of tl
The first of Jimmy Aubrey's new other Fall releases are nearing com- Society of Advertising Enginee
put on two
Goldwyn productions,
"In the Palace of the King" and two reel comedies which he is making pletion.
has been selected chairman of tl
under his own management, titled
"Six Days."
committee on ethics.

The

finishing touches are

now being

GREENE

A JESSE D.
HAMPTON
Production

two-fisted novel of Klondike days when the cry of "Gold"
sent a tremor through the world. In that first venturous
band which trekked to the frozen Alaskan fields were
men of iron and women of strange and reckless beauty.
Their story has been woven into a photoplay of power
and fascination. It leaps from the silver screen like a
living, fighting, breathing thing!

Directed by

Lambert Hillyer

What A

Milton

Treat for the Fans!

Anna Q.

Sills

Robert Edeson

hlilsson

Mitchell Lewis

Noah

Barbara Bedford

Louise Fazenda

Be

Ford Sterling

A

Qoldwyn

Picture for

1923

Wallace MacDonald

Rockliffe Fellowes

Sam

1924

-

de Qrasse

N

REX BEACH'S
•

D.HAMPION
A JESSE
PRODUCT
o
LAMBERT HILLYER
1

Directed by
Distributed by
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Week's Headlines

77ie
Monday

Warners

sell

bulk of next year's pro-

duct to Rivoli and Strand.
ank G. Hall's stock interest in Jersey theater companies to be auc- T. O. C. C. and F. I. L. M. to meet
tioned.

at

session of Federal Trade
hearing near end.
New Orleans

over arbitration.

lanta

next.
>rthern

California

affiliation

votes

in

to take
Griffith picture.

office to iron

out difficulties

Loew

theaters in South to have week
stands for pictures and vaudeville.
The Star Attractions Bureau abandoned because good pictures are
found to fill theater needs without
high-class artists.

against

with M. P. T. O. A.

Hamilton
Ioyd
role

Hays

Al Jolson's

"D0WN|T0 THE
SEA

of circumtransportation

(APOLOGIES TO HODKINSON)

stances surrounding
|imous Players deny Thomas Meigof fight films to Los Angeles.
Say unexhan intends leaving.
Friday
pired portion of contract covers
three years.
Arthur S. Friend denies Distinctive
lmer Pearson discusses the marketwill
cease production.
Internaing of motion pictures and comtional gets Biograph plant for short
ments on Aronson's "Equitable
time only.
Rentals" idea.
Frank Rembusch joins Indiana M. P.
enator James J. Walker on coast.
T. O. Again in fold as member of
New York friends discount report
Cohen organization.
he is there in connection with an
A. Steffes attacks Cohen quesW.
exhibitor movement.
tionnaire and queries its sincerity.
osmopolitan expected to make all
Says it is designed to secure memten reelers.
bers only.
Famous Players buys 50% interest in
Wednesday
McVicker's, Chicago, from Jones,
brinne Griffith signs with First NaLinick and Schaefer.
tional.
First picture to be "Black
Funds of M. P. Exposition tied up by
Oxen."
attachment suit brought by em>an Michalove on stand in Atlanta
ployee who claims $32,000 due him.
as Government ends investigation
into Famous Players there.
Pyramid promises to aid formal inquiry into activities of company.
>maha film men hold first regional
golf tournament.
Event a success.
Saturday
Lrthur James, now a director of Ritz
Carlton Pictures expected to pro- Filming of "Ben Hur" will probably
start in September.
Unione Cineduce.
matografica Italiene expected to cotndrew J. Cobe defies precedent by
operate with Goldwyn in producleasing Central theater, New York,
for extended run of "Merry-Going the film.

Round."
'yramid

Pictures,

from selling stock
by Government.

restrained
pending action

Inc.,

Thursday

Better understanding between F.
L. M. Club and the T. O. C. C.

Amsterdam Buys Two

I.

is

expected to result from joint meeting held at the Hays office.
C.

louse Peters says Charles Baumann
Latter dedefaulted on contract.
nies all charges and says he deposited advance as per agreement.

M. Clark,
Amusement
eral

secretary
Co.,

of

testifies

Commission

Trade

Saenger
Fed-

in

hearing

against Famous Players when session re-opens in New Orleans.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Maurice

Tourneur's

next picture will be "Two Little Vagrants" which has been secured for
him by Jacob Wilk, now in France.

Pennsylvania and Southern New
ersey from L. Lawrence Weber and Ben Alexander will have one of the
Bobby North.
principal parts.
;rn

Take Over Masters Studio
Howard Turrill in association with
Workstel and

George

B.

Williams, has taken over the Old
Masters studio, formerly devoted to
idvertising and fashion photography.
Jnder new management this studio
s also specializing in art titles.

Will D. Harris to Portland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Haven, Conn.—William D.

Sunday Shows
(Special to

at Corning, N.

Y.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Corning, N. Y. Sunday pictures
will continue here, following a vote
of 9 to 4 in the

common

Even when

the ship

was sinking

the

only thing the one exhibitor on board

cared about saving was his bound copies

Tourneur's Next

Ben Amsterdam, of Masterpiece
"ilm Attractions, Philadelphia, has
•urchased "Marriage
Morals" and
'Don't Marry For Money" for East-

Maurice

IN SHIPS"

Government plans probe

Tuesday

council de-

feating the resolution which sought
to repeal the ordinance permitting

THE FILM DAILY. He

of

remember the coupon below would
bring him more.
The Film Daily,
71 West 44th
one

Hopp Hadley, recently with Cosmopolitan as company manager for
Harris has resigned the managership "Under the Red Robe," is back at
Jf the
Olympia to become general his office in the Knickerbocker Bldg.,
nanager of the Eastern Amusement to handle "The Phantom Ship" pro3o. in Portland.
The theater com- duced by Nordisk Films of Copenpany operates a string of houses in hagen.
The picture was re-edited
:he northern section.
down from 20 reels to eight.

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter

Film Daily for
Year Book

year, starting immediately, to include 1923

Cloth Bound

Sunday showings.
Hadley Handling "Phantom Ship"

didnt

—500 pages.
Subscription,

$10— Foreign,

$15

Name
Theatre

Address

*i
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ENGLAND NEEDS A WILL HAYS

Percentage

At

"Freddy" in The Film Renter (London) thinks so.
apropos of the failure of the English film industry to
going on in this great big industry of ours SR is recognized as revise the Entertainment Tax
big league. One of, if not the' greatest sales manager in this busi"The entertainment tax campaign failed, and failed miserably
ness. And for that matter
in almost any other.
I know a couple because it had not a single personality who could command the
big concefns that weep every time they think. Of how they might real respect of the Government."
With
have had SR handling their sales. And think it over.
Adding that he advocated "the appointment of a Will Hays
(Continued from Page

least

Saying:,

1)

:

—

regrets.

country."
Sorry, Freddy, sorry you're in trouble.
But you'll have to
find a Hays of your own.
need our Willie over here.
in this

MICKEY AN ACTOR

We
Everyone knows Mickey Neilan as a director. But how many
Yes; right on the screen.
that Micke) is also an actor.
IN THE MAIL BAG
Doesn't make a practice of it. But then he's an obliging cuss.
Comes a postal from Joe McCloskey. From Venice. Saying
And so, when Eddy Dillon was directing Elaine Hammerstein. "Come on over. Any man who can't make
love here better than
Out on the Goldwyn lot. Mickey was looking on one day. And Valentino should
be barred off."
Eddy who is an old pal of Mickey's. Asked Mickey if he wanted
Oh, Joe! But thanks for the compliment just the same.
"Sure," said Mickey, "don't you know I'm the greatest
to ''act.
OUR TEETHING INDUSTRY
"All right then," said Eddy, "go on an
actor on the screen."
play a driver for us." And Mickey did. And the only trouble
P. A. Parsons in the dentist chair.
R. W. Baremore, of
As appearing in the cast Metro, in the dentist chair. Billy Brandt as well. And Harry
is that Truart can't advertise Mickey.
Reichenbach having teething troubles. Any more?
of "Broadway Gold."
know

—

-

'

.

AND OUT

IN
r\

They have
many. Even

STARTING RIGHT
real hustler for

the

humor in Germark flops every

And

so Kinemetograf,

And

a sense of

other minute.

if

Harry Berman's son. And Harry is a
Pandro had his choice. Of going through
Pennsylvania. Or taking up picture production.

Pandro Berman

FBO.

the University of

because he's the son. of his father he stuck to pictures.

showing "Freder- on Friday last he
ick the Great," departing from the Ufa penter's shop. At
Atta boy
Palace and "The Two Orphans" comBerlin, used this cut,

ing

in.

Please note

the

little

Gish

girls.

will
lers

HIRAM'S LIFE
Yep

;

Abrams.

Still

in the

making.

But the data

is

com-

ing along fine now. And when we get back. From vacationing.
Yep we're on it now. The chances are the biography will begin
appearing. Don't miss it.

is

;

left for

RC

studio.

Over

Berlin a producer shot a scene.
Showing friend
wife.
Carelessly burning up her miser husband's hoard.
And
it was found cheaper to burn actual 100 mark notes.
Than to
buy imitation money and use it.
in

And

So

will start in the car-

Learning the business

THE MILLENIUM

Maurice Tourneur says the time is coming. When theaters
be divided in groups. And one type of house will play melanother the high brow type, and also houses where programs

are specially

shown

for children only.

What's that old Methodist hymn?

"Oh, happy day

—

?"

SO LONG

;

BURN REAL MONEY FOR ECONOMY

the Coast.

Goin' away. All tired out. Too much figurin' things. Want
perspective. A new viewpoint.
Back soon. Meanwhile
new
a
tell

"Red" your

troubles.

DANNY.

MORE CENSORING
Not satisfied with all the legal censors that are on the horizon
another has developed. Clarence D. Antrim, manager of a Philadelphia Lyceum Bureau.
Which supplies films for the Ocean
Grove (N. J.) Asso. Auditorium. And Antri takes "realism"
out of the pictures he shows. No beach sirens, no girls smoking
cigarettes.
No hula dancers and no underworld crime stuff.
Likes Tommy Meighan in "Back Home and Broke."
Showed
it without a cut.
Says audience don't like the stuff he cut out.
And he knows.

+

Skill

EGGERS,
now

of this business. Attending a board
meeting of a company in which they were interested. Managing
Telling of the cash the company had in
director talking.

business men.

Not

right," said one of these regular business
"but we would rather see the cash in affirmatives."
This story is true. Name of company on request.
all

When

out of the industry publications talk about picsometimes slip. One of them recently had an
how the big California. In Los Angeles. Had
lost money.
Lven tho "Roxy" had started it. Of course "Roxy"
Know that the CaliBu,t those of us who know.
isn't talking.
And did from wdien Roxy started it.
fornia i^ making money.
Way out in Field ston.
It's enough to get "Roxy's" goat.
tin

Inc.

at

Phones Circle 2450-2451-2452

men,

GETTING "ROXY'S" GOAT

Service

244-250 West 54th Street

negatives.

"That's

+

PHO TO- ENGRA VING

A MEETING
Some

Speed

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

-<•

ture houses the)
article telling of

More

space and up to the minute equipment

"The same

determination to deliver the goods"

I

HERMAN HOLLAND

present,

GRANT

MITCHELL
in

MANIA
MARGARET IRVING

Supported by
Directed by

R.WILLIAM NEIL
WM.

130

million dollars worth of publicity

VOGEL

46th St. N. Y. C.

Foreign Distributor

M-A-R
A

W.

M.

:he

FREE!

"Radio-Mania" has had that and more.

Every day thousands

of dollars of publicity space

is

being given in this country on Radio, the most widely
advertised subject of today.

"Radio-Mania," the story of a Radio nut, with Grant
Mitchell carrying the lead, offers to every exhibitor

an excellent production with selling possibilities that
place it at once in the class of sure money-makers.

jqhlAtLast!

Where do they dance for
thirty nights without

thirty days

and

a let-up?

Talk about your Marathon dancers

Black Shadows
A feature
"Ahyee!

Ah muk

a luk a lee!

Ah

yah!"

Chanting the same words over and over the
naked Solomon Islanders, men and women,
dance without let-up, sometimes for thirty days
and nights on a stretch.
Streaming with sweat, part of the time under the
blazing sun, part by the light of huge bonfires

they jump and jog and trot in perfect time until
the last dancer falls unconscious.
That's the

way they

heat their fighting blood

for battle.

And

the world's record for Marathon dancing

supposed to be about 100 hours!
Full of interest.

Pafhepicture
RADE

(tT

MARK.

is

IHE
tic brAdstreet

ZkRECOCMIZEB

>/ FILMDOM

Authority

XXV
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Monday, July

No. 25

With Educational!

•eal

—Garrett

in

London

rhe Inter-Globe Export Corp. lias
sed a contract with the EducationFilm Corp. of America to reprethe latter company in foreign
it
The deal gives Inter-Globe
ds.
•lusive control of the Educational
>duct in all countries abroad.
now, Educational has disJntil
;ed of its output direct and in this
inection. Earl W. Hammons has
de annual trips abroad, particularto arrange distribution in England,
[ney Garrett of Inter-Globe is now
London relative to several deals
olving Educational distribution on
Continent.
,

:

Cleveland Joins Cohen

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

:ieveland—The

Cleveland

M.

P.

hibitors' League has definitely deed to join the M. P. T. O. and to
its

;t

fortunes

The

hen.

unit

with Sydney S.
is
very well or-

lized.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Los Angeles The attachment suit
ng up the funds of the Motion PicExposition has been vacated
•e
er Judge Bledsoe in the Federal
urt heard the issue,

rhe action was brought by Entile
irecat, an employee of the exposisuccessful in securing

who was

attachment on the ground that
2,000 was due him for staging a
Derecat was scored by the
geant.

when it was discovered that the
jney was not due until August 4.
urt

Results
la.

(By wire)

Danny,
Film Daily,
New York.
Since the publication of
insert of

my

"Broadway Broke"

your paper,

I

in

have visited over

They are de100 exhibitors.
sirous of knowing who will distribute it as they are anxious to
it.

They

further encour-

me to produce more pictures of this type.
Hope to see you Tuesday in
aged

New

Michigan Meetings

17

To Gather Data on Tax

SituationPlan Active Campaign for Repeal

— Sessions
—

Start

Today

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ben Davis, home office manager of the Schine Theatrical
Detroit The opening gun of MichEnterprises, of Gloversville, N. Y., found a good deal of interest igan's campaign to secure relief from
Davis the admission tax has been fired when
in Alexander Aronson's article on "Equitable Rentals."
York ||f«f went ^everj, theater ^ner
operation
of
17
Upper
New
the
has a good deal to do with
houses and for that reason should be competent to speak on the re at ve to the situation, and the callThis is what he says:
exhibitor angle.
Jing of 17 sectional meetings in the
"The subject of equitable rentals, and that the producer-distributor 'state, at which time the matter will
J

i

i

j

j, e discussed.
matter close to my heart. I have
should appoint himself the exhibitor's
Sectional meetings will be held in
given it considerable thought, and
guardian?
the following cities, on the following
any literature on the subject is of
"(3)
Mr. Aronson believes that dates, with a local chairman in
more than sufficient interest, to warhis
plan
would compel chain theaters charge of each meeting:
rant giving it the closest scrutiny.
In
Today, Lansing, Claude E. Cady,
to pay their fair share of rentals.
"As for my opinion, accept it for speaking of chain theaters, did Mr chairman; July 31, Kalamazoo, P. C.
what it is worth.
(Continued on Page 4)
Aronson have in mind the produccr"I find that, Mr. Aronson's article
If he
distributor-exhibitor chains?
has in it teeth which bite, and bite
Foreign Sailings
did, as he must have, because they
very hard; so much so that they are the biggest chain-theater operDepartures for Europe on Saturday
should make all independent proators, I must ask him the question, included Marcus Locw, John C. Flinn
ducer-distributors and all independent
to whom will they pay a fair share and Robert T. Kane.
take
and
sit
up
exhibitors
of rental? Will the Paramount chain
Without going into any of theaters be unfair with Paranotice.
"Broken Hearts" in Lyric?
lengthy dicussion, or repeating parts mount?
understood that "Broken
is
It
Will -Metro (Loew) chain
of Mr. Aronson's article. I herewith
Will the Hearts of Broadway" the new Irving
be unfair with Metro?
enumerate the outstanding salients. Goldwyn chain of theaters be unfair Cuminings Prod., will go inlo the
next week for a four weeks' run.
"(1)
Mr. Aronson admits that with Goldwyn, or will the original
picture rentals as they arc today, are franchise holders of First National.
"Enemies" Closes
not equitable, not good business, not who own and control First Nation
of Women" closed its
Enemies
honest.
An
National?
First
with
unfair
be
Cameo Saturday.
at
the
run
long
"(2)
Mr. Aronson admits that if Mr. Aronson, will note this cor
Gold" opened at the the"Broadway
d
releases
of
schedule
season's
concern
ing
does
not
production
of
cost
ater yesterday, to run indefinitely.
these producer
that
think
the exhibitor: that the only guage for he
Aave
not
will
tributor-exhibitors
price is box-office pulling power.
Start "Yankee Consul" Soon
"(3)
Mr. Aronson admits that enough product to supply thei/ the(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
themselves?
amongst
aters
be
iricc value of a picture, can not
Work on "The
Los Angeles
"Since when are these chain theaiscertaincd till after the picture has
"Yankee Consul" in which Douglas
ters cheating their owners?
played.
Mac Lean will be starred will start
"(4)
Mr. Aronson's plan if put in a few davs.
I
the
foregoing.
"I concur in all
be a great boon to
do, however, take exception to his into operation will
interests of the comvested
the
big
evils.
existing
remedy
the
to
plan,
panies known as producer-exhibitorMy exceptions are as follows:
Witness De"(1)
Under the plan suggested, companies, because, (a) his plan must Practised by Saenger,
Exhibitors
Other
Denies
smallclares
the
and
theater
the
inferior
kill
an
exthe exhibitor will cease to be
Out
Blocked
Are
thereby
cities,
smaller
the
hibitor but will become a landlord, er house in
(Special to THE FILM DA IT V>
have only one
leasing his theater to the producer- making it possible to
The Saenger
the
Orleans
controlled
by
town,
in
a
theater
d'stributor, or distributor, working to
pictures in
mike his overhead and perhaps (?) highly organized producer-distribu- Amusement Co. buys its competitors
with
its
market
open
delivering
the
companies,
tor-exhibitor
He will be compelled
a little profit.
very free to bid against it, testified Gaston
lo play pictures good, bad and in- thereby the death blow to the
producer-distriDureau, booking manager for the
independent
real
few
trusting
the
bag
hold
different, and
exhibitor
company at the Federal Trade Comvast
out
wiping
and
This is nothing new. It re- butors,
to luck.
mission investigation into Famous
calls the methods used by producers investments.
apparently
Players and its allied organizations.
has
"(5)
Aronson
Mr.
of legitimate shows, when they sent
cer"The various producing companies
most
out road shows to the smaller towns. forgotten, and if he hasn't,
their pictures to us and wc
conditions
submit
the
of
unaware
tainly
is
today?
shows
Where arc the road
(Continued on Page 2)
rule
as
a
These
towns.
And what has become of the small of the small
are over-seated, having more theaters
town theater owner?
Issue
"(2)
Under the plan, the pro- than really required and making one
See
ducer-distributor will run the ex- theater stand the burden of losses inR. Kent's article on
Sidney
when
hibitor's business, by hiring account- curred by the others; that is,
"Percentage," originally schedHe has also
ants to fix the exhibitor's over-head the town is controlled.
to appear in this morning's
uled
and tell the exhibitor how to run his forgotten that there are such things
issue, will appear tomorrow inFrom this, am I to infer as competitive theaters, and the unbusiness.
stead.
competition.
that Mr. Aronson, really believes that fairness which goes with
Page
2)
on
(Continued
the exhibitor is non compos mentos,

is

a

|

—

j

York.
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—

—

—

Open Market Buys
—

—

New

Ottuma,

book

Price 5 Cents.

—

Attachment Vacated

n

1923

More On Rentals

:er-Globe Export Gets Exclusive
foreign Distribution of All Short

Keels

30,

Best wishes.

MURRAY W. GARSSON.

—

—

.

—

j

i

Tomorrow's

THE
Monday, July

Open Market Buys
(Continued

hL

Ill

Monday
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No.

Wids

Copyright 1923,
Inc..
Published
71-73

Cuts

Price S

Film ami Film Folks.
except Saturday, at
York, N. Y., by

Daily

West 44th

1923

lit, 30,

New

St.,

WID'S FILMS

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
.1.
agcr
Maurice D. Kami, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

W

;

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
the post office at New York, N. Y., under

at

the act of March i, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

States.
Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00
Subscribers should remit with order,

of

from

Page 1)
dicker with them," said the witness.
"We have bought virtually all the
pictures of a number of the important
companies for this year but there is
no provision in our contracts against
their selling to others.
"The same applies in the various
small towns where we have picture
houses.
get the exclusive right
to a town on the pictures we buy but
our competitor gets an exclusive right
on the pictures he buys. There are

We

numerous towns where we have no
competition but there are also

many

towns where we have no theaters or
Address all communications to THE FILM affiliations and where the one theater
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th Si., New York, has no opposition.
That's because
N. Y.
'Phone: Yanderbilt 455 4552 555S.
the
average
small
town
in this terriHollywood, California — Walter K. Greene.
0411 Hollywood Blvd.
P'hone, Hollywood tory will not support more than one
1603.
picture house.
If there are two they
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
both lose money and one or the other
Wabash Ave.
must sooner or later quit."
red
London Representative — Ernest W.
1

1

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

1.

— Le

Clich>.
Central
tionale
vakia),

European

Film,

42

Representative

Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzelsplatz.

Rue de

— Interna-

(Czecho-Sio

Sale Covers New England
"Marriage
Morals" and "Don't
Marry for Money" have been sold to
Federated of Boston for New Eng-

More On Rentals
from Page
"(6) — How
Mr. Aronson, elim(Continued

inate the self-centered interest of the
producer-distributor-exhibitor,
when
under the plan the 'loco' exhibitor,
(and he would have to be 'loco')
makes it possible for, these companies
to know his business, thereby encourging them to come in and build a bigger and better house, putting him out
of business and depriving his family
of bread and butter.
Does, Mr.
Aronson, want history to repeat itself?
"(7)
Is Mr. Aronson aware that
the Eastman theater in Rochester as
well as some of the first run picture
theaters on Broadway, are working
along his plan? Is any producer-distributor satisfied with the results, barring of course, the rare exceptional
cases like 'Passion?'
And I want to
ask Mr. Aronson how many pictures
have the few real independent producer-distributors been able to place
with these theaters, and what were
the results? The theater bore losses
which were made up by the distributor.

—

Low

High
East. Kod
P.-L. ..

\F.

Close

Not quoted

70y4

70

70]/2

3,900

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loews

14%

16

(Special to

Richmond,

Mr.
of

Censors

THE FILM DAILY)
Va.

—The

Dover Bap-

Assn., at' their recent annual conquoted vention, strongly endorsed the Virquoted ginia censor board.

14%

200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

tist

Incorporators,
Jake
Levy and Otto Wells.

$25,000.

—

Richmond, Va. Richmond TheatCapital
Richmond.
Corp.,
rical
Incorporators, Jake
Levy and Otto Wells.

$25,000.

Altoona House Sold
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Altoona, Pa. The Mishler theater,
has been taken over by a private company headed by John S. Tyrone, banker.
I. C. Misher sold out for $200,

Wells,

representative and has left on
tour of the principal independent

sales

exchange centers.
Cleveland Promised Relief
to

(Special to

—

change managers of the Film Board
of Trade in Marion, O., and promised

Among

formerly scheduled to open the latter
Barrett McCormick will be managing director.
part of this month.

Another Detroit F.

THE FILM DAILY)

General
Cleveland
Postmaster
New met with a committee of ex-

to give

'grave'

is

Cleveland better film delivery.
the improvements asked by

—

I.

L.

M. Party

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit A committee has been appointed to make arrangements for
another cruise to be held the latter
part of August.
Although the last
party was only attended by exchange
managers and salesmen, this time the
F. I. L. M. Club has extended invi-

Jhe picture

justified,

the

sub-station

will

installed.

(f (SdlLCClZiOIXCLl

be

(Special to

^

ing so

much money

We

Phone Bryant 676)

FRED

New York

in

city selling stocks.

WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL,

Ave.

Tel

Eastern Sales Mgnl

Murray

Hill 1841

ART TITLES
iftactrrc ftttt&io

TURRILL,

Pres.

West 42nd Street
New York

los-

Troy, Sche-

in

I

am

in the

THE FILM DAILY)

PhoneBryant 3377

Ave. N.

Y

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale 4y
Howella Cine Equip. Co.,
740 7th Ave..

LOUIS MEYE&

CRAFTSMEN
FILM LABS.
oir-poTrated

Itlg

WEST WATKINS
STREET

IRIS

J.

729 -7th

Minneapolis.

TH
_

Film Exchange

JOHN

all

251

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIEi

Minneapolis

19

Hollywoo

Rothacker Laboratorie

the theaters here. The
Seventh Street is located directly opposite the Garrick and Strand, two
of the most important of the "F.-R."

houses

BAER

Chicago

120

—

nearly

E.

Advertising
Lorw\ Bldg.
1540{Broad<wa)

HOWARD

Minneapolis The Seventh Street
theater, has been taken over by Joseph Freidman, of St. Paul and the
Clinton-Meyer interests of Duluth.
The deal, which is reported to involve
over $750,000, will turn the house into
a first-run, thereby giving Finkelstein
& Ruben opposition. The latter control

R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individual!.

Publicity

Iris

in

^

A E

B

&IM

nectady and in this city, as a result
of daylight saving, that they have finally decided to fight the measure next
year.

Opposition

all fenoar

DULCY

—

(/<cZuA£AJ

^

man

what a

Up
THE FILM DAILY)

Raleigh, N. C. Construction work
on the new State is at a standstill.
The contractors having refused to go
further unless payments are made. A
ma^s meeting was held at the City
Auditorium, where it was thought
enough funds could be raised. This,
however, was a failure.
Later 200
workers were engaged to canvass the

a

uurho sneei's at
his ourn business— ^|N

committee was a sub-station in
Film
Exchange Bldg.
New tations to local exhibitors.
agreed to put an inspector in the Film
Exchange Bldg. and if the demand is
Theater Project Held
the
the

on

left

tion before starting his next pro
tion.

and enlargement of the plan.
Mr.
Aronson has totally eliminated the
greatest factor in the relation between
man and man; namely, human

(Special to

—

(Special

>'

say that,
into
put

food for the independent producer, regardless of all
the safe-guards thrown around it,
effect,

000.

(Special

a

7' an,

tc

—

Fox Opening Postponed
to THE FILM DAILY)
Singer with Export & Import
Berkeley, Cal. The opening of the
Julius Singer has been engaged by new Fox theater has been postponed
the Export & Import Film as special until next month.
The house was

Moe

Aronson's

want

I

nature."
Tracy Productions Start Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Santa Cruz, Calif. Tracy ProducWill Battle Daylight Saving
tions have started work on their first.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Glen Lambert is directing.
Albany Exhibitors have been

—

Richmond, Va. Richmond TheatCaprical Operating Corp., Norfolk.

Moe

closing

—

Incorporations

Wells.

Approve

Not
Not
Not quoted

do pfd

ital

In

Baptists
Salr>

19;

will

land.

Quotations

1)

Lloyd Hughes has

30,

7461-7620

New York

Inter-Globe Export Corp.

Announce
Exclusive Foreign Distribution
for

Educational Film Corporation
of

America

Distributors
of

MERMAID COMEDIES,
TORCHY COMEDIES,
CAMEO COMEDIES,
BRUCE SCENICS
and Other Short Reel Subjects

25 West 45th Street
CABLE ADDRESS
SID-FILM. N. Y.

New York City
BENTLEY'S

CODE USED
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Broadway

1)

Schram, chairman; August 2, Nilcs,
August 3,
Roht. Codd, chairman:
Rapids,

(".rand

G.

ust

13,

Boync

chair-

Wilier,

L.

August 6, Muskegon,
Schlossman, chairman; August
Rapids, chairman not selected

man:

City.

P.

30,

On Broadway

Michigan Meetings
(Continued from

Monday, July

DAI
DAILY

— "Paid

Brooklyn Strand
Round."

in

—

Advance."
"

Merry- G o

—
Gold"
—"Broadway
"Three Wise Fools"
—"Merry-Go-Round"

-

Cameo

Paul Capitol
Central
8, Rig

Aug- Cosmopolitan— "L

i

t

1

1

e

Old

"MAIN STREET

New

York." beginning Wednesday.

Tyrrel.

—

Beginning again in Sep- Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
chairman.
"Suctember, meetings will be held on Loew's New York—Today
cess."
Sept. 4, Port Huron, H. L. Weil,
Tuosdav— "The Ragged Edge" and
chairman; Sept. 6. Flint, chairman
"The Love Brand."
not selected; Sept. 7, Bad Axe, C. H.
Wednesday "Inside the Cup."
Schuckert, chairman; Sept. 10, SagiThursdaV'Thc Exciters."
naw, Chas. Q. Carlisle, chairman;
Sept. 12, West Branch, B. Sargent,
Friday— "Skid Proof" and "Divorce."
chairman; Sept. 14, Alpena, chairman
Saturday "Saint or Sinner."
not selected, and Sept. 18, Marquette,
Rialto "Homeward Bound."
H. S. Gallup, chairman.
In attendance at all of these meet- Rivoli "Hollywood."
ings, in addition to H. M. Richey, Strand— "Trilby."

—

(APOLOGIES TO

WARNER

BROS.)

—

—

—
—

general manager of the Michigan organization, will be several members
of the board of directors.
In this

manner

definite

and figures to

facts

Next

Week

— "Ashes of Vengeance," openAugust
ing
Broadway— "The Sidewalks of New
Apollo

6.

Michigan's contention that
York."
needed will be gathered and
Strand— Not yet deterBrooklyn
presented to Congressmen and Senamined.
tors from Michigan.
Cameo "Rroadwav Gold."
Actively assisting in the campaign Capitol— "The Spoilers." (tentative)
in Michigan will be Judge Alfred J. Central
"Merry-Go-Round"
support

relief is

—
—

legal counsel who is assisting
preparation of data and information relative to the tax situation. The
fact that many theater owners in
Michigan have had to resort to the
Inning of cheaper pictures because
they were not making enough money
to keep their houses open, is a situation that reacts very disadvantageous-

New

Murphy,

Cosmopolitan— "L

in

York."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."

the public, and
must be corrected,
leaders think.
ly for

i

t

1

1

c

Old

— Not yet determined.
Strand — Not yet determined.

Rialto

Rivoli— "Hollywood."

Films

To

Advertise Texas

(Special to

a matter that
Michigan
the

is

—

The Chamber of
made arrangements to
made depicting the cotton
Collin Count}'. The films

McKinney, Tex.

Commerce

Town

THE FILM DAILY)

has

be the big have films
the process in
Jackson,
second week in October, at which will be used to advertise this section.
time the whole situation can be laid
down for the theater owners. An exLudington Plans a Fight
cellent response is being received from
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the questionnaires that are being sent
Ludington, Mich. This city plans
out.
These are confidential reports, to contest the action of Virgil A.
which are handled, by Richey alone,
Fitch prosecuting attorney of Mason
and from which a composite survey
county, who has issued an order that
of the state will be made.
all
"blue" laws must be strictly obArrangements are being made to served in this county.
have direct representation in Washington, where all of this information
Two New Ones for Tuscaloosa
can he supplied, and carried not only
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to Michigan legislators, but to anyone
Tuscaloosa,
Ala.
The Belvedere
to whom it will prove valuable intheater building, destroyed by fire last
formation.
January will be rebuilt. The South

The

state

final

meeting

convention

will

at

—

—

Frank Zucker
Leonard-Tendler

photographed

the

fight.

—

Filmland

in

town pump
keep
the

is

the Astor.

If

you want

to

whafs going on in
village read The Film

little

old

Daily every day.

Alabama Enterprises, who controlled
the house will also build another new
theater in the near future.

EXPERIENCED PRODUCER DISTRIBUTOR LEAVING FOR COAST WILL VISIT EXCHANGE CENTRES
AND KEY CITIES. CAN FUNCTION IN MANY WAYS
FOR PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS— INTENSIVE
SALES CAMPAIGNS, SALES PROMOTION— PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. CAN I SERVE YOU?

— A.

c/o

Broadway, and the old

in touch with

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

Address

is

Kindly enter

N. Y. C.

my

Cloth

Bound

City.

The Film Daily for
include 1923 Year Book

subscription to

one year, starting immediately, to

— 500 pages.

— Foreign,

Subscription, $10

Name
Theatre

B. C.

FILM DAILY.

New York

St.,

Address

-

$15
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maemmm

How^s This

for a Starter?

Don't

forget,

boys, this
is

the hot

time of
the year, too!

Aug.

— Sept* — Oct*

THREE WISE FOOLS
a King Vidor production

THE SPOILERS
a

Jesse

WOMEN

a Cosmopolitan production

SIX

"*

DAYS

by Elinor Qlyn

THE GREEN GODDESS
a Distinctive Picture

THE ETERNAL THREE

Dog Days!

Here's an attrao
"**
tion that can't accommodate all the

crowds in one week
ing July.

— even in swelter-

Goldwyn * Cosmopolitan's

New

Season is one
of the few pictures held over for a
second week at the mammoth Capitol
Theatre. And the only one ever held
over for a second big week in the
hottest period of the year. How's that
first

D. Hampton production

ENEMIES OF

XJOT

release of the

for a starter!

a Marshall Neilan production

RED LIGHTS
a Clarence Badger production

THE STEADFAST HEART
a Distinctive Picture

^QoLdwynr

THE MAGIC SKIN
by Honore de Balzac

THE DAY OF FAITH
a Tod Browning production

IN THE PALACE
an Emmelt

J.

of the

KING

Flynn production

—

(jDsmopout

1923^1924

.*<*

-«V*~

PYBAMID
Florence

Announce

Dixon

PICTURES.-INC.
for early re\ezi<s<z

Edna May
Spooner

AN0THEB SMASHING

Q0X

OFFICE HIT

WIFE "NAME
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XZ>

o*

BY
IE

^#

BEQTrm M.CIW
NOVEL

THW
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Q£%D BY M1IU01W

n iPENPKflOHm SOCIETY* DPAMA
GRIPPING- HEttPT TUP0DBING S1tX2Y
^
o&im-fuul or

Edmund
Lowe

ACTION

Tyrone

Power

BE.CTED BY GEO. TCPVJtllCE
*
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DiPTGiDUTiHG

>C
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ISO
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.
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1

Wm.

Arthur

Housman

Tooker
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*
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ol.

Woody
ins

Tuesday, July

No, 26

the "G.

Associated

M."
—W. B.

Woody

joined Asciated Exhibitors, Inc., as genera!
S.

He

inagcr.

will

has

assume

with Associated

ities

anner shortly.

in

With

his

new

an active

the

appoint-

Woody, W. B. Frank,
of
esent sales manager of Associated,
11
make his headquarters in the
ithe offices, where he will devote
ent

time to

s

the

Harold Lloyd pro-

1923

Percentage

Exhibitors

Frank to Handle Lloyd Contracts in Pathe Office
John

31,

B?

S. R.

Price 5 Cents.

Sennett Deal Off
Ends Arrangement with
and

Dist.

— Supplied

Allied Prod.
Pictures

Two

Under Arrangement

KENT

Mack

Sennett has amicably arwith the Allied Prod, and
Dist. Corp.
I think this is the time to do the business a lot of good by
the United Artists' aladvocating the only real way to play pictures and give both sides lied company to end the unexpired
portion of his contract.
Sennett has
that's percentage.
a square deal
supplied
two pictures to Allied,
It is the only way to solve the always and ever present ques- "Suzanna" and "The Shriek of Araby."
is understood that the future Sention of higher film rentals.
Let each and every picture rest on It
nett feature output has been placed
its merit and rise or fall accordingly.
with another important distributor.
Director of Distribution,

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

ranged

—

—

E. M. Asher, Sennett's Eastern
Famous Players have always favored this plan. Four years
Woody's new association again ago when we first suggested it we were beautifully abused. They representative in speaking of the settlement yesterday declared that the
ings him together again with Ar
Both of them were said we were trying to get ''inside dope" in the exhibitors' box relations between Sennett and Allied
ur S. Kane.
How ridiculous I can clock a theater, and have done are of the best. "Our relations,'' be
ecutives in the old Selznick and office.
;alart companies.
for a small sum per week and get as near the actual said "are cordial. Allied will continue
repeatedly
so
distribute "Suzanna" and "The
figures as I want. So that argument to a logical mind doesn't go. to
Shriek
of Araby" in the United States
Storey Succeeds Eschmann
and Canada. The company also conwant
to see percentage.
who
not
classes
do
There
are
two
that
announced yesterday
ct.

!

Pathe
hn E. Storey had been appointed
neral sales manager, succeeding E.

trols the foreign rights."

The producer who insists on flat rental and a stiff
No one at United Artists claimed
than
his picture is worth and to know about the Sennett arrangemore
wants
because
he
guarantee
Eschmann who recently joined
ment yesterday. Hiram Abrams is
W. B. Frank's offi- knows it when he sells.
rst National.
He is expected
away in Europe.
title, according to Pathe will be
The exhibitor who doesn't want to pay a fair price back the middle of the month.
Second
"The Call of
ature sales manager.
when he is buying.
e Wild," produced by Hal Roach and knows it
be released in the fall.
But it's coming just as sure as hell there's no other way out. Zeidman to Make "Peck" Stories
(Special to THE FILM DATLY)
Imagine the pinheaded attitude of some on both sides. ManyLos Angeles — Bennie Zeidman will
First:

il

:

—

ill

Returning from Italy
George Fitzmaurice, sails from
ome with Barbara La Marr, Richard
snnett, Lionel Barrymore, MontaLove and Bert Lytell on Aug. 10
i

r New York where the interiors of
Die Eternal City" will be made.

Lichtman Back
Al Lichtman has returned from a
ip to the coast.

May Open in Chicago
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

— Preferred

expected to
808 S. WaCelebrated Players handlsh Ave.
the Preferred output last year.
rl
hysical distribution may now be
nulled through Selznick.

Chicago

jen

its

own exchange

Go To
rade

is

at

Dallas Next

Commission Ends Hearing In

New Orleans— Opens There on

exhibitors are losing the right to play a lot of good pictures produce the "Peck's Bad Roy" stories
Pictures.
Edward
because they can't get them for nothing and as a compromise for Principal
first.
won't play percentage because it will reveal to what extent they CHnc will direct the
have under-paid in the past. But you can't blame a producer
Ragland Opens Offices
who will play percentage and can't for trying to get all he can
John C. Ragland. recently apjust to be sure. This is a funny business, but the very fact that
both. pointed Eastern representative for
it is peculiar places a responsibility on the buyer and seller
New York

The very nature of it should demand that each exhibitor pay
an equitable price and that the producer sell accordingly, and the
producer could if so many of the larger towns were not stacked
decks forcing him to get the money where he can. Many producers argue that the exhibitor isn't honest, and therefore percentage is out of the question. More bunk. We've played thou
sands of them and are doing it today, and haven't lost enough to
There is a method in the works now of checking
talk about.
n through the tax reports that would protect all concerned.
There is an equitable percentage formula that can be set
There is a fair percentage of what
for every theater in America.
go to the picture and that can
should
that
each house takes in
advocating it for just any one
not
I'm
you,
be arrived at. Mind
industry, because any one
the
for
it
company, I'm advocating
exhibitors play all pro
when
But
disadvantage.
a

Wednesday
company is at
THE FILM DAILY)
duct on that basis
Trade
Federal
The
Oilcans—
New
(Special

to

will

be a different story.

floor

Educational Convention

of

On

representatives of Educational met at the Pennsylvania yesterday when the second national con
Meetings will be
vention opened.
continued today and tomorrow. Sales
policies and the production line-up
for the fall were discussed.

Thirty

May

field

Name

Sue Over

Ask
Will
Gold-

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Sam

Courts to Prevent

wyn From Using That Name
It

is

understood that attorneys for

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

arc

prepar-

to institute suit against Samuel
Today we are going through an age of hysterical production ing
operation of
in an effort to prevent him
Goldwyn
There are people now making pictures who have no idea from using the name "Goldwyn," in
the Saenger costs.
one
with his own productions
seat of
a good picture can take in or how little a bad

ommission yesterday completed

its

here into the
Players and
The next
of how much
unusement Co.
ne hearing will be in Dallas where can take it.
he initial testimony will be taken
caring
anions

n

it

Harold Lloyd, has opened
headquarters on the ninth
the Pathe Rldg.

Wednesday.
(Continued on Page 5)

Percentage

connection

which
is

the greatest foe of the bad picture.
(Continued on Page 2)

First

are to be
National.
(Continued

released
on

Page

5)

through

fjg^

DAILY

Tuesday, July
E. A. Williams

Percentage
(Continued from Page

You
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Copyright

Wid

Price 5 Cents

Kilm and Film Folks,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
71-73 West 44th Si
Y by
New York,
l«2.i.

s

V

.

WIDS FILMS

money

jus1 can't get

—

way because

that

the public won't

Also, each good production is unaided and who's going
let you.
out to make mediocre pictures with the thought of using a few
strong ones to put them oxer when he's paid in percentage money?

This whole problem of how much money can be safely spent
on a picture can be answered safely through percentage no other
way. People won't throw in money out of all proportion to what
Entered a* second class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
they can get in for it if percentage shows them what the limit
the act oi March 3. 1S79.
Many times you hear salesmen ask tremendous rentals
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside is to be.
New York, $10.00 one year; 6 because
of Greatei
picture cost so and so much
a
not because it's worth
Foreign
months, $5.00; i months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order, so and so much at the box-offices
$15.00.
that argument is shot all to
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY. 71 -73 West 44th St, New York, hell with percentage. Cost means nothing except that you won't
N V. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5S58. purposely spend over and over more than percentage will bring
Hollywood. California — Walter R. Greene,

—

I

—

6411

HolLuood

P'hone, Hollywood

Blvd.

1603.

— Irving

Mack, 738

Chicago Representative

S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shattesbury

—

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

1.

— Le

42

Film,

I'lichy.

Central
tionale
vakia),

Rue de

—

European

InternaRepresentative
Prague (Czecho- SloFilmschau,
Wenzelsplatz.

—

you back.

Low

High
East. Kod.l00'_.
F. P.-L.... 72-4
89^
do pfd
Goldvvyn .. 16 2

400
6,300
100
89J4

695-8

<J

tising.

3he

man who

tries

ouer

to slip

a salacious pictureJfe's nothing

—

but a

DULCY
17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

Under 250 seats, 30%; under 9
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 19
today
still suffering
from "too little money The most economical method oi react
is our
ADDRESSING SERVIl,
and too much for bad." Today I can go out theatres
$4.00 PER M UP.
Lists if desired.
30
and spend $600,000 in making a picture. I put out a clever cam- $0°?, saved in postage, etc.. through elimi!
tion oi dead and duplicate theatres uiu
paign, oil my tongue and go to bat.
Long before that picture listed.
Mimeographing
is released I can get in much more than its cost in contracts. Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
That same production put out on its merit wouldn't bring back
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
$200,000 on percentage. Would I repeat again? Nix.
244 West 42nd
Near
This business
for good pictures

is

>

—

—

Griffith

Loew's

145

15

..

s

Triangle

World

New
Walnut

Broadway

Theater

Swan

Swan
the new

Ark.— The
erecting

here.

I

i

St.

and

a chain

of up-state

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANDl
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR'

Duratize

theatres rarely ever sees a

feature at which he laughs and over which he enthuses.

has begun.

But

last

Wednesday night he

eight reels of
(Tl&cLuxztlcrncU

8BKVM

YOUR

FILMS

on
on

Colo. Actual building
theater to be erected

North Main

*EAL

one of the owners of the

MARK STRAND

—

—

9091

i

Lehighton, Pa. The Park has been
opened by Andrew Bayer and his six
sons. The house seats 1,000.
Holly,
the new

WALTER HAYES

i

Mr. Audrey will open his new Majestic Theater at Lamesa, Texas in
mid-September.

— Beekman

11» r«iton St.,

f

U+ctmuu)

sat through

comedy drama, the equal of

which he has never seen. Call him up and
ask him the

name

of the best laugh picture

Prolong the

he ever witnessed.

life

of

your

prints

Write
still

sample or better

for

send

us

a reel

of

is

an

a

qualified

cameraman
for

pictures.

tional
details

or

is

Bryant 0653

economy.

in
call

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Chickering 2937

industrial-educa-

Write

ALLAN
220

especially

preferably

be

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
His number

new

not
waxed, to
Duratized without charge.

positive,

Duratizing

"THF SHOE OF THE PROGRAM"

Wanted

1

faith in his

J

Theaters

Ridge,
Corp. is

Phone

product will play that way
16'
200 the man who wants to give each picture a square deal at his box
Not quoted office will play that way.
Those two elements should be the
600 majority in this industry,
15
and if the minority can prevent it we
Not quoted
Not quoted all ought to get out of the business.

16'/.

1

reality.

The man who has

•

—

'Phone Bryant 8138

Both sides can dodge the issue as long as they please, but
within the coming two years, in my opinion, it's going to be a

71-54

89J4

/

Sales

Close

Luc,

106

it

Buffalo E. A. Williams, formly
with the Linden theater, has jo
Paramount in charge of local ad •-

St.,

Quotations

Paramt
[

,

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenherg. President and Editor:
Alicoate.
Treasurer
and Business ManW.
ager; Maurice D. Kami. Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

lfl

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

1)

Now With

31,

full

"It's a

Pot of Drama

in

person.

and a Pearl of Comedy."

NATIONAL STUDIO
29 Middlesex Street,

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS
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ANNOUNCEMENT
TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS and EXHIBITORS

I

desire to announce to Producers, Distributors

and Exhibitors that the item contained

Film Daily
to

make a

in the

of July 16th to the effect that I

series of pictures to

am

be distributed by

Mr. G. O. Baumann or House Peters Productions

is

incorrect.

I

do not intend

to

make any

pictures for distribution through channels of
either the

House Peters Productions or Mr.

G. O. Baumann.

HOUSE PETERS

m.

1

—

!

Tuesday, July 31, 1923

Go To

Dallas Next

(Continued from Page 1)
Yesterday's testimony was featured
>y an attempt on the part of the
jovernment to trace the relations be•

ween Famous and Georgia
jrises,

Inc.

Enter-

connection,
this
Herman
testified that

In

May

Sue Over

Name

True and Walsh Will Attend (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Continued from Page 1)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hartford, Conn.— W. A. True and
The Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan comHollywood Harry Myers has been W. Walsh will attend
plaint is expected to point out that
the meeting of
loaned to Lasky to appear in the
the M. P. T. O. A. at Atlantic City
considerable confusion has resulted
initial
production starring Douglas
August 6-8.
and will result by the use of the name
Fairbanks, Jr.
by two companies in the motion pic-

Coast Brevities

—

ture business, and that a court order
Edward J. Montagne, has been enshould be issued compelling GoldFichtenberg had owned 200,000 of the wyn to designate his pictures in an- gaged by First National
to do a film
It was
:ompany's 500,000 shares.
version of "The Swamp Angel,"
other fashion.
estined to that Saenger had used as
No one at Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, which will be used as a vehicle for
many Paramount pictures before however, would discuss the matter Colleen Moore.
the
Fitchenberg had sold out to
Mr.
Goldwyn
was
yesterday.
Georgia Enterprises, Inc., as it had it equally as reticent.
Reggie Morelli has been signed by
confined
session
was
The
afterwards.
P. G. Smith Prod, to play in the
to the examination of several witnessExhibitors Leave
series of 12 two reel comedies which
in minor trade matters and de(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the company is to produce with Dan
veloped nothing of unusual nature.
Chicago Bill Beynon, of the Di- Mason as star.
Federal
the
before
Witnesses
vernon has left for abroad and Fred
testified
Trade Commission hearing
Ditzenberg, of the St. Claire, East
Co.,
In his new production, "The Man
that the Saenger Amusement
St. Louis, has left for the West Coast.
with
or
it
owned
theaters
Wouldn't Die," Paul Hurst is
Clubs, Bags, Balls,
through the
introducing a new leading man to
which it was affiliated, controlled virEmanuel
Cohen
Sails
Sweaters,
tually every town of any importance
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe the screen. He is David A. Dunbar,
formerly on the legitimate stage in
in Louisiana and Mississippi.
News is aboard the Leviathan bound Sydney, Australia.
M. W. Osborne, local manager for
for Europe where he will spend four
only
there
was
Vitagraph, testified
connection with
or five weeks in
one first run house in New Orleans
Albert Shelby LeVino will adapt
plans to expand Pathe News service.
Everything for the
He
sell
film.
could
a
he
to which
the original story which William S.
his home office had insaid that
Hart will make. LeVino returned to
Mapes Secures Keystones
golfer
him not to sell to the
structed
manager
of the Star the West Coast a few days ago after
Mapes,
H.
G.
Saengers for any of their affiliations.
Film Exchange of Portland, Ore., has four months at Paramount's Long
"Plenty of theaters want our picsecured the distribution of the New Island studio.
the
tied-up
with
but are
tures,
Edition Keystone comedies in WashSaengers as booking agents and will
First to mfg. and cell golf supplies
ington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana.
George Archainbaud of Universal
the
through
only
pictures
take the
in U. S. A.
company
left
and
a
of
players
have
don't recognize bookSaengers.
House
Build
Eudow
To
for Catalina, where important scenes
12 East 43rd Street
ing agents," said the witness.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will
be made for "The Storm's
New York City
On the other hand it is claimed the
New Haven H. M. Eudow con- Daughter," which was adapted by
Saengers will not buy the Vitagraph templates erection of a new house to Edward
J. Montagne.
pictures unless they can get them for cost $50,000,
at Redfield St. and
W. R.
of
Hatchler
R.
affiliations.
C.
their
Congress Ave.
Meridian, said he was unable to book
any of the big companies' producGets Vincennes Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tions.
"I used to get them all but
now I am shut out," he said, but
Vincennes, Ind. Herman J. Arand the deladmitted he was booked up to Oc- nold has acquired and is redecorating
Highest light, deepest
tober, and that he did not usually and remodelling the Lyric here, which
all are
icately graded halftones intervening
make his contracts until every Sep- he will re-open in short time.
tember. J. E. Pearce, who operates
carried through to the screen by the print
three theaters in New Orleans, tesDecreased Price Helps Business
L.

M.

Ash

GOLF
GOLF
GOLF

—

Who

Shoes

Yes

—and

SLAZENGER

We

New

—

GREENE

—

shadow

—

on

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Troy, N. Y. The management

he had to sell his film exchange
because the Saengers dominated virof
He said the Palace states that there has been
tually all of the big towns.
90 per cent of the big features were a sudden spurt in business since the
He was asked pointed admission price was dropped from
denied him.
questions concerning his business but 15 to 10 cents.
steadfastly maintained that he was
good financial shape.
Harold Jacobs Injured
tified

—

Fred Niblo's Next

—

formerly of the exhibitor trio of
Jacobs, Karski & Levy, who operate
Having finished
Los Angeles
the Royal and Polk, is in a local hos"Captain Appeljack," Fred Niblowill
pital as a result of a recent automonext film

Samuel

THE FILM DAILY

—

"Thy Name

is

Woman."

Try Out "Potash"
Goldwyn and First

It

faithfully portrays all that

is

in the neg-

ative.

bile collision.

New
Na-

tried out "Potash and Perlmutter" at several small places a few
tional

POSITIVE FILM

THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Harold W. Jacobs,
(Special to

(Special to

EASTMAN

Fire Preventative

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Newbegin
Francisco The
Fire Appliance Co. recently gave a
demonstration before local film folk
and the fire authorities of a new film
fire extinguisher.
The new device is
in the form of a dust.
San

days ago with the result that First
National is enthusiastic over the picture.
It is understood that A. H.
Woods who is associated with Goldwyn, wants to open the film at the
Eltinge, New York and Apollo, ChiTrouble Starts with Musicians
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cago previous to regular first runs.
In the party which left town on three
Cincinnati When the A. F. of M.,
different occasions to see the film Local 1, asked theater managers here
were Woods, Goldwyn, E. A. Esch- for a 35% increase, I. Libson dismann, R. A. Rowland, H. O. Schwal- pensed with the 15 piece orchestra at
be, Floyd Brockell, Archie Selwyn, his
Strand.
Although Libon also
Miss Strauss of First National, Bob controls the Lyric, Capitol, Walnut,
Walter Palace and Family rneaters, the musiDexter,
Plunkett,
Joseph
cians are there being kept.
Hays and Harry Reichenbach.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

its

tinted base

foot

length by

lengths,

—
is

the words

•'Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in black

letters in

the transparent margin.

—

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

s&a

DAILY

Richey Wins

In the Courts

at

Tuesday, July

31,

Golf

—

default judgment for $2,609 has
been died in the Supreme Court
against
Arthur F. Beck and the

Michigan Holds Tournament Sponsored by Film Review of Detroit
Fifteen Entered

\

—

Chadwick l'ictures in a suit of Ethel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
D. Baron on a note, of the corporaDetroit The first annual film golf
tion endorsed by Beck.
tournament held in Michigan, at Mt.
Clemens, was won by H. M. Richey,
The Housman Comedies, Inc., has general manager of the M. P. T. O. of
applied in the Supreme Court for an Michigan, with a score of 144, for
order directing the Sheriff to sell 12 27 holes. The first prize was a beau-

"DULCY"

—

(APOLOGIES TO FIRST NATIONAL)

Charlie Chaplin negatives, including tiful silver flask donated by Jake
"Floorwalker," "The Count," "Pawn- Smith of the Michigan Film Review,
shop," "Easy Street" and "The Fire- sponsor of the tournament.
The second prize was a steelman." which belonged to the Chaplin
Classics, and were attached in a suit shafted driver, won by Maurice J.
William Haynes won the
of the Housman Comedies, to apply Catlan.
on an unpaid judgment for $19,025 first prize in the handicap flight with
Entries in
obtained by Housman against the Catlan a close second.
Chaplin Classics.
The films are in the tournament were Fred Nugent,
Haynes,
John
Niebes,
possession of the Evans Film Mfg. William
Co. and it is alleged that Housman Ralph Peckham, W. S. Butterfield,
has a total claim for $45,000 and has James C. Ritter, F. J. Reynolds,
been practically put out of business Frank Wadlow, Jake Smith, William
because the money has not been paid. Hulburt, H. M. Richey, Jess Fish-

men,

W.

Art

Elliott,

Clair

Townsend

E. Wilkinson.

Douglas M. Black, who was apCharles Christie En Route
pointed referee in the suit of Eugene
Spitz against Ivan Abramson and
Charles H. Christie is en route for
Graphic Films over the picture, "The New York from the coast on his way
Mother Eternal," in which Spitz de- to Europe.
manded an accounting from his partner, in a report filed in the Supreme
Crooker Succeeds Marangella
Court finds that Spitz put in $25,000
Lou
Marangella leaves for the
cash to start the enterprise, and that
coast Thursday to take over coast
he has received only $2,000 back. The
He is
referee finds that he is liable on notes publicity for the Warners.
being
succeeded
at
the
New
York
and that the amount to be repaid him
The defendants have re- office by Herbert Crooker who has
is $16,193.
resigned from Pathe to accept the
ceived only $7,107 from the picture,
new
position.
the referee says. He orders that the
J
picture and other assets of the corNew Fond du Lac Company Formed
poration be sold and used so far as
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
possible to pay Spitz the $16,193. If
Fond
due Lac, Mich.—The Fond
the assets will not pay this sum the
defendants are liable, the referee says. du Lac Theaters Co. has been organIf there is any excess after Spitz is ized with a capital of $25,000, the
paid it is to be applied on Abram- houses figuring in the deal being the
Garrick, Bijou, and Orpheum.
M.
son's claim for $35,000.
D. Thomas

"Rentals

Too High"

—Walter

Milwaukee

secretary of the state M. P. T. O.,
who has just returned from a trip
through the state, reports that exhibitors everywhere are kicking against
high rentals, this together with the

summer weather

is

causing

many

to

temporarily shut down.

Quinn Martin,
World,

critic of the

will

leave

"Two Little Vagrants"
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles — "Two Little Va-

(Special to

Los

grants" will

Morn

New York

today for a brief visit to the coast
picture colony. He will go there for
the purpose of becoming more familiar with conditions in the studios,
and also for the purpose of writing
a series of articles about players.

not

be

Maurice Tour-

neur's next for First National, as previously announced.
He will make
this at a latter
date,
and instead,
"Jealous Fools," an original by Tourneur, will be produced.

Berman To Tour State
Sam Berman, secretary of the M.

Martin Going to Coast
ing

president.

Postpones

Baumann,

F.

is

ning
a

in

September accompanied by
and an insurance ex-

projection

pert

who

confer with exhibitors
respecting better projection and the
lower insurance rates.
will

(Special to

—

Pottsville, Pa.
The newly organized Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises has filed incorporation papers
with the Secretary of State listing
capital at $1,100,000.
meeting was
held recently at which the following
were elected officers: President,

A

W.

to

it

some

things, but we'll bet

a

red flannel undershirt against a bottle
of

near beer that

if

she was an exhibitor

she would be reading

The Film Daily

every morning.

Cleveland,
Euclid Ave.,

The

deal

was

consumated

St.,

New York

City.

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth Bound

— 500 pages.

— Foreign,

Subscription, $10

O.—The

Metropolitan,
at East 46th St., has
been sold by the Metropolitan Cleveland Co., to Joseph J. Klein and
George B. Harris, attorneys, who, it
is said, will immediately remodel the
building which will not include a theater.

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY)

Shugars; vice-president, F. P. through Joseph Laronge, and the
Llewellyn and secretary-treasurer, L. amount said to have been paid for the
leasehold is around $400,000.
J. Chamberlain.
B.

comes

dumb when

beautiful but

P. T. O., of the State of New York
will make a tour of the state begin-

Metropolitan, Cleveland Sold

New Company Elects
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— may be

Name
Theatre

Address

$15

192
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Denies Hidden Motive

Canadian Merger

1923

1,

Price 5 Cent's*

Griffith After
(Special to

Kerrigan?

Kane Signs Normaric$

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles It is understood that Her Features to go Through Asso*
Famous Players Declare Presence of Three Companies Consolidated There
D. W. Griffith has wired J. Warren
with Backing of 200 Exhibitors
ciated Exhibitors, Inc.
First
Arbuckle in "Hollywood" Carries
Kerrigan an offer to appear in his
$100,000 Subscribed
"The Extra Girl"
No Special Significance
next picture which is planned on an
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Officials of Famous Players deny
Following the exclusive publication
extremely
elaborate scale.
Arbuckle
in
that the flash of Roscoe
Toronto What many consider one
yesterday of the severance of f'elar-i.
"Hollywood" carries any special sig- of the largest distributing deals perThe Griffith office professed to tions between Mack Sennett and thef
They declare that fected in Canada has been consumnificance with it.
know nothing about the coast wire Allied Producers and Distributor^
the Arbuckle contract with the com- mated with the backing of about 200
Corp. announcement was made by
Kerrigan's most recent
yesterday.
pany has been abrogated and that the Canadian
exhibitors.
Arthur
Three
exS. Kane that he had closed af
important work was in "The Covered
fact that he appears in the picture is change systems, including Canadian
contract with Sennett for a series of
Wagon."
only "one of those things."
Releasing, and the Canadian ExhibiMabel Normand features, the first to'
In the reviews of "Hollywood" by tors Exchanges, Ltd. Corp. are inbe "The Extra Girl."
F. P. Buy Loew's, Montreal
the metropolitan newspapers critics, volved.
The contract was closed on the(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
some interesting angles are discussed.
coast when Kane was out there iri
The distribution will be controlled
The Famous Players
Montreal
Thus, the critic of the Evening Jour- from
It is
Toronto with exchanges in Canadian Corp. has secured the ma- the interests of Associated.
nal said:
Montreal,
St. John, Winnipeg, Cal- jority interest in the Loew theater stated that the production cost of
"It is just a flash of Arbuckle that is preeach picture will range from $350,000)
sented.
He looks well groomed. He shrugs gary and Vancouver. The combined here. A new company, Loew's MansMiss Normand may go
his shoulders in a hopeless sort of way, as
capitalization of the companies is field Theaters, Ltd., will be formed to $500,000.
Was it a subtle $500,000 of which $100,000 has been
he walks before the camera.
abroad to make her next picture.
arrangement.
under
the
new
move by friends of Arbuckle to see how the
Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.
has
Or fully subscribed. This is said to be
public would receive him again? * * *
strengthening its line-up conbeen
was it to show the public that Hollywood's the largest exhibitor exchange system
Deal for Ottawa House
motion 'picture people will have no more to
siderably in the past few months. Its
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ever developed here.
Two hundred
do with him in the films? * * *
roster
of stars includes Charles Ray,.
exhibitors
stockholders,
of
are
some
Ottawa Famous Players Canadian
"This reviewer knows that the motion picBut the more prominent being: Jim Boyd Corp. may acquire the Loew house Constance Binney, Chic Sale. Donefture colony, as such needs no defense.
The
las MacLean and Leah Baird.
he asked certain Paramount people, after see- the Model;
here. If true, this will leave the Loew
J. A. Brady, the Madison;
ing the picture 'Hollywood' why Arbuckle
H. Alexander Park and Doric M. Ge- interests with only three houses in Halperin Prod, including "Tea With
was in it.
A Kick" will also be distributed by
I 'It just happened that he was in Holly- bertig, the- Bluebell; J. Garbarino, the Canada.
Associated.
wood when the picture was taken, and we Odeon all of Toronto and W. L.
took him along with the others,' was the
Stewart of the Patricia, London,
At the Loew offices, it was stated
explanation."
Zukor on Vacation
Griffin
circuit
in
Catherine's, that, while the division of interest in
St.
The Herald said
"The camera is then moved into a closeup Chatham.
Sarnia
Belleville,
and the Loew Montreal house was not Adolph Zukor is at present on his
and the audience sees Fatty Arbuckle read- Woodstock; P.
at
New City enjoying aj,
Nolan, the Rex, definitely known here, it was true farm
J.
ing that one word ('closed') over and over
brief vacation.
PlayOttawa;
Blanchett,
North
Bay;
Famous
with
John
an
affiliation
that
again.
There are many, perhaps, who will object Carl McLean, of the St. Thomas In- ers Canadian Corp., has been made.
We can say that, dependent Amusement Co., Montreal It was emphatically denied that a
to this.
Well, let them.
Deal with Nolan
from our point of view it is a marvelously
has franchised its product
Preferred
had
theater
operating
theaters
there.
The
Ottawa
10
involving
the
deal
It is done with no semblance
telling touch.
in the Denver territory with Harry;
it is not a palpable effort
of false sentiment
board of directors is made up of been made or was contemplated.
It is nothing more than
to arouse sympathy.
Nolan. In Kansas City and Omaha*
prominent exhibitors and the followa remarkably eloquent example of moving
ing well known Canadian film men: New Exhibitor Unit Acquires Another Preferred will maintain its own expictures."
changes with Ed Grossman in charge.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
J. L. Hunter, Bud Lennon, and John
The Sun said

—

—

—

—

;

way of direct propaganda
of the film city is directly
this
picture, except a rather
obvious attempt to restore Fatty Arbuckle
to public favor, which met with the biggest
hand of the picture last evening."
"Nothing

in the

for the fair
traceable to

name

The Times

said
Arbuckle

" 'Fatty'

seen for a few brief
but his appearance will
not whet public desire for his reintroduction
to motion picture enthusiasts.
He is at the

moments

in

is

this film,

casting director's window, which is slammed
down, leaving the obese comedian with naught
else to do but walk away with others for
whom there is no work. However, none
this

the interest in
incident, and

its

elimination."

of

photoplay hinges on
nothing would be lost by
this

A. Martin. Phil Hazza is in charge
of sales for Montreal and the Mari-

for Inspiration, has resigned. He has
not announced future plans, but may
accept the position of general manager for a retail concern.

Kane Fails to Sail
Robert T. Kane of Famous Players

did not sail for Europe on Saturday
as planned.
He expected to go with
Joseph J. O'Neill of the Hays of- S. A. Lynch but the latter had to
fice is gradually recovering from the
because of his
plans
cancel
his
effects of a serious operation which
ather's illness.
has confined him to the French Hospital for the past few weeks.
Bush in Chicago for Preferred

O'Neill Recovering

After

Eva Tanguay?

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Paul Bush well known in
Los Angeles It is reported here the Chicago territory has been apthat a local group is dickering for the pointed manager of the Chicago ofservices of Eva Tanguay, who is now fice for Preferred which is located on
in Hollywood, having recently finish- the ground floor of 810 S. Wabash
ed a vaudeville tour.
Ave.
'.;._!W^
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Jackson,

Mich.

— In

line

with

the

S

Smith Due Next Week
announcement that the recently formSmith, secretary of th^
XUourtland
take
would
combination
exhibitor
ed
time Provinces.
over a number of theaters in Michi- Hays organization is expected back;
gan comes word that the newest ac- from the coast next week. He has]
E. L. Smith Leaves Inspiration
quisition is the interest of Jack D. been handling some of the coast matE. L. Smith, production manager
Minor in the Capitol. The company ters entrusted to Thomas G. Pattcnj
bought out the New Desmond at who is ill.
Those inPort Huron last week.
^Cosmopolitan Opens Tonight
cluded in the combination are, W. S.
Cosmopolitan theater in Colt
Lipp
rrThe
Harvey
Cross,
McLaren, Glenn
umbus Circle is scheduled to open to-»
Claude Cady and Herb Weil.
night with the new Marion Davies
picture, "Little Old New York." Thej
Huge House for Chicago
feature will be succeeded by another!
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
William Ranrelease.
Chicago With the purchase of Cosmopolitan
town today,
is due in
Hearst
dolph
Maryof
east
property on 63rd St.,
the pretime
for
in
coast
the
from
land Ave., by Andrew Karzas, owner
miere.
of
head
and
ballroom
of the Trianon
the Woodlawn Theater Co., came the
"Hunchback" Print Arrives
announcement that plans for a huge
print of "The Hunchback 61
The
has
Karzas
theater were under way.
Dame," arrived in New Yorkpractically completed his holdings in Notre
from the coast. James V.
the block bounded by 63rd St., Mary- yesterday
made
a special trip to the'
Bryson
Drexel
land Ave., 63rd Place, and
Universal
to bring it East.
coast
the
x
270,
270
block,
this
On
Ave.
insured
been
has
pictures
the
states
theater is to be erected.
Los
of
Co.,
Behrendt-Levy
Work is not expected to be started by the
for
$1,500,000.
Angeles
for two years.

X

—
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"Meny-Go-Round"

at L. A. Mission

— "Merry-Go-Round"

Los Angeles

has opened for a run at the Mission
theater.

IXVNo

ftl
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1,

1923~Price 5 Cents

Bara

Steamer Sailings

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Thursday
Thuringia sails noon for Hamburg; mails
close 9 A. M. for Germany, must be specially
addressed.
Giuseppe Verdi sails 10 A. M.
for Naples; mails close 6.30 for Italy,
also

"Three Weeks?"
carries parcel post. Hellig Olav sails
P. M.
Inc., Published Daily except Saturday, at
tor Copenhagen; mails close 10 A.
..(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
M. for
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland, also
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. X'Los Angeles Studio gossip has it carries parcel post. Manchuria sails 3 P. M.
osetoh Dannenberg, President and Editor;, 'that Theda
Bara will have the prin for Hamburg; mails close 11 A.M. for EuW. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Malt- ,.;,.„i „_i„
mt
rope, Africa and West Asia, also carries
)al IO le in .>tihree Weeks
Copyright 1023, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

in

PattieNewi
No. 62

1

—

.

•

ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing EditoV;
Donald M. Mersereau. Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00
3
months $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
£411 Hollywood Blvd. P'hone, Hollywood
;

—

,

J
Charles

^'I

,

,

her husband,
rect

for

— Irving Mack,
Wabash Ave.
London Representative—Ernest W.
man.
The Film Renter,
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

738

S.

FredShaftesbury

53a

1.

— Le

Film,

42

.

,

will di-

parcel post

many,

Great Britain, France, Ger-

for

Austria

Goldwyn.

and other countries.

Aconcagua

Artclass

Artclass Release
will

state

Woman Who

right

"The

Rue de

—

European

Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SIovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

1

270,000 ATHLETES IN ONE MEET
P. M. for Valparaiso; Huge outpouring of
athletes from all parts
Panama Canal Zone and the world at Munich, Germany. Other
nei

—

71

Sales

100
2,900

70H

70J4

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn

Sprinf

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

Loew's

300

15

15

15

Correction

Chadwick stated yesterday
that a judgment of $2,609 had not
been filed against Arthur F. Beck and
Chadwick Pictures as stated in yesterday's issue but that, on the contrary, the judgment has been assigned by Chadwick Pictures to Ethel
I.

E.

Triangle
TYorld

Gov't Film Goes to Levey
Harry Levey of National NonTheatrical has taken over "The Romance of the Republic," an 11 reeler
produced by the Instructive Society
of America which shows the work-

parcel

post

for

Great

Governmental deWashington.
This is
the picture which was shown some
lime ago at the Plaza.
at

;

(Special to

in

Lubitsch

LOWELL
is

manager

of the

R.

Motion Picture Dep't

of

St. Clair to direct Wesley Barry in
"George Washington. Jr." Marc M<-

Lucretia

May McAvoy may

"The Pot of Drama and

Lom-

ntOGfl

w

Call Mr. Stark and ask

JOIN

NOW

542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray HiU 1831

Need Cash

to

Operate?

NOW ON YOUR

We'll

RECEIVABLE

Show you How

I

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

Exhibitors Association

WILLIAM

ACCOUNTS

CONSIDER

TURE
•-.-

Rothacker Laboratories

REALIZE

THE BEST PICHAVE EVER SEEN AND WOULD
LIKE TO ARRANGE TO SHOW IT ON THE
NEXT VOYAGE OF THE LEVIATHAN.
LOWELL R. STARK.

I

i

Hollywood

Chicago

the following morning sent this wire

MR
cr

New York

The Pearl of Comedy"

also appear

And

sr-cy:

REELS

New York

it.

-e

WELDED WIRE

LAST WEDNESDAY NIGHT HE SAW

play opposite.

The Warners have engaged Mai
TJermott

DULCY

The United

has seen and selected hundreds of feature films to be shown on board the giant
steamer Leviathan.

Film

—

in

f

^-^_y^

myself
^^^^Jfe's a prize^^^.

STARK

States Shipping Board.

THE FILM DAILY)

appear

<^~^

C™

Howells Cine Equip. Co.,

Los Angeles Florence Vidor will
have the female lead in the Lubitsch
Creighton Hale
film tor Warners.

will

sous,

740 7th Ave..

He

Florence Vidor

Britain,

who

'S could make
a better picfui'-e

For Sale by

various

of

partments

carries

Germany, France, Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Switzerland.
Drottingholm
sails 1 P. M. for Gothenburg
mails close
9.30 for Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.
Silvia sails 11 A. M. for St. Johns
mails close 7 A. M. for Newfoundland.

3fte feltour

Gertrude Smith Succeeds Crooker
Gertrude K. Smith has succeeded
Pathe
in
the
Crooker,
Not quoted D. Baron, Chadwick's secretary in Herbert
Not quoted whose favor the judgment has been publicity department, coming there
filed.
from Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Griffith

The

from Anacosta, D. C.
Congress
Cat.; New York; Dixon, 111.; etc.

;

;

A

Low Close
.110^ 110^ 110H

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

bard.

Henderson.

CARVING HUGE MONUMENT
SLOPE OF STONE MT. AT ATLANTA

;

also

High

in

S. S.

I

sails

mails close 10.30 for
fc.1
Salvador.

Believed" in which Ann
Saturday
Lafayette sails 11 A. M. for Havre; mails
Luther, Walter Miller and Dorothy
close 7 A. M. for France, other countries
Bernard appear. Kerman Films have specially
addressed.
Adriatic
noon for
purchased Greater New York and Liverpool; mails close 8 A. sails
M. for Irish
Free State, via Queenstown other countries
Northern Jersey rights.
specially addressed.
West Mahomet sails
noon for Port Said; mails close 9 A. M.
Bryan Foy a Director
for Egypt, also carries parcel frost.
Gothland sails noon for Antwerp
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mails close
Los Angeles Bryan Foy, Eddie 9 A. M. for Belgium and Luxemberg, also
carries parcel post.
Pres. Garfield sails 1
Foy's oldest son has been made a P. M. for
London mails close 1 P. M. for
director at the Fox plant where he Europe, Africa and West Asia, must be
has been studying production for specially addressed. America sails 1 P. M.
Bremen mails close 9 A. M. for Europe.
18 months.
Foy is directing a Sun- for
Africa and West Asia (Norway, Sweden,
shine comedv.
Denmark and Finland specially addressed),

Quotations

-will

ALASKA—

Gutzon Borglum begins work on the migli
memorial to the Confederacy.

Friday

New

IN

President and Mrs. Harding view the gra
deur of Alaskan scenery from the deck of

;

Clichy.

Central

/

Brabin

*,

whicl

THE PRESIDENT

;

1603.

Chicago Representative

ings

.,

i

192;

1,

picture ever

shown

him the name

of the greatest

Advances Made on Equitable Terms

Confidential Service

CHROMOS TRADING

—he knows.

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkint 4522

Presenting an

ALL STAR CAST
in

the story by

Roy Briant

Fn
•

DISTRIBUTED BY

f\

fS IV^»
I
M-Jm

723 Seventh Avenue,
Sales

26-27

New

York, N. Y.

EVERYWHERE
EXCHANGES
Corporation
Kingdom, R-COffice

D'Arblay

Pictures

United

Street,

Wardour

St.,

London,

W.

1,

England
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m
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"Hollywood"— F.

Newspaper Opinions
"Three Ages"— Metro
THE FILM DAILY)

l>i

a

is

intelligently

—

Francisco Newspaper opinamusing
n
genuinely
several
There
are
*
ions on "Three Ages," the new Kea- situations; the picture is well cast. * *
ton film follow:
DAILY
It's a downright, ho
BULLETIN— "Three Ages" may not be to-goodncss comedy, and judging from lie

NEWS—

t

the
is

funniest

made by Kcaton, but

picture

good entertainment from

The

start

to

finish.

who

comedian,

has always furnished
consolation to the small man, in this picture
shows that the small man sometimes won
out over might and brawn, even in the stone
age.

*

CALL AND POST— "Three

Ages"

is

in-

Buster Keaton's funniest comedy.
not only funny but it sustains that fun
through six reels of comic action burlesquing
man and his methods of winning his mate.
disputably
is

* • *

lookers-on,

of

'

just three times as
funny as his usual two-reel pictures, because
is
three
times
long.
it
as
is

Joseph M. Schenck has given the comedy
a wonderful production, the big scene in the
Coliseum at Rome being one of the largest
and most expensive sets ever erected for a
picture.

merits

praise.

EVENING WORLD— We

and meet
SO many movie stars during our daily rounds
to
novelty
that they are no longer a
us, but
we want to put ourselves on record as havand
ing enjoyed "Hollywood" thoroughly
see

;

we

think you,

are),

you are

if

no question that
the picture is Keaton's best, and also his
funniest.
His wooing of an Amazon
knock-down and dragout, done with impasis as hilarious as anything
sive countenance

—

the

feel

will

HERALD —

interested

at all

*

*

a
—
"Hollywood."
MAIL—

the

Roman

huge

EXAMINER— Keaton

has

never

joy.
fun.

been

seriously funny, and this is the first
time that a Keaton comedy has been pro*
duced in feature length of six reels. * *
unquestionably one
* * * is
It ranks
of the funniest pictures ever filmed.
as high as any of Chaplin's productions
*
and beyond that all praise is tame. * *
The story keeps the audience in shrieks of
ter; there isn't a ludicrous bit or pos*
sibility that has been overlooked. * *

more

JOURNAL—

picture

amazing

of

*

*

*

hanll
talci
vei
* * * yel Cru
ingratiating jolt with tins

Net

it

ce

pic-

1

It

-

the

there a
various

lie

with
otherwise;
mirrors it

mill (irs a real life and
cleverly and with an accuracy which
terse critics have remarked rather
the reputation of si viral of its prede-

M l-.S As
iic n itli sparkling
wit "Hollywood," James Cruze's latest production, overwhelms all other screen efforts
in its line.
In this picture, which is to be
enjoyed this week at the Rivoli, the dihas accomplished that which Rupert
Hughes attempted in a lumbering way in his
"Souls For Sale." * * *
.i

I

B

is

line

TRIBUNE— It

really

fie

is

ing picture and nothing in
ever has been done before.*
James Cruze has proved
that he has, a rare sense of

seen

more than

a most entertain
the least like it
*
.

of

lightly,

satire

withl

directed

aC

types of screen actors I
every one concerned witlH
of the film seems to have ell
into it as a joking matter.* * *
Really, here is a picture that we cri|

and

from

start

to

finish

*

by his direction
comedy.

!

Columbia, North Branch, Bun
(Special to THE FILM DAILY;
Detroit The Columbia, locate
North Branch, is a total ruin

—

fire.

To London
THE FILM DAILY)

P. B. Cullinan
pecial to

This is a film which can
once and still enjoyed.

written

:

eould nut

'irs.

I

a

The picture
selves,

1

neatly,

is

* * is one of the most I
films w e have- evei
* * I
ecu
right entertaining little story.* * #

in;

i

and

*

EGRAM—"Hollywood'

i

WORLD—*

'

it

1<

—

os Angeles
Captain G. P. J
nan, art director of the Von Stroll
forces, has left here to start a
of the world.
He will fir^l &
London where he will stay for a s
while.

a delightful story and

tells

amusing entertainment.
The comedy in "Hollywood" is
"Merton of the Movies." * * *

—

of

a

is

1,

is

The picture
"The Paleface." And the settings are James Cruze. *
massive enough to pass for the real thing,
"Hollywood"
replica

*

us

of

it.

revolutionary
daring
subtlety,
100 per cent entertainment value
weird, wild,
wonderful affair entitled

masterfully

is

in

Coliseum.

same way about

in

originalty,
satire and

*

DAILY NEWS—There's

the

film production,

*

1

EVENING JOURNAL—

"Hollywood," as a

I

'

that

in

a march
by pro
Sale" for Goldwyn, the
far superior in the Hughes

lor

picture

very

a

I

u

theme seriously

its

ture.

1

"Smils

oducl

or
did

funny one.

truly

movies (and about 99 44-100 per cent

CHRONICLE— It

especially

a

It is a well taken
picture, with an interesting story of a young
girl from Indiana who goes to Hollywood to
get into motion pictures. * *

* *

Keaton has injected plenty of novelty into
the comedy.

It

shrieks

1

ni

Rivoli

AMERICAN— "Hollywood

highly
enjoyable picture, entertainingly presented and
*
treated. * *

'Frisco

Warfield,
(Special to

Rupert
ducing

P.-L.

Wednesday, August

*

*

is

a

film

by

directed

every one will en-

no pretensions and

It has

good as

as

good clean

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

"WE NEVEB DISAPPOINT

.

its

sort

since

Noah

the

told

INCORPORATED 1

220 WEST 42 MB STQEET

no doubt that this film will attract
more attention and greater crowds than anyof

'

OtOMLOWFlUf L^BORATOR'

for

there's

thing

1

NEW yOBK

PHONE

ship

BRYANT 5576

news reporters what had happened in the
Ark.* * * All in all, however, "Hollywood"
all in all, and then some
is

ALLAN A.LOwNE'
GEN. MCE,

—

SUN— *

satirical

is

* * at times so keenly
its

humor

that

Harry Leon Wilson wrote

it

and deftly

appears

this

too.

as

if

While
llllllllll|l||||lll!lllllllllll>lllllllllllllllll!ll^

mill

TAKE NOTICE!!
MR. HOUSE PETERS
under contract with me, whereby, for a period of five
(5) years, from May 1, 1923, he agreed to appear in
Motion Pictures for me exclusively.
is

and

Mr. Peters

to his contract

I

intend to hold

I

propose to hold him, or anyone

with me,

who employs him

during the contract period, to such damages as his

ure to

live

up

to his

CHAS.

fail-

agreement may cause me.

O.

BAUMANN
llllll!!!lll!l!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!lllllllll!llll!llllll!lll!lllllllll!lllll!llll!l

.

—
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Deny Lloyd Report

Open Conference

C—

Today By T. O.

C.
Block Bookings and Relations

heduled

With Goldwyn

trade press:

of the

The

is

Canadian Distributing Merger

Has Support

As Reported

topics

The status of "Enemies of
omen" and "Little Old New York"
and Goldwyn-Cosmopolintracts
l.

conviction of an imporof the T. O. C. C. whose
inion, it may be safely said, carries
good deal of weight in the couns of that organization, that local
hibitors owe it to their public not
buy pictures in blocks because
len the contracts are signed the
oductions are on paper only. It is
It
by him that the falling off in
York pictendence in Greater
and this, he holds, exre houses
can be traced to the
s nationally
is

the

it official

—

New

—

of

M.

P. T.

O.

current in New York
that Harold Lloyd, is comtemplating
a switch of his distributing affiliation

The

report

Organization Had Representative in Toronto Working With
the completion of his present Pathe
Exhibitors on Consolidation of Three Exchange Systems
contract, was definitely nailed as unTwo Hundred Theater Owners Already Interested
true, 3-esterday when John C. RagEastern
representative
for
land,
from Pathe to United

Artists, after

Lloyd, declared that any such report
"contrary
absolutely
to
the
Block booking to which the or1.
facts."
Ragland denied the veracity
nization is opposed.
of an article which appeared in a New as
Compulsory play dates.
2.
York publication to that effect. He
3.

Price 5 Cents.

Not Dick-

was

It

1923

ering with United Artists

Come Up

to

rhe T. O. C. C. will hold a special
eting today at the Hotel Astor
which there will be held an open
Three main topics, each
cussion.
them held of the utmost imporlce by the exhibitor organization
be discussed before representa11
es

John Ragland Says Star

2,

The amalgamation

of three

exchange organizations

in

Canada

divulged in an exclusive dispatch published in yesterday's
FILM DAILY, apparently carries more significance
issue of
stated that Lloyd's present contract
than appears on the surface.
calls for the delivery to Pathe of three
It can be stated on the best of authority that the move has
more productions following "Why
(Continued on Page 2)
the sanction of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America;
that a representative of that organization has been working on
New Selznick Release
it very quietly in Canada and that, despite this, the move is known
Selznick will distribute "Outlaws of to some film men in this city and to many in Toronto.
the Sea" produced in Florida by John
The Cohen organization recently announced it had been inBrunton.
vited to form a Canadian division of the M. P. T. O. by exhibitors
there and that, for this purpose, a convention would be called
^-' Roach Joins Hays Ass'n
in
September.
When Cohen was
Hal Roach has joined the M. P.
comment
on the Canadian
asked
to
Back
Fabian
Prod, and Dist. of America Inc. This
A. M. Fabian returned from Eur- move yesterday, he replied he had
brings the membership up to 21.
nothing to say.
ope yesterday on the Majestic.

Why

THE

By

Rembusch Rejoined

actice of block hearing in that, the

Frank Rembusch, as noted, has rehibitor is compelled to buy producjoined the M. P. T. O. Some of his
es, sigh unseen and therefore with- reasons why will be published in
it
any guidance as to their quality
tomorrow.
:cept what the producer and distribor tell him.
(Continued on Page 2)

THE

FILM DAILY

those
there

familiar

with the situa-

was some discussion as
whether or not this was the first

tion,

Arthur Jacobs Here
to
Arthur H. Jacobs, producer of the step on the part of the Theater OwnFrank Borzage Prod., is in town from ers Dist. Corp., with which many
Los Angeles.
M. P. T. O. officials are affiliated,
and of which Sydney S. Cohen is
the chairman of the board of direc-

own releasing
start
its
to
There has been conorganization.
among film
speculation
siderable
men relative the future of the company which has maintained a strict
tors,

Arrivals

town include Harry M.
sher. American Feature Film Co.,
oston, and Eddie Carrier, GoldwynArrivals in

osmopolitan exploitation
in Cleveland.

its
activities.
about
silence
effort to secure a statement from

represen-

A. True proved unavailing.

itive

The Canadian move

New

'iew farm, near
City,
bounty.
Nine holes will

the
oon.

1

morning and 18

in

today

includes about

200 exhibitors, many of them members of the Canadian Exhibitors'
Ass'n, which may possibly be absorbed when the new M. P. T. Oallied organization there is launched.

F. P. Golf Tourney Today
The Famous Players annual golf

Durnament will be held
idolph
Zukor's -place,

An

W.

at

Mountain
Rockland
be 'played
the after-

Notables

at

Davies Premiere

-''Mam- notables attended the premiere of "Little Old New York,'/ at
the Cosmopolitan theater last night.
number of society leaders were
present as were prominent figures in
The Mayor and city
theatricals.

-

Montana Feature for F. B. O.

A

"Breaking

Into Society," a five
eeler starring "Bull" Montana has
leen asquired by F. B. O.
Hunt
jtromberg is the producer.
The company has also acquired
The Fair Cheat" produced by Buron King. Dorothy Mac Kaill and
idmund Breese are featured.

Ralph Barton
were there.
was present to make caricatures of

officials

Bryant Washburn, Mabel Forrest and Wheeler Oakman
KEEP." Grand-Asher September release. Advt.

—

in

"MINE TO

those present for incorporation in a
drop curtain which will be one of
the features of the new house.

THE

-s&akDAILV
^xOpen Conference
/

Tlic

(Contin
(Continued
from Page
situation so far as

(Continued from Page

"Enemies Worry" which

and "Little old New
lol XXV Ho 28 Thursday. Aug. 7, 1923 Price 5 Cents York" is concerned involves a number of contracts between exhibitors
Copyright 1023. Wid's Film and Film Folks, and Famous Players, before William
Inc., Published Daily except Saturday, at
Randolph Hearst made his alliance
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. with Goldwyn and when it seemed
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; quite likely that the two pictures
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manwould be released by Paramount.
ager; Maurice D. Kami, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersercau, Advertising Manager. Golwyn- Cosmopolitan holds the old
Entered as second class matter May 21, 1918, contracts are not equitable because
at the post office at New York, N. Y. under
they were made on the basis of a prothe act of March 3 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside duction cost that has been vastly exof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 ceeded by Cosmopolitan.
The T. O.
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
C. C. members, however, are underSubscribers should remit with order,
$15.00.
(

Address

all

DAILY,

communications
71-73

West 44th

to

THE FILM

St.,

New

York,

'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4S52-5558.
N". Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. P'hone, Hollywood

—

1603.

— Irving Mack,
— Ernest W.

Chicago Representative
.

738

Wabash Ave.
London Representative

S.

Fred-

stood to
tract
there.

A

contract is a conends
the situation

feel that a

and

that

record attendance

is

expected

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
(Czecho-SIoPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

—

—

scheduled

is

for

Fall

KEEP

A DATE 0PI

and that no contract coveringfuture distribution would be signed
until the completion of the present
release,

FOR THE

^Goldwvn

in/
I

contract.
In support of his declaration Ragland quoted from a telegram

from William R. Fraser, general
manager of the Harold Lloyd Corp.
in which Fraser said:
"There is absolutely no truth in the
report that Harold Lloyd is now negotiating to join United Artists."

Willard

New Selznick Manager
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Chicago H. W. Willard has been
appointed
Selznick
manager here,
succeeding E. Silverman, resigned.

"Loyal Lives" at Central
"Loyal Lives," the first Whitman
Bennett Prod, for Vitagraph goes into the Central on Sunday, succeeding

their option on the State
and have bought the theater and eight

exercised

story building for $500,000.
The
Low Close Sales
High
Crescent, Brooklyn Sold
building was once the Antler Hotel.
500
.106
105'/6 106
The Crescent theater, Flatbush
71
71% 1,800 Ave. Extension and Fulton St.,
72-H
Stanley Theater Reopens
89^ 300 Brooklyn, has been sold by the Shu8^/2 89^
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted
berts to H. E. Witteman who will
Portsmouth, O. The new Stanley
Not quoted convert
theater at Sciotoville has reopened
it for business purposes. The
15
15
700
15
Crescent was formerly the Triangle after undergoing extensive alterations.
Not guqted
theater and was the Brooklyn first The house as it stands now is one
Not quoted
run of Triangle some years ago.
of the most attractive in this section.

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

ev

"Merrv-Go-Round."
New House for Quincy, 111.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
R. & C. Buy Pittsburgh House
Quincy, 111. — Pinkelman & Corey,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
owners of five small houses here will
Pittsburgh — Rowland & Clark have
erect a new $250,000 theater on Hampshire St.

Quotations

1)

at

There may be protoday's sessionducers or representatives of producers
present.

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

2, 192| T

Deny Lloyd Report

i)

Women"

"i

Thursday, August

—

Griffith

Loews
Triangle

World

COLUMBIA
PICTURES
GEMS OF THE SCREEN

Incorporations
Lexington,

Amusement

Ky.
Co.,

— Winchester
Capital

Inc.

Incorporators, H. C. Congleton, S. D. Lee and S- B. Sparks.

$100,000.

—

Prudential Pictures,
Del.
IncorporaCapital $100,000.
tors, R. O. Gorman, H. C. Hand and
Samuel C. Wood, all of New York.

Dover,

Inc.

—

Albanv MacDougal Theater, New
IncorporaYork. "Capital $20,000.
tors, B. E. Boss, F. Deutsch and B.
Attorney,

Robbins.
Albany.

F.

Knorr.

gripping melodramatic situations
his pleasure to witness,

—

YESTERDAY!

The more Joseph Plunkett of the Strand
laughs at a comedy, the more the salesman
will try to charge him in rental, so that he
must be conservative.
Nevertheless, last
Wednesday night he sat and roared through
eight reels of the most spontaneous humor and

Albany Rockyille Center Theater,
Capital $50,000.
Rockyille Center.
Incorporators. F. M. DeCosta, G. A.
Powers and L. W. Dawson. Attor-

like the

ney, F. Ingraham.

picture's greatness.

it

WIFE"
THEMARRIAGlt

MARKET"
"discontented!

has been

husbands"

and after the show,

frank and honest showman he

is,

"TRAFFIC
IN HEARTS"

approached the producer and admitted the

PLUNKETT

MR.
Call

him

IS

after eleven o'clock

AT THE STRAND

Look

Irene

of

These Casts

"YESTERDAY'S WIFE"

any morning and ask him

what he thinks

at

Rich

Eileen

Lewis Dayton

Philo

William Scott

"The

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11

East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

of

Drama
Pauline

And

he'll

tell

you how anxious he

is

Josephine
Williams

Crowell

"FORGIVE AND FORGET"

and Pearl of Comedy."

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Pot

Lottie

Percy

McCullough

to play

it.

Garon

Estelle

Taylor

Wyndham

Kavmond McKee

Josef

Philo

Standing
Swickard

on

Steele

C. B. C.

McCullough

William Scott

FILM SALES CORP.

1600 Bway.,

New York

—
THE
Thursday, August
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"Homeward Bound"

Newspaper Opinions
/here the North Begins"
Bros.

atmosphere

—Warner

— Loew's State, Los Angeles
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles — Newspaper opinions

(Special to

Los

"Where

North Begins," the

the

has none of the hardy

Tom

Meighan, as
the mate,
gentle and polite.
Not a marlinspike is in sight through
the

of the sea.
is
entirely too

entire

picture.

The storm was so good we are still unable to figure out whether it was one which
actually occurred at sea or was made to order
in the studio.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * though
releases for the
there is nothing particularly unusual about it,
1.
at the State.
it is given a realistic presentation by an exEXAMINER -Chester Franklin did a cellent company, and there is sufficient ac*
*
*
Walter McGrail gives ap- tion and sustentation of interest to make it
endtd J job
Story grips quite worth seeing.
{Tfnlp \:riaracterization * * *
until the final fadeout.
holds
you
and
a
TIMES Meighan performs in his usual
EXPRESS Rin-tin-tin covers himself with attractive way. Miss Lee adorns herself with
moves along the very latest creations, and must be one of
glory * * *
Story
icrved
oothly in marvelously beautiful Northern the best-dressed girls in the little seaport.
Remarkably reasonable * * * Charles Abbe is quite satisfactory as the
tings * * *
mdled with sympathetic skill.
father and ship owner.
This production is a
moderate entertainment for the great open
RECORD— Had anyone but the dog spaces.
yed the lead, it would be our duty to
miss the picture with a few remarks about
TRIBUNE We only know it bored us
usual, French-Canadian movie romance. terrifically, just as sea stories always do.
*
The spectators applauded Rin-tin-tin There are some good water shots where the
:husiastically.
breaking waves dashed high, but they seem
appear over and over again, these same
riMES Rin-tin-tin seemed about as *bored to
shots.
We never knew the ocean to be so
good share of the time as we did
consistent.
ester Franklin directed and did as well
Thomas Meighan and Lila Lee
anyone with the story * * * If anyone
form an excellent basis for any motion picaid have stolen the picture from Rin-tinture.
When they are supplied with an ef-*'
it was Claire Adams.
fective story, combining a stolen yacht, a
runaway marriage, a leaky schooner and
two of the heaviest gales that ever struck
Warner

of the

st

Now

—

—

—

:

(

But whimsical and charming as Mile.
Lafayette is, it is Arthur Edmund Carewe's
revelation of Svengali that dominates this
production.
His make-up is true as steel.
* *
It is far ahead of most productions
presented on Broadway.

TRIBUNE— Mile.
She

Lafayette

and

fascinating,

clever,

is

Craver Takes Over The Strand

delights us.
beautifully

all.

WORLD — Messrs.

Young have
and from the Trilby
story until their total disagrees radically from
Du Maurier's. Though most of their changes
are ill-advised, enough remains of the hardy

added and substracted

original
* * *

to

make

Tully and
to

the

picture

entertaining.

A new actress from France, Andree Laplays the difficult Trilby role.
Her
large and rather immobile features seem to
us unsuited to cinema success.
The fire of
Trilby burned low in her playing.

fayette,

—

Van Dyke

WORLD —

,

—

/ "Broadway Gold" Truart
Cameo
AMERICAN — "Broadway Gold" makes

picture, because it tells a
tling, melodramatic story, with a mystery
it that is surprisingly solved in the final
The photography is effective, especial:1.
in the collisions and killings, which really
exciting.

the

the

screen,

Such

taining.

results

is

are decidedly

EVENING WORLD—*

in

more

portrayed

been

ve

told

is

six reels could
satisfactorily in

In

the

fact,

film

out of harmony with

is

intimate atmosphere of this charming

;

little

*
use. * *

"Broadway Gold"
>vie

Strand
the spirit
possible

is

It

a

is

is

more

lurid

less

story.

scenes. *

thrilling

of

full

or

well-concealed mystery effectively
Ived in the end, and some very good pho!*raphy, especially in the murders and the

She (Andree Lafayette) won the hearts of
in the picture.
She also won for herself

all

night a place in the hearts of practically
the spectators at the Strand.

of

EVENING WORLD—And

lere is a

offering

llisions.

at times but decidedly easy to

TELEGRAM — There
Cameo

e

Ids

you

* * *

is

a

is

almost the

until

a

good picture

mystery

story

at

that

final curtain.

TIMES— "Broadway

Gold" is the boxthe new film being presented
It is a production
week
at
the
Cameo.
is
which there is plenty of action, good
lOtography and an adequate cast.
ice

title

of

TRIBUNE—

The picture seems to our
acticed eye to have all of the elements of
successful road attraction.
* * * it seemed to us pretty
ior stuff as to theme, yet its treatment is

WORLD—

gh class
tin,

*..*

in

every

* acts

handsome and
e

way.

Hammer-

Elaine

brightly.
Elliott Dexter is
effective hero.
The settings

lovely.

it

Andree

is,

Bound"— F.

a

Rialto

AMERICAN —That

storm was the big
ene in the picture and to a layman's eye
was tremendously realistic* * *

Tom Meighan made
o,

a good-looking sailor,
and Lila Lee was quite too sweet for

Lafayette, * * *

Bound"

a

us

a

ther dry film of stormy waters.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

to

enjoyable picture.
in with Tom's fine personality, his
easy screen method and the heroics
tat are thrown his way, are some thrilling
a scenes and a corking good story by
eter B. Kyne.
ighty

Mixed

goes

the storm is
merely certain inci-

before

ither
inconsequential,
;nt< of scarcely any interest.

*

Show you How

Advances Made on Equitable Terms

—

The first stage of
studio at Grossmont,
near here was dedicated last week in
the presence of a number of members
of
the
Los Angeles film colony
Cal.

new S-L

brought down by Arthur H. Sawyer.

Confidential Service

CHROMOS TRADING

A

company will start work there
shortly on "Lightning," a Zane Grey
story. The new stage is 256 ft. long,
by 90 ft. wide, bv 46 ft. high. It cost
about $125,000 to build.

Suite

'Phone Watkins 4522

1207-8

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

is

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

;

act her. * * *

If you liked "Trilby" as a book, the motion picture production is just the book come
to life.
It is no imitation.
You'll enjoy it
enough to see it again, if you make a practice of reading books more than once.
What

more can we say?

MAIL — *

*

It

* the

they achieved

result

praiseworthy

Those

indeed.
better films will not
on their list. * * *

fail

to

interested

place

this

is

in

one

carries

through

to the screen

the entire

range of tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

Andree Lafayette, * * * is to be congratulated for her interpretation.
She made
Trilby a girl of beauty but of small mentality.
*

*

an ar-

version of George Du Maurier's famous
novel * * * The period and locale of the
story are well portrayed and with an accuracy of detail that would seem to indicate
that the makers of the picture know their
Paris. * * *
However, she (Miss Lafayette)
is
very pretty in a very French way and
her performance, considered as a whole, is

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

the

is

words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

excellent.

of

these

been realized * * * but

possibilities

have

how

the story drags in
spots
And it is just a case of too much film
yardage. The episodes are interesting but are
worked out in too minute details, with a monotonous number of "close-ups."

*

*

TELEGRAM—*

*

* the

leading
honors
to Mile. Lafaywith every requirement
called for in the novel of George Du Maurier, which inspired the stage and film play.
TIMES Andree Lafayette, * * * catches
the spirit of Du Maurier's fascinating Paris
ian character. «*--*.
of

" Trilby"

ette.

She

—

*

*

meets

must go

CO.

1123 Broadway

!

*

itural,
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We'll

Bill."
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POST— Many

NEWS— "Homeward

"Half a Dollar

rather weird
gaze upon. * * *
"Trilby" is one of those films we wouldn't
want to have to say we had missed.
DAILY
As long as the picture
lasts, Miss Lafayette is Trilby
she doesn't

lything.

DAILY

good

right

tistic

P.-L.

signed a
direct

too.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
"Homeward

RECEIVABLE

motion picture
exceptional merit which takes one away
from the beaten paths generally trod by film
producers is * * * "Trilby."
all

title.

ACCOUNTS

of

last

POST— It
* *

reproductions of old etchings.

like

just another ordinary

is

with a box office
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—W. S. Van Dyke has
contract with Max Graf to

San Diego,

EVENING JOURNAL—A
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NOW ON YOUR

REALIZE

(Special to

the

* * appears
to
Andree Lafayette is faithfully cast as Trilir a karat mark, but under a jewellers'
by.
She is beautiful; she possesses the sponiss or under an acid test it looks to us
taneous personality needed for the part. * * *
e excellent stuff from which to manufacEvery detail is brought out with much
e door knobs.
care. * * *
The scenes and costumes seem

MAIL—What

Operate?

Signs with Graf

Dedicate S-L Stage at San Diego

"Trilby"— 1st Nat'l

AMERICAN—

to

Los Angeles

(Special to

* * * has caught
of the story as successfully as it
for it ever to he done.

Need Cash

enter-

"Homeward Bound."

interesting

:

—

Ihe high brow who
says all pictures are
the bunl<, —
J-fe'lf never be anything but a

unusual. * * *
It seemed, too, that all of
the tremendous moments which we were
looking forward to were left out. * * * It
was a version of "Trilby" with all of the
thrills left out, and there remained just an
artificial story with no particular reason for

being at
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Charlotte, N. C.
R. D. Craver, is
the new owner of the Strand, having
leased the house on a long term.
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Guts and Flashes

Cameo
Rubicon lias sold Greater New
The orchestra opens the new Cameo pro- York
and Northern New Jersey
gram with "Along Broadway," followed by rights of "For You My Boy" to Sam
Path* News; "The Thoroughbred," a Fable
Commonwealth.

film;

Zierler,

selection,

First National productions scheduled for release for next month are
"The Fighting Blade," "Dulcy," "The
Huntress" and "The Scarlet Lily."

a Post Nature scenic and a comedy.
Elaine Hainmersteui in "Broadway Gold" is
the feature.
"Topics of the Day" is next.
John Priest closes the bill with an organ

Capitol
"Capriec-io Espagnol"

is

the overture.

Er-

Lecuona.
Cuban pianist plays "La
Paloma" _and "Spanish Dance," assisted by

nesto

.1

Xilcs.
Doris
Between the screening of
"Shooting the Earth," a Hodge Podge, and
the
Magazine, the Capitol Ballet Corps,
dances to the air of "Polka," from "Les
Millions D'Arlequins."
The six unit is "In
Our Broadcasting Studio," a musicale number.
King Yidor presents "Three Wise
Fools," just before the final selection is ren
dered on the organ.

Cosmopolitan
Besides "Little Old New York," the only
otheT numbers on the bill are the overture,
bearing
lie
same title as the feature, and
the "I-iitle Old New York Waltz," played
during intermission.
t

Rialto
The

Rialto program consists of
"Pique Dame," the opening unit; "Riesenfeld's
Classical
the
Weekly News,
Jazz,
Herta Yan Turk Rohn, soprano, who sings

"Oh

current

Come

Meighan
Adamov,

A

in

Home With Me ;" Thomas
"Homeward Bound" and Alexis

tenor,

rendering

"Cielo

Mar."

E.

comedy, "Wrecks," concludes.

Rivoli
"If I Were King," played
orchestra and the Pictorial

two

by the Rivoli

News

are

the

"Dreams," by Gladys
Rice, soprano and Wendell Hart, tenor, precedes the main film attraction, "Hollywood."
first

IF

Distinctive
engaged
has
Wells
Hawks as special representative for

"THE MAN NEXT DOOR"
(APOLOGIES TO VITAGRAPH)

"The Green Goddess" which opens
a!

Sam

(he

II.

Harris on August

14.

Alan Crosland, who recently comwork on "Under the Red
Robe," has been loaned by Cosmopolitan to Goldwyn to make "Three
Weeks."
pleted

Max Glucksman through Jacobs
Glucksman, has purchased "Damaged
Souls" for Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chile,
Peru,
Bolivia
and
Ecuador.

Through an arrangement made
King Features Syndicate, a

with the

full-page of animated cartoons featuring Felix, the Cat, will appear in
number of newspapers in the
a
United States and Canada.

selections.

"Felix Claims His Conscience," a Pat Sullivan cartoon, and incidentally the closing
number, follows "Serenade," with Marley
as "Columbine and Paul Oscard as Pierrot.

Strand
"Trilby"

is

Equity Sells Two Territories
Equity has
sold
"The Daring
Years," to Sam Grand, of Federated,
Boston, for New England and to Ben

Amsterdam,
Other screenings

the feature.

include, "Here and There," some short subjects; the Topical Review, and a new Aesop
These numbers
Fable, "The Pearl Divers."

appear on the program in second, fourth
The reand seventh places respectively.
maining part of the performance is made
up of "Second Hungarian Rhapsody," the
first unit
a prologue to the feature, and a
g organ selection.
;

for

phia,
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Harlan accidentally shot himappearing in one of the

life

of

your

Semon Buys "Wizard of Oz"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Larry Semon has
purchased
"The Wizard of Oz"
which he will make for Truart. His

—

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not
waxed, to be
still

Duratized without charge.

an

economy.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
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220
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CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd

picture will he

He

Limousine."

The

has

Girl in the
bought
also

Klein Sells Productions
Edward L. Klein has

N. Y.
Phone: Chickering 2937

him

to get his

here.

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

Cloth Bound

tell

own.

Wagon;" Rialto, "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife;'
Rivoli,
"Hollywood" and
Strand, "Circus Days."

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

— 500 pages.
Subscription, $10

Week on Broadway

features at Broadway theaters
week follow:
Apollo,
"Ashes of Vengeance;"
Cameo, "Broadway Gold:" Capitol,
"The
Spoilers;"
Central,
"Loyal
Lives;"
Cosmopoitan, "Little Old
New York:" Criterion. "The Covered
-

to read,

Kindly enter
Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book

Name

iext

INSIST

Film Daily

hand him the clipping below and

St.,

'ext

of

sold

seven features for distribution in this
country. One of these is "The Monkey's Paw" which Selznick will release and the others are yet to be announced by the company's acquiring
them.
The Klein organization has
also sold a series of 12 short reels
for distribution

Takes your copy

"The

"King Dodo."

prints

Duratizing is
Not an expense.

while

scenes.

first

Prolong the

Philadel-

Jersey and

Kenneth Harlan Accidentally Shot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Word has reached
here from "The Virginian" company
now on location near here that Kenneth

YOUR

New

Eastern Pennsylvania.

self

Duratize

Masterpiece,

Southern

Theatre
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— Foreign,
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Operators' Scale

"World's Illusion" Calls For Double Shift System-T. O.

— Now

|

Cutting

C. C.

Members

Dissatisfied

With

3,

1923

^

Price 5 Cent.

"^

Aalf'Havs
[^^

tn
t0

fnf
R™LiV»,ro.
^Ut Hmiin
UrOU P OOOklllgS;

T. O. C. C. Intends Suing

"Scaramouche"
Terms
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Moving Picture Machine Operators
os Angeles
Rex Ingram expects Local 306 yesterday submitted a new
leave for New York in about a wage scale to the T. O. C. C. in ses-

Goldwyn

—

with the negative of "Scaraon which he has been at

ith

submitted

k for some time.
is understood that
t
Ingram ex-

Sept.

to

ts

"The World's

film

Illusion"

1,

—

Hotel Astor. The scale Exhibitors
covers the period from
Over
1923 to Sept. 1, 1924.

sion at the

iche"

One of the outstanding
the new scale so far as its

Determined Not to Buy Without Previews Aroused
Alleged Lack of Faith Concerning "Enemies of
Women" and "Little Old New York" Contracts

features of
application

Europe but

that before making to a majority of houses is concerned,
a five-reeler in the relates to a so-called "double shift"
it.
Ramon Novarro will probably system, each shift not to acceed an acear in both pictures.
tual operating period of 6 or 7 hours.

he will

t

ovarro

;

make

now

is

in

New

Harry Mackler, President of Local
York, hav- 306 issued the following statement on
in "Scara- the new wage scale:

completed his role
lche."
[etro has leased the 44th St. Thefor a
York prelease of

New

iramouche" which

will

tember,

"The

following

open

in

White

Br."

Mrs. Patterson Here

Anna Aiken Patterson, pubi of "The Weekly Film Review,"
xs.

Atlanta regional,

is

at the Astor.

"In adopting the new wage scale theater
owners are relieved of the double scale payment which has been exacted by operators
working the supper periods in place of men
who were working on a basis of a ten hour
day.
I firmly believe
theater owners when
tion with the fact that
ing fewer hours pent
advantages will result
these advantages are
ment and projection,

appeal to the
considered in connecdue to the men spendup in the booth many
this will

The result of prolonged discussions held in secret by the TheOwners Chamber of Commerce bore fruit at a special meeting held at the Astor yesterday, when a resolution that was
unanimously carried, pledged that body to ask AVill H. Hays to
work for the elimination of block bookings. A. H. Schwartz,
ater

J. Wolf, Harry Traub, Sol Brill, Louis F. Blumenthal, Benjamin Sherman, Max Barr, Louis Schneider and Max Gold constitute a committee of five appointed by Charles L. O'Reilly to
confer with Hays.

A.

to exhibitors. Among
better care of equipalertness of operator*
with consequent safeguard of the public who
attend these performances.

(Continued on

After

(Special to

Page 2)

ndiana Organizing
Business Basis, Says Frank Remisch
Rejoined Because he Saw
Vital

Need

dianapolis

— In

response to a rere-

reasons for rejoining the
ana M. P. T. O., a Sydney S.
en ally, Frank J. Rembusch has
ared a long reply giving his reafor doing so.
When it became
vn that Rembusch had returned
ie fold after an absence of three
s from active participation in the
rs
of
exhibitor
organizations
: was
some interest expressed in
York, especially so in view of
fact that Rembusch has been
e to his

ily

hostile

to

had

THE FILM DAILY)
Pa.

— The

Chamberlain

Co., Inc., has declared a

Loew

organi-

on record

"There has been a tendency," he
said yesterday, "to spread, by propaganda or otherwise the idea that

more money

being spent on fall
fact that over 200
New York theaters have been closed
because of insufficient business has
evidently been overlooked.
Tax reports for the past two years show
the drop in theater business.
There
production.

may

i

owever,

I

weighed

the facts and conto my own state.
a man of stone if
not appreciate with all my heart the
cordial and friendly invitation by my
exhibitors here to come along.
They
:d that they could not have an organn without me, and said that many Inexhibitors would not join unless I did,
became then my duty to forget any peropinions and join 100%.
am also particularly gratified that all
g circuits in Indiana and big exhibitors
were out joined at the same time I
vhich means that we are going to be
f
the leaders in strong state organizathat my first duty
iermore, I would be
l

in

is

America.
President Heller
(Continued on Page 2)

disposed of, the GoldwynCosmopolitan situation was brought
up and thoroughly discussed. T. O.
C. C. members made no effort to
conceal their sentiment on the matter and decided that unless relief of
some sort is secured from the company over existing contracts on
"Enemies of Women" and "Little
Old New York," the matter will be

quarterly dividend to all stockholders
at the close of business on
zation is on his way to the South to
This is the first dividend of
visit the theaters in that section. He July 1.
taken into the courts.
will return through St. Louis where its kind to be declared by the theater
The group booking situation has
a State theater is being built and company, since its formation, nine
engaged the attention of officials of
Pittsburgh.
years ago.
the T. O. C. C. for some time. As
O'Reilly explained in his opening remarks at yesterday's meeting, he
blames the falling off in attendance
at theaters throughout the country
directly on the poor output of pictures, a condition which he says the
exhibitor cannot control.

Ed. A. Schiller of the

Cohen,

imitting that his attitude
strange, Rembusch says:

been

•

THE FILM DAILY

from

t

for Action

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Amusement

on Trip

matter

Chamberlains Declare Dividend
Pottsville,

Schiller

that

and

are

more

is

The

seats, better

equipment and

houses than ever before, yet
business has dropped. I believe Will
H. Hays is big enough to give the
same inquiry and investigation to this
problem as he did to the uniform
finer

contract."

Billie Rhodes starring in "LEAVE IT
Asher Distributing Corporation. Advt.

—

TO JERRY"

released

by Grand-

The aruguments, mostly for the
passage of the resolutions occupied
seme time. Billy Brandt traced what
he termed the development of the
(Continued on Page 4)
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*

are

there
picture.

that

Old

"Little

*

many

fine

New York"

is
a picture that
be acted to achieve success.
The
ration of the quaint streets and houses
and waterfront of low.
a
tttan
of
century ago was an achievement of architecture in itself.

had

iusl

to
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"ill as the entertaining phase of this, is
of the things that is worthy of special
tion and should be told to those who
for bi
Harrison Ford, * * *

POST

And

does

chosen for the production
debut with the house.

good story was
which made its

SUN—

"Little Old New York" is a film
of fun and charm, and Marion Davies is
excellent as a girl who masquerades as a boy.
full

rELEGRAM — There

i

cinating features

DAILY NEWS --Talking

It

with

told

is

are many other
the play, * * *

in

much

fas-

against a
includes all the
Pretty little Pat

liveliness

facts now. we
surging background, which
new film more town of New York in 1807.
Her picture— well, it's moves through it all with bewitching little
tale of bygone days and is plumb
the act of March 3, 1879.
udden moments of drama and epiTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside full of an assortment of happenings, but my,
Miss Davies acts deoi real pathos.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 oh. my! how drawn out!
lightfully always, and if she makes a winning
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
EVENING JOURNAL— In the difficult little hoy. she is even more winsome in her
Subscribers should remit with order, role of Patricia O.Day, most of the time (tills and furbelows as the alluring Miss
$15 00.

Address
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all
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71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollvwood, California Walter R. Greene,
P'hone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
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— Irving

Mack, 738

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
man.

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

S.

FredShaftesbury

1.

— Le

Film,

42

Clichy.

ever before.

called upon to feel and look and act the part
oi
Pat, Miss Davies triumphs. « * *

WORLD — The

supporting

excellent throughout.

One would

ENING
company,

is

CDay,
which
best

she

in

(Continued from Page

This is the most varied role in
has appeared, and she is at her

it.

TIMES— For

tempted

to call it superb if he did not
save that adjective for the photography and the settings by Joseph Urban. * * *
Big New York will enjoy it.
* * is as easy to look at
as any picture that has come along since

Rue de

—

European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

contrast with these desirable objec
small additional cost of projection pri
posed to exhibitors, is in my opinion %(
warranted and the operators confidently (j
pect the theater owners will promptly ratil
the new wage scale agreement."

Within the past two years the wages
the operators have suffered a 5% cut, accor
ing to Mackler.

The scale was read by Charles I
O'Reilly at the meeting yesterday,
was referred to a special committe
handling that matter. While no ope
discussion was held concerning th
actual terms which, the T. O. CA(
is understood to hold exorbitant an
beyond reason, the general undei
current of talk throughout the ran
indicated very clearly just whatS
sentiment was.

in

it.

-MAIL

is

— No

far too

Dhe fellow a/ho ihinks any
one man knows enou
be a censor
J-fe's

Quotations
East. Kod.
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-*Gold\vyn
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Sales
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Griffith

Loev/s
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15

IS
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Triangle

World

that she had given
study to her role.

long thought and

MORNING TELEGRAPH— And

much

what a

she has in "Little Old New York"
to show her ability
In scenes that run
the gamut of the broadest comedy, to delicate emotional moments that wring the heart,
she stood the test making it difficult to say
whether she is better in light comedy or in

chance

!

drama. * * *

We
a

few

early

must not
flowers

New

fail

for

York,

hand Sidney Olcott

to
his

scenes
educational

historical

surely

the

of
as

the screen.

WORLD —

And if we know anything about
cinema acting and cinema directing and designing, here is one of the loveliest and simplest love stories which have come to the
screen in a season, performed almost perfectly
from start to finish. * * * she (Marion
Davies) is irresistible and positively grand
in pantomime. * * * a fine example of what
is
to be a new order in the cinema play.
It is worthy of the attention of every person
who loyes good acting, and sane, finished

New York

WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

organization,
attorney.
ization.

the

having employed Earl

We anticipate
We don't want

Cox

strife, but will work harmonwith all who have the same accomplishments in view that we have.
"Alter hearing what the national organization is trying to do, I felt that all could
My only comsubscribe to the programme.
plaint is that we have had too many words
but no action."
Elsewhere in his statement, Remthat his attorney is still

any exhibitor

WOODS RARELY EVER LAUGHS.

A. H.

on various claims arising
from the Patterson movement and expenses incurred when Rcmbusch endeavored to interest William Howard
Taft in heading a national exhibitor

When you

He

expect him to laugh he generally sobs.

controls his emotions perfectly.

man and

The
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theatres
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a master
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show-

to see.
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MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
St.,

took to

show " The Pot of Drama and the Pearl of
Comedy," A. H. Woods roared with laughand after the

final

fade out offered

and Eltinge theatre,

New
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a business organto take sides in
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SHOWING PICTURES

finances

week,
Indiana

Fifth

presentation.

(Continued from Page 1)
Chairman Schmidt have a plan to finance the
organization which I feel will succeed, and
this

Hollywood

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories

Indiana Organizing
mean everything.
"The board of directors met
and we are now incorporating

jusf a

DULCT

feminine ever to be mistaken for a

more ambitious motion picture boy.
could have been chosen to christen the new
TRIBUNE Miss Davies is so intriguing,
use than " "Little Old New York."* * *
and at the same time so satisfying and conIt was convincing and real and
showed plainly vincing * * * one of the best actresses on

—

High

1)

"In

costumes and settings and
photography "Little Old New York" is one
of the most exquisite productions ever thrown
upon a screen. * * * The story is sweet and
appealing and runs along without a single
HERALD—*
hurtful halt, and Sidney Olcott, the director,
has shown excellent taste in refraining from
"Robin Hood."
It
falls
smoothly on the any of the usual motion picture gymnastics.
eye in every foot of its film; from an aesthe- The acting is quiet and natural and the chartic point of view there is not a jarring note
acterization is good, although Marion Davies
be

Operators' Seal

to

W.

Representative-— Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

Marion Davii

!

that) we
a sweet

1923

the

mighty

a

New

cry

work.

excellent

ery

one
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(jrand Opening
or her
Ihirst picture since
E
T IS
c/l startling new success
vx

AS

WEST"

At Balaban and Katz
Chicago Theatre, Aug.5
First in
First in

First in

Fun

—

—

Heart Appeal
Boxoffice Value

Now Booking at All
First Run Houses /

From the play by George 5. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly;' adapted by John Emerson
and Anita Loos; continuity by C Gardner
Sullivan. Photography by Herbert Brodin

A

lirjst

national Picture

Foreign rights controlled by Associated First

National Pictures,

Inc.,

383

Madison Ave.,

New

York.
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that

Agree With T. O. G. C.

of the Resolutions

the

tirst

1)

and

The

declared

text

(if

Warner

group,

and "even Universal with
biock of 11 and this a company

Bros..
a

24.
in

11

never before did such a thing."

system is all wrong," said
Brandt. "I asked Marcus Loew. be-

"The

fore he sailed for F.urope. how many
of his fall releases I could see, in
the event that I wanted to buy them.

"Whereas, the motion picture
recognized as the greatest
ized express

universally
of

visual-

the greatest recreationeducational factor in
general public, and
is

al,

entertaining

tlu-

life

oi

is

medium

the

"Whi

and

theater

owner and exhibitor

of motion pictures is responsible directly to
the public for the quality of pictures presented at his theater, and

"Whereas, the exhibitor has never been
consulted by the producer of motion pictures,

That they are opposed to tin purchase of pictures in group form or any form
without the right of selection.
i

-'

I

That they are opposed to purchase
(3)
pictures before an opportunity is given them
to review the finished product.

"That the interests of the theater-going
public will be best served, fostered and promoted by establishing and maintaining the
principles stated above.

"Whereas, the T. O. C. C. recognizing the
1 asked him how many he had finish- .is
to the quality, calibre, type, nature or fact that statistics prove that attendance at
ed and he replied a few. I asked how- kind of picture he is to exhibit to the public motion picture theaters have considerably
at his theater, and
decreased within the past two years, and bemany he had in production and he
lieving that this is due to the continued sys"Whereas,
a majority of the producers unhow
many der the present system compel the exhibitor tem of forcing theater owners to contract
said a couple. I asked
for pictures which they are not given an
were in scenario form and he replied to purchase pictures unseen from descriptive opportunity
to see or have reviewed before
while their production is only in conhe thought there were some, and so titles,
buying
same, thus forcing the theater owntemplation
the quality, nature and type of
far as the rest was concerned he which is problematic and highly speculative), ers to contract for pictures which they are
not given an opportunity to see or have
insaid that he had purchased the stories and furthermore, most of the producers
sist
upon and compel the purchase of pic- reviewed before buying same, thus forcing
Then continuing, Brandt tures in group form and deny the exhibitor the theater owner to accept many pictures
for them."'
I

the right
chase, or

said:

to view the product before purto make selection of the same to
to the needs of his house or to the

conform
Tilt With Goldwyn
taste of his patrons, and
don't know what they are. I
"Whereas, the exhibitor feels a deep sense
mention the Loew organization only of responsibility and obligation to the public
as an example. Salesmen want defi- in his endeavor to furnish them wholesome
nite prices on pictures that exist only entertainment, artistic, educational and reand to attain that end,
on paper. Look at the jam we are creational in value,
that the members
resolved,
therefore
it
Be
New
Old
in with Goldwyn on 'Little
go on record as being
of Women.' of the T. O. C. C.
and 'Enemies
York'
opposed to the present system of purchasing
This would never have happened if pictures before they are produced or while
the pictures were sold on their merits. the production is only contemplated.
But they were sold in advance, a
year before they were made. Talk of
Famous Players in"Originally
higher rentals is only a repition of
sisted on this new wrinkle," he said."
halt is
what we hear every year.
brought into being by them
must know what we It was
necessary.
when
the 'Super 39' group was sold
buywe
are
only
Now
are getting.
They insisted on getting
last year.
ing a promise."
play dates at once for all their picArthur Hirsch made the interest- tures, irrespective of the fact that
ing assertion that he understood Fa- later the company failed to deliver
mous Players had in preparation the some of them to exhibitors as conissuance of a statement to New York
tracted for. particularly in the case
exhibitors that the local quota on
'Hollywood'
and
'Bluebeard's
of
new releases would not be deter- Eighth Wife' which have been held
mined until the picture had played
This year, the
This over for this season.
at the Broadway first-runs.
other companies conceived the idea
applause on all
statement elicited
that the Famous Players' twist was
sides and many comments were heard
a good one for them to practice. They
that it was "too good to be true."
want all play dates at once. I tell
An effort was made to reach Harry you
this will close the market tight
H. Buxbaum. Xew York sales superand
keep out independent producvisor for Famous Players and other
tions."
Paraoffice
of
the
home
officials at
mount in order to verify this, but all
Argue On Uniform Contract
of them were attending Adolph ZuThis led to a discussion on the
kor's golf tournament at Xew City.
terms of the uniform contract and

Cites

'We

A

We

after considerable argument, a comand subsequent run mittee composed of John Manheimer.
Edelhertz.
Joseph Jame,
exhibitor- were hard hit when pic- Bernard
Blumentures fell below expectations in quality Leo Brecher and Louis F.
Mr.
with
confer
appointed
to
thal
was
productions
because by the time the

O'Reilly

ment

made

the interesting state-

that second

thea'ters. the public
the first-run engagements
whether or not there was any merit
attached to them.

reached

those

knew from

Play Dates Discussed

The second important
cerned

-

Louis Rosenbluh, general manager
the resolutions against block bookings and the of the Fox exchange that serves New
National was offering a purchase of pictures without previews as adopted at the T. O. C. York
City,
Westchester
County,.
Metro, 33. Famous Play- C. meeting yesterday follows:
Northern Jersey and Connecticut

(Continued from Page

that

Text

Ask Hays' Aid

booking * system

block

1923

Won't Book "Sight Unseen"\

T. O. C. C.
Will

3,

subject con-

play dates, incompulsory
upon by the major companies

sisted
at the time the contracts are signed.
Again Brandt took the floor and went
into detail on this development:

Hays regarding
standard

that clause of the
that deals \V)ith

contract

buying them.

Whether the order came in anticipation of the meeting of the T. OC. C. which occurred at the Astor
yesterday is not known. It so happens, at any rate, that Rosenbluh'sorder brings Fox into line as the first
company to conform with the wishesof the T. O. C. C. members:- that all

product be first screened and contracts entered upon later. The T. O,
C. C. openly declares that the falling off in theater attendance is due
which are far below the standard accepted directly to the
poor crop of picturesby the patrons of motion pictures.
and
adds
that
the exhibitor hasn't
"He
therefore resolved, that the T. O.
C. C. urge and request the M. P. Prod, and any choice because he never knowsDist. of America, Inc., to discontinue the
what he is going to get.
to
it

practice

tfrey

tures may
the public.

"Re

exhibitors
buy what
the end that better picconsistently be presented to

forcing

of

cannot

see,

more

to

that our Committee on Business Relations are instructed
to call upon Will H. Hays, President of the
M. P. Prod, and Dist. of America, Inc., and
present to him the contention of this body
as set forth in this resolution."
it

further

resolved,

go direct to William
Randolph.
Hearst who he added,
would not
countenance such tactics on the part
of his sales organization.

The

discussion

was a prolonged!

developed that O'Reilly had!
Nicholas Schenck on the matThe hottest part of the discussion ter and that Schenck had promised!
centered around the Goldwyn-Cos- not to show the picture in Loew
mopolitan situation when O'Reilly houses where the new contract concpenly declared James R. Grainger flicted with those held for "Enemies""
and Sam Eckman, Jr., of the distrib- by T. O. C. C. members who had!
uting organization had broken their contracted for the picture when it
seemed that Famous Players would!
faith with the T. O. C. C.
distribute it.
It
was quite evident
one.
seen

It

Charges Goldwyn Broke Promise

that

the

As

this

Chamber

carrying:

•

itself
had straightened
despite this, zation.
O'Reilly charged that,
a contract had been entered upon
T. O. C. C.
with the Loew circuit for "Enemies

ation

intends

matter out to a finish. O'Reilly,,
at one point, declared that Grainger
and Eckman had instructed the local
sales force to attempt intimidation of
exhibitors
on
ground
that
the
Hearst's influence with Mayor Hy-!
Ian would be brought to bear orn*
exhibitors if they refused to heedi
out.
the demands of the Goldwyn organi-

noted, the difficulties exist over
"Enemies of Women" and "Little
Old New York." O'Reilly declared
has received
that the organization
assurances from Goldwyn that no
other exhibitors would be approached
on these two pictures until the situ-

"Means Business"

As an indication of fiow the Tand that August 25 had
been settled upon as a play date. He O. C. C. feels so far as this is conadded that Goldwyn had promised cerned, O'Reilly declared that David*
Strand.
owner of the
that no one would play the- picture Kaiserstein
Bayonne, N. J. would be suspended*
before Sept. 16.
from the body if he insisted on playO'Reilly made it very clear that ing "Enemies of Women" under a'
the T. O. C. C. would bring a test new
Goldwyn contract and to the
case against Goldwyn unless some- detriment of a competitor in Bayonne
thing is done to adjust the- situation. who bad signed for the picture with'
The- committee- that is handling it, Famous Players.
The same thing
together with Lee A. Ochs as an ad- will be done to Annos of Annos and'
member will endeavor to Palley, operators of the Colonial,.
ditional
confer with Nathan Burkan's office Newark and another theater in Baytoday in an effort to reach a settle- onne, if he does not heed the wishesment of some kind. It was stated of the T. O. C. C.
by O'Reilly that he would have nothJames R. Grainger is out of town
do with Grainger or
ing more to
Monday and in his absence
until
event
In
the
matter.
Eckman on the
of

Women"

The thought was openly
expressed that there was a joker of
sonic kind in it that would react unAt
favorably toward the exhibitor.
one point Sam Berman vigorously
defended the distibutor for his anxiety to secure play dates and declared
that the exhibitor generally always
contracted for more product than he that the conference in Burkan's office proves unavailing. O'Reilly will
eould possihly use.
play dates.

yesterday, instructed all of his salesmen to screen any or all of the Fox
releases for 1923-1924 for exhibitors,]
if exhibitors want to see them before:

-

Eckman

refused
to
O'Reilly's charges.
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power and good fortune
to anybody anywhere, who can
and wlLL make a greater and
lflHore

,

more beautiful production than
HobartTienLey is producing in

U.

So THIS

is

fe

"Hollywood"!

Opening at the Rivoli Theatre, New York, last Sunday, a HOT JULY DAY, "Hollywood" equaled the
theatre's box-office record, held by "Blood and
Sand, and smashed the record of "Manslaughter,
'

'

'

the next highest. "Hollywood" is also doing absolute capacity business at the New Orpheum, Chicago.

And

the Critics Say:

" 'Hollywood' represents the turning point in the life of
A momenthe silent drama
100 per cent entertainment.
tous production, and we sincerely trust none of our readers
left us cold and
will fail to see it.
bitter.
'Hollywood' lias restored us to a state of genial
warmth." Robert E. Sherwood in N. Y. Herald.

"It is the real, wholesome, enterprising and amazingly
Romance, yes. But
successful Hollywood that is shown.
And the adventures of
that which is legitimate and fine.
the Indiana family in the far West afiford thrills, laughter
and pathos at times." Rob Reel in Chicago American.

—

'

'

—

—

"Really, here
finish."

"A finely genuine picture and the best piece of story-telling that has yet come forth from the world's motion picture
capital."
Carl Sandburg in Chicago News.

—

—

'Hollywood'
to see in a

ment.

Underhill

in

most entertaining picture, and nothing in
has ever been done before."
Harriette

a picture that

Don't

in

'

we enjoyed from

New York

start to

World.

is

—

and Examiner.

—

X. Y. Tribune.

"A

highly enjoyable picture, entertainingly presented and

intelligently treated.

"The

in

the best example of showmanship I have
motion picture. It is intelligent entertainmiss it!" Polly Wood in Chicago Herald

"

et

;

"It really is a
the least like it

is

Quinn Martin

director has accomplished that which was attempted
This is a film which can be seen

Pelswick

in

Genuinely amusing situations."
American.

— Rose

New York

.'

more than once and

still

enjoyed."

— Fred

Hall

in

N. Y.

" 'Hollywood'
Telegraph.

Times.

"The comedy in 'Hollywood' is as good as 'Merton of
the Movies.'
Lem's dream is one of the funniest episodes
we have ever seen in the movies. A film everyone will enjoy."
Xew York Mail.

is

sheer joy.'

"We doubt if there'll be
movies who will not revel

—

-Dorothv Dav

in

New York

a single soul at all interested in
the display of reel talent that

in

across the screen, for there are 80 honest-to-goodness
real stars, they do their bits as though they
liked it."
Don Allen in N. Y. Evening World.
flits

stars, and, as

—

"Keenly and deftly
to

'."

'

humor. Far superior
N. Y. Sun and Globe.

satirical

—

"Delightful entertainment."

One

in

its

— Chicago

'Hollywood' is very successful in getting chuckles when
wants them and not in the wrong places." New York
Sun and Globe.
'

—

it

Post.

of the greatest

I

if

not the greatest box-office successes in
)

the history of the screen."

— William Johnston in Motion Picture News
By Frank Condon
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Mille Report

Director and Fairbanks Deny
Artists Distribution Deal

:d

— May

In

Get Lubtisch

—

Editor's

—

Note

the

(Special to

contract with Famous Playsky Corp. is still in force.
I
in a position to discuss any
>t
plans until such time as that
nent is ended."
-

Ernest Lubitsch states he
gned no contract with United
is understood that the deal
5, it
him will be closed in a few
and that under the terms of it

make

his

own productions
Mary Pickford in

Ben Wilson, Bryant Washburn an d Mabel Forrest discussing a dramatic
scene in "Other Men's Daughters," a Ben Wilson production which will
Advt.
soon be released by Grand-Asher.

—

Soon
THE FILM DAILY)

Terris Returning
:ial

Cable to

idon
for
ust

— Tom

interesting

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Famous Players and
(Continued

on

Page

12)

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Star Values
Arthur Kane talking.

organiza-

Pictures, Inc., Chartered

(Special to

ypt.

allied

tions.

American

expects to
New York any day. He
completed "Fires of Fate"
Terris

Kansas Opposed to Cohen

— An

L. T. Pellerin, presiDallas, Tex.
dent of the R. D. Lewis Film Corp.,
a state right distributor in the SouthFederal
west,
testified
before the
Trade Commission here that he finds
independent proit difficult to place
duct in this territory because exhibitors are generally sewed up with
block bookings from the old line comPellerin was called as a witpanies.
against
proceedings
the
ness
in

ile

robably direct
icture yearly.

Pel-

right buyer said independent product is hard to sell in the Southwest
because exhibitors are tied up by
block bookings. The Dallas dispatch
follows

:eks.

ill

T.

L.

sidelight on the block booking situation as discussed at the T. 0. C. C.
meeting at the Astor on Thursday
came to the fore at the Dallas hearing of the Federal Trade Commission, when L. T. Pellerin, a state

he director will distribute his
productions through United
To a FILM DAILY reprei.
ve,
Fairbanks
he
declared
nothing about the report and
that he hadn't seen De Mille

when asked about

Testifies

Because of Block Bookings Hearing in Dallas

Angeles Both Douglas Fairand Cecil B. De Mille deny

Mille,
said:

Southwest,
lerin,

THE FILM DAILY)

pecial to

Have Trouble

Ind'p'ts

Dover, Del. American Pictures,
has been chartered here with a

Inc.,

And when Arthur talks he usually says
got away. He was talking about star

The incorporacapital of $2,250,000.
tors are, E. P. Wilson. William H.
Page and H. Phillip Kerner, all of

Washington.
Just before I
isas City
The Kansas M. P. values. And said he rated a star value as three to one over just
Held Out on Two Pictures
has informed Sydney Cohen a good picture. In other words a good star should bring in three
David Kaiserstein of the Strand,
intention not to turn in its quota
and Leo Annis of the CoBayonne
As the picture would bring without that star.
national treasury. The organi- times as much.
the T. O.
special to

something.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

.

:

has also expressed its intenlot to have any representation
tional headquarters in the form
i

tional

committeemen.

Luck

Universal

6

Midnight Alarm
Vitagraph

6

le

ollywood

Paramount
ttle Old New York
Gold.-Cosmop
Gentleman of Leisure
Paramount
ie Love Brand

6

Universal

7

ignon
Subjects

to

there will be arguments.

But

if

one the average.

Some

Many

will agree.

others

you've a real argument on this subject, shoot

it

in.

VACATION STUFF

Page

iort

Now
won't.

Features Reviewed
at of

lonial,

But three

Exceptions, of course.

6

M. of Metro and Eddie, ("Doc"), Golden
took a vacation last week. They went up to
'"Bill" Gray's camp.
In Maine. And only those who have ever
Know what that means. Incidentally Sid
been to Gray's.
Kent of Famous. Was in the party. Atkinson trimmed Golden
so hard at golf that Golden was ruined. And when he came to
get his clubs. At the end of the party. He found them all tied
up in black mourning. Bag and all. And that's how he returned
to Boston.
'Bill" Atkinson, G.

,of

the Boston

GIRLS,

7

Out

7

10

office,

in

NOT WOMEN CENSORS

Ohio thev have

hit

upon

a real idea.

The Governor

has been smart. And is living in today. Not yesterday. And so.
When it came time to make his appointments for the censor board.
He put on two girls. Not elderly women. In other words kept
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Newark informed

C. C. yesterday that while it was true
that they had booked the Goldwyn
product for next season that in compliance with the attitude and wishes
of the T. O. C. C. they had held off
on "Enemies of Women" and "Little
Old New York" until the disposition

two productions had been
Kaiserstein and Annis were
threatened with suspension from the
T. O. C. C. by Charles L. O'Reilly
on playing the
insisted
had they

of

those

made.

films.

The Inquiring Reporter
THE FILM DAILY Inquiring Reporter gets on the job
This new feature will
today.
appear every other day in this

The first of the
publication.
series will be found on page 4,
this issue.

THE

titl

DAILY

Sunday, August

5,

Star Values
[Continued from Page

M. IO
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And out in Ohio the film folk are happy
suggest that other governors do the .same.

And

25 Cents

Price

1923

5.

1)

board up to date.

his

THE PULSE OF THE INDUSTRY
Of
MP News

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folka,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
Clever man, Bill Johnson.
the
VV1DS FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; day about pictures and conditions.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Hiismess Man
ithe 16 year old children give a better
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor,
ager
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager industry than any others.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
he s right. It s the 10 year
at the post office at New York, n. Y.. under isn t.
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alking one HARDING DEAD!!—The

voiced this thought; that
idea of the pulse of the

of

the

United

States

lights of his career

dies

from birth

29th Preif
suddenly; I
to death;

:»

;

They know what

And

C

ct

'

Outs.de
States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,
$15 00
e

ol

j

\

^

r > perhaps,

And when von

of
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.
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'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-55S8.
Hollywood, California — Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1

P'hone, Hollywood
*

fi(H

Ch.cago Representative— Irving Mack, 738
a b Sh

,

S.

V

Rep resentative--Ernest W. FredThe Fiiin Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

LoSd o n
man.
e

Paris 'Rep res°ntative— Le
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Film,

42

Rue de

Representative-InternaPrague (Czecho-SuFiimschau.
vakia). Wenzelsplatz.

European

tionaie

High

Low

73

70%

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's

UVs

15

Sales

World

memory

President

of

York

Stock

Harding,

Exchange

closed yesterday.

Incorporations
Inc.,

Incorporators, C. Palish and P. and

M. Kaufman.
Columbus. O.— The 48 North Main
Theater Co., Inc., Akron.
Street
Capital

Incorporators, C.
Davis.

$500.

B.

McDowell and Gordon

Albany— G. & H.

New

Pictures Corp.,
IncorCapital $20,000.

York.

porators,
L. Grey.

Noble. J. Powers and A.
Attorney, A. H. Banzhaf.

J.

—

Milwaukee The Mancester Amusement Co., Inc., Mancester. Wis. Capital

$500.

,

.

,

Or

are you going to believe
you are entitled to?"

.

what the exhibitor sent you

THE "LOST LEGION"
All ex

.

;

Paulka Amusement
Capital $5,000.
Brooklyn.

Incorporators, R. Tenn, H.
C. Rhein.

epic pictures

—

;

—

SOMETHING ABOUT FIRST RUNS
Up

here

in

the mountains.

Up New

Where

England way.

Sam Grand. And Harry Asher plan production ideas. And inMrs. George Spidell Dead
And where Bill Gray and Nate Gordon buy
Mr>. George M. Spidell, wife of the cidentally sell film.
ral purchasing .ii?cnt of Famous for the territory.
And kinda lonesome. And except for
It's quiet.
Players died yesterday at the New golf. And rain. There isn't anything. And so you get thinking.
Rochelle Hospital as a result of inAnd one of the thoughts that came was this: that scattered
juries in an automobile accident.
over this great country of ours are. And then the question
:

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

How

many real first run houses?
And when you set down and figure it out what do you get?
Well you figure. I have. And all that sort of come to mind are

Angeles C. B. C. will start
"Forgive and Forget," at once. Paul- about 460.
Not alleged or fictitous first runs. But real honestine Garon, Estelle Taylor, and WyndNow vou figure. And shoot in what vou find.
ones.
to-goodness
ham Standing are in the cast. Ed"Los

ward

J.

Le

Saint will direct.

it

tod a>.
Business Progressing In Cu

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
m
Washington According
statement by Consul General
Hurst, of Havana, there are 30
aters on the island, with the bus
making rapid strides. Hurst s|
that two of the largest house
Cuba are owned by Americans J
American capital is being invest|

—

Jhe exhibitor a/ho doesn't +*<>
look out for the comfort
A

of

his

patrons

Bah/

.^

Jfe's

<-

—

nothing

*

but a

An
-™

DULCY

and great pictures

Did you ever stop to think. That all the great pictures.
Have been epic pictures. That is; they dealt with matters that
were in themselves epic making. Go back a long way "Quo
Vadis." Then Griffith came through with "The Birth." Also an
epic.
Ingram's "Four Horsemen" dealt with a like subject. So
does Jimmy Cruze's "Covered Wagon." And so it goes. Isn't
it something for picture makers to think about?
Why doesn't someone make an epic of the more latterly days
The development of our great fortunes in
ipf this great country?
our great cities. The kind of men who made them. What they
were up against And that kind of material. The making of Chicago from a wilderness. The development of New York.
Oh, by the way, there is one coming about New York the
Marion Davies production of "Little Old New York."
,

Hinz and G.

"Forgive and Forget" Next

happened

^

Fox men. That is, at one time or another, worked for
the
the \yj zard of Tenth Avenue. Edgar Lewis; Harry Dav Lloyd
was
Willis; Paul Mooney, Harry Field, Bill Alexander; Jimmy Grain
ger; Arthur James: Eddie Maxwell; Ralph Proctor; Herman Robbins; Harry Reichenbach.
And some more. Every once in a
while thev get together. And talk of the good old days.

—The

Albany
Co..

has

that

in years.

Other news as usual.

:

500

These quotations are as of ThursAs a mark of respect to the
dav.

United States

Apd when this man was informed that the Columbia Burlesque "wheel" had developed a system which seemed to operate
smoothly he said
"Yes, maybe you can do that with a 'wheel'
of shows. At the most they have 40.
But what are you going
and al:
to do with a company that has 30 or more releases a season, and other theater companies
small distributing organizations
J00 prints of each? Tell me."
He hasn't been answered yet.

100
72*4 2,200

15

Or

anyway.

•

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

the Constitution; a comprehensive, absent
presentation of the mos n.

*

.

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

do pfd

New

I

.106^ 106^ 106%

East. Kod.
F. P.-L

I

,

,as all

Close

Coohdge becomes President

President

old uns, and their friends,
and dignified
the great army of picture lovers. portant event

Surely started something. Many will agree that it is vvel
But a big
& man in the business. One of the most
important. Had this to say about it: "Kent's smart. But you
Because the exhibitor
l^n't Work this business oil percentage.
^von't let you. That's all there is to it. You'll never get him to
agree on what is a fair basis. That to start with. And after you
have then wh ? Hcw are >OU going to check him? Are VOU
going
with every
to
Are J\ou goingb to send a man along
J print?
°
,»,, s
, „
^ .,
.£
fhire a corps of, accountants
to follow the print through the ter-

thought
OUt
o

ritory?

Quotations

And what

KENT'S PERCENTAGE IDEAS

t

N. Y.

up-

liked.

overlook them, you overlook your audience.

.,

F

t

who make

is

DANNY.

BRAY

BRIEi

Attractions

Big In Box
Merit

Are
Office

PREFERRED PICTURES
Produced by B.P.
a

SCHULBERG

At/^r-Scrcenopmions-,
THE UNBIASED
REVIEWING SERVICE!

"DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH"— [Class A] 80%
(Adapted from novel of same name)

Story:

X

H
X
«

—Tangled

Love

VALUE
—
Very good — Karl
Moral Standard —
—
— ——-—
——
Story — Very good — Drama—Adults.
with Miriam CoopCast — Very good— All
Photography

——

——

Fair.

Count Malakoff
Barhyte
Mrs. Kandy

——————————_______^_

Gaston Glass, Ruth Clifford,, Ethel
Shannon and Stnart Holmes.
Author Very good Edgar Saltus.
Direction
Very good Gasnier.
Adaptation Very good Not credited.
Technique Very good.

H
H
to

The Kind of

Nourishment

O
Oh

55

w
W

K
O
co

Needs.

Footage

MORAL O'THE PICTURE—None

—6,073

Truly Shattuck

—

July IS to 31, 1923.

ft.

Distributor

—Al

Our Opinion

o
z

Outstanding,

CO

—

The human quality of "Daughters of the Rich," together with the
method of production and the infinite care which has been taken

elaboin the
arrangement of the trifling details that are so necessary in making the action
colorful and convincing, brings the picture into the class which appeals especially to the high-class audience.
The production appears to have had a good
deal of money spent on it, many of the settings are elaborate, costumes are
becoming and beautiful; glimpses of Paris gaiety, including the luxurious
apartment of Mile. Giselle, who incidentally is equipped to answer her telephone while she sits in her bath. Director Gasnier seems to have put forth
every effort to make a lifelike visualization of the story, and one of the picture's
strong points is the centralization of the main threads of the plot. One of
the best portrayals of the picture is that of Count Makakoff by Stuart Holmes.
This is an eccentric character which Mr. Holmes plays from a decided comedy
angle, and is likely to get a laugh every time he appears on the scene foppish
and scheming and bedecked with an eyeglass. Ethel Shannon is excellent as
-Mile. Giselle, a woman living on the bounty of the count. Miriam Cooper is
charming as Maud Barhyte, whose romance is cut into by a jealous rival, and
Ruth Clifford is splendid as Sally, forced to marry a title, yet loving her.
friend's sweetheart. Gaston Glass acceptably plays the part of Gerard Welden,
the man in the case. The cast, photography and illumination and carefuj
editing contribute largely to the production's good quality.

—

Distributed

By

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP'N
AL LICHTMAN
1650 BROADWAY

-

co

O
W
w
M
X
O

Lichtman Corporation

Elaborate Presentation of Interesting Story Suitable for High-Class Audiences
Strong Human Angle Adopted by Director
rate

o

Your
Box Office

——
—
—
—
—
—
Spiritual Influence—-Neutral.
Producer— B. P. Schulberg

Miriam Cooper
Gaston Glass
Ethel Shannon
Ruth Clifford
Stuart Holmes
I° sei Swickard

Mile. Giselle
Sally Malakoff

Star,

S
H
w

Two Men

CAST

Gerard Welden

er,

W

and

Maud Barhyte

Struss.

TYPE OF PICTURE—Unusual— Fascinating.

——

Women

Three

Affairs of

President
NEW YORK CITY

H
W
t1

F
CO

H
X
B

H
X
X

THE

Putting It Over
how a brother exput his rhow over
Send along your ideas. Let
the ether fellow know how you
Here

Cutting "The White Sister"
Sister" is being cut and
assembled preparatory to a New York
premier. While the date of the first
showing has not been definitely settled, arrangements have been made
for a run at the 44th Street.

The White

FILM DAILY'S

ia

hibitor

INQUIRING REPORTER

cleaned up.

Increases K. C. Chain

QUESTION

Simple But Clever Stunt

—

Asbury Park, N. J. For the showing of "Backbone" at the Lyric, in the
window of a prominent restaurant
was placed a small negro boy armed
with a knife and surrounded by several watermelons.
The boy was told

Should the exhibitor retain the right to cut features to meet
his own needs?

ANSWERS
William Brandt, M. P. T. O. of

to eat all he liked, but to eat it slowly.
The proprietor of the restaurant put
cards in the window reading:

"Good food

is

Backbone

the

of

the

is

the

is

Backbone

is

Backbone

the

of

the

is

Backbone

— "I

think so. .At
features reach the proper

Edward

L. Klein, exporter

something to diversify

of

life."

his

— "Yes.

program.

Now

also

Penn

Controls Capitol Amus. Co.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Lynn, Mass.
er of several

— Elias

M. Loew, ownEngland theaters,

New

has purchased the remaining stock of
Amusement Co.

the Capitol

ducer knows best what treatment a story should get. The exhibitors' business is to present the finished product."

of

—

Apollo.
The theater company
controls the Strand, Victory,
Valley and Gilham.

screen."

Arthur S. Kane, Associated Exhibitors, Inc "No. The exhibitor cannot expect to be the judge of production. The pro-

happiness."

"Happiness

State— "Absolute-

own

—

of

entertainment."

"Entertainment

New York

the custodian of his

until the .time comes when
length to build up a proper program."

enjoyment."

"Enjoyment

is

least

good

Backbone

exhibitor

William O. Hurst, production manager

health."

"Good health

The

ly.

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City The Ralph Amusement Co. is the new owner of the
(Special to

Frank and Saveriede Split
THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago
Alexander Frank and
Harry Saveriede of the Frank Amuse(Special to

—

ment, Waterloo,

The

exhibitor must do
Features are now running

la., have dissolved
partnership.
Frank will continue to
operate the enterprise.

too long."

At the bottom of each card was a line
reading:
"See 'Backbone' at the
Lyric."

"I should say not.

Ala.—When

for Harold Lloyd
It's entirely outside of his province."

George Weeks, Famous
exhibitor, by training, is

Haug Puts This One Over
Mobile,

—
Players "No.
qualified

to

I

cut

don't think the
out portions of

pictures."

"Hearts

hearts.

Novel Idea to Stimulate Business

—

Boston L. J. Hacking, of Hodkinson, put over a novel idea in getting
his product before the attention of
local exhibitors. He classified exhibitors on his mailing list according to
the product they used. He then made
lettered cards, 10" x 6", carrying the
message of Hodkinson product that
would be of particular interest to that
exhibitor. These cards proved attractive enough for the exhibitor to place
them upon his desk as a constant reminder of the product released by
Hodkinson.

Santa Monica,
attended the
to the breaking
new West Coast

Cal.

— Many

celebri-

ceremonies attached

ties

ground

of

the
theater
will be one of the

house.

for

The

Finds Price Boosts "All Wrong"
Ollie Brooks Working in Detroit
Truart Deal with Glucksman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
A sale has been consummated by
Los Angeles In commenting on
Detroit Ollie Brooks, special Fox
Truart with Max Glucksman, for the
increased admission prices, the editor
rights to "The Prairie Mystery" for representative out of the home office of "Camera" says:
Argentine, Paraguay, Uraguay, Chile, is doing special work in this terri"Leading exhibitors are again discussing
tory.
He will also visit other offices the proposition of increasing theater admis
Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.

—

—

clear.

Stiefel

Adds

to Chain

(Special to

People's Theater Co., Inc., Dissolved
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.—The People's Theater Co., Inc., of 417 Market St., Camden, has filed a certificate of dissolution.

fees.

any advance

THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas J. C. Shannon, who was
Philadelphia—A.
Stiefel,
of
the
American
with
formerly connected
Poplar and Fairmount theaters, has
Releasing, is now traveling for Goldtaken over the lease on the Elite, 27th
wyn-Cosmopolitan in this territory.
and Girad Ave.

—

Just what necessity there is for
in ticket prices at this time is not
Certainly it would be all wrong to
make the movies less democratic and accessible by raising the prices beyond the
means of the great masses of people from
whom most of the support is drawn. An>
higher rates as a general industry policy now
would tend to check the growth of the universal
popularity of moving pictures ami
since the trend towards new zeniths of patronage is so pronounced throughout the country at present, it would surely be suicidal to
make it seem that mercenary motives are
transcending all things else among those responsible for cinema entertainment.
If the
margin of profit is a little too slight, why
not be content if such contentment will be
instrumental in promoting the size of the
sion

in this territory.

Shannon with Gwyn-Cosmo.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Stevenson Quits Fay's
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Philadelphia Harry Stevenson, for
many years manager of Fay's at 40th
and Market, has resigned.

patronage?"

Saxe's

Newest Ready

in Fall

Carr

Now

Active in Real Estate

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the
new
Milwaukee
Although
Reading, Pa. George Carr, former
Wisconsin will not be opened until representative for Wilmer & Vincent,
the fall, construction work on the is now engaged in the real estate

—

is near completion.
The theabeing built by a local real estate
firm and when completed will be
taken over by the Saxe interests.

house
ter is

Getting Co-Operation

(Special

will seat 2,000 and
finest of the chain.

Aflame" played the Crown, C. D.
Haug, Metro exploitation man used
red paper hearts adjusted over tthe
mouthpieces of public telephones, and
had huge red hearts hung in the windows of a number of taxis. At night
he sent out a float with six large railroad lanterns on each side and a 24sheet poster representing a locomotive going through a forest fire.
In
addition, he had distributed thousands
of small envelopes containing candy

New West Coast House
to THE FILM DAILY)

John C. Ragland, Eastern representative

—

business.
Carr, however, is still interested in 'the theater field.
He
operates the Capitol in Lebanon and

a Ben Wilson production

4*^*^

has another house in construction in

the same place.
Co-operation was
Los Angeles
Two Added to Milwaukee Force
what helped Roy Miller of the CaliBuys Balboa Theater Bldg.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fornia and L. W. Barclay, Gold(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Jack C. Camp and
wynner, when the two worked out Harry Terry, formerly with Metro
San Francisco Samuel Levin has
a stunt to sell "The Ragged Edge" and Associated Exhibitors respective- sold the Balboa theater and office
when it played the California.
ly, have joined Universal.
building to A. Sugerman and H.

—

—

The

Ko-Fan

manufacturers
Co.,
soft drinks, dis-

and distributors of

streamers
fountain
2,000
reading "If You Feel on the Ragged
Edge, Drink K-Fan, You'll Like it."
These were placed on stands throughout the city, which happened to be
doing exceptional business because
of the warm weather.
tributed

Detroit Booking Arrangement
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit Bert
Williams, who is
booking the La Salle Gardens, Palace
and Tuxedo, will hereafter handle
bookings for the Miles, Regent and
Orpheum, of which C. H. Miles is
the owner.

—

Heppner.
Levin will continue to
operate the theater under lease from
the new owners.

Not Close
THE FILM DAILY)

Stillman, Cleveland Will
(Special to

—

Cleveland It has been decided that
the Stillman will not be closed for the
summer months.

RELEASED IN SEPTEMBER
D I5TR.I
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CRAND-A5HE.R. DISTRIBUTING CO.

RALPH INCE PRODUCTIONS
ON

BROADWAY
At

the Riaito

Week

of July 29

"HOMEWARD BOUND"
Famous Players- Lasky
By Peter B. Kyne
With Thomas Meighan and

Lila

Lee

"SUCCESS"
(Metro)

At

the Capitol

Week

of July 8

SHE
To

be Released

"LEAH KLESCHNA"
Famous Players-Lasky
R

B

H

In Production

"THE UNINVITED GUEST'
For

J.

E. Williamson
(Metro)

THE

-S&n

Sunday, August

DAILY
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5,

Reviews of the Newest Feature.
Hoot Gibson in

David Smith Prod.

James Cruze Prod.

"Out of Luck"

"The Midnight Alarm"

"Hollywood"

Universal

As

PLEASING

Whole

a

LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

WITH SOME AMUSING COMEDY BITS THAT HELP PUT
IT OVER DESPITE FLIMSY
PLOT.

Star. .Thoroughly likeable as unwilling sailor and bashful cowpunchShould more than please
er lover.
Gets his
his admirers in this one.
comedy stuff over in great shape,
but inclined to overdo it just a trifle
as the bashful suitor.
Laura La Plante looks
Cast
very good and is a very satisfactory
opposite for Gibson. She gives a
.

good

performance.

Others

As

a

Vitagraph
Whole.... RAPIDLY

MOV-

SEVERAL FINE THRILLS.
STORY IS ALWAYS OBVIOUS
BUT THE PICTURE IS SUREFIRE ENTERTAINMENT.
.Generally satisfactory. No
one does anything unusual but the

Players.

.

.

picture depends on its rapid action
and not acting to put it over. Leads
played by Alice Calhoun. Percy
Marmont, Cullen Landis and Jos-

eph Kilgour.

Type of Story. .. .Out-and-out melodrama with all the usual trimmings.
There's

.

.

Thinking
he
him he runs away and

self-defense.

has

appeal

joins

There

Learning that the man
the Navy.
is not dead, he wishes to leave the
Navy but is forced to stay the
period of his enlistment. Girl visits rich aunt who turns out to be
wife of captain of ship boy is on,
and whose life he saves. After several delays boy and girl are reunited.
Box Office Angle. .Should be good
where star is a favorite or where
is
desired.
entertainment
light
Build up program with good short
Troubles a green "gob" enreels.
dures in the navy will bring many
laughs.
Feature the star's
Exploitation
name and that of Laura La Plante.
They are a pleasing combination
should prove attractive to
that
.

many.

The

title

.

should be used

in

conjunction with catchlines to the
effect that

"Sam was

'out of luck'
but he couldn't get out of the
navy." or "He wanted to 'resign'
from the navy but they told him he
"

was 'Out

of Luck.'
trailer of any of the bits on
board the battleship, showing Gibson leaning over the rail, or trying
to board the boat, or his struggle
with the hammock will undoubtedThese are the
ly bring them back.
funniest bits in the picture, however, and they may expect more
than they see if you show the best

A

bits first.

A

in

York'

roducer: Cosmopolitan Prod.
IF IMstributor
Goldwyn-Cosmopoli
,

A Whole
LOOKS AS
IT SHOULD GO BIGGER As a Whole
STAGE PU
THAN "SOULS FOR SALE"— BEAUTIFULLY
PICTUR
AND THAT'S GOING SOME* AND GORGEOUSLY PHOTSURE-FIRE AND WITH A
GRAPHED; WILL PLEA?
VAST APPEAL.
ESPECIALLY FOR ITS P

As

1

:

Nearly everyone in the
movie colony puts in an appearance

Players

the picture; a long list of real
and all of them given good
prominence even though they are
not a definite part of the story;
those actually taking part in the
story are Hope Brown, Luke Cosgrove, G. K. Arthur, Rubie Lafayin

stars

TORIAL VALUE AND STA
FOLLOWING WILL LIKE

5

Docs some real troupingl
young Pat O'Day; handles the

Jhar

her own style with
originated by Genevieve
in

the

stage,

charaJ

To

changed to
Probably her

slightly

her personality.

I
l,t

performance.

A

few Cast. .Fine types all the way throu
celebrities
appearing are
of the
Harrison Ford good as Larry D
Mary and Doug, Chaplin. Pola
van; famous personages of old Ml
Negri, Turpin, Lila Lee, Lois WilYork portrayed by Sam Hard\
son, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Agnes
M. Kerrigan, Courtenay Fo
Ayres. Jacqueline Logan, Nita NalMahlon Hamilton, Norval Ki
di.
Stuart Holmes, Cecil DeMille,
well, Montague Love, Riley Hal
William DeMille, and others too
Louis Wolheim.
numerous to mention.
A romance of r
Type of Story.
Type of Story
A winner for the York in the early days; delighjj
box office; all about Hollywood, its
atmosphere and picturesque
people, pictures, studios and whattings make up for rather si
ette

and Eleanor Lawson.

;

-

an auto collision with a
DeWitt Jennings, Freeman Wood,
train; an open drawbridge and the
Howard Truesdell, Elinor Hancock,
hero's saving act; and the final
Jay Morley.
punch, a very well done fire seNo very strong
Type of Story
quence. The "papers" cause all the
situations but a pleasing plot that
trouble and Joseph Kilgour the
affords
and
does not tax the mind
heartaches of the hero and heroine.
entertainment. Cowpuncher
light
Angle.
.Holds a decided
strikes father of girl he loves in Box Office
killed

New

Old

Paramount

MELODRAMA WITH

ING

Marion Davies

the

for

general

public.

be the usual well wishes
for the hero and her lover and the
will

curses for the villain.

dignified
this,

.

exploitation

you're sunk.

campaign on

It isn't that

kind

of picture.
Ballyhoo it and circus
it and you'll get the business.

Tell your patrons just what kind
of a picture it is: that virtue and
honesty triumph over the dirty
machinations of the villain who
Get conseeks the girl's fortune.
fidential and tell them that they
know they all want to see the hero win and the deep-dyed villain
get his just deserts.

Tie-up with your fire department
and arrange special showings for
the force. Do the same with newsboys because Alice Calhoun in the
picture

Maybe
day's

appears as a "newsgirl."
you can turn part of one
to the fire departfor disabled men and in
arrange a display of some

receipts

ment fund

this way
of the apparatus.

Make

noise about the
thrills and above all. don't attempt
to disguise the character of the picture.
regulation melodrama
It's
with all the punches the director
could get into it and play it up as
such.
a

lot

of

.

.

.

.

it

ever else goes with the

making

of

a lot of interesting, intiis going to give the
fan
crowd thrills galore; small
town girl goes to Hollywood, to
"break into the movies." She is
pictures;

.Treat this for what
Exploitation.
it
is: an old-fashioned melodrama
such as was in vogue in the "10-2030" days. If you attempt to use a
.

I.

mate

detail that

followed by her whole family and
they all get in except her. Laughs

numerous and the dream

are

quence a

kum

riot

and the best

bit of

se-

ho-

ever done.

Box

Office
for
the

Angle

a

strictly

look

into

I

York when Bowling Green was!
"great white way," so to spi
"Little Old New York" will
be a charming entertainment
they'll

Spells success

exhibitor.
"Hollywood"
should be a clean-up. And regardhave seen
less of whether they
"Souls for Sale" or not. This is

more

story material; picture is much I
long and something should
with anti-climactic ending tha is
flash-back of early episode.
Box Office Angle.. For anyone infested in the early history of ]

and more intimately
movieland than the

They'll eat it up.
Exploitation
Here is one you
can afford to get excited about.
other.

"Hollywood"

will undoubtedly prove
one of the biggest money makers
of the year unless the dope is way

On
will

dor.

money

Picture patrons the world over,

and

particularly,
in this country
can't find out enough about Holly-

wood and its people.
The story is there
know "Hollywood"

too.

Let them
propa-

isn't

ganda even though it may seem so
Promise them a load
the start.
There
ones.
of
laughs, real
shouldn't be any exploitation di-

at

—

You know besl
Do it. Better
to get them in.
install a new electric S. R. O. sign.

agnosis necessary.

how

heartily.

other hand the offe

appeal

for

its

They have spent
to make it good

a

g

sp I

pictorial

toinf

to looUl

and it surely is. Marion Davie ^
probably the most advertised
hire star there is and with
wealth of publicity that will rl
been given "Little Old New Yc
before it reaches you, your hi
should already have heard eno
about it to want to sec it.
:

i

ti

Exploitation.

houses

off.

welcome
the

will

find

.

.

.

Exhibitors

opera
^

and around New

in
it

much

g
k

easier to inte I

their patrons in this

one than

tl

<

outside, for here is a picture \ h
a story dealing with New Yor
A street stunt might consist
tally-ho with the occupants drerd
after the fashion of the player' n
the picture.
The entrance to your theW
might represent the garden as .'
the picture, and if you hi
in
women ushers, have them drc- I
in hoop skirts and bonnets.

good advertising stunt might Direction by.... David Smith: has
James Cruze; he Direction by ...Sidney Olcott; I
done very well; fire sequence a fine Direction by
certainly gone the limit to irl
of "The Covered Wagon" fame
Perpiece of photographic work.
the picture beautiful; has injeil
adds another to his successes;
mitted action to slow up after the
many fine touches and hanw
has done a great job on "Hollytrain wreck but the thrills at the
story with historical bits afford!
affords
picture
that
wood," a
Some detail
end make amends.
unusually interesting touches I
genuine entertainment and looks
occurs conveniently.
tractively.
Author
office material.
sure-fire
box
Edward Sedgwick Author
like
J. W. Harkins
Rida Johnson Yo «
Scenario
Frank Condon Author
George C. Hull
Author
Scenario
C. Graham Baker
Luther E*
Tom Geraghty Scenario
Cameraman
Virgil Miller
Scenario
Steve Smith, Jr. Cameraman
Ira H. Morm
Karl Brown Cameraman
Photography
Very good Cameraman
Beauiul
Splendid Photography
Locale
A ranch, U. S. Navy, a Photography
Generally good. Photography
Early days of New V'K
Hollywood Locale
home in San Francisco.
Locale
A Western city. Locale
About 10,000 «
8,197 feet Length
Length
7.000 feet. Length
5,518 feet Length
be to have paper sailor caps given
away with suitable lettering.
Direction by
Edward Sedgwick;
lets the first part run too long but
the comedy bits are well done, and
players well-handled.

—

.

nnQuncement extraordinary

sxl

'
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PICTURES

I

\

_

presents as itsjirst great
screen personality

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
after completion of existing contract

in ^g reed

productions--befitting

the popularity

and t,jte prestige

J.D.WILLIAMS
President

if

General ^Manager

c7w
for

ARKETED on
a

their merits, for

price they are

worth and

no more.

Individual selling, pidure by pidure,

with no cheap produdions saddled

on the shoulders of the good

ones,
-

Qreat pidures and great pidures
only will stimulate patronage

and

hold the vast following of the screen.

RITZ

presents

nothing save hig

attradions.

The next announcement in story,
size and diredor prestige will amaze
the world of motion pidures.

qSZP.

Watch
Wait

for

for

PICT

J.D.WILLIAMS
&
President

general ^Manager

6 WEST 4 9 STREET ^NEW

YORK

"

THE
nday, August

5,

1923

Roy Stewart

Jack Holt in
I

Paramount
a

FAIRLY GOOD As

Whole

3ROOK COMEDY THAT OFFERS SOME AMUSEMENT IN
JPITE OF AGE OLD FORMULA WITH THE EVER POPULAR AND MUCH SOUGHT
VFTER PEARLS.
Will please his admirers

ir

:nd makes the most of the opporunities
afforded
by role that
loesn't quite measure up to his re-

tirements.
St

"Mignon"
As

PLEASING PROGRAM PICTURE THAT WILL
Whole.

a

.

.

.A

AVERAGE

SATISFY THE

AUDIENCE; COMBINES
WESTERN STUFF WITH
PLENTY OF ROMANCE.
TYPES WELL SELECTED
THROUGHOUT.

Star.... Well suited to part of ranch
owner. Exhibits some good horse-

manship and

is

entirely

adequate

7 rancis,
Adele Farrington, Frank
kelson, Alfred Allen, Nadeen Paul

Queensberry.
Adaptation
pe of Story
ind Alice

of

ohn Stapleton and P. G. Wodeiouse stage play makes average ensummer
ertainment;
good
a
lumber that will amuse sufficiently
o get it over; has to do with wager
if rich fellow that he will win a cerain girl as his bride; the plan incudes his turning crook and beaming involved with gang really
cheming to steal some famous
•earls.

•usiness saves it most of the time.
Ml right for most audiences.

ploitation

Use

the star's

lame prominently. If he has

many

tdmirers among your regulars, ap>eal to them especially in his behalf
md promise them he will entertain
hem with his adventures as an amGentleman of
iteur crook in "A
^eisure."

In connection with the title you
night give the town a laugh and ex)loit the picture at the same time
>y having a man togged out as the
jroverbial "weary willy," going a)out town with a sandwich sign
•eading:
"I'm not a hobo, just 'A
jentleman of Leisure.' I'll be at
he blank theater on (date.)"
In contrast to the above, have a
fashionably attired gentleman drive
ibout in a sport car, which a local
dealer might be glad to provide,
ind displaying signs reading "Meet
me at the blank theater on (date.)
Signed 'A Gentleman of Leisure.'

Paramount has some attractive
ads that can be used prominently,
particularly one headed "Chasing
Blues Away," showing Jack
Holt running away from an officer
and safeguarding the much coveted
picture of the girl he wagers to
marry.
the

by

Joseph Henabery;

THE
OPERA WITH TITLES TAKEN FROM THE LIBRETTO;
PICTORIAL BEAUTY ITS
BEST FEATURE
A

Players
film

tiotography

brands herself to

of the plot afoot,
prove her love.

Office Angle. .. .Should prove
suitable for the average theater
either in combination with another
feature or with good selection of
short reels; especially suitable for

audiences

who

like

westerns.

Exploitation. .. .Feature
the
star's
name in conjunction with the title,
which is a fairly attractive one, and
if you have played his last picture

"Burning Words" and it went well,
you might tell them this has the
same star and director.
Play up the fact that the locations
extremely beautiful, showing
large expanses of the cattle
country in Southern California. The
Spanish hacienda looks like the real
thing and not like one constructed
for a picture.
A lobby display of

are
the

scenes from the film should attract,
as should a trailer showing either
the shot of the cattle rustling or a
bit of the chase after the thieves,
or the scene in the cabin where the
girl is ordered to cook for the first

time in her

life.

You might

also use catchlines to

this effect:

"Do women

who

order

them

'The

Love

Brand'

a society girl who
to prove her love."

love

men

around?"

—the

See

story

of

branded herself

Should you care to boost it any
further you might use as a stunt a
man in cowboy get-up, having him
either ride or walk through the
streets with a banner on his back
which reads: "I am looking for
the girl who branded herself for
love.
Have you seen her? If not,
see 'The Love Brand' at the blank

Cameraman
Faxon Dean Photography
Good Locale

ocale...Long Island country
ength

home

5,096 feet

title

designates that the

was "made abroad with

inter-

nationally known stars of stage and
opera," but no names are given nor
faces recognized.
The girl in the
title role gives a pretty fair performance but overworks her eyelashes
in
registering
emotions.
The gypsy types are excellent, and
the rest of the cast equally wellchosen.

Box

Office

Taken

Angle

in

the

ranch

in

Lower

4,832

feet.

W.

42nd

St.

De Luxe In Deal
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia De Luxe Film
(Special to

—

closed

the territorial rights
"Adventures of the Far North."
for

has
to

Cartoon To Boost F. B. O. Pictures
Arrangements have been made by
F. B. O. with a newspaper syndicate
to run a series of cartoons in a number of leading papers throughout the
country.
The comic strip will deal
with

life

at the coast studio.

Vote Against Bad Films
According to cables from Geneva,
at the annual meeting of the International Child Welfare Ass'n a resolution was adopted to keep children
away from undesirable films.
A
central bureau was created at the
meeting to act as a sort of clearing
house where information can be obtained

relative

to

the

character

of

.

picture.
to play "Mignon,"
get after the folks in your neighborhood who are lovers of the
opera by advertising the fact that
this is the picturized version of
If

you decide

Goethe's

masterpiece,

gaining

in

charm by having been taken on
location given in the story. Proper
exploitation should get your crowd
interested.
If there are any "better
film" movements in your town by
all means perfect a tie-up.

Canadian Distributors Meet; Elect
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— At

the annual meeting of
the Ontario M. P. Distributors Assn.,
the following were elected officers:
Hague, Universal;
Clair
president,
vice-president, G. E. Akers, Famous
Players; treasurer. H. V. O'Connor.
Regal; John A. Cooper was re-elected
secretary.
The advisory board will
consist of Arthur Cohen, Regal; LouBache, First Nat'l; Clair Hague
is

Toronto

A phonograph in your lobby with and John Cooper.
records from the opera should attract attention, and you could have
a girl dressed as a gypsy to change
the records.
A woman

dressed

in a

powdered

the eighteenth century going about distributing librettos of the opera might
also serve to attract attention to

wig and hoop-skirts

of

_

your theater.

Not credited. Conmight be smoother, and
taken from the librettos are

Direction by
tinuity

Goethe

Not

credited

L. Kutzleb

Riviera.

California.

Length

Jenkins have opened publicity offices
at 140

Alps and on the Riviera. films.
You can promise really exquisite
natural settings and a theme that
Two Sales on Columbia Pictures
is
acknowledgedly a classic, so
Two more sales have been complethis ought to appeal to a so-called
ted this week by C. B. C. on the new
'"highbrow" clientele, although to
Columbia Pictures. The
series
of
uneducated audiences it may prove
first was to Federated of Boston, for
boring.
New England and the other with
Exploitation. ..The complete musical William
Southern
Oldknow for
score of the opera has been pre- States Film Company for the Caropared and used in conjunction with linas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama. Tenthe picture will afford a treat to nessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas,
music lovers, who probably will Oklahoma, Arkansas.
find the most enjoyment in the

Very good
William Thornley Photography
Extremely good. Locale
The Swiss Alps and the

A

Wells

Swiss

titles
appears to have gotten the most out
theater."
confusing.
of the story and manipulation of Direction by. .. .Stuart Paton; usualcomedy business has helped to covGirl's en- Author
ly entirely satisfactory.
er up shortcomings of story.
trance in ballroom scene not as well
Scenario by
Jthors
John Stapleton and P.
done as it might have been.
G. Wodehouse.
Author
Raymond L. Schrock Cameraman
:enario
Jack Cunningham and Scenario
Adrian Johnson

Anthony Coldeway.
imeraman

FOR-

OF

Cast.... Has been very well chosen
as to types.
Margaret Landis opposite
Stewart;
others
Wilfred
North, Arthur Hull, Sydney De Type of Story
A combination of
Grey, Marie Wells.
tragedy and drama written by
Type of Story. .. .Contains pleasing
Goethe, with the music by Amromantic incidents with beautiful
brose Thomas.
Deals with troubbackgrounds of cattle ranch in
les of a girl whose parents commit
southern California.
Story deals
suicide upon learning they are half
with three Easterners who plan to
brother and sister.
The girl is
get possession of the ranch knowstolen by gypsies in her childhood,
ing there is oil on it.
The girl,
but after many years is at last
however, really falls in love with
happy with man she loves. The
the owner and when he is informed
period is in the eighteenth century.

Box

The majority
x Office Angle
enjoy this one. The story
vill
sn't strong nor do the situations
;et very far from the beaten track
crook stories, but the comedy
»f

VERSION

Hawks Together
Hawks and John Wilber

Jenkins and

a Whole.. ..PICTURIZED

EIGN

Universal

otherwise.-

Sigrid Holmquist, a pretty

ead; others Casson Ferguson, Alec

irection

in

"The Love Brand"

Gentleman of Leisure"

Length

About 8,000

feet

THE
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Among

PRODUCTION NOTES

THE FILM DAILY)
"Ashes

O.

Monty Banks has completed

"It's

a Bear."

"Husbands Wanted"
Archie Mayo's

is

the

title

make

his

Cruze Completes "Ruggles"

scenarist will
quarters here.

F. B. O. will soon start
'Druscilla With a Million."

ring picture for Famous.

preparing

the script for a production featuring

Baby Peggy.
Elaine Hammerstein will be starred

Drums

in "The
Edward
art.

of Jeopardy"

by Tru-

Dillon will direct.

Jane Novak will play the feminine
lead in Maurice Tourneur's "Jealous
Fools" to be produced by M. C.

Levee

prostarted here

next

Service.

I

Elinor Fair,

who

is

at

pre

the coast, will shortly return
York for a vacation.

Charles Giblyn, engaged

"The Leavenworth Case,"

t>

has

at the Whitman
studios in Yonkers.

production

—

Elliott Roth, juvenile, has

Cruze

New York

from the Coas
completed work in "Hu
of Notre Dame."

Red

production for

appear

"The Near Lady," Walton's Next
Zazu Pitts and Anne
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
have been added to the cast c
Los Angeles
Gladys
Walton's Hunter's first
Paramount
next vehicle will be "The Near Lady." "West of the Water Tower."
The story appeared in Cosmopolitan.
to

he

—

—

on the continuity.

Extra Girl."

"Stephen Steps Out" is the title of
Douglas Fairbank's, Jr.'s first star-

badly

newest

will

Children's Children."

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry Rapf has enNormand's Next, "Extra Girl"
gaged Bertram Millhauser to adapt
News comes from abro
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Mabel Normand, "Lucretia Lombard." As reported in Pedro de Cordoba is to be si
under the direction of F. Richard THE FILM DAILY Jack Conway "I Will Repay," a Henry
will direct.
Millhauser is now work- production
being
made ir
work on Jones, has just completed "The ing

Purple."

is

—The

Francisco

has Herbert Blache is directing.
Gap,"
Warners Engage Millhauser
Paramount.

Angeles James
completed "Ruggles of

Fred Caldwell has started work on
in Hollywood."
Roland West has completed "The

"Hogan

King Baggott

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

his

Unknown

—

of

Whittaker,

San

Frank Bor-

Pa.
The first of a
series of 26 one-reel comedies has
been finished by Frank Seltzer Prod.
Seltzer is directing.

Betzwood,

latest.

permanent

— Director

zage has just finished his new picture, ducing company to be
"The Age of Desire."
has been launched by H. B. Mattern
and H. A. Mitchell. The unit plans
from four to six pictures a year. MatFirst Seltzer Film Finished
tern is head of the Screen Authors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Charles

Another

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Jerry Looney, continuity writer,
has severed his connections with F.

New Unit on the Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

of Desire" Finished

(Special to

Daughters" for Grand-Asher.

B.

In Eastern Stud!
Regina Quinn

—

Hollywood Bryant Washburn has
completed work in "Other Men's

5,

and Directoi

the Stars

Coast Brevities
(Special to

Sunday, August

at United.

Mae Marsh in the West
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mae Marsh, who
(Special to

—

Britain.

Fleming's Next
(Special to

George Beban

THE FILM DAILY)

is

engaging

for his next production.

—

He

^

Los Angeles
Director
Victor working early in Septembei
to play the stellar role in "Daddies," Fleming and Zane Grcv. author of East.
has arrived on the West Coast and "The Call of the Canyon," which the
former will direct for Paramount,
will immediately start work.
Holbrook Blinn has con
plan to start work on it shortly.
work in "The Bad Man" onl
Xydias Plans Two Series
and has been engaged to al
Sid Chaplin Engaged
"Yolanda," the new Marion)
A. J. Xydias of the Sunset Prod.
film.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
who is here from the Coast will make
Los Angeles Production is under
a series of eight J. B. Warner westFred Waller is again acti\
erns and six Kenneth McDonald stunt way by First National on "Her Temporary Husband."
the
Waller
Sidney Chaplin nected with
pictures.
is to play the leading role and John
making art titles. He has ju|
is

—

Ryan Transferred

McDermott

to Coast

James Ryan has been appointed

is

the photography and
direction on a series of
Hunter pictures released

ed

to direct.

as

Fox

Grey Joins Principal
Hodkinson.
THE FILM DAILY)
two
years
Ryan
has
been the casting
Los Angeles John Grey, who has
Waldemar Young has begun preJack Schrieber Back He
edited and titled the major portion
paration of the screen version of director for Fox in New York.
chief casting director
studio at Hollywood.

of

the

For the past

(Special to

—

"Poisoned

Paradise."

Gasnier

will

of

New Dean

Sennett

the

comedies

the

past

(Special

—

to

THE FILM

D/

Film Started
Schrieber,
three years, has assumed the head
Detroit Jake
direct.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the comedy department of Prin- Blackstone, is back from a I
Los Angeles Priscilla Dean is at cipal.
sojourn in Wyoming.
Warner Baxter has been selected work on "The Storm Daughter," a
to play the lead opposite Viola Dana sea romance.
George Archainbaud
At Work on Rhodes' Vehicle
Oscar is the director.
in "The Knight of the Road."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Apfel will direct.
Los
Angeles Arthur F. Statter
First Wright Novel Filmed
has been engaged to write the con(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
given
probably
will
be
Clara Bow
Los Angeles The first of the tinuity for "Leave it to Gerry," the
a role in ."The Boomerang," the Beseries
of Harold Bell Wright books first feature to be produced by Ben
SchertVictor
chosen
as
play
lasco
Wilson, in which Billie Rhodes will
production for Pre- to be screened by Principal "When
first
zinger's
star.
a Man's a Man," has been finished.
ferred.

—

—

—

Eddie Hearn, who signed recently
to appear in a series of six outdoor
pictures for F. B. O., will soon begin
on his, "Flaming Waters."

GREENE.

/

(Special to

May Go Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Mack Sennett has a
Mabel Normand with Eng-

story for

Miss
film

(Special to

Los
David

locale

and

Normand
it.

it

is

will

quite likely that
to London to

go

THE FILM DAILY)

—
Angeles "Pioneer

Trails," a
Vit-

Smith production for
agraph, has been finished and
its

way

early

Mabel Normand

lish

"Pioneer Trails" Completed

East.

It

is

a

is

Forman's Next "White Man"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Following the com-

—

on Forman

story of the

Man"

"The

of

pletion

is

Virginian,"

Tom

scheduled to direct "White

for Preferred.

West.

New

Ince Signs

Coast Casting Agents

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Warner & Muller,

'Special to

(Special to

casting agents, have opened offices in
Warthe Hollywood Security Bldg.
ner formerly managed the Warner
exchange in Detroit.

Wm.

Russell

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles William Russell has
by Thomas H. Ince to
play the role of Matt Burke in "Anna
to
he directed by John
Christie,"
I. os

been

signed

Griffith

Wray.

'yinnouncing

^iSTie ^Picture

of the^Hour

ready for pre-release bookings

TRIUMPHANT PREVIEW
r

9otham &\eatre-JV.Y
"Three O'Clock in the Morning," the latest C. C. Burr production, was pre-viewed by
the producer last Tuesday evening at the Gotham Theatre.
"Three O'Clock in the
Morning" is an original story, written especially for the screen.

—Morning

Telegraph,

May

27th, 1923

jft BrillianUfiurr Cast

\

~Did

v

rHREE CLOCK

you ever see a
IN THE MORNING

GLORY?

MASTODON
Films,
C

Inc.

BURR, Pro.
133-135-137 West 44th St.
New York City, N. Y.
C.

A jazz picture of a jazz baby in™*a jazz
A rushing riot of Iau4hs,thrUIs maybe
Beautiful!
a<j(e!

tear*

Best of all

JEAVE

A

Bright- Bi£-

DATE FOR THIS

ONE!!!

THE
10

The Week's Headlines
Monday
Michigan M. P. T. O. to hold 17 sectional
meetings
i

or

tax

in

order to secure data to fight

-a&akDAILY
Short Subjects

repeal.

Inter-Globe Export secures exclusive foreign
uiluition of Educational output.

Saenger employee testifies his company buys
in
tilin
open market and in competition
\> itli
others.
Denies other exhibitors are

"Dipping

An

blocked out.

Attachment tying up M. P. Exposition funds
iteii
by Los Angeles court.
Tuesday
Mack Seimett and United Artists end conrelations.

tractnal

John

S.

Woody becomes

general

manager

Associated Exhibitors.
W. B. Frank
goes to Pathe as feature sales manager
and John Storey as general sales manager.
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan may sue Sam Goldwyn over use of the name "Goldwyn."
Federal Trade Commission ends New Orleans
session and goes to Dallas.
S R. Kent of Famous Players discusses perBelieves it will preo-ntage bookings.

Deep"— Howe— Educational

the

in

Hodge-Podge

Entertaining Magazine

Type of production. 1 reel magazine
Always novel and entertaining this
issue
of
Lyman- Howe's "HodgePodge" offers cooling scenes taken in
.

Among these are
many places.
scenes of folks in swimming in different pools and lakes, some exquisite
shots of Glacier Falls in the Rocky
Mountains, and some views of Iceberg Lake taken in July, which
shows small icebergs floating all
vail in industry in two years.
over its waters. Another interesting
Wednesday
Arthur S. Kane arranges with Mack Sennett bit is called miniature movies, and
consists of about a half-dozen tiny
for series of Mabel Normand features.
Famous Players deny hidden motive in short bits of film all moving at the same
appearance of Roscoe Arbuckle in "HollyNew York critics divided over time. The finishing subject consists
wood."
of
some trick-motion camerawork,
question.
oi

—

Three
with

exchange

systems

in

Canada

merge

on the streets

of

orange grove.
The usual knockabout stuff ensues with Laurel being
chased all over the lot and the factory by the irate boss of the packing
are
numerable
oranges
squad.
squashed and thrown around, but it
in a lively manner with the
is done
punches coining in quick succession,
and those who enjoy seeing men
being punched in the stomach and
and it really is
hit in the eye, etc.
done in a ludicrous way will find a
good measure of entertainment in
"Oranges and Lemons."
1

—

—

"The Pearl Divers"—Aesop Fable—
Pathe

A
Type

Pleasing Cartoon

of production. .1 reel

Washington, D. C.

cartoon

exhibitor support.

The moral

Thursday
plan
sponexhibitor-distributor
Canadian
May be first step
sored by M. P. T. O.
in
Cohen-True distribution scheme.
T. O. C. C. to hold open conference on
problems of block bookings, compulsory
play dates and contracts on "Enemies of
Women" and "Little Old New York."
John C. Ragland denies Harold Lloyd has
closed contract with United Artists.
Friday
T. O. C. C. votes to ask Will Hays' aid in
eliminating

block

booking.
over

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
and Davies picture.

May

sue

"Enemies"

"Nip and

Type

Tuck"— Sennett— Pathe

satisfied.

Says a real
Indiana exhibitor body.
organization is now being formed.
Saturday
Fairbanks and De Mille deny latter will join
United Artists. Deal with Ernest Lubitsch
about set.
Trade hearing opens in Dallas.
Federal
State right men on the stand there.

of

fable

is

"You

man down," and
case — down at the

of a series of Sen
comedies directed by
nett
Roy Del Ruth, under the supervision
of F. Richard Jones, to be released
by Pathe. In addition to a cast that
includes
Harry Gribbon, Kewpie

This

the
two-reel
is

first

of the brightest pups in the business.
There is a poker game sequence with
the dog sitting between two of the

diver's suit

by

Tommy

Cat.

who

is

a
re-

mains on shore to pump down the
necessary oxygen. Mr. Mouse finds

192!

In the Courts
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Beatty h.
Detroit Edward C.
filed action in the circuit court as
ing that the lease of the Desmotj
theater given by the Port Hur<|
Theater Co., to C. E, Cady, W.
McLaren, H. L. Weil, H. E. Lip!
and Glenn Croos, be declared vc|
and also asks for an injunction
restrain the officers of the Port Ht
on organization from making furth
arrangements under the lease.
Beatty, who is connected with t
Butterfield interests and the Bij<
Theater Co., charges that the defen
ant carried on negotiations with t
Bijou company fo a lease of the D(
mond. The Bijou company, he clain
was to pay the Desmond owners
annual rental and also a third of t
profits.
Instead of leasing the D(
mond to the Bijou, which had be
negotiating for the house, it is alleg
the president and secretary of t
Port Huron organization leased t
house to the Cady interests for
higher rental but with no provisi
for a part of profits.

Sidney Goes to Pittsburgh
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh Louis K. Sidney, ft
mer supervisor of Fox theaters
Denver has been appointed manaf
of
Loew's Aldine, formerly
Shubert.
1

sleeping peacefully in
beds, and he hates to
little
wake them up to get the pearls he
knows lurks beneath their shells, so Consolidated Takes Over Anothi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
after many adventures he just takes
them, beds and all and returns to
Indianapolis
The Consolida'
the upper regions, much to the sur- Theaters have taken a 99 year le
Cat, who thought he on the Park located at Washingti
prise of
would never see him again. There is and Capitol Aves. from the He:
plenty of good humor in this one.
Holding Corp.

the oysters

all

white

—

Tommy

players who are both cheating. One
of these men is the dog's master
and Cameo sees to it that he gets
"Felix
If
the best of the deal every time.
your folks want to see a really clever

Lee-Bradford Sales

Calms His Conscience"— Pat
Lee- Bradford Corporation
Sullivan Winkler
closed contracts with the follow:
exchanges for "The Broad Roa
An Entirely Pleasing Cartoon

—

dog perform in a most enjoyable way,
Lorence Here from Niagara
they will like this one immensely.
of production. .1 reel animated
H. Lorence, of the Bellevue Theater There is also a funny bit of business Type
cartoon
Co. operators of the Bellevue theater, when the three gamblers who are
pen
the
Niagara Falls, N. Y., is in town.
running away with the bag of money
from
latest
cartoon
This
got in front of a lot of policemen of Pat Sullivan is a thoroughly enExecutive Board Meets Today
who are running a race. The gam- tertaining number. It unfolds its lit(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
blers think they are being chased by tle story of Felix and his troublesome
The executive the cops and a good laugh ensues.
Fla.
Jacksonville,
conscience in a sprightly and amusing
board of the Jacksonville Better
fashion that has a note of freshness
Films Committee meets today at the "Oranges and Lemons" Hal Roach in its handling. Particularly cute is
Hotel Seminole.
the little "tough" cat from the BowPathe
ery, who spits with gusto and hitches
Usual Knock-About Stuff
Carlos Making New Series
up his belt before approaching his
Los Angeles Carlos Productions, Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy lady-love. Felix is most human in
Richard Talmadge's
producing
is
Stan Laurel's latest shows that in- his cat-like emotions and will be
features for Truart release, the first dustrious young man at work on an liked anywhere.
of which is "East Freight."

—

—

—

Acquire Two for Upper N. Y.
"Marriage Morals" and "Don't
have been purDetroit W. E. Wilkinson, man- Marry for Money"
Weber and
Lawrence
from
L.
chased
publicity, the home office staff pre- ager of the F. I. L. M. Club is back
North by Bond Photoplays for
Bobby
conferred
where
he
Marion,
golf
from
Sarazen
O.,
of
set
sented him with a
with Postmaster General New, rela- upper New York.
Marangella is a golf bug.
clubs.
tive to a better plan of handling films
Theater in 'Frisco Suburb Sold
in this section.
Levey Buys Out Harris Library
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
National Non-Theatrical M. P. Co.,
Francisco The Balboa theater
San
library
of
Inc., has bought out the
Anna Sessions Succeeds Dickinson building, at Ocean and Faxon Aves.,
the Eskay Harris Co.. which com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Westwood Park, has been sold by
prises, among others, "Alice of WonAtlanta Mrs. Anna Sessions, man- Samuel H. Levin, the former owner,
"Through the Looking
derland,"
"Your Obedient Servant," ager of the Hodkinson office in New to A. Sugerman and M. Heppner.
Glass,"
and "Old Mother Hubbard." These Orleans will also operate the ex- The reported purchase price was
will
be distributed through Non- change in this city, succeeding Arthur $100,000. Lewin will continue to operate the theater under lease.
Dickinson, resigned.
Theatrical.

Golf Clubs for Marangella
Before Lou Marangella of Warners left to assume charge of the studio

5,

keep a good

Has Some Good Laughs
means in this
it
Mr. Mouse
the sea.
.. .2 reel comedy bottom of
sent to Davy Jones' locker in

Morgan. Alberta Vaughn, Mildred
June and Billy Bevan, is a dog called
Cameo that runs away with most of
make the laughs in the picture. He is one

the

can't

this

of production.

Local operators submit new wage scale to
Exhibitors disT. O. C. C. members.

Rex Ingram expected to go obroad to
"The World's Illusion."
Frank J. Rembusch tells why he rejoined

animated

Sunday, August

Wilkinson Confers with Postmaster
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

I'l

featuring May Allison:
First National, New York; Cro
Film, Boston; First National, Alba
De Luxe, Philadelphia; First Natic
al,
Buffalo; Art Film Corp., Ba
more; Exclusive Film, Chicago; llfr
Feature Rights, Louisville; First
tional, New Jersey and C. S. Text,
Pittsburgh.

M

We told you we would
Chicago with
ELMER CLIFTONS
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Ind'p'ts

Have Trouble

American Films Abroad
them. Fuller asked Fair
could select dates and
The Department of Commerce
pictures, if this kind of a contract states that only 10% of the entire
was being used.
films shown in Esthonia were made
Fair then explained thai before pro- in America, while 85% were filmed
(luct s purc hased two conventions are in Germany.
There are 51 theaters
)1K
covering Oklahoma and in Esthonia. However, in Japan the
lu (t
Arkansas and another for Texas. At situation is totally different. Amerieacn he <m a n house managers are can films are well liked in this counpresen t to give opinions on the kind try with all the larger distributors
Then a general well represented in Tokyo, three of
(|
pro<j uct desired.
conventi n is held in New York, Fair them maintaining offices in the capitol
cont mie d. of which Harold B. Frank- city. It was announced a few weeks
m head of hc theater department ago from a different source that mop amous piaye rs was in charge. tion pictures rank second in the list
o
p rankl n considered all of the various of best liked recreations in the couninions and then based his buying try, the public story teller getting
,on that information. In this, first honors. More American films are
way. according to Fair, the buying shown in Italy than any other kind,
was dune with the full knowledge and 40% comes from this country, 20%
co-operation of the field force. Fuller from Germany and 15% from France.
.

(Continued from Page 1)
Pellerin testified that pictures can't

make money without key

showIn particular, he declared he
mgs.
found that theaters using the First
National product in the key cities are
hard to sell because there is little
He claimed he had to
open time.
get higher prices from the small town
for his product when key city runs
city

demanded lower

.

rentals on

in

He

can has been opened by
Lancaster,

soon open

his

fair

He
than the former administration.
testified that Saal would hold pictures for extra days, play them in additional houses and then refuse additional compensation, saying,
"You can cancel if that isn't satiswas the next witness. He testhat next season's product,- or
a large portion of it is now being
bought in New York and that he himFair

tified

,

,

-

;

locally

when he could not

The amount

of

shown

pictures

in

Italy can be estimated by the fact
that there are 2,200 houses in the
country and 4,000 private halls where
films are occasionally shown.

Hastings,

Neb.—The

—

Regal
Gould,
Winnipeg
T. J.
Films manager here is in Milwaukee.

—

so

A

—

Bartow, Fla. Work is progressinj
rapidly on the theater and offic
building being erected on East Ma
by

St.

Hugh Wear.

Winchester, Ky.—$70,000 will b<
spent by the Winchester Amusemen
Co. on a new theater, work on whicl
will start in the near future.

—

Buffalo J. D. Parmelee has starte
Tyrol Leaves for Hollywood
Jacques Tyrol, head of the produc- work on his new theater in the BlacV
The house wil be
tion company bearing his name, left Rock section.
the site of the old Tri-It theater
open in the Fall.

for the coast, Friday.

will

Favors Sundays Shows
(Special to

Patchogue,

THE FILM DAILY)
L. I. — By a vote

of
1,174 to 834, residents here decided in
The town
favor of Sunday films.
boosts of three houses.

George Aarons Back
(Special to

Home

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia George Aarons, secretary of the M. P. T. O., is back
from a six weeks' sojourn on the
coast.

Better Parcel Post Service in Buffalo
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

AT YOUR SERVICE
"

ANo

NIGUT
ht

:£gger!

—

—
—

Hostettle

Co. plans a new theate
building is now being re|
here.
modeled for the house.

Amusement

Among Exchangemen

Perry,
Charles
Minneapolis
C.
through any central headquarters in formerly a theater manager is now
New York. He was asked if he selling for Famous Players.
knew the details of the purchases already made, but declared he did not.
Cleveland The Ohio Educational
except that he knew the pictures alexchange has moved into larger
ready bought totaled" about 50 for all
quarters at 507 Film Exchange Bldg.
Fair deof the towns in the circuit.
clared that under this buying system
Madam and
Minneapolis Leon
dates and names of theaters that were
to use the product were to be filled Barney Cohan, Pathe salesmen, are
in a* *he Dallas headquarters.
Here back from a vacation spent in New
Examiner Fuller for the Government York.
brought iorth a special form of contract used by Southern Enterprises,
Minneapolis Hugh Andress, forwhich lists all theaters in all towns mer manager of the Lagoon and
with the subject or series written Loring theaters, is the latest addition
the towns and theaters that to the Selznick sales force.
•

wii

the Cozy.

Buffalo At a recent meeting attended by post office authorities, a
representative of the Hays' office and
exchange managers, a plan was devised to expediate parcel post shipments of films.
Robert Gallagher,
Jessie Bishop for the Pathescope postmaster, promised better service
Co. of America has acquired the hereafter in this section.
rights for miniature reproduction of
the new series of Post Travel PicPathescope is one of the largtures.
est organizations operating exclusively in the non-theatrical field.

would purchase independent pro-

duct

F. Boj

Pa.— John Hardy
new Alto.

factory."

self

W.

Brodhead, Wis.—The Dorlyn, a 30j
seat house, has been opened by Stan
ley Swartz, who formerly operate^

j

testified that in the fall of
was trying to establish that it was
the advances in prices for the
more advisable for a local manager
Paramount output was so greatly in to select pictures for his audience than
L
creased that Hulsey refused to meet
ager in Da n as or one in New
them and was joined in this action York. Fair declared that all contracts
by Tom Boland, P. L. Levy, Saul were flexible and that adjustments are
Harris, and W. J. Lytic, all of them
ahvays made^ by co-operating with
operating first-run theaters in key the exchanges.
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
in
cities
While on the stand, he produced a
Texas. Hulsey and his associates at
covering
memorandum
statistical
that time owned the Metro and First
They theater operations. He declared that
National Pictures franchise.
pictures were selected for
then bought independent productions the best
the Palace, Dallas and for the other
for distribution through Metro to fill
according to the product's
the breach made by the loss of the theaters,
He showed that the Palavailability.
Paramount output.
ace, in a 59 weeks' period and using
Pellerin in describing some of his
one picture a week had shown 42
troubli - ..- a distributor, stated that
Paramounts and 17 outside pictures
hi -old his pictures in 1920 to Southselected from United Artists, Metro,
ern Enterprises, Inc., and that $5,000
Universal and the Warners; that the
worth was never played or paid for
Old Mill, Dallas had used 70 pictures
without any reason given by Williani
in a 59 weeks' period and of that numPellerin
booker.
Southern's
ber, there were 25 Paramounts, and
claimed that this caused him to lose
In Fort Smith,
45 outside pictures.
loss
additional revenue through the
Ark., where there are two competiIn 1921, he said,
of subsequent runs.
tive theaters, 36 outside pictures were
a large number of sales was made,
Fair declared there was no
used.
of which $2,500 in bookings were
attempt
to exclude all product but
never collected.
He said his serial, Paramount
from the Southern Enterwas sold for San
Kidd.'
p'n
prises' houses but said the selections
Antonio and only the first episode
were made according to merit as
This was about 60 days ago.
used.
judged by the buying committee.
Pellerin admitted that Al E. Fair,
Southern
theaters
for
director
of
Enterprises, Inc.. in this section and
Post Travels Sold to Pathescope

Rocky Newton were much more

Theaters

Tex.— The new Ameri

,

order to make
good some ot the losses met through
booking pictures in groups. Pellerin
testified as an independent distributor
and a former employee of E. H. Hulsey.
1919,

Corsicana,

'

,

\

were denied, while, on the contrary,
small town exhibitors wanted key
town exploitation and when they
independent product

Has

;

,]

|

didn't get,

New

to use

1923

5,
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JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WORK,MAT5,STEREOS,ELECTROS.
PHONES,

CIPCLE

— 2450-1-2.1

:

"Speaking Of Results"
PHONES
BRYANT

I
S

MOTION PICTURE

6642-3
1280

PRODUCE

L.

R S

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
SIXTEEN HUNDRED BROADWAY NEW YORK

July 30th, 1923.

Film Daily,

West

71

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Gentlemen

—

Speaking

of results

that the

little

DAILY"

I

just

thought you would

2-12" double column

like to

know

from

ad,

we

ran in the

"FILM

addressed to Producers and Directors, brought 27

immediate replies
mail,

—

i

all

—not counting 9 that arrived

later

through the

parts of the United States, including Texas and,

of course, California.

Best wishes.

Very
L.

WL

*

truly yours,

LAWRENCE WEBER

& BOBBY NORTH,

AJG

INCH AD BROUGHT
FORTY BIG REPLIES

A LITTLE

5

Endorse

Critics

Thomas Dixon's

first!

"THE MARK OF THE BEAST"
MORNING TELEGRAPH:

"There's nothing in the world,"

says Oscar Wilde in "Lady Windermere's Fan" "like the devotion of a married

woman.

It's

anything about."

Just

there's

good

than

enjoyable

so,

a thing

acting;

nothing in the world more

at

all,

player in

thing

a

it's

seems to know anything about.
start

Our

best

never star very successfully.

"The Mark

of the Beast"

work

individual

The performance

distinction.

worth

film

no

picture-goer

actors,

There

is

when

they

no featured

by Thomas Dixon.

sult is that the players

which makes the

man knows

no married

The

re-

THE FILM DAILY:

containing one mystery after another; has fine dramatic acting

and

Contains splendidly sustained interest and you never

action.

know from one minute

Thomas Dixon's
usual, for

can go to

it

The

is

one of the things

seeing.

from

interest higher class of patrons

The entertainment

while

picture that
its

plenty of thrills and punch scenes to hold

it

will

psychological side has
its

qualities

own
of

with the aver-

the

picture

are

In fact good showmanship

cast.

is

entitled

picture
is

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW:

"The Mark

of the Beast"

a film that has, and noticeably shows, concentrated action into

an agreeable number of

He

to

be termed un-

decidedly out of the

is

what your patrons want you

this one.

HARRISON'S REPORTS:
and explore new

It

away from

fields.

seldom that a producer has

is

the regular picture-hokum path,

In "The

Mark

Mr. Dixon

of the Beast,"

has shown such a courage; he has written the story with the
idea of appealing to man's intellect and in an equal measure to

And

emotions, rather than to his emotions alone.

his

succeeded, for through the character of

Ann Page

He

has given us up to the present time.

moves

happen next.

he has

he has given

us an insight into woman's psychology such as no other author

evident throughout.

is

will

for collective excellence instead of

MOVING PICTURE WORLD: A

enhanced by an excellent

what

certainly

you know that

if

on

is

of that.

all

is

it

ordinary, and

to the other

picture

the courage to get

age audience.

Very unusual story with development

with the result that the picture

feet

and rapidly

swiftly along

convincingly that the strange actions of a
fascinated by a

has not sought to play up any particular stars or favorites,

of her

woman who

has been

were caused by her sub-

conscious mind.

Holds the

rises to a brilliant climax.

man unworthy

has been able to show

thrilling,

is

from the beginning

interest undiminished

and appeals

to the

to the end,

emotions of pathos.

but has accomplished a remarkably good all-around production.

SCREEN OPINIONS: "THE MARK OF THE BEAST"
play that sweeps

(Class A-a)

crescendo of events which culminate in a

High mark

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:
forward with
tense climax.

carry

a

real

The

It is built like a

characters are sharply drawn.

much suspense and

it

is

The scenes

compact with interesting sequences.

found good entertainment.

and tragic

— with

a

"The Mark

of the

The atmosphere

Beast" will be

inclines to be tense

mystery involving the death of the crook of

the piece near the end

—and

the whole

is

One

of the
is

doctor

is

where the crook

called

treated his bride,

upon

save his

mysteriously stabbed and the
life,

after the

crook has malis

Nation" was based.

of the Beast," written

Mr. Dixon's

ture authorship and direction

is

and directed by Thomas

is

effort in

combined motion

clearly the result of

thought on the subject, and

it

is

to be

pic-

much

hoped that

in-

this

only the forerunner of more pictures of the same calibre from

the

same source.

This picture

new and

A

produc-

most remarkable screen productions that has been

acted in a sincere man-

makes the popular appeal where tense drama

sought.

IT'S

to

is

in

Dixon, author of "The Clansman," on which "The Birth of a

telligent

climax,

by Thomas Dixon

and sensational elements.

"The Mark

ner by a well chosen cast.

The

in screencraft attained

tion of thoughtful

made

EXHIBITORS HERALD:

100%

may

be used as a special by billing

sensational in

moving

it

as something

picture production.

ON

PICTURE

—
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Road Shows
Scaramouche"— Metro Plans
23

to

Over to Regular
First-Runs by January
Metro organization is making
to launch 23 road shows for
imouche," the new Rex Ingram
:tion on which a large sum of
rn Picture

6,

1923

Again Percentage

the
speaking,
erally
tigs will be launched in

—

SeptemFirst
What chance would the exhibitor have to check the negative
the New York premiere, cost of
a picture?
Would he not be compelled to accept the estimate cost
It
:ed, at the 44th St. theater.
of such a product and would not past experience prove that the padded cost
expected that the legitimate
of pictures is one of the greatest reasons of producer failures?
r runs will extend over a greatvith

;

riod than from September to
ry and that by the first of the
•ear, the regular first-run pic-

ccounts will secure the produc-

Philadelphia?

In Garrick,
to

pecial

adelphia

THE FILM DAILY)

—

here

reported

is

It

Scaramouche"

open

will

at the

Opera
St.
Chestnut
or
early in September at $2 top,
.vhich it will be road-showed in
:k
:

rge cities at the

same

price.

"Ashes" Opens Tonight
ma Talmadge's new production,
s of Vengeance" will open at
.polio tonight for an indefinite
The picture was produced to
a full evening's entertainment.

Make "Beaucaire"
THE FILM DAILY)

Mille to

:

Special to

Angeles

— In

likelihood,

all

m De

Mille will direct "M'sieu
aire" which Famous has purDouglas Fairbanks.
I from

Increases Capital
Special to

any

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Paramount

Amuse-

New

York, chartered
of
$10,000, has in
a capital of
:d this to $100,000.
Co..

linois

Town Drops "Blues"
THE FILM DAILY)

in.

111.

—The

town

of

Sandwich,

repealed its Sunday
g law by a vote of 490 to 296.
theater ran a month there bevillagc officials discovered the
here

has

rohibited

it.

Sees a Fight in Michigan
.erv well known film man who
een watching- legislative activin various states expressed the
>n on Saturday that the situan Ludington, Mich., will evendevelop into a state-wide fight
•

at

ion.

state

over

the

"blue"

law

Allied Will Disband
United Artists Going Back to Original

Policy— Will, However, Annex Box-Office Names

It is only a matter of time
before
the Allied Producers and Distributor
Corp., the subsidiary
company of
United Artists will disband. In certain distributing quarters, this fact
has been known for some little time
and it was because of this that

THE

FILM DAILY,

through its West
representative sought confir-

Coast
mation of the reports.
Douglas Fairbanks is the authority
Second What equitable basis could there possibly be for a producer for the statement that Allied will not
to determine what each individual exhibitor should be allowed for his individ- assume any more outside product and
that the subsidiary company will be
ual ability to put over a picture?

—

permitted

to

gradually

fall

into

the

Right there is the stumbling block of the Aronson scheme as it occurs discard when the present releases
to me.
I trust that you will not temper my observation on this with the
and contracted
product finish out
thought that ego enters into this explanation..
their release life.
Continuing Mr. Fairbanks stated
I want to ask you to look this one over.
I am citing our own experience
in Los Angeles that United Artists
as it is correct and really happened.
We bought on the open market will still keep the door open for big
being a closed town as he terms the brand, a picture. It was a feature on stars or
producers with recognized
a well known program.
It started by playing the "key" city of the district box-office
value to join the company
and took what might be rightly called a flop. It did not get nearly as on the same basis as the original
much money on its first run as its owners and the first run theater managers
(Continued on Page 2)
thought it should gross.
Mary Rinehart Here
Now we thought we saw in the picture possibilities overlooked by the
Mary Roberts Rinehart, the author,
first run people and bought it.
Paid a legitimate price for it without hag- is in town.
At the Waldorf-Astoria.
gling.
The exchange was more than satisfied. We, as I, say saw in the
picture a value that they did not seem to discern.
We put behind it a
Dominion Gets Preferred
campaign of publicity of our own conception. We were the only account in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the entire district which did the business to warrant the price asked by the
Toronto Dominion Films, Ltd.,
exchange. Not only that but we did a splendid business with it, in fact
has secured Canadian distribution of
a phenomenal business.
So big did the picture gross that a salesman Preferred for 1923-1924.
The comhandling the product asked permission of our firm to use intact the publicity pany will also
release 25 English piccampaign in a neighboring city.
tures, each of them to have a special
run
at Massey Hall in the fall.
Now get this one. The exchange sold the neighbor the picture for
$250 guarantee. Then they were to share at 50-50 over a gross of $1,000
and the neighboring exhibitor told us and told the exchange man that there
was not a chance to go over that amount as his house exploited under his
And What He Thinks of Them—
own plan could not gross that much.
Montague Glass Presents a Few
The salesman, a bright young fellow handled the publicity campaign
Thoughs
taken without a change from our own city and the result was the gross was
Montague Glass in the current issue
big enough to turn a net rental of $630 to the exchange where the house of "Life" has some interesting things
manager with his past performance under his own method of exploitation to say about authors and motion picwas cock-sure that $1000 would cover the best gross that the picture could tures. Here are his thoughts:

—

—

Authors

"Somehow

or another, the recent
picture convention held under
point plain to you when I ask why should my firm the joint auspices of the
Author's Leahave been compelled to give the exchange any part over a fair rental of gue and Miss Fannie Hurst, leaves
the excellent business of that picture. The first run account failed to get it one with the impression that the opover. No other exhibitor as it happens in this particular case did get the eration of a well-known author sellpicture over with the possible exception of us and what would have oc- ing a manuscript to a moving picture
curred had we been tied up on percentage arrangement such as Air. manufacturer has points of resemblance to the usual operation for apAronson suggests.
pendicitis.
That is to say, the paability
exploit
it.
to
You tient I mean the author is strapped
would have been penalized for our own
could not dope it any other way. If we had have lost money with the pic- down to a stretcher, an ether cone is
ture would that same exchange have gone down into their pockets and pressed over his mouth and nose, and
shared the loss with us? Not a chance. They would have resorted to that
thesia is complete, an apYou had the goods but propriate incision is made in the
oft repeated excuse "you did not get behind it.
" of his bank account and twenty
you did not sell them." In this case we did sell them. Sold them big.
But we did not get a particle of help from the exchange. In fact the thousand dollars is inserted.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
do.

Special to

Price 5 Cents

BY JOE RICKARDS
Rickards and Nace, Phoenix, Ariz.

I surely will answer your submitted Aronson story for it requires discussion from the other end of the business to counteract such a proposition
special which is basically wrong from every standpoint of the exhibitor.

has been spent,

I
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On Broadway

Apollo— "Ashes

of
Broadway — "The

of
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tionale
vakia),

— "Broadway Gold."
— "Tiie Spoilers."
— "'Loyal

Capitol
Central

member

Livi

Cosmopolitan
York.

— "The
Criterion
New

Loew's

Old

"Little

New

Covered Wagon."

— Today—"Chil-

York

dren of Jazz."

— "A Man of Action" and
Critical Age."
Wednesday — "The Purple Highway.''
Thursday — "The Miracle Baby."
—
Friday "Shadows of the North"
and "The Flying Dutchman."
—
Saturday "The Man Next Door."
Tuesday
"The

—
—
—

Quotations
High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

.106*6
73

Low

Close

106^ 106%

72%

70%

Sales

100
2,200

— "Broadway Gold."
Capitol — Not yet determined.
—
Central "Loyal Lives."
Cosmopolitan— "Little
Old
New
York."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.
—

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted Strand

ldwyn

^*^'Gri
Griffith
Loew's
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IS

there are any will become
interested in the distrib-

uting company.

As
come

a matter of fact, it would not
as any great surprise if the
contracts entered upon by Allied for
product be turned over to other dis-

tributors and the disintegration of
the company occur faster than Fairbanks indicated.
When Allied was
formed, the popular reason attributed to the organization of the company was the fact that Charlie Chaplin
did not want what he termed mediocre stars placed in the same category as the original "Big Four." To
placate
him,
then,
the
subsidiary

Kenneth Harlan Recoverir
(Special to THE FILM DAILV
Los
Angeles Kenneth

—

who

"Circus

Days."

(tentative.)

nett has arranged
Allied.
This was

his

releases

500

Ihs bird who thim
all custard pia i

be a movie actaNothing home

—

A E

B

with

FRED
Loc<w> Bldg.

WILLIAM

New

York

Stock

Harding,

Exchange

the

was

"DICK"

closed Fridav.

"Cinema"

Production News
THE FILM DAILY)

After

(Special to

— Lillian

H.
Clark, news
chief reviewer of "The
York on
ma" leaves for
August 8 to investigate production

London

editor

and

New

ities

in

America.

Will Start "G. W., Jr." Soon
(Spocial to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Gertrude Olmstead,
Leon Barry and Charles Conklin are

—

latest additions to the east of
sley Barry's "George Washington.
Jr." which will go into production
Mai St. Clair will direct.
shortly.

preparing the scenario.

is

On ZR-1
THE FILM DAILY)

Laboratory Installed
(Special

to

—

Washington A fully equipped developing laboratory is being installed
en the ZR-1, the new Navy airship,
now Hearing completion at Lakchurst,
Films will be taken while the
\. .1.
airship is in flight and be developed
tdy to be shown when the
dirigible lands.

(f^^cULcaUorvcd O^ctuAJL^

and in the

Holly

Rothacker Laborator
Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

ROWLAND

final analysis

WELDED

ture will gross for his

Wtl

REEll
For Salt by

—how much the pic-

U

Howells Cine KquigH

740 7th Ave.

Neil

company and ITS

CLIENTS.
Last week he saw

THE POT OF DRAMA AND PEARL OF
COMEDY
And when

the final fadeout occurred, approached the

I

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVEL
Iris

Film Excha;

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

IRIJ
Ave. N

J.

producer and said:

"THAT IS ONE OF THE GREAT PICTURES
OF ALL TIMES. THERE IS NO ESTIMATING
ITS VALUE. THERE IS NOTHING TO BE DESIRED. IT HAS EVERYTHING."
AND MR. ROWLAND WAS SPEAKING FOR
THE MOST IMPORTANT EXHIBITORS IN
AMERICA. LATER HE WIRED HIS CO-DIRECTORS TO THE ABOVE EFFECT.
AND HE'LL TELL YOU THE SAME IF YOU
CALL HIM AT
Vanderbilt 6600

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAI*

Chicago

one of the heads of First National looks at
pictures with the cold eye of the representative
of hundreds of important exhibitors. He figures box office value first, artistic finish second

the

Rex Taylor

1540\Broad\

New York

542

President

BAER

E.

Advertising

memory

of

:

and Advertising for Producer.
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individual:
Phone Bryant 6765

Publicity

Not quoted
Portjervis, N. Y.— The old Palace
Detroit
Carl Sonin, manager of
Not quoted theater is being demolished to make the Warner exchange, has moved the
World
for a new house to seat 1,000.
office to 605 Film Bldg.
These quotations arc as of Thurs- way
the
day.
As a mark of respect to
Triangle

Jr.

shot

it's

done on the coast
with Pickford and Fairbanks and yet
under the original agreement, Sennett was to work on a running arrangement without any sfcjjpulatipn
as to the number of pictures he was
to make for Allied. Whether his release bears any weight on the general
situation remains to be seen.

accidentally

himsel
week while on location with
Virginian" company is recupe
He will re-join the unit soon.

—

Cameo

DAIL1
finishec

Fairbanks, exteriors for "Tiger Rose," I
This is under- Ulric has returned to the Wan
each additional to begin with interiors.

Rialto— "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
Rivoli
"Hollywood"
company was formed. It is now unStrand "Circus Days."
derstood that Chaplin is again disNext Week
satisfied with the kind of pictures that
Apollo "Ashes of Vengeance."
have gone out through Allied.
Broadway "Human Wreckage."
It will be recalled that Mack SenBrooklyn
Strand "T h e
Brass
Bottle."

Wenzelsplatz.

if

financially

— Having

Pickford,

Griffith and Chaplin.
stood to mean that

Brooklyn Strand— "Trilby."

Cameo

organizers,

THE FILM

(Special to

Hollywood

1)

6,

Starts Filming Interiors

Allied Will Disband

Vengeance.'
Streets

Monday, August

BOSTON STUDIO
Best equipped studio in
England.
Props, sets, lij
(Cooper-Hcwctts,
over-he
spots, etc.)
Dressing roc
]

etc.,

also a service organiza|

trained to deliver the good

National Motion Picture Bi
PHILIP DAVIS, Prea
29 Middlesex St., Boston,
Phones: Beach 3259 or ll

THE
MOTdayr August

6,

M
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Our New
From Farm House

A

President!
to

White House

Stirring, Patriotic

Topical at

FOX FILM
EXCHANGES
IMMEDIATELY
A

Special Feature of

1000 Feet—
the Vivid Pictorial

History of

CALVIN COOLIDGE
30th President of the United States

Phone or Wire
Nearest Fox Exchange
Write,

For Instant Action
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Authors

Again Percentage
the same prices that we ask for
our regular admission not advanced

close touch with and
the producers of the
,picture failed in the key" city to get
over.
it

prices and when I go to make a bid
for the picture I am confronted with
the gross of the picture from the
Not only that but
other exchange.
have a fat chance with the "hop"
I
telegrams in front of the exchange
man to convince him that His picture will not start to gross half or
in this case even one-third of what
gross
the picture he holds up
There you have
on did for me.
your percentage plan. That exchange
manager was almost inclined to beBut
come good and sore at me.
picture
that his
the fact
despite
eventually opened at the key city
house selected and lasted two weeks
instead of six months as did the
outone I played at $1*10 top in
side city, he is still of the opinion
that I am holding out on him when
I refuse to fall for the inspiration he
obtained from the hop wires from
his sales manager in New York.

a matter of the exhibitor in
cases that they are without

is

It

at

in

owned by

partlj

many

number. Recently an exchange man
Los Angeles said to me personally.

in

"Oar quota

many
'

can
quota
'.New

calls for

more money

in

cases than the individaul spot
In others the
possibly pay.
far

is

York

under what

is

my

right but

says.'"

there you have it. New York
1000 miles from the seat and perhaps four thousand in this case says
pay us $300
Dokesville
for "Joe Bush the Pinhead" our new
The
picture New York says it.
swivel chair Solomon who knows
only where Dokesville is, by the red
tack in the sales map, without a
chance to dope local conditions or
sight at local happenings of the time

And

a

must

—

savs

it

must be

so.

my

The exchange

No, Mr.
mighty fine

hired for his intelligence but
to use it must exact
permitted
not
from Peter to pay Paul and there
Mr.
for
reason
the
have
you
Aronson's attempt to find a solution
for the most perplexing problem of

man,

studios

if

I

from Page 1)
"Certainly no writer of reputation,
free from ether and in his full senses,
would entrust his delicate works of
art to a moving picture manufacturer,
when the entire writing world has
record notice, as the lawyers saj
that a story written for limited circulation must of necessity be altered
if it is to be exhibited to an audience
It is, thereof thirty million people.
fore, charitable to believe that neither
Miss Fannie Hurst
nor Mr. Basil
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

exchange

Monday, August

King ever consciously negotiated
with a moving picture manufacturer
for the sale of a story, and since at
the convention they so roundly denounced

moving

picture

manufac-

turers, it necessarily
follows that
they will never sell another story to
a moving picture manufacturer for
any consideration, which of course
leaves the entire moving picture industry static and gasping for air."

recall

it

off

at

exhibitor

in

right,

is

You cannot
a

percentage

go

getter. If

fellow failed

Another Hotel-Theater For Oneida

Meet Today
Important Exhibitor Conference
Atlantic City — National and
Territorial
""

CSpecial to

—A

Atlantic City, N. J.
three-co:
exhibitor convention will t
held here beginning today and rut

ning

through

to

Wednesday.

Tr

executive committee of the M. P.
O. A. will meet; the directors of tl
M. P. T. O. of New Jersey are 1
gather and the rank and file of tr
exhibitor members of the M. P. T. C
of Southern New Jersey and Easter
Pennsylvania.
The Philadelphia and Reading rai
road is making arrangements to ru
several special trains out of Philade
phia for Atlantic in order to accon
modate the crowd that is expecte
for the ball tomorrow night.
The Northern Jersey directors wi
discuss the advisability of forming
joint service station together with th
tional

Metro's Exhibitor's Date Book
is sending to every exhibitor in the country a leather-bound
date hook with his name imprinted
en the cover.
Besides the section
for recording bookings, part of the
book is devoted to 192.3-24 productions and the company's directors.
The hook was prepared by Jack

Deibel and

i

W

low net on the morning qualifyin
round,

won

a pair of golf stocking

and Frank T. Pope, with the secon
low net on the morning round wa
awarded a belt.

Hadley Has New Nordisk Film
Plan Theater at City Island
Hopp Hadley has acquired "The
Residents of City Island, the Bronx,
headed by Joseph Reingold, are be- House of Fatal Love," for Xew York.
hind a plan to erect a theater there Hadley also handles two other NorThe company has al- disk films, "The Flying Dutchman"
in the Fall.
and "Great Expectations."
ready obtained a site.
Brooklyn Revenue
Brooklyn exhibitors

know

of the

Men Move
will

FILM LABS.
CRAFTSMEN
o-ar-po^rated

Ittc

be inter-

removal of the

Internal
Revenue offices,
Federal
Brooklyn, from the Post Office Bldg.,
to the new Chanin Bldg., corner of

Court and Schermerhorn

Sts.

251
19

TH
„

WEST WATKINS
STREET

Loew Win

W.

Deibel of the Youngstowt
Ohio Country Club, with a low gros
score of 75. and David Loew c
Metro, with a low net of 63-, were th
winners of the annual imitation go
tournament of the Famous Player
held at Adolph Zukor's country horn
-Mountain View Farm.
About
goiters took part in the mornin
qualifying round of 12 holes, and
the final round of 18 holes in the a
ternoon.
Deibel and Loew were presente
cups and other prizes were distrib
uted by E. J. Ludvigh as follow
runner up on low gross, Felix
Kahn, sweater; runner up on low ne
Adolph Zukor. cup; third low gros
Aaron Jones, of Chicago, box of go
balls: fourth low gross, E. S. Gaylo
of Cleveland, a pair of golf shoes
third low net, John D. Clark, Par
mount, driver; fourth low net,
E. Atkinson of Metro, two golf shirts
duffer cup, Harry Goldberg, Para
mount. George M. Spidell, with th
C.

LOUIS MEYER

I

head of the producing organization
bearing his name, is back from a trip
The company
through the south.
will soon start work on a new picture.

Pow-Wow

THE FILM DAILY)

nered

Metro

—

ested to

i

—

not be made
for the failure of his fellow
pay
Let's
sition equitable to all alike.
exhibitor any more than one clothing
take a real case right out of last year's merchant who out sells and out
known
In some manner
business.
thinks his competitor must be pena- Meador.
only to the trade the gross of any lized for the ability to think.
time
this
at
percentage picture played
Denies Cleveland Music Strike
In
Percentage is not the angle.
becomes the common property of
William J. Banks, general manlegitimate
stage
when
the
the
days
all the exchanges.
launched a production the public re- ager of the Cleveland M. P. ExhibitLast winter in the good season in fused to buy it because it did not be- ors' Ass'n states in a letter that there
our best house we played a fine pic- long, Mr. Legitimate Manager put has been no strike between suburban
exhibitors in Cleveland and the musIt had "been exploited in the
ture.
it into the storehouse and produced
Banks adds that the
key city in a superb manner. It had another one. If the picture producer icians' union.
been served with a pretentious pro- makes a flivver his sales force starts contract between the two parties expired on June 30 and that since the
It had been run for several
logue.
out to choke it down the necks of the
months at $1.65 top. Its fame had exhibitor and he will lie like a gas Mutual Musical Protective Ass'n was
We guar- meter to plant it.
unwilling to negotiate a new contract
spread to every center.
for the next year, the theaters disanteed that picture a fat rental and
The reason for the closed town is pensed with music.
agreed by reason of the public deforcing of exmand in our baliwick to view it, a too apparent in the program
bought
a
Framing a New Scale
We exceeded the hibitors to playtheondead
split.
fiftv-fifty
failures. Is it
sight-un-seen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
naturaland
$1000
guarantee by over
any wonder that exhibitors finding
Cleveland It is understood that
ly gave the exchange a mighty fat
surfeited with duds on surburban exhibitors dispensed with
themselves
satisthan
more
were
We
rental.
The picture had the earning a program they cannot duck get to- music because they discovered the
fied.
and try to bargain for the musicians' union was framing a new
We and the exchange made gether
value.
sure-fire
stuff when there is plenty wage scale for next year.
The old
few
course
of
a
money. Now in the
weeks another concern is sending out to supply them and when they know contract has expired.
can
from New York fervid wires on that by picking the cream they
It has and will make money.
the success of their picture.
It will take more than Percentage
not had its local key city first run. It
is to open in a house in the key city to stop the bad leak in this* business.
to

—

1923

Eastern Pennsylvania unit. The n<
directors are expected to dis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cuss taxation in general and probabl
Oneida, N. Y. Syracuse interests the music tax situation. Represents
will build a hotel-theater on Madison tives of the American Society of Corr
Aronson who wrote a Street. M. J. Kallet has also started posers. Authors and Publishers wi
story on waste in the a theater along the same lines.
probably be present.

logger heads with the
his plan for percentage.
bring the exhibitor to
He is or is not a
level.
the industry.
takes what the other
he
You cannot measure the ability of on and cashes he must
an exhibitor by a percentage propo-

Harry MacKenzie Back From Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Harry MacKenzie,

6,

7461-7620

—
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Shut

Tuesday, August

No. 32

Down

Friday

ustry, Particularly in
>

New

Zittel

Producing

One Two Reeler Completed and
May Make Series for Educational

York, Has

Honor Harding's Memory

7,

Southern Enterprises Under Fire

Release
rheaters Closed Until 6 P. M.
s a token of respect to the memC. F. Zittel ("Zit"), publisher of
of the late President Harding, Zit's Weekly is making a series of two
and picture houses in reel comedies which may be released Tactics
deville
ater New York will be closed on through Educational.

This was
lay until six o'clock.
ided upon yesterday at a meeting
1 in the office of Augustus Thomas
vhich Will H. Hays of the M. P.
D. A. and Charles L. O'Reilly of
T. O. C. C. were present.

The

first

is

"Yes,

We

Have No

Bananas" and has Don Barclay of
"Go Go," Gilda Grey, Belle Baker
and others in the cast.
Earl W.

Price 5 Cents

1923

By

Exhibitors in the Southwest

Assailed

at

Dallas

—Alleged

Hearing

—

Operations

of

"Wrecking Crew" Described Showmen Declare They Had
No Choice in Booking "Super 39" Series
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Hammons of Educational stated yesterday that while it was true no deal
Dallas, Tex. Testimony by exhibitors in the Southwest
suspended
will
be
Lost businesses
had
been
closed for the distribution against Southern Enterprises, Inc., as developed at the hearing
that day, which while not declared
of the first picture, one is now under
oliday will witness a general cesof the Federal Trade Commission here was in the main damaging
way. If the first picture proves satisin
on of commercial activities
factory, others may be expected to to the Paramount subsidiary.
or of the dead President. All of
follow.
will
important film companies
The celebrated, alleged "wrecking crew" of Southern EnterZittell could not be reached yesFamous Players will
ie
down.
prises was injected into the record at frequent intervals despite
down all of its branches, not terday for information relative to his
;e
the protest of Robert Swaine, of counsel for Famous Players,
in this country but in Canada production plans.
/
who called the existence of such a body mere gossip and the
in other foreign lands as well.
Picture
Talmadge
Opens
everywhere
Paramount theaters
term one of opprobrium. C. J. Musselman of Paris, Tex.; H. S.
be closed from one to five o'clock
"Ashes of Vengeance," the new Cole of Ranger, Tex., and F. R. Newman, of Greenville, Tex., all
There is <* possi- Norma Talmadge picture opened at
the afternoon.
testified that they knew of the activities of such a group of men
;y that the exchanges of some of the
Apollo last night. Sprinkled
R.
companies will be open to take through the audience were many and several of them named its personnel as follows:
Its
Branham.
Charles
G.
of shipments but it is certain that notables in theatricals and motion Lynch, Louis L. Dent, Al Russel and
f the most urgent kind of business
pictures.
functions were described as efforts to destroy the morale of theater
be handled.
owners and its policy one of rule or
fo action, so far as can be learned,
ruin.
been decided upon so far as theIt
The testimony revealed the fact that
s
in general are concerned.
efforts were made to buy Musselman,
us an assured fact that a good
ly exhibitors, acting as individuCole and Newman on threats that
will keep closed all or at least
Southern Enterprises, Inc., would
Sydney S.
of the funeral day.
build opposition nouses and take Paramount service away from these exlen of the M. P. T. O. is now in
antic
City conferring with his
It
hibitors in their various towns.
FILM
cutive committee.
was testified that in Ranger and in
Should the length of the average feature be confined to five
ILY telegraphed him to learn
Greenville, this threat was actually
reels?
(Continued on Page 2)
carried out and that Cole's unfinished
After adcontract was cancelled.
Lichtman Visiting Exchanges
vanced prices had been agreed to and
Joe Brandt, C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.— Five, in the main,
.1
Lichtman is on a tour of the
Newman could not renew, the testipictures are longer, there
If
but never more than six.
irnas exchanges, accompanied by
mony showed, Musselman in Sherwon't be a sufficient turnover at the box-office.
rry L. Charnas.
man, Cole in Ranger and Newman in
Earl W. Hammons, Educational Films Exchanges, Inc.—
Greenville then waged an admission
probably
that
true,
however,
It
is
"It depends on the subject.
Lesser Going Abroad
Newman claimed that he
price war.
one time out of a hundred does it warrant greater footage."
ol Lesser is due in New York on
was prosperous until Southern En». 21
for a two weeks' conference
terprises entered Greenville and when
Irving M. Lesser, Principal Pictures Corp. "Certainly. So
Irving Lesser after which the
The absolute
they retired, he said he was ready
that the exhibitor can diversify his program.
ner will sail for a two months'
to quit.
limit should be six reels, for in that footage any story can be
to Europe.
Lesser is booked on
told and told well."
Ed Foy, owner of neighborhood
Leviathan leaving New York on
The
theaters in Dallas, testified that he
Gerritt J. Lloyd, D. W. Griffith, Inc.— "Impossible.
t.
8.
The main purpose will be
cut his admission prices and was recharacters cannot be delineated properly. At the risk of some
dispose of the Principal Pictures'
When
longer.
fused
a new Paramount contract unshould
be
feature
the
public,
boredom to the
put on Continental Europe.
less he restored prices to the former
the climax arises, the characters will then mean something."
The evidence shows that the
scale.
Meeting in Atlantic City
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld— Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion Theaters
Queen, a downtown theater main(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cannot
complications
—"No. A good story with sufficient plot
tained by the Enterprises is showing
itlantic City, N. J.
The executive
be told in five reels. While I admit that many features are
Paramount pictures second run for
imittee of the M. P. T. O.; the
reels."
five
of
limit
padded, it is wrong to set an absolute
a dime.
rd of directors of the Northern
Ritz-Carlton Pictures, Inc.— "Yes. The pubsey M. P. T. O. and the members
J. D. Williams,
Theodore Polmanakos testified that
personality in the
lic is getting tired of five reels of the same
he M. P. T. O. of Southern Jersey,
he
had leased the opera house in
and
same kind of story. There should be room for a weekly
stern Pennsylvania and Delaware
on the promise of Harry
Greenville
a scenic so that if the feature isn't liked, something else is.
vened here yesterday. The meetOwens, branch manager that he
s will continue today and tomor-

—

:
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>
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(Continued on Page 4)
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court found that the $1,000 had been
Back from Europe
paid to Walker, and for that reason
Arrivals from abroad include
J,'
Supreme Court Justice Mullan has held that the lease was invalid and Robert Rubin and Charles Bryant.
the
plaintiff
appointed Samuel W. Levine receiver
was entitled to the reof the films, "Ngunba" and "The Red turn of the money.
The court also
Fuld with Commonwealth
XXV
W.
Na. 32
Tuesday. Aug. 7, 1923
Prica 5 Cents
Trail,, in a suit of the John Hagen- found, however, that the value of the
Jack Fuld lias joined Comra«Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folki, beck Films of Berlin, against the premises for the period was $22,499. wealth where he will handle publii
Inc., Published
Daily except Saturday, at Acron Sales Corp. and he will have and directed the defendant to pay and advertising
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by control
of the releasing of the films plaintiff $1 and costs of the suit.
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
The suit was brought
{o*et>h Dannenberg, President and Editor; in the future.
Ohe guy usho reaa
Griffith Films Lead
W. Alicoata, Treasurer and Business Man- on the ground that the Acron comfines out loud(*n iMMocefTV^
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor; pany agreed to pay
$5,500 for the
According to the Griffith offices, as
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
When a result of a popularity contest waged
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, films, and paid only $1,374.
'at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
a note for $458 became due Acron by the Sunday Pictorial of London,
the act of March 3. 1879.
refused to pay but later gave $200 "Way Down East," "Orphans of the
Terms (Postage free) United State*. Outside
The complaint also named as Storm" and "The Kid," headed the
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 more.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign defendants
number of agencies list. The first two were produced by
a
Subscribers should remit with order, throughout the country
$15.00.
which had Griffith.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, received prints, including S. P. Film
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4S51-4552-5558. Exchange, Harthill Pictures, Supreme
Two Deaths
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, Film,
Progress Pictures, Standard
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
P'hone, Hollywood
17836 U.S.
Mrs.
Felicia
Abrams, wife of
Film and S. & S. Film Co.
1603.
Leonard
Abrams
of
Craftsman
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Laboratory, died on Friday night. Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. FredShe was 29 years of age. The fun- 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15 r
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
The most economical method of reachi
Supreme Court Justice Tierney has eral was Sunday.
Ave., London, W. 1.
is our
ADDRESSING SERVIiid
Mrs. Henrietta Soman, mother of theatres
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de signed a judgment in a suit brought
$4.00 PER M UP.
Lists if desired.
30 t
Clichy.
Lester
Soman
of
Cummings
Laboraby the Vivian Martin Pictures, Inc.,
50% saved in postage, etc., through elimioiEuropean Representative InternaCentral
tion
of
dead
and
duplicate
theatres
uiuiDt
tory, died a few days ago at the age
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- against J. F. & M. B. Construction
listed.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Co. owner of the plant leased by Viv- of 68.
Multigraphing
Mimeographing ian Martin Pictures at 75 Mills St.,
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
Astoria. The complaint alleged that
Buy Two Lebanon Houses
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
in order to induce the plaintiff to exe(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
Low Close Sales cute a lease on the property from
High
Lebanon, Pa. Carr and Schad, Inc
'Phone Bryant 8138
100 June 1, 1920, to March 31, at $22,500. have taken over the Capitol and CoEast. Kod. .100% 106% 106%
71
73
2,500 the defendant paid $1,000 to the plain- lonial theaters from the Penn Steitz
7iy>
F. P.-L
Not quoted tiff's then general manager, Thomas Amusement Co., effective Sept. 1.
do pfd
Phone Beekman 9091
Not quoted F. Walker "with fraudulent design The Capitol seats 800 and the Colonial
^Goldwyn
Not quoted to influence his conduct." The com- 1800. Carr and Schad now control
Griffith
15
Loews
\Wa 14% 100 plaint alleged that the $22,500 was the Colonial, Lyric, Princess, Strand,
Triangle
Not quoted paid and that the actual value of the San Toy and Schuylkill Ave., in ReadNot quoted lease was only $11,250. The plain- ing and the Colonial and the CapiWorld
tiff
sued for the difference.
The tol here.
REAL.
Letter Carries Boost Picture
The final smash in the exploitation
campaign for the premier of "Loyal
11» Falton St.. N. Y.
Lives" was put over yesterday by
Charlie Giegerich when he captured
AND
(Long Acre Square, for the Letter
INDUSTRY
hand
playof 50
Carrier's Band. The
and seven hundred other people went into hysterics
ed at the opening.

In the Courts
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SHOWING PICTURES
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Quotations
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INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL
MOTION PICTURE

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

during the running of the seven reels of

Down

Shut

Friday

(Continued from Page 1)
what action he planned for M. P. T.
O. members but at the time of going

no response

to press
ceived.

had been

re-

THE POT OF DRAMA AND PEARL OF
COMEDY
and tomorrow
thought of it.

you

know

will

just

what

they

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

YOUR

FILMS

has more comedy than "The Kid"
As much suspense as "Tarzan"

Prolong the

As much drama as "Smilhr* Through"
As lavish a production as "Knighthood"
A greater cast than was ever seen

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not
waxed, to be

It

THE

Duratize

Direction equal to that of any artist
Laughs laughs laughs laughs, and laughs.
7,000 feet of perfect photoplay that will
attract millions of people into thousands of
theatres.

BEST KNOWN SUBJECT THE
STAGE OR STORY WORLD HAS EVER

life

of

your

prints

still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
ALLAN

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Chickering 2937

220

IT IS THE

Wanted live publicity man for
select picture theater in Greater
York. Steady position.

New

c/o
71

Box

S.

44th

St.,

500

THE FILM DAILY
W.

N. Y. C.

KNOWN.
SEE PAGE

3

Tomorrow

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS
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Congratulations to

t. o. c.
COMMONWEALTH

FILM CORPORATION

congratulates
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce on the resolution
condemning the booking of pictures "sight unseen"; pictures on

paper

only.

—

Your

resolution was exactly right
and will be so considered by any
motion picture business man who views the interests of the industry
in a broad sense, and not in a selfish sense.

Our

trade practice conforms
spirit of your resolution.

now and always

has conformed to the

week a catalogue of our 1923-1924 pictures. We
are now offering the first 12. Ten of these are in our offices and no exIn fact, we urge
hibitor need sign a contract without viewing them.
JVe are mailing

this

screen examination.

The

No

other 2 in the first 12 will be ready for viewing in 30 days.
exhibitor need sign for them now in order to obtain the other 10.

We

don't want to shout "I told you so," but it is a fact that we
have for years advised our customers to buy only on screen examination, and we are happy that the T. O. C. C, representing the best
class of theatre owners in this territory have confirmed our opinion.

COMMONWEALTH

M**

FILM COKPORATION

|A|

"Handling Only Assured Successes"

^JE<^

S.

?29

ZIERLER, President

seventh avenue

NEW YORK CITY

Tuesday, August

7,

1923

I

Hearing Ends

in

Dallas

(Continued from Page 1)
could have Paramount pictures.
He
declared that he never got them and
finally sold the theater to Southern
Enterprises taking a loss of $1800 on
a year's operation.
He claimed that

the "wrecking crew" had approached
his landlord.

Boss Matter
Barney Resnick,

Up Again

McAlester,
of
Okla.. then took the stand and described his relations with J. C. Boss
and Southern Enterprises, Inc. He
said Boss had turned over his theater
to a man named Adams and that

Adams

has gotten out owing some
.rent.
Then Boss, according to Resnick endeavored to raise funds to
protect his equity in the equipment.
W. R. Lynch then visited Resnick
and sent him to Dallas to see E. H.
Hulsey.
It then developed that a
lease was made, Resnick continued,
upon a consideration of $750 paid to
Resnick and then released back to
him on the understanding that the
house was not to be used as a theater.
The theater was thus removed as a
competition house, Resnick testified.

Santikos of

San Antonio claimed

that Paramount practiced unfair advertising
against
him.
He also
claimed that his contracts in Waco

were endangered when Southern Enterprises secured a theater there and
then sought to break the agreement
with him.
Apparently,
Government counsel
turned his attack along different lines
and attempted to show that exhibitors
do not exercise a choice of selection

Enterprises.
He declared that
twenty-five per cent of his current
contracts, had been played and that
he expected all of the pictures contracted for to be played before the
season ended.
He said he has had
trouble in getting play dates from exhibitors but that he can get good revenue from pictures as old as 18
months. All exchanges, in his mind,
suffer from the exhibitor evil of over
buying. He said he can sell pictures
of merit without finding it necessary
to go to Southern Enterprises.
L.
E. Harrington, former Fox
manager described his experiences in
selling pictures to Hulsey and Stuart
of Southern Enterprises and his business dealings with William Saal on
play dates. Of the 1921-1922 product
he said about a ratio of six out of
every ten pictures had been played
and the others not paid for. He said
the Fox account in Galveston was A.
B. Mendel who is in opposition to
Southern Enterprises. He said Saal
had wanted the product for Galveston
but that he refused to book it for
other towns unless he got Galveston
as well.
H. J. Bayley, testified as manager
of Vitagraph.
On "Dead Men Tell
No Tales," Bayley said Saal, the Enterprises booker wanted all the towns
or none. When he left Vitagraph in
1922, Bayley said four or five subjects
still
remained to be played.
On
cross-examination, Bayley admitted
there was trouble with all exhibitors
in getting play dates.
It was brought
out that the Palace and Rialto were
first-runs in San Antonio and opposition to each other as well.
R. L. Brown then took the stand
as Select manager for 1918-1922. He
said he couldn't get any first-runs,
one reason because there was no open
time.
He said he had sold most of
the product to Southern Enterprises
through Saal and that part of the pictures had been played. He estimated
that there were from 14 to 20 productions unplayed over the whole circuit.
Brown said he needed the key
city runs to make his quota on the
various pictures and admitted that
it
was true a small percentage of his
product at that time did not warrant
a first-run.
the

booking from Paramount. Testiof H. B. Robb of the R. and
R. Circuit; Cole of Ranger, Newman
of Greenville, Tom Boland of Oklahoma City, and John Paxton of Paris,
Tex., showed that they had to book
all or none from Paramount.
They
all declared that they would have rejected from ten to twenty-five per
cent had they a choice in the matter.
Robb said he would have bought only
twenty-five per cent of the "Super
39."
He said he considered Paramount's releases had a higher average
than those of any other organization
for first class theaters.
He added
J. E. Huey, present Vitagraph manthat he would get "Hollywood" on
his "39" contract and at the price ager, testified that he had been made
agreed upon and added that he con- a number of percentage offers for
sidered Paramount fair except in the his product, hut that he had refused
them all because the terms were not
matter of block bookings.
satisfactory.
He wanted a flat rental
in

mony

Tom

theater

Boland,

the Oklahoma city
the next witness.

owner was

-

Huey

for that
said he

reason.

United

Amusement

because

Co. to pro-

they could not agree on the value of
the product. He said that the loss of
the key city runs and the exploitation
attendant thereupon defeated business in the out:
ections when
the
picture
got
into
distribution.
.ramounts solid in Oklahoma Huey said he thought there
were not
in the beginning up to 1919
enough theaters to show the inand then found he couldn't pay the dustry's output and for that reason,

Boland declared,
he was not clear on the purposes and
plans of the organization and so secured a refund on his stock subscription.
Boland testified that he had

tect themselves, but.

prices a-ked.

Local Exchangemen Called

A number

of local

exchange man-

agers were then called to the stand.
P. K. Johnston, Fox manager testified
that he sold in block and in series to

where a distributor owned
had an advantage over

he

Goulding Returns This Week
Goulding returns from I
England this week. He is writing a
which W. J. Lytle is general manager stage
play called "Dancing Mothers,"
and the owner of the remaining stock
which will be produced in the fall.
I
interest.
Contrary to the common
understanding in film circles here,
this arrangement does not include all

Edmund

I

of the Lytle theaters but only four,
the Empire, the Princess, Royal and
Grand. Lytle is in full charge of operations, under the arrangement and
has the power to book all attractions
or reject any contract made on his
behalf.
The general office of South-

ern Enterprises merely co-operates
with him.
The final witness of the hearing
was L. B. Remy, Goldwyn manager,
who testified that at a dinner at the

Adolphus
Goldwyn,
Price,

which Samuel
Hiram Abrams, Oscar
E. H. Hulsey and he (Remy)
in Dallas, at

were present the conversation turned
to United Artists releases with Hulsey asking Abrams why he had sold
the Pickford pictures and others to
S. A. Lynch when Lynch didn't have
any theaters in this territory. The
answer was, according to Remy,
"We are selling our pictures where
we can get the most money."
Then, according to Remy, Hulsey's

comment

followed:

"If that's to be the attitude of the
distributors, I might as well sell my
theaters to Lynch."
The witness testified that he heard
the next day that announcement was
made of the Lynch-Hulsey merger.
The hearing has been brought to a
close here to re-open in Boston on

August

VACATION
TIME
is

SPORT TIME
Visit our store be-

fore

going

away.

We have what

you

need.

SLAZENGER
First to mfg.

and

sell golf

in U. S.

supplies

A.

12 East 43rd Street
New York City

20.

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
It

carries

through

to the screen the entire

range of tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

Despite that,

secured new conHe told of a meeting in Dallas at tracts in key had
cities and sold only
which were present P. C. Levy, of Ft.
one picture to
Worth: W. J. Lytle of San Antonio; He went into Southern Enterprises.
detail relative to this
Saul Harris of Little Rock, and E. H.
situation and said both parties had
Hulsey of Dallas. These men formed not gotten
together partly
the

He

said his company
owned fifty per cent of the stock of
the San Antonio Amusement Co., of

re-examined.

a theater
his com-

petitor.

Fair Again on Stand

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length

base

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Al E. Fair, director of Southwest
theaters for the Enterprises, was then

*»

—
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Charges Intimidation

he Claims a Beat
ing Funeral Films Shown on
Yesterday Negative
ladway

Summit, N.

—

fair

Left 'Frisco Friday.
icial

pictures

showing the

coffin

S.

(

'.

tion.

"scoop" in
The actual negaeft 'Frisco late Friday night on
Overland Limited before the
In
dential special pulled out.
la, a special aeroeplane with C.
!hapman, a Pathe cameraman
d met the train and rushed the
ive to Chicago where a larger
speedier 'plane at once hopped
f the East. The 'plane traveled
lut any delays as far as DingFerry, Pa., where a heavy fog
Chapman then
i
a landing.
clean

The Jersey

Page

2)

Paterson Here
Hard C. Patterson of the Metfon, Atlanta is in New York. He
klrs. Patterson will return home

Roadhouse murder scene from "The Love Trap." (circles) (R.) Bryant
Washburn and Mabel Forrest, (L.) Wheeler Oakman and Mabel Truenelle.
A Ben Wilson production released by Grand-Asher.—Advt.

Financing a Problem
M. P. T. O. Directors to Discuss It
Take Up Taxes With American

her.

Society Representative

Badger With First National
Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

exhibitor in his letter
the "insidious practice and
constant intimidation by the First Na
tional Exchange of New Jersey on
every occasion the exchange cannot
get together with me on the question
of price pictures.
On each of these
occasions, Mr. Fabian of the exchange
theatens to build another theater in
my town, if I do not pay him the
price he is asking for his pictures or
else threatens to place his product in
a local church to be shown there in
direct competition with my theater."

refers to

>

(Continued on

Kleinfeld, of the Lyric theater,

Charles
J., has written
O'Reilly of the T. O. C. C. a
letter in which he charges First Na
tional of New Jersey with "insidious
practices and constant intimidation."
Kleinfeld has asked the T. O. C.
to secure relief for him. The mattrt
has been turned over to the business
relations committee of the organiza-

arrival.

claims a
ing the film.

Un-

Business Tactics

L.

t

eir

Exhibitor Says First

Summit N.

President 'Harding to the
in San Francisco, his arrival in
Francisco before his death and
scenes reached New York at
morning and
:lock yesterday
immediately whipped into shape
he Pathe News organization,
was kept intact in anticipation
lg

lie

J.

Nat'l of Jersey Exercises

(Special to

Atlantic

THE FILM DAILY)
N. J. — One of

City,

i.

"Expo" In Court
Creditors

File

Involuntary

Petition

—

inJJankruptcy on Coast Receiver Appointed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The

affairs

of

the

Kleinfeld's stand is that Summit
has a poulation of over 9,000 and cannot support another theater.
S. H.
Fabian of the First National when
asked about the Kleinfield matter denied yesterday that he had ever made
any such statements as attributed to
him by Kleinfield. He said he had
never made any threats or attempted
to intimidate Kleinfeld as charged
and added that he had never gotten
together with him because of a lack
of understanding on price.

Angeles Clarence Badger has
important matters to be discussed 4&y American Historical Revue and Mod with First National to direct
board of directors of the M. P. tion Picture Exposition have ended
Swamp Angel" in which Col- the
Three
T. O., now in session here, will be in the bankruptcy courts.
Moore will have the lead.
involuntary
an
filed
have
creditors
the question of financing the national
con- petition in bankruptcy against it.
organization.
Yesterday,
a
Hires Valentino for $1,000,000
Charles Christie Sails
ference was held between the direcThe court has appointed Frank
dolph Valentino has been insur- tors and E. C. Mills, of the Music Brown receiver in charge until the
Charles H. Christie sailed for Eu
ir $1,000,000 and
He will return in
J. D. Williams Publishers' Protective Ass'n and ad- affairs
of the organization can be rope yesterday.
500,000 on behalf of Ritz Carl- visor to the executive committee of cleared up. The assets are estimated October.
The policies were the American Society of Composers, at $30,000 and the liabilties at $120,Pictures, Inc.
d through Phillip Rosen, son of
(Continued on Page 2)
000. The exposition closed Saturday. Funeral Services In N. Y. Theaters
ate Harry B. Rosen.
The American Legion has accept"Snapshots" for State Righters
ed an offer of the M. P. T. O. of
Grainger Back
ronk Heads Toronto Houses
C. B. C. intends state righting the New York State to conduct memoriJames R. Grainger, sales manager
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
FriGoldwyn-Cosmopolitan has re- new series of "Screen Snapshots" al services in their theaters on
of
ronto J. B. Cronk has been ap- turned from a brief vacation spent in which in recent months have been day. The members of the M. P. T.
ed general of the Famous Play- the Adirondacks.
O. plan to keep their houses closed
handled by Pathe.
theaters in this city. This gives
out of respect to the memory of the
k supervision of 14 local houses,
late President.
Associated Pictures' Dividend
of which formerly belonged to
Deny Increase in Admissions
DAILY)
FILM
THE
(Special to
Mien string.
Denial that any increase in admisLos Angeles— Herbert Lubin and
sions is contemplated for the Rialto, Arthur H. Sawyer of Associated PicTn mcmoriam
In from South Africa
Rivoli and Criterion was made yes- tures Corp., announce an 8% diviH. Blumberg, managing director terday by Famous Players following dend on the preferred stocTc payable
In respect to the memory of our
a published report from Atlantic City to stockholders at the close of busile A. E. A. Film Co. JohannesPresident, Ulatren 6. fiardins,
late
company
This
South Africa, is in New York that some theaters were going to ness on June 30.
Metro.
for
will be no issue of the film
Pictures
there
disThe
S.-L.
raise
their
the
territory.
prices
to
ig material for that
He
$2.
makes
iking his headquarters with Lee- patches apparently confused special Sawyer leaves for the East shortly
Dally published on Triday.
ford Corp. and expects to be presentations with those in the regu- to meet Barbara La Marr upon her
return from Italy.
lar picture houses.
for two months.
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Copyright 1923. Wid'a Film and Film Folka,
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 We»t 44th St., New York, N. Y., by

WTD'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.

Dannacberg, President and Editor;
\\
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(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
hired a fast touring car and rushed Authors and Publishers.
foul
on to New York arriving here about hour conference was held on Monday,
The at which methods of securing the re
1
o'clock yesterday morning.
prints were immediately made for peal of the ten per cent admission
local showings and then dispatched tax were discussed.
No definite deCincinnati, cision along those lines has been
Detroit,
to
Cleveland,
Indianapolis, Chicago and other Mid- reached as yet.

.

.

;

the act of

March

3,

1879.

Terms (Pottage

Outside
free) United States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
P'hone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
of
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man.
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Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
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Representative
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— Interna-
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Filmschau,

Prague
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Western towns
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Financing a Problem
A

till

8,

PatheNews
No. 64

FROM A VERMONT FARM TO THE
PRESIDENCY— First pictures of Coolilgt

time for show-

President, taken on the train from
father's Vermont farm to the capitol;
wifie and sons; high lights of his career,
as

Other problems yet to be touched
Pathe issued a spe- include the
uniform contract, the
cial release.
roadshowing of pictures, and means
of increasing membership.
Those
Hays Going to Marion
present included Comerford, WoodBender, Whitehurst,
Will H. Hays will attend the hull, Aarons,
funeral services lor the late Mr. Prainer, Bernstein, Bullock, Smith,
Dittmar, O'Toole, Cadoret, Schwalm,
Harding in Marion, O., on Friday.
The Association of M. P. Equip and Sydney S. Cohen and A. J. Moelment Dealers of America (Eastern ler from executive headquarters.
The principal entertainmenl yesDivision) at a special meeting yesterday voted to remain closed after one Lerday was the ball.
ings last night.

NATION HONORS DEAD
His casket

hi
hi

PRESIDENT

taken from the San Francuu
hotel to the R. R. train; the honorary jut
bearers; the last screen picture of Pr;sidm;
Harding alive; the hotel suite in which ht
died; his father receives the news of the
death, in Marion, O.; the family burial plot;
with the funeral train en route.
is

A COMPLETE

AND MOVING

RECTTALI

OF THE GREATEST EVENT OF
DAYS.

MANY

o'clock Friday.

In Atlantic City, the M. P. T. U.
units covering Eastern Pennsylvania,
all of New Jersey and Delaware resolved to interrupt their afternoon
performances for five minutes on
Friday at exactly the time the body
of Mr. Harding is laid to rest in

Receivers For Baltimore
(Special to

House

tod SY_

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Baltimore Judge C. F. Stein, in
the Circuit Court, has appointed W.
W. Parker and J. E. Tippett, receivers for the Circle Theater Corp.,
under a joint bond of $10,000.

Marion.

Quotations
Two Sales on "Daring Years"
Low Close Sales
High
Equity has sold "Daring Years" to
107
107
400
Kod. .107
74/2 7Zy4 72% 2,400 Masterpiece of Philadelphia for EastF. P.-L
89% 89% 89% 100 ern Pennsylvania and Southern New
do pfd
100 Jersey and to Federated of Boston
17
17
V<ioldwyn ... 17
Not quoted for New Kngland.
Griffith
East,

S

15

l.oew's

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Strike Still Hurts Schenectady
(Special to

Announce Cast
to THE FILM DAILY)

Dhe fallow who wont
book anything
out of fhe routina-

Sales

the

following

sales:
George Larkin series, "Big Boy" Williams
series, "The Purple Dawn" and "The Girl
from the West" to Progress Pictures for
Delaware, Maryland, the District, and Virginia.
George Larkin series also to Reelcraft of Chicago for Northern Illinois and
to Exclusive Films for Michigan; "Diamond
Dot" western to Reelcraft of Chicago for
Northern Illinois.

Oll his

follywood— Lew

Cody,

_^_^_

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Schenectady, N. Y. Box-office receipts are still poor as the traction
strike

he

life

aras a

The

Start

Work Soon on New Stanley
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

suburban

—

Atlantic
City Plans
have been
completed for the erection of the new
Stanley to be built on Kentucky Ave.
.valsh and Carmel Myers are among
and the Boardwalk. Work will start
ChadFilm
Helene
Clemenceau
support
Klein
Handling
will
who
those
on the new 2,500 seat house within
wick in "Law Against Law."
Edward L. Klein has received a a few months. The site is situated
print of "The Veil of Happiness," on the
Bew property and the long
produced in France from a story by term
Weber and North Take Central
lease
involves
more than
will
Klein
Clemenceau.
George
$2,000,000.
Weber and North have leased the bandit- American distribution.
mtral for two weeks beginning Sun"No Fall Slump," Says Levee
daj when they will show "Marriage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chillicothe, Mo. Goes "Blue"
Morals" the first week and "Don't
Hollywood Mike Levee, head of
Marry for Money" the second week.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the United Studios, in a recent stateSpecial

-

400

15

15

Triangle

Some Aywon
Aywon has closed

continues.

George houses have been

Are you Temporarily

hit the hardest.

Short of Cash?
WE MAKE LOANS ON ANY
WORTHWHILE PROPOSITION
Our Low Rates and Quick

(

—

Service Will Suprise

—

Chillicothe, Mo.
The city council ment declared:
has passed an ordinance making it un"With the unprecedented producand lawful to open theaters on Sunday, tion of the spring and summer, everydirector,
Sturgeon,
Rollin
providing a fine for violation of $200 one expects
a decided fall off by OcLucien Hubbard, production editor,
offenders
the
and
revocation
of
film
to
tober, or before."
But the companies
have arrived from the coast
housed on the Uuited lot are sched"West of the Water Tower," which license.
uled to work clear through until winwill be Glenn Hunter's first starring
ter.
This means that there will be
picture for Paramount.
F. D. Martin in Jacksonville
seven companies busy every day, with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacksonville, Fla. F. D. Martin, four either editing or preparing.

You

Consult with Us

Sturgeon and Hubbard Here

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

—

Box-Office Attractions,
a new company, has arrived from
New York. Martin's organization
will produce as their first, "The First

president

/&cUuxUicna£ O^cIuaju)

of

Gray Hair," starring Ramon Romeo.
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Coast

Men Hold Outing
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

OFFICE FOR

RENT

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange

or

State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

—

Los Angeles Exhibitors and exchangemen in Southern California
held an outing at Hermosa Beach last
Thursday.
The exchangemen won
baseball game at a score of 20
In the afternoon, various athto 18.
letic events were held with a total of
17 loving cups going to various wintin

*WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT'"

(ROMLOWFlLM UUJORATOPJES
INCOCPORATEO

220 WEST 42
WOHl
BCyANT 5576.

*!>

NEW yOCK

STREET
'•ALfc/W.*.tOWNE5
i

;p?. Men?.
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The Scream

of the Screen

and yet a tear"

A POT OF DRAMA—A PEARL OF COMEDY
Not

since

Motion Pictures became a

been the blending

reality has there

I

assembling of theatrical intelligence, focusing of tradition upon any one effort as that
of talent,

which characterizes the now completed production

of

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

"POTASH
It's

and

PERLMUTTER"
The personalities responsible for
Samuel Goldwyn, producer
Barney Bernard

Partial Record

on Broadway.
6,226 nights on tour.
175 stories in Saturday Eve. Post.

2,555 nights

now running weekly

stories.

Hope Sutherland
Lee Kohlmar

A

Evelyn

as staple as bread and butter.

5 years in

London

2 years in Berlin

>

Vera Gordon
Martha Mansfield
Ben Lyon

Extended runs in every city, town and hamlet in America during the nine years it has
been a stage vogue.
title

Featured

J

DiSacia Mooers
Leo Donnelly

in support

Law

Edourd Durand
16 Tiller Girls

2 years in. Vienna

Frances Marion wrote the scenario
Clarence Badger, Director

2 years in Petrograd

MONTAGUE GLASS

2 years in

being.

)

Alexander Carr

225,000 books sold

80 daily papers

it's

Warsaw

9 companies played 7,967 cities in America
to capacity during nine years.

CHARLES KLIEN

I

Authors

(

Mme.

Frances, Costumes
Ziegf eld Follies
n
u
4.a
Scene ij
Cabaret
Box Review

Music

No not ever in the industry's checkered career has there
been such an assemblage of talent and screen knowledge
and never before has there been such a magnificent
accomplishment.

F

I

ON THE SCREEN AT LAST
R S T NATIONAL PICTURE
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aw* ^w wjn*&anti*juii^jtwa

Newspaper Opinions
"Ashes of Vengeance" — 1st Nat'l
Apollo

AMERICAN
fective

Their
lion

*

in

very

is

ef-

\

."

>

production
magnificent.

scenes

'

and

and

Higl

re-

dressi

beautiful

halls,

production
lavishly presented, and nothing in the
of research has been spared to make of
spectacular sensation.
*

herself.

The

*

"

DAILY NEWS—"Ashes

it

the full sense of the word a masterThe settings are
piece of film production.
the
costumes gorgeous,
magnificent,
the
well, it seems hardplayers sincerely capable
is
the
picture
sufficient
ly
to
say
that
in

—

marvelous.

EVENING JOURNAL

Talmadge

-Miss

all of the emotions that could
She was
to an actress on the screen
Regardless
radiant in alf the scenes. * * *
of cost, Joseph M. Schenck, the producer,
deserves praise, for the picture is a master-

went through

Vengeance"

of

is

too sweet a story lo have such a melo
dramatic name. * * * and never before has
Miss Talmadge been so convincing and so
The story is fascinating.
livable. * * *

WORLD—The

"Ashes of
story amid

producers of
set a simple

Vengeance"

Vengeance"

of

TRIBUNE—"Ashes

have
the massive Gothic castles, the beautiful Pal
the
ace of
Louvre, the ornate jewelry and the
ous costumes of the France of Gather
de Medici.
The settings are carried out
with accuracy, voluminous detail and unfail
ing taste.
Though the story is effective it
is
this magnificent background or architecture, costume and spectacle that makes the
production primarily worth while. * * * As
a whole. "Ashes of Vengeance" is a notable
ine

mountain among the myriad molehills of the
cinema.

'

come

is

piece.

EVENING WORLD— Here

the besl

is

"

virtually everything the films so far have
to offer.
In recommending it, wc make not
This romance * * * is
a single reservation.
quite the equal of any film Broadway has
ever seen.

Miss Tamadge. as fine as she is, carries
off, however, only her share of the acting
Frank Lloyd, who directed
honors. * * *
the picture, did a great piece of work.

HERALD —"Ashes

mate

Vengeance"

of

story, and a wealth of legitihut its pictorial qualities arc
unimpressive.

drama,

regrettably

The settings, which arc intended to reflect
French architecture in the sixteenth century,
look very much like the "Au Quatrieme" deWhat is more,
partment at Wanamaker's.
phoney. * * *
Although Miss Talmadge does well, it
must be admitted that Rupert, as played by
the reliable Conway Tearle, strides off with
they are

all

the honors.

MAIL— A movng
seen on the screen
*

picture of beauty seldom

"Ashes

is

of

Vengeance."

combines a marvelous spectacle of
France in the sixteenth century and a love
It

charm executed,

in

thor-

a

oughly entertaining manner.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

The

* *

beautiful scenes and
don't stop to consider the intrinsic value of the materials concerned, however, as the stirring story keeps

picture

with

filled

is

gorgeous costumes.

You

Talmadge demands

Miss

one busy, and

all

when she is present. * * *
Vengeance" will no doobt enjoy
a prosperous run on Broadway, for it conthe

Come

think it all over, "Circus Days"
nearly the best thing the boy has done.

is

all
alone makes "Circus Days"
something you ought not to miss.

of

tains all the elements so dear
of the motion picture public.

POST — There

is

screen

real

a

heart

the

to

actress

today. * *

screen

ye

stuntiest,
picture of

human and

most

This photodrama is
which holds the interest to
does not live up to its many

it

SUN — Norma

Talmadge

is

possibilities.

wom-

rare

that

who sways the hearts of men
same grace and ease she movi
an

fan.

talc

the
i'hered

out
•

•

of

the

was

beautiful
notablj
richness and depth quite
Many of them were
ordinary.
down to the finest detail.

•

Practically the entire
the picture. • • •

cast

was worthy

of

originality.

childish

ful,

MORNING TELEGRAPH— His art

SUN — The

unfeigned and refreshing sense
about his work, combined with
his unspoiled mimicry, his sly humor and his
eerie sense of pathos, make this one of his

of

—

as entertaining
best pictures to date
barrelful of monkeys. * * *

as

a

* *
Although "Circus Day."
endowed with a very sketchy story,

*

*

it of that eight-year-old screen
prodigy,
Coogan, helps to make
Jackie
this production a fairly good entertainment

the presence in

TELEGRAM —The
Coogan

ie

is

Young Coogan
part

the

of

to

acting ability of Jack
be questioned.

is

the

not

homeless

TRIBUNE— *

* *

lad.
it

is

worse than Master
If
nicturcs have been.
Jackie doing cute things,
Days;" if you don't, slay
to offer any advice.

ideal boy
* * *

for

last

word

One

of

n
the

gigantic

ambitious one
and picturesque

an

remarkable

in

this

the
set-

pro

the

Cor

it

entertainment.

"The

see

is.,-

Spoilers"

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

which

fight

Beerj fought as B
It
"( action
is
rattling good entertaininen! while it lasts,
but when it is over it is soon forgotten with
one exception the Sills llcciy fight,
'

MORNING TELEGRAPH
graphic and nuloiliain.it
sion

of

title

by

Rex

POST-

:

known

well

IIh

11

*

*

*

it

is

The

>

Beach.

Act on

H

thing

the

is

starts

Wanted live publicity man for
select picture theater in Greater
York. Steady position.

a

SUN —

serves

it

good

rattling

story

perpetuate

to

and

New

a

Lambert

give

to

chance to turn the name of the
original into mud.
The director has done
this strikingly in better and more unflagging
continuity and in much more realistic atmosphere, so that the sets and the action
Hillyer

c/o

a

[lever

smetl

tween

llii'

NOW

JOIN

a

interesting ver
book of the s.mir
1 1

1

light
and a dash for Alaska which
[eaves you breathless— and you never quite
catch up to your breath again.

with

Exhibitors Association

S.

W.

44th

St.,

The battle bestudio.
the villa'n. which made
great "light pictures on

the

oi

71

Box

hero and

this the lirsl of the
the silver sheet, has been done with masterly
variety of detail and a wealth of blows
*

*

N. Y. C.

WELDED WIRE

*

REELS

TIMES — "The
fighting

film,

Spoilers"
there

The
never palls.

battle
*

is

Its

a

splendid
tense and

acted

well

For Sole 6y

stir

that

Howellfi

it

its

new

highest.

Its

Spoilers"

--"The

in

no better and
Coogan's previous

you enjoy seeing
go to see "Circus
away. We refuse

work

«

•

value

pictorial

is

of

the

New York

—

TRIBUNE — *

*

*

acting done
with the exception of
Rockliffe Fcllowcs.

WORLD—As
Spoilers"

by

nearly

Anna Q.

pictures
is

was

there

much

well

the

WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

Fifth

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Tel.

Murray

type go,
average.

We wish to announce that
Lichtig

&

Rothwell,

have dissolved by mutual
The business

is

H. H.

there is a little too much
the film apt not enough Jackie.
the ^0fRrience of Jackie's face
under the stimj^ls of his first kiss should
nfficient^^rT secure the success of th
picture wjj^anyonc.

Unfortunately,
in

Yet

'The Spoilers"— GoldwynCosmopolitan Capitol
ENING JOURNAL— One of the

—

I

\

Inc.

to

consent.

be [continued by

Lichtig

and his associates at

new

fights ever

shown

•

•

•

The

version is
generation

also excellent and for the
that has grown since the
out this'picture is something new.

UK KALI) — "The
ably

their present offices

old

(aahioned,

Spoilers"

is

424-6-8 Markham Building

6312 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywoody California

most

unquestion-

and tainted considerably

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

altogether
everybody,
Nilsson and

this

of

above

Chicago

•

circus

New York

cinema masterpiece.

There are
dramatic quality equals the best.
literal punches
plenty of punches in the play
in the big light scene between Milton Sills
as Glennister and Noah Beery as McNamara.

"The

Cine Fquip. CoJ

740 7th Ave..

*

*

TELEGRAM
form

are

undoubtedly

will

so

is

a

is

which

in

gripping situations that

too

500

THE FILM DAILY

the

Coogan is not a subject
commentary.
Discussion of
requires the rabid abandon and
throated enthusiasm of a cheer leader.

journalistic

his

film
in,

<

WORLD—Jackie
for

realist

plays.

1

TIMES— *

*

i

film

grand

it's

who
will remember
Milton sills and Noah
climax lo many scenes
1

reality

'

Tl.MKS

words,
I

—

front

torical

fewer

In

MAIL

seems

POST It is the second ridiculous plot
cooked for the very young Mr. Coogan and
at such a pace, he will not have much chance
to grow older on the screen.

crooked fag

.1

as you watch him, and in
"Circus Days," at the Strand, he excels as
Toby Tyler.

superb
the

omitted, from the
the dynamited dam.

is

to

grow almost

EGRAM

this
In
new and notably
Miss Talmadge joins
picture play
ranks of romantic players who
h.i\r been appearing in big spectacular films
set
with a stirring Btor)
against a vivid
background.
historical
of
Vcn'Ashes
geam
of the best of these big his'

around best

—

fu'l

The photograph
The scenes bad a

all

latest.

MAIL Unlike any of his former pictures,
there are scenes in which the hoy seemed to
be mimicking players he had seen in similar
situations.
There is less of his own delight

with

•

the

in

his

no

interesting
the end <

to the Strand
to see diminu-

In plain talk.
screen career.
"Circus Days" is a perfect scream and de
light from beginning to end, and it ended all
too soon.

*

an

all

week, folks, if you want
adorable Jackie Coogan

this

I

intelligence
sincerity.
sympathy,
and beauty are all present in high degree.
Miss Talmadge is one of
Without doubt.
the very few really good actresses on the

Dignity.

NEWS— Get

DAILY

dealer

.i

great

really a

who

actor,

attention

"Ashes

to

EVENING WORLD—He's

to

*

story of delicate

fun and sentiment, and is rather more interesting in itself than most of the films in
which the little star has appeared. * * *

tive,

pps

good

sesses a

•

Days"— 1st Nat'l— Strand
AMERICAN—"Circus Days" filled with
"Circus

Nothing

with ham; lull it is thrilling, it is interesting
picture ol the gold rush days in Alaska,
and it packs
greater wallop than any of
its
multitudinous imitators.
.is

"

much

is

.1

is

but the story, in
very slow in movement.
Aside from the
performance of Miss Talmadge, the acting
honors are captured by Beery, the malignant

ac

the

backgrounds and splendid stitmgs are lavish
ly
presented, hut dominating it ;ill is Miss

Talmadge

inferior
the
of
Louvre
in beautiful costumes.
is artistically
staged,
spite of sword duels, is

.in

thronged with dancers
The production

villain.

*

*

much dramatic and emotional

is

"

in

Talmadge

Miss

shows

duction

Hill

1831

!

-

.,..
;

ANNOUNCING-

1437 Broadway,
entering the rental field with the world's most beautiful
collection

of

costumes

covering

every

period

and

character.

The

wardrobe of the Charles Frohman Estate
forms the nucleus of our investure. There are approximately 11,000 costumes, including wigs used in the 184
renowned Frohman productions, the original cost of
which was over $1,250,000.00
entire

Brooks-Mahieu Costume Co. and the Brooks Uniform
Company, our associated organizations, are furnishing us
daily additional costumes of the same high quality with
which they have always been identified.
In instances where our wardrobe does not contain the

Your

By

We

costuming either

are the leading

in

whole or part

almost without exception every Broadway production.
See our

name

in the theatre

particular costumes required,

we

make these cosbasis.
Our unparal-

will

tumes, furnishing them on a rental
leled manufacturing facilities guarantee a service superior to that obtainable elsewhere.

Importations of foreign costumes, armor, accessories

and fabrics are shortly to clear the customs, their purchase having been arranged for by our buyer, who is in
Europe for the express purpose of buying genuine
English, French, German and Spanish merchandise.

An

invitation to visit our

showrooms

is

extended to

all

If you cancostumes
reof

interested at any time in costumes for hire.

not

come

send us a list
submit a rental proposal.

in personally,

quired and

we

will

Should Be Dressed
Our Brooks-Mahieu Co.

recently entered the movie field too.
of stage attire,

York

Stars

Furnishing gowns and costumes of unusual and exmade-to-order department has
clusive designs our

makers

New

"The Battle," nor has a better attired
British Officer ever commanded Indian troops than
Harry Morey, who was sent to us by Distinctive Pic-

his production of

tures for their "Green Goddess" picture.

Corrine

gowns

programmes

Hope Hampton's "Lawful Larceny" wardrobe was
made by us. The N. Y. Tribune said "Miss Hampton's

said

fascinating

"Black Oxen"
"Your designs are the most unusual and
have ever seen."

Griffith
:

I

Our designers

when ordering

her

will originate exclusive

models

for

your

:

gowns

are the smartest ever

There never was
than Sessue

shown on

a classier Japanese

Hayakawa

in the outfit

we

the screen."

Naval Captain
just finished for

stars

and submit colored sketches covering

re-

quirements. When next in New York be sure your stars
visit our establishment so as to leave their measurements
with us. It is easy then to order by mail at any time.

Remember! For Rental Costumes, BROOKS for Your
Telephone 5580 Pennsylvania

entire

Stars' Wardrobe,

BROOKS-MAHIEU.

Warehouse 260 West 41st Street

_
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Neilan With Pickford

Schmidt Resigns
Is Succeeded by E. J.
UniversaPs Sales Manager

Latter
•t

Now

England

in

INQUIRING REPORTER

Schmidt has resigned as gen-

sales

manager

of

Universal to

a motion picture enterprise of
own, the exact nature of which
i not be learned yesterday due to
nidt's absence out of town.
e has been succeeded by Edwin
nith, a former division sales man-

QUESTION

in a falling

new

post.
York
le U. B. O. Circuit in
booked 11 Jewels beginning with

New

Abrams Leaves

for

Take Over

Home

It

H

result

uu securing Neilan for one pic-

and that a promise had been
de to loan him if the matter could

c

—"Local
bt

is

—"No.

The

Joseph Plunkett, Strand Theater.
this

business was established because

They should remain

prices

its

Walker Returns
J. Walker

Senator James

from

popularity of
were cheap.

—

Inc.
"It's a question of
merchandising. If the exhibitor books a picture at advanced
prices because he thinks it!s a good attraction, he has the right
to boost his admissions."

Deplore Harding's Death

THE FILM DAILY)

Disputes Pathe's Claim
ternational News Weekly yesterrefuted the claim made by Pathe
s that a record had been estabd in bringing pictures of the HarInternational
East.
funeral
tied that not only were pictures of
funeral procession in San Franbrought here but pictures of
ident Coolidge on his Vermont
were included in the special reissued at the time Pathe's was.
)

i

:

The Harding Services
The memorial services to be
onducted at the Rialto tomorow in honor of Mr. Harding
rill
be free to everyone conected with motion pictures,
'he sponsors of the movement
rge as many film folks to atend as possible.

his

"Hollywood" Held
"Hollywood."

week

No

Conference Yet

T. O. C. C. Members Have Not Interviewed Burkan or Hearst on
Dual Picture Contracts

is

back

California trip.

18th.

—

Sydney S.
City, N. J.
?n issued a statement yesterday
behalf of the M. P. T. 6. deplorthe death of President Harding.
;:i said the nation "loses a statesof the highest order."

it.

Burkan Sails Aug. 18
Nathan Burkan has booked passage
on the Mauretania sailing from the
other side for New York on the

that way."

John E. Storey, Pathe Exchange,

he expected

said

from the coast today about
(Continued on Page 2)

Johnson, Arrow Film Corp. "No. General comThe people won't
mercial conditions do not warrant it.
countenance it."

165

He

arranged.

to hear

—

W. Ray

New

understood that Miss Pickford

dward Bowes of Goldwyn-Cosopolitan stated yesterday that Miss
had approached his organi-

true that exhibitors are willing
Speaking economically,
to pay more money for big pictures.
I feel prices at this time should not be raised."

ures.

:lantic

would

attendance."

conditions influence this.

Features
Non-Theatrical M. P. Inc.,
at'l
taken over non-theatrical distribof 165 features made by World

(Special to

increase

Harold B. Franklin, Famous Players-Lasky CoVp.

rry Go Round."

iram Abrams sailed for
i yesterday from abroad.

An

as people will pay.

Direct

will also produce "Romeo and Juliet"
with herself, of course as "Juliet," and
that/Lubtisch will direct.

—

now

"Dorothy

in

May

—

Louis F. Blumenthal, Haring and Blumenthal "It would
be detrimental to the business if prices were increased. Prices
are as high

— Lubtisch

"Romeo and Juliet."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

It is

—

E. Atkinson, Metro. "Yes. production costs have gone
Exhibitors want big pictures and producers can't make
up.
them if they have to sell them under cost. It's an exhibitor
demand, not one producers have created.''

,

Her

Direct

to

Vernon"

non of Haddon Hall." Announcement
was made yesterday.

ANSWERS
W.

Signs

Los Angeles Marshall Neilan has
signed a contract with Mary Pickford to direct her in "Dorothy Ver-

Should admission prices be increased?

in
for Universal at present
ge of the European M. P. Co.
the Universal British company
h was formed when the company
led to handle its own releasing in
Smith will leave
British Isles.
New York in a few days to take

his

1

FILM DAILY'S

Smith as

"U" Plans Roadshows
Five Big City Runs First with New
York the Center— Ready in

at

a Third

now

in

its

Week
second"

remain for
"Bluebeard's Eighth

the

Rivoli,

will

a third week.
Wife," the current attraction at the
Rialto, will be seen another week on
Broadway^art the same theater.

About a Month

oerpel Leaves Goldwyn
committee named
"The "Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of
matter
take up the
officials have
for which Universal
Cleveland It is understood that
the "Enemies of Women" and "Lit- great expectations, will be roadshowed
tle
Old New York" bookings, has by the organization as a legitimate J. A. Koerpel. district manager here
not yet conferred with Nathan Bur- attraction at $2 top. Five key city for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan. has rekan's office or with William Randolph runs are
moment, signed to accept a position abroad for
planned at the
the United States Steel Corp.
Hearst regarding them.
these to be in New York, San Franand
BosChicago
stated
Angeles,
cisco, Los
At Burkan's office it was

The T. O.
last week to

C. C.

—

yesterday that while it was understood that such a delegation would
seek a conference, no appointment
had been made yesterdav for it.
The attitude of the T. O. C. C.
officials has not changed in any reThey still feel that their conspect.
tracts are binding and that GoldwynCosmopolitan should observe them.
(Continued

J

on

Page 2)

May Make Hough Story
THE FILM DAILY)

ton.

The New York engagement
open

at the

(Special to

will

Astor theater on Sept.

2.

Several of the initial engagements are
expected to run for many months by
Universal. There is a possibility that
the picture will not be available generally for picture theaters until the
1924-1925 season, but this has not
been definitely decided upon.

Patten Out

— James

Cruze's

next

Famous may be "North
Emerson Hough story,
which may be made on the same
lavish scale as "The Covered Wagon."

Tn

memoriam

memory of our
Warren 6. fiardina.
be no issue of the film

Tn respect to the

From Cuba

Kelly Here
G. Patten has resigned as
H. A. Kelly of the Havana Film
Pacific Coast representative of the
Hays organization. Courtland Smith, Co., is in at the McAlpin, looking for
who is still on the coast, is expected product for Cuba. He intends remaining here for about a week.
back in New York on Monday.

/ Thomas

Los Angeles
picture for
of 36," an

late President,

there will
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Jersey yesterday denied
planned any increase in

At Broadway Theaters

—The-

aters to Close

they
admission
constate,
that

prices throughout their
trary to an impression created by reports in New York and Philadelphia

The

feature

is

Apollo
Norma Talmadge's, "Ashes

Jersey theaters will be closed

as a mark of reresspect to the late President.
THE FILM olution of condolence was also passed.
motion was passed providing for
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. the establishment of a service station
Greene,
Walter
R.
Hollywood, California
in New York City after A. J. Moeller,
P'hone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
general manager of the national M.
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. P. T. O. had explained its advantages.

A

A

—

The

Capitol
program includes,
Symphony," the overture;
"II

current

"Fourth

Capitol

sung by Madame Elsa Stralia
a
from "Faust," with the complete Capensemble, and a prologue to the feature,

Bacio,"

;

ballet
itol

"The

Spoilers."

Central
Because

of the length of the feature, "LoyLives," there is no other important number on the program.

al

—
—

Musical units at this house consist of
"Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody," Riesenfeld's
Classical Jazz,
Bin Gallili, a mandolinist,
"Prince Charming," sung by Emma Noe,
soprano, and Addison Fowler and Florenz
Tamara, presenting a syncopated dance novelty.
Gloria Swanson in "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife" is seventh on the bill.
Short reels
include
"Budapest," a scenic; the Rialto
Magazine and "West is West," a comedy.

Guaraney"

"II

opens

the

program

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

on" remains at the Criterion, while "Little
Old New York" is on the second lap of a run

Memphis, Tenn. The new Para- at the
Low Close Sales
High
mount
office will open in a few days
2,300
103
East. Kod. .107/, 103
W.
with Myron Davis managing.
1,200
7034
7334
69^
P.-L
F
W.
1,100
88/
88/
do pfd. ... 89
sales
200
17
17
Milwaukee Unit Moves
_oldwyn ... 17
Loew's

14%

15

Triangle

World

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Milwaukee— The M. P. T. O. of
200
14ft
Not quoted Milwaukee and Wisconsin has moved
Not quoted its offices from the Alhambra Bldg.
to

the

Toy

a

in

iu

Ihe exhibitor arho never*
reads arhaf the
other Jellours doingMe's on

g

^^^ ornamental

.

DULCY1

Bldg.

With Pickford

live publicity man for
select picture theater in Greater
York. Steady position.

Wanted

New

71

Box

S.

44th

St.,

500

THE FILM DAILY

c/o

W.

N. Y. C.

at the

—

Not quoted

Torrence is due in New
few days to appear
of the Water Tower."

Ernest

York
"West

Strand

Wabash Ave.
A legislative committee was appoin- Strand, followed by "Odds and Ends," a
London Representative Ernest W. Fredbunch of short subjects, the Topical Review
The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury ted to work on the repeal of Federal and a prologue to "Circus Days"
man.
"Be HonW.
1.
London,
Ave.,
taxes and another on constitution and est," a comedy and an organ solo are the last
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de by-laws, composed of
D. J. Hennessy, two units on the bill.
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- H. P. Nelson, Henry Manus and JosAt Other Houses
Central
Prague (Czecho-SIo- eph Seider.
Filmschau,
tionale
"Broadway Gold" and "Hollywood" are
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
each in their second week, at the Cameo and
Rivoli respectively.
The Cameo attraction is
to
be held indefinitely. "The Covered WagMemphis Office Opens Soon

Griffith

1923

Rialto

tomorrow afternoon

Quotations

9,

Vengeance."

of

newspapers.

New

Thursday, August

from

Cosmopolitan.

F.

Seymour Back From Trip

Seymour, Eastern Division
manager for Hodkinson is back
F.

a ten

Are you Temporarily
Short of Cash?

WE MAKE LOANS ON ANY
WORTHWHILE PROPOSITION
Our Low Rates and Quick
Service Will Suprise

You

day tour of the branches.

"Youth To

Sell,"

Consult with Us

Third Special

C. C. Burr has bought the screen
rights to "Youth To Sell." This will
be the third of a series of four specials for next season.

Carleton With F. B. O.
eilan
Lloyd
Carleton has been engaged
(Continued from Page 1)
by F. B. O. to direct one picture at Griffith and Tearle In "Black Oxen"
at
reached
when
Neilan.
Marshall
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the coast plant.
He leaves for Los
the Lamb's Club verified the coast
Angeles
shortly.
Hollywood
Corinne Griffith and
He has been vacationing
dispatch.
Conway
Tearle
will be co-starred in
Idaho
here and expects to leave for
Frank Lloyd's first for First Nation"Vet" Milwaukee House Going
in a few days on a fishing trip. From
al, "Black Oxen."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
there, he will go to Los Angeles to
Milwaukee The old Vaudette, one
start work on the Pickford picture.
Shea Building Another
of
the first to be built in this city,
about
talk
There has been some
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
being razed to make way for a
"Romeo and Juliet" before. It was is
Buffalo A theater will be built
business building.
M.
that
Joseph
time
reported at one
here by the Shea Amusement Co.,
Schenck was endeavoring to secure
which it is said, will equal in size
Speigel In Trouble With Gov't.
a release for Rudolph Valentino from
the
Chicago theater in Chicago.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Adolph Zukor so that Valentino and
Work will start on the house SeptemBuffalo The
Internal
Revenue ber 1 and it will be ready
Norma Talmadge could co-star in the
a year later.
Ernest Lubtisch is un- bureau has filed a claim of $2,500
production.
derwood to be tied up by Warners against Max Speigel for failure to
Report Conditions Favorable
but has an agreement which permits make returns on the admission tax.
The
four Pathe branch managers
In
the claim it is also alleged that
him to direct one Pickford production
from the south, who attended the
Speigel
false
returns
anmade
on
vear.
a
recent conference at the home office
other occasion.

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
1207-8

Suite

'Phone Watkins 4522

—

—

—

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

—

report

all

Lew
/f

(DcLux^atlonal. U-tduAju^

"THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

w

(Special to

Pizor Active

THE FILM DAILY)
Pa. — Lew Pizor

Bethlehem,
has
purchased the Opera House, Royersford and the Gem, Spring City from
Mrs. John Courduff. A new $85,000
structure

will

replace

the

favorable

conditions

The manVaughan, Memphis

throughout that section.

Opera

agers are; C. C.

W. W. Anderson, Atlanta; E.
E. Heller, Charlotte and D. E. Coughlin,
Dallas.
office;

To Help "Blue" Theaters Fails
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Conference Yet

not bring satisfactory result-.

life

of

your

prints

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not
waxed, to be
still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
Plan

House, work on which has already
Austin, Tex. As a result of the
started. The Gem will remain closed Sunday
closing ordinance, a numuntil September.
ber of local merchants combined to
back the theaters in a protest. The
store owners all promised to close
Sundays, but this plan failed when
(Continued from Page 1)
word reached the merchants from
Court action is still threatened in the the state
attorney general's
office
event that the proposed conference warning them that they might be
with Burkan's office and Hearst does prosecuted for
violating the anti-

No

Prolong the

trust law.

ALLAN

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Chickering 2937

220

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

Daniel Carson
presents

Goodman

Sets a newhigh water
mark in Hie
.

independent field /

!

Written and
Produced by

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN

YOUTH— daring, alluring, red-blooded
youth—at

when Folly is the
mistress of Reason, rollicks through this
latest Equity special and gives to it the
strongest audience appeal possible to inject into the picture.
College boys and girls, cabaret performers—every mother's and father's childliving, loving, laughing as they do today,
in a strong story, elaborately produced,
which will pull every member of both
older and younger generation to every
the age

theatre.

Independent
a cast seldom equalled
WITH
productions, including MILDRED HARRIS,
in

TYRONE POWER, MARY CARR, CHARLES
EMMETT MACK (Courtesy of D. W. Griffith)
CLARA BOW, JOE KING and others. The personal drawing power of these stars alone spells
exceptional box-office receipts.
If you combed the country for a title you couldn't
find a stronger one than "Daring Years." It suggests mystery, romance, adventure all the elements that pull patrons into theatres.

—

WRITE OR WIRE TO-DAY FOR TERMS AND
TERRITORY.

EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION
723 Seventh Ave.,

New

York City
SM

THE

-3UfriDAILY
Wife"— F.

—Rialto

P.-L.

9,

1923

Memorial Services

Newspaper Opinions
"Bluebeard's Eighth

Thursday, August

VI

Industry to Honor Harding's Memory at Rialto on Friday— Sena-

AMERICAN — All

tor

the mannerisms needed
put o\ter B sophisticated farce like this
The story is
command.
are at Gloria's
amusing and skilfully treated, and Huntley
Gordon in the role of Bluebeard is well

Walker

to

Talk

Memorial

services
the
late
for
-President will be held by the industry at the Rialto theater tomorrow
groomed.
at one o'clock.
Hugo Riesenfeld and
MAIL—Although "Bluebeard's 8th Wife," William Brandt are working jointly
•
•
is done in the usual lavish movie style,
on the plan.
it
differs from other films of that nature
to

•

m

an organ solo, "Ave
Sophie Breslau may
a rendition of "Nearer My God
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * is still sinp:. Thee."
by an assembly of 100
To
excellent entertainment of the Franco-AmerProbably Mr. Savior would voices
ican brand.
and the audience and an
not recognize the work, as it has undergone eulogy
of
Mr. Harding by State
some change just since leaving the Broadway
The serstage, but is one of the best of the lighter Senator James J. Walker.
pictures that we have had lately.
vices will be open to all in the inthat

it

gowns and

There

* * *

sets.

is

delightfully refreshing note predominating.

POST—

only mildly amusgood to look upon

* * the film

*

is

Gloria Swanson is
the eighth wife, and wears

ing.
.is

gowns, and Bobby

voung

Agnew

is

some gorgeous
amusing as the

lover.

TELEGRAM — Miss

Swanson

Gloria

has

an ideal role as the wordly wise heroine of
"Bluebeards Eighth Wife" * * * Miss Swanson's display of amazing gowns would serve
to

make

TIMES— *

*

*

THE

LITTLE

FEATURE

MADE
Shallenberger To The Coast
W. E. Shallenberger, of Arrow, has
left on a trip which will bring him
to the coast.

Kent Visiting Exchanges
is

in

Sidney R. Kent of Famous Players,
on a tour of exchanges. He was

Kansas City yesterday.
In Hands of Creditors

ended, even to catch a train.

TRIBUNE— *

* *

much

screen
entertainment than we had dared to hope.
Some elaborate scenes, some
humor that saves risque situations, also help
to make the picture rather more interesting
than can always be said of Gloria's starring
is

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

better

WORLD—

—

American
Francisco
The
Player Co. with a plant at
Berkley and one at Van Nuys. is in

San
Photo

Releasing Through the Biggest

STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES

the hands of a committee of creditors.

This Season

vehicles.

Lives"

"Loyal

—Vitagraph— Central

AMERICAN—And,

t»o, although the cast
excellent actors, even they
cannot redeem a play which is at once stupid
and commonplace and a plot that was old
"when Kirby died."

boasts

several

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The
existence of an
carrier is not very

domestic
letter

elderly

simple

Carewe Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Edwin Carewe will
soon leave for New York with the
The
negative of "The Bad Man."
(Special to

picture
davs.

The only bits of action in the six reels are
the attempt on the mail train and the capture of the thieves in the post office, and
the whole affair moves along most languorously.

POST—

There were the mortgage on the
old home, the robbery, and the povertystricken family with troubles on every side
and little joy for anybody, and the only redeeming feature was Mary Carr.

SUN —The

picture would be noteworthy
only for the public service it renders in
giving homage to this public servant, but in
addition it has been directed so well by
Charles Giblyn that it would prove interesting even if the spectator never received a
if

letter in

his

life.

TELEGRAM — It
are

thrilling.

WORLD— *
it

*

*

is

a

melodrama and parts

• • •

described

in

—

be completed

will

in

a

the

folders

(Special to

B. C.

Your Exchange or Wire

FILM SALES CORP.,

1600 B'way.,

New

THE FILM DAILY)

— Al

Thorn, head of the
lightographic and poster department
of Famous Players is here confering
with the Lasky heads on "The Ten

EASTMAN

Commandments."
Landy Quits Coogan Unit
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles George Landy has
resigned his position as publicity manLawager of Jackie Coogan Prod.
(Special to

rence

at

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

Al Thorn on the Coast

Hollywood

Get Your Dates

few

Hibernian

good dramatic ma-

terial.

of

BIGGEST

dustry.

amusing

an

only

not

is

one does not look forward to what is coming
It is one oi those productions that
next.
one does not like to get up and leave before
is

will be

which

Maria."

the film a sensation.

picture, but one which is ably directed and
beautifully staged. » • • there is never a
dull moment in the film, nor any time when

it

There

does not sacrifice story interest for

expensive

Weingarten,

Sacred Films,

POSITIVE FILM

—

in

New

with
formerly
York, succeeds

him.

in lieu of programs as "a smashcrashing drama of the postal service."
As a matter of fact, it is neither smashing,
crashing, nor yet is it drama.

which serve

It

carries

through

to the screen

range of tones that care
secured in the negative.

in

the entire

exposing has

ing,

Bruce Not Interested
producer of
Bruce,
Robert
C.
"Wilderness Tales" in a letter to this
New First Nat'l Foreign Office Opens office denies that he has any connecwith the Pioneers of America,
First National's new office in Zu- tion
Inc., an organization headed by Ezra
under
opened
has
Switzerland
rich,
Meeker which intends filminpr stories
management of Max Stoehr.
dealing with the Oregon Trail. Bruce
says he never knew such an organiWisconsin Meets Soon
zation existed.
(Special to

Milwaukee

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

tinted

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

base

length.',

thousai

length bv

stenciled in

is

the words

lh(k

letters in

the transparent margin.
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—The

tion of the state

M.

annual

convenLittau

P. T. O. will be

Assumes New Post

held here Monday and Tuesday, AugCommittees repreust 13 and 14.
senting both the exhibitors and exchangemen will report on plans for
a joint arbitration board. Insurance
and taxation are in line for discussion as well as a method to make
membership in the organization more

Rialto orchestra, has left for St.
Louis, where he will become musical
director
of
tinMissouri
Littau was presented with a gold
watch by the Rialto orchestra before leaving, a traveling kit frotr
Hugo Riesenfeld and a dinner t< n-

stringent.

dered

Joseph

in

Littau.

his

conductor

honor.

of

the

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

York

\

)

BRADSTREET

a^RECDCMZEl'

FILMDOM

Authority

V

Monday, August

No. 36

13,

1923

Price 5 Cents

grees In Part

"Alliance" Inactive
Coast Protective Organization Inert
Jos. Schenck Says September
Will Find It Functioning

Equitable Rental Idea
Ivanced by Aronson but
r for

isagrees

—

on Chains

By SOL. LESSER

(Special to

Theaters, Inc., Principal Pictures
Associated First National.
ast

the

of the
article

by Alexander

— In

Aronson,

THE FILM DAILY

ihed in
ith truth

and fortified with
submitted a copy to him be-

Fairbanks, and D.

len invited to "reply'' to the

is

Mr.

that

felt

"booking"

while I, of late,
n too busy with Principal
productions in general to
intimately conversant with
s" as an art and an "equit-

(

"Ashes
(Special to

to

—

Coronado Beach
was thrown from a horse

injured at

House Peters and Rubye De Remer
B. P. Fineman's

in just

one of the beautiful sets

"DON'T MARRY FOR MONEY"

by L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North.

—Adv't.

now

in

being released

collar-bone broken.

:ial

to

THE FILM DAILY)
John
—coast

H. Blackwood,
through
ation with Thomas H. Ince
Ir producers, died Thursday
Dng illness.
ngeles

rwn

in

circles

Beating the Heat
By

CROCKETT BROWN

Unique Theater, Nashwauk, Minn.

—

Crockett Brown operates a small theater in Min(Editor's Note
Returns
nesota. He is a "go-getter." Seventeen years ago he met with a severe
after
spending 14
Terris^.
accident ivhich rendered him a cripple. Refusing to be thwarted by this,
in Europe and in Egypt proopened a confectionery store and pool parlor and in 1908 became
Xew York. His he
is back in
The article below is reprinted by permission of
interested in films.
oduction is "Fires of Fate,"
Amusement"
"Greater
of Minneapolis, who describes Brown as this kind
Wanda Hawley,
Egypt.
a chap:
of
Cordoba and Nigel Barrie
t
"When he found he couldn't get sufficient electric current (to operate
with Tern--.
his house) he bought and operated a gas making outfit; when the thecapital, he
ater, eating up all receipts, began to make demands on the
.
G.
bought out his partners at their request and set about to prove that w
For 15 years he has worked to
successfully.
Circuit Has Chance of Con- theater could be operated
it year after year.'
proving
prove he was right and has gone on
Indecision

rom

Terriss

May

Revive

—

ing Activity
the Members

This year, as in the past, there has been a great deal said both pro
Booking Corp., and con (mostly con) regarding staying open during the heat of summer.
Associated
late to be of any use in
cal exhibitors, manv of them My experience this summer, while possibly too
for what it s worth.
offered
it,
is
consider
to
of the T. O. C. C, formed case any of the boys care
in summer using
the important theater cir- I have never been one of those fellows who try to get by
running time by
reduce
my
did
I
summer.
Last
pictures.
securing first-run attractions, junk or cheap
quality, avoiding putorise many of the "wiseacres" laying off one program per week, but kept up the
and July, however.
real ting on any real big ones during the hot weather of June
film circles and stage
way.
different
entirely
This year I went at it in an
ack."
a gallon or
When summer approached, I bought a barrel of paint, not added
true that the A. B. C. has
more
I
inside and out.
ictive of late, but it is also two and I went over the place thoroughly,
bashanging
attractive
very
some
secured
front,
the
meetings are being held and and better lights to

Among

,i

(Contirrued

on Page 3)

at

the

Roosevelt"

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— "Ashes

of

Vengeance"

opens at the Roosevelt on Sept. 2 for
an indefinite run.

Maude Adams Silent
The Morning World on Saturday,

H. Blackwood Dead

in

Joseph

combinations and groups of persons

Page 2)

Normand Injured
THE FILM DAILY)
ngeles
Mabel Normand was
e

Griffith,

or corporations formed in the motion
picture business which will dwarf the
artistic growth of the motion picContinued on Page 4)

ibel
:ial

W.

states that the "alliance"
doing nothing until next month.

The so-called "protective alliance"
of coast stars will, in all likelihood,
fail to develop along the lines originally laid out in February of this year
when, at an early morning meeting,
the individuals named above decided
to band together to fight "certain

him
experience
fitted
speak with measurable
He has
on the subject.
d for us in the intricate and

snce.
(Continued on

a

Bershon's

to

of

to

M. Schenck

id

affairs
:ed
ast theaters,

response

THE FILM DAILY rep-

resentative regarding the status of
the "protective alliance" formed here in
February by important coast stars including the Talmadge sisters, Harold Lloyd, Mary Pickford, Douglas

"Equitable
S.

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

query from

Dave Bershon,
West Coast

opinion of

manager

Los

and

(Continued on Page 4)

in a special dispatch from Schenectady, said officials of General Electric
and Maude Adams are both reticent
regarding her new color process.
The World says that a definite an-

nouncement

may

be

made

before

long.

Bradbury Will Recover
Alton Bradbury, prominent member of the T. O. C. C, who was serJ.

iously

injured

last

Thursday

night

when attacked by bandits on the stairway leading to the office of thejDlympia theater, Broadway and 107th St.
which he owns,
wound.

will

recover from the

Won't Pay Increase
T. O. C. C. Willing to Allow Operators' Scale to Stand but More

Money Is Out of Question
The annual dispute between

—

—

the

Local 306. the operators' union and
the T. O. C. C. is under way. The
operators have presented a wage scale
which the exhibitors claim represents
a J0% increase over the present one.
The committees appointed by the
two factions to handle the matter
have already conferred. The exhibitors have informed the operators that
(Continued on Page 4)
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Sales

Close

103
East. Kod.107^ 103
5954 70Vs
F. P.-L. .. IIVa
89
8854 88J4
do pfd.
17
17
^^Coldwyn ..17

2,200
12,900

.

400

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

1474

15

....

14J4

300

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Shafer Building
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

O—

George Shafer
has been granted a permit by the city
council to erect a new $250,000 theaSteubenville,

building, it is said, will be
one of the finest in the state. The
site is on that of the old city building.
ter.

The

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

thebvsher:

modious theater has there been
thing but the most cordial, consl
relations
tive and progressive

(Continued from Page

the town's activities, while in
accomodal
of
large
theaters
larger crowds and smaller prices
tribute to the formation of the
going habits, thus conserving
romoting the good of produ
distributors and exhibitors in e

right, the prcs-

and

1)

the producer takes
the riskmean the farmer. He is
the fount, tlu center, the creator of
the wealth of the country, yet he is
the first to "go broke" when markets

commerce,

of picture distribution is
"equity" in every direction.
Whether the theater which is booking
pictures be a member of a chain or
the single enterprise of an unattached ,ire
manipulated.
product is
His
exhibitor, the latter
priced
distributed
by
the exhibitor
others,
by
gets the worst of it.
The game is others, appraised by others, and he
played according to rules laid down takes what he can get. In Mr. Aronby the producer who has the power son's scheme the producer is placed
to change the rules whenever it suits in precisely that position.
\T o matter
his interests to do so.
what happens to hi- investment, he
true, it
If
manifestly must stand aside until the investment
this he
is
I
do
wrong', hut I gravely question the of the exhibitor is protected.
not assert that the present is an equitvalue of Mr. Aronson's remedy.
believe
Mr. Aronson points out the wrongs able arrangement. Indeed, I
that it is not; but every element of
assailing
the
exhibitor's
financial
injustice that can be identified now
well-being and does it with logic and
as a menace to the exhibitor would,
force.
But the remedy he would apin
Mr.
Aronson's
adjustments,
ply would relieve the exhibitor only
merely be moved from the exhibitor's
at the expense of the producer, and,
investments and levelled against the
an outsider might say. the injustices
producer's.
The remedy would cure
would not be corrected they would
the patient but kill his neighbor! By
only be shifted.
all means let us have equitable rentals,
If I understand Mr. Aronson cor- but let them be equitable.
rectly, he would so arrange rentals
As to the operation of chain thethat, first, the costs of the exhibitor
aters, which is the subject of Mr.
booking a picture would be taken
adverse
comment, Mr.
care of.
He would assign a disin- Aronson's
Bershon points out some pertinent
terested and honorable committee to
The welfare of everybody in
facts.
the task of determining the cost inthe industry is contingent upon the
volved in the operation of the thetheater-going habit of the people of
ater.
This cost would include everythis great country.
Populations drift,
thing the
entire
overhead.
That
remove from place to place, but
being determined, the sum of those
habits acquired in one town survive
costs would first be taken out of the
Chain
in another when folk move.
receipts at the box-office during the
theaters are the greatest of theaterengagement of the picture in queshabit creators.
tion
and given to the exhibitor.
Take the activities of the West
Afterwards, the receipts would be
In every town
divided 50-50 between the exhibitor Coast, for instance.
and the distributor, who, in turn, in California where we are reprepresumably, would "take care" of the sented, stands a playhouse of sumptuous beauty, safe in construction, comproducer.
in
appointments, luxurious
As it stands now, according to Mr. fortable
artistic in furnishing and settings.
and
Aronson and Mr. Bershon, the entire
In almost every instance, such a the"gamble" is taken by the exhibitor.
The producer is secured no matter ater replaced one of cheap construcunsanitary
equipment
and
tion,
whether he makes a good picture or
tawdry appointments. By guaranteeAs the case would stand
a bad one.
ing long contracts, vaudeville and
under the proposed "equitable" armusical numbers of quality fortify
rangement, the entire "gamble" would
the
he taken by the producer.
The ex- the pictures and the quality of
latter is improved for the same reahibitor would be secured no matter
son.
In no case has anybody been
how he runs his house
"edged out," hut resident exhibitors
The variable earning capacity of have been invited to participate in
the same picture in different com- the newer theater and join with us
munities is a matter of daily illustra- in making the enterprise a local and
tion.
picture in one community an enduring success.
Mr. Bershon
will be a "knock out," while in an- i- authority for the statement that
other community of similar character, in not one of the cities to which we
it
will be a "flop."
Why? Perhaps have brought a new, modern, comthe exhibitor is to blame for the

lacking
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is

great or small, the exhibitor

is

pro-

tected.

suhmit that this is precisely the
condition that is gravely menacing
I

19

TH

_

ignore inevitable tendencies, but
wiser to acknowledge them, cot
ate with them, modify them to
public's best good, and support
in every issue where their reciproc
lations with the great and bi
public can be promoted to the
that the gratest good to the gr<
number is achieved.
t

Harry Myers has been loan^
Lasky to play a role in Del
first.
Myet
Fairbanks',
Jr.,
under contract with the Warne

Ohe man who

ocrer/ooks

"Dulcy-

Oh/
Oyhat a

WELDED

M

REE1
For Soli

h

Howells Cine

740 7th Ave..

I

am

in the

market

NeWHl

for

SINGLE REEL NOVEL!
Iris

Film Exchai

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

WEST WATKINS
STREET

to

movement is in a direction concui
with modern progress and appr
We ca
by modern experience.

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.
iTLGOTT-po-i-ated
251

venture

operated and honestly managed.

—

According to the terms of the proposed "equitable rentals," every hazard of ordinary business and every
risk of ordinary investment is reremoved from the exhibitor. He is
>ure to "get his." no matter what
happen-.
He and his investment are
underwritten by the producer, who
shoulders all the risk, assumes all
the blame, carries all the responsihility
and sustains all the losses.
Whether his producing genius be
great or small, the producer takes
the risk; whether his showmanship

I

They can do
are here for good.
country and the industry a maxii
of advantage if they are equit

"flop."
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On Broadway
.polio— "Ashes of Vengeance"

—
roadway "Human Wreckage"
.rooklyn Strand—"The Brass Bottle"
—
ameo "Broadway Gold"
lapitol— "The Spoilers"
—
Antral "Marriage Morals"
Old New
Cosmopolitan — "Little

(Continued from

Revive

Page

1)

that as a result of them, the

circuit

may

take on renewed vigor and activity.
The trouble seems to be that
the members themselves are undeThere have
cided about the future.
been a number of suggestions and
plans advanced by certain members.
York"
These have been discussed both pro
Iriterion— "The Covered Wagon
no decision has
larris— "The Green Goddess" begin- and con, but to date
either
The future
been
made
way.
ning Tuesday.
of the organization should be defi.oew's New York—Today— "Homea matnitely settled in a short time
ward Bound."
"The ter of days.
and
"Refuge"
Tuesday
Believed."
Woman
New Cincinnati United Office
Wednesday "Luck."

Snowbride."
Love Piker"

(Special to

and

"Blinky."

Saturday— "Lost in
Sundav— "The Law

a Big City.
of the Law-

—

less."

Strand—"Little Johnny Jones"

Detroit

from
John

— Bob

Rowan,

Qolden's
stage
success

connected

with Standard Film Service for the
past seven years succeeds Jess Fish-

Next Week
\pollo—"Ashes of Vengeance"

man

Broadway— Not

yet determined.
—
Strand "Circus Days"

—"Broadway Gold"

Capitol—"Drifting" tentative.
Central—"Don't Marry for Money"
Old
"Little
Cosmopolitan

—

New

Lloyd Carleton
picture for
in

F.

B.

O., as

THE FILM DAILY.

go

York"

Wagon'

by
Austin
Strong

as manager.

Will Not Direct For F. B. O.
will not direct a

Cameo

Criterion—"The Covered

Vidor's
production

Rowan Now Standard Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—"Hollywood"

Brooklyn

King

THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati -William Bein is manager of the new United Artists'
office, which has just been opened at
503 Broadway, Film Bldg.

Rialto— "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife
Rivoli

What Wise
Showmen Say
About—

—

—
Who
—
—
Thursday "The
Friday—"The

to the Coast to
of his own.

was

staged

stated

He

by
Winchell
Smith

will

produce a picture

Harris—"The Green Goddess"

Blumenstock Returns
Morton Blumenstock who was
transferred from the local publicity

Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli Not yet determined.

—

Strand—"The White Rose"

June
Mathis

department of First National to the
Allison Here From England
coast when that company started proGeorge F. Allison, European chief duction there, has returned to New
International News, arrived in York because of his father's illness.
of

New York

late

THE FILM DAILY)

TOM MOORE

"Blue Laws" For Kansas City
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Kansas

City, Kans.
J. N. Baird,
Flint, Mich.— Eddie Zorn, Toledo attorney for Wyandotte County, anexhibitor has joined the Butterfield nounced recently that a campaign
chain as manager of the Regent.
will be inaugurated in the Fall to

Hep worth Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London
of

the

name,

—Cecil

M. Hepworth, head

producing
has

stories,

just
of

some

bearing his
purchased several
unit

which

immediate production.

enact "blue
included in

laws."

Kansas City

is

this.

Mabel Warren Quits Film Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City Mabel Warren has

—

go into resigned her position as secretary of
Hepworth is the Film Board of Trade. Miss Warwill

to
touches
finishing
the
ren has taken a position as secretary
"Comin' Thro' the Rye," by Helen to Mr. Feld of Newman's theater.
lead
Mather. Alma Taylor plays the
"Duke" Wellington is her successor.

putting

in "Strangling Throats."

Fined for Showing Unlicensed Films

A E R

B

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitor* and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

E.

BAER

Advertising

1540 Broadiuay

Loeiv Bldg.

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y.—William A. Ken-

(Special to

Auburn,
and Eugene Wescott have been
fined and given suspended jail sentences for showing "Life in Chinatown" and "The Underworld" with-

542

Fifth

S. GILL,

Ave.

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

Rialto Theatre, Wash., D. C.

"PRODUCTION PLEASED EVERY PATRON
NOT SINGLE ADVERSE COMMENT WHICH
IS EXTRAORDINARY FOR ANY PICTURE.
BUSINESS BIG IN SPITS EXTRA HOT
WEATHER. IT IS ONE OF SCREEN'S
MOST SUCCESSFUL AND COMMENDABLE
PHOTOPLAYS THAT SETS A NEW STANDARD. YOU ARE BACKING UP THE STATE-

MENT 'GOLDWYN IS DOING BIG
THINGS'.
HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS AND SINCERE THANKS."

dall

out a censors' permit. The pictures
were shown at the Varsity.

Musicians Make Demands
Local 802, American Federation of
Musicians has drawn up a new scale
wage covering the year beginning
Sept. 1. Negotiations are understood
to be about to start with theater owners.

WILLIAM

Editorial
Director

Friday from England.

Eddie Zorn with Butterfield Circuit
(Special to

iiiii'iiihiih.i

The

Musical

Mutual

Protective
organization,
will
strike
unless an increase ranging
from $18 to $25 is granted.

Union,

a

rival

The Big Hit of the Year!
It

pays

to

play

^oLdwyn-

^osmopoutan
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Beating the Heat
(Continued from Page 1)
kcts with real flowers and vines, and hung them around the canopy. In the
lobby I placed pot plants, screened every opening, including doors and
windows, against mosquitoes. All this was done to make the house at
least ten degrees cooler than the street, and devoid of any flies, bugs or
mosquitoes. I lined up the very best pictures I could possibly get. The
following are a few of those I booked, which will give an idea of the caliber
of pictures I decided upon: "Robin Hood," four days; "Way Down East,"
'"Dr. Jack," "Smilin Through," "Safety Last," "Ninety and Nine," "SureFire Flint," and "Reported Missing" (old but good).
There were many
others and for the balance of the summer, I have contracted for the very
best obtainable.

With the perfect roads we now
as mosquitoes in New Jersey, I just
so many people out of town, would
proper appeal and lived up to
at nearby lakes at which they spend

my

WINTER
COMES"

"IF

(APOLOGIES TO FOX)

have, and with automobiles as thick
figured that the same roads that take
bring others in if I could make the
advertising.
Hundreds own cottages
the entire summer.

carried my advertising right into the summer cottages
increased attendance wonderfully.
Can you imagine
people being contented sitting around the lake fighting mosquitoes with
Harold Lloyd in "Safety Last" playing only ten minutes' ride away? Not

Accordingly,

and

in this

much.

I

I

way have

have given comedies and comedy dramas preference this summer,
is just what patrons want in summer,

find this type of entertainment
or any other time for that matter.
I

have kept open every night, going after business as I never did
The result has been most gratifying and I have played to a profit
with each and ever} program. This is one year that I have beat the heat,
if. I
never see the back of my neck. As one lady remarked the other evening as she went into the theatre, "Mr. Brown, it's just like going into a park,
your lobby and front are so nice."
I

before.

-

it,

Boys, there still is
don't wait for it to

some business
come in like it

to be had, but you have to go after
that
did in the days of '18 and 19

—

time never will come back again.

"Alliance" Inactive

Won't Pay Increase

(Continued from Page 1)

'Continued from Page 1)
will not consider the present
scale but are willing to let the existing figures prevail. The committee

ture," as the Associated Press published their "declaration of indepen-

dence."

they

The organization was formed to has told the operators' representatives
assure the stars that they would re- that business has dropped in the past
ceive the revenue befitting their draw- two years in alarming proportions
ing power from certain territories and that salary increases are not to
where exhibitors were in such control be even talked about.
of the theater situation that they
The new scale is divided into four
offered the distributors for these box- schedules, based on the seating capacthey ities of theaters. One covers houses
effice
powers what prices
willed.
It was the plan to build le- with seats
ranging to 300; the second,
gitimate theaters, if necessary, to from 300 to 600; the third, from 600
combat this situation. At the organ- to 1.000 and the fourth, over 1,000.
ization meeting in February, all parThe T. O. C. C. has passed a resoties involved pledged substantial alution binding its members not to deal
mounts to meet the expected cost of with Local 306. until the committee
operations but unless every indication reports and a course
of action for the
wrong, this same money will or al- entire organization is decided upon.
ready has found its way back back to
the individual's treasuries.
It will be
Cleveland Men Ask 17% Increase
recalled that it was this organization
is

that Jules E.
ley Company

Mastbaum

of the Stan-

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland Local
motion picture
operators have submitted a wage
of.
scale covering the 1923-24 season
It
asks for a 17% increase. Musicians
Re-issues Pickford Film
have also submitted a scale which de(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City The A. H. Blank En- mands a 20% increase. Both have
terprises is re-issuing a Mary Pick- been referred to special committees of
the exhibitor organization.
ford film, "Daddy Long Legs."

was reported the head

—

Moves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lee-Bradford has sold "Adventures
Milwaukee The local Pathe
in the Far North to the following:
To Awyon, for Greater New York and change has been moved to

Some Lee-Bradford

—

New Jersey Cadillac Film, of Ninth
for New England; Sociedad General

Northern

;

Boston,
Cinematographica, for Argentine and to H.
Blumberg, of A. E. A. Film Co., of
Johannesburg, for South Africa. Other sales
include, "The Broad Road" to De Luxe,
Philadelphia; "Shattered Reputations," to A.
E. A. Film, Johannesburg, for South Africa;
and also to Capital Film, New York. The
20th Century Film, of Philadelphia, and
State

Film,

of

Indianapolis

"Partners of the Sunset."

have

(Special

Los
Flynn

is

going on in the Motion Picture

Industry you'll be far behind the procession. Subscribe to The Film Daily

now.

It will help

make

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

—

Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

Name
to

a hard winter

soft.

ox104

St.

$15
t

.

Flynn
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"Lefty"

H.

what

Kindly enter
Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth Bound 500 pages.

Pathe, Milwaukee,

Sales

— and you are not up-to-the-minute with

—

Angeles
Maurice "Lefty"
is on a vacation as a result of
an accident he met with while workFlynn badly
bought ing in "Salomy Jane."
wrenched his arm during a fight.

Theatre

Address

'.

1
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Authority
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arners Sign Lubitsch

—

Covers Four Years Will Make
'wo a Year for Them and One
for Mary Pickford
il

Rowland Back
Richard A. Rowland returned from
a ten day vacation yesterday.

Wisconsin Meets Today

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

—

14,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Repeal of Federal Tax Levies
An Issue Clouded With Doubt

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles The Warners have
Milwaukee—The M. P. T. O. of
led a four year contract with Ern- Wisconsin meet in annual convention Reed, Smoot and Gov't Officials Concerned With Revenue Intake
Lubitsch, the famous German di- today and tomorrow.
Oppose Tax Reduction of Any Kind
Treasury
Gets
tor under the terms of which he
direct two pictures yearly for
Famous Declares Dividend
$70,000,000 Yearly on Admissions
Warners and one with Mary PickThe board of directors of Famous
special
is
a
The arrangement
d.
Players held a meeting yesterday at
so far as Miss Pickford is con- which a regular quarterly dividend of
.os

Now

I

:

ned.
.ubitsch

now

directing his first
Warners, a story of Viennese life.
first Pickford
all likelihood, the
is

"Romeo and

$2 was declared on the common stock
payable Oct. 1 to stockholders of record at the close of business on Sept. 1.

Adler Free Lancing
Adler has returned to the
field in which he devoted his efforts
Smith Back
for a long period, that of exploiting
^ourtland Smith, secretary of the
pictures for independent producers
ys organization returned from the
and is making his headquarters at
ist yesterday.
He returned from a
6 W. 48th St.
ture will

be

Juliet."

Bert

brief vacation yesterday.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington There appears to be little likelihood that the
present administration will look favorably upon the repeal of the
admission or seating capacity taxes in the near future, and indications are that if that question comes up during the next session
of Congress, leaders in both the House and Senate will oppose
any legislation which would tend to deprive the Government of
the revenue now obtained from the theatrical industry.

whose
recommendation
duties include the collection of revenues and the
'The Green Goddess," produced
The Giannini's Here
Distinctive, opens tonight at the
A. P. Giannini of the Bank of Italy, of changes in the revenue laws, is in Europe and lesser officials
m H. Harris theater.
Los Angeles arrived in town yester- of the Treasury Department, in the absence of their chief and the
day from California.
which has arisen through the death
Schnitzer Signs Bennett
Dr. A. H. Giannini of the East Riv- naturally confused situation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Trust
reluctant
to give any opinion as to the
of President Harding, are
er National and the Commercial
Los Angeles — Joe Schnitzer who is Co. returned late Sunday on the Le- desirability of a change of this character.
'Green Goddess"

New York

from

:e

Opens Tonight

has

placed viathan from a European

ester Bennett under contract. Five
tures starring Jane Novak will be
ide and six out door productions

Bennett
Eddie Hearne.
Miss Novak and as yet no
ector for Hearne has been selected.

ituring
11

direct

England
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London The Cinema states
'dney S. Cohen plans a trip to
Expect Cohen

He

ess in

that
this

urged to atInternational Con-

untry shortly.
nd the Paris

is

October.

yesterday

iove

report.
ould not be

His

down

relative

to the
said he

office
until today.

Form New Canadian Unit
THE FILM DAILY)

many expenses which might have
been charged to that year were, as

(Special to

—

Ottawa Associated Exhibitors of
anada have been granted a charter
r the
The
Provincial Government.
:ad office will be in Toronto.
It is

usual, carried over to the current
In addition, it is confiyear.
dently expected that the expenses of
is

fiscal

the Government during the current
year will be considerably greater than
last year, but there is not expected
a similar increase in revenues, although, due to the new tariff law,

iderstood that this is the new name
'r
the combined Canadian Exhibits' Exchanges,
Ltd., Equity Picires

and Canadian Releasing which
financially backed by about

re

now

)0

exhibitors here.

S. Kane stated yesterday
Canadian company had no relaon to the American Associated Exibhors, Inc. of which he is president.

Arthur

ie

At the same time, it is pointed out
that the admission tax today is one
of the chief sources of revenue, something like $70,000,000 a year being
collected from admissions to places
of amusement. The seating capacity
tax is of less importance, the annual
under
well
collections
$250,000 but it is considered of some
importance as it enables the Government to keep a check upon the capacity of the theaters for the purpose
of computing admission taxes when
suspicion arises that a theater is
"holding out" on the Government.
While the Treasury Department, at
the close of the last fiscal year, reported a surplus of some $300,000,000,
this was, in a way, a paper surplus,
since internal debts still accrued and

Cohen could not be reached for a
atement

trip.

time, Secretary of the Treasury Mellon,

running

in

—

At the present

customs collections

will

probably be

greater than for any year in the pa9t.
In view of these conditions, the

Smoot arid
the seasons best fea- Budget Bureau, Senator
scene from Will Nigh's Marriage Morals, one of
others who are primarily responsible
North.
Bobby
and
Weber
Lawrence
tures produced and distributed by L.
(Continued on Page 3)
Advt.

A

—
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1437 B' way.

17836 U.S. THEATRI

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
The most
theatres
$4.00

is

PER

30%; under

seats,

800, 85%; over 800, L
economical method of reac i
our ADDRESSING SERVI;

M

UP.

Lists

(Special to

200

Not quoted
Not quoted

1st Nat'l

—

Convention Change Causes Surprise
(Special to

—

New

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles J. K. McDonald,
who produced "Penrod and Sam," for
First National, is to produce another
.Booth Tarkington picture for the
No announcement
same company.
has been made, however, as to its
William Beaudine will direct.
title.

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

attend

to

the

exhibitors
sessions.

who planned
The dates

have been fixed for Sept.

tt

6-7.

(QcLtUXlZiCmCLl U'LctuAJL&J

Theaters

Among Exchangemen

—

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines Steve O'Brien, former manager of the Select office at
Omaha, is the new manager of Pathe

Clinton, Tenn.
Construction work
has begun on the Princess.
Albert
Alverson will operate the house.

—

Worthington, Neb. This town will
soon have a $45,000 theater.
Nick
Caserett is sponsoring the project.

—

listed.

—

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY

— Beekman

Phone

in

9091

HEAL

—

Detroit A. M. Goodman, who has
been selling in this state for Standard,

—The

Seattle

—Louis

Amacher, formerly

a on the local American Releasing force
new house, has been opened by the is now in the theater field. He is
Ft. Pierce Amus. Co., which spent assistant to John Danz, owner of five
$150,000 to build it.
Seattle theaters.
Ft.

Pierce.

Fla.

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTf

Duratiz
YOUR

FILMS

Prolong the

Sunrise,

Rosenberg and Wilson Arrive
Mike Rosenberg, secretary and
Harry D. Wilson, publicity director

Week
THE FILM DAILY)

Lloyd Starts This
1

(Special to
.os Angeles

New work

this

new

Sol Studio on a
called

"The

— Harold

week

at

the

picture,

Lloyd starts
Hollywood
tentatively

Girl Expert."

life

of

you

prints

Florida.

(Special to

Dallas

Floor space approximately 26.000 sq.
and area space wonderfully adapted
Highest point in the
studio.
lor

Bronx.
ft

Apply John

J.

Van Nest Avenues.

chester 3633.

Baker, Fowler
Tel.

West-

I

—

Free Shows Hurts Dallas Exhibitors

ft.

j*

244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

Write for sample or bettfl
send us a reel of net
positive,
not waxed, to b
still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

is

an

economj

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR Cd
ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Chickering 2937

FOR LEASE

Jn:

in this city.

—

of Principal Pictures arrived in
York from the coast yesterday.
Lesser is due in a few days.

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

—

Nacogdoches, Tex. Ambrose & will in the future act as special repreLevy, who operate the Queen here sentative.
will open the new Palace next week.
Detroit Russell Keller, formerly of
Fort Pierce, Fla. M. F. Estes has the salesforce of Vitagraph is now
opened the Sunrise, a $150,000 the- connected with Standard Film in the
ater, and said to be one of the finest same position.

Toronto The convention city for
the forthcoming meeting of the M.
P. T. O. of Canada has been changed
from Toronto to Montreal, much to
the surprise and disappointment of theaters

many Ontario

desired.

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

"lit Faltoa

Another for

if

50% saved in postage, etc., through eliolt
tion of dead and duplicate theatres uitr

—

"Both in quality and production and in the
co-operation throughout the industry, the outlook for
the new season is better now than it was at the same time
last year.
Reports indicate that this season's pictures will be
better then ever before.
In fact, there are so many good pictures that exhibitors should have a better opportunity than
ever before to stud}- the actual box-office merits of pictures
before booking them."

Coatum*

Organisation

spirit of

100

89

Griffith

A

COSTUME
H
FOR
BROOKi

countless millions of theater patrons."

Sales

1,200
8,400

Not quoted
Not quoted

Joldwyn

— "I

this fall by far than this time last year. The
screens of the world will relish these productions as will the

7m

70V&
89

—
National "Certainly.

L. Rothafel ("Roxy"), Capitol Theater— "Yes.
Pictures
be better. Conditions are better. The fall looks encouragAs a matter of fact, at the moment we are ahead of
year's business."

produced

Low Close
High
102^
102^
Kod....l03/
2
East.
P.-L
do pfd.

than at this time

Harry D. Wilson, Principal Pictures Corp. "The coming
season is going to bring some of the biggest pictures ever

Quotations
F.

now

be good."

—

1.

— Le

better

William Thomas, Manager, Sumner
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. "Business has
tight or nine months. The outiook for
on the output of new pictures. Good
whole industry."

The Film Renter, 53a

man.

fall

think so.
sure
sign that business will be better is the better output of production.
Exhibitors want better pictures. That means boxoffice receipts will increase."

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4SS1-45S2-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

the

Bobby North, Apollo Trading Corp.

THE FILM

communications to
71-73

the outlook for

year?

E. A. Eschmann, Associated First
Pictures are getting better and with better pictures, it means
better business.
When you're product is good, your sales

States.

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street

ANSWERS

the act of

Address

The Waller

INQUIRING REPORTER

Inc.,

(

14, 192

THE FILM DAILY)

— Local

Peoples' Theater in Trouble
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

not only
Cincinnati George Hauser, buildhave the summer weather to put up ing inspector, has closed the Peoples'
with but now a new situation con- Theater because of its unsafe condifronts them, in free shows in city tion.
The house will not be allowed
parks. These are attended by an es- to reopen unless the owners comply
timated audience of 11,000. Twenty with the building department's order,
projectors are used by the park de- which will necessitate complete repartment.
modeling.
exhibitors

I

THE
August

ssday,

ewspaper Opinions

—Warner Bros.

Johnny Jones"

tie

—Strand
1ERICAN—The good old

English Der-

exciting accessories, its quaint
icters, and its deep-dyed plots and subis realistically shown in "Little JohnIt occurs at the
ones" at the Strand.
af the picture and is worth waiting for.

nth

all its

,

NEWS—

A quick moving tale of
horse cheats and hearts and flowers
play a goodly part as you'll see if
see the picture) is the latest film credited
ohnny Hines, master funny-face maker.
VILY

/ENING JOURNAL—At

any rate, it is
melodrama, with several dramatic

rilling

*
ents. * *

WORLD—

fENING

"Little
Johnny
the musical comedy flavor of
M. Cohan play from which it

i" retains

George
done, and Johnny Hines, * * * succeeds
well in putting on the screen some
le antics which audiences appreciated so
from Mr. Cohan. * * * the young of
i
•

Johnny Jones."

ges will enjoy "Little

AIL

—

and there is
the plot than
But despite
ordinary musical comedy.
Those who saw the
faults it was liked.
yesterday afternoon regarded it as a
a

Its

little

action

jerky

is

more coherence

to

i

:

pure and simple and then went ahead
enjoyed it.

ORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* very

*

George
Cohan's
entertainment.
ant
le story * * * lends Itself well to a ptc*
*
*
This race is about as
ed version,,
as any we have ever seen, either on trie
:n or off.

JN — The

reeled off to the tune
lots of speed,
Jeorge M.'s own recipe
* makes a rattling good entertainment
ided you throw logic to the winds and
k your mind at the door.

picture

is

Tax Repeal Doubtful
(Continued from Page 1)
for the financial conduct of the Government, have issued statements
warning against a hasty revision of
the tax laws, while the annual report
of the Secretary of the Treasury, to
be presented to Congress next December, will recommend the adoption of a constitutional amendment
making taxable those securities now
held tax-exempt, new legislation regarding inheritance and estate taxes,
so as to increase the yield from those
sources, and, possibly, the reirdoption, on a modified scale, of (fe ex-

cess profits tax.

aside

personalities

enough

Should

of

this

proposed

be adopted to provide a
decided increase in the tax receipts,
it is probable that some action would
be taken to relieve the public of some
of the burden of these direct taxes,
but it is apparently the intention of
the Government to go slow on tax
revision until the way is clear for the
settlement of that part of the national debt now owing to us by foreign
countries and assurance is given that
the ordinary receipts of the Government will be sufficient for all exlegislation

penses.

—

SLEGRAM— Putting

3^2

DAILY

1923

14,

Kleine with Ritz Pictures

George Kleine
of

Carlton

Ritz

will be the treasurer
Pictures, Inc., and

head the board of directors
the moment and considering only manas chairman.
ins employed in the art of histrionic exiion,
it
may be said that the nearest
oach to the Cohahesque style has been
by the latter comedian.
SUBUNE * * * it is not the plot of
;ved

—

will also

Home in New Haven
Home has resigned

William

from

the contract department of Warner
the lack of it.
Bros, to open an exchange in New
the spectators would not have been
Haven for the Franklin Film Co.,
:d to look upon three reels of the cheapholders of the Warner franchise for
tawdriest comedy imaginable.
ORLD What's wrong with this picture New England.
and inexpensive comedy;
e plot, aged
tie

The Big

to which we object,
If there had been more

Johnny Jones"

—

mother," an ineffec-

iverdose of the "old
star.

—A

Universal Buys "The Tornado"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los
Angeles Universal has pur[MES— * * * the film absurdity pro- chased "The Tornado," the melo*
«
*
The
id by
the Warner Brothers
ig in this production is about on a level drama by Lincoln J. Carter. Another
the story.
story is soon to be produced by Universal "Whom God Hath Joined,"
)maha— Sam Goldflam, formerly by Hal Reid.
b Fox is now selling for Pathe in
/
territory.
Another "Uninvited Guest"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hat's

worth

while.

trained

bulldog

—

cd Brownie.

•

;

'

London

Corporation

Truart film
has

in

—Walker's

Pictures are re-

leasing a picture called "The Uninvited Guest" with Stewart Rome and
Madge Stuart in the leads.

preparation
Ernest Williamson holds a contract with Metro to produce a picture
with the same title as the English
production.
The Tehnicolor color
process will be used in part and
Ralph Ince will direct.
J.

for motion picture

production

an adaptation of

WOMEN

AND BAD"
All rights protected

Truart

Film Corporation
M. H.

HOFFMAN

Vice-President and

General Manager

Horizon!
Qreat Entertainment!
An Audience Wow!
A Proven Success!
Sure*Fire Stuff!
The Class of the Season!

2 Weeks at New York's Capitol
in the Middle of July

A Big Hit at B. &K.'s Chicago Theatre!
Also Tom Moore's Rialto A. H. Blank's
Theatres and Many Others
f

the novel

"GOOD

on the

Hoy Out

of F.

I.

L. M. Club

Charles B. Hoy has resigned as
executive secretary of the F. I. L. M.
Club and has been succeeded by
Louis Phillips, an attorney. Hoy resigned a year ago when Will Hays
entered the business but was asked
at that time to continue until the arbitration system had been developed
nationally. He holds a contract with
the Association of M. P. Equipment
Dealers (Eastern Zone) to handle
credit work for them.

^QoLdwya{^osntopQiit

THE
H

s^S

DAILV
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how a brother exput hit rkow over
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
Here

is

The Buster Brown Shoe space
read something like this:
" 'Safety Last' may be all right
with Harold Lloyd, but Safety First
should be your motto when buying

hibitor

cleaned up.

children's shoes.
The best jingle
The Goldwyn "Enemies" Novelty
containing the words, 'Safety Last,'
The exploitation supplement issued 'Harold Lloyd, and 'Buster Brown
by Goldwyn for "Enemies of Wom- Shoes,' will win two tickets to the
en" is now being forwarded to the Colonial for Harold Lloyd's 'Safety

trade and is being met with great Last.' "
approval by exhibitors, who find the
Getty
affair a great aid in putting-over the

Book Shop,

the Sayles

stunts,

pre-

inexpensively

although efficient showmanshiplike.
This new idea will in time
prove popular with distributors, inpared,

asmuch

Short

Mo-

United Bakery, and Florpicture.
ence Oil Cook Stoves, tied up with
In it can be found any number of "Safety Last" in the same way.
tor Co., the

effective

14, 1923

for the contest and the theater furnished free tickets as prizes to the
winners.

Over

Putting It

Tuesday, August

Koerpel Says He Won't Resign
J. A. Koerpel, Central Western di-

subjects

as it saves the exorbitant vision manager for Goldwyn-Cosmoprices laid out yearly for press books, politan in a letter to this publication
etc.
denies that he has resigned to join
United States Steel as reported.
Koerpel admits that he was made the
An Effective Exploitation Stunt
replica of a railroad ticket from offer but declares that he intends con"Centerville, Ia.„ to "Hollywood" is tinuing his present affiliation.

PRODUCERS

A

being distributed by the Rivoli as
stunt for "Hollyan exploitation
wood," now playing at that house.

Changes

in

DIRECTORS

Selznick Forces

STARS

The Selznick offices announce the
The ticket contains 18 stubs, each
stub containing some kind of film following changes in the sales force:
Irving Gumberg succeeds Anthony
"chatter."
Ricci as salesman in the Jersey terri-

DISTRIBUTORS

D. Jameson is selling in
J.
South Brooklyn, the territory formerly handled by Seymour Schussel, the
latter having been made assistant to
Lester Adler. Schussell is also handling part of Upper New York.
tory:

"Jingle Contest Used"
Colonial
added a
Seattle The
novel "jingle" contest to a newspaper
tie-up in exploiting "Safety Last."
Local merchants took liberal space

—

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

PRODUCTIONS
All Indexed for

YOUR INFORMATION

EASTMAN

IN

POSITIVE FILM
It

carries

through

to the screen the entire

SHORT SUBJECT NUMBER

range of tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

•Eastman" "Kodak"

its

OF

tinted base

foot

length by

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in blatk letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,
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N. Y.
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Authority
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Assets Purchased
Coast

t

Authority

Theaters'

Interest

incipal Pictures Acquired
Deal
jsser and Associates

—

in

by

Loew Gets Tivoli
Pays Record Price for New London
Theater— Many Companies Were

On

After It

holdings held by West Coast
Inc. in Principal Pictures

THE FILM DAILY)
London — Marcus Loew has se-

been purchased from that comand as a result, Principal Picare now controlled entirely by

cured the lease on the new Tivoli theWhile the exact terms
ater here.

ie

iters,

(By Radio To

have not been made public, it is
and Irving M. Lesser and Mike
understood he has paid a record fig:nberg.

;

said that a cash consideration
bout $750,000 was made to West
Theaters for their interest in
it
is

ure for

15,

Price 5 Cents

1923

When

a distributor feels he

Is
is

compelled to resort to exploitmethods such as are being
used by the New York distributor of "For You My Boy!" it's
time to cry quit.
The little white box and its
illegal contents are a disgrace
to this industry.

DANNY.

The only

other theater the

Loew

had here was the Palace in
production company and assets which "The Four Horsemen" and
ed at $2,000,000 in studio proper- other Metro pictures were shown.
Theatrical Insurance Company Dis
story rights, completed produccussed Purely in Conference
and the like have now been
Stage as Yet
The new Tivoli in London has been
ed over to the three individuals
A
number of important film and
ed above. The arrangement will sought by a number of film companies theatrical
organizations have been
no bearing on the group's activi- as a London home for important pro- discussing the advisability of formIt has been reported that
in West Coast Theaters, Inc. Sol ductions.
ing an insurance company to place
continues as vice-president both Famous Players and Goldwyn- their own insurance and endeavor to
ser
Cosmopolitan were dickering for it. reduce the premium rates on risks of
'ill held
e Irving and Rosenberg
Tn; money
ry blocks of stock.
Loew will return from abroad in that kind.
lerly placed in Principal Pictures about three weeks.
This was admitted yesterday at the
West Coast Theaters will be used
offices of the International Theatrical
luild new theaters on the coast.
Ass'n where it was declared that,
J. D. Hampton Here
while such a move had been disol Lesser is due in New York on
Jesse D. Hampton is in town from cussed, it had been broached as someThere is some speculation
day.
ilm circles relative to the distribu- the coast to confer with Goldwyn- thing entirely separate from the acof the future Principal output. Cosmopolitan on the exploitation of tivities of the association to which
Hampton's next many theaters and many influential
Spoilers."
first group,
the "Super Five" "The
state righted but the remainder, production will probably be another amusement enterprises belong.
Harold Bell Rex Beach story.
the
ch
includes
Contrary to the story published in
ight stories, the Harry Langdon
yesterday morning's World, it has
ledies, the Louis Tolhurst educanot been decided to carry out the
Yearsley Heads Special Dep't
lal series, and "The Meanest Man
The World declared that a
plan.
C. L. Yearsley who has been directhe World" will not be sold in
$25,000,000 company was planned;
for
advertising
and
publicity
tor of
of the capital stock
way. As a matter of fact, an
since that $12,500,000
First National for six years
and the reiortant distributor is now dickeroutstanding
be
to
was
the inception of the company has
to be held in reserve.
for the productions with the poswas
mainder
resigned to head a specially created
lity that the transaction will be
Lee Boda, active head of the Interposter department for the same or;ed before Lesser leaves for Eunational Theatrical Ass'n, is said to
activHe will confine his
the situation
When he ganization.
e early in September.
Rob- have bee*i investigating could not be
ities to lithographs exclusively.
He
s abroad, he will establish foreign
early June.
since
Dexter who has been filling
ert
inections not only for his own
reached vesterdav for a statement.
Yearsley's
post in the latter's abduct but for that of other producthe office of Wilmer and Vincent,
At
sence in the country will remain in
as well.
it
was discovered that Walter Vinthat post permanently.
cent was away until next week. As
of the board of directors of
chairman
Many Attend Harris Opening
association, he is understood to
the
Brandt Closes Mid- West Deal
tfany
attended the opening of
be fully acquainted with the progress
he Green Goddess"' at the Sam H.
Joe Brandt of C. B. C, returned of the matter.
An elab- from a Middle Western trip yesterrris theater last night.
(Continued on Page 2)
ite
prologue is part of the pro- day, on which he sold the following

May

Underwrite

5

S.

sentative

ation

it.

interests

M. P. T. O.
Plan of Sydney
Cohen— Going
Abroad in Fall— Has Repre-

Internat'l
Exploitation ( f

While

—
—

t

Harry Charnas, of StanAbrams Due Today
dard Film Service for Kentucky,
Abrams is a passenger on
Hiram
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, West
No Visitors at Coast Studios
Olympic, due in New
inbound
the
Michigan:
Virginia and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
York today from the other side.
"Forgive and Forget," now in proEffective today all
Los Angeles
portant studios will be closed to duction; "Pal O'Mine" and "InnoWaite Heads Pathe Dep't
Office
itors, according to an order issued cence," all of them in the "Box
Pathe has created a new sales deThe Winner" series; "Yesterday's Wife,"
the M. P. Producer's Assn.
to handle the marketing of
partment
"DisconMarriage Market,"
ier has been issued because a San "The
with Stanley B.
comedies,
two-reel
ancisco woman, after being shown tented Husbands" and "Traffic in
as sales manager.
charge
in
Waite
the
of
part
are
which
ery courtesy at the studio, is now Hearts,"
Bos1923-1924 Waite was branch manager at
:turing against "the vice and de- Columbia group and the
ton.
Screen Snapshots.
avity" she discovered.
im.

pictures to

—

go into any
Cohen yester-

to

great detail, Sydney S.
day verified the report

republished

THE FILM DAILY

of yesterday
from The Cinema of London, that
he was going abroad in the fall. He
declared his trip would have to do
with the organization of an international exhibitor organization to take
in England and the countries of Continental Europe.
in

Cohen added that a representative
M. P. T. O. is now abroad

of the
in

connection,

this

but

He

name.

declined to
also declined

mention

his

to state

when he intended

:

:

Now

There

refusing

sailing.

Expected Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)
Mabel Normand and Ethel

(Special to

Paris

—

Clayton are expected here

in the fall

to produce.

Mack

Sennett

is

understood to have

a picture planned for Miss Normand
far
that will take her abroad.
her recent accident will interfere with
this plan is doubtful at the moment.
Ethel Clayton is under contract with
F. B. O., where nothing was known
of the Paris report yesterday.

How

Looks Like

War

T. O. C. C. Calls Special Session on
Operators' Situation May Raise
War Chest for Fight

—

The

chief discussion at the regular

meeting of the T. O. C. C. yesterday
was the situation with Local 306
the operators' union. All indications
yesterday pointed to a battle.
special meeting of T. O. C. C.

A

members has been

called for Friday

morning at the Astor at which it
seems likely a war chest will be
created to fight the operators. Each
theater owner may be assessed from
$250 to $500.

The

claim

is

advanced

that the present officers of Local 306 were elected
on a platform which pledged them to
fight for an increase in wages, and

by the theater owners

that each operator had been assessed
a week's salary to raise the necessary
funds to wage a battle. The exhibitors assert this is an indication of an
open fight, and that they are ready
for

it.

Mackler, president of the
union, had no comment to make regarding the above yesterday, but declared that a meeting will be held today at which action of some kind
may be taken.

Harry
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—

P'hone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Bird.
1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
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Chicago Representative
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London

S.

which then places the investment

in

nation-wide theatrical properties
excess of $1,000,000,000.

in

The

film people directly interested,
according to the World, are William

Fox, Adolph Zukor, Walter Vincent

and Marcus Loew and others, the
Shuherts. A. L. Erlanger, E. F. Albee, John Ringling, Sam H. Harris

and Al H. Woods.

Central
"Marriage Morals"

secretary did not

a

deem

the

feature

at

the

Harris
"The

Green

Goddess"

opened

here

last

PattieNew

night,

No. 66

Strand
The opening musical number is Suppe's
"Pique Dame," followed by "Japanola," a
Japanese fantasy consisting of "A Japanese
Love Song," by Ruth Arden soprano;
"Dance" and an ensemble dance. The Topical Review precedes a prologue to the feature film, "Little Johnny Jones."
"When

Summer Comes,"

Sennett

a

comedy

is

next.

Percy Barnes concludes the performance with
an organ solo.

At Other Houses
Seven features make their re-appearance at
various Broadway theaters this week.
They
are "Ashes of Vengeance," at the Apollo
"Merry-Go-Round," at the Cameo; "The
Spoilers," at the Capitol; "Little Old New
York," at the Cosmopolitan
"The Covered
Wagon," at the Criterion
"Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife," at the Rialto and "Holly-

WOMEN TENNIS PLAYERS V
TORS OVER BRITISH TEAM— Swet]
U.

S.

victory in singles and doubles at internatii
match in Forest Hills, N. Y., keeps cov<i

cup

in

America.

WATER NYMPHS DO FANCY DIVI
BEFORE SLOW MOTION CAMER
Long Beach, N. Y. mermaids

display

News.

for Pathe

MOURNS

FRANCE

HARDING—Si

drapes public buildings in blacl
announcement of death of the Amer
republic

president.

Other news from Hollywood, Plymouth,
London, England, Spanish Peak, Cal.,
etc.

;

;

the Rivoli.

at

reached for a statement, and at his
office,

is

Central.

At the office of Adolph Zukor, it
was declared yesterday that the
whole matter was entirely new, so
far as the Zukor end of it was conwood"
cerned.
William Fox could not be

The Film Renter, 53a

man.

1923

15,

At Broadway Theaters

Underwrite

(Continued from Page 1)
According to the World, all classes
ot"
insurance arc to be covered and
a blanket policy developed to take in
the various kinds of policies that are
now in use. Rates are expected to
be cut in halt, according to the World,

;

the act of

Wednesday, August

Kann Away

the

George E. Kann, foreign manager
matter of sufficient importance to ask
Ave., London, W. 1.
him
it.
about
In
the absence of Mr. for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, is away
Film,
42
Rue
de
Paris Representative Le
Loew in Europe, no one in his on an automobile trip by way of a
Clichy.
vacation.
cared
to
discuss
it.
European Representative Interna- organization
Central

—

—

tionale
vakia),

(Czecho- Slo-

Filmic hau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

-

Those

interested in general theatrical
insurance were included to discount
the whole matter.

Pearl White Signs French Contract
Paris Pearl White has signed a
contract with a French company to
make one picture here.

High

Low

East. Kod... 102^ 102
F. P.-L
IWi
727/s
do pfd

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

World

Close

Sales

Mrs. Streimer Dead

102^

1,200
7,000

Mrs. Streimer, mother of Moe and
Charlie Streimer died Saturday night
after a lingering illness.

72H
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted

Incorporations
New

— Kahn

York.

porators,

Egraph Film Corp.,

H. Kahn, R. Leason and

Attorney,
York.

Acaleo.

New

Albany

Incor-

Capital $25,000.

E.

I.

J.

Gottleib,

&

S.

New

Eastern Scenario Unit
Truart
Films have established an
May Stay Abroad
eastern scenario unit under the direc(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion of Arthur Hoerl.
The departLondon There is some talk here ment will be located
in the home
that Betty Compson may remain here

New

740 7th Ave..

Yo»

New York

Chicago

Hollywoot

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr

Are.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

183

—

for

some

pear

She was originally

time.

two

in

Review Pub- Coutts.

Meyers,

For Salt 4y

In "Bonnie Prince Charlie"

pictures

for

Graham

office.

Mrs. Harry Kirschbaum Dead
(Special

Cosmos Art Pictures

Associatic

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Kansas City Mrs. Harry Kirschbaum, wife of Harry Kirschbaum,

Commonwealth Lists Line-up
well known in film circles in this secFred E. Baer, in charge of publition and at present traveling for Unicity and advertising for Commonversal, is dead.
wealth
has
prepared
an attractive
Albany Brandell & Felix, New
Incorpora- booklet giving the company's fall
York.
Capital $10,000.
Bartlett with 1st Nat'l
line-up.
There will be 20 features
tors, W. Brandell, S. Felix and H.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fincus. Attorneys, Kendler & Gold- and the Post Travel series.
Los Angeles Randolph Bartlett
stein, New York.
has been engaged by First National
to edit "The Huntress" and "ThunAnother "Caligari" in Work
Albany Illustrograph Service Co.,
dergate," both of which were finished
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
Inc.,
New York, motion picture
Berlin The Mercanton Co. is at- recently.
Incormachines.
Capital, $20,000.
tempting
another
"Caligari"
film
porators, M. M. Feeley and J. S.
Big House for Yonkers
Attorney, S. Goodman, minus the crazy-quilt settings that
Robertson.
marked the first picture.
Conrad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New York.
Veidt who played Caligari's victim
Yonkers, N. Y. The Arlington
Chemical Co. will spend over $350,000
Albany— The M. & W. Motion is in the new picture.
on a theater which they will erect on
Capital,
Picture
Corp.,
Kingston.
M.

The

Exhibitors Associate

JOIN

New

NOW

—

—

—

—

FINANCING FOR

RELIABLE CONCERN
No

x£ U-tctuAju^

Va£D
"THE SJ1CE OF THE PROGRAM"

Truart Sells to Skouras
Truart has closed a contract with
Skouras Brothers, operating the St.
Louis Film Exchange, for the five
Hammerstein productions, for Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri.
"The Prairie Mystery," "The Western Musketeer" and "Riders of the
Range" have been sold to Specialty
Film, Dallas, for North and South
Carolina,

Georgia,
and Tennessee.

Florida,

Alabama

their Broadway property.
The site
of the new house is one of the most

coveted in the

(Special to

theater

Too

MODERATE RATES AND
CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

An

city.

Interview
Involves
Obligations

n

Call on Us Today!

Lust Back of Norfolk Project?
Norfolk

Proposition

Small or Too Large

—

Incorporators, J. McLean
$20,000.
and J. B. and R. C. Van Buren. Attorney, N. H. Fessenden, Kingston.

!

Howells Cine Equip. Co

part of September.

first

Capital
lishing Corp., New York.
Incorporators, G. C. Wil$30,000.
liams, F. Meyers and J. P. Fernsler.

Attorneys,
York.

REELS

—

brought over by Victor Saville to ap-

— Exhibitors'

WELDED WIR

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Ivor Novello and Gladys
Warner Release at Capitol
"Where the North Begins," one of Cooper have been cast for the printhe early fall releases of the Warners cipal roles in "Bonnie Prince Charlie"
has been booked into the Capitol for which Gaumont is producing.

the

Albany

(Special to

—

Quotations

THE FILM DAILY)

— Sidney Lust and A. Loew.

owners of Washington and

CHROMOS TRADING
1123 Broadway

New

Orleans, are reported to be finback of the new theater
which M. Galumbeck has announced
will be built here.
The theater company will have $500,000 to work with.

C(

ancially in

Suite

1207-8

'Phone

Watkks

45;

FIRST

WEEKS
GROSS
•MAN

k\&0V

V*

WHAT
WAS OONE

fc1

u

6"*
a.

Q3 e*0i
.

•

**
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IN

SWELTERING
KANSAS CITY
WILL BE DONE
EVERYWHERE BY

Distributed

by

Sales

F. B. O.,

Office,

United Kingdom,

723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere
RC

Pictures

Corporation,

26-27

D'Arblay

Street,

Wardour

St.,

London.

\V.

1,

England

THE
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DAILV

"Boden's Boy" Near Ready

Newspaper Opinions
"Marriage Morals"— Weber & North
—Central

AMERICAN—

To cap the climax, after
having Ml through the obvious, and stodgy
matter, we were confronted by the acute
that it was all a dreamt * * *
It was precisely the sort of stuff we used
to get when the "industry was in its infancy."

— Henry

Edwards has near-

ly finished filming

"Boden's Boy," by

London

Tom

Gallon. The picture will be released by Hepworth.

fact

DAILY N
gloomy

EWS —

Morals"
•Marriage
unexpected ending.
It has many thrilling

until

The

Weil Handling Special Runs
Jesse Weil has resigned from Selznick to handle special exploitation on

JOURNAL—

several love scenes and some interesting pictures of jazz halls. * * * All play
their part remarkably well.
couldn't figure
INC.
out why the picture was named that, but
you might have better luck. • • •
In the cast in addition to Mr. Moore are
Ann Forrest. Edmund Breese, Harry Morey
and John (ioldsworthy, and under the circumstances all do as well as can be expected.

SUN— *

spite

of

*

the

*

handles

fact

that

dozens of times before.
Except

TELEGRAM—

its
it

theme
been

has
ior

Tom

well,

—

in

Hartung

handled

Moore's

portrayal of the role of an habitual roysterer
there is little to be said about the merits of
"Marriage Morals." * * * The story has
become commonplace, on the screen.
story of the unIt is a silly
imaginative type, done in a very crude way,
and if one of the enemies of motion pictures
ever saw it, he would pooh-pooh the idea
of any improvement in films in the last ten

TIMES—

Now

in

Omaha

Brylawski in Town
formerly manager of the Orpheum, VanJulian Brylawski of the Cosmos,
couver, and more recently manager Washington, is in town.
the

Orpheum

at

Seattle
here.

is

(Special to

years.

On

chester 3633.

SALES MANAGERHOME OFFICE EXECUTIVE
very recently Sales Executive
charge of important Foreign Exchange System for one of the foremost distributing organizations. Will
consider connection here or abroad.
Address K. IS
Until

now

managing the Orpheum

Brannon Held

and area space wonderfully adapted
studio.
Highest point in the
Bronx. Apply John J. Baker, Fowler
& Van Nest Avenues. Tel. West-

ft.

for

in

tion.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — William H. Hartung,

of

1923

Fall

"Marriage Morals" and "Don't Marry
for Money," which are at the Central
of October.
this week and next.
The board of directors have deWORLD— We
EVEN
Police Watching Bridgeport Houses clared a quarterly dividend of 5% on
the company's outstanding stock pay(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bridgeport, Conn. The police are able to stockholders of record as of
watching the time local theaters open Aug. 1st.
on Sundays. The new law provides
Jesse Goldburg, who has just reMAIL — * * * comes to Broadway as a that theaters shall not open before turned from a tour of the west visitgrip
upon
its
reminder that hokum still has
ing exchanges, will again leave for
"Marriage Morals" does 7 o'clock.
the screen. * * *
not entertain or make one think.
the coast soon to supervise producEVE.

moments,

15,

Ince Goes South Friday
Ralph Ince will leave Friday for
Announced By Jesse Goldburg of In- the Bahamas, where he will take exdependent 5% Quarterly
teriors for "The Uninvited Guest," to
Dividend Declared
be made for J. E. Williamson. The
"Indecent
Clothes,"
"Vanity of principals will be Martha Mansfield,
Men," "The Hand of God," and three Louis Wolheim, Jean Tolley and
others, to be announced at a later Cyril Ring.
date, are on the 1923-24 schedule of
Independent Pictures as announced
FOR LEASE
by Jesse Goldburg yesterday. The
Floor space approximately 26,000 sq.
first, will be ready about the middle

Six For

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Wednesday, August

Ginsburg Going to

Coast

Henry Ginsberg

$500 Bail

THE FILM DAILY)

—

of Preferred Pictures leaves today for the Coast making stops in many of the principal

Mexia. Texas O. H. Brannon, cities.
charged with failure to pay admission
Kennedy Leaves Thursday
taxes,
was recently given a preDurning 111
Tom Kennedy, formerly of the Ex- liminary hearing at Wace, and was
Bernard
Durning,
Fox director, has
joined
held for the November term on
hibitors' Trade Review has
been confined to his home for some
Pathe and will leave for the coast $500 bail.
It is
time with an attack of fever.
Thursday to assume charge of pubthe
strenuous
work he
believed
licity for the Roach units.
Penalties for Careless Handling
underwent in connection with the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
making of "The Eleventh Hour" on
Aronson on Trip
Detroit One dozen cases of de- the coast is more or less responsible.
Alexander S. Aronson, general stroyed film by careless handling on
sales manager of Truart, has left on the part of exhibitors have come beSmoot Returns
an extended trip through the country fore the F. I. L. M. club within the
franchise past few weeks. Heavy penalties are
Truart
with
confer
Senator Reed Smoot, who as conto
but part of the measures to be taken siderable to do with the framing of
holders.

What Screen
Star Is This

?

—

to stop this.

Offers Exhibitors a Share
About 1,000 exhibitors are to be
offered a share in the financing and

the fiscal policy of the

Take Over Wisconsin House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Barbaoo, Wis. The Gem theater

—

trip abroad.
Valentino
him before
Prod., according to a statement issued has been taken over by the Al Ringington.
Carlton
Ritz
ling
Williams
of
Theater
D.
Co.,
operating
the
Ringby J.
ling.
The Gem has changed ownerPictures, Inc.

profits

of

the

Rudolph

ship

several

times.

Nobody seemed

Government

and who is said to be opposed to
any reduction in existing amusement
taxes is back in this country from a
Stuart Kohn entertained
returned to Wash-

he

Roach

in

Town

be able to make it go due to the
competiting Ringling house.
to

Hal Roach who has but just arrived
in town met a number of important
New Yorkers yesterday when he
Holmes Herbert Back
visited the Astor for lunch.
Among
Holmes Herbert is back in New those he met were Abe Warner of
Is Packed
York from London where he ap- Warner Brothers, Dr. A. H. Gianninni
Commercial
Trust
of
The
Co.,
peared in "The Scarlet Pimpernel"
Thrills
and "I Will Repay" for Ideal Films, Charles L. O'Reilly of the T. O. C.
Henry Kolker directed. Her- C, Mike Rosenberg and Irving LesLtd.
with the film business but was for bert went to England from Italy ser and many others.
many years and is now a "fan" of where he worked in two pictures
directed by Roy Neill.
the first magnitude.
"Where were the brains of the producers and of Will Hays and above
Chaney Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
all of our brave Board of Censors
who ruthlessly destroy many a good
Los Angeles Lon Chaney leaves
picture and who failed utterly to see for the East on the 16th in connec*WE NEVEP DISAPPOINT'"
anything objectionable about this tion with "The Hunchback of Notre
picture of Arbuckle which was so Dame."
Universal has tied up with
obviously produced with an eye to the American Legion which is raising
INCOCPORATED
public opinion and the release of money to finance a camp for disabled
220 WEST 42HB STPEET
those other pictures now on the soldiers.
NEW YORK
PHONE
shelves which was also obviously
fJPyANT 5576
arranged for elimination if neces"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
sary without hurting the continuity. will be shown at Carnegie Hall on
"I hope you will publish this
but the 30th at a benefit performance to
I am afraid you won't.
aid the camp drive now under way
"A CONSTANT READER."
by the Legion.

Regarding Arbuckle
The following communication has
been received:
If
"I wonder if you are fearless
you will publish this protest
so,
(which for political reasons must be
anonymous) against the appearance
of Arbuckle in the Hollywood film.
"The writer is no longer connected

Her New Comedy

—

With

and

Tickles

—

(ROMLOWpILM lABORATORILS

—

—

—

—

ALLAN

A. LOVI/NE^

GEN. MGC.

—

—

iTHE

2& BltADSTREET
of FILMDOM
N. Y. For Harmony
Billy

Plan a M. P.
M.

Brandt in Open Letter Says
"There are no Politics"
Ready to Progress

Brandt, president of the M.
T. O. of New York State yesterday issued an open letter addressed
In it he pointio the entire industry.
:d out that the New York organization was ready to follow any "competent, sincere leadership" that would
help remove the Federal admission
Billy

the

abandonment

The money thus accruing will be
used by the national organization to
wage

of idle

and the necessity for action.

He

his organization will be willing
be found in the last rank if necessary to bring about co-operation.
said
to

I'he letter follows:
"Immediately after
of the

New York

the convention
State M. P. T. O.

on June
and 21st. and pursuant
to a mandate therefrom, I, as president of that organization, wrote to
held in the City of Syracuse
19th,

20th

(Continued on Page 2)

Talk of Educ'l Demonstration
According to the Herald yesterday,
important

companies,

all

of

them

of the Hays organization
plan to hold a series of showings in
10 cities beginning Aug. 26 to point
out the progress made by the industry
composite
in the past few years.
feature showing the advance in production will be part of the programs.

members

A

One was "YESTERDAY'S

WIFE"—

the other the wife of today. Which
tense story of love and ideals shattered by Wealth, this
to be?
C. B. C. Columbia Picture features Irene Rich and Eileen Percy with
Adv't.
a Distinguished Cast.

was

it

A

—

Thinks

Move Unwise

W. Hammons

Abrams Back

Hiram Abrams returned from Eurof Educational
in an interesting letter to
ope yesterday on the Olympic. He
states that in his opinion the spent five weeks abroad visiting the
T. O, C. C.'s resolution condemning exchanges of United Artists and exthe purchase of pictures "sight un- hibitors in England and on the ConIt
seen" is not a wise one and proceeds tinent.
Says a "Reasonable Percentage" Will to give his reasons:
In speaking of conditions he said
Make Returns for Producer and
found matters generally very good.
he
"It
seems
that
C.
C.
to
me
the
T.
O.
Equitable
More
Exhibitor
resolution, In France, the franc is dropping but
have
passed
very
unwise
a
By JOHN H. KUNSKY
due to the fact that the increased cost the pound sterling in England is
Kunsky Enterprises, Detroit
Abrams declared that
of sales, if done under that resolution, about at par.
I have read with great interest the
business to transspecial
no
had
he
If
the
would
simply
enormous.
be
article
by Mr. Aronson in
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)
FILM DAILY, and, in many ways,
I agree with him.
Of course, each
key spot and each theater has its
own condition to meet.
I
might say in the first instance
that many theater owners have theaEarl

DAILY

THE FILM

Kunsky For

THE

Fore!

(Continued on

Page 2)

An Incorporation
Among

the

incorporators of

The Film Corp.

of America,
capitalized at $50,000; a Delaware corporation, appears the
name of Joseph Dannenberg.

gentleman, whoever he
may be, does not happen to be
Joseph Dannenberg, president
of the corporation which pubThis

lishes

THE FILM

DAILY.

DANNY.

19

exhibitor organization to the national
treasury.

tax.

He urged

—Will

Day

November

Strengthen Condition of
National Treasury
The M. P. T. O. directors have set
aside November 19 as National Motion Picture Theater Day on which
25 per cent of the receipts will be
turned over by the members of the

P.

talk

P. T. O. Sets Aside

Fall Film Golf Tournament will be held Tuesday. Sept. 18, at Belleclaire Golf Club. Bayside, Long
Island.

a fight for the repeal of the admission and seating taxes in Washington.
The plan was suggested by
William Bender of South Bend at the
recent meeting of the board in Atlantic City.
Already the directors have
pledged $20,000 to get the campaign
under way. A committee of 26 has
been appointed by Sydney S. Cohen
to work on the matter. Indiana, Ohio,
New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware have already approved of the
plan.
The executive boards of the
Nebraska, Maryland. Connecticut and
New Yojk^G*nits have also pledged
support

Goldwyn Shows "Potash"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Philadelphia

— Samuel

Goldwyn

brought down a party of friends from
New York, last night to attend a private showing of "Potash and Perlmutter" at the Adelphia theater for
Jules Mastbaum and officials of the
Stanley Co.

Bolognino Buys New Willis
Lawrence Bolognino of the Consolidated theater string has purchased
the New Willis theater, now under
construction bv Haring and Blumenthal at 138th St. and Willis Ave., for
a sum said to exceed $1,000,000. Lee
A. Ochs was the broker in the transaction. The house will seat 2,500 and
Bologwill be ready about Oct. IS.
nino operates the Forum, an opposition

house nearby.

The

Forward your entries immediately. Don't delay.
There will probably be a record crowd and all you
can do to help the Committee will be appreciated.
Entrance fee, for golfers, including lunch, dinner
and green fees $10. For goofers, who don't play, but
come only for the dinner and prize-fest, $5.

More unusual, unique prizes than ever.
You must come out. Bring your friends.

More

fun.

War On Taxes
Planned by Wisconsin M. P. T. O.
Have Plan There for Lower Insurance for Theaters
(Special

to

Milwaukee

THE FILM DAILY)

— War

on admission and

way in WisconTuesday when members of

seat taxes got under
sin

late

the M. P. T. O. of the state, at the
opening of the fourth annual convention in the Wisconsin Hotel, adopted
resolutions pledging themselves to
fight for repeal of such measures.
(Continued on Pag* 4)
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Terms (Postage
of

Kunsky For

1

calling their attention to the decision
of the New York State organization
to leave no stone unturned in an effort to eliminate the burdensome admission tax.

"This subject matter was emphasized in a speech by one of our guests,
the Honorable Clarence MacGregor,
representing one of the Congressional
Districts of Buffalo, N. V., who, it
will be remembered, introduced into
the last Congress a bill providing for
the

repeal

of

this

above

It

Page 1)
tcis under lease at rentals which are
ridiculously low, and in such a case
it
would be unfair for the producer
to share in the profits to which the
theater owner is legitimately entitled
by reason of having made an excepOn
tionally good deal on his rental.
the other hand, where the theater
owner is paying an exorbitant rent
there is no logical reason why the
producer should be forced to assume
a part of that loss which greatly interferes with the method outlined in
section one for a rating board to determine the overhead.
(Continued from

1)

am
with whom
throughout the country,

exhibitors

acquainted
Vol.

Page

from

ontinued

p/

mentioned

admission tax.
The only way an overhead can be
"The responses from those with successfully determined is by the proDAILY,
have communicated only ducer and the theater owner sitting
I
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-S558. whom
Hollywood. California Walter R. Greene, served to reiterate the admonition of down and amicably agreeing upon a
P'hone, Hollywood Congressman MacGregor that failure
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
schedule of overhead taking into con1603.
last year was the result of lack of sideration
all of the various condiChicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
unanimity amongst the exhibitors tions, rental values, etc., and after they
Wabash Ave.
That this is
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- throughout the country.
have once mutually agreed upon that
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury deplorable is obvious, but equally im- basic figure, then from that point Mr.
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
portant is my apprehension that my Aronson's scheme might profitably be
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de communications might have been misworked out in many instances.
Clichy.
understood, and so I feel obliged at
Representative^- InternaEuropean
Central
attiEven though they get together on
plain
the
very
Prague (Czecho- Slo- this time to make
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
tude of the recent New York State that, there will always be the arguing
about the production cost unless the
Convention.
"New York knows no politics in amount of production cost assigned to
the presence of this necessity, and the thetater is reasonably low and the
Low Close Sales only asks an opportunity to follow rating fair.
High
4,000 any
competent, sincere leadership,
1003/8 102
East. Kod.... 102
In my own instance, I have a con8,000 which must be unanimous, in a pro7l5/8
72
72'A
F P.-L
tract for Paramount pictures which,
:Not quoted gressive march that will carry the
do pfd
I think, is eminently fair for both
Not Q uotecJ banner of thorough and complete co- parties. The Paramount productions,
jBoldwvn
Not quoted operation. And, behind that banner, I presume, average a certain overhead
Griffith
1Q
New York simply desires to take a cost and, under the terms of my conLoew-s
14K 14K
Not quoted humble, modest place; in the very tract with them, I pay a set advance
Triangle
Not quoted last rank, if need be. All that we on each picture, the advance on one
World
want is to put behind this movement being the same as the other, i. e., I
Address

all

communications

71-73

West 44th

to

FOR LEASE
Floor space approximately 26,000 sq.
ft. and area space wonderfully adapted
Highest point in the
for
studio.

Bronx.

Apply John

& Van

Nest

New

Tel.

West-

chester 3633.

Who

Is

Behind

The Mask
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St.,

Baker, Fowler

J.

Avenues.

?

York,

—

—
—
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UK
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They do say

•

the support, all the influence and
would pay as much for a Dorothy
all the force of which the New York
Dalton as a Thomas Meighan, but
State Organization is humanly capafter we both take out our overhead
able.
then the popularity of the picture de"Time is of the essence. Action
termines the profit for each of us.
not words are the necessity of the
I agree with Mr. Aronson that if
movement.
"Scattered mobs were never con- he picture business can ever be placed
For the good of our invest- upon a percentage basis along reasonvincing.
ments, for the sake of our families able lines and the exhibitor each year
and the hope of our children, for is not asked to increase his percentage
God's sake, let's do something for to the producer which was done more
or less in the dramatic houses, that
ourselves in an unselfish manner."
the returns to both parties will be
more equitably apportioned.

ThisStar'sNew Comedy

all

Abrams Back
(Continued from Page

1)

Europe aside from visiting his
organization's exchanges and inspecting their distributing facilities.
act in

Rowland Going to Coast Soon
Rowland is expected to leave

R. A.

for the coast shortly.

Acquires "Broadway Broke"
Selznick will distribute "Broadway
Broke," produced by Murray Garsson.
Mary Carr heads the cast.

Harry Koplar Here
Harry Koplar is in New York from

St.

Next

Week

at

Louis, stopping at the Astor.

Anderson Distributor
Anderson, well remembered

Carl

Rialto-Rivoli

Ray Rockett Here
for his former connection with the
week
Ray Rockett, producer of "The old Lasky company, and later with
and
Alarm"
Midnight
"The
will be
Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln" Educational, has completed arrangeat the Rivoli, "Salomy Jane."
is in from Los Angeles. At the Astor.
ments for a new distributing concern
which will bear his name and will
Dinner Closes London Meetings
start functioning for the coming sea(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Commenting on his plans Anson.
London A banquet last Saturday derson says:
night brought the British sales con"I realize that there is not room
vention of First National to a close.
for just another distributing comThe

feature at the Rialto next

—

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

must have something to ofMayer Buys Play for Niblo
fer the exhibitor and producer.
Just
Louis B. Mayer has purchased the wherein we will differ from the ordipany;

picture

rights

for

"Thy

Woman," from William

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

It will

Name

is

A. Brady.
be produced by Fred Niblo.

Goulding Back

Edmund Goulding

it

Will Break Records.

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

Prolong the

life

returned from
Europe yesterday on the Olympic.
Goulding returned with Edgar Selwyn whom he is collaborating on ranged on a sound business value and
"Dancing Mothers" a new stage play. not on motion picture figures.
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nary run will be shown as we make
public our plans.
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in
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Green Goddess" Distinctive""'Goldwyn
Harris Theater

„»

one which

is calculated to pull the audience
out of its seats whenever "The Green Goddess" is shown.
MAIL In its film form "The Green Goddess" deserves all the success it had while

—

on the stage.
George Arliss, who created the role of the
RICAN Thrills, beauty, drama and Rajah of Rukh, once more gave a finished
ippeal predominate in "The Green performance.
i," * * * It is a magnificent produc-

—

* * *
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e still offers
* * *
it.

an

TIMES — It

Halsey has done an excellent job]
Sidney
iting William Archer's play.
direction is well-nigh perfect and the
*
*
*
high
the
has maintained
ti ve
d it has set for films in which Mr.
das appeared for it.
:st

I

ALD— Mr.

Arliss

represented now
to be sure, but the
is

shadowy form,
work has been perfect
.tion of that

—

and his imsuave, sly, sinister prince,

jah of Ruhk, is reproduced in all its
details on the screen. * * * Indeed,

defect of "The Green Goddess," as
jn picture, lies in its meticulous ad*
to the form of the original play. *
glorious moment « * * and this

is

but the acting

not only beautifully staged,

excellent and the direction
faultless.
It is not often that one can ascend to such panygerics about a film, but in
work of a most conscientious actor coupled
with that of a skilled and altruistic director.
It is the best film that Mr. Arliss has ever
made. * * * The suspense of this production
is
carried out with exceptional skill.* * *
is

s one

screen is much more effective,
than ever it was on the stage.

f

a
is sufficient to make the picture
It comes * * * when a
success.
*
*
•
the
caprescue
British planes

r

*
Mr. Olcott has achieved a beaud unusual shot of these airplanes, and

TRIBUNE— "The

Green Goddess" on the
it seems to us,

In the first place, either the continuity is
perfect or the presence of Mr. Arliss blinds
Then we
one to its shortcomings, if any.
found the direction without a flaw * * *
The story flows as swiftly and as smoothly
as it ever did on the stage or in the pages
The cast is perfect. * * *
of a book.
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sustained

You Ready?

uy your

new

LAZENGER'S

with Mr. Aronson's articles, in
an endeavor to cut out some of the
enormous waste that we have in this
ially

12 East 43rd Street

An

Interview

Involves
Obligations

story

;

Call on Us Today!
Kipling in from Coast
Richard Kipling is in town from
Los Angeles.

CHROMOS TRADING

Sameth Back
Sameth has returned from a
sales trip that took him as far West
as Kansas City.

Suite

Joe

'Phone Watkin* 4S22

1207-8

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on
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— Sol

Lesser

is

on

his

York.

carries

through

to the screen

range of tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

Soon
Gus Schlesinger, export manager
for the Warners expects to leave
for Europe soon in connection with

now

the sale of the 1923-24 product.

identified

Greene, Astor Theater Manager
James V. Bryson has appointed
Fred V. Greene. Jr. manager of the
Astor Theater for the run of "The

Hunchback

of

opens on Sept.

Notre
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Wrong With This Picspots that can be cut.
cliff, the unnecessary introduc-

dull

Los Angeles

IN

Detroit—

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arof selling "in block."
buckle is appearing at Kunsky's Capthat by individual picitol three times daily.
It is said that
tures and you can readily imagine the
enormous cost. Also, if the theater he is meeting with great approval by
owners were strong enough to insist patrons.
that their members live up rigidly to
a contract and not compel the distributing companies to resell and resell
to them and could eliminate the cost
FINANCING
of constantly trying to get play dates,
it would be an enormous saving to the
Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce. Naturally, the opposite means
that they eventually have to pay for
No Proposition Too
this unsound condition of business.
Small or Too Large
"I merely write this for your personal consideration, due to the stand
MODERATE RATES AND
that you have recently taken, especCONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
great cost

;

ture

ire

them hundreds and hundreds

the motion picture world.

in

t

* * has

Every player in the
done
his bit to make this the best photoplay of its
kind that has ever been produced. Here is a
photoplay that shows the dawn a new era
cast *

:f

If

Sails For London Saturday
Twenty
Indians are in New York
(Continued from Page 1)
from the Wind River Reservation,
theater
owners of America were Wyoming, prior
to taking part in the
strong enough to insist and live by
prologue of "The Covered Wagon" in
the above resolution, it would cost
London. They will sail on the Baltic

of thou- Saturday.
sands of dollars, necessitating such an
produc- enormous
selling
expense that it
artistic one, showing rare
Arbuckle Appearing At Capitol
and the cast is so excellent would be terrific.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
play has become one of the
"You of course realize the very

at

is

Move Unwise

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

its best on the!
perfection of de-l tion is a highly
fidelity to detail,
intelligent direction and the gorgeous
make of it a vital, gripping play that that the familiar
most thoroughly worth while pictures that
ne tense.
has been given to us this year.
!>Y
A motion picture proPOST It is a delight to watch him, for
outdoing by far anything that had
efore in the screen careers of both even though there really are a few good
actors
before the camera today, George ArArliss, the inimitable, and Alice Joyce,
* * *
utiful * * * is "The Green Goddess." liss easily tops them all
And then the melodrama begins with
cinating splendor of the settings, tin
el every advantage of excellent acting, beautie characterization of the mobs, the]
mystery of the tale, the excellent ful staging, exotic costuming, and exceptional photography.
all these things serve to
the artists
i hold its audience in a grip as firm
George Arliss has moments of great
effectiveness * * *
At other times he seems
"The Green God- a bit wearisome and old maidish. * * *
MING
film that might be called an epic of
As for the picture itself it is an interestlys. * * * Every scene had its thrill,
ing one nothing more. * * *
noment of the presentation was tense.
Ir. Arliss proves in this screen proThe George Arliss of the
that he well deserves the praise which picture play is, of course, the George Arliss
n lavished upon his acting before the of the spoken play, except that he is possibly
a little "more so," because the background
is so magnificently intensive and all inclusive.
George Arliss's deftl
*
* Visualized on the present occasion, the
in "The Green Goddess," * * * has Rajah
correct, cold, conventional
is a much
ing in it to thrill that the original finer conception
than the same actor's Disin production had with the additional
* *
raeli
Miss
Mr.
Joyce,
Morey, Mr.
to produce excitement that the movi
Powell and Mr. Simpson all give fine performconvey better than the limits of a ances of the four
characters
who
throw that
permit.
"The Green Goddess," of the evil genius of the piece
vill
into high relief.
evening full of enter-

the sort that
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"STRANGERS Of THE NIGHT"

INQUIRING REPORTER

(APOLOGIES TO LOUIS

B.

MAYER AND METRO)

QUESTION
Will the theaters of the country be able to absorb
fall and winter?

all

of the

big productions promised for this

ANSWERS
M. Asher, Mack Sennett Prod.

— "Yes.

There will never
Those that look
be an overflow of really big productions.
biggin the making sometimes never turn out that way."
E.

—

dward

"Yes, and more,
J. Bowes, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
have absorbed the bad ones previously, why not the good
ones. We need so many pictures; the good ones will get booked and the little apples will stay in the bottom of the barrel."
e

—

W. C. J. Doolittle, Selznick Distributing Corp. "Some producers are going to look sick in six months.
My sympathy
is with the producer, because theaters won't be able to pay
the prices asked."
W. W. Hodkinson. — "Yes,
in

human

ture

and

if

they are

productions big
in expendi-

all

interest.
No, if they are simply lavish
big in pre-natural promises."

C—

Charles L. O'Reilly, the T. O. C.
"Exhibitors will never
absorb the prices asked by producers for fall product.
have been disappointed on promises too often and so cannot
tell whether the so-called 'Big' pictures will be really big until
we see them. Theaters are always ready and anxious to absorb pictures that are really big."

We

—

Joe Unger, N. Y. manager, First National. "All pictures
promised box-office merits will find exthem in every locality throughout the

that live up to their
hibitors waiting for

country."

War On Taxes

The insurance plan is to be explained by Rhode, who heads a com(Continued from Page 1)
mittee which has made a thorough
Led by F. McWilliams, of Madi- study of the matter, and by the repson, president of the organization,
resentatives
of
several
nationally
and Joseph Rhode, veteran Kenosha known risk companies.
It is hoped
exhibitor, the showmen voiced their
that an arrangement can be reached
protests against these so-called obwhereby
one such company will form
noxious taxes in informal discussions
a special theater branch, selling the
which preceded adoption of the resovarious forms of insurance through
lutions.
the association.
Later, if it is found
Attendance at the opening session
practical the entire theatrical insurwas disappointing, less than 100 exance business in the state is to be
hibitors being registered although 200
turned over to the association.
had been expected by Walter F. Baumann, executive secretary. A house-

warming

new

the
Universal exchange here attracted
The exhibitors
many exhibitors.
spent Tuesday at Universal as the
guests of George Levine, manager.
However, exhibitors and exchange
men in great numbers joined hands
Tuesday night at a "get-together"
dinner and dance staged as part of
the convention.
Election of officers and establishment of the plan whereby exhibitors
will be able to save from 25 to SO per
cent through purchase of all forms of
insurance through their association
are scheduled on Wednesday's program. Since McWilliams announced
that he will not be a candidate for
re-election, Fred Seegret, of the Regent, Milwaukee, is being prominently mentioned for the presidency.
Seegert, a national committeeman
has been one of the most active members since the formation of the state
organization.
at

the

offices

of

Loew

in

Boston Declares Dividend

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Loew's Boston Theater Co. has declared a quarterly dividend of 25 cents
a share on the common stock, payable

August

and operate

in that blinding

darkness that at once suggests the oldfashioned and failing motion picture
man who f*cant find time" to keep himself posted on what his associates in the
industry are doing.
Twenty Minutes Daily
with THE FILM DAILY
will show greater returns than United
States Treasury Bonds.

15.

Boylan Joins First National
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Mike

Boylan has

re-

publicity director for the
Fred Niblo unit to take over First
National publicity on the West Coast.

signed

—move

as

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Kindly enter

Cloth Bound!
After Russian Trade

—

(Special to

500 pages.
Subscription, $10

THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin "The Film Express," foreign edition of the Lichtbild Buhne
now appears in English, German and
Russian, the French section having
been abandoned in favor of the Russian.
The leading editorial "salutes
our Russian friends" and expresses
the hope that trade between the two
countries meet with a revival shortly.

New York City.
my subscription to The

St,

Name

— Foreign,

$15
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"Greater Films" Boost

Selznick

And Perhaps More— Assert Produ- Planned

—

lal Roach to Secure Exhibitor Ideas Seen in J. C.
Boss's Suit Against
and Opinions Regarding Product
Famous Players Hearing Reopens
Starts Today on Trip
in Boston Monday
Hal Roach, one of the leading prodA number of film men yesterday
cers of short subjects, and who, ii.- expressed the opinion that the suit
idjntally, is starting making features fo» $529,575 damages filed against Famous Players-Lasky Corp. by J. C.
s well, leaves town today on a short
He will be a- Boss, former exhibitor of McAlester,
lotor tour up-State.
?ay about a we-'k ind while on the Okla., was the first direct reaction
oad will stop at nany picture houses of the Federal Trade Commission
effort to determine from the probe into the affairs of Famous and
n an
xhibitor his views on the situation, allied organizations.
iroduct and what, in his opinion, his
Boss occupied the stand for several

Other Cities
in New York
Follow Paramount Working
Independently Here
Payments When Due
Beginning August 26, the Rialto,
Selznick expects to distribute 40
pictures during the 1923-1924 season Rivoli and Criterion will inaugurate
There will be a "Greater Movies Season" in New
and perhaps more.
series
from Maurice Cmapbell, J. York with a two-fold purpose in
Searle Dawley and Birton King in mnid:

ieople

which

—

want to see.
days during the New York hearing
This will be the first of a number in the Engineers' Societies Bldg.
trips that Roach will make when he described his business relaif such
When he starts West he tions with Southern Enterprises, Inc.
irhile East.
rill
make inquiries of exhibitors in The action filed in the U. S. District
he country through which he is pas- Court alleges that Famous exercises
ing. and by the time he returns to a monopoly in restraint of trade and
he Coast he anticipates having a defi- used unfair methods to force weaker
lite idea of just "what's what."
competitors out of business.
Not for many years has a producer
The corporation is declared in the
if the
size and importance of Roach complaint to have attained a comExhibitors ideas
nade such a trip.
on Pane 2)
( Continued
re usually secured from salesmen or
representatives.
But Roach
s inclined to the belief that personal
ontact will secure him a mass of inpecial

ormation which might be

difficult

to

otherwise.

ibtain

cer's

Trust Fund Will Assure

that group.

W.

1.

Doolittle, president of the
company in talking about the fall yesterday placed considerable stress on
the so-called producer's trust fund,

C.

J.

is a part of the Selznick disDoolittle explained
tributing plan.
that under this arrangement, rentals
are placed in trust in a bank agreed
by the producer and the distributor
and that, in this way, the money is
always on hand when the payment
Part of the contract
dates arrive.
form used by Selznick with producers
carries space for the insertion of the
name of a bank in which the funds
Eire to be held in trust.

the

ent distribution

leads.

is

through F. B.

Two More

for

Lillian

Selznick

Selznick announces the acquisition
"Cause for Divorce," a Hugh
Dierker Prod, anrl the first feature
starring "Dinky" Dean, produced by
Stanley to Build in Atlantic City
Z. A. Stegmuller under the title "John
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlantic City The Stanley Co. of of the Woods."
Vmerica will build a 2,000 seat house
iere, and plan to open it for next
season. This will be the largest house
of

—

Clark

Due Today

Lillian Clark, managing editor of
the "The Cinema" of London arrives
in New York today on the Lapland.
While here she will investigate pro

ducing conditions and make her headquarters at the Astor.

Sign this and forward to any of the committee:

Seegert Elected

my entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament
Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the Belleclaire Counheld
to be
L. I.
Bayside,
Club.
try
Here

Heads

Wisconsin Exhibitor Unit
Members Advised to Pay Music
Tax Without Legal Battles

is

THE FTLM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee Fred Seegert, of the
Regent. Milwaukee, was elected prescient of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin
it the closing session of the two day
invention.

Election of Seegert, a
ireteran member of the organization,
followed the refusal of F. J. McWilliams, of Madison to run for reelection because of the press of priduties.

Other

officers

chosen were: F.

J.

Me Williams, New Madison, Madison,
Ernest Langemack,
Milwaukee, treasurer and
W. VanNorman, Parkway, Milwauvice

president;

Colonial.

(Continued on Page 4)

last.

To

focus the attention of the
public on the part the motion pictures
play in the life of the community.
Just as florists have a National
Flower day, so it is planned to show
the advance made in the industry by
setting aside several weeks a year and
boost the plan through extensive advertising and all sort of exploitation.
2.

understood to have
is
over at Famous Players
and will be handled, of course, in a
manner that will reflect favorably up-

The scheme
originated

on the activities of that organization,
ft would not come as a surprise if
other Broadway theaters are brought

anson in "Humming Bird"
Swanson's next picture for

"The Humming
will
be
Allan Dwati will direct with
production probably in the East.

Famous

Bird."

Would Tax Georgia Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta— A bill to tax theaters

in

state lias been presented 'to the
House of Representative Elders. Four
other measures to obtain money
through taxes have also been intro-

the

Golfers, Attention!

the resort.

vate

that pictures are better

year than

Gloria

Edward J. Bowes left for the Goldvyn studio yesterday. He expects to
emain there for ten days.

to

To show

O

jr Bowes Leaves for Studio

(Special

this

into line in order to make the moveAdler Buys Mayer Series
Wood's Next, "Big Brother"
ment as widespread as possible. SpecBeet Adler has purchased the Hy
"Big Brother," a new Rex Beach
souvenirs and special booklets
ial
Edward
from
Travelaughs
Mayer
J.
story has been purchased by Famous
(Continued on Page 2)
have
Mayer, who
Players for production by Sam Wood. Bowes and Hy
Presuntil now.
jointly
them
owned
Tom Moore is expected to have one

of

it

—

to

duced.

Signs Buchowetzski
Ben Blumenthal Places Polish Director Under Contract and Will
Bring Him Here
,(Ry Radio To THE FILM DAILY
I

Blumenthal
Buchowetzski under
contract and will bring him back to
America in the Fall. Blumenthal will
leave for the States in September.

London

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
and prizes) $5 for non-players.
dinner
lunch,
average round is

My

THE COMMITTEE:
Bldg.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod.. State Theater
Ave.
5th
G. B. Gallup," Hodkinson Corp., 465
\be Warner. Warner Bros.. 1600 Broadway
E Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.

Danny, The Film Daily,

71

W.

44th St.

—

ha-

placed

Ben

Dimitri

Dimitri Buchowetzski has directed
three pictures that have been shown"
in this country, "All for a Woman
"Othello" and "Peter the Great." In
Gerrnany. he is considered one of
the foremost directors
birth he is a Pole.

there.

By

THE

From Probe "Greater Films"

Reaction

(Continued from Page 1)
will be distributed to patrons at
Riesenfeld houses that week.

After telling how the reputed monopoly was created the complaint asserts that the defendant corporation
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15

400
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Continued Irom

1

directors have arbitrarily and
oppressively used the power to force
out of business weaker competitors
among the small independent exhibitors.
The complaint further says that
the defendants used the power resulting from the mergers and combinations to coerce small exhibitors into
sale to or union with them or their
subsidiaries, and thus secured a monopoly which has put an undue and
unreasonable restrait upon the industry, and restricted competition to the
lasting injury of the plaintiff.
Boss in the complaint says that
after he opened the Folosho in 1919
the defendants raised the price of
films to him several hundred per cent
and opened a rival theater, the Palace.
He was forced out of business,
he says, in November, 1921.

and

its

.i

The

East. Rod. ..102
101}/ 101 K'
600
F. P.-L
73% 73% 73% 5,400

Boost

Page 1)
manding position in the industry in
" *> when ii became the largest theater owner in the world, owning or
controlling more than 400 houses in
the United States and Canada.
•

directors of

Famous named

as
are

The
Man"

Rialto will show "To the Last
the week of the 26th and the

Pola Negri

Rivoli,
at

the

in

"The Cheat."
will

continue

Criterion.

the

Efforts will be made to
idea national in scope.
It
stood that in Minneapolis
Paul, all of the theaters

changes

are

combining

The season

in

make
is

the

and St.
and exone big
start on

there will
August 25 while in Atlanta, several
weeks will also be set aside to put
over the same idea.
effort.

Locally, there will probably be tieups with important figures in city ife,
and speakers at the theaters.
One
feature being worked out now is a
complete reel starting with scenes
from the old Bernhardt film, "Queen
Elizabeth" and continuing down the
line to important pictures produced
by Paramount.

Dorothy Dalton Returns
Dorothy Dalton has returned from
a three

months' tour

in

Europe.

•

Not quoted Lee, Maurice Wertheim, G. G. DomJ. Ray Murray Here
enick, Felix E. Kahn and Theodore
Murray, of the editorial deRay
Will Make "Kol Nidre"
F. Whitmark.
J.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
partment
of the Exhibitors' Herald,
No one at Famous Players yesterBerlin Jacob Karol will produce
Chicago, is in New York on a vaday cared to discuss the suit.
Inas his next picture a screen version
quiries were directed to Cravath and cation.
of "Kol Nidre."
Henderson who are attorneys for the
Marr Recovers
company in the Government investiAlan D. Marr, assistant to John
gation but those in a position to discuss the matter were reported out S. Woody at Associated Exhibitors
of town.
has recovered from a three week's
The next session of the investiga- illness and is now back on the job.
tion opens in Boston next Monday
where the bearing is expected to be
Sept. 15 the Date
Triangle

—

The
Ford and Polo

(Special

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale

b]>

Howells Cine Equip. Co..

New York

740 7th Aye..

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Francis Ford, who
returned a few days ago from the
South Seas is seriously ill at his home
with a fever he contracted while in
Samoa.
Fddie
Mexico

Polo

is

dangerously

ill

quarterly dividend of the

Fam-

ous Players will be payable on Oct.
1
to stockholders of record as of Sept.
15 and not as of Sept. 1 as reported.

111

ifi

Ray Archer Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Charles Ray Smart,
known professionally as Charles Ray
Charles

Honored
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia The Woodlawn Ave.
Exhibitor

WANTED DIRECTOR ALSO CAMERA MAN FOR TWO REEL
COMEDIES STATE PAST CONNECTIONS AND VERY LOWEST
SALARY FOR IMMEDIATE INADDRESS COMETERVIEW,
DIES

c

44th ST..

o

FILM DAILY,

NEW YORK.

New York

Chicago

71

W.

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

542 FWth Ave.

Ttl.

Murray

Hill

1831

—

South Carolina Suspends Tax

The

Intcrnat'l Theatrical Ass'n has
Business Men's Association tendered been advised that South Carolina has
Marcus Benn a dinner here Wednes- suspended collection of the state theday night in appreciation of his efforts ater tax until Jan. 1. Between now
in

the development of the

Oh, of course!

LEAH BAIRD

The Jane Cowl
Of the films!
You'll also say

She is now
The Ina Claire
Of the films—
Because
She Hands the
Audience
So Many Laughs
In her Thrilling

Comedy,

THE
DESTROYING
ANGEL
From the Exciting Novel
By Louis Joseph Vance

—

Archer, late technical director for the
John P. McCarthy Prod, is dead.

City.

Who Is It?

under-

defendants in Boss's complaint,
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Jules
F. B. O. Gets Thomas Prod.
E, Brulatour, Frank A. Garbutt, CeF. B. O. will distribute "The Silent
cil
B. De Mille, Daniel Frohman,
Accuser," produced on the coast by
Kmil E. Shatter, Fugene Zukor, SidRichard Thomas.
ney R. Kent, W. H. English, Fred G.

brief.

Take a Good
Look!
]

Woodlawn and

that

time,

the

legislature

will

Ave. section.
Benn is completing a convene and a repeal measure may
big house which cost $500,00 in that be introduced.
section and which will open soon.
The Stanley Co. of America is interThree F. B. O. Promotions
ested in the Benn theater.
One of
the marked tributes to Benn, who was
F. B. O. reports the following proovercome by the compliments tend- motions in the field:
ered, was the presence of two clergyL. B. Metzger, former Seattle manmen, who praised him fcrr what he ager has been placed in charge of
had done for the neighborhood.
Seattle and Portland offices; A. H.
Later Benn and the members of the 11 not, former Seattle salesman is now
Association witnessed a private show- manager there and W. B. Corby, foring of Samuel Goldwyn's "Potash & mer Washington, D. C. salesman, in
IVrlmutter" at the Carlton.
charge of the Salt Lake Office.

IT'S

BETTER THAN

THE BEST
DETECTIVE STORY
YOU EVER READ
It elevates Miss Baird to the top
of the screen's comedy favorite*
in one leap.
Every woman and

girl will

love

it.

Released by

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
INC.

(Arthur

S.

Kane, President)

Physical Distributors

PATHE EXCHANGE

Inc.

Foreign Representative

SIDNEY GARRETT

I

-

:

fSeJsssssis

EVERYBODY'S
J the

j

•//our

who

says,

could make
}ffer picture

it

!

We've made "Dulcy"

the talk 6i

S. A.
We've cartooned it in leading newspublicized
it in news stories
we've
thousands of theapapers;
tres are using trailers and it has been broadcasted throughout
the land. No one says Dumb-bell any more. The pet name for
a bone-head is now "Dulcy."

whole U.

;

HOT
v

AIR'

Mr. Exhibitor, it's up to you to cash in on this nation-wide publicity by playing Miss Talmadge's latest picture, her first since

myself
Jfe's

saying

a prize

^^

"East

And

West."

Is

patrons, for this

is

Don't be a Dulcy.

there's a big treat in store for

your

comedyrdramas of the

year.

one of the

Go

finest

to it!

Joseph M.Schencfe presents

•jiwfsm

ft
in

The Adventures

of a Delightful Dumb-belle

By George S.Kaufman and Marc Connelly:
Adopted by John Emerson and Anita Loos
Continuity by C.Gardiner Sullivan: Photographed by Norbert 5rodin

A fteat
Jhorjelhars

J

national Picture

***'

Me's an

ornamental A

Foreign Rights Controlled by
rAssociated First National Pictures Inc.

.383 Madison Avenue,

New York

WhatTheySaid
s
"Thrills, beauty,

drama and

appeal predominate in
'The Qreen Qoddess'; it is a
vital, gripping play."
tense

-THE NEW YORK AMERICAN

"HERE IS A PHOTOPLAY THAT SHOWS THE
DAWN OF A NEW ERA IN
THE MOTION PICTURE
WORLD."

— New York Times
"What's Worth While:

A

strong and well sustained
story; beauty and detail in
background; George Arliss-and
the entire cast."

— New York World
"IT IS

Opens to$^W

Sam H. Harris
Drama, Tense Ap*
peal — There You Have "The Green
Goddess !" It Grips and Fascinates!
Each Detail, Each Episode, Each
Scene, the Final Smash Mark a
New Era in Motion Picture Production! Two Years on Broadway as a
Stage Success! Now the "Green
Goddess" Triumphs Again/ It is
Supreme Art! It is Magnificent
Thrills, Beauty,

Entertainment

NOT ONLY BEAU-

TIFULLY STAGED, BUT
THE ACTING IS EXCEL-

LENT AND THE DIRECTION FAULTLESS."
— New York Times

"We are ready to call 'The
Qreen Qoddess the perfect pic'
ture if you like thrilling melodrama...Anyu>ay don't miss it."
-NEW YORK TRIBUNE
'

Directed hy

SIDNEY

OLCOTT

Dis INCTIVH
ORPORATIOK

George
with

AIICEJOYCE

—

2°

top at the

Theatre
Crowds Jammed the House* They
Watched in Silent Excitement the
Tense Dramatic Moments, They
Thrilled at the Mobs, They Were
Pulled Out of Their Seats by the
Climax — A Climax That's Never
Been Equalled! Forrest Halsey Has
Built a Perfect Story from William
Archer's Masterful Play* Sidney
Olcott Achieves Supreme Heights
in His Direction*

•

WhatTheySaid
"All players in the cast, and
this includes even those who
served as extras, have done
their bits to make this the best
photoplay of its kind ever

produced."

— New York Times
"THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION IS A SCREEN
TRIUMPH."
— New York American

—

"The

fascinating splendor,

the thrilling mystery hold its
audience in a grip of iron."

— Daily News

,

Pictures
p re

"ONE GLORIOUS MOMENT IN 'THE GREEN
GODDESS' IS CALCULATED TO PULL THE
AUDIENCE OUT OF ITS
SEATS."

s e rvts

s
Arlis
DAVID POWELL
and

HARRY T MOREY in
.

—New York Herald
"One

of the most thoroui
worth while pictures that has
been given us this year."

—MORNING TELEGRAPH

(Distributed by

Y^oldivy/v
Cosmopolitan,

-

THE

%2!!±DAILV
Newspaper Opinions

Friday, August

17,

£

Seegert Elected
(Continued from Page 1)

Newspaper

opinion*

Although from the
secretary.
viewpoint of numbers the convention

kee,

from

papers will only

out-of-town

appear when the feature
viewed has

was considered below standard, those
present feel that in accomplishments
it
rivals gatherings which attracted

re-

world's premi-

its

( in that city. New York
newspaper opinions will also
he published when the production reaches Broadway.

Chief among the
greater crowds.
steps taken on the last day were the
following:
Establishment of an arbitration
committee to work with a committee

(

of exchangemen in settling disputes.
Partner"— F. P.-L.
Decision to proceed with investigLos Angeles
ation of scheme for sale of theater
(Specim! to THE FILM DAILY)
insurance through the exhibitors asI. os Angeles
Consensus of news- sociation at a great saving to the
paper opinions on "The Silent Part- members.
ner" at. the Metropolitan this week

"The

COMING

Silent

Metropolitan,

—

follows:

KXAMINER— Picture

one of realism* • •
Miss Joy's work extremely effective. • • •
In a few places the story suffers through an
evident desire
footage.

hold

to

within

it

a

given

EXPRESS—Miss

Joy has sincerity.
theme is a bit reel- worn
hut interesting.
Credit is due to the stars.
Miss Joy, Owen Moore, Robert Edeson.* * *
Clean, wholesome and entertaining.
RECORD Another Saturday Evening

HERALD— The

Movement furthered to obtain
cleaner and better pictures and more
refined exploitation.
The arbitration
of the following:

Max

Short Subject

committee consists

Krofta, the Idle Hour; Steve

Number

Bauer, the Venus; Jack Stillman, the

Downer; Eugene Phelan, the West

Allis; and William Jacobs all of Milwaukee.
Post
created. • * * Has
The matter of insurance was threshabsorbing interest and is well staged.
ed out thoroughly in discussions led
TIMES You need a lot of artificial enthusiasm to get excited about this transparent by Joseph Rhode, of the Kenosha
tale. — Can always look at Leatri.ee Joy with
Orpheum Theater, who has made a
optimism.
thorough study of the question and
at whose suggestion the heads of sevChaney Safe
eral insurance companies appeared beThe speakers
Reports that Lon Chaney had been fore the convention.
killed in an accident in Utah were explained how, by establishing special
denied
yesterday
Universal. branches to handle theatrical insurby
Chaney is coming East to attend the ance of all forms, risk firms could
premiere of "The Hunchback of save members of the association from
25 to 50 percent on premiums. EvenXotre Dame."
tually, sale of such insurance is to be
transferred to the association. The
board of directors was commissioned
17836 U.S.
to go into further details of the
PICTURES
Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500, scheme.
Although it had been hoped that a
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
The moit economical method of reaching solution of the music tax problem
theatre* is our ADDRESSING SERVICE. would be offered exhibitors instead
$4 .00 PER M UP.
LUta if desired. 30 to
50% saved in postage, etc.. through elimina were advised to pay the assessments
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually and to center their efforts at present
listed.
upon attempts to get as good indivMultigraphing
Mimeographing
idual adjustments as possible. It was
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
pointed out that it is futile to attempt
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO to escape payment of the tax under
244 West 42nd St, Near Broadway
the present circumstances, especially
'Phone Bryant 8138
in view of the recent court decisions
which have even legalized levying
taxes for the broadcasting of copyright music by radio.

—
story successfully
—

SHOWING

—

—

Proposition

Too

MODERATE RATES AND
CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
Involves

no

Obligations

Call on Us Today!

CHR0M0S TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Smite

1207-8

OUT

A

»m

^^ Authority

SEPT. 2m

Used constantly throughout the

Ferri Joins Elfelt

Small or Too Large

Interview

qf

—

—

RELIABLE CONCERNS

An

^BRADSTWET
oSFILMDOHj

THEATRES

FINANCING FOR

No

OF

'Phoae Watkins 4522

fall

Roger Ferri has resigned as state
right editor of the M. P. World to
take charge of distribution of Clifford S. Elfelt Prod, which will feature Jane Thomas in a series of eight
pictures
for
state
right
releases.
Elfelt also expects to handle about
four other pictures yearly.
Ferri is
very well known to state righters
throughout the country through his
connection with the World.
He
leaves shortly on a Mid-West trip.
Elfelt is going to the coast tomorrow, accompanied by W. A. Bowman,
his production manager.
A number
of deals for the product have already
been made with Eastern Film of
Boston, Security of Chicago, Richard
and Flynoff of Kansas City, Sam
Werner of St. Louis, All Feature of
Seattle, and Progress of Los Angeles.

Exhibitors

4

season by

everywhere—

'Our advertising departmen\
is as close to you as
your phone '

:xv

No. 41

Sunday, August

1923

19,

Price 25 Cents
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UNIVERSAL
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Based on the story of

UNIVERSAL

JEWEL

JEWEL

UNIVERSAI

-

Burnham
Presented by CARL LAEMMLfc
PICTURES

by Clara Louise

Other People's Opinions of the

New

(paramount (pictures
"HOMEWARD BOUND"

"HOLLYWOOD"
Space
not one

Suffice to say

too limited to print the reviews.

is

critic failed to praise this

As

production.

for busi-

"Hollywood" has been doing enormous business at
the Rivoli, New York (three weeks), and New Orpheum,
Chicago, and that, too, in the muggiest weeks of the sum-

ness,

Johnston of Motion Picture News, adds:
about Paramount's 'Hollywood,' is

William A.

predicted

New York Rivoli. The S. R. O. sign
and the doorman is having a difficult time keeping the
customers in line. This exceptional picture will create boxbearing fruit at the
is

up,

records everywhere.

office

"The whimsical
list

of stars

and

story, the
celebrities

humor, the

—these

and the long

title,

combined

will

stimulate

deep interest in any community that harbors a film theatre.

Get

it

From George Rea, Washington, O. exhibitor, comes this
"'Homeward Bound' turning them away every
performance. Pleasing 100 per cent. By far the greatest
sea picture ever filmed. Immense business. Many thanks."
Motion Picture News says: "As neat a romance as has
telegram:

mer, both places.

"What we

In opposition to "Hollywood," "Homeward Bound"
played to S. R. O. at the Rialto, New York, all week. Big
business both because of Meighan, the star, and because
it's a darn good picture.

quick, boys!"

Will pack 'em in
flashed across the screen in some time.
Moving Picture World: "Excellent producanywhere."
Will immensely please the Meighan following and
tion.
Exhibitors
should provide satisfactory entertainment."
Trade Review: "Another pronounced hit for Thomas
Meighan. Storm scenes could not be surpassed for genuine
thrills."

And

there isn't a newspaper reviewer

This picture did two capacity weeks at the Rialto, in
opposition to mid-summer, "Hollywood" and

Wagon."

The newspaper

critics all said

it

"The Covered
is Gloria Swan-

and Motion Picture News added:

" 'Bluebeard's

8th Wife'

is

the ingredients that appeal to

money makers

It

has

—pep,

modern picture-goers

Will probably be one

of the

new

Chicago liked this picture immensely. In New York the
added attraction of Gilda Gray prevented a fair idea of
the picture's pulling power. Variety's showman critic said:
a whale of a picture for entertainment purposes.
any type of audience. Featuring of Hope
Sure-fire
Naldi, Lew Cody and Conrad Nagel gives
Nita
Hampton,
more power at the box-office." Harrison's Reports say:
"100 per cent, satisfaction."

"Here

a box-office picture.

pretty girls, lavish sets, romance.
of the biggest

season.

hasn't played

anywhere

yet,

"TO THE LAST
but exhibitors

who have seen it at exchanges will agree with
Picture News reviewer when he says:

the Motion

'The Cheat' marks the 'comeback' of Pola Negri.
One
hundred per cent, better than 'Bella Donna' and the best
thing the Polish actress has done since 'Passion.'

manner.

Trial scene

production.
Pola Negri American proaucuon.

is

a revelation.

A

creau 10
to
t\ credit

When

Jesse L. Lasky

saw

the

finished print of this

production, he wired to Mr. Zukor:

Staged

A

real

screen."
any screen.

proud to advise you our first Zane Grey picture,
Last Man,' ranks beyond shadow of doubt as
greatest outdoor western.
Backgrounds of Tonto Basin,
Arizona, are indescribable.
Packed full of thrills. Audiences from small boys to grandfathers will simply love this
picture.
Tried it out on mixed audience last night and
enthusiasm was tremendous.
entnusiasm
'To

the

We invite you to verify these opinions by
pictures at

first

MAN"

"Am

"

in elaborate

is

for

"THE CHEAT"
"The Cheat"

hasn't added

"LAWFUL LARCENY"

"BLUEBEARD'S 8th WIFE"
son's best,

who

his bit to the chorus of praise.

seeing the

your Paramount exchange
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
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HEERMAN
Troduction
Scenario by

^«

EDVAW J.MONTAGNE
o

Photography by Glen MacWilliams
Settings by Stephen Goosson
Authority on Court EtiQuette,
Baron Von Brincken
Film Edited by Howard R Bretherton.
.

.

.

Personal Supervision of

MYRON SELZNICK
.

m

DISTRIBUTED BY*
BW»Ki|iBW16IiW.@.

—
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May
ition

Sunday, August

No. 41

19,

1923

Price 25 Cents

Extend Runs

Offered to

End

Music Tax Truce
M.

Difficulties

contract

New

suggestion has been

made but

hing will be done until William
idolph Hearst returns from CalifThere is some
ia in a few days.
lble over these two pictures existin other sections of the country
well as in New York and there is
:rong possibility that the extended
This
solution will be adopted.
aid serve to give exhibitors the
ures under their Paramount con-

rfrom

and enable Goldwyn-Cosmopolmore revenue from the

its

e

to secure

i

$100,000

Fund

nned by T. O. C. C. to Fight
Operators Ready for a

—

Bryant Washburn, Wheeler Oakman and Kathleen Kirkham in a scene today on
are Bert
from "Other Men's Daughters" soo n to be released by Grand Asher.

O. C. C. held a special
at
the
Astor Friday to
:uss the operators' situation.
As
esult the officers of the organizawere authorized to take any steps
upon to keep their
y decided
(Continued on Page 2)
T.

Barrymore,
Fenwick, Barbara La Marr,
Richard Bennett, Jack Dougherty,
Ouida Bergere, Montagu Love and
H. H. Bruenner. the latter the company manager.

The Millenium

:ting

i

Is
It's

it

too good

Johnny Jones

Warners-State Rights
Mothers-in-Law

3

Preferred

3

The Green Goddess
Distinctive-Goldwyn
Ashes of Vengeance
First

3

National

Alias the Night

3

Wind

Fox

5

Refuge
National
Marriage Morals
First

5

Weber-North-State
Stormy Seas
Associated

Shadows

Rights

Exhibitors

of the

7

7

North

Universal

7

Homeward Bound
Farrmount
S'-ort

Subjects

Or

is

7

5-5

Lytell,

day that we've been yelping about

here. The
kicking- about, for

something

like five years.

Cohen

seem to be true.
But doggone it,

— noising about-

What?

You

know?

Page
Little

It don't
this a dream?
it.
accept
to be true. It's hard to

here?

it's

Features Reviewed

In the party

the Aquitania.

Lionel

Irene

Advt

Battle
'he

Rome Today

e George Fitzmaurice unit which
ias been making "The Internal City"
in Italy for Sam Goldwyn is due in

ductions.

A

at

The M. P. T. O. and the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers are understood to have
declared an armistice on the music
tax situation that is expected to eventually straighten out the entire matter.
Sydney S. Cohen, for the M. P. T. O.
and E. C. Mills, advisor to the executive committee of the American Society are conferring in this connection.
It is understood that one of the important provisions of the agreement
which is yet to be ratified by both
sides is a clause that will make it
binding upon the American Society
not to institute suits against M. P.
T. O. members without first informing Cohen so that the latter can have

that exhibitors
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Seeing pictures before you book 'em.
And both sides are yelling for it— exhibitors as well as producers and distributors.
Get to it, the harder the better. This business will step out
rather
in a real way when this seeing of pictures becomes the habit
part
the
on
excuse
no
be
will
there
Then
exception.
than the
said to
of the exhibitor. No alibi. He can't say— as some have
then
and
Broadway"
right
on
all
do
seemed
to
"well,
it
me

—

Every exhibitor knows—or should— what
flopped on him.
people like. And if he books anything they don't, that's

in
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Says M. P. T. O. Is Ready to Work
With "Every Organization" Interested in Tax Repeal
According to Sydney S. Cohen, the
M. P. T. O. stands ready to co-operate with "every organization and individual interested in the removal of
the admission and the seat taxes for
the purpose of accomplishing the object at which we are all aiming."
This statement appears in a long
message sent by Cohen to the M. P.
T. O. members urging them to get
in touch with their congressmen and
get

them

interested

in

the

repeal of

Cohen asks
his the Federal measures.
for information relative to the attihis

tude of the legislators for tabulation
when the hoard of directors holds an-

mistake.
other meeting in the Middle West
Of course block booking, block buying, is the easy way. If •r. October.
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to nod
been" or "you know what Soandso's pictures are" it's easy
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Hol.ywood- "Ruggles of Red Gap"
now undergoing cutting and editing
the hands of James Cruze.
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"The

Tin Commandments," Noble Johnson
has been signed to appear in "The
hief of Bagdad."
1

Otis

Eddie Phillips, Ger.ru.ie Olmstead, William Courtright,
ton Bary and Charles Conklin have
^i cast for "George Washington,
Harlan,

-

starring Wesley

Jr.",

Barry.

1603.

Harry Myers, lu^ been loaned to
Paramount to pla) a leading role in
support of Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
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by Pathe News
At Camp Devens, John Coolidge
allow the "news about Dad" to
with his lessons in markmanship.

di
inti

President Coolidge meets the "press o
world." .. Picture of the new Executive
newspaper men in his first pose takei
White House lawn.

—

At the helm First pictures of the new
Executive at work in the White House
President
Chooses
Secretary C.
BM
former Congressman, succeeds George Cfl
tian in important post.

—

Franey has been added

east of Joe Rock's
vet untitled.

latest

to the

comedy

as

tod a

lease.

James Chapin has been engaged
John McDermott on "Her
1,900 assist
600 Temporary Husband."
ti

102^

102
73
90

same name.

Snub Pollard will again make onereelers for Hal Roach and Pat be re-

summer on

Marion

Fedueba and Emily
have been added to the cast
of "Jealous Fools," now under way
at L'mted for Fust National.
raghtv,
Fitzrov

Charles Brabin has completed cut-

Quotations
East. Kod..l03
F. P.-L. .. 74%
do pfd... 90

A. P. Younger has been engaged
to adapt "Why Men Leave Home,"
based on Avery Hopwood's play of

WITH

SONS.— Calvin

DENT'S
his

tures

Dorothy Devore and Charlotte
of Greater New Y'ork, $10.00 one year; 6
Sid Smith is preparing to start his
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign Merriam are both back again with llih comedy for Grand-Asher under
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. the Christie unit.
Devore was loaned direction of Charles Lamont, Duane
Address all communications to THE FILM to play
a part in a Fox picture while
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New Y'ork,
Thompson is leading woman.
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Merriain was in a picture with WilHollywood. California — Walter R. Greene. liam Desmond.
tieorge Siegman. Cannelita Ger6411 Hollywood Blvd.
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ting "Six Days."

A

$100,000

Fund

(Continued from Page 1)

"Kids Wanted" is the title of Monhouses open,
Banks' latest comedy for Grand-

in the event that
operators declare a strike.
Charlotte Morgan has just finished A slier.
tjoldwyn
Not qhoted
All theaters belonging to the T.l
Griffith
Not quoted with George Larkin in "Mysterious
C.
C. will be assessed a tax ofl
l
Ornamental lamp posts now illumLoews .... \S% \S
300 Goods," and has been re-engaged for
15 J*
cents per seat in order to raise a ll
the
next
production.
inate
the
new
concrete
Uniroads
at
Triangle
Not quoted
chest which, it is estimated by T.|
ted.
Half of the $800,000 improveFriday's Quotations.
C. C. members, will total more
William Seiter has been signed by ment program has been completed.
$100,000.
The contract btU
the Warners to direct "Daddies."
Local 306 and the T. O. C. C.
Tourneur,
eighteen-year-old
Jack
pires on Sept. 1st.
(Continued from Page 1)
Warner Bros, announce the title of son of Maurice Tourneur, has started
an opportunity of telling his exhibitor heir latest picture has been changed work for his father as assistant to
Johnston En Route
members what their rights may or from "Lucretia Lombard" to "Love- Scott R. Beal, Tourneur's assistant.
may not be.
E Bruce Johnson, foreign mana
less Marriages."
W. k.
The controversy between the M.
of First National is on the high s|
P. T. O. and the American Society
bound for New York from Engla
Selig Puts On Second Unit
Guy Bates Post Starts Tour
has been waging for a long time.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
It was only recently that the Society
Carewe Due Today
Los Angeles— Guy Bates Post, has
Los Angeles In order to catch up
stated that it was willing to meet
Edwin
Carewe is due in New Yt]
the M. P. T. O. and possibly ar- to schedule on the production of two started his tour in conjunction with
today
from
Los Angeles with a pr
"Gold
Madness."
reelers
Upon
return,
for
Export
his
and
Import,
Col.
range the financial terms of the music
of "The Bad Man.'
license so that the small exhibitor Selig has added a second production he may resume work for Principal

90
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Music Tax Truce

uKEENE

—

would

not

have

to

pay

the

same

as the man who operated a
large-sized theater.
It is understood
that the working arrangement was
entered upon at the recent M. P. T.
O. directors' meeting in Atlantic City
when Mills made a special trip down
there.

Pictures.

unit.

Changes

money

Goldman Here
William
Kings'
town.

Goldman,

theater,

St.

owner
Louis,

of
is

In Ouiment Film
(Special to

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

— Andree Lafayette has

been signed to appear in "The Vital
Question," to be produced by. L
Ernest Ouimet, of Laval Photoplays,
Inc.
Ouimet was formerly a Canadian distributor, allied with Pathe.

the
in

—

Jane Thomas is in New York to
O. Buys Beaumont Stories
make a picture for Whitman Bennett.
Brownell,
C.
scenario head She recently finished
"Flood Gates,"
Ryskind Resigns
for F. B. O. has purchased two stories
Morrie Ryskind has resigned as by Gerald Beaumont, "High and which was produced at Gloversville.
Upon completion of the Bennett picdirector of publicity for Preferred.
Handsome" and "Kitten and the ture, she will go to Los
Angeles to
King." Both deal with the life of a
fill a contract with
Elfelt Prod.
Berman Says Keep Time Open
policeman. George O'Hara will probHarry M. Berman, general man- ably have the lead.
Finishes New Hollywood Picture
ager of F. B. O. exchanges is send'Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing a letter to exhibitors urging them
Los Angeles Director Fred Caldto keep time open.
He says:
Beaumont to Direct Barrymore
well has completed "Hogan in Holly"Keep open time buy the pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
wood," an original by J. Stewart
with box office values. But pictures
Los Angeles Harry Beaumont has Woodhouse with an all star cast inwith titles that command attention; been selected as director for "Beau
cluding Chester Conklin, Alice Howand remember, there is no better Brummel" in which John Barrymore
ell, Vic Potel, Muriel Reynolds and
judge of your towns people's wants, is to star.
Mr. Barrymore leaves Violet Schram. This is the fourth
than you, the man who lives there New York in the next two weeks.
of a series of Hollywood pictures proall the time and is familiar with their Actual
production of the picture is duced by Caldwell, the first being
likes and dislikes."
scheduled to begin about Sept. 1.
"Night Life in Hollywood."

John

—

—

Force

to Direct Lloyd

F. B.

—

in Associated

Melville E. Maxwell and E.
Fielder have been named special r«J
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Fred Newmeyer will resentatives for Associated E
direct Harold Lloyd in "The Girl tors, while J. E. Flarity is nai
Expert" and probably the next three branch manager of the New Orle
Lloyd
pictures.
Gaylord
Lloyd. office, replacing Jake Schaefer, wl
Jaj
Harold's brother is casting director is now manager at Atlanta.
Withers leaves Atlanta to manage
for the new picture.
Pittsburgh office, succeeding Jar
Harris, the new Chicago manager.!
Jane Thomas Here

Newmeyer
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eviews of the Newest Features
Johnny Hines in
Little Johnny Jones"
'arner Bros.

—State

Rights

Whole .... COMEDY
SS MAY GET IT

BUSI-

OVER

IERE AGE OLD "THROW
E RACE" PLOT WON'T;
•THING ESPECIALLY BIG
THIS ONE.

"Mothers-in-Law"

"The Green Goddess"

Preferred Pictures Corp.

ELABORATELY
PRODUCED PICTURE WITH
GREAT PICTORIAL APPEAL;
STORY VERY COMMONPLACE AND DRAGGY BUT
MOTHER
LOVE
ANGLE

As

a Whole.. .AN

SAVES IT

SOMEWHAT

Producer: Distinctive Pictures Corp.
Distributor:

Goldwyn

MIGHTY FINE
ENTERTAINMENT. YOU'LL
HAVE TO GET BACK OF IT,
BUT IT WILL HOLD THEM
ONCE YOU GET THEM IN.
FINE MELODRAMA; LOTS
OF LAUGHS, EXCELLENT

As

a

Whole

...His comedy antics are fairly
Players
Edith Yorke carries away
d and usually register although
the
acting honors in mother role
much
slap-stick
given
too
is
that she does particularly well even
CAST; SPLENDID PRODUCt to do.
though her tolerance at times seems
TION.
BIG ONE.
...A clever and well trained
almost unnatural; Gaston Glass Star
Does best work of his screen
is Hines' most important supgood as her son and Ruth Clifford
career.
Gives a 100 per cent pert and by far the most interestmakes a gay butterfly wife. Josef
formance.
thing in the picture; Molly
Swickard
usually
overacts
the Cast
Excellent.
Harry Morey
lone suffices for meagre heroine
father role; others are Crauford
splendid.
Alice Joyce very good.
are
uirements
while
others
Kent and Vola Vale; also a cute
David Powell doesn't look the part.
Standing,
Margaret
ndham
baby.
Ivan Simpson almost steals the
Idon, Robert Prior.
Eternal triangle
picture and if producers are wise
of Story. .. .Conventional race Type of Story
they'll take a look at the work of
with a lot fussing and trimmings,
:k meller but shy on the latter
elaborately staged and splendidly
a newcomer, Jetta Goudal, who is
nent.
It's mostly comedy outan eyeful. Others unimportant in
photographed but with a limited
of the straight sequence in
appeal for all that; there is seldom
story development.
ich villain and his crowd try to
any sympathy for the actions of the Type of Story.. Pure melodrama but
p hero from winning the Enghas enough ironic expressions from
characters and not much convicderby. The story is an adaptaArliss to bring many laughs. Tells
tion in the things they take so long
of the George M. Cohan stage
of how imprisoned English army
I and hasn't proven very suitto do; the development is draggy
folks are rescued from the hands of
screen material.
The recog;
although trimming will possibly
touches
patriotic
Cohan
serve to speed it up and the heart
a devilish Raja in the Himalayas
:d
en't been omitted and they have
interest touches, especially scenes
with the British army 'planes comfit to give Hart, Schaffner and
ing to the rescue.
between the mother and her son's
Much in it to
rx a bit of publicity in a closeBox Office Angle
baby, are pleasing.
Fans
of one of their labels.
please; story particularly.
Unfortunately
Box Office Angles
.Probably a satOffice Angle.
always love good meller and the
"Mothers-in-Law," in spite of the
ing attraction for many exhibibackground is unusual enough to
gorgeous mounting and wealth of
>.
You know best whether your
Many good names to play
satisfy.
display, will probably not have a
:s still fall for the hero-winningup.
universal appeal due to the convenIf
race-and-the-girl
stories.
You'll have to get
Exploitation
tional, unconvincing story the sole
back of this one. Arliss, while a
y want it, give it to them and
good feature of which is the occaThe cornly they'll be pleased.
great actor has never proven a
sional mother love angle.
business is a good asset in this
great box office attraction, but cenIn this vou have a
Exploitation
ter everything on the unusual melogood title to advertise. If you think
>itation.
You have something
dramatic story. Talk of the rescue.
your particular
for
it
suitable
work on here if you want to get
Use a trailer showing the aeroplane
clientele, getting them in should not
Also of
m interested. They're all fastuff, some of it is fine.
be difficult. Let them know about
If the right
iar
with George M. Cohan's
the torture chamber.
flic lavish production, using plenty
ne.
Let them know that Warkind of a trailer is made up it
of stills in the lobby showing the
Brothers latest is an adaptation
should insure getting them back
various parties staged, especially
his stage play, "Little Johnny
when your play dates come due.
the elaborate Burmese affair._ You
les," with Johnny Hines as the
Talk of the cast. Alice Joyce is
can promise plentv of pictorial apr.
So is Harry
an old favorite.
peal and where they like extrava?he picture can be readily adverMorey. Say Morey does the best
gant productions, vou may feel sure
Tell them the
:d by having a jockey on horseof his recent work.
they'll be satisfied.
an:k riding about with proper
play ran almost for two years in
Since the theme aims, in a way.
mcements of the showing promiNew York and the picture is better
to correct the impression that a
itly
An elaborate
displayed.
than the play.
mother-in-law is chiefly a person of
ness and the jockey in a brightUse your mailing list to its fullest
interference, you might start a concolored suit would easily attract
advantage. You'll have to work to
troversy on the subject.
isiderable attention.
get them in, but once they see it
Local women's clubs might be
fhe old, but popular stunt, of
they'll like it and it will prove a
sufficiently interested to help you
ring the soda shops advertise
boost for your coming attractions
exploit the film and a variety of
ihnny Jones Sundaes" might also
as well. It's really a fine picture.
street stunts are suggested in detail Direction by
Sidney Olcott; has
used to good advantage,
in Preferred's press book.
Rescue sefour theater entrance decorated
done excellent work.
various colored buntings and Direction by..Gasnier; alwav^ tends
quence too brief however. If built
de to represent the entrance to
toward the extravagant with proup better by aeroplane stuff would
'ace track might prove inviting,
doubtless prove tremendously betduction figures apparently running
Green Goddess in torture
pretty well up; has handled story
ter.
:tion by.
.Arthur Rosson; kept
chamber might easily have been
rather well but should have speedtv moving along a good pace
tinted.
ed up development: it's occasionally
d
generally satisfactory; occaWilliam Archer
very slow moving.
Author
nally overdoes the comedy stunts.
Forrest Halsey
Scenario
Agnes
ior..From the Cohan stage play. Authors
Frank Dazey and
Harry A. Fishbeck
Cameraman
ario
Raymond Schrock
Christine Johnston
Excellent
eraman
Charles Gilson Scenario
Olga Printzlau Photography
in Himkingdom
Mythical
Locale
ography
Karl Struss
All right. Cameraman
mountains
alaya
Excellent
tie. ... In and around a race track
Photography
9,600 feet; but will go out
d aboard ship.
Locale.. A farm and a gorgeous city Length
in about eight reels.
fth
6,800 feet. Length
6,725 feet
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Norma Talmadge in
"Ashes of Vengeance"

George Arliss in

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Distributors: First National
a Whole
A GORGEOUS
x-RODUCTION THAT BOASTS
OF UNUSUALLY LUXURIOUS
SETTINGS, QUAINTLY BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES AND

As

NORMA

TALMADGE AT

TIMES VERY BEAUTIFUL IN
THE ROLE OF YOELAND.

Star.... Has something very out of
the ordinary for her and is refreshing and charming in the costumes
of old France; makes an appealing
heroine.

.Conway Tearle successful in
portrayal of the lover, Rupert;
Tearle's acting very fine although
he is occasionally too strenuous in
his facial expressions; others in an
uniformly good cast are Wallace
Beery, Josephine Crowell, Betty
Francisco, Claire McDowell. Courtenay Foote.
Billed as "a roType of Story
mance of old France" the picture
is
not without dramatic moments
whose occasional climaxes provide
thrills of a more or less hair-raising
variety; the romance is uppermost,
Cast.

..

his

however, and always charmingly
portrayed against a background of
unusual beauty.
Theme deals with old feud in
which a de Vrieac is forced to become a servant of his enemy, a de
la Roche, but the feud is lost in de
Vrieac's love for la Roche's sister.
Box Office Angle.... In spite of the
remarkable beauty and lavish production "Ashes of Vengeance" may
not fulfill box office expectations,
that is to the extent that it should
of the money expended upon
depends largely upon whether
or not your folks take to costume
dramas. But if you can get them
interested, "Ashes of Vengeance"
should send them out convinced
that it was worth their while comin lieu
it.

It

ing in.
Exploitation

means do your
them in this latest Norma Talmadge production.
It is decidedly the most important
thing which the star has attempted
so far and her effort is certainly
worthy of consideration. Use her

By

all

utmost to interest

name prominently and
know that they

let

her ad-

will see her
different from

mirers

in
a picture very
anything she has appeared

in

pre-

viously.

Frank Lloyd; hasn t
Direction by
spared anything to make this a
beautiful spectacle; it is pictorially
perfect; the story unfolds evenly
and with a well sustained interest
which can be improved but cutting

some rather slow

that will eliminate
moving stretches.

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

H. B. Someryille
Frank Llovd
Tony Gaudio

The very

Photography
France

Locale
century,

Length

'

in

the

besl

sixteenth

„„„
10,000

„

feet
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In the Courts
A

been

judgment for $541
Supreme Court against
lias

the

in

FILM DAILY'S

the

Do you

Second National Pictures Corp. One
Motion Picture News for
is by the
$3,001 and one by the Chalmers Pub.

Who

lien

law.
architect,

19,
Mil

1!|
)

!

has

brough suit against the Newark Rialto Theater Corp. The amount sued
for and the defense is not stated in the
only paper on file, which is an application by Lamb to strike out the defense on the ground that it is insuffi-

us

Albany

—

Jesse J. Goldburg, Independent Pictures Corp. "Yes, because it compels a true spirit of exploitation co-operation between the exchange and theater and is equitable because it
gives the exchange a compensation based truly on the drawing lower, merits and worth of the attraction itself."

/

exhibitor

tin

gives

provided
and has

a fair percentage arrangement
that the pictures are big enough

to get
great danger in percentage bookings is the fact that the exhibitor is never sure that his picture
is big league."

enough confidence

100% co-operation.

his

The

— can't he ans— "Yes, on extraInc.

Al Lichtman, Preferred Pictures Corp.
wered either yes or no at this time."

Elmer R. Pearson, Pathe Exchange,

"It

ordinarily big pictures only, largely because box-office returns
cannot always be ascertained in advance to permit the disThere
tributor and the exhibitor to arrive at a flat price.
should be a guarantee and if the picture does unusually well,
some method of proportioning the returns should be made."

—

Charles R. Rogers, Resolute Film Sales Co. "It is the
way that is the equitable way for producer, distributor
It will encourage the producer to make better
exhibitor.
tures because when his product is good, he knows he

maximum

the

get

and C. M. Stumeke.

New

— "Yes,

in

money

for

it."

ceint in law.

&

Chicago.

believe in percentage bookings?

James R. Grainger, Goldwyn- Cosmopolitan

Theaters

111.— Rice
Emel
Capital $10,000.
[
corporators, S. C. Ripley, W. Cs|

depends entirelj
A. K. Emmet,
on the house. No two theaters operate under the same conditions.
There should not be a definite system for the selling
of pictures on flat rentals, any more than there should be one
on a percentage basis."

The suit of Arthur Butler Graham
against Rudolph Valentino for an alleged balance due for legal services
has been withdrawn from the equity
term of the Supreme Court. Graham
claimed his legal services were worth
$65,000 of which he admitted payment
of $20,500.

—

Springfield,

Inc.,

ANSWERS —
Manager, Loew's State. "It

Co. for $2,059.

Thomas W. Lamb,

!— Ml

M

Atlantic
Capital $100,000.

QUESTION

default judgments have been
filed in the Supreme Court against the

In the application by the Apfel
Prod. Inc. against Commercial Traders Cinema Co. for an injunction restraining the sale of the prints and
negatives of "The Trail of the Law,"
Paid," and "The
"The Man
Wolf's Fangs," the papers allege that
the notice by Commercial Traders
Cinema of the proposed sale of the

Boston

INQUIRING REPORTER

Two

comply with the

III1

Incorporations
filed

Preeport Theater Corp. by the Independent Movie Supply Co. for a balance due on account.

film does not

lll—

only

and
picwill

— Mammoth

Pictures

(|

York.

Capital, $250,000.
corporators, V. B. Fisher, and .|

Attorney, H. G. Kosch.

Jaffe.

and

New

— E.

N. Roy Pictures (I
Incorporators, I. at
Zar.
Attorney, L. Wol|

Albany

New

York.
I.

York.

—

Oklahoma City American
ment Ass'n, Tulsa. Capital
Incorporators, J. F. Prothero,
Richel and O. B. Barrows.

.

—

Columbia, S. C. The Rialto
ater Co., Inc. Capital $2,500. Ino|
rators, S. E. Lester, T. Pierce,
Charleston,

W.

Va.—The

Operating

Co.,
Inc.,
Huntinl
Capital $10,000. Incorporators, A
S. J.

and

S. L.

Hyman

and

J. S|

berstein.

Albany

—Tremac

Prod., Inc.,

I

York. Capital $5,000. Incorporl
J. McWilliams, W. J. McKennsI
H. J. McCormick. Attorney, E|
Banks, New York.

Albany

—The

Columbia

T||

Co. of Cleveland, New York.
Incorporators, B.
$50,000.
and Z. Schwartz.
Attorney,
Goldstein, New York.

Mansfield Theater Co. Formed
Jacobson to the Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
George H. Callaghan, broker, has
Having just finished photographing
Albany— Wirth & Hamid,
Ottawa Announcement is made York, amusements. Capital
ined an attachment in the Su- "Puritan Passions," with Glenn Hunpreme Court against the property of ter, Arthur Jacobson has left for the by the Canadian Federal Govern- Incorporators, F. Wirth, G.
ment of the incorporation of the and D. Steinhardt.
Leon Lee and James Aubrey on the coast.
Attorne
Mansfield Theater Co., Ltd., Mon- Meyers, New York.
ground that both are residents of Los
of
treal,
with
a
capitalization
Angeles.
He asks $1,200 on the
Checking Up in Seattle
This is the company or$1,750,000.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ground that he got a contract for the
Albany
Rome Exhibitors,
Revenue men are check- ganized by Famous Players Canadian New York. Capital $10,000. I|
Seattle
defendants with the Chadwick Pictures by which the latter agreed to ing up on percentage bookings at lo- Corp. to operate Loew's Montreal porators, A. Berkowitz, H. M.
The shareholders of the orig- ders & F. Greif. Attorney,
distribute 12 two-reel Aubrey comed- cal exchanges, in an effort to verify house.
]\
inal company hold a minority share,
ies for the defendants, and pay them exhibitors' tax returns.
Rudy, New York.
each.
Callaghan says he was
$6,000
De Luxe, Chicago, Shuts Down
to get 10 per cent and that the defend(Spcrial to THE FTLM DATI.Y)
ants have collected or are about to
Chicago
The Dc Luxe Film Excollect on two films delivered.
change owned by several prominent
Chicago exhibitors has closed its
Judge Francis A. Winslow in the doors because of bad business.
U. S. District Court has granted a
motion to restrain the Housman ComUse Vaudeville in Film House

—

—

—

—

edies,

Charlie

from disposing of 12
Chaplin negatives alleged to

Inc.,

(Special to

Winnipeg

THE FILM DAILY)

— Pantages

vaudeville

is

be the property of C. C. Pictures, now used regularly at the Capitol and
Inc., the defendant in the equity suit Walter Fogg has been appointed manbrought by Harold C. Cornelius. C. ager.
C. Pictures, Inc., formerly known as
Chaplin Classics, Inc., is in the hands Additional Buildings For United Lot

The

of receivers.

cently were

in

negatives until rethe possession of the

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—A

new "prop"

stor-

Evans Film Manufacturing Co., which age building will be erected soon at
made prints from them for C. C. United. The building will also conThey are subject to a judgment of tain a restaurant, and barber shop
$19,025.73 obtained by the Housman for studio help.
Comedies,

Inc.,

in

Chaplii

an action against

Another Michigan Golf Tournament

Tnc.

s,

(Special to
il

'o

THE FILM DAILY)
\ntonio

Moreno has
lit

the

Vitagraph and

accepted

of $22,500.

against
*

—

THE FTLM DAILY)

Detroit Michigan film folk will
hold a second golf tournament about
Sept. 1st.
Many entries are expected

inasmuch as everybody
from vacations by then.

will

be back

25© WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF B ROADWAY.

*

N.Y.

A RT W O R K,MATS, ST ER EOS E LECTROS.
PHONES,
CIRCLE —2450-1-2.
,

£

y,

August

1923

19,

William Russell in

Night Wind"

the

^ias

lags'

Hollywood Previews

Katherine MacDonald in

"Refuge"

Fox
ft

Whole.... CONVENTIONAL

As productions are invariably
generalMea of each picture only

lOT THAT HAS RATHER
|uW DEVELOPMENT AND
ITTLE ACTION; MAY SAT*X ADMIRERS OF STAR.
....Does good work

complete analysis.
lure is

in role that

Hesn't require a great deal of hin>
;d doesn't give him much oppor-

to put over any spectacular
ihts with one or two possible exotions in fistic encounters that

The usual review

New

will

rather than a
appear when the

As

a Whole
STAR HAS A BETTER STORY IN THIS THAN
HAD IN SOME
l?£v HAS
TIME;
CONTAINS SOME
GOOD DRAMATIC MOMENTS

York.

Hoot Gibson

in

King"

"The Ramblin' KidI"

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Universal

every angle this shapes up
Altogether a satisfactory picture
one of the big pictures of the year for Hoot Gibson as star.
The story
big from both the standpoint of has the time-worn
theme of the
re- magnificent staging and box office
Eastern girl
visiting
her
uncle's

—

Maude

pus; you know pretty well ahead grounds at all times.
The story contains a wealth of
bat is going to happen; there isn't
ry much of a mystery about any drama, romance and intrigue.
Direction by Emmett Flynn is
it in' spite of the suspense the
masterful.
Story development and
rector has attempted to inject
Trusted stock broker eludes cap- continuity by June Mathis adds another success to her list.
re when falsely accused of stealPlayers Shows us Blanche Sweet
g from his firm; lady detective
Edmund Lowe exptures him finally but only to win as never before.
cellent
and
bound
to go over for his
m his freedom by also presenting
work.
Hobart Bosworth, Aileen
e real crooks.
Pringle, Pauline Starke, and WilOffice Angle.... An average pic- liam
Mong ideally cast and put
re that will probably get over characters over convincingly.
thout much comment one way or
Photography
Exceptional with
e other; the star's following will many beautiful shots.
ely be satisfied with it.
good
Box Office Angle This looks like
lection
of accompanying short one of the big money-makers of the
:1s will help it along.
season.
It is a costume play, the
story revolving around an old Spanloitation.... There isn't a great
ish castle; but the story is the main
al in connection
with this one
thing and it carries a romance that
it you can use for
exploitation
will get over with every class of audirposes other than the star's name
ence.
d the title so concentrate on both
I

—

—

—

A

—

ranch,
twists

over

but there are
introduced and
his

Gibson

puts

characterization

in

good

and

of the

Pioneers"
Denver Dixon

—No

Release Set

Although the title is not applicable
to the story, the picture can be classified as a western with the usual
amount of action necessary for that
type.
It is far from a first-run offering, but still

from
that

houses

demand

will get the usual play
catering to audiences
westerns.
it

10
:ft

refuses to be arrested for a
he did not commit.

you care

to use stunt advering for the picture, one idea
ght be to have a person made
as a witch, going about the
[f

straddling

eets,

iring a sign, "I

a

broom

and

am

the mysteri> night wind."
Follow the stunt
:h announcements of the picture
they'll readily associate
1
the
nt as an ad for the showing.
V reference to the story, as con-

led in the

Fox

press sheet might

them.
It reads:
"The
ry of a mysterious lady, a modmercury, and a gun-toting

erest

•id."

by
Joseph Vance; has
about the best he could with

:tion
le

terial.

or
irio

;raman
ography
le

two
th

Varich Vanardy
Robert M. Lee
Ernest Miller
All

right.

Mostly interiors and one
street scenes.

4,145

"Pat's

Patent"— Charles C
Hodkinson

Too Silly

Type

to

of production.

Burr

"Live

.2 reel

Parrott

Comedy

Pathe

comedy Type

of production.

.2 reel

Gordon Rus-

J.

in parts

that are nicely pla
with a sense of humor; Arthur

Edmund

Carewe, Eric Mayne, MaBrundage,
Victor
Potel.
Grace Morse.
Type of Story
Of a popular formula variety— that of a mythical foreign kingdom, hut it serves for

some
tions

good dramatic situahave been satisfactorily

fairly

that

handled.

Intermittent comedy of
two war buddies supplies a good
humorous strain.

Countess,
heir

searching

for

rightful

throne, unknowingly marries him but learns his true identity
after he saves her life.
This leads
up to the usual happy-ever-after
ending.
to

Box

Office Angle
Stands an even
chance of satisfying and if the star
happens to he a favorite you can

let

them know she has

in

"Refuge" than

in

a better story
some of her

recent productions.
Exploitation.
title

that

.. .Here is a good brief
might be used to good

advantage in teaser form. Post the
town with sheets reading: "Are you
seeking Refuge? Watch tin
if you
would know where to find
it."
Follow this with sheets read" 'Refuge' can be found at
ing:
the blank theater on (date). Katherine

MacDonald
lends

ploitation,

comedy
somewhere will
.

has a fightothers

as the hero;

thilde

title

Not a Good Comedy

be Comical
..

Wires"— Paul

it

Gunnis Davis and

One of the outstanding punches is
a thrilling horse race at a western
rodeo, that has been assembled very
cleverly and which is bound to keep
everyone on edge.
The direction by Ed Sedgwick is
acceptable, and the story moves along
at
a
swift
pace, with
plenty of

"Wheels

time;

Hugh Thompson

sell,

satisfactory entertainment for those
houses that like Gibson, or where
stories with a western atmosphere
are popular.

.

ing time of

style.

romance and drama interwoven.
"The Ramblin' Kid" will prove

.Has something

to work 'on
well suited and mal
the most of the role; attractive in
some close-ups.
.

this

new Cast

Short Subjects

popular use his

me prominently and let them
ow that in "Alias the Night
ind" he is an elusive young man

Star.

several

your announcements.
is

APPEALING.

From

....Suitable types and fulfill
tirements adequately;
appeal.
ayne opposite star; others Chas.
Goldwyn expended plenty of dough
Frencn, Wade Boteler, Jack on "In the Palace of the King,"
filler, Donald McDonald.
and every dollar stands out.
The
sets are exceptional, and although
(s of Story. . . .Not very much out
the ordinary; has a fairly com- everyone will marvel at the beauty
anplace plot and development and splendor of the picture, the action and story dominates the backfesn't keep it from being very ob-

Where Russell

AND SUSPENSE THAT
SHOULD MAKE IT RATHER

as

short duration.

of

in

after previewing, a

is given,

"In the Palace of the

mty

i

shown

cut

Producer: B. P. Schulberg
Distributor: First National

itself

is

the star."

The

admirably to ex-

especially

on

a

teaser

campaign.

A

Maybe someone
woman dressed to represent
Slap-stick can be silly and yet you'll find something to laugh at in "Live
the Countess played by Katherine
find something to laugh at but in Wires," but it's a prize puzzle to find
MacDonald, in the picture, might
"Pat's Patent" the comedy business it. Paul Parrott, in this an uncomical
he driven about town with notices
gets by the place where it could draw comedian, gets all mixed up in a
reading: "She seeks 'Refuge' in the
laughs.
The patent part of the pic- mass of telephone wires, bores a milprotection of a husband.
Volunture doesn't mean a thing. There is lion holes, more or less, through the
teers apply at the blank the:
a fairly good sequence in which Char- walls of a newlywed's bungalow, and
Let your folks know that the piclie
Murray "rolls the bones" in a otherwise does a lot of nonsensical
ture has some good dramatic monovel way. He plays at his window stuff that is tedious and never funny.
ments and a trailer of the scene in
(friend wife won't let him out) and Parrott himself fails to evoke a laugh
which
Hugh Thompson battles
Field nor are his stunts capable of making
his pal plays at his window.
with Arthur Garewe, or that in
glasses show the plays. This is fair- him funny.
which the star threatens to jump
ly amusing but it is the only possible
from a high window, will arouse
comedy situation hardly enough to 'The Mysteries of Yucatan" Fox
their interest.
put over the rest of the number.
Educational
Direction by.... Victor Schertzinger;
Contains Many Interesting Views
has given story an ample producPathe Review No. 34
tion and maintained pretty even
Type of production 1 reel educational
Has Interesting Bits
interest.
Trris latest Fox educational preType of production. .1 reel magazine sents numerous intimate and inter- Author
Lois Zellner
This number presents views of Old esting views of Yucatan, showing the
Florence Ilein
Scenario
Windsor, home of British royalty; various ruins and pictures of the unJoseph Brothei
Pathecolor views along the Spanish- usual looking edifices, such as the Cameraman
series
liar"
Photography
Usually good
"lens
border;
number
French
a
The
temples, nunnery, etc.
called "Mixed Traffic," "The Sculptor is brief but it serves as a good educa- Locale
Mythical kingdom ol
and the Monkey," cooperating in the tional number that will fit nicely on
Moravia.

—

Zoological Park, Washington, and a
feet nature special.

—

any program,
(Continued on Page 6)

Length

5,985

feet.

THE

dWH

Sunday, August

DAILY

The Week's Headlines
Monday
Coast

M.

Joseph

inactive.
will see

formed in Feb.
Schenck says Sept.

alliance"

"protective

Short Subjects

Albany

Exchangerr

—

Jack Moran

is the ne
addition to the sales force of I

mount

here.

functioning.

it

Sol Lesser discusses equitable rentals. Agrees
with Al Aionsoii on that phase hut not
on theater chain idea.

Heeia

"CoL

reports to

in

the

Albany

"So Long Buddy"
Century Comedy Universal
Fine For Juvenile

African

— F.

Ray Powers

suc<
ICC,

—

Clarence Snyder as assistant-mi
of the
Goldwyn-Cosmopolita:
change. Powers hails from the
2 reel comedy ous Players, Buffalo.

Fair Cartoon Number

contrary.

the

Liar

Jungle"— Bray-Hodkinson

Hooking Corp. may revive despite

cisted

Among

19, 19

O. C. C. won't pay increased demands
Ready to continue present
by operators.

Type of production. .. .1 reel cartoon Type of production
Here is a fair cartoon offering that
If you're looking for a wholesome,
will prove interesting more for the clean and amusing comedy, here it is.
Tuesday
Buffalo
Harold Beecroft will
Repeal of Federal taxes an issue in much drawing itself than for the manoeuv- One of the Buddy Messinger Century after sell First National produi
doubt, is opinion in Washington.
Govern- ers of Col. Hezza Liar. The drawing
Syracuse territory. He sua
And if you cater to a the
ment officials concerned with fiscal policy is clever and especially well done. The comedies.
George Blackmon.
opposed to any reduction in revenue at this

T.

wage

scale.

—

time.

Warners

sign Ernest Lubitsch for four years.

make two

Will

Mary Pickford

for

and

them

one

with

annually.

Wednesday
Sydney

Cohen

going abroad in
an international M. 1'. T.

S.

establish

Pictures

Principal

buy

by

tributing

deal.

Loew

Marcus

O..

held in
Theaters,

that
Inc.

interest

new

leases
at record figure.

men

important

to

on that class of

reduce

discussed

premium

by

rates

risks.

Thursday
M. P. T. O. sets aside November 19 as
Motion Picture Day. Part of receipts to
go to the national treasury to wage fight
for

tax

repeal.

O. for harmony.

P. T.

Brandt ready to bury

common

all

politics

Billy
fight

and

tax repeal measures.
Hiram Abrams returns from five weeks' trip
through Europe.
Found conditions very
good.
Wisconsin M. P. T. O. plans aggressive
campaign for repeal of Federal taxes.
John H. Kunsky for a "reasonable percentage." Thinks it would profit both exhibitor
and producer.
Earl W. Hammons takes exception to T. O.
C. C. stand on buying pictures "sight
Thinks it would increase cost
unseen."
in

— Our

for

family trade, you'll find this one par-

The comedy

ticularly well suited.

is

Among Exchangemen

—

good, the gags original and the plot,

Buffalo H. L. Levy no lo
simple but plausible and consistently covers the Rochester territory
amusing. The laughs are nicely dis- First National.

and young Messinger is at
in the role of the dreaming
While fishing in a lake
fisher lad.
where a "no fishing here" sign is
prominent, Buddy falls asleep and
dreams the game warden comes
There follows a series of
after him.
events in which Buddy gets into all
tributed

Gang Comedy

Pathe
Always Good Entertainment

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
You can always rely on the Our
Gang comedies for genuinely amus.

T. O. C. C. ready for battle with operators'
union.
Plan war chest to carry on fight.

New York M.

Days"

"July

dis-

London

Tivoli,

company

insurance

Theatrical

to

fall

West Coast
Sol Lesser coming East on important

company

antics of the colonel are a bit funny
especially when he gets into the
Jungle and fools around with jungle
The offering will suffice for
beasts.
variation on most any bill.

I

his best

ing entertainment.
"July Days," is
another of these Hal Roach pictures
with an irresistible juvenile cast.
kinds of scrapes including a trip to
The youngsters are likely to create
in
considerable envy within the hearts the woodshed, a round of thrills
two comical looking negro
of some kiddies who see the picture. which
They'll all want street scooters with lads furnish a lot of laughs, and ends
sails such as those used by the "gang."
with Buddy waking up and falling
There are a lot of laughs with
into
the lake.
Mickey Daniels and the amusing
colored hoys up to tricks that furnish

Buffalo

—

Vitagraph

Allen has joined
formerly managed

Bill

He

nown.

office here.

—

Dallas J. O. Rhode, who for ill
time has been road salesman for ii
solidated, has resigned to travel)
Southern States Film.
Dallas

—Don

manager

Douglas,

for:

the Metro office I
hereafter represent United Artist)t
the Western section. Douglas |i
ceeds Dick Nolen, resigned, whiij
of

now connected

with

"The

Mqfl

Picture Journal."

—

amusement. The number
Atlanta Dan O'Connor, fonr|
"The Pencil Pusher" Universal
popular and where they
with Associated Producers is
Offers Good Amusement
know the Our Gang comedies you
traveling the Florida territory
need only to announce that you have Type of production.
.2 reel comedy Preferred.
first

—

rate

should

be

|

.

.

another to show them.

Maybe the idea isn't altogether new
Buffalo The
assistant
manatfbut there are still a good number of
laughs in the effort of the comedian, ship of the local Paramount c|i
"The Strike of the Rattler"—
Chuck Reisner, also author and direc- is now held by J. K. Ross, of \
Universal
of distribution.
tor of "The Pencil Pusher," to land York who succeeded Clayton Ffc
Fall Film Golf Tournament set for Belleclaire
Will Please Action Lovers
The offering isn't fer, resigned.
himself in jail.
Golf Club, Sept. 18.
Type of production. .2 reel western riotously funny, but it will amuse the
Friday
Reisner has thought up
The admirers of westerns will majority.
Riesenfeld theaters in New York plan "Great
favor this one decidedly. The story some fairly original gags and his serer Movies Season" to boost industry in
into jail
ies
of attempts to get
general.
Similar moves on in Twin Cities is a condensed version of a formula
and Atlanta.
Idea may become national.
that has already served for numerous through arrest, in order to secure a
He
Reaction from Federal Trade probe of Fam- feature westerns, but is far more in- news story, is rather comical.
ous Players seen in $529,575 damage suit teresting and satisfying
headthe
sheriff's
window
in
breaks
a
reels.
in two
filed against Paramount by J. C. Boss, former Mc Alester, Okla. exhibitor.
He There is the usual villain, the sheriff- quarters, but the blame goes to a
charges restraint of trade.
hero, and the girl with the customary youngster playing with stones outAll his tricks and crimes fail
Hal Roach starts on tour of East interviewing procedure of fights, rescues, thrills, side.
exhibitors on types of pictures they want. spills and stunts with the inevitable and finally when he's about to give
Fred Seegert heads Wisconsiin M. P. T. O. cutcome, the marriage of hero and up the idea, a cop comes along and
Insurance plan looking toward lower rates
heroine, and the punishment of the informs him that he's breaking the
favored there.
Pete Morrison is a likeable law by standing on the grass and
Ben Blumenthal signs Dimitri Buchowetzski, villain.
takes him off to the lock up.
Polish director.
Plans to bring him to hero.
Jay Marchant directed.

—

.

.
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America
Selznick
tures

in

18

fall.

to distribute

a minimum of 40

next season.

pic-

Equipment Co. Files Schedule
French Taxes 266,000,000 Francs
special dispatch to the Times
The United Theater Equipment Co.
Com- from Paris, reprinted with permission which recently passed into the hands

A

Saturday
M.

P. T. O. and American Society of
posers, Authors and
Publishers arrange
armistice on music tax situation.

may extend runs on "Enemies of
Women" and "Little Old New York"

Exhibitors

and thus end controversy with Goldwyn.

M.

P. T. O. ready to co-operate all along
the line to secure tax repeal.
T. O. C. C. to raise $100,000 fund to fight
operators.

"The Silent Command" Opens Sept. 2
"The Silent Command" will have
its

premiere at the Central, Sept. 2nd.

The
was
date.

first

showing of "Monna Vanna"

originally

scheduled

for

that

that figures issued for 1922
the net receipts produced by
the tax on amusements in France on
behalf of the Poor Law Administration were 266,000,000 francs.
Of this
sum the theaters provided 105,000,000,
picture
houses 82,000,000, concerts
and vaudeville shows 70.000,000 and
public dance halls 9,500,000.
Paris provided very nearly 30,000,000 francs. The amount of this tax
varies from 7 to 25 per cent, according to the standard of the shows. It
is levied solely for endowing hospitals and other charitable institutions
with funds.

states

show

of a receiver has filed

assets

and

liabilities.

its

schedule of

The

assets are

listed at $50,000, in addition to

which

included a 60 per cent claim on
stock of the Proctor Automatic
Co. and an action against the Nicholas
Power Co. The liabilities are listed
at $141,112 and the principal creditors, the Pacific Bank with a claim
of $64,000; The Government, $11,904
for taxes;
Precision Machine Co.,
is

Are You Ready
Buy your new

\

gol

outfit at

the

$7,140; M. P. World, $4,169; Arthur
B. Graham, $2,700, Century Holding
Co., $2,071 and Herman F. Jacobs,
$2,780.

SLAZENGER'f
First to mfg.

and

sell golf

in U. S.

supplies

A.

12 East 43rd Street
New York City

rv.
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BROADWAY
AFTER DARK

**

By Owen Davis
Winner

of the Pulitzer Dramatic

Prize for the

Year of 1923

A HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION
jeaturing

Monte Blue
Marie Prevost
and Irene Rich
G^B..

A

stirring, pulse-quickening melodrama of metropolitan marauding through the quaint niches of New York's
An action play filled with adventure,
underworld.
thrills

fcA

and romance.
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The Most Enthralling

Story

Kathleen Norris has ever Written

^1

"LUCRETIA

LOMBARD"
With Irene Rich and

a Notable Cast

\\v»

Screen Adaptation by Sada
•<U
1

'

•

'dj

A HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION

WMmi

A rapid-fire Society drama that abounds in strong char-

Ira

1

r
w\.

1

\
X.

acterizations, great love conflicts and the psychology
of human understanding
a story told with matchless
skill by a writer of world renown.
sumptuously
produced picture, made gigantically spectacular by an

—
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Cowan
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awe-inspiring forest

-

breathless.
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A

that will hold the spectator
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CORNERS
PRODUCTION
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The Most Dramatic Love
Story Ever Told in Pictures

"THE AGE OF
INNOCENCE"
by

EDITH

WHARTON

WW

^

A

stirring story splendidly told, where love is the potent factor.
It hearkens back to the period of 1870,
known and recognized as one of the most fascinating
Written by
periods of fashion that we have had.
Edith Wharton, recently voted as one of the ten greatest women in America, "The Age of Innocence" goes

prove that there never was and never will be an
"age of innocence." The story has a strong sex ap-

far to

peal, beautifully colored, dramatically told.
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Big, Vital Story of Heart'

Interest,

Pathos and Comedy

PL

"BEING

RESPECTABLE**

n=?P*

The Current

Season's

Most Popular novel by

GRACE FLANDRAU
,^j'r

Adapted by William Black

What does
is

a

G^/3.

the

trite

respectability in

America stand for?

That

question behind this remarkable story of

social ostracism

by Grace Flandrau.

The

picture ver-

sion throbs with a heart-interest that will implant the

memory

of

its

fections of all

many fine
who see it.
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Vigorous

Beaumont

Drama That

Strikes Straight to the

Heart

"AN UNLOUED
WIFE"

^

by

PEARL KEATING
Enacted by a cast comprising the
best

known names

in

pictures

Mil
Mrs. Keating, in her story of "An Unloved Wife,"
deals with the psychological reaction of a marriage of
convenience, a marriage that entails the cementing of
two large business interests.
It is not strange that
the normal woman should rebel against the veiled
slavery that the condition enforced, yet she found it
impossible to break through the barrier and remain
true to self in her sacrifice to conditions, when the
sweetheart of her youth falls in love with her own
daughter.
It is a most unusual story, told in the
most impressive way.
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Classics

of the Screen

The Most Popular

7

of all Juvenile Stars

WESLEY

tr<*

BARRY
in

THREE TREMENDOUS BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
Stories

and

scenarios especially written by Julien Josephson
"8

•fg

(The

#

The

"8

(The Second)

First)

Printer's

"The Country

Devil"

Kid**

Directed by

Directed by

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

HARRY MYERS
McGUIRE head

and

KATHERINE

the supporting

cast

which includes Louis King, George
Pearce, Ray Cannon, Mary Halter
and Harry Rottenburg.

A

"SPEC" O'DONNELL and BRUCE
GUERIN, together with Helen Jerome
Eddy, Kate Toncray, George Nichols
and Edward Burns, comprise the principal supporting cast.

Third Big Subject

to

be

Selected Later

G&Son^

*«*V^WiV
printed by

circle press,

new york

inc.
city

THE
nday, August 19, 1923

J. P.

"Marriage Morals"
Weber and
—State
Rights

Lawrence
North

McGowan and Helen Holmes

"Stormy Seas"

Bobby

William Desmond in

in

Associated Exhibitors

As a Whole.... GOOD SEA SE- As

LONG.

Stars

a

Whole

ayers

Ann

Harry

T.

Forrest,

Morey,

Tom
John

Moore,
Golds-

Edmund

Breese, Florence
Russell Griffin in

worthy,

and
Billings
Their work satisprincipal roles.
Miss Forrest
factory just that.
not photographed to the best ad-

—

vantage.

Quite theatrical and
ppe of Story
The
at times very unconvincing.
time-worn story of poor girl who
marries the rich man's son and then
has a hard time keeping him from
running wild. It may carry appeal
to certain types of audiences. More
and less conattention
careful
venient detail would have helped
Has some pictorial
considerably.
appeal.

While the story
not marked by the most careful
handling, and while it is true that
the situations in themselves are not
new, it may get by nicely in
all
See it becertain types of houses.

ox Office Angle
is

fore booking.

Ixploitation
box-office title

This picture has a
and the experienced

showman knows how
There

that will help.

an opportunity to build up

is

very effective teaser campaign
playing on the title. Exercise some
caution on how you play with it in
order that you don't offend some of
your patrons. Perhaps you can get
some local people of importance to
comment on the general theme.
a

Recent

statistics

have
them.

divorces
utilize

show how much
Try to

increased.

Work the always-reliable lobby
display and secure stills that show
The
the lavishness of the picture.
early sequences occur in a beauty
parlor, so get busy on that angle
and arrange some tie-ups with your
The
merchants.
handling this picture will be able
to supply you with the kind of stills
exchanges

iocal

you need.

The most prominent member

Tom

of

he
crowd,
means anything
don't neglect that angle, but as a
the

cast

is

Moore.
to your

If

general basis to work on, get behind the title to get it over.
direction

by

in

detail

clear-cut fashion.

\uthor
Scenario

Cameramen
Jack Brown.

TION AND DIRECTION PUT
OVER COVENTIONAL PLOT

CAST.

ING.

AND MAKES FAIRLY
STRONG DRAMATIC OFFER-

A

AN VEHICLE.

NJ.CELY

BLENDED ROMANCE AND

STORV
THE WOMEN

WKLL-SUSTA1NED
INTEREST.

WILL LOVE MEIGHAN AiML>
ADMIRE HIM.
RECONCILIATION AT END
ENTIRELY TOO ABRUPT.

THE MEN

A drama of the Weinberg.
Sea melodrama with Type of Story
Northwoods, minus the mounted
and marine atmosA sea story in
Has considerable pictorial Type of Story
police.
phere that gives it good color; has
which the accepted rates for salvappeal in fine quantity of beautiful
fairly thrilling climax that brings
aging disabled vessels results in the
locations. Plot is more or less comit to exciting finish; not essentially
hero getting sufficient money to
monplace but it has been very well
a new theme but capable of satismarry
the sea baron's daughter.
with
carefully
directed
and
handled
fying a good many.
Logical in development with noa nicely sustained interest.
Captain of freighter, engaged to
ticeable lack of improbable situamarry owner's daughter, wrecks his
War hero returns to find his
tions.
Closing storm sequence a
ship after drinking bout, is rescued
father robbed and killed by gang
peach.
by his rival who brings about his
of which the father of the girl he
regeneration but hero bravely gives
Not big by any
How the ene- Box Office Angle
loves is the head.
up girl to rival he believes more
means but a thoroughly pleasing
mies meet their death, the girl's
worthy of her.
picture with the not-to-be-overfather proves himself innocent is
looked fact that Tommy Meighan
bereconciliation
by
a
followed
Box Office Angle.
A good average
No doubt about its
is
the star.
lovers.
tween the
attraction with nothing especially
ability to please your audiences.
cut of the ordinary in the way oi Box Office Angle
A good average
Here's where your
story or production but enough eleattraction. You can promise action, Exploitation
ments of appeal to suit a majority.
friendship with your local merpictorial appeal and a good cast
headed by William Desmond. Lovchants should help. You have the
Exploitation. .. .Your men folks will
in
delight
take
will
out-doors
ers
of
like the ship sequences to be found
yachting angle, the briny deep
the scenic investiture.
in "Stormy Seas." Tell them about
phase, the fact that the story is
the fight against regeneration which Exploitation
them
telling
In
based on Peter B. Kyne's, "The
McGowan puts up. They'll like the
"Shadows of the North" is a drama
Light to Leeward" to talk about
atmosphere of this and there are
of the Northwoods, it might be
bits of action aboard ship that will
in store tie-ups and window diswell to let them know it doesn't
make it attractive for them.
deal with the Northwest Mounted
Doctor up the lobby with
plays.
For the women folks, talk about
Police in case they may steer shy
ocean-going material. Dress your
the romance of the ship owner's
of it since the police theme has
ushers in sailor uniforms by way
Let
daughter and her love for the capbeen used so many times.
of atmosphere.
them know it deals with claimtain whose inherited weakness for
the gold rush days in
and
jumping
Meighan. has. drawing power.
drink kills her love for him. They

Type

of Story

good action

bits

.

may

.

.

be disappointed that the hero

marry the

eventually

doesn't

but here

is

girl

a distinctive twist that

makes the picture
away from the

different

and gets

regular

routine

"clinch" ending.

Display plenty of posters and ad
sheets that will give an idea of the
Stunt advertising

story.

ticularly

applicable

in

par-

isn't

connection

with this one so you'll have to rely
chiefly on catchlines, stills and pro-

gram

readers to get them interested.
J.

P.

McGowan;

has

supplied appropriate production and
told

story

in

brief,

interesting

fashion.

Cameraman
Photography

Arthur
Arthur

the north.

in the canoe ride down the rapids.
trailer of this should also interest

A

credited.

All

right.

of

your

Tell
he appears in.
world that this is Meighan's latest
and to many that should prove suf-

story

ficient.

Remind them

that here

is

Meighan in another sea story and
then recall "Cappy Ricks" to their
minds.

them.

Talk about the romantic angle

The

title

doesn't

mean very much

might be better to dodge
it as much as you can.
Ralph Ince; has done
Direction by
very well. Deserves special commendation for handling of storm
own father's death."
which are realistic to a markscenes
Robert Hill; has
Direction by
degree.
ed
done a good job on this one and
Peter B. Kyne
helped considerably to get story Author
Jack Cunningham
Scenario
over.
for the benefit of the women, with
catchlines such as: "Would you
continue to love a man if he threatened the life of your father because
he believed him responsible for his

W. Donaldson
W. Donaldson Author
Not

Your audiences know what type

For the men folks promise some
first rate fights and a good amount
In a trailer show them
of action.
the fight between Desmond and
Fred Kohler that comes early in
There's a good thrill
the picture.

Scenario

Cameraman

Acceptable Locale.... A ship yard, a shore re- Photography
Photography
Locale
sort and aboard ship.
Locale. Luxurious home and cabaret
Lengfth
feet.
4,893
Length
6,400 feet Length
.

TYPICAL MEIGH-

As a Whole

pleasing combination and Star. .. .Story gives Desmond plenty
of fine opportunities and role suits
well together; Helen Holmes
The same, quiet, unassuming
his personality very well; will please Star
a refreshing type of heroine and will
individual.
Plenty of poise and
be rememDered for her many exa majority with his performance.
considerable
charm of manner.
ploits in serials; McGowan a heCast.... Fred Kohler a thoroughly
Does very good work of his usual
man, likeable hero.
fine villain who drinks poison just
sort.
Virginia
Cast... .Satisfactory
at the crucial moment;
though
quite
Browne Faire a capable heroine; Cast. .. .Entirely pleasing. Lila Lee
subordinate to stars; includes FranOtha splendid foil for Meighan.
others William Welsh, Albert Hart,
cis Seymour, Gordon Knapp, Leslie
William
Abbe,
ers
include
Charles
Barrows.
James
O.
J, Casey and Harry Dalroy.
T. Carleton, Hugh Cameron, Gus

work

Will Nigh Author
Will Nigh Scenario..

Sidney Hickox and

Paramount

GOOD PRODUC-

QUENCES GET THIS OVER
EVEN THOUGH REST OF
STORY IS PRETTY CONVENTIONAL; AN INTERESTING

Will Nigh; made too Direction by

Many
convenient.
situations theatrical and not true to
life.
Has not developed his moral
much

a Whole....

in

"Homeward Bound"

Universal

AN AVERAGE ATTRACTION; WILL APPEAL
TO THOSE WHO LIKE
STORIES OF LIFE ALONG
BROADWAY. PICTURE SUFFERS FROM THEATRICAL
SITUATIONS AND ILLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT. TOO
i

Thomas Meighan

"Shadows of the North"

Edison
Paul

Marshall
Schofield

and so

it

and Paul Sloane

Cameraman

Ernest Haller

Harry Fowler Photography... Of the highest order
New England village and
Very good. Locale
aboard ship.
Canadian woods.
6,773 feet
Length
feet.
4,943
-

~
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THE PICTURE WITH A SOUL.

Production
cH RALPH INCE
^Presented by
MURRAY W. GARS SON
Leland Theatre,
"Six days good business,"
Albany.

N Y

-Exhibitor's Trade Reo.eu,.

NOT AN UNFAVORABLE
COMMENT
"Comments favorable," Geo W. Allen,
Capitol
Theatre,
New Bedford, Mass.
Exhibitor's Herald.

5||N523ERE

is

a hundred per cent picture in

RjQ^RJ] every sense and meaning of the term.
Jtr\ A
picture that has not received one

^

\L

word

of adverse criticism from the daily press,

public, exhibitors or trade publications.
"Excellent picture .
Lyric Theatre,
wonderful." D. E. Fitton,
.

i,

Brandon Tynan

Harrison,

•

Ark.-£xWWor'« HeraW

unite in classing
tion, the last

it

word

All

as the ideal box-office attracin satisfaction to

both theatre

owner and patron.
Throughout the hottest weather of the summer "SUCCESS" has lived up to its title, actudrawing so much business that many
houses playing it were able to break records
even during the "dog days" of the theatrical
ally

"Strong drawing card."
Boston, Mass.

Loew's Orpheum,

Exhibitor's Trade Review.

season.

is

—

This means just one thing
that "SUCCESS"
a picture you simply cannot afford not to

book.

It's

the kind of picture worth

making
some

dates for, even to the extent of putting
other film on the shelf to

make room

for

it.

You'll want to thank everyone concerned in
the

making of "SUCCESS"

after

you have

played it, and,
It holds a direct appeal for all classes. There
is something in "SUCCESS" that will interest
every man, woman and child in your community, it contains every element that goes into
the making of a perfect picture.

BOOK

IT

NOW

—

—

—

Unite in IPraise

THE PICXUHjE WITH A SOTXL

TYNAN
CHILDERS~MARYASTOR>

With BRANDON
NAOIN/LI

and OTHER, NOTABLE PLAVTSR.S
—

" 'Success,'
most successful.
chosen cast."—N. Y. Daily News.
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Brandon Tynan

is

characterizations."

heart

splendid.

—TV.

to capture the spirit
and
atmosphere of the playhouse.—
Characters are actual types."—
N. Y. Telegram

interest.

—Excellent

Y.

"Entertainment plus."—

Albany

Journal.

Evening

Journal
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that has recently appeared on the
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opposite page. Both pieces of copy were three columns wide by 21 inches deep in their original form.

st Production
Murray Resumes Work
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles

Tos
started

— Mac

Murray,

Berlin

lias

on, "Fashion Row."
will be released in December.

It

Little

Shortly

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Lenore

Los Angeles

.1.

Coffee has

finished adapting "My Mamie Rose."
Mary Philbin. who plays the stellar
role will begin work soon.

Work August 30.
THE FILM DAILY)

Hart Starts
(Special to

—

Los Angeles Production work on
"William S. Hart in Wild Bill Hickok," has been definitely scheduled to
start

August

20.

New

Ince Story

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Bradley King, is
working at home on a new story called "A Little More," which will be
produorfa by Thomas H. Ince.

—

Changed

to "Slave of Desire"

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Geore

Los Angeles

Baker
cutting "Slave of Desire." which
the title
Skin."
Hill

selected

for

D.

"The

is
is

Magic

Finishes "Blackie" Story

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
has directed
ductions
has

— Robert
many
just

F. Hill,

who

Universal procompleted,
"A

Daughter of Crooked Alley," one of
"Boston Blackie" stories.

the

f

Hughes

in

Yellowstone

(Special to THE CILM DAILY)
• Los Angeles With two pullman

/'

—

Pullman coaches of players, and two
cars with equipment. Rupert Hughes,

(Special to

Supporting Talmadge

THE FILM DAILY)

—

:

—

whole empire. Owing to the civilian war.
however, many territories were completely
cut
off
from Moscow, disorganizing distribution altogether.
Thus, many provincial
halls (theaters)
bad to lie closed and imports considerably to be restricted.
Russian
production having flourished during the war,
was doomed, no stock being available from

goes into production within the next

two week s.
Joseph Schildkraut,
Arthur
Fdmund Carewe, Hector
Sarno and Farl Schenck have been

follows

"Thus, in tin- middle of 1919, there was
hardly any moving picture business in Russia,
in, spite of the government subvention and the

:

moving picture halls. For the next three
years up till 1922 all the old films had to
be used up.
Last year only with the improvement of the general economical position some
new life began to be felt in the moving picture business, thanks to the fact that the
consumer's standard of living could be raised
and foreign connections could be taken up
again.
"In Moscow, the number of halls was increased up to
500.
containing altogether
40,000 seats.
In the whole republic there
are about 1000 theaters.
Distribution could
also be increased, principally on the expense
of the German and partly of the American
production.
The following enterprises have
been reorganized and can be considered to
Goskino.
be quite sound:
Kino Moslcwa
(Moscow,)
and
Gewsapkino (Petrograd,)

Films with good sport
romantic touch should
successful.

(Special to

i

of

in

|

i

(Special to

(Sp-cial to

formed

— Earl

films
Apart of that,
--'inicians and

THE
— FILM DAILY)

"Ponjola." has been
The last scenes were

completed.
taken this week

at the

United Studios.

A

Cowan and Howard
be

released

as

one

Higgin. It will
of Metro's six

specials.

Olim, technical
art director for Grand-Asher, has left
Big Berlin Studio Ready
for northwestern Canada in search of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
engaged.
suitable settings for a new Ben WilWhat is said to be the bigBerlin
son production which will feature ElThe tentative title is gest studio in the world is now ready
liott Dexter.
Only Two Reelers from Christie
The studio
at Straaken. near here.
"The Pride of Possession."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
was formerly a shed for a large ZepLos Angeles The Christie organpelin.
Hugh movable stages are a
ization will concentrate its efforts
feature of the new plant.
Cast Picked for Peck Story
on 20 two reel comedies only during
the 1923-1924 season, all productions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to be released through Educational
Producing "I. N. R. I."
Los Angeles Joe Butterworth will
Bobby Vernon will be starred in six, play the "bad boy," Mary Jane Irving.
fSotcial to THE FILM DAILY)
Jinimie Adam« and Xeal Burns in "the girl." and Forrest Robinson, 'Pa'
Berlin
-Neumann Productions
five each, and
Dorothy Devore in Peck in "Peck's Bad Boy and His have started work on "I, NT R. I."
four.
Pa," the second Peck story to be a film depicting the life of Christ.
Pro- The company says it intends showing
Walter Graham and Robert Hall
ed by Principal Pictures.
have returned to assist Frank Conk- duction -larts at once with Edward the film in every world capitol at 5
o'clock next Christmas.
Ijn in the scenario department.
F. Kline directing,

—

—

—

—

.

XI Film
THE FILM DAILY)

Louis

—

Paris
Raymond Bernhard is producing "The Miracle of the Wolves,"
a story of the reign of Louis XI.

Hayakawa
(Special to

—

in

"La

Bataille"

THE FILM DAILY)

Paris
Sessue Hayakawa's French
picture will be "La Bataille."

Announce "Marie Antoinette"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Diana Karenne is the star

—

in

"Marie Antoinette," which Moss'

Empires, Ltd. will distribute

in

Eng-

land.

Liane Haid with Wilcox

THE FILM DAILY)
London Liane Haid, well known
in
Germany has been engaged by
Herbert Wilcox for the second Betty
(Special to

—

Blythe picture. Herbert
also in the support.

Langley

is

"William Tell" Near Ready
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Aafa Althofambos

Film has
about finished "Wilhelm Tell," starring Conrad Veidt. D. Dworsky and
Walter Fein co-directed.
Berlin

•

Handling World Rights
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Planet Films are handling
Berlin
the world distribution of the Bavarian
parts, "Helena" and "The
Troy." Manfred Noa directed.

two

"School For Scandal" Finished
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

London,

Film
Eng.
Butcher's
Service, Ltd. announce the completion
©f "The School for Scandal," a Bert-

Metro Buys "Women's Intuition" ram
(Sp-cial to THE FILM DAILY)
star
Los Angeles Metro has purchased
"Women's Intuition." a story by Sada

—

—The rapid drop of the mark

(Special to

film in
Fall of

Los Angeles

local

Ben Wilson Feature
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

mystical

well in Russia.

"Ponjola" Finished

Izaak
the
make nature pictures.
The films will be used as a part of
a campaign to preserve the woods
and lakes, etc.. of the country.

Dexter

and

and a little
prove to be

Russia is in need of good
instructors to teach people production. And
aDart of that, literature considering all questions and problems of the film trade would
be very much welcome."

THE FILM DAILY)
number

also

t

Izaak Walton Club Formed

Milwaukee— A

Literary

would not do

scenes

eGrmany

THE FILM DAILY)

has played havoc with the film business here.

:

"A strong flourishing of Russian production may be expected in which, apart of the
efforts mentioned, the newly founded company Proletarian Pictures may prove to be
rather important, some of the shareholders
being very prominent people, exercising a
Strong political and economical enfluence.
The company also owns a lot of interesting
scripts, dealing with the life of present-day
Russia, and apart of that will be able to
make use of the best Russian art sts.
"What does the Russian film trade expect
from foreign countries? First of all serious
ami sound foreign business men to invest capthe Rusian film production ; it may
ital
in
be pointed out that the production of raw
film
and machines seems to be specially
needed and worth while.
"Furthermore, Russia expects good scienAs to
educational and other films.
tific,
features, such with a tendency for pacifism,
teetotalism, etc. should be specially welcome.

abroad.

—

Los Angeles A cast is being assembled to support Norma Talmadge
in, "Dust of Desire."
This picture

for

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pan Ukraine Photo Kino Offices (Cbarkow.)
There are also a number of smaller organiBerlin
The Film Express carries zations
like "Russ." the Torch etc. which,
an interesting article about produc- however, do not exercise any strong influence
By dirt of the decree of
tion in Russia, written by N. Lebc- on the market.
the Government the educational committee
dow of Moscow. In part, it says: of
the Soviets still have the monopoly for
"The revolution and the ensuing three distribution. The producing companies howyears blockade has done a lot of harm to the ever also have the right to distribute pictures.
Russ an moving picture business. Before
"Prodluction is still rather small, in 1922
the Revolution. Moscow was the principal no more than 10 features and 20 30 edand almost the only place for distribution ucational films having been produced. The
of Russian and foreign pictures within the chances for the future may he considered as

has gone to Yellowstone Park, where
he will shoot exteriors for "Law fisherman have
Walton Club to
\tiainst
LNurv
Law.'
Schildkraut

—

on Another Soon

Starts

Now

But Much Activity is Looked
Revolution Held Up Progress of the
Industry There

Going on There

Abroad

Business Poor in
(Special to

work

Philbin

Activities

Production in Russia

Phillips

production with an

all

cast.

New German Pictures
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Berlin
Some new German pic
tures include "Everything for Mon
ey," produced by Rheinhold Schunze
with Emil Jannings starred; "Nibe
Lang
lungs," produced by
Fritz
"Men," produced for International
Film A. G.; "The Merchant of Ven
ice," produced by Peter Fellner witlj

Werner Krauss and Henny Portenf
"William

produced

Tell,"

by

th;

Aafa; "Marguerite." based on "Faust'

and produced by

"The

Street";

Richard

"produced

Oswald
by Kar

Grune; "Bob and Mary," produced b;|
Terra Films; "Sylvester" produced
by Lupu Pick for Rex; "The Lion o
Venice," produced by the Emelk;
and "The Downfall of Troy," pro
duced by Manfred Noa for thEmelka.
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Artistic Motion-pictures
IV

In Crude Surroundings
It

was our experience with primitive

"theatres" that revealed to us what the public ought to have.
Moving-pictures were developing with leaps and bounds. Magnificent pictures were being made.

Actors and actresses of sterling talent were

M

C!

6M

fit

_^£&—

Balaban

T

Theatres
Every Day in the

interpreting for the screen, wonderful stories by worldfamous authors. Countless thousands of dollars were being invested
in artistic creations.

Yet these modern and classical productions
were being shown
It

& Katz

Year

in converted storerooms.

of nothing so much as using
frame a great painting. It was utterly

reminded us

raw lumber

to

grotesque and out of reasoning.

There was a coarse screen hung at the end
of the room. It was utterly unrelieved. In place of appropriate and warm embellishment which beautiful pictures ought to
have, the surroundings were strips of whitewashed walls.

The

Chicago, Tivoli, Riviera and

Central Park theatres never could have been
built had it not been possible to operate them

weeks

profitably fifty-two

in the year.

Theatres of such size and magnificence, presenting such elaborate perform-

Yet in
crowded
air,

spite of this crudity, the people fairly
In spite of discomfort, stifling
uncomfortable chairs and unbroken monotony of

in to see thepictures.

queer smells,

bleak walls, the people came.
outside.

They

Summer and

Winter, and stood

in tine

actually suffered to see.

Their intense interest

was manifest. Their

eager enjoyment was unmistakable. It was then that we
saw the future of the moving-picture and realized the changes that
We knew that no setting could be too elaborate.
must be wrought

that we visioned great auditoriums, mammoth stages large enough to accommodate the
It

was then

greatest productions, beautiful framing, lobbies to protect the people

while they waited, scientific apparatus to provide floods of fresh
surroundings that would charm the senses to the last degree.
air

—
And

four

why we

these are the reasons

most

and

Lake

St*.

Tivoli
63rd and
Cottage Grove

and

what

suffer

winter, spring and
support them.

fall,

was absolutely

essential to

We

We

hud to abolish the seasons.
developed ventilating apparatus at a cost of
$250,000, to provide fresh healthful air for

all

seasons.

We invested a similar sum for the develop-

ment of

freezing plants to cool this pure air so that

the public might

days when the

come here and find relief on Summer
is hot. humid and oppressive.

air

To maintain
and freezing plants

it

these ventilating
costs us as much as it

takes to operate the average modern moving

BALABAN
Stile

little patronage was willing to come in
through the hot summer months. Steady
attendance every day in the year, summer and

ful for

built the

beautiful theatres in the world.

Chicago

ances, could not be operated successfully if
they depended solely on the cool months, being thank-

&>

Riviera
Broadway a

KATZ
Central Park

picture theatre in

wholly

State near Washington

BEAUTIFUL STACE OF

CHICACO THEATRE

is

entirety.

Yet

good business

this
logic.

serves to keep you comfortable and

in

expense
Because

is
it

a receptive

mood to fully enjoy what you have paid to see and hear.

Roosevelt Road and
Central Parle Ave.

Roosevelt

its

//

justified.

Your constant

desire to attend

these theatres is the natural consequence of
this, and the countless other unusual efforts

of this organization to
comfortable.

make you happy and

BALABAN & KATZ
Chicago

Roosevelt

,
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Hal, "I've got the

The Millenium

it

(Continued from Page 1)

usually something different, something to indicate that
to work harder, or maybe ease off a bit, getting one
over, as against the other.

there

you

Sunday, August

was

different.

19, 1923

money with me guess I'll go elsewhere.
How that money talked. Roach got his
;

48 hours. Using it up-state now.
Getting angles. Smart boy.

i he
car
Touring. Talking to exhibitor
'*

is

will

MOE MARK PLEASE NOTE

have

Over in Berlin. They are taking two fresh eggs. Or a pounj
In the good old program days this might have been easy of butter. For one admission.
enough. But not now when salesmen are taking everything but the
GET
FINGER PRINTS
chandelier's and seats out of the houses; when every good picture
has a quota of half a million or more, and when they even ask
If anyone ever mistakes Charley Phillips (handling publicitj
two million exhibition value for some others. When they get for the new Carl Anderson distributing machine) for Rupei
to offering you that kind of a picture it's time to see it. Maybe Hughes, they can't be blamed.
The resemblance is startling
you want it. Maybe yon feel you can't afford to let the other Wonder if Phillips knows it?

OUT THE

house have
at

all

it.

—

Maybe yon want

But
or the grief.
the profits
'1 hat's
must.
the word, got

HOW

—

events you've got to see tli.m.

IT

PAYS

—

Time worn subject advertise your product before you trj
so when you see the distributors coming around to it.
to sell it.
Sure, say the smart ones, that brings money to th
When you see Fox looks as if Bill was the first calling on ex- little old paper.
Bunk. Ask Murray Garsson. He's made thr«
hibs to look, demanding they don't block buy
it's time to take
for this season
"Success," "Counterfeit Love" and "Broadwa
notice. And then the others: they're rapidly falling in line. And
Broke." All advertised fully yes, in the little old paper befoi
then the
demanding the right to buy in no other fashion.
He says vei
they were offered for distribution. All placed.
And there's a tip out. a real one. That one of the biggest consatisfactorily. Metro got "Success" Associated Exhibitors "Cour
cerns is also thinking of doing it well, it looks as if that millenIncidentally Garsso
terfeit Love" and Selznick has the latest.
ium was arriving in earnest.
says every important concern wanted to see "Broadway Broke
Naturally there wi
be opposition to this. Earle Hammons after his teaser campaign.
wisely points out probable increased sales costs. That's possible.
DANNY.
But it may lx better to pay more and get what you want than
to pay as you have
and get a lot you don't want and can't use.
The short subjects are. of course, different, except in unusual
Flashes
There is neither need nor excuse to do this so long as
ca>
written a speRiesenfeld
has
Hugo
Attractions Are
you're getting the right kind to start with.
cial music score for "Othello."

And

—

—

—

—

—

—

TOCC

1

—

—

—

BRAY BRIEM

Guts and

—

COURTESY

Leo Burns has been appointed

letter of thanks.

man"

for

the

Big

"lo-

older stars might well copy Jackie Coogan's start. And
To the producing staff. Just as Jackie Prod.
did.
On completion of his latest. Because there's much too Amelia Summerville has been
much taken for granted in this business. And courtesy, costing signed to appear in "Romola," to be
made in Italy.
nothing, is always appreciated.

Many

send a

cation

ln\

Cosmopolitan

Box

Office

Merit

—

—

"BABE" ON

THE JOB

"The Destroying Angel,"

starring

Otherwise "Vic" Shapiro, Pathe, would be minus his thou- Leah Baird, is the current Associated
sand dollar stick pin his collection of pigeon blood rubies and his Exhibitors release.
checked suit. "Babe" is a terrier who barked away a burglarious
Gilbert Warrenton, chief cameranegro. Looks like "Vic" was planning a new skit for the Naked man on "Under the Red Robe" left
Truth dinner. Getting local color so to speak.
for Los Angeles yesterday to spend

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES
w

;

—

WORKING ON A REP
Out in Reno a clever check worker on the job. Claimed to
be Robert Bruce. Passed a lot of phoney checks. And gave the
Wilderness Tales star a lot of trouble. Tough.

FEDERAL TRADE WORKINGS
Incidentally, while down in
Start again in Boston Monday.
New Orleans, W. H. Fuller, chief counsel for the Government
thanked the Saenger's for their courtesy. In helping out all they
very nice.
could. In the investigation. Nice

—

FOREIGN MAIL

a brief vacation with his mother.

Rogers Closes Two Deals
Charles R. Rogers is responsible
for the deals whereby "Broadway
Broke" will be distributed through
Selznick, and "The Silent Accuser"
through F. B. O.

Mrs. Todd Quits Universal
Mrs. Minnie Todd, who has been
in charge of the Universal contract
department has resigned.
She has

Fabian, in Paris.
Back home now. left for the coast where she will manLondon.
.Cheerio Garrett in
Paul Scardon and Betty Blythe in age her little daughter, Lola whose
(Germany. Gregory Kann from Quebec yep, that's foreign. And first appearance will be in a new UnBilly Brandt sent one from Brooklyn.
Lamenting over a 400 iversal picture.
hand. That went wrong.
Permit Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
GOING SOME
Minneapolis The town of MonteSid Olcott these days.
Has two of the biggest pictures of the
video has lifted its "blue" laws against
year. In competition. On Broadway. "Little Old New York"
Sunday shows.
at the Cosmopolitan, and "The Green Goddess" at the Sam Harris.
Both fine. Both sure fire. Looks like Sid started the season in
Memphis May Be "Blue"
the right way. Congrat's.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Memphis Beginning Sept. 1, the
TALKATIVE CASH
Postals.

From Abe

—

—

—

Hal Roach wanted a new
Sorry, they said, no deliveries

car.

for

Told the Packard people so.
several months. "Well," said

Sunday closing law Decomes

A

here.
legal action
to test the law.

is

effective

contemplated

"The Searchlight Route"
Between

NEW YORK

ALBANY

TROY
VACATION LANI

and

Full Fleet in Commission!
Daily Sailings as Follows:

From

New

York

City,

321

Pier

R

N. R.
(at
Canal
St.)
6
West
132nd
St.
half
hour
Troy 8
M. Albany 9 and II
(All Daylight Saving Time)

R

Passengers

ticketed

and baggage

through to

P.

M|

checke

all points.

Music

Restauran|

Automobiles carried

Hudson

Ml
iaterl

at

reasonable

Navigation

rates

Companj
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6XHIBIT0RS
Independent pictures of actual exploitation value, with the exploitation pro-

vided with the picture, at prices that

save you the burden of present exorbitant rentals.

This in brief

is

our proposition to you.

Bookings available at thirty distributing points beginning September.

Exploitation
in

big

public

is

an established

business,

FILLS

exploitation

power,

buying

principle

makes

exploitation

THEATRES.

'The independent producer and the independent exhibitor are the salvation of the motion picture industry
CARL ANDERSON,

President.

qAnderson ^Pictures Corporation
oAn oAbsolute Service

723 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK

"PRODUCERS
Intensive selling and wide distribution
of pictures of definite exploitation
merit,
by an organization amply
financed and fully experienced, with
certified accounting to the producer
and a "cards on the table" policy.

This we will inaugurate in September through thirty distributing points
with eighteen new feature pictures
from independent producers. Other
releases are likewise subject to the absolute requirements of entertainment
excellence and exploitation possibilities.

We

name our

producers in a series
of announcements, the first of which is
will

CHOICE PRODUCTIONS,
GEORGE W. MITCHELL,

President

6044 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,

"The independent producer and

Inc.

California

the independent ex-

hibitor are the salvation of the motion picture industry

CARL ANDERSON,

President.

qAnderson Pictures Corporation
oAn oAbsolute Service

723 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK

SXHIBITORS
Independent pictures of actual exploitation value, with the exploitation pro-

vided with the picture, at prices that

save you the burden of present exorbitant rentals.

This in brief

is

our proposition to you.

Bookings available at thirty distributing points beginning September.

Exploitation
in

big

public

is

an established

exploitation

business,

buying

FILLS

principle

power,

makes

exploitation

THEATRES.

"The independent producer and

the independent exhibitor are the salvation of the motion picture industry

CARL ANDERSON,

President.

qAnderson ^Pictures Corporation
oAn oAbsolute Service

723 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK

PRODUCERS
Intensive selling and wide distribution
of pictures of definite exploitation
merit,
by an organization amply
financed and fully experienced, with
certified accounting to the producer
and a "cards on the table" policy.

This we will inaugurate in September through thirty distributing points
with eighteen new feature pictures
from independent producers. Other
releases are likewise subject to the absolute requirements of entertainment
excellence and exploitation possibilities.

We

name our

producers in a series
of announcements, the first of which is
will

CHOICE PRODUCTIONS,
GEORGE W. MITCHELL,

Inc.

President

6044 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,

California
-

'The independent producer and the independent exhibitor are the salvation of the motion picture industry
CARL ANDERSON,

President.

nderson Pictures Corporation
oAn ^Absolute Service

723 Seventh Avenue
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EXHIBITORS
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Short Subject Number
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Arbitration Boards
iat is Happening Throughout the
rountry Only Two Bad Spots

—

Out

Why

of 31

between
ration boards, working
exchangeraen in 31
libitors and
are

es,

tv

'

ctioning

without

diffi-

New York

le,

and expects an improvement

in

That the chief difearly future.
jlty lies in the attitude of some of
exchangemen on the board, is ad:

:

tted.

Texas there is a state law barg the existence of credit organiiions, etc., among merchants, and
s law has hit the arbitration board.

[n

opinion relative to the legality
the arbitration board is now being
ssed upon by the Attorney CCneral
I

JOHN

C.

RAGLAND

Eastern Representative, Harold Lloyd Prod.

A

FTER reading all the interesting
DAILY on percentage contracts

"What's

-

steps arc under way,
s said, to bring about a better unstanding, and in this work Saul
gers, Fox Film, is giving much

n

Price 5 Cents

1923

The Shootin'?
By

)utside of Dallas, Texas, and New
rk City, it is understood the ar-

20,

A

all

THE

FILM
discussions in
am still forced to inquire:

I

the shootin' about?"

Big Pathe Deal
Acquires Chronicle of America Series
—33 All Told— Production
Backed by Yale Press
Pathe has closed an important deal
with the Chronicles of America Pictures Corp. for the distribution theatrically and non-theatrically of the
historical series now in production by
the last named company.

Production is officially sponsored
powder and good space are being used up, but I
by the Yale University Press with
notice each fellow is pointing his gun in the direction from which the advice of various members of the
he thinks the enemy is going to rush out and assault him, with- Yale faculty. Pathe will handle 33
out first getting the range or any report from the observation pictures all told which, in historical
lot of

corps as to the exact whereabouts of the danger. Why not start
a barrage to clean out all the confusing suggestions so that the
proposition for percentage contracts can be considered in its
proper light?
Will we ever get anywhere so long as the exhibitor has an
Permit me to
idea it is all a scheme to pry into his business?
it's nobody's
that
words,
plain
vulgar
shout in your pink ear, in
in his
pictures
with
makes
exhibitor
business how much any
lose
exhibitor
an
see
wants
to
producer
own theater, although no
prostar
and
of
representative
a
a
money. And I say this, being
ducer whose pictures are just now being sold at the highest figure
ever paid for motion picture product.

Texas, and if this opinion does not
;et with his approval a test case
II
be filed to determine the legitiicy of the Board in Texas.
It is said that the uniform contract
Exhibitors have been known recently to pay more for picnow being used generally, even by
stributors with state right exchan- tures than thev could reasonably expect would leave them a profit,
percentage
not identified with the M. P. just to keep the other fellow from getting them.
s,
oducers and Distributor Ass'n.
no
honestly
is
hole.
It
in such a

A

sequence, will trace the fundamentals
of

American history from Columbus

to the Civil War with the surrender of Lee to Grant.
Each picture will be released in
lengths varying from one to four
reels.
Pathe plans to make one available every four weeks, beginning with
"Columbus" in October.

down

"Columbus" was completed recently.

The

releases following that will

"Jamestown," "The Pilgrims,"
"Vincennes" and "The Gateway of
That is as far as the
the West."
release order has been determined upDolores Cassinelli appears as
on.
Queen Isobel in "Columbus" and as
Pocahontas in "Jamestown." Edwin
be

L. Hollywood is responsible for the
direction of the first group and only
contract would not leave them
recently Webster Campbell joined
business of the producer how much the exhibitor makes on his the company as director. Production
E. H. Griffith Sails
buy- has been centered in the main, at
is entitled to all the profit he can get from smart
theater.
E. H. Griffith, the director, sailed
being
without
Whitestone Landing on Long Island.
exploitation
economic management and shrewd

He

r

e

home on Saturday from Europe. ing,
asked
has been abroad.

impertinent questions, nor as Exhibitor Ricketts says,
should he be penalized by being charged for it. Perhaps the tax
collector will catch him, but not the producer.

Hunter Starts Work for Famous
Glenn Hunter has begun work in
Lloyd Signs Jobyna RalstonThis
"West
of the Water Tower."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that the more profit will be Hunter's first picture under
knowing
for
producer
the
credit
to
Give
Lloyd
has
Harold
Los Angeles
contract with Famous Players.
gned Jobyna Ralston as leading lady the exhibitor makes the more he will be inclined to pay better his
boiled.
r three years.
hard
or
prices for future product, be he ever so tight
Smith En Route
based on the
be
never
will
manacontracts
Percentage
Edwin
sir!
No
J. Smith, new sales
Larger Capital for Tax Purposes
London for New
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
amount of an exhibitor's profits, but I'll tell you later on just ger of Universal left
Dover The Technicolor Corp. of what they must be based on. My point is, that all the talk about York aboard the Mauretania on Satincreased its capital
.merica has
percentage urday.
adjusting board to fix equitable percentages, when
ock from $33,000,000 to $40,000,000 an
No such thing
contracts become general, is simply fol-der-rol.
Bradley Making "After Dark"
>r taxation purposes.
and they d be
it
have
will ever happen because exhibitors won't
Diana Allen is back in town from
B. and K. Increase Capital
And producers would be foolish Cleveland where she appeared in
foolish if they allowed it.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"After Dark," a new picture that Sam
ask it.
Chicago Balaban and Katz, oper- to
Bradley is making.
picture
tors of the Riviera theater have inOn the other hand neither the production cost of a with
its
do
reased the capital of the Riviera
Loew's Metropolitan Changes Policy
nor the profit made by the producer has a thing to
'heater Co. from $300,000 to $700,000.
nois
also
That
contract.
percentage
anv
Avith
nor
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn will
price
selling
If he paysa flapper shortly inaugurate full week stands
himself.
producer
the
except
business
body's
Spoor Claims New Contract
presidents get in a year, for pictures and vaudeville. This is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
star every month as much as some bank
also planned for important theaters
It's the producer s
Chicago Geo. K. Spoor on Satur- it's nobody's business but the press agent.
The
the Southern Loew circuit.
bank roll for a in
ay announced that he would organize
change in Brooklyn is the first in
lookout whether the picture crimps his
own
new company to make pictures,
He is entitled to a million if he can the Greater New York district, where
$40,000.
ising a new invention which he claims million or only
popular it will earn that sum, and same it is understood, more are planned,
lives motion pictures a third dimen- make a $40,000 picture so
the fall season.

—

-

—

—

—

'
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Rue de

—

Quotations
102
73
90

of the Lawless"

Tuesday — "The

Untameable" and
"Harbor Lights"
Wednesday "Wandering Daugh-

—

Gri
Griffith

Lo

.

15^

15

A
1

Triangle

1,900

74*/4
90

600

—

—
—
—
—

Indianapolis

—

Strand

— "Little

Amusement

Johnny

—
yet determined
—Not
"Strangers of the Night"
— "Daytime Wives"

Co.,

Inc.,

Buffalo
Wallingford,
a
James
pioneer in the exhibiting field in this
section has resigned as general manager of the Border Amusement Co.
L. G. Barger, manager of the Avondale theater, Tonawanda, N. Y., succeeds Wallingford, who will take an
extended vacation.

Grauman Changes Policy
to THE FILM DAILY)

1

—
—
Rivoli "The Cheat" (tentative)
Strand— Not yet determined

Mayer
THE FILM DAILY)

Stallings with

—Terrace

City Amusement
Capital $75,000. In-

Corp., Yonkers.
corporators, M. J. Walsh, M. N.
Christinos and G. A. Graves. AttorBeckwith & Edie,
Wallin,
neys,

Yonkers.

(Special to

Los Angeles

Los Angeles

—A

—

the

Grauman

Broadway and

theater,

Third.
The house will be redecorated and the admission increased to
$1.10 and $1.65, all seats reserved.
Hereafter only two shows daily will
be presented.

Burr's

are

making

Lyric which

Huntington.
Co.,
Inc.,
Capital $10,000. Incorporators, A. B.,
S. J. and S. L. Hyman, and J. S.
Silberstein and C. E. Tipton.

Operating

New

York. Capital $10,ter Co., Inc.,
Incorporators, R. E. Maben, A.
000.
Mannheim and C. P. Kramer. AtKramer, New
torneys, Roe, Lilly

&

York.

New

Series

Fifth

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

Wire-Call-or Write-Now!

Aywon

Film

Nathan Hirsh

JIMMY AUBREY
in

THE LOBBYGOW
his first

two

Sam

THE FILM

who recently sold the
Joy, Monroe City, Mo., has purchased
the Missouri at Sainte Genevieve, Mo.
Wallace Akin will handle the Kenphis.

made

comedy

CommonNew York

"Never in the history of
the film business have
comedies been so well
produced and on so lavish a scale and offered
to the independent mar-

WELDED WIRE
REELS
4l?

740 7th Ave..

New York

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

bea full-fledged exhibitor. He has
taken over the Lyric at Mounds, 111.
Walter Light has accepted a position wit ht heKansas City Fox Ex-

Al Bartlett has been
'salesman for F. B. O.

reel

Zierler of
wealth Exchange,

LOUIS MEYER

St. Louis Changes
(Special to
DAILY)
St. Louis
Jules Laurent has

—

— President

729 7th Avenue

C. have been placed in work in the
East by Willard Vander Veer, chief
director and cameraman.

come

Corporation

ket. Aubrey is the best
comedy bet on the mar-

Howelts Cine Equip. Co..

tucky and Tennessee territory, for
Yitagraph with headquarters at Mem"THE SPICE Of THE PROGRAM"

542

S.

For Sole

change.
T. F. Lewis

(S>cLcuxitioruz£ U-LctuAJuJ

Rothacker Laboratories

pictures at

series of Screen Snapshots
will be state righted by C. B.

Some

Albany—The South Shore Thea-

Hollywood

Chicago

Glendale plant.
Start

IrVilliams
series which are now
ready for you

ket today."

Constance Binney, "Chic" Sale and

The new

Va.—The

New York

Three Working on Burr Lot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Kenyon

Big Boy

says:

will

Doris

George Larkin and

complete change

policy will soon be introduced at

in

WILLIAM

Charles P. Stallings
have
charge
of
production
around the Mayer lot.

—

(Special

Amusement

Film

Gardiner Plant Near Ready

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

tive)

— Indianapolis

W.

—

Hammond

Capitol
Central

i

No capital. Incorof Trade.
porators, F. Brown, C. Reagan, R.
Abbott, H. Hull, D. Williston, L.
Golden, W. Willman, H. Bailey, H.
Dresendorfer and A. Plues.

Charleston,

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Hartford, Conn. The Secretary of
State has granted a charter to the

(Special to

Next Week
Apollo— "Ashes of Vengeance"
Broadway Not yet determined
Brooklyn
Jones"

New

smashing adventure are
packed into the new

Conn.

Wallingford Resigns

100 [Cosmopolitan "L 1 1 e Old New
Not qhotarf* Y or K'
Not quoted Criterion "The Covered Wagon"
300. Harris— 'The Green Goddess"
ISA
Not quoterl Rialto "To the Last Man" (tenta-

Board

f

(Special

in

/

Hackathorne Here from Coast
George
Hackathorne is in New
Wayne.
Capital
Fort
Inc.,
Co..
York.
before coming East he
Just
PolV.
Incorporators, M.
$3,500.
hemus, A. Blair, R. Racine, C. Ham- completed work in "When a Man's
a Man."
ilton, C. Betz, S. Moyer, P. Thompson, C. Kilbger and H. Thompson.
Lyric

Theater Firm

with a capital of $10,000. Those listThursday "Gentleman of Leisure" ed as the incorporators include, G.
Friday "The Sunshine Trail" and E. Hammond, L. A. Laporte, and J.
F. Cronin, all of Holyoke, Mass.
"She Loves and Lies"
Saturday "Tea with a Kick"
Sunday "Enemies of Women" /

Incorporations
Indianapolis

—

ters"

Cameo

102^

Friday's Quotations.

Albany

New

—

ldwyn
-'

Law

Work
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

S.

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

East. Kod..l03
F. P.-L. .. 74K
do pfd... 90

1

—

—

1923
II

"Marriage Market" in

Cosmopolitan— "L 1 1 e Old
YorkCriterion "The Covered Wagon"
Harris "The Green Goddess^*''
Loew's
New York— Today— "The
i

20,

THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. The new factory of
Los Angeles Harry Cohn, producing at the Waldorf Studios begins the Gardiner Gold Fibre Screen Co.
shooting "The Marriage
Market," will be read} soon.
with Edward Le Saint directing, this
week. The cast includes Jack Mulall,
Pauline Garon, Shannon Day,
24, OOOfeetof breathN cw Jean
de Briac, Marc Robbins, Vera
J
taking thrills and
Lewis and Kate Lester.

Rialto— "The Midnight Alarm"
W. Fredman. Rivoli— "The Silent Partner"
Shaftesbury Ave., Strand— "The White Rose"

Clichy.

Central

On Broadway
Apollo — "Ashes of Vengeance"
Broadway— "Rupert of Hentzau'i
Brooklyn Strand — "Circus Days"
Cameo — "Merry Go Round"
Capitol— "Drifting"
Central — "Don't Marry For Money"

Monday, August

city

LABS.
CRAFTSMEN FILM
-rat

I

c

n,

251
19

TH
_

o

-r~

WEST WATKINS
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New York
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Why

the Shootin'?

(Continued from Page 1)
he exhibitor, he need never report
the tax man. If his mil) any but
dollar picture loses money, that is
wise the producer's funeral to
ch the exhibitor shouldn't be exted to take the trouble to send

Exhibitors would give the
;h to Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
kford, Harold Lloyd, or Douglas
four
producers whose
cLean
ures are piling up profits for exif ever asked to chip in to
itors
on some production,
er a loss
ther profit nor loss by a producer
irests the exhibitor except as a
,-ers.

—

—

:ter

what they think is the boxdemand.
They may be silly
ut it, but they pay the price for
"fillum" when it has the names
y want and that's why the proers go to the expense to get them
le stars, I mean,
rive the exhibitor the stars and
story that he likes and he will
>ret

:e

The
picture or he won't.
ducers can't make him sell it, and
le lays down on a good picture
might "pack 'em in" with a litt
extra work and showmanship, the
the

ducer suffers without any chance

He would suffer
a come-back.
the more if the picture were playAnd
on a percentage contract.
e it from one who has sold "the
ols" in both cities and tanks, the
lermost thought back in the head
the successful exhibitors in selecttheir "fillums" is to pick the ones
t
promise to "sell themselves."
io
where does the producer get
when percentage contracts beWith flat rentals
ne the fashion?
need gamble only on his story.
percentage contracts
the

ex-

forced under flat rentals to
on weather conditions, holdosts, earthquakes and even deaths

itor is

the
In
national
calamities.
of a year exhibitors can be
with such things.
tty hard hit
verse weather alone probably costs
dollars
libitors
million
several
ry year in gross takings, knocking
1
out of profits often that he
:ded to recoup some previous loss.
Veil then, when percentage concts become the rage, it is going
be the result of united pressure
m exhibitors and they are bound
see the good of it soon as they
over from their foolish fears
not the result of a desire on the
t of producers.
After all the exitor is the only dictator in the film
iiness.
The producer is entirely
I

I

mercy and always

will be.

Vhat happens when the exhibitor
dects business and fails to sell
n a good picture which he thinks
sell itself with a few posters on
house front a picture which an1

—

advertised properly
played to a nice profit ?
Other
'duct with the same star suffers
1
the picture itself gets a black
wherever his poor business is
ird about.
He may even write to
favorite trade paper about it.
It
been done. He is especially sore
er

1

!

I

the biggest Mason in town had his
funeral parade, or the fireman's ball
or any one of many things that could
happen had killed business that day,
where is the exhibitor's insurance
against standing the whole loss himself
excepting with a percentage

contract?

he did get the business, he did it
with a picture that offered the opportunity if he would only do his
part
and which he is in honor bound
to do when the producer turns out
for him such pictures
so who is
better entitled to a share of his profit
as an equitable price for the use of
Exhibitors shouldn't
the
picture?
get the notion that the)' own the
simply because they are
picture,
permitted to play it. Whatever boxoffice value it may have or he may
obtain from it, lies in the picture
If

—

—

itself and self-defense,
of nature, should cause

the

first

law

him to extract
them.
The producer must gamble
that he will do it and provides him

with

all

men can

the assistance
devise to help

that

skilled
re-

him get

sults.

In any event a percentage contract
be the result only of what he is

will

satisfied

is

fair

and what

distributor is also satisfied is a
In a flat rental confair contract.
tract, it is not a question of fairness,
but will he sometimes pay the price
demanded if forced to do so by com-

the

petition.

'

—

his

Am

he must perfectly

gamble which every

e

irse

if
he paid a flat rental, but with a do it does not concern me just now,
percentage
contract
the
producer but I'm dead sure it will be only on
must go fifty-fifty on his mistakes.
the gross income basis, because that
At this point the exhibitor who did is the only fair and equitable basis.
make good, and knew how to sell Any exhibitor can easily figure his
the picture which he bought as he prospects from his past experience
believes at a bargain rental, steps up with big pictures, and soon decide
and yells as if it were gospel truth: how much his share must be to cover
The salesman, on the
"What about me?
I
to be expenses.
penalized and made to cough up a other hand, will soon know the avershare of my profits by changing to age gross from the same class of big
a percentage contract?
What did pictures in every class of theaters
the producer do to help me secure and town, and can estimate the picthe increased gross which that pin tures drawing power before he starts
head in Ipswich didn't know how to sell it. And the two must get together on percentage. No fixed perto go after?
Not on your life."
centage would ever be possible, beLet's see about that.
Suppose it
cause no two pictures have exactly
had stormed cats and chipmunks,

or

for gossip.

lor should the rising cost of protion be ascribed to the clamor of
ibitors who are only trying to in-

th
re

exhibitor

»'€3

DAILY

Now

comes the ticklish question of
are percentage contracts going
to be equitable if no general authority
or equity board doesn't fix the per-

how

centage?

As

said at

the

start,

no one

will

ever be given the right to inquire into the expenditures or the profits,
either of the exhibitor or the pro-

the

same

No

value.

known to offer constructive suggestions to the producer about what sort
of pictures should be produced or not
produced. He expects there will always be enough winning pictures to
select,

ucers

no matter how many prodgo smash. In fact, there is

little to indicate that he cares a tinIf
ker's cuss about the producer.
the exhibitor goes to smash the producer doesn't lose any sleep over it

—
—

—

ciding
cost the proreal reason is because it is the only
theater
the
ducer and what profits
equitable way to hold losses to the
may make or the producer may make minimum. The producer is forced to
doesn't figure. The gross at the box- share the loss when ever a loss comes
fince is the only thing that counts.
through poor business.
It is up to the exhibitor to keep his
Exhibitors and producers both reexpenses on a level that will leave
a profit from his proper share of that quire something to force them to a
gross business and it is up to the more wholesome regard for the busproducer to get bis money back and iness in which they are engaged. Expercentage cona profit on each and every picture hibitors who oppose
from his share of the gross box-office tracts probably think they can "outsmart" the opposition in buying their
sales, what ever that may be.
And it is up to the salesman and film and care little about equity or
the exhibitor to figure out what that whether the producing end of the
respective share should be on every game is a success. They squawk athey are going to gainst high rentals and high cost of
picture sold.

How

The exhibitor probably wins the
squawking championship because he
imagines it helps him secure a cheaper
rental, but he has never been

ket value until

settled conditions and unfair results
Dismiss that from your mind that percentage contracts were most
without further palaver. The selling equitable because both the manager
price of a picture is based on only
and the producer had a voice in deone fact: its income value tested by
the equitable percentage. The

What

uct.

can have a fixed marit is tried on the pubeither, because he never has had any
lic,
and every exhibitor figures the help from that direction save a renbest he can on his own theater and tal price for his picture, and has enhis own public.
He must do that tirely too much grounds for squawkeven when he pays flat rentals, but ing about the poor effort put behind
he can never be sure. He may pay the selling of the picture to the public.
exa fancy price for the new picture by
If all three interests concerned
rea star whose values increase with hibitor, producer and distributor
each
picture.
and
then
adverse ally want to help the motion picture
weather or some act of God spoils business, they should chip in and elect
everything.
His only protection lies about five representatives each to a
in a percentage contract.
How then General Board of Supervision to
can his contract be equitable other- which all complaints should be forwise? And why should not the pro- warded as to a grand jury, which
ducer take his chances with the ex- Board of Supervisors should start a
hibitor?
campaign of education to correct ths
Today all flat rental prices, with a apparent evils that are uppermost in
few exceptions, are set according to all three divisions of the business.
Percentage contracts will probably
the estimated selling valuation placed
on the picture before it is ever re- be a long step in the right direction
leased, yet no general sales manager if they can be made equitable by
can say what is an equitable selling mutual agreement and thus remove
He only thinks one large sized squawk.
price for the film.
But the production end of the game
of what he wants to sell it for and
basis
the exhibitor pays as near that price will never be an entirely sound
The on- until producers and distributors learn
as he can be induced to pay.
bad film should be scrapped
ly time he will ever be permitted to that a
the
cost charged off against the
and
have a voice in fixing the selling price
production the same as in the
of a picture will come when they are next
thus
saving
business,
Think theatrical
sold on percentage contracts.
a million dollars' credit to the prothat over,.
ducer and the star, instead of attemptIt is not easy to estimate in dollars
ing to get back the negative cost by
and cents the evil of inequitable con- letting the film go out to the exhibtracts
whether rental or percentage. itor and the public who invariably
There's many an old stage producer take their revenge on the star's next
walking Broadway today looking for several
conPercentage
pictures.
a job whose bankrupt condition is tracts may help to correct that evil.
largely due to inequitable contracts
And the exhibitors' game will never
in the theatrical business and that
be sound until better effort be made
business has always been conducted to exploit good product, until the exon percentage contracts. The com- hibitor discards the idea that he can
bined brains of both producers and always out-smart the other fellow in
managers refuse to play buying and until he really learns
theater
shows on any other basis because more about what the public wants
they found out after years of un- to see projected on the screen.
picture

ducer.

the box-office.

production while the producer and
the distributor who must sell the picture squawk against exhibitors for
failure to properly exploit the prod-
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C8fceci»l

— Conrad

Nagel and Ail-

yven Pringle have been cast
the two leading roles in
Week;

Von Stroheim

:h

suking
scenes

ert

to

play

"Three

in

is

Death

locations for the des-

"Creed."

in

Victor Seastrom is now making the
with the mob storming the

y^SC
scenes
castle
"

in

"The Master

of

Marriage Maker, "

Tin

Mille's latest production
stages of cutting.

As

Ten

cast

"Leave

in

the final

Commandments,"

new

ook New Goldwyn Block
Goldwyn announced yesterday

that

C. E. Whitehurst has booked a block
of
11
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's for
either his New theater or Century in

Baltimore.

"RUPERT OF
HENTZAU"
(APOLOGIES TO SELZNICK

in the Loew
State B'ld. The Los Angeles offices
are in the A. G. Bartlett B'ld'g.

Corp. have been opened

Iris to Distribute Burr's Review
John J. Iris of the Iris Film Exchange has affected an arrangement
whereby he will release a series of
reviews produced by C. C. Burr.

announced by Ben Wilson They consist

to Gerry," Billie Rhodes'
fist feature for Grand-Asher, includes
Buster
Collier,
Claire
McDowell,

Kathleen

26.

Hep worth Opens Local Offices
The New York offices of the newly
Hepworth
Distributing
William de organized

Charles Ogle and Roscoe Karns.

The

week beginning August

Man."

players are being constantly added to
the cast. The latest additions include

for

portant F. B. O. releases for the fall
goes into the Central theater for the

DeMille proceeds with

Cecil B.

"The

is

20,

"Daytime Wives" at Central
"Daytime Wives," one of the im-

Coast Brevities
^Hollywood

Monday, August

it

Kirkham and Joseph W.

Girard.

"Forgive and Forget"

is

nearly

ished at the Waldorf studio.
Mitchell is directing.

fin-

Howard

of part scenic, slow
tion in colors and a cartoon.

mo-

Crook Outfit Gets Another
THE FILM DAILY)
Modesto, Cal. The National Theater
Syndicate,
headed by L. R.
L. R.

(Special to

—

Crook, have taken control of the new
Richards theater, a 1,000 seat house
recently erected by A. A. Richards.
The deal involves an expenditure of
$100,000,

has started on "The Three
Orphans," the fourth of th< new ser-

Work

ies

of

"Fighting Blood"

New
(Special to

stories.

—

Taxes

in

Berlin

THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin The municipal authorities
have decided to standardize the adfilming of the campaign scenes along mission tax on a gold pfennig basis.
the upper Nile which play an impor- The taxes follow:
IS gold pfennigs
20 per cent.
tant part in "The Light That Failed."

Preparations are being

made

for the

20 gold pfennigs

Under direction of Joseph HenaDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., is busily
ngaged in the Turkish episodes of

bery,
i

"Stephen Steps Out."

—
—
—
—

23 per cent.
30 gold pfennigs 25 per cent.
40 gold pfennigs 27.5 per cent.
Over 55 gold pfennigs 33.5 per cent.

—

Rodner Gets "Screen Snapshots"
will
distribute
Harold
Rodner

Spanish "Screen Snapshots" in Greater New
contemplating York and Northern New Jersey. C.
The Grand B. C. has also sold the Columbia
trip.
anyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone and series, "Yesterday's Wife", "The MarDel Monte are among the points she riage Market", "Discontented Husbands" and "Traffic in Hearts" to
hopes to visit.
Celebrated Players for Wisconsin.
Work will start soon at Universal
"Big" Year For Texas
City on William Raine's "The Texas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ranger."
Roy Stewart will appear
Dallas -The coming season promNat Ross is the
in the stellar role.
Outises to be a big one for Texas.
director.
of-town exhibitors are here buying
Beatrice Van, has completed the films and salesmen back from trips
Wheat
script on "Druscilla With a Million" all report a bright outlook.
The picture will be re- in the western section is in abunfor F. B. O.
More cotton seed is being
leased early in 1923 probably with dance.
planted than ever before with adMary Carr in the principal role.
ditional cotton gins going up in the
Rock district above the PanThrough an arrangement with
Paramount, Mary Astor will play the handle.

Having

"The

completed

Dancer'' I'olo Negri
"seeing America"

is

He was

no dumbbell.

I

—

John
Brummel."

opposite

lead
ui

W.

Barrymore
K.

in

GRFENE

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
'

Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

around

the topic of discussion at
many of the annual winter lectures,
conducted in school throughout the
city by the Board of Education. Dr.
Ernest L. Crandall, head of the lecture department has just returned
from the coast where he gathered
data, from a number of studios, to
be used for the lectures. Over 4,000
of these lectures are given yearly in
the New York schools by the Board.

probably

THE FILM DAILY

in his pocket.

He knew

the

value of keeping in touch with what was
going on in the film business.
The Film Daily,
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

St.,

New York

my

City.

The Film Daily for
include 1923 Year Book

subscription to

one year, starting immediately, to
Cloth Bound 500 pages.

—

Films Will be Lecture Topics
The production of motion pictures
will

I

carried a copy of

He

— Foreign,

Subscription, $10

be

Name
Theatre

Addreas

$15

1923
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BRADSTREET
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AUTHORITY

of FILMDOM
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Tuesday, August
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Trade Holds

Up

Progress Penalized

I

21,

Price 5 Cents

1923

To

Kane on Star Values

Star

La Marr
—

Say Re- Explains How He Figures Them, Signed with Associated Pictures Corp,
S.
for Five Years Four Producgarding Prices Calls Block
Comparing Production Cost with
iter Survey That Covers 65 Industions Planned Annually
Booking a Menace
the Gross Collections
Centers— More Employment
trial
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Arthur H. Sawyer, who had held
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Arthur S. Kane has definite ideas
Frank Rem- about stars and star values. This is Barbara La Marr under a personal
Indianapolis
Saj^s
Washington— The Labor Departcontract until now has signed her
ent has just completed an industrial busch: "In this industry progress on how he determines them:

Labor Department So Discovers Rembusch Has Something

—

.

to

—

conditions at 65 centers
business throughout the country
td finds that in July there was "an
mosphere in industry that is decid-

irvey

into

optimistic."

lly

amusement enterprises will
All
•obably find the" reflection of these
The
editions at the box-offices.
irve" which is conducted regularly

the part of the exhibitor is penalized.
"Star value, in my opinion, goes like
If there is a little storeroom show in this: If a star has to spend or have
a town of 5,000, pictures for that thea- spent for him $100,00, negative cost
If
ter are very reasonable in price.
only, to gross $200,000, from which
this exhibitor would build a large distribution, prints, advertising, as
theater out of his earnings, or perhaps well as negative, must be paid, that
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)

ft* department
firms,

—

Oakland

ter.

Sol Lesser Arrives

The new Fox
is

slated to

theater at

open Aug.

Arrivals

8.

FILM DAILY'S

From Abroad

306 stated yesterday that the oprators' union had on hand a $175,000
defense fund" raised through assesslents against various members and
hat

this

money would be used

for

ither "a fight or a frolic" as the case
Mackler denied that the
night be.
iperators had threatened a strike and
leclared that no extended conference
vith T. O. C. C. officials had been
idd.

May Exports Total 15,500,000 Ft.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington Figures just compil:dby the Department of Commerce
that exports are maintaining
high level, the shipments for
May alone totaling more than 15,500,)00 ft.
The most important class of

ihow
heir

which 9,211,252
were exported
:t.,
Canada was the
luring the month.
Exports of
most important market.
unexposed film amounted to 5,031,366
ft., with a value of $133,678. the most
important markets being Japan and
England. Shipments of negatives totaled 1,274,401 ft., worth $100,657, of
which approximately half went to
positives, of
valued at $360,840,

ixports

is

—

1

INQUIRING REPORTER

Arrivals from Europe yesterday
luded Lou Baum, sales manager of
Iquity and Roy Crawford, secretary
f Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
in-

lo.

Heyl with Choice Prod.
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Martin J. Heyl, who
produced "The Little Red Schoolhouse" and acted as production manager for "The Purple Highway," has;
associated himself with Choice Prod.

on the

Say They Have $175,000 Fund
Harry Mackler, president of Local

25.
(Special to

town on Sun-

Sol Lesser arrived in
He sails
ay from the coast.
eviathan for Europe on Sept.

behalf of Associated Pictures
Corp., the company which has succeeded S.-L. Pictures, Inc. The contract period covers five years and under the terms of it, four specials a

year will be made.
Miss La Marr returned last week
from Italy where she appeared in
"The Eternal City" which Feorge
Fox After Los Angeles House?
Fitzmaurice started over there. Her
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
work in it will keep her busy for
Los Angeles— John Zanft, head of about five weeks longer after which
the theater department of the Fox she will return to the coast to start
here, according to the first picture under the new aris
organization
report, to secure a local house for rangement.

Pasternack Joins Stanley Co.
this time included
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
each employing 500 or
Philadelphia Josef A. Pasternack
Thirty-seven cities
ore workers.
sported increased employment and will assume charge of the musical
programs at all Stanley houses beginventy-seven a slight decrease.
ning Labor Day, and will personally
(Continued on Page 4)
lead the orchestra at the Stanley thea- first-runs.
I

428

on

as supervisor of production for
"Satan's Secret," a six-reeler, now being filmed under the direction of WilInc.,

QUESTION

liam

Do you think the uniform exhibitor contract is more equitform?
able to both exhibitor and distributor than the old

ANSWERS

H.

Clifford.

Choice Productions are to be disthrough the newly-formed
Anderson Pictures Corp.
tributed

Edward Abeles, New York exchange manager, Metro— a
year and
think any contract discussed by ten wise men for a
formed without
half is bound to be better than something
both.
such careful consideration. It has points that favor
"I

in
Cobb, Grand Asher— "Yes. For the first time
equitable arrangement
this business, what appears to be an
been made, tfotn
covering relations between the distributor has
limitations.
have their rights defined and both know their

F Heath

Murray Garsson— "Had the distributor given the
had
what he had demanded originally, he would have

exhibitor

than
exhibitor but neverhe has now received. It is in favor of the
be made.
theless there is still room for adjustments to

Nathan Hirsch, Aywon Film Corp.-"Yes.

The

less

principle

advantepart of the uniform contract works
Disputes on both sides can thus be
parties.

of arbitration is
gously for both
settled with satisfaction to

all

concerned.

Exhibition Values
Reports generally are to the
"The Green Goddess"
going out on an exhibition

effect that
is

value of $2,000,000.
Just what the exhibition value
(?) of "Ashes of Vengeance" is
to be seems a trade secret. But
inasmuch as the exhibition value
of recent Talmadge pictures has
been $1,200,000, and as the latest

cost considerably more than any
Talmadge picture ever made it
safe to say that previous
is
surpassed.
be
must
values

probably be quoted

of the exH. Hoffman, Tiffany Prod.— "A shade in favor the terms
had
exhibitor
the
contract,
form
old
hibitor. In the
of withdrawal. Unbinding upon him without any opportunity
binding unless
become
not
does
contract
the
form,
der the new

"Ashes"

both sides accept."

magnificent. But
how either of them are going
to get that amount in well, it's

M

:

is no doubt about
Arthur Lee, Lee-Bradford Corp.-'There
understanding between the
the
makes
contract
uniform
The
it
one. Each knows where
exhibitor and the distributor a definite

the other stands."

at

will

somewhere over

Now this

is all

Green Goddess"
fine

picture.

production

$1,500,000.

very
is

The

fine.

a

"The

mighty

Talmadge

is

—

interesting.

DANNY.

Mexico.

.
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Brenon Here

Progress Penalized

ueeicman
— Beekman

Phone
rnone

Herbert Brenon is in town from
(Continued from Page 1)
the coast. Before leaving Los Anon unwarranted enthusiasm, the price
geles, he finished "The Spanish Danfor .the same picture is doubled and
cer," the new Negri picture.
trebled. If you want to get your film
Vol.
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reasonable figure, you
a little, tumbled-down
theater, but if you build a big beautiful theater you can ezpect to pay a
beautiful price for pictures.
I am just
"I am not complaining
explaining the system.
I know that
the distribution and the sales of picservice

at

should

own

East.
F. P.-L
do pfd

oidwyn

75/2

400

73X

73

3,000

Not quoted

uy ny

\7Vi

.

100

2

2

Not quoted

<;
Griffith

Loew's

I6/2

16J4 1,600

16

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

/GkliLC<xtiona£ V^ctuAjuJ

IF

CARBONS COULD

BE MADE BETTER

"BIO"
WOULD

STILL BE

THE BEST
M. G. Felder Sales Co.
DISTRIBUTORS

1S40

—

tures is all wrong somewhere. There
doesn't seem to be any coordination
between the buyers and sellers of pict u r e s.
The Indiana organization
turned down the F. I. L. M. Club
and refused to work with it. The
point that was made by some of the
exhibitors was that the producers are
insisting that we give play dates when
we buy pictures, but at the same time
they insist that we buy groups of pictures, 39 or 52 or whatever it may be,
so that if we go before the Film
Board, the Board will tell us that
we would have to play these pictures
and that would keep anyone else
from play dates and who is not able
i.
e. the
to insist on block booking
small independent producer.
"I think block booking is going to
ruin the industry, because it prevents
booking the particular picture we
want for community or thater.
"I am not the most successful exhibitor in the w6rld, but I do know
that there isn't anyone who has a
more diversified group of theater and
I know that certain pictures for certain theaters is the only way that I
can operate them at a profit. Exhibitors are beginning to feel that every
year some new marketing condition
is enforced that makes it more and
more difficult to run their business.
For example: I had three pictures
booked in in August in a certain town
and in certain weeks, going on the
theory that with these three big pictures I would be able to overcome the
summer depression. That was the
dope given out recently.
"I didn't know when I booked them
last May that there would be a Chautauqua one week, a medicine show for
three weeks, and other local conditions of such a nature that it would

be impossible for me to do anything
except lose a lot of money and waste

BROADWAY

NSW YORK,

N. Y.

good pictures
time, and the

a lot of

FOR SALE
Contents.
Complete
Cooper Hewitts, Kleigel lights,
Motor Generator, etc.
Very
low price.

S

it.

I

21

17836 U.S. THEATRESI

SHOWING PICTURES
The mott

seats,

»

30%; under

500,
800, 85%; over 800, 15%
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,

theatres ia
$4.00 PER
UP. Liata if deaired. 30 to
50% saved in postage, etc.. through elimina
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually

M

listed.

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
244 West 42nd St.. Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

gather from what

I

not be very long until
they will be running their theaters
in every way except taking care of
the losses.
One thing seems certain,
the stronger the rules the more opit

Rockett Leaves

Ray Rockett

He

night.

with the
Life of

HEAL

few weeks
"The Dramatic

will return in a

first

print of

Abaham

Lincoln."

McConville to Supervise Jewel
(Special to

lit Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

Bernard McConville,
with Universal as supervising
editor
itor oi all Jewell productions.
is

SBtrvMaf

for the coast last

left

now

Kearney Joins Preferred
Patrick Kearney who has resigned
as advertising manager of Cosmopolitan will shortly assume similar duties
as advertising manager of Preferred.

Pathe Denies
Pathe denied yesterday that the deal
for the distribution of the Chronicles
of America series of historical romances included the non-theatrical
rights as stated in yesterdays issue.

Hal Hodes Better
Hal Hodes, manager of the

York Educational
pital

last

operation

New

24, OOOfeetof breathtaking thrills and
smashing adventure are
packed into the new

George Larkin and
Big Boy Williams
series which are now
ready for you

Wire-Call-or Write-Now!

Aywon

hosrecent

office left the

Film

Nathan Hirsh

night, following a
for
appendicitis.
Hodes
a few days in the country

Corporation

—

President

729 7th Avenue

will spend
to fully recuperate.

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
It

carries

through

to the screen the entire

range of tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

heard at

the convention that a lot of exhibitors
are beginning to realize that if the
film clubs are able to enforce their
rules,

Under 250
70%; under

for that particfilm company

ular
thinks that I should play them on
these dates without any regard to the
financial loss that I would incur doing

Studio

yuvi
9091

a

—

Quotations
Kod... 1021^ 101 # IOIK2

will

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

position by exhibitors."

Clara Beranger Here
Clara

from

a

21, 1923

Beranger
trip

to

is

back

in

town

the coast where she

conferred with William de Mille.

Grand Back on the Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sam Grand has
(Special to

turned from

—

New

York.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

re-

N. Y.

YHE
sday,

August

21,

1923

ane on Star Values

,."TJavies

Film

in

London

THE FILM DAILY)
1)
^London—
-"Little Old New York,"
^
Anothe

(Continued from Page
star value of 2 to 1.
tive may cost $300,000 and gross
,000 in rentals over the world.
plain that star valued is 3 to 1.

make any difference
you work with, whether

.y^Speci*!

the

new Davies

at the

Empire

figures

t

production cost $20,000 or $800,If the picture grosses 2 or 3
s as much as the negative cost,
ems to me the star value is 2 to
3 to 1, as the case may be.
I
a gross collections, not producer's

film opened last night
theater.

THE FILM DAILY)

(SpecUl to

—

Burke, Ida. The recent
stroyed the Burke theater.

—

Kalispel,
Mont.
Mrs.
Stryker, has remodeled the

Exhibitor

Theater

Dies;

fire

de

F.

W.

and

3 to

IK

Burns

—

1

G R A N-D

—

:

—

i

pointed Selznick manager to succeed
two exceptional star values Edwin Silverman, the new manager
above do not make use of these for Warners.

he

ively large expenditure elements
on the other hand their pictures

tremenduous drawing cards, givthem extraordinary star values,
n

October

THE

Orpheum.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
as
Carlisle, Wash.
Thomas Hughes,
are the most common categor:
uto which real drawing stars fall, manager of the Carlisle is dead. The
w approximately 2 to 1 they are management of the house was taken
box-office stars, no matter how over by his son. The theater burned
down two nights later.
l they may be advertised as such.
3 to Is are the real top-notchers
New Signs On Brooklyn Strand
e business. There are two great
Two new electric signs have been
ptions and only two of whom I
erected on the front of the Brooklyn
i whose star values figured in this
Strand.
They face the sidewalk in
tier are known to exceed 3 to 1.
'ou may say that the stars who opposite directions, over the marquee.
Edward L. Hyman, is back from
these various 2 to 1 and other
the White Mountains.
is must use other big elements
eir production to help them attain
De Mille Finishing Picture
jrosses, and that, therefore, much
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ie credit for the drawing power
Los Angeles Actual shooting on
Id be given to the vehicles, other
ius players in the cast, etc.
It "The Ten Commandments" is about
finished.
Cecil De Mille expects to
is to me that is beside the point,
question is how much money has spend about five weeks in cutting it.
spent by or for the chief element The New York premiere won't occur
star picture in order to bring until winter.
oss that is a multiple of the exWillard with Chicago Selznick
iture? It is a fact that practically
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ie stars in the 2 to 1 and 3 to 1
Harry Willard for the
Chicago
es must spend or have spent for
past two years Chicago manager for
relatively large sums for vehicAssociated Exhibitors has been ap:asts, directors and mounting,
1

Distributing Corporation

will release early in

s.

have cited 2 to

The Grand-Asher

Idaho House Burns

does not

t

to

Cohen Negro Stories
H. Whitman, business manager of
Corp. of
the Birmingham M.
P.
Birmingham is in town looking for
Start

those successful pictures in
there are not stars, other ele- certain types to be used in a series
ts are starred such as internationof Octavus Roy Cohen negro stories
or
nationally-famous vehicles, which the company starts shortly
ers and directors, and to these down South.
Each will be fn two
tents go the values which other- reels.
Cohen will write the titles.
pertain to the star."
:h

& Schadd Party a Success
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

A S H E R

a Ben Wilson Production,
starring Bryant Washburn
and Mabel Forrest with a
supporting cast as remarkable and attractive as the
story, itself, which was
written by Evelyn Campbell, a

well

known and

very popular

novelist,

Carr

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studios

&

Fred Waller—Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyresant 2652

Aii

20

to

WEST 42™ STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
DICKERING

2937

Co. has closed a deal involving over
$1,500,000, whereby they acquire the
interests of the Keen brothers interest
in the Federal and the Salem and
Empire theaters, together with other
property.

tures of a higher and

changemen and

exhibitors.

—

QURAALLANA.L0WNES
PRES-

THE LOVE TRAP
not the greatest picture ever made, nor is
it the most gorgeous spectacle ever filmed.
It doesn't employ all of the most famous
stars in screendom and the money spent on
It is
it is not as large as the foreign debt.
just another evidence of the concerted effort
which has been made to produce feature pic-

Salem Deal Involves Over $1,500,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Salem, Mass. The Essex Realty

nuRMLZF
Uyour filmL*

ii

—

Reading, Pa. The annual party
held by the employees of the Carr
Schadd organization Sunday, in the
Over 2,000
suburbs, was a success.
employees and friends attended, among them many Philadelphia ex-

is

more

satisfying type.

Wodetsky Wins Contest
THE FILM DAILY)
Richmond, Ind. Jaycliff Wodetsky, manager of one of the Consoli-

Released by the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation at
Fifteen West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.

dated Theaters' houses, is the winner
of $100, awarded by the company to
the manager who increases the box-

Foreign Rights controlled by the Apollo Trading Corporation,
City.
at Sixteen Hundred Broadway, New York

(Special to

—

office receipts of his theater the

during July.

most

THE
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m
Trade Holds

Up

J.,

21,

Newspaper Opinions

(Continued from Page 1)
Those cities that registered increased employment are: Flint, Mich.,
nta, Seattle, Bayonne, N. J., DenKansas City, Mo., Worcester,

Mas-.. Perth Ainhoy, X.
New York, St. Louis,

Tuesday, August^

Newspaper
out-of-town

opinions

from

papers will only

appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiNew York
ere in that city.
newspaper opinions will also

Memphis,

Milwaukee,
Richmond, Camden, N. J., San Fran-

TOPICS

be published when the producLouisville, CinCity,
j
tion reaches Broadway.
Pittsburgh, Chattanooga, Albany. Schenectady, Minneapolis, BalBirmingham,
111..
timore.
" Mothers-in-Law
Peoria,
PreferredChicago, Bridgeport, Conn.; Passaic,
Grand Central Theater, St. Louis
X. J.; Johnstown, Pa.; Portland, Ore.;
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Grand Rapids. New Haven, Yonkers,
St. Louis
Newspaper opinions on
N. Y.: Cleveland, Philadelphia, Sioux
"Mothers-in-Law" at the Grand CenCity and Kansas City, Kan.
tral follow:
Those cities that reported a slight
GLOBEDEMOCRAT— The photoplay on
decrease in activity are: New Orleans,
the bill, overshadowed by the stage attraction
Indianapolis, Lawrence, Mass.; Ni- but nevertheless fine screen entertainment, is
agara Falls, Lowell, Waterbury, "Mothers-in-Law," featuring Ruth Clifford,
Conn.; Manchester. X. H.; Buffalo, Gaston Glass and Edith Yorke. It is a "jazz"
picture
with
a
theme that proves that
Toledo, Springfield, Mass.; Rochester, mothers-in-law are only mothers after all.

or the

DAY

(APOLOGIES TO PATHE)

cinnati,

—

—

N.
Youngstown.
Y.;
Providence,
Brockton, Mass.; Omaha, Newark,
N J.; Reading, Dayton, Los Angeles,
Xew Bedford, Mass Boston, Fall
River, Paterson, X. J.; Trenton, N.
J.: St. Paul, Syracuse and Detroit.
r.

Jones, director-general of the

I.

employment service of the Labor
Board said that in the 14 basic indusnine showed greater employtries,
ment by the following percentages:
textiles

and

textile products,

1.44 per

cent; beverages, 72 per cent; paper
and printing, 4.4 per cent; railroad repair shops, 2.4 per cent; food and

kindred products. 2.16; chemicals and
allied products. 0.79 per cent; lumber
and its manufacture, 0.47 per cent.;

and their products, 0.44
miscellaneous industries,
cent.;
0.36 per cent.; and stone, clay and
glass products, 0.13 per cent.; while
iron and steel

per

P

O

S T-D

ISPATCH —

The

picture,

".Mothers-in-Law," is a story that starts and
ends on the farm with an interlude in the
"big city." * * * There is a tense scene in
which the young wife agrees to elope
with
* The young husband's
her "set."
mother, admirably portrayed by Edith Yorke.
* * * Ruth Clifford and Gaston Glass are
well east as the newly-weds.

STAR —

"Mothers-in-Law"
introduces
Edith Yorke as a jitney driving, whip-wielding mother-in-law, who is the whole show in
the domestic affairs of the silky Ruth Clifford
and impeccable Gaston Glass.
By her novelty strong arm methods, she squares a triangle.

Bushman-Bayne Going Abroad
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne may repeat their personal appearance with "Moaern Marriage" abroad.
Jake Wilk is now in Paris
working out details. Bert Adler, acting for Film Traders, Inc. has purchased the entire foreign rights to
"Modern Marriage" and is co-operating with Wilk in the plan to send the

leather and its finished products showed a decrease in employment of 4.16
per cent.; vehicles for land transportation, 1.78 per cent; tobacco manu- stars over.
facturing, 1.31, and metal and metal
products other than iron and steel,

are found in The Film Daily, the only

Mammoth Pictures Formed
Mammoth Pictures Corp. has been

0.08.

—

Motion Picture trade publication pub-

Buffalo Jim Cardina's new thea- formed with offices in the State Bldg.
Fisher is president and
ter in the Kensington section will be Victor B.
general manager with A. Cantor, his
ready in the early part of the Fall.
assistant.
Southard Brown has been
placed in charge of publicity and advertising.
The first picture will be
"Youthful Triumphant" recently completed on the coast. This will be state
in
righted.
Lilian Ducey who directed
the picture is in town now relative to
future stories.
his first two reel comedy

Read the news while it's
"hot" Subscribe now and live happy
lished daily.
.

JIMMY AUBREY

ever after.

THE LOBBYGOW

Tony Luchese of the De
Luxe Film Exchange of
Philadelphia, said,

Methodists for
(Special to

greatest need is comedies of
as high a calibre as the feature pictures it is getting.

—The

Thank

preparing for a nation-wide reform
crusade which will include a stringent
The
censorship of motion pictures.
attitude of the board regarding pictures can be summed up by the following which appears in a statement

to

just issued:

After viezving Jimmy Aubrey
in The Lobbygow, I know that
this crying
need.
tliey
fill

the Lord, I zvill be able
secure these for my ex-

change".

Kindly enter

one

New York

City

it

not?"

New York

my

Name
Theatre

AddreM

t

City.

subscription to

The Film Daily

—500 pages.
Subscription, $10

bery, poisoning, seduction and murder; while our daughters are shown
how to smoke, drink, deceive and play
the harlot, something should be done,

should

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include 1923

Cloth Bound

is

"If the films are to teach our sons
derailing, dynamiting, highway rob-

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

The Film Daily,
_ 71 West 44th

Censorship

Board of Temperance, Prohibition and Public Morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church

Washington

"The independent market's

Strict
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— Foreign,

$15
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bl.

tfore

Week

Stands

— Gradually Getting
Split Weeks — Schiller

Loew
/ay

Wednesday, August

No. 44

Circuit

from
Back from Trip

Playing "Enemies"

A. Schiller of the Loew org,
on has returned from a t
iugh the South in connection wit
inauguration of the new wee
important key
id policies in the
d.

that territory.
also visited the

s in

new Shubert
which will open
September 17 under the Loew
lit
ner.
From there he went to St.
the Loew organization
is where
!e

.ter,

Pittsburgh

uilding a State theater.
e work will be started

The conin

a

few

5.

seems

quite

likely,

.ters in

New York

he full

week

will

not

Near
T. O. C. C. Court Action
gainst Goldwyn Dwindles — Loew
fettlenient

more
changed

that

will be

stands, but this pol-

be all-embracing.

The

Now

22,

1923

Fox Drops Plan
—

Corona Plot Sold— Was Once Designed for Eastern Studio For
Residential Use Now

William Fox yesterday disposed of
against Goldwyn - Cosmopolitan on the large plot of ground near Corona,
the part of the T. O. C. C. over exist- Long Island on which it was originaling contracts on "Enemies of Wom- ly planned to erect a big studio. The
en" and "Little Old New York" has title was closed yesterday and on the
died out, it is understood, with the land there will be constructed about
framing of a temporary agreement 75 residences.
covering the situation.
Fox production activities will be
As a matter of fact, Loew's Metro- centered in the 10th Ave plant and at
politan in Brooklyn is playing "Ene- the coast studio.
The new plant in
mies" all of this week.
It goes into Los Angeles will be built on a big
the State and the American the last plot of ground that will have a numhalf of this week.
Next week, addi- ber of exterior sets built on it for
tional Loew houses will play the pic- permanent use.
ture.
It
was stated by interests
friendly to the T. O. C. C. that it
The abandonment of the Fox Long
made no difference whether the Island plant is another of similar
Loew circuit played the picture under moves on the part of various organi-

The

possibility

of

court

officials feel that

some

whom

A

Varner, Craver, Sams Here
B. Varner, of Lexington, R. D.
/zr of Charlotte and Senator A.
Sams of Winston-Salem are in
from North Carolina to attend
utine meeting of Associated First
ional Pictures of the Southeast,
Varner says conditions in the
th are riot any too good.
.

ii

C. C. Calls Another Meeting
T. O. C. C. has issued a call for
ecial meeting to be held on Friday
he Hotel Astor.
At that time a
sion will be made concerning the
•ators' situation.
The T. O. C.
claimed yesterday that the de-

0.
ie

ds have been reduced to 25% and
by individual vote each T. O. C.
member has declared against a
e increase.
ssion Series
ission
t.

Film

Through
has

C. B. C.

arranged

with

C. to distribute a series of four

through that organization,
first to be "The Barefoot Boy"
:h has John
Bowers, Marjorie
Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall,
Harlan, Raymond Hatton and
rs in it.
Leon Rice is president
ie company.
"The Barefoot Boy"
have a Broadway run for which
Adler will handle the exploitaires

',

:

New Group In Work
Famous Has Big Plans for "North
of 36"— Cliff Smith
to Direct
Bill

action

of their a Paramount or a Goldwyn contract zations.
It
was recalled yesterday
ters can be operated to the best so far as the first-run situation was that Selznick planned a monster stubecause
Loew houses dio on Queens Blvd., adjoining the
tntage on a split-week basis and concerned,
hat condition exists, no in- would exercise their seven day pro- Long Island City end of the Queenstection clause no matter from
ition in policy is expected.
boro Bridge. Others, too, have talkT. O. ed about Long Island plants along the
:hiller visited important Southern the picture was booked.
He was former- C. C. official declared that the mem- lines of the United studio in Los
s while away.
charge of the Loew Southern bers expected to get the picture under Angeles, but up to date, Famous Playti
;es with headquarters in Atlanta their Paramount contracts at the old ers seems to be the only company
for that reason it is significant prices and that the question of ex- that has carried its original intentions.
n he declares that conditions in tending the runs in order to permit
then key cities were never better. Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan to derive a

w

Price 5 Cents

Hart Again

The production department

at

Fam-

ous players has completed plans for
the second group of Paramount releases to follow the series of 12 that
will be released in August, September
and October.

Elaborate plans are understood to
in work for "North of 36" which
James Cruze is to make. Jack Holt
will play the lead, Ernest Torrence,
the ranch foreman, Lila Lee, the girl
and Wallace Beery, the heavy. Jesse
L. Lasky is on record as saying in
connection with it that "we have

be

set for ourselves the gigantic task of

surpassing 'The Covered Wagon'."

The new group will include "His
Children's Children," "The Light that
F a i 1 e d," "The Spanish Dancer,"
"Stephen Steps Ou + ," "Speejacks,"
the travel picture; and "West of the
Water Tower." In addition io th<
above concerning which announcements have already been made by
Paramount, there will be "The Hum-

ming

Bird," starring Gloria

Swanson

and directed by Allan Dwan; and "Argentine Love," another

Swanson ve-

hicle directed by Dwan. Tom MeighJohnson, Harwood Home Today
an will be seen in "Pied Piper Malrevenue w-ould be optional with the^
E Bruce Johnson, foreign manager one," an original written
for him by
individual exhibitor.
and M. P. Harwood, foreign travel- Booth Tarkington which
Al Green
ing auditor for First National are a- will direct.
As noted, Sam Wood will
Goldsmith on Coast
board the Homeric which will prob- direct "Big Brother"
with Tom Moore
(Special to THE FILM DAi:
ably dock tonight.
(Continued on Pasre 2)
Los Angeles Frederick Goldsmith
Robert Lieber is returning on the
of New York is here on a combina
Berengaria, due in the end of the
Shauer Sails Sept. 1
tion business and pleasure trip.
month.
Emil E. Shauer. director of the Famous Players foreign department sails
for home on the Aquitania on Sept.
1.
Harold Pitman who has been
abroad with Shauer is also returning
on the same boat.
Sign this and forward to any of the committee:

—

Golfers, Attention!

Here is my entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the Belleclaire Country Club, Bayside, L. I.

Ouimet Signs Andree Lafayette
(SpecUI to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The deal pending between Andree Lafayette and Ernest
Ouimet has been closed. Miss Lafayette will appear in "The Vital

—

Question," to be produced by Laval
Photoplays, Ltd.

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

THE COMMITTEE:
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

"Covered Wagon" on Tour
Covered Wagon" is now
being road-showed around New York.
Start

"The

The

picture is at the Shubert, Newark this week and next week playj
several

for

days at the Patchogue,

Mike Glynne's new theater in PatchGlynne is perhaps the
ogue, L. I.
exhibitor to get the production
Seven
part of the country.
companies are now on tour with it.
first

in

this

DAILY

New Group In Work

Wednesday, August

The

receivership for the

Morosco

"Rita Coventry" which Holding Corp. has resulted in the
William de Mille will direct will be filing of an injunction suit by John
released as "Everyday Love" with M. Riehle, the receiver, to get posVlL IXV Nt. 44Wediesda». Aiij 22 1923 Pnci 5 Cents Jack Holt and Nita Naldi featured. session
of
two films, "The Half
The Cecil B. De Mille production to Breed,' and "Slippy McGee," in a
Copyright 102.», Wid's Film and Film Folks,
"The Ten Commandments" suit in which the Greenwich Bank,
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at follow
71-73 West 44th St.. New York, N. Y.. by will be "Triumph" with Leatrice Joy Oliver
Morosco, George R. Bentel
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC. and Rod La Roque featured.
and Associated First National are
{oteph Dannenberg, President and Editor
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManSmith who was associated named as defendants.
Cliff
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
The complaint alleges that the
with
William
S. Hart as his director
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Morosco
Holding Co. owned the
first,
Hart's
direct
lor
years
will
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
"Wild Bill Hickok," in which Ethel stock of the Oliver Morosco Prod.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Grey Terry will have the feminine which in turn owned the film rights
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
"Flaming Barriers" will be di- to the two plays and produced
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 lead.
It is alleged that with full
Foreign rected by George Melford with Jac- them.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
the lead.

.

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

knowledge of the ownership of the
stock by the Morosco Holding Co.,
the defendants Morosco and Bentel,
as officers of Oliver Morosco
Prod., assigned the films to the bank
as security for loans, and the bank
accepted them with full knowledge

Moreno,
Antonio
Address all communications
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, Theodore Roberts, Walter Hiers and
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Sigrid Holmquist in the cast.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
"The Stranger" a John Galsworthy
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.
story will be directed by Joseph HenChicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. abery with Richard Dix, Leatrice
Joy
Wabash Ave.
in
it.
Lewis
Stone
James
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman. and
to

THE FILM

Logan,

queline

—

—
—

1923

In the Courts

(Continued frosa Pace 1)
in

22,

of the facts.
The papers state that
the bank has already received $32,664
and is claiming additional money amounting to about $6,000 in the possession of First National, which is
distributing the films.
The papers
ask that the assignment of the films
to the Greenwich Bank be declared il"When Knights Were Bold" for legal and that Associated First Nawhich Ralph Spence will do the edit- tional be restrained from paying over
ing and write the titles.
Pola Negri any more money to the bank, and
that the bank account for the money
will be starred in "My Man" which
received.

PatkeNew,
No. 68

EUROPE MOURNS PRESIDENT HA

DING

Memorial services are heid in Westraimt
Abbey; Paris too holds services

HELEN WILLS
CHAMPION

DETHRONES

NIS

Young

California

defeats

girl

Molla

champion for eight years
British ruler sails on royal yacht and
honors at Cowes, England

TE1

"

lory,

wi

Other news as usual

Cruze's production to follow "Ruggles of Red Gap" will be "There's
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
A Fortune In It" in which Agnes
Clichy.
Representative Interna- Ayres. Edward Horton, Bebe DanEuropean
Central
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- iels,
Wallace Beery and Louise
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Dresser will play the leads. Following "West of the Water Tower,"
Glenn Hunter will be starred in
The Film

Renter,

London, W.

1.

Shaftesbury

53a

Ave.,

—

—

Quotations

.102^ 102^ 102^

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

74y2

73

89^

88^

74

89^

900

Not quoted
Not quoted Herbert Brenon

y'Goldwyn

y^

100
2,500

Griffith

Loew's

15*4

16

Triangle

World

New Fox

15#

200
Not quoted
Not quoted

Comedies

"The Rainstorm" is the first release
new Imperial Comedies to be
made by Fox. Each will be in two-

of the

Irving
Willat will direct "The Heritage of
the Desert, "a Zane Grey story in
which Lois Wilson, Rod La Roque
and Noah Beery will have the leads.
Victor Fleming is now at work on
"The Call of the Canyon," another
of the

Grey

will

direct.

^Announcing
U

EMBLEMS Of LOVE"

The Commercial Traders Cinema
stated yesterday

Corp.,

that

the in-

as the

restrain the sale of the prints of
Trail of the Law," "The Man

"The

to

Maurice Tourneur

—

111

Progress Productions

—

FOR SALE:

Twenty thousand feet
Eastman negative stock at 25% discount.
Left over from filming a pro-

Gilroy Resigns
Silverman Bros. Here
Foster
Gilroy
has resigned as diThe Silverman Bros, who operate
theaters in Altoona, Pa. and other rector of publicity for the HodkinHis successor has not
towns in that part of Pennsylvania son Corp.
been named.
were in town yesterday.

of

"Hollywood" Opens

Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "Hollywood" opened

'

duction.

New

Address Gregory, 76 Echo,
N. Y.
Phone New

Nixon Colonial
(Special to

Rochelle,

RocheUe 4061

Now A

be road-showed

by

Los Angeles Jules E. Brulatour
has instituted suit against H. H. Van
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Maurice Tourneur is Loan for $2,166.66 charging that Van
Loan had contracted to write a scenill with ptomaine poisoning.
Producario for $1,666.66; that he had been
tion of "Jealous Fools" has been temadvanced $500 by Brulatour and then
porarily held up because of his illness.
failed to carry out the agreement.

reels.

of a

forthcoming production

Who

Paid" and "The Wolf's Fangs" had
been denied.

series.

title

sought by Oscar Apfel to

junction

Stanley House

—

West 44th
New York

St.,

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

in

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Incorporated
19

Germantown,
Pa. Nixon-Nird at the Rialto yesterday for
linger's Colonial, the largest theater ite run.
in this section of the state, is now unftTrie Spoilers" is now
der control of the Stanley peoples ^Yie
The property was purchased for $400,-

an indefin-

running

The

Exhibitors Associatk

JOIN

at

NOW

(

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Salt Ay
Howclls Cine Equip. Co..

740 7th A»e..

New York

Chicago

New York

Hollywood

000 on an option taken three years
ago.

Contest on
contest

WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL,

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Murray

Hill

1831

is conducting a
the public to determine
be the more popular player

for

^Aronson Closes Deal With Lande who would
During a recent visit to Pittsburgh, to play Juliet in "Romeo and Juliet,"
Alexander Aronson closed a deal for Mary Pickford or Norma Talmadge.
the
Truart franchise with Harry Votes for Romeo also are being cast.
Lande for Western Pennsylvania,
May Start Work in Spring
West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Aronson also closed for Ohio and
Los Angeles It is practically cerKentucky with Lande.

—

tain

that

pear

in

l

Rothacker Laboratories

"Romeo"

The Daily News

Norma Talmadge will ap"Romeo and Juliet" with

"Broadway Gold" and "The Empty Joseph Schildkraut as Romeo. Miss
will be handled by
Max Talmadge is now making "The Dust
Glucksmann in Argentine and Chile, of Desire" with "Secrets" next on the
Cradle"

the

deal

,

having been closed by

Hoffman, general manager

M. schedule.

of Truart.

until

This

will

next Spring.

keep her busy

film!

tllH protector CI
220 WEST 42^ STREET
NEW YORK
PHONE

chickerinc

2 937

ALLAN A.LOWNES
PRES.

and

that isn't the 'alf of

it

either

THE

second BIG series of H. C. Witwer's knockout stories are miles bigger
and better than the first series.
you'll rave
If you liked the first 12 episodes of "FIGHTING
your head off when you see the new series.
Wait till you see them. If you got business with the first series, rebuild your
house or enlarge it to hold the jams that will crash their way to see the second series.
That's the way the crowds packed themTake a slant at the photo above.
selves into Sid Grauman's Metropolitan theatre (newest and most lavish theatre in all
America), where only the choicest offerings of the screen are shown.
SERIES NOW!!! We've taken
Take our tip. SPEAK FOR THIS
Our troubles now are
BLOOD.'
"FIGHTING
force
off
the
job
on
the sales

BLOOD"

NEW

apportioning the play dates.

DISTRIBUTED BY

723 Seventh Avenue,

F. B.

O.

New

York, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales

Office,

D'Arblay

United
Street,

Kingdom: R-C
Wardour Street,

Pictures

Corporation,

London, W.

1,

26-27

England

THE

-%tl

DAILY

m
26

Fox Educationals Next Year

Twentj
will

be

released

by Fox

"Drifting"

season.

As Chinese pictures go,
the one we're talking about is a good piece
of tilm production.
Plenty of bad characters,
and fights and tins, but, alas and alack; not
enough of the spooky * * *

Come
in

as

THE LOBBYGOW
his first

two

reel

comedy

cables:

Aubrey comedies

First tzvo

wonderful. Productions of this
type will make Aubrey the
comedy star of the year. Want

option

makes

comedies he
next four years.

for
in

all

lead

casts,

Priscilla

and

heartrending

Dean

*

thrilling.

excellent.
Priscilla

»

the

sensational

features

been much elaborated and indeed im* Some
proved. *
of the sets are really
picturesque and impressive and others resemble the architecture of our larger chopsuey palaces.
Priscilla Dean makes the intrepid Cassie a vivid and volcanic figure,
and Matt Moore is suave and immaculate

have

highly moral captain.
R NING
TELEGRAPH—* * * Although Miss Dean is an artist we did not
think she was always the Cassie Cook of
John Colton's play. * * *
the

as

M

The

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave., New'Tork^City

settings are distinctly of the lotus
blossom type, and there are lots of Chinamen.
The invasion scene is quite well done and
works up to the big moment. Priscilla Dean
does her best work when she is trapped in
the tnissionaires' house. * * *

The story is not unusual and the characters
are conventional types, and yet the picture
as a whole is fair entertainment.

POST — Priscilla

edition

I

am

in

New York to

buy 365 features for
Cuba — Submit price
and details to me by
mail.

Dean is an expurgated
Cassie Cook "as she was

the

of

H. A.

KELLY

Room 817
McALPIN HOTEL

V -Here

case of a play
that is a failure turning into a movie that is
a success, for the screen allows better opportunity than the stage. * * *
role of Cassie Cook,
* offers a range of dramatic possibilities
suited to the dramatic talents of Miss Dean.
In transferring the play to the screen the
story gains in scope and is magnified to a
real motion picture thriller.

TIMES— The

Chinese atmosphere * * *
has been unusually well carried out, and
although the story has a somewhat abrupt
nevertheless

is

it

quite

parts.

"The

Buy your new

golf

ingenuous
in

it.

*

For

Dean,

Priscilla

It

tapplies

U. S. A.

12 East 43rd Street
New York City

*

1923

good

actress.

Miss Joy repeats

made

in

"Man-

Moore plays the part of
not particularly good in this

Owetl

of

is

those

parties has been inphotoplay * * * "nice

foolish
this

in

just another

one of those
variations stories,
Any picture would be interesting with
Leatrice Joy and Owen Moore in it. for they
are two charmingly human, likeable, goodis

"Home-Sweet-Home" with
*

*

with

story,
*

*

one

bold,

bad

whose

vicissitudes

you

fol-

WORLD — What's

wrong with the picture
slender plot
the stereotyped characterization
the dredging for morals.
What's worth while Leatrice Joy.

—the

;

—

:

"The Midnight Alarm"— Vitagraph
Rialto

AMERICAN — E v ery

ten-twenty-thirtycent situation, except tieing the girl to the
railroad tracks is in "The Midnight Alarm."
* * The film is crammed with
action of the

most melodramatic kind.

EVENING JOURNAL— The

filming is on
attention was
particularly that of

much

an elaborate scale and
given to many scenes,
the

fire.

HERALD — A
Even

—

typical nickel picture
badly
badly directed and absurd in its plot.
numerous thrills are phoney.
If

acted,

its

there

one legitimate moment in the film
it
while we were trying to read

is

we missed

program

the

MORNING TELEGRAPH— In

Vita-

tainment.

TELEGRAM—*

* *

TRIBUNE—The

mind that it
seriously.
It
broadly, and

A

powerful story*

* *

our
was not intended to be taken
suspicion

cross

did

must be burlesque. It is done
you can go to the Rialto and
that spirit you will have a marif

accept it in
velous time. * * * Our advice is, sincerely,
not miss "The Midnight Alarm."
But
mind you, it is not to be taken seriously

do

!

WORLD —What's

wrong

with this picture
its appalling senescense;
the substitution of property destruction for drama.
What's worth while the struggles of the
competent cast to render their material cred-

—

—

ible.

Newspaper opinions from
out-of-town papers will only
appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiere in that city.
New York
newspaper opinions will also
be published when the production reaches Broadway.

man

"To

the Last

Man"— F.

P.-L.—

Metropolitan, Los Angeles

JOURNAL—

(Special to

*

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Newspaper

opinions

on "To the Last Man," now at the
made Metropolitan are as follows:

MAIL It is a sympathetic theme,
doubly so by the restrained and unimaginativework of Leatrice Joy, who made the heroic
wife a tense and convincing figure.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—As

a

matter

fact "The Silent Partner" is the merest
bit of dramatic down and a zephyr of content
or discontent is sufficient to blow it into
your esteem or out of it.

of

POST — Leatrice
the far-seeing
spiring
thing.

Joy

The

it

is

*

*

*

EXAMINER—The

picture

every sense of the word

*

is

*

*

a

thriller

in

an admirable

cast.

EXPRESS

-The title well describes the
tense atmosphere * * * the backgrounds are
unusual in their wildly picturesque beauty.

RECORD— The

makes her part Murders

a living, sympathy-inwell
cast
is
chosen
a generally entertaining

wife

of

picture.

this

graph offering things happen quickly enough
and it contains the essentials of good melodrama, * * * Is regular ten-twenty-thirty
melodrama, but as such is pretty good enter-

plays

throughout and

in the dark.

MAIL— The

Leatrice
Joy,
her part well and others in the
materially
help
in making a lively
Mr. Maigne deserves praise for the
photoplay. * * *
*

SUBJECTS

*

looking persons
low eagerly.

cannot say of "The Silent Partner" that
gave me brain fag.

EVENING

SHORT

* * *

TRIBUNE — It

Rivoli
was a very simple and

—

SLAZENGER'S
in

*

cast *
picture.

outfit at

very

*

picture."

little

Partner"— F. P.-L.—

Silent

AMERICAN—
1

sell golf

*

*
'
Without
the
blaze
of
torches in the night and the calvary dashing
up at the last moment there wouldn't be
much of a picture.
The introduction of "little Bruce," the
nary's small son, helps out some.
Miss
Dean must share the honors of a good characterization with Miss Wong.

it

and

* * * Priscilla
are capital in their

thrilling.

leaves us as cold as a lemon ice, no matter
what she does. * * *
The story is decidedly incoherent.

18

First to mfg.

interesting

WORLD—*

Are You Ready?

One

another

is

TRIBUNE—*

SEPTEMBER

a

very wooden cast.

<|T

respective

TOURNAMENT

*

true.

Dean and Wallace Beery

GOLF

is

wife

fire scene is excellent and the
flames and smoky confusion have very genuine thrills of their own. Unfortunately none
of their exciting qualities are shared by a

termination,
and in spots

FILM DAILY

She

spoke," but looks and acts the required
part decidedly well.
Wallace Beery is a
sinister
Jules Repin, and, of course, one
always expects and gets fine character acting
*
from him. *
The staging and photography of this play are good, but the sum
of the matter is that the story doesn't ring

TELEGRAM—The

Address

*

He

production.

*

won high pra
of

TIMES
Cuburn,

corporated

is clever and the photography
There are two great fights.* * *
Dean lias the leading role. Her

MAIL — Most

*

as the

fact,

the very fine impression she
slaughter." * * *

dramatic,

is

All the acting
is

In

peach.

a

is

EVENING JOURNAL—It

acting

Alfred Bornigia, largest theatre operator in Rome, Italy

about

talk

to

feminine

SUN — *

— Universal —Capitol

DAILY NEWS

JIMMY AUBREY

22,

Newspaper Opinions

Enter-

"Educational

tainments"

Wednesday, August

*

* * a

and
good

TIMES—*

title

killings
cast.

is

literally

take

place

correct.
regularly

* * Beautiful photography* * *
Fairly interesting and entertaining* * * High
lights are found in the cast, however.

September 2nd

iTHE
io brAdstreet
\f FILMDOM

IXXV

ZfeRECOCMIZEB

Authority

No. 45

Thursday, August

23,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Hearing Brief

iston

No Change

Investigators There Only One
»ay
No City Set for Next
Session in Late September

"Ashes

—

[Special to

—The

on

hearing

into

and

"Ashes

made

the affairs of
allied organiza-

relative

seat of the hearing.
likely that there will

the

to

ost of the agitation

no session

here in

New

and centered around the theater
ings of .Alfred S. Black, of Black's
England Theaters, his selling

Famous Players, and
summary methods of ac-

gradually to
illeged

ng other theaters throughout the
These practices of his,
:ver, the testimony showed, were
Iged in for the most part before
ous Players acquired any interest
The Trade Commisis holdings.
tory.

(Continued on Page 4)

i^sky Leaves for
(Special to
>s

Angeles

>Jew

—Jesse

L. Lasky

celebrated cast distinguishes "Forgive and Forget," the new C. B. C.
Sales Corporation Box Office Winner.
Pauline Garon, Estelle
Taylor, Wyndham Standing, Josef Swickard, Raymond McKee, Philo
McCullough,, Vernon Steele, and Lionel Belmore make this Story of a
Woman's Mistake a tense drama, excellently portrayed throughout Adv't.

Film

New York
left

York yesterday.

—

Fox En Route
Deal With F. B. O.
Favors Percentage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the
One
Anderson Pictures Arranges for DisFrank L. Newman Says It's
Angeles Finis Fox has left
)s
tribution To Maintain His
Way
in Which to Gauge Value of
New York with a print of "Bag
Own Salesmen
Finis

—

—

By

Surney Here from Australia
O. Gurney, of Selected Super
is,
Ltd., Sydney, Australia, is in
York conferring with M. H.

man

of Truart.
He will make
leadquarters at Truart during his

Take Over Three
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Conn. Hyde Smith and
b Alpert have bought out the
tieum, Danielson; and the Palace,
kvill'e, from the Lewis-Brown in>ts.
A long term lease has also
secured on the Majestic. Danielwhere the new combination conitnam,

i

i

the

iller

series,

National

now

is

des-

It is

un-

selling

exhibitors.

The picture enters its fourth and
week at the Apollo next week.

Rowland Off for West
Rowland of First National
R.
left for Los Angeles yesterday.
A,

Acquires "David Copperfield"
Associated Exhibitors, Tnc. has acquired distribution of "David Copperfield."

The

release date set

is

Sept. 23.

Productions

Baggage."

(Special to

Talmadge

the contrary.

last

A

THE FILM DAILY)

will be reFirst National as part

a number of reports in circulation relative to the
production.
In one quarter it was
stated that the high production cost
had interfered with the arranging of
a suitable exhibition value between
representatives of Joseph M. Schenck
and First National and that the run
at the Apollo was being maintained
to indicate the true box-office drawing power of the production.
It is
understood that no dates have been
set for the regular Broadway showing
at the Strand, the local first-run for
First National productions.

September.

late

Vengeance"

There have been

seems

It

of

leased through
of the Norma
pite reports to
derstood First
the picture to

was very brief. It ran one day,
inating Tuesday afternoon, with
tatement

Go

Will

First National, Despite
Reports to the Contrary

Federal Trade Coin-

>us Players

Vengeance"

of

Through

THE FILM DAILY)

ston

In Release

theater situation.

Associated

with

Sherman
known as

B. Miller, familiarly
nt"
Miller is associated with
ry S. Sherman in the production

FRANK

L.

NEWMAN

Newman Theater, Kansas City, Mo.
I have always been opposed to this
one
chain theater operation where
buys film for 20, 30, or 100 theaters.
I believe that every city should have
a fair chance in buying its pictures
for what they are actually worth and
should pay the producers every dollar to which they are entitled.
In my experience, I have found
that the producer will force the exhi-

Carl

Anderson,

president

Anderson Pictures Corp and

to

take a

dustry

is

moving.

number

Gov't Checking Mid-West Theaters

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Joe Schnitzer of F.
B. O. have entered into an arrangement whereby the product and sales- B. O. is being delayed on the coast
men of the Anderson company will because of the illness of his son.
be found in the 33 F. B. O. offices in Schnitzer plans to return East as soon
September. In making the announce- as he can.
ment, Anderson said he considered
this step towards the centralizing of
Klein Handling Clemenceau Film
distribution, an economic necessity toEdward L. Klein has secured Amerward which, in his opinion, the inican distribution of "The Veil of

of pictures
Eighteen productions are to be
they themselves know the exhibitor
marketed by this arrangement with
a
to
get
must run at a loss in order
each of the eighteen individually excertain big picture that will be profitThe block selling system
ploited.
able, and, of course, the big picture
Additional pictures
will not be used.
must be paid for with real gold.
which have unusual exploitation posI think the big thing that should
sibilities will also be handled.
be worked out is that every picture
As noted, Choice Prod, will be one
should stand on its own merit and
the companies releasing through
of
cities
that both
large and small
Pictures.
Anderson
(Continued on Page 2)
bitor

Schnitzer Delayed on Coast

of the
the F.

Lease Jersey City House

Happiness." made in Paris from a
The
story by Georges Clemenceau.
entire cast is Chinese, recruited from
Klein
the student colony in Paris.
is now arranging for the release.

To Re-Open Essanay Plant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago George K. Spoor plans to
produce his "three dimension" films
at the old Essanay plant which he will
The new camera
re-open shortly.
is

four times the size of the present

equipped

Kutisker and Schoen, operators of projection machine.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with two lenses through which the
Internal Revenue offic- the Eureka theater, Hackensack have
St. Louis
One is superimposed on
runs.
film
Comals have launched a campaign through leased the Tivoli theater, on
other with the resultant effect
the
Harfrom
City
Ave.,
Jersey
munipaw
he financing.
MissisHe was associated the Southwest and part of the
About $600,000 that of one film with an appearance
J. B. Clark and R. A. Rowland sippi Valley region to check exhibitors ing and Blumenthal,
of depth.
envolyed.
ie early Metro days.
returns.
is
on their admission tax

be made
Sherman and released through
graph.
Miller will be in charge
series of six pictures to

i

—

It

is

THE
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Stillman,

Favors Percentage

^Special to

—

Thursday, August

Cleveland Reopens

THE FILM DAILY)

(Continued from Page 1)
jCTeveland The Stillman, after a
should have the same chance to buy
y jrfx week's summer revival policy
I n- opened its regular season Sunday with
competitive bids.
pictures on
other words, the exhibitor must not
The Spoilers."
have to combat underground power
1
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that

will

take a picture away from
of the proposition he

him regardless
may make.

office value.
I appreciate the
that it would be impossible for
the act of March ,i. 1879.
every exhibitor to run on the percentTerms (Postage tree) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 age basis in every city, but in key
Foreign cities where there is an exchange and
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM the producing company has an office
to
THE
communications
Address all
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, force that can take care of the key
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. city theater, I believe it would be the
Hollvwood. California Walter R. Greene,
for the producer to run his pic'Phone, Hollywood best
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
tures on a percentage basis in these
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. cities as well as large cities. It would
Wabash Ave.
be through this medium that they
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., would know the real value of the picLondon, W. 1.
ture in the territory.
Le Film. 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
They could thus be guided as to
Clichy.
Interna- what
Representative
European
Central
price they could ask in the
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
territory.
Very often
surrounding
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
the producer is over-enthusiastic over
his
picture and demands a price

—

—
—

Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

103^

103

74/,
88

72J4
87

'

Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

'

World
Musicians Get

Wage

400

72%

8,400

200

87

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Goldwyn

unreasonable, and at times
possibly he underestimates his product.
I know of no other medium
that would give them a sound, reasonable and fair basis on which to
work than on the percentage basis.
Here, I want to give you a concrete
example of what percentage basis
Several
means to the producer.

which

103

quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted

Increase

'

is

weeks ago, a good friend of mine
was in the city trying to sell me a
production, which was unusual and

Wage
$65
thought it was
week have been granted Local No. 802 he asked me what I
worth. I told him that this was one
of the American Federation of Musipicture the box office value of which
cians by owners of the large picture
I did not know and asked him why
houses. The big first-runs in particincreases from

to $80 per

should

ular are affected.

Sunbeam Theater Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles An explosion in tinprojection room of the Sunbeam theCompton Ave.,
St. and
ater, 69th
caused a sensational tire here. Loss,
$50,000.

Dowling on Trip
Pat Dowling is due in New York
next week from the Mid- West where
he has been visiting newspaper editors and exhibitors in the interest of
Christie Comedies.
Changes in Preferred Force
Al Lichtman, announces the following changes in the Preferred sales
force.

Norman Sper
manager

has

been appointed

either

of

us

guess at this.
it too cheaply

Maybe he would sell
or maybe he would over-rate

The Waller

it

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street

Abe

Warner

Gold Diggers"
gave a dinner for

David Belasco last night at Villepigues, at Sheepshead Bay after which
"The Gold Diggers was screened. In
the party were Benjamin Roder, Belasco's
general manager and Mrs.
Pearl Keating of the Warner scenario
department.

Uyour

Fisher Productions,

oAnnounce
That it has just complet..
and will shortly release
a superlative motion picture

filmL.

TITLE AND ALL OTHER RIGHTO

riSoRco
WEST ^STREET

FULLY PROTECTED
Distributed by

42
NEW YORK
PHONE

220

CHECKERING

2937

Mammoth

Pictures Corp.

Victor B. Fisher, Gen'l. Mgr.

ALLANA.L0WNES
PRES.

New

1540 Broadway

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

and

thought the best thing to do was
to play it on a percentage basis.
We are playing this picture this
week. I am sure I could have bought
this picture outright for at least $2000
less than the producer will receive
Would it have been
for his share.
fair for me to have purchased this
outright and not have given the producer all he was entitled to?
The statement I am making to you
is an actual fact.
So you can see the
value of a percentage arrangement
in a key city or in a large city.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
It

carries

through

to the screen

the entire

range ot tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

Jake Cooper Nearly Better
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Jack Cooper of the 20th
Century theater will be on the job
soon after a six week's illness.

in

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

at the premiere of "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" at the Astor theater
Sept. 2.

sentative.

(SkLtLcciZionxit

tctuAjuJ

Schlank Sees Overproduction"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Morris R. Schlank is
back from a tour of the country. He

—

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

declares there are too many features
in production and that there will be
a large oversupply this fall.

inc.

"ENEMIES OF
CHILDREN"

I

Albany replacing Robert
Chaney Coming East
Harris, resigned. Paul Bush has been
is due in New York
Lon
Chaney
appointed manager in Chicago and
Haskell M. Masters a special repre- from the coast on Saturday to appear

f

QUALITY ART TITLES

Stuyvesant 2652
Screen "The

—

East.

1

Fecke Handling Own Sales
George M. A. Fecke states that,
while it is true he will produce the
"Big Boy" Williams series, distribu-

—

Quotations

with Associated Exhibitors.
Kal
son of the president has joined
advertising and publicity departmei

Jr.,

box

the

fact

19

Kane, Jr. Joins Associated
There are now two Arthur S. Kai

have always believed that a fair
and equitable percentage basis is tion will not be through Aywon but
really the fair way in which to judge will be handled by him personally.
I

23,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

York

!

tH£
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NATIONAL ADVERTISING
FOR COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
MEANS BIGGER BUSINESS FOR

6,085,212

EXHIBITORS!!

tffffiff^l*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
v^

WILL READ THIS
ONE-QUARTER PAGE AD

The Greater
Movie Season's

SUNDAY

Three Greatest

AUG. 26th
(or

Hits
S&K

Saturday Aug. 25th)

in the

CHICAGO

|

—The

£™

(

Advertiser

{

American
f

BALTIMORE

{

WASHINGTON

two

"One

of the loveliest and simplest love stories."

played

on the

actresses

by Marion Davies, "one of the best

(N. Y Tribune.] Watch for this
coming soon to enchant and enthrall you.

s? as

screen."

"Greater Movie."

It's

"ENEMIES OF

News
American
f Times
{

HeraM

Monte
at

(Post Intelligencer)
(Times)
(Record)

{

of

England and

•

Carlo.

Now

being shown

at

leading theatres.

Ask when

yours

"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS
Starring

Marion DavieS.
Over 7,000

IN

FLOWER"

Seen and enjoyed by mil-

United States
and Canada have shown this "supreme motion picture achievement of all time." If you have not thrilled over the beautiful
romance of Princess Mary Tudor, ask your theatre manager to
lions

play

ROCHESTER

WOM EN "-Sensation

A masterpiece

by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of
"The Four Horsemen" and "Blood and Sand" with Lionel Barrymore and an all star cast including Alma Rubens. The 6tory of
Europe's most beautiful woman and a mad pleasure loving Prince
of Russia.
Actually taken in Paris. Petrograd, the Riviera and
America.

FORT WORTH
ATLANTA (Georgian American)
Telegram
SYRACUSE American

all

it

over the world.

soon or play

it

theatres in

again.

&d

j^SLx

LOOK FOR NELL BRINKLEY'S FULL PAGE
IN COLORS ON MARION DAVIES IN

"LITTLE OLD
all

dollar prices.

[N. Y. World.]

FRANCISCO (Examiner)
ANGELES (Examiner)

SAN
LOS
SEATTLE
DETROIT

—

most perfect picture ever made now playing to the
new Cosmopolitan Theatre. New York City, at

capacity of the

Herald-Examiner
American

|
{

BOSTON

MARION DAVIES in "LITTLE OLD NEW YORK"

following papers

NEW YORK

®2©

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
Only

the best

— Altvays the

biggest

NEW YORK"
#4

Hearst papers Aug. 26th
ii

^i
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Boston Hearing Brief
(Continued from P«fe 1)
counsel for the local hearing
headed by William H. Fuller,

sion

was

by Gaylord R. Hawkins and
Although Black
Joseph L. Klein.
tiled no answer to the amended bill
of complaint lie was represented by
Robert
his counsel. Herman Mintz.
T. Swaine, of the firm of Cravath,
Henderson and Degersdorff, handled
the case for Famous Players here,
while assistant counsel was Bruce
Bromley and C. Frank Reavis, Jr.
assisted

was the case in Dallas, at the
us of the trial held there, practically all of the testimony given during the short session in Boston was
from exhibitors, although exchange
managers were also called to the
\s

stand..

witness called was William P. Gray, who has offices in Boston and who testified that in addition
to managing his own chain of 31
houses, spread through 20 New England towns, he was also manager for
the Famous Players circuit of 25
houses.
He said that he took charge of the

The

first

others from prominent
J. Morris, manager of
the Orpheum, Loew's other big Boston house, declared that out of 70
features shown by him in the same
period, 30 were Paramount features
and 1 1 were Metros.
J. W. Conn, owner of two small
houses here, the Sterling and the Star,
testified that after Black sold out to
Famous Players he had a hard time
in getting films, but on cross-examination admitted that he only needed
the product of one well-organized
brand to run successfully, and that he
had been offered 52 features by Univ-

and

several

producers.

V.

At Broadway Theaters
A

with the orchestra

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
were

6,240,216

votes cast in the Sunday Pictorial film
contest which "Way Down East" won
The
with a rating of 91 per cent.
rules called for the naming of 12 pictures in order of merit. "Orphans of
the Storm," has a rating of 86 per
"
cent; the others in order were
"Tlv
Horsemen."
Kid," "The Four
Queen of Sheba." "Smilin' Through.'
Riesen"Squibs Wins the Calcutta Sweep"

part of the
opening number when David Sapirstein plays
"Concerto," first movement, on the piano. A
request number, "My Country," a short reel
with a symphonic score, is next, followed by
"Zigeunerweiscn," by the orchestra and the
Capitol Magazine,
"A Celestial Fantasy"
with the entire Capitol ballet corps and soloists precedes the feature, a Universal picture
titled "Drifting."
Organ selections conclude.
soloist

is

Rialto
"II
feld's

Guarany"
Classical

is

Jazz,

the
the

overture.
Rialto News

and

Jewel

;

;

;

also been

Attorney Fuller, examining J. W.
keen
Sawyer, New England manager for

employed by Black

rivalry

in

that city
Keith.

Famous Players and

in

se-

ber of Seville."

Lloyd

"Number

Please," a Harold

re-issue closes the performance.

Strand

A

prelude by the orchestra and the Topical Review are the only extra numbers on
the program because of the length of "The

White Rose."

At Other Houses
"Ashes of Vengeance," "Little Old New
York," "The Covered Wagon" and "The
Green Goddess" remain as the attractions at
thd Apollo, Cosmopolitan, Criterion and Hartheaters respectively.
"Merry Go Round"
at the Cameo indefintely while "Don't Marry for Money" is at the Central for a week.

ris
is

Ready September 8th
"Modern Matrimony" will be released by Selznick September 8. The
picture was formerly titled "A Dollar
Down." Victor Heerman directed.

between

The new

Vitagraph, tried to get him to describe
Strand there, in which Black is or
some of the Famous Players theater
interested, was using the Famwas
holdings which had been sold, but
ous players product exclusively, he
with no great success.
said, in its fight against the Keith inM. A. Hill, Metro's New England terests.
He said that his relations
manager testified that in 1920, after with Paramount and Famous Players
Famous Players had bought into the always were satisfactory.
Black
New England circuit, the
prices paid him for Metro pictures Jacksonville Exchange
Opens Soon
was slightly lower than usual, but
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that in the fiscal year of 1922-23, when
Jacksonville, Fla. The new FamFamous secured full control of the ous exchange will open Sept. 15.
Black interests, the prices received

—

entirely satisfactory, and
Brabin Here
that their relations were of the friendharles J. Brabin is here from the
liest.
He also brought out the fact
ast where he directed "Six Days"
that in Boston two week's protection
Theda Bara, Mrs,
is
given all first-run houses by ex-j for Goldwyn.
Brabin in private life, is also here.
changes in the local territory.

Read

"Coming

Into

Its

Own"

By

Carl

Laemmle

been

His testimony also brought out the

Preview for Microscopic Series
Sol
Lesser has engaged the Town
New
from the standpoint of returns from Hall for August 30 where he will give
other centers, that it is important to a preview of the first three of the
microscopic series, "The
give all pictures their New England Tolhurst
first-runs in Boston, a practice, how- Bee." "The Spider" and "The Ant."
that is not as general as it might
fact that there are now seven theater
circuits in
England, and that

in the

SHORT SUBJECT NUMBER
of

•

be.

Ask Increase in Salary
(Special to THE l^ILM DAILY)
he referred to were
Washington The projection operGoldstein Brothers, with 30 theaters,
ators and musicians have asked for
the 30 Gordon houses, S. Z. Poli with
an increase in salary. The operators
16, Graphic with 15, Boas with 8, Jake
seek an increase of from $56.70 to
Lourie with 5 and Elm Amusement
$70.04 or 20% while the musicians
with 9.
The

J.

—

circuits

H. Brennan, manager of Loew's
testified
that in
1922-23 he

State,

showed 40 Paramount pictures
housi

.

23

Metros. 12 First

1923

6,240,216 Votes Cast in Contest

Lond o n— There

Capitol

23,

Song from "Faust" follow in order. and "A Bill of Divorcement," the
"The Midnight Alarm" is the feature. Lil- two British films appear before
lian Powell, danseuse in "The Street Urchin"
and "The Old Nest."
and a Pathe comedy, "The Man About Boy"
ersal.
He claimed that he had finally Town" arc the last two numbers on the
been forced to sell out to Famous program.
Rivoli
Players for $105,000.
The Rivoli program comprises the overLittleton,
N.
who
H.,
Ames,
of
B.
J.
ture, a selection from "La Tosca ;"
"In The
formerly operated the Park at Barre, Gloaming," a symphonized home tune sung
Vt., admitted under examination that by Miriam Lax, soprano, and Adrian de Silvia,
tenor
the Pictorial Weekly
"Dance
he had sold out to Black in 1918, that Fantasy" "The Silent Partner," the feature
he had stayed on as manager and had and Pietro Bucci, baritone rendering "Bar-

curing other theaters but had later
been discharged.
He offered the testimony that Black
on their trips showed theater owners
plans of nouses he threatened to
build if they did not sell, and in this
latter's Maine and New Hampshire way acquired houses in Northfield
houses in August, 1922, and took over and Morisville, Vt. at low figures.
the rest in February of this year; This happened in 1918 and 1919.
Mrs. Minnie C. Humphrey of Manthat he booked pictures by theaters
and not for the circuit, in his own chester, N. H., who operated a theater
houses and those run by Famous in Derry, from 1915 to 1922, David
Players as well, and that beside their J. Adams, Concord, N. H. theater
own product these houses used many owner and George A. Cross of NorthFirst National, Metro, United Artists, field, Vt, all suffered under the Black
Warner Brothers and pictures from methods of purchasing, they testified.
the studios of other prominent prod- Black threatened to build opposition
ucers. The bulk of his testimony was heaters if they failed to sell, they said.
State Senator Walter G. Hartford,
taken up with a description of the
of Longmeadow, R. I., manager of
produce-owned houses.
the Imperial, Pawtucket, testified to

had

Thursday, August

also demand 20% more and want to
cut down their rehearsal time from
three to two and a half hours. The

at his employers have not
Nationals step they will take.

made known what

Out September 2nd

la='

j

THE
hursday, August 23, 1923

The Surprise
Sensation m

BROADWAY
HATES TO LET IT
th

GO!

After playing to phenomenal business for 2 weeks at the Rivoli, 1
week at the Rialto, 2 weeks at the
Central, 2 weeks at the Cameo,

BIG

,WEEK ON

Merry

BROADWAY

8th

Go Round

big

week

on

'now opens

its

Broadway

at

Moss's Broadway Theatre.
*

6th Week in
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
"Talk

of the

sistent box
played!"

town

6th Week in
,

—one of the most conwe have ever
Imperial Theatre

office attractions

CITY, N. J.
"Absolutely biggest picture of year.
Holding for indefinite run!"
Savoy Theatre
First

Runs Simultaneously

DENVER, COLO.

superb!" says

The

Remarkable Success

—

Post.

in

to best business of

Really remarkable!"

Record Business

weeks at Stanton Theatre, a Stanley
House. "Vivid, exotic romance!" says
rhe Public Ledger.

Biggest Business in

"Biggest business since Memorial Day.
Compelled to close box office hundreds
turned away " ParamountEmpress Theatre
Phenomenal Business in

—

!

PORTLAND, ORE.

DALLAS, TEXAS
"Opened

Two

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

in

Playing at at the Rialto and Princess
Theatres.
"Most entertaining picture
is

2 Weeks
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
in

3rd Week in
ATLANTIC

2

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
"Sensation of the year! Prices #5, $3,
$2. Turned hundreds away!"
Mission Theatre

many weeks.

Palace Theatre

"Business nothing short of phenomenal!
Believe we will play capacity business for
Columbia Theatre
weeks to come!"

Unusually Big Business in

in

SEATTLE, WASH.

ATLANTA, GA.

"Expect to hang up a record for busi"
ness that will live for years to come!
Columbia Theatre

"Opened to unusually big business! Expect to break all attendance records for
HoivarJ

weeks!"

The.itre

mrr until tou see the other productions
IN THE BIG TEN
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"Sting of the Scorpion" Ready

Rothacker and Pain

"The Sting

of the Scorpion," the
tirst oi ;i series of ten westerns to be
made by Ashton Dcarholt Prod, for
listribution through Arrow has been
received al the Arrow office.

(Special

to

Milwaukee

— First

National,

Edu-

have taken
space in the new exchange building
now being erected here.
cational

and

—

INQUIRING REPORTER

They

here.

will return
ing August 22.

the so-called $1,000,000 picture is road-showed, how
long should it be before Mr. Average Exhibitor gets the picture
through the regular exchange system?

Universal

together
are traveling
on the Majestic, leav-

and

Where

THE FILM DAILY)

in Paris

R.
Rothacker
Watterson
Paris
and Charles E. Pain, Sr., are hoth

QUESTION

Sign For Space

1923

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

FILM DAILY'S

23,

ANSWERS
V. Bryson, handling "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
—James
con"One season anyway. So far as 'The HMnchback'

Planning His Next

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Angeles
Edward Belasco
head of Belasco Prod, is in Los An
geles making arrangements for th f

Los

i

is

JIMMY AUBREY

cerned, the production will be ready for the regular exhibitor
by the time the road shows have covered the country."

be

made

a

in

Southern studio.

—

Arthur S. Friend, Distinctive Pictures Corp. "I don't bemotion pictures should be road-showed and if they are,
such handling should be arranged so that the exhibitor gets
the production within six months."
lieve

in

THE LOBBYGOW
his first

two

reel

comedy

His personally produced independently distributed two
reel comedies set the nezv

standard of comedy excellence.
And for the next five
years you can depend on
Jimmy Aubrey to deliver a
consistently great two reel

comedy monthly.

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

New|York City

Charles

Haring, Haring and

—"It

TRUART

Blumenthal Enterprises

announces

will take about a year for the picture to play in that way.
I
think that, after a picture is exploited in that manner, the small
exhibitor would be a damned fool to play it."

in

along."

—

Robert Lowenberg, Manager, Rialto, Whitestone, L. I. "Six
months would be about right. The exhibitor could then cash
in on the advance exploitation and popularity wave on which
the picture is traveling. Waiting 12 or 18 months would certainly take the edge off it."
J.

J.

McCarthy, handling "The Covered

an adaptation of
the novel

"LETS GO!"
All rights protected

Truart

Wagon"— "The

Birth of a Nation" is the only precedent to go on and that
took three years. The country can't be covered thoroughly
in less than that time.
I think "The Covered Wagon" will
take as long as "The Birth."

preparation for

motion picture production

Ernest Kopp, Strand Theater, White Plains, N. Y.— "I don't
The
think big pictures should ever go out as road shows.
exhibitor who pays high rentals for the regular run of pictures
certainly should not be deprived of the special productions

when they come

FILMS

Film Corporation
M. H.

HOFFMAN

Vice-President and General Manager

1540 Broadway

New York

WANTED TO PURCHASE FOR CASH
Two Fast
One

Seagoing Coal Burning Yachts not less than One Hundred Feet Long,
Seaplane, One Airplane, all must be PRACTICAL but will be DEMOLISHED
in the second of the Blaney Series of Thrillers

"KING OF THE OPIUM RING"
CHAS.

E.

BLANEY'S PICTURE CORPORATION
1400 Broadway, New York

"THE LOVE BANDIT"
The

first

finished production personally supervised

DORIS KEYNON,
and a supporting

by Chas.

E.

Blaney featuring

VICTOR SUTERLAND, CECIL SPOONER

cast of notables, will

be shown to the Trade
Day and Date

shortly,

watch the Trade Journals for
I

i
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Vds in 3,000 Papers
Starts Sept.
More" the Slogan
By Sales Force

Million

^

Adopted
annual

tie

2—

Week

imount

Paramount

Week

The entire Famous
Sept. 2.
ers organization is set for it.
officials of the company deit
is the largest newspaper adver[
g campaign ever launched in the
ion picture business is now under
with copy running in 3,000 pascattercd all over the country.
1,000 more than were
is about
last year.
he sales organization has adopted
slogan, "A Million More," and it
be toward this end that the salesAs
will devote their efforts.
planned to have every
it
is
il,
in possession of the organizat
:s
r

>

I

.

work somewhere.

in

Seek 1,000 Operators
Ready

T. O. C. C.

No

for

The T. O. C. C. is evidently prepared for a battle with the operators'
In yesterday's morning paunion.
pers there appeared a blind ad which
read as follows:
"Wanted,

motion

1,000

New York

picture

The

ters.

is absolutely
increases of any

equal the old in technical ability. The
Chaney
Reel Club, an organization operating
may
'Diversal will tender Lon Chaney independently of the Local 306,
ncheon at the Astor on Saturday, he called upon for part of the necessary number.

Smith Due Today

Paris Next

Fitzmaurice's next

picture
Samuel Goldwyn and First Naial will take him to Paris to shoot
eriors.
He plans to make the inors here just as has been done in
case of "The Eternal City."
'he director has about a months'
rk remaining on the Hall Caine
ry and then plans a short vacatior

abroad.
Fitzmaurice
S he is strongly in favor of shootexteriors in the locale described in
story,
but
believes
interiors
>uld be made in this country,
n Italy, Fitzmaurice needed a boy
i a girl.
In all of Rome he found
ly one boy and one girl who suited
and the girl had had no previous
turc training.
When he had need
a white-haired man to portray a
est, a search of Rome brought no
sailing

ti

ittlts

ris.

F. B. O. to Release 50 Features
The F. B. O. output for the new

season will now
tures with the acquisition of Anderson Pictures and also of about seven
outside productions.
total about 50 pic-

Vote "Roxy"

A

Bonus
management

The Capitol theater
has voted S. L. Rothafel a bonus of
$10,000 for his work in connection
with the operation of the big house.
The gross intake at the theater for the
past year is understood to be about
Rothafel will also be added
$500,000.
to the

board of directors.

(Special to

Last June, for the Spring Golf

THE FILM DAILY)

Calif.— Fox's

New York

repre-

sentative, presented 20
irons to 20 lucky players.

bobby
These

its

clubs were so much appreciated that The Herald has again
come to the fore and will offer
for the September tournament
20 more bobby irons.
John Spargo makes the offer
in a delightful and complimentary letter and the Committee
takes this means of thanking
him, and The Herald, for the
generous and kindly offer.

Production in Italy is not progressaccording to Fitzmaurice.
The
ton
is
advanced by Italian procers that the financial support of
nks lias been withdrawn because
r.

man

influence.

season.
efforts were made to obtain
statement from Famous officials
yesterday it was pointed out that the
sales plan, as well as productions for
the coming season, would be made

When

a

public in the official announcement
of the company to be made today,
and in view of this no other state-

DANNY

ment would be made.

Kent Due Tomorrow
Sydney R. Kent is expected back
Has Something to Say Controverting in New York tomorrow when, it is
Frank Tilley's Ideas on
will be held

Lesser Answers

understood,

a
relative to the

new Oak-

theater

meeting

new

sales plan.

It

is

Pictures,
Principal
Lesser.
understood that his trip has been for
answers the attack made on "Oliver the purpose of lining up the theaters
Twist" by Frank Tilley, editor of to be part of the demonstration plan.
will
"Kine," London, and the answer

Sol

opens tomorrow night.
found below.
so an actor was brought from The house seats 2.700 and is beau- be
"Kine"
In the latest issue of
The opening pictifully decorated.
land

each of these pre release showings the
pressure of a special exploitation and
advertising campaign can be expected.
Naturally, if this plan is to be adopted
Famous will make every effort to enhance the value of the picture. It is
understood that prior to this prerelease showing the pictures cannot
be bought; this for the reason that
Famous will take no chances of under
selling its product for the coming

"Oliver Twist"

Fox's Oakland Opens Aug. 25

Oakland,

Famous

More Bobby Irons
Spargo,

E. J. Smith, newly appointed sales
Picture Will Take manager of Universal is due in from
England today.
Italy, Stagnant,

He Says

ore

will sell on a picture to picture
have demonstrated its value at
will
basis; and that each picture
demonstration will be made
This
sale.
the box office prior to the
in a number of zones,
occur
will
and
prior to the release date,
of demonstrating the
purpose
the
for
embracing all the country,
value of each picture.
That Paramount will put behind
It is also said that

Exhibitors
the
Tournament,
Herald, through John S.

—

leorge

Reported All Pictures Will Be Sold For Coming Season on Exhibition Value Demonstrated by Pre-Release in Many Leading Cities—Will Result in Sale of Picture by Picture— Ef-

for

imaurice's New
lim to France

Coming Season

organization

opposed to wage

Hearst Returns
It is not expected there will be any
Randolph Hearst returned trouble in getting the operators deT. O. C. C. officials declare
a California yesterday and visited sired.
new Cosmopolitan theater last their wants will be filled without any
it.
trouble and that the new men will

day he arrives from the coast.

for

fective November 1
Steady positions under contract."
A general meeting has been called
for this morning at the Hotel Astor
Famous Players is to be
when the final decision will probably
It is reported that the sales policy of
ad
the
want
of
tone
The
be made.
completely changed for the coming season.
evidently indicates how the organiis
zation feels about the situation. There
Instead of selling the Paramount product as heretofore, it
was an executive meeting held yes- understood that the revolutionary plan to be put into effect beginterday in the Chamber's headquarmethod.
ning with Nov. 1 will do away with this tried and seasoned

/illiam

To

Famous Players

licenses.

kind.

Luncheon

Revolutionary Sales Plan of

Battle— Expect

Trouble in Getting Skilled
Mechanics

operators holding

Price 5 Cents

to

Ritz Executives Start Trip

and Arthur James

dealJ. D. Williams
reach this country, in the article
Pictures leave for the coast
in America, and of Ritz
production
with
spectacle ing
Scott, general manager
Harry
with an elaborate stage
today.
a
about
started
continuing the atta<
goes to Detroit, and
company,
called "The Festival of Progress,
the
of
ago, Tilley says in part:
month
McCormick.
another section of
Barrett
to
S.
Cohen
by
produced
de- Harry J.
"But, behind all these ethical
is
country.
John Zanft of the Fox home office
4>
the
on
P»i»
Continued
(
coming here with a party of 30 stars.

ture

will

be "The Silent

Command

1

THE
•***•

o/
TflfU*^ DAILV
Des Moines Capitol Opens Aug. 25
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines— A. H. Blank will
opens his new theater, the Capitol,
here on Saturday evening, Aug. 25.
VH. XXV

No. 46

Aug.

Friday.

Price 5 Cents
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Hart Finished with Steiner
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Neal Hart has comcontract with William
his
pleted
Steiner Prod, and has left with his
family on a motor trip to Vancouver.
(Special to

—

Friday, August 24,

Announce "Enemies of Children"
The first release of Mammoth
turcs will be "Enemies of Childr©

Newspaper Opinions
Newspaper

produced under the working title
"Youth Triumphant."
This is
company of which Victor B. Fi!
is vce-president and not president

from

opinions

out-of-town papers will only
appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiNew York
ere in that city.
newspaper opinions will also

previously reported.

when the producreaches Broadway.

be published
tion

192;

17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

Under 250 seats, 30%; under 50C
under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%
70%;
Broken Wing"— Preferred"Broken Wing" Opens in St. Louis "The
The most economical method of reachini
FILM
DAILY)
(Special
to
THE
Lyric Skydome, West End Lyric
theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVICE
the act of March 3, 1879.
Louis "The Broken Wing,"
St.
$4.00 PER M UP.
Lists if desired.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
30 U
and
Capitol,
St.
Louis
one
year;
6
York,
$10.00
50% saved in postage, etc., through elimina
of Greater New
opened at the Capitol, West End and
Foreign
tion
of
theatres
dead
and
duplicate
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
usuaD]
St. Louis
Newspaper opinions on
Lyric, Saturday.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
"The Broken Wing" are as follows: listed.
Address all communications to THE FILM
Mimeographing GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— Likeable player's Multigraphing
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Preferred Exchange Opens

—

—

N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

—

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
Shaftesbury Ave.,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
The Film

Renter,

London, W.

S.

53a

1.

Paris Representative— Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Representative
European
Central

Rue de

— Interna-

(CzechoSlo-

Prague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
tionale

.

724

.

70H
864

pfd.... .87'/
17
Goi
oldwyn
16
Loews
Lo«
lo

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

charge.

New Fidelity Release
Fidelity Pictures will release via
the state right market "Wings of the
Turf," from Alfred Ollivant's race
track story, "Boy Woodburn."

Now

7V/2
87

17

17

154

15^2

in St.

Luporini in Deal
Truart has disposed of the Hammerstein series, to Ferdinand Lupor1,100 rector of publicity and advertising ini for Italy. A deal is under way for
100 He will be assisted by John E. Mc- the United Kingdom.
700 Inernev and Sue McNamara.

Louis

Petition

A

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

FAmRB0NNET5
WtTH

(Special

St.

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale

Chicago

New York

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
S.

GILL,

Ave.

of

a

return

Nation"
engage-

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Tel.

to

Louis

Excellent

Apply
Miss Kohler
Film Daily

West 44th

71

New York

Diltributtd by

Street

City

L.

Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
Produced by B. P. Fineman

Wanted
The 20 Best Salesmen

THE FILM DAILY)

— Pursuant

to

the

an-

Murray HiU 1831

in the Industry!

Revenue

nouncement

of the Internal

office that a

check-up would be made

on theaters in this section and in the
South to find out if correct returns
have been made on the admission tax,
revenue officials state that the books
all
theaters in Arkansas, Texas,
Tennessee, Oklahoma, Missouri and
Southern Illinois will be gone over.

IWENTY men who come

Viennese Cards Arouse Interest
Universal is working an unusual
and very interesting stunt on behalf
Postcards
of
"Merry-Go-Round."
bearing scenes of Vienna are being
mailed directly from that city to exhibitors here with a few laudatory
words about the beauties of Vienna
and then a line to the effect that in
order to see more of Vienna "see

Merry-Go-Round."
expressing interest

Exhibitors

are

in the idea inasas the postals are to be mailed
direct from Vienna to their theater

much

mailing

lists.

up to our requirements are offered

unusual opportunities witli a

first-class,

progressive, well-

established distributing organization.

of

b)>

Howellt Cine Equip. Co..
740 7th Ave..

Fifth

en-

of work.
opportunity for the

right one.

Six States to Be Checked
•

Ned Sparks and
HarryTiVlv

542

ment

sixth
at the Crystal.
its

Bright,

and not afraid

ergetic

in Dallas

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas— "The Birth
playing

OFFICE BOY.

Comcdy

TuXC^

WILLIAM

Tenth Time
(Special to
is

WANTED

Filed

petition in

—

New York

months

licity

—

MATS

244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

Louis O. Macloon, director of pubfor
Cosmopolitan, will take
10,700 over the advertising, serving as di1,000

Against Screen Ads
bankruptcy has been
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
filed against Screen Ads., Inc., 130
Will Saal, former book- West 46th St., by the following
St. Louis
er for Southern Enterprises at Dal- creditors:
Max Lewis, $1,500, Manlas, whose name figured a good deal hattan Stationery Co., $54, and One
in the Federal Trade hearing there Day Service Press, Inc., for $51.
recently, has been placed in charge
of the publicity department of the
"Birth" Ending Indianapolis Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ed Olmstead has been
Missouri.
Indianapolis "The Birth of a Natransferred to the McVickers, Chicago.
tion" is completing a six weeks' run
at the Rialto this week.
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
Saal

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY

—

recent

10VA 10234

.102*4

mous Players

—
—Enclosing—Mailing.

Folding

and an excellent vehicle tell the story * * *
All of them are very interesting and contribute
their share in making "The Broken Wing"
one of the best films these theaters have featured this summer.
POST-DISPATCH— Kenneth Harlan, Miriam Cooper, Walter Long and Miss Du Pont
give a lively interpretation of "The Broken
Wing" a melodrama of aviation and the
Southwest, which has the laughs and the
thrills about evenly divided. * * *
STAR- The picture is one of the most
entertaining films shown in St. Louis in

Macloon Adds to Duties

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

A local exchange for Preferred has
been opened in the Godfrey B!dg\,
with Harry Danto, formerly with Fa-

They must have motion picture
must be well educated, well bred,

They
selling experience.
forceful and attractive in

personality, with unimpeachable records of success.

you are one of the twenty, write immediately, in complete
Give your age, experience, education and references.
We want all the
Don't be afraid to make your letter long.
If

detail.

facts.

This

is

an exceptional

We

offer.

want only exceptional men.

Box S-50 Film Daily
7

I

West 44th

Street,

New York

CC

7 FIRST RUNS
IN ONE CITY

AT ONE TIME
PLAYING IN CHICAGO
WEEK OF AUGUST 26!
Roosevelt

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"Ashes

of

Vengeance"

Chicago

"HER REPUTATION"
with

~ and thats

May McAvoy
State Lake

KATHERINE MacDONALD

w/wr the proof

in

"The Scarlet Lily"
Central Park

of ^lirst
National

"PENROD AND SAM"

Booth Tarkington's
Sequel to "Penrod"
Tivoli

leadership

JACKIE COOGAN

means in

in

"Circus Days"

Chicago!

Riviera

JACKIE COOGAN
in

"Circus Days"

Rialto

JACKIE COOGAN
in

"Circus Days"

'

FIRST

NATIONAL

3ix&t national IHctureA
Foreign rights

controlled

by Associated

First

National

Pictures,

Inc.,

383

Madison Ave.,

New

York.

THE
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"K. K. K." Next a 24 sheet was put
Up and on it in black and white was
"Prepare! EC. K. K. Is Coming," the
theater and date strip was added a

Putting It Over
how a brother exput his rhow over
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
Here

it

hibitor

A

"English

later.

—

—

presentation of "Main Street" at the
Lyric Skydrome.

A

beautiful garden forms the entrance, running over 100 yards long.
This was turned into a miniature
Main Street, erecting lamp-posts,
buildings, billboards, etc.

—

Signs Placed on Letter Boxes
The backing of the post office authorities and Letter Carriers' Association proved enough material to
launch an effective campaign for
"Loyal Lives," at the Central.
number of post office executives attended, as well as the Letter Carriers'
Association band, which played for
some time in Times Square prior to
Another arentering the theater.
rangement was made for the placing
of a card announcing the showing on

The theater tied up with the News
"My experience has brought me to
Tribune, and a story was run telling the conclusion that in small towns
briefly the plot of the play and urging and by small I mean the great mathe business men of the town to re- jority of rural towns in America, the
late their experiences in a not-more- popular demand is for subjects dealthan-20-word letter to the paper, the ing with American life realistically
best letter-writer to be awarded a 90- produced.
But stories of other counday complimentery ticket to the thea- tries dealing with subjects of modern
ter, and the next best story a 30-day
life are also constantly sough for.
Each day the results were
from ticket.
"American producers have well recognizprinted and since speculation was rife ed that the classics of other countries that
as to whose story was the best, the have endured for years contain, aside from
their vast
literary
stories of vast
assets,
picture got more publicity than usual.

A

every letter box on Broadway
36th to 96th streets.

"Three Ages" Goes Over
"Three Omaha Paper Runs Contest
Francisco When
San
Ages" opened at Loew's Warfield it
Omaha "The Omaha Bee" and
drew to capacity, due. maybe to the the Moon theater put over a successthree weeks' campaign conducted by ful tie-up in connection with the
Harry Brand.
showing of "Trailing African Wild
The first step was a letter sent to AniniaK."
For the entire week preceding the
It
read:
100 prominent citizens.
This concerns You per- showing the paper printed a photo"Prepare!
sonally; San Francisco will soon have graph each day of one of the animals
The let- shown in the picture. To each child
the power of K. K. K."
ters resulted in notification of the po- between the ages of 5 and 16 who

—

—

—

forwarded the picture to the editorial
throughout the city with the words offices with an attempt at identifica"K. K. K." and warning that the tion, a free ticket to the theater was
K. K. K. had something in store for given. Prizes of $10, $5. $3 and $2
Crude writing and were given to those children who
San Francisco.
stenciling was done in various nooks identified the animals correctly.
The contest received the help of
and corners, each bearing the words

lice.

Later,

small

scribes

appeared

JIMMY AUBREY
in

THE LOBBYGOW

the librarian of the public library who
voluntarily, through the paper, offered
to place books and pictures of various wild animals in the reading room
for those children who wished to consult them and to give the children
every possible personal aid.

Gueringer in From New Orleans
W. H. ("Bill" Gueringer of the
Saenger Amusement Co. is in town
from New Orleans. At the Astor.

appeal and some of these stories have been
produced with great success.
"In my sincere endeavor to advance the
art of the motion picture, I produced 'Oliver
Twist' and the facts contained in the above

not

correct as this
production met with wonderful success everyarticle

are

altogether

This could nolK
popular.
is
evinced any stronger than in the can
'David Copperfield' which, incidentally,
ike to L
made by an English company. Take
et witli
another example 'Disraeli' which met
artistic
am
the greatest financial and
_

when shown on our screens.

"Mary Pickford, it
Thomas Hardy's 'Tess

stated, will milt
is
of the d' UrbervA
could mentio:
I
on a pretentious scale.
many other English stories and books frw
European countries. Take for instance, 'I

'Limehouse Nights,' *ft
Wakefield,' 'The Little Minittw
and then not to forget the greatest succo
of all, 'Robin Hood' as given the screen b
Douglas Fairbanks.
"One of the chief reasons of my contea
plated European tour is to interest rayiei
in the production rights of books written b
such authors as H. G. Wells, Arnold Bet
nett, Hugh Walpole and John Galsworthj
and to meet and confer with writers of MB

Winter
Vicar

Comes,'

of

Clara Beranger Going Abroad
Beranger, having just
rived from Los Angeles, will
Sept. 4 for Europe. She will remai
abroad about two months and on he
return to New York she will met
William de Mille and aid him in cut
ting "Everday Love," which he wll
make in Los Angeles during her ab
Clara

sence.

New Comedy Cartoon Series
Lee-Bradford has signed Fran*
Nankivell, Walter Stark and A.
Hutchinson, cartoonists, to make
i

S

series of

comedy cartoons

in

The Leviathan
cartoon
Europe.
first

carried a print of
her recent trip

on

Shorts"
One

of

Chatkin— Educational

many

interesting articles
in the

I

his first

two

reel

comedy

Internationally recognized as
the only star zvho has not
deserted the field of two reel

Aubrey is
producing two reel

comedy. Jimmy
nozv

comedies which any theatre
in the world can exhibit with
pride.

Zierler

Buys "Barefoot Boy"

first

State

of

Mis-ion

New York

City

Filni'-

series

to

be

J*'

righted by C. B. C.

Himmel

729 Seventh Ave,

OF

Zierler of Commonwealth has
purchased the Greater New York
rights to "The Barefoot Boy." the

(Special to

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLY

i

—

in

Trouble

THE FILM DAILY)

Andre Himmel or HimmelParis
farb as he is sometimes known is being held on an embezzlement charge.
Himmel is the man who made many
glowing promises on behalf of the

Franco-

American

Published September 2nd

Cinematograph

Corp. several years ago.
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color:

Return
o
Crusoe's
Frday," the first, has been finishet

"Robinson

"Advertising the
J.

I

importance.
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By D.

I

ii

America
1)

fects, there are two qualities which
are responsible for the pre-eminence
Then, to break the news, appeared a of the American picture. The first
with the long is in itself fundamentally a defect, for
series of 24 sheets
playing up to the iglooked for news. "Keaton's Kolossal it consists in
norance
and
the
low cultured stanThree Ages." which ap[Comedy,
was re- dards of the American public as a
li
peared across the poster,
ported in the early part of the cam- whole. How low these standards are
that
paign that the K. K. K. had hired a may be gathered from a report
on
States
failed
in
the
"Oliver
Twist"
theater: this caused a furore.
a whole, because it was 'too highHeralds, throwaways, scribes, posbrow for the small towns.' To Engter-, etc., announcing the picture, the
lish people who have seen this hyand
date
concluded
the
theater
the
brid hash of Dickens and dishwater
campaign.
such a statement may seem extraordinary, but in itself, in what it pos90 Day Ticket to Contest Winner
tulates as to the type of people for
Tacoma An essay contest was whom pictures are made, it is a
staged by Manager McManus of the tragedy."
Colonial with the assistance of Harry
To which Lesser makes the folC. Eagles, Paramount exploiteer, for
lowing reply:
"Back Home and Broke."

week

Real "Main Street"
Louis Skouras Brothers used a
very attractive lobby entrance for the
St.

(Continued from Page

to date has grossed over $I.O00,0M
produced
literature properly

where and

Lesser Answers
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Authority
Monday, August

No. 48

jtro For Percentage
:us Loew Declares His Company

Up Against

Only Book That Way At
a Luncheon in London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ndon Marcus Loew has created
ill

By

Of the

—

od deal of unusual interest here

Price 5 Cents

27, 1923

Peekskill Case

It

The new

fall

season

is

this

to Peekskill Theaters

The

Schine Theatrical Enterprises, Operating 18 Houses Up-State

pendent exhibitor, and

House

of

BEN DAVIS

staring us in the face.
The indeexhibitor who must depend
upon his theater for his bread and butter, and not in any way
its new productions on the perThe occasion was affiliated with the producer-distributor-exhibitor companies, is
ige basis only.
icheon given in his honor by Sir facing it with a groan.
lam Jury at which were present
He now knows that higher rental prices for film is no joke.
t 300 exhibitors.
result of his declaration made at
:ent luncheon that Metro would

—

Out of Court Bernstein,
Schenck and Associated Dispose

Settled

means the

action of the Peekskill Theaters Co., Inc., against the Advance
Amusement Co., and officials of
Loew's, Inc., has been settled out of
court.
It is understood that as part
of the settlement that the houses formerly operated by members of the
family of Bernstein, Schenck and
others of the Loew organization, has
been taken over by the Peekskill
Theater corporation.

this sad fact has been brought home in spite of Convention
It will be recalled that the PeekHall speeches that prices of film must come down if the indeskill people brought action claiming
pendent exhibitor is to remain in business, and the industry saved
that they were being held up on film
mtage but that he was now con- from going to the bow-wows.
supply because of the action of the
the
only
to
that
it
was
way.
id
Advance Theatre the house operated
usiness in a satisfactory manner.
IS TO BLAME?
by those mentioned and when all
Viliiam, at the close of the Loew
The exhibitor blames the producers, the distributing com- other efforts to obtain film failed they
:h said he was open to consider
panies, and the producer-distributor-exhibitor companies pass the brought court action.
The lower
ositions along these lines from
unusually
against
Peekskill
(perhaps)
court
decided
the
demands
public
the
public
saying,
buck
to
the
ish exhibitors.
Appellate division
lew's interesting announcement elaborate attractions, and put it up to the actors and studio company but the
caused a diversity of opinion in mechanics and raw materials, for the excessive salaries demanded, reversed the findings of the lower
iring the course of his address,
said that when he had assumed
ol of Metro he was afraid of

And

If

—

WHO

n'ting circles since the percentage
tion is not particularly popular

unfair wages, and peak prices of

raw

material, all

making

the

moment.

introduced to various newspaper
at a lunch given in his honor
le Astor on Saturday.
Chaney
appear at the premiere of "The
chback of Notre Dame," at the

WHERE THE BLAME BELONGS

:s

theater on

r

Sunday.

Minneapolis Next?
was reported on Saturday that
Federal
Trade
Commission
reopen the hearing against
ous
Players
in
Minneapolis
etime next month.
When asked
inneapolis had been decided upon
le next site for the hearing, local
Id

touch the real sore spot and lay the blame at the proper
door, the independent exhibitor should look into his box-office
mirror and say, "I am guilty." This is worth repeating. The exhibitor is responsible for all the ills and evils affecting him.
The reason for this is simple enough. The exhibitor is selfcentered, secretive about his business, and considers every other
exhibitor as his competitor and enemy. This results in a short
sightedness which is next to total blindness. The independent
exhibitor is so occupied with his petty troubles that he gives no
thought to the morrow. He does not learn the lessons which are
constantly before him, and profit by example.

To

HOW THE

Commission officials stated
was not known there and as
the opening date had not been

le

it

DISTRIBUTORS LEARNED

For a long time the producing companies considered themselves keen competitors and hated rivals. They attempted several
ded.
organizations for mutal protection but these dismally failed. Vast
losses made them realize the value of organization and construcWilliams Process
competitive
tive work for their benefit, regardless of the keen
iuction
Values Enhanced But
get an orand
hatchet
the
bury
field.
Vast losses forced them to
th Costs Correspondingly Lowhad
organizer
This
work.
ganizer who understands constructive
ed — Unusual Results Obtained
integrity
whose
one
industry,
harles Brabin, just in from the to be a national figure and out of the
hvyn studio at Culver City, is en- no one could doubt.
Coming to their senses resulted in their
is
iastic over the results obtained
present Hays organization, and Will Hays, everybody admits,
the

Williams process

in

produc-

not only by himself, but other
ctors as well.
rabin declares that "Doug" is
g a number of shots made by the
:ess in "The Thief of Bagdad,"
Cecil De Mille is using a num(Continued on Page 2)
s

doing very effective work for his organization.

LOWERING PRICES AT THE EXHIBITOR

court and the decision indicated that
the higher court
criminal action might hold against
the Advance people.

for in the opinion of

higher film rentals.
In spite of the attempt and earnest effort to bridge over differences between distributor and exhibitor, the chasm between
Chaney Guest at Lunch
them is widening, and this year more than ever.
in Chaney, just in from the coast
at

—

Subsequently

settlement

the

Maude Adams
It

to

was reported

Produce "Kim"

in

the local dailies

on Saturday that Maude Adams intended to produce Rudyard Kipling's
"Kim," and would make the picture
in India.
It is understood that Miss Adams,
after experimenting several years, has
developed a new process with regard
to lighting, and other technical phases
of picture production.

Record Sales
Universal Business in New YorkTerritory Reported Greatest in
History of Company
Universal sales officials claim that
business contracted for up to date in
this territory has been greater in volume than ever before done by that
company and incidentally declare
that all through the country their
bookings are way ahead of any other
year.

When

was put up

to sevexhibitors one
"I would not be sur-

this claim

New York

eral leading
of them said:
prised if this

was

so.

Universal got

the big get-away for the

coming

sea-

son when 'Merry Go Round' developed a tremendous business at the
On the strength of that
oratory at conventions about high prices of film and that Rivoli.
not only this feature, but
showing
by
absorbed
words
were wasted

CONVENTIONS

Fine

took

place.

film rentals

must come down,

(Continued on

P»«» 3)

(Continued on P»jr« 4)
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WIIVS FILMS

divided

Be-

and
contentions and

into

territories

zones to prove their
.statements.

The

exhibitor either has

Joseph

ber

in

"The Ten Commandments,"

and he has used 18 of such shots in
"Six Days," just completed for Goldwyn. Among the very unusual shots
accomplished by the process is one
used by De Mille in which the Biblical episode of the Red Sea being commanded to roll back is shown. The
sea rolls back and 3,000 supers arc
seen passing safely through.
This
promises, from the description given
to be one of the most unusual shots

no facts or figures, or fears to divulge
them. If an exhibitor walks into an
Exchange and demands to tell of his
conditions, the Exchange man is ready
the act of March
IS
ever presented.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside to hand him a bucket and sponge to
Among the other more unusual
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
The shots
his weeping, and justly so.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign do
accomplished by the process is
Subscribers should remit with order. exhibitor does not come fortified with
$15.00.
one which will show the figure of a
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York, facts and figures but with a lot of woman passing along the floor of
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
generalities which are not convincing. the Cathedral of Rheims, the shot
Hollywood. California Walter R. Greene,
being made through a shell hole on
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
SOLUTION
SALVATION
.;.

:

AND

1603.

Irving Mack, 738 S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

—

London,

W.

1.

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
(Czecho-SloPrague
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

—

Kod...l03# 103# 103^

lo

70'

1

whole problem

lies

Phone Bryant 6763

FRED

in

the action of

in

will divide the

Loeiv B/dg.

Goldwyn

^r Loew's

Auditorium

McYey. Remodeling

the Jefferson City,
.been finished.

in

that

city,

of

has

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

THE GRAVE DANGER

Hope, Kan. has open-

at

ed by C. L.

cident in the development. This data
will help the producer and distributor
to regulate this end. This will bridge
the chasm.

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

the independent exhibitor does
not get busy, and real soon, to perfect such an organization to insure
his self-preservation, he can make up
his mind that it is but a question of
a very few years, if that long, that he
will be forced out of business.
If

the independent exhibitor who
makes possible the producer-distribucome? The big
tor-exhibitor.
companies deal with facts and figures
They have actuaries, efficiency men,
cost accountants, whose business it
is to figure out costs and returns as
They are machinewell as profits.
They figure
like in their precision.
and deal in futures. When they say
that a picture must bring so much it is
It

FASTERB0NNET5
TVxedo Cowicdy ^l^
WITH
Ned Sparks and
HarryTTVlic

is

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Salt bv
Howell* Cine Equip. Co..
740 7th Are..

New York

der present exhibitor conditions they
can avoid taking losses and talk about
costs a matter of no interest to the
exhibitor. The law of self-preservation
If the product cannot
is indomitable.
be placed profitably with the independent exhibitor they will be forced,
as they have been, to find outlets for
their product.

—

Hollywood

These companies are now strongly
intrenched with their chains of the-

Rothacker Laboratories

The exhibitor, due to the lack
aters.
of effective organization, has made it
possible for the companies to set and

New York

Chicago

WILLIAM

S.

S42

Are.

Fifth

GILL,
Tel.

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Murray

Hill

1831

demand

own

prices.
-trvngth of the exhibitor, single
ed, as against the distributor

their

The
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is
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Film
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are
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— President

729 7th Avenue

lication.

Wanted
The 20 Best Salesmen
in the Industry!
up to our requirements are offered
first-class,

progressive, well-

established distributing organization.

They must have motion picture
must be well educated, well bred,

selling experience.
forceful

They

and attractive

in

personality, with unimpeachable records of success.

you are one of the twenty, write immediately, in complete
Give your age, experience, education and references.
We want all the
Don't be afraid to make your letter long.
If

detail.

facts.
is

an exceptional

offer.

We

want only exceptional men.

Box S-50 Film Daily
71

West 44th

Street,

"i"

Crr VANDERBILT 46

Wire-Call-orWrite-Now!

the exhibitor must do as an
exhibitor, and the kind of an organization he must have, as deduced by
the writer, will be treated in subsequent articles to appear in this pub-

This

-.

George Larkin and
Big Boy Williams

a

unusual opportunities with a

>

p#oj£ctor3 m

smashing adventure are
packed into the new

KIND ONLY SOLUTION

IWENTY men who come

'

OQGANIZA r/O/V, AKs^^H

24,000feet of breathtaking thrills and

What

How

not a mere guess on their part. These
companies must get the returns. Un-

DISTRIBUTION

B
f

I
1

SXPOO.T

—

have taken place recently in local
theatrical circles. H. Wilson has purchased the St. John and opened the
house with a 5 and 10 cent policy.
Wilson also owns the Bancroft. The

t\

Sales
film aaoKEf}

its constructive work,
the old Bushman-Bayne combination.
country into zones and The process is understood to be pa-

cessity of equitable film rentals and
Kansas Changes
The ques- more. The distributor has become
arbitrate all differences.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion of flat rentals or percentages is wholesale exhibitor.
Think it over.
Kansas City, Kan. Many changes not the vital issue. It is just an inORGANIZATION OF RIGHT

1540 Broadway

,

MOTION PICTURE.

gather statistics from ex- tented, the sliding mat being the fea69
70
6,200
ture.
All work on the process must
86
86
200 hibitors as to conditions, and through
be
against
white or black backsubthese
mediums
will
be
able
to
Not Quoted
Xot Quoted stantiate an exhibitor's claims. This grounds; the black backgrounds newill prove to the producer the ne- cessitating considerable night work.

.

BAER

E.

Advertising

on the part of the
in "Six Days." Brabin is tremendousindependent exhibitor by having a ly enthusiastic over
it and declares it
thorough, complete, and constructive will have a great influence on future
national organization, headed by a productions.
Frank Williams, the inventor, was
man of the calibre of Hays. This orformerly a cameraman, working with
self-presevation

R

E

and Adwrtivinn for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.

Publicity

territories,

86

pfd

100

and salvation of the

solution

ganization,

Quotations
East.
F. P.

The

the roof 185 feet from the floor. The
interior of the wonderful Cathedral
has also been reproduced through the
Williams process, and will be shown

A

B

—

Chicago Representative

will direct "The SandF. B. O. starting Sept. 1,

pile," for

(Continued from Page 1)

Why?

cause exhibitors, as an organized national body, cannot present national
figures

27, 1923

Al Santell

Williams Process

It

(Continued from Pag* 1)
hall walls.

convention
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New York
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Read what

the critics say:

"Interesting! thrilling!"

N. Y.
"Dramatic,

heart-rending,

N. Y.
« c+

TIMES

fi

g Ur e.»

N Y MAIL

thrilling."

-

"A

A

'Priscilla

canic

thriller!"

N Y TELEGRAM
.

Dean

is

a peach."

N. Y.

-

JOURNAL

•,
...
Striking! * success!
•

"Sensational! Dean, a vivid and vol-

DAILY NEWS

.

'Well done."

TELEGRAPH

N. Y.

"A first rate production, one that is good to look at. Has sustained interest
splendidly.
Combines all that goes to make a satisfying box-office number.
Count on Priscilla Dean's following to like her latest. Will please a big majority

and looks

like

good box

office."

FILM DAILY
"Exciting screen entertainment. Stirring melodrama. Big scenes. Highly
effective.
An attraction that puts
itself over with a splash and will go
well with the melodrama fans."

"Very well done.
melodrama with

vt^^

he-man

a

Beautiful photography.
fine

MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

CARL LAEMMLE

First class picture

throughout.

A

The

thrilling climax."

MM MM
S-ta.rrincf

-APITOL
...selSiBilJ

CA PITC

From WA. Brady sPioduetion
of the play by John Cblton
and Daisy H. Andrews
DIRECTED BY TOD BROWNING

UNIVERSAL
JEWEL
One of The

BIGIO

f

-

B

is

MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

present*

DEAN

fight.

action

-4k

./J!^—*

'

-

THE

-S^

DAILY

I

am

in the

Apollo

729 -7th

J.

of Vengeance."
— "Merry-Go-Round."
—
Brooklyn
Strand "Little
Johnny

you our De Luxe Trailers
were good, you might take it as pride
in our own achievement

IF we

Jones.''

IRIS

— "The

Cameo

Ave. N. Y.

Eleventh Hour."
Capitol—"Where The North Begins."
Central "Daytime Wives."
Cosmopolitan "Little
Old
New

—

—

—"The Covered Wagon."
—
Harris "The Green Goddess."
Loew's New York— Today — "EneYork."

Criterion

JIMMY AUBREY

WE DON'T BLOW OUR OWN
HORN

We

simply mention a mere few of the leading theatres

—Women."

Tuesday "The Destroying Angel"
and "Radio Mania."

THE LOBBYGOW
two

reel

Dust."

new

"Children

the

of

who

—

Thursday "Rouged Lips."
Friday "His
Last
Race"
and
"Where is This West?"
Saturday "Lawful Larceny."
Sunday "Bluebeard's E g h t h

—

comedy

i

Wife."

Rialto— "To The Last Man."
Rivoli— "The Cheat."
Strand— "The White Rose."

series.

Rialto,
Rivoli,

Strand,

Next Week

— "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
Broadway— Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— "The White Rose."
Cameo— "The Eleventh Hour."
Capitol — Not yet determined.
Central — "The Silent Command."

Loew

Astor

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

City

Cosmopolitan
York."

"Little

Old

Strand— "Why Worry."
Times Square "If Winter

—

Comes"

Altoona

Capitol,
Tivoli,

Baltimore

Palace, Dallas

Theatres, Inc.

Mo.

Missouri, St. Louis,

H. Blank Theatres, Iowa.
Woodlawn, Chicago
Strand, Milwaukee
Pantheon, Chicago
A.

McVickers, Chicago
Poli's Theatres, Conn.
Keith & Moss Theatres, N. Y.
Proctor's Theatres, N. Y.

New

3.

New York City
Ntw York City
New York City

Stanley Theatres, Pa.

Majestic,

Tulsa

Kunsky Theatres, Mich

Orpheum,

So.

Broadway, Chelsea, Mass.

Indiana, Terre Haute

Strand,

—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Harris— "The Green Goddess."
—
Lyric "Rosita."
Rialto— "Salomy Jane."
Rivoli — "The Cheat."
opens Sept.

subscribe for them.

THAT'S THE REAL TEST OF
THEIR GLASS AND VALUE

—
—

Comparison is invited
between any other two
reel comedy produced
today and Jimmy Aubrey's

—

Wednesday

told

SO

mies of
in

his first

Syracuse

Crandall's

Bend

Metropolitan,

Washington

DE LUXE TRAILERS
now

available on:
CALL OF THE WILD
THE CHEAT

HOLLYWOOD
WINTER COMES

IF

BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE
CIRCUS DAYS
ENEMIES OF WOMEN

Record Sales
(Continued from Pace 1)

about eight or ten of their other
Jewels were sold quickly. They got
in tin
punch before the other companies wire really started."

When

sales

officials

of

Famous

Players were questioned regarding
they admitted that
Universal
business bad probably increased, but

this

pooh poohed the idea that the sales
an} where near those of Famous
which, it was claimed, were larger
than ever, especially tor September
when the greatest bookings in the
history of Famous has been estab-

Ihttrtbuttd by

L.

Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
Produced by B. P. Fineman

lished in this territorv.

DE LUXE TRAILERS
in

Process of Production on:

SCARAMOUCHE
BEN HUR

ZAZA

WHY WORRY
THE SILENT COMMAND
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

RUGGLES OF RED GAP

—

Approximately 220 feet in length beautiful art titles,
novelty animation combined with the most powerful
scenes which convince your audiences of the entertainment value of these great box office attractions.

—

LOUIS MEYER

Rental Terms: $15.00 per trailer with a refund of $2.50
if trailer is returned within a period of
three
Special

weeks from shipment

Price

to

Subscribers

date.

of

National Screen Service, $7.50 each

CRAFTSMEN
FILM LABS.
o

I

n.

c

it

p o

t

ated

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE, Inc.
'

251

1923

— "Ashes

Broadway

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

27,

On Broadway

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Monday, August

WEST WATKINS

19™ STREET

7401-7620

-

845

""Home
So.

Office,

Wabash

Chicago

Ills.

Ave.,

126

West

46th

St.,

284 Turk St.

San Francisco,

Cal.

New

York City
917

So.

Olive

Los Angeles,

St.,

Calif.

:

—
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Census Starts Soon

T. O. G. G. Firm

estionnaires to Be in Distribution
Jefore Year Ends—To Be Re-

peated

Two

Every!

Years'.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

The recently andecision of the Department
Commerce to include moving pices in the commodities of which a
Washington

mced

taken every two years is
those branches of the
ustry which long have contended
picture production is as stisceptiI

isus

is

for

/ictory

to arithmetical analysis as that of

Action of
Operators'

Circuits

^

established industry.
on Page 2)

stable,

(Continued

Fox Here

Finis
7 inis

Fox

print

of

at the

is

Algonquin with

"Bag and Baggage,"

in

Grey, Carmelita GeraghJohn Roach and Paul Wiegel have

ich Gloria

leads.
geles.

:

Calif.

o.

Fox
M.

(Special to

is

just in

P. T. O. in

from Los

Combine

THE FILM DAILY)

Francisco—The M. P. T. O.
Northern California and the Allied
nuscment Industries of Calif, have
nbined into one organization. The
lied outfit embraces all legitimate
5an

vaudeville theaters including the
four big first-run picture
uses and the Ackerman & Harris
erests.
Allied invited the comle; the M. P. T. O. going in in a
pr,
The M. P. T. O. suspends
;rations indefinitely and will sell or
re the headquarters' furniture, canling the office lease.
New headirters will be in the Allied offices
:h
Irving Ackerman chairman of
organization and T. D. Van
i

'thchild

:

ten,

rhe
'

1

manager-secretary.

new combine

will function

un-

the Allied name. Van Osten has
much to do in the bringing about

"The Independent
hibitor," a regional paper promoted
Van Osten for the M. P. T. O. rethis

combine.

to the ownership of Van Osten,
O will continue the publication unthe title of "The Pacific Coast

'ts

hibitor."

1923

Price 5 Cents

La Marr— 1st

Nat'l

Increasing Deal Closed by Arthur Sawyer—AsWages Won't Have Any
sociated Pictures the Producer
Effect on Organization.
Series Probably Coast-Made.
T. O. C. C. officials declare that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the action of the Vaudeville ManLos
Angeles Announcement
is
agers Protective Association which
made here on behalf of Arthur H.
includes all of the important theater
Sawyer that the new series of Barcircuits in Greater New York and
bara La Marr pictures which are to
the Broadway theaters in granting a
be produced
the rate of four a
wage increase to the operators will year for five at
years will be released
not have any bearing on the attitude
through Associated First National.
of that body toward Local No. 306.
Miss La Marr will start work for
The V. M. P. A. has agreed to an Associated Pictures Co.p.
which will
increase
of
22^%.
Representa- make them after appearing in two
in

—

other manufactured commodity,
tives of the U. S. Labor Commission
rhat a census of pictures is pracare attempting to heal the breach beable was proven two years ago
tween the T. O. C. C. and the operlen films were included in the list
ators and have both bodies meet on a
articles on which data was to be
Very little difficulty was common ground. Another conference
npiled.
is being sought to discuss the situaCountered by the Census Bureau in
tion thoroughly but the T. O. C. C. is
:ing the census during 1921.
The not
inclined to acquiesce.
:cess of the initial inquiry was so
itifying that it is planned to take
Bowes Busy on "Ben Hur"
s census regularly.
^*£pecia1
to THE FILM DAILY)
[t is believed that the taking of a
Edward Bowes' visit
jular census of production will do ^^os Angeles
to the Goldwyn studio is concerned
thing
>re than any other one
ng moving pictures to the level of chiefly with "Ben Hur." He expects
I

28,

—

Cities
S.

R. Kent at

Not

Set

Work on Famous's

Pre-

Demonstration Theaters— Middle
West Lined Up.
Sidney R. Kent is back from a trip
through the Middle West where, it
understood, he devoted his time to
the selection of theaters to be part of
the new Famous Players sales policy.
is

It is

understood that the entire Middle

West has been

lined up.

At Paramount, it is stated that the
official
announcement embodies all
there

is

at this
to
be

to

be told of the innovation

time.

The number

of cities
one a Universal special
used as pre-demonstration
and the second, "The Shooting of points has
not been
upon nor
Dan McGrew," which Metro will dis- have the theaters in decided
these cities been
tribute.
selected.
It
is
assumed, of course,
that in the larger cities where Famous
No one at First National cared to has its own theaters, those houses
comment on the above dispatch yes- will be used to test the drawing-

more

pictures,

terday.

power

Takes Over Selig Studio
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

of the various pictures. Famous
representation in all important
cities in the country and where it does
not operate its own houses, it has arrangements of one kind or another

has

Los Angeles B. P. Schulberg has
taken over the Selig studios for the with local first-runs that will
probably
exclusive production of Preferred Pic- be utilized for the new basis of
things.
to announce the director and the ac- tures.
He has also acquired a large
Kent held a meeting on Saturday
tor for the title role shortly.
ranch at Alhambra, which will be
(Continued on Pape 2)
used for exteriors. Until now these
Ludvigh Acted As Arbitrator
studios have been shared by SchulLesser Signs Baby Peggy
The settlement reached by the berg and Louis B. Mayer. Among
.Sol Lesser has signed Baby Peggy
Peekskill Theater Co., Inc., and the the first improvements to be made in
Advance Amusement Co. was brought the property will be the building of a for three years to star for Principal
Pictures.
The youngster will start
about through the efforts of Elek large new stage and a big tank.
work
in October.
Production will be
John Ludvigh of Famous Players as
arbitrator. Singer Brothers, who purAt the Mayer office yesterday, it in Hollywood.
Baby Peggy's popularity has been
chased the Colonial in Peekskill from was declared that the producer would
Advance, closed the transaction at the take over another studio at Holly- growing steadily. She appeared in
Century Comedies for a long time
figure set by Ludvigh.
wood.
and then went over to Universal to
make features. Two have been finished and two more are to be made.
Several
Broadway showmen in
commenting on the Lesser deal yesterday declared that Baby Peggy was
Sign this and forward to any of the committee
a cute youngster but that the problem of securing feature material for
Here is
entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament
her as a consistent thing might prove
very interesting.
to be held Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the Belleclaire Coun(

Golfers, Attention!
my

try Club, Bayside, L.

I.

All Delays Gut
Nat'l Salesmen in Britain Authorized to Sign Contracts When

1st

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

Closed with Exhibitors There
Bruce Johnson has returned
from England with an announcement
of a change in policy there on the

THE COMMITTEE:

part of First National. Salesmen atto the nine offices scattered
throughout England have been authorized to sign contracts with exhibitors "on the spot," so to speak, so that
the exhibitor will know at once
whether or not he can depend on that
line of product for his theater.
(Continued on Page 6)

Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

E.

tached

;

THE

pil^

DAILV

Census Starts Soon
(Continued from

The
taken,

Page
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49

Price 5 Cents

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
and Business ManMaurice D. Kami, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
losepli

W,

J

Alicoate, Treasurer

ager;

gaged

Not Set

Cities

(Continued from Page

1)

in

industries, which include the necessities of life, all of which, such as food
and steel, cover a full class of com-

exhibitors

(

6411

— Walter

California

Greene,
R.
'Phone, Hollywood

Hollywood Blvd.

The

questionnaires which will be
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. used in taking the 1923 census are
now in course of preparation, and will
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, be distributed among producers shortThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
They
ly before the end of the year.
London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de will be similar to those used in the
Olichy.
1921 census.

—
—

—

—

European

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloFilmschau,
Prague
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

F.

Rod.

.

Goldwyn
Loew's

Sales

("lose

10444

300
7,000
100

New York

69%

7\y2

85
16*4

85
day to start his
100
1634
for Universal.
16
1,300

16

—

Columbia, S. C. The Rialto Theater Co., Inc., Columbia.
Capital $2,Incorporators, S. E. Lester and
500.
T. Pierce.

Olympia,

Wash.

— Rainer

Theater

Hy Mayer

left

had definitely decided to join the M.
P. T. O. A.
This is not so. The
for the coast yester- association has not and does not conseries of one-reelers template making any such move.

Marshall Neilan leaves for the coast
today to start work on "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," the new Pickford vehicle.

Leo Maloney With Steiner
Leo Maloney has been signed by

Danz.
O.

— Cauyga

ment

Corp., Lorain. Capital $100,000.
Incorporators, L. G. Brady, F. J.
MacFadden, G. H. Edick, and J. and
F. M. Teal.

Steiner Prod, to make a
series
of
westerns.
Maloney will
start production immediately.

De

Mille,

for William
and member of the Para-

publicity department, has left
here for a tour of the country to exploit

"The Marriage Market."

OF THE PROGRAM"

IF

CARBONS COULD

BE MADE BETTER

"BIO"
WOULD

STILL BE

THE BEST

M. G. Felder Sale* Co.
DISTRIBUTORS

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK,

Boston, Mass.

— Beelcman

9091

Verne Porter Back
Verne Porter, editor-in-chief of the
Cosmopolitan
scenario
department
has returned from a two months' trip

*BAL

is

ll»

rSoTTH^N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

POSITIVE FILM

—
representative

mount
SPICE

St.,

Beach 3259 or 1445

EASTMAN

James Fidler on Tour
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles James M. Fidler,
personal

(QcLuxxiticrrvaJL U'tctuA&A-'

Phones:

Pres.

There's no detail too delicate, no highlight
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

(Special to

THE

playing the part
Kid,"
in
"Jealous
is

William

Amuse-

29 Middlesex

"

Montana

Edward B. Rowe left for Tokio of "Portland
yesterday to resume duties as Uni- Fools," which Maurice Tourneur
making for First National.
versal representative there.

Co., Inc., Seattle. Capital $2,000. Incorporators, V. A. Peterson and John

Columbus,

PHILIP DAVIS,

serial.

Bull

Incorporations

National Motion Picture Bureau

today.

72y4
...

trained to deliver the goods.

Phone

85
.... 16*4
1634

I'.-I

do. pfd.

High
Low
1044^ 104

BOSTON STUDIO
Best equipped studio in New
England.
Props, sets, lights
(Cooper-Hewetts,
over-heads,
Dressing rooms,
spots, etc.)
etc., also a service organization

Not With Cohen Outfit
Loew Leaves for Home
It
was
stated in THE
FILM
(By Radio to THE FILM DAILY)
DAILY
some time ago that the
Paris — Marcus
Loew leaves for Cleveland M. P. Exhibitor's League

Quotations
East.

Sturvesant 2652

New

Story Purchases
has
purchased "Girls
Universal
Will Be Girls" by II. C. Witwer and
"The Ghost City" by Carl Coolidge.
The second story will be used for a

Studio*

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street

are

anxious to ascertain whether or not
modities, and 73 miscellaneous indus- the new Famous plan involves perThere is nothing
tries, of which production is tenth in centage bookings.
the act of March 3, 1879.
in the announcement which touches
importance,
being
exceeded
in
the
Terms Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 value of production only by agricul- on that phase.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign tural implements, electrical machinSubscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
E. H. Griffith Returns
fur
goods, manufactured ice,
Address all communications to THE FILM ery,
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York, phonographs, boots and shoes, autoE. H. Griffith has returned from
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552 5558. mobile tires, rubber goods and ships. Europe.
Hollywood.

The Waller

managers, branch managers,
salesmen, bookers and exploitation
men of the Philadelphia, WilkesBarre, Albany, New York and New
Jersey exchanges. The new sales plan
local

It

carries

through

to the screen the entire

range ol tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

*

Porter's trip was a
combined business and pleasure jaunt.
While in Los Angeles, he supervised
the editing of "The Daughtet of
to

California.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length

base

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

Mother McGinn."

N. Y.

THEATRE WANTED

Start

"Temporary Husband"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Will purchase or lease Motion Picture
Los Angeles Another First NaTheatre in New York or vicinity.
tional went into production this week
State full particulars in regards to
when Director John McDermott startSize,
Location and Terms.
Only ed "Her Temporary Husband." SidHigh Class house considered,
ney Chaplin will play the lead.
LEE & CARTER
Others in the cast are Sylvia Breamer
665 Fifth Ave.
Plaza 9836
Owen Moore, Charles Gerrard and

New York

City

1923

QUALITY ART TITLES

district

was discussed.
A number of

28,

1)

1921 census, the first to be at the home office at which there
showed 127 establishments en- were present the executives and the

production witli an average
of 6,259 wage earners during the year,
right 112.1. Wid'a Film and Film Folks, pnd with production valued at $77,397,Inc..
Published Daily except Saturday, at 381.
The Census Bureau has divided
West 44th St., New York, N. Y. by
Wins FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. domestic production into 13 major
Vol.

Tuesday, August

t'huck Reisner.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

"What

—

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS
The Midnight

Cabaret (Vitagraph),
Larry Semon. Another notch in
Larry's guns of laughter. He sure knocks
'em cold with this one. Ran it with
Grandma's Boy. Sure made a laugh program. Larry has a frog in this comedy
Film
that gives plenty of excitement.

—

with

IN

Did For Me'

LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. A good slapstick comedy,
entitled to be featured.
Patrons liked it
and talked about it. Went bigger and
better than the feature drama. Helped

—

at

box

Hopp &

Rosenfield,

office.

Co.,

Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. The best two-reel comedies on the market.
You never get a

Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, 111.
The Rent Collector (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. This comedy sure kept my
house in a scream. I think the music
was seldom heard. Excellent. Mrs. C.
H. Cannon, Gem Theatre, Kouts, Ind.

one.
They are all good. Worth
the price of any other two-reel
comedy I have ever run. G. Otto Hart-

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph).
All
good bets if they can be bought right.
Parmele Theatre Co., Parmele Theatre,

—

extra good. Reis & Miller, Lake
Theatre, Lake View, Iowa.

Semon

View

—

—

punk

twice

—

Newton

North

soe,

Newton,

Theatre,

N. C.
Golf (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon.
Another Semon knockout.
Everybody
well pleased.
Brought roar after roar
from audience. If you haven't run any

Semons

try 'em, they are great.

son & Weatherby,
Nebr.

No Wedding

Gem

—AnderOmaha,

Theatre,

•better

Bells (Vitagraph), with
Semon getting
P. Jones, Yale
J.

Tex.

—

The Bakery, with Larry Semon. Got
the jack and sent them home asking for
more. J. W. May, Grand Theatre, ShaW-

—
neetown,

111.

Golf (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon.
Larry is there
It's a scream.
with the laughs every time. P. E. Doe,
Electric Theatre, Arcadia, Nebr.
Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with

Oh, boy.

—

—

Use one of these comedies every Friday and have not used a
bad one yet. Vitagraph has a lot of exploitation on these subjects.
Be sure to
Larry Semon.

use

it.

—M.

Oppenheimer, Lafayette The-

New

Orleans, La.
The Fly Cop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. They laughed so hard that they
shook all the rivets and bolts out of the
Will
seats and my theatre is a wreck.
have to take out a tornado insurance policy when Semon comes to bat again.
He
sure puts the Vita in Vitagraph. Philip
Rand, Rex Theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

atre,

—

Plattsmouth, Nebr.
The Hick (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon. As all other Semons are good. If
you are not running these, try one. J.
W. Andresen, Rialto Theatre, Cozad,
Nebr.
The Saw Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry

—

—

—

All
It's just the same old story.
are good and satisfy your audience because, as comedies, they are everything that could be expected of them.
Horn & Morgan, Star Theatre, Hay
Springs, Nebr.

Semons

— Good.
each picture. —
Theatre, Groesbeck,
Semon.

Larry

—

Semon.

—

The Fly Cop

(Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. This two-reel comedy is full of
action and plenty of laughs. My patrons
like Semon comedies.
P. G. Held, Sterling Theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
No Wedding Bells (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Absolutely a good clean

—

—

—

is there when it comes
to slapstick. You can't find better comMiller, Lake
Reis
edies than Semon's.

comedy.

Semon

—

&

View Theatre, Lake View, Iowa.
The Sportsman (Vitagraph),

—

with our Sunday program. Everybody
pleased. .Anderson & Weatherby, Gem

—

Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
The Suitor (Vitagraph),

Marlinton,

with Larry
one of Larry Semon's
If you haven't
best two-reel comedies.
played this be sure and book same. P.
G. Held, Sterling Theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
The Rent Collector (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Another good Semon.
'This kind gets the house to roar, especially the kids.
J. W. Andresen, Rialto
Theatre, Cozad, Nebr.

(Vitagraph), with Larry
Good.
You'll laugh till your
sides ache on this one. Wm. Hinds,
Opera House, Odell, Nebr.
Simple Life (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. Good. Roar after roar. Book
them, boys. Played to a packed house.
Patrons pleased. E. W. Harrell, Royal

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—These comedies can't be
beaten. The Rent Collector is good, but
The Suitor is a knockout. H. E. Partrick, Palace Theatre, North Rose, N. Y.
Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Larry is there with the
goods every time. He would jump from

—

Larry Semon Comedies (Vitagraph).
These comedies are consistently good.
You cannot go wrong on them. C. C.

—

Clendenen,
W. Va.

Amusu

Theatre,

The Bakery

Semon.

—

—

—

—

Theatre, Rison, Ark.
The Agent (Vitagraph),

—

with

Larry

Semon. Good, clever comedy. Semon
seems to bring the laughs when others
fail.
L. B. Lewis, Gayety Theatre, Ft.
Worth, Tex.
The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. This should have been
called "Riot" or something else, as it is
one itself. Brought roar after roar. Semon comedies are hard to beat. Larry
very popular with us. Anderson &
Weatherby, Gem Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Larry pulled a stunt in
this one with an egg which was a fine
enough treat. Smith Read, Patriot Theatre, DeKalb, Tex.

—

—

—

—
—

Semon.

—This

No Wedding BeHs (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Anoth&r very good one
with Semon.
He prances through this
one with his usual fine bunch of pep and
it is a revelation to see him running and
jumping out of third story windows just
like you would step off of the veranda.
Semon's comedies are good and this one
keeps up his fine reputation for snappy
tricks in comedy.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy

—

—

Theatre, Winchester, Ind.
The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Best Semon comedy yet.

—

They laughed from
your folks
ture with

is

—

—
—

—

—

the top of the Woolworth Building to get
a laugh.— L. G. Beecher, New Lyndon,
Theatre, Lyndonville, N. Y.
Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Will strengthen and often
put over some programs. All good. S.
H. Borisky, Ame'rican Theatre. Chatta-

—

—

—

cat's

all.

— H.

am

I

playing

The**

Seare
Kept house laugh-

better than this one.
ing all of the time. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay Theatre, Ashland, Kans.

—

The Barnyard (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. Hats off again to Larry. He

—

a real comedy in this one. AcIf it doesn't
tion all the way through.
get the laughs your people are dead. Film
Reis & Miller, Lake View
in fine shape.

sure

made

—

Theatre, Lake View, Iowa.
The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
buy.

—iSemon comedies one good
draws here. — Katherine

Always

Dowling, Ark Theatre, Logansport, Ind.

Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. We have shown a good
number of Semon comedies and have
find
I
found every one a knockout.
that showing the comedy last works out

—

—

Henry Saubers,
the best.
Fairfax, S. D.

Fad Theatre,

(Vitagraph), with Larry
with Larry" is what
they did. All Semon comedies average
up so you can depend on them. B. C.
Brown, Temple Theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Golf (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon.
As usual, all comedy every inch a laugh.
Semon should make a hit with everyone
T. W. Young, Jr., Vaudette
in this one.
Theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn.
The Counter Jumper (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Put this one on with

The Agent

Semon.

—."Laugh

—

—

—

—

Thomas Meighan in The Man Who Saw
Tomorrow and pulled 'em in to very good
business for two days. All Semon comeH. Van Buskirk,
dies go over big here.

—

Temple Theatre, Mishawaka,

Ind.

The Fly Cop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.— Very good. Got many good
hearty laughs. Semon seems to be one
top nobchers— P. O. Roby, Latona
Theatre, Williamsburg, Iowa.
Golf (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon.
of

F.

—

every time.

The Hick (Vitagraph), with Larry
mon. —Very few comedies today that

A

—

meow

P. Thompson, Liberty
atre, Pardeeville, Wis.

them

Well I'll Be (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. Like all Semon's, good. Geo.
C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y.
The Simple Life (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Have played a number of
Semon comedies and they all draw and
are fine. This no exception. Geo. C.
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y.

—

—

mann, Grand Theatre, Topeka, Kans.
The Rent Collector (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. A scream, a whirlwind, a
cyclone of fun. How does he do it? We
are for Larry, as he seldom fails to knock
'em dead. For action and real fun his
comedies are the snake's hips and the

nooga, Tenn.

—

start to finish.
If
like to laugh follow a sad feathis one and win.
E. D. Keil-

Larry Semon.
with

Larry is the boy that gets
Ran this
the laughs out of our patrons.

Larry Semon.

—

One

feature comedy.
Loibl, Chimes

—

N.
Cedarburg,

of his best.

Theatre,

Wis.

The Agent (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. The wise theatre man runs
Larry Semon comedies not to please only
his patrons but to please the box office.
This one in particular is a knockout and

—

kept the audience

in

an uproar.

sure.—W. E. Elkin,
Aberdeen, Miss.

Temple

Book

it

Theatre,

s

—Advt.

THE
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With Hodkinson

Giegerich

Giegerich

Charles

Putting It Over

been enhandle ex-

has

by Hodkinson to
on all releases.
He will
work on "The Drivin' Fool."

rj

Her*

first

FILM DAILY)
Dover,
Del.—
The
Riviera Theater
^

how m

it

put

hibitor

Asks For Receiver
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia John P. Mathews,

Co., Inc., of Chicago has increased
capital from $300,000 to $700,000.

rhow

hie

My rick

Increase Capital
(Special to Till'.

brother exover
Send alene; your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

ploitation

Tuesday, August

Starts

Seattle

—

—

VonHerberg

Ottawa Saturday openings are to
a
Press Book Ready
rule at the Regent which has restockholder, lias asked Common Pleas
good looking press book has been opened by Famous Players, with Oral
ourl to appoint a receiver for the
Dunbar Amusement Co., of which prepared for "Yesterday's Wife." Cloakley in charge. General admisMany novelties will be prepared, sion for evening shows is 40 cents.
dward C. Brown is president.
among them a leather album, sent to
C. B. C. franchise holders, oil paintConsolidated Gets Park
Cowan and Higgin Partners
ings and colored posters for the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
CSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
lobby, slides, etc.
Indianapolis
Consolidated
Los Angeles Sada Cowan and
Theater Corp. has closed a 99-year
Howard Iliggin, for seven years art
lease on the Park from the Hook Clown Distributes Animal Crackers
director and co-director for Cecil B.
Molding Co. The house is situated
Mobile, Ala.
unique novelty De Mille, have joined forces and will
at
Capitol and Washington and is was used by C. D. Haug, Metro, in collaborate on originals and adaptaone of the city's landmarks.
connection with the engagement of tions.
"Soul of the Beast" at the Crown.
I

— The

—

—A

Day
THE FILM DAILY)

Imperial Will Reopen Labor

Myrick,

J.

the

of

and H.
forme

Moore Amusemen

Co., of Tacoma, has been appointft
assistant
manager of the Create
Theaters Co., the Seattle Jensen t

Shows on Saturday
THE FILM DAILY)

A

— E.

manager

its

J.

1923

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

(Special to

Joins

28,

organization.

17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
most

The

theatres
$4.00

is

seats, 30%; under 50
800, 85%; over 800, IS'/
economical method of reacabl
our ADDRESSING SERVIC

PER M UP.

50% saved
ion

of

in

dead

Lists

if

desired.

postage, etc., through
and duplicate theatres

listed.

—

30
eliais

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

Seek Higher Wages
dressed as a clown walked
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
streets distributing small
\nderson, S. C. The Imperial. envelopes imprinted with the name of
Tampa, Fla. The M. P. operators'
ntrolled by Southern Enterprises, the picture and the theater each en- union has presented its demands for
closing
small
elephant
'animal next year to the managers.
ill reopen on Labor Day after being
a
The
closed several months. Harry Hardy, cracker'. This stunt was pulled sev- new agreement demands 10 cents an
rmer assistant manager of the eral days before the picture opened hour more. The present contract
Rialto. Atlanta, will manage it.
runs out Labor Day.
(Special to

—

A man

main

(he

—

—

••\

.

I

Carlos
(Special

Los

Coming East Soon
to THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— When

A.

—

Carlos,

iident of Carlos Prod., Inc., which
is producing for Truart leaves shortly
or the East he will take with him
'lie

print

first

of

Unknown

"The

Purple" and "Fast Freight," starring
Richard Talmadge.

Meighan Heads
(Special to

New

Coast Club

THE FILM DATLY)

Los Angeles

— More

than 500 have

the newly organized
'atholic Motion Picture Actors' Guild
of America, an organization similar
to the Catholic Actors' Guild of New

already

Free Shows for Kids
Cedar Rapids, la. Manager Diehold of the Strand, with A. W. Nicolls
staged four Saturday morning shows
for the poor kids of the city, gratis.
Every child was invited who ordinarily could not pay for his ticket, and
the asylums were included together

joined

'

all
the little urchins who sell
daily newspapers on the street.
The pictures were loaned to the theater by the exchange through the courtesy of Mr. Nicolls and the theater
consequently got quite a little pub-

with

Rusoff Managing Allen Office
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Becky

Winnipeg

Rusoff, former
secretary to the manager of the Allen,
has been appointed manager of the
new exchange opened here by Harry
Allen, who has himself taken over
the
management of the Toronto
branch.

the

through

licity

"Wise Fools"

—

Altoona, Pa. Three nights preceding the showing of "Three Wise
mass meeting September 5 at the L"
The Fools," at the Capitol, several young
gion Stadium to elect officers.
membership is expected to be in- men went forth at midnight and painted at each street crossing "Y
creased to 1.000 at the meeting.
Fools." One column one inch teasers
Ailcen

Pringle,

will

play

"Three Weeks."

were also scattered throughout
"The papers.

the

the city from the largest
store there appeared a
24 sheet bulletin with the same quotation.
Later the teasers in the
papers were increased to one column
two inches explaining that "Y
of

department

meant

Fools"

FOOLS.,

at

the Capitol Theater

Change
(Special to

London
Ltd.,

197

—

Y Y
WISE

THREE

week commencing August
of

Address

THE FILM DAILY)

General Kinema Films,
have changed their address to

Wardour

(Special to

—

Lawrence'Weber and Bobby North

all

13th.

St.

Fox's Chicago Opens Sept.

L.

A

Will be starred in

rousing outdoor romance

On top of the theater located diagonally across 11th Ave., the main
street

"Produced and Dlslrihuled kj

Trade

HOOT GIBSON

Y Y

.adv." in

to the

it.

Stunt' For

York.
Meighan will be first president of the club which will hold

Announcing

1

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago William Fox's new Monroe will open Sept. 1. The house is
a reconstruction of Barbee's Loop. A
huge electric ttgn covers over the
front,
reading
*'Fjrst-Run
Photoplays."

usnt!

THE PONY
EXPRESS

RIDER
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

CI

'

tt

<3he Whttz Rode" "Breaks Oil KeayuL*
at the Strand, *Hi<eaAt*e Sort cJiKincidco
,

CUSS. OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Telegram
Letter

Blue

Night Message

Nita

Night Letter

N L

Day

these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
Oiherwords) this .s a telegram.
wlsclts character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.
If

none

UNION

WEST]
WESTERN UNION

AM

of

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE W.

E.

ATKINS

CUSS

OF SERVtCF

SYMBOL

Telegram

Day Letter

Blue

Night Message

Nile

Night Letter

N L

none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
Otherwords) this Is a telegram
It

FIRST VICE-PRCSIDENT

"iseits character

Is

symbol appearing

after the check.

Indicated by the

RECEIVED AJ
FB47

1923 AUG 20 AM 4 33

109 NL 2 EXTRA
SAN FRANCISCO CALIF

19

UNITED ABTISTS COBP
729 7 AVE

NEW YORK NY

D f GRIFFITHS THE WHITE ROSE BLOSSOMED INTO FULL BLOOM IN SAN FRANCISCO
YESTERDAY OPENING TO THE GREATEST BUSINESS THE STRAND THEATRE HAS

ENJOYED FOR MORE THAN A YEAR BREAKING ALL PREVIOUS ATTENDANCE AND
RECEIPT RECORDS STOP TODAYS SUNDAY BUSINESS BEAT EVEN YESTERDAYS
TREMENDOUS RESULTS STOP THE AUDIENCES LOVED IT APPLAUDING

SCENE AFTER

SCENE ACCOMPAINED BY HAND CLAPPING AT END OF EACH SHOWING STOP MR

GRIFFITH HAS AGAIN PROVED HIMSELF A MIRACLE WORKER AS MR GEORGE WARREN
DRAMATIC CRITIC OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE SO RIGHTLY SAID IN HIS

REVIEW STOP MR GRIFFITH IS TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR

HIS

NEWEST

CONTRIBUTION TO THE MOTION PIC TUBE WORLD STOP BEST WISHES
M

NOW BOOKING

L MARKOWITZ

STRAND THEATRE

United Qrtists Corporation

Tuesday, August

News

Southeastern
THE FILM

All Delays Gut

Dowling Here

Frank Ditzenberg

.

Pat Dowling, director of publicity
for Christie Comedies, is in New

(Special to

On

28,

1923

the Coa
sast

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Frank Ditzenberg
rg.o
(Continued from Page 1)
hen
delays at the home office are York from the coast. He came east the St. Clair, East St. Louis, is hert
as he puts it "to look 'em over."
thus eliminated. The prices of post- via Canada.
ers have also been reduced by ten per
Organize New Theater Compa
Gets Metro for St. Louis
Jany
\ikS. G. ami Theodore cent throughout Great Britain.
onv
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
announce plans for a now theater licre
A first National statement declares
A deal has been closed
Chicago William Capesius, S.l[|
St. Louis
to cost about $50,000.
that English exhibitors have been arthe Metro with Fred L. Corn- Ripley and C. M. Stumke have form
by
guing for the joint signing of conwell, owner of the Delmonte for the ed the firm of Rice & Emerson t
Tampa, Fla.— George Conley is the tracts for several years. The new St. Louis first-runs on the Metro operate theaters. Their offices tr
new manager of the Strand, succeed- system will also include the use of a product.
located at 155 North Clark St.
new form of contract in which are
ing Larry Sharp, resigned.
embodied a number of new clauses
Tampa. Fla.- -The Sulphur Springs for which, according to the statement,
Business Mens' Ass'n are advertising exhibitors there have been working
in Tampa papers for a picture house. for some time.
(Special to

DAI1 ¥1
again
is

—

Phelps Sesseen
Atlanta
traveling for Al Lichtman.
i

i

All

.

—

The announcement
Dallas

Rhode

O.

J.

no

of

this

—

change

longer was made at the First National sales
having convention held in London recently.

for
Consolidated.
travels
joined Southern States Film as sales-

man.

Censors for Ireland

Frankfort. Ky.— The New Lexington Opera House, Lexington, has filed
an increase in capital from $50,000
to $60,000.

(Special to

THF. FILM DAILY)

— Advices received

from
Dublin state that censorship will bejcomc active in Ireland Nov. 1. The
measure provides for a censor and an
memSarasota, Fla. The Florida Amuse- 'appeal board consisting of nine
ment Co. paid $65,000 to N. T. Rag- bers. Exhibitors will he taxed to de-

Washington

I

—

land for the Virginia. The
ers will enlarge the house.

new own-

fray the expenses.

Seeking Lower Insurance
P. T. O. A. is distributing

—

Birmingham, Ala. C. B. Grimes,
and associates, operating South Ala-

bama

Enterprises,
Elks' theater from
for a long term.

has
P.

J.

leased the
Burchfield

JIMMY AUBREY

The M.

questionnaires to its various members
soliciting data relative to insurance
risks.
The exhibitor is asked for information relative to the kind of risk
his (heater is and the amount of insurance he carries. This will be used
by the organization in an effort to
secure lower rates.

in

A New

THE LOBBYGOW
his first

two

reel

comedy

Every Jimmy Aubrey comedy
is

given as

much

and

effort as
super feature.
tion

time, attenif it

were a

For this reason only a limited
number of Jimmy Aubrey
Comedies will be produced
each year— but—everyone will
be zuorthy of running

in the

finest theatres everyzvhere.

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

by

FREEMAN TILDEN
One of the best selling novels
of the year. Three big aew
editions in August. New York
World says, "Kept us in a constant mood of laughter." World
Film Rights offered exclusively
by

CURTIS BROWN,
116

West

New

39th

York

Ltd.,

Street
City

of

Special to

—

—

MR. PODD

Kind

Salesman

THF. FTI.M DATLY)
all
my travels I
In
Cleveland
never met a film salesman with a
new idea until a few days ago. Said
salesman is none other than Joe
Mavcr, who was general director of
publicity for Universal in New York
two years ago. and a thorough newspaper man. He resigned as publicity
man for Universal to go out and sell
film.
He has been with Universal for
During the time he
five years now.
has been selling film he has used his
newspaper knowledge to advantage
and is the only salesman I have met
that gets a greeting from exhibitors
when he calls on them. Nine tenths
of the film salesmen on the road now
will tell you that the exhibitor has
been trimmed so much that when a
salesman calls with a brief case in
his hand he is greeted with this beautiful salutation. "All booked up todav
don't want to do business with
salesmen anyway they are always
changing jobs."
This has been changed by Joe as
he has a five year record with Universal.
Just as soon as Joe signs^ a
contract with an exhibitor he sits
down with him and lavs out an adHe then goes
vertising campaign.
over, to the newspaper office and lands
a big story about the local exhibitor
havine signed a big contract for first
run Universal pictures.
The reason
Joe gets the stories printed is the fact
that he sits down in the city room
and writes the yarns newspaper style
and leaves out the adjectives and
praise.— PAUL GRAY.
(

Can the dead

talk
with the living?
It is reported that Sir Conan Doyle has
said that in case of necessity the spirit
of the great and good man for whom the

nation mourns, could communicate with
his successor.
Scientists are interested in
spiritualism.
Is there

anything in

and studying

it?

See

"Is

—

Conan Doyle Right? "
Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes Ferrell

A

real big opportunity for exhibitors
if

there ever was one.

(i)Pathe'®
^X Distributors V^/
1

iTHE
7Ao BRADSTREET

z^recocmize*

»/* FILMDOM

Authority

XXV

dI.
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In

lillions

New Unit

"Keep Time Open"
Loew— Advises

aban and Katz Corp. Formed in Urges Marcus
hibitors Not to Book Up
New Stock Issue to
Ahead of Play Dates
Be Floated in Chicago.

)elaware

—

(Special to

tz
li

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Balaban and
Corp. has been formed here
an announced capitalization of
Del.

)over,

n

all

likelihood,

it

is

planned to consolidate the
t
is
cago, Tivoli, Riviera and Central
k theaters of the B. and K. group
Asso[er
one corporate name.
ed First National Pictures, Inc.,
Illinois, and the Second National
n Co. of Illinois will also be inied, it is expected, in the consoliThe stock issue will be
ed unit.
id on both the New York and

Ex-

Way

Jake

"American pictures are bigger and

No

realizing
little

pic-

mand

is

first-class

The
pictures.
higher,
too.

abundantly proved
Four Horsemen.'

public

That

de-

was

'The
mentioning

in the case of

(I

am

Metro pictures because,

Big Finance
Others

Wilk

Do

It
postcards from

Company

Frank R. Wilson Heads M. P. CapU
tal Corp.— Griffith, Banzhaf, Brulatour, Powers Directors.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del. The Motion Picture
Capital Corp. has been formed here
j

—

with a capitalization of $6,250,000..
Its headquarters are in New York.

DW

house can afford to show pictures which are not
first-class

Price 5 Cents

1923

Dinard, a fashionable watering
resort of France:
"Last night they put on
'Way Down East' at the Casino
in four parts, with 30 minutes
intermission so that the audience could dance and gamble.
would like that?"
How

—

under the tures.

le of the Balaban and Katz Corp.
the proposed stock issue to be
t
iched by this important firm of
cago exhibitors will be issued.

As

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Marcus Loew is quoted
in The Film Renter, in part, saying:

better because people are
that there is no room for

i20,000.

29,

(Special to

Albany, N.

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.— Frank R. Wilson

New York is the authorized representative of the M. P. Capital Corp.,
The T. O. C. C. has called a special a Delaware corporation which has
meeting for today to discuss the op- been granted permission to transact
of

Meeting Again Today

naturally, I
The papers
business in this state.
Big erators' situation.
familiar with them.)
list 10,000 shares of preferred stock
pictures are being demanded everyat $25 each and 60,000 shares of comPickford in "Romeo and Juliet"
where, and exhibitors are realizing
mon, with no par value.
I would, however, urge exhibitthis.
United Artists announced yesterors not to book so far ahead as they day that Mary Pickford has definiteThe M. P. Capital Corp. is underhave been in the habit of doing, or, ly decided to make "Romeo and
Fairbanks
to be a reorganization of the
stood
"Doug"
that
if they do book ahead, to leave, at all
Juliet" and
Ernst Lubitsch M. P. Finance Corp. formed in New
events, open dates for the inclusion may play Romeo.
Jersey sometime ago to finance pro-i
icago exchanges. There will prob- in their programs of the newer, big- will direct.
ducers of motion pictures. The ori-r
pictures,"
shares
ger
of
250,000
issue
an
be
y
ginal company was formed by Frank
Studio
Mayer to Build
:ommon stock, 50,000 of which will
"Mentioning the large number of
R. Wilson, who makes his headquaroffered to the public at $50 a share costume
plays being produced in
The local offices of Louis B. Mayer ters in the office of J. J. McCarthy
shares
the remaining 200,000
ile
believed that announced yesterday that a new studio
America, Mr. Loew
in the Longacre Bldg., and who was
to be exchanged for stock in the production of this kind of photoplay will be built in Los Angeles to house
William G. McAdoo
assistant to
companies.
theater
iting four
was somewhat overdone, for the the various Mayer companies. Mayer when the latter was Secretary of the
American public was not so keen as has been working at the Selig studio Treasury during the Wilson Admin-*
the British upon this type of picture. at Mission Road, Los Angeles until istration.
"To The Ladies" Next
He felt that pictures had to be big now but Preferred has taken over
Wilson is understood to be the
esse L. Lasky has decided to aban- pictures and good pictures and that the entire plant.
president of the new company which
Fortune the American people were much more
production of "There's
has downtown affiliations of considthey were and
It," which James Cruze was to discriminating than
Explanation
An
erable prestige and large moneyed reentertainstandards on
ke and in the place of that, Cruze set higher
planned to offer
is
It
sources.
issue
of
yesterday's
In
There
Ladies."
The
ment."
next do "To
appeared
to worthwhile producers
have
aid
financial
should
there
probably be several other changes
equitable.
over the page advertisement caption- on terms that are said to be
the next group of Paramount reKansas Meets Sept. 24 and 25
the Picture Did For Me" Wilson could not be reached for a

am most

A

l

THE FILM

1

DAILY

1

ses.

(Special to

ed

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wichita, Kan. The annual conven0,000 in Five Weeks, Says "Bux" tion of the state M. P. T. O. will be
larry H. Buxbaum, state super- held at the Hotel Broadview, Sept.
24 and 25. State legislators and well
>r of sales for Famous Players,
lared yesterday that for the period
;inning this week and ending with
last week in September, total
ss sales
for Paramount in the
:ater

of the Middle

West

will

be invited to attend.

Soviet to Restore Copyrights
Northern
Advices from Moscow indicate thaJf
reach close on to the Soviet Government is to establish

New York

sey territory will

known men

and

0,000.

the copyright for authors that was
abolished in 1917. The copyright will
be personal and inheritable and will
r ord
Buys "Down to the Sea"
run for three years on photographs
Reginald Ford has purchased the and, presumably, on motion pictures.
eign rights to "Down to the Sea
Ships," and says he has arranged
Cleveland Operators Get Increase
take a typical three-masted whaling
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tt
over to Paris and place it on
have
libition in the Seine.
here
Ford mainCleveland Operators
is offices in Paris and London and settled their wage dispute by accepten he leaves for France next month ing a 7^4 per cent increase over last
1
close a deal involving three ex- year's scale.
The new agreement
ng distributing organizations which covers a two year period from Sept.
They
present maintains offices in various 1, 1923 to Aug. 31, 1925.
ropean capitols.
demanded a 17 per cent increase.

—

—

"What

it is underto indicate that the material statement yesterday but
him and
used was from The Exhibitors Her- stood that associated with
Griffith,
W.
D.
are
medirectorate
to
a
the
due
on
inadvertence,
This
ald.
at^
Griffith's
Banzhaf,
T.
regretted
H.
Albert
chanical error, is sincerely
a director in United
and
torney
publishers.
by the
Artists, Jules E. Brulatour and P. A.

a

line

Powers.
Grainger Back; Four Deals Closed
Banzhaf refused to talk about the
,-James R. Grainger of Goldwyncompany yesterday, deyesterday plans of the
returned
^osmopolitan
was the spokesWilson
that
claring
from a sales trip that took him to man for the company and that he
Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Buffalo,
would return to town today.
In Buffalo he arranged for
Detroit.
the showings of Goldwyn's first 11
divided between
be
which are to
Attend Preview of Hunter Film
Shea's Hippodrome and the Lafay-

Representatives of the trade papers left by boat for Boston last night
en route to Manchester-by-the-Sea to
"The
of
attend a special preview
Scarecrow," a Glenn Hunter picture
Hodkinson probBroadway-Strand is expected to show to be distributed by
The picanother title.
under
ably
Spoilers"
"The
group.
the
some of
Manaround
and
in
filmed
was
ture
on
theater
the last named
Cleveland, the series will be
the Stillman, Park and Alat
shown
len; in Cincinnati, a deal has been
closed with Ike Libson for the CapDetroit the
in
itol or Strand and
ette;

opens

in

at

either Sept. 9 or 16 for an indefinite
conditions at
said
Grainger
run.

those points were very good.

chester.

The

special

showing was

behalf of a benefit with
fixed at $3 each.

in

admissions

=;&&<.DAILY
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Cheat"— F.

great an actress as Pola Negri was,
ever shall be.

P.-L.

Rivoli

WORLD— "The

and

is,

Cheat"

is a heavy handed,
movie melodrama,
yet it pictures Miss Pola Negri more beauThe Hollywood melting pot tifully than anything in which she has apCopyright 1923, Wid'a Film and Film Folks, familiar story.
Inc., Published Daily except Saturday, at seems to have assimilated her.
She not only peared on the screen.
71-73 West 44th St.. New York, N, Y. by looks like, but she acts like the conventional
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC. movie star * * * The picture was well and
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
elaborately set, but little more can be said
Even the tensity of the story went "Where the North Begins"—Warners
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- for it.
ager; Maurice D. Kami, Managing Editor; astray in the many absurdities of the telling.
Capitol
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
DAILY NEWS American pictures and
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
AMERICAN
Lovers
of
"man's
best
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under Pola Negri seem to be pulling stronger to- friend" will find many things to marvel at
the
beautiful
Polish
gether.
In
"The
Cheat"
the act of March 3, 1879.
in the intelligence of Rin-tin-tin.
No fiction
Pola is about dogs has quite exhausted his accomTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside actress appears quite at home.
latest
achieveneither
wild
nor
wicked
in
her
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
plishments.
She's just a womanly woman who
Foreign ment.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
The drama, in its texture, is an ordinary
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. loves her husband and can't avoid the atchapter of the life of- trappers and traders
Address all communications to THE FILM tentions of the other man.
in
the land of the midnight sun.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
EVENING JOURNAL—Her gowns are
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. still exuberant, her acting has all the verve
DAILY
If you're not especially
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
and crispness of old, but she seems de- fond of dog pictures, see this one and then
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
cidedly less European and much more like see how quickly you'll change your mind.
1603.
actress trained in American tradi- We did.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. a good
tions * * * Mr. Fitzmaurice's picture is well
Wabash Ave.
EVENING JOURNAL— • • * Superb
well mounted, although
» * * Reared by an
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, acted and extremely
noticeable failure to make the acting of Rin-tin-tin
there
is
a
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., character
assumed by Miss Negri entirely American and trained for the camera with
London, W.

Vol XXV
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2S 1923 Price 5 Cents

AMERICAN — For

Miss Negri
ingly bad as the branded heroine

surprisof the now
is

and

obvious

overstuffed

—

—

NEWS—

—

PatheNews
No. 70

GENERAL ELECTIONS

IN

IRELAND-

400 canditates up for election in Ireland;
Free State ministers actively campaign: eielusive pictures of De Valera at meeting in
Ennis several minutes before arrest by troopj.

VOLCANO LAYS WASTE TO MILR8
OF NEW ZEALAND TERRITORY— Rotorua goes on rampage and fiery deluge
great damage.

BATHING GIRL PARADE IN
CAL.

— Peaches

doei

VENICE,

on parade dazzle the eye* of
news
from
Washington,

200,000.
Other
D. C.
Hoboken,
;

N. J.;

Detroit,

etc.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

—
—

1.

— Le

Representative

Paris

42

Film,

Clichy.

—

European

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloFilmschau,
Prague

Central

tionale
vakia), WenzeUplatz.

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldwyn
Smith

Edwin

72

72K

73V*

J.

you

when sha was an

artiste

and not

the

is

500 most

dullest,

asinine movie that we have
3,800 months and months and months.

MAIL— In

Not quoted

17%

cheapest,
seen in

17

fact, to this spectator at least,

personality of Pola Negri, who
wildest and best in this picture.

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—They
Lipman In from

A. Lipman, Quality Features,
Sydney, Australia, is in New York
for several weeks. He is making his
headquarters at Inter-Ocean.

tomorrow

open

new Lincoln
with

G.

S.

Crockett as manager.

will hold the
sales meetings.

where they
series

of

setting is one of the
and most elaborate ever constructed

any stodio.

TIMES — *

* * equipped with elegant and
exotic costumes, magnificent scenery, thrillHence
ing incidents and talented players.

can hardly fail to be an entertainment far
above the average photoplay. At the same
time the story is by no means flawless, for
it lacks subtlety * * * This photoplay is well
worth seeing, for the plot is exciting in
spite of the license taken by the scenario
writer and the director.
it

Plan Sales Conventions
'W. P. Garyn and W. F. Rogers of
the Goldwyn-Cosmopolttan home ofstarted for Chicago yesterday
fice
first

of a

They

will

eventually reach Denver, calling the

branch managers and salesmen

TRIBUNE—*

*

*

We

is

dog

truly a

star

be

to

He

is

endowed with

A

No.

1

man.

And

Rin-

*

*

if

there ever

•

was

He

does almost everything but talk,
and talk, outside the subtitles, is pretty useless in movies.
one.

MAIL—

* * It is really a most excelwith the refreshing charm that
a good dog-actor, unaffected by poses or
temperament, can bring to an outdoor plot.

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Fred

left the theater at
the end of the production feeling decidedly
we
been
cheated,
as we rethough
had
as
member the story * * *To us it seems a
dreadful waste of time, especially for as

c

c

c

c

<

r

Myton

and Chester Franklin's story

is a three thousandth squeeze of a pretty dry orange, but
within these limitations, the producers have
managed to make it interesting * * * There's
nothing particularly notable about the picture except the dog.

SUN —
have

TELEGRAM —The
in

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

her

a fairly convincing and attractive picout of material whose age is the only
reason it should be respected * * * She makes
the story seem real, and it is not until the
picture is well under way that you discover
you are seeing the same plot that you have
reviewed at least a dozen times in a season.
largest

Cleveland House Ready
Cleveland, Ohio

EVENING WORLD—
tin-tin

»

»

Fairly exciting drama * * *
striking success in

*

made a

Rin-tin-tin has
this picture.

TELEGRAM—

ture

J.

(Special to

at

made

Australia

Rin-tin-tin ceases
the North Begins.

heroic, intelligent creature
the feelings and motives of an

lent picture,

3,800 it seems one of those rare cases where the
film version is more dramatic than the story.
17'/.
16)4
17^4 2,600 Part
of this is due to the swift and imaginative direction of George Fitzmaurice and part
photography which
extraordinary
the
to
Starts New Duties
makes it a magical blending of lights and
Smith, Universal's new shadows. But its real lure is in the flaming

17^

general sales manager has taken
up the sales reins of the organization.

will

a

actress.

HERALD— It

skill,

"Where

"The an

—

Sales

104%

a dog in
see

It's far and
Cheat'' you won't be cheated.
away better than "Bella Donna," Pola's first
American-made picture in fact, it's almost as
good as some of those pictures she made

movie

Close

.104% 104

...

Loews

Low

EVENING WORLD— If

abroad,

Quotations
High

consummate

Rue de sympathetic.

freshing novelty *
ture ever filmed.

TIMES—All
interested
*

*

*

in

*

* Offers

*

The

a wholly

greatest

those

fond of

"Where

the

dogs

North

dog

repic-

LIGHTS

be
Begins.

will

The work

of this dog in this photodrama is quite interesting, although it suffers in comparison with Strongheart and the
excellent vehicle he had in "The Silent Call."

TRIBUNE—

* * * It seems to us that
the picture at the Capitol this week is the
best canine entertainment we ever saw. There
are a lot of actors and one or two actresses
on the screen as well, but Rin-tin-tin is all
that really counts. * * *
doubt if there
is a man with soul so
dead he would not
enjoy "Where the North Begins."

We

WORLD —

There is nothing excepting the
appearance of Rin-tin-tin in this new picture
at the Capitol to make it worth while sitting through.
This interesting German po-

dog * * * is shown in various attitudes
and moods which are entertaining and pleas-

lice

ing.

into

conference as they proceed west.
=cv

Play it/ It's

Bi^f/

(((gkluxxilioruzi U-ictuAJuJ

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

wISEWS

OFFICES
Fine Suite in heart of the industry, private entrance to commercial projection rooms. Cutting

rooms and

Room

602

vaults on same floor.
130 W. 46th St.

rO*oldwijfyj- Qostnopolitan

etc,

DttlribuUd by

L

Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
Produced by B. P. Fineman

—

!

Every he-man and most

women

are sold on
Harry Carey— he's got
a following that embraces most of the picture lovers of the
country.

Here's a picture that will
the few women who
are not yet Carey fans.
The little snow waif the
Miracle Baby in this picture—will tug on their
heart strings with that
kind of a tug that will
induce them to bring all
their friends to see the
sell

—

picture.

The

inestimable value
of ^ the publicity, which

this story gives exhibitors, is another big fac-

The American
Magazine— from which
this story was taken
tor.

has an enormous circulation

throughout the

country, and everyone
of its thousands of
readers arel waiting for
this picture

Everything exhibitors
need, in the way of advertising and exploitation, has been prepared
in the usual high pressure F. B. O. style to

put the picture over to

a

crashing success.

in

drawing steady business to your box-office

"THIT MTPin
I? TJADV"
a
"THE
MIRACLE
BABY"—rfrom the American
^.1--

,

mm

*^
i_ T*"-1
j
Magazine Story by Frank Richardson Pierce—is
Book it and boost it for a record-smasher!
_•

•

.

t->-

-r-.

DISTRIBUTED BY

F. B.

i

m ««**»
CAREY
r*

o ^ *«nm «m«mi
BEST!
ABSOLUTE

i•
at his
.

/

i-.

t

Sales Office

0.

723 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

UNITED KINGDOM
R-C PICTURES CORPORATION
26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour
London, W. 1, England

St.

THE
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Wednesday, August

Doris Eaton to the Coast
Doris Eaton is on her way to

In the Courts

FILM DAILY'S

Two

attachments have been filed
in the
Supreme Court against the
property of the William Cabanne M.
P. Trust, a Missouri corporation, with
an office at 3 West 61st St., in suits
Keenan, brother of Frank
of Jack \
Keenan. and Frank G. Alt man. both
of Kansas City, on checks cashed for
the defendant at the request of Alexander Bey fuss, who has been secretary and general manager of the Ca-

Do you think film salesmen should be authorized to sign
contracts on behalf of their companies similar to the practice
inaugurated in Great Britain by First National?

and

af-

Pictures Corp. — "Such

E. M. Saunders, Metro
a thing
possible in this country under present conditions."

Twenty minutes of continuous laughter is assured the audiences
of every foresighted

exhibitor who plays

Jimmy Aubrey 's new
two

By Fire
—

—

Anita, la. The Unique is a total
loss as a result of a fire that started
in the projection room when 8,000 feet
of film exploded.

—

Camden, N. J. A cigarette is
blamed for starting a fire in the projection

age

is

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

is

1
WELDED WIRE
REELS

not

tj>

room

of the Colonial.
estimated at $500.

Dam-

New

York

will

be

available

after

September.

Six years experience with large organization
as
executive,
auditor,
cashier and salesman.

Box

S-29

FILM DAILY
71

W.

44th

New York

St.

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

CROMIOWFIIM
INCORPORATED

FOR SALE

220 WEST 42

Complete Title & Animating
Equipment at a bargain. Latest
models with or without cameras.

Room

602

130

It's

West

46th St.

on

ND

STREET

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MGR.

its

way-

—

—The

here is a total lost
from fire which also destroyed a number of other establishments.
theater

Cohen Succeeds Littau At Rivoli
Isadore Cohen is the new conductor of the Rivoli orchestra, succeeding Joseph Littau, who was transferred to the Missouri, St. Louis.

-a.

'

NEW YORK

Minneapolis Fire that started on
the second floor of the building housing the Standard Theater Equipment
destroyed $1,500 worth of stock.

picture

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION

9836

City

Thoroughly experienced Motion Picture man desirous of making change

—

Dix. N. J. The Liberty is
practically a total loss as a result of
a recent fire, the origin of which has
not been determined.

Oak wood, L«on Cq^ Tex.

reel comedies.

to

Only

Plaza

New York

740 7th Ave..

Camp

comedy

regards

Howelli Cine Equip. Co.,

—

reel

in

For Salt

Cabanne could not be reached at
Auburn, N. Y. Due to a projection
the Metro studio where he is working, room fire, the Universal has closed
for a statement. He was reported out temporarily.
of town for the rest of the week.

two

particulars

—

alleged.

his first

:

LEE & CARTER

Louis Rosenbluh, New York manager, Fox Film Corp.
"Such a thing is not possible here under the uniform contract
which expressly stipulates the time limit allowed the home offices to either reject or approve contracts with exhibitors."

—

THE LOBBYGOW

full

665 Fifth Ave.

—

Losses

in

Murray HiU 1831

and Terms.
High Class house considered.

Paul C. Mooney, Sales Manager, Louis B. Mayer Prod. "It
wouldn't work out in this country. In England, the pictures
are always screened for the exhibitor and aside from that, he
buys for a year ahead."

assigned to Altman

JIMMY AUBREY

Tel.

Location

Size,

ness."

agreement.
The papers state that one of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
checks given by the plaintiffs was
Buffalo,
Y. Fire caused a
N.
$1,651 to pay the balance on a premium for a $150,000 insurance policy $5,000 loss to the Premier last week.
on Cabanne's life.
Beyfuss got $550
Ozona, Tex. Fire of unknown ori<
for his personal use by misrepresengin recently destroyed the Majestic.
is

State

—

certain property as security for his
claim of $2,950 and when it was sent
to E. W. Goode, one of the trustees of
the defendant, to be executed at St.
Louis, he said the assignment would
not "hold water" because of the trust

it

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Will purchase or lease Motion PichiK
Theatre in New York or vicinity.

Charles A. Chasteen, Manager, Rialto, 268 Fulton St. Jamaica, L. I. "If the home offices give the salesmen the final
authority and recognize the salesman's signature as binding, I
think it would be a great jdea for this country.
The trouble
is that contracts don't seem to be contracts in the film busi-

Cabanne is alleged to have said
that a loan of $40,000 is being negotiated and that it is also hoped to get
an advance distribution of a film being
made by the defendant, which is its
only property. It is alleged that Ca-

tations,

S.

Ave.

:

—

couldn't be paid because subscriptions
taken in St. Louis and Kansas City
for interest certificates in the trust
have not come in fast enough to enable the defendant to meet its payrool and other expenses.

1,

Fifth

THEATRE WANTED

Harry H. Buxbaum, Famous Players "I should say not.
•Salesmen don't want the privilege because of possible barriers
thrown in their paths by exhibitors who may try to influence
prices by declaring that they will 'take it up with Mr. Zukor
or Mr. Kent.' The matter properly belongs to the home office."

states that Cabanne
both said the sums

banne on Aug.

542

be worked here."

Evans

Beyfuss

WILLIAM

Benk, Manager, Stanley Theater, 590 7th Ave. New York
It is always claimed that contracts
don't see why not.
go back to the home office for approval or rejection but everything that film salesmen say can't be believed. The plan can

own, and who alleges that $8,050 is
due the three, which he says Cabanne
and Beyfuss both admitted were legal

The

Hollywood

Chicago

—A.
"I

The attachments were granted on
affidavits made by Russell Evans, who
came here to collect a claim of his

of

the

a picture.

Rothacker Laboratories

ANSWERS

corporation,
but
who the
papers show lias been discharged.

fidavit

make

New York

QUESTION

banne

obligations of the defendant.

coast to

INQUIRING REPORTER

.

29, 1923
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Exhibitor-Distributor Organization to
Start in October to Work Through
30 Exchanges

Organization Is Financing
Production Units Vincent

-ted

n

—

En Route West
THE FII ,c DAILY)

The Theater Owners

Special to

Angele

-1L L iviotion Picture
tors' Association of New York
ierstood to have made plans to
h a number u. producing units
Just how many are planned is
:ided at the moment but a finan>

Corp.,
ber,

formed

yesterday

in

Distributing

Chicago

in

announced

it

Decemwould

actively enter the distributing field in
October, operating through 30 exchange centers.

The statement came irom

epresentative of the organization
New York tohere from
e
)W.
is reported here that arrange5
have been made in the East
Maurice Campbell, J. Searle

the of-

W.

A. True, president of the
organization and outlined the intention of the T. O. D. C. to "eliminate
fices of

the evil whereby exhibitors are compelled to book their attractions under
the 'sight unseen* system months in
advance of showings in the theaters."
"We believe that our success holds,
for the future as well as the past,
on the fundamental policy of healthy
(Continued on Page 2)

Kenneth Webb, Charles
n and Burton King to make picfor release through Selznick.

ey,

Campbell, Dawley, Webb,
n and King are understood to

ssrs,

(Continued on Page 2)

Coming on the Leviathan
Marcus Loew is returning to the
States from Europe on the Leviathan.

Anderson Leaves Monday
Anderson of Anderson Picrl
is

expected

to

the

for

leave

on Monday.
Schlesinger Sails Saturday
Schlesinger, foreign manager

my house at once." Pauline Garon, Philo McCullough, WyndStanding, Estelle Taylor, Vernon Steele, Josef Swickard, and Lionel
Belmore in one of the dramatic scenes from the new C. B. C. Box OfRGET."—Advt.
fice Winner "FORGIVE
"Leave

s

|

for London on

he Warners, sails
Majestic Saturday to dispose of

923-1924 product in England and
le Continent.

ham

the intends boosting the all-short
program to exhibitors as a

ral

e
:d.

thing beginning with the

Comedy Nights will be
A number of model

fall.'

sugpro-

have been prepared by the
?any and details of these will be
Ished in the Fall Short Subject
is

rterly

of

THE FILM DAILY,

on Saturday.

Scheduled

Broadway

on

Week—Two

Sunday,

for

Next

Two Mon-

day and One Wednesday
The advance guard of the special
productions promised for next season hits Broadway with a smash next
week when no less than five important
are:

openings are scheduled.

They

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
the "big gun" of the entire Universal 1923-1924 output. Opening at the
Astor theater Sunday night at $2.20

$1,500,000 Studio

—

ned by Louis B. Mayer Site on top. Run indefinite with two shows
oast Not Yet Selected, But
a day.
Will Be Soon.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Special to
>s

—Louis

B.

Mayer

ex-

to spend about $1,500,000 on a
studio here.
With the turning
of the Selig plant to B. P. Schulfor Preferred, the three Mayer
J are
forced to work at outside
ts until

a

new one can be

built

(Continued on Page 6)

Monday, Sept. 3 being Labor
)ay and a legal holiday there
rill be no issue of
FILM

THE

3AILY

—

This agreement was arrived at af- at Belle
ter a five hour session at the Hotel resides.

published.

Harbor where

his

mother

(Continued on Page 4)

s

Rowland and Katz on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Richard A. Rowland

R. B. Wainwright Here

—

R. B. Wainwright of London is at
He expects to stay
Algonquin.
Katz
of
the
and
Sam
National
First
of
weeks.
several
for
here
are
here
Balaban and Katz, Chicago,

from the East.

Hammons

Sails

Saturday

Renews with Johnson
E. W. Hammons, sails from New
his annual visit
F. B. O. has signed a new contract York on Saturday, on
with associates
confer
to
Europe
to
a
covering
Emery Johnson
with
F. B. O.

six weeks.
period of two years and a half and in- abroad. He will be gone
Charles Christie is at present in.
volving eight pictures. Johnson will
he will meet Ham'
start work under it as soon as he London, where

completes "The Mail Man."

af-

ternoon at St. Vincent's Hospital after an attack of typhoid fever that
Strike
Durning was 30
lasted four weeks.
T. O. C. C. and Operators Reach years old and had started work on
Settlement Union Granted
"Around the Town with Gallagher
Wage Increase
and Shean" when he was taken sick.
The threatened strike of operators Tom Buckingham then took up the
was averted yesterday by a settlement direction where Durning was forced
reached between the T. O. C. C. and to leave off.
Local No. 306. The adjustment was
Durning directed "The Eleventh
made on a wage increase of from Hour" for Fox and last year niado
iy2 to 15% over the existing scale. "The Fast Mail" as well as several
On theaters seating up to 600, the in- pictures with Charles Jones and Dusl
2 %\ on theaters seatcrease will be 7 /
He is survived by his
tin Farnum.
ing up to 1,000, 10%; on theaters seat- widow,
Mason and his
Shirley
ing up to 1,500. \2 lA%; on theaters mother,
Mrs. Annie M. Patton.
seating over 1,500, 15%.
Burial will be held Saturday morning

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

Bernard Durning Dead
Bernard Durning died yesterday

Averted

Five Openings

Pathe to Boost Programs
:ct

—

AND FO

Upon his return he will attend the
reopening of the Borough Park,
Brooklyn, which recently was taken
over by the Loew circuit.

mons.

The Warning
From an important sales executive now in the Middle West.
"Exhibitors are doing good
business, but the price of next
season's product has them on
the jump. The distributor who
but
is booking all he can is wise,
wait until he has to read just
contracts. Wait for next Febru-

ary and March!"

THE
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Page

Monte Blue and Harry Myers hav
been added to the cast of "Daddies.

T. O. D. G. Ready
Page

(Continued from

1)

Selznick each

have closed with

1)

for

entertainment at small prices," said
a series of pictures, work on which True.
"We protest against the folly
While no one at of $2 admissions and the attitude of
is yet to be started.
Selznick could be reached for a state- many of the national distributors in
ment, the existence of such contracts following the policy of 'all the traffic
s

known.
made
were
Efforts
definitely

now on

his

The exhibitors themselves
the attitude of the public and
the exhibitors will, through this, their
own distributing organization, make
a determined effort to secure and to
present worthy attractions at reasonable prices."
will bear.'

to reach the di-

rectors involved but without success.
No one at the directors' association
was in those offices to discuss the
matter.
It is understood that James
Vincent, an official of the organization
is

way West and

it

30, 1923

may

know

The statement merely announced
be that he is the "financial representathe date on which activities would be
tive" looked for by the coast film
launched and also traced the history
colony.
since the Minof the movement
It is understood on excellent au- neapolis convention. There was noththority that the report emanating ing mentioned about the personnel of
from the coast has a foundation in the sales force or any information
further understood that relative to the distributing system. It
fact.
It
is
various members of the directors' as- is understood that the T. 0. D. C.

sociation have interested banking cir- will not establish its own exchanges
Certainly, that
cles in their plan.
but use an existing national system
London, W. 1.
rather carefully which will take
been
impression
has
de
Rue
Film,
42
Le
care of the physical
Paris Representative
fostered in certain quarters around handling of the product.
Clichy.
Just howEuropean Representative Interna- town.
Central
many pictures the organization ex(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
It will be recalled that it was the pected to handle and who would make
rakia), Wenzelsplatz.
M. P. D. A. that voted to work with them were interesting details which
the M. P. T. O. A. when it became the initial statement did not go into.
apparent that the exhibitor organiza105^4 104
105M 1.100 tion was about to enter the distribEast. Kod.
Correction
73
F. P.-L
72V4 72M 4,000 uting field.
Due to a typographical error the
Not quoted
do pfd
The reports from the coast reached
Not quoted New York almost simultaneously name of Peter Oletsky, owner of the
"f ioldwvn
175^
\7ys I7yi 3,000 with the announcement of the plans Federated Film Exchange of WashLoew's

—

—

Quotations
%

OFFICES
Fine Suite in heart of the induitry, private entrance to commercial projection rooms. Cutting
rooms and vaults on same floor.

Room

602

W.

130

46th St

^atcho^
7t

t

t

<

7?

LIGHTS

A

Theater Owners Distributing ington
spelled
It was recalled and consid-

of the

and
in

was misChadwick Pictures

Baltimore

the

Corp.
Corp. advertisement which appeared
ered significant by some that the M.
in the issue of Sunday, Aug. 26.
various
conin
on
Dover, Del. Guild-Made Pictures. P. D. A. had sat
ferences of the M. P. T. O. A. when
Wilmington. Capital $2,000,000.
the exhibitor organization first adOlympia, Wash.—The North End vanced its plan for the formation of
Capital, an exhibitor-distributor organization.
Theater Co., Inc., Seattle.
detail too delicate, no highlight
There's
Incorporators, H. McKee
$50,000.
James Holt Better
and J. Carstons.
too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

Incorporations

osmopolltai

—

no

Albany

—Anderson

(Special to

Pictures

Corp.,

New

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Atlantic City James Holt of the
Capitol has returned from the hospiwhere he was confined for a
tal,

York. Capital $100,000. Incorporators, A. Thompson and M. Gerst.
Attorney, H. G. Kosch.
month as a result of stomach trouble.

Albany

New

— Supreme Theater Co.,

York.

Capital $10,000.

orators, J. A.
I.

Dorn.

Albany

New

and

S.

Deutsch and H.

Attorney, S. Sperling.
Pictures
Capital $10,000.

Boland,

CSpecial

to

Oklahoma
Jr:,

son of

Jr.,

Incor-

porators, C. E. and M. E. Elliot and
Attorney, H. J.
H. C. Shimfield.
Matters, Jr.

Charleston. W. Va.— State Operating Co., Huntington. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, A. B., S. J. and S. L.
Hyman, P. Silberstein and C. E.
Tipton.

is

in

City

—Thomas

Thomas Boland,

Boland,

a

of

the

local hospital,

bile.

Lesser Showing Tonight
Sol Lesser will give a special preview of "The Bee," "The Snider" and
"The Ant." first of the "Secrets of
Life," series at the Town Hall tonight
The films were produced by the Louis
Tolhurst microscopic process.

—

—

(RctivJD

"THE STICE OF THE PROGRAM"

It

carries

through

Eschmann

Calls Meeting

A. Eschmann leaves today to
meet R. C. Seery, Middle Western
manasrer and H. A. Bandv. Central
Division manager of First National
at a sales meeting to be held in Chicago.
E.

to the screen

the entire

range of tones that care in exposing has
secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

Old 'Frisco Tivoli Dark
Charleston, W. Va. Lyric Oper(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
ating Co., Huntington.
Capital $10,San Francisco The old Tivoli on
000.
Incorporators, A. B., S. J. and
S. L. Hyman and J. Silberstein and Eddy St. has been closed and will remain dark until the expiration of the
C. E. Tipton.
lease of the West Coast circuit, who
operated the house.

(TfScLiAxitlonid

POSITIVE FILM

Injured

THE FILM DAILY)

having
Corp., been seriouslv injured bv an automotheater,

—Winship

York.

Tom

Inc.,

Incorp-

EASTMAN

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length

base

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

T

is

seldom that

ductions.
It is

have addressed you concerning Vitagraph pro-

"Pioneer Trails"

that

will

satisfy

With the glorious days of the early
ithe

is

the greatest attraction of the day.

an epic of the old West and has every element known to pic-

production

ture

I

the public.

and danger of

travel

picture

West approaches

scenic investiture of "Pioneer Trails."

sensation

No

dealing

in

magnificence

No one can

appreciate the

by the old stage coach

until

he has seen

"Pioneer Trails."

The
tic

story of "Pioneer Trails"

is

in

my opinion one of the most drama-

photoplays that have ever been screened. The appeal of the love inter-

The

est is sure-fire.

brought to

life

characters are living,

human, red-blooded people,

out of the past, brave adventurers

who

carried civilization

across this great continent.

The

its

is

which he

role to

I

cast

remarkable in that every actor
is

assigned.

There

am proud of "Pioneer Trails."

values.

I

no

is

I

realistically portrays the

artificiality in

"Pioneer Trails."

recommend it to you because I know

have put into "Pioneer Trails" the experience of thirty years of

picture producing,

and

pictures of the year.

I

give you

It is

not

my

my

pledge that

it is

one of the greatest

custom to praise the productions

we

have made, but "Pioneer Trails" so far surpasses the screen offerings of
today that
affords.

rected,

I

want everyone

It is

the biggest of

among which

to enjoy the satisfaction that "Pioneer Trails"
all

the

many

winners David Smith has

di-

are included "Black Beauty," "The Courage of Marge

O'Doone," "The Ninety and Nine," and "Masters of Men."

President, Vitagraph

THE

<^

DAILY

Five Openings

Strike Averted

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Silent Command," the first
specials, produced by J.

"The

Fox

of the

Advance reports
the
sequences are
naval
handled on a big scale. Opening at
i ho
Central Sunday night at $5.50
top for the premiere and $1.65 thereliordon

Edwards.

indicate

alter.

Run

indefinite.

"Rosita," starring
Ernst
Lubtisch's

Mary
first

Pickford.

American-

New

"If

a day.

Run

directed

—

—

Two
lian

Gish and directed by Henry King

— Contract

(Special to
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—

S.

Rinehart.

for a

been

Work

is

new

let

by

to start

—

Wichita, Kan. It is said that Arthur M. Ford, former manager of
the Marple, is planning to erect a new
house.
Dallas
ter

is

—The

new Oak Lawn

another on the

list

of

thea-

Dallas

Philadelphia Leon
Behal,
short houses. The theater was opened
Opening at the 44th
on Wednesday evening at subject sales manager for De Luxe, cently by Jack Joyce.

lor Inspiration.
St. theater

Camden, Ark.

Dr. G.
Planning Next Convention
soon.
Sidney R. Kent, while in Kansas

for Fox and acclaimed
the leader of that company's line-up,
City recently, made tentative arlor next year.
Opening at the Times rangements for the next convention
Square Monday night at $5.50 top of Famous Players
to be held there
for the premiere and $1.65 thereafter.
next May.
shows a day and an indefinite
run.
Leon Behal Seriously Injured
"The White Sister," starring Lil-

Harry Millarde

THEATRE WANTED

—

theater-office building, has

by

30, 1923

Will purchase or lease Motion Picture
Astor yesterday.
Committees for
Searcy, Ark. A new theater, to Theatre in New York or vicinity.
both sides were aided in settling the cost $15,000, is to replace the Grand. State full particulars in regards to
issue by Commissioners Bendhein,
Only
Size, Location and Terms.
Brown and Cocoran of the U. S.
Quincy, 111. Plans have been com- High Class house considered.
Labor Board. The operators' present pleted for the erection of the new
LEE & CARTER
contract with the T. O. C. C. termi- Washington Square, to seat 3,000.
Plaza 9836
665 Fifth Ave.
nates at midnight tomorrow night.
New York City
Harry Mackler, president of the
Bethany, Mo. I. W. Maple is
operators union could not be reached erecting a theater here which is exlast night for comment on the terms pected to be ready in a few weeks.

indefinite.

Winter Comes,"

Theaters
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

made picture. Opening at the Lyric of the settlement which was announMonday night at $1.65 top. Two ced from the T. O. C. C. headquarters.
shows

Thursday, August

re-

is in Hahnemann Hospital as a re$2.20 top for an indefinite run.
He
In addition, "Little Old New York" sult of an automobile accident.
Humansville, Mo.—The Odd Felwill continue at the Cosmopolitan; will be laid up for several weeks.
lows building has been leased by
"The Covered Wagon" at the CriHodges of Springfield who will run a
terion, and "The Green Goddess" at
Walsh Renews with Goldwyn
picture theater there.
the Harris. "Ashes of Vengeance"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
closes its Apollo run Saturday night. /*Los Angeles
Steubenville, O.
George Walsh has
George Shafer, of
The regular first-runs will have the been assigned to one of the roles in Wheeling plans to erect a theater
following:
"Law Against Law," Goldwyn states here seating 2,000 at a cost of $250,Cameo "The Eleventh Hour."
that its contract with Walsh has been 000. Incorporators, W. J. Gallagher,
Capitol
Mae Murray in "The renewed.
French Doll."
City Council Building
Theater
Rialto
"Salomy Jane."
Georgette Leblanc in Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rivoli— Pola Negri in "The Cheat."
Steubenville, O. The City Council
Georgette Leblanc, former wife of
Strand— Harold Lloyd in "Why

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

Maurice Maeterlinck, will appear in
"All of which," said one
well two pictures to be made in Paris, acknown film man yesterday, "is ex- cording to reports from abroad. The
tremely interesting. Very interesting." first will be "The Enchantress" to be
produced by Marcel L'Herbier Films
and the second, "Phedre," to be made
Snow Making Alaskan Films
in the spring.

Worry."

THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle— H. A. Snow is one of

has

made arrangements with George

Shafer,

who

operates several theaters

Wheeling, W. Va., to build a picture house here.
The city figures
receiving an annual rental of $15,000
from the enterprise which will cost
in

in

Leah Baird Pictures

Make Money

excess of $200,000.

(Special to

the
French Seek Reciprocity
No Age Limit in Wisconsin
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
party to leave for a 40 day trip to
Paris An absorbing topic here is
Milwaukee The state legislature
Alaska where he will make wild game
the
question of reciprocity against
has
killed
the
bill
introduced
by
pictures, also scenes from the seal
State Senator Teasdale, making it ob- Germany on the importation of raw
rookeries at the Pribiloff Islands.
The matter was originally
ligatory for children under 16 years stock.
old to attend theater performances contested by Pathe Cinema which de"English Creeping Up"— Crawford with their parents unless the picture clared the Agfa Co. of Berlin was
Ray Crawford, of Associated Ex- being shown has been passed by the dumping raw stock into France irrespective of manufacturing costs.
hibitors, Inc., just back from Europe censor board.
The problem has now been taken up
says that while England and France
by a large section of the French press
are both behind America in producKraely on Coast
with some sort of official action loomtion and exhibition, England is creep(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing up as a strong possibility.
ing up in production.
Los Angeles Hanns Kraely is here
"The more important English pro- visiting Ernst Lubitsch.
While here
ducers," said
Crawford yesterday, he will study the American industry.
"realize now that their own field is Kraely
adapted "Passion," "Deceptoo limited, and that they must make tion,"
One Arabian Night," "Gypsy
product which will appeal to Ameri- Blood" and other
productions dican picture lovers also. That is why rected by Lubitsch.
so many of them are now engaging
Lubitsch started production MonAmerican actors.
day on "The Marriage Circle."
"In France more American pic-

—

The

ASK
LAFAYETTE SQUARE

Buffalo's $2,500,000.00

Theatre

—

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

Kane, President

—

King

tures are in circulation than are productions of any other country. One
expects to find American-made features advertised in front of the leading boulevard theaters of Paris and
he is seldom disappointed.
The effects of the war continue to be felt
in business circles in France much
more strongly than in England. Notably in London I found a genuine
vpirit of optimism regarding the outlook for the fall."

Alan D. Marr Promoted
Alan D. Marr has been appointed
assistant general manager of Associated Exhibitors.
Floyd Lewis has
been appointed special representative.
S. T. O'Brien, Des Moines manager,
will hereafter take care or both Des
Moines and Omaha. E. S. Oldsmith
has returned to the Oklahoma City
office as manager, after an absence of
several months.

Victor's

Production

wis e !foois

rOUUdimjiy^ Cyosmopoiitart*

The First of Universalis LUCKY

7 Chapter Plays
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[Si

t
A. F. of L. Convenes Oct. 1
The various union organizations
connected with the industry will have
Cameo
folrepresentatives at the annual gatherlie Cameo Magazine opens the bill,
The ing of the American Federation of
lowed hj "The Rainstonn,"a comedy;
a
thai Failed," an Aesop Fable reel;
Cal
be held at Portland, Ore.,
"The Dance of Labor to

Broadway Theaters

v

t

musicale prologui featured as
a
"The Eleventh Hour,
the Hour-.' and
John Priest closes the perforfeature
« ith -in organ selection.

Oct.

police dog, Rin Tin Tin is the
Other
the North Begins."
numbers, as they upper on the program, in"Mignon," the overture; a scenic
clude:

Belgian

Page

1)
(Continued from
(SpeciafTcTTHE FILM DAILY)
as y
of
selected
Barry,
been
No site has
Trenton, N. J.—Joseph
Old Rose Street, is being held by but a decision will probably
Judge Anthony S. Brennan for the reached in the near future.
Grand Jury for forging the name of
According to Preferred, improveCharles C. Hildinger, a local exhibit- ments at the Selig plant will cost

or, to a

Marcus Buys Mammoth's
"Enemies of Children," the

Capitol

A

1.

of

Lease

Mammoth

the

$1,500,000 Studio

In the Courts

check.

about

First
first re-

Pictures,

Okla.— H.
owner of one

Gushing,
blood,

L.

Young-

of the

ber in six units; selections from "Mile Modiste," played by the orchestra and the latest
Aesop Fable, "The Great Explorer." An or-

do concludes.

•

Films in Prisons

1

is

The current Rialto bill consists of the over
"Riesenfeld's
Classical
"Sakuntala ;"
regular number;
"The Modern
a
Jazz,"

The Greensteins booked a United
kind
every state institution of this
and not satisfied with
Artist picture
pictures.
entertains the inmates with
picture
the
M. P. Engineers
DAILY)
FILM
THE

Ottawa Meeting
(Special to

for

Wizard," a Max Fleischer picture; the
Ottawa— Indications point to a
conventorial News and "My Song is of The Sturdy
large attendance at the fall
North," sung by Frederick Baer, baritone.
P. EnM.
of
Society
"To the Last Man is the feature. Mary tion of the
here Oct.
from gineers, which will convene
Fabin, soprono singing a selection
"Count oi Luxemberg" and "Felix in Holly- 1 2 3 and 4. An invitation has been
wood," a cartoon are the last two numbers.
attend.
issued to Will H. Hays to
Pic-

Rivoli
is

the

feature

while "Pique
overture.
tune; and

Dame" has been selected as the
"Happy Days," symphonized home

Hinduque" are other musical units.
The pictorial, "Out of the Inkwell" appear
third, and sixth respectively.
"False Alarm,"
"Priere

cartoon

a

is

screened as the closing number..

At Other Houses
"Ashes of Vengeance" still plays the Apoland "Little Old New York" the Cosmopolitan.
"The Covered Wagon has reached its
25th week at the Criterion.
"The Green
Goddess" remains at the Harris, while the
Strand houses "The White Rose" for a second week.
lo

Lists "Cat and the

Harry

Sherman

Canary"

yesterday
one of the six productions he
would make lor \ itagraph would be
"Cat and the Canary," by Margaret
Cameron, the rights to which he has
secured from Harper Brothers.
stated

thai

showing
financial
the
made, came to the exchange on Vine
Street to seek a rebate. Appelgate
jnd the Greensteins apparently could
not reach an amicable understand.ng and an argument resulted, it is
declared, the father and son then atAppelgate retacking Applegate.
ceived a rather severe pummeling and
was removed to his home.

May Write Story for Jackie
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

City.

series
filmed by Jackie as one of his
contract.
Metro
his
on

Foy Signs With Paramount
to THE FILM DAILY)
Picture
Motion
Dallas— The
Journal says:
testified at the FederFamous
investigation of
Players that he could not buy any
more Paramount pictures until he advanced Ins prices back to the old scale,
Id Foy of Foy's neighborhood theasigned the Paramount contract for a full month of Paramount
5i ptember in all his houses at the
admission scale of ten cent9."

\fter

al

Trade

having

Adding Pictures
(Special to

Buffalo,
will

(Special to

N.

to

Program
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Y.— First run picture

be added

Criterion

the

to

pru

grams starting Labor Day.

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

FOR SALE
Complete Title & Animating
Equipment at a bargain. Latest
models with or without cameras.

Room

602

130

West

46th

St.

For Stanley Company
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sales to Standard, Pitssburgh

Kxport and Import has sold "The
Aaron Goldberg Leases Maio
Jungle Goddess" and "The Curse of
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Drmk" to Standard Films of Pittsnews burgh for Western Pennsylvania and
Interesting
San Francisco—
theater world is West Virginia.
to the San Francisco
by Aaron
Maio
the
the leasing of
Goldberg formerly opGoldberg.
Aywon Denies Fecke Claim
lugii
erated the Central, but owing to
Aywon in a letter to this publication
The new
rental was forced to close.
denies
that George M. A. Fecke will
the
acquisition is directly opposite
produce the "Big Boy" Williams picWars
Loew
Central and adjourns
tures and adds that Aywon has the
Some hard tussles have been sole contract for the pictures. The
neld.
and
houses
three
seen between these
letter states that Fecke has secured
some more fights are expected.
two Williams pictures from some
producer who failed to continue making an entire series.
McGuirk Sees Good Season
of
vice-president
McGuirk,
John

Speaking or.
starting Labor Day."
drawing *power of pictures, he says, 1
would not like to give precedence to any lorm
money-drawing
of photo play with respect to

season
the

(Special

New Home

is

Philadelphia The
Stanley
ComAngeles— Coogan agents in
negothree-story
purchased
the
pany
has
be
to
reported
are
New York
Rinenart office building at 1912 Race St., for
tiating with Mary Roberts
to be $148,000 for its new headquarters.
story
screen
original
for an

Los

Bromberg in Deal with Arrow
Arthur C. Bromberg, President of
Progress Pictures of Atlanta, has
J.
closed a deal with W. E. Shallenberin comthe Stanley Co. of America,
ger, of Arrow, for 52 two-reel comon the coming season, m
menting
edies, three serials and 26 features for
Exhibitor," Philadelphia, says
Texas.
Oklahoma and Arkansas. "The
in part:
Bromberg has opened a new branch
•1 am convinced that the motion picture
in Dallas, and will shortly open in
the
be more popular than ever with
will

Oklahoma

Schulberg
in mind
included in the plans.

Greenstein,

asylums

lure.

Cheat''

stage

ly

last.

Rialto

"The

— Messrs.

A

The overture opens the program. "TopThen "The Making
ics of the Day" is next.
a Man," a Prizma picture is screened prior
of
"Daytime
Wives," the
the showing
to
feature.
"So This Is Hollywood," one of the
"Fighting Blood" series

Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)

of the Penn, So. Phila. are charged by
recent survey made S. E. Applegate, of United Artists,
Baltimore—
shows that with assault and battery and will be
bv the Board of Welfare
efarraigned soon before a local magismotion pictures have a beneficial
insane
prisons,
of
trate.
fect upon inmates
and hospitals, etc. Practical(Special to

Central

1.

A new

"Where

oi

before

local

"Youth
Khich is an adaptation of
houses has filed a voluntary petition
by
purchased
been
has
at
1 riumphant,"
listing liabilities
in bankruptcy,
Gene Marcus of 20th Century Ex- $5,946, with assets valued at $3,450.
called "A Stud> in Land and Landscapes;"
Eastern
for
Philadelphia,
Divertissements, the News reel. "In change,
Thirty-six firms comprise the crediBallet
Our Broadcasting Studio," a musical num- fenn. and Southern New Jersey.
tors.

hero

$500,000

makes the additions he has

lhii.il.-uti J

L.

by

Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
Produced by B. P. Fineman

Charles Brabin's Production

EJiVruA^ (ftyn&

Each picture has potentialities. The
thing is to discover what is the drawing
value of each him and to utilize that knowlAfter all it is a questo the best advntage.

power

tion

of

showmanship.

The good showman

never overlook any big point and of
course he will be able to establish a patronage of real worth. The big pictures cost
more and demand greater patronage. They
should undoubtedly be shown but with due
regard to the necessity for intelligent ad
Less expensive pictures also devertising.
mand exploitation. Unquestionably the marIt is going to be a good season.
ket is here.
There is never a bad season for a good show
and we will have them in bundance."
will

-a

fyictu/m

A>fl

paMian

^^yidivur^QosrnopoUtaii

,,
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MOEMARX

NEWyORKOTY
PRESIDENT

ti.
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August 23rd, 1923^.

OFFICE OF

JOSEPH PLUNKETT
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Mr. Hiram Abrams
United Artiste Corp.,
729 Seventh Ave.
Hew York City.

Dear Mr. Abrams :D. W. Griffith's "The
White Rose", even with the summer weather
is doing more than a winter business.

We had to stop selling
tioketB last night, Wednesday." The picture
itself is a great success with our audiences,
and the business is growing bigger and bigger
I

thought that you might

like to know this.

With kindest regards.
Yours very truly,

s&Lla+^CL
MAGING DIRECTOR.
JLB:F

J
w

*

*

it

55fc

i-

ifdm*

ktSMtT n/^/^l^l LIS*
/V ULAJ l}{J\J i\,l JV *J

*""""*

HAW

AQT\STS COriDOftATION
UNITED
GliilTTm
CUAWJC CMAPUN^ DO^^J^WJANICr

DICKTOftP

•

D.

HIRAM AOHAM/ PnCXIOCNT

V.
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As Revealed by

Popularity Contest
Plus Romance

— Spectacles

Lead the List
THE FILM DAILY)
The results of the Sunday

—

Pictorial Film Contest will be of interest to film producers and exhibitors
The
in both Britain and America.
total

number
was

contest

of votes recorded in this
6,240,216,

which makes
comprehensive

easily
the most
guide to film popularity yet obtained
it

country.
Competitors were
asked to place 12 films, from a batch
of 20, in order of merit. The highest
possible vote for any one film was.
therefore, 520,018. The contest would
have been of greater value if competitors had not been pinned down to a
list of 20 films, but we understand that
otherwise the task of examining entries would have been impossible. As
it was, the examination of coupons occupied fifty ex-service men for 22
in

Within

in

Old Nest."
It would appear from

this

result

that spectacle plus romantic appeal is
the most popular form of film enter-

We

weak

verily

is

melodramatic
it
is
have evolved an encycloThere are enough shocks
pedia of thrills.
in this feature production to overflow a fifIn

melodrama.
melodrama.

teen-episode

serial.

WORLD — We

EVENING
more

seen

fact,

*

*

"

have

never

tribulation
trouble and
than crowd "The

screen

packed into seven
Eleventh Hour." *

reels
*

Maybe

*

you'll like

—

It is a grand orgy of shocks for
whose delight is in mechanical thrills.

those

MORNING TELEGRAPH— A

good, old,

rip-roaring melodrama is relished by the best
of men, and particularly when it is produced with the verve and dash that abounds
in "The Eleventh Hour," making it one of
the most agile melodramas we have seen in

some

time.

POST— There

plenty of action

is

*

*

*The

the

film

real

in

"The

photography
of

full

is

is

impos-

thriller.

—

SUN Tn fact it is advertised as a "frank
of that
It's
all
and honest melodrama."
To be perfectly truthful
and more besides.
the most out and out hokum ever
it
is
screened and a great deal more thrilling
than "The Green Goddess. * * *

TELEGRAM —
with

plete

tography

thrills

is

•

—

*

*

proved
*

thrills.

*

to

*

be re-

The pho-

unusually good.

TTMES—There

are many fine sequences
of photography, and the sea scenes and the
"shots" of the submarines and destroyers are
especially good * * * Those who like serials
and the very old-time red-hot melodramas

Man"

is

hook

for

* * *

musses up
of Arizona

a perfectly gorgeous expanse
he Rialto theater's screen this
scenery oii
The theme is worn threadbare, it is
week.
true, but in this particular use of it there

Mae Murray

I

"The French

in

be the feature at the Capitc
above week.
will

is at least a human quality that rises
The right note
the average of such pictures.
of tense and bitter feeling between two famisounded at the outset and is well
is
lies

Souvenier booklets of the "Greati

Movie Season" are being
Man" by the Paramount houses

maintained.

EVENING WORLD—"To

the Last
we must admit, isn't a film that will in anyway call upon the use of the large "A" in
spelling Art, but it makes for one grand and
glorious hour of entertainment and thrills
that are well worth the money.
"To the Last Man" is a typical
Zane Grey yam of Arizona in the eighties.
There is a local Romeo and Juliet separated
by one of those family feuds without which
a western romance could not possibly be
written.
POST It is a great combination when you
get Lois Wilson and Richard Dix in the
same cast. They are both clever, versatile,
good looking, and likable which makes the
photoplay, "To the Last Man" * * * successful from the beginning.

ten cities
celebration.

the

distributif

in

participating

When Harry Danto

left

WORLD—

The picture is one of the most
frenzied melodramas we have ever witnessed
a "Perils of Pauline" jammed into five
Tt is a cheerful and
reels instead of fifty.
exciting sacrifice of probability at the shrine
of boisterous excitement.

—

—

spectacle
in "A Bill of Divorcement" gets only
60 per cent. The sheer sob stuff of
"Over the Hill" and "The Old Nest"
fares on the average even worse.
It
seems, therefore, the public taste for
motion pictures is better than is generally admitted or provided for by
film producers.
If the result of this
contest will convince producers that
the public appreciate artistic and ethical merit in motion pictures, and if
some few producers will act on this

proof a statement

we have made over

and over again, then

it

may do some-

*

*

*

Many

tistically

convincing

and

sincere

usual

and

conceived

MATL—

*

*

An

*

presented.

original basis

POST—

*

*

Tt

river afire.

Commo

value.

JIMMY AUBREY

SUN —

Some newspaper said yesterday in
a headline that the Wild West motion picIf they
tures are coming back into style.
are of the quality of "To the Last Man"
the "revival" should be popular.

TELEGRAM —This

tive

life

country

and hates
in

in

in

THE LOBBYGOW)

picture shows primithe most magnificent

his first

the world.

TIMES—Lois

good as can
be expected in this film, and Noah Beery as
Colter is convincing * * * This is one of
those pictures that give one a fit of yawning, and as darkness reigns in the theater
one does not even have to bother to put
one's
hand before the offending mouth.
There were quite a number of yawns in the
Wilson

is

as

Rialto

just screened

*

reel

comedy

— Congratulate]

Aubrey on producing
banner

yesterday.

TRIBUNE—The

*

two

John H. Taylor of Screen-Art,^
London cables — Lobbygowi

.

tzvo reel

still

v
horse.

from a
have Miffcred
brain.

ill

as a result of a

TELEGRAM — There
the Central.

the year.

CHADWICK PICTURES]
CORPORATION

elder Isbel.

729 Seventh Ave.,

The Film Storage & Forwarding
Corp. has filed dissolution papers
with the Secretary of State in Albany.

New York

He
a

see a spirit?

an-

Do you know what 'ectoplasm"

*

l

and the "aura
Did you ever

•

—

is

a

good picture

at

*

about by the

WORLD — "Daytime

Wives"

celluloid about wives who
of their husbands' money

is

a

sermon

spend too much
and wives who
the

store.

*

•

the Last

Man"— F.

see a horn
'spirits"?

AMERICAN— Your

tossed

4

'Is

Conan Doyle Right? 99

delicates-

Second rate sermons have
long been a curse of numerous sections of
American existence. The motion pictures already have enough handicaps with which to
struggle without entering the overcrowded
sen

are?

See

long time.
in

'

11

Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes

Ferrell

Sensational, startling, a miraculous

money-maker
P.-L.

Rialto

understood to
concussion of the
is

for

Did you ever

TRIBUNE "Daytime Wives" is as cheap
and tawdry and altogether as discouraging
a production as we have seen in a long,

"To

fall

then

comedies oH

*

set the
is not likely to
hardly worth consideration.

field.

is

f

wealth last week to join Preferrt
his former associates presented hi
with a cigarette holder of considers!

—

"it
is

graph Weekly.

—

in

—

other of those domestic sermons appearing
with such regularity at the Central theater.

purchase the evening meal at

Kirkwood Seriously Injured
<-cial to THE KILM DAILY)
Los Angeles James Kirkwood

performance
were ar-

of the interior scenes

thing to lift us a little further out of
the rut of cheap melodramtic. mechanical stuff which has brought discredit
and contempt upon such a large proportion
of
film
plays.
Kinemeto-

—

each

—

We

Drama unadorned by

d

attractive looking]
"Rupert of llent7.au.''

—

Boy."

is

tributing an

picture is very exciting
Richard Dix is good as Jean, the halfproduction.
Indian, but Lois Wilson is superb as Ellen
TRIBUNE It is even more thrilling than Jorth. She is spirited and thoroughly conthese old scries used to be. * * *If you want vincing * * * In the cast are Noah Beery,
melodrama, however, we know of no place who gave his usual perfect performance
where you can find so strong a solution.
Robert Edeson, who was excellent as the
impossibilities of this

find interest in the

will

tainment.
have this in "Way
East," "Orphans of the Storm,"
"Queen of Sheba," and "Smilin*
"Daytime Wives"—F. B. O.
Through" five out of the first six.
Sentimental comedy seems to come
Central
next in popular favor.
have it
AMERICAN Derelys Perdue was excelin "The Kid," "Pay Day," "Squibs lent as the daytime wife and Grace D'arspirit.
Wins the Calcutta Sweep," and "My mond played the home spouse with
Wyndham Standing as Adams, gave his

Down

Last

MAIL—

it

we didn't.
MATT.

necessary limita- Eleventh Hour.
tion the contest result runs very true good and. while
sibilities, it is a
to the best film form.

triumph with "Way
Down East," placed first with a 91
per cent, vote, and "Orphans of the
Storm" second with an 86 per cent,
vote.
"The Kid" is third, running
"Orphans" very closely. Then there
is a drop of nearly 10,000 votes to
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," another drop of 20,000 to
"The Queen of Sheba," and yet another drop of 20,000 to "Smilin'
Through." Two British films, widely divergent in appeal, "Squibs Wins
the Calcutta Sweep" and "A Bill of
Divorcement," are placed in the list
well above both "My Boy" and "The

"Thr Eleventh

JOURNAL— Tt

EVENING

There's

thrills!

theater is no place
hearts or sensitive

Cameo

the

for persons with
nerves this week.

this

Griffith scores a

about
second of

every

Hour," and

this

weeks.

Cuts and Flashes
The Selznick organization

films.

EVENING JOURNAL—

AMERICAN—Talk
thrill

the

one of those family feud

Cameo
a

NEWS— "To

DAILY

"The Eleventh Hour"— Fox

(Special to

London

i

Newspaper Opinions

British Tastes

30,

never
attention
swerved, which means a lot in a fi'm of this
Rough stuff has had a long and
nature.
This was rough stuff with a venvivid day.
geance. hut it got there, and it got there
with both feet.

<f)Patri£Cf)
Distributors \.lS

<LX
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Good-Will

*uild

Hal Roach, Through Newsiper Advertising— Decries

Dickering

Still

M.
O. and American Society
Gradually Getting Together on
Music Tax
"Pawnbroker" Methods
E. Roach delivered an interestThe special committees representing
Iress at the regular meeting of the M. P. T. O. A. and the American
M. P. A. yesterday. The pro- Society of Composers, Authors and
jpoke for about 45 minutes and Publishers have held one joint meet;ded his thoughts on two defi- ing at which the basic principles govP. T.

*

erning the actions of both organizagood-will
of
building
tions on the music tax situation were
national newspaper advertis- laid down.
(i
The matter rests Just
there temporarily but in mid-SeptemThe elimination of "pawn ber another meeting will be held
methods of selling pictures at which a definite understanding will
of a set sales be reached.
establishment
e
for this business.
E. C. Mills of the Music Publishers'
meth:h attacked the present
Protective Ass'n and special advisor
developed
>uld sponsor a highly
committee of the
to the executive
campaign using newssing
American Society leaves for Minnethe
throughout
generally
apolis shortly where, on the 10th he
kindlier
y in order to create a
will confer with the executive comgenin
pictures
toward motion
mittee of the Minnesota exhibitor
He pointed out how maligned body. He declared yesterday that
press
the
by
pictures were
Wisconsin had advised its members to
a story involving film people avoid litigation and take out licenses
industry
the
that
and declared
for taxable music and added that he
the good-will of the public now understood that the Virginia body will
the
defraying
In
rer before.
take similar action at a meeting to be
e of such a campaign, Roach
held in the near future.
and
producer
every
ted that
utor be apportioned his share
He cited
Elect Directors Soon
financial burden.
cellent work done by the CaliFrank R. Wilson, president of the
(Continued on Page 2)
M. P. Capital Corp. formed earlier in
the week in Delaware declared yesDowling Leaves Today
terday that the full directorate of the
Dowling of Christie Films ex- company will be elected at a meeting
io leave New York today on a to be held very soon.
Wilson is now
around the Southern cities en negotiating for a suite of offices.
to Los Angeles.
*3.S

Price 5 Cents

Percentage Optional

A Nice Compliment
Max

Glucksmann,

who

handles Famous product in the
sells
incidentally
Argentine,
phonograph records.
He has
just issued a new tango which
he has titled "Paramount" and
has dedicated it to Adolph Zukor.

The

'

'

Robert Lieber, president of First
aboard the Berengaria
is
due from Europe tomorrow.
National,

Kendrick Promoted
S. Kendrick, formerly on the
John Zanft, general manager
of Fox theaters, has been placed in
charge of the four Fox Denver theaRivoli and
Plaza,
ters,
the Isis,

H. M,

staff of

Strand.

Rothacker Home from Europe
Watterson R. Rothacker, who returned from Europe on Wednesday,
He will
left "for Chicago yesterday.
interesting announcement to make shortly relative
to his projected London laboratory.

probably

have

an

Fox Appeals Decision
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Fox Film Corp.

—

has appealed a decision of the Federal

Trade

Commission

to

the

Circuit

reign distribution of Ritz pic-

nnessee Enter. Issues
Special

to

Bonds

THE FILM DAILY)

ttanooga,

Tenn.

—

Tennessee

a Famous Players
iiary, has issued bonds totaling
00 against its holdings and has
them with Caldwell & Co.,

prises,

Inc.,

De Luxe Has "Refund Contract"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — De Luxe Film Co.,

to

Book That

Way

Only

— Kent

Exhibitors Desire It

Busy on Plan

Famous Players

will not insist on
ercentage bookings
throughout the country under the
workings of the new sales policy. This
can be relied upon quite definitely.
Sidney R. Kent in this connection
pointed out yesterday that in many

generally

rangement with
Lieber Aboard the Berengaria

—

Robbins recently left for the coast,
following a short stay here. He has
been releasing his pictures through
Vitagraph as Jess Robbins Prod.

When

of the larger cities, Paramount's ar-

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit Court in New York. The Comwith
Universal
Robbins
Jess
liams and Vogel on Coast
mission ruled against the re-issue of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
pictures under new titles unless
Los Angeles Jess Robbins has Fox
Angeles J. D. Williams and
titles were prominently disthe
old
engaged by Universal to direct
m M. Vogel are here from New been
in the prints of the subjects
played
Baby Peggy in "Settled Out of
relative to production, according
as well as in all advertising matter.
Vogel will probably handle Court."
jrt.

—

Paramount

May

Refilm "Les Miserables"

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— It

is

reported

its first-run accounts
present includes percentage. This
method of business is not at all new
to the Paramount organization. Many
important exhibitors are now doing
business with Famous on that basis.
So far as the smaller towns are
concerned, Kent declares percentage
He is
will never be insisted upon.
emphatic in stating that only in those
cases where that basis of transacting
business is mutually satisfactory, has
his organization arranged percentage
bookings. This will not be forced on
or extended to other exhibitors unless
the deal is amicable.

at

(Continued on Page 2)

"Scaramouche" Opens Sept. 21
"Scaramouche" will open at the
44th St. theater on Sept. 21.

Managers and Operators Agree
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Atlanta, Ga. The new operators'
contract for next season has been
signed.
It calls for a $5 increasing
wages to $50, for the operators at the
Howard, Metropolitan, Grand, Rialto
and Forsyth. The Alamo theaters,
number one and two, the Alpa, Vauette, Tudor and Bonita will continue
at the $45 scale.

Test Case Comes
(Special to

Up

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The

validity of the
yearly theater tax will be
tested in court tomorrow, Saturday.
A. M. Eisner, owner of the Broadmour, 35th Street and Broadway. is
charged with failure to pay the tax of
Eisner is president of the local
$50.
theater owners organization and will
fight the case to a finish, contending
that the tax was levied by the county
court in June, whereas the Missouri
law states that it should have been
assessed in the May term. Eisner i>
under $500 bail.

county's

here

that Finis Fox will make a new version of "Les Miserables" with Ralph
Lewis as Jean Valjean, and Gloria

Grey, who appears in "Bag and Baggage," the new Fox picture, as
The production will probInc., has inaugurated what it calls a Cosette.
One verin France.
made
be
ably
fille.
The refinancing has been "refund contract." Under its terms,
red to permit the company more 25 per cent of the rentals paid by ex- sion has already been made by a
to meet its obligations and to hibitors are held in trust.
On a pic- French company and a second by
: it to
build a new theater here.
De Luxe fig- William Fox with William Farnum
1

ture that costs $5,000,
>onds will run for 10 years and ures $18 000 a satisfactory gross. starred.
)ear 7 per cent interest.
The From this amount is deducted the
:rs
When Finis Fox was reached at
involved are the
Rialto, franchise rights, exploitation, prints
a, Tivoli, Bijou and York, here;
and the 25 per cent held in trust for the Algonquin yesterday, he admitted
Majestic, Bijou, Strand, Queen exhibitors, estimated at $16,51-0 thus he planned making "Les Miserables"
Riviera at Knoxville, and the leaving a profit of $1,500 or 12^ but declared the entire matter was as
ess and Palace in Marysville.
per cent £or. De Luxe on each picture. vet too indefinite to talk about.

Sept. 3 bein<=; Labor
a legal holiday there
will be no issue of
published.

Monday,

Day and

DAILY

THE FILM

THE

<2*2

Friday, August

DAILY

r
James Home,

Percentage Optional

Build Good-Will

31,

111

Arthur James, who was scheduj
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
to accompany Williams to the cc
orAss'n
and
Packers
fornia Fruit
Kent is understood to be at work did not do so. At Ritz it was si
ganizations of similar character in on the pre-demonstration
group of yesterday he was at home ill.
building up prestige and said the same theaters.
As noted, fn those cities

can be secured in the picture where Paramount has its own theaLoew-Metro Ball Nov.
ters, they will be utilized and at those
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Roach
attacked the present meth- points where the Paramount product
Loew-Metro ball will be h
The
Daily except Saturday, at
Inc., Published
od of distribution and described the is regularly shown first-run, it is rea- at the Astor Nov. 1. Many celebrit
71-7.1 West 44th St.. New York, N, Y. by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. methods used to sell pictures to the sonable to assume that these houses, are expected to attend the first to
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; exhibitor. He said the salesman went
formed c
It is staged by the newly
too, will be part of the plan.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManMaurice D. Kann, Managing Editor; to an exhibitor with a $100 figure in understood that exhibitors have been Paul Whiteman bands will fun
ager
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. mind for a certain picture when all
wiring into Kent's office seeking music.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
that he ever hoped to get was $60 and information and offering their theaat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
that, similarly, the exhibitor would ters under the new plan.
1st Nat'l. Signs Ben Alexander
the act of March 3, 1879.
Kent won't
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside try to underbid the salesmen's offer.
National has placed
First
confirm this but at the same time he
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
methods" is the term hasn't denied the report. It seems to Alexander under a long-term contr;
Foreign "Pawbroker
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. Roach used to describe this practice. be merely a problem now of weeding He
$15.00.
is
now appearing in "Jeal
Address all communications to THE FILM He said he saw no reason why valunew Tourneur picture
the
desirables
the
Fools,"
out
the
from
undesirYork,
New
44th
St.,
71-73
West
DAILY,
recently appeared in "Penrod
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. ations could not be fixed or rentals, ables.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, based on the location, and seating
Sam."
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood capactiy of the theater.
Voi.

IXV
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effect

j

business.

;

1

—

1603.

,

— Irving
Representative— Ernest

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

W.

1.

S.

W. Fredman,

London
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
London,

_

„

,
Mack,
738

Ave.,

in

—

Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
InternaRepresentative
European
Central
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Tom Boland Here
Boland of Oklahoma City is
town, serving on the First National

Tom

rotating committee.

—

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L

106

.108
75

do pfd
joldwyn
Loew's

72H

1754

17J4

Hackathorne

in

"The Turmoil"

Universal has signed George Hackathorne for "The Turmoil" which Hobart Henlev will direct.

Ray Branch Prod. Move
THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit Ray J. Branch Feature
Productions are now located in new
(Special to

—

quarters on the
Bldg.

(Special to

Inc.,

vice,

—

17K

New

—National

Play SerCapital
Wilmington.

— Miller

$5,000.

&

the

for-

—

New

Duties

THE FILM DATLY)

Atlanta—Jack Schaefer has asDramart Scenery Studios,
York. Capital $5,000. Incor- sumed the duties of branch manager
Associated
porators, A. Goldsmith, and S. S. for
Exhibitors.
Jack
Withers, former manager, is now in
Attorney, J. E. Glass.
Fried.
Pittsburgh, managing the exchange

t

reel

comedy

First run theatres book com
edies zvith as much care a
feature length productionsThe best theatres are arrang

ing for

two

fall.

two

Jimmy Aubrey's

reel comedies on theh
for the comin\

—

Will Ignore Sunday Closing Measure
(Special to

Brookfield,
learned that

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Mo. It
has
been
Manager Wasgein will

Degraw next Sunday, dethe measure against Sunday
openings. Wasgein is taking this step
because the Chautaqua is allowed to
be held on the Sabbath.
open

CHADWICK PICTURE
CORPORATION

his

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Cfe=3=&=iW«£a!rSWW«5=Q^

there.
f

\

(f

(QcUvGaZloriaJL U-tctuAJlA-'

Another Exchange for National
(Special to THE FILM DATLY)

—

"THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM

"

Baltimore,
Md. National
NonTheatrical M. P., Inc.. now have six
exchanges, with the taking over of
the Maryland M. P. Co., 240 Fallsway
St.
J. M. Barron will remain as man-

Is

Spiritualism

a Fake ?
See

ager.

WELDED WIRE
REELS
IFor Salt bn
Howrlli Cine Equip. Co.

740 7th Are..

New York

Mid-West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City— Saturday starts Independence Month. All the Kansas
City and

in

Louis state right exchanges have been running a series of
advertisements in the "Reel Journal"
boosting "Independent Pictures for
September."

Chicago

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

C1LL, Eastern Sales Mgr.
lei.

Murray HiU 1831

"Is Conan Doyle Right?
Two Parts

St.

Deal on for Palace,

New York

Fifth

"Independence Month"

(Special to

Ft Wayne
THE FILM DAILY)

By Cullom Holmes

A

Ferrell

sensational picture with a
sensational pull.

C

Fort Wayne, Ind.—W.
Quimby,
owner of three picture theaters here
is
negotiating for the Palace.
The
deal would place him in potsession of
50 per cent of the stock ancl give him
a long
term lease on the
theater.
About $500,000 is involved.
,

nev

program

spite
(Special to

Albany

his first

year

terprises, of Tulsa, Okla., is here preparatory to starting a new exploitation agency.

Schaefer Begins

Sherry.

New

1

THE FILM DAILY)

Exploitation

merly connected with the Barton EnSherry EnterCapital
Manhattan.
Inc.,
and E.
Incorporators,
P.

prises,

Agency
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City— Kenton Franklin,

in

THE LOBBYGOW

Detroit Al Warner, manager of
Microscopic Films Shown
first of the Tolhurst micro- the New Detroit Opera House, states
films were shown at the Town that "The Covered Wagon" will not
Hall last night. Many educators were be shown there until Jan. 1.
The
1,700
in the audience.
picture was originally planned to open

$500,000.

Albany

Film

The
Not quoted
scopic
Not quoted

in

Del.

of the

"Covered Wagon" in Detroit, Jan.

106^ 1,300
74 13,400

Incorporations
Dover,

first floor

JIMMY AUBREY

\JZS Distributors ViL-/

99

Cit

,

Look over this
Line-upThen

stop!

Vicente Blasco Ibanez greatest story

— Enemies of
Women — with
Lionel Barrymore

¥ou don't

and Alma Rubens.
Directed by Alan
Crosland.

A

Cosmopolitan
Production

iave to go
my further

The pictures
you

want

Qeorge Arliss

in

the picture version
of the great stage
success byWilliam

Archer, with Alice

Joyce, David

ire right

Powell and Harry
T. Morey. Directed by
Olcott.

here

A

Sidney

Distinctive

Picture

Get aboard
the band'

wagon

An

adaption of

John Qolden's
great stage play by

Austin Strong and

staged by Win*
chell Smith, with

It pays to play

Eleanor Board-

man, Claude
Qillingwater, Alec

Francis and
WilliamH.Crane.
A King Vidor Pro-

hldwyn~
Cosmopolitan

duction.
A Qoldwyn

Picture

They Don't Come
/

r

~
Bigger
Any
Rex Beach's great'
,
the
epic picture of law-

est story

less Alaska, with
Milton Sills, Anna
Q K Nilsson, Robert
Edeson, Barbara

Bedford, Noah
Beery, Robert
McKim and other
notable players.
Jesse D.

They don't
come any
better

A

Hampton

Production.
A Qoldwyn Picture

Just

fill

in

your dates
Emmet

J.

Flynn's

production of the

famous story
by F. Marion

and count up
the money

Crawford, with
Blanche Sweet,
Hobart Bosworth,
Pauline Stark and
Edmund Lowe.

A

Qoldwyn Picture

Every release
a knockout
success with
Big Dollarwinning angles

1

]

Charles

Brabin's

production from

an

original story
for the screen by

Elinor Qlyn, celebrated author of

"Three Weeks,"

-

It

pays to play

with Corrine Qriffith

and Frank

Mayo.

A

Qold%vyn Picture

Cosmopolitan

Talking About
Big Hifs
1

The Clarence Badger production

Every one
of ours

adapted by Carey
Wilson from Edward E. Rose's
stage play with
Marie Provost,

is

Home
Run

Johnny Walker,
Alice Lake and

a

Ray

A

Qriffith.

Qoldwyn

Picture

Every
picture

Tod Browning's
production of the

packs

Arthur Somers

a

man, Ray

Roche

story with

Eleanor BoardQriffith,

Ford Sterling, Car-

mel Myers and

wallop!

Tyrone Power.

A

Qoldtvyn Picture

Book these
Big Boys—
and

stack
the jackl

up

Adapted from the
Collier's

Weekly

story by Clarence

Budington Keiland with Marguerite

Courtot,

Mary Alden,
Depew,

Joseph

Battista
andJosephStriker.
Directed by Sheri-

Miriam

It

pays to play

dan

Hall.

A

k>ldwuri~
Cosmopolitan

Distinctive

Picture

We Said We Were
Doing BigThings
Gilbert

TT 71
}
J
\\ [\Q $ (X01YI£
O

Cjab/e

t.

•

presentstheGeorge
D. Baker producProduction

^
RlV™?V?
any
Bigger?

adapted frorn

Honore Balzac s
"The Magic Skin"
with Qeo. Walsh,

Love and
Carmel Myers.

Bessie

A Qoldwyn

We've got

Picture

^

.^^^

the Pictures
Qreat Pictures
Marshall Neilan's production from his own
story-with Hobart Bosworth. Claire Windsor.

Raymond

Griffith

You've got the
QV\n\*rV%s^i
ic£i
1 1AJ W I LO U-OC
O

and

Bessie Love. Directed by

Marshall Neilan and

Let's get

Frank Urson.

A

Goldwyn

,

Picture.

irf\CVOi'V\ £>\*

together!
1

Get aboard the Bandwagon

Gosfnopolitan

I

—
THE

Putting

Guts and Flashes
Broken Wing"
rhe
<ed to play the Rialto,
f

in

-&IK

DAILY

day, August 31, 1923

has

New

Here
your

sale of the

adian rights to "Lily of the Alley"
rtegal Films, Ltd.

Over

Among Exchangemen
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Wilkes Barre, Pa.— C. A. Mason

October.

epworth announces the

it

been
York,
is

has resigned his post as Paramount
salesman out of this office

how a brother

ideas.

exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

.

—

Kiddies Used in Prologue

From

Personal Messages

—

—

Milwaukee Joe Hickey has returned to the Goldwyn office. Hickey
the Stars
was selling out of Detroit. Billy
"Souls for Clark succeeds him in Michigan.

Kansas City Thirty-five children
Florence, Kan. When
he Wallingford Amusement Corp.,
New York, has filed dissolution from a local dancing school appeared Sale" played the local theater, Homer
in a prologue to "Penrod and Sam" Gill, Goldwynner, mailed out cards
Kansas City The local Preferred
;rs with the Secretary of State.
when that picture played the New- to a selected list, each signed by some Pictures exchange is now housed perThe management used the star appearing in the picture. The manently in the Crescent Film buildhe Film Players Club, Inc., will man.
exploitation in addition to cards were postmarked Los Angeles, ing on West 17th Street.
e into its new home at 161 West regular
boosting the "kid" feature.
and contained a view of that city.
Street, tomorrow.
Detroit Harry Hondorf will act as
short subject salesman for the Pathe
he Allwon Theater Corp. of New
Boys and Girls Parade
Hondorf was forin this territory.
k City has been authorized to is- Street Car Ballyhoo
week prior to the merly city salesman and is succeeded
Pittsburg
2,350 shares of common stock,
Montreal The Capitol gained some
showing of "Penrod and Sam" at the by Fred Strubank.
par value.
wide publicity for "The Isle of Lost
Rialto, M. Rosenberg staged a parade
Ships" by making arrangements with of
boys and girls, approximately 1,000
the street car company to banner a of them, each wearing a hat and carryMoscow in Deal With Burr
Arbuckle Playing Lansing
car and send it on every line in the ing
a balloon advertising the show(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Samuel Moscow has closed for
city and suburbs.
Besides the bally- ing. He also took motion pictures of
"Restless Wives," "Youth to Sell,"
Roscoe ("Fatty") hoo
ansing, Mich.
sheets
were plastered the parade and showed them with "The Average Woman" and "Lend
1,000
uckle is playing the Regent. Many
around the city as well as 500 art the picture.
Me Your Husband" for New Eng:ests were made by ministers and
window cards and 50 insert window
land.
Charles C. Burr will produce.
:ch people.

—

r

—

i

—A

—

—

strips.

Extensive Campaign for Premiere
Fifth

Showing on Broadway

Vlerry-Go-Round," now at the
adway theater, has been seen at

The
different Broadway houses.
ure was first shown at the Rivoli,
i the Rialto, the Central, followed
i two weeks' run at the Cameo and
at the Broadway.
f

—

/' Kirkwood's Condition Better
An extensive exannounced
to
campaign
ploitation
Jf (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hamilton, O. A four page rota- Los Angeles the premiere of "Where
y Los Angeles The condition of
gravure insert was used in the Daily the North Begins" when the film was,•James Kirkwood, who received a
News as an exploitation stunt for shown for the first time.
fractured skull when he fell from a

Four-Page Rotagravure Insert Used

Los

Angeles

—

"Foolish Wives"
ilayed the Rialto,

—

-

when the picture
managed by J. A.

Window tie-ups
with the Owl Drug

arranged horse Saturday, has greatly Improved.
He will be confined to his bed anCo. in their three

were

Schwalm.
Scenes from the picture
other month or so.
appeared in the insert. Schwalm did large downtown windows and in ten
he same thing when he played. neighborhood stores. In addition, the
"Human Wreckage." Both times the drug people distributed 65,000 posters
house played to capacity, so Schwalm for their day at the Motion Picture
FOR SALE
Exposition, in which Rin-Tin-Tin and
states.
Complete Title & Animating
"Where the North Begins" was
Equipment at a bargain. Latest
tie-ups
Other window
credited.
models with or without cameras.
Unusual Lobby Display Attracts
were arranged with Colburns, fur130 West 46th St.
Room 602
Stratford,
Ont.— John V. Ward, riers, and Klein's, furriers. An elecmanager of Allen's Classic, used tric fan tie-up with window display
elaborate lobby decorations when he and newspaper ads were arranged for
played "The Voice from the Minaret." with the A. M. Smith Electrical Co.
The front had the appearance of an Silverwood's, a men's store, collaboOFFICES
oriental city, made possible by bea- rated with a window showing Palm
in heart of the indusSuite
Fine
ver boards.
The sky alone created Beach suits, and Politz and Mcprivate entrance to commertry,
conmuch comment, in view of its very Dowells, also a men's store,
cial projection rooms. Cutting
pretty effect of the moon and stars. tributed with a window tie-up on fall
rooms and vaults on same floor.
Ice
Cream
Ward is using a series of lobby dis- suits. The Family Brick
130 W. 46th St.
Room 602
Co. aided with a tie-up in their
plays for his theater.
l

DE FOREST PHONOFILM
Stock for Sale

_

Any Reasonable

Offer

Considered
Address
Box M-30, Film Daily

FOR RENT
Private Office, furnished

Room

805, 1650

Phone

Broadway

Circle 6617

newspaper advertisements.

//
that the

gjfowden Credited With Another
H. T. Snowden. GoldLouisville
wynner, has another successful campaign to his credit. This time, when

Pyramid

"Enemies

WARNING
It

has

come

to our attention

Foreign Rights on the
Pictures, Inc., Productions, as follows, are being
offered to Foreign Buyers by

unknown

parties:

Old Kentucky Home
Queen of the Moulin Rouge

My

His Wife's Husband
the Desert Calls
What Fools Men Are
The Foreign Rights of these
Pictures are controlled only by
the Selznick Distributing Corporation to whom all inquiries
should be addressed.
We will prosecute to the
fullest extent any unlawful sale

When

of these productions.

PYRAMID PICTURES,
150

West

New

INC.

34th Street
York, N. Y.

—

,

Women"

played the
was effected with the
United Bakeries, an organization in
this section dealing with 242 retail
insert was
groceries, whereby an
placed in every loaf of bread distributed during the week of the showing.
On the strips appeared "Hot
of
Strand, a tie-up

Another feature was "Rin-Tin-Tin
Night" on the Cinderella Roof Dance
Hall, and a "Where the North Begins" Night which followed. Advertisements carried the slogan,"

and Dance

in the

Snow."

Come

The pub-

attention was directed to the fact
that the entire cast of the production
would be present at the occasion.
"Where the North Begins" contest
ran in the newspapers, wherein one
of Rin-Tin-Tin's puppies was to be
given to the winner of a contest on
Ovens Are 'Enemies of Women.' the best story of why Rin-Tin-Tin is
Serve Krisp Crust Bread and See the greatest dog actor on the screen.
'Enemies of Women.' At the Strand The Los Angeles dramatic editors
Special acted as judges of the contest.
theater Beginning Sept. 2."
in
were
placed
cards.
window
14x22
windows of the stores, the message
Off for Italy
being the same as that on the insert.
Colman,
who will appear
Ronald
with
made
also
Arrangements were
in "Romola,"
Gish
Lillian
opposite
the Louisville Laundry Ass'n. and the
lic's

A

Francisco Puglia
Louisville Railway Co. to place cards Herbert Grimwood,
are on the
Summcrville
Amelia
and
in each bundle of laundry while the
Genoa, where scenes for the
railroad company placed strips on way to
picture will be shot.
their bulletin boards.

L.

"Pradu cl and Distributed by
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North

We've just seen
~
i t, and it's

wns

-a

Gver

v^ &$£*

Bki

>Sw

Inspiration Pictures Inc., Charles H.Duell,Pres., presents
SH

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
in

Big in Spectacular Splendor— Magnif-

— Tremendous in
Power — Romance Unex-

icent in Grandeur

Dramatic

celled—Startling in Thrilling Adventure—Tragedy to Wring the HeartLove that Brings Unbounded Joy—
Barthelmess at his Best in a Great,
M

Big,

Smashing Drama.

Story by Beulah Marie Dix; Scenario by Josephine Lovatt; Art
Director, Everett Shinn ; Technical Director Wiard B. Ihnen

Photography by George Folsey; Foreign Rights conby Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
383 Madison Avenue, New York.

trolled

'"

A JOHN

S.

ROBERTSON

production

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
FIRST

NATIONAL

AVAILABLE ON THE OPEN MARKET

a

—

:
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Hutchison Signs

STUFF

By DANNY
he big waves are
oh,

how

!

are

To Make Four
Tichenor

rolling

in.

they have

going to see

e big pictures this

week than

e released easily within any
month during last season.

before last season almost

I

lin a season.
ie ball started rolling a
;

Authority

No. 54

JIG
I

ZkRECOCNIZEB

couple of

ago when we all had the first
pse of Mary's new "Rosita."

A

Glorious Picture!
combination!
Mary
ary and Ernst Lubitsch!
Right into the spot
S back again.
she triumphantly held for years.

'hat a

The

Price 5 Cents

1923

Fight in Kansas

Admissions Off

Features for Frank
Bennett to
Direct Them

— Spencer

4,

Tax Figures Show Decrease

of

Over Looms Up Between Exhibitor and
Exchanges State May File Anti-

—

Three Million for Year.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Trust Charges.

Washington— A

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
total of $70,148,480
collected from admissions to
Topeka, Kan. The State of Kansas
theaters, concerts, cabarets, etc., dur- may decide to file charges against
Tichenor to make a series of four
ing the fiscal year 1923, according to various exchanges in Kansas City
"thrill" pictures on the coast. Hutchfigures just made public by the Treas- under the Anti-Trust Law as a result
ison is already there awaiting the
ury Department. As compared to the of a complaint filed with the Attorarrival of Spencer Bennett, his formfiscal year ended June 30. 1922, when ney General's office by W. B. Rogers,
or director, before production can be
$73,384,955 was collected, this year's exhibitor at Wamega.
started.
showed a decrease of
collections
Rogers, it seems, permitted himself
The series will probably be state $3,236,475.
to be oversold on pictures.
He then
righted, the sales to be handled by
Collections from the seating tax on disregarded notices from the Kansas
the Photo Products Export Co., one theaters and other places of amuse- City arbitration board to straighten
of the Tichenor companies.
( Continued on Page 4)
the matter out.
Several exchanges
then asked for rental money totaling
$1 200 and threatening discontinuance
of service if Rogers didn't pay. The
exhibitor at once retained an attorney
and came on to Kansas City to attend one of the meetings of the arbitration board.
No results were obNEUFELD
By
tained in that way.
He then came
here and consulted with Charles B.
Treasurer, De Luxe Film Co., Philadelphia
Griffith, attorney-general of the State,
writer has been reading for some time, the arguments who first demanded that a hearing be
held before he brought the State forfor and against the system of percentage booking, and thought it
mally into the matter.
The matter
par- now rests with the attorney-general's
might be of interest to the readers of

Charles

Hutchison, former Pathe
was
been signed by Frank

—

serial star has

A New

Contract

magnifiOSCAR
;e of the settings, the splendor of
production is equalled only by the
eness of a story in which at times
The
y plays second fiddle (and has a
Holbrook
to
id time doing it)
in and Irene Rich. But every time
DAILY,
y does step out, she is so delightFilm ComLuxe
the
De
about
exhibitors,
know
ticularly
to
to
the
all
so charming, that you forget
ut the rest of the people, play, set- pany's refund contract.
magnificent
Lubitsch's
even
s
The exhibitors in this territory think it is the fairest possible
ction.
way
that a distributor can sell his product to an exhibitor.
"Rosita is the first production made by Lubitsch in this
have been fortunate in purchasing from the large indeJust as he was accountry.
have not
pendent producers good product at a fair price.
claimed for his German made
or four
from
three
concern,
but
only purchased them from one
productions, so he takes his
up to
measure
not
may
pictures
These
of the large producers.
place here. He is one of the
pronational
large
the
of
times.
greatest directors of all
the cost of productions of the pictures
gone
And how he has proven it in
have
they
cases,
many
in
ducers, but as box office attractions
"Rosita"!
five times beyond that of a so called million dollar production.

what a picture!

I

THE FILM

—

We

A

Sweet One

the sweetest of the new
s shown us was "Strangers of the
:ht."
are getting so many of
3e big ones that they now shoot
twice a day.
So this one was
ght late Friday. And it was worth
ng a long way to see.
)ne

of

We

We

We

were fortunate

last

year

in

having purchased such

pic-

tures as "More To Be Pitied Than Scorned," "Jacqueline," "Only
several
a Shop Girl," "Streets of New York," "Temptation" and
theaters
the
to
cents
other productions that meant dollars and
to make,
that played them, irrespective of what the pictures cost
it
because
audience
and everyone of these pictures satisfied the

office.

It is

who

Olcott With Famous
understood that Sidney Olcott,

directed "Little

Old

New York"

and "The Green Goddess"

will

make

two pictures for Famous.
Forrest Halsey who did the scenario
for "The Green Goddess" will also
handle several scenarios for Famous.
June Exports
(

Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Exports

moving
of
picture film during the month of
June, as just made public by the Department of Commerce, totaled nearly 16,000,000 feet, with a value of
more than $600,000. By classes, the
June exports included 3,546,638 feet
of sensitized, but not exposed film,
valued at $84,536; 949,925 feet of
negatives, valued at $102,708, and
11,360,482 feet of positives, valued at
$440,172.
Washington

story well acted.
when Louie Mayer put had a human
d Niblo on Captain Applejack, the
Fortunately this year, we have again secured an excellent
irt people expected something big.
intend to sell to
line-up of independent productions, which we
erybody knows how dependable
able to purbeen
Historical Series
the exhibitors at a fair price, because we have
)lo is.
And he has made good
exhibthe
give
by $5,000,000 Columbia PicPlanned
(hty
"Strangers of the chase them at a fair price, and we are going to
good.
tures
Co. 48 Two-Reelers in
and
purchase
the
fht" will take a mighty important itors the benefit of our years of experience in
Present Production Plans
plan:
ce among the big bets of the year,
our
is
This
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
marketing of independent productions.
lon't know what our own reviewer
Angeles The Columbia Picwe
Los
us
$5,000.
territory cost
?oing to say about it, but
I don't
If the rights of a picture for our
tures Co., a company chartered at
making
are
we
e.
picture,
figure that if we do $18,000 gross on this
$5,000,000 plans to produce 48 twoexBy the way, I caught a
affair profit for ourselves, and will be able to return to the
dealing with American
of the money he history.
mighty interesting featurette
season
The
25%
negative cost of each
playing
the
of
close
the
hibitor at
/ don't know any other
picture will be about $10,000.
of this is here given
summary
The
production.
for
this
has paid
name for it over at "Doc"
(Continued on Page 4)
)f

course,

—

—

—

—

—

(Continued

on

Page

5)

(Continued on Page S)

THE
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Cleveland Notes
(Special

—

The lease on the Vicleveland
which expires
toria.
Steubenville,
Sept. 1, lias been purchased by the
In all probaWheeling interests.
bility,
the building will be reconstructed for office use.
t

Vst IIV

Prtci 5 Cents

Tusi'iy, Sept. 4, 1923
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newly appointed Univerexchange manager, has been
elected a member of the Film Board
F, Joseph,

Terms (Postage
of
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communications

all

to

sal
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Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

Irv

St.,

Trade.

of

New

\ork.
4551-4552-5558
Creene.
Hollywood. California— Walter R.
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th
N Y 'Phone: Vanderbilt

II. M. Herbel, central division manager for Universal, is making his
headquarters in Cleveland.
Herbel
covers Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
Detroit, Indianapolis and Cincinnati.

ng Mack, 738 S

W

Fredman.
London Representative— Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..
_
London, W. 1.
Kue de
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42
,

tionale
vakia).

(Special to
,

Representative— Interna
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,

Condon

Wenzelsplatz.

the

F P-L
-

106

.108
.... 75

Kod.

72H

'do pfd

y!>fcoldwvn
y

>/Toew

y

17^4

s

17/4

106/2
74

1,300

13,400

Amusement

1.700

Miles

and

New

—

Inc.,

Francisco, says

in

for

part

L.

checking percentage
exhibition of pictures is the least obstacle in what seems to many as a
complex problem. A general system
of percentage showing would, natural-

"The matter

of

eliminate a big part of the present
Distributortraveling salesman cost.
\( hanges
can easily take care of
their own percentage dales in the keyLocal reprecity or first-run points.
what was commonly
sentation in
termed the 'one-nighters' is the simpThe
lest part of the whole structure.
expense can be borne collectively by
distributors, offset by the lessened
Actual personal repCOSl of selling.
resentation of producer-distributor at
the theater door, with box-office statements, nightly settlement, etc., are
all within the scope of the percentage

is

12 years

i

i

LIGHT!

system.
will

eliminate

the egg before it is hatched.
tion cost cannot rightfully

buying
Producbe

at-

tached until public presentation establishes box-office value; then percentage basis automatically establishes itself.
Theater percentage establishes
through population, character
itself
theater,

of

seating capacity, manage-

ment, details,

he

Africa

directed
'.'Voor-

etc., relatively

The Years
Great Mystery Play

Lsosmopoutar

based on
IF

—

"Confidence,

M. G. Felder Sales Co

truth

co-operation,

DISTRIBUTORS

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

percentage will be the solution of the
industry."

WELDED WIRE
REELS

—

One Film
THE FILM DAILY)

John

to

)For Salt

HowelU Cine
740 7th Ayc.

Vancouver.

611

Bquip. Co.

New

Yort

Three. Versions of

Moines— Iowa Theater Co.,
Mason City. Capital $10,000.

(Special to
I'aris
The

—

Incorporators, J. M. Beck, M. R.
A.
Tournier, W. E. Millmgton and
F. Beck.

on the
winch
ground

Figaro,

banning

of

in

commenting

"La Garconne,"

More Expense
(Special to

—

for

Toronto Exchanges

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto Because waste films have
on the
caught fire on so many occasions
presented an "unit
that
when they were being carted by city
wholesome entertainment" declares garbage collectors to the civic inthat three versions were prepared,
cinerator, a law has been passed
Dover, DeL Cameo Cinema Classone for exhibition in France; a sec- whereby
$300,000.
Capital
all
local exchanges must
ic*; Wilmington.
ond, for American distribution and
take their discarded or clipped films
a thud, for showing in Germany.
to the disposal plant themselves.
Albany— Jesse King. Manhattan.
Incorporators,
J.
1492"
$20,000.
"Conductor
Hines in
Capital
Hoch.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Leffler, M. M. Hart and E.
Los Angeles Johnny Hines is now
Attorney, I. Siegel.
working on "Conductor 1492," an afell

into

disfavor

—

—

New York

Chicago

WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Fifth Ave.

LOUIS MEYER

daptation of a Scott Fitzgerald story
Doris May,
"The Camel's Back."

y—

—

Los Angeles B. P. Schulberg has
completed the cast for "Haytime."
Harrison Ford and Ethel Shannon
Other- in
will be the sweethearts.
the cast are William Xorris, Clara
MacDonald, Xetta
Wallace
'How.
Martha
Westcott, Josef Swickard,

j

M.iiiiix. Betty Francisco,
enor, Mertha Sterling and

ing.

Edna TichJohn Stepp-

251
19

TH
_

WEST WATKINS
STREET

Holly wool

Rothacker Laboratories

Restaurant
Stagecraft
Alban
Capital $10,Theaters, New York.
Dan Mason, Dorothy Vernon, Robert
Incorporators, W. J. Gallagher,
000.
Fred Fsinelton, Byron Sage are
Cain.
AtT. Reillv and J. M. Anderson.
in the cast.
torneys, S. V. and G. P. Heimberger.

'THE

STILL BE

THE BEST

—

THE FILM DAILY)

COULI

"BIO"
WOULD

and sanity, plus intensive application
must be the foundation stone and

Special to

CARBONS

BE MADE BETTER

ship arrangement.

St.

OF THE PROGRAM"

Glob*

(

Attorney, A. S. Friend,

SPICE

Jacob

dead from heart disease.

Corning, N. Y. An action to rer $100,000 from the Steuben TheClair Hague Touring Canada
ater
o. and Associated Theater, Inc.,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been
brought
has
of East Rochester,
Hague,
general
Toronto
Clair
by G. H. Tobias, owner and lessee
manager
of Universal, is making a
Regent
in
and
Cornof the Princess
coast-to-coast tour of the offices from
ing, for alleged breach of contract.

Corp.,
Incor-

(T^dcLoaliorxai U+ctuAjuJ^

—

Mo. Cyrus
manager of the

City.

—

Tobias Brings Action

H. N. Marin, P. Cohen and

Kaplan.
New York.

Des

Pictures

Capital $20,000.

York.

porator-,
I.

Aetan

an

Kansas

THE FILM DAILY)

trekers."

Hopper.

Albany

In

17-reeler.

J.

to

"King Solomon's Mines" and

Ky.— Barbourville
Inc., Knox County.

M.

J.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

the drawing-power of the attraction.
can be no set formula. What
There
Los Angeles Douglas Carlton is
is worth 70-30 in one house may be
here from India where he produced
worth 80-20 in a house across the
several pictures among them "The
partnerUnderground Mystery of China," a street from it. It's a mutual

Co.,
G. L.
Capital, $10,000. Incorporators,

Dickinson,

being supported by

is

Carlton Back from India

(Special

Incorporations
Frankfort,

company

jury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd., who
.re creditors to the extent of £18,866.

Not quoted
Not Q uoted
17/4

—

Cinema Press, Ltd., has
applied for the liquidation of British
Super-Films, Ltd. It is claimed that

Quotations
East

Company Hit
THE FILM DAILY)

British

European

Central

5

4, 192!

Jacobs Dead

Anent Percentage
ommenting' editorially under this
caption "The Independent Exhibitor,"
«

"Percentage

.

Clichy.

17.

1879.

3,

Tuesday, September

ly,

Raynor has booked "Merry Go
Round" for an extended run at
Reade*s Hippodrome, beginning SepBill

;

act

THE FILM DAILY)

to

DAILY
0/

7461 - 7620

Tel.

Murray HiU 1831

"

fHE MIDNIGHT ALARM
From "Screen

'QLASS A-c 90%.^ You can boost
I
this picture
i

Opinions,"jChicago\
for a special.

From "New York
i t

It's

any locality."

big in

Daily

the kind that should

draw

News"

tqpHE

Midnight Alarm' shows one of the most realistic film fires we have ever seen. Then
too, there's an excellent exhibition of quick fire work—from bed to burning
building as
were and a spectacular train crash."

x

it

—

From
it

"Exhibitors Herald

1

HpHE

Midnight Alarm' provides excellent entertainment. Here is a fast moving story
with dramatic action and suspense that should appeal to any theatre audience,
tells an absorbing story that is punctuated by spectacular scenes and punches that hold the
terest unfalteringly. There is a great fire scene that is finely done; the wreck of an automole by a train, and a suspenseful moment when a great drawbridge is lowered just in time to
jep a passenger train from plunging into the river.
But the production boasts more than the
lectacular elements. The story runs along a vein of considerable human interest revolving
rout the search of an old couple for their long lost granddaughter."

A

filled

From "Motion

•HpHE

Picture

picture carries action and incident

all

News"

the way."

From]" Moving Picture World"
and a midnight fire that is without a doubt the best of its kind
this writer has seen. 'The Midnight Alarm' is a clever piece of work. The thrillers are
ell handled throughout and will keep your audience on the alert all the while for there is
enty happening in this picture. The frustrated attempt at wrecking the train at the trestle,
Mowing a villainous attack on the keeper of the switch house, is a knockout, and the surise occasioned when the speeding train mounts the trestle just as the latter has been lowered
ould have made the 'nigger heaven' gods of yesteryear tear the house to pieces with excite'IT'S chock

full of real action,

*

ent."

From "New YorWEveniner Journal" .fl

*

'

*

"^T^HERE
*

<

a great fire with the heroine locked in a safe. The filming is on an elaborate
scale and much attention was given to many scenes, particularly that of the fire."
is

From "NewlYork\American"
4

4r

T"v HE Midnight Alarm' was set for action and

From

it

rings the bell."

"Exhibitors Trade Review"

" 4 '~pHE

Midnight Alarm' responds to the demand by a very large section of movie patrons
for a 'sure-enough' thriller which breezes along at a cyclonic pace, makes a direct appeal to the most elemental emotions and winds up by enveloping hero and heroine in a blaze of
glory. The 'blaze' must be taken literally for the fire in which the villain meets his well-deserved
doom at the close registers as one of the most spectacular episodes in a picture which fairly
vibrates with 'big punch' scenes as exemplified by the attempt to send a limited express crashing to the bottom of a trestle, an auto wrecked by a train and other exciting bits of realism."

*

From "New York Tribune"
4

QUR advice

is,

do not miss 'The Midnight Alarm.'

From "The Film Daily"

u '~pHE

picture

is 'sure-fire'

entertainment.

Holds a decided appeal for the general public."

<^

THE

DAILV

(Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

sponsored by the ment during the

is

1)

year 1923 toAmerican Patrotic League and plans taled $1,864,241 as compared with
lo make pictures for non-theatrical $1,863,252 for the preceding fiscal year,
use only. The Examiner in speaking an increase of $988.
of the plan, says the League has a
The total taxes collected in the
membership of 7,000 including col- United States during the fiscal year
and pro- were $2,621,745,227, against $3,197,men. business men
lego
onals. The Government will be 451,083 for the preceding fiscal year,
presented with a print of each sub- a decrease of $575,705 855.
ject. A local studio will be used for
the tirst one and later, according to
Accountants and others interested
the company, a studio will be built
in pictures have figured that the moexchanges
is
here.
A system of
tion picture houses can be depended
promised to handle distribution.
upon to furnish from 70 to 75 per cent
important
The series will include
of the total of the admission tax.
incidents

such as

fiscal

'

WORTH FOLLOWING!
The Judgment

ALEXANDER PANTAGES
in

Alexander

the history of America
discovery and the like. The

—

coast dispatch would indicate
that the new organization intends covering the same ground as the Chronicles of America unit which 'has the
backing of the Yale University Press.
These pictures, some of them already
made will be released through Patre.

The

sent a petition to the city council for
a permit to open his house on Sundays.
It is thought likely that the
council will be lenient on the Sunday

Hackathorne Leaves Today
George Hackathorne leaves
California today to
featured player in

which Universal

Woman

attractions

of

the

He

don't wait for the other fellow to

Greatest

Circuits

winners — he

in

the

one

World.
disft

does

the

discovering

will

"PAN"

purchased

JACK DEMPSEY
and mopped up-1

"PAN" now

has

MIKE GIBBONS

another great money magnet

and

NOW he has BOOKED

FOOL1

"The DRIVIN'
in

— Los Angeles— San Diego^Salt LakeKansas City— Memphis and Minneapolis.
It's a HODKINSON knock-out-

San Francisco

with exploitation angles galore I

Chapman, of Sehas

put on

for

for
as a

ford.

in

Owner Dies

THE FILM DAILY)

Gouverneur, N. Y.

Burnham Farmer,

—Lee

Pictures,

JIM JEFFRIES
and smashed records

Chapman Closes Two Deals
curity

put on

Ohio "The Broad Road," "Shattered
Reputations," "Below the Dead Line,"
start work
"Partners in the Sunset" and "Is
"The Turmoil"
Money Everything" from Lee Bradproduce.

Theater

(Special to

— Mrs.

68, for

of the Fairyland,

Augusta

many

is

years

—

has also purchased "Souls

The Kino (Films)
Writing

in

in

EASTMAN

Moscow

POSITIVE FILM

"Kine," London, Hunt-

A

is

the newest addition to the local film

The corporation has been

He

Bondage" from Sanford Prod.

ley Carter says:
"No films are being made in Russia
for export.
few have been tried out
in other countries, and some shown in

dead.

Union Film Corp. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston The Union Film Corp.

char-

tered with a capital of $150,000. The
incorporators are Harry Asher Brookline,

BIG BOX-OFFICE

PANT AG FS THFATRFS

made

himself and cashes in on knowing attractions
that will go over big.

I'antages

"PAN"

measure.

Cleveland

berg,

Booking

has

cover

—

field.

of

in

its

Business Better in Connecticut
Judge
board of directors includes.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Levi McC.ee. E. A. Hanger, secreHartford According to the Intary of the Sons of the American
Revolution; Fred H. Sears, former ternal Revenue office, theater business
assistant to Professor Ridpath, au- in this state for July was double that
Admission tax receipts for
thor of "Ridpath's History of the of 1922.
World." Edward McKiernan, former July totaled $120,000, while in July,
manager of the M. P. Producers' 1922, the total reached $62,000.
Ass'n., Dr. Herman Fisher, capitalist
('.rover Jones, producer; Frederick L.
Reeking Sunday Shows
Rerker of Becker Prod.; W. A. Men(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
nerd and Major Giggs of the Page
Belmont,
Mass. Manager
BurMilitary Academy.
roughs, of Mae Waverly-Strand, has

owner

4, 11923

Admissions Off

Historical Series
The company

Tuesday, September

America and Germany.
But there
is too much political propaganda about them. The Government is importing films from capitalist countries
on a fairly large scale. What they
want most to import are educational,
propaganda, agitation and revolution

Louis Rosenberg, Nathan GinsajrtJ David Stoneman, of Boston. ones."

To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

King Vidor's Production

Look

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

(rf*>ldwur^Qostnopo{itari

for this posi-

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

—

lesday,

September

A New

4,

1923

5

(Continued from Page

$18,000
4,500

25%

und to exhibitors

"Please be advised that there has

Total
(net

amount

$13,500
for us)

lenses

1,000
1,500
4,500

rints

xploitation

verhead

(25%
Total

been deposited with us by the De
Luxe Film Co., Inc., to the credit of
Theater

$5,000

ranchise rights

Big Stuff

is

1)

al receipts

Bank and Trust Co. here, and
held as a trust fund to the credit
of the exhibitor.
The exhibitor receives a letter from the bank as follows:
ican

Contract

City

which represents 25%

of $18,000)

payment
on 'Guar-

i,

the exhibitor makes a fortune on
picture, we are not interested, if
go over the $18,000 amount we
that we are entitled to that
ley, if the picture is in so much
The price we shoot at
and.
300 is not excessive, we have done

"When

this

picture

Private Office, furnished

be on this week at the Rialto,
is called "Bill," and was
made in France from Anatol

and

Room

France's masterpiece, "Cranquebille."
Just a character
study, splendidly done.
Will
not suit all types of houses.

'

I

Another for Southern Enterprises
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Anderson, S.
The latest ac-

C—

grosses

the

Enterprises

is

as specified in
investigated by certified
public accountants, you will receive
from us a check which you may de
posit in any bank in the world.

Goldwyn
(Special to

London

Article

paoDvccas ACe"

Film aftO

"

ENRY KOLLMAN
Technical Soviets |

it

|

ED'TlNCi

L

TlTLINO
A BOO A TOR r

J)

LteGA/ZV

67 West 44 '"St.

amount

of
contract as

Circle 6617

MOTION PICTURES
DLSTKlBUriON
TT Sales

while.

I

quisition of Southern
the Imperial.

Broadway

805, 1650

Phone

of the

of picture contracted for
anteed Refund Contract No
$12,000
of which you have a duplicate.

ing us a net profit of $1,500 or
which we feel we are entitled to.

FOR RENT

(Continued from Page 1)
Reisenfeld's show shop. It will

But mighty worth

State

Non-theatrical

SAL E Sf

Pf*.

OOUC Tl ON 5

;

ORGANIZATION, PuBlTOTr,

PGOJ£CTO*tS

NtwYoBKCiTr-

VANderbut

4656

Quoted

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Film Renter reprints
which Samuel Goldwyn
"In the event the picture does not gave The New York Times relative
gross amount
specified
within 18 to authors, and producers.
the interview

I

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN

playing date or if
J. IRIS
theater does not fulfill the terms of
Phone729 -7th Ave. N. Y.
Preparing New Warners Stories
anal companies have figured their
Bryant 3377
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
values
way beyond that contract the 25% deposited by the
al
Los Angeles Two new stories to
Luxe Film Co., Inc., will be reDe
unt.
turned to the De Luxe Film Co., be produced by Warner Brothers,
he exhibitors in this territory have Inc.
"The Tenth Woman," and "How to
the value to themselves of this
Educate a Wife" are being prepared
"Yours very truly,
of buying and have given enby Grand Carpenter.
"American Bank and Trust Co.
With Cutting Room and
iiastic support to this method.
Vault Space
"Treasurer."
; already closed 70% of the first
Some Story Purchases
Suitable for Film Exchange or
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Every three months a public ac
State Right Distributor
he actual operation takes place in countant looks over the books of De
Los Angeles Recent story purRoom 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
way: When the exhibitor pays Luxe and when any one of the pic- chases include:
his picture 25% of that money is tures have grossed the amount speci
"The Near Lady," purchased by
vn from the funds of De Luxe fied on contract a letter is sent to the [Universal. A magazine story in which
placed in the hands of the Amer- exhibitor from the bank enclosing Herbert Blache will direct Gladys
Thoroughly experienced Motion Piccheck, as follows:
Walton.
ture man desirous of making change
"The Heiress of Zion," screen orig- now available. Six years experience
"We take pleasure in handing you herewith our check for $
ch represents the 25% refund deposit with us for your credit by De inal by Frederic Chapin, purchased by with large organization as executive,
First National.
:e Film Co., Inc.
auditor, cashier and salesman.
"Old Fathers and Young Sons," by
guaranteed
your
congratulate
having
fulfilled
terms
of
"We
the
you in
Box S-29
Booth Tarkington, in which Ben
;nd contract No
FILM DAILY
Alexander will be starred for J. K.
71 W. 44th St.
"The theater
and De Luxe Film Co. please accept our McDonald.
New York
ere thanks for past pleasant business relations and assure you we will
ays be glad to serve you."

months
on many productions and other

after

first

—

OFFICE FOR

i

RENT

We

—

"Yours very

truly,

"AMERICAN BANK AND TRUST

CO.

"Treasurer."
If you can
to know it.
any flaws in it, tell us, we will
of selling is first that it is on
change it. If every national producer
level, and second because we do
and distributor would sell his picask anything more than a fair tures on the same basis, that is a fair
it/on our goods.
profit, there would be no more cry
inhere is anything
fairer
than about high film rentals.

he great argument in favor of this

this,

we want

find

i

Charles Brabin's Production

Have fake

Spiritualists
gotten any of your money?
They take hundreds of thousands
from the credulous every year.
How do they do it?
See

"Is Conan Doyle Right?
Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes
It will

get

more money

"

Ferrell

for exhibitors

11
than the fakers get from the "suckers.

unopolitarL

<*

THE
Tuesday, September

DAILY
Playing to Capacity in Boston

FILM
— "TheTHECovered

(Special

Boston

now

to

15th

in its

week

at

the Majestic.

in

We

think

Mahoney

Acron Sales Corp., to which the
was disposed of, and which failed
pay $5,500 agreed upon for the

to
rights in this country.

Cooper, Collings

him under a

Angeles have

year contract— the longest
term contract given a comedy
star in this industry. Considering this fact— can zve afford
to release a Jimmy Aubrey
comedy zvhich is not of the
highest calibre?

filed

&

Shreve of Los

an application

in

the Supreme Court for judgment in
their suit against Arrow Film for
$3,000 on a trade acceptance, on the
ground that there is no defense to the
The defendant agreed to pay
action.
the sum stated for "Idle Workers,"
to the Norman Manning Prod., but
permitted the trade acceptance to go
The claim was assigned
to protest.
to the plaintiff by the Norman Manning Prod, on a prior debt.

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
New York

Justice
S.

film

five

729 Seventh Ave.,

W.

Katzenstein receiver of the film, "Tlie Valley of the
Ngumba," or "The Red Trail," an
animal film made by tlie Jolin Hagenback Films of Berlin. The receiver
was asked for by Sonia Marcella as
agent for Hagenback in a suit against

two reel comedy
enough of Jimmy

to place

Court

appointed

the

THE LOBBYGOW
Aubrey

Supreme

is

JIMMY AUBREY

Ins first

1923

In the Courts

DAILY)

Wagon"

4,

City

An attachment

for $3,000 against
property of Joseph F. Vion of
Los Angeles, formerly employed here
in the office of George M. Cohan, has
been granted in the Supreme Court
in a suit of Everett J. Morgan and

the

Geneva Wilson Winans on the ground

The
of fraud and misrepresentation.
petition alleges that July 11 last Vion
represented that he controlled all the
stock of the Ridgefield Park Amusement Co., operating the Crescent

Leah Baird

theater at Ridgefield Park, N. J., and
with intent to deceive the plaintiffs
stated that the business had been
profitable for the past three years, had
averaged net profit of $90 to $100 a
week, and that the theater and its
contents were free of all debt. The
plaintiffs say they paid him $1,500, and
found that the theater had been unprofitable, and that the lease and chat-

\Pictures

All Lavish Productions

ASK
ADAMS BROTHERS
owners of
THE MILLION DOLLAR

NEWARK

(N.

THEATRE

were mortgaged.

tels

J.)

Fail to Secure Scenarios
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

London The scenario contest conducted jointly by "The Cinema" and
the house of Casscll did not materialize as expected.
Not one of the 12
stories finally selected was deemed
suitable for production by the jury
of producers.
consolation prize of
£250 was forwarded, however, to
Joan Conquest who wrote a story
called "The Street of Many Arches."

A

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

Kane.

President

For the State Right Market!

"THE BAREFOOT

BOY"

His Cycle— From Loveless Valley of Youth to
Romantic Summit of Life
An

exquisitely

human poignantly

ap-

pealing production suggested by the

immortal poem of John Greenleaf
Whittier

With

a

passed

Celebrated Cast Never Surin

any Feature Production

A DAVID KIRKLAND
PRODUCTION
Story by

EDWARD

WALLACE
L.

KLEIN

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS & IMPORTERS

COMPANY
MOTION PICTURES
of

REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCERS ALLIANCE,
NOUN<

I

rill

I..

CLIFTON

Territories Available

Now

C.B.C. FILM SALES CORP.

AND THE
F.DVV.

C.

INC.

1600 Broadway, New York

KLEIN, PRES.

REMOVAL

of

THEIR OFFICES TO THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION BUILDING
25

WEST

43rd ST., and 26

NEW YORK

NEW TELEPHONE NUMBERS

-

-

WEST

44th ST.

CITY
-

-

VANDERBILT

2522-2523
'

—

5fc

BRADSTREET

^recognizee

>/"
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Authority
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Wood to Do "Next Corner"
Sam Wood's next picture for Para-

IDEAS

mount

DANNY

By

want

nspiration

"The Next Corner," by

At the

Two

for

Open Market

"Ashes of Vengeance," the new
:ning of "The White Sister."
so their Talmadge picture and "The Fighting
in case it rains
vehicle
vspaper ad's say just call a Blade," the new Barthelmess
will both be released on the open marecker taxi. And motor to the

—

ket by First National.

Negative costs increase
:ry

shower.

'his

one looks

Players, Universal, United Artists and Fox Making
Great Efforts to Reach Representatives at Scene of
Earthquake Believed Locally Many Theaters
Destroyed Either by 'Quake or Fire

Famous

—

expense.

St. at their

h

Word From Japan
On Fate Of Film Men There

audi-

their

—

Price 5 Cents

1923

Anxiously Await

Kate Jordan.

guaranteed tonight.

:e

will be

5,

with

Grave fears are entertained for
the safety of the American film
men now in Tokio as represen-

"The Hunchback"
like a real box-office,

much incident— that
ie of
ited.

And

t.

story
necessity

of

the early sequences look disMany of them were too

But the

:f.

tatives of important American
Famous Players.
distributors.
Universal, United Artists and

much

course there was so

makes up

finish

all maintain their own headquarters in Tokio from which
point Japanese business and, in
some cases, other Far Eastern
transactions are handled.

Fox

for

the last few reels arc full

iction.

performance is all
and more.

^haney's
Id

be expected

er of

of

his

makeup found

felt

that

Quasimodo was

efforts are bein£
direct communisecure
made to
area stricken by
with
the
cation

Strenuous

But

who

perfection
ie critics

that

—

the char-

a trifle

earthquake and

re-

late yesterday,

sive.
r

rom

values
last

box

the

office

—excellence

few

reels

—
cast — and

angle
of

picto-

should put this big

The title alone, considerhow many have read this classic,
iuW make thousands who never at:

over.

d pictures,
"If

want

to see

it.

Winter Comes"

Vhy this has been so long coming
y William Fox and his close assoCertainly it should
know.
tes
been completed for showing last
mary. But they ran into a lot of
d luck in the making, six months
more was spent in shooting alone,
1 the cost must have been tremen-

?e

is.

Island,
theater, Akasaka Park, Tokio the Japanese Coney
taken on ocwas
picture
This
fire.
and
earthquake
by
destroyed
entirely
George Mooser the
casion of the showing of "Way Down East" there by
shown standing
is
who
Artists
United
for
manager
Eastern
Far
then
white man in
other
The
arms
folded
with
the
alongside of the Japanese
publicity manager for United
the picture is Seymour H. Pearson, former

Nippon Kan

Artists in Japan.

Only Three In Deal

And Then Distribution of Associated
book had a great Reginald Ford To Produce in Europe
Authors Product Through Allied
MarAmerican
on
Eye
it
With an
jue here. There is a question if
Ends, Says Clark Thomas
ket—Edward Jose to Direct
't
arriving a bit too late to capi(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
acrecent
whose
Ford
which,
if
capReginald
ize reader interest,
Los Angeles— Clark Thomas in a
ed at the peak, might have made tivities have been concerned with the
to THE FILM DAILY
statement
ne difference. But better late than purchase of American pictures for
declares that the first three pictures
in
particularly
abroad,
vei, and while a bit heavy, and with distribution
of Associated Authors, Inc., will be
>ad finish, it is still a real picture, France announced yesterday that he
distributed through Allied Prod, and
rcy Marmont never worked so intended entering production and that
Dist. Corp. as originally scheduled
11.
His characterization is better he had already signed Pearl White for
(Continued on Page 2)
in that of Cyril Maude, as shown
(Continued on Page 2)
the stage play.
They photographHoffman and Aronson Back
Roach Starts Trip
Ann Forrest to the very worst disH. Hoffman and Alexander S.
M.
for
a
yesterday
vanjage possible.- A touch of war
Hal E. Roach left
Truart, returned yesteriff was shown in less than 40 shots,
trip through the- Middle West during Aronson of
to the Mid-west,
trip
from
a
day
exhibitors.
which he will interview
t was quite effective.

Hutchinson's

but up to
proved

efforts

Abe Berman, forunavailing.
of United Artists,
manager
eign
get a message
to
attempted
the
Japanese capital
through to
The
through the American consul.
Western Union and the Radio Corp.
of America admitted their hands were
Wireless messages were being
tied.
accepted for Osake which is quite
a distance from Tokio, but export
managers considered this an unsatisfactory

means

of securing the

much

desired information.

Famous Players operate in Japan
as Famous-Lasky Paramount Films,
Ltd.,

Signs Pearl White

fire,

all

with

Tom

Cochrane and R.

E.

Mclntvre in charge. The headquarof
ters are located in the Shiba ward
the
along
located
is
Tokio which
water front and which is reported in
(Continued on Page 4)

Newspaper Opinions
New

York
Critics on the
dailies this week are reviewing
eight pictures. The consensus of
their opinions reprinted regularly in
will appear as rapidly as the

THE FILM DAILY

pictures are reviewed.

THE

<2^

DAILY

Signs Pearl White

^(JrftlSgSs

«/*nu«oM

VH

(Continued from Page

the

first series.

will di-

rect.

Ni.

SS Wednesday. Slit.

5.

1923 Price

5

Cents
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6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
of
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1603.

London, W.

1.

—

Paris Representative Le Film, 42
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

Rue de

Butterfield

interests

Mack

offices in the

Bldg.

White and Jose have been in France open.
some little time. Ford will probably make his production headquarMilwaukee
for

He

states he has interested important Parisian capital in
his plan and that his pictures, while

ters in France.

made abroad will have American playand American technicians and will
be made with an eye to the American

—The Apollo,

located on
the north side, has closed its doors.
The house is being dismantled.

Lima,

O.— A

trolley

strike

has

PatheNews
No. 72

DAVIS TENNIS CUP STAYS IN AMERI.
CA — U. S. Team defeats Australian challengers

four

out

of

five

matches

at

Forest

Hills.

FIERCE FOREST FIRES IN CANADIAB
ROCKIES — Scenes from Pine Pass, B. C.
•HENRY FORD" WINS LIPTON CUP

AT GLOUCESTER—Thrilling

race

severely crippled the box-office here,
Yankee fishermen.
the downtown district being hit the
Other news as usual.
hardest.

market.
Ford declares that he has
already taken over three distributing
companies on the other side to handle
Milwaukee Henry and Kitty WirContinental distribution. He recently pel are the incorporators of the newly
bought "Down to the Sea in Ships" formed Elite Theater Co.
Capital

amon|

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

—

for

Europe.

—
—

Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury Ave.,

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

pictures will be placed
in
production in September in the
Ashland, O.—At a cost of $4,000
Both Miss for remodeling, the Ashland is now
Eclair studio in Paris.

ers

1879.

3,

Detroit

have opened

The White

IXV

5, 1923

Mid-West Notes
(Special to

1)

Edward Jose

Wednesday, September

$6,000.

Schnitzer

—

Back

Joe Schnitzer of F. B. O.,
from a trip to Los Angeles.

is

Granite City, III. Louis Landau
back announces that he will open his new
Washington theater, 19th and E Sts.,
on Oct. 5. The house will seat 3000
and costs $250,000.

McCabe

Joins Goldwyn
McCabe, until rec end]
general manager for First Nat ion
M. L. Finkelstein of Ruben and
William Devery Dead
in Canada has joined Goldwyn Cos
Finkelstein is in town from MinneFuneral services for William Dev- mopolitan and added to Jam* S
apolis.
He says business in his terery will be held today. Devery died Grainger's staff at the home offi ce.
Quotations
ritory has improved very noticeably.
suddenly on Sunday after a brief ill100
105
105
.105
F.ast. Kod.
ness.
He was associated with WilLieber in Indianapolis
F. P.-L
77H 74^ 75y2 9,200
lian Steiner for a long time.
FOR RENT
quoted
Not
pfd
do
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted
Goldwyn
Indianapolis
Robert Lieber rePrivate Office, furnished
17
400 turned to his home immediately on
17% 17
Loews
6th Year Series Sold
Room 805, 1650 Broadway
George E. Kann, foreign manager
arriving from Europe.
He expects
has closed
with A.
to return to New York in about a for Goldwyn,
Phone Circle 6617

—

Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Prague

Interna(Czecho-Slo-

Finkelstein Here, Business Better

Vincent

J.

~

—

Incorporations

Play

— Capitol

J.

S.

Carter, Cohoes.

Albany— Stellar

Prod. Manhattan.
Incorporators, J. G.
apital $20,000.
Kick, R. Becker and D. J. Lustig.
Attorney, J. A. O'Brien.
(

Baltimore Theaters Closed
(Special to

Baltimore

THE FILM DAILY)

Film

— Many

of the small pictheaters,
which closed three
months ago for the summer will not
reopen this fall, because of high rentals and competition of bigger houses.

Switches to

ture

Jacobs to Produce Here
Arthur Jacobs, just in from the
Albany Littleton Prod., Inc., New- Coast, said yesterday he would make
He
York. Capital $30,000. Incorporators, his next pictures in the East.
Charles
I..
Hill, L. B. Simon, and A. Klein. came here to confer with
Norris, whose latest novel, "Bread,"
Attorney, A. Ackerson.
has been secured by Jacobs, and

—

—

Cramer-Mims Studios, also with Leonore Coffee, who will
York. Capital $30,000. Incor- prepare the scenario.
porators, E. C. Cramer, F. C. Mims
Attorney, W. H. Loew Back; Swamped by Business
and D. Smith.
Adams, New York.
Marcus Loew went to his office
yesterday, following his return from
Albany Independent Theater, Europe. He was decidedly in demand
Inc.,
New York. Capital $10,003. all through the day and was so rushIncorporators,
Blum,
G.
M. D. ed with appointments and matters
Kosenblaum and I. Paul. Attorney, requiring his immediate attention
S M. Newman, New York.
that he even refused to talk over the
telephone, further than to say:
Dover, Del. Hoffman's Park The"Yes, I'm well. Goodby."
Albany

representing
the
A.
B.
Industrie of Sweden,
for the Goldwyn sixth year pictures in
Scandinavia.

Svensk

Incorporators, E. T. Cardoze, F. A.

Cook and D. H. Conway. Attorney,

Jordahl,

month.

Picture
District
Corp., Albany. Capital $75,000.

Albany

New

(Special to

Two

a

New York

Day

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

California thea-

ter will switch to a two-shows-a-day
policy,
effective when "Little
Old

New York"

The

Chicago

opens there on Sept. 21.
price scale will be $1.65 top.

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

Put Off Until Friday

The T. O.

C. C. has postponed unFriday, action against owners of
important theater circuits such as

Cosmos Art

Pictures Association

til

Marcus Loew and William Fox, who
signed
with the operators' union
without awaiting a concerted movement on the part of the entire organi-

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

zation.

—

Charles Brabin's Production

—

Capital $525,000. Incorporators,
A. S. Dulin, W. H. Burnett, of Glen

ater.

Fcho, Md. and W. T. Lawrence of
Washington.
(Corporation Service
Co.)

Only Three In Deal
and

^

(T^dujutlioncd 6\cLvx£>

HIE IHOT.RAM"

(Continued from Page
than that,

1)

no distribution arrangements have been made.
The first three are "Richard the
Lion-Hearted," "Harbor Bar" and
that, further

"No More Women."
Hiram Abrams declared yesterday
the contract between Associated Authors and Allied called for three pictures only.

- it
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BALCON, FREEDMAN
Ancaster House, 42-44 Cranbourn

and
St.,

SA VILLE

London, W.

C.

PRESENT

"WOMAN TO WOMAN"
STARRING

BETTY COMPS ON
DIRECTED BY

GRAHAM

J.

G.

CUTTS

WORLD DISTRIBUTORS
and R. B. WAIN WRIGHT,

Ltd.

6-7 Piccadilly Mans, Shaftesbury Avenue, London

R. B.

WAINWRIGHT and M. E. BALCON
HOTEL ALGONQUIN
West 44th

New

Street

York
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New

Fate of Film

Theaters
Ore—

Robert
Marshfield,
Banks
will start erecting a theater soon.

Men

(Continued from Page

press

dispatches

In Tokio
A

1)

have

suffered
foreign depart-

to

heavy damage. The
Mounds, 111. Jules A. Laurent has ment at Famous assumed yesterday
opened his Lyric theater.
that the offices had been destroyed.
No word has been received from
N.
Linton.
D.— "The Willows," either Cochrane or Mclntyre.
owned by The Willows, Inc., seating
N. L. Manheim, foreign manager of
472, is now open.
Universal has been sending messages
Howard Warner regularly since the first word of the
Chillicothc, Mo.
Uniwill open a new theater, to seat 500, disaster came through by cable.

—

—

early in September.

Mamaroncck, N. Y.

—Title

to
to

the
the

uncompleted Lynn will pass
Mamaroncck Playhouse Holding Corporation, who will complete and open
it

soon.

Kerrigan Heads Cast
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

J.

Warren Kerrigan
Vitagraph's, "The

heads the cast of
Mar) From Brodncy's."
Others include Alice Calhoun, Miss Du Pont,
Wanda Hawley and Pat O'Malley.
in

Ince Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Still

recent

Department

report

sent

to

the U. S.

Commerce by Martin

of

Universal

force there.

Robert H. Cochrane of
worried over the fate of

1923

5,

Guts and Flashes

Doubtful

Tcfft Johnson
Strauss Bldg.

now

is

located in

the

<i.
Scott, attached to the American
Aywon has sold the new series of
trade commissioners office in Tokio
stated that there are 50 theaters in six George Larkin features to Eastern
for
Boston,
New
Film,
that city but that they play to an Feature
audience of about 10,000,000 annually. England.

most important company in
Japan is the Nippon Katsudeshashin
Kabushiki Kaisha which owns and
controls about 350 of the 500 houses
in the whole of the country.
versal officials arc very much conThose American companies not
cerned, over the safety of their employees there which total 44, all told. maintaining their own connections in
By a curious twist of fate, Edward Japan distribute through domestic
B. Rowe, Tokio manager is now in organizations there.
Universal City en route to Japan
after a vacation spent in New York.
Rushing Earthquake Films Here
Rowe is on his first vacation in three
International News staled yesteryears and happened to pick an auspinegative of several
that
the
cious moment to depart from Japan- day
Frank Lappin and J. D. hundred feet of film depiciting the
ese shores.
Miller, the latter an accountant are ravages caused by the earthquake in
now aboard a steamer
the other American members of the Tokio arc

The

Joseph

di

Lorenzo has been

elected

secretary and a director of the Hep

:

worth Dist. Corp.

"Red Lights"

will be the feature
Capitol next week.

the

A.

Canter of
on a sales

Mammoth

al

Pictures

next week. Victor B. Rishcr, general manager may
also leave town for the same purposes
starts

trip

Away

Chatkin

D. J. Chatkin. sales manager of
Educational is in the Middle West
sales trip.
He will visit all
pictures on a
Educational exchanges and expects

bound for this country. The
were secured from an airplane by
Universal
Captain Ariel Varees who flew from

brother, Tom who is the Famous Players representative in Japan.
In every
case, it has been impossible to get
through a wireless or a cable to ascertain the exact status of matters.
is

Conklin

Wednesday, September

his

Shanghai

Tokio, secured the pic-

to

tures and then returned to

to be

away from New York

for four

or five weeks.

Shanghai

Announce Olcott Contract
time to catch an American bound
Los Angeles Chester Conklin, has
International says the negaboat.
Famous Players yesterday continubeen signed by Thomas H. Ince for
tive will be rushed cross-country by ed the report published in these cola "bit" in "Anna Christie."
Conklin
airplane and claims that Varees was umns that Sidney Olcott had been
has just completed his first dramatic
Delbert (ioodman represents Fox the first news cameraman to reach signed to direct. The engagement of
role 'in "Greed."
in Tokio where the operating com- tin scene of the disaster so soon after Forrest Halsev was also announced.
pany is known as Fox Films, Far East it occurred.
Legion to Show ex-Kaiser Film
Corp., Ltd.
This company, too had
Organize Better Films Committee
By an arrangement, the American an extensive establishment there about
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Iris Handling Castle Scenic
Legion throughout the country will which there is no information. GoodAshville,
N. C. A representative
be the beneficiaries of "The ex-Kaiser man has only been in the East for
John J. Iris of the Tris Film Exgroup of local citizens have formed
"Main
Street
distributing
in Exile," obtained and adapted by
change
is
about a month, since Fox's expansion
Fred N. Hamlin from German friends there is new.
the World Over" which played three a temporary better films committee.
of the ex-Kaiser, to be released by
weeks at the Rivoli. The picture was James Howell heads the committee
Hodkinson.
H. Wayne Pierson, Mrs. Pierson produced by Castle Films of Los A permanent organization will be
whipped into shape later.
and their child, and Charles Dreher Angeles.
New Grey Story in Work
arc the representatives of the United
Artists in Japan.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Stahl Theater Goes Under Hammer
Dillon Casting for "Drums
Los Angeles Victor Fleming has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
While A. C. Berman, foreign manstarted production on a new Zane
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Farrcll, Pa.
Attorney Fred Fruit,
Grey story, "The Call of the Canyon." ager had not received any direct word
Los Angeles Edward Dillon, di- representing a party of creditors,
was
he
informed
by
Mooser,
George
Richard Dix and Lois Wilson will
recting Elaine Hammerstein has ar- bought the Capitol theater at auction,
head the cast supported by Xoah former representative for United Ar- rived at the Goldwvn studios from to satisfv claims amounting to $100,Beery, Ricrado Cortez, Charles Ogle tists there that he believed the head- New York and has begun casting for 000. The Stahl Bros. Amusement Co.
quarters had been destroyed.
and Alma Bennett.
"Drums of Jeopardy."
operated the house but went into
(Special to

—

in

—

—

1

—

—

-

m^P^t
For
C

I

I

<<

Mooser, who is familiar with tindevastated territory, said yesterday
that he believed that few Americans
in the film colony would be found
among the missing. He pointed out
that the catastrophe occurred about
midday on Saturday, adding that at
this time of the day. on any summer
Saturday, most Americans were out
of the cities, at

some

LIGHTS

companies

New Film
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mai St. Clair who
Barry Busy on

the first scries of "Fighting
Blood" stories has been signed by
the Warners to direct Wesley Barry

rected

in

"George Washington,

fices

in

cities

Nagasaki.

1493 Broadway, N. Y.
RIPE IN EXPERIENCE

YOUNG

were about

He

175

IN

IDEAS

—

Moorchead
company.

is

president

of

the

new

Righting Soviet Film
Mondial Film Co. is state
righting what
claims is the first ofState

The

it

ficial

come out

Soviet
showing the workings of the

picture

to

of

estimated that there Government there. It is called "With
houses in
Tokio. the Movie Camera Through the Rusabout 50 of them fairly good houses sian Bolshevik Revolution."
Apollo
and that Yokohama had between 30 Exchange has purchased New York
and 40.
and Northern Jersey rights.
destroyed.

COMEDY AUTHOR

GA GS— TITLES— PLOTS

Jr."

maintain their
also have of- Ltd., has been organized here for the
Osake, Nagoya. purpose of erecting a theater.
G.

that
like

JAMES MADISON

Weston Theaters, Ltd., Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Weston. Out. Weston Theaters,

Tokio and Yokohama must have been Russia

Cos,
smopolltan

di-

own exchange systems

Horace T. Clarke, Far Eastern
representative for David P. Howclls.
Inc. who has spent considerable time
in the Orient and knows Japan quite
well declared yesterday that, in his
opinion, many
of
the
theaters in

oldtuyn-

r

(Special to

resort.

Distribution in general will not be
hit in Japan inasmuch as those Ameri-

can

bankruptcy.

and

Directors
Can

you

Producers

thoroughly experienced man in methods used in
getting your money back plus a profit
on your productions?
A man who can handle sales,
publicity

use

and

a

exploitation.

A man who

can
and see that
deal
if
you are
through a national
terest

A man who

protect your inyou get a square

now

distributing
organization.

experienced in the
selection and purchasing of stories,
novels and plays for production.
A man who has a record for
honest and industrious service.

Box

is

A—25

Film Daily

*

has answered the clamors of more
than 7000 exhibitors throughout
the land by bringing out

THE BIG

NEWOF 2nd SERIES

BIGGER— BETTER— FINER THAN EVER
SWEEPING THE ENTIRE COUNTRY IN A
TIDAL WAVE OF POPULARITY

AND

BIG BUSINESS

[

GRAB YOUR PLAY DATES NOW
USTRIBUTED BY

F.

Sales Office

723 Seventh Ave.,

B. O.

New York

City

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

United Kingdom

R-C PICTURES

CORPORATION

26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour
London, W. 1, England

St.

THE

,

iSBim
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First Nat'l in

New

Zealand

Austrailia—Associated

Sydney,

First National of Australia,

open an

Ltd., will

Hunchback

"The

Wellington.

in

office

Dame"

Notre

of

Universal

Art Hoganson

111

—

AM KK1 CAN—-This

Toledo, O. Because of illness Art you can
Hoganson has been forced to resign a more
haunting
as manager of the Pantheon.

Up

Checking

\cu

Conn. Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Federal

Haven

Revenue

of-

conducting an investigation

ficers are

made

into the admission tax receipts

by theater managers

in

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to-

Cody, Wyo.

—To show the

the U.
riculture has
forest,

Department

S.

started

Woolly West."

National

filming

of
.

Ag"The

Local talent will play

the leads.

and
eyes evermore
I'll

say,

it
before my
remarkable, epochal, unforgettable,
anil obsessional piece of ecctentric,
bizarre, cynical character acting than that
contributed to "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," * * * by Lon Chancy, I have never
si in
mi stage or screen.
Lon Chancy has stamped himself as an
This bit of work
artist of purest ray serene.
It is immortally fine. * * *
cannot die.

Notre

of

Dame"

JOURNAL— Lon

EVENING

Agriculture Dept. Takes Picture

much

flaunt

"The Hunchback
Connecticut. epoch-making.

is

Chaney's

picturization of Quasimodo, the Hunchback
of Notre Dame, * * * deserves to live for
generations as one of the most impressive
Characterizations ever exhibited on stage or
screen.
is
the magnificence and spaciousness of
settings built by Universal for Victor
Hugo's rich romance that intensify the

ll

the

artistry of Mr. Chaney's almost super-human
performance.

Theater Scheme Fails

has

motion pictures. * * »
Carl
l.aemmlc and R. H. Cochrane have made a
production that, both from an entertaining
and an educational viewpoint, is all that one
can ask and that is big praise when so often
attempts are made to do big things and fail.
annals

of

spirit.

*

* *

SUN— "The

Hunchback

of

Notre

is a far better picture than anythe Germans have sent us, and, with
possible
exception of "The "Covered
Wagon," it ranks as the greatest achievement of the American screen. Lovely to behold, stirring, yet dignified in treatment, it
fakes its place among those unforgettable

the

works which once
broadcast

screen.

HERALD — *

Chicago

— Having

made an

investigation on the
for
films
children,
the

sive

exten-

effect

of

American

Home Economics
ported

in

pictures,

Association has refavor of children attending
although they advise the

daytime.

as profoundly
erratic movie

*
* a picture as beautiful,
stirring, as anything that the

industry has ever produced.
an indisputably fine achievement.
*
* *
The settings are magnificent beyond
words and stamped with an authenticity, a
fidelity to detail, that sets them above anything that has been erected in Hollywood.
'
This performance transcends anything
His
that T.o.i Chaney has ever done before.
makeup is astounding and his spiritual reali*

*

* * It is

zation of the role uncanny.

T. &. D. Acquire Oakland Palace

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

MAIL — From

the point of spectacle it is
picture as has been produced in
America.
Indeed, it will stand as a monument to the ability of American directors
to handle vast crowds of players realistically
and artistically.
In this respect Wallace
Worsley, * * * deserves a place with the
greatest German directors.

great a

as

over

the

A
It

who

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

[ROMIOWFIIH
*
INCORPORATED
ND
220 WEST 42 - STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

(Chancy)
gives
an unrebut remarkable performance in this
production. * * *
It is, however, a strong
production, on which no pains or money
have been spared to depict the seamy side
of old Paris.
The "set" of the cathedral is
really marvelous. * * *
However, the film
holds the interest because of the excellent
acting and "sets" and the splendid atmosIt is
phere throughout the drama. * * *
a drama which will appeal to all those who
are interested in fine screen acting, artistic
settings and a remarkable handling of crowds
who don't mind a grotesque figure and a

—

si/e

and numbers as

JIMMY AUBREY
1!

in

THE LOBBYGOW
his first

grim atmosphere.

in

J

to

be interesting

two

reel

comedy

Superlatives in advertising do
not make for laughs on the
screen
See any of Jimmy

—

new two reel comand be your oiun judge

Aubrey's
edies

and jury.

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

to

look upon.

King

Victor's

Production

urgently requested that all players and others
anticipate attending the forthcoming Film Golf

Rayside, L.

A

York

TIMES — He

is

Arms

New

is

Tournament
ward

Call to

740 7th Ave..

strained

I

theater the "Franklin.''

b\>

a very blue moon are
world from the canned

—

reached one ad
unique in the
is

For Salt

Howelli Cine Equip. Co.

in

Oakland, Cal.—The T. & D.. Jr.
TRIBUNE It always seems to us that
Chancy depends entirely on grease paint and
interests have taken over Allen F.
putty for his impressions rather than allowKing's Palace, built at a cost of
ing some of the effect to come from within.
$200,000.
King controls three other
He is more of a makeup expert than an actor,
Nothing more
or so he seems to us. * * *
houses here. The Palace was in
There is one big fault to be found with the need be said of the magnificence of the setdirect opposition to the T. & D. screen version of "The Hunchback of Notre
tings, the enormousness of the mob scenes
Globe, on the other side of the street. Dame."
The picture lacks coherence, the and the beauty of the photography. So much
genius to make it a great drama.
As it has been said already that every one takes it
stands it is a mighty array of perfect inci- as a matter of course.
Family Theater Reopens as Franklin dentsacting, setting, direction of each scene.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
WOULD -"The Hunchback of Notre
Yet somePerfection marks every detail.
Dame" is a motion picture which we shall
is
lacking to make it live as a whole.
Ottawa. Out. The Family has re- thing
never forget. * * *
opened afirr being dark for three
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * the
"The Hunchback of Noire Dame" is a
were
tine
seen
as
as
ever
have
months. The house, which is owned settings
* * *
marvelous example of "bigness" in picture
by Harry Rronsc, who also controls mi tin screen.
making. * * *
Lon (lianey's performance, we do not
the Imperial, has been leased to J.
We care nothing about it whatsoever as
doubt, will be the center of much discussion.
M Franklin, who has re named the
drama, yet as a production it is so enormous
Hut whatever conclusion
mits his characterization

REELS

thing

—

THE FILM DAILY)

WELDED WIRE

at the Astor,

—

(Special to

York today.

Dame"

WORLD—

In Favor of Films for Children

been spending the summer on
ranch in Utah, returns to New

POST—

Elaborate settings, correct costuming, a good cast and excellent direction
are all to be commended.
Unfortunately the too realistic portrayal
of Quasimodo must be questioned. * * *
The length of the t>lay will allow a good
half hour's cut, to say nothing of the many
impossibly dull moments in the first half of
the production.
The second half improves materially ; the
action is faster, the continuity is better, even
the acting acquires a new tempo and temper;
several mob scenes really attain the mob

drama factories of Hollywood. * * *
through our
All
EVENING
(Special to THE FILM DAILYJ
Frankly/the hunchback, as played by Lon
nlovic-goiiig career we have been keeping a
ondoiv Woohvorths are under- little safety deposit box full of adjectives of Chaney seems to us the most striking
stood to have purchased the big site praise that we would call into use when characterization that the screen can boast of.
on Oxford St.. that was supposed to "The'' picture came along; and now that
TELEGRAM—* * * Hugo's story in pic"The" picture is hero, we've lost the key.
vital, vivid pictures that hold the athouse the new Capitol theater.
It Wallace Worslcy, * * * has done a noble bit tures
tention and excite admiration by their unwill he the home of a store and restau- of work and one well deserving a special deniable [lower and beauty. * * * Lon
ChaFrom now on ney's acting is a thing to be seen with
niche in the Hall of Fame.
rant.
Worslcy is on our list of wonder men of the breathless attention.
1

his

—

Astor

FILM DAILY)

(Special to Till-;

Howells Returns Today
David P. Howells, exporter, who

Newspaper Opinions

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to
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to be lieM at
I.,

The

Belleclaire Golf Club,

on Tuesday, Sept.

IK,

immediately

for-

their entries.

large

number have informed members

mittee of their intention

to

be

<>n

of the

hand but

Com-

for the

purpose of arranging. Sufficient prizes as well; as food
it is' imperative that entries be forwarded immediately.-
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Benefits

PROBLEM

I

Cosmos

DANNY

By

(They

money.

—

At last there enters the motion picture industry an organization designed
to fill the exhibitors' cup of happiness to the brim; help him make
money and assure for him an immediate release for important pictures like

tell

lon't

"The

Hood"

Deal With Principal

M. P. T. O. and American Society Current Releases To Go Through
First National
Sol Lesser Sails
May Reach New Basis of UnderSaturday
standing on Tax Situation
Announcement was made yesterThe first official statement to
emanate from the M. P. T. O. and day that the current releases of PrinPictures will
be distributed
the American Society of Composers, cipal
These inAuthors and Publishers on the music through First National.
tax situation was issued yesterday. clude "The Meanest Man in the
In general it covered the ground al- World" and "When A Man's A Man."

Art Has All Embracing,
Plan to Make Exhibitors

Happy

i

Gome Up

"Rights"

Idealistic

'reduction costs that have
Exhibition values that
.red.
Exhibitors who
sky-high.
And
use to advance prices.
isequently claim they cannot
the big pictures and make
/

For $10

Price 5 Cents

1923

6,

"Robin
Wagon,"
Covered
This
"Knighthood."
and

is the Cosmos Art Pictures Corp., capitalized, according to
its literature, at $10,000,000 in Dela-

—

ready gone over
published in
but went further

in

previous articles

THE FILM

DAILY

The

transaction has been hanging
some time and was hastened
by the recent arrival in town of Sol
Lesser who came East in that connection and also on his way to EuNow that the deal has been
rope.
for

fire

in that the question
the disposal of what are known
the "performing rights," of the
music publishers were gone into.
cs organizations facing chaos, ware.
In addition to all of the amazing
As noted, the temporary basis of closed. Lesser is ready to sail for
for
ith producers clamoring
He originally
in a pamphlet issued settlement provided that the Society Europe on Saturday.
promises
made
>re rentals through distributprepared
to dispose of the Principal
suits
more
repany
gentleman
institute
organization,
a
to
not
the
was
by
'
agencies.
resenting himself as Frank M. Wil- against M. P. T. O. members while output in Europe but the deal with
E. C. First National includes distribution
negotiations were under way.
.ginning of the lard, studio manager, adds more
Is this th
has there and for that reason, it is expectSociety
To return to the pros- Mills, acting for the
lots more.
>rm? Is the prophecy of six pectus:
drawn up a new system of license fees ed his stay on the Continent will not
fcths ago in sight?
The organization has been formed which eliminates the alleged unfair- be so extended.
Mike Rosenberg, secretary of Prin"by a group of forward looking men ness of charging the small theater
Gentlemen, it's something to in the industry who seek to place the owner the same fee for a license as cipal has left for the coast to launch
preparations for the first Baby Peggy
ink about.
exhibitor in his true relation to the the owner of a big house.
picture and also "The Winning of
rights"
"performing
the
far
as
cordial
effect
a
So
It
to
industry."
plans
The Hays group again demBarbara Worth."
in
pointed
out
and harmonious relationship with the are concerned, it was
effectiveness.
its
onstrates
on
Page
(Continued
4)
Page
(Continued on
3)
Right on the job enlisting the
Sold to Educ'l
entire industry to aid in the
of Life," series oi
"Secrets
Here
The
Levy
Fred
Rosenberg Leaves
A fine move;
relief of Japan.
which "The Bee,''
of
educationals,
in
is
Louisville
of
Col. Fred Levy
the sort of
Mike Rosenberg, of Principal Pica splendid move
•The Spider" and "The Ant" arc the
chartown.
the
yesterday.
to
the
coast
up
tures,
left
for
lives
action that
first three, have been sold to Educater: "to attain and maintain"
tional. There will be 12 all told. Louis
Ingram Leaves Soon
the best of good will towards
Buys "Welcome Strangers"?
Tolhurst. the producer recently sold
this industry from the peoples
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Welcome Stranger" is reported to
the rights to Principal.
Los Angeles Rex Ingram will
of the world.
have been purchased by the new Edprint
leave for the East soon with a
ward Belasco Co.
Exhibitors Distribution
Attend Boro Park Premiere
of Scaramouche."
Within the next few days you will
Marcus Loew and a party of stars
Washington Premiere Sept. 14
attended the re-opening of the Boro
u\ the advertisement of the TheaMcCarthy Eastbound
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Park theater in Brooklyn last night.
Owners Distributing Corp. with
r
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
wil
Washington "Scaramouchc"
house was taken over recently
The
the
McCarthy,
Neil
Los Angeles—
lard to its plans. There is no se- have its premiere here on Sept. 14.
Loew circuit.
the
by
attorney, will leave for New York
have
will
et that Carl Anderson
at once.
Blumenthal Sails on the 12th
large of the distribution; and that
Pittsburgh Opening Sept. 17

w they can make n ney with
With
Can they?)
|e ones.

organization

of
as

'

-

—

—

—

—

most important

is

pictures

hat

han-

will

be

make them

is

—

how

will

icy

compare with product being
This

is

Canadian Meeting Today
Sydney S. Cohen and a group of
M. P. T. O. officials left for Montreal yesterday to attend the two day

distributed

—and

will

not the season

of-

when

session of the

With- Mount Royal
product any distrib- morrow.

lything but the best will do.
jt

the best of

ling

organization

s— will
And

— exhibitors or oth-

find itself
still

hard up against

they come.

"The

Command" (Fox). "The
White Sister" last night. Mae

Murray's latest "The French
Doll," and Hal Lloyd's "Why
Worry." All in the same week.

Far

several
too

much.

more.

Canadian
Hotel today

at

the

and

to-

unit

Cohn Plans Washington Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles It is understood that
Harry Cohn plans a picture based on
the life of George Washington.
Jack Cohn, Harry's brother declared yesterday he had received no
word from the coast regarding the

Washington

Much.
I

News is back from Europe where he
made arrangements to secure a faster
delivery service on important news
He
events shot on the other side.
held a meeting of his various Continental representatives and arranged
for the material to come through faster than at present.

The

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y.— R. V. Erk,

Schenectady,

who owns two houses

in

Ilion,

con-

there,
trolling the theater situation
exhibitthe
in
foothold
a
gained
has
Barch
ing field here by acquiring the

Walker. The Barch,
is regarded as one
house
a 1,200 seat

from John
of

J.

the leading

downtown

houses.

17.

will attend the premiere, together with a group of picture
The house was
and stage stars.

Marcus Loew

formerly the Shubert.

T. O. D.

C—Anderson

The Theater Owner- Dist. Corp..
would
last week announced

film.

Erk Buys Schenectady House

re-

will

Pittsburgh,

Aldine,

open under Loew auspices Sept.

which

Cohen Strengthens News Sources
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe

it.

Silent

And

THE FILM DAILY)

Paris Ben Blumenthal is expected
to sail for the States on Sept. 12th.

this:

lu>

red?

(Special to

FBO.

cd by the

Rut what

physically

be

will

strihution

it

be ready for business in October will
through the
distribute its product
Anderson Pictures Corp. with F. B.

end of the

).
handling the physical
releasing system.

(

is

It

on
for

understood that

be
the T.
will

ment
leases.

has

i"

general

O.
been

I>.

C.

i

t

ail

hargi

No

Andcrol

sal<

-

announce-

made regarding

re-
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At Broadway Theaters
Astor
"The Hunchback

Notre

oi

Dame"

is

the

Still Await Word From Japan
Tokio continued to be cut off from
the
the world yesterday.
rest
of
Foreign managers who are worried

over the fate of their representatives
there, were without any word from
Tin- orchestra opens the program with a Japan.
N. L. Manheim, of Universal,
selection
from "La Boheme," by Puccini,
did
receive
a cable from Osaka that
followed by "Ballet Divertissements," which
consists of "Moment Musical" and "Polka four members of the Universal force
feature.
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Day Returns From
Day.

L.

Brazil

American

South

representative of Famous Players, returned to New York on Monday, from
u

stay of several

months

in

screened, prior to the presentation of "Bill,"
a character study from Anatole France's
"A Valse Ballet
"Cranquebille."
novel,
comes before the feature "Salomy Jane"
Logan plays the stellar
which Jacqueline

"Moving," a Cameo Comedy closes the

performance.

—

ohoma

both

of

(a) "Seranade." by
assisted
by Miles
Chabelska, Daganova and M. Bourman (b)
"Paplions," by Mile Daganova; (c) "Valse,"
Mile Chabelska and (d) "Ensemble, by the
"Marimba
the Topical Review,
company
in

four

Arden,

Pictures
Bis Matinee Business

The Hays office has enlisted the aid
of producers and exhibitors in adding
a trailer showing the Coolidge proclamation to the American people asking for assistance to releases in general.
The response on the part of

Van

Damm

Special

Cable to

—

at Tivoli,

very

ASK
PHIL GLEICHMAN

on the organ.

of

the

Managing Director

DETROIT

satis-

London

Palace,

has

assumed charge of the new Tivoli,
which opens tomorrow with "Where
the Pavement Ends."
He has taken
his whole staff over with him to the

new

Arthur

S.

Times Square
Comes"

is

the feature here.

WARNING

Broadway hold overs this week include
"The Eleventh Hour," at the Cameo and
"The Cheat" at the Rivoli, besides the regulineup, "Little Old New York," at the
Cosmopolitan,; "The Covered Wagon" at

lar

the
the

Criterion
Harris.

and "The Green Goddess"

at

=

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

house.

At Other Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

The Buffalo-Broadway
Buffalo
Corp. has paid the Monument Theater Corp. $650,000 for the Olympic
Universal is
Lafayette Square.
in
now operating the Olympic and will
continue to do so for another year,
when the transfer becomes effective.
It is expected that the realty company
will tear down the property and convert it into a business block.

J.

Hawkins Here
Hawkins is in town fron

Kane,

President

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
Several

Los Angeles.

to

exchangemen who

have

claim, without right,

a contract for distribution of the

"Week-End Husbands" Next
announces the title of
Equity
Daniel Carson Goodman's next picture will be "Week-End Husbands."
Hitt Succeeds Cadwallader

Lawrence Hitt has been made art
director at the Paramount Long Island studio to succeed Charles Cadwallader. resigned.

DEMPSEY - PIRPO TIGHT
The undersigned wishes
that

we

hold the

to advise

all

exhibitors

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION

Plan Joint Convention
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Winston, Salem, N. C. North and
South Carolina plan to hold a joint
convention the first week ill December at which Will H. Hays is expected to attend.

OFFICE FOR

RENT

With Cutting Room and
Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

Acquires Fight Film Rights
Leon D. Britton declared yesterday
that he had secured the world's rights
on the pictures of the forthcoming

Dempsey-Firpo fight. No effort will
made to show them in any other
but New York hut the foreign

be

rights are free of
hibitive statutes.

any existing pro-

contract for these pictures by arrangement with

Leon D.

Britton.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKING
Call

at

BROADWAY STRAND

THE FILM DAILY
Vivian Van Damm,

London
Ma- former manager

"If Winter

soil,

Leah Baird

Theaters Helping on Drive

units,

soprano,

;

selection

promii

in Tokio and Yokwhich have been

Strand includes "Les

the

Welte,

exhibitor circles and owtli
His
the New Ariel is (lead.
house
the
operate
will
George

in local

Brazil.

Buffalo Theater Deal
(Special to

Japan were located

The opening musical unit is a selection
"La Boheme" The Magazine is next

at

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo— Joseph

reached here. Auerbach pointed out
yesterday that 90% of the theaters in

from

role.

Joseph Welte Dead
(Special to

pretty generally destroyed.

Rialto

Land," presented by Hurtado's Royal
rimba Band. Harold Lloyd in "Why Worry"
800 is the feature. "Odds and Ends," a compilation of short subjects and "Derby Day,"
an Aesop Fable picture complete the program.
Percy J. Barnes plays a closing

Mrs. Strauss Leaves for Coast
Florence Strauss, scenario
Mrs.
editor of First National left for the
coast yesterday to confer with Richard A.' Rowland and Farl J. Hudson.

John

Central
"The Silent Command."

is

1923

there had left for Tokio to investigate
the extent of the company's losses
in that city.
Louis Auerbach of Export and Import has not heard from Tokio about
the fate of his agents there.
Several
large shipments were ready to go
abroad when the news of the disaster

Mary 1'ic-kfonl in "Rosita" is elaborately
presented with a Spanish serenade solo, an
overture and a "prologue setting.

Ruth

Not quoted
Not quoted

do pfd
17V*

is

Lyric

fantasy

Close

Goldwyn

Loews

which

exhibitors was reported
Preludes," by the orchestra; "Statuettes," a factory yesterday.

Quotations
F

dance units; "Sal"In Our Broad-

presented some
of
the artists who broadcast tnrough Station W. E. A. F.J the Capitol Magazine, a
prologi
the feature, "The French Doll"
and closing selections on the organ.
Studio,"

casting

The program

Kod.

scenic;

Strand

vakia). WenzelspIaU.

East.

musical
a

'Phone, Hollywood

Hollywood Blvd.

6411

both

Pizzicato,"

mon

6,

Write or Phone

PENSER'S PRODUCTIONS,
Bryant 4105-1917-0905

Inc.

729-7th Ave. N. Y. C.

11

—

THE
rsday,

September

Benefits

6,

1923

For $10

(Continued from

Page

1)

"by informing them of the
s and desires of the exhibitors
ghout the land" and the pross
adds optimistically, "it will
be a short time until Cosmos Art
le looked up to by the producers
e logical source of information
rning the exhibitor and his
and demands."
icers,

work will be aided by the fact
the president of Cosmos Art,
lues the prospectus, is also presiof the United M. P. Producers
nerica, "perhaps the largest and
influential organization of inident producers in America and
ling many of the most promiis

tion
is
completed, it will have a separate
card covering every city, giving the population,
theater-going population, nativity of
the population, race, financial standing and
per capita wealth, average income, type of
photoplays favored by the community and
individual data on individual theaters, such
as seating capacity, admission charges, etc.,
etc.
In this way it will be in a position to
determine in advance just the type of product required by each and every theater in
the country.
Furthermore, it will be able
to give each of its members full and complete
co-operation in the solution of the
many vexing problems that face him from
time to time, and make your association the
clearing-house of profitable business-building
ideas used by various members throughout

the entire nation."

And

then,

"You

will

some more

of the aims:

be given its assistance in opening new houses in localities where it is
deemed advisable or expedient, and whenever
possible the Association will assist you financially.

producers."
In carrying out
"A complete organization will be mainwork, James E. Bowen and C. tained by it, and will handle only
those
'lack will be the guiding lights. productions which wieet the high standards it
n is said to have been connected has set.
"Releases not on its own program will be
Robert Brunton, while Flack is
obtained if possible, when requested by its
cterized as one of the former
exhibitors.
ig

members

of the Illinois bar.

be interested in the
minded aims of the organization
ey appear in the prospectus:
libitors wil!

the intention to maintain an exresearch department under the guidif
capable executives, and its files will
exhaustive reports and data on alny subject that may concern its memAt the present time it has on file data
town and every
ig practically every
in the country, and when the tabulais

i

"All productions released through this Association will be on a straight booking contract.

"Members
"There

will

receive

special

rates.

no grouping of pictures.
"No franchise system will be used.
"You can buy in the open market when
and where you will your membership does
not compel you to accept its releases
though you will find them all choice productions that will reflect credit to you and
your house."
will

be

—

—

Mr.

Willard happened

FILM DAILY

office

into

THE

and was good

enough

to add to the general outline
as given above:
He said he was here

Washington would be

the first of an
the Powers
projection people had agreed to workon the manufacture of a new style
projector which would be effective in
the use of a daylight screen.
historical

series;

with Charles A. McVickers who is
general manager of distribution to organize 39 exchanges throughout the
Willard nonchalantly added that
country and generally spread the idea.
the
enterprise represented a joint inHe paid the
FILM DAILY a
very flattering compliment when he vestment of $22,000,000 divided as foldeclared that the small one inch ad lows:
Cosmos Art Pictures Ass'n,
which has been appearing for some $10,000,000;
Cosmos Art Finance
weeks past in its columns has at- Cor,)., $10,000,000 and the other paltracted the attention of 14,000 exhibit- try $2,000,000 to he divided
among
ors, all of them now members of the the producing
units.
Cosmos Art organization at $10 a
Film executives in New York may
head. Willard declared that his company would build theaters, finance be hard-boiled, unsympathetic, but
exhibitors, distribute pictures, make many of them declared their after'em and the like. When asked what noon had been lightened by a good
laugh when some of the details of
producers

THE

Cosmos Art had

lined

up

he said that, following the completion Cosmos Art scheme had been explained over the telephone.
One deof present
contracts, the company
would handle the pictures of Harold clared the matter really should be
turned over to Signor Mussolini of
Lloyd, Charles Ray, Reginald Barker,
Fred Niblo and then in the same Italy for attention.
breath
added the following: ShellOne man did get explosive and he
craft Prod., James E. Bowen Prod., was John C. Ragland, Harold Lloyd's
Sherwood Mac Donald Prod, and Eastern
representative
who was
Excelsior, Prod.
Willard said this anxious to get in communication with
vast enterprise had the backing of the Willard so that the latter could reAmerican Association; that the com- peat what he had told
FILM
pany had contracted with Gene Strat- DAILY about Lloyd's future plans.
ton Porter for 72 stories to be filmed, Arthur S. Kane declared he did not
that a special drive would be made know anything about Ray's future
for non theatrical business; that a plans inasmuch as their former close
life of
George association had been recently severed.
story based on the

THE
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Among Exchangemen
(Special to

— Johnny

Louis

St.

THE FILM DAILY)
Walsh has

lieved Al Bartlett as city
F.

salesman

refor

O.

I!.

inr

now travelling
Goldwyn.

Southern

—A

30 per cent inBuffalo, N. Y.
crease is asked by the Buffalo stage
workers, which would bring the scale
up to $72 as against $52.50.

—

Illinois

Philadelphia— The Fjrst National
give a
Club of
Philadelphia will
mammoth picnic and outing at Ktiglcr's Farm, Morris Delaware, Sept. 9.

—

Brown Succeeds Claude Lee
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

field.

—

formerly
Buffalo Louie Weiner,
on the sales staff of Paramount has

been appointed manager of the Star
William St. Weiner succeeds Al

Gilmore at the Star,
the Border Amusement Co.

—

Roy Dickson is
manager here, filling

Louis

Gome Up

(Continued from Page

the

statement that the M.

made the point that
of new compositions

the
is

1)

P.

them

picture

in

the
the

new
va-

cancy caused by the resignation of
Floyd Lewis, who has become district manager for Associated Exhibitors with headquarters in St. Louis.

—

Buffalo F. O. Weinberg, who resigned the management of the State,

greatly

theaters.

—

&

San

—

(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

theater company formed to build a
big house in Norfolk.
A. Loew and
M. (ialumback are also interested.

New War Among Operators
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago What is believed to be
the outbreak of another war among
the operators started when Thomas
Ivers, an operator was found lying in
the street with a serious bullet wound.
Ivers refused to tell who shot him.

From Chicago
THE FILM DAILY)

Meininger Taken
(Special to

Chicago— A.

("Happy")

J.

Mein-

inger has been transferred to Manitoba, Wis., to manage the Ascher
C. C. Ayres succeeds
theater there.
Meininger at the Frolic.

Binghamton Theaters Transferred
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Binghamton, N. Y. The Bingham-

—

ton Theater Co., Inc., has purchased
the Stone Opera House and the Binghamton Theater for $750,000. Michael
E. Commcrford is the new head and

M. Addison, manager.

Dahnken

cessor to Harry Greeman as manager
of Fox's Liberty.
Greeman is now
managing the Monroe for Fox in

D. Circuit Dissolves

THE FILM DAILY)

Francisco

The

—

—

T.

en-

playing

To

Granite City House

Schenectady a few weeks ago to manage the Renown office, has resigned
and is succeeded by Joe Miller, re- Josack Succeeds Greeman in St. Louis H.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cently covering the Albany territory
St.
Louis Joseph Josack is sucfor Hodkinson.

(Special to

T

popularity

hanced through the continual
of

1923

Cost $250,000 statement then adds this significant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
paragraph:
Charlotte Claude Lee has been
Granite City A big benefit per"The suggestion was then made an>l
succeeded at the Imperial by George formance will open Louis Landau's
Brown, who hails from the Imperial, new Washington theater, Oct. 5. The developed, that possibly a mutually
Memphis. Lee has bought a house house costs $250,000 and is located at agreeable arrangement might be made
whereby the copyright proprietors
,md started on his own.
19th and E. Sts.
might lie given co-operation In
theater owners in a systematic, thor
Opera House, Bayonne, Sold
ough and inclusive 'plug' for
Pantages, Oakland, Reopened
Through A. and H. Sofferman, the
compositions, of such tangible valtk
FILM
DAILY)
THE
(Special
to
Opera House, Bayonne, N. J., has
the exploitation standpoint thai
Pantages, from
Cal.
The
Oakland,
been sold to the H. and K. Amusethey might well afford to relin«i
because
of
intime
ago
ment Co. in which David Kaiserstein closed some
socalled 'performing rights,' in con
is a principal figure.
The theater was creased rent, has been taken over sideration of the service thus to h
Frank
Curran
and
Giesa
taken over from Nick Taylor.
by Frank
rendered."
of the Curran, San Francisco.
Lust Behind New $50,000 Venture

Baltimore Sidney Lust is mentioncontrolled by ed in connection with a new $500,000

Oil

St.

—

deposit a day's receipts, Lillian
Watson, cashier of the Crand theater
was held up and robbed.

to

"Rights"

6,

!

Minneapolis C. B. Yallcau has
been appointed head of the service
department of the F. &. R. Film Co.
He was Formerly in the exhibiting

Select

Grand Theater Cashier Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Moberly, Mo. While on her way

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Frank Merrill formerly
St. Louis
with the Lynch Enterprises at Dallas
is

Wage Demands Made

Annual

Thursday, September

—The

Circuit,

Inc..

Turner
has

&

EASTMAN

Chicago.

received

Empress Leased For Long Term
West Coast
final dissolution papers.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Theaters of Northern Calif., now
Chicago The Empress, located in
operating the chain, plan extensive the
Kngelwood section has been
remodeling in a number of the thea- leased to the Yankee Amusement Co.
ters.
The T. & D. house at Sacra- for a term of 15 years. The theater
mento is now known as the Capitol. company also operates the State
The names of the other theaters will Congress on State St.
The T. & D.
be changed shortly.
Opera House, this city, has been
Stahl Signs Dorothy Phillips
closed.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles John M. Stahl has
Beatrice Van, who has done all the signed Dorothy Phillips for the fem-

POSITIVE FILM

—

—

scripts for the "Fighting Blood" series has returned to Hollywood after
a trip to
York.

New

King

inine

lead

in

"Why

Men

Leave

Home." Lewis Stone and Mary
Carr will be the other principals.

To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Victor's

Production

Eastman Film, both regular and

WlS ETtOOL<

is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

r^olduMJty^ Qosmopolitan

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

YHE
xsday, September

6,

1923
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Labor Trouble Up-State
THE FILM DAILY)
Jamestown, N. Y. Theater owners

Incorporations

— Stewart

Prod., Inc., New
Incorpora$20,000.

t>any
:.

Capital
D, F. Perdue, et

al.

—

jany Dickinson
Enterprises,
York.
InCapital $150„000.
>rators, W. H. Dickinson, F. P.
i-s

W. H.

and

Keller.

— Eastern

American Corp.,
Capital $100,000.
Incorors, T. G. Gaul, Burlington, Vt.;
Murphy, Brookline, Mass., and
[.
Carlton, New York City.
ston

oston.

—

are having considerable trouble with
musicians and stage hands, both having asked for more money. The same
situation prevails in Olean.
Exhibitors declare that they will cut their
orchestras in half if they are forced
to meet the demands while the Palace
and Shea's Opera House are planning
to show straight pictures rather than
raise the wages of the stage hands.

Abbott Reopens Criterion
iffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

— Henry Abbott has reopen-

he

Criterion

cal

comedy.

imm

with

and

pictures

Plans Kansas City House

THE FILM DAILY)
City — W. C. Gumm,

[Special to

uisas

corner

hased

property

at

has
75th

Washington

Sts., where he will
theater.
Construction
will start immediately.

:

Many New England towns may

be
without pictures if operators, musicians and stage hands strike for higher
wages, report state.
Musicians in
Providence have just received an increase of $6 a week while operators
in Springfield theaters demand more.
In Lewiston, Me., members of the
theater workers' union are picketing
the theaters, a strike having been
declared when three workers were
discharged when a new wage scale
was presented.

new

a

Add Two More To Chain
THE FILM DAILY)
Centralia, 111.
The Reed, Yerm &
(Special to

menectady State Making Good
[Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

interests
have added the
henectady, N. Y. It is not like- Hayes
at the State will be closed. When Grand and Illinois to their group of
Illinois
theaters,
buying
:heater was placed in the hands Southern
receiver a few weeks ago it was out the Hell Amusement Co.
manager of the
G. W. Griffith,
rted that the house would be
d, but due to satisfactory busi- Broadway Airdome will take charge
of the Grand and Illinois, while the
it has been decided to continue
Broadway will be closed.
itions.

motion picture production

:ure

with the million dollar

best

box

its

*t

n!

power

in

big special for

ads,

years

programs,

latest just

Studio*

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

Gus Barth, is now associated with
Meyer art title plant which

the Louis
tory.

Will Bradley Back
(Special to

Home

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dubuque, la. Will Bradley, owner
Grand and Strand is back from

of the
a four

months' tour of the world.

Langdon Quits Delmonte Theater
THE FILM DAILY)
Phil Langdon has reSt. Louis

Phil

(Special to

—

signed as manager of the Delmonte
owned by Fred L. Cornwell and has
been succeeded by J. Wright, formerly with Famous Players in the South.

Schroepel

Resigns,

(Special to

Now

in

Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

— O.

T. Schroeyears in Buffalo
theater and exchange circles, has resigned as manager of the Strand and

Salamanaca, N. Y.

pel, active for

that's

LIGHTS

many

Andrews theaters here, to assume the
management of the Teck, the ShuWalter Trass

bert house in Buffalo.

succeeds Schroepel.

TTieYearfc

>r

y Great Mystery Play

^oLdwyaLsosmopoutan

-m

going to stand the industry on

its

head

the

the picture with the title that 300 out of 300 exhibitors have pronounced
Can you
Mr. Independent Buyer Mr. Exhibitor Speak the title right out loud to yourself now

title

!

!

newspapers,

EQUITY PICTURES

Write or wire for

The Waller

Estelle Taylor will play the role in
"The Call of the Canyon," originally
assigned to Bebe Daniels.

Now

heralds, throwaways,
in course of production.
slides,

and everywhere?

!

It's

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN'S

latest

and

have you secured territory on
a Title! And what an exploitation campaign this one will have. In the meantime
Emmett Mack-and
Power-Chas.
Harrir-Tyrone
Mildred
released Sept. 1st— "THE DARING YEARS" with Mary Carr—

Oh Man! What

dman's
«>

office title in

QUALITY ART TITLES

for a

Theodore Bendix is in the cast of
"His Children's Children."

COMING

•*
ie

M. L. Malevinsky has sailed
six weeks vacation in Europe.

operates out of the Craftsman labora-

.

[Special to

Guts and Flashes

(Special to

territory

and term, today

to

EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION,

723-7th Avenue,

New

York Gty.

THE
Thursday, September

DAILY
The charm

of "Rosita" is due a great deal
to the intelligent direction of Ernst Lubitsch.
• # #

Newspaper Opinions
"Rosita"

— United

TELEGRAM

Artists

AMERICAN

vehicle worthy
has
talents.
Few, ii any, of her admirers
from the
graduated
will regret that she lias
Polly anna class and stepped into the long
It
is
evident that "the
skirts o\
Rosita.
world's sweetheart" lias been hiding a mature
dramatic talent within her childish golden
curls.

'

'

*

•

*

'

not only an intensely ini
ing reflection of the court of Spain a century
ago, but it is magnificently mounted and admirably cast.

"Kosita"

is

NEWS—True we enjoyed Miss
new Spanish characterization, but

DAIIA
Pickford's

*

because the dainty blond star, * *
enabled to show her pretty ways
is
and her faculty for doing what has to be
What
done in the proper time and place.
we mean is simply that Mary can and does
that's
singer,

act.

—

"Rosita" is a sweet romance nothing
more, but then it doesn't intend to be anything more. * * "
As the debauched King
Carlos of Spain, we can't say enough for
Holbrook Hlinn.

EVENING JOURNAL — Every
"Rosita,"

foot

Mary Pickford's new production,

of
is

Acting, costumes, seta delight to the eye.
tings and photography combine to present
a glowing stream of radiant beauty, each
reflecting the intelligent composition
strength and finish of a painting by a Rem*
brandt, a Watteau or a Meissonicr. * *

I

TIMES

than
Mary Pickford's new picture,
"Rosita," has been seen on the screen for
sunn time * * * and in mentioning names
ing

one ought to include Holbrook Blinn, who
v;ims such an excellent performance as Carlos

Spain.

of

The photography

is as perfect as the actof the principals, and the sight of the
exteriors elicits murmurs of
interiors and
This is one of the most
admiration. * H

ing

charming productions

able,

we

and

wouldn't

have

missed

it

for

worlds.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Of

this year's

productions and the finest thing
Mary Pickford has ever done, not even excepting "Stella Maris." * * *
greatest

Here

art

is

in

scenario

excellent

the

motion pictures.
furnished

Art from
by Hans
contributed

Kraely down to Hie tiniest bit
The story of
by the unimportant extra.
"Rosita" has suspense, comedy, pathos and
human interest to the nth degree.

POST

*

*

* in fact the plot of the

motion

is a fragile thing, but Mary Pickford
for this lack as the little
street singer of Seville.
The settings are
beautiful, the photography perfect, and the
deft touches of Ernest Lubitsch, the director
of so many successful foreign films, arc seen
throughout the picture * * *

picture

more than makes up

"Rosita" is far from being a great picbut the audiences that will no doubt
crowd the Lyric will not be disappointed
either in the film, or Mary Pickford.
Yes,
.Mary is as firmly seated on her throne in
filmdom as ever.
ture,

SUN—

Lubitsch

:

*

*

*

has

ture

*

*

of

all

the charm,

*

The performance

of Miss Pickford
an exceptionally brilliant one. *

think,

WOULD — *

and

*

we

is,

*

*

has given a right sweet

performance in a picture which
good entertainment. For our own

artistic

pretty

is

*

we can

nothing of a departure
from the regulation American method.
It
all seems the same old stuff.
Lubitsch has
learned
the
American formula well and
part,

see in

it

rapidly.

Comes"— Fox

Winter

is
very long and quite
astoundingly faithful to the story.
Few pictures are as faithful, and few are as dull.
The first three-quarters of an hour
of "If Winter Comes" could and should be

*

*

Presuming that we do want a faithful recital of Mr. Hutchinson's story
we get it
at the Times Square.
It is a well-made pic-

—

ture.

DAILY NEWS — You may

enjoy

tre-

it

mendously and your next seat neighbor may
thoroughly abhor it.
It's all according to
whether you are in sympathy with the characters and the plot
whether you liked the
book, if you read it.

—

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * is one of
most faithful visualizations of a fine novel
ever made.
It is truly the book in pictures
and is bound to warm the hearts of Hutchinson's myriad admirers.

the

EVENING WORLD— "If
struck

us

as

being a

as it was very
well worth the seeing.

HERALD— It
fine

is,

motion picture.

satisfactory.

It

*

*

When

"Rosita" is a good film.
It
is
a dash
"grand operaism," a dash of unusually
good comedy and a dash or so of melodrama.

Percy

*

—

of

By

far

the

finest

Marmont's

Sabre.
Nevertheless,

"If

*

—

characters

are

all

drawn

*

*

pic-

with

finesse of an etching.
Each player
fits
into his or her role with an
amount of ease and grace. * * *

the
selected

unusual

Mr. Marmont plays Mark Sabre, giving
him all the gentleness, all the humor and
all
the wistfulness which Mr. Hutchinson
created in the character of the novel. * * *
Truly, his is a wonderful characterization.

POST— Considering
inson's popular novel

*

is

saved by the "good acting of
particularly Percy Mar-

*

SUN — *

* * seems to have come to town
the autumn, winter, spring and probably
a few more seasons, to judge by its reverent
reception last night at its opening at the
Times Square theater.
A really beautiful
picture it is, sincerely and movingly enacted,
full of fine nuances as well as more emphatic

for

emotional qualities.

TIMES— It

is

to

a faithfully-produced photo-

drama. * * *
Percy Marmont has shown
marvelous patience, a love of acting and a
resolution to make his Sabre as true as any
man could. His is really a remarkable performance, except toward the end, where there
is a scene or two of over-acting. * * *
This production is interesting, but the
number of the close-ups ought to be eliminated or cut. It is a gloomy story with hardly
a whit of relief flora the constant stream of
troubles that beset Sabre.
Still
it
is
one

producer who has an 1
his credit never nsY

^H

will do.

such perfect picture is all that the pubfl
can reasonably expect one man to give^H
the world. * * *
are ready to dec^B
that it is without any exception the n^B
engrossing screen drama we have seen 1
at least a year.

We

Percy Marmont, who plays Mark Sabrt,
take unto himself all that we sairhm
regard to the producer of the picture.
For
an actor to have given anything as great u
this performance should mean that he n^H
again could be unhappy or discouraged.

may

WORLD — It

is
an actual photograph of
novel's characters and incidents.
Ac
cordingly the audiences who having rc.i
will
book, assemble to see the picture,

the

be

disappointed.

Those who attend

simpl;

another motion picture will not go
home so favorably impressed. * * *
The cast, with minor exceptions, is Ac
of the most evenly capable that has prt
sented a picture on Broadway in some timt
to

see

JIMMY AUBREY

that A. S. M. Hutchnot adapted for the

leading players,
*

Comes"

worry any more about what he

I

in

is

screen and could be adapted to it only by
being rewritten, the moving picture version af
the Times Square Theatre is a fairly good
movie.* * *

mont

TRIBUNE — Any
Winter

THE LOBBYGONX1
his first

two

reel

comedy

Hitch your screen to a star.
The demand on the part of
the public for Jimmy Aubrey's
new comedies will be created
by the star and his comedies-4
a conscientious effort to give

\

the best.
»i;

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Cit

is

the 200 pages have been exhausted
and the meat of Mr. Hutchinson's novel has
been arrived at, the picture takes a tremendous burst of speed and ends gorgeously.

*

picture

literafl

in-

incidentally, a singularly
*

sub-titles.

the best adaptations of a difficult
work ever filmed.

of

Winter Comes"

complete picture,

asmuch

and

titles

the greatest fault in the entire
but to pass on to the virtues.

The

the

AMERICAN — It

*

novel
which
has
has been transferred

is

The film

Times Square

skipped.

No

*

crowded with

is

and
"community acting" which made him
world-famed as soon as his first picture had
been shown in the Eastern and Western
hemispheres.

*

Watching the tale unfold is like reading
the book with living illustrations on the page
You read of what took place and
opposite.
then sic it happen.
Tf some one were to
tell
us this and then say that the result
was most effective, intensely dramatic and
beautiful we would say that such a thing
was impossible.

This

picture

the

-*

is

appeared on the screen
so exactly as "If Winter Comes."
Indeed
it
might be added that the story has been
copied word for word.
Not one incident
germane to the whole has been eliminated
and the result is truly remarkable.

spirit

into

wholly charming little comedy
* * * " Mary
Pickford is a Spanish street
singer a creature of fire, a sort of blond
Pola Negri.
She is excellent.
*

MAIL

story
eloquently

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

TRIBUNE— Erns(
put

"If

story
of
splendidly cast,
directed and photographed and is indeed a
cinema treat. *
It is thoroughly enjoy-

which Miss Pickford

in

extremely
is
expressed by
Percy Marmont
It
unfortunate that it
is
should be made to sutler from faults which,
after all are purely mechanical.

has appeared.

WORLD— The

gripping one,

a

is

a

Nothing more delightfully charm-

The picture was directed by Ernst Lubitsch
shows it.

EVENING

wait a long, long
better picture than
charming story full of
which is told with unwill

see
is a

romance and humor,
faltei ing movement,

— and

"Rosita"

You

tunc before you
Hire
i"Rosita."

Lyric

19

h

The

a good picture.
powerful, and it

6,

Have you ever attended
a spiritualistic seance?

thing in the picture is
impersonation of Mark

Did they tell you the spirit of a departed relative was seeking to communicate with you ?

Winter Comes" remains

What happened and how was

it

done?
iloi

Charles Brabin's Production

etVn&L^ Qtyri*

See

"Is Conan Doyle Right?"
Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes

A

picture that will collect for you
loose change in your

-

a

bictu/iS.

m

jyoMAlen.

^oWo^/u- QosmopolitarL

Ferrell
all

community.

the

ifr

—

—

:

^recocmizeb
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TRICKY
By

rtune has been spent, and
n see it, in "The White
it ranks high
of recent
pictures
big
the
the
among
even
and
profrom
a
made
ever
,t
viewpoint, it may prove

And, while

'

j

l

the box office. Because
3 itself to discussion relathe Catholic Church,
3
hile Catholics may not obit

Price 5 Cents
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Looking Around

A. B. G. Defunct

Production Investigation Being Made Local Booking Combination DefiniteCircuits Reported
ly Passes Out
on the Coast by Representative
Lowering
Offers on Pictures
of
Theater
Dist.
Corp.
Owners
Percentage playing now exists, but
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Associated Booking Corp. has
it's percentage of a guess at the gross
lather than of the gross itself.
How Los Angeles "Bill" Alexander, ceased to exist. Despite valiant efforts made by certain elements in its
can an exhibitor pay varying prices
well known in the East, is here inpersonnal to keep the organization
with the maximum probably three
minimum for different vestigating production activities for alive, the majority opinion held that
times
the
the new Theater Owners Distributing it was best for the body to stop funcpictures unless he determines in his
own mind what these different pic- Corp. He has been talking to a num- tioning.
Meetings have been held at which
tures will probably gross in his house, ber of "independent" producers, but
and offer some more or less fixed from what can be learned, so far has ways and means to continue activiproportion, or percentage, of that fig- evidently not corralled much product. ties were discussed but the attendance
ure as rental? How can a salesman- Indeed, there isn't a lot of product at these sessions has dwindled down
ager set quotas unless it be on some worth corralling being made without steadily until yesterday, at what was
guess oh, what fool guesses some release being determined in advance. considered the final meeting, only two
By R.

B.

Princess Theater,

DANNY

7,

WILBY

—

Birmingham, Ala.

—

—

—

—

exhibitors were present.
The A. B. C. was formed last
Alexander
cannot
located
for
a
be
indeed may
it
winter by about 65 local exhibitors
office
money?
statement,
producers
but
who
have
the
because
luch indeed,
controlling 312 days in bookings. The
Exhibitors do pay different prices, been talking to him say the market
vows
; proves true to her
purpose of it was to fight the powerlooks
barren
for
pictures.
Those
good
they
one
and
it
believe
do
because
ful theater circuits such as Loew,
it is one of those tricky
picture will gross more than another; obtainable do not measure up to the
;s and you never can tell never because one costs more than demands
made by the big pictures Fox and the U. B. O. on first-run
contracts, the impression prevailing
now being released.
(Continued on Page 2)
5 going to happen.
that the number of booking days
(Continued on Page 2)
several shots
would present sufficient argument to
lis is certain
bring the distributors into line. Howhe Crucifixion should be
Universal Buys "The Tornado"
ever, various of the distributors went
Sister"
"White
They are totally
inated.
purchased
"The No Release Yet for
Universal
has
on record as opposing doing busiTornado," by Lincoln J. Carter for
It is understood no releasing ar- ness with exhibitor booking comcessary. A title indicating
Other purchases rangements have as yet been made
future production.
( Continued on Page 7)
the Catholic church eninclude "Whom God Hath Joined," for "The White Sister," produced by
s women should also be
its
which distributes
by Hal Reid.
Inspiration,
Lasky Leaves Soon
and another that the herBarthelmess pictures through First
Jesse L. Lasky will leave for the
National. It may be for this reason coast in a few days.
is the bride of Christ must
Shauer and Pitman Due Today
that the opening at the 44th St. TheThat a nun is a bride
ut.
E. E. Shauer, foreign manager and ater on Wednesday was the most Hamilton Film Through 1st Natl?
ic Catholic church is true,
Harold M. Pitman, of the legal de- notable of the season. Among the
It
was reported yesterday that
But there
isily acceptable.
partment of Famous Players, are due more important producers and dis- "Black is White," the definite title for
and is, and will be trein
today
from
Europe on the tributors present were Adolph Zukor, the new Lloyd Hamilton feature, in
Harry Schwalbe and Jesse L. Lasky. which Al Jolson was to star, will be
Aquitania.
heroine
of
the
criticism
lous
distributed through First National.
being
deplay,
picture or

—

like

it

of them make!
at the "exhibition
value," which simply means box-

—

ed
:

i

in the

the

manner

title

of the

is

true to the

i

its

truth, is

still

far

Verne

Sign this and forward to any of the committee

,

Here

is

my

entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament

to be held Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the Belleclaire
try Club, Bayside, L. I.

Coun-

what should be presented

ntertainment. It encroaches
far

upon something

sacred.

a friendly audience, such as
ed the premiere, (incidentally
st notable of the season), both
and applauded when the title
:d
reference
the
with
to
enslaving women.
If this

—

—among

happen and it did
friendly to the picture
Y

—

lat

and the

not a fair question to
might happen with the pub-

is

it

;eneral?

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

My

Audience Attitude

picture

Tom

Golfers, Attention!

ceremony may be

does not render it excushowever. It is deeply reus, and while perhaps satisj to Catholic believers bee of

is practically finished with
Wilson, Edna May Sperl, Sally
Long, Irma Harrison, and Lucille La

The

indicated.

THE' COMMITTEE:
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

in

the cast.

Denies Distributing Deals

Frank M. Willard, studio manager

Cosmos Art Pictures Associadenied yesterday that he had
FILM
made statements to
DAILY concerning the distribution
of the

tion,

THE

Wilof the Harold Lloyd pictures.
lard declared that if such an impression was fostered as a result of his
statements as published, it was a
false one, as he meant to create no
such idea. This statement followed
an interview held between Willard
and John C. Ragland, Eastern representative for Lloyd, at which a FILM

DAILY

representative

was

present.

Willard declared Lloyd would merely
make his pictures at the Cosmos Art
plant, and said this applied to Charles
Ray, Fred Niblo, Reginald Barker
and the other producers mentioned in
_

the original article.
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communications

all
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(Continued from Page 1)
Investigation shows that something
under 20 pictures have been made
"independent"
"state
or
for
the
rights" market during the past few

(Continued from

Page

1)

It has been said that some exhibitors will not make fair returns. May
be; some merchants will not paj
their bills, but credit goes on. Croola

m

i

for in
hibitor

hibitors.
It

was impossible
from the
Theatre Owners

to obtain any
local offices of

any scheme of things, the exwould get a large enough per-

WANTED AT ONCE
Salesmen of Italian extraction to fill
important posts for American company abroad.

centage of the gross to make work

worth while.
Dis. Corp. yesthe
There's no logic in any inspection
1603.
terday with regard to the above.
The percentof costs on either side.
Mack,
Irving
738
S.
Representative
Chicago
age at which a picture should be
Wabash Ave.
Fecke Here From Boston
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
played in any town can be determined
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
George M. A. Fecke of Boston was by trading quite as well as, and cerLondon, W. I.

—

statement

replies to Box
The Film Daily

Address

—
—

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative
InternaCentral
European
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

—

town yesterday.

in

76

do pfd

Goldwyn

17^

....

Loew's

who

Nick Grinde

in

more

op- tainly

Hospital

flat

rental.

than, the
exhibitor can quite

New York

reasonably pay different percentages
for different pictures; probably should
pay varying amounts, for that matter.

THE FILM DAILY)

There are

—

\7Va,

Newark,

THE FILM DAILY)
London— "The Covered Wagon"

ills

Rothacker Laboratories

that percentage will

WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S. GILL,

Ave.

the run.

Through With Famous?
Says "Birth" Record is Broken
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
R. Victor Leighton, booking manLos Angeles The Times declares
ager of the Erlanger offices, through Lila Lee is at work on her last picwhich "The Covered Wagon" is ture for Paramount and quotes her
Lila

—

being routed, declared yesterday that as saying she wants to return to the
the Cruze picture in every instance stage with
James Kirkwood, her hushas broken the records established by band.
"The Birth of a Nation," which was
also roadshowed.
It is understood Miss Lee's con-

/(

(QcLiUXxtiOTlCvt

tract with Famous has expired and
that she is now employed by that
company on a picture-to-picture basis
only.

(f'tctll't

"THt SltCE OF THE PROGRAM"

here, cables in yesterday's dailies did
not include the names of any known
film men now in Japan in the list of
the American dead there.

and

Directors
Can

yon

Producers

thoroughly exused in
getting your money back plus a profit
on your productions?
A man who can handle sales,
perienced

use

man

in

a

methods

and exploitation.
can protect your interest and see that you get a square
if
deal
you are now distributing
through a national organization.
publicity

future headquarters in
Japan will be located in Osaka until
the reconstruction of Tokio has ad-

Universal's

vanced

REELS
For Salt

perial

A man who

a close friend of
Pierson, received a cable
yesterday informing him that Pierson and his family were safe. United

is

experienced in the

A man who has a record
honest and industrious service.
Box A

— 25

Film Daily

for

b]>

Howells Cine Equip.
740 7th Ave..

Ca.

New Y«t

no trouble getting

all the outside product they want at that. In fact when
they buy a product the distributor
runs to the trade papers to brag
about «it. Of course they do not sell

and, through their exchange
managers, express the opinion that
product is not high when
the rental runs up to 35 per cent of
When it is
the box office takings.
taken into consideration that it is
doubtful if any chain can do as much
in a small or medium sized town as
an individual, it's evident by how
much they are out buying the in-

at

that,

THEIR

17836 U.S. THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
The

moat

theatres
$4.00

is

PER M UP.

50%

saved

tion

of

30%; under

seats,

5

800, 85%; over 800, 15
economical method of react
our ADDRESSING SERVIi
Listi

if

desired.

10

postage, etc., through eli»
dead and duplicate theatres mi
in

listed.

—

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244 West 42nd

i

Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
St.,

Charles Brabin's Productioi

E£lrxj&^ Qfy*ti>

sufficiently to provide suitable
there.
The Imtheater, Tokio, which houses
first-runs, is a complete ruin.

many

and purchasing of stories,
novels and plays for production.

WIRE

accommodations

A man who

selection

Hill 1831

WELDED

dependent.

Americans Believed Safe
Although no direct word has been
received from Japan by distributors

Murray

the

—

States

Eastern Sales Mgr

Tel.

percentage arguments
has been nothing about the
50 Incorporations in Two Months opened at the Pavilion on Tuesday
of course,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
night before a brilliant audience.
A actual percentage. Varies,
rather narrow
Fifty picture companies feature
Albany
of
the
opening was the but between some
were incorporated here in July and presence of the group of Indians limits. Famous Players play almost
August.
This compares with 39 in brought over especially from the all pictures in their theaters at from
20 to 25 per cent, and apparently have
the same period of 1922.
for
all

Hollywood

Chicago

(Special to

In
there

57

intelligently

The

N. J. Nick Grinde, as- not cure, of course, but surely it's a
Low Close Sales sistant to Gregory La Cava in the more reasonable basis for trading
Not quoted direction of a new "Chic" Sale feat- than the present conflicting guesses
4,000 ure, is undergoing an operation in the at the gross, for it's easier to trade
74H 75
Not quoted Memorial Hospital.
for a thing the value of which is
600
17
\7]/2
known than for that which is abso"Covered Wagon" in London
17
17
600
lutely unknown.

High
East. Kod
F. P.-L

Fecke,

erates in the state right field, is distributing the Frederick Herbst Prod.

(Special to

Quotations

7, 192]

another to produce. Sales managers
do guess at box office values in in- must be guarded against in
dividual towns, asking for a picture business.
in a "good" town twice as much as
months. Of these, according to re- in a "bad" town of the same size.
Back From Los Angeles
port, only two or three have measured
Elek
J. Ludvigh of Famous Players
and
And if that isn't percentage,
tip.
The rest are hanging fire.
from a trip to Los Angeles.
in its worst possible form, what is it? is back
Naturally there is much interest
It
doesn't follow that the brainy
here as to any new distributing maF. B. O. to Reissue "Mickey"
If he
chine, especially when planned by exhibitor would be penalized.
F.
B. O., by arrangement with Re
exhibitors, and producers will watch is so good, there is every probability
will reissue "Mickey"
Aitken,
E.
glad
to
would
be
with interest the movements of Carl that the exchange
New paper and prints v\
the fall.
Anderson, whose distributing com- get into his house at from five to ten
used.
pany will undertake the actual work per cent less than into that of some be
of handling the product for the ex- dud. There's no discouraging hustle,

THE FILM

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
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J.

H.

J.

McCarthy,

Wayne

however, had no word from
Charles Dreher, associated with Pierof
their office
son in the conduct
Artists,

£- 'ii

bictusik

xyjt

f&CLMuon.
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Wen Latest Wer Biggest By Far /
Now

playing to capacity at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago.

Played

big crowds in four

to

weeks continuous run

at

New

York opening.

And now booking

for big

Norma Talmadge,
appeared

The

in a

first

the world'

more superb

run houses throughout the country.
s

most popular screen

artist,

never

picture.

splendor and magnificence of the scenes are something to

marvel

at.

Hundreds upon hundreds of persons appear
horsemen, footmen, chevaliers and

common

Never has Miss Talmadge reached such

in

the picture

folk.

heights of emotional

stress as in this picture.

The

A

bigness of this picture

is

awe-inspiring, [breath-taking.

picture that has everything that a

TA
H.B.Somerville

Personally Directed

by Frank Lloyd

Photograph taken in front of the Roosevelt theater, Chicago,
showing crowds jamming the sidewalks and storming the boxoffice for "Ashes of Vengeance."

m

%M9

«f

ItKttK!

*
h.

A 3irAt

Office could ask for.

tNiADGr:

Ashes <Aengeancej
3y

Box

national Picture

Now Booking on the Open Market

THE

•%£i

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
•Why Worry?"— Pathe
country and

to that
stitutes

one of the
season in filmdom?

Not

a

do

they

tunny

fight

or

win

not

curious pair do
military forces confunniest pictures of the
this

its

skirmish takes place
and always with a

that

new

angle.

DAILY'

NEWS— *

we are absolutely
correct in saying that when we forgot our
worries watching "Why Worry?" we made
*

*

note of exactly twenty-one shrieks, eighteen
loud laughs, tour screams, and au uncountable (we assure you this is not our fault)
seemingly senseless number of giggles and
gurgles.
We partook in the shrieks, laughs

role.

*

»

*

effort,

picture. * * *

is

Command"

the spirit
of the navy, and you leave the theater feeling
that it's a pretty grand old flag and all that
sort of thing.
o d e r a t e y good entertainSilent

POST —*M

glorifies

1

ment * *
There

is
a lot of flag-waving, and an
not entirely successful, to achieve an
atmosphere of keyed-up patriotism about the

—

An occasional thrill is provided a corking shipreck, with a stirring fight going on
inside the cabin of the vessel, and some
shots of the fleet that are as good, but no
better, than those usually seen in the news

WORLD—

be deeply interested in this collection. It
various and, to the untutored eye wonder-

fully

—

WORLD—

—

—

picture.

*

describe
"Why Worry," * * * is as difficult as to
describe the sensation of being tickled in the
ribs.
The piece is broad farce, with an occasional bit of burlesque; a combination of
what is oldest and newest in this type of

work.

i

POST—As

m

long as Harold Lloyd continues
to make films like "Why Worry?" he has
The picture is very
no cause to worry.
laughable and is produced in only the way
Harold Lloyd can put comedy on the screen.
"Why Worry?" however, is not as clever
or as subtle as some of his earlier five-reel
releases, and "Grandma's Boy" still heads
the list.
Within the period of a
year he has given such admirably fine
of laughter as "Grandma's «oy," "Dr. Jack,"
"Safety Last" and "Why Worry?" which
without question his greatest humorous
is

TELEGRAM —

-

*

The

*

splashing waters, the
uniforms and the sea pictures are very good.
duction.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— To

TRIBUNE— Mr.

seem

to

Fox

have spared

and

cohorts

his

neither

money

in

taking,

and the actors have contributed

this

and courage.

nor

somewhat pretentious under-

energy

*

*

*

skill

Altogether, this new picture provided to
those not addicted to hectic internationalism
an exciting and entertaining evening not
entirely free from special pleading.

WORLD— Likewise

last

night's

audience,

the

naval

dignitaries

found

it

largely

now

favor
recruited
in

Most

'with

from
Manhattan.
* * * But

of this favor it merited.
of all were the flashes of the Atlantic
fleet,
the doomed ship nose under in the
storm, and panoramas of the canal with the
fleet steaming unsuspectingly into the locks

best

mined by the enemy.

achievement to date.

TIMES— Strand,

contains

number

a

"The French

of

new and absurdly farcical bits of
The film is called "Why Worry?"

"business."
This is a
swift-moving production, just as good as
any in which Harold Lloyd has ever appeared.

TRIBUNE—The

picture

with new
preference is

is filled

Our
and ludicrous stuff.
still for "Grandma's Boy," but we have an
idea that most people will like the new pic* *

*

WORLD— "Why

ture.

Worry?" is so far ahead
the average funny film that it is sure to
only mean to
be so widely enjoyed.
say that it is nothing like so masterful a
comedy as his "Grandma's Boy," nor does
it sparkle with the keen wit of "Dr. Jack,"
which, by the way, it resembles. * * *
can recall no picture coming from the
Lloyd studio which has been more thoroughly
filled with "gags'" than this.
of

We

We

"The

he (Fox) has done the

job well enough to win official commendation
from old General Pershing and young Theodore Roosevelt * * * Truly, it is blood-stirring

*

*

it

EVENING JOURNAL — Miss

Murray's

not

more so

—and

—

her

gowns

are

as

re-

markable as usual.

WORLD— It's

EVENING
rather

pleasant

MAIL—*

*

frothy,

but

froth.

*

"The French
Doll"
has
a manner aimed to extract

been directed in
from the original several excellent farcical
incidents.
In its new form it should have
more financial success than on the stage.

Mae Murray

has a freakish manner of
shimmying and twisting her features which
is not funny but annoying.
* * a vehiadapted to Miss Murray. * * *
Miss Murray is a good drawing card and
here her characteristic poutings, smiles and
gestures are more in evidence than in any

WORLD—*

—

part

title

filnu

is

bsnual

brings to the Am-

\,i

role.

TRIBUNE—The
program

Logan,

Jacqueline

much

bille"

"Bill"

nominal

at the Rialto

is

but
*

*

feature

"Salomy

we

This

better.

English,

in

of

Jane,"

ut
nill

liked "Cranqoe
a story calls

is

*

contains plenty of excite-

atmosphere, and
thoroughly en-

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It's

just anof those "California in the reckless, lawless, romantic days of '49" affairs.

POST—Jacqueline

Logan plays in the role
Harte's heroine, and she is very
good in the stellar part.
But the film is
not as good, and although the cast is 100
per cent, the picture becomes unconvincing
and uninteresting.
This is a surprising occurrence in a George Melford production.
Bret

of

TRIBUNE—The

cast is very good, * * *
by George Melford, too, but
in spite of all
these advantages "Salomy
Jane" reaches just "ordinary" in its high
moments and shrimps to "boresome" in its
low moments as far as we are concerned.
TELEGRAM—* * * has an unusually interesting all film program with George Mel-

The

direction

is

production,

"Salomy Jane."

*

*

*

Anna Q^Niisson
one oftnc many stak

Enemies A
.Children

"Bill"— Release Undetermined
Rialto

AMERICAN — More

important than the
feature picture is "Bill."
This photoplay is
a straight character study from Anatole
France's "Cranquebille."
There is no plot
to it, no melodramatic scenes, no love theme,
yet it should have a permanent effect on
photo-drama here because it is a work of art
in which new possibilities in picture-making

T Distributed

through'
Independent Exchange

MAMMOTH

are revealed.

EVENING JOURNAL—The
is

hardly

story

important thing is the magnificent portrayal
an old Parish peddler by Maurice de

of

Feraudy

of

the

Comedie Francaise.

King

*

*

PICTURE

CORPORATION

itself

more than an anecdote, but the

T ViaORB.nSHER,CENLM<yi

T

1540 BROADWAY. NLWTOWL

*

Victor's

Production

—

TELEGRAM—

the

—

other of her recent pictures.

POST She leaves nothing but a nerve
wrecking and nerve racked impression of a
EVENING JOURNAL—There is a good wild shock of hair and extreme gowns in exdeal of wild plot weaving in "The Silent tremely bad taste.
Command" and much that taxes the credulity
"The French Doll" conof even a generous picture fan.
tains the elements of romance, adventure,
* • for if there gorgeous costumes and sumptuous settings
EVENING
was ever a fine, upstanding story of the sea and is undoubtedly suited to the particular
and the navy, then "The Silent Command" bright talents of Miss Murray.
is it.
TIMES Mae Murray's gyrations in "The
And, aside from all its propaganda, "The French Doll," which is making people at
Silent Command" is good drama
thrilling the Capitol dizzy this week, ought to have
drama.
been taken by the slow motion picture proMAIL But the glory of this picture is the cess, as she does not keep really still in a
glory of the Navy a fine patriotism mixed single scene. * * *
She is a fascinating litwith stirring adventure.
Its views * • • tle creature, with cubistic lips and very fair
are beautiful, and at the same authentic. The hair. * * *
The sets in this film are quite
great actor in the piece is the Navy, * * • good, and what is seen of Miss Murray's
and it's a smashing hit for the Navy.
costumes is alluring.

*
* * *
* * *

•

seeioj.

other one

chance

qualifications are quite pat for the role. * * *
Miss Murray is as beautiful as ever if

SUN — *

done and well worth
* one of the oddest

joyable.

AMERICAN—

Miss Murray ignores no
to show her terpsichorean prowess,
her dainty figure and her remarkable collection of dazzling clothes.

* * a delightful short film.

cleverly

is

i

can stage one of the most noted actors oi
French stage in a rare character study,
This little film is likely to win new adm.rtof the movies, for it proves that motion p
ture making can be a really great art.
TIMES This is a beautiful, simple fd
duction, with an inspiring actor in the

Capitol

- fc

stuff.

SUN — *

ment, shooting, color and
say that the photo version

ford's

cle also well

Central

AMERICAN—Yet

Doll"— Metro

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

Command"— Fox

Silent

POST—*
It

—

—

>

TELEGRAM—"Bill"

—

WORLD—

Riesenfeld reflects keen obsem:
is a whole philosophy back
of life.
* * * The relation of the simple narratii
it.
conveys little idea of the charm of the
for which we acknowledge a debt of
to Mr. Riesenfeld.

There

rendered.

Rialto

Fran;

Hugo

have seen

"Salomy Jane"— F. P.-L.

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH— From
by

made.

reels.

giggles.

192!

imagination ol
taken to court,

distorted
the
disclose
scared (peddler when he

will

SUN It is full of esprit de corps, spies
AMERICAN An abundance of action,
and counter spies, villainous foreign agents, with a strong love story amid picturesque
Harold
Because
EVENING JOURNAL—
patriotic self-sacrifice and some extremely settings, makes "Salomy Jane" an altogether
Lloyd's "Safety Last'' was such a good meritorious marine photography. * * * Ed- entertaining
the
traditional
photoplay
of
picture his newest, "Why Worry?" suffers mund Lowe's acting in this mad scene, as it Western type.
by comparison.
was uniformly all through the picture, was
EVENING
It is a pure feud
And, take it from so good that the patrons applauded.
EVENING
drama of the first water, and if your taste
most
upthis,
his
in
us, if you see Harold
TELEGRAM
The story is a brilliant one runs in that direction you'll enjoy it. We
roarious farce for months, you won't have and well told, while the photography is of
did, in spots, and we're sometimes hard to
a cause in the world to worry.
the very highest type.
please.
It's a laugh from start to finish; not one
The theme is a simple one, but there are
of those little giggly sort of laughs, but one, many thrilling moments. * * *
MAIL * * * the director * * * did not
long, uninterrupted guffaw I
succeed in making Harte's simple and apTIMES
* * * is an old fashioned meloMAIL, * * * another of the successes drama with the old school of acting. It is pealing story of the days of '49 in California
which this gifted comedian is using to climb true that' the film is dressed up to modern anything more than an ordinary western
the ladder of fame to a place all his own days, * * * interesting "shots" of vessels at movie. * * *
*
The real drama in the story was overin film comedy. * *
sea. * • * There are other portions of the
looked entirely and trampled upon by the
There are laughs galore in "Why Worry." fight that are quite stirring. * * *
constant riding in the virgilantes.
Those who seldom smile should not miss this
There is nothing very subtle in this proand

7,

is with*
TRIBUNE—A fairly same play, "The Mr. de Feraudy's performance
several exaintb
French Doll," has been made into a mad, a flaw.- The picture shows
photography devised
mad, movie with Mac Murray in the title of ingenious trick

Miss Murray loks like a French doll herself, and * * * she appeared on the screen
in some of the most fascinating garments it
ever has been our good fortune to behold.
Probably the most vital intelligence regarding the picture is the fact that
Miss Murray displays a countless collection
The feminine population
of French gowns.

"The

Strand

AMERICAN' — What

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

The scenes
on the boat were splendid. A raging ocean
was prominently featured and acted up very*
well when it had its photograph taken. * *
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When You Made
Love to a Girl
You remember what she
said—What you said—
What she did—And what
you did!
These memories stick in
your mind because that
was real drama you were
living.

Whether you live real
drama or see real drama,
stays in your memory
just as vividly and that
it

—

why

is

W. GRIFFITH'S

D.

"The WHITE ROSE''
everywhere

proving

Is

one of the greatest boxoffice successes and one
of the strongest audience

films of this season.
It is

made

a grand love story
so real that audi-

ences thrill with its kisses
-^sigh with its disappointments. You give your
spectators something they
never will forget.

And

there

is

cast

with

Mae Marsh,

a brilliant

Ivor Novello, Carol
Dempster, Neil Hamilton

and others

of great note.

'TheWhiteRose'Isa
Griffith Masterpiece

NOW

BOOKING

ADTIJ-TJ COIiDODATION
UNITED
GIUFITTW
OOUGLAT FAIIlDANlCr
CUAI1LIC CHAPLIN

MADY DICKCOBD

•

•

•
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THE

DAILY
Putting It Over
ll<it

hibitor

how a brother exput his show over.

ia

Let
along your ideas.
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.

Amusement Co. Dissolves
THE FILM DAILY)
Evanston
111.
The
Evanston,
Amusement Co. has retired from the
(Special to

—

field.

Vote

in

Favor

(Special to

Sunday Films

of

THE FILM DAILY)

MINE TO KEEP

—

(APOLOGIES TO GRAND-ASHER)

Canton, S. D. Citizens here determined they shall have Sunday films
Chicago The management of Or- by a majority of 45 votes.
chestra Hall had 100 boosters for the
showing of "Safety Last" when they
Campbell Opens Colored House
Hit With

7, 1923

Evanston,

St >td

Made A

Friday, September

The Kiddies

—

invited 100 kiddies to see the picture.
A tie-up was arranged through Sally
Brown of the Tribune staff who featured the invitation in her column.
This stunt can be used effectively
in any large city inasmuch as many
big newspapers conduct a Sally Joy
Brown column for the kiddies.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Mooresville,
N.
C.
Campbell has opened a
for colored people.

— "Doc"
new

P.
theater

To Satisfy Claim
THE FILM DAILY)

Strand Sold
(Special to

Aberdeen,
S.
brought $1,682.50

D.

at
satisfy

—The

Strand

a recent public

Clown Contest for Clown Picture sale, held to
a mortgage.
Toronto, Ont.— N. I. Miller and W. Klitz is the new owner.
Knevels of Pantages, and
Clare Appel, First National exploiteer
played up the circus angle for an engagement of "Circus Days" at that
house.
Two weeks prior to the opening,

C.

Robert

New

St.

Louis Theater Building

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Louis Plans for a new theater
have been made by Arnold J. Tuchschmidt, architect, who is acting for
an announcement was made, via
a group, the names of which have been
cards and the newspapers, that cash
St.

awards and complimentary tickets withheld.
would be given children dressed in
Increase Admissions
the best clown costumes. Parks and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
public halls were used as meeting
places.
At each meeting a circus
St. Louis
Admission prices at the
wagon with a band, dressed in clown Missouri and Grand Central were incostumes,
appeared.
During the creased Sept. 1, from 50 to 55 cents.
judging, novelty "Circus Days" but- The high price being asked for film
tons and throwaways were given out, this year was given as the cause for
then following the band wagon came the raise. The Orpheum theater raised
another
ballyhoo
with 24 sheets its top from $1.38 to $1.50.
tacked on each side.
After a short
stop the wagons proceeded to the
Montgomery (Ala.) Grand Leased
next meeting place, followed by hun(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

dreds of shouting kiddies.

2
tli

—

Montgomery,
Ala. The
Grand,
formerly a Southern Enterprise house
Schine Dickering For Another?
is now the property of S. L. Sugar(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
man, who has taken over the place
Warsaw, N. V. Reports have it on a long term lease. The theater is
that the Schine interests are after the undergoing extensive remodeling and
Farnam theater, controlled by the will reopen as soon as this work is
village board.
finished.

—

United Takes Over Fine Arts' Office
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis
The United Film Exchange, owned by Sam Werner, has
taken over the Fine Arts' exchange.
United has moved into the Fine Arts'

and not

to

be taken from me.

Why dont

you use the coupon below and get your

own copy
ularly.

of

THE FILM DAILY reg-

Tell that to the

man who

is al-

ways borrowing yours.

office.

Walter Thirmig, president of Fine
Arts plans to open a theater at Duquoin, ill., and is also negotiating
for a house at Belleville, 111.

LIGHTS

=—

TTieYeai's
/Z
Great

^
y

Mystery Play

~-*

vSosmopolttan

Pasmezoglu Expanding
THE FILM DAILY)
Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu, owner of the Delmar Congress, Criterion and Plaza, has in(Special to
St.
Louis

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

capitalization of $30,000.

The

incor-

porators are, Pasmezoglu, Ralph E.
Xiedringhaus and Flora Pfuhl.
A group of prominent business men
has become associated with Pasmezoglu.
They plan to take over
several other houses, on which options having been secured already.

New York

City.

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Dally for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book
Cloth Bound 500 pages.

—

—

corporated his houses under the name
of the Super Theaters Corp., with a

St.,

Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

Name
Theatre

Address

-

$15

THE
ky,

September

-2*m

DAILY

1923

7,

A. B. G. Defunct

Changes

'heater

THE FILM DAILY)

Ipecial to

(Continued from Page

—

ghkeepsie The Stratford re- bines.
ed throughout opened Labor landing
all

Inc.,

1)

B. C. did succeed in

several

pictures,

about

among which were

five

—The

was played, large-sized advertisements appeared in the New York

for $30,000.

Iioney City, Pa.— The Mahoney
Lodge of Moose have paid $95,Family
> the Knoblauchs for the

dailies advising the public

picture

the Mid-

cluded in the itinerary.

gers."

included

"Tess of the Storm Country," "SuSampson, zanna," "The Ninety and Nine" and
When "Tess"
the Associated The- "Modern Marriage."

n Yan, N. Y.
gen sold to

told

The A.

Woody on Trip
Woody has gone to

"Ruggles" at the Rivoli
"Ruggles of Red Gap" will have its
dle West on behalf of Associated Ex- premiere at the Rivoli Sunday.
The
hibitors.
Detroit and Chicago are in- Rialto will show "The Gold DigJack

where the

might be seen.

Jesse Weil Joins Goldburg

Alyce Mills Signed by Stellar Prod.
by

Jesse Weil, formerly with Selznick,
Alyce Mills has been signed
has joined Independent Pictures as Stellar Prod., to appear in a series
director of advertising and publicity. two reel comedies, to be directed
Weil assumes his new duties im- Dave Luste at the Spitz studios,
mediately.
125th St.

was

stated yesterday by a wellexhibitor who was one of the
leading figures in the A. B. C. movement that distributors in general are
already beginning to feel the effects
of the disbandment of the A. B. C.
and the elimination of the competition
It

known

—

eetwater, Tex. Lone Star is the
name for the Lyric, leased by
:y Sadler with R. B. Ellis man-

Pa.—Al Gottesman it offered.
snandoah,
spent $30,000 to remodel the
"When the A. B. C. was active,"
id, one of the biggest houses in he
declared,
"distributors
secured
city.
more money than ever before for
their product
because the circuits
Greene has found a competitive offer facing them,
Philip
iladelphia
the Grant, built over five years whereas before the formation of the
>y him, to J. Resnick. The house A. B. C. they held the field undis-

—

1,000.

puted.
Without mentioning any
names, I tell you that one circuit is
been
111.— Having
>omingdale,
offering $29,000 for a picture a very
d for two months, the Majestic good
would
have
picture that
ened. The house underwent ex- brought
anywhere
the
distributor
/e alterations.
from $50,000 to $65,000 in the days
when the A. B. C. was active.
:ksonville, Fla.—The Arcade has
"Fox paid $91,000 for 'Knighthood.'
d for repairs and redecoration,
Because the A. B. C. went as
will probably take three or Why?
high as $75,000 on behalf of its memweeks to complete.
bers and Fox went the limit to beat
The distributors
ttsville, Pa.— W. B. Shugars has out the A. B. C.
over the American on a 20- are now facing the situation of getlease, at an annual rental of $18,- ting less money for their pictures locally because the one strong compeThe house will be re-altered.

—

—

ti

l

re- exhibiting
Hall
has
;d for the season with *the pre- die."
'

the Greater

titive factor in

—Massey

ronto

field

New York

has been allowed to

Canadian presentation of "Rob
under the auspices of Dominion

there anything
in Spiritualism?

Is

Klein Gets Foreign Rights
L. Klein Co. has secured foreign distribution on "Love's
inson City, Tenn. Two local Old Sweet Song." Louis Wolheim is
ers have closed, the Edisonian featured.
both managed by
Majestic,
ge W. Keys, who will keep them
3.

Top

price

is

75 cents.

The Edward

There are over one million professed

—

i indefinitely

for alterations.

:MMY AUBREY

Spiritualists in the United States today.

There are millions more who

Barrymore Due Soon
John Barrymore is en route from
Europe on his way to Los Angeles
where he is expected Sept. 18 to
start work on "Beau Brummel." The
supporting

cast

will

include

Are

his first

two

reel

comedy

good comedy a vital facPlay
>r on every program.
is

Jimmy Aubrey comedy with
mr feature and insure your

Can they communicate with the

(Special to

Glendale,

THE FILM DAILY)

<(

—A

theater to seat
built at the corner of

Cal.

be
East Broadway and Jackson Sts. by
Company.
Construction
the
Yale
This will increase the number of picture houses here to five with a total
1,000 will

Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes

A sensational,
In

19

Is Conan Doyle Right?

99

Ferrell

seating capacity of 6,000.

informative, fascinating,
startling revelation of fact.

officially

announcing

the

ar-

with Anderson Pictures
for the handling of its product, the
Theater Owners Dist Corp., declared
yesterday that its rental valuations
"will be based on actual values to the
exhibitor, and not by fictitious figures

rangement

corporation

living?

See

"Rentals Based on Values"

pictures

spirits?

Theater for Glendale, Cal.

rogram—

:hadwick

Spiritualists either "fakers" or

Are there

Mary

Carmel Myers, Alec Francis
and Richard Tucker.

HE LOBBYGOW

all

"suckers"?

Astor,

in

(are read-

ing, thinking, studying Spiritualism.

arbitrarily arrived at by theories or
wild expectations."

of

by
on

THE

a&a

DAILV

Extra
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! !

Greatest disaster
in all history in

Japan

•" You can beat all News Weeklies
by a mile

if

you act quick

F.B.O. has latest and
greatest clean-up for Exhibitors
The greatest disaster in
occurred in Japan.

all

•

*

history has just

•

Every newspaper throughout the entire
is loaded with front page stories of this

world

appalling catastrophe.

No picture in all the history of the industry
strikes so timely or has such colossal crowddrawing possibilities as "THE VERMILION
PENCIL," not alone because of its earthquake
scenes, but also because it features the great
Japanese star Hayakawa.
•

•

.

Millions are waiting breathlessly to hear
and see what happened in Japan and what terrible havoc earthquakes accomplish.

•

Don't wait.
Don't delay.
Cash
in on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
.

.

•

•

•

Wire or long distance your nearest
exchange for booking on

NOW,

while public interest is at fever heat
comes F. B. O.'s offer to exhibitors to absolutely clean up with the great Japanese star
Sessue Hayakawa in the biggest motion picture production in which he ever appeared

"THE VERMILION PENCIL."

last

week

in Japan.

F. B. 0.

"THE VERMIL-

ION PENCIL."
Our exchanges have

prints, extraordinary
posters, press sheets, exploitation, everything.

Your own

newspapers are your best
publicity bets.
Secure front page
copies of your own and other newspapers and
plaster the front of your theatre tieing up
"THE VERMILION PENCIL" and Hayalocal
.

In this marvellous photo drama are similar
scenes as those enacted in the catastrophe of

.

.

.

kawa with

the disaster in Japan, thus scooping all the News Weeklies which cannot show
scenes yet for two to three weeks.
Don't waste time writing.
.

Your audiences
ground

—

will see wild

fires,

will see

a city razed to the

—will see the effects of an earthquake
mobs

fleeing

quakes and death.

madly

to escape

Use the long distance phone or telegraph
your nearest F. B. 0. exchange.
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TO EXHIBITORS:—We

are not dealing in "futures,"—which
means that we do not merely screen one picture for you and then,
on the strength of that, induce you to book a whole series. All of
our pictures are ready for your examination right now. And it
will be to your best interest to give us playing dates right now.
Then, too, we have the most exceptional line of lithographic paper

—

and other advertising helps that has been offered with any good
pictures. Ask the nearest exchange which handles the "Super
Five" if they can live up to our promises. On their answer we
are content to stand or

fall.

huh

THE SPIDER
Arm

THE
"It has

some

ROSE

of 'The Sheik', 'Suzanna' and 'Blood and Sand'

...MOVING

A

B. F.

"

PICTURE WORLD

Directed by John McDermott

Zeidman Production

Written by Gerald C. Duffy

A

stupendous romantic drama of old California
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Produced by Sacramento Pictures Corporation
Written by Gilbert Patten
Directed by
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Schenck Switches

Trouble Now Over Obionable Scenes in American Productions
difficulties existing between
xican Government and First
il
have been brought to an
he Mexican Government has
:rong protests with Amerificials
over the manner in
its nationals were usually deon the screen.
>us Players and Metro were
t companies to fall under the
>re

Norma's "Ashes of Vengeance" to
Play Rivoli and Rialto Rather

Than The Strand
One

National

in the

"The Girl of the GoldEdwin Carewe, the di-

st."

the

of

over

play
the
will
not
Schenck,
Strand, on Broadway, heretofore the
home of all Talmadge releases. Instead the picture will be presented
in about three weeks at the Rivoli,

Joe

to

At the

certain

cared

was

ire
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Daughters"
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And what
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Subjects

new

of

Men's

A

big.

pictures

Very

big.

!

Week!

The big ones promised proved out. They
Taken collectively probably the largest

number of very big, very fine productions ever released within
week or longer in the entire history of the business.

—

Hays

—

11

"The Hunchback

Dame,'

'will

next Sunday.

Sails

Today

Will H. Hays sails today on the
Leviathan, to be the guest of Ambassador George Harvey in London for
five weeks.

a

Gallup Joins First National
for several years
They naturally divide into two classes the very fine pictures in charge of advertising for Hodkinas against the definite box office successes. And there is a differ- son, joins First National on Monday,
ence.
very big difference. Several shown, undeniably mag- where he will handle trade paper adC. F. Chandler has been
vertising.
nificent, may have difficulty in making the million dollar grade

—

George B. Gallup,

A

and
is

—

to the editorship of press
producers talk about as to earnings at the box promoted
sheets.
a bet that every one of the week's releases that
C. L. Yearsley has started his new

that's all the

Yet

it is

the big ones

—must

get that million

—
—or more—or somebody

is

duties

head of the recently credepartment at First

as

ated
poster
National.

But it's
It's easy enough to talk of million dollar pictures.
Sees Theater
tough going to get it in. Ask any distributor. And here as well
as any other time you might as well accept this: many pictures W. R. Rothacker Predicts it for
Europe Talks Interestingly of
scheduled to get that million won't make the grade. No matter
Observations Abroad
how fine; how big. True they cost enough to demand that reback
Rothacker,
R.
Watterson
turn (some won't make a penny profit when that million arrives).
from Europe a few days ago where
But to get it is a question. Most of it has to come from the big he spent two months, predicts a thethat is at the start, anyway.
first runs
ater boom for all of Europe. While
the move may lack the timely element
the
returns
automatically
to
Every problem involving a sale
to get it news recognition over the
demand
If
the
demand.
first fundamental of business: supply and
cables, Rothacker declares it foreexists the supply can be absorbed profitably. If there is overpro- casts an era of prosperity there for

ed Lips

:

"Other

7
10

lapter in
iversal

in

said.

Picture folk, however, when asked
about the switch, seemed much inOne distributor was of
terested.
the belief that this was the first
serious indication of what would
result from the "open market" policy
of selling First National pictures.

MILLION DOLLAR PICTURES AND THE BOX OFFICE

Command

Goldstone— S.
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Comes

Last Race
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going to be hurt.

k
Silent
k

were

office.

ny Jane
ramount
'inter

and Bryant Washburn, starring
Grand-Asher Release. Advt,

What

Paris.

Reviewed

igers of the

—A

Sails

De Forest sails today on the
in on a business trip.
He
it

no

the move;
representa-

for the Schenck Productions
At the office
discuss the matter.
of Dr. Riesenfeld at the Rialto it
was admitted that the picture would
play the houses, but nothing else

removed,

Lee De Forest

Friday

nor would Felix Feist,

old complaint was again rejvhen "The Bad Man" went
•oduction.
Further meetings
len held with the result that
situation was clarified and
:able understanding reached.

Strand

comment on

to

tive

the Mexican
and as a result,

d'affaires
frictions were

be followed by another week at

the Rialto.

work with

:o

produc-

"Ashes of Vengeance," the most
stupendous picture ever made by
tion

immediately

picture

surprises of the sea-

Norma Talmadge

son: the

oval of the Government there
:er, the same thing occurred
'irst

of the

be pub-

—

—

Boom

—

—

duction, or lack of

demand

—trouble.

(Continued on Page 14)

the future.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Boom

Sees Theater
"The big outstanding

1)

feature

I

saw

9,

"I
found the production of Norma and
Constance Talmadge in high favor in EngIn
unl
two artists are going strong all
over Europe.
"The query heard everywhere is 'When
will
Charlie Chaplin give us his new picI

Page

(Continued from

Sunday, September

1

England," he reports, "was the ture?' On this earth Charlie's popularity is
tendency to build new picture palaces. as universal as the sun's rays.
"I saw a private preview of 'Woman to
The new Tivoli, now under the
Woman,' the new British-made picture starauspices of Marcus Loew, one of the ring
In my opinion she THE SCENE OF THE GREATEST II
Betty Compson.
and most advantageously lo- does in this picture- some of the best work ROR OF THE CENTURY— NOT seen c
finest
Japan AFTER the earthquake, but til
cated in the Kingdom, opens this of her career.
"Also saw a trade showing of 'Fires of pertinent and highly interesting seems
week as the bouse which will give
in

ViL IXV
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York.
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Bendck, New York.

Kate.' made in Egypt by Tom Tcrriss for
This picture is particularly inGaumont.
teresting because of the historic and scenic

values

—

Leon

—

Earth Prod., Inc., New
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Capital
$15,000.
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— Capitol
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"The Virginian" Completed
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Final scenes on "The
(Special to

—

Virginian" have been taken by Tom
directed the picture for

Forman who

the offices of C. B. C. for final editing
Howard Mitchell directtitling.
ed the film which features Estelle

comedies.

Taylor,

visited the

London, where
latest models of the Lawley automatic
was much impressed
I
developer,
with the cleanliness and mechanical
I
also
arrangements of this plant.
renewed various other laboratory and
exchange acquaintances. Everywhere
I
was received with true British
ies in

(Special to

making worthy plans for the production of pictures of the highest caliis my opinion that 1924 will
bre.
It
see on the American market Englishare

compare
very favorably with the best Ameripictures,

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles A print of "Forgive
and Forget," is on its way East to

which

will

—

film history.

"Among

the big American film
executives I noticed as being very
much on the job, were Marcus Loew
and Hiram Abrams.
In London
Richard MacFarland, personal representative of Douglas
Fairbanks,
wire justifiably enthusiastic about
the reception of 'Robin Hood' in the

Major King, of
United Kingdom.
the United Artists London office, is
with
from exbesieged
inquiries
hibitors who want to know how soon
they will get the new Fairbanks and
Pickford productions.

etc.

Other news

from

usual,

as

Lakehurstli

Joseph.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATU

tod §2

School For Film Salesmen
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Film Board of
Cleveland The
Trade has created a school to teach
Men of recognizfilm salesmanship.
ed ability connected with other lines
are

eligible.

the
school.
for

Branch managers

are,

for

the

present

instructors

To Decide Sunday Issue
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Montevideo, Minn. The Sunday
closing will be decided once and for
In the
at the Spring elections.
all
meantime the ordinance permitting
films on Sunday, passed recently by
the council, overriding the 'mayor's
veto will stand.

Kleinschmidt On Another Trip
Captain Kleinschmidt, who traveled the frozen North to film "Adventuresln The Far North" will shortly leave Seattle on another expedition.
He will be gone two years and will
make another picture depicting life
in

WANTED AT ONCE
Salesmen of Italian extraction
important posts for American

to

fj

coi

pany abroad.
replies to Box
The Film Daily

Address

57

|

COSTUME!

FOR
New

H

R

I

York's Newest and

Foremost

Costume

Organization

Rental

BROOKS
-1437 B'WAY. TEL. 5580

PEN-

BRAY BRIE
Attractions

Big In Box
Merit

Are
Office

the Arctic.

M. Club Changes Name
THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—The F. I. L. M. Club wi

F.

I.

L.

(Special to

known as the Film Board
Trade. The name of the organiza-

I

hereafter be
of
tion

was changed so that the exchangemen in Detroit would have
the same name as similar bodies in

other cities, all
nected with the
Ass'n.

of

M.

°'

P. Prod.

&

I
'

•

Dist.
121

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
OS THE BIGGEST

You can

/o/

obtain

FILMACKj
I

All Features for

—

immediately.

<

CARE.

'roduction Trailers on

Friedman

first

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/

PRODUCTIONS DND /IS
BEAUTIFUL.
J

which are con-

Buys Talmadge Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis Ben Friedman, head
"The film trade of the United Kingdom of the Friedman Film Corp. has sedisplayed genuine regret at the departure cured the Minnesota, Northern Wisof E. J. Smith who resigned the European
company to become general manager for consin and Dakota rights to a series
Mr. Smith made a of seven Richard Talmadge features.
Universal in America.
great record in England and all his British The deal involves "Unknown," "Takfriends predict he will ring the bell even
ing Chances," "The Cub Reporter,"
louder over here.
Beverly Griffith who succeeds Smith is a man of great experience "Lucky Dan," "Watch Your Step,"
and ability and has a keen understanding "Putting It Over" and "Wild Cat
of European conditions.
He is already a
Friedman will release the
long ways on the road to popularity and Jordan."
success.

have been destroyed by fire, flood and si
the park where thousands died; the Ami
Consulate at Yokohama (destroyed),

Wyndham
Pauline Garon,
Standing and Josef Swickard.

can productions.
"In Paris I enjoyed my annual visit
with Raymond Gaumont. The Gaumont laboratory in Paris, is one of
the best in the world kept up to the
minute through the scientific research
and inventive genius of M. Gaumont,
Sr., whose color discoveries and mechanical achievements are matters of

the s
the colossal disaster that has arouse,
sympathy of the world; buildings know

and

Election

"The producers of England are
awake, alive and going strong. They

made

Forget" Finished

"Forgive and

new Gaumont

laboratorare installed the

Yokohama, Tokio and Fujiyama,

of

Preferred.

"I was particularly impressed at
this and other theaters with the enthusiasm and spontaneity of British
audiences. They are much more responsive than American audiences.
The Davis theater fairly rocked with
laughter during the antics of Buster
Keaton in one of his characteristic

courtesy.

Albany Exhibitors' Service Corp.,
Attorney,
Capital $1,500.
Buffalo.
F. M. Joslyn, Buffalo.

of

I

bad the pleasure of attending the
opening of the new Davis house at
Sheppard's Bush. It is a magnificent
theater another proof of the fact

I

— Mitchell

Albany

showings

"Through the courtesy of Colonel
Bromhead and Reginald Bromhead,

Incorporations
Albanv

rentier
put.

1

A
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Elaborate Bordertl

24 Hour Service

I
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Reviews of the Newest Features

id-West Denies Affiliation
Lucas, treasurer, and J. J.
acting secretary of MidTheaters, Inc., of Chicago,

^.
s,

THE FILM DAILY

the fol-

on Friday:
ltrary to statements made in
announcements, our organizain no way connected with the
Owners Dist. Corp.
No
;r
ity was given anyone to use
ime in this connection."
A.

"Strangers of the Night"

Lillian Gish in

Producer: Louis B. Mayer
Distributor: Metro

"The White Sister"

True of the Theater Owners

Corp., declined to
jove wire.

ek-Stand
pecial

Policy

comment on

in

Atlanta
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to

—

anta Loew's Grand is now uning extensive remodeling, prior
e Fall opening, Sept. 24, when
ew week-stand policy for vaue and pictures goes into effect.

anta

will

luce

the

be the

Memphis,

first

city

to

A

week

Birmingham

and

new

policy.

Orleans will follow

suit.

—

:hmond The new Loew house
open about Jan. 1.
Theater for Chicago

)00,000

THE FILM DAILY)

fecial to

icago

— What

National Theaters
be the finest house in

will

e

outside the loop, is now
construction on the property

go,

rly owned by John
th St. and Emerald
will accommodate

J. Cooney
Ave. The

3,500

and

between $750,000 and $1,000,000.

Buys

B. C.

Two

Stories

purchased the picture
to
"Circumstances
Alter
xe Cases," by Lewis Allen
n
and
Evelyn
Campbell's

B. C. has
i

udice."

lew department has been formC. B. C. to handle the titling
features,

and

rship Plant
Special to

—

select art titles for

Becomes Studio

THE FILM DAILY)

A new corporation has
over the former airship plant
aaken, for production use under
"lin

gement

of
Hans Newmann.
known German industrialists

uembers of the board.
ter

Managers' Conference Soon

Special

anta

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Theater

tern
inas

managers

of

Enterprise houses in the
will hold a conference in

otte,

Sept. 10.
will attend.

Operators
Special to

Get

Seventeen man-

Increase

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Ont. It is reported an
ment has been reached, in most
between operators and ex-

'onto,

>rs

for a

ner

wage

increase.

Buys the Rose

in

Regina
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Sask. — Sam
Weiner

Special to

fina,

'Peg, proprietor of
in that city, has

of

Provbought the
the

CHARMING, DELIGHTFUL PICTURIZATION
OF "CAPTAIN APPLEJACK,"
A VERY SUCCESSFUL PLAY.
SURE FIRE ENTERTAIN.
MENT VALUE.

As

a

Whole

Players.

.

.

.Enid Bennett,

remembered

who

will be

Mary Pickford

in

"Rosita"

Producer: Inspiration Pictures
Ernst Lubitsch Production
Distributor: Not yet determined
Distributed by United Artists
As a Whole.... ANOTHER MAG- As a Whole. .ONE OF THE MOST

NIFICENT

PRODUCTION:

WHETHER A GREAT

PIC-

TURE AT THE BOX OFFICE
TO BE DETERMINEDTRAGIC END MAY ALSO
HAVE ITS EFFECT.

DELIGHTFUL
CHARMING
PRODUCTIONS MARY HAS
EVER MADE. STANDS ON A
PAR WITH THE BEST OF

THE SEASON'S RELEASES.

charming
Players. .. .The one and only Mary
performance in "Robin Hood." Players
What a magnificent perreturns to her own. Regardless of
Delightful and naive. Matt Moore
formance Lillian Gish gives! Sinhow she may have slipped in more
well selected for the type, handles
cerity
and repression dominate.
recent pictures she is back again
Barbara La
Ronald Colman, a new leading
his work very well.
more wonderful than ever. Holman, will be in demand after this.
Marr excellent as usual. Others,
brook Blinn splendid as the King
Long cast of excellent players inRobert McKim and Tom Rickards.
and Irene Rich almost as good as
cludes J. Barney Sherry and Gail
This is one of the type of picthe Queen.
George Walsh occaKane.
tures more or less based upon a
sionally overacts.
Mme. Mathilde
dream, but the dream comes in so Type of Story. .. .Tragic, inasmuch
Comon as Mary's mother a delight.
easily and so logically that you foras all important characters, except- Type of Story
Based on famous
Beautiget it, and there is sufficiently thrilling heroine, die at finish.
Don Caesar DeBazan's story, aling drama thereafter to offset the
ful romance of young girl taking
tered to fit Mary and how it fits!
dream stuff anyway. It shows how
the veil when she believes her
Just a wonderful love story with a
fiancee dead, only to find him alive
a weakling developed into a real
Spanish background.
That's all
man through the influence of a
when she cannot marry him beyou need to know.
dream, during which he imagines
cause of her vows to the church.
Mary allows her company full
he is a pirate chief. At the end of
In the end he dies during an erupscope.
There is considerable foottion of Vesuvius, while warning the
course, there is the inevitable clinch
age before she makes her first apwith hero and heroine having dispeople of their danger.
pearance, and then in a truly draGorgeously
covered the treasure left by the Box Office Angle
matic form.
pirate ancestors of the Applejacks.
mounted; magnificent in construcAll the way through there are
tion; a tremendous lot of money
Box Office Angle. .. .This is the sort
delightful bits; one of the best
spent one sees it ranking this as
of picture that should prove trewhere Mary's parents, living deone of the greatest pictures ever
mendously entertaining to praccently for the first time in their
made, with Miss Gish giving an
tically all of your folks.
It conmagnificent
existence,
the
use
outstandingly notable performance,
tains comedy, thrills, drama and the
palace just as they did their hovel;
ingredients that all showmen have
still you had better see this before
with wash lines cluttered with drylong since emphasized as "a box
you book it.
ing clothes, which annoy the superThe chief reason that you must
office."
It starts slowly but once it
cilious palace flunkeys.
begins to hit on high, it never lets
see it is that it contains material Box Office Angle
If you don't get
up, and the last two reels have a
which may provoke much discusback of this one, one thousand per
slam, bang, get to it effect that is
sion relative to the Catholic church;
cent and put it over with the bigthe taking of the vow and the resure to send your audience out feelgest bang of the season, go out of
ing mighty good.
sultant problem faced by the lovThis one is in. Those
business.
There is a fine thrill when the
ers.
There are several titles and
Mary's admirers who have
of
villains and the heroine crawl along
sequences, which, if not removed,
turned cold will come back and
the edge over the windows of an
will certainly provoke much discusleave your house again booming
old residence seeking possession of
sion on this point.
Mary and boosting you for showing
Vast material is at
the map which contains instruc- Exploitation
the picture. All of Mary's hokum
tions where to find the treasure. It
your hand to put this one over.
is used to the fullest extent and it's
is immensely absorbing.
First, you have the name of the
sure-fire.
Every trick of her long
Exploitation .... You have everything
star who has not appeared since
knowledge of the camera and the
in the world to talk about.
First
"Orphans of the Storm," and who
screen is used to the utmost advanyou have the name of Fred Niblo,
has a big fan clientele. Tell them
tage and what a picture it is!
one of the greatest directors of the
she does the finest work of her long Exploitation. .Stick to Mary. TwentyTalk
day,
and meritorious career. Then you
whose recent productions,
four sheet her to the limit.
notably "Blood and Sand" and
have the name of Henry King, and
of the gorgeous, magnificent pro"The Three Musketeers," have
remind them he made "Tol'able
duction, because it is all of that
David" and other successes.
made him hosts of fan friends.
and more. Holbrook Blinn unfortunately is not particularly wellThen you have Barbara La Marr
Get a trailer showing the erupknown to picture fans, but he will
and you do not need any more said
tion of Vesuvius; the death of the
older sister by being dashed from
about her because you should know
be after this. You can also use the
name of Irene Rich as well as
whether or not she is a real bet.
a carriage when the horses bolt; the
George Walsh.
During the pirate sequence, Apfox hunt they are all fine seBy all means get the score
quences and should easily bring
plejack cuts cards with the villain
especially prepared for this.
and his deck contains nothing but
them back.
You can also play up the name
aces.
You should be able to use Direction by.. Henry King; has done
of Ernst Lubitsch, whose excellent
this angle in your exploitation.
a magnificent piece of work. Places
work in "Deception" and "Passion"
Direction by
him among the very leaders.
Fred Niblo; has
will be remembered.
F. Marion Crawford
handled this exceptionally well, al- Author
It
Ernst Lubitsch.
though the story starts slowly. Scenario by... George V. Hobart and Direction by
will pay every American director to
Fine production values as well.
others
go and see his work in this.
Roy Overbaugh
Author
Walter Hackett Cameraman
Norbert Falk
Scenario
Bess Meredith, from an Photography .... Some interior shots Author
Edward Knoblock
Scenario by
Otherwise good.
adaptation by C. Gardner Sullivan.
cloudy.
Charles Rosher
Italian exteriors and in- Cameraman
Cameraman
Alvin Wyckoff Locale
Rosher at his best
and Photography
Both magnificent
Photography
teriors.
Superb
and that's going the limit.
Locale
real.
Old English home and
Spain; gorgeous sets
About 13,000 feet; will Locale
deck of pirate ship
Length
8,800 feet
Length
Length
8,059 feet
be cut for general distribution.
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on Kent Percentage Pla

British Editors

THE

FILM DAILY,
R. KENT'S recent article on percentage, which appeared in
has attracted the attention of the editors of important British trade publications. The article
appeared in full in a recent issue of "The Film Renter" and has been the basis of a number of
editorials in other papers published in London.
This is how the British trade feels toward percentage as reflected through the editorial

SIDNEY

comment

of its leading journals

The

fairest

way

a percentage basis

make

of
is

showing

a film

—

Kent goes on:

"This business

is

But percentage must be equitable,
renter must take into account the pres
of the house as an asset to him. The
ater in which the premiere run is gi
has a direct influence on subsequent be
ings.
The renter must also realize tha
the exhibitor who always takes
is
bigger risk.

t

still

suffering today from 'too little money for
good pictures and too much for bad.' Today I can go out and spend $600,000 in
making a picture. I put out a clever campaign, oil my tongue and go to bat. Long
before that picture is released I can get
in much more than its cost in contracts.
That same production put out on its merits wouldn't bring back $200,000 on percentage."

transaction.
*
*
*
the distribution
of Famous Players has some
very sensible things to say upon this matter.
Remember, he has been selling pictures to exhibitors for years, so he knows
what he is talking about. Percentage is
bound to come, that much is certain, and
if the exhibitor is wise he will examine it
for himself, and above all he will see that
he gets the right terms before he allows
a picture to be played in his theater on
sharing terms. Greediness on the part of
renter or exhibitor will wreck any way of
doing business, but if there is the desire
of both sides to give each other a fair
and square deal then the right result will
be attained.

In America,

manager

in

who makes heavy
More important still,

Although each booking

is a matter
bargaining, the disposii
certain exhibitors have shown to ou!
one another, even at the risk of seri

loss, may prove profitable to some I
ticular renter at the moment, but may
tablish a standard of false values tha'
the end spells chaos and ruin.
t
encourage such competition beyond a
sonable point, renters are undermining
future of the industry in general and tl
own businesses in particular.

losses.

Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter.

Frank

When

—

Tilley, Kine.

(Special to

Sam

Weekly.'

Newman With

Hepworth-Ideal Deal
THE FILM DAILY)

British Films

it

rentals

British

R-C

THE FILM DAILY)
London — S. G. Newman has

"Claude Duval."
Maurice Elvey has started work on
"The Royal Oak," for Stoll.
Ivor Novello and
Gladys Cooper
have important roles in "Bonnie
Prince Charlie" which Gaumont is
producing.

Bertram Phillips has made a verof "The School for Scandal."
Butcher's Film Service will distribute

Engages Betty Compson
THE FILM DAILY)
London Stoll has engaged Betty
Compson for a picture. She has just
completed two under direction of

Graham

Cutts.

rather

Films, Ltd., are splurging
heavily on
"Iniquity," pro-

duced in Germany by Richard Oswald with Liane Haid in the cast.
Astra-National
has
announced
"The Woman Who Obeyed."
Apex will release "Forbidden
Love," produced by Manfred Noa.
Napoleon Films announce the British

distribution of "Pagliacci," pro-

duced by G. B. Samuelson.

show "The

(Special to

Covered

Wagon

Paris

— Sessue

Hayakawa

work at Neuilly on "La
M. Violet is directing.

New

is

—

London

productions

Biograph

on

Stiller

is

directing.

Phillips

is

ex-

will

work

this picture.

i

theaters to show their produjc
This is but the advance guano
number of big pictures whicji
be on top of us before we ca,ti
round.
This season looks a(ii
will be the biggest and busit
the film industry. Cinema.

—

anin-

elude "The Carousal of Life," directed by Dimitri Buchowetzski; and
"Gosta
which
Berlings's
Saga,"

Mauritz

THE FILM DAILY)

— Bertram

"The Beloved Vagabond"

Swedish Biographs
THE FILM DAILY)

—New

London

pected to produce "Peg Woffington."
E. P. Kinsella who is art director for

(Special to

nounced by Swedish

(Special to

at

Bataille."

a

such other big productions an
L o n d o n Granger's Exclusives be required. The Empire is s n
have made a deal with Vita Films of !i'
who are n
loldwyn's,
Vienna for joint production. Actiyi' fLittle Old New York." The
'rTie
ties will be centered in Vienna.
has been secured by Fox for U
first pictures already completed are
son of "If Winter Comes." Thefi
"The Dauphin of France" "Love's li shows "Where the Pa\h
Triumph" and "The Tales of Hoff- Ends" beginning Sept. 7. Eu w
man."
have secured the West End CM
to
show "Merry-Go-Round,!l
three
or four other companil
To Film "Peg Woffington"
impatiently waiting for Wes'I
(

Succeeds Smith

—

Wardour

Granger Makes Tie-Up
THE FILM DAILY)

a time in till
tory of this industry when th<|<
timate
theaters
were invade!
motion pictures as will be th<h
in the next week or two.
TheH
don Pavilion has been taken l|
mous-Lasky for a period (I
months, during which time tht'1

'

Griffith

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
George
Ridgwell
directing
is
London Beverly Griffith is Edwin
"Becket" for Stoll.
J. Smith's successor as managing diVarious British exchanges are an- rector of the European Film Co. Ltd.
nouncing releases of pictures, some
made in foreign studios. "The Reef
Hayakawa at Work
of Stars," produced by African Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Prod. Ltd. will be handled here by

V. T. A.

ca.

—

it.

I.

as-

(Special to

sion

the

There was never

general charge of the R-C
Pictures Corp. here, succeeding J.
C. Mullin who will return to Ameri-

Stoll

Harris, The Cine

London Opening

(Special to

London— Hepworth Picture Plays
London — George A. Cooper has have arranged for Ideal Films, Ltd.
sumed
signed
with
Gaumont to direct to handle their British distribution.
(Special to

i

competitive

is the solution
threat a
threat
which means fewer and poorer theaters
and much more surely than it means bigger and better pictures.

of the higher

Every negotiation for percentage be
gmust be conducted in a spirit of

tual interest; it is really a partners
In the majority of cases it is
deal.
renter who stands to benefit. "Give
take" must be the spirit of the comp
for "the goose that lays the golden e
may very easily be killed.

That is the answer to the case against
percentage.
It has defects, but it prevents over-selling to the exhibitor and to
It prevents bad pictures bethe public.
ing bolstered up by exploitation and fake
"key" runs and unloaded on the exhibitor,

i

i

—

first charge against the production, then
guaranteeing the renter a certain sum,
and splitting the proceeds after
that.
Against this there can be no real objection
both sides take a chance,
it means
but the renter is guaranteed a certain
amount, and the exhibitor knows that
after he has played a film he will not see
the renter walk away with a large sum
of money while he is out of pocket on the

THE FILM DAILY)

A

prominent exhibitor says that
rentals have already exceeded the exl
itors' capacity to pay them, and that
centage is the only alternative for
theaters.

Listen, again, to some of Sidney R.
Kent is the Famous
Kent's remarks.
Players director of distribution, and he is
so frank as to be staggering a Daniel
come to judgment. Many of his remarks
read like a confession, and one almost
feels, as a result of the recent exposures,
that some of the American organizations
are preparing to say mea culpa.

on

for the exhibitor to

the costs of running his theater a

New

Golden Eggs

Case Against Percentage?

Equitable Percentage

Nalpas Engages Mme. Dulac
(Special to

Paris

THE FILM DAILY)

— Louis

Germaine Dulac

Nalpas has engaged
to direct "Gossette."

London — "If
opens

"Chu

C
Winter
Monda;
Chin Chow," at the

at

Palace

the

Arch, Sept.

17.

unday, September

9,
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Newspaper Opinions
TELEGRAM— The

'The White Sister"
Release Undetermined

DA1IY NEWS— The

entire production is
splendor of photography—
scenes, and
especially the Vesuvius eruption
pathos
heartrending for its exqtusiteness and
As for Miss Gish, she is
portrayal.
of
actress of
ethereal in her loveliness ami an
*
'
This is a picture
remarkable ability.
its

that no one can afford to miss.
Perhaps the best
EVENING
1'.
wny in which to describe this adaptation of
Marion Crawford's novel is to call it one
It
made.
of the vorv best productions ever
have done
stirred this observer as few others
so
and made him marvel that he could be
on a
deeply affected by shadows shifting

JOURNAL—

screen.

and

Gish

Lillian

Colman

Ronald

in

the

principal roles act superbly.
preWORLD— Broadway,superior

EVENING

with several unusually
was given another fine one last
picture*,
* * provides an excellent vehicle for
*
night.
contains
the wistful beauty of the star and
sented latch

much genuinely moving and
"The White Sister," is a

thrilling

drama.

big picture and

picture and deserves to rank with ^thc
best the movies have yet produced.
Miss Gish did fine work in all but the
* * *
first part of the picture.

a

fine

Ronald Colman * * * a good actor. More
should be heard of him.
For approximately nine reels
"The White Sister" maintains an amazingly
It is! so superbly played by
high quality.
Ronald Colman, and
Lillian Gish and by
one
so perfectly directed by Henry King that
an unquesis entitled to assume that here is
tionable candidate for the Hall of Film Fame.

HERALD—

•

•

•

every
as
just
starts to erupt,

Then,
Vesuvius

one

has

and

"The White

feared,

It becomes just
dismally.
another movie, and the vast promise of its
earlier reels is dissipated. * * *
Miss Gish is, as always, exquisite. Under
the direction of Henry King she shows the
same remarkable qualities of expressiveness
and emotional repression that she has revealed in various Griffith pictures.

collapses

Sister"

MAIL —

is

*

* *

There

is

tricks

nor does she pose. * *
fault of this production

MORNING
and beauty

is

romantically inclined this is going to
be a most palatable entertainment. For those
who choose their motion pictures with more
are

sophistication,

appeal;

it

has

"The White
too

much

in

this

a

Some

shots of the newspaper
and press rooms are fine.
of

the

TIMES—

The production itself is a notable one, an artistic effort on which the producers seem to have leaned backward to
cling to the sterling worth of the picture.
»

• *

A

remarkable and successful effort at
characterization is made in several instances
The latby the director and the players.
ter actually appear to live the parts they
*
enact on the screen. * *
This film starts out as one of the strongest
But
love stories that has ever been filmed.
the death of Giovanni and the latter part of
the story weaken what might have been a
perfect love story of Italy. * * *

The

players are excellent.
Mr. Colman's
is splendid, and Gail Kane is espein the unsympathetic role of

Giovanni

effective

cially

extremely dramatic story,

and

directed

beautifully

acted.

Gish does some of the best acting
she ever has done. * * *
One has come to
expect perfection in a Lillian Gish performance.
What did surprise us, however,

was the acting
Giovanni

of Ronald
Severi. * * *

part of the picture

ond

much

Colman

as the hero,
liked the first
better than the sec-

We

EXAMINER—

As the good intentioned,
but forever fumbling Dulcy, the popular star
State theater audiences in
keeps Loew's
a tumult of laughter throughout.
She excels
The entire spirit of
as a comedienne. * * *
*
*
*
the story
has been admirably kept by
both the adapters. * * *
Mr. Franklin has
kept the action moving briskly yet smoothly.

EXPRESS— With

the satire almost entirely
extracted, the version » * * w as merely a
gay little tale, filled with numerous inexpressibly funny situations that kept the laughs

going throughout its showing. It raced along
without much aid
gaily,
from subtitles,
strange to say.
Subtlety, there was none.

* * bears

Miss Talmadge is at the height of her
career as Dulcy, and her playing of this part
should increase by a substantial number the
hundreds of thousands of her admirers.

RECORD— "Dulcy"

evidence of the
faithfulness of its atmosphere, and presents
a series of scenes which for photographic
excellence and beauty of landscape views possibly never has been surpassed in the cinema.
It also presents a large, cumbersome, ponderous, heavy-footed movie, one which brings
back Miss Gish in numerous moments of rare
and finished pantomime, but also one in
which Miss Gish appears almost from the
beginning to the end as a sad faced, tearful,
abused little being. * * *
"The White Sister" has been taken entirely
too seriously by every one concerned with it.
full

Talmadge,

better
than ever, makes "Dulcy" a comedy hit * * *
her
characterization
and
of
the
loving,
blundering Dulcy keeps the crowds in a
tumult of laughter.

half.

WORLD—*

is

as one laughs at the naturalness of

TIMES — "Dulcy"

was a perfectly delightcomedy on the stage. On the screen it
delightful, but not perfectly.
But it is in
such good hands, down at Loew's, what
with Constance Talmadge playing Dulcy, Sidney Franklin directing her, Anita Loos writ
ing the subtitles, that it cannot but be entertaining.
is

when

tion

will cost $250,000.

It

—

t

Midland Airdome.

—

Walnut Ridge, Ark. L. L. Lew.
owner of the Sharum, has closed
lease on the new Swan, now un<
construction in Walnut Ridge. Ti:
Swan will accommodate 675.

—

Philadelphia The new Earle I
been opened by Guss Besker. T
house seats 1,200 and is located
18th and South Sts.
1

—

Calif.
Bert
Donne
Alameda,
former manager of the Strand a,.
Rialto,
heads
new compa:,
a
formed to erect a theater here. 1
house will seat 1,800.

Arrow Handling Harding Film
Arrow stated yesterday it 1
of a two-ree
President's tl

secured distribution

showing

the

late

through Yellowstone Park.

Foye Handling Cooper Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas

Series

s

City

— C.

Frederick Fc
"Deerslayer" in t

will distribute
territory.

'

entire

from

Minneapolis territory.

Seligman Quits Nixon Interests
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore A. M. Seligman has
signed his position as manager

—

More Baltimore Houses Reopen
Nixon's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore Due to the cold wave

out-of-town papers will only
appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiere in that city.
New York
newspaper opinions will also
be published

fall.

St. Louis
Tom Curley, owner
the Wellston, has opened a new a
dome on Bartner Ave., known as

it.

ful

the

opinions

«

M. L. Finkelstein has booked the
series of Warner releases for
the F. and R. circuit of theaters in

Nat'l

Chicago Theater, Chicago

Newspaper

*

amusing farce.
ConslanCe Talmadge becomes the dumb
Dulcy with such abandon that one squirms

brightly

Books the Warner

"Her Reputation"— 1st

*

funny

1

be completed this

news- Square.

of

1

the contract for
erection of S. G. Smith's $60,000 tl
ater on North Front St. The thea

—

State follows:

HERALD — Constance

TRIBUNE—An
artistically
* * * Miss

been awarded

paper opinion on "Dulcy," at Loew's

Marchesa.

the

— Consensus

Theaters

Quincy, 111. Pinkelman &
owners of the Gem will erect a
seat
house on Washingt
2,400

Loew's

Los Angeles

192

THE FILM DAILY)
Conway, Ark. — W. A. Russell,

will

criticism.

9,

(Special to

the picture up, Miss

"Dulcy"— 1st Nat'l
State, Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

right.
local

New

dramatic

production.

the story is an absorbing one. • • •
Lillian Gish as the White Sister, is all loveliness and appeal.
She moves through the
scenes with a pathetic charm that disarms

to

TELEGRAPH—The romance
all intact, and for those who

herself

class

TRIBUNE — Summing

And

'

is that
only
which characterizes most of the pictures
which are flooding New York theaters.
There is much unnecessary detail. The story
altogether too long getting under way.
is
• • •
Ronald Colman * * * an ideal lover
and his work is of a high caliber. His emotional acting is as good as that of the star.

The

proves

first

McAvoy and Mr. Hughes are most attractive.
The supporting cast supports well. The story
is
awful.
The sets and photography all

no denying that she

an exceptional emotional actress.
She does not resort
She is beautiful.

facial

May McAvoy
actress of the

scenes in the old garare beyond praise for their rare beauty
and their notes of verity.
Street scenes in
Naples, superb sea views in the famous bay
and glimpses of Vesuvius are all impressive
The picture has not been
in their reality.
equalled for scenic beauty.
den

44th St. Theater
marvelous for

%

Sunday, September

;

i

Victoria.

—

Newburn, Ga. Without A Theat
and the approaching opening season,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
many local theaters have reopened.
Newburn, Ga. With the closing i
The City Hall, Plaza Rivoli, and
the Star, the town is left withou i
Goodtime are some of them.

—

the produc-

reaches Broadway.

picture

Sister" will not
of the "Camille"

house.

Roy

owner has abandoned

Mitchell,
exhibition.

Lot Goes At Sale
was once the old
De Luxe Purchases Films
ethereal beauty and intense performance is
Chicago Consensus of newspaper Selig studio at Western and Irving
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
not restricted to any one group, but is opinions
sale
Blvds.
recently
sold
at
was
a
on
"Her
Reputation,"
at
the
Of romance,
universal in its interest. * * *
Philadelphia De Luxe has P"
by Attorney Max M. Korshak, masbeauty and pictorial charm there is plenty, Chicago Theater follows:
chased
B. Warner westerns il
but the story is slow-moving and rather
AMERICAN—The story is built up swift- ter in chancery, for $200,000. Years eight six J. Thomas
features fr l
Jane
tedious.
ly and. granted the groundwork, fairly conago the lot was very active in pro* * *
vincingly.
Elfelt
Prod.
Clifford
S.
duction.
The Pacific Southwest
POST— Never has a simple tale of love
Of great importance is the fact that in Trust & Savings Co., of Los Angeles
and despair been told with greater beauty,
this
film
McAvoy,
gives
her
first
May
featruth.
sincerity or
are the new owners.
Work Starts on New Saenger Ho t
Every picture is a painting, * * * And. ture role, proves her claim to the title of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
She has beauty, grace and charm,
a star.
flavor.

long

way

Lillian Gish may go a
to placate this latter class, for her

However,

(Special to

Old

THE FILM DAILY)

Selig

Chicago

—

— What

—

of all, this production brings Lilian
Gish to us again. • • • slowly and subtly
is borne upon
you that this is a finer and
more mature actress. * * •
Henry King, the director, has achieved
something of which the Insiperation Pictures,
Inc., can say that it really lives up to its
name.

best

SUN — "The

it

White Sister" is not a movie;
work of art.
Henry King, working in the emotional and
is

a

spiritual materials provided by Miss Lillian
Gish and Ronald Colman, and by the curious
paradox of dramatic art, aided by their special
artistry,
artistic
produced
the
genuine
* * •
King • • • knitted this
picture together into a complete and satisfying masterpiece of the screen.

triumph.

with a fine talent.

HERALD — Good

Receivers

old-fashioned melodrama,

change. * * * Murder, flood, fire and
automobile wreck give the visible thrills to
those who get no kick out of mental anguish.
• * just escapes the class of so-so pictures
by reason of fairly expert direction.
for a

JOURNAL—

A film event of the season,
underscoring the judgment of fans and producer,

is

the featuring of

May McAvoy.

*

* *

something dramatic, somewhat ambitious, unsophisticated

and

POST — The

reasonably

events,

altho

entertaining.

melodramatic,

are set forth convincingly and the fine acting, especially that of May McAvoy, gives
the play an atmosphere of realism rare in
such an exciting picture. • • •

Appointed

for

Little

Goldberg

THE FILM DAILY;
Baltimore — W. E. Myers, referee,
(Special to

Rock,

Ark.—Work

on the New Saenger, situa
Second and Pine. Cost will exc

started

1

at

1

$162,000.

has appointed James Carey and G.
F. Sanderson, receivers for Thomas
Hill Transferred to Miami
Goldberg, well known exhibitor of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
this
city.
Bankruptcy proceedings
Atlanta Albert Hill has left
were brought by creditors, although
Goldberg declares he is solvent. Miami where he will take over
Goldberg is interested in the Wal- management of Southern En
the prises' Fairfax theatre.
Hill m
brook Amus.
operating
Co.,
Walbrook and Hartford. The pro- aged the Imperial in Jacksonville
Charlie Morrison s
ceedings do not in any way bear on a long time.
the theatre company.
ceeds him at the Imperial.

—
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i-HE
Sunday, September

9,

Harold Lloyd

Glenn Hunter

in

"Why Worry"
Distributor:
a

Whole

TERTAINMENT.

As

a

ABSORBING,

Whole

SOMEWHAT SOMBER PRODUCTION SPLENDIDLY
MOUNTED WITH PARTICULAR APPEAL TO MORE INTELLIGENT AUDIENCES.

Sure to please his following Players. .. Osgood Perkins in a characterization that is easily the outand all those seeking entertainment
standing
feature. Glenn Hunter inthem;
Lloyd's
that aims to amuse
teresting in rather weak role. Mary
role mostly a matter of rough and
Astor charming, beautiful. Others
tumble but there's always a laugh
unimportant.
in the star's maneuvers.
A South American giant Type of Story.... One of the most
^ast
lends a novelty touch to the picture
Adapted
unusual ever screened.
from Percy Mackaye's play, "The
and permits of a lot of unusual
comedy business that is original
Scarecrow." Deals with Puritanism
sure-fire.
Jobyna Ralston,
and witchcraft of the days of old
and
Offers
backgrounds and
Lloyd's new leading lady.
Salem.
atmosphere, the very unusualness
?ype of Story. .. .While "Why Worry" may not be as continuously huof which may get it by in a real
morous or exciting as "Safety
way.
Last," it is still an Al comedy enThe story is full of dramatictertainment and can be counted on
values; the vengeance of a woman
upon the man who betrayed her.
to satisfy the star's many admirers
and all those who enjoy a good
How this is worked out through
laugh.
Sam Taylor, the author of
the connivance of "Old Nick"
the
"Why Worry," has taken the very
materially
devil
contains
twists
popular South American revolution
different from that which motion
plot and handled it in more or less
picture audiences are accustomed
of a burlesque fashion.
to see, ending in a way which may
Sox Office Angle. .. .Easy to judge
prove a surprise to some fans.
You know best what Box Office Angle. .This is a tricky
this one.
Lloyd and his pictures can do for
one.
You had better see it. You
[tar....

—

—

.

Act accordingly.

They'll be
with "Why Worry" even
though they may not consider it as
good a laugh maker as "Safety
Last."
That depends, however,
upon whether they like
largely
thrills mixed with the laughs. "Why
you.

satisfied

Worry"

any

the "hairraisers" of "Safety Last."
Exploitation. .Where the star brings
hasn't

of

.

.

don't want to pass this one up until
you do because for the right kind of
audience this may be a tremendous
success. Certainly for first-run material it offers one of the most un-

usual of the many big important
pictures of the season.
special
musical score has been prepared
which should help immensely. Get
it if you run the picture.
The many
twists and trick photography with
the witchcraft background should
prove interesting in these days of
costume pictures and big sets.

A

them in it should only be necessary
to announce that you are showing
his latest picture, "Why Worry."
But be sure and make your announcements well in advance and
Exploitation. ... If you do pick this
get them acquainted with the title.
one get back of it. Don't hesitate
Just as a trailer showing Lloyd
to spend money because it should
balancing on a plank off the top of
bring them back without fail. There
a skyscraper, attracted their attenis an unusualness in the old Salem
tion for "Safety Last," so will a
witchcraft atmosphere that is contrailer of Lloyd climbing up the
spicuous in itself and the transforgiant's chest in an effort to extract
mation of the scarecrow into a
a tooth, interest them in this one.
London gallant of the period is one
A good street stunt would be to
of
the most interesting things ever
have a man impersonating Lloyd
recorded by the camera. Dwell on
going about with a small bag, simto a doctor's case, and distributing small boxes of candy pills,
with a label reading: "Here is Harold Lloyd's prescription as a remedy for the blues.
Worry'
when you can enjoy a good laugh?
Come to the blank theater and see
Harold Lloyd's latest picture."
If you can secure the services of
a giant to accompany the impersonator of Lloyd, you'll have still
a better stunt.
ilar

Why

)irection by.

.

Sam Taylor;

.

.Fred

Newmeyer and

slow in getting
picks up nicely
and holds the pace to the finish.
author
Sam Taylor
cenario
Sam Taylor
a little

to the laughs but

'ameraman

it

Walter Lundin

•hotography
Good
-ocale...A South American republic

ength

6,000

feet

the

unusual

features.

Of course

you can't forget the appearance of
Hunter and beautiful Mary Astor.
No one else is known well enough
bother about.
Your audience
never have heard of Mackaye
or his play but if they have they
to

may

will surely

want

to see the film.

Direction by.... Frank Tuttle.
Deserves unusual commendation for
the skillful manner in which he has
presented this difficult production.

"If

"Salomy Jane"
a Whole. .ANOTHER FEUDAL
LRAMA; AS GOOD AS THEY
COME BUT THE PLOT IS
BEING OVERWORKED; WILL
PLEASE IF THEY DON'T
MIND A FAMILIAR THEME.

Cast.. All very appropriate and good
types for mountaineer roles; Maurice
Flynn and Jacqueline Logan
pleasing hero and heroine; others
George Fawcett, William Davidson, Charles Ogle, William Quirk,
Raymond Nye, Louise Dresser,
Tom Carrigan, Clarence Burton.
Type of Story. .Conventional because
of its frequent repetition; offers
good action, but there are slow bits
that prevent a well sustained interest;

the plot is essentially a scof killings with a hunt for the
killer following, a threatened hangries

ing,

a last minute

rescue

and the

same thing over again. The love
story woven in is interesting and
Flynn and Jacqueline Logan make
a pleasing hero-heroine team.

Mountaineer's
of

life

tails

in

daughter
saves
stranger with whom she
love and whose name is

cleared

eventually,
exposed and the

the guilty ones
lovers free to

marry.

Box

Office Angle....

An average

at-

A

good production.
A
and pretty Jacqueline
Logan.
These are the summary
notes on "Salomy Jane."
It will
satisfy an even majority and if
they don't mind the fairly trite plot,
you can get it over all right.
Exploitation
Maybe your folks
will recall the stage play so you
might give the title a good deal of
prominence.
Also give the names
of the players good display in your
announcements. You have a first
rate cast and Jacqueline Logan,
George Fawcett and Maurice Flynn
traction.
first rate cast

to start

it

EXCELLENT PRESENTATION OF EXCEEDINGLY
WELL-KNOWN

As

Harte's
days.

a

Whole...

NOVEL.

Marmont undeniably
work of his career;
thoroughly life-like Mark Sabre.

Players. Percy
does the best
.

a

Gladys Leslie almost steals the
picture as Kffie.
Ann Forrest unattractive as Nona.
Cast generally
excellent.

Type

last

up.

.Thousands of people
Winter Comes."
was promised for
season, but something held it
It shows unmistakable signs

of Story.

have
This

read

"If
attraction

of great care.
The producer has
practically photographed the book
and except that there are at least
twice as many titles as are necessary, it is far superior to the play

and those who read the book and
enjoyed it are sure to like it. The
story should be well known to you.
It is a remarkable delineation of a
magnificent character who braved
conventions and suffered cruelly
as a result.

The production shows that many
were made in England
and some in London, but while

of the scenes

many are beautiful, there are a
few quite unnecessary, such as the
facade of the Law Courts and a
hospital in London.
Box Office Angle. .. .Doubtless th?re
are thousands in your community
who will be anxious to see "If
Winter Comes." They have either
read the book or have heard of it.
Those who enjoyed the novel will
undoubtedly appreciate the sincere
effort of the producer to make this
one of the outstanding productions
of the year and the fact that many
of the scenes were shot in England

may

help

to

aid

in

the

general

value.

off.

Arrange

They

Winter Comes"
Fox Film

Paramount

The Film Guild
Distributor: W. W. Hodkinson Cor]}. As
Producer:

Pathe

LLOYD FOREGOES COMEDY THRILLS TO
GET OVER LAUGHS IN BURLESQUE ON REVOLUTIONARY PLOT THAT OFFERS
FIRST RATE COMEDY EN-

s

George Melford Prod.

in

"Puritan Passions"

Hal Roach

Producer:

j5^

DAILV

1923

a tie-up with bookstores.
carry copies of Bret
novels of early California

all

"Salomy Jane"

is

based on

a

Percy Marmont has appeared
number of pictures, but never

in
st«

well as in this. You need no other
names to use excepting perhaps
Ann Forrest, who should be well

'Salomy Jane's Kiss."
A sugknown.
gested street stunt is to get an old
prairie schooner or covered wagon
You can play up Harry Millarde's
of the '49 type, and have a young
name as the director of "Over the
woman drive it through the streets.
Hill"
they may remember it.
Place this sign on either side: Exploitation.
.Get back of this with
"We're bound for California to see
everything you have and stick to
"
'Salomy Jane.'
the title.
Don't bother about anyTeaser advertising could consist
thing else because if your crowd
of a reward for the arrest of a
doesn't know the title you haven't
stranger who shot and killed a man
a Chinaman's chance to get them
at Red Dog, Cal.
Follow it up
in and make them like it.
Tie-ups
with the announcement that the
with your local book shops shoul
guilty party can be found at the
be easy.
blank theater in "Salomy Jane."
You might use a few lines from
Use your mailing list and be
the poem from which the picture
sure to let the women know there's
derives its title, using it effectively
a pleasing romance in the Bret
on a postal card to your mailing

—

.

.

i

i

I

Harte story.
For the men folks
list.
about the fights and gun-play.
Direction
by.... Harry Millarde. At
Author
Percy Mackaye Direction by.... George Melford; has
times
too
studious in application to
injected fine atmosphere of eerly
Scenario by
Adapted from the
the book but generally excellent.
and
given
good
days
of
the
west
a
nlay "The Scarecrow" by Ashmore
Far too many titles.
production generally.
Creelman and Frank Tuttle.
A. S. M. Hutchinson
Author
Bret Harte Author
Fred Waller
Cameraman
Not credited
Waldemar Young Scenario by
Scenario by
Splendid Cameraman
Photography
Joseph Ruttenber^
Bert Glennon Cameraman
"
Excellent
Very good Photography
Old New England with Photography
ccale
England and war front
California in '49 Locale
Locale
very interesting intericrs.
10.000 feet
6,270 feet Length
Length
Abe 'it 6,600 feet Length
talk
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The Uproariously
Funny Feature

Comedy With a
"Kick" For Every
American Family

That Ha/ Heard

The

Expre//ion:—

"A Doilar Down
and A Dollar When
You Catch Me"
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A Victor HeermanProducblon
and Direction, bu
Victor Heerman.
Personally Supervised bu
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Silent Command"
Fox
Whole
UNDOUBTEDLY As

"The
As

a

HOLDS VERY BIG APPEAL
FOR VAST MAJORITY OF
PICTURE PATRONS; GREAT
PATRIOTIC
ATMOSPHERE
AND GENERAL AUDIENCE
APPEAL SHOULD MAKE IT
ATTRACTIVE BOX OFFICE
NUMBER.

Kilimind

...

screen villain and
convincing
a
one; others in a well balanced and
capable cast are Carl llarhaugh,
Martin
Byron
Faust,
Douglas,
Rogers
Alma Tell and
Keene,
Manha Mansfield.

Type

A POPULAR As

Whole

VARIETY OF ENTERTAINING ELEMENTS, CONVENTIONAL BUT NICELY PUT

TOGETHER MAKING FOR
GOOD ACTION; A FIRST
RATE CAST.

of

"
\
Baker the source
of the action and thrills;
are of a familiar order but
.

."Snow

most

they

Baker makes them exciting and
appears to take some chances;
Robert McKim and Noah Beery a
team;
Gladys
convincing villain
heroine;
suitable
Brockwell
a
others William Scott, Harry Depp.
Pauline Starke and 'Fully Marshall

Naval melodrama Type of Story. .. Melodrama that inthai serves a double purpose: entercludes the usual situations affordtainment for picture patrons and a
ing intrigue, action, thrills, a touch
definite and valuable bit of propaof heart interest, a horse race, etc.
ganda for the U. S. Navy. There
The ingredients are nicely blended
i- a
strong patriotic flavoring that
together, however, and the majority
is
unmistakable and sure-fire.
It
of folks will probably consider it
never fails to register real audience
fair entertainment.
appeal, and added to this there is
Disappointed in love, hero goes
a good melodramatic plot, in which
West where he establishes health
the interest has been well sustained,
farm for babies, foils villain who
Theme deals with heroism and
would ruin him and is eventually
of Story

who

sacrifice oi naval officer

and

suffers

threatened
los- of his wife's
in performance of his duty but with the
crowning glory of reinstatement
court

martial

and honor upon

the
love

pletion of it.
Office Angle
profitable business.

Box

Command"

is

from the box

"The

Silent

office

standpoint.
It
of audience

make

it

a

strictly naval lines.

be a very
carry out
this one along
Secure the co-

operation

local

your campaign on
of

to

You can

matter.

your

recruiting

station and very likely you will be
able to get a detachment of sailors
from the nearest station if you care
to have a street parade or anything
on that order.
Be sure to let them know well
in advance all you can about the
picture.
Say that it deals with allegiance of a naval officer who
even went through a public court
martial for the purpose of trapping
a band of foreign invaders who
were plotting to blow- up the
Panama Canal. Show them trailers of the mere thrilling moments.
In case you are located in a com-

munity where
receive

the

impossible to
cooperation
of
the
it

A

suitable attrac-

story, but it will please enough of
3'our patrons to warrant a showing.

satisfying

easy

Office Angle..

Should do a
entertainment

number.
Exploitation. .. .Ought

Box

com-

fine

has all the elements
appeal necessary to

reunited with the girl he loves.

average audience. Picture is not big nor out of the
ordinary either in production or

his successful

is

Navy, have a number of men in
sailor uniforms preceded by a band

tion for the

.. You can always satisfy
a certain class of patronage as long
as you give them a picture that has
action.
"His Last Race" has a
good quantity of it, and even
though they have probably seen the
same stunts worked out many
times before and with much the
same results, they won't be annoyed with the repetition.
Baker
offers plenty of excitement in his
accomplishment of the thrills and
the director hasn't failed to inject a

Exploitation

proportionate suspense.

This is the type of picture that
can best be advertised by a trailer.
Show them Baker's leap off a cliff
and his jump from an aeroplane into a lake, also the spectacular fight
in

the barn.

To

exploit the picture through a
street stunt, have a sleek looking

horse and jockey going about town
announcing:
"See Mankiller, the
wonder horse, win 'His Last Race'
at

the blank theater."

You have many

popular players
can be mentioned
prominently, such as Baker, Robert
McKim. Gladys Brockwell. Noah
Beerj and Tully Marshall.

whose

names

Scenario

Cameramen.

.<

Not credited Author
im. Lane and Dennie Scenario

Miggins
Photography
Very good
Locale
Panama (anal and vicinity;
Washington, D. C.
Length
7,809 feet

Cameraman

.

Length

Her Life"

Viola

HEART INTEREST STORY WITH A LITTLE GIRL FOR ITS HEROINE; IS A PLEASING PICTURE ALTHOUGH THE ACTIONS OF THE CHILD ARE
VERY IMPROBABLE.
a

\

Dana

19<

9,

in

"Rouged Lips"

Lois Wcbcr
Universal-Jewel

Whole

Metro

A GOOD COMEI
ROMANCE THAT WII
PLEASE A MAJORITY; STOl
NOT USUALLY STRONG Bl
HAS SEVERAL GOC
TWISTS AND IS WELL SU1

As

a

Whole.

.

.

.

ED TO

STAR.
Players. .. .Jane Mercer a clever and
capable little actress even though Star
lias a vehicle that fits
the things she has to do make a litvery well and the sort that
tle old woman of her; it is possible
admirers like to see her in.
but barely probable that a child of
.Tom Moore makes line
her age would have the philosophy Cast.
posite and others are satisfact'
of
life
that
she
has.
Claude
although not important.
Gillingwater, as her grandfather.
Eva Thatcher, as his housekeeper. Type of Story
\ rather slight
and one or two other members of
and not especially new but it
his household are all won over to
been worked into thoroughly sa
the child through her remarkable
fying picture through good dig
faith in mankind.
tion and with the star and
Type of Story.... A typical "and a
Moore helping to make it interc
little child shall lead them" theme.
There are many good lit
ing.
.

.

v.

I

T

The

child

comes

into the

home

of

her grandparent merely because he
thinks it will spite the widow his
son married and who herself was

never welcome

There
in his home.
logic and a quantity of heart
interest in the
development and
will likely appeal to many for this
reason.
It is another "faith" theme
although slightly different
inasmuch as it is restricted to soul
is

soothing and not extended to bodily ills, except, perhaps in one instance where the child insists that
she will get well without a doctor
or medicine.
Box Office Angle. .There are those
to whom this story will prove thoroughly appealing. They'll probably
sympathize with the young heroine
and be entirely convinced by her
ability to convert those around her
from grouches to lovable people.
On the other hand there will be
those who won't see it that way at
all.
They'll declare it absurd for a
.

.

child to talk
the
way the titles
(piote her and old fashioned for her
You
to do the things she does.
have to have the right crowd for
this one in order to get it over.
Exploitation
You can make a
special appeal to the women folks.
The\' will be the ones who will
take most kindly to this story of
herself
the little girl who made

loved even where she wasn't wantThey'll like the heart interest
touches, sympathize with the child
and hate the hard-hearted housekeeper.
If you care to play the picture up
as a sort of "Pollyanna" theme, you
might inaugurate a "Smile Day"
with placards reading: "Don't be
gloomy. It doesn't pay. You can
ed.

make your own

life

Cameraman
Good Photography

Photography
Locale

Distributor;

in

and the lives of
those about you happy if you'll follow the rule of the little heroine in
Lois
Weber's latest picture, 'A
Chapter From Her Life."
Lois Weber; has
Direction by
brought out the human element of
the theme very well and given story
Not credited
good production.
Clara Louise Burnham
Not credited Author
Lois Weber
Not credited Scenario

about the streets advertising
the showing.
Direction by... J. Gordon Edwards;
Reeves Eason and
has handled this one very well and Direction by
Mitchell;
made a pretty
Howard
used cast satisfactory.
Naval degood picture out of conventional
tail and ceremonies good.
Interest
plot, sustained interest well and put
very well sustained.
over the suspense.
Author
Rufus King
>ing

Producer:

Phil Goldstone—State Rights

Players.

Lowe gives very
satisfying performance as the hero
the story; Bela Lugosi a new

Players.

"A Chapter

"His Last Race"
a

Sunday, September

Western ranch Locale
5.800 feet Length

introduct

the

as

The humorous

start.

tive

toucl

are nicely distributed and the
ture is not too long.

f

Chorus girl wins rich young n
through her simplicity where a
tinue of "gold diggers"

fail.

Box

Will satisfy
Office Angle
Where the star is a
majority.
vorite you can make a special f
about it although there is good

tertainment
for

you

in

it

give

to

for all
it

—

suffici

conside

fair

tion.

.The title readily s
Exploitation.
gests a story of theatrical life. I
ture patrons all over like a pict
.

.

with this sort of atmosphere.

them

this

is

1

a story a little differ

from the usual and play it up w
catchlines such as: "Is it always
gold digger that 'lands' the rich
Not all the time.
low?
'Rouged Lips' and learn how Vi
Dana does it with simplicity."

For a teaser stunt you might p
up white placards with the impi
of a girl's lips. Run a line: "\\ "i
Watch
is the kiss that stays?
Follow
space for the answer."
with "It isn't 'Rouged Lips' t

I

pay."

A

drug store tie-up might

con:

of a display of different rouges w
"What sort of rouge
a reader:
you use? Viola Dana can furn
you with a tip on a successful rot
in her latest picture at the bl;
theater,

'Rouged

Lips.'

Display plenty of

"

stills

and be sure to mention

Moore

is

her leading

of the
that

man

in

s

T
tl

Direction by.... Harold Shaw: m
very good use of story material a
used good judgment throughout

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

Wein

Rita

Tom Hopk
John

Ben Kline Photography
Very g
Locale.... In and around

countrv

Ir

parents.
This is a bright bit 1
gets the offering off to an attr

1

A

such

touches

showing the heroine's Scotch

Arn
Gc

the thea

estate-

6,330

feet

Length.

5.134

f
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DEFIES COMPETITION
"Strangers of the Night," an adaption of the international
stage success, "Captain Applejack," is an example of the really
great pictures to be produced
It

stand

will

up

by Louis B. Mayer for Metro.

against the strongest kind

S2LN

of competition.

This was proved by the remarkable runs enjoyed by Walter
Hackett's play.

1

4
1

SOLID YEAR IN NEW YORK.
SOLID YEARS IN LONDON.
YEAR IN BOSTON, CHICAGO,

PHILADELPHIA AND OTHER
IMPORTANT AMERICAN
"Strangers of the Night"
exhibitor.

It

is

CITIES.

the finest kind of a "buy" for the

has everything that will draw crowds to the box

a big picture not only because of

massive sets and the fact that it is internationally known, but because
everyone who sees it will enthuse over it. It is a picture that will
build patronage for any theatre that shows it.

office.

It is

its fine

acting,

Wtiit ml J
\mWmm\\\ km

/

Ml Ei

• (^Production

A CAST OF BOX OFFICE NAMES
Matt Moore
Barbara La Marr
Mathilde Brundage

Thomas

Enid Bennett
Robert McKim
Emily Fitzroy
Otto Hoffman

Ricketts

BIGGEST PHOTOPLAY FRED NIBLO HAS EVER
Adapted by BESS

From

MEREDYTH

the international stage success

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
By

WALTER HACKETT

MADE
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Production!
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Fred
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METRO BELIEVES THAT
Six-Sheets
exciting scene taken from one of the
hat holds more than usual fascination.

|An

MONEY SPENT TO HELP
THE EXHIBITOR IS MONEY WELL INVESTED

An example

of this

is

shown

illustrations at the top of this

The

here.

page are of the

remarkable cut-outs that can be made up

ter

and more

result bringing exploitation.

On

every picture the exhibitor will have nothing
but the best in suggestions and accessories.

from the business getting paper available on
This

"Strangers of the Night."

particularly true of "Strangers of

is

the Night."

Look this over. Imagine how such cut-outs
will sell the picture for you,

make 'em

stop

and read.

how

they will

In full colors, the

You

highest type of the lithographers art.

can realize what they
lobby, in store

will

do for you

in the

windows and wherever

For

this

great Fred Niblo pro-

duction the exhibitor has at his

command

most complete and comprehensive

the

line of ex-

ploitation material ever issued, with the additional

satisfaction

co-operation

is

of

knowing

that

active

his for the asking.

else

you can place them.
'

The Metro organization prides
the fact that they are showing the

itself

way

1

on

to bet-

furu Imperial Picrures.Ltd.,&xclusive Distributors thruout Qt.britain-SuW-'juiqMbq.Directoi^

Jl

(1
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Short Subjects
Build"—The

.et's

Series

A

Spat

—Pathe

Really Ludicrous

Family

Pathe Review No. 35
Magazine Reel
Type of production. .1 reel magazine

Combine Formed
THE FILM DAILY)
Schenectady— With the formation

(Special to

News

THE FILM DAILY)

of the Farash Theatre Co., Inc., the
Atlanta— A. C. Cowles is in ChatState, Strand and Albany will come tanooga attending
a meeting of the
under one company, capitalized at Better Films Committee.
$100,000.

A Good

Comedy

Southeastern

(Special to

New

Needs

R. J. Ingram will manage the new
Progress Pictures' office in Dallas.

Theater

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Some exceedingly cute shots of
comedy
Englewood,
111.
Realizing
the
John Ezell is back on the job after
"Let's Build," is the first of Hal young animals open this review under need of a new theatre, a local paper spending
several weeks, laid up with
the
title
of
"Fur-coat
Babies."
The
jach's new comedy series, which
has combined with The Englewood the "flu."
shots are surrounded by a picture Commercial
the
troubles
with
of
"the
Spat
als
and Civic Assn. to
imily."
This family consists of frame with exceedingly good effect. solicit funds for this purpose.
Oscar Oldknow is in New Orleans
Another
novel
subject is a demonstraother and sister, and sister's foppish
for a short
tion of the art of making Japanese
stay in the
Southern
lglish husband, who without doubt
Mayor Millgram Building
States' office.
comedy prints from wood block carvings.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
res one- of the funniest
Some interesting close-up views of
aracterizations seen on the screen
Philadelphia Mayor Millgram is
birds feeding their young; a section

rpe of production.

.

.

—

.2 reel

1

season. Don't miss this one. Its
Jghs are spontaneous and sure-fire,
le efforts of the ill-assorted family
construct a mail-order bungalow,
e manner in which the husband alrys gets the worst of the different
ints, and finally the real humor of
e situation which develops as the
lding progresses and the house
>wly approaches some semblance to
dwelling place and then the final
ar as the entire building collapses
len the automobile, which has been
is

—

A. W. Blue, formerly a road-man
devoted to views of the wild tribesat 23rd and South Sts, which he re- for Hodkinson and now with Assomen of Formosa and a Pathe color cently
purchased.
The house will ciated Exhibitors will hereafter make
bit showing the beauties of Niagara
cost about $70,000 and will be ready his headquarters in the local exchange.
complete the issue.
erecting a 500 seat house on a site

by Jan.

"False

Fleischer "Inkwell" Cartoon

A

a cigarette and playing fireman. The
half of the cartoon has some
good laughs especially in the bit
where the clown goes to put out a

latter

Conan Doyle Right ?"— Pathe
mely and Interestingly Different

in a jail, breaks the window, allows the inmates to escape and then
discovers the smoke only came from
This two reeler. "Is Conan Doyle
The clown meets
a convict's pipe.
ght?" gives in interesting fashion
with his usual fate, that of being put
number of the methods used by back into the ink bottle to prevent
ike' spiritulists or so-called medifurther mischief.
is in obtaining money from credujs persons who thoroughly believe
"Jollywood" Universal
at they have been put in touch with
parted spirits.
Aside from the
Fairly Amusing
velty of the reel, the subject mat- Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
such that it will, in all probi is
Although Chuck Reisner, the star
ility, cause discussion amongst your of this Universal two-reeler, is made
trons and that is always good. to act unnecessarily stupid, particlere is no definite plot, but rather ularly in his trip to the cinema city
series of different glimpses into and its studios, there probably will
ances which are being held and be many who will find it good, lively
en the tricks which have been em- entertainment. Reisner is seen as the
>yed to obtain the effect of spirit star reporter on "The Morning Mist."
ices, etc., are explained.
A novelty He is sent to "Jollywood" why the
it should go well where "something
correct name of the city was not emTerent" is desired.
ployed is not obvious to get some
"good stories." He "buts in" at inopportune moments where scenes are
Jack to Earth"
Century-Universal being shot with final disastrous re-

/pe of

production 2 reel educational
novelty

fire

—
.

.

—

—

—

'verting,

Amusing, Freaky Comedy

rpe of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Here's a trick comedy that will
nd your crowd out hanpy. It deals
th the adventures of a slick pair
real estate birds
at flies through

who have

a house

the air or can be
llled anywhere with a tractor, and
course the crooks try to sell it

and again only to pull it away
re-sell it to another victim.
The
•pse is full of trick mechanical dees, some of which are new.
While
ain

sults to himself.

II

Fire Causes Loss
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

en route to the
here recently and
closed a deal with Eltabran Films
for a series of his "speed thrillers."
off

Law" Shelved in Alabama
THE FILM DAILY)
Birmingham, Ala. By one vote,

"Blue

(Special to

—

the Sunday closing measure has been
Penn Counties Growing
defeated in the General Assembly.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The ballot showed 17 in favor of
Kutztown, Pa. The Penn Coun- Sunday show and 16 against.
ties
Amusement Co. now controls
three theatres, having just acquired
Sunday Films for Lake City, la.
the Stand, formerly Herman's, and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Park.
The company also opLake
City, la.— The City Council
erates a' house at Emaus.
has passed an ordinance prohibiting Sunday films.
Violations are
"Covered Wagon" Opens Sept. 16
punishable by a fine of $100 or 30

—

— THE FILM DAILY)
Wagon"

(Special to

St. Louis
"The Covered
will open at the American, Sept.

16,

limited
engagement.
a
The
theatre is a "legit" house and following the showing, will revert to its
for

days

in

jail.

Chicago House Changes Hands
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— For

$80,000 Boes Hatowand Herman Newburger bought
Pershing
theatre,
712-16
West
Roosevelt Rd., from
Lesser
and

ski

old policy.

Two Theaters Sold
Isaac Turner.
Sofferman's, the theater brokerage
agency, stated Friday that through
3 Arrested For Mainstreet Robbery
that office the Grand, Middletown,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Conn., had been sold to Beits Bros,
Kansas
City Joe
Caruso,
Don
the
by the Fabian circuit and that
Bishop, Hoboken, had been sold to McDonald and Morris Friedman, all
the Stern and Schwartz Co. by Horo- of Kansas City are being held by the
police, charged with holding up the
witz and Co.
Mainstreet theater, July 11 and making away with $2,000.

—

Will Handle "Hunchback" in West
(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles
exploit

Notre Dame"

—

Mattison,

Coast stopped

Watts,
Cal.
Six
hundred lives
were endangered, $50,000 loss was
suffered,
and several inpured recently when fire destroyed the Sunbeam.

will

A. Brehany
—JackHunchback
of

"The

in the

West.

Brehany

John Davis Quits Exchange Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia John Davis, an old

—

"Hard Luck Jack" Universal
formerly managed the Capitol in pioneer in the exchange end of the
San Francisco and is succeeded by industry and lately with the ColGood Western
Frank Newman, who comes from umbia exchange, has entered the exType of production. .2 reel western the Strand here.
hibiting field, taking over the Pitts.

.

Directed by Jay Marchant and starring Pete
Morrison, "Hard Luck
Jack" manages to get through two
reels in pleasing, entertaining fashion.
To be sure, there isn't very much
suspense but there is plenty of light
comedy, good riding and a pleasing
hero and heroine. Not very novel in
plot but sufficiently good entertainThe
ment for the average house.
usual rustlers, are there, this time
rustling the hero's clothes while he
is
in swimming, but they get their

of the comedy is more or less
Op worn still it is amusinsr and the
erage crowd will like it. There are
reral particularly good shots which
bring big laughs. A oretty good
'tun- of its type and kind.
Good for just deserts at the finish, so
y house.
ends in the regulation manner.
1st

Matty

Alarm"— Max

Clever Number
Type of production .... 1 reel cartoon
This latest Fleischer cartoon is well
up to the standard set by his previous
issues. "False Alarm" is a clever carrked beneath it is removed is toon number that should fit well on
ough to shake chuckles from the any program. Fleischer's clown perDst seasoned movie-goer.
forms numerous tricks such as rolling

"Is

1.

it

all

burgh

Check-Up on Tax Returns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Starts

theatre.
Davis' connection
with the exchanges dates back to the
old days of General Film.

—A

check up on the rePlayers Dispose of Two
in Eastern Mis- Famous
(Special to TIIK FILM DAILY)
and Southern Illinois has beToronto Famous
has
Players
gun by agents from the Revenue
The suspicion that eliminated some of its own comDepartment.
some of the theatres "doctored" petition in the downtown section,
by converting the Regent into a
their tax returns resulted from a
comparison of the box-office returns stock house for an English stock
playing
Famous will continue
the company.
on some attractions
pii
to control the house.
The company
smaller towns with what th<
h i- also disposed of the Strand to
tares did in St. Louis and
St.

ceipts
souri

large

Louis
of

theatres

—

cities.

outside interests.

WHERE THE
NORTH BEGINS
RIN-TIN-TIN. piu«°&G

"The
Qreatest
Picture of

its

Kind
Ever
Filmed,"
declared
S. L.

Rothafel

of the

Capitol

World's Largest
Picture Palace
with a seating capacity of 5,500; catering to the most critical audience
in the most critical city in the world,
and showing to a weekly average

attendance of

THOUSAND

ONE HUNDRED
persons,

THE CAPITOL
New York's

magnificent photoplay
palace, shows nothing but the best
in motion picture entertainment*
That's why the Capitol chose for
presentation the week of August
26th, Warner Bros* sensational
drama of the Northland,

"Where The
North Begins"

ft-.

THE

-SWl

DAILY

Sunday, September

What A Week
i

ued

from

AN INTERESTING QUESTION

Page

I

1)

ment

If all those big pictures could be scattered over the entire
coming season it might be an easy problem to work out. lint can
\ ou sec the distributors setting back and making such an arrangement? Can you see exhibitors arranging their schedules so the
can't.
play dates on these big ones don't conflict? Can you?
Rather what will happen will he something like this: a wild
The quicker hooked the quicker the rescramble tor play dates.
And if some one don't get hurt in this scramble well,
turn.
someone is guessing wrong, that's all.
Would it he good business tor the distributors of these big
ones to gel together and arrange a schedule.-'
Would it he good business lor competing exhibitors to talk
over play dates for these big ones?

1923

9,

in building and equipment his total
living, last year totaled under $18,000.
lie shouldn't he asked to take all of the

including

profits,

his

gam hie. That's where
percentage deal would work splendidly.
This condition only speeds up what is eventually
coming a decent form of percentage.
And this man's name is Legion. Otherwise Mister Average

the right kind of

a

—

1

Exhibitor.

THE HONOR ROLL

—

Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky
William R. Hearst for "Enemies

New

"The Cove r ed Wagon."

for

of

Women"

and "Little

i

(

)1

York."
Charles H. Duell, Jr., for "The White Sister."
Alary Pickford for "Rosita."
Carl Laemmle for "The Hunchback of Notre

Dame," and
"Merry-Go-Round."
Because otherwise conflicting play dates will rob everyon<
William Fox for "If Winter Comes."
These big pictures will do the inof what the_\' are entitled to.
Louis B. Mayer for "Strangers of the Night."
dustry more good in one season than anything that otherwise
Arthur S Friend for "The Green Goddess."
could he accomplished. But doing good for the industry at a cost
Joseph Schenck for "Ashes of Vengeance."
of hundreds of thousands of dollars while ethically splendid is
L. J. Selznick for "Rupert of Hentzau."
And you can't pay hank loans with ethics.
financially rotten.
There have been a number of other excellent pictures, too
many to enumerate but the above stand out far and away
BOOKING TROUBLES
And best of all there are more to come a lot more.
Of course these hit;- pictures must get big money hack. The
exhibitor must pay. But here is an instance of prices being asked:
PRODUCING WOES ELIMINATED
A mid west exhibitor in a town of 10.000 running the best show.
No one happier about this than Sol Lesser. Whose series 01
He opens his hooks. That's the kind of a man he is. Shows his insect pictures "Secrets of Life" will he released by Educational.!
costs and profits. Usually runs a four day and a three day show. Says Sol:
"Producing these pictures is wonderful. You have!
would.

It

—

Top

price paid usually $4C0 to $450 for four days. Paid $750 for no troubles with stars.
Or directors. Or technical men. Oil,]
"Robin Hood" and barely came through playing it five days.
hoy it's lovely."
What do you think he is being asked for one of the big picMANY A TRUE WORD, ETC.
Imagine this $2,000.
tures just released?
The funny column of The Boston Transcript carries this:
"So your movie theater musicians have struck for more
He lias throw n up his hands. Says it isn't in the cards. And
the distributor guarantee money."
if the distributor thinks so let him
him against a loss. Then he will play.
"Yes, they say they are unable to live in the style they areh
It doesn't seem so.
There isn't any accustomed to seeing on the screen."
Is -this unreasonable?
thing "under cover." The books are open. With a $50,000 invest
DANNY.):
;

—

—

Among Exchangemen

The Week's Headlines
Comos Art

Monday
Labor Day.
State of

legal

a

embracing,

holiday.

Tuesday
Kansas may

anti-trust

file

charges against exchanges on complaint of W. B. Rogers, Wamega
exhibitor who claims his service

was

cut off.

Charles

Hutchison

to

make

fea-

tures for state right market. Frank

Tichenor to distribute.
Total
admission tax
receipts for
fiscal

vear ending

s7u. 148,480.

a

lime.
drop- of

1923 total
$3,236,475

over previous year.

Columbia Pictures, $5,000,000 company to make historical series for
non-theatrical distrbution.

anxiously await
word from Japan over fate of their
representatives there.

Reginald Ford signs Pearl White to

make

Associated

First National to release "The Meanest
Man In The World" and

"When A Man's A Man,"

for Prin-

Pictures.
Sol Lesser sails
Sells "Secrets of Life."
series to Educational.

Saturday.

scheme

for
Plan distrib-

everything

else connected with pictures. Local film men fail to take statements
seriously.
M. P. T. O. and American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers conferring on "performing
rights" of musical composers.
Anderson Pictures to handle sales
for Theater Owners Dist. Corp.

Friday
Associated Booking Corp. defunct.
Local exhibitor booking combine
ceases to function. Reported ciroffering
distributors
for product.

Theaters

Owners

distribution
Sister."

Dist.

set

yet

for

"The

Saturday
Film row surprised by switching of
"Ashes of Vengeance" from Strand
to Rialto and Rivoli. Believed to
be result of First National's open
booking policy.
Mexico lifts ban against Firsl National.
Relations all around nowsatisfactory.

—

San Francisco Frank J. Alberti
no longer sells for Hodkinson, having joined

—

Sam Glazer will hereact as United Artists' special
representative in this province.
Toronto

after

Minneapolis
joined

has joined Celebrated ['layers,
handle the Preferred product in

this

territory.

Vitagraph.

the

—

sales

Harry
force

Gould
the

of

has

Fox

—

Minneapolis Charles Howard has
taken over the management ol
Associated
Exhibitors'
office
succeeding
Al
Bernstein.
Howard
formerly acted as special representative for

"Fun From

the Press."

office.

Gibbons

—

Dallas The sales force of the
Preferred office has been increased
with the addition of C. F. Hilgers and
Mr. Wright.

—

Corp. has
representative on coast looking into production.

No

THE FILM DAILY)

less

White

Thursday

cipal

benefiting exhibitors.
ution,
exhibiton and

cuits

here

series in France.
Allied to handle three
Authors pictures only.

idealistic

(Special to

all-

money now

Wednesday
Distributors

Pictures Ass'n has

New Divisional Manager
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Toronto B. A. Gibbons suck
Balsdon
as
Vitagraph
divisional
manager,
with
supervision
Toronto,
Montreal,
Albanv
and
Buffalo.

Calgary
George Margetts has
been appointed sales manager for
United Artists, covering the western
"Columbus" Released Oct. 12
part of Canada.
He succeeds A.
"Columbus," the first of the serii s
Hixon, resigned.
on the 33
Chronicles of
Ann
pictures, will be released by Pathe
Montreal I. F. Mantzky has as- on Columbus Day.

—

sumed

of

his

the

hails

after

new

duties

Educational

manager
Mantzky

as

office.

New Comedy

from Chicago where he looked

American

Releasing

interests.

Pathe announces
a

Milwaukee
ly

with

recently

Max Weisiur,

First

former-

connected

1,

next

season

new

series of six two-reel comedies,
called "The Spat Family," to be made

more by Hal Roach.
and
first, is scheduled
with Universa

Nat'l,

Series

for

"Let's
for

Build,"

an early

the

release.

THE
unday, September

9,

1923

\mong
Start

COAST BREVITIES

on "Black Oxen"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Camera work on
Oxen" with Corrine Griffith
Conway Tearle has started.
Angeles

.os
lack
I

tional's

scenario

"The Swamp Angel."
Taylor

urette

(Special to

in

Hollywood Soon

s

,^7ictor Potel

—

has signed with Ru-

Preparations are!pert Hughest for "Law Against
Angeles
ng made for the arrival of Laurette Law.
She will start work on "Hap
ylor.
"My Pal," now in production, will
ess" next month.

Ford
(Special to

Angeles

Los

Still

be Pal, the dog's, third comedy for
Century.

Sick

THE FILM DAILY)

— Francis

;ently returned

from a

moian Islands,

is

still

Ford,
trip

to

who /Clarence C. Badger will direct
'The Swamp Angel" for First Nathe

seriously

ill

to

been assigned
the direction of "The Living Past"
for Metro.
has

THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco.
"In The Spider's
(Special

Lee Moran has signed with Jack
White to appear in "Uncle Sam."

THE FILM DAILY)

.os

Shaw

Harold

First

for

Next "Triumph"

Mille's

—

—

the

De

(Sp.ecial

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— "Triumph," by May
Edginton, is to be Cecil B. DeMille's
Hollywood Eileen Percy has been
"inc
'The
£eprge D. Baker, who made
next
picture.
Jeanie
cast for "The Turmoil," a Universal ^nagic Skin," is touring Yosemite.
Macpherson
will adapt it upon her return from
Jewel.

Montagne Preparing Scenario
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pat O'Malley has been signed by
Edward J. Montagne Universal to play in "Mamie Rose."
.os Angeles
preparing

and Directors

the Stars

tional.

will

—

Web." This

is the first of a series for
the state right market.

feature.

"Mary Ann" will be Mack Sennext
comedy with Mabel

Universal Starts "The Turmoil"

nett's

(Special to

Normand.

THE FILM DAILY)
— Work has started

Los Angeles

at

been secured by Universal City on "The Turmoil,"
Tourncur for a part in with Hobart Henley directing.

Miller

Carl

Maurice

has

"Jealous Fools."

Hughey

Mack

Lloyd

has

to

appear

in

"The Love Master" Ready
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles After eight months

with

signed

(Special to

—

"The

Girl Expert."

Grant Carpenter

Web" Finished
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Independent Pictures
completed "In The Spider's

Universal has finished "The Burghas
Kid," Baby Peggy's second

lar's

Harold

th tropical fever.

to

of

adapt two of

is

^

work, Director Laurence Trimble
putting the finishing touches to

*» be Produced by the
g" P la
"Good Bad Boy"
Butterworth
Work has started on "The Strongheart's third vehicle, "The
"Noblest Roman," a Universal star- Love Master."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ring Herbert Rawlinson.
Hollywood-Joe Butterworth has
Jones in "Big Dan"
title
the
Principal
for
by
enwected
Emmett Flnn who win tart a
Dorothy Vernon is playing an im(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eddi/ new production for Goldwyn soon,
The Good Bad Boy.
le in
Los Angeles Work has begun on
portant role in Johnny Hines next
ine is directing.
is

%

—

To
(Special to

Joseph
by Brant
"try and

Star Harlan

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Kenneth Harlan has
The decision of
ained stardom.
eferred to star him comes as a ret of his work in "The Virginian."

Vincent
Holubar's
filming of

"Big Dan," the next Charles Jones
Kilgour has been signed
vehicle.
William Wellman is directWashburn to appear in
The cast includes: Marian
"Riders of the Moon," in which ing.
Get It."
Jack Hoxie is the star, has been Nixon, Ben Henricks, Trilby Clark,
Jackie Gadsdon, Charles Coleman,
McDermott will be Allen completed at Universal City.
Lydia Yeaman Titus and Monty Colassistant director for the
"The Human Mill."
Tom Santschi appears with Pris- lins.
cilla

Paul

Gibson in "The Pony Express"
(Special to

.os

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)
—What is projected

Scott as

"The Pony Express."

d McConville

is

Ber-

writing the story.

Goldstone Plans "The Torrent"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Phil Goldstone is
nning early production of "The
Irrent," by Langdon McCormack.
.os

|

New

Story Bureau on Coast

(Special to

.os

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Emmett

has

replaced

cameraman

first

Homer

for

"The

of 41 people has gone
to Flagstaff, Ariz., where scenes for
"The Call of the Canyon" will be
filmed.

Archainbaud

is

Started on

"Maytime"

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Work on "Maytime"
(Special to

Bow

has

B. P. Schulberg to
play the role of

"Black

Work

di-

recting.

been

loaned

Frank Lloyd,
the

flapper

Oxen."

by has

been

started

at

the

Schulberg

Ethel Shannon and Clara
in Bow will be the leading women players, and Harrison Ford, leading man.

to studio.

J.

—

unit.

Victor Milner has been engaged
as supervising cameraman of Fred
Niblo's unit.
His first work will be

"Thy Name

is

Woman."

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Allen Holubar will direct the folAngeles Percy Marmont has
engaged by Metro to appear in lowing pictures for Metro: "The
Human Mill," "Life's Highway,"
le Man Whom Life Passed By."
and "Robes of Redemption."
len Landis will also appear in the

.os

"The Storm Daugh-

Larry McGrath has signed with
Roach Producing "Rex"
Geraghty of Famous the Powers studio to appear in the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Players, will spend two weeks as sixth, seventh and eighth episodes
Los Angeles Hal Roach is proBooth Tarkington's guest in Kenne- of Fighting Blood."
ducing another western temporarily
bunkport, Me.
called "Rex."
Fred Jackson, who
"The Elite of Hollywood" is the made "The Call of the Wild" for
The task of cutting "Long Live permanent title selected by Fred Roach, is directing. Louise Fazenda
the King" is engaging the attention Caldwell for his comedy based on has been loaned by the Warners for
of Irene Mora and her assistants "Hogan in Hollywood."
the picture.

Tom

Corrigan in the Coogan

established offices for the Hollyvod Play Bureau, and will furnish
SJeen material to producers.

(Special to

in

George

Clara

A company

i

Percy Marmont With Metro

Dean

ter.'

Marriage Circle," for Warner.

of the biggest westerns ever at:npted, is scheduled for Hoot Gibin

Perry

as

e

|i,

"Conductor 1492."

picture,

n

The title of "Sentenced to Soft Mildred Harris Will Support Dexter
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Labor," a Universal, starring WilLos
Angeles Mildred Harris will
been
changed
to
Desmond,
has
liam
support Elliot Dexter in the latter's
"The Breathless Moment."
first for Grand-Asher.
Others in the
picture which is an R. William Ncill
Sid Smith and Joe Rock are takProd., will be Anders Randolf, Robert
ing a short rest prior to starting the
Edeson, Grace Carlisle, Sidney Bracey
first of their new series of two reel
and little Jean Carpenter.
comedies for Grand-Asher.

—

Henabery Assigned "The Stranger"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Edfrid
Bingham
Jones Making 2 Reel Dramas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will
prepare the scenario of "The
Stranger," from John Galsworthy's
os Angeles
Mystery Pictures,
grounds.
and the Last."
are producing a series of 12 two
Firsl
Joseph
"The
Winifred
Dunn has completed
dramas with Grover Jones direct- the adaptation of "The Man Whom
Henabery is now directing Douglas
Terry,
Kathleen
Gray
Ethel
The stories were written by Life Passed by," Victor Schertz- O'Connor and Naida Carle are the Fairbanks, Jr., and will start on "The
im Hull Shirk.
Stranger," upon completion of young
First will be inger's original story which he will feminine
Bill
in
"Wild
players

—

Elmer Floyd, revue producer, has
Joseph M. Schenck Productions
have closed a contract with Clare been secured by Jack White to enWest whereby she will head their hance all future Mermaid comedies
and backsettings
artistic
with
new costume department.

—

.,

»wer

House."

direct for Metro.

(Continued on

Page

16)

Fairbanks'

first

vehicle.

DAILY
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Work Sept. 17
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Walter Woods will
Cruze Resumes
(Special to

production

as

serve

the
the

of

editor

"To

Cruze production,
Ladies," on which work

James

start

will

17th.

Sept.

Will Refilm "Wild Oranges"
ffpecial

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

the

Frank Mayo

injury.

Kirkwoods

Kansas

Bert

tember:

Ennis,

director

publicity

of

for Sawyer and Lubin, has been selected to head the publicity committee for the recently formed Catholic
M. P. Actors' Guild.

Johnson Coming East

by Universal

released

edies

Neill.

enact

will

role.

9,

1923

Busy on "Leavenworth Case"
City
Rapid progress is being made in
Page
15)
(Continued from
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Yonkers by Charles Giblyn, in filmHickok," the first of the new Hart ing "The Leavenworth Case." LeadKansas City—"Rube" Melcher ha!
ing players are Seena Owen, Mar- resigned his position as salesman fc
series.
tha Mansfield, Wilfred Lytell, Brad- Selznick to take over the managemer
Allen McNeil has been appointed ley Barker, Paul Doucet, William of the Bell.
editor of Harold Lloyd productions. Walcott, Francis Miller Grant and
Fred Miller.
L. D. Redmond is the latest add
Rollie Asher is assistant director
tion to the Preferred sales force. Rec
for Cullen B. Tate who is directing
Four Comedies in September
mond was formerly with United Ai
Bryant Washburn. Jo Sternberg is
will be four Century Com- tists and First National in Chicago.
There
acting in the same capacity for R.

Coast Brevities

Angeles Goldwyn will refilm
Oranges" in which James
Kirk wood was working at the time of William
_?os

Wild

Sunday, September

"Back

to

Earth,"

in

Notes

Sep-

"Round

Figures," "Bringing Up Buddy," and
"Nobody's Darling."

Bernard

Cook,

manager

of

th

Economy Film

Co. who recently ur
derwent an operation is back on th

job.
Piedmont Opens Another
DAILY)
THE
FILM
to
(Special
Having finished
Los Angeles
Educational has moved into its ne
Winston-Salem, N. C. The steadshooting "The Mail Man," Emory
building.
Scott R. Beal, assistant to Maurice ily growing string of theaters owned
He is
Johnson has begun cutting.
Tourneur, had his arm broken when by the Piedmont Amusement Co.
also planning a trip to New York
R. R. Gladdish has bought the Re
a gypsy wagon used in "Jealous has been increased with the opening
His contract with F. B. O.
soon.
rolled down a hill at San of the new Broadway, a 900 seat Higginsville from C. W. Hunt.
Fools,"
mother. Mrs. Emille
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

provides that his

Johnson,

prepare

shall

of

all

the

Pedro.

—

house.

Truly B. Wildman is on a tour
Kansas for Enterprise.
"Claim Number One,' by George
"Star Belongs in the Studio"
W. Ogden, author of "The Band(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Gerson Making Features
boy,"
is to be produced shortly at
Phil Ryan, Dave Harding and
Following is an arMinneapolis
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Universal City.
Jack Hoxie will ticle which appears in the editorial W. Watson of Capitol Enterprises ai
PicGerson
The
San Francisco
star on completion of "Riders of the
back from a sojourn at Excelsk
section of "Greater Amusements."
lure Corp., has begun actual shoot- Moon."
"Maybe, Oh hope of hopes, the edict Springs.
fivesix
series
of
first
of
a
ing on the
will go further and call a halt on personal
This system of bunkappearances of stars.
reelers, to be made one a month, for
Fred
Niblo's next picture for Metro ing the public has caused a sharp reaction
Richard Case is here from the horn'
Ora Carew
the state right market.
The place for the
will be "Thy Name is Woman."
to box office receipts.
exploitating
"Merry-Gcis
being featured, and Tom Gibson,
The place for the office,
star is in the studio.
"Waterfront Wolves" is
public to learn about motion picture players Round" at the Liberty.
directing.
Constance Talmadge has finished and motion picture making is in the motion
the title of the first.
picture theatre.
When this truth is realized
"The Dangerous Maid."

stories

and write

all

the scripts.

i

—

—

GREENE

Filming "Trapped"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
— I W. Irving is pro-

The entire or"Trapped."
ganization,, including Director John
B. O'Brien, will sail to the coast of
Mexico shortly, where additional
The cast inscenes will be taken.
cludes John Bowers, June Norton,
Sheldon

Dowling,

Joseph

Lewis,

McDowell, Cesare Gravina,
Eddie Burns, Grace Gordon, Fred
Walker and others.

Claire

Gribbons Series Feature Length
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sylvia

from the Coast

ager;

James

manager;

manager

J.

Ray
and

McNamara,
Gillaland,

Walter

vacation.

a

Making Film

McNamara,

(Special to

of

(Special to

—

Va. Clifton Productake scenes in and about
Richmond as a part of the picture
called, "Life of Robert E. Lee."

Pictures

THE FILM DAILY)
— Many pictures, from

Los Angeles

to features, are nearing completion at Universal City. They are:
"A Lady of Quality," starring Virginia Valli; "The Acquittal," in which
Xorman Kerry, Claire Windsor, Barserials

bara
Bedford.
Harry
Mestayer,
Charles
Wellsley
and
Richmond
Travers will appear; Baby Peggy's

"Whose Baby are You?" "The
Burglar's Kid." "The Heart of Boston Blackic,
Hie Wild Party," starring Gladys Walton; "Upside Down."
starring
Herbert Rawlinson. early
episodes of "Beasts of Paradise." and
first,

"The

Steel Trail."

—

New York

tl

250

stands

and

list

mond

price.

Pictures for foreign territoi

Lee's Life

THE FILM DAILY)

Richmond.

Many

THE FILM DAILY)

on

The compar

studio

tions will

Finishing

(Special to

campaign

i

business

scenario editor.

Universal

Battle in Minneapolis

York

billboard

"Preferred Fifteen."
has already secured

Brooklyn and 1!
Minneapolis
Samuel Levinson, in Chicago.
Twenty-four shee
manager of the United Theatre on "The Broken Wing," the first
Mims' New Title Studio Ready
Equipment Co., which has taken over the series, will be posted immed
Floyd C. Mims, in association with the local branch of the defunct ately.
Mr. Cramer, has opened a new art United Theatre Equipment Corp. de
clares that Minneapolis supply deal
title studio.
Three Sales on "Broken Hearts'
ers have declared war on his or
"Broken Hearts of Broadway" h
ganization
because
of
his
low
prices.
Binney's First Ready
Levinson states that the dealers re been sold to All-Star Dist. Cor
"Three O'Clock in the Morning" cently held a meeting at which it for California, Nevada and Arizon
is
the title of the first production was decided that they would not sell Big Feature Rights, Louisville, f
starring Constance Binney for dis- him supplies at dealer's discount Kentucky and Tennessee; Moscc
tribution by Associated Exhibitors.
prices, demanding that he pay the Films for New England, and Ric
for

Angeles
Hollywood Enterprises have taken over the Golden
Mary Carr Leaves
West Studios, which will be renamed
Mary Carr is en route to the Coast,
be
McNamara.
Production
will
"Why
started on a series of feature length where she will appear in
comedy-dramas starring Eddie Grib- Men Leave Home," to be directed
hon. John J. Glavey is general man- by John Stahl.

Los

Preferred Starts Billboard Campaign
Preferred has launched an exter
sive

Ashton Here
Ashton is in New

Sylvia

Los Angeles
ducing

fully, there will be less antagonism toward
the motion picture industry, more appreciation for motion pictures generally."

Artcraft

Prod.

(Special to

Co.

Chartered

—

$1,100,000,

been

NIGHT
17

LOGGERS

2SO WEST 54IH ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WORrt,MATS, STEP EOS, ELECTROS.

State.

"Wabash" Finished
Stuart Blackton has completed
the Banks of the Wabash"
with the climax taken on ManhasThe cast includes James
set Bay.
Morrison, Mary Carr, Burr McinJ.

"On

Lumsden Hare, Madge Evans
and Marcia Harris.
tosh,

an«>

THE FILM DAILY)

Del. With a capital of
Artcraft Productions has
chartered by the Secretary of

Dover,

AT YOUR SERVICE

phones,— OPCLE

— 2450-1-2.
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Something
o Think About
900 News Items
130 Live Advertisements
16 Pictures Reviewed

80 Newspaper Opinions

90

Printed Pages
Last

Week
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Tom Moore

in

HARBOR
LIGHTS
DIRECTED BY
TOM TERRISS L
fonr /deal EUm$,Ltd.

"HARBOR LIGHTS"

showman's

a

at-

and proven by years of success

traction, tried

on the

is

stage.

Millions have laughed and cried over

its

story

of tempestuous lives.

Millions more will be thrilled by the superb
screen version.

A

villainous plot to lure a beautiful girl into

a distasteful

of

Tom

A

marriage

is

fierce

hand-to-hand battle ensues betwee

two men, while the

the

A

thwarted by the arrival

Moore, her sweetheart.

cunning

girl looks on.

net of evidence

the innocent hero

when

his

is

drawn around

opponent

is

later

found dead.

A

wrong done

the girl's sister

is

avenged, but

the sister undergoes a series of strange

adven

tures in the hands of the real criminal.

She escapes for her life, is recaptured and is
thrown over the edge of a steep cliff into the
water below.

Tom

Moore, who had risked

his

own

safety to

find her, plunges 125 feet into a raging sea to

the rescue.

Life boats,
after them.

manned by
It's

sturdy seamen, put out

a desperate fight in the teeth of

a lashing gale.

Then

follows the astonishing climax of this

most suspenseful
drama.

and spectacular sea melo-

"HARBOR LIGHTS"
want.

is

what your people

—

BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOGMIZED

of PILHDOM

Authority
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Nearly 150 Entries

WELL!
J9y

—

What's one man's joy.
another

— using
pet

stein's

"Moe"'

word

—

Is for

Finkie"p'isen."

to do with
"Doc" Riesenfeld's pleasure, and
Moe Mark's pain. Because the
"Doc" put one over on the
Strand crowd. Booking Noma's
"Ashes of Vengeance" for the

Which has something

First time
Rivoli and Rialto.
since First National was formed
that one of Norma's played anywhere but the Strand.

And

they do say that "Ashes

of Vengeance" brought more
for this two week run than any
picture ever played at these

Price 5 Cents

1923

Griffith's

Booking Changed

Next

A

Big Revolutionary Film With a Famous Will Concentrate Important
Officials in Chief Office— Have Only
Big Idea Behind It Suggested
Bookers at Southern Points
by the D. A. R.
Famous Players will concentrate
Something like 150 entries and
It developed on Saturday that the
promises of entries are in for the Daughters of the Revolution, one of all executive work of its Southern
Fall Film Golf Tournament, to be the strongest patriotic organizations houses, formerly the Lynch chain, in
was tremendously the New York offices, directly under
If all who of this country,
held tomorrow a week.
something concerned in the making of D. W. the jurisdiction of Harold B. Frankcome,
promised
have
This means that Dan Michaelike 250 golfers and goofers will be Griffith's next, which will show the lin.
on hand at Belleclaire, Bayside, for founding of the American Govern- love, in charge of the Atlanta office,
will come to New York, approxiAnd ment.
the final event of the season.
Correspondence passing between mately Oct. 1st, and a number of
if the Fall affair is as successful as
of
minor executives at
the Spring event well, it should be Mrs. Cook, president of the D. A. R., switches
Mrs. Nash, regent of New York, and Southern points will follow.
good.
made public by the
Bookers will be established at many
Griffith, was
Several donors of prizes, other than
office and indicates the import points, but all accounting and other
Hays
the old stand-bys appear for this
and seriousness of the film, the sce- work in conjunction with the operaevent. "Jimmy" Quirk, the enterprisnario of which will be prepared by tion of the chain will be handled ii*
ing publisher of "Photoplay," has
Paul Kelly.
Anthony
the New York office.
offered a handsome cup; "Watty"
on Public RelaCommittee
The
Rothacker, of the Rothacker Laborations of the Hays office is actively in- Jersey M. P. T. O. Meets Sept. 13
tories, has also offered a cup, and

In for Fall Film Golf TournamentPrizes Donated Handicap Plan
May be Changed

DANNY

10,

—

—

.

—

Cosman, the energetic young
man who deals in Agfa stock, and is
Jack

terested in the film.

On

(Special to

Shelf

otherwise interested in the industry,
said that the several unis
It
Then, of
has also donated a cup.
experienced by
difficulties
toward
cups
usual
"PURITAN PASSIONS"
be
the
course, there will
the Town"
"Around
making
in
Fox
Shown outside of Boston. A Film from the patrons of former events
has caused
Shean
and
Gallagher
with
Warner
News,
Picture
Motion
Guild picture, released by Hodkin- The
shelved.
film
to
be
of
the
making
the
son.
Unusual to the extreme, witch- Brothers, Reuben Samuels, Pathe,
addition
in
and
Mastbaum,
and
Jules
craft, old New England atmosphere,
FILM DAILY will offer a cup
Puritans, trick photography and another with an unhappy ending. Don't in addition to the special trophy
know whether the crowd will like it; which must be won three times for Federal Trade Hearing Against Famous Players Opens There
but if they do they'll rave. Extreme- possession.
Sept. 18.
ly different
a sort of "Dr. Caligari"
There is some talk of the Com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and "R. U. R." thrown together. mittee changing the basis of handiWill stand a lot of exploitation. capping for the Fall play in view of
Cleveland This city is the seat for
Needs it. Also needs cutting. Frank the dissatisfaction which exists in a the next phase of the Federal Trade
Os- few places, over the former plan. Of Commission hearing against Famous
Tuttle has directed a fine job.
Players and allied organizations. The
good Perkins as "Old Nick"—the this, more later.
Devil steals the picture from Glenn
There will be scores of special proceedings will open on the morning
Hunter and pretty Mary Astor.
prizes; the usual burlesque prizes of Sept. 18.
and a regular fine party.
Griffith Happy
The Government action against FaIf you haven't sent in your
At the opening of "The
mous Players has already been heard
entry do it. Do it now. This
White Sister," David Wark
The first sesin six different cities.
minute. While you think of it.
nouses.

THE

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland Next

—The

board of diP. T. O. of N. J.,
will have their next meeting here,
Sept. 13, to discuss "National M. P.
Trenton, N.

rectors of the

J.

M.

Day."
Plans More Film Work
Lenore Ulric, who recently returned from Los Angeles where she made
"Tiger Rose," hopes to return to the
Coast next year to film some other
stage plays.

—

—

and
tutor,
guide
mentor of Lillian Gish, was
Griffith,

Eastbound
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Edward Bowes,
Hollywood
Goldwyn, Louis B. Mayer, and Rex
Ingram are on their way East.
Bara Reported Signed
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood Theda Bara is re"Twenty One," Barthelmess' Latest ported to have signed with a well
"Twenty One," is the definite title known producer here, but this cangiven Richard Barthelmess' latest for not be confirmed.
First National release.

sions were held in New York
Engineer Societies Bldg. They
for several weeks when the hearing
was transferred to Philadelphia. From

testimony was then taken in
New Orleans, Dallas and
Boston. In the latter city, the hearing consumed only one day.
there,

Atlanta,

Lasky Leaves
Jesse L. Lasky has left

for the
Coast, but en route will stop on location.

Four

First

(Special to

National's

Finished

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Anderson on Coast
Los Angeles Four First National
THE FILM DAILY)
productions have just been finished
Hollywood Carl Anderson, whose and are in the process of editing.
S.
"The Bad Man,"
include,
unexpectedly on Saturday and hur- machine will look after distribution They
"Ponjola," and
Youth,"
"Flaming
has
Corp.,
Dis.
Owners
Theater
attend
the
for
ried
to
Asheville
to

Lynch Back
A. Lynch returned from abroad

funeral

services

of his

father.

Toronto
Isabella

THE FILM DAILY)

— Caroline

and

Anderson

Townsend have

filed suit to

recover possession of the Allen theater.
The house was once a link in
the old Allen chain and is now operated by Famous Players.
The papers name the plaintiffs as
the lessors of the property and Abe
Cohen, who acted for the Aliens, the
It is claimed that the lease
lessee.
the
in
lasted of the property became cancelled

—

moved by her
profoundly
during
Twice
the
work.
premiere he expresssed to me
his admiration of the splendid
He
work of Miss Gish.
seemed tremendously happy
over her splendid work, and
her success.

Allen, Toronto, in Legal Tilt
(Special to

(Special to

—

arrived

here.

"Thundergate."

August

1.

Name?

What's In a
Shakespeare wanted

Goldwyn

to

know

it.

So

Corp.,
who have brought their long expected suit against Samuel Goldwyn to

does

the

restrain

Pictures

him from using

his

name

in

with the release of picThe corporation claims over
tures.
$2,400,000 has been spent exploiting
the name of the corporation, and asks
for a preliminary injunction to restrain the former president of Goldwyn with regard to his new produc-'
tions, "Potash and Perlmutter" an4j
"The Eternal City."
Goldwyn could not be reached for
a statement on Saturday.

connection

f-^^S

DAILV

Incorporations

Southwestern Notes

Enterprises,
Albany Dickinson
Inc.,
New York.
apital $150,000.
Attorneys,
Dean,
Fairbanks,
Obright & Hirsch, New York.

Brownsville,
Tex. Dave
Young
now has two theaters, with the lease
of the Dittman.
He also controls the

—

(

Vol

HV

Ho. 59

Price SCents

Monday. Sept. 10. 1923

Copyright 1923, Wid's
Inc.,

Published

71-73

West 44th

F"ilm

and Film Folks,
Saturday,

except

Daily

New

St.,

at

York, N. Y. by

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
J, W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

WID'S FILMS

Ubany

March

Terms (Postage

1879.

3,

United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10 00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,

— Forsyth

Operating Corp.,

New York. Capital $1,000. Attorney,
former State Senator J. Henry Walters, New York.
Albany

;

the act of

Monday, September

New

— Monogram

York.

Capital

At$50,000.
Hunt
Jackel,

Albany
rators, J.

Arena, amusements,
$10,000. IncorpoM. Young and L. M. Peck.
Capital

Attorney, G. M. Spencer..

—

Dreamland.

1603.

Albany

'Phone, Hollywood

Inc.,

—
—

Fox has changed the title of
Cook two-reeler from "No;
body's Fool" to "Wet and Weary."
Clyde

A E R

B

and Advertising lor Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

—

Dallas The Melba is again catering to children
only on
Saturday
The management has the
mornings.
backing of the Dallas Mothers' Council ami the Parents-Teachers Ass'n.

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

Lorui B/dg.

1540 Broadway

,

—

ton, Okla.
The case of a loexhibitor, who was arrested by
Sheriff Livingston for violation of
the Sunday closing law will be contested.

and

is

The orchestra was arrested
out on ball of $100.

— Potar

—

Amusement Co.,
Oklahoma City When the FederYork. Capital $10,000. At- al authorities announced a few weeks
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
torney I. Witkind, New York.
ago that the books of all theaters in
Wabash Ave.
Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas and
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
Albany
Potar Amusement Co., Southern Illinois would be examined
London, W. I.
Inc.,
New York. Capital, $10,000. to determine if the government had
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Incorporators, J. and L. Potar and been defrauded of admission tax reClichy.
Central
European Representative Interna- I. Witkind.
Attorney, I. Witkind, turns, many exhibitors thought it was
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slo- New York.
only a "scare," now, since the checkvakia), Wenzelplatz.
up is in full swing, these exhibitors
Albany Miller & Sherry Enter- think different.
prises, Inc., Newburgh, N. Y. Capital $5,000. Attorney, I. Miller, Brook6411 Hollywood Blvd.

1923

cal

— Rink

Brooklyn.

—

Law

York.

free)

THE FILM DAILY)

&

torneys, Chadbourne,

New

Pictures Corp.,

(Special to

10,

New

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

—

—

—

—

Quotations
High

Low

Close

Kod

East.

Not quoted

F. P.-L

76

74J4

17^

17
17

75

do pfd

^Joldwyn

Sales

....

XLoew's

17J4

lyn.
I

4,000

Motley Flint Here

Not quoted
Motley Flint of the
Pacific and
\7y2 600 Southwest Savings Bank, Los An17
600 geles and a director
in Selznick is
here from the coast.

{ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

FREE

for this "ad"
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at

Educational Exchange

SPIRIT"
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What The
The Hays

feature

entitled

"WIVES FOR SALE"

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

JOHN
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Williams Says He's With Fecke
The following wire has been received from "Big Boy" Williams,
dated Los Angeles:
"The Hirsh statement published in your
of August 30, is> unjust to me
and misleading to the trade.
For your information and the trade will you please say
I
have made three features for Frederick
publication

Herbst Prod., each one far superior to my
pictures with Hirsh.
Am now working on
fourth
Oct.

picture,
1st,

'Real

Action,'

for

and two other Western

tures for release before the

first

^xyUUvijfY? QosrnopoUtart

refea-

of the year.

am now under contract with Frederick
Herbst, pictures to be released by Geo. M.
A. Fecke."
I

COPKt

JT1U4.1

QUANTITY
ntpnceuaiont

Busy on the Warner Lot
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Warner plant
(Special to

SfERN P

RTISING CO*

j««l6$wt:T5o!rsT.

FOR RENT
Cutting

Room by Week

or

Month
Also Offices and Vault Space

Room

901

Phone

130

W.

46th
Bryant 6436

St.,

reserved

Editors Think
has prepared a sec-

of what newspaper ''picture editors and authors thinkof the
motion picture.
resume will be
published shortly in the columns.

lease

MOVII

we have

course of production a

office

ond analysis

the

.i>-"V I

in the

Please take notice that
in the

Cochrane Safe
from Tokio assures

the
safety of Tom Cochrane, representative for Famous in the Far East, his
wife and sister-in-law.

OUVENILE COMEDY

am

NOTICE TO THE TRADE

—

has eight companies at work. Some
minor scenes yet to be taken on
"Tiger Rose," will be finished soon,
while the rest of the picture is in the
cutting room.
"The Country Kid,"
is also near ready.
Ernst Lubitsch
is taking up quite a lot of space with
"The Marriage Circle," with many
elaborate Viennese scenes.
Wesley

Barry is busy working on "George
Washington, Jr.," "Conductor 1492,"
"Lucretia
Lombard"
"The
and
Camel's Back." are
production.

among

others

in

FILM LABS.
CRAFTSMEN
oirpo-nated

Irce
251
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'OTHER MEN'S DAUGHTERS"
THER

Men's Daughters,
a feature produced and
directed by Ben Wilson,
is added proof that good sense is
more important than millions and

No

awe-inspiring

sum was

spent

upon production nor were all the
greatest and most famous stars of
screendom cast for this picture.
It is

neither weird nor grotesque.

sincerity of purpose, greater than
artificial display.

Yet nothing of effort or money has
been

In this picture, which will be released by the Grand-Asher Distributing

October,

Corporation early in

may be

spared

to

make "Other

Mens Daughters**

a perfect

creation.

seen the harmo-

nious combination of an excellent

With Bryant Washburn and Ma-

famous

bel Forrest in the leading roles,

story

from the pen

novelist,

fine

of a

acting

by

distin-

guished stars, inspirational directing

and extremely

artistic

pro-

duction.

brilliant

vivid,

human appeal,

that interest

has been preserved in
edition.

its

screen

Nowhere is there the lav-

and gaudy show which taxes,
too greatly, the mind of the ob-

ish

server.

satisfying acting is

And

can be
added to a picture by the assembling of an accomplished supportassured.

ing cast

Because Evelyn Campbell, wrote
"Other Men's Daughters" with a

and

is

all

that

here in evidence.

Released by the Grand-Asher
Distributing Corporation at 15

West Forty-fourth street, New
York City. Foreign Rights Controlled

by the Apollo Trading

Corporation, 1600

Broadway,

New York City.

'OTHER MEN'S DAUGHTERS"
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"West

of the Water Tower,"
Hunter's
First
Paramount

Glenn
picture.

Aston— "The
Dame."
Broadway

Hunchback

— "The

Brooklyn

Strand

of

Notre

Hour."
Wise
"Three

Ele%'enth

—

Fools."

— "Mothers-in-Law."
Capitol— "Red Lights."
Central — "The Silent Command."
Cosmopolitan — "Little
Old New
York."
Criterion — "The Covered Wagon."
White
Forty-fourth
Street — "The
Sister."
Harris— "The Green Goddess."
Loews New York— Today— "Hollywood."
Tuesday— "Jacqueline" and "Second Hand Love."
Wednesday — "Rip
Thursday— "The Silent Partner."
—
Friday "Mine to Keep" and "The
Clean Up."
Lyric — "Rosita."
Rialto— "The Gold Diggers."
— "Ruggles of Red Gap."
Rivoli
Strand— "Why Worry."
Times Square— "If Winter Comes."

CRAMER-MIMS

Cameo

LIGHTS
TTieTfears

Great Mystery Play

Astor

Week
— "The Next
Hunchback

Notre

of

For Salt tu
HrafeUa Cine Equip. Co.

740 7th Ave.

New York

..''

Robert

TREAT 'EM ROUGH

FILMS WON'T SCRATCH
when

treated by the

Deny

Room

604

1416 Broadway, N. Y.

Xo

the

Famous

ART SUBTITLES
DIRECT POSITIVE TITLE

PRODUCTION

STILLS

re-

Process or

Unexcelled equipment

Hand

and

in

advertisements, our organizano way connected with the
Theater Owners Distributing Corporation.
No authority was given to
anyone to use our name in this con-

Lettered

facilities

Titles

possible

Art

Illustrations

which make

GUARAN-

Trailers and

TEED TWENTYFOUR HOUR SER-

Leaders

VICE.

nection.

Theaters, Inc., B. A.
Lucas, Treasurer, J. J. Rubens, Acting Secty."

Animation

Charles Brabin's Production

££inc^Glt*r&

-

a bictuAl

j

OF

in

"Midwest

celluloid used

{

re-

recent

is

j

Affiliation

The following wire has been
ceived by this publication:
"Contrary to statements made
tion

COUNSELL PROCESS

Kane Back
Kane of

Players production department,
turned from Europe Saturday.

Life Prolonged

Sprocket Holes Will Last

S.

Street

THE MOST COMPLETE
STUDIOS IN NEW YORK
FOR THE PRODUCTION

—

— "The Silent Command,"
tentative.
Cosmopolitan — "Little
Old New
York."
—
Criterion "The Covered W agon."
Forty-fourth
Street— "The White
Sister
—
Lyric "Rosita."
Strand — "Dulcy.
Times Square— "If Winter Comes."

W. 46th

ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF

Brooklyn Strand— "Why Worry."
Cameo "Mothers-in-Law."

T

REELS

148-150

Dame."
Central

WELDED WIRE

STUDIOS inc.

Tide.';'

a

f^QoLdwynr
ISosmopoutan

10,

On Broadway

Riley Hatch has been added to the
cast of

Monday, September

4>f fcCLMUOTL

rCjkAdimjty^ QosmopolitarL

AN INVITATION IS CORDIALLY EXTENDED TO
THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY TO INSPECT
OUR STUDIOS.
Phone Bryant 8738

—
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Film Conditions in Europe
As Seen By Lieber and Shauer

PRICES
By

Price 5 Cents

1923

11,

DANNY

never can

tell

Six Months' Earnings $1,891,048 or
$127,289 Less Than Same Period

Last Year

— Dividend

Declared

Famous Players-Lasky

In these days of soaring values.

When you

Drop

F. P. Profits

what's

And whether the saleswhat.
Europe "Not Sold"
man. Or the butler. Is doing Industry Doesn't Command Respect
Or perhaps
the most dodging.
There as Here, Robert Lieber
Found While Abroad
But there isn't any bunk
lying.
Xo sales manager That motion pictures in Europe
about this.

"A

Big Year Abroad"

Predicted by E. E. Shauer of Famous
Players New Arrangements for
Central Europe Promised

—

The

European

picture

industry

in

its

con-

solidated statement, which includes
the earnings of subsidiary companies
owned 90% or more, reports for the
six months ended June 30, 1923, net
operating profits of $1,891,048.15 after
deducting all charges and reserves for
Federal income and other taxes.

This total represents a drop of
have yet to acquire the dignity which stands on the threshold of what
they have attained in this country, promises to be the most successful $127,289 over the figures for the same
But John is the belief of Robert Lieber, presi- year in its history, in the opinion of period in 1922 when the net operating
dodged back of it.
Kunsky paid $28,000. Or there- dent of First National, who returned E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer of profits were $2,018,337. In 1921, the
Worry." last week from a three months' tour Famous Players, and director of the six months' earnings reached a total
For
abouts.
department, just returned of $3,078,697.
foreign
of Great Britain and the Continent.
What a figure for Detroit
He
After allowing the payment of divi"I find particularly," said Lieber, from a visit of several months.
Where will the end come?
"that the press still has an idea that was accompanied by Harold M. Pit- dends on the preferred stock, the
this business of ours is a sort of fly- man of the Paramount legal depart- above earnings are at the annual rate
"Why Worry" isn't the sort
by-night proposition that is going to ment and by Ike Blumenthal of the of $13.24 on the common stock outof picture that goes into a
standing.
pass beyond the horizon again. About Berlin office.
roll of honor.
But it climbs
since the war," sa'd
no
time
"At
asked
for
newspaperman
every
time
a
Yesterday the board of directors deway high on the bandwagon
an
interview
the first question he Shauer, "have the prospects for good clared the regular quarterly dividend
money
making
pictures.
of
fired at me was: 'Well, how long do business been as excellent as they are of $2 per share on the preferred stock,
There's many an exhibitor
you think this business of yours is today. I found a great improvement payable Nov. 1, to stockholders of
who would rather play it than
going to last?' I gladly took advan- in conditions over last year, and un- record at the close of business on Oct.
any of the many big striking
tage of the opportunity which was less all signs fail, all branches of the 15. The books will not close.
'productions now on Broadoffered
me at the banquet of the First industry are certain to enjoy an imway.
National convention in London last proved business during the coming
Bookings
Ingram Here With "Scaramouche"
month to give my answer publicly to twelve months.
"Perhaps the outstanding event of the new
Locally booking conditions aren't this question.
Rex Ingram arrived in town yesWe have the most season
to date has been the sensational sueterday from Los Angeles with a print
so happy with a lot of companies. The natural form of amusement for the
(Continued on Page 2)
of "Scaramouche."
(Continued on Page 2)
claim is made that some of the ring-

said

it

boastingly.

No

exhibitor

"Why

leaders

of the

and that

off,

T.O.C.C. are holding
consequence many

Seena Owen Sails Today
Seena Owen sails for Europe today

in

in the organization are following suit and waiting for a break

others

That may be good business
But it may prove dan-

in prices.
in

New

Igerous

York.

This

elsewhere.

time to be

finnicky

the

isn't

and play poker

This is the time to get
he big ones while you can.
But

for

to appear in a picture for Ideal Films,
Ltd.. which Henry Kolker will direct.
Miss Owen has just finished work in
"The Leavenworth Case," for Whitman Bennett-Vitagraph release.

Carrick Here

prices.

'.hat

doesn't

mean

to give

your

shirt

or them, either.
If

the Theater

Owners Dis-

tributing folk will kindly let

an

anxious
world know
what
product they have; or where it
is coming from it will save a
lot of people a lot of worry.

From England

A. B. Carrick, managing director of
Special Enterprises, Ltd., of London,
is in New York to place his product
Carrick
with state right exchanges.

lynn Leaves Goldwyn
E. Flynn, sales supervisor of the

International Congress,
Eastern division for Goldwyn-CosSlated for Paris Next Month
mopolitan,
has resigned.
Producers Uninterested

Toward

(Special Cable to

THE FILM DAILY)

London

consensus of opinion

— The

here relative to the international film
congress to be held in Paris in October seems to be that the plan does
not

A

to anything worth while.
few British exhibitors may at-

amount

tend but

the

majority of producers

Loew Summonded by T. O. C. C.
Marcus Loew has been summoned
to appear before the" board of directors of the T. O. C. C. on Sept. 21 to
explain why his organization settled
with the operators despite a resolution
binding all T. O. C. C. members to
act as one on the problem.

England
and distributors here are professing
using American directors and Amerino interest in it at all.
can players.
states

A

he

is

producing

in

Billion In Capital

Invested in This Business, Says R.
W. Saunders in "Bankers' MagBill Fox was so worried Sunday
azine"
Some interesting points with referlie
couldn't
golf.
Marcus Loew
ence to the banking phases of the inlouldn't sleep!
Ben Moss so agidustry are presented by Richard W.
lated he almost fainted. All of which Saunders, Comptroller Famous PlayInight be true. But it was not. Even ers-Lasky Corp., and formerly cashComthe T.Q.CC
^threatens;
disbar- ier of the National Bank'of
in the Banker's
York,
merce
in
New
(jietit to these gentlemen because of
Magazine out today.
leir actions.
What has the teapot?
In many respects Saunders tells of
"hey have framed the tempest.
(Continued on Page 4)

WORRYING?

.

|

England Luke-warm

Handicap Changes
Planned For Fall Film Golf Tournament—The Big Event Only One

Week

Off

Now

Kane Found Europe Quiet
Production activities and the advance in the manufacture of pictures
in foreign studios present no cause
for worry to American producers, according to Robert T. Kane, production

chief for

Famous

Players,

who

from abroad on Saturday.
The Committee in
in general rather
rangements for the Fall Film Golf Kane found things
the other side and declared
on
quiet
on
conferring
been
has
Tournament
event
dif- that by far the most interesting
a new system of handicapping. A
occurred in England while he
which
upon,
decided
been
has
system
ferent
there was the opening of "The
the details to be published in tomor- was
Wagon" in London Kane
Covered
issue.
row's
one
was one of the most
exactly
premiere
just
is
said the
The big event
and was talked
in
kind
auspicious of its
week off. The entries are coming
charge

(Continued on Page 3)

of

ar-

returned

about tremendously.

THE

•3&m

DAILV

"A

Big Year Abroad"
Page

(Continued from

1)

Wagon' on its
London Pavilion

scored by 'The Covered
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Quotations
High

Kod. .105

F P-L

Low

Coldwyn
'

Sales

Close

200

105

105

76*4

75/2

17

17

7Sy4

3,300

Not quoted

do pfd
...

16/2

Loews

mount

special

as

rapidly

preliminary ar-

as

rangements can he completed.

"The

leasing of the

London

Pavilion, Tivoli,
Palace and Empire theaters by leading
American producers and distributors for
first run showings of big pictures marks a
new step forward in the British film industry,
perhaps the most important since the war.
More attention is being paid to the elevation
of the screen to the important position it
demands in an artistic theatrical sense and it
will also bring about a new era of exploitation in Great Britain which will have a tremendous effect upon the growth of the business during the coming years.

"Distributing
conditions
are
becoming
more nearly normal, with the completion of
a
number of new theaters, and before
the year
will

is over our British release schedule
be on about the same basis as in the

United States.

—

Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

East.

opening Sept. 5th, at the
before one of the most distinguished audiences of theater-goers which has ever greeted
a motion picture.
Everywhere I went, everyone was eager to see what they call the great
American picture.
"Arrangements will be made shortly for
the opening of the picture in Paris, and other
Kuropean capital cities will see this Para-

W/

2

17

100

\6y2

800

"One

many improvements which imgreatly was the wonderful spirit
I found in business circles in the Central
European countries, Czecho-Slovakia, Austria
and Hungary, where the work of regeneration
is
already well underway.
The people are
cheerful, business is improving and money
has
become stabilized.
Everywhere
in
Prague, Vienna and Budapest I found the
people working with a will for the rebuilding
of their countries.
As a result of this great
improvement in conditions we expect to announce shortly new arrangements for the distribution of Paramount Pictures in this terpressed

of the

me

ritory."

(Continued from Page 1)
people that has ever been given to
the world, and I don't care who the
man is, let me know him, and I will
entertain him with the cinema.
in Europe, and this holds true
Scandanavian countries as well as
in England, that the industry has not succeeded in 'selling' itself to what might be

"I find also
the

in

termed, for
higher ups'

the
of a
better term,
society, and as a result this

lack
in

amusement
same sort

of ours is not treated with the
of consideration that is given it
States.
"I went into a few theaters in Gothenburg,
Stockholm and Christiania and I was really
surprised at the excellence of their amusein

t

lie

ment houses.

While the theaters are older
and not as large as the better houses in the
United States, yet from a standpoint of
beauty and upkeep they can well be included among good houses.
"Unfortunately I saw very few Swedish
theaters in operation because in that country
and in Norway the theaters generally close
during the short summer period. I find that
the average Scandanavian is so intent upon
making the best of his short summer that
indoor amusements have no chance.
"In England I find that the theaters, generally
speaking, are not as good as in
Sweden. It is evident, from an examination
of
British building restrictions before the
war, that England at that time did not recognize the necessity of good theaters as
clearly as Sweden.
Consequently, when building operations stopped in 1914, the British
had not advanced as far as had the Scandinavian countries.
There is, however, a
strong tendency to build at the present time,
and just before leaving London I visited a
new house in the suburbs, a theater with
nearly 3,000 seats, built by a man who
thoroughly understands the motion picture
business in its present day stage.
"In proof of my first observation that the
screen has not been recognized as a perI

for Fight

Next
Tom Mix, a great admirer and
The Beautiful Cloak Model" warm friend of Jack Dempsey. is now
will be Emmett J. Flynn's next pro- in Saratoga en route to New York
duction for Goldwyn. The exteriors to attend the Dempsey-Firpo fight.
will be made in the East.
Betty Blythe Home Soon
(Special
Today
to THE FILM DAILY)
Meeting
C.
No T. O. C.
London
its
Betty Blythe has comhold
not
will
C.
The T. O. C.
regular meeting today because of the pleted her contract with Graham
"Nellie," Flynn's

could

and dignified institution

number

of

opinions

of

prominent men, all of which belittle the
screen.
But this will, of course, change even
as it is changing today."

petition in bankruptcy has be
Elfelt
filed against Clifford
S.
M0,
Roger Fcni, with a claim of $24

Lewis Allen Browne $1000 and Mad
Bordigon $37
The petitioners!
claim he has left the state and that
the office force has not been paid fori
eline

'.

I

recent services.
Elfelt recently announced a series'
of eight Jane Thomas Prod, for which
Browne was to prepare several stories.
Ferri, former state right editor
of the M. P. World, resigned to become Elfelt's manager of distribution.
Elfelt is understood to be in Los

Angeles.

Hartford Musicians Granted Increase
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hartford, Conn.
An increase of
$5 for musicians in picture houses
and $8 for those playing in Vaudeville
theaters has been granted. The new
agreement also calls for shorter
working hours.

— Beekman

Phone

9091

111ifSSkTSCT*. y,

insurance experts
to the theatrical and
motion picture industry

Nellie

EASTMAN

—

Jewish holiday, but
day instead.

will

many

Mclntyre Safe
R. E. Mclntyre, Famous Players'
Tokio representative is safe in Japan,

according to word

home

received

at

the

office.

Flaherty Ready To Shoot
Paramount has received a letter
from David T. Flaherty, brother of

Robert J. Flaherty, producer
N'anook of the North," reporting

of

exhibitors attended.

Sees a

Boom

Howard Fstabrook

To

Season
declared

yesterday the industry will have a great
season because the production end
is concentrating as
never before on
one thing, the story. He says books
and plays will be adapted from pictures as well as pictures adapted from

books and plays.

filming of his South Sean "Nanook."

Friars See "Green Goddess"
Friars Club was the guest of
.Arthur S. Friend and Wells Hawks
at a showing of "The Green Goddess"
Friend, who is president
last night.
of Distinctive and Sydney Olcott,
who directed the picture, are both

Here for Premiere of Play
Frank T. Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnston (Mrs Dazey), are in
new York for the premiere of "Peter
Weston" tonight. The Dazeys are
very well-known on the coast as
scenarists and authors of original
stories, and have done considerable

work

Friars.

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

fine

progress on the preparations for the

The

POSITIVE FILM

meet Thurs- Wilcox Prod., and will leave for the
States soon.
She was guest of honor at a banquet last week, at which

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

recently for Preferred.

Epstein to Assist Smith
E. G. Epstein, former service manager at the Philadelphia Universal

exchange, has been appointed assistant to Edwin J. Smith, general sales

manager

at

the

home

office.

Harry

Bernstein, former Buffalo manager,
has been appointed manager of the

contract
office.

department

at

the

home

1923

A

—

stabile
cite any

11,

Action Against Elfelt

Europe "Not Sold"

manent and

Mix Coming

Tuesday, September

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE
esday,

September

11,

Handicap Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
reat shape. It's not too late tor the

to get aboard the joyAll that is necessary at the
nent is to forward your name to
and
e member of the committee

ones

iy
;

on.

committee will do the rest,
he complete list of the golfers and
A.

:»,

S.,

Metro.

Bert, C. B. C.

r,

?• S Jack, Film Daily.
son, Al., Truart Prod,
mann, J .G., Preferred Pictures

'.

ate,

C., Graham, Vitagraph.
Cont.
ityn, J. C, Brit.

&

Corp.
Gus, Rex Laboratory
United Artists
A.,
F.
1,
Pictures
ty, Jerome, Preferred
oft, James, Exhibitors' Herald
Co.
on, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch
an, Harry, F. B. O.
Inc.
Loew's,
;tein, David,
Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
dell George, Exhibitors Trade Review
berg, Milton, Reuben Samuels,
iding
i,

&

"

Alexander R., Stanley Co.
ord, A. M., Famous Players
is, Edgar, Pathe
Louis, First Nat'l.

t,

George, Universal.

n,

Charles
•ron,

on,
n,

C, Mastodon

Films, inc.

Rudy, Lambs' Club,

Tom, Universal

News

Emanuel, Pathe
Jack, C. B. C.

,

n,

Julius,

N. Y. American

Milton, Inter-Globe Export,
'an, Jack, Agfa Co.
jford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Inc.
e, Henry, Creske-Everett,
James A., Exhibitors Trade Review
ny," Film Daily
Harvey, Internat'l News.
M, C. W., Youngstown, O.
lis, Ed., Exhibitors Trade Review
a,

I

i,

James W.,

Du

Eschmann, E. A., Asso. First Nat'l.
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Co.
Feist. Felix, Schenck Prod.
Ferber, Jack. Lakevvood, N. J.
Fields Seymour, Eggers Photo Engraving.
Fox, William, Fox Film
Frank, W. B., Pathe
Franklin, H. B .Famous Players
Fuller, Paul M.. Pathe
Gallup, G. B., Asso. First Nat'l
Gaylor, E. S., Morgan Litho Co.
Rothacker Mfg. Co.
Gill, W. S
E. K., M. P. News
Foster
Ginsberg, H., Preferred Pictures

Gillett,

Gilroy,

follows:

fers

DAILY

1923

Pont Co.

Glucksmann, Jacobo
Goetz, Ben, Erbograph Laboratory
Goetz, Harry M., Erbograph Co.
Golden, E. A., Metro, Boston
Grainger, Jas., Goldwyn
Greene, J. I., Theatre Owners Dis. Corp.
Grey, Albert L., D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal

Ham, Wallace W., Vitagraph
Hayward, Leland, United Artists
Hedwig, W. K., Rex Laboratory
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artists
Hoffman, M. H., Truart Prod.
HoweUs, D. P.
Hum, H. H., W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
Humm, John, Pathe
Hurst, W. O., Whitman Bennett Prod.
Jacobson,
Johnston,

Kane,
Kane,
Kane,
Kann,

Reckless

A.,

M.

P.

News

Arthur S., Asso. Exhibitors
A. S. Jr., Asso. Exhibitors

R. T., Famous Players
Maurice, Film Daily
Kaufman, H., Metro, N. Y. Exchange
Kearney, Pat, Preferred Pictures
Kent, S. R., Famous Players
Klein, Edward L.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players
Kohn. Stuart M., Howells Sales Co.
Kracht, Clem, M. P. World
Lachenbruch, Morton, 42 Broadway
Lesser, Irving, M., Principal Pictures
Lesser, Myron L., Distinctive Prod.
Lcvinson, J. A., 565 5th Ave.
Lewis, Edgar, Hotel Woodstock
Lewis, Harry, 200 West 42nd St.
Lichtman, Al., Preferred Pictures
Loew, Arthur, Loew's Inc.
Loew, David, Loew's, Inc.

The Whirlwind

A

Lou

Wm.

of Action

Lownes, A., Dura Film Protector Co.
Lynch, E. C, Pathe

McGovern.

Chas., 130

W.

Michigan Exhibitors on
(Special to

46th St.

—

Detroit

MacMahon, John, N. Y. American

Way

THE FILM DAILY)
W. S. McLaren,

Phil

Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
Marr, Allan D., Asso. Exhibitors
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Marin, Ned, Distinctive Prod.
Massce, William, 115 Broad St.

Glenn
Cady,
Claude
Cross, Fred Delodder, A. J. Kleist
and H. M. Richey, of the M. P. T.
O., of Michigan, left for New York

Mastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.
Mersereau, Don, Film Daily
Merrill, Charles E., Pathe

yesterday.
They will stop at the
Astor. McLaren and Richey will
confer with officials at the Hays
The others will attend to peroffice.
sonal business.

Milligan, Jim,
Mitchell, Fred,

M.

Gleichman,

World

P.

Loew's Inc.
Mooney, Paul C, Mayer Prod.
Moore, Tom, Moore's Theaters, Wash.
Morgan, Oscar, Famous Players
Moyer, Charles E., United Artists

Many Things to Be Discussed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — Many important discus-

Nacht, Aaron, Asso. Exhibitors
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.
Palmer, S. D.. Famous Players
Parsons, P. A., Pathe
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe
Pettijohn, C.

C, M.

sions will take place at the forthcoming convention of the State exhibitor organization to be held Sept. 2526.
It is the plan of the unit to have
the two Senators and State Congressmen at the meeting to discuss with
them the music tax situation from an
exhibitor's viewpoint so that the legislators can become familiar with the
situation.
The non-theatrical situati6n will also be "aired."

P. P. D. A., Inc.

Pope, Frank
Price, Burr, Distinctive Pictures
Quigley, Martin J., Exhibitors' Herald
Reiben, Sam, Reiben Film Corp.
Reichenbach, Harry, Sam Goldwyn Prod.
Riley, W. J., Cine Mundial
Ritchey, J. V„ Ritchey Litho.
Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
Rothstein, Nat G„ F. B. O.
Samuels, Reuben. Reuben Samuels, Inc.
Sanders, Laurence H.
Schlesinger, M. B.
Schlesinger, Morris
Schmidt, Artie,
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
Schwab, Jules, Great Neck
Schwartzman, Sam, Preferred Pictures
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Smith, J. Boyce, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Smith, E. L.,
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Stebbins, Arthur, Reuben Samuels
Sternberg, Lester, Film Daily
Storey, John E., Pathe
Theiss,

(Special to

Bridgeport

—

It is

reported that dis-

amounting

crepancies

many

to

thousands of dollars, have been found
on the books of theaters in this section,

and especially

in

this

by

city,

Federal authorities who are
checking up in tax returns. In most
cases it has been found out that thethe

John H., Dupont Co

Waite. Stanley, Pathe
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily
Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carlton Pictures
Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory
Zierler,

New England
THE FILM DAILY)

Agents Active in

aters

owners deliberately

failed to

pay

admission taxes, although some neglected to make payments through
carelessness.

Sam; Commonwealth Film

and Spectacular

Thrill

Romance

and a Riot of
Great big laughs
featuring

WALLY VAN
Patsy Ruth Miller and Alec B. Francis

And

OH

BOY!!

what

EXPLOITATION
Get the Press Books— there are three of them

ALL CRAMMED FULL
GETTING
Directed by

Robert

J.

Thornby

IT'S

of

stunts

—

BIG - EASY - MONEYand

tie-ups.

A HODKINSON PICTURE

THE

DAILY

A

A

Billion In Capital

(Continued from Page 1)
operations regarding mofinancial
tion
from an elementary
pictures

viewpoint, hut among the interesting
observations that lie makes ar> included the following:
"The use

moiion picture industry

tin-

of

nothing

from

eighth

'°

among

place

the

industries of the country in about ten years,

one of the great business romances. * *
"Today motion pictures are one of the
principal recreations of over 30 per cent

is

the people, with capital invested in this
country well over a billion, including over
Their value in spreading
20,000 theaters.
information can be contrasted with the fact
that against these 20,000 theaters there are
2,500 daily newspapers and 4.000 public
of

*

libraries.

"

*

"Experienced executive
at

ability

must begin

the very start in the selection of the story

to be produced, for the public taste

is

tickle

and must be gauged some months ahead.
Sometimes western dramas are the vogue.
with quick changes to society, Oriental, costume, or other types, and as a picture takes
about four weeks in preparation, six weeks
in filming, and another month or two before
it

actually released, the decision to invest

is

sum

a large

in

production must be based

its

on good judgment."

He

expense is a
vital one, for the cost of pictures has been
steadily mounting from a few thousand dollars per picture until now the average is
Several facnearer two hundrded thousand.
the increased cost of
tors have caused this
the 'rights,' which means of course larger

"The question

says,

of

;

remuneration

author

the

to

cost

salaries,

of

increased

;

materials,

etc.

star

The high

are not mythical, but
as the situation now stands, are governed
by the law of supply and demand. The public is still in the throes of hero or heroine
paid

salaries

Danger Relative
Saunders says:

iiu

"i

pari

BORtM

to

"There

is

directors

tendency on
to outdo other
a

companies or other directors and make large
There is a market
and imposing spectacles.
for a certain number of these, but they constitute one of the dangers oi the industry.
If the
cost of any picture is moderate it
can nearly always be recovered whether the
picture is a distinct success or not, but
to recover on a high cost picture it must
Bankers called
be a pronounced success.
upon for a loan on a negative, or to finance
one picture only, may be amply protected
and
it
the picture has been properly made
It should
the amount loaned is in reason.
be remembered, however, that throughout
the entire theatrical business there is a doctrine of averages.
It used to be thought that
if
one out of five pictures was a 'knockout'
it
was a good average, but this has improved
somewhat.
No one can tell whether a picture will be a success or not, and money
alone will not make it one.
There must be
an indefinable something about it that reaches
large company,
therefore,
the public.
turning out a greater number of pictures
is in a much stronger financial position, as
not only can it more easily take care of a
few mediocre pictures, but because of its
experience, is mere likely to avoid the kind
of picture that does not become a popular
success.
large company is provided with
statistics
and charts showing the results
by
directors, by kinds of pictures
by stars,
and by groups and barring on occasional

A

A

avoid having many mediocre
pictures, while at the same time, most of
its product will achieve pronounced success.
*
The cost of this picture remains
the inventory until its "release,' which
in
means the day on which it will be generally played throughout the country, which
date is set by the distribution department
on its 'release-schedule.'
A 'pre-release' is
miscue,

can

made, usually in a Broadway house.
As soon as the picture is released the cost
begins to be depreciated monthly
50 per
often

—

cent in ninety days, 80 per cent within a
year, and 100 per cent in two years, this
ratio being the same as the expected cash
However, the depreciation is made
returns.
irrespective of the returns, and it follows
that the inventory of a picture company
need never be revised as it is reduced automatically."
.

.

stars

to

Relative to Distribution
.Saunders says:
"Sometimes the distributing is done Under a trade name
for example,
the T'antous Players use the name "Paramount." which to exhibitors and the public
means more than the company name itself.
The advertising and general excellence of
the product have given
the name 'Paramount' a value so large it would be difficult
to overstimate it, but it certainly would run
into many millions of dollars.
;

worship

and

pictures

of

to the

looks

its

favorite

of stars

list

for

is

and
stars.

patronizes

The

the

addition

surprisingly small con-

candidates and this
of those who
The picture
have attained public approval.
companies therefore protect themselves by
specifying
contract
usual
the
contracts,
This
future options at increased figures.

number

the

sidering

naturally

keeps

of

up the value

inducement to the star to give
and thus bring about the
exercising of the option which misconduct
A large company with a
would prevent.
also

is

an

satisfactory service

number

of

stars

is

therefore

better able

to

Withstand the loss of one or more without
The answer to the
injury to its product.
star question will probably be more all-star
plays, with a gradual cultivation of public

toward the story rather than the individual player."
And concludes by declaring that "the budget plan now in effect
under which a certain sum is assigned for
taste

production of each picture, including story
cost and overhead, together with a thorough
understanding between
the
executives
in
charge and the director, is bringing about

good
•

results.

• "W,. might say a word here about
the general criticism of the pictures produced.
Motion pictures are almost entirely an amusement for the masses or majority of people.
They do not want 'high-brow' pictures but
do appreciate good wholesome entertainment.
Some critics rave over "better pictures,"
but when the Famous Players for example,
produces a beautiful Peter Ibbetson or Sentimental Tommy the response barely pays
for the production.
There is a sincere desire
on the part of the producers to respond to
any helpful suggestions and, in their own
hearts, there is the urge to put their industry at the top oi the ladder, but to produce only that class of picture would bring
disaster to any company that tried it."

•

"An

interesting
variation
of
usual
the
of pricing is that the value of a
picture so far as its revenue is concerned
does not depend upon the cost.
A picture
costing a hundred thousand dollars may conceivably bring in a revenue in excess of one
costing twice that amount.
The general
method is for the experienced executives of
the sales department, after careful study of
each picture, to place a 'quota' upon it
based upon what they believe the gross re-

methods

turns will be.

"Prices are also rated according to 'first
run.' etc,, the larger revenues coming from
run productions in the larger cities.
first
Regard is also paid to the different sections
of the territory, but the sales department
conscientiously tries on the one side to
bring in sufficient revenue to the company,
and on the other, to so price the pictures
that the exhibitor will be satisfied with the
profit he makes.
Sometimes a picture will
prove much more popular than originally
anticipated and the exhibitors will 'clean up.'
"Long before the release date the exchange
salesmen have been visiting the theaters and
contracting with the exhibitor for one or
more pictures, for which a contract is signed
and a cash deposit made.
Could these contracts be recorded in the company's financial
statement as 'receivables,' they would make
a formidable item, for as a rule they are
considerably more than the company inventory.
Many hundreds of contracts are
signed before a picture is even started. Many
exhibitors take a producer's entire product,
which they are only too glad to do as it
insures their getting a constant flow of pictures from a producer in whom they have
confidence, attached as it generally is, with
national advertising.
The picture industry
now ranks nineteenth among national adver*"
tisers. • *
,

As

Production Cost

Tuesday^ September

"Woman

to Exhibition

of Paris"

(Special to

Saunders then relates at some length the
various problems of distribution and distribution charges, touches upon the foreign situation and then gets into the question of the
exhibition phases of producing and distributing companies, saying in part

Los

1

Premiere

S

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles

dramatic

first

11,

— Charles

Cha

"A Woma

film,

Edna Purviance
premiere at the openir

Paris," featuring

have

its

new

the

Criterion.

chief reason why a production or distribution company is interested in the ownership or control of a limited number of theaters is the very natural one in all corporations of being able to be sure of an outlet for its diversified product.
By controlling
theaters in key cities there is an influence
upon all the exhibitors in the vicinity that
seems to be necessary, and a successful run
in such key city increases the value of the
picture to the local exhibitor considerably.
It should be noted, however, that a monopoly
is
hardly possible in this business because
no producer can deal with all exhibitors.

"The

One

theater

in

each

place

F

CARBONS CO
BE MADE BETT

"BIO"
WOULD

STILL

I

THE BEST
M. G. Felder

Sale.

DISTRIBUTORS

1540

BROADWA

NSW YORK,

N. Y

must be given

first run privilege and after the run is
over a certain time elapses before any theaters can have the second run.
This means,
of course, that the other theaters must secure
their first run product elsewhere, and this
fact alone would seem to be a positive and
natural protection to all exhibitors."

the

FOR SALE
Burke and James camera wit
six magazines, tripod and a:
light.

In conclusion Saunders says
"There are
a few other points of which bankers should
have knowledge, one being the definition of
'residual value.'
The inventory consists of
pictures

(1)

in

process,

those

(2)

SILVERMAN

Apply H.

:

729 7th Ave.

finished

awaiting release, and (3) those released which
have not yet been depreciated 100 per cent,
in the manner referred to above.
Some of
the latter will have been released one month,
others twenty-three months, and the sum

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

total of these released pictures makes up
the 'residual value.'
Each month some part
of each of these will be depreciated, although
of course, new pictures will continue to be
added, but at the end of two years each
individual picture has been fully depreciated.

Studio*

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11

In the inventory also are the (4) positive
which are depreciated within one
While the life of a picture is thus indicated as two years, revenue keeps coming
This
in sometimes for five or more years.
asset, which does not appear on the books,
may easily run to a very large figure.

East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

prints,
year.

Executive Available

"It has been often said, and with reason, that if a picture company composed of
production and distribution departments decided to liquidate, it could cut off its production and in time, through the continued
rental of the pictures already made, work out
its

complete

truth

in

this

liabilities.

There

is

a

lot

their

make
Tax

employed and accounting firms
like Price, Waterhouse & Company, whose
senior partners have had much to do with
are

the construction of the accounting methods,
are freely consulted. * * *

No Longer

a Gold

Mine

however, any longer to be regarded as a gold mine with tremendous
It is now on a proper business
earnings.
basis with a reasonable earning power, which
it
is hoped will be strengthened as methods
"It

is

not,

'turn-over' and other improvements
made.
There will need to be adjustments between the producer and exhibitor
and more than all there will need to be a
better understanding between them, but just
as soon as they do reach a common ground
of discussion and realize that each is perof

faster

are

fectly

willing

reasonable

that

return

the other
that

and

should make a
they are both

working for a common goal, the chief unsettled conditions which exist at the present
time will 'have been avoided.
To all appearances this is not far distant, and the
work of Mr. Will Hays and others who have
the industry at heart is now beginning to
bear fruit.

"What

is really needed in the industry tofor producers, distributors and exhibitors to trust each other a little more.
Now that bankers are becoming interested
more and more, their level headed conservatism is bound to have its influence."

day

is

missions for

branches of th

all

industry.

statement.

lating sales, compare prices, and in
auditing, checking and all other work,
use of all successful modern devices.

leaving

for
coast
points il
shortly
available for additional com

of

"This brief summary of the scope of the
industry will enable us to understand the
accounting and executive sides.
It is not
too strong a statement to state that any
strong motion picture company compares
with that of any other
in
its organization
modern business.
They have freely drawn
upon banking and other lines for executives,
with
consult
freely
their
executive
and
financial committees, make use of charts and
other statistical data, use machines for tabu-

experts

Well known executive

Box
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SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
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most
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Shows Increase of $50,000 Over July, M. P. T. O.
President
1922— Total for Month Reaches
this

There is
loment probably the very great-

occurrence indicative of what
an be accomplished by a sellng organization. Famous Playrs-Lasky is straining every tenion to make a record showing
or the month of September,
uid is accomplishing a feat
/hich will stand for some time
There is every ins a record.
ication that during the month
September Famous Players
f
•ill run its paid and played busiess to over $4,000,000.' Efforts
re being made to excel this
st

gure.

A

Staggering Figure

What

a staggering
'hink for a moment

—

figure
it

is

A.— Sparrow

this

(Special to

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

Support of

— Admission

taxes colof July, as

lected during the month
reported through the Treasury Department, totaled $5,140,506, as compared with $4,620,893 in the same

month

of 1922. This was
for July of this year, of
$500 000.

an increase,

more than

The special tax on theaters, museums, and circuses returned $813,147.02 to the Government during the
month, compared with $746,397.10 a
year ago.
This was an increase of
more than $65,000.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— George

B. Sparrow, of
Montreal, was elected the first president of the Canadian Division of the
M. P. T. O. of A., at its organization
meeting in the Mount Royal Hotel,
when practically 100 representatives
were present from the United States
and from the various Canadian Provinces, from Manitoba to Nova Scotia.
Mr. Sparrow is vice-president of His
Majesty's Theater, a legitimate house
of Montreal, and president of the J.
B. Sparrow Theatrical and Amusement Co., Ltd., which is identified
with the operation of theaters in Mon-

Montreal

Newspapers Critics Air Their Views
Regarding Features and ComLloyd Boosted
edies

—

The second batch

of opinions of
authors and newspaper critics of motion pictures, has just been distributed
to producers by the Hays office. This
publication has collated the views of
the newspaper critics and presents
them below. The views of the authors were not collected for obvious

reasons.

Hays, in his communication to the
writers and critics, impressed upon
them that their views would be held
confidential, so no names can be
offered. But it may be said that they
In noting the
are from all sections.
opinions it should be borne in mind
that in some sections, particularly in
treal and Quebec.
the smaller cities, the newer releases
Madiproprietor
of
the
Brady,
C.
J.
have not yet reached these communibeen
Toronto,
who
has
son theater,
part explains the selecpresident of the Motion Picture Ex- ties, which in
hibitors Protective Assn. of Ontario tions.
Naturally, none of the important
for years, and who has also been
current releases of Broadway are in(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

As

noted, admission taxes for the
year ending June, 1923 totaled
$70,148,480 or a decrease of $3,236,
475 over the previous fiscal year. This
does
not
necessarily
mean that
(Continued on Page 2)
fiscal

is!

almost as

as some concerns do in a year,
ertainly it is a quarter of what its
earest competitor shows signs of
Ding in the entire year, and a trifle
nder a third of what another very
Incidentally
rge company will do.
is a trifle under a half of what anther large concern anticipates doing,

Lieber in

mch

"The Covered Wagon" is not
eluded in this sales drive, and Faious expects "The Covered Wagon"
gross upwards into the millions,
et

>ad

showings included.
Credit

Due

Chiefly to Sidney R. Kent,

an unusually efficient sales
manager. To his special aides.
To an advertising department
xvhich works hand and glove
with

the

sales

machine strongly perfected
to sell pictures of a class.
And last, but most important,
production
department
a
which for general average
consistency ranks high.

The Award
There

have

been

Paramount

National, who hurried home after his
return from Europe last week, is back

HANDICAPS

in

In an effort to bring about a better time, and better
golf, the Committee in charge of the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, has decided upon a new basis of handicapping the players.

This plan will not necessitate the careful attention
to properly matched foursomes but will permit players to practically choose any partner they desire.
All play will be figured on the basis of 27 holes.
Every player will be placed in a class his proper division being found by averaging all his past scores
and those divisions or classes will be as follows

—

Class A.

.

.

B..

C.
D..

70—
80—
85—
90—

.

.

.

.

E..

.

80
85
90
95

Class F.

.

.

100—105

.

prize that every man is working
r is to
keep from his manager's
sk the large, handsome engraved
mbstone which will go to the divi-

making the poorest showing.
ad remain there for a year.
ey are fighting to drive this tomb>ne on some other fellow's desk!
>n

How

Handicaps

will only apply

The committee
to

like

count

this

—not

18.

Monday

Ambassador, by "Eph"

was

entertainat the
Asher of the

night

Sennett organization.

Rush

George

accompanied

Flint

East.

"Pop" Lubin Dead
THE FILM DAILY)
Lubin,
City Siegmund
Atlantic
better known as "Pop" Lubin, one of
(Special to

—

the pioneers of the motion picture industry, died here yesterday afternoon.

during the past seven or eight
years has practically been out of the
business.

first,

St.

on the low gross and low
cup.

going

remember 27 holes

Louis Split

of Difficulties Between Skouras
Brothers and Koplar Interests
Missouri Film Folk
The long threatened split between
Harry Koplar and Spyros Skouras
and a dissolution of the St. Louis

Talk

THE FILM DAILY

— But

ed at dinner

.

feels that all participants are

arrangement

financiers of the Coast,

ure, but

Division winners will be figured on their gross score.
net and runner up cups and

Motley Flint Entertained
Motley Flint, one of the leading

"Pop" Lubin in the early days of
was an outstanding fig-

There will be three prizes for each division,
second and booby.

eeks galore.
But this is a Paraount month.
There are prizes for
e best record, of course.
But the

town.

the business,

I.... 122— 130
.130 and above
J.

95—100

.

.

G.... 105— 112
H.... 112— 122

r

al

Town

Robert Lieber. president of First

department.

A

Worse

Best and
Elected

Distributing Organization

$5,140,506

happening at

of

— Pledges

DANNY

Price 5 Cents

1923

Canada Joins

July Business Better

BUSINESS

12,

—

Amusement Company, which

controls

neighborhood houses in St,
Louis seems certain, and St. Louif
filmdom is momentarily expecting a^
official confirmation of this news.

some

14

(Continued on Page 2)

THE

l&U*^
Canada

Best and

Joins

(Continued from Page 1)
prominently identified with the
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Directors
lows:

were

appointed

as

fol-

—

Ontario Harry Alexander, M. Geand H. Oinsler of Toronto; Fred
Guest of Hamilton; Mayor .1. A. Cooper of
Huntsville and J. Coplan of the Princess, Ottawa For Quebec A. Denis. Montreal, and
T.
D. Rouchard. member of the Quebec
Legislature for St. Hyacinthe; For Maritime Provinces F. G. Spencer, St. John, N.
B., and J.
McAdam, Halifax, N. S. For
Manitoba W. Kershaw of Winnipeg, president of the Manitoba Exhibitors Association,
The Proand J. McNichol of Winnipeg.
vinces of British
Columbia, Alberta and
Saskatchewan were not represented and no
officers were
elected for those
districts.
Three more vice-presidents are to be elected
as well as a representative from the Province of Ontario on the Board of Directors
of the M. P. T. O. to speak for the Canadian
division.
H. S. Ross, K. C. Montreal, was
appointed legal adviser to the Canadian

For

hertig

—

;

—

—

The only woman

at the convention
Toronto, editor of the
Moving Picture Digest, which was made official organ of the Canadian Division.

branch.

was Ray

Lewis

of

Important visitors and officials at the
Canadian
convention included
Sidney S.
Cohen, National president of the M. P. T.
O., Harry Berman, New York, general sales
manager of the Film Booking Offices; R. F.
Woodhull, president of M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey; Charles Whitehurst, Baltimore; J.
M. Seider, East Orange, X. J., Harry Davis,
Pittsburgh, A. J. Moeller and Howard Smith
Buffalo.

of

resolution

was adopted

in

which the Can-

members pledged support to the TheaOwners Dist. Corp., National Motion Picture Day, Monday, 19, was also approved.
The annual convention of the Canadian Division of the M. P. T. O. is to be held in
May, 1924.
Another conference is to be

adian
ter

Page 1)
suffered a decline
in that period, since the total amount
of revenue taken in by the Government from all sources dropped $575,705,885, thus indicating a drop in all
businesses.
(Continued from

amusements only

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

"YANKEE SPIfclT"
OUVEH1LZ COMEDY

held shortly in Toronto, Ontario, to arrange
lurther details.
Canadian directors are to
hold meetings each month.

Sidney Cohen spoke on the movement toward "centralized control" of the moving
picture industry and declared that the M.
relentlessly oppose this.
Film rental prices and alleged distribution
discrimination came in for discussion and
President Cohen declared that the enactment
had been prevented and
of vicious laws
several unjust taxes had been revoked as a
result of the activity of the M. P. T. O.
He pointed to excessive taxes in Canada and
declared that moving pictures were to be
classed as an economic necessity and not
at a luxury such at theatrical performances
lor which the admission prices ran to S3.
i\

T.

O.

would
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Cosmopolitan Wins Test Case
(Special to
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"Down

to the Sea in Ships" and "Only 38," PAGEANT OF BATHING BEAUTIES
ATLANTIC CITY— Girls from 75 cit;
are equal favorites as "the best fea- take part in big display of femine beauty.
tures" selected from the 54 critics ARMY AIR SERVICE SINKS OLD BA
TLESHIPS—
New Jersey and the V
who offered opinions. "Robin Hood" ginia are sunkThe
by bombs from the air.
ZEV
"REALIZATION"—
WINS
Fame
follows as the choice of six; "Penrod
I

and Sam," as the choice of five,
"Within the Law" as the choice of
four; "Enemies of Women," chosen
by three, and "Driven," by two. The
features securing one vote each in-

THE FILM DAILY)
111.

—The

Stoolman-

The decision of the court in Champaign is of importance inasmuch as
the T. O. C. C. is in the same fix.

Other news as usual.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATUREl

"Peg of My Heart," "Oliver Twist," "Bali
Unknown," "Grumpy," "The Critical
"Quicksands," "Alice Adams," "The
Rustle of Silk," "The Flirt," "Where the
Pavement Ends," "The Go-Getter," "Salome,"
"Minnie," "The Famous Mrs. Fair," "The
Isle of Lost Ships," "The Girl I Loved" and
"The Flame of Life."
the

Age,"

The Worst Feature
The

critics were wide apart as to
worst feature they had seen.
Four agreed on "The Rustle of Silk"

the
as

the worst,

Louis Split

St.

(Continued from Page

and the same number

on "Souls for Sale"; three thought
"The Village Blacksmith" the worst,

1)

has been an open-secret for soiEfJ
nine months past that all was not s<J
rene within the ranks of the compan
although it is said their houses hav
It

all

been good money makers durinfl

that period.

However,

it

is

said

fill

I

has entered into the situation]
and several disputes have taken plactl
The first definite outbreak carru]
politics

and "Has the World Gone Mad,"
"The Shock," "Bella Donna," and
"Adam's Rib" had two votes each several months ago when Skoural
in this class.
Those features con- Brothers, who own the Grand Centra
entered into a deal to obtain contro
sidered the worst which had one vote
of the Missouri, the big Paranmun
each were:

The Best Comedy
Harold Lloyd

house directly across Luca

first-run

"Dollar Devils," "The Light in the Dark,"
"Children of Jazz," "Cordelia the Magnificent," "Is Divorce a Failure," "Jazzmania,"
"Salome," "The Snow
Bride,"
"Crossed
Wires,"
"Wandering Daughters," "Look
Your Best," "Three Who Paid," "The Little
Wildcat,"
"Refuse,"
"Secrets
of
Paris,"
"Kissess" and "Only a Shop Girl."

easily leads this

list

with 19 votes of the 54 critics. He
tops all the other comedians by far.
"Safety Last" got the 15 votes;
"Grandma's Boy" three, "Dr. Jack"
one. The "Our Gang" comedies got
four votes." Doug MacLean follows
with two votes for "Bell-boy 13," and
one for "The Hottentot" and all the

"Where is My Wandering Boy This
Evening,"
"Connecticut
Yankee,"
"The
Love Nest," "Kick Out," "The Balloonatic,"
"Minnie," "Luck," "Penrod and Sam" and
"The Hottentot."

Pyle Corp., has lost out in their suit
There seems to be no choice beagainst Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan for alleged violation of contract. The con- tween feature length and short length
cern brought action for an injunction comedies, and the Hays office might
against Goldwyn when the latter gave do well to correct this in future rethe first run of "Enemies of Women," ports.
to the Orpheum, Stoolman's opponent,
The Worst Comedy
on Labor Day, after they had been
promised the picture on their Famous
Most of the critics slam the comPlayers' contract.
edies fearfully, few admitting that
The court, in deciding in favor of they can sit through them. Conse-

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, declared that
the company had a right to rent the
picture to whoever they decided, that
they were not bound to any terms of
the contract made with the Lasky
company.

year old stakes coveted prize at Belmo
Park, L. I.
3

clude:

others, with one vote, are:

•Jack White
BrNNlC ALEXAHCet?

interesting to note that

TWieNew
I

treal.

A

July Business Better

The Best Feature
It is

12, 19

Worse

(Continued from Page

Exchange, was
A. Sperkados
of Montreal, was appointed treasurer
and Vincent Gould of Montreal, National
secretary for Canada, with
offices in the Albec Building, Monnadian

DAILY
p/

mentioned are far below the list of others in numbers.
But "Mary of the Movies" was selected by four as the worst and heads
the list. "Sixty Cents an Hour" had
quentl}- these

three votes for this doubtful honor,
"The Pilgrim" had two, and the following received one vote.

"The Midnight Cabaret," "Mr. Billings
Spends His Dime" and Baby Peggy in
"Carmen, Jr."

Avenue from
The

Grand

the
was about

Central.

to go through wher.
Koplar is said to have intervened, pointini
out to Skouras that under the contract coy
ering the organization of the St. LouiAmusement Co. none of the principals wer.
to become interested in another house with
out the consent of the others.
Penalty foi
violation of that clause was forfeiture of a
$50,000 bond.
Koplar is said to have asked
$25,000 for waiving this rule.
Skouras declined to pay the price and as a result the
Missouri deal was called off. Since then several little incidents have sort of aggravated
the situation.
it is said Koplar has objected very
strenuously to the booking methods of the

deal

Now

which is controlled by the
Skouras interests, as they have three votej
on the board to two by Koplar.
St. Louis film circles have been speculating
on a possible split between the Skouras boys
In
and the Koplar-Hamburg combination.
fact in some circles it has been whispered
that when the break came a new combine
would be the Holdman-Koplar-Hamburg theaters against those controlled by the Skouras
Enterprises, and that possibly some independent houses would also enter into a booking
combination with the first named interests.
There is also a possibility that the Skouras
interests will renew their negotiations for
the Missouri should they break off entirely
with Koplar and Hamburg.
corporation,

TREAT 'EM ROUGH
Life Prolonged

Sprocket Holes Will Last

FILMS WON'T SCRATCH
when

treated by the

C0UNSELL PROCESS
Room

604

1416 Broadway, N. Y.

No

celluloid used

What

a

and what a picture!

title

—

fall
coming
soon already acknowledged by thousands of exhibitors
the biggest box-office draw title in years. Mountains of free

F. B.

O's finest super special for

—

publicity covering the entire country like a blanket backs

Darmond, Wyndham

up

Standing,

cludes Derelys Perdue, Grace
Craig Biddle, Jr. Unquestionably Emile Chautard's greatest

directorial

"DAYTIME WIVES."

.

.

.

Brilliant cast in-

Edward Hearne, Katherine Lewis, William

Conklin,

work.

for release date—Leave open
time for it— Watch for the marvelous Press

Watch
Book and

tickled to death.
Broadway
tative first

exploitation— You'll be
World's Premiere at the Central Theatre

F. B. O's

sensational

Other big openings
August 26th.
run theatres throughout the country. Wire your nearest F. B. O. exchange

at 47th Street,

New York

City,

.

.

.

in the

most represen-

for play dates now—
Exchanges everywhere. Sales Office

immediately-don't delay. Distributed by F. B. O., 723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
England.
United Kingdom: R-C Pictures Corp., 26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St., London, W. 1„
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And the reason
picture as it was a play.
because director, scenarist, producers and
cast
have with an unwonted unanimity of
purpose worked together to make the picture
;is much
like the play as possible. * * * as
Hope
B picture is a complete success. * * *
Hampton * * * really is radiant. » * *

Newspaper Opinions

a

Capitol

AMERICAN— On

the Stage "The Gold
Diggers" was deemed a rather daring fragment of drama, but much of the hop was
taken out of Hopwood ere it reached the
Really, there isn't a blush
screen. • • •
in

left

•

it.

WORLD—*

* *

*

— the

*

—

EVENING WORLD—"Red

;

;

the

cast

;

of experiments that
* *
»
itself,
It is well

full

it.

MAIL— "The

*

*

at

*

in

least

this

picture.
little to

duction. * * * In its
to be a fair comedy.

In

all

probability

do with this pronew form it manages

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Any

As the play
equal to the occasion.
stands now the acting and photography are
better than the vehicle.

SUN—

It

is

safe

who

say that theatergoers
Gold Diggers," will get

to

enjoyed "The
"kick" out of its film version. Hope
Hampton made a very attractive Jerry out
of the Ina Claire part. * * *
* * * it is even more exciting as a film play, by means of the enlargement of the field of action made possible by the obliging and accommodating
camera's eye. * * *
The Warner Brothers have made a re-

a

TELEGRAM —

markably interesting film of the play. * * *
TRIBUNE So it is with delight that we
state "The Gold Diggers" is quite as good

—

worth the seeing.

to the
* * *

The picture has been put together clumisly,
and had its director known when to stop
"Red Lights" would have been more forcible.

—

fully

Lights,"* * *

least it is chock
strikes us as one

undiluted awaists those
Capitol this week in "Red
Lights."
The mystic and the incomprehensible are given in no small amounts and
the effect is the same as an overdose. * * *

who go

doesn't miss a laugh, nor forget a trick.

is

it

But despite these defects we liked it and
must admit that several of the scenes gave

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* * is a
thunder and sudden death which should prove to be one of

delirium

of

blood,

year's "best sellers." * * *
It is the
most wildly improbable, illogical, incoherent
and generally confusing jumble that ever irritated an orderly brain. * * *
The picthe

ture

cannot

of

fail

great

popularity.

It's

and well worth an hour of anybody's time and a dollar of anybody's money.

lots

of fun

POST

—

are

effects

Fine
the

photography and scenic
principal charms of "Red

Lights."
thrills.

*

and

well acted.

is

is filled with mysterious
produced any amount of
is very well photographed

It

happenings which
*

*

Red

of

It

not a
fun and incisive
satire James
racy
production of Harry
Cruze's film
Leon
Wilson's "Ruggles of Red Gap," remains

more or

a

inert affair.

less

EVENING WORLD—

Lights"
is
even
more effective in picture form * * * this
week than it was on the speaking stage. * * *

:

i

RAM—

—

I

cast.
* *

*

*

*

*

An

extremely amusing picture,
do not miss it if you care for Harry Lei!
Wilson and his well-known people.
Ernest Torrence is the mi,
effective character man in motion pictur
i

WORLD—

*

*

*

we

feel

at

liberty

New York

will 'phone or mail

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM

The emphatic humor of
becomes on the screen, labored
low comedy and the gorgeous absurdity of
the story becomes mere foolishness. * * *
Mr. Cruze has concocted a great deal of
genuinely funny business and it is these
entertainment.

542

original

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mjr.

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

;

—

unobstrusive
ing
#

*

Red Gap

'WE

are responsible for
but he has erred in makexpensive a community.

that

bits

too

;

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

*

—

MAIL But there has come to the Rivoli
a film which is as good as any of the larger
*
screen plays and in many respects better.* *
"Ruggles of Red Gap," is one of the most
It
delightful motion pictures we have seen.
photographed,
and is without one
incident.
hackneyed
or

CROMlOWFIlrl

skillfully directed, beautifully

is

extremely

clumsy

well

trick

acted

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

humor

even subtle, and sometimes it just
isn't there at all.
You keep thinking all the
time that it ought to be awfully funny, but
*
it
is
a long time between laughs. * *
Ernest Torrence's performance stands out.
delicate,

is

# *

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

"Ruggles of Red Gap" will never set the
cinema world on fire, but it will supply a
mild glow for a cool Autumn night.

Committee

your entry immediately

in its

ALLAN A.LOWNES. GEN.MCR.

to

preparatory work

any

of the following:

THE COMMITTEE:
SCHENCK PROD., STATE THEATER BLDG.

FELIX FEIST, JOS.
GALLUP, FIRST NATIONAL,

MADISON AVE.
ABE WARNER, WARNER
BROADWAY.
E. KENDALL GILLETTE, THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
DANNY, THE FILM DAILY. 71 WEST 44TH STREET.
G. B.

recommend

Chicago

Your entry has not yet been received for the Fall Film Golf Tournament to be held at Belleclaire, Bay side. Long Island, Tuesday, Sept. 18.
will materially aid the

to

383
BROS., 1600

t

largely because of the performao
Mr. Torrence gives.
It is spirit!
human and perfectly poised.

picture

FORE!
You

Li

—

HERALD —

warm

Harry

of

which

It sure is to laugh
at the Rivoli this week, where "Ruggles of
Red Gap," filmed from the famous stories
of the same name by Harry Leon Wilson, is
proving itself to be one of the most enjoyable films of the present season. * * * It
is a picture that shouldn't be missed.
* * * in spite of excellent acting and fairly close adherence to Mr. Wil
son's text, has turned out to be rather luke-

the

transition

12, 1!

Wilson's successful novel and play to cum,
shape has been accomplished with the d
ness one would expect of the director
"The Covered Wagon" James Cruze. • '[
Ernest Torrence's portrayal of the swagf
ing frontiersman, newly come to wealth
weird of ways and wardrobe, is a gem.
'1 ELEG
Edward Horton, • • • i |
veritable find for the movie fans. * •[<
Ernest Torrence, * * * scores again.
TIMES The present version is an eat
taining one with many humorous twists,
it
has been approached from an angle t
robs the tale of much of its charm. * *'
This is a good picture, but it might hi
been infinitely better if other tactics had be
adopted by the scenario writer.
TRIBUNE—* * » The picture does i
delight our soul as the story did.
Jan
Cruze, that sure-fire director, has done
best and he has received able assistance fr<
the

P.-L.

EVENING JOURNAL— Despite

»

TELEGRAM— "Red

Gap"—F.

little

most of the laughs

us the creeps.
riotous

"Ruggles

Rivoli

MAIL— Mystery

one with

an ingrown grouch and a peeve against the
world in general can lift some of these
troubles by visiting the Rialto and taking a
It
look at "The Gold Diggers." * * *

POST * • * It is an interesting picture,
and marked by good acting by Hope Hampton, whose Jerry is much the best thing she
has done. She plays it with feeling and spirit,
and is thoroughly satisfactory. Miss Fazenda
is also
good, and the supporting company

At

Lights,"

The production is an ideal detective
play, thrilling and humorous.
It contains
just enough murder to give the film a sober
tone, and yet it is not a riot of bloodshed.* * *
But the comedy itself absorbs an hour as
painlessly as anything we know. Griffith's
caricature of the great.

of

Mr. Belasco had

WORLD —

crowd one

SUN —

is the
Gold Diggers,"
Mr. Belasco's plays to arrive on the
diligently
acrcen here, and though we sought
for the "new era," it was not forthcoming,

first

good experiment.

a

is

we don't

but

JOURNAL— "Red

EVENING

riots in action.
Thrilling dangers
another in picture at Capitol.

WORLD—
in

it is a gay and jolly farce
as well. * * *
Besides all this the cast is
excellent and the comedy is really funny.
* * * actually impossible, moderately entertaining complication.

Clues are taken up, villains
taken out, situations taken back, and the
audience taken in, * * * as yet I haven't
found what the whole thing's all about.

don't

A wholesome brecziness, spontaneous
film.
gayety and genuine humor prevade the screen
version of "The Gold Diggers." * * *
"The Gold DigEVENING
it
ought to be
gers," may be a good film
fairly well actfor it's well photographed
ed and has a number of what are known as
"good lookers,"

TRIBUNE—

mystery picture,

AMERICAN —

'

know why not.
EVE. JOURNAL— Stage hit is succeaMn

like

Still

Capitol

•

we

this picture

—

"Red Lights"— Goldwyn

This is the "Gold
happy humor.
home
Diggers," a charming adaptation of the pla;
"
It
you doi
by Avery Hopwood. •
in

like

by
mechanical

ing

a light, laughvery essence of
youth and fun which tends to keep its onsatisfied and sends them
lookers smihngh
film

direction of Clarence Badger,
ingenious
lighting
and
other
effects, has succeeded in transferring to the screen all the mystery, thrills
and excitement of the story.
TIMES "Red Lights" is one of those
weird mystery films. * * *
The redeeming
features of this strange concoction are the
splendid photography and the scenic effects,
but it is doubtful whether the producers offhand could detail a comprehensive conception
of the narrative.
All they will say is that
those who liked "One Exciting Night" will
not be disappointed in this picture.
It
is
not only a thrilling

aided

by virtue of an exceptionally charming performance by Hope
Hampton, as Jerry, and an unusually laughable
comedy characterization by Louise
Fazenda the picture is remarkably entertain-

DAILY NEWS—*There's

enticing

*

«

SUN — The

The competent

i-

"The Gold Diggers "—Warners

Wednesday, September

if

you
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tain Magnificent Spectacle, All
Shown in First 20 Minutes

Many

great, fine, big pictures
out. Practically all of them
assured of a certain volume

picture,

"The Ten

If

Sales Manager Declares State Righters Have Dropped Off Alarmingly Film Men in Accord

'Phone

back from a sales trip thai
took him through what is consido<<l
one of the best amusement sections oj

you have not yet forwarded your entry for the Fall Film
Golf Tournament do so today.

Confidential reports reaching New
York concerning Cecil B. De Mille's

new

Command-

—

Just

THE FILM DAILY

Everything looks
once.
splendid for a great day next

at

ments" characterize the production as
business. Just how much rea gigantic one, so far as spectacular
Scattered
nains to be seen.
appeal is concerned.
imong them are several, howThe picture has a Biblical sequence
>ver, which are definite box of- but, contrary to the general impress-

>f

the country, a well known sales manager for a state right organization
openly declared yesterday that he
found the market "gone"; that tinindependent field as such exists in
name only and that he has only pity
for "the producer or the fellow thai

Tuesday at Belleclaire Golf
Club, Bayside, Long Island,
beginning at 9 o'clock. Cups
and silver prizes on exhibition
at the Astor, Monday.

Sure fire, dependable. ion in film circles, the spectacle is
understood to occur in the beginning
Dthers, because of their splen- of the film and runs for only twenty
lor, sets, or whatnot, will get a minutes on the screen. After that the
:ertain quota. But not the quota story switches to the modern story.
Arbiters
The Biblical episodes are said to have
;et by the distributor.
been made on an extremely, massive Seven Western Exchange Centers
ice bets.

All quotas for the big pic-

Says Market's Gone

Forward Your Entry

"Ten Commandments" Said To Con-

By

tre

13,

Advance Reports Big

FIRE
SUREDANNY
tre

Authority

Meet
Conference— C.

has put good American dollars in a
picture figuring the state right market for
at

In one scene there appear 300
C.
Los Angeles in
chariots racing across the sand with
tures of the season are too high.
Pettijohn There From N. Y.
an unexpected thrill provided in the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
This, while a broad statement,
apparently accidental overturning of
Angeles The presidents of
Los
or nine
will be verified six
several of them as the horses reach
Boards of Trade met here
Film
seven
months from now.
a crest in the desert.
yesterday at a conference called by
It is said there are two reels in coCharles C. Pettijohn of the Hays ofDIGGERS"
"THE
lor on which over $100,000 alone was
The general workings of the
fice.
Warner's latest, easily the biggest spent. The picture costs considerably arbitration system were gone into.
nd best picture they have ever made. over $1,000,000.
It is understood that this meeting is
Full of
Sure fire at the box office.
the nature of an introduction to the
in
lumor, delightful and keeps an auSinger Here From London
conference scheduled for
national
You
right
along.
laughing
lience
Stephen Singer is at the Algon- New York this winter at which all of
enow the kind of bubble that goes
Just in from London to buy the arbitration boards which function
When they quin.
hrough an audience.
and sell pictures.
as part of the uniform contract will
Well, it's there. Last reel or
ike it.
hold a joint meeting to discuss
Contistraightening out.
;o needs
First National Adds Two Writers
changes in that instrument.
But otherwise
goes blaah.
luity
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Those at the coast session include:
>eachy. You can put this one in safeLos Angeles Holman Day and Guy Navarre, Seattle; Sidney J.
and
clean-up.
behind
it,
it's
a
y, get
Marion Fairfax have been signed by Goldman, San Francisco; W. F.
Incidentally Hope Hampton is at her
First National.
Adamson, Salt Lake; C. W. Koerner,
delightful,
and
>est; Alec Francis
Portland, Ore.; William G. UnderFull of
^ouise Fazenda splendid.
Nine in Stanley-Keith Deal
wood. Dallas; J. S. Hommel, Denver
lokum, but all there.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and Robert M. Yost, Los Angeles.
are
theaters
funny critters.
Philadelphia Nine
Critics
are
now operating under the StanleyThe Hays questionnaire proves
Brill Going to Coast
Keith arrangement covering pictures
it.
Some of them included in
expects to leave for the
Brill
Sol
houses
and vaudeville. Among the
their list of best pictures what
others included in their list of
are the Grand Opera House, the Al- coast next week.
scale.

GOLD

—

—

leghany, Cross Keys Broadway and
the Towers in Camden.

worst features.

So

it

goes.

made

opinion

Difference
the

first

of

hoss

,

District

race.

LLOYD TOPS CHAPLIN
Those same

critics put Chaplin in
back of Harold Lloyd. The
vay they figured Lloyd on top of
he famous Charlie must make Chapin feel good.
Very good.

seat far

i

McCormick Resigns
THE FILM DAILY)

'Special to

—

Oakland S. Barrett McCormick,
nanaging director of the new Fox
Oakland, who was brought here to
•pen the house, has resigned.
cormick will leave here today
T

\

ew York.

Mcfor

Offices for

"Potash" Breaks Records
Sam Goldwyn offices were

_'he

Famous Houses armed

its

sale."

His ideas were echoed largely by
state right organizations.
points, Ray Johnson of Ar-.
row, Jack Cohn of C. B. C, Irving
Lesser of Principal and A. L. Aronson of Truart disagreed but at the
same time they admitted that a good
deal of what this film man says is
This individual's name is with
true.
held for obvious reasons but this is
what he asserts:
"In every center, there are very few exchanges open, as a matter of fact there arc
'fewer' than at any time in the picture busiOf those that are open for business,
ness.
and consequently open to buy, only two
The
kinds of product will interest them:

important

On some

big picture in the sense of big money returns
and big purchase prices and the small five

(Continued on Page 2)

(Special to

in-

Famous Players yesterday issued a
statement which, in part, said:
to control the line at the Rivoli there
"Referring to an article recertify where the people waited from 7 to
published which rumored the removal 11 o'clock to see the picture. The
of the Southern Enterprise offices Tuesday gross exceeded Monday's at
from Atlanta, Harold B. Franklin re- the theater.
ports that while the Atlanta offices
will be discontinued as a home office,
Michigan Exhibitors Here
it will be continued as a District ofW. S. McLaren, Phil Gleichman,
Furthermore, because of the refice.
markable development in theater ac- Claude Cady, Glenn Gross, Fred Deltivities in the southern section, district dodder, A. j. Keist and H. M. Richcy,
offices will also be established immedi- of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan arMcLaren
ately in Memphis, Jacksonville, Char- rived in town last night.
with
lotte, Dallas, Oklahoma City and San and Richey are here to confer
the
while
office
Hays
the
officials
at
additional
Antonio, with provision for
offices in other active centers in ac- others will attend to personal busicordance with anticipated expansion. ness. They are at the Astor.

—

Minneapolis The Motion Picture
Theater Owners of the Northwest
and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, at a
meeting held here, resolved their
differences and agreed upon conditions governing the licensing of all
members of the M. P. T. O. of the
public
the
covering
Northwest,
performance of copyrighted music.
conference atM. P. T. O.
by Steffes, Hays, Clinton, Kaplan.
Johnson,
Hitchcock.
Friedman,
Buchanan, Carrish and Dryer, and in
behalf of the composers by Mills of
New York; Hartmann, of Chicago:

As

result

a

tended

yesterday that the Baltimore
police were called out Tuesday night

Row
THE FILM DAILY)

Northwest Irons Out Music

of

the

in behalf of the

Summers of local
and
counsel, an amicable agreement was
reached pursuant to which licenses
will now be taken by all theaters in
Snethen

the

territory

including

Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and NorthThe agreement
Wisconsin.
ern
end to the rnis
and
marks
reached
understanding

heretofore

existing,

between the music men and the ex
hibitors of this section, and is in line
with similar arrangements now being
made wherever responsible exhibitor
organizations get together with music
people.

THE

•c&m

DAILY

Says Market's Gone
Page

(Continued from

1)

Maberry

Ceci
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$15.00.

is able to buy in their town and who is not,
and when you come to them they know your
position and act accordingly.
I have seen
many, many contracts on this trip that gave
the producer not more than $25 above his

States.
Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
3 months, $3.00.
Foreign

New

Greater

$5.00;
Subscribers should remit with order.
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all communications to
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Address

•

the whole, there is no such
thing as a state right market at the present
writing.
pity the producer or the fellow
1
that has put good American dollars in a picture figuring the state right market for its

1603.

— Irving
London Representative— Ernest
The Film
Renter,

W.

London,

I.

Mack, 738

S.

'There ain't no such thing.' The Warners and Lichtman have the big exchanges
tied up.
They don't know how or where to
turn.
If they get good pictures all well and
good, if they don't, there will be still 'fewer'
fellows open next Spring.
"Business in the theaters is good, in fact,
great.
Every exhibitor will tell you that
he had the best Summer that he has had in
years, and with all the big pictures coming
for the Fall things look great.
The talk of
high production costs and high rentals does
not seem to cause them any undue annoyance, they are doing a big business now and
anticipate even better luck."

sale.

W. Fredman,

Shaftesbury

53a

Ave.,

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

—

Quotations
High

Kod.
F.

Low

Close

104%

..105

76y2

l'.-L

Sales

600
74)4 5,000

105

74 ]/2

W. Ray Johnson

ioldwyn
Loew's
(

16J4

"The statement
ated and
so many

900

16

16

of

Arrow

de-

clared:

Not quoted
Not quoted

do. pfd

fact.

"To summarize

'Phone, Hollywood

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

That's a

print cost.

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

fore,

in

some spots exaggerThere are not

right exchanges as heretobut, in the main, those who
were the wildcatters, the
bought a picture only occasion-

state
true,

is

it

is

others the truth.

in

have dropped out

men who

Incorporations
1

Amusement
—JacsolCapital
Bronx.
$1,000.

Inc.,

torney,

Henry

Albany

— Bardine

&

Co., Inc.,

At-

New

Attorneys,

York.

Capital
$500.
Finkelstein & Welling,

Co.,

Bronx.

Schiffer,

New

York.

—

Albany W'illat Film Corp., New
Attorney,
York.
Capital
$5,000.
Arthur Hume, New York.

Albany
Inc.,

-B.

Suffern,

Attorney,

J.

J.

true now and always was true
that the distributors of short reels have made
the greatest success in the state right held.
This, because, no matter whether a theater
booked a First National, a Paramount, a
Goldwyn or any other brand, the exhibitor
requires a short reel to balance the program.
"There is no room for in-between pictures
in the state right field.
As proof of what
the short reel means to the independents,
let me cite the fact that 'The Santa Fe Trail,'
a new serial of ours, has been sold 70% in
four weeks.
That's why we are releasing
64 comedies a year, and three serials."

ally.

Albany

It

is

Jack Cohn of C. B. C. said:
righters want an assured flow of
product only.
They do not want scattered
pictures.
I admit that conditions in the MidWest territory are pretty tough, hut this
is true not only with state righters but with
the national companies as well.
Universal
was compelled to lease a theater in Kansas
City to house its first runs.
State righters
want big pictures. I point out what C. B.
C. has done as proof.
are releasing a
group of 12 and have sold 70% of the

"State

&

K. Producing Co.,
N. Y. Capital $5,000.

Durna, Newark, N.

J.

We

Roach Talks Over Radio
Hal Roach delivered a talk over

country."

the
radio last night in which he explained
what innovations he had introduced in
bis comedy output for the fall.

Irving Lesser of Principal Pictures

had

this to say:

"It

is

true.

Let

me add

to

what

this

man

The trouble with organizations dealing
the state right field is the fact that they
cannot get the proper finances
That, in
turn is due to the fact that they are unable
to get quick play dates on their pictures
and because the relative return on a state
right picture as compared with that of a
national distributor is small.
•State right exchanges will not pru<
until they are financed properly.
They cannot assume new product until they
pay off
their obligations to the state right producer.'
says.
in

THE

SI1CE

OF THE PROGRAM"

A.

OFFICE FOR

said:
"In
There

RENT

Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
46th

L.

Aronson

of

Trnart

Prod,

town.

At du-

St.

Phone Bryant 6436
|

is

product.

13, 19:

New Dut

I

Jack Fdwards has assumed chai
of publicity at the

succeeding
lias

joined

Hodkinson

offi

(icorge B. Gallup,
First National.

w

T. 15. Harms Co. lias issued a photoplay edition of "April Showers" in
connection with the Preferred picture
of that

name.

Mandelstamm Due Tomorrow
M. Mandelstamm, French author,
is
due in New York on the La
Prance tomorrow. Mandelstamm was
one of the speakers at the recent International Congress on M. I'. Arts.

Show 'Meanest Man" Tonight
Principal Pictures will act as host
to a party of trade paper critics who
will attend a showing of ''The Mean
est
In The World," at the Baj
side ( L. J.) theater tonight.

Virginia tee

Corbin

one of the manu stars

Enemies of
,

Children

Man

Distributed through*

Independent Exchanges
Lesser to Address British Authors
Ralph Pugh, First National representative in England has arranged
for Sol Lesser to address the Authors'
League in London at one luncheon
and a London newspaper men's or-

MAMMOTH

PICTURES
CORPORATION

T

VKTORB.FISHER,0ENL MGH.i
1540 BROADWAY. NLWTOWC

ganization at another.

More Wise Showmen
Book Hodkinson Hit
JENSEN

& VON HERBERG
CET

'THE DRIVIN' FOOL"
For their entire Circuit including Seattle, Tacoma,
Portland, Yakima, Wenatchee, Great Falls and
Astoria.

"THE DRIVIN' FOOL"
on Pantages Circuit in:
San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, Kansas
City, Memphis, Salt Lake and Minneapolis
is

the

main, your informant is correct
no state right market. There is no
room for $60,000 picture in the state right
field.
Good product, however, will always
find a market and while, it may be
true that
these same good pictures will not gross
what
thej
should,
nevertheless,
they will play
dates.
So far as Truart is concerned, let
me say that most of our affiliations are with
the same exchanges that are handling
the
Warner,
Lichtman
and
First
National

With Cutting Room and

Room 901—130 W.

in

western that they can buy on a basis of
from $7,000 to $10,000.
Anything other Astor.
than this, there is absolutely no market for.
Of the big fellows there are possibly only
yrtfeil
y
McCarthy, we ll know n
one or two that are in a position to take
,/Angeles attorney, is Inere.
on any extra product, since they are loadei"}
up with the Warner, Lichtman and Lesser"
product.
Mark \Y. Vance has joined the ad" Hie little fellow buys all his five rcelers
vertising and publicity staff of Assoon a series basis, of from five to eight in
the series and strives to get a program of ciated Kxhibitors.
this type lined up that will enable him to
have one release a week.
If you go into a
"The Marriage Market" will be
town and this type of exchange is loaded, so
the .second in the Columbia series to
to speak, you would be fortunate to get
better than print cost out of him for your
be released by C. B. C.
product. These fellows, of course, know who

Copyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folki,
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y. by
FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
I* W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Filtered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
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Jack Edwards Assumes

Cuts and Flashes
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also booked solid
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At Broadway Theaters
Cameo
"Mothers-in-Law"

the

is

feature,

accom-

an overture selection, some short
reels and an organ solo.
panied by

j^*S-DAILY

De Grandcourt Here
G. de Grandcourt, former publicity
chief for Fox in Canada, has resignis now in New York handCameo run on "Mothers-in-

He

ed.
ling the

Law."

Program Hcludea "Cycle

by the oivlicstra; a short reel

Orient,"

the

of

titlcil,

"Going

Madame Elsa Stralia,
fguatu
the
up
-oprano. singing "Song of the Soul'; the
Magazine, and "Kc<l Light*," the feature,
An organ selection concludi a
Rialto

Rivoli
"Alcssandro Stradella" is the overture.
Other numbers include. Schubcrtiana, a musicalc bv the Serova dancers, in four units:
"Serenade" (b) "Valse Sentimentale"
(a)
u) "Moment Musical" and (d) "Marclic
Rivoli

Militairc";

'

Pictorial,

Remember Me," sung by

"Then

You'll

Charles Hart, ten-

Ruggles of Red Gap," the feature atand "A Gypsy Dance," by Hed"Kick Out,"
wig Langer and Elma Bayer.
a comedy, closes the performance.
traction,

At Other Houses
theaters are playing pictures "seen
Broadway before." They consist of the

Nine
on
Astor

Hunchback
with "The

"The

with

of

Notre

Silent ComDame"; the Central,
Paramount Cosmopolitan's "Little
mand"
Old New York" and "The Covered Wagon"
;

the

at

and

Cosmopolitan

Criterion respecat
the 44th
at the Harris.

"The White Sister,"
and "The Green Goddess,"

tively;
St.,

"Rosita" remains at the Lyric; "Why Worhas been held for a second week at
the Strand, and "If Winter
tinues an indefinite run at the

Comes"

con-

Times Square.

Music Innovation For Chicago
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Balaban & Katz are having a second console installed in their
Chicago, to be played simultaneously
with the present one.

Ottawa

Site

(Special to

THE

On

Market
FILM DAILY)

Placed

—After

idle several
lying
months, the Capitol theater site has
been offered for sale by Famous Players.
The large property, in the heart
of the city, was bought several years
and a large theater started. This,
vcr, was suddenly stopped.

Ottawa

Co-operative Buying Here, Says True
W. A. True of the T. O. D. C. in
a long statement issued yesterday
declared the day of co-operative buying in this business had arrived and
added the T. O. D. C. plan would

remove "the duplication of profits and
he pyramiding of distribution costs
I

and the reduction
by economic and

of

of production costs

careful

supervi-

of

"Scaramouche"

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Washington The Capitol chapter
the Red Cross has taken over Shu-

cameramen and

bestowed

credits for
editors are

for

Historical Pictures Plans

"Mothers-in-Law,"

in

contributor in the lot is not
This anonymous
mentioned OB the screen.
star is an infant who acts more naturally
than anyone else in the cast.
best

EVENING WORLD—Anyway,
a charming story

a

in

it

very acceptable

Historical Pictures, Inc., plan:
scries of two reelers outlining e

tells

way

the

important event in history.
T
are to be endorsed by leading e
cators and will be released in b
the theaters and non-theatrical fii

—

Ralph Meyers Recovering

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Ralph Meyers, manPittsburgh
ager of the Superior, is on the road
to recovery in the South Side Hospital following serious injuries received
Meyers
in an automobile accident.
has a broken back.

Kirkwood Improving
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles James Kirkwood

—rapidly

he
be able to resume, work by Oct.

improving

so

that

is

may
1.

Mabel Normand who

injured herself when she fell from a horse rece ntly has practically recovered.

Now Under New

Musicians

Contract

THE FILM DAILY)

QUALITY ART TITLES

"Mothers-in-Law," * * * It is an
attempt to place mothers-in-law in a favorable light. * » • The production was well
photographed and entirely adequate.
And
enjoy an avalanche of sentiment you
if you
play

will

is

like

this

MAIL — *

picture.
* * The

film goes

The Waller

— Theater

Chicago

Studio*

Fred Waller—Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street

on to prove

Sttrjnresant 2652

we have wronged our mothers-in-law.
There is hokum a-plenty and extremes

that

without end.

TELEGRAM—

The story of "Mothers-inLaw," is a bit hackneyed in spots, nothing
exactly new except its dress of ultra modern times.
But the way it is handled by a
cast, including Gaston Glass and Ruth Clifford, makes it stand out as one of the really
worth while pictures of the season.

DURATIZC
YOUR FILmL.

TRIBUNE — Such
nier

makes

piotures as Louis Gascertainly never were intended for

New York

He must

consumption.

be a
could
accept
"Mothers -inLaw" with equanimity.
It was
impossible for us to regard it as anything
save a clever travesty on the mother pictures.

simple

soul

indeed,

who

220 WEST 42^D STREE
NEW YORK

New Exchange Opening
Hcpworth

Dis. Corp. announces the
musicians here appointment of Ed. M. Hopcraft as
are now working under a new agree- manager of its New York Exchange,
ment which calls for a 32 hour week which is to be opened shortly.
(Special to

PHONE

CHICKERINC

2937

ALLAN A.LOWNE
PRES.

The rule proinstead of 33 hours.
vi ling that members who work two
weeks must be held the rest of the
season has been withdrawn.

EASTMAN

Woolfenden With Anderson
William Woolfenden was announced yesterday
tives of

as

Anderson

one of the execu-

POSITIVE FILM

Pictures.

Irving Greene, who has been publicity and advertising head for Anderson, has assumed additional duties along similar lines with the T.

O. D. C.

To

Prizes for Best Exploitation
Preferred is offering exhibitors $150
in cash prizes for the best exploitation stunt on "Mothcrs-in-Law." The
picture has been endorsed by Mrs.
Lemira A. Goodhue, President Coolidgc's mother-in-law, and a National
Mothers-in-Law Day Assn. formed.
Exhibitors might well tie-up with it

when showing

the picture.

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

sion."

Meet
THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle Arbiters
(Special to

—

An organization meeting
Seattle
of the Arbitration
Board of the
Northwest Film Hoard of Trade was
Three exhibitors. F.
held last week.
I..

Walton. Bellingham Theaters Co.,

A. McGill, Liberty. Port Orchard,
and H. W. Bruen, the Ridgemont,
and three
men,
[tie,
exchange
Tge Endert, Paramount. Al Rosenberg, De Luxe and I'. A. Lynch.
Pathc. form the present board which
will have regular
meetings
every
two weeks. Endert was named chairman and Brucn secretary.

J.

Changes in Hodkinson Staff
With the resignation of George B.
and publicity
Hodkinson, to go with
Associated First National, announceGallup as

manager

advertising

of

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

ment is made of a reorganization of
Hodkinson personnel. George B.
Harvey has been appointed advertising manager and Jack Edwards di-

the

rector of publicity. Ned Holmes has
been engaged to supervise exploita-

"Puritan
and
Passions,"
Gicgerich to handle "The
Drivin' Fool."
Hodkinson has also
appointed S. Nelson manager in Minneapolis, succeeding H. M. Smith,
tion

for

Charles

resigned.

1

ferrcd product in that territory.

opening of and we're right here to say that we were
Proceeds aomng those who applauded. * * *
Scaramouche" Saturday.
It's an enjoyable film, well directed, well
of the performance will be donated acted and with some startling photography.
\n the Tokio earthquake sufferers.
SUN An extremely sentimental photoBelasco

b'ert's

"Ideale," 'a symphonic poem, is played as
the overture, followed by "Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz," a regular unit ; the Rialto News
"Sometime," sung by Ruth Chase,
Reel,
soprano, and David Belasco's "The Gold
Diggers." "O Promise Me." trumpet yirtuso,
Joseph Alcssi and a Cameo comedy, "Traffic"
are the last numbers on the bill.

Showing

Eenefit

;

i

consin for the distribution of the

JOURNAL—Although

EVE.

liberally
* * * tin-

Al Lichtman has closed a
deal with Celebrated Players of V

Cameo

#

13, 1

Renews With Friedman

Newspaper Opinions
"Mothers-in-Law"— Preferred
flayers, directors,

Capitol

Thursday, September

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

!

EXHIBITORS
ASSOCIATED
KANE,
ARTHUR
PRESIDENT

S.

Yes Sir!
One

I

It

Sells Itself!

of the years best

rthur

F,

presents

20

Photoplays

Beck.

—

Why

Didn't

To answer

He

that question one

usual drama, with

its

Her?

Kiss

must see

this un-

who

story of a bride

disap-

peared on her wedding night, and sparkling with

comedy by

Women

the gifted star.
will love

it.

Every

girl

longs to be

won by the sort of fighting hero and
won the girl in this red romance.

lover that

Jazzy with Excitement

and Laughs
Feminine thriirof a secret wedding!

An

actress kidnapped injbathing

Wild chase and

Men

flight

on a

costume!

fleeing yacht!

lured^by an _angel^of_ destruction

Six fast reels witk
Mitchell
..

Uwjs-:Noah Beery -John. Bovers ford

/OCOJCUMTaVrvC

•

-

m

Sterling

PMysiat0l5mIBUTORS
excHANoe. f
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U

il

I

Klin

Barker has

11.

THE COURTS
filed

A

suit in
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DAILY

judgment

Court

City

&&W
WHY WORRY?
for

13, 1J

$807

Supreme Court to recover $19,972 has been recorded against the Motion
from Marshall \V. Taggart, on sev- Picture Advertising Co., who was
H7, some by gued by the Madison Avenue Offices,
eral DOtes made in
the

1

(

who

himself and others by the
Prudential Pictures Corp. and Sam

due on

uel Bachrach & Co., and endorsed by
Phillips.
Randall and Larson are at-

cil

Inc.

Phillips

torney

S

!"i

fendant.

sued for five months' rent
occupied by the de-

offices

Mack and Taylor

(APOLOGIES TO PATHE)

represent

the plaintiff.

plaintiff.

tin-

A

THE FILM MAN A)

judgment

$1,400

for

has

been

Supreme Court against
in a suit
Wardc,
Inc.,
Los Angeles Virginia Lee Corbin Reginald
has filed suit against Fisher Trod.. brought by the Russo-American Cinema Exchange, Inc., who sued on an
Inc., for $11,500 damages on an al(Special

to

tiled

in

the

agreement under which the plaintiff,
which expected to place films with the
Russian Government, had permission
to return prints, reels and cans but
which it was alleged defendant refused to accept when they were offer(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ed.
Of the amount sued for $1,000
Pittsburgh Jack Marks seeks an represented a deposit given by the
Arthur L. Davis was atinjunction in the Harrison County plaintiff.
to
restrain
Claude torney for the Russo-American CinCircuit
Court
Robinson from using the name "Or- ema Exchange.
pheum." for a theater at West Pike
Philadelphia A suit involving the
Marks states that
and Fourth St.
for several years he held a lease on lease of the Olynipia, has been instithe theater, the Orpheum.
Later, tuted when David Segal and Joseph
began
proceedings
when his lease expired, he purchased Scbw art/man
the Bijou on West Main St.
and against the Olympia A. A., Inc., the
brought the name "Orpheum" along Philadelphia Sporting Club, Inc., and
with him, (hanging the Bijou to the Abraham Wax, now owner of the
Orpheum.
Rohinson contends that theater, asking the court to restrain
the old Orpheum, which he now op- the defendants from occupying it as
a picture house.
crates should retain its name.
The house is closed temporarily.
The complaints contend that they
have a right to lease the pt^mises
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
up until December, 1925; that in
Frank Blatti of Har- January. 1922, the place was rented
St. Louis
wood, claims he has beeu swindled to them for a yearly rental of $6,500
out of $300 by a man representing and that they were given at the same
himself to be a distributor.
Blatti time the option, to take the house for
claims he answered an advertisement another two years at $7,000 a year.
in a St. Louis paper offering a "good
Objections were raised by the city
position to a young man w ith $300" authorities and for a time the place
and signed a contract to sell a film was refused a license, but the lessors,
entitled "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" it is alleged, assured the complainin Arkansas and Texas.
He paid a ants that the place would be put in
In
deposit of $300 as good faith, and al- condition demanded by the law.
It
breach of contract action.
claimed that Virginia was kept
waiting Forty-five weeks for work and
that only $2,000 has been paid under
her contract.

leged
is

—

—

r

November,

he was to receive a salary of
Later he wired his
$200 a month.
employers.
Receiving no reply he
hurried back to St. Louis.
He notileges

fied the police and later John Lc Roy
was arrested. He pleaded not guilty.
Edgar Quade also complained to the
police recently of being done out of
$300 in the same way.

I

averred, the
Olympia, Inc., without the knowledge
or consent of the lessees, agreed the
lease should be given over to the
sporting club and later that corporation consigned the lease to Abraham
Wax, thus ousting the plaintiffs from
any chance of continuing the pictures
thev had contracted for.

Abe Meyer Back
secretary
Hugo
to
Riesenfeld. returned Monday from a
three weeks' transcontinental trip.

Abe

Meyer,

"The Right

Kansas 'ity Film Board
Motion Picture Theater

Owners

it

Kansas

(

a matter that should
attention of every exhibitor.
The two bodies are meeting regularly in a joint board of arbitration and
differences between exhibitors and exchanges
are being amicably settled. The day is surely
here when divergent opinions are orderly expressed in a regular manner rather than
being secretly and unfruitfully nursed.
"Franlcneas and a sincere desire to improve any condition will always meet with
success and these two factors are to be
credited with the splendid feeling that is now
so evident."

to

the

formed oh what is going on in the Mo-.
Hon Picture Business is found in THE
FILM DAILY. If you are not a regular subscriber use the coupon below

—

NOW.

Going to the Coast
worth Dis. Corp.,
Los Angeles.

is

on

his

way

to

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

England
D. J. Mountan, foreign manager
Arrow has sold "Nan of the
of "The Reel for
"The
Right North." "The Fighting Skipper" and
"The Sante Fe Trail," to J. W. Barr
cooperation for England.
ot
Other sales include the

existing between the
of Trade and the
of

is

Spirit"

ing in the current issue
Journal,"
captioned
Spirit." says in part:
"The present fine spirit

brought

it

in-

R. T. Cranfield, president of Hep-

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City — An editorial appear(Special to

be

1922,

All the dope you need to be well

Serials

Sold

New York

City.

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year BookCloth Bound

and Jerry cartoon series for
England to Western Import; Speed
comedies to Famous Players for
France,
Belgium, Switzerland and
Egypt; the Cobb westerns to Sociefor
Cincmatografica
dad
General
Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay Chile,
Peru and Ecuador; Tom and Jerry
series to the L V. T. A. for South
Africa and "The Splendid Lie," to
the A. E. A.
company for South

—500 pages.

Subscription, $10

Tom

Africa.

St.,

for

Name
Theatre

Address

— Foreign,

$15

IHE
ZkRECOGHiZE!

7Ao BRADSTREET
»/*

FILMDOM

oL

XXV

Authority
Friday, September

No. 63

Deny a Bad Market

BUYING

Price 5 Cents

1923

Conference

On

Won't Force Stock

Sam Sax and

Jesse Goldburg Declare Investigation Planned to Aid Income
Tax Work— Profit-Loss System
Worthwhile Product Will Get

DANNY

By

14,

Co-operative, as W. A. True,
Vs, or otherwise, always imIrtant in an industry of this
Where is no basic stand|id.
But there may be much bei.
jid what True, as president of
Theater Owners Dist. Corp.,
;

Money From State Righters
Sam Sax, of Weber and North, and
Jesse J. Goldburg, of Independent
Pictures Corp., came to the defense
of the state right market yesterday,
following the gloomy picture painted
by a recently returned sales manager,
who declared the so-called independent field had been shot to pieces.

Hoped

to be Established

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— A committee has

—

been appointed by Commissioner of
Internal Revenue Blair to sit with
the producers, to establish a standard for applying the income tax laws
to the industry.

A commission, of which Harold
Bottomly, of the income tax unit at
Washington is chairman, has arrived,
and is now meeting with the motion-

—

;

purchasing operations.

Is this the intent of the men
back of the Theater Owners
Dist. Corp.?
Is it to be an

organization conducted without
intent of profit?
If not, who
is to get the profits and whv?
And if a profit bearing organization why should it be tied to
a nation wide organization of
exhibitors who eot-together to
rid existing evils?

True and

his associates must
ireciate this: that if the organized
ibitor body intends to go into the

JLr.

xibution business that they must
ect the distributors to in some
nner solve the problem which they
le exhibitors
develop. This may
in further encroachments of dis'Utors
(and producers) into the

—

ibition field.

Thinking men have long argued that eventually there
must came a development
which will bring this business
Into the organization of half
x dozen or less chains of theaters, with film supplied from
about that many sources. The
question might well be asked:
the
forcing
fs

exhibitor
this

movement

earlier

than

it

might have otherwise come?

Rochester recently, it is understood
that state rights buyers are showing

Wanger Here
Walter Wanger,

former

produc-

manager for Famous Players,
ind more recently interested in exStophibition in London, is in town.

C—

(Special to

(Special to

Los

This is what Sax had to say in
That has no relation whatver to what is otherwise un- reply:
"First I want to say that the well known
derstood by the term of co- sales
Other members of
manager who openly stated that the picture officials.
state right market is gone must have gotten
rative buying.
the committee are Robert J. Service,
this information in a hotel lobby or a Pullman
of the sub-committee on appeals
Some of the questions asked of berth. In that case, he's right, it's gone head
on
but if he hustled around the corner he would and review, now holding sessions
rl Anderson at a meeting of have found the same old business at the
:he Coast; C. P. Smith, former asI
old stand for high class product.
-found same
lifornia exhibitors
sistant to the Commissioner of Inknow because I found it.
ernal Revenue, and Leroy Russell,
ewhere in this issue may
"I'll admit that it's gone perhaps for medimembers of. the same body.
both
goods
ocre
product,
but
if
you
have
the
nonstrate this. Because there
the business is always there regardless of what
(Continued on Page 2)
a big gap between co-opera(Continued on Page 8)
e buying as is done generally,
Cuba After Film Pirates
plan to deliver pictures
i a
Bowes Back
Advices from Havana indicate that
;h' as is proposed by True.
Edward J. Bowes has returned the Cuban Government is co-operaEmbassy
from a trip to the Goldwyn studio.
ting with the American
Co-operative buying, in its
in breaking up the illegal sale
here
usual sense, means a definite
in Cuba of pirated American pictures.
Ingram doing Abroad
It
saving to all involved.
means an organization ma nRex Ingram is going abroad shortly
Interest Reported
tained without intent of profit;
and while in Europe may shoot some
of the somewhat sensaview
In
the purpose, and sole purpose
scenes for "The World's Illusion,"
reported to have been
business
tional
of which is to economize in
his next picture.
done by "Daughters of Today" in
rs.

Carl Anderson Says Exhibitors Won't
Have to Buy in T. O. D.
Fully Financed, He States

marked

Arrivals
Arrivals from out-of-town yesterday included:
Messrs. Fitzpatrick and McElroy

—

Exhibitors throughout the country will not be compelled
to buy stock in the Theater Owners
Dist. Corp., according to Carl Anderson, who spoke before a gathering of Southern Californian exhibitors

on Wednesday.
Anderson's talk was in the nature
of an explanatory one so that local
exhibitors might get an idea of how
the T. O. D. C. expected to work.

company was fully
the
said
financed and that this also applied
to the Anderson Pictures Corp. This
is how Anderson said the T. O. D.
C. would function:

He

"A sales quota on each individual
picture will be fixed on a basis of a
fair return to both producer plus a
percentage for the distributor.
fair
The company will not handle highpriced product, realizing that there is
room for the moderate-priced features
in

the

field."

(Continued on Page 2)

Jones Near
(Special to

End

of

Fox Contract

THE FILM DAILY)

—

It is understood
Los Angeles
"Buck" Jones' contract with Fox exWhether or not
pires next month.

there will be a renewal

is

problem-

atical.

interest in the production.

Dean Through With "U"

tion

ping at the Ritz.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Local Theaters Seat 428,926
Coast reports to the effect that
According to an advance report of
Dean had completed her
Priscilla
Mayor
to
the License Commissoner
contract were verified yesUniversal
Hylan on the capacity of the city's
R. H. Cochrane.
by
terday
are 578 theaters cater-

theaters, there
ing exclusively to motion
divided as follows:

No. of Theaters

Manhattan
rom Chicago.
Brooklyn
Aaron Jones of Jones, Linick and Bronx
Schaefer, from Chicago.
Queens
Louis B. Mayer from Los Angeles. Richmond
Joe Engel, Metro, from Los Anc

183

238
77
71

9

pictures,

"Drifting" is the current Dean picwhile "The White Tiger" and
"The Storm Daughter" are yet to be
Miss Dean, it is reported,
released.
produce independently in the
will
ture,

Seats

lE'lll
170,137
62,980
54,531
3,907

future.

They Gome

Still
Many More Entries for Golf Tournament—Party Looks Bigger
F. P. District Managers to Meet
Cobe Denies Building Plans
Than Ever Now
A meeting of the various ParaAndrew J. Cobe, at present managthey come— the entries
still
And
will be held
ing the Astor theater for Universal, mount district managers
Film Golf Tournament.
Fall
for the
to discuss
vesterday denied the report published in New York on Monday
in on various committee
poured
They
Herman Wobn the Billboard that he planned the new sales plan.
members yesterday by mail and by

geles.

Totals

"578

428,926

:

Harry Ross,
building a theater at 1556-58 Broad- ber San Francisco and
w^o
here.
alreadv
are
Detroit
way in conjunction with P. A. Powwill be Harry H. Buxattend
will
the
owned
ers.
he
admitted
Cobe
George Schaefer,
property and that he intended build- baum. New York;
Smith. Pb''^" ,
E.
William
ing a theater on it, but said no defi- Boston:
Atlanta; Ralph
Creswell,
Fred
phia;
Billnite plans had been drawn. The
Louis Marcus,
Kansas
City;
board said the theater would house Li Beau,
Phil Reisman, MinneLake;
Salt
would
seat
F. B.
releases, and
Toronto.
apolis and Gerald Aker*,

OtWs

1

2,000.

telephone.

The

—

big day

is

approaching rapidly

at the BelleThere
Bayside.
Golf
claire
unusual
will be prizes that are more
than ever and lots of funny business,
pulled at the dinner at night.

now

it's

Tuesday next
Club,

(Coiitinurd nn Page 8)
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Doubts Cosmosart's Asserti'i
(Special to THE FILM DAILlf
(Continued from Page 1)
Frank M. \\ la
Minneapolis
Mill-Chutes Corp.
Indianapolis
In response to a question by an studio manager of Cosmosart w
Sinclair,
George
Incorporators,
Frank Thomas and Lewis Coleman. exhibitor as to who would set the na- made a number of lavish pr<|
tional quota, Anderson replied that about the aims of his organizath
ViLXXVNo.63 Friday, Sept. 14, 1923 Price 5 Cents
Randolph Theater this would be done by a committee THE FILM DAILY recentl;
Springfield. 111.
quoted at length in "Greater Al
Incorporators, Fred of exhibitors seating in New York.
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Corp., Chicago.
In response to a query as to who ments" along the same lines. ]|
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at Lang, A. C. Ziesk and T. Sierne.
would set the individual theater valua- dition to the assertions made in
71-73 West 44th St., New York. N. Y. by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Albany System Amusement Co., tion, Anderson answered that the T. York, Willard is quoted as s
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Buffalo.
Capital $15,000. O. D. C. was compiling a card index that Cosmosart already has nin
Mantheaters,
and
Business
T. W. Alicoate, Treasurer
and tures ready for distribution.
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Incorporators, J. A. Weiss, M. Greene of the theaters in each territory,
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. and B. Isenberg.
"Greater Amusements," in a Im
Attorney,
F. Ull- that a list of each zone would be forEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
warded to the M. P. T. O. unit in that editorial
on
Wil
comment
man, Buffalo.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
territory where an appointed com- claims, declares:
the act of March 3, 1879.
Each
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
"No effort has been made to solicit
Film mittee will grade the prices.
Albany Medical
Science
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
bcrships in this territory for the Cosi
Capital $10,000. unit is expected to reach its quota association.
Foreign Corp., New York.
claim to
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
If Willard's
Incorporators, E. Miller, J. J. Kron by grading theater rentals down the members is correct, he must have every
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
All pictures will be sold in- territory sold 100 'per cent. Even wer
Address all communications to THE FILM and B. Traum.
Attorney, N. B. line.
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York,
the case, it would be problematical
dividually and not in groups.
Cosel, New York.

Won't Force Stock

Incorporations

—

—

—

—

—

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,

An

—

exhibitor raised the question of

—

claimed
figure,

membership

for

it

is

total

would read

generally conceded

th

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Columbus, Ol New Philadelphia whether the power vested in the M. total number of theater owners in the
G
1603.
not exceed 14,000.
Amusement
Co., New Philadelphia. P. T. O. by the national conventions States does
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Amusements at the present time is cond
Washington,
Minneapolis
in
and
Incorporators, A.
Capital, $300,000.
Wabash Ave.
an investigation of the claims Willard
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman. V. Abel, F. A. Bean, C. J. Marr, J. Chicago regarding exhibitor distribu- wile in Minneapolis."
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., R. Hill and
tion would involve the theater ownJ. A. Elden.
London, W. I.
financially
in
the distributing
ers
Among the statements madd
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
company, and whether each theater Willard while in New York, was
Clichy.
Stern
Sails for Home Sept. 28
European Representative InternaCentral
would stand the proportionate losses to the effect that Cosmosart w
Filmschau,
tionale
Prague (Czecho- SloAbe Stern of Century has cabled of the releasing company. In reply distribute the Lloyd pictures,
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
Century that he intends sailing from to this, Anderson stated the T. O.
was later denied by Willard in
Cherbourg for New York on Sept. D. C. was a regularly incorporated presence of John C. Ragland of]
28.
company with its liabilities limited.
Quotations
Lloyd organization and a represc
Anderson
was
apparently
not
contive of THE FILM DAILY.
High
Low Close Sales
Many Here for Fight
versant enough to answer the many
East. Kod. .1043/i 103*4 103K
600
Next Week at Rialto-Rivoli
Many coast folks are in New York questions asked him. Glenn Harper,
F. P.-L
74ys 73% 73V4 7,000
likewise did not have facts and deGloria Swanson in "Zaza," will
Not quoted for the Dempsey-Firpo fight tonight
do pfd
tails available.
the feature at the Rivoli next w
^^oldwyn
Not quoted at the Polo Grounds. Among them
"The Marriage Maker," will bej
16
16
16
300 are Ward Crane and Tom Mix.
Loew's
Choice Prod. Through Anderson?
feature at the Rialto.

'Phone, Hollywood

1

—
—

—

—

/

^

—

On

Conference
(Continued from Page

—

1)

As Chairman Bottomly

explained,
the problem the income tax unit has
had to face was that of charging off
costs of production against income,
and to get well-established and consistent rules on which to base the
profits and losses of the motionpicture business.

many

celebrities present.

local

WELDED WIR
REELS

has just been completed.
William H, Clifford directed with J.
Files Petition in Bankruptcy
Frank Glendon, Josie Sedgwick, Bil(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ly Boyd. Joan Standing, William TurChicago
William Wamsher, of ner, Jacquel Lance, and Edward
the Wamsher Amusement Co., has Burns in the cast.
filed a petition in bankruptcy listing
Dowling Back on Coast
his assets at $360 and liabilities at

Love,"

For Sale *v
Howells Cine Equip. Co.

—

740 7th Ave..

New

Yo,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
17836 U.S. THEATRES
Angeles— Pat Dowling has reLos
for this "ad" FREE at your
PICTURES
$1200 Stolen From Detroit Theater turned to the Christie lot after mak- Under
Educational Exchange
250 seats, 30%; under I
ing a tour of the country.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, U
Detroit Robbers broke into the
The most economical method of reach
Schenectady Deal Important
theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVK
OUVEN1LX COMEDY safe of the Rialto, the early part of
30
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lists if desired.
$4.00 PER M UP.
this week and made away with $1,200;
50% saved in postage, etc., through elimi
Albany The Farash Theater Co. tion
JACKWhite
the second time the safe has been
of dead and duplicate theatres usui
Production
rifled.
The last time the house suf^ has received a charter here naming listed.
WITVT
William M. Shirley, of Schenectady Multigraphing
Mimeographing
BENN1E ALEXANDER
fered a loss of $1,750.
and William F. Rafferty, of Syracuse
Folding Enclosing M ailing.
incorporators.
William W. Farley
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY C
Warners in Times "Roto"
acted as representative.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newest Detroit House Opens
Angeles It is understood that
Los
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Choice Prod, will be one of the proDetroit The new Martha Wash- ducing units allied with Anderson
ington was opened recently with Pictures Corp.
"Win the Man You

$2,634.81.

SHOWING

^YANKEE SPIMT"

—

—

—

The rotogravure section of the Sun-:
MAN WITH PROVEN SALES AND
EXECUTIVE ABILITY SEEKS POSI- day Times carried a large ad from
TION WHERE HARD WORK OF RE- Warner Bros, telling of that organSULTS-BRINGING-KIND WILL GET
THE PROPER RETURNS. 34 YEARS ization's association with David BeOLD WITH 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE Iasco. It is believed that motion picIN THE FILM INDUSTRY.
ture advertising in "roto" sections of

ADDRESS BOX A— 19
c/o FILM DAILY
71

West 44th

New York

St.

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Rottiacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
S42

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray HiU 1831

large dailies such as the
in the picture business.

Times

is

new

City

Weber In Deal With Lieber
Sam Sax, sales manager and L.
Lawrence Weber is back from a trip,
He reports a, deal closed with H.
Lieber of Indianapolis, whereby the
latter acquires the Indiana rights to
"Marriage
Morals,"
and
"Don't

He also sold the
California, Arizonia, Nevada and Hawaiian rights to these pictures to All
Marry For Money."

Star Feature Dist, San Francisco.

—

—

—

244 West 42nd St.. Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

Schenectady News of the formation of the Farash Theater Co. ha9
caused quite a stir in local film z\x-

William Farley, who acted as
representative,
represents
rethe
ceivers of the State while Shirley
manages the Strand of which Rafferty
is the owner.
It is believed that the
new combination already has or soon
will acquire the Albany, a competitor
of the Strand owned by Paul Alberts.
Shirley will act as general manager
of the new company and arrangements are being made to form a booking combine between the three theaters, the State, Strand and Albany.
The State went into bankruptcy as
a result of the difficulties of Max
Spiegel.
cles.

TREAT 'EM ROUGH
Life Prolonged

Sprocket Holes Will Last

FILMS WON'T SCRATCH
when

treated

by the

COUNSELL PROCESS
Room 604
1416 Broadway, N. Y.
No

celluloid used
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MASTER PRODUCER GIVES
YOU A TREMENDOUSLY

WUMAN PICTURE

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD

DOUGLAJ* FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ADR AM J"

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
•

D. V/ GRIFFITH
PREJVpENT

„

y)

^'

fx

why Jid

Gi*auman'*r

audiencex were
I

The only great cast is that cast that
a story in a great way.

tells

"The White Rose"
Hammers out its appeal in tones that never
jar because the players
the characters; not just acting the characters.

WERE

recent years has any player won such
praise as
MARSH, who is
greater in this picture than in "The Birth
of a Nation" or "Intolerance."

Not

in

MAE

lavish

Ivor Novello was specially selected from all
young men of stage and screen for this role.

He

is

great.

Carol Dempster, a different
getting better
'-.<,

and

better,

is

type, always
better than ever

in this film.

Neil

D.

Hamilton, one of those real "finds"
Griffith so often makes, is on his way

W.

to greatness.

t

w

*~

Through it all moves that sensitive magic of
quick humanity that only Griffith, the real
master of the films, gives always to his work.

D.

<•*

W. GRIFFITH'S

The White Rose

> >

D.W GRIFFITH
prejenfs

/,

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTIXTjT CORPORATION
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
MARY PICKFORD
D. Wi GRIFFITH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ADfcAMJ*

•

PRESIDENT

box- office approval
will be 100 per cent alxo

\btii*

There

is

something

real

and human

about

"The White Rose"
That quickly

stirs

your calm and chat-

ting audiences into friendly groups,
tensely silent and alert with sympathy.

Your

spectators laugh and they sigh
and sit in tight delight, for this? splendid
story is so natural they become as interested as if it were about some one they
all knew intimately.

As Don Allen

in the

World, says:

"It

big films of

all

New York

Evening
one of the really
time because it is so very,
is

very human."
It

is

no wonder Mr. Grauman's audi-

ences are "taken by storm."
Every
audience is. You should show it in your
theatre.

D.

W. GRIFFITH'S

"The White Rose"

D.W GRIFFITH
presents

/ r>

Z

u V

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTIXTJ* CORPORATION
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

MARY PICKFORD

D. W. GRIFFITH
DOUGLAJ" FAIROANKX
HIRAM ADRAMJ-- PftEXIDENT
.

_

.

K>rA

D.W GRIFFITH
pi-QXQntx

Qdapted from

by arrangement with Kate Claxton

With

Cillian

and Dorothy Qish

In the Greatest Vote Ever

Anywhere on

Taken

the Popularity of

Great Motion Pictures
D.

W. GRIFFITH'S

"Orphans of the Storm"
Was

declared the

second choice of the

picture-going public in the four nations of
the British Isles

England and

Ireland,

Scotland and Wales.

"Orphans of the Storm" ran second only
to

"Way Down

East" against

all

the great-

est pictures of the last four years.

This Griffith masterpiece has
picture can have

;

all

that

any

everything for any class

of audience,

And the

Greatest Love Story of

All History

BOOKING
miSTS CORPORATION
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
MARY PICKFORD
D. »/. GRIFFITH
DOUGLAX FA1RDANKJ*
HIRAM ADRAM/ PfSE-TIDeNT
•

'

—

L

I#j

Have You Shown
%<?,

i

•v-

.'.V

the Only Dif-

ferent Picture in

Two

Years

Week after week your audiences see motion
pictures that are pretty much the same.

A

star; a love story; a kick at the

there

you are

end

—and

I

Do you realize there has been
made in recent years that is

only one picture

Absolutely Different!
Read what

these exhibitors said in trade paper

reports:

'One Exciting Night' turned them away during the second week: held for a third."
Middle West.
"Business very big with .'One Exciting Night.'
Pershing Theatre. St. Louis.

'

—

"Business splendid."

—^Garden,

Milwaukee.

"Business at peak during second
Stillman, Cleveland.

week.*—

,

"Although 'One Exciting Night' had a four
weeks' run at the Stanton, only seven blocks
away, it did a landslide business."
Palace,

—

Philadelphia.

"Second week, big business."—rNew Theatre,
Baltimore.

Give your audiences a

D.

real

change with

W. GRIFFITH'S

"One Exciting Night

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

MARY PICKFORD

DOUGLA.T FAIRBANKS
HI«AM ADRAM/

•

D. V/. GRIFFITH
PRESIDENT
.
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They Gome

Still

(Continued from Page

1)

not too late for the tardy ones
Remember, entrants don't
have to be golt players to be in the
party.
A lot of fellows who think
they can play golf can't get anyone
It's

to

join,

with them.

i

The list, an imposing one,
stood yesterday is as follows:

as

Metro.
Abrahams, Geo., Craftsmen Lab.

Abeles, A.

S.,

Adler, Bert, C. B.
Adler, Lester W.. Srlznick
Alden. P. S.
Alicoate, Jack, Film Daily.
i

W.

Metro

E.,

Bachmann, J ,G., Preferred Pictures
Baker, C, Graham, Vitagraph.

London

Balkin,

Principal Pictures
Myron L., Distinctive Prod.
Levinson, J. A., 565 5th Ave.
Lesser,
Lesser,

M.,

Irving,

Lewis, Edgar, Hotel Woodstock
Lewis, Harry, 200 West 42nd St.
Lichtman, Al., Preferred Pictures
Loew, Arthur, Loew's Inc.
Loew, David, Loew's, Inc.
Lownes, A., Dura Film Protector Co.
Lynch, E. C. Pathe
130

Chas.,

W.

Mannix,
Marr. Allan D., Asso. Exhibitors
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Marin, Ned, Distinctive Prod.
Massce, William, 115 Broad St.
Stanley Co.

Jules,

Mersereau, Don, Film Daily
Merrill, Charles E„ Pathe

M.

Milligan, Jim,
Mitchell, Fred,

P.

World

Loew's Inc.

Mooney, Paul C, Mayer Prod.
Moore, Tom, Moore's Theaters, Wash.
Morgan, Oscar, Famous Players
Morris, Sam, Warner Bros.
Morrissey, Frank W., 45 John
Morrissey, R. A., 45 John St.
Moses, Chas., Liberty Theater, Stapleton
E., United Artists

Boyd, Alexander
Botsford, A. M.,

R.,

Stanley Co.

Famous Players

Brooks, Edgar, Pathe
Brock, Louis, First Nat'l.
Brown, George, Universal.
Burr, Charles C, Mastodon Films, Inc.

Cameron, Rudy, Lambs' Club.
Carlton, Carl, Times BIdg.
Carvon, Tom, Universal
Clarke, Horace T., David P. Howells
Cohen, Emanuel, Pathe News
Cohn, Jack, C. B. C.
Cohen, Julius, N. Y. American
Cohen, Milton, Inter-Globe Export.

Cosman, Jack, Agfa Co.

"Danny," Film Daily
Day,

Harvey, Internat'l News.
W., Youngstown, O.
Dureau, M., Saenger Amuse. Co.

Diebel, C.

Trade Review

Elms. James W., Du Pont Co.
Eschmann, E. A., Asso. First Nat'l.
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Co.
Felix,

Palmer, S. D., Famous Players
Parsons, P. A., Pathe
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe
Pettijohn, C.

C, M.

P. P. D. A., Inc.

Pope, Frank
Price, Burr, Distinctive Pictures
Quigley, Martin

J.,

Exhibitors' Herald

Reiben, Sam, Reiben Film Corp.

Reichenbach, Harry, Sam Goldwyn Prod.
W. J., Cine Mundial
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho.
Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
Rothstein, Nat G., F. B. O.
Riley,

Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Creske. Henry, Creske-Everett, Inc.
Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade Review
Cuming, Robt. M., Jr., Metro

Eckels, Ed., Exhibitors

Nacht, Aaron, Asso. Exhibitors
Noble, John W., Griffith Studios
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.

Schenck Prod.

Ferber, Jack. Lakewood, N. J.
Fields Seymour, Eggers Photo Engraving.
Fox, William, Fox Film
Frank, W. B., Pathe
Franklin, H. B .Famous Players
Fuller, Paul M., Pathe

Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels, Inc.
Sanders, Laurence H.
Saunders, Frank A., True Story Magazine
Sax, Sam, Weber & North
Scanlon, G. A., Du Pont Co.
Schlesinger, M. B.
Schlesinger, Morris
Schmidt, Artie,
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.

Wainwright, R.

Yates, H.

London

J.,

Republio Laboratory

W.

Gillett,

S.

Another Tournament
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Plans are being made for
Detroit
the next Detroit Film Golf Tournament conducted under the auspices
The
of the Michigan Film Review.
last affair was quite a success and
the forthcoming event is being looked forward to with much enthusiasm.

M.

P.

Jacobson,
Johnston,

Lou

Wm.

A.,

M.

P.

News

Kane, Arthur S., Asso. Exhibitors
Kane, A. S. Jr., Asso. Exhibitors
Kane, R. T., Famous Players
Kann, Maurice, Film Daily
Kaufman, H., Metro, N. Y. Exchanfe

i

just two pictuk
of pictures to offer either
'Marriage Morals' and 'Don't
to sell

—

Mai

For Money.'
"L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby Nok
are two whom our friend feels sorry
inasmuch as they have put good Amerii
I

dollars in a picture, figuring the state ri;
market for its sale. You can just bet t
the firm 1 represent did put good Ameri<
dollars into their two pictures, but we
satisfied with the returns that we are {
ting on same.
"1 jiarticularly noted what our sales
ager friend said about there being fewer
changes open, but I found no fewer rep
sentative exchanges than at any time sit
I'll
adi
I
have been in the business.
in our business we have a mushroom grow
in spots, but you will find that the we
sisters leave us and that there are just
many responsible, substantial exchanges 1
as there ever was and that they are jl
as anxious today to do business with y
if you offer them worth-while product,
friend can get the fact that 'the state rig
market is gone' out' of his head."

Leishman Promoted

m

Goldburg said:
D. Leishman, Universal auditor
"I don't know who the 'well known
for the East, will no longer operate manager for a state right organization'
among the various exchanges. He whose comments you reported in today's
has been promoted to a position at sue of the FILM DAILY, but if he foui
the

home

the market 'gone;' 'that the independent fie
as such exists in name only,' my reply
that either his product was wrong; his pric
excessive, or as a sales manager he has lo
I
have every respect for Ri
his grip.

office.

Northern Jersey Strike Avoided
of Arrow and Irving Lessor
between 34 theater Johnson
Principal, but if they mean to echo the stat
owners of Hudson County and 400 ments of the man you quote, then they, to
musicians, operators, stage hands and have lost their grip on things. Instead
or the First N
billposters have been terminated suc- Warner Brothers, Lichtman
crowding out legitimate
Negotiations

i

cessfully with the granting of a wage
increase of from 10 to 15 per cent.
At the expiration of their contract on
Sept. 1 the employes requested a 30
per cent wage increase.

Here
Windsor and

"Nellie" Principals

Lew Cody, Claire
Edmund Lowe, principals
the

in

"Nellie,

Cloak Model," which
Flynn will make next,

Beautiful

Emmett

J.

in

New

York

of the picture will be

yesterday.

made

here.

product
dependent product, they have instead create
It
a demand for worth while attractions.
true that they have crowded out the shodd
tional

ii

I

pictures, and the negative that cost $5001
that state right distributors were trying t
dispose of on a $40,000 basis.
"I will stake my years of experience
reputation against that of your corresponde
or any one else in the industry when it come
to a knowledge of state right conditions; an
therefore, let me, state the following; thet
are more responsible, financially, well ei
tranched state right buyers in the Unite
States today than at any time in the histor
Fifty per cent of the stat
of the industry.
right buyers in the United States have mot
net, tangible, convertible assets by way c
cash in bank, stocks, bonds, and other form
c
of security, excepting film, than
state right distributors or producers.
righ
state
"Seventy five per cent of the
producers and distributors have all their egg

95%

One

of the spectacular scenes in
"Nellie," is a crash on the elevated
railroad.
Arrangements for this are
understood to have already been
started by Goldwyn officials.

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any of the committee

my

Here is
entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the Belleclaire Country Club, Bayside, L. I.

Ham, Wallace W., Vitagraph
Hayward, Leland, United Artists
Hedley, Albert, Vitagraph
Hedwig, W. K., Rex Laboratory
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artists
Hodkinson, W. W., Hodkinson
Hoffman. M. H., Truart Prod.
Howells, D. P.
Hum, H. H., W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
Humm, John, Pathe
Hurst, W. O., Whitman Bennett Prod.

—

:

one basket and you will find more
the state right buyers in additii
owning and operating exchanges, ov
theaters, real estate and other assets out
of motion pictures.
There is a market for any kind of a
in

tha"

half

sid

fifj

office valuation whether it is a bii
special or western just as long as the stat'
right producer and distributor does not at
tempt to sell a $5,000 production on a basil
of $50,000 or a $25,000 production on th<
basis of $75,000.
"The state right distributor who sells hi:
productions 'for a little hitter than print cost
riding for a fall ; that is why some
is
They an,
them come and go so quickly.
not financed to hold out on their pictures unti
they receive their largest price or they an
handling a production of a fly-by-night pro
ducer who is anxious to get as much money'
back and as quickly as he can get it as possi-|
ble, and this distributor throws the picture
But they won't last
all over the country.
long, and that class of distributor like the
fly-by-night state right exchangemen, is being

and box

News

Foster
Ginsberg, H., Preferred Pictures

Grainger. Jas., Goldwyn
Greene, J. I., Theatre Owners Dis. Corp
Grey, Albert L., D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Gueringer, W. H., Saenger Amuse. Co.
Gulick, Earl G.. Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal

Bad Markt

(Continued from Page 1)
I have just rcturli
territory you canvass.
found
from a trip too and I know that
market
state right
in a mightly healthy c ff
dition and I experienced no difficulty in
posing of my product, and I have no se

reel picture that has exploitation possil"

Gilroy,

Glucksmann, Jacobo
Goetz, Ben, Erbograph Laboratory
Goetz, Harry M., Erbograph Co.
Golden, E. A., Metro, Boston

192

E.

Rothacker Mfg. Co.

E. K.,

14,

i

Gallup, G. B., Asso. First Nat'l
Gaylor, E. S., Morgan Litho Co.
Gill,

a

September

1

Sam; Commonwealth Film

Zierler,

Most

Stephen, London
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Smith, J. Boyce, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Smith, E. L.,
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Stebbins, Arthur, Reuben Samuels
Slinger,

B.,

Waite, Stanley, Pathe
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Wellenbrink, H. H., Wellmont Theater, Montclair, N. I.
Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily
Wilkerson, Billy, Artclass
Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carlton Pictures
Wilson, Frank, Reeland Pub. Co.
Wonders, Guy L., Rivoli, Baltimore

arrived

Schwab, Jules, Great Neck
Schwartzman, Sam, Preferred Pictures

Deny

John H., Dupont Co.

Theiss,

46th St.

Schenck Prod.

Eddie,

Moyer, Charles

Inc.

Sternberg, Lester, Film Daily
Storey, John E., Pathe

MacMahon, John, N. Y. American

Mastbaum,

Barnstyn, J. C, Brit. & Cont.
Barth, Gus, Rex Laboratory
Beach, F. A„ United Artists
Beatty, Jerome, Preferred Pictures
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors' Herald
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & Co.
Berman, Harry, F. B. O.
Bernstein, David, Loew's, Inc.
Black Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
Blaisdell. George, Exhibitors Trade Review
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels,

Feist,

Lachenbruch. Morton, 42 Broadway
Leahy, T. E., Each. Herald

McGovern,

Aronson, Al., Truart Prod.
Ash, L. M., Sacnger Amuse. Co.
Atkinson,

it

Kearney, Pat, Preferred Pictures
Kent, S. R., Famous Players
Klein, Edward L.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players
Kohn, Stuart M., Howells Sales Co.
Kracht, Clem, M. P. World

Friday

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is
lunch,

THE COMMITTEE:
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Asso. First Nat'l, 383 Madison Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

j

rapidly eliminated and like everything else,
it is a question of the survival of the fittest.'

Deitrich Back
has
w ho
Theodore C, Deitrich,
been in Europe for the past five
months looking over the Knropcan

on the
returned
yesterday
field,
During his
Stockholm.
steamship
stay abroad he supervised two pictures and has brought back a print
of each.

THE

tmmmmammm—m—mm
September

Friday,

14,

1923

After Broadway Show
reported Preferred is
is

It

Putting

after

lm rights to "We've Got to Have
now running at the Play-

it

Over

Robbers Crack Francesca Safe *
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Robbers recently

—

loney,"

Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ouse.

Cohn

to

Manage Asher

Tie-up

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Bennie

Cohn has been
by the Ashers to manage
West Englewood theater.

Chicago
jpointed
leir

broke into the box-office of the
Francesca and broke open the safe.

Screen Editions for Fall Product
First National is preparing exploi-

accompany

tation to

Fall productions.

Screen editions of "Ashes of Vengeance," "Potash and Perlmutter,"
"Flaming Youth," "Penrod and Sam"
and "Her Reputation" will be issued

'Planes Advertise "Spoilers"

Milwaukee

— Manager

At Fair

Roy McMul-

of the Merrill, and Walter D.
Nealand put over "The Spoilers," in

len

great style

when

With

Whittier's Birthday
arranging tie-ups witli
John Greenleaf Whittier's birthday
on Dec. 17 in connection with "The
Barefoot Boy."
B. C.

C.

is

the picture played

N. W. Sold on "Temptation"
Denver
the theater recently.
"Temptation" has been sold by C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Wisconsin State fair opened B. C. to
by leading book publishers.
Greater Features, Inc., of
Denver Mark E. Corey has been
August 27 for nine days and is usually Seattle for
Gimbel's department store was the
Washington,
for
here
Oregon,
)pointed sales manager
attended by more than 100,000 people. Montana,
Northern Idaho and Alaska'.
odkinson, succeeding H. O. Bertels, first to give a window display to the Arrangements
were made with the
film edition of "Penrod and Sam."
signed.
fair
to have the lower
One of their large windows on 33rd wingsmanagement
of the two aeroplanes used by
Bridgeport Theater Burns
St. was entirely devoted to the book,
Louis Voyer who changes planes in
Spink Managing Fay House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
accompanied by stills from the pic- mid-air,
painted
as
follows: "The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ture.
Stills will be provided with the
Bridgeport, Conn.
Fire recentlv
Spoilers, Merrill Theater, September
Philadelphia Charles Spink is the other novels as well.
damaged the Park, a new acquisition
1st—
15th."
:w manager of Fay's, at 40th and
to the Poli chain.
The house was recently rearket.
Big
Puts
Campaign
This
Over
Fair Scenes Interest
odeled, prior to re-opening.

Corey

in

—

—

—

Crowds

—

Los
Angeles An
exploitation
campaign that took in many angles
Mitchell Goes to Toronto
put "Three Wise Fools," over for a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto W. H. Mitchell has been two weeks' run at the California.
-pointed assistant Canadian district
Ray Miller, who handles the Calimager of First National.
fornia's advertising started off with

—

Form Theater Company
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Francisco
Local Chinese
ve formed the Mandarin Theater

San

with a capital of $100,000.
unit has purchased property
Grant Ave. and Pacific St.
Inc.,

>.,

new

le

activities

around the annual county

fair.

The fair brought all the farmers for
campaign,
using
50 miles
around to town. Graham had
twenty-four sheets, 300 three-sheets a camera man on
hand with a welland 1,000 window cards.
Supple- bannered truck
telling about "Souls
menting these were 250 special win- For Sale" and from the truck moving
a

Chinese

Butler, Pa.— When John C. Graof the Lyric, played "Souls for
Sale," he centered his exploitation

Moser Back

ham

(Special to

—

San Franciso Joe Moser, formerly
operator of the T. & D. Tivoli, has
re-entered exhibition, having bought
out the Diamond in Oakland.

billboard

Resume Tour in October
Mrs. Wallace Reid will rest for a
dow cards distributed 'by the manu- pictures of the crowds were taken. month and then extend her tour of
facturers of a popular brand cigar Permission
was secured to drive the personal appearances in connection
made, the "Sante Fe;" a window strip truck around the track between races with "Human Wreckage." Her itinbeing made up from the still show- and pictures of the crowds along the erary includes Omaha, Minneapolis
ing Gillingwater, Francis and Crane track and in the grand stand were and Milwaukee.
smoking cigars. These were placed also taken. The pictures were then

Campaign Reaches Legislators in some of the best locations in the shown at the theater for the whole
city.
Later, 800 inches of display adThe M. P. T. O. is circularizing vertising were used in the five local week of the celebration.
The papers
jislators on the tax situation.
Another feature of the exploitation
as well as special stories, such
mmunication points out that exhib- as interviews with Boardman, Gilling- was the tagging of 5,000 automobiles

'ax

are passing through a serious
siness depression and that relief
>m taxation is necessary to their
titinuance in business.
rs

water, Crane, Francis and Vidor.

window

Other
aways,

banners,

campaign

throw
brought the

displays,
etc.,

with the "Souls For Sale" tag. Extra
newspaper space was used including
the Goldwyn casting director's "Souls
For Sale" questionnaire.

—

Hugh

Dierker Prod.,

>rtly.

Conducting Popularity Contest
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cansas City, Mo. "The Reel Jouris conducting a contest to demine the most popular salesman
1 manager in the
Kansas City and
Louis territory.
Prizes will be
'

'0
.t.

in cash.
22.

ihooker

Opens

(Special to

—

The

contest

Own

closes

Exchanges

THE FILM DAILY)

cattle
B. M. Shooker, for
rs with Arrow in Denver,

five

and Seattle, has opened ex:|nges under the name of Shooker
Fn Exchange. He holds a Phil
j|dstone franchise for Denver and
Lake, where he will have exiges. An exchange will probably
Nppened in Seattle.
:e

:

:1

—

Sale." The management devoted a
large window to the display of silks.

(Special to

Rochester

First

Anniversary

THE FILM DAILY)

—William

Fait,

Jr.,

re-

cently celebrated the first anniversary
of the Eastman. Fait states that over
1,750,000 people attended the theater
during the year.

A

billboard display covered the city

'

in the city placed the Palm
Olive strips in their windows; sixteen

were placed in big
Telegrams from
Rupert Hughes and Eleanor Boardman to the "fans" of Ft. Wayne were
studio streamers
store
windows.

Fred Meek

Barron, manager of the
Edward
United Artists exchange, made a tieup with Arthur J. Hill, of the State
Life Insurance who induced his company to put up a huge sign on its
u>.

building,

free

of

cost,

which read:

Now

in

Asbury Park

THE FILM DAILY)
Boston— Fred Meek, who has been
(Special to

managing the showing

of

"The Cov-

ered Wagon" in this city for the
past 14 weeks, has gone to Asbury

Park
is

Three models wearing blue gowns with all sizes of paper and a newswere posed in the window. A large paper campaign were featured. The
card read: "Turquoise blue, the color type ads shown in United Artists'
of the elaborate gowns worn in "Souls press books, were used and plenty of
The opening
for Sale,"
Rupert Hughes' daring white space allowed.
story of Hollywood at the Orpheum announcement was made six days
Other stunts inclu- ahead of the play date and was folall next week."
lowed with different ad copy each day,
ded:
the space becoming larger and larger,
A bally-hoo, consisting of 24-sheets with the big smash on the opening
mounted on an auto truck.
5,000 day. The whole length of the Strand
teaser envelopes, "How to get into building was covered with a sign 120
the movies," and 1,000 hangers were feet long and 15 feet high. This was
distributed.
Every downtown drug the biggest sign
San Francisco.
store

Salt

Celebrates

to a close.

Dent on Coast for Selznick
Heavy Advertising Featured
Fames Dent has been appointed Several Angles Used by Snowden
est Coast representative for SelzFt. Wayne, Ind.
Manager ClemSan Francisco When "The White
:k, charged with watching producent of the Orpheum, and H. T. Snow- Rose," was booked for the Strand,
Selznick will den, Goldwynner, arranged a tie-up
n activities there.
a heavy advertising and exploitation
ease "Defying Destiny," a Louis with Wolf & Dessauer's department
campaign helped hold the picture for
illiam Chaudet Prod., and "Canse store for the showing of "Souls for
a third week.
Divorce;" a

in Exhibition

THE FILM DAILY)

to join another company.
He
succeeded by G. G. Wallace at the

Majestic.

Storm Damages Cincinnati Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—What

Cincinnati
the most

is
declared one
severe hailstorms ever
recorded in this part of the country
recently damaged screens and scenery of many of the local theaters

of

when

the hail

came through

defective

roofs.

Ask Support for British Films
The Associated Press reports from
London that British producers are
begging the British public to patronize home-made films as an act of patriotism but that the response thus far
poor. One grievance, according to
the dispatch, seems to exist because
is

used in the teaser ads.
A
"E. B. Barron (State Life Patron)
page advertising truck of co-operative
American producers do not have
advertising was run in the Journal- says: See It! 'The White Rose' Strand
the income tax there.
pay
Theater Now!"
Gazette,
double

to

Once again we prove that
FIRST NATIONAL SERVICE

the
ULfiP^jQund and substantial service

an%B^hihkggcan book

is

today.

In aQ gpun ciigflBPN JQL A" that thrill^tgr^fefry Cywfe* Stockley, of a
»ung girl ou thel^%h African veld
masquerading as a man; a story that
first appeared iu Cosmopolitan Magamd later, in book Form, became
f the
loelyteell ers, we

—

££*

or box-office blues.

II

Here

is

a production that has all those

seat - filling, bring - 'em - in,

fti

box - office

values that put joy in the heart of
the real

showman.

J

Foreign Rights Controlled by
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Remarkable Achievement
Says Variety

y^

THE

TREMENDOUS
BOX OFFICE

RESULTS
Shown
At the

CAPITOL
NYC
THEATRE

rected

Starring9

PRISCILLA

by

OD BROWNING

OL
il-5»r:* 5ti 5

?:

v

From^/A.Bradys Production of the Play by
John Colton and Daisy H Andrews

ISCIU.A !>£*"

f

IVERSA

pa

CARL LAEM

one of %

theBid

EDWARD
MORTON

^Ttiree

3

1

ERNEST
TORRENCE

Rousing Cheers!

*M
ilO
chap

^^jhis

JAMES CRUZE,
has done
T3 Y JOVE,
^

it's

it

again

simply ripping and

You cinthat sort of thing.
ema fellows will jolly well call it a
blooming bear. And these American audiences oh, I say, they'll
just love it, don't y' know.

—

The N. Y. Evening Mail says:
" 'Ruggles of Red Gap' is one of
the most delightful motion pictures

we have

seen.

It is skillfully di-

rected, beautifully photographed,
extremely well acted and is without one clumsy trick or hackneyed
incident.
We have no doubt that
'Ruggles of Red Gap' will prove to
be as successful as 'Merton' and
will give Mr. Wilson the enviable
reputation of writing the best
comedy of the stage last season and

the best

comedy

of the movies.

"We

thoroughly enjoyed this picture.
Rarely have we laughed so
heartily.
'Ruggles of Red Gap' is
destined to take the foremost position in motion picture comedy. It
will be a model which other producers may well follow."

EDWARD HORTON,
ERNEST TORRENCE,
LOIS WILSON,
FRITZI

RIDGEWAY

CHARLES OGLE
and

K

FAM<

LOUISE DRESSER

JESSE

JL

'Ds'

L.

PIAVKRS LASKY CORPORATION £jflKv

LASKY

PRESENTS

JAMES CRUZE

product!

Ruggles of red Gap

—

:
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Tax

Censorship

York, Michigan and N. Carolina
Exhibitor Units Lined Up

York State Exhibitor Body Sur-

t

ging Political Field

Out

Assembly

he

—Assembly,

of Office Jan.
in

Meeting Planned

1

Individual efforts for the repeal of
the admission and seating taxes introduced by the Government originally as war measures may be crystallized shortly into one concerted action with exhibitor leaders from New

Albany goes out

the end of this year. In view
he fact that it was this portion of
State Legislature that effectually
ked the censorship repeal mearecently, the M. P. T. O. of
v York is getting busy with a surof the political line-up. so far as
i
a thing is possible right now.
ffice

York,

:

As a matter
as

general.

in

campaign

way

is

Certainly, an agfor the repeal of

M.

—

in

Try And Get

It,

The

Philadelphia Follows Cleveland

Features Reviewed
Page
The Gold Diggers

Warner Bros

4

'otash and Perlmutter
First National

4

Red Gap
Paramount

Juggles of

Hunchback

of

Notre

4

Dame

Universal- Jewel

Lone
Fox

'he

Star

4

Ranger

Philadelphia

The Day

Commission

5

hort Subjects

5

French Doll
Metro

'he

8

!ed Lights

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

...

8

Trade
meet here on

Federal

will again

the 20th to take additional testimony
in the Famous Plavers action.

like a real party. And a real holiday in local
Gathering Data in 'Frisco
over 200 well known film folk will go out in the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
open and enjoy the Fall Film Golf tournament. Many notables
San Francisco An attorney repWill Fox, Hal Roach, W. W. Hodkinson, Marcus Loew (if he can resenting the Trade Commission is
get back from his new house opening in Pittsburg), P. A. Powers, here gathering data, etc., to be used
in the hearing against Famous Playsure, Adolph Zukor if he can get away, lead the producing con- ers. The attorney visited a number

Way

—

town exhibitors include Jules Mastbaum, PhilaMoore. Washington; Chris Diebold, Ohio; Guy
Wonders, Baltimore; and others. Out. of town exchangemen include Eddie Golden, Metro, Boston; Harry Asher, Boston, and
others and golly what a fine crowd from every branch of the industry in town.
tingent.

Out

delphia;

Tom

A

of

wonderful collection of prizes

—

—herewith

thanks to

all

who

presented them a prize for every other player at least, as well
as special trophies for the pinochle champion and other card playing champs special booby trophies, fine food. Oh, boy; it's too
much to write about.

—

— EVERYBODY— please

Tuesday. With

that

it

pray for good weather

will be a party de luxe.

Eternal Struggle

Metro

—The

Tuesday looks

film circles.

Everybody
5

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

W.

Crooker,
Herbert
Parsons,
mas G. Wiley, Walter Eber[t,
Jerome Beatty, John Flinn,
Reichenbach
vard Dietz, Harry
Bill Yearsley.

—

First

elected

Barrell, secretary;
ident; C.
lur M. Brilant, treasurer and the
•wing, the board of directors: P.

,

the

The Federal Trade
Commission hearing against Famous
Players opens here on Tuesday.
Cleveland

been
Shapiro has
ident of the A. M. P. A. The other
Botsford, viceers are: A. M.

]

move
at

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Bryant Washburn and Edward Horton
Grand Asher Production Advt.

P. A.

ictor

I

first

occurred

Cleveland Hearing Tuesday

Goldwyn To Build?
reported that Sam Goldwyn

Shapiro Heads A.

'he

the

(Continued on Page 2)

ads building a studio in the neighlood of 50th St. and 10th Ave.

'he

lines

would come

it

if

Representatives of the various state
organizations named above will probably attend the
Michigan meeting
where definite plans for an agressive
campaign will be outlined.

bill will

in the

of fact,

Jackson meeting of the Michigan unit,
scheduled to occur on Sept. 24-25.

be gotten unnear future.

censorship

in the fore.

no great surprise

along these

likely that '.he tlies of the state will be swung inlo
in support of those politicians
are friendly toward motion pic-

and

Wisconsin

Michigan,

North Carolina

seems quite

;sive

Fight Soon

New

B. V. D.'s
produced "The Broken Wing," he
Schulberg
When Bennie
of the real comedy punch scenes
One
hands.
his
had a problem on
was rescued by sweetie. Who
D.'s
V.
B.
clad
in
was where hero,
now the reviewers point out
And
"BVD."
him
thereafter called
in the production. That's
advertised
was
underwear
that B. V. D.
(Continued on Page 12)

of small towns seeking
to be used as evidence.

When

information

asked whether the Commis-

sion would bring the hearing to San
Francisco, he stated that it is not
likely, because of the great expense

involved
the East.

in

bringing witnesses from

A Special Prize
John

MacMahon

New York

and

the
the
American have do-

department

dramatic

of

nated a golf bag as a special
prize for the golf tournament. It
will be awarded to the player
who, in the opinion of the Committee has performed the most
meritorious playing act.

The Committee
tends

its

hereby exthanks for the gift.

THE

•c&m

DAILY

Grand
Watson,

THE FILM DAILY)

1).
Hilly
I!.
X.
Forks,
former
manager of the
I'nilias resigned to join

Strand,

Vd.IXVNl.S4

Sunday. Sept. 16. 1923

Price

25Cents

v.ersal

on the coast,

Six
Capitol

Days"
this

.

is

the

feature

the

at

Pictures announce Nov. 15,
date of "Week End

Equity

as tin- release
liisliands."

PatheNej
No. 75

now

control the
out J. A. Flournoy who
abandoning the exhibition field.

is

'

THE

1603.

— I-rvmg 'Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest. W, Fredm*nj
Shaftesbury Aye,,

London
The Film

S:

Renter,' 53a'

London, W.

I.

'

'

Paris Representatiun— L* FiJm, -42- Rue -de
Clichy.
,.,;
Representative InternaCentral
European
tionale
Filmschau,
(Czecho'-SloPrague

—

,

Dallas

(Special to

De Luxe,
Virginia

St.,

Notes

this

moved

from 308
to 2016- Third Ave.

— Progress

for liis
ther./
-

Pantagcs is conducting a sui
ssful guessing contest, identifying.: 30
prominent SeattI.e nun from films,. of

Dwan
Dwan

Getting Ready

A

$50 prize

Alexander Film

Co:,

is

busy

vertising films. have opened an office
'14 Third Ave., under supervision
of L. L. May of Denver.
Fred Parrott
of
Portland
covers
Oregon,
Washington and. Idaho as- district

manager.

New

post

with International to join Kinograms:

Buys "Lost World" Rights?
reported that First National
has purchased the picture rights to Sir
Conan Doyle's "The Lost World."
This could not be confirmed' on FriIt

is

J.

Collins

dead, following a
Collins was well

charge of the exploitation of "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," at the
Astor theater.

Tax

prolonged

known

in

1)

Those persons interested in su>
movement would not speak for
lication Friday.
It is known, h
i

that Billy Brandt, presiden
P. T. O. of New York S

M.

situation can be told to them.

campaign has
Brandt is expected

been

the

W

outliil,

to explain it a
to each of his directors, nl
in turn, will get busy with their C

continues

The

delphia to attend the fight.

Board Adjusts 263 Cases

in 6

Months

THE FILM DAILY)

—Oscar

BRAY

M.

run

its

picture
11 P.

to

is

at

shown

Toledo

Big In Box
Merit

Roosevelt.
from 9.30 A.

the

Are
Office

M.

Horater Again an Exhibitor
(Special to

BRIEF

Attractions

—

i

Thonias D. Soriero, of the Whiteinterests from Baltimore.
Ben Amsterdam from Philadelphia.
Harry Charnas from Cleveland.
Harry Asher from Boston.
Abe Einstein and party from Phila-

gressman.

"Ashes" Shown From 9 to 11
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago "Ashes of
Vengeance"

theater

Arrivals in town Friday included:

is

.

illness.

Arrivals

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harvey C. Horater

is

back

the exhibiting field. He has taken
over the Temple. Horater was managing director of the Alhambra and
Pantheon, until poor health forced
him to retire temporarily. He has
been in California for the winter. One
of his first acts was to donate the
profits of one day to the Japanese
in

—

Grand-Asher.

Fight Soon

(Continued from Page

I

en route to Europe.
His trip is on business, for the- Fox
organization, of which lie is director
gi ui nil of productions.
Julius Steger

Neufcld. president of the Film Board of Trade,
day.
declares that the hoard has adjusted Fund.
263 cases in the past six months. Of
More "Scaramouche" Runs
this number, 200 were settled amicaReichenbach Pulls a Stunt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bly before a decision was rendered,
A
novel
stunt was pulled by Harry
Washington "Scaramouche" open- while 40 cases were settled against
Reichenbach,
Friday, when he dised at the Belasco Friday night with exhibitors and 23 against exchanges.
tributed 25,000 throwaways throughPresident Coolidge, the Cabinet, and
out the city, tieing-up "Potash and
various foreign embassies in attendVerschlieser Here
Perlmutter" with the Dempsey-Firpo
ance. The first performance was for
Ben Verschlieser, general manager fight.
the benefit of the Red Cross.
of the Grand studios, is in New York
On the cover of the throwaways
from the coast to spend ten days here. appeared the words:
"Whv Firpo
"Scaramouche" will not open at While here it is his intention to in- Will Lose By A Knockout." Then, on
the 44th St. until Oct. 8.
The date vestigate the advisability of buying the inside appeared, "He weakened
has been put off. by arrangement with studio equipment in the East.
He himself laughing ,at Samuel GoldInspiration which is now
showing will also engage a number of players wyn's 'Potash and Perlmutter,' open"The White Sister," at the theater. to act as support for Bryant Wash- ing at the Mark Strand, Sunday,
The Chicago run of the Ingram pic- burn and Elliott Dexter in a few of Sept. 23rd." Seventy-five thousand
ture will open at the Woods' on the their
forthcoming productions for were distributed at the fight at the
30th.

etc.

tod a
ever,

circles in this section.

Philadelphia

H|

Seattle,
etc.,

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATl

are working under
H. Morgan, chief cameraman, on

the spectacular scenes of ''Yolanda."
Sol Harrison and Jack De Laccy are
assisting Robert G. Vignola in the
direction.

I

(Special to

Island

Washington,

Jersey,

Ten cameramen
Ira

seizure

New York and

Jersey.

C. B. C. reports sales of the Screen
Snapshot series to Celebrated Players
for Wisconsin and De Luxe Films
of Philadelphia for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern Jersey.

hurst

Day With Kinograms
Harvey Day has resigned his

Greater

Steger Sails For Europe

•

•

for

of the

Grecian

detail

Dead
efciai to THE FILIrf DAILY)
La Salle. 111.— James J. ("Peck")
Collins, owner of Peck's Theater is

producers of

P>.

Northern

the

of

Other news from Bavaria,

Mammoth

Exchange

pictures

first

fleet

Ionian Sea.

Fisher, general manager
Pictures, has sold "Enemies of Children," to the Capitol Film

Victor

of

17.

James

advertising Film Co., producers- of ad-

Italian

New

_

offered.

ot

Capital

presents

Lachmann Handling Exploitation
has purposely put off a meeting ol:
Marc Lachmann of the Universal board of directors until somethifij
Para- home office staff has been placed in a concrete nature relative to the

at the
studio preparing
next, production, "Big Bro!!
work
to start
is

;

their backs.

Corp.,
its

ITALY OCCUPIES CORFU !—Pathi|

the

i

,

Amusement

office.

mount Long Island

manager

Kingsboro

Bro&ktyT] lias increased
from $25,000 to $55,000.

has

Pictures

a

Allan

Turner, formerly" assistant
of the Blue Mouse, Astoria,
has succeeded F. \Y. Te.ufel, resigned.
L.

J.

at-

Oklahoma, Texas and Arkansas from

THE FILM DAILY)
lias

its

new exchange on the third
floor of the Film Exchange Bldg.,
with R. J. Ingram in charge. Progress
will release the Arrow product in
opened

vaku), Wenzelplatz.

Seattle

Ark.— Through

Pine Bluff,

torneys, the Berbig Theater Co., have
filed foreclosure proceedings and petitioned tlie appointment of a receiver
against Roland Seine! et al., managers
of the Community. Oliver Prince and
I..
I'. Cassinelli are named as e<> i\r
fendants.

—

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

Amusement Co.,
Cedahurst
Cedahurst, has filed dissolution
papers with the Secretary of State.
The

Inc.,

—

Memphis Eight local exhibitors
ape being- held on bonds of $250 each
the
for
violating
Sunday closing
measure.
It
they are convicted the
theater owners plan taking the case
to tlte highest courts.

Outside
of Greater New York,' $10.00 one year; 6
months. $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.- 'Foreign
415.00.
Subscribers should; remit with order.
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Guts and Flashes

Southwestern Notes
(Special to
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Rental
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MAN WITH PROVEN SALES AN
EXECUTIVE ABILITY SEEKS POS
TION WHERE HARD WORK OF R
SULTS-BRINGING-KIND WILL GI
THE PROPER RETURNS. 34 YEA1
OLD WITH 12 YEARS EXPERIENC
IN THE FILM INDUSTRY.
ADDRESS BOX A— 19
c/o FILM DAILY
71

West 44th

New

St.

York

Ci

WANTED
12

Good Domestic Features

For States Rights Market.
Outlet for 307o of Territory
Guaranteed Immediately

HENRY BOLLMAN
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Wainxer Bros.
a Whole. .FIRST OF BELASCO
STAGE PLAYS ACQUIRED BY
WARNERS; MAKES FINE EN-

As

TERTAINMENT FOR THE
PICTURE
OF
MAJORITY
GOERS; HOPE HAMPTON
SHOWS BIG IMPROVEMENT
IN ROLE INA CLAIRE CREATED.
Here

Cast

where

is

another instance

"stick-to-it-iveness'

— Hope

proven worth while

Ruggles of Red Gap

Samuel Goldwyn presents

'The Gold Diggers

'has

Hamp-

1

"The Hunchback of Noi
Potash and Perlmutter" As a Whole Paramount
Dame"
JAMES CRUZE,
First National
Universal-Jewel
ERNEST TORRENCE AND
ONE OF 7M
ADAPTATION OF EDWARD HORTON RESPON- As a Whole
As a Whole.
POPULAR STAGE PLAY SIBLE FOR THE ENTER- REALLY GREAT BOX
MAKES GOOD HUMOROUS TAINMENT THAT HIS ADAP- FICE ATTRACTIONS OF T|
ENTERTAINMENT EVEN TATION OF SATURDAY SEASON; WITH CHANl
THOUGH TO GET THE EVENING POST STORY AF- GIVING A REMARKAlfe
COMEDY DIALOGUE IN NE- FORDS.
CUTTING WILL PERFORMANCE ANll
SPLENDID CAST; TREM1JCESSITATED A GREAT MANY MAKE IT STILL BETTER.
DOUS SETS
TITLES; PICTURE IS STILL Cast.. Ernest Torrence, probably the
Lon Chaney as the defon
WAY TOO LONG.
foremost character man on the Cast
.

.

screen today, makes much of the
fun in role of uncouth westerner,
whose wife would make a social
lion of him.
Edward Horton is
very good as Ruggles, the valet,
who is mistaken for an English
Colonel and feted by the folks of

Barney Bernard and AlexCast
ander Carr, the originators of the

ton, (maybe it is that the material
suits her), makes a far better im-

famous Hebrew characters, make

pression in this than she has heretofore; they'll probably like her a
Louise Falot as the gold digger.
zenda and Alec Francis take care
of the comedy angle in fine fashion.

"Potash and

their

initial

screen appearnace in
BernPerlmutter."

ard's comedy registers the better
of the two.
Vera Gordon is very
good as Potash's wife. Others are

Red Gap.

Louise Dresser

is

the

much perturbed wife of Torrence.
Martha Mansfield, Hope Sutherland
Type of Story
Delightful comedy
and De Sacia Mooers.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy that supwith situations that have been
Comedy that takes
plies good material for the screen Type of Story
very well handled and always to the
a dramatic turn near the close. The
although there isn't enough to it to
extreme footage in
being presented. It runs
far too long and will be much improved by liberal cutting.
Chorus girl sets out to change
rich man's opinion of herself, and
chorus girls in general, but the
worse she paints herself the harder
he falls: result, marriage
Box Office Angle. .There's good entertainment value and considerable
audience appeal in this stage play
adaptation to win it the approval
of most picture patrons.
Exhibitors will undoubtedly find it a
warrant
which it

the

is

profitable attraction.

Exploitation. .. .The title and success
of the stage play should easily put
this one over.
Even where they
may not know that it was a popular
legitimate favorite, they are familiar
with the term "gold digger," at
least sufficiently to have a good idea
of what to expect in a picture bearing the title.

Talk about Hope Hampton and
Also
mention Louise Fazenda's name and
tell
them about her strenuous
efforts to "land" a man.
A trailer
of Louise vamping Alec Francis
will give an idea of the comedy the
her role of the gold digger.

pair puts over.

For novelty exploitation have a
number of girls, lavishly gowned,
going about and carrying, instead
of walking sticks, shovels brightly
gilted.
The shovels might erve
for trays from which they can offer
tiny gilt shovels bearing the title
:

of the picture.

Direction by
Harry Beaumont;
has given the piece a good production generally but might have been
better on some angles.
Has occa-

overdone the comedy business and the sets are usually overdressed.
sionally

Author

Avery Hopwood

Scenario

Grant Carpenter
David Abel

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

A

Good
chorus

girl's

apartment
7,900 feet

best advantage.

is rather slight for screen purposes, far too slight for the amount
of footage accorded
by director

story

Badger. The comedy dialogue is
naturally taken care of by the titles
of which there are a great many,
one reason why the picture runs so
long.
But it can be tightened up
and to a great extent benefit the
picture's value as entertainment.
Box Office Angle.... You should be
able to sell this title easily. Besides
the popularity of the stage play,
there have been "Potash and Perlmutter' stories syndicated in the
newspapers for years. You'll find
that most of your folks will recognize the title.
Exploitation
Have two men resembling Potash and Perlmutter, if
possible, going about advertising
the picture.
They might carry
"sandwich" signs reading "I'm Potash," I'm Perlmutter," respectively
and each with the same line: "We're
in the clothing business at (your
address.) Step around and see what
we have to offer."
teaser ad in the
"personal"
column might read: "Wanted: A
business partner. Fine opportunity.
Small investment. Watch tomor-

A

Story contains a
audience appeal and
spontaneous comedy business that
should make it an A-l entertainment. It is amusing and thoroughly enjoyable.
They're going to get
a lot of fun out of the complications
that ensue when the English valet
is mistaken for a Colonel and feted
by folks of western American town.
Box Office Angle. .. .You'll want to
get this one. It is genuinely fine
comedy entertainment that should
prove a first rate box office attraction.
If you know they enjoy a
good laugh and want to be amused,
lot of sure-fire

.

i

depend

upon

of
Red
They'll "roar"

"Ruggles

Gap" to fill the bill.
at the comedy play

between Tor-

rence and Horton.
Exploitation .... Your big bet here is
the popularity of Harry Leon Wilson's novel, for one thing.
Be
sure to play up the title and the
fact that it appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. For the benefit
of those who follow up the works
of the authors, also mention that
Wilson is the author of "Merton
of the Movies," another Saturday
Evening Post novel, and a New
York stage success that is still
doing capacity business.
Next advertise the name of
James Cruze. Even if they haven't
seen his "The Covered Wagon" as
yet, they'll associate his name with
it and be interested to see this one.

ringer

bell

the

of

—

vast

cathe>

does his best you know what
should be.
Ernest Torrence
gives a fine performance and P;

Ruth Miller

Type

is

i

splendid.

Based on Vm
Hugo's famous masterpiece,
perhaps gruesome in its interpn
of Story

tion

for

box

office

the

screen,

knockout

provinj

is

in

New Y

against the strongest kind of
position. Far too much materia
the book and director made
effort to get too much in with res
that some sequences are far
short and choppy, but in the
there is a real thrill.
Box Office Angle
This is one
the really big pictures of the yeai
(

for

matter

that

of

many

yea

There may be some complaint
cause

of

the

characterizati

Chaney gives "The
but

it

is

Hunchbaci

true to the story and
well portrayed.
Til

markably
one is "in."
Exploitation

Should be a

cin.

You have much to play with.
everywhere know Chaney. His

Fat
nai»

should bring them in. His perfon'
ance wi'l send them out satisfii,
The immense production stan
out.

Trailers

showing

the

t

Cathedral set, with Chaney clai,
bering down its facade, and swin
ing down the long rope to resc
Esmerelda should certainly brii
them back. For those not famili,
with pictures dwell on the ir
portance of the showing of th
classic.
You should have a lot
people in who rarely go to see pi
tures,

coming

and

this

may

start

the

as a general thing.

Then you have the name
row's edition."
Ernest Torrence, who has been
A trailer should interest them.
a lot of good pictures.
If yoi
Use scenes from the sequence in
which Abe and Morriss entertain
crowd have already seen "Merr;
Go-Round," the name of Norms
the out of town buyers at dinner.
Also the early scenes in which Abe
Kerry will help. There are oth>
"butts in" on Morriss' lunch.
good names to be used. They wi
Mention Ernest Torrence and reDirection by
want to see Patsy Ruth Miller afti
call
his appearance in "Tol'able
Clarence Badger;
evidently encountered some diffithis one.
David," "Singed Wings," "The
culty in getting the comedy busiTrail of the Lonesome Pine," "The Direction by.. Wallace Worsley; h«
ness over since it was largely the
done pretty well considering t
Covered Wagon" and "The Hunchdialogue, and the characterization
tremendous job he had to handl
back of Notre Dame," the latter
of Bernard and Carr, that made the
The mob scenes are only fair, an
two they have probably yet to see.
play, but he has handled it very
Edward Horton is another good
the attack on the Cathedral an
well except for stretching it over
rescue could have been more spii
comedian.
too much footage.
Direction by.... James Cruze; gets a
ited; but all in all a pretty good jot
Authors
Montague Glass and
lot of laughs out of Wilson's novel; Author
Victor Hug
Charles Klein.
they could be kept close together. Scenario by..PerIey Poore Sheeha
Scenario
Frances Marion Author
Harry Leon Wilson
and Edward P. Lowe, Jr.
Cameraman
Rudolph Berquist Scenario
Robert Newhard an
Anthony W. Coldway Cameramen
Photography
All right Cameraman
Karl Brown
Tony Koruman.
Locale
Excelled
"Cloak and Suit" atmo- Photography
Good Photography
sphere and cafe sets.
Locale
Paris in by gone day
Paris and Red Gap Locale
Length
7,770 feet Length
About 11,000 fee
7,590 feet Length

—

Lnday,

September

16,

Tom Mix

1923

in

Fox
t

FINE ACTION
a Whole
PICTURE THAT WILL BE A

OF

Takes plenty of chances in
offering thrills to please his admirers; puts a lot of pep into the
'•ole and furnishes a great deal of
incitement; still wearing his gloves.
Shumway, Stanton
C.
rst....L.
Heck, Ed Peil and William Conklin
(ill plotting against Mix; Billie Dove
ijir

heroine;

pretty

li

Clark,

Frank

others

Minna Redman and

Tom

JLingham.
Not so much the
Ipe of Story
Jstory but the action it affords that
Plot itself is of a very
:ounts.
'familiar formula and for the most
Without the
bart quite obvious.
[numerous thrills and the spontaneous sort of action that keeps it
there would be little to
Ijoing,

Irecommend

it.

With Mix

offering
furnishes

thrill at every turn it
hrst rate enterainment.
Outlaw is made a member of the
Star Rangers on condition that he
prill round up a band of rustlers.
IHow he handles the job alone suffices for a series of fine thrills
li

ouched off with the usual romantic
ingle with the inevitable "clinch"
ending.
ix Office Angle.... You know best
what they

You

want.

picture is

DARING

Mix

usually offered in a

at-

your audience

is

"The Lone Star

Ranger," and you should do a satisfying business with it.
Be sure to
et them know it is the best of
Mix's recent releases.
Also let
them know that the star's horse,
Tony, has quite a prominent part.
One of the best ways to interest
them will be a trailer. Show them
one or two of the big thrills such
as the stage coach spill and Mix's
rescue of the heroine, his escape
from the rustler band or any one
of his "quick draws" when he gets

Tom

his

man

Of course

the title can be adverextensively since the Zane
Grey novel has enjoyed considerable popularity.
The usual book
store tie-up should be effective extised

A

would be

to have

iman

dressed up as a Star Ranger
riding about advertising the showng.
Small metal badges, star
shaped, and bearing the title of the
picture would be readily consumed
by the youngsters and given good

You might try it.
rection by
Lambert Hillyer;
kept this one going at good speed
all the way and provided good production.
display.

ithor

enario

meraman
lotography
>cale

:ngth

Zane Grey
Lambert Hillyer

Dan

Clark

All right

Range country
5,259 feet

Distributor: Metro

Standish"
Associated Exhibitors
Here's another of those costly productions that actually run over the

a Whole
NORTHWOODS
DRAMA THAT HAS BEEN
EXTREMELY WELL ACTED
AND CAREFULLY DIRECTED; DRAMATIC MOMENTS
CARRY REAL PUNCH AND
ALL TOLD IT IS THE SKILFUL TREATMENT THAT
MAKES THE STORY INTER-

As

York.

Remington painting, but the action
of the story dominates. The scenery
is new to pictures, and decidedly refreshing from the general locale of
stories with a western flavor.

ESTING IN SPITE OF ITS
BEING FAIRLY TRITE.

Kenneth Harlan certainly shows Cast
Renee Adore gives an exup as a trouper in the part of the
ceptionally fine performance, one
shows plenty of time and money. Virginian. This should add greatly
that should bring her several pegs
Unlike most of the others, it carries to his popularity. Florence Vidor is
up the ladder; her emotional work
a story of American history, which as excellent as in her previous work
is
particularly good and she has
alone would tend to make it a good this year, and Russell Simpson makes
been very well photographed; her's
an ideal Trampas.
bet.
is the outstanding performance in
But Charles Ray and his associates
"The Virginian" will prove a good
the picture while Barbara La Marr
have turned out a most interesting box office attraction.
is
shoved into more or less obproduction one that should provide
scurity in a role that gives her very
good entertainment and make exhiblittle opportunity to overshadow the
itors a profit.
"The Courtship of
work of Miss Adoree; Earle Wil"The Extra Girl"
Miles
Standish"
will be good for
liams and Pat O'Malley are exMack Sennett Associated
years to come we probably will be
cellent as Mounted Police officers;
Exhibitors
seeing it ten years from now.
others Wallace Beery, Josef SwickA very interesting story has been Mabel Normand comes to Holly- ard, Anders Randolf, George Kuwa.
evolved from historical data, and wood to break into pictures.
She
.The basic theme is
both the sets and photography are lands in the wardrobe department. Type of Story.
of a conventional order but with a
exceptional.
Perhaps the best storm That's the thread of the story what
careful treatment and capable discenes ever photographed are pre- little connected story there is.
But
rection, plus a splendid cast, G. B.
sented during the trip of the May- regardless, there are a few very clever
Lancaster's
novel,
"The
Lawflower to this country.
gags that get over for laughs, and
Bringers," from
which this was
In a very rough state, this shapes if your patrons are not so particular
adapted,
becomes an interesting
up as a worthwhile production from about connected continuity in a Sendramatic entertainment well worth
both the artistic and box office angles. nett feature comedy, it may get over.
million

half

mark

—and

it

certainly

—

—

—

.

.

—

Mabel Normand does some good
work, but she has shown to better

"The Virginian"

advantage

in previous pictures.

Preferred Pictures

—

Exploitation Angle
Mabel NorTom Forman certainly hits with mand should get the bulk of the play,
this one.
He has obtained a produc- because she carries the whole piction that will satisfy every type of ture, but it would be well to also imaudience.
Perhaps the oustanding press the fact that she travels to Holpoint of the entire picture is the new lywood to become a star, and that
atmosphere the picture was made in most of the action revolves around
Wyoming, on exact locations of the her experiences in endeavoring to get
story.
Practically every scene is a before the camera.

—

Short Subjects
"Ruth

of the Range"— Ruth
Serials, Inc.
Pathe

—

Good Fast-moving Serial

Type

of production.

.

15 episode serial

"Haunted Valley" comes the next Ruth Roland
serial entitled, "Ruth of the Range."
As the title indicates, Ruth is again
of the final chapter of

the daughter of a ranch owner. This
time he is the inventor of a substitute for coal which if put on the market would ruin the market for coal,
as it can be manufactured and sold
Remington,
very
much cheaper.
Ruth's father, is at the opening of
the serial held captive by his enemy
of thirty years' standing and who is
the president of the Olympus Coal
Co., which is endeavoring to keep the
new invention off the market.

it at the end of each episode only to be rescued again at the
beginning of the next one.
The cast includes Ernest Warde,
who also directed the serial, Bruce
Pat
Lorrimer Johnston,
Gordon,
Harmon, V. Omar Whitehead and
ohers.
Allen Q. Thompson is responsible for the good camerawork.
Some night effects in the first episode are extremely effective.

Judging from the

seeing.

Mounted

officer goes out to bring
He
a girl wanted for murder.
realizes his love for her but puts
in

duty

first,

brings her back but con-

fession of another clears her.

Box

They'll like this
Office Angle
Where you know they favor
one.
a real red-blooded drama of the
Northwoods with a fine love inter-

est and good action, you can rest
assured they'll be pleased with "The
Eternal Struggle." It carries a first
Good enterrate audience appeal.
tainment for a big majority of pic-

ture goers.

Roland the worst of

Following close upon the heels

first.

ploitation.
street stunt

New

won't go

traction.

cploitation
If
right for it, boost

in

"The Courtship of Miles

wrong on "The Lone Star Ranger"
f you know they like action of the
lort

shown

Louis B. Mayer

Producer:

As productions are invariably cut after previewing, a
general idea of each picture only is given, rather than a
complete analysis. The usual review will appear when the

WITH THE
IFAVORITE
LOVERS OF THRILLS; MIX
AT HIS BEST AND OFFERS

A VARIETY
J3TUNTS.

"The Eternal Struggle"*

Hollywood Previews

The Lone Star Ranger"

three episodes reviewed, the first of which is
three reels in length and the others
two, "Ruth of the Range" should easily satisfy a serial-loving audience.
It has all the usual thrills, rescues and
mysteries.
first

"No Noise"— Our Gang— Pathe
Another Riot of Fun

.You can safely go to
to interest them in this one. And
you will also safely make promises
for it. Talk about the unusual love
The story, in the main, is
story.

Exploitation.

.

.

it

not

new but

there

a

new

twist

girl is rescued by the
sent out to bring her in. Show
them a trailer of the canoe shooting
the rapids.

which the

man

There is a fine Northwoods atmosphere and genuinely fine pictorial appeal.

Reginald Barker;
Direction by
has made a very good picture. It
runs a trifle too long but otherwise
there is little fault to be found with
it.

extremely Type of production 2 reel kid comedy
From the first shot of this latest Author
tense. The star exhibits all her usual
J. D.
the
of
spasm
of the incorrigible "gang," Scenario
courage and daring and some
M. Katterjohn
stunts employed will keep them on which shows Mickey Daniels being
the edge of their seats. There is plen- fed castor oil in the 'horsepital" Cameraman
ty of rough fighting, fast riding and where he is having his "tonsilitus" Photography
quick action, with the plot running taken out, through the ensuing two Locale
Length
(Continued on Page 8)
close to form and the lovers getting

At times the action

is

in that the love between the officer
and the girl is not mutual.
Let them know about the real
sequence in
in the rapids
thrill

is

G. B. Lancaster

Hawks and Monte
Percy Hilburn
Excellent

Northwoods
7,374 feet

Greatest

Authors
Greatest
Directors

Greatest
Players

Johnny Jones"
"The Gold Diggers"
"The Printer's Devil"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Age of Innocence"
"How to Educate a Wife"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Little

"George Washington,
"Being Respectable"

A

b

Jr."

"Tiger Rose"

"Beau Brummel"
"Babbit"
"Daddies"

"Cornered"

"The Tenth Woman"
"The Country Kid"
"Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"

HK8I
yilli

THE STANLEY

CO.,

OF AMERICA.
operators of one of the biggest chains of theatres in
the world, controlling scores of the best motion
picture houses in Pennsylvania,
Jersey,

has

WARNER

booked

solid

for

Delaware and
entire

its

New

circuit

BROS. 18 'CLASSICS OF THE

SCREEN.'
Foremost among motion picture booking agencies, The Stanley Co., is never concerned over
WHERE its screen product will come from. But it
does concern itself over the entertaining qualities of
that product a commodity with which it must

a»i

—

serve

its

patrons.

Warner

Pictures

have made their mark as

PHOTOPLAYS OF QUALITY. From
chosen story material, by nationally

known

carefully

authors,

and lavishly staged,
the most sought-for

ably directed, faultlessly acted

Warner EIGHTEEN is
product on the market today.
the

!

That alone
acquisition by

is

responsible

for

their

prompt

THE STANLEY CO.

B

..,r

fir.

THE

-c&aiDAILY

8

Mae Murray

"Red Lights"

in

"the French Doll"
Tiffany Production13"
Distributor: Metro

IF THEY LIKE
MURRAY THEY'LL
LIKE "THE FRENCH DOLL,"
OTHERWISE NO; LAVISH
PRODUCTION AND ARTISTIC
a

Whole

MAE

SETTINGS.
and ribbons and shakes her pretty blond
head in a series of temperamental
outbursts;
makes an attractive
"French Doll" and will please her
in

silks

admirers.
Cast.... All considerably subordinate
to star; includes Orville Caldwell,

Rod La Rocque, Rose Dion, Paul
Cazeneuve, Willard Louis. Bernard Randall, Lucien Littlefield.
Type of Story
Adaptation of stage
play in which Irene Bordoni appeared; provides star with sort of
material which affords her plenty
of opportunities to do the sort of
thing she seems to like to do; she

prances around in great glee, wears
scant but lavish gowns, puckers
her lips prettily in close-ups and
generally manages to have a good
time as "The French Doll."
Whether or not all this will prove
entertaining to most folks is a
question.
There is some good
comedy business, to be sure, but it
is too scant for the footage accorded the story. Deals with effort of
French dealer in fake antiques, to
marry his daughter off to a rich

customer.
Office Angle
You had better
find out whether or not they favor
the star before you make a decision.

you know they like her
you can go to it. But

if

tures

picit

is

mostly a matter or liking her and
then liking her pictures. This one
occasionally quite amusing and
always very good to look at. B"'
Mae Murray still has to make another "Peacock Alley."
Exploitation. ... Getting your peon'"
in won't be difficult if vou really
is

want

them. You have a
one that promises a
Parisian
atmosphere, the

to interest

coaxing

peppy

title,

sort that usually appeals to a big
maiority.

There

is

Mae Murray and

her

of new
plus a

array

and elaborate costumes
bevy of artistic settines and trimmings that all go to
make up a picture always very pood
to look at.
You can promise them
pictorial appeal, safely.
Use plenty
of stills of the star in the lobbv
Your
folks will be attracted

women

by them.
Tn the lobby have a prettily dressed doll on a revolving pedestal and
give each patron, or restrict it to
children if you wish, a chance to

win

Raymond

handles
comedy role of sleuth very well;
there are lots of laughs in his work,
Marie 1'revost a pretty heroine and
Johnny Walker a good hero; others
in
well balanced cast are Alice
Lake, Dagmar Godowsky, William

Worthington,

Griffith

Frank

Lionel Belmore.
Type of Story

Elliot

From

and

the stage

"The Rear Car"; method

play,

of
creating suspense is chiefly through
mechanical contrivances with trap
doors, sliding panels, close-ups of
eye-balls, etc., all giving a chill or
thrill.
Holds interest very well

and

will

for

those

prove ideal entertainment
who don't mind being
kept on the edge of the seat.
They'll gasp and possibly scream
so direct and sure are the wallops.
Deals with effort of detectives to
locate rich man's daughter and the
opposing efforts of reward grabbers to abduct her and claim the
money.
a sleuth, treated as
a joke, clears up the mystery offers
most of the excitement.
Box Office Angle. .. .Tell some folks
you have a thrilling mystery meller

How

it.

Direction bv
Robert Z. Leonard;
has supplied attractive production:
comedy business is handled nicely;
used too much footage for the
amount of story material.

Oliver

Photography
Locale

Length

Paris and

New
7,028

which

basis
for
stunts for
desires
to

some good exploitation
any house manager who
take advantage of the

popularity of
this

at

probably

will

Mickey
and he,

football

be

released.

captain of the squad
to their deep sorrow, is in the
hospital. They all go to see him, and
being overjoyed with the ice cream
he is fed, plan to get back into the
hospital by fair means or foul. Needless to say, they do, by taking the
vaccination orders of some kids who
are afraid to go. The rest of the acis

the

is
one prolonged howl.
miss this by any means.

tion

"Derby

Day"—Aesop Fable— Pathe
Some Good

Type

Don't

of production.

Stuff

reel cartoon
Several good laughs together with
brightly
presented
subject
matter
make of "Derby Day" a really entertaining animated
cartoon.
The
laughs are afforded by the manner in
which the different animals get over
the fence to see the famous Derby
horse race, and by the race itself in
which "a dark horse,' which has been
.. .1

Way

—Century

"Round Figures"

Universal

.

new

in

this

.

one which features Jack

Photography

R.

J.

Rergquist

Very good

Length

6.841 feet

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel corl

Although many of the gags in
Century comedy starring Buddy ll
singer derive their laughs from ll
getting messed up generally, eil
by squeezing eclairs, or having cl
explode

in their faces, there is a i
portion of genuine fun embodid

"Bringing Up Buddy." Buddy's
ily have recently become wealthy

i

time.

first

I

upon to entertain for
"Murder will out," h

feel called

and the habits of years will
be thrown off in a day. So Bud
ma handles her knife in dangei
fashion while his Pa insists on tal
off his shoes.
Buddy caps the clii
by substituting fire crackers on
cake for candles, and after that t
send him away to school where
finally becomes friends with the g;
ever,

after fighting and licking all of th:
Good for family audiences parti
larly.

"Almost Married"

—Arrow

1

"

Corp.

Not Novel But Still Amusing
Type of production. .2 reel comet
Eddie Lyons is the star, prodm'
and director

of this

.

two

reeler wh,

despite the fact that its plot is i
from novel, consisting of an in
chasing his daughter a
father
would-be son-in-law in and out
hotel rooms, manages to be really e'
tertaining almost all the time,
this Lyons is helped to a large ej
tent by a supporting cast that do,
very well indeed. The action is sw
and the comedy should have
trouble in pleasing almost any auc
ence. The cast includes James Do.
Virginia Warwick, Doroth^
nelly,
I

I

Walbert, Glen Cavendor and

Reports
(Special to

—

other

Few Delinquents
THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle The
now working in

Federal
this

authority
section, cheel

ing up on admission tax returns at
reported satisfied with the records <
Ver
the various theater owners.
few delinquencies have been foun<

Chicago Showing Closes Sept. 29
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
A conference was recently
Chicago "The Covered Wagon,
held by various heads of the Jensen closes its run at the Woods,' Sept. 25
and Von Herberg interests at which "Scaramouche" opens Sept. 30. Re
plans for the coming season were dis- Ingram and his wife, Alice Terry wil
(Special to

showing the threat-

Universal

Good Juvenile

.

—

head-on collision that furnishes the climax thrill.
Direction by
Clarence Badger;
made a first rate entertainment that
should he good box office attraction

Up Buddy"— Centui,

"Bringing

the season

—

York- Locale. .Los Angeles and aboard train
feet

kids

Cooper, it furnishes entertainment of
the sort that pleases many audiences.
There are plenty of girls, some attractive
cabaret sets, and a fair
amount of humor of the slapstick
marquee lights.
variety.
There isn't much to the
Stunt advertising can best be
story the heroine pretends she is a
done at night. Have a mysterious
dog so she can get something to eat,
character going about carrying a
is
sold to a cabaret manager who
red lantern. Use this first as a
teaser and follow it with the anRobert Cotton Re-elected
nouncement of the title.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
If you could arrange to have a
powerful search light casting red
Cleveland Robert
Cotton,
Fox
lights over the city in advance of manager, was re-elected President of
the showing you would undoubtely the Film Board of Trade at the rearouse no little curiosity, and very cent election. This is Cotton's third
likely land a good newspaper yarn, term.
providing, of course
thev don't
suspect a publicity stunt. Use this
one before you start any other ex- J. and V. H. Heads in Conference

ened

|

after being blown into the miniil
have a football squad
parlor by a wind-machine.
incidentally, could prove the

The

Plenty of Girls and Slapstick
Type of production'. .2 reel comedy
While there is nothing particularly

Marsh Cameraman

F.xcellent

laughs.

of first rate stunts that readily suggest themselves for exploitinc "Red
Lights."
The title itself will give
you a fine start. Play it up every
possible way you can.
If you use
illuminated billboard space arrange
to have red lights plaving upon the
ad instead of white. Use red lights
in your lobby and also for your

ploitation.
Use a trailer

her a job as a cigarette

—

fed some sort of pep tonic, sails over
the heads of all the rest of the entries
only to drop dead before the judges
stand.
The moral of which is "The
Straight
is the Best Way."

that's all they'll

for many exhibitors.
Authors ...Paul Armont and Marcel
Author
Edward F. Rose
Gerbidon
Scenario
Carev Wilson
Frances Marion Scenario by

Cameraman

gives

and the final shot which shows when he finds she isn't a dogMickey again being fed the hated nobody with much sense would
oil,
your folks will hardly get a taken her for one anyway and
chance to catch their breaths between finally marries the man of her ellJ
reels,

need to know.
prove thoroughly satisfying
for the right crowd, but you'll have
to know that this is what they want
before you give it to them. It may
be a bit too strenuous for those
with weak hearts.
Exploitation. .. .There are a number

and

Tt will

Box

(Continued from Page 5)

a

Cast

Star. ... Flits about

Or

a Whole
FINE MYSTERY
MELLER WITH GOOD COMIC
RELIEF; HAS THRILLS AND
CHILLS, OF A MECHANICAL
VARIETY BUT CREATES
TENSE ATMOSPHERE AND
A GOOD DEAL OF SUSPENSE

As

16, 192

Short Subjects

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Producer:

As

Sunday, September

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Among those who attended
were: Fred Mercy, general manager
cussed.

of the

company's

Yakima Valley;

—

be

among

five theaters in the
in
E. C. Jensen,

charge of the houses in Portland and
Oregon; Al Raleigh, manager of the
Rivoli in Portland, and H. T. Moore,

manager of the Rialto and Colonial
in Tacoma.

those at the opening.

Out of
(Spedal to

Famous

Players

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles It is understood tha
Crawford Ivers is no longe
with Famous Players and that she
doing scripts on her own.
Julia

i

—

—

THE
September

* 'Su nday.
'

1923

16,

i

Market Abroad

Activities in the
Italy

And From

Improving

Berlin

—This

Lieber on Prologues

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fee. Correspondent Finds Pictures
Better— "II Guarany" Filmed
London The German correspond- cism of the American film which has
There
ent of Kine. has forwarded the com- been given by a competent person."
FILM DAILY)

—

ever

THE

Says American Film Men Disagree
Thinks Good Music Will Help
Considerably

And then this same gentleman,
ment of "Lichtbilde Buhne" of BerRobert Lieber is quoted in The
on one of Frank Tilley's articles commenting on the German paper's
Cinema
of London on the question of
comment,
finds
proit
in
his
heart
Italian
to
say
latest
the
in
>Kement
attacking American producing meththat American pictures are not so prologues as follows:
h'tions," writes Kine.'s correspond- ods:
This is how he does it:
"The kinematograph importance of Holly- bad.
I from Rome. "Much more atten"There are vast differences of opinwood has been very much exaggerated. This
"This is about the literal sense of the
is paid to the continuity of the
place has seemingly become a place of pil- summing up of the remarks of the Lichtbild- ion among American exhibitors as to
I, and also to all minor details. grimage to all those who wish to acquire new Buhne," but perhaps a different meaning the wisdom of prologues and similar
(Special to

—
london "There

marked im-

a

is

scenarios are now being taken
account, and the producers are
Bast realizing that the stories and
coun\ acting have to appeal to all
Italy."
ts, and not only to

lin

I:

knowledge

>

A.

in the art of the Kino.
Frank
Tilley, of the Kinematograph Weekly, one
of the foremost Kino papers of the whole
world, has just finished an inquiry there, of
which we have spoken already. In spite of
the efforts of the Americans to impose upon
tleir influential guest, the writer of the remarkable article which we print farther

lie then goes on to describe some
was not to
Ihe pictures he has seen recently: down,
produced by Cav. Enrico tivity, which may
htessalina,"

jzzoni, the title role

being played by Sig-

This is one of the finest
de Ligure.
Ructions on record, the crowd scenes are
»;iled in a most remarkable and masterly
»<na

article

be deceived. In its objecbe a trifle exaggerated, the
question contains the most vivid

in

and

accusation

i

'Madame Tallien," and the "Figlio di
Hame San Gens"), is a strong story which
f

Hesperia,

1

;

i

leading

the

artist,

fine

op-

an artiste in the
There is plenty of
sense of the word.
and lighting.
photography
:>n, excellent
La Duchessa Mistero" (The Mysterious
>ihess), also produced by Count Negroni,
This is also
* Hesperia in the title role.
[unities.

She

is

really

most

destructive

criti-

rst-class
rit

and

for the acting,

the plot

deserves

full

and the pho-

dragging."

London

$1,000,000 for Stories?

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

—The

studios report:
Walter Tennyson has been selected
for a part in "Diana of the Islands."
Martin Thornton is directing the film.

•j

production,

lines.
In reality, the
German film fulfils as little as the American
the artistic ideal, which we have a right to
expect already from the kinema, in the present state of technical perfection.
If the
American film is full of nonsense and unrealities, it has this advantage above the German one, that it is, technically speaking,
kinematographic.
The German film, on the
contrary, is slow, full of needless details,
heavy, and often of a morbid tendency and

In English Studios

liner.

L'Ora Terrible" ("Terrible Hour"), prod by Count B. Negroni (the producer

the

can be read between the

Almost immediately, Maurice Elvey
will start work upon a new Stoll production, in which Henry Ainley will
"The Royal Oak" is
be featured.
the

title

of the

new

THE FILM DAILY)

La Madre Folle" ("The Insane Mother")
iluced by Carmine Gallone, a good story
with Soava Gallone playing a dual
I told,
!1
Guarany," produced by C. Aversano.
story is adapted from the famous roGino Soldarellie
ace by Jose de Alencar.
Is a very fine portrayal of Pery, and he
bly supported by Signorine Faraboni and
jovazzi.
There are some very exciting
passages in the action, and one
1 dramatic

M.

"Squibbs,

for

—At

new Welsh-Pearson

the very best

stories

obtainable
"I

larger

A.

R.

spend in stories
months.

in

$1,000,000 to
the
next six

"The Beloved Vagabond"
Stewart

Mosque" which B. A. T.
ing in Berlin.

The

latest

Odette

"The Shadow
is

.

of the

— Francesca

med

a

der the

Two

company
Films.

Big Italian Theaters

—A

THE FILM DAILY)

new

open-air

theater

led the Quirinal Garden has been
ened.
It has seating accommodan for nearly 2,000. In Naples a

w

second.

Himmelfarb" Trial Soon

from

production

(Special to

the

THE FILM DAILY)

—

in

we

—

in

ment as to the class of entertainment
which suits their district best; and
out of those experiments will come
knowledge as to the most appreciated
methods of presentation. In smaller
districts prologues and similar theatadjuncts are unwise and an
rical
unnecessary expense.
People come
to expect them, and then their special
value ceases. We do not appreciate

—

much if we have it
we do if it is served

dessert so

regu-

larly as

to us

pressed paper screen.
It is claimed
that not only does this screen present

shot in the Austrian Tyrol.

the best possible surface, scientifical-

open-air theater has been openseating 2,500.

for enlargement of photographic
pictures, but it is washable, just sufficiently absorbent to prevent condensation, and is practically everlasting.
The cost is said to be low.

I

*

ly,

Why Britain Fails
reason why the
British producer cannot compete is because he has not got

The

true

the large

home market

American

in

of the

which to get back

high production cost.
A
secondary reason, but no less
vital, is that even now he has
not learnt how to make pichis

Bertini has just

new producing
name of Bertini

(Special to

Rome

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin

Petit Jacques" ("Little James").
Henri Diamant-Berger is producing
the first and Georges
Lannes the

produc-

:

Bertini Films

is producing "Le Roi de la
("The Speed King") and

Vitesse"

as

that as cinemas grow
England exhibitors will
America have to experi-

believe

Paris Andre
Himmelfarb,
self- on special occasions only.
Walter West studios for Butcher's
Occasion"High appointed manager of the Franco- ally a great picture may justify speis
entitled
Film
Service
Stakes." Violet Hopson in the lead- American Cinematograph Corp., is
going up for trial at the beginning of cial theatrical presentation, and the
ing role.
expense is then worth while; but it
the next session.
Frank Crane has completed "Tons
is not every picture that lends itself
of Money."
to a prologue."
Germans Perfect Paper Screen
"Spanish Passion" is the title of
From Germany comes news of a
and Edy the new Graham Wilcox picture star- new invention in the form of
a comMany
scenes
were
ring Betty Blythe.

new work has commenced on a big
duction dealing with the life of Garibaldi.
Prime Minister, Benito Mussolini, exising his appreciation for the initiative
the story whch will be of great help to
ian propaganda, has accepted the presicy of the committee, with the Ministers
War and Admiralty, General Diaz, and
niral Thaon di Revel.

(Special to

Two

THE FILM DAILY)

com- "Le

is

Rome and Mary

are starring in

>everal new productions are in the
king, the most important being:
In Maremma," the story being adapted
This is
i Ouida's novel by that name.
ainly the largest work on hand, and acling to al reports, should be one of Italy's
The producer is C. Averit •productions.
and the leading artiste is de Ligure,
>,
title
role of Messalina.
played the
The Grand Hotel," a snappy and brilliant
edy, with Leda Gys, Italy's new leading
edy artiste playing lead.
Corsaro," produced at the U. C. I. by

Amleto Novelli

of

pleted.

lever bored.

justo Genina and
clea in the lead.

Phocea, Paris, Making
(Special to

Phocea
production

have a superb orchestra of over 30
picked musicians; but we find that
even with that attraction the quality
of the picture determines the attendance.
It is true that both the Capitol and the Chicago have built up

Rowland

given

Betty Balfour's
film, has been

Blackwell's

supple-

mented by good music should be the
real aim of the modern picture.
The
picture is, after all, the main attraction.
At one of our larger halls we

and that the executive committee had

completed.
Carlyle

to presentation.
that good pictures

is

the recent First

film.

P.,"

view

their business upon incidentals and
Na- prologues; but they are in big centional convention, Robert Lieber de- ters, where they can be certain of
clared that First National was out
support all the time.

London

aphy.

i

My own

adjuncts

tures which will sell successfulThere is an
ly in the States.
But, on
occasional exception.
the whole, he has not studied
the
American market, and
where he has his conclusions

have
Kine.,

been mainly
London.

wrong.

'

loll
/°//

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

PRODUCTIONS OND AS
BEAUTIFUL,

!°l

What Bavarian Studios Are Doing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Munich
tion

in

— Productions

Bavarian

in

prepara-

studios

include:

/o/You can obtain FILMACK
/o/Pro duct ion Trailers on
(All Features for

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE,

"Lady Macbeth," by Herald Film;
"Fra Diavolo," which is being filmed
Italy; and "The Cid," the exteriors of which are taken in Spain.
Terra has finished London scenes for
"Bob and Mary." The Graham-Wilcox Co. has gone to Vienna, after
finishing "Chu Chin Chow" at Berlin; and "Spanish Love" is to be made
in Schonbrun.

/°i

Elaborate Bordersloi

24 Hour Service

in

Pre»entation Trailer*

I

o|

f

)e08S. WABASH AVE
CHICAGO, ILL.

f
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Putting It

Over

—

Zane Theater Co.,
IncorCapital, $15,000.
Zanesville.
porators, F. F. Conway, W. H. Wellcr. C. H. Bott, James Reed and L.

how a brother exput his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
is

hibitor

Williams.

11.

—

Columbus, O. Strand Theater Co.,
Middletown. Capital $36,000.

Inc..

Big Campaign For Premiere

Ottawa

— G.

Grandcourt,

de

Albany

Fox

Canada, and
in
director
Oral Cloakley, manager of the Regent
are responsible for the successful exploitation campaign launched for the
premiere of "If Winter Comes." Following is part of the many stunts and
tie-ups put over:
publicity

A

bicycle "coasting contest," held
in connection with Mark Sabre's love
for his "bike." Parade of 17 coal
wagons with banners advertising the
picture and window displays in coal
the title
merchants wrndows with
spelled out in letters of coal. Tie-up

mint products on wintergreen

— Stewart

New York.
Attorney, W. H.

$20,000.

Capital

Adams, New York.

—

Brooklyn,
Attorney,

Albany Benrose Corp.,
Capital $20,000.
theaters.
Julius Joelson.

—

New

Shawmut
Haven. Conn.
Capital, $50,000.
Greenwich.
Incorporators, R. E. Brush, H. L.
Knapp and M. A. Bender.
Albany

New

—The

York,

Forbidden

theaters.

Corp.,
Capital $15,W. B. Tunsik,

Elaborate float, arentire length.
ranged by tie-up with Shirriff's Marmalade, and window displays of this
product linked up with picture in grocery store windows.

Screen Service Co.,
Del.
Capital $5,000.
Wilmington.
Incorporators, James A. Clawson,
Woodstown, N. J.

car,

Something new in billboard
vertising; a "Talking 24 Sheet."

sheet was posted upside down, wires
were then run from a radio store to
the board, and an amplifier attached.
The store broadcasted snappy news
of the picture, and turned on the record of the song. This board was in
one of the busiest sections of the city.

A

tie-up with the Ottawa authorieffected through the courtesy
of the police and fire departments, resulting in a cordon of military police
being stationed around the front of
the theater at night, and the use of
ties

was

truck with three searchlights that
played on the waiting
crowds; this was used ostensibly to
assist in taking motion pictures of the
crowds, and to reassure the public
a

big

when

fire

half

minute

flares

were

let

000.

off

Traffic
the middle of the street.
was tied up for fifteen minutes, and
huge crowds congregated on the
three corners facing the theater, one
of the busiest street-car intersections
in the city.
in

Drug Store Co-operates

—A

Greeley, Colo.
local drug store
ran a contest in co-operation with
the management of the Sterling as
an exploitation stunt for "Tess of the

—

Dover,

— Columbus

Albany

Cinema

Prod.

eligible

The

in

the contest.

first prize consisted of a pass
to the Sterling good for two months,
valued at $15.
Second prize was a
pass for one month, valued at $7.80.
Third to fourteenth prizes consisted
of a ticket to see "Tess."
Three
prominent men of Greeley acted as

judges.

Belleclaire Golf

Capital $5,000. InCo., New York.
corporators, N. S. Minolfi,. M. A.
Sola and A. Candolfi. Attorney, M.
Rothmayer.

BAYSIDE,

L.

Club

I.

—

Pictures
Dover Non-Theatrical
Capital $350,000.
Service Co., Inc.
Incorporators,
A. Dunham of
C.
Yonkers; and A. F. Costello and R.

Franks

of

Albany

New

York.

— Danube

Film Corp., Buf-

Capital

falo.

$10,000.
Kossetirr; J.

Incorpora-

M. Seakany,
Takace. Attorney I. M. Weiss,
M.

tors,

THE EVENT

G.
Buffalo.

— Foto

Topics, New York.
Incorporators, H.
and A. Stein and W. T. Hennessy.
Attorney, A. Grometstein.

Albany

Capital

$10,000.

Albany
Bronx.
tors,

J.

— Sims

Amusement

Capital

$5,000.

Incorpora-

and M. Sims

and L. D.

Attorney,
Adolph.
New York.

A

J.

FILM

GOLF

TOURNAMENT

Corp.,

Boudin,

B.

Novel Stunt In Up-State Houses
(Special to

Troy,

N.

150 Players— 90 Prizes

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.

—There

are

Italians living in this city,

and

many
like-

wise in Albany and Schenectady. So,
the Astor in this city has found out
can make money by booking an
it

Storm Country."
The drug store featured in its daily Italian picture on Saturday and leasadvertisements,
the
announcement ing the house to Italian organizations.
that it would award passes to the The Crescent in Schenectady and
theaterto persons sending in the best an Albany
house will follow
suit
answers to 14 questions, repeated in
each day's ad.
Only children were

THE PLACE

Inc.,

ad-

The

Next Tuesday

Corp.,

20 foot long with banner along

lifesavers, resulting in use of lifesaver

THE TIME

Prod.,

Incorporators,
E. L. Simon and G. Schwartz. Attorney, L. G. Schultz, New York.

with

16, 19

Incorporations
Columbus, O.

Here

Sunday, September

soon.

Thieves Again Active In Albany
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany A print of "Scrap Iron,"
was stolen recently from in front of
the First National exchange, and although the police are working on

—

the case, the print has not as yet been
found.
Last season thieves
were
very active around the exchanges.

If

You

Can't Play

Come

for Dinner

Everybody'l Be There

THE

-2tl

DAILY
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\mong

11

and Directors

the Stars

"Misunderstood" for
Ray's Next, "Henry
(Special to

Esmond"

In Eastern Studios

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"Roulette" Finished
Los Angeles Charles Ray states
David O. Selznick's
"Roulette,"
next will be a version of Thackhas been completed.
first" picture,
of
part
with
Esmond,'
"Henry
iy's
Production headquarters were mainscenes made in England.
In
tained at the Tec-Art studio.
the, cast are Edith Roberts, Norman
"The Courtship of Miles Standish" Trevor, Maurice Costello, Mary Carr,
probably have its premiere at Montagu Love, Dagmar Godowsky
11
Theater, and Erne Shannon. S. E. V. Taylor
Million-dollar
•auman's
der a new two-a-day policy.
directed.
;

leaney to Produce Alger

Stories,

Los

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— Don Meaney

eaney

&

(Special to

of

NehlS has closed negotia-

ins

for the production of

tio

Alger,

ted for
ony the

stories.

Jr.,

six

Ho-

The

first

release will be

December

Bootblack," which will
followed by "Phil the Fiddler." It
reported either Ben Alexander or
hn Fox, Jr., will appear in them.
:orge

The

be in

will

pictures

ie

Sargent will
series

rive

reels.

LeVering Making Feature
Joseph Levering is making a feature at the Erbograph studio with
Brandon Tynan, Gladden James and
Alice Mann in the cast. It is understood that the Catholic Guild is in-

will be. followed
stories.

by

a

—

also likely that

pear in

Henry Hull

Beban

Starts

Soon

work
start
will
picture, which will

that a speaking
skit can be inserted without interrupting the story thread.
so

constructed

will ap-

it.

Walthal,

Irene

Production
completed "His
Children's Children,' 'at the Paramount Long Island studio. As soon
as he gets the picture roughly cut
and edited he will go to the Coast
where he will make his next picture.

Bebe Daniels
(Special to

•ipt,

Go Round,"

at

several

while

work on
directors

:

ing considered to handle the megathem are Philip E.
one.
sen, who is directing -Abraham
"'••'
ncoln."
While the bigger sets will Be built
Hollywood for the production,
my of the battles may be filmed in
east on the original locations, as
i

Starts

Sept.

24

—

Among

'No More
(Special to

U Washington's crossing at Valley

photographing

it.

in Sept. 25th

Betty Blythe will arrive in New
York from abroad on Sept. 25th.

"Eternal City" Ne,ar Completion
New Kennedy Film
''The Eternal' City" will be comMadge Kennedy has completed the
George
pleted in about 10 days.
Fitzmaurice is using the Tilford second of six productions for the
Kenma Corp., "Three Miles Out."
studio for interiors.

"

Started at

Coast Brevities

"U"

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—Two

new

pictures

been started at Universal. One
Rose," in which Mary
ilbin is to be starred, and the other
he Right to Love," featuring Baby

^e

"My Mamie

In the cast of
ggy.
se" appear William

Hollywood —"Tiger
pleted and

is

(Special to

Rose"

now being

is

THE FILM DAILY)

cut.

j

will
of
for

appear,
Gloria,"

The

editing of

of Quality"

"Fashion

Collier,

has been completed.

Holman Day, who has just joined
First National, is now titling "Thundergate."

—

Los Angeles Elmo Lincoln has
been added to the cast of "Fashion
Row," Mae Murray's new picture
which Robert Z. Leonard is directing.
The cast includes Earle Fox, Freeman Wood, Elmo Lincoln and
Mathilde Brundage.

New

"Leather Pusher" Series

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Edward

Laemmle

has started work at Universal on the
new "Leather Pushers" series with
William Sullivan in the leading role.
Reginald Denny, having been assigned to a series of features, could not
appear in the new series.
Selig

Not

Abandon Production

to

(Special to

The "No More Women"' company

Jr.,

Row" in Production
THE FILM DAILY)

feat-

ured.

"My Mamie

and "All For the
by Marian Orth,

Rawlinson.

as "Cap'n

Lowell and Evelyn Brent are

"A Lady

Camera work is completed on
Davidson, Lincoln Plummer and
win J. Brady. The feature is be- "Flaming Youth," featuring Colleen
Moore.
directed by Irving Cumrriings.
purbeen
have
stories
Three new
ised, "Jack of Clubs," by Gerald
Richard Talmadge, starring in Caraumont; "Clay of Ca'lina," by Cal los Prod., has finished the first feainson, in which Herbert Rawlin- ture, "Fast Freight."
ve

"The Harbor Bar" will be released
Dan." Monte Blue, Joan

com-

tx

i

featured.

Los

New Group

—

has begun the cutting and editing of
the production. Matt Moore, Madge
Bellamy and Kathleen Clifford are

.(Special to

rge.

(Special to

Women" Completed
THE FILM DAILY)

Returning from Lake
his
with
"No More
company, Elmer Harris

are in the supporting

Due

make "Flam-

Antonio Moreno, Theodore
Walter Hiers, Jacqueline
Logan and Robert McKim.

Los Angeles

is

to

Roberts,

Arrowhead
Barthelmess Making "Twenty-One"

is

is

work on uring

Nigh. Getting Ready
getting ready to start
He will
work .on a n'ew picture.
probably use the Tilford studio.

Grey Story

ing Barriers," starting the 17th, feat-

the ..adaptation of "The Humming
Bird," which will be Gloria SwanSidney Olcott,
son's next picture.
who will direct, expects to begin
work Sept. 24th.

George Folsey
Will Nigh

in

THE FILM DAILY)

George Melford

Swanson

Sampson

the
are

who

"Penrod and

Los Angeles Bebe Daniels has
been cast in "The Heritage of the
Desert" with Ernest Torrance and
Noah Beery also in important roles.

Women"

ferry

role in

title

Irvin Willat will direct.

Dick Barthelmess is considerably
Jewish Series
advanced on "Twenty-One," which
Cohn Busy on Washington Film
It is reported that David Rosenthal,
Robertson is directing.
John S.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a Jewish actor, plans to produce a
Dorothy Mackaill, Joe King, Dorothy
pictures,
historical
of
Jewish
series
who
Cohen,
Los Angeles— Harry
Cummings, Bradley Barker and Ivan
Here and on the coast.
ins to film the life of George Washcast.
has Harvey Gates, author, of

Rockliffe. Fel-

Alexander,

Sam."

Wood Finishes
Sam Wood has

May Make

rton,

Rich,

Ben

and

lowes,

played the

Forrest Halsey has begun

George Beban
shortly on a new

Natl

1st

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles J. K. McDonald
Prod, have started production on
"Hoosier Schoolmaster" Next
"Misunderstood," for First National
It is understood Whitman Benrelease during the Winter. The storynett's next picture for Vitagraph will
is an original written by Booth Tarkbe "The Hoosier Schoolmaster," and
ington.
The cast includes Henry B.
is
It
that Ollie Sellers may direct.

terested.

be

direct.

Henty

ies of

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

recent

sale

of

returned to the Ince lot after the Selig studios will not in any way
having shot exteriors at Arrowhead interfere with the production of the
two reel wild animal pictures which
Lake.
Wm. N. Selig is making for Export
& Import.
Monte Blue and. Irene Rich are
back from Big Bear, where exteriors
Grand-Asher Lot Renovated
were filmed for "Lucretia Lombard."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jack Conway is directing.
Los Angeles Additional offices
has been installed on the Grand-AshRaymond Cannon has gone to San er lot for Elliot Dexter and Bryant
produce
Francisco with the Douglas McLean Washburn, who will both
has

—

company filming "The Yankee ConWarde On His Own
by
sul."
signed
been
has
Sargent
Lewis
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Mack Sennett to play the lead in
Ernest C. Warde has "Flip Flops."
.os Angeles
The
_he refilming of "Wild Oranges,"
ached his own producing organizawill be King Vidor's second
which
l and will make as his first, "The
in proCharles K. Brown has been pro- Goldwyn production, is now
limple Stories," written by Burke
gress.
First
for
agent
purchasing
to
moted
kins.
The first story is titled
GREENE.
National at United.
himple Wants a Wife."

Ernest C.

—

..,

their

own

pictures at the plant.

"Secrets,"

Norma's Next

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Norma Talmadge
(Special to

is

This will
to be starred in "Secrets."
be her next picture, following the
completion of "Dust of Desii

THE
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The Day
Pag*

(Continued from

D

—

.

,

what you call tough. Because you couldn't use the scene which
was in the play without using tin name of the undergarments.
Of course Ren got nary a nickle for the stunt. It simply had to
be used.

HARD LUCK
arrested out in California. For shooting
wild ducks out of season. Gave as alibi that his company needed
food being without meat six days.
>n location 87 miles from noEric

Von Stroheim

<

where.

Sunday, September

16, IS I

THE STATE RIGHT FIELD

Over the controversy which developed, follo\
All upset.
To th«
a statement relative to conditions in the Mid-West.
feet that it was almost impossible to sell product to exch?
men in that section. Commenting on it one of the Skirboll
that
in town Friday, said it wasn't healthy stuff to print
hibitors might decide to lay off buying from the "indepent"

—

And the comment from another well known
operators.
right man that the trouble was simply this: That at present sc
tiled prices unless you were able to sell a first run it wasn't
while to bin. product. Adding that in many instances before
exchangeman bought he showed the print to the first run ope
tors, and if they didn't like it enough to buy it the deal with ll
I

LEMON TREES

Frank Tillev, the editor of "Kine" who wrote a series of ar- producer was not consummated. That's true, and everyboi
slambanging the American industry. Had his photo taken in the field realizes it, except for the number two quality picturl
in California with Arch Reeves. Chaplin's manager, under some or poorer still, that never see, and don't expect to see, a first rtl
lemon trees.
ticles

Ah!

HERE FOR THE FIGHT

HOW THEY WANT

When

What

'EM?

a pictu r e sufficiently

an exhibitor w.-nts
to court for it it must be a picture.

that he will

go

That's what happened out in
Urbana. Illinois. Where the owners of the Empire tried to stop
Hearst from letting the Orpheum. a rival house, show "Enemies
of Women." Court ruled Hearst had the right. Part of the mess
which followed Hearst switching from Famous to Goldwyn.

TRIFLING DETAIL

/

RECOLLECTION
When

Joe Plunkett saw "The White Sister." he recalled that
about 15 vears ago the stage play had in its cast Viola Allen,
James O'Neill and Bill Farnum, the former Fox star.
Some recollection. Wonder what Farnum intends doing with
pictures?

THE FOOL
Talking of Fox reminds that Harry Millarde is now busy
working with Eddie Goulding getting the script in shape for "The
Fool." Cast not determined as yet.
Pity Jim Kirkwood is so ill. He'd do mighty well in the title
role in which he appeared on the stage.

Every exhibitor owes it to himself to get a copy of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, issue August 19. and see what W. Ward Marsh
had to say about the Bruce scenics and "The Sea of Dreams."
And then preach the idea to his local motion picture editor. Great
stuff. Fine for boosting short stuff generally and especially for
Educational.
Vs.

GOLDWN

The Week's Headlines
Monday
to bring

important Southern

W.

GOLDWYN

Samuel. As to who has the right to
use the name Goldwyn regarding pictures
But no signs of an upheave] from the rest of the business while awaiting the decision.

SOME PICTURE
Marcus Loew commenting on "Searamouche." Says Marcus:
"I thought 'The Four Horsemen' was a great picture. A lot of people agreed with me. But compared with 'Searamouche' "The Four
Horsemen' is only a program picture. What do you think of that?"
Business of passing the buck. You figure it out after you
"Searamouche."

—

A FEW SEATS
Figures reported by the License Commissioner of New York.
that in the Greater City there are 578 picture houses with
428,926 seats.
In other words approximately one seat to about
every 11 or 12 citizens. A lot of seats; too many, in all probability.

double feature stunt. Combin|

way

to the fight

was

Revolutionary

film

Presidents

meet C.
discuss

tion.

Over 150

entries for Fall

Film Gold Tourna-

ment.

Goldwyn Pictures suing Sam Goldwyn over
use of "Goldwyn" as brand name.
Tuesday
Famous Players profits for six months total
$1,891,048, or $127,289
period last year.

than

less

similar

says over $1,000,000,000
picture business.

invested

is

in

Wednesday
Newspaper critics submit second analysis of
best and worst pictures to Hays office.
Harold Lloyd tops Charlie Chaplia in
popularity.

July admission taxes total $5,140,506 or
$500,000 over July, 1922.
Canada forms M. P. T. O. and joins American organization.

between

Harry

of seven Film Boards of Tra
C. Pettijohn in Los Angeles 1
uniform contract.

Friday
Carl Anderson explains aims of T. O. D.
to Southern California exhibitors.
Declai
purchase of stock is not compulsory.
Sam Sax and Jesse J. Goldburg deny stal)
right market has crashed.

Government revenue men
producers

help

system and aid

Robert Lieber finds Europe doesn't respect
motion pictures.
Emil Shauer predicts a
big year over there.
R. W. Saunders in "Bankers' Magazine,"

Split

Thursday
State rights sales manager, back from t'|
declares market is gone.
Important St II
righters agree with him, in the main.
Aovance reports say "Ten Commandmeni
is
magnificent spectacle.
To be rotH

showed.

has
backing of Daughters of American RevoluGriffith's

and

Koplar

Skouras

First

move

and

for

seating

in

f

and
income tax work.
Saturday

the

repeal

taxes

of

expected

the admissi'
to

come

:

on political situation inasmuch as present
Assembly, which defeated censorship re
peal goes out of office January 1st.
Victor Shapiro elected president o£ th.|
A. M. P. A.
A. M. Botsford, vice-i
'lent;

Barrell,
\V.
C.
Brilant, treasurer.

secretary;

NIG1
f^GHT

Aggers

250 WEST 541* ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

N.Y.

ART WORK,MAT5, STEREOS, ELECTROS.
PHONES,

lo

in

convention of Michigan exhibitors at Jac
son. Sept. 24-25.
Representatives of Ne
York, Michigan, and North Carolina uniM
will probably attend meeting, where defl
nite plans for attacking the measure wil
be outlined.
New York M. P. T. O. busy getting a la

M.

AN»

Los Angeles

profit

install

AT YOUR SERVICE

"he corporation fighting

Show

War

and

Bros, looked for in St. Louis.

PRAISE FOR SHORT'S

a

fighting your

DANN!

D.

German word. Which lends Eddie Klein the right to comment: "No wonder the mark is down to thirty three million for a
buck " Incidentally, he offers, gratis, the above word as a title.
mvsterv drama.

if

Enterprises officials to New York
maintain only bookers in South.

Is a

a

—

pleasure.

Famous Players
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For

Did

a lot of film folk.

business with pleasure
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Mid-West Meeting

Britain Divided

he first sign of a slowing up
business came last week, ac-

ding to an important downn hanker whose institution
dies but a limited amount of
paper. "All along the line."
said, "we noticed a slowing
Apparently there is little
ing going on, despite the Fall
son being here and the cool
tther locally of the past few
Merchants are asking
s.
nufacturers to withhold ship-

By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
The Film Renter and M. P. News

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

London
before

— Percentage

British

is

very

exhibitors

much

the
active in presenting the views of exhibitors on this question.
Many meetings are being arranged
by the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Ass'n for the next few weeks, and
opinions appear to be fairly divided.
Many of the leading exhibitors who
have studied the matter are by no
means averse to a percentage basis
nts. or forward them under provided it is on fair and equitable
Others are can- terms to themselves, and inside of the
ra dating.
next week or two this will undoubteding. Meanwhile manufacturly be very much in the foreground.
have large stocks on hand
Business continues to be fairly
The
are keeping busy in their brisk in England just now.

moment.

at

"The Film Renter"

is

l

.

nts naturally anticipating the
iks to carry them.
But the

Bay side Routes

—

of Percentage C. E. A.
Plans Meetings Shortly to Gauge
Exhibitor Sentiment

Over Value

By

I

17,

Chaplin picture, "The Pilgrim," is
doing excellent business. This production went very well in London

May Be Held

Directions for reaching The
Belleclaire Golf and Country
Club, Bayside, L. I., where the
Fall Film Golf Tournament
will occur tomorrow:
Motorists will cross the 59th
St. Bridge and bear left, passing through Corona and Flushing, including Broadway, direct.
At Bell Ave. (the main street
in Bayside), turn right and almost immediately the entrance
to the clubhouse comes in view.

A

officer is always located at this crossing; the only
traffic

traffic

policeman

found

after

passing Flushing.
Pennsylvania
Trains leave
station (Long Island level), at
7.43 A. M.; 7.59, 8.41, 9.11 and
It
9.41 daylight saving time.
takes about 30 minutes to reach

Bayside, and the club is about
10 minutes walk from the station.
There is a cheap taxi
service which can be used by
late comers.
Pray for good weather.

in

French Lick— Illinois

Invites Indiana to Attend
Taxes to Come Up
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago -The Illinois exhibitor
unit has extended an invitation to the
Indiana unit to attend a joint meeting
to be held probably the first week in
October at French Lick Springs.

At this meeting, in addition to Indiana and Illinois, there will probably
be representatives from North Carolina,

Theater Owners Chamber

the

of New York City, the
State exhibitor unit, and
everybody in general who cares to
discuss the following topics:

of

Commerce

New York

The admission tax situation, a
American
the
with
readjustment
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, equitable contracts and
the advisability of establishing a service station in Chicago.

Several
invited,

.

it

of
is

the producers will be
understood, as well as

Will H. Hays.

outlook makes bankers and is repeating its success in the
Indiana Exhibitors Meet
Spain is all upset provinces.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is not good
steel slow crops,
Indianapolis The Indiana exhibiCadwallader With Goldwyn
this country, while huge, are
tor organization held a meeting here
formerly
art
Cadwallader,
Entries
L.
200
C.
ng harvested without profit,
last week, at which the affairs of the
Paramount Long
director
at
the
Last-Minute Applications Roll Up Theater Owners Dist. Corp. were
is country depends for 25 pel"
Island studio, is now art director of
Large Total Looks Like Holidiscussed. It would come as no surt of its buying power on tne
Goldwyn at Culver City. Calif.
day Tuesday
prise to learn that the Indiana unit
mer, and when he goes slow,
There won't be much film business definitely opposes exhibitor-distribuReturning
Clift
doesn't buy, it is felt all along
transacted in New York on Tuesdav. tion.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
line."
It is understood that a representaLondon D'enison Clift, who has Why?
eral

iten up.

—

;

;

Over

—

He

—

that the condition was far from serious, but
indicated that it would be a
good time for all to "watch
their step."

inferred

directing for Ideal Films for
several years, leaves on Sept. 27 for
He
America by way of the Orient.
has just completed "Mary, Queen of
Scots."

been

Because that's the day on which tive of the organization has just reFall Film Golf Tournament oc- turned from New York, where he
curs.
Late applications received up looked into the T. O. D. C. plan.
said to have been
to noon Saturdav bring the total over His report is

the

Those 200

200.

wise, that's

"RUGGLES" A DELIGHT

all,

film

men

because they

are
all

just

(Continued on Page 4)
Hamilton Leaves This Week
Lloyd Hamilton lias finished work
it's well
in "His Darker Self," at the Griffith
$1,000,000 House For Denver
th waiting for. This is one of the studio, and expects to leave for the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
delights of the season. The box coast
week, accompanied by
this
A party of New York
Denver
True, it slows Hugh Fay and Lloyd Bacon, mem:e will prove it.
is said to be interested in
men
film
at times, but then you can't build bers of his technical staff, who came
of a new $1,000,000 thejh sequences every second, and on from the coast to assist John the erection
ides it is far too long.
Would be Noble in the direction. "His Darker ater here soon. Nelson L. Drew, is
representative for the com-

amous took a long time
iggles of Red Gap," but

to

against

it.

know

make

Cummings To Produce
Irving Cummings will produce
series of productions
right market.

the

for

a

state

—

etter picture in less footage;
l

Famous

probably

figures

but Self"

value

out of

it

in

Hamilton's

acting as
pany.

first five-reeler.

it

ht be difficult to get the expected
ibition

is

much

Music Deadlock
(Special to

in

Cleveland

Buys N. W. Rights

THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Special to

Ed Haug, business
Cleveland
people still think
agent of the Musical Mutual Pro:age has a bearing on price. Even tective Ass'n, has refused the 7 l 2
/
Chaplin, Lloyd and others have increase in the wage scale offered by
>roven it long ago.
But getting the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n.
are standing pat on
don't pass this The musicians
k to "Ruggles"
Clevetheir 20% increase demand.
unless the price asked staggers
have
theaters
neighborhood
land
too much. Don't be a Firpo for been operating without any music
since July 1st.
Dempsey producer.
footage.

Some

%

—

—

for "Birth"

THE FILM DAILY)

Greater Features, Inc.,
Seattle
has bought "The Birth of a Nation"

Northwest. Other distrithrough United Artists.

for Pacific

bution

is

United Artists are handling "The
The rein about 20 states.
mainder of the country is controlled
by state righters.
Birth"

Thematic Cue Sheet Patented
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Washington—The V

S. Patent Ofhas granted a patent to M. J.
Mintz of New York covering the thematic music cue shed which Mintz
has been publishing in conjunction
with James C. Bradford.
.

fice

The thematic cm- sheet
tensively by producers.

is

A

used ixsufficient

of bar-. <>i music are given
for the orchestra leader to get an
idea of the theme that fits various
If he hasn't
portions of the film.
thai selection <m band, he can substitute another of similar vein.

number

THE

-2&HHDAILY
On Broadway
—

Among Exchangemen
THK FILM DAILY)

(Special to

San

—

Francisco

Harry
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Salea
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7,000
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In the Courts
(Special to

Brooklyn Strand—"Why Worry?"

who

recently resigned as Pathe sales-

man, has joined
(

O.

B.

F.

K. Whipple, formerly connected
Pathe in Butte, is now booker
Selznick.

).

with
u ith

ChicagO< -.lark Lorcntz. who formeriy traveled South Dakota for Paramount, has been made city salesman
for Fox.

no
is
rora Rocker
Minneapolis,
longer with Paramount, having recently joined tin booking department
of F." B. O.
leveland— -The

staff of the
Paramount office has been, increased
with the addition of Lew Thompson,
I

W.

K.

-ales

Selman and M.

(iulick.

J.

San Francisco William Bernard,
one of the oldest men in local film
circles
has joined Associated Exhibitors, covering the Bay district.

—

new

Robert Hill
Seattle
exchange manager for Hodkinson,
having been promoted from salesman
in the San Francisco office.
the

is

—

Hoganson Quits Toledo House}
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Capitol "Six Days."
Toledo A. C. Hoganson has
Central "The Silent Command."
Cosmopolitan "Little
Old
New signed as manager of the Alhamljl

—

—

and Pantheon. Poor health neceil
tated his, Hoganson's retirement,
Covered Wagon."
^—^—^——
torty-Fourth
Street— "The
White
Musicians In Battle Over Contra
Sister."
Charges have been filed with Sa|
Loew's New York Today "Salomy
ucl Gompers, of the A. F. of L.,
Jape."
Marriage" the Musical Mutual Protective Unkl
Tuesday "Temporary
against President Joseph N. Webjl
;and "Six Fifty,"
York."

—
Criterion "The

—

—

—

j

—

—

Wednesday "Main Street."
Thursday "A Wife's Romance."
and
Friday "Broadway
Gold"
"Danger Ahead."
For
"Don't
Marry
Saturday
Money."
Sunday "The French Doll."

—

—

—

—
Lyric "Rosita."
—
Rialto "The Marriage Maker."
Rivoli— "Zaza."
Strand— "Dulcy."
Times Square — "If Winter Comes."

Week
— "The Next
Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
—
Brooklyn Strand "Dulcy."
Cameo — "Mothers-In-Law."
—
Central "The Silent Command."
—
New
Old
Cosmopolitan "Little
York,"
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."

— "Rosita."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
—
Strand "Potash and Perlmutter."
Times Square — "If Winter Comes."
Lyric

—

Philadelphia After being held in
Barney Rosenthal Here
$800 hail before Maui-' rate O'Connor
Barney Rosenthal, Universal manon a charge of assault and battery ager in St. Louis, is here for a few
brought by S. E. Applegate, manager days.
for United Artists, Solomon Green-

Penn theater, brought a
counter action against Applegate on
a similar charge, which was heard beApplegate
Scott.
Magistrate
fore
waived a hearing and was held in

"Hunchback" Opens

stein, of the

in

Boston

Semon
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(Special to

—

(Special to

Starts

On
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—

.

—
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Griswold,

la.,

(Special to

driswold,

Theater Burns

THE FILM DAILY)

— Film

Angeles

the director

by

that exploled
in the projection booth of the Unique
caused much damage to the house.
la.

Los
his

live in

is

FREE

at

Educational Exchange

his

C.

Warde.

is

survived

parents,

who

Brooklyn, X. Y.

mated."

A E R

B

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.

Publicity

Phone Bryant 676J

FRED

1540 EroaJiuay

l.oeiv Bldg.

New York

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.
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— Plans

Milwaukee

capital of $600,000.

Apply H.

for the new $300,000 theater
be built by the Saxe interests at
Seventh and Mitchell. The structure

it
million feet of everything
The most complete film library
in the industry
Shots of all descriptions

A

M. T.
220

W.

42d

St.

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.

live

o

ir-po-r'ated

pleted

also
offices
will

have additional stories for

WEST WATKINS

19 T_H STREET

SILVERMAN

—maybe Stone has

LOUIS MEYER

251

1831

729 7th Ave.

have been com-

to

Hill

light.

On the Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

Saxe House Plans Completed

Murray

Burke and James camera with
six magazines, tripod and arc

—

(Special to

Hollywood

Chicago

Hollywood Walter Hiers has reyour turned from Atlanta. He will appear
in George Melford's next, "Flaming

New

BAER

E.

Advertising

Barriers."

LLOYD HAMILTON

of Mil

A. F. of 1|

"for violating the fundamental pr
ciples of unionism by to'c>ig men
sign indivuual con tracts with a^e
of theater managers after a uni
contract had already been consul)

Walter Hiers Back

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for this "ad"

He

dead.

widow and

(Special to

MATS

— Ernest

officials of the

FOR SALE
First

of
Boston "The
Hunchback
Los Angeles Larry Semon has
Notre Dame" opened at the Tremont started production on the fir>t of a
Temple last night for an indefinite series of four comedies. Semon will
S800 bail for court.
run.
have a separate unit on the Truart
These court actions are the result
1(4.
of an altercation which took place in
Pathe Films Italian Occupation
the local office of United Artists when
Pathe Xews issue Saturday, conCalumet Pictures Chartered
Solomon Greenstein and his son Leon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
were unable to effect an amicable ad- tains scenes of the Italian occupation
justment with Applegate for a pic- of Corfu. The pictures were shot on
Dover, Del. Edward L. Blimline,
Sept. 1st and rushed to this country
ture which they declared was in such
of Katonah, N. Y.; James Lindsay
poor condition that the exhibitors as fast as possible.
and Tom S. Kingman, of New York,
were unable to use it on the night
are named as incorporators of CalErnest
Dead
C. Warde
booked.
umet Pictures Corp., charted with a
(Special to

American Federation
and

cians.

White

Street— 'The

Sister."

.

of the

Astor

San Francisco C. C. Thompson,
formerly with Pathe, has joined F.
B. O., selling in the northern part Forty-Fourth
of the state.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Zeilmaker Leaves
Henry W. Zeilmaker, manager
Universal in the West Indies
in Central America, has left for P(|
Rico, after spending some time hi

Me Flhinney, Cameo — " Mot hers- In-Law."
—

THE FILM

St..

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4SS1 -4552-5558.
Hollywood. California— Walter R. Greene.

Mil Hollywood

selling

17, lj|

ture-.

David

Moiiu

De-

.

;

now

is

"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
Broadway Dempsey-Firpo fight picAstor

Percy,

Hodkinson.

for

Monday, September

7461-7620

STONE
New

York

—

—
-

l-HE
Monday, September

1923

17,

Block Booking

Putting

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—Under

caption "Exjition Values and Individual Sell%," there appears in the current ise of the Motion Picture Journal,"
editorial, part of which follows:
Dallas

the

have

companies

'Some

Over

it

followed

Here

In the Cutting
(Special to

brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

'The block selling system has-been a source
annoyance to exhibitors for a long while
many efforts have been made to change it.
'Adhering more strongly to the system
n most companies have been Fox and
mous with First National a close second

Wagon Used

for "Covered

Kansas City

—When

Wagon" Has

"The Covered

Police Dept.

Backing

The

Wagon" opened

at the Shubert thegiven wide publicity

led

title, "The Drivin' Fool," has
Hodkinson to make arrangements

was
it
with the Police department, Public
through the use of a covered wagon, Safety Commissions and
Civic heads
a fac-simile of a "Peter Schutter" rig, for co-operation in
exploitation stunts.
dating
back over 80 years.
The The picture will be tied up with
second.
wagon was drawn through the city's "drivin' fools," by the exchanges in
'In this region First National has begun
break away from the system, and is now, streets and was bannered on both many citites.
hin certain limits, allowing selection, al- sides with an announcement of the
ater,

I

ugh the system is not flexible enough to
Growing out
mit of individual booking.
the strength of the block selling system,
more
was
it
adopted
season
this current
lerally by other companies among whom
e Goldwyn, Metro, Warners, Lichtman,
of whom have been offering all or none,
h just how much success only later in
season can tell.
'But now comes Paramount with its plan
testing box-office values.

opening.

Close Co-operation

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis Next month a conence of the Better Films Commit
will be held in this city, and acrding to an officer of the organizan a representative of Will Hays
s

attend. It is the aim of the comtttee to form a closer co-operation
tween motion pictures and club
il

imen.

Tour Ends

in

Twin

Cities

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis

—The

Twin

Cities will

end up the tour of personappearances being made by Mrs.
conjunction with
in
allace Reid
luman Wreckage," which opens at
Auditorium Oct. 7.
ictically

in 9th Week
THE FILM DAILY)

"Bagdad"

—

(Special to

Los Angeles "The Thief of Bagi" is in its 9th week of production,
the present production pace is held,
he Thief of Bagdad" will be on
oadway, New York, during the
ning holiday season.

j

Likly Luggage Display
Des Moines Two angles
Baby Peggy Resemblance Contests
The Amberg Doll Co., is responsi- used for the showing of "The Spoilble for the Baby Peggy Doll, now ers" at the Des Moines, by Herbert
First Nat'l Signs Ben Lyon
being carried by a number of depart- Grove.
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The first was a tie-up with the
ment stores.
In several cities reLos Angeles— Ben Lyon has been
semblance contests have been run Likly Luggage shop which resulted
off, the exhibitor tying up with the in securing a striking window dis- placed under a long term contract by
department store when a Baby Peggy Iplay. The idea conveyed by the dis- Richard A. Rowland, of First Na-

—

I

j

'

'.

picture

is

the

attraction.

Newspapers Exploit "Wise Fools"
Baltimore In exploiting "Three
Wise Fools," at the Century, Jack

—

Iplay was the difference in one's traveling accoutrement to Alaska in the
days of the gold rush and those used
Iby travelers of today.
One half of

jthe
window labeled "To Alaska
Pegler, Goldwyn exploiteer, broke in- Then," contained a painted backdrop
to the Inquiring Reporter column of jshowing a rude log cabin built among
ipine trees, with a ridge of mountains
the Evening News.
The question propounded to five 'in the background. In front of this
bachelors
was if they considered ipainting was the pack in which the
themselves "wise fools" for not hav- jgold diggers of the great rush to the
ing married. The following day the Klondike carried their personal besame question was propounded to ilongings. The other half of the winspinisters.
This attracted much at- jdow, "To Alaska Now," contained
tention inasmuch as the theater's ad- !a painting of the same scene, but with
vertisement was then running in all ja pleasant, fenced little cottage rejplacing the rude cabin.
the newspapers.
In front of
Permission was obtained from the this painting was placed a large Likly
News and American to place posters hag, a wardrobe trunk, a traveling
for "Three Wise Fools" on the sides |case and a gun-case.
special screening was arranged
of their delivery wagons.
The radio
broadcasting station of the American iby Grove for the sporting writers on
and the News broadcasted a synopsis jon the local papers at which 14 were
of the picture. Good window displays present.
The showing netted three
good stories on the sport pages, and
were obtained in a score of shops
candy, cigar and jewelry stores. The "squared" the theater for a banner
theater management sent out 5,000 announcing the showing, at a boxing
letters to a selected mailing list. The bout at the auditorium.
1.000 fight
billing consisted of 24-sheets, 3-sheets, fans attended.
They couldn't help
6-sheets, one hundred 1-sheets and but reading the banner which was
300 window cards.
directly above the ring.

first picture,

ction.

C. C. Spink Succeeds Stevenson

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia
C. C. Spink, formermanager of the McKinley Square,
York, has taken over the marimient of Fay's theater, 40th and

w

Nov.
Oneida, N. Y.—At a cost of $250,000, a Syracuse-Oneida syndicate will
build a hotel

and

theater.

—

Pipestone, Minn.
build a house here.

Columbia, Pa.
opened.

—The

North Bend, Ore.
to

cost

J.

DeBelser

—

1

see

that

more

it

is

likely

of them.

Wray

John Griffith
will be released

this

section

will

direct.

"Country
ments."

FOR RENT
Room by Week

Cutting

or

Month

Room

Des Moines,

new Alto
new

ha$

theateif

be erected

—The

Jasper, Ala.

Corry,

Pa.

—The

will

Side "Oct.

1.

St.,

WELDED WIRE
REELS

Capitol has

— Seating 1000 and costnew Jasper

For Sale by
HowelU Cine Equip. Co.
New York
740 7th Ave..

will

open

I

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES

ler theater building, costing $200,000,

ment Co.

46th

—

bjj

being erected here.

W.

Rochester, Ind. Charles Kreighbaum, owner of the Paramount will
build a new house here soon.

Robert Banks.

is

130

901

Phone Bryant 6436

opened.

—A

$60,000 will

la.

Spring Valley,
jseat 1000 is being

Corry Amuseopen the new North
is

—A

theater,
built here.
111.

Bakersfield, Cal.— $20,000
open. It seats 475.

to

Mission

It

by First National as
Lanes and City Pave-

—

West Palm Beach, Fla.—The Ket-

sful

—

Tuscaloosa, Ala. The Belvedere is
nearly rebuilt, following its destruction by fire.

ing $35,000, the

Movie Season" a Success
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vlinneapolis The "Greater Movie
ison" campaign has been so suc-

Film

1.

will

irket.

Sreater

New

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Thomas H. Ince is
preparing to screen "The Just and
the Unjust" as soon as "Anna Christie" is completed.
The continuity is
being prepared by Bradley King.

—

he Light Giver." In the cast are
ec B. Francis, Margaret Setton,
Sinclair,
Robert
Lewis,
eldon
"The Delicate
Gloria Grey.
d
'Uch" is the title of the next pro-

(Special to

Ince Preparing
(Special to

Also Offices and Vault Space

New

ugh

tional.

A

Theaters
Stambaugh Completes His First
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Zanesville, O.— The Zane Theater
Providence, Ky. Dr. T. Hayes has
Los Angeles J. Kenneth Stam- opened his new Dreamland.
Co. will open a house to open about

—
has completed his

L niversal.

"The Worm," directed by William
Worthington, starring Johnnie Walker for F. B. O.
"The Marriage Market," directed
by Edward J. LeSaint, for C. B. C.
were and state rights release.

I

1

(Special to

"When a Man's a Man." directed
by Eddie Cline, for First National.
"The Moon Riders," directed by
Robert North
Bradbury, starring
Jack Hoxie for Universal.
"The Man Trackers," directed by
Nat Ross, starring Roy Stewart; for

j

'Being formerly the arch proponent of
ck booking, its material effect upon the
t of the market, and the resultant reaction
be closely watched by the whole trade."

(Special to

•

ver for Fox.

per-

:ently in the past the policy of single pice selling, especially United Artists for the
ster productions, and other companies for
ials, comedies, etc.

!

Los Angeles— Some films that have
gone to the cutting room:
"The Temple of Venus," directed
by Henry Otto, starring Phyllis Ha-

how a

is

your ideas.

Room
THE FILM DAILY)

Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.
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Over 200

Entries
Page
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S..

Klein,

Krulin.

Metro.

Abrahams, Geo., Craftsmen Lab.

Edward

L.

Co.

Harry, Powers, Engrav.

Lachenbruch, Morton, 42 Broadway
Lachmann. Marc, Universal
Leahy, T. E., Exh. Herald

Adler, Bert. C. B. C.
Adler, Lester W., Selznick
Alden. P. S.
Ahcoate. Jack, Film Daily.
Aronson. Al., Truart Prod.
Ash, L. M., Saenger Amuse. Co.
Atkinson, W. E., Metro

Bachmann, J .G., Preferred Pictures
Baker, C, Graham, Vitagraph.
Balk in, London
Banning, C. H., Harmer, Inc.
Barnstyn, J. C, Brit. & Cont.
Barth, Gus, Rex Laboratory
Beach, F. A., United Artists
Beatty, Jerome, Preferred Pictures
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors' Herald
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & Co.
Berroan. Harry. F. B. O.
Bernstein, David, Loew's, Inc.
Black Alfred S„ Boston, Mass.
Blaisdell, George, Exhibitors Trade Review
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels,
Boyd, Alexander R., Stanley Co.
Botsford, A. M.. Famous Players
Brooks, Edgar, Pathe
Brock, Louis. First Nat'l.
Brown, George, Universal.
Burr, Charles C, Mastodon Films, Inc.
Butt. F. W.. Butt Lith. Co.
Times BIdg.

Carlton, Carl,

Carvon, Tom, Universal
Clarke, Horace T., David 1' Howells
Cohen, Emanuel, Pathe News
Cohn, Jack, C. B. C.
Cohen, Julius, N. Y American
Cohen. Milton Inter-Globe Export.
Cosman, Jack. Agfa Co.

Lesser, Irving, M., Principal Pictures
Lesser, Myron L., Distinctive Prod.
Ltttick, H. Clay, Banzhaf, Pembletoo
Ltttick
Levinson, J. A., 565 5th Ave.
Lewis, Edgar, Hotel Woodstock

&

Lewis, Harry, 200 West 42nd St.
Lichtman, Al.. Preferred Pictures
Loew, Arthur, Loew's Inc.
Loew, David Loew's, Inc.
Lownes, A., Dura Film Protector Co.
Lynch, E. C. Pathe

MacDorvald, Carl, Howells Cine Equip. Co.
Chas., 130 W. 46th St.
John, N. Y, American
Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
Marr, Allan D
Asso. Exhibitors
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Marin, Ned, Distinctive Prod.
Massce, William, 115 Broad St.
Mastbaum. Jules. Stanley Co.
Meador. J. E. D., Metro
Mersereau, Don, Film Daily
Merrill, Charles E., Pathe
Miles. Jos., Lloyd's Film Storage

MacMahon

Milligan, Jim, M. P. World
Mitchell. Fred, Loew's Inc.
Mitchell. Theo.

C

Mooney, Paul
Mayer Prod.
Moore, Tom, Moore's Theaters, Wash.
Morgan, Oscar, Famous Players
Morris. Sam, Warner Bros.
Morrissey, Frank W., 45 John
Morrissey, R. A., 45 John St.
Moses, Chas., Liberty Theater, Stapleton
E., United Artists

"Danny." Film Daily

Palmer, S. D.. Famous Players
Parker. Watt, L.
Parsons, P. A.. Pathe
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe
Pelterson. Arthur H., Ebenstein Insur. Co.
Pope, Frank, Photoplay
Pratt, M., Erlanger
Price, Burr, Distinctive Pictures

Harvey, Internat'l News.
I)
1x1. C. W., Youngstown, O.
Dint-nfass. Mark M.. Nat'l Film Lab.
Donaldson. John W.. M. P. P. D, A.
Di nning Carroll, Prizma
Durcau, M., Saenger Amuse. Co.
i

Ebenstein. Herb., 80 Maiden Lane
Eckels. Ed.. Exhih lors Trade Review

Elms James W„ Du Pont Co.
Eschmann. E. A., Asso First Nat'l.
Evans. Tom. Evans Film Co.
Felix,

Schenck Prod.

Lakewood, N. J.
Harry
Fields Seymour. Eeeers Photo Engraving.
Ferber, Jack
Fields,

Fox, William, Fox Film
Frank, W. B., Pathe
Franklin. H. B hamous Players
Fuller, Paul M„ Pathe
.

Gallup. G. B., Asso. First Nat'l
Rothacker Mfg. Co.
Gill, W. S
GiUett. E. K.. M. P. News
Gilroy, Foster
Ginsberg, H., Preferred Pictures

Glucksmann. Jacobo
Goetz, Ben, Erbograph Laboratory
Goetz, Harry M., Erbograph Co.
Goldburg. Jesse J., Independent Pictures
Golden, E. A., Metro. Boston
Grainger Jas., Goldwyn
Greene, J. I., Theatre Owners Dis. Corp
Grey, Albert L., D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Gueringer, W. H., Saenger Amuse. Co.
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick. Paul, Universal

Ham, Wallace

W„

Vitagraph

Harmer, J. Justice, Harmer, Inc.
Hayward, Leland, United Artists
Hedley, Albert, Vitagraph
Hedwig, W. K., Rex Laboratory
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artists
Hodkinson, W. W.. Hodkinson
Hoffman. M. H., Truart Prod.
Howells,

D. P.

Hoy. C. B.

Hum. H. H., W W. Hodkinson
Humm, John, Pathe
Hurst. W. O.. Whitman Bennett
Jacobson,
Johntton,

Lou

Wm.

A..

M

P.

News

Kane. Arthur S.. Asso. Exhibitors
Kane. A. S. Jr.. Asso. Exhibitors
Kane. R. T.. Famous Players
Kami. Maurice. Film Daily

Corp.

APPRECIATE

THE VALUE OF
REACHING THE MAN

WITH

Nacht, Aaron, Asso. Exhibitors
Noble, John
Griffith Studios
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.

W„

BUYING POWER

KNOW

Quigley, Martin J„ Exhibitors' Herald

RabelL W. H., Ind. Movie Supply Co.
Sam, Reiben Film Corp.
Reichenbach, Harry, Sam Goldwyn Prod.
Riley, W. J., Cine Mundial
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho
Roach. Hal E.
Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
Rothstein. Nat G., F. B. O.
Rubenstein. Sam Lloyd's Film Storage
Reiben,

Samuels, Reuben. Reuben Samuels, Inc.
Sanders, Laurence H.
Saunders, Frank A., True Story Magazine
Sax, Sam, Weber & North
Scanlon, G. A., Du Pont Co.
Schlesinger, M., I. V. T. A.
Schlesinger, M. B.
Schlesinger, Morris
Schnitzer, J. I.. F. B. O.
Schwartzman, Sam, Preferred Pictures
Siegel. Henry, Apollo Exchange
Simmons, Jos.. Western Import Co.
Slinger, Stephen, London
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Smith, E. L..
Smith, J. Boyce. Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Spargo. J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Star, Herman. Warner Bros.
Stebbins, Arthur, Reuben Samuels
Sternberg, Lester, Film Daily.
Storey, John E.. Pathe

Theiss,

Ben, Grand Asht-r

Wainwright, R.

B..

London

Waite, Stanley, Pathe
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Warner, E. J„ Otis Litho.
Wellenbrink. H. H., Wellmont Theater, Mont-

V

T.

Wilk, Ralph Film Daily
Wilkerson, Billy, Artclass
Wilson, Frank. Rceland Pub. Co.
Wonders, Guy L., Rivoli, Baltimore
Yates. H. J., Republic LaboratoryYoung. Lon, Warner Bros.
Zierler,

THE VALUE
OF

"A TEST

John H., Dupont Co.

Verschlieser.

.lair.

Prod.

WHO

.

Moyer, Charles

Day

ADVERTISERS

McGovern,

Cosner. Frank
Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Cre?ke Hrnry, Creske- Everett, Inc.
Cron. James A., Exhibitors Trade Review
Cuming. Robt. M., Jr., Metro

Frist

17, 192311

Kaufman, H.. Metro. N. Y. Exchange
Kearney, Pat. Preferred Pictures
Kent, S. R., Famous Players

from past experience what a corking Kohn, Ralph, F'amous Players
Kohn Stuart M.. Howells Sales
good time is in stion foi them.
Kracht, Clem. M P. World
Those enrolled tor the fnn-fest are: Krock Arthur. M. P. P. D. A.
Atxles, A.

Monday, September
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JARANTEE
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DANNY

seems to be prevailing
distributors an idea of

costs
negative
of
period
producer
in
a
a

iteeing
D

rionths after release date.
:eresting question naturales: what does this guaranAnd, what will
nsist of?

Why

18,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Abe Warner Seriously 111
Boost Prices Quietly
Abe Warner was removed from his
Three Cohen Units and Two Insur- room at the Astor yesterday and tak- Broadway Theaters Raise Admissions
gents to Meet in Mid-West
Five Cents at Matinee Performen to a private sanitarium in a grave
New York Not Invited
ances Move is Successful
condition. Warner has been suffering
Three state exhibitor units at pres- from what be believed was a cold for
Without any undue mention, all of
ent allied with the M. P. T. O.— the the nast ten days and had adminis- the Broadway theaters have increasCohen organization and two insur- tered medicines in the belief that his ed their matinee admission prices five
gent bodies, both of them formerly condition was not aggravated.
On cents. The boost was put through
affiliated with the M. P. T. O., may Friday his temperature rose rapidly \ery quietly.
hold a joint meeting at French Lick and his doctor diagnosed the trouble
The matinee scale at the big first

the Meeting?

—

—

Springs, Indiana, at an undetermined
date but which will probably be in

as a
ture

malignant fever. His temperafar above normal.

is

October.

runs is now as follows:
Orchestra, 55 cents.
Balcony, 35 cents.
At the Capitol the divans are $1.10
in the afternoon while the evening
price has now been increased to $1.65.
It is understood that the new scale
has already met with the response
expected by the theater managers.
The Loew circuit has also put
through an increase averaging about

"Scaramouche" Premiere
THE FILM DAILY)
newspapers
Washington
Local
joint meeting to Illinois, Michigan. evidently go in for "write ups" rather
Probably.
Wisconsin and Minnesota but just than criticisms, and while "reviews"
re should be a more defi- what would be discussed
was not of "Scaramouche," which opened here
mentioned.
A
to Saturday are favorable, several respecial
dispatch
esbusiness;
doing
ay of
THE
FILM
DAILY
from Chicago ports contain a phrase indicating that
independent
y where an
declared yesterday that the Indiana "it is reported' 'that "Scaramouche" five cents in all of its theaters. It is
:er is facing the problem unit had been invited by Illinois, but is bigger than "The Four Horsemen." understood that, in some instances,
THE HERALD said:
ncing his next picture.
irrespective of from what source the
the boost is somewhat more than that,
"Among the highlights of 'Scaramouche,' but the general average is the figure
invitation originated, the move is un- which
cannot avoid classification as one of
Talking of Guarantees
der
way to get the conference the big pictures of the year — Metro is releas- above. This became effective Labor
Theater Owners Distributing started.
ing it — may be mentioned its photography,
Day.

-oducer do if after nine
s, he has failed to receive
Sue? Well, hardly.
sts?

Yesterday word was received from
the M. P. T. O. of Indiana that that
unit had extended invitations for a

s, according to report, offering
nonths guarantee to producers.
> be hoped, and sincerely so,
lis
"guarantee" will be perto such an extent that there
no question to its validity.

(Continued on Page 2)

he exhibitors national orization is being tied in too
tly with this distributor orization for anything unfo-to happen. If anything
lid happen of an unsatisory nature national exhibiorganization would take a
v that would take years to
•come.
And there should
-must be national organian of exhibitors.

STATEMENTS
Hays organization

is

working

t should be a mighty fine idea
iving the financial statements
larger companies so arranged
ere is a sort of uniformity in
This will
eparation thereof.
.lly
help bankers understand
o many of them arc Chinese

that French Lick meetof exhibitors amounts to
thing, and the spirit re\,ed in Illinois and Indiana
Tarried out by the other
Ul states, the T. 0. D. C.
r

;

Hearing
Cleveland

Today
THE FILM DAILY)
The Federal
Trade

in Cleveland

(Special to

—

Commission

will resume its hearing
into the activities of Famous Players
this morning.
The Cleveland hearing
will run through today and tomorrow.

Chase Here From Europe
Maurice A. Chase, who for the past
vear has been Carl Laemmle's special
epresentative
in
Europe
as arrived in the States for a brief
•tay.
He asserts that despite every
possible effort made by foreign pro-

lucers to take the lead from Amerifilms, pictures from this
country continue to forge ahead in
popularity.

Norma
"Romeo and

Juliet." it is definitely
innounced will be produced with
Morma Talmadge as Juliet. Joseph
Schildkraut, is a possible selection for

Romeo.

Williams of Ritz Pictures.

one-reel version.

have some problems

re out.
iblems.
r

Some

to

interesting

ogel

THE
STAR
"*

* *
This long-heralded and anxiously
awaited dramatization of 'Scaramouche,' surpasses all expectation and hopes in the tremendous splendor of its production. Unbelievable perfection in settings, costumes and

other infinite details of equipment amaze the
beholder with every change of scene. *
Ramon Novarro * * * with striking con* makes
sistency and accuracy of action *
Lewis Stone also
the play a gripping reality.
is

excellent. * * *

character
screen is

immortal

One

types ever

of the

most striking

portrayed on

stage

that of George Seigmann, as
Georges Jacques Danton.

or
the

<-•<

Claude Cady and Phil Gleichman Re

More Optimis'ic
over Non-Theatrical Situation

turn to Detroit

Claude Cady and Phil Gleichman
the Michigan exhibitor unit, left for
Detroit yesterday, feeling decidedly
more encouraged over the non-theatTl-ev
Michigan.
situation in
rical
came here last week, together with

W.

S. McLaren and H. M. Richer of
the Michigan unit to secure relief of
some kind through the Hays office.
;
The chief source of trouble s
to be centered in the fact that film
~

in

Michigan

have

done

business with schools and other nctheatrical exhibitors in order to secure an outlet for their product
where bookings with exhibitors may
have prevented immediate play dates.
Gleichman declared that the sit nation
(Continued on Page 7)

is understood that the Fox cirhas also put through a slight in(

Continued on Page 2)

Anderson Due Soon
y*tarl Anderson, of American Pictures, is due back from the coast the
end of the week.

Arrow Sold
(Special to

for Pacific N.

W.

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle— W. E. Shallenberger of
Arrow, has closed a deal with Greater
Features, Inc., for the features and
the bulk of the Arrow product for
through eight Pacific
distribution

and Alaska.

Four Weeks

Outlook Better

salesmen

It

cuit

states

-

to Play Juliet

Back from Coast
am M. Yogel returned from
igeles yesterday where he met

\l

directing; the authenticity of the historical
Robespierre,
Danton,
of
characterizations
Marat and other famous figures, and the
Terry,
Miss
offered
by
enactments
brilliant
Mr. Novarro and Mr. Stone in the three central loles of the plav.
said:

can-made

»'"
In 1913, the first version
Shakesperian romance was made in
wo reels by Pathe. In 1914 Biorraph made a 500 foot picture of it.
Two features were then released in
016 one with the
Bushman-Bayne
combination
and the other with
Thcda Bara.
In 1917 Educational
screened a "Romeo and Juliet;" in
1918 the Crystal turned out a two
reeler and in 1920 Universal offered a

I

—

which at times takes on an exquisite, pastel
beauty
Ingram's handling of the massive
mob scenes that represent a triumph of mass-

rte

—

(Special to

for "Rosita"

"Rosita," the new Pickford picture,
will plav four weeks at the Lyric.
Two weeks of the run have expired.
After that, the picture will be released
generally.

"A

Woman

of

Paris,'

'the

new

n-aplin-produced picture, will follow
"Rosita" at the Lyric for four weeks.

Ths Tournament
Cver

200

well-known

film

at
folk are playing golf today
tournafilm
fall
Bayside. The
ment held under the auspices of
on.
is

THE FILM DAILY
tomorrow.
All about the result

Meanwhile today you can look
and see how a lot of them
shape up as. golfers.

inside
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Raymond Hatton Here
Raymond Hatton is in New York

Boost Prices Quietly

8s$I5m
ViLXXVNt. 6S
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc.,
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(Continued from Page

from the coast. He recently comcrease in the neighborhood of five pleted work in "Enemies of Children."
cents but this could not be confirmed
Engineers Meet in October
At the Moss offices, it
yesterday.
Plans have been completed for the
was stated that with the exception of
an increase covering certain box seats forthcoming annual convention of the
no Society of M. I'. Engineers, to be held
Flatbush, in Brooklyn,
at the
in Ottawa Oct. 1, 2, 3 and 4.
changes had been made.
1)

At the T. O. C. C, it was stated
that members had not raised admissions, despite the fact that musicians
and operators are now getting larger
It is this wage
salaries than before.
increase that is held responsible for
the action of the larger theaters and
circuits.

THE

—Irving Mack, 738
London Representative— Ernest W Fredman,
The Film Renter,
Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

S.

53a

W.

London,

I.

(Special to

Hackensack, N.
conference

Quotations
Low

Close

102^ 102^

69^

70y8

Sale*

local

Goldwyn

\sy2

\sy2

(Special to

Cincinnati

prices

Troy Charging Ten Cents
THE FILM DAILY)

200

— Six

local

(Special to

at

(Special to

Troy

of

industrial

May Oust Lloyd Run
THE FILM DAILY)

Libson has increas- Musical Season

the Capitol
theater from 25 and 40 cents to 30 and
50 cents.
Afternoon prices will remain the same.

Six In

Pictures, also controlled by Fielding's
organization. General Film Mfg., has

THE FILM DAILY)

— Ike

admission

ed

Louis

started

just finished a number
films for local firms.

300
4,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

do pfd

isy2

St.

a

Capitol Prices Raised

—

Loew's

of

—

"The Love Power"

THE FILM DAILY)

Romaine Fielding has
work on his next production,
an"The Lover Power." Quality Motion

— Following

theaters,
nouncement has been made that admissions will be increased 5 cents.

—

East. Kod..l02^
F. P.-L. ... 7YA

J.

Eleanor Boardman has been signed
an important role in "The Turmoil," to be made for Universal by
Hobart Henley from Booth Tarkington's
novel.
George Hackathorne
will have the featured role.
for

(Special to

Shaftesbury Ave.,

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

High

THE FILM DAILY)

theaters

are

now

Chicago
Last,"

— Harold
now

is

in

Orchestra Hall.

Lloyd
its

in

15th

"Safety

week

at

expected another theater will be taken over because Orchestra Hall will shortly revert to concerts.
The Monroe has
been talked of. Fox operates it.
It

Why

the

17

Meeth

Page 1)
stated quite an
tiveh that as outlined yesten
topi< s to come up will inch
mission taxes, the uniform I
lower rentals and the music
nation.
One exhibitor who
versant with the situation asl
rather pertinent question of w
(Continued from

can

It

be

/
-

Illinois and Wisconsin
two outside organization

(liana,

Goes Over to Universal

Fielding Starts on

Increase Admissions

—

1603.

Monday, September

is

ask

one meeting to talk over matte
are now in the hands of the nj
exhibitor headquarters.

was asked
ignored the
however, t
He
had been advised of the propose
Sydney S. Cohen
this yesterday, but
did state,
tion.

I

ference and that it was in accor>
the plan of the national directi
decided to establish a service s

Chicago when they met

in
tic

in

City recently,

It is noteworthy that Ne
State has not been asked ti
Billy Brai
at the meetings.
the
questio
clined to discuss
whether or not his unit would |l
were exuj
invitation
an
if

New York, Brandt
New York unit has beet

Speaking for

"The

perately trying to keep out of t
politics on the tax questil
cause it was afraid that somi
might be done that would hurl
efforts to secure such repeal t
have not issued ai
than help.
ment relative to tax repeal and
licly have appeared inactive. ThV
tire organization, however, is k
up to a high pitch and stands r
to join any movement that invi
Whenever
the entire industry.
joint effort is made, no matte
itor

We

|

charging 10 cent admissions and two
Spoor Forms His Own Unit
others, the Lansing and Bijou are
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tama, La. The Mills, which has only charging 15 cents. Only the
Chicago To make pictures utilizfirst-run houses are charging more.
been redecorated, is now open.
The six using the ten cent scale are: ing his new stereoscopic invention, a
The Astor, Rose,
Colonial, King, producing company has been formed
The process, what direction, New York w8
Palace
and
Alpine. The whole thing by George K. Spoor.
r
\
came about when one exhibitor drop- completed by Spoor at the Essanay found in line."
ped his admission price to ten cents. studio here, is declared to have cost
him over $1,000,000.
The special film is much larger than
Phone Beekman 9091
Musicians Refuse 7%% Increase
the ordinary film, with each "frame"
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
50 per cent higher and twice as wide
Cleveland Settlement between the as the "frame" now employed. The
musician's association and the exhibit- new device is declared to eliminate
ors' organization now seems a long distortion and to produce the illusion

—

—

—

—

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studio*

Fred Waller—Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

way

of depth.

1.
A new
was not presented until the
middle of August when the musicians

Spoor, one of the pioneers of the
industry, has devoted his time to perfecting his invention ever since production activity ceased at the Essanay
plant.
He will start work within five

off, inasmuch as late reports state
that an offer of 7^2% has been offered
the musicians and refused.
The old

agreement ran out July
contract

asked

for

20%

owners refused

more.
this.

The

theater

*EAly

weeks on
the

new

his

first

process.

picture

utilizing

llf Faltoa St. N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
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COSMOPOLITA rv CORPORATIO M

ENEMIES Q^WOMM
by

Vincente Blasco Ibanez

"Lionel Barrymore
"Alma Rubfcns
Settings by

Directed by
-"
^"_«?(a.rld

DISTINCTIVE PICTURES CORPORATION £f«£**

oneac

;::::

ARLISS
GEORGE
tHT^ eN GODDESS

Sceno-rio by

uyi«.«jo
nn Lynch.
John

Going a Mile
a Minute!
The

fastest

moving

outfit in the business

Cosmopolitan.

distributing
is

Why?

we've got the product.

GoldwynBecause

The

pictures

you want and that means the pictures the public wants. Every
single
picture is a hit. That sounds imbut the
happened.
possible,

impossible has

MARSHALL NEILAN

Fooljao»»«<4 h-ii JUKI'S-

i<rtf£

Sr 7j

HE
t ssED

:

SSfooLcwYN

ETERHAL^
k

^/U Charles Brabin/Wwato*!
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June MatWs
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H^pT0N

King ViOOB.

(JOIOWYN
PICTURE

.

jgSiai

Nothing Can
Stop Us!
We've got the goods and we are
delivering them. Pictures talk in
this business and it isn't a question
with us of just one good picture,
or two good

pictures, but a

whole

flock of them. Enough big pictures
to keep your show-shop playing
the best, day in and day out, week
in and week out. If you are booking them on merit, look over our
line.

\

«"'-'-"""*-

&WC VON STROH£IMi
A 60L0WYH
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All Aboard! Play

oLdwyru
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PICTUR£\
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K
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Dean
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— Priscilla

Dean's new
be known as Laurel
Production will be at the Hol-

Los Angeles

mpany
-od.

wood

will

studios.

Equity Closes With Two
Equity has closed two more deals
r the distribution of "The Daring
The first is with Pathe
ears."
reres of

London, and includes rights

England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales
The second was
id the Isle of Man.
ith Commonwealth who will handle
r

e

New York

and Northern

*r

COAST BREVITIES

in Laurel Prod.

(Special to

c&H

DAILY
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New

rsey rights.

Musicians Granted Increase

FILM DAILY)
—THE
-Theater owners have

(Special to

Outlook Better
was

THE FILM DAILY)

cities as it was in the small towns,
Cinema"
Charles De Roche will be featured where, in many cases, there was only
opposite Pola Negri in her next one picture house.
is the sixth of the "Fighting Blood"
vehicle, "My Man."
series.
The Michigan exhibitors are endeavoring to arrange some kind of
S**
Patsy Ruth Miller will play the a workable deal with national disStarrett Ford will act as production
manager for Mary Pickford iff iead in support of Douglas MacLean tributors that will ease matters for
"Dorothv Vernon of Haddon Hall." in "The Yankee Consul."
Mid-West exhibitors. Gleichman and
Cady are both of the opinion that the
Lenore Coffee has been loaned by non-theatrical situation existent in
"Riders of the Moon," in which
Jack Hoxie is the star, has been Universal to Arthur H. Jacobs to Michigan also prevails in a number
work on the script of "Bread."
completed at Universal.
of other states.

Hollywood

— "Wages

of

F. Richard Jones has begun preparations for the production of Mabel
"Mary
Normand's
next
vehicle,

Anne."

has
Bradbury
on three short

Robert
North
production

started

IF

St.

new

contract with the
usicians, whereby the latter will reive an increase of from $3 to $5.
nder the new scale the leader is to
ceive 50% more than the players.
he larger houses pay musicians from
iS to $75 while leaders receive from
00 to $110. The pay of musicians
smaller houses is regulated accordg to the length of the performance.

jned

a

A New

Book

S. Van Zile. is the author
a volume entitled "That Marvel
he Movie," which has just been
liblished by G. P. Putnam's Sons,
he book has an introduction by Will
It contains, particularly
Hays.
statistical matter
its appendixes,

Edward

Western

subjects, part of a series of
two-reelers.

"BIO"
WOULD

Leighton has gone to Flagwith the Fleming company to
scenes for "The Call of the

Lillian
staff

film

Canyon."

Olga Printzlau has started the
adaptation of "White
Man," the
novel by George Agnew Chamberlain,
for Preferred.

appears to be.
ill undoubtedly prove of real value
id should place the book in the
Drary of every important executive
the Industry.
correct, as

it

.

For Sale
FILM DAILY)

Proposed Capitol
(Special to

Ottawa

THE

—The

site

Site
of

the partially

Thomas H. Ince
"Anna

the cast of

has added four to
Christie."

Siegmann, Ralph Yearsley,
Potel and Fred Kohler.

Laura La Plante has been cast

defunct Allen theaters.
Within recent months Paramount
is acquired the Regent so now the
ilf-finished Capitol is no longer dered.

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK.

N. Y.

for

leading feminine role in "The
Spice of Life," Reginald Denny's
first starring vehicle under his new

the

been ordered to take a rest. He will
appear next in "White Man," by Geo.
A. Chamberlain.

Grace Carlyle has been signed to
play opposite Elliott Dexter in the
first

the

of his productions

working

title

now

bearing

"The Man

Who

Forgave," for Grand-Asher.

Production of "Jealous Fools," diby Maurice Tourneur, is
drawing near a close at United
Studios, where it is being filmed, and
an early release.

rected

With

the selection of Vincent

Mc-

The

screen adaptation for "Black
has been written by Mary
O'Hara in collaboration with Frank
Harry E. Weil, is general
Lloyd.
manager of the new Lloyd unit.

Oxen'

Bryant
Grand-Asher,
tentatively titled "Try and Get It."
He is supported by Billie Dove, Lionel Belmore, Joseph Kilgour, Edward
Horton and Rose Dione.
Cullen

Tate

Washburn's

direct

will

first

for

Charles Ogle will play the role
originally assigned to Theodore RobTheoerts in "Flaming Barriers."
dore Roberts will play in "To the

Helen Jerome Eddy will
Dermott and Frank Richardson as Ladies."
the feminine lead, playing ophave
assistants,
and Byron Haskins as
head cinematographer, Allen Holu- posite Edward Horton.
ructure was started by Famous bar has rounded out his technical
Lynn Shores, who assisted Alan
:veral years ago when the theater force.
in the direction of "Enemies
Crosland
ailding boom in Canada was at its
of Women" and "Under the Red
Frank
Elliot,
in
Charles
Carrad,
rivalry
was
ight and when keen
Robe,' 'has arrived at Goldwyn to aid
/idence between Famous Players George Cooper and John T. Prince
production of "Three Weeks."
the latest additions
the cast in the

now

DISTRIBUTORS

Victor

jmpleted Capitol together with the
usiness premises on Sparks St. has
een offered for sale by Famous. This

id the

M. G. Felder Sales Co.

George

contract.

Kenneth Harlan, who accidentally
shot himself while on location, has

,

if

STILL BE

THE BEST

\

hich,

CARBONS COULD
BE MADE BETTER

(Special to

Louis

•

(Continued from Page 1)
not so aggravating in the larger

are
of "Her

Enemies <f
.ChiMiau
Distributed through*
Independent Exchange

MAMMOTH

PICTURES

to

Temporary Husband," which Jack Voshell, formerly .with Marshall
Tod Browning, will be
John McDcrmott is directing. The Neilan and
are Owen Moore,
Chaplin and Sylvia Breamer.

principals

taymon&fiatton
x?ne ofthe ma/iy stars

Sidney

production manager.

W.

R.

GREEN

r

VICTOR B. FISHERMEN IMGHt
1540 QRCADXVAY.NeWTOWL

THE
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Newspaper Opinions

EXAMINER—'"The
our of those eternal
And it never
new.

Three"

Eternal
it

plots,
will be

old.

I

that

city.

New York

EXPRESS—With

newspaper opinions will also
be published when the production reaches Broadway.

much

of

But the
no
there's

develop-

the

of the play Neilan comes close to
tempting the censor's shears, but the clever
way he handles the delicate situations arouses

ment

admiration.

He puts new luster on a number of threadbare situations as well. * * *

"The Eternal Three"

(Special to

of news-

paper opinions "The Eternal Three,"
at

the California follows:

It

sinYply an attraction

is

register well.

We

*

HERALD—And
treatment

now

old

scenes

tense

;

make

acterization,

For one

one

There

wholesome.

moment.

*

*

isn't

one

suggestive

*

HERALD—A

weighty

photoplay that

is

not easily

who

new
lie

everything

story

ends
sun- to
over such

that

is

ponder

to

like

of

thing, the

new

done away with

marriage.

lie
Marriage Maker"
above the average and, as

Paramount pictures,
movie mechanics.
Also, if you would see a

idea

it

is

in

comedies, don't

Marriage Maker."

Ciuido Orlando
to Old Virginia,"
state righting.

"

•

miss

POSITIVE FILM

"The Marriage Maker"— F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lcs Angeles Consensus cf newspaper opinions on "The Marriage

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

—

i7S3b U.S. THEATRES]

Maker'

j

Under 250
70%; under

seats, 30%; under 500,
800, 85%; over 800, 15%
The moit economical method oi reaching
theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVICE,
S-i.OO PER
UP. Lists if desired. 30
50% saved in postage, etc., through elimina
tion of dead and duplicate theatrea usually

'at

the Metropolitan follows:

EXAMINER

— William

De

—

has
Mille
adapted * * * "The Faun," to the requirements of the screen and the censors with
much finesse. He has delicately insinuated
the Pan mood in considerably modulated
vein for the theme of his picture, and really
gets over with admirable subtlety the suggestions which a less adroit director would
probably have seen hustled frantically to the
*
censor's waste basket. » *

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO

a well managed electric storm, a
fire scene in which the skill of technicians
was rather lacking in evidence.

U

listed.

—

—

There

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

—

is

EXPRESS— Frankly, the play strikes
about the medium level of interest, but Mr.
deMillc has tricked out the action with lavish

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

delight
*

appears in "Back
which Primrose is

EASTMAN
To

just

*

For this
Some-

can't grow very excited oyer
The intrigue is fairly fascinating
the story.
at times, because of the acting, but somewhat cheap in its nastiness, and quite according to pattern. The finish seems to me
*
While Mr. Neilan has
offensive. * *
skated on thin ice in this feature, he has
not done this quite as skilfully as usual. In
fact, there is a degree of ennui in the production.

is

in

picture has prac-

sub-titles.

18, 1923

I

entertainment

TIMES —
"I

n

questions as

always with
about perfect
(ul

How

*

makes

RECORD—

it

how borcsomc

theme with a new
and unique char-

TIMES—I

St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

that needs spoken

*
forgotten.
"just right"
please those

is

"The Eternal Three,"

greatly refreshing.. * * *
times the action is a little too frank.

alone,

244 West 42nd

screen.

camera and make

a

playing at the California theater, a film

tically

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

the

simply cannot squeeze

well worth seeing.

M

to

it

*

*

admit

will

Neilan, despite the age
has succeeded in winding about
all
it a new atmosphere, which makes it, to
intents, fresh and new.

—

of

Should never have

thing frankly.
No
the offering seemed to
scenic investiture.
Although the plot is not
credible in every instance, and the faultfinder may perceive serious flaws ; yet, even
so, the photoplay merits commendation,
be, it is, through William De Mille's effort,
different than the average feature.
It is

matter

RECORD — But

—

You

dialogue. * * *
it
into the lens

of the plot,

SHOWING PICTURES

"

spoiled

puts

Los Angeles
THE FILM DAILY)

— Consensus

"

by bringing

been

Acting honors go to Bessie Love, who
such sincerity into the playing of a
minor role that it becomes first in interest.

Gold. -Cosmopolitan
California,

Los Angeles

DAILY NEWS—"

is

was

treatment;
the
treatment— ah
end to the variety of the insulation that can
be wound on this time-honored wire. Mickey
Neilan opened a door, so to speak, and let
the freshness of a very modern viewpoint
blow the dust out of the comers of the walnut-framed old triangle.

Xeiespapcr opinion* from
out-of-town papers icill only
appear when the feature reviewed has its 7vorld's premiin

never
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|
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DANNY

The winners

of

Has anyone figured whether
not the mass of big pictures,
nv being shown here, will conct when shown throughout the
Sfntry? If not, why not? Here
fortunes invested which, so
r as indications go, may find
lemselves slam banging against
indiscriminately,
other
tch
here, with a little considera-

each dis-

and producer, could
pave the way for a far

ibutor,
isily

"eater

income.

a problem the Hays
organization might well step
And regardless of
in upon.
whether the individual distributor desires the protection
see if something could
not be done to arrange a release date for all of the big
ones ivhich in itself would
prove
all
the
insurance
needed.

Here

is

Some Dates

of the Fall Golf Tournament, held under the auspices
at the Belleclaire Golf Club, Bayside, L. L,

yesterday are as follows:
Low net (Reuben Samuels, Inc. Trophy), Nat Rothstein.
Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange, Inc. Trophy), Joe Schnitzer.
Low gross (Warner Brothers Trophy), Louis Goldman with a low
net of 113 for 27 holes.

Low

gross

runner-up

(Motion

News Trophy),

Picture

F.

A.

Saunders.
Jules
Diebel.

Mastbaum Trophy

for lowest score

by exhibitor player, Chris.

THE

on
FILM DAILY Trophy, Nat Rothstein.
(Photoplay Magazine Trophy), Tom Moore; Class B
(Watterson R. Rothacker Trophy), W. Wallace Ham; Class C (Jack
T. Cosman Trophy), P. A. Powers; Class D Trophy Jerome Beatty,
Class E Trophy Jack Alicote, Class F Trophy A. L. Abrams, Class
G Trophy— Sam Sax, Class H Trophy— Walt. L. Parker, Class I

Winner
Class

of leg

A

—

—

— M.

—

—

Trophy Henry Siegel.
a handsome golf bag, donated by
the New York American for the most meritorious act of the day. The
Committee classed Mr. Hodkinson thusly for appearing at his first golf

Trophy

B. Schlesinger, Class J

Abe Warner was awarded a beautiful overnight bag, donated by
J. P. Muller Agency for the second most meritorious act since
Warner was forced to stay away from the tournament due to illness.
There were duffer prizes in all 10 classes. Charles Abrams was
the

awarded a hen and chicks in a coop for being the worst duffer. His
score was 315 for 27 holes.
Chris. Diebel was entitled to the Motion Picture News Trophy as
low gross runner-up, but he selected the Jules Mastbaum Trophy for
lowest score by exhibitor players.

offset.

Half Million Profit

"If

)

shown.

Then there are other big
ones coming. Doubtless these
will be held for release after
the
holidays,
although you
never can tell when they are
likely to be thrown forward,
or held back.
At times distributors

have peculiar ideas.

VALUES
In these days of soaring values will
soul inform a distressed
-orld of picture people: is there any
icture now being made, or released,
bat hasn't an exhibition value of at
'ast a million?

ome kind

were disccussed.
The Committee on Copyrights of
the Senate is expected to hold a number of meetings shortly with a view
to amending and revising the existing
statutes covering such protection. It
is
part of the duties of the Hays
committee to draw up whatever rec-

ommendations

in their opinions will
represent the desires of the motion
picture industry on this question.

theaters to the extensive chain operated by the company in the Dominion, and that this was done without an increase to the capital account.
Earnings for the first six months of
the fiscal year totalled $297,553, after
providing for depreciation excepting
for
depreciation in
the provision

—

wholly-owned

D.

theaters.

Notice has been given of the declaration of a dividend of $2. per share
in the first preference stock for the
quarter ending July 31 last, to shareholders of record on that date.

Warner's Condition Improves
condition was reportHis
ed more favorable yesterday.
chief regret was his inability to attend
the golf tournament at Bayside.

Abe Warner's

Griffith's Next, "America"
Griffith's next picture which

W.

with the Revolution

will

be

known

as "America," a title which
was selected after a. poll that included
six universities, six grade schools, six
clubs, and six sport clubs.

Zukor Entertains at Ritz
Adolph Zukor was host at a private
dinner given

to his various district
the Ritz last night by
way of terminating a two day session at which sales plans were discussed. Hermann Wobber, in charge
on the coast was presented with a
loving cup by the other supervisors
Under
in Eastern Missouri and as a token of appreciation for his
work in arranging the Paramount
Southern Illinois Discrepancies
Week.
in Admission Returns

managers

at

Gov't Check-Up

—

—

iad

The law committee of the M. P.
Producers' and Distributors' Ass'n
held a meeting yesterday at which
plans to revise the present copyright
laws as they effect motion pictures

—

—

een concluded for the Gish picture
yet, and of course, "The Covered
5
/agon," as is well known, is being

Hays

ing in

ch-als

tournament.

Winter Comes," is an
Way
Books
of
Famous Players
ugust release, which means Fox has On
Dividend
Canadian
A
Corp.
$2
out now.
Famous has "Ruggles"
Declared on Preferred Stock
:heduled
for
October and "The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
old Diggers" is out now.
Goldwyn
St. Louis
The Internal Revenue
Toronto
The Famous Players office is actively
as tentatively placed
"Little Old
pushing its investigareports
profits
Ltd.,
Canadian
Corp.,
ew York" for early November retion into the admission .tax returns
ase.
"Scaramouche" will be road- for 1922-1923 fiscal year have ex- made by exhibitors in St. Louis and
lown, "The Hunchback" remains to ceeded $500,000, as against preferred Eastern Missouri. The investigation
e
determined as to release date; dividend requirements of $320,000. It to date is said to have revealed some
does "The White Sister."
In is pointed out that a considerable in- interesting conditions, some of the
crease was made in the number of
iCt releasing arrangements have not
mistakes in returns apparently not
>

to Revise Them at MeetOffice Yesterday
Hearings Slated in Washington

And Means

W. W. Hodkinson was awarded

"Why

Worry," is a current release,
id Lloyd's popularity will be a hard
atter for the biggest of the big ones

Discuss Copyrights

THE FILM DAILY

e

on, a little foresight,

Price 5 Cents

1923

THE WINNERS

RELEASES

i

19,

Reichenbach's Latest

Harry Reichenbach yesterday turned to excellent advantage the fact that
striking

pressmen had

left

the

city

without newspapers by engaging 20
town criers, all of them dressed as of
yore with scrolls and bells. These
same twenty took possession of
corners
from
Times
being entirely due to ignorance of the prominent
laws or clerical errors in making up Square to Columbus Circle and announced to the world that "Potash
reports.
One Eastern Missouri exhibitor is and Perlmutter" would open at the
said to have been compelled to pay Strand on Sunday. If newspapers do
$400 in excess fees and penalties for not appear this morning Reichenbach
failure
to
make proper returns. intends continuing the stunt.
Others are said to have paid lesser
sums. Another interesting angle developed is the fact that some ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hibitors who played prominent picAngeles It is reported that
Los
tures on a percentage basis made
negotiations
have been completed
(Continued on Page 2)
which will result in the next Harry
Carey series of six being handled,
Long Session in Cleveland
through W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Trade
Cleveland The
Federal
Commission hearing started at 10
It was impossible to confirm thiso'clock yesterday morning and ran report
in
New York yesterday.
through the late afternoon without Carey's last group of pictures was
any intermission.
distributed by F. B. O.

Carey Switches

—

—
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19,

The Golf Tournament
VHIXV
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No.

right
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5

Cents
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Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
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DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York,
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Bollywood, California Walter R. Greene.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
States.
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fun fest and without even attempting an individual canvass, there
isn't a doubt in the world about the
time everyone had.
The crowd arrived early and stayed
There were nine holes played
late.
in the morning as a qualifying round
and after lunch, every one of the
players went 18 holes. Along about
seven o'clock, the dinner was held at
the clubhouse ajid. as in the past, it
was there the fun began. The Committee dug up all kinds of unusual
prizes to supplement the usual coterie
of sweaters, clubs, balls, traveling kits
and the like.
day

s

It was a real party as everyone of
the following will testify. They were
there and they know:

Close

Sales

100

Gov't Check-Up
(Continued from Page 1)
vastly different returns to the Government and to the exchanges as to
the amount of business did with the
it

be im-

will

possible for the exchanges to obtain
copies of the Government tax returns, as such reports are confidential
Government documents, similar to
income tax returns.

Abe Carlos Here
Abe

Carlos,

producing for Truart

New York with prints of
"The Unknown Purple" and "Fast

release

is

in

Balkin,

Opening Tomorrow
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The
Ambassador,
Harry Crandall's new theater opens
tomorrow night. It is at 18th St. and
Columbia Road.
Crandall

—

C—R

Co.

J .G., Preferred Picture!
Graham, Vttagraph.

C,
London

Banning, C. H.. Harraer, Inc.
Barnstyn, J. C, Brit. & Cont.
Barth, Gus, Rex Laboratory
Beach, F. A., United Artiats
Beatty, Jerome, Preferred Pictures
Beecroft. James, Exhibitors' Herald
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & Co.
Bcrraan, Harry, F. B. O.
Bernstein, David, Loew's, Inc.
Black Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
Blair, Geo. R., Eastman Kodak Co.
Blaisdell. George, Exhibitors Trade Review
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels,
Boyd, Alexander R., Stanley Co.
Botsford, A. M., Famous Players
Brooks, Edgar, Pathe
Brock, Louis, First Nat'l.
Brown, George, Universal.
Burr, Charles C. Mastodon Films, Inc.
Butt, F. W., Butt Lith. Co.
Carlton, Carl, Times Bldg.

Horace T., David P. Howells
Cohen, Emanuel, Pathe News
Cohn, Jack, C. B. C.
Cohen, Julius, N. Y. American
Cohen, Milton, Inter-Globe Export.
Cosman, Jack, Agfa Co.
Cosner, Frank
Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Creske. Henry, Creske-Everett, Inc.
Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade Review
Cuming, Robt. M., Jr., Metro
Cummings, Irving

W., Youngstown. O.
Mark M., Nat'l Film Lab.
Donaldson, John W., M. P. P. D. A.
Dunning. Carroll, Prizma
Dureau, M„ Saenger Amuse. Co.

Diebel, C.

Dintenfass,

MATS

for this "ad"

Educational

FREE

at your

Exchaof*

LLOYDHAMILTOtf
OPTIMI!
h>cciVoT

N

Ebenstein, Herb., 80 Maiden
Eckels, Ed., Exhibitors Trade
Elliott, F. H.

Elms, James W.,

Du

The

Westbury, L.

at

Fields,

Harry
Seymour, Eggers Photo Engraving.

J.

Fox Film
(Continued on Page 4)

I.

ONLY MOTION 11
TURES OF TOTAL ECLIPSE OF SU

AND

FIRST

i

Pathe News cameraman works in conjuiu
Expedition
with
Observatory
Sproul
Mexico. Complete and remarkable pictur

i

eclipse.

NUMBER OF EXTRAORDINA

A

INTEREST

FOR SALE
Universal camera with six 200
magazines, tripod and arc light.

Abe War-

SILVERMAN

Apply H.

ill.

729 7th Ave.

collection of trophies

met with

WANTED—Try-Outs

One

of the
features of these affairs has always
been the trophies, but this event found
more beautiful gifts than ever before.

Fastidious Audiences

BELLEVUE THEATRE
Upper Montclair. N.

until

D.

by

his

Mahon, and then

chief,

Julius

set

out to

Some

business was done yesterday
film circles, the BelleClub phone being kept busy
day.

New York

in
claire

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Diebel

had

—

wager on his game one bottle
whiskey that he would not repeat
76 of

Monday

New York

of
his

terday only two.
P. A.

WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

Fifth

'WE

100%

since last June.
In the spring event he needed three
shots to get off the first tee.
Yesat least

Chicago

Hollrwoee

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Tel.

Murray HiU 1831

afternoon.

George Brown, famous little duffer
from Universal, has improved his

game

NOW

Rothacker Laboratories

important

an

Exhibitors Associatioi

JOIN

There was great rivalry between
John Spargo, New York representative for The Exhibitors' Herald and
George Blaisdell, Editor of the Exhibitors' Trade Review. They waited
until all the good players had started.
Chris

Griffith's

John MacHenry grab-

bed a flock of clubs and
win that bag.

all

W.

"The White Rose"

"One Exciting Night"
and many others

he saw the beautiful golf bag

donated

J.

Have Shown

Julius Henry Cohen, New York
American, had no intention of playing

Powers was very

late arriv-

but proceeded to make up for
by organizing a foursome with Alfred Black, Dodo Gulick and Bruce
it

Felix,

is

widespread admiration.

ing,

Feist,

Flynn. J. E.
Fox, William,

game

sympathetic than the others.

Review

Eschmann, E. A., Asso. First Nat'l.
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Co.

Fields

BRITISH DEFEAT U. S. ARMY TBI
AT POLO IN SECOND GAME— Exc 1

There was widespread regret ex-

Lane

Pont Co.

Schenck Prod.
Ferber, Jack, Lakewood, N.

taken from airplane of celebrated wreel
Point Arguello, Cal.

Those who knew how
anxious Abe was to play were more

J. Rey- "Danny," Film Daily
nolds Realty Co., will build a $100,- Day, Harvey, Internat'l News.
De Fabritis, W., Barnes Printing Co.
000 theater.

ADVERTISE TOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

SEVEN U. S. DESTROYERS CRAS „,
ROCKS IN FOG— Pathe News pic

ened for breakfast.

noted,

Clarke,

Winston-Salem, N.

Several members of the committee,
spent Monday night at Belleclaire, went through the rigors of an
Arctic
night.
Chris
Diebel,
the
Youngstown crack who incidentally
runs theaters, finally went to bed
with all of his clothes on and two
extra sweaters, and then decided that
he could not sleep as dressed, arose
and removed his spiked shoes, replacing them with straight walking shoes,
after which he snored blissfully. Not
one of the committee removed even
his necktie during the sleeping hours.
There was a half-inch frost on the
lawn when the committee was awak-

who

No. 76

ner, one of the originators of the
tournament idea, who, as previously

Carvon, Tom, Universal

Freight."

Baltimore,

Rialto.

the first to appear at the Club
shortly after seven o'clock.
He regretted the absence of George Wilson, who has won several trophies in
preceding tournaments but who, because of business affairs, could not
attend.

pressed at the absence of

Adler, Bert, C. B. C.
Adler, Lester W., Selznick
Alden. P. S.
Alicoate, Jack, Film Daily.
Anderson, R .V.

Baker,

However,

Guy Wonders,
was

S.,

Bachmann,

pictures.

film

is

the

600
Not quoted Aronson, Al., Truart Prod.
Not quoted Ash, L. M., Saenger Amuse.
15^ 15j^ 300 Atkinson, W. E., Metro

Goldwyn
Loew's

Over 200

in

PatkeNewi

Drives and Puts

Metro.
Abrahams, Geo., Craftsmen Lab.

103
70

103
70

getting to be inbusiness.
picture
men attended yester-

This golf idea
stitutional

Abeles, A.

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Those Good Times"

at

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Dannenberg, President and Editor;
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau. Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

London, W.

It

York, N. Y. by

Joseph

1603.

The Day of Days
Golf Tournament a Decided Success
— Everyone Votes "One of

Gallup of the committee. P. A. said
he had all evil intentions of taking
another leg on the big cup.
P. A. Morrissey and P. A. Powers
were the only contenders for
FILM DAILY trophy who had previously won a leg on this cup. Earl

THE

(Continued on Page 4)

NEVER DISAPPOINT"
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The

finest two-reel series I have ever run.
Business increases on each showing. Have
shown four rounds, and am more than satisfied.
Will guarantee these to please. Max
Drefke, Empress Theatre, Cherokee, Iowa.

o

This two-reeler hits a new spot in entertainment. It is different in every respect. Makes
a wonderful Saturday picture in a short show,
and all classes eat it up; even the ladies and
younger girls ask for more of it. It is a clean,
entertaining type of picture that helps the
business.
Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.
o

A jim

Going

like

wildfire

dandy picture that a Saturday audience

fairly ate up. It's clean cut, convincing, probable, and has your sympathy every minute.

to the man making them, as they
are a relief from some of this heavy stuff.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire,

More power
Ohio.

everywhere
and fairly
mopping up
for all

Exhibitors

A

regular series. I would buy this series if I
were you, regardless of where you're located.
Have always good attendance on these. E.

E. Bair, State Theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.
Just finished playing round one, and I firmly
believe they are going to go over fine. If so
it will be a lot better than running a serial,
H. M.
as each chapter is more complete.
Retz, Strand Theatre, Lamont, Iowa.
o
Just finished showing round five, and must say
The
this is an exceptionally good series.
characters are fine, all of them. Notice this:
The women like this series, and tell us they

and naturally the men

all like the boxing.
Chancellor Bros., Dreamland
Theatre, Arcanum, Ohio.

do,

Draws good.

Seemed to take immense. Played it with
two-reel Dan Mason Plum Center comedy
screen stars and Movie Chats. They sure enDr. F. M.
joyed this six-reel program.
Childs, Cozy Theatre, Villisca, la.
First chapter picture that ever held up for me.
Just played the third round, and business inLooks very much like a winner.
creasing.
Lots of comedy, lots of action, and a little
George O'Hara has excellent support.
love.
Photography fine. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
Theatre, Neligh, Nebr.

Now on ninth
best two-reel subject I ever saw
when it comes to pleasing the masses. Used
Had good attendance. E. E.
newspaper.
Bair, State Theatre, Uhrichsville, Ohio.
o
are on the eighth round, and believe me
they have held up well. Book them and boost
them. Used lobby. O. W. Harris, St. Dents
Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.
O'Hara does wonderful work.

round.

The

We

o

A very

good

picture.

atre,

Well played.

Pleased

William Noble, Rialto The-

good business.

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

o

and think
patrons like
them. Contain good bits of humor. Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Chicago, 111.

saw four rounds of this
them good entertainment.
I

series,

My
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New
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R-C Picture* Corporation

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

26-27 D'Arblay St., Wardour
London, W. I., England

723 Seventh Ave.,
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(Continued irom Page
B.. Pathe
Franklin, H. B .Famous Players
Fuller. Paul M.. Pathe
Gallup. G. B.
Gill.

-)

W.

Frank.

W.

S.

E.

Gillett.

Asso. First Nafl

Rothacker Mfg. Co.
K..

M.

P.

News

Foster
Ginsberg, H., Preferred Pictures

Gilroy,

Glucksmann, Jacobo
Goetr. Ben, Erbograph Laboratory
Goetz, Harry M., Erbograph Co.
Goldburg. Jesse J.. Independent Pictures
Golden, E. A., Metro, Boston
L.

Goldstein,

Goodman. Dr. D. C.
Graham. Arthur B.
Grainger. Jas., Goldwyn
Greene, J. I., Theatre Owners

Grey. Albert L., D. W.
Gueringer, W. H., Saenger Amuse. Co.
Gulick, Earl G.. Gude Adv. Co.
Guhck, Paul, Universal

J.

Justice,

Harmer,

Inc.

Hedley, Albert, Vitagraph

Hedwig, W. K.. Rex Laboratory
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Hirsh, Nathan, Aywon
Hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artista
Hodkinson, W. W.. Hodkinson
Hoffman. M. H., Truart Prod.
Howells, D. P.
C. B.
H. H.,

Hum,
Humm,
Hurit,

W. W. Hodkinson

O.,

Whitman Bennett

Corp.
Prod.

&

Lettick
Lewis. Edgar, Hotel Woodstock
Lewis, Harry, 200 West 42nd St.
Lichtman, Al., Preferred Pictures

Loew, Arthur, Loew's Inc.
Loew. David. Loew's, Inc.
Lownes. A., Dura Film Protector Co.

MacDonald. Carl. Howells Cine Equip. Co.
McGovern. Chas., 130 W. 46th St.
MacMahon. John, N. Y. American
Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.

O'Donnell. E.

J.

Pawley. Raymond, Hodkinson

A

Reichenbach, Harry, Sam Goldwyn Prod.
Riley, W. J., Cine Mundial
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho
Roach, Hal E.
Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
Rothstein, Nat G„ F. B. O.
Rubenstein, Sam, Lloyd's Film Storage
Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels, Inc.
Sanders, Laurence H.
Saunders, Frank A., True Story Magazine
Sax, Sam, Weber & North
Scanlon, G. A., Du Pont Co.
ScMosinger, M., I. V. T. A.
Schlesinger, M. B.

Slinger, Stephen, London
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Smith, E. L.,
Smith, J. Boyce, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Star, Hermaji, Warner Bros.
Stebbins, Arthur, Reuben Samuels
Sternberg, Lester, Film Daily.
Storey, John E., Pathe
Stuart Max, Barnes Printing Co.

H„ Dupont Co.
Underwood, W. G., Dallas
Theiss,

John

Verschlieser,

Vogel,

Wm.

Ben,
E.

Grand Asher

Wainwright, R. B., London
Waite, Stanley, Pathe

Waldron. W. H.
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Wellenbrink, H. H., Wellmont Theater, Montclair, N. J.
Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily

S. D., Famous Players
Parker. Watt, L.
Parsons, P. A., Pathe
Patterson. W. C, Atlanta

Edward L.

C:

Henry, Apollo Exchange
Simmons, Jos., Western Import Co.

Palmer,

Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players

H., Ind. Movie Supply
Sam, Reiben Film Corp.

Slegel,

Nacht, Aaron, Asso. Exhibitors
Noble. John W., Griffith Studios
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.

Kane, Arthur S., Asso. Exhibitors
Kane. A. S. Jr., Asso. Exhibitors
Kane, R. T.. Famous Players
Kann. Maurice, Film Daily
Kaufman, H.. Metro, N. Y. Exchange
Kearney, Pat, Preferred Pictures
Kent, S. R., Famous Players

W.

Schlesinger, Morris
Schnitxer, J. I., F. B. O.
Schwartzman, Sam, Preferred Pictures
Segal, Harry, Pioneer, Boston

Moyer, Charles

M

A

KabeU,
Reiben,

List

from

Page

2)

another leg-holder, is
'J
Europe and Rudy Cameron in Nori
west Canada.

Nathan Hirsh, Aywon, wall
nine holes with J. C. Barnstyn, wh

Simmons and Maury
snowed them how the game

Joe

Kn

shoi
nine ho[

Hirsh said
to walk. He intended
play pinochle in the afternoon. 1
poker championship started ab<
eleven oclock. Milton Cohen, Int
be

played.

was enough

Globe,

was

the organizer.

These tournaments are getting
Arno
be hard on the amateurs.
those

who

played

yesterday

wt

McFarlane, well known j
of Oak Ridge and Larry Goldm-i
who would be a pro if he didn't r
Both w<
an advertising agency.
the guests of Harry Goetz of I
bograph.
Heath Cobb of the Grand-Asl
organization, brought quite an o\
fit
with him, including Ben V
Willy

schlieser studio

manager

of the

and Fred Katz.
Joe McCloskey could not play 1
cause of a bad ache in his side, I
brought out a true golfer's seat wh:
he planted at the waterhole green a
watched the players come throug
Wilkerson, Billy, Artclass
Wilson, Frank. Reeland Pub. Co.
Wonders, Guy L., Rivoli, Baltimore
Yates. H. J., Republic Laboratory
Young, Lon, Warner Bros.
Zierler,

A

Watch For The Big

1923

Hammons,

Sam; Commonwealth Film

Tremendous Appeal
Production That Will Pack Your Theatre
Story With

19,

Drives and Puts
(Continued

Prattchett, A., Havana
Pratt, M., Erlanger
Price, Burr, Distinctive Pictures
Quigley, Martin J., Exhibitors' Herald

Moses, Chas., Liberty Theater, Stapleton
E., United Artists

Jacobson, Lou
.P. News
Jensen, E. C,
Johnston. Wm. A., M. P. Newt

Klein,

Pope, Frank, Photoplay
Powers, P. A., F. B. O.

Mooney, Paul C, Mayer Prod.
Moore, Tom, Moore's Theaters, Waah.
Morgan, Oscar, Famous Players
Morris, Sam, Warner Bros.
Morrissey, Frank W.. 45 John
Morrissey, R. A., 45 John St.

John, Pathe

W.

Pelterson, Arthur H., Ebenstein Insur. Co.

Milligan, Jim, M. P. World
Mitchell, Fred, Loew's Inc.
Mitchell, Theo.

Edward

Howell*.

Hoy,

Pearson, Elmer, Pathe

Kracht, Clem. M. P. World
Kraus, M. E.. Kraus Mfg. Co.
Krock Arthur. M V. V. D. A.
Kruhn. Harry, Powers. Engrav.
Lachenbruch, Morton, 42 Broadway
Lachmann. Marc, Universal
Leahy, T. E., Exh. Herald
Lesser, Irving, M., Principal Pictures
Lesser, Myron L., Distinctive Prod.
Lettick. H. Clay, Banzhaf, Pembleton

Marr, Allan D., Asso. Exhibitors
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Marin, Ned, Distinctive Prod.
Massce, William, 115 Broad St.
Mastbaum, Jules. Stanley Co.
Meador, J. E. D., Metr«
Mersereau, Don, Film Daily
Merrill, Charles E„ Pathe
Miles. Jos., Lloyd's Film Storage

Ham, Wallace W., Vitagraph
Harmer,

Kohn. Stuart M., Howella Sale* Co.

Lynch, E. C. Pathe

Dia. Corp.
Griffith, Inc.

Wednesday, September

Of Territorial Buyers!

—

2&»recocmize0

Authority
1.
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Assures Protection

RECEIPTS
By
Box

DANNY

In Loew's Cleveland Theaters

Insurance Fund

receipts are, after
sure-fire test of this

You can

Gov't Establishes F. P.-L/s Interest

C. J. Doolittle of

Selznick Explains Guarantee

office

the

,

To Producer— W.

W.

C.

Selznick

J.

Price 5 Cents

20, 1923

Doolittle,

Distributing

president of
read
Corp.

put all the Danny's article headed "Guarantee"
can bor- in Tuesday's issue. "Right off the bat,

Fred Desberg Admits Original Interest Was 30% in 1917 But
That It Had Shrunk to 13% Figures Show Paramount
it gave me a jolt," he declared yesW in a picture. But what terday, to read that 'there seems to be
Was Paid $100,491 in Rentals in 1922-23 Season
unts is what it takes in over prevailing among distributors an idea
With First National in Second Place
And the of guaranteeing negative costs back
z little old counter.
to a producer in a period of nine
flag
red
this
the
forget
you
y
siness.

you have

llions

—

—or

d the sheriff's breath
the same moment.

arrive months after release date.'
"The whereas of the jolt," he ex-

long

ago

time

—months

ago

Loew went on

record that
mission prices must be raised for
arcus

hibitors to meet the
•tributors for the big

the fact that this
guaranteeing negative costs in nine
months originated in this office and is
the basis upon which we make our
contracts with independent producers.
(Continued on Page 4)
plained,

Raising Admissions

A

demands
pictures

—

issions.

But Marcus went right on
blithely.
And raised prices.
He made no noise about it,

never blared a trumpet and
put it over. One of the methods employed was arranging
with exhibitors in the same
section where he had a house,
and putting through a raise
for their houses as well. It
was only a nickel in most
cases.
But how that has
added to the revenue.

"lies

in

of

of
season. Many howled at his idea,
any exhibitors declared it could
done and reversed the
be
lglish by declaring that distributors
>uld be compelled to take less for
eir product, and no matter what
;e might be done, the one thing that
uld not be done was to raise adt

Warner Improving
Abe Warner's condition was

report-

ed satisfactory yesterday. He is still
quite ill and must have absolute quiet.

Goldman in Town
William Goldman of the Kings'
theater, St. Louis, is in New York
conferring with James R. Grainger
Goldman's new house will be the St.

Louis first-run for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan pictures.

Can be Done

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland The connection between Famous Players and
Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc., was established here by the Federal
Trade Commission when it was admitted by witnesses that the
company owned stock in the Ohio theater unit but was not represented on the board of directors. The hearing was held in the
Federal Post Office Building with Examiner E. S. Alvord and
Gaylord Hawkins appearing for the Government, and Bruce
Bromley, Ralph Kohn and C. F. Revis for Famous Players.

The entire investigation was taken up with questioning managers of local exchanges, and establishing the status of Famous
Players in the Loew Ohio Company.
Edgar Hahn, of the law firm of Mooney, Hahn, Loeser &
Keough, and second assistant secretary of Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc.,
Again
Hearing in New York
was the first witness called. Hahn
The Federal Trade Commission testified that Loew's Ohio Theaters,
will

hearing against Famous Players
be resumed in New York shortly.
Tully Will Film "Flowing Gold"
Today's session occurs in PhilaRichard Walton Tully has acquired delphia, where it is expected to last
screen rights to Rex Beach's "Flow- for one day only. It is expected New
Upon completion of York will be the next seat of the
ing Gold."
"Flowing Gold," Tully will film "The hearing.
Bird of Paradise," which will be
made in the Hawaiians.

Field Force Out

More "Hunchback" Runs

Universal has arranged for the fol
The
lowing out-of-town premieres on "The
In New York every downtown Hunchback of Notre Dame":
beroadway house increased admisPittsburgh, at the Pitt theater,-T>eons five cents for matinees and no ginning Monday. Philadelphia, at the
le has kicked yet.
"Roxy" grabs Chestnut St. 6. H., beginning Oct.
of
e admission bull by the financial
at the Acamedy
Baltimore,
1.
)rn and puts his loge seats to $1.65. Music, beginning Oct. 22 and Washi
they want loges on crowded ington, at the Belasco, beginning Nov.
iturdays and Sundays they'll pay 18.
>r them)
was evidently behind the
ea.
If it wasn't, it should have
Says Market Prospers
:en.
Arthur Lee, president of Lee-Bradford Corp., in a letter to this publiYou can do the same trick in
relative to the varied opinions
cation
your town. Talk to your comover the status of the state right
peting exhibitor.
Decide on
market says:
putting through a five cent
"There is only one statement
would like to make, and that is that
raise. Not only for matinee, but
our cash receipts for the month of
night as well.
You'll be surAugust were more than double what
prised how easy it is. And you
they were in August, 1922, which, to
don't have to yell about it,
my mind, proves conclusively that
the state right market is prospering."
either.
It

—

operating a chain of eight Cleveland

theaters,

a

is

Delaware corporation,

having as its officers: Marcus Loew,
of New York, president; Nicholas M.
Schenck, New York, secretary; David
New York, treasurer;
Bernstein,
Joseph Laronge, Cleveland, assistant
treasurer; Leopold Friedman, NewEdgar
secretary;
assistant
York,

Hahn, Cleveland, assistant secretary;
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's Entire Ex- Jesse Mills, New York, assistant secploitation Service Dismissed,
David Loew and Arthur
retary;
Effective This Saturday
New York, assistant
of
Loew,
P.
All of the exploitation men of the treasurers. These officers, with E.
rorganization Strong, Fred Desberg, Edw. Daoust
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
(Continued on Page 2)
have received wires of dismissal,
signed by James R. Grainger and Eddie Bonns informing them of the dis"Ashes" at Rivoli Sunday
continuance of the department ef"Ashes of Vengeance" opens at the
fective this Saturday.
Rivoli on Sunday.
At Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, it was
admitted that a reduction is being
made but the fact that all of the force
had been discharged was denied. It
was stated that Grainger was now
of the men who
It is probable
on.
that the country will be zoned and a
fraction of the present group kept
to work on special assignments.

selecting

certain

would be kept

Shapiro Leaves
Victor M. Shapiro, exploitation director for Pathe left for the coast yesHe will be gone about three
terday.

weeks.

Lloyd

to

Make "The Sea Hawk"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Kent Going to Coast
Sidney R. Kent leaves for the coast
shortly.

—

Los Angeles Frank Lloyd will
produce "The Sea Hawk" for First
National, following "Black Oxen."
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Loew's Ohio Theaters,

that

it

is

not represented

on the board of directors, that it has
nothing to say about the purchase of
any picture shown in an}' of the theaters operated by Loew*s Ohio Theaters, Inc.

Fred Desberg, general representative and manager of the company,
was the second witness.
Desberg
submitted a list of all pictures of feature length or more, played during the
season of 1922-23 at Loew's Ohio
Theaters, with the amount paid each
company during that period. This
list is as follows:
No. of

Amount

Company
Famous Players
First National
United Artists

Films

69
50
6
27

$100,491
88,623
44,915
Metro
39,683
oldwyn
24,165
Skirboll (Goldseal)..
5,960
Pathe
5.180
Preferred
4,790
American Releasing.
4.000
Universal
3,150

Hodkinson

13

4
2
4
1

360

theaters operated by
Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc. Similarly
the implication lies that the FamousPlayers corporation owns no theaters in Cleveland, but only has a
small interest in the company which
Other
does operate the theaters.
subsidiary companies in which Loew's
in

Ohio Theaters,

own an

Inc.,

interest

include Associated First National Pictuns Co., of Ohio, and the Euclid
East 17th St. Co. This latter company has the same officers as Loew's

Ohio Theaters, Inc. It owns leaseholds on property on which its theaters are built and other leaseholds
the

in

Famous Players

city.

has

ond mortgage bonds of this company,
Hahn testified, and said that Famous
Players owns no stock in any of the
other subsidiary companies of Loew's
Ohio Theaters, Inc., however, other
than having an equitable interest in
the Class A common stock of Loew's
Bruce BromOhio Theaters, Inc.
ley, attorney for Famous, brought out
in cross examination that these sec-

ond mortgage bonds owned by Famous, in the Euclid East 17th St. Co.,
were taken in payment for pictures

bought

1

Inc.

by

Ohio

Loew's

Theaters,

70
600
Desberg testified that he had playThe investigation further brought
Not quoted ed practically every picture he book- out the fact that the control of the
Not quoted ed. Further questioning brought out Loew Theaters, is almost entirely in
15^ 15^ 300 the fact that Famous-Players became the hands of Cleveland people; that

15/2

Mandelstamm Here
Valentine Mandelstamm, the French
novelist, is in New York for about Marcus Loew

returning to
Before
eight weeks.
France he expects to visit the West
Coast.

also took 30 per cent
of the stock at the time.
E. Mandelbaum, promoter of the Stillman theater, and president of the company,
owned 25 per cent. The rest of the

was divided between

stock

(QcLitcaXioncit (J IcJxlvl4^

Aaron

Jones of Chicago, and some people
from Indianapolis. Some time later,

Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc., was
formed and the Stillman Theater Co.
was absorbed by it.
THE PROGRAM"

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Studio*

Fred Waller—Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyreaant 2652

However, in the change, FamousPlayers' interest shrank to 13 per cent
of the entire stock, which it now
owns; Marcus Loew's holdings were
reduced to 18 per cent.
The rest
belongs to officers and directors of the
company most of whom are Cleveland
men.

Hahn

presented a financial stateof Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc.,
including a list of all theaters leased,
operated and managed by the organization, stating that Loew's Ohio

ment

Theaters, Inc.,

owns no

theaters, but

Famous Players has nothing at all to
do with the theaters owned by
Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc., having
no representation on the board of
directors and that Famous Players
has no voice in the buying of any
shown

pictures

Cleveland

any

in

theaters

eight
incorporated, as
of the

be

in

good

J.

Box M-38

A.

manager

He

Koerpel,
in the

called

Goldwyn

Middle West,

district
is

here.

over supervision
Buffalo office, in addition to
Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati.
will shortly take

RENT

With Cutting Room and
Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901 130 W. 46th St.

—

Phone Bryant 6436

Dietch

to

that

testify

The

commission

10 A. M., today,
its

the

representative

for

Tri-Stone.

goes to Chicago and
make an extensive tour.

first

will

He
then

:

;

'i

Rialto
"Lohengrin,"

the

overture

;

Ricsenf

"A Dream," sung by

Classical Jazz,

Chi

Hart, tenor; "Love Sends a Little Gif
Roses," rendered by the Violincello Quai
the Rialto Magazine, and a Chaplin rev
"The Immigrant," and William DeM

"The Marriage

Maker," make up the

gram.

Rivoli
Ballet music from
been selected as the

"Queen

of Sheba'
overture, followed
"Invocation Hebraique," by Elizabeth
tenieva, tenor, assisted by the Rivoli et
ble
the Pictorial News, a serenade fi
"Zara," the feature picture and "Fan'?
Impromptu," played on the piano by
ques Pintel.
"The Limit," a comedy, cl
the performance.
;

Strand
At

house the bill lists "Sixth I
garian Rhapsody," conducted by Dr.
de Mandil, a noted Parisian musician,
is
guest conductor; "Russian Frolic,"
the Russian Balalaika Orchestra and t
ers; the Strand News Weekly, "A I
Tableau," a musicale and dance num
Constance Talmadge in "Dulcy' 'and
Noise," a Hal Roach comedy. Percy Sta
closes the show with an organ selection
this

O

At Other Houses
Holdovers
include
at the

Cameo

:

at Broadway
"The Hunchback

Astor
;

Central;

"The

.'..'.a

»

Notre Dat
"Mothers-in-Law," 'at

;

of

Silent
Command," at
Old New York," at
"The Covered Wagon,"
"The White Sister," at

"Little

Cosmopolitan
the

:i.eat«

;

Criterion;

Forty-Fourth Street theater
"Rosita,"
the Lyric, and "If Winter Comes," at
;

Times Square.

Stillman,

adjourned

when

it

will

until

resume

Enemies

Dan

B. Lederman, director general
Universal in Brazil, arrived in
New York yesterday. He may buy
some outside product for South

American

at a

T Distributed through 1
Independent Exchanges

Loew House

The Loew theater, at 6th Ave. and
30th St. was robbed on Tuesday night
by an undiscovered thief who seized
money changing

machine

<*j

.Children

distribution.

Robbery

the

one.oftnemonuata)

investigation in Philadelphia.

for

Now With

Tri-Stone
Joe Dietch, who has been with
Principal for some time, has severed
!ii~ connections there to become field

Capitol
number mentioned on

the Ca
progr.im is "Divertissements."
This us
in four parts
(a) "American Polona
played by the orchestra
(b) Cavatina
"La Traviata," by Mile. Tina Cabal
;iUal
Chilean prima donna; (c) "Minuet,
entire Capitol ballet corps, and (d) "C
Memories," a musical part.
The
news weekly, and a closing organ selei
arc the only other numbers on the bill,
sides the feature "Six Days."
first

Allen State and Park theaters, operated by Loew's Ohio Theaters, are the
only first-class, first-run theaters in
Cleveland. They declared they have
always received courteous treatment
from the local Loew representatives
and that they have always been
treated fairly in the matter of booking pictures.

Dan Lederman Here

of the

OFFICE FOR

1!

manager, Fred Desberg.
C.
L. Peavey, manager of the
Cleveland exchange for Hodkinson,
Maurice Safier, district manager for
United Artists; J. E. Beck and the
Vitagraph exchange manager were

Koerpel Here

condition.

20,

Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc., which is
entirely in the hands of its general

Will buy Bell-Howell Printer,

must

The

subscribed for $100,000 worth of sec-

4

financially interested in the Cleveland
theaters for the first time in 1917,
when it took over 30 per cent of the
stock of the Stillman Theater Co.

if

1)

owns stock

70

j^oldwvn

XLoew's

Sale*

103

103

.103
71

Close

but

in

of Cleveland,
of directors.

Famous Players

that

testified

owns stock
Inc.,

board

the

Thursday, September

Stock In Loew's Ohio Theaters At Broadway Theate
(Continued from

and

DAILY
D/

and

He overleaped into a taxi with it.
looked $600 in the cash drawer.

MAMMOTH

PICTURE
CORPORATION

T VKJORB. FISHERMEN L MGR,

Y

1540 BROADWAY. NLWTOWC

!

"PIONEER TRAILS

n

"Indians!"

The cry of horror passed from wagon

to

wagon

down

the long train of prairie schooners. Lullaby songs
hushed on mothers' tongues. The terror of the long
traverse was upon them.

'Form up! Form up! Right an'

left! Cattle in th'

center!"

The scout, riding shoulder hard against the lead
horses of the landships, swung them about in a circle
which narrowed as bull whackers and mule skinners
obeyed orders until wagon touched wagon, a defense
wall against the redskins.
Night and terror;
ing Indians

;

dawn and

wailing children

;

the battle; screechflaming arrow and fire

Triumphant warriors disappeared in the
mountain passes. Out of the smoking debris walked a
boy of four alone!
Sunset.

—

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

president

THE GREATEST INDIAN ATTACK EVER SCREENED!

THE

J^S

DAILY

fered.
"In your article you ask several questions
chut among which is 'What "ill the prohas (ailed
ducer do if, after nine m<
Wait?'
to receive Ins costs? Sue ? "
'

.

•o

as

tar

tlie

Selznick

Distributing

at

least,

Corn,

is

concerned, and to clearly outline out

policy
point, that this letter is written.
\t the time »i originated the nine month's
guaranty claust and incorporated it in our
contract with producer.- we foresaw the possibility of this same question arising, and, for
our own protection, as well as that of our
producers, we cast about ior a satisfactory
method to assure against either loss or
>rary
embarrassment, and finally decided upon a policy which we have designated

on

this

Insur

uarantee

"Under this plan we have arranged to -<
aside in a separate fund a certain percentage
of the gross on all our guaranteed producof any
Wherever the prodno
tions.

"Dulcy"

deficit.

Naturally we do not expect to be often
confronted by failures to attain sufficient
grosses to meet our guarantees and, in most
instances, our returns on our productions at
the end oi nine months will he far in excess
of these guarantees, so that at all times this
insurance fund will greatly exceed the very
occasional demands which will be made upon
it.

that 'there should be a more
especially
definite way of doing business;
where an independent producer is facing the

"You

say

Strand

iid

movie version oi "Dulcy,"
alclosely,
iollows
the
play
fairly
though there are necessarily a great many
movie frills added. Oddly enough, it is in
trimmings that the picture reaches its
highest l<\el of entertainment. *
\l<.^t oi the wit in the celluloid "Dulcy"
!n>m the splendid performance of
•

i

•

MAIL —

ORNING TELEGRAPH— It

manFox Oakland

Barret McCormick. former

aging director of the
theater, is in New York.

pen of
John Emerson. The photo-play revealed is a
rather turgid, slow-moving comedy, lacking
There are too
in
tension and compactness.
many interruptions of what should have been
fountain

a swift-flowing narrative, and too many lines
that lead to nothing and nowhere * * * Constance Talmadge was an ideal selection for

Dulcy.

TELEGRAM—If

>ou want a delightful
good farcical quality,
the Strand * * *

comedy with

screen

run up to

for the golf

so tine a characterization of the
title role, there should be no hesitancy about
accepting Miss Constance as the leading
comedienne of the screen.

TIMES—A

was

tournament.

picture

been
Con-

has

of
the stage's "Dulcy." * * *
stance Talmadge, as has been said, is most
adorable.

Days"— Gold-Cosmo.

"Six

Coast Premiere for Ray Film
Associated Exhibitors announced
yesterday that "The Courtship of
Myles Standish," the new Charles
Ray film, will have its premiere at
Grauman's Million Dollar Theater,
Los Angeles beginning Sept. 24. The
run will be indefinite with two shows
a day at $1.65 top.

AMERICAN—
i'

THE FILM DAILY)

—

you

Swanson's

temperaRarely has there

in the eye.

been such a display.
Every atom of Miss
Swanson's lissome form acted every moment.
* * * I preferred Miss Swanson in the softly
emotional moments of her Zazafication. Then
she was very good indeed, and the things
that she did registered as excellent acting.

EVENING
The star expended a vast amount of physical energy, both in
the romantic moments and in the frequent
fisticuffs
with a rival, and that, in short
and simple words, she overacted. And the
apparel she affects is as extreme as her

JOURNAL—

gesticulations.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

•

she

doing

is

what we consider the best work so

far

in

"Zaza,"

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Miss

Swan-

son gives a dashing and compelling performance as the temperamental actress of the
Odeon. * * "There is in the offering a good
deal

the

of

author's

original

*

plot.

*

*

*

*

Excellent work, despite the scenarist ai
of the picture, was done by H.
Gottschalk and Ml
',

WORLD — We

woman

in

*

is

fine

stuff

*

frantic

effort

*

largely a pretty ordinary attempt at chi
acter building, with the star shooting mil

beyond her mark.

We

*

*

*

seen no more frenzied en*
for tickets at the Rivoli in months than to
Miss Swanson must be bett
last night.
than we think she is.

have

—

Editor's Note Newspaper opti
ions this week are published in cui
tailed form because of the nm
appearance of New York dailies, di
to a strike of pressmen.

is

URATIZ
MARK

—

SUN Miss Swanson is so feverish in her
backstage moments that, nnkind as it may
seem, one views her with some relief after
she takes a header from the swing cut by a
jealous rival and lies very still
for a moment.
But she has one moment of very
real acting when she tears up the photograph of her beloved the best acting she
has ever done, which atones for at least

TRADE

YOUR

FILM

—

—

two

reels

of

handwringing frenzy.

TELEGRAM— Zaza,
more
son* *

vividly

than

*

ever,

*

*

as

comes
Gloria

to

life,

Swan-

220 WEST 42^D STREE
NEW YORK

*.

TRIBUNE— It

a vivid characterization
She has all the vitality
The role is a rapid
reverse of the languid and blase parts to
which she is often assigned. "Zaza" is well
directed, well edited and presented in an
is

Miss Swanson gives.
of a Lenore Ulric.

unexceptionable

PHONE

CHICKERINC

2937

manner.

ALLANA.LOWNEi
PRES.

* a

exceedingly

EASTMAN

well-

known Mrs. Glyn has conceived another movpicture-ish manner of keeping a handsome young hero and an equally beautiful
heroine away from the rest of the cruel
world ior a long enough period to make an

ing

Days"

Six minutes worth
was more than enough for

wt

it

sat

out

— bad

of
us,

POSITIVE FILM

"Six
but

to.

EVENING JOURNAL— "Six
interesting picture.
EVENING WORLD—* * *

Days"

is

a

stormilv

but

not

half

has

so

torrid

made

of

is

as
this

rather

we

ex-

maudlin

It
love story a work of photographic art.
is perfect in every technical detail.
Through
Lis interpretation the picture is lifted from the
commonplace to something worthwhile.
"Six Days."
* * * is a film so tense in its drama that
the agony of the characters is actually communicated to the audience, whose nervous
laughter attends the destruction of each successive hope.
Photographically the picture is very
high art, and it has been directed with unsurpassed discretion by Brabin, who has kept
the customary Glyn love scenes well under
control except in a couple of instances. * * *
Corinne Griffith seems to have realized her
first
big
chance in this picture splendidly. • • •
* * one of the important
contributions to the current season of photo-

SUN —

To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words '•Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

TELEGRAM—*

Eastman Film, both regular and

plays.

TRIBUNE— Dirt, tons of it, and an Elinor
Glyn plot are the characteristic things about
"Six
Days." * * * Corinne
Griffith * * *
than ever, * * * "Six Days"
plenty of it.
It is worth
recommending to one's friends, worth taking
the children to also, if that means anything.
Here is a production that is spectacular, but
not a ttar-gusher.
Her "Six Days'' at the Capitol

more

is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

beautiful

make money,

"Washington Film News, a new
WORLD—
trade paper has made its appearance.
is
distinctly
of
the old-time dime show
will
Maryland,
It
cater to the trade in
variety, with embellishment to catch the eye
Delaware. Virginia. North Carolina of the soul who is in search of a thrill. Unand the District of Columbia. Irving doubtedly it will be a success, for Charles
Brabin has taken hold of it and pictured
comb is editor and E. D. YVil- everything
the author wrote in quite worklians, business manager.
manlike and effective fashion

to

No

doubt the mot
and Miss Swanson's behavio
For our own part, it seem

temperamental.
marvelous.

never have seen this yom

more

a

assuredly

NEWS— The

DAILY

p

Warner, Ferdinand
Thurman.

throbbing, colorshould keep specguessing from the introduction to the
that

did

titlers

an interesting picture, and Miss Swanson's work is commendable.
It

audiences

fade-out

final

will

Regional Paper

will hit

aiternoon's

seem to take the picture seriously. Glorii
most glorious moments were met with i
sounding tee-hees, and so, after all, a go
time was had by all.

Capitol

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

day.

New

splendid

MAIL — Brabin

"Zaza'" Held Over
"Zaza" will play another week on
will
be transferred
It
Broadway.
from the Rivoli to the Rialto on Sun-

(Special to

a

Alter

hectic;
pected.

who

to

fails

through the
Anita Loos and

strained

unusual picture.

McCormick Arrives

came here

when

however,

score,

rs

visitors

only moderate* we must voice
should have been
is

ment

.

i.

S.

*

successful as a picture. *
pinion that it never
The
movii in the first place.
madi int..
material iust simply isn't there.
is
interpretation
Tahnadge's
Miss
the
iar
refreshing and is by
delightfully
finest acting she has done before the camera.
is
uorth while going to see her in this
It

picture

Alfred

*

ly

ful

one of the out-of-town

*

Talmadge

designed.

Black Here
Black of Boston,

i

'

made

S.

enjoyable

it.

HERA]

•

AMERICAN — Miss

Tal-

oi the difficult celluloid
this week. * * * we en-

performanci

P.-L.

Rivoli

remarkably

madgi

I
problem of financing his next picture.'
have indicated in the preceeding paragraphs
just how we propose to meet this requireWe believe this plan to he most fair,
ment.
li
you
and absolutely sure in operation.
can shoot holes in it, we are always willing
to learn and will be more than glad to so
modiiy this teature of our policy that it will
achieve the ends for which it was especially

"In our guarantee insurance fund we feel
that we have evolved a fitting companion poli
cy to our producer's trust fund which was
created to hold all receipts from individual
pictures in trust iunds, subject to withdrawwith the mutual consent of proal only
ducer and distributor."

Yesterday

"Zaza"— F.

Nat'l.

1st

WORLD— Constant*

EVENING

I

production has failed to equal our guarantee,
at the end of the nine months period, this
insurance fund will be available to meet the

—

20, 1925

TIMES— It cannot be truthfully said <t
Miss Swanson makes a good, or even crei
* *
*
ble, Zaza

Newspaper Opinions

Assures Protection
(Continued from Pag* 1)
Natural!) there is no law againsl distributors generally adopting tliis form
of contract which, after all. seems to
us to be fundamentally the soundest
and fairest proposition yet to 1"

Thursday, September

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

;& brAdstreet
\f FILMDOM
••*.".

Authority

W"
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NSURANCE
DANNY
By

ro producers. Guaranteed by
AcSelznick organization.
the
Doolittle
ding to W. C. J.
in
yesexplained
As
>sident.
By setting aside
lav's issue.
percentage
of the
certain
IBS on all our guaranteed proSo that "wherever a
ctions."
)ducer's share fails to equal
;

guarantee this fund will be

r

ZfeRECOGHIZED

Webb to Direct "Chronicles"
Another Series of Cameo Comedies
Philadelphia
Kenneth Webb, whose most recent
Educational announced yesterday
Federal
Trade Investigation of Famwork was with Whitman Bennett, that a second series of 24 Cameo
ous
To Be Resumed There
directing Lionel Barrymore, will di- Comedies will be produced. The new
Today
"Chronicles of America" series will be directed by Fred Hibrect the
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
Pathe
release.
series,
bard, who directed the last batch.
Philadelphia The opening session
Webb's first will be "Wolf and Jimmie Adams, who starred in the last
Montcalm," dealing with early Ca- series with Virginia Vance and Cliff of the second hearing in this city of
nadian historical matters.
Bowes, is now appearing in Christie the Federal Trade Commission investiPathe will release the first of the Comedies, and it is expected that gation of Famous Players was post"Chronicles," "Columbus," on Oct 7. only Virginia Vance and Bowes will poned until Friday, on account of the

Next

—

be seen
Charles Christie Returns
Charles H. Christie, back from a
six weeks' trip to Europe, expects to
leave for the coast tomorrow.

to meet the deficit."
"Scaramouche" Opens October 8
then adds "Naturally we
October 8th has been set as the
not expect to be often con- definite date for the opening of
*"
"Scaramouche" at the 44th Street
inted by failures. * *
ailable

id

:

Naturally neither Mr.
little

or any

Doo-

other distributor

anticipates being confronted

—very

failure

often.

he—or any

pose

by

But supother

dis-

tributor with a like guarantee

plan

—

is

met by

failure?

—

sail

from here within

a

New York
gitis

unless an attack of laryndelays the sailing.

THE FILM DAILY)
Vancouver — H. Wayne Pierson,

suggests also someng about "shooting holes" in their
:n.
No one is interested in shootholes through anything if it is
ht
or even a step in the right
ection.
But sometimes it's better
shoot holes in plans than have procers anxious to shoot holes in disbutors.
I
happen to know one
10 lost pretty near all he had saved
one deal something like $28,000 of
own money, through one of those
arantee things that were only paper
arantees. And if the distributor inlved knew how he felt he'd buy
tnself a flock of armor.

—

—

// Doolittle, or

anyone

else,

has solved the guarantee to
producer situation, he will
have the thanks of the whole
of the community interested
in making pictures. But giving a producer a piece of paper called a "guarantee,"

which he could not discount at
any figure through any reputable bank is like offering
poisoned pie to a hungry man.
Business of "The Wagon"
"The Covered Wagon" continues
>ing "peachy" business.
Not only

York, but elsewhere.

Just

hat the road shows will gather in
at the moment, purely speculative.

,

(Continued on Page 2)

United Artists representative in Japan, is en route to the home office to
report on conditions existent followThe loss to
ing the earthquake.
United in prints, etc., is heavy.

Fox Takes Over Boston House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston Fox has taken over the
Fenway. "If Winter Comes" opens
Monday, following "Monna Vanna."

—

"Monna Vanna"
lows "The Silent Command," at
Incidentally

Central,

New

fol-

the

York, Sunday.

F. B. O. In Deal
With Associated Exhibitors

two days.

Most of the cities in which
Government took evidence will

visited with the probable
of Dallas and New Orleans.
the
headquarters of the
Southern Enterprises is expected to
be the scene of another lively session.

again be
Chaplin Picture Opens Soon
The premiere of the new Chaplin exception
Atlanta,
picture, with Edna Purviance in the
leading role,
Oct. 1st.

is

set for the

Lyric for

May Make Another Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

,

Up to the present time the taking
of testimony in the case has cost the
Government between $6,000 and
This does not include the
$7,000.
travellW^fcxpenses nor salaries of the
commission
representHi.. ^s of the

London Betty Compson will appear in "The Royal Oak," a Drury
Lane melodrama success for Stoll who secured data on which the GovTotal exFilms. It is reported she may work ernment based its case.
with Herbert Wilcox productions be- penses for the prosecution will exceed
Famous is under a reported
$10,000.
fore returning to the States.
expenditure of over $1,500 a day.

Rainey Dies at Sea
Advices received yesterday state
that Paul J. Rainey, noted big game
hunter, and jungle photographer, died

Tuesday en route from Southampton
Rainey had a stroke.
to Cape Town.
He was buried at sea. Rainey's pictures of the African jungles were
quite popular a

few years ago.

of Can-

Who Will Handle Former's
Product in the Dominion
F. B. O. has closed a deal with

expected that

Home

the
to

is

taking of
testimony will be resumed in New
Sid Schlager, general manager of York, probably early in October, and
Luxor Pictures is back from an ex- will require about a week.
tended tour of England and the contiThis will conclude the taking of all
nent.
testimony
by
the
Government.
Thirty days will be given the defense
to prepare its papers and witnesses
Rudy Cameron Here
Rudy Cameron arrived in New and hearings will again be resumed
York from the Coast yesterday. He with the Famous Players counsel
taking testimony from its own witis stopping at the Lambs' Club.
Sid Schlager

ness.

few days for

It

the session here will last
After a brief recess the

(Special to

Pierson Coming East

SHOOTING HOLES

New

Laemmle Returning
THE FILM DAILY)
London Carl Laemmle hopes

Jewish holiday.

next 24.

in the

(Special to

Mr. Doolittle

\

theater.

Then

what?

Price 5 Cents

ada,

Sees Prosperity Ahead

Working on Plans
G. B. Sparrow, president of the
Canadian branch of the M. P. T. O.,
town conferring with Sydney
is in
Cohen relative to plans for Motion
Picture Day, Nov. 19.

Day Now Manager of Kinograms
Harvey B. Day, who recently resigned from International News Reel,

where he acted as sales manager, has
become manager of the Kinogram
Boston Confidence in the con- Publishing Co., producers of the Edutinued industrial prosperity of the cational news reel, Kinograms. Day
United States, was voiced in tele- will soon leave on a tour of the key
grams from automobile manufac- cities.
turers read by M. L. Heminway, general manager of the Motor and Ac(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Associated Exhibitors in Canada for
the distribution of the F. B. O. product there. Through the deal, F. B.
O. will have direct supervision of its
advertising and exploitation in the
Dominion. Exploitation men will be
planted in all the principal cities, cessories Mfgs., now in convention
under direction of Nat Rothstein, here.
Concern over the present agriculwhile H. M. Berman will handle the
sales end out of the home office.
tural situation and doubt that the
There are 12 territorial offices of solution of the farmers' problem is
Asso. Exhibitors in Canada. Six ad- in sight was expressed in a telegram
ditional branch exchanges have just from Alexanedr Legge, head of the
International Harvester Co.
been opened by F. B. O.

Quiet
Owing

the Jewish holiKippur, yesterday
was a very quiet day so far as
business went in the larger
day,

to

Yom

organizations.

THE

-gwm
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London, W.

I.
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—
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Central

— Interna-

Filmschau,
tionale
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Prague

(Crecho-Slo-

Quotations
Low

High

Kod
East
F. P.-L
7154
do pfd. ... 88

on

left

a

(Continued from Page 1)
that the figures will be high

But

Close

—

Worsley,

J. F.

back from a

just

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn
Loew's

tional, says conditions in those states

very

encouraging.

has again returned to this territory.
He will represent Hodkinson.
ton,

Bob Hightower.

again taken
ever his Crystal theater in Dublin.
R. Savini and Joe Spiegelberg were
operating the house for the past few

lishers.

C. K. Goss, for six months, representative
of
the
Gardiner
Gold
Fibre Screen in the Southeast, has
severed his connections with that
organization and has left for Dallas.

New Company
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Buffalo— Fred Ullman, owner

—

ness.

New

Incorporators.
Capital $500.
'
Rieper.
and
Skutch
Luire,
I.
J
J.
Maas
o; Skutch.
Attorneys, Feiner,

Ricaud With Capellani

York.

—

Albany United States Educational
Film & Slide Co., Inc., Wilmington.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Denis Ricaud, formerly
with Pathe in an important capacity,
Paris

interested
to be made
is

the

in

theater, heads the newly
formed System Amusement Co., Inc.,
to operate the System theater, which
they lately acquired. Others interested are: J. A. Weiss, Melvin Greene
and Ben Isenberg.

Arbitration Committee Appointed

THE FILM DAILY)

Capital $60,000.

Sales Closed

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Tower."

The U. B. O., has signed for H
Gibson's entire output during
1923-24 season which includes ei
"The

Incorpo-

St.

—

Jefferson City, Mo. Super Theaters Corp., St. Louis.
Capital $300,000. Incorporators, Hector Pasmezogolo, R. E. Hiedringhans and Flora
Pfuhl.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

for this "ad"

Educational

FREE

at

Exchange

Louis

— E.

Sullivan,

J.

the

of

Ass'n.
Other officers are: David
Russell. The Columbia, vice-president; Paul Beisman. American, secretary; J. O. Hooley, Rialto, chairman

executive committee.

your

To Be

Eastern "Rep."

New

LLOYD HAMILTON

F. G. Conklin is on his way to
York to assume management of the

Eastern
tories,

office

located

of
in

"Desi

for release.

Standard Laborathe Fisk B!dg.,
Conklin was as-

Pi

Inc.,

burgh has purchased West Penn;
vania and West Virginia rights
"The Barefoot Boy."
"

will shortly re-issue

O.

F. B.

starring

Pencil,"

Vermillion

Ses

The

Hayakawa.

interest caused
Japanese disaster is

the recent
reason.

',

Los Angeles

— Sanford

following

the

sales

Prod, report
on "Souls in

Bondage": Cosmopolitan Film Exchange of Boston; Metro Exchange

G. A. Falkner, sales manager of
Buffalo office of Hodkinson has b
Washington,
to
transferred

W.

H. Wagner,

sales

manager.

man

in Buffalo, will

sa!

succeed Falki

Arrow has
Metro

of

closed a contract v
Philadelphia for the E«

ern Pennsylvania and Southern J
sey distribution of "The Rip Tic
"The Broken Violin" and "None
Blind."

Cohen Experiments With Stock
S. Cohen is experiment
with a stock company at the 1
Sydney

Theater,

Square

Kinley

make a report
M. P. T. O.

and

i

as to the result to

Stromberg Starts on "Fire Patr
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hunt Stromb
Los Angeles
will start work soon on "The F

—

feature length t
on the independ
Chadwick Pictures

Patrol,' 'his

first

ture to be released

market.
handle distribution.

of Philadelphia; Security Pictures of

New York

Hollywood

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories
WIIL1AM

Orphcum, has been named president
of the St. Louis Theater Managers

Conklin

Feather,"

Eagle's

and "Held to Answer," the first
Metro Premiere Features are re,

Brand. Blair Mc- Sullivan Heads St.
John B.
Elroy and Fred C. Brincken.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

rators,

reelers.

six

Cleveland; Awyon Exchange in New
York; Greiver Productions of Chicago; Eltabran Exchange, of Charlotte and Atlanta; R. D. Lewis Exchange in Dallas; and Big Feature
Louis Managers Rights of Louisville.

—

Chicago.

the Lynhurst.

next production

Syd Chaplin Being Featured
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Film
Science
Albany Medical
Hollywood Having recently finCorp., New York City. Capital $10.Incorporators, J. J. Kron, E. ished the comedy lead in Marshall
000.
"The Rendevous,"
Syd
Miller and B. Traum. Attorney, N. Neilan's,
Chaplin will be featured in "Her
B. Cosel, New York.
Temporary Husband." The producChicago Harvey Theater Co., Inc., tion contains an all star cast.

—

—

Buffalo Howard J. Smith, president of the Western New York exhibitor unit, has appointed a committee of three to settle all disputes
that may arise over contracts. Those
Keating,
appointed
are:
George
manager of the Jubilee; Sid Allen, of
the Allen. Medina, and Mike Carr, of

by Albert Capellani.

Capital $100,000.

of the

Elmwood

(Special to

Prod.,

ad'

Wj

the

of

Ullman Heads

has

Fight Pictures Draw Big
Incorporations
The Broadway and other houses
Film-O-Phone handling the Dempsey-Firpo fight
Cal.
Sacramento,
Los <\ngeles. Capital, pictures, are reported doing big busiInc.,
Co.,
$200,000.

"West

the cast of

Supreme Photoplays,

through the Carolinas for First Naare

Feldman, has been

Gladys
to

trip

Sales

70J4 1.600
88
100

70Vs
88

— Superior

is

undeniable. The picture is averaging
around $10,000 at the Criterion, and
J. A. Davis has again resumed op- there
are 13 road show companies
erations at his Uncle Remus theater,
out. These companies having been out
Eatonton.
about five or six weeks. They are averaging about $15,000 a week each.
E. J. Sparks is due home from Figure it out for yourself. You'll find
abroad soon. He was in Europe for it runs close to $200,000 weekly busithe summer.
ness, and this means that the picture
has taken in over a million already.
Scotty Chestnut, of the Paramount
course this isn't all velvet. Road
Of
force is recuperating in a local hospishows cost money. But the point is
tal from a recent attack of malaria.
not how much Famous makes
but how the picture draws.

months.

Not quoted

.

Albany

sociated Exhibitors will relc
'Foolish Parents," October 7.

Sherwood Writing New Book
Robert E. Sherwood, motion picture editor of the Herald and of Life,
Frank L. Hudson, formerly Pathe has written a new book called "The
Mack, 733 S.
manager here, and more recently in
1922-1923."
W. Fredman, charge of the company's office in Bos- Best Motion Pictures of
Small, Maynard & Co. are the pub-

'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollvwood. California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
1603.

lias

Preferred.

Eor

trip

Davis

A.

R.

Cuts and Flashes

INSURANCE

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Atlanta

1!,

542

Fifth

S. GiLl.,

Ave.

Eastern Sales

Tel.

Murray

Hill

MR

r.

1831

Amusement Co. Buys Three
THE FILM DAILY)
York, Neb. The Beatrice Amuse-

Beatrice

(.Special to

—

ment

Co., operating two houses at
Beatrice, has bought out the Sun and

\

17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING

PICTURES
Opera House
company also owns a Under 250 seats, 30%; under il
house at Falls City, the new acquis70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15.
itions giving them six.
The moat economical method of reach
is our
ADDRESSING SERVK
The Hostettler Amusement Co., a theatres
JO
$4.00 PER M UP.
Liata if deaired.
Dean and
here.
The

leased

the

strong factor in theater circles in this
territory is reported dickering for the
houses just taken over by the Beatrice organization.

Columbus Circle.
sistant to Floyd Brockell, distribution manager of First National, for
some time, and until recently has been
acting as special representative for

Co. now has 37
houses, having just taken over the
F.nipress, Grand Island, Neb., from

Hope Hampton Prod.

W. D.

50%

saved

'ion

of

in postage, etc., through
dead and duplicate theatrea

Hostettler

Fisher.

1

listed.

—

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

The

elimi
uatu

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244 Weat 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

U

(I

Jidventure and H&tnance!
"The audience appeal

oomh*

ination that fills theatres.

^ *t
"Not even the
wildest imagination 1 could
have painted
for

him

a picture of the

v».

life

of

Adventure and Romance that
was to be his."

Associated

First

National Pictures Inc. presents

\\

THUNDERCATE
Owen Moore, Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall
Virginia Brown Faire Robert McKim

featuring

,

Story by Sidney Herschel Small~ Scenario by Perry N.\ekroff
Directed by Joseph De Grasses Cameraman Sam Landers
When

Adventure and Romance get together in
the same story; when the characters in this story
are portrayed by such artistes as Owen Moore,
Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall, Bob McKim and
Virginia Faire Brown and the direction is in the
hands of a man like Joseph De Grasse you've

—

got something!

A 3te6t
Foreign Rights Controlled
[Associated First National Pictures
\38i Madison Avenue, Newark

And "THUNDERGATE"

something.
is that
production gives you.
Never an idle moment from the time it leaves
the main title and credits until The End card is

Great guns! what a

jolt this

flashed.

The week "Thundergate"

is

played will be a

pleasant one for the man who enjoys going to
his bank and leaving a fat deposit to his credit.

national Picture

THE

DAILY
•SSSSk
Buys Triangles

In the Courts

(Special to

the Norma
co-deare
fendants in a foreclosure suit for
brought by the Clausen500,

John W. Mahan and
Talmadge Film Corp.

The proceedings
Flannagan Corp.
were filed by the latter to recover the
sum mentioned above, which is due
on a second mortgage on the proptrt\

308 to 31(

at

the old

Talmadge

48th

asl
Studii
I

S

Cleveland

Mahan later repaid $7,500.
The Norma Talmadge Film Corp.

people.

mentioned

which

in

the

in

the

body

however,

title of the case,
of the complaint,

"defendants

reads:

herein claim to have some interest,"'
Kleiner & Britwitz are attorneys for
the plantifT.

Bargain'

"The

and

H. Harry Meyers has filed an acin the Supreme Court against
Percy N. Furher. of 36 West 44th
St., to recover $4,900, a balance alleged due from the defendants on the
purchase of 7.432 shares of common
stock of the Trans-Lux Daylight Piction

ture Screen. Inc.
The stock was worth $9,900, of
which Ftirber paid $5,000 at the time
of the purchase. $4,900 remaining due,
payable within 45 days. Meyers alleges that Furber now refuses to pay
Schnitzer, Thorn &
the balance.
Dayton, are attornevs for the plain-

The Claremont Laboratories, Inc..
through Allan and Deutsch, has filed
suit in the Supreme Court against
Society
of
Film
the
Instructive
recover

to

plaintiff alleges that between March
and June. 1923. it rendered services

furnished materials to the defendant to the value of $2,007 and

and

that

it

Lord

also

expended $?08

Thomas,

and

in

money.

advertising

the plaintiff in a Supreme
Court action against the Sept Cinema
Camera Distributors. Inc.. in which
the plaintiffs demand $6,762 for services rendered in advertising for the
defendant and for newspaper advertisements inserted for the account of
the
defendants.
Stanchfield
and
represent the plaintiffs.

agency,

is

Lew

Needle" and "I

HONESTLY, NOW, DID YOU EVER
HEAR OF SUCH PRAISE?

Love

the

and
in

McCloskey, directed

lustin H.
"The Sign.'
titling

will

few days.

a

Rockliffe

Allison,

Fellowes,

Edward

Eddie
Mestayer,
Harry
Vera Reynolds and Tom

Horton,
Phillips,

O'Brien.

Keith

Get Baltimore House

May
to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Alton. 111.
Stage hands and operators at three local picture houses
are on strike because a new wage
scale providing increases of from 80
cents to $1 an hour was refused. The
cwners agreed to advance wages 5
cents an hour, but the workers declined to accept this.

St. Louis
Stage hands in all St.
Louis theaters have demanded wage
increases of from 18 to 50%. The
stage hands at the Gayety were recently granted an increase of 35'

TWICE DAILY

442ST.

2*02.850

THEATRE
^MesL

SUM DAY

of B'vaiLjj

M/VTS.at3

THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore The Keith interests are
dickering with the Hippodrome Company for the Hippodrome, now being
operated by Loew under a six months'
lease which expires Feb. 1. The deal
is expected to go through.
Reports current in Baltimore state
that Loew intends building a house
there.

Sennett Plant Busy
(Special

—

Los Angeles With four comedy
directors working. Mack Sennett is
turning out a varied program. Withfew days "Rough and Ready,"
"Asleep at the Switch" and "The
Dare-Devil" were completed, cut and
titled; and the same companies are
now at work on a new set of coma

edies.

Bats Invade Albany Theaters
*•

— Many theater

having i-ouble at the night performances with bats.
At a recent
performance at the Clinton Square,
several bats invaded the house causing

quite

women

commotion among the

a

the audience.

in

Geraghry
(Special to

Maine

in

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Tom Geraghty, who
Los Angeles a few days ago, is
due at Booth Tarkington's home in
Kennebunkport, Me., this week to

left

Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Steubenville, O.
The city council
City Helps

—

has authorized the building of a
$200,000 picture house which will be

managed by George

Shafer.

Bayley a Pathe Manager
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Orleans H. J. Bayley has
been appointed Pathe branch manager here. He was former First National

manager

in

Dallas.

Another Week for "Six Days"
"Six Days" will be held over another

week

at

the Capitol.

Production of

i|

theWHITE
SISTER
—
—
'by F

Marion Crawford

Universally acclaimed the supreme
the

of

effort

greatest

the

artiste

cinema has produced

owners here

are

HENRY KING'S

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Special to

Aroany

LILLIAN GISH

THE FILM DAILY)

to

New

Demand Higher Wages
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

IS IT ANY WONDER HUNDREDS NIGHTLY ARE TURNED
AWAY FROM THE 44TH STREET THEATRE, NEW YORK
—AND IT IS ON A SIDE STREET, TOO.

'has finished editing
give a pre-view
In the cast are May

and

Alton Stage Hands Strike

—

HOMETOWN
WHEN YOU HAVE THE SHOW
IS LIKE

"The

confer on the filming of "Pied Piper
Malone," a future Meighan vehicle.
(Special to

NEW YORK

the Night Stage";

—

with

The

$2,215.

of

"The Sign" Ready for Release
cud to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jane Murfin, who,

in

.

America

"On

Devil's

(Special

tiff

Greenwald,

You."

mortgage to Isaac and Alvin Untermeyer. and Allen \V. Evans, for a
The mortgage was
lean of $35,000.
gned to the Trustees Corp., Ltd.,
and later to the Clausen-Flanni

;>

— Frank

Good Bad Man";

"The

and

a

but not

Ohio

THE FILM DAILY)

the Greenwald-Griffith Exchange, has
ght from Tri-Stone for Ohio distribution, a series of Triangle reincluding '"The Americano"
issues,

Mahan gave

Tin- papers state thai

for
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"There is nothing on the
stage this season, nor was there
anything on the stage last season, to compare for one moment with the pathos, the suspense, the spectacular magnificence, and the gorgeous finale
of the picture at the FortyStreet Theatre called
fourth
Sister.' "—Alan
White
'The
Dale in New York American.

"This is a picture that no
.
one can afford to miss
The entire production is marHeartrending for
velous.
its exquisiteness and pathos of
.

.

.

.

.

—

Irene
portrayal."
York Daily News.

in

New

players actually appear
to live the parts they enact on
Miss Gish obthe screen
tains the full effect in every
One of the
situation
strongest love stories that has
F. W. Morever been filmed."
daunt Hall in the N. Y. Times.

"The

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

" 'The White Sister' is not
a movie; it is a work of art."
Sun & Globe.

—

"Miss Gish does some of the
best acting she has ever done.
.

.

.

One

has come to expect

perfection in a Lillian Gish performance." Harriette Under-

—

bill,

in

"One

N. Y. Tribune.
of the

most noteworthy

adventures ever made in cinema
production." Quinn Martin in
N. Y. World.

—

"Mis Lillian Gish as 'The
White Sister' is all loveliness
The picture
and appeal
.

.

.

has not yet been equalled for
scenic
beauty." Robert
G.
Welch in Eve. TelegTam.

—

"One of the very best proOverductions ever made
.
.
flows with Italian beauty
Play their parts with profound
For dramatic sussincerity
pense, let one commend the
scene in the observatory on the
brow of muttering Vesuvius."
N. Y. Eve. Journal.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

"Miss Gish has done no betwork than 'The White Sister.' "— N. Y. Morn. Telegraph
ter

!

4c brAdstreet
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Price 25 Cents

1923

SUCCESS

UNIVERSAL

J

EVE L
•with.

H^llaceBeery^

Matt

>looxe«nd
AnnaMae Wcxng.

Presented

"by

CARLLAE1MMUE

^g

of the PlayTV'
Daisy H. Andrews
Directed by TodBrcwJiiiHj

i

"We have
more

seen no

frenzied crush

for tickets at the
'

Rivoli.

-NEW YORK WORLD

And Other Critics Agree:
Sun and Globe:

"At times Gloria Swanson

Bound

Sarah Bernhardt.
finished production which

tlie

evidence
strain.

is

that

The

it

will

Dwan

suggests

In fact, with

has given the piece, the

cause the box-office to crack under the

Swanson has ever done. Setstatement which includes the gowns

best acting Miss

tings are very good, a

Miss Swanson wears every time the scene

Telegram:

in 'Zaza'

to he a great success.

''Zaza' cames to

life

more

record for sustained emotionalism.

shifts."

vividly than ever.

A

Superb production."

"Zaza"

is

now

playing a second
capacity week on
Broadway.

American: "If you want to see temperament, for goodness
sake go and see the Zazafied Gloria Swanson at the Rivoli.
Every atom of Miss Swanson's lissome form acts every
minute."

Tribune: "It is a vivid characterization Miss Swanson gives.
She has all the vitality of a Lenore Ulric. The role is a rapid
reverse of the languid and blase parts to which she
'Zaza' is well directed, well edited."

is

often

assigned.

World:

'Zaza' is staged with great elaborateness in interior
decoration and costumery."
'

Adolph Zukor presents

GLORIA SWANSON
in

"ZAZA''
An

Allan

Dwan

Production

(X Cparamount Cpictune

Screen play by Albert

S.

Le Vino

from the play by Pierre Berton
and Charles Simon.

J

FAMOUS PLAYERS

LAS KY CORPORATION

- »01l OH luHOQ

PL.

$8fi

—

iTHE
to brAdstreet

ZfeRECOCMZEB

f FILMDOM

Authority

XXV

..

>

Sunday, September

No. 70
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Help From Zukor

Kick Over Rentals

irford Denies Famous Financed
in Pennsylvanian Operations
i

— Hearing Here Oct.
THE FILM DAILY)
iladelphia — M. E. Comerford

Some Cases Up 100%
Claim—33 1-3% Said to

Prices in

is

Exhibitor

Be General Average

15.

While

Special to

it

is

understood that

mem-

Comerford
lton,
head of the
sement Co., operating more thein Northern and Northeastern
sylvania than any other exhibitstified at the second hearing of

bers of the Theater Owners Chamber
of Commerce as a body have not
raised admissions with the introduction of the fall season, there seems to
be an inclination in certain quarters
to look upon such increases with

Famous Players

some degree

suit

here

of

yes-

y and denied that Adolph Zukor
amous Players had assisted in
financing

of

his

various

enter-

s.

man claims that in some instances,
rentals have been boosted fully 100%
although the general average is said
to be 33 1-3%.
Certainly, there is a
pronounced kick over the price for
film service.
(Continued on page 12)

merford was the principal wit-

He said
at the morning session.
xercised the controlling interest
theaters. The location of these
conditions affecting each were
(Continued on page 12)
Features for China
National has disposed of
st
ese rights to 55 productions to

Leaves for Mid-West
left on Friday

Sell 55

i

s

Theaters, Ltd.
China, Macao,

The territory
Hongkong and

Other sales reported
he foreign department are: 12
Sennett comedies to Ralph
i
.en, of Amsterdam, for Holland;
and "Circus Days" for
Idy"
Canary
Morocco,
Spanish
Portugeuse
and
Portugal
d,
ivostok.

and West African Colonies to
panhia Cinematografica Hispano,
adrid; "The Virtuous Vamp" and
Voice from the Minaret" for
Pallada Film of
aria
to the

es

Billie Rhodes, the likeable comedy star, who
Gerry," soon to be released by Grand-Asher
Advt.

featured in "Leave It to
Distributing Corporation.

is

Page
he Six Fifty
Universal

4

aza

Paramount

4

Days
Goldwyn

4

interesting. Especially when they are fresh and new.
And so it meant a lot to break bread with Walter Wanger. Over
from London. Walter hasn't struck 30 yet. But has been around
with
the theater and pictures for lo, these many years.
Famous in production a few years ago. Then went to London.

Where, without any experience he became a well known showman. How good? Well, he probably got more money to manage
a circuit there than any man who ever held the same job. That's

imes

so,

when Wanger

talks, it's

always refreshing. And

in-

much

and

:

brains into making pictures as he does into exploiting
them how much better off the whole industry would

selling

You can
as

you

put that in your

6

Have Changed

little

old clay

bowd and puff as long

please. It's the truth.

THE WORLD MARKET

Fox

6

ulcy
First National

6

"No picture." goes on Wanger. "means anything unless it's
right for the whole world. Let every producer make his pictures
something after they pass the three mile run
so that they

9

limit."'

hort

Reels

Ban on "Hick" Farmers
THE FILM DAILY)
American
Farm
Chicago The
(Special to

—

Bureau Federation is on record as
opposing the "hick" farmer as he is
portrayed on the screen and stage.
Federation officials say the type no
longer exists and that most farmers

now own

their automobiles.

(Special to

Get this thought. Which came right off the bat "If
producer-distributor who operates a big plant, with
average
the
stars, and a tremendous overhead, would put
priced
many high

teresting.

6

he Clean-Up
Universal

will

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Twenty

million per-

sons attended motion pictures and
other amusements in the Los Angeles
internal revenue district during AuThese figures indicate a quargust.
ter billion people will spend $46,000,000 for the year.

be."

he Social Code

Metro

Indianapolis,

20 Million at Theaters

all.

as

ix

to

Secures Foreign Pictures

Always

And
4

trip

Kansas City and Chicago.
be gone about a week.

Sig Schlager states he made a number of purchases while abroad, among
them "The School for Scandal." The
picture was made in England.

Viewpoints

esire

Metro

He

R. Grainger
sales

a

Detroit.

Was

Features Reviewed

of favor.

This situation faces local exhibitors: The wages of operators have
been increased 22^2%. More money
is being paid for music.
The theater

mem

(Continued on Page 11)

Loew Hearing Put

Off

The board of directors of the T. O.
C. C. did not meet with Marcus Loew
on Friday to ask Mr. Loew why his
organization settled the recent trouble
with the operators without advising
the T. O. C. C. of that intention. As
a matter of fact, Loew could not appear and the hearing, so to speak,
was put

off until

next week.

THE

•SBtlDAILV

Sunday, September

23,

191

The Week's Headlines
Monday

Harry Carey reported making

Wist exhibitor meeting to he held
French Lick, probably in October.

Mi,

I

ViLIXV

SMdJT. Stpt 23. 1923

Ni. 71

Price

25 Cuts

Copyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Published Dailv except Saturday, at
71-73 West -14th St.. New York, N. Y., by

Golf entries pass 200 mark.

Inc.,

WIDS FILMS
Joseph

FILM FOLKS.

and

INC.

Ilannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

W.
ner; Maurice D. Kann. Managing Editor.
l.onald M. Merscreau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
the post office at New York, N. Y., under
i-

March

the act of

1879.

3,

United States. Outside
6
York, $10.00 one year
Foreign
months, $3.00.
3

Terms (Postage

free)

Greater New
months, $5.00;

of

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

to

THE FILM

71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood. California— Walter R. Greene,

DAILY,

theaters

sions about

five

Mil Hollywood

'Phone, Hollywood

Blvd.

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
Shaftesbury Ave.,

through same increase

53a

Renter,

W.

I.

— Le

Representative

Paris

Film,

Rue de

42

Clichy.

— Interna-

Representative

European

Central

Prague

Filmschau.
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

(Czechoslo-

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Louis

St.

circuit puts
all theaters.

situation
Michigan looks
in
Claude Cady and Phil Gleichman
brighter.
leave for Detroit following conferences with

Non-theatrical

Hays

stock interest

W.

explains Selznick
J.
to guarantee producer against loss.
field
GoldwynC'osmopolitan dismisses
Doolittle

C.

plan
ex-

Friday
Federal Trade hearing switches to
Philadelphia and then back to New York.

—

Hays organization discussing
right changes.

Law

possible copycommittee meets.

Famous Players Canadian Corp. shows

M. G. Kennedy has rethe First National sales

1922- 1923

fiscal

profits

Eastern Missouri and outhern

Canadian

distribution

Exhibitors

there.

Gilroy with Anderson
Gilroy, former advertising
manager for Hodkinson has joined
Anderson Pictures in an executive
Anderson has taken over
capacity.
the entire fourth floor of 723 7th Ave.

of

publicity
supervise exploitation
to the Sea in Ships."

of

"Down

—

Henschel
Charles
Philadelphia
been appointed district manager
for Pathe covering Philadelphia, New
PittsBoston. Washington,
York,
burgh.
New Haven, Buffalo and

lias

Albany.

— C.

Hilgers, formerly
of Metro and Bertz E. Graetz, for
many years with I'niversal-Consoliand Southern States Film have
ed the sales fortes of Al I.icht-

Dallas

E.

1

man.

Toronto —

I.

F.

Mantzky, formerly

re-enact

MOVING

TOWN TWO

born.

A

O.,

is

being

battle

Military

New

of

I

MILES-

moved house by

hous

two miles away.
a
Other news as usual.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATUR

Commission

against
Famous, in
Session will re-open in New

York, October

15.

Paramount Headquarters in Kobe
Arrangements have been completed
resumption of business

for

Famous

by

headquarters

Players.

have

been

in

New

Japan

Temporary
opened

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)
Ogden, Utah — Work has start.'
(Special to

in

Kobe.

Peerv Egyptian, which

the

will

1200.

—

Edwards, director
Hodkinson. is here

stitute cadets
ket, Va.

testifies

Philadelphia.

ickman Succeeds Flynn
has been appointed

am Eckmann

(Special to

— Jack
for

"FOUGl

site

Eastern sales manager for GoldwynCosmopolitan succeeding J. E. Flynn,
resigned.
Eckman has been New

York manager

for

some

time.

Dave

Rosengarten succeeds him.

National exchange.

Chicago

BATTLE
and Virginia

Comerford, head of Comerford Amus.
at second hearing of Federal

E.

Co.

Trade

Illinois.

—

First

WAR

CIVIL

favorable.

M.

year of over $500,000.

"Storm Daughter" Finished
THE FILM DAILY)
Roy Netemeyer, formerSt. Louis
Angeles
After eight weeks
Los
ly
with Pathe, is now a salesman for
schooner "The
work
on
four-masted
a
F. B. O.
Storm Daughter," Priscilla Dean's
Cleveland George Erdmann has last Universal picture has been comred connections with the local pleted. George Archainbaud directed.

—

Governor of Pennsylvania gets the mi
and operators to agree on terms and
men go back to work.

Increase of admissions by T. O. C. C. as a
body looked upon in certain quarters as

Government checking admission tax returns
in

B.
O. arranges
through Associated

PINCHOT SETTLES COAL STRIKE-

Saturday

Wednesday

for

F.

No. 77

AGAIN — Marines

ploitation force.

staff.

Baby Peggy Coming East
Universal declares that Baby Peggy
Los Angeles Samuel Bishoff, au- will come East next month and that
diting director of Grand-Asher Dis- she will probably make a number of
tributing Corp., whose offices are in personal appearances here and in ChiNew York is in Hollywood for an cago in conjunction with "The Darextended visit.
ling of New York," her new feature.
Bishoff on Coast

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Burbank,
is

(al.

—A

Says Addresses Are Important
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
E. M. Morgan, postmaster of New
Chicago—With a capital of $50,000, York is urging advertisers to insert
F. M. Barnes, D. W. Lewis and Fred their full street address in all of their
Harcourt have organized the World id copy so that mail forwarded as a
Amusement Co. to operate theaters. result of the interest aroused will
Albert C. Ziesk, Charles J. Rueb- reach its destination with a minimum
ling and Fred E. Lang, with a cap- of delay.
He declares that over 80,ita!
of SI 50.000. have organized the D(ii) pieces of mail matter are received
Madison Operating Co to operate daily without street addresses and are
theaters.
therefore held up in delivery.

Chicago Theater Companies

group

of

citi

erecting the American to cost

\

000.

Portland,

Ore.— The

Johns

St.

and cost $45,000. when

seat 750
pleted.

—

Ind.
Several
Elkhart.
are building a theater
$500,000.

Klkl

men

Y.—

Little Falls, N.
It is hoped
will be finished for opeil
on Oct." 1.

— Chinese

spend $100,000

will

Class

story,

A

capit

erecting a
theater-hotel.
in

l.ake Placid, N. Y.— With a sea
Adirom
of
the
1000.
Amusement Co. will build a new

capacity
ater.

Kenosha.

Wis.

— Seating

and

managed by

has opened

last

650

Vogue

costing $70,000 the

Walter

Schli

week.

American Releasing

been

—

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE
New

v ork\ Newest and Forem

Costume

Rental

Org»ntaattoti

BROOKS
I**

3

W *»0

x-2

S T N.Y.
.

C.__

Some
(Special To

Title

Changes

Daughter of (rooked Alley," produced under Robert F. Hill's difollow s the amalgamation of a number rection has been changed to "Crookof exchanges, affecting Canadian Re\lley."
"Riders of the Moon."
Hoxie. directed by
leasing, Equity Pictures, F. B. O.
Starring
Jack
Physical distribution iR'-bert
North Bradbury, has been
and others.
through the Canadian Educational
hanged to "The Red Warning."
A similar move has also been made "The Is ape" s the new title for "A
Tex; s R-Miger." filmed as a vehicle
Toronto, where Associated Fx
at
have taken possession of for Rov Stewart. It was directed by
hibitors
1

:

facilities of

Educational.

v

•

Ross.

BOSTON STUDIO

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—The titles of three
productions now being edited at I'ni"The
versal
have been changed.

t

to

Gateway

San Francisco-

Two

in Chicago,
appointed Montreal manCanadian Merger Functioning
Louis
for
Educational, while
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has been moved from Montreal
Montreal
were
The Canadian Exhibichanges
These
to Toronto.
made following the promotion of Sid tors Exchange, organized five years
Taube. former Toronto manager, to ago by the M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n.
eral sales manager.
of Ontario, will be known as As
This
ited Exhibitors of Canada.

with
has
ager
Klar

13%.

is

office.

Foster

Among Exchangemen
signed from

Loew
in

Loew's

matinee admis-

increase
cents.

Cleveland hearing establishes
between Famous Players and
Inc.
Former's
Ohio Theaters.
at

connection

S.

Chicago Representative

London,

Thursday

Government

Three Cohen units and two insurgents to be
represented at French Lick meeting. Some
surprise expressed locally as to why a territorial conference should discuss problems
presumably handled through national organization.

Y.

The Film

Cup.

Tuesday
Broadway

WtteNe™

success.

DAILY

;

$15.00.

X.

Golf Tournament a decided
Nat Rothstein wins leg on FILM

Fall

over percentage question.
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n to discun
it
at future meetings
divided

Britain

Hod-

series for

kinson distribution.

at

equipped studio in
England,
Props, sets,

Best

X'ev
light:

over-heads
(Cooper- He wetts.
etc.)
Dressing ro

spots,
etc.,

also a service organizatioi

trained to deliver the good-.

National Motion Picture Bureai

PHILLIP DAVIS,
29 Middlesex

St..

Pres.

Boston, Mass

Plumes: Beach 3259 or

1445

'

The Broader

Mission

A passerby questioned three workmen.
he asked

The

"What are you

first replied

second said,

'

'/

"I am

Of

each

doing?"

am

mixing mortar.

carrying brick."

third proclaimed proudly :

"I am

helping

The

'

But
to

the

build

a cathedral."

STANDARD

Film Laboratories develops and
prints motion picture films. But the broader

interpretation of

practiced here,

its

is

function, as understood and

to give to the world a flawless

reproduction of the creation of director, cinematographer and cast and to keep perfect faith with
the producer.

And

so

it

is

that

many

of America's foremost

producers utilize Standard Service and Standard
Prints to maintain a faithful link

between studio

andjscreen.

J^

*

JctonMMckoIaus

"

SMTompMns

Seward and Rom aine< Streets
Holly 4366
Hollywood, California

£>P2i?rjS

THE

DAILY
iSBtHk
of the Newest Feature,
Sunday, September

Reviews
"The Six Fifty"

"Desire"

Universal

Metro

.

.

.

TURE THAT WILL UNDOUBTEDLY PLEASE A MAJORITY.
Rene Adoree gives

Cast

and

vincing

interesting

a conper-

formance; her work is well timed
and she doesn't overdo the emotional bits; Orville Caldwell appears to better advantage in this
than in many things he has done

Welch

Niles

previously.

has

a

unimportant role as has Ger-

fairly

Astor.

trude

Bert

Woodruff

is

typical old cut-up but the scenario
didn't hold very much for him,
either.

Cast.... To read the

One

of Story

of those do-

mestic dramas in which the wife
tires

of the

farm and the routine,

only to be disillusioned

when she

finally gets a taste of city life, and
is glad to get back to her farmer

husband. The outline of the plot
doesn't do it justice in this instance,
because the picture is really much
more interesting than it sounds in

There is good
short synopsis.
characterization and well sustained
interest.

Box

tention!
you are

Are you

dissatisfied?
If
Six Fifty' and
maybe you'll find out that you are
not as badly off as you think."

see

'The

already
shown
Metro's "The Eternal Struggle,"
mention Renee Adoree's name particularly and tell them that she
does more good work in this latest
Universal.
window display in your local
dress shop should attract considerattention.
Have a figure
able
elaborately dressed and another in

you

If

have

A

just

a

plain

house dress.

A

sign

could read: "Which is the happier
the
two?'
The handsomely
of
gowned woman or the one in the
plain dress?
Find the answer at
the
blank theater in 'The Six
Fifty."

Direction by.. Nat Ross; did a good
job on this one considering the trite
story he had to work with; characterization and individual touches
good.

LIKING THE PICTURE;
GLORIA AS DAZZLING AS

EVER AND WILL GO BIG
WITH HER FOLLOWING;
OTHERS MAY NOT BE ENTERTAINED BY HER SERIES
OF TEMPERAMENTAL OUTBURSTS.

FOR THE BOX-OFFI
MADE DIRECTLY WITH
PUBLIC IN MIND; IT'S W
THEY LIKE AND SHO
GO VERY WELL

Cast
Corinne Griffith, fori
Vitagraph star, is a pretty hero
the

|

type

that interests the "f
crowd particularly; she gives
satisfactory
performance.
Fr

a close

Mayo, from Universal stardom

second for honors in temperamental
display and also for bizarre costumes.
Wears one headdress in
this
that resembles a decorated
Christmas tree; where she brings

suitable hero who has a h
of it living through to
"clinch."
Type of Story. .Melodrama with
usual ingredients that make
audience appeal. The theme is
a conventional, so-called "mo\
variety, but it is the sort that
proves thoroughly popular with
majority, so why not give it
them?
There is action thr
and an interwoven love them
they'll like it all.
There is a sli
sex appeal noticeable.

Star

.

a

time

|

.

skilfully directed.

Gloria

Box

Office Angle. .. .Better see this
one and decide for yourself. "It is
not a cheerful theme, nor is the
moral strong enough to get it over.

bring them in

viewpoint.
This is just the
sort of picture that entertains the
majority so it should do a good
business.
Box Office Angle.... If it will make
the money for you that's all you
have to worry about. And "Zaza"

the selling
It can be adeif

that's

Swanson and rather well
that, at least, from the box

office

title is

point in this one.
quately exploited, and no doubt
will

done at

it

what

Whether or not
to do.
be satisfied depends almost
entirely upon the class of patronage
you cater to. If they are particular

you want

probably

they'll

pictures; they like the
lavish display and the general atmosphere of the theater. It's audience appeal after all and that's what
counts.
There is a good comedy
vein that director Dwan has gotten

stage

demand the better offerings
that the screen has, you may find
it
difficult to get this one over
satisfactorily.
In view of the more or less definite sex appeal contained in it (it

and

will.

Folks

like

these

like

over nicely.
.

.

Authors. .John B. Clymer and Henry

R. Symonds.
Kate McLaren
Harvey Gates and Scenario by
John B. Clymer and
Lenore Coffey
Henry R. Symonds.
Cameraman
Ben Klein Cameraman
George Barnes
Photography
Good Photography
All right
Locale
A farm and New York Locale
Mostly interiors
Length
5,100 feet Length
6,500 feet

on your program.
Author. .. .Pierre Berton and Charles

by

Simon
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale
I

Length

over. On the other har.d, if the;
out to look at it from a critii
viewpoint, they may find someth
to talk about.

Exploitation .... Use Elinor Gb
name prominently. Through
fame gained by her works, "Th

Weeks"

you should
interest
them in
Days," not that the title itself n
be an especially good drawing c;
but due to its similarity to her \
known novel, they may form
mental connection and decide t:
they want to see "Six Days."
able

in particular,

to

Regarding the story tell thl
about the sequence in which h
and heroine are trapped in an
German dugout.
Show them
I

Exploitation. .Where you know you
can get them in on the strength of
is only in occasional touches but it
the star's name, all you have to do
is there nevertheless), you might be
is to post the town with announcemore cautious, particularly if you
ments of her latest picture
Use
cater to family trade.
slide announcements well in adThere are names in the cast that
vance and a trailer of some of the
can be used, although they are likemore elaborate scenes, probably the
ly to be disappointed, especially
one showing "Zaza" kicking off her
with such performers as Ralph
slippers during the performance at
Lewis and Estelle Taylor.
the Odeon, in Paris.
Catchlines can read:
'"Desire*
You might work a teaser stunt
is poison.
If you don't believe it
by distributing cardboard letter
see the havoc it can wreck. Metro's
Zs, with the line: "What does this
latest release at the blank theater
stand for?"
will show you."
Direction by
Allan Dwan; supDirection by
Rowland V. Lee;
plied the right sort of production
hasn't done very well on this one;
and handled star to good advantage;
players have been very poorty
comedy is good also; picture runs
handled.
too long for you to have much else

Author

Scenario

Runs Mae Murray

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Whole........ A GOOD

a

:

.

Exhibitors in small
towns can interest their patrons in
this one even more appropriately
than others since the story deals
with small town life and will probably interest
them particularly.
Catchlines could read: "Wives At-

Exploitation

1

behind anything he has done rethem in, they'll get a kick out of
cently; Marguerite De La Motte is
her portrayal of "Zaza."
Where
another overacting offender, while
she doesn't and you show it anyJohn Bowers does fairly well but
how, you'll get the kicks.
nothing out of the ordinary.
Cast....H. B. Warner, star's leading
Type of Story. .Aims to prove that
man, hardly seems equal to the octrue love comes by sharing the joys
casion on several of Gloria's violent
and sorrows together.
The plot
love fits.
Warner not well cast.
offers two pairs of lovers and reachMary Thurman has to allow Gloria
es its moral in a continual comparito give her a whipping that surely Box Office Angle
Undoubtedl
son between the two couples. The
looks real.
profitable attraction for many
material isn't strikingly new nor
hibitors.
If your folks are
Type of Story. .An introductory title
entertaining, and the tragic ending
typical "fan" crowd, you can co
announces that the picture is to be
resulting in the death of one pair
on "Six Days" to please th^m.
a "modern 'Zaza.' "
It is all that
of lovers detracts considerably from
has the qualities that make gi
and more.
It's a jazzy "Zaza."
audience appeal.
It has not been
audience appeal and should
But it has all been done over to fit

Angle
"The Six Fifty"
is
a good average attraction that
should satisfy most of your folks. Exploitation. .The
Office

a

Paramount
Whole... ANOTHER CAS

OF LIKING THE STAR AND

of those in

the cast would give you something
to anticipate, but there is really
very little acting in "Desire" that
might be called good. Estelle Taylor's emotional work is poor, David
Butler indicates agony more than
anguish, while even the very capable Ralph Lewis strikes odd poses
that make his performance very far

.

Type

list

As

l

"Six Days,»

in

"Zaza"

ONE OF THOSE
a Whole.
A RATHER GOOD Asa Whole
AUDIENCE PICTURE; STORY STORIES WITH A MORAL
BUT THEY DON'T GET THE
IS MORE OR LESS OF A
FORMULA BRAND BUT IT MORAL OVER; TRAGIC ENDHAS BEEN CAPABLY HAN- ING DOESN'T MAKE FOR
DLED AND MAKES A PIC- GOOD AUDIENCE APPEAL

As

Swanson

Gloria

23,

i

some of the more ex
ing scenes such, for instance,
that where hero, digging throi
for an exit, is hurled still furt
into space below.
teaser ad campaign shol
arouse curiosity.
In
the sai
space each day, in your local ne
paper run ads reading:
"This
the First Day."
"This is the £
ond Day," and so on until the si
insertion,
reading:
"Six Daj
from Elinor Glyn's novel will
shown at the blank theater
(date)."
trailer of

A

Direction by. .. .Charles Brabin;
handled the story very well for
most part and given the action
considerable pep; picture is
long.

Author
Albert Shelby LeVino

Scenario

Hal Rosson Cameraman
Good Photography
Paris
7,076 feet

1

Locale

Length

G

Elinor

Ouida Berg
John Mesij
G(
Frai

8,010

f

Pyramid Pictures Inc.
Presents

Wife »

Name
UiT
bV

Bertha ALClau;
Directed

Ay

George Terwillider
v

Tense,
Stirring,

Convincing

Melodrama

—

Portrayed by

A

Real Box Office Cast,

Including

Edmund Lowe,
Florence Dixon,

Mary Thurman,
Arthur Housman,

And

others

Equally celebrated.
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Dana

in

Herbert Rawlinson in

William Russell in

"The Social Code"

"The Clean-Up"

"Times Have Changed"

Metro

Universal

Fox

Viola

ON A PAR WITH
TURES; OFFERS AVERAGE
ENTERTAINMENT, HAS
BEEN NICELY MADE AND
DIRECTED.
ADEQUATELY

As

a

Whole

THE

STAR'S PREVIOUS PIC-

a Whole. .FAIRLY AMUSING
SMALL TOWN COMEDY BUSINESS THAT OFFERS AVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT;
STORY IS A LITTLE BETTER
THAN THOSE THEY HAVE
BEEN GIVING STAR

As

.

Has the sort of role that
Star
she handles very well; will please Star
Shows an improvement in
her following and the general pichis work inasmuch as he doesn't
ture going public.
overact nearly as much as he
Cast
Star's sister, Edna Flugrath,
usually does; has a rather good role
appears in her support in role that
that he handles satisfactorily.
she does satisfactorily; Malcolm Cast
Exaggerated types that repMcGregor a suitable hero; others
resent small town folks but they
Huntly Gordon and Cyril Chadare overdone probably intentionally
wick.
for comedy purposes; Claire Adams
Type of Story. .From Rita Weiman's
opposite star.
It May Con- Type of Story. .. .Somewhat weak in
novel, "To
cern." Hasn't many situations that
original situations but it suffices for
are new to the screen, but suffice
fairly good comedy business of the
for an appropriate vehicle for the
small town variety that usually
star; the society blackmail angle is
manages to satisfy enough people
quite well worn but it has been
The idea of the
to get it over.
given a surprise twist that saves
"hicks" all coming in for sudden

Whom

it

Sunday, September

somewhat. The romantic eleprominent as usual in
is

ment

Dana

and their wild spending
offers some comedy angles that the
director has made the most of.
Hero's uncle wills $50,000 to
town except hero who decides to
stay and reform the people who
have gone "wild" with their sudden

wealth

Constance Talmadge in

a Whole. .TIMES HAVE NOT
CHANGED AS FAR AS WIL-

As

.

LIAM RUSSELL IS CONCERNED; THEY'RE STILL
GIVING HIM PRETTY POOR
STORY MATERIAL. HIS LATEST MAY POSSIBLY SATISFY WHERE THEY AREN'T
PARTICULAR.
Star
Does all that the role requires of him satisfactorily but that
isn't

saying much.

Doesn't have to

work very strenuously

in this.

Several well picked types
that play character parts nicely
that of crabby old relatives of the
"ancestral" order. . Mabel Julienne
Others
Scott, star's leading lady.

Cast

Charles

Edwin

West,

Martha

A

mixture that inof Story
cludes a little of everything. Starts
off to be a domestic drama, gets
into a small town travesty, takes a

—

A

A

A

.

.

a Whole
ADAPTATIOl
STAGE PLAY NOT AT
SUITED TO STAR. MAI
DULL PICTURE, FAR
HIND THE USUAL Ol

As

OF CONSTANCE

Tj

MADGE'S RELEASES.

Struggles with the rok

Star

works hard to get you interest
her "Dulcy" but her efforts
dom successful. Her admirers
the attempt she ma
over but the material

appreciate
to get

it

i

suited to her.
It lacks
pep and the situations necessan
give her a chance to romp. 1
let her do it all right but it doe
fit in.
Is not well photograph
times.
at

all

Maddox, Cast
Jack Mulhall
husband but makes the

productions.
fling at theatrical atmosphere and
When her lover is accused of
eventually develops into crook commurdering a blackmailer in order to
plications with a lot of chasing and
involved business that makes for
retrieve certain letters written to
him by a woman, Viola pretends
chaos more than anything else.
she was the woman and tells a story
Girl allows her relatives to run
How he makes good and
wealth.
her
home until she eventually learns
that clears him, all the while believaside
million
set
learns of the two
that they are driving her husband
ing she is protecting her married
for him, completes it.
sister.
from her. After many complicaHow the misunderstanding Box Office Angle
This is an inthey are happily established
clears up happily for all follows the
tions,
between number that you will know
complications.
in a home by themselves.
It isn't big and
best how to use.
"The Social
Box Office Angle
It is mostly a
Box Office Angle
it isn't so poor that you can't give
Code" will probably rate a good
matter of how hard or how easy it
If
they
some consideration.
it
average entertainment. Boost the
If they
is
to suit your patrons.
want to laugh, it will do nicely.
star if she's popular with your folki Exploitation. .. .You'll have to resort
aren't over critical and you know
and where they are usually satisthat as long
as
the story keeps
chiefly to catch-lines to interest
fied with her features, they'll be
moving they'll be satisfied, you may
them in this latest Rawlinson offerpleased with her latest, also.
get this one by. Where they deing unless the star is popular
Exploitation
Stills, poster display,
mand good, original entertainment,
enough to bring them in through
catchlines and the regulation adver"Times Have Changed" will hardanand
the
name
of
his
the use
tising should take care of this
ly do.
nouncement that you are showing
There i^n't anything
adequately.
Universal has Exploitation
If your crowd is
his latest release.
in the story particularly applicable
attractive ad sheets and posright for it and you decide to let
some
to stunt exploitation so trust to the
them see it, you may find enough
ters that should attract attention.
printed word to get them interested.
"Suppose
ways to interest them. The title
Use the one headed:
Play up the star's name prominently
suggests stunts that should attract
Everyone in Your Town Were
story
that
the
with the title and say
considerable attention.
Rich But You!" Let them know
deals with the efforts of a society
the story has to do with a man
Have two girls going about the
girl to save the man she loves from
uncle left everyone in the
whose
streets,
one attired in an old fashbeing convicted of a crime he did
town $50,000 but cut him off with
ioned costume and the other in
not commit, although she believes
Also let them know there are
$1.
page boy
present day fashion.
it is her sister he loves and not hersome good laughs in the picture.
preceding them might carry a sign
self.
street stunt might consist of
reading: "Yesterday and Today.
Use the title with catchlines such
a man in white uniform pushing a
William
'Times Have Changed.'
as: "What is 'The Social Code'?
wheelbarrow about, loaded with
Russell
in his latest picture at the
her
in
show
you
Viola Dana will
stage money, with side signs readblank theater will show you why."
latest release at the blank theater."
ing: "He made a 'Clean-Up.' See
Where William Russell is popuOr, "Would you endanger your
latest attracRawlinson's
Herbert
lar,
make special mention of his
own reputation to save your sister
tion at the blank theater and you'll
name and let them know Mabel
if you thought she was in love with
know how it's done."
Julienne Scott is his leading lady.
the man whom you thought loved
A parade stunt would be to have
crazy quilt plays a prominent
you? See how Viola Dana gets
a number of men going about, each
part in the plot. You might work
around the situation in 'The Social
"
carrying a different type of cleaning
a stunt displaying a crazy quilt in
Code.'
carpet sweeper,
device such as
the lobby with catchlines reading:
The fan crowd will be interested
The
cleaner, etc.
broom,
vacuum
"Come in and see why they all
if you tell them that the star's sisidea would attract a lot of attention.
wanted this quilt."
ter, Edna Flugrath, appears in the
Direction by
William Parke; got Direction by.... James Flood; direcpicture.
pretty good results out of material
tion is only fair; sequences have
Oscar Apfel; has
Direction by
although small town atmosphere is
not been carefully dovetailed and
handled story adequately and suroccasionally a bit too exaggerated.
action becomes too jerky.
rounded star with good supporting
Elmer Davis
Author
H. H. Van Loan Author
>t and good production.
Jack Strumwasser
Author
Rita Weiman Scenario. .Raymond L. Schrock, Eu- Scenario
Cameraman
gene Lewis and Harvey Gates.
Joseph Brotherton
Scenario
Rex Taylor
All right
Richard Fryer Photography
Cameraman
John Arnold Cameraman
All right Locale.... A small Jersey town and
Photography
Good Photography
Locale.. New York and Long Island Locale . Small New England town
New York.
Length
5,082 feet
5,051 feet Length
About 5,000 feet Length

Viola

"Dulcy"
First National

B. Tilton, Allene Ray, Jack

Curtis.

Type

23, 19

a grino

best

ofl

handicap; Claude GillingwatetB
suited; Andre de Beranger na
a monkey out of himself to poa
a scenario writer, the only troll
the characterization is a
appropriate for the time.
is

trifle

.Comedy of don
Stage play dialogue coulc
be transferred.
The picture!
between
series of interviews
characters, with a few laughs
each reel and intervening

Type

of Story.

.

.

ticity.

<

stretches.

Box

Very

Angle

Office

doub:.

drawing power.l
doesn't look as though they
in spite of star's

'

get very far with "Dulcy," unl.
tunately, considering the price
the rights.
May stand a possi
chance with star's admirers but
rely on their loyalty a:
they've seen it. "Dulcy" is dull
there doesn't seem to be a po
ble remedy unless it can be gre«

can't

speed

cut, to

a

new

ent

it

up somewhat,

are

titles

make up

;,

The

pi)

good but they

c;j

set of sub-titles.

for the laughs the pict

misses.

Exploitation

It's

a serious qt

what you should do w
"Dulcy."
You had better see
for yourself before making a
cision.
First of all it is way
tion just

I

hind the star's standard of com<j
*
entertainment. They expect to
good
laugh
when
co
joy a
they

"Dulcy" doesn't

in to see her.
it

gj

to them.

Where

it is a matter of bringl
the star's name will do
They may also be familiar with fa
title, since the stage play enjoyej
measure of success, so that \i
probably prove attractive also.
Regarding the story say it del
with a dumbbell wife who spoi I
her husband's business career wl'i

them

in,

she thought she was helping hirr
Direction by.... Sidney A. Frank;
has padded and stretched and wo
ed on the continuity evidently fling to get something out of it
'

to

little avail.

Authors.

.Adapted by C. Gard
play by M
Connelly and Geo. S. Kaufman.
Continuity by.
.C. Gardner Sulli
Cameraman
Norbert Bro
Photography
All ri
Locale
Dulcy's home, rich i
..

Sullivan from the
.

Length

.

6,859

f

NOTHER "MIRACLE PICTURE"
ARRIVES!
LIKE ALL BIG SURPRISES, IT FELL

OUT

OF THE SKY TO SHAKE THINGS UP
AND MAKE MONEY FOR EVERYONE
//

UA
appeals in

title,

including country

ZA

&7i
cast

and story —

«

and big city life, gem smuggling

and spiritualism.

fOU ARE

DANGER"

IN

ONE SOUND, SENSIBLE BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION, OF
ICH THESE WELL-KNOWN DISTRIBUTORS SAY:

EW YORK—
and

the elements of real success
and exploitation possibilities are
!"
Let's go
It is one big hunch
(Signed) SAM. ZIERLER,
COMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTING CORP'N.

"This picture has

all

.

story, cast, direction
all

there

.

.

.

.

—

Every
"Ready and hearty receptions everywhere
is a sale, which is the best recommendation
any picture can get."
.

HICAGO—

.

.

.

screening

(Signed) S. GREIVER,
GREIVER PRODUCTIONS

.

the
will

Press Sheet

show

you

attiring CARMEL MYERS, MITCHELL LEWIS, PAULINE STARKE

D JAMES MORRISON, with an all-star supporting cast
Write for Our Press Sheet Today!
Distributed by

:IOTO

PRODUCTS EXPORT COMPANY

West Forty-Second

Street,
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Among
F.

1

Dexter's First Finished
leath Cobb, Eastern represent-

for Grand-Asher, was advised
by wire from the Coast Friday that
Love," Elliott Dex
"The Way
ter's first production for Grand-Ash-

In Eastern Studios
Dwan Starts "Big Brother"
Dwan has begun production

ative

Mm

Allan

Sale Returns to Studio Soon
who is
Charles
("Chic")
Sale,
spending a few weeks vacation be-

Tom Moore, Joe
on "Big Brother."
King, Raymond Hatton and Mickey tween pictures in vaudeville will rePaul turn soon to the Burr studio to start
er, which R. William Will directed,
Bennett are in the cast so far.
en ci impleted.
Sloane made the screen adaptation, his second feature.
Mildred Harris. Anders Randolf, 11 al Rosson is chief cameraman and
Clifton Starting New Picture
DeWitt C. Jennings, Sydney Bracey, Dick Rosson is Dwan's assistant.
Elmer Clifton, is about to start
Grace Carlisle and Jeanne Carpenter
are in the cast.
production on "The Warrens of VirGeraghty Back East
ginia."
Martha Mansfield and HarTom Geraghty, who has been in
Dillon Casting for "Drums"
Me., working with lan Knight are among the principals
Kennebunkport,
, (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Booth Tarkington on "Pied Piper already cast. Clifton is rehearsing his
I.os Angeles
Edward Dillon, who \l.ilone," which will be Thomas players at Fox's studio and later will
will direct the second Elaine HamMeighan's next picture has returned go South for exteriors.
mer-Kin production for Truart, "The to the Long Island studio to work
Drums of Jeopardy," is busily engag- on the scenario.
Seena Owen in British Film
Wallace Beery, Robed in casting.
Through Jess Smith, Seena Owen
ert Warwick and Jack Mulhall have
has been signed to appear in a picture
Coast Arrivals
already been signed.
to be made in England, with Henry
Frank Currier, last with Douglas Kolker directing.
Fairbanks, Jr., in "Stephen Steps
Trimble Signs Irene Rich
He
Out," is here from the Coast.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Creelman With Paramount
Los Angeles Laurence Trimhle of plans to return to Hollywood next
A. Creelman, has been added
James
Trimble-Murfin Prod, has signed month.*
in to the scenario staff at the Paramount
George
Marion,
who
appears
Irene Rich to a long term contract.
studio under direction of E. Lloyd
She will be seen in the next Strong- •^Ynna Christie," with Blanche Sweet, Sheldon. He will write the scenario
has
returned
from
the
Coast.
heart picture, "White Fang."
for Glenn Hunter's next picture, to

—

—

"Dangerous Maid" Completed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Constance Talmadge
completed
"The
Dangerous
has
Maid," a comedy drama of old England.
Norma Talmadge is in the
midst of production of "Dust of De-

—

sire."

"Steel Trail" Finished
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
—Work is completed

Los Angeles

Blaney Finishes the First
Chas. E. Blaney has completed

follow
his

production "The Love Bandit,"
in production the second of
a series of six, including "King of
the Opium Ring," which is being
produced in New York. The balance
of the series will be produced on the
coast.
Distributing
arrangements
will shortly be announced.
first

and has

Kipling Story
George Melford has completed
work on "The Light That Failed."
Jacqueline Logan, Percy Marmont,
Finishes

William Duncan on "The Steel
Trail," his railroad serial in which he
starred and directed for Universal.
After a week's vacation he will start
Sigrid Holmquist and David Torrence
on his second serial, "The Fast Exhead the cast.
by

press."

Two
special to

.os

for

Stroheim

Angeles

—

It is

(Special to

understood that

Hollywood
featured in a

—series of two reel
Jack

Mower

is

the Universal Lot

(Special to

l.os

THE FILM DAILY)
— New Universal pro-

Angeles

ductions

now

in

the

making

are

"Wy-

oming," starring Jack Hoxie, with
Robert North Bradbury directing;
"All for the

Love

of Gloria," starring
Herbert Rawlinson, Robert Hill directing; "The Thrill Girl," starring

Gladys Walton.

Herbert Blache is
Hoot Gibson is
ready to begin "Hook and Ladder,"
by Edward Sedgwick, who will direct.

making

this

last.

I'uder way now are
"My Mamie
Rose," starring Mary Philbin; "The
Righl to Love," Baby Peggy picture;
and "The Spice of Life." with Reginald Denny featured. No casting has
yet been done for "The Signal TowThe picture will be directed by
Clarence L. Brown, who recently finished "The Acquittal."

Water Tower."

Carlos Looking for Stories
A great deal of the time Abe Carlos, of Carlos Prod., making pictures
for Truart release, will spend in New
York, will be devoted to consideration
of plays and stories upon which the
future activities of his units will be
based.

Pan-American Organization Stairts
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Productions of Souti
America, a new film compan

—

backed by the Peruvian Goi
eminent with exclusive picture right
to be
in

Peru, has launched

the coming year.
He intimates
that a star of national reputation will
for

soon be announced.

fir

Three other pictures by other

unit

begin immediately.
One is
adaptation by Catlin of "The Web c
the Sun," another an O. Henry stOO
and the third an original, all laid i
Peru, but starting
in
the
Unite
will

States.
Catlin, technical
men an
players are said to have signed fivt
year contracts and go to Peru afte
preliminary work here. Charlotte d
Puis, a French actress, will appear
i

"The White Queen."

Warners Finish Four
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles -Warner Brother
have completed four
more pi;
(Special to

"George
by Mai

—

Washington,
St.

Clair;

Jr.,"

din

"Lucretia

Loi

Jack Conway direc!
"Tiger Rose," directed
by
Sidm
bard," with

Franklin, and "Conductor 1492,"
second Johnny Hines vehicle.

tbl

The two plays shortly to be pre
duced are "Daddies," to be din
by William Seiter, and "Beau Brurr
mel," featuring John Barrymore ui
der direction of Harry Beaumont.

Another Truart Unit
M. H. Hoffman expects to have an
additional unit at work which will
complete the plans of Tiffany-Truart

its

duction, "The White Queen," wrr
ten and put into continuity by \M
Robert Catlin, a Palmer student. Th
picture is to be directed by J. Bai
stow Budworth, president of the a
ganization.

Washburn
(Special to

in

New

Feature

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Bryant Washburn
at work on his next Grand
er production, "Try and Get It," wit
Cullen B. Tate directing.
The ca
includes Billie Dove, Lionel Belmor
Joseph Kilgour, Edward Horton ar|
Rose Dion.
|

now

THE FILM DAILY)
being
action

by Lew Perutz, both for Eric von dramas.
Stroheim.

On

of the

Coast Brevities

THE FILM DAILY)

Goldwyn has purchased "Castle Hubertus," and to "Between 9 and 9,"

"West

23, 1923.

Zane Grey, has gone

to Flagstaff,

Arizona, to confer with Victor Fleming on "The Call of the Canyon."

Beverly Prod. Formed

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Beverly Prod, is tl
latest
unit formed here.
Williai
(Special to

—

Eve Unsell is writing the screen Sistrom is general manager. Tl
Carmel Myers and Richard Tucker
version of "The First Year," which first picture, temporarily titled "Tl)|
have been added to the cast of "Beau
will be one of Victor L. Schertzing- Whipping Boss," is now in prodii'i
Brummel."
tion at the Hollywood studios. J.
er's initial productions for Preferred
1

McGowan
Douglas Fairbanks,
the
Turkish
"Stephen Steps Out."

pleted

has comof
episodes

Jr.,

I.

W.

Irving's

production

is

directing.

of

"Trapped" is the fifth sea story written by him.
John Bowers and June
Norton head the cast.

New

Barry Film Completed
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Wesley Barry toj
William S. Hart is shooting exWith the completion of "Flaming completed "George Washington, Jrl
teriors for "Wild Bill Hickok," at
Youth," Colleen Moore is enjoying In the cast are Gertrude OlmsteaO
Victorville, Cal.
Harla
Phillips,
Otis
Next week she begins work Edward
a rest.
Bar
William
Courtright
and
Leon
in "The Swamp Angel."
Mai St. Clair directed.
Filming has been completed at Universal
City on "The Near
Lady,"
Charlie Murray has been cast for
Gladys
Walton's
starring
latest
Brenon Back in Hollywood
an important role in "My Mamie
\chicle.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ro>e," Mary Philbin's initial starring
vehicle for Universal.
The cast inLos Angeles Herbert Brenon,
Ray Connell, for nine months as- cludes Pat O'Malley, "Buster" Col- back in Hollywood after a monthi
sistant to Laurence Trimble, has been lier, Max Davidson, Kate Price, Ed- absence in New York and has start<(j
engaged as assistant production man- win J. Brady and Lincoln Plumer.
direction on "My Man," in whi(|)
ager by First National.
GREENE. Pola Negri will be starred.
(Special to

—

—

I

—

—
THE
iay, September

23,

•a&HkDAILY

1923

Adams

Ihort Subjects

(Special to

—

Montreal Jack Elms has been succeeded at Loew's by James Adams,
who comes from Calgary where he

managed

— Hal

Roach

Africa"

ughest

—

Pathe

A

Really

Funny Burlesque

e of production.

.

.

toughest Africa"

.2 reel

is

the

comedy
of a

first

series of Hal Roach two-reel
edies to be released by Pathe.
tars Stan Laurel and is far and

thing he has been
the title indicates,
the African Hunt
during the past
on.
Real animals are used, but
funny stunts that Roach has inlorated in the film are certain to
g peals of laughter from any audiOne bit in particular stands
from the rest. Laurel, in chasing
ion,
follows the animal into a
ket.
He comes tearing out imliately followed by not only the
he was chasing, but all the lions
producers could get hold of, and
continue to chase him at a galfor an extremely funny bit of
y the funniest
in so far.
As
a travesty on
released
ures

age.

Pathe Review No. 38
Pleasingly Varied Magazine

promises

marry

to

man who

the

shoots the largest number of ducks
and the resultant scramble for game
is very funny.
Some of the tricks
employed by Director Fred Hibbard
will bring the laughs in droves.
He
has gotten around the difficulty of
making the fowl act in the manner
he wishes them to in many ways.
Sometimes real live ducks are used,
again decoys are employed, and in
the final scene where a flock of birds

come showering down on
dead

ters,

cutting

is

"Why

the
used.

ducks were
extremely good.

hun-

The

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Educational

Good Variety for Any Program
Type of production. 1 reel magazine

of production.

furnaces

.

1

.

action

in

issue of Pathe's
d tinting that has

Snips of

handled in novel and
ways, afford the chief

film,

unexpected

of Lyman Howe's Hodge
Reels. This one is no exception.
It takes the observer on a tenminute tour of the world, giving tiny
but interesting glimpses at different
lands and people.
Sometimes the

charm
Podge

seen

the

pouring

in

—

epping Out"

—Dippy Doo Dads"
Pathe

A
?e

of presentation

"Don't Play

animal

ting cast are

animals

all

Type

of production.

chickens and monkeys.
Infipatience seems to have been
d in the production for the things
animals do is little short of
nan. The simple plot consists of
lir lady duckling being courted by
monkey swains and in the end
epting neither.
It is an entirely
el and extremely diverting single
)

—Cameo— Educational

?he Limit"

Some Good Laughs
'liff

production.
.1 reel comedy
Bowes and Virginia Vance are
.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

This first reel of "Don't Play
Hookey," which stars Sid Smith,
shows his troubles as a street photographer, who takes pictures and gives
the customer the finished specimen
immediately afterwards.
Only the
pictures, unfortunately, don't always
resemble the person they're supposed

The second

reel is
to help

devoted to

Smith's efforts
a schoolteacher Duane Thompson to get
her truant scholars back to the class-

—

The comedy

is

—

quick-moving

.

featured players in this Cameo
ledy, which is built around the
ubles of duck hunters.
The girl

tainment for the average audience.

George Driscoll Leases Grand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Mrs. Ambrose Small, has*
leased the Grand to George F. Driscoll,
formerly manager of TransCanada Theaters, Ltd., until Jan. 1st,

—

with an option for renewal. Driscoll
intends to present road shows and

Censor Vacancy

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago A third examination will
be held by the Civil Service Commission to fill the position of censor.
The job pays a minimum of $1,550
per annum. Two examinations have
already been held, but nobody seemed to qualify.

Vote Closes Humboldt Theaters

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Humboldt, la. Motion pictures on
Sunday were disapproved of by a

pictures.

Bischop Transferred
(Special to

Winnipeg

Albany Theater Corp Dissolves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The
Albany
Theater

—

Corp., of Schenectady, has filed dissolution papers with the Secretary of
State.

Owns Three Now in Marion, O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Marion,
O.
Judge Foster of
Marion, owner and manager of the
Marion and Orpheum, has added the

Grand Opera House

to his chain of

houses.
"Alladin's
(Special to

Los

ers'

— Ferdinand

Orpheum and Royal

in

record time.
Delft People Dickering For
(Special to

Two

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

deal is
Saulte Ste Marie, Mich.
for the taking over
of the Temple and Strand by the
George W.
Delft theater interests.
Cook is now running the houses. The
Delft people are the big theater owners in the upper section of Michigan.

now under way

-

Finish

(Special to

Akron

THE FILM DAILY)

—William

Dolls is re-decorating the Pantages, having leased
the house from John Friedman.
He
will rename it the Dolls.'

London Co. Acquires Canadian House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hamilton, Ont. The Lyric, has

—

been taken over by the Canadian
United Theater Co. of London.
Vaudeville and pictures will be the
policy.

Edward Renton who has been operating the Lyric on a lease, has secured the Temple, which he is remodelling.

(Special to

—

Community Film
THE FILM DAILY)

Newcastle, Ind.— "Miss P. R. O.
Gressive Newcastle," a film depicting
the growth of this town has been
finished and will be shown at the

THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati Roy H. Beattie, manager of the Palace, has left the hospital following several weeks' confinement.
Beattie will make a trip
to Canada to fully recuperate.

New

Hughes has

"Law Against Law"

theaters.

Dolls Leases Pantages

Pinney

"Law Against Law" Finished
TSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
completed

Bishop, form-

Palace Manager Better

Earle's next picture will be "Alladin's
Lamp." William H. Clifford will
write the script.

— Rupert

— Leonard

(Special to

Lamp" Earle's Next
THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

To Ft. William
THE FILM DAILY)

erly of Calgary, and more recently
assistant manager of the Capitol, has
been transferred to Fort William,
where he will manage Famous Play-

—

Los Angeles

and sup- and should prove satisfactory enter-

—mostly

ks,

?e of

Hookey"— Sid Smith—

Good Average Comedy

comedy
clever com- room.

his is another of the
:s in which the principals

the spec-

Grand-Asher

to.

Fine Novelty

of production.

that holds

interest.

is

streams

of liquid
from one huge vat to another.
)ther interesting subject is end "Table Manners at the Zoo,"
shows the different animals at
d-time kiddies
especially,
will
this.
The Pathecolor section
ws scenes in Corsica at the Port
Vecchio.
i

—

Fill

house.

effect

The molten metal

siderably.

in

Review. The tators
been employed

heightens

subject

this

(Special to

reel

are

To

Unable

Loew

.

magazine glimpse is in animated cartoon form,
sometimes an actual shot, but always
ome excellent shots showing iron it is the attractive and novel manner
>e

the

vote of 100 to 80 at a recent election.

Globe Trotter Trots"—

the

Succeeds Elms

THE FILM DAILY)

Theater For Bearsdslee

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—J. L. Beardslee will spend
$50,000 on a new house which he is
erecting at 10th Ave. and 66th St.

He

controls a string of theaters
Sultan.

in

Monroe and

Arrested For Non-Payment of Taxes
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
Don H. Duncan, former
theater owner, has been brought back

from Des Moines by Federal authorities to answer charges for failing to

make admission tax returns. Duncan operated the Cosmopolitan which
went bankrupt with a stock company.

New House
(Special to

for Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)
L. Beardsley, who owns

Seattle—A.
Royal the week of Sept. 16. Promi- a chain of theaters in Washington,
nent local citizens sponsored the pro- will erect a house at 10th Northeast
"The Tailor"— Fox
and East 66th St. It will seat 475
duction.
Mediocre Slap-stick
and cost $50,000.
Hurwitz Now On His Own
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
"Extra Girl" Premiere
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Al St. John won't send them into
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
manHurwitz,
Harry
Winnipeg
convulsions by what he has to do in
several
Los Angeles "The Extra Girl,"
the Monarch, for
ager of
"The Tailor," his latest comedy. The years has acquired the Park, a sub- first of the Mabel Normand series to
gags are nearly all very old and have
be produced for Associated Exhibiturban house.
been done time and again so that
ors will soon have its premiere at the
.

.

—

there isn't much possibility of getting them to laugh at them any more.
The action business consists of the
general rough
usual throwing and
house with everyone taking a beating but Al. It is helter skelter comedy and may get by where they don't
tire of slap-stick even of the familiar

variety.

—

Disregard Ithaca Musicians
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Mission.

F. & R. Take Over Dale Theater
N.
Y.—The Strand and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Crescent have re-opened with out-ofPaul— Finkelstein & Ruben
St.
town musicians. The Ithaca Theater
Corp., operating the two houses has have acquired the Dale, a suburban
The
been having trouble with the Musi- theater, from Sam Heisman.
house is now undergoing repairs.
cians' Union.
Ithaca,

THE

-c&a

DAILV

iff

With the Trade
A

Italian Receipts Increase

League Matter

(Special to

Sam

Harris Says International Circulation of Films Should Be
Controlled at Geneva

Sam
ema"

Harris,

editor

of

in

"The Cin-

London

THE FILM DAILY)

— Amusements

Nations.

been repeatedly pointed out
in these columns," says Harris, "that
all moving picture plays should be
scrutinized very carefully, and from
"It has

several angles, before they are accorded the right to circulate, without
let or hindrance, throughout the vast
At
extent of the British Empire.
present the censor apparently considers he discharges his whole duty
if he eliminates with lynx-like vigilance everything that can by any possibility be construed into an attempt
to condone 'immorality,' using the
term in the narrowest modern, insular
sense. * * *

"It is quite right, of course, that
films should be kept what is termed
'clean,' but it is none the less certain
that many a perfectly clean film may
be the means of disseminating far

Lire
17,447,627
17,500,736
17,721,950

1921-22
1922-23

France Buying Projectors
(Special to

Paris

—The

THE FILM DAILY)
French government has

set aside 500,000 francs to extend the
use of pictures in the small villages.
In most of the villages, pictures are

only shown by travelling showmen.
The money will be mainly used for
procuring new projecting machines,
as well as good films, to give to all
the provinces of France an idea of the
high standard of the pictures. Schools
are to be provided with projectors;
the teachers are going to operate

them.
Inferior, Says Loew
THE FILM DAILY)

French Houses
(Special to

—

23, 1923

Foreign Countrie
German
Less Business

Sales

Drop

Raw

Stock Ship-

in

—

ments Abroad Reported America Still the Biggest Customer

improving.

London, editorially suggests
the broad circulation of motion pictures throughout the world might be Fiscal Year
well dealt with by the League of 1920-21
of

in Italy are

This is shown by the
figures, issued by the Government,
covering the amount of stamps affixed
to all admission tickets, the following
comparative tahle tells the story.

Sunday, September

According
the
"Lichtbilde
to
Buhne" and the "Kinematographische

{

film was imported in May
posed film imports in May were on
meters compared to 16,5
4,500
meters in May, 1922. Unless the
is an unexpected change, this yea
import of exposed film will be
behind last year's. From January
May, 76,500 meters of exposed
was imported as compared to 132,0
meters in 1922. While in 1922 t
import was on the average 196,2
meters per month, this year, un
May, it was only 13,300 per monl
a drop of 93.2%.

raw

I

I

fii

Monatshefte," both of Berlin, Germany's raw stock exports for the first
five months of 1923 have dropped
16% as compared with the same period of 1922.

In May, 1923, 10,860,000 meters
were exported with America taking
place, receiving 6,735.000 meters.
1922 on an average of 8,341,250
meters were exported, while in 1923
the average per month was 6,954,000
meters.
The average export to
America, the main customer, was
2,882,500 meters per month in 1922,
as compared to 2,844,000 meters per
first

In

month

in 1923.

While exports, com-

year fell off 16%, exports to this country receded only
2%. Japan takes second place with
765,000 meters; then comes Denmark
with 540,000. Sweden with 495,000;

pared to

Spain,

Nearly All Part of League

THE FILM DAILY)
London Practically every prodt
ing company in the United Kingdo
is a member of the British Natiot
(Special to

—

Film League, the purpose of which
w

to improve British films in every
possible.

last

Italy,

435,000;

225,000

and

England, 150,000.

Travel Films Rage in London
(Special to

London

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

showing of "Wi
Allenby in Palestine" started an u
precedented run of travel and anin
films here.
"Through Romantic I
"Wi
dia," "Hunting Big Game,"
Gun and Camera in Africa" and "T
Ascent of Mount Everett" are a f<

Although raw stock exports dropLondon
"The Cinema" quotes
ped 16%, exports of exposed film
perial point of view, than could a Marcus Loew as follows:
During May, this figure
"Marcus Loew, who was in Paris gained 4%.
film which would drive the whole
reached 2,025,000 meters, the same
showing here.
Bench of Bishops into hysterics. This last week, has denied any intention amount as in May, 1922.
During
of purchasing or 'controlling' any
is especially the case in India, where
May, 1923, the main customer for
a population of hundreds of millions cinema theaters in France, as, in his exposed film was Austria, with 300,opinion,
none
French
picture
New English Films
of
the
successfully governed by a mere
is
000 meters, then Lettland, with 285,(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
handful of an alien race, greatly ow- houses are really worthy of the name. 000, and Netherlands with 240,000
" 'The inferiority of your French
London Two new British pictur
ing to the prestige surrounding each
meters.

more dangerous

ideas,

from an Im-

A

very
individual of the ruling caste.
large proportion of the films sent into India and exhibited there, indismost sordid
tell
the
criminately,
stories imaginable, in which half the
characters, outwardly indistinguishable from 'sahibs' and 'memsahibs,'
hardly possess a single redeeming
The vast majority of the
virtue.
spectators are naturally inclined to
accept these pictures, made by the
white men themselves, as accurate
presentations of life, and thus their
secular belief in the moral superiority
of the sahib is gradually but surely
undermined. This is a question that

theaters is stupefying,' Mr. Loew told
an interviewer.
'Meanwhile, he added, 'I would personally be quite

ready to come to an arrangements
with an important French firm to
construct a large theater with a seating

capacity

5,000 situated
"
of Paris.'

of
in

—

London

have to be taken

in

London

THE FILM DAILY)
Granger's Exclusives,
the following pro-

gram:

hand and

— Sydney Garrett intends to
in this country,
offices at 6-7 Piccadilly

permanently

and has taken

Mansions, in conjunction with
Wainwright.

J.

D.

With Gaumont

Nigel Barrie
(Special to

London
title

THE FILM DAILY)

— Nigel

role in

Barrie will play the

"Claude Duval" for Gau-

mont.

Fox Buys Rights
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London It is reported that Wm.
Fox has bought the American rights

San Francisco

Swedish Bio production, "The
Judgment."

start construction
theater.

—

to the

Otto Roeder Building
(Special to

Austria takes the

months

first

of 1923,
place, taking

each.

central point

—

reside

five

some

"Dr. Mabuse," a Decla-Bioscop
production; "The Scandal," a Davidtackled seriously, before the mischief
son production; "Trapped in the
It forms part of an
is irreparable.
Mine," with Liane Haid; "Ole Bill
even larger question the interna- of Paris" (shown recently at the Ritional circulation of films generally,
alto, New York by Hugo Riesenwhich, it has long been suggested,
"The Dauphin of France";
field);
might well be dealt with by the '"Love's Triumph," "Ferragus," made
League of Nations."
"The Tales of Hoffman,"
in France
Max Neufeld and Dagney
with
Servaes; "The Momoirs of a Monk"
Garrett to Stay Abroad
"M'Lord of the White Road."
and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will

first

between 4,000 and

announce

Ltd.,

For the

meters of exposed film,
Netherlands with 975,000 meters,
France with 930,000 meters, and Italy
and Lettland with 570,000 meters

New Program

Granger's
(Special to

—

ready

THE FILM DAILY)

— Otto

soon

Roeder will
on a new

1,785,000

distribution

is

no longer

indicate that
for American
attractive.
No

are:

Wandering Jew," made by
"Little

Miss Nobody,"

Le Breton

De

is

London

in

"T

Stol!, a

which

Flc

starred.

Has English

Forest

(Special to

The Berlin papers
Germany as a market
films

for

Unit

THE FILM DAILY)

— De

Forest

Phonofilr

Ltd., have been chartered here wi
a capital of £50,000 in £1 shares.

••-

VICTOR

—

..

HUGO HALPERIN'S

I

f*\fHtl5Y*f

Polly: "I don't
I

want

want Tea!

'TEA—with

Grauman

Sid

says

KICK!'

a

it's

a corking

good picture."
/

So Says Everybody

Who

Has Seen

—and

Played

VICTOR HUGO HALPERIN'S

-ynth a
'TEA— with
unbiased, delightfully
It

tickles the toes of

advance work by every newspaper

2

KICK!"

sets a

humorous manner,

Prohibition— and cashes
in the country.

It is

in,

new
it

style

satirizes

an

for pictures.

In

American

today.

life

on four years of daily advertising and

an exploitation triumph with

a brilliant

Star Cast

27
1

a

KICK

Famous Comedians

5 Leading Ladies

1

Dramatic Celebrities

CREIGHTON HALE
RALPH LEWIS
HANK MANN
JULANNE JOHNSTON
STUART HOLMES
SNITZ EDWARDS
SPIKE RANKIN
HAZEL KEENER
HARRY LORRAINE
HARRY TODD
EARL MONTGOMERY
WILLIAM
DE VAULL
EDWARD
THEBY
JOBSON
ROSEMARY
BILLY FRANEY
TINY WARD
D'ALBROOK
SIDNEY
WILLIAM DYER
DALE FULLER
GALE HENRY
VICTOR POTEL
10 Prize Winning Beauties A Ballet of 100 Hollywood Heartbreakers A Supporting Cast of 2000

LOUISE FAZENDA
DOT FARLEY

DORIS MAY
IRENE D'ANNELLE
ZASU PITTS

CHESTER CONKLIN

—

—

The Golden Gown Revue,
of

Paris

modes

a

ye*ar

displaying $100,000 worth

in

advance

of

the

styles

Presented by
Foreign Representative

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Sidney Garrett

Arthur

S.

Kane, President

Physical Distributors

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

:

THE
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(Continued from Page

grown

1)

again, to distributors: "You are in the business to stay.
must retain good will. Why, then, force product that you
v isn't right, upon your buyer? In the end you only eliminate
od customer. If it's bad, tip them off; let them handle it as
they can. 'Soaking' a buyer is dead and gone. It belongs to
ra of 1910. Not today."

And

'

TIP TO

u

EXPORTERS

in the theater.
for several centuries

The

—the

theater has had the benefit of writers
screen for little more than a decade."

A PREDICTION

"Inside of ten years," he declared, "the performance of the
spoken stage will be as much a luxury as opera is today. This
will not mean the elimination of the spoken stage, for it will be
all the more popular in the largest cities, but touring companies will be extinct. The real world entertainment will be the
screen."

Wanger "Don't forget that the British Empire knows a
or
two. So why step all over yourself. American films are
g
tys

most popular and the best
supremacy why abuse it?"

in the world.

Because you have

THE POTENTIALTY OF THE FILMS ARE
BOUND UP BY THE POWERS OF TODAY NO
MORE THAN THE PRE-ZUKORITES HINDERED
ZUKOR. THEIR ERRORS MADE IT EASY FOR
HIM. YOUR ERRORS TODAY WILL MAKE IT
EASY FOR THE COMING LEADER— WHOEVER
HE MAY BE.
NOTHING RIVALS MOTION PICTURES AS A
AND SUCH A
CREATIVE WORLD FORCE.
FORCE CAN NEVER BE THE PROPERTY OF A

%

ANOTHER THOUGHT FOR PRODUCERS

:

"A successful screen play is more difficult to create than a
successful play," is his opinion. "Why then," he asks, "does a
director of films think he can create more successful films in a
season than Belasco does plays? Three, at the most four pictures is all any real producer can handle intelligently. The more
units he has the more problems. Sam Goldwyn has the right
idea. If he sticks to it. The 'if is important.
"Money means no more
else. It is

in this industry than in anything
the endeavor and the ability which counts nothing

"The film industry
business.

The American

film succeeds," is his belief, "because of
youth, and imagination.
It fails through misinformacarelessness and ignorance.
But these are the faults of
th and can easily be adjusted. If Americans will take time to
t."

KEEP FOREIGN FIELD ABREAST
as essential as
for the
riting of the growth of films in England is an attempt of
erican distributors to supply a 1923 intelligence with a 1919
duct."
is

The main reason

Have you

ever seen one of those wow's?

CLEVER STUNT

on the head. This

has been in the minds of world leaders for a long time,

d then this

"The

film has

made

the world love

America and Ameri-

cans."

DEVELOPMENT
Of writers Wanger has

this to say: "The great films cannot
before the great screen-wrights, and the great screenghts cannot arrive before there has been time for a generation
writers to grow up in the studio, just as the playwright has

ive

Mayer

at

(Special to

Universal City

—

Just to prove that he's worth all the money he's paid and
more Harry Reichenbach stepped out again. The strike of the
pressmen came along in New York. And the big dailies managed
to get out an eight page paper with little advertising and a little
news. Harry's alert brain was on the job. He grabbed the opportunity like a hungry dog goes after a bone. In a few hours he
had the old time "Town Crier's" out. Sixty men in uniform,
scattered all over the city. Yelling the news of the day. And not
overlooking that "Potash and Perlmutter" will be at the Strand
It sure was a clever stunt.
Sunday.

—

DANNY.

Lean Business Closes House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Blountstown, Fla. Lack of sup-

Theater Changes

THE FILM DAILY)

—

os Angeles
Hy Mayer, has ard at Universal City to make comefor Universal.

a big

That's what Joe Plunkett of the Str-and terms those glowing
messages. Which arrive via Western Union. And Postal. From
To distributors. Who flash them on Joe
all over the country.
his
table
at the Astor. "They're all alike," says
pet
as he reaches
'Minnie's
tell
of
how
Smashed Nose,' or something
foe, "they
with
wow
in Punxatwny or some other
just as good went over
a
language
change
the
just a little. Then I
spot. I wish they'd
telephoney
telegrams."
them
as
wouldn't figure

film industry of the United States means more to this
country in the next generation than its Diplomatic Corps."

tight

—not

TELEPHONEY TELEGRAMS

"The

hits a nail squarely

movement

who knock

rgy,

Here again Wanger

a world

condemned the printing

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

Simultaneous world distribution of films

is

films are descendants of those who
press."
And here the arrival of toasted muffins and English breakfast tea broke up a most interesting line of comment.

"People

TRUST.

ultaneous distribution of news.

—

else."

(Special to

—

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Darlington, Wis. J. A. Keys has
bought the New Orpheum.

San Francisco

— Hyman

Levin has

leased the Balboa.

port has caused R. W.
close the Blountstown.

Foster

to

A Second "Columbus"
Rob Wagner, Rogers Director
Redbak, la. Interior decorating
Columbus, Ga. The Phenix
nil
Non-Theatrical Pictures,
National
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has been fin shed and the Beardsley
now be known as the Palace.
Inc., is releasing a Columbus film.
Hal Roach has sign.os Angeles
is now open.
The release date is almost coincident
Rob Wagner to direct Will Rogers
Ann Arbor, Mich. The Washingwo-reel comedies.
Uniontown. Pa. All dogged up in with Pathe's.
ton has been sold by Sam Green.
a new dress, the Dixie, Uniontown,
Fisher at Garrick, Winnipeg
Preparing Pickford's Next
Cicero, 111. The Lydia has re- Pa., is now open.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
DAILY)
THE
FILM
(Special to
opened with pictures and vaudeville.
Winnipeg
D. Fisher has been aphundred
Three
Ind.
Evansville.
.os Angeles
Marion Jackson is
manager
pointed
Woodof the Garrick, one
the
added
to
being
are
seats
has
Cozy
Marinette, Wis. The
paring Jack Pickford's next after
reebuilt,
redecorated and an lawn, while it is being redecorated. of the new picture houses in Winniilley of the Wolf," on which he is been

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

v

worikng.

—

organ added.

—

—

Performances continue as usual.

peg.

THE

Putting

Over

It

-3&K

DAILY
No Help From Zukor

12

Page

(Continued from

Hi re

hoic a

is

brother ex-

put his show over.
d along your ideas.
Let
the other fellow know how you
cleaned up.
hibitor

A

"White Rose" Boost
M. A. Malaney, publicity manager for Loew's Ohio Theaters, tied up with 40 White Rose
gasoline stations to advertise "The
White Rose," which played at the
Cleveland

Stillman.

—

the

All

blackboard

phil-

osophies connected the picture with
the product.
Here's one of them:
"As pictured at the Stillman, 'The

White Rose'
About.'

is

something

to

'Gas

"

The sayings were changed every
And then, at the Stillman they

day.

ran a short cartoon, showing the
White Rose gasoline advertising man
compose the sayings. It was doubled

edge publicity, and it traveled from
one end of the city to the other.

Advance Stunt for "Dan McGrew"
As the opening gun in the advance
exploitation for "The Shooting of
Dan McGrew," the famous poem by

W. Service is being broadcasted in booklet form to every exhibitor.
This booklet, which is 12
pages in size and printed in colors,
the
addition
to
in
incorporates,
stanzas of "The Shooting of Dan
Robert

McGrew," photographs

Clarence
Badger, director, Barbara La Marr,
Robert W. Service, author;
star;
members of the cast and considerable
information pertaining to the forthof

coming production.
Every Metro exchange

will be sup
plied with sufficient copies of the
"McGrew" booklet to distribute a
copy to each exhibitor in its re-

spective territory.

—

er of the Kings, pulled a unique stunt
to exploit the showing of "Enemies
In advance of
of Women" recently.
the showing, he had the Cameo Record Co., make 25 special phonograph
records which started out with a stirring military march which was quickly interrupted by a human voice announcing: "Just a moment, please.
Don't
fail
"Enemies of
to

Women"

at

rentals

the extent of
witness declared

to

Goldman

had

boys

with

small
cars of
the city giving concerts with the announcement record. He also used the

phonographs

ride

the

street

ped a large- Reo truck with a loud
speaker and a phonograph and two
senger automobiles.

Seek Repeal of Chicago Censorship
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Alderman
George
Maypole says he intends filing a

H.
bill

to repeal the existing censorship act
affecting pictures. Says the existing
art
Hints ;.t graft as well.
i

As

1)

matter of fact, what neig]
hood theaters do in the way &
of
creased admissions is largely depa
ent on the action of important theat
circuits like Loew, Fox and Moss,
they do it, it seems safe to assia
that the smaller houses will likewi
do it.
An important sales manager stat
quite definitely Friday that rents
had not gone up anything like 100
but that 15% or 20% would be clot
a

i

to

it.

Stand

Jump
THE FILM DAILY)

Syracuse Prices

Christmas.

(Special to

—

Y. The
Syracuse,
N.
Eck
Strand, Empire, Temple and Keitl
have increased admissions, with t,|
possibility that other picture hous
here will follow suit. At the Strai
and Eckel, the orchestra seats will
40 cents, and the balcony seats
cents during evening and Sunday a
Matinee prices i|
holiday shows.
be 25 cents for the orchestra and
cents for the balcony.
]

i

!

ley

—

United Manager Fails

To Appear

all

buying Xmas presents.
People
who do go out attend the Hockey
matches instead of the shows.

—
bad and
weather.
Lent begins.
April — Lent.
Holy Week.
Still

ately after Lent.
People
satisfy their craving for

Immediwant to
dancing

and other amusements, and will not
go to the theater.
May Exhibitor won't buy, as he may
close
for
summer also outdoor
amusement^ are beginning to open
up. rn'l 'h< people who have been
in
v int< r v ai
lo go out.

—

—

I

a

five

cent

increase;

otk

cents.

—

Practically New.
Apply Box M-44
The Film Daily

Mr. Fuller for the Government declared that the Commission would
require another week in New York
to

finish

expect

case.

its

Famous

consume another

to
to

Players

week

there
cross-examine after which
additional testimony will be sought
in Atlanta.

Almanac

^

I

too

hot

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/"

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

31 '
'

for business.

PRODUCTIONS UNO /2S

—

September Weather still hot. People coming home from vacations.
Won't attend shows. Harvest be..

BE/3UTIFUL

.

R You can obtain FILMACK
(Production Trailers on

ginning.
unsettled

sidering

houses from 17 cents to 20

When Jack Belmar, general manager of the Stanley Booking Corp.
Libson Increases Prices
took the stand, he at first declared
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that his company had entered upon
Libson
has
Cincinnati Ike
no new booking arrangements with
at the Capi
evening
prices
creased
later
any theaters in the territory but
upon examination of Government from 25 cents and 40 cents to 30 cei
counsel said that the North Eastern and 50 cents. Matinee prices rem;
theater had been added to the list. unchanged.
S. E. Applegate, manager for United
Artists here did not appear although
A RARE BARGAIN
subpoenaed.
His testimony will be
taken in New York when the hearDe Vry Portable Motion Picing resumes there on Oct. 15.
ture Projector for Sale.

(From a Canadian Exhibitor)
snows
Heavy
June- July- August- -Weather

—
won't go
—people
their money
spent

January-February
weather too cold

i-.Y:

On

McGuirk,

vice-president of
the Stanley organization was the next
witness.
His testimony was to the
effect that his company had acquired
no new interest since the first session of the Commission in Philadelphia had been held.
He did declare, however, that Stanley had gone
into a new zone, that of North Philadelphia where a 1,900 seat house was
being erected in time to open by

Exhibitor's

phonographs on prominent downtown corners. In addition he equip- March

108,928

John McGuirk
John

5

1

Morris Wolf, secretary of the StanCompany then took the stand and
Detroit Considering Increase
gave the names of the officers of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Associated First National Pictures of
Detroit In view of the wage
Eastern Pennsylvania as follows:
granted to operators a
in New York City, John McGuirk, president; William J. crease
seven houses. The Heenan, vice-president; Louis Sa- musicians, theaters here are undi
that he was inter- blotsky, treasurer, and himself, secre- stood to be considering a slight ba
in admissions. The first runs are cc
65 theaters all told. tary.

Neufeld Second Witness
Oscar Neufeld of the De Luxe exchange was the second witness. He
testified both as an individual exchangeman and as president of the
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
and declared that, there was no connection between the Stanley Company and De Luxe.
In the afternoon, Henry Nugent,
booker of the Stanley Booking Corp.

Have

$481,608
289,631

National

Metro

ested and booked
In three of these theaters there is a
working agreement with the Stanley
Booking Corp.
These houses are
the Strand and Capitol in Scranton
and the Roman in Pittston. Comerford declared that he had paid $157,563 in rentals to Famous Players and
$511,333.71 to all companies in 1919,
thus giving Famous Players about
27% of his total business. The next
largest purchases were from First
National, with Metro third and Fox,

out.

1922.

Famous Players
First

declared that his sub-franchise
in First National was surrendered on
Jan. 1, 1923 but that he still plays
that line of product.
He further declared that he played practically all
of the Paramount output. In denying
that Zukor or Famous had helped him
on finances, Comerford also took the
occasion to add that neither was inComterested in the Concord Cox.
erford denied being a stockholder in
the Stanley Co. of America but admitted that Stanley owned stock in the
Federal Theater Co. which has an
interest in the Capitol and Metropolitan theaters in Wilkes-Barre and the
Federal in Scranton in which ComerThe
ford is the chief stockholder.
Stanley Company, according to Comerford, has holdings in theaters in
Sayre, Athens, and Warrena all in

Pennsylvania and

in

amount was

He

William Goldman's Kings

theater, commencing Sept. 1." Then
the band continued to play for a few
minutes when the voice would cut in
again.

(Continued from Page

He said the total
$1,330,016.39 for features
and $284,028.32 for shorts.
Of the
money expended for features, Famous Players, First National and
Metro secured 70% of the bulk business, divided as follows:

peting theaters in those towns where
Comerford had theaters showed that
he practically monopolized the exhibiting field in Scranton, WilkesBarre and in several smaller towns.
Comerford testified that he also holds
stock in five theaters in Binghamton,
N. Y.

23,

Kick Over Renta

1)

reviewed by Attorney Fuller for the was the chief witness and gave some
Federal Trade Commission, together interesting figures relative to the
with Comerford. A survey of com- money paid out by Stanley for film

fourth.

Records Announce Showing
William Goldman, ownSt. Louis

Sunday, September

— Indian summer — weather
—people want to get their
taste of outdoors before winstarts — wonderful weather
driving.
November— First cold spell and snow.
October

'All Features for

A

too nice

last
ter

FOOT

TINTING FREE
Elaborate Border*/

for

24 Hour Service Kl
Presentation Trailers PI
101

People won't go out until they get
used to it.

December

— Pre-holiday

slump caused
shopping, and no time to
attend shows.
by

Xmas

I

608 S.WABASH

AVE

'CHICAGO, ILL.
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iamuel V.Grand presents

EN WILSON PRODUCTION

3THER NEIL
DAUGHTERS
[Directed

by Ben Wilson
With

BRYANT WASHBURI

MABEL FORRES
AND AN ALL STAR

DISTRIBUTED BY

OFL/XIMD IS W.

+4t*ST.

NEW YORK CITy

FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY

APOLLO TRADING
1600

CORP.

BROADWAY, NY.

STUDIOS

GOWERS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

1432. -38

To Be Released Soon

CA!

Story by

Scenario by

EVELYN
CAMPBELL

FRANK
SULLIVAN

k* brAdstreet

^recocmzei

>/ FILMDOM

Authority

ol.
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Monday, September

No. 71

CHECK Warns
HE DANNY
By

How

did

—

it

get over?

Do they like the star?
Any fault to find with

the

house?"
These are only a few quesns that every manager; every
oration of the

know

of his
are checkup their audiences to find

wants

libitor,

to

How many

ronage.

general manager of
returned from Europe late last week with an interesting
He
story of conditions in Europe.
stated that in certain quarters, he
noted a tendency to set up a barrier
of antagonism against American production methods.
Despite this, he
declares that the outlook for the coming season for greater revenue from
markets abroad looks brighter than
Sig

Pictures,

ever.
"There are certain pernicious influences
which aim toward legislative restriction of
American screen imports and these influences, set at work in the main by producer-

answer?

Plunkett, of the Strand,
York, is. He cannot ask
distributor organi7ations disgruntled by their
thousands who visit the disappointments in the American market that
be dealt with.
Among the observaBut he should
individually.
and
tions
made abroad was that American
his
through
producers
and
distributors,
them
up
in their desire to
check
s
100'/< representation abroad, have been
Every day he re- secure
ployees.
and are too prone to undersell their product
ves from the girl ushers, the to complete with other American product
striving for a foothold in foreign markets.
ormen, the ticket sellers, the Why can we not have a league on the part

oe

w

I

tchmen

—

fact,

in

irking force— what

the entire
the patrons

e to say.

American distributors and producers for
the profit of all in Europe and for the creation and maintenance of a better prestige for
American pictures?
of

"Production

Here

bound

the form he uses.

is

MARK STRAND
COMMENTS OVERHEARD
FROM PATRONS
IATURE
192

Germany

in

is active and is
so as everybody is willing

more

to be

to invest in anything which shows promise
of returns other than marks
in other words,
especialthrough sales in foreign countries

—

in

the country districts.
I travelled considerably in Germany, by motor car, and saw
every evidence of a greater harvest than
Conditions are
Germany has ever known.
bad, therefore, for the city workers who
have only marks to offer in exchange for
in

commodities and

are,

business in the only

(In this space there is room for
nine lines for the information
gathered.)

Plunkett declares this report sysn, in effect a long time, has proven
valuable.
He receives upwards of
) reports weekly.
And he checks
his employees the minute their
swer seem to be in a rut.
He
ecks the checkers.

The results

of these reports

have been, from time to time,
forwarded to producers and
directors, to give them an
idea of what Mr. and Mrs.
Publick think of their efforts.

for

therefore, unable to do
possible profitable way

—

Germany

in

modity

today by
commodity.

com-

exchanging

(Continued on Page 2)

All Set
(Special to

For Kansas Meet
THE FILM DAILY)

aren't

You know why.
The value

of this sort of a checkundeniable.
It helps keep the
lployees on the job; keeps the ex(Continued on Page 2)

i

is

Still

By

Absorb-

ties

ERNEST W. FREDMAN
The Film

Renter,

Coming Back

Aliens

Concentrating Their Canadian Activi-

Under Name

of Dominion
Films, Ltd.

ing Topic in England

(Special to

London

Toronto

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Allen interests arc
continuing to make progress in reestablishing themselves in the Cain this country on Saturday, is to be nadian theater field following the colentertained at a big banquet in his lapse of Allen Theaters, Ltd., la.c t
honor given by the whole of the film spring. The latest development has
A. C. Brom- been the purchase of the Royal, at
industry here.
Col.
Thw
head, head of the K. M. A., Reginald Peterboro, Ont, for $70,000.
Bromhead, head of the K. R. S., and purchase was made by Dominion
Major Gale, president of the C. E. A., Films, Ltd., which is the new comare combining to give Hays a fitting pany organized by the Aliens. They
reception, and this is certainly likely have secured a number of houses in
to be the biggest public function in the Ottawa Valley as well as in
the film industry that has taken place Western Ontario.
Dominion Films, with its chain of
this year.
main exchange branches in six cities, is disPercentage
continues
the
topic of discussion in film circles, and tributing both English and American
extensive
held film productions on an
being
many
meetings
are
The brands handled includ »
throughout the country to discuss the scale.
matter. At the moment it cannot be Preferred Pictures as well as 2r>
Considersaid to be particularly popular, but selected British releases.
many leading exhibitors are veering able success was gained in the pre-

THE FILM DAILY)
London — Will Hays, who arrived
(Special to

its favor, recognizing that
the only fair way of doing
business in the future on big produc-

sentation of "Rob Roy" at Massev
Hall, Toronto, during the two weeks
of the Canadian National Exhibition

tions.

at

round

in

this

is

is

"If Winter Comes" has opened at
the Palace and is scoring a success.

Toronto.
This was followed b<
"The Prodigal Son," in Massey Hall.
r

The Palace was packed from

floor to
ceiling with a representative gathering of the trade, and opinions were
emphatically in favor of the Fox production.
Crowded houses have been
the rule ever since.
"The Covered Wagon" is also do-

J. J.

Allen Here

J. J. Allen was at the Biltmore on
Saturday, but could not be reached
for a statement relative to the renewed Allen activities in Canada.

Ingram

Make "The Arab"

to

ing big business at the London PaRex Ingram's next production will
vilion, standing room only being the be "The Arab," in which
Ramon
order of every night performance.
Novarro will appear. This will be
made in Europe and will go into production before "The World's Illu-

Emory Johnson and

Mrs. Emilie

sion."

Johnson, author and continuity writer
Rowland Homeward Bound
ready of the Johnson productions which are
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
P released through F. B. O., are exfor the annual meeting of the
Los Angeles R. A. Rowland, who
T^ O. of Kansas, to be held at~th~e pected in New York shortly.
been conferering with Earl .1.
has
Broadview Hotel, Wichita, today ajid
Hudson relative to First National
Tuesday.
Columbia Courses Start Oct. 2
producing j>lans, has left for New
Columbia's fall courses in photo- York.
production will start Oct. 2nd.
play
Here
Chester
Many Coast Premieres
the instrucChester is _in Rowland Rogers will be

Kansas City

— Everything

George Randolph
town from the coast.

It

is

M

is

.

—

.

under-

new Blackton

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "Little Old New
York" opened at the California Satur-

—

tor.

stood he will write the subtitles for
"On the Banks of the Wabash," the

Gasnier Eastbound
(Special to

feature.

And some

of these directors
talking to Joe today.

Him— Percentage

Johnson Coming East

REPORTED BY
Invaluable

—

Conditions in
England and America.
Germany are far worse in the big cities than

ly

British Industry Plans Function for

Schlager,

Luxor

Price 5 Cents

1923

To Dine Hays

About Europe

Sig Schlager Says Influences Are Setting Up Barriers Against America
Production There Better

24,

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

leaves for

— Louis

New York

J.

today.

Gasnier
He has

completed "Maytime."
Commonwealth Four Years Old
Commonwealth will be four years

on Sept. 28th. There will be a
company
the
at
house-warming
offices in the Godfrey Bldg., to celebrate the event.

En Route East
THE FILM DAILY)

Williams

old

(Special to

Los Angeles
left

for

New

—

T.

York.

D. Williams has

The Davies picture innew policy at that house of

day night.
stituted a

Many notables in
a day.
films attended the opening.
"The Extra Girl." the new Nor mand picture, opens at the Mission
two shows

today.

The Criterion (the former Kinema')
opens on Wednesday, with "A Wo-

man

of Paris."

THE

-^^

DAILV

Warns About Europe

Monday, September

Film Library Established

The Roosevelt Memorial

Theater Changes

Ass'n has

(Continued from Page 1)
"There is a great demand for American established what it terms the first
film
library.
Fire-proof
and directors abroad today to create memorial
values for this market.
There is no possible vaults will be installed in the Roos
doubt that product from England and GerViLXXV No. 7 Monday. Sift 24. 1923 Price 5 Cuts many, at least, henceforth to be presented evelt Museum for the storage of all
motion pictures dealing with the life
in this market is going to be worthy of the
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks, most careful and receptive consideration.
of Theodore Roosevelt.
In conjunc"Certainly production in England and
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
71-7.! West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
Germany is making great strides forward in tion with this there will be a comWID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC. the right direction and I cannot help be- plete reference library through which
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; lieving, from the evidences I have seen in producers can secure quotations from
these countries, that whatever prejudice may
J. \V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManRoosevelt's addresses.
The service,
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor. still exist in exhibitor minds toward product
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. from abroad will be shattered by the merit according to its sponsors, will opEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. of a great percentage of the pictures now erate on a non-profit basis. Prints of
being made in these countries and being any of the Roosevelt
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
film on hand will
the act of March 3, 1879.
planned for the future.
be supplied to the producer desiring
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
all
"We
know that producers abroad do
•of
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 not face the almost prohibitive costs of it at print cost plus a small charge
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign manufacture which constitute one of the for service.
The Association is se$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. great drawbacks in attracting investment in
Address all communications to THE FILM American product today and motion pictures curing its product from news reel
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, which hold forth promise of returns in organizations and from various of the
\. Y.
'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. American dollars can with great facility find important producing organizations in
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, plenty of capital abroad.
the business.
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
"This situation, combined with the reali1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. zation of producers that to properly exploit
Paramount Has Outing
the American market they must have AmeriWabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, can 'box-office' names, is bound to increase
The annual outing of the Parain
the
value
of
this
product
America.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
mount Pep Club, was held at Asbury
London, W. I.
Producing companies abroad are
Park on Saturday.
The members
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de making plans
that
will give them
t'lichy.
travelled
by boat early Saturday
cntral
European Representative Interna- more than a mere foothold in the
morning as far as Atlantic Highlands,
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- world's market, according to Schlawhence they traveled by train. There
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
ger.
He cited the instances of Stoll was
dancing all day at the Beach
and Butcher's in England and the
Arcade with music supplied by a
Orplid Film Co. of Berlin, and inciRiesenfeld orchestra; the wind-up of
dentally added that Luxor had made
Low Close Sale*
High
a tennis tournament a leg on a chamNot quoted arrangements to handle the Butcher pionship golf tournament, and of
Mast
Kod
and Orplid product in this country.
F. P.-L
7VA 70Vs 70y2 1,600
course, lunch and dinner.
88
100
do pfd. ... 88
88
stars

I

—
—

—

—

(

Quotations

VI. in,

done

— The

111.

Capitol

has

btti

is

nov

and

throughout

over

open.

I

—

1923

24,

New

Haven— The

Majestic

completed alterations to comply
the new lire code.

ha
witl

—

Milton. Pa. The Bijou Dream am
the Strand have been bought by R
N. Merrill & Sons. Sayre, Pa.

Toledo

—The

Coliseum, owned

fc;

the Braily interests, has been leasei
by the Sheean-VVoodward Auiusc

ment

Co.,

Chicago.

—

Marysville, O. Asman & Smith
have sold the Strand and Rex to Mr
& Mrs. C. D. Moore of Ada.

—

Columbia, Tenn. Rapid progress
being made on the Grand, and
owners, The Crescent Amusemeni
Co., expect to open Oct. 1.
is

it!

—

Binghamton, N. V. Louis Smith';
Binghamton. has been appointee
manager of the Lyceum in Elmira.

of

—

Buffalo Lou Weiner, former Para
mount salesman, has been appointed
manager of the Star.

.

Goldwyn

Not quoted
Not quoted

t.oew's

No More Comedy Cops?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Studio

comedy cops may be a step forward to abolishing this character in
to

(Continued from Page 1)
hibitor, or his manager, posted, and
works to advantage in every way.
to eliminate the crazy kicks

The

films.

police chief declares that

burlesque comedy cops tends to sow
seeds of contempt.

and complaints, of course.
Here's an idea that every exhibitor of this country could
use to advantage. One of the
biggest operators in the South,
after hearing of Plunkett's idea,
declared he intended to put it
into effect immediately.

Augusta

Oscar Apfel,

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

i

i

Charlie
(Special to

Toy Back Home
THE FILM DAILY)'

—

Milwaukee Charlie Toy, wealthy
and real estate owner, is back
from an extended trip to the Orient.
your Toy missed the earthquake in Japan

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

Get Large Movie Co.

for this "ad" FREE at
Educational Exchange

theater

by

five

MORE LAUGHS THAN THE NAW HAS BEANS

ghristie Comedy

by

Week

or

—

Also Offices and Vault Space

Room

130

901

W.

46th

St.,

Phone Bryant 6436

On

"Flaming Barriers" Soon
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles George Melford will
start work on "Flaming Barriers,"
next week.
Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno, Walter Hiers, Charles
Ogle and Robert McKim are in the

New York

Hollywood

Chicago

(Special to

—

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

cast.

Editing "The Escape"
(Special to

<s
editing

Ange

THE FILM DAILY)

is

—Nat

Ros.~

—maybe Stone has

it

A

now

and titling "The Escape,"
from William McLeod Raine's novel,
"The Texas Ranger."

million feet of everything
The most complete film library
in the industry
Shots of all descriptions

Jane and Eva Novak will appear
"The Living Past" for Metro.

220

1

is

M. T.
in

W.

42d

St.

STONE
New York

Take Over Capitol
THE FILM DAILY)

DOROTHY DEVOKE

"NAVYBLUES"

days.

Room

Month

capitalists are behind a move to establish a large studio on Catalina
William Wrigley. the chewIsland.
ing gum magnate owns the Island.

Start

May

Augusta, Ga. At a meeting of the
Board of Commerce the matter of
'.mizing a producing company with
ipital ranging from $1,000,000 to
$5,000,000 was discussed by A. N.
Catrevas of New York.

Viola Dana is now at work on
"In Search of a Thrill." under direction of

Cutting

Los Angeles The stand that Chief
Los Angeles Reports going the
Vollmer has taken relative rounds have it that a group of Eastern

of Police

THE CHECK
You have

On Catalina Island?
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

FOR RENT

(Special to

San Francisco

—

It is reported that
interests have taken
over the Capitol, to be used for long
runs.
"The Hunchback" is drawing
$1.50 top at the Capitol now.

the

Rothschild

LOUIS MEYER

Fire Destroys Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

Special to

I

am

Hertford,
in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

T

\

.

C.

— Fire,

known origin, destroyed
Damage $8,000.
Fox To Make
(Special to

"

of an unthe Rex.

o

tt

-d

o

ir

ated

Arizona Express"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.

Itcg

Los Angeles Lincoln
"The Arizona Express,"

Carter's
will be proJ.

251
19

TH
_

WEST WATKINS
STREET

7461-7620

duced by Fox.

.

Graham Wilcox Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing"
By Gertrude Page

A Famous Star in
A Famous Picture from
A Famous Story and Play

i

Mae Marsh, the inimitable and incomparable, is back in
pictures! Mae Marsh, known everywhere and as popular as she is well known in big city and small! Mae
Marsh, the

box-office

magnet!

i

Drama and Romance,
Action,

Humor, Adventure,

j

Heart-stopping Climax
An

j

makes

real every character in a story
millions have read. Intense drama; romance that stirs;
vivid action and thrilling adventure that leads logically
into a startling finale.
all-star cast

Mae Marsh
In a

at

Her Best

Comedy Drama

With Big Audience Appeal
Now

Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

Hiram Abrams,
A

Branch

Office

Located

in

New York
President

every United Artists Exchange

THE

DAILY
Many

On Broadway

— "The

Astor

Hunchback

Notre

of

Dame."

Broadway— "Red

Lights."

Brooklyn Strand— "Dulcy."

Cameo— "The

Call of the Wild."

Capitol— "Six Days."
Central "Monna Vanna,"
Cosmopolitan "Little
Old

—

York."

—

— "The

Criterion

Forty-Fourth

Sales

(Special to

New

Covered Wagon."
Street— "The
White

Sister."

— Sanford

New Department

Metro Forms

Better"

THE FILM DAILY)

A new

department,

known

as

Capital
Films, Boston
Exchange, New York; Security Film Service, Cleveland; Columbia Films, Pittsburg;
Reelcraft Exchanges in Chicago and IndianDave Munstauk, Detroit; Federal
apolis;

exchanges.
The new department
will be under the charge of J. S.
MacLeod, who is now preparing a
pamphlet entitled, "Standard Regu-

Angeles

Prod,

Feature

Eastern

re-

;

Eltabran Film
Washington
Exchanges in Charlotte and Atlanta; Independent Film Service, Dallas; Supreme Exchanges in Los Angeles and San Francisco;
General Dist., Portland and Denver; Tn

Film

Service,

Films,
of

;

Minneapolis;

Feature

Fontanelle

Omaha; and Standard Film

Service

1923

lations Covering Care and Handling
of Film." He will make a tour of the
exchanges and institute a uniformity
of film handling and other efficient

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

"Department

of
Exchange Maintenance," has been inaugurated by
Metro, the purpose of which is to
facilitate
the
physical
work
at

Los

24,

Coast Brevities
the

port the following sales on "Growing
Better," in which Bill Patton is featured:

State,

New York—Today—"The
Loew's
French Doll."
Tuesday—"A Chapter in Her Life"
and "Cyclone Jones."

On "Growing

Monday, September

Hollywood

— Norma

on location

Talmadge

Mohave

the

in

on

filming desert scenes
Desire," her latest.

;

Deser

"Dust

<

Jack Holt has gone to Portlam
where Mrs. Holt is seriously

Ore.,

!

il

Spottiswood

Aitken

is

portrayir,

the role of a ship captain in "Tra|i
ped."

methods.

Kansas City.

Charlotte Merriam has returned
appear opposite Nt
to
Burns in a new comedy.
I

"Dorothy Vernon"

in

Work

Christie

Love In Title Role
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Work on "Dorothy
Al Christie will film "Done in Oil
Los Angeles Bessie Love will play Vernon of Haddon Hall," Mary PickFeather."
the lead in "Gentle Julia," to be made ford's new picture, has started. Clare in the Southern California oil field
Thursday— "The Love Trap."
Friday— "The Knock on the Door" by Fox. Harold Goodwin will ap- Fames is coming from Italy to play It will feature Jimmie Adams.
and "The
Law of Compensa- pear opposite while the rest of the Queen Elizabeth. Carrie Daumery
Editing is going on a rapid pacec.
cast includes, Flank Elliot, Charles has just been engaged to play Lady
tion."
French, Clyde Benson, Frank Nar- Vernon, Eric Mayne, the Earl of Hoot Gibson's new Universal pn.'
Saturday— "The Last Hour."
duction, "The Extra Man."
Harvey Clark and Krania Rutland.
cross,
Sunday— "The Cheat."
Tansey. Rowhnd Lee wiM direct.
Lottie Pickford, Jenny Faxton, and
Lyric— "Rosita."
Allan Forrest, Sir
Joe Rock has finished his 12th twi
John Manners.
Rialto— "Zaza."
Marshall
Neilan will direct.
reeler for Grand-Asher.
Rock wi
Rivoli "Ashes of Vengeance."
Soon
Start On "Daddies"
take a rest before starting on a nej
Strand— "Potash and Perlmutter."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
series.
Times Square "If Winter Comes."
Margetts Goes to Calgary
Los Angeles William Seiter will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
start work on "Daddies" in the near
Irvin Willat, who will direct "T
future.
Mae Marsh, Monte Blue,
Toronto R. K. Evans, Canadian Heritage of the Desert," has gone
Week of Oct. 1
Harry Meyers, Claude Gillingwater, manager of United Artists, has ap- Lee's Ferry in Southern Utah, wht
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre Willard Louis, the De Briac twins, pointed George A. Margetts sales exteriors will be made.
Priscilla Dean Moran, Murial Dana, manager for Western Canada, with
Dame."
George Woodthorpe, Boyce Combe headquarters in Calgary, succeeding
Broadway Not jet determined.
Ned Sparks, Vic Potel Anna He
A. A. Hixon, resigned.
Sam Glazer nandez and James Corrigan ha
Broklyn Strand "The Gold Diggers.' and Otto Hoffman are in the cast.
has been appointed sales representa- been added to the cast of the ne
Cameo Not yet determined.
tive in Ontario.
Capitol— "The Eternal Three."
Film Party Back On Coast
Baby Peggy picture, "The Right
Central "Monna Vanna."
Love."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cosmopolitan "Little
New
Old
WALTER R. GREENE.
Edward Lewis,
George
Seattle
Elliott Controls "Birth" Rights
York."
Mrs. Lewis, L. H. Moomaw, Ray
Minneapolis
Elliott
Film
Corp.
of
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Johnson, Gladys Johnson and Alexis
I WANT A JOB
Forty-Fourth Street
"The White Johnson have arrived in Seattle from in a letter to this office declares that

W

e d n e s d a

y— "The

Eagle's

Bessie

(Special to

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

— —
—

—

—

—

Sister."

Lyric— "A Woman of Paris."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.

Strand— "Potash and Perlmutter."
Times Square— "If Winter Comes."

Will

Draw

it still controls the Pacific Northwest
Alaska where the party spent the last rights to "The Birth of A Nation,"
six months filming "The Checkakos,"
and that Greater Features, Inc.. of
a historical production of the NorthSeattle is merely the agent for that
land in the early days.
territory.
It was stated on Monday
that Greater Features had purchased
Zeidman Rounds Out Cast
the picture.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The complete cast of
"The Good Bad Boy" which Bennie
Zeidman is producing for Principal,

—

the

Crowds Like Flies

includes Forrest Robinson, Joe ButLucy
terworth, Mary Jane Irving,

Beaumont, Richard Wayne, Edwards
Davis, Percy Hemus, Arthur Hull
and "Brownie" the dog. Edward F.
Cline

is

directing.

(Special to

—John Gilbert
scenes for "The

Hollywood
ished

last

has

fin-

Exiles."'

Edmui:d Mortimer directed the story
which was adapted by John Russell
from a Richard Harding Dav'.s story.

W.

Buys House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vancouver The Royal has been

.00362'

the

titles.

for

— Mike

CORPORATION

declares that the
first Harold Bell Wright production,
"When a Man's a Man," will have its

world premiere
Wright's home.

in

Tucson, Arizona,

New York

City

BAER

E.

Advertising

I

1540 RroaJ-way

,

IOTION

PICTUREl

Sales
PtiODVCCHS ACLNT

DlSTRlBUTIOr

film Baoxet*
rxfotr

ENRY KOLLMii
NON-THEATRICA]

'

TITLIHO

SAi£S/ pftoot/cr/ONS
ORGANIZATION, PV8W

£ IBQ Aft V

67 West 44 '-St. NewYopxCin-

Hurley Gets Promotion
(Special to

PROJECTORS

MNderbilt

*

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Walter J. Hurley
has been appointed publicity and advertising

mer

&

manager

of

the

six

Wil-

Vincent theaters here.

Leatrice Joy in Honolulu
Badger to Direct "McGrew"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Spedal to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Leatrice Joy, who
Los Angeles Clarence Badger will will play one of the principal parts in
direct "The Shooting of Dan Mc- "Triumph." is on a brief vacation
Grew," to be released by Metro.
trip in Honolulu.

—

FRED

Rosenberg of

Pictures

R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

Wright Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
Principal

A E

B

Loeiv Bldg.

j

INDEPENDENT PICTURES
1540 Broad w« y

from
acquired by W. P.
Nichols
George Nichols. Arrangements have
been made for extensive alterations to
the building, including a new front.

Apply Box No. M-4S
The Film Daily

has shot the last scene of "Jealous
Fools," his third picture for First
Cutting and editing has
National.
begun. Walter Anthony is to write

P. Nichols

—

YOUR CHANCES ARE

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— Maurice Tourneur

Los

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Field.

"Jealous Fools" Completed
(Special to

Tucson Premiere

Latest Finished

Gilbert's

Years in This Game
24.
Booker-Salesman.
Both National and State Right
5

Age

—

RttntoucriM

—

7Ao BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOCHIZEG

of FILMDOM

Authority
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Tuesday, September

No. 72

STARS

A

from Europe on Friday.

DANNY

By

Aboard

the

Aquitania.

To every
values.
Can easily be workxhibitor.
By using the idea that
d out.
And

Laemmle Due Friday
Laemmle is due in New York

Carle

their

Smith Here
David

Vitagraph

Smith,

They surely
hink of his methods.
Acent on record strong enough.
ording to what is said in "The
mswer," just issued by the Burr orIf Charley don't make
anization.
ood on the strength of that well
hat's the use?
up
"The

Standing
iness.

probably

doing

to

big

conference will be held at the Blackstone.

than

any of the other big ones now
out on Broadway. And this,
in the face of the strongest

opposition any picture can
"White Sister" also
have.
Meandoing big business.
while "The Covered Wagon"
And
continues to mop up.
to
did
close
Capitol
Jjie

^$5b,000 last week with "Six
Days."
ISN'T THIS FINE BUSINESS?

From

there,

Berman

will

go

to the coast.

F. B. O. officials declare that this
season will be the most important in

the company's history.

Price 5 Cents

Two Openings Sunday
Eastern
"The White Sister" moves from the
Exchangemen
East of Chicago to
44th St. theater to the Ambassador on
Meet Here in October C. C.
Sunday, while "Scaramouche," origPettijohn Back from Coast
inally intended for the 44th St., beThe presidents of the F. I. L. M.
ginning Oct 8th, opens at that theBoards of Trade in all key cities east
ater on Sunday.

Confab

—

Abe Warner's Condition
The many friends of Abe Warner
will be delighted to know that he is
progressing as favorably as can be
expected and that within the next few
days he may be on the road to recovery.

Nebraska Meets Oct. 16-17
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

of Chicago, will be called into conference in New York in October to
discuss a number of problems that
have arisen through careful observation of the workings of the uniform
contract.
This will make the third of such
territorial

meetings.

The

first

was

Chicago several weeks ago
when exchangemen from points surrounding that city met. The second
was held about ten days ago in Los
Angeles, when 11 cities partook in the
held

in

Omaha The dates for the annual discussions. Charles C. Pettijohn,
convention of the state exhibitor or- general counsel of the Hays' office,
ganization has been set for Oct. 16- went West for that series of con17.
The meeting will be held in this ferences and has just returned with
city.
an optimistic story of how successfully everything there worked out.
He declared the three-day meeting
"<.
"Six Days" Grosses $53,917
resulted in a better understanding of
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan announced certain problems that had presented
yesterday that "Six Days" had gross- themselves.
ed $53,917 at the Capitol theater last
Following the contemplated New
The picture has been held York meeting, as noted, there will be
week.
over for a second week.
a national meeting here, at which the

^

presidents of the 33 Boards of Trade
will be called to New York, together
Nolan on Rotating Committee
with an exhibitor member from each
is
in
Harry T. Nolan, of Denver,
Some changes in the uniform
New York serving on the First Na- board.
contract may result from this meetcommittee.
rotating
tional

ing.

Business

bus-

Hunchback"
better

in

1923

director,

New York

on what is his first
oe Plunkett has in the Strand, vacation since 1914. While here, he
By checking up, will make plans for future produclew York.
-irough ushers, and other help, tions.
And then
s noted yesterday.
Kent Leaves Friday
ou have an idea of what your
S. R. Kent leaves for the coast on
atronage feels about all of
Friday.
He will stop off at Denver
hem.
So if you think you're and Salt Lake en route.
aying too much for any one
tar.
And your crowd doesn't
Williams Back
eem overly anxious about that
J. D. Williams is back from the
You can easily lay off for coast.
tar.
he following season. And let the
oy down the street bear the
F. B. O. Plans Sales Meeting
Having the glory and
urden.
About 20 F. B. O. sales heads and
home office executives held a meeting
he headaches as well.
over Saturday and Sunday in New
Pride
York. Joe Schnitzer, Harry Bermafi
Charley Burr should be proud of and Nat Rothstein leave in a few
where a Mid-West
hat some of these state right boys days for Chicago,
is

25,

French Inventions

Commerce

Commonwealth Handling

Preferred

Commonwealth is again handling
Tried Out by Hugo Riesenfeld
the Preferred output in Greater New
Here This Winter— One is
York.
"Radio Film"
Widely divergent views of busiTwo new inventions will be tested
$3,000,000 House for Syracuse?
ness conditions are taken by the by Hugo Riesenfeld at his New York
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
U. S. Chamber of Commerce and the theaters during the winter. Both are
Syracuse Reports have it that RoTheir French
American Bankers Ass'n.
made
by
importations,
bert M. Catts, of New York, has leasideas will be found below:
Charles Delacommune.

U.

Chamber

Sees
Improvement Bankers Divided
Over Economic Conditions
S.

of

—

To Be

—

Washington

— Surveying

the

busi-

ness situation, Archer Wall Douglas,
Chairman of the Committee on Statistics of the United States Chamber
of Commerce, states in a report that
there will be a definite improvement
soon after the present general cessa-

a modified "speak movie."
It is a radio-film device making it
possible to show a picture in a hundred theaters with an explanatory lecture coming through from a single

One

is

ed the site of the old Bastable theater,
destroyed last February by fire, and
that he represents a group of well
financial men from the Metropolitan city who will erect a $3,000,000
house on the site.

known

transmitting station. It does not aim
DeMille Reorganizes Unit
to reproduce what the characters on
ales force in the business is feeition in manufacturing activity.
Cecil B. De Mille has reorganized
the screen are saying, but is designed
ng it. The millions that are in
Lou M. Goodfilms, such as the his production unit.
Bankers from all to make intricate
Atlantic City
director
production must come back to
years
casting
seven
stadt,
for
understandable
more
theory,
assembled here Einstein
he producer. And the distrib- parts of the country,
Instead of screen at the Lasky studio has been named
audience.
the
to
for the 49th annual convention of the
Mille's business manager; Paul
uting end is feeling the jam. American Bankers' Association, fall titles, there is continuous vocal ex- De
Iribe has been appointed assistant
amplifier.
an
through
planation
What into two groups regarding business
Irhis is only September.
director, succeeding Cullen Tate who
Electrical connections between the
vill it be by February?
has gone over to Grand-Asher as a
conditions. The big city bankers are
projection room and the receiving set full-fledged director; Gene Lowry and
very optimistic, reporting considerinsure perfect timing of lecture and Rudolph Berliner will be Iribe's aids
The Answer
able prosperity in their localities,
Paul Ferren. production manager.
Who knows it? Where will it be while the men from the agricultural picture. second invention which he and"Triumph,"
the producer's next picthe
In
widegloomily
of
ound? Will it mean productions of communities talk
Riesenfeld ture will be made both on the coast
Dwer costs for the coming season? spread economic depression in the will bring to this country,
and here in New York.
(Continued on Page 6)
rural districts.
(Continued on Page 2)

The pressure

is

on.

Every

—

THE
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William S. Hart has
engaged Paul (Scoop) Conlon as
manager and publicity director for

71-73

WIDS

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United
the act of

States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
of

Address

communications

all

DAILY,

THE FILM

to

West 44th

71-73

St.,

New

York.

N. Y.
'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,

—

Mil Hollywood

'Phone, Hollywood

Blvd.

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
Renter,
Shaftesbury Ave.,

Chicago Representative

The Film

S.

company.

his production

Folks.

A

large ballroom set has been completed at the Schulberg studios for
"May time."
Two stages were utilized.

Edward Horton, who played the
role in "Ruggles of Red Gap,"
and Helen Jerome Eddy have been
chosen to play the leads in "To the
Ladies."

Mabel Forrest will be starred in a
Ben Wilson production entitled "The
Satin Girl" according to Samuel V.
Grand,

president

Grand-Asher,

of

London, W.

I.

—

the male lead.

is

Bennett

—

Norman

will release the picture.

Kerry

Take Over Third

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco The National Theheaded by L. R. Cook,
has added the Madera Opera House
to its chain of two houses. The new
acquisition will be managed by E. V.
ater Syndicate,

Clover.

New

Crandall House Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

—The Ambassador,

the
of the Crandall theater chain,
opened with "Main Street" as the
feature.
There was a turn-away
crowd at the premiere.

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
STAY INDEPENDENT WITH

Lonergan on Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Phil Lonergan is
here from New York. He is writing
(Special to

53a

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative InternaFilmichau,
tionale
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

(Special to

latest

title

who

Nat'l Theaters

to Coast

Valentine Mandelstamm of Paris,
who attended the Authors Congress
lure, is in New York for a week prior
to leaving for Los Angeles, where he
anticipates working both in production and perhaps as a scenarist.

1923

25,

To

scenarios.
Stoll Representative Here
Gordon Mischie, representing the

Stoll Film Co.,
GREENE. Commodore.

Hearn

Star Eddie

Phone

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

of

London,

— Beekmmn

is

at the

9091

—

Los Angeles Chester Bennett will
Eddie Hearn in the first of a
new series of five features which he
star

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod..l04^
71 A
F. P.-L

Close

104^ 104J^

V 70y2 7V/4

will produce.
The production deals
with the life of Daniel Boone. The

600 company
600

in

....

1514

ISYz

15^

200

Page

(Continued from
will

tinued

(Special to

—

1)

—

men; it's something to think about."
That question might again be
asked

— not

impertinently

— Renalles, Inc.,

—just

first

is

production,

uf jStoVsTT

n.

t

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
now MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

INDEPENDENT PICTURES
CORPORATION
1540 Broadway

"The

New York

ser-

will

May Move Waldorf Activities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

March writing from the
Last
Coast the expression was: "Gentle-

—

.00362%

Following this the
produce a two-reeler,
to be called "The Purple Bath Tub."

company

the standard set be conor improved if such is pos-

sible.

YOUR CHANCES ARE

Boone story

The First
THE FILM DAILY)

casting for the
Elk's Tooth."

STARS

the

"Elk's Tooth,"

Los Angeles

Or

film

will

Kentucky.

Not quoted
Not quoted

do pfd

Goldwvn
Loew's

Sales

EASTMAN

Los Angeles— The Waldorf plant

may

be located in Lankershim, Calif.,
soon, if present negotiations, now
under way by Harry Cohn, with a
Los Angeles realty syndicate, mature.

POSITIVE FILM

iously.

Murphy Succeeds Ramage
THE FILM DAILY)

B. D.

Fecke Here

George M. A. Fecke, of Boston,
is

in

New

York.

(Special to

Toronto

— Following

the resignation of Charles Ramage, as manager
of First
National, B. D.
Murphy,
formerly assistant manager, has been
appointed Ramage's successor.

Lucien Hubbard Back
(Special to

On

the Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Lo6 Angeles Lucien Hubbard has
returned from New York.
In the
East he conferred with Jesse Lasky
relative

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

Stuyvesant 2652

A RARE BARGAIN
De Vry

Portable Motion Picture Projector for Sale.

New.
Apply Box M-44
The Film Daily
Practically

"West

of

the

Water

Tower."

Studios

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street

to

Tom
to

Meighan Unit Here
Meighan is back in New York

make "Pied Piper Malone." Al

Green

is

Kaufman

again

directing with Al
installed
as
production

To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

The words "Eastman"

" Kodak" are stenciled in black
transparent film margin.

Look

letters in

the

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

manager.

Ralph Lewis to Play Lead
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles Ralph Lewis wil
probably play
the
lead in Emory
Johnson's next picture for F. B. O.

Sam Warner Here
Sam Warner
Angeles.

is

in

town from Los

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

City
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THE

GOLD RUSH OF

'49

pRAIRIE

schooners on burning
plains, bearing brave men, oakhearted women, happy children, all

^

lured by the mirage of

TNDIANS
-*

the

$M*s

GOLD

on the warpath

!

less battle against cruel

A

David Smith

Production with

an All-Star Cast

A hopeodds

MASSACRE

YOUTH'S
1

Loyalty, Hope, Love,
tested by Hate's treachery the
ever living romance of the Builders
of the Glorious

—

ALBERT

6.

SMITH PMHBSNT

WEST

An

Epic of the West

Tuesday, September 2

i'

^Arthur

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

cast

—

Girardeau, Mo. G. M. Wendle has
taken over the Gavetv at Middlctown,

He

Beautiful Cloak
go West with the

the

"Nellie,

of

Model."

will

company next week.

111.

111.— The

redecorated
Fisher has opened after being dark
Danvill,

2 months.

Mahoney

City,

Pa.

Order of Moose
Family for $95,000.

the

—

Cline with Universal
Cline has been signed by
Universal to direct "The Man About

Eddie

Town,"
It

is

—

JSousman Joins "Nellie" Unit
Housman has joined the

Theater Changes

reported

a

new Reginald Denny

ALL THE NEWS

pic-

ture."

purchase the

will

Seastrom Finishes Picture
ecial to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Waverly, O. Purdy and Jones has
Angeles Victor Seastrom is
from
Dreamland
the
purchased
rough with his first Goldwyn picMessrs. Hamilton and Kretschnar.
ture "Name the Man!", from "The
Master of Man."
Middlctown, 111.— The Park has
Alan Crosland and his company
been closed for repairs and redecora- filming "Three Weeks," are making
ting.
It will re-open in about two
rapid progress.
weeks.

Leave for the East
and
N.
Y. Edward
Hudson,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Samuel Hochstin, of Albany, have
Los Angeles— E. G. Patterson, busitaken over the Star from Julius
ness manager of the Standard Film
Thomsen.

—

San Francisco
Spot

Mark

—"Meet

Me

Laboratories has left for a short busiAcness trip to New York City.
companying him is F. G. Conklin,
who has been engaged to take charge
Standard's New York offices.
of
Patterson will return to the coast in
Evans, October.

the
for a Dime" is the slogan of
M. Leichter, who opened the

Spot recently.

—

at

Morganstown, W. Va. The
formerly the Grand, has reopened after being redecorated, with W. R.

embow Handling Albany

Evans managing.

r

Jacksonville,
Fla.
closed two weeks for
the

installation

Arcade

new

organ, the

bany.

He now

Boston and

— R.

E. Rice of Kansas
City, has taken over the Yale, and
changed its name to the Royal. Rice
bought the house from Earl Hayes,
who also owns a theater in Moberly.

Macon, Mo.

of

territories

by various of the GoldwynAfter
being Cosmopolitan sales supervisors places
beautifying and George F. Dembow in charge of Al-

—

of a

rearrangement

ntrolled

again open.

is

ie

New

supervises

ALL THE TIME

Albany,

Haven. George A.
Wisconsin and Min-

Hickey, Illinois,
nesota supervisor has taken over Indianapolis, formerly controlled by J.
A. Koerpel.

Pathe News Claims Scoop
Advices from the West Coast reCentralia, 111.
Elmer Brient for- ceived by Pathe tell of the showing
merly manager of the Hal Amuse- of pictures of the Japanese earthment Company's houses has resigned. quake and subsequent fires, secured
The Hall theaters, the Grand and by the Pathe cameraman, in the leadFrancjsco on
fllinois were recently sold to the ing theaters of San
Reed, Yemm & Hayes circuit.
Monday. These showings it is claimed, constitute an undisputed "scoop"
Views of the
on the West Coast.
Stuart 111
are being shot to all parts
disaster
Lem Stuart, of the Paramount the- of the country in the current issue of
ater department, is ill at home.
Pathe News as fast as aeroplane and
rail can rush them.

—

"

Claims Chicago Record
Jack Edwards, of the Hodkinson
organization wired the following from
Chicago yesterday:
"All records for a day and date

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/*

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH

showing were shattered here Sunday
when 55 Chicago neighborhood thebegan a week's simultaneous
aters

CARE OS THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS OND AS
BEAUTIFUL
.

^You can obtain FILMACK.
(Production Trailers on
'All Features for

6C
•

•

A

FOOT

Elaborate Border s|
24 Hour Service 1°

i

I

precedented campaign
to the

|

f/

808 S.WABASH AVE

CHICAGO, ILL.

efforts of

W.

is

F.

due largely

Cloth

Bound

of

it.

New York

City.

500 pages.

— Foreign,

Subscription, $10

Name
Theatre

Seymour,

Eastern and Central Division sales
manager for Hodkinson and Ralph
Simmons, branch sales manager." Edwards also says he is entitled to some

St.,

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book

A

TINTING FREE
Presentation Trailer*

'Down

to the Sea in
Ships.'
Reports received at the local
Hodkinson office indicate that the
picture was witnessed by at least 165,intensive advertising
000 persons.
campaign which included full and half
pages in the Chicago daily newspapers preceeded the record breaking
showing.
The success of this un-

presentation of

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

Address

$15

'

THE
September

25,

1923

i

Marvelous Pictures of the

Japese

Earthquake
i

were shown

MONDAY,

SEPT. 24

i

I
s

in the leading theatres of the Pacific

Coast by

PATHE NEWS
and
to

will

its

be included

g

I
I

in the regular issues

customers without extra charge as

quickly as the film can be distributed.

PROMISES DON'T

COUNT— BUT DEEDS

DO!

i

THE

-am

DAILY

(Continued from Page
believes lie has found the

(Special to

1)

per-

of music and
consists of a revolving
It
pictures.
roll attached to the conductor's stand.
Over this roll the score is run in
such a way that only a few lines can
be seen at a time. An electrical de-

synchronization

fect

the

"Yellow Trail,"
(Spedal to

Its First

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles A new producing
headed by George Marshall and
Robert Kerr, has been formed. The

Los

—A

Gargano.

vice connects the projection machine
roll
so that if the operator
changes the pace of the picture, the
goes faster or
roll
automatically

de Mille Starts Soon

Rawlinson
(Special

Los

to

in "Noblest Roman"
THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Herbert

Rawlinson
on "The

has just started work
Noblest Roman." Among the players in the supporting cast are; Margaret Landis, Fay Tincher, Melbourne
McDowell, Kalla Pasha.

unit will shortly

— William

on the
Yellow Trail."

tivities

initial

Buys Canadian Rights
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto

— Canadian

Hepworth
ley,"

THEATRES

17836 U.S.

would

most

The

theatres
$4.00

is

500,

800, 85%; over 800, 15%
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,

PER M UP.

Lists

if

30 to

desired.

saved in postage, etc.. through elimina
dead and duplicate theatres usuath

50<7r

Hon

30%; under

seats,

been

to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Cleveland

— Martin Printz will here-

show extended runs

after

at the Cir-

with the
105th Street Loew house and
Keith's East 105th
Street theater.
"Human Wreckage," will be the first
competition

direct

in

cle,

East

"Lily of the Alsecured by Regal

of

Capitol
(Special to

Opens

DISTRIBUTOR!

1540 BROAOWAl'

NEW YORK,

OFFICE FOR RENT
FURNITURE FOR SALE
Completely equipped office and u
room, renting at Eighty-two Dollar!
month, including furniture for sale
tremendous bargain.
Apply at Ro<
1155, at 1540 Broadway.

To

I

THE FILM DAILY)

—Walter

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
Near Broadway
•Phone Bryant 8138

244 West 42nd

St.,

YOUR FILML-

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

Oscar Apfel will diViola Dana in "Angel
Face
Molly," written by Fred Myton.

rect

220

—

—

—

DURATIZC

Direct "Angel Face Molly"

(Special to

listed.

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

Sawyer on the Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Arthur H. Sawyer
and Marcus Jacobowsky have arrived
(Special to

from

New

—

York.

BUILDI

Quits Wisconsin Unit

F. Baumann,
executive secretary of the state exhibitor organization for the past three
years, has tendered his resignation.

Apfel

—

N.V,

LOEW STATE

Milwaukee

THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal. The Capitol, formerly the T & D, is now open after
being completely remodeled.

'

M. G. Felder Sal«

long run.

(Special to

the

STILL • I

THE BE8T

Printz Changes Policy
(Special

Baumann

Films, Ltd.

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under

picture,

have

rights

c01

"BIO-

de Mille is
production on
"Everyday Love," on Sept. 20. Nita
Naldi will play one of the featured
roles.
"Everyday Love" was adapted from "Rita Coventry."
start

THEATRE

commence acpicture, "The

1923

be made bette

unit,

new

25,

carbons

f

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

J. Carey, who recently purchased the
house.
Carey has bought the Good
Luck, on Jackson, Seattle, from Joe

and

slower.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
Wishnand has bought
scheduled
to
Snohomish,
from
H.
Orpheum,

Seattle

first

Wm.

Theaters Change Hands

W.

N.

French Inventions

Tuesday, September

Large London House Opened
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bush
London The
Shepherd's
Pavilion, which seats 3,000, opened
tecently with "Within the Law."

—

WEST42^ STRE
D

NEW YORK

PHONE

CHICKERINC
2 937

ALLAN

A. LOW

PRES

DRIYIN'
FOOL
WHEN
IT
FILM DAILY
"A

THEY ALL SAY IT'S GREAT
MUST BE SO-GRAB IT QUICK

says:

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
"The
ence.

footage

A
is

says:

thrills, action and comedy should get any audispeed picture of more than usual interest. No
wasted. A live-wire performance that never al-

lows your attention to lag."

100%

of
of

recall to

is admirably suited for the role.
well put together and kicks up plenty of dust
and should prove enjoyable everywhere."

The

plot

is

EXHIBITORS' HERALD

says:
"Delightful entertainment is this breezy drama of a'
cross-country auto race. There isn't a dull moment from
the start of the race to the exciting finish."

HARRISON'S REPORTS
"Possesses

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
"This one will

He (Wally Van)

ries.

number

that has pep and good humor. Get
your hands on this one and then go after the business.
The receipts should prove completely satisfying."
sure-fire

—

says:

mind Wally Reid's auto

sto-

all

says:
the elements that bid for audience ap-

peal
fast action, spills, thrills and a break-neck motor
'The Drivin' Fool' should please well and all."

trip.

THRILLS and ACTION GET THE PRESS BOOKS FROM
ROMANCE and COMEDY YOUR HODKINSON EXCHANGE

Presented by Regents Pictures Corp.
Directed by Robert J. Thornby

Featuring Wally

HOPKINSON

PICTURES

Van

with Patsy

Ruth Miller and Alec B. Francis
)

2&>recocmize6

ie BRADSTREET

f FILMDOM
XXV

.
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CHANCE
DANNY

\

Controlling Sales

But when the old
once.
nan struck the door opening

home

)orothy Mackaill's

that

ng woman must have been
on the edge of the easiest
waiting. And bounced to
door before the old woman
And then
Id half get away.

:ng
ir

Dorothy Mackaill

did

woman Opportunity
1.

is

to
his-

And

exercised a sales

control

over con- no director has as yet been selected.

Meighan's position with Paramount the release title of "Jean the Woman."
somewhat unusual. He maintains It was produced in a lavish manner
in making "Mighty Lak' a
1
his own producing organization and by Cecil B. De Mille with Geraldine
Dorothy Mackaill can practically has the final
>e"
word on Farrar starred and Theodore Roberts,
lit all the rest.
everything pertaining to production. Tully Marshall, Hobart Bosworth.
If a comparison
Raymond Hatton
might be at all Wallace
Reid,
drawn, it would not be amiss to state Charles Cary and others in the large
For a few days ago Dorothy
that Meighan really operated as an cast.
ilackaill was given a chance
The De Mille version was
individual producer and that Para- marked by a number of impressive
>y Famous to do a character,
vhich,
mount released the product.
successfully
handled,
battle scenes, but the producer not
<rill make her one of the greatNo one at Famous Players yester- only told the beautiful story of Joan
st women of the screen.
day cared to discuss the appointment as it is known throughout the world,
She
vill have the lc d in Kate Jorof Meighan's sales representative.
(Continued on Page 2)
is

dea of what a part it is when
ou know that Joe Schenck
ried for nearly two years to
ret the story for Norma.

and the Phoenix Amusement Co. thus
preventing the showing of "Enemies
of

Arc" has
before under
of

to his

lan's splendid story "The Next
'orner."
You will have an

On

—

—

She knocked her for a tracts but to all intents and purposes,
Cosmopolitan functioned as an outThat was some months side producer releasing through ParThe story of "Joan
Eddie Care we was made amount.
been done in pictures

as Opportunity.

Fight Is

Meighan to Have Representa- Inspiration to Star Lillian Gish in It T. O. C. C. Secures Temporary Injunction Against Goldwyn Tying
Watching Contracts at ParProduction to Be Made in
amount A New Idea
Up Showing of "Enemies"
France
Tom Meighan is understood to have
anInspiration
Pictures,
Inc.,
The long threatened break in the
made a new arrangement with Fa- nounced yesterday that Lillian Gish relations between the T. O. C. C. and
mous Players which will permit him will be starred in "Joan of Arc," Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
conover
to name and to maintain his own which will be made in France early tracts on "Little Old New York" and
representative in the department of next year. The picture will be placed "Enemies of Women " occurred in
distribution.
in production immediately after the the Special Term
of the Supreme
So far as is known, this proceeding completion of "Romola," which is to Court of New York yesterday when
is unusual with Paramount.
At least, be launched shortly in Italy under James J. Walker, counsel for the
so far as an individual star is con- direction of Henry King.
T. O. C. C. and acting on behalf of
cerned. It is true that when William
The tentative production date for the Gotham Amusement Co. secured
Randolph Hearst released through "Joan of Arc" is set for the spring. a temporary injunction against the
Famous Players, James R. Grainger Inspiration declared yesterday that Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Dist. Corp.
tive

hey say Opportunity knocks

Price 5 Cents

26, 1923

"Joan of Arc" Again

Tom

By

it

Authority

Women,"

ater,

at the

Washington

the-

today and tomorrow.

The

action
Justice

returnable today be-

is

McCook. The Gotham
Amusement Co. operates the Gotham
at Broadway and 138th St. and is a

fore

member of the T. O. C. C. It brought
the proceedings because the Phoenix
Amusement Co. operators of Fox's
Washington

Amsterdam Avenue

at

(Continued on Page 2)

Three "Scaramouche" Premieres
"Scaramouche" opens at three different points Sunday night: at the
44th St. in New York; at Woods',

Signs Dorothy Mackaill
Utassy Transferred
Chicago and at Cox's theater, CinDorothy Mackaill, last with RichGeorge Utassy, who has been act- cinnati. Marcus Loew will leave for
ard Barthelmess in "Twenty-One," ing
as general manager of Cosmo- Chicago either today or tomorrow
leaves next week for Hollywood, politan Prod., has been transferred to attend the Mid-West premiere.
where she will appear in "The Next to the newspaper end of the Hearst

hen you know thai Famous has Corner," for Famous Players. This activities. His successor at the studio
Conway Tearle and Lon Chaney will be her first trip to the Coast.
Ingram Sails Saturday
has not been appointed.
le cast for this one you may have
Sam Wood will direct the picture
Rex Ingram sails for Europe on
dea of its importance. And this in which Conway Tearle. Lon Chaney
a
"Scaraday before
Saturday,
le chance that has come to Dor- and
a newcomer by the name of
Paramount Gets 'Quake' Films
opens simultaneously in
mouche"
Ricorde
Mackaill.

There

—yes,

more

—women

are
in

a

len trying to get in pictures and
y well known stars who would
a lot for the opportunity that
come to this little girl practicalnknown to producers here a little
e than
a
year ago.
She has
ped rapidly since her first chance.
has just finished with Dick Bar-

—

mess

in

"The Fighting Blade."

More absorbing news. That
'Allian

Gish

is to

do "Joan of

ire" for Inspiration.
he production is to be

n France.
n

hat's

the

And
made

Who

will direct?
next question,

lenry King probably. That
s
he
if
completes
his
'Romola" in time. Otherwise
ome lucky director is also
letting a great opportunity.
(Continued on Page 2)

Cortez will also appear.

hun-

pictures.

F. P. Indianapolis Theater
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

For the first time in its history. New York, Chicago and Cincinnati.
Ramon Novarro will not accomParamount intends issuing a special
release embodying about 2,500 feet of pany Ingram, since he has returned
to the coast to appear with Barbara
film, shot by Tom D. Cochrane and
R. E. Mclntyre, its Tokio managers, La Marr in "Thy Name is Woman,"

Indianapolis
The long-dormant
The picearthquake.
plans of Famous Players to build a of the recent
tures were expected in New York last
$1,000,000 theater on the site of the
and are designed
old English Hotel have materialized. night by aeroplane
at the Rialto and Rivoli

Arrangements have been made

for
the City Trust Co., to underwrite a
bond issue that will finance the proposition.
The structure will be five
stories in height ,and will contain a
theater seating 2,800. The house will
have two entrances, one on Market
St. and the other from the Circle.

The English Hotel

site

in

Indian-

been held by Famous for
several years. There have been conapolis, has

stant
there,

reports

but

of

the

plan to build
project has

at last the
crystalized definitely.

to

Fred Niblo's
Metro.

next

production

for

be shown

theaters at the
ances today.

afternoon

perform-

Not After Quantity

So Declares Carl Anderson, Back
from Coast First Series to Be
Pathe News stated yesterday that
Made by J. J. Glavey
its pictures would probably be sent
Carl Anderson of Anderson Pictures
out to first run accounts in the Greathas returned to New York from a
er New York territory not later than three weeks' trip to the coast where
tomorrow. The Pathe material was he addressed the M. P. T. O. of
shot by Ralph Earl, one of the first Southern California on the plans of
cameramen that Pathe had, who the Theater Owners Dist. Corp. and
was travelling in Japan, at the time secured from that body its endorseexhibitor-distribution
the
of
of the disaster and by a stroke of ment
luck was on the spot when the shocks idea.
(Continued on Page 2)
were levelling Tokio and Yokohama.

—

THE
Wednesday, September

2

At Broadway Theaters

Not After Quantity

Cameo

(Continued from 1'age 1)
Anderson stated yesti rday that it
was noi his plan to annex a quantity
hi
for Ins organization but thai
he was more anxious to secure pit
lures of merit.
His trip to the coasl
did concern product and yesterday
ated the first series for Anderson

"The Call o(
News, "Aesop
liM'.,

Vol.XXV No.73 Wednesday.
t,

Will's

Published

Dailv

West 44th

St..

Inc.,
'
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Fables," and
pictures makes up

iil;1ii

1923 Price 5 Cents

Film and Film Folks,
except Saturday, at
New York, N. Y., by

and FILM FOLKS, INC.
ph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Husiness Man
J
Maurice D. Kami, Managing Editor.
lid M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5 00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
¥
'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Hollywood. California Walter R. Greene,
of

New

Greater

V

<r<

—

1

'Phone, Hollywood

Hollywood Blvd.

1

1603.

— Irving Mack, /38
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
Ave.,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
The Film

Renter,

London, W.

I.

S.

— Le

Paris Representative
Clichy.

Shaftesbury

53a

Film,

42

Rue de

Representative
InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

East.
F.

Low

"Monnn
and

ture

a

P.-L
do. pfd

part

lilling

....

Close

Salei

would be made by John

Strand
urn

i

at

lull

played

"Isabella,"

the

by

thi

Strand
1

includes:
tra
as the

1

"The Telephone Doll,'
"Love Bells," sung by

overture;
units.

1

Ca)

two

in

Estelle

and (li) "Pirouette," by
Mlli
Klementowicz, dancer; "The Topical
Miniatures,
selfex"Musical
"
planalorj
"Potash and Perlmutter," tin- fea
urn ami "Odds and Ends," a compilation
Staines renders a
of short subjects, Percy
prano,

*'

..

;

;

11

It

ction

* j

1

1

t

organ.

lie

runs ai Broadway theaters
about tin sann. with "The Hunch"Little Old New York,''
back" at the Astoi
at tin Cosmopolitan; "Thi
red Wagon,"
K
Criterion;
'White Sister," at the
the
Thi-

'I

Kivoli to tin- Riatto; while "Ashes ot
Vengeance" reopens at the Rivoli, and "Six
has been held tor a second week at
Days
the

Capitol,

71H

300

Toronto
radually

under

names.
Brandon, one of the

1)

Philadelphia the Stanley
Co. has just moved. And they do say
that the new home is so gorgeous
formerly the residence of a multithat Abe Soblotsky. And
millionaire
John McGuirk. Want to be called

in

won

—

Mister.

Oscar Lewis Dead
Oscar Lewis, colored, died Sunday
morning at the age of 31. Lewis
familiarly known as Oscar to a host
of film men about New York was in
charge of the film at Lloyd's Film
Storage and had made many friends
by virtue of his congenial disposi-

Saskatoon

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Sask.
Tlie
city's
sement tax on theater tickets is
expected to reduce the municipal tax
rate by at least one mill during the
in --t year of its operation.
It has been
mated thai the new tax will net
the city approximately $30,000. Local
strongly opposed the civic
lax. which is in addition to the Provincial amusement tax. but the city
was finally able to put over the extra

politan.

hi

series

a

of

12

t

to

—

A

manager, Blaine

Irish, a

M.

Rice directed, with

Irving J. RubenRice and H.
\\ hitman are
the producers, and in
addition, they plan two features.
A
casl of all whites is being used.
as

Omaha — In

Clare

Hepworth production,

"Dorothy

Mall."

current

issue

has

Mary

Vernon
Pickford's

of

new

Haddon
picture.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

The new Keitlfl
Paducah, Ky.
pheum has opened with \audevi
pictures.

Adams Here
Adams, assistant
leve
sales
manager for Universal
Kansas City is in town.
(

A LESSON

IN

LOVE

Fall.)

by

RUDOLPH BESIER & MAY EDGINTON

of

"The Movie Age," C. E. Williams,
business manager of the Nebraska
M P. T. O. makes a rather lengthy
statement relative to the merits of
the national organization.
He states,
among other things, that, to every
thinking exhibitor, a national organization is apparent, and that many
problems arise that can only be
handled by a national body.

"Joan of Arc" Again

produced

39th Street Theatre,

New York

Sept. 24th

with

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM & EMILY STEVENS

(Continued from

but added to it a
and an epilogue.

Page

is

A

Real Hit.

A

Real Story.

Real Property.

1)

modern prologue

also interesting to note that
the Woman." is said to be the
first
picture to be roadshowed b>
Famous Players, the entire detail
mdled bj the company's own
sales force.
It

A

Sole Picture Agents

Hughes Massie & Co.

347 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

1

"THE SHCE OF THE PROGRAM"

1

of I

Keith Opens in Paducah, Ky.

former Pathe

ameraman.

for

"l.ilv

Alley."

and

Eames Here

Clate Eames has arrived from Italy
route to Hollywood, where she
will play the role of Queen Elizabeth
in

company

cameraman.

THE FILM DAILY)
the

The

P."

bought the Canadian rights

urdaj

stein

J

Films, Ltd., whic
with Famous Playe

Canadian Corp., in making its fa
announcement, declares it is the e
elusive
Canadian
distributor
ft
Metro, Pathe, the Warners, Goldwyi
Cosmopolitan, Selznick and Betl
Balfour pictures.
Regal recently 1
cured Canadian rights from Wels!
Pearson, of London, for the Balftl
features, the first of which is "Squj

be

Evening Posl stories, has been
completed at the Spitz studio. Roy

— Regal

affiliated

is

(The Prude's

(Special to

Industries, Ltd., is seriously damaged
as a result of a fire of unknown origin, "The loss is estimated at $140,of
quantity
considerable
000.
prints, raw stock, laboratory equipment and furniture was destrc
The president of the tirm is Irwin
Proctor of Hamilton, and the gei

Toronto

Sat-

Boosts National Organization

Toronto Laboratory Damaged
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto The plant of Filmciaii

(Special to

first

tin-

wo-reeler.s

Many Series
THE FILM DAILY)

Regal Handling

Series

Than Worse,"

"bar Better

levy.

tion.

talent in the

11

en

—

Saskatoon,

be

Lamberl
mountains on a combined vacation
and business trip.
He hasn't been
heard from for over a week, although
the studio was all set to start work
on "The Eyes of the Forest," a new
Tom Mix picture.

in

New Tax

ci

are
the disappearance of
Hillyer, who went into the

The made from Octavus Roy Cohen's

couver, the Allen theater has been
rechristened the Strand as there is
idy a Capitol there.

(Special to

will

will

over

nil

New Two-Reel

15J/2

original

Hollywood Enter-

Kddie Gribbon

Inc.

id

New Names
THE FILM DAILY)

Allen theaters are
passing out of lite picture

the Gotham claims a perfectly goi
contract for the picture from Famo
Players. The action is one that h
been threatened by the T. O. C.J
unless Goldwyn observed the F
mous Players contracts.

Glavey un-

J.

1)

and 149th St. had secured "Enemie
from Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan whi

Worried Over Hillyer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles Fox officials
Los

— The

their

of

Page

There was quite an array of leg
Supreme Court yestt
day. State Senator Walker appeari
A second series, according to the for the T. O. C. C. and the Gothl
Anderson office will be annotnn ed theater; Saul E. Rogers for Fo!
Nathan Burkan for William Raj
n< m
w eek.
This is expected to be
dolph Hearst and Cosmopolitan ai
Choice Productions.
Gabriel Hess for Goldwyn -Cosrffl

,

Fourth Street; "Km ita,' a' the l-yiic
and "II Winter Conies, " al the limes .Square.
Othei
hold-overs include: "/.a/a," playing
a
se
week on Broadway, coming from

name

the group W Inch
sisl of four pictures.
stari

1

i'Mil,

the

prises,

indefinite

Not quoted Allen, at
firs!
Not quoted is HO longer called the Allen, the
100 name being changed to the Capitol,
15^ 1SK2
mi
conform with the name of the
numerous Famous Players houses
throughout the Dominion. At Van-

(Continued from Page

der

At Other Houses

7\$i

A CHANCE
Down

program.

the

of

1W%

Goldwyn
Loew's

program.

\n overV'anna" i^ tlic featun
musical selection comprise tlit-

tSpecial to

Not quoted

Kod

the

Alien Theaters Get

Quotations
High

Dempaej

Iil-

the

—

European

Central

t

Central

WID'S FILMS

the act of

Pathe

[he Wild," the feature;

On

Fight Is
(Continued from

26, 19

(S. A. Sanders,

Gen. Man.)

Ashland 6208

—
Backed by

F. B. O.'s

high pressure advertising,
exploitation and
showmanship, spells success

when you

play

723 Seventh Ave.,
•

New

York, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

SALES OFFICE UNITED KINGDOM
R.-C. PICTURES CORPORATION
26-27 D'ARBLAY STREET, WARDOUR ST.,

LONDON. W.

1.

ENGLAND

DAILY
San Francisco

Putting

News

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

San Francisco -Abe Kahn, former
manager of Goldberg's Central on
Market Street, is now occupying a

Here

|j

A

("lass

similar position at the
ater on Fillmore St.

is

how a brother

your ideas.

the-

Wednesday. September

Over

it

exhibitor puts his

show

over.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Mercantile Houses Co-operate
American Tobacco Co. Co-Operates
A new angle of co-operative merIn "Tea-With A Kick!" there is a
house manager of Aaron Goldberg's
Hale cantile advertising recently developed
Crcighton
which
in
scene
latest theater acquisition, the "Circle,"
thwarts a crook by making a pack by the Warners through efforts of
tnerly the Maio adjoining Loew's
He Lon Young is expected to be a great
of cigarettes look like a pistol.
War tie I'd.
does it by keeping his hand behind exploitation medium for all exhibita curtain through which a light is ors who have contracted for "The
Floyd St. John has returned from
The butt of the gun is Printer's Devil." and "George Washthrown.
Angeles where he went on busiThis campaign is being
the pack itself and the ington Jr."
formed
by
in connection with his new exbarrel is made by having several carried on with more detail and on
hange.
a larger scale than ever before. Each
cigarettes extend out of the pack.
(i.

\

U0>
112)

HollywoW

Chicago

New York

26,

S.

Eaitern Salet Mgr.

GILL,

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

Eustace, has been slated as

Cosmos Art Pictures Associate

/

>\

The Exhibitors

JOIN

Associati

NOW

i

Mark Harrison

the Star,
She
will leave shortly for the East.
will he roiic about two months.

Mrs.

of

The pack

Releasing Through Selznick?

THE FILM DAILY?
W. Irving

(Special to

has
I.
taken offices at the Standard Film
Laboratories, and announces that he
will make a series of four I. W. IrHe
vine; Prod, for Selznick release.
ear country huntow in thi

Los

Angeles

locations

ing

for
his
of Love."

"The Dawn

picture,

first

could
be
Selznick
reached yesterday for a statement.
\'o

one

at

United Studios Expand

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles

—M.

Levee, president of United Studios, has formed a
new affiliated organization for the
purpose of supplying various local
studios with every need in the shape
The new rental organof properties.
ization will be in charge of M. S. Epstin, for some time associated with
Levee at United.
C.

In Louisiana for Exteriors

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

P
Angeles Director
Los
J.
Mi (low an, and the company working
mi "The Whipping Boss." a Beverly
made

Prod, being

at

the

Hollywood

headed by Lloyd
Hughes, Barbara Bedford and Eddie

studios, willi a cast

en route to

Phillips, are

where they
in

will

work

New

Orleans,

days

for several

Louisiana logging camp.

a

Rondeau

The

Strikes.

tie-up

is

furnished

towns where his dealers are located. On the Barry series,

in the different

with

Edward

Halperin,

and in all displays, Wesley Barry
H. Seidner, manager of the window
is shown, either in a life-sized figure
trimming department of the United
or else in a special lay-out display.
Cigar Stores, were displayed in 460
Ingersoll Company has also apThe
United Cigar stores, the entire chain,
propriated the sum of $100,000 to
throughout greater New York.
carry on this tie-up in advertisements
important publications.
"Sparky" Makes His Debut
Many other tie-ups have been arEast St. Louis As a box-office ranged. Among these manufacturers
builder, Larry Richardson made use are the Van Houton Cocoa Co., Ben
of a prologue for "The Hottentot," Weiner Clothing Co., Walter Janwhen that picture played his Lyric vier Drug Co., U. S. Rubber Co.
tying up with Keds, Pittsburg Water
theater, recently.
Radio
F. A. D. A.
Girl ushers and boy pages were all Heater Co.,
the
Harmonicas,
and
Hohner
Sets,
whips.
carrying
dressed as jockeys,
Then, in newspaper advertisements, Westinghousc Electric Co.
the Lyric announced the personal appearance of the well known "Barney An Original Idea
St. John's, N. B.— When "Mighty
Google and His Ever Faithful Steed,
(Not Speed) Spark Plug."
Lak' a Rose" was the attraction at
The Lyric patrons were allowed to the Opera House, R. McDonald, the
give "Sparky' 'the once over and gave manager, obtained the names of all
him an A-l physical O. K. Their Scotch people in the city, from the
attention was then turned towards secretaries of the different Scotch
the prologue which consisted of a clans.
To these people, McDonald
monoluge by Mr. Google, after sent a personal letter and attached
which he put the animal through a thereto, a rose, both tying-up with the
in

—

—

Greiver Buys "Barefoot Boy"
Si Greiver, of Chicago, has purchased "The Barefoot Boy." Greiver
recently made a blanket purchase of
the entire C. B. C. product for North-

Famous' Memphis
(Special to

of

Completely equipped office and antt
room, renting at Eighty-two Dollar!
month, including furniture for sale ll
Apply at Root
tremendous bargain.
1115, at 1540 Broadway.

LOEW STATE
THEATRE BUILDINil
"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT

TROMLOWFIl

msm.

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREf

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2S
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MGR

MADE TO ORDER FOR

YOUR

PROFIT

picture.

tricks.

FINANCIAL REI>ORT
FALL GOLF TOURNAMENT— SEPTI :MBER

Office

Receipts

1923

1890.50

$1933.09

Total

— September,

Expenditures

YOUR CHANCES ARE

1923

.00362%

$57.80
611.58

INDEPENDENT PICTURES
CORPORATION

Opened

new Famous

Total

$1920.03

Play-

open under management

M. W. Davis.

1923

1250.65

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

25th,

$42.59
Sept.,

ern Illinois and Indiana.

is

OFFICE FOR RENT
FURNITURE FOR SALE

a Paralytic

Montreal Armand Rondeau, manager of the Metro-Warner department of Regal, is recovering slowly
from the stroke of paralysis which he
suffered some weeks ago.
Charles
Lalumiere, Pathe manager, is temporarily handling Rondeau's work.

Memphis

has entered the
with play dates

THE FILM DAILY)

Special to

ers' office

who

manufacturer

with the exhibitor has more than 100,000
the result that an attractive pictorial window displays waiting for him to
window strip was produced. This heln exploit his picture.
These tie-ups call for appropriate
shows Crcighton Hale demonstrating
photographs,
life-sized cut-outs of the
picture
the pose that he uses in the
to produce the effect of the gun, and star and interesting lay-outs of Wesalso carries two scenes of the picture, ly Barry using or applying one of the
"Tea-With A Kick!" The wording selected kinds of merchandise arreads:
"See Creighton Hale get a ranged for. A tie-up with the Inger'kick' out of Lucky Strikes in Victor soll Redipoint Pencil Co., calls for
Hugo Halperin's "Tea-With A Kick!" window displays with 22,000 dealers
handling the Ingersoll merchandise,
These strips, by arrangement with

few
<

used hap-

to be Lucky
American Tobacco Co. saw a chance
to tie-up with the picture and got in

pened

touch
Irving

of cigarettes

Balance on

Hand

$13.06

1540 B'way

WHSd

N. Y.

(

First

Motion Pictures
of the

I

JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE
CI (paramount Q>icture
Not

just flashes of scenes but a continued

2500

feet

Japanese

long

on

that followed *

by seaplane
quick

Paramount

the

spot

Tokio and Yokohama
the ground, with the fire and indescribable events
* * by express steamer from Kobe to Vancouver,

representatives * * * scenes

being shaken to

for

* * # secured

negative
by Paramount^

to Seattle,

by airplane

transportation

of

film

to

of

New

smashed

York
#

* * *
#

*

all

as

records
a lways,

leads the world.

Wire your nearest Paramount
exchange as to when you can
secure a print
Showing Now in New York

RIVOLI

RIALTO

?

THE

•a&a

DAILV

fc

Newspaper Opinions
"Potash and Perlmutter"— 1st Nat'l—
Strand

AMERICAN—
l.mnliter

helpless

iiid
lie

'

"

as

same amount

the

they

of
the play.
in
highly credit

<li»l

musing and
filmed, and the wonderpantomimic work of Barney Bernard
Alexander Carr is word-proof.
It
is

ful

i

"

acid

from

n

*

*

*

heart

a

*

lo finish. * * *
Abe and
Have never been more whimpathetic, for that matter, than

form.

*

*

almost one

is

Ions;,

continuous

in

three

many seasons and brings
well known actors. Barney

Alexander Carr and Vera Gorwhose performance are perfect. * * *
Harney Bernard's Abe Potash will always
in a classic screen charncteri7ation. His
imime was exceedingly good, being re-

commendable
London's

MORNING TELEGRAPH— There

is

a

'me mixture of comedy
and pathos in
"Potash and Perlmutter." two characters who
can bring the tear as quickly as the smile,
:\nd
can turn the laugh into a sob with
ting speed.

*

The

titles are funny, although a hit plenand the fine work of Barney Bernard
and Alexander Carr supplies any number of
hearty laughs throughout the film. * * *
tiful,

and

picture,

SUN — *

*

Perlmutter"
of that

there

will
is

be

sue
no doubt.
a

Laughable and entertaining in
movie form. • • • Highly "salty." salubrious
and successful show in cinema capsule form
*

equally as rn uc l, as

j

n tne original stage ver-

finest

with

Jack

story.

trite

fiction

TIMES— "The
st

mind,

i

Vet

this

the

does not

interest

real
offers.

altogether detract from
Call of the Wild"

"The

EVENING WORLD— It
picture,

an enjoyable
is
one cares for snow-stuff and the
pen --pacts where dogs are dogs."
if

i

MAIL — With

exception of several
the
exaggerations "The Call of the Wild"
ft is entirely devoid
an excellenl picture,
of the ordinary love interest and despite this
glaring lack is entertaining throughout.
Indeed several scenes reach dramatic heights.
is

*

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
recent
r

*

•

In no
production has he (Hal Roach) been
than in his results with the dog

"Hud;." who is the star of the London sti
Much credit should go to
Fred Jackman, who directed the film and
without whose clever handling of the dog
"The Call of the Wild" would be entirely
commonplace.

SUN

* Very effective picture version
London's "The Call of the Wild."
The settings are very well done, and the dog

of

Eternal
formulae of

rile

I

but

am

I

l

li

field

ited

astonishe
the mti

of

Canadian

the

of

Struggle,"]

movie-ma"

really

much has been gotten out

when the producBroadwn y.

be published
tion reaches

\

1

Noi

Mounted Police in this picture, even!
im a'so charmed and interested by it|H|
* he has put live characters'!
picture instead of dummies, and ben
has offered a background of nsti'
v that is a marvel of snowy graaAl

His

"The Eternal Struggle'*— Metro
Loew's State, Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILV)
Los Angeles Newspaper opinions
on "The Eternal Stniprrle," at .oew's

he

'

'id

grandeur.*

*

*

ome marvelous

—

Miss Adoree

W]

scenes!

1

animal
is
fairly intelligent but there is not the spontaneity
that
about his actions
is observable
*
* *
in other dog players.

*

*

*

picture follows
of
closeness the plot

EVENING JOURNAL— The

"greal

the laughs.

of

nost

crssful

Call of the

AMERICAN — The

Bernard.

"Potash

Wild"— Pathe—
Cameo

"The

•

the runniest of the full length
come to the Broadway

is

houses

screen

*

•

MAIL — It
the

from

opinions

papers will only

appear when the feature reviewed has its world' 8 premiNew York
ere in that city.
newspaper opinions will also

had them holding to their
st
from the opening scene. * * •
This production, which Samuel Goldwyn has
made by himself, strikes us as being a moictuse which any cinema producer could
own and Mill sleep nights.

*

picture

ire

Newspaper
out-of-town

WORLD— It

st.irt

*

ire in celluloid

laugh

with
plot
748-c,
"Nod
Policemen Track Down
In
Love," and they have indeed
iee of humor which, coupled with|
photography, is a saving grace fof

Mounted

star."

WORLD—*

26, It

best

their

test.

EVENING

the\

Ml-.S— "Potash and Perlmutter," be it
known, are as funny on the screen as they
"ti
the stage, than which there is no
higher praise. * * *
The picture has as
man} laughs as a Chaplin comedy.

Wednesday, September

'

Jack

himself will probably be starred soon.

July Exports Total $617,669

State follow:

(Special to

EXAMINER— Reginald

Barker has
quickfire .nrtion, exquisite background and excellent histrionism in "The
Eternal Struggle" * * * Photographically, the
picture is delightfully done hy Percy Hilburn,
who with clever changes of lighting add
materially to the climateric moments of the
a

l

EXPRESS—

* * * Rene Adoree hursts into stardom with a splendid characterization
* To this re
of a French-Canadian girl. *
viewer it seemed impossible that a story of
this type at this day could hold any interest

Barker

Reginald

has

turned

The

the

is

it

in

Miss Adoree that most

of the

Ci33

centers.

HERALD—*

*

*

one

of the
plays of the

hold

you tense

photoplay by

all

RECORD —The

rector

market!

and

the

in

your

scenario

valued at $45,602.

seats,

see

writers,

this

the

apparently

di-

did

FIGURES DON'T

Stern on the Aquitania
Stern of Century, is returnji
from Europe with Carl Laemt*'
They are due in Friday on«|
Aquitania.

Abe

means.

cameraman

ft.,

most draCanadian

matic motion picture
northwest country that has ever been filmed.
* * *For motion picture entertainment that
will

important

jj

Evidently filmed in the Canadian Rockies.
there are some magnificent views of jagged,
snowy peaks, swift mountain streams and
heavily timbered hills.

But

most

positives was Canada, whose imptj
totalled 1,241.600 ft., valued at $48,5
The best customer for unexpoj.
film was Japan, to which couol
were sent 2,575,372 ft., valued f
$76,607; while England was the tj
market for negative film, taking !|

*
trick.* *

interest

—

Exports of films d|
ing July, as reported by the Depaj
in< tit of Commerce, included 9,720,
|
ft. of positive film, valued at $393,91
6,215,733 ft. of sensitized, but unj
posed, film, valued at $155,096; j
595,365 feet of negative, valued!
$68,664, or a total of $617,669.

drama.

But

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

of

film

LIE!

Read 'em and Reap
Elmer

Clifton's

"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS"
During the torrid month of August played to 140,000 people
to $75,058.82 at Balaban & Katz Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago
(Seating capacity 1576)

W. W. Hodkinson opens
First
i

Week

$22,601.25
55 CHICAGO

Second

Week

$17,437.06

his

books to the Exhibitor
Third

Week

$17,344.07

Fourth

Week

$17,676.44

THEATRES BOOKED DAY AND DATE WEEK SEPT.

23rd

Setting a world's record in simultaneous showings

IT'S

A HODKINSON PICTURE
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,

ie BRADSTREET

7^recocmizei

f FILMDOM

Authority
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Thursday, September

No. 74

Support for

CHAINS
By

M.

DANNY

fellow gives Joe Heim,
)anville, Pa., a chance to tell
story.
Joe writes in that
1 one of the chains took over
Opera House in Danville, he
getting his Paramount and
versal and Educational prolittle

without

difficulty.

Then

Opera House went into the
him with his 650 seat
se minus the product he had
n, left

using a long time.

l

"We

are

not

worrying

bout not getting enough ser-

run our house," he
ays, "but we have made the
ice

to

ame

Paramount

of

Pictures,

Comedies, UniJ excels and Century

Educational
ersal

Comedies known in this small
own by spending our money
or advertising only to have
ame put in an opposition
>,ouse.
Every patron we have
vill ask the question:
'How
s it they are running the picures in the Opera House that
tou have been running?'
,

"It cannot be explained to
he people who attend pic-

ures."

Like Difficulties

e

a way Heim has his troubles.
right here on Broadway the
problem exists at this minute.

Mark

has been playing Norma
for years at the Strand.

nadge
Moe and Eschmann, of First Nail,
cannot
get
together
on
ngeance," and "Doc'' Reisenfeld
biggest of all Talmadge
ires for opposition to the Strand.
s

the

So the

little

Day

P.

P. T. O. Declares State Units
in Line
November 19 the

—

fellow isn't the

No

daily.

hibitors as this.

statement

says

Indiana

has

William Bender, Jr.,
hold.
treasurer of the M. P. T. O. and
national chairman of the committee,
has appointed sub-committees coverHarry Davis, of
ftig the entire state.
Pittsburgh, was in New York last
week and declared that he is calling
a mass meeting of the theater owners
of Western Pennsylvania, to be held
subPittsburgh,
designate
at
to

taken

committees

and

formulate

definite

plans of participation.
E. Whitehurst of Baltimore,
C.
likewise has announced a mass meeting to be held at Baltimore, to name
committees and discussing ways and
Martin Smith, president of
means.
the M. P. T. O., of Ohio, has divided
his state into 40 districts with exhibitor leaders in each district to
carry on the work. C. E. Williams,

representing Nebraska, has named
the chairmen for the various cities
and counties of that state and is acA. B. Momand, sectively at work.
retary of the Theater Owners and

Managers Ass'n, of Oklahoma, is laying plans to have his state up among
the leaders. G. B. Sparrow, president
(Continued on Page 2)

Mayer Leaves Today
Louis B. Mayer
Angeles today.

Out

of

Court-

Action is Withdrawn
Apparently the difficulties between

Gotham Amusement Co. and the
Phoenix Amusement Co. over the
movement West Side showing of "Enemies of
organiza- Women" were not so very much in-

furthered by the national
tion, sa}'s the statement, has met with
such a quick and enthusiastic response from the rank and file of ex-

The

,-isiWith Hearst
Dayjs

C.-Goldwyn-Fox Spat Over Well Kfiown Producer and Magazine

C.

" Settled

According to officials of the M. P.
T. O., the interest in Motion Picture
November
gaining
Day,
is
19,

momentum

Price 5 Cents

1

Wrangle

Are

Date

nd how they operate against

t

M.

27,

leaves

for

Los

the

who

has troubles with
Toduct. The big ones have it;
lways have, and probably al-

Had

Cosmopolitan

— Has

Interesting Career

H. O. Davis, one of the foremost!
efficiency experts identified with production will become general manager
of Cosmopolitan Productions, replac-

ing George Utassy.
Davis, who was with Triangle in
the old days, and has since been acthe Special Term of the Supreme tively interested in pictures until he
Court on Tuesday, State Senator resumed his former work in the magJames J. Walker, counsel for the azine field, established a unique place
Gotham Amusement Co., which op- for himself in the old days by dethe Gotham, and Saul E. claring that wastage (beyond a cererates
Rogers, of Fox, representing the tain
point),
was unnecessary in
Phoenix Amusement Co., which runs studios and proceeded to carry out
the Washington on Amsterdam Ave., his ideas with Triangle. This led to
and 149th St., got together and de- the claim of "factory methods" and
cided to settle the matter out of court. had Triangle continued Davis' posiNotice of the settlement was sent tion might have been justified.
to Justice McCook, before whom the
argument was to be argued yesterRogers Joins Burr
day afternoon. On Tuesday Justice
Charles
R. Rogers is now finanintemporary
Whittaker granted a
junction and later that afternoon de- cially interested in Mastodon Films,
It was the plan Inc., as vice-president in charge of
cided to revoke it.

volved that a settlement could not
be made. Following the legal tilt in

then of Walker to seek another injunction but instead the action was

withdrawn.

The trouble started over the booking of "Enemies of Women," at the
Washington, despite an existing contract with Famous Players claimed
by the Gotham. While the T. O. C.
C. did not appear officially in the matter, it was the opinion in film circles
that the suit reflected the sentiment
of the organization on the differences
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.

with

The

Washington

showed

A

News

Scoop

distribution.
He will retain his interests as treasurer of Griffith Prod.,
president of Resolute Film Sales
Corp., and vice-president of the Hunt

Stromberg
Charles

Mastodon,

units.

Burr,
president
C.
will devote his time

of
to

production.
55 Joint

Runs

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — "Down to the Sea
(Special to

,

in'

playing at 55 local theaters,
this week.
The local
Hodkinson offices claim that this is
the greatest number of simultaneous
bookings of a feature picture ever
put on.
The bulk runs follow the
four week's engagement of the picReels ture at the Roosevelt.
Ralph Sim-

"En-

emies" yesterday and will continue to
do so today.

Ships"

is

day and date

Paramount Beats Regular News
by Getting Earthquake Films on
mons, local Hodkinson manager, is
First
Broadway
responsible for the feat.
Badger on His Own
Paramount succeeded in securing a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
industry by rushLos Angeles Associated Pictures scoop on the entire
While the Chicago showing for
ing
its Japanese earthquake pictures
Badger
Clarence
Corp. plans to give
"Down to the Sea in Ships" is ad-

—

his own producing unit, to make four
pictures a year. Marcus Jacobowsky,
president, has returned to Chicago.

country by aeroplane, and
rushing them through the laboratory
in time for the first shows at the

across

Rialto and Rivoli last night.
The pictures arrived East yester1st Nat'l Sells Six
day afternoon about three o'clock by
Associated First National has dis- aeroplane with Eddie Stimson at the
ways will. At least until existposed of the following six productions wheel. The fog was so thick that
Anonima Stefano regular U. S. mail 'planes were forced
ig distribution plans and ideas
the
Societa
to
Pittaluga, off Torino, Italy, for Italy, to abandon regular schedules until
hange.
African Colonies, weather conditions were more advanItalian
Sardinia,
Day and Date
and the Italian African Protectorate: tageous, but Stimson managed to get
nat Chicago run of "Down to the "Circus Days," "Within the Law," through.
The pictures are to be supplied to
in Ships" with 55 houses playing "The
Voice from the Minaret,"
and date must make the Hodkin- "Yes or No," "The Isle of Lost all of the Paramount theaters by fast
(Continued on Page 2)
people feel pretty good.
Ships," and "The Bright Shawl."
nly one

ert Joins

mittedly an extremely creditable one,
In New York, the
it is not a record.
contracts for the Chaplin series provided for day and date runs with
the result that "The Idle Class" was
shown in about 120 Greater New
York theaters simultaneously.
Clyde Eckhardt, of Fox, declared
yesterday that "Over the Hill" had
50 day and date runs in Chicago,
starting Sunday and ending the following Saturday, and that on a repeat engagement there were 75 day
and date runs, each running four and
five consecutive days.

DAILY
Support for

M.

ie

Gould,

Price 5 Cents

when

secretary,

New York

Thursday. Sept. 27, 1923

Day Newspaper Opinions
"Monna Vanna"— Fox
and

(Continued from Page 1)
M. P. T. O., of Canada,

Vincent
ViLXXVNo.74

P.

said Canada
behind the project.

Thursday, September

Central

in

was strongly

EVENING JOURNAL— The

feature

assemblage of
The terrible armies with banstretch for acres and the spears

picture

the

of

best

armed men.

huge

the

is

indicate
theaters ners seem to
Reports
that
and halberds are thick as trees in a forest.
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
preparing
special
pro- * * * Paul Wegener, in the role of the
are
at
everywhere
JinPublished Daily except Saturday,
by
N.
Y.,
York,
71-73 West 41th St., New
grams and special presentations. doughty Gurlino, wins the dramatic honors.
W11VS FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. Some theaters will show the advanceMORNING TELEGRAPH—* * *Richard
Editor
and
President
Dannenberg,
Joseph
ment of the motion picture by com- Eichberg* * * is a most able maker of spec\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

27, 1923

Guts and Flashes
{

Lebbeus H. Mitchell,

in

charge ofl

trade journal publicity for

Gold™

"

Cosmopolitan, and author of
Circus Comes to Town" and "Rojb
in Search of a Birthday." has
another book. "Here TrS
ten
entury C
lei e!" published by the

A

(

I

,

Maurice D. Kami, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

paring their establishments five or
ten years ago with what they are to1918.
Entered as second-class matter May 21,
A special department has been
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under day.
national
headorganized
at
the
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside quarters to handle the detail work of
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign the event, as well as prepare the
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. necessary
material for the theater
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM owners' use.
A special service book
York,
New
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'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. containing a detailed campaign for
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6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
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— Irving Mack, 733
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
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S.
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Representative

— Le
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Representative
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News Scoop

(Continued from
'plane.
It
news
lar

200
200

Page

1)

the reguorganizations that

was admitted by
reels

Florida.

weeks.
The Hippodrome,
Miami reopens Saturday, while the
Paramount which was running all
summer closes next week to undergo
extensive
remodeling and redecofull

Paramount had scooped them all.
Pathe News, it is true, did show its
pictures on the coast on Monday, and
by yesterday had supplied the entire
country as far East as Chicago, and rating.
Mid-West
including all important
Paramount, however, was
points.
Taylor Promoted by "U"
York
the only company to reach New
screens as rapidly as it did.

Fox

News

declared its pictures
were here but stated that they were
not ready for the theaters. No one
at Kinograms could be reached for
a statement. At International, R. V.
Anderson declared he expected to
show his pictures locally by noon tomorrow. The negative was expected
in last night at ten o'clock.

(Special to

— P.

Toronto
manager at

St.

number

of vears.

Al Lena Joins Flynn
Cochrane and R. E. Mclntyre
Al
Lena, formerly with
Emile
shot the pictures for Paramount, dis- Chautard, is in New York from the
patched them by runner to Kobe, coast to act as production manager
where it was discovered the first boat for Emmett J. Flynn, who is making
A sea- "Nellie, The Beautiful Cloak Model."
out for the States had left.
plane was hired and the steamer
The pictures were
reached at sea.
Daly Succeeds White
then
met by another 'plane at
quarantine at Vancouver, and started
J. A. Daly, recently with the Universal in Philadelphia, has been apEast.

Tom

pointed press representative of the
Louis B. Mayer Prod., succeeding R.

M. White, resigned.

STICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

—

in

"Monna Vanna" is
when

it

good and when

is

fable, in that

it

the

like

bad

lady in the
very, very
just stupid."

little

good

is

—

is

it

it's

drawbridges,
moats,
winding staircases, men in armor, maids wit'
these
alw
priests, fools
flowing hair,
make effective scenes, * * * The production
suffers, too, from the slow pace of the first

—

half of the story.

* *

The

actors have been skilfully chosen for
They all look like Italians of
their roles.
Lee Parry as Monna Vanna is
the period.
of
surely one
the most beautiful actresses in
her branch of the profession. * * *

Progress in Deal With Arrow'
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco Progress Pictures
have concluded a contract with Arrow, whereby they secure for California.
Arizona, Nevada and the
Hawaiian Islands a series of six William Fairbanks westerns, 10 Edmund
Cobb westerns and six star westerns;
"Chain Lightning," "Man and Wife,"

"The
Blind."

Broken Violin," "None
and "High Speed Lee."

Boston

— Patton,

So

Heffron and Mc-

Conville. of Independent Films, Inc.,
have secured the New England rights
to "The Santa Fe Trail," and also
the new series of Mirthquake Comedies, starring Bobby Dunn and the
12 Eddie Lyons Comedy Specials for

The Eternal Three," will recM
first New York showing at th

Capitol,

beginning Sept. 30th.

Says Fall Will Be "Best Yet"!
G. H. Duniond, personal represBJ
ative of the Warners, payed a visitBI
cently to the Home office after loM
ing over conditions in the territofM
Duniond declared that the Fall seal
should be the most prosperous 4
recent years and that exhibitors idBI
sections are looking forward to- J

booming

business.

"Exhibitors," he stated "have alreadyBI
one of the best summers since the war, all
the winter promises much for them.
Tfcu
realize that there is a wealth of productM
material on the market for the coming tel
son and they are preparing to handle it II
exploit it in a more elaborate way ths]
they have ever before attempted.

"New theaters are being opened ever!
where, and theaters that have been clOM
for a short time are being renovated m\
put into shape for the new season
T»
new houses are being built in Pittsburg,*
in Cleveland and one in Lorraine, and II
urban theaters are being built in all fSI
About these subburban hou
interesting to note that they are being bur!
larger and more commodious than everl!
with all the features inclu<
fore,
characterize the big houses in the thfll
tories.

district.

Arrow.

A STORY AND ACTING
NEVER BEFORE EQUALLED

Declare Dividend
(Special to

New

THE FILM DAILY)

Bedford, Mass.

of the success of

IN

—As

a result
to the Sea

"Down

in Ships," the Whaling Film Corp.
has declared a cash dividend of $2.50
Checks
a share on the capitol stock.
will be mailed within the next two
weeks.

"Ashes" to

Norma

Move

Talmadge

to Rialto

"Ashes of
Vengeance," now at the Rivoli, will
play a second week on Broadway,
in

when Hugo Riesenfeld moves
the

it

to

Rialto".

"Buster"

Keaton

in

his

first

full-

length comedy. "Three Ages," goes
into the Rivoli on Sunday.

Landau Bound
Arthur M. Landau,
Enterprises,

Inc..

for Coast
of L. L. Hiller
has left
for the

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Levenson With Inspiration
Detroit—The dates of the state M.
Lewis F. Levenson, formerly editor
P.
T. O. convention have been and critic of "Movie Weekly,' 'has
changed from Sept. 25, 26 to Oct. been appointed director of publicity
17.

its

*

Convention Dates Changed

16,

Gardner James is one of the (fl|
in "The Avenger," which^H
completed last week at the ErbogB
studio.
Joseph Levering directe<M
cipal

TIMES — Castles,

Coast to be gone about three weeks.

f^dtLcatlorvcd (fictuAj£>\

"THE

.,i

made

THE FILM DAILY)

C. Taylor, Universal
John, X. B., has been
appointed general sales manager for
Canadian
Universal
with
headquarters here. Taylor is succeeded at
St. John by J. A. Kirkpatrick, who
has been at the Toronto Universal
office for a

pro-

Columbia Film Service of PittsbM
"Daring Years," for Wefl
Pennsylvania and We>t Virginufl

for

titles,

Open

The Fairfax. Miami will reopen
Oct. 8, instead of Oct. 1, as originally
scheduled; vaudeville three days and
pictures the rest of the week will be
the policy. The Victory, Tampa, will
reopen Sunday with the same policy
the
Fairfax.
as
The Plaza, St.
Petersburg, will open Oct. 4 for one
day a week, and vaudeville on that
day on Nov. 30, the house will open
for

chief fault with the
the poor continuity and

in

is

which may be alt'i ut*-l to changes
or may possibly have
this country
been imported with it. * * * On the whole

linrli

THE FILM DAILY)

reopening of the company's theaters
in

The

peer.

their

duction

Atlanta Announcement has been
made by Southern Enterprises of the

Qiuotations
High

only a campaign

of suggestions, such as specially prepared letters, press stories, advertising and exploitation copy and prac-

(Czechoslo-

Prague

Filmschau,
Wenzelplatz.

Rue de

the promotion of the day will be distributed.
It is understood that this

tacles on a large scale, and the picture affords
him an opportunity to line up with men like
Lubitsch and Griffith and to prove himself

Louis Baum, who is on a salesH
Equity, has closed with ]

for

for

Inspiration Pictures,

Inc.

YOUR CHANCES ARE
.00362%

INDEPENDENT PICTURES
CORPORATION
1540 B'way

^—

)

N. Y.

d

<*HE
sday,

September

c&Ok
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Love and Chuckles
Every

Tears and Laughter
Women love tears, when not too

woman

always is in love
with Love, and every man pretends he likes to laugh at Love.
Mae Marsh, in "Paddy -the- Next
Best-Thing," gives both women
and men their chance as she returns to the film in the greatest

long sustained by emotion. Mae
Marsh in her great screen version of 'Taddy-the-Next-Best-

-

Thing", a story millions have

picture of her entire career.

brings up tears only to
quickly dissolve them into laughter that will sweep any audience.

Thrills and Chills

Fast - moving

There are enough

thrills

read,

Mae Marsh,

and

creepy sensations in Mae Marsh's
new picture to satisfy any audience. In "Paddy-the-Next-BestThing" there is action so fast and
swift, adventure so thrilling, that
patrons are certain to talk about
the picture to their friends.

Drama

in the role of the-

next-best-thing to the son that
never came, gives an intensely
hnman portrayal in a film that
never lags nor sags, but keeps
moving rapidly to a sane and logical climax. Every human emotion
is roused by her great art.

Graham Wilcox

Productions, Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

"Paddy-the-Next-Best- Thing
By Gertrude Page
Now

Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

Hiram Abrams,
A

Branch Office Located

in

New York
President

every United Artists Exchange

>>
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An

Entire

Devoted

Issue

to

the

Disaster

of

Century!

the

In accordance with the importance of the subject, issue No.

1

PATHE NEWS
will

I
J
1
1

79 of the

|

£
s

be entirely devoted to marvelous pictures of the

JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE

E
i
I

These pictures were furnished to regular customers of the Pathe
News on the Pacific Coast on Monday, Sept. 24, being the first pictures of this world-horrifying event to be

shown anywhere

in the

S

United States.
Prints of this issue will be shipped

from Chicago for Middle Western customers today.

Prints will also probably be shipped today
in

from

New York

to

Pathe News accounts

the East.

You

get

it all,

extra charge

you get

it

quick, you get

it

best in the Pathe News,

and without

.

PROMISES

DONT COUNT—BUT DEEDS DO

"Congratulations on extraordinary scoop of the Japanese Fire and Earthquake pictures, which it was our good fortune
throw on screen same day they arrived from Japan. Pathe News is indeed supreme." H. H. Campbell, Manager.
Orpheum Theatre, Orpheum Circuit, San Francisco.

to

"Congratulations on being

first

to obtain Japanese

Earthquake

film.

Your

"Congratulations on tremendous scoop Japanese Earthquake pictures.
our Loew's Warfield Theatre on Monday."
A. M. Bowles, Gen.

mwwwwwwOTnre^^

I

Monday."
M. L. Markowitz, San Francisco.

local office furnished print

We

were able

to

show them

Manager West Coast Theatres Co.

in

Pathe

News

'

%
of

Northern California.
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No. 75

N THE JOB

Made

300 Prints
Paramount

Sending Japanese Pictures
All
Over
Country Extra
By
Shows Held on Broadway
hat an outfit that Famous
The Japanese earthquake pictures,
They are not which Famous Players secured
nization is!
e news weekly business, but through Tom Cochrane and R. E.
energy unequalled they Mclntyre in advance of any of the
regular news reels, created such inout all the regular news tense interest at the Rialto and Rivoli
dy organizations by. getting Wednesday night that special midJapanese earthquake pic- night shows were put on to accommodate the crowds.
5 to Broadway a full day or

—

DANNY

ahead of

s

all

real trick was pulled in gettheir pictures off at Vancouver
intine and then shooting an aero-

for

e rest.

the author as the director, and
B. Walthal in the lead. One
te best mystery plays ever proif
1, and the picture is as good,
Should be
>etter than the play.
Release to be deter: office bet.
mighty interesting picd.
well cast, well mounted.

Off to the Coast today. Just
bit interested to see what's
'hat as to forthcoming protections.

A

line

Jack Cohn of C.

ien and a lot after looking
Meanwhile, palings over.
enzo.
5ts

ted

B.

C.

will

sail

next week on the Aquitania, for a
six weeks' trip to Europe in the interest

company.

of his

Following
Bird
Hawaiis.

Carl

some

but the business held up so well that
the Ingram picture was delayed for
time.

of

Several resignations of minor offiand assistants in the offices of
Preferred Pictures occurred yesterday. Al Lichtman said they were of
no importance.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
left

here for

— B.

New

P. Schulberg has

are

attend the Biltmore lunch, to be ten-

dered

ae and Logan Open Jan. 1
Saturday.
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
same boat.
iladelphia The Logan and Elthe two Stanley houses now Paramount

David Lloyd George on
Lloyd George is on the

—

to

Wins

(Special to

Oregon

Action

THE FILM DAILY)

Ore.
Evans has

Portland,

of

$20,000,

judgment
complaint.

over the foreign sales of

T. O. C. C. and "Enemies of Women"
In a lengthy statement issued yesterday relative to the court proceed-

but

on

—

the
that

"Warning, however, is served upon the
producer and distributor of the picture and
on all theater owners in the territory of New
York, whether members of the Chamber or
not, that in the event of any theater attempting to show this picture in violation of any
contract held by any member of the Theater

Owners Chamber

of

Court
Circuit
held that "The

be made to adjust
seems probbe done
can
this
how
just
but
able,

That

efforts will

difficulties

existing

seems uncertain at the moment.
Nathan Burkan denied yesterday
that he had conceded anything on behalf of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan and
declared that contracts made by the
be carcourt withheld company for "Enemies" will

portion

of

C. B. C.

the ried out while these originally made
by Famous Players will be cancelled.

to Sail

Milton Cohen of Inter-Globe Export plans to sail next week on the
Majestic for a hrief visit to London
where he will meet his partner SidHe expects
ney "Cheerio" Garrett.
to return in about a month.

Guarantees
W.

C. J .Doolittle of Selznick

Takes

Commerce, the Chamber

prosecute to the full extent of the law
any remedies which they may be advised
they possess."

the

all

product.

York.

will

Judge
Arthur Levey Here
Trail of the Covered Wagon" was
thur Levey is back in New York too near like the Paramount film,
spending two years in Europe, "The Covered Wagon," and upheld
e
he disposed of Associated Famous Players, which alleged an
ucers' pictures.
He is here look- infringement on the part of Jesse
or product for England on be- Sill and his partners, who were ex
of Pathe Freres Co., Ltd., of hibiting a film of that name in Ore
The plantiffs claim they have
on. in which Lord Beaverbrook gon.
Levey already been damaged to the extent
:he controlling interest.
the Dempsey-Firpo
pictures for Great Britain and
id.
He is at the Ansonia.

B. C. Foreign Deal
of the British &
Barnstyn
J.
Continental Trading Co., has taken
C.

C.

Cohen

Laemmle Arrives Today
Laemmle and Abe Stern

to

discuss his latest picture, preferring
to see what the public thinks of it
prior to making any statement.

cials

of the picture

Tully will make
in
the
Paradise"

turn to pictures of his latest
type rather than comedies in which
he has built his reputation.
likely

He will leave here Arthur W. Kelly
"Potash" Held Over
as his personal representative. Kelly
"Potash and Perlmutter" will be will have offices in the Candler Bldg.
held over for a second week at the Chaplin was accompanied East by
Eddie Sutherland, his assistant direcStrand.
tor.
Chaplin said he would rather not

ges in important companies, due in today from Europe. Universal
his the gathering of the has received a wireless from the boat ings on "Enemies of Women" (as
said
ds before the breaking of the in which Laemmle states that he and noted recently), the T. O. C. C.
conclusion:
in
to
invited
been
R. H. Cochrane had
n?

purchased

takes

—

(Special to

this.

"The

of rumors being cirprobable
relative
to

construction, are expected
around the holidays.

Have Representative Here
to see how New York
to "A Woman of Paris," Charlie

Anxious

transferred to the

Resignations at Preferred

Tully in from Coast
Richard Walton Tully arrived from
Los Angeles yesterday to confer with
Rex Beach on productions of "Flowing Gold." From here, Tully will go
to Dallas, where
will be made.

now and

—

Inspiration has decided to release
"The White Sister" as a road show.
The picture will therefore go out as
an attraction similar to "The Covered
Wagon," and in the same way as

a

6)

Jack Cohn Sailing

:

A

Page

on

(Continued

"The Unknown Purple"
ide by Abe Carlos with Roland
•y

Chaplin Here
Expects to Return to Coast Shortly to
Start His Next Production— Will

Ambassador for an with discretion. He will return to
indefinite run.
The business enjoyed the Coast direct and said he expects
by the production here has been com- to start in on his next picture imSidney R. Kent received no less than mented on a good deal in film circles. mediately.
Whether it will be a
35 telephone inquiries from out-of- As a matter of the fact, the 44th St. straight Chaplin comedy or another
town points for the pictures.
run was scheduled for two weeks special he would not say; but from
E. V. Richards saw the business at- only with "Scaramouche" to follow, his remarks it was inferred he would
were made, and the services

through fog and storm ahead
But then enthusiasm and
put behind this little trick only
ed what they can do when they tracted by the pictures at the Broadway theaters on Wednesday night,
in to do something.

!

Plan Road Shows
Inspiration to Handle "The White
Sister" as a Legitimate Attraction Successful Here

Chaplin arrived in town yesterday
and put up at the Ritz. Within half
an hour his suite was besieged with
"The Ten Commandments" will be reporters, and Chaplin's ideas about
pictures and other things will be all
booked.
At present, there is only one run, over the papers today and tomorrow.
at the 44th St. theater in New York,
He said he expects to remain here
300 but on Sunday the picture will be only a week but this can be taken

of
every available laboratory enlisted to
get the unusual demand out on time.

prints

e

orders

rush

Yesterday,

others.

Price 5 Cents

Again

Up Question Interesting
To Producers

THE FILM DAILY

recently took
printing some ideas of W.
C. J. Doolittle. president of Selznick
Dis. Corp., regarding guarantees to
Some editorial comment
producers.
followed this and Mr. Doolittle yesterday forwarded the following to
the editor:
"Pursuing a little further the question of Guarantee Insurance and at
the same time offering a reply to your
editorial remarks on this subject under date of Friday, September 21:
(Continued on Page 6)

pleasure
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Paris Representative
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Quotations

do

pfd.

..89%

89%

Goldwyn
Loew's

....

15/2

15/2

Sales

800
5,400
100

i'hotoplay
Medal of Honor, for the
picture of 1922 closes Oct. 1st.

Voting
Magazine
iesi

supervisor in that organization, as
reported earlier in the week. Famous
declared that no such move has been
made, nor has it been under consideration.

third

The department

of visual instrucrecently formed by the National
lulucation Ass'n. is now functioning.
ion,

St.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for thi» "ad"

FREE

and

is

coast

New

understood to have

York,

left for the
in
petition

The

yesterday.

against
him by
Ferri and other creditors re-

bankruptcy

DOROTHY DEVORE

"NAVYBLUES"

filed

in

order,

to

his

affairs

in

Gets

Selznick

Selznick

show

to

the

film

"Bag and Baggage"

has acquired

distribution
of "Bag and Baggage," a Finis Fox
production, and his fourth for the

Paul Weigel are

in

the cast.

WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL,

Ave.

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

New

QUALITY ART TITLES

York.

The Waller

—

Studio*

Fred Waller—Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street

Atlanta Arthur
Bromberg,
C.
head of Progress Pictures, is back
from Dallas where he opened a new

Stuyvesant 2652

office.

the

Fox

— Manager
office is

on

P. K.
a trip

Johnson, of
through the

territory.

nual election of officers Tuesday, with
the following result:

President, Mel Shauer; vice-presiH. A. Nadel; secretary, Mrs. E.
Peters treasurer, E. A. Brown, board
of governors, H. C. Wylie, W. J.
Pineaul, Oscar Morgan, Miss M. E.
White, Daniel Hynes, E. C. Norrington.
dent,

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Sunday

Outing

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

of
newspaper
people
today
on the
street
exterior built for "West of
the Water Tower" in Long Island.
Some actual scenes will be shot.

Big

To

"Kodak"

"Water Tower" Studio Party
Famous will entertain a party

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Rothacker Laboratories

for

that

Philadelphia The Film Board of
Trade is conducting a monster picnic
and outing for the film folk of Philadelphia on Sunday, at Delair-on-theHollywood

Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

—

Theaters throughout the
be requested by the fire

(Special to

Chicago

With Cutting Room and

Dallas The Associated Sales Co.,
H. J. Bailey, one of
has dissolved.
the organization's backers, has left

will

department
week.

omoau

New York

ii

OFFICE FOR RENT

Fox at Dallas, has asthe position as publicity head

stone," a tire prevention film, sponsored by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters. The picture will be a
part of the official program during
Fire Prevention Week, the week of
8th,
at
Regiment
Oct.
the
71st

at your

WORE LAUGHS THAN THE NAVV HAS 66ANS

tlit

is

Metro Has Fire Prevention Film
Metro will distribute "The Key-

Exchange

Educational

of

Mel Shauer Heads Club
The
Paramount Pep Club, the
Clifford S. Elfelt, who recently announced a series of Jane Thomas pro- home office employees' organization
of
Famous Players, held its anductions for the state right market,

independent market.
Gloria Grey,
Carmelita Geraghty, John Roche and

newspapers.

Town

town.

the Ideal.

at

in

Here and Gone

Elfelt

country

Louis," produced by Rothacker, with
local talent, is at the New Grand
The picture
week.
this
Central
traces the development of the city
and was warmly received by local

sumed

Dallas

"Foolish Parents," will be released
by Associated Exhibitors Oct. 7.

Armory.

Shown
St.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St Louis— "The Spirit of
Louis Film

MATS

the

lor

shape, according to Ferri yesterday.

Deny Meighan Report
Famous Players deny that Tom
Meighan will have his own sales

— Thomas

formerly with

Grosset & Dunlap are the publishes of a special film edition of "Scarimouche." The jacket of the cover
ontains scenes of the production.

Roger
Not quoted cently was withdrawn
200 permit Elfelt to get
15/2

89%

City

—

spent the last few days in

Low Close
High
106^
East. Kod..l06^ 105
70^ IIVa,
F. P.-L. .. 72K

Oklahoma

prin-

in

S.

London Representative Ernest W. tredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London,

bands situated

postal

New

York,
'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
N. Y.
Hollywood. California— Walter R. Greene,

DAILY,

S.

1879.

3,
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(Special to

twenty-nine

15,

H. Boland of the Empress, is back after
cipal cities, will hold a radio concert
contest in competition for a cash having served two weeks on the rotating committee at the First National
prize of $500 and a silver cup, to be
office in New York.
offered by Emory Johnson, who has
just completed "The Mail Man" for
Monitz,
Tex. Dave
Corsicana,
F. B. O.
U.

VilXXV

Oct.

Monthly,

Offeman

Hal Offeman, studio manager
Powers plant, Los Angeles,

is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

Delaware.
Celebrate Laemmle's

Next week

will

Home Coming

be

marked

"Laemmle Home Coming Week"

as
in

the company's exchanges, in honor of Carl Laemmle's return from

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

all

Europe.

\

,
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fettle
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Putting

It

Houses Under

Over

New Agreement

•J *f-i J.J ?«i
J5

is

hoiv a

brother ex-

The agreement calls for
effective.
Keith to book vaudeville for both circuits, while the Stanley interests will
book pictures
include:

Globe,

Allegheny,

—

Daniel Boone Club cards, prepared
by Weil, were distributed in all the
neighborhood stores. At the time of
the parade, hundreds of kids fell in
The parade wended its way
line.
of
sections
busiest
the
through
Ridgewood. and came to a halt in
One thoufront of the Parthenon.
sand Daniel Boone Club buttons were
distributed, as the children entered
the
the

the
settled
musicians'
wage scale for all of its theaters on
increase.
This
a basis of a \2]/2
includes the Still-man, State, Allen,

of

of Exploitation

Aid

—

Lawrence, Mass. Frank Boscketti,
of the Star, submits a new idea to
help bring crowds to a theater on
serial
days and bring them back
again on other days.
Boscketti laid in a supply of Indian
war bonnets, issued by the Universal
exploitation department in connection with "In the Days of Daniel
Boone." He next had printed cards
reading:
"The management of the star theater will present Name
with a
Address
beautiful Indian War Bonnet when
this ticket is punched upon the reverse side for fifteen (IS) consecutive
weeks, upon which will be shown the
superb chapter-play 'In the Days of
Daniel Boone,' in fifteen episodes."

ADVERTISING BUY
;;:

*#
.*

a
a
a

OF THE YEAR

:.:
:.:

a
}.:
:.;

a
a
a
a
Park, Mall, Alhambra, Liberty and a
Dean. It is expected that the wage a
a
scale with suburban and second run a
down town houses will be settled a
this week.
a

IS

THE

:.:

:.:

::

M.

Meets
a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Trenton At a regular meeting of
the Board of Directors of the M. P. T. a
Jersey

P. T. O.

:.:

—

New

of

Hotel

Stacey

:.:
:.:

V
>
William Kee- a
:.:

Jersey,

Trent,

held

at

the

gan was elected treasurer to serve
the unexpired term of Louis Bollinger, of West Hoboken, resigned.
Plans for M. P. Day were also dis-

:.:

a
.
a
a

cussed.

Claim "Shadows" Was Pirated
Al Lichtman declares that prints
of
"Shadows" have been pirated
and shown in Cuba. In this connection,
he states that despite pub-

1924 FILM

:.:

:.:
:.:

a
a
a
.

YEAR BOOK

:.:

*

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
Ed Carrier With Chicago Aschers a
a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a
Cleveland — Eddie Carrier, who has a
The reverse side of the ticket had been exploiting Goldwyn pictures in a
a
a border consisting of consecutive these parts for the past year, will a
dates, Sundays excepted, from Aug. be located in Chicago after Oct. 1st. a
He has been appointed assistant a
27 to Nov. 7.
manager of the Ascher circuit of a
a
theaters there.
a
a
Richardson Used His Brains
a
East St. Louis, 111—Through the
a
George Gallup Honored
a
heavy traffic of a Saturday night,
As a mark of esteem in which they a
there wended a stage coach attended
held George B. Gallup, the Hodkin- a
by two horsemen clad in chaparejos son home
a
office staff presented him a
and mounted on ponies. On the box with a
cane, with a gold band suitably a
of the coach beside the driver rode
en graved, upon his resignation to a
a
"The Girl of the Golden West." for join First National.
a
the odd sight was a ballyhoo for the
a
picture coming to the Lyric.
a
Lyric, Atlanta, Robbed of $3,500
a
To Manager Larry Richardson goes
a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the credit for the exploitation campaign for there were no stage coaches
in civilized Fast St. Louis.
Richardson improvised his own coach from
an antiquated carriage dug up in a
waeon maker's shop. When it was
finished, however, it had every appearance of a vehicle used by the
49ers except that it seemed too new
for that decade.

THE BEST

%

O.,

Makes Use

has

Inc.,

a
a

Cross-

Parade for Daniel Boone
keys, Nixon's Grand, Nixon, BroadHerman Weingarten with his as- way, William Penn. Alhambra and
sistant. Max Klamfer, and the co- the Towers, Camden.
The Logan
operation of Joe Weil, Universal ex- and Elrae, the new Stanley houses
the "Daniel Boone" now being built will also be included
ploitcer, gave
-<rial a send-off at its opening at the in the arrangement, although they will
The services not be ready until the first of the
Parthenon, Brooklyn.
up of girl year.
local band made
of a
musicians were employed, and a
Boone parade was formed. Settles With Cleveland Musicians
Daniel
Rig banners flaunted captions, "Join
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Daniel Boone Club," and "Fall in
Cleveland Loew's Ohio Theatres,
line
for 'In the Days of Daniel
Boone.'

:.:

The houses

for both.

lished
advertisements of a competitive concern appearing in a Cuban
trade paper relative to the picture,
those rights are vested in the Cuban
Medal Film Co. only.

Atlanta

— Robbers

safe of the Lyric and
$3,500 besides some

:t

forced open the

made away with
valuable

deeds

and papers.

Schmidt on Coast
reported
Artie
Schmidt,
former sales manager for Universal,
has gone to the coast.
Tt

is

:.:

a
a
a
a
«
a
a
a
a
#..»*>

192
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:.:

Stanley booking agreement becomes

put his show over.
Let
Send alovg your ideas.
the other fellow htlOV) hoie you
cleaned up.
hibitor

theater, and became members
Daniel Boone Club.

?.i f.* ?.J

28,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia With the beginning U
of the new season, the new Keith- a

—

Here

MM

Friday, September

Our

advertising department

is

as close to you as your phone

THE
lay,

September

1923

28,

nternational First
NEWS REEL TO SHOW COMPLETE
PICTURES OF THE GREAT

JAPANESE
DISASTER
BOOK INTERNATIONAL NEWS
REEL NUMBER 80 FOR
,\

HE ONLY COMPLETE PICTURES
HERE ARE THE STIRRING FACTS:
AT FIRST WORD OF THE GREAT JAPANESE
disaster,

International

News cameramen

flew

from

Shanghai to Tokyo and Yokohama.

AT THE RISK OF THEIR LIVES THEY

SE-

great calamity.

THE PICTURES WERE THEN SHIPPED BY
express steamer to Seattle.

THEY WERE THENCE FORWARDED, WITHetc.,

direct to

New York by

THE NEGATIVE WAS RUSHED TO THE
laboratory and prints were gotten out in record time.

THESE HAVE ALREADY BEEN SHIPPED TO
exchanges

all

over the country.

ing theatres of

New York

and the surrounding territory

in the east.

cured the most complete and remarkable pictures of this

out any stops for showings,
one of the fastest airplanes.

THE PICTURES ARE NOW PLAYING THE LEADIS THE FIRST
be able to show in New York the only complete and most remarkable pictures taken of the great
Japanese disaster.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

news

reel to

INTERNATIONAL NEWS INCLUDES THESE
pictures as part of its regular service.
them at no extra cost.

Exhibitors

show

INTERNATIONAL NEWS AGAIN SWEEPS
the news reel field with this big scoop, giving exhibitors
the best service first at no additional cost.

SEE YOUR UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE IMMEDIately and arrange to

show

these pictures at once.

JOW PLAYING LEADING N Y. THEATRES

Leleased thru universal

THE

c&a

DAILY

Prints

3(K)

(Continued from

Made
Page

Friday, September 28,

Guarantees
(Continued

1)

f

rom Page

1)
I

communicated

and at once
Paramount in

with

order to secure the
-hots for the Saenger circuit in the
\ special messenger left for
South.

\<w Orleans yesterday with

a print.

who brought

the
print cast, went through a number of
varied experiences before he arrived
After he left CleveYork.
hi New

Stimson,

Eddie

land, he ran
that caused
times.

heavy fog bank
descend several
landing was found

into a
to

him

When

a

mechwho had been with him for

necessary

in

New

Jersey, his

anician,
three years in all sorts of trying conditions, told Stimson he was crazy
to endeavor to get through and so
the aviator had to come on alone.

pictures of all the news weeklies
arrived at Vancouver on the
same boat, but Paramount got ahead
of the rest by arranging for an aeroplane to take them off at quarantine.
International's pictures were held
up at Cleveland by the same fog that

The

daunt Stimson. They were
put aboard a New York Central
limited express and rushed East, arriving in New York yesterday morning.
The prints were rushed through
at once and released for the evening
performances at theaters last night.
failed to

Kinograms will embody
tuns in its regular release
The Paramount
morrow.
go out as
will

be a

a

special,

full reel

Yokohama

picout to-

its

pictures
International's

showing Tokio and

before the catastrophe and

after.

Japanese

Damage Great

Aboard the plane that brought the
earthquake picture from Japan was a
letter to E. E. Shauer of Famous
Players from Tom Cochrane and R.
F.. Mclntyrr. who described the havoc
caused by the disaster.
"All first-run theaters in Tokio are

now

ashes.

The Universal

office

in

Tokyo, burned to the ground. The
T "nited
office and stock were saved.
"Everything books, papers, records, film
in our office was totally
destroyed by fire. Not a scrap left for
us to go on.
What film was out
working outside of Tokio, we are

—

—

locating as quickly as

Pierson Here

we

can."

From Japan

"I agree with you that no distributor 'anticipates being confronted by
failure very often,' and I believe that

the policy w-hich we have with producers comes as near obviating the
possibility of failure as is humanly
possible, (which doesn't, I instantly
concede, entirely eliminate that possibility).

"Primarily we protect lourselves
dealing only with well known
producers, all of whom have backgrounds of successful experience in
the production of worth while picIn
our contract
tures.
addition,
specifically provides that we be permitted to supervise the selection of

by

story and direction; and we
supervise the entire production, at all
times, and what is of equal importance, we supervise and O. K. the
cast,

production expense budget, thus assuring ourselves that there is no inflation
in the matter of
negative
costs.

"Our nine months guarantee covers
only

the

actual

certified

negative

which we approve and you may be
certain that we will withhold this approval until we are thoroughly satisfied that these costs are actual and
necessary.

"You cite the case of
who lost something like
by

though

fortified

tee.

venture to

actual

I

a producer

$28,000, ala so-called guaranstate,

without any

knowledge of the

case,

that

possible

weak

factors.

in

—

Hugo

at Rivoli

Riesenfeld has engaged the
Zuro Grand Opera Co. for the Rivoli
during the coming season.

Coast.

NEGATIVES FOR SALE

mere
paper, because there would

would have been more than
scrap of

a

have been a fund immediately available to be applied to meet the deficit
in this one production, which
evidently must have been a weak

The Essanay Film Mfg. Company

consisting

negatives,

comedies,

features,

of

westerns,

dramas, comedy-dramas,

serials,

and educationals. Wire,
write or call on

scenics

point of
at
least from a
revenue. You can undoubtedly point
out many pictures which, prior to
their release, looked tot be big winners but which failed to get over,
but it is equally true that you can
point out far many more pictures
which have been financially successsister,

W. FAY

LYNCH

Argyle Street,

1345

Chicago,

Illinois.

ful.

"We

are relying on two factors to
us of a reasonable amount
First, the fact that we
of success.
are not guaranteeing productions except where we are reasonably certain of their favorable reception by
This should
exhibitors generally.
mean that our percentage on failures
Second, that
will be extremely low.
the application of the law of averages
applied on this basis makes it almost certain that the carefully calculated percentage of the gross of all

guaranteed productions which we set
aside will more than cover the few
failures which may develop.

THEATRES

17836 U.S.

assure

guarantee was not protected by
"You speak og giving the producer
a plan such as ours, based on the a guarantee in the shape of a piece
commercially accepted law of av- of paper which he could not discount
erages.
I do not think that
at any bank.
"The principle of insurance is too you seriously suggest that any disthoroughly established and conceded
tributor go to this extent in proto require any defense on my part
After all, the
and, what is more pertinent to our tecting the producer.
Guarantee
Insurance
policy,
this producer should be willing to accept
same insurance principle is being ap- some portion of the gamble with the
plied today by many large businesses distributor, providing he has that
which arrange to set aside a certain reasonable degree of protection which
percentage of their entire gross as our plan offers him.
insurance protection, believing it to
"Tn closing I think you will agree
be an economic saving to finance their
with me that we have gone farther
own insurance.
"The percentage which they set in this matter of protection of prodistributing
aside invariably covers certain items ducers than any other
record
organization
of
and
I want
which are absolutely safe against
possible loss but thev apply the law to say that these plans which we have
of averages over their entire product laid down are being backed with a
as a general protection against any sincerity of purpose which is certain

Wayne

Zuro Opera Co.

Cosman to Coast
Jack T. Cosman expects to leaw
he middle of next week for the

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250

seats, 30%; under 500,
800, 85% ; over 800, 15%.
economical method of reichiy
our ADDRESSING SERVICE.

70% under
:

The

most

theatres
C4.00

is

PER

iO'"',

ion

M

UP.

Liata

if

deaired.

30

spell

to

listed.

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244 West 42nd

St.,

Near Broadway

'Phone Bryant 8138

Detroit Houses

—

$600 from

Robbers

also stole
the safe of the Russell.

stolen.

—Reports

tion indicate that the

16th

There are 362 State Right Exchanges and

want

this

in

one

—wa

ONE

will

can

in each

so your chances are

.00362%

circula-

new Fox

and Market,

every

production

only serve 26 or

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Philadelphia

show

LIKE FLIES

TO

territory,

Straight Pictures for Fox's?

at

SWARM

Robbed

Detroit Two more have been addThe
ed to the
list of robberies.
Delthe, on Mack Ave was entered a
few days ago and the safe dragged
out into the alley, broken open, and

ter,

ALL
WILL

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

$1,274

EXHIBITORS— THE PUBLIC

success."

Two More

will

thea-

only

pictures.

Claude Ezell in New York
Butterfield's New Office Opened
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Claude Ezell. special sales executive
for Selznick. is in New York from
Detroit— The Bijou Theatrical EnDallas, for a conference with David terprises,
now have offices in the
Blythe.
Joseph Mack Bldg.

tt

saved in postage, etc., through eliaim
of dead and duplicate theatre* analj

this

Pierson. United Artists
Downing to Film "Ten Nights"
Tokio, is in New York.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
He is probablv the first film man to
Richmond,
Va.
The Downing
reach here from Japan since the
Film Co.. headed by Robert Downdisaster.
He. together with
his
ing, will shortly begin work on "Ten
familv arrived
in
Seattle
on the
Nights." from the novel by T. S. ArPresident Jefferson from the Orient.
thur.
The picture will be made in
Pierson was preparing to return to
and around this city and will be dithe States for a vacation when the
rected by J. R. Calvert.
shocks came. He suffered an injury
of the spine, while Mrs. Pierson met
Weinstock Operating Elsmere
with severe bruises.
Their baby
loe Weinstock is president of the
escaped unscathed.
Charles Dreher,
Theater
Operating
Co.
and Mr. Westendorff and family also Elsmere
returned to Seattle with the Piersons which reopens the Elsmere. Crotona
but they have remained there for the Parkway and Elsmere Place, the
Bronx, tomorrow night.
time being.

H.

manager

"If the man who lost $28,000 had
been distributing through an organization which was holding in trust
a special fund withdrawn impartially
from all of its product, his guarantee

1923

INDEPENDENT PICTURES
CORPORATION
1540 B'way

xxammr

N. Y.
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Qyerybody's a Meighan Fan
IT'S

a

fact.

You

know

it.

—

Meighan gets them all in men
and women, banker and bottlewasher, highbrow and lowbrow.
There's no star in the business
with his universal following. Ad-

Meighan in any picture
and they'll all come a-flocking.
Imagine the crowds when you
play Meighan in "Woman-Proof"
Meighan in a big love-comedy
by the author of 'Back Home and
Broke," produced by the same director (Al Green), with the same
vertise

—

leading

woman

(Lila Lee).

With the same racy American
humor and wholesome romance
that made "Back
Home and
Broke" a knockout everywhere.
Book "Woman-Proof" and then
hire your ticket-seller an assistant

d (paramount Q>icture
assr

mhomas

Meighan

/

—

—

BRADSTREET

7vfeRE(OCKIZEt

f FILMDOM

Authority
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KXV

Big Job for Brabin

House

Some

Does

Davis

Price 25 Cents

30, 1923

Broom

the

'Jsing
>.

Sunday, September

No. 76

"Ben Hur" Which
Made Abroad— Sails
With Edward Bowes

Selected to Direct

Will Be

leaning at Cosmopolitan

Macloon, Meeker, Out

I

new general man-

0. Davis, the

Charles Brabin will direct "Ben
.<
Hur," according to an announcement

Cosmopolitan Prod., who has

:>f

made yesterday jointly by F. J. Godsol, of Gokhvyn and A. L. Erlanger.

tor himself a reputation
efficiency engineer, has started
•Id the broom at tin- studied
has made a number of dismisthe organization among which
l

ished

Brabin's recent productions have been
"Driven," which was made independently and taken over by Universal
distribution
for
and
"Six
Days," made at the Goldwyn studio

place the following:

s

department ing Louis A. Macloon. Sue Mcra. and Joseph Mclnerney.
entire publicity

cutting

room

publicity

force.

Macloon's

John,

St.

work

special

in
the close association with
Mathis, who will assume the
editorial
directorship of the enter-

representative.

Meeker and

ssrs.

and now running at the Capitol,
where it grossed $53,917 last week.
In making "Ben Hur," Brabin will
June

Tevelan

at

us Players where they supercontracts on the Cosmopolitan
released through Paramount,
reported that Cosmopolitan
is
ut down production in the imSeveral picture- are
tc future.
ready awaiting release.

prise.

Edward Bowes, vice president of
Goldwyn. and Brabin, will sail for
Europe Saturday morning on the
Leviathan.
They will be followed
shortly by Miss Mathis and a complete technical

staff,

New York from
^aemmle and Stern Arrive
Laemmle and Abe Stern arfrom Europe.
in late Friday
1

did not dock until
R. H. Cochrane and E. H.
tein went down the bay to meet
mle.

Aquitania

lg.

Left to right. Cullen Tate, Bryant Washburn and Jules Furthman who
adapted "Try and Get It," from Eugene P. Lyle's Sat. Eve. Post story
"The Ring-Tailed Galliwampus." Bryant Washburn is starring. Cullen
Tate directing. Advt.

which

is

due

in

the studio in about

a week.
After considerable speculation it
was decided that the entire production
of "Ben Hur" will be filmed abroad.
Page 11)
(Continued on
lavies'

Run Ends

Oct. 27

Old New York" closes its
Tin at the Cosmopolitan theater on
Oct. 27 and on the next day, "Unseeing Eyes" opens there. The Davies
picture goes into the Capitol Nov. 11.
"Unseeing Eyes" was produced from
Newlin
Katherine
"Snowblind,"
Burt's story of the Canadian NorthLionel Barrymore heads the
west.
cast.
E. H. Griffith directed. ....
Tittle

Policy

Features Reviewed
Page
le

Meanest

Man

World
National
Bright Lights of

3

First
le

Broadway

Capitol
le

,

le

3
3
3

6

Metro

6

Romance

Metro

7

rclone Jones

Aywon— S. R
Ahead
Goldstone— S.

letter.

in

:'

2, 3, 4, 5, etc,

or the entire 11 Specials, in

the order in which they are released in your particular territory.
Exhibitors may divide the specials amongst themselves.
must be assured, in contract foifm, that each of the 11 Specials

We

Dawn

Eagle's Feather

Wife's

out with a

* * *
For instance, page nine includes the following
You will be permitted to review each picture but you will not
be allowed to pick one or two and leave the rest. You may buy

individually in lots of

Wild

Pathe
Hindering
Universal

is

7

run exhibition before any part of the Specials are sold.
You will agree with us that in allowing you this latitude we pave
the road for quick sales and early play dates, so that your locality
and box office will have an immediate showing and immediate'

have a

first

revenue to help pay for your investment.

,,;

anger

R

Love Trap
Grand-Asher— S.

le

R

Reputations

Capital

Exchange

tort

Subjects

SECOND RUNS

7

lattered

—

9

theaters that are classified as second runs, suburban
runs or small towns, no contract will be accepted without play
desire
dates. Play dates will be an important consideration.

6

that the small

7

S.

Sees Evolution

:

Films— S. R

Call of the

organization

teresting.

Principal— S. R.
le Knock on the Door

And

no uncertain tones tells Mr. Exhibitor how Fox pictures will be sold.
Some of the phrases used in this lengthy communication are in-

The Fox

in the

R.

.

.

"For

all

We

town exhibitor have

a
(Continued on Page

chance to contract for our
4)

Williams Expects 500 Houses to Play
Two Shows a Day and Others
J.

Scaled t6 Different Prices
D. Williams of Ritz Carlton, just

back from the coast,

is certain that
there will be a real evolution in the
exhibition end of the industry within
a year. It is his belief that within 12
months there will be at least 500 theaters playing two shows a day of high
class pictures, and also that prices of
theaters will be scaled to jneet the
various kinds of productions shown.
That is to say just as there are prices
for classes of both amusements and
the commodities of life, so it will be

in pictures.

When

asked about the reports that

Rodolph Valentino, under contract to
Ritz, might appear as Romeo opposite
the Juliet of Norma Talmadge, Williams scouted the idea.

THE

•2&K.DAILY

San Francisco News
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
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Wid's Film and Film Folks,

1923,

Daily

Published

Inc.,

PncB25Cents

except

Saturday,

at

St.. New York, N. Y„ by
and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

71-73

West

44t-h

WID'S FILMS
I

— Byard

&

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Alexandia Theater Corp. has been
formed with a capital of $50,000 by
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside George
A. Oppenheimer,
Alex E.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Levin and Edgar Sinton. The comForeign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. pany will operate a theater, now un$15.00.
Address

communications

to

THE FILM

71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Holhwood, California Walter R. Greene,

DAILY,

X.

Y.

1603.

der

construction,

the

in

residential

be called the Alexandria.

district to

—

6*11 Hollywood Blvd.

'Phone, Hollywood

— Irving
Representative— Ernest

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

Mack, 738

S.

London
W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London,

W.

I.

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European
Representative
InternaCentral
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

—

Universal City Active

H. (Lani") Magoon,

J.

Amusement

of the ConCo., Honolulu,
to the Islands,

solidated

T. H., has returned
following a stay of several months

strike

Adjusted

THE FILM DAILY)

—There

in

will

New England

Friedman Leases Bankrupt Capitol
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh Samuel Friedman has
the

Gladys Walton in Cleveland

—

at

the

Pacific

for Universal.

Gladys Walton

is

tract with Universal.

still

under con-

Enough

of her

Hollywood Universal City is humMitchell Lewis has finished his part pictures have been completed to meet
ming these days with many new pro- in
"Half-A-Dollar Bill" and has left January release dates.
ductions scheduled to go into work
with his wife for Los Angeles.
besides those now being filmed.
Booth Hardy Promoted
Hobart Henley is working on "The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Turmoil," in which George HackaGerson
Pictures
have
finished
Toledo Booth J. Hardy, formerly
thorne, Eleanor Boardman, Emmett
"Waterfront Wolves."
The film is manager of the Pantheon has been
Corrigan,
Eileen
Percy,
Pauline being edited and
titled.
promoted manager of the Alhambra.
Garon, Edward Hearn Bert Roach,
Kenneth Gibson and Theodore Von
Eltz appear. Clarence L. Brown will
Edward Belasco is back from Los
Mart soon on "The Signal Tower." Angeles, where he made arrangeIrving Cummings is well into produc- ments for his next picture.

—

on Mary Philbin's new vehicle,
Reginald Denny is being
(iolden State Films are being redirected by Harry A. Pollard in an organized on a larger
scale.
original by Byron Morgan, "There
He Goes," under the working title of
'The Spice of Life." Edward SedgBennett's Second Ready
wick just completed Hoot Gibson's
Whitman
Bennt has delivered to
"The Extra Man" and will start soon
Vitagraph the second of a series of
on "Hook and Ladder."
six pictures to be released by that organization.
The picture is a screen
version of "The Leavenworth Case,"
Detroit May Boost Admissions
by Anna Katherine Green. Bennett
(Speei»I to THE FILM DAILY)
states that the story was first pubDetroit
Next week will probably
lished in 1878 and since then has been
see admissions of all Detroit theaters
read by over 10,000,000 in this counraised, due to increased wages being
try alone.
He further declares that
to
paid
operators.
Theaters that
it
has been translated into every
formerly g<Jt 17 cents will most likely
modern language known and has apfco to 2(1 while tho-e getting 20 are
peared in pratically every form of
expected to raise to 25 cents. The
serialization
and syndicated literabig downtown houses
tion

"Morality."

are also plan-

Although

no

five cents.

definite

New Theater
THE FILM DAILY)

Protest
(Special to

—

Covington, Ky.
Permit to erect a
corner ot Gilbert Ave.
and Beecher St. ha- been withheld
by the building commissioner, be-

ilieater at the

so close to a hospital.
house, which i- for negro people,

lUSe the site

The

is

ture.

-

.

liting for

•

tuthftrities to act.

CINEMATOGRAPHERl
Al. At liberty October 10,
Dependab
own Cameras.
nothing too big nor too sma
150
Apply Box No.

M

The Film

Daily, 71

W.

44th

New York

COSTUME:
FOR

H

New

R

I

York's Newest and Foremost^]
Costume Rental Organization

BROOK.

|

-_I43 W40 T-aStN.Y. C.J

NEGATIVES FOR SALE
The Essanay Film Mfg. Com
pany

consisting

negatives,

comedies,

al

westerns!

dramas, comedy-dramas, serials
scenics and educationals.

Wire,!

write or call on

W. FAY

LYNCH

1345 Argyle Street,

Chicago,

Illinois.

1

REPRINTS
Merit Films
(Special to

—

Owe

$36,418

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit The following is a list of
creditors of Merit Films, of which
Ray J. Branch is receiver; City of
Detroit, $379.11; State of Michigan,
$303.52; Chicago Show Printing Co.,
$38.50; E. L. Sargent, $307.39; E. \Y.
Bills,
$346.25;
Evans Film Mfe..
Co., $37.55; S. M. Kronen, $17,287;
Whitman & Graffert, $1 140; Rob't
E. Weber, $3,777.99; R. L. Kantlehncr,
$4,459.82;
Clyde A. Leonard.
$6,207.50; George R. Pray, $1,333.34

was so vigorou-h protested by citithat the permit was withheld, Ray

attraction.

REAL SERVICE
PROGRAMS
PRESS BOOKS
EXPLOITATION

agreement

has been readied with the musicians,
it
is almost
certain that there will
be no strike.

I

PRINTING

—

ning an increase of

Fox Running Boston Fern
Spe. ial to THE FILM HAIL'S
Fox is operating th<
Boston
"St. Elmo" was the oj
way.

features,

—

1

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland Gladys Walton, otherThe offices of West Coast Prod, wise known as Mrs. H. M. Herbel,
have been removed
to the Phelan is living at the Hotel Cleveland with
Bldg.
West Coast is now filming her husband, who is district manager

"Nobody's Child,"
plant at San Mateo.

30,

—

Capitol, at Farrell, from
Attorney Fred Fruit, who bought
the theater at a recent sale to satisfy
claims.
Fruit represents a party of
creditors.
The house was built two
years ago by the Stahl Bros. Amusement Co. at a cost of $125,000. Friedman also owns the Luna at Sharon.

leased

(Special to

here.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

Boston

Byard

;

all

Differences Amicably

not
any
be
theaters beplan a theater at Eureka. They op- cause of differences between operaerate a chain in the northern section tors, musicians and stage hands, who
of the state which includes the Majes- asked for wage increases, and the
tic at Willits; Hart, Ferndale; Minor,
theater owners, they
having been
Areata; Lolita,
Lolita;
Rohneville, amicably adjusted.
An increase was
Rohneville; Korbel, Korbel; Meriam, granted, and, although it was not as
Blue Lake, and the Crandall at Lit- much as" asked for, it is satisfactory.
tle River.

San Francisco

Vol.XXVNo.76

Sunday, September

J.

Branch, $801.

$36,418.97.

The

total

i,

Barnes Printing Co.
"We
Watkins 1416

Never Disappoint"
229 West 28th

1

Street

1
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vf Motion Picture Entertainment

NIBLO

"Production

J>PLEJACK)
national Siaqe SvLCCeSS

4 YEARS IN LONDON
"Fred Niblo has directed this offering in fine style.
Photography is excellent. Will doubtless enjoy as

—

much

popularity in

is

screen version as

it

did in

N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

the theatre."

"Here

its

one that

is

the year's product.

going to stand out distinctly in
Fred Niblo has rung the bull's-

Mr. Moore and Miss Bennett gave the best
performances of their career. Perfect is the only
word to fit them both in their respective roles. As
fine a picture as will be seen in a long time."
Exhibitor's
Trad* Review.
eye.

—

—

and acted. There is tone and
Metro has a money-maker here.
quality written all over it
Fine staging. Should draw well in any house. Fine atmosphere throughout." Motion Picture News.

"The

picture

is

capitally staged

—

—

"One

—

of the finest examples of motion picture entertainment.

That applies from every

^«^

^Adapted

BESS

angle.
easily

fry

MEREDYTH

— The

picture

is

one of the best ever
Wonder-

screened.

—

ful artistry. Splendid

Marvelous
acting.
entertainment."

Barbara La Mar

Moving Picture
World.

Enid Bennett
Matt Moore,.,
Robert Ms Kim,
Thomas Ricketts
and Emily Fitxroy

\ta&

/uru Imperial Pictures Ltd.,&x.clusiue
Distributors thruout ^reat Britain..

Sir William 'Juru Manaqinq Director,
,

..

n original story by JOHN R CLYMER
out

HENRY

R,.

•

SYMONDS

lOlrectcd by

ROWLAND

V.

LEE

WITH AN

ALL STAR.
CAST

>

•a*

Including

'

MARGUERITE
DE IA MOTTE
X

JOHN
BOWEKS

'

;

ESTELLE
TAYLORo

DAVID
»

BUTLER,

EDWARD
CONNELLY
and RALPH

j

3K

. «

*

'

.-•fr'shibufors thuour Sveat Brit-JinS/V William jury -Director general'

VHE

%2H
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ieviews of the Newest Features
Eddie Polo in

he Meanest

Man

"The Bright Lights of

in the

Producer: Principal Pictures
Distributor: First Nat'l

NOT BIG BUT
JTERESTING. NOT HEAVY
Whole

UT ENJOYABLE. NICE ENERTAINMENT; WELL CAST
SUFFICIENT PROriTH

UCTION VALUES TO GET
OVER WHERE THEY
ON'T EXPECT SOMETHING
NORMOUS.
?

Some good names to work
Washburn good;

:

Bryant

ith.

satisfactory

Lytell

ert

A

Shows

ctures.

bit

unusual for

how

a

Whole.. A

HIBITORS.

young

wyer, practically a failure because
his generosity and kindliness, deares he will be the meanest man
the world to be successful. But
the end discovers that kindness
fails
to become what he
lys,
arted out to be and by being
mself, a big hearted, good nared person, achieves a fortune and

:herwise is satisfactory for enterNot big, but
.inment purposes.
)od.

You

cannot go
it and make a big fuss over this
but you can promise your
ie,
Office

Angle

mighty good entertainis bound to
ease, and a cast that fits very
The title offers a few opporell.

:ople
lent

a

with a story that

such as
catchlines,
for
What does a man have to be to
'The Meanest Man in the
s
/orld?' Come to the blank theater
inities

find out."
You can tell your
>loitation
eople this is a Georgie Cohan
lay and it will be hard to find a
>mmunity where his name doesn't
rid

and for a lot. You have some
ood box office bets in the cast,
otably Blanche Sweet and Bert
You must not overlook
ytell.

make

himself convincing,
too much so at times
those of more conservative
for
This is not disputing, howtastes.
ever, but that Sherman is a good
actor. Doris Kenyon gives a satisfactory performance as the girl
Her
lured by the bright lights.
dramatic moments are well handled.
Harrison Ford is her unhappy,
Claire Dolorez is
country suitor.
well cast as Sherman's ex-favorite.
Her make-up is poor.
to

fails

perhaps a

little

may make

appeal that

number

the

family clientele alfor
though, for the most part, director
Campbell has gotten around the
situations delicately enough. There

unfitted

are one or

bits of pretty offen-

suggestion that should come

sive

out

two

—one—a

close-up of the

list

of

numbers

within
reach of the theatrical producer's
bed.
girl's

telephone

Atmosphere of
Office Angle
the stage, rise of a country girl to

Box

stardom

on

Broadway,

cabaret

scenes, lavish display, pretty gowns,
a good cast, etc. all audience appeal if your crowd is right for it.
Shouldn't be at all
Exploitation
difficult if you want to bring them
in.
Title has drawing power. Dis-

—

prominently in lights on
it
your marquee. Show them a trailplay
er,

using

Broadway
race and

some

of the shots of
night, the auto-train
wreck, the third degree,
at

etc.

The title should be sufficient to
ryant Washburn, who is
let
them know what the story is
nown. Where the girls like handand catchlines will explain
about
name
the
use
)me villains you can
detail if you wish._
more
it
in
Ward Crane. You might get a
fashion show might be appropriate.
ailer of the oil well gushing and
Webster Campbell;
Direction by
may bring them back.
has supplied first rate production
Edward F. Cline
ection by
and handled material rather well
oes very well usually, although
except for occasional extreme or
:ory doesn't give him much oppointed detail.
can.
he
ortunity to step out as
Gerald C .Duffy
Author
'oo many titles.
Edmund Goulding
George M. Cohan Scenario
hor
Not credited
Augustin MacHugh Cameraman
nario by

A

i

.

It is to be
dition to the picture.
wondered at that she isn't seen
more often. She screens very well
and helps make the picture "good
Others Glen White
to look at."

and Mathilde Brundage.

Type

of Story.

.

.

.Practically straight

romantic theme but dream sequence
supplies fair action and suspense; it
is of a rather improbable variety
but the surprise ending excuses it.
It is a good thing they made a
dream of it otherwise they'd be
wondering how on earth the heroine
ever gets to the mountain lodge
first, when she plods up the hill on
foot while the robbers go up in an
Inconsistencies of this nature
little though since the denouement covers them up. The
theme is not especially weighty but
it makes a rather interesting little
picture that will probably please
enough people to get it over.
Hero dreams he falls in love with
a girl at first sight and after saving
her life marries her. He awakes to
find an introduction to her and the
ending leaves you to imagine that

auto.

matter

he will

Box

fulfill

Office

his

dream.

Angle

Suitable for a

May
regular one time showing.
not draw big enough to warrant any
special fuss, but it is a satisfying
number

most

that

should like.
Exploitation

of

your folks

Ad

sheets picturing a
door, and a hand in the act of
knocking upon it, would furnish
good teaser advertising, provided
you kept from using the title on
Catchlines for your prothe ad.
gram could read: "Have you heard
'The Knock on the Door.' Better
plan to be on at the blank theater
on (date) and find out what it's all
about."

little

too

cast.
is

Photography... Very good; lightings
sometimes too bright.

Broadway and environs

Melville Brown
Not credited

Cameraman

Phillip

6,800 feet

Photography
Locale

In and around a mountain

lodge.

Length

friends especially

About

among dog

lovers.

Jack Mulhall and Walter Long
have the principal acting roles and
furnish a genuinely exciting fight
toward the finish. The only trouble is that there should have been
more such sncounters.
Type of Story
Deals with the life
of a St. Bernard dog, first a pet of
children, stolen and brought North
to draw sleds over the frozen snow.
His various encounters with the
man who gave him his first beating offer a series of events that portray the alertness and memory of
the animal.
His better nature, his
great loyalty, is the keynote of the
story and splendidly brought out
through the animal's devotion to
the man who eventually befriended

him and whose death he avenged by
long hated enemy. The
subsequent answer to "The Call of
the Wild" shows Buck enjoying
"home life" surrounded by the Mrs.
killing his

and several pups.
Office Angle.... A

Box

entertainment

fine

human

that

will

please the majority. It may strike
them as a trifle slow moving but if
they appreciate the human interest
element that predominates, they
shouldn't mind the lack of action.

Exploitation
If your folks have
seen any of the recent pictures in
which Rin Tin Tin, the famous police dog, appeared, contrast might
be an effective means of interesting
them. Tell them Rin Tin Tin has
a competitor for screen honors in
Buck, the St. Bernard, featured in

Cameraman

at times

starred.

Scenario

Author

many

All right

Allows Polo a

much prominence

even though he

Buck, an affectionate and

intelligent dog, the star performer.
While Buck does not show off to
as good advantage as Rin Tin Tin,
already famous for his screen exploits, he will gather in many admirers for his kindly face and protective characteristics.
Very likely Buck hasn't been long enough in
the "movie" harness to realize the
responsibilities.
The dog will find

Tannura

.

good working

TORIAL APPEAL.

Cast

Hal Roach's "The Call of the
Wild." Show them pictures of Buck.
A St. Bernard dog, with dog-sled
harness, going about the streets,
would likely prove a good stunt to
If there is a kennel
get them in.
near, you might secure a train of
dogs and attract still more attention.
The picture should please.
Direction by.... Fred Jackman; did
very nicely in most every respect.
Jack London
Author
Fred Jackman
Scenario

Wm. Hughes Curran;
Direction by.
secured especially effective locations
for shooting the picture and had a
.

CENTER OF THE STAGE;
STORY HASN'T VERY MUCH
ACTION BUT IS STRONG IN
HUMAN INTEREST AND PIC-

interest

.

Arthur Martinelli
Average
rtography
ale
Chiefly small town Locale
igth
6,500 feet, but will be cut Length

neraman

furnishes

him with opportunities for action.
There are some good fights and a
sort of suspense that will go well

also well

.

Dream sequence

Star

where they like a little variation
Polo's
from straight romance.
the theatrical-producer villain. He
make-up a bit careless.
looks and acts the part and never Cast. .. .Kathleen Myers a pretty ad-

There

way, the climax working out
:ry well. The picture needs tightling up for the first few reels, but
ie

:

ACTION.

Lowell Sherman can certainly be said to live the part of

George M. Cohan, who
wife.
Doesn't vary malows his American public prob- Type of Story
the usual cut-andterially from
>ly better than any other stage
dried plot of the popular conception
•oducer of the day, wrote this and
Natof how they attain stardom.
e picturization has, if anything,
is also the usual sex
urally,
there
all
touches
are good
:lped.

.

AGE ENTERTAINMENT. ROMANCE WILL APPEAL PARTICULARLY TO WOMEN
PRODUCTION IS
FOLKS.
GOOD AND THERE IS SOME

and Cast

Ward
lanche Sweet charming.
:ane does another heavy in his
ual way. Forrest Robinson gives
e best performance in a small bit.
e of Story

.

CONVENTIONAL
PLOT ALTHOUGH GOOD
PRODUCTION, CAST AND
ATMOSPHERE THAT CONTAINS SURE-FIRE AUDIENCE APPEAL FOR MANY,
WILL UNDOUBTEDLY MAKE
IT GOOD BOX OFFICE NUMBER FOR CERTAIN EXa

—

Distributor:

Producer: B. F. Zeidman
Distributor : Principal Pictures
State Rights

As

"The Call of the Wild"

Producer: Hal Roach
Producer: Johnny Walker
Distributor: Pathe
Capital Films State
As
Whole
a
A LOVABLE ST.
Rights
BERNARD DOG HOLDS THE
As a Whole. .PLEASING AVER-

Broadway"

World"
i

"The Knock on the Door"

5,000 feet

Photography
Locale

Length

Floyd Jackman
Very good
North v
6,772 feel

\
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Policy
(Continued from Page

pictures after he knows all about the exhibition value of the 11
Specials.
"With reference to the balance of the Giant Special Produc1923-24
tions which have been announced for release during the
to the
reference
season, you will be notified at a later date with
there
Remember,
sales policy and with reference to their release.
have
will
Fox
are 14 more Giant Special productions which
your
Keep
1923-24
season.
available for your theater during the
time open for these entertainments."

TELLING
Then comes
"We want

IT

AMBITION
Louie Auerbach at Export and Import is worried,
tremely worried. He doesn't know what to do about the fol
ing letter just received

English

Sept. 18, 1923.

Export and Import Film Corp.

Dear

Sirs:

are in the picture producing business I have five
or six picture I would like to have produced. They are West-*
ern Pictures. One is a chapter picture containing 15 chapters^
His name is Hiram Hunt.
I have a partner in with me.
wish to sell these pictures to you, but we want to go an act
them our self. Now if you want these great wild western
pictures just send us our R. R. tickets from Bainbridge, Ga.J
to New York an write us how much you will pay us for our

As you

We

:

exhibit definitely and clearly understood that any
did not in the past properly carry out his contract by
reason of his failure to pay his bills or provide play dates will
not receive any consideration nor will we solicit his contract
want to do everything in our
for the coming season.
power to take care of our friend exhibitors who have lived up
want
to their obligations and carried out their contracts.
itor

:

Bainbridge, Ga.

WITHOUT FLOWERS

this stuff in plain

1

who

pictures.

We

Yours

resp.

John A. Pollock.

We

Bainbridge, Ga.

nothing to do with a man who has proved by past experience
that he is not reliable. We do not want to clog our wheels of
progress with contracts from men who do not keep faith."

The question
ing these comers.

—

—

PERCENTAGE

Mr. Metro and Mr. Paramount are really anxious to
pictures on a percentage basis, they should put their
own productions in the theaters they control on a percentage
basis, and publish daily box office reports for the benefit of
other exhibitors to whom they intend to sell. As every type
of house is represented among the theaters controlled by Mr.
Metro and Mr. Paramount, an exhibitor can judge how the
picture in question would go in his house comparing it with
some houses on the aforesaid circuits.
"Now, the picture business, like all other businesses, is not
an altruistic organization, and the producer, as well as the
selling organization, if they happen to get a poor picture, wants
to get back the money invested.
This would not be possible
on the percentage arrangement, as no exhibitor would book
a picture that he knew was not remunerative.
But, under the
present arrangement, an exhibitor can often be sold a bad
picture by a salesman who has the gift of gab. * * * "

R.

R.

—

Felix

Enterprises, Inc., Kansas
Capital $20,000. Incorporators,

Paul, Oscar and Zillah Felix.

Inc.,

Mo.

Jefferson City,

Davis

and

—Twelfth Street

Co., Inc., Kansas City.
Incorporators,
$10,000.

Capital
stein, J.

Josephson. Reuben FinkelA. Harzfeld and J. H. Roth.

— Southern

Austin, Tex.
Corp.,
Dallas.

Capital

—

The Star Theala.
Mason City. Capital

J.

$100,000.
Jr., L.

—

Frankfort, Ky.

— Columbia,

Austin,

— Superior

Amuse-

Co., Inc., McCracken. Capital
Incorporators, L. F. Keller,
$50,000.

Albany
J.

Maas & Skutch,

Albany

— Efrem
New

—

Leffler, J. Goetts

bach.

Attorney,

— Foto

Prod.

New York

and

F. C. SchopSullivan,

New

Topics.

New

York.

Incorporators, H.
$10,000.
C. A. Stein and W. T. Hennessy.

Attorney,
York.

A.

Pri

Rothmayer, Woodhaven, L.

I.

—

Albany Kelly & Co., Inc., 1
York, motion pictures. Capital $5,0
Incorporators, H. A. Kelly, E.
Gonzales and F. A. Lavin. Attorn
L. Bleecker, New York.

and

J. J.

York.

Albany

Cinema

New

York.

Andy & Min Corp., New
Capital $10,000. Incorporators,

Albany

— Columbus

York. Capital $5,0
Incorporators, N. S. Minolfi, M.
Sola and A. Candolfi. Attorney,

Zimbalist, motion
Capital $500.
Incorporators, J. L. Greenberg, J.
M. Berk and M. Tischeler. Attorney,
L. J. Luce.

York.

Albany

Co., Inc.,

Capital

Capital $500. Incorporators,
Lurie, I. Skutch and J. P. Rieper.

City.

Feiner,

York.

pictures,

J.

Opera
Tex. Galveston
Incorporators, W. E. Mill- House Co., Galveston.
Capital $5,ington, M. K. Tournier and M. R. 000.
Incorporators, J. E. Pearce, H.
Tournier.
Foster and E. Rigg.

ment

Attorneys,

Theatrical

H. Yeargan,
Fitzhugh and R. T. Meador.
Incorporators,

Des Moines,

C.

New

Amusement

ter Co.,
$10,000.

R.

Amusement
Archie

— Paul

Kirkland,

Leo Haag.

Austin Progressive Pictures, Inc.,
IncorporaCapital $10,000.
Dallas.
tors, C. C. Ezell, Diaz Callahan and
A. C. Bromberg, all of Dallas.

City.

the

DANN

Incorporations

Mo.

i

"If

A

submits

golf playing

sell their

particularly the increased number of special pictures, it is of the
utmost importance that we pay special attention to the question
of play dates. Play dates must be. secured and set on every picplay date arrangeture at the time when the contract is closed.
ment of the Star Series should also be made at the time the contract is closed and definite starting dates of the first pictures of

salesman

—the

tributors

and goes on to say
"It has been definitely agreed upon and we will insist upon
having a Fox News contract included in every proposition for
Specials, Star Series and Comedies for the coming year.
"With all the product we have for sale and release this year,

City,

in

Writes Walter Lisman of F. B. O.

We

Jefferson

WELL

—

this year; the quality of the
have eliminated mother tales, sob stories
pictures is higher.
*
and other type of entertainment not wanted by the public," * *

the

i

TRANSPARANT SLIDE

Then the letter continues:
"The negative cost is greater

before

in not

Worcester, Mass. By Nate Gordon. So postca
Walter Eberhardt, First National. The slide is used in the lofij
and informs the passer-by just what is on the stage at I
moment the feature, comedy, overture, etc. And Walter I
it's good.

Used

SOB STUFF OUT

upon

missing a bet

is

Note from Sol Lesser. Written on the "Leviathan."
out four days. Not sick a minute. And his first trip. Brave f

Those familiar with sales conditions throughout the country
lot
find no puzzle in the above. There are those who say that a
Fox,
with
dates
play
with
some
of exhibitors had contracts
and refused to make good because of the prices contracted for
plus what they heard of the picture contracted for. In other
words, they laid down. Since then Fox hasn't been able to do
business with these exhibitors, and the amount of unplayed business contracted for is said to be extremely heavy, running into
big figures.

unit decided
proposition."

whether Export

SOL

WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

each

is

Groemetstein,

New

Theater for Ft. Madison, la.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ft. Madison,
la.— Jack Heffl

owner

of the

Orpheum, Quincy,

1

and U. M. Dailey, former salesir
for the F. B. O. .plan a $200,000
1
tel and theater building here.
house will seat 850.
1

—

—
!

'

"i
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Telegram from Bernard Dephm,

Metropolitan Theatre, Baltimore, Md.)
Uf/,/j

"
,-'/

i

'Where the North Begins' breakall records. Compelled to turn

crowds away

first four days.
Stop Holding picture for another week. (Stop) Give us more
'

./

Hpi§:;

ing

v^vi;

>

BPfl

pictures of this calibre and there
will be no blues to sing."

yfV;

{

S) Metropolitan Theatre,

«

^

"The picture had The Capitol
(New York) crowd applauding

''(,==>

V*V

W*

|»
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>
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\

Vifc
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"A fine box-office attraction with

fe

mJk
w«s

WHERE

^M|

r^

wonder dog a real drawing card;
a whale of an action picture."
— Film Daily.
<^>

»;

(^

%:

"The audience hung on the edge

%/%3

^NORTH

a mark of honor in this sophisticated house." — Motion Picture New*.

>,.,,

of their chairs in their excitement."
-N. Y. Sun & C.obe.

'Both a strong
U

.,.'-.

•
.

drama and unex-

celled animal acting."

— Seattle

Times.

"Will prove a winning card on
any program. RIN-TIN-TIN'S
work excels that of the great

BEGINS"

'Strongheart.'"
Exhibitor's Herald.

Ueaturing the 9amow
Volicc Dog Hero

"The greatest dog picture ever
filmed."
-N. Y. Eve. Telegram.

RINTINTIN

"RIN-TIN-T1N is not only a dog
— he is an actor."
— Boston Transcript.

Directed by

Chet Franklin

"The best canine entertainment

we

AHARRT RAPF
Warner

Bros. 18 "Classics of the Screen"

Johnny Jones"
'The Gold Diggers"
'The Age of Innocence"
"Little

"Lucretia

Lombard"

"Being Respectable"

ProducUon

"Tiger Rose"

"The Country Kid"
"Daddies"
"Cornered"
"Conductor 1492"

"Beau Brummel"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"

"How

to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington, Jr."
«d.ll:..»

ever Saw."— N.

Y. Eve.

Telegram.

0"\
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"Thundering Dawn"
,

As

a

ily name when the family lawyer,
played by Charles Clary, misuses
Funds entrusted to hero's father.
Anna Q, Nilsson adequate as the
Tom
faithful fiancee of Kerrigan.
unscrupulous one,
the
Santschi,
and Winifred Bryson, a white
vamp in a tropical setting.
Affords reason
Type of Story

As

As productions

"The Unknown Purple"

moves along

story

many

with

Henry

at a rapid pace,
exciting highlights.
Walthall proves himself

enough for an attractive tropical again a fine dramatic artist, and
excellently
atmosphere and an
Helen Ferguson also stands out
staged typhoon that makes for a amidst a good cast.
but
climax,
thoroughly exciting
Box Office Angle High class audiotherwise there is little depth to ences will undoubtedly be pleased
illogical
fictitious,
highly
this
with this one on account of the scienThe development is ar- tific problem presented, in addition to
theme.
rived at through a series of weak the
story
Audiences uniitself.
links in which there is little con- versally will like it on account of the
Hero assumes the blame mystery angle development. If you
viction.

—

disappearance of certain
Just why the guilty law-

the

moneys.

can get them in for the

first

shows

and get them talking, the picture
yer could not be exposed then and should hit most satisfactorily.
there, as well as later, is not exhero should be the
plained.
victim of the villain's wrath, even
before the appearance of his pretty
fiancee offers a reason, is not disNor is it apparent why
cussed.
a girl of her wealth and position
would be permitted to travel, unaccompanied, to such a place. The
development is full of such incon-

.. .James Kirkwood gives very
good performance in role that re
quires some fighting; his make-up

Cast.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Neilan gives it his typical handling,
and turns out a decidedly interesting
audience picture.

—

—

—

Hobart Bosworth and Claire Windsor

put over their roles very well,

but

Raymond

gives a characterization that shows him a coming
favorite with the public.
Griffith

—

Box Office Angle You will find
this a picture that will please every
type of audience. You have the exploitation angle of the theme to work
on; also the fact that it is a typical
Neilan production, which guarantees
audience satisfaction.

Short Subjects

Office

There

Angle

still

is

a

of picture goers who
will be perfectly willing to forego
original story,
such qualities
as
probable situations, and realism, as
long as you can offer them a picture that gives them excitement,
These will enaction and thrills.

good majority

joy "Thundering Dawn."
Exploitation. .The climax sequence
presenting a typhoon that Director Garson has taken quite a little
is
realistically,
pains to present
Link
your biggest talking point.
up the thrill with the recent Japanese disaster.
Tell them they'll
see the horrors of a typhoon in
.

"Thundering Dawn."
In your exploitation

"Rain,"

run

in

"Thunresem-

Direction by.... Harry Garson; production is very good and players
well handled; might have trimmed
the rough edges off the story a litbetter.

Scenario.

..

.

John Blackwood
Lenore Coffey and John

itlrich.

Cameramen
Louis

I'li;

Chas.
sioc

and

Richardson,

Elmer

Ells-

•th.

Photography
Locale

Length

"A Regular Boy"— CenturyShould Please Average Crowd

Type

of production
4 reel historical picture

A

timely subject for this season of
the year is being released by Pathe.
It is an interesting presentation of
the story of the discovery of America by Columbus, and is one of a
group of educational historical films
produced in co-operation with Yale
University Press.
It deals with the
life of Columbus from the time he
is first denied a hearing at the court
of Portugal until, with his little cavalcade he lands on the shores of an
island in the West Indies
believing
he bad found, not a new continent,
but a shorter route to India.
The
film has been well mounted, and the
spirit of the story caught to a good

—

Type

of production.

Very good
Boston ami
6,600 feet

"No Pets"— Hail Roach— Pathe
Amusing Slapstick
Type

A

of production. ...

1

reel

comedy

amount

satisfying
of laughter
dd result from this Paul Parrott
comedy which although frankly slapstick, moves along at a sprightly pace
and has some good stuff in it. A
mule that eats everything
it
can
reach in a hotel where no pets arc
allowed comes in for its share of the
fun.
Paul has smuggled the animal
his room but when the hotelier finds that the ceiling in the
room below is coming down he starts
on a tour of investigation. The mule

into

then, draped in a sheet, breaks up a
spiritual seance among other things.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

"A Regular Boy"

gives Buddy Messinger one of the best comedy opportunities he has had for some time. In
it he is a young brother with an inventive turn of mind.
All sorts of
trick apparatus, electrical and otherwise, is distributed throughout the
house, from exploding peanuts to a
bed with a revolving mattress. The
other members of the cast are very
well suited although no names are
given.
Some exceedingly ludicrous
by-play being held between two very

ugly but laughable individuals.
should give good satisfaction.

This

"Cracked Wedding Bells"— Universal

A
Type

Good Idea

of production.

of Story. .Western drama that
well out of the ordinary and verj
interesting; development is never

.. .1

.

is

allowed to become obvious

with

;

resultant well sustained interest
they aren't likely to figure this one
Has sever
out ahead of time.

strong dramatic moments, notabl;
This sequence
the stampede.
remarkably well done both as
Ti
direction and photography.
only bad bit is the cut-out use<
when Kirkwood is supposed to rescue Mary Aldcn from being traml
i

I

pled to death.
"doctored."

Box

Office Angle.

patrons

will

It

.."...

find

obviously

is

Many

this

a

of your
pleasar:

variation from the usual cut-anc
It is a good deal ou'
dried plot.
of the ordinary and offers, beside;
a good action story, splendid p
and fine acting,
torial appeal,
characterization that of itself L
thoroughly interesting that of t
woman ranger known as the "big
gest man in the valley."
;

—

Universal

Well Presented Educational

extent.

blance.

tle

America

your

tell

people about the stage play
which is enjoying a long
Xew York, and to which
dering Dawn" bears close

Author

of

Pathe

gruities.

Box

— Chronicles

Aldcn

Type

the title suggests, the story is
the old love triangle busy business
man beautiful young wife and the
irresponsible love-making youth.

Why

"Columbus"

early reels very careless; Mary
excellent as "the biggest
man in the valley"; her characterization is different and very effective
at all times.
in

Taking a general theme that has
been done many times, Marshall

As

IS UN.

USUAL

Eternal Three"

—

Carlos Prod. Truart
Here's a mystery play that should
provide plenty of excitement, and
also get over most satisfactorily. The
mystery theme, built around the discovery of a purple ray of light which
makes a person in it invisible, is very
nicely developed.
After a short introduction to set the characters, the

STORY

Whole

a

AND FURNISHES
GOOD SCREEN MATERIAL
HAS BEEN VERY WELL
DIRECTED AND ACTED BY
CAPABLE PLAYERS

are invariably cut after previewing, a
general idea of each picture only is given, rather than a
complete analysis. The usual review will appear when the
picture is shown in New York.

CAST.

A first rate cast required to
Cast
do some very outlandish things. J.
Warren Kerrigan, a gallant son
of a proud Boston family who runs
away from home to save the fam-

for

Metro

LIKELY TO

Whole

30, 1923

"The Eagle's Feather"

Hollywood Previews

r8al-Jewel

PROVE A GOOD BOX OFFICE BET ON ACCOUNT OF
ACTION, INTRIGUE, A
GREAT STORM, AND A GOOD

.

Sunday, September

reel

"Cracked Wedding

comedy

Bells," starring
Reisner, succeeds in being
mildly entertaining all the way as
far as it goes, but it might easily have
been carried to a more satisfactory
conclusion.
The idea of the plot is
good a reporter sent to cover a
colored wedding makes up as a coon,
and is forced to become the bridegroom and the comedy is well-developed, leading one to expect more
of a finish than is given when the
minister and guests as well as the
bride leave the ceremony unfinished
to re-capture some escaped chickens.
Chuck Reisner wrote the story and

Chuck

—

—

Exploitation
The point afl
story in this case, that will bef
to play up is the idea of the wj
ranger. Give them an idea off
it

is

Use a trailer showing therfl
of the gorgeous shots of thefl
country.
They are very beM
photography
and
the
spff
Also show
stampede.

(Continued on page 9)

them

To advertise the
extensively, have a
attire of a ranch
about

on

shots

ofl

showing

woman, U
woman,

horseback.

YoiJ

elaborate on this by having hej
companied by several cowboj
horseback
signs
r aj
with
"She's their boss. In 'The EH
Feather' at the blank theater J
see how she manages them.J

Direction by.... Edward Slomap
rectcd this one satisfactorily^
plied very appropriate produi
and handled players to goo^
vantage.

Author
Scenario by

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

directed.

about through catchlinesJ

"In 'The Eagle's Feather!
as:
will see how a woman manaj
cattle ranch and a lot of o
'th|
No wonder they called her
"
gest man in the valley.'

Length

Katherine NewlhJ
Winifred 11
Geo. Rl

ExcM
Range cofl
6,29S|

'

inriiiingiy virrerznt
1

'fro duct

Carlos

ions

lelltikiown Pu
Adapted from Roland Wests
Sensational Stage Success
jinctsj
(

/\c

1»

a

F^olawd

bit

s

i

ng

k.

7 rru n

1/

TRUART FILM
M.

c

West

m c nts

t'r

Genl *Mdi:

tfmar&dtifmr

h ru

Corporation

H Hoffman

\i\-c'Prvs

t

>

.'

and as Swift I

Henry B. Walthall

hrple
Afferent/
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Southwestern Notes
(Special to

—
appointed
Dallas

Pathe,

THE FILM DAILY)
Rhode

R.
short

J,

salesman

reel

for

covering Texas.

Amusement

J.

—

Dallas A loeal exhibitor haa been
lined $25 by the Federal authorities,

now conducting

are

a check-up

on admission tax returns, for failing
to print "war tax, 2 cents" on his
tiekets

—

Dallas Thomas Guianan has openid the new Yitagraph office. Guianan
district

is

City,

New

theater

house

manager

Ind.

for

Oklahoma

Theatrical Employees Local
Building Service Em154, and the
Judge Smith ruled
ployees Union.
organizations, being
that the three
voluntary associations, cannot be reDanz also asked
strained or sued.
$10,000 damages.
Assn.,

Danz has been engaged in legal
controversies with his former emmany months.
He
for
ployees
claims pickets have damaged him to
the extent of $10,000.

—L.

oldman Returns
L. Lewis

open the new Swan Oct.

15th.

—

Fayetteville, Ark.
E. C. Robert
son's new theater will be opened in
the near future.

N.

W.

(Special to

—A

Strike Averted

THE FILM DAILY)

threatened strike of emSeattle
ployees, musicians and operators in
half a dozen Northwest cities, at
Pantages theaters, has been temporarily averted, according to Charles
Crichmore, district manager of the

to St.

Louis

is

—The

Crocker, built
Crocker, Elgin's newest
theater, has opened.
The house accommodates over 1,200.
Elgin,

111.

W.

—

Berd, 111. Simultaneously- with the
opening of the new Hotel Redmond,
the theater connected with the building has opened. The Sparks Amuse-

ment

Co.,

controls the house.

Camerman
THE FILM DAILY)

Posing as Pathe

—

Kansas City The trade has been
warned of a man known as Van S.

who is said to be traveling
through Kansas representing himself
He is
as a Pathe News cameraman.
Trefoil,

working a co-operative advertising
scheme with the merchants and exhibitors in the different towns colnovelty film advertising,
which he is said to never make, defrauding both the merchants and the

lecting

New

Device for Science
Charles F. Herm, formerly

Dr.
the
American Museum of
with
Natural History, is the inventor of a

new camera

device,

which

it

is

said,

Packeritz

has

—W.

A.

ned the Liberty
Mont., after two years.

in

Missoula,

Wright

in

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

ittle— Reports state that H. B.
who left the J. & V. Strand,
will manage the Criterion, formerly
the Kinema, of Los Angeles.

Wright,

Snyder

interests

theater at High
next Spring.

O

of

Merge

Chains

1

theaters

Hinton, an
operates house

at

D. C. Medows, who
Beckley have
merged, forniin
the
Allegheny Theater Co., Im
Seven houses are involved.

Workman

Killed as Theater

Rockford,

111.

—A

workman

Greenblatt

New Associated Manage
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Omaha— B.

R.

Greenblatt has

to

a

finish,

finance the bat

each

le,

erect

will

Two Change Hands

new

a

and Charlotte

Leesburg,

—

Portland,
Incorporation
r e.
papers have been granted the Coos

(Special to

C. Sauner to Ronald Stratton. Tin
two houses have changed hands S'|
eral times within the past year.

Bay Amusement Co., capitalized at
The company will operate
$60,000.
from North Bend. The incorpora-

Porter on Trip for Christie
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Fred Porter
Christie Film, leaves this week o
seven week tour throughout
country.

Los

Angeles

Adrian Theater
(Special to

Adrian,

minus

Mich.

—The

robbery.

reGGERs

wages.
The men were getting
cents an hour and struck for $1.

80

CIRCLE

Croswell

$1,000, as a result of a

AT YOUR SERVICE

PHONES,

—The

Robbed

THE FILM DAILY)

N.Y.

ART WORK,MATS,STEREOS,ELECTROS.

strike of operators and stage hands at local theaters has resulted in a victory for the
workers, the ow-ners granting their
demands for an increase of 25% in
111.

i

ceived from Hillsboro of the trans
of the Forum and Palace from C

2SO WEST 541* ST.

Win in Alton, 111.
THE FILM DAILY)

Again

THE FILM DAILY)
O. — Word has been

(Special to

St.,

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

Operators

a

A

Bennethum-

—

to fight the
pledging to

the

exchange.

—The

THE FILM DAILY)

body

of

sociated Exhibitors office, formerly
charge of S. J. Baker, who resign'
to take charge of the Film Classii

Kansas City Following a demand
made upon Jay Means of the Mur-

a

\va

and many others injured win
the theater being built by Fox Brotl
ers recently caved in.
The wreckag
fell on the building occupied by tf
Troy Steam Laundry Co., breakin
killed

Fight Starts in Kansas City

who formed

Falls

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

sibilities.

(Special to

nov
coas

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Va.— P. L. Dysarc

sumed the management

—

Pa.

is

the

at

—

Alton,

(Special to

new

prove valuable to the scientific tors are, Dennis Hull, North Bend;
world.
The camera, driven auto- Robert Marsden, Jr., and John Noble,
matically by a time clock, snaps pic- both of Marshfield.
tures every ten minutes.
The device
will be of great use in recording proNorth Bend, Ore. Dennis Hull,
cesses, which heretofore had been im- owner
of a local theater,
Robert
possible and a strain on the eyes. Marsden,
Jr., and John Noble, who
Such things as the incubation of an operate a house at Mansfield have
egg, the process of wound healing, formed the Coos Bay Amusement Co.,
the way cancer works, etc., are pos- Inc., to book pictures for both houses.

affair

Simons of the
Simons circuit, Coeur d'Alene, Wallace,
Mullen and Kellogg, has reSeattle

Higgins
their

Presho, S. D. J. J. Keaton opened
his new Lyric recently.

Pottstown,

and

around

the boiler.

1st.

will

ors,

— Charles

the
also

about

ready

Form Booking Combine
THE FILM DAILY)

houses for Starkey.

Spokane
sold

THE FILM DAILY)

theater about Oct.

(Special to

Empress to Will Starkey,
who
owns the Rex in Lewiston,
Ida.
A. J. Bischell will manage both

(Special to

new

F. Kell's

be

—

ray by the musicians union, that a
union piano player be installed in the
house at $30, and the threat to have
the operator strike in sympathy if
the demand be refused quite a row
Means
has started theater circles.
refused the demand and immediate!/
called a meeting of fellow exhibit-

Starkey Buys Spokane House

— M.

will

tract.

for

exhibitors.

house

—

Action has
been suspended pending the arrival of
international officers of the union.
The dispute arose over working
conditions in Pantages theaters in
Seattle and Vancouver.
One of the
principal points of controversy is that
one additional stage hand be employed at each of these houses.

by owner

Nov. 1st.
ownGoldman,
William
St. Louis
Pottsville,
Pa.
The
er of the Kings and Queens theaters,
has returned from New York. While Amusement Co. will start
East he conferred with Jimmy Grainger of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan relative to the new house on Grand Blvd.
at Morgan St. which Goldman contemplates erecting.
The new house
will be the St. Louis first run for
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan productions,
which has consented to purchase a
the building
substantial block
of
bonds in return for the first run con-

Two
(Special to

Clarksburg,

Ralph

New York

swing

a

offices.

seat house.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

returned from

making

000.

picture

stage employees union.

(Special to

—

be ready Jan. 1.
being built at a cost of $200,-

Richmond, Mo.

Walnut Ridge, Ark.

— Whiting's

will

Orleans, Atlanta, and Dal-

las.

will

THE FILM DAILY)
new
Los Angeles Harry Lustig, West
The ern Division manager for Metro, ha
(Special to

—

R. Snodgrass.

who

has dismissed the temporary
ing order granted John Danz, wdio
operates a chain of downtown houses,

Hammond,

30, 1923

Lustig on Coast Tour

Theaters

Seattle unions from
The Strand from preventing
Corry, Pa. The Corry Amusement
The injuncpicketing his theaters.
owner
of
new
has opened the new Grand, a 625
Co.
tion was issued again the Musicians'

Hour, having bought out

Idle

restrain-

New

—

Okla.
Co. is the

Drumright,
the

been

has

Unions Win Point Over Danz
CSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
Judge Everett E. Smith

Sunday, September

2450-1-2.

re<

:

DAILY

u lay, September 30, 1923.

Johnny Walker in

lattered Reputations

*

Film Co.

(B^ifaZ

"A

Short Subjects
-.»»

(Continued from Page 6)

—

—State Rights

AN AMA| Whole
1URISH ATTEMPT AND
CONSIDERABLY
BELOW

[E AVERAGE PRESENT
AY OFFERING; PICTURE
fltOKS AS THOUGH IT HAD
|;EN MADE SOME TIME

"Seeing Double" Arrow Film Corp.
Good Lively Comedy
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
"Seeing Double," another comedy
produced and directed by the star,
Eddie Lyons, should prove to be excellent amusement for a large major.

.

Lyons plays a dual
tough newsboy and of
lo.
English Prince, and does them
...Johnny Walker would even an
both very well indeed. The photoghimself
one.

iamused

of houses.
role, that of a
ity

to see this

raphy throughout is excellent, inbecluding same good double exposure
ane popular.
Neither his acting
scenes, and the fun runs high almost
or appearance have much resemThere could
the way through.
all
Ince to the Johnny Walker of rehave been a bit less repetition of the
lit releases.
the
house and the
chase through
Includes no familiar faces catching time after time of the culI.
ill players wear clothes, the style
prit.
It would have heightened the
Iwhich is one indication that the fun to have had less of this chase as
In is not of current make.
it loses somewhat with constant repA very conven- etition. However, the comedy as a
U: of Story
jnal, rather
poorly constructed whole is enjoyable.
1'tainly

.

.

was made before he

it

.

which a

Hit in

girl tries to shield a

yward

and

keep the
a convict from
father who loves him.
The
H:
angle in which she
j f-sacrifice
ilntemplates giving herself to a
lickmailer to keep the secret hidin, gains practically no sympathy
I: the heroine.
The love interest
also quite weak.
Tbe material
fls not been
skilfully handled nor
brother
lowledge that he
i

is

i

good advantage

as

to

'ed

been

have

light

in

spite

as
of

it

its

teness.

Office Angle. .. .Offers only the
alternatives, either for tranfeature
pront trade, double
ams or in conjunction with a first
|te short reel program.
Folks are
cely to recognize the film as not
ung of recent manufacture, espe-

I

ual

where they have seen JohnWalker in "The Third Alarm,"

ally
f

n the

Name

of the

Law"

t

.

You have very
one to base your exploitation
If it is just a matter of

pon.

.

.

.

.

ringing them in and you don't
ave to listen to complaints regardlg the pictures you give them, you
an advertise this as "a girl's at;mpt to save her father from a
roken heart by keeping from him
ne fact that his favorite child is an
scaped convict." To those with a
een taste for the more lurid or
ensational subjects, this will undoubtedly bring

The

in.

unction with stills and other diswill
advertise it suffimay that
iently.
The offering will not do
or a particular clientele.
It is well
ielow the average.
•ection

by

Not

ittle

knowledge of the business.

toor

by
meraman

snario

otography
ca^ e
a

8*

someone who had very

Prizes for "David Copperfield"

Associated Exhibitors' $3,000 "DaCopperfield" prize essay contest
has received a powerful ally in the
National Association of Book Publishers which has voluntarily enlisted
vid

the campaign

to

exploit

Not

silent

in

of

only will this organization, composed
of practically all the representative
book publishers of the country, carry

today in face of the perfect avalanche
wonderful pictures."

Keith Takes Over State, Dayton

it.

—

(Special to

Shearer Does Complete Job
Seattle
recently
struction

— B.

Harrisburg

THE FILM DAILY)
F.

Shearer,

Inc.,

was

awarded

a complete concontract.
He bought the
lots,
furnished plans, arranged the
building contract, and will turn the
house over ready for the opening performance after lighting, decorating,
furnishing and equipping it, to A. L.

Beardsley,

who

owns

houses

in

Snohomish,
Sultan
and
Monroe.
Beardsley hasn't the time to spend
over details, so put the work in competent hands.
as 10th Ave.,

The

N.
The house

site

selected

was

and East 66th
will seat 650 and

—Wm.

Wash.
Rose to S.

Cheney,

statistics

show

that there are 2,100 licensed operators
this state.
Seventy-five took the

in

examination held in seven cities recently, while 92 apprentice licenses

were applied
S.

E.

(Special to

for.

Add Two More
THE FILM DAILY)

Chickasha, Okla.

— Southern

Enter-

prises have added the Kozy and Sugg
theaters to their chain. J. D. Snugg
was the former owner.
Southern Enterprises also operates
the Rialto here.

Victor Film Exchange Opens
(Special to

W. A. Peterson is to have a $15,000
house at 5623 Duwamish Ave.
sold the

THE FILM DAILY)

— Files

E.,

Card

has

F. Guenther.

New "Lab Starts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — A new laboratory,
Paramount's

has been opened here by Famous
Players.
At present, it can take
credited turn out 30,000 feet of film per week
but within a few weeks, over 1,000,000
credited
feet weekly
can be handled. The
Usually quite poor laboratory
is
in charge of Frank
A summer resort Garbutt, who designed and constructAbout 5,000 feet ed the building.

Not
Not
Not

know how you

the other fellow
cleaned up.

.

credited; a de-

idedly poor attempt at picture diecting; looks very much like the

ttempt of

and forthcoming productions.
Here and there a daily has come out with
a grudging editorial admission of the improvement in motion picture production, but
those journals that were foremost in attacking the scheme in the past two years are

is

—

Sts.

will also

how a brother exput his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
Here

hibitor

who were lamenting

—

prove fairly atwill cost $90,000.
and can be used in con-

title

ractive

them

the critics of yesthe decline of the
movies and predicting the day when they
would lose their appeal with the millions of
movie fans.
Not only the professional reform elements but the newspapers and magazines of the nation who were so liberal with
the space they devoted to the widespread
campaign of abuse are silent today in the
face of extraordinary quality of the current

terday

—

(Special to

this

says editorially:
"Where, oh where, are

or oth-

little

Exhibitor,"

—

le.

)loitation

Putting It Over

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— "The

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on a special drive in behalf of sales
Dayton, O. The Keith interests of the Dickens masterpiece, but it
have taken over the State from the will scatter broadcast information reRauh estate. The house has been garding the film and the prize offer
closed and is undergoing extensive for essays by school children.
remodeling, prior to its opening the
first of next week.
Pictures will con- Carrier's, Mark Cross, Help
tinue to be the policy.
Keith
During the run "The Gold Dig"Handy-Andy" Tuxedo Comedies now have two picture houses in will
Day- gers," at the Rialto, window tie-ups
Educational
ton, the State and the Strand.
were made with many exclusive Fifth
A Thoroughly Entertaining Number
Avenue shops and other stores that
Film Once Rejected Passed
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
have been regarded as unapproach(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
able
exploitation
This Educational comedy brings
for
purposes.
Kansas City "Contrast," a film Among them
"Poodles" Hannaford to motion picCartier's,
internationally
ture audiences.
known
"Poodles" it will be advocating union labor has been passremembered has been the clown at ed by the censor board, after having jewelers, placed photographs of Hope
the New York Hippodrome for about been rejected some time ago because Hampton wearing $150,000 worth of
ten years.
His tumbling, as seen in it was feared it would instigate labor jewels that she displays in a scene of
"Handy-Andy," is among the best trouble.
the picture, in prominent positions in
ever brought to the screen. His comtheir windows.
Other artistic scenes
Extended Runs For Aldine
edy, too, gets over.
from the film also appeared.
And gets over
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
well.
There isn't anyone starred in
Mark Cross, well known leather
Philadelphia With the re-opening goods firm also displayed prominentthis, but it's a very good comedy and
will bring the laughs.
The rest of the of Stanley's Aldine, a new policy has ly, portraits of Miss Hampton and
cast is also very good
the character- been inaugurated, that of extended scenes from "The Gold Diggers" that
A 20 piece orchestra has been lent distinction to their windows. The
ization being extremely well-done for runs.
this type of
picture,
although no installed under direction of Albert Gotham Hosiery Shop, contributed
names are given. You can bank on F. Wayne.
to the tie-up by doing the same, as
ing.
Don't let it pass,
well as I. Miller, the shoe dealer.
Pennsylvania Has 2100 Operators
this one to send your folks out smil-

which he had the principal

in

s

Gentle Reminder"

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Edward

K

r a u p a,
formerly owner of the Monarch Film
Exchange has opened a new exchange, the Victor Film Co.

Philadelphia

Detroit Screen Club Expanding
(.Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit The
Screen
Club will
shortly move into new and larger
quarters in the Film Bldg.

Two

Birds

With One Stone
Mass.

—Two

pictures
Strangers' Banquet," which split the week at the
Larcom, were exploited jointly by
Mrs. J. M. Whitney wife of the manager, and by the Goldwyn exploita-

Beverly,

"Gimme" and The

man

in Boston.
thousand "How to Save Your
Gas and Electricity," heralds were
mailed and distributed; 1,000 regular
heralds were distributed by the Larcom & Howard Grocery Co., a herald being placed in every package
sent out; 200 regular and 100 special
cards were placed on "The Strangers'
Banquet." campaign; cut-out heads of
the 24-sheets of both productions
were hung in the lobby. Two cutouts were also used there, one showing Helene Chadwick with hand exthe
word
uttering
and
tended
"gimme" and another of Eleanor
Boardman in "The Strangers' Ban-

tion

Two

quet," with a
aloft.

champagne

One thousand

glass held
heralds and

Banquet" toast
"Strangers'
1,000
books were distributed in stores and
automobiles parked about the
in
square.

credited

Censor To Inspect Theaters
(Special to

Allentown,

THE FILM DAILY)
Pa.

—William

Good,

a member of the State Board of Censors, will shortly come here on a
tour of inspection of theaters.

Waite on Sales Trip
Stanley B. Waite, sales manager
of Pathe's recently formed two-reel
comedy department, is on a tour of
exchanges.

-mr

THE

c&?k

DAILY
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Among
Scenes
(Special to

Hollywood
going

the

THE FILM DAILY)

— Douglas

limit

-

.kid.'

It

is

on

Fairbanks

"The Thief

is

of

expected that there

10
weeks more of
remain about
actual shooting, six to be devoted to
outdoor scenes and the remainder to
si qnences, in which Fairbanks figures
directly.

The filming of the climax is the
evenl on the calendar of production. Preparations are under way
for the major sequence, and when
the work is at its height it is anticipated that 4,000 people will be

Contract Ends Oct. 31

include the love scenes, the
the entry of the principal
character into Bagdad, the battle in
which the Chinese Prince's army
captures the city, and the culmination showing the regenerated thief
and the Princess, whose love he finally
wins, sailing over Bagdad on the
magic rug.

Two

lease.

Universals,

Love"

is

the

To Film

—

Clif-

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— G. Mayer has purscreen rights to "Dons of

Hollywood

J.

chased the
Old Pueblo," a story of early California in the times of Fremont and

According

Jones will shortly start production on

Mayer.
Universal Signs Arthur

Cruze Rounds Out Cast
(Special to

—

'/..

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Universal has signed
George K. Arthur to appear in
comedies.
Arthur and Robertson(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles With the additions of
Wall Covinton and Jack Gardner

"To the Ladies" has been
completed by James Cruze. Edward
Horton, Helen Jerome Eddy, Theodore Roberts and Louise Dresser are
the featured players.

—

Cole have mutually agreed to cancel
long term contract existing between them on account of the cutting
down producing activities by Robertson-Cole.
the

Coast Brevities
(Special to

—

Griffith

War Department to lend every
sonable assistance to the makinj
the film which is being undertake
the suggestion of the D. A. R.
At Somers, Griffith has establis

half

mile to a mile, with

incide

paring to stage with exact acctr
^he major battles of the Revolu
The horsemen have been assem
from reserve cavalry units u
command of Captain Love, r<
an exact duplicate of the ca\
strength of the American troop

the engagements that are to

btf

produced.

Eternal City" Finished
Filming of "The
Eternal
which George Fitzmauricc is
ing will be completed in a
1

The

THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood
Claire
Adams has
been added to the cast of "Daddies."

With

Riding with a thousand horse
along the hills of Putnam County
W. Griffith has begun the big
door scenes for his Revolutioi
War picture, "America." S
of War Weeks has instructed

action as far away as seven mile
"Mike McGee's Chorus Girl."
With the technical advice of
Work on "The Beast" will shortly
Federal army officers, Griffith is
be commenced by John Gilbert.

first

ten reels, according to

operating

Shot 1
Dep't Co-

—

finished

the direction of
"The Magic Skin," has rejoined
Metro as director for Viola Dana.
The picture will be "The Rose Bush
of a Thousand Years," a special
Dana release following her scheduled
series of four, which will be "Routed
Lips," "In Search of a Thrill," "The
Social
Code," and "Angel
Face
ntly

and Ruth

Being

Scenes

New York—War

Fox Coast Plant Active
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Shirley Mason, back an encampment for several thou«
Three fa
from New York, has started work on players and soldiers.
"With The Tide," with David Solo- have been surrendered as a site
the encampment which covers a
mon directing.
Tom Mix is scheduled to start work side about a mile. A site overloo!
at once on a new picture, while Buck a valley beaded with lakes from
(Special to

the cast for

Metro
^'(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
^^rlollywood George D. Baker, who

Billings

Outdoor

that

be "Dixie," a
the
Old South.

ford will be featured.
One of the big features of the picture will be the race between the
two crack steamboats, the Natchez
and the Robert E. Lee.

a Spanish Story

to present plans, the
scenes will be shot in November, under direction of Hugh Dierker.
It will be released as a road show in

Baker Back With

George A.

announce

will

duction.

Stockton,

has ever planned.

Lincoln,"

their next picture
12-reel
story
of

current pro-

festival,

Doug

Abraham

"Whose

shortly,

"The Thief of Bagdad" is by far
the
most ambitious feature that

Los Angeles Al and Ray Rockett,
producers of "The Dramatic Life of

Baby Are You?" and "The Burglar's
Kid," have been finished and "The
Right to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

tract with the

next

on the settings for the feature.
The episodes that will be shot

(Special to

Bahy Peggy's conCentury and the agreement under which she is being starred
made jointly by Century and Universal, will not he completed until
Oct. 31, according to Julius and Abe
Several comedies await reStem.
Los Angeles

"America" Under W

Rocketts to Film "Dixie"

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

30, 19

and Director

the Stars

Doug "Spreading"
Making "Thief of Bagdad" on Very
Lavish Scale—4,000 in Big Mass

Sunday, September

Olga Printzlau is adapting "White
Man," which will be produced by
Tom Forman for Preferred. Kenneth

Bert Lyt
bara La Marr, Richard Benin
tague Love and Lionel Barrymo
cast includes

Goodman Casting New Pichui
Al Ray has been made head of the Harlan will be starred.
Daniel
Carson Goodman
The same story was made by Jack White scenario department.
work next week on "Week-end
Metro in 1916. with Nazimova, and
Billie Rhodes has returned from a bands."
He is now engaged ca
released as "Revelation."
Camera work has begun on "Mis- vacation in San Francisco, follow- the picture which will be made
understood," a J.
K.
McDonald ing the completion of "Leave It to East. It is reported Edythc
lerry."
New Chautard Film
Prod, for First National.
simmons, said to be discovery
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
film magazine, will be in it.
Malcolm McGregor has been enHollywood Emile Chautard has
Carmelita Gerraghty and
Harry
completed "Born of the Cyclone" at Mestayer arc in the cast of "Black- gaged for one of the leading roles
Writes Story for Detroit
in "The Human Mill," Allen Holuthe Powers studio for F. B. O. re- Oxen."
Pearl Doles Bell has wr
lease.
bar's first production for Metro.
In the cast are Derelys Perstory called "Mary," for the
due, Lloyd Hughes,
Ralph Lewis,
"Yes, We Have No Pajamas" will
Max Davidson, Emilie Fitzroy, be the next Century Follies Girls picJack. Gilbert visited San Francisco M. P. Corp., which is underst*
last week, making personal appear- have built its own studio in th
Mickey M'Ban, Joe.Dowling, John ture.
ances at the Fox Oakland house with She is also author of a se
O'Brien and others.
Molly."

i

ii

<

—

"After Marriage" for Mayer

& Quinn

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Norman Dawn is
(Special to

As soon
of
ley

obtaining
snow stuff for
"After Marriage,"
a
Mayer-Quinn
production. The cast includes Helen

Lynch, George Fisher, Margaret LivHerschall Mayall, Arthur
Jasmine. Annette Perry, Mary Young
and Lois 1.
Jack White Special Launched
ecial

Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

is

taken

"George Washington, Jr.," WesBarry will take a vacation.

in

Alaska

ingstone,

as the final shot

"Lucretia Lombard," first changed
Marriages," will be re-

to "Loveless

leased

by Warners under

its

original

title.

"Count

from the coast, will finish
editing and titling "Woman-Proof."
ty.

Monte

Cristo."

Manson N.

Litson, former general
manager of production for Louis B.
Mayer, has joined the J. K. McDonald unit in the same capacity.

Following "The
Acquittal"
and
"The Hunchback" Norman Kerry is

now
While preparing for "Pied Piper
Malone" Al Green and Tom Geragh-

of

playing the leading role opposite
in "The Satin Girl"

Mabel Forrest
for

Grand-Asher.

just in

Angeles Production is well
tinder way on the first of the three
Filming of "The Near Lady" has
Jack White specials which will be been completed at Universal City.
distributed by Kducational.
Gladys Walton is featured. Herbert
It is being directed by Norman Taurog.
Blache directed.

Shirley
Mason pictures
"Wing Toy" and "Her

it

Klcij

Man."
A recent story of
"The Love Missionary," in
Gladys Walton is starring for
versal.

"Twenty-One" Completed
"Twenty-One," in which R\i
Barthelmess is starred, will be
pleted the coming week at the
versal studio in Fort Lee. Jo
Robertson is directing the pi
Dorothy Mackaill plays op:|
Dick, and in the cast are Elsie
son, Joe King, Ivan Simpson,

"The Way Men Love" has been
chosen as the title of Elliott Dexter's
first production
for
Grand-Asher.
The picture had as a working title othy Cumming, Bradley Barker!
"The Man Who Forgave."
lie
Parker Spaulding and
I

GREENE.

Trace.

I

:

THE
September

y,

iSBtlDAILY
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Market Abroad

ctivities in the
Not Like Trust"— Kine
THE FILM DAILY)
on In Kine's "Long Shots,"

P.

Chagrined

ecial to

(Special to

—

the following:
nount, despite the Federal Trade
ion inquiry, does not seem to be actIt has opened
a trust these days.
;rs to independent product, including
o and Rivoli, on New York's justly

Broadway,

d

and

showing

after

3o Round' at the Rialto, it has con'
jr more of the Universal product."
to

.ecial

—

THE FILM DAILY)

A new Anglo-French
on
ng company has been formed
Denis Ricaud, late of Pathetium-Cinema, and a group of
headed by Sirs
financiers,
O'Malley
and
Dalziel
on,
The company

is

called the
Ltd., and

London

at Tivoli

England Likes England
THE FILM DAILY)
"The Cinema's" New
London

Opening

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—"The

"Where

of
the

feature.

the

which

Tivoli,

Pavement Ends"

correspondent

writes

to

his

had

for the

"Tatler" says:

"I never remember attending such a badlymanaged opening of a new theater during
the whole time I have been connected with
During the showing of this
this industry.
picture the lights went up in the auditorium
quite half-a-dozen times
the effects introduced evoked titters of laughter from the
audience, and at various intervals one could
hear the shouting of the conductor to his
players.
The picture, under any circumstances, cannot be considered as a really great
attraction for the opening of an important
house like the Tivoli, and proved exceedingly
disappointing to a great majority of the
audience present.

—

-British Film Co.,
"The effects were stupid in the extreme,
and the noises introduced when the waterilziel as chairman and Ricaud
aging director. The two chief fall scenes came on the screen were really
so laughable that the whole of the audience
ers are Albert Capellani and were tittering with mirth, and it was thought
-larry Lambart. The capital is desirable a little later to eliminate this effect

Rivoli
today.
dropped in at the
"I
Ordinary programme one feature, one reissued comedy, and a conglomeration of news
reels and an organ accompaniment the whole
time.
The programme goes on without a
break the lights are kept lowered, one film
follows another without a second's pause.
I don't call this 'good showmanship.'
"They seem to be crazy about organs
The organist apparently goes about
here.
it just as he likes, without much regard for
All he appears to
'playing to the picture.'
trouble about is that some sort of noise has
to be made while the picture is showing."

—

;

To which
pen here:
From this

added by the

is

impression

it

does

editorial

not

appear

that British exhibitors have a great deal to
Indeed, it would seem that so far
envy.
as showmanship is concerned, America is not
able to teach the old country a great deal."

May

Pathe

from the performance."

SO.

—

Film Renter" ex- York

perienced a disappointment over the
paper

opening

11

Build Near

London

—

—

buffalo hunt in Africa is said to provide one of the principal thrills.
The cast includes: Hugette Duflos,
Marcya
Jaque-Catelain,
Capri
Georges Vaultier, Henry Houry and
A. Liabel, M. Petrovitch, Kayser
Heyl, E. de Romero and Joseph

Coenen.

Paramount in Latin-America
Headquarters for Paramount distribution in Nicaragua, San Salvador,
Costa Rica Guatemala and Honduras
have been opened at Guatemala City,
according to E. E. Shauer. This new
office, which will be under the jurisdiction of Famous Players-Lasky S.
A., of Mexico City, will be in charge
This will be the
of
C. Margon.
36th exchange operated by Famous

C

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

"Koenigsmark" Completed
THE FILM DAILY)
Paris Leonce
Perret has completed "Koenigsmark" on which he
has been working for some time in
various
European
countries.
A
(Special to

London Kine's Paris correspon- Players in foreign countries.
dent writes that the Societe Anonyme
expected from distribution of
Pathe-Cinema has decided to build
Parc-iount Films Honored
Dominion Has English Films
ganization's product abroad as
an immense works very near to Lon(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
E. E. Shauer has just received word
d in a prospectus and draws
The site has not yet been
don.
anFilms
Dominion
Toronto
pictures
produced by Paraiclusion that the whole of the that
Charles Pathe will himself nounce the following current releases:
chosen.
mount's
subsidiary,
German
E. F. A.ites" are incorrect.
visit the site, and personally approve "Rob Roy,"
"The Sporting Earl,"
Paramount Film Vertriev, have been
and superintend the new enterprise.
"The Prodigal Son," and "A Royal
awarded
the three highest prizes at
aise for "Covered Wagon"
Divorce." They are English-made.
the International Cinematograph Exk Tilley

in Kine,

analyzes the

—

THE FILM DAILY)
— "Tatler"
says in "The

pecial to

New Wardour

Series

position at Turin, Italy.
The first
prize was awarded to "Peter the
tenter:
Covered Wagon' has captured the Great," the second prize to "Montress of this country by the magnifimartre," and third to "In the Anteing of its principals and the beauty
room of Matrimony." The latter twc
production.
Crowded houses have
not been exhibited in this
order of the day at the London have
from thejn
trom
the_^ioment it has been shown." country yet.

Films, Ltd.,
will release a series of four two reel
dramas based upon the home and

^Job
Job

Cinematografica Italiane will co-op-

Ion

Erlanger

for Brabin

not even the interior shots,

made

in

American

studios.
the picand these will

of the settings

for

ve been made
n abroad to be constructed on
scale in Italy, Egypt and the
-ity.
It is estimated that the
ction of settings and actual

aphy on "Ben Hur"
year.

The

will last

three months
spent by Bowes. Brabin, Miss

and their

first

staff

in

Louis

Kolb,

home

The

life.

others will follow.
of the cast has not
been finally decided upon. Principal
players will not be called upon until
Meanwhile tests are
December.
being made at the Goldwyn studio.

The personnel

London— "In

Kew

McLaglen

is

the star.

Walter West

the director.

Theater Changes

starred the Bushman-Bayne team;
and eight were for Fox, including

East St. Louis, 111.—The Lyric has
changed to the Family Playbeen
several with Theda Bara. "Ben Hur"
house, with Larry Richardson as the
will be by far the biggest thing BraHis pro- new manager.
bin has ever attempted.
ductions to date:

WML
Picture

Walsh

re-

>

(Special to

for Role?

The Adopted Son
-?ed White and Blue Blood
breakers Ahead

THE FILM DAILY)

—

In

many

quarters,

Los Angeles
assumed that George Walsh will
have the title part in "Ben Hur."
The Goldwyn studio is silent on the
it

is

matter.

Social Quicksands
V Pair of Cupids

United States.

of the original

portant pieces of theatrical property
that has ever been annexed by a film
company. The original plan called
for the "filming of "Ben Hur" in this

countrv at a cost of from $1,000,000
to $1,500,000. In view of the fact that
the picture will be made abroad, the
cost will probably be somewhat lower.
It is probable that the Unione

r

Metro
--eox
Metro
*° x

Shalt

Not

Poor Rich Man
Buchanan's Wife

Career

•MS the technical staff that will
sjrtly after the
departure of
gnd Brabin are: A. L. Raboch,
a chrector
Lawrence Marsten.
w stage director

Me

Bonded Wife

'a Belle Russe
Kathleen Mavourneen
Vhile New York Sleeps

1921
Blind

Wives
;

\

Va.—The

ox
£ox

Strand has

week to undergo extenremodeling and redecorating.

sive

Holly Springs, Miss.— Mrs. Janie
Lyons has reopened the old Mac-

Greene theater as the Pastime.

C— A complete

been given
redecorating has
Forsythe, which is now open.

the

|,
.....*ox

C—

The Pastime
Greenwood. S.
been sold
have
building
and
Fxo theater
for $30,000.
to

W

A. Collins

1922

Broadway Peacock

driven
Lights of
Six Days

Parkersburg,
closed for a

Winston-Salem, N.

1920

the

production
IJ>n authentic locations, Neilan
that he preferred to continue

Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro

1919

Thou

Neilan
was originally
>/6rabin's
commission to direct the
assigned
However, when it was de- ^Charles Brabin has been
production of one of the most imfilm the entire

'all

Sundbury, Pa.— Extensive improve-

ments have been made on the ChestCompany
nut St. theater, which is now open.

V,
/ -°
Maytair

Peggy

"ersuasive

His

me-

"j'ce in the

entitled "Dis-

•

John Boyle and D. erate with Goldwyn in making it.
Barkersburg, W. Va.—The State
W. Martirielli, cameramen; Aubry
Brabin, according to the FILM has reopened, after having been closed
editor;
and William YEAR BOOK has directed 18 picScotto,
film
comThe tures since 1918. Seven of them were all summer. The theater was
Hinckley, laboratory expert.
remodeled.
and
redecorated
pletely
scenic staff wardrobe designers and for Metro and five of that number

lo-

n'n the various countries. When
cjistruction of the stadium is
Pljed and
the chariot race is
be filmed, Erlanger will join
I Erlanger will also supervise
g f the sea fight in wnich
lu
pur".? rescues Arrius from

>

first is

in English Film
the Blood" is the
title of a new production starting at
Victor
Bridge studios.
the

McLaglen

Wardour

posing of Mother."

preparing

aundwork, contracting for
'"land cementing diplomatic

—

London

chief electrician;

(Continued from Page 1)
g,

production;

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

New York

.:..

.....For
Universa
• .-Fo>

Goldwyn

Logan, Utah.— W. J. Barker of
Newton, has bought the Oak from
Harvey Johnson.
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Monday

;i

I

visit

several of the Central

countries
\\

Arab."

orld's

to secure
Illusion."

data

she

will

European
tor

"The

Industry

England

in

Pitts,

also a

'

member

east,

will

Los Angeles shortly with
lerv.

to dine

American

Will H. Hays.
tells

of

against

production

Thinks

'pictures.

Do-

standards are better.

Tuesday
Eastern confab oi Films Hoard of Trade
National meeting
planned for October.
later on.

Davis succeeds George Qtassy as general manager of Cosmopolitan Prod.
Scrap over Enemies of Women" settled out
of court with T. O. C. C. withdrawing its

H. O.

suit.

M. P. I. O. says territorial units are lined
up for M. P. Day, November ly.
Paramount succeeds in placing Japanese
films
on
earthquake
Broadway before
regular news reels.
A clean scoop.
Friday

Ricsenfeld to introduce two French
inventions at theaters.
One is radio film
and the other, a synchronization of sound

and

action.

of the
leave for

Tom

Gal-

her husband.

('.

Lillian

Gish

to

Tom Meighan
at

Famous

star

To
to

in

the Secretary of State with
'
Others interested
of $500,000.
.

"Joan of Arc"
"Romola."

for

follow

have own sales supervisor

new

start

to

picture.

C. J. Doolittle of Selznick, gives further
ideas on producer guarantees.

Saturday
Charles

lirabin

Goldwyn.

direct

to

Entire

Hur" for
made

"Ben

production to be

abroad.

H. O. Davis, new general manager for Cosmopolitan,
makes sweeping changes at
studio.

Flayers.
.1.

D.

Williams sees evolution in exhibition
in next two years.
Says theaters
be divided according to kind of pic-

Anderson back from coast announces
series of John J. Glavey Prod.
Says he is

coming

not after quantity distribution.

tures they

Carl

include:
John P. Bra
Charles O. Fletscher and Charles
Walt bier. Offices have been opci
at 202 South State, the building ho
ing the Blair McElroy Co.

The incorporation papers state
purpose of the new compam

the

to build

will

play.

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— Local Xo. 307, I. T.
A. S. E., has asked tor an increase in
wages of from $30 to $32.50 for the
night shift and from $40 to $42.50
for matinees and nights. The Stanley
Co. has already met the increase as
many of the -mailer houses,
although there are several managers
who refuse to grant the raise.
well as

Fisher In Charge
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Al Fisher has been
appointed in charge of the Metro

Cuts and Flashes
A. Fishbeck, cameraman,
has joined Sidney Olcott's unit at
the Paramount Long Island studio.
Next week he will start photographing Gloria Swanson in "The Hum-

Harry

ming

Bird."

Among Exchangemen
Following

the staff which will
handle the two-reel comedy product
is

of Pathe:
Norris Wilcox,
Boston and New

New York;
Haven;

H. M. White,
Cooper,

Thomas

Buffalo;
I. con
Pittsburgh; Harry Devere,
Medem, Minneapolis; G, L. stiles. Cleveland;
Albert Lachnit, Indiana/polis
H. I). Hondorf, Detroit; Oscar Kuschner, Milwaukee;
O. Rhode, Dallas; D. E. Boswell, St.
J.
Louis; Frank Cassill. Kansas City; Jack
Atlanta;
Auslet,
Charlotte
and
E.
H.
Wachter San Francisco, and C. Ueale, Port;

Henry Cronjager and H. Wenstrom are photographing "Cain and
Mabel.'' which is being directed by
E. Mason Hopper for Cosmopolitan.
Eddie Janus is business manager of

land,

Seattle and

the unit.

Spokane.

and

lease theaters.

Would Segregate Films
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Winnipeg It is understood
Mrs. Patriarch, of the Censor Bo
of Manitoba, is again advocating
segregation of motion pictures
cording to adults and children

t

;

favors indicating the
Her plan
kinds of productions.
for
to prevent children
witness
pictures marked suitable for ad
only.

she

that

Philadelphia Operators Seek Increase
(Special to

in

company

Paramount orders 300 prints of Japanese films
to meet exhibitor demand.
Inspiration to road show "The White Sister."

('.

Inspiration.

mentioned prominently in the H
vey Theater Co., Inc., chartered

W.

Wednesday
supporting action of Gotham
Amusement Co. in suit to prevent Phoenix
Amusement from securing New York run
on "Enemies of Women."
O.

T.

Interested

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Blair Mc Kirov's iiaim

t

Charlie Chaiplin here for "A Woman of
Paris" premiere.
Returns to coast shortly

Hugo

Leave for Coast Soon
Torrence has completed
work in "West of the Water Tower"
at the Paramount Long Island studio,
and leaves for the Lasky studio in a
few days, where he will next appear
in "The Heritage of the Desert." a
Zane Grey story,

/Zazu

tit-Id.

30, 192

(.Special to

Thursday
Canadian

in

Sin Schlager, back from Europe,
foreign tendency to build barriers

Krnest

^'Water Tower"

active

Operating exchanges and theaters as
minion Films, Ltd.

Cyclone," Entile Chautard's
picture tor F. B. <>.. was made.

Following "Tin

again

Aliens

in

the

new

McElroy

The Week's Headlines

Ingram Signs Marion Burton
Kc\ Ingram has signed G. Marion
year tu write scenarios.
Burton For
the
of
Miss Burton is a member
Saturday morning
sails
thai
part}
tor Europe where Ingrain will proExteriors will be
duce "Tin- Aral)."
made in Tunis. Miss Burton is the
author of the play from which "Born

Sunday, September

t

More Admission Increases
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Many houses

Philadelphia

j

in n

by towns have increased adn
the Hippodrome. V
run by the Appels, who raised pr
from 25 cents to 30 cents; the J.

among them:

son. York, a similar increa
Third Street, Easton, from 33 U
cents and the Colonial. Easton, f

33 to 40 cents.

Commonwealth Celebrates
The fourth anniversary of
monwealth as a distributor
York territory was marked
day by a housewarming in

—

(.

in

on
Boston M. A. Wolf, for several
which is
tin
years manager of the Goldwyn office
separate from the company's local
It
is
reported that Regents Pic- in Los Angeles, has been promoted to larged quarters, 15th floor of
The independent department tures will star Wally Van in another manage the company's exchange here. Godfrey Bldg., which the com
office.
handles the Elaine Hammerstein pic- automobile story.
Van's latest is The exchange is now in a building has taken over. There wen
number of local exhibitors pi
tures and four Charles Burr specials. "The Drivin' Fool." released by Hod- of its own at 39 Church St.

independent

department,

kinson

Extend Course One Year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines

—

Philadelphia The Stanley course
scenario writing will hereafter be
two years, instead of one as was
Harry D. Wesformerly the case.
cott has charge of the school held at
the Temple University.
in

Caryl S. Fleming and Fred A.
Fleck have become members of Sidney Olcott's production staff at the
Paramount Long Island studio.

Reports Theft of Camera

N. Judell, one of
the film business, has

the pioneers in
joined Film Classics, Inc., and is selling the Warner product in the Southern part of the State.

Charles B. Wilson, formerly with
F. Porter, has joined Sam Kap-

lan,

accessories

dealer

in

the

God-

frey Bldg.

St.

John, N.

B.— E. H.

Teel. form-

erly connected with the Canadian Releasing Corp., is now selling for First

National.

Palace the other day. The
the camera, the magazine
special Zeiss lenses.

Glenn Reynolds Back
(Special to

and two

— Glenn

Reynolds, head of
the Illinois M. P. T. O., is back from
a three weeks' vacation trip through
t

the

hicago

East.

New House
Louis Geller,

for Geller

who

operates the
86th St
Winter Garden has taken
over the Harlem 5th Ave. theater,
at 5th and lldth St.. effective Oct. 15.
J.

.

Sterns Here from

Omaha

and M. L. Stern of the IndeJ.
pendent Film Exchange of Omaha
L.

arc in town.
the state

rivrht

They

are

market.

Betty Blythe

is

back

after an extensive trip
she made two pictures.

in

New York

abroad where

Home
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newcomers

to

—

Symphony Orchestra,
charge of the orchestra

Kyne Suing Famous Players
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Charging Famous

—

A. Getzler,

is

now

sell-

ing Southern Iowa for Film Classics,
Inc.. out of Des Moines.

Quad-Cities M. P. T. O.
(Special to

Bound."

Davertport

of Paris."

Jack Elms Honored

THE FILM

(Special to

la.;

111.

— Exhibitors

Rock

Island,

DAILY!

geles for his health.

Seltzer

Philadelphia
of

Moline

|

quet upon his resignation as ma
of Loew's.
He will go to Lo

(Special to

Players with breach of contract,
and East Moline, 111., have formed
Peter B. Kyne has filed suit for
the Quad-Cities M. P. T. O. Ass'n.
$1,500, which he says is due him by
Regular meetings will be held on the
the terms of an agreement made a
first Monday of each month.
The
year ago. Kyne asserts that on Oct.
officers elected as follows:
17, 1922, he entered into a contract
Joseph Hopp, Rock Island, president; John
to write a scenario on "The Light to Koletic, Rock Island, vice-president; H. S.
Leeward." and that he was to write Earl, Davenport, recording and correspond
the titles and subtitles.
Afterward, ing secretary; C. Carpentier, East Moline.
financial secretary; Julius Geertz, Davenport,
says the complaint, the corporation treasurer.
The executive committee con
proceeded to write the continuity sists of: Barney Brotman, Moline, chair
Ralph
Blank, Davenport, Ernest Lynch
man
without his assistance and produced
Moline; Milton Overman, Davenport; C
the play under the title "Homeward N. Petrie, East Moline. and Harry Pabst,
;

Woman

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)

Island,

Davenport,

the

which opened Wednesday

—

Omaha — L.

Rock

"A

has
at

Montreal Local film people
cently honored Jack Elms, at a

(

thief took

Tandler Heads Orchestra
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Adolf Tandler,
mer conductor of the Los An
(Special to

terion

B.

James J. GoetaeTs specially built
iillon camera was stolen from him
while he was in the Grand Central

— B.

known
ed De

in

With De Luxe

THE FILM DAILY

— Frank

|

Seltzer,

local film circles, has

Luxe where he

will

charge of exploitation.

Pathe Plans Special Showi
Pathe's screen expose of me
titled "Is Conan Doyle Right?
lie given a special showing at th[|
ace at 1 1 :30 on Tuesday.

I

Dick Byrnes Joins McVicker's
(Special to

—

THE FILM

DAII.^

Byrnes, for!
Chicago Dick
with Skouras Brcs in St. Lou
iointd the McYicki rs' staff.
1

175 Photoplay Editors
OF

175 Largest Newspapers

ARE READING
MMMOHMffllE!
7Ao BRADSTREET

©/"filmdom

By

special

^^k

J^MfJWWM*

TAw"

arrangement a copy of

7/<?RECOCHIZED

Authority

THE FILM DAILY is

Some of them tell
to them in the make up of their

delivered to their desk every morning.

us this service
daily

is

invaluable

column or Sunday pages

ber of times THE

—and judging from the num-

FILM DAILY is quoted— They're

Right.
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FIRES
OF

FATE
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BY

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE

TOM TERRISS PRODUCTION
Produced In The Natural Surroundings

Of Egypt and The Soudan

Watch For Releasing Announcement

"Has. Dickens'

L

tie
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»/*
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No.

Monday, October

1

1,

Fears Politics

[HOUGHTS

Price 5 Cents

1923

Rowland Warns

Competition

Laemmle Says Europe Wants Pic- In Revolutionary Pictures Seen— Cos- Sees a Crash Coming Unless Protures But Warns of Effect of Namopolitan to Have One Griffith
ducers Rearrange Their Ideas
By DANNY
tional Upheavals
at Work— Harry Cohn, Too
About the Gross of Pictures
;hicagw— Out in the Windy
Laemmle
returned
from
Keen competition in Revolutionary
Carl
Richard A. Rowland issued a someto Hollywood. Kurope late Friday night. The first War pictures is looked for in some what startling statement
y. en route
on Saturday
Going thing he did on Saturday was to walk quarters by late Winter or early
lere they make them.
startling in that, contrary to the
Trying to down Broadway, to the Astor theater Spring. It would appear now that usual observations emanating from
look them over.
and witness a performance of "The there will be at least three pictures important film executives this one
ire what the schedule will Hunchback
dealing with the highlights of that told some truths and told them plainof Notre Dame."
And for next
after Jan. 1.
The Universal president tempered period of American history.
ly.
Mr. Rowland has just returned
something his observations of European film
Because
son.
The
one that has been widely talk- from the coast where he watched the
certain restraint

—

—

Or

in
these faded conditions with a
ed about is "America," on which D.
view
of political conditions on the
W. Griffith is now busy. He is at
lk rolls must be replenished
other side.
These conditions, he
present shooting outdoor scenes for
i rate that will spell ruination
found, clo not keep people out of the
the hills of Putnam County
in
some perhaps to more than theaters but, contrary, Laemmle de- it
making Somers, N. Y., his headclares they are seeking more and
be healthy.
quarters.
For this portion of the
more amusement. It is only the posstory he is using about 1.000 extras.
Wangerism's
sible outcome of political upheavals
While nothing has been said at
with national disorders in the back/ho should be in Chicago but
ground
that the film industry lias to Cosmopolitan, it is understood some
of
some
Remember
Iter Wanger.
tests have been made of possible acfear, in his contention.
lgers ideas as printed last week?
Laemmle returned with his two tors for "Janice Meredith," a K evoWalter has a few more tip his
And here children, Rosabelle and Julius; Abe lutionary story, written by Robert W.
dish made coat sleeve.
Harry Zehner, Chambers, who incidentally is asStern, Mrs. Stern,
are:
No
Estelle sisting Griffith on "America."
Laemmle's secretary and
"Too many producers are
talk
to
Cosmopolitan
cared
one
at
Cohen, a friend of Miss Laemmle's
'linking pictures for the thewere also in the party. He was more about "Janice Meredith" yesterday,
iters that are being demolishinclined to talk about Universal than but it would not prove surprising to
ed
instead of the theaters
about conditions abroad. He said his learn that Marion Davies had been

happen.

st

—

1

—

1.

•

are being constructed.
"Rentals will never come
town
the only thing coming
town is the 'nickelodion'.
hat.

organization had made rapid progress in Europe and ventured the
opinion that Universal was second to
none in the foreign field.

—

cast for it, following completion of
"Yolanda," her present vehicle.
If Cosmopolitan places the Cliam(Continued on Page 2)

ADJUSTMENT
Maxwell Off

"The business must

adjust
to the a la carte service
the exhibitors that have

San

or
isted Universale 'Hunchback',

Paramount's

r

atisfied

'Covered
will never be

They

Vagon'.

with their table d'hote

the

"Scaramouche" Opens
caramouche" opened at the 44th
heater last night for an indefinite

at

—

premiere of "Scaramouche"
Woods' last night.

Third

Run

(Special to

B icinnati

at

in Cincinnati

THE FILM DAILY)

—"Scaramouche"

opened

ox's theater last night.

Ingram Party Off
x Ingram and party sailed
Ion
1

on

three

Saturday.

weeks

in

They
London,

for
will
after

they will go to Tunis to make
Arab."
All told, about three
hs will be spent on the other

i

a

— M.

(Special to

—

E.

Cosmopolitan as one of

sales

supervisors.

Frank Borzage has been directing
own productions for First NaIt was impossible to secure
Creswell E. Smith, United Artists tional.
manager in Australia, will return to any information relative to the coast
New York as soon as Maxwell arrives report on Saturday from either First
National or the Schenck office.
in Sydney.
field

his

Chicago Premiere

THE FILM DAILY)
Marcus Loew attended

(Special to

icago

THE FILM DAILY)

Francisco

with

terly

gain."

Loew

Borzage Directing Norma?

for Australia

THE FILM DAILY)
Maxwell
Los Angeles It is reported that
Borzage will direct Norma
sails for Australia tomorrow to be- Frank
come general manager of United Talmadge in "Secrets" and that
Maxwell, Eugene O'Brien will play the leading
Artists, Australasia, Ltd.
formerly with Realart, was more lat- male role.
(Special to

tself

Rothchild in Theater Deal
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco The Herbert L.
Rothchild interests and Louis R.
Luire, lessee of the Capitol, have just
closed a deal whereby the former as-

sumes control

of that theater.

The

Shuberts of New York and Homer
Curran of San Francisco are reported
financially interested in the Rothchild's

new

acquisition,

which

In Another Goulding Story
has sold an original story, "The- Beautiful City," to
Inspiration for Richard Barthelmess,
who had previously appeared in several other Goulding stories, including
and
"Fury."
David"
"Tol'able
Goulding has also been engaged by
Fox to adapt "The Fool."

Edmund Goulding

in-

creases their holdings to five houses.

Credit for the adaptation of "The
Bright Lights of Broadway" has been

given to Goulding, but
Gerald Duffy.

it

should go to

Weiss Back
Alfred Weiss of Artclass Pictures,
who sailed for Europe on July
has returned to New York.

Grainger Returns
Grainarer returned from
a Mid-West sales trip on Saturday.
(

s

R.

various units producing for First

Na-

tional release.

What

is

important.

is

in

Thereparticularly new to close observers of the
trend in production in the past six
is

he says
nothing that

it

that

is

months. Rowland warns and warns
very strongly against what will happen in the event that producers do
not change their ideas concerning the
potential

gross of their various pic-

tures.

This

is

what he

states:

and

in issu-

ing his remarks, Rowland declares
that he has made no pretense at disguising the real situation with a cloak
of flimsy optimism:
"I gathered from my recent visit
on the coast that there was an erroneous opinion amongst directors
and producers about the gross business their pictures do. They will tell
you sums of money that I know from
a practical standpoint are impossible,
and whether they are kidding themselves on these figures or really believe them. I am firmly of the opinion
that these figures they have in mind
which are never done have a tendency to materially increase the costs
of pictures because in laying out production costs, they have these bogus
figures of gross in their minds.

—

—

"Unless the distributors of
motion pictures sit down and
discuss with the directors and
producers the real truth as to

what the

possibility of gross

on

sooner or later directors, producers and distributors are apt to be sitting down
with the sheriff trying to figure
out what has happened. Intelligent enlightenment on this
subject is very essential.
pictures

is,

(Continued on Page 2)

Schulberg Due Today
Ben P. Schulberg is due in New
York today from the coast to confer
with Al Lichtman and J. G. Bach-

mann

on future Preferred plans.
Preferred has finished five of its
scheduled 15 for the new season.
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Rowland Warns
(Continued from
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Page
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—
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Quotations
Low Close
High
105
106^

Sales

East Kod. 106J4
.

72y4

70y2

do pfd. ..S9Va
loldwyn
Loew's .... 15/2

89J4

72%
89%

15j^

15^

P.-L.

P.

..

800
5,400
100

Not quoted

(

200

Incorporations

—

American
IJoston The
Eastern
Corp. Capital $100,000. Incorporators, Thomas Gaul, Burlington, Vt.;
John Murphy, Brookline, and Elmer
Carlton, New York.

—

IJoston
Union Film Corp.
Cap$150,000.
Incorporators, Harry
Asher, Brookline, and Louis Rosen-

ital

I

erg,

Nathan

Ginsburg

and

David

Boston.

iieharrl,

—

(

IJoston
Cc-ntral
Theaters
Corp.
apital $25,000.
Incorporators, Na-

Ihan and Harriet

Markson,

all

of

Hoffman and Paul

Roxhury.

—

"Here
Picture
until

is

the

situation:

men have

they have come to be accepted

as facts, when in reality most of them
are fiction.
As a result pictures are
being made at an excessive and unreasonable negative cost. The production bubble is going to be pricked
by the bookkeeper's pen.

out for yourself. During
the past year, how many productions
have actually grossed over $500,000?
A few, but not many. Most assuredly they are the exception, not the
rule.
And it will be the same this
season.

"Figure

it

"We may

divide pictures into three
general classes, eliminating the big
stars.
There is the lowest grade, including productions that vary from
poor to fair and may gross from $75,000 to $100,000; next, the high class

special to

Los Angeles

— Sam

has been
the Preferred.
Fred
Leahy
has
been
made studio manager, Al Freudemann, art director; Harry Strife, construction
superintendent
and
Sid
Street, purchasing agent.
Jaffe
for

made general manager

BAER

E.

Advertising
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Boston— $1,350,000
volved in
Theaters,

a

deal

is

reported

in-

Milles

DLSTRjBUTK

Sales

a

aaoKem
film
- foar

ENRY KOLIM
N ON -THEATRIC

TtniMfALSfKUCfS
e o> two
riTt/no

t

1

aaoaATOftr

67 West

De

PICTURI

MOT! ON

which gives Gordon

majority holding in
the Olympia City, Strand and Rialto
theaters at Brockton.
Other houses
are also included
in
A
the deal.
change in policy will probably occur
in the three theaters, with the Strand
housing only pictures.
Inc.,

(Special to

1540 BroaJiua)

Loftv Bldg.

Deal Involves Over $1,000,000

foaoucriof
OBGANIZAT/QM, Pt/8
SAi£t> /

PGOJ£CrOH3

-44 '"St. New

York

Gnr VANOERBItT

End Vacation
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Los Angeles Cecil B. De Mille
and William De Mille have returned
to Los Angeles from a 16-day cruise
aboard the former's yacht. Both will
plunge into production, Cecil
preparation,
"Triumph,"
for
editing

B.,

in

while

STERN PHOTO ADVERTISING CO*

"The Ten Commandments,"

and William on the actual filming
"Everdav Love."

as that adopted by First National is
essential.
One important factor in
this increase in production cost is the

Los Angeles The special committee of income tax experts sent from
Washington at the request of Col-

Rothacker Laboratorie

lector

WILLIAM

of
3«4- J66 wejtso'J! ST.

Carewe Going Abroad
Edwin Carewe will make his next
picture in Algiers. It will he "A Son

centralization of production in a comparatively small community where
there is a limited number of directors
and actors to draw upon. If there
was more production in the East,
thereby utilizing players who cannot
be taken to the coast, greater variety
in
casting roles would ensue and

Universal.

Raymond
.1 1

The
L.

cdpuiiaent,

story

Schrock
L>y

a the cast so far are

is

Riia

Ruth

vv'einiui.

Clifford

A.

S.

"Anna

-Following her worl
Christie," Blanche S

signed a contract with Metro
la)
the
role
"Th
leading
in
Human Mill," which Allen II"
las

will

Also Offices and Vault

Room

130

901

W.

Spac

46th

St,

Phone Bryant 6436

New York

Hollywo

Chicago

542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales M|

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

18

— maybe Stone has

THE FILM DAILY)
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ably hold the first ball of the season
at the new Hiltmore Hotel, Oct. 27.
This will be the fourth annual affair.

LOUIS

it

A

i

|

million feet of everything
The most complete film librar
in the industry
Shots of all descriptions

M. T.

j

!

220

W.

42d

St.

STONE
New

Yor

I

MEYER
Wu*

CRAFTSMEN FILM

^/(Special to
Hollywood
n

Room by Week
Month

C. Ball Oct. 27

harks Clary, Herbert Fortier, Ar
hur Howard, Joseph North and Wil
am E. Lawrence.

^Blanche Sweet With Metro
THE FILM DAILY)

9

terday.

Angeles The American Society of Cinematographers will prob-

adapted by
from
"The

Cutting

Goodsell, to confer with the
roducers and fix a standard for applying the income tax laws to the industry has completed its work yes-

(Special to

Los Angele> —Under the working
title
of "Blackmail"
King Baggott
has started work on a new picture at

mci-c

—

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

c

FOR RENT

of the Desert."
Sailing with him
shortly will be Finis Fox and Adelaide Heilbron, who will work on the
script.
Sol
Polito will
be chief
cameraman and Thomas Storey, in
charge of laboratory work which preclass.
sents some unusual problems in a
"During the past year the cost of climate such as exists in Algiers.
making pictures has increased about
twenty-five per cent, which is all the
Gov't Experts Finish Work
more reason why a sane policy such
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Promoted
THE FILM DAILY)

FRED

photoplay which comprises
the great bulk of the yearly supply for
the leading theaters and may be expected to gross from $300,000 to
$400,000 top; and finally the unusual
super-production which may pass the
million mark.
"It is not difficult to forsee what
will happen when producers with pictures that belong in the first or second class permit a negative cost warranted only by inclusion in the third

average

Dover,
Del.
Western Maryland
Theater Co.
Capital $100,000.
In- salaries would equalize.
corporators, A. M. and H. C. Evans
;.nd Floyd Lininger.
Baggott Starts "Blackmail"
Jaffe

R

and Advertising for Produces,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

Motion

talked big figures

A E

B

terms of mythical grosses when the T.os Angeles that he planned to film
actual figures are about one half. "The Life of George Washington,"
Wins FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. Where are they going to get a re- and that the important battle seJoseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
turn on this money?
quences would be shot in the East.
j. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man;

of

"The trouble is that a few big pic- bers story in production, it seems to "Tense Moments."
tures have gone to the heads of pro- be the opinion that this production
ducers and directors and blinded them ind the Griffith picture will appear
to the sober facts of the balance sheet. on the market at the same time.
They are planning and working in
Recently Harry Conn announced in

Inc.,

ager

Mundstuk,

Films has bought the rig
series of 18 one reelers ca

elusive

1)

— Dave

192

1,

1

251

^EST

19 th STREET

LABS. inc.
VA.TICINS
7620-7461

direct.

_

Plum Center Comedies
with Dan Mason
A

Gerson Pllfires Corp.
X

I

Chas. Dickens'
"Cricket On The Hearth"
with
Jos.

Swickard
Fritzi

Ridgeway
Virginia B. Fair

PRODUCERS OF

Offersfor the

Independent tyarket

<As the

first

of a

series of action melodrama^
jtdrrin.y

ORA CAREW
supported bu

JAY MORLEY^

^

JME PRICE and QUALIEF WILL Sl/PR/SE YOU

EXHIBITORS
Don't pass

Written and directed

% TOM

GIBSON

wowm

One picture per

this

up

The story of a girl's vain effort to save
her father from himself, no risk was
too great, the depths of Chinatown held
no terror for her, if necessary she did
not hesitate to risk the
she loved.

life

of the

man

EXCHANGES
Get Busy
Our salesmen are in the field now closing territories. Our offer of this series
of quality pictures at rock bottom
prices will

amaze you.

Wire, write or phone for our proposition to

Gerson Ptoures Corp.
New York Offices
Room 913
1476 Broadway

Studio and

Offices

1974 Page Street
San Francisco, Calif.

THE

Putting
Here

is

how

put

hibitor

show

his

Send alovg your

—

—

over.

Let

ideas.

know how you

Preferred

gers."

note which

Capitol— "The Eternal Three."
Central "Monna Vanna."
good Cosmopolitan
"Little
Old

have

a
stunt for "Maytime," a personal

let-

Upon opening

the

ter being
letter an

Call of the Wild."

—

Pictures

York."

—

— "The

New

engagement ring

Criterion

out.
contents of the letter speaks for

—
—

falls

'

NEGATIVES WANTED!

alleged the defendant

it is

made on Jan. 20, and failed to meet.
The note was signed by the defendant
corporation and John A. Martin, secretary and treasurer.

Covered Wagon."
Aisenstein, Woronock and Sons,
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche." are defendants in the Supreme Court
The
Loew's New York Monday "The in an action brought by the Italian
itself:
Cheat."
Discount and Trust Co., as assignees
"Dearest
Tuesday "Loyal Lives" and "Hal- of a claim held by the D. N. Schwab
"1 am returning your ring and we must
dane of the Secret Service."
never see each other again.
Prod., Inc. It is alleged that the de"My eyes arc filled with tears, and I am
Wednesday "Drifting."
fendants received from the Schwab
trying so hard to tell you why it is best
Thursday "Desire."
company certain properties for which
we must part forever — but I can't.
The
Friday "Gold Madness" and "The they promised to pay $3,692 which,
words won't come.
"All
can say is that you will understand
Valley of Lost Souls."
however, they failed to do. Ewing,
all if you will just
(this finished the first
"Marriage Morals."
Saturday
Alley and Voorhees, are attorneys for
page, it has created interest, and the reader
used.

—

Philadelphia The Board of
cation has just installed ten proj«
machines in various schools thro
out the city for educational purp

—

Cameo— "The
"Just See 'Maytime'

Favors Educational Films

the Courts

In

Ambassador "The White Sister."
Casco Prod.. Inc., through Allan
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre Deutsch, has filed a suit in the SuDame."
preme Court against the Canadian
Broadway "The Spoilers."
Feature Prod., Co., Ltd., with offices
Brooklyn Strand "The Gold Dig- in Toronto, to recover $3,500 on a

brother ex-

a

the other fellow
cleaned up.

On —Broadway

Over

It

—

We will

buy outright or under
take distribution of worthwh
pictures for U. S. and Canada
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Dailj
71 W. 44th St.

New York

—

—
—

—

I

am

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIE
Iris

—

I

—

Sunday— "The White Rose."
—
Lyric "A Woman of Paris."

certainly will turn over, finding this
)
see
that wonderful picture, 'Maytime.'
"It tells, oh so well, just what is in my
heart.
The love story of Harrison Ford,
Ethel Shannon and Clara Bow is just like

the plaintiff.

— "Ashes

of Vengeance."
Rivoli— "Three Ages."
my own.
Strand— "Potash and Perlmutter."
"It is a wonderful picture.
See it and
Square "If Winter Comes."
Times
you will understand why. Though my heart
is breaking, I am still your

Rialto

—

Sweetheart."

Miniature Stage An Attention-Getter
For the second 'week's showing of

"The
/ Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Spoilers,"

the

at

Capitol, the
exploitation
cut-out to at-

Sister."
of Notre

—"The Hunchback
Dame."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
—
Astor

force used a window
tract attention.
Brooklyn Strand "Potash and PerlThe display was made by painting,
mutter."
SG braver board, the cbaracters from
Not yet determined.
Cameo
the picture, shown in one of the fight
Capitol "Strangers of the Night."
stills.
The figures were hand painted Central "Monna Vanna."
on the board and then cut out and
New
Old
"Little
/Cosmopolitan
mounted within the frame of an old
York."
oil painting.
It showed the fight beCriterion "The Covered Wagon."
tween Milton Sills and Xoah Beery,
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
with Robert Edeson holding the door
of Paris."
Lyric "A
against all comers. The display was
Rialto "The Broken Wing" tentalighted by a globe concealed behind
tive.
the door, which reflected its light
Rivoli "Spanish Dancer."
on those standing in the doorway;

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

— Woman
—
Strand — Not yet determined.

and by another light concealed beTimes Square— "If Winter Comes."
hind the proscenium on the left, illuminating the figures of Sills and
Beery. Painted curtains were shown Ft. Wayne Operators Get Increase
at each end of the frame picture, giv(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing it the appearance of a stage. This
Operators were
Ft. Wayne. Ind.
display
was first used in a store granted an increase of 10% by their
window near the Capitol, and after new agreement, the old one having
the showing taken to the New York
recently expired.
Exchange.

—

—

Meriden, Conn. The Community
Playhouse.
in
co-operation
with
houses at Hartford. New Bedford,
Bristol and Middletown, are conducting a beauty contest.
The fact that

— Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Toy
there,

plans building a large theater
patterned after the American

style.

O'Brien Joins Creative Prod.

Protest Price Increases

Wilmington,
ton Central

THE FILM DAILY;
Del.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Palmyra, 111. The Turner Bros.
have added another to their string,
having bought the Moonbeam. They
will make improvements.

John Davis Hurt
THE FILM DAILY)
the
Pittsburgh John Davis, of
Carrick, is recuperating from injuries .sustained when he was hit by an
(Special to

CINEMATOGRAPHER
Al. At liberty October 10, ha;
own Cameras.
Dependable
nothing too big nor too small!
Apply Box No.
150

M

The Film

W.

Daily, 71

44th Stl

New York

—

automobile.

OFFICE FOR RENT
FURNITURE FOR SALE

Robbers Open Garden Safe
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh In mid-afternoon, robbers entered the office of the Garden,
in

the

North

with $400

in

Side,

and made away

cash and Liberty bonds.

Completely equipped office and ante
room, renting at Eighty-three Dollars
a month, including furniture for sale
tremendous bargain.
Apply at
at
Room 1115, at 1540 Broadway.

LOEW STATE

Charles Richelieu Sells Out
(Special to

THEATRE BUILDINH

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Richelieu
Charles
Bedford,
Pa.
has sold out the Richelieu to H. R.
Cromwell, for a reported price of

The theater
$45,000.
the Lincoln Highway.

is

located

on

$100
for

Better Films Committee Meet
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

leading

tc

return of Gillon Eclair motion picture

camera stolen from
Central

The second
Fla.
Jacksonville,
meeting of the Florida section of the
Better Films Committee was held reThe business
cently at the Plaza.

REWARD

return or information
in

front of Grand

New

Palace,

York.

This

has a dark teakwood case,
automatic dissolve and Carl Zeiss lensi

camera

Nos. 178495

&

JAMES

discussed included a suggested profor children's matinees which
theater
owners
will
be
sent
to

gram

153428.
J.

GOEBEL

478 Decatur Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Phone Bushwick 1362

—

ters.

E. S. Kattile of

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to
to

Ave. N.

(

the (l(,ln iv building business by advertising his attractions on the street
A 24 sheet is fastened on each
side of the car.

ial

IRIS *

J.

729 -7th

PhoneBryant 3377

Milwaukee Charlie Toy, wealthy
theater and real estate owner, back throughout Florida.
from a trip to his native country,
Start on New Comerford House
participating
"hina, declares that there is an un(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
limited field in that country for thea-

there are four
towns
inake^ things livelier.

Hartford

Sees Great Field in China
(Special to

Film Exchange

JOHN

Turners Acquire Another
(Special to

Next Week

Ambassador— "The White

market for

in the

—The

Labor Union

Wilmingis

reported

to be strenuously protesting the admission increase made by some local
theaters, declaring that instead they
could economize by replacing their
elaborate orchestras with symphony
orche-tra-.

Los Angeles
is

the

name

"Superstition"

W.

Irving's

— Creative

of the

or
story

John B. O'Brien

is

Film Prod.,

company

filming
"Trapped," as I.

was

first

called.

directing.

Frank

Beresford has been promoted to
production editor of the organization
with W. H. Carr as general production manager; Otto Kusse is business
manager, and Fred Kusse, auditor.

Work of razing the
Pittston, Pa.
old Eagle Hotel has begun, to makeway for the new Comerford theater
to be built on that site.

—

Binghamton, N. Y. The Comerfords have acquired the Stone Opera
House and the Binghamton theater
from O. S. Hathaway, for a price
said to exceed $750,000.
Northumberland, Pa.
erford

is

— M.

E.

expected here soon to

Comlook-

over several sites on Queens St., on
which he will build a theater. Negotiations were under way for the acquisition of the old Palace.

NEGATIVES FOR SALE
The Essanay Film Mfg. Company

negatives,

features,

consisting

comedies,

of

westerns,

dramas, comedy-dramas,

serials,

scenics and educationals.

Wire,

write or call on

W. FAY

LYNCH

1345 Argyle Street,

Chicago,

Illinois.

—
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Tuesday, October

Abrams Carries On

By

—

DANNY

Name an

Asset

Of course the name of Chaplin apiring on any picture is insurance
the theater

which shows

The

it.

iwd will want to see anything in
But they
ich he is interested.
And
certainly expect comedy.
ll
>.y will
see very little of the comv they expect in his latest producThat they will come in yes.
n.
at they will like it when they
ve that's a question.

—

it

is

But—
from many picVery few

different

—

ducers would dare tackle the subthat

t

Chaplin has, and treat

he has done.

If the

it

women sympa-

be surMen will understand it; of
sing.
But what
t there is no question.

ze with the heroine

re

is

in that will

it

will

make women

like

remains to be seen. There is a
ud over the heroine from the very
rt.
You almost get the impresi

that she

the "wrong kind"

Then she

irl.

>s

is

of

is

Admit

Inflation

of

Zukor, Abrams, Pearson, Hodkinson, Kane, Doolittle and Aronson
Agree With R. A. Rowland Williams and Morris Take
Exception Unusual Interest Aroused Over First
him. This is what Douglas Fairbanks
National Executive's Outspoken Ideas About
has to say regarding it:
Pictures and Their Grosses
"The story to the effect that J. D.
Williams is to replace Hiram Abrams
that Hiram Abrams has resigned as president of United Artists
and that J. D. Williams has succeeded
effect

resigned and we have never even considered employment of Mr. Williams
Not only has Mr.
in any capacity.
Abrams been a most successful
executive, but there is a most close
personal friendship between him and
other members of the United
all

—

—

New

York yesterday to conThere was little effort made in
ceal the fact that inflation in exhibition values existed in the
motion picture business. Following Richard A. Rowland's plain
unvarnished statement that, unless distributors sit down and discuss with directors and producers the real truth as to what the
possibility of gross on pictures is, these same folks may later find
it necessary to talk things over with the sheriff,
sought statements from important distributors on what
their opinions might be.
Statements were secured from nine
distributors and one exhibitor.
Of
the distributors, in the main, seven of

THE FILM

Artists."

DAILY

When

THE FILM DAILY

Abrams on

called
the telephone yesterday,

he at once said:
"I know. You are going to tell me
I
that I have resigned. It's not so.
don't know where these rumors start
from but there's nothing to it."

Abrams

received a telegraphic reExaminer statement
port
of
the
which declared that with Williams
as

head of United Artists, Rudolph

Valentino

come

would

automatically

be-

a United Artists star.

When

Williams was reached yeshe declared there was absolutely no foundation for the report,
that he had never even broached the
matter; that no offer had been made

terday,

him and that he was busy enough
carrying out the Valentino contract.

to

Taylor Here

Inci-

August Picks

Up

them declared Rowland was right and
Taxes $420,000 Greater many of them praised him for his
Than in July— Month's Total
courage in stating the facts as they

Admission

$5,560,748

(Special to

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

—

J. D. Williams of Ritz Carlton
and Sam Morris, of Warner Bros.,

are:

to the Rowland statetenth emenated from
Billy Brandt, of the M. P. T. O., of
New York, who very decidedly stated
Rowland was right. Universal and

Taxes aggregating took exception

$5,560,748 were collected from admissions to theaters, concerts, etc., during the month of August, according
to returns just made public by the

ment.

The

Fox were silent and Sydney
This was an
promised to talk later on.
increase of $420,000, as compared with

Treasury Department.

when

$5,140,506 was collected,
compared with
and $850,000 as
August of last year, when collections
July,

totaled $4,710,470.

Collections from the seating tax on
theaters and other places of amuse-

seen as the mis-

a wealthyteParisian.

Exists In Exhibition Values

—

Undeniably.

yes.

Distributors

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Examiner prints
a report from New York to the

—

Different?

Price 5 Cents

1923

United Artists Head Despite
Reports Naming J. D. Williams
Fairbanks Talks

as president of United Artists is absolutely untrue. Mr. Abrams has not

nches.
Chaplin's

2,

Still

Chicago The great comedian
He
s taken himself seriously.
of
Woman
"A
produced
s
many
of
lacking
which,
iris,"
made
have
which
touches
e
name known all the world
5
er as a great comedian, might
sily be classified as "a good
with some unusual
;ture"

es

Authority

No. 2

CHAPLIN

That

JSfcRECOCHIZEB

during August amounted to
$420,344,. an increase of $14,000 over
those of August of last year, when

ment

S.

Cohen

A mass of interesting ideas resulted
from the inquiries. Those in complete sympathy with Rowland are:
Adolph Zukor, for Famous Players.
Hiram Abrams, for United Artists.
Elmer Pearson, for Pathe.
Billy Brandt for the M. P. T. O., of
N. Y.
Arthur S. Kane for Associated Ex-

Adolphe M%uou
John H.
performance as thSmiyM^rhere Ltd., London is
hibitors.
kills
former lover findlSr
$389,145 was collected.
W. C. J. Doolittle, for Selznick.
A. S. Aronson, for Truart Prod.
lself because of her^^Hfbns with
Star
Their statements, in detail, will be
America
Coming
njou.
Fredman
to
Over his dea^%»ody she
Reported Inspiration Has Signed Her
found
below:
Is with his mother, and in the end
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The
First to Appear Opposite
Zukor said:
Adolph
the
most
imone
of
Renter,"
Film
een playing with childrerr^ndicatDick Barthelmess
Mr. Rowland says that
"When
England,
journals
in
trade
portant
that she has reformed; although
understood that May McIt
is
directors and producers have been
on
America
short
visit
sails
for
a
to
Inspiration
t re is nothing shown to definitely Avoy will be starred by
Fredman misled by distributors as to the posPictures, Inc. following two pictures the Adriatic, Oct. 13th.
raster this.
sible profits in pictures, he speaks the
in which she will appear opposite will observe the exhibition conditions
absolute truth and is to be conRichard Barthelmess.
Chaplin's Name
in New York and make a tour of the gratulated for his frankness.
I might
nsures this distribution, and probAs noted, Barthelmess' next pro- principal cities of the country.
add that the picture business is also
big receipts.
f
Just how this duction will be "The Beautiful City"
Harry Reichenbach is gathering to- to be congratulated on having again
» ild fare as a straight release with- an original by Edmund Goulding.
in its ranks a man of Mr. Rowland's
geter a committee to arrange a welhis name attached is an interest- Miss Mc Avoy is expected to have
frankness, honesty and square dealcome-to-America luncheon in Fred- ing.
iij question.
But, regardless of this, the feminine lead in this.
(Continued on Page 6)
man's honor upon his arrival.
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)
tally

gives

of Screen
at the Astor.

Taylor,

a

at

Art,

R
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—

>'

McAvoy?
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!\

107
71

P-L. ..72
do pfd

Loew's

17%

....

Close

Sali..

108

1,700
1,200

71

16K

1,400

17
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CHAPLIN
(Continued from Page

the

crowd

name

of
in

1)

attracted

fans
for

Stick to

by

his

a

Heading the cast of "The Marriage
Market," which C. B. C. will make,
Others in the cast
is Jack Mulhall.
will be Alice Lake, Pauline Garon,
Shannon Day, Jean Debriac, Willard
Louis and Vera Lewis.
"There He Goes," an original, by
Byron Morgan, is being made by
Universal under the working title of
"The Spice of Life" as a vehicle for
Reginald Denny. Harry A. Pollard is
directing.

Anna Q. Nilsson
lead

'an

made

as a

Wal-

Pringle

is

"The Lady," and
by Conrad Nagel.

the part of "Paul,"

Parrot

and

Guoil, director, both of the
Hal Roach studios, were injured in
.in automobile accident at El Se^imdo.
They were removed to their

Allan Dwan's
Brother."

new

picture,

"Big

Elaine Hammerstein

an absence of

work

begun

five

is back after
months. She has

on

"The

Drums

of

Jeopardy," immediately.

Eve

Unsell

N. Y.

been loaned to
to prepare the continuity for Pola Negri's next picture,

WILL REPRESENT
ANY REPUTABLE FILM
COMPANY IN ENGLAND
OR ON THE CONTINENT.
SAILING IN ABOUT TWO

WEEKS.
ADDRESS BOX M-102
FILM DAILY 71 W. 44th St.

has

Famous Players

QUALITY ART TITLES
The Waller

"My Man."
After two weeks of severe illness.
Jack Hoxie will leave for Lone Pine,
to start another picture.

Camera work has been completed
Storm Daughter," a new
Priscilla Dean production.

on "The

"Maytime' 'has just been completed
the Schulberg studios.
Gasnier
produced it.

at

GREENE.

Studiof

Fred Waller— Grace Waller
11 East 14th Street
Stuyvesant 2652

OFFICE FOR RENT
FURNITURE FOR SALE
Completely equipped office and ante
room, renting at Eighty-three Dollars
a month, including furniture for sale
at
tremendous bargain.
Apply at
Room 1115, at 1540 Broadway.

LOEW STATE

and E. T. Robinson have converted

—

Juvenile

THEATRE BUILDING

—

the Rialto into a juvenile house, with

"The Turmoil," by Booth Friday and Saturday shows exTarkington.
The
cast
includes clusively for children at a 5c admisGeorge Haekathorne, Edward Hearn. sion. Only pictures approved by the
Pauline Garon, Theodore Von Eltz, National Educational Assn in Wash-

Emmett

Corrigan,

Eileen
Percy,
Bert Roach and Kenneth Gibson.

Has Plans

Butterfield

THE FILM DAILY)

S. Butterfield, while
recently, made the announcement that he would shortly erect a
2,200 seat house at Flint, to show
pictures and road shows, while the

here

Palace

will

continue

with

Keith

vaudeville.
Sliter
(Special to

Louis

— F.

to

ington,

G.

Sliter

has been

field

—

Admissions
be shown.
will be 10c and 20c.

Warners Issue Attractive Books
The Warners have prepared two
books, one on "The Gold Diggers"
and the other, "The Printer's Devil,"
which are very well done. Each contains about 20 stills from the pictures, presented in a most attractive
way, with a synopsis of the story and
the cast, etc.

<

Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

have

a

we

course of pro-

in the

duction

feature

"WOMEN MEN

entitled

FORGET"

All rights reserved

FILM SALES CORP.

C. B. C.

New York

1600 Broadway,

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

01 1
'

PRODUCTIONS UNO AS

BE/2UTIFUL

Granite City
(Special to

»

I

mills.

House Ready

THE FILM DAILY)

Granite City,

111.

—The

new

theater

.

obtain FILMACK
Trailers on
'All Features for

I°l

You can

(Production

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE

Jo"

Elaborate Bordersfo

24 Hour Service

King Story, Blackton's Next
"Let No
Basil King,

Man

titled.

Presentation Trailer!

Ij|

Put Asunder," by

Philadelphia L. R.
will be J. Stuart BlackBrager has
been engaged by Hodkinson to handle ton's next for Vitagraph.
"On the
publicity and exploitation out of this Banks of the Wabash," the current
office.
He was formerly with First production, is now being edited and
National.

Please take notice that

Brook at Meadowbrook Farm, between Snoqualmie and
North Bend, has opened. The Brook
will serve the two communities and
will receive patronage from nearby
Seattle

resume er of the Alamo, is reported dead after here is fast nearing completion. It
an illness of short duration.
Mrs. should be ready for business by the
Howard will endeavor to run the middle of October. Louis Landau,
theater.
Jr., is the owner.
Brager Joins Hodkinson

Notice To The Trade

Northwest Theater Opens
(Special to

lumber

Lebanon Exhibitor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lebanon, 111. L. C. Howard, own-

will

and other days

on Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

sentative.

fl&cLuzatlon^ (RctivJD

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Winifred Allen is returning to picture work after several years' abShe has been engaged to play
sence.

has been engaged by Universal to
play in Hobart Henley's next pro-

Wick

will be unable to
their duties for ten days.

DISTRIBUTORS
1540 BROADWAY

NEW YORK,

Shows Twice Weekly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Centralia, Wash.
A. F. Cormier

representative for
Associated First National,, and is
at present working on the Coast.
He
was formerly special comedy repre-

THE FILM DAILY)

homes, and

M. G. Felder Sales C .

play the leading feminine role.

"Uy Signs Eleanor Boardman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
'^Los Angeles Eleanor Boardman

Detroit— W.

Parrot and Guoil Hurt

— Paul

the

will

Aileen

to play the role of

promoted

Angeles

have

"Innocence,"

dorf Production. Waldorf is the producing organization for C. B. C.

St.

Los

in

original story, to be

(Special to

Your Last

Chaplin has said in interviews recently that he intended deserting his
former place as a great comedian and
taking up this new line of endeavor.
Tlure is a well worn expression with
reference to "shoemaker, stick to
your last." This might well be told
The world
to this great comedian.
Not at
wants to laugh with him.
him.

(Special to

of the East," which Fox
make, will be directed by George
Archainbaud.
Mildred Harris will

"Shadows

will

in

feminine

STILL B

duction,

disappointment.
They will expect a laugh; perhaps a
They will not get
lot of laughs.
them, and they will be disappointed.
are

WOULD

screen

the

T " rce Weeks."

Not quoted
Not quoted

/ Goldwyn

next picture

"Poisoned Paraand Clara Bow
Olga Printzlau

Alan
A
Crosland has started work on

Quotations
High

preparing

CARBONS COULD
BE MADE BETTER
THE BEST

version of
"When a Woman Reaches Forty,"
which will be directed by Gasnier following "Poisoned Paradise."
is

1923

BIO"

THE FILM DAILY)

York.

'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollvwood, California Walter R. Greene,
Y.

— Gasnier's

for Preferred will be
Gaston Glass
dise."
will have the leads.

2,

I

©08 S.WABASH AVE

'CHICAGO, ILL,

J

fHE
ruesday, October

2,

1923

In Preparation

"THE ELK'S TOOTH"

—

A

beautiful romantic comedy-drama teeming with scenic splendor thrilling
adventure pathetic appeal and love interest of the great outdoors.
Portrayed by an all star cast including Rosemary Theby, Lillian Hall, Kate
Price, Nancy Caswell, David Dunbar, Fred De Silva, George Mc Daniel, John

—

Herdman and

Peter Burke

under the personal direction of

FREDERICK BOND
(formerly with D.

W.

Griffith

and director

^S

of the

7 reel feature "Beyond the Veil")

Produced by

PENALLES, INC
TO=WI

Ire

» what w$#«ew|
KfXP TAtTH

CALIFORNIA

DISTINCTIVE

CINEMAS LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS
["PHONE CytV£l?CITY

A special
TOOTH"

£46 I

de luxe edition of the novelized detailed synopsis of "THE ELK'S
on the press. Upon request a limited number will be sent free of charge.

illustrated
is

now

Investigation regarding the status of this corporation cordially invited

\

First

— First

Come

"Merry Go

Served

Y
"Chapter

No. 352, Straight-from-the-Shoulder-Talks by Carl Laemtnle,
President, Universal Pictures Corporation

THEY WON'T!
AT LEAST, UNIVERSAL PRICES WONT COME DOWN. THIS
fixed

them on the

fairest basis

we

We

have fixed them on a basis that will yield us a fair profit but
will not rob you nor squeeze you. We have fixed them on a live-and-let-live
basis, and you can't beat that if you search fifty ways from the middle.

know

of.

IF

YOU ARE HOLDING OFF BECAUSE YOU THINK YOU CAN DO
Book every Uniword for it that the

better later, don't include Universal in that reckoning.

you can use and book it immediately. Take my
man who holds off will be worse off than you are, for he not only will not save
a cent but he will lose the best money-making pictures of the year.
versal

WE

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.
tracts to

your competitor

if

he

is

on the job

L:
i;

*

accorded by exhibitors

to "Merry Go Round
the talk of the industry as
presents the next succee
lie

Jewels

we have

Her

npHE SENSATIONAL

come down?

year, as in every previous year,

in

Praise of Critics

ARE YOU HOLDING OFF YOUR BOOKINGS, HOPING RENTAL
prices will

R

CAN'T AVOID GIVING CONbefore you are. When we invest

huge sums of money to make the best possible pictures, we've got to work
fast to get it back again. Competition is too keen. Other producers can't
afford to stand gallantly aside and say to Universal, "You first, my dear
Alphonse."

WE GIVE YOU THE BEST PROTECTION WE CAN. WE MAKE THE
we know how to make, we fix fair and decent prices on them and
that's all you can expect. You can't ask us to wait. We can't afford to. We've
got to get these pictures booked and that's why the first to come is the first
best pictures

in

Big Ten

its

foi

half of the year.
"Never
a picture do what 'Merry C
did at our Imperial Theatt

A.

Partington, San
the opening in t
"Positively the most succ
gagement!" declared Ja
manager of the Mission
Los Angeles. These are t
of the hundreds of wires
ters received from exhib
all sections of the country
J.

after

"A Chapter

in

Her L

Weber's tremendous proc
Clara Louise Burnham's
"Jewel," the second of the
has been given a hearty
by the trade press. "It is
tertainment!" declares th
Picture World. "Ninety
r.

who see
moved by

the folks

deeply
T. Pardy's

Trade

fil

it!"

w;

sum-up

Review.

says "It

this
in

The

Fi

a pleasing pic

is

Coming unheralded

into

Theatre,

"Drifting,"
versal Jewel starring Prisi
caused quite a commotic
New York press critics,
cess I" was The Sun an
comment.
"Sensational!'
The New York Mail, t
tol

New York Telegram
Dean

is

as Miss

were

as impressive

sa

on

Brady and Miss

the spoken versi
cast includes Mat Moon
in

Beery and Anna Mae )
directed by Tod Bro

was

to get service.

CONTRACTS ARE POURING IN LIKE MAD, BUT STILL OUR
salesmen report that some of you are inclined to hold off because you think
the keen competition this year will force us to come down. You never made
a bigger mistake in your life.

"The Gumps"]
Big Hit

THE

release

of

Bim's Gift" and
Papa," first two

t

versal's series of "The
in real life on the sen
the signal for livelji
1

WE

CAN'T COME DOWN.

purpose of cutting

down

WE NEVER
Our cards

A PRICE FOR THE
always on the table. We

FIX

are
can't come down until costs come down. They are terrific now and have been
for a long time. We are trying to control them, but we can't do it alone.
We've got to pay through the nose every time we turn around.
it

later.

BUT WITH ALL THE HIGH COSTS, WE'VE GOT OUR MONEY'S
worth because Universal has the pictures!
the whole trade knows that our prices are

The whole trade knows

to sell

them

to someone.

Current Issue "Universal Weekly."

ing Picture World,
ceeding
comedies

Gump

series are as
Ei
said
of 'Watch P

one,"

this

Herald
will be

smooth

sai

Universal."

WE'VE GOT THE GOODS.

Denny's Ni

We're going to sell them at the prices
gain by waiting. But if you lose the pic-

Exhibitors everywhere
ing
much interest in

already fixed. You've got nothing to
tures at the prices we've fixed, YOU'VE

— from

and

special attention," sa

fair.

DON'T HOLD OFF ON UNIVERSAL!
We're going

it

from the critics and a »
bookings
from
al
everywhere.
"They will be sur<<

LOST SOMETHING, BELIEVE ME

Denny's

coming

production.

Unive

"THE

SI

LIFE," being screened

i

Morgan's popular speed
rected by Harry Pollar
one of Universal's Big

(ADVERTISEME

1

Sensation

st

Next

'

Two
Big

ational

to

Get

Ten

but the forerunners in
sensational Big Ten.

production and in

in

-

of cutting and editing
:han uphold the standthese three, according

mmle, president of Uni-

Make

Specials

Hit

Ireat

/ERSAL

has kept
promises in re-

its

to presenting

el

Hoot

n the best pictures of

as

r,

was proven with

"Blinky," the
lis eight Big Special
ons for the year, and
imblin' Kid," which
liusiastically received

A

1.

of

ise

York critics at its
showing at the
se
y theatre.
these pictures regreat amount of care
y which was given to
:tion of stories and
>n facilities for this

"U"

tense moment in "Thundering Dawn."
2.
"Drifting."
in "The
4. Leading players

Chapter

Booked by

"The
young star.
Kid" has been hailed
the finest Western
ever
made, while
stands alone as a
virile drama of the

f

atdoors.

by

Both were

Edward

coming
for
ictures are even

Sedg-

Hoot
more

than those already
according to Carl

d,

array of Chapter
Plays ever offered by Universal,

leaders in this

and most

5.

field,

are

who

now

"Thundering Dawn/' One of Most Spectacular
Also
Soon Released
Thrillers
of
Years

avail-

seek the best

sure-fire at the

box

office.

Universal heralded its "Lucky 7"
Chapter Plays for the season with

Duncan in "The Steel
Trail," the resultant flood of bookings from all sections of the country
breaking all records.
The next two in this series are
""Beasts of Paradise," which is also
meeting with a record-breaking reception from exhibitors, and which
stars William Desmond and Eileen
Sedgwick, and "The Ghost City."
William

starring Pete Morrison.

ONE
mystery

the most sensational
plays ever staged has
been transferred by Universal into
a fascinating, intriguing drama of
the silversheet a tense and thrilling mystery, the solution of which
will defy the most clever among
This is
the fans of the screen.
"THE ACQUITTAL," the Universal Super-Jewel in which Claire

r

Releases

With

Critics

already had a
what Universal has in
hem under "The Star
tier in the four big proready released or anforthcoming during the
eptember. Gladys Walout in a lavish society

have

Untameable," which
one of the best this
licsome screen star has
Jack Hoxie whirled
with "Where Is This
ch topped the high mark
5 first big Universal picQuickshot of the Rio
id "The Cleanup," Herle

as

.

son's first big picture for

g the

The first of
Big Box Office

bell.

Eight
has been announced as
r
ifty," from the popular
;

play of the

same name.

gripping, melodramatic
)f a gingham girl who
t on silklined Broadway
inting the cost.
It featll-Star Cast, including
ee, Orville Caldwell and

Baby

Peggy's

First

—

Windsor, Norman Kerry, Barbara
Bedford and Richard Travers appear under the direction of Clarence Brown.

on top of the
COMING
nationwide publicity

ciate this group, both on merits as
box office material, and because of

the tremendous amount of national
advertising and publicity back of it.
It is well known that the public
demand for the Universal product
this year is larger than ever before
in history.

Universal One Reelers Popular
INCREASED bookings and
pleased patronage has been
the result of increased production plans for Universal
One Reel Comedies, according
to reports from all sections of
the country. These sparkling
comedies, featuring such popular stars as Neely Edwards,
Bert Roach and Chuck Reis-

the Cohan and Harris production
of Rita Weiman's sensational play,
its screen version is even
sensational than in its stage
form.
It will reach exhibitors as
one of the really big productions of
concerning
picture
year a
the

and

Big Production

Exhibitors were quick to appre-

of

This production was adapted from

eries

in

Plays

HP HE FINEST
able to exhibitors

from "A Chapter in Her Life." 3. An episode
The famous wedding scene from "Merry Go Round."

dramatic scene

Acquittal."

"The Acquittal" Powerful
Hundreds
Mystery Drama, Soon Ready

Df

*

A

in

more

—

showmen

can make
up to them.

big

already launched on behalf of little Baby Peggy, the

which

famous

great Super-Jewel included in Universal's Big Ten, and
from which exhibitors all over the
is
things,
big
expect
country
DAWN," a
spectacular, thrilling, exciting mel-

the most popular on the screen
today.

"THUNDERING

Century Comedies

odrama

A cast
of thrills and love.
headed by J. Warren Kerrigan,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Tom Santschi and
other screen notables under the
direction of Harry Garson, have
succeeded in producing one of the

Still

exhibitors will be doubly interested
in the announcement of Carl
Laemmle that this little girl
will soon be presented in her
child

actress,

big production, "The
Darling of New York."
Her tremendous success in
Century Comedies, coupled
with the enormous publicity
which she has received, make
this production worth the attention of every live showman in the country. Directed
by King Baggot, and supported by a carefully selected

first

cast of

Known

excellence, this

Universal Jewel will be
eagerly watched for by fans
everywhere.
Baby Peggy is presented in
her first full length production by Mr. Laemmle through
the courtesy of the Century
Film Corporation.

new

promises and

live

ner,

Another

most spectacularly
melodramas.

year's

thrilling

These two great productions, with

"MERRY GO ROUND" And "A
LADY OF QUALITY," a Hobfert

Henley Production, starring Virginia Valli, with Milton Sills and a
great cast, comprise the four SuperJewels which are included in the Big
Ten, the group of pictures which for
year has overshadowed
other group in the industry.

this

any

have proved

to

be

among

Head the Field

Universal's
announcement
for
coming Century Comedies indicates
that in this field of amusement it is

a position to offer exhibitors a
bigger, more varied, more popular
program than ever before.
Baby Peggy, "the most talented
child actress on the screen," popuBuddy Messinger, "Pal," the
lar
wonderful dog, Jack Earle and Roscoe Karns, famous fun-makers of
the screen, as well as The Follies
Girls, comprise Universal's remarkable Century Comedy line-up for
1923-24.
As in the past they are
the most consistent two-reel comedies on the market.
in

L
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Concede Values Are Too Hi

Tuesday, Octobej

Page

All the big pictures are
of them are
ning or have run at no profit
class, I would place 'The Gr
dess,' 'Ashes of Vengeance,

way and many

Serious Situation
(Continued from

Danger

Pointing Out the

1)

appears to me that the situation
which Mr. Rowland describes can be
summed up in the phrase 'chickens
"It

come home
which

tion

to roost.'
for years

It

As far back as last Spring, Danny pointed out the danger
He has
that faced the industry in soaring production costs.
emphasized the point more than ever of late. Only recently,
in the issue of Sept. 6, appeared this:

a situa-

is

has been

known

motion picture busiit
was brought about
ness and
simply and solely by the tactics of
unscrupulous distributors who sought
to lure stars and leading directors
away from their old associations by
golden promises built upon misinto all of us in the

"Production

—

"Is

And on

how

stars

and

D.

is

Williams

Sept. 9 this:
enough to

of

Ritz-Carlton

Pictures

have just returned from the
and I make the unqualified
statement that I have never known
so large a number of producers so
satisfied with things in general as I
found in California.
The attitude
seems to be that if they don't get
their money back, they will have
"I

coast

learned a lesson. If a legitimate producer sinks $100,000 in a show and
it
doesn't go. he merely discards it
and throws it into the warehouse.

how

;

big.

it

is

think about."

of

million

dollar

But

pictures.

it's

—

a

And

earnings ever known.

down through

been

the 'Fot

mens,' the 'Robin Hoods,' 1
ered Wagons.'
"The conclusion from th

True they cost enough to demand that return
penny profit when that million arrives). But

a question."

(pictures) because of
will get a certain quota.
But not
"All quotas for the big pictures
while a
broad statement, will be

their

splendor,

sets,

or

sary to secure high grosses

whatnot,

(Continued on Page

the quota set by the distributor.
of the season are too high.
This,
verified six or nine months from

now."

Phone

as recently as last Tuesday, this:
"The pressure is on. Every sales force in the business is
it.
The millions that are in production must come back

— Beekman

is

7)

9091

in rentals in this country yearly.
I
venture to say that 'Robin Hood' has
already grossed $2,500,000.
That's
only one picture and it takes in as
much as probably 15 pictures did in

the old days.
There
change bound to occur.

is

a

—

—

—

—
—

Elmer R. Pearson,

of Pathe, said:

"Mr. Rowland is probably one of
the very few men representing the
distributors who has the courage to
tell the producers the truth of the
situation. The average representative
of distributors in talking to producers
fails to tell what may be really expected in the way of returns, because
he is afraid the producer will feel
there is a lack of efficiency or a lack
of optimism.

"Some
quondam
those

agents,
agents,

distributors'
distributors'

who may some day hope

or
or

to be

distributors, disseminate a good deal
of information that they know can't
be possibly true. It is too bad there
are not more practical men in this

business like Rowland.

I have the
greatest admiration for his courage.

the world
the truth.
Distributors are setting their figures
much too high with the result that
the returns on almost all pictures are
disappointing.
"I

wish

tell

know

were more

this

the courage
convictions as they

of

their
them to exist."

W. W. Hodkinson
"Of

in

who would have

business
to

there

in

is

course,

situation.

I

I

see

have recognized the
no great value in

11»

FiHo^sT N

y

INSURANCE EXPE.'
TO THE THEATRICAll
MOTION PICTURE INll

acknowledging that such a
condition exists. It is, perhaps, more
important to suggest ways and means
of relieving the situation.

merely

17836 U.S. THEAH
SHOWING PICTURE

Under 250 seats, 30%; ur]
"Such matters exist, perhaps, beunder 800, 85% over ]
70%
cause there is no co-operation in the
he most economical method
;

We

various elements of the business.
find the exhibitors pulling in one
direction and the distributors in another, with the latter chiefly interested in unloading everything they
can on the exhibitor."

Brandt, president of the M.
P. T. O. of New York State said:
"I congratulate Dick Rowland. At
It
last the real truth in this business.
is indeed refreshing.
"It is about time that someone took
the water out of production and exhibitors
got pictures nearer their
Mr. Rowland declares that
cost.
'The trouble is that a few big pictures have gone to the heads of producers and directors and blinded
them to the sober facts of the balance
sheet.'
True enough and when producers do think they have hig pictures, whether they are or not, they
Billy

insist

on

them.

Broadway

The

result

is

especially, exhibitors
their fall season

open
said:

IEA1

—

seriously."

radical

"Let me say that no experience is
experience unless it is paid for.
Producers are making big pictures,
which are just beginning to reach the
market. They will continue to do so."

feeling
to the

producer.
And the distributing end is feeling the jam. This is
only September.
What will it be by February?
"Who knows it? Where will it be found? Will it mean productions of lower costs for the coming season?
Or will the
standard set be continued or improved if such is possible.
"Last March writing from the Coast the expression was
'Gentlemen; it's something to think about.'
"That question might again be asked not impertinently just

"There is no question
"There are $130,000,000. collected but that what he says

a

talk

to

"Others

direc-

not often in the
motion picture business that we get
such outspoken language."
J.

ceptions, the highest grossing
have been those of high
'The Birth of a Nation,' at
set a record cost for its day,
lowed with the most pb

And

Rowland's statement is the
best thing I have read in THE FILM
DAILY for over a year. There is
nothing I can add to it.
He has
spoken the truth and in a direct
manner.
straight-from-the-shoulder
Mr. Rowland has spoken in a concise, clear manner and every word
It

prophecy of six

the

Is

"This condition has been
about by the fact that, with

easily reached that all that

"Mr.

so.

,..
Arthur S. Kane, preside
sociatcd Exhibitors, said:

Close on the heels of that, he remarked on Sept. 13:

Hiram Abrams:

is

fine

to get

tors."

it

something

it's

(some won't make

agree with Mr. Rowland absolutely, but he has stated
something which has been true since
the first distributor, armed with lies
and false promises, raided his com-

of

storm?

the

—

I

studio for

with a rush."

are
conse-

that

tough going to get it in. Ask any distributor. And here as well
you might as well accept this: many pictures
as any other time
suheduled to get that million won't make the grade.
No matter

existing contracts.

petitor's

values

'If

exhibitors

(

easy

"It's

of

sight?

in

"Gentlemen,

—

say,

Exhibition

have soared.

thai

beginning

the

this

months ago

"Bewailing the fact won't do anybody any good at this late day. The
thing that should concern us now
This remedy rests
the remedy.
is
entirely in the hands of the leaders
It consists simply
of this business.
of honesty and fair dealing toward
one's competitors a policy which
does not admit of giving false promises and misleading information to
stars and directors with the view
toward causing them to break their
I

costs

Winter Comes.' The
would have been
They would have started
and

And
Exhibitors who refuse to advance prices.
sky-high.
quently claim they cannot run the big pictures and make any
with little
can
make
money
how
they
(Thej don't tell
money.
With
With sales organizations facing chaos.
ones.
Can they?)
producers clamoring for more rentals through distributing agencies.

formation as to the money that
could be obtained from their pictures.

"As

i

pictures
instead

smash.

and
'of

in

with

some

showings
that,

were

for

year
forced to
this

with mediocre

cases, reissues
specials and a big

;

I

theatres
$4.00

is

our

PER M

50%

ADDRESSING

UP.

Lists

if

!

desii

saved in postage, etc.. throu
dead and duplicate theat

:ion of
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Serious Situation
(Continued from Page 6)

This does not necesThe market today unllow.
y calls for high cost pictures,
ioney.

the cases of three or
greatest stars and direche world, it seems to me the
)t

in

le

gamble now

"In the past, excessive and unreasonable negative, costs have been the
rule rather than the exception and,
as Mr. Rowland so aptly puts it, 'the
production bubble is going to be
pricked by the bookkeeper's pen.'

ASK

making pic"As I wrote you last week, we are
more than governing our activities
so as to coror, with such other elements
rect these two destructive features of
available, which cost much
the business.
In guaranteeing negacost

at

in

is

much

$100,000.

costs to our producers, we first
a detailed analysis of these
costs so that we are certain that the
amount of money to be expended on
tive

her words, the safest investpictures today seems to me
ise that cost from $100,000 to
Such pictures, if the money
expended for the elements

make

our
production is justifiable and
necessary.
Our estimates on probawhich commercially ble grosses are in the hands of our
ilarity
pictures must have, stand Department of Sales and Distribution
il
a chance to gross from and are based on a comprehensive
knowledge of picture values, backed
to $700,000 or $800,000 as
by the experience of years in estimapossibly
those
made
by
ept
few stars and directors who ting what is procurable in the way of
revenue for any given type of picy he capitalized for higher
tures."

A. A. Aronson of Truart said:

speaking for Warner
ok decided objection to what

Vlorris,

He

"The surprising thing about Mr.

Rowland's statement in today's issue
that it was not made a year or more
ago, because it could have been said
information to the public bethen equally as well as now.
e wrong impression is bound
stated.

said:

and has no right disseminat-

eated about the picture busialso places a decided club
ands of both exhibitors and
and the Lord knows, the
isn't

"To

my way

tributor

producer

more

is

—

to release

of thinking the disto blame than the

in the distributor's

brates
cial

to

First

to

DAILY

Anniversary
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Rapids, Mich.—The Butterxuit recently celebrated the
liversary of the Ramona. The
laved musical tabloids for the
rt of the year, closing now to
about Decoration Day with a

To

McAvoy?

(Continued from Page

starts

work

for

H.

Taylor

^BRADSTREET

©/"FILMDOH

vRECOCHOEP

Authority

HE KNOWS!
The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

St.,

New York

City.

1)

No one at Inspiration could be
reached yesterday for a statement.
It was recalled that an old association
will be renewed when Miss Mc Avoy
John

picture policy.

Star

and

anxiety

worthwhile product, he has

coming through ganization, thereby giving

THE

WHO READS

is

often stressed the ability of his orthe producer an erroneous conception of the
business expected of him.
possible gross.
res can gross large figures if
"Great pictures will always get big
ures are good.
I can't see
returns, but they are few and far bein hollering 'wolf until you're
tween and when a picture actually
grosses upwards of $500,000.00, it is
a great picture."
Doolittle,
president
of
J.
An effort to secure a statement
Distributing said:
from Fox failed, since both Mr. Fox
ful analysis of the warning is- and Winfield R. Sheehan insisted on
Richard A. Rowland through adhering to their well-known policy
ium of
FILM
of silence on matters of this kind.
in almost complete agreeSydney S. Cohen said that he had
ith the points which he has
in preparation a statement along the
We, too, are of the opinion lines touched on by Rowland, but
•re is all together too much
that it was not yet ready for publicaid mirage in this matter of tion.
He promised it later.
tig
possible grosses on picAt Universal, it was declared that
at
to be produced and dis- rt was felt Rowland's remarks did
and that too sanquine esti- not apply in that quarter and that
lave a direct bearing on in- therefore there would be no stateoduction costs.
ment."

now

has enough alibis

.

why he

THE MAN

Kindly enter

my

one year, starting immediately, to
Cloth

Bound

The Film Dally for
include 1923 Year Book

subscription to

—500 pages.

Inspiration
of

since
Screen Art,

— Foreign,

Subscription, $10

made "Sentimental Tommy"
Famous in which she played one

$15

ertson

Hanna 111
THE FILM DAILY)

Maurice
cial

to

—

Creek, Mich.
Maurice Hanhe Strand, Holland, Mich., is
:

American Legion Roosevelt
where he will be confined
east two months.
1

New Story

for

Denny

rsal
has
purchased
"The
lsurance" by Earl Derr BigReginald Denny. It will be
'nd Jewel.

for
of her important parts.

Kunsky Managers Shifted
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Name
Theatre

—

Detroit
Important changes in the
Kunsky managerial staff include:
Jess Thorn, formerly of Texas to
the Capitol; Russell Chapman from
the Capitol to the Madison, and Malcolm Mclnnis from the Madison to
the Adams, succeeding Clyde Wixom,
who has resigned.

Address

—

THE

&&*

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions

Astor conceived a novel idea in the
display that adorns the Theater front.
Under the heading of "Everybody's
Talking about The Hunchback of

Newspaper opinions from
out-of-town papers will only
appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiere

be published
tion reaches

Notre

New York

that city.

in

newspaper opinions

when

will

Novel Hunt at Astor Theater
Marc Lachman, exploiting "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" at the

the produc-

Broadway.

"The Extra Girl"—Asso. ExhibitorsMission, Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Consensus of newspaper opinions on "The Extra Girl,"

Normand's

Mabel

picture

first

Dame" photographic

reproduc-

tions of all critics on the New York
Dailies are in evidence with clippings
of their review opposite the picture
of the critic.
This idea is causing
talk in and out of the trade.

also

for

Associated Exhibitors at the Mission,
follows:

EXPRESS—*

• • It did seem that the
case of the movie-struck girl had been exHut in "The Extra Girl," Mr.
hausted.
Sennctt has given her story from the comedy
lot angle, in novel and entertaining manner.

Now
With
field,

Control Seven Theaters.
Duf-

the acquisition of the
Duffield
and
Fulton,

Sts.

Brooklyn, William and Harry Brandt
now control seven Brooklyn theaters.

They

own outright the Carlton,
Parkside, Bunny,
Cumberland and
now the Duffield and book the Sylvia
and Stanley Playhouse. They may
book

also

for another shortly.

Helene Chadwick
story is interestingly mixed of a generous portion of melodrama, an even larger
(Special to
quantity of comedy and a pinch of pathos.
Los Angeles Helen
Those are well stirred and done to a nicety,
York
with Maliel Normand served as sauce.
She Jpfeave for
is at her comedic best, with here and there
from there she will go
a tear shining in her roguish eyes.

—

Chadwick

New

Mabel Normand

Sees Far West

Dangerous Hodkinson Executive Optima
cause of Excellence of Cr
Maid," starring Constance Talmadge,
New Exchanges Plann
is now in the cutting rooms and will
be completely edited in about three
S. J. Vogel, Western Divisi
weeks.
ager for Hodkinson who c
Buster Keaton will be the next from San Francisco for con
to
finish.
He is now making is now en route home. He
second

"Hospitality,"
his
length production.

Norma Talmadge

feature

about half

is

fin-

He

declares crops were ne
along the Pacific coast t
season, although existing pr
"Wild Oranges" Ready Soon
considerably below what tb
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood King Vidor expects a year or so ago. Raisins ar

N. Y., where a theater,
honor, will be opened.

her old time best in "The Extra Girl."
*
In this newest Mack Sennett production the notable little comedienne devotes
herself almost entirely to making you laugh.
The whole play is built for entertainment, and
it's
made up of comedy episodes and those
tender little touches which show the vibrant
Mabel in her most rib-tick-ling mood, as Sennett only has ever been able to present her
on the silver sheet.

will

shortly, and
to Chadwick,

named

—

to finish

"Wild Oranges" within two

weeks.

The company

present
on location near San Francisco. The
production was delayed
somewhat
due to injuries sustained by James
Kirkwood which necessitated refilming the picture with Frank Mayo.
at

is

her

in

ducers of "Chronicles of America,"
will give a showing of "Columbus",
the first of the series, Thursday night
at the Yale Club.
Many, prominent
in literay circles, will attend.

*

HERALD— If

you

like

(Special to

—

Just passing on the picture briefly, I might
say that it is one of Mabel's greatest efforts
in one of the greatest stories which Mack
Sennett has written for her.

say that "The Extra Girl" is a
sketching of motion-picture life.
It
offers its share of hokum.
Even the old
comedy gags are thrown in for good measure,
and there's some of the plot that wouldn't
Some of the
hold molasses, let alone water.
picture needs pruning, and the title isn't
exactly justified, because the heroine never
appears to become even a fullfledged extra.
* * *
Mabel is as her very best.
don't

true

—

Stone, Helene Chadwick
Carr are in the cast.

Mabel, with the eyes of a
Madonna and the mouth of a mischievous
she-devil, can do things with your emotions
that Mary Pickford nor Mae Marsh nor
Lillian Gish could do better. * * •

THE FILM DAILY)
Francisco — Max Graf

San

has
the filming of "Half-aDollar-Bill," which was produced at
the Pacific Studios, San Mateo.
It
is a sea story.

completed

48 Date and Date Showings
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—\fitagraph

states

that

folk invite
industry" to the fall golf
tournament to be held the latter part
of this month, the date to be announced later.
The party will be
held at the Redford Country Club,
obtained through
the
courtesy of

Maurice Caplan.

film

The

affair

Philadelphia Gets Clean Slate
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

condition of theaters in this city
states that he found practically every
house in satisfactory condition.

The words "Eastman"

Screen Club in
(Special to

Detroit

Club

is

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

available in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

Quarters

THE FILM DAILY)

—The
now

New

are stenciled in black letters in the

tive

is

Michigan
installed

in

Screen
its

new

quarters on the second floor of the
Film Bldg.

prom-

to

f

m

there."

identifiable.

transparent film margin.

be a big success, if for no
"Green Goddess" Starts Run
other reason, as a local film man
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
puts it, that "everybody and any-'
San Francisco "The Green Godbody in Detroit film circles will
dess" has opened at the Imperial for
ises

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film

week.

Philadelphia— Fire Marshall Elliot,
having just completed a survey of the

THE FILM DAILY)

protect the exhibitor against screening,

"Kodak"

individually.

Golf Tournament Soon

To

"The Man Next Door" played 48 local
houses, recently, day and date for a

"The Extra Girl" is the best
Mabel or Jones or Sennett has done

— Detroit

is under way."
During his stay in New
Vogel completed arrangemer

justment

POSITIVE FILM

Graf Finishes Sea Film

Anyhow

Detroit
"the film

in the

EASTMAN

and Mary

(Special to

Cleveland

RECORD—And

(Special to

much

theater construction. Asa tr
fact the coast region is at
over-seated and a period

Work Again
THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood John M. Stahl's next
production for Louis B. Mayer will
be "Why Men Leave Home." Lewis

—

or

however, include

Stahl at
(Special to

TIMES There were lots of laughs, no
end of chuckles and giggles, and a warm
hand-clapping for the principals. * * *

collectively

$100.

—

—

—

thing

ing four cents a pound as o
to eight and nine, and in s
stances as high as 11 cents,
are selling at $30 a ton, aj
high mark of $130 per ton
Grapes today are
ago.
about $35 a ton as compar

Gem Burns in Big Fire
Barrymore on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the home office for the ope
THE FILM DAILY)
New Lexington, O. The Gem is a new branch exchanges in
Hollywood John Barrymore has
Butte, Mont.
arrived in Hollywood to commence total loss as a result of a fire of un- Ore., and
H. L. Burnham will be in
work at the Warner Brothers Studio known origin that swept practically
on the screen version of Clyde Fitch's the whole town of New Straitsville. of the Butte office and Claude
The loss is estimated at $250,000.
at Portland.
famous
play, "Beau Brummel."
Mabel Normand—

nearly everyone does, even the movie folk,
who are said to be hard to arouse then you
are going to thrill over her in her latest
picture, "The Extra Girl," Mack Sennett's
tender story of the little girl who tried to
become a film star but failed. * * *

I

picture business in the Far
wonderful and is optimistic
outlook for the fall and wir

ished with "Dust of Desire."

at
*

]

Hollywood — "The

"The West, especially Cal
Showing of "Columbus" Thursday says Vogel, "is experiencing
The Yale University Press, pro- of building activity, which d

Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)

find

Schenck Lot

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

ter

The

EXAMINER—You'll

On The

Tuesday, October

an extended run.

—

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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>/*
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Rowland's Remedy

DEVELOP
DANNY
—

He

is

one of the

Production, But
Not Stint in Cost Will Reduce
Overhead, He Declares

Planned

Carefully

By
Chicago Help this business
relop, says Aaron Jones. And
ron Jones knows whereof he
;aks.

rAekuocmm
Authority

men

"Sixty-five per cent of any production is in the preparation and that
is the place to save the money," declared Richard A. Rowland of First

Price 5 Cents

1923

3,

Mid- West Exhibitors May Form
New Body, Aside From M.P.T.O.
Dissatisfaction

Over Cohen's Handling

—

of Legislative Matters the

Reason French Lick the Meeting Place, but Date
Undecided Eastern Leaders to Be Invited,
According to Present Indications

National yesterday when he was
by long experience, knows asked what his organization was doAnd the fortune ing to bring down exhibition values
s business.
emulated by his partners and to a semblance of normalcy.
o,

is

—

"It is, of course, the wrong thing
proves this. Incidentally
to attempt to save money in
shares with Sam Katz the to do
production when the subject is a big
ry of being one of the biggest one. That is not the idea. The trick
libitors in the second largest is to spend what a story is worth,
$500,000 if necessary. On the coast,
y of this country.
the First National units are working
You cannot expect this buson a methodical system. There is no
The picture
wild waste of money.
iness to develop, is his idea,
is carefully planned before the cama a less admission
prices adera crank is turned. The actual numvance with the bigger and
ber of shooting days is figured out as

nself

better pictures.

Advices from the Middle West indicate that a new territorial
organization of exhibitors is planned to embrace Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan and Minnesota. It is for this reason, it is believed, that
Illinois has sponsored the meeting to be held at French Lick at
a date as yet undetermined.
Chicago reports received yesterday declared that, while Illinois had taken no definite action on withdrawing from the M. P.
T. O., such a move would not be at all unexpected. If this occurs,
the time that organization would, of course, find itself free to amalgamate

nearly

Times Have Changed

possible.
It is in
to shoot the picture with
expensive cast on hand that eats

consumed

an
have up money

in production.
(Continued on Page 3)

oo much, he declares, not to
whole industry understand it.
lere was a day," he says, "when
vas easy to charge 10 cents and
it money with the kind of picBut that day has
released.
:s
And it will never
sed long ago.

new body

with any

that

may

be created.
The scheme, as

New

Weiss a Producer
Arranges

of the

— Plans
Annually— Sees

Abroad

Series

to

Plan Propaganda Film
Release Ten
understood that the French
Good Year Ahead
Government has approached an imAlfred Weiss, president of Artclass
portant American producer with a
le
Every other line of
back.
proposition to make a propaganda Pictures Corp., who returned from
iness has increased prices as the
of Europe last week, arranged for the
one
that
abroad
and
film
It was only a
duct developed.
the most prominent of American fe- production of a limited number of
years ago when you could buy
male stars will appear in it.
pair
shoes for $3.50. Try
will handle the
ood
do

is

features abroad.

of

today. That applies to picThere was a
s just the same.
e when you could produce a picwhen the exhibitor
so that
wed it for a dime he, as well as
producer, made money. That is
true today.
it

"The exhibitor who refuses
need of advancing his
admissions belongs to the old
school.
There is no place for
:o

It

see the

Bernheim Going Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Bernheim,
Julius
director general of Universal City,
plans to leave on a European trip

Los

Angeles

about Nov.

to release

10 a

have the first in this country in about
two weeks. It is being made in Austria.

despite reports

to

the

Laemmle leaves for the coast he said
about two weeks on his usual fall contrary, Europe is not demoralized
He, together with and added:
trip of inspection.
Smith, reE. H. Goldstein and E.
"One impression struck me forciturned from Philadelphia yesterday bly and is still clearly retained in my
where they witnessed the premiere mind the attitude of the people in
of "The Hunchback" at the Chest- Europe.
There is such a seriousness
nut Street Opera House on Monday to rehabilitate, and an indefatigable
Carl

in

I

business.

It

is

uoving too fast."
That
Aaron Jones' thought.
And it is worth thinking a

is

-urn

in

this

lot

ibout.

E. L. Smith Signs

Nigh

L.
Smith, former production
iger for Inspiration, declares that
is signed Will Nigh to direct a
5
of features.

New House
le

s

for

Bronx

Consolidated Theater Enterhave started construction on a

2,000 seat theater in the Bronx,
ed at 170th St. and Sheridan Ave.
theater will be opened Dec. 1st.

.1

—

night.

Offices in

Canada

Planned by Grand-Asher, Six All
Told Group in from Coast

—

striving for bettering one's conditions,
an avid desire to 'do business' that
one is amazed at such heroism at such
a time, when internal discord and the
But
fluctuation of currency exists.
(Continued on Page 2)

Today Seeking Plays
Grand-Asher will open their own
exchanges in Canada. There will be
six offices all told, situated in the six

important exchange centers in the
Dominion: Montreal, St. John's, To
Vancouver and
Winnipeg,
ronto,
Calgary.
(Continued on Page 2)

the details reached
for a body outside

Cohen association and one

that

will confine itself to activities in that
It
country
only.
section of the
would come as no surprise to find

such men as Billy Brandt of New
York, Jake Wells of Virginia, H. B.
Varner of North Carolina and C. C.
of

Griffin

when

it

California at

the

meeting

convenes.

There was considerable conjecture
Weiss plans at the time the call was issued conconyear and expects to cerning the reason for such a

distribution.

that,

call

He

American

In speaking of conditions abroad,

1.

York,

ference. Many of the problems to be
taken up at French Lick were in the
hands of the national organization
and in some quarters queries were
raised as to

why

similar discussions

undertaken by a group,
part of which at least was identified
with the national M. P. T. O.
should

be

Sydney S. Cohen
In
this yesterday.
over to

was asked about
answer he turned

THE FILM DAILY

a

let-

sent to him by Ludwig Siegel,
secretary of the Illinois M. P. T. O.
in which Ludwig said:
ter

'At a recent meeting of the board
of directors of the Illinois M. P. T.
(Continued on Page 2)
Theater Valuations

Increase

The

Loew

Still

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Marcus Loew who came
on from New York to attend the
(Special to

"Scaramouche,"

premier of
here.

He

is

still

expects to return East

a few days.

in

assessed value of important
motion picture theaters in New York
for 1924 shows slight increases. They
are as follows:
Capitol

Loew's State
Kialto
Rivoli

Strand

$2,550,000
4.075.000
2,070.000
1,370.000
2,950,000

$2,560,000
4.100.000
2,070,000
1,370.000
2,970,000

THE

DAILV
CC^-—-E£

New

Weiss a Producer
(Continued from

ViLHVINo.

Wednesday. Oct.

3

3.

Price 5 Cents

1923

Page

1)

this attitude contains a current of optimistic faith, assurance of ultimate
content and a gradual improvement
being
is
stabilized, lots of money

Wednesday, October

3,

19

Exhibitor Unit?

(Continued from Page 1)
that a joint
suggested
O., it was
meeting of the officers and directors
of the Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana,

Minnesota and

Illinois

theater

own-

PatkeNes

No. 80
ers, at a place convenient to all, be
arranged in the near future for the FOOTBALL SEASON OPENS— Soil,
purpose of a closer cooperation be- the opening college games; Universi
Pennsylvania, Columbia, etc.
tween these state units.
"It is not our purpose to tear down,
OKLAHOMA GOVERNOR DECL.B
but to stand together to accomplish MARTIAL LAW Scenes in Oklahomsfi
things of so vital importance to all where Gov. Walton is at odds with the B
of us, such as eliminating the road- lature.
showing of features, admission taxes, GREECE MAKES AMENDS FOR M
and other evils we have to contend DER OF ITALIANS— Scenes from PW
where the trouble between Greece and a
with.
is finally settled.
that
impression
"We are under the
much could be accomplished by the PAPYRUS HERE!— Great English |
illimitable, I could cite very interestThus their domestic united efforts of these various state horse lands in New York ready for the R
ing examples.
International Race for $100,000.00; seel
production languishing somewhat, the organizations without antagonizing his owner and trainers.
tendency is towards an increasing de- the national organization."

made.
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(Continued from Page 1)
Grand is due in

New York

morning from the coast accompanied by Sam Bischoff, New York
auditor of the organization, Bryant
Washburn, Elliott Dexter, Ben Wilson and Roy Neill and their respective wives to remain here for a month,
looking over the market for plays to
this

be

made

as

part

of

next

season's

schedule.

Mildred Davis has been signed by
Grand-Ashcr to appear in features.
Ben Wilson, who supervises all of
feature units for the company,
will also make the Davis series.
the

"All this indicates a good year for
the picture business. At such a pace
one must seek recourse to some sort
of distraction and the cinema offers an
inexpensive inducement to the normal
pleasure seeker.
not at its
is
"Production there
height owing to insufficient capital,
nevertheless there is some activity.
was amazed at the innovations I
I
saw at some studios and were space

mand

for

American

—

also declared that it was
understanding that the Mid-West
conference was framed without any

Cohen

pictures.

"Serious attempts are being made
by ambitious picture impressarios to
impress upon the people the importance and artistry of the present status
of cinema and despite the dearth of
picture theaters, owing to wartime
restrictions (all building of theaters
prohibited) whatever
having been
theaters were available have been converted to the exhibition of pictures of

his

intention

of

electing

officers

or

Louisville,

Salt

Lake City and gets

NUMBER

A BIG

An

toda\
::

NEGATIVES WANTED!

We

will buy outright or unde
take distribution of worthwhii
pictures for U. S. and Canadi
or the entire world.

Box

S-1600 c/o The Film Dail
71 W. 44th St.

New York

AT LIBERTY
Young woman

with good educatk
and experience wants permanent
temporary secretarial or stenograph
position.
Also would consider cor.
i

work

either

home

at

or

luncheon on Thursday.

Box

c/o

Better Films Committee Elects
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Street theaters at
has
a

New

Albany.

71

S-3

West 44th

St.,

New York

The

of
capitalization
Switow's two sons, Samuel,
$75,000.
who is vice-president, and Harry,
who will act as secretary and treasurer, will have active management of

Officers of the
Asheville, N. C.
newly organized North Carolina Bet- the new acquisitions.
ter Films Committee are as follows:
James H. Howell, permanent chairShowing at the Palace
man; Mrs. J. M. Gudger, vice-chair"Is Conan Doyle Right?", a twoman and G. O. Shepard, secretary
directed by Jack Harvey was
reeler
and treasurer.
given a special showing by Pathe at
A
the Palace yesterday morning.
There was
large crowd attended.
special music for the occasion.

M. P. Book Week Soon
The week beginning Nov. 11
be

celebrated

Book Week."

as

"Motion

will

Picture

AT YOUR SERVICE
ANi>

N

|

Aggers
2SO WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WOR«,MATS,STER EOS, ELECTROS.
PHONES,

offic

THE FILM DAILY

a

company

in

Highest references furnished.

veteran exhibitor in Southern territory, has just closed a deal whereby
he takes over the New Albany
Will Speak Before A. M. P. A.
Co., operating the Grand,
Charles Chaplin and Richard Bar- Amusement
and the East 4th
Elba
Kerrigan,
M.
thelmess will speak before the A.
P, A. at their

i

M

big

come.

in

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Ky.— M. Sitow,

to

any way forming an association separate from the M. P. T. O.

Question Goes to Arbiter
outside arbiter will be selected
by the T. O. C. C. and the operquestion
ators' union to settle
a
merit and appeal."
which has arisen over the wage increase for operators in Brooklyn thePlan Large Chicago House
aters where were employed men belonging to a union, formerly inde(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
drawn
pendent
but now part of Local No.
been
have
Plans
Chicago—
The wage scale in Brooklyn
and work is announced to start with- 306.
the- was lower than in New York and
in two months on a 2,300 seat
has subater, store, and office building at the now that the T. O. C. C.
from
ranging
southwest corner of Robey and Ar- mitted to increases
decher, to cost $500,000 and to be own- 7y2 % to 15%, Local 306 officials
they affect
as
ed and operated by H. Schoenstadt clare the increases
& Sons as the Archer. The site Brooklyn will be from 17 to 33%.
fronts 250 feet on Archer and 125
on Robey.
New Office Opens Soon
The new playhouse will supplant
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the present 800 seat Archer Theater,
Scotty Chestnut
Jacksonville, Fla.
which may be remodeled into a will open the new Paramount -exgarage. There are now five Schoen- change here about the middle of the
stadt theaters in Chicago, the Archer, month.
Probably on the 15th. The
Atlantic, Boulevard, Halfield, and the
new office will handle Florida and
Brighton Park.
Ralph Kay, now
part of Georgia.
in the Atlanta office, will be in charge
Switow in Big Deal
of the ad sales department.
(Special to

DEMPSEY COMES HOME— Champi.

turns

CIRCLE

2450-1-2.

—
l-HE
Wednesday, October

3,

'eS^kDAILY

1923

Rowland's Remedy
(Continued from Page 1)

'Experience has shown that pro- avoidance of the use of cost figures.
Of Telling the world that any given picction can be commercialized.
irse, there is art in it and that is ture cost any given sum of money
to produce, does not help in the effort
it should be, but certainly business
thods can be introduced and sched- to keep the directors within reasonnot able bounds in their current producs so arranged that money is

own away
\rthur

S.

carelessly".

Friend

of

iterday joined the ranks of import-

executives who expressed a symhy for Rowland's ideas. This is
at he had to say:
'Rowland's statement in Monday's
:

LM DAILY
his
>sses'

is

interesting, as

most

'Mythical
statements are.
were invented for the sole

of weaning directors and
away from production organizais, and if anybody has been fooled

pose

rs

them, it should not have been the
ducers who are regularly engaged
Of
the motion picture business.
if
the elimination of the
irse,
'thical gross' will affect a reduction
every
of production,
the cost
rt should be made to eliminate it.
However, one would think that
now the legitimate producer knows
the cost of production has no
t
ring on the value of a picture,
u can make a big picture out of
iig subject, and whether you are
ng to make money out of it will

end upon how wisely and with
much sane economy you proThe public is not one which is
e.
in

how much

hundred thousand dollars is the
danger line for the average good picture unless the subject matter or star
has selling value justifying the high
cost.

the picture

make a big

picture out of a
uninteresting
Using mobs doesn't help;
ject.
ig massive sets doesn't help; and
ve all, paying the cast and techniforce more than they are worth

:

unimportant,

from the distributor, there
be a complete elimination of exagance and waste on the producside.
Meantime there are imant things that can be done, and
the least of these is Rowland's
gestion to decentralize producIncidentally too, the producers
help the situation by a careful

—

:sse J.

Goldburg, president of Inhas left for

i|:ndent Pictures Corp.,

Angeles, to supervise the
is

first

\ remain

making

releases.
He intends
there for about three

two

heretofore has expressed so definiteHe deserves the thanks of all."
Alfred Weiss, former, vice-president of Goldwyn and now head of
Artclass Pictures declared that Rowland was absolutely right in guaging
the present tendency to inflate exly.

get $750 for it because the high valuation set on that particular production must be met.
"It is merely a quotation of overThe disselling all along the line.
tributor paints a too rosy picture for
the producer and then endeavors to
draw the impossible in rentals from
the exhibitor."

(Special to

Miami,

THE FILM DAILY)
—Wray Physioc

Fla.

in negotiable interest coupons.
The
force of the explosion jammed the
door of an extra compartment of the
safe
which contained $9,000, the
greater
part
of
the
receipts
for

Saturday and Sunday.

On Thursday burglars broke into
the National Film Publicity Studios,
and secured $350 in cash, but left behind $10,000 worth of cameras and
lenses and $40,000 in negatives.
On
Friday the combination of the safe
of the Cinderella was knocked off and
$60 taken from the strong-box.
Ethel Shannon in Lead
(Special to

Hollywood

Macloon a Stage Producer
Louis
way west he will visit
O. Macloon, who has rele exchange centers between here
signed as director of advertising and
the west coast north of Kansas publicity for Cosmopolitan, will enter
and on his return east he will the production end of the legitimate
in the exchanges operating in field.
His first show will be "Regular
south.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Ethel

Shannon

play the feminine lead in "The
erang."

Rhapsody,"

the overture, and Riesenfeld's
Classical Jazz.
"Blue Danube Waltz," by
the Serova Dancers, and a living tableau of
the famous painting, "Beethoven's Sonata,"
complete the program.

will

Boom-

At Other Houses
"The White

Sister' 'has moved from the
Forty-Fourth Street theater to the Ambassador to continue indefinitely there.
"Ashes

Vengeance" is now playing the Rialto.
"Potash and Perlmutter" remains at the
Strand, while "The Call of the Wild" is in
its second week at the Cameo.
The regular
long runs remain practically the same, i. e.,
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," at the
Astor
"Monna Vanna," at the Central;
"Little Old New York," at the Cosmopolitan; "The Covered Wagon," at the Criterion,
and The Times Square with "If Winter
Comes."
of

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

'WE

tpowFiyjl
tABORATORit?
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

H

NEW YORK

;

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

(Special to

—

and the following exploiteers; C. L.
Winston, Harry Swift and H. W.
"King" Fisher.

BOSTON STUDIO
Best equipped studio in New
England.
Props, sets, lights
(Cooper-Hewetts, over-heads,
spots,
etc.,

Dressing rooms,

etc.)

also a service organization

trained to deliver the goods.

National Motion Picture Bureau

PHILLIP DAVIS,
29 Middlesex

St.,

PENALLES, INC.

all

People."

ESB35B

IHttroiWATKSAYXEDOl
K£CP FAITH

tfl'lflri.'ia

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMAahs LEGITIMATE

ATTRACTIONS
PHONE CUU»EI?CITY

Pres.
Boston, Mass.

Phones: Beach 43259 or 14445

has

started work on "The Dreamers" at
the Miami studios at Hialeah.

ths.

n his

„

cracksmen invaded William Goldman's Kings theater, blew open the
safe, securing $700 in cash and $700

Physioc Starts on "Dreamers"

Goldburg Leaves for Coast

Louis

St. Louis
Local theaters were hard
hit by safe-blowers last week.
Three

Branch Managers Meet
THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta
Branch
managers and exsn't help.
ploiteers
of
Paramount
the
offices in
hibition
calues:
Just as soon as those who waste
cause waste in production are
"How many pictures", he asked, six states met here Monday to disalized by being made to suffer "have grossed the $1,000,000 quotas cuss the new policy of test-runs and
r proportion of the losses you will
their sponsers talk about? The pres- formulate a plan to foster closer cosure begins at the home office and operation between exchanges and exe an end of extravagance in protion.
Some day perhaps we will then extends from the distributors hibitors. Those who attended were:
branch
the
the
line
to
universal percentage booking, down
e
J. B. Dugger, Dallas; C. E. PepThe branch manager piat, Charlotte; Scotty Chestnutt,
then when a picture really returns managers.
he producer what the public de- will send in a contract for $500 Jacksonville; C. M. Peacock, OklaCity;
Harold Wilkes, New
nines it to be worth, and the for a certain picture for a certain homa
Prince,
Atlanta;
Dave
lucer, be he star, director or cor- territory and promptly the home of- Orleans;
ition, takes the profit or the loss
fice will return it with a notation to Ernest Dawson, of the district office
lout aid

i

participates.
"Gems of
a Hodge Podge; "Mis-

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

:

penditure of money doesn't make a
Propicture of big box-office value.
duction costs must be consistent with
the advance estimate of the box-office
value of each particular subject. One

t

ill,

Capitol Ballet Corps
American Scenery,"

erere," from "II Trovatore," sung by Madame
Elsa Stralia and William Robyn, and the
Al Lichtman said:
usual
Magazine Reel, follow.
"In Our
Mr.
Row- Broadcasting Studio," in which is presented
"I agree absolutely with
some
the
of
artists
who
broadcast
over the
land.
He has stated a fact that has radio for the Capitol theater, is staged
just
been known a long time in the in- before the feature appears, Marshall Neilan's,
How- "The Eternal Three." An organ solo is last.
dustry, by most distributors.
one of the big perplexing
ever,
Forty-Fourth Street
problems of distributors is to get pro"Scaramouche," is the feature. An overducers to realize that every picture ture selection is the only other number on
cannot be a million dollar picture the bill.
Lyric
but at the same time to keep up the
Charles Chaplin's "A Woman of Paris,"
producer's
enthusiasm during the
Edna Purviance, is the feature at
course of production so that he will featuring
this house.
put into it every ounce of producing
Rivoli
knowledge that he has. Every proFilm numbers include, Buster Keaton in
ducer when he starts to make a pic- his first feature-length comedy, "Three Ages,"
ture believes that this one is going to the Rivoli Pictorial, "Pictorial Potpourri," a
novel screen number consisting of "The Chase
break into the million dollar class.
of Reynard, the Killer," and "Felix Gets
thing
is
impress
on
"The big
to
Broadcasted," a Pat Sullivan cartoon.
The
producers the fact that the mere ex- musical units are two
"Second Hungarian

"Mr. Rowland has clearly and honestly brought to the notice of the
it is interested only in whether
picture is or is not good enter- trade a subject that a good many
iment.
Obviously then, you can- have thought about but that no one
rested

Capitol
"Marche Slav" is the overture.
Next
comes "Nutcracker Suite," a musical dance
number in five units; namely, (a) "Valse des
Fleurs, (b) "Danse Chinose," (c) "Danse
Arabe," (d) "Danse des Mirlitons, and (e)
"Danse Russe-Trepack," in which the entire

tions.

Distinctive

Thieves Busy in

At Broadway Theaters

54«l

THE

DAILV
loS&ak
Jackson Meeting Soon
Many Important
Place,

Putting

Discussions to Take

it

Wednesday, October

(Special to

Over

Of

—

Here

Detroit The annual convention of
the Michigan M. P. T. O.. to be held
at Jackson. Oct. 16 and 17, promises
Two outto be a red letter event.
standing features of the meeting will
be a solution of the non-theatrical
situation and adjustment of the music
tax.

The non-theatrical invasion is so
serious in this territory, that exhibitors want the affair settled once and
for all, although they do not mean
to eliminate it entirely.
J. C. Rosenthal, head of the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, will be present to disIt is
cuss the music tax situation.

is

how a brother

your ideas.

exhibitor puts his

show

over.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Exhibitors Association

JOIN
New York

NOW

"Mothers' -in-Law"

Among

Day

early entries for the
Al Lichtman prize offer of $100 and
$50 to exhibitors who put over the
best campaign on "Mothers-in-Law,"
are Haring and Blumenthal, who
played the picture at their Lincoln
Gerald Gallagher, advertistheater.

the

Day"

in-Law

Uses K. K. K. Angle

—

Nashville, Tenn. An effective exploitation campaign was conducted
recently for "Three Ages," when that
picture played Loew's Vendome.

for

542

S.

beneficially for the box
the belief of Eddie L. Hynian. of the Brooklyn Mark Strand.
When "Dulcy," was the feature

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

K.

K. warnings found in the morning
A few days elapsed to permit
That there is room for improvement the K. K. K. slogan to take root.
and advancement in overtures, and The newspapers were now appearing
that this improvement and advance- with teaser ads, white letters on black
ment is appreciated by patrons and background, with the same legend.
"Presenting" a Photoplay

office,

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM

is

Hyman

used Tschaikowsky's "1812"

as the overture, to contrast with the
For this imnature of the picture.
nressive number, special scenic and
were used, which
effects
lighting
lifted it out of the "overture" class as
generally known and placed it in the
"presentation" class. Its effectiveness
u as improved greatly.

mail.

Another teaser letter, printed as the
others in beg red letters was sent out.
This one announced the place and the
date where K. K. K. was coming.
There was still no hint anywhere of
what the letters represented. Then
on the next day the secret was let
out, by a letter reading:
"Keaton's Kolossal Komedy. Buster Keaton's First 6 Reel Laughter
'Three Ages,' Loew's VenRiot:

dome— Week

of

Sept.

Before me, a notary public, in and fl
and County aforesaid, personal ||
peared Joseph Dannenberg, who, havin M
duly sworn according to law, deposfE
says that he is the Editor of "THE i
DAILY," and that the following is, I
best of his knowledge and belief, a true I
ment of the ownership, management (aiH
daily paper, the circulation), etc., <l|
aforesaid publication for the date shol
the above caption, required by the /[]

ness managers are

West 44th

71

—

Thorough knowlege

of

exchange and

national distribution on percentage and
outright sale.
Three years treasurer
and assistant to president of producing and distributing company with
twelve exchanges. Now assistant general manager of manufacturing company.
Twelve years varied experience,
expert
accountant,
university
training.
Will take moderate salary
if there is a good future.
Exceptional
references.
Address Box M-203, care

THE FILM DAILY.

71

W.

44th St.

responsible for the organization of a

tra.

the overture
these floods dimmed out, the curtains
were opened and a scenic effect of
the city of Moscow was shown on
the pn sentation stage, bursting into
As the music
flames at the climax.
hilled, tin- silver cloth curtains were
drawn over the presentation stage,

At the battle theme

in

upon them were thrown light
M estrum floods from the dome,
augmented by light green and orange
floods from the booth
and

pink

&

Films

New

St.,

Film
York, Jl
'.

Joseph Dannenberg, 71 Westfi
York, N. Y.
Managing ]I
Maurice D. Kann, 71 .West 44th St.,|
York, N. Y. ; Business Manager, Johfl
Alicoate, 71 West 44th St., New York, I
Editor,

New

St.,

;

2. That the owners are
"Wid's Fill]
Film Folk," Inc., 71 West 44th St., I
York, N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 71 I
44th St., New York, N. Y. Joseph D;l
berg, 71 West 44th St., New York, N.I
:

;

3. That the known bondholders, mort||
and other security holders owning or hi
1 per cent or more of total amount of ll
mortgages, or other securities are: Nil

4.
That the two paragraphs next h
giving the names of the owners, stockhcl
security holders, if any, contain not onj
list of stockholders and security hoIdiE
they appear upon the books of the conj
but also in cases where the stockholcj
security holder appears upon the books 1
company as trustee or in any other fid l
relation, the name of the person or col

tion for whom such trustee is acting, is |l
also that the said two paragraphs c I

statements embracing affiant's full knovl
belief as to the circumstances anol
ditions under which stockholders and sel
holders who do not appear upon the I
of the company as trustees, hold stocil
securities in a capacity other than that!
bona fide owner; and this affiant has nil
son to believe that any other person, a*
tion, or corporation has any interest dirl
indirect in the said stock, bonds or
securities than as so stated by him.

and

.

:

That the average number of cop
issue of this publication sold o
tributed, through the mails or otherwi.l
paid subscribers during the six month:
ceding the date, shown above is 4,865.
5.

each

JOSEPH DANNENBERG,
Sworn
1st

E

and subscribed

to

day of October, 1923.

(My commission

Company

WANTED

"Wid's

Publisher,
Inc.,

expires

before m(;
(Seal) Sadie

March

30th,

!

10th."

This was followed up with another
As the overture opened, the new
letter
on the day of the opening, anproscenium
Barnes Printing
llama cloth curtains at the
arch were closed, and on them were nouncing that K. K. K., Buster KeaINC.
Kolossal
Komedy," "Three
thrown four floods (two from projec- ton's
Ages" was now playing at Loew's
tion booth and two from the dome)
Phone Watkins 14 16-17
Vendome.
the colors of which were orange,
rose, pink, deep blue and ember, makcolor blend on the brilliant
229 W. 28th St., New York City ing a rich
audience looking "Why Worry" Club Organized
the
with
cloth,
through at the faintly visible orchesOttawa. Ont. O. D. Cloakley was

SITUATION

1923.

The campaign was arranged by C. August 24th, 1912, embodied in Sectio 1
D. Haug, Metro, and was based on Postal Laws and Regulations, printed <I
the K. K. K. stunt mentioned in the reverse of this form, to wit
ing manager for Haring and Blumen- Metro press book.
1.
That the names and addresses <||
thal, inaugurated a local "MothersIn addition to posters, window dis- publisher, editor, managing editor, anoL
the occasion, by

works out

Hollywood

Chicago

1,

State

tion immediately turned to the K.

The

publisheil

York, N. Y., for Oct.
New York,
ss .
County of New York,
State of

plays, and newspaper advertising, the
proclamations in the program, lobby
most effective element was the mail
and newspapers.
campaign. This was conducted in the
The Hudson Dispatch solicited following manner:
expected that the committee repre- local merchants, with the result that
Fully a week before the opening of
senting the publishers and those who a co-operative full page of ads was
automobile, the picture, Nashvillities were curFurniture,
will act for the exhibitors will work obtained.
out a solution, and until then, no electric, clothing, and specialty deal- iously aroused one morning to find in
and jewelers, restaurants and their mail a letter with the following
suits will be filed by the publishers.
ers,
others came in on the full page, with written in bold red letters over the
the suggestion that everybody should entire page:
Programs as Fan Journals
buy something for his mother-in-law.
"Prepare.
K. K. K. Is Coming!"
A program that is also a fan maga- Part of the page was devoted to an The
following
day they received anzine is the latest innovation that ad from the picture, and for this Galother inscription of the same sort.
introduced
at
Riesenfeld
has
Hugo
lagher used the regular four column
it read:
Issued as the "Rialto newspaper ad from the Preferred This time
his theaters.
"Nashville Will Soon Know The
Times" and "Rivoli Times," these press book. The advertising all carminiature publications aim to keep the ried
announcement that all Power of K. K. K."
the
audiences informed on what is hap- mothers-in-law wiuld be admitted
By this time curiosity had turned
pening. The demand for these novel- free if accompanied by their son-in- to the keenest anticipation not unty programs is such that the circula- law or daughter-in-law.
The papers mixed with a little anxiety, just
tion has exceeded 90,000 weekly dur- co-operated liberally with publicity enough however, to make K. K. K.
ing the six weeks they have been on the picture and on the "Mothers- the talk of the entire city, wherever
published, says Riesenfeld.
in-law" Day idea.
two people got together the conversa-

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

"THE FILM DAILY,"

New

at

THE FILM DAILY)

19:1

STATEMENT OF THE OWNER
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION,
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF I
GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.

Among Them The NonTheatrical Situation

3,

"Why Worry" Club formed when
"Why Worry" was shown at the
Members received a memRegent.
bership certificate with a fac-simile of
One of
Harold Lloyd's signature.
the rules on the blank reads: that
there shall be no initiation fee and
that all dues shall be 25, 35 and 50
cents, payable at the box-office of
Twenty-five, thirty-five
the Regent.
and titty cents represent the Regent's
admission scale.

I

'
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ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/"

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

!

PRODUCTIONS DND nS
BEMJTIFUL.
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I

1

/o/You can obtain

FILMACK

'Production Trailers on
IpI

II

-|

All Features for

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE
Elaborate BordersI

24 Hour

Service!

Presentation Trailers

)Q08 S.WABASH AV&

'CHICAGO, ILL.

|

HHE
ie BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOGNIZED

f FILMDOM

Authority
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Thursday, October

No. 4

To Sue Lloyd
Davis Alleges Plagiarism in
dy Worry?" — Comedian Denies
n

Combination Shows

—

Planned By Pyramid Each Picture
to Carry Sketch With Same
Players in

All Allegations
Brien.

Malevinsky and Driscoll,

neys for Owen Davis, the playare preparing to institute a
for an accounting of the earnings
Why Worry?" against Harold
lit,

Price 5 Cents

1923

4,

Council of 26, Washington Lobby

To

It

Fight Exhibitor Battles

Arthur N. Smallwood, of Pyramid
Pictures,

company

Inc., stated
will enter at

yesterday his
once upon a

combination production policy whereby each motion picture will be suppleDavis will allege that "Why mented by a dramatic sketch, played
d.
ry?" was plagiarized from "The in person by the featured players in
ous Wreck," a new Davis play, the film and depicting one of the highh is scheduled to open in New lights from the picture or by a musical
and dancing act concocted from the
next week.
picture.
cently, John C. Ragland, Eastern
This combination show will be
Lloyd,
was
Harold
tentative for
d into a conference in the office booked only in the principal key cenim Harris, at which were present ters and will be given intensive
n Davis, Bob Davis, of the Mun- local exploitation before and during
who interested its showing. Subsequent runs will
publications,
n Davis in dramatizing the short be booked as a straight picture atfrom which "The Nervous traction.
ck" eventually came into being
Pyramid will confine its negative
Hal Roach. According to Rag- costs to $150,000. There will be six
that meeting, Davis said pictures produced during the present
at
y Worry?" was an infringement season, the first a melodrama somedeclared that noth- what similar to the "The Queen of
is play and
;hort of a withdrawal of the pic- the Moulin Rouge," to be directed by
The Ray Smallwood. This will be exwould prove acceptable.
jscript of the play was turned ploited in conjunction with a high
to Ragland for perusal and com- grade musical and dancing act.
The
on with the picture. "The Ner- company will book its combination
Wreck" was first produced in attractions direct to first run acon the coast where Roach wit- counts in principal cities and will
Ragland hold up the release of the picture in
id
the performance.
.res that Roach made an offer
each territory until after the first run
he picture rights, but that he was exploitation
has been played.
they were not available.

Politically
It

Free Body, Suggested by Jake Wells

Amply and Have Machine On Hand
Exhibitors' Legislative

Freedom

—Would Finance

Wage

Tussles for
Interference With

to

— No

Present State Units Called For

:

:

at the meeting that
sort of a decision was to be
Ragland
led at by October 1st.

was agreed

nunicated

with

the

Lloyd

on the coast and as a

ts

in-

result,

(Continued on Page 2)

Ottawa

Engineers

Meeting

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

in

Dttawa— The Society

of M. P.
neers is now holding its annual
;onvention at the Chateau LauOne of the outstanding figures
e conference is C. Francis Jenof Washington, an inventor ,and
father of the Society.
Jenkins
?ht with him tangible evidence
e
le

progress which he is
transmission of still

making
photo-

number of actually
pictures being exhibited
indication of the work that has

is

by

Inspiration Signs
Inspiration

May McAvoy

yesterday

May McAvoy had

announced

been placed under

contract to appear in "The Enchanted
Cottage," opposite Richard Barthelmess and that the contract also covered an option on her future services
As noted earlier in the week, Miss
McAvoy may be later starred by this
organization.

Reisman Slated

for

(Special to

Washington

with a membership of twenty-six, provided
exchange territory by one man, was the
principal topic of discussion at a meeting of the M. P. T. O., of
Virginia, at the New Arlington Hotel on Tuesday. This association was joined in the meeting by representatives of the Maryland
and District of Columbia exhibitor organizations.

be free of

to

^

Forms
—

been accomplished.

Announce-

Ralph H. Clark, for

six years as-

Unit

r

company will control sales throughout Europe from the London office.
Berney and Thompson are now en
route for London to start activities.

Famous Players Common Active
shares of Famous Placers common stock interchanged yesterday on the Exchange.
The closing was IW2, an increase of
1-34 points over Tuesday's closing.

There were

1st Nat'l

Clark Leaves First National

of each

The proposal was made by Jake Wells, of Richmond, who
outlined his plan briefly, the intention being to hold another meeting, at which time details would be gone into.
He explained,
however, that the "Washington Zone"
would include Maryland, Virginia, the
English
District of Columbia, Delaware and
Anderson Pictures, Ltd., Come Into North Carolina, and it would be permitted one representative, who would
Being Eight Offices Planned
act with the representatives from
for Britain
other similarly formed zones throughAnderson Pictures, Ltd., have been out the United
States for the benefit
formed by Carl Anderson, to act as of the exhibitors' end
of the industry.
English distributor for the Anderson
Headquarters would be maintained
product and that of the T. O. D. C.
There will be eight offices all told, in Washington, where a competent
with headquarters in London and executive would be in charge of an
branches in Manchester, Leeds, New- office that would serve as the center
castle, Glasgow, Cardiff, Torquay and for the discussion of matters pertinent
to the exhibitors affairs and for the
Birmingham.
Samuel Berne} has been appointed conduct of such campaigns into
managing director and Frank K. which they might enter. This new
Thompson, treasurer. The English national organization would in no

radio, a

mitted

politics

by representation

Promotion

It is understood that Phil Reisman,
at present district manager for Famous Players in Minneapolis, is slated
for a promotion in that organization.
No one at Famous cared to discuss
the matter yesterday.

THE FILM DAILY)

—The formation of a new exhibitor organization

19,100

Executives Here

Blank is here from Des
Moines and Robert Lieber from In-

Abe

dianapolis.

The

First

National

ex-

was also made that Jenkins has sociated with First National, as New ecutive committee has been meeting.
at work for a considerable per- York Exchange manager, and recentn the plan of transmitting mov- ly as Eastern District manager, has
Blumenthal Sails
ictures by wireless.
The broad- tendered his resignation to that orClark
Ben Blumenthal sailed for home
ig of moving pictures can be ganization, effective Oct. 7.
He has been in Europe
nplished, in the opinion of this plans to return to his native state, yesterday.
tor.

California.

for

some

time.

way

interfere with the present State
The expenses of the
(Continued on Page 2)

organizations.

More Support
"R. A. Rowland's expose of
the truth

most timely.

It is
late to save some
smaller fry, but if the
is

probably too
of the

warning is heeded, it may prevent a big collapse next June

and July.
"Rowland

the
deserves
thanks of the entire industry for
his fearlessness."

"WILLIAM FAIT,

JR.,

"Managing Director,
"Eastman Theater,
"Rochester, N. Y."

THE
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Grand-Asher Group Here
F. Heath Cobb, Eastern representative for Grand-Asher had a busy time
yesterday morning greeting the members of the coast group that came on
to secure vehicles for future producIn the party were Sam Grand,
tion.
Sam Bischoff, Elliot Dexter, Bryant
Washburn and Mabel Forrest, Roy
Neill and Joe Sternberg, the latter's

assistant.

Special

showings of some of the

new Grand-Asher

pictures will probably be given during the month the

partv expects to remain here. These
"Try and Get It," Bryant
include
Washburn's first for the company;
"The Way Men Love," starring Eland "The Satin Girl."
liott Dexter
They will make personal appearances
while here.

delegates incurred in attending meetings in the Washington office would
be defrayed from a fund contributed
by the various constituent organizations.
Similarly the expenses of the
such
executive
and
Washington
clerical assistant as he might require
w ould be paid.
R. W. Carrington. attorney for the
Virginia association, reported to the
meeting the status of the music tax
cases, and a motion was adopted leaving the matter in the hands of the
executive committee to provide a
means for satisfactorily compromisdeveloped that
ing the matter.
It

are some exhibitor members
who are not in accord with the proposal to compromise, but a recom-

there

"The Broken Wing,"
feature at

the

will

be the

Rialto next week.

Blackton Signs Tellegen
J. Stuart Blackton has signed Lou
Tellegen to play the male lead in "Let
Not Man Put Asunder."

He
be otherwise amicably settled.
declared that the committee had been
very successful in its work.
Those present at the meeting included
Elmer D. Heins, Rialto,
American and Park, Roanoke; E. T.
Craal, Rialto, Imperial and Strand,
Newport News; I. Weinberg, the
Lexington,

Cruze To Build Theater
(Special to

;

Harry

Bijou,

Isis

Bernand

Richmond;

,

C. B. C. Closes English

Deal

THE FILM DAILY)

R. K. Bartlett Co., Inc., has acCruze will quired the rights for all of the C. B.
build a $1,000,000 theater at Michigan C. pictures for this season including,
Blvd. and Woodley Lane in the Flint- "Yesterday's Wife," "Forgive and
ridge section.
It will be a personal Forget,"
"The Marriage Market,"
venture in which Cruze will have the "The Barefoot
Boy," "Innocent,"
financial assistance of a group of local "Discontented
Husbands," "Traffic
financiers.
It will not be a picture in Hearts" and "Pal O'Mine," for
house.
England.

Los

Angeles

— Tames

Standard Cinema Formed
The Standard Cinema Corp.,

Saxe Theater Collapses

Albany

to specialize
in distribution of short subjects. Officers are: L. J. Darmour, president;
Schleiff, vice-president, James
J.
in

(Special to

has

W.

Dent, vice-president; J. L. Tilton,
treasurer and H. J, Muller, secretary.
The first series of pictures will be
thirteen two reelers, known as the
Fred
L. K. C. Hollywood Series.
Caldwell is the producer.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

One of the worst
Janesville, Wis.
building disasters in Wisconsin happened to the new Saxe theater, which
was nearing construction here, when
the
house mysteriously collapsed,
killing one and injuring 40.

Scholl Joins

Scholl, for several
with D. W. Griffith has joined

Nigh Agreement Ends
Lawrence Weber and Bobby Pictures where he

to

Dav

torneys, in which it was declare tl
Lloyd would take legal actii
Davis carried out his alleged
tion of announcing at the pn
j
of the show that "Why Worry"
a
plagiarism
"The
of
I

Wreck."
At the
sky and

office of O'Brien,
Driscoll, it was stat
terday that Davis had not thrj
to denounce
Worry" i
fashion outlined, but that h

"Why

tended
that

announcing

from

the

"The Nervous Wreck" wa;

stock before "Why W<
production and tha|
purpose was merely to insure a
unfavorable comment from the

duced

in

entered

in

paper critics. It was also statei
the manuscript was turned ovjj
Lloyd's representatives and th:|i
stead of a declaration of intention
letter from Fraser resulted.
It is the contention of the b
interests that there was no plagiii
It is their contention further th;jj
gag of building a stage prodil
around a man who think* he is si
ing from all sorts of ailments :
new; that it has been used befti

many shows and
it

is

that, if Davis (|
might be a per
>cr
ask him from \vr

his idea,

it

e

question to
got the thought.

The Lloyd interests point tl
Roach has received a letter
Charles E. Blaney, who, after

j

the picture, had stated that the
ness in it was similar to that emb
in

"The Boy Plunger," product
some time ago and

Blaney

turned into scenario form.
B
stated yesterday it was not his
tion to take action but that he n:
wanted to find out who the auth
the picture was.
:

Kfforts to reach Owen Davis
statement yesterday failed.

WILL REPRESENT
ANY REPUTABLE FIL
COMPANY IN ENGLAN
OR ON THE CONTINEN
SAILING IN ABOUT TW
WEEKS.
ADDRESS BOX M-102
FILM DAILY 71 W. 44th

!

will

DURATIZC
^~
TRADE MARK

YOUR FILMLa

years

prepare special

Schulberg, president, Sam
general manager of the Preferred plant, L. J. Gasnier, director
P.

Jaffe,

returned

was forwarded

Corp.

Luxor

North have terminated their agree- effects.
Scholl did some unusual
ment with Will Nigh for a series of work on "Orphans of the Storm" and
pictures.
Two, "Notoriety" and "The White Rose."
"Marriage Morals" were made. Nigh
is now tied up with E. L. Smith.
Preferred Officials Here

Berman Back
Harry Berman of F. B. O.

(Continued from Page 1)
a letter signed by W. R. Frasei
eral manager of the Harold

Luxor

Edward

L.

12

Tom

The
Saxe had a narrow escape.
house was scheduled to open Nov. 1st.

B.

'THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Colonial,

stein,

Odeon,

Va.

Wells,
Jake
mendation will be made to them later Nona, Wells, Strand and American
that they join in the compromise that Theaters, Norfolk; Ben Pitts, Leader
may be entered into as between the Theater and the Opera House, Fredexecutive committee and the legal ericksburg; F. W. T'wyman, Jefferrepresentatives of the authors' and son and Lafayette, Charlottesville;
composers' association.
William Gordon, Palace, Norfolk; J.
The Richmond attorney also ex- Weiss, Weiss, Emporia, Va.; Mr.
pressed himself in favor of the censor- Robertson, Strand, Covington, Va.
ship, which is exercised by the State M. J. O'Connell, Warrenton, Warof Virginia over films shown in its renton; Mr. Casey, Isis. Belvedere
theaters.
He said that there was a and Gayety, Lynchburg; Messrs.
moral obligation upon the exhibitors Harris and Simpson, the Palace,
of Virginia which should rise above Petersburg; M. Karanicholas, Rialto
any desire to get rich from the busi- and Tivoli, Portsmouth; Mr. Harkness, or to obtain enough extra money sen, Rex, Berkley; Mrs. Thorpe and
with which to buy a new automobile. Walter Coulter, Bluebird, Richmond;
He added that a considerable propor- Frank Durkee, Louis Rome, and
tion of the theater patrons are men Messrs. Schlichter and Boch, Baltiand women with impressionable minds. more, Md.;
Harry M. Crandall,
Carrington added that inasmuch as Joseph P. Morgan and John J. Paythe theater patrons looked to the ex- ette, of the Crandall Amusement Co.;
hibitors to furnish motion pictures of Dr. William P. Herbst, of the Circle;
Davis.
the
Street;
a certain standard, these exhibitors Maurice
M.
have an advantage in being able to Laurence Bcatus, of Loew's Palace
sidestep responsibility for the pictures and Columbia, and Julian Brylawski,
they show.
Cosmos, all of Washington.

been formed
Negri at Rivoli
Pola Negri in "The Spanish Dancer," will be given its premiere at the
Rivoli next Sunday.

1)

Harry M. Crandall. who operates
a number of theaters in the District
of Columbia, Maryland and West
Virginia, explained the workings of
the grievance committee, to which
both the exhibitors and the exchange
managers may take such differences
as arise between them which cannot

New

4,

To Sue Lloyd

Fight Exhibitors' Battles

(Continued from Page

Vol

Thursday, October

from Chicago yesterday where a and George Yohalem, his
Mid- West sales convention was held. are here from the coast.

assistant,
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Photographically
customarv camera rulings.
exceptional]) clear and artistically pre-

Newspaper Opinions
"A Woman

of

Paris"— United Artists

Lyric
* * now
motion picture may

AMERICAN—*

the world of
raise its hat to
the
of the
master artist
Chaplin
Charles S.
• * * This picture, which he conscreen
its nain
rare
ceived, wrote, and directed, is
tural realism, unconventional in the originaleffect.
itv of technique, and forceful in every
There is not a close-up, nor a flashback in
The sub-titles are so
the eight reels of it.
few as to be negligible, and those few are
phrases.
brief, concise, and devoid of flowery
all

1

DAILY NEWS— Without
tation
finest

moment's

a

hesi-

declare "A Wotaan of Paris" the
There
piece of filmery of the year.

we

long
probably won't he another like it for a
just
while, cither, unless Charles Chaplin
drama
as he promised— will get to work on
comIf we could have Chaplin
once more
ever
edies and Chaplin dramas forever and
everything would be peaches and cream.

—

WORLD—*

Chaplin has
EVENING
given us in "The Woman of Paris," something to be cinematically thankful for; for
m
he has told a big, gripping story of Fate
A
simple words of a first reader..*
using
Woman of Paris" grips without specta-a
to
resorting
lariat; it holds without
*

*

army

cular sets or the mobilization of an

of

sented, yet without any * evidence of straining
at unusual effects. * *
Apparently Chaplin has found his place
the directorial geniuses,
the acting ranks.

among
vance

far

ad-

in

of

HERALD — "A Woman

a

of Paris" will have
a most
is
First, it
tremendous vogue.
photodrama, a veritable typhoon of
bj

and. second, because it represents
the genius of the screen's greatest comedian
and, 1 might add, artist.
artistrv,

RECORD— At

one stride Charles Chaplin
and becomes a great

behind

leaves

acting

realist

director. *

*

*

Woman

— or

indirection
The
In his first picture
of Chaplin is delightful.
he achieves a subtlety, a sly method of *exhibiting the most searching frankness. *

TIMES— It
of the year.

rather the

drama

the sophisticated film

is

It is so full of novelty and subwill perhaps open a new epoch

tletv tliat it
for the photoplay

technician, and intrigue
delight the taste jaded by too

and mavhap

much

routine.

*

*

*

The

really tremendous
for it has a

—

about Chaplin's picture
tremendousness of a kind is
thing

—

simplicity

its

and directness.

MAIL—A

more conventional theme could

not have been chosen. In the hands of many
directors such a story would have resulted^ in
scene after scene of gorgeous revelry.
^to
We question Chaplin's choice in respect
the subject matter of his first serious film.
Nevertheless, this venture, we are certain,
good on
will have a powerful influence for
the motion picture industry.
It is a page
from life * * 'There are no forced situations,
no unnecessary titles, no puppets indulging
in fancy acting, but just a straightforward
story told in the simplest language by a real

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

human

Rialto

AMERICAN— There

SUN —

* * presentation of a dramatic
*
story in simple condensed form that achieves
authenticity in the exquisite
artistrv and
casualness of its touch.* * *As Chaplin had
hoped, his first serious picture (in which he
has no acting part at all) seems to set
something of a new standard for the cinema.

TELEGRAM—

After ransacking our vocabulary, however, and delving through the
in an effort to steal a commendation
files
used for some other picture, we find the best
of Pans.
is none too good for "A Woman

TIMES—

As a film director Chaplin reveals himself as a bold, resourceful, imaginadaring
tive, ingenious, careful, studious and
artist * * * The story is not an unusual one,
but the handling of it gives it a marvelous
depth of charm, for in this film, which runs
for about two hours, Chaplin, the director,
has not permitted a scene to be made in a
hasty or thoughtless manner.

TRIBUNE— Mr.

Chaplin

has

made

the

perfect motion picture, or if it is not that,
at least it is our idea of the perfect motion
It is the sort of thing we have alpicture.
wavs wondered why some one did not do.
• • •
\v'e can only say that the story is
fascinating, that it is more humanly done than
anything we ever have seen on the screen
and that no one should miss it.

theme of "A Woman of
conventional movij
surprisingly
stuff, yet the execution of the story is quite
the sanest business we have seen in films
Mr. Chaplin is a far better director
this year.
than writer of this type of play. * * *
It is a most interesting motion picture because in its method it seems to point the way
to something real and vital and living on the
silver screen.
is

Los Angeles
paper

— Consensus

opinions

Paris."

showing

which
at

of

newsof

public

first

Criterion

the

last

week

follows:

,

Chaplin's success as
or may not be unquestioned,
his success in eliminating from the screen
many old time traditional aggravations is undoubted. * " *

may

The film will present Chaplin to his admirers in a new light and promises to register
with enormous effect.

EXPRESS— It

delightfully direct

is

told

"The market for motion picture:
Honduras is not nearly as large

are

its

POST — Marshall

Neilan is considered one
of the leading directors, but his newest film,
"The Eternal Three," can hardly be called
anything but fair, which is liberal.

SUN — *

* * is a typical Neilan picture
original sidelights on life, ably directed
in many respects, with almost a fierce sting
in its climax
and then a good sprinkling of

dross

all

—
through.

TIMES—

If Marshall Neilan had stuck to
the idea of showing clearly and sincerely
in a running story the great devotion of surgeons and physicians to their duty and profession he might have had a film that would
have been the talk of the country.. But * * *
Neilan has strayed from his narrative and
reached out for hokum.* * "There are some
interesting sets in
this
picture, and
the
photography
is
faultless,
original
with
thoughts in cafe scenes. Still it is a strange
concoction.

keep

upon the rather
*

athletic

* It's a

young shoulders

of

whale of a laugh.

MAIL— The

entrance of the most serious
into more ambitious
The laughs are
fields is not very auspicious.
few and far between, with several periods
of slow moving action.

comedian on the screen

pleased with

it.

WORLD—

Photography, sets and actors
fit snugly into their appointed niches. Occasionally the sagacious Neilan derives suspense

and humor from narrative material meriting
no surh penetrating treatment.

POST— Buster
witli
is

I

These theaters show films chiefly!
the wild west and serial variel

The

to dissipate the idea that there is I
faking.
It is said the privilege
being abused by pirate photograph!

who

are taking the action with sij
cameras, with a view to selling til
to other producers.
Last Saturn
State police confiscated seven cl

Chaplin Talks Over Radio
Charles Chaplin delivered a
over the W. O. R. broadcasting

wood

tion

yesterday.

last

night.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

the cleverest he has

ever produced.

SUN — Many

owned and operated by Ser
Lorenzo, Castillo, and the Rex, o
ed and operated by Dr. R. H. Wilij
Tivoli,

eras.

Keaton has made a comedy
the best of them on the
surely

who enjoy Keaton's
antics in three reel doses may tire of him
when he is scrambling through six reels. The
of those

picture, on the whole, is simply a series
very cleverly done, and
of slapstick stunts
at times howlingly funny, but there is no
interpretative value to them, as in a Chaplin
classic, and Keaton continues to wear the
same face as ever.

—

TRIBUNE — It

is

most amusing.

To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

ternal

The words "Eastman"

Three"— Gold. -Cosmo.

"Kodak"

Capitol

transparent film margin.

AMERICAN— There

are hectic dinner parties, good acting, lovely gowns, shiny medical instruments and interesting situations
but the sequence jumps around the picture
as if trying to follow the hero.

are stenciled in black letters in the

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."

tive

DAILY NEWS— But
ture
is

every bit of the picas it should and the conclusion
attractive
the best part of the film,

ends

most

—

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Eastman Film, both regular and
* * a domestic

is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

drama

that is not only unusual in its elements, but which is also coherent and clearcut.

EVENING WORLD—*

* * a typical MarNeilan production.
What more could
cne ask of motion picture? * * * he seems
to have put more real heart into "The Eternal Three" than we have seen throbbing in
any picture of recent weeks.
The picture
certainly reached right out, grasped this reviewer and held him right from start to

cinematically

fashion and

free

in

from the

finish.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

is

typical-

ly moving picture fare from beginning to end.
* * * Neilan has treated this story sympa-

sa

many other countries of ec
in
attribut!
population.
This
is
partly to the lack of cities and pa
to the low standard of living of n
of the inhabitants. In La Ceiba tr
are two motion-picture theaters, *

TELEGRAPH—*

MORNING

it

"Commerce Reports"

Leaves for Coast
Dorothy Mackaill, who has been
engaged by Famous to play the lead
in "The Next Corner," left for Holly-

* * the
picture skips and jumps from the stone age,
through the Roman age, up to the present
day with such rapidity that you sometimes
wonder what it is all about. * * *Buster Keaton is extremely funny as the luckless suitor.

that ranks
screen, and

lished in

—

Public Watches Griffith Work;
Griffith organization has
f
ranged production of the battle scei
in "America," which are being si
at Somers in Putnam County, so ll
the general public can see how rl
fact that
This is btjj
confusing sequences are taken.
we could done, according to the Griffith of;

WORLD—*

*
*
"Three
EVENING
Ages," should be set down in the record
book as being one of his funniest. And that
is the highest praise we can think of to pile

(Special to

shall

EXAMINER— While

an author

to

in fact.

Woman

on "A
had its

enough

smiling
audience
sophisticated
steadily while the hero adventuring through
imperturbility,
the centuries preserves his own
although he loses nearly everything else.

WORLD— The

Paris"

is

selling point.
If moving picture producers are right about the mental age of
their patrons, this picture should prove an
enormous box office success.

—

much

most

the

Buster.*

being.

— Metro

"Three Ages"

192;

Honduras Unprofitable
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Alexander K. Sic
consul at La Ceiba, in a report p

little

TRIBUNE—Yet in spite of the
the picture seemed to us scrappy,
and unreal we have an idea that if
have seen in it ten reels or whatever its
original condition was, we should have been

extras.

4,

and has embellished it with those
touches of humor which are characteristic of his work.
It is very well cast * * •
MAIL The film is more evident that all
hokum is not dead and the more strikingly
so because of the large number of excellent
films now showing.
Scenes of debauchery
thetically,

full of

of Paris" is
The first half of "A
* * *
a masterpiece; the second half a movie.

direction
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ANT HELP
By

Authority

DANNY

Burr State Righting

—

Binney and Chic Sales Series Not Trade Commission Returning to
Deal Terminated
The arrangement made by Charles
C. Burr and Associated Exhibitors,

Inc., whereby the latter organization
would release a series of Constance
Trains crowded. Louis Binney features
5.
and a group starring
>r talking about big pictures
Chic
Sales,
has been terminated.
Open question Burr will distribute the pictures on
he way.
production be curtailed for the state right market.
More about this anon.
le?
This will give him three series all
told.
He had previously announced
ie poets put it.
a group of four, but yesterday inDistributors Can Think
creased the number to the "Big Six"
mt this. It's a thought from to be composed of "Restless Wives,"
"Youth to Sell," "The Average
Behrens.
Who runs the Woman,"
"Lend Me Your Husband"
Iowa. Right
y, in Davenport,
and two more to be announced later.
an
his way.
Commenting on
Burr had completed one Binney
mentioned in the latest Short
feature,
"Clipped Wings" for AsQuarterly: that exhibitors
ct
sociated and one Sale picture, then
1 advertise their short subjects.
called "Lovers Leap,' but now known
Chris
s
as "The Young Idea."
He plans to
my exhibitors would probably give a showing for the Sale film at
ich pleased to be able to adver- the Ritz in a few weeks.
leir short added subjects to their
ir features if the producing cornRobbins Consolidates
would have their advertising
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

•here

to

make

Hearing Oct. 22

for Associated Exhibitors

buquerque, N. M. Out in
vild and wooly. Enough at
a

Price 5 Cents

1923

5,

whole

New To

—Famous

York

for Final Sessions

The

Federal

Wants
resume

Intermission

Trade

Schenck Approached

Commission

Produce Propaganda Film For
French Government With Norma

Talmadge Starred
The French Government has

en-

upon negotiations with Joseph
M. Schenck to produce an elaborate
propaganda film designed to offset the
Engineer Societies' Bldg., where the onus cast on French history by such
first sessions were held.
The Gov- German pictures as "Passion." The
ernment will require about a week to subject matter will be the life of
after Marie Antoinette.
gather
its
testimony
here,
which it will rest its case. Robert
The French Government not only
Swain, of counsel for Famous Playfavors Schenck as the producer, but
ers, has asked for a thirty-day interdesires Norma Talmadge to appear
mission, following the adjournment
The picture would
in the title role.
in New York.
During that time,
be made in France and would enter
hearings into the operations of Famous Players and allied
organizations on Oct. 22, in the

will

its

Famous will probably gather important testimony in Philadelphia
and Atlanta for presentation here.
After the evidence has been gathered completely, the counsel for both
the Government and the respondent
will prepare briefs and the whole matter set before the Commissioners of
the Federal Trade Commission in
Washington for review and final determination

tered

production
operation of the

actual

with the

full

co-

Government there.
How important this would be can be
gleaned from the fact that the entire
contents of the Louvre, and all of the
Government archives together with
the garden and palaces at Versailles
would be placed at Schenck's disposal.

At the present moment, it is understood that the French Government
has a representative here in this
country in the person of Hugo Rumbold, brother of Sir Horace Rumbold,
who figured largely in arranging the

Chaplin Addresses A. M. P. A.
Chaplin was the guest of
tment supply suitable mats, well
Albany The Robbins Amusement honor and principal speaker at the
iding matter that could be used
Co., Inc., the Robbins Syracuse Co., regular weekly meeting of the A. M.
i exhibitor in his regular newsInc., the Robbins
Watertown Co., P. A., held at the Cafe Boulevard Lausanne treaty between Greece and
advertising. The facts are, one
Turkey, expressly for the purpose of
Inc.; and the Lafayette Theater The- yesterday.
equest press sheets and mats
making the necessary arrangements.
ater Corp. of Buffalo have all been
He was introduced by S. Jay Kaufin the better comedies and the
not in New York now but
merged
into the Robbins Enterprises. mann, of the New York Telegram. Schenck is
reply is that "we do not supis expected here about the 15th of the
During his remarks Chaplin laid em- month.
lem."
Local
exchange
managers
de- phasis upon the necessity for truth,
hen an exhibitor is making up clared yesterday that there has been simplicity and directness in the makThe dramatic story will be pregular feature ad, if he was also some talk of a consolidation of the ing of pictures, declaring that the real pared, so it is understood, by M.
ed with attractive one column various
Robbins' theatrical enter- reason for making "The Woman of Noanhc, president of the French
or even smaller, that he could prises up-state.
They believed the Paris" was for his personal satis- Academy of Immortals. It would
this ad without using an unappear that the propaganda film will
notices filed in Albany indicated that faction.
;ary
lot of space he
would Robbins intended operating all of his
About 130 members and guests go into production in the near future.
y advertise his short subjects, activities under one holding company. were in attendance.
current
picture
Miss
Talmadge's
e can't get away from the fact
"Ashes of Vengeance,' 'is now geti the regular picture houses the
ting into general distribution throughPalmer— F. B. O. Deal
Flinn Due Oct. 12
e is the thing and the comedy,
out the country. She is at work on
Palmer Photoplay Corp. will dis- "Dust of Desire," which is far adJohn C. Flinn who went to London
reel or special subject, is just
Three pic- vanced and had made preparations to
to put on "The Covered Wagon," for tribute through F.B.O.
nuch added to the attraction.
Famous Players there is due in New tures are now ready, the first being film "Secrets." Present indications
taking up a campaign to get the York from the other side on Oct. 12. "Judgment of the Storm". They were
point
toward a postponement of
tor to advertise short subjects,
He is expected to go to the coast to all made at the Ince studio on the "Romeo and Juliet" for the present.
st requisite would be to supply
A campaign in 31 nationally
confer with Cecil De Mille on ex- coast.
Charlie

—

i

nth subjects and material from
he could prepare copy."

Maybe you don't agree with
ris. But there's a lot in
lat

he says.

Shellabarger Promoted
nk L. Shellabarger has been
as advertising and publicity
jer for Associated
Exhibitors,

The department

is

now com-

Arthur S. Kane, Jr., Mark
and Louise Raleigh, who is
ng fan publicity.
of

ploitation

of

"The Ten

Command-

ments."

magazines

will

back the

productions.

Warners Sold for England
Gus Schlesinger, foreign manager
for the Warners who is now in London has cabled the home office that
Arthur Clavering of the F. B. O. Ltd.
of England
has purchased the 18

Warner

circulated

Classics.

Carewe Here From Coast
is in town from

ffdwin Carewe

Big Delaware Companies

coast.
He sails Oct. 13th for Algiers
to make "A Son of the Desert."

THE FILM DAILY)
— New incorporations

an art director. He will do
work in connection with
here
include
Instructural
Pictures "Janice Meredith," the Revolutionary
Corp., of California, capitalized at War story
which will be Marion
$7,500,000 and Imperial Pictures of Davies next picture. Wiard Ihen,
California, capitalized at $2,500,000.
technical man has also gone up to
Cosmopolitan.
Plan "Jimmy Grainger Week"
Shinn's recent work lias been on
The Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan sales "The Bright Shawl," "The Fighting
force will celebrate a "Jimmy Grain- Blade" and "Twenty-One" for Inger Week," beginning Nov. 24th.
spiration.
(Special to

Dover, Del.

/
the

Shkm With Cosmopolitan
/wett Shinn, nationally known as
an illustrator has joined Cosmopolitan

as
special

THE

DABLY
-e^Hk

"Dup" Fight Film in "Chi
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Terms (Postage free) United
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States. Outside
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the 10,000
interestingly artistic,
forsake the finale of
strong on the French

East.

Kod.

F. P.-L

do pfd
>Goldwyn
^Loew's

..108
74

Close

200
72^4 3,600

Not quoted
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13
17

X

\2]/
A
17

his

scene,

Ingram

Mr.

picture.

are

does not
you're

If

Revolution (you ought

EVENING JOURNAL—

Notable chiefly
for its vigorous treatment of the frenzied
citizens of Paris bursting the bonds of tyranny.* * * Ingram is in his happiest medium
he discloses the National Assembly
debate.* * *On the whole the fine fire
that characterized Mr. Ingram's "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" is lacking in
"Scaramouche." There was an epic quality
to the Ibanez story that is not so evident
in his new picture, which, while interesting,

when
in

human.

less

is

EVENING WORLD— It

"stands out" in
beautifully pictured
It
is
dozen ways.
and excellently acted.* * * In our way of
thought this, picture is Scaramouche, and
a

only

not

a wonderfully gripping,
beautiful Scaramouche.

that,

and

thrilling

but

HERALD —The
is

main thing in "Scaranot Rex Ingram's creditable di-

13
17

H

more plastic, more animated
"Scaramore accomplished actor.
mouche" gives him a marvelous opportunity
makes
the
most
of it.
and
he
scintillation
for
The only perceptible sag in the picture's interest comes when Novarro fades tempormore

Salea

107^ 107H
72\i

mob

the

in

rection or Sabatini's vigorous narrative, but
the presence of Ramon Novarro in the title
role.* * * He is better looking than Valentino,

Q<fuotations
Low

ar-

to know all about it by now) and if you'd
like to see the master director's excellent cast
at their best, witness the picture, to be sure.

mouche"

High

as

can easily compare with Mr. Ingram's
"Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."* * *
if
scenes,
settings
and characters
Bui

tiste}

including

700
400

and

Chicago

versatile,

a

from the scene. * * * It is well above
the average costume pictures and has a great
deal of legitimate thrill, it moves fast and
it is consistently beautiful to behold.
arily

TIMES-STAR—Judged
as

motion

a

gram's
titled

of

latest

picture
effort,

solely or
production,

its

merits

Rex
"Scaramouche," is

Inen-

It is not as big
treatment as his memor-

to unqualified praise.

theme or tense

in

able picturization of "The Four Horsemen."
* * * From the standpoint of photoplay mechanics,
however,
"Scaramouche,"
which
opened its local engagement at the Cox theater Sunday night, is a worthy successor to
the
noted
director's
distinguished
other

achievements.

ENQUIRER— It

is on such a large scale
be properly appreciated, it must be
seen more than once.
And yet, with all its
hugeness, it is anything but unwieldly.
So

that,

to

carefully all the factors going into the making
of the picture have been co-ordinated that
an almost perfect symmetry and balance have
been obtained. * * *
The settings of the
production are as varied and artistic as they

are huge.

POST —As
worth seeing.
a

director

the picture, it decidedly is
Golden opportunities for
in these circumstances and

for-

* * *

lay

original print was seized
eral authorities.

thi

Plaza Increases Prices
Plaza theater, on 57t
near the Plaza Hotel has put tl

The

a slight increase in prices. Ore
and first balcony seats are nil
cents at night.

To

Discuss Films' Civic Va

The Co-operative Board

of
of New York will meet at the ij
politan Life Insurance Bldg. oi
9, to discuss the value of motioj
tures in city life.

Woody Back From

Trip

Woody,

general sales I
COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE—As a motion picture attraction "Scaramouche" ranks ager of Associated Exhibitors,!
with the best of the big screen specials.
It
has returned from a Mid-Wesl
is
broad in its dramatic scope, the cast is
generally excellent, and it has been given a He reports conditions extreme!!
striking production.
Rex Ingram, who is timistic.

John

.

responsible for "Scaramouche," can be relied
on to give us something of true worth, and,
while we confess at least one other of his
offerings impressed us more, he has, nevertheless, given us a representative production
of his

directorial

S.

New York

Hollyw

Chicago

.

skill.

Rothacker Laboratorii
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales h|

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

will direct.

story, a great directhis excellent
of action with
the artist's perception that a moving picture
is just what it's name implies and the result
tor and fine actors; add to
photography, an even tempo

is

"Scaramouche."

SUN — *

Ingram.

*

* * given superb direction by Rex
* * Ingram has done a marvelous

job with practically every scene, but

it

seem-

Smith Leaves for West
ed to us that a number of them had slight
on the main thread of the story.
David Smith who has been visiting bearing
Somehow the story didn't seem to hang to-

his brother, Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph, has left for the coast, taking
with him the finished continuity of
his next production, "A Tale of Red
Roses."

by

good

a

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA*,* LEGITIMATE

gether after the rabble had been introduced
waving their scythes and bent on making

ATTRACTIONS

French history. Miss Terry is lovely. Novarro is very handsome and Lewis Stone
does some splendid acting.

PHONE CULV£(?CiTY

64^

I

TIMES—With

Mr. Ingram's deft, artistic
and a most competent cast "Scaramouche" is an engrossing and harming film.
* * * Lewis Stone plays this part admirably.
* * * As Andre Louis Moreau. Ramon Notouch

Washington Musicians Win
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington As a result of conferences held by the International Thetrical Ass'n and the American Fed-

—

eration of Musicians, 200 local musicians
have been granted wage increases.

varro proves himself an accomplished actor.
* * *Alice Terry is exceedingly beautiful.* * *
Although the production has not the pathos
of "The Orphans of the Storm," it is a
stronger and more plausible narrative and
another feather in Ingram's well-decorated

We
MOTION

here is the finest thing
in French revolutions ever brought to the
screen.
Indeed, we can go even further than
that and report that "Scaramouche."* * *

one

is

of

the

screen romances
even likelv that

most

deftly

made

PICTURE

is

FREDERICK
in

the

5th

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

have made

Rex Ingram.* * * "Scaramouche"
undoubtedly Rex Ingram's greatest pic-

ture except
is

world

could
us like "Scaramouche" as a picthe

ture.*

*

*

COMMITTEE

E.

GOLDSMITH
Dist.

Manhattan.

(Central Pk. W. to
65th to 110th Street)
Call up
5526
and give your name to

If

you

Riverside

live

Drive,

BRYANT

historical

HARRY LEVEY

all.

in

THEATRICAL

District

ever seen.
It is
the very best of them

TRIBUNE— Nobody

AND

Judge of Municipal Court, 5th

we have
it

are organizing a

to help elect our friend

cap.

WORLD— Really,

i

for bringing the original into thi
but a fine cannot be levied <
showing for the above reason,)

Rex Ingram apparently recognized and shook
hands with each opportunity as it came along.

Nervous Wreck." the Owen Davis lure. * * * Young Novarro gives a fine per- Robertson
play which Davis charges was plagi- formance as young Moreau. * * * Young
away for a long time to
arized by Harold Lloyd and used in Moreau is sent
get help for the cause of liberty, and while
'Why Worry?" The statement was he is away from the screen, one realizes
His colorful
attributed to John C. Ragland. What what he is to the picture.
fine acting contribute so
did occur was this: Roach merely personality and his him.
largely, one misses
asked what had been done about the

POST — Take

Deij
fi

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The two men
Roach Didn't Bid For Rights
"Enchanted Cottage" Next
—
director and writer —are a fine combinaIt was erroneously stated in yesIbanez were in
Inspiration
tion, just as Ingram and
has purchased "The
terday's issue that Hal Roach had "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," Enchanted
Cottage"
for
Richard
not since "The Four Horsemen" has
made a bid for the rights to "The and
Barthelmess' next picture.
John S.
the young Irish director made such a pic-

picture rights at the time he saw the
play on the coast and was then told
that nothing would be done until the
New York premiere. He did not
however, bid for them.

— Pictures of the

Gibbons' fight film are being
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Showing the
at the Rose.
Newspaper opinions on illegal, but authorities are not!
Cincinnati
"Scaramouche," which opened at the fering with the Rose showing bl
Cox theater simultaneously with the the print was made from the ol
New York and Chicago premieres, and does not violate the Intel
follow
Commerce Act. A fine was in

—

NEWS—"Scaramouche"

DAILY

(Special to

I

44th Street Theater

Price 5 Cents
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RJ CHARD the
If

LION-HEARTED
Q

cjrank.

Woods Production

JZased on Sir Walter Scott's novel, ""Jhe 'Jalisman?
with (Dallace Beery as *l<jng Richard
the role he created in "J-^obin siood"J
i

"100 per cent Entertainment''
"Overnight Sensation,
6. N.

«%«S

a

W. TELEG^AFH CO.
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GEO. D. PERKY, Gsnbbal Manaoeb

Ottawa, Ont 21
United Artists Corpn Ltd 6 Dundas St W Toronto, Ont.

Have just screened 'Richard, the Lion- Hear ted.' for two
hundred Ottawa prominent citizens and am pleased to
advise same was received with great enthusiasm, Mayor
Plant was so impressed he has forwarded me letter of
endoreation and the Rev. Wesley Megaw, pastor of
Stewarton Presbyterian Church is delivering sermon on
picture. Personally I think it ranks with the biggest
pictures that have been produced to date from standpoint of production and interest. The cast is hand-picked
and Wallace Beery does best work of his career. The
little touches of comedy relief throughout the picture
make it 100 per cent entertainment and I am pleased to
have the opportunity of presenting 'Richard, the LionHearted' for its world premier showing in Ottawa, and Z
feel confident it will become an overnight sensation.
.

O.D.Cloakey,Mgr. , Regent Theatre;
Ottawa, Ont.

JVbcu JBoo/iing
Producers and Distributors Corporation
129 Seuenth Que., JVecu L/ork^
Hiram Qbrams President
,

Q

J3ranch

Office Located

in

L.

these three symbol*
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John M. Stahl picked another good one
hit>
biles

everyone of

11-.

We

are

all

here.

A

whose theme
want automo-

picture

WANTERS. We

we don't own one and we want a better one if we do; we
if
want more and better clothes, we want jewels; we want to see the
world, we want everything that we have not got.
This picture

—

Foreign Rights Controlled
Associated Rrjt National Pictures"
tt

i
.

Inc.

383 Madison Avenue. Newlfcrk

tells of

His "Dangerous Age" was
"The Wanters," it depicts a problem of
With such a title and cast and story every

such people and of their wants.

a big success because, like
life

as

we

all

know

it.

exhibitor should be able to put this one over with a bang.

A 3ir>6t

national Picture
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Letting the Public

Know

The above advertisement appears in the
Saturday Evening Post October 27.
It will
be followed the next week by a two-page
spread in color.
In addition, Paramount will
I

I.

w

announce

to the public in big newspaper ads
every demonstration center the facts concerning the demonstration policy and its importance
in

to the public.

m

—

v

Robert W. Chambers'
^ctmous novel

m0*
Co- Starring"

CORINNE GRIFFITH
CONWAY TEARLB
xnd ELLIOTT DEXTER

A Myron Selznick Master Picture
directed by
George Archainbaud ^

h

I

M

III

<»•<

i;ea&M c:£i&:
!

mm

.

s

CORINNE GRIFFITH
as VALERIE WEST

CONWAY TEARLE

B^-iMiPJ:
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r^^-ffliiivag^
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Authority
Sunday, October

No. 6

Meet

7,

Price 25 Cents

1923

Oct. 10

can Society and M.P.T.O. ReE. C.
le Negotiations Then

Scheduled for French Lick Springs
Oct. 16 Original Franchise
Holders to Attend
The regular fall meeting of the

—

—

Mills Reports Progress

ording to E. C. Mills, of the
Publishers' Protective Ass'n
(fecial advisor to the American

original franchise holders of Associated First National will be held at

Composers, Authors and
the negotiations between
anizations and the M. P. T. O.
resumed in New York on
>e

French Lick Springs,
Oct. 16 and running

of
hers,

y

It will be recalled that at the Atlantic City meeting
earlier in the
year, that it was decided that the
various
First
National
exchanges

he result of several meetings, it
ecently agreed that the society
not introduce any more legal
against members of the M.
s
O. until a definite settlement
en reached. Mills is just back
trip during which he perfectsatisfactory pact with the M.
O. of the Northwest covering

would abandon the handling of outside product.
The time limit set was
Jan. 1, 1924 and on that date, some
disposition must be made of those
pictures. In some instances, this has

.

already been done.
The usual procedure has been for the exchanges to
form separate companies with disThis question will
tinct sales forces.
again come tip at the Indiana meeting.

Northern Wisconsin and

ikotas.

society has been invited to atthe
Jackson meeting
of
*an state unit to advance a simroposition. while similar meet-

the

vill

be held in

Various other matters are scheduled
for discussion.

ced by exhibitors that they are
gh.
new schedule has been
ed by Mills awaiting the apof the society.
The old scale
jed a tax of ten cents per seat
ar but the new scale takes into
eration admission prices, size of
number of shows per week and
<e.
Mills has followed the poladopting a minimum rate only
(Continued on Page 2)

A

Eternal Three

Goldwyn-Cosm

....

5

Fair Cheat
Film Booking Offices. .... 5
ie

ie

Bad Man

First National

moment

in

Not For

"The Way Men Love," featuring
A Grand Asher release. Advt.

$200,000

—

for

Aaron Jones,

of

yesterday
Jones, Linick

and Schaefer had made him an

offer

of $100,000 to relinquish the lease held
on the Randolph, Chicago by Universal,
reported in the Times
as
Square Daily.
true," said Laemmle.
"And
you can say for me that I won't give
up the Randolph for $200,000."
is

Universal

originally

leased
the
period of five
lease has four years to go'

Chicago house for
years.

The

a

Chicago Group Here
Aa~on Jones, of Jones, Linick and
Schaefer; Emil Stern, of Lubliner
and Trinz and Edward Silverman,
Warner Bros. Chicago manager, are

5

Woman of Paris
United Artists

....

5

Marriage Maker
Paramount

....10

New York.
William Shapiro, of Franklin Film,
New England distributors of the

....10

Warner

ie

ie

Huntress
National

and

.

...

10

onna Vanna
Fox

10

Short Subjects

11

output,

is

l>v

the

home

office.

N. Y. Key

—

Jersey
The new Famous Players sales
system whereby quotas on new pictures will be determined only after
the productions have been tried out
a
into
in

number
effect

of
in

key

also here.

Cohn Postpones Trip
Cohn,
of C. B. C, has decided
Jack
not to go to London inasmuch as he

go has disposed of the English rights to
and his product to the R. K. Bartlett Co.

first-runs, will

New York

City

State along about the end of October.

Eight cities have been decided upon
which to try out the pictures.
In New York, of course, the trial
houses will be the Rialto and Rivoli.
The other towns will be Albany,

"Quo Vadis" Again
THE FILM DAILY)
originally
Vadis,"
Berlin— "Quo

in

(Continued on Page 2)

Sails

Tuesday

A. S. Aronson, general sales manager of Truart Prod., sails for Europe
on Tuesday. He will be gone four
weeks and expects to sell the Truart
output abroad.

in

Wild Pary

First

Dexter

Clark Leaves Next Week
Ralph H. Clark, who has just rePoints signed as Eastern District manager
Eight
National leaves
for San
Selected as Trial Houses for Famous for First
Francisco next week.
Players' Sales Plan Two in

Aronson

....

ie

in particular, will

New

Four More Years

Laemmle admitted

Carl
that

Elliot

—

Carl Laemmle Won't Relinquish Randolph, Chicago Lease Has It

"It

page
ie

tense

Anders Randolph.

A

Features Reviewed

One

with the internal arrangement
covering the control of the exchanges

deal

North Carolina

ossibly Virginia in the near fuThe society has of late expresswillingness to change its lifees as a result of the claims

Ind., beginning
for about one

week.

0.

:sota,

Confab

First Nat'l

,

Special to

produced in Italy some years ago, is
to be again filmed. This time, George
Jacoby, a German director, will make
it.

Emil Jannings

will

portray Nero.

M.P.T.O. Offices Opened
THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal— The Canadian M.P.T.O.
formed a short while ago, has opened
headquarters in the Dominion Bank
(Special to

Bldg.

Betty Compson Returns
Betty Compson is back in New
York from London where she appeared in several productions for
Graham Cutts, English director.

Settle

Wage Controversy
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Denver, Colo. The State Industrial
Commission, acting as arbiters, has
settled the wage controversy between
Hunter Sailing
the operators' union, Local No. 230,
proved so rapidly that he may be
Denver Theatrical Ass'n.
It is reported that T. Hayes Hun- and the
permitted to sit up Monday. He is
director will sail for Europe The old scale will prevail for another
ter,
still in the hospital, but may leave it
year.
on Tuesdav.
in about ten davs.

Warner Improving Rapidly
Abe Warner's condition has im-
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Sunday, October

The Week's Headlines
Monday
A.

R.

Rowland

producers

sees

rearrange
picl in
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Terms (Postage

United States. Outside
6
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ForeigD
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;

$15.00.

$5.00;
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Address

all
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communications
71 73
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to

THE FILM
New

St.,

I

Y,

—

1603.

Hiram Abrams

— Irving

Chicago Representative

Mack, 738

Admission
$5,560.7-18.

S.

star,

Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredinan,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..
London, W. I.

— Le

Paris
Clichy.

Film,

42

Rue de

taxes

collected

for

1)

Patchogue,
Utica,
Poughkeepsie,
Yonkers, Newark and Paterson. The
Patchogue theater will he Mike
Wynne's new Patchogue, which recently showed "The Covered Wagon."

The

line-up

country
cities
it

is

for

the

now being drawn

the

of
In
up.
Detroit,

like Kansas City and
assumed that the regular Para-

mount
trial

is

rest

first-run

accounts will be the

houses.

Contest Closes
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis The contest to decide
the most popular manager and salesman in the St. Louis and Kansas
Cits' territories has closed with the
following results: The most popular
the St. Louis territory;'
Henry Sanders, Vitagraph, with Bob
Werth, Metro, second; the most popmanager:
ular
Jack Underwood,
In Kansas City, Robert
Enterprise.
Carnie, Metro has the honor of being
the most popular salesman, while Roy
Churchill, F.B.O. is the best liked
manager. E. C. Clay, F.B.O. grabbed
second honors in the Kansas City
salesman's race.
St.

1

-•"The Acquittal"

Here

on

Friday received a
print of "The
Acquittal" from the
immediately went into
coast and
raptures over it.
The cast includes
Universal

Windsor. Norman Kerry and
Barbara Bedford. Clarence Brown
Claire

directed.

Granville

making

Coming Here

Roy Granville, who is
a series of pictures for Luxor,

expected

from

Anderson Pictures. Ltd., formed
New com
pain will have eight offices in England

French Government negotiating with Jos M.
Selicnck to produce "Marie Antoinette" as
a
propaganda film with Norma Talmadge
featured.

Oct. 22 for

Famous

returning

to

New York

sessions of hearing against

final

Plaj ers.

mistance Hinney and "Chic" sales
pictures through Associated Exhibitors falls
through.
C. C. Burr will state right them.
for

I

meeting

franchise holders

to

of

First

Xat'l

original

be held week of Oct.
Springs, Ind.

Fight New York theaters selected
houses for Famous' sales plan.

Weiss, president of Artclass,
duce features on the other side.

American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers and M. P. T. O. to meet in

will

A. Rowland says carefully planned
duct ions will reduce overhead.

In

open

will

England

Schlager.

country next week
to confer with Sig

in this

.

Cohen and

men

six

exchanges

pro-

l'>

Harry Davis of Pennsylvania and
probably be discussed at the
next week.
as now drawn pb
of $25 on theatei
arc under 20 ecu

minimum

a

admissions
lor theaters

cuts;

in

filed
an action against Robert J.
Mtilholland, to recover $159.84 foi
money alleged due under a contract
providing that the plaintiff was to
furnish the defendant with a daily
tiews film service for a period of 52
w eeks at $4.50 a week.
Leon C.
Schultz, is attorney for the plaintiff.

:t

French

Lick

New York,

Oct.

as

trial

10.

Carl Laemmle won't relinquish lease on Randolph. Chicago for $200,000.
Aaron Tones
offered $100,000.

Among Exchangemen

The Continental Screen Corp. has

in

filed

has been
the
City
Court against
E. Backer, who was surd
$1,901

Franklyn
by the Export and Import Film Co.,
Backer was served in
" two notes.
the

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Firpo in Pictures?
reported that Luis Any.
has signed a contract with a

—

company

geles

w

which

to appear in a pict
be made in Argentin

ill

OFFICE FOR RENT

FURNITURE FOR

Supreme

Court judgment for
been docketed against

LOEW STATE THEATRE

Moving Picture Studio Equipme^B

sales force.

College Point.

Kansas

—

Kan. Stanley Mayer,
covered the Wichita
territory for First National has been
succeeded by C. G. Craddock.

who

City,

Levy Here

of Philadelphia, an assistant general sales manager of Universal is here for a few days conferring with home office officials.

Donnelly Estate

FREDERICK

—

(Special to

Ottawa

THE FILM DAILY)

—Angus

S.

New

Fletcher of the

the

of the local

staff

fie finest Title

First National

in the East

office.

York, stated on
to the Canadian M.

Row,

N.

Y.

C.

Miking Equipment

makes possible our

GUARANTEED

TVENTY FOUR HOUR

—Tommy

rejoined
Selznick as
the Mississippi territory.

Helen Wethrell With Luxor
Helen Wethrell, for six years editor
of the woman's page on the Chicago
Daily News, is now with Luxor, han-

STUDIOS ine
Phone Bry.87.3o - 148-150 V-46iSiree:

COSTUMES
HIRE
FOR
New

THE FILM DAILY)
Ottawa— Raymond S. Peck, direc(Special to

tor of the
P. Bureau

York's Newest and Foremost,
Rental Organization

Costume

BROOKS

.1*3 W'rOtHST.N.Y. C._—

17836 U.S. THEATRES

SHOWING

dling publicity.

Films Conan Doyle Story

SERVICE

CRAMERyMIMS

Taylor has
salesman in

Canadian Government. M.
his recent visit
is back from Jasper Park,
Edwards Vacationing Abroad
where he filmed Conan
P. Bureau that the Government of Alberta,
India will soon start a film bureau Doyle's poem, "The Athabasca Trail",
J. Gordon Edwards, Fox director,
i^ vacationing in Europe. His last picsimilar to that operated by the Cana- the film, a one reelcr will be inture was "The Silent Command."
dian authorities.
cluded in the series "Seeing Canada".
British Library,

RAUBER

S.

Park

38

Kansas City Al Scrogham is now
managing tin.- St. John, a suburban
bouse.
Scrogham was formerly on

Under 250

India Contemplates Film Bureau

l9

scenery, lumber, motors.

formerly

—

Jules

Kliegl Liliput

Spot Lights, Switch Boards, ifl
Wohl Lamps, Cooper-Hewitt LigH

—

Levy

BUILDING

Detroit
Eddie Lyons is the newaddition to the Minter United

has
Becker,
159
Menahan St.,
Brooklyn, in an action brought by
Omaha
B. N.
Judcll, formerly
Donald Friedman and Co., who sued Minneapolis state right distributor
to recover a balance due on 185 has joined the sales force of Film
shares common and 150 shares pre- Classics, traveling in northern Iowa.
ferred of the Urban M. P. Industries
which plaintiffs sold defendant, and
Minneapolis George > Fosdick has
for which he was to pay in installjoined the local Universal office as
ments.
Godfrey and Marx, are at- Twin-City salesman,
succeeding Mark
torneys for the plaintiffs.
Ross, who has joined F. & R. Film.

Jules

SALI

Completely equipped office and ante
room, renting at Eighty-three Dollar!
a month, including furniture for sale
at
tremendous bargain.
Apply at
Room 1115, at 1540 Broadway.

tildmg.

$1,096
Alfred

20.

i

est

Kansas City

A

for

Jt is

Attorney,

for

charging between

$75

theaters
between 45 and 75 cents and $100
theaters charging 75 cents and up.
Mills is of the opinion that'
general music license situatioi
proving all along the line.
i

I

pro

the Courts

A judgment

group of commit
Mike Comerford

his

including

Saturday
fall

to form new Mid West exhibitor body,
from national organization; said to
under way. Illinois. Indiana, Minnesota
and Michigan involved.

Grand-Asher
Canada.

'

50

Commission

["rade

Regular

lie

R.

1

1

The schedule

Le

Fred
is

Davis to institute suit against Harold
charging
of
"Why
plagiarizing
Worrj '" from "The Nervous Wreck
'o>d.

City."

Alfred.

(Continued from Page

Owen

aside

Key Points

caking act policy.

Ileal

Plan

InternaRepresentative
Filmschau.
Prague (Czecho- Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Eight N. Y.

s|

August

$430,000 greater than July.

Wednesday

—

European

United Artists' head <lrs
naming J, I). Williams

Beautiful

free

Oct. 10

(Continued from Page 1)
theaters and even this, he
plained yesterday, is subject tor
- "
when n is fell that it impt
too great a burden on il u the:
The new scale has been subii

Friday

reports

still

politically

Pyramid announces combination picture and

May JKAvn; an Inspiration
appearing opposite Barthelmess

first

m "The

—

Representative

coast

pite

be

l

for

Not

direct

Tuesday

'Phone, Hollywood

6*11 Hollywood Blvd.

Central

will

saj s
of

warns

Important distributors voice opinion on Rowland statement.
.Majority admit he is right

Yjrk,

'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-55S8.
Holhwood. California Walter R. Gr*ene,
N.

Frank 11.,;
a'madge in "Secrets."

Reported

Europe,
lint

1879.

J,

New body would

tles.

tin-

Laemmle, just back froi
the continent wants pictures
political upheavals,

free)

New

Greater

months,

the

Jake Wells presints plan at M. I'. T, " of
Virginia convention for formation of exhib.toi croup of Z6 to wage legis'ative bat-

i

:

of

about

ington.

WIDS FILMS

March

idi-.is

-

i

Inc
Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 West 44Wi St., New York, N. Y., by

the act of

theii

unless

Winter with historical
productions.
Griffith
making "Amerii
mopolitan plans "Janice Meredith" and
Harrj Cohn, ''The Life ol George Wash

Wid's Film and Film Folks.

1923,

.

Thursday

coming

crash

25 Cents

Price

Competition Been

Copyright

a

Tax Meet

7,

under

The most
atres

is

seats,

30'/',

;

PICTURES
under

500,

70"!

IS
800, 85',;
over 800
eccononiie.il method of reaching

our

ADDRESSING

$4.00

PER M UP.

saved

in postage,

dead

and duplicate theatres usually
Multigraphing Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

Lists
etc.,

—

if

desired. 30 to 50

through

—

—

elimination
list'

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244

West 42nd

Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
St.,

I

SF.RVIC

C

ssociate

MICH tt£*A£S£f*TATIV£
siomsy GAMerr

ARTHUR.

S.

d
KANE.

Exhibit
PRESIDENT.

o

r

Physical oistmbwto**

A Real Showman Says
ibout A Real Picture!
Aiat

hucflas Mac Lean in 'Going Up
s

new laugh and speed

a

Granada Theatre, San

tr

record

Francisco.

A

Winner
>u ve
vires Jacl^
f

tinOton
6

/rom

the

Great Broadway
Stage Success By

Otto A. Harbach

And

Louis A. Hirsch

Based on "The Aviator
By James H. Montgomery
Directed by Lloyd Ingraliam

s

THE

DAILY

Here
hibitor

put

his

Send along your
the other fellow
cleaned wp.

show

exover.

ideas.

Let

know how you

7,

832 Czechoslovakian Thea

Theaters

—

how a brother

is

A "Jungle Goddess" Sale
Louis Auerbach, of Export & ImJacksonville, Fla. The Athens, a
port Film, has sold "The Jungle GodThe
dess" to the Superior Feature Film new house, opens Saturday.
Co., of Denver, for Colorado, Wyom- house will be open only Saturdays
for the present and later a seven day
ing, Utah, New Mexico and Southern
policy will be innovated.
Idaho.

New

Putting It Over

Sunday, October

i

THE FILM DAU

(Special to

—

Washington Acting Comn
Attache H. Lawrence Groves,
to the Bureau of Foreign ar
meslic Commerce from Pragt
there are a total of 832 thea
Czechoslovakia, of which 113
at present in operation.
Th'

;

Gettysburg, Pa.— Major C. Dixon's
Reopens
new Community theater has been capacity is 232,000, and it is est
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Goldman a Live Wire
Only two that the total population of the
Holland The old Knickerbocker opened at Biglcrville.
St.
Louis
Bill Goldman, ownerin which the cinemas are loc
manager of the Kings, is an optimist theater, has reopened as the Holland. shows a week will be given.

"Knick",

Holland,

Mich.,

—

—

and opportunist. When three burglar gentlemen blew the Kings safe
and kicked off some $9,000 in cash
because they bungled the job, Bill
seized this opening to get some valuable .publicity ..for .."Three .Wise
Fools," which opened a week's run
at the Kings on Saturday.
Bill very cleverly called attention
to the fact that the burglar gentlemen
were "Three Wise Fools,' because
they failed to do their job properly.
St. Louis quickly got the point and
Bill got some fine publicity through
the safe robbery.
He also worked a nice-tie-up with
the Chalmers Motor Car Company
on "Six Days," which opened at the

C. Buis

is

new owner.

the

Ocala,

Teel Joins 1st Nat'l

THE FILM DAILY)
N. B.— E. H. Teel, form-

(Special to

St.

erly

John,
with Canadian

the sales
First National.

joined

Releasing, has
of Associated

Cameo Opens

'Frisco
(Special to

staff

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco The new Cameo
opened with "Why Worry?"
The house is built exactly along the
lines of the Cameo in New York.
has

Fla.

— Ocala's

new

the Dixon, has been opened
Phillips and R. G. Walker.

by

W.

4,333,000. The majority of the
aters do not give performances
118 of them provide only week

large

Of the 8 establisl
the city of Prague, 9 give
of 23 performances per week.

house,
J.

formanccs.

in

Oneida, N. Y.

— Plans

for a

and theater are being made, to
Opera Unit Plans Tour
occupy the site of the Madison House.
The Oneida Development Co., Inc., is
The Zuro Grand Opera Cc
behind the project. J. H. Cassidy, been engaged to appear at the
formerly with the Empire theater, beginning the end of Octobe
Syracuse, is in the company.
Mike following that engagement wil
hotel

Bloom

the

also interested.

is

—

Taylorville, 111.
D. Frisina, owner
of a chain of theaters in Southern Illinois, has had plans drawn for a
theater for Taylorville.

West Comedies Sold

principal cities of the cc
repertoire will include "fi
"I
Pagliacci,"
"Cavalleria
cana," "Martha," "Aida," "II :

The

new

tore,"

"La Traviata," "La G

da," "Tales of Hoffman," as n
Gilbert and Sullivan operas, I

Kings the previous week. In this inS. & S. Films of Pittsburgh, have
he had a Chalmers machine purchased the new series of Broadcomic operas and famous Am
Jacksonville, Fla.
R. Weiland, operas.
make a Six Days Non-Stop test on way Comedies starring Billy West,
well
known
Broad
Street
furniture
the streets of St. Louis, the banners for Western Pennsylvania and West
on the car calling attention to the Virginia, while Independent Films, dealer, is one of a company of local
Expect Pictures to Pay Bil
showing of "Six Days' 'at the Kings. Inc., of Boston, Mass., have also se- merchants who will spend over $100,(Special to THE FILM DAIL1J
000 on a new house, construction to
St. Louis hasn't yet forgotten how cured this series for New England.
Brazil, Ind.
The town of C;
start about Jan. 1st.
Goldman tied up the City and Fedhas gone into the picture busin,
eral Government, the Army, Navy
Aliens Pushing English Films
raise money to pay for street j
and Marine Corps to exploit the
Gets 'Shifting Sands"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
When the Central Indiana Pow I
showing of "Human Wreckage."
"Shifting Sands' 'has been secured ran its line into Carbon to j
Toronto Dominion Films, Ltd.,
the Canadian releasing organization by Hodkinson from Luxor Pictures light and power for streets anc^i
Closes for C. B. C. Output
dences, the city fathers contract,:
formed by the Aliens, is making a for fall release.
W. Hawxhurst, of Superior special drive
C.
street lights.
Then they founty
with four English-made
Screen Service, Salt Lake, has purbad no funds to pay for the j
productions,
"The Prodigal Son,"
chased the C. B. C. output for ColoBack From Europe
The town board is putting orj
"Rob Boy," "The Sporting Earl" and
rado. Wyoming, Utah. New Mexico
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cfit shows so that the town will
"Royal Divorce."
and Southern part of Idaho.
Detroit John Tatu and George have to return to its original st
Flucksa, of the Davison are home darkness.
Two Sales on "Broken Hearts"
Sharon Capitol Leased
after
spending three
months in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Irving Cummings has sold "Brok- Europe.
Uses Dolls for Special Stun
Sharon, Pa. Samuel Friedman has en Hearts of Broadway" to Lande
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
secured a lease on the Capitol, which Film, of Pittsburgh, for Western
La Ridder, La.—The Realar
Odessa, Mo., Gets New House
will be run in connection with the Pennsylvania, and to Graphic Film
turned
to the Baby Peggy, D<
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
Exchange
of
Buffalo
for New York,
Luna.
exclusive of Greater New York.
Odessa, Mo. Odessa is to have a help swell the box office ret
The management ordered ten
modern picture house.
Johnston Makes Stills
It will be
dolls to be given out to patron;
New Texas Theaters
built by J. D. Block of Grain Valley.
Alfred
Cheney Johnston, noted
He has purchased the site and will ing the runs of Baby Peggy's tw
artist, has photographed a number of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
stance

—

—

—

—

)(

—

—

pictures of "The Eternal City."
are to be used in exploiting the
picture., and are beautifully done.
still

They

A

"direct-to-the-exhibitor" exploitation service is being inaugurated by
Goldwyn, through its yellow sheet
supplement. This was originated by

Eddie Bonns, and was prepared orig-

men

—The

new

Star has

in the

field^

—

Opera

House.

It

will

play

Critic

Adams Goes to Montreal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

theater at Albany, with pictures.

Arthur Busy on Prologues
(Special to

Toronto

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Jack

Arthur,

general

director of productions for Famous
Players, has opened a studio where
the various prologues and novelties
are now being prepared for presentation at leading houses of the chain in

Two More

Exchanges
pictures with occasional road shows.
National Non-Theatrical announces
the opening of two more exchanges,
Springfield, 111.
George Cohen has making eight now in operation at
sold the Empress to L. Douglas of Boston and Philadelphia.
The BosSouth America.
ton exchange is in charge of E. P.
Cornell, of the Copeley M. P. SerDivernon, 111. Bill Beynum of the vice, and the one in Philadelphia, is
Opera House is back from a tour of operated by Williams Brown and

—

—

Kurope.

comedies.

construction shortly.

opened.

Some Mid-West Changes
THE FILM DAILY)
Humboldt, " Tenn. George Law- Canada.
rence of Halls has opened the Law(Special to

rence

start

Moran, Tex. Manager Trammel,
of the Moran, has opened his new

Direct Exhibitor Service

inally for the exploitation

Omaha, Tex.

Earle Inc.

—James
of the

Calgary

C. Adams, former
manager
Capitol, has been appointed manager of Loew's, in Montreal, in succession to J. D. Elmes,
who has returned to the States.

Hall Sells
(Special to

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

Hall
Co. has disposed of the
Illinois in Centralia
to

Yemm &

Hayes

Los Angeles

— Billy

Le

the Cleveland News-Leadt
here making his own picture v<
of
of

Hollywood.

Goldwyn Milwaukee Office M
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Milwaukee The Goldwyn-C<
politan exchange is now locat
102 9th St.
They formerly oc^

—

Two

—The

Making Hollywood Fi
THE FILM DAILY

(Special to

Amusement

quarters in the

Grand and
the

Reed,

circuit.

Toy

Bldg.

Theater for Negroes
THE FILM DAILY

(Special to

—

Kiser Working in Bellingham
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Bellingham, Wash. Fred H. Kiser,
head of the company bearing his
name, of Portland, Oro., is here
working on a picture, the story of
which was written by H. H. Matteson.

Lawj
Cincinnati The
Paul
Dunbar Assn. has purchased
£

on which they will erect
negroes exclusively.

a theatil

Conlon Plans Coast Office
Ben Conlon, of Howe & Col
has left for Hollywood, where h(ij
open a coast office for his firm.

—
THE
October

iy,

7,

1923

eviews of the Newest Features
oducer: Marshall Neilan

Film Booking

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

utor:

mole.

.

.NEILAN,

"The Bad Man"

"The Fair Cheat"

Eternal Three"

lie

AUTHOR

DIRECTOR OF PIECE
T FURNISHES ENTER^JMENT FOR THE MATY, EVEN THOUGH BAS'HEME IS TRITE.

Producer:

Offices

Distributor:

SHOULD PROVE
MENT FOR AVERAGE AUDIENCE FOR DESPITE ITS
WEAK PLOT IT IS A WELL
CAST AND NICELY HANDLED COMEDY-DRAMA.

As

a

Whole

SATISFACTORY ENTERTAIN-

Hobart BosBessie Cast.... Very good indeed, especially
Windsor,
George Cooper, Tom GalDorothy Mackaill, who adds to her
Alec Francis, William Norris,
dramatic talent the ability to hanVery good

cast.

Claire

i,
,

—

lond Griffith all well suited,
Raymond
performers.
th first class comedian with a

ile

humor

of

that's

somewhat

in-

He

gets the laughs over
very
Windsor
Claire
Bessie Love.
r, also
Eternal triangle a
f Story
differently handled and com-

jal.

popular formula with an-

this

that has been used in various
that of the physician
before,
devotes his life to his profeseven to the detriment of his
Story has a fairly
health.
ul climax in the beating the
r gives his grown adopted son
se he has betrayed the forsecretary. This angle of the
may make the picture ill
for family clientele since parwould hardly care to explain
At
ituation to their children.
Neilan is original in that he

—

I

reform

not

the

scapegrace.

after admitting he's a failure
eing ejected from. his father's

on the job follow-

he's right

,

nother
fice

dle

comedy

a

The crowd

at

fine

in

shape.

Breese and Wilfred Lytell
also give good performances in
roles that are difficult to handle because of the stupid way the characters are made to act. Others inWilliam
White,
Marie
clude
Robyns, Harold Fashay.
.Deals with romance
of Story.
between millionaire's daughter and
one of her father's employees. Her
father proposes to agree to the mar-

Type

.

.

she can support herself for
one year without using her own
name. She gets a job in the Follies
on her resemblance to "one of the
society buds," meets her sweetheart who fails to recognize her but
becomes interested in her because
of her resemblance to his society
riage

if

to
love, and who finally
marry her, though still ignorant of
her identity. News of her father's
death discloses her masquerade
and after many complications, peace
It holds the interest
is restored.

desires

and

is

thoroughly entertaining

spite of its

girl.

Angle

role

Edmund

many

in

improbabilities.

Should easily
Dorothy
crowd.
Mackaill's work in "Mighty^ Lak a
Rose" should bring those who saw
it
back again. Society angle and

appeared to enjoy it. Box Office Angle
please average
ndoubtedly a good box office

"apitol

regardless

•e,

of

what

else

be said for or against it. It
quantity of audience appeal,
he comedy business especially
ikely get it over.
ation. . . .Here you

hat

is

have a

pic-

of the type that pleases

ority of picture goers.

It

has

ements of audience appeal that
like,
comedy, romance, some

—

display,

pretty

women,

at-

gowns, good looking leadand so on. Neilan stages
Tell
ty, a la Cecil DeMille.
about the human roulette
It might give you a hunch
prologue if you go in for
Use Claire Windsor's name
et them acquainted with Ray-

vt

en,

Griffith.
ly.

They'll

like

his

They may have seen him

Cardboard triLights."
with pictures of Miss Windlosworth and Griffith, occupye corners, and the title of the
e in the center space, should
iise the film nicely.
n by. .Marshall Neilan and
Urson satisfactory most of

Led

.

me; comedy good.
Marshall Neilan
l
Marshall Neilan
by

^nan
aphy
,

many.
of this lends
You
exploitation.

Exploitation ..The
easily

itself

to

title

might have throwaways printed in
the form of newspapers with large
type headlines reading "Society debutante joins ranks of Follies girls,"
and then, below, or on the inside

you want to see
to the blank theand see "The Fair
up the theatrical

of the sheet, "If

who
ater

she

is

on

come

Play
Cheat."
angle. Tell your folks

if

they want

to see the way girls are "picked"
for the chorus to see "The Fair

Cheat."

Burton King; considering the improbable angles of
the plot he has done very well in-

Direction by

deed.

Maintains

the

interest

al-

ways.

Author

William B. Laub

.

:

»

atmosphere usually please

theatrical

Scenario

Cameraman

Not

credited

Alfred Ortlieb

Satisfactory
Photography
Kesson
David
New York, millionaire's
Locale
Ve ry good
home and theater.
Mostly interior sets
5,600 feet
6,845 feet Length

"A Woman

Edwin Car ewe

of Paris"

Producer: Charles Chaplin

First National

Distributor: United Artists
a Whole.
CHAPLIN'S

CAREWE'S PIC- As
NAME
OF STAGE WILL SURELY GET THEM
TURIZATION
PLAY MAKES VERY ENJOY- IN. BUT THEY WILL EXABLE PICTURE; SURE-FIRE PECT A LOT OF COMEDY
AUDIENCE APPEAL AND AND WILL NOT GET IT.
GREAT CHARACTERIZATION MAY PROVE VERY DISAPBY BLINN.
POINTING WITH RESULTANT KICK BACK.
Holbrook Blinn repeats his
Cast

As a Whole

.

.

.

stage performance and Cast.
Adolphe Menjou easily steals
even in spite of the missing diathe honors from Edna Purviance,
logue his characterization is fully
not because she doesn't work well
as interesting, with the sub-titles
she does but Menjou's part is
excellent

.

written in dialect, making up surprisingly well for the lack of the
spoken word. Blinn knows the art
of pantomime and every gesture
registers definitely. He'll undoubtedly gather in a good following
among picture fans for his work
in this.
Jack Mulhall and Walter
McGrail good as hero and heavy
Mulhall poses too
respectively.
much in close-ups. Enid Bennett
Charles A.
well suited heroine.
Sellon and Harry Myers both splen-

did in

comedy

Type

of story
the first order.

roles.

Comedy-drama
There

is

of

a steady

.

.

—

—

Women

at least sincere.
will hardly sympathize with Edna's role.
It
is a man's picture.
Men of a certain type will like it a lot.
Few
others in the cast amounting to

anything.
Lydia
the mother.

Type

of Story

Knott good as
Girl,

disappointed

in her lover not taking her to Paris
to marry her as promised, be-

comes the mistress

of a rich man.
lover eventually kills himself
because of her relations and apparently she reforms in the end.

The
If

anyone but Chaplin had made
kind of a story

surprises in "The
Bad Man". If it isn't a dramatic
twist, it's a laugh and the development is spontaneous, rapid and
sure-fire, well rounded in situations
that make for genuine audience apThe characterization of the
peal.
bad man is rather new to picture

it is

a question

who would have wanted

to take the

patrons and they'll welcome something out of the ordinary. Blinn's
cool procedure and calm manner

woman, but

succession

of

them as uncommonly amusing. The comedy of
Uncle Henry will also send them

will certainly strike

into chuckles. Story deals with the
escapades of the bandit Lopez who
furnishes a series of laughs and
thrills in attempt to make happy
the man who once saved his life.

Office Angle
they
If
houses.

Box

Good

for all

enjoy a good
comedy-drama, strong in both elements, here's your bet.
Boost the title and
Exploitation
Be
tell them about the stage play.
sure to say that Holbrook Blinn,
originated the role, plays the
They're also
part in the picture.
going to see Blinn in "Rosita".
The very best means of acquainting
them with the picture, is a trailer
showing a portion of the sequence
in which Blinn scores his biggest
hit,— his effort to straighten things

who

this

chance releasing it.
Of course
Chaplin has injented some of those
touches that have made his name
famous the world over. There is
a rather daring studio scene that

—

may object to at least
You never see the nude

the censors
in part.

the effect is cleverly
may get by. Very
few real comedy touches in the pic-

handled and

ture.
Nothing like enough to satisfy those who come expecting to see
a Charlin comedy.
This class of
patrons will surely be disappointed.
Box Office Angle
Hard to figure

on

this.

will

get

mense

a

Of course Chaplin's name
them in. He is too imfavorite

for the

fans

to

anything go by which bears
his name.
But just how they are
going to feel about it when the
picture is over is a question. Might
be a good idea to get an old Chaplin, like "Shoulder Arms" or any
of his more recent comedies and
put it on at the same time, telling
your people this is a Chaplin week.
This may ease it off if they expect
a lot of comedy.
Exploitation .... Put everything back
of Chaplin's name, but be careful
of your promises.
You might tell
them he doesn't appear in the picture, but that he took almost a year
Tell all
to direct and produce it.
about his great success as the direclet

out to the satisfaction of his friend.
Stunt advertising will be appropriman representing Blinn goate.
Better see this
tor of "The Kid."
ing about should attract attention.
before you put it on.
Do your best to interest them.
Charles Chaplin
Edwin Carewe; did Direction by
Direction by
times.
Some fine
splendid
at
a very good job on this one; first
touches.
reel or so needs tightening up to
Chaplin
Story by
give Blinn an earlier entrance.
Chaplin
Scenario
Brown
by
Emerson
Porter
Author
Scenario....john Lynch and Finis Fox Cameramen. .. .Roland Titheroh and
Jack Wilson
Sol Pohto
Cameraman
As a rule excellent
Very good Photography
Photography
Paris and a small town
Arizona Locale
Locale

A

Length

6,600 feet.

Length

About

7,500 feet

^Gr^ce Sanderson Michie
FeMzcrin£

/MONTE BLUE
^]£a«dIRENE RICH
Xl^insl^^iaudet Production

DETROIT!
The Film
159

Classics to.,
E. Elizabeth Street,

INDIANAPOLIS:

CALGARY:

Film Classics of

Regal Films, Ltd.,
318 Eighth Avenue.

KANSAS
111.,

Inc.,

831 So. Wabash Avenue,
Edwin Silverman, Mgr.

ATLANTA:

Inc.,

Chicago, 111.
Edwin Silverman, Mgr.

CHICAGO:
Film Classics of

111.,

831 So. Wabash Ave.,

CITY:

Film Classics of K. C, Inc.,
115 W. Seventeenth St.,
A. L. Kahn, Gen. Mgr.

Southern States Film Co.,
1 1 1 Walton Street,
Oscar S. Oldknow, Pres.

CINCINNATI:
The Film Classics Co.
Broadway Film

Bldg.

BOSTON:

LITTLE ROCK:
Specialty Film Co.,

1122 W. Markham

St.,

Sol Davis, Mgr.

Franklin Film Co.,

42 Piedmont
J.

L.K.HRIK. SEATTLEPORTLAKP -DENVER

Street,
L. Wallenstein, Mgr.

CLEVELAND:

LOS ANGELES:

The Film

Geo. A. Oppenheimer,

Prospect Avenue.

913 So. Olive Street,
Harry Goldberg, Mgr.

Classics Co.,
Sloane Building,

BUFFALO:
Dependable Exchange, Inc.,
505 Pearl Street
H. E. Wilkenson, Mgr.

Inc.,

MEMPHIS:

DALLAS:

Southern States Film Co.,

Specialty Film Co.,

1914 Main Street,
W. G. Underwood,

So.
Pres.

Main

Street,

H. D. Hearn, Mgr.

MILWAUKEE:
DENVER:
Film Classics,

828

I

LOUIS

715 Wells Street,
E. G. Tunstall, Pres.

PliTIADELPHIA?

The F. & R. Film
407 Loeb Arcade

WASHINGTON

J.

fc

CHICAGO ~1HDIANAP0LI£

ST.

21st Street.

MINNEAPOLIS:

LBERKAK

EDWIN SItyERMAK,Ti

HARRY HWftS-

-

Tunstall Film Exchange,
Inc.,

F. Cubberly,

Co.,
Bldg.,

Gen. Mgr.

MONTREAL:
Regal Films, Ltd.,
12 Mayor Street.

Classics of the Screen

NEW HAVEN:

PITTSBURGH:

Franklin Film Co.,

The Film

126 Meadow

Street,

Classics Co.,
Street.

1018 Forbes

Joe Saperstein, Mgr.

NEW ORLEANS:

PORTLAND:

Creole Enterprises,
1401 Tulane Avenue,
L. M. Ash, Mgr.

403 Davis

Film Classics, Inc.

TORONTO:
Regal Films, Ltd.,
21 Dundas Street.

SAN FRANCISCO:

NEW YORK:
Dependable Exchange,
729 Seventh Avenue,
Chas. S. Goetz, Mgr.

NEW

;

Street.

Geo. A. Oppenheimer,
Inc.,

Inc.,

VANCOUVER:

Street,

Morgan A. Walsh, Mgr.

Regal Films,

553 Granville

JERSEY:

Dependable Exchange,
729 Seventh Avenue,
Chas. S. Goetz, Mgr.

298 Turk

Inc.,

Ltd.,
Street.

SEATTLE:

WASHINGTON:

Film Classics, Inc.,
2006 Third Avenue,
L. K. Brin, Pres.

Independent Film Corp.,

916

G

Street, N.

W,

f

CITY:

Specialty Film Co.,

ST.

JOHN:

306 West Reno

Regal Films, Ltd.,
167 Prince Williams St

OMAHA:

ST. LOUIS:

Street,
Griffith Brothers.

Film Classics of K. C, Inc.,
Room 5, Film Bldg.,
15th & Davenport Streets.

PHILADELPHIA:
Independent Film Corp.,
1319 Vine Street,
L. Berman, Pres.

E.G.TUNSTALL

MILWAUKEE

St.

Louis Film Exchange, Inc.,

3319 Locust Street,
Harry Hines, Mgr.

Regal Films, Ltd.,
Ellis & Hargreave

NWY0BK,
BUFFALO,

WINNIPEG:

OKLAHOMA

MORRIS

|K0HN
NORTHERN

Sts.

NEW JERSEY

THE
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"The Marriage Maker"

Gladys Walton in

Paramount

"The Wild Party"

ADAPTATION OF
STAGE PLAY, MAY PROVE
INTERESTING TO THOSE
WHO LIKE SOMETHING UNUSUAL; BUT TO THE MAJORITY THIS SATIRE IS ALMOST CERTAIN TO MISS
FIRE. NOT A GENERALLY
GOOD AUDIENCE PICTURE.

As

a

Whole.

.

De Roche

Charles

Cast

tries

very

hard, in fact too obviously so, to
put over a bit of pantomine that is
His perfar beyond his reach.
formance consists in a series of
leaps and hounds in which he covers all of the set in typical "mondifficult role to
key" fashion.

A

As

AVERAGE

Whole

a

EN-

TERTAINMENT, OF THE
USUAL WALTON VARIETY
ALTHOUGH STORY ISN'T AS

GOOD AS SOME THEY HAVE
BEEN GIVING HER. WILL
PLEASE STAR'S ADMIRERS.

her own
style and manages to inject plenty
of pep into her part; has had better
roles than this but she will probably be liked by her following.

Cavorts about

Star

in

.Robert Ellis has a fairly silly
part to handle. It doesn't ask very
much of him, nor do the remainder
of the parts for that matter. Others
are Freeman Wood, Doria Revier,
Sidney De Grey, Lewis Sargent,
Esther Ralston, Kater Lester, Jos.
Girard, 'Sydney Bracey and
Robert Daly a big cast but nothing very much for any of them to

Cast

.

.

"The Huntress"

"Monna Vanna"

First National

Fox

Whole

a

]

/

Cast

Moore

Colleen

featured in
by Indian
eventually discovers she
Miss Moore gives a

role of Bcla, a girl reared

who

tribe,
is

white.

thoroughly delightful performance
as the scrappy little squaw.
Lloyd

Hughes a suitable hero. Walter
Long always a convincing villain.
Snitz Edwards does a very good bit
of character work as old Indian.

be sure, and his
Others
Wilfrid
North,
Russell
tiger skin raiment is another deSimpson, C. E. Anderson.
traction. Those with highly fantasType of Story. ...Combines romances
tic notions may concede De Roche
with comedy drama in interesting
something for his efforts but with
Wm.
fashion.
Story moves along at
the majority he's more than likely
good pace and furnishes a satisfying
to be classed as a poor comedian.
entertainment, one that should apJack Holt and Agnes Ayres also
do.
peal to the majority. There haven't
suffer from a very poor vehicle.
Comedy-drama
Edward Knob- Type of Story
been many Indian stories abroad
Type of Story
that is not strong in either element.
lately so perhaps the atmosphere
lock's play might easily have served
draComedy is rather slight and
will prove a pleasant variation. You
to satisfy a certain class of pamatic situations are weak and not
can certainly count on the pictorial
trons of the stage and it may have
well founded.
Story isn't strong
appeal pleasing them. The picture
been considered a thoroughly inin any particular sense, but direccontains many especially beautiful
teresting and and unusual fantasy.
tor Blanche has managed to keep
shots and locations that are unusuBut the material was far too slight
it moving along most of the time
ally picturesque.
Story deals with
and vague to make a good screen
even though he resorts to a lot of
girl who runs away from tribe that
It lacks audience appeal, and
play.
in and out stuff and considerable
reared her when she discovers she
while it may go well enough with
repetition to keep it going. A mysis
white, her subsequent meeting
a few, it won't reach the average
terious bootlegger, played by Sydwith white man she decides she
audience. It may be possible that
ney Bracey, is shown popping in
wants for a husband, her danger at
the piece will strike them as fairand
out of a hiding place at reguthe hands of the villain and her
entertainment,
humorous
good
ly
lar intervals for about two reels.
happiness with the white man who
that is assuming they misunderDeals with the efforts of girl refinally falls in love with her.
stand the characterization handled
porter to land a big story and her Box Office Angle... .A good attraction
by De Roche.
subsequent job to untangle the comthat should prove a worth while
Better make
Box Office Angle
plications she
causes by mixing
booking for most exhibitors. Your
your own decision in this case.
names.
Of course it all straightfolks will like Colleen Moore for
You know best what your folks
ens out satisfactorily and she wins
what she does in this. The story
want and what they'll stand for.
a rich husband.
is a good mixture of laughs, comedy
Highbrow clientele may give you
and drama, all good points for
less worry.
Box Office Angle .... For the average
audience appeal.
Followers of Agnes
Exploitation
audience, and on a one time showYou have a good
Ayres and Jack Holt are likely to
ing basis, you can probably satis- Exploitation
cast headed by
Colleen Moore.
get a shock when they see them in
fy them with "The Wild Party." It
Talk about it. You have a story
"The Marriage Maker." The title
will get by nicely where the star
that has audience value.
Let them
will be the first thing to set them
has a following and the title will
know there are laughs, action, roThey'll never expect
off the track.
very likely draw a good business
mance in it. Your women folks
anything like this from the title.
where they are attracted by titles
will be particularly interested in the
The theme doesn't lend itself
that promise something sensational.
love story angle of it.
Catchlines
readily to
stunt exploitation so
"The Wild Party," surely gives
can read: "Girls, Attention! When
you'll have to resort to the usual
promise of that although actually,
you spot your man, don't chase
methods to let them know about
there is nothing unwholesome about
him.
It doesn't pay to play 'The
the picture.
the story.
Huntress'.
See Colleen Moore in
Mention the stage play from Exploitation
Title and star's
First National 's latest release and
which it was adpted and the fact
name have the most drawing power.

make

attractive, to

—

—

William Faversham starred in
Say the theme deals with the
attempt of an imaginary matchmaker who thrusts himself upon society folks bent on making them
marry happily.
Use DeMille's name. There are
that
it.

picture goers

who

pick their enter-

tainments through directors whose
previous productions have pleased
them.
Direction by

.William de Mille; a
attempt but story was too weak
to make the effort more than or.

.

.

fair

dinarily successful.

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

If you want to bring them in the
on the strength of the title, give it
the most prominence. On the other
hand, if you cater to family trade
and fear that it might keep them
away, you could explain that there

nothing offensive in the picture.
Tell them Gladys Walton plays
the part of a girl reporter who gets
her first story all bawled up, loses
her job, but wins a husband.
is

Direction by

Herbert Blache;
satisfactory on the whole.
Author
Martin Orth

Edward Knoblock Scenario
Clara Beranger Cameraman
Guy Wilky
Good Photography

Locale

Country estate

Locale

Length

6,295

Length

feet

Hugh Hoffman
Clyde De Vinna
All right

Any

city in

5,035

U.

S.

feet

7, 192;

PLEASING RO- As a Whole
SPECTACLE
MANCE TOUCHED OFF A BIG SCALE; PRODUCTIO
WITH COMEDY AND SURELY A BIG UNDERTA:
DRAMA; STORY IS A LITTLE ING AND SUCCESSFUL
OUT OF THE ORDINARY SOME RESPECTS ALTHOUG
AND ATMOSPHERE HAS PICTURE MAY NOT RANK
GOOD DEAL OF PICTORIAL A BOX OFFICE NUMBER.
APPEAL.
Paul Wegener, remember
Cast

As

Universal

.

Sunday, October

know why." Anything
way of Indian atmosphere

you'll

in

the

or

decoration

will

be good exploita-

Have your ushers dressed

tion.

squaws and a

as

Indian attire,
going about the streets, advertising
the showing, will also bring them
girl in

Show them stills in the lobby
that will indicate the picture's pictorial value.
in.

Direction by
vided very

Lynn Reyolds;

pro-

good production and
and comedy
evenly and in good judgment;

distributed the action
bits

handled cast very well also.
Hulbert Footner
Scenario
Percy Heath
Cameraman
James V. Van Trees

Author

Photography
Locale

Length

Indian

for his work in "The Golem",
especially forceful dramatic acl
who makes a mighty Gurlino

Parry capable and
although she s
fers frequently from being poo
Lydia Salmono
photographed.
very unattractive and the rema

this.

Lee

times

beautiful

;

der of the cast hardly boasts
beauties but several very good p
formances are contributed by pi;

unknown

ers

to

American

au

ences.

A drama of
of story
period of the Italian Renaissan
staged
and nota
Splendidly
chiefly for its extensive and lav
settings, as well as massive m!
scenes which are exceptionally %|
The combats are do
handled.
on a very large scale and th<
seems to be no end to the numl
of people used in these scenes,
this respect direct Richard Eiu
berg compares favorably with
European contemporaries. The p

Type

1

1

ture suffers, however, from a p<
continuity and too many sub-titl
It is far too long for the aver;<
exhibitor to use it satisfactor
and the theme is one that will
individuals
rather tl
peal
to
;

masses.
Story

deals with the fight
Florentines and
the
Pisas with the victories and defe
of each side spectacularly pictur
and the great sacrifice and love
Monna Vanna a prominent part
the plot.

tween

You know b
Office Angle
what you can do with this type
production. If you folks like th
big spectacles, and you sho
know whether they do or noi
you have played any of the previ

Box

foreign spectacle pictures.

Play it up as the
turization of Maurice Maeterlini
play of the Italian Renaissai
Tell them Mary Garden created
title
role
in
grand opera,
Bertha Kalich is called the An
ican Monna Vanna, and menl
Georgette Le Blannc, the auth
wife, for whom the story was w
ten and who created the role
Paris.
Then tell them about
Parry, the Monna Vanna of
screen.
Stills of the four woi
can also be used.
Mention I

Exploitation

|

t

Wegener and
in

recall

"The Golem".

.dive

a

sufficient

his

A
idea

portr,

trailer,

of

the

mensity of the production.
Direction by
Richard Eichb
has made a great spectacle
a great entertainment.

Author
Scenario

if

Maurice Maeterl
Not cred

Cameraman

Very good

Not cred
Photography
Sometimes g<
sometimes poor; lightings usu

reservation
6,236 feet.

Length

too bright

About

9,000

|

t

Every man's picture and the real
classic of the screen

—

PATHE NEWS
Ask

man

the

in the street, the

housewife

home, the child in the school what
the best of all motion pictures.
in her

is

Ask Mr. Every Exhibitor of Everywhere
what picture is the most popular with his
audiences, what picture is the surest of pleasing everybody, the one picture he could not
do without.

The

large majority of

and the only, the

first

all

will say the one

and the

best, the

Pathe

News.

Then

it

must truly be what we

have called

The one

it

call

it

and

for thirteen years—

indispensible film

Paftepicture
xs
TRADE.

MARK.

Hal

R.oa.ch

sen^s

—

Wore
%

he most highly praised comedy

ver

—

made
When

Pathe released Dr. Jack many persons
said "the best thing Lloyd has ever done."

With

the release of "Safety Last" the chorus

was almost unanimous,
ever made."

— "the

greatest

comedy

Now

with "Why Worry?" critics, exhibitors,
public, all exclaim "greater than 'Safety Last'

ust look

'em over;

"It goes on building fun and
excitement which terminates in
It's an
an uproarious climax.
excepcomedy,
extraordinary
M. P. News.
tionally funny."

—

"Great enough to warrant the
erection of a statue to Mr. Lloyd
by an appreciative public."
Morning Telegraph.

Marks

Lloyd's

high-water

clean buffoonery."

"A

laugh

in

mark

in

— M. P. World.

Wal-

every foot.

loping, tearing mock melodrama
of the most lively kind.
sure

A

winning funmaker."

—Trade

view.

Pafh&omedy
\W)

Ab-

''Lloyd as always great.
solutely
new" gags.

MARK

Re-

I

As

well

known as

Mack

the Pacific Ocean

Sennett Comedies
Two parts
mighty sight easier to sell well known
pictures to your audiences than those that are
unknown.
It's a

anyone doesn't know Mack Sennett or
his comedies it must be because they've been
hugging the North Pole all their lives.
If

When

you can get

why
Make a

chine

a

Grade

A

laugh ma-

bother with others?

date now to see these high-power
rib rockers at the nearest Pathe exchange.

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

1 Uj«j

MARK

—
THE
October

7,

1923

j%fr*S
DAILY

Foreign Doings
French Subsidiaries Growing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris
Paramount's French com-

xed Reception for "Chu"
;cial

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

—

Graham

Wilcox
Chow," has re- pany, Societe Anonyme des Films
"Chu
mixed reception. The Film Paramount, is seeking to increase its
capital from 500,000 francs to 3,000.says:
;ver opinions there may be as to 000 by the issue of 2,500 shares of
Dn

The

Chin

i

British picture, and

it

un-

of this
requires drastic cutting, there can
insaying the fact that Herbert Wilachieved an extraordinary success
jroduction of this very successful
'Chu-ChinChow,' as proy. * * *
d directed by Herbert Wilcox, is a
spectacle, full of beauty and with
It has wonderful
imatic moments.
nds, superb architecture, and above
riental atmosphere that is convincing
ut the entire length of the picture,
n every scene, whether defying Chuiw or imploring him to return her
her, she (Betty Blythe), is magnifithis picture, if it is a triumph for
Wilcox as a production, is equally
ph for Miss Blythe for her fine
i

1,000 francs each at par.

The French branch of the Universal
has reorganized as Societe Anonyme
Universal-Film, with a capital of
1,400,000 in shares of 100 francs each,
of which only 13,500 are controlled
by the parent company, and those
not in payment, but in return for

11

Short Subjects
Through"— Hal Roach— without

warning.
The stunts employed by Sennett to get this idea
over are typical of his type of comWill Rogers Without His Rope
Type of production. .2 reel comedy edy and will surely be enjoyed by
audiences to whom a novel idea apWill Rogers' name usually brings peals.
The marmer in which the

"Jus' Passin'

Pathe
.

.

to mind the flash of a lasso swung
deftly. However, although Mill is the
star of this Hal Roach comedy, there

nary the sign of a rope. This does
not detract in any way from the enjoyment of the film, nevertheless and
it
does bring out strongly the fact
is

players are enabled to walk on the
surface of the water will mystify as
well as amuse. The comedy is diverting.

—

"No Tenderfoot" Universal
Thoroughly interesting western
comedian.
He is seen as a "gentleman of the Type of production
.2 reel western
road," who is "jus' passin' through"
Tenderfoot" has in its cast
"No
The board of a town where no hoboes are per- Edmund Cobb, Lillian Hackett,
stock, goodwill, etc.
Jay
directors is composed of R. H. Coch- mitted, and deals with his really very
Morley and a group of boys who
rane and E. H., of the American unit, funny efforts to get something to eat
know how to ride. There is some
Goldstein and Messrs. Blofson, Spec- on Thanksgiving Day. He even gets
good broncho riding, etc., in some
ter and Neill, of Paris.
Albert B. himself arrested because he hears that
shots showing a local rodeo in addiBlofson is managing director.
the prisoners are going to be fed.
tion to a pleasant little love-story.
But he's just "out of luck" because
There
is
no reason why this one
says:
each time, just as he is about to eat,
A German-Dutch Unit
shouldn't please the majority of auite of indifferent photography, woodsomething happens. Don't miss this diences.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
R. N. Bradbury directed.
agy,' acting, and a failure to render
creen the imaginative beauty of th*;
Berlin
new German-Dutch one It has real entertainment value. Tom Windon returns to his father's
A
play or its spectacular grandeur,
organization has been formed with a
and like each other. Jane visits the
elements of popular appeal in this
"Don't Scream Century Universal
Atwater ranch at Milton, Arizona.
It is
which, with drastic cutting and a capital of one milliard marks.
Pal Proves a Clever Pup
revision of sub-titles, could make allied with the Lucifer film.
Windon returns to his fathers
Tom
"The
As the film stands, Great Admiral," has been chosen for Type of production ... .2 reel comedy ranch some little distance away. At
success * » *
tion is inadequate, and, while many
this company's first production, and
llts could be removed by cutting, it
The first reel of "Don't Scream" the yearly rodeo, Tom Atwater is disIt to
see how they could be comwill represent the life of de Ruyter, which stars "Pal," a very clever Eng- covered to have planted some steers
.vept away. * * *
Some of the sets the actors being Dutch and German.
Windon herd to keep them
lish bull pup, is devoted mainly to in the
nsionally magnificent, but the camera
showing him off. He does everything from entering the rodeo. He is capucceeded in recording their qualities.
incidents which ought to have
from scrub his master's back to get tured by Tom who also captures the
Venezuela Likes U. S. Films
short of achieving dramatic
fall
him a full-dress suit, and does it with lady's heart.
(Special
THE
FILM
DAILY)
to
The robbers' raid on the marriage
One funny
is a less exciting incident than many
Washington -"The great majority spirit and enthusiasm.
marriage occasions of the present
Seas"— Hal Roach— Pathe
of motion pictures shown in Venez- bit shows Pal suffering from the ef- "Heavy
A Real Comedy
uela are of American origin," says fects of too much candy. His master
Bioscope said:
"Commerce Reports," "and they are goes to a masquerade ball given at Type of production. .2 reel comedy
veil-balanced Zahrat of Betty Blythe
Several
home.
sweetheart's
popular with the Venezuelan his
merit of uniformity in regard to very
Get this one. Don't let the other
their
headthe
house
thieves
make
motionpublic,
which
patronizes
feminine nature of her appeal
<ly
fellow have it or for that matter,
unexpected
out
at
quarters
and
pop
schemer
and
slave,
of
Iifficult role
picture theaters to a large extent. In
any of "The Spat Family" series if
le does
not reveal herself here as
Caracas, the capital of Venezuela, times, making the party a lively one
ful actress, we are certainly made
they're all as good as the first two,
amuseShould
afford
good
indeed.
there are several large modern moit she is a beautiful woman,
Build" and "Heavy Seas."
"Let's
itstanding feature of the production.
tion-picture
theaters
which
give ment.
The same characters appear in each
Iings in general are artistically con- showings each day, and in other cities,
id executed, and, in particular, the
"Down to the Sea in Shoes" Mack a married couple and the wife's
ns of space and distance in the such as Puerto Cabello and Mara"smart Alec" brother. The husband
Sennett Pathe
conveyed, caibo, the numbers of theaters and
;enes
are convincingly
is
a fastidious Englishman and a
much to admire and to enjoy in this showing of films are proportionate to
A Novel Idea
even though it may not be
n,
more discordant trio it would be hard
the importance of the towns."
fulfilled the promise of the
it has
2 reel comedy to find. But funnyl This time, havType of production
sion. * * *
this Mack Sen- ing won a yacht in a raffle, they atchief
charm
of
The
a number of the well-known ingrediStoll Gets Two Films
Everything that is
nett comedy is the novelty of seeing tempt a cruise.
spectacular film success are present
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Laugh
)f story, beauty of setting, and comthe players literally walk on the sea possible to happen, happens.
photography yet, somehow or
li
The titling is
Stoll has acquired British with the aid of some sort of pneu- after laugh ensues.
London
its entirety "Chu Chin Chow" as"Henry, King of matic shoes, that when punctured let fine. All told, one of the most endistribution
of
isses the greatness one would have
for it."
Navarre," based on the stories of the wearer down into the water joyable comedies seen in many a day.
Alexandre Dumas. Matheson Lang
Rogers

that

is

a first-rate

.

.

I

—

.

—

—

s

I

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

starred; Maurice Elvey directed.
is
acquisition is "Becket," starAnother
to THE FILM DAILY)
ring Sir Frank Benson and produced
Pioneer Film Agency,
by George Ridgwell.

Naval

:asing
cial

Two

Reeler

n—

releasing a two-reeler called
>mance of H. M. S. Victory,"
urates the history of the famte.

Pathe Planned Japanese Plant
(Special to

More
to

in British

League

THE FILM DAILY)

—Artistic

Films and Nahave joined the British
Film League.

n

'ilms

THE FILM DAILY)

It is

Run

THE FILM DAILY)
—"Woman
to Woman," the

— "His

Anonyme Pathe-Cinema was on

Italy Plans a "Cavalleria"

son Film for London

THE FILM DAILY)
The script for "The Turmoil" has
Mystery Girl,"_is
written by Edward T. Lowe,
been
picRawlinson
the new title for the
ture which Universal has been filming who did the continuity for "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame."
as "All for the Love of Gloria."
Hollywood

learned that the Societe
the
Constance Talmadge has returned
point of creating a large Japanese
Del Monte.
branch for the manufacture of raw after a two weeks' rest at
new feaher
work
on
begin
will
She
earthquake
upstock, when the recent
ture, "The Mirage," within a month.
set the plans.
Paris

:ial

—

Coast Brevities
(Special to

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Ralph Lewis

will play the featured

role in an all-star production before
he stars in another commercial hero
feature.

Rome Mario Garguilo will produce "Cavalleria Rusticana." All the
Cutts production starring scenes will be taken in Sicily, Comm.
perty
Max Alexander is the new propert
opens at the Marble Grasso, the Sicilian actor, has been
Impson,
manager at Century.
'ilion for a run on Nov. 12th. engaged to play the lead.
ial

i

to

Jack Pickford and his troupe are
back from Feather River Canyon,
where were filmed exterior scenes
for "Valley of the Wolf."
Frances

Marion is preparing the
Talmadge's new pic-

script for Norma
ture, "Secrets."

Joan

Standing has

been cast

Go
kDlcrwyn's "Three Weeks."

in

GREENE.

Sunday October

12

Among
Sheehan to Direct

for

"U"

Hunchback."

Sawyer Engages Whittaker
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Arthur H. Sawyer
(Special to

—

of Associated Pictures has engaged
Charles E. Whittaker in an editorial
capacity to select suitable stories for
the proposed La Marr-First National

Lytell in

Bert Lytell has been engaged
one of the leads in "A Son of
Desert" which Edwin Carewe
Others in
produce in Algiers.
Sampson
cast will be Teddy

Horner

Starts

New

— Bob

the

and

side.

Carewe arrived here from Los Anweek accompained
by Walter McGrail, actor, John
geles earlier in the

Schulte,

Series

Honnr,

will

("lain Windsor but they will not sail
until the director arrives on the other

director

art

and

The

Adelaide

first

group

Four Units at Paramount
The Paramount Long Island

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

for

the

stu-

to

at

—

Maine

After a trip
to
Kennebunkport,
Me., where they conferred with Booth
Tarkington and looked over some locations Thomas Meighan and Alfred
E. Green have returned to New York
and are preparing to take players to
Maine to film "Pied Piper Malone."
Emma Dunn will play one of the

picture interests,
thority for the statement that gi
has already been broken on the
White ranch, located three miles
of Val Verde, for a studio whid
cost approximately $2,000,000 as

principal parts.

at

Laub Busy on New Series
Tin- story and continuity of F. B.
O.'s "The Fair Cheat," starring Dorothy Mackaill, were written by William Laub who is now engaged in
preparing the continuities for a series of
pictures based on
Samuel
Lover's humorous stories.

Horsdio has four units at work. Glenn
ley studios, has started production on
Hunter is Hearing the end of "West
Dorothy Cumming in "Nellie"
first of series of six pictures.
Eva of the Water Tower," Allan Dwan
^Dorothy Cumming, who appears in
hesebro
are
Novak and George
has just started "Big Brother;" Syd"Twenty One" with Richard Barthelstarring in "Tin Isle of Paradise,"
ney Olcott is preparing for "The
mess, leaves shortly for the coast,
which is well under waj with Horner
Humming Bird" and Al Green is edit- where
she will appear in "Nellie, the
directing.
"
ing
Woman Proof" while preparing Beautiful
Cloak Model," being directfor
"Pied
Piper
Malone,"
Tom ed by Emmett
Flynn for Goldwyn.
"F'aming Barriers" Cast
Meighan's new picture.
The script
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for Glenn Hunter's next picture is
Edith Roberts in "Big Brother"
Hollywood The featured players now in preparation.
Edith Roberts will have the leading
in George Mel ford's new production,
feminine role in "Big Brother"
in
"Flaming Harriers." will be JacqueOff for Coast
place of Winifred Allen. Other prinline Logan, Antonio Moreno. Walter
Claire Windsor, Mae Busch. Lew cipals include Tom Moore, Raymond
Hiers and Charles Ogle.
The cast Cody, Edmund
Lowe,
Raymond Hatton, Joe King and Mickey Benwill also include Robert McKim, Luke
Griffith,
Dorothy
Cumming
and nett.
Cosgnnc and Warren Rogers.
Lilyan Tashman, who have been takDane in Bennett Film
ing exteriors here for "Nellie, the
Starts "Everyday Love"
Frank Dane, an English actor who
Beautiful Cloak Model," under direction of Emmett Flynn, are now en recently appeared in "Pagliacci" pro(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Agnes Ayres, Jack route to the Coast. Lucien Andriot duced in England and on the ConHolt. Nita Xaldi,
Robert Edeson, is the cameraman and Al Lena pro- tinent, has an important part in "The
Hoosier
Schoolmaster,"
Whitman
Theodore Kosloff, Julia Faye and duction manager of the Flynn unit.
Bennett's new picture.
George Calliga have been cast by
William de Mille in "Everyday Love"
Burr To Have Two Units
New One for E. H. Griffith
on which production has just comCharles C. Burr is now producing
E. H. Griffith will direct "Weekmenced. It was adapted from "Rita "Restless Wives"
at the Glendale
F.nd Husbands," written by Daniel
Coventry."
L. I. studio with Doris Kenyon in
Carson Goodman, who is also the
the lead and Gregory La Cava directproducer.
Production will be in the
Tamar Lane Turns Author
ing.
Constance Binney starts work East.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on "The Lonely Road" on Monday.
Los Angeles What is described as Both will be released on the state
Brartford in Horner Prod.
market.
Sheridan
Hall will
a critical analysis of picture making, right
Eugene Branford who has been
as well as the questions of censorship probably direct the Binney feature.
vacationing in the Fast leaves for the
and the public viewpoint has just
Coast Monday to appear in "The
been published
under
the title of
Add to "Warrens" Cast
Midnight Limited," to be produced as
"What's Wrong With the Movies."
Through Jess Smith, J. Barney a Bob Horner Prod, in Hollywood.
The writer is Tamar Lane, former Slurry,
Harlan
Knight,
George
press agent for Sclznick.
Strickling, Frances Grant and George
Doris Pawn Here
Backus have been added to the cast
Doris Pawn who has been working
of "The Warrens of Virginia," being in a number of recent Preferred pic"Subt
subtitles Superfluous"
Mrs. Glyn
directed by Elmer Clifton for Fox. tures is in New York and is under(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood "Subtitles are super- Martha Mansfield and Wilfred Lytell stood to be considering some legitimate stage w ork.
fluous in motion pictures." so says are the leads.

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood The News says:
"M. P. Waite, representing I
(Special to

Meighan Unit Going

Carewe Film

Heilbron, scenarist.
sails Saturday.

scries.

Talk of Another Studio

In Eastern Studios

—

Poore
City
Perley
Universal
Sheehan, well-known as an author
has been engaged by Universal to
will be
direct.
His first picture
Sheehan adapted "The
"Innocent."

and Director

the Stars

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

7,

wood motion

i

tended to accommodate 20 comp
one time."

Home

Directing "Yankee Con

(Special to

THE FILM

DAILY)

—

Los Angeles James W. Hor
directing
"The Yankee Cor
Douglas Mac Lean's new picture,
includes
Patsy Ruth W
cast
Stanhope Wheatcroft, Arthur S
Hull, Eulalie Jensen, Bert Ha
Fred Kelsey, George Pcriolat
Eric Mayne.

I

—

—

—

—

—

:

Elinor

point

in

"Maud Muller"?
THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood
that

—

It

is

"Maud Muller"

placed

Dayton

in

reported here
shortly be

will

production and that Lewis
have the male lead.

will

Women"
THE FILM DAILY)

Mayer Signs Younger
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles A. P. Younger has

Ince Making "Painted

a

Planning
(Special to

—

Los Angeles Pola Negri's j
ture will be "My Man," which J
bert Brenon will direct. The cas''
include, Charles dc Roche. H'
1

Gordon, Adolphe Menjou, G
Hughes, Vera Reynolds, Rose D
Rosita

Edward

Marstini,

Robert Cannon, Frank
George O'Brien.

Ki|

Nelson

Back from Louisiana
to THE FILM DAILY'
Los Angeles J. P. McGovnJ
Beverly Prod, and company,
(Special

—

in Louisiana lumber c
taking scenes for
"The Wfl|
Boss," with Lloyd Hughes, Bat

have been

Bedford and Eddie

Phillips, hav

turned to the Hollywood

studios

Rex Taylor With Universal
THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Rex Taylor,
associated wtih Mack Scnnett,
(Special to

—

been assigned by Bernard McCoi
Universal City to write the t

at

nuity of "Love Insurance," Reg
Denny's next vehicle.

Lasky Again
(Special to

Hollywood

in

Hollywooc
DAILY)

THE FILM

—Jesse

L. Lasky

turned to the Lasky studio

hi

after

ing spent a vacation in Arizona, \
he was the guest of Zane Grey,
object of the trip was to explore
Horse Mesa and possibly find
tions for future Grey pictures.

"The

Glyn,

subtitle is the
photoplay," ^he declares.
"Use of them, especially of a
number of them, is an admission on
the part of the maker of the picture
that he cannot show that which he
seeks to express, in action."

weak

"My Man"
THE FILM DAILY

Negri's Next,
(Special to

(Special to

(Special to

—

Culver City, Ca.l. Thomas H. Ince
producing "Painted Women," by
Bruce Mitchell.
James Kirkwood,

is

Lee, Wallace Beery
Moore are in the cast.
T.ila

and Matt

—

signed a contract

Mayer.
in

He

will

with
aid

Louis

John M.

the production of his pictures.

Baxter Renews With R-C
Bill
(Special to

Next
THE FILM DAILY)
Hart's

'Serial to

THF FILM DAILY)

—Warner

B.
Stahl

Adapting Censor's Story
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Olga Printzlau
(Special to

—

started the scenario

of

"Wh<

Woman

Reaches Forty," writte
Royal A. Baker, Detroit film «'
Searching for a Story

(Special to THE FILM DAILY!
Baxter
has
Hollywood Priscilla Dean is
Hollywood William S. Hart's next signed a year's contract with Robertpicture will be "Singing Jim McGee." son-Cole. His recent pictures include ing material for her first story,
Following this
be
will undertake "Blow Your Own Horn" and "Ali- rel Prod, is the name of the new,
"Patrick Henry."
pany.
mony."

—

Hollywood

—

|

I

|

w
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Deal

Stock Transfer

Now

Pending

Deal With Grauman Not Joe Schenck Admits Receiving Offer
is'
to Make "Antoinette"
Coming
Completed Under Way for
East to Settle It
Some Time
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
long-pending deal between
Los Angeles Joseph M. Schenck
Players and Sid Grauman,
is
~>y
Famous will assume corn- yesterday admitted to a representative
ownership of three Grauman of THE FILM DAILY that it was
true he had been made an offer by
rs in Los Angeles, has not been
ely closed, all published reports the French Government to produce
"Marie Antoinette," to offset German
contrary.

—

—

—

;

true that the deal will, in all

Dod, go through as planned. As
ter of fact, so near consummathe deal that last week Ralph

assistant treasurer of Famous
s, filed an application with the
¥ork Stock Exchange to issue
additional shares of common
of which will revert to
all
lan for his 50 per cent share in

propaganda.

That's

as

far

as

1923

8,

tC«

Investment

in

(Special Cable)

—

At a luncheon at
which Col. George Harvey,
American
Ambassador presided, Will H. Hays said in an
impressive speech that he represents an investment in moral
lives of 100,000,000 people and
not merely an industry.

he
Sails

(Special cable to

Schenck.
Constance
Talmadge,
Mrs. Talmadge and Buster Keaton
are due in New York from the coast
the end of this week.
Constance has
just finished "The Dangerous Maid,"

a costume story of old England and
Buster, "Hospitality," his second full
ist houses.
length comedy for Metro.
Norma
will leave for the coast in a will not come on because she is still
to arrange the final details. He at work on "Dust of Desire."
being held here because the
It is understood that Hugo RumTrade Commission resumes bold, who is said to represent the
estigations into the affairs of French Government in the negotiais
in New York, on Oct. 22, tions with Schenck, has been at the
wants to be on hand to assist local Schenck office on several occaAfter the sions in this connection.
jmpany's counsel.
may run for a week,
It seems quite likely that the deal
g, which
obablv not longer, Kohn will will be settled one way or another
it.
when Schenck arrives here, with the
chances considerably in its favor.

May Withdraw From Preferred—
Company Says He Leaves on
"Indefinite Absence"
Al Lichtman may retire as presi-

dent of Preferred Pictures, turning
the management over to his present
partners, B. P. Schulberg and J. G.

Bachmann.
is

Hays

—Will

on the 9th

THE FILM DAILY)

London

H. Hays has booked passage on the Leviathan, which
sails

from

York on

Southampton

for

New

the 9th.

Frank

wi..

Lichtman Out?

Morals

London

would go.

v<

Roach

All that Preferred will say about it
that Lichtman is going away on an

"indefinite absence" while "Mr. Schulberg and Mr. Bachmann, assisted by
Henry Ginsberg, sales manager of

Preferred, will direct the distribution
Preferred." One official
of the company maintained that there
was nothing to it; that Lichtman was
ill and that
he needed a rest which
he was determined to secure. An ef-

activities" of

Messrs.
with
Joins
fort to communicate
Schulberg and Bachmann
Leaves Pathe to Represent Producer Lichtman,
along about noon Saturday, failed.
in the East
First Plans Visit
I his is the statement, however, isto Coast
sued by Preferred:
W. B. Frank, recently promoted to
"B. P. Schulberg, producer of Prethe post of feature sales manager at
ferred Pictures, who came from Los
Pathe, has resigned to become EastAngeles to New York last week to
ern representative for Hal E. Roach.
discuss distribution plans with Al
Frank expects to leave Pathe in
Lichtman and J. G. Bachmann, his
about two weeks, after which he will
partners in Preferred Pictures Corgo to the coast for a short stay.
poration, will return to the Schulberg
Upon his return to New York, he Studios in Los Angeles next week to
will open an office and exercise a
begin work on new Preferred Picgeneral managership of Roach's intures.
DAILY)
to
THE
FILM
pecial
terests, this probably to include a
"Al Lichtman, after a strenuous
Bo
Bosworth
in One Metro Film
supervision of contracts received by
Angeles The status of the
summer
and fall, has decided to take
DAILY)
Pathe.
to THE FILM
(Special
theater
(S
Players-Grauman
is
and will go into the
vacation
long
a
Frank has been with Pathe in
understood here is this:
r
Hoillywood Hobart Bosworth has
mountains far from telephones and
years.
for
seven
various
capacities
ownerships
actual transfer in
bee
'farmed" out by Goldwyn to
offices
to take a muchThe Metro for "The Man Whom Life He recently made several trips with telegraphrest.
cur in about a month.
needed
where
the
Mid-West
points
Roach
to
Grausvers Grauman's Rialto,
Passed By," which Victor Schert"Mr. Schulberg and Mr. Bachproducer met local exhibitors and seMetropolitan and Grauman's zinger is directing.
mann,
assisted by Henry Ginsberg,
cured from them their ideas on short
One exDollar Theater.
sales manager of Preferred, will diduring
of
those
It was
one
subjects.
y important proviso is that the
Northern Wisconsin Unites

—

—

/

(Continued on Page 2)

ction

in

THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee — Work on completing
(Special to

Denver

Virginia Wants Colorado
ipany to Change Its Name
ets Temporary Injunction
of

pecial to

/er

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Arrow Film

Corp., of

with offices in New York
obtained a temporary relg order in the Federal District
a,

las

against the Arrow Film Corp.,
lorado, when a petition for
damages and an injunction

ard by Federal Judge

J.

Fos-

nes.

restraining order will prohibit
of Colorado from using the
n such a manner as to deceive
se doubt and confusion in the
of exhibitors.
The date for
ring on a permanent injunction
t

been set by Judge Symes.
(Continued on Page 2)

—

the organization of the Northern Wisconsin Exhibitors Ass'n, formed recently at Rice Lake, Wis., is under

trips that

Roach made

his offer.

Frank's successor has not been appointed.

rect the distribution activities of Preferred in Mr. Lichtman's indefinite

absence.
(Continued on Page 4)

Waldorf Studios Expanding
THE FILM DAILY)
1st Nat'l After Epic
way.
Los Angeles Waldorf Studios, loFilming Big Western Spectacle
Starts
cated at Sunset Blvd. and Gower St.
Today One Shot to Show
Cherry Secretary of Loew's Ottawa will move to larger quarters. Three
50,000 Cattle in Stampede
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
consideration
sites are now under
Today
at Columbus, New Mexico,
erected,
plant
will
be
larger
assistant
where
Cherry,
a
Ottawa R. H.
manager of Loew's theater, has been to cost in the neighborhood of First National will shoot the first
scenes in "Sundown," which the compromoted to secretary of Loew's $750,000.
pany expects to make another epic of
Ottawa Theater Co., Ltd.
American history. As the company
Piatt With Inspiration
It is understood that Livingston states "it will be a genuine picture of
Educational Bldg. Near Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Piatt has joined Inspiration as art di- the thrilling west that is fast passand will deal with cattle
rector,
succeeding Everett Shinn, who ing,"
Educational
Kansas City The new
The story will not be a
building being erected at 18th and has transferred his activities to Cos- ranches.
period one but modern in every reWyandotte Sts. will be ready for oc- mopolitan.
spect.
cupancy soon.
Arrangements have been made for
"U" Buys "The Free Trader"
photographing of what is termed
"The
the
rights
to
picture
motion
The
Levy With Renown
Emanuel J. Levy, formerly with Free Trader," by Katherine and Rob- the largest cattle herd in existence,
Commonwealth, is now office man- ert Pinkerton, have been sold to Uni- numbering 50,000. Jack Dillon will
(Continued on Page 2)
versal by Brandt & Kirkpatrick.
ager with Renown Pictures, Inc.
(Special to

—

—

—

—

~c^k
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On Broadway
—

Vil.

XXVI No.

Mondjy, Oct

7

West

Price 5 Cents

1923

Wid's Film and Film Folks,

right 1923,
TitMislifH

71-73

8,

Sister."
of
Notre

Brooklyn Strand

and

except

Daily

-l-mh

New

St.,

Saturday.

a(

York, N. Y., by

and FILM FOLKS. INC.
DanncnherR, President and Editor;
Treasurer and Business ManJ. W. Alicoate,
ager: Maurice D. Kann. Managing Editor^
Donald M. Mersereau. Advertising Manager.

Wins FILMS
Joseph

as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. \ ., under
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage .free.) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5 00; .3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
L-red

Address

DAILY,

Y

N.

communications

all

to

West 44th

71-73

THE FILM
New

St.,

— "Going Up."
Capitol — "Strangers
plain Applejack.")
Central — "Monna Vani

Mil Hollywood

Cameo

of

Cosmopolitan

York"

— Irving

Oiicago Representative

Mack, 738

—

London, W.

I.

—

Rue de

Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Representative
European
Central

— Interna-

Filmschau,
tionale
Takia), Wenzelplatx.

(Czecho-Slo-

Prague

—

New

—

—

:

:

White Rose."
Tuesday— 'The Man Who Won"
and "A Wild Party."
Wednesday "The Bright Lights
of Broadway."
Thursday "Forgive and Forget."

—
—

Friday

S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

Night."

Old

'Little.

—

the

"The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
Loew's
New York Today "The
Criterion

York,

'Phone, Hollywood

Blvd.

Perl

mutter."

'Phone VanderWlt 4551-4552-5558.
California— Walter R. Greene.

Holhwood.

— "Potash

— "Men

the

in

—

—

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
Next Week
for this "ad" FREE at your
Exchange
Educational
Ambassador "Tin- White Sister."
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre
tJACK

MATS

—

—

A

PRODUCTION

fjrlfWHlTE

Dame."
Broadway

— Not vet determined.

Brooklyn Strand— "Tin- Bad Man."

— "Strangers of the Night."
("Captain Applejack.") (tentative.)
Central — "Monna Vanna."
Capitol

MtflMMD COHIVY

\A

with

\

Cosmopolitan

LIOE CQNLEY

New

Old

"Little

(Continued from Page 1)
Virginia corporation contended
that the Colorado corporation came
into existence on March 9, 1923; that
the local concern adopted the name
of the Arrow Film Corp. of Colorado
after taking over the business of the
Arrow Photo Plays Co. Incorporators of the Colorado concern named
as defendants are Joseph J. Goodstein,

The

Barney M. Shooker, Charles Zagrams
and Edgar P. Sparks.
Sparks in an answer tiled a short

had

Arrow Film Corp. of Colorado for
some time, he said, and the offices at
2040 Broadway have been closed.

—

W. Raj- Johnston, of Arrow, stated
Saturday that this is the second action brought in Denver courts, the
other being a suit against Arrow
Photo Plays Co., to recover prints of
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" on the
ground

made

—
— "A Woman of Paris."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — "The Fighting Blade."
Times Square — "If Winter Comefs."

market for

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
729 -7th

PhoneBryant 3377

J.

IRIS

A

Ave. N. Y.

Stock Transfer

Page 1)
Grauman name on these houses will
also revert to Famous Players, while
(Continued from

— maybe Stone has

Grauman

it

A

million feet of everything
film library
in the industry
Shots of all descriptions

The most complete

W.

STONE

T.

T.I.

220

42d

New York

St.

A E R

B
Publicity

and

build any

not

will

be

premitted to
town under his

lion-..
down
own name.
The transaction will
-

not

include

Grauman's Egyptian theater in Hollywood, where "The Covered Wagon"

now playing.
man is on record

Incidentally, Grauthe Times as saying that
"the situation represents
nothing but negotiations."

is

that

company has not

the

payments. Johnston stated
his organization had won and that a
court order had been issued for the
return

of

the

He

prints.

FRED

E.

Virginia corporation to operate there.
W. E. Shallenberger arrived here

Saturday,

having

stopped

Advertising

lot^u BUg.,

off

Denver inbound from Los Angeles

Negatives and Stories

Property of

RELIANCE
Motion Picture

These

After Epic

1st Nat'l
direct

(Continued from Page 1)
for which

the picture

no cast

has been announced. Six aeroplanes
will shoot some of the sequences.
It

was stated on Saturday that a numb( r of producers have been anxious
to secure similar scenes and that a
special corps of officers will
the ranch to prevent pirating
half of other

patrol

on be-

companies.

The production high

lights will in-

clude the stampede; the fording of a
river and the loss of cattle swept over
the falls by a torrent of water; a prairie fire which chokes the Colorado
River with the cattle trying to escape
the flames and the burning of the cattlemen's settlement.

Universal
in

starring Jack Mower
reel westerns.

is

a scries of

two

MEYERo
.

,

w

consist of negatives

Phone Grcle

3864

'designed to suit your needs

'

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

^EST

19™ STREET

from

4

1 to

reels in length,

many

in

of which

the following
stars appear
Lillian

Gash

Dorothy

Gish

Jack Pickford Henry Walthall

Elmo Lincoln Sam De Grasse
Seena Owen

LABS.
Vi\TrCIKS
7620 - 7461

Mae

Marsh

These Assets
will be sold in
whole or in part
to the highest
bidder. Every bid
will be given
prompt consideration.
For further information
call

Pictorial Aids to Exploitation

=,4

subjects

press the action.

ranrrpn

1540 Broadnvay

D1SP12VYS
•T.
2SO W

Corp.]

at

to

in

LOUIS

BAER

asserted

Arrow, of Colorado, had been
formed to succeed Arrow Photo
Plays Co. and that the similarity in
names had made it difficult for the

Ad\>ertisini for Producers,

Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phont Bryant 6763

J

its

that

Lyric

am

450

that

Photo Plays Co. The local concern
has not transacted any business as the

Criterion
"The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
I

t he
hearing started, dethe Colorado corporation
any connection with the Arrow

time before
nied

Dissolution Sale

Raw" and

"The Dancer of the Nile."
Saturday— "Soft Boiled."
Sunday "Why Worry?"
Lyric "A Woman of Paris."
Rialto— "The Broken Wing."
Rivoli
"The Spanish Dancer."
Strand— "The Bad Man."
Times Square "If Winter Comes."

—
—

8,

Action in Denver

Ambassador "The White
Astor— "Tin- Hunchback
Dame."
Broadway "Six Days.''^*

—

Monday, October

or write

JOHN K0LLMAR
SEC'RY and TREAS.

1457

BROADWAY
NEW YORK

day,

October

8,

1923

EXCLUSIVE!

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL

PAPYRUS
A TWO REEL

$100,000.00

vs.

RACE

ZEV

SPECIAL

Pathe has acquired the exclusive motion picture rights to the great International
horse race between Papyrus and Zev at Belmont Park on Oct. 20th. Every newspaper in the country is filled with stories on this great race. You never had such
advance exploitation on any picture. Grand Stand Seats are selling at $22.00, an
unheard of figure in the history of the track. There is no question but what at any
price demanded the seating capacity of the stands will be insufficient. EVERY

MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD IN THE COUNTRY WOULD LIKE TO SEE
THIS RACE.
The only chance to all except a very few will be through

PRINTS WILL BE SHIPPED

this big

Pathe Special!

ON THE NIGHT OF THE RACE

All Eastern Cities will be able to show the pictures on

SUNDAY, OCTOBER
This

is

a real Honest-To-Goodness

21st

Mop-up

ORDER NOW!

PATHEPICTURE

Picture!

THE

,

DAILY
•a%£!k
(.Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Chicago

—

Charles Chaplin's
Los Angeles
long pending action against Charles
Amador and Western Feature Prod.,

THE FILM DAILY)

—"Scaramouche" opened

at

Woods' on Sunday simultaneously
with the New York and Cincinnati
Here's how the Chicago
premieres.
critics received it:
the

restrain
them from imitating
Chaplin's style of dress is now up in
EVENING AMERICAN— For sheer mag
Chaplin claims nificence alone this production will quarrel
the Supreme Court.
his clothes are an inseparable part of with the best of them. It cost in the neighhis work and thai they form a sort borhood of $1,500,000 to make— a big sum
even in these days of super-super features.
of trademark peculiar to his person. ...
Amador claims that Chaplin is only
The mob scenes constitute one of the outan imitator of the old time jester.
Standing features of the film, showing Rex
Ingram S ability, more mature than formerly,
to

to

Judge Learned Hand, in the U.
District Court has decided that it

ate any of his allegations as filed in
Boss claims he
the original papers.
was forced to give up his theater at
when Famous
McAlester,
Okla..

Players took over a competitive house

ing another movie of the French Revolution,
lie

may

as

change

well

would rob him

of all his thunder.

will

lie

drama, which

but nowhere taking

of genius, "Scaramouche" is a good but not
And perhaps that's rather
a great picture.
I've often felt that I could
comforting, too.
enjoy Griffith's pictures more if they weren't,
nearly all of them, so deliberately great.

JOURNAL — It

tract.

beautiful, intelligent,
hold of you as a work

large,

is

raphy,

all

quickly

and

it,

First of
fied it.
story-telling value;

in

arrested interest,
the end fully satis-

good points

its

all

it says, in
sets out to say.

it

Ingram has

is

its

animate photog*

up with fine success the
sympathetic element, and never has per
mitted stretches of scenery, seething crowds
nor spectacle in any guise to smother the
story.

*

This

a vacation in New York following
the completion of 'Maytime,' will return to Los Angeles to start work on
'Poisoned Paradise,' the Robert W.
Service story of Paris and Monte
Carlo."

its

j6&wgsT5otr<T.

NEGATIVES WANTED!

We

New

Projection Device

A new
field

invention in the projection
being given a tryout at the

is

The

appliance

is

called the

Marten Biocular Projection Attachment and is the invention of Thomas

Henry Marten, a Canadian.
The
outstanding features of the attachment are said to be the reduction of
eye strain to a minimum; the production of an appearance of depth
and the illusion of a third dimension;
and the creating of

special atmosphere
to offset the flat tone of the screen.

Harry Myers has replaced Monte
Blue

in the cast of

will buy outright or undertake distribution of worthwhile
pictures for U. S. and Canada,
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

New York

New York

Chicago

.

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill 1831

"Daddies."

an excellent narrative and pseudo-

The

skillfully
cast,
carefully
historical
film,
directed, alive with movement, often delicate
in

JC4.

*

*
is

built

qUANTIl
RtWIODUCTI*

SrERN PHOTO ADVERTISING CO<

*

*

1923

Agnew

Capitol.

don't think any reputations
builded or demolished by this photo-

firmly sustained

under contract, pending the trial of
the action brought by Peters against
Baumann, alleging a breach of con-

This one

mind.

HERALD — I

there.

Charles O. Baumann, by a court
order will have to show cause in the
Supreme Court today why he should
not be permanently enjoined from advertising that he has House Peters

his

COPIIt

ITIUIS

days at
Georgt

Schulberg Studios on
Chamberlain's novel, 'Whit<
Man,' in which Kenneth Harlan is tc
Louis Gasnier, Pre
be starred.
ferred director, who has been taking

the

a big produc-

certainly

is

(Continued from Page 1)
will begin in a few

"Work

*

*

any producer was thinking of mak-

If

tion.

not necessary for J. C. Boss, who is
suing Famous Players for $529,575
damages alleging conspiracy and unfair competition to change or elimin-

*

"Scaramouche"

S.
is

advantage.

line

8,

Lichtman Out?

Chicago on "Scaramouche"

In the Courts

Monday, October

Quality

shading.

is

Ingram's watch-

Secret

is

Out!

wdrd.

To Push Good Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

POST Again the director of "The Four
llorsemen" proves his skill in handling whirlaction and building up a thrilling climax
wii]

letting the spectacular features swamp
Kansas City The fifth annual con- without
the human appeal. * * "
vention of the Kansas M. P. T. O.
But it is in the second half that the real
was well attended. R. G. Liggett, power of the picture lies. The growing
president, outlined happenings at the menace of the aroused public becomes the

meeting of the Minnesota
A
association which he attended.
directors'

resolution was passed to cooperate
with the Parents-Teachers Assn. and
other civic bodies to show good pictures.

The

committee

appointed

to work out a solution
of the admission tax
reported a number of plans.

some time ago
for

the

repeal

terror of the mob and in these
scenes of rioting are actually terrifying in
*
their vividness * *

howling

'i

lie

picture

is

well

worth anyone's time

It is a credit to its proand money to see.
duct rs and it is a credit to the screen, for
it
is the kind of story the
respects
in rrany
screen tells more effectively than any other

competent

man

under-

details of publicity and
distribution either on 'he State Rights
market or National Distribution basis,

standing

wants

all

connections as Eastern
producer.

repre-

sentative of a

c
71

Box S-8
o The Film Daily
W.

44th

St.,

New York

announces production of
C*

SUNDOWN"

Today's

West—The

Passing of The Cattle Kings

medium

TRIBUNE— "Scaramouche"

the French revolution.

is

a story

of

The book had power

subtlety.
The film resolves itself into a
It
gigantic effort to call attention to itself.
would have been so much better had it been
»
*
*
simply.
made more

and

Thoroughly

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

I

«

The photography, costumes, and mob scenes
Perhaps who knows the enare splendid

—

—

picture
done.
With
tire

certainly

a

may

thrill

my

all

of

lot

you as no other has
Most
I hope so

heart

!

money has been spent on

"Scaramouche
My best wishes go w%ith
and with the
as you witness the film
film as you witness it.
"

—

50,000 head of

cattle in the greatest

drive in history. Mad stampedes from
River
prairie fires
the Colorado
choked with cattle the thrilling sweep
over the falls of thousands of the herd
an entire settlement wiped out by

—

—

—

fire

and

flood.

Scenes exclusively enacted
for First National Pictures

1

I

PENALLESJNC.
^^P^^MM^^i^H^^^^v

f

Watch

for

"Sundown"—There can be no
other like

EMEH3

'

Directed by John F. Dillon
|

K

it.

EZEZE2ZJ

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA*« LEGITIMATE

ATTRACTIONS

'

!

A 3irAt

national Picture

—

—
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Mergers Cutting Production

Side Involved In New One
rooklyn Deal the Prelude to
Others Harlem Mentioned, Too
much discussed topic among

—

exhibitors and exchangemen
ves the completed merger and
ted mergers of local theaters.

amalgamations have been reput through in Brooklyn, but

are said to be only the prelude
ore now under consideration.
e report concerns the activities

Mayer and Schneider

le

circuit

he theaters operated by Charles
The M.
er, on the East Side.
5. circuit includes the Delancey,
I. and S., Clinton, Waco, Palace,
ew York, and the Roebling in
among
Steiner,
klyn,
while
houses, controls the New 14th
A
the Sunshine and Casino.
er of these two circuits has been
e wind for some time, but the
ts

have

Tuesday, October

=

No. 8

iny Local

y

Authority

now become more

in-

tt.

Harlem, it is said the Regun,
ted by Steiner; the Cosmo, opi by Greenberg Bros, and the
um, operated by Sherman and

Cosmopolitan to Keep Only Davies
Unit Busy Until New Year
Way Ahead on Releases
Cosmopolitan will cut down on production for the next few months.
Marion Davies is now finishing
"Yolanda" with Robert C. Vignola
directing and after that she will appear in "Janice Meredith," for which
a director lias not yet been selected.
to make the
a really large

The company plans
new Davies picture on
At any

scale.

rate, this is

what H. O.

new general manager deThe reports in circulation

Davis, the
clares.

have

that,

it

because Cosmopolitan

so far ahead of release date,

it

will

is

not

be necessary to keep any number of
units at work.
Tine pictures now
completed or nearly completed include:

Daughter of Mother Mcproduced on the coast.
"Under the Red Robe," a costume
story with Alma Rubens.

"The

Ginn,''

in

9,

No

Price 5 Cents

1923

Deal in N.

New

W.

Reported Sale of Jensen and yon
Herberg Chain Denied Parttfers
Going Abroad
Revived reports of the sale of the
important chain of theaters operated
by Jensen and Von Herberg in the
Pacific Northwest have been current
in New York in the past few days.

—

When de Mille returns to
the coast, Gardy will go along as
press representative.
It

is

Ryskind

understood
succeed

will

Morrie

that

Gardy

at

the

controlled by Hyman Rach- theaters.
nd Ben Rinzeler and the new
owned by Sam Lesselbaum.
"Les Miserables" Again
Iiere,
e,

I

Enterprises, Inc., a $2,000,000
ration, will be formed shortly to
(Continued on Page 6)

all

reus

go
ere

Loew Back
Loew has returned from
where he attended
of "Scaramouche."

the

Los Angeles

— Walace

:

(Continued

Page

on

ager of Truart.
Claude Jensen and

2)

Wagner.

II.

Yon Her-

Walter Wanger, who terminates
short American visit.

By arrangement

with

the

Worsley has chester Racing Ass'n, Pathe

received an offer from a French syndicate offering him the direction of
"Les Miserables," which the company
Fox made it once
plans to produce.
before.

a

Chaplin at T. O. C. C.
Chaplin will address the
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
T. O. C. C. at its regular meeting toLouis Marcus Loew, who was
Previous to that he will talk
day.
last week to inspect the probefore the Dutch Treat Club, at the
of his new theater at 8th and Martinique.
Charlie

—

the international
rus and Zcv at
Pathe
Oct. 20.
right to film the
released in two

West-

will film

race between Papy
the Belmont Track,
will have exclusive

event which will be
reels.

1st.

by

Blumenthal Due Tomorrow

Ben Blumenthal is on the Majestic,
due in from the other side tomorrow
if

heavy storms do not

number

of

foreign

understood to be on

of the individual ac-

seen

the

and

hand

Blumenthal

the

of
fighting

T.

A

interfere.
film men are
the same boat.

Schenck Leaves Friday
office has been adfrom the coast that Schenck,
Constance Talmadge, Mrs. Talmadge
and Buster Keaton will leave for New
York on Friday.

vised

To Make "Icebound" Here
William de Mille is expected in
New York about Nov 1st, to make
"Icebound," at Paramount's Long
Island plant.

is

O. C. C,

William Randclph
which is
Hearst and Goldwyn on the picture
for which many theater owners hold
contracts made by Famous Blayers.

The Belmont alleges it is entitled to
"Enemies" by virtue of a deal with
Paramount. The Elsmere booked the
picture from Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
In court today Nathan Burkan will
represent

James

J.

State
Hearst:
Senator
Walker, who returns from
(Continued on Page 2)

Enthusiasm

!!!
Kent saw "The
Ten Commandments" on the
coast with Jesse L. Lasky and
Sidney

R.

thought so much of it that he
sent a 600 word night letter to
in

which he used

sorts of adjectives and then
some. Said he, in part:
all

The Schenck

Off for Coast Today
Sam Morris, and Myer Lesser of
Carewe Here
coast
Edwin Carewe is in town, prepara- Warner Bros, leave for the
George Blair in Town
and
distribution
on
Morris
today,
will
•rge Blair of the Eastman Ko- tory to going abroad, where he
advertising matters.
on
Lesser
Desert."
the
of
make
Son
"A
o., Rochester is in New York.

March

Back
liaring

tion

Adolph Zukor

Louis Project Eight Stories

on the theatere which will open

J.

berg, of Seattle. The latter two may
change their plans because of pressure of business here.

Today

ington,
announced that the
and store annex would be eight
s instead of three as originally
nplated. The completed strucvill represent an investment of
The
$2,300,000 to $2,500,000.
d plans will not interfere with

—

Pathe Secures Exclusive Rights

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

in Tilt

—

(Continued on Page 2)

bound."

Member Again

T. O. C. C.

with Goldwyn and Hearst on
Picture This Time in Bronx
liaring and Blumenthal, members
of the T. O. C. C, and operators of
the Belmont theater, Belmont and
Trcmont Aves., the Bronx, have filed
complaint against the Flmsere TheThe reports credited both West ater Operating Co., Inc., which conCoast Theaters, Inc., the Lesser- ducts the Elmsere theater, Crotona
Ramish-Gore
chain and
Famous Parkway and Elmsere Place the
Players as being purchasers.
Bronx. They will seek an injuction to
Investigation brought forth this:
restrain
the
latter
from showing
J. H. Von Herberg, who is at the
"Enemies of Women" beginning
Ritz, en route to Europe, declared Thursday.
Mentioned in the papers
yesterday for the theater circuit:
are International Film Service Co.,
"I regret to report that there is Inc., Cosmopolitan Prod., Inc., and
nothing to it."
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
the
Dist.
Irving M. Lesser, vice-president of Corp.
Justice Mahonev in Part I,
West Coast Theaters, Inc., added to Special Term of the Supreme Court,
this:
has ordered the defendants to show
"There is nothing to it."
cause why the injunction should not
Harold B. Franklin, head of the be granted, the papers being returntheater department at Famous Play- able this morning when the arguers, went Lesser one better and said
ments will he heard before Justice

Sailings
Gardy Leaves; Ryskind In
on
the Mauretania, which
Bookings
Louis Gardy, for some time past in
are considering some sort of an
sails for Europe today include:
charge of publicity and advertising
jamation. These houses are reMilton Cohen, of Inter-Globe Exat the Rialto and Rivoli, will join the
d worth about $750,000.
port Co.
William de Mille unit when the direcis estimated by well posted film
A. S. Aronson, general sales mantor comes East shortly to make "IceRachmil-Rinzelerthat
the

:lbaum combination in the East
York and Brownsville sections
ooklyn involves $2,500,000. This
ncludes the Stone, the Stadium,
Zapitol, the Sheffield, and Su-

"Enemies" Suit

"You wouldn't take a check for five
million today and give up this picture. * * * If the 'Ten Commandments' doesn't gross ten million dollars
or more it will be because the world
and because the majority
is helpless
of human beings are bad and not
good. * * * I would rather be associated with the company that has made
'The Ten Commandments', irrespective of the

future,

than to enjoy any

other personal accomplishment
could mention."
I

that

From which it can be gathered that Mr. Kent feels Mr. De
Mille has made a picture.

THE

NoDealinN.W.
(Continued from

Page

"There
absolutely nothing to it."
Shortly alter West Coast Theaters,
is
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Tuesday. Oct
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Apollo Closes Foreign Deals
Trading Corp. has void
"Marriage Morals" and "Don't Marry
Apollo

Quotations
Close

Sales

New

16%

16%

Page

Apollo
for

the

the

400

safe

the

of

local

F.

O. ex-

B.

1)

thousand dollars

al

'•'No

pronounced

in

of

their

Buys Wisconsin Rights
THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Celebrated
Players
(Special to

—

and

such

Co.,

Inc.,

a

Brandt
Brooklyn

firm, has filed dissolution papers.

Report

had

(Special to

Chicago

Business

Good

THE FILM DAILY)

— M.

Weisfeldt and

F.
F. B. OZ-s
Falls
exchanges respectively, while here recently to attend a district meeting.
reported business in their territories

Case Put Off to 16th

J.

House Peters against

Fitch,

Baumann was postponed
16th by Justice Wagner in much improved

Charles O.
to

the

the

Supreme Court yesterday.

Clara

in

Wisconsin.

Dan W. Fish Back
Dan W. Fish, who went to London
recently as representative there
Preferred, is back in New York.

simultaneously

new

with

"America,"

"Temple of Venus" Next
"The Temple of Venus" will
low "Monna Vanna" at the Centi|i
The date has not been determin
Henry Otto, who directed the pict
ill

on the coast,
eral hundred

is

here cutting

girls

Bow

in

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."

tive

last year.

"Poisoned Paradise"

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Clara Bow will appear
French street gamin in "Poisoned Paradise," by Robert W. Service.
Gaston Glass will play the lead
as the

in

in this

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

Gasnier production.

parties.

Fire Destroys Canadian
(Special to

to the

recently.
last

THE

SPICE

— Fire did

Varieties theater
blaze started after the

Weeks

Capitol on

Sunday

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

at the Capitol

^T^Tht Green Goddess," goes
•

heavy

Des

performance.

/Two

OF THE PROGRAM"

The

House

THE FILM DAILY)

Gravelbourg, Sask.

damage

for

into the

two weeks.

i

i

"The Arab" Filmed Before
Rex Ingram's next picture
Metro will be "The Arab." T
was filmed once before, about ei)l
years ago by Famous Players, w
Edgar Selwyn in the leading role.

POSITIVE FILM

"Kodak"

S

portant sequences.

EASTMAN

identifiable.

it.

figure in the

for

Ben Amsterdam Here
Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film
Attractions, Philadelphia was in NewYork yesterday.

To

"Jar
lavis

Griffith picture.

(Special to

a Los
Angeles bank in accordance with an
agreement entered upon by both
$75,000

over

Peters

wants the court to enjoin Baumann
from advertising that he has Peters
under contract, alleging that Baumann breached his contract when he
deposit

Snapshots

Screen

Yo

that it will require the entire Harl
studio
to
accommodate the si
This is the Revolutionary War {
ture which may appear on Broad?

it.

managers of
Minneapolis and Sioux

to

New

Fried land &

Albany

Amusement

W.

failed

Old

:

or "Poisoned Paradise."

has been authorized by the Secretary
do business in New York.
The company has a capital of $10,000.

never obtained the right to transact
business in New York State.

action of

"Little

j

on a new picture for Preferred. This
will either be "The Breath of Scandal"

distribute

Ai

are just getting into general distri
tion throughout the country.
T
gives the company seven pictu
available for exploitation by Gc
w n-Cosmopolitan.
According to Davis, who did
deny that there would be a decre

Gasnier Leaves Saturday
Louis J. Gasnier expects to leave
for the coast Saturday to start work

of State to

settled out of
court.
It is claimed by the exhibitor
interests the Gotham case was lost
because the operating company was a

The

Women" and

production
activity,
Meredith" will be done so

will

Lio

"Yolanda," with Marion Davies.
Aside from these, "Enemies

The Gotham-

rights.

company

,

in

(Special to

Washington action was

Delaware

1)

Stewart.

—

News Designated
THE FILM DAILY)
Albany — International News Serof the
Wash- vice, Inc., a New Jersey corporation,

tion

in
senti-

business conditions or
ment has taken place in the past
month, but the trend of developments and opinion supports
the view that while there will
be no such outbursts of activity as characterized the markets last spring, good business
is assured throughout the remainder of the year and likely
to continue beyond."
National
City Bank of New York.

International

rendered in the recent action
Gotham theater against Fox's
ington on the West Side is sufficient
for them to try out another case in
an effort to secure a legal interpreta-

change

l',vu

[)v> Moines— -Tin safe of the Rialto
was about to be blown open when
the yeggs were frightened away by
police.
At the time there was sever-

Chicago today, for Haring and Blumenthal and Gabriel Hess for GoldwynCosmopolitan. T. O. C. C. members
declare that the fact no decision was

(Continued from Page

"Unseeing
Eyes,"
with
Barrymore.
"Cain and Mabel," with

Kingdom.

iiited

change.

"Enemies" Suit

(Continued from

lor

—

.

16%

Max Gkicksmann,

to

Attempt to Rob F. B. O. Office
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines Police recently frustated an attempt of robbers to open

107
700
East. Kod.
107-34 107
2.800
F. P.-L. .... 72Y&
70yA 72
Not quoted
do. pfd
12
12
200
Goldwvn .... 12

Loew's

Money,"

through
have
purchased
"Don't Marry for Money''
I

Low

reports

Argentine, Chile, Peru and Bolivia, to
International Variety and Theatrical
ncy lor South Africa and Quality
F< atures, Ltd., for Australia.
British Exhibitors Films, 1''22. Ltd.,

Ave.,

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative Interna
Central
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

High

came

from the coast that a further deal
would either include the purchase of
the .1. and V. II. string or a booking
entire
covering
arrangement
the
Pacific Slope from Seattle to Los
Angeles. Then came rumblings of a
possible <leal between .1. ami Y. H.
ami Famous Players,
Jensen ami \ <>m Herberg expect to
leave lor Europe today on a short

for

W. Fredman,

Shaftesbury

53a

S.

ken chain of house*
San Francisco, there

Cutting Productioi

Outlook Bright

1)

N. Y.

SPLENDID CAST IN

"ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH"

"ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH"
J.

STUART BLACKTON Production

A TYPICAL BLACKTON ALL-STAR CAST APPEARS

IN "ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH," THE GREAT
HEART INTEREST STORY OF INDIANA, PICTURIZED FROM THE SONG CLASSIC BY PAUL DRESSER.

MARY CARR,

the screen mother beloved by millions of

JAMES MORRISON,

the most popular juvenile on the

fans throughout the world, in the most sympathetic, self-

screen, as the simple country boy

sacrificing part she has ever played.

love despite the sneers of small

RURR McINTOSH,

one of the greatest character actors

of stage and screen, in a role of sturdy strength, courage

and indomitable

will.

MARY MacLAREN, whose beauty has won the hearts of
thousands of fans as the

girl spoiled

by the luxury of

who wins wealth and

town unbelievers.

MADGE EVANS,

an ingenue of whole-souled sweetness,
whose bravery saves the boy's life when angry waters
sweep the town in the greatest flood scene ever screened.

LUMSDEN HARE, noted stage and screen player, as the
man around whom

the

drama

of tears and laughter

revolves.

millions.

EVERY PART A STAR ROLE!

A town swept by flood and fire !

EVERY ROLE A STAR!

The most sensational climax ever screened!

VITA'
ALBERT

IN

E.

SMITH

president

THE

I

c&?k

1 1*

DAILY

Over

Putting It
Here

put

hibitor

d

how a

is

show

over.

your ideas.

aloyig

the other fellow

cleaned

brother ex-

his

Changes In Blank Force
THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines Following the removof the A. H. Blank quarters to the
(Special to

Let

know how you

ztp.

Newspaper Opinions

—

Shipley, formerly connected with Finkelstein & Ruben,
has been placed in charge of publicity;
Dorothy Day will handle special pub-

Arthur

while

Solte,

former

manager of the Des Moines will, in
the future, do all the booking and
"Red Lights," when the picture was buying. His successor at the Des
Moines has not as yet been named.
the attraction at the California.

A

tie-up was effected with the Ambassador, a "Red Lights" night being

"The Courtship

Donnelly Estate

FREDERICK
Attorney,

—

(Special to

Sunday
burned
flight

was made

visible
flares.

opening, red
on the wing

other

The

flares

being

flaming red
Examiner ran a story the
the

following morning to the effect that
theater, fearful that the picture
would not be delivered in time from
New York, had engaged a plane to
fly to Reno, Neb., meet the train and
bring the picture, the red flares being
the signal to the theater that the print
had been transferred to the air machine and was being delivered as per
schedule.
On Friday and Saturday
nights
the plane made nocturnal
flights, burning the red flares and
throwing out 10,000 small throwaways announcing the opening.
the

A

Five-Foot Shelf

An

exploitation stunt which proved
to be attractive, and at the same time
very inexpensive, proved to be a good
business getter for "A Chapter in
Her Life,' 'at the Parthenon in

Brooklyn.

Murray Weiser

.howman

in

is

the enterprising

charge of this popular

Ridgewood house.
Weiser figured

his

Kopald Named

Steffes* Secretary

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

H. H.
of
As the Dryer & Kopald, operating the Crysnothing was
tal, has been named secretary to W.

tips.

at night,

than

Moose Jaw, this in addition to the
tax collected by the Government.

neighborhood

Minneapolis

Kopald,

A. Steffes, head of the state exhibitor unit.
Kopald was more recently
a member of the F. B. O. sales force.

Kansas City Strand Reopens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City One of the last in

—

city to

reopen for the

new

this

season, the

Strand, a suburban house, which has
been dark since last May is open, under the management of Jack Roth,

who

also

manages the Apollo.

"No Censorship By 1933"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Mrs. A. L. Adams head

—

of the city's censor board says that
censorship is fast losing its hold and
in ten years the issue will be a dead
one.

(Special to

Buy 38th Theater
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Des Moines With the acquisition
of the Hildreth Opera House, Charles
City la., the Hostettler Amusement
Co. controls 38 theaters in Iowa and
Nebraska.

wanted something "strong" to wake
them up for "A Chapter in Her Life."

Jackie on Childhood Classics
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Tickle the people with a 'kick,' " he
Hollywood
A long statement from
told Joe Weil, "U" Exploiteer, "and
you get them coming." Weil pre- the Coogan offices includes this: "We
pared the "kick" in the form of a are planning to make with Jackie a

—

cou

would

STILL

II

THE BEST
M. G. Felder

Sales

(

DISTRIBUTOR!

NEW

THE FILM DAILY)

YORK, N.Y.

—

Los Angeles Consensus of newspaper opinion on "The Courtship of
17836 U.S. THEATRES
Myles Standish," Charles Rav's first
SHOWING PICTURE
picture for
Associated Exhibitors
Under
250 seats, 30%
under 500,
now at Grauman's Million Dollar
under 800, 85%; over 800, l$%
Theater follows:
The most ecconomical method of reachraj

)'

;

EXAMINER— Soenically
maenificientlv

You

complete.

Ray

the

picture

atres
is

• •

•

new

characterization.
His dramatic power becomes the more
vivid and convincing as he turns from the
mocking mood of the early reels to the tender
will like

in his

$4.00

is
our ADDRESSING SERVI
PER M UP. Lists desired. 30 to
if

saved in postage, etc., through eliminatio
dead and duplicate theatres usually
Multigraphing Mimeographing—
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

HERALD —

Standish"

is

lii

—

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

most brutal shadings, while in the gentler
scenes he makes his theme fairly sing with
lyric gesture and spirit.

Phone

Beekman 9091

'

Ray has ever attempted.
Scenically. dramatically and photographically, it Is beautiful.
The story, however, has not that appeal
for Ray
that other vehicles have given the

—

—

star.

ICAL

Words

are inaedauate to express the disof the atmospheric charm of
cinema masterpiece.

sum

tinctive beauty
this

RECORD— Charles

Ray's most ambitions
screen endeavor is marked by an absorbing
picture of life aboard the Mayflower in its
early portions.
The animating spirit that
brought these people to a new continent is
stirringly

llfPaKoa

St..

Y

N

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN]
MOTION PICTURE INDUST

• * *

felt.

But alasl
The artificiality of painted
scenery inflicts itself in the midst of many
an otherwise stirring incident, emphasizes that
this is Charles Ray, not John Alden
a movie
not the Plymouth settlement. * » »
set,
"The Courtship of Myles Standish" may
be Ray's most elaborate, most expensive
picture.
But "A Girl I Loved" still stands
The Myles Standish film
as his masterpiece.
will be most successful in its appeal to school
children, and in helping them visualize their
;

NOTICE TO THE TRADE
Please take notice that we

have

in the

duction

course of profeature

a

entitled
)!

primary history.

TIMES—

The most enjoyment will be derived by the audiences, I believe, from those
episodes which relate to the life aboard the
Mayflower.

Hostettlers

carbons

C

I540 BROADWAY

'The
Courtship
of
Myles
perhaps the most beautiful thing

a long fight

Y.

"BIO-

of

The first flight was made
Wednesday preceding the

Angeles.
on the

—After

N.

be made bette

between city authorities, theater own- moments. * * *
ers and the press, the latter taking the
Frederic Sullivan directed the picture with
part of the exhibitors, an admission a subtle aopreciation of contrasts.
His
tax has been levied in Regina and vigorous action is played with broad and al-

Regina, Sask.

Row,

if

Pastel paintings of the stars of the
picture, with announcements of the
night, were also used in the lobbies
of the two hotels.
Six hundred
special menus, with the front page
announcing the picture's engagement
boosted the event some more.
Another feature of the campaign
was an airplane which flew over Los

THE FILM DAILY)

RAUBER

S.

Park

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

38

Angeles

arranged in the Cocoanut Grove. A
Des Moines J. F. Cubberly, mancup was provided by the theater, to
ager of the F. & R. exchange offers
be presented by June Mathis, head
an additional bonus of $100 to the
of the Goldwyn editorial staff, to the
ace salesman in the Warner Bros.
prize dancers of the evening.
Ina
"Heavy Hitting," sales contest. F. &
Anson, who dances in the picture apR. handles the Warner product in this
peared. Fifteen-hundred placards anterritory.
nouncing the special event, were put
at the plate of each guest at the hotel.
Saskatchewan Passes Measure

Light

scenery, lumber, motors.

Myles Standish"—
Asso. Exhibitors Grauman's Million Dollar Theater, Los

Cubberly Offers Bonus
(Special to

Wohl Lamps, Cooper-Hewitt

Newspaper opinions from
out-of-town papers will only
appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiNew York
ere in that city.
newspaper opinions will also
be published when the production reaches Broadway.

Commonwealth Bldg., housing the
Capitol,
many changes have been
made in the organization. Among

licity,

i

College Point.
Kliegl Liliput Light
Spot Lights, Switch Boards, M.

them: John

Big Campaign on Coast
Los Angeles An invasion of the
sky, and the Ambassador and Alexandria hotels supplemented the usual
advertising campaign in putting over

9, 195

Moving Picture Studio Equipment

—

al

*

Tuesday, October

setting.

*

Truly,

• *

this

was a remarkable

Ray has exhausted the possiof the theme and the story in the
picture, as a whole, I cannot feel.
I find
certain artistic drawbacks to this complete
is
uncertainty
in
the
way
realization.
There
the feature has been cut (which I believe
That Mr.

bilities

"Youth, Love, and Gold
All rights reserved

C. B. C.

FILM SALES CORP

1600 Broadway,

can be remedied) and there is something
lacking of the steady epic quality that it
should possess. Too much prominence is also
occasionally given to the star. * * *
Mr.
Ray himself presents in Alden a character
that is entirely difficult from anything he has
previously done.
It is not an obviously interesting personage either, but the flashes of
heroism that he discloses lend picturesaueRay
ness to his otherwise quiet demeanor.
shows a wider range and variety in this ineven
testing
terpretation,
though he is
new
ground, of which one is conscious at times.

Five Foot Shelf of "Looks."
Two series of childhood classics."
banners were painted.
The first
read:
"Do you recognize a Chapter a wedding ring and certificate, mens'
in Her Life?"
Below this, Weiser socks and darning material and last,
Next Section Meeting Oct. 17
placed his shelf. On it were articles another nursing bottle.
which represented chapters in a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Below this was another banner
woman's life! a nursing bottle, a rag reading: "No woman should miss,
Minneapolis The next sectional
doll, school books, powder puff, high- Every man will enjoy: 'A Chapter in meeting of the Southern Minnesota
heeled slippers and silk stockings, Her Life.' " The entire display cost exhibitors will be held at Windom,
cigarettes, hootch and cocktail glass, Weiser $1.65.
Oct. 17.

—
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PREFERRED PICTURES
Five Delivered-Ten on the Way
1923-1924 season hardly
Preferred Pictures
WITH
Corporation already has completed one-third
producthe

started,

of its

tion

program and

is

going ahead at top speed.

Five pictures are finished. These are "The Broken Wing,"
"Mothers-in-Law," "The Virginian," "April Showers" and "Maytime."

_,

Two

pictures are in production.

„.

;

^,.^

i

These are "White Man"

and "Poisoned Paradise."

Two

pictures are ready to shoot.

These are "The Boomer-

ang" and "Faint Perfume."
Six pictures are in preparation. These are "The Triflers,"
"The Mansion of Aching Hearts," "When a Woman Reaches
Forty," "The Breath of Scandal," "The First Year" and "My
Lady's Lips."

The

first five

Preferred Pictures are of unusual box-office

strength and are a sound indication of the quality of the ten that
are on the way.

be of the same high standard, made by the same
production staff and sold on the same equitable basis through
the same exchanges.

They

will

Preferred delivered to exhibitors last season, eight excellent
pictures that were sold fairly and that got the business.
This year, with the Preferred Fifteen, this company has set
a standard even higher and that new standard is being maintained.

Preferred will

make good

its

every promise.

B. P. Schulberg

PREFERRED PICTURES

THE

-<5^

Tuesday, October

DAILY

Sale of

450

Stories

Reliance M. P. Corp. and Its Properties to

Be Disposed

angle

— Bids

of

by Tri-

Invited

Reliajnce M. P. Corp., one of
the old units which, together with the
New M. !'. Corp. and Fine Arts, was

The

included in the Triangle Film Corp.,
will be dissolved and the rights to
and stories
450
about
negatives
thrown on the market for purchase
bj producers.

vaty from one reel
to tour reels in length and have appearing in them such people as the
two (ii>h girls, Jack Pickford, Henry
B. Walthall. Elmo Lincoln, Sam De

The

subjects

Grasse, Seena Owen and Mae Marsh
The pictures were originally released
through the old Mutual organization.
Reliance intends disposing of the
negatives either in part or in their entirety.
Rids are being sought.

Seymour Honored
Members of the Hodkinson, New
York Exchange gave a testimonial
lunch on Saturday, to W. F. Seymour,
(•"astern and Central Division Manager, to celebrate his first anniversary
Geo. M. Dillon, was
in that post.
master of ceremonies and presented
Seymour with a Swiss watch.

Pathe Winners Announced
Winners of the Pearson Pennant
Race have been announced by Pathe.

Awards total $8,000 in cash. The
race extended from April 22 to Sept.
8th, based on business done during

from April 22 to June 16.
34 Pathe exchanges were divided

the period

booked into the Strand for the
of Oct. 28th.

been

week

the recent day and date showings of
"Down to the Sea in Ships." in Chicago, when 55 theaters ran the picture
for one week, represents a record for
that city and maintains that the claim

advanced by Clyde Eckhardt of Fox
the
Champion that "Over the Hill," was shown in
five
into
leagues,
League, National League, American 49 theaters there day and date is exLeague, Capitol League and the aggerated. Echardt told THE FILM
Following are the DAILY recently that his picture bad
Minor League.

The

winners:

Champion League, Philadelphia,
Charles Ilenschel; National League,
Portland L. A S.nnuelson; American
League. Memphis, Cecil C. Vaughan;
League, R. S. Ballantyne;
Capitol
Minor League, Salt Lake City, W.
G. Seib.
Shauer Turns Musician
Mei Shauer is in charge of the accessory department at Famous Play-

played 49 theaters but when told that,
according to the Fox advertising in
serted when the picture played there
were only 42 theaters listed, he admitted that his first figure bad beer,
given off hand and that the other was
probably right.
Eckhardt, however, insisted that no

one has ever touched his record on
"Over the Hill," for subsequent runs

when

73 theaters

in

the

Windy

City

played the picture day and date for
ers.
He is also a musician of consid- four and five day runs. He also states
Yesterday he re- that when the first deal on "Over the
erable capabilities.
ceived and extremely complimentary Hill," was made, it also included "A
Yankee"
and
telegram from Pola Negri in which Connecticut
"Tl e
she thanked him for dedicating a new Queen of Sheba," for the same numsong called "The Spanish Dancer" to ber of bookings, thus giving Fox a
her.
The song is being used all over three-fold bulk booking in the one
the country as part of the exploitation city.
for

the picture.

/Jetta

Goudal Signs
whose work

,^tta Goudal,

"Common Law" at Strand
"The Common Law" has

Insist Chicago Runs Are Record
The Hodkinson office insists thai

in

"The

F. Seymour, district sales manager
for Hodkinson and Jack Edwards,
publicity chief who handled the Chicago stunt are jealous of their record

Many
cover
the

9, 192

Local Mergei

(Continued from
the merger of

Page
six

1)

theaters

Williamsburgh section

of Brotl

The houses

include the Sumr.
Kismet, operated

lyn.

Slate and
Strasberg, Blendes and Cohen;
Republic, operated by William Sm
who will be president of the n
company and the Marcy and W
liamsburg, controlled by Jack R
ton.
This combine is understood
be figuring on three or four
theaters before it rounds out its
growth. It is estimated the theati
at present included are worth $2,00
the

I

Directed by

Robert Thornby

'

ir.

i

000.

Naturally, there has been a go
deal of speculation about the reas
From the exhibit
this.
for all
angle, the reason is to save mon
in film rentals.
Many of the theati
now merged in the one company ha
been active competitors for sop
time. This has rebounded to the !•
vantage of the exchanges which ha
been receiving prices out of all n
son for their pictures, so exhibit:
maintain.
With a pooling of
sources, this cut-throat bidding »'
be largely eliminated and, it is <
pected, a good deal of money sav
on the general operating overhead'
i

Fan Sheet

in

Birmingham

THE FILM

GfVcn Goddess," attracted some at- and declare by simple mathematics
tention has been signed by Distinc- that the difference between the 43
It
runs and the 55
tive under a long term contract.
"Over the Hill"
is
reported Distinctive will resume "Down to the Sea" runs is an even

DAILY)
Birmingham, Ala. Nat L. Roys
is the editor of the "Photoplay New
a new fan magazine designed to mai

production shortly.

its

dozen.

(Special to

—

appearance here weekly.

DRIYIN' FOOL
Presented by
Regents Pictures Corp.

I

NOW

BOOKED

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY
UNIVERSAL FILM CO.

Featuring

BY

Wa!| y Van wilh
Patsy Ruth Miller and
Alec. B. Francis

For every town

in their

Southern Circuit

For the Randolph Theatre, Chicago

POLI CIRCUIT— PANTAGES CIRCUIT—JENSEN &
VON HERBERG CIRCUIT A^byaW every independent theatre owner
big

THEY KNOW 'THE DRIVIN' FOOL" HODKINSON
IS A GREAT BIG SEAT SELLER PICTURE S

—

ie BRADSTREET

f FILMDOM
XXVI
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31 Boards Active

STUDIOS
By

show

generally, over a

10,

Price 5 Cents

1923

—

Texas Board the Last
THE FILM DAILY)

a slacken-

few months

Much

ter

(Special to

Dallas

— Dallas

at last

has

its

F.

I.

— exporters

Natural.

Expected.

L.

—

:

trner's are

busy, of course.

Have

Lots of
companies working.
around.
hanging
stars
Barrymore busy day and night

tant

ing "Beau Brummel."

Must be

New York

of that particular body.
In Texas, there is a statute which
makes the formation of credit organi-

eign

zations illegal. In June, the impression existed in Dallas film circles that
the F. I. L. M. Board of Trade would
never be sanctioned by the AttorneyGeneral of Texas because of that law.

Inquiries among exporters revealed
the fact that if Wanger's offer is bona
fide, he has really approached a rec-

by November.
h docs*i't give him much time
Big sets. Beau- Attorneys,
lis big picture.
And Mary Astor in support. Austin and
in

a beauty she is!
ary is now under contract
At a figure
ith Famous.
>out four or five times as
gh as they had her several
Then she had a
ars ago.

and was to be
leveloped." Then some smart
ople let her out.
So she

however,
conferred
at
later a legal interpretation

offer

department, as to whether the
is to be accepted, at least it is

under consideration."

ord.
Some doubt was expressed
about the outcome of such a buy. It
was pointed out that the original purchase price, plus import
duty, the
manufacture of prints in London and

system as seen by
former United States Attorney Gen- the cost of roadshowing would ineral Wickersham was sent down from volve
considerable
amount of
a
New York for the state attorney's money. It seemed to be the consensus
perusal.
of opinion
that "Potash and Perl-

of the arbitration

(Continued on Page 2)

(

ifling salary

uld be secured again at a
emendous price. Instead of
veloping her.
But that's
e picture business.

Many Big Pictures
ng shown in Los Angeles. Althe same kind of a fight the big
lad
in

when they slammed each

New

York.

Among

the big

shown here and not in New
arc "The Extra Girl" with Maormand, and "The Courtship of
Standish," the latest big Charay picture.
Just a few ideas
these two in tomorrow's issue.

Chaplin

111

with Fever

One

of the largest turnouts at a
meeting of the T. O. C. C. was disappointed yesterday at the failure of
Charlie Chaplin to address the body
as planned. Billy Brandt was advised
from the Ritz that Chaplin was in
bed with a fever and a temperature of
104.
At the hotel, someone in the
Chaplin suite declared that the comedian was feeling better and that he
expected to be up today.

Schnitzer in Accord

Continued on Page 2)

Young Contract Ends

Clara

Clara

Kimball Young

has com-

pleted her contract with the Sam
Zierler Photoplay Corp., with the delivery of "A Wife's Romance," the
fifth of a series which included "Cordelia the Magnificent," "The Woman
of Bronze," and "Enter Madame,"
Zierler handled New York State disCommonwealth
through
tribution
while the rest of the country was released through Metro.

Sign

Ad

Contracts

Right About Agreement with Continental Pays ExWarns
hibitor Dues in M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
"Wild-Eyed" Producers
Unit Elsewhere, Too
r,"
Chaplin's "A Woman of
"Some of our wild-eyed producers
Representatives of the Continental
"Strangers of the Night,"
Old New York" and "If Win- had better beware", is the manner Screen Service Corp. a companion
j
in which Joseph I. Schnitzer of F.
company to the Paramount Slide
>mes."
B. O. sums up some interesting re- Corp. signed a number of members
marks anent Richard A. Rowland's of the M. P. T. O. of New York at
Expect Decision Today
ideas on exhibition values. Schnitzer the T. O. C. C. meeting yesterday to
ice
Wagner is expected to agrees with Rowland in no uncertain a two year agreement whereby the
a decision today in the corn- terms. This is what he says:
exhibitor has a choice of projecting
filed by Haring and Blumenthal
"Mr. Rowland is certainly not talk- either an advertising slide or an adthe Elmsere Theater Opera- ing through his hat.
t
He has hit the vertising film in lieu of actual payo. Inc., Cosmopolitan and Goldnail squarely on the head.
In my ment of dues to the state treasury.
osmopolitan in which an in- judgment, this business is never going
The agreement entered upon be>n against the Elsmere theater
to be able to return to the producers tween Continental and Billy Brandt
?ht to restrain the showing of the tremendous sums of money which was closed some weeks ago but it was
lies of Women" at that house
they are now investing in motion only yesterday that steps were taken
*ow.
Briefs were submitted picture productions. Speaking on be- locally to secure the necessary theater
lay by both parties.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
'Zaza," Negri in
'

"The Spanish

Says R. A. Rowland

is

—

Inflated Exhibition Values

T. O. C. C. to Raise Funds for

Tax
Fight— May Get Together with
M. P. T. O.
The T. O. C. C. is in active line for

Interested

First National declared yesterday
that Walter Wanger had made an
offer to purchase "Potash and Perlmutter," for England for $180,000 or

M. Board of Trade functioning
with Don C. Douglas in charge. This
ie product for the early part
city is the last to swing into line.
about £40,000. The statement quotes
le season is up and on the
Wanger as stating that if he is sucwhere it isn't in the
es
The 31 F. I. L. M. Boards of Trade cessful in securing the picture he will
Practically all of the designed to operate under the uni- roadshow it throughout Britain.
ters.
First National describes the offer as
now in hand for release form contract and arbitration system
as drawn up by the Hays office are the biggest "ever made for a motion
January. Maybe later. So now a reality. All have been active
picture production rights in England"
producers are taking a few for some time with the exception of and then goes on to say that "while
Dallas where a peculiar twist of cir- no statement has been made by Bruce
ths.
cumstances held up the organization Johnson, head of First National's forWarner's Busy

'

Move for Repeal

Bids $180,000

With Dallas Functioning, National For English Rights to "Potash and
Arbitration System is Working
Perlmutter" Wanger Makes Of-

DANNY

the coast

l

Authority

A

the repeal of the admission tax.
resolution was passed at yesterday's
meeting which didn't break up until
about 6:15 o'c'ock to set aside 25%
of the receipts of a given day's business and establish a war chest which
will be
used to secure
the much
sought after legislative relief. After
the money is raised, a meeting will be
held at which various exhibitor factions will be represented, including
the M. P. T. O. of which the T. O.
C. C. is not a member.
At that conference, steps will be taken to carry
the matter further.

The resolution occasioned consideerable debate at the meeting which
was a lengthy one. Sydney S. Cohen,
who is an honorary member of the
Chamber made one of his infrequent
appearances ostensibly for the purpose of securing the Chamber's endorsement of Motion Picture Day,
which falls on Nov. 19. While the
T. O. C. C, technically speaking, did
not endorse Motion Picture Day. as
such, its decision to raise a war chest,
in effect, sponsors the Cohen movement. The money gathered by the
various state treasuries on that day,
it is understood, will be used by the
(Continued on Page 4)
Callaghan a Distributor
Callaghan has formed
J.

Andrew
Monogram

Pictures Corp. to distrib-

ute in the state right
series
will be made

field.

by

His

first

Harry

J.

Brown

Enterprises and will star Fred
Thomson. The title of the first is
"The Mask of Lopez." Callaghan will
be recalled as the producer of "The
Devil," in which George Arliss starred
and also of a group of Bessie Love
features handled through Federated.

—

a

Vogel Sailing Soon
William M. Vogel sails for Europe
week from Saturday.
Sol Brill

Back

Sol Brill has returned from a

trip

to the coast.

Gleichman Here
Phil Gleichman, of the BroadwayStrand, Detroit, is in New York.

Friday,

Oct.

12

being

Co-

lumbus Day and a legal holiday there will be no issue of

THE FILM DAILY published.

THE

At Broadway Theaters

31 Boards Active
(Continued from Page

The Texas
price

to
Vel.

XXVI No. 9 Wednesday. Oct
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to secure data on
business important pictures have

Endeavors

in

difficult

Cameo

particular related

was thought

It

in

Dallas
film men were under the impression
that the plan was similar to the one
used by the Hoy Reporting Service
which has since been abandoned.
the

at

time

that

what
done

because

the varied information obtained.
conservative estimate, however,
placed total business to date on "Way
Down East," at £100,000 or about
$450,000; that of "The Four Horsemen" at about £85,000 or $380,000;
Robin Hood" at about £75,000 or
and on "Orphans of the
$300,000
Storm" at about £80,000 or $360,000.
of

One

Dillon Nearly Finished

dr
f\

^WHITE PRODUCTION

"n

urn

^m

cm mm

A M$RMMP COHB0Y
with

The

Capitol
program this week

Capitol

LIOE CONLEY

includes:

"Air of Salome," from "Herodiade," sung
by Viola Pliiol, dramatic soprano; "The

there is still a possibility that the
original plan will be adhered to.
Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the M. P. P. D. A. has been
visiting various local boards in recent

weeks.

A

from a

trip

few days ago he returned
to Albany, Buffalo and
New Haven and the fact that he
has been on the ground personally,

may

influence the suggestion to canThis,
the Eastern zone meeting.
however, will have no effect on the
national meeting to be held, as noted,
At that
this winter in New York.
time, all of the F. I. L. M. Boards
of Trade will be represented at meetings which may end in some changes
in the present form of the uniform
contract.

cel

"Sicilian Vespers"

starts

off

the program.

Magazine

Next comes the regular Weekly
and a song number, "A La Luz La Luna"
("By the Light of the Moon"), sung by
"The ISroken Wing"
Juna Pulido, baritone.
is the feature.
"Valse Ballet," by Betty May.
danseuse. and "Three Strikes," a comedy,
are the last two numbers on the bill.
Rivoli
"The Spanish Dancer" is the feature.
Other attractions include, The Pictorial News,

PatteNew;
No. 82

JAPAN ARISES FROM HER RUINS
Tackling

the

colossal

the wilderness of ruin in

job of

clearing aw

Tokio and Yokohai

"C'apriccio Espagnol," played as the overture; Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz and a musidance number, titled, "Impressions of

Other news from Torquay, England;
York; Washington; etc., etc.

tod §Z

D'Espagnol."

Strand
"Oberon,"

overture, is followed by
a compilation of interesting short subjects, "Pierott," a dance fantasy;
the

"Here and There,"

The Strand Topical Review and a prologue
to the feature film, "The Bad Man," which
follows.
Hal Roach next presents
new
Spat Family Comedy, "Let's Build."
Percy
Starnes closes the show with an organ
i

NOW READY!
FIRST

number.

Lunch
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany— The Albany F. I. L. M.

At Other Houses

Pettijohn at Albany

at

at a

Ten

the

luncheon-meetEyck honored

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel
of the M. P. P. D. A. Among those
present were: F. S. Hopkins, president, Grace L. Tickner, secretary,
Messrs Bruner, Morgan, Kempner,
and Woodard, of the Board of DirecG.
tors, and the entire membership.

W. Erdmann recently elected vicepresident of the Cleveland board was
also present.
Pettijohn has been visiting different exchange centers, in the East.
Theater For State Fair Grounds
(Special to

now

playing Broadway houses
seen before, include
"The
White Sister," now at the Ambassador "Th
Hunchback of Notre Dame," which has played the Astor for some weeks "Monna Vanna,"
at the Central; "Little Old New York," at
the Cosmopolitan, and "The Covered Wagon,"
at the Criterion, "Scaramouche," is at the
44th Street theater and "A Woman of Paris,"
at the Lyric.
Pictures

have been

that

;

White

Palace,

(Special to

a

tor,

taken

has

realtor,

the
Bldg., for a

to

run.

is

Tracy

To Helo Book Week
THE FILM DAILY)

Tracy

Tenn.

City,

(Special to

being talked

City,

(Series of

Burns

Twelve)

Laugh Producers

ONE- A-MONTH
For Further Particulars

WRITE

-CALL — WIRE!
I

STEILAR PRODUCTIONS,

TELEPHONE: BRYANT 7172

New York

RENALLES, INC.
'

1

to 17.

..

City

|

^S3^«S»'4^ «--3psr*CT»

MEMO

g

E2EEEJ

1

DISTINCTIVE

Rembusch Buys Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rembusch
Frank
Marion.
Ind.
now las 22 theaters, having just taken
over the Capitol theater. Rembusch

—

in this city.

'

f

k

403 Romax Building
245 West 47th Street

fire.

hearted co-operation in putting over
Mi >t ion Picture Book Week, Nov. 11

has three others

REEL
STELLAR COMEDIE

Dixie theater and a number of other
buildings
have been
destroyed by

1

— The

City

THE FILM DAILY)
Tenn. — Sam Werner's

TWO

TWO

over

Palace and the Newell
reported price of $125 000. The White
Plains Theater Corp. has a lease on
the house which has two more years

Wisconsin exhibitor organization promises whole-

Milwaukee

Plains, Sold

THE FILM DAILY)
White Plains, N. Y.— William Can(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

theater on the state
of, so
states Oliver Remey, secretary of the
Wisconsin State Fair Ass'n.

Milwaukee
fair grounds

Ni

cal,

Wisconsin Unit

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

JACK

followed by I'atlie News, an A op
FaMe. pictures of the Dempsey-Firfco Fight,
Douglas MacLean in "Going Up" and an
organ solo, by John Priest.
ture,

—

—

A

selection taken from the score of the
feature. "Going Up," is played as the over-

.

iat to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Edward Dillon has Lyman With Old Masters Studio
about one more week to go on Elaine
William O. Lyman, formerly head
Hammerstein's second for Truart.
Famous at
"Drums of Jeopardy." Immediately of the still department of joined Old
the Long Island plant, has
work
will
upon completion of this,
Masters Studio where he will head
start on the next, the cast of which
photographic division.
the
Edward
will
be announced later.

Dillon will also direct this one.

A

Virgin Islands," a scenic; "Schuman Cycle,"
May Call Off Eastern Confab
NEW RECORDS AT INTERNATIONA
"Abendlied," sung by
Gladys
Rice,
(a)
There seems to exist some doubt soprano, and (h) "Traumcrei," by Y.islia AIR RACE— St. Louis sees remarkable n
about the proposed Eastern confer- Bunchuk, solo cellist; The entire Capitol Hal- ords made in great airplane race.
(dips ami ensemble, in "Bonnie"; the
let
ence of F. I. L. M. Clubs, similar news magazine; the overture, "The Jolly Rob- CHACOLET WINS .KENTUCKY
SP
Los
to these held in Chicago and in
bers," played by the orchestra, prior to the
CIAL
Record crowd views stirring race
screening of "Strangers of the Night" ("CapAngeles recently
tain Aplplejack.")
An organ selection con- which five year old mare gets $50,000.
It was planned to hold the Eastern
eludes the performance.
prize.
meeting in New York this month and
Rialto

ing

to

ment.

England proved

fixing.

New York

Board of Trade

gross upwards of $400,000 before those interested begin to realize on their invest-

would have

in

200
1,100

Bids $180,000
mutter,"

law

1)

CINEMA ^LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

'

:

MERRY GO ROUND

With the Exception

This Universal Super Jewel, directed
by Rupert Julian, did a "Record-

smashing

of the Universal!

99

A Straight-from-the-Shoulder-Talk by Carl Laemmle,

A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE
This LOIS WEBER PRODUC-

TION,

based on the story of 'JEW-*
by Clara Louise Burnham is,
in
the words of Moving Picture
World, "Ideal entertainment."
EL,'

DRIFTING
"A

Success!" according to the New
York Sun & Globe. It's from the
play by John Colton and Daisy H.
Andrews, produced by Wm. A. Bro-

President, Universal Pictures Corp.

is

Once more the Universal delivers the goods while others are delivering

dy on Broadway

With

all

the big publicity promises about

xhibitor a

new

deal,"

it

looks to

me

"new

sales plans"

and "giving

as though the only big hits the exhib-

ican get while they're hot are the UniversaPs.

Did you read the editorial in the Moving Picture World, in which the edijpublished a letter he had received from "a small town exhibitor"? The

"We

fellows in the small towns have not been able to get the sea-

made a

Such

is

a single

new

that fact sink deep into the old bean.
carefully enough to get the full significance of it.

jFor

one thing

let

it

WITH

means that nobody

is

hope you

will

keeping promises and living up to

COMING
WHITE TIGER
DEAN

Starring PRISCILLA
spectacular and original
of society's underworld.

TOD BROWNING.

a

romance
from the well-known story by Byron
Morgan, superbly directed by HARit

means that the

exhibitors are sore at

all

prices

RY POLLARD.

MORALITY

—

!

good will is the greatest stuff on earth. It is better than cash, beh cash can dwindle away. It is better than stocks and bonds, because
J:s and bonds are cold blooded things even though it is nice to have them,
lithe thing that warms the cockles of the heart and makes the game worth
(This

Universal has less trouble with exhibitors than any concern in the busiIt is the EXCEPTION.
Exhibitors damn producers right and left but

PHILBIN,

the big
Round,' is a beauheart-interest romance, directed

in

hit

tiful

'Merry

Go

IRVING CUMMINGS.

by

A LADY OF QUALITY
standard in
set a new high
screen production. This magnificent
starring
VIRGINIA
spectacle
VALLI with Milton Sills and an
extraordinary
cast
is
HENLEY'S greatest production.
From Frances Hodgson Burnett's
famous novel and play.
will

HOBART

;ing".

EXCEPT

MARY

starring

Except Universal always and forever except Universal
You hear it
wwhere throughout the United States and Canada and England and
The Universal is always on the job,
;|h America and the whole wide world.
iy to do a clean-cut business with any and every clean-cut exhibitor.

always

in

melodrama
Directed by

THE SPICE OF LIFE

THE UNIVERSALE.

—

NEW

OF

Is a vivid, lightning-actioned

for another thing

J1EPT

DARLING

YORK."
I

CLAIRE

screen,"

"THE

UNIVERSAL.

And

Universal Super Jewel with

talented child actress on
in the opinion of The
New York World, will captivate the
industry with her first big Jewel,

For another thing it means that right now when the exhibitor needs the
Ihot hits while they are piping hot, he cannot get them EXCEPT FROM
1

powerful mystery play will
create a tremendous sensation. It's a

the

EXCEPT THE UNIVERSAL.

jrtising

THE ACQUITTAL
This

BABY PEGGY

picture of the so-called

the case with us at the present time

WARREN

J.

"The most

THE EXCEPTION OF THE UNIVERSALE JEWELS."
hope you will

Super Jewel with

KERRIGAN and ANNA Q. NILSSON. A Harry Garson Production.

little

WERE THEY ABLE TO BUY
big features.

versal

box-office bet," says FILM
of this picture.
It's a Uni-

duction of Rita Weiman's play.

jaunt to five of the neighboring towns
'|son started.
recently and without exception THEY HAD NOT BOUGHT NOR
I

DAILY

WINDSOR and NORMAN KERRY,
directed
by
CLARENCE
BROWN, from Cohan & Harris' pro-

wrote

:ibitor

it

by

directed

THUNDERING DAWN
"Good

li

and

Tod Browning.

lises.

|[

reports
the
Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

business,"

COLUMBIA

Watch
HANDS

IN

for

THE DARK
D ESMOND

WILLIAM

starring

and
EILEEN SEDGWICK, the
Charter Play with the big, new thrills

the Universal.

Thousands of exhibitors this very minute are just as glad as I am that
ersal has the pictures. They take a personal pride in the fact. To my
I day I will glory in the knowledg2 that OUR CUSTOMERS ARE OUR

CNDS.

that will put
<

'T

w

ere.

new

life

into box-offices

Directed

by

W.

J.

CRAFT.

HOOT GIBSON in
THE THRILL CHASER
A superb outdoor romance even bigger and better than lis last bi \

(from Current Issue

"Universal WeeUy")

e

sensation.

The Ramblin'

Kid.

THE
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Schnitzer in Accord
Page

(Continued from
half of
that

1".

B,

(

>.,

1

want

Hand

us.

made

at

"Our

pictures

being

(Special to

Vf.5<4

THE FILM DAILY)

—

l

—

—

for

which he

the congratulations of the entire industry,
portune at this time of the year.

is

deserving of
particularly op-

are making and exploiting picon the basis of a cost that will
enable the exhibitor to pay us a fair
rental for the picture and enable him

he has
In my judgment, the necessity for spending as much as three,

the exhibitor cannot get the gross out of his community, he either must not try to buy on that basis or if he
does receive a visit from that self same sheriff Mr. Rowland

four and five hundred thousand dolon motion picture productions
Most of it is represented
is all rot.
in waste and is never seen on the
screen.

mentions."

a

profit

fair

JOIN

"If there is one thing that will get this business down
nearer a business basis than anything else, it will be the elimination of the kidding relative to prices, and that certainly
applies to the director, producer and in many cases the theaIf the gross mentioned so many times for a picter owner.
ture, isn't in the country, the producer is not going to get it.

"We

"And,

after

New York

If

the distributing

The
the blame.
producer never stops to think that he
never had any earthly right to stick
that kind of money into a production.
all

business is founded on its
ability to provide entertainment to
the masses, at a price that will permit
the masses to buy such entertainment.
Once in a while a picture can be put
out that the public will pay a $2 price
to see, but it's the exception and not
the general rule.

"This

"As

far as F. B. O. is concerned,
going to provide the best kind
of motion pictures at moderate costs.
Good entertainment, good values,
and at prices that will let the producer, distributor and exhibitor make
a fair margin of profit on the money
it

is

invested.
"I repeat that Mr. Rowland
what he's talking about, and

knows
some

of our wild-eyed producers had better
beware.
day of reckoning is

A

coming."

Sign

Ad

the following features: "White Hell."
"Dawn of Revenge," "Rum Runners,"
"Girl From The West," "Master of
Beasts," "Lure of the Orient," "With
Wings Outspread" and "Fidelity"
for

New

England.

S.

542

Ave.

Fifth

GILL, Eastern Sales M|
Tel.

Murray

Hill 18

signatures.

of salesman at work
The company
securing contracts.
pays to the exhibitor treasury a lump
sum obtained, of course from the advertiser whose product is boosted on
the screen.

had

a

(Continued from Page

1)

Up-state, Continental has

number

will buy outright or unde
take distribution of worthwhi
pictures for U. S. and Canad
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Dai
71 W. 44th St.

Move for Repeal

Contracts

(Continued from Page

1)

show

to
either the slide or the film, as

may

be at each performance.
binding on
is made
in the event that the
theater changes hands.

the case

The agreement
the new owner,

The

which

identical with that of the

is

T.

O. C. C.

The Chamber

also

discussed

contract,

if

such

far-flung

should be deemed necessary.

gathered that several exhibitors

was

who

had made contracts for the picture
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan would

with

—

Introduces

New

Stage Effect
Perlmuttcr," is the
Feature at the Brooklyn Strand this
week, and for the production. Manager Edward L. rlyman introduced

"Potash

the

new

and

plass traps in the floor of the
presentation stage, which permits of
lighting
from beneath the stage
shooting upward and backward, to
augment the side and front lighting.

Scientific

f

action
It

contract with Brandt is similar
now in operation with state cancel them in deference to the Chamexhibitor
bodies
throughout
the ber's wishes and so that a united
country. Those connected with Con- front might be presented. A special
tinental declare that similar agree- executive
committee meeting has
ments are now in effect in the followbeen
called for tomorrow to discuss
ing states:
Missouri, Kansas, California, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Idaho, the situation.
Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, North
Carolina, Virginia, Iowa and NebrasMrs. De Mille Buried Today
ka. Some of these organizations have
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been using the service for some time
Los Angeles Beatrice M. de Mille,
and only rccenty renewals were
made with Kansas, Missouri, Penn- mother of Cecil and William de Mille,
and late head of the de Mille Agency,
sylvania and Ohio.
dealing in stage plays, will be buried
Charles J. Morton, former publicithis morning from her home, 2026
ty man for the local Fox exchange
Services will be held
has joined Continental as manager. AiRyle Ave.
The company has about 25 salesmen at St. Stephen's Church.
on the road and a large local staff.
Contracts are made directly with excases.

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

the

to those

some

New York

national organization for the purpose

"Enemies of Women" situation and it
was decided to fight Goldwyn-Cosmotwo years politan to the last ditch and on every

hibitors in

Hirsh Closes for New England
Nathan Hirsh of Aywon has closed
a deal with Independent Films of
Boston, Mass. for a series of five reelers featuring "Big Boy" Williams and

WILLIAM

if

agency doesn't gross enough money
The contract is to run for
to allow him the cost of his negative
and
under it, the exhibitor agrees
back and a fair margin of profit, the
distributor gets

Ilollywo

We

some time, to have
show me where the differ-

to the exhibitor.

Chicago

NEGATIVES WANTED!

"I should like,

ence between a production that cost
$100,000 and one that cost $150,000
lies.
The only explanation he can
offer is wasted time.
Just because
some producer spends a half million
dollars on a picture is no reason why
much, to himself or
it is worth that

NOW

Rothacker Laboratory

lars

a director

Associal

The Exhibitors Associa

How

tures

1

is

"Daily, exhibitors who are attempting to buy fall product
can I pay fifty to one hundred per
are asking the question,
cent increased rentals when my business does not show ten or
fifteen per cent increase?'

tures.

31

"designed to suit your need

Cosmos Art Pictures
"Mr. Rowland's statement,

able possibility of the returns to the
exhibitor warranting the kind of a
campaign that we put behind the pic-

make
shown it.

Phone Circle

f«*VV

Detroit R. A. Rowland's ideas on inflated exhiand lots of it at the
bition values find sympathy
general
manager of the MichiRichey,
of
II.
hands
M,
organization,
who
says:
gan exhibitor

very

to

I

Dispini
ST.
250

Eliminate "Kidding", Says Richey

nominal cost, and particular
is
being made to select the
kinds of stories that lend themselves
We
exploitation and advertising.
i>.
(or
more)
much
sometimes spend as
money for our advertising and ex
ploitation campaigns as the negative
itself cost, but when we do so it is
because the production itself merits
this, and there is more than a reason-

a

painted pictorial lobby stand

1)

to point out

no such condition exists with
arc

10.

Film Shown

A

picture showing the scientific
work of Dr. Eugen Steinach of
Vienna, pioneer in the rejuvenation
field, was shown for the first time in
tins country Monday night by Dr.
Harry Benjamin at a meeting of the
German Medical Society at the
Acadamy of Medicine, 17 West 43rd

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D *STRE

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 29
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

TRUART

FILM!

announces
a motion picture production

Richard Talmadge
in

"Making Good'
All rights reserved

Truart Film Corporatioi
M. H.

HOFFMAN

Vice-President and General Manager

St.

Many, prominent
search,
tended.

and

the

in

scientific

medical

world

reat-

1540 Broadway

New

Yorl

!

A Demonstrated
"The Spanish Dancer," the

Hit!

picture to be demonstrated under Paramount's

first

new

having its first demonstration showings at the Rivoli, New York, and
Grauman's Rialto, Los Angeles, this week. Other points will follow.
sales plan, is

On

the opening day (Sunday) at the Rivoli, 9,033 people flocked to "The Spanish
Dancer." (8,939 saw "Manslaughter" at its opening at the Rivoli. And you know
what a success "Manslaughter" has been!) Business has held steadily at capacity.

Tremendous crowds are jamming Grauman's Rialto
This
for

is

the

first

at every performance.

demonstrated evidence that "The Spanish Dancer"

is

a big

hit.

And the

Critics Say:

"As the gypsy dancer who fascinated the King

"The Pola

of

some

Negri returns happily to the
mood of her superb 'Carmen.' Miss Negri is
far better than she has been in either of her

back to us

in

'The Spanish Dancer.'

of Spain, Pola

ture

— New

is

The

pic-

lavish with beautiful settings and cos-

—

York Herald.

"1,000 per cent better than 'Bella Donna' and

'The Cheat.'

Pola Negri has returned to the picturesque costumes in which she made her first
success. A long and enthusiastic ovation was
accorded her by the audience. A distinct pop-

— N. Y. Evening World.

"

last

ular triumph."

comes

of her first pictures

tumes. In their roles every player does splenLos Angeles Examiner.
did work."

previous American productions."

"At

Watch

more

"Pola is more lustrous than ever as the gypsy
dancer in the gallant days of early Spain. It is
a picture replete with gorgeous costumes and
picturesque incidents the very thing, in fact,

—
that grownups, as well as children, cry
— New York Sun-Globe.

— Los Angeles Times.

for."

"In 'The Spanish Dancer' one finds the old,
flaming, glorious, gorgeous Pola Negri, and

one finds a great deal more.

make

"Gorgeous

Will doubtless

very strictest sense of the
to last, vibrant with life. It

word. From first
is a long picture but never

millions of dollars."

— New

in the

dull."

— New York Telegraph.

York Tribune.

Adolph Zukor presents

POLA NEGRI
in a

Herbert Brenon Production

"The Spanish Dancer"
with Antonio Moreno
Screenplay by Bculah Marie Dlx and June Mathis from "Don Caesar de Bazan" by Adolphe D'Ennery

and

P. S. P.

Dumanoir

Ct (paramount Cpicture
ifs^i
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASRY COKHOliATION \;^gm^
fcSMmX^
UB|9B*S93
AOCLBH ZUKOH P,..„«„t
C| Bpy_q <
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EVENING WOULD

Newspaper Opinions
"The

good,

as

Dancer"— F. P.-L.—

Spanish

perfect.

AMERICAN

aw inten
Situations
the settings are castles in Spain, and Antonio
s
Don Caesar, is a delight in wellour opinion that Pola Negri in
Spanish Dancer" is not nearjj
she was in her old pre American days, and

wager

Edwin

when

thai

Carewe,

i

the

mom

tin

I

limits of the 9torj and at no time introduced
n\ scenes which detracted from the interest.
nd film
The result is a simple, straigb
excellently photographed and effectively per-

.

"Bella Donna" and "The Cheat."
In our estimation, "The Spanish Dancer"
is l>y far the best of tin- ui.i Miss Negri lias
made since she went to Bollywood, became
hair.
a regular screen actress ami
Miss Negri is far better than
previous
Amerishe has been in cither of her
can productions, ami although hers was a
losing tight with the rampageous proji
indicated in this
machine yesterday,
picture that she is returning to her old domin

I

Blinn
expres

i

inant
of
production
"Th<
manv degrees below
Dancer"
ish
beauty.
in
pictorial
ta"
MAIL- This one happens to lie better than
her last, if not the best since her advent in
she has always excelled in what
Hollywood
might lie called the costume picture, and
this one, gives her several opportunities of
which slie makes the best. * * *
"The Spanish Dancer' 'is a big production
and might will hold its own with others which
have been given dignity by their appearance
in houses heretofore devoted to the drama.
skillfully directed by Herbert Brenon
It
is
and beautifully and sumptuously staged.

Brenon's

Herbert

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH — From

the

first
foot of the first reel to the last
foot of the last, in short, every step of the
way, the picture is vibrant with life.
It
too. but it is never dull
is a long picture,
Herbert Brenon. who directed it, deserves a
large part of the credit.

POST — *

*

*

She

given

is

any

in

of

1

more opporhe preceeding

*
Where is the old
the naivete of action, the abandon of
in,
the lack of clothes conciousness
they have gone; so perhaps once again
transnlanting has meant artistic death.
*
Pola is more lustrous than
*
ever as the gypsy dancer. * * *
Tt
is
a
picture replete with gorgeous costumes and
picturesque incidents. * * *
One of the most celebrated
melodramas of yesteryear, "Don Cesar de
been
Bazan.' 'has
turned into a fascinating
film success. * * *

American productions.*
Tola?

SUX—

TELEGRAM—

TIMES—

"The Spanish Dancer'' is not
nearly so good a production as "Rosita." and
actually there is more dash and spark to
Mary Pickford's acting than there is to
the famed Polish star's efforts. * * *
The secret is that Ernst I.ubitsch. Pola
Negri's director in her German productions
was the master mind in Mary Pickford's pic

I

i

I

All

in

quite as good a picture as it was a play, is
entertaining and is the medium of giving a
mix fine actor a part o.i the screen in which
excels.

lie

POST—Surely

one cannot hope for anyBlinn as the
better than Mr.
His performance alone is
chieftain.
sufficient to make this film most entertaining,
but the entire cast measures up well, so the
It is a safe bet
result is most satisfactory.
that every one will enjoy the picture. *

much

thing
bandit

SUN — We

recommend "The Bad
can
as an entertaining picture, but we rethan the
pointblank
to
say
it is better
fuse
play. It isn't as good.
* * * just as absorbing as
Edwin Carewe has made a
the play. * *
good job of the film production of "The Bad

Man"

TELEGRAM —

He directed
Blinn acts the role.
Man."

TIMES — "The

with
of the play, surrounded the chief character
been lost.
Blinn seems to take the
lias
same keen enjoyment in playing the part for
the screen as he did before the footlights.
is
not so good a Bad
It

TRIBUNE—

Man as the play, but it is good enough.
Probably those who never saw the play will
be delighted with it and even those who

finds the old, flaming, glorious,

gypsy

gorgeous

almost

as
also, a

girl,

on,
Pola

untamed

a-

great ilea'
more, but nothing that was exactly
liking, with the exception of the east.
Alter saying that "The Spanish Dancer''
will doubtless make millions of dollars foi
the producers we may with a clear eon
science announce that it
seems to us a
anil

t

wholly

artificial,

rather

WORLD — There

dash

the

of

old

<

t>

seems

to

European

"The Spanish Dancer' 'than
she has made sinci
Hoi
•

her.

*

ter

•

m,ss

Pickford's

cinema

any

hold

>t

exhibit

oi

was

a

consider to be an entertaining movie.

"The Bad

WORLD— "The

Bad Man"

Man"— 1st

Capitol
AMERICAN—Anyone who
ii

EVENING JOURNAL Holbrook Blinn
the role with an almost Gallic humor
and so much charm that many young man
like

to

visualize

dialing, knife eating
terpretation. * " '

.mi ,,b able

and
bound

s

himself

as

Pancho Lopez

the

death

of his

in-

Altogether the picture has that whimsy
about it that a play by Brown has. 1new note entirely.

TIMES

makes an

excellent photoplay,
which was to be supposed, as the story is
which lends itself well to piet uri/.il mn
*
*
*
Niblo picked a competent cast, the
selection of Mall Moore being a very happy
"
*
is
which will unIt
,,m.
a
film
doubtedly prove a great drawing card at
the Calpitol this week.
He has managed to tiansfer
ili,
I.,
screen nearly all or the delightful littlesubtleties which made the play such a sucIt

'

TRIBUNE —

ll'SS

WORLD— The

acting

hardly

will

bear

minute inspection. Particularly in the playing
of Matt Moore and Enid Bennett does the
Vet
adjective "negative'' seem applicable.

honor
F.
is

at

O.

lunch to be given
Astor today. Jo

a

at the

making

a series of pictures

B. O., the
Mail Man."

most recent being

New Sunday Record at
"The Spanish Dancer," busid
the Rivoli Sunday outstrippe
Valentino in "The
dolph
Rajah" by seven patrons, and
Even
and Sand," by 236.
slaughter," which was one of
successes of the Rivoli, was be
by 94 patrons for an opening Sun

in the smartly twisted plot there is sufficient
activity to entertain above the average.

Sold for 7 S. A. Countries
A deal has been made between
Socicdad
General
Preferred
and
Cinematografica, involving the sale
of the "Preferred Fifteen" for Argentine, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Uruguay and Paraguay.

IS.

Changes In Hodkinson Persont
tiodkinson Corporation minor
the appointment of B. Foster as
sistant manager in Detroit, succ
ing S. K. Decker, resigned, i
Bodenstein is now assistant mal
at Pittsburgh,

having taken

the p

of S. A. Fineberg, resigned.

Harry Brandt Engaged
Deal for Gibbs Story
Harry Brandt,brother of Wl
Curtis Brown, Ltd. deny that pic- and joint owner with him of a a
ture rights to "The Middle of the ber of Brooklyn theaters aniioii
Road", the novel by Sir Philip Gibbs his engagement to Ann Isacoi
Grand-Asher were a Brooklyn girl.
have been sold.

No

dickering for the novel but the story
did not fit in with the type of picture
they are making.

Sold on Franchise
"Making Good' 'has been defl
decided upon as the title of the
"Puritan Passions" Premiere Sunday Richard Talmadgc production for
The
Film
production, lease through Truart.
Guild's
This vm
"Puritan Passions," opens at the franchised in the same way
Cameo Sunday.
Hammcrstein series.

<

EASTMAN

I

POSITIVE FILM

I

is

— Metro
wildly

a

tells

it
with exciting effectiveness,
put that story across, and that's
they've done with "Strangers of the

vhat

tells

to

»

»

DAILY NEWS

'wring
of

The action, while a trifle
the beginning, captures a true spark

in

toward the middle, which
through to the conclusion.

life

straight

EVENING WORLD -The

'list

as

ar

iiimi

f

rollicking,

just

entertaining,

is

to

I,

burns

version is
acted and
than was the

film
in ly

us.

A

I

turning
lay

film

a

*

"

far

and

the

the romantic spirit
spectators enjoyed it.

MORNING TELEGRAPH
good

very

and

picture,

- It

although

be cut.
has directed

it

is.

of

Niblo

mal

The
photography

is

All in
lighter

lighting

is

effective

excellent.

The

good

taste.

all.

in
it

is

loo

sets,

in

SUN

'

and

Fred Niblo has made an ex

"

Hackett's

i

of

W

preserving

original
well as adding a few blithe touches and
knife flourishes of his own.
The most agree
able point, actually, is that Matt
[i
into his own as a screen conn
all

as

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

one of the

to
the screen
"Catptain
Applejack,"
the rollicking quality of thi
tr.i

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

too,

"movies" ever filmed. * * *
Then. too. the photography and cant ion- in
''lit
alii, in
uphnl, ling a high at
standard.
client

identifiable.

-

is

it

offering

this

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film

the

ill

Frid

protect the exhibitor against screening,

tive
film

has succeeded in
above the average

*

He caught

run.
•

out

good

rollicking

Niblo

Fred

To

and

gold

and

hazard

of

story

Night "

plays
will

pictures

in

"Strangers of the Night"

POST
Nat'l

"Strangers of the Night"
one of the most alluring films, with its
nut
of
-in.
mingling
present day life on shore
and the rollicking hie on si a
is

stage play to the screen which we
of a
have seen, and the picture is distinctly worthy
if
the large patronage which it apparently
is going to enjoy.

are convincing, and

Strand

*

*

TELEGRAM

one of the best examples of sane transference

and a more drama

Negri's is a more colorful, more vigorous.
more dazzling and gaudier one." * * Miss
Pickford would tell you that in her pi
tion one would find art. while the Famous
Players arc content to have made what they

Britisher

*

m

be more of the
N'gri ir.
Pola
in

.i

D

«

•

Johnson Lunch Today
Emory Johnson will be the gj

giving
delightful, subdued, yet none the less
the
timorous
twinkling,
impersonation of

did sec it will not be disappointed in the
picture.
follows the play so closely, scene
for scene, that the most ardent addict could
ind nothing to resent in the translation.
his original role,
Holbrook Blinn is seen
Pancho Lopez, which would go a long way
oward making the picture a success.

love,

"The Spanish Dancer"

a con-

None of the whimsical humor
which Porter Emerson Browne, author

stant chuckle.

* * *
Pola Negri appears to suffei
from an overdose of direction. * " "
This
picture proves that Mary Pick ford still if
an accomplished screen actress and l.ubitscl

TRIBUNE— In

Holbrook

well as

as

it

Bad Man" provokes

turc.

a masterful director.

k

I

.11,

i

Holl

lie can
an amusing screen actor,
Sii
ol an ash from his
than most actors can by running
commonly referred to as "the whole
mot ions." * - *
Bad Man," although not
all, "The

is

what is
gamut

very

tunity to act than

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH

HERALD

Negri, a

film
the
selections
year," the

director, depraise for his part in the m.il ing
ibilities ami
He realized

mi.

*

*

*

Carmen,

is

*

"

much

s

firs!

he

I

i

we'll

MAIL

is

'•

the country mi
"ten best pictures of
\l an"
will be in the

will

Ins
that

this.

ol

is

that she

far

'

And

mi d satins and laces and plumes.

it

as

nique,

in

ha

the camera
better,
befon
His techthe footlights,
can see, is well nigh

not

ii

bel
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Ben Blumenthal

— Dimitri
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I."
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Buchowetslri

11,

Price 5 Cents
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Harmony Move Under Way To Bring

Here

Coming

Next Month

Insurgents

Back

Into M.P.T.O.

It describes

Ben Blumenthal, president of Exthe "ship" scenes in the port and Import Film Co. Inc. rethe
picture "The Courtship of turned from abroad yesterday on
Motive Cohen, Brandt,
He
has secured for this Repeal of Admission Tax Is the Common
Majestic.
js Standish." Nothing shown country, a picture called "I. N. R. I.",
O'Reilly Not So Far Apart As Appears on Surface
ny of the great big pictures a story dealing with the life of Christ
Jimmy Walker Yet to Be Reconciled Other
le season outdoes this stuff. and made in Berlin by National Film
State Units to Be Invited to Conference
)lds you every minute by its A. G.
Blumenthal brought back with him
beauty,
and
endous charm
a number of stills and stated yesterell as the action of the Bible- day that the print will follow from
In contrast Berlin in a few weeks. It will be
ing Pilgrims.
A common objective: the repeal of the admission tax, which
the rough neck crew. The recalled that Blumenthal recently
is burdening exhibitors all over the country, may be the instru(Continued on Page 2)
ography also is unusually
ment through which the differences, long standing between the
This portion of the picture
Baby Peggy Here Next Week
Motion Picture Theater Owners of America and various insurgent
stand out for years.
Baby Peggy is due in New York
nationally effective exhibitor body
from the coast a week from today. units, will be forgotten and a
When they cut and trim the
Her contract with Principal becomes formed.
ist of it so that it keeps
pace with the "ship" mateeffective the end of this month when
For weeks there has been a maze of reports circulated in New
the child's present agreement with
>al Ray will have a great
about the M. P. T. O., the T. O. C. C. and the M. P. T. O.
York
Universal ends.
ne box office attraction. But
York, of which Billy Brandt is president. It is no secret
of
New
cut
a
must be cut. And
Hammons Back
»*.
that various important exhibitor leaders, particularly in the T. O.
Mabel's Hit
Earl W. Hammons of Educational C. C. and the Brandt unit, have hoped that politics might be forfrom Europe yesterday and gotten and a basis of understanding reached that would wipe out
returned
mighty
gives
a
ibel Normand
jerformancc in "The Extra Girl." immediately went home to shake his
the grievances which both sides, more or less, claim.
doesn't look so good and she sea legs.
The soothing syrup will be the
But she still winks
trifle heavy.
lat's

—
—

htfully, has a lot of hokum in
work, and puts the picture over

way

that's breaking
Of
at the Mission.

fight

—

course, in

up dog that's a riot. Dick
deserves a lot of credit for the
Because the story is just
tion.
Still he's got a lot out of
trite.

Sales Plan Starts
Famous Players has inaugurated
new sales plan with "The Spanish
Dancer" at the Rivoli this week. The

its

in Sunday's issue
find some mighty interJting ideas of what producers
link about next year and the

Beginning

ou'll

picture is also playing at Grauman's
Rialto in Los Angeles and. in accordance with the announced intention of the company will not have
its >alcs epiota set until it plays <>ne
or more demonstration theaters in
each key city or territory.

—

roduct coming. Joe Schenck
arts the discussion.

Motion Denied
Wagner

yesterday

picture will be transferred from
Rivoli to the Rialto for another
week and in the near future will
open at Nate Robbins' theater. Utica
(Continued on Page 4)

The

denied

the

implication of Haring and Blum-

temporary injunction to
Elsmere theater in the
iix from showing "Enemies of
flnen" the last half of the week,
waning today. The injunction was
ht by Haring and Blumenthal
)ehalf of their Belmont theater.
lis'
the second set-back that
is
'}]>.
C. C. members have met with
pal

for a

ain

the

1

(Continued on Page 2)

the admission tax repeal.
on record, on behalf of the

j>

—

s

astice

is

Xew York unit, as favoring joint
exhibitor action, no matter who the
When Sydney S.
'eader might be.
Cohen appeared at the meeting of
the T. O. C. C. on Tuesday, the impression was at once created that
there ^ ^ something in the wind.
(Continued on Page 4)

house rec-

y the picture is somewhat along
ines of "Hollywood" and "Souls
Sale" but it's just enough differThey have one
to stand out.
mce of Mabel leading a real lion
thinking it's a
[gh the studio
,ed

for

Brandt

THE BALLET SCENE IN "THE MARRIAGE MARKET". A COLUMBIA— C. B. C. PRODUCTION. Featuring, Jack Mulhall, Alice

Lake; Pauline Garon and Shannon Day. Adv,

Tomorrow, Oct. 12, being Columbus Day, and a legal holiday there will be no issue of
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THE FILM
New

St.,

1603.

Blvd.

strongly there
intimated verj
the continued suits brought by
T. O. C. C. members wire rather
distasteful and that some legal redress may be sought on behalf of

was

the
that,

York.

'Phone, Hollywood
_
Irving Mack, 738 S.

—
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
Shaftesbury Ave.,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
The Film
London,

53a

Renter,

W.

I.

—

Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
InternaRepresentative
European
Central
Prague (Crecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Weozelplatz.

—

Quotations
Low
High
..105^ 105

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldwyn

71%

Close

705^

70

Sales

300

105

1.300

office is handling
It
Cosmopolitan,

that

Further than
Hearst interests.
no statement would be made.

Another Philadelphia House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

'Phone Vanderbik 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollvwood, California— Walter R. Greene,

Mil Hollywood

for

litigation

the

;

to

similar acthe Gotham

theater against Fox's Washington and
was settled out of court. In that instance it was claimed by the T. C). C.
C. that the Gotham theater company
wa> a foreign corporation.

Wins

Philadelphia

— An

vacationing and
some time next month.

Blumenthal

...

12
K>

12!4

16^

Famous Players

around Christmas with
Stanley
opening of two new
bouses and Mayer Milgranfs new theater at 23rd and South Sts. The three
houses promise to be up-to-date in
tion will arise

the

very respect together with the many
Philadelphia houses clamoring for
atronage there promises to be some

disappointment for someone.
The Spring Garden theater at l_'tb
and Spring Garden Sts. has been added to the city's ever-growing list of
new theaters. Louis Blumberg is behind the venture.

UVa

775

16J4

1.300

— Fernbrook
No

Yonkers.

Amusement
active capital.
F. Chrystmos

Theater
Hill
Albany— Capitol
York. Capital, $5,000. InCorp.,

New

corporators, S. L.

Helmann and M.

Attorney,

J.

R.
P. Bickerton.

New Haven, Conn.— Moritani
$50,000.

stated

Here

"The Covered Wagon".
\s
temporary
noted,
a
tion was obtained recently.

(Special

London

manager

A. Sherwood,
Film
hibitor's

of

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—
is

understood that a
is
being formed here to pro-

It

a picture, scenes for which will
shot in every European country.
Just to make it really international,

Edward be

ager of the Crandall theaters;

the

Ex-

Cor-

Capital
of West Haven.
Incorporators, K. Moritani.

American

an

star,

Betty Compson
Miss Compson is

— Instructural

— H.

T. Snowden,
formerly exploiteer with Goldwyn,
has joined the Libson theater interHe will act as publicity head.
ests.

O.

to

organize them.

Moving Picture Studio Equipment

It

Kliegl Liliput Lights,
College Point.
Spot Lights, Switch Boards, M. J.

Wohl Lamps, Cooper-Hewitt

Lights,

scenery, lumber, motors.

Donnelly Estate

FREDERICK
38

Park

S.

RAUBER

Row,

N.

Y.

C

New York

Hollywood

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill 183,

OFFICE FOR RENT

FURNITURE FOR SALS
Completely equipped office and ante
room, renting at Eighty-three Dollars
a month, including furniture for sale
tremendous bargain.
at
Apply at
Room 1115, at 1S40 Broadway.

LOEW STATE THEATRE

BUILDING

A Two Reel Special wit
the Pull of a

Big Featun

The

exclusive picture of the

GREAT INTERNATIONAL RAO

day

at

Lesser has cut his European trip
short because he is scheduled to attend the First National Meeting at

French Lick next week.

Many

Baseball

at

was

party, particularly
so because no one insisted upon making long-winded speeches.
a

nice

Corp.,
which
caters to the non-theatrical field, has

completed
will

show

day

at

Film

it

We

Forget," and
at the Rialto next Mon-

"Lest

& Katz Change Name
THE FILM DAILY)
Springfield, 111. — Balaban & Katz,

10:30 in the morning.

(Special to

have

a name change with the
Hereafter the
of State.
will be known as B. and K.

filed

Secretary

Belmont Park, Oct.

company
Amusement Co.

PAPYRUS

Buffalo
as

THE FILM DAILY)

— Eddie

manager

Hayes has resigned

of the First National of-

the day on which it was announced that Britain's best horse,
the winner of the Derby, would
meet the best America could pro-

papers of the nation
have been filled with this greatest

duce,

the

of sporting events.

When

Steiner was asked
what the status of his reported deal
with the Mayer and Schneider circuit was, he smilingly said yesterday:
"Oh, it's still in the works."

Charles

Buxbaum

Your public doesn't have to be
on

this

picture.

Mrs. Harry H. Buxbaum, wife of
"Bux" of Famous Players had her
She is
tonsils removed this week.

Heyl
Martin

J.

in

From Coast

Heyl,

Anderson Pictures,
from the coast

vice-president

Prints will be shipped on the night

is

in

New York

and

will

be ready tw\

in Eastern Cities

on

SUNDAY OCT.
It's

booking very fast

Charles Walton has recovered from
a serious operation,
at his office.

and

is

2lfl

GET IT NOW!

Walton Recovers
of

now back

sold

They're already

sold.

showing

111

resting quietly.

fice.

Zfl

"In the Works"

Mrs.

Eddie Hayes Resigns

vs.

From

of the race

(Special to

20,

little

Balaban

Game

Yesterday

Plymouth

THE FILM DAILY)

from Pathe and form its ownfl
changes, Brinch was the man select!

Johnson and Mrs. Johnson (Ella
It
Hall) at the Astor by F. B. O.

—

(Special to

&i

break awi

The Johnsons Entertained
Many local exhibitors attended the
luncheon given yesterday to Emory

afternoon was in the
Wilmington.
California,
Corp.
of
nature
of
holiday
a
in the business.
(Corporation
Capital,
$7,500,000.
Many of the sales executives forgot
Trust Co. of America).
to return contracts for more money
Pictures and attended the first game of the
Imperial
Dover,
Del.
Wilmington. world's series.
California,
of
Corp.
(Corporation
Capital,
$2,500,000.
Plymouth Has New Release
Trust Co. of America).

Columbus,

salt

When

Lesser on Leviathan
Sol Lesser is returning to New
York on the Leviathan, due in Mon-

Pictures

H. T. Snowden With Libson Interests

of Hodkinson.
organization decided to

shortly.

A. Cusano and A. Burne.

Dover, Del.

was former general

Brinch

manager

injunc-

Plan an International Film

World's Series

for

N. Brinch is manaj
office here.

P.

yesterday

Famous alleged the
of that picture.
title deceived the public into believing
that the other production was their

Quite a number of out-of-town film
men are in New York for the world's

Vienna

Paramount

the

Attorney,

temporary injunction granted
against Jesse Sill, J. C. Cook and
James ('. McClellan, owners and distributors of "The Trail of the Covered
Wagon" had been made permanent
and that Judge Rossnian of the Circuit
Court of Multnomah County,
Oregon had ordered out the words
"The Covered Wagon" from the title

Exchange, which is
Incorporators, M. and
will play the lead.
and G. A. Graves. Attorneys, Wallin, operated by Crandall, and Sam Galexpected back here
lanti, a former Hodkinson manager.
Beckwith & Edie, Yonkers.

poration

interesting
about condi-

in

1923

a

that

series.
A Washington group includes
John Payette, assistant general man- duce

Incorporations

Weinberg.

some

Wins Action

P.

F.

interesting situa-

here

information to impart
He said
tions in general in Europe.
the business in Russia is opening up
and that, despite the Government
monopolies said to exist there, large
shipments of film are getting into the
country regularly through Berlin. He
was of the impression that the Russian field will prove a lucrative one.

syndicate

Corp.,

had

due

is

Vienna

Famous

11,

THE FILM DA1LY)J

(Special to

1)

pl.md Dimitri Huchowetski, the Polish director, under contract and was
expected to return with him to this
country.
Buchowetzski is now at
Nice,

Brinch With

I."

Not quoted

Loews

Albany

N. R.

(Continued from Page

1)

A

by

brought

was

tion
V»l

Page

New York

in

"I.

Thursday, October

PATHEPICTURE

featuring

George

Walsh,

Carmel
Myers,
Bessie

Love.

Carmel Myers as

the Cursed Courtesan in

alzac's

^^

Revealing the

Show Window

of Paris Life

A. Qeorge D. Baker production.
Editorial director,

(CcDissiasag

June Mathis,
presented by Qilbert E. Qable

front (Joidwun^y^osntoboUtanj

THE

-S&OkDAILY
Harmony Move Under Way

Sales Plan Starts
Page

(Continued from

and

(Hymn's

Mike

at

(Continued from Page

1)

Palchogue

theater, Patchogue, Long Island, the
demonstration runs in those zo
There will he further showings in
Poughkcepsic and the other points

upon for this territory and
the hasis of what the picture
does, it will have its valuation fixed.
Just what that value will be is problematical hut Paramount officials are
understood to hold the impression
that
the picture
gross over
will
$1,000,000.
decided

on

were received by the
Paramount sales department than can
possibly be taken care of. The theaters do not necessarily have to be
confined to exchange centers or big
cities.
Some of them will probably
be located

small towns.

in

Announce Winners Next Week
The winners of the Carl Laemmle
and Scenario Contest
announced next week by Uni-

Scholarship
will be
versal.

The number of scenarios subnaming the win-

mitted precluded
ners by Sept. 15.

were

College students

eligible.

A

survey of the scripts submitted
to Universal showed that the subject
matter varied in the following order:
romance, business, politics, sociology,
war and adventure.
Most of the
stories deal with small town life and
the majority ended happily.
Burr, Rogers in

expected that Cohen will call
a meeting, national in scope, to draw
up the necessary plans. Invitations
will be extended to the insurgent units
It is

—The

to bring the Illinois unit, which is at
present not as friendly toward the
national organization as it might be,
into line.

200 Replies

Cohen
ceived

From Congressmen

stated at the T. O. C. C.
Tuesday, that he has re-

200

Congressmen

favorable replies from
all over the country on

—

—

film in the history of features in

land

if

There are a lot of film
disagree with Harry.

Col.

Eng-

road showed.

Relations Committee of the
and Charles C. Pettijohn,
general counsel will attend a regional
conference of the General Federation

Public

Hays
of

office

Women's Clubs

Minneapolis
which motion pictures

Oct. 18-20. at

at

will figure largely in the discussions.

Those

Work On Another
THE FILM DAILY)

most

connot admit
that the signs
point toward the
harmony idea but, nevertheless, it can
be stated that the signs are right.

cerned

parties

in this

matter

Hollywood

Isadore

Sonora

to

Bernstein has gone
secure atmosphere

"Two Men

of

Sandy Bar,"

Harte story on which he

a

F

will w

the continuity.

George Melford and a companj
have gone to Sonora, to
lit

outdoor

scenes

for

"Flaming

I

committee which riers."
has been discussing the music tax
situation with the America Society of
Bessie Love has been cast fa
Composers, Authors and Publishers leading role in Rowland V. Lee's

The M.

P. T. O.

r

again conferred with E. C. Mill yesterday.
The discussion was said
Another
to be along general lines.
meeting has been set for Oct. 23.

Fox

picture.

GREE!

(Special to

—

Bridgeport Theater Managers' Pro-

Other officers elected
include:
James McCarthy, of Poli's
vice-president; M. A. Heanue, assistant manager of Dawe's treasurer;
advisory board, Peter Dawe, Dawe's;
F. A. Vallis, of the Majestic, and
tective Ass'n.

Matthew Saunders,

S. Fleisher has been transfer
B. O.'s Detroit office
delphia.
I.

from F.

i

Sam Frank has resigned from
B. O. to devote his time to hi
ter acquisitions at Hammontowr
Eagle and Palace.

of the Palace.

Independent In Several
Theater
(Special to

War

The

In Winsted

THE FILM DAILY)

Winsted, Conn.

— Competition

here

following

deals

attitude of

many

exhibitors

by a certain man,
in local circles:

who

is

very keen.

W

Davidson, of

I

may
made

"If the admission tax is repealed,
save about $50,000 a year.
what difference does it make, who
heads the united exhibitor bodies, so
long as we get the infernal tax repealed.
That's all that counts. Let
the glory be divided later on. after the
battle is won".

Now

— "Buck"

Arkansas In Line

finished work on
has started work

Jones, having
"Big Dan" for Fox,
on his next, "Mike

a

Mi Gee's Chorus

Girl".

ing

The M.

P. T.

meeting held
to

O. of Arkansas at
Rock, accord-

at Little

national

AT YOUR SERVICE

prominent

I will

headquarters,

en-

b

Abe to Lande Film for Western Pen
Norwich, will erect a vania; "In the Spider's
large theater on a site which he Rialto Film, for Eastern
bought some time ago. In addition vania: "Shattered Faith", to !
to this, James E. Panora, owner of ducer's Feature Service, for Grc
the Winstead O. H. plans to build New York and Northern New Jer
a $125,000 house near the Davidson Independent will distribute "The
fenders", starring Marjory Wilson
property.
in theater circles is

directly

be gleaned from the remarks

Deali

have

closed by Independent Pictun
"Shattered Faith," to 20th Cent
Film for Eastern Pennsylvania

may

Jones Starts
(Special to

DAILY)

president of Shadowland Prod.,
clares plans have been completed
a series of outdoor features to
marketed, as Thompson says, "o
surprisingly gross cost basis."
first is scheduled for release Dec

70

Tax

THE FILM

—William C. Thomp

of ruffled feelings, maintain that the
job must be complete, and that all
those individuals who split in the beginning must be brought back into
the fold.

men who
The

Clubs to Talk Films
Jason Joy, chairman of the

Hollywood

—

Burr-Rogers
Pro- the tax question.
ducing Corp. has been formed here,
There is one angle that might prelisting 100 shares of common stock,
sent some trouble, and that is the
no par value.
reconciliation of State Senator James
said a number of
J. Walker, who
Charles C. Burr and Charles R.
unkind things about Sydney Cohen,
Rogers, as notedj*recently made an
when the latter proceeded to engage
arrangement covering production and
another attornev for the national
distribution with Burr in charge of
organization.
Those who are hopthe former and Rogers, in charge of
ing and
working for a general
the latter.
house-cleaning and the smoothening
Sure of a Record
Harry Reichenbach of the Sam
Goldwyn offices declared yesterday
that "Potash and Perlmutter", for
which Walter Wanger is reported to
have offered $180,000 for England,
would gross more money than any

Discuss Music

192

Herb Given Joins F. B. 0.
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia Herb Given, fonr
Elmore Heads Managers' Ass'n
ly district manager for Paramoun
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
units which have withdrawn from
Chicago, and more recently bra
Bridgeport, Conn. George E El- manager for the same compan.
the M. P. T. O. are: Michigan,
Northern California. Minnesota and more, manager of Poli's New Lyric, Detroit, has joined the local F. B.
North Carolina. Efforts will be made has been elected president of the sales force.
out of New York to participate in the
indications
Present
discussions.
point to an acceptance of the Cohen
invitation rather than a refusal. The

meeting

Unit

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Albany

New

19 has
C. C,
and on that day, 25% of the receipts
will be turned over to the T. O. C. C.
treasury in the nature of a war chest
to secure the repeal of the tax.

11,

Coast Brevities
(Special to

1)

Cohen, dorsed National M. P. Day. The folThat was decidedly so.
Brandt and Charles O'Reilly, presi- lowing officers were elected: President of the T. O. C. C, did every- dent. Eli Whitney Collins, Jonesboro;
thing but kiss at the meeting and cer- vice-president, H. D. Wharton, Wartainly, a mighty long step was taken ren, and Secretary and Treasurer, O.
to heal the breach. Cohen specifically C. Haubcr, Pine Bluff.
sought the support of the T. O. C. C.
The following state units are supon behalf of M. P. Day which, ac- porting the plan:
Southern Calicording to local comment, is purely fornia, Indiana. Connecticut, Kendesigned to raise funds with which tucky, Wisconsin, Eastern Pennsylto carry on a legislative fight. When vania and
Southern New Jersey,
the T. O. C. C. meets next Tuesday, Western
Maryland,
Pennsylvania,
it
is expected the resolution passed
Ohio, and Oklahoma.
this week will be approved by the en-

The complete list of demonstration
theaters is now hcing rounded out tire organization.
November
in what will he its final form.
More been set aside by the T. O.
applications

Thursday, October

PHOTO-ENGRAVING
250 WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WORK,MAT5,STEREOS,ELECTR0S.
PHONES,

CIRCLE

2450-1-2.

!

!

The Biggest Hit

of the

Biggest Picture Season!
"Potash and Perlmutter" is demonstrating that it is,
just what we have always claimed it to be, one of the
outstanding money makers of the year and the greatest comedy drama that has ever been offered to ex-

From

$51,000

Variety

FOR "P &

LAST WEEK

P."
IN CHI

hibitors.

Wherever this production plays the condition is always
the same at the box-office— CROWDS
At the Mark-Strand, New York, where it ran for two
weeks to big business they had 16,000 admissions on
the opening day. In Baltimore, Chicago and other
CROWDS
cities the condition has been the same
A picture to make money for you must be a good one.
A picture to pull them the way "Potash and Perlmutter" is pulling them has got to be a world beater and
That's Just What This One Is.

—

"Zaza"

S. G. Co. presents

for U.

Picture at Roosevelt
Chicago,, Oct. 2

A

little

warm

make any dent

least

week

in picture

did not

house gross-

es.

The

was the Chicago theater
with "Potash and Perlmutter," $51,leader

000 for the week.

Baltimore American

box offices at the Rivoli Theater
where "Potash and Perlmutter" is

POTASH
PERLMUTTER
With

ALEX
CARR

Mc-

at

Last night the police were called
out ot handle two huge lines at both

and

BARNEY
BARNARD

$23,500

Vickers— $24,000

From

The

Got

The

two blocks
storm stood and

lines stretched for

and despite a rain
waited to buy tickets.
Business otherwise
only fair.

A

VERA
GORDON

in

telegram that speaks for
1923

YOUNGSTOWN OHIO OCT

by Montague Glass and

town was

itself

OCT

8

AM

9 32

7

HARRY REICHENBACH
CARE SAMUEL GOLDWYN 383 MADISON AVE NEW
YORK. N Y POTASH AND PERLMUTTER BROKE ALL
BOX OFFICE RECORDS FOR DOME POLICE CALLED TO
KEEP PEOPLE IN ORDERLY LINE STOP FOUR ROWS
STANDING ROOM IN ORCHESTRA AND BALCONY UP TO
TEN FIFTEEN HOLDING THEM IN LOBBY UP TO TIME
OF WRITING MAYOR REESE TRIED TO GAIN ADMISSION
BUT COULDN T GET THROUGH
FRANKLYN

Charles Klein

from the scenario by
Frances Marion

Produced by Arrangement
with A. H. Woods

Directed by

CLARENCE
BADGER

A 3ixat
Foreign right* controlled

showing.

by

national Picture
Association First National Pictures Inc., 383 Madison Ave.,

N. Y.

I

the Courts

In

i

I

teuton.

V

I

M DAII/i

>

application tiled
\rbuckle pictures

to prevent
Fatty
during
vaudeville performance ;tt
th<
Moose Auditorium, has been refused by Director of Public Safetj
In turning
George B. La Kane.
lie
request,
city official
said that he would revoke the license
nj theater in Trenton displaying

the

t

m

which Arbuckle appeared.
lie also declared that lie would not
allow the personal appearance of Ara

tiltn

buckle in Trenton.

was made

It

by

plain

com-

the

missioner that his decision was not to
he
construed as an
expression of
views a- to the guilt or innocence of
the former star, hut that he did not
feel that the entire case should he re\
ved in Trenton by permitting Arbuckle to appear.

Washington

— The

the
the

Knickerbocker Theater Co..
collapse of the roof ol the Knickerbocker theater on Jan. 28. 1922, which
resulted in the death and injury of
ly 200 persons, will he one of the
he taken up by the District Grand Jury, which has just convened. The second, third and fourth
cases on the docket are those arising
from the deaths of persons in the disr.
These cases, however, involve
only the corporation and do not cover
the personal liability of the various
parties connected with the construction and operation of the theater.
1

Star,

Author, Film Together

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

in

AMERICAN-

WORLD—They

EVENING

have a nice

picture in "doing Up." * * •
For
those of us who like ana enjoy the work of
there
Douglas MacLean,
are scores of hearty
laughs in tli'- screen version of the stage success
It
will serve well to while away an
It
is
hour .n so
enjoyable, but frothy.
little

Good

Farce-comedy

cx-

is

the screen, and the oppornot often presented.
Therefore one- should not miss Douglas MacLean's
*
"
*
picture
new
"Going Up."
i'

I)

"ii

ire

1

-

McaLean

one of the
drama. *

is

the

can

and well finished in
along comfortably
obvious gags.

silent

*

-

ml

of

farceurs
suave,
his methods; he
without the aid
adroit

few-

of

get

He

is

"lining Up" is by tar the hest picture
has dune since the memorahle "2.?^ Hours

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
amusing

trives to be verj

in

its

*

con-

It

form

celluloid

Many a hearty laugh greeted
daj
the tale of the young man ambitious to prove
he could he an aviator.
The situations.
worked out after a stereotyped
though
fashion, arc often very funny. * * *

POST — Tt
makes

a

clings

—

We

closely

to

*

*

enjoyed

a

in

clever

*

picture

the

*

*

version

film

*

*

and

the play

most interesting picture.

SUN'
"Going Up."

yesterday

of

after-

noon as much as the musical comedy.
It
is full of humor and humorous
turns in the
plot.
In addition, the cast is thoroughly

TELEGRAM — While
TIMES

also

it

It

the

really

very

is

*

very thrilling.

is

is

picture

*

very
*

funny;

coil''
'•nit

will

he

Read,

Jr.,

Paris

with

in

who

charge of
i-

Hunter

now
to

J.

en

make

nd at Deauville.
Blythe and Mahlon Hamilton

two

Parker

route

to
the pic-

Betty
be

will

ids

1

photographer has been kept on the alert with
trick photography in the airplane exploits of
Robert Street, which part is played effectively
by Douglas McLean.
Hence the Cameo,
* is a merry theater this week, and the
laughter almost drowns the work of the
musicians. * * *
This !s la film which will
appeal to everybody who wants a really good
laugh.

it

Newspaper

opinions

from

out-of-town papers will only
appear when the feature reviewed has its world's premiere in that city.
New York
newspaper opinions will also
be published

when

tion reaches

Broadway.

I"

Dempsey-Gibbons
that

prosecution

started.

I

fight
will

pictures and
he
shortly

large part,
the love interest is almost submerged
the fun-provoking incidents.
It is a picture which gives MacLean a vehicle in which
he
equals
his
accomplishment
in
"The

Hottentot."

CALL— The

Up" come
is

comical situations in "Going
such rapid succession that one

in

*

constant laughter.*

in

cast

selected

well

is

to

laughs there are possible

CHRONICLE— "Going

The

*

bring

causing plenty of

I

that

the

have

a

spoken

taken

titles

great share in

its

aH

from

success. *

quite a good story attach
farcical-melodrama, and t
of course, pleasing to the spec
•s.
to Inez. "The Broken Wing," which
to the airplane, is a splendid show. »
much merit as the play.

There

is

r

so-called

31

However, it is an interesting picture
does not demand too much. * * *

rest of the

out

all

the

Up."

the
*

*

Patterson Here

picture,

Douglas

over

very

*

*

*

any audience.

in

proved to be a lively comedy.*
Mac Lean's dry humor gets
*

*

EXAMINER— "Going Up," is a delicious
comedy * * * MacLean has never done any
better work than in "Going Up"
the only
film of his to compare with it is "The Hottentot."
The air scenes are screams of hil-

E. G. Patterson, of Standar

Laboratories,

in

is

town

fro

Eastern offices have
opened with F. G. Conklin in cha
coast.

;

WANTED

arity.

NEWS— "Going

man
who

Young

with executivi
understands
ac
ability
can
take
short
counting and
Unlimited possibilities
hand.

Up" is convulsively, up
roariously funny and its comedy entertainment of the first water.
Equally amusing
is the calf-love romance of the young author.

"The

Wing"

Broken

Box No. M-370

— Preferred

Rialto

AMERICAN— In
than

of incident

in

film
form, it is fuller
the spoken version.

DAILY NEWS— You
seeing "The
tertainment.

Broken Wing."

It's

—

"The

WORLD

EVENING
Wing"

much more

'$'

won't be sorry for

good

Best equipped studio in
Props, sets, ll
England.
(Cooper-Hewetts, over-ht;
Dressing re
spots, etc.)
etc., also a service organiztj

en-

Broken

on the Rialto
screen than it was on ths speaking stage !And that is surely saying a great deal for
* * *
it.
It is well worth the seeing and
we're glad we went.
is

MAIL— An

thrilling

excellent screen adaptation has

been made of

*

*

*

* # *

"The Broken Wing."

have seen better pictures in this
category.
Its saving
grace is the comic
opera seriousness of Walter Long. * * *

BOSTON STUDIO

trained to deliver the goo

National Motion Picture Bt

PHILLIP DAVIS,
29 Middlesex

Phones:

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* • has two
outstanding claims in its favor the sets are
uniformly designed with exceptional taste and
the photography is certainly superior in every

St.,

Pre*.

Boston, Mil

Beach 3259 or

—

respect.

*

*

*

DURATIZC
^™

Slight as the narrative is there is an underlying comic element which, if it had been
sufficiently
elaborated,
would have transformed the picture from a rather frivolous attempt at mechanistic romance of the modern
fashion into a completely diverting satire on
As it stands the most hilarious
exotic dress.
episode depicts a Mexican soldier, who prefers death to the ordeal of taking a bath.

l"iOt

MAH*

YOUR FILMla

POST — That

thrilling airplane crash in the
act of "The Broken Wing" still lingers
in the memory of those who saw the play,
but this incident is even more exciting in
the film.
On the whole, the motion picture
at the Rialto compares very favorably with
the play. * * *
first

#

SUN— It

is

an

agreeable

220 WEST 42^D STRF
NEW YORK

PHONE

entertainment.

# #

TELEGRAM — The

subsequent crash when
breaks and his mechanician falls,

the wing
furnishes a thrilling

CHICKERINC

2937

ALLAN

A.

I

PRE"-

moment.

the produc-

RENALLES. INC.

—

"Going Up" Asso. Exhib.
Granada San Francisco
II I.M DAILY)
III.Special lo
San Francisco Consensus of newspaper opinions on "Going Up," Hon';
M.i. I. tan's new
picture for AssociI

Action en Fight Films Near
HE II I.M DAI \.\
I". Vngcles
Federal authorities
thej have nearly completed their
investigation into the circumstances
surrounding the shipment here of the

comedy

We

the

it

Hunter to Direct "Recoil"
Hayes Hunter is to direct "Re\:,,Goldwyn. The production

this

in

adequate,

ili,

the author together in three houses
separate, hut adjoining each other.

I

i

IT,." is a better picCleveland
A coincidence some- 'iii.TRIBUNE—"Going
was a play or musical
what unusual for Cleveland occurred comedy, hiand ever
had a btg amount of poput' is
week when Bert Ly tell, -opened tarit) in both of its previous incarnations.
» * •
in headline position in "The Valiant"
Yesterday at the Cameo we laughed more
at Keith's Palace and right next door
loudly than we care to do in one' of those
at Loew's State, "The Meanest Man
intimate theaters.
"Going Up" is one of
in the World." in which Lytell stars
th.
funniest things we ever have seen on the
and.
as
rule,
began its engagement. To the right
a
comedies — not
of Loew's StatGeorge M. Cohan comedy- bore us to extinction.
opened the same day in "The Song
and Dance Man." This brought the
star of the picture tlie picture, and

T.

TIMES— *

There is a romantic side to
which Marjoric Daw has a

well

HERALD

11,

Here again, although this photoplay
directed by Tom Forman, one arjM

but

The film clings close 1.. the
stage play, as far as the stage play goes,
but tl» picture is at its best when tile airplane leaves t lie ground and the stage and
s out
for itself. * * "

humorous

Moline. III.— H. B. Paul is being
held by the Federal Government for
failure to make returns on admission taxes for a theater he formerly
operated in Idaho.

Exhib.

Cameo

In

of
for

liability

Thursday, October

Ii^IFY—

Up"— Asso.

"Going

.1

down

——— DAILY

—

Newspaper Opinions

An

j.

II

ated

Exhibitors

mier.- at

the

BULLETIN-

which

had

its

pre-

Granada follows:
The manner

in

EEEEa

|mootfHATH$JiTWtDO|
KZlf FMTft

DISTINCTIVE

CINEMA^ LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

which Doug-

lac Lean seemingly manipulates an airship • • * is not only thrilling, but one of the
to
brought
the
funniest
situation!
ever
screen.* * *

m'.iftiui'j

I

phoke cuivtgc rrv

tao |

.

ZfcRECOGMIZED

Authority
VI No.

Sunday, October

11

14,

Price 25 Cents

1923

dare you tofluess who committed the crime/

VOULL NEVER KNOW UNTIL
THE FINAL FADEOUT OF '

'

i

from the play by Rita

Weiman

by Cohan and Harris.
A Brilliant cast headed by
WINDSOR -NORMAN KERRY
CLAIREgoldvvn
Barbara Bedford Richard Travers
THE SATURDAY EVENING POST
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
DirectpdbyCLAREMCEBBWN
as produced

(courtesy op

pictures)

-

ReserrtedlyCARLLAEMM

[_]-;

IN

A UNIVERSAL SUPER JEWEL

one of the BIG TEN

REPORT
"

HpHE SPANISH DANCER"

at the Rivoli

is

doing extraordinary business,

afternoon and night.
It's

the biggest picture-theatre success on

Broadway

in a

week

of 5 sup-

posed-to-be big pictures.

Variety's daily box-office scout says this:
"

and

show

held about half a house each on the lower

was

along the line with
the exception of the Rivoli, where Pola Negri in 'The Spanish
Dancer' was getting the best play of any of the four features in
the regular houses."
floor for the final

And

last night.

It

off all

this:

in the

way

show anything extraordinary

did not

"Last night at the

of business, but then the Rivoli on a check-up seems to

be doing the business of the street this week with 'The
Dancer.'

Spanish

"The Spanish Dancer" is a Herbert Brenon production by Adolphe
D'Ennery and P. S. P. Dumanoir. It was written for the screen by June
Mathis and Beulah Marie Dix. Antonio Moreno is featured as "Don Caesar"
and the supporting cast includes Wallace Beery, Kathlyn Williams, Robert
Agnew, Gareth Hughes and Adolphe Menjou.
"The Spanish Dancer"

New York
Watch

is

Paramount's

City business proves

it is

first

demonstrated picture.

big!

for the others!

(2 (paramount Qidure
^||kA FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYCORPOR \TI< >S ; i^^;
L^E5=^3+
ADOLUH ZUKOR.
'^3»'
Prts.dent

*Sii'j\
l—

I— f lb.

M

i

SLW \ORK

CITY*

.

i»

,< ^,

Jm

iXVI

No.

Sunday, October

11

Price 25 Cents

1923

14,

w Quits T. O. G. C.
Resignation

rs

to

—

Accept It Fox and Moss
Actions Pending

>

Loew

cus

the board of directors
C. C. on Thursday.
cepted.

O.

,v

he

lish

c
.

presented his resig-

to

.

Deal With Ideal
Hammons

Directors

mmmkmmi

H
m
m
1

It

was summoned to appear beboard on one occasion to

why his circuit had settled
l
ntroversy with the operators'
the decision of the
T. O. C. C. members to act
;
in the matter.
When the
g occurred, Loew was out of
despite

5

:

\

«

he.

Loew

case

had been

1
1

m>3*' ^JfijjMB

1
1

'
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Cinema
Darmour, president of the
y formed Standard Cinema
has acquired 12 two reel comeeaturing Jimmy Aubrey, ne-

*3*&£f

^rZ~Pj<- >*H£% '^

*"'>.

f

BEE

Mabel Forrest, Norman Kerry, and Marc McDermott in a striking
scene from "THE SATIN GIRL," for release this fall by Grand-Asher
Distributing Corp.

a

ons having been completed with
ladwick Pictures Corp.
Darhas also signed contracts to
ute 26 Chester Outings, all one

comedies will be released one
th and the Outings one every
:eks.

features Reviewed
Page
l!

Ramblin' Kid

fniversal

Img

5

associated Exhibitors

••....

5

"

I Spanish Dancer
aramount
ramouche

5

•

Metro
5
Valley of Lost Souls
idependent Films S. R... 8

—

Id Madness

—S.

Principal

R

8

Man Who Won

]

ox

Sands
bdkinson
8
dane of the Secret Service
B.
9
.

rt

Subjects

9

The Future
—

distributors

are

in favor
production which involves a greater negative cost. To this
end,
he
found British producers
anxious to secure American players.

»

special

Wilcox Coming from London
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Charles Wilcox of Graham-Wilcox Prod, is en route for
New York on the Olympic, carrying
with him a print of "Chu Chin Chow".
He is due in New York on the 17th.

—

Work Starts Soon
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

(As seen by Joseph M. Schenck)

Chicago The
National
Theater
Corp. will start work in the near future on the $1,000,000 Capital theater,
to be erected at Halstead and 79th
Sts.

The house

will seat 3,000.

No Successor to Frank Yet
Pathe has not yet appointed a new
feature sales manager to succeed W.
B. Frank

who

come Eastern

leaves shortly to berepresentative for Hal

is bringing in a greater
Roach.
than any of her pictures. This proves
Flinn Back
my point. I don't believe in producers dragging in big sets where
John
C.
Flinn,
who made a special
they aren't necessary. I don't believe in building a big set just
trip to London to put on "The Coverto show a big set, or a lot of people where they aren't necessary. ed Wagon" for Famous Players at
But where they fit in and belong I think it helps a picture im- the Pavilion there, is back in New
York.
mensely. That is what we did in Ashes and the business sense of
"Wabash" at the Rialto
this is being proven every day.
The Rialto has booked "On the.
Banks of the Wabash" for the week
IS COMING

sets

;

the splendid cast, the presentation
at the

box

office

WHAT

"The run

8

l|ting

—Adv't.

Hollywood "The bigger and better picture has come to stay.
The people want the bigger picture; the finer production. They
have said so, and are saying so at the box office. This is being
demonstrated day after day with Norma Talmadge's latest production, 'Ashes of Vengeance.' To me 'Ashes' is not as good a
story as some of Norma's other recent releases.
But the big
volume

Up

American

sending their product.
Hammons found conditions improving in England.
He declared
producers there are breaking away

from the program picture

dis-

Series for Standard

several

of the

of.

i.

Conditions Better
Earl W. Hammons was in
England, he closed a deal with Ideal
Films, Ltd., one of the most progressive of English producing and dis-

While Educational in this country
handles short reels only, this is not
true
of
the
Canadian subsidiary
through which, at the present moment

/

W

—Found

When

tributing companies whereby Canadian Educational Films, Ltd. will
handle Canadian release of whatever
important features Ideal may make.

^M

.11ill tj

*h

While no comment was made
resignation, it is known that
feels the T. O. C. C. has been
ng in his affairs and that the
jal interference has proved too
e to be borne.
iam Fox and B. S. Moss are
3 be held accountable by the
Z. C. on a similar charge.
Both
:o be called before the board

M

/$K

-

of

Jf

Arranges to Handle EngCompany's Product in Canada

of this picture at the Roosevelt, Chicago,

me what

—

demon-

of Oct. 21.

This

is

J.

Suart Black-

ton's first American-made picture in
several years.

have long believed to be true that a big,
fine picture should be played in a long run house in the big cities
Tully Engages De Grasse
Richard Walton Tully has engaged
until the public tires of it. That is what this business must come
Joseph De Grasse
direct "Flowing
to
long runs, real runs, for fine pictures. The idea of showing Gold". Production to
starts on the coast

strated to

I

—

(Continued on page 12)

in

about two weeks.

Sunday, October

The Week's Headlines

Coolidge Cheerful

Monday

— Spokesmen

Washington

Al Lichtman reported out of Preferred. J. G.
Bachmann and B. 1'. Schulberg to manage
both production and distribution.
VtL XXVI No.

Price 25 Cents

Sunday. Oct 14. 1923

11
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Butte Without Picture

Shows

Arrow

of Virginia sues

—

Butte picture houses
have been dark for some days with
no sign of weakening on the part
Butte, Mont.

operators
and musicians who walked out when
the exhibitors refused to grant their
demands for an increase of about $5
Exhibitors cannot see a
a week.
$500 a month raise, with business as
shut
it is at present and would rather
down. The following notice appears
on the doors of all theaters:
"Finding it impossible to meet the
wage demand of our
increased
musicians and operators, we are compelled to discontinue for the present."
or

exhibitors

of

striking

Chicago Theater Deal
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Isador

Chicago

Gumbiner, owner

of the Wicker Park has taken over
the Banner from Fred Smalley for
The. Banner, which now
$95,000.
seats but 900, will be remodeled to ac-

commodate

Arrow

of

Colorado to

have name changed.

Tuesday
T.

back of new "Enemies"
against Hearst and Goldwyn.
O. C. C.

Many

local

in

suit

mergers completed with

theater

Cosmopolitan cutting down on production.
Far ahead of release schedule.
Tcnsen and Von Herberg deny reported sale
of Northwest theaters to either West Coast
Theaters, Inc., or

Famous

Wednesday
national M. P. T.
Chamber
O. for admission tax repeal.
votes to fight "Enemies" situation to a

1,800.

John Mangel and John Ganger have
Pidge

property at 7542
purchased
Ave., and will build a three-story theater building on the site.

L. M. Board of Trade formed
centers now functioning.

Dallas F. I.
Thirty-one

First National declares Walter Wanger has
bid $180,000 for English rights to "Potash
and Perlmutter." Exporters concede price

very high and say picture must gross
$400,000 before investors realize a profit.
is

Jusepli I. Schnitzer. of F. B. O., joins R.
A. Rowland in war on inflated exhibition
values.

O. of New York signs advertising
agreement with Continental Screen Service
Corp.
Similar contracts in many other

-M.

P.

REPUBLIC — Exclusive

New

pictures of]
strations at Dusseldorf that resulted f

Theaters

killed

a recent meeting of the TompBoard of
Island
kinsville
Staten
Trade, it. was decided that steps
would be taken to erect a theater

there.

C—R.

Salisbury, N.
and James Davis
seat theater to be
on West Innis St.
age the house.

Topeka, Kans.

L.

J.

—The

has been finished and
be opened shortly.

new National
is

THE ONLY ONE REEL

tod a

expected to

Graduated architect studies
Berlin and LondonT

Paris,
last

three years in

American

South
office of

Daytona, Fla. Henry
opened his new Victoria at Symrna.
Titus also operates the Vivian there.

T. Titus has

Thursday

Harmony move under way

to

THE FILM

—

Altoona, Pa. The new Columbia
8th Ave. and 12th St., has been
opened by Notopoulos Bros.

The

finest Title

in the East

Local injunction proceedings against Hearst
and Goldwyn on "Enemies" thrown out

a

legal

Phone Bry.8738 ~ 148-150 V46'«Street

—

territory, and
installed a mail order
exhibitors in that
for

into the

North Dakota

instead

has

department
state.

May

COSTUMES
H
FOR
New

Build in Everett, Wash.

(Special to

—

I

York's Newest and Foremo

Costume

THE FILM DAILY)

Reports are again
Everett, Wash.
current of a new downtown house

holiday.

SERVICE

has discontinued sending a salesman

of court.

Columbus Day,

HOUR

FOUR.

•CRAMEPoMIMS
STUDIOS m

Forms Mail Order Department
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis The F. B. O. offices

Famous Players starts pre-demonstration sales
pjan with "The Spanish Dancer" in New
York and in Los Angeles.
Friday

Making EQui^ment

makes possible ou^

GUARANTEED
TVENTY

Quincy, 111.— Construction has already started on the new Washington Square theater.

A

Ben Blumenthal, back from abroad, purchases
"I. N. R. I.," big German picture.
Says
Dimitri Buchowetzski is coming here in
November.

DAILY, Box

110.

bring insurgent

—

moving

in

ture studio.

at

units back into M. P. T. O.
common objective the repeal of the admission tax to be the lever.

exhibitor

chargfl

architect
York con^

New

big

wants position

—

FEAfll

Gabriel,

formerly organist at the Cozy, has
received a permit to erect a theater in
the suburbs, at 1251 Seward Ave.

Richmond, Va.

famous statesman.
Other news as usual.

Mahaley

will erect a 1,100
called the Capitol,
Davis will man-

— Ralph

and many wounded.

WITH LLOYD GEORGE ON Wi
CANADA — Interesting side-lights on)

T.

states,

DEMAND

"SEPARATISTS"

Players.

work with

T. O. C. C. to

GAME— Ho|

between Giants and Yanks for
Championship at New York results fl
victory; Stengel whales out home nnj
gle

become Hal

finish.

THE FILM DAILY)

No. 83

GIANTS WIN FIRST

At

—

(.Special to

to

Roach's Eastern representative.
First National plans to make "Sundown," a
Spectacular episodes to be
western epic.

others under way.

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W.

Frank leaves Pathe

]!.

THE FILM

St.,

'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y
Hollywood. California— Walter R. Greene,
6*11 Hollywood Blvd.

M. Schenck admits receiving offer to
".Marie Antoinette" for French Gov-

included.

Terms (Postage

PatheN

ernment.
\V

1879.

3,

of

Address

Players' deal with Sid Grauman for
three Los Angeles theaters near completion
Grauman to get 11,000 shares of
Famous Players stock.

make

for

President Coolidge declare that
the President is optimistic over
general business conditions and
that while realizing there are
several bad spots in the country,
he believes general conditions
are good.

Famous

Joseph

14,

Rental

Organi:ati0

BROOK.
W40
JST.N.YJ

T

__l**3

here.

Saturday
Canadian Educational Films, Ltd., to handle
product of Ideal Films. Ltd.. in Cnm.l.i
Marcus Loew resigns from T. O. C

Bothell.

Wash.— The

been destroyed by

Bothell

has

fire.

Barnes Printing Com|

<

Four Involved in Deal
(Special to

Decatur,

Resignation

INC.

Ala.

Sudekum

— Announcement

Bros.,

has

the

controlling

On Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

tor of Christie

Film Sales. Ltd

,

Maxwell controls large

ater interests in SrrStlatvl.

—

Lonthe-

Phone Watkins

229 W. 28th

1416-iJ

New

St.,

York!

of

Beeville.

Tex.— The

have acquired the

Hall Brothers
Mission.

Joyce.

—

Los Angeles John H. Taylor of
London, and John Maxwell of Edinborough, are here visiting Charles H.
Taylor is managing direcChristie.

in

(Special to
Oklahoma and Dallas
Winnipeg
Ed Seamans, proprietor
THE
FILM
DAILY)
(Special to
of the Strand is re-opening that house
Holdenville. Okla.— W. O. Perkins
on Oct. 15, with a combination policy
has opened a new house here.
vaudeville
with
and
pictures

Dallas— A new $50.00(1 theater, the
Oak Lawn, has been opened by Jack-

Foreign Producers
(Special to

Winnipeg
THE FILM DAILY)

Bi-weekly 'Change

Crescent Amusement Co., which operates over 30 bouses in Tennessee
and Kentucky. This gives the Sndekum> complete control of the theater
situation in Decatur.

don, and

accepted.

THE FILM DAILY)

been made of the acquisition of the
Princess, Masonic, Delitc and Star

by

is

changes twice each week.

17836 U.S. THEATRES
W.

SHOWING

D. Burford Better

Special to

I

UK FILM DAILY)

Under 250

seats,

Robbers Take $480
(Special to

Safe

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Detroit $480 was taken from the
Forest theater recently, when robbers

dynamited the

safe.

PICTURI

under
over 800
;

500,

15*
800, 85'!
Chicago—W. D. Burford. of Mid- The under
most ecconomical method of reach
Wesl Theaters, Inc.. is hack at his aires is our ADDRESSING SEl
(h-^k after a few weeks' illness.
$4.00 PER M UP. Lists if desired. 301
;

saved in postage,

From

30',;

45 Cleveland
(Special to

—

Runs

for Serial

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland Forty-five local houses
are now running "The Sante Fe
Trail" serial, released by the Progress.

dead

etc.,

and duplicate
Multigraphing
Folding

through

theatres

elimiild

usually

— Mimeographing-^
— Enclosing— Mailing.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTOR!
244 West 42nd St., Near Broad*
'Phone Bryant 8138

I

\

»
•
o;£t^

Moore
Tom
A
AND

REMARKABLE CAST
jldapUd. from

RITA WEIMANT'S storu
*UPSTAGE' which appeared
in

the Cosmopolitan

Directed bu

Sir

William /!uvq,Manaqinq Directoi

Magazine

HAROLD SHAW

Robert Z. Leo

•

"Considerable

money was

Mae Murray's

lavished on

latest starring vehicle to

make

it as elaborate and
spectacular as her former

films.
There are enough
elaborate sets to fit out
two pictures."
Exhibi-

-

tor's

Herald.

VWk

_
\

^V'ii

t

^

i

If

^ii
%

Scenario by

FRANCES MARK
A TIFFANY PRODUCTION

—

—

—

ndorsed by the Press

M
ALL THE CRITICS AGREE
"It is

"The

star

her

at

ray at her best.

good.

every

city

audience
uproari-

— Moving

"Miss Murray's costumes alluring.

Sets are good "

and sumptuous

looks

most adorable

in hei

Many
and

other

startling

torial

effects.

Y.

to

sar-

Easy

look

at

Possesses
the Gallic smartness and speed of
the original. Remarkable interior of cabaret.
Bright,
crisp
comedy."
Exhibi-

—

Trade Review.

N. Y* Evening Telegram.
in

some

of the most fascinating garments

is

it

has

Miss Murray looks like a

N. Y. Tribune.

a good drawing card.

Her

wearing exotic costumes, and here again she

—N.

—

all

tor'*

"Miss Murray

ability

second to none in

more

lavish than usual."

is

Morning Telegraph.

"Star

makes

attractive

an

French

ex-

classy

"Miss Murray

is

production

—

as beautiful as ever

give this excel-

lent

Y. Timet.

jV.

Suited to the particular bright talenU of Miss

settings.

French Doll herself."

sets

—

comedy

gorgeous gowns and

and enjoy.

" 'The French Doll* contains romance, adventure, gorgeous costumes

ever been our good fortune to behold.

"Mae Murray

"Lively

picture

"Miss Murray appears

pensive

inter-

-iV. Y. Morning World*

Murray."

Picture World.

close-ups.

be deeply

Almost

laugh

ously."

will

The

captions are exceed-

will

Feminine population

Miss Murray displays a countless collection of French gowns."

Mae Mur-

prettiest.

ingly

ested.

wonderfully made.

are as remarkable as usual."

not more

if

so—and

her gowns

N. Y. Evening Journal.

Doll and will
please her admir-

value.

Star has established herself as
sure-fire

draw."

— Wid'y

" 'The French Doll' has been directed

from the
it

in

a manner aimed to extract

original several excellent farcical incidents.

should have more financial success than

— N.

Y.

it

In

its

new form

ers."

—Film Daily.

had on the stage."

Evening Mail.

TOOK RECORD MONEY

ON

BROADWAY

AGAINST STRONGEST OPPOSITION THE
STREET HAS EVER KNOWN

ffiS

A.E.THOMAS from rhe
French by PAUL ARMONTT
and

MARCEL GERBIDOU

jury Imperial Pictures. Ltd., tx-
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igan Seeks
eclares

Any

Jake Wells' Plan

Data

is

— Griffin

With Reservations
Michigan and Northern Caliinterested in Jake Wells'

From

C. C. Griffin, of the Allied Amusement Industries
of California and the Pacific Coast States, has this to
say about the Wells' plan for exhibitor representation

!

laintain a council of 26 exn Washington to act as a
re on behalf of all the ex-

the country. H. M. Richey,
anager of the Michigan M.
in discussing the Wells plan
hat, if it is found to practichigan will be glad to join
i

rriffin

of the Allied

Amuse-

jstries of California and the
>ast States, in which is now

the

M.

P. T. O. of North-

in

response to a telasays he is

rnia,

ommunication

or exhibitor representation
gton "provided all exhibito.
ncur
and help in the fils suggestion, made at the
xhibitor meeting in Wash-

week

t

this:

is

would be maintained
gton with an executive in
an office that would serve as
for discussion of matters
arters

and for
let of such campaigns into
This ory might enter.
would in no way interto exhibitor affairs

present state organizaexpenses of the delegates
n attending meetings in the
Dn office would be defrayed
nd contributed by the variSimistent organizations.
expenses of the Washingtive and such clerical ashe might require would be
file

on behalf of the Michigan
lis

to say:

dan

that will co-ordinate
of theater owners is worthy

Washington

in

hard to express an opinion without a fuller knowledge
but I fully believe that exhibitors should be
well represented in Washington provided all exhibitor bodies
concur and help finance.
"Nothing should be attempted which would conflict with
the work already done and plans already laid by various exhibitor bodies. Whatever is done should have the full backing
Petty differences should be forgotten
of the entire industry.
"It

is

of the

and

details,

go to

it."

Mr. Wells ant factors in the plan as suggested
should be commended for having the would be the selection of one man
courage to spend time and thought on from each exchange center who would
such a problem, the need of which be satisfactory to all of the theater
becomes more and more apparent all owners in that section, and who would
be so conversant with all situations
the time.
in that vicinity as to be able to satis"Michigan had a plan for national factorily represent them. It will reorganization that it was sold on only quire a great deal of his time, but if
because the plan had worked out so such men can be secured, there is no
But,
I
successfully in Michigan.
reason why 26 cannot accomplish
have no doubt that if the plan sug- more than a large crowd, less convergested by Mr. Wells looks plausible, sant with the true situation. Personthis state realizing the vital necessity ally, I should like to hear more deof an efficient national body, once tails relative to the constructive sugconvinced that it could be carried out, gestion made by Mr. Weels."
would gladly adopt it. What matters
Advices from Washington indiIf the theater owners of
the plan?
cate
that Wells plans to call another
work
the country set their heads to
meeting soon to discuss the matter
out a national organization, it will
be done, whether this or some other further. No date, however, has been
set for it.
plan is adopted.

"Probably one of the most import-

No

No word

has

come from

the Middle

West

relative to the date for the promeeting at
French Lick
posed

Springs. The impression was created
that it would be held in October but
with the month about half gone, word

Sees Canada Prospering
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
charge of
to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto "Indications were never
distribution of the C. C. Burr output
id
Ira Cohn, Fox special has sold the pictures on a franchise brighter for a wave of prosperity
Columbia in the amusement business than at
basis with the following:
live, has brought his seven
y in Cleveland to a close, Film Service, Inc. Pittsburgh for present," declared Charles G. BranFrank Western Pennsylvania and West Vir- ham, director of theaters for Famous
in Albany territory.
ginia and Metro Pictures, Inc., Phil- Players Canadian Corp., after a tour
manager
ner Fox exchange
for Eastern Pennsylvania of a number of Canadian cities in
irgh, is continuing in the adelphia
New Jersey. Common- which theaters of this company are in
Southern
and
left
off.
Cohn
tory where
wealth has the New York franchise; operation.
City—The Mid-West Edu- Skirboll Bros, for territories served
7 ilm
Must Tear Down Theater
Exchange, Inc. has by Cleveland and Cincinnati and Mos(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cow Films for New England.
> new quarters at 130 West
City—The Fire DepartOklahoma
Corp.
Producing
Burr-Rogers
The
here the company occupies
papers condemnobtained
has
ment
of
will,
formed this week in Albany,
.ilding.
operated by John and
course, take care of production while ing the Lyric,
Pete Sinoupolo. The house must be
Basil Brady has been pro- another company is planned to mandown.
torn
nanager of the local Pathe age distribution.
rady was a member of the
Criterion, Buffalo, Closed Again
Kenton Again With Sennett
staff for five years.

lg"

Exchangemen

R.

Rogers, in

—

il

—

>

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo The Criterion has closed
Hollywood Following an absence
H, Wash. Louis Amacher,
several attempts to make
B.nager of the Colonial, has of three years, Earl Kenton is again again after
trying straight pictures,
house
go,
the
forces.
directorial
o join the sales staff of with the Sennett
vaudeville and then a mixed policy.
Kenton will direct Ben Turpin.
I Cosmopolitan.

—

Michigan Convention, Too
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit—The Michigan M. P. T. O.
will hold a two day session at Jackson
on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Upstate exhibitors are desirous of forming their own exhibitor body, to be
affiliated with the state unit.
They
plan a meetting of their own on Fri-

day

at

Marquette.

Pettijohn

May

Attend

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counHays office may attend the
Jackson exhibitor meeting, enroute to
Minneapolis where, together with Col.
Jason Joy of the Hays office, he will
attend a conference of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs. Pettijohn will be gone for ten days.
sel of the

Berman Going Up

Sam

I.

State

Berman, executive secretary

P. T. O. of New York—
the Brandt unit will shortly start
up-state on behalf of the organization.
He has been held up because of illof the

M.

—

ness.

In the Courts

Burr Franchises Sold

Charles

word

Nebraska Meets Tuesday
THE FILM DAILY)

For Mid-West Meet

Date

comes

(Special to

of serious consideration.

"It seems to me that the most important cog in the whole wheel is
successful state units, but I also appreciate the vital necessity of states
who are functioning assisting other
states to get on their feet, and if Mr.
Well's plan will do this, it certainly
is worthy of serious consideration.

Minneapolis

that W. A. Steffes of the Minnesota
unit is following the cautious policy
of not committing himself or his organization until a definite program
for the meeting is defined.
He is
quoted in "Greater Amusements," as
stating that Minnesota is not "interested" until a concrete program is
outlined.

Omaha—The M. P. T. O. of Nebraska will hold a two day meeting
here beginning Tuesday.

pull together.

all

"If this can be accomplished, I say

awaited from Indiana whence

still

the invitations originated.

Griffin Likes Plan, in Principle

Co-Ordinating

Worth Attention

to

Arnold A. Kline and the Arnold
Picture Co., Inc., have obtained and
filed a
$10,946

Supreme Court judgment

for

Morris Shiller and
Ross C. Cropper. The Myriad Picagainst

tures Corp., originally was also a defendant, but is not one of the judgment debtors. The suit was based on
a number of notes signed by Cropper in payment of 12 one-reel Merry

Time Comedies.
Montreal Theater Reopens
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Montreal The Alcazar has reopened under management of B. M.
Garfield, as secretary-treasurer of the

new company,

the Alcazar Theater

Co. Inc., which has been formed. N.
B. Dunning is the president and
Charles Smith is vice-president.

THE

-%2?kDAILY
To

Fight Sp'c'l

Tax

Saskatchewan Cities Face 10% Levy
on Admissions Aid of M. P. T.
O. Sought
(Special to ill E FILM DAILY)
Regina Exhibitors here are faced

M.

P. Studio Chartered

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany—The M.

P. Studio Ass'n of
prospect of a municipally New York City has been granted a
imposed tax on amusement tickets of charter by Secretary of State James
10%, a bylaw providing for this as- A. Hamilton. Its objects are to prosessment on theater admissions hav- mote social intercourse and good feling been favorably received by the lowship among the members of the
Regina City Council. This action on organization. The incorporators are:
the part of the Regina authorities Edward William Durr, Griffin Davies,
follows closely the move made by
Fred B. Durr and Arthur Gerson of
two cities of the Province for the col- New York, William C. Johnson of
ticklection of a 10% tax on theater
Brooklyn, John W. Murphy of Asthese being Moose Jaw and toria,
ets,
N. Y. and Harry C. Loch of
the
Moose
At
Jaw,
Saskatoon.
Union
Hill, N. J.
revenue derived by the city through
The incorporators of the M. P.
this tax during its first year will
amount to $40,000, all of which is Studio Ass'n are all electricians and
coming out of the pockets of theater- technical men in Eastern studios.

with the

goers.

New Exchange

Kirkland Directing "Married"

Arnold Daly, Tyrone Power, Mary

Thurman and Florence

Billings will

appear in "Married", an original story,
being produced in Detroit by the Detroit M. P. Co., with David Kirkdirecting.
Agnes Christine
land
Johnson and Frank Dazey wrote the

St

John Galsworthy's "The Stranger" ard and Rohrer for the financing
which will be made on the coast. a series of eight pictures, to be
The contract is for one picture only. duced in Canada, on Long Island
Miss Compson expects to leave for in the South.
Los Angeles today. She has been
Four of the group will be madi
made a number of offers to return Canada and on the Island, and
to Europe and appear in British and remainder in the South starting
French-made pictures. She may de- winter. The first will be "The R
cide to do so and stay in Europe Road,' for which Shipman has
permanently.
As noted, a London the picture rights for some mon
in

\

report credits her with a role in a
picture which will be made in all
the countries of Europe.

Kenyon

Picture in

Work

—

the prices
cents, since business
more profitable.

has become

Tri-State In Deal
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Steubenville,
Tri-State
O. The
Amusement Co., of this city has extended its holdings by acquiring a 20
year lease on the Strand. The Walsh
estate owns the property.

To

Coast

expected to make
his next picture for Famous Players
on the coast. "Merton of the Movies"
is

goes to Chicago next week and shortly after it opens there, Hunter will
probably step out of the cast to continue picture work.
"West of the
Water Tower," is about completed
except for a few retakes.

(Special to

&

H.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Dan Heenon has dissolved his partnership in the L. &
H. Film Exchange and has joined the
Select office, covering the up-state

South,

to be the

Larger

offices

have been

"Outside" Film at L. A.
(Special to

THE FILM

—

Los Angeles Sid
booked "Going Up",

MacLean

las

taken

"Met

Grauman
the new

feature

for

show

in

)

(Special to

THE FILM

f

tim<

Refused

DAILY

Pathe.

Gehring Active

THE FILM

(Special to

Davenport,

known

la.
in

DAILY

— Frank

Chicago

Ger

film

has taken over the Liberty

is

Meighan

ci

here

in

"Honor

of

fices

directing.

on Nov.

1,

will

move

from

headquarters to 1235 Vine
formerly occupied by the United
ent

House"

ater Equipment.

is

in "The Humming Bird,"
Selznick
has sold the
rights to
Sidney Olcott has engaged Jacques "Wine" to Universal. It will go into
d'Auray to act as a technical advisor. production on the coast shortly.

Endorses Films For

Child"

THE FILM DAILY
Wilmington, N. C — At the
(Special to

r

session of the Business and Pi
sional Women's Club, endorse
was given to children attending
ture shows.

mosphere

Big Keith House
(Special to

THE FILM

Youngstown,

Moving Day in Seattle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fall

Seattle
to

moved

—

'

D<

the

some

Seek Higher Wages,

well

—

Switches to Pictures
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Three

new

1

DAILY]

—

Local reports declare the same association may continue on additional
pictures of the series.

I

Building.

the Straus

comprised of

O.

—A

many

Starts

DAILY!
corpor

prominent

citizens will build a $1,450,000 th
to be leased to the Keith inK

Toronto The Princess, for years a upon completion.
exchanges have
L. K. Brin high class theater for the presentation
Fire At Manheim Theater
has gone into new offices at 2015 3rd of dramatic and musical productions,
Riesenfeld to Write Musi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ave.
Greater Features, Inc., has is changing
Hugo Riesenfeld is en route
its policy after October
Philadelphia A fire recently threa- moved into the Brin exchange, which
Angeles to see "The Ten Cotnii
20,as
a
result
of
the
decision
the
of
tened John Evan's Manheim theater has been remodeled.
The Seattle
ments" so that he can write a
when film in the projection booth ex- Film Exchange has vacated 2022 3rd Shuberts to book nothing but pictures musical score for it. He will #'
ploded.
Ave., in favor of 2014.
into the house.
be on the coast for two days.
territory.

1c

The Film Guild, producer of several
New London, Conn. Local 2£.
Glenn Hunter features for Hodkinson F. of M. has asked higher wages.
distribution has just completed "Peter a result, Walter T. Murphy, mar.
Stuyvesant," for the Chronicles of of the Crown, Capitol and Lye
America Pictures Corp., which re- has asked national headquarter
leases the historical series through the A. F. M. to adjust the matt

—

In L.

the

in

understood

tion.

Film Guild-Chronicles Deal

Sailing Oct. 23
understood that Selznick has
sold
the
rights to "The Honor of His
Capitol Amusement Co. Formed
Betty
etty Blythe sails for Europe on
House," to Famous Players and that <ne Aquitania on the 23rd to start
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
111.
Springfield,
Capitol Tom Meighan will be starred in it. work in "Recoil," which will be reThe
leased through Goldwyn.
Amusement Co., has been chartered
by Fred Arnold, W. T. Foley and G.
Olcott Engages d'Auray
A. Schmalbach, with headquarters in
Chicago.
Universal Purchases "Wine"
In order to get correct French at-

Interest

located
is

renamed it the Rialto. He will
John Daumery of Rex Ingram's
Goodman Feature Started
vaudeville and pictures, a new p
production staff is on board the
Daniel Carson Goodman has placed for the house.
Mauretania,
bound for England.
Daumery will scout for locations in "Week-End Husbands" in producEgypt and other countries where tion at the Tilford studio. Alma Ru- Hodkinson, Philadelphia, Moves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Ingram will film "The Arab" and bens, Holmes E. Herbert, Maurice
Costello, Sally Crute and Margaret
"The World's Illusion".
Philadelphia—The Hodkinsor,
Dale are in the cast. E. H. Griffith

It

Dissolves

be

Florida

ropolitan will

Gregory La Cava has started work
American M.
has opened a branch office here, on on "Restless Wives" at the Burr
Doris Kenyon
the sixth floor of the Film Exchange studio in Glendale.
Bldg. The company distributes non- will be featured and in the support
will be James Rennie, Lowell Shertheatrical films.
man, Montagu Love, Burr Mcintosh,
Edmund Breese, Edna May Oliver
Lower Admissions Help
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and Fern Oakley.
Troy, N. Y. The Palace a few
weeks ago dropped admissions to ten
Now, the
cents as an experiment.
John Daumery Europe-Bound
announces,

Home.' No mention has been ra
where production headquar

will

Hunter Going

in Cleveland

ten

The second will be based on J
Howard Payne's "Home, S»
of

pany.

the
P. Ass'n, of Cincinnati,

stay

Steward and Rohrer to Pina
Ernest Shipman Will Make Soi

H. G. Plimpton is the
At Famous, it was declared no one ropolitan beginning Saturday,
picture, aside
the
cameraman. R. W. Alexander is
knew just yet where the next Hunter is the first outside
output, that the
Paramount
the
New York representative of the com- film will be made.

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— W. A. Kaiser, of

will

Picture

continuity.

(Special to

management

192;

—

Glenn Hunter

the cities
of the Province to levy a tax on theater tickets has been on the statute
books of Saskatchewan for *the past
two years but the cities have been
slow to take advantage of the legisThe exhibitors
lation until recently.
of Regina, some of whom declare that
they will have to close shop if the
tax is collected, are appealing to the
newly formed Canadian branch of the
M. P. T. O. for assistance.

14,

Compson in "The Stranger"
Some Productions in the Soutl
Betty Compson has signed a conErnest Shipman states that he
tract with Famous Players to appear completed arrangements with

Saskatoon does not yet know

how much it will collect.
The law which empowers

Plans Eight

In Eastern Studios

—

—

Sunday, October

quarters.

ti

J|

I

!
October

jay,

14,

THE
1923

eviezvs of the
Hoot Gibson in

Douglas MacLean in

Pola Negri in

"Going Up"

"The Spanish Dancer"

Associated Exhibitors

Paramount

The Ramblin' Kid"
Universal
Vhole.

.

lISON
H"RY IS

.

ANOTHER GOOD

ENTERTAINMENT;

FAIRLY ORIGINAL
SUFFICES VERY WELL
VEHICLE FOR STAR;

lb
i

[|ES

flHT

HIM GOOD ROLE AND
KIND OF OPPORTUN-

bs.
.Will

U.

please

his

following;

them what they want usually

i;

offers plenty ol excitement for
M approval; fortunate in getting
U uniformly good stories.
Laura La Plante a pretty
H.
iland capable too. Harold GoodMhas quite a bit to do and
.

Hies the part satisfactorily exthat he is inclined to overdo
I

expressions.

Ul

li

Story
Typical western
ly but with a few new twists
:>f

turns that make it rather origi|und good entertainment of this
Hr.
With the average western
Big "fan", it will probably be
Wed "great." Has several good
Bn sequences that are properly

pbuted and offer some

first

rate

The

rescue of the girl from
the rodeo meet, the race
Hoot's capture of the wild
I:, help to keep things going.
Ipals with a very much misun)|:ood hero who nearly loses the
rjhe loves because she thought
as drunk at the time of the big
when in reality his boss' enIts.

ii-csand,
ij

:

i

had drugged him.

Happy end-

lof course.
(tffice Angle
Good for the
sage crowd.
Especially good
ludmirers of westerns and A-l
Hber for Hoot Gibson "fans." Inaction of one character with
preferring to his owning the best
Bin the county need not necesilv have boosted a Pierce Arrow
I

.Rely on star's names
Nhis past attractions to get them
his "Blinky" and "Out
j Recall
Station

.

.

.

Any

Juck."

stunt exploitation in
way of cowboys riding about,
lie staging of a miniature rodeo,
ilbe good advertising for the picA man wearing an elaborate
noy outfit and riding an attrachorse might distribute throwl's reading: "I'm the Ramblin'
Just rambled into town.
ble around to the blank theater
take a look at me. Show a trailthe race.
i

'l

I

i

by ....Edward Sedgwick;
very good use of material on
vhole.
Might have speeded up
first reel or two a little more,

"Ion
i

I

!

'Ugh cutting can
|

.

.

.

.

io

irnan

Faphy
i

Earl

MAC LEAN'S BEST
SINCE "THE HOTTENTOT."
THOROUGHLY PLEASING
COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT
THAT IS BRIM FULL OF HUMOROUS SITUATIONS AND

As

a

Whole

HAS A GREAT COMEDYTHRILL CLIMAX.

fine work in role of
forced to keep up the
public's supposition that he is a great
aviator.
They're going to get a
heap of laughs from the expressions on MacLean's face when he
unintentionally "goes up" up an
aeroplane and doesn't know how to
bring it down. Star's work all the

Star
author

Does

who

is

way through is first rate.
G. Raymond Cast .... MacLean ably supported by
Others WilHallam Cooley, who also makes

good villain.
Welsh, W. T. Culley, Chas. K.
'Ich, Carol Hollaway.
a

i

still

do

it.

Wayland Bowman
E. Richard Schayer
Virgil Miller

good use of comedy opportunities;
Hughie Mack, an instructor in avi-

who

himself; Francis McDonald, the
French challenger, who forces MacLean to a
contest flight; Wade Boteler and
others, Marjorie Daw plays opposite the star, and Edna Murphy
has a minor part.
Type of Story .... From the musical
comedy of the same name. Story
rather scant for screen purposes but
it has been surprisingly well adapted and skilfully handled, with its
comedy value used to the best advantage. The picture starts off a
little slow but it gradually gains
in speed until it ends in a comedythrill climax that compares favorably with the great climax of Mac
Lean's "The Hottentot."
It's a
succession of laughs with no let-ups
ation

never

flies

they flash "The End." "Going
is very good comedy at all
times, and thoroughly (fenjoyable
entertainment.
until

Up,"

Box

Office Angle
All your patrons enjoy a good laugh. If they
don't you shouldn't be in business.

Here's a
chance to make them
happy. You can't get a much better, cleaner,

comedy number.

Exploitation .... Should be especially
easy.
Play up the star's name and
them he's got another that
tell
they'll
enjoy as much
as "The
Hottentot." Boost the title and exploit it with stunts.
Give out toy
parachutes which, incidentally are
the rage with youngsters right now.
A man togged out as an aviator,
distributing them about the prominent thoroughfares, should advertise the picture nicely.
Use the
music from the show for your score.
Direction by
Lloyd Ingraham;
did a nice job on this one; deserves
special mention for splendid handAeroplane
ling of comedy climax.

Cameraman
Length

"Scaramouche"

POLA NEGRI
BETTER THAN SHE WAS IN
FIRST TWO AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS BUT NOT THE
POLA OF "PASSION." LUBITSCH DIRECTION SHOULD
RESTORE HER. WHY NOT
USE THE OLD COMBINA-

As a Whole

TION?
..

occasions.
Cast. .. .Antonio

Moreno

success-

a

romantic Don Caesar. Wallace
Beery, a good no-account King and
Adolphe Menjou convincing as the
Others Kathlyn
wily courtier.
Williams, who wears most unbecoming wigs, Gareth Hughes, Edfully

ward

Kipling,

little

Dawn O'Day,

Chas. Stevenson.
Type of Story .... From the play
"Don Caesar de Bazan," from which
Mary Pickford's recent "Rosita"
Pleasing rowas also adapted.
mance with historical setting and
Splenvery colorful atmosphere.
didly produced and with no evidence of stint in production cost.
Whether or not the returns will
prove that it warranted the expendi-

The

are
and at times magnificent, as
as notable for their depth.
Against them, however, is a lot of
hectic action, made doubly so by
poor cutting. This is particularly
noticeable in the Feast of the
Madonna carnival sequence when
the scenes are short and jerky.
Will please
Box Office Angle

ture
big
well

is

those
tic

doubtful.

who

pictures

\sets

roman-

favor colorful,

and

star's following.
as a box office

will

go nicely with

May

not

number.

fit

snugly

Depends

largely upon class you cater to.
Exploitation. .. .Star's name linked
with the title should indicate the
type of picture to expect: romance,
pleasing atmosphere, pictorial appeal, love interest, big sets, spectacAt any rate play up
ular effects.
these features of the production.
Mention that the story also served
for Mary Pickford's latest venture.
They should be interested enough
to want to make comparisons.
Direction by. .. .Herbert Brenon; an
artistic production and nicely staged
story; picture runs too long.

P. S. T.

Scenario

June Mathis and

Berkshires

Locale

6.053 feet

Length

Ramon Novarro, Alice Terry
and Lewi s Ston e an ideal romantic
trio.
Novarro better than ever before.
He never loses his grip on
.

.

.

the part. Stone, capable as always.
Alice Terry as beautiful as ever

and gorgeously photographed. Her
quaint costumes charming except
for their being generally too decolIt was too bad to kill off Otto
lete.
He
aties en so early in the story.
interesting
perpromised
an
formance.
George Siegmann, a
perfect Danton.
Type of Story. .. .Romance of the

M

French Revolution.

An

adaptation

of Rafael Sabatini's popular novel,

which

Willis

Goldbeck,

scenario

and Ingram, have given
worthy presentation. The
novel has been kept practically inwriter,
a most

It is told with all the spirit
the author intended, all the romance
and atmosphere of the original, and
the thrills are not omitted. There
is a far-reaching appeal in this hisanother achievetorical spectacle,
ment for Ingram, another treat
for the public, another "box office."
Box Office Angle. .You know what
you did with "The Four Horse-

tact.

—

.

.

"You should
can do with "Scaranother of the
amouche".
It's
The picyear's biggest and best.
ture runs long, probably too long
for you to use anything else, but
you don't need anything else.
Broadcast Rex InExploitation
gram's name. Post it everywhere
Tell
you can find room for it.
Answer:

men."

know what you

your folks that the man who gave
them "The Four Horsemen," now

them his great picturization
delightful
Rafael
Sabatini's
novel of the French Revolution.
Play the story up from whatever
angle you know appeals to your
gives
of

crowd

the

most

—romance,

cle, thrills, pictorial

Show them

etc.

spectaappeal, players,
plenty of stills

Promise more
Terry.
good work from Ramon Novarro
and Lewis Stone.
Get busy on
"Scaramouche" now.
Rex Ingram: did a
Direction by
big job in a big way; nothing
of

Alice

misses; the mob scenes are splendid; the settings beautiful, detail
interesting; it's all good.
Picture
needs a little cutting in the first
half to tighten it up a bit.

Scenario

Cameraman
James

Metro

a Whole....

Author

Dumanoir

Beulah Marie Dix
Ross Fisher Cameraman
Good Photography

Rex Ingram

:

AN ENTERTAINMENT GEM, A BEAUTIFUL
PRODUCTION, A SPLENDID
CAST, GORGEOUS PHOTOGRAPHY, A DELIGHTFUL
STORY. NEEDS A LOT OF
ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE
REX INGRAM'S LATEST.

As

Cast.

.Appears to better advantage
here than she did in either "Bella
Donna" or "The Cheat" principally
because the atmosphere is more
suited to her and the role appropriate for her talents but Pola is
still not doing the big things that
she did under Lubitsch's direction.
As the gypsy dancer in this she
works well at times but seems to
be caught off her guard on several

Star.

Producer

Distributor:

Authors ....Adolphe D'Ennery and

stuff is great.

Authors. .. .Otto Harbach and Louis
A. Hirsch
Scenario
Raymond Griffith

Good Photography
The West Locale
6,395 feet

Newest Features

Rafael Sabatini
Willis Goldbeck

John

F. Seitz.

Howe Photography

Splendid
Spain
8,434 feet.

Superb; Seitz a
master photographer.
Locale. .. .France of the Revolution.

Length

10,164 feet

Not Necessary to Buy Othei

Warner

Brother;

EXHIBITORS SEEKING WARNER
"Classics of the Screen" are not
pelled to

buy any other motion

BROS.

com-

pictures in

order to secure exhibition rights to the
Warner Product. Exchanges distributing
Warner Pictures are expressly forbidden
to press other pictures upon Exhibitors
are buying Warner Classics only.
This rule has no exception.

who

Warner

Pictures are an independent unit

each Exchange distributing them. Contracts made by Exchanges to cover the
booking of Warner Pictures, grouped with
the film product of other companies are

of

invalid.

Classics

of the Screen

I

Product in Order to Obtain
Classics v Screen
the

Agreements between Warner Bros, and
its

distributors specifically provide

"

that

the bookin g and rentin g of ah Warner
Pictures shall be u pon contracts se parate
and apart from the bookin g and renting of

any other

prints films or pictures handled
,

or controlled by the Exchan ge/' Warner
Bros, will brook no violation of this contract.

When you, Mr. Exhibitor, want Warner
Warner

Pictures only, you
can have them, Failure on the part of any
of our distributors to fulfill this pledge
Pictures and

should be reported to

WARNER

BROS. PICTURES,

1600 Broadway, New York

Warner

Bros. 18 "Classics of the Screen"

Johnny Jones"
"The Gold Diggers"
"The Age of Innocence"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Little

"Being Respectable"

"The Tenth

Woman"

"Tiger Rose"

"The Country Kid"
"Daddies"
"Cornered"
"Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"

"Beau Brumrnel"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"

"How

to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington, Jr."

"Babbitt"

Inc.

THE
Sunday, October

8

Guy Bates Post

"The Valley of Lost Souls"

STORY IS FAR
TOO SLIGHT FOR FEATURE
PURPOSES; TAKES TOO
LONG TO GET INTO THE ACTION AND WHEN IT IS ARRIVED AT, THE PICTURE IS
ABOUT THROUGH.

'

Whole

a

Cast
Victor Sutherland a good
hero once he gets going; gives vilLuis Alberni a good fight.
lain

There are no well known players
nor especially good performances.

Edward Harrison,
Muriel Kingston, Anne Hamilton,

The

cast includes

Stanley Walpole.

Drama that has
of Story
only one situation and that one not
big enough to build up a picture of
feature strength. Result is a slowmoving, tedious picture that never

Type

to get anywhere. Numerous
sub-titles help to fill in the gaps
but they also slacken the interest.

seems

Development contains some
twists

cal

find

will

the keen observer
with.
has not developed the

that

Director

an

is

kill

illogi-

fault

mystery angle
alleged

men who

sufficiently.

There

ghost purported to
enter a certain valley.

This might have been used as the
basis of a first rate mystery meller
but there is no effort toward
suspense nor building toward a climax, so that when the denoue-

ment

arrived at, and the real
"ghost" exposed, there is no punch,
nor surprise for the spectator.

Box

is

Office Angle.
.May do for the
average crowd, on a one time showing schedule. Played with a good
supporting feature, you may use
it
satisfactorily on a double feature day program, or in conjunction
with a good variety of short subjects. The offering is hardly strong
enough to stand alone.
Exploitation
You will not be able
to make particular promises for
this one.
The only talking point
is

.

.

the action in the last reel

Principal Pictures

As

State Rights

As

which

"The

"Gold Madness"

Producer'. Iroquois Pictures

Distributor: Independent Films

Dustin

in

a

Whole.

.

—State Rights

.

Prominent and capable but
Star
not well suited to particular role;
is too stiff in his carriage and manner of playing.
Improves considprogresses
erably as the picture
both in his work and screening.
Photographs poorly in early sequences.

Man Who Won"

"Shifting Sands
Hodkinson

AN AVERAGE
WESTERN WITH HUMAN INTEREST ANGLE THAT GAINS
FAIRLY SINCERE SYMPATHY FOR CHARACTERS;
DUSTIN FARNUM IS STARRED BUT NOT IN STELLAR
a

Whole

ROLE.
Star
not

Has
the real

the hero part but
acting piece of

it

is

the

story, Farnum's role is unimportant
in comparison with that of Ralph

Cloninger.

The

story

doesn't

really provide him with an especially appropriate vehicle.

send them out satisfied if they
don't mind waiting for it. The title
is a good one
and will probably
bring them in of its own accord.
There are no well known players so
you'll have to use the regulation

As

a Whole....

GOOD

PROI

TION AND A LOT OF
TRACTIVE DESERT L(
TIONS HELP TO COVEF
SHORTCOMINGS OF

ETERNAL TRIANGLE.
Peggy Hyland

Cast

retun

screen after long absence. S
pleasing and gives a satisfying
formance.
No other names

may mean

anything to

youi

trons although the entire a
well suited arid capable.
1
Willoughby an alert hero
Richard Atwood a good >
when he is once aroused. C
Mile. Valia, Gibson Gowland,

Cast ....Mitchell Lewis good as the Cast .... Ralph Cloninger has the real
stock panhandler with Cleo Madistellar acting part and handles it
son and Grace Darmond the only
Melford and Douglas Webster
very well Lloyd Whitlock a fair
others of any prominence in the
villain; he seldom seems capable
Type of Story
An introdt
story.
Miss Madison and Miss
of shrewd, villainous characterizatitle advises you that the thinj
Darmond might have switched
tion;
Muriel
McCormack and
happens "under the lights
roles to advantage.
Mickey McBan two clever and
drawing room can occur on
pleasing youngsters; others JacType of Story. .Adapted from James
sands or the desert," or somd
Oliver Curwood's "The Man From
queline Gadsden, Mary Warren,
.

Another of those
Pee Wee Holmes, Harvey Clark.
dramas of the Northwest in which Type of Story
Drama of the West
the hero returns from the gold
in which the human interest angle
mines to find his wife has gone off
is uppermost.
There are occasionwith another.
The plot becomes
al bits of action but too few and
involved in an elaborate scheme
far between to satisfy those who
whereby hero, now a millionaire
may come in expecting a rousing
mounted police officer, is sent to
good action-western. Is essentially
bring in the man who stole his
a sympathetic tale in which the
wife.
But of course there is a
eternal triangle serves as the usual
counterplot in which hero is nearly
foundation,
with two neglected

Ten

Strike."

trapped except for the efforts of his

new found

love.

The development

obvious from the start and the
story is pieced together in illogical
fashion in more than one instance.
Shrewd fakers become such boobs
in the hands of scenario writers,
that it must annoy those of this
"profession."
is

Box

Office Angle. ...Guy Bates Post's
name, the title, a good production,
and other names in the cast, all
good talking points to bring them

—

in.

They may

like

it.

They may

how

depends upon how easy or
hard they are to please. There

are

many

not. It

beautiful

shots of the

youngsters, children of the faithless
wife,
added touches of pathos
through sub-titles in which they
call for their "mummy" and the
distracted faithful husband, tries to
pacify them.
Not a strong theme,
by any means, but may get by
where they aren't fussy.
Office Angle .... Your women
folks will like this one much better
than the men. The latter are not
likely to accord the faithful husband much sympathy since there is
a good deal too much tolerance in
his make-up.
But the women will
call him "grand" and they'll hate
the foolish wife, in fact they'll probably take the sorrowful theme very
much to heart and feel thoroughly
satisfied with themselves for having
been "touched" by the pathos.

Box

North country to appeal to them.
Exploitation
Play up the star's
name and recall his appearance in
"The Masquerader." His name will
be known to them for his succes Exploitation
Best to appeal to
on the legitimate. Or if you think
your women folks on the grounds
you won't attract them with names,
announcements, stills in the lobby,
indicated in the above paragraph.
stick to the title and exploit it with
or trailer. If you think they're acTell them you have a human interstunts to attract their attention.
quainted with Victor Sutherland
est story in which a husband takes
Distribute small imitation money
use his name, but the title will likely
back his erring wife after another
bags with tags attached reading:
prove more attractive.
has laid down his life to bring about
"Money isn't everything. See 'Gold
Catchlines:
"Who was the
their reunion for the sake of the
Madness' at the blank theater and
mysterious killer in 'The Valley of
children.
Don't bring them in on
you'll know why."
Or, "Can hapLost Souls?' Find the answer in
promises of its being a western.
piness be bought? 'Gold Madness'
the picture at the blank theater."
They'll expect action and won't get
You can
answers the question."
Direction by
Caryl Fleming;
Dustin Farnum admirers may
it.
say the picture is good to look at
could have improved the story a
also be disappointed.
He hasn't
but your promises will have to end
great deal, several noticeable flaws
the prominence that they'll expect
there.
Use stills in the lobby.
in direction such as girl wearing
a star should have. In fact Farnum
different dress in scenes immediate- Direction by
has only one or two real opportuniRobt. T. Thornby;
ly following each other, and withties in the entire picture.
fair.
out lapse of time.
Author
James Oliver Curwood Direction .by. .. .William Wellman;
Author
makes fairly good use of material.
Fred Kennedy Myton
J. Seton Drummond Scenario
Not credited Author
Scenario
George Proctor Cameraman
Ridgwell Cullen
Ewart Adamson
Cameraman
Frank Purugini Photography .... Good except on oc- Scenario
casional interiors
Cameraman
Joe August
Photography
Fair
Locale
Northwest and San Photography
All right
Locale
Mountain Camp
Locale
Francisco.
The West
Length
4,817 feet Length
6,068 feet Length
5,500 feet

may

IS

Luxor Picture Corp. presen

in

Fox

.GOOD CAST AND As

PRODUCTION FAIL TO
MAKE TRITE PLOT ENTERTAINING; DEVELOPMENT IS
ALWAYS OBVIOUS WITH
RESULTANT POORLY SUSTAINED INTEREST.

Farnum

14,

to that effect, so the story pre
to unfold the conventional e
triangle, only with a desert
sphere for variation. The pi
self holds little that is new
in fact or theory but a goo<

;j

and

duction

numerous

fine

tions that lend considerable
to the play, help in no small d
to cover up a weak story,
continuity is inclined to be ep
having practically three distir

quences, but through some
or other, director Granville hi
ceeded in sustaining the
rather well.
i

Theme
a

girl

has to do with the
a man marrie<

for

woman who

is faithless to h
his disappearance and the de
the wife, followed by the r>

of the

two years

later.

Box

Office Angle: ...Show som<
a trailer of a sandstorm on tl
ert,
tribes of Arabs scatr.
over the blowing sands, a I
abducted by a desert chieftai
that's all you'll need to brin|
back when you show the j
The desert sequences of "S
Sands," are really very att
and worth seeing.

Tell your folks that the

made in Northern'
Boost the pictorial appeal,
your best talking point. Le
was

know that Peggy .Hyland
to the screen after a long a'
They should remember
Fox star.

A man

dressed

In

he

Arab

c<

riding about on "a camel, sh<
a good stunt exploitation.

Direction by
Fred Leroy
ville; provided excellent pro
and handled desert sequen
pecially well.

Author

R.

Not

Scenario

Cameraman

C
<

Walter Blakel

Silvano Balboni

Photography ....Usually ver
Locale
London and J
Africa

Length

5,3

TRUART FILM Corporation
announces
Uhe SECOND of a series of

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
based upon

Uie

Productions
HAROLD M C GRATH'S Renowned Novel

DRUMS ^JEOPARDY

.-w

^An "Edward "Dillon Production,
^Adapted by ^Arthur Hoerl

The

»S£

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

productions has been franchisee! to the best independent exchanges
everywhere.
partial list of these foremost exchanges
will be found on the following page.
Their efforts to
obtain the best in independent production merits exhibitor
support
and the quality of Truart product will earn the
public's patronage.
first series

of five

A

—

?

The World Has a Lot of Laughs Coming
'

'Franchise

^Arrang e merits Thru

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
M.H.

15 4 O

HOFFMAN

,m
"Vice-President &* General A4anage

Broadway -New York

MM

?

sEflH

<A PROVEN TRIUMPH
the

ELAINE

!

FIRST of the

HAMMERSTEIN
Series

Broadway Gol
"Dillon Production
^An 'Edward
by W Caret/ UJonderlif
bi/

-with

arrangement with Young's .Magazine,

Elliot

Dexter

and

Kathlyn Williams

franchise drranqemen;

Corpora
UART FILM
HOFFMAN
M- M.

'Vice 'President £r General

Mz

1540 Broadway - New York

KARLTON
PHILADELPHIA
RANDOLPH,
CHICAGO

RENOWN

'I

PICTURES,

BUFFALO
METRO FILM EXCHANGE,
PHILADELPHIA
LANDE FILM CO.,
PITTSBURGH
LANDE FILM DISTR. CORP.,
CLEVELAND

«

ST.

STATE,

R.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
CORDON CIRCUIT,
NEW ENGLAND
GREY CIRCUIT,
NEW ENGLAND
U. B. O. CIRCUIT,

CO.,

ATLANTA
DALLAS
NEW ORLEANS

yfifmA

ALL STAR FEATURES DISTR.
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
DE LUXE FILM EXCH..
SEATTLE

U

"Pictorial glitter, melodramatic
glamour and fine acting."

— EXH.

STANLEY CIRCUIT,
PHILADELPHIA
F. & R. CIRCUIT.
MINNESCTA

TR. REV.

\

LOUIS

PITTSBURGH
MODERN,
BOSTON
BEACON,
BOSTON
CAPITOL, DALLAS
NEW, BALTIMORE
CAMEO,

CHICAGO
FILM CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS
SOUTHERN STATES FILM

A

DETROIT
CENTRAL,

NEW GRAND

CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS FILM EXCHANGE.
ST. LOUIS
RENOWN PICTURES, INC.,
F.

CALIFORNIA,
SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA,
LOS ANGELES
CAPITOL,

"Holds with its well sustained
suspense."— VARIETY
\

—

calibre has audience appeal."— REELAND REV.

"High

"Will

hold

the

interest."

—EXH. HERALD
"Elaine Hammerstein acts with
exceptional vividness."

— M.

P.

WORLD

"It will give excellent satisfaction

everywhere."

-HARRISON REPORTS
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in

Haldane of the Secret
Service"

Short Subjects

Film Booking Offices
Whole
MYSTERY MELO-

RAMA WITH PLOT IN- "Stage Fright"— Our Gang—Pathe
Another Riot
3LVING COUNTERFEITERS
ND WILY ORIENTALS; LO- Type of production 2 reel kid comedy
^LE JUMPS FROM THIS
Little Farina and her brother Sam3UNTRY TO EUROPE, ADD- my are hired by a would-be misINTEREST; REGULAIG
[ON MOVIE STUFF BUT sionary as a sample of the wild canONTAINS EXCITEMENT nibals living in the region he is tryND SOME STUNTS.
ing to raise funds for.
Their peri

member

of
e cast, but is always the regula>n "movie" detective rounding up
band of desperate criminals. Gets
er one or two sensational stunts.
....By

far

the best

formance
ence

is

is

so realistic that the audi-

moved

theatricals as a

to

suggest amateur
to raise funds

means

for them. The rest of the film is deGladys Leslie, voted to the doings of the gang, who
illiam Humphrey, Richard Car- for the first time are trying to "act."
Edward Boulden and others,
le,

Valentino Back In November
Rudolph Valentino is expected back

New York with his wife, the early
part of next month, after spending
several months abroad.
in

Jimmie Adams is the star, and the "Covered Wagon" Grosses $45,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
good supporting cast includes CharCincinnati "The Covered Wagon,"
Merriam, Babe London and which recently finished a three weeks'
lotte
others. There is, to be sure, quite a run at the Grand Opera House gross-

—

bit

of slapstick, but the thrills that

"Done

exist in

in Oil" are

Adams

good.

ed approximately $45,000.

extremely

"Covered Wagon" In South

climbs us to the top

frame structure of a well, and
when he gets up there a nest full of

of the

(Special to

:

em

real,

>n of

with the possible excep-

(Special to

Gladys Leslie.

Mystery melodrama

e of story
at is more

meller than mystery,
made more impressive than it
Duld otherwise have been by the
ots taken in London and Paris,
lere is plenty of helter-skelter
tion but little or no character
velopment. Hero, a member of
secret service, is after intertional counterfeiters who have
Ued his father, also a member of
He falls in love with
e Service.
e innocent ward of the chief of
e criminals. She is'unaware of the
»ings of the gang and after many
Iventures he rounds them up and
arries the girl.

Office

Where your

Angle

owd

likes hectic action in preferto character development, or
here Houdini's name is a drawing
rd this should get by.
The title
ill attract those who favor detecice

ts stories.

Joitation
This shouldn't be
fficult to exploit if you want to
ay the picture. If you know your
owd likes excitement of the nature
•at is contained in this one and
ink they will be satisfied with
ie old-school "movie" stuff it em-

"People

of

Many Climes"— Hodge

—

Podge Educational
Novel and Diverting

Marcus Antonius, a captive
maiden and numerous others are
Nero,

chased around the stage in the funniest way imaginable.
To add to the

—

Orleans "The
Covered
Wagon" is playing the Tulane. Atlive hornets makes things a bit too lanta will see the picture about Nov. 1.
lively for him.
Your folks will gasp
Regal Films Has Fight Pictures
and thrill as well as laugh at this one.

Includes

lere is not much time in the hecplot for any of the characters to

THE FILM DAILY)

New

Type

A

of production.

composite

of

.

.

.1

—

reel novelty

short

flashes

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto Regal Films are handling
the
Canadian distribution of the
Dempsey-Firpo fight pictures.

Open Allen La Plaza
THE FILM DAILY)

of

(Special to

—

Toronto Messrs. S. Blum, S. Fine
interesting
scenes
and
one persistent mother insists that different
and A. Pollakoff have opened the old
presented
people
in
unusual
ways,
her little girl recite. This is without
Allen La Plaza in the eastern section
doubt one of the most enjoyable of clever cartoons, good titles and novel of the city.
fun,

wonderfully entertaining

this

series.

make this number of Lyman
H. Howe's "Hodge Podge" entirely
handling

"Gentlemen of the West"—Universal up to the standard set by preceding

Average Entertainment

reels

of the

series.

One

—

Ottawa, Ont. The Canadian Government M. P. Bureau will make a
exceedingly
two real scenic of Jamaica sometime
subject in

of production. .. .2 reel western particular shows some
"Gentlemen of the West" gets away beautiful shots of "reflections" cast
Some are
from the usual cattle-rustling western by different objects.
plot formula and gives us a heroine mountains seen in the waters of a

Type

Government To Film Jamaica
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

others are folks faces seen in
lake
is the editor of a small but snapdistorting
mirrors, all are interesting.
newspaper.
She gets on the trail
py
This
is a short reel that's sure to be
couple
of a
of real estate thieves and
makes things hot for them, but the liked.
cowboy hero appears on the scene
"Winner Take All'— Hal Roach—
and champions her cause. There is
Pathe
a bit of humor, and quite a nice deA
Pretty
Good Comedy
gree of entertainment in this one.

who

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Tournament day at a Country Club

"The Life of Reilly"— Hodkinson
provides an opportunity for Paul
Not Easy To Laugh At
Parrot
to do a lot of comedy acrobatic
Type of production. .. .1 reel cartoon
stuff
that
includes some good diving.
Reilly's
wife
loved
dogs and
A
pogo
race,
a diving contest and a
Reilly didn't, so "The Life of Reilly,"

this

Winter.

Attempt to Rob Globe Frustrated
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
An attempt to rob the
^ Toronto
Globe, operated by Fred Piton, was

—

frustrated recently when a policeman
heard a noise in the house.

Film Destroyed at Gonvick Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Gonvick, Minn. Fire that started
in the projection booth of the Gon-

—

vick, destroying many reels of film,
for a time threatened the whole house.
The theater has been closed indefinitely.

Bailey In Charge
(Special to

Of Royal

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wilmington, N.
C.
Byron D.
you can let them know what a C. C. Burr comedy released by golf tournament are all burlesque. A Bailey, who hails from Bangor, Me.,
expect by a good display of Hodkinson, resolves itself into a laugh comes at the very finish when, where he managed a theater, has
ie title and the star's name in your
having won the girl and the joined the Howard-Wells Amusement
series of attempts on the part of after
bby.
Catchlines such as "See
spies his wife and several Co., in charge of the Royal.
Parrot
cup,
arry Houdini, the Handcuff King, Charlie Murray, as Reilly, to do away
kiddies,
and
is carried off to wheel the
ee himself from a moving mill- with the fuzzy-haired pup.
Whether
Rob Print
carriage.
baby
heel in Haldane of the Secret or not the S. P. C. A. will stand for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ervice" could be used.
A display the abuse that the dog is supposed to
different types of handcuffs in
Philadelphia Robbers
"Aged in the Wood"—Aesop Fable—
recently
)ur lobby would be attractive if receive, is a question. And some real
held up Barton Harnish, operator of
Pathe
3U can obtain them, and a trailer dog fanciers may not take kindly to
the Lawndale while he was returning
Very Entertaining Cartoon
lowing any of the European shots killing off of a pup, as comedy. "The
a print of "Fools First," to the exType of production .. 1 reel animated change. The bandits evidently disthe bit where Houdini is tied to
Life of Reilly," is very mediocre
ie
cartoon gusted with their plunder threw the
revolving mill-wheel should
comedy and not always refined
ring them back.
Henry Cat is a bootlegger of the can out of their car on the road where
Concentrate on Houdini's name comedy at that, even though there worst type in this one-reel cartoon. it was found later.
id get your local paper to devote is
nothing decidedly offensive. A
The kick that his liquor has is strong>ace telling of some of his fa- fair number if they laugh easily.
Theater Merger
er than a mule. He gives some to a
ious stunts in freeing himself from
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
parrot, who is promptly knocked out
raight-jackets, etc.
Pottstown, Pa. J. L. Gring, of the
ection by....Harry Houdini; Fair. "Done in Oil"
Christie Educational and so Henry tries some himself, with Hippodrome is back from
Cambridge,
nano
Not credited
Action, Thrills and Comedy
surprising results. The animation in Md., where he closed a deal merging
aeraman
Not credited Type of production.... 2 reel comedy this is particularly good, and some the Grand O. H. in that city with
•tography
All right on exterithe Arcade. Bennethum is interested
Activity, and there is plenty, in the novel effects have been introduced.
rs; interiors sometimes too
dark
in the Cambridge Amusment
Co.
*l e
New York and Europe oil fields of California form the plot It's one of the best of this excellent which ojerates the Arcade in Cam-

)dies
i

-

—

*

—

«* h

-

„

5,908 feet

of

this

excellent

—

—

Christie

Comedy.

series.

bridge.

THE
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Putting
Here
your

is

exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Using the Prologue For Effect
Louis Following the overture

—

.

recently, at the Lyric theater, East
Isle of Lost
St. Liuiis when "The
Ships," was the feature a prologue
was staged that later brought much
comment from the patrons.
When the overture ended, the
pages, standing at attention slightly
to the rear of the fountain in the fore
of the stage, pulled aside the hangihgs, hiding a striking set of "The
Isle" on which were two castaways

hopelessly tinkering with a wireless
A short dialogue preceded the
key.
pair singing "The Stormy Sea," and,
as song ended, the picture appeared.
"Well done," said many.

the schools with the greatest numj>
ber of prize-winners.
The contes|t
The judges
closes March 31, 1924,
consist of:
to

Olive M. Jones, president of the
National Education Ass'n; Gertrude
Lane, editor of Woman's Home Comjpanion; James K. West, president of
the
Boy Scouts of America, and
William A. Johnson, editor of the
Motion Picture News.
School authorities would readily
lend their support to the exhibitor in
selling this picture, since it is a version of one of Charles Dickens' works.

Salesmen

Wanted
In every territory outside of

New

Laundry Company Co-operates

—

Ray Leason Scores
Ray H. Leason, Metro, effected a
choice tie-up when he got himself
elected a member
of the advisory
committee of the Buffalo Community
Players who are to offer as their
opening

bill

next

week. "Captain
days
later
few

effecting

many window

displays and

Los Angeles

The nature of the tie-up with the
laundry establishment was along these

to Sell Subscriptions

For the

lines.

Credit This

week

entire

the

of

Associated Launches Essay Contest
A $3,000 prize essay contest, country-wide, open to pupils of

all

schools,

has been announced by Associated
Exhibitors, in connection
with the
distribution of "David Copperfield."

—A

Troy, N. Y.
opening of

few days before
"Don't Marry For

Money," at the American Ben Apple,
manager, started a teaser campaign

"A woman sells herself
The world calls her — ?

—

for

those

two

—

of age
over.
The younger children writing
on the subject. "The Characters I
Like Best in 'David' Copperfield,' And
Why," and the older contestants discussing the question, "In
5-Reel
Motion Picture of 'David Copperfield,'

Authority

sells

who

believe 'there's nothing 1
that money can't buy?' 'Don't

want
Marry For Money.'

Then
charms!
figure

—

"

followed:
six
"She had
(Face eyes smile lips
?)
He had six charms! (Six

—

million

dollars.)

wasn't

happy!

Yet

—

—

marriage
Marrv For

their

'Don't

WORK

EASY MONEY
LIBERAL COMMISSIONS
I

EASY

PAID

--

WEEKLY

money!

select.

to

pRECOCHIZE)

oSFILMDOM

A woman

herself for luxury!
Using a
clergyman as a broker, and the world
But is there
calls her
clever!
really any difference?
'Don't Marry
"
For Money.'
Another read: "Are you one of

pupils' prizes will be awarded
groups to students 12 years
or under, and to those 13 and

-JsTHE

2f«BRADSTKET

with a series of teaser ads, set two
inches deep,
double column, and
carrying no date. The first read:

There will be 350 awards to students for the best compositions, the
three schools having the most winners
will also receive a large cash award
to be applied to the school library or
whatever
the
school
authorities

The

to

To Ben Apple

the

other tie-ups.

York, Chicago,

Cincinnati "Enemies of Women,"
went over at Ike Libson's Strand recently, due to the co-operation of the
Model Laundry Co., which operates
seven large plants throughout the city.

Applejack."
A
showing, in every bundle of laundry
play,
Metro's
version
the
of
that went out of the seven plants
"Strangers of the Night" is to open at
there appeared the herald made up
Shea's Hippodrome.
by Goldwyn stating "Wash Days Are
Leason pledged himself to do all in Enemies of Women."' The laundry
his power to put over the play for the
company also used the copy from this
Community Players and they in turn herald in special display ads inserted
have pledged themselves to do all
every day during the showing in
they can for "Strangers of the Night."
three papers.
Besides the combined
The Buffalo newspapers, who are circulation of the papers, over 50,000
heartily supporting the players, have
people knew of the showing through
expressed their willingness to pubthe laundry inserts.
licize both attractions.

Community
The
Players
are
sponsored by Buffalo society and business men. Because of this Leason is

14,

Over

it

how a brother

ideas.

Sunday, October

Money.' "
Then he ran this warning: "lie was
Which Scenes And Characters Should rich! She was poor! He gave her
everything! Yet she had nothing!
Be Included?"
"
To each group 165 cash prizes are 'Don't Marry For Money.'
to be given, a first prize of $100, four
The last teaser gave a hint at what
prizes of $25 each, and 160 of $5 each, was to follow: "When Rubye De
married House Peters to
a total of $2,000 to be distributed Remer
among 330 contestants. Three ad- please her uncle, everyone knew it
or
ditional
prizes aggregating $1,000, wouldn't
last.
'Don't
Marry
"
$500, $300 and $200, will be awarded Money.'

A

1

An

excellent side line for

those calling on
exhibitors

%

j

\

]

ADDRESS

CIRCULATION MANAGER
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Grey Quits Universal
THE FILM DAILY)

lywood

—Tommy

Grey,

comedy production

of

at

in

the

Lloyd

outfit.

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

New

Coast

Special to

— Harvey Gates

will pre-

pare the continuity for "Wine," to be
filmed by Universal.
is
working
Chadwick
Men Leave Home."

Helene

—United

Producers
has been
Inc.,
Distributors,
d here, to aid producers in the
ction and distribution of pic-

Angeles

Hollywood

"Why

Plans Another

THE FILM DAILY)
lywood Upon completion of
Mamie's Rose," for Universal,
Cummings plans to produce
production, something simi:r
"Broken Hearts of Broadway."

Special to

—

;

On Davis Film
THE FILM DAILY)

Rosson Starts

r

pecial to

—

d

Rosson
Arthur
work on Mildred Davis'

e

for

lywood

has

Signed

Ince

—

lywood Syd Chaplin has been
by Thos. Ince for "The GalFish", which will be directed
Andrews.
;1

1

1

;

recently elevated to

directorship by Century, will direct
Buddy Missinger's next comedy.

Virginia Pearson may have a leading role in one of the new productions planned by Famous Players.

F. P. Casting Director

kpecial to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Tom

appear with
"Singer Jim trip to Europe.
in preparation.

Paramount Busy On Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
M. C. Levee has engaged Walter
Hollywood Six pictures are in the
Anthony to collaborate with Maurice
Tourneur on the titling of "Jealous making at the Lasky studio. Two

—

Husbands."

Tom Wilson, character comedian
loaned by F. B. O. to D. W. Griffith
and then to Fox has returned to the
Coast.

units are shooting exteriors and four
have either just returned from location or are getting ready to depart.

—

Herbert Rawlinson and Robert F.
have finished "His Mystery Girl."
This is the first Rawlinson production

Ladder".

Hill

Now

"Jealous Husbands"

(Special to

Hill has directed.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The title of Maurice
Frank Beresford has been engaged Tourneur's latest has been changed
by Universal to write the continuity from "Jealous Fools," to "Jealous
for "The Inheritors," a novel by I. Husbands."
Los Angeles

A. R. Wylie.

Thomas

Now

S.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Special to

Haver will
Hart in
McGee," which is now
Phyllis

William

—

of the leasing department at Universal City, is back from a three months'

Over Ten Months On "Greed"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Erich Von Stroheim
Gloria Grey will play the leading
role in Gene Stratton Porter's "The
William V. Mong has completed spent over ten months in filming
Girl of the Limberlost."
work in "Why Men Leave Home," "Greed". The picture was made in
and has started work in "Thy Name the exact locations described by
Frank Norris in the novel.
Fred Niblo has added Wallace is Woman."
McDonald to the cast of "Thy Name
Mildred June Signed
is Woman."
Sol Polito, cameraman, has been
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
loaned by the Edwin Carewe company
Hollywood Edward Sedgwick has
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has com- to the Mayer studios to film "Why
selected Mildred June to appear opfirst
starring
pleted
his
vehicle, Men Leave Home."
posite Hoot Gibson in "Hook and
"Stephen Steps Out."

Edward Luddy,

By

edit-

first

Grand-Asher.

d Chaplin

in

Corinne Griffith will next appear in
"Lilies of the Field."
Buster Keaton has completed
ing and titling "Hospitality."

g Cummings

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Uni-

has resigned to join the scenario
>f

Sigmund Moos Home
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sigmund Moos, head

Coast Brevities

Special to

;

li

R. Mills has finished

Pete Smith Exporting

"Win

Owen Moore

Man You

Love," which he dithe
rected for Choice Productions.

in

(Special to

has finished the lead

"Her Temporary Husband."

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

Pete
Smith
is
handling the exploitation for the Los
Angeles run of "The Meanest Man
In The World", which opens next

Joseph De Grasse has been engaged
Michael Dark has been engaged by
to direct "Flowing Gold," for RichWarner
Brothers
to
play
the
role
of
Famous,
j'duction manager for
Week at Loew's State.
ard Walton Tully.
een appointed casting director Lord Manly in "Beau Brummel."
[Lasky studio, succeeding L. M.
Moriarity With Universal
Cullen Landis is playing the jutadt.
Elinor Fair is playing opposite
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Robert Ellis at Universal City in venile role in "The Man Whom Life
Hollywood Edward Moriarity, has
Passed By." Percy Marmont is play- joined
"The Right to Love."
Universal where he will write
'Jekyll and Hyde" Again?
ing the title role under direction of
titles.
DAILY)
FILM
Special to THE
Victor Schertzinger.
Wallace Mac Donald has been cast
J
Angeles "Dr Jekyll and Mr.
Graf Signs Duncan Sisters
for "Thy Name Is Woman," Fred
jl", which appeared twice on the
Robert North Bradbury, director,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Niblo's new picture for Metro.
It is said
ai will be done again.
will go to Medicine Bow, Wyoming,
San Francisco Louis

lywood

I

White, formerly

(

—

—

.n

t

independent organization ex-

to film the picture for the third

^featuring

aing

William V. Mong.

On Two Zellner Stories
THE FILM DAILY)

Three Back From Location
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Special to

i

plywood
1

—"The

Co-Respondent"

The Right To Love", both writLois Zellner are in the course
The
oduction at Universal.
'

!

is now busy on an original,
"Ha, Ha, Yourself".

ipst
el

Another Slam
'One delightful publicity par.
m Hollywood, where the
Ids grow, declares that durI; the taking of 'Scaramouche'
English was spoken in the
dio in order to preserve the
bnch atmosphere.
Surely
s
is
redundant.
Do they
lak English in studios in any
^

Hollywood
the

— Emmett

"Nellie,

The

"Wyoming,"

in

Flynn

Beautiful

Jack
Irene Rich is

GREENE.

"Innocence" Cast Announced
(Special to

—

signed the

Duncan

in Graf Prod.,
tract.
Reports

on a long-term constate

made

picture will be

Graf, has
to appear

sisters

that

the

first

New York

in

and will probably be "The UnheavenTwins".

ly

THE FILM DAILY)

—

with
Hollywood Waldorf Prod, say the
Cloak cast of "Innocence," which Edward

On "Blackmail"
THE FILM DAILY)

King Baggot Busy
(Special to

—

Hollywood King Baggot is busy
Saint will direct will include making "Blackmail" with Ruth ClifLe
all
ford in a stellar role.
Elaine Hama month will be spent in Anna Q. Nilsson, Wilfred Lucas,
filming the interiors.
The "Wild Freeman Wood, Earl Foxe, Vera merstein appeared in it several years
Oranges" company, headed by King Lewis, William Scott, Kate Lester, ago under the title "The CoresModel," company

York where
made. About

is

back from

the 'exteriors

New

were

Vidor has returned from San Francisco.

Four pictures are now

Reopens
THE FILM DAILY)

opened

—The

for the

new

Colonial has
season.

re-

Preparing

(Special to

"Censorship
(Special to

Dangerous"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Portland, Ore. President Matthew
Labor
of the
International
Press of America, in his report to the
10th annual convention of the organization strongly flayed censorship.
He openly declared that "censorship
is dangerous to the freedom of speech

Woll

Colonial
(Special to

pondent".

Marion Harlan and Jessie Arnold.

Gold-

"Slave of Desire."

Troy, N. Y.

J.

Renalles
in the

wyn cutting room.
They include:
"Law Against Law," "Name The
Man," "The Day of Faith" and

•j

|e?"— Kine, London.

scenes

for

Noel Smith has returned to the Hoxie's new picture.
Fox studio, where he commenced leading woman.
production on comedies.

and press."

"Elk's

Tooth"

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—rRenalles,

headpreparing
to produce "The Elk's Tooth," The
ed by Clarke Renalles,

Inc.,

is

cast includes Rosemary Theby, Kate
Price, Peter Burke, George McDaniel,
David Dunbar, Fred de Silva,
John Herdman, Nancy Caswell and

Lillian

Hall.

Production will prob-

ably be centered in
the

Northwest.

Wyoming, and

—.ZiK.DAILV
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The Future
(Continued from Page 1)

weeks
a big costly picture in a large city for a week, or even two
the
picture
of
a
kind
the
is
if
it
place
first
In
wrong.
the
all
is
people want to see they will be stimulated by the word of mouth
advertising which fails in its actual opportunities by a short run.
These long runs should not be planned at a ridiculously high price.
should say that the Roosevelt prices of 55 cents should be enough,
this for the finest of pictures. There are only one or two cities
in this country where we can get $1 or more for pictures, no
matter how fine they may be, barring of course, the exceptional
outstanding pictures which comes only too occasionally. At a 55
cent price a big picture can remain four weeks or more and take
in a lot of money for the producer as well as the exhibitor. Then
it is ready for the second runs, etc., and still will get a lot

{have even longer runs than heretofore; for instance instead
the smaller theater changings three times weekly, or daily
the case may be the larger pictures will get an extra few da
In other words longer runs throughout the business for the
serving pictures.

PAYING FOR DISTRIBUTION

I

and

of

money.

LONG RUN HOUSES

"I expect to see long run first run houses established in every
I expect to see
city of importance within the next year or so.
these houses play on percentage a percentage which will not
prove a burden, but a natural, healthy figure where the exhibitor
after taking out his nut, and the producer his share of negative
cost based on the size of the town, will then split fifty-fifty, or
perhaps on some other equitable terms, whatever they should
Obviously some of these pictures will get a break better
be.
than fifty-fifty some may go as strong as seventy-five, twentyfive, the exhibitor taking the smaller amount.

—

;

THE COMBINE AND CLOSED TOWN SITUATION

<

1

(

"Will not bother or annoy the producer of a big picture long.

may

force him to stay out, or go into that territory, whether
a big or little town, either as a road show, in the biggest hall
he can find, or if necessary the important stars can protect themselves with a theater of their own. This business must work out
on a basis of equity to all, and the minute that equity is abused
then either side will protect himself to the utmost of his ability."
It

An interesting point made by Schenck in his discussion \
that the distributing companies do not operate advantageou
to the star, or stars and that these stars help pay for the
tribution of less valuable product.
Let us figure, "he said, "that a certain star, whose pictu
are being released by any good distributor, will average a mill
gross for his pictures. For this distribution he pays 30 per ct
Suppose he makes three pictures a year. The distributor \
$900,000 a year for distributing this product. Also the distribt
has other pictures in his machine which may gross on an aver
$200,000. He gets $60,000 for each of such pictures. But tr
is no question that it is through releasing the star's product
the machine carries on. It might have grave difficulty in exisl
by distributing only the product of the $200,000 producer,
this producer has the benefits of the star's distributing mach
and because of the cheaper distribution of this secondary pro(
this producer is able to compete for players, even stars, direct
including the best, and, in fact, everything that goes into pic
making. In other words, through this existing distributing m
od the second rate producer becomes a definite competing
to the very star whose distributing arrangements allow the sec
rate man to be in business. It is true, of course, that if the
attempted to distribute his own pictures the cost of such
tribution would be so high that he could not exist.
But V
should happen, and what, I believe, will, is that the distrib
of the star product will not be allowed to take 30 per cent ol
gross for the distribution of the star's product, but a more &
able arrangement will be made for handling his pictures thn
the distributors' machine. All of these problems will work
But they are not that seii
as the business grows older.
that we should become upset over the future of the picture
There is no cause nor occasion for worry. This se
ness.
is proving just what a magnificent business we have
the pici
are fine, splendid. I am most optimistic over the outlook."
I

I

I

i

THE DIVISION

j

In Schenck's opinion the important long run showings will
naturally develop theaters for such runs, and consequently the
productions not good enough for such showings will automatically
find their place in the houses either running short run first-runs, or
others.
It is his belief that this system will develop for the
coming season. The result of the extended run in the largest
cities will be reflected in the smaller cities, is his belief, in that
when the large picture reaches these neighborhoods that they will
Sales On C. B. C. Product
C. B. C. declares the United Exhibitors of Canada, Ltd., have bought

Many

"Only
Screen

A

The Superior

Shopgirl."

Service,

Inc.

will
in

"The

distribute

Barefoot Boy"
Colorado,
Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico and

Southern

Idaho.
C. Barnstyn,
J.
foreign representative of C. B. C.
has closed a deal whereby the Sociedad General Cinematografica acquires "The Marriage Market", "Yesterday's Wife," "Discontented Husbands" and "Traffic in Hearts" for

Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia.

Anti-Klan Picture Expected
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta It is expected that Thomas Dixon's "The Traitor", a story
exposing the Ku Kluxers, will be put
into production this winter.

Keith In Deal For
(Special to

Louisville,
the
Majestic

Atlanta

— Eltabran

Film has 52

New

York.

DA>

between

Chicago

—The

J.

Gregory Amuse-

Exhibitor Dead

Illinois
(Special to

Lebanon,

THE FILM
111.

—L.

DAILT
H<J

C.

Corp.,
Majestic,

(Special to

<

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Dr. Thomas E. Finegan has been
appointed Chairman of the Motion
Picture Committee of the National
Ass'n of Visual Education, succeeding Dr. Charles H. Judd, resigned.
Dr. Finegan formerly held the post
of

Commissioner

ot

Education

—

i

known

S.

C. Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

—

THE FILM

Milwaukee—The new

1

DAIL'I
$119,01

and post-office building
Allis, one of the suburbs,

ater

in exchange circles in this
and was formerly with Hod- ready
Jan.
kinson and Pathe.
about

section

The

1.

theater

ir'
v!l

w

800.

Another For Furniture City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Wipes Out

Ready January
(Special to

in

Belton, S. C. The Belton is a toloss as a result of a fire that destroyed a good deal of property here.
tal

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit Kelly Decker has been appointed manager and booker for the
Minter-United office.
He is well

Pennsylvania.

(Special to

pic-

Friday for

i

Fire

coming

left

—

Has 52
THE FILM DAILY)

tures for release during the
year or one a week.

deal

Schenck

operating the ment Co., controlling the theater sit- owner of the Alamo is dead.l
and the Keith uation at Hammond, and owning wife will continue operation
interests is expected to be closed theaters
Chicago Heights and theater.
at
shortly, whereby the latter will as- Crown Point, has taken over two
sume control of the two houses, run- other East Chicago houses. Current
Celebrates First Anniversa
ning the Rialto as a vaudeville stand reports state the company plans in(Special to THE FILM DAIL"
and continue pictures at the Majestic. vading the field at Whiting and Gary.
Milwaukee The new Milw
The Rialto is also a picture house.
is
celebrating its first anniv
George Fisher is manager.
Decker Heads Minter-United
Finegan Heads! Visual Association
Rialto and

Eltabran Film
(Special to

—A

I

—

Gregory Amusement Co. Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Two

THE FILM DAILY)
Ky.

1

—

Rapids, Mich. The city's
newest in the theater field will make

Grand

appearance about Dec. 1st. The
Family, as it will be known, will seat
over 700.
its

Issues

Bond

Issue

THE FILM

DAIL,
Princetown, 111. Backers
Spring Valley's new theater <
have received permission to I
(Special to

—

i

$25,000 bond issue to help bid
$75,000 house planned for thi<o«

'

i

H

ili

l

ll

i

H

[

l!lll!ii'i

nf ormation!
iTHEl
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Authority

Answers an average of

One Thousand

Inquiries

every month

AND WE LIKE
1/

we can
to

Vanderbilt

4551

-

Vanderbilt

be of service
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4552

IT

-

call
Vanderbift

Service that Serves

5558

is

-

Vanderbilt

10333

SERVICE
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EXHIBITORS
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TAKE A II FROM VS.
"EVERYBODY LOVES IRENE."—
WE ARE DAM [NG DOLLARS
INTO THE BOX OFFICES
EVERYWHERE SHE IS PLAYING,
IX HER PICTURES,
AND HER NEW REVUE.HURRY TO YOUR NEARES1
G(
W. W. HODKINSON EXCHANGE, AND
I'

I

?<£&

muffle

:

:

HOOK HER THREE PICTURES
"SLIM SHOULDERS. " "NO TRESPASSING.
AXD "FRENCH HEELS."
\l.l.

THE FOLKS ARK

IRENE CASTLE MAN
LET [RENE DAM E,
DAM NG DOLLARS that's us)
INTO YOUR BOX OFFICE.
I

,

IRENES DANCING— IRENE'S PICTURES
And Us

ALL YOURS FOR THE ASKING AT YOUR
W. W. HODKINSON EXCHANGE

(e BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOCNIZEt

f FILHDOH

Authority
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Monday, October
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More

5USINESS?

Suits

—

DANNY
llywood — The business

Additional

litigation

may

be

ex-

concern which has on pected from the T. O. C. C. ranks
ogram for this season, one against William Randolph Hearst and

s of a

lineups of

greatest

le

ions.

anding

This concern
importance.

at-

of

is

running into

iditure

many

,

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,
the
over
bookings
on "Enemies of
Women." The claim is advanced in

local

The

exhibitor circles that as yet there has

an

been no decisive decision from the
courts which would define the rights

iction schedule calls for

mil-

of exhibitors in the matter.

millions.

It

is

declared that the

Washington
court by a

suit

Gotham

was thrown out

vs.

of

were invested
technicality in that the
ly business they would be Gotham Theater Co. was a foreign
led, under natural banking corporation which had never secured
to draw at least six per the necessary permission from the
:hese millions

,

the risk of doing business
y industry barred.
the picture business it has
been assumed that because
e risk involved that a fair
t
would be from 25 to 40

on productions. Some
e estimates given out by flyght producers will tell you
a good picture should make

Secretary of State in Albany to transact business here.
It is also asserted
that the Belmont vs. Elsmere suit
was thrown out because the plaintiff
failed to sue the rightful owners of
the picture.
In this connection, it is
(Continued on Page 2)

:ent

i

:nimum

of 100 per cent for
producer and distributor.

has not
li for 40 per cent return for
schedule for this season, nor
t

[

this

Not even

25.

'

:

distributor

He

six.

for ten, or
hasn't asked for a

Seek to List 14,228 Shares

The

application of Famous Players
before the Stock Exchange asks that
the company be permitted to list
14,288 additional shares of common
stock, no par value.
As noted, 11,000
will probably be turned to Sid Grauman for his 50% interest in the Million Dollar, Metropolitan and Rialto
theaters in Los Angeles. The remaining shares would cover other
corporate purposes.

fig three per cent.

He has not asked
!

nny

profit

lick

Larry Semon Here
Larry Semon is in town from the
coast.

He

has

salesmen to get

only the

many

mil-

Borzage Through

—

Norma Talmadge
Frank Borzage has completed two

WHY?

pictures

for First National, thereby
completing his contract with the re-

cause production costs are

leasing

^avy that if exhibitors were
1 to meet the prices naturalir for such productions he

"Children of Dust" and "Dust in the

company.

The

pictures

are

Doorway" which were directed by
Borzage for Arthur H. Jacobs who
is

the producer.

Borzage has been

M exhibitors would
iy them and yet

be unable engaged to direct Norma Talmadge
maintain in "Secrets," her next picture.
Jacobs has been in town for the
theaters at a profit.
past week or so. He owns the rights
r
-|is is the first indication of
to "Bread," the new Norris novel
'rongful heavy expenditures which has been scenarioized by Len-

he

pictures of this season.

M it continue?

ore

Richmond, Va.

—Jake

There will be another meeting
on the 30th, of the exhibitors
of what would constitute the
Washington zone for the purpose of going more seriously
into this plan.

"I

have received telegrams
letters

from

various

country

parts

who have

FILM DAILY

Own

Wells

says:
"I have read your account of
the Virginia exhibitor gathering at Washington and note
the manner in which you presented the twenty-six zone idea.

and
from

First Nat'l Members Now Operating
Exchanges for Outside Pictures

Some

exhibitors
the
of

read

THE

article, so, evi-

some interest has
been created on the lines sugdently, quite

gested."

Several of the First National franchise holders have already carried out
the decision made at the Atlantic
City convention last spring, and have
formed separate exchanges to handle
whatever product aside from the First
National output, they may be handling in their respective territories.

This question is certain to come
again at the French Lick meeting this
week Those franchise holders who
have separated the independent releases from the First National output
.

include:

Harry Crandall, Washington, who
operates the Exhibitors' Film Exchange; Skouras Bros., St. Louis,
who operate the St. Louis Film Exchange; Finkelstein and Ruben, Minneapolis, who operate the F. and R.

Film Co.; Rowland and Clark, Pittswho operate the Columbia
Film Service; Col. Fred Levy, LouisAustrian
ville,
who operates Big Feature
Alfred Weiss To Handle Films of Rights Corp.; and John H. Kunsky,
Detroit, who recently formed an exVita of Vienna See Field for
change of his own.
Foreign Pictures Here
(Continued on Page 2)
Alfred Weiss, of Artclass, has arranged to distribute the entire proPlans Two Period Plays
duct of the Vita Co., of Vienna in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with
This is the unit
this country.
Los Angeles Sidney A. Franklin,
which, as noted, he closed a deal
who
is
now busy cutting "Tiger
this
summer.
while in Europe
Weiss recently returned from a Rose," numbers two period plays in
One
three months' trip abroad, part of his future production schedule.
which was spent in Vienna. He says will be a social drama of the early
he was amazed at what he saw there 70's and the other a drama of the
early 80's.
For release through the
in the way of production, and adds
that he thinks the foreign picture has Warner's.
Hans Kraely, who adapted "PasEfficient studio
at last "arrived."
methods are cited by Weiss as a sion" and "Deception," will do scripts
burgh,

An

Deal

—

—

Coffee, since returned to the
coast.
It is understood that Jacobs
will make the picture in the East.

The

will

first

Mae Marsh on Her Own?
THE FILM DAILY)

duct.

Contract with First Nat'l Was for
Two Pictures To Direct

tas involved.

Product Partly Split
Interested
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

strong reason why pictures there can for Ernst Lubitsch.
be made at a relatively low negative be "Deburau."
cost as compared with American pro

on the invest-

ment of millions.
;;ked his

for a

Price 5 Cents

1923

Planned

C. Seek Clear-Cut Decision
on "Enemies" Case Balked
Technically, Is Claim

By

15,

(Continued on Page 2)

(Special to

—

Los Angeles The Times declares
Mae Marsh will form her own
producing company some time next
Austin, Tex. A new law has been year and make as her first picture a
passed here, imposing a special occu- story by Louis Lee Arms, her husIf the plan is carried out it
pation tax, and making it compulsory band.
for all theaters, places of amusement, will be produced in England.
etc., to take out a state license.
Miss Marsh is scheduled to appear

New Tax Law in Austin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

that

—

-

in

Mrs. Coogan Coming East
(Special to

the

picture

D.

W.

Griffith

will

make following "America."

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—Mrs.

Jackie's mother, who
East, is due in New

Lillian
is

now

York

Coogan,
en route

today.

Ince Plans "Last Frontier"
(Special to

Los

may

Chaplin Leaves for Coast
Charles Chaplin left for Los Angeles yesterday.

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—Thomas

H.

Ince

personally direct "The Last
Frontier," a Western which will be
one of his series for First National
release.

THE

-ZWK

DAILY

2

More

Suits

Price 5 Cents
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the picture and that, when the producer of the picture discovered that
his first agent was not doing satisfactory work, he discharged him and
secured a new one, in this case,
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan. The exhibitor stand is that if this attitude is to
be followed, when can a contract be
construed as a contract in the picture
They advance the argubusiness?

ment

lived

W.

I.

—

Rue de

— Interna-

(Caecho-Slo-

Prague

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldwyn

105
715* 70

..105J*

.

.

U'A

.

T.oew's

12
16

1654

Close

300

105

705* 1.300

Not quoted
12# 775
1654 1,300

Carewe Sails
Edwin Carewe sailed Saturday on
tlie Majestic for London en route to
.

Biskra, Algiers where he will produce
"A Son of the Sahara" for First NaWith him went Rene Plaistional.
setty, co-director; Adelaide Heilbron,
scenarist; and Walter McGrail, who
Claire Windsor,
will be in the cast.

Montagu Love, Rose-

Lytell,

mary Theby and Paul Panzer,

Release Date Set

Old New York" will be reGoldwyn-Cosmopolitan,
by
Nov. 4. The picture has had a three
months' run at the Cosmopolitan
here, and recently opened for an ex"Little

leased

Des Moines
ests,

recently,

Los

Rob Blank Offices
THE FILM DAILY)
to

— Four attempts

the offices of the A.

H. Blank

proved

THE FILM DAILY)

— Secretary

Hughes,

in

instrument, the moving picture, was
not so frequently used in foreign countries
to give forth impressions of American life.
It is most discouraging to reflect upon the
extent to which the best efforts of educators
and the men of public affairs are thwarted
by the subtle influence of a pernicious distortion among other peoples with respect to
the way in which our people live and the
prevalence here of vice and crime."

1)

Mark,

C.

i

1

W

know," says

I

"exhibitors
cannot
offer
an
foreign program to their patrons,
I
do insist that we have arrivei
a point where a selected numbe
foreign productions can be sh
successfully and the interesting p
is
that, due to lowered produc

(which economies,
understood, in no way are

costs,

the

finished

musi

it

discerr

pictures),

they
exl

tors to offer them a real opportu
to operate on a fair margin of pro

Bennett Plans Divorce Story
Bennett will proi
"The Truth About Love," a div
story.
Production starts Nov. 1J

Whitman

S.

Spring, and E. Bruce
Most of the franchise

came

in

directly

from

their

home towns.
The meetings

A

B

E

R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges. Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

1540 Broadtut

Loeiu Bldg.

to rob
inter-

fruitless.

X

/

Kirkwood-Lee

(Special to

Series

am

-JACK fi^WHlTE PRODUCTION

HIGH
LIFE

tflHMD COHEDY
wtA LIOE CONLEY

market

in the

for

THE FILM DAILY)

I

—

SINGLE REEL NOVELTI!

Los Angeles James Kirkwood and
Lee are to be co-starred in a
series of pictures which are to be
made on the Ince lot. The first is
"The Painted Woman."
Lila

Film Board Meets
THE FILM DAILY)
Butler Here With Comedies
Minneapolis Managers,
bookers
Roy E. Butler is in town with
and salesmen in and around the city "Chips,' 'the first of a series of 12,
attended a meeting of the Film Board two reelers to be made by Wautauga
of Trade Saturday at the Hotel West. Comedies. Inc., of East Tennessee.
The meeting was called by the Board Butler says he has already arranged
to help promote better co-operation their release
and understanding between exchange
nd field forces.
Sharick Heads New Dep't

Film Exchange

Iris

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N.

(Special to

—

Leave L. A. for French Lick

—

Sails

THE FILM DAILY)
London — Ernest W. Fredman, edi-

(Special cable to

his

The Film

Renter, left for the
on Saturday. He will make
American headquarters at the

A

The most complete
Shots of

all

220

W.

42d

MOVII
STIl.CS

ferred in

J«*-j6*WEJT50'J!JT.

an picture.

En Route
THE FILM DAILY)

representative for Pre-

London.

T. O. C. C. Ball Dec. 15
C. C. ball, a regular annual affair will be held at the Astor

The T. O.

on Dec.

15.

STONE

St.

New

Yc

copies

4VANTI

MM0MO

STERN PHOTO ADVERTISING C

—

Los Angeles Larry Weingarten is
bound for New York to exploit "Long
Live the King," the new Jackie Coog-

—

his duties as

descriptions

M. T.

Alexander

Dan W. Fish, sailed for England
on the Majestic Saturday to resume

film libra

in the industry

Plaza.

(Special to

it

million feet of everything!

A. J. Sharick has been placed in
charge of a new co-operative depart-

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment at Warner Bros. He will act
Los Angeles Joseph M. Schenck as liason officer between the home
and Mike C. Levee are bound for office and the sales force in the field.
French Lick to attend the First NaThey will come
tional meeting there.
Weingarten Eastbound
to New York later.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Fredman

—maybe Stone has

Los Angeles William Alexander
of Anderson Pictures has left for New
ADVERTISE TOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for thii "ad" FREE at your York.
Educational Exchange
Fish Sails For England

A

IS,

Sam

are expected to start
today and will run through Wednesa statement describing the amicable
day with the various individuals leavrelations existing between this couning for home that night. Sol Lesser
try and South America republics says
is expected here tomorrow from New
this about films:
"I wish indeed that the important educa- York with his brother, Irving.

Washington

tor of
States

Try Four Times
(Special to

California,

the

at

holders

are

scheduled to leave on Nov. 10, together with Carewe's technical, production and business staff.

tended run
Angeles.

executives arrived at the West Baden
Hotel last night over the Pennsylvania.
The group included Harry
Schwalbe, Richard A. Rowland, E.

Johnson.
S.

—

Lick Springs, Ind. The
group of First National

Moe

i>

,

be priced sufficiently low to

THE FILM DAILY)

Eschmann,

i

tional

Sales

r

Bert

French

New York

11

Austrian Dea

"Naturally

in

Meeting Starts Today
(Special to

\mnw m

(Continued from Page

New York, (both for New York
City and Northern Jersey); Atlanta,
Albany, Buffalo, Atlanta, New Orleans, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Des
Moines, Los Angeles and Charlotte.

Pinkerton,

distributor.

Says Films "Distort" U.
(Special to

Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative
Central
Filmachau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

up by the

An

1)

State right releases are now being
handled through about 16 First National exchanges, which include the
following:

that, with this order of things,
can never be certain that the
agreements they enter upon will be A.

they

London
The Film Renter, 53a
London,

(Continued from Page

1)

claimed that Cosmopolitan Prod, was
sued when the International Film
Service Co., Inc., should have been
made the defendant.
The Cosmopolitan stand is that
Famous Players were selected merely
as the agent to secure contracts for

!

Monday, October

Product Partly Split

Planned

(Continued from Page
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Film Industry

CHARLES WILCOX
Has The Honour

to Present

The Graham Wilcox Masterpiece

BETTY BLYTHE
CHU CHIN CHOW
by Oscar Asclie

sc

Frederic Norton

The Worlds Record Stage Play
All

communications

Charles Wilcox
%Ban3haf & Pembleton
130

nd

West 42 Sh-eet
New York

New York

M" Wilcox arrives
tu

um

ininiiiimiiiimiii

ii

i

i

iii

i

miii

i

i

Oct. 17
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On Broadway
Ambassador— "The White
Astor— "The Hunchback

Preparing for

Loew

Ball

is at work lining up
Loew-Metro ball which

Nils Granlund

Sister."
Notre
of

talent for the

occurs at the Astor on Nov.

1st.

He

Monday, October

—

Albany

(Special to

—

New

Mayer-Burman,

Capital

Incor-

$15,000.

— "The

mutter."
"Puritan Passions."

Cameo

—

Capitol— "The Green Goddess."
Central "Monna Vanna."
Old
"Little
Cosmopolitan

—

—

will give the first act
will be two numbers
from Earl Carroll's "Vanities." Louis
Werba will send the "Adrienne"

lage

New

York.

There

Dover, Del.
tures.

New company

York."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."

—

Fortv-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
Loew's New York— Today— "Why

Worry."

Tuesday— "The Dancer

Follies"

finals.

of the Nile"

and "The Ramblin' Kid."
"The Merry-GoWednesday

—

The Park has been taken over b
Henry Morton. Morton also run

— Graphic-Imperial

Capital $5,000.

the Gayety and Monarch.

PicIncorporators,

G. H. Larson is now managing th
Arlington.
Larson comes from th
College theater, where he is succeed*

to give the opening dance A. J. Sherman and William F. DonoJesse hue, both of Philadelphia, and M. B.
"Little
while
the
(Colonial
William Reese, of Wilmington.
through
troupe,
Friedlander, will contribute several Charter Co.)
numbers. In addition to the two Paul
Albany Zycoff Amusement Corp.,
Whiteman orchestras engaged for
Capital
Incor$15,000.
dancing, several other bands will Buffalo.
departure porators, F. M. Zimmerman, M.
render several numbers.
Atwill be the placarding of the boxes Cohen and G. W. Ferguson.
Dautch.
occupied by stage and screen stars so torneys, Aron
that they can be discovered easily.

number,
James"

by Pete Egan.

—

The Gishes Sail Soon
Lillian and Dorothy Gish sail fo
Italy this week, to start work o

A

"Romola."

&

Round."

Thursday— "The Brass Bottle."
and
Guilty"
Friday "You Are
"Modern Matrimony."
Saturday "Ruggles of Red Gap."
Sunday— "Three Wise Fools."
Lyric "A Woman of Paris."

—

Albany

—

—

Rialto— "The Spanish Dancer."
Rivoli— "The Eternal Struggle."

Strand— "The Fighting Blade."
Next

Week

Gordon

— Corba,

Inc.,

New

York.

NEGATIVES WANTED!

Incorporators, M.
Lieberman, H. R. Levin and E. Stern.
Attorney, M. E. Sterling, New York.
Capital

Setting Mr. Behrens Straight

$1,000.

We

will buy outright or undertake distribution of worthwhile
pictures for U. S. and Canada,
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

White, director of advertising and publicity for Educational, wants to set Chris Behrens of
Dover, Del. Little Rock Amusethe Family theater, Davenport, la.,
ment Co., Wilmington.
Capital
straight about short reel advertising
$200,000.
Behrens recently comaccessories.
plained that there was a woeful lack
S.

—

New York

Metro Salesman Dead
THE FILM DAILY)
of Notre
that one
Chicago Isadore Natkin, Metro
Dame."
short subjects distributor, at least, provides
A one-column ad cut is pre- salesman died suddenly while on
these helps.
Broadway Not yet determined.
pared for each two-reel comedy or special business at the Badger theater in
Brooklyn Strand— "The Bad Man."
subject released by Educational Film Ex- Merrill, Wis.
Natkin was a pioneer
Cameo Not yet determined.
changes, Inc., and these are advertised reg- in the film business.
He bought
Mats made
ularly in THE FILM DAILY.
Capitol "The Green Goddess."
the first theater conducted by Carl
Vanna." (tentative) from these cuts are supplied without cost

Ambassador— "The White
Astor—"The Hunchback

Sister."

of suitable material. Which
White to say:
"We wish you had mentioned

prompts

(Special to

—

New York

—

—
—
Central — "Monna
Cosmopolitan— "Unseeing Eyes."
Criterion — "The Covered Wagon."
—
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
Lyric— "A Woman of Paris."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.
Lion
Strand — "Richard,
The
Hearted."

to

any exhibitor who asks

for

Laemmle

Wagon" in Omaha
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha "The Covered Wagon"

Mitchell

Maritime.

is

manager

of First

S.

GILL, Eastern Sale« Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray HiU 1831
I

at

the

Brandeis,

a
•

This is the first showing in the middle west, outside of
Chicago. The run will be indefinite.
"legit" house.

Na-

Dominion, is here.
on a trip through the

Fifth

St.

Buster Keaton Here
Buster Keaton is in town from the
coast attending the world's series.

Exhibitors in

Southern New Jersey
Eastern Pennsylvania

THE FILM DAILY)

sistant general
tional
the
in

542

—

Sunday

Vidor to Direct "Happiness"
Albany The Willat Film Corp., of kit is understood that King Vidor
New York, has increased its capital as been borrowed by Metro through
stock from 1,000 shares common, no the courtesy of Goldwyn to direct
Laurette Taylor in "Happiness."
It
par value, to 10,000 shares.
The Boulevard Theater & Realty will be made in the East.
Corp., of the Bronx, has reduced its
capital from $200,000 to $100,000.
Stringer Wrote "Unseeing Eyes"
Arthur Stringer is the author of
"Unseeing Eyes," a new CosmopoliMitchell in St. John
tan picture which opens at the Cos(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mopolitan theater on Oct. 28.
St. John, N. B.— W. Mitchell, as-

—

WILLIAM

in

Willat Film Increase Capital
(Special to

Hollywood

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories

Chicago,
called
the
White Front at 1229 South Halstead

them."

"Covered

opens

on

of the Allen houses, is undergoing r<
pairs, to cost in the neighborhood c
$20,000.

porators, H. A. Burman, A. Mayer,
reports this, to date:
T.
Hammerstein.
Attorneys,
Broken Wing."
J.
of
Bocourtesy
Through the
Brooklyn Strand— "Potash and Perl hemians, Inc., "The Greenwich Vil- Bickerton, Wittenberg and Fleisher,

Dame."
Broadway

19£

Winnipeg News
THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg The Bijou, formerly

Incorporations
York.

IS,

(The Philadelphia Territory)

YOU CAN OBTAIN BOOKINGS* ON PRINCIPAL PICTURES
CORPORATION 'S* PRODUCTIONS

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway"
"Gold Madness"
"The Spider and the Rose"
"East Side - West Side
'

THROUGH
20th
256

CENTURY FILM^COMPANY

NORTH 13th STREET
^Gene Marcus

-

-

1

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Harry Marcus

iTHE
ie BRADSTREET

ZkRECOCMIZEG
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World Factor
How

16,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Up-State Drive

New

B'way First-Run

Hays Regards Sam Berman To Urge Tax Repeal Between 51st and 52nd St. and Close
from Europe Much
to Capitol— Will Seat' 1,576—
Through Influence of Exhibitors
By DANNY
Rested from Vacation
Lee Ochs to Build
Upon Congressmen
are sales
ollywood
Hays returned from
Broadway will have a new firstWill
H.
Sam I. Berman, secretary of the
the hold up on Europe yesterday on the Leviathan, M. P. T. O., of New York, leaves on run picture house along about June,
ng ? Is it that the exhibitor following a short vacation spent as a tour up-state shortly to get active 1924. Lee A. Ochs, owner of the
that through waiting he the guest of Ambassador George work started on the admission tax Costello theater, at 23 Fort Washington St., is sponsoring the project
Harvey in London. Mr. Hays de- repeal.
get his big pictures at a clared he felt much rested.
The aid of Congressmen will be which will be known as The Piccaprice
Or is it the at
The only comment that he would sought, of course, but it is the idea dilly.
"break" the market? make as a result of his trip was a of Billy Brandt, state president, to
)t to
The house will seat 1,576 divided
short statement in which he com- go about this in a manner that is as follows: orchestra, 838; the stadiis one of the big questions
And has some- mented on the importance of the mo- a little bit different. Brandt plans to um, as the balcony will be known,
le moment.
tion picture in international affairs. secure the co-operation of the legis- 512; loges, 226.
Ochs has secured a
to do with the problem
2f
The statement declared:
lators through the local exhibitors. site at 1662-64-66 Broadway, between
lg the entire industry.
"It is interesting to know that the He makes the point that an appeal 51st and 52nd St., now occupied by
That's

Will H.

— Back

Films

— Why

Why

t

by English agents showed
per cent of the motion
pictures exhibited in England are
American-made.
It
is obvious that
the efforts of the industry in America
continually to improve itself are of

They are getthem.
They are here,
they don't seem inclined

ut

Exhibitors
pay for them.
well be asked: If you
jn't expect to pay for big pici

ight

good pictures; fine picwhat do you expect to
for what you will pay?

ires;
ires,
;t

altogether the fault of the
holding back.
In
is
r
instances they are being asked
ay more for the product than
That's true. But
i can take in.
any other instances they won't
Jjecause they believe they will be
!

isn't

who

litor

book what they want when
want it at a price below what

to

listributors are

now

asking.

The Producer
have money in to keep on

ist

program making.
His
must go through. Must be
tained.
Otherwise production
become even higher. How can
aerate without returns from the
The day of "O. P. M."— other
his

)

lule

money

—

pretty
well
is
business.
It is beng more and more a straight
ing problem, or the equivalent
e's

igh

of.
i

this

"Easy money"

—excepting

es.

ow
>n.
t
1

in

in

isn't

to be

sporadic

in-

And

so the producer is layas to his plans for the next
Some refused to even think

it.

They say they

still

have

'me.

Rapf Checks

Russia Opening

have practically no
Production plans for

must be set, generally
waking, by Jan. 15 next,
nd how far is that away?
ist around the corner
that's
)2h-25

—

Up

—

—

THE

Continued on Page 2)

Continued on Page 2)

Another For B. and K.
THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Balaban and Katz have
(Special to

of time.

They

I

to be made
that ninety

Jtter pictures.

lg

caused carefully issued by exhibitors of a particular a three story building housing several
town will have more influence on the used automobile stores and a rug
Congressman coming from that town, store. The site is less than a block
than will pressure brought to bear away from the Capitol and on the
maintained
in side of the
street that houses the
from headquarters
Rivoli.
New York.
Berman will cover the up-state terNathan Burkan has been handling
as much interest there as here.
ritory thoroughly.
the legal end for Ochs and has
finally cleared the title on the prop"This means very much for the inerty which will be demolished in
dustry and is a further indication of
Tax Committee of IS
the importance of our efforts to deabout a month's time.
is planned
The T. O. C. C. has appointed a to carry on constructionIt during
velop the fullest usefulness of the picthe
committee of 15 to handle the cam- winter.
ture as an instrument of international
The house will be built in
paign by which funds will be raised to
amity.
the stadium style and will have a 30
repeal.
ft.
"With the better understanding by fight for the admission tax
entrance, bordered on each side
The first meeting was held yesterday by two stores, each with a 14 ft.
the peoples each of the other we will
the
Astor.
move furthest in the direction of a in the nature of a lunch at
front.
A broadcasting station will be
world peace".
part of the equipment.
The plans have been so prepared
by Schloss and Orlando, architects,
Asks Exhibitors to Fill Out Ques- to permit of the election of a largeSol Lesser Sees Big Field There
tionnaire and Report How His
sized electric sign, which will be
Found American Pictures LeadPictures Take With Public
about a foot smaller than that on the
ing the Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Criterion front for "The Covered
Sol Lesser returned yesterday on
Los Angeles Harry Rapf has pre- Wagon." The site runs through from
the same ship that brought Will H. pared a questionnaire which is being
Continued on Page 2)
Hays back to New York. Lesser left sent to all exchanges handling the
a few weeks ago to look over the for- Warner product and which is designeign literary field and investigate ed to get the public reaction toward
Krock Leaves Hays Office
First National's British distributing Rapf's pictures.
Arthur Krock, an executive of the
organization.
Rapf declares his check-up system Hays organization, has resigned to beRussia offers a wonderful field for is similar to the one used by Joseph come assistant to Ralph Pulitzer, of
trade of all kinds, according to Lesser. Plunkett at the New York Strand the N. Y. World. Krock was former
In Paris, he met a number of Russian which was described by Danny re- news
manager of the Louisville
film men from whom he secured his cently in
FILM DAILY. Rapf Courier Journal, and later editor of
information about conditions in that declares that, as a producer he has the Louisville Times.
country. American pictures lead the always felt the need for such a system,
field, Lesser added, and contradicted
especially since the producer in Holall reports about a dearth in business
lywood can not very well tell what
Off For Boston
investigation that

Exhibitors wanted fewer and

—

leased the theater to be built on the
site of the old Colonial at a rental of
The Orpheum cir$327,000 yearly.
cuit was after the proposed house.

Carl

Laemmle Leaves
Laemmle left Saturday

Universal City.

Carlos

En Route

Abe Carlos is en
to start work on
Talmadge picture.

route to the coast
the next Richard

of the Warner's, and
of Truart, left for
Boston yesterday to visit the Franklin
Film Co., distributor of both
lines of product in New England.

"The Unknown

Purple," produced by Carlos in Los
Angeles, may be given a Broadway
run by Truart.

Friedman Here
for

Sam Warner,

M. H. Hoffman,

Joe Friedman, Celebrated Players,
Chicago, is in town.

Semon Lining Up Cast
Larry Semon is here getting players for the cast of "The Girl in the
Limousine,'
his
first
picture
for
Truart.
He will be here a week
longer.

THE

s&m

DAILY

Up

Rapf Checks

(Continued from Page 1)
the public in scattered sections of the
country likes or dislikes.
"1 have been advocating for over
Vol.
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Foreign
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of

Address

all

communications

THE FILM

to
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Hollvwood. California Walter R. Gr-ene,

—

'Phone, Hollywood

6*11 Hollywood Blvd.

year a system which follows so
closch thai which built Up the Keith
Booking Office," says Rapf. "Their
wonderful system has enabled them
to only book such acts as their audiThey never repeat with
ences like.
.mi act that an audience does not like.
Each week, after the opening performances the house manager sends
to the home office a report of each act,
how it was received by the audience,
a description of the act, its merit,
all of which gives the home office the
opportunity of knowing whether they

a

The
are booking the right material.
same thing holds good for pictures."
Rapf's

questionnaire

seeks

infor-

mation about the business done by
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. his pictures
whether the title, the
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. ( redman. cast or the story proved the drawing
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., card; whether the cast pleased and
London, W. I.
who was the most popular player;
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paria Representative
whether the print was in good condiClichy.
1603.

—
—

—

—

InternaRepresentative
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmachau,
vakia), Weozelplatz.

European

Central

tionale

Quotations
High

Kod.

East.
F,

I'.-L

.105
71

Low
104J4
69/g

do pfd

Goldwyn
Loew's

Close

audience

of picture the exhibprefers and whether
well known books or plays drew betunknown material. The
ter than
questionnaire will go forward to every
exhibitor booking a Rapf picture.

Non-Theatrical Company
Non-Theatrical Pictures Service Co.,
Not quoted has opened offices in the Strauss Bldg.
Not quoted and, according to formal announceNot quoted ment, will sell Simplex projectors,
fire-proof projection booths and thea-

(Continued from Page

200

3,300

ter screens.

1)

also

prom-

non-thea-

exhibitors.
The company's
personnel includes Robert W. Priest,
president;
Inc.
Film
Market,
of
George C. Beach, an attorney, who
chairman of the board; H. H.
is
Cudmore, former director, Mazda Bureau, General Electric Co.; who is
sales manager; and J. R. Cameron,
author of "Motion Picture Projection" whose title is projection engineer.
trical

Hall Caine and spoke to them about
writing stories direct for the screen.

Plan Ball for Nov. 24
F. I. L. M. Club and the Motion Picture Salesmen Inc., this year
will hold a joint ball, scheduled for
Nov. 24th, at the Commodore. Both
organizations in the past have been
running separate functions.

The

West Coast Premiere Nov.

The company

ises to distribute pictures to

on the other side by declaring that
pictures are in demand so long as they
arc ijood.
Lesser met and talked with Arnold
Bennett, Maurice Maeterlinck and Sir

6

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Virginian"
Francisco "The
will have its first showing at the
Granada. Nov. 6th.
•

what type

Sales

105
71

Russia Opening

(Special to

tion;

itor's

i

At Work on "Three Weeks"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

New

Tuesday, October

B'way First-Run
(Continued from

Broadway

Page

1)

7th Ave., and on the
7th Ave. side, a sign projecting about
eight feet from the wall will be installed.
It is figured this will stand
out above anything else in the neighborhood and will be clearly seen as
far down Times Square as the Times
Building.
to

The house

about $600,000.
are underOchs
stood to have secured the property

and

for a

will cost

associate

his

number

of years.

While Ochs

could not be reached for a statement
yesterday, it is understood he is considering a long run policy when the
theater is finally ready. He is understood to have been influenced by

on
have done
distributors
special pictures for
which they desired long run houses,
and for which they found themselves
The
turning to legitimate theaters.

Sam

for Chronicles of America, will direct
"The Gateway to the West" for the
same company.
Exteriors will be

"THE SPICE OH THE PROGRAM"

Back on Coast

Jaffe

THE FILM DAILY)"
Hollywood — Sam Jaffe, of Pr
has returned from
York.

ferred,

New

in
North Carolina.
Washington" will be the

taken

character.

Casting

is

now

a

trip

Graduated architect studies in
Berlin and London for

Paris,
last

three years in

American

South
office of

charge

in

concern

moving

pic-

ture studio.

THE FILM

DAILY, Box

Latest hand model, large cabinet, 25
Tremen1700 blank stencils.
dous bargain.

COMPLETE LIST OF STATERIGHT EXCHANGES ALREADY
STENCILLED AND RIGHT UPTO-DATE.
1540

Broadway

Room

1115

Finishes

D.

W.

Battle

Griffith

Phone

— Beekman

9091

what

Broadway with

Astor is housing "The Hunchback."
The
It has a trifle over 1,000 seats.
Central, with about 900 seats, is running "Monna Vanna"; the Criterion,
with "The Covered Wagon," has only
609 seats, and the Cameo, to which
many distributors have turned for
Broadway showings, only has 539.
The Piccadilly will be very close to
the Capitol. On the 52nd St. corner,
what is termed the largest dance hali
in the world is under construction.
Across the street, B. S. Moss is putting up a new theater which, will
probably operate like the State-Lake
in Chicago, pictures and small time
With the PiccaKeith vaudeville.
dilly,

the

Broadway

first-runs

will

Rivoli,
Capitol,
the
include
then
Strand, Criterion, Rialto and Cameo.

Albany yesterday, the PiccaHolding Co. and the Piccadilly
Ochs
Theater, Inc., were formed.
heads the theater company and will
be treasurer of the holding company.
In

dilly

tEAl.

119 FoltoB St.. N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN1
MOTION PICTURE INDUST

Office For Rent
Furniture For Sale
Completely equipped

office ant

ante room, renting at Eighty!
three Dollars a month, inclu

ding furniture for sale

mendous

Room

at tre

Apply at
1540 Broadway.

bargain.

1115, at

LOEW STATE

THEATR!
BUILDING

Mr. Joseph Plunket
uses

ART GUIL1
DISPLAY
at the

MARK

STRANEI

THEATRE
Pictorial

Aids to Exploitat

"George

principal
tinder way.

Scenes

has completed the

scenes for "America", shot in
and around Somers, N. Y. The company goes South later for more cxThe production will not be
ors.
finished until Spring.

battle

M.

110.

ELLIOT ADDRESSING MACHINE
trays,

of

architectural

New York

big

wants position

Weeks".
Campbell to Make "Gateway"
Webster Campbell, who recently
completed "The Frontier Woman"

1923

(Special to

—A

the
section
of
Culver City,
(.rand Canal of Venice has been built
at the
Goldwyn studio for Elinor
Glyn's "Three Weeks" which is now
in its third week of production, under
the direction of Alan Crosland.
Mrs. Glyn is reported to be forming a company to produce and direct
her own pictures, following "Three

16,

250 West 54th Street
Phone Circle 3864
"designed to suit your

neeo,

il

i

THE
esday, October 16,

-gem

DAILY

1923

ewspaper Opinions

Seek $85,000 Damages
Seven actions seeking to recover^
$85,000 for property damage and per-

News-paper opinions from
ut-of-town papers will only
ppear when the feature reiewed has its world's premi-

sonal injuries involved in the collapse
of the American theater, 779 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn last November,
have been filed in the Supreme Court
The plaintiffs are edof Brooklyn.

Bokius, owner of
the Valentine, Canton, is back from
a month's sojourn
spent at Cape

ward Page, Josephine Page, Edward

Jerry Lewis, special representative
Timely Films, Inc., New York,
will make Cleveland his headquarters
for the next few weeks while he becomes acquainted with exhibitors in

re

New

in that city.

York

.ewspaper opinions will also
e published when the producion reaches Broadway.

Page, a brother of the other Edward
and Catherine Page, whose property

was damaged when

Dancer"— F.

The Spanish

Moskowitz
owners of

Los Angeles
THE FILM DAILY)

Rialto,
(Special to

Angeles — "The

os

opened

cer"

Spanish

ously with the New York premiConsensus of local
it the Rivoli.
spaper opinions follows:

JLY NEWS— There

— from

:tion
ent. *

*

is

action— plenty

It
beginning to end.
Pola will surprise you.

*

»

Spanish Dancer"
are enough

There

*

*

she

is

As

delightsituations

is

comedy

the story to give her opportunity
over some delicious bits of humor.
it
the best thing she has done since "Pas;d into

AMINER— Pola

— the

Negri as a beautiful

Pola of some of her first piccomes back to us. * * * It's a Pola
rejoice with in her moments of
will
*

;y.

Brenon
is a Herbert
with beautiful settings,
the
gorgeous
which reproduce
the early Spanish period. * * *
which

picture,

S

mes
>ly

of

is

lavish

;RALD — A

masterpiece
should not

*

*

*

"The

only take its
among the real big pictures of 1923,
doing so it can hardly do otherw.se
:i
add new laurels to those already won
Negri and Antonio Moreno, the
'ola
at last having an opportunity to do
big part after his many years before
1
amera.
sh

:

Dancer"

Spanish Dancer' 'is a
of beauty (both Pola and the picture)
But
mty is what you seek in drama.
*
una it is decidedly no joy forever. * *

compensating quality of good horseplay
part of Antonio Moreno and Wallace
saves the picture from being downfluff.

MES — She's

almost

herself

again,

in

"The Spanish Dancer."
the dismay that was felt following the
ng of "Bella Donna," and which was
greatly relieved by "The Cheat," the
in

of

parts

picture in

which she appears

is

some-

|

oi

a

relief.

Battle
(Special

Over "Blue Laws"
to THE FILM DAILY)

—As

a
>all
game staged in the public
on a Sunday, those against the
lay closing ordinance have started
mpaign looking toward the openof theaters on the Sabbath.

khorn,

Wis.

a

result

of

J.

censorship law, protesting
"the vicious and unblushing display
of crime and vile suggestions".

Wettstein

With Associated

THE FILM DAILY)

—

ilwaukee Ralph Wettstein, who
itly resigned the managership of
ter's Merrill, and more recently
sored an industrial film project,
been made manager of the Asited Exhibitors office here.

Tri-State
(Special to

irgo,

N.

Opens At Fargo

THE FILM DAILY)
D.— The Tri-State Film

this

of

Specialty

Film

Import, Ltd., of Canada, is now president and general manager of Laval
Photoplays, Ltd.
The company, as
noted, will produce as its first, "The
Vital Question," with Andree Lafayette in the leading role, supported by
Jack Perrin, Max Constant, Eddie
Tilten and others.

territory.

on a vacation

Max
Mount

Schatel. is critically
Sinai Hospital.

ill

at

Pass For Licenses

New

THE FILM DAILY)

Haven, Conn.

—

Following the
Rialto theater a few days
ago, notice was given the six theaters here, that hereafter they would
have to have a special fire-building
license.
Tjie houses were all ordered
to

A.

at the

fire

make minor

alterations, and upon
given the license.

inspection were

Divided
(Special to

S. C.

(Special to

—

Los Angeles The annual ball of
American Society of Cinemato-

the

graphers will be held on Oct.

new

—

Harmer Plans

and distributor of the Sun-Light Arc, has taken
over the entire third floor of the building at 209 W. 48th St. The Long Island City equipment of the organization will be transferred to the new
quarters, in order to permit the organization to operate under one roof.

Soo Interests

—

in

Merger?

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit
Reliable reports indicate
that the Delft Theaters, operating
several up-state houses, will soon
take over the Soo Amusement Co.,
which controls the Temple and Strand
at Saulte Ste Marie.

POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

Keough Again With Saxe
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

EASTMAN

Consolidation

Inc. inventor

(Special to

at

Biltmore.

Petitions signed by
135 citizens and collected by the management of the Grand have been presented to the City Council asking
the repeal of the Sunday closing ordinance.
About the same number
signed a petition opposing the move
of the Grand.

Delft and

27,

John F. Seitz
heads the arrangements committee.
the
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Sheridan, Ore.

Harmer,

Ball Oct. 27
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On Sunday Shows

,

(Special to

of

president

Pluckham

strict State

CORD — "The

I

J.

—

ly

—

(Special to
iction

May, N.
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— Ed

1

*

*

(Special to

Cleveland

Ouimet Heads Laval Photoplays, Ltd.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood L. E. Ouimet, former-

Sold for New England
Frank Gross, part owner of the
Hopp Hadley has sold "Great Exand Joseph Kavanaugh, steel con- Market Square and Grand, has added pectations" for New England to the
been
made
co- the Superior to his interests.
tractors,
have
George Klein Dist. Corp. of Boston. The picdefendants
Schencker was the former owner.
ture was made by Nordisk of Copenhagen, the same company that proDenounce Films
Matthew Schiessel, is now man- duced "David Copperfield," which
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
aging the Reel, which was recently Associated Exhibitors will release.
Des Moines At the recent con- taken over by Victor Wolcott from
vention of the Iowa State Methodists, Louis Zoffer.
films came in for the heaviest discussion.
A resolution was passed
Eddie Fontaine, manager of the
calling for the establishment of a Paramount office, is in Washington
Charles

architect,

dich,

Rialto simul-

at the

the theater colare Samuel
and Sylvester Rosenthal,
the house.
Joseph Gay-

The defendants

lapsed.

P.-L.

Cleveland Notes

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

—

Minneapolis
James ("Jimmy")
is again general manager of
the Saxe theater, replacing G. A.
Durlam, who succeeded Keough last

Keough

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

June.

Some

Changes
B. O. has changed the

lange, a Minneapolis state right
ibutor, has opened an office here,
harge of E. E. Perkins, one of

"The Worm"
and "Born of

company's veteran salesman.

of the

F.

Title

to

A

Woman".

title

of

"Fashionable Fakirs"
Cyclone" to "Beware

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

-a&akDAILY

M

Putting

Better Business in L. A.
(Special to TIIK 1 II. M DAILY)
Los Angeles—August business

Los Angeles revenue

the

improving, according
sued by Collector

to

a

Over

is

reporl

is-

Here

which

shows that 14,000,000 prisons attended picture theaters and other tonus
This compares with
ot amusement.
10,300,000 in August, 1922. Admission
taxes totalled $269,601.43 as compared
with SJll.So5.i5 tor August of last

is

Many

exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

how a brother

your ideas.

Novelties For Exhibitors

Warner Brothers have
"The Gold Diggers," any

ready for
number of

Theater

Majestic
(Special to

in

district

11

it

Tuesday, October

Artclass Closes Deals
Artclass Pictures Corp. aannouncc
the following deals:
Kernian Films. New York City, will distribute "After Six Days" and "The Woman
Believed" in Greater New York and
Northern

Standard Film Exchange,
handle 'After Six Days"

Jersey
Philadelphia, will
;

Mundstuk, of ExDetroit, bought "Tense Moclusive Film,
ments from Famous Plays and Authors"
Greater New York and Northern New JerDavid

Pennsylvania;

in

sey rights to "The Dcerslayer" will be handled by Cameo Film Exchange, New York
International Variety purchased, "It Might
Happen to You" for Dutch East Indies.

Hampton emerging from

A

it,

—

—

makes an

marquee.
can be
on the
autos parked

display

effective

for

door-knob hanger

any

in colors

attached to
streets or festooned across the lobby.

Among

Hepworths on Schedule
The Hepworth Dist. Corp.. the
American releasing unit of Hepworth
13

Plays of London, has in1923-1924 release schedule

Picture
creased

This is a splendid teaser throw-away.
is a check-book
as Another throw-away

its

13 pictures, instead of eight
planned. The new group will include
"Mrs. Erricker's Reputation," "Mr.

to

Raffles," "The Lunatic at
Large." "Once Aboard the Lugger"
and "John Forrest Finds Himself."

Justice

New Comoany
THE FILM DAILY)

Dinner Launches
(Special to

— Colorado

Pictures.
Inc.. was recently launched at a dinner banquet given at the Albany
Hotel. The new company, organized
by the Colorado Manufacturers and
Merchants' Ass'n., will produce a
series of features, the first to be
"The Birth of the West." Frank J.
Carroll will direct.

Denver,

the smaller novelties is a
16 page booklet, "Famous Gold Digdescribing such
gers of History,"
characters as Cleopatra, Nell Gwynn,
Lucretia Borgia, Camille and others.

Col.

..

(Special to

— Several

inside a
cancelled check describing the production, with a back space blank for
The tie-up
theater's imprint.
the
made with the popular song hit, "The
Gold Digger," ("Dig a little deeper"),
with all music
insures exploitation

"BIO"

well

Postmaster Helps Sell Postal Film

—

Evanston, Ind. The presentation
of "Loyal Lives," at the Hoyburn
theater, was not only endorsed warmly at a pre-release showing by William J. Hamilton, postmaster, but he
contributed to the management of the
theater a statement concerning the ac-

known program

toward forming an organization for
The Board of Comthis purpose.
merce may invest in the project.
Election Deferred Until Oct. 31
(Special to

The
contest

also helped with a
were
which 25 prizes
the writers of the best

Journal,
in

awarded to
50-word essays

on "What Does
Postman Do With His Time?"

a

—

was decided Loew's Uses Animated Doll
Toledo— "The French Doll,"
officers would be

Films' Committee
election

that

of

Another Thomas Film
B.

Justice",

Prod.

O.
a

His

will

second
first

for F. B. O.
release "Phantom

Richard

was "The

Thomas

Silent

Ac-

cuser".

Fire

G. Felder Salei
DISTRIBUTORS

Co.

1540 BROADWAY

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

17836 U.S. THEATRES
SHOWING PICTURES

Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500, 70ft
Hodkinson Issues Special Buttons
under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
The Hodkinson publicity and ex- The most ecconomical method of reaching th
ploitation department has sent out
to exchanges throughout the country,

atres
$4.00

"Be Square," buttons to
be used by exhibitors in putting over
"Michael O'Halloran." The buttons
will attract the youngsters and can
be used in forming "Be Square"

dead

attractive

saved

is
our ADDRESSING SERVIC1
PER M UP. Lists desired. 30 to 50'
if

postage, etc., through elimination
and duplicate theatres usually liste
in

—

Multigraphing Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing M ailing.

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244

West 42nd

St.,

C

Near Broadway

'Phone Bryant 8138

clubs.

EXHIBITORS IN

NORTH

ILLINOIS

TERRITORY

You can

obtain bookings on Principal

Pictures Corporation's Productions

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway"

"Gold Madness"

\

"The Spider and the Rose"
"East Side - West Side"

it

re-

postponed until the last of the month. cently had a very successful engageA nominating committee was named, ment at Loew's Valentine. The explotation campaign used was in the
however.

F.

STILL BE

THE BEST

THE FILM DAILY)

N. C. At the recent
annual meeting of the Charlotte BetCharlotte,

ter

WOULD

dealers.

of the theater and in the
"Loyal
city.
of
the
newspapers
the
business men, together with
co-operaBoard of Commerce, have approved Lives," is receiving similar
tion from postmasters throughout the
the plan of Paul Schoppel to erect a
studio here, and plans are under way United States.

Augusta, Ga.

COULD

BE MADE BETTER

showing a check-book and

tivities of his

THE FILM DAILY)

CARBONS

IF

herald printed in colors, the outside

department in Evanston.
This statement was published in the

Studio For Augusta Planned

Burns

Fire which started
Elroy, Wis.
the projection machine, destroyed tht
equipment housed in the booth causing an estimated loss of $5,000 ai
The audience filed oui
the Majestic.
quietly when the fire was discovered

i

year.

1923

THE FILM DAILY)

Ads and Window Displays Gratis
Chicago The fact that Walk-Over

shoes adorn Andree Lafayette's pedal
extremities
resulted in a tie-up with
by
used
ii. ctive novelties that can be
film. the Walk-Over people when "Trilby"
the
exploiting
in
exhibitors
played at the Chicago.
Among them are:
The shoe people inserted half-page
Twelve different framed oil paint- advertisements in six Chicago dailies
supbeen
have
ings in striking colors
mentioning the shoes worn by Lafand an ayette in
theater lobbies,
plied for
"Trilby", "now at the Chiunique gold lobby display of cards 22 cago Theater".
Every Walk-Over
A cut-out shoe store in the city
x 28 in attractive colors.
gave prominent
lobby hanger 8x12, in colors, showing window display to the film.
Hope
a money bag with the head of

16,

Wipes Out Whole Block
THE FILM DAILY)

nature of a window display featuring
a "French Doll." This was done in
Toledo's biggest
department store,
the Lion Store, on the busiest corner
in

the city.

—

RENOWN PICTURES CORPORATION
806 So. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.|

In the midst of the big window set
with a large lobby painting of Mae

Murray an animated French Doll,
impersonated by a young and beautiDanville, Va. An open air theater ful woman stood on a raised stage.
is among the ruins of the
fire that
Her "animated French Doll," performances were instantly popular.
recently laid waste a whole block.
(Special to

THROUGH

JERRY ABRAMS, Manager

—

—

e BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOGNIZE*

FILMDOM

Authority

<"

iXVI

Wednesday, October

No. 14

Backs Wells' Plan

LULL
HEDANNY

By
lywood

—

And for
grateful,
a lot of pro-

urse there
»n

is

But the wild
months ago is
So much so that "Camwork.

in

ty of a few

a local publication, issued
contains an editorial
y,

likening
Hour,"
Zero
ng conditions to the lull
>ccurred in between battles
ance. And then going on
r, in part:
ings

have not been

b in

Hollywood

for

such a

at

some

nothing to be alarmed

is

time,
at,

it

indicative that the conscientious
:xpended has been for naught,
ro hour is at hand, that is all.
pictures have been made this
:ason, and when they are rethis
autumn they will dee the status of pictures among
e

arts.

—

THE FILM DAILY,

of a council
of 26 as a Washington lobby for exhibitors' interests in my opinion is
the most splendid idea ever conceived
for our good.
Composed of right
men this council can become the
greatest factor for good to both exhibitor';

and producers.
Continued on Page 2)

tional

the

years,

(Special to

of Hollywood's output, and
ain they have imposed upon
lustry has only caused things
e to a temporary standstill."

Chambers

of

Commerce

Billy Brandt yesterday received an
invitation to attend the Washington
meeting of exhibitors, to be held on
the 30th, at which the Wells' plan to
form an exhibitor council of 26 will

directors

—

all

are

It

S

1

I

they are interested in.
But
ement of Dick Rowland made
or so ago tells the story.
all that need be told.

must be reduction in
auction costs for' the comseason if there is to be a
mure making industry. Big
mares, fine pictures, will be
We. But they will not be
minced by every company in
business.
Generally
ng sanity
will
come.
\here

»J

G\i,
j

box

fine

be

the

office

rule.

values
they

And

>t have negative costs of
M',000 and upward.

Kent Leaves Today
(Jecial to

THE FILM DAILY)

H Angeles
r

* ick

—

Sidney

New York
here

in

R.

T. O. of Virginia, who said
letter that probably
North
Carolina and Maryland, as well as

won- M.

on what scale pictures will be
and how prices will compare
hose paid last January.
That

Kent

today. He may
the near future.

in

P.

his

Virginia

would attend.

Kansas
("Bill")

Visitors

manager

in

delphia.

district

— Colonel

go

at that.

signs that read harmony and
which were talked about at length

The

THE FILM DAILY

in

Vitagraph Has Picture Under

Way

week

four weeks' vacation on the

Schenck Party Here
Joseph M. Schenck, Constance Talmadge and Mrs. Margaret Talmadge

Yoder has been with Pathe arrived from the coast yesterday.
years. He is undetermined as Schenck did not stop at French Lick
future connection.
where First National is meeting.

Coast.
for six
his

eral of the Arliss pictures for Distinctive and
lately did "The
Ragged

Edge,"

no

is

longer

with

Felix Feist left for the
conference yesterday.

"North

of 36"

on Jury"

Woman

ann Resigns
eorge E. Out of

Goldwyn Where

Continued on Page 2)

Next

—

Scale
(Special to

"Woman

Mid-West

Preliminary
Starts
Cruze
Wo.rk To Be Made on Large

James

that

He Was Foreign Manager
A. E. Smith Sails to Consolidate
Plans Own Business
English Offices
George
E. Kami, foreign and CaWith the departure of Albert E.
Smith and Mrs. Smith, (Jean Paige) nadian manager for Goldwyn, has
for
London yesterday, it became resigned, effective Nov. 1st. He plans
known that Vitagraph has resumed to enter the foreign business on his
production in Paris, which was dis- own about the middle of November.
continued when the war broke out
Kann went over to Goldwyn from
and the laboratories of the company Universal, where he managed that
turned over to the Government.
company's foreign business. One of
(Continued on Page 4)

last

William,

Yoder has resigned as
manager for Pathe, and has

left for a

to

City

First National has purchased film
rights to "The
on the Jury,"
which closes at the Eltinge this week
Harry O.
after a run on Broadway.
Phila- Hoyt will direct the picture which
'will be placed in production shortly.

Working In France

while
it he

didn't exactly refuse but diplomatically turned the issue aside and let it

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— "North

Yesterday's visitors from out-oftown included Fred Desberg, of
Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc.. and Bob

And

didn't accept

Continued on Page 2)

T.

Buys

Afetro

yesterday.

"Jimmy" Walker

organization.

Continued on Page 2)

Lynch,

meeting

THE FILM DAILY)

Parker With Distinctive
The Warning
be again discussed.
Brandt is unAlbert Parker has joined Disnot the lull that is counting. decided about going.
tinctive and will shortly start work
The invitation emanated from on a new picture.
le thought of what will occur
Actors, Harry Bernstein, secretary of the
ie passing of the lull.
Harmon Weight, who directed sevtars,

Cohen Wants Peace
Urges Jimmy Walker to "Bury the
Hatchet"— "Enemies" Matter
Going to Will Hays
The olive branch was extended to
State Senator James J. Walker by
Sydney S. Cohen at the T. O. C. C.

Cohen
were not wrong after all.
urged Walker to perform the famiproximately $100,000 will be turned liar ceremony of burying the hatchet
over to Mamrick immediately by and to permit bygones continue their
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,
secure peaceful slumber but Walker was not
to
which the leases on all the Hamrick so receptive. He went to the T .O. C.
houses will be taken as collateral se- C. meeting to explain how the court
curity.
The transaction will eventu- had decided against the T. O. C. C.
ally involve payment of about $250,- members in the two "Enemies of
U00 to Hamrick.
Women" actions. When he finished,
Continued on Page 2)
Cohen arose and made a plea for M.
P. Day and incidentally seized the
Col. ("Bill") Yoder Resigns

Brandt Invited

—

many

N. W. Theater Deal

—

To Attend Virginia Meeting on the
For they are repre30th Originally Suggested Nacombined efforts
the

of
:periences of

s|ve

Price 5 Cents

—

of
Council in

It's on.

1923

Buying in
Texas For Exhibitor Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Washington "A
John Hamrick's Blue Mouse
Splendid Idea," He Says
Chain— Involves $250,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland, Ore. A deal is underway
Richmond Jake Wells has received a long telegram from Ross D. between the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Rogers, of the Dye, Ford and Rogers Dist. Corp. and John Hamrick for the
Enterprises, Inc., operators of the- acquisition by the former of a fifty
aters in Amarillo, Wichita Falls, and per cent interest in Hamrick's string
Plainview, Texas, in which Rogers of Blue Mouse theaters in Oregon and
expresses his approval of Wells' idea Washington.
to form a council of exhibitors, one
It is understood that the transaction
for
each exchange territory with as involving the Blue Mouse theaters
headquarters in Washington.
in Seattle and Tacoma has already
been consummated.
The telegram says:
Under the terms of the deal, ap"Your proposed plan as outlined in
Ross Rogers

ome one may be

17,

of 36,"

Em-

erson Hough's story of the days that
bridged the gap between Indian warfare and America's industrial birth, is
to be filmed at once as the result of
a decision reached after months of
planning, by Famous Players.
James Cruze already has taken up
production reins. He left Hollywood
Monday with a corps of cameramen
on location survey work, to be gone
Jack Holt and
ten days or more.
Ernest Torrence have been selected
for leading parts.
Austin, Tex. and Abilene, Kan. as
they were 56 years ago, will be reGranted climatic conditions
built.
permit of uninterrupted work, months
will be occupied in making the picThe adaptation of the story is
ture.
in

the hands of Walter Woods. Asthe direction will be Ver-

sisting in

non Keays, while Karl Brown
head the cameramen.

will

THE

•<%£H
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Cohen Wants Peace
(Continued from Page
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Price 5 Cents

1923
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Walker later
to forget the past

(Continued from Page

1)

and urged him
and join in on the

fast-growing plans to secure the admission tax repeal. Walker has evidently not forgotten the newspaper attack launched on him by Cohen and
indications point to the fact that the

memory
ful

if

seems doubtCohen and Walker will get tostill

lingers.

It

gether but then again the signs may
Chicago Representative
be wrong. It's possible.
Wabash Ave.
There has been a feeling in some
London Representative Erneat W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shafteabury Ave., quarters that the Hays organization
London. W. I.
Le Film, 42 Rue de has failed in not taking up the conParis Representative
troversy over "Enemies of Women."
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- Charles O'Reilly stated quite emCentral
Prague (Ciecho- SloFilmschau,
tionale
phatically at the meeting that he invakia), Wenzelplatz.
tended going to Hays at once with
the matter to ascertain definitely
whether the Hays creed of confidence
co-operation means anything. It
Low Close Sales and
High
is felt that the T. O. C. C. in per1603.

—
—

Irving Mack, 7J8

S.

—

—

Quotations

Not quoted

East. Kod
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldvvyn
Loew's

7\y»

67

K 68%

8 200

Not quoted
...

12^4

12J4
1654

16%

N. W.

12^

100

16?4

400

Theater Deal

(Continued from Page

fighting

sistently

connection

Goldwyn

in

this

waging

a battle that involves, the entire principle of the uniform contract and that to admit that
Goldwyn is right would mean that
the uniform contract on which T.
O. C. C. members worked for many
is

long months has failed.
Leo Brecher of the Plaza and Joe
x

1)

Weinstock ©f the Elsmere were fined
John P. Garvin, Seattle attorney, $150 each for playing "Enemies."
and John Hamrick have been confer- Weinstock secured the picture only
ring here with local attorneys.
after the Supreme Court had denied
injunction
brought
proceedings
An effort made to reach F. J. God- against him by Haring and Blumensol for a statement yesterday proved thal who held a Paramount contract
unavailing. J. R. Grainger is out-of- on the picture for the Belmont.
The organization officially voted to
town until today.
support M. P. Day but made it binding upon the members as individuals
Clift Signs With Fox
only.
However, it is expected that
Denison Clift, who did a number the majority of them will donate 25
of scenarios for Fox on the coast per cent of the receipts of Nov. 19,
several years ago and also directed which is the day selected to the naseveral pictures, has been signed by tional treasury to be used to fight
that

organization

which

ties,"

to

will

be

direct

made

"Loyalin

the

West.
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for thii "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

FRONT!
A

«-

Tuxedo Comedy
with

for the repeal.

Marcus Loew's resignation was
cepted by the Chamber.

'POODLES'
HANNAFORD

ac-

Buys Out Great Authors, Prod.
While Carl Anderson was on the
coast, he purchased seven pictures
produced by Benjamin B. Hampton,
and originally released through Hodkinson as Great Authors Prod. The
pictures include, "The Westerners,"
"The Sage Brusher," "The Dwelling

Place of Light,"
"Heart's Haven,"

and

Chicago

Hollywood

WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

Fifth

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

country will
be one hundred per cent strong for
this council.
Do not let the idea drop
for it is the finest thought yet advanced in the history of the business.
"Every producer and distributor
should see a great good in the proposed council. Congress will be impressed more forcibly than ever beunit

in

this

fore that the motion picture industry
is one of the greatest factors of this
nation's business.

"You

are to be highly congratulated
for idea advanced and I consider it
every exhibitor's and every exhibitor
organization's duty to back the plan
in every way.
Such a thing as politics could not enter into this proposed
plan with reference to producer distributor influence being exerted.

"Your plan, if pushed to completion,
will eventually result in all exhibitors
being treated fairly by Congress as
tax regulations

to

and

tions,

will also

and law regulaproduce an under-

standing between exhibitors, producers and distributors that will result in infinite good to all.
Our company pledges its support to the proposed plan and I believe every exhibitor in the South will back you up."

Brandt Invited
(Continued from Page

was

a contract with N. L. Nathanson
of
the distribution
the
Goldwj
I

Cosmopolitan
product
in
Cana
through Regal Films, Ltd.
His successor has not been
;

pointed.

Brady Managing Buffalo

THE FILM

(Special to

Buffalo

— Basil

manager

Brady

ii

detail stating qualifications. Bo:
S, 25

FILM DAILY.

NEGATIVES WANTED!

We

will buy outright or undo
take distribution of worthwhi
pictures for U. S. and Canad
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Dai
71 W. 44th St.

New York

York State exhibitor unit Brandt had
advanced the idea of a group of na-

A

Commerce

of

to

function like the T. O. C. C. in New
York.
It was his plan to have 26
with territorial headquarters located
in
the exchange centers and the
country
divided
geoup,
not
graphically, but according to film
zones. The presidents and secretaries
were to meet quarterly and confer
with a nationally known man as the
Brandt had General
chief advisor

—

point.

mind

—at

some central
The organization was to be

Pershing

in

financed by assessing each zone on
territorial value.
Thus, the NewYork zone, which is rated as a 14
per cent territory, would be assessed

its

"The

to

We

"BEWARE OF THE LAW"
stirring

dream

"ALONG
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Washington Veterans from the
Walter Reed and Mt. Alto Hospitals
were guests yesterday at the Shubert-Belasco where they witnessed a
performance of "Scaramouche."

love

of

and

MOONBE

THE

TRAIL"

Major Dawley's masterpiece
A two reel special.

of an

life.

"MINTY"
BRET HARTE'S
California
rush.

in

the

famous
days

of

st<

the

A Revival of
"DANTE'S INFERNO"

A

picturization
tion of Hell.

of the poet's cot

•WHY TELL"
Featuring
NOAH BEERY
WALTER MILLER.
Write to

CHARLES

N.

29 Seventh Avenue

RENALLES, INC.

Gray

Veterans See "Scaramouche"

territories

venture.

$14,000.

EEHSa

an

State Right Buyers

1)

n

Large film corporation require!
the services of an experience*
film salesman for Italy.
Mus
be one born in Italy. Answer

Independent Exchanges

recalled

Chambers

the

is

FILM SALESMA

have a few unsold
the following features.

tional

Office

DAILY)

Pathe exchange.

of the

yesterday that at
the Syracuse convention of the New
It

1)

most important acts while wi
Goldwyn was the consummation

deal also includes the
several stories that were

(Special to

Rothacker Laboratories

center is a splendid thought and will
certainly represent the crux of the
opinion of the needs of the nations'
exhibitors as a whole. I believe every

1ft

his

Spenders,"

never made.

New York

(Continued from Page

1)

"One member from each exchange

exhibitors'

17,

Resigns

The

Dawn."
rights

"The

/'Kann

Backs Wells' Plan

occasion to attempt renewal of formThe latter
er relations with Walker.
declared that he wouldn't throw any
obstacles in the way of the exhibitor
plans to secure the repeal of the admission tax, but from the sarcastic
relative to
nature of his remarks
Cohen's overtures, it was evident to
those present that reconciliation might
•not prove so easy to accomplish.
To be exact, several exhibitors spoke
to

Wednesday, October

L0OWHATWSAYWr.DO|
KEC? WITH

pM'IflriMl

DISTINCTIVE

CINEMA ^LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS
(W01E CULVEBCITV S-4&I

JAWIT
New

I

COURTESY

UNIVERSAL

WCEWJRY

FILM CORP.

JEWEL

PRESENTED BY CARL LAEMMLE

Directed by Kind Badtfaf"

THE

-awn

Wednesday, October

DAILY

Working In France
(Continued

from

Page

11

Smith plans to remain away for
about a month, during which time he
will consolidate the two offices that
lii-

company now maintains

He

don.
the

will

in

also confer with

announcement

Lon-

what

characterizes

as

Paris

Run

for

17,

1923

"Wagon"
II

John C. Flinn was in
Kurope. he arranged for the Paris
niere of "The Covered Wagon,"
which ha- been -n for the Madeliene
This is
theater beginning Saturday.
theater wh^re "L'Atlantide" ran
th<
Flinn exi,ii
about eight months.
pects to leave for the coast next week
advance exploitation under
get
to
ior "The Ten Commandments,"
for which a theater will be secured
This theater will not
on Broadway.
be the Criterion, which will house
"The Covered Wagon" all through
tin
winter and into the spring as

While

!li

"one of the greatest and lust known
expects to
author-." and
lish
deal"
"extraordinary
complete an
Upon his
while on the other side.
return. Smith will leave lor the coast
together with J. Stuart ''Black-ton,
who In- that time will have completed "Let Not Man Put Asunder." well.
Blackton will work all through the
winter

at

the

Hollywood

plant.

Boston Run Closing
(Special to

Tourneur's Next "Torment"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Boston

THE FILM DAILY)
Covered Wagon"

ASSOCIATED

— "The

FIGST NATIONAL

PICTURED

close its run at the Majestic on
This will give the
Saturday night.
will

Los Angeles M. C. Levee has picture 23 weeks here.
purchased film rights to "Torment"
by William Dudley Pelley. It will
Milwaukee Board to Meet
be Maurice Tourneur's next picture.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee— The

Levee After Props

F.

I.

L.

M. Board

hold a get-together meeting for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and
branch
managers
salesmen.
French Lick, Ind.— M. C. Levee bookers on Oct. 22nd, to instruct
will go to New York following the salesmen to use precaution in closing
The various bookers will
First National meeting to buy about contracts.
$50,000 in period furniture for the be called upon to give their ideas to
new prop build- enlighten the salesmen as to how imUnited Studio.
ing is now under construction at the perative it is to get contracts made
out correctly.
plant.
will

featuring

COLLEEN

A

MOORE
supported by an
all

The most daring
book published

EXHIBITORS IN

in years

NEW YORK STATE
AND
NEW JERSEY TERRITORY

star cast

comprising
ELLIOT DEXTER

MILTON

SILLS

MYRTLE STEDB

The most sensational picture
ever made

SYLVIA BREAMER

BEN LYON
Directed by

JOHN FRANCI
DILLON

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S
Productions

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway"
"Gold Madness"
"The Spider and the Rose"
"East Side - West Side"
THROUGH
RENOWN PICTURES CORPORATION
729 SEVENTH AVE.
505 PEARL ST.
New York City
Buffalo, N. Y.
JACK BELLMAN,

Mgr.

r

>

*

4

JOE MILLER, Mgr.

A

FIRST NATIONAL PICTUR

—

—

—
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3ME BACK
By

Oppose Theater
Indiana M. P. T. O. Seeking to Stop
Bond Issue Designed to Finance
F. P.-L.'s Indianapolis House

DANNY

—

llywood Says Harry Rapf
back to the good old
—the days of "Schooldays"

(.Special to'

tie

'Why

Leave Home."

Girls

ays Harry, that

all

distributors,

icers,

of us
exhibi-

make money.

Yes,
big productions are
they are an inspiration
y
y should be patronized by

can

fine

—

ublic.
illion

But why spend half
making a picture,

The realty company has a lease
contract for the theater with the Star
Amusement Co. This company, in
turn, has arranged a lease for 99 years
with Famous Players.
Under this
lease, the corporation agrees to pay
enough to enable payment of dividends on the preferred stock, to provide a sinking fund and other financial guarantees.

iling on the gross, and overng the sure fire results of
pictures as mentioned?
Isn't it about time that pro:ers stopped working their
ids off and gambling with

future, to give a lot of stars

:

directors all
in?

i

money

the

The

comes

it

mething must
"to get back.

We

—

lit."

"There are certain stars
10 can well afford to put a
llion in a picture.
'Doug,'
instance.

r

It is sure fire

But the
erage producer who figures
is way is en route to the old
'ks home, and you can bet
will get it

.

protestants

back.

ur bank roll on
ing to do that."
Sailing

it

I'm not

Saturday

H. Taylor, of Christie Film
Ltd., English distributors of
|:ie Comedies and John Maxwell,
'Urgh exhibitor sail for home on
|lay.
They are just in from the
where they visited the Christie
|n

and Forget," A C. B. C. Box-office
Featuring Pauline Garon, Raymond
McKee, Josef Swickard
Wyndham Standing, Estelle Taylor and an all-star supporting cast. Advt.

One

of the big scenes in "Forgive

winner.

—

Cohen

Sues For $250,000

Issues Gall

— Claims

He

Aided

in

Griffith Contract
echo of the Jolson-Griffith deal
came to light in the Supreme Court
yesterday when Anthony Paul Kelly
filed a suit against Al Jolson, seeking
$250,000 for services rendered on the
comedian's behalf.
Kelly claimed that he was respon
sible for negotiating the deal with D

An

vention,

&

gaining momentum.
Cohen yesterday issued a

admission tax

Sydney

S.

Men Organize
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — The "gag" men emCoast "Gag"

(Special to

Too

for the repeal of the

is

meeting of his national directors to be held at the Seneca Hotel, Rochester on Tuesday. Oct. 31.
The next day, up-state exhibitors will
hold a meeting at the same place at
which the directors will sit in.
W. Griffith for a series of pictures in
Those who will attend the Rochwhich the Shubert star was to appear
ester meeting are allied with Cohen
and that he figures his services in that
and are not members of the M. P. T.
connection are worth $250,000.
O. of N. Y. the Brandt organization.
When Jolson abruptly departed for Motion Picture Day and the tax reEurope, leaving Griffith with an ex- peal will probably constitute the
pensive cast and a number of sets greater part of the discussion.
up at Mamaroneck on his hands,
The M. P. T. O. of Canada will also
negotiations were started that re- hold a two day session, Nov. 1 and 2
sulted in the substitution of Lloyd at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
Hamilton in what was to be Jolson's At this meeting, exhibitors outside of
role.
The picture is now finished.
Continued on Page 2)
awaiting release.
call for a

is

&

Directors to Meet in Rochester
Up- State Exhibitors Plan Con-

The campaign

that

sufficient to protect the
stock.
The proposed theater was to
be erected on a portion of the site
of the Hotel English.
Whitcomb
Dowden, attorneys, are officers of the
realty company, and Wilson
Wilson for the theater owners' association.

Tony Kelly Brings Action Against His
Al Jolson

the
not
preferred

allege

Famous Players

guarantee of

be done," says
Just how it can
ne is up to each producer.
So
s they keep bidding their heads
r the services of certain stars
ayers and directors, just so long
ctures continue to cost sufficient
l(ep
producers either broke, or
ing where the money's coming
And how they can continue
or the coming season I don't
must get back to some
of moderation
that's all there

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis The M. P. T. O. of
Indiana has filed a protest with the
State Securities Commission against
the proposal of the Market-Circle
Realty Co., to issue $600,000 in preferred stock in connection with the
construction of the Famous Players
heater designed for the English Hotel
site.
The hearing was scheduled to
come up on Tuesday but has been
put off until Oct. 26.

in local studios held a meeting
night at which a permanent
organization was formed.
Tommy
Grey, now with Harold Lloyd, was

ployed
last

elected president.

New Export Unit
D.

J.

Mountan and

V.

J.

Ritchey

Form Richmount

Pictures
Sails on the 30th

Former
Richmount

—

name

Pictures,

Inc.,

is

the

new export combination

of a

which D. J.
export manager
Ritchey, of the
ing Co., are the
in

Mountan,

at

present

Arrow and

J. V.
Ritchey Lithographprime factors. The

of

deal closed gives the company
foreign sale of the Charles C.
Burr product.

first

the

Mountan is president and Ritchey,
Wilcox Here
secretary-treasurer. The former sails
Young Here
No Successor to Krock
Charles Wilcox of Graham Wilcox for the other side on the 30th, to disles Young is in town from the
The Hays office does not intend ap- Prod, is in New York with a print of pose of his line-up, which is underseeking a lead for "Welcome, pointing any immediate successor to "Chu Chin Chow" and 'additional stood to include about 40 features
which he will direct for
Belasco Prod.
The picture

jer."

Arthur Krock,

rd

become

e

made

on. the coast.

of the

who

assistant

World.

to

has resigned to

features

Ralph

Europe.

Pulitzer,

for six

made by

He
weeks.

his organization in
intends remaining here

all

told.

He

from Arrow

in

probably resign
order to devote all

will

of his time to the

new

project.

THE

DAILY
Cohen

Oliver

Issues Call

(Continued front Page 1)
Intario and Quebec will be brought
into the orgaization.
The T. O. C. C. yesterday issued
I

V»l.
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statement embodying what has been
essentially published regarding that
organization's support for M. P. Day.
The following committee has been appointed to handle it:

a

BOROUGH

MANHATTAN':

OF

J.
J.

Hirsch, Morris Needles, Louis Schneider,
Louis Geller, William Landau, Harry Traub,
A. J. Wolf, Sol Raives, Jack Schwartz, Benjamin Knoble, J. Alton Bradbury, H. Yaffa,
Sol Saphier, Charles Steiner, J. Elpern, Lee
Ochs, Max Silverman, Nathan Block B.

Sherman.

BOROUGH OF BRONX: Bernard Grob,
Joseph Weinstock, Henry Sucbman, Charles
Goldreyer, Clarence Cohen, Joseph Jaime.
BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN: Samuel
Schwartz, Samuel Rhonheimer, John Manheimer,

Rudy Sanders,

H.

A.

Scholarship Contest.

QUEENS:

Schwartz, Hy Gainsboro, Sol
berg, B Rossey.

Brill,

Charles
J. Gold-

BOROUGH OF RICHMOND:
Moses and Leon Rosenblatt.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY:

Seider, David Keiserstein,
and Joseph Stern.

Louis

(Special to

East. Kod
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldwyn

High

Low

"The

In Its 31st Week
Covered Wagon" is

69^

67

12%
M>y2

M

Sales

—

N. Y. It
the local exhibitor

thirty-first

week

at the

its

Not quoted
69'A 3,000

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT

Loew's

16V,

12
'16 J*

200
200

In the Courts
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Wash.

—

Anton Arropian,
Seattle,
for the past three years manager of
the Liberty, is being held by the
police charged with having stolen
valuable equipment and property belonging to the theater.

immoral scenes.
original permit for the showing
was given some time ago, but was revoked when the charge was made.
second permit was asked for and
refused. An injunction was then applied for and granted, restraining the
Mayor, police and other public officials
from interfering with the

A

showing.

Mille Film at the Harris
understood that Famous has
taken over the Harris theater on a
long-term lease beginning the end of
is

Finis

Fox

while here.
Riesenfeld on Coast

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Hugo Riesenfeld is
here from New York looking at "The
(Special to

Ten Commandments,"

licity

for

Producers Security.

for

which he

Bills

(Special to

OF THE PROGRAM"

have a few unsold territorie*
the following features.

dream

stirring

ad

MOONBEAM

the

in

of animi

famous story o
days of the gol

A Revival of
"DANTE'S INFERNO"
A picturization of the poet's

concej

tion of Hell.

"WHY TELL"
Featuring
NOAH BEERY
WALTER MILLER.

NEW YORK

to

Write to

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

CHARLES

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

JAWITZ

N.

New

729 Seventh Avenue

Yo

DEMONSTRATION BULLETIN
Pola Negri in "The Spanish Dancer"

DETROIT
"The Spanish Dancer"
son Theatre.

is

a capacity hit at the Madi-

Detroit Times
"Miss Negri can set this down as
her finest picture, not even excepting her 'Passion.' j
" 'The Spanish Dancer' is
Detroit Free Press
every sense a fine picture that will please with
splendid acting, colorful scenes and beauty."
:

News:

Detroit

"Pola

is

radiant,

in
its

sparkling,

CLEVELAND

THE FILM DAILY)

—

of $100 imposed on each theater operating on the Sabbath.
Hoxey C.
Farley did much in fighting these

Winter Comes"

Paramount houses

in

Karl Kitchen says in the Cleveland Plain Dealer:
last Pola Negri has a picture worthy of her talents.
'The Spanish Dancer' is the best picture she
has made since 'Passion.' Could have been shown at

"At

advanced

prices, for

it

is

a 'super special.'

However,

wisely presented at regular motion picture prices
and is easily the best film offering in many moons.
There is no question, after seeing this picture, that
Pola Negri is the greatest actress on the screen today."
it

is

at Rivoli

"If Winter Comes," goes into the
Rivoli on Sunday.
This is one of
the extremely rare instances when a
Fox feature has played any of the

Broadway.

oc

and

love

of

THE

TRAIL"

220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

Defeated In Alabama

ture,

"If

5P!CE

Independent Exchanges and

beautiful."

measures.

THE

DAILY, Box M

110.

"ALONG

1

INCORPORATED

prepare the musical score.

trill

Montgomery, Ala. The legislawhich has just adjourned defeated two Sunday closing measures
to be released probably by Selznick.
Fox is to leave in a few days for the and three theater tax bills. One bill,
proposed by the reformers after their
coast.
failure to have the Sunday closing
measure enacted, would levy a tax
Jesse Weil is handling special pub-

was reported yesterday that Finis
Fox would make a series of pictures

THE FILM

:

Series?

It

pic-

ture studio.

California
rush.

November and that "The Ten Commandments" will open there. The

Many

A

concern

moving

in

De

It

an order issued by Judge Wilson in
Cecil De Mille will probably be in
the Circuit Court, over protests of New York for the premiere. He will
local reformers, who charge that the also shoot some scenes for "Triumph"

An

New York

"MINTY"
BRET HARTE'S

Chicago— "The White Rose," is picture will have its coast premiere
being shown at the Orpheum under about the same time in Hollywood.

film contains

big

wants position

of

architectural

Major Dawley's masterpiece
life.
A two reel special.

reported

the national' orsplit
ganization may again join the M. P.
T. O. of N. Y. The harmony trend
prevalent in New York between the
T. O. C. C. and Cohen is said to have
carried considerable weight with the
local body.

American

office of

A

Joseph

Not quoted controversy
...

three years in charge

last

South

venture.

Rosenthal,

is

Graduated architect studies in
Berlin and London for

"BEWARE OF THE LAW"

Criterion.

Charles

body which
sided with Sydney S. Cohen and the
M. P. T. O. when the Cohen-Walker

that

Reels

Coogan's, "Long Live T
King" will be released in nine ree
Jackie

We

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester,

Close

19;

State Right Buyers

Now

Rochester Changing Its Front?

Quotations

Nine

in

18,

Paris,

Under the terms of the contest the
University is also to receive $1,000
to be applied for scholarship purposes.
In addition, Universal has purchased
Oliver's scenario "The Throw-Back,"
and will use it as a vehicle for
Reginald Denny.
Universal has also purchased "Beyond the Law," by Clee Woods, of
University
the
of
Denver,
and
"Headlights," by Charlotte K. Kunsig
of Temple University.

Rinzler.

OF

Coogan's Next

of Carl Laemmle's reasons for
his trip to the coast is to present William Elswell Oliver, of the University
of California with the $1,000 prize
under the terms of the Laemmle

Philip

BOROUGH

Wins "U" Contest

One

Eisenstadt,

Rosenson, Max Barr, Arthur Rapf,
Lederer,
Abraham
Small,
Otto
William
Schwartz, Samuel Sonin, Hyman Rachmiel, S.

Thursday, October

(X (paramount Qicture
!
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Jlursday,
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A SHOWMAN'S

PICTURE!

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL

PAPYRUS

$100,000.00

vs.

A TWO REEL
Box-office value comes from

fr>

RACE

ZEV

SPECIAL

what everybody

likes, is talking

about

or thinking about.

Everybody

talking about the big race between England's best

and
America's best. Everybody wants to see it. Only a few can be at
Belmont Park on Oct. 20th. The only chance for millions will be
in this big little Pathe Special.
is

PRINTS WILL BE SHIPPED ON THE NIGHT OF THE RACE
All Eastern cities will be able to

show the

SUNDAY, OCTOBER
Here

is

every showman's chance for

full

picture

on

21st

houses and big profits.

ORDER NOW!

PATHEPICTURE

THE

-a&a

DAILV

Newspaper Opinions
"Puritan Passions" — Hodkinson

May Ask Aid
Of Industry

mended

for

American

ita

ilr.im.i

the

GuiM must

courage
with an

bi

*
"
picture.
phantastical,

On

Washington

ending

unhappy

— The

the screen
the sjrcn

"Puritan Passions"

in

is

the

feature here.
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Special to

selectini

in

Glenn Hunter

initial

lumcientb

holism

to

uot

it

but

Blumenthal With Kent
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Ike Blumenthal
(.Special to

New York

returning to
Kent.

Thomas' "Raymond" is the
overture
followed by Fowler and Tamara
in
"Dance Divertissements," (a) Waltz,
(b) Fox Trot, and (c) One Step.
The usual
Rivoli Pictorial comes next, just before Ber-

clear.

;

Cosmos Art Pictures

The

by
bit

Glenn Hunter, and
by a trick crow. •

a

small

A most interesting, weird,
and fantastic film which apparently pleases
It has
everybody at the Cameo Theater.
the
exaggeration,
without
screened
been
photography is good and the acting is of a
high order of merit.

POST

SUN — *

assume that such
conference would fall within the

a

seems

JOIN

A

times almost
diabolical, and often enthralling photoplay,
unique in its vein and searching out a new
line on the screen that makes it in a way
part of the hope of the future for the films.
• * *
Moves along with a good rhythm,
sticking persistently to its point and mounting to an ending that is as unhackneyed as
the rest of the picture.
fantastic,

at

photography
TELEGRAM —*The
* *

is

excel-

Mr. Hunter appears
lent throughout.
in an entirely new type of character for him
Lord Ravens*becomes
who
as the Scarecrow,

His gradual awakening from the dummy into a living creature is accomplished
as cleverly as was the work of the famous
Continental actor who appeared as "The
Golem."
bane.

There arc touches
through the film.

of

imagination

all

sphere of activities of the Hays office.
It was stated there yesterday that no

word had come from Washington
lative

to

re-

this.

Walsh

"Ben Hur"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Times states
definitely
that George
Walsh has
in

—

been

selected

for

the

title

role

in

"Ben Hur."

DURATIZC
^™
TRADE MARK

YOUR FILMl-

;

ing

—

"Puritan

seems to us that by makPassions," Frank Tuttle has
It

just naturally made it impossible after this
to leave his name out of the list of the
It is a fasworld's best directors. * * *
cinating story, and Mr. Tuttle has directed
it
so marvelously that nothing of the grimness, the
nor the charm has been

WORLD — "Puritan

Passions" is a weakfantasy laid in Salem Towne in
It is cleverly writthe early colonial days.
ten and if acted on the spoken stage for the
benefit of children would be received as a
right entertaining piece.
little

W.

Mack Honored
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo The Pathe office recently
tendered \Y. A. Y. Mack, for many
A. V.

—

in

Philadelphia.

—

automobile

accident

on

Monday.

Denny was

quite severely shaken up,
sufficiently so to hold up work on
"Love Insurance,'' which he is making for Universal.

Abe Warner Better
Abe Warner's condition has
proved that he

will

falo attended.

"A Woman of Paris"
Lyric.
"The Spanish Dancer,"
which played the Rivoli last week is at
the Rialto this week.
St.,

is

"Scaramouche."

at

the

220 WEST 42™ STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE

CHICKERINC

2937

ALLAN A.LOWNE!
PRES.

Ohio. Michigan, Kentucky, West
Virginia and

West Pennsylvania

the hospital today.
to Atlantic City for several weeks
and declares he would be tickled pink
if a lot of his
friends dropped in to
see him at the Ambassador

"Rosita" at the Capitol
"Rosita" goes into the Capitol,
following
"The Green Goddess,"
which will probably play that theater next week as well as this.
Following the Capitol, the Brooklyn
Strand jzets the Pickford picture.

Lachman to London for "Hunchback"
Carl Laemmle is sending Marc
Lachmann to London to exploit "The

Productions

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway"
"Gold Madness"
"The Spider and the Rose 99
"East Side - West Side"

Hunchback

of Notre Dame," which
open at the Empire on Nov. 20th,
for
an indefinite run.
Lachmann
sails on tin
Acquatania next Tues-

THROUGH

will

day.

"Nymp" Dissolves
THE FILM DAILY)

STANDARD
21st and

(Special to

—

FILM SERVICE

Payne Ave

(Special to

Los

Angeles

Pathe, has

left

— Victor
for the

Shapiro,
East.

of

Broadway Film Bld'g

Cleveland, Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio

Harry Lefko, Mgr.

Joseph Mack Bld'g

Federated Film Exchange

Jack Fishman, Mgr.

THE FILM DAILY)

COMPANY

M. Lebensberger, Mgr.

Detroit, Mich.

Shapiro Leaves for N. Y.

Territory

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S

so imbe able to leave
He is going down

Mack was

presented with a handsome traveling
Basil Brady succeeds Mark.
bag.
All of the exchanne managers in Buf-

Sister" continues to be the
attraction as the Ambassador, as does "The
Hunchback of Notre Dme," at the Astor.
"The Green Goddess," which played the Harris a few weeks ago, is back on Broadway
for a two week run at the Capitol.
"Monna
Vanna" continues at the Central.
"Little
Old New York" is in its 12th and last week
at the Cosmopolitan.
The Criterion still
houses "The Covered Wagon" and the 44th

EXHIBITORS IN

Denny Injured in Accident
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Reginald Denny and
Ben Hendricks were injured in an

Albany Dissolution papers for the
years manager of that office, a ban- New York M. P. Corp., or "Nymp,"
quet at Brown's Hotel, upon his pro- as it was familiarly known in the busimotion to manager of the company's ness have been filed.
exchange

At Other Houses
"The White

terday.

lost.

kneed

on the organ,

The coast report occasioned no
comment at the Goldwyn offices yes-

—

TIMES It is an unique effort, a bold
This production is filmed
photoplay. * * *
in a conservative manner, without any overexaggerations or exasperating reacting,
although there are close-ups they
minders
can be overlooked because they are not posed
as such, or at least, do not appear to be.
The narrative itself is not overwhelmingly
thrilling, but it has spark and is always inKach player seems to have taken
teresting.
his share of the photoplay in an unselfish
*
way, none more so than Mr. Hunter. * *
This is a singular film, weird, but nevertheless gripping.
TRIBUNE;

closing selection
J. Starnes.

NOW

safe to

*

*

*

a

Association

played by Percy

For the rest, "Puritan 1'assions'' is suffused with the hopeless air of "lets all get
It
together and make an artistic movie.'
struggles through many feeble reels of painfully artificial settings, drearily drawn out
situations, amateurish acting and stupid plot.
*

and

lows,

It

*

is

R

Exhibitors Association

;

formance

S.

Ambroise

—

character

with

Rivoli

committee on
the Governors'

educational policy of
Conference, which is discussing the
prohibition problem at length, has
"
Include
EVENING WORLD—*
submitted a report which sn^csts a nard Ferguson, assisted by the Rivoli En"Puritan Passions" in your itinerary for the
sings
"Mary,"
baritone.
"The
You won't, we feel sure, regret the conference with picture producers in semble,
week.
Eternal Struggle" is the feature.
A Snub
inclusion.
an effort to obtain the complete Pollard Comedy, "It's a Gift," is the closing
unit.
While we an going to keep the film's elimination of flings at prohibition.
secret, we simply can't slither liy without
The committee is of the opinion
Strand
mentioning the fine work of Glenn Hunter. thai prohibition has been scoffed at
•
•
To us "Puritan Passions' was a
The
current
Strand
program mentions,
in the current crop of pictures and
movie treat. * * *
"Martha' 'as the overture; "Mother Sings"
induce
that
this
has
had
a
tendency
to
(in silhoutte), inaugurating the return of the
HKRALD "Puritan Passions" lias just
two visible qualities that deserve favorable a disregard of the law on the part Strand Male Quartet the Topical Review
pergraceful
a
prologue to the feature picture, which folfine,
singularly
a
citation:
of the general public.
ta

s

it

18, 1923

—

Cameo

—

Prohibition Governors Meeting in Washington

Cameo

AMERICAN—Yet

At Broadway Theaters

Eliminating Jokes on

in

Thursday, October

1018 Forbes

M.

St., Pittsburg Pa.

Fisher,

Mgr.

f

—

—

iTHE
io BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOGNIZEB

f FILMDOM

Authority
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Friday, October

No. 16

— Hal

Roach talkAnd when Roach talks he

llywood

He

something.

believes

t is

.

business can pile

i

it

up.

'The stars won't provide that
plus, nor the directors; the
)ducers cannot they haven't
-and the distributors claim

—

cannot operate on the 30

sy

35 per cent they

i

So

irking.

libitor

up

is

it

get for

the

to

to provide that sur-

—

—

his

trips

the

in

East
has

the

demand, and

an* adequate rental for a big feature
attraction in order to encourage the
producer to keep on making bigger
and better screen -offerings.

producer cannot look for large
revenue from the smaller houses.

The

returns

big
first

must

run houses.

from
producer
return,
he is

this
big
to
do one of two things
will effect the growth of big-

get

bound

come

If a

of

they arise.
BeContinued on Page 2)
like
many other thinking
Roach believes that a big Plans an M. P. T. O. of Washington
in
ije is coming in the industry
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
perhaps sooner.
xt few years
Arlington, Wash. W. Flint, who
men,
ike other thinking
he beowns the American, is reported to
l
that the industry should prebe the sponsor of a movement to
it.
fer
form an exhibitor organization. A
preliminary meeting was held in
He is right in his own
conditions

Goldman's

with

Kings.

prestige in building up his forces for
the
impending struggle with the
Skouras Brothers and Famous Players for the domination of the first-

run situation.

A

which
Roach
Hoping that ger and better attractions.
led this belief.
tors would sec the wisdom of
Producers will either go out
that they would be able to business or,
exhibitors

g

date

To

date,

Goldman

ha.'

the Kings, Delmonte and the Queens,
and will shortly begin work on his
new $1,000,000 St. Louis theater, adjoining the Grand Central, owned by

Skouras Brothers.

For some time

has been reported

it

that Goldman would head a powerful coalition of independent houses n
a line-up to combat Skouras, Famous

and

as

St.

Louis

Amusement

Co. com-

(Conttnued on Page 4)

:,

—

idio.
i?

And

first of

i\ies

so

is

that

to

five reel
if

Two Through
(Special to

—

about

two

the

begin

com-

era

of

productions"
continue
t\d
the short subjects are
t\>wded off the bill he will not
forced out of business.
t the "Our Gang" comedies
Is grossing over $80,000 a
ease
and without doubt
i the
most successful short
'\ig

1

—

Hodkinson?

THE FILM DAILY)

small

as

as

Billings,

Mont,

be located in so-called
with the remaining fiftyfive or sixty in smaller cities where
local conditions are such as to justify
final

key

list

will

cities,

their selection
icsult is that

for

the

tests.

Paramount

The

the
theaters chosen represent as widely
livergent conditions as are possible,
not only as regards population but
as to the character of their audiences

and

feels

the'r tastes in entertainment.

As the first step toward carrying
out the announced provision for "an
adequate but not unnatural" exploitafor
tion and advertising campaign
each picture, Claud Saunders, director
of exploitation, left several weeks ago
on a trip which will take him to prac(Continued on Page 4)

—

Los Angeles T. Daniel Frawley
S-ott Succeeds Frank
back from the Orient with two picHarry Scott has left Ritz Carlton
tures made in India, "The Rose of Pictures
become feature sales
to
India" and "The Thirteenth Girl" manager for Pathe, succeeding W. B.
which, according to the Times, will Frank who becomes Hal Roach's
Seattle, at which Flint was made
distributed through Hodkinson.
be
Scott was
Eastern representative.
temporary
president.
Permanent
First National manager in Detroit
organization is scheduled for a two
for four years and later joined Pathe
day meeting Nov. 7th and 8th. It
The Hodkinson offices declared
Later he was appointed
will be called the M. P. T. O. of yesterday they knew nothing about in that city.
in New York
manager
Educational
Washington.
the Frawley pictures.
D. Williams.
then joined
is

and

Competition Keen In 'Frisco
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco It seems theater
competition is growing here.
The
Rothchild interests have just opened
their new Capitol their fifth, and will

Strike
(Special to

Cleveland

—Musicians

have

settled

A%

increase over last year.
This brings to a close a three months'
period, during which there has been
for a 12 X

on the mar-

>|

D. Williams returned from \\ csl
Baden yesterday where First Nation
He. together with
ai is convening.
J.

M.

William
Colin

sails

Vogel and Harry
Europe tomorrow.

J.

for

Grainger Back
Tames R. Grainger returned from
West Baden yesterday where he met

number

3

i

—

J.

Williams Back; Sailing

Settled

THE FILM DAILY)

open the new Circle on Market St. no music in neighborhood theaters.
later in the month. Now comes word The scale is for two years.
The
But that is how Roach
'i-.
that Aaron Goldberg will open his agreement carries a clause saying that
figuring.
new house on Howard St. in Novem- all future wage disputes shall be setber.
tled by an arbitration board.
dentally, Roach may intend to
d demonstrate that having had
Iris Plans Another Short Reeler
to do with the success of HarWalsh Coming East
oyd that he can duplicate this.
John J. Iris has arranged with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
5e he intends directing the five
Clarence de Kosta to produce a short
Los Angeles George Walsh and
:',imedies himself.
And he hasn't reel novelty, along the lines of his father leave for New York Sun1 d in several years.
"Main Streets of New York."
day.
bject releases

towns

"The Green Goddess" opened at the with a population of 15,100. ParaKings and Delmonte on Saturday mount declares that the only change
is responsible
and was the first picture under the in the original plan is in the number
for lowering the standard of pronew plan.
of theaters selected, the list being
duction.
much larger than was at first conThe
addition
of
the
Delmonte
to
There isn't a first run house in
Thirty-five theaters on the
the country that is willing to pay his group gives Goldman tremendous templated.

can't

during

52 Theaters Picked

Louis

—

the

i."

St.

M.

end
up
s busness to really provide
urpkis needed in this busi-just as it is needed in any
hope to fulfill
The reason for this being never
because
n his belief no other branch
The first run situation
to the exhibiting

In

Warner Says They Lower Impending for First Run Control
Paramount
Group More
First
Production Standards Because of
Goldman Leases Delmonte ThePlanned to Bring Total Up to
Reluctance to Pay High Rentals
ater From Fred Cornwell
100
Small Towns Included
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
By HARRY M. WARNER
Famous Players yesterday anof Warner Brothers
One of the biggest deals nounced the names of 52 theaters,
St. Louis
Producers today more than ever of its kind ever put over in St. Louis comprising the first group of prebefore in the history of the picture is covered in an arrangement, where- demonstration houses under the new
Additions now under
business are expected to turn out by William Goldman obtains the sales plan.
will bring the group
Delmonte
theater.
the
Under
consideration
stupendous, mammoth making productions.
They arc expected to agreement entered into by Goldman up to one hundred.
bring forth productions which have and Fred L. Cornwell, owner of the
The initial block includes cities as
never been excelled, but they can Delmonte, the theater will play day large as New York and Chicago and

H.

DANNY

By

War

Blames First Runs

SURPLUS

Price 5 Cents

1923

19,

•

lolders,

of First National franchise
are convening there.

who

Dorothy Gish Sailing
Dorothy Gish and her mother sail
for Italy tomorrow on the Conte
Verde to appear in "Romola". Lillian sails in two weeks.

THE
D/
"tftJ*^ DAILV

Blames First Runs
i
I

ontinued

Producers
crease
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Quotations
Low

High

Kod.
P.-L
do pfd

105

105

66M

67%

...

12J4

12

12

....

16H

16J4

1654

Goldwyn
Loew's

Sales

68>4

.105

East.
F.

Close

100
3,500

Not quoted
300
300

Lederman Leaves

Dan B. Lederman. Universal's
Brazilian manager, has left for South
America.

the

Page

1)

of necessity dcstandard of productions,

example:

[•or
Price 5 Celts

Fnd3». Oct 19. 1921

from

must

Warner Brothers, or any
If the
other producer for that matter, make
production costing in the neighborhood of $250,000, $300,000 or $-100,000
can thej receive an adequate profit on
their investment if the tirsi run thelitis
refuse
to
pay a reasonable
rental!'
Will they pay a sufficient
amount to make it possible to exploit
the pictures properly, and in addition
make il possible for the producer to
;t

—

1

lie

first

producer

to

run

more money

spend

exploit a picture in
than is received from

Now

the

their

them

run

first

a
to

theaters,
as rental.

theaters

America are not starving

to

of

death

dv a long- shot.
The truth of the
matter is that they are making big
money, and conclusive proof of this
tact is easily to be seen by those who
are not blind.
All over the country
one can find new, big sumptuously
invested theaters cropping up.
The
theaters are getting bigger and bigger, liner and finer, because they are
ail making the big money.

On the other hand, a careful study
of the production end of the business
brings to light the fact that nine
people out of ten that are in the producing end are figuring out how to
cheapen each picture.
And they
can t be blamed for assuming this
attitude in lace of present first run
conditions.
But ninety-nine cases
out ot a hundred, the theater people
are figuring how to build more im-

The men owning

cases where the theater owner expects the producer to even pay the
express charges for his picture.

IcUiajU>

Hollywood

We

have got to realize that a picwhich has cost a fortune to
make, must play a first run because
the
neighborhood
houses
cannot
afford to pay the large sums of
money necessary to keep making big
features.
There is no bunk about
ture

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

111

Blackton is recupi
m the Prospect Heights Hospita
Brooklyn, following on operation o
I.

Stuart

his foot.

HAL ROACH'S
CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES
"Consistently Good"

theaters.

shoot

to

Stuart Blackton

1923

the

1

Hal E. Roach Studios
Culver City, California

Pafhecoi

Five

race.

reel

cameramen have been kept constantly

sk.

filming the workouts.
These scenes will be incorporated
into the race scenes.
at

the

track,

Pathe promises prints for showing
in Eastern cities.
They will
be shipped Saturday night by fast

Sunday

express.

Sam Freund With Fox
Sam Freund has joined the
Fox

office.

FOR SALE
A

by H. C.
embodying all the known successful
of the work of his ingenious t>en
series of nine stories

Wit
elenv

togr

with the atmosphere of one of the grej
stage successes of the decade. Any reason
offer will be considered.

Address Ed
c/o FILM

local
71

W.

HARMAN
DAILY

44th St.

New

1831

this.

EXHIBITORS IN

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN

PENINSULA TERRITORY
"

JYou can obtain bookings on

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S
Productions

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway
"Gold Madness"
"The Spider and the Rose"*
"East Side - West Side"
1

Under present conditions

17836
Under 250
under

THEATRES
SHOWING PICTURES
U. S.

30%

seats,

85%;

800,

;
under 500, 70%
over 800. 15%.
of reaching the-

The most ecconomical method
atres

$4.00

is
our ADDRESSING SERVICE.
PER M UP. Lists desired. 30 to 50*
if

saved in postage,

dead

etc.,

and duplicate

through elimination at

theatres

—

usually

listed.

Multigraphing Mimeographing^
Folding Enclosing— Mailing.

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
244 West 42nd

Yo:

run theaters are also figuring out

to monopolize the theater situation in their respective cities in order
to prevent producers that do not meet
their demands from showing a picture in their territory.
I know of

•with

Chicago

palatial

J.

19,

how

'POODLES'
HANNAFORD

New York

Another thing:
first

Tuxedo Comedy

Educational

There is only one way out of the
present crisis.
First run theaters
must support producers turning out
big attractions, or 'within the very
near future they will not lie able to
show pictures in keeping with their

stationed

expect

theaters

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for thU "ad" FREE at your pressive picture palaces and expecting to be paid tor the privilege of
Educational Exchange
showing an attraction.

s

action is bound tQ be very severe for
the larger theaters that are constantly
catering to the bigger and better motion picture movement.

Plans Set to Film Race
Arrangements are about completed
for the filming of the race between
7ev and Papyrus, by Pathe on
^.iiii
some measure ot compensation Saturday, at the Belmont track. Ten
The answer to these stands have been erected around the
tor his efforts?
track where 20 cameramen will be
questions is an emphatic No!

MATS

FRONT!
A

Friday, October

St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

the profashion:
"Why should I make a picture for
$300,000 and get $1,000 a- week rental
out of a first run house, when I can
make a picture for $100,000 and -get
the same amount of money?"

ducer

figuring

is

in

this

.

With
by the

this attitude

made

imperative

run situation the producers can never climb out of the
present method of picture making.
They will fall back into the old ruts,
they will not be so eager to make
first

spectacular productions, and the re-

THROUGH
MID-WEST DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Toy Building
Milwaukee, Wii

CHARLES TRAMPE,

Mgr.

1

7,

October

19,

ififrfh
/ Fl^" DAILY

1923

EXCLUSIVE!
Pathe has the exclusive motion picture rights to

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL

PAPYRUS

$100,000.00

vs.

A TWO REEL

RACE

ZEV

SPECIAL

you could play a feature that every newspaper in the United States
was devoting columns to; that was a "front page story," that everyIf

body was
Here

is

interested in

a two

and wanted to see, you'd think yourself

reel Special that

lucky.

has the pull and the value of the

biggest feature.

THE BIGGEST SHOWMEN EVERYWHERE ARE GRABBING
Prints will be shipped

and

will

cities.

on the night of the

IT

EAGERLY

race, Saturday Oct. 20th,

be available for showing on Sunday, Oct. 21st, in Eastern

Wherever you

are, you'll get

it

quick.

COLORFUL ATMOSPHERE, BIG CROWDS, AND
TWO WONDERFUL HORSES IN THE RACE OF THE CENTURY!

THRILLS, ACTION,

1/

you want an early run you '11 have

to

move fast!

PATHEPICTURE

THE

a&?k

DAILV

(Continued from Page 1)

department.
Selections

following

be made:

remain to

still

the

in

cities

Akron, O.;

the names of the theaters and their
approximate seating capacities:

Wis

Appleton,
Atlanta

Howard

200,616
25.978
36,164

Me

Bangor.

Battle Creek. Mich.

Boise City, Ida.
.*.'.
Buffalo
Va
Charleston,
Charlotte, N. C

W

Chicago
Cleveland

Columhus. O.

Detroit
Erie, Pa.
Mich.
Flint.

Grand Rapids, Mich
Fla

Jacksonville,
Kansas City

Lewiston, Me
Lima,
Little Rock, Ark
Los Angeles
Madison. Wis
Manchester, N. H
Memphis, Tenn
Minneapolis
Mohile. Ala

Term
New London, Conn.
New York

Oklahoma

.

City, Okla.

Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Salt Lake City
San Antonio, Tex
San Francisco
Sandusky, O.
St. Louis

Grand

Springfield,

111.

N.

Rialto

Des

Y.

Washington

Madison

New
(Special to

Regent

Empire
Quilma

— Backed

Prod., will act in a similar capacity,

Bruno

Reggie Morelli
company's first. The
entire company expects to go to Italy
and to Egypt to shoot exteriors for
states,

while

will star in the

the second.

Fredman Lunch

the 26th

The welcome lunch planned for
Ernest \V. Fredman. editor of "The
Film Renter" of London, will be held
at the Ritz on Oct. 26th.
Harry
Reichenbach will be master of ceremonies.
Fredman is now on the
high seas bound for New York.
Fairbanks,

Jr.

i

900
486

Metroplitan

Crown

879

Loew's Palace

2,200
2,400
1,100
1,600
1,300
2,200
1,900
1,500

State

Bijou

Knickerbocker

Crown
Rivoli
Rialto l
Criterion
Rialto

Stanton

1,600
1,000
1,700
1,800
3,200

Olympic
Paramount-Empress
Empire
Granada
Plaza
Missouri

NEWS—You'll
ami

Dclmontc

like

the

settings

Hence Adorce's eyes are

adorable.

EVENING WORLD—*

*
*
For sheer
we have never seen such "spaces."
* * * It is well worth the seeing, even if
only for the magnificence of most of the

beauty,

The company

ion.
nobly.

MAIL — It

*

*

"

acquits

makes no pretension

at

itself

being

.unfiling but an nutand-out melodrama with
big thrill and fights aplenty.
Those who
saw (he film yesterday, seemed to enjoy it.

a

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

picture
lias lieen well directed, and if it is properly
cut so that it isn't so long, it will be quite
a bit better than most pictures dealing with
the daring Northwest Mounted.

—

SUN * " * Reginald Barker has provided
something more powerful than the customary
Canadian picture. * * * The scenes of the
northland are remarkably striking.
TELEGRAM Miss Adoree is a member

—

of a distinguished cast, but it is certain her
work in this picture wins stellar honors for
her.

TIMES—An
of

the

effort

maddening

is made to give an idea
loneliness
of
trio
the

during the Winter.
Tempest, bored to extinction, tears a pack of cards in half.
One
feels like doing the same thing when sitting
through this picture, which is relieved only
by a couple of sequences.
TRIBUNE—* * * This is just a little different from most of them. * * *
But there
spice and go to this picture which make
you feel that the evening is not wasted, even
if you do not care for this sort of thing.
WORLD—* * * Barbara La Marr * * *
is

as furiously beautiful as anything
seen in the cinema for weeks.
is

we have

"The Eternal Struggle" is one of those
"bristling, vigorous, primitive' things. * * *
picture is well fitted out with "atmosphere."
Even the trees seem to know their
It is a fairly good movie.
parts.
1

The

St.

this

19,

Princess

Avon
Palace

Columbia

1)

connection,

Cochrane in From Japan
D. Cochrane, manager for
Famous Players in Tokyo, Japan, has

carried out.

The alliance between the Goldma
and Cornwell houses is bound to hav
The Kings h
far reaching effect.
the first-run of Goldwyn-Cosmopol
tan. while Cornwell recently perfectc
with

contract

a

whereby he obtained

Metro

Picture

the exclusive

New York to confer with
Shauer. He says of conditions

i

program

30

of

pictures.

(

have paid $120,000 for th
contract and under it the Delmon

is

said to

become the first-run
while
Cornwell
Metro

was

to

for

accorded

the

privilege

of

the
hibited
at

E. E.

there:
"Temporary theaters will be opened in
Tokyo and Yokohama, where the people will
be able to find some relief from the horrors
through which they have just passed.
It
will be many months before the two great
cities are restored.
The motion picture industry was seriously crippled as many of the

Metro pictures

in

the

environs would have to be
In Cornwell.

leading theaters in
were destroyed."

the

earthquake

district

Triangle Alleged Bankrupt
L. Waters has been appointed receiver for Triangle which
has been thrown into bankruptcy on
a judgment claim of $9.1.930 obtained
by Charles and Adam Kessel. The
liabilities are reported about $350,000
and nominal assets about as much.

Percy

powerful position. In ai
joint-booking arrangement
enable the houses to bid high for
pictures other than Famous Play"
which show at the Missouri, and
First
National,
Warner Rroth
Preferred and other features
led by Skouras.
lias

a

the

t

i

Due

Colvin

last

mount

Church.

Brown

Brown, Thomas H. Ince's
representative
and Pearl
Marion Clark of Elgin were married

Colvin
Eastern

night at the

Chelsea Methodist

The words " Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

available

in

a

I

transparent film margin.

is

city
a-

Thus with he Kings and Delmni
controlling both Metro and Goldw
Cosmopolitan, the new combinal

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film

"Kodak"

t

St.

protect the exhibitor against screening,

identifiable.

be

Louis or St. Loi;
In short all subsequent rn

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

wl
sho\

Delmonte could again

County.
of

hot)

sayi-

whether any of the pictures

POSITIVE FILM
To

S

Louis and St. Louis County righti
a two year period on the entire Meti

Tom

arrived in

tin

been mentioned am
the new arrangement indicates tha
the balance of the program may b

EASTMAN

600

1923

Louis
Page

700
3,500
1,000
1,200
1,600
231
971
2,000

Clemmer

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is due in
New York today from the coast for
a
He has completed
vacation.
"Stephen Steps Out", his first Parapicture.

—1,300
—

1

Madison

Miller

by a number
men, J. Anthony
Bruno.
cameraman,
has
formed
Bruno Prod.
Joe Gonyea, former
production
manager with Gerson

Los Angeles

180

Capitol

Quimby

of Italian business

1,200

Newman

29,569''

Coast Unit

800

Majestic

72,217
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2,350
1,400
1,800

Arcade

"
Kan.
Zanesville, O.

900

State

,823,779

Wichita,

Moines

Strand

588,343
118,110
161,379
506,676
22,897
772,897
104,437
59,183
94,156'
437,571

Spokane, Wash.
Utica,

Southern

380,582
60,777
118,342
25,668
5,620,048
"
91,295
191,601
1

700
1,000
2,500
3,400
1,400
1,200
1,100
2,000

McVicker's
Loew's State

162,351'

Nashville,

1,350
2,180

Shea's Hippodrome
Virginian
Imperial

256.491
126,468
152,559
993,678
93,372
91,559
137,634
91,558
324,410
31,791
41,326
65,142
576,673
38,378
78,384'

Dayton,

966
500
850

Strand
Pinney

"

Denver
Des Moines

2,500
1.500

Opera House
Regent
Regent

15.100
178.806
21,393
506,775
39,608
46.338
2,701,705
796,841
237,031

Mont.
Birmingham, Ala
Billings,

Capacity

Theater
Appleton

19,561

DAILY

In
has

binations.

Rivoli
tremendously,

In

(Continued from

"The Eternal Struggle"— Metro

Altoona, Pa.; Boston, Mass.; Louis
ville, Ky.; Mimcic, Ind.; and Wheeling, W. Va. The following tabulation
gives an alphabetic list of the cities
already selected, their populations,

Population

City

War

Newspaper Opinions

52 Theaters Picked
lically every one of the demonstration
centers, going over the plans of camn with the exhibitors and the
members of the field force of his

Friday, October

Some

which Paramount

of the Theatres in

Pictures will be demonstrated
(Correct to date, October 20th)

T>ELOW

which the new
Paramount Pictures will be demonstrated. This is in accordance with Paramount's new policy under which Paramount Pictures demonstrate their real worth
is

a

list,

to date, of the theatres throughout the country in

*-*

at the box-office before being sold to exhibitors.

A

6-column advertisement will be run in the newspapers of each city in which a
demonstration theatre is located, informing the public that this particular theatre
will show Paramount's new pictures in advance of general release. This ad depicts
the demonstration theatre, the manager, and is localized for each demonstration
city.

Look over
East

New York

Rivoli, Rialto

Stanton

Philadelphia

Palace, Columbia

Washington, D. C

Shea's Hippodrome

Buffalo

Fenway
Crown
Avon
Crown
Empire

Boston
New London, Conn
Utica, N. Y
Manchester, N. H
Lewiston, Me
Bangor, Me

Opera House

this

list:

Denver
Salt Lake City
Billings,

Rialto

Paramount-Empress

Mont

Regent
Pinney

Boise City, Ida
Spokane, Wash

Clemmer

Mid-West
Chicago
St. Louis

McVickers
Missouri

Madison
Olympic

Detroit
Pittsburgh

Minneapolis

South
Howard

Atlanta

Arcade

Jacksonville
Charlotte, N.

C

Imperial

Birmingham, Ala
Mobile, Ala

State

Des Moines

Des Moines

Omaha

Rialto

Columbus,

Grand Southern

Newman

Kansas City

Strand
Bijou

Wichita

Ark

Capitol

Okla. City, Okla

Criterion

Sandusky,
Madison, Wise
Appleton, Wise

Little Rock,

Empire

San Antonio, Tex
Memphis, Tenn

Loew's Palace
Virginian
Knickerbocker

Charleston, W. Va
Nashville, Tenn

Grand Rapids, Mich

Springfield,
Flint,

111

Mich

Granada
Metropolitan

Madison
Appleton
Princess

Quilna

Battle Creek,
Erie,

Majestic
Plaza

Regent

Lima,

Quimby

Zanesville,

West
San Francisco
Los Angeles

Miller

Mich

Pa

(paramount (pictures
FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION

Regent
State

such pictures as this one
that build theatre patronage

It is

DON ALLEN
World:

ing

thelmess

week

at

N. Y. Even"Richard Barin

i^

1

appearing for a
the Strand in 'The
is

fhting Blade,' his latest picture and incidentally, one of
Ins

For

most praiseworthy.

sheer, enjoyable, thrilling film

entertainment
near the top."

ALAN DALE

ranks

it

in

N. Y.

"Barthelmess

ican:

—

up

Inspiration pictures Jnc.
Charles H.Duell, President
jresents

Amerat

his

•TRtchard

best."

N. Y. Mail:

teems with

"It

seventeenth century
melodrama, and keeps moving
action,

nicely that

we

BartMmtss

feel certain

everyone who goes to this the-

in

atre will be well entertained.

Every foot a treat

to the eye."

N. Y. TRIBUNE: "Mr. Barthelmess is wonderfully fine in
the new role. John Robertson
has directed the picture beautifully

and

it is

-ujhtino.

full of excite-

ment and suspense."

'Beulah IUaric Dix
Scenario fcij Josephine Louett
"Btj

N. Y.

TELEGRAM:
revival

present

of

"In the
romantic

fl John

£ ^oterison Production

stories for the screen, Rich-

ard Barthelmess takes a first
place by his vivid acting in
'The Fighting Blade.'"

INDIANAPOLIS
"One

of

the

Richard
made.

One

finest

FIRST

NATIONAL
IC TUBES

STAR:
pictures

Barthelmess

has
Art

of the finest of the

Director

Everett Shinn

year."

Technical Director

Wiard

B.

Ihnen

Photography by
George Folsey

A FIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

AVAILABLE ON THE OPEN MARKER
Foreign rights

controlled

by Associated

First

National Pictures, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue,

New York

tie
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No.
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niversal

Authority
Sunday, October

Super Jewel

21,

1923

Price 25 Cents

One of the Biff Ten

Associated Exhibito
ARTHUR.

S'OMtr GJttcrr

S

KAN6.

r

s

PHISIBINT.

"Something Has Turned

Up -At

Last"
Wilkins

Micawberf £s

T

David

Copperfield
The Masterpiece of the
Greatest of Novelists—
and Humorists

jyjckmb
A

world-celebrated story of plain folks

whom

you know

—most of whom you

—

love.

all

of

Not

an adaptation but a lavishly illustrated edition
of the original, breathing the appealing

atmosphere throughout.

DAVID

Dickens

iAL ROACH

presents

The Call of theVdd
from the famous book by

JACK LONDON

T

he story of a dog with a soul, in the old
days of the

Yukon

trail,

and men and dogs had

when might made

mad
right,

to fight to survive.

Directed by

Fred Jackman

Pafhgpicture
K&
TRADE

MARK.

Hal Roach presents

>

*A Feature
London's great book has passed through
edition after edition;

it

has been

read by

millions; translated into foreign languages;
it is

the greatest

dog

story that has ever been

written.

Primitive passions, love,

hate,

revenge, bravery and cowardice

stamp the picture from
finish.

It is

start to

an epic of the

North, thrilling, beautiful,

far
ap-i

pealing.
It

is

a picture for every

audi-j

»'A/
tough not yet shown to the reewers, several trade

papers

aught " the picture at

its

lease in

Los Angeles

roduction that has
ppeal.

)ose with a

A

univer-

Hal Roach has
punch that reg-

.

.

picture

that will
to everyone who likes a
il
of the open with a tang
All the spirit
e north.
.

.

.

London

.

been
led and it is a thoroughly
novel produclisting and
Some remarkable phojphy.
Action
moves
I a
fine sweep and is aniwith the utmost sincerity.
Marvellous snow scenes,
wastes and wonderful silMr. Roach need have
ites.
e

.

i

classic has

.

.

I

!

for

first

should
for

dramatic
prove a

the

effort.

It

.

.

money-maker

exhibitor."

— Exhibitors

Trade Review.

"A very satisfactory adaptation
of Jack London's novel.
Provides
fine
entertainment.
Should prove a satisfactory audience picture anywhere." Film
Daily.
.

.

.

.

—

.

lll

ar

pre-

the

success

of

his

"Pictorially beautiful with plenty
of red-blooded action.
All
will find real enjoyment in this
offering. Will undoubtedly prove
a real box office magnet."
Atlanta Weekly Film Review.
.

.

—

Pafh^picture

The Gil
(tb Wild
Booked, before release, by the
Southern Enterprises
for every key city
lotte,

from Dallas

and from Memphis

to

to

Char-

Jackson-

ville.

Premier showing

at

The

California

Theatre, Los Angeles, extend-

ed to a second week in

re-

sponse to the demand.

In-

creased

attendance

at

every

performance; enthusiastically
praised by press and public.

A

Picture Big

kl.WAKI O*

Enough

for the Biggest

Showman

HIM MfATLI

Pafhepicture
T$
TRADE

MARK.

:

*
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W. Deal Closed

Expiansion

Buys Hamrick's Three Thein Seattle, Tacoma and Portland

i

-One Each

.

(Special to

Portland.

from $800,000 to

The

in Seattle,

The

deal

jme complete charge of the
while Hamrick, it is underbill
act
managing dias
the theaters under
on of the Goldwyn

f

home
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Ore.

t,nd.

—John

to leave for the

with

i|r

Goldwvn

Hamrick

is

East shortly
officials.

Mabel Forrest and Norman Kerry in a scene from "The Satin
Ben Wilson production for Grand-Ascher release. Advt.

—

Girl," a

Des

Moines

become short subject
Philadelphia.
Harry
Washington manager will
xander's place in Kansas City
C.

Osserman, head salesman

ington, will

Additional

office.

made

become manager
changes

shortly.

latures

Reviewed
Page

Fighting Blade
list
National
n

Kirby

lx>

*k
I

5

5

ve and Forget

'B.

C— S.

R

8

Out

s

B.
•er

8
Trails

agraph

8

Acquittal
iversal

Subjects

8
5

both distributor and producer in this
business were sharply defined.
It
has been his contention that a distributor should not produce because
attendant
upon the
the problems
proper operation of a distributing organization were sufficient to engage
the distributing heads at all times.

Anderson Unit
THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The Anderson-Heyl Corp.
has been formed here. Two hundred

—

In Sight

,

former

put

(Special to

sal

)avie,
will
in

increase

New

U" Changes

in Field
yesterday announced imchanges in the field. L. W.
?r,
at present Kansas City
will be transferred to Chisucceed Herman Stern, who
Des Moines in charge there.

capital

If it is true that Hodkinson will
enter production, it will mean an unusual departure for him since he has
always maintained that the duties of

direct

iamrick Coming East
icial to

large

capital

its

$1,500,000.

through by Hodkinson is understood
to presage an era of expansion with
There have been
that organization.
reports xurrent for the past few
days that the company planned to
enter
production
on its own, although no one at the Hodkinson offices would admit this on Friday.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

that

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Hod-

Albany, N. Y.—The W.
kinson Corp. has increased

heaters.

and

.

of Production

nderstood that the deal pendveen Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
n Hamrick, covering three
in the Pacific Northwest has
>ed, and that under the terms
agreement, the distributing
will control Hamrick's Blue
houses are located

Capital from
$800,000 to $1,500,000— Reports

Hodkinson Increases

— as
—aJust ofwhat
digging.

shares of common
no par value.

stock are

listed,

production costs for next year.'
find this broadly speaking
there will be a lot of pictures made for next year that will cost
J. C. Rosenthal Settles Music Tax
This does not include the super-specials, the
a lot of money.
Problem With Michigan Meets
M. P. T. O. Tuesday
great big boys that are scheduled to go out on a road show basis
C. Rosenthal, general manager
but the general average of regular releases.
J.
This, despite all statements advanced by production leaders of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is
in the East who admit that costs should come down.
back from Jackson, Mich., where he
Everybody admits pictures should not cost as much
made arrangement with the M. P. T.

Hollywood

Have been doing

to

lot

And

:

Back With Agreement

—

—

as at present. But mighty few have any idea of how
O. of Michigan, covering the music
license situation.
costs can be cut to meet existing demands for "fine
The arrangement includes about
pictures."
480 theaters and provides for an
PractiPractically everyone admits pictures cost to much.
analysis of the conditions governing
cally everyone says "something must be done." How? In what the operation of each theater.
The
scale of licenses will be adjusted to
way? Everyone has a different answer.
Continued on Page 2)

AS TO SALARIES
Harry Rapf has never won an international reputation because of his desire to pay star's big money. And here is what
Harry says
"Electricians, carpenters and labor generally is at a high level.
Such costs mount with every production. You must have a
capable crew. So when you put a cheap actor in a part and he
has to be rehearsed for an hour or more to give you the same
result that a well trained actor costs you are saving money in
production by paying the big salary, because the overhead rises
tremendously otherwise."
(Continued on Page 3)

What

of Russia?

Russian market
the
anything to American
producers?

Does

mean

Advices

from

abroad

indi-

cate that the vast territory is
Well-posted exopening up.
porters discuss this interesting
situation on page 11, this issue.

THE
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Form Permanent Body

Millions For Lease
&

Balaban

Katz

$16,000,000 in Rentals on Fifty
Year Lease for New Colonial

M IHI
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CopyriRht 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc
by
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Joseph Dannenberg. President and
Business Man
t \V Alicoate. Treasurer and
Editor.
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing
Donald M. Mersereau. Advertising Manager.
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under
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,

,

March

Terms (Postage

1879.

350,000

the fifty years
leased the house.

rentals

for

which

$M7

-

—

,

&

Corp., New
IncorporaCapital SI 50,000.
R.
tors, A. and F. Laporata. and E.
Attorney, M. M. McCulI.acava.
lough.

Albany—White Film

Theater

Albany— Famous

IncorporCapital $5,000.
AtSapier.
A.
and
L.,
J.,

Brooklyn.
ators,

Co.,

S.,

torney E.

J.

Horn.

—

Albany— Woodhouse
York.

&

Omaha — C.

Williams has been
M. P. T. O.
succeeding
A.
R.

Prod. Co.,
Capital $6,000.
York.
torneys, A. Greenburg.
Inc.,

New

M.
J.

George M.
treasurer.
The Theater
Inc., McArdle,
At- Owners Dist. Corp. and M. P. Day
have been endorsed.

Albany— Ademill

— Cobra,

are F.
vice-president;

officers

Honey, Tecumseh,

New

Kirk,

and

secretary

"Sapho" Re-edited for Rialto

York.

Hugo

Riesenfeld
has
re-edited
Pauline
Frederick
made for Famous to run about 30
minutes. It will be part of the Rialto
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
program this week, with special
at your
for this "ad"
music. This is the third re-edited feaEducational Exchange
ture which Riesenfeld has put into
houses, the others being "La Tosca"
AND NOW PO« THE LAUGHS —

Capital

$1,000.

Attorney,

M.

E.

"Sapho"

Sterling.

f

E.

$15,000. of
Nebraska,
Martoin, Syra- Pramer.
Other

&

E.

,
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Corbett, elected president of the

cuse.

Albany

which

FREE

MATS

BOBBY VERNON

and "Carmen"

__Z.
-,»
HOLD EVERYTHING

»„«.,»

Christie

Comedy

Chaplin's

Next

a

Comedy

Charlie Chaplin has wired United
Artists from Chicago that he intends
starting work on his next picture,
a

comedy, as soon as he arrives

in

Los

Angeles.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE
New

—

L.

Wobber Back
(Special to

In 'Frisco

THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco

— Hermann

tion.
He declared that about
000 had been spent during the
year on organization work and
the treasury had a balance of $<

Wobber,

Pacific Coast representative for Paramount, is back following a three
months' tour of the country. He visited all
of the company's 36 ex-

changes.

James Cruze has

finished "Tc

Ladies."

HAL ROACH'S

Chinese Pictures Planned
(Special

'to

THE FILM DAILY)

WILL ROGERS COMEDIES

—

San

York's Newest and Foremost
Rental Organization

Costume

BROOKS

143 W<»O t-2 S T N.V. C.__
-

1

"Wit

zvith

2

a Wallop"

reels

Hal E. Roach

Studios J

Culver City, California

.

Pathecomedy

H

DEMONSTRATION BULLETIN

Williams Heads Nebraska

Capital

Lennox

1.

common.

(Special to

New

F.

Francisco

Another meeting with the M. F
O. special committee will be heli
Tuesday. This may be the final
out of which a definite agreement
be reached.
Rosenthal was impressed by
efficiency of the Michigan orga

Francisco The newest proThe 50,000 shares, offered by the ducing unit to organize here is Mansyndicate at $47.50 a share, have been dearin Picture Corp., which will make
far oversubscribed for.
Shares sold pictures with a Chinese background.
one day last week on the curb for
$66 on a "when issued" basis.
The new Balaban & Katz Corp. has
O'Sullivan Joins Hodkinson
a capitalization of $11,000 000, with
Joseph O'Sullivan has joined the
theater
property,
etc.,
valued
at
home exploitation staff of Hodkinson.
$9,800,000.
It is expected that the
He was formerly with Fox. O'Sullicompany will pay dividends of 25 van will
handle, "Michael O'Halcents a month, or $3 annually on the
loran."
common. Net earnings for the current year are expected to be in the
neighborhood of $5 a share on the

Corp.)

Inc.,

THE FILM DAILY)

The Los Angeles
M. Board of Trade is expected here soon to meet with the
local board and discuss some importSan

L

Rosenthal expressed himself Fr
as being very well satisfied with
results of his Michigan trip.

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Standard Pictures
Dover, Del.
Capital,
Corp., Wilmington.
Dist.
Incorporating
(Delaware
$25,000.

Attorneys.

(Special to

To Meet

ant matters.

securities of the new Balaban
& Katz Corp., formed recently to
consolidate various B. and K. houses,
arc being traded in on the Stock Exchange; 28,476 shares of preferred,
Hollywood
'Phone,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
of $100 par value, and 26,400 shares
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. of common, of $25 par were offered.
Wabash Ave.
_
Of the common stock, 50,000 shares
_
Lcndon Representative— Ernest W. lredman. were bought up by a local syndicate,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..
the balance,
amounting to 214,000
London. W. I.
,
Rue de
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42
shares, will be used by the corporaClichy.
T .
European Representative— Interna- tion on an exchange basis to acquire
Central
Prague (Czecho-Slo- the stocks of the various Balaban
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
Katz enterprises.

York.

Film Boards

Jay

The

months. $5.00;
Subscribers should remit with ordei.
$15 00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
4551-4552-5558.
N Y 'Phone Vanderbilt
Hollvwood. California— Walter R. Greene,

Incorporations

Walker,
and
vice-president,
Means, secretary-treasurer.

,

in

—

(Continued from Page 1)
The local division of
M. P. T. O. has formed a meet those conditions and in
permanent body with A. M. Eisner, formity with the general ability of
president.
Other officers are L. C. theater owner to meet the

Kansas City

on Randolph St. between
State and Dearborn, will pay $16,-

United States.
York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months. $3,00.

free)

New

Greater

of

3,

as
noted, have closed a deal for the new
Colonial theater which U to be erectMasonic
ed as part of the new

they have
The annual rental amounts to
^ .....
Outside 000. or about $0,288 a week.

at

the act of

THK FILM DAILY)
Chicago — Balaban & Katz, who,

Temple

1

the state

(Special to

Cuts

Prici 25

21,

Back With Agreenu
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(Special to

Over

Pay

Will

Sunday, October

Chaplin Film Closes Saturday

"A Woman
at the

of Paris" closes its run
Lyric on Saturday, Oct. 27.

Isen Here From Buenos Aires
Monroe Isen, general manager for

Universal

in

the

town from Buenos

Argentine,
Aires.

is

Pola Negri in "The Spanish Dancer"

SANDUSKY,

O.
Exhibitors in the Sandusky district: If you want
to learn the truth about "The Spanish Dancer,"
ask Art Himmelein, manager of the Plaza Theatre, Sandusky.
Mr. Himmelein reports that the picture equalled
the figures on "Manslaughter," which holds his
house record. He adds: "Thanks for your wonderful support.
I honestly believe The Spanish
Dancer' will prove one of the season's sensations."

PITTSBURGH
"The Spanish Dancer" is the most sensational
success the Olympic Theatre, Pittsburgh, has ever
had.
The opening was big, and every day has
been consistently bigger. Since Wednesday the
lobby has been jammed solid every performance
and overflowed onto the sidewalk.
The fact that business is better today even than
it was at the wonderful opening proves the picture itself must be good. Ask Thomas Schrader,
manager of the Olympic, to verify these facts.

(X (paramount''(picture

in
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In Sight
(Continued from Page 1)

\lmost any producer will admit Rapf is right. But there profit to the producer who holds the player under contract. And
be a class of the profession in-between the very cheap and this, incidentally, is what keeps production costs up.
MICKLES
MUCKLES
ery costly competent to handle these parts. For instance
When
Richard
Walyou
First
National
suggest,
however,
that this does count in profor
made
"Trilby" was being
"Svengali."
duction
costs
the
right
kind
of
a
producer
tells
you
the
it's only a small matter.
for
Fully was up against it
Tully.
But
that
where
is
the
real
None
suited
trouble
lies
all of these matters are
actors.
well
known
of
f tests were made
incidental
Carewe,
carpenter
holding
company up because
Now
a
a
a
whole
Edmund
Carewe.
Arthur
secured
inally
nail
a
head
isn't
Hollywood
fire.
In
painted,
and
the
director
or
cameraman doesn't
on
chance
set
had
to
had
never
a
actor,
It is easier
they didn't know a lot about him. But "Svengali" put him use his brains and "shoot" below that pesky nail.
wait
until
to
it
a
prince's
is
daubed
over
the
company
cost is
salary
equal
to
even
if
not
get
a
and
he
did
map
ie
$1,800 a day. It's all these mickles and muckles that go on the
>m, either.
There are hundreds of good actors about Hollywood who production cost sheet that finally mounts it to an impossible
Pro- figure. Everyone knows you cannot have efficiency of the blue
get a chance unless something unusual happens.
print type about a studio. But common sense isn't the costliest
's seem willing to stay in the same old rut constantly trying
to the advantage
lploy men and women "whose names have box office value", of things. And what a lot of it could be used
yet everyone knows most of these names can never be used of everyone
1

AND

i

—

—

—

—

—

—

exhibitor in advertising the picture. One two at best
that can go on the marquee. And six, point advertising of

11

known names means

nothing.

ONE OF THE EVILS

will do a lot of harm for next season is... the
proof "hiring out" stars by one producer to another.
places a player under contract. For argument's sake, let's
he salary at $600 a week. Another producer wants the use
at player.
Do you suppose producer number one lets the
d one have that player at $600 a week? Guess again. The
But the shortsightedness of
r is "hired out" at a profit.
Ian is apparent. The player knows what the second produ-

Vnd one that

is

A

m

and when the contract with number one expires the playcompensation that which number two has paid. And
e bubble grows bigger and bigger.
s.nd then these same producers yell like the devil because
lid

<s as

vers' salaries.

Isn't

it

a joke?

CUTTING COSTS

—

CHAPLIN'S PICTURE
Naturally

it

has caused

much comment

out here.

The

inci-

dental fact that the Criterion (Los Angeles) playing the picture
is using increased advertising space on the production indicates
that it isn't booming in business, but the big point being registered is the disappointment of the kiddies in not being able to
see the picture.
well known producer who was talking of
the picture a few nights ago was compelled, reluctantly, he says,
to tell his 10 year old boy that he couldn't see the Chaplin picture,
and then couldn't tell him why.
Chaplin has made a place for himself among the kiddies unequalled by any player on the screen. These kiddies are going to
find it difficult to understand why they cannot see a Chaplin picture and certainly they won't understand the difference between
Charlie just directing a picture and playing in one. Even some
grown ups will expect to see him in it despite the efforts made
to show that he only directed, and does not appear in the picture.
"A Woman of Paris" may be a great triumph from a directorial viewpoint but those countless thousands
yes, millions
who haven't had a chance to laugh at Charlie's fun for over a
year, will certainly be disappointed. They did so want a Chaplin

A

—

—

is one big producing unit
one of the very largest
has put a certain maximum on production costs for next
ii
in fact in effect this minute.
That maximum is $200,000
me. Directors employed are so told. Scripts must be kept comedy.
OFFICE
to a shooting basis that will allow this figure to be met.
Hal Roach is having a new office built in his studio. Of
ions effort is being made to reduce the amount of "shootWhy burn up negative only to have it cut out in the course it will be well furnished. But the crowning point of all
ibling?
On one production the budget planned has so far is a mural decoration showing the making of a motion picture
reduced $87,000 on one picture. Which only goes to show from beginning to end probably the first movie mural ever
can be done. Yet the cost is still over the $200,000 mark. painted.

'here
t

.

|

SOME

;

A NEWSPAPER STUNT

THE DIRECTORS' VIEWPOINT

'alked to a

number

of directors about these conditions a

few

"Billy" Leyser, the popular picture editor of the Cleveland
News-Leader is pulling a stunt that many other movie editors
might well follow. He is out here getting material for a series
of articles. But he is incidentally having a five reeler made showing what is going on at the various important studios, and is being
photographed as often as the occasion permits. When finished
the picture will be shown to Cleveland picture goers at the various Cleveland houses and prove a boom for the News-Leader,
clever stunt.
as well as the industry in general.

At the regular M. P. D. A. meeting; Fred Niblo
Mighty interesting. Directors as desirous of cutting
as producers
but how? One interesting angle which de:d was along the line that if producers and distributors were
showmen a much stronger result would develop after the
e left the director and before the exhibitor got it.
Too
possible revenue is lost from this point on. And this angle
A
tped another
that the director might well get in closer
GIANT STUFF
with the exhibitor, and keep in touch with him, to astn why some of his pictures do not get over, why others
John Aason, the giant of "Why Worry" has, or will issue a
hat the particular clientele of this or that exhibitor wanted challenge to fight Jack Dempsey. Publicity stunt of course. But
other words, let the director know his customer and not good. Incidentally in the showing of "Why Worry" here all the
everything to the cut and dried publicity machine of the giants involved in picture making will be put to work carrying
cer or distributor. Several directors declared they intended feathers around Los Angeles.
Just a stunt but good.
3

ago.

ling.

—

—

this

—at once.

WARNING

PLAYERS ALL TIED UP
I

I
1

here isn't wild activity about any of the studios at the
nt.
Only a few studios have more than one or two comat work.
And yet almost any producer will tell you it is
It to get people
they, at least the good ones, are all tied
^contract.
And, as noted previously, when one producer
I a player or star to another the "loan" usually means a

—

—

When you happen in at the Mission, Los Angeles, and get talking to Jack Root the amiable manager, and he starts telling you
not to worry about the little bugs that crack around your ears
don't worry. Because it isn't a bug at all just a peculiar noise
which occurs when Jack taps the big diamond ring he wears.
But it's a great trick and has fooled a lot of people up to now.

—
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Mastbaum's Ideas
Sees Outlook Bright— Still
Theaters Frowns on

—

for

Road

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—Jules E. Mastbaum.
in answering a questionnaire of 12
paragraphs bearing on the needs of
the industry, prepared by "The Exhihitor." gives a comprehensive idea
of what the business really needs in
the way of further development to
assure

of a
are

it

Following
answers:
Question
better
past ?

in

the

Do you

:

quality

the

"Yes.

Answer:

Gentlemen:
Can't get along without the
"Little Big Information Sheet."

EVENING WORLD—* •
most praiseworthy.
We will

w.

illustrated

1923,

when

the

still

have closed heretofore during the summer,
continued open all during the hot spell with

every evidence

very gratifying attendance."
Is the country over theatered?
Question

is

:

Answer: "No.
room for

the part of the larger producing companies to give the public better pictures in
every way including stories, cast, direction

on

business

more

is

competition

in
is

season

this
this

"American

SUN — "The Fighting Blade"
Barthelmess's weakest picture in
time.
We could find little merit

Comedies

the

fact

that

he

is

to know whether his "patrons
for any increase in the price of

would stand

admission."
Do you agree with the policy
Question:
of the producers to road-show their big productions in legitimate theaters?
"I fail to see where anything
Answer:
Photoplays
can be gained in this direction.
belong in photoplay theaters and it is seldom
that any great benefit is derived from exhibiting pictures in legitimate houses."
Question: Do you think percentage booking a solution of the film rental question?
The present system of
Answer
"No.
film rental, I believe to be much better than
the percentage booking idea."
Which system of booking
Question
Block bookbenefits the exhibitor the more
booking?
individual
ing or
Answer
"I consider that the exhibitor
:

re-

"Practically no short subjects are produced
in England.
They depend entirely on the
American made productions.
British concerns are producing longer features, generally

using American stars and directors, but
there is practically no comedy production.
American made comedies are the standard."

Theaters Qualify For Permits
(Special to

ment

THE FILM DAILY)

—

New
is

Haven,
Conn. Announcemade, by the Board of Ex-

aminers of Buildings, that the Law-

White Way, Majestic,
Winchester, Garden, Alpine and Life
rence,

Bijou,

have qualified for permits.

—

:

rector.

Hamilton

Louis— Gilbert

St.

Lease Progress Theater, 'Frisco

:

THE FILM

(Special to
DAILY)
himself is the one best qualified to answer
this question."
San Francisco J. C. Bach and H.
Question
What is the future of the small
Herman, the latter representing East-]
exhibitor?
Answer
"The small exhibitor will be ern interests, have leased the ProgHe ress on Fillmore St. on a IS year
curtailed by reason of his 'smallness.'
in a position to present his patrons
is not
$250,000 house will
with films that will attract them.
Conse- agreement.
quently, his future is not very encouraging." supplant the one
standing.
Question
Do you look for a curtailment
in production activities in the coming year?
Acquire Old Pantages House
Answer: "Yts. I believe that during the
coming year, there will be a curtailment in
(Special to
DAILY)
production due to the fact that while fewer
Oakland, Cal. Louis R. Lurie, of
pictures will be made they will be of a more
artistic and entertaining make."
'Frisco, has taken over the old PanQuestion
What, in your opinion, is the
tages at 12th and Franklin.
will
greatest single need in the industry today?
late
this
Answer:
month.
"I think that what is needed re-open
A.
J.
to interest the public who go to pictures Brabany
has been
general
are stories that are good and carry a greater
while
William
McStay
punch than any of those of the present day." manager,
Question
In your opinion will the repeal will act as house manager of the
of the admission tax result in a marked in- Lurie, as the house will be known.
crease in attendance?
Answer:
"This is a matter that is impossible to answer oft-hand.
The people
Progress Ready for Season
have become accustomed to paying the tax
(Special to
DAILY)
which they know goes towards government
expenses ar.d they are attending the motion
Atlanta A. C. Bromberg, head of
picture theater in larger numbers than ever.
Pictures,
announces the
At the same time it would probably do no Progress
harm if the tax were removed from admission company's line-up for the Fall.
Intickets."
cluded in this are. 'Ten Nights in a
Question
Should motion picture theaters Barroom."
"Night Life In Hollvclose in the summer and operate on a 40Streets of
York"
week basis the same as the legitimate houses wood,"

—

:

in

it
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it.

trouble with the picture
has no storv to sneak of.

is

j

i

Milwaukee Moves

Selznick,

THE FILM

(Special to

Richard Barthelmess

TIMES—*

exchange into new quarters

WORLD —

MackaiiiTan able" partner ""in 'romance"

Buvs "Broken Hearts"
THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— Bill Srikboll, of "Gold
Skirboll

E.

Bldg.

THE FILM

Productions,"

"Broken

He

named

—

Broadway"

Adding

Loses Test Case
THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City— County licenses
(Special to

required for theaters in this cit;
was recently decided, when A.
Eisner, head of the M. P. T. 0.,
peared before Judge James J. Sher.
Eisner, v
in the County Court.
as president of the exhibitor b<[
made his case a test case, was

—

$50.

Gibson Back
(Special to

to

Ohio

String:

THE FILM DAILY)

Four

in

(Special to

tories.

Registration
(Special to

Chicago
G.

summer

as

well

as

also owns the
the Strand and

of

int

provided in the Internal Rev
Under the new regulat
law.
theaters, museums and concerts,
ing a tax based on their seating
affected.

Making

toria.

I

a Cooper Story
DAILY)'

THE FILM

r,

many of the
American here, and The story includes
continj
Western
of
characters
Olympic in Steuben- ous
history and centres about the

—

Trail."

Mrs.

Los Angeles— "The Last Front
which Thomas H. Ince will
an adaptation of Cowl
A. G. Constant will be
ill
He Riley Cooper's story by that

New
Buys Steubenville. O. House
and "Jacqueline," all Arrows; six
(Special to THE FTLM DAILY)
Big Boy Williams, 6 Fairbanks, 6
Steubenville. O.
George Shafer.
Bill Pattons. 14 Jack Hoxies and 10 who runs the Victoria and Cort in
Some of them undoubtedly should close Up Edmund Cobbs, all Westerns. Pro- Wheeling W. Va.. has taken over
for the summer.
Here in Philadelphia we gress
will
also
distribute
three the
Shafer.
Victoria.
William
have a condition that probably does not exist
serials. "The Fighting Skipper." "The former
to such a degree in other cities.
manager of the Herald
Philadelphia
motion picture lovers seem to enjoy going Vanishing Trails" and "The Sante Fe Square, here, will manage the Victhe

collector

His Ohio Chain

—

"It seems to me that this would
depend upon many conditions and according
to the places where such houses are operated.

in

—According to

Reinecke,

E. Liverpool, O.
has just taken over the Strand.

:

theaters

No Longer Neces
THE FILM DAILY)

ly

pletion of the
railroad.

first

trans-contu

In Wainwright, Alta., Ince will

do?

these

sup

THE FILM DAILY)

The

to

DAILY)

tendent of the Rothacker labora
He pi
is back in harness again.
four months at the Rothackerplant in Hollywood, in accord
with the policy of an interchang
executives between the two la'

(Special to

:

Answer

in Chicago

THE FILM

Chicago— George Gibson,

Richwood.

ville.

(

in this city, it is no lc
for revenue
necessary for theaters to file reg

Cleveland Carl B. Moore, has added the Rex, at Marysville, to bis
string of houses which includes the
Strand there and the Opera House
at

j

coj

tion certificates annually, as for

(Special to

:

THE FILM

of

nurchased

Ohio.

—

:

Hearts

has

B.

this territory.

(Special to

Seal

'

at

G. Louthain,
Kreger and Earl LaBelle will

Toy

TRTBUNE—

now

DAILY)

—

Milwaukee Frank M. DeLoren;
manager for Selznick, has moved

:

:

Hamill

P.

that

takes a first place by bis vivid acting in "The
Fightiner Blade."
* * One must admit that it
At the
is an entertainment of certain merit.
same time one leaves this nbotonlay with
the impression that it fails in subtlety and
suspense, and that the narrative has not been
made as effective as was possible. There is
a certain flatness about the story which has
not been redeemed. * * *
The settings are
remnrkable. well constructed, especially those
of the old inn and some of the sequences
The costumin which the castle is shown.
nip- in this film is especially well done.
John Robertson has directed
the picture beautifully and it is full of excitement and suspense. * * *
Mr. Barthelmess is wonderfully fine in the new role. He
*
is a gallant soldier and an ardent lover. * *
Tint all of the honors Ho not po to the star.
There is Dorothy Macka'H. who gives a delightful performance as Thomasine.
The sticking process seemed to
amuse yesterdav afternoon's audience par*
*
*
ticularly.
Otherwise the production
The star is
was pictorial and entertaining
as
Dorothy
capable as ever:
his
lady.

A

.

DAILY)

director, has resigned from the Rol
acker Film, to join the General Pi
Hamilton's most recent p'
Corp.
duction was "The Spirit of St. Loui

some

quite

in St. Louis

THE FILM

(Special to

Richard

is

Standard The whole

Earl W. Hammons, recently
turned from Europe says:

:

the

i

is

motion picture of delightful
romance of the days of Oliver Cromwell,
beautifully photographed. * * *
It teems
with action, seventeenth century melodrama,
to be more exact, and keeps moving so nicely
that we feel certain anyone who goes to this

for a time.

thus early has
seasons past at
.

of

a

at

MAIL—A

:

view

when

time

particular field of the movie art
especially keen, "The Fighting Blade"
able to stand up and hold its own.
this

DAILY)

—

—

statement for the
been larger than for many
the same period."
In your opinion will it be
Question
necessary for the exhibitor to increase admission prices to meet the increased cost of
pictures?
"This is a matter to which the
Answer
exhibitor must give his own careful consideration in
best qualified

Barthelmess has given

THE FILM

(Special to

Atlanta The Atlanta Sympho
Orchestra has opened for the
son at the Howard, giving Sundl
Enrico Leide is the
concerts.

MORNING TELEGRAPH After you
Yoder's Post Unfilled
have picked out the leading players and
Pathe has not yet appointed a suc- things are cleared u)p the picture gathers
cessor to Col. William Yoder, South- momentum and rolls along in an entertaining
* * *
"The Fighting
ern district manager, who has re- and charming manner.
Blade" is an entertaining picture enhanced
signed. The post will remain vacant by the presence of an excellent cast.

indicate
for the
of
for

still

say that
entertainment

Sunday Concerts Start At Howar

theater will be well entertained.

and settings."
What is the outlook for busiQuestion:
ness at the box office for the current season?

"The outlook for the
iwer:
from the box office viewpoint would
that business will be very good
The start
beginning of this season.
season would seem to be my basis

me there
theaters."

seems to

It

plenty of

his
for

of

* * * It deserves to be ranked
in the list of fine

pictures that Richard
to the screen.

think pictures will be
coming year than the

There

HERALD —
Coming

tively

One

up near "Tol'able David"

more effecduring this past summer of
Stanton theater, which we
was

the winter and this

film

thrilling

*

leased in the Fall.

ranks up near the top.

it

McCartney,

p.

enjoyable,

sheer,

truly,

Jefferson Theater.

in

i
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Barthelmess and
Dorothy Mackaill do the most work, of
course.
Morgan Wallace and Bradley Barker are the best of the supporting cast.

Yours

greater future.
questions and

still

Nat'l

Strand

The Film Daily,
New York City.

Shows
(Special to

"The Fighting Blade"— 1st

Punxsatawney, Pa.

21, 19231

Scheduled For Early Fall Releas
Selznick has acquired "Womanly
Woman," the Betty Compson veU
It will be
cle made in England.

Newspaper Opinions

Big Sheet"

"Little

Room

Sunday, October

huge roundup of buffalo, I
rangement with the Canadian
ernment, for which he will also
a

an

educational

Eason,

now

of

the

event,

John Ince and
and seven camerarn

directors,

there.

—

THE
lay,

October

21, 1923

Newest Features

eviezvs of the
Richard Barthelmess in

Hollywood Previews

The Fighting Blade"
jducer: Inspiration Pictures
First National
istributor:

invariably cut after previewing, a
general idea of each picture only is given, rather than a
complete analysis. The usual review will appear when the
picture is shown in New York.

COLORFUL
WITH PICTURESQUE
RIOD OF ENGLISH HISRY FOR A BACKGROUND;
RVES AS VERY PLEASING
TERTAINMENT FOR A
OD MAJORITY OF
RE PATRONS.

Baby Peggy

vincingly.
All wear costumes of the
iod in good style and with ease,

adequate
support
male
ugh not imposing. His biggest
Her playd Dorothy Mackaill.
She demonis sure, sincere.
ttes no little ability as a comeme in the few opportunities that
Very pretty in
le her way.
>e-ups where she is properly
Others Lee Baker, Morted.
Wallace, Bradley Barker, Fredk Burton, Stuart Sage,
Dramatic romance
of Story
r's

stripped of its historical atjphere and attractive dressing,
lid be pretty conventional, but
these added elements, bean interesting and enterles
ing theme that should appeal to
Romantic
majority of tastes.
nerit is delightful and will pull

Emory Johnson

in

"Whose Baby Are You?"
Everyone

will like

Baby Peggy

in

first feature production.
She is
certain to hit with the public.
The
story starts in Italy, then quickly
shifts to the
York underworld.
Some interesting touches are developed in the latter atmosphere and
naturally there is a good bit of melo-

her

Prod.

"The Mailman"
F. B. O.
Here's another in the series of commercial heroes that drags in every
conceivable kind of melodramatic

and shopworn

thrill

But

situation.

Of course Baby Peggy dominates

the kind of stuff that Emory
Johnson gained fame on, and results
show many audiences eat it up.
"The Mailman" has all of the forced
melodrama,
grossly
exaggerated;
oodles of heart interest; and all of
the inconsistencies; that made the old

the picture that's as it should be;
but Sheldon Lewis and Gladys Brockwell also stand out particularly in the

Blaney melodramas famous. It will
undoubtedly do as well as the other
pictures
in
Emory Johnson
the

good

series

New

—

drama.

—

Theater-goers
cast of players.
are certain to give it a big play.

that

is

—certainly

it

has

all

the neces-

sary "hokum".

Short Subjects

•,

—Universal

DELIGHTFUL

BY" ENTERTAINING.
John

Cast

PIC-

His admirers will probably
thoroughly interested in his
wess with the sword and his
ity to portray a gallant cavalier

Whole

a

ATMOSPHERE OF THE OLD
SOUTH AND A LOT OF INTRIGUE IN INTERESTING
PLOT MAKES "CAMEO KIR-

As productions are

iNCE

•

Fox
As

RO-

Whole

"Cameo Kirby"

Gilbert

featured

in

he gives an admirable
performance, about the best thing
he has ever done. Characterization
is interesting and convincing.
Gertrude Olmsted a very pretty herotitle

role;

ine.

Alan Hale a good

A

villain.

rate company all told, that includes Eric Mayne, Richard Tucker,
Phillips Smalley, William E. Lawrence, Jack McDonald.
Drama in which
Type of Story
old Southern defense of honor is
the keynote.
Colorful atmosphere
first

provided through picturesque settings completely representative of
the South of old, even to the well
known river boats in a race, a
that is especially well done.
story contains situations that
provide for plenty of deep-dyed intrigue with a villain doing his utmost to put hero out of the way
and hero fighting squarely to live
until the finish when his name will
be cleared and he can prove that
he is not guilty of murdering the
father of the girl he loves. Sounds
a trifle conventional perhaps but it
affords good entertainment for a
majority.
bit

The

Rent some paper mache aniheads and either have the men
mal
Excitement and thrills
wearing them drive around the town
Type of production. .15 chapter serial or have them walk in a procession.
With plenty or heralds and placards
Serial fans are in for fifteen episodes
advertising the title and play date of
with feminine patronage. There of thrills, romance and excitement the picture.
Will satisfy
Box Office Angle
action and thrills besides and laid against the colorful background
Picture
has good
patrons.
your
by the
irly good suspense, with no little of a South Sea Island judging
audience value and splendid picParof
"Beasts
of
chapters
on realism, probably a little first three
torial appeal.
Play it up from that
William Desmond "Frozen Hearts"— Hal Roach— Pathe
"Beasts of Paradise"

book.

i

'

much

—

of it for comfort, esally in the opinion of folks not
i
on seeing tortures depicted.

adise".

It

stars

and Eileen Sedgwick, a happy combination.

A

In the supporting cast are

William
Looks good. William Welsh, Ruth Royce,
Angle
Morris and
Margaret
Gould,
H.
know what you can do with
scenario are
His others. The story and
nard Barthelmess' name.
the direction
and
Cleveland
Val
by
5t should well satisfy his followby William Craft. There is plenty
and patrons in general.
of punch and excitement in each epipjitation
Boost the star's sode with the hero escaping from
Dise for your starting point.
dangers on every hand and the lovers
it
in large letters wherever
left in a perilous position at the finish
x\r announcement
Get of each chapter.
appears.
Ntever space you can in your
The story deals with the efforts of
>! paper and let star's admirers
flw that he has a role a good deal Philip Grant to reclaim five million
rent from anything he has done dollars in gold stolen from his fathers'
Promise them excitement steamer by a submarine. The crew
thrills and for the benefit of of the steamer is lost with the exwomen folks, particularly, ception of the Captain, John Frazier
up the romantic element who is washed upon a South Sea
island, which is ruled by Marie Verne,
t ngly with promises of a delightThe captain's
love story. Be sure to mention a white woman.
J thelmess'
new leading lady, daughter, Helen, is informed by
lothy Mackaill. They're always Clegg, one of Grant's skippers sent
» the alert for new faces, al- to try and recover the gold, that her
bigh
they'll
remember Miss father is still alive. He and Helen
for
the island followed by
kaill for her splendid work in leave
'flshty Lak A Rose".
They'll Philip Grant who is in love with the
girl.
There are some thrilling scenes
M her especially well in this.
"ion by
John Robertson; showing a storm at sea with Grant
being washed off the deck of the vesH good.
Office

Type

i

r!

series

fjio

njaman

Beulah Marie Dix
Josephine Lovatt
George Falsey

io];raphy

m

Excellent

England,

P

17th century
8,729 feet

during a fight with Clegg. The
photography in this sequence is particularly good.
sel

Exploitation on this should be easy
effective.
A good bally-hoo
stunt is suggested in Universal's press

and

2 reel

comedy

is the second of Hal Roach's
of two-reelers starring Stan

The

angle particularly. The offering is
mighty good to look at at all times.
They'll like the performance of

John Gilbert as "Cameo Kirby"
and your women folks especially
will

find the love story part of

it

"Roughest Africa^'
thoroughly delightful.
was very funny. "Frozen Hearts" Exploitation
A trailer of the
while not quite as mirth-provoking,
race between the river boats should
Laurel.

is

first,

also extremely good.

It

burlesques

some extent the Ibanez' feature,
Laurel is
"Enemies of Women."
seen as a poor and simple Russian
peasant whose sweetheart is taken off

to

to court by
cers.
The

orately

one of the Russian

offi-

comedy has been elabproduced. The scenes in the

the palace are large and
The action is quick and
snappy and the laughs at close
intervals.
There shouldn't be any
trouble pleasing them with this.
interior of

impressive.

"The Knockout"— Hal Roach— Pathe

A

tf,

*]r

of production

This

i

Russian Burlesque

arouse their interest. Show plenty
of stills in the lobby to give an
idea of the picture's pictorial value.
stills of Gertrude Olmsted and
John Gilbert and promise them a

Use

pretty love story. Play up the title
and say that it was adapted from
the stage play by Booth Tarkington

and Harry Leon Wilson.

Have a man dressed to represent
Gilbert and decorated similarly with
cameos. Arrange a tie-up with a
jewelry shop, having them display
a variety of cameo pieces and displaying the sign: "Wear a cameo.
It

might bring you

luck.

See an

instance of it in 'Cameo Kirby', at
the blank theater."

"Dippy Boo Dad"
animal

Direction by
John Ford, satisfactory in most respects; production values very good.

The "Dippy Doo Dad" comedies
should need no introduction to you.
If you aren't playing these novel and
highly diverting animal and bird
comedies its high time that you were.
This one shows the inhabitants of

Booth Tarkington and
Author
Harry Leon Wilson
Robert N. Lee
Scenario
Cameraman.. George Schneiderman
Excellent
Photography

Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

(Continued on page 9)

Locale

Length

The

old South
6,931

feet.

JHiss Betty

Compsom

^o>

[ay

we

offer you

our sincerest,

congratulations on the supreme
artistry which you have brought
to

your delineation of jJeloryse~

the heroine ofyWichaelJlforton's"
c

famous play,

lwman lo Woman

?

<-=ar>

e oelieve this to be by Jut

your greatest achievement anct
predict that

it

will be

universally

acclaimed as one of the finest and
most convincing characterizations
ever given to the screen.

^

Selznick jUistributing Corporation.

mmm

m

THE

"Forgive and Forget"

"Lights Out"

Harry Cohn

Producer:

Film Booking

C. B. C. State Rights

Distributor:

ANOTHER REHASHING OF THE ETERNAL
TRIANGLE THEME IN-

As

Whole

a

DRAMATIC SEBUT PLEASING
CAST, GOOD TOUCHES AND
A CERTAIN DEGREE OF SUSPENSE HELP CONSIDERVOLVING
QUENCES

ABLY.
the
most
for
well chosen lor their roles.

Excellent

and

part,

a Whole.
.GOOD AUDIENCE
PICTURE WITH COMBINATION OF MYSTERY, DRAMA

As

Wyndham

Standing

thoroughly

nvincing as the husband. Carries
his emotional scenes with fine repression.
Taylor pretty
Estelle
and a good type for the wife. Ver-

non

Steel, although killed off early
the story, does some nice work.
Pauline Garon a mighty bright spot
whenever she is on the screen.
Philo McCullough a true-to-type
villain.
Others in the cast in small
in

.

.

AND COMEDY AND CONTAINS SITUATIONS THAT
WILL INTEREST MANY;
CUTTING IS NEEDED TO
SPEED UP THE CLIMAX.
Cast
villain

Cast

"Pioneer Trails"

Offices

Ben Deeley a sure enough
in the main story and

both

"movie" within the "movie."
gives quite an effective characterization as High Shine Joe.
Theodore Von Eltz is first rate as
a scenario writer with Walter McGrail and Ruth Stonehouse contributing good work.
Hank Mann
takes care of the comedy business
satisfactorily.
Others are Marie
Astaire, Ben Hewlett, Mabel Van
the

He

"The Acquittal"

—

Vitagraph
Universal Jewel
As a Whole. .A GOOD AUDIENCE As a Whole.
ABSORBING MY!

PICTURE WITH VARIETY OF
ENTERTAINING ELEMENTS
THAT USUALLY APPEAL TO
THE MAJORITY; MOST EXHIBITORS CAN USE IT VERY

TERY DRAMA THAT SHOUL
PROVE FIRST RATE BO

NICELY.

THEM SOMETHING

A

Cast

first

rate

company with

.

.

OFFICE ATTRACTION, B
PECIALLY WHERE THE
LIKE
SUSPENSE.
GIVI
T

THINK ABOUT.

Landis and Alice Calhoun
A well suited and, for
good hero-heroine team; Landis Cast
most part, capable company
all that the crowd expects a hero
Richard Travers, Claire Winds*
to be and Alice Calhoun pretty and
Norman Kerry and Barbara B(
a loyal sweetheart. Bertram Grassford
in the more important par)
by is a bit too theatrical as the vilClaire Windsor very pretty a
lain.
Otis Harlan generally injects
does good work; Travers also giv
appropriate
comedy touches as
a
good performance.
Norr
lawyer-philospher. Others Dwight
Kerry appears ill at case and
Crittenden, Virginia True BoardCullen

t

a

v.

1

i

man, Aggie Herring, Nelson McDowell.

nearly as clever in his portra
as he is capable of. Others Char
Wellesley, Ben Deeley, first rate
the butler.

Harry Fenwick.
Type of Story. .Drama with prologue
of pioneer days that starts the picType of Story
Crook melodrama
Murder myst
ture off with a good thrill.
Indian Type of Story
with some original angles, one idea
Raymond McKee,
include
bits
involving a number of suspc
attack has been very well staged
in particular that is quite effective
Joseph Swickard, Lionel Belmore.
with the trial aiming to fasten
and furnishes an initial thrill. The
that of bringing a crook to justice
guilt on one of the adoptt
Type of Story. .Again the wealthy,
theme is picked up twenty years
by making a moving picture of his
of the victim, but with suffici'
pretty, neglected young wife who
later
with
hero,
the
survivor
baby
crime and forcing him into the open
Buren,

1

'

.

turns, this time to her golf instrucWhen he is
tor, for amusement.
suspected of theft she turns back
The really innoto her husband.
cent lover is shot to death in a
struggle with his villainous roommate who has lured the wife to
their apartment on the pretense
Her
of returning her love letters.
husband, following her, is arrested
for the crime.
After much incident, somewhat stretched to heighten the suspense, the villain is accidentally killed and the husband
exonerated through the wife's effort.

Box

through his desire to "get" the man
that wrote the scenario and thus
expose his work.
There are intermittent thrills, comedy bits, and
the regulation romantic twist to
make the picture complete with
elements of audience appeal. There
is also a mysterious bit of business

of the attack, the foster

son of a

prospector's widow.

The remainder of the story
more or less conventional but

is
it

has been so well handled and with
such a good amount of action,
thrills

that

it

and intermittent comedy bits,
becomes interesting and un-

incident to implicate others,
plot is particularly well develo
and keeps the spectator in u
suspense and entirely in tb
as to a possible solution.
The
troduction is cleverly handled
the climax
approached caret
with increased suspense. Ther
a possible loophole that ma
the notice of the keen observelf
at no time during the trial do li*
discuss the instrument of death,
is
there an obvious inspectioi
the room of the murder.
|

doubtedly will prove entertaining
in the early reels in which a black
to a large majority.
The picture
bag plays a prominent part. Everycontains the usual elements that go
one is after the bag, supposed to
for audience appeal and make a
contain money stolen from a bank.
box office attraction.
It develops that the bag contains
nothing but scenarios for moving Box Office Angle. .. .Should be very
.Tell some f«
pictures.
There is some good
good. Folks who still like their en- Box Office Angle.
you have a murder mystery
tertainment to contain the more
natured fun poked at the "movies"
that they will not be able to s
popular elements of appeal such as
and the people that make them that
it
before the actual denoi
will register well with the typical
comedy, thrills, action and romance,
and that is sufficient chall
will find this one very interesting.
"fan" audience.
to bring them in.
And they'll
Box Office Angle. .Particularly well Exploitation
The title will stand
out satisfied. "The Acquittal"
plenty of advertising and stunt exsuited for the regular picture goer.
give them something to think a
ploitation.
They'll expect a picture
They'll like the studio plant which
and if they like cold suspense,
of the early days of the settlers
the story develops in the making
assured there is enough of it
and the prologue will serve to
of a serial to expose a crook. The
.

.

I

.Should be good
Nicely procrowd.

Office Angle.

.

.

average
duced and quite a

for

list of names
that should attract. Society atmosphere nicely presented.
The title
with the catchline that appears on
all the posters
"The Story of
Woman's Mistake" will attract
those who enjoy this type of entertainment.

—

A

—

Play up your

Exploitation

The names
be

-

<1

.

of

all

sufficiently

cast.

the players should

well-known

to

at-

A

good display of posters
on which the names of the players
appear should bring them in as
tract.

should a lobby display of stills, display cards, etc.
A trailer of the
tense moments or of the young
lovers should not fail to interest
them.

Throwaways folded in the form
of envelopes with the address reading "Picturegoers", "Everywhere",
could have scenes from the picture and a good display of the title
and its catchline inside.

Direction by.

.

.

.Howard M.

Mitchell;

Good. Showed keen sense of dramatic values and kept the suspense
well.

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

.

.

l|

it

number contains

a degree of audi-

ence appeal that should make
good one for exhibitors.
Exploitation
Play up the

and advertise

it

in

it

a

title

advance with

teaser ads reading: "Watch for the
lights to go out on (use showing
date)." Just prior to the play date
follow the stunt with the announcement of the title. They should get
the connection. Use the names ot
the players whom you think are
Tell
best known to your folks.
them about the studio scenes.

Direction By.
Al Santell; good with
few exceptions: should have
a
speeded up climax and occasionally
wasted a trifle too much footage on
unimportant bits of detail. Studio
sequence has been very well done;
rateproduction
values
first
Usually handled players to good
advantage.

Charles Furthman
Authors
Charles Furthman
Page

King Gray Scenario by
Good; tinting in Cameraman

some scenes not always uniform
Fashionable
summer Photography
Locale
home; an apartment house.
Length
5,900 feet Length

.

.

Paul Dickey and

Mann

satisfy their expectations, followed
by a theme of more modern times
and yet savoring of California in

olden times.

Promise them a variety of entertaining elements.
For your men
folks play up the action and thrills;
for the women talk about the love
story end of it.
Show them stills
of Cullen Landis and Alice Calhoun.
I

se a trailer

Indian attack.
arouse interest.
An old prairie
schooner driven about would also
be good advertising.

Direction by.... David Smith; Gave
story a good production and generally handled it to the best advantage.
Comedy touches in one or
two dramatic sequences are a little
out of place.
Provided splendid
locations that give picture good

amount

of pictorial appeai.

graphy also
Author
Rex Taj loi
Wm. Marshall Scenario by
Satisfactory

Locale

Brazil and

showing shots of the
That should readily

Cameraman

Photography
Los Angeles Locale
6,650 feet Length

is

Photo-

good.

picture

to

Exploitation

One

of the

jj

stunts to interest them will Inof a trailer of the opening, sho
the characters implicated and!
victim of the murder with tinout:
"Who killed Andrew ll
tice", followed by a big
mark.
Carry the idea furthcj
<

your lobby display, posh
newspaper ads. Run a teasetB
first reading:
"Who killed Anl
Prentice".
You might stimr
interest by giving them some
and offering prizes of admisl
for the nearest correct soli!
Use the names of the pritjj
players, especially Claire Wi

and Norman Kerry.
Direction by. .. .Clarence L. Bill
did a very good piece of woil
pecially in sustaining the interi|j

and retaining the suspense;
minor details could have been

more
Author

care.

Graham Baker
Scenario
C. Graham Baker
Cameraman
Steve Smith, Jr.
Good Photography
The West Locale

C.

6,996 feet

please them.

Length

Rita \

Furir
Sylvano B

Jules

Very
[

New

(

6,52M

—
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Montana Exhibitors Meet
THE FILM DAILY)
Butte The state exhibitors recent-

ihort Subjects
Page

from

(Continued

(Special to

—

5)

adville very much
ze fight between two monkeys,
rection in this is excellent. The

interested in

ly held a get-to-gether at the

Hotel

Following a banquet, a
was held at which
many
matters were discussed. Memence displayed by the animals bers were invited to give their views
short of wonderful. And there
on conditions in their territories.
tity

laughs

of

the

all

way

h.

Thornton.
business

The

session

officers of the organization in-

clude: Merle Davis, Butte, president;

Boedecker,
Boseman, vicepresident; Albert Nodeau, Anaconda,

Fred

Pathe Review No. 43

>f

treasurer,
secretary.

Usual Standard

to

'Jp

production.

.

reel

1

and William Wolfall, Butte,

magazine

Frank Manager

Review No. 43 opens with

e

Among Exchangemen

pleasing shots of Porto Rico
harbor. An interesting subtitled "The Birth of a Stockid shows in detail the methods
the manufacture of ladies silk
The process is shown in deDm raw silk to the finished
Another interesting subject
t.
a new strain of work horses
)ed from Belgian Stock. They
led super-horses because of the
they
possess,
strength
•ful
olor scenes of the water falls
;

(Special to

Detroit

of

Ferry Field

(Special to

—

this city.

Buffalo

—Lou Weiner, recently with

Paramount out
the

in

will

later

Blumenthal's Father in Auto

re-

Wreck

THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — Max Blumenthal, of

now
the

(Special to

the

"After Six Days" Sold
Weiss, of Artclass, has sold
"After Six Days" to Charles Lalumiere,
of
Montreal, through Peter
White.
Lalumiere says he intends
roadshowing the picture in Canada.

Max

Sells Interest in

Herman

Arion Theater

Pollock,

a

T.

member, has disposed of

O.

C.

is

now

Nebraska

for

M. Colladay

Southern

C.

his interest

the Arion theater, 47 Fulton
Middle Village, Queens.

in

— Geo.

for

%

capacity.

—

Omaha
of the Colonial, has taken
over the Ferry Field, owned by Phil covering
Frank plans a change Metro.
Gleichman.
He will
in policy, effective today.
inaugurate a vaudeville program with
Omaha
Gleichman

is

managing

Detroit Tom Ealand, for the past
year salesman out of the Paramount
office, has been transferred to To-

manager

theater.

field,

ronto.

THE FILM DAILY)

pictures.

of this office,

theater

Star.

— Ed. Frank, for many years

model the

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo William Sterritt, former
treasurer of the Teck theater, Rochester, is now with the F. B. O. in

Beahan With Hodkinson

Charles Beahan, author of "Born
of a Cyclone," a new F. B. O. release,
has joined Hodkinson in an editorial

St..

Milwaukee Goldwyn Office Move*
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee
Goldwyn - Cosmopoli-

_<•'''

—D.

Donelson is selling
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan exchange.
L.

—

Kansas City J. J. McCarthy has
resigned from First
National and
will leave soon for the coast for his
health.

—

tan,
ing,

formerly located in the
is

now housed

at 102

Toy

Ninth

buildSt.

Company Formed For Community
Shows

THE FILM DAILY)
Dunbar, Neb. —To provide shows
for Dunbar, the Dunbar Picture Show
(Special to

exchange lost his father,
gal, French West Africa comwho was one of the party of five
le issue.
Kansas City Herb Stulz, formerly Ass'n has been formed under the
killed in an auto wreck near Mt.
with
Select, and more recently with direction of the community club.
Clemens. The party was on its way
Universal,
is now covering Northern
funeral.
to
a
Follies"
ishion
Century
Changes to United Exhibitors
Kansas for F. B. O.
Universal
Standard

—

—

lostly

production.

f

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fishman Moves
THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto—
Associated Exhibitors of
Kansas City—T. S. ("Curley")
Detroit Jess Fishman will soon Wilson is no longer booker for Canada, will be known in future as
comedy
As Pathe having joined Associated Ex- the United Exhibitors of Canada, Ltd.
move his home to Cleveland.

Jess

Frolicking Girls
.

.2 reel

.

(Special to

—

a collection of girls, the bathch at Hollywood, and Henry
the featured player, con:k,

!

make

>

this

Century comedy

vice-president of the Standard Film
Service, he will visit Detroit every
two or three weeks.

Sometimes
g entertainment.
nor borders on the burlesque,
the whole the comedy should
lease.
The girls are members
iveling fashion show and the
the show has a lovely time

through

Kansas City

now

New

Physical distribution

hibitors.

—Albert

W. Eaton

is

Canadian

is to be handled
Educational ex-

changes.

selling for Preferred.

School Classes Resumed
Film Exchange
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Jack Pegler is the new
Detroit Lloyd Hamilton has openWashington Harry M. Crandall
ed a new exchange on the fourth floor exploitation man at the Paramount has again placed all his residential
The company, exchange, succeeding Ted Lewis, who houses at the disposal of the Board
of the Film Building.
Luxe Film, will release as their has been transferred to Oklahoma of Education for visual instruction
De
would-be suitors away from first, "Determination."
City.
purposes.
The Board holds classes
s.
He finally solves the probevery morning.
employing the boys as helpers.
Capitol Enterprises Move
Evelyn Campbell Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Stanley Ceremonies Oct. 25.
Evelyn Campbell, author of "YesKansas City Capitol Enterprises
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
terday's
Wife"
and
"The
Marriage
Universal
!e My Guest"
have moved from 115 West 17th St.,
Philadelphia The Stanley Co. will
Market." is in New York, conferring
Average Comedy
the
Davidson Bldg., formerly
to
with C. B. C. officials relative to unveil a tablet in the Stanley theater,
known
as the Film Bldg., 17th and
Oct. 25, in commemoration of the
stories.
production.
.1 reel comedy
Main Sts.
Philadelphia orchestra.
Last April
ng Neely Edwards, "Be My
the Philadelphia orchestra gave a
Goldburg
on
Coast
tells the not over-humorous
Floods Destroy Kansas Theater
Wagnerian concert in the theater.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a chap, forced by circum(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
|to always dine in restaurants,
Los Angeles Jesse J. Goldburg,
Argentine,
Kans. The Pershing
Try New Advertising Plan
Independent Pictures, is here
Jo get a meal that is cooked theater, owned by Fred Meyn, is a of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The home it's cooked in loss from the flood that covered the looking for product to be released
];.
Imatter.
state rights.
He is invited to sev- town last Sunday.
San Francisco Following the suchis friends' homes, but when
cessful tryout of the joint advertising
in each case he is turned
plan by the New Mission and New
Proctor's Buy Out Griswold
Reap Now Assistant Manager
.That's about all there is to it,
Fillmore theaters, the management
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
it are several laughs sprinkled
Troy, N. Y. The Proctor interests of the Royal and Castro have decided
Reap, who
Kansas City— C. M.
i it.
Should give average satisto give the plan a trial.
The houses
hails from Albany, N. Y., is the new have bought out Ben Apple's interest
often
the
pictures,
and
play
same
assistant manager of the Fox office, in the Griswold. Apple also runs the
even if they don't both theaters can
policy
Proctor
American.
what
Just
transferred
replacing
Richard
Melvin,
M
lr Exploitation Changes
run one piece of advertising copy.
will follow out has not been made
(Special to

—

—

—
.

—

—

—

.

If

—

—

—

•

—

i

rsal

a/e

of

Joe

Mayer

exploitation in

Cincin-

has

placed

axeeding Charles Lowenberg,
N gone to Detroit in a similar
Sam Carver, Detroit exhas resigned.

tc

Cincinnati.

known.
Liberty Films Four Years Old
(Special to

Competition At Pipestone, Minn.

THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha— Liberty

Films, Inc., is
fourth anniversary. A.

""

Author Denounces Censorship
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
Minn.

—

Competition at
Atlanta In a long address before Pipestown, is seen with the announcethe Atlanta Woman's Club, Mrs. ment that J. D. Belser is planning to
Bond In Two Deals
Jacques Futrelle, member of the convert a store building into a theacial to THE FILM DAILY)
Varner's House Opens
At the present time but one
flayed ter.
strongly
League,
Authors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
o— Bond Photoplays, Inc.,
censorship. As a member of the Lea- house, the Orpheum, is being operated
The Gem, Feldman's
ribute the Preferred product
Lexington, N. C. H. B. Varner's gue, Mrs. Futrelle had an opportunity by Feldman.
Warner output in the Buffalo new house, the Lexington, opened to study the measure from every other house, has been dark for some
time.
any territory.
angle.
Monday night.
celebrating its
E. Thiele is manager.

—

—

Pipestone,

THE

-X&l

DAILY

lS

»

Among
Script

Finishes

Spearing

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— James O. Spearing,

Formerly picture editor of the New
York Times, has finished the contin-

on "The Signal Tower".

uity

Landis In

In Eastern Studios
Lois Wilson Here
Lois Wilson is here from the coast
to play opposite Thomas Meighan
in "Pied Piper Malone".

Lawrence Wheat Here
Lawrence Wheat, who was

—

New Western Film Finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Universal City

— Nat Ross has com-

new Western, "Gold Digger
Mcriwyn Thayer and Bob

pleted a
Jones."

Reeves are featured.

"Black Oxen,"

Hollywood

—The

yon,"

Marjorie

is

New

—

Los Angeles Tony Gaudio, is the
inventor of a new device w hich permits the filming of night scenes in
the
daylight,
eliminating
entirely
lighting equipment, needed in the
past. The invention necessitates preparing the raw film in advance.
:

Work
THE FILM DAILY)

Henley Starts

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—Laurence

Trimble

Love Master."

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

cast.

will leave for New York shortly with
a print of Strongheart's latest, "The

Invention Important

(Special to

(Special to

Los

Daw.

— Edward T. Lowe, who

George

the

continuity on
has
finished

who

Hackathornc,

Title of

enger, Bert

has

Gibson Film

Makes Some Buys

Hollywood

—Universal

has
purchased, "Court and
Calamity," by
William Dudley Pelley and "Wine,"

by William McCard.
being adapted.

These are now

—

for "Signal

vehicle. Other recent purinclude, "The Tornado," by

chases
Lincoln Carter; George

W.

Odgcn's,
"Claim Number One;" and "Souls
That Pass in the Night," written by
William Flynn, former chief of the
U. S. Secret Service.

Ladies",

—

Hollywood Clarence L. Brown
direct "The Signal Tower", for

will

Universal. Virginia Valli will be supported in the cast by Rockliffe Fellowes, Wallace Beery, J. F. McDonald, Dot Farley, Frankie Darrow and

(Special to

Work
THE FILM DAILY)

—

William Duncan has
production on a new serial,
"The Fast Express." He is supported
by Edith Johnson, Albert J. Smith,
Harry Woods, John Cossar, and

Hollywood

started

Harry Carter.

I

"We Want Woman",

and "Don't Say No".

Wilson Remodeling Berwilla

Pla

THE FILM

(Special to

Announce Cast Of "Big Brother

DAILY)
Wilson is

—

Los Angeles Ben
Included in the cast of "Big
modeling
the Berwilla studio \vr
Brother", now in production by Allan
Dwan at the Paramount Long Island he is producing for Grand-Ashe
plant, are Charles Hammond, Hardy
"What Next", Arthur's Next
Tucker, Hugh Wynne, William Black,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Edward Elkas and little Mickey
Bennett.
Tom Moore will be fea- Universal City "What Next"

—

tured.

the

Vitagraph Signs

Los Angeles

George Arthur's

of

for

rection of

Hy

sec

Universal under
J

Mayer.

Two

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

title

production

—Vitagraph has signed

Dustin Farnum and Patsy Ruth Miller for the leads in "A Tale of Two
Roses," the next David Smith produc-

Brown Film Finished
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles H. J. Brown Prod.,
First

Woods "Between Pictures"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles

— Frank Woods,

of

sociated Authors, Inc., describes
self as "in between pictures," anc
that reason is editing "The Valle
the Wolf," the new Jack Pick
picture. Woods' first Associated
ture was "Richard the Lion-Hear

I

i

(Special to

—

headed by H.
work on its

Brown, has finished
first, "Running Wild."
J.

plans

a series of 12

by Marion

Blanche Sweet, Walthall In
(Special to

Hollywood

(

THE FILM

—

DAILY)
Blanche Sweet, H'

Malcolm
MacGr
George Siegmann, Tom San'
Johnny Fox and Nancy Lee
been signed to appear in Allan I
bar's next for Metro, "The Hi
Walthall,

Mill."

AT YOUR SERVICE

Tower"

THE FILM DAILY)

has

Cold Night", "Three Sneers", "Wel- ments.

come

Tom

James Barrows.
L. Schrock,
work on another
Another Serial In
Clubs." a future

Rawlinson

at

Mix,
eight companies at work.
is making "Eyes of the Forest," with

Raymond

scenario editor is at
new buy, "Jack of

Rogers

a new picture, a cowli
the Roach plant.

—

next week at the Russell studios.

the

THE FILM DAILY)

—Will

Fox Plant Busy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood The Fox studio has

(Special to

(Special to

Hollywood
gun work on

Titling "Ten Commandments"
The list includes, "Come
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
With Me", "The Old Butcher", "The
Hollywood Final titles are n
Chimney Climber", "Herr Pop", "One being cut for "The Ten Comma

—

Roach and Pauline Garon. Announce Cast

Universal

(Special to

stories.

Fred
Jackson to star
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Thomson. Arrangements have been
with
Monogram Pictures,
Hollywood Universal has changed made
the title of Hoot Gibson's latest, "The for release. Work on the second picExtra Man," to "The Thrill Chaser." ture, "North of Nevada," will start

Buddy Mess-

lead, the cast includes.

Stories

On New
THE FILM DAILY)

Will Rogers Working

brought back with him a number of

The company
Change

"The
Hunchback,"
"The Pauline Starke opposite him. Al St.
Turmoil."
Hobart Henley has- al John is rushing his comedy so as he
ready
started
shooting.
Besides can leave for New York by Nov. 1.
prepared

Many

Trimble Going East

addition
latest
Call of the Can-

"The

of America", designed the sets
"Restless Wives", now in production at the Burr Glendale studio.

tion.

(Special to

to the cast of

and Eric
Otto Lederer
are the latest addition to the

Stedman,

Mayne

Daw Added To Cast
THE FILM DAILY)

Marjorie

More Additions To "Oxen" Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Allen Hale, Lincoln

DAILY)

icles

for

Abe Stern, of Centuries Comedies, comedy,
who
returned recently from abroad,
Norma

—

—

Los Angeles Cullen Landis w
be starred in "The Ridin' Kid Frc
Moore Responsible For Sets
John Moore, formerly with "Chron- Powder River".

last

Myers "Doubling In Brass"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Production Near Finished
Hollywood Harry Myers is workProduction work is near ended on
ing in two pictures simultaneously at "The Hoosier Schoolmaster" at the
He is appearing Bennett studios, Yonkers. Olley Selthe Warner studio.
"The Marriage Circle" and in lers is the director.
in
Harry Hull,
"Daddies".
James Reede, Jane Thomas and
Frank Dane are in the leads.
Five Working On Hollywood Lot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Haller Filming Meighan Picture
Hollywood The Hollywood studio
Ernest Haller is the cameraman of
and
the
Lloyd
Harold
has
J.
which
in
Malone",
Piper
K. MacDonald companies shooting, "Pied
Haller
the Beverly, Creative and Rcanud Thomas Meighan appears.
Hoffman units editing, and four filmed "Woman Proof", also a
Meighan picture.
others getting ready to start.

New Company

THE FILM

(Special to

Stern Buys

seen in "Dust of Desire", with
Talmadge, is here from the coast.

21, 1923

and Directors

the Stars

Conway Tearle Signs With Lasky
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—Conway Tearle has
been signed by Famous. He is now
vacationing for a week at Arrow
Head Lake.

Sunday, October

Aggers
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Looms Up

Russia

Trade Looked For

No Ban

iporters Here Think Country OfPolitical Situajjrs Possibilities

—

tion Important

n certain exporting circles in New
rk, there is a strong conviction
t Russia is about to open up and
in mean something in a business
motion
Y, so far as the export of
:ures

is

concerned.

least two companies have rered a number of inquiries relative
[Russian rights for their product,
i.

general

concensus

opinion

of

ms to be that while Russia, at the
ent, does not offer a market of
worthwhile proportions, the time
not be very far off when that
ire territory will definitely count
something in the foreign field.
n a certain measure, pictures are
fv being imported into Russia, alThe
entirely through Berlin.
st
J 'man Government and the Russian
riet have a trade agreement that
r

c

ii

tires for the

German

rie relations

business

man

comes
consuls and
but which the Ameri-

protection
usual
Hugh the existence
\

that

exporter does not enjoy, in view
Government has never
ognized the Soviet.
t is the opinion in one quarter that
fhe Russian market does grow, that
will not be centered in
I buying
Nw York or even in London. Berto be the logical center
i seems
::3ugh which those operations will
I conducted.
::

>:he fact this

scattered sales have been made of
American pictures for Russia but the
t<ns, while reported satisfactory are

considered an approach of what
if the market were
tlpwn wide open.
E. Shauer, head of the foreign
f..
d-artment of Famous Players, who
recently returned from Europe
h apparently touched on the crux
o:he situation when he declares that
uil the Federal Government recognes Russia and banking interests
f(. that investments in that country
wl be accorded the protection that
isisually guaranteed in foreign countr s, there is little use in endeavoring
tcdo business there.
Once this is
nphed, according to Shauer, the opP'jtunities should be worthwhile.
)ne individual who is well-informci on
conditions abroad stated that
fact that the Soviet Government
failed to recognize the Imperial
Essian debt has had a good deal to
d|
with the failure
of European
wers to recognize the Soviet. Thereto:,
trade relations have not been
o|cially renewed and business men
resultingly hesitant to enter upon
iness transactions when they are
assured of adequate protection.
American organizations are comRussia
f led to transact trade with
ough their Berlin offices because
rman companies are protected
ough a trade agreement with the
it

n^ht be secured

tl

i

net,
1

Ben Blumenthal

Import pointed out.

of

11

In Foreign
I

on Trade with Russia
But Exporters Assume Full Risk
(Special to

Washington

—Although

THE FILM DAILY)
Government

refused to
recognize the Russian Soviet, there is nothing, according to
officials conversant with the situation, to prevent Americans
who are "willing to take a chance" undertaking to do business with that country.

the

has

As a parallel case, the situation which existed with regard
to Mexico up to a few weeks ago is cited to show that business
transactions are not necessarily dependent upon government
recognition, although, of course, Americans who do business
with a country not recognized by our Government, do so
entirely at their own risk and without the many safeguards
which Uncle Sam furnishes them in other countries through
his ambassadors, consuls, commercial attaches and other
officials.

The

Russia recently of several members of
studying conditions abroad, has
apparently done nothing to clear up the fog which surrounds
return from

Congress

who have been

the conditions actually prevailing in that country. One Congressman has recommended that the President take no steps
toward recognizing Russia at this time, while it is understood
that other members will recommend immediate recognition.

As in the case of Mexico, the best business prospects in
Russia are the concessions which are being granted.
It is
semi-officially stated that very little actual purchasing of
goods can be done by the country, because of lack of gold
currency among the people; that very little goods can be sold
because of lack of manufacturing and transportation facilities,
and that, therefore, industrial America is but little concerned
with Russia.

As

has been the case ever since the revolution of 1918, the
American recognition of the present Russian
government has been its refusal to agree to stipulations providing for the protection of Americans in that country, of
property they might secure there or of transactions they might
undertake.
Refusing to recognize the right of ownership or
the sanctity Of contract, the Russian government has no
grounds on which to base an appeal for recognition by any
country not imbued with the principles which control the Soviet.
chief obstacle to

When

Russia indicates
world has laid

its

agreement to the rules which the

down

for the conduct of business
different countries and the protection
of citizens in foreign lands, it will have something to trade
with, but it is held here that until that time comes Russia
will be in the same position as was Mexico until she recognized
the necessity of making similar admissions, and can look to
no resumption of diplomatic, business or social relations with
the United States.
civilized

between the nationals of

"In view of the fact that the American trader has no legal status with
the Russian Government, this has become the practice," said he. "It has
been my observation that Russians
have money and that they are ready
There are about
to deal in cash.
10,000 theaters in Russia before the

Field

have been following with the Chap-

lin series.

conditions
ness."

I intend holding off until
bring about better busi-

Louis Brock, of the First National
foreign department, said:

"Through our Berlin office, there
have been some inquiries of late emanating from Russia.
We have felt
the pressure. Several of our pictures
have been sold for Russia recently
and at substantial figures, too. The
transaction was for cash.
I should
say the prospects are good, although
it is true that we have made no contract covering pictures in bulk.
"The market has not been entirely
closed.
There have been some pictures placed there through Germany
since the war."
"About one half of our time in the
past few weeks," said Arthur Loew,
manager of the Metro foreign department, "has been spent in answering
inquiries on Russia.
Personally, I
am not acquainted with the market
but I feel that the fact that these inquiries have been made indicates the
trend. Our Paris office has also been
the recipient of similar communications.
I think the field offers possibilities."

"Until

conditions

become

more

stabilized over there I don't see how
Russia can interest Americans," declared George E. Kann of Goldwyn.
"The Russian Government is desirous of attracting capital to that country without permitting any of the
money to get into foreign hands."

Edward

L. Klein said:

"Improvement

in

the motion picis de-

ture situation in Soviet Russia

upon improvement in her
monetary condition.
What Russia
needs and wants is capital and investors from other nations to put her
back on her feet. Germany is playing
strongly for Russian favor and the
pendent

bulk of the films going into the Soviet Republic come through Berlin.
Russia has something like a thousand
cinemas; I say cinemas because some

are theaters and some are merely
places where pictures are shown.
These cinemas are served from Moscow, Petrograd and Charkow as well
of the stock with the as from Berlin.

to control 51%
rest in private hands.

"I know that important pictures,
recently made have been shown in
various parts of Russia. This occurs
because prints of them held for adjacent territories manage to get into the
country.

"Better distribution facilities are
needed,
which of course means
money There is a vast audience in
the Soviet Republic but until better
living and business conditions prevail
through intercourse with other nations, Russia's progress in the film
industry will be slow."
I

war but what the number is now, I
"I am sure that the Russian field
do not know. The Government there has possibilities."
Sydney Abee, foreign manager at
confiscated all property and turned
William M. Vogel, who has been
said his company was not preFox,
uses.
other
into
houses
the
many of
making frequent trips to Europe of
pared to go into the Russian marRussian
opinion
that
the
late
is
the
of
"A recent order has been promulFurther than that he would
ket.
gated, however, which permits for- market will reach a real position of make no comment.
year.
"Some
importance
about
in
a
theater
former
eigners and other
A. C. Berman of United Artists
owners to again secure their theaters, American pictures are going in there,"
upon application to the Government. he said, "but the prices paid are not said his company has been looking
There have been at least two com- very high. Conditions in general do into the Rusian market which he feels

He expects that a
panies formed to deal in films there. not warrant that but I think in about has possibilities.
Export The usual custom for the Government a year, real money will come out of definite policy will be formulated in
to follow provides that the Soviet

is

the Russian

field.

That's the policy

the near future.
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The Week's Headlines

Coast Brevities

Monday
Some
split.
product part])
to
separate companies
exchanges form
handle independent releast 9
wants clear cut decision on rights
Plans more suits.
"Enemies" case

i.

t

(

in

Weiss to
Vienna litre.

completes

Borxagt

*

product of

handle

Alfred

Vita

1923

Frank NorcrOsS has jttsl finished
"Uncle Charlie Paterson " one of the

Learned Hand in the U.
District
for
the Southern District h«
Prod.,
working at the
Hollywood studios, has finished its handed down a decision permit|j|»
fust
picture,
"Superstition."
The Samuel Goldwyn to use the name
"Goldwyn" in exploiting motions
film is now being edited and titled.
tures, provided he follows the
word
"Goldwyn" with this expression:
Harry A. Pollard has finished with
"Not connected with the Goldwvr
"The Spice of Life," in which Reg-

"Gentle

inald

—
Hollywood "Ikr Temporary

Hus-

band"

is
in the cutting room.
First
National plans to release the picture

December.

in

of

with

contract

21,

In the Courts

THE FILM DAILV)

(Special to

National

First

Sunday October

udge
JVhIj

Creative

n

Pictures Corp."
The decision follows a bill j
Rowland Lee directed.
author.
equity filed by
Goldwyn Picture)
Lee A Ochs plans a 1,576 seat theater on
Corp. which sought a court orde
Broadway between 5 1st ami 52nd St. To
Charlie Murray has deserted comHobart Bosworth appears as the preventing Samuel Goldwyn
be another Broadway first-run.
froir
edy for a dramatic role. He will ap- father of Jane and Eva Novak in using that name.
When'Totash am
Will II
Bays returns from Kurope, conpear first in "The Swamp Angel."
"The Man
Life Passed Bv."
Perlmutter"* was shown at the Strain
vinced that motion pictures are a facti
promoting world peace.
the main title was changed to "
Winifred Bryson has finished her
Gus Corder will act as assistant to G„ Inc., presents" pending
Says Russian
Sol Lesser back from Europe.
the deci
part in "The Right to Love," the Tom White, the new casting director sion.
field is opening up.
newest Baby Peggy picture.
at the Lasky studio.
M. P. T. O. plans tax repeal up state.
National.

First

Relations"

Julia's

Series.

Tuesday

Denny
Morgan is the

starred.

is

Byron

Whom

Rapf installs checkup on producdirectfrtomthe-exjhibitor
through
comment.

Harry

Production

tions

Wednesday
Sydney S. Cohen offers olive branch to
James J. Walker at T. O. C. C. meeting.
Walker not verj receptive. "Enemies''
matter to go to Hays
Ross Rogers
council

or

W

Ben Carre

dickering
reported
Goldwyn-Coamopolitan
for John Hamrick's Blue House chain in

Northwest.

George E. Kann resigns as foreign manager
for Goldwyn.
resumes
E. Smith

Albert

"North

of 36."

production

France.

in

sails.

James Cruze's next

Planned on large

picture.

scale.

Thursday

Famous

Indiana M. P. T. O. opposes
plan
theater
deavor to hold up
financing.

Play-

En-

Indianapolis.

in

ers

bond

Kelly
sues Al Jolson for
Paul
$250,000; an echo of the Griffith deal.

Mountan and J. V. Ritchey form
Richmount Pictures, an export company.
J.

Sydney S.
meeting

Cohen
to

issues

Rochester

for

call

discuss admission

tax repeal.

Friday

Paramount picks >2 theaters
group

stration

I'lans

Harry M. Warner says

100

pre-demon-

of
all

to

told.

St.

control.

Goldwyn Cosmopolitan
in

buys

Mouse

Blue

Tacoma and Portland

Seattle.

from John Hamrick.

-n M

1'.

with

situation

T

"It is quite unfair to the producer for an
exhibitor to talk about the high cost of
rentals when he himself does not do the
utmost to get behind the picture and get
every dollar out of it that he is entitled to,
and which the producer intended that he
should Ret, considering the lavish productions he makes and the wonderful advertising
campaign put behind the picture and the exploitation aids that he gets out.
"This is just another proof of the fact
that a great many exhibitors in this country
are just exhibitors and not showmen."

Larry

settles

is

in

—

He had active direction and regulation of the issuance of theater, operators and road show licenses in Ontario.
The Ontario Board of Censors
was also linked with his department
and general rulings with regard to
the operation of theaters came largely
front Elliott.

of

and "Tony" Hurt

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Word has been
(Special to

Closes Deal by Wireless

Jack
thing.

Woody
He

and

is

has

enterprising, if anyjust closed a deal

and Yon
"Going Up."
theaters

to

in

plaj

The Northwest

Seattle.

owners are en route

to

at

Portland
the-

Europi

.

Say Series Is 100% Sold
With the signing of a contract with
the Liberty Film Exchange of Omaha
its

entire product

of

15

features,
Independent Picture- Corp. states its
pictures have been disposed of in
every domestic territory.

Louis

HE FILM DAILY)

judgments have been

file

Court
against the
Americas Film Co., the plaintifl
both cases being Charles H. Mar
City

The Twin Americas Film
to as a "common

dale.

referred
trust" and
is

George

J.

Levis

defendant as trustees.
The t\
judgments amounting to to $1,0
and $2,110 respectively were unpS'l
notes.

Weber and North Sales
Weber and North have sold "Mar-

Island studio.
Sidney Olcott. din.
has selected the following fori)

tor,

supporting cast.

William Ricchardi, Cesare G
Morals" and "Don't Marry for Mario
Majeroni,
Mine.
D'Aml
to Harry A. Kaufman for court,
Helen
Raf
Lindrath,
Canada.
Supreme Photoplays, Inc., Bongini, Regina Quinn and Aun
of Pittsburgh, have purchased "Don't
Coccia.
Olcott's technical staff
riage

Marry

Money,"
Pennsylvania and West
for

for
Western
Virginia.

Catholic Art in 'Frisco
l

Spi

mi to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The Catholic Art
Ass'n of New York has opened a
branch office in Phelan Bldg.
The
organization
produces pictures of
San

Francisco

religious

life.

eludes:

Fn
Harry

Caryl
ick

S.

Fleck,

Fleming,
second

assista.l

as

lushbeck, cameraman; P|
second cameraman; Fred B;
tant
cameraman, and Jacqj
D'Aurey, historiographer.

Halperin Preparing His Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood

— Victor

Hugo

1

work
soon
start
Gambrill is now
ts
"Souvenir."
Halperin
has
Take Over Toronto House
Hoffman Leaves Metro
in charge of explotal
Paraoffice and studio space at the He
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
THE
to
FILM
DAILY)
mount exchange.
He comes from
wood Studios. C. R. Wallace
Los Angeles M. II. Hoffman has
Toronto The Wychwood, a suburOklahoma City where be held a
co-direct with Halperin. The pic
ned
as
studio
manager
for
Metro.
ban
house
is
being
lar position with
re-opened by Band
Fame
rele
successor has as yet been ap- Bros., who have acquired it. The is for Associated Exhibitors
pointed.
house is being renovated.
Brandt Improving Chain
ike, well known local exJai
Billy and Harry Brandt will e
hibitor ha- been made exploitation
Two Join Famous Staff
Lee in "Nellie"
marquees for all of their Brool
chief for W. \V. Hodkinson.
(Special to THE FILM DAILV)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
theaters.
The first is now up
Fred
Young formerly of
Milwaukee Jack Woodward and
Los Angeles— Harry Lee has been the Bunny on Flatbush Ave.
la., ha- been added to HodH. Sharaff are the newest on the added to the cast of "Nellie, the lobby of the Carlton is being rii
kinson
fT.
sales staff of the Paramount exchange. Beautiful Cloak Model."
out and a new one put in.

—

will

—

I

•

—

|

1.

perin

-

Is

a c

is

Herberg by Money"

Liberty

their

for

in St.

Two
the

Coogan company is
rein New York doing advance work for
reived from the Tom Mix company,
Burns, Gloria's New Lead
"Long Live the King." He intends on location about 15 miles from Santa
Edward Burns is in New
making a swing around the circle on Cruz, that Mix, and his horse, Tony,
his way back to
the coast.
Mrs. were hurt when dynamite exploded from the coast to play opposite Glo
Lillian Coogan, Jackie's mother who near them.
Mix was rushed to Santa Swanson in "The Humming Bin
As far as can be learned. which was placed in production
was due here earlier in the week is Cruz.
Thursday at the Paramount Lo;
tininjuries are not serious.
expected in a day or so.

Corn-

of

Publishers.

Increase in capital of Hodkinson Corp., presages expansion there.
Production plans
orted under way.

Changes

the hands of alleged

still due on a note for $6,82
given by the defendant in June 192,
when there was an agreement signc
by the parties under which Champio
admitted
the
indebtedness.
Tl
Ontario Official Resigns
Christian name of Champion is ui
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
known to the plaintiff, for which re;
Ottawa, Ont. Otter Elliott, direc- son the name Edward used in tl
tor of the amusement branch of the complaint appears in quotation
mark
Ontario Government has resigned.

"Anna Christie"
the cutters.

Tom Mix

Weingarten Here
Weingarten,
in
charge

publicity of the

music license

American Society

The Arrow Film Corp., has filed
in the Supreme Court agains
"Edward" R. Champion, of 160
Broadway to recover $6,406, a balanc
suit

GREENE

of high rentals says:

iter

O.

Authors and

Sales

is

Says Exhibitors Are Slack
Joe Brandt, of C. B. C, in speaking

with Jensen
wireless for

Saturday
theaters

"Thy Name

first-runs are

I.ouis impending for first-run
William Goldman leases the Del
monte from Fred t'ornwell.
in

Fred Niblo

assist

of

Woman."

lowering production standards because theaters
won't pay proper revenue in rentals.

War

man Taurog,

issue necessary for

Anthony
D.

a

:
ells' exhibitof Texas hacks
Billy Brandt invited to
plan.

Washington meeting.

Vitagraph

will

direction

the

in

started
at
the
"Heads Up," is the title of the secnew Stan Laurel ond Cameo comedy, directed by Nor-

has

Roach studios on
comedy.

s

1
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Three Hundred and Fifty Advertisers
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A Year In Preparation
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USED DAILY BY
Exhibitor s~E xecutive
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Directors
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and beautiful

women —you a/wct/s
find them together
o

Your morning newspaper proves

§

"SCANDAL AND BEAUTIFUL

that

WOMEN"

hold greater interest for millions
of people than anything else in the world.

Q
j

with side splitting, button
busting humor and you will understand

Couple

this fact

why LUXOR

announce for the
second of its 1923 program that immortal
comedy of Richard Brinsley Sheridan
is

proud

to

JfieSckolforScmld\
Written nearly 1 50 years ago it has been
revived on the stage over seventy-seven
times and every time it continues to break box-

o

office records.

There can be no question of a doubt that
It
it will do the same thing in pictures.
has been elaborately produced with a beauty
of costume, setting, lighting and photography
that is amazing and with a cast in which every

§

person

is ideally fitted

for his part.

has been produced

n

Moreover

§

conformity with the

it

in strict

LUXOR policy.

JAeJ>/cture3fa(/emereyAeSfow&ttid

Now Being

Titled.

SIG.

SCHLAGERI
GEN. MGR.

ladison

—

—

:

IHE

jfemoonxm
Authority
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Loew Subpoenaed

BARREN
DANNY
— The

place where
and directors obtain
fers
Dusands from producers,
there is no such
ere wages
are terrifically
d used here
And where the money
tt.
But what becomes of it?

—
—

.

How much

can you recall of
back into this
usiness unless they felt they
fere slipping and had to make
layers putting

—

picture
rere

show what they

to

worth?

What becomes
loney they

of

take out

Goldwyn

Good Shape

In

all

the

of

this

—

come

Home

the decision.

Office

is

Right

in real estate.

Fox has

liam

Group Back

The home office delegation to the
Ingram Remaining Abroad?
First
National convention arrived
Outside of that
in Hollywood.
A special dispatch from Paris to back in town on Saturday.
money is well invested. As a the Chicago Tribune quotes Rex Inunder the guidance of their at- gram as follows:
Hayakawa With Stoll
y, who, is often a lot more than
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"I will never make another picture
As a rule the attorney serves
there (America) if I can help it.
London The Cinema reports that
nentor, agent, advisor in every
"I suppose I might have to go back Stoll has signed a contract by which
A certain star would not to America once or twice to direct, Sessue Hayakawa and his wife will
Isct.
out $3,500 for a fur wrap last
jut I intend to do all my work abroad appear in two productions.
until her attorney had seen it
and remain here permanently."
believed "it was a good buy."
At Metro, it was stated on SaturMarie Doro Signed
There is hardly any other
day that no plans which would pro(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
usiness on earth where so
vide for Ingram's remaining abroad
London Maurice Elvey's next promch is taken out of the bnsiindefinitely had been made.
It was duction for
Stoll will be a screen
ess vever to go back into it
admitted that the director has
version of E. Temple Thurston's
it

Detroit

Appears Before Trade Commission First National Discusses Finance and Expected to Build Theater There
May Work With Phil
Today Hearing Resumes in
Production at West Baden
Gleichman
New York
Group Arrives Here
THE
DAILY)
(Special
FILM
to
Reports
from
Detroit indicate that
The Federal Trade Commission
will resume its investigation into the
Finances Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan will build a
West Baden, Indiana
activities
Famous Players this and production were the two of the theater there to insure for itself a
of
morning at the New York head- most widely discussed topics at the permanent outlet for its product.
quarters of the Commission, 105 W. First National meeting here.
The
While no one at Goldwyn-Cosmo40th St.
Marcus Loew has been original franchise holders attended.
politan cared to talk about the matter
subpoenaed to testify at this afterThe meetings were, of course, on Saturday, sufficient credence is
noon's session. It is quite likely that closed.
It is understood, however, placed in the report which comes
Nicholas Schenck will also appear.
that the finances of the organization from the Middle West, especially in
The Government expects to rest were discussed in full and found to view of the fact that James R.
Produc- Grainger, general manager of sales
about the middle of the week. Fam- be extremely satisfactory.
for the company, has visited Detroit
ous Players will probably then in- tion was also gone over.
troduce some witnesses and after
It is the opinion of the franchise about five or six times in the past
that
procedure is
gone through, holders that the affairs of the organi- few months. John H. Kunsky, at
briefs will be submitted by both sides. zation are, in general, in very satis- present shows the bulk of the Paramount and First National product at
The examiner will make his findings factory shape.
his various houses there while Wilto the Commissioners and then will

usiness ?

ost of

in

—

By

[ollywood

Price 5 Cents

22, 1923

—

his

own

theater,

the

Washington.
Gleichman, owner of the
Phil
Broadway-Strand, Detroit, has been
variously reported as being interested
in a new theater there and in this
connection, has made frequent visits
to New York to interest distributing

companies

in his project.

possible that the
mopolitan theater
in

It is quite

new Goldwyn-Cos-

may be constructed
conjunction with Gleichman.

I

h

—

And

s this.

ment

of

nues

"i

yet the developindustry con-

preference tor the continent and that
such a move was possible.

Only proving
tremendous business

novel

Doro

"Sally Bishop,"
the title role.

with

Marie

in

apace.

days.

Hearing on Binderup Case
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Arguments in the
French At Odds With Berlin
case brought by Charles G. Binderup
really is.
Still
the
against the Omaha Film Board of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hat Harry Reichenbach is in the Hiram Abrams Again Denies Reports
Paris There is still considerable Trade are under way in the Supreme
Binderup is suing members
Peter Gridley Smith is proving
of New Affiliation
Laughs
dissatisfaction concerning the Ger- Court.
elf out here.
Peter is handling
at Stories
man arrangement for the import and of the board, including about 18 imcity for so many stars and direcHiram Abrams again denied on export of films. While a considerable portant companies under an alleged

>hat

I

this

—

Grainger Going to Coast
James R. Grainger expects to leave
for the Goldwyn studio in about ten

a

Washington

On

Job

—

—

that he has to

keep a record of
each "breaks" on the first page.
5
getting a great "break" out
with his players.
First page
right along.
And this is the
of
Hollywood publicity the
ge star or director doesn't care
ayune whether a line is printed
them anywhere else so long
"breaks" out here chiefly that
rivals see it.

—

:

—

—

reports that he
to join an important
corporation in a sales

Saturday persistent

was negotiating
distributing
capacity.
"I

am

haven't

still

number of German films have been
shown in France. French productions
are practically unknown in German

violation of the
law.

theaters.

on the job here and

Sailings

I

been asked to resign," he
response to an inquiry from

M.

C. Barnstyn

En Route

The following

lliam J.

From

Morgan,

Australia

of the contract

tment of First National,

is

ew York from Australia

back
after

bsence of seven months.
He
the future for motion pictures
is very bright, particularly, he
ht, for First National.

sailed

for

Europe

Saturday
said in
M. C. Barnstyn and Mrs. BarnJ. D. Williams. William M. Vogel
FILM DAILY.
styn are aboard the Rotterdam in- and Harry J. Cohn on the Leviathan.
Officials of the company Abrams
bound from Holland. Barnstyn, who
John H. Taylor, of Christie Film
was reported negotiating with laugh- is a brother of
of the British Sales, Ltd., London, and John MaxC,
J.
ed at the report. This is the second
and Continental Trading Corp., is well, Edinburgh exhibitor, on the
occasion Abrams had to deny rumhead of the Netherland Bioscop Trust Olympic
Recently
on
blings about himself.
of the Hague.
the coast, the Los Angeles Examiner
Spitzer Here
reported that J. D. Williams was to
in
Italy
Jannings
formerly interested in
Spitzer,
Nat
succeed Abrams at United Artists.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the production of the Billy West comThis was denied by Douglas FairRome Emil Jannings is here, edies, is in town from the coast. It
nks and at the time, Abrams wan
contented to point to Fairbanks' working in the new version of "Quo is understood he has with him a new
statement as sufficient to kill the re- Yadis?" which is being made by the picture made for the state right market.
Unione Cinematografica Italiene.
port.

THE

.

organ Here

Sherman Anti-Trust

—

THE

"l&t!^

Monday, October

o/
DAILY

22, 192;

Mabel Normand Getting Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mabel Normand
Ambassador "The White Sister."
Moray has Astor "The Hunchback of Notre preparing for "Mary Anne", her nej
Cleveland Norman
vehicle.
Dame."
succeeded George W. Erdman as
"Potash and Perlmutter."
First National branch manager. Mor- Broadway
"The Fighting
ay formerly held the same post with Brooklyn Strand
Blade."
succeeded by OsPathe, where he
Cameo--" Puritan Passions."
car Ruby.
Capitol
The Green Goddess."

On Broadway

Among Exchangemen

—

—

—

—

—

Val.
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HAL ROACH'S

i->

—

Co. and will

litzer

of organs

sale

in

specialize

Missouri,

the

in

Illinois,

Kentucky, Tennessee and Arkansas.

the act of

States. Outside

—

KuscUner

Milwaukee Oscar
been named spcial representative for
$15.00.
He will have charge of the
Pathe.
Address all communications to THE FILM two-reel comedy department in this
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
of

New York, $10.00 one year? 6
Foreign
$5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with ordet.

Greater

months,

N. Y. "Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood. California Walter R. Greene.

—

'Phoiie,

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

Hollywood

—

Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shattesbirrv Ave;.
London, W. I.
•

has

territory.

—

Quotations
High

East. Rod.
F. P.-L

.105

68H

,

Close

105

105

66-Ju

t>7> 8

Loew's

100
3,500

Not quoted

do pfd

Goldwyn

Sales

...

\2V»

12

12

....

16H

16J4

16-J4

Deal With U. C.

300
300

L

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special t„

—The

pending
negotiations
between Goldwyn and the U. C. I.
of Italy for the production of "Ben
Hur" are about concluded. Interiors
will be made at Turin.
Paris

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

AHO HOW

FOPt TME

Christie

Comedy

Hal E. Roach Studios
Culver City, California

Eleventh Hour."

Wednesday —-"Three Ages."
Thursday

—-"Rupert

—
Strand — "Richard,

Buffalo— Jack Stevens has resigned
as manager of the Border Amusement's Marlowe and. Ellen.
succeeded by Bill Colhan.

of

Pafhrjcomedy

Hentzau."

the Lion Hearted."

Next Week
Ambassador "The White Sister."
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
former Broadway Not yet determined.

He

is

Milwaukee Harry Terry,
Associated branch manager, and Jack
Camp, long affiliated with Metro have
joined Universal.

—

—

—

—

Brooklyn Strand

—"Richard,

the Lion

Hearted."

Cameo

—
yet determined.
—Not
'Rosita."

Capitol
Central

—

—maybe Stone

—

—

The new theater was built by the Independent and United Amusements,
Ltd.. which owns the Strand, Moulin
Rouge, Regent. Plaza, Belmont and

M. T.

New York

Broadcasting Musical Program
^Special to

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

musical program

Crandall's Metropolitan, was recently broadcasted over Station W.
This is the first time a
C. A. P.
theater has broadcasted its program
over the radio in this section.
of

(Special to

Phone Circle

3864

—

To satisfy claims
the
$14,783,
Janeck
Opera House was sold by the sheriff
recently for $12,900. The house waj
built at a cost of $20,000.
Neb.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Messages

Edward
(Special to

—

J.

of

WILLIAM
542

Buffalo
Edward J. Hays has resigned as manager of the First Na
tional exchange.

Phone Bry.8738 -M8150 V46*Street

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

An orchestra will be installed
other improvements made.
Niemeyer Back
(Special to
St.

Louis

We

will buy outright or undertake distribution of worthwhile
pictures for U. S. and Canada,
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

—

New York

tion papers.

MEYER,

monte

St.

Louis

theatec.

Niemeyer, just
Europe has re-

to
of publicity at the Del-

trip

U U

and

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

back from a
sumed charge

in

Hill 1831

NEGATIVES WANTED!

THE FILM DAILY)
Ramona, S. D. The Woodmen
Opera House Corp. has filed dissolu-

THE FILM DAILY)

FOUR. HOUR. SERVICE

STUDIOS ine

Hollywood

Hays Resigns

Stinnett Lease Capitol

—

CRAMERyMIMS

York

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas Ray Stinnett and Si Charinisky have taken over the Capitol.

CUARANTE3D

Chicago

;.

(Special to

TVENTY

New

Rothacker Laboratories

(Special to

sympathy are
being extended to Al Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe over the loss of
his wife who died from pneumonia
Rosenberg
on her 25th birthday.
two year old son, survive.
and

"designed to suit your needs"\

'TKe finest Title Miking Equipment
in the Eut makes possible our

STONE

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Files Dissolution Papers

"snap
^f
J^

42d

aggregating

Papineau.

Seattle

W.

220

Schuyler House Sold at Auction
Schuyler,

it

million feet of everything
The most complete film library
in the industry
Shots of all descriptions

—

—
—
——

lias

A

'

-"Monna Vanna."
N. M. Basketts, a former
St. Louis
salesman for Goldwyn is now trav- Cosmopolitan— "Unseeing Eyes."
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
eling for Metro.
Forty- Fourth Street "Scaramoucln
Lyric "A Woman of Paris."
Corona, Montreal Opens
Rialto Not yet determined.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rivoli Not yet determined.
Montreal The Corona, 1374 Notre Strand "The Common Law."
Dame St., opened with "The Cheat."

Mrs. Al Rosenberg Dead
Pictorial Aids to Exploitation

reels

—
—

VERNON

HOLD EVERYTHING

2

to Burn."

LAUGHS —

iiOBBY

e."

Dallas— W. E. Conway, Southern
Saturday "The Silent Command."
district manager for First National,
Sunday "The Marriage Maker."
He will Rialto— "On the Banks of the Wais here from New Orleans.
stop at Oklahoma City before returnbash."
ing.
Rivoli "If Winter Comes."

—

Low

OUR GANG COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"

Friday— "Trilby" and "A Million

—

Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (C zccho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

—
—
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street — "Scaramouch
—
Lyric "A Woman of Paris."
Loew's New York — Today — "Three
Wise Fools."
Tuesday — "Lights Out" and "The

Louis Al Bartlett, well known Central "Monna Vanna."
Cosmopolitan "Unseeing Eyes."
locally has joined the Rudolph WurSt.

LJ

L_)l

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

^EST

L9th STREET

LABS. inc.

7620 - 7461

THE

Compson On the Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Betty Compson

Cuts and Flashes

Theater Changes

(Special to

—

Minnie Webster, Lou
tirough
egen, Effie Shannon, D'Algyia,

has

arrived from the

East to appear in
While
for Famous.
in Chicago, she visited the Chicago
theater as the guest of the manage-

De

Barros, Maurice Costello
George Dollini have been signed
"Let Not Man Put Asunder," to
lirected by J. Stuart Blackton at
et

s&a

DAILY

nday, October 22, 1923

"The Stranger"

ment.
Before

Vitagraph studio.

leaving

East

the

Ryan has joined Dr. D. C.
Dr.
production
staff.
dman's
dman's story, "Week-End Hus1s," is being produced at the Tilstudio, with E. H. Griffith direc-

as

her Eastern representative.

nth

—

the house. He has also changed the
name to Sarasota.

Sidney Olcott will
direct Pola Negri in. "Madame Sans Scotts Bluff.
Gene," her picture to follow "My
Chandlee has completed Man."
arry
Appleton, Wis. Completely redecThe story will take Negri
ng and titling of "Virgin Kisses," back to the costume picture in which orated and with new equipment inin organization known as Orient she first made
her impression on stalled, the Bijou has been reopened
This makes American audiences.
India Pictures.
by Frank Cook.
idlee's 16th job in six months.

—

Oct.

of

:

at

28,

the Capitol the
following "The

in Sennett

(Special to

—

"

has

Harry Langdon has

Los Angeles
"The Common
Goddess."
been loaned by Principal
will be at the Strand the week
iSennett for one comedy.

:n

Marysville,

Comedy
THE FILM DAILY)

Langdon
opens

Losita"

Mack

to

28.

)ct.

Principal has produced three Langis handle
local distribution of "Single Shot don comedies for which no distribuer," a reissue starring Tom Mix. tion has been arranged as yet.
original title was "The Heart
Bell to Direct for Rapf
exas Ryan."
Industrial Film

Co.,

will
join

the

we company, which

km

for Al-

sail

will

Desert" there.

of the

P.
3,

Mary

Philbin.

formerly with
of
Chronicles

Staulcup,
has joined

atre

Francais.

E. Spjurt,

Bijou,

from

Paul.

—

Terre Haute, Ind. The old Grand
has been completely remodeled and

am

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

now

in

—

Charley Sweaton
charge of the American.

Evansville, Ind.

Film Exchange

JOHN

Jacobs.

is

market for

PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

—

a full-fledged director under
guidance of Harry Rapf.

and West Virginia.

purchased "Mitsi,"
well known French author, for

se of

Los Angeles

EXHIBITORS IN

the

NEW ENGLAND STATES TERRITORY

Carl Miller Signed

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

has

iversal

the

—

I

Monte Bell, former
Edwin dramatic critic of the Washington
make Post, who recently was a production
aide of Charlie Chaplin's, will become

Pittsburgh
preme Photoplays,
bought "Patsy," for Western
sylvania

purchased

Madame

— Mrs

Sparrow Reopens Montreal House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal J. B. Sparrow recently
elected president of the Canadian
branch of the M. P. T. O., has reopened the Court, formerly a Loew
house, under its original name, The-

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

bert Kurrle
shortly to

Wash.

—

Buffalo The Zimcofe Theater Co.,
recently chartered, has been
formed to manage the Grand at Westfield, a new acquisition.
Inc.,

opened as a picture house by George

I

— Carl

Los Angeles
last work was

Miller,

whose

"A Woman

of
Paris", has been signed for the leading male role in a new Ben Wilson
in

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S

production.

Productions

ica as art director.

Rellimeo Making

New

Feature

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco The Rellimeo Film
mtury Comedies.
Syndicate is working on "The Yellow
Stigma," an original by Grace SanCrothy Herzog, former editor of derson Michie.
Colin Campbell is
Movie Weekly," has joined Fox directing.
The cast is headed by

and Abe Stern plan a tour of
ountry together, in the interest

ius

department.

rio

lart

y

reports the sale of "The
Cradle," to Ferdinand Lu-

for

,

Brazil.

Bureau

nl

Hunt Stromberg Busy
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Hunt Stromberg has
rented space at the Hollywood lot,
and

will

soon have three units

Loew's Star Attrachas

filed

dissolution

Studio Improvements Finished

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

of

high-

picture houses, including

many

to

li
si

v

supply

a

chain

Loew

j

tt

bureau originally de-

the

is

5

chain with special acts.
later disbanded without ever
into actual operation.

5

I

Fay's Theater In Deal
ipecial to

—A

THE FILM DAILY)

alo
deal has been closed
by Albert A. Fennyvessy, actitle to the property at from
>S

i

Main

at

work.

Mi here.

r

St.,

"Bright Lights of Broadway"

"Gold Madness"

—

Loew Unit Dissolved
THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Standing.

"Temporary Marriage"

(Special to

Special to

ilany

—

Wyndham

West, embracing

theater, several clubs, a hotel,
ther business places.

—With

"The Spider and the Rose"
"East Side - West Side"

the completion
of several new administration buildings, the $800,000 improvements at
the United, have been completed.

Hollywood

THROUGH

Hart Starts

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—William S. Hart
(Special to

has

work on "Singer Jim McKee",
second for Paramount.

started
his

Tolfiurst Finishes Fifth
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
finished the

Life" series.

— Louis

fifth

Tolhurst, has
"Secrets of

of the

,

Cohen, and George Ferguson.

—

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood

—

Bayard, Neb. Clyde Leach has
taken over the management of the
Rialto for W. H. Ostenburg, Jr., of

Negri in "Sans Gene"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Marinette, Wis. Improved at a
Albany The Zimcofe Theater Co.
cost reported to exceed $25,000, the has been chartered here with a capiRialto, has been reopened. The house tal of $15,000. The incorporators innow has a seating capacity of 750.
clure: Fred M. Zimmerman, Maurice

Tampa, Fla. J, H. McLaughlin,
Miss manager of the Virginia is remodeling

Compson appointed Bert Adler

Zimcofe Theater Co. Formed

44

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
BOSTON, MASS.
CHURCH STREET

HARRY SEGAL

'±g&n

Monday, October

DAILY

N.

Coast Brevities
(Special

THE

to

—

Hollywood

I'll

Coogan

in

Although
pleted on

duction

casting

"A Hoy

com-

"The Dawn

of Love," probeing held up for the con-

is

Dallas

tinuity.
direct.

been

has

M.

Fitzgerald

will

Coos Bay Amusement Co. has been formed by John
Robert Maisdtn, Jr., of
Marshfiield, and Dennis Hull, who
owns the Liberty. North Bend, for
the purpose of building a new Liberty,
It will cost around
that will seat 900.
si 00.000 and
will open about Jan.
Noble & Marsden operate the
15.
Hue Mouse and Noble in Marshfield.

Noble and

(Special

San

Francisco's

week

with

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Francisco

—The

Capitol,

new house, opened
"The Hunchback

military

and

court

scenes

in

"Flack Oxen."
Sid Wagner is turning the crank
the Tom Buckingham comedies

on

for Fox.

"Heritage of the Desert," a Zane
Grey story, has been finished.

GREENE

1,000

Seater for Toronto

THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto — W. A. Somerville of

left for

last

make

Auditors
(Special to

—

Now

in

—

Mahoney City, Pa. Work has
started on the $200,000 theater owned
by the Chamberlain Amusement Co.,
Inc.

a picture.

and Advertising fen Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phoru Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
B. O. Lomerson and F.
P. Schuellin, auditors for the Hearst
interests, are at the Universal office
looking over the bookings on International News. The two are visiting
all the key cities.

Louis

FILM DAILY)
—THE
"The Drivin' Fool"

opens for a two weeks* run at the
Rivoli Sunday.
Charles Geigerich,

(Special to

Dover

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

new Johnson

Co..

We

have a few unsold territoriei
the follo'wing features.

"BEWARE OF THE LAW"
A stirring dream of love and
"ALONG

To

MOONBEAM

THE

Major Dawley's masterpiece
A two reel special.

was

of anin

life.

Kiddies

Stillman

ad-

TRAIL"

"MINTY"
BRET HARTE'S

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Cleveland
cently host

State Right Buyers

will seat 800.

Stillman Host
(Special to

Independent Exchanges and

venture.

re-

To Tour The World
THE FILM DAILY)

California
rush.

in

the

famous
days

of

story c
the gold

A Revival of
"DANTE'S INFERNO"
A picturization of the poet's

concep-

tion oi Hell.

"WHY TELL"
Featuring
NOAH BEERY
WALTER MILLER.
Write to

(Special to

—

Standard Pictures Dis- the Strand, replacing H. B. Wright
Niagra Falls, N. Y. Charlie Hayof Wilmington, has who has gone to Los Angeles to man- man, head of the Cataract Co"rp.
been formed with a capital of $25,000. age the Criterion.
leaves soon on a tour of the world.
tributing

1540 Eroadiuay

Bldg.,

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
Samuel K. Wineland, has
been made manager and director of

Lh«v

—

Hodkinson home office is here
to 1,800 kiddies from
preparing an exploitation campaign.
orphan and other asylums in the city.
Local candy merchants co-operated
and donated candy while Boy Scouts
Wineland Succeeds H. B. Wright distributed it.
of the

BAER

E.

Advertising

house here.

(Special to

St.

(Special to

Standard Pictures Launched

1000 and to
cost $100,000, John Peters will erect
a new-

A E R

B

— Seating

—

West

r|

»;

of

the
Costing
Lauderdale,
Fla.
Fort
City Council has purchased the property af Danforth and Woodbine, on $125,000 and seating 700, a new house
which he will erect a theater seating will be built here.
Somer1.200 at a cost of $100,000.
ville's theater will come into direct
Carmel, Cal. The Arts and Crafts
competition with the Palace, a Fa- Club will open their new theater Nov.
mous Players house and also with the 25.
Allen's Danforth.
Opening Nov. 1, the
Jasper, Ala.

"Drivin" Fool" in St. Louis

—

Los Angeles Grace Darmond
San Francisco where she

San

Notre Dame."

Oakland, Cal

(Special to

To 'Frisco
THE FILM DAILY)

Grace Darmond

Theaters

I

Frank Lloyd has engaged William
von Brincken to assist him in filming

some

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle

Flanders."

oi

New

Theater Unit Formed

—The

M DAILY)

Victor Schertzinger

will direct Jackie

W.

(Special to

22, 192

CHARLES

N.

729 Seventh Avenue

JAWITZ
New

Yori

ie BRADSTREET

2feRECOCNIZE6

f FILMDOM

Authority
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No. 19

Price 5 Cents
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Hays Will Help
nised English
lere,

Loew, Star Witness
Explains to Trade Commission That
Zukor Never Attempted Control

Trade Reciprocity

Says Ernest Fredman in

New York from London

of Metro or Loew, Inc.
Marcus Loew, chief witness yesterday at the resumed hearing on the
Federal Trade Commission chai

H. Hays promised the heads

ill

three nationally organized
associations in England that
/ould confer with American prors in an effort to see if English
ires could not secure more repUation here, according to Ernest
Fredman, of "The Film Renter."
ondon, who arrived in New York

the
;

against the Famous Players-Lasl >
group, declared that neither Adolph
Zukor personally, nor the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, had any
control or made any attempt to dictate the policy of Metro or Loew.

Sunday.

Inc.

The examination of Loew, the feature of the afternoon session, followed the testimony of Leopold Friedman, secretary and counsel for Loew,
Inc.,
by whom the Government
brought out that several members of
the Zukor family owned stock in

Fredman

attended a trade
to Mr. Hays
r luncheon given
wing a conference held by the

and representatives of the
matograph Manufacturers' Sothe Kinematograph Renters'
ty and the Cinematograph Exjrs'

Association,

the

Loew, Inc.
Asked whether he owned any stockin F. P.-L., Loew replied: "I wanted
some, but Zukor wouldn't let me Have

organiza-

that represent production, distion and exhibition in England.
as then that a friendly interne of ideas ensued and the statemade by Hays that lie would
English
ivor to comply with

journed

:s.

der

way

the

offices

it."

The

Continued on Page 2)

iodkinson Won't Produce

W. Hodkinson

declared yesterhat it was not true that his oration would produce.
He has

under way for new
that his company will sponut the company as such will not
them.
He explained that as
as he could secure the kind of
es he wanted
through indent producers, there would be no
Cor the Hodkinson Corp. to enter
ction.
Incidentally, the capital

riber of deals
ict

and Forget," A. C. B. C. Box-office
Featuring Pauline Garon, Raymond McKee, Josef Swickard
Wyndham Standing, Estelle Taylor and an all-star supporting cast. Advt.

One

hearings, which had been adfor several weeks, got un-

again yesterday morning
of the Commission,
(Continued on Page 4)

at

105

of the big scenes in "Forgive

winner.

—

Sailings

Marc Laehmann

leaves for Londo advance exploitaHunchback," which
tion on "The
opens there in November. The UniBetween Whitehurst and Wonders New Zoning System for Philadelphia versal staff gave him a luncheon yesDesigned to Prevent Jockeying
Covers Bookings Control First
terday at which he was presented

Baltimore Deal

Low

Rentals

The Aim

don

today

to

—

of Prices There
Runs There Now
with a traveling kit.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Betty Blythe sails on the Aqnitani::
Philadelphia—The F. I. L. M. to appear in "The Recoil" for GoldWashington — Exchangemen here
arc very much interested in the re- Board of Trade has a committee at wyn.
ported booking arrangement entered work on a new zoning plan which, it
.se,
recorded in Albanv last lpon
by C. E. Whitehurst and Guy is hoped, will eliminate a good deal
should have read $1,800,000 and L. Wonders of Baltimore.
Shapiro Back From Coast
of competitive bidding and ultimately
,500,000.
reduce the price of rentals.
M. Shapiro, exploitation
Victor
Whitehurst controls the New, Cendivide the city manager for Pathe, returned from
would
The
new
plan
tury and Parkway while Wonders
Deal on With Chadwick
one the coast yesterday where he conoperates the Rivoli.
Between them, into zones and the exhibitors in of ferred with "Hal E. Roach, Mack Sennot, in their purchase
s understood that Nat Spitzer,
zone
would
they have pretty much their own way
m the coast, is dickering with I. so
film be pitted against others in ad- nett and various of the Pathe profar as the first run situation is
This zoning system ducers. He addressed the Wampas,
ladwick of Chadwick Pictures
joining zones.
roncerned. The arrangement is said
by all ex- went to the fights and everything.
(h

Yo

to
distribute
his
that organization.

More Changes

at

product

"U"

does not contemplate any
r changes in its sales force.
As
there has been a realignment in
fiddle West, but with
those
es, the force will stand as it.

versal

Goddess,"

strictly observed
changes in the territory and should
be a step toward putting the purchasing and selling of film on a more

would be

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Ward Lascelle has
Players have been selling pictures to including Metro, First National, Gold- signed Lester Cuneo to appear in a
Whitehurst while Wonders is the wyn, Warner Brothers, Fox, Select, series of eight westerns which will be
Tie also plans a Si
First National sub-franchise holder Pathe, Paramount, Vitagraph, Hod- state righted.
dramas to be sold in the same
,f
there.
kinson, F. B. O. and Educational.

Continued on Page 2)

grossed

'75 at the Capitol last week,
aps the total of $53,917 grossed
x Days" the week ending Sept.

Lascelle Producing

managers yesterday evinced equitable basis.
'ively interest in the reported BaltiThere are 12 exchanges here that
more booking arrangement. Famous are now using the uniform contract
Sales

Continued on Page 2)

Tops "Six Days"
Green

have been designed to bring about
'ower rentals.
"o

Coast Group Here
Adolph Ramish, Sol Lesser, M. C.
Levee and Sam Rork are in town
from Los Angeles.

De Wesse on Committee
W. P. De Wesse of Vancouver,

New York

B. C, is in
First National's

serving it,
roating committee.

manner.
Lascelle, however, has a new kink
He intends selling
distribution.
ih.' pictures himself so thai the prod
net will be made and sold throuuh
in

Ilis

own

organization.

THE
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Tuesday, October

Controls "Hamlet" for U. K.

Hays Will Help

(Special to

(Continued from Page 1)

London

When Hays

— H.

Baltimore Deal

THE FILM DAILY)
Kingo-Armstrong

will

reached England he shortly trade
show "Hamlet." in
had a meeting with Col. A. C. Brom- which Asta Nielson appears.
BromA.
K.
C.
head, of the
M. S.,
Tuesday. Oct 23. 1923
Price 5 Cents
Val. XXVI Ni. 19
head of the K. R. S. and Major A. J.
"Hamlet" was brought to this
This was folGile of the C. E. A.
Copyri«ht 1923. Wid'i Film and Film Folks,
country and shown in the Lexington
Inc
Published Daily except Saturday, at lowed by another meeting, at which
71-73 West 44th St., New York. N. Y., by
were present six members of each O. H. for a couple of weeks. A comW1DS FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC. organization. That second meeting pany known as Asta Films, Inc., was
loscph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
formed to market it in America, but
w as, in turn, followed by the luncheon
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Mandistribution
was never arranged.
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor. at which the distribution of British
In July, 1922, in response to a query
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. pictures in America was discussed.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
of the Times critic, A. M. Becker,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Fredman is here on a three weeks' secretary of the company, said the
the act of March 3, 1879.
visit during which time he hopes to picture had never seen the light of
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside foster a kindlier spirit on the part of
day on Broadway because of proof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
distributors toward
En- ducer-controlled theaters
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign American
,

1

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with ordei.

Address

alt

communications

DAILY,
N. Y.

71-73

West 44th

THE FILM

to

New

St.,

York,

'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood,

— Walter

pictures.
He will confine his
York.
On Friday, a
visit to
number of his American friends will
give him a lunch at the Ritz Carlton.
glish

New

To Be

Called

The Metropolitan

THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco — Sam Levin, who
(Special to

(Continued from Page 1)
In several quarters, it was sugge:
ed and this has been advanced b
fore
that a new first-run theater f
Baltimore might do a great deal
ward relieving the situation there
far at those distributors who expe
ence tiouble in getting into that c:
are concerned.
The possibility that a first run v.!
constricted there is not entin
!>e
remote.

—

—

t

(

To Film

Life of Livingstone

THE FILM DAILY)
London Lord Burnham is sponsi
ing a company which will film t
(Special to

—

David Livingstone.

life

of

be

made

It

w

Central Africa \
actual production in charge of
Wetherell.

Conditions in England, while not commenced building operations on a
normal are improving, according to theater, on Union between Buchanan
The entertainment tax, and Webster Sts. will call the house,
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. Fredman.
Wabash Ave.
which totals about 20 per cent, but The Metropolitan.
Lcndon Representative Ernest W. Fredman, which is arranged on a sliding scale
Klutho Studios Dismantles
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.. to reach that level is so prohibitive
London, W. I.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that new investors are not attracted
Jacksonville,
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de to the business and for that reason
Fla.
The Klutho
Clichy.
there is no great activity in theater studio, 22 W. 9th St., is being disCalifornia

Greene,
R.
'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

23, 1923

in

1603.

—

HAL ROACH'S

—

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelplatz.
vakia),

Central

tionale

Low

70

88J^

67^1
88^4

16

16

Sales

100
67
3.000
100
88>4

Not quoted

(

's

close.

"In production, England
ing" he said yesterday.

800

16

like

The Aim

Rentals

It is

the last plant here to
1

The West Coast has proven

improv- too strong for
competitors here.

Compson

Betty
have
Blythe

artistes

(Special to

and

reel

Hal E. Roach Studios

Protest Fight Pictures

Culver City, California

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Watertown, N. Y. The DempseyFirpo fight pictures were recently
strongly opposed by a group of ministers and reformers, when they were
fore.
Graham-Wilcox Prod., Ideal, playing
Nate Robbins' houses.
particularly
(iaumont
Stoll are
in
appeared
Betty
English pictures, which now involve
a greater negative cost than ever be-

Pafhecomedy
^r-ra
....

and

Harry Rowson

active.

Low

is

"We are
trying to make pictures that
American
appeal to America.

will

Close

.108^ 108J4 108^

Kod.
!\ P.-L
do pfd
ioldwyn
East.

mantled.

Fredman maintains

contsruction,

really

Quotations
High

DIPPY-DOO-DADS
"A Novelty Classic"

—

—

come over

of Ideal

five

of several

prints

the

about

in

may

jllllllllllllllllllMII^

llllllllllljIM

weeks with

new

Ideal pic-

'Mary, Queen of Scots," which
Denison Clift directed and 'I Will
Repay,' directed by Henry Kolker,
one of your directors."

DEMONSTRATION BULLETIN

mind
is important to bear in
England has over 1,000,000 unemployed and a factor of that imSemon Here for Cast
portance
must be considered in
Larry Semon is in town negotiating amusements.
American programs
with Mabel Bardine for the lead-- to constitute 90 per cent of the shows in
support him in "The Girl in tin- Fngland today.
French pictures do
Limousine." He is here with J. Basil, not mean a thing in England
Ger-

Pola Negri in "The Spanish Dancer"

Page 1)
The contract lias not yet been officially endorsed by the board due to
the fact that all the members of the
(Continued from

board do not use

tures.

"It

it.

that

director.

assistant

They

are

the

Biltmore.

man

Spanish Dancer" broke all records of the
Missouri Theatre when it played to 6,220 people last
Sunday. Business is holding steady far above normal,
aided by enthusiastic reviews in all the newspapers.

made a very
impression although 'Dr. Mahas been heavily booked.

"The

most

important

event

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

in

Telegram Splendid opening

THE FILM DAILY)

Fngland at the moment is British
Film Week, scheduled for Feb. 4.
reHe has Trade shows will be held in Novembeen succeeded by Frank Drew, who ber with the Prince of Wales the
tomes from Pittsburgh.
guest at a luncheon which will official(Special to

—

leveland Robert Cotton
signed as Fox manager here.
(

:

has

ly

Michael
of

Gomarrah"
il

in

is

Varkony. who played the
priest in "Sodom and

the

or

"The Queen

being released here.

Sin,"

of
is

due

from Europe today.

our Princess Theatre.
greatest of Negri productions.

masterpiece.

inaugurate the event."

London

She has created a
have Springfield selected
(Signed) Harry Thornton,
to

demonstration city.
Manager. Princess Theatre.

as

—

WICHITA, KAN.

THE FILM DAILY)
"Miriam

Rozella,"
a
serial, is well under way at the Alliance
Studio,
St.
Margaret's-ontions,

Astra-National
Producis the producer.
Sidney

Ltd.,

Morgan

is

directing.

Stanley Chambers, Miller Theatre, "highly elated over
the success of 'The Spanish Dancer.'

m

Wichita Beacon: "Better than Miss Negri's previous
American pictures.
Highly
colorful,
gorgeous,
imposing."

(£k£LLcci£lcna£ (J LctuAju-J

"THE SICE OF THE PROGRAM

Mighty glad

Astra Producing a Serial
(Special to

Thames.

(f

"The Spanish Dancer"
Congratulations on this

for

at

Varkony Due Today
role

LOUIS

"The

pictures have not

great
buse'

Cotton Leaves Fox

ST.

Gardner Bradford With Waldorf
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood
Gardner Bradford

C£ (paramount (picture

—

former
will do

title

editor at Universal City,

titling for

Waldorf Prod.

vmiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiM

minimum

mimmmmmimmmiiiifflimmimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

j

—
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"DOWN TO THE SEA
is

IN SHIPS

the sort of picture that could not possibly

be factory made."
W. W. HODKINSON
In an editorial in The
Moving Picture World.

"SHIFTING SANDS"

too

is

the sort of picture that

could not possibly be factory made, and be the
thrilling stirring picture that it

is—

Big Stories
By Teddyl
Of

international scope. Can no longer be turned out
by the griddle factory. And get by the box office.
Realism costs too much. In Hollywood. And they

me

tell

the Exhibitors are yelling.

anguish

of

Where

have

penetrated

In fact the cries

347

to

Madison Ave.

they've been heard.

What's the Exhibitor going to do? His public demands big pictures. But they cost him too much.
There must be an out. Somewhere. But where?

He's got one.

Where
to

*&-

A

the story

public.

counts

Wild Desert Storms

He's good at thinking up answers.

Schlager.

Sig.

—

in

The

simple solution.

Honesty

is laid.

picture made.

to author.

Honesty

And honesty to the exhibitor where
He proves it. With
the pocket.

it

SHIFTING

.JZzM

A Fascinating Woman

Super production. Made
Libyan
in Europe, Tripoli, and— The Heart of the
Hodkinson.
Desert. To Be Released November 7. By

A

Fred Leroy Granville.

this twice. Shifting Sands. Is a cyclonic whirlThat
big picture.
of love and action.

Read
wind

A

required a whole year in the making.

A Terrific Climax

So that the
Stopped a war.
Governments.
will fight
too,
Exhibitors,
picture could be made.
HodEvery
In
window.
For a place at the booking
dates.
kinson Exchange. For play

Two

Shifting Sands.

Of

Is

eight pictures.

tion.

Big

Conforms

in

box

to the

the

Big

first.

Of Luxor's Frogram

in conception.

office

appeal.

And

Big

in

every

execupicture.

Luxor policy—

The PictureMade
JAeJ>rctureJ!fo<teMereJAeSfow&Oaic/

This

advertisement
is
authorized
by
Lux o r
Pictures

CORP
LUXOR PICTURES
Madison Ave.

and was designed and executed

Corp.,

by

Morgan

and

T. 0. Eltonhead.

Bryan

Where theStoryishid

347

NewYork
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Loew, Star Witness
from

ntinuccl

\Y. 40th

A

St.

full

W.

.:i

Page

1)

of counsel

raj

Fuller and
for the GovSwaine,
Robert T.
ernment, and
Bruce Bromley, C. Frank Reavis,
Ralph Kohn and E. .1. Ludvigh representing Famous Players;

on hand,

ere

II.

l

Hawkins appearing

lore

When Friedman

haa produced a
record of Loew, Inc.. Fuller
brought out by questions thai the
following owned L-u'w stock as "i"
April 4, \^1S. according to the li-t:
•-tuck

Jay Mastbaum.
.mm.
lulcs
K.

Joseph

M;iM

A.

Mastbaum

(1500
Sadie Sablosky
1900)
George II. Earle (2400), Abram I).
II.
Julian
Saenger (150)
Saenger
150). E. II. Hulse: (46), Eugene
Zukor (6.000). MiVdolph /"k,.r
'_').
E. J. Ludvigh (5(1(1). Mrs.
Ludvigh (800). C. I. Ludvigh (144)
I.
E. Brulatour (672), W. II. English
(1031i.
W. II
English,
executor
1

Mrs

-hares),

(

(

I

(5480),

Richard

Arthur

M. Loew

/.ukor

Loew

Loew

(35,481).

Rowland

A.

(58)

Mildred

(47.01 1),

Mrs. Marcus
Marcus Loew himself
(5929) and David Loew (47.%4).
(6000).

Swaine prepared

to

cross-examine,

declaring that the implication of wha*
l.ad just been put
into the record
was "subvirsive of tin- truth." There
a tilt between Swaine and Fuller
•

it

he

end of which the

the

had no objection

how many

shares

standing and

latter said
to finding out
total were out-

how many

stockholders

there were.
lie

then

tions, to

ed

there

asked the witness these
which Friedman answer-

were 1,060.780 shares out-

standing divided

among

8.000 stock-

Fuller then brought out, by reference to exhibits introduced some
time ago. that Jane Constance Loew,
Mr. Loew's granddaughter, owned 100
shares of F.P.-L. stock, and Mildred
/"rkor Loew, 900 shares.
On crossexamination, Swaine pointed out that
the Zukor family owned about 1%
oi the stock of Loew, Inc, and then
the
witness
there
stated
was
ho attempt to dictate the policy of
either Metro or Loew, Inc. by the
Zukors.

Zukor and

"Since

parted com-

I

pany as business associates thirteen
years ago, neither has had anything
to say about running the other's business," summed up the attitude of
the witness.

.

.

David

P.

How ells, John

II

.

Kunsky,

Carl
Laemmle, June Mathis, the
President and Fellows of Harvard
University, Jake Ruppert, William
Norma and
Russell, Sig Samuels,
Constance Talmadge, Victor M. Shapiro, Alfred Weiss, and others.

23, IS

At the conclusion of his testin
the defense reserved the right to
Morris: Wolf, counsel
for
Sta
crosi examine at a later date if 1
desired.

H. O. Schwalbe, the next wit
sketched the organization of First
Exhibitors
Circuit, Inc
"Did the Mastbaunts ever have any- tional
thing to do with dictating the policy 1917 and its reorganization into
of Metro or Loew, Inc?" Swaine sociated First National Pictures,
The witness said they never in 1920
queried.
did, and added, a minute later, that
Ex .mined by Hawkins, of.
the Zukors never did, either.

eminent counsel, Schwalbe

"It
will

it

the witness answered, and
be as long is we can get the

is."

pictures.

We

are having a great deal
of difficulty in doing so."
He declarthe same thing was true in tie
of other Loew houses.
When Fuller
came to the name "Braves Field Exibition Co.," the witness explained
the company gave picture shows
1

1

a;

Braves Field, Boston,

last

Summer

\sked

whether they were "first
runs." Loew answered: 'Acs. I'd say
they were first runs, and last runs
too."

Loew

then traced the history of his
laintance with Zukor. They met.

he said, some 2't
when they
were both in the fur business,
partners in tl„ penny arcade
proposition on 14th St. Later. Zukor
,

,.

ime interested financially

in

some

theaters, hut "neither
of
tin
other's
ability," according to the witness At
<uic time, he said, Zukor voted against

thought

much

Loew'a getting $2500

salary.

I

sail

<

On

redirect

examination,

Participating in the organizatk

Fuller

First National in 1917, the wi
No favoritism had been shown him brought out that "it doesn't alienate said the Peerless Feature Film C
in booking E.P.-L. pictures, or any a man's affections if he buys stock
which iie had an interest, got the
preference given Metro pictures in in your company," and Swaine came
adelphia franchise paying four a|
with
b;.ck
a
few
more
questions,
the Famous Players houses, he went
(Continued on Page S)
the
chief
among
which
resulted
in
on.
"In fact." he declared," Famous
on
witness
saying
that
the
people
1
'layers
does things to us they
what Swaine called "Mr. Fuller's two
wouldn't dare do to others.
ana a half per cent list" had never
For Motion Picture Right
Regarding the distribution of Meteven attended a Loew stockholders'
of the
ro pictures in Brazil and Australia by
meeting.
Tremendous London Succest
F.P.-L., to which he testified

on direct
The first witness at the morning
Swaine the
arrangement came about merely as a session was S. E. Applegate, United
examination,

Loew

business transaction, because F.P.-L.
was able to deliver the goods.

On

the subject of protection, Loew
told the F.P.-L. counsel that the distributor always favors short protection,

because

means

quick turnover, but the exhibitor wants long
rotection against the other fellow.
The condition existed throughout the
country, he declared.
it

THE DANCER:

told

a

t

When Friedman resumed

by

manager in Philadelphia, who
told in detail of the booking situation
there.
Questioned by Fuller, he went
Artists

Starring

RICHARD BENNETT

theater
of
twenty-one
zones, describing the first run situation in each, and specified the houses
booked through the Stanley interests
or controlled by them. It was shown
that most of the key centers in the
Quaker City were under Stanley control in some form or other.

over

p

Du Maurier

Gerald

list

at

the

BROADHURST THEATR:
Apply

to the Authorized Agents

HUGHES MASSIE
.347

Fifth Ave.

&

Ashland.

the stand.

Sv aine took up the Loew stock record
a vain and read the names of a large

number

of people in the industry,

who

sked the witness if the fact that
these people owned stock in Loew
nabled them to dictate policy or gave
Metro or Loew the right to dictate
to them in a business way.
The witness replied "No. there is no community of interest" in each case.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

:

'n the instance of the Aldine, Pittsluirgh, a new house. Fuller asked: "U
that a picture theater?"

I

"In other words, all these people was the president of the Electric
bought stock merely as an invest- ater Supply Co. of Philadelphia
ment," didn't they?" Swaine pursued. that he owned nearly all the ca|
stock.
He got an affirmative reply.

holders. Swaine announced he would were recorded as owning Loew stock.
cross-examine Friedman at the con- He brought out that those whom
Fuller had enumerated owned altoclusion of Loew*s testimony.
gether about 26,000 shares out of
When Loew took the stand. Gov- 1.060. 780. and that neither individualeminent counsel went through the ly nor collectivelv had they ever atentire list of Loew theaters, as furn- tempted to control the policy of Loew,
shed by the witness, and inquired as ln<\ or Metro.
''> their policy and whether they
were
He read down through the list, and
first, second or
third run.

Tuesday, October

by your record

that Hiram
Abrams owns 100 shares of stock in
Loew. Tnc. Does that give him any
nice in the affairs of your company
or you in his?"
Swaine asked. The
"I see

To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

The words "Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

1

niswer was "None whatever."
"T also see that Sydney S. Cohen is
out down as owning 100 shares. Does
that give him a voice in running

cur company?"
"No," Friedman answered.
"Does it give you control of the
M. P. T. O. A?"
The answer was "No."

Among

the

others

were read from the
stock

George

in

whose names
as owning
were these:

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

list

Loew, Inc.,
Ascher Bros,* Hans

Axliss,

Bertsch. playhr'okerr Irving "Berlin,
A. C. Herman, Abraham Carlos,
J.
B. Clark, William Collier, Hugh Ford.
John L. Golden, Heine Groh and
Arthur Fletcher, Sam H. Harris,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CC
62C,

.

THE
October

lay,

>ew, Star

Witness

(Continued from Page 4)

cent of the negative cost of
xture. Practically all the origrenty-six franchise holders had
them
s he went on, and all of
"500 or
tr were connected with
Many of them, howleaters."
classed
t that time could not be
:r

run houses, he exincluding those controlled by

class, first

:

i,

&

Dahnken, Frank FerranRalph Craver, Tom Saze,
Nolan and Aaron Jones,
lat was the reason for the re-

tid

zation in 1920?" queried

Haw-

reason," responded the
"was that theaters had workand we
;ether harmoniously
real

-.

3,

reason why the company
be extended to take in other
owners."

-j

a&m

DAILY
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Mary Moore (Miss

Pickford), dated

The Happy Medium
—

June 24, 1916; an agreement between
the Pickford Corp. and the Nanuet As E. L. Smith Sees It Backs Up
Harry Rapf's Ideas About
Holding Corp., dated July 6, 1916, and
"Good Old Days"
lists of the stockholders and officers
It was brought out that
of each.
E. L. Smith, who has just signed
the Nanuet concern was merged into
Will Nigh to make a series of picFamous Players-Lasky in 1917.
Harry Rapf is right
tures,

thinks

Responding

to questions

by

Fuller,

•i.e

.

now?" he

ked.

a

happy

medium

contemplation: the theater and
building on the property at
1493 Broadway, and the theater on
the English Hotel site in Indianapolis.

—

other similar successes.

shortly.

EXHIBITORS IN

OREGON, IDAHO,

WASHINGTON AND ALASKA

t

E. Eames, of Littleton, N. H.,
employee of Alfred S. Black,
called to correct certain dates
given in his testimony in Basthen Elek J. Ludvigh took
el

under subpoena, a
an agreement between the
Film Corp. and Gladys

produced,
f

f|d

56

SO

r

U.S. THEATRES
SHOWING PICTURES
seats,

30%; under

500,

70%}

15%.
800, 85%; over 800,
ecconomical method of reaching" theour ADDRESSING SERVICE,
R M UP. Lists if desired. 30 to 50%

iir

'.

postage, etc., through elimination of
duplicate theatres usually listed.

i
I
I

with the Capitol
cept

size.

—

iltigraphing
Mimeographing—
r
olding
Enclosing Mailing

—

—

Hn PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
H West 42nd

St.,

Near Broadway

'Phone Bryant 8138

m

in

every respect ex-

"The general

feeling is
large for a

that the Capitol is too
picture theater," he added.

Fuller

owns

id.

all

brought
the

out

that

common

of

Following are the theater acquisitions by F.P.-L. through subsidiaries
or directly since April 4, 1923, according to Ludvigh's testimony fifty per
cent interest in the Fairfax, Fairfax,
Va; lease on the Community, Miami;
the Sugg and Kozy theaters, Chickasha, Okla; the Graphic, Bangor, Me;
the Capitol, Pittsfield, Mass; and fifty
per cent interest in the Criterion,
Oklahoma City. Ludvigh also testified that F.P.-L. had taken a lease
on McVicker's Chicago. Seven theaters, owned or controlled by Southern
Enterprises,
Inc.,
have been sold
statement
since
April,
Ludvigh's
And Famous Players, acshowed.
cording to the statement, now wholly
owns the Metropolitan, Grauman and
Rialto in Los Angeles.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

st. k. y.

OiHE THEATRICAL AND
1|)N

PICTURE INDUSTRY

Productions

F.P.-L

stock

Vincennes Houses Sold

iirras.

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S

Charles Frohman, Inc.

(Special to

SURANCE EXPERTS

in

same not except any of the 'million dollar
elements of human appeal as were pictures."
contained in them, and if he were
allowed five or six weeks for production instead of three or four, and if Remodeling the Pershing, St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars more were judiciously and intelThe St. Louis AmuseSt. Louis
ligently expended in production, the ment Co., is spending $5,000 in alterasame high quality could be turned out tions and improvements at the Peras 'Tol'able David,' 'Humoresque' and shing.
The house will be re-opened

office

2500," was the reply. The
number at any time, he On the Putnam site in New York
was 3200 or 3300. There was Mr. Ludvigh said, Famous would
build a theater that would compare
ss examination.

>ut

is

tor who made those
to screen other stories with the

in

there

are

"There

No one is justified in
about the "good old days" in pro- everything.
duction. Smith talks about the happy investing more in an article than it
medium in production. Here are his can be sold for and give satisfaction.
Neither should a product be made
The Famous Payers Cana- ideas:
tivities.
was
explained,
witness
dian Corp., the
"Harry is right one hundred per- without putting into it such a reasonorganized for theater acquisition only, cent, and is in a position to know able sum as is necessary to make it
was capitalized at $4,000,000, the what a simple, gripping story, well of a quality acceptable to the greatest
stock to be sold to the Canadian directed can do towards
making possible number of purchasers.
The company handling the money for producer, distributor and
public.
"Unquestionably those producers
stock sales failed to dispose of the last exhibitor. The two pictures he men- who can find the middle ground will
million, and F. P. L. was compelled tioned demonstrated that.
be those who will make the most net
to take $750,000 of the amount, J.
"Harry does not go quite far profit for themselves, their distribuB. Bickell and his associates taking
enough, however. If the same direc- tors and the exhibitors who run their
the other $250,000.
pictures were pictures in the future, and we will

witness said that the F.P.-L.
original franchise holders, at parent corporation has very little to
uization, sold their stock to the say about the Canadian Company.
jmpany, Associated First Na"Well, Mr. Zukor is president of
Pictures, Inc.," he continued,
the Canadian corporation, isn't he?"
ceived stock in the latter. Later
Fuller asked.
>ck was put in a voting trust
Fifty-one per
rtificates issued.
Ludvigh said he was, but only "by
the voting stock certificates courtesy", and that Zukor had less
f
ssued to stockholders by the than nothing to do with the corporaunits, such as the Peerless, tion.
1
rty-nine per cent reserved to
Turning to F. P.-L. theater activiled to sub-franchise holders."
ties in the United States, Ludvigh
he end of the first year of oper- «.aid the corporation itself was not
said Mr. Schwalbe, "3200 thea- building any theaters at the present
ere represented in First Na- time.
Only two developments were

many

benefit of supplying the first run exhibitor with product that he would
be proud to run in his theater.

Fuller then went into an extensive
examination of the witness relative
to the Famous Players Canadian ac-

lot

v

"This would result in pictures with,
the same money making possibilities
as 'School Days' and 'Why Girls
Leave Home' with the additional

Vincennes, Ind- H. J. Arnold has
bought the Lyric, formerly owned
by the Wilkinson-Lyons interests.
The Consolidated Realty & Theater
of Chicago, has taken over the
Pantheon, another Wilkinson house
Co.,

here.

1

'Temporary Marriage"

"Bright Lights of Broadway"
9 9

"Gold Madness
"The Spider and the Rose
"East Side - West Side

9 9

9 9

THROUGH

DE LUXE FEATURE FILM COMPANY
SEATTLE, WASH.
2016 THIRD AVENUE
Al Rosenberg

i-HE

c&m

Tuesday, October

DAILY

no longer

place fa
there
are thousands who, in thinking of this
industry, place the word 'illicit' before
before labor; and 'joke'
'no'
Nothing could be further
after law.
from the new- truth, for love in this

Hollywood

Three Paradoxes

is

ornia, but a state of

In Motion Pictures as Gilbert Gable
Sees Them— An Echo of Rowland's Ideas

"Love, labor and law have now become the throe great paradoxes of
the motion picture industry," sayi
of
president
Cable,
K.
Gilbert
Achievement Films, inc., which have
inst completed "Slave oi' Desire,

;

industry is beginning to mean some
thing akin to the 'Golden Rule' and
every recent visitor to the coast
knows th.it those who succeed give
unlimited and uncounted hours to
He says:
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
hard work; and finally, law, is
lining to mean a relationship so
"For one tiling, I would like to rise
up and tell you what 1 think of the founded upon justice that it is perSo far it fectly safe to tear up a contract as
ailed Rowland expose.
as it is signed.
seems to me the thought in connec
tion with it has been mor< or le>s
succeed in prov, ill
"Producers
have a
believe
destructive, and
portion to their faithfulness to these
constructive idea. It is the last knell
Mr.
Rowland
has
principles.
of the swash-buckling, buccaneering,
the
surface at a single
scratched
pioneer methods of the motion picfor obviously there is no justure business.
Gone are the oppor- point,
tice without perfect cooperation betunities for even apparent of i< mtween sales and production at every
porary success from sharp practice
step of the way.
ithe
and grasping and greed. Clone
margin that once covered carclcs
"Let us not stop at putting that
and wanton waste, or thoughtless, wheel in order Let us patiently cordone are rect it, step by step, from fundamental
extravagant expenditures,
the
men who once used those policy up."
methods. Going arc those who still
seek success through those methods.
Adler, Taylor's Representative
"Mr. Rowland's statements are
Lett
Adler has been appointed
outward evidence of a great inward
Love, labor and law have American representative for John
change.
now become the three great paradoxes II. Taylor of London. Taylor mainof the motion picture industry. There tains his distributing organization in
are still thousands of people to whom Lngland.
I

1

I

19:

Support For Film

In the Courts

a

mind

23,

Federatio'
conide Ducomuun is suing Din ei Advocated by Gen'l
Women's Clubs Joy and Pet
Morosco on a note allegedly dated
john at Minneapolis Meeting
March 15, 1922, m Los Angeles. Tin
alleges that the note was for
General endorsement and su{
plaint
$5,111)11.
lie alleges an agreement was for worthwhile motion picture!
lie is suing for the remainder. registered at a three day me
paid,

—

1

ill'

the General Federation of Wi
Clubs held in Minneapolis last
according to Col. Jason Joy,

tlibbs has filed suit against
Universal Film M'f'g Co., for

George
the

$5(1110.

lie alleges

entered
fendant
Door,"
quarters

upon

print

an agreement was

man

whereby the deproduce "The Bolted

1919

was to
and pay
of a

made.

*
c

the plaintiff three
cent a foot for every
He says $5,000 is still

o* the Committee on Public
Hays organize
lations of the
Col. joy returned on Sunday fron

conference.
Representatives

attended

North and South Dakota, Minne

Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, 111
:i
so happened, Oregon,
general thought on motion pic
Fogwell Joins Clift; On Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
seemed to be that by encouragiti)
London— R. G. Fogwell, publicity good, the bad would gradual!
manager of the Fox, has resigned to iorced cut. While no vote was
They have left children's matinees were hcartiljl
join Denison Clift.
for Austria, Egypt, Turkey, Greece dorsed.
to Japan, China, and finally expect
Addresses were made by Joy
to arrive in Los Angeles somewhere Charles C. Pettijohn.
about the end of the year.

due him.

and

t;

.

As noted,
ties" for

Fox on

the coast.

15th.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Chicago—"Little

Old New York"

the
at
played to greater business
Kooseelt: iii the week which closed
Sunday than either "Knighthood" or

"Enemies

of

Soot

A. L. Aronson, general sales
ager of Truart, is expected bac]
New York from Europe about

Big Chicago Business
(Special

,

Aronson Due Back

"Loyal-

Clift will direct

Kane, Jr. Marries
S. Kane, Jr. and
married
Cavanaugh were
Arthur

in

Haven on Saturday.

Women."

ma*e a BIG NOISE to Attract a BIG CROW]
and Here's Big Exploitation Noise Already prepared for Yc
DRIVIN'

FOOL CLUBS— A

national tie-up that will get the sup-

port of your newspapers.

NEWS
wrecks

PICTORIAL SERVICE— Big
for

merchants to paste on

A TAXI TIE-UP — A
taxicab in

their

flash of eight actual auto

windows.

clever cooperative stunt that will have every

town working day and night

for

your show.

HOME MADE MOVING PICTURES— A novelty cut-out cartoon
of

"The

OLD AUTO STREET BALLYHOO— A
crowds up

Drivin' Fool.

like

stunt that will

WALLOPING WIND SHIELD STICKERS— Every
woman

line,

a circus parade.

man

that drives an auto will grab these novel stickers.

STREET AND

R. R.

and black posters that

CROSSING SIGNS— Flaming
will get

them coming and

red, yei

going.

POLICE STYLE HAND BILLS— Teaser dodges that will hav<
whole town on edge. They'll want to know who the Drivin' Fcx

Give them Action and you'll Get their MonJ|
«59

^p

All the Sharp-Shooting

All the Big LIVE- WIRE Circuits and
Most of the Shrewd Independents

Showmen

are Doing

it

^

HAVE BOOKE1

DRIVIN' F001
HODKINSON

PICTURES

A

Whirlwind of Recklessness^ SnappyRomance and a RioL of Fun,

HODKINSOI

PICTUD

m

—

iTHE
BRADSTREET

w
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The First Deal

12

For Vftagraph
—

Deal With Preferred

Blaney Series Contracted For First Export and Import Buys Foreign
Made and Second in Work
lights tor Number of Years
15 This Year
Now
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Ben Blumenthal yesterday closed a
Charles E. Blaney, head of the
The deal intimated company bearing his name, declared contract with Preferred on behalf of
Angeles
FILM yesterday that he had closed a con- Export and Import Film Co., Inc.,
time ago in THE
,Y between Harry Carey and tract whereby Yitagraph would dis- whereby his company will control
Hunt tribute 12 of his productions, begin- the sale of the entire Preferred outinson has been closed.
berg will produce the series ning with "The Love Bandit," which put in all countries with the exception
told, the first to be "High has Doris Kenyon, Victor Sutherland of the United States and Canada.
."
The arrangement is one of the most
and Cecil Spooner in the cast.
Stuart Paton will direct.
foreign transactions to be
important
>mberg will also start a new
The second picture will be "One closed in some time, and covers a
of Bull Montana comedies next Law for the Woman," on which proIn some instances,
period of years.
with Archie Mayo and Hugh duction will start soon.
This and
"The Fire Patrol" the third will be made in the East the Preferred eight of last season
directing.
forkewise be produced by Strom- and the rest on the coast. This con- have already been disposed of in
eign territories.
s a special, for which no release
tract increases the original schedule
Export and Import have also seHe will direct of Vitagraph from twenty-six to
;en determined.
Madge Bellamy, thirty or, perhaps, thirtv-two for 1923- emed foreign rights on 12 Chaplin
tally
with
comedies, released here by ClarkJerome Eddy, John Harron, 1924.
"The
include
Cornelius.
These
Aiken,
Alden.
Spottiswood
Carey Series Through Hodkinson Hunt Stromberg to
Produce Them

—

—

1

Murray, Frances Ross, Bull
Billy
Chester
Conklin,
and Jack Richardson in the

e

.na,

y

"St. Sulpice,"

French Feature

Vitagraph's French picture, now in
production in Paris, is "The Beggar
of St. Stilpice," which Charles BurCarey deal with Hodkinson is guet is directing. The cast includes
Gaby Morlay, Charles
st of a series of about six deals Desjardins,
stood to be under way by W. Varrel, Gaston Modot, Camille Barlodkinson for new product. dou. Suzanne Revonne and Andree
nson stated yesterday that he Lionel.
nade careful observations of
s popularity and felt that he
Laemmle in L. A.; Deal On
ained considerably at the box(Special

recent months.

in

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Carl Laemmle's arhere was marked by a dinner
Only a Booking Deal
Wednesday night, at which studio
heads
were
present.
I. Niemeyer, manager for Fred department
nwell of the Delmonte theater, Laemmle was accompanied by Sam
There
uis has sent the following tele- Yon Ronkel and his secretan
is a deal under way whereby a Gerto THE FILM DAILY:
story in FILM DAILY Oct. 19,
nan director may be brought over
rival

!

r

.

i-

Goldman
Delmonte

of Kings theater has
theater from F. L.
such combination made or
or considered by Cornwell. Arsimply a booking one whereby

illiam

iver

to direct for Universal.

No

1.

d
:nt

who controls

two years, as you
he entire output of Metro for St.
ells to Goldman
day and date right
e Metro pictures and agree to
use
ly six of the Goldwyn's which Golds
booked.
There is no connection
the two houses.
Otherwise they
Jirely
separate institutions and will
1

Ms

otherwise.
strong."

o

lets

for

You

cannot make

this

Attachment

Young Secures Court Order
g

Up Sam

'ictures

Rork's Interest in
at First National

ard A. Rowland yesterday was
with a warrant of attachment
up Sam Rork's interest in
ering Daughters" and "Ponending the trial of an action
t

for $100,000

by Fanny Holt-

(Continued on Page 4)

Count," "The Floorwalker," "The
Rink," "The Fireman," "The Cure,"

"Easy Street," "The Pawnshop,"
"Behind the Screen," "The Immi-

"The Adventurer," "One A.
and "The Vagabond."

grant,"

M"

B.

P.

Leaving for Coast
Schulberg and Louis

J.

Gasnier expect to leave for the coast
(Continued on Page 4)

All Serene in Baltimore

List F.

P.-L. S<

Trade Commission Establishes Bulk
Is held by Brokers
None in

—

Zukor's

Examination

into

Name
the

stock

hold-

Adolph Zukor and the other
and directors of Famous
officers
Players-Lasky was taken up yesterings of

day

at

the

hearing on

the

Federal

Trade Commission charges before
Examiner E. C. Alvord.
According to the stock record, produced by E. J. Ludvigh under subpoena and prepared and certified by
the Empire Trust Co., Zukor on Sept.
15, 1923 had no common and no preferred stock in his name "as of record." It was brought out, both in the
direct and cross examination of Ludvigh, that while the record of that
date showed no stock held by the
president of
the
corporation,
the
stock might lie in brokers' hands.
"That happens in the case of every
corporation,"
Robert
T.
Swaine,
F.P.-L. chief counsel, took occasion
to declare.

W. H. Fuller, Government chief
counsel, brought out that the whole
board of directors of the corporation
had on Sept. 15 only 9378 snares of
common as of record out of 225,000
common

issued.
According to his
figuring, the books also showed over
62,000 shares of common in brokers'

THE FILM DAILY)

hands on the date mentioned. Early
Continued on Page 2)
on again, off
again, apparently. The booking agreement reported between C. E. WhiteMany to Attend Fredman Lunch
hurst and Guy L. Wonders of BaltiMany prominent personalities in
more was, but is no more. The ar- the industry have accepted the invitarangements had been made, as a tion to attend the luncheon to
result of differences between both Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The
The matter Film Renter" at the Ritz Friday.
parties on certain films.
has now been straightened out, howMarcus Loew, Samuel Goldwyn,
ever, and Whitehurst and Wonders
Ben
Blumenthal, James R. Grainger,
future
maintain
their
will
each
Harry Schwalbe, Richard A. Rowcourses, as before.
land, Samuel Rothafel, Louis Auerbach, Joseph Schnitzer George E.
First-Runs Again for Aliens?
Kann, and about forty others have
DAILY)
(Special to

—

Washington-

It's

Schenck Meets Rumbold
Joseph M. Schenck and Hugo Rumbold held a meeting yesterday at
(Special to THE FILM
which the latter, representing the
secured tickets.
Fredman is an exToronto
It is understood that the
tremely popular figure with AmeriFrench Government, discussed the
possibility
of
Schenck producing Aliens will again have first-run thea- cans visiting London.
"Marie Antoinette" with Norma Tal- ters in Montreal and Toronto. It is
No tickets will be issued after toclaimed that so successful has been
iradge.
morrow morning, since all arrangethe introduction of British pictures,
through Dominion Films, the Allen ments must be concluded by ThursThose who wish to atMaberry With Hodkinson
distributing unit, that suitable theaters day night.
tend
and
have
not sent their request
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
are now deemed necessary.
for tickets to Harry Reichenbach at
Chicago
Maberry,
Cecil
former
383 Madison Ave., are urged to do
vice-president
of
Goldwyn,
has
Confab on Chicago Deal
so at once.
ioined Hodkinson in charge of the
A conference was held all of yesterlocal office.
He succeeds Ralph Sim- day afternoon in the Loew office relamons, who has resigned.
Eastbound
tive to the possible purchase by Loew
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and Aaron Jones of Chicago of the
Chicago
Hugo Riesenfeld and
Woods' theater there, which accordEngel Here
ing to Chicago reports is held at Danny, of THE FILM DAILY, are
Joe Engel, production chief for $1,250,000. The deal may be closed due here today enroute from Los
Metro on the coast, is in town.
momentarily.
\ngeles to New York.

—

—

—

i

THE

*£&&&?* DAILY
Dj
List F. P.-L. Stock

Mc< lun
Webei &

Font

Wednesday, October

17,680;

Reid,

and

&

Flagg,
Post
10
Co.,
", Rothschild & Co., J-'O'i; and Sclie, J., _;
Mr.
rding
to
.^
5390. total
Co.,
Fuller's addition, over 62,000 shares

Payne,

'

>

(Continued from Page O
in the examination of Ludvigh, it was
ought out, through a letter written
l»v
him, that Zukor in September,
19 20, was one of the largest holders
I

U.
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According to the stock record, the holdof other members of the Zukor family
on the date mentioned were shown as follows
Eugene Adolph Zukor. grandchild of
Zukor, 31 shares common and 100 preferred;
Eugene Zukor, 1500 preferred, and no common; Mrs. Adolph Zukor. 1000 common and
1500 preferred; Mrs. Eugene J. Zukor, 2000
ings

Quotations

:

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L

do

Close

Sale*

.104^ 104% 104%

100
6,800

...

pfd.

Low

\6y2

lSy2

89

88^

I6y2

88^

Loew's

200

warning has been issued by

Sam

to exhibitors in all sections
statinp that theaters booking Warner
pictures are not compelled to buy
other product in order to obtain the

Warner

Warner

pictures.

Holdings of directors of the corporation
were shown as follows Jesse L. Lasky, 300
shares of common of record as against 3530
William H. English,
September. 1120.
in
1043 common; Maurice Wertbeim, no common and no preferred; Felix E. Kahn, no
Frederic G.
common and no preferred
100 common and no preferred; Frank
preferred;
common
and
no
141
Garbutt.
A.
Theodore F. Whitmarsh, 600 common and
Dominick & Dominick, 3933
500 preferred
common and 2515 preferred: Sir William
Wiseman, no common, no preferred.
:

Sam Warner Warns

A

i

George K. Robinson Dead
THE FILM DAILY)
Boston George K. Robinson, an
old time actor and director, and of
exploitation

man

is

King on Vacation
Edwin C. King, general manager of
the Paramount Long Island studio,
is at White Sulphur Springs, Va., for

"The
point Mr. Fuller queried
list doesn't necessarily indicate, does it. that
these
some
of
owned
by
there are no shares
directors'"

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

this

for this "ad"

FREE

at

your

"The

can't possibly
the stock."
instance, T saw in
list

holders of

"For

all

A Christie Comedy
JIMMIE ADAMS

DONE

show the beneficial
Ludvigh explained.

Continuing the

of

list

directors

were shown

Utmal Oictwut*}

and hold-

Referring again to the letter written by the
Mr. Fuller pointed out that it
showed the former owned 3785 common in
1920.
"Some of it was trustee stock," the
witness declared, "and has since been deThe
livered to the parties it belonged to.
witness,

hundred

represent

all

and

the

sixty

common

I

Chicago

were frequently

prices

paid

by

to know wl
Franklin's departme

Famous 1'laycrs as a distributor were h
or lower than those paid to other dis
"Practically the same," said the
tors.
ness.
"The

distributor

"He

added.

always

never

is

wants

Fuller brought out that the F. P.-L.ll
worked out a percej
arrangement with the distributing d<
ment, and there was irequent haggling
whether a release was a twenty per cenl
lure or a twenty-five per cent picture. (
examined again, Franklin said perce
arrangements had been worked out also
certain other distributors.

With
tlie

Fuller

South had

to

ins. sting

that

WILLIAM

S.

S42

Ave.

Fiftb

GILL,
Tel.

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Murray

Hill

1831

contract;

have Franklin's approval

Swaine declaring that the "Buying Rec
was in no sense a final contract, the net
was adjourned until this morning.

HAL ROACH'S

by Swaine, the witness
that the "Buying Record" was in no
sense a contract, but merely a memorandum.
In booking pictures for the Southern theaters, he went on, the opinions of local house
managers were taken into consideration, relayed through the district managers, and taken up at periodical meetings held in the home
The
office at booking times of the year.
buying of the pictures was actually done.
forms
film
the
usual
of
conhe said, on
tracts used by various distributors.
said

price,

"I

insisted,

"but

you

fix

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES
"The

Pinnacle of Pantomine.

2 reels

Hal E. Roach Studios
Culver City, California

the

don't you?"

Pathecomedy
^igr^

have to approve

it," Franklin
don't fix it.
The prices
we set down on the memorandum are frequently raised by the distributor before negotiations are finally concluded."

finally

rejoined.

"But

I

^llli!llllll!lllllllllll!ll!ll!!lll!lllll!!lll!l!llllllll!lllllll!!llll^

DEMONSTRATION BULLETIN
Pola Negri in "The Spanish Dancer"

CHICAGO
(Telegram) " 'The Spanish Dancer' drew record box
Stamoffice line at McVickers Theatre at opening.
pede for seats. Chicago critics and public acclaim the
picture Pola Negri's best. Big business sustained all
through opening day."

NEW LONDON,

CONN.

."At 'The Spanish Dancer,' opening at
Crown Theatre, played to tremendous business. Big
crowds were turned away. Confidently expect the
picture to break all records."
New London Evening Day " 'The Spanish Dancer'
is
far above anything Pola Negri has done in
America."

(Telegram)

:

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
(Telegram) "The whole town
Spanish Dancer.' "

is

talking about 'The

MADISON, WISC.
Madison Daily Cardinal
one

of the best pictures

:

" 'The Spanish Dancer'

we have

shown as owning 7500 common of record,
the largest stockholders shown by the books
arc brokers." He then read a list of brokers
with amounts of common as follows
Halle & Stieglitz, 4590; Harriman
40,017; Hutton & Co., 13,105 Keech

&
&

Co.,
Co.,

is

ever seen in Madison."

"Then," said the Government chief coun"outside of the Stanley Company, which

Rothacker Laboratories

satis

more."

ater department had

sel,
is

[

outl

Swaine also wanted

.Mr.

the

Southern Enterprises' houses.

Emil E. Shauer, 100

list:

common, 150 preferred; Ralph A. Kohn, nine
common, no preferred Harold B. Franklin,
no common, no preferred.
;

New York

theaters and

Other

When he took the stand, he produced a
copy of the "Buying Record" used by the
F. P.-L. theater department in booking the

common doesn't
now own.

"How much do you own?" he was asked.
"Twenty-five per cent of 85000 shares,"
was the answer.
Continuing the

Hollywood

tion, re-direct and re-cross, on the methods
used by his department in booking pictures
from Famous and other distributors for
houses in the South.

as of record

Jules E. Brulatour, 100 common, no preferred; Cecil Ti. DeMille. 10 common, no
preferred; Albert A. Kaufman, 521 common,
no preferred; Daniel Frohman, 701 common,
Sidney R. Kent, no common,
no preferred
100 preferred; Mr. Ludvigh, 860 common, 2
preferred.

eight

IN OIL

only other witness of the day was
B. Franklin, head of the Famous
Players theater department, who was subjected to lenghtly examination, cross-examina-

The

Harold

THE FILM DAILY

today where my name was read out here
yesterday as owning stock in Loew, Inc. As
a matter of fact, I sold the stock years ago,
but no dividend has been paid, so there was
T myself
no transfer made on the books.
have more F. P.-L. stock in my broker's office than appears on this stock record."

;

Educational Exchange

I

He

:

ings, the following

a short vacation.

He was to have
Loew's "first company."
Ludvigh $1000, said the witness, bui
was unable to do so in cash, so he paid in
stuck, which was afterward exchanged for
He was attorney for
stock in Loew, Inc.
oi iv. he said, up to three \ears ago.
paid

,

;

—

recent years an
dead.

Co.,

(

Again cross-examined, the witness
Swaine that prices paid by F. P.-L. uV<

;

At

(Special to

Vaudeville

People's

the

"Yes," Fuller

common.

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn

redeemed.

Ludvigh then told how he came to have
the Loew, Inc. stock, and which lie had since
sold.
He said he was attorney for Loew and

19!

to ilislributors other than Famous were
licallj
the same as those paid by otheiij
also said the 1
aters of like quality.
in competition
L. houses had to buj

Cross-examined

"That's all right," Mr. Fuller said, prompt"If you know yourself, of course we
ly.
would not want you to say."

— Interna-

Filmschau,
Wenielplatz.

tionale

Of the pre
issued, and the rest nol issued.
[erred, ID" shares had been originally sold
to the public, of which 12,000 or 13,000 had

incorporated

Explaining thai the corporation paid dividends quarterly, Ludvigh, answering a question by Fuller, said that "no dividend was
When Ludpaid Mr. Zukor in October."
vigh was asked whether he knew the name
whose hands the Zukor
of the broker in
stock might be. he declared that he had only
impressions and that he thought it would be
"very unfair" to make any assertions without
consulting Zukor.

'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

The witness explained that 450.000
mon wen- authorized, approximately 225,000

been

mi

nol appear a* a common stockes]
record," the witness
"Bui i< '- Impossible to state the complete
["here
given
time,
ownership of stock al anj
They
maj be thousands in brokers' bands.
sometimes make transfers in the names of
clerks, and the person in whose name the
stock stands would, of course receive the
dividend."

of

communications

l

Fuller asked the witness.

r.
ii.

March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

71-73

m

holder

the act of

all

in

September 15 this year,
Zukor didn't own any of record?,"-

" \
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the corporation, having

15 163 shares.
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The

ONLY

Complete, Official and Authentic

Pictures of the celebrated race

PAPYRUS
were taken
In the

Pathe

Two

thrilling, beautiful,

cluding
It is

for

exclusively

by Pathe

Reel Special you see the

complete from

a box-office attraction not only
after the race,

ON

reality,

—

start to finish, in-

some marvelous Slow Motion

weeks

Z

vs.

pictures.

now

MERIT,

but will be

as 100% enter-

tainment.
That's

why Skouras

booked

it

to run

Brothers of

FOUR WEEKS

St.

Louis

from now,

PATHEPICTURE

first

have
run!

Wednesday, October

DAILY
The confen nee

between the American
ty and the M. P. T. O., yesterday, has been postponed to some
charged by the
is
It
future date.

from Page 1)
behalf of Janus Young,

(Continual

n.ann on

Bad Faith
which was to have

Society Charges

Gets Attachment

K-en

held

i

director.

Young
Rork

by

claims that he was engaged
to

pictures;

tour

direct

Scciety

many

that

are

exhibitors

Deal With Preferred
(Continued from Page 1)

tomorrow.

Schulberg has assigned

production

of

"The
fume"

"The

Boomerang,"

First Year" and "Faint Perto Victor L. Schertzinger.

"Wandering
completed
testing bad faith in their alleged
Friedman Again Has Preferred
Daughters" and had done three misunderstanding of the conditions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
weeks' work on "Ponjola" when he prevailing during the pendency of the
Rork.
by
The Preferred exchange
discharged
Chicago
was arbitrarily
nations.
has been closed and the product
Young alleges that ris agreement proagain placed with Joe Friedman for
vided for a stipulated amount for bis
To Boston and Then the Coast
distribution through Celebrated Playwork on each picture, and that he was
to secure fifty per cent of the proBryant Washburn. Mabel Forrest, ers. Celebrated also has secured the
ducers' interest in lie pictures. The Elliot Dexter and the Grand-Asher (irand-Asher product for this terwarrant of attachment was issued in group that came on from the coast ritory.
the Kings' County Supreme Court.
n try left for Boston yesterday
Rork could not be reached at .the where 'Try and Get It" and "The
Carlos on Coast
Woodstock yesterday for a state- Way Men Love," two new pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment.
of that organization will be shown,
Los Angeles Abe Carlos is back''rom there, the party will go to the in town, preparing to make the next
August Exports Total $561,687
coast.
Richard Talmadge production.
he

that

—

t

i

suit of

i

Ernest Stern, asking the appointmei
of a receiver for the William Christ
Cabanne M. P. Trust, Ltd. in ordil
The con
to preserve the assets.

pany

said

is

creditors
seek this

be solvent but

to

u\

whose claims total $3,462.!
means of protecting the,

interests.

Wanted an experienced

contest mai

ager and one film accessory purchase

Must invest $1000 with substanti
concern steady position. Only wri
considered.

ten applications
C.
505 Fifth

J.

McELROY

Avenue

N. Y.

(
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Washington— Exports of

films during August, as announced by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, included 12,161,066 ft. of positive, valued at $461,837; 1,164,002 ft.
of unexposed film, valued at $31,408,
and 826,457 ft. of negative, valued at

The
568,442.
561,687.

Seek a Receiver
equity has been filed
the Federal Court by Ben Weiss an

A

i

—

(Special to

24, 193

total

for

the

month

Progressing
(Special to

Chicago

— Field

men

of the Internal

"Let's Go," is the new
"Fast Freight," Talmadge's

title

first

for
pic-

ture for Truart.

Revenue office are still at work check- "Monna Vanna" Chicago Run Ends
on returns of admission tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Although
in this section of the state.
"Monna Vanna" closed
Chicago
much of the work has been finished.
ing-up

—

several
to

The

On Tax Check-Up
THE FILM DAILY)

weeks more

finish

up.

will

the Harris theater last week.
be required at
house will revert to "legit."

best market for unexposed film
England, to which country were
shipped 404.721 ft; thai country also
"The Mailman" at the Cameo
was the largest importer of negatives,
Mailman," the new Emory
"The
taking 245, 063 ft. Australia, however,
led the rest of the world in the im- Johnson picture, goes into the Cameo
portation of positive film, taking 2,625, beginning Nov. 25th, for an indefiniteJohnson is now on his way back
.244 ft., while England was next with run.

The

NEGATIVES WANTED!

We

will buy outright or undertake distribution of worthwhile
pictures for U. S. and Canada,
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

New York

•vas

)

323,377

EXHIBITORS IN

INDIANA

to the coast.

ft.

I

Y„U can oKain boo ki n gS on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S

Without

Extra

Productions

Charge!

Zev-Papyrus Race

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway"

"Gold Madness"

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
gives

FREE

of

it

to

you

"The Spider and

CHARGE

Rose

9 9

"East Side - West Side"

See the Great Turf Classic
in International
issued to all

the

News

#87,
exhibitors
running International News

Without Extra Charge.

That's Service!

Released Thru Universal

THROUGH

H.

LIEBER COMPANY
122

WEST NEW YORK STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Floyd Brown, Mgr.

|

j

—

—
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Powers Out

MATERIAL
By
oily wood

Succeeded

—Where to

find it?

more copies than any
•est

of Patrick A. Powers as managing
director of F. B. O. were confirmed

yesterday

Major H.

of

ceeded

of the so called "ten best
and year out? Is
type of fiction called

y of the present
trend?

ers

The
iild

It is not.

best seller of

More

Bible.

e

all

time

every year than

all

is

are

Bibles

C.

S.

Schnitzcr,
organization.
Thomson has sucI.

the

Powers.

Thomson

towards which
day popular

histicated,"

Joseph
of

has until

now

occupied

a

dual post at F. B. O., that of treasurer
and chairman of the board of directors.
He is the representative of
Grahams and Co. of London who arc
the financial backers of the organiSchnitzer declared yesterday
zation.
that there was no change in policy
planned and that Powers' resignation
presaged no further changes in the
personnel of the company.
Powers, at the moment, is on his

rs" year in

he

by

vice-president

What book

of all time?

r

as

—

Reports concerning the resignation

Talking
question.
a number of directors this
"What is the best
out:

e

O.

by Major Thomson

Managing Director Former Now
on Way East from Coast

DANNY

the

t's

of F. B.

the rest

the so called "best sellers"

wav East from

California.

(imbined.

[Which accounts for
type

je

of picture

appeals

inking
hich in
istincts,

to

the

—the

class

(Special to

is

ost successful is that picture

bich

Reisman Succeeds Akers
THE FILM DAILY)

this: that

which

better
picture

The

slave market scene

RIAGE MARKET,"
and an

kinds of people.

wild race for material, in
days when bidding for popular
sses finds one producer outdoing
er, this might well be borne in
Because the American people
is a body, fine, clean thinking,
Every chance
loving people.
have to demonstrate this they
this

|

featuring Jack Mulhall, Pauline Garon, Alice

star supporting

all

"THE MAR-

cast.

Lake

—Adv't.

homely sentiment, fine
cleanliness and sym-

New Sales Plan

thetic appeal reaches out to
1

from the new C. B. C. production

ight in the little old

box

office.

Miracle Man," "Humoresque,"
the Hill" are but incidental
|r
You will note that none of
s.
) called "great, spectacular" picare mentioned. For the obvious
a that their appeal lies in another
ion which may, or may not, be
eason for their success.
j

And if any of the finer
m>ely world appealing stocannot be produced for
88 than $200,000 then there
something wrong.
The
es

Sponsors Say It Would Mean Faster
Turn-over for Producer and
Aid Exhibitors as Well
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

new

plan of disits sponsors maintain will mean a quicker turn-over
for the producer and bring to the
exhibitor worthwhile pictures while
their prestige is in the ascendant, is

Los Angeles
tribution, which

in the

making

here.

The system would involve the sale
of the pictures by units, each unit to
consist of a separate sales and exploiThe plan provides for
tation force.
the breaking up of the country into

Break In F. P. Stock
Common

and Preferred Take Drop
Hodkinson and Lichtman on
Stand

There was a break in both Famous
Players common and preferred on the

based

story value.

The

Kane Plans Trip

w

outstanding exceptions
it prove the rule.
Shakes'are said "the play's the
ing." This has been proven
iring the past decade by

"Apparently, holders of the stocks of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corp. were not very
much pleased with the disclosures made

(Continued on Page 4)

4)

Continued on Page 2)

Arthur

S.

to Coast

Kane, head of Associated

Exhibitors expects to leave for Los
Angeles shortly to watch productions

and

to confer with a

number

of pro-

ducers relative to distribution.

Famous

Players district manager here takes
the form of the general mangership
of the Famous-Lasky Film Service,
Ltd. of Canada. Gerald Akers is now
A. W. Nicolls, Parain charge there.

mount manager

at

Des Moines

will

over Reisman's duties here
take
succeeds
Crawford
Frank
while
Nicolls.

Dispose Of Three More
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

yesterday:

eatest of all assets at the
>x office is

ad-

reported

It was announced a
The common
exchange yesterday.
the Kehrlein inthat
ago
weeks
few
points
of
a
drop
2^4
closed at 64J4,
at Oakholdings
their
sold
terests
from Tuesday's close while 19,900
that the
word
comes
Now
land.
preferThe
hands.
changed
shares
three
red closed at 85, a drop of 3 l/2 points company has disposed of its
Liberty and
Kinema,
the
here,
houses
Tuesday.
from
Strand, to Frank Purkette and assoThe financial editor of the Sun said ciates.

on

continued on Page

—The

for Phil Reisman,

Fresno, Cal.

ingeographical during the Federal Trade Commission's
vestigation into the affairs of the company.
boundaries.
Two units would be It was brought out at the inquiry that at
started simultaneously in two dif- the present time, the president of the comin his
ferent sections of the country and pany has no common stock recorded recogname, though three years ago he was
then work their way East and West. nized as one of the ten largest stockholders,
For example, one unit starting opera- having held at that time some 15,163 shares.

districts,

Minneapolis

vancement

Goldwyn's Book Ready
Samuel Goldwyn's book, "Behind
the Screen," has been placed on
by the George H. Doran Co.

Says Help

Is Vital

Joe Brandt Claims Production Monoply is Stifling Independents
Exhibitors Must Help
Joe Brandt, of C. B. C, has been
doing a lot of thinking lately about

Baby Peggy Arrives Today
conditions in the state
Baby Peggy is due in New York He has finally reached
this

cipal

morning from the

Prin-

Pictures will give her a "wel-

come lunch"
row.

coast.

at the Biltmore

tomor-

sale

right field.
the point

where he has expressed his observations in writing, and what he says
about his particular branch of the
dustry certainly sounds alarming.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Goldwyn
Loew's

Sales

Close
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65>4 63 .tf 64 J4
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Up Soon
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Evansville Case
(Special to

The Colonel was afraid of it as a
(lassie.
So the scenario hoys modern-

investment.

stock,

pictures

His service under
banner started nearly
seven years ago as assistant cashier

Pathe

%

here.

Negri in
"The Spanish Dancer*
a demonstrated

Is Pola

9

Ed Olmstead

John Kunsky
Art Himelein
Frank Newman

will

Browning Through With Goldwyn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Tod Browning has
completed "The Day of Faith" under

—

one picture contract with 'Goldwyn. He will direct Theda Bara in
a picture for Bernie Fineman.
Paul
Bern did the continuity.

Stanley Chambers

Thomas Schrader
L. H. Cunningham
Frank Fischer

W. W. Watts
W. Murphy
James and Neth

Homer

Ellison

D. L. Shiarella

W.

Film
44th

Daily
N. Y. C.

St..

David

H.

in

We'll stand pat on

audiences say

Youth."

what they and

You

manager,

First
is

Na-

Newbrought
in

KNOW

it's

a

their
hit!

Ci (paramount (picture

York from Los Angeles. He
with him the master print of "Flam
ing

Va.

From Coast

Thompson,

tional production

c/o McVickers, Chicago
c/o Missouri, St. Louis
c/o Paramount-Empress,
Salt Lake City
c/o Madison, Detroit
c/o Plaza, Sandusky, O.
c/o Newman, Kansas City
c/o Miller, Wichita, Kas.
c/o Olympic, Pittsburgh
c'o Quilna, Lima, O.
c/o Madison, Madison, Wis.
c/o Princess, Springfield, 111.
c/o Crown, New London, Conn,
c/o Grand, Columbus, O.
c/o Rialto, Denver, Col.
c/o Virginian, Charleston,

W.

his

Thompson

hit?

Ask

under the name of Roland

West Prod.

reopen at the Lyric, Monday
This is the third Broad"Drivin' Fool" Booked
way house the film has played, first
Hodkinson has booked "The Drivin' opening at the 44th St.
Fool" into the Cameo next week.
Bradford Succeeds Briel
James C. Bradford has succeeded
Joseph Carl Briel as musical director
of "The White Sister."
(T (&ctax^atlarva£ U-tctwuu-'

71

Pafhecomedy

no par value.

Hoffman of Truart stated
yesterday that Hoffman Prod, had
been formed as a corporate name to
cover a new starring series his orRoland West
ganization planned.
made "The Unknown Purple" for
Carlos Prod, but will make future

and

Box M-250

Culver City, California

Norman Moray.

the

afternoon.

motion picture adv. man is open
Eight v
for a new connection.
adv. experience qualifies him to fill job
mgr.
of
adv. mgr. or asst. adv.
roughly
experienced
in
every
le
of motion picture adv. Universitv graduate; references.

Hal E. Roach Studios

—

Herschel Stuart
George Carpenter

AN ADVERTISING MAN

2 reels

the regular meeting at the Astor on
Tuesday. He plans to go to Sullivan,
Ind. for a few days but will probably
be back in time to attend the meeting,
should he accept the invitation.

"White Sister" to the Lyric
ized "Damon and Pythias," and
came out as a Western under the title
"The White Sister" will finish its
And cleaned run at the Ambassador Sunday night,
of "Steve and Dave."

—a

"Laughing Purposes Only"

C.

it

up.

SPAT FAMILY COMEDIES

T. O. C. C. members are confident
that the long-standing discussion over
existing contracts for the picture will
be settled through the Hays office.
The General will be invited to attend

1

^"
M. H.

Back in the old days when Col.
Selig was very actively producing he
Hobart Bosworth and Tom
bad
Santschi working. The scenario department worked out the famous
"Damon and Pythias."
of
>tory

HAL ROACH'S

Wellborn, one two parties.
of the attorneys who brought suit.
Judgments asked in the suits range
Ruby Becomes Pathe Manager
from $100 to $5,000. The plaintiffs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
harge conspiracy on the part of the
Cleveland O. J. Ruby has been
promoters to defraud them in their appointed Pathe manager, succeeding

mon

It

—

Detroit Jack
Schreiber, of
Blackstone, is ill at the Battle Cr
sanitarium.

—

—

feature

111

The T. (). C. C. feels that inasmuch
Evansville, Ind. Eighteen suits of
as it was that organization that first
Evansville people against the defunct
Vendome Theater, promoters of the endorsed the Hays movement, among
exhibitor bodies, and worked so long
Cadick, recently venued to the Gibthe uniform contract, that Hays
on
son county Circuit court at Princewill make unusual efforts to arrange
ton, will be set for trial within the
an amicable settlement between the
next two or three weeks, it was an-

THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Hoffman Prod, have been
formed here, listing 50 shares of com-

pictures. If you don't believe
it look over the list.

Proving

In
the theater.
view of the fact that the transaction
has just been closed, and inasmuch
as the Ingram picture is expected to
remain there indefinitely, the question
of policy has not been discussed.
The Woods' is in the Loop.
at

(Special to

1)

1

THE FILM DAILY)

••Scaraniouche"

$1,250,000.

now running

Truart Plans Another Unit

MATERIAL
(Continued

—

nounced by William

105

P.-L.

F.

hood of

S.

—

Lcndon Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..
London, W.

—

'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
160o.

St.,

Jack Schreiber
(Special to

25,

THE

is

1879.

3,

Hays' Aid

Over by Loew and Aaron Promises to Help T. O. C. C. in
Settling "Enemies" Situation
Jones No Policy Change ConMay Attend Meeting
templated for the Present
Charles L. O'Reilly has carried out
The long conferences on Tuesday,
FILM his original intention of taking the
which were reported in
DAILY yesterday, have been brought T. O. C. C. troubles over "Enemies of
Women" to Will H. Hays. The latto an end with the purchase of the
Woods' theater, Chicago, by Marcus ter has been informed of the matter
Loew and Aaron Jones, the latter of and intends giving it his attention
at once.
William Randolph Hearst
that city.
and Cosmopolitan Prod, are members
The price is placed in the neighbor- of the M. P. P. D. A.

Taken

21 Thursday, Oct 25. 1923
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"Breaks Record
Marion Davies

Sets

at Roosevelt"
New Mark for Chicago

We

wish to advise that "Little Old New
York" has opened up to record-breaking
business at the Roosevelt Theatre. The first
week indicates that this picture will prove
a record-breaker for the Roosevelt Theatre
and should continue for a long successful
run.

MARION
DAVIES
in

Old
New York

We also wish to advise that "Little Old New
York" is highly received by the critics and is
meeting with enthusiasm from our patrons.

BALABAN

Little

Adapted by Luther Reed
from the stage play by
Rida Johnson Young. Directed by Sidney Olcott.
Settings by Joseph Urban.

(signed)

&

KATZ

Sam Katz

A(psmopolitan
Production
vDist rlbccte cL

bu

rQ^idwijiY^ Qosmopolitan
ft

Thursday, October

DAILY

New Sales Plan
(Continued from

Page

1)

Cleveland would work East

tions in
after playing that territory, while the
lid,
working out of Columbus,
would travel West.

bulk

proposition is one of
No one unit will remain
bookings.
in
any designated territory longer
than six weeks, during which time
.is many theaters as can be lined up
The plan rewill play the picture.
volves around the exploitation of individual pictures, so that each sales
unit can devote its entire time and

The

energy

to
traction.

the

promotion

ranged with the
towns.
rounding

run.

fust

arsur-

the

embracing

non-

competitive theaters will be booked.
At no time will there ever be more
than two units at work. In the NewYork territory, for example, openings
may be held in Buffalo and in NewYork City simultaneously or in
If no Broadeither one of the cities.
way first run, for example, should
book any picture handled under this
scheme, a circuit booking will be
lit
for neighborhood theaters in

holdings of the secretary of the corponow total only 860 shares against
D
It developed
3.785 sli.ircs several years ago.
brokers are now the largest holders
thai
This condition caused further
of the issue.
heavy selling of both classes of stocks today,
making them for a time the weakest features of the list, the common losing some
points and the preferred about 4 points,
both touching new low prices for the year."
the

I

The

surrounding

and

The Hearing

"Did Mr. Franklin try to coerce you in
any way?" Swainc queried.
"No," Lichtman responded.
"Last Spring," Hawkins went on, "you
said the booking situation in the South was

You mean

'awful.'

"That's

He

also

that

'the

right,'

not awful

now?"

declared.

that

some

Swain

told

it's

witness

the

in

W. W. Hodkinson and Al

Lichtniaii were the only witnesses yesterday at the Federal Trade Commission hearing in the Famous Players
case.

Hodkinson, who

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative

theaters

t

first

Address
17

The

Exhibitors Associat

JOIN
A

for increases in salary 'at various
times, and advances made to the
Famous Players Film Co., of which
Zukor was the head, to meet the de-

mands.

in

Robert

was

that Ludvigh's interest
stock was 25 per
cent of 85,000 shares. The number of
it

stated

Famous flayers

shares should

Perry
(Special

to

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

Miowfll

have read 8,500.

Named Manager
THE FILM DAILY)

Boston— Eugene Perry, formerly
with Famous at Oakland, Cal., has
been appointed manager of the William Gray chain of theaters in New
England, with offices in the Social
Bldg.

which goes to the selling
"Then there was a combination of
This
organization for handling it.
and distribution in a
percentage, it is said, will be more production
attractive than the percentage ar- single ownership before the Pararangement
The mount distribution and production
usually
made.
organizers point out that the life of was combined," Swain summed up.
the picture will be lengthened, but
The situation in the industry in the
that the country will be covered the
days of General Film, the length of
first time in about nine months; and
pictures released, and other topics of

NOW

Correction

In reporting Kick J. Ludvigh's testimony at the Tuesday session of the
Federal Trade Commission hearing,

by

Communications k\

Cosmos Art Pictures Associat

testified briefly in

cross-examination

all

West 42nd Street
New York

class.

This duplicated
much of the material
brought out at Lichtman's two previous appearances as a witness.
Gaylord Hawkins conducted the case yesterday for the Government. The hearing will
be resumed this morning at 10 o'clock before
Examiner E. C. Alvord.

demands made
by Mary Pickford on Adolph Zukor

On

of

MR. LOU TELLEGAN

Southern

the afternoon, told of

towns

111

Second Of Series Ready Nov.
"Jamestown," the second of
"Chronicles of America" series,
ije
released by Pathe, Nov. 4.

Enterprise chain, Famous
had even split lie gross fifty-fifty.
The major portion of Lichtman's testimony
was occupied with an enumeration, city by
city, of theaters which he considered firstin

theater

T. Swain, of defense counsel, it was
Only big productions brought out that prior to the mergthat mean something at the box-office ing of the producer group with ParaA mount, the distribution end, into the
will be handled under this plan.
committee will pass on the drawing Famous Players-Lasky Corp., the
power of each picture, figuring out same thing had occurred in the case
the cost of distribution and then add of the Mutual group.
all

he

first
run, and a resulting argument
between counsel, carried on through redirect
and cross examination, over what makes a

point out that the
theaters to the rank

sponsors

plan elevates
of first runs.

whatever,"

difficulty

class,

Discussion of the merger of FamLocal advertising will be ous Players Film Co., the Jesse
lined up.
resorted to in order to focus the Lasky Feature Play Co., and Boathe
Famous Playersinto
attention of the public on the pic- worth
Lasky Corp., was touched upon.
ture.

New York

no

added.

(Continued from Page 1)
Another prominent member of the management now holds only 300 shares of the issue
contrasted with 3,350 shares in 1920, and

at-

be

cannot

terms

If

of that

was

"There

Break In F. P. Stock

25,

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREE

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 293
ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

a percentage

that, in that period, the producer will
have his money and his profits back

rather than wait

from 18 months

two

his

years

for

investment

to
to

bring returns.

"Growing In Dignity"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City Ex-Governor Henry
Allen, editor of "The Beacon,"
J.
Wichita, in commenting on the recent convention of the Kansas the-

—

ater owners,

stated editorially in

his

paper:
convention of the moving picture exhibitors in Wichita is revealing to a public
that hasn't understood much about it, that
the moving picture business has produced not
only a steady growth in the quality of pictures but likewise in the quality of the busimen and women who have gone into
the moving picture busn

the sort

"The
what

great

enterprise

ragged

beginning

which had a somein
shabby theaters
store rooms has in
years arrived at a point

less than a do*en
of real dignity and

profit.

"The convention presents
kecn

At one point, Swain asked the wit-

morning session was occupied
with Lichtman's testimony, which was fea-

The

i

y growing
fiords."

industry

in

entire

tured by his statement that since F. P.-L.
completely took over Southern Enterprises,
he, as a distributor, had been able to sell
pictures on an entirely satisfactory basis in
the South.

The witness

type of busiconstructive
the whole couna

"Whom

"With Harold
sponse.
"It was

fire.

Bothell

is

ia

with?"

also said he

New

Rialto.

gave

him

money on

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

"Kodak"

York, on

\7Vi%

of

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

into

the

percentage which
the gross and made

had

testified

On

that

one

the

oc

from Famous,
Wives," and lost

owed "Poor Men's
money.
Cross-examined by Swain, the witness said
he found Franklin entirely fair in his dealings in every respect.

are stenciled in black letters in the

a

the deal.

he

The words "Eastman"

had recently booked

"The Broken Wing,"

Spring

protect the exhibitor against screening,

asked

Franklin," was the re
a percentage arrangement,
twenty per cent of the gross on some pictures
and twenty-five on others."

Lichtman

To

B.

si

THE FILM DAILY)

Wash— The

deal

situation was quite different.
casion, he rented the Criterion

Bothell Theater Destroyed
Bothell,
ruins from

you

did

Hawkins.

'

(Special to

of Government
sold the entire Preferred

Hawkins,

told

counsel, that he had
outnut for the present season, where it was
available, to the Southern Enterprise houses.

one picture,

and

POSITIVE FILM

were also discussed.

ness whether he considered that Miss
Pickford was superior to the other
Paramount stars at the time Hodkinson was president of Paramount.
The witness said he did, with one
exception, namely, Marguerite Clark.

"T ne

made over from vacant

EASTMAN

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

THE
rsday, October 25, 1923

—

Eyes" Gold- Cosmopolitan
Cosmopolitan
LRICAN The picture is crowded with
:eing

—

There is the thrill of the aeroplane
t.
is
ling on the icy waters, and there
of the blizzard in which both hero
•ill
Lionel Barry•oine are separately lost.
played the always difficult role of a
amatic hero with his finest suppres• »
seeing Eyes"
surprises,
ts
ious appeal.

a

is

unusual

quite

atmosphere

its

film,

and

its

—

JOURNAL—*

*

of perils personally experienced.

L—A

film

—

—

Louis

and

Barrymore

Lionel

:tors,

TELEGRAPH—Those

who
and

heir film fare with action, thrills
of good old-fashioned melodrama

ingredients

these

11

"

*

It

—With

can

"Unseeing

in

has everything the public

and easily anticipated pasphotoplay, what with good acting
and by Seena Owen

as the
principals
as invigorating as a real plunge into
IW.

*

*

The picture, in addition to the unsentimentalities of bucolic drama, has
exciting river seem s, strongly reminiscent of
"Way Down East'' which brings the story
to its climax.
*

failing

POST — It

pretty poor stuff to offer
these days.
The picture at the Rialto, however, has one trump card, and that is held
until the very fast reel
just to keep the
picture awake and incidentally the audience.
Very likely it will go big in some localities,
for it is full to the brim of "Home Sweet
Home," and "mother-love*' supplied chiefly
by Mary Carr.

EGRAM— To

retell

story

the

here
*

rob the film play of its thrills. • *
find yourself gripping the edges of
ill
hair in suspense when the big fights
long. • • •

ES— *

* And some of the snow
are as beautiful as anything that has
As a story, however, it is
roduced.
with impossible adventures that are
a point when they become
red to
* * *
This picture is not a briliccessor to the charming "Little Old
ork."
*

.

BUNE— "Unseeing

TELEGRAM — The

centres about a
Hammond, quaint

story

fine old character, "Cap"
in humor, strong in manhood,

who

He

beings,

which

all

is

TIMES— This

film

inasmuch as it is so
keeps one awake.
pathetic,

is

*
is

excellent.

TRIBUNE— It

actually
acting is
negligible, but the

irritating that
*

the direction

photography

happens to be unique

will

*

*

*

no doubt be a very

popular picture with those who are interested
in the Wabash, and perhaps with those who
are interested in banks, and by that we mean
that its appeal is catholic.
Everybody concerned seems very sincere.

Here we have a flood for the
And it is quite well carried out.
climax.
The picture as a whole is slow, tedious, involved business built around the home life
in a small country town and the staunch
heart of Mary Carr. * * #

heavy and long looked for before

res.

Banks

of

the

Wabash"—

—

Vitagraph Rialto
"RICAN A number of unnecessary

—
situations and plots upset the
scenery — and then —
registers
— dam bursts somewhere and a

:rs,

a

sweeps over the town.

*

*

*

NEWS— "On
*
*

ed.
is

fire

a

LY

The

*

one.

the Banks of the
scenically extremely well
story
a somewhat in* *

is

* *

—

KING JOURNAL—*

*

*

Combines

heck" school of motion picture writith

some

distinctly

impressive

flood

and good performances by two memthe cast.
picture, at the Rialto, inclines to gross
"ations of rural types and occasional
abilities,

mpage

but

when

the

Wabash goes

* * * one's interest

is

thorough-

ulated.

L— The
ater

handled. * * *
On the whole the cast is far above that
in the average good production.
shall
look forward to future efforts of this new
producing company, as they deserve great
credit for the characterization inculcated into
the players in this picture, which is possessed

We

of

originality

and

stirring

interest.

TRIBUNE^-*

* * But big sets do not
a big picture, and we enjoyed Richard
quite as much as we did Robin.
In "Richard'' we were happily surprised, because we
had not expected great tilings, while in the
Fairbanks picture we
were very disappointed, having looked for so much. * * *
But as Richard the Lion Hearted he (Wallace Beery) is magnificent.

make

WORLD—*

*

torially beautiful,

*
is

"Venus"
"The Temple
the

Central

The

picture,

while

pic-

occasionally ponderous.

of

Old

The

Capitol theater celebrated its
The
anniversary yesterday.
opening picture was Douglas Fairhanks in "The Mark of Zorro."
fourth

Independent Exchanges and
State Right Buyers

We

have a few unsold
the following features.

on

territorie*

"BEWARE OF THE LAW"

A

stirring

dream

and

love

of

ad-

venture.

MOONBEAM

THE

"ALONG
TRAIL"

Major Dawley's masterpiece
A two reel special.

of animal

life.

"MINTY"
BRET HARTE'S
California
rush.

in

the

famous
days

of

story of
the gold

concep-

tion of Hell.

Venus" opens

Monday

Capitol Four Years

A Revival of
"DANTE'S INFERNO"
A picturization of the poet's

at the Central

Gage Leaves

at

night.

"WHY TELL"
Featuring
NOAH BEERY
WALTER MILLER.

and

Write to

for Coast

Frederick Gage, Jr., of Pyramid,
has left for the coast where he will
visit Selznick exchanges.

CHARLES

N.

JAWITZ

729 Seventh Avenue

New York

title

EXHIBITORS IN

—

AMERICAN— For,

to be perfectly

was bored profoundly. I'll admit
certain amount of imagination, and

home

genuity found a

frank,
that a
of in-

in this screen adapta-

Walter Scott's
novel, "The Talisman."
of

tion

decidedly

demoded

CALIFORNIA ARIZONA

NEVADA and HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

EVENING JOURNAL—The
lieves that this

is

reviewer bethe first time that a char-

created in one photoplay has been
as the central figure of another.
However, that may be, the results are so
good in the present case that one is constrained to cry for more. * * *

acter

utilized

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S
Productions

All this is done at high pitch with many
pictures
of
horsemen prancing and
charging and cutting and parrying and
swishing their blades on the rocky roads
before Jaffa and in the city itself.

doubtlessly will bring to

many sentimental

folk

"Temporary Marriage"

Mr. Beery is so outstanding in his role
one pays little attention to the others
-his company.

HERALD—

"Richard the Lion Hearted" is
a good picture, but not by any means a
great one; it measures up to "Robin Hood"
only one respect that being the perin
formance of Wallacie Beery in the role of
Richard.
Mr. Beery is the same splendid,
forceful, vital, engaging king that he was
in the Fairbanks production.

who

will

"Bright Lights of Broadway"

—

MAIL— *

flood

from "Richard the LionHearted," the first production of the Associated Authors, Inc., a newly formed, motion picture concern, much is to be expected
from this combination. In their initial effort
* * * they have struck home, and it is decidedly gratifying to observe the clever manner in which this picture, * • * has been

"Richard The Lion-Hearted"—Allied
Prod, and Dist. Strand

in

of the views made
airplane on the trip to the mounAnd glorious
done.
ire marvelously
Perhaps there is
are shown. * * *
And
Lich
made of the snowstorms.
uite likely that much of the dramatic

cent

and

The

.

*

it

it

TIMES—Judging

that

wrong.

ie

the

to

an emergency and provides the thrill of the
picture, a climax startling in its immensity.

permits his people to act like

HLD— Indeed, some

is

rises

Withey directed

fine

Eyes" is an ing snow picture. * * * E. H. Griffith
mght out all that there is of interest
story with his quite sane and modern

;

is

I

n.

TELEGRAM— Chet

also supplied Mr. Beery with a glittering cast
to match his shining talents. * * *

condensation of some of the

jrotracted
this

of

WORLD—

m.

?NING

latest

A. J. Stuart Blackton has all the
concomitants requisite to a popular appeal.

of the wide open spaces,

fist,
of action, including fights
nd knife and airplane pursuits. There
* * *
feral very dull moments also.
graced by the presence of two very

full

MORNING TELEGRAPH — This

effort

* It presents

urs of scenes so fraught with amazing
and high romance that they burn
Ives upon the memory with the searit

banks.

—

NEWS—

The picture is beautiful
T,Y
question; clever, extremely clever
t
well too much
s; yet a trifle too, too
evening's entertainment,
Barrymores is capable,
the
of
el
d— as fine as an actor could possibly
* * *
er the circumstances of the film.
sad
in,
disappointed
were
story we
True, there is action, a goodly share
But somewhat of a lack of plot.

:NING

hokum and manufactured thrills
which have been gathered together here for
their special consumption. * * *
The big
scene comes when the Wabash overflows its

revel in the

wspaper Opinions

He makes

*

*

the

Here Beery
character

is at his best.
majestic, proud,
For this the hero-

cunning, noble and brave.
worshippers should be satisfied. * * *
It is a poor successer to "Robin Hood."
and
It lacks the spontaneity of that picture
more than anything else, Douglas Fairbanks.

—

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH
Wallace
Beery as Richard Coeur de Lion, the mighty
king of England, gives a convincing and
vital performance. * * *
There follows an
excellent staged scene in which the Christians
meet Saladin's forces on the field of battle.
POST —

*
*
a surrounding cast of excellent quality.
story which never loses
interest, and costuming, staging, and photography that show great care.

A

SUN — There

arc many beautiful scenes
with the armored crusaders,
their pennants, banners and chargers against
backgrounds of Oriental cities and countryin

this

side.

movie

The

cast,

headed

King Richard,
as
Charles Cerrard as

by Wallace Beery
an excellent
one.
the Sultan Saladin and
Motte as
Lady Edith
is

Marguerite
de la
Plantagenet are splendid.

"Gold Madness"

"The Spider and the Rose
"East Side - West Side"

9 9

THROUGH

ALL STAR FEATURE DISTRIBUTORS
209

GOLDEN GATE AVE.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LOUIS HYMAN, Mgr.

915 So. OLIVE

STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
ELMER BENJAMIN, Mgr.

THE

<^

DAILY

Says Help

Is Vital

(Continued from Page

1)

interesting to recall that it
only recently that a certain sales
manager for a state right organization upon his return from the Middle
West deeclared that the market was
In
gone,
the
main, other state
It

is

WU

in by Wall Street to exploit tin
pic
the exhibitors who follow this first
tun must pay for the loss.
"In other words, most of the exhibitors
of this country are feeding their money into
tinWall Street
coffers of a great many
concerns who are threatening the very life

righters from exhihitors,
the end for them:
This

touches on

point,
at
least,
Brandt
the situation as seen by

Harry

Warner, who stated

were objected

Now

to.

maintains

his

means

it

what he

is

:

"I

look ior a return to a production monoply similar to that of the producers of
General Film Co. days.
There is the same
affinity

financed

interest

between

producers

of

of

Wall

tin-

todaj

as

Streetxisted

i

amongst the Patents Company producers.
"It will he remembered that the latter pro-

ducers

sons

were

independent an dwere com
years until financial reawise for them to consolidate
interests.
This is happening amongst

petitive

for

made

their

the independent

of

thi

i

-a nd h e

"Almost

I

1

Brandt sums up

many

it

the Wall Street-financed companies of today.
They have been spending money extravagantly in productions that cannot possibly
pay out, and the spirit of amalgamation is
in
the air.
The almighty pocket book is
already talking, even as it did ten or twelve
years ago.

"In the days
the General Film Co.,
f
the independent producer was the only factor
that helped to crush the tremendous hold
that this organization had on the industry.

Today

a great many exhibitors are not talking about it out loud, but are nevertheless

whispering among themselves to book independent pictures to bring down the prices
demanded by the Wall Street-financed companies.
In short, the independent is being
used today as the goat just as ho was in
the days of the General Film
•
"The independent companies are fighting
(

the battle of their lives today, but the\ are
getting very poor aid from the exhibitors
for the risks they are taking and the product they are building.
Without the Independent factor the field is left open to a
consolidation
of large
interests,
sonic
of
which have already taken place.
"The independents realize that they cannot possibly hope to get any big revenue
from the key cities in the United States, because most of the key
cities,
far
as
as
first-runs are concerned arc controlled in one
way or another by Wall Slrcct or affiliated
interests.
They
must necessarily depend
the best run they can get in each city
as a first-run, and the support of tin
r<
of the exhibitors in neighborhood housi
the outlying towns in order to slay in busi
ness.
The Wall Street pictures made at a
tremendous cost goes into a first run in a
key town, and even if that theater should
lose money on
the engagement,
it
reallj
means nothing, because it's charged up to
exploitation.
But because of tin
money

upon

19;

tore,

impressions by declaring that a production
monopoly is gradually coming to the
fore, and says that unless aid in no
uncertain manner comes to the state

agreed with him, although
there were certain angles on the matter as seen by this individual that

25,

poured

producer, who must exist
independent exhibitor is to exist.
resigned from
five years ago
I
an important company to farther the idea
of making independent motion pictures, and
in the five yean
have made a great many
have played firsl runs in a
pictures
that
gnat many of the key cities, and I have
played them at a sacrifice simply because
Often
was an independent producer.
when the run was over, the exhibitor a little
shame facedly admitted that it was as good,
or better, than some pictures he had bought
from some Wall Street-financed organizalion, and that he had purchased it at half the
price that he had paid for a picture of less
value at the box-office.

rijrhters

Thursday, October

At

one

M.

kno ws
pictures!

last

week

that production standards were
being lowered by first-runs because
those theaters refused to pay equit-

able rentals for pictures
tive costs were high.
declares:

"What
pendent

is

the

producer

incentive
to

whose negaHere Brandt
the

for

continue?

He

is

indetold

point blank that he cannot expect any support from the first runs in the big cities
he is told furthermore 'that unless he gets
first-runs in the big cities that he can't cxpeel any sort of a. price from the neighbor
hood houses in the outlying towns.
If he
makes a big picture, and the first-run does
'. ke
it. he pays half of what it is worth, and
usually
the Wall
Street
affiliated
theater
doesn't put half the exploitation behind it
that
a Wall-Street- financed picture would
get.
.

FIRST

NATIONAL

an open

letter to

i

—

EVERY EXHIBITOR
IN BUSINESS TO

my

"In
opinion the handwriting is on
the wall.
Unless the exhibitors take the
situation
seriously in hand and begin to
realize that
the more they support independent pictures the quicker they are going
to be able to make the Wall Street
financed
producing unit bring down their cost of
production and make pictures on a basis
that will insure reasonable rentals.
Unless
the exhibitor is willing to do this, the independent's fight is useless and he might as
well give up the field to the Wall Street
financed organizations and let the exhibitors
take their chances as to what the result

MAKE

—

will

be.

—

"The time for theorizing is past we must
down to brass tacks if the independent
means anything to the industry, be must be

—

get

supported.
If he doesn't let the exhibitor
be fair enough to lay his cards on the table

and the independent will fold up
and disappear from the industry."

his

tent

Mrs. E. K. Adams Here
Mrs. E. K. Adams, head of the
Cecil B. De Mille reading department, is in New York. She will be
here about two months doing research

work

for

Dc

Millc's

"In

all

BIG

I

MONEY—

the years that

I

have

been passing judgement on pictures, I have yet to remember
when I have been so tremendously enthusiastic about the
box-office value of a
as

I

am

new

release

about

next,

"Triumph."

"FLAMING YOUTH'
PENALLES, INC.
It

will

make
EMEUS

:f»HH»TWStt'»IC00|
tttP FAITH

»hWflri;i«

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA and LEGITIMATE

ATTRACTIONS

a wonder.

It's

Go to

it

strong.

back up any claim you

for it."

RICHARD

A.

General

ROWLAND

Manager

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES,

jj
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:
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Moore

Testifies
System
and

Block-Booking

ounces

Authority

Famous Players Ceases

— Nixon

Famous Hearing
Schwalbe

Again

On

All Production

Pending Return of Industry to Normalcy

Stand

vigorous denunciation of the
of
system;
details
k-booking
he had tried unsuccessfully to
a fifty-fifty split with Marcus
v on Paramount bookings; and
Coolidge Streeter at F. B. O. Plants
rration of his version of the forSchnitzer Says Only
on of First National and a naTemporarily
combine,
featured
the
booking
il
(Special
to
THE FILM DAILY)
-nony of Tom Moore, prominent
Los
Angeles
Washington,
at
FedCoolidge Streeter,
of
the
)itor
Trade Commission hearing yes- formerly with Hodkinson, has assumed charge of the F. B. O. studio
iy.
here.
Emil Offeman, former studio
ith the exception of two witness-

Changes In Studio

—

Nixon-Nirdlinger, of manager, who is now in New York,
idelphia, and Harry O. Schwalbe, is definitely out.
The impression here is that there
National,
both recalled,
First
re was the sole witness of the will be no further changes in the immediate future, but that a reorganithe early part of 1917, Moore zation of the studio forces will be
led,
he was visited by J. D. made. An increase in production is
iams and Bruce Johnson, who also looked for.

Fred

Price 5 Cents

G.

There is some speculation locally
of the plan to get together
exhibitors in a co-operative regarding the status of Joseph I.
ig
scheme.
They asserted, Schnitzer, Harry M. Berman and
Paramount Nat Rothstein, and also relative to
the witness, that
s were getting prohibitive, and the future of the exchange system.
the latter company was also, Streeter arrived here from New York
lgh its entrance into the exhibit- on Wednesday.
P. A. Powers, the
ield, menacing independent proContinued on Page 2)
on and the independent exhibithim

Twenty Productions Ready
Exhibitors

—Zukor

to

Watch How

Buy Product Before Carrying Out Re-

—

mainder of Program Future Schedule Will Be
Based on Returns of this Group.
Orders were issued yesterday by Famous Players to close
down all production activities in both the Eastern and the Holly-

wood

studios, effective at once.

move, as explained
by Adolph Zukor is, briefly, that Famous intends to wait and see
what returns come in on the 20 productions now finished before
proceeding further on a production schedule which calls for such

The cause

for this unusual and unexpected

:ity

i

I

( Continued

on Page 4)

Tie-up With Educational Board
The M. P. T. O. has secured the

co-operation of the U. S. Board of
"Scaramouche" Runs
arranged six more runs Education in exploiting National M.
Scaramouche," in the following P. Day on Nov. 19, which falls in
Dr.
Education Week.
Garrick,
Minneapolis,
and American
ck, St. Paul, opening Nov. 3; John J. Tigert, the commissioner, is
school
with
all
Mien, Toronto. Nov. 3; Aldine, communicating
jurgh, opening Nov. 5; the Al- authorities in this connection.
tfontreal, Nov. 11 and the Park.
In New York, the film delivery
>n, Nov. 12.
services are now carrying banners adSix

tro has

vising the public of the event.

Six

From

Clift

understood that Denison Clift,
will direct "Loyalties" for Fox
s

t

coast, will make a series of
ictures for that company.
He
iw en route to America from
on via the Orient.

le

New

State Righter

huge sums as

outlined.

In other words, Famous will wait to see whether the
present productions will sell at a profit. Otherwise, existing production schedules will be cut to meet the returns

from the

field.

The statement

issued

by Mr. Zukor

brief,

and reads as

follows

"The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has completed the production program for this fall that was outlined in its announcement several months ago. We are
curtailing production in our studios to the greatest
possible extent and we will not resume the making of any
further new negatives until production costs have come
down to a common sense basis."

now

In addition to the schedule of regular releases Famous has
out, "The Covered Wagon" and DeMille's "Ten Commandments"
will be presented both here and in Hollywood in a few weeks.

Red Seal Pictures Corp. has been
formed with Edwin Miles Fadman,
president and general manager; Harold Rodner, vice-president and Max

should

Editorial Note—There need be no apprehension— nor
order issued
there be any misapprehension— of the unexpected
"Unusual and
likelihood,
Fleischer, treasurer.
yesterdav to the studios of Famous Players. It is, in all
are
promised
by
pictures"
distinctive
Clarke Joins 1st National
wisdom of which will be demonstrated in a few
the organization which will release a move/the
will
race T. Clarke, until recently
months. Because by then all sales reports for the season
via the state right market.
tal representative for David P.
sales
The
be in, or practically so. There can then be no alibis.
has joined First National
:11s,
upon
department heads may invoke all the curses they please
same capacity. He leaves for
Two Lunches Today
these
But
early next year.
of exhibitors who "wouldn't come through.
American friends of Ernest W. the heads
The producer who is depending
Fredman will give him a lunch at curses will not pay off bank loans.
take a tip
Riesenfeld Here
Over fifty well upon big returns from his "big" pictures may well
the Ritz today.
anticipate too highly
PrinRiesenfeld returned from the known film men will attend.
from the action of Famous Players, and not
Peggy's
yesterday, where he saw "The cipal will celebrate Baby
field.
the returns on his pictures now in the.
"ommandments," for which he birthday by giving her a lunch at the
4)
:

)

-l

is

repare the musical score.

Biltmore.

(Continued on PaRC
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Tax Soon Functions
THE FILM DAILY)
Columbia, S. C. The amusement
Carolina

"Evils"

(Special to

192!

Changes In Studio

(Continued from Page 1)
Board to Act Against
managing- director, left
formor
Buying
Bicycling and Circuit
tax created by the last legislature,
York
on Monday.
New
Set on Policy
excepwithout
any
be
collected
will
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
tions after Dec. 31, according to W.
.* XXVI No. 22 FrUiy. Oct 2B. 1923 Prici 5 Certs
Joe Schnitzer declared yesterd]
M. G. Query, chairman of the South
I.
L.
Minneapolis The F.
that Coolidge Streeter would rems
Theaters
on
Commission.
declared
war
Carolina
Tax
Trade
has
of
Folks,
Board
FUm
and
Film
Copyright 1923, Wid't
at
This have been exempted from payment in charge of the coast plant on
Published Daily except Saturday
lnc
bicycling and circuit buying.
71-73 Weit 44th St., New York, N. Y., by was decided on
special open by action of the special commission temporarily and that Offeman wot!
a
at
WTD'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
meeting conducted by the board for set up by the legislature, but Query continue in his old post. He deni
Joaeph Dannenberg, President and Editor
and Business Man- a general conference between ex- pointed out. the authority of that that the election of Major H. C. 1
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
change managers and salesmen. L. commission is limited to the calendar Thomson as managing director wot
Donald M. Mersereau. Advertising Manager.
result in any further changes in
1918,
matter
May
21,
O. Luka n presided.
aecond-claai
at
Entered
_____^ year.
organization.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
A special investigator has been
the act of March 3, 1879.

Minneapolis

—

i

—

:

,

t

Warner Plans Trip to Coast
through the territory
up alleged bicy cling of
When Abe Warner fully recuperSalesmen have been provided ates from his illness he will journey
prints.
Address all communications to THE FILM with special cards, on which to report to the Coast on a combined business
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, films shown by the various theater and pleasure trip, lie is now at At'Phone Vanderbilt 4551-45S2-5S58.
N. Y.
States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months,
$3.00.
months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers should remit with ordei.
$15.06.

to travel

Terma (Postage kee) United

iiired

of

checking

California— Walter R. Greene.
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

Hollywood,
160i.

— Irving Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest W. tredman,
Shaftesbury Ave.,

S.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

Lcndon
The Film Renter, 53a
London, W.

I.

—

Rue de

Paris Representative Le Film, 42
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

— Interna-

tionale

(Czecho-Slo-

Prague

Filmschau,

vakia), Wenxelplatz.

Low

Sales

Close

100
8.000
100
100

05

105
East. Kod.105
F. P.-L. .. 66
64-K
do pfd. .. 85/, 85'/>
Goldwvn .. 11-t 11*4
15%
Loews .... 16

655/6

85

being

tures

y

2

u*4
15%

Circuit buying of pictures in the
Every
future is not to be tolerated.
contract signed by an exhibitor must
specify the picture contracted for and
the date and theater where it is to
be played.

900

Move?

salesman

in

the territory, with one or two exceptions, attended the meeting.
Closer
cooperation between distributor and
exhibitor by the salesman as the
point of contact, was urged.
Practically every function of the salesman,
his difficulties, duties and place in the
industry were discussed, with all ex-

present

making

— At

brief

talks.

convention of
Adventists, blue laws

Seventh Day
and reformers were condemned and
a warning sounded that reformers are

(Special to

—

in

later

use this as
country.

to

The Adventists
tion

of

will

forces

their

model

a

the

for

begin organizadefeat

to

this

scheme.

Lloyd

New

in

Role

When

was shown.

Berger Rejoins Pyramid
Rudolph Berger has resigned from
Ritz Carlton to return to his old post
as salesmanager for Pyramid.
Harry Scott has also left Ritz to
join Pathe.

Here

Larry Trimble

wood
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

with a
Master," the

is

Coast

here from

Holly-

print of "The Love
new Strongheart pic-

A

Qhriatie

J

MM IE ADAMS

I

Comedy

IN

DONE

Saginaw Next
THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit

Sam

,

—The

1924

convention

the Michigan M. P. T. O.,
held at Saginaw in October.

Hal E. Roach Studios
Culver City, California

Pafhecomedy

111
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Los Angeles

— Morris

Schlank

is

EXHIBITORS IN

COLORADO, WYOMING, NEVADA

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S
Productions

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway"

"Gold Madness

\\

9 '

"The Spider and the Rose"
"East Side - West Side

'

MOUNTAIN STATES FILM COMPANY

will

Back From Coast
Morris and Myer Lesser

of

be

of
arnei s, are hack from a short
trip to the coast.

the

for

reel

THROUGH

(Special to

IN OIL'

\ Educational &iUu*iUS

Schlank

At the Algonquin.

ture.

>

•k.

the
N. Y. Evening World, is here as a
member of the Fox scenario staff.
critic

18.

Victor M. Shapiro was on
the coast he was informed by \V. R.
New Artclass Release
Fraser, general manager of the Harold Lloyd Corp.. that in Lloyd's next
"One Night" is the new title for
production, temporarily titled. "The "Between Worlds," which Artclass
Girl Expert," the comedian has a will distribute. The picture has been
novel characterization which is said reedited by Katharine Hilliker.
Fraser
never been done before.
stated that it would be kept a secret
Trimble
From
until the picture

dramatic

1

Darnton, for

THE FILM DAILY)

Belasco. Nov.

be'rt

— Charles

Good"

Baltimore

Baltimore
"The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" opened at the Academy
planning to introduce a Sunday bill of Music Monday.
This company
[or the District of Columbia, at the which is managed by Sam Maurice,
hoping
next
session of Congress,
will open in Washington at the Shu-

entire

''Consistently

Fox

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles
years

for

MEXICO, UTAH AND SOUTH IDAHO
"Hunchback"

a

Darnton on Coast

many

CHARLEY CHASE
COMEDIES

City.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Milwaukee

and

lantic

Minneapolis

to eliminate bicy-

cling.

changemen
National Sunday

exhibited,,

exchangemen hope

Every manager

Quotations
High

owners included in their territory.
Through this double check on pic-

HAL ROACH'S

2104 Broadway,

147

Regent

Denver, Col.

Salt

Lake City, Utah

E. J.

Drucker

Street,

ALBERT

E. SMITH

NESENTS

&mm

A

heart tugging photoplay with

Dresser's famous song of homeland.

—they're

Their tears are

your laughter.

And, Mary Carr,

right

your

tears, their laughter,

woman

in the village

— her smile's the same

Morrlauu
Madjre Etibi

Paul

You'll love these simple

your mother used to greet you with so

ta

"pull"- of

from your own town.

folk

as the sweetest

the

all

AWRUT

B.

SMITH

»»*si»bnt

many

years ago!

Mary Carr

I
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Moore

Testifies

(Continued from Page

ami

signed

the

circuit,"

my

The Paramount
took up

1)

•.•hock

uicd then unsuccessfully
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Famous Ceases Production

on the spot
an agreement to enter
"1
Moore.
had
said

gave them

"1

c^k

DAILY

M

to get

Para-

mount pictui
The witness then described various
meetings of the Circuit which he
attended, and the determination of
the original franchise holders to stop
the releasing of "factory-made and
sausage-made product" i>> the inde-

Summed up
means

(Continued from Page 1)
in a nutshell the action of

19;

chief counsel

in detail a

industry in 1917 to

who's

show

who

t

of

that P;

mount did not have them all.
Adolph Zukor simply asked
the witness to name the

P;

That if exhibitors will pay sufficient for the pro- mount starts and directors in
ductions which have cost so much to make then Famous will and Moore responded with a
continue making such productions. If the exhibitor doesn't then names, chief among which were M
the production schedule will be altered to meet that which the Pickford and Marguerite Clark
Mary, the witness
said, was
exhibitor can afford. If that isn't good sane business, what is?
foremost rank.
To which coir
this:

1'

but pointed out that W.
instead of waiting until next
Hodkinson had given the opin
February or March to see what returns develop, Zukor is paving the day before, that Marguc
pendent theaters.
the way now, and all future productions will be held up until Clark ranked with her.
As an original franchise holder, he there is a definite idea, in dollars and cents and sense just
"Well," said Moore, "if Mr. H
testified, he ran the Circuit pictures
kinson had been in the exhibi
what the market will accept, and pay for.
first and then sold them to exhibitors
end where I was
don't think
in his territory through his exchange,
have so rateyi Miss CI
If the various old line companies and important "independent" would
singly, the same policy being followed
producers are wise they will do what Famous is doing stop pro- There is only one Mary."
throughout the country.
At several points, Swain deck
ducing on these tremendous high levels of cost and wait and see that stars "didn't get big till
At this point, Gaylord Hawkins.
conducting the case for the Govern- what is going to happen. It may be too late by next March. The went to Famous."
The witness qualified by saj
ment, asked the witness if he had red blooded sheriff that "Dick" Rowland talked about a few weeks
that Paramount in 1917 had the
information of a meeting of the hirst ago may be perilously near some if they are not overly careful.
of the stars and directors plus
National Directors at Los Angeles
"different standard of picture"
when Adolph Zukor apin 1919.
Mr. Zukor had created.
peared hefore them with a booking
II.
D. Salisbury, the witness de"The National Booking Combine
"Then it's not true, as you
plan.
Johnson told yi
There was vigorous objection by was endorsed, and Mastbaum was clared, went to Washington and look- Williams and
elected President," continued Moore. ed over his books, and Moore also Swain pursued, "that Paramount
counsel.
defense
of
Robert T. Swain,
who was sustained by Examiner A.1- "Only Finkelstein and Ruben op- made a detailed statement in writing 1917 had all the stars and directo
to the F. P.-L. home office. Finally,
posed it and they later fell in line."
"Couldn't have them all," ansfl
vord, as Moore had not been present
The next step, according to the W. F.. Smith of Philadelphia visited the witness.
Hawkins
pcrsonnaly at the meeting.
Swain then started reading
made a statement for the record and testimony, was a meeting by a com- Moore, continued the witness, and
an
agreement
was signed, sub- the directors in 1917 to show
got in his version of what he offered mitte of which the witness was a
member with Mastbaum in New ject to approval, giving Moore a per- most of them were not with F
to prove by the witness.
The sub-franchise plan was centage arrangement on the Para- at that time.
York.
First
National
In the Fall of 1919,
pictures.
Meanwhile,
he
taken
Recess was
from
abandoned, if the
to be
booking mount
meetings were held at the Astor,
bought two large tracts of land in 5 o'clock, when the night ses
scheme
went
over.
"Mastbaum
witness
York,
the
continued,
New
said." continued Moore, "that if First Washington, so he testified, as pos- gan.
as a result of the sale of the Hulscy
National would put the booking com- sible theater sites.
Just before recess, Schwalbe t
franchise.
the
pany into effect, the Stanley company
stand to identify a letter he
The negotiations came to noth"The purpose was to hold the Cir- would join it."
ing, in the end, the witness explained, written to Moore June 5. 1919.
cuit together,"
he explained. "We
The meeting was carried long
He quoted Mastbaum as having as Loew would not agree to the fiftywere being menaced by propositions
said that the "whole industry would fifty split, because, as H. G. Ballance the usual time in order to allow b
made to franchise holders by F. P.be eating out of our hands in six said in a letter to Moore. Loew had sides to finish examining Moore ^
L." Paramount, according to Moore,
months."
bought the Paramount product 100 returned to Washington last nit
at this time was attempting to conA visit to Philadelphia followed, per cent for the country and this Further details will be published
trol production and exhibition, and
Sunday's issue.
In said, and a meeting in the Stanley might be endangered if an exception
"forming booking combines."
were
made
in Moore's case.
where
offices,
Moore
took
an
active
A committee of which the witness
Zukor's Interests Large
was a member was appointed to de- band in the proceedings.
The direct examination of the witThe
following appeared in the
vise ways and means to meet the
"The conference broke up in a ness was concluded by a vigorous
situation, he said.
Several methods miniature riot," he added, "when it denunciation by him of block-book- nancial column of The Mail yes
day:
were proposed but the sub-franchise was proposed that the Stanley com- ing.
"The statement appearing in sonic of
plan was finally adopted.
pany direct the booking combine. I
It
makes the exhibitor the goat." newspapers that it had hern testified
Then came the Atlantic City meet- told them that they were trespassing
he asserted. "But the public doesn't Federal Trade Commission proceeding
ing in 1920. the theme of which was on
Mr. Zukor. the president of Famous
dangerous ground that would
know

The only difference

is

agreed,

that

—

—

I

—

t

)

DANNY.

t

I

(

in

I

irding to the

witness, that

Para-

mount must be prevented from making
field

"further

and

inroads on
taking

from

the

away

theater
stars

that.
In addition, I believe all
Courts.
I
adour censorship troubles are caused
I would resign from the
b\ block-booking. The system makes
Committee and give the truth to all
the producer the censor of the public
the franchise holders, both of which
morals.
Under this system, the dithings I did."
rector, star and author are blind
In July, 1920, he also got out of
men.
They have to turn out picFirst National and sold his franchise
tures on a factory plan to meet the
to J. D. Williams, the witness conrelease schedule."

lead to the
vised them

Federal

and directors."
"Block-booking was also a great
menace," he added.
"Independent
exhibitors all over the country were
crying to us for help."
tinued.
The sub-franchise plan was agreed
Attempts of the witness to get a
to, the witness went on, by everyfifty-fifty break with Loew in Washbody present at the meeting except ington and afterwards to get a dayhimself.
He did not approve it.
and-date arrangement, both of which
Then came Moore's narration of failed, were then told.
the Chicago meeting, at which the
The negotiations were prolonged,
sub-franchise
plan
was perfected. he said. At one stage, Moore offered
This was followed, be said, by the to give Paramount fifty per cent inproposal made ••either by Mr. Gor- terest in his Rialto theater, he testidon or Mr. Schwalbe" for a nation fied, and was also favorable to a plan
al
booking combine.
\;
.Inks
proposed by S. R. Kent that he go
baum. he continued, urged the plan.
into Baltimore and other cities.
Jain Swain objected vigorously.
He quoted Kent as having told
declaring there was no connection
him that
Famous was dissatisfied
between Mastbaum and Famous at with
C. E. Whitehurst and willing to
that time.
He wa
led and
help Moore build and give him all
voted an excepti'
the product.

The

witness

saw

distinct
hope
in the fact that certain stars

however
and directors had broken away from
what he called the factory system,
and were thus making pictures on the
individual basis.

ers-I.asky Corporation, had since 1920
his stock in the corporation and
all
the directors of the corporation now
but little of its stock is entirely erron<
No such testimony was given, and the
are quite the contrary.
Mr. Zukor's I
interests in
the corporation are not
large, hut are even larger now than in 19,
(

t,

The Telegram
The
terested

\t
the afternoon session, Nixonrdlinger was recalled to identify
certain booking contracts with the

Stanley Company.

W

in

the time
visited him,
at

and Johnson
"Paramount had all the stars and
illiams

rectors."
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Players

\foore then resumed the stand for
lonji cross-examination by Swain.
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Wesley Barry comes
"The Country Kid."
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JAMES KIRKWOOD
ANNA

NILSSON
&TULLY MARSHALL
Q.

Adapted from the

thrilling

Novel by

Cynthia Stockley of a young girl on
the South Jlfrican veldt, masquerading as aMan.
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Has New Process
C. H. Verity Coming from London
to Float Company for Synchronization Invention
(Special to

London

THE FILM DAILY)

— Claud

II. Verity, an inventor of synchronized pictures, sails
on the Aquitania Nov. 3rd. to interest

American

capital in his p

Us

invention
the
declares it can be

his

Yeritiphone and
used with an\

Films For Children

84 Buffalo Changes
to

TIIF.

Better Films Ass'n Planning Special

FILM DAILY)

Productions

—

Buffalo An executive of one
of the local exchanges has a
hobby of keeping a record of
resignations, in Buffalo.
He
has been doing this for the past
four years and reports that
such
have
been
84
e

The synchi

and

ame
that

enty-

ween

His method is
ffcreni from other
processes of this kind advanced.
If
a feature were to he made under his
process, the drat
in the
studio would K'"> on without any interruption.
That portion of the production would be made first.
A
stenographer records 'the spec;
the artists during production.
The
picture is then taken into the recording studio and. if it is found that the
artists do not have suitable voices
for reproduction purpose-, the process allows a substitution of other
voices that will be more pleasing to
the audience.
:

<
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for

Money,"

to

Morals"

Money,"

to

Marry

for

Chicago,

Celebrated

Players

of

Wisconsin.
Sign for
e

Standard

New

Series

Cinema

Corp..

has

ntract with Bray Produc[nc, to distribute the new
•

JO Colonei
Heeza Liar
These will be redy cartoons.
one a month, starting Nov 1st.
i

-

el

Zazu

Pitts

(Special to

Back on Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Zazu Pit
been in New York playing in "West
of the Water Tower," has returned
to Hollywood.

Rob

Liberty Theater

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Terra Haute, Ind.—The Liberty

as recently robbed.

Exclusive representative of

MR. LOU TELLEGEl
Address

Communication)]
17 West 42nd Street
all

New York

semi-commercial

=
New York

Celebrated

"Marriage
"Don't
and
Money" to F. and R. Film
and "Marriage
Marrry for
and
"Don't
of

Minnie Elizabeth Webs

as the association is based on
basis being the
subsidiary of The Children's Matinee
Inc..
membership
Association,
a
organization supporting better films.

a

losed the following
hai
behalf of Weber and North.
Morals" and
"Don't
"Marriaj e

Marry

Parent Teachers Ass'n., Boy
of America. Girl Scouts of At
National Ass'n for the Advan<
Distribution will "
of Music.
f.rst week of 1924.

much

Sales

i

Players

One ShowWeekly

The Better Films Association, an
in
organization
actively
engaged
establishing a national children's and
a Mother's day once a week has started i'ii the production of special proThese progi on
[or this purpose.
grams are promised exhibitors on
ial
days at a low rental inas-

changes during that period.

More Weber and North

— Seek

ing

»rojector.

the control arc
projection room.
there i* never more than
fifth of a second d
the two machines.

Friday, October 26

has
declares it
association
cured the co-operation of every state
board of education, and that its advisory board is made up from welfare
Custav
societies of national repute.
Hinrichs, former manager of the
Metropolitan Opera Co., and a lecturer at Columbia, will be in charge
of the musical department. Frederick
Burlingham, producer of travel films,

Hoi

Chicago

The

and

Richard

J.

Cummins complete

Rothacker Laboratorii
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

GILL, Eastern
"

Tel.

Sal-

Murray

Hill
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the board.
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under 500,
over 800, 15
;

are
institutions
under 800, 85%;
following
suporters of the plan. The most ecconomical method of reach)
atres
is
our ADDRESSING SEII
Educators $4.00 PER M UP. Lists if desired. 30
University,
Columbia
Ass'n., National Federation of Music saved in postage, etc., through elimiai
Clubs, American Society for Psychi- dead and duplicate theatres usually
Multigraphing Mimeographingal Research, Salvation Army, Young
as

!

Hebrew

Jewish Education Ass'n., National Ass'n for the
Advancement of Colored People,
National Congress of Mother's and

Men's

Ass'n..
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THE GREATEST MYSTERY

EVER PRODUCED/

PICTURE
e dare

you

to

&uess

who committed

fycietu

the crime/

Murder Mystery Develops
Grand Jury

{J New Sensation

Investigation Results ln>

Indictment Of Slain
Miliionaire'sAdoptedb Son
EDITH CRAIG
Secretary.^
secretly the
fiancee of tt.
millionaire

Prentices batler,
/

You'll

Carl
FIZIM

uth

never

know

Laemmle

THE COHAN and HARRIS

until the final

PRODUCTION

t

Tr»tifr»T

fadeout

o

A Clarence Brown

^^^
OF

WINDSOR
CLAIRE
rftinnn

1liTfTrni'\n a

whom the police have
grilled a dozen times.

Production.
RITA WEIMAN'S SEJSTSATIONAL PLAY

and

N«MAN KERRY
m/^

^ktt?

^\ry

rT"»T_nr»

rrT7KT

to
Something scandalous has been done to Richard Brinsley*
Sheridan's masterpiece "The School For Scandal."
Gossip has

it

that

the screen version

has been made the

funniest, side splitting, button busting collection of
audacity ever filmed.

\^

humorous

5N

they do say it has been beautifully done and will cause
a sensation. Of course you know it was made where the
story is laid. Goodness knows what Exhibitors will say about
the fortunate brethren who "early look and early book".

Still,

mme

THE

LUXOR PICTURES CORP
347 MADISON AVE NY.
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earing Adjourns
Government Gets More Wit-

—

Moore Tells of Inner
>es
r
orkings at First National
to expectation, the Govt did not finish presenting its
ny last week at the Federal

rar>^

Commission

Price 25 Cents

Zukor's Close-Down Production Plan

Meets with Strong Endorsement of Many

on the
Players-

hearing

Famous

against

28, 1923

Loew, Rowland, Cochrane
and Others Subscribe to

sine die was taken
12.30 o'clock, after Charles

urnment
at

— Fredman Lunch

Policy

president of the T. O.
had testified for the second
The only other witness Friday

:eilly,

Berman, United

C.

Provides Keynote

Artists'

manager.

The announcement of Adolph
Zukor which appeared in Fri-

O'Reilly had finished, ExE. C. Alvord inquired of GayHawkins, of Federal counsel,
the Government rested its
i

Players
intended to cease all production
pending the return to normalcy
throughout the industry proved

answered in the negative.
aminer then informed Robert

Famous

Players'

chief

would be advised
I,he Government was
ready to

veritable bombshell
motion picture people.

he

that

(Continued on

Page

a

While a number of the more important leaders such as R. H. Cochrane. Universal, F. J. Godsol, Gold-

12^

wyn H. M. Warner, Warner

Under
Changed
Hands on Exchange
Close

;day

Points

—47,800 Shares

shut-down in production anby Adolph Zukor late Thursstrongly reflected on the
is
Exchange Friday when the
closed at 53^4, a drop of Mildred Harris and Anders Randolf in "The Way
Advt.
)ints from Thursday's close. ter's first production for Grand-Ascher.
Dck was very active, a total
10 changing hands during the
ii

—

2y2

f

sale of

300 shares.

(Continued on

Page

11)
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the producer

This isn't going to be sweet reading to the producers who
figure they are all set if they "can turn out a good one" so long
as it doesn't cost "much over $200,000." But the facts are there
ever except in slapstick comedies liked
just the same.
to take castor oil?

—

HERE'S THE OIL
The man who designed

the

first

ledger should be boiled in

Continued on Page 2)

editor

left

to

W.

Ernest

"The

of

Film

the

luncheon

tendered

to

a

came

pictures, huge spectacles, great epic
for road shows first and picture
houses later, may gross any amount. But pictures to
be a success in picture houses dare not cost over $150,-

—

was

splendid spirit
of cordiality and courtesy to this wellliked and very popular editor, in reality from a business viewpoint it be-

events, destined

Who

it

tendered

Bros.,
to
the
for
the

Renter" of London, and held at the
Ritz, to really sound the strongest
keynote of endorsement of the Zukor

While

Tremendous

—

idea,

Fredman developed

They look lovely in red bathing suits on the beach. But what
And it's the red ink that's now
a difference when in red ink!
being talked about. And not the other kind of figures. Because,
summing up the situation, in a nutshell it looks like this:

—

Zukor

relative

idea.

Figures

000 on an average and must not
hopes to stay in business.

statements

Fredman,

closed at 83, a

from Thursday

points

issued

luncheon

i

"he preferred

among

11)

P. Stock Sags

,

of
issue
that Famous

DAILY,

<ins

ain,

THE FILM

day's

practically an indorsement of
production shutdown idea.
Richard A. Rowland, general manager of First National who, as previously noted, has been opposed to the
excessive production costs was the
first speaker to mention what was in
the minds of all present the sensathe

—

tional

announcement

of the

Famous

Players production shut-down. Rowland said that it took a great amount
of courage on the part of Zukor to
make the move that he did.
impossible to
practically
is
"It
make pictures and sell them at the
prices paid today," he said, "and
Zukor should be congratulated for
what he has done. The great trouble
with this whole business is that it
There is
'overhcaded' to death.
is
too much overhead in production, too
much in distribution, too much in the
operation of theaters and unless this
(Continued on page 12)
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established the basis for a lot of trouble,
old ledger maker which causes the trouble here.

And

it's

the

set in

the ledger of

type

it

the-

production end of this business could be CELEBRATE NAVY

would look something

Average gross intake on

like this

urges
:

Navy;

good pictures,

\er\
very

S.i50,000

to

the act of

Much

1879.

i.

set

United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $3.00.

free)

trade publications. Any other advertising is additional expense.
months, $5.00;
Deduct
$100,000 from $350,000 and you have $250,000 left. From
Subscribers should remit with ordci.
$15.00.
This leaves $230,000.
Address all communications to THE FILM this deduct print cost of about $20,000.
DAILY, 71 73 West 44th St., New York, All this should go to the producer who must pay interest on the
N. Y. "Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California — Walter R. Greene, capital needed for the production, any special advertising he
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
desires, plus exploitation, probably a bonus for the money loaned
160o.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. him to make the picture, and figure to yourself how much he has
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, left over and above $150,000?

of

New

Greater

3

—
—

The Film

Shaftesbury

53a

Renter,

Ave.,

Then multiply this amount by three, figuring he can make
three pictures a year, and you have his probable profit. Bear in
Representative Internamind that if you get two good ones out of three you arc walking
Prague (Xzecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
around
with the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit in your hip
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
Because the
pocket, or you are especially blessed by Allah.
hits
practically
producer
in
the
business
record
shows
that
no
Formed
Ochs' Companies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with two out of three pictures. So against the probable profit
Albany— The Piccadilly Playhouse, coming from his successful pictures he must arrange to cover a
listing 100 shares of common stock, possible
and likely deficit from some of the others.
no par value, and the Piccadilly Holding Corp., chartered at $100,000, have
been formed here by Nathan Llurkan
Some large, important producers do not hesitate to say they
of New York acting tor M. 1.. Elkin,
London, incorpi
A. Eichel and
don't know.
A few try to bluff it out. They talk fulsomely of
rators.
"the public" and "the insistent demand" for "tine box office
attractions." They talk in titles.
They either don't know how,
The above named companies will
or
ears
ground.
won't
their
Or they wouldn't hesitate
put
the
to
build the Pic< adilly at 1662 Broadway,
the house in which Lee A. Ochs is at all.
interested and of which he will be
The answer is simple. If exhibitors cannot afford
the managing director.
to pay on the quota basis for costly pictures if a percentage scheme is not workable then there is only one
thing to do make pictures at a price that the
Mack With Phila. Pathe
fSpeciai to THE FILM DAILY)
exhibitor can afford to pay.
Philadelphia—W. A. V. Mack has
The time for quibbling and hesitating is over. That day has
been appointed Philadelphia manager
The average picture will be made at a price that allows
passed.
Henschell
of Pathe to succeed Charles
who is now division manager in exhibitors to show it a profit and that must not cost over $150,charge of eight eastern offices extend- 000
or they must be made at a cost of $500,000 and upwards.
ing from Boston to Washington.
These costly productions may work out. Just as the "big specials"
did a few years ago when average cost of production was $30,000
Pathe Gives Frank a Lunch
or less.
If production costs, star and player salaries, carpenters
Pathe tendered W. B. Frank, reand
wages are too high they must come down. You
electricians
tiring feature sales manager a lunch
can't
bite
off
more
than you can chew.
Friday at the Lorraine. He will repin
the
the
East
in
Roach
resent Hal
All of this is more or less of a rehash of what has been writLondon, W.

I.

— Le

Representative

Paris
Clichy.
European
Central

Film,

42

—

—
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Blaney serials for Vitagraph.
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distribution.
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a nine months' turnover for produce
Famous Players stock breaks with
shares changing hands,
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and Al Lichtman again testify.
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many at lunch to Ernest W. Fre
Stock drops 12 3-8 points on the Exd
Trade Commission hearing adjourns.
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to
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witnesses.

FAMOUS PLAYERS MOVE WISE
Nothing could more clearly demonstrate that production costs
have been too high than the announcement on Thursday by Famous of plans to close down production until the market is reproduction unit in the industry finds this
necessary and bravely admits it well, need more be said?
The note of warning regarding excessively high production
costs was first sounded in this publication last March. Since then,
from time to time, it has been touched upon until we were told
to "stop harping" and "be optimistic."
Optimism is one thing
sound business sense another.
There are others besides ostriches who stick their heads in
the sand to avoid seeing things.

adjusted.

If the largest

—

DANNY

HAL ROACH'S
\s

WILL ROGERS COMEDIE
"Wit with a Wallop"
2 reels

Hal E. Roach

Studioi

Culver City, California

Pathecomedy.

Both Bryant Washburn and Elliott Dexter have just begun work
on their first productions for the Grand-Asher Distributing
Corporation. In these two features will be seen all that the combined abilities and brains of an extremely carefully chosen group
of expert and experienced men can produce.

Into these productions will go sincere effort, thought and the

and distributing which has been
the record of both Samuel V. Grand and Harry Asher, who will
act as a guiding critical power to create pictures in which high
box-office value and low cost combine to completely satisfy the
just demands of the exhibitor and the public.
priceless experience in exhibiting

With Cullen Tate

directing Bryant

Washburn and R. William

Neill in a similar capacity for Elliott Dexter, excellent direction

and production is assured. And the marvellous supporting casts
which have been selected for both players will further perfect the
filming of two stories of outstanding dramatic worth.

Samuel V. Grand and Harry Asher take great pride and pleasure
in announcing the two features of which further details may be
found on the next page.
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rom
the very beginning the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation set
a standard of feature production which will always act as complete

and

final assurance of superlative value.

The elements

of this

new standard

are the following

That Grand-Asher features shall be produced only by men who
have already proven their abilities.
That the actors employed

shall

be of established box-office worth.

That no absurd amount of money be spent on unimportant details.
In other words, while no money or effort will be spared to create
fine pictures, yet lavish and gaudy spectacles of little importance
This is as much for our protection
to the story will be avoided.
as

it is

for the exhibitor's.

That no picture

shall leave the

Grand-Asher studios of which the

producers are not proud.
productions of Elliott Dexter and Bryant Washburn
for the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation this standard will
be in evidence. And it will be maintained as long as the Corporation exists. Remember, then, that when you hear of a new GrandAsher release, you may be certain that the picture will be as good

In the

as

first

any you have seen.

DAILY

Newest Features

eviezvs of the
"On the Banks of the
Wabash"

"Unseeing Eyes"
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Baby Peggy in
Darling of New

"The

'Richard the Lion-Hearted'

York"

Producer: Associated Authors, Inc.
Distributor: Allied Producers and

Universal- Jewel
FINE PICTURE
As
a Whole
BABY PEGGY
Distributors Corp.
HAS As a Whole Vitagraph
EXHIBITORS.
CONTAINS ELEINTERESTING
RYTHING FOR THE BOX MENTS OF APPEAL POPU- ADORABLE; PICTURE HAS As a Whole
EVERYTHING
THAT
MAKES
STORY
WITH
HISTORICAL
ICE: THRILLS, ACTION,
LAR WITH MANY PICTURE

Vhole

'

AND GORGEOUS

IANCE,
*ERY.

PATRONS; OLD FASHIONED
MELLER BUT FIRST RATE
ENTERTAINMENT OF ITS
KIND AND CAN UNDOUBTEDLY BE USED TO ADVANTAGE BY GOOD MANY EX-

.Louis Wolheim the real star
rmer, although Lionel Barryand Seena Owen are given
ed prominence. Wolheim, a
great
villain,
a
fearful
!y,
HIBITORS.
Barrymore not Cast. .Mary Carr always capable of
cter actor.
suited to either the role or
putting over a "mother" role satisMore than likely it
sphere.
factorily; a uniformly good cast
lis name in the cast that they
with many pleasing performances.
You'd rather expect to Type of Story
it.
What is usually
:he woman fighting for him,
conceded to be "old fashioned melSeena
than the reverse.
ler."
Has situations that lead into
and everyone else for that
elements of appeal usually relied
r, works very hard in the picupon as real audience getters.
Othes are Gustav von SeyfThey're perfectly willing to overWalter Miller.
look improbabilities and poor logic
Story. .. .Melodrama laid in
so long as the situations provide
orthwest. Never before, that
the customary
thrills, action and
i recalled, have they employed
ingredients of so-called audience
roplane to furnish thrills in. a
They'll accept the disapappeal.
The
e
of the Northwest.
pearance of Anne Bixler's husband
of the plane sailing around
readily enough and be thoroughly
y
snow covered mountains,
thrilled by his sudden return, in
ne landing on the frozen lake,
time to take a lively part in the
thrills
that are sufficient
ih
climax, which, incidentally is a
ii
for anyone wanting to see
corking fine one for the exhibitor
icture.
Here are genuinely
The flood has been
to talk about.
il hair-raisers. The plot, whatrealistically staged and furnishes
critical
analysis you might
an exciting finish for the story.

—

.

.

•

i,

.,

;

of it, under such treatment
nth such a vivid production,

to prove vastly interestentertaining for picture

fail

t

nd
is

everywhere.

from

It is

audience

start to finish.

There

end to the marvelously beaulocations,
all
gorgeously
jraphed.

Angle.

.Likely to bring
id returns for both the proice

.

—

a trifle long.

on

all

It holds the

it's

the way.

.Will make money for
get behind it.
Play up the
Dint of the production:
the
action of an aeroplane into
nfrequented regions of the
It's the big new feature.
tion.

.

.

)

—

go too strong on this

:an't

Show them

trailers,

espe-

one of the plane landing on
ozen lake.
Promises are in
Use Lionel Barrymore's
Get them interested in Wola new screen villain.

iby..E. H. Griffith; in "UnEyes" offers what may prove
the big money makers of the
in some respects has done a
'

big job in great style.
Arthur Stringer

H by
:r

nen.

m
^tjtphy
'*

tH

.

Al.

TEARS, EXCITEMENT,
GOOD THRILL.

She comes through like a
million dollars in her first feature.
They will "just love" her. Those

music shop
play copies of the song and
local

to dis-

if there
a local broadcasting station, have
them put on the song prior to the

is

attention and interest
closely all the way. Amusing and
entertaining with one peach of a
thrill in the fire sequence.
Deals
with adventure befalling a child
who, after her mother's death ,is
sent from Italy to America where

holds

the

her wealthy grandfather
into

falls

Excellent Photography

Northwest Canada Locale
8,500 feet Length

will undoubtedly be very favorably
received. The spectacular angle of
Angle.... Get them in.
it will also make it a drawing card
That's all you have to do and
where they like their entertainment
they'll be perfectly satisfied with
done on a big scale.
what they see.
As this is the
Facts such as
Baby's first feature you may have to Box Office Angle
that it is a follow-up on "Robin
do some talking and exploiting, but
Hood," has Wallace Beery once
go ahead. "The Darling of New
more portraying King Richard, and
York" should undoubtedly satisfy
has been produced on a large scale,
and delight any audience, especially

A

special chilthe women folks.
dren's matinee could be worked

with good results.
Exploitation.
.Get behind this and
do your best to get them in. Get
.

v

.

the picture and the
star well in front of your public
sufficiently long enough before your
playing date. Tell them it's Baby
Peggy's first feature and that they
have a treat in store.
good exploitation stunt might
be to give away little ragdolls such
as Peggy uses in the picture, with
See why
cards attached reading:
I made Baby Peggy the most popular child of the slums, in "The
Or you
Darling of New York."
could have a little girl dressed as
Peggy appears with a handkerchief
parade the
tied over her head,
streets bearing a placard saying
"I am the "Darling of New York."

the

name

of

A

.

by

King Baggot.

Very

too

much

Gives
to
will

a

little

opening sequences but
take care of

Scenario

Indiana

....

Length

.

.

Mainly

give you talking points that should
make interesting reading for your
patrons.
Exploitation
Be sure to tell them

"Richard The Lion-Hearted" is a
Fairbank's
Douglas
to
"Robin Hood." Play up the name
of Wallace Beery and tell them
about his splendid performance in

sequel

the title role. Show them a trailer
of Beery fighting off an attack by
Give an idea of the
his enemy.
humor of the characterization by a
trailer

Display stills to indicate the atBe
tractiveness of the production.
sure to have a good musical ac-

companiment. Your ushers and attendants in costumes appropriate to
the period of the play, should attract attention.

Chet Withey; has
By
handled the story nicely and provided first rate production; might
have speeded up opening and closing reels to the picture's advantage.

Direction

Walter Scott
Frank Woods
Joseph Walker

Photography
York's Ghetto Locale

Crusade period

L.

Author
Schrock Scenario

All right

New

showing Richard partaking
from India.

of sugar cane

By
John Stumar Cameraman

Raymond

Cameraman
Locale

this.

King Baggot and Raymond

Good Photography
7,150 feet

diamond

English

Office

L. Schrock

Elaine Stern
Nicholas Muracas

She

lives.

of

Scott's famous novel of
history, "The Talisman."
The theme is especially interesting
from a historical standpoint and is
more or less of a sequel to "Robin
Hood." Incidentally there are two
shots taken from that picture with
Fairbanks appearing in each.
The picture may not appeal
universally, but by those who appreciate an especially fine effort to
produce something worth while, it

Walter

father.

Box

.

Cameraman

hands

the

smugglers, and thence from place to
place in the Ghetto of New York,
finally being restored to her grand-

in"
"listening
This
showing.
should be a good advertising stunt."
Direction by
Direction
J. Stuart Blackton;
observed good continuity and supgood.
production
satisfactory
plies
footage
climax well handled.
cutting
Adapted from Paul Dres- Author
Author

Bayard Veiller
ser's song.
Siegler and Jack La Scenario by

PICTURES OF A SPECTACULAR NATURE.

Cast. .. .Wallace Beery continues his
enjoyed seeing her in comedies
portrayal of Richard, the role he
will be delighted with her work in
made such a success of in Fairthis, and those who haven't seen
banks'
"Robin Hood."
Beery's
her have a treat in store.
performance splendid in every way.
Cast. .. .Generally very well selected
He makes an excellent King Richas to types; Sheldon Lewis good
ard and his work in interesting at
as Italian; Gladys Brockwell gets
The cast is uniformly
all times.
her emotional work over in fine
good with the more important
shape. Max Davidson a big laugh
roles played by Kathleen Clifford,
as little shoemaker.
Marguerite de la Motte, John
Type of Story
Affords the Baby
Bowers, Charles Gerrard.
every opportunity imaginable to
of Story
Adapted from Sir
Type
show what she can do, but also

—

Get your

BACKGROUND GIVEN

COLORFUL PRODUCTION; IS
WELL ACTED AND WILL APPEAL TO THOSE WHO LIKE

who

goers is made up of people who still
favor this type of entertainment.

—

AND A

Star

melodrama goes big with your
The majority of picture
folks.

Mary Carr's name
Exploitation
and the flood climax your two
outstanding points to exploit. Tell
them that Mary Carr, the screen's
"mother"
portrayer
of
greatest
roles, plays a principal part in the
that of a wife faithful unpicture,
to the end, who is rewarded by a
happy reunion with her husband.
Use a trailer showing shots of the
This will get the
flood sequence.
On your anexcitement lovers.
nouncements run the line: "Watch
for the big flood in 'On the Banks
of the Wabash,' J. Stuart Blackproduction for Vitagraph."
ton's

ENJOYABLE ENTERLAUGHTER,

TAINMENT:

.

and exhibitor. Doesn't matit the meller toward the close
on a bit thick, it furnishes
and thrills what they want
hey're not apt to kick even

ri

"On the Banks
Office Angle
of the Wabash" will very likely be
a happy choice for a good many
best
know
You
exhibitors.
whether or not the regulation

Box

FOR

6,260 feet.

Length

Sir

Good
7,298 feet

THE
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Says Russia Offers Big Marke
"Some American

Recht Talks
Soviet's Attorney Here Claims Field
Is Important— Washington

Doesn't Share His View
Far-sighted American companies
can build a substantial bussiness in
Russia provided they are willing to
extend lines of credit, according to
Charles Recht, attorney for the SoRecht
viet Government in America.
lias spent about a year studying the
film situation as applicable to Russia
and is therefore qualified to speak of
potentialities

the

that

of

field.

"There is a decided field in Russia
for the right organizations," he main"The chief difficulty is that
tains.
American companies will only do
Russia
business on a cash basis.
There is a field there but
will buy.
the Soviet insists in making purchases
Films are being
on its own terms.
bought for cash, but the deals closed
on that basis are, at the moment,
involving small outlays of money.

"The situation is merely this: To
American company or companies
that deal with the Soviet and extend
credit will eventually come the proper
financial rewards. At present, Russia

-the

has four companies which will shortproduction That will
The City
also engage in exhibition.
of Moscow has about 200 theaters and
the number is growing rapidly.
ly start active

"While
pictures,

wants

Russia
I

predict

that

Government can make

American

unless the
the satisfac-

pictures are

now

dividuals or concerns, according
Washington Disagrees
opinion here. There are a numbei
THE FILM DAILY)
organizations, with their own stati
Washington Government officials

being shown in Russia, it is true,
but the vintage of these dates back

(Special to

—

years.
When I was there last today puncture with a few well chosen ery, officers and personnel, but th
are, nevertheless, merely the age
year,' 'Intolerance' was being shown.
words the Russian film bubble which
of the Soviet government and
In the 'Kino' of Moscow, a weekly
seems suddenly to have made its
policies are dictated direct from R
paper devoted to film activities, Fox
appearance. Russia as a film market,
sia.
It is felt here that the only
and First National are advertising it was declared
would be non existent
way
to sell a picture for exhibitior
regularly.
for a number of years, regardless of
Russia is to get the cash before
The attitude of the Hays organi- the form of Government. It was picture is turned over the buyer
zation toward Russia is understood pointed out that ninety per cent of
No figures regarding imports
to be unchanged since the report the Russian population are peasants,
films into Russia have been availal
who
rarely
see
money
and
never
in
winter
M.
submitted last
by Joseph
it
is
stated at the Department
Schenck upon his return from Eu- any considerable sums. Of the popu- Commerce.
However, such data
lation
living
in
cities,
true
the
it
is
in
rope.
Schenck spent ten days
has been secured indicates that
few
a
have
made
real
since
money
Berlin where he met Recht on a
theatrical industry, as least so far
prearranged plan.
Together, they the Soviet government revised its
regards moving pictures, is much
regulations
regarding
trade
and
inwere to journey into Russia to interimportant than it was before the u
dustry,
but
even
there
so,
is
not
a
view officials of the Soviet GovernWhile the Soviet Government
population
sufficient
to
afford
the
ment.
Schenck, however, changed
made an effort to keep the theat
qauntity
audience
is
which
necessary
his mind and abandoned the Russian
open in the larger cities, the lack
trip.
Al Kaufman, then in Berlin to make moving pictures profitable.
fuel, electric power and
nee
One thing to remember, officials of sities has made it difficultothercond
for Famous Players was designated
to
the job of securing data on the Rus- the Commerce Department declare.
them regularly. However, it is
sian situation When Schenck return- is that all the moving picture activilieved that if the Soviet deems
ed here, his opinion was against deal- ties in Russia are handled, directly or desirable to open the
picture theat
indirectly,
ing with Russia on the ground that
by the Soviet Government. to the public, it has plenty of mor
internal conditions there had not suf- No film may be shown in the country
with which to purchase films a
which has not passed the censorship equipment and
ficently stabilized themselves.
can operate the
of Soviet officials, and no film of the
aters at a low price of admissi
That the Russian Government contype issue din this country has any
which it would certainly have to dc
siders the motion picture important
chance of passing *that censorship
the bulk of the populace were to
is indicated by the fact that back in
unchanged. While it is true a number enticed therein.
1918, an arrangement was made with of German
films have been imported,
It must not be forgotten that
Jacques Cibrario and $1,000,000 in they are chiefly what would be termed
Russian Government even today dc
cash deposited with the National City junk over here, or re-issues of very
not recognize the right of foreign'
Bank to buy projectors for use in old films, and some American reto own property or conduct busim
Russia.
Cibrario was charged with issues also have been purchased. The
transactions in the country otl
bad faith and sued for the major part films which are permitted in the than concessions granted by the
country are such films, or films showof the money.
viet.
Furthermore, any Americ
ing the successful working out of the
business man who runs afoul of
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The Soviet principles,
and the high-class
Film Renter" of London stated yes- type of film issued in this country Soviet government has no remedy
Even thou
terday that he considered the Russian would not be very popular in Russia. his own government.
the Soviet

some

t!

s

i

I

tl

1

t

'

t

arrangements wifth producers
here, the market will be closed in
about two years.
This, simply because by that time those producing market important and that, he had
units will have reached their full planned going to Moscow this fall
bloom and enough pictures will be to see if a reciprocal arrangement
turned out by them to meet the Rus- with the Soviet could not be made
sian needs.
on behalf of English manufacturers.
tory

Edwards Back From Trip
THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
Frank Edwards, of the
Winter Garden theater, has returned
(Special to

—

Saxe House Ready Jan. 1
THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Saxe's new Modjeska
(Special to

—

theater,

a

2,000

seat

house, will be

1st.

Frank Downey Gets $500
THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal, Que. E. D. Southgate
Detroit Frank Downey, salesman
is
handling
the
Leonard-Tendler in the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan office
fight films in the interst of Harry A. is one of the winners in the sales conHandling Fight Films

Kaufman

for

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Quebec.

of

last

spring.

His

share

(Special to

Toronto

THE FILM DAILY)

Aliens of Toronto
have acquired the Strand in Brandon,

Man.

George Semper

is

managing.

Stern Joins Independent

THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Meyer Stern has resigned

Mann
THE FILM DAILY)

Vandawalker Joins
(Special to

San
walker,

(Special to

Organize "Little Theater"

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)
Perrin has deWilmington A group of local re
nied consistent reports that he would dents have formed a Little Theat
take over the old Griswold, owned Officers include: director, Pauli
by the Proctor interests, and now on Vrooman; secretary, Frances Marc
lease to Ben Apple, and run it in treasurer, Emma R. Keim; executi
conjunction with his Clinton Square committee, Kate McLafferty, Walt
and Leland.
Kumme; publicity director, J. Cla
(Special to

Troy, N. Y.

(Special to

—Oscar

—

Samuel.

Edgar Weil

Rock
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany— Edgar Weil, manager
to Little

vous
Little

breakdown, and has
Rock, to recuperate.

left

On Trip
THE FILM DAILY)

Matt and Sunlin

of
the Strand, has suffered another ner-

New House

—The

Denies Report

is

$500.

Aliens Acquire

t

«

—

test

t

inquiries made to American most stable in Europe( there is
producers relative to Russian rights chance of its being recognized by
for films are "feelers" put out by the United
States until property
Soviet government, even though os- personal rights of American nation;
tensibly coming from independent in- are admitted.

New

with his family from a three months' ready Jan.
trip abroad.

(Special to

government becomes

Any

for

(Special to

Flint, Mich.— Lester Matt and
F. Sunlin, both owners of theate
here, are on their way to Cuba, v

auto.

—

Francisco D.
M. Vandaformerly with Balaban &

Jr.,

Katz, and more recently with Universal, has joined the George M.
Mann executive staff, with headquarters in this city.
Reports indi-

from Fox, and has joined his brother,
J. L., who recently formed the Inde- cate that the Mann circuit,
pendent Film Co.
pand in the near future.

will ex-

Watertown Seeks Theater
Gleichman Books "Old New York
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Watertown, N. Y.— Nathan RobDetroit— Phil Gleichman, has boo
bins, of Utica, owner of several houses
ed "Little Old New York" for an c
(Special to

section, is considering the
Broadway-Strand
made him by prominent resi- tended run at his
dents of Watertown to erect a theater advanced prices. The film will «P
in

that

offer

there.

next month.

(

'

—

—

THE
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"Held To Answer"

Charles Jones in

"Big Dan"

Metro.

VERY POOR
Vhole
IY IN JONES' LATEST.
tfORS HAVE TRIED TO
IN TOO MANY SITUAIS WITH COINCIDENCE
IMPLAUSIBLE TWISTS
HE DEVELOPMENT.

VERY CONVENTIONAL AND IMPROBABLE
SITUATIONS OF AN OLD
TIME "MOVIE" VARIETY;
NOT A SATISFYING ENTERTAINMENT FOR THOSE
LOOKING FOR A PLAUSIBLE,
ORIGINAL STORY.

...Hasn't material that suits
Gives him one or two oplities to get over some action
way of fights but the reer of the story places him in
losphere in which he is not at

Cast
House Peters too good a
performer to be waster on such unworthy material; he strives to make
his role convincing but the job is
too big for him.
Others adequate
in parts that hold little for them.

As

Fox

:

a Whole....

Short Subjects
"So Long Sultan"—Universal

in the

Type

of production.

.

.

.1

reel

comedy

Starring Chuck Reisner, who also
directed this one reeler, "So Long
Sultan" is another of the series dealing with the adventures of a reporter
on "The Morning Mist." This time
he is sent to Turkey to find out how
the Sultan manages his wives.
He
gets mixed up with some Turkish
incidentally there is a good
soldiers

The cast includes Evelyn Brent,
home.
Sainpolis,
John
Lydia
Knotte,
..Required to do many unType
of
Story
Drama
of
a poor,
Marian Nixon, a
things.
1
bit of pantomime used here, with
illogical type, that holds little apead, fairly pretty but photoReisner drawing an American flag in
peal for the overage picture goer.
d badly at times and given
the air with his finger to make them
The plot consists of a series of situ- understand who he is and then a
Ben Henlany close-ups.
ations in which a woman plans an
Trilby Clark, Jackie Gladgrand chase through the Sultan's
elaborate revenge for the man who
harles Coleman, Monty Colgarden with Reisner all dressed up
once loved her and whom she lost
has. Smiley and others.
as a harem beauty.
Pretty good
through her own unfaithfulness
Covers a lot of
Story
diversion.
arranging
disgrace
him
in
by
to
the
i, far too much to be compre-

—

—

entertainment.
running a
taking in a fighter

plausible

off with
for boys,

Jones

home to a mothermeeting the wife who dehim and sending her to Arigiving a

n,

rl,

her

and

to

recover

off

on numerous other tracks

much

too

t

in this

that there

suit

be taken

much

tried

to

one with
little

is

real

that

considerable

uinment,
ot

They

while.

little

health,

seriously,

and

sentiment that is
it of place in a Charles Jones
They want and expect a
ve action entertainment from
silly

don't get it in "Big
continuity doesn't prosustained interest and the
ijive away the story well in

They
The

Angle

Likely to disapTones' admirers. They won't
S
e to place him in this type
»ry.
There are one or two
i realistic fights, but otherwise
l:ture is without excitement
pat's what they want from
ce

You know whether

Irion

w Jones brings them in. Peris following won't kick stren1 against one that is a bit out
way but they won't want a
iiance of this sort from the
Say he plays the part of a
fcl

Your men

folks will
promise of a good

rainer.

acted by
tout they may not like the
the story dealing with the
ay of Jones for the little girl
parMught into the camp.
man going about
tly tall
Ml

1

A

dg a
ime

"I'm Big Dan.
sign:
at the blank theater"
be fair exploitation.

by

.

:s

—

Box

Office

quite

William Wellman;
poor; some touches

very poor judgment.
Frederick and Fanny Hatton

e in

Not

credited

Joe August

nj ian

phy

A

All right

country training camp
5,934 feet.

Not

Angle

promising, especially

if

tele is at all critical, or

mand worth

re.
)

eyes of his fiancee and the people
look to him as a model of
everything that is good and rightThe characters are made
eous.
stupid
and
uninteresting
not
through the fault of those portraying them but by the author who resorts to such out-of-date methods
of plot development as are used
here.
The spectator feels urged
to get up and knock some sense
into all those concerned in the plot.
There is a glorious self-sacrifice in
which hero prepares to accept the
disgrace in order to protect his
fiancee's brother,
an equally unoriginal and weak twist that serves
as a climax.

—

while

There

your
if

at all
clien-

Type

of production.

enter-

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Billy Engle and Jack Earl are the
stars of "Golfmania," a Century tworeeler, which, as the title indicates,

a burlesque on the great American
sport.
Some of the stuff is funny
some is not so funny, but as a whole
it will probably get by as good entertainment with the average crowd.
There is rather too much of the bear
sequence, in which Bruin wrecks
everything he comes in contact with.
Almost all of the second reel is deis

Mosquini, with Sidney D'Albrook
again the overbearing brother.

—Mack Sennett

"One Cylinder Love"

—Pathe

Rube"— Sid Smith— Grand
Asher

Amusing

Slapstick

Comedy

very little in
2 reel comedy
"Held to Answer" that can be rec- Type of production
ommended, except perhaps the apGood, snappy direction makes Sid
pearance of House Peters but even Smith's latest comedy "The Lucky
he cannot lift this one out of its Rube," entertaining and diverting.
rut.
It is slapstick humor but funny neverDuane Thompson is the
.Cannot be considered theless.
Exploitation.
unless it is merely a matter of girl and Smith is a- blacksmith's
A horse kicks him in the
bringing them in. If you have to helper.
worry out pleasing them and so head and he dreams that' he goes to
bring them back again, you'll have the city, etc., etc., coming back six
He
to give them a better entertainment months later to boom the town.
than this.
To be sure that you has just gotten Hickville into shape
don't go wrong you might look at as a blooming young city when he
it
and decide for yourself.
You wakes up. Should easily please.
tainment.

.

is

.

—

may happen

to cater to a class of
patronage that still favors pictures
In that
of the old school variety.

event you can probably
without difficulty.
The

fit

it

title

in

isn't

a bad one and might readily attract those who usually select their
picture entertainment from the title
you display.

Direction by.... Harold Shaw; didn't

much

to work on in the first
need not necessarily have
made as poor a picture of it as
he has.

have

place, but

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

Peter Clark McFarlane

Winifred Dunn
Geo. Rizard

Photography

All

Locale

Any

Length

right

city
5,106 feet.

Some
Type

Excellent Stuff

of production..

.

.2 reel

comedy

Bathing beauties, laughable incident and some wonderfully done aeroplane stuff make this Sennett comedy
thoroughly enjoyable. There is also
a trained bear that comes in for a

good deal

some

of footage,

of

which

could be cut without injury to the
picture.
The plot is somewhat helter-skelter, dealing with the love affairs

a

of

gentleman-about-town,

whose chauffeur provides

a

good por-

tion of the laughs.

"The Whole Truth"— Hal Roach

—Pathe
Snappy and Amusing
Type

of production.

reeler

is

decidly

.

.

.1 reel

comedy

—Hal

Roach one
amusing and is built

This Stan Laurel

"Lucky

you haven't

struggles of the ill-assorted family
who are forced to go west to take
care of a gold-mine that Mr. Spat
has foolishly purchased.
They are
caught in a rain storm, lose their
water supply, etc., but it isn't the
incidents that are so funny as the
way in which they are handled.
Frank Butler is extremely good as
the very English husband. The wife
in this particular number is Marie

voted to this sort of action.

they de-

picture

—

"Golfmania" Century Universal
Pretty Good Burlesque

who

If

field.

running them, it's time you
started.
This one deals with the

—

e,

comedy

been

Fairly Diverting

around the scientific discovery of a
drug which when administered to a
patient forces him to tell nothing but
Laurel is being sued for
the truth.
a divorce and to make him tell the
real story of his desertion of his wife,
the court orders the drug to be administered.
The story he tells is so
pitiful that his wife takes him back

with

open arms

—but

when Laurel

leaves the courtroom, he takes from
his mouth the still unswallowed capThere's a big laugh in this bit.
sul.

Pathe Review No. 44
Interesting and Varied

Type

of production. .1 reel

magazine

Pathe Review No. 44 opens with a
Richard
interpretation of
"Roughing It"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Henry Dana's well-known poem,
Another "Spat Family" Riot
"The Pleasure Boat" the poem be2 reel comedy ing used in subtitles verse by verse
Type of production
If you have shown "Heavy Seas" with shots illustrating the lines in
or "Let's Build," the two preceeding between. Some interesting views of
numbers of the "Spat Family" series Durango, Mexico, and a most picturPathe color subject entitled
all you'll have to do is bill this one esque
and they should come back strong. "Dutch Doings" which affords some
The series is without doubt one of delightful scenes in the town of Volthe most amusing now being released lendam. Holland, complete the issue.
pictorial

—
—

v

Attempt To Rob Detroit Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit— Passersbys recently frusprominent ex- trated an attempt to rob the safe of
Cleveland Many
rain insurance the Grand Victory. More than a dozout
taken
have
hibitors
from bad en theaters in Detroit, some more
themselves
protect
to
the Fen- than once have been robbed during
Elk
of
Manager
weather.
Rain Insurance In Cleveland

—

way, Martin's Ferry

is

one.

this year.

Comings
"Little Johnny Jones"
"The Age of Innocence"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Being Respectable"

"The Tenth Woman"
"Beau Brummel"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"

"How

to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington, Jr."
"Babbitt"
"Tiger Rose"
"The Country Kid"
"Daddies"
"Cornered"
"Conductor 1492"

"Lover's Lane"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Where the North Begins"
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ow playing to record
J

breaking business all
over the countm
Sir Anthony Hope's

RWERT HtNTZAl
A VICTOR HEERMAN PRODUCTION

T/ie entire production

supervision

of

under r6e personal

MYRON SELZNICIC

EU1NE HAMMER6TEIN w QUEEN FLAV1A

HOBART BOS WORTH *s COLONEL 3APT

BRYANT WASHBURN "VON TARLENHEIM

MAJUORIEDAW a«R0SAHOLF

3ERT LYTEaasRASSENDYLandKING RUDOLF

MREWlNDSORwHELGAVONTARLENHEIM

LEW CODY «« RUPERT «>/HENT2Air

IRVING CUMMINGS as VON BERNENSTEIN

ADOLPHE MENJOU « COUNT RISCHENHEIM

JOSEPHINE CROWELL as MOTHER HOLF

THE

-C&H
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Among
Moonlight Shots
(Special to

Los

with

daj

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—Turning

night into
of glass is the

bits

three

feat in

photography claimed by Virgil

Miller,

cameraman

Universal City,

at

and inventor of a number of effects

camera technique. Miller has perfected a "panchromatic filter," which,

in

claimed, by reversing rays of
entering a camera lens, can

is

it

light

turn noonday sunshine into a moonlight, on the film, so real that the
effect is

uncanny.

The new
glass

invention

break

which

ray-filters,

series

a

is

(Special to

Making "Wolf and Montcalm"
Newcombe Joins Griffith
Arthur Hohl, Lyons Wicklund,
Warren A. Newcombe has been enJohn Woodford and J. De La Cruze gaged by D. W. Griffith to work on
"Wolf and "America." Newcombe will be reare the principals
in
Montcalm," being directed by Ken- membered as the creator of "The
neth Webb at the Metro studio for Enchanted
"Sea
of
City"
and
Chronicles of America. Frank Heath Dreams," distributed by Educational.
is
the assistant director and Tom
Malloy the cameraman.
Verity Plans

Two

component parts. When
applied, peculiar tricks occur.
For instance, red. which photographs
as black in the ordinary film, comes
out as white; blue, which appears as

ciple

members

—William

Sistrom

1

were

four

glass stages,
work is now nearing completion
the enlargement of Stages No. 1
No. 2. They are being joined so

there

;

;,]

t

when completed they

i

will becoirn

dark

stage, 115 by 280
also under way on one co
plete new unit building, upon an
dition to the mill, which will dou
its size and capacity, a new dressi
room building and a complete n
storage building.
product;
offices are already completed and
cupied.

single

is

.

"The Dry Agent,"

the
two-reelers,
the Verity

of

first

a

of the cast.

I

New

i

Further plans call for three mt
stages of the same size as the c
nearing completion, a building
house a commercial photograpl
and the art title department, and
new administration building.

is

it

Hollywood

commenced a $200,000 building p
gram at the Hollywood stud;
When the property was purcha.

Work

Reelers

has been
from the coast to complete plans for series of 12
Film Co.
completed
by
make
series
new
which
he
will
a
for Pyramid.
As noted, each picture It stars Charles Dorety, who also
of will be supplemented by a dramatic directed.
Roy Foster did the camera
up sketch played in person by the prin- work.

light into its

19

Stages for Hollywood Studio
THE FILM DAILY)

7

In Eastern Studios

Ray C. Smallwood Back, Has Plans
Ray S. Smallwood has returned

28,

and Director,

the Stars

Night Scene Device
Claimed by Virgil Miller, Cameraman
— Valuable in Securing Better

Sunday, October

Prepares Bennett Script
Blackton Completes Cast
Stuyvesant has completed the
Eve
Stuart Blackton's complete cast
J
scenario
of "The Truth About Love,"
inAsunder"
white in ordinary photography, tends for "Let Not Man Put
to be produced by Whitman Bennett.
TelleFrederick,
Lou
Pauline
cludes:
The blue sky becomes
to black.
Hoosier
also
adapted "The
gen, Effie Shannon, Leslie Austen, She
black, but without "reversing the
"The
LeavenHelen
D'Algy,
Schoolmaster"
and
Costello,
Maurice
Change Title Of Fox Picture
colors of actors in the foreground,
Violet De Barros, Pauline Coffyn, worth Case" for Bennett.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
moonlight
perfect
in
a
resulting
thus
Gladys Frazin, Clifton Webb and
effect, according to Miller.
Hollywood
"Andy McGe
Miller says he is the first man to Homer Lynn.
Chorus Girl," which is being produc
at the
Fox studios, with Charl
use the actual moon in motion picLosee in Crane Play
Dwan Finishes "Big Brother"
Jones, will be released as "Cupii!
ture photography, and is also the
Frank Losee has temporarily left Fireman." William Wellman is
Allan
Dwan has finished "Big
inventor of a color-filter by which absolute color values may be trans- Brother,' 'at the Paramount Long picture work in "For All of Us," the recting.
'new play, starring William H. Crane.
formed into light and shade on the Island studio.
Marion Nixon has the lead. Othi
This device
screen with accuracy.
in the cast are:
Brooks Benedi
has done much to remove the necesEileen O'Malley, Lucy Beaumont,
sity of makeup for actors.
Freemont, Charles McHugh, Ma
Warren
and L. H. King.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In the Cutting Room
Mildred Booth, is a newcomer on
Hollywood Frank Lloyd is now
Shirley Mason Starts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
She will be seen in
the Roach lot.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Films in the cutting editing" "Black Oxen."
several Will Rogers productions.
Shirley Mason has

—

:

Coast Brevities

—

—

Hollywood
sumed work

room

include:
"The Heritage

of the Desert," directed

Irvin Willat for Paramount.
"Greed," directed by Erich

"Maud
man,

for

Muller," directed by Renaud Hoffindependent release.

"Superestition,"

directed

O'Brien for independent
"Blackmail," directed

John

by

B.

Victor
'The Man

release.

by

King

directed

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.

titling

Baggot

— Monte

Blue has been
by King Vidor
engaged to play opposite Viola Dana.

"To

the Ladies," directed by James Cruze
Paramount.
"Gold Digger Jones," directed by Nat
Ross for Universal.
"The Call of the Canyon," directed by
Victor Fleming for Paramount.
"The Right to Love," directed by Jess

for

Robbins, for Universal.
"The Fighting Streak,"
liam
for

Hughes Cumuii,

directed by
starring Eddie

Wil-

Polo

independent.

Other Side," directed by Hugh
independent release.
"The Man-getter." directed by Al Russell,

"The

Dierkcr

Ethel Shanon will play the lead
"The Boomerang" for Preferred.

in

Europe.

is

now

studios

A. S
Lilli

Getting Exteriors in Dallas
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

The

title

of

"The

Living

Past"

Fred Jackson has completed "Rex, which Harold Shaw is now directing
King of Wild Horses" for Hal will be "The Fool's Awakening."
Roach.

National.
"Black Oxen,"
the cutting room.

Fox

the

Charles
John Boyle, who has been selected Francis MacDonald,
Robert Conville and
Ion,
to superintend the photography on
"Ben Hur" has left to join Charles Nicholson.
Edward Bowes, in
Brabin
and

"The Sea Hawk" Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Victor Seastrom has finished
Betty Compson, Richard Dix and
Hollywood Frank Lloyd will next Lewis Stone will be co-featured in first Goldwyn picture, "Name
Man."
produce "The Sea Hawk," for First "The Stranger."

—

i

at

Dallas Phil Kroha, business ma
Russell Simpson has been selected
and L. R. Carpenter, camei
leading
ager,
for
Badger
a
Clarence
by
Conway Tearle has started work on
with
man
for Richard Walton Tully, a
Angel"
Swamp
"The
in
role
"The Next Corner" under his new
here shooting some exteriors
Colleen Moore.
contract with Lasky.
"Flowing Gold."

for

for independent release.

—

Arthur Edwin Carewe has been "South Sea Love," by Frederick a
David Solomon
added to the cast of "The Human Fanny Hatton.
scenario is by Har
Schertzinger has finished Mill," a new Holubar picture for directing. The
The cast includes:
sion Joseph.
Life Passed By" for Metro. Metro.
Fred Lances
Frank Glendon,

Hollywood

Universal.

"Wold Oranges,"
for

von Stroheim

Rupert Hughes has finished
'Law Against Law."

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

for

for

by

Hawks Writing Barker Script
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los

the

in

The entire cast supporting Mae
Director Robert McGowan has fin- Murray in "Fashion Row," now inished another "Our Gang" comedy at cludes
Elmo Lincoln, Earle Fox,

Angeles—J.

G.

Hawks

continuity
the
Wait.' 'the new F
"Women
inald Barker production, taken fi
"Cape Cod Folks."

his been

assigned

Who

Hatton Returns

to Coast

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Mirage"
the Hal Roach studio.
Raymond Hatto
Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Freeman Wood, Mathilde Brundage,
work in
completed
having
Madame
Franklin
and
Sidney
Hollywood
Constance Talmadgc
Brother," for Paramount, has
will appear in "The Mirage," from
Johnny Fox, Jr., is in supporting Rosonova.
GREENE. turned to Hollywood.
the play by Edgar Selwyn.
Herbert Rawlinson in "Jack o' Clubs."

Connie

in

—

—

i

I

—

THE
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I P. Stock Sags
Page

l;Continued from

Hearing Adjourns

Famous two

years ago told
he could have only half of the
product for first runs in New York,
defense the witness
said "No."

(Continued from

1)

flnarket for film issues in genus weak but this was due to

that

11

Loew

Page 1)
witnesses.
The
will then put in its case, after a thirty-

call

more

He was then asked how he would
day recess.
market condition downrate distributors today as to quality
Tom
Moore,
the
Washington ex- of product. This was O'Reilley's ratflGoldwyn dropped 1$4 points
leral

^

stock was

Loew

Hie

of

a

P.

West writing

f.

the

of

ffltion

in the finan-

Evening World

on the Stock Exmorning was the violent over-

chief
its

incident

ak in Famous
d yesterday at

stock.
and the

Players
65->-g

morning was at 60
had been bearish
Street

hibitor,

was subjected

to a rigid cross-

examination by Swain on Thursday,
the session running till 10 o'clock

I? from Thursday.

on

It
first

this

since the publication some
of the six months' balance sheet.
ade decidedly unsatisfactory com
ith that of the previous half year,
et for the stock was therefore more
yield to the unexepected statement
'resident of the company that the
ith in the West and the East were
down owing to excessive operating

ever

that night.

On Friday Berman told of the Canadian theater and booking situation,
with particular reference to the activities of the Famous Players Canadian Corp. He produced a list of
the theater holdings of the latter, and
Hawkins took him through it city by
city,

inquiring

as

to

the

ownership

whom Berman

of houses and with
dealt in selling United

Artists'

pic-

ing:

Warner

first,

Goldwyn;

third,

Bros.;
second,
First
National;

fourth,
Paramount.
The witness
also told of the formation of the A.
B. C, and its effort to get a portion
of the first run product by bidding

against the circuits.

"The A. B. C. had twice the number of days Loew had," he explained,
"and better theaters in many cases,
but the big distributors refused to
do business with it."
Swain

quickly

closed

his

cross-

First National group that were tinged with*
a note of bitterness.
He declared that the
reasons that prompted the organization of
the circuit were changed after he had entered
as one of the 23 franchise holders because
"the inside at First National got drunk with
power."
Moore testified that he voted
against the contract with Charlie Chaplin
and that instead of making money as the
distributor
Washington, he had lost $75,000.
"I saw the inside power," said Moore,
"and First National was not working for the
benefit of the circuit.
Then I saw my days
were numbered and I wanted to get out and
back into exhibition."

m

Moore told about a letter he had received
from Mary Pickford in which she expressed
her willingness to go into partnership with
him.
He said he had offered the pictures to
First National.

Swain

asked

controlled

whether

mount

it

that

to secure its

National

First

if

upwards
of
was an unfair

500
thing

theaters,
for

Para-

own

theaters.
Moore in
reply stated that if such a move was necessary as a measure of self-defense, he could
see no objection to it.
Swain succeeded in
showing that the idea of distribution and

examination when O'Reilly, in anexhibition in motion pictures was not new
swer to a question declared:
l>y securing the admission
It was brought out that, in the
from Moore that
various
of
the
First
National
franchise
case of the Famous Players houses,
"Mr. Zukor told us that Famous holders
had owned exchanges and theaters
bookings were arranged through N. Players had to buy theaters because at the same time in their respective terriL. Nathanson.
exhibitors were going into produc- tories and that therefore, when First Nai veiling Journal said:
tional was formed it was merely expanding
tion and distribution" (meaning First on a plan that already
O'Reilly
produced
the
resolutwo
stocks
was
existed.
this
morning
treak spot
National).
ve been under pressure for some tions passed by the T. O. C. C. in
Toward the close of the session, Swain
S. Rubber preferred and common.
declared that Paramount had tried out the
August on the subject of block-bookcommon and American
Players
pre-demonstration plan now in effect back in
ing
and
buying
pictures
"sight
unwere the most conspicuous issues
the Spring of 1920 as a "selective booking
tures.

:

e

into

new

low

ground

for

the

Night Session Held

seen.''

Referring to the new Paramount
At the night session held by the Federal
Talbot, financial editor of the policy of demonstration runs, Swain Trade Commission Thursday in order to perasked ^the witness whether it ac- mit Robert T. Swain, Famous counsel to
id:
compete cross-examination of Tom Moore,
open break in Famous Players, fol- corded with the spirit of the resolu- the workings of the original First National
tions,
8 announcement that production of
and got an answer in the organization were gone into. Swain fired
ures had been abandoned for the affirmative.
O'Reilly went further question after question at Moore in an effort to ascertain the motives behind the forke that stock below 56 for a loss
than ten points from the close of and said that he knew of some in- mation of the organization.
In this constances where exhibitors were already nection Swain sought to define production,
being permitted to see F. P.-L. pic- distribution and exhibition.
Post said:
The cross-examination brought forth a
tures before booking, although the
number of remarks from Moore about the
Players provided the sensation
is
policy was not scheduled to become
lorning.
Opening at 60, off more
points, the stock quickly sold down
fully effective until Nov 1st.
more than

10 points below yesOfferings of the stock were
based upon newspaper dispatches

igure.
ly

ect that the

company had

practically

operations in the matter of proms. In the Street this was accepted
ing financial embarrassment, but ofthe concern denied that there had
change in its affairs and predicted
year's earnings would be about the
those of 1922, amply sufficient to
idend requirements."

the specialties, Famous Players
lly, losing close to ten points on the
.nnouncement that operations had
:irely
curtailed,
due to excessive

g

J.

Lud-

follows.

production, mainly
ring
late spring and summer,
ts were low.
Shutting down proneans our outlay for films is comno further production expense will
iary for months to come.
are
g to turn negatives into cash."
the
the

year's

We

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles King Vidor has completed "Wild Oranges."

—

Fredman and Reciprocity

The witness maintained

that the distributor would do better to favor the
independents against the circuits "as
a matter of good business."

Swain put a couple of hypothetical
one of which led to the

query:
"Is there anything unfair in the distributor accepting
the larger offer
from the circuits, such as Loew, instead of favoring the smaller exhibitors?"
said "yes," and went
on to explain that the picture was
only one of the things the exhibitor
bought in dealing with the distributor,
the others being publicity and pro-

At

the Ritz luncheon given in his honor yesterday
Fredman bespoke reciprocity for English
pictures

Ernest

my

judgment," said the T. O.
^ "In
C. C. head, "the distributor ought to
turn down the bigger customer to develop a number of smaller ones."

He

admitted
the

aby

n Friday at a Biltmore lunch
by Principal Pictures. Peggy
ere with her mother, father
ter.
She arose, said "good
and then appealed to Iier
for help. Failing in that, she

between

to Swain,
distributor was

however,

virtually
Peggy Makes Bow
"powerless" in dealing with the cirPeggy made her bow in New cuits, but drew a sharp distinction

d

bowed

prettily and sat down.
>ver nicely.
Several First Na-

were included

in the

Billy Brandt told of an experience with one English
picture entertaining, he admitted, but it didn't go
over.

—

So Fredman parried: "Well
judge them on merit."

LOOK

Pictures with a national bias

WON'T

—

at

them, any-

way

GO.

But has anybody said anything about one reason
American pictures are better than any other?

tection.

that

jfficials

Vidor Completes "Wild Oranges"

A

long discussion of the relation
of the circuits to the independent theaters in New York City followed.

The witness

mortgage on Los Angeles
will improve the cash position by
There has been no suggestion
hange in the dividend policy.
We
000,000 of new films on hand, the
onal

of

but that it failed because exhibitors
refused to support it.
Moore also went on
record as stating that he thought Famous
Players was losing $1,000,000 a year in
rentals by selling pictures nationally to circuits rather than dealing on a competitive
basis with exhibitors in various cities.

questions,

sun said:

Telegram quoted E.

plan"

:

self

may

not

have— EXPLOITATION.

U

L X O R is presenting in the American market, to
the Exhibitors and to the Public pictures made on
an International Scale, properly prepared for this
market, properly advertised and exploited.

selling

pictures to the cira whole and recognizing
instances where a circuit
house of poorer quality competed
with an independent theater of better
grade.
cuit as
specific

"The

Here it is Pictures that attract Americans are those
that have something back of them that the picture it-

That's something Mr. Fredman wants to tell his
readers— ENGLAND'S got to give us PICTURES

PLUS!
That's what

LUXOR

offers.

distributor ought to keep the

independent

house

going,"

O'Reilly

declared.

Asked by Swain

if

he didn't

know

Sid Schlager

THE

DAILV
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Production Problem Widely Discusse
less

Support For Zukor
from

{Continued

Page

any
There

1)

overhead is reduced in all three of the
branches trouble must develop.
It
a

is

this

of all of the millions
all of the companies in

fact

that

Samuel Goldwyn, next called upon
by Harry Reichenhach who acted as
master,

declared

that it took
great courage for Zukor to make the
announcement that he had, and that
it
would take greater courage to go
through with what he had started.
But, he added, it was. for the first
time, a real bull argument for the
industry as a whole.

toast

in.,,

he

control,

de-

throughout the country,
especially in closed towns, was
clared,

to ruin this industry.

liable

"The exhibitors who

together
to hreak down prices are short sighted
individuals just as short sighted as
was the General Film Co. Such action on the part of the exhibitor is
forcing the producer hack to where
he was
What we need is for producers to support Famous Players
.yet

—

You

move.

this

will see a trethe business.
The
exhibitor, especially in closed towns,
is driving the producers together."
n the bu'sness.
Goldwyn closed predicting the
greatest prosperity in the country and
in the busim
in

mendous gain

for.

Brandt who followed, deexhibitors only got together
film prices were so high they
not exist otherwise.
He dethat Zukor's movement "would
at the heart of things
the high
paid directors and stars."

'"Billy"

clared

when
could
clared
strike
prices

Marcus Loew

proved most

predicted

"'I

pen

six

this

months ago.

admissions.

in

way

only one
extravagant
is

to stop

waste

"When the news broke concerning the
move of Famous Players, Hollywood was
thrown into apprehension and this has reded in all directions affecting every organization
in
the producing
business.
I
have not been aware thai conditions are below normalcy and
see no reason to fear

of

terrible cost of sell-

into

pictures.

far

It's

I

any

than

greater

other

for the future as

"Zukor deserves a lot of credit for
I don't
taking th< bull by the horns.
know that this will cure the situation,
We've got to watch
but it v ill help.
and that has never been
the pennies

—

done

in

formal statement issued later
R. A. Rowland said:
"in action of Famous Players in temporIn

in

this industry."

a

the day,

abandoning

arily

— but

production

took

;i

lot

oi

there was no alternative. When
mounting cost mount to sueli heights that
negative
costs are returned to the
tlie
onlj
The
producer, it is time for drastic action.
...
tion came as an economic shock to the
perhaps a few more such shocks
industrj
some real practical betterwill accomplish
ment of conditions.
.

ge

would

haphave only

seen the beginning.
But it is no
different with pictures than any other
young industry. It's simply a case
of getting the industry where it belongs on a business basis.
Zukor
has started something.
We've all
started. I believe.
The overhead the
excessive cost of making pictures has

—

—
—

was

a

few

economy than a volume
producer, and can cut all corners in expense
that are consistent with quality pictures. We
know the number of working days on each
picture; we economize on salaries by cm
ploying our casts no longer than absolutely
necessary.
Overhead costs between productions has been annihilated.
"I

want

that First National is
optimistic and not pessimistic.
The action
of Famous Players is a step toward a genera]
house-cleaning which will do the industry
are in a splendid
a world of good.
position to pull through this period of high
"
costs without curtailing our program
to

state

We

Commenting on

the

Zukor

state-

"My New York
$46,000

more

last

year ago; and the
did $100,000

theaters did

week than

Loew

a

Zukor is right.
Production condiare and have been outrageously abIt would be a great thing ii all
normal.
studios could close their doors until the
people who have been forcing costs skyward have a chance to wake up.

"The only reason why

the Universal has
closed its studios is because it would
us with so many unfinished negatives on hand that we would risk a loss of
over a million dollars.
When these negatives
are finished we intend to shut off production
as close to the complete stopping point as
our releasing contracts will permit."

not

leave

But

we made

tan,

circuit

ago, due to increased admission
prices.

thought out and carefully arranged schedule.
The entire Goldwyn -Cosmopolitan Distributing programme, which includes CosmopoliDistinctive and Goldwyn Pictures
in a normal course."

wile

go forward

more than a year
$6,000

no

be

let-up.

foseph I. Schnitzer of F. B. O.
said:
"Mr. Zukor is to be congratulated on the
wisdom of his move and the courage that
prompted him to take the step. Tl's fine and
certainly

a

long step

have nothing but

I

decision.

So

as

far

in

the

right

direction.
for this

commendation
F.

B.

O.

is

concerned

we have been operating on a minimum
duction schedule for some time past."

A

Fox

official

declared his

pro-

company

Harry M. Warner said on behalf
of

Warner Brothers:
"While rumors are

rife

down

everywhere, conof different

plants

Fredman's Luncl
Among

other speakers

the

Fredman lunch were

THE FILM

the-

ai

Edit<

DAILY, Abe Berm
United Artists who said the onl,
gret that he had was that "Frr
was not an American; Nathan B«
who

in a delightful vein told Frci

that

inasmuch as he was here
two weeks he would be

only

Moses

to lead the industry out c
and Frederick

problems;"

its

Hall of the
said that the

New York

had heard, were really
big crowds and big sets

new

Times

majority of

people

tired

of

appearifl

pictures.

Charles Pcttijohn of the Hays
ganization said that those pre
might be interested to know that
percentage of bookings in chun
schools and colleges and in pi
other than regular motion pic
theaters had now passed nine per
of the volume of productions relea

Fredman

closed the luncheon
declaring that he was overo
by the splendid reception and rr
a plea for "just a little reciproc
on the part of American exhibi'
and the trade press to English n
pictures, pointing out that the leat
English producers, in an effort
meet the American market, were
ploying well-known American st
directors and technical men
sincere effort to make pictures s
able for America.
first

ii

On

Furore
(Special to

Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The intention of Faplayers to shut down on production was announced here by Jesse
L. Lasky, simultaneously with the
statement issued by Adolph Zukor in
New York. It created a furore in
Hollywood, coming as it did so
closely on the heels of the curtailment at Warner's, Preferred and
many of the coast studios.
Los Angeles

mous

Lasky,

"Mr.

—

this:

will

vision in the fight for

away with

that

There

—

A statement from F. G. Godsol
us.
The reason
people started it a said:
"The Goldwyn Pictures Corp. will make
year ago on the Coast and it takes
the same number of pictures as originally
only a few people to start a thing like planned and the studio at Culver City is runthis and to double the cost of pictures. ning on schedule and will continue to do so.
If
over production is the case with any
"The exhibitor has his own troubles. other
it is not the case with Go!dI
know.
You mav he interested in wyn, company,
which is operating on a carefully
gotten

We

was going ahead full blast. The last
of the promised specials -for the new
"As far as First National is concerned, we
season is now in work and 1924
are in a different position and no such acOur pictuers go to product will be launched at once. The
is
called
for.
tion
our own theaters — First National franchise Mix, Jones, Gilbert and Mason series
holders and our contracts with independent
and all short subject units will conproducers were made a year ago or earlier
when costs were not nearly as high as at tinue uninterrupted work.
present.
With respect to the few pictures
At Vitagraph, John M. Quinn, genwhich we are producing ourselves we are
By producing so eral manager had left his office for the
in an excellent position.
Albert E. Smith is in Europe.
few we can naturally exercise a closer super- day.

tions

We

"Up to this date we have completed 12
of the 18 photoplays on our roster, and in
addition our two specials.
have several
productions now working and we are ready
to begin
work on our forthcoming productions as soon as studio space is available.

—

ment, R. H. Cochrane, vice president
inter- of Universal said:

Zukor move

own productions

as our

far

concerned.

.ue

business.

—

esting.
Relative to the
he said:

ii
is
only fair to the exhibitor and to the
public to issue the statement that the Warner
organization intends to keep the different
production units working at full blast will:
no changes in the elaborate plans we have
For the future.

that's

don't dare go

producing, everything that

goes

i

Exhibitor

We

higher

meney; the

invested in
the motion picture business only one
company is now paying dividends.
All three of the units mentioned are
to he blamed for existing conditions
one as much as the other."

And

than last year.

unhealthy.

in his

at the various studios revealed

the following:

Abraham Lehr

Goldwyn

issued
effect that his
a statement to
company would not close and that
two companies would be kept at work
continuously until Jan. 1. First Naof
the

going ahead on its original
schedule with four companies now
busy and two more planned within
two weeks. Metro will have two of
tional

is

own

units at work and, in addithere are at the plant Fred
Niblo and the Reginald Barker units.
Carl Laemmle declares that Universal
will continue as per usual.
There has been a definite slowing
Indeup all along the line here.
pendent units are not particularly involved.
Those companies that have
only one unit at work are expected
to continue.
its

tion,

t

ii

1

"To

statement, declared that

January "following a complete readjustment and reorganization," the
studio here would he re-opened.
Production in general has been
slowing up in Hollywood. Inquiries
in

made

"Three years ago after I had vis
America," he said, "I returned hi
and told English producers that
could not hope to compete
market with American producers
did
pictures
English
cause
measure up to the standard of Am
can pictures, but that has now
changed."

(Special

to

the Point"
THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis

— "Greater

Amusements," in commenting
on Richard A. Rowland's statement, relative to the imaginary
grosses producers expect theii
pictures
torially

to

reach,

says,

edi-

:

"Timely and to the point is
the warning to producers and
directors sounded by Richard
A. Rowland.

In plain

terms,

in characteristic blunt and fearless manner he tells them t<
quit kidding themselves about

the grosses they imagine the
pictures are capable of rolling
up.

"The Rowland message «
important to everyone in t
industry, and in sounding bis
warning, he merely is taking
cognizance of and stressing
fact."

9

Everyone prominent in the
FILM ST THEATRE WORLD WILL
BE THERE

HOW ABOUT YOU?

LOE.W
METRO
R,ST ANNUAL
F

I

ASTOR

CTHURgDAV ^EVENING NOVEM BER. 1st
Just a glimpse of some of the show
"GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES"

from the Winter Garden
from Cohan Theatre
"VANITIES" from Earl Carroll Theatre
"LITTLE JESSIE JAMES" from Longacre Theatre

"ADRIENNE"

WITH COMPLETE CHORUSES AND STARS PRESENTING
ONE NUMBER FROM EACH SHOW
AND THE FOLLOWING STARS
AL.

JOLSON

EDYTHE BAKER
TRINA VARELLA
NAN HALPERIN
FLORENCE MOORE

lOMMY MEIGHAN
ALMA RUBENS
MARTHA MANSFIELD
CONSTANCE BINNEY

PAUL WHITEMAN
JOHN STEEL
PAT ROONEY
MARION BENT
JANE & KATHERINE LEE

HARRY FOX
VINCENT LOPEZ
FRANK TINNEY
LINA BASQUETTE
ALICE MAISON

BROX SISTERS

VICTOR HERBERT
MARIA MONTERO

THESE MOVIE STARS WILL ATTEND
GLENN HUNTER
MARION DAVIES
MAY McAVOY
BABY PEGGY

THEDA BARA

MIRIAM BATTISTA

ALICE JOYCE
DICK BARTHELMESS
ZASU PITTS

JUNE CAPRICE & OTHERS

DOLORES CASSINELLI

9—GREAT DANCE ORCHESTRAS—
SARANOFF

PAUL WHITEMAN (Himself)
CALIFORNIA RAMBLERS
PAUL SPECHT'S ORCHESTRA

ALEX HYDE ORCHESTRA
SAM LANNIN ORCHESTRA

ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA
WOODMANSTEN ORCHESTRA
AL. JOCKER'S

includes
^he oneSUPPER.
pi- ice

J

DANCING
AND THE MAMMOTH SHOW

Picket sale at

Tyson's, McBride's, Louis Cohn's, Broadway Theatre Ticket Agency, Arrow, ard
the Misses Waters.

The

startling story of a girPs search fo

love and happiness!

Presented by

ASSOCIATKD FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES,

INC.

Will go down in
screen history as
one of the greatest sensations
ever put on film.
A 3ir>6t

national Picture

from the story by Warner Fabian

COLLEEN

MOORE

supported by an all star cast comprising
Milton Sills Elliott Dexter Sylvia Dreamer,
Myrtle stedman and Ben Lyon- From the novel
ry" Warner Fabian'
Presented hyAssociated
First National Pictures. Inc..
directed
John Francis Dillon
.

,
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No. 24

COOL
DANNY

By
'robably

the

important crisis in the hisy of the industry is at hand,
should be met, and it is to be
»ed it will be met, with calmand understanding; aps
st

The

non-theatrical

throughout the country

Famous Players has

situation
is

growing

in

retrenching

all

lost

Production Shutdown

line

sales departments
still
promised
and
)romises to be "shy" hun-

the

—

—

Ireds of thousands,

if

not mil-

from what the producers
liad expected, and will need.
here are ample pictures on hand.
[|ibitors need have no fear.
There
'imany good pictures to come;'sevlions,

ij

tremendously big ones

—notably

Ten Commandments," "Abraand "The Thief of
idad," which "Doug" is completle

Lincoln"

These are the great big ones.
Ire are others, smaller, but of real
cortance at the box office.
So
ciing need worry anyone from that

And

if there isn't

panies and go over the situation generally.
The attitude of the majority
of distributors as reflected through
these bodies is that the regular theatrical exhibitor must be protected at
all costs, since he represents the backbone of the business. Just how the
situation will be met depends largely
on the conditions in the various parts
of the country.
Other problems, such as bicycling
of film and reorganization of the zonIn
ing systems will also come up.
and MinPhiladelphia
particular,
neapolis have already conferred along
these lines with results that are reported extremely satisfactory.

A. S. C. Holds Ball

a camera

pranked in Hollywood for the
\iext three months no one need
\\oorry
except the stars and
lirectors.
And considering
he salaries they have received during the past 10

(Special to

I

in

—

nonths, why
ivhould worry

many

of

them

almost laughable.
There are a lot of average players .who will be hurt
I — but someone always is hurt
n an operation of this sort
is

The common stock on Saturday
made a recovery on the Exchange.
The closing price was 55J4, an increase of two points over Friday.

A

survey of the pictures to be

leased

by important distributors reveals the
fact that exhibitors need not worry
over a shortage in releases, in the
event that a shutdown in production
should become general.

Below
list

will be

found an approximate

of the product available for those

It must be understood
compilation in no sense is
complete.
It is true that it covers

two months.
that the

most of the national
number
independently-made pictures which

the releases of

distributors, but there are a

of
are not included.

The

greater percentage of pictures
is already complete and
By comprints in the exchanges.
panies, the pictures and release dates,
wherever set, are as follows:
listed

below

No More Women
Rowland Denies Report
Valley of the Wolf, The
R. A. Rowland denied on Saturday
Arrow Film

National would spend
First
that
$3,500,000 in production in the next
two months, as reported by the Associate Press from Los Angeles. He
decelared:

Devil's
Streets of

bears

in

Wall

Street.

"Hunchback"

—

(Special to

—

in

Chicago

11-15-23

Associated First National

Anna

12- 3-23

Christie

chump you would be

to sell
so demoralized? If

Arliss

Working
will

THE FILM DAILY)

"The Hunchback of
Chicago
Notre Dame" will open at the Harris, Wild Bill Hickock
Around the World in
on Nov. 4th for an indefinite run. To the Ladies
Elliott
Bryson
and
H.
Call of the Canyon
James V.
Stuckel are handling the preliminary

—

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

campaign.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

the Speejacks

Big Brother

West

Water Tower

of the

Alimony

London
work in

The

Corp.
11-25-23

C.
12-

1-23
1-23

11-

4-23

1

?-

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

films
final shots of

Grainger Going to Coast
Link- Old New York
James R. Grainger leaves for the Name the Man
Adopted Goldwyn studio in a few days.
Rendezvous. The
Under the Red Robe

"The
picture,
next
Father," will be made in England by

his

^"?e'?7
11-25-23
12-16-23
11-18-23
12- 9-23

Innocence
Pal O' Mine

in

Distinctive.
the market
Schulberg Goes Back
M are "in" on margin you're in
91 h luck
B. P. Schulberg, of Preferred,
But so
that's gambling.
for Hollywood yesterday.
Continued en Page 2)
tin

12-31-23
11-19-23
12-24-23
12-17-23
11-12-23
12-10-23
11-12-23
1 1-26-23

Chastity

Spanish Dancer
Light That Failed
His Children's Children
Stephen Steps Out

Francisco.

George Arliss
way. while in London.

H. It has always been this
flou own film stocks hold them.
Bit a

1-23

11-

New York

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

If

are having their innings tocome in some other

lithe bulls will

Corp.

Gorge

At

the contrary, we intend to re- Dangerous Maid
Dust of Desire
trench as much as we possibly can Eternal City, The
with the pictures we ourselves make. Flaming Youth
Husband
Our contractual relations with inde- Her Temporary
Jealous Husbands
Continwcd on Pag* 2)
Wanters, The

the

to values

Dist.

"On

Fox Building in Jamaica?
Fox is considering a building proThe
ject in Jamaica, Long Island.
Fox Jamaica Rialto Theater Corp.

1

W?

&

Allied Prod.

Blow Your Own Horn
Hearing Re-opening Indefinite
Fashionable Fakirs
The date for the resumption of Love Pirate. The
'his is unavoidable.
Federal Trade hearing is indefi- Mail Man, The
the
that need be done in this crisis
Fox Film
There is a posin Albany with a nite at the moment.
formed
been
has
lb keep cool.
Keep your heels
owns
now
Fox
the sessions may be When Odds are Even
that
capital
of
sibility
$10,000.
Don't worry about
planted.
C. B.
there.
transferred to Los Angeles and San
m:
professional operators are the Jamaica theater
|i

re-

November and December

in

Film Booking Offices

—

It

for

Loving Lies

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles The American Society of Cinematographers held its
annual ball at the new Biltmore
Saturday night. That is, it started
Most of
then and ran on and on.
the important people on the coast
were present.

Los

—63

November-December

no time

along the

Need Not Worry Over

Exhibitors

more serious. The various F. I. L. view of the shutdown in production.
M. Boards of Trade are meeting in A number of employees in all departtheir various cities to seek ways and ments were let out on Saturday.
means of settling the problem which
Over at the Long Island studio, the
has grown in proportion rather than executive staff was pretty well cut
ciation of the gravity, and
diminish.
In Utah, the competition down, although it was stated that
optimism as to the result.
offered by non-theatrical exhibitors to "The Humming Bird" and "Piped
the regular theaters is particularly Piper Malone" companies would conIf every important producer
acute. In Michigan, where the neces- tinue until the pictures were finished.
ollows the lead of Famous
sity for action became so urgent that The company declared that the move
vhat might have been a real
H. M. Richey and others of the M. was one in carrying out the policy of
>anic next February or March
P. T. O. came to New York to con- retrenchment that has been decided
Cervill have been averted.
fer with Will H. Hays relative to it, upon.
ainly something closely akin
the pressure has now become less
Henry M. Saulsbury, one of the
o a panic was scheduled for
severe.
officials of the real estate and theater
text February when the proThe F. I. L. M. Boards will call departments, is among those who are
would
luction
departments
in the salesmen of the various com- no longer with the organization.
lave faced the inevitable show-

ing of
Ivhich

Plenty of Pictures

F. P. Starts Slashing

Growing Reductions All Over Country Made
Situation
Non-Theatrical
H. M. Saulsbury Out of Real
More Serious F. I. L. M.
Boards Conferring Generally
Estate Department

—

the

greatest,

Remedy

Seeking a

CEEP

Price 5 Cents

29, 1923

Unseeing Eyes

Kent Leaves
left

S.

R. Kent

terday.

left

for Coast

for the coast

}}'??,!
1

Ji"

!,!

Jf'iaoi
11-18-23

Hodkinson Corp.
5

ps

Shifting

Sands
(Continued on Page 6)

n

7-23
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N. Y.— Piccadilly Play100 shares comhouse, New York.
mon stock no par value. Incorporators, M. L. Elkin, A. Eichel, E.
London. Attorney, N. Burkan, 1451

Albany,

(Continued from Page

1)

pendent producers compel us to continue, however, insofar as their proBut we will
duct is concerned.
Moodir. let 29. 1121 Prici S CiitJ
Vri. mi It. !4
spend no more than is absolutely
necessary to carry these contracts
Broadway.
iRlit 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
through. What the solution is I don't
Inc..
Published Daily except Saturday, at
West 4-tth St., New York, N. Y„ by
Albany, N.
Roland West Prod., know, but I certainly do not believe
WIDS FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
that activities can be resumed on the
Joseph Danncnberg, President and Editor; New York. 50 shares common stock,
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Kusiness Manno par value.
Incorporators, G. S. former basis, or assume former exi^tr; Maurice D. Kami, Managing Editor.
Wittson, J. M. Edelson, L. Strong. tent until a complete reconstruction
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Attorneys.
Wentworth, Lowenstein of ideas in regard to costs has taken
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
place."
the post office at New York, N. Y., under
& Stern, 152 West 42nd St.
•

i

1»

History Films Prove Popular

F. P. Starts Slashing

Incorporations

29,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The first of a se
pictures, depicting earl
American history, released by tf
University of Florida general extei!
sion division, was shown here la
Clearwater, Fla.

ies

six

of

week.

Y—

I

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG COMEDIES

.it

March

of

act

the

3,

1879.

IVrms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
SI 5.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

to

DAILY. 71-73 West 44th
\
V
Phone Vanderbilt

THE FILM

St.,

New

York,

4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
t.4 11

—

Albany, N. Y.— Hoffman Prod.,
New York. 50 shares common stock
no par value.
Incorporators, G. S.
Wittson, J. M. Edelson, L. Strong.
Attorneys, Wentworth, Lowenstein
& Stern, 152 West 42nd St.

Warner's Going Right Ahead
(Special to

2 reels

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—There

will be

no

Hal E. Roach Studios
let

up in production at the Warner plant.
Sidney Franklin starts work today
1603.
on
"Cornered," with Irene Rich and
ago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Albany, N. Y.— Rebus Film Co., Marie Prevost in the leads. William
\\ .diash Ave.
Capital, $10,000.
Incor- Beaudine also starts work today on
Ernest W. Fredman, Brooklyn.
Ion Representative
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., porators, P. Zettle, V. Gerardi, W.
"Being Respectable."
London, W. I.

—
—

Paris Representative
Clichy,

— Le

Film,

tionale
\akia),

Rue

de

—

European

Central

42

Representative InternaFilmschau,
(Czecho-SloPrague
Wenzelplatz.

Gianninoto.
Attorney,
256 Broadway.

business

"Gentlemen,

it's

is

Louis

Cohen

and

Abraham

Cohen.

1)

concerned

something

to

think about."
difficulties

to time pointed out

naturally

due

from

such a development.
You all know
what was said about these articles.
But this is the saving grace.
It
looks now as if the scheduled panic
for
February is out of the way.
There will be none.
And that is
healthy; splendid.

fine;

bow, informed newspaper

men

motion of the company and that all of
the money derived from the sale of
stock and more had been spent in
trying to promote the company. Leon
de la Mothe, who was director, general, left several weeks ago.

Heads Cleveland Assn.
THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland The annual election
Bellas

—

of

Fox is en route to the Coast,
he will make "The Woman
Sinned," from his own story.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

G. Brown, secretary; Martin Printz,
treasurer.
vacancies
on the
board of directors for terms of one
year each were filled by the election
of M. B. Horwitz and Jack Harwood.

officers of the

Finis

Who

THREE
CHEERS
Juvenile

'COMEDY-^

"*Vft''

Two

Wants More Films For Minors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland Mrs. Elmer G. Derr,
former president of the Cleveland
Cinema Club, in address before the
conference of the northwestern district of the Ohio Federation of Women's Clubs,
pictures for

demand more and better
young folks, at a more

reasonable admission price.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster

New

Exclusive representative of

MR. LOU TELLEGEN
Address
17

DEN0f(

that

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Assn. resulted as follows: O. E. Bellas, president; Paul
Gusdanovic, vice-president; Martin

where

pTFLOWERlNTHEGAR

(Special to

Fox Coastbound

Finis

—

^

EeT

he personally lost $2500 in the pro-

And from time
the

Pafhejcomedy

Nicchia,

Mid-West Prod. Close Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Stand steady. And
just keep cool.
St. Louis
The stockholders in the
in the end you will be a lot better
Mid-West Prod., Inc., launched about
off for it.
a year ago, have started a movement
to learn where their money has gone.
Time Tells
The corporation's office in the LibOver six or seven months ago, fear- erty Central Building was vacated
ful of what would happen to these
some three months ago with a month's
costly,
immense and magnificient rent unpaid. Louis K. Ansell, secreproductions, this writer said:
tary, who is manager of the Rain(Continued from Page

far as straight

Culver City, California

Boston— Calvert, Inc., New York.
Capita! $1,000. Incorporators, Samuel
Rose,

KEEP COOL

J.

"A Proven Product"

all

Communications

West 42nd

Street

New York

to

Film Co. For Montreal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal By means of animated

—

cartoons in the various theaters, L.
Arsin has organized the Animated
Screen Advertising Co. for advertising purposes.

HH
MANAGEMENT

ASTOR THEATRE

BUILDING

BROADWAY
NEW YORK.

1531-37

THE
ay,

October

29, 1923

THE GREATEST FUN
IN THIS BUSINESS
^o. 356,

UNIVERSALIS
BIG TEN
MERRY GO ROUND
•

#

with Mary Philbin
and Norman Kerry

Straight- from- the -Shoulder -Talk

Directed by RUPERT JULIAN
Universal Super Jewel

By CARL LAEMMLE
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

AT

a time when exhibitors are refusing to book the pictures
of other producers until they can actually see the pictures,
they are giving exactly the opposite treatment to Universal and
I'm here to say that such an expression of confidence warms the
cockles of my heart. I thank yotl!
>.

A Chapter in Her Life
A

WEBER PRODUCTION

LOIS

With a

ca6t— based on the story
of "JEWEL" by Clara Louise Burnham
brilliant

Universal Jewel

DRIFTING
PRISCILLA DEAN
starring

For years I have been preaching "Look before you book."
This slogan has finally taken hold. It has got underneath the
exhibitors' skin. They have learned that it pays to look before
booking. But at the same time they have learned that they can
book Universal pictures before they even leave the studio!

Read the next paragraph
In our

New York

carefully:

Quality," "Thundering

"A

Dawn" and "The Acquittal"

Lady of

All our salesmen had to sell was the news from our studio
that the pictures were great!
They told the exhibitors that our
Well,
studio staff had promised three corking good pictures.
many a studio has made promises of this sort. The exhibitors
have heard such things before, only to learn afterward that the
pictures were not so good.

But they took our unsupported word for it. All we had
ready to sell was our word. And it goes without saying that
the word will be made good.
Just as soon as the story began going the rounds that
u Universal has the pictures," the flood of contracts
began to pour in. In spite of the fact that this was the company
which had urged exhibitors to look before booking, this was the
very company in which exhibitors had such supreme confidence
that they booked blindly.
and

we'll

never shake

It

J. Colton and Daisy H. Andrews
Directed by
from W. A. Brady's Production

TOD BROWNING

Universal Jewel

Thundering

Dawn

J. Warren Kerrigan
and Anna Q. Nilsson
A HARRY GARSON PRODUCTION

Universal Super Jewel

before any

one of these three pictures was completed!
Not a single exhibitor saw any one of these pictures or any
part of them before signing up.
In some cases we did not even
have still photographs to show.

Confidence!

the play by

with

exchange alone, nearly #200,000 worth

of contracts were signed on three Jewel pictures,

From

has taken years to earn such confidence

THE ACQUITTAL
with Claire Windsor
and Norman Kerry
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN from Cohan
and Harris' production of Rita Weiman's play

Universal Super Jewel

BABY
PEGGY
my
in

first

big feature

The DARLING of NEW

YORK

Directed by King Baggot
Universal Jewel

white' tiger
starring

PRISCILLA

DEAN

Directed by Tod Browning
Universal Jewel

A LADY of QUALITY
VIRGINIA VALLI

starring

With

MILTON

SILLS and an extraordinary

cast

A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION
From Frances Hodgson

Burnett's

famous novel and play

Universal Super Jewel

it!

• •

have more fun running this company as a sort of
sacred trust for the thousands of exhibitors who lean on us than
you will ever know. The fact that I can look you in the eye
and can know that you and I are making money for each other
is a deep rooted joy which cannot be described in words.
So I'll continue to say it with pictures and you can answer

Trust!

I

with contracts.

From

Byron Morgan's Great Racing Story
Title to be Announced
starring

REGINALD DENNY

Directed by

Universal Jewel

MY MAMIE ROSE
starring

From

current issue of

"THE UNIVERSAL WEEKLY"

HARRY POLLARD

i

MARY PHILBIN

by Owen Kildare
IRVING CUMMINGS

a story

Directed by

Universal Jewel

Monday, October
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your ideas.
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Report again has
Everett, Wash.
that this city will soon have another theater.
it

Bothell,

ed

down

Wash.— The

Sees Opposition

Bothell burn-

From Cohen

THE FILM DAILY

(Special to

Washington

— C.

headquarters

Cohen

forces.

will

He

be
say-:

the identical same proposition that
a large number of exhibitors in
propo
Chicago last convention.
then was in the nature of a compromise and
follows
was as
I

"This

is

made

to

My

:

"Each zone

or state organization to send
a representative to Washington, those representatives to be a governing body of a
national organization, and to have the power
to elect an executive and conduct all other
The
business of the national organization.
expense of each delegate to be borne by the
organization; this, of course, would eliminate
was the object F sought
all politics which
to attain.
So you can well see that
heartily in favor of Jake Well's plan and

hope something may
although
Mtioti

I

WILLIAM

sent

out

to prominent residents and to all the
Post telling them
officers at the

Army

showing. Fifty window cards
were used in prominent stores and
the lobby was decorated with posters

Extensive Campaign for This
Louis An extensive exploitaSt.
tion campaign marked the opening of
"The Drivin' Fool" for a two weeks'
run at the Rivoli theater. The campaign was along the lines laid out in
the Hodkinson press and exploitation

Eastern Sales

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1

—

NEGATIVES WANTED!

We

will buy outright or und
take distribution of worthwl
pictures for U. S. and Cans
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film D«
71 W. 44th St.

book.

More than 300 sets of pictorial
window displays were put out covering every transfer point. These news
pictures showed the folly and results

New York

and careless driving. 500
"Crossing
Warnings"
were
used
along every main thoroughfare and
most of the important street inter-

of reckless

upwards of
wind shield

sections,
In
addition,
5000 of the automobile
stickers were distributed
ists.

A

among

MOVK

um
I

STIL.4.J

Ski

\

auto-

business bringing newspaper

of the

campaign was conducted,

and

rotating advertising being used, with
large copy in two different papers,
alternately, each dav.

stills.

S. GILL,

Ave.

Fifth

STERN PHOTO ADVERTISING

system of

a

C

circle

l«4rj6ftvasrso'!j!ST.

lie

predict that
by the Cohen

developed from it,
it
meet with
will
forces."

3ig Stores Use Doll Angle
Cleveland Two large department
tores in Ohio have pledged their cooperation on Century Comedies in
which Baby Peggy appears.

—

)

C. Griffin, an important figure in Northern California
exhibitor matters, thinks that opposition to the lake Wells' plan for a
council of 26 and well-established

Oakland, Cal.

the

Holly

.

week.

last

made by

for the correct solutions.
thousand letters were

A

November.

early

Chicago

Rothacker Laborator
542

.1

the-

show over. Send along
know how you cleaned up.

exhibitor puts his

Let the other fellow

Puzzle Proves Good Stunt
Leavenworth, Kans. John Topper,
\bdallah theater, used one of
Hi,
with both houses now charging ten
yellow sheet exploitaGoldwyn
the
cents.
supplement ideas to exploit
tion
Guy F. Navarre, manager "Three Wise Fools." He arranged
Seattle
store, near the theater,
of Fox, and Paul Aust, of Select, are with a drug
window a large card
the
place
in
to
Chest
Community
Seattle's
tie
in
40x60 inches, reproducing on it the
Drive.
block numbers that must be added
McKinnville, Ore.— F. D. Sharp has together in such a way as to total
Those who were insold his interest in the Rainbow, to twenty-one.
O'Neill now controls terested in the puzzle went inside
F. E. O'Neill.
and got smaller cards, which were
the situation here.
Prizes of
taken home to figure on.
South Bend, Wash. George Reis- tickets to see the picture were offered

new Tokay

New York

of

Staples,
the New Palace and K. C. Wilson,
running the Grand are waging a price
When Getter lowered the adwar.
mission at the Palace to 25 cents top,
for four nights a week, Wilson d d
the same thing at the Grand. Reduced
admissions later started a price war.

ncr plans to open his

Over

it

29, II

One

of

them

is

the

EXHIBITORS IN

IOWA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS
AND MISSOURI

May Company

of Cleveland, considered one of
department stores in
largest

country.

After

purchasing

the
the
several

hundred dozen Baby Peggy Dolls
ihey began immediately on window
in
tieups, newspaper spreads, etc.,
running
theaters
connection
with

Baby Peggy comedies.
In Akron, the M. O'Neill Co.
has

pledged

cooperation

tion with the dolls

in

also

You can

obtain bookings

on

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'

connec-

Productions

and Baby Peggy

comedies.
Effective Sunt for "Drivin' Fool"

Olympia,
efforts of R.

Wash.
C.

—

Through

of
of the

Hill,

the

Hodkinson,

Rex theater,
and the manager
a lie-up was arranged with the State
Highway Safety Club.
When "The Drivin' Fool" played
the Rex, the club showed stills made

Buys Regina House
THE FILM DAILY)
from actual photographs of wrecks
Winnipeg, C. G. Branham, di- that resulted from careless driving.
rector of theaters for Famous Players Dodgers were distributed telling the
Canadian Corp., has been here select- public to "see what happens to a
ing a site for a new house in Saska- "Drivin' Fool' 'at the Rex theater
Washington State
join
the
toon, Sask., which the Famous Play- then
Highway Safety Club."
ers will erect.

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway
"Gold Madness"

(Special to

—
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MEYER,
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If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established.-i»aiah, m,
by Rev. Dr. M. Friedlander. rabbi of B'nai Sholaum, Brooklyn.

OopTTlfbt. 1P23,

By
B

text for

to-morrow

GOSSIP

25,

192c

».

be suggested by Rev. Arthur Porter, pastor of Bethany

will

BETTER TIMES AHEAD
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C
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br 8l«r Oompauj

K. C. B.

I'm working lor a corporation
for pedestiat is trying to make the world safe
rians. ThaUls. I waB. I made up a sticker that
aid: "Half of the road is yours; stick to it—
I talked the corporation
on't be a drivin" fool."

Dear

C

K'.

ato printing it

my

lotoriets in

:

and- 1 had a fellow go around to
town, and many of them put the

Hodkinson exploitation ideas grab

on their windshields.
And then, one of these birds played a dirtyMy boss happened up in Yonkers
rick on me.
nd waB knocked nearly cuckoo by a car that was
n the wrong side of the road. That wasn't so
ad. but one of my stickers was on the windFriend boss was indignant and told me
hield.
One word led to
He sticker idea was punk.
nother and I was canned.
Is there really any use trying to do things for
ticker

ial

K. C.

RALPH

MY DEAR

THINK

•

t

AND YOUR

your boss

VAS PERFECTLY
•

WHEN HE

•

•

•

WHICH GOES

to

#

•

•

YOUR ADVICE

OR THERE*he*was.

When one of the country's greatest news-

was

wrong.

•

•

*

.

)N HIS side of the

FOR THE

road.

real

.

papers plays up winning stunt, it means
easy exploitation for exhibitors any place
in the country.

wise

fellow.
•

•

•

ON ANY road.
. . .
IS THE one who

OBSERVING THE
rules.

\ND THIS* other
•

'knows.

car,

•

•

IT'S sometimes

safer.

•

*

*

THAT

*VAS COvTlNG along.

\ND HE saw

the sign.

WITH ITS*adWe.
THAT HALF*of\he

AND SOM&nMES
better.

FOR ALL

rpad.

ONCE

IF

•

*

•

concerned
in a* while.

BELONGED TO him.
\ND TO stick to it.

HE'LL FO*RG*ET*his

\ND SO

YOUR ST1CKER*S

rights.

he did.*

are

wrong.

KNO THE*oth*er 'fellow.
•

•

•

HAD THE same
•

|VND JUST didn
know.

AND

•

IF

•

«

were you

I

idea.
I'D

WASH*

'em

all

Off

t
I

THANK

you"

these are the

fctfckera

:hat Compel

attention
vteproduced by Permission
\>f

New York

American.

ODKINSON
I

writer, features sticker

prove.

•

fired you.

•

boss got

*

right.

famous

New York American discusses publicity
angle of "THE DRIVIN' FOOL."

•

bumped.

•

•

•

.

•j

bis Side.

•

•

*

.

ST1TT.

F.

WAS

f WHICH

Ralph.

B.,

.

tie-up ...

ther people, or should a fellow be like the .driver

ho bumped the boss?
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(Continued front Pace
Metro Pictures Corp.
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The
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Million lo

year period.

Hum

1922
1923

Darling of

The

19-23
12- .123
II

New

York. The
Vitagraph

record

shown

Pioneer

Trails
Smashing Barriers

Man

of Might.
I-cavcnthuorth
Bennett)

On the
A Talc
Let Not

The

Cast,

Watash

Rod Roses
Put Asunder

Warner Brothers
Conductor 1492

II

Lucretia Lombard
Tiger Rose

11-18-23
12- 9 23

'

and Advertising

E.

BAER

Advtrtising

Ln*u

1540 Broadway

Bldg.

'J

is

$

Total

f,e

*«*»

9,537,000
10,096.000
20,647,000
28,282,000
31,300,000
34,200,000

$134,062,000
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COMMON LAW OPENED TODAY FOR WEEKS RUN OLYMPIA THEATRE STOP
THOUSANDS TURNED AWAY STREETS AND TRAFFIC BLOCKED HAD TO CALL
FOR HELP FROM POLICE TO KEEP CROWDS IN LINE STOP A BOX OFFICE

RECORD IS SURE TO BE SMASHED STOP WHY WORRY WITH HAROLD LLOYD
LIKE THE COMMON

LAW ITS GREAT
TOD BROWNING MANAGER 0LYMPIA THEATRE

u»
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of
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three aymbota

reJtfram.

EXTRA

IN OPPOSITION HOUSES HAVE NO EFFECT ON US
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Night LrtMr
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NVA154 63

SYMBOL

Tctafram

NlgM Manage

AM

tkhi w«grar» o» t*-

—

You

—

Week
— "The Next
Hunchback of Notre
Dame"
Broadway— "The Fighting Blade"
Brooklyn Strand— "If Winter Comes"
Cameo— Not yet determined
—
Capitol "Rosita" (tentative)
—
Central "The Temple of Venus"
—
Cosmopolitan "Unseeing Eyes"
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon"
—
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche"
—
Lyric "The White Sister"
Rialto — Not yet determined
Rivoli — Not yet determined
Strand— Not yet determined

chart showing the tremendous
increase in the amount expended by
the picture and theater patrons since
1918 is as follows:

I

STUDIOS

Pictorial Aids to Exploitat

—
—

741,288,000

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

CRAMERrMIlv!:

—

The

for Producers,

—

Boy"
Saturday "The Gold Diggers"
Lyric— "The White Sister"
"The Country Kid"
Rialto
Rivoli "Women-Proof"
Strand "The Common Law"

(Spent for Amusement

Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

FRED

My

55,944,000
60,387,000
119,270,000
160,672,000
164,615,000
180,400,000

Total

A E R

Publicity

—

Astor

4-23

>t

Begins"
Thursday- "The Spoilers"
Fridav "Going Up" and "For

attendance
since 1918 is

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

(W.

—
—

—

(Amusement Attendance)

Man

B

the period
as follows:
for

The

Batiks of the
of

corresponding

i

—

$12,643,000

Total

The

953,0110

1,096.000
2,064,000
2,828.000
2,782.000
2,920,000

10_>i

Jewel
il,

the tahlc of tax
during the

$

—

—
—
—
—

Los

admissions

1918
1919
1920

11-19-23
11-12-23
12- 3-23
12-31-23
12 17-23
11-26 23

Chaser. The

Acquit!

in

(Amusement Tax Receipts)

Near Lady, The
Pure Grit
Red Warning, The
Thrill

amusements

The

Alley

1

of

shown by

oil

Universal Pictures Corp.

Crook..

is

reeeipts

I

United Artists Corp.
Thief ol Bagdad,

—

I

Hospitality
I.onp Live the King
Pleasure Mail

Boomerang,
Maythne

attendance

Los Angeles internal
revenue district, which includes ten
counties, show a tremendous growth.
the

for

figures

1-22-23
11-19-23
11-26-23
11
5-23
1

Preferred

—Theater

Angeles

Los

Answer

to

Boyle Sails
John Boyle, long one of Gfl
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre most expert cameramen, sailffl
lame"
urday on the "President Hai
Broadway "The Bad Man"
for Europe, where he will joh
Brooklyn Strand "R c h a r d, The ward Bowes, and Charles Brak
Lion Hearted"
making preliminary arrangemej
Cameo "The Drivin' Fool"
"Ben Hur."
Capitol—"Rosita"
Central "The Temple of Venus"
Cosmopolitan "Unseeing Eyes"
fill* M:ik.ing E^uipnic.ii
Criterion "1'hc Covered Wagon"
m ihe East makes possible oat
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche"
GUARANTEED
TVENTY FOUR. HOUR SER\
Loew's New York Today "The
Marriage Maker"
Tuesday "Why Women ReMarry"
ing
and "The Lone Star Ranger"
Wednesday "Where the North
Phone Bry.8738 ~ 148-150 v

to

1)

Monday, October

On Broadway
—

Amusements Grow
THE FILM DAILY)

A.

L.

Plenty of Pictures

-3&*%DAILY
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.^

Phone Circle 3

"designed to suit your

I

nee.

sun in Che raarkei for

SINGLE REEL NOVEL!
Exchau
J. IRi
729 -7th Ave. N

Iris Fil.n

JOHN
PhoneBryaot 3377
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Authority
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New
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No. 25

Receiver

Slump In

Kaufman

Sept.

Wants Waters Removed From Taxes $500,000 Under August But
Management Charges
$143,136 Above Corresponding
Month in 1922
Against F. E. Kahn
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
iearing will be heard tomorrow
Washington Admission tax colFederal Court on a motion
by Roy E. Aitken, a stock- lections during September aggregated
of Triangle, to have Percy L. $4,932,527, according to figures made
Aitken public by the Commissioner of In•s removed as receiver.
This was an inled in the motion by Triumph ternal Revenue.
es Corp., creditor and owner of crease of $143,136 as compared with
when $4,789,391
September,
1922,
uarter of the stock.
motion charges Felix E. Kahn was collected, but is more than

i

—

ingle

—

:

•

motives

of

and $500,000
August,

destruction

under the control of Felix

Waters,

Famous

below

1923,
$5,560,748.

collections

the

amounted

which

of
to

Price 5 Cents

1923

30,

In Charge

Stars

Fa- And

To Manage Coast Theaters for
mous Players — Grauman to Enter

Production Later On
Kaufman, formerly general
Al
manager of the European Film Alliance, the

quondam Paramount proin Germany and lately

ducing unit

manager for the Tom Meighan unit, is now in Los Angeles,
where he will assume management
business

of the Rialto, the Millicn Dollar anr
the Metropolitan theaters, in whicl

Not

The

Evil

Exhibitor

Combinations,
Maintains Billy Brandt Make
Cuts There, He Says
Billy Brandt came to the defense
of the exhibitor at large yesterday in
a statement in which he asserted that
producers experienced trouble in getting their costs back, not because
of exhibitor combinations throughout
the country, but because stars' and

—

leading players' salaries were out of
reason.

all

Brandt declared that

at the Fredlunch last Friday, much stress
was placed on the exhibitor and what
fiftv
he was doing to make things miserper cent interest in the houses aboui
able for the producer and asserted that
Players
Famous
shares
of
11,000
prices and terms were not dictated
common.
by the exhibitor, despite statements
Grauman intends building a theater to the contrary. Tn part he said:

Famous Players has purchased
The
of Sid Grauman.
with Grauman gave him for his
interest

th
dea.

man

Tax collections from the capacity
levy on theaters, museums, circuses,
amounted to $134,660 during
etc.,
attorney for the receiver, has been September, as compared with $126,and private liquidation
in a quiet
790 for the corresponding month in in Long Beach and a residential
Triangle Corporation for several years.
"It is impossible for the exhibitors to
house in Hollywood where he will. accede to the requests of the producers,
Kahn holds voting control and no 1922.
Returns since July with the 1922 of course, continue the operation of with the result that the producers have
lder has been listened to in regard
found themselves burdened with expensive
management. The company has been figures follow:
Outside of productions
the Egyptian theater.
which they can not sell to the
nd has been kept moribund; no one
1923
1922
production
entering
In
exhibitor in accordance with their cost.
that, he intends
n allowed to refinance the corporation
the greatest portion of the exopinion,
my
it going again.
4,620,893 and devoting a good deal of his time
$5,140,506
July
pense going into the production of a motion
Kahn, whose creatures the directors August
4,710,470 in order to see how much money he picture today is the salaries of the stars,
5,560,748
ngle are, has no substantial interests
These salaries
directors and supporting cast.
4,932,527
4,789,391 can amass in real estate operations.
ample motive Sept

hn,

director

a

of

Players-

owner of very large
interests therein, and under the adwho
Early,
is now, or was until
Mr.
and

Corp.,

he has an interest and
iring the destruction of Triangle and
plete elimination from the moving pic-

He

has prevented the Triangle
from operating in the motion
under his
field and its assets have,
sacrificed
to
procure
ment,
been
to pay debts with."
Id.

108,200 Shares

Weekly

are clearly out of proportion to the services
rendered in similar professions, and should
be readjusted immediately.

Seitz Plans "Leather Stocking"

Sales

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Players common was the
Los Angeles George B. Seitz will
most active stock in the entire list
last week with one exception, Ameri- direct "Leather Stocking," a serial in
About 108,200 shares of 10 episodes, for C. W. Patton. Carl
n denies all of the allegations. can Can.
Murphy will have
ates that although he is a vot- Famous common changed hands in Miller and Edna
serial, which will be
in
the
leads
high
the
The
of
trading.
the
six
days
ustee. he is not a stockholder
of Tames
only trying to liquidate the for the week was 72, and the low, 52. adapted from the works
Dillon
Edward
Cooper.
Fenimore
of the company in the best
prepared the scenario.
of
the
stockholders,
ts
of
Hamrick Due Today
Stocking."
"Leather
Following
the largest is Aitken.
who
has sold his Patton will produce "The Fortieth
Hamrick.
ohn
following significant paragraph
ue Mouse theaters in Seattle, Port- Door," another serial for Pathe res in the papers:
orp.

Famous

;

and and

The

collusion in the filing of

se

proceedings

was

not

known

to the Court, nor
relationship of Mr. Kahn to
i\ affairs of this company, nor
vis it
made known that an
a et of this estate of considerate potential value is a cause
olaction which the corporation

de

Tacoma

to

mopolitan, is due in
day to confer with

Goldwyn-Cos-

New York
officials

He will
organization.
supervise those houses.

of

continue

Aitkens

the

at

that
to

ipecial

to

T.

Ralph A. Kohn, of Famous Players,
who has been sitting with Robert T.

v*ork

Gleichman

yesterday.

He

left

is

are

to

cent

additional

briefs,

it

was

is

one of the

issues.

country has

country.
the
of
sections
Various regional meetings have already been held and others are
slated between now and the arrival
of the day upon which exhibitors in
general are pledged to turn over
twenty-five per cent of their receipts
in

Attorneys

Players-Lasky.
file

It is alleged that Famous cannot
provide adequate financial guarantee
Payment of
for the preferred stock.
dividends on the preferred stock before the building begins to provide
sufficient returns to meet the pay-

Meeting Today and Tomorrow
ments
P. T. O. states that fully

eighty per

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis Decision in the case
Market-Circle Realty Co.,
the
of
which has petitioned to issue $600,000 in preferred stock to finance a
new theater on the English Hotel
site, has been taken under advisement
by the State Securities Commission,
following a hearing of arguments.
The M. P. T. O., of Indiana, is protesting the issue, which is backed by

The M.

of the

Decision on Stock Issue

said.

P. T. O. Says Country is Working for M. P. Day— Up-State

all

for Swain, chief counsel for Paramount
under- in the Government case, will leave
lave a conference planned for the coast in a few days in order
joldwy n -Cosmopolitan relative to be on hand when the hearing re- to the national treasury.
Continued on Page
opens there.
w Detroit first-run.

•oit

his

80 Per Gent In Line
M.

No

(Special to

Famous
to

endorsed National Motion Picture
Day, which falls on Nov. 19th. The
be
campaign is now- actively under way

Further sessions may
held in San Francisco and Seattle before the Government rests its case.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Phil

Godsol Has Cold
Godsol is confined
home with a cold.
F.

Coast Hearing Nov. 8

Tri-Stone yesterday.

Gleichman Coming

lease.

to-

Trade Commission May Go to 'Frisco
and Seattle Before Government
hi; against the
Famous PlayRests its Case
el-Lasky
under the
Corp.
Trade Commission
Federal
The
S;;rman Law."
lie Higley, of Higley, Sherman will resume its investigation into the
Booth, attorneys for the Aitkens. affairs of Famous Players in Los
Ml to comment on it. An effort Angeles, on Nov. 8th, it was learned
inch

(Continued on Page 3)

—

With
2)

this

Mid-West Meeting in Dec.
THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis The French Lick
(Special to

hibitor

—

meeting

in

still

in

The

latest report is that
held there in December.

exthe offing.
it

will

be

"Ponjola" Next

The Strand will show "Ponjola"
next week. "A Woman of Paris" follows

it

at that theater.

THE

80 Per Cent In Line

Incorporations
Boston

Vol

.-

.

Tuesday. Oct JO. 1923
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.

Priei 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,

.

except

Dsil)

Inc.,

Published

717.1

West 44th

St.,

WID'S FILMS

snd

New

Satm-dtor,

at

York, N. Y.. by

FILM FOLKS. INC.

foseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
\Y Aliooate. Treasurer and Business ManMaurice U. Kann, Managing Editor.
ager
Donald M liewerean, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

— Fields

Albany

— Anderson-Heyl

Corp.,

York. Incorporators. C. AnderAttorney, H.
son and M. J. Heyl.
G. Kosch, New York.

I

the

act

March

of

1879.

3.

City,
Mo.
Jefferson
Carthage. Capital $10,000.

Ryan,
and Dave Harding.
rators,

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

Terms (Postage

Phil

L.

— Capitol's
Incorpo-

Sam Harding

of

communications

•\ddress all

DAILY,

71-73

THE FILM Amusement
St., New York,

to

West 44th

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood. California— Walter R. Greene.
'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
Ave.,
S.

Chicago Representative

The Film
London,

I.

Shaftesbury

53a

Renter,

W.

—

Rue de

Lc Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Representative
European
Central

— Carrig

Columbus, O.

&

and A. F. Carrig.

Columbus, O.—The C. & D. Theater Co., Dayton. Capital $20,000. Incorporators, C. M., M. G., C. D., and
Nina Lamb, Ralph Lucke and Esther
Lucke.

— Interna-

tax

\\ ill

E.

and

mass meeting

Whitehurst,
other

of

"A

mem-

New York

exbe held at the Astor
It has been called by

will

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

Mike O'Toole,

bers of the executive committee oi
the M. P. T. ().. lefl for Rochester
last night to attend a meeting of the
Western New York M. P. T. O. at
The committee
the Seneca today.
will hold a meeting of its own there
tomorrow. National M. P. Day and
the admission tax repeal will he discussed.
hibitors

HAL ROACH'S

1)

admission

be sought.

Sydney S. Cohen,
Davis,
Harry
C.

A
Bartunek

Capital
Co., Cleveland.
Incorporators, M. P. Carrig

$25,000.

money,

"Pete" .Woodhull,

New

;

(Continued from Page
the repeal of the

Olympia

Corner

Capital $25,000.
Boston.
Incorporators, Edward Clayton. Nathan Gordon, and Max Schoolman,
all of Boston.
Inc.,

Co.,

1

Hal E. Roach Studios
Culver City, California

Pafhrjcomedy

P-L

Goldwyn

...

Loew's

56-4
82j/2

54
82

56
82

10
16

10

10
16

15

campaign

in

New

York.

seats, 30%
under 500, 7
under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%,
The moat ecconomical method of reachiai r
atrea
ia
our ADDRESSING SERV1

$4.00

2.700

organization,
in the grand ballroom of the Astor,
at

James

11:30.

conduct

will

the

orchestra.

New

Explains Luxor's Plan

At an impromptu luncheon

dead and duplicate

night.

yesterday, to which many
film people and several
critics were invited, Sig
Schlager outlined the international
toward which
basis of production
Among those
Luxor is tending.
present was S. Gordon Michie of

deaired. 30 to
eliminate,
usually a

I

— Mlmeofrsphlne—
Folding — Enclosing— Mailing.

Multigraphing1

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
244 Weat 42nd St.. Near Broadway 111
'Phone Bryant 8138

Ltd., of England.
round table talk touching upon
the bearing of the program of "pictures made where the stories are
laid'* evoked interest in the writers.

A

Sam

ILLINOIS

and
i

EASTERN MISSOURI

J.

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'S V
Productions

By Auto
THE FILM DAILY)
Frankel,

theater, San Leandro, and the Hayward at Hayward,
is dead, as a result of an automobile
accident.

"Temporary Marriage"
"Bright Lights of Broadway'

1

O. Kent Quits Selznick, Detroit

—

Detroit After serving Selznick for
nine years, J. O. Kent has resigned
the management of this office, to become Detroit manager for Film
Classics,

"Gold Madness"

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

CARBONS COULD
BE MADE BETTER

SOUTHERN

Frankel Killed

(Special to

— Samuel

THE PROGRAM"

I

Stoll's,

San Francisco
owner of the Best

IF

if

through

theatre*

the

Picture at Central

TltL SP!CE OI

Lists

etc.,

EXHIBITORS IN
at

prominent
newspaper

"The Temple of Venus," one of the
Fox specials, opened at the Central
last

PER M UP.

saved in postage,
is

—

400
550

ter's first picture for the

Bradford

;

20,000

Grand-Asher Showing
Grand-Asher will give a showing of
"The Way Men Love." Elliott Dex-

C.

IP

Under 250

Woods Heads Film Benefit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Frank E. Woods

Crillon

tomorrow morning

v

mm

—

do pf

reel

next Monday.
the T. O. C. C. members who were
recently
appointed
to
handle
the

chairman of the executive committee
(Czecho-SloHarrisburg, Pa. International of the motion picture branch of the
Prague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
Capital Actors' Fund of America, which is
Film Corp., Philadelphia.
sponsoring the benefit performance
$200,000.
F. R. Hansell.
to be held at the Philharmonic AudiQuotations
Del.
Dover.
Coliseum,
Dover. torium, tomorrow night.
Low Close Sales Capital $25,000. (Capital Trust Co.
High
500 of America.)
East. Kod. .10354 102J4 103 J*

F

Novelty Classic"

Inc.

1

"The Spider and the Rose 99

"BIO"
WOULD

STILL BE

THE BEST

Taylor

On

"East Side - West Side"

Canadian Tour

THE FILM DAILY)
N. B.— P. C. Taylor, Can-

(Special to

M. G. Felder Sales Co.
DISTRIBUTORS
1840 BROADWAY

NSW YORK.

Film

Man

28,

M. Y.

St. John,
adian Universal sales manager visited
St. John recently on his tour of exchanges.

Speaking French,

English,
Spanish and Greek
in
traveled
Europe,
Balkan
States and Mexico wishes connection, will travel.

Box M-31
c/o Film Daily

Vidor Here
/King Vidor is in New York to take
jcxteriors for "Happiness."
Those here include Winifred Dunn,
scenario editor; David Howard, assistant director; Sarah Hudson, script
clerk and Chet Lyons, cameraman.

THROUGH
ST.
3319

LOUIS FILM EXCHANGE

LOCUST STREET
ST. LOUIS,
Harry Hynes, Mgr.

M0.

"

Stars

The

Julius

INCREASE

wish to congratulate

many

exhibitors

who

taken advantage of

ENE CASTLE'S
it

cur-

ultant

wave

erest in

of popular

Miss Castle's

exploitation

icing,

of

v fashions and screen
formances, by booking

•RENCH HEELS"

enormous

salaries

In this connection, he prepared a
list of players and their weekly salaries which are given by him, as
follows:
Norma Talmadge
$10,000
Dorothy

Dalton

7.500
6,500
5.000
5,000
5,000
5.000
4,000
3,500
3,500
3,000
3,000
3,000
2,750
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2,500
2,500
2.500
2,500
2,000
2.000
2.000
1,750

Swanson
Larry Semon
Constance Talmadge
Gloria

Frederick
Gish

Tom Mix
Compson

Retty

Rarbara La Marr

Normand

Mabel

Dean

Priscilla

Conway

Tearle
Stone

Lewis
Milton

Sills

Tames Kirkwood
Wallace Beery

and

House Peters
E'aine Hammerstein

TRESPASSING"

Richard Barthelmess
Retty Blythe
Florence Vidor
Elliott
Dexter

Dana
Lon Chaney
T. Warren Kerrigan

Viola

luring the

ks the

last

three

W. W. Hod-

on Corporation has
orted a 500% increase
bookings on these sub»s— and they are still

1,500 or
1,500 or

Holt

Tack

Anna Nillson
Noah Beery

John

Mary Astor

750

Lee
Ruth Miller
George Walsh
Lila

Patsy

Mason

Shirley

Mae Marsh
Wyndham Standing
Richard Dix
Conrad Nagel
Rockliffe Fellowes

Kenneth

Harlan

Hope Hampton

me

also

thank the

fee staff

l

and especially

W. Hodkinson ex-

nge managers and
smen, who so cleverly
efficiently have

sjl

the spirit of

light

Mint

my

advertising and ex-

citation of the Irene

Productions in
:mection with Miss

Now

a result,

it

is

Al

St.

latest

:atch the

campaign
public in-

Both by Lula Vollmer
For picture rights inquire of

LAURA
Bryant 4065

yesterday that his organization should be included among those
that would have pictures ready for
stated

to exhibitors who have
cation for the service.

Mask

of Lopez,"

Madison Avenue, N. Y.

Broadway

DURATIZC
^~
TRADE MAOW

YOUR FILMl—

220 WEST 42^-D STREET
NEW YORK

Repainting Criterion Signs

"The Covered Wagon" signs
Criterion

are

now

They have been up

being

at the
repainted.

PHONE

CHICKERINC

since early March.

2937

ALLANA.L0WNES
PRES.

"George Ade wrote 'Woman-Proof
and Thomas Meighan plays the star
The answer at the Rivoli was
part.
a line that stretched into 49th St. when
the fire department rules stopped the
There
sale of tickets several times.
never was a line-up less than four

deep behind the orchestra rail."
Times Square Daily.

—

picture of charm, humor and emFunnier
phatic entertainment value.
and a more skillful production than
'Back Home and Broke.'
N. Y. Herald.

"A

—

"Good entertainment. The star and
supporting cast do excellent work.
Simplicity and naturalness are the picture's chief charms."
N. Y. Tribune

—

made

"A thoroughly

enjoyable motion piccomedy.
Light, original and
amusing. Acted flawlessly."
ture

appli-

—N.

Enlarging Progress Exchange

—H.

THE FILM DAILY)
J.

Hermann, manager

of the New Orleans office of Progress
Pictures, Inc., is conferring with A.
C. Bromberg, relative to enlarging
and remodeling the Louisiana office.

Y. World.

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

—

(Special to

34-7

WILCK
1476

"North of Nevada,"

"Shadows of the Sage," "The Sheriff
of Tombstone." "Riders of the Rio
Grande," and "The Desert Ranch."

Oscar Neufeld Re-Elected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia At
the regular
monthly meeting of the F. L. L. M.
Board of Trade. Oscar Neufeld was

Atlanta

D.

November-December release. Monogram has six with Fred Thomson
and "The Whipping Boss," a seventh
made by Beverly Prod, on the coast.
The Thomson series includes "The

THOMAS MEIGHAN
Directed

by

Irene Castle Prod.

WOMAN"

Monogram Has Seven Ready
North of Monogram Pictures

plans will bring additional
revenue to the treasury.
Leon Goldsmith has started on a visit

re-elected president.

SCHLAGER

New York

The

st.

SIG

in

Acclaimed Powerful Drama

stle

tie's

Month

Tom

Approve Screen Service Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City—The M. P. T. O. of
Kansas has approved the Continental
Screen Service and Artwin Service
Corp., screen advertising plans, which
were brought up at the convention at
Wichita.

In its 5th

"THE SHAME

the rainy season, as
Bernheim's opinion.

IW. Hodkinson home

r

"SUN-UP"
'Marvelous Mother Lead

minimum during

more
more
1,500
1,500
1.500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,250
1 ,250
1,250
1 ,000
1 ,000
1 ,000
1.000

Walter Long

ling in!

ilW.

general

clines

Mav McAvoy

SHOULDERS"

which

industry is 'paying to its stars, and dethe relief prayed for.
An immediate
adjustment must come, and that at once."
the

Lillian

et

New York

director

He

Pauline

)

in

(Continued from Page 1)
of Universal City, is in
York on
"With these tremendous salaries paid to
his way to the bed-side of his mother
directors and supporting casts, the
stars,
average picture is boosted way above its in Laupheim, Germany.
will sail
normal cost, necessitating a corresponding for Europe today.
Mrs. Bernheim
increase in exhibition value, with a corresponding increase in film rentals which the has been sick for several months.
exhibitor can not assimilate, so that the enConcerning the activities at Unitire matter backwashes to the producer.
versal City, Bernheim asserts that
"My experience in appearing before legis- Universal is far better off as regards
lative committees on the question of advocating more favorable laws in the matter the 1923-1924 product, than ever beof taxation for the smaller exhibitor, of whom
fore at this time of the year.
It will
over eighty percent are represented in this
be
possible to cut production to a
industry, has been that the legislature imme
diately points to the

Selwyn tour and the

,IM

Bernheim,

New

0'.

re

Bernheim

Julius

Evil

Alfred E.

in

"Woman-Proof"
by George Ade

Green.

QCpanamountQictum

THE

-2&>*lDAILY
How
William

Tuesday, October

Films Gut In
Brady

A.

Their

Explains

Effect on the "Legit" Attractions
in the "Sticks"

LoewMetro

"Producing plays these days
SO attractive a

game

as

it

is

used to be,"

Win. A. Brady in the Sunday
He speaks of increased opWorld,

"Then

grew

rich

That

i-

growth

enormous

the

pictures
motion
any.
There was

a

does
time

not

of
lie!])

when many

playing the 'one-nighters.'
tiling of

a

Today

past.

file

almost an impossibility to secure
consecutive bookings in the small

FIRST ANNUAL BALL

is

There are not enough
shows that can play to
enough to pay expenses, and so the
little managers of 'the tanks,' as they

town

circuits.

traveling

THE SEASON'S

used to

SENSATION

their shows in tin cans, and depend
on their projecting machines and operators for their entertainment.

call

them, are content to get

"Von must have

noticed

how

lav-

ishly the movie theater and the successfu] picture manager advertises.

Greatest array of

Well, he can afford it. After he has
paid the rental of his subject and his
orchestra, he can afford to p mge
into publicity, where we who follow
with living actors and the other
necessities that go with them, must
pause and reflect about the size of
our advertising bills. Then it is very
hard to gauge the public taste these
days."

film stars ever as-

;

sembled at one time

galaxy of enterRowland
THE FILM DAILY)

Griffin Supports

tainment celebrities
including

seven

(Special to

Oakland,

of

the world's greatest

from

the

excerpts
smartest

Two

at

for Scandal"

Row-

Makes Some Changes
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Charles

Cherry, who
managed one of the Stanley houses
in Baltimore has been transferred as
Philadelphia

Orchestras
for continual dancing

resident

manager

to

the

Aldine.

Charles Hetzell, assistant manager
under Cherry, is now manager of the
Victoria. Joe Battersby has succeeded Leonard Wilson as resident manner at the Stanton. Harry Allen, as-

$5.00

sistant at the

Broadway

is

similar position at the

McBride,

now

filling

Alhambra.

George Sobel is in charge of 333
Market Street, succeeding Charles
McConnell, resigned.

Louis Cohen,

T.

Broadway, Arrow,

&

D., Jr.

(Special to

Buy

Misses Waters

,

ha9 two.

tributor friends

who

so kindly

have inquired regarding "The
School for Scandal"
The Richard Brinsley Sheridan
masterpiece will be previewed by

Columbia University Alumni
Reunion at the Columbia University Club Thursday evening, Nov.
8, at the special invitation of Mr.
George Sidney Hellman, chairthe

man

Entertainment Committee, and other prominent and
of the

distinguished alumni.
It will

be impossible, therefore,

—

to screen this subject
now in the
final stages of editorial work

—

November 9.

Mr. Hellman has been kind
enough to allot us a limited number of invitations available to a

few

organizations desirous of seeing "The
School for Scandal" before the
most critical audience possible to
assemble in the city of New York.
officials of distributing

Requests for these must be in
our hands by Saturday, Nov. 3.
third and fourth of "LUXOR'S 15" pictures to be presented
during the forthcoming season
also will be ready for general

The

viewing on
are "THE

made

November

9.

They

SLAV EW OMAN,"

France and the
Alps, and George Eliot's "DANin India,

IEL DERONDA."

Lincoln, Oakland

THE FILM DAILY)

Oakland, Cal.— The T. & D., Jr.,
has taken over the Lincoln
from. Allen E. King. The T. & D.,
Jr., interests took over King's Palace
not long ago.
King formerly controlled foiir houses here, but now
Circuit

We wish to thank our many dis-

before
in

on R. A. Rowland's
high negative costs and the

Stanley Co.

Paul Whiteman

at Tyson,

Griffin,

C.

land's article and also replies to same
and wish to say that they are the
most sensible of any that I have
ever read from any producer or disKnowing Rowland as I
tributor.
do, I am not surprised that he has
the courage to state his opinion, and
hope that the interest created by
I
his statement will not be allowed to
die such as many other good movements have in the past."

Broadway

Tickets

— C.

gross of pictures says:
"I have been reading Dick

musical comedies

on

Cal.

commenting
slam

bands;

"The School

erating expenses and add-:

it

A

Regarding:

not

Luxor

Pictures

347 Madison Avenue

Corporation
New York

I
30,

19231

—

—

BYSTREET

^recognizes

yf FILMDOM

Authority

tie

XXVI

>1.

Wednesday, October

No. 26

^oew Profits Larger
7,617

More Than 1922—Total

for

Year Ending Aug. 31 Reaches
$2,415,488

profits of Loew's, Inc.,
sidiary companies owned 100
t for the fiscal year ending Aug.
totaled $2,415,488, an increase of
7,617 over 1922 and an increase of
4,938 over the profits for 1921.
i annual meeting has been called

Nov.

15.

of officers carries no new
ties with the exception of that of
vid Warfield, who became a direcwhen Charles E. Danforth died.
list

.^he

"he total assets of the companies
placed at $39,520,024 as compared
h $35,596,353 in 1922. One of the
st striking items is that covering
ances to producers which total
'84,261 in the current statement,

to Meeting,

in

of

However

C. yesterday expected
to attend its meeting

person to go over the "Enemies

Women"

meeting was

While the
situation.
in progress, however,

as of

Aug. 31st

total $926,145 as
$1,113,270 last year;

lpared with
payable now total $226,250 as
in
lpared with $374,180
1922;
ile loans to banks totaling $300,in 1923 do not appear in the curt statement.
(Continued on Page 6)
es

Giannini Dines Schenck
H. Giannini, of the Bank oi
y and the Commercial Trust Co.,
e Joseph Schenck a dinner last

l.

prior to the latter's departure
number of
the coast today.
1-known film men attended.

ht,

A

Dinner for Reichenbach
testimonial dinner is being arby a number of friends of
ry Reichenbach, to be held at
Crystal Room of the Ritz on
dnesday evening, Nov. 28. The
charge will include
imittee
in
ly of the best known people of
Roxy has agreed to
industry.
as treasurer and Billy Brandt,
iident of the New York M. P. T.
will act as chairman,

?ed

eichenbach's friends feel that he
done so much to make various
lers and social gatherings in the
istry a success that it is about
that he was allowed to attend
inner where he did not have to
e as toastmaster.
number of unusual stunts and
irises are being prepared for the
rram, and there will be but 250
:ts issued to prevent overcrowdin the Crystal Room.
:

Huge

Charles L. O'Reilly received a teletelling of Hays' inability to get to the meeting.
It is understood, that, as a result

of conferences with the Hearst organization, a plan has been evolved
that will settle the "Enemies" matter
amicably. It is expected the details
will be presented to the T. O. C. C.
shortly, possibly tomorrow.

It

is

Figures Quoted Regarding Star Salaries and Other "MilAmong Reasons Secretary of the Treasury Mellon
and Senator Smoot Have Their Own Ideas
Smoot's Antipathy Natural

—

lions"

phone message

"Rosita" Makes Record
understood that "Rosita"
grossed $12,470 at the Capitol on Suncompared with $348,870 in last day, thereby establishing a new Sunday record at that house. The previr's report.
ous high figure was reached by
'he items listed under liabilities in"Robin Hood" but the "Rosita" total
lte that the) company is in better
tops it by over $800.
Accounts payncial condition.
i

Price 5 Cents

Hays Has Plan
Outlook Dubious for Repeal of
T. O. C. C. Expected "Enemies" Decision Yesterday— Couldn't Get
Admission Tax, Say Politicians

The T. O. C.
and
Will H. Hays
per

Jet

31, 1923

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington If the leaders of the movement looking to the
repeal of the admission tax from the Government budget have any
optimistic ideas as to the likelihood of this tax being removed from
the books they had better take the first train to Washington and
have a few words with some of the Administration leaders.

At
slight

removed is
what Administration leaders say has

this writing the possibility of the tax being

—very slight indeed—

if

anything behind it. Naturally, these men will not be quoted. But
they point out that several moves have been made that make the
going difficult, so far as removing the tax is concerned.
There are but two men whose
word counts on any problem

affect-

ing the revenues of this country
Sound Keynote
Kann Forms Company
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in
Organization
Exhibitor
For New
Senator Reed Smoot, Chairman of
Albany The George E. Kann
Washington— Southern States
the Finance Committee. And neither
at Meeting There
Corp. of New York was formed here
of these men is very much interested
yesterday, listing 900 shares of com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mellon is inin repealing the tax.
mon stock, no par value. B. F. Kraft
Washington The keynote of a new terested only in the budget. Smoot,
is the attorney.
organization was sounded here yes- who, for reasons best known to certerday when exhibitors from Mary- tain film folk, has no particular inKann resigns as foreign manager land, Virginia, the Carolinas, Texas terest in pictures or picture people,
He intends and District of Columbia held a meet- steered Sydney Cohen to the idea
for Goldwyn tomorrow.
operating in the export field, in par- ing at the Arlington Hotel.
that if the Soldiers' Bonus bill was

—

"

—

ticular,

but will not confine his ac-

Declaring that the present exhibitor
organization was not functioning,
Jake Wells of Richmond again put
forth his plan for a national council
26 exhibitors, amply financed and
of
Olsen and Lieber Talk Over Indianby a well organized Washingbacked
apolis Theater Project Famous
ton office. Wells char-ged that exhiGoing Ahead
bitors all over the country are disRobert Lieber and Charles Olsen, gusted with the methods of the existboth prominent in Indianapolis ex- ing body.
hibiting circles, conferred with Adolph
Continued on Page 2)
Zukor and Harold B. Franklin yesterday relative to the proposed FaElder Joins Universal
mous theater to occupy the site of the
tivities to that

branch of the business.

Confer With Zukor

—

Herbert E. Elder, former assistant
opposition sales manager of Famous Players has
raised in Indianapolis and, as a mat- been engaged by Universal as a speSmith,
ter of fact, the M. P. T. O. of In- cial representative for E. J.
sales.
of
manager
with
general
protests
diana, as noted, has filed
Commission
Securities
the
State
against the flotation of the bond isEastbound
sue to float the project on the ground
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sufsupply
not
could
that Famous
Los Angeles— Harry M. Warner
ficient financial guarantees.
Sidney Franklin leave for New
and
itfor
assure
wants
to
Famous
today.
York
self an outlet for its product in InHerman Starr, of the New York
dianapolis.
If it is necessary to construct a theater in order to secure office arrived yesterday to supervise
is
that assurance, the company fully in- the studio while Harry Warner
East.
tends doing so.
English Hotel there.
There has been some

killed there

might be some hope for

repeal of the admission tax.
Those politicans favoring the defeat
of the Soldiers' Bonus Bill would
like to see the picture people take up
they need propaganda in
this idea
an effort to try to kill off the passage
the

—

of this measure.

It is

Several Bills in Sight
reported that several bills are

in the hands of Congressmen
are awaiting the right moment
But it is said that these
to file them.
Continued on Page 2)

now
who

Plans Three New Stages
Cosmopolitan will build two new
stages at its Harlem plant and on

an unannounced site in New York
All future
will erect another studio.
Cosmopolitan Prod, will be made in
New York.
the Red Robe" will open
Cosmopolitan theater sometime
November, following "Unseeing

"Under
at the
in

Eyes." A statement issued yesterday
placed the production cost of the newpicture at over $1,500,000.

THE
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Nov.-Dec Releases Total 79
the publication on Monday
(Continued from Page 1)
of the approximate number of Nobills are drawn in such a planner as
vember-December releases, the total
to take the tax off admissions of all
has been advanced to 79. Sixty-three
kinds.
In Other winds the tax would titles were included in the first list;
nil Ni. !B Wednesday, Oct 31, 1923 Price 5 Cents be removed from grand opera tickets, Monogram listed even more, and
No. 88
Val
fight tickets at $35, and all amusesaid As- BLOW CLIFF 700 FEET LONG INTC
Woody
S.
John
yesterday
Folks,
Copyright 1°-M, Will's Film ami Film
ments. Yet there was reported to be sociated Exhibitors, Inc., would have OCEAN — 120,000 lbs. of powder and 'A tot
Published Daily except Saturday, at
dynamite used at Palos Verdes, Cal.,
an
understanding that when the bill four during that period. These will make
In
V
N.
New
York,
St.
extensive changes in the landscape.
71. 7
Weal 44th
to
only
1N<
intended
was
it
was
FILM
FOLKS,
filed
and
WIDS FILMS
be "Going Up," and "The Yankee NAVY AND TIGER TIE 40,000 see fierci
and
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; affect
cents
admissions of 25
MacLean; battle between Princeton and Annapolis
W Aliooate, rreasurer and Business Man- under. One of these bills is in the Consul," with Douglas "The
Extra Yale beats Brown at New Haven.
Mabel Normand in the
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
hands of a Pennsylvania Congress- Girl" and "The Courtship of Myles A TWO YEAR OLD STUNT STARilj M. Mersereau. Advertising Manager.
Little Mary Beard, of Los Angeles, is
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, man.
Early in the new year real prodigy.
Standish."
under
at the post office at New York, N. Y„
there will be a new Lloyd picture, Other interesting items as usual.
the act ot March 3, 1879.
Last Services for Eddie Dustin
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
tentativly called "The Girl Expert"
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
"Souvenir," a Halperin Prod.
and
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Louis — The funeral of Eddie
St.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Distributing will have
Hepworth
man,
Address all communications to THE FILM Dustin, veteran St. Louis film
Alley,"
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York, was held on Saturday. Dustin died five including "Lily of the
of
"Pipes
Threads,"
Phone Vandcrbilt 4551-4552-5558. Wednesday, after a lingering illness. "Strangling
N Y
Hollywood, California— Walter R. Greene,
Pan," "Mist in the Valley" and
Mrs.
by
his
wife,
He
is
survived
Hollywood
'Phone,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Mamie Gunn Dustin, and three sons. "Mrs. Erricker's Reputation."
1603.
Mack, 738 S.
Irving
Representative
Chicago
Dust in's life was intimately con-

Outlook Dubious

Since

Pathe'N

t<

.t

—

'l

i

—
—

ash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

London, W.

I.

—

Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Representative
European
Central

Rue de

— Interna-

tionale

vakia),

Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzelplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

nected with the film history of St.
Louis. Associated with O. T. Crawford, he was one of the first to act

Going To Texas
Elmer Clifton leaves next week for
in and produce pictures here.
Texas where seven or eight weeks will
be spent making exteriors for "The
Buchowetzki Due Nov. 3rd
Warrens of Virginia," the Civil War
Cable advices received by Ben play which Fox will release.
Blumenthal state that Dimitri Buch-

owetzki is aboard the Leviathan, due
here on Saturday. He is coming here
Low Close Sales to study American production at the
High
103
400 coast and may direct pictures during
Kod. 103J4 10.?
55^ 16,600 his stay. Buchowetzki's recent pic56^ 54
F I'.-L. ..
82
82
100 tures
82
do pfd.
are
"All
for
Woman,"
a
300 "Othello" and "Peter the Great."
10^8
10V;s
Goldwvn
10J4
700
16/2 16J4 1654
Locus' ...
Pearl White at Work
Reginald Ford advises from Paris
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
that Pearl White has started her first
at your picture for him. It is called "Terror."
for this "ad"
Educational Exchange
Edward Jose is directing.

Clifton

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle

Quotations

.

.

New York

Hal E. Roach Studios

Hollywood

Chicago

Culver City, California

Rothacker Laboratories

THREE

-

CHEERS
Juvenile

Pafhecomecjy

542

Fifth

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

S.

Ave.

Tel.

Leave for Coast
Bryant Washburn and Mabel For-

Murray

Hill

1831

hold

its

annual

election

to-

morrow.

NEGATIVES WANTED!
buy outright or under-

take distribution of worthwhile
pictures for U. S. and Canada,
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

New York

Exclusive representative of

MR. LOU TELLEGEN
17

all

Communications

West 42nd

to

Street

New York

WANTED

— DESKROOM

In desirable office in film district by desirable party.

Address Box A-7
o

THE FILM DAILY

West 44th

Street,

To

Ryskind Starts Duties
Morris Ryskind has assumed

his

duties as director of publicity for the
Riesenfeld theaters.

New

York.

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable.

Sound Keynote
(Continued from Page

1)

Harry M. Crandall of Washington
and Samuel Boyd of the Crandall
theaters were elected chairman and

Minnie Elizabeth Webster

Address

POSITIVE FILM

League Elects Tomorrow
of America

The Authors' League
will

will

EASTMAN

rest left for the coast yesterday to
start work on "Nothing to Wear"
for Grand-Asher

-COMEDY-,

^\^

71

WILLIAM

FREE

MATS

c

Pantomime."

2 reels

.

We

of

tary respectively of the meeting.
Crandall criticized the present system
under which national organizations
operate, declaring that the time of
conventions is largely taken up by
electioneering and the airing of personal grievances to the slighting of
exhibitor problems.
Col. H. A. Cole, of Marshall, Tex.
and president of the Texas unit advocated the formation of a new organization that would bring about results in the repeal of the admission
tax.
He said he failed to see where
the present organization had secured
1

"Kodak"

The words ''Eastman"

are stenciled in black letters in the

transparent film margin.

Look

for this posi-

proof that you are projecting the "film
that carries quality through to the screen."
tive

1

results.

The cry
away from

of the
politics

meeting was "Get
and inactivity."

Eastman Film, both regular and
is

now

available

in

tinted base,

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

!

!

!

11

:sday,

October

^^«^^
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You Gave Us the Slogan
We Gave You the Goods
You— the exhibitors— are responsible for the slogan "Universal has the pictures."
fou passed the story around among yourselves. It spread like lightning from coast to
and from north

oast

to south.

You advertised us more than we ever advertised ourselves. Your word-of-mouth praise
the Universal product shot out with the speed of radio, and, like the radio,
very direction.

>f

You gave
So

it

us the slogan

u Universal has the pictures/

was up to us to give you the pictures

!

it

spread in

'

WHICH WE DID

!

we gave you Merry-go-Round, which has brought more joy to the exhibitors'
tearts and more profits to their purses than they have enjoyed for many a moon,
tupert Julian's great work, uncovering to the world the star caliber of Mary Philbin
nd Norman Kerry, is still going lickety-split and tearing records to pieces everywhere.
Again you said " Universal has the pictures " and we came right back at you
rith William A. Brady's great story of Drifting, with Priscilla Dean in the lead.
The
First

on this picture have been nothing short of remarkable.
So you repeated the slogan " Universal has the pictures M and we replied with
Tiundering Dawn, directed by Harry Garson and starring Warren J. Kerrigan and

eviews

inna Q. Nilsson

— a thundering good picture with a thundering big climax!

But that's not a drop in the bucket!
knock your eye out — in fact six of your eyes — with the next
lx pictures.
If you have said "Universal has the pictures" up to now, you will
ell it from the roof of your theatre after you have seen the next six

We are simply going to

The

Acquittal comes soon ! Heavens, what a picture
That's eye No. One. Then
>aby Peggy in her first big feature picture, The Darling of New York. There goes
nother eye! Then Priscilla Dean with a whale of a cast in White Tiger. Then
Reginald Denny in the best racing story ever screened. No title selected yet. Then
r
irginia Valli in
Lady of Quality! A Hobart Henley production that will perfectly
ain another eye or two. And then Mary Philbin again in
Mamie Rose, which will
lake her work in Merry-go-Round pale into insignificance by comparison
!

A

When
ve

up

you gave us

My

a slogan

you put us on our

You

gave us a tough one to

to.

But the job
You

mettle.

is

done.

gave us the slogan and we're giving you the goods
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Need For Drama

Newspaper Opinions

Real Material

vital

need of the business

"Woman Proof— F.

In

material.

critic

.'i

most

the

rial storj

he

connection,

tin-

*
"
AMI- UK AN
and he (George A.l<>,
lias assumed that picture audiences like the
old .stuff, with the old ideas, and the old types
and the <ild ending. • • * The story was
quite long, and quite stupid, and how it was
carried through so many reels was extra-

ordinary.

NEWS— Tommy

DAILY

"What we mean
the

motion

to

picture

saj

is

industry

that

it

reallj

be accepted seriouslj
dramatic expression, it
ought to put .in end to filming sto
that arc full of holes and quackery.
It
ought and it must, if it is to go
forward with tlu- times to go oul
in search of real dramas, by real playwrights with real thought in them.
Then back up these stories with eon
vincing and manifestly faithful and
honest backgrounds for atmospheric

wishes

to

medium

effect.

—

A combination

of such a play,

example, as 'The Dancers,' along
Canadian North
with a
exteriors, such as those shown in
mid at once com'Unseeing

guess.

EVENING JOURNAI^-The

mand

the

respect

of

the

entire

pic-

ture-going public, which ranges will
And it
up into the millions daily.
would convert a great many of the
present day scoffers, who attend pie
tures only when they can slip away
alone without any of their friends
:ing them."

a light,
*

*

*

Thomas Meighan

SUN
affable
* * *

friend
liking

fol-

WORLD—Always

to Tom
"Woman

a

is

combination hard

aside from writing the
titled the picture and has done a good

beat

story,

we

a strong
couldn't help

Proof." * * *

Meighan

Ade and
to

Meighan.

job of

:

and

Ade,

it.

HERALD
weight,

it

Without carrying any surplus
to move along at a brisk

manages

gait and to maintain a convincing semblance
of cheerfulness throughout its journey across
the screen. * * *

The result is a picture of charm, humor
and emphatic entertainment value. It is funnier and a more skillful production than
"Our Leading Citizen" and "Back Home
* and they were both highly
and Broke"
w orthy.

has

written

a

oughly delightful fable for the movies
Proof."

*_ *

Proof"

treatment.

It is

and

un-

Thomas

it

is

Meighan

in

an

appears

"Woman

movie

called
Proof"
the sort of genuine entertainment

little

film.

*

* * *
*
*

carries the

'WE

Every new photoplay which
names of Meighan and Ade takes

*

old in theme but fresh
told in a simple, straight-

is

NEVER DISJOIN

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING

WORLD —

ALLAN A.LOWNES, GEN.MC

Phone— Beekman

n.ic

NOW

JOIN

nrr«H5v

ANNUAL

THURSDAY EVENING, NOV.

1st

The Greatest Array ©/ Screen Stars in
Person Ever Assembled At One Time
EXCERPTS FROM BROADWAY'S
"How Is This For A Trio?"
SMARTEST MUSICAL COMEDIES
INCLUDING
"ADRIENNE"
EARL CARROLL'S "VANITIES"
IRVING BERLIN'S "MUSIC BOX
REVUE"
THE GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES
"LITTLE JESSE JAMES"
BY THE ENTIRE COMPANIES IN

VINCENT LOPEZ— Piano
VICTOR HERBERT— Cello
PAUL WHITEMAN— Violin
(All In Person)

7— WORLD'S GREATEST BANDS
Paul

Whiteman (Himself) Band

California Ramblers
Al Jocker's Serenaders

Alex Hyde's Band
Saranoff's Orchestra
Little Jesse

St..

n. y.

INSURANCE EXPERT
TO THE THEATRICAL iD
MOTION PICTURE INDUE

SEASON'S GREATEST SENSATION
GRAND BALL ROOM— HOTEL ASTOR

James Boys
Melody Boys

Joe. Jordon's

2— PAUL WHITEMAN BANDS FOR THE CONTINUOUS DANCING
$5.00 at

9091

*EA1.

$2

TICKETS

2

.

The Exhibitors Association

FIR.

COSTUME

wor

220 WEST 42 N-D STR

* * * Light, original, amusing
Indeed, "Womanand never too serious.
Proof" is an entertaining story, acted flawlessly, without a solitary attempt either to
stop and teach a lesson or to sidetrack and
Both Mr. Meighan
put on a fashion show.
and Mr. Ade know the difference between
an orchid and a head of cabbage, and this
lot

picture

[ROMIOWJI
SEIMMJfl
INCORPORATED

on an added signficance.
TRIBUNE—* * * Al Green directed this
picture and simplicity and naturalness are its
There is not much plot, but
chief charms.
the proof of the story is in the screening
and every inch of it is interesting. * * *
George Ade has handled the situations with
extreme humor and delicacy. The star and
excellent
work.
supporting cast do
the
"Woman Proof" is good entertainment.

helps a

some

Before sailing, she completed
in "I Will Repay," made l»v
Kolker for Ideal.

thorcalled

forward manner, with many laughs interspersed and a thrill here and there thrown
in the bargain
The captions are well written
and the photography satisfactory.

THE

easy

pects to do

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

MAI L — George Ade
"Woman

an

Flora Le Breton Here
Le Breton, well kn<
S
England, is at the Astor.
Flora

they are looking for. and while there is nothing wildly exciting about it. the screen comedy leaves the beholder with a glowing sense
that be has just met somebody who is right
the same
It has
kindly and neighborly.
soothing, chuckling effect as the average Ade

tlie

EVENING

gives

performance.

studied

Meighan,

in

Minneapolis Tom Kress, who has
heen laid up with the "flu" for some
time is again back selling for F. B. O.

picture

acted.

ilu

of

"Woman

—

*

might
The film is just a trifle longer than
be and there are visible signs of "padding"
to draw out the story, but despite these minor
faults, the picture is entertaining and well

path of least resistance, having a
add-hot-water and-serve variety.
This is really too had when it is considered
that almost every one who follows the screen
has something pleasant to say about Mr.

lows
plot

for

1-

Meighan

does
what is required, with his usual naturalness
and Bideway smile, hut we've seen him do
Well, it's all in the picture, We
lots more.

of

—

P.^L.

Rivoli
"

is

"

amusing, comedy by George Ade.
it

"Quackery"
World's
Critic
Says
Stones Must Be Discarded for
Quinn Martin, photoplay
tlu'
Morning World, says

MORNING TELEGRAPH—"
but

31,1

Tyson, McBride, Louis Cohn, Broadway, Arrow. Misses Waters

—

DOUGLAS
Mac LEAN

Up

'Going

>pulation in every

Dwrf

Says

Sid Orauman

SISCS^^

—

Another Precinct Heard From and
Douglas Mac Leans Greatest Picture,
"Going Up"

Leads

Still

/v'O/7?

£6e

Broadway

SasecC oft, the

s
siot/tr

s
64/mrr

o c

Stage

//<£

"rfi/fator"6y

6y Otto A //arSocch and Louis A. M/vcA

James

//.

Montoosnery

/?/rec6ed 6y Z/oyd //toraAa>rH<

,

L

Encore

i

a

t

e

ARTHUR.

S

d
KANE

Exhibit
PRESIDENT

o

r

s
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(Continued

Net profit for fiscal year
ing Aug. 31, 1923

Larger

Profits

film d.s-

™
wu

tnem

bojju*

Sin plus

Aug.

31,

2,961,485.73

1923

touow.

OPERATING STATEMENT.

1922

92 J

i

523.32

(808,362.21

..

•

income
Theater receipts, rentals and sales of films and ac-

:

$16,860,160.69
1,363,237.55
623,622.70
515,656.87
271,677.52

cessories

Rentals of stores and offices

Rec<
\..|>lc

M31

.

from

Due

corpora

affiliated

fees and commissions
Dividends received from affiliated corporations
Miscellaneous income

Booking

$177,013.04
74,701.62

271.36

64,1

ible

$19,

1.851,686.46

1,766,232.65

in

'

"

i

,,

,

$.'.166,410.51

r
$2,057,526.96
311,627.28
73,516.11
,

264,984.35
87.040.81
2.342.1.

"

secured

r

iluctions
To artists

(5

518,435. 67

Operating profit before depreciation and Federal taxes
Depreciation of buildings and equipment
Federal income taxes

$409,711.73
251,192.38

pro

bj

anil employeepayments.
interest

Mortgage,

$8,320,485.54
2,958,354.72
2,118,832.26
366,656.68
2,793,633.70
16,

2.

Advan

To

Expenses
Theaters and office buildings...
Film distribution
Amortization of films.
Film advertising accessories....
Producers' share of film rentals.

[nvenl
released Miter amortization)
Film advertising accessories.
.,,,1
--tii.li"
supplies

•_

1,228,410.93

837.79

Films

$35

$39,520,024.82

ASSETS.

....

2,267,871.08

2,415,488.32

$2,400,194.42
tl.854,197.01

l

1

31

end

1)

reached $16,860,160
Theater receipts and rentals from films
and*truct«
theaters
of
operation
an,,
ribu^SsJ ^958,354;
The comparative statements tor l >23 and
is5.

Current ami Work.'

Wednesday, October

$348,870.39
40,424.70
100,791.62

1, '61.57
.'7.628.08
127. (.75 7"

Total current and working assets.

Net

profit transferred

6

to surplus

This total includes following items not appearing in 1923
Federal income taxes (claim) $36,788.37; loans to employees
*

2,539,565.44

490,086.71

$7,456,830.65

$5,854,732.16

st

(s

$30,512.50; subscriptions to capital stock, $4,260.
t Includes bank loans totaling $300,000 which

do not appear)
statement.
t In the 1922 statement, this item is listed as extraordinary
to surplus and is deducted from the surplus, thus giving an item

Investments:

rent

$3,116,509.97
211,374.54
88,533.60

(3,374,894.01
.234,878.06
129,366.10

in affiliated corp
Deposits on leases, com.
Miscellaneous

Equity

$3,416,418.11

f3.739.137.17

$545,997.41.

Property 10098 owned:
13,546,633.44
342,498.84

$3,595,240.04
11,794,863.65
229.648.84

$18,075,326.32
1,495,141.12
Less reserve for depreciation..

$15,619,752.53
942,064.01

(14,286,194.04

L an d

Buildings, equipment

Leaseholds

Deferred
Leases,

contracts,

goodwill

EXHIBITORS IN

$16,580,185.20
704,774.65
11,039,096.15

$14,677,688.52
604,930.73
11,042,584.15

$39,520,024.82

$35,596,353.67

LIABILITIES.
1922

1923

Current

GEORGIA, FLORIDA,

ALABAMA

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA

J
I

TENNESSEE, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPI
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA AND ARKANSAJf

:

$1,113,270.57
374,180.57
242,574.19

$926,145.48
226,250.00

Accounts payable
Notes payable

153,952.9.1

Theater admission taxes
Federal income taxes (net)

Accrued interest
Advances from affiliated corps..
Total current

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION

215,060.17
1

154,080.34
76,488.41

29,844.5<)

68.096.76

liabilities

$1,719,349.95

t$2,260,594.08

7,965,333.34

5.806,500.00

Productions

Bonds and mortgages
Obligations

sub

ol

Deferred credits
ed from tenants
Rentals received in advance...
'aneous

299,251.39
8,''

"Temporary Marriage"!

$337,286.00
358,557.58
6,560.37

%

I

592,997.66

702,404.04

0,780.00 26,280,858.14

1,060,780.00 26,280,858.14

Capital stock and surplus

Capital

stock

Surplus
Surplus Sept.

outstanding.
1,

1922

997

ii

132,323.34

—
PENALLES, INC.

1

1

Broadwa
"Gold Madness"
"The Spider and the Rose
"East Side - West Side"

"Bright Lights of

THROUGH
SOUTHERN STATES FILM COMPAlf

1 *4HBAflBPr
t

Walton Street
ATLANTA, GA.

730 Girard

111

DISTINCTIVE
'

.

CINEMA ^LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS
| iM*4i;iU:N,.'4-5n

1

1907

Strtl

NEW ORLEANS,
Commerce

1

Street

DALLAS, TEXAS
'

,

OSCAR OLDKNOW
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—

—
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Van Gleve Back
Aimmes Former Duties as "G. M."
Hof Cosmopolitan— Vignola Reported

New
J.

Out

Van

Cleve, former genof Cosmopolitan Prod.,
again taken over that post, suchj,
ciding H. O. Davis, who was origHlly scheduled to remain at the

}eorge B.

.

manager

eil

Aliens Expanding
Theater Secured in Brandon
J. Allen Now in England for
Product

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Unusual activity is being
exhibited by the Aliens in rehabilitat-

—

ing

their

interests

throughout

M.

1,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Formed;

P. Exhibitors' Alliance

Council for Washington Zone
To Operate Under Jake
zation

Wells' Plan

—Existing

Named

National Organi-

Condemned as Incapable and Inefficient
Fight to Remove Admission Tax

Canada.
weeks before going
Another addition to their chain of
WSeattle to manage a newly acquired houses is the Strand, at Brandon,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Manitoba, which they have just acl|arst newspaper.
1
was reported yesterday further quired.
George Semper has been
Washington The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Alliance was
ijrenchment had been made at the placed in charge as manager.
It is formed here yesterday at the closing session
of Maryland, Viradio and that thirty employees had reported that the Aliens are securing
ginia, North and South Carolina, Michigan and Texas exhibitors.
:n discharged. It was likewise re- a large downtown theater here, which
nted that Robert G. Vignola, who is to become the parent first run It will operate under the Wells' plan of organizing the country
according to recognized film zones with a direct representation
hi just completed "Mary of Bur(Continued on Page 4)
undy," was through with the comin Washington and adequately equipped offices here.
Bny, and that he would make his
The Washington zone will include Maryland, Virginia and
Loew-Metro Ball Tonight
Lynn F. Reynolds
tin productions.
An executive council with three members representthe
District.
The
first
annual
Loew-Metro
ball
understood to have joined the coming each state unit will be drawn up.
occurs
tonight.
About
people
2,500
directors who will
f ny as one of the
Tentatively and until a permanent
There will be music
Meredith,' 'the new are expected.
3ike "Janice
council can be selected Frank Durkee
Famous Dividend
Jivies picture.
This production will by two Whiteman bands, numbers
and Lou Rome will represent Marymade on a large scale and, ac- from several Broadway musical comThe regular meeting of diland; E. T. Crall and Jake Wells,
supper and the like.
Nils
Irding to studio gossip, will be put edies,
rectors of Famous Players will
Virginia and Harry M. Crandall and
Granlund
has
been
busy
for
some
in
sections with
Reynolds in
take place next week when it is
of
Maurice
Davis,
the
District
time
lining
up
the
talent
and
Nils
^arge of one and other directors
understood the regular dividend
Columbia.
knows
how!
sponsible for their particular ason the common stock will be
The Washington zone adopted a
It looks like a real party.
Incimment.
payable to stockdeclared,
resolution opposing the practice of
No one at Cosmopolitan could be dentally, the first of the winter seaholders of record Jan. 1.
distributors placing features in any
Jdio for

five

—

1

i

I

iched yesterday for confirmation.
gnola was reported out on location.

son's film functions.

but picture theaters. A second resolution protesting the extreme length
of features was also passed.

Fredman Guest of A. M. P. A.
Ernest W. Fredman, of London,
ill
be a guest of the A. M. P. A.
their luncheon today.
Henry Mac
le, who recently returned from an
tended trip in Siam where he proiced "Suwan of Siam," will be one

Admission and seating taxes were
also discussed and methods of bringing about their repeal gone into. The
new organization will also seek an
amendment to the copyright law so
that the music tax will be removed.

The

the speakers.

criticism of the

M.

P. T. O.

which began with the speeches
of Harry M. Crandall, of Washington, and Jake Wells, of Richmond,
Va., was carried in the speeches of
A.,

Buys "Captain Blood"
Vitagraph has bought the world's
?hts to "Captain Blood," from the
)vel by Rafael Sabatini, author of
karamouche."
Albert E. Smith,

other exhibitors attending the conThe principles governing
vention.
Continued on Page 2)

osed the deal in London, the trans
r

of the rights

&

randt

being completed
F. P. (Canada) Profits $500,000

Kirkpatrick.

(Special to

Pathe will
ie-reel

distribute
sport pictures

a

series

Famous

of

Ltd.,
1923, will show net profits, after interest and 1922 Government taxis,
but before! depreciation, of more than

produced by

Hawkinson from "Sportlights"
ritten by Grantland
Rice.
They
ill
be released every two weeks.
L.

$500,000,

$93,275 in
at

the

Capitol

A

grossed

93,275.

Julius Stern Here
Julius Stern, of Century Comedies,
in

town from Los Angeles.

as

compared with

$439,(1(1(1

profit in 1922.

Two Weeks

The two week run of "The Green
roddess"

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

annual report of
Canadian Corp.,
Players
for the year ending Sept. 1.

Montreal

Sport Pictures for Pathe

A

tense

moment

in

winners featuring
on. Advt.

—

"Forgive and Forget," one of C. B. C.'s Box-Office
Standing, Estelle Taylor, and Pauline Gar-

Wyndham

substantial surplus will be shown
after depreciation and the full year's
dividend of $320,000, being eight per
cent on the first preferred stock, have
been met and the balance sheet, reflecting increased profits, will indicate a satisfactory liquid position.

THE

•cStlDAILY
Alliance

Formed

(Continued from Page

Vol.
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Ni. !7

Thursday. No».

1.

1923 Price

5

Cents

Film and Film Folks.
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
New
York. N. Y., by
44th
St.,
Weal
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W'id's
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1)

the operation of the association were
roundly scored, not only by Colonel
H. A. Cole, of Marshall, Texas, but

by Judge Alfred J. Murphy, legal
counsel of the Michigan M. P. T. O.
as well.

They

declared that the national association has overlooked all opportunities to properly organize exhibitors, and that there is great need for
a strong organization to combat hurtful legislation, and to bring about the
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside repeal of the existing war taxes
levied..
They declared that the neof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign glect of the national officers has been
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM "shameful," and Colonel Cole said
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York, he had been unable to find that the
N. Y.
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. association has done anything helpful.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone. Hollywood A previous speaker had given credit
1603.
to the national association for the reChicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. peal of the rental
tax. but Judge
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, Murphy said that if that speaker
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., knew the inside facts concerning the
London, W. I.
repeal he would not have made that
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
.1

—

—
—

—

Clichy.

assertion.

—

European

Central

Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SIovakia), Wenzelplatz.

Quotations
Low

High
Kast. Kod.
F. P.-L.

.105

.

do pfd.

Coldwyn

59K

Close

103^

105

54^

58^ 19,000
83% 400

82

...

83V&

...

10^

10

10

17J4

\6%

17%

l-'H'Ws

Sales

800

100
5,000

Court to Appoint Trustee
Judge Learned Hand in the Federal Court yesterday denied without
prejudice to another application, the
motion filed by the Aitkens to remove Percy L. Waters as receiver
for Triangle and extend the receivership to the subsidiary companies on
the ground that, inasmuch as a disinterested trustee would be appointed
by the Court, there would be no
necessity for removing Waters. The
opposition to him is understood to
have been made only because he
was so long and so closely identified
with the affairs of the company.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Lou

Marangella has

resigned as studio publicity
the Warner's.

man

for

f^&dLLcatiorial 6\cZua1D

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

be

legislative

committee

with headquarters in
Washington during the entire session of Congress.

The particular work of the committee will be to bring about a repeal of the admission and of the
seating taxes and to prevent the passage of legislation iminical to the
business.
The officers and directors of the
M. P. T. (). feel that this plan will
offer a line of protection to theaters
not
heretofore
attained
in
the
industry.
Aside from local theater owners,
the meeting was attended by Sydney
S. Cohen, New York; Harry Davis,
Pittsburgh; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N.
John Schwalem, Hamilton, O.;
J.;
Ernest Horstman, Boston; Sam Bullock,
Cleveland;
M. J. O'Toole,
Scranton, Pa.; William Bender, Indianapolis; George F. Aarons, Philadelphia and E. M. Fay, Providence.
Demonstration Run

in

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

Judge Murphy referred to what he
Seattle
The Coliseum gets "The
termed the unwise tactics of the
present national officers in announc- Spanish Dancer," first of the Paraing that an entire State congressional mount pictures to be sold here under
It opened
delegation had been pledged to the the demonstration plan.
repeal of the admission taxes, mem- Nov. 17 for an indefinite run.

—

bers of the delegation later repudiating the assertion and declaring that
their votes could not so be delivered.
He related how Michigan had seceded
from the national organization, and
he referred to what he termed high-

tion in

North Carolina.
Frank Durkee, of the
Maryland league, spoke on behalf of
the M. P. T. O. A., and for Sydney
for

S.

if

its

2 reels

Pafh£comedy

Pictorial

Aids to Exploit at

W>S!89|
^
Phone Circle

"designed to suit your

31

neet'm

tactics

"Temporary Marriage"

was

"Bright Lights of Broadway'

"Gold Madness"

"The Spider and

the

Rose

I

9 9

"East Side - West Side"

were

there were less politi-

cal activity.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for

Costume Characterization
"Orphans of the Storm"
"Scaramouche"
"The Fighting Blade"
Address all Communications
17 West 42nd Street
New York

THROUGH

Legislative Fight

O'KANE CONWELL

(Special to

Rochester,

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.— The board

N.

of
directors of the M. P. T. O. meet at
the Seneca Hotel yesterday to discuss legislative matters as they effect
to

motion pictures. The next meeting
board will be held in Washington, in December, while Congress
is in session, and from
this meeting

of the

i

indif-

ference of the exhibitors for the nabecause of its lack
of accomplishments. President E. T.
Crall,
of the Virginia association,
pledged cooperation in a move for the
formation of a "do-something" organization to be national in its scope.
There was some disinclination on
the part of some of those present to
enter into criticisms of the national
association, and some of its adherents
were willing to admit that it could
if

"Laughing Purposes Only

He was

tional organization

accomplish more

SPAT FAMILlI
COMEDIES

Productions

answered by Jake Wells, who said

changed and

HAL ROACH'!

You can obtain bookings on
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION'

Cohen, expressing the belief that
of the trouble complained of
due to the lack of cooperation on

the part of the State units.

tc

foi

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

much
is

Angeles to handle publicity
Roach, is back in town.

AND

Washington.

President

Kennedy, who went

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE

President Max Bryant, of the South
Carolina association, pledged the cooperation of his State, adding that
he also was authorized to speak similarly

Tom

EXHIBITORS IN

1

handed methods used in connection
with bringing about the national elec-

1,

Kennedy Back

will

evolved

(Special to

that the lack of cooperation
brought about by the growing

Marangella Out

a national

Thursday, November

916

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
Washington, D.
G Street N. W.
E. C. SHERWOOD, Mgr.

C

9Zt

i

—.£E0*SDAILV
Willard Repudiated
Extravagant Claims for Cosmos Art
Squashed by J. E. Bowen "Too
Enthusiastic." He Says

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

M 11 n e a p o s The extravagant
claims made by Frank M. Willard,
studio manage*,
the organization's
i

whin
.

1

i

Minneapolis several week*
have been repudiated by J. E.

and building program, it in no way
has anything to do with Cosmos Art
or the release of Ray's pictures,
Bowen made clear. Neither has the
organization the 14,000 membership
Willard claimed. Bowen, president,
said, adding that the number represents a goal toward which the association,
"progressing rapidly" is
w orking.

in

Bowen, president

of

Cosmos

\rt

I'ic-

urc-

week in a letter to Greater Vmusi
ments
Overenthusiasm was ascribed !>>•

Bowen

as

statements,

cause

the

for

which

Willard's
de-

the latter
other things, that

in

the
among
association, for a $10 membership
fed practical!} would eliminate all the
worries of the exhibitor through the
reduction of film rentals, alleviation
of the burden of financing and in
ether ways make the life of the theater owner a happy and contented
one. Already, he said, the association
boasts 14,000 exhibitor members. In
addition. Willard claimed that contracts had been closed for the distribution by Cosmos Art of Harold
clared,

(Continued from Page

1)

J.

house of their new and growing

of theaters.
On the Coast, a change has been
made in the management of the Globe

Vancouver.

Allen lias gone
has joined his
Allen, in the handling
J.

to Calgary,

where

brother,

J.

11.

II.

lie

Willard found himself in a tilt
with John C. Ragland, Lloyd's Eastern representative, who questioned
him about the authenticity of the
statement. Willard later said lie was
misunderstood.

Vancouver

duet.

Race Film

Legal Tilt
Advices received yesterday from
London states that Pathe seeks an
injunction against Fox from showing
pictures of the recent Papyrus-Zev
turf classic.
Justice Astbury, sitting
in the Chancery Court is hearing the
in

and. relative to this states that
pictures
taken
from the air arc
ase,

i

legitimate.

J.

J.

now

is

Hugh W.

pictures,

S. Hart and Charles
which claims have been

branded as false.
Willard was dismissed! as soon as news of bis "wild"
assertions was received by the company.

Bowen

While

declared.

Charh

-

have entered into

Raj
a

Stillman Turns to
(.Special to

Bowen

large real estate

Long Runs

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland The Stillman goes into
1 shows beginning Nov. 18th, with
"Scaramouche.'
Two performances
day with special music will be the
policy of the house for the winter.
'

and

num—To

Build a Studio

Dominion,

England, where he

looking over new releases.
The Aliens
are making good headway with the
24 British picture swhich they secured
is

for

in

i

is

distribution.

nee Going Right Ahead
Thi'. production schedule for 192324 at the Thos. H. Ince studio will
continue just as it was planned
months ago, according to the proThe problem of readjustment
ducer.
which has caused a temporary shutI

down

of some of the studios was
foreseen, it is said, and dealt with by
Ince almost a year ago.

Bruce Coming East *
E. Bruce is due in New
York shortly from the Northwest,
where he has been making scenics.
He has completed eight pictures of
his iH\\ scries, some of which have
already been received bv Educational
Robert

THE

Jesse J. Goldburg, president
dependent Pictures returned fn
coast yesterday with a batch

He

plans.

signed

has

Fr:

to star in a series ol
westerns; he plans two units t<
special features and will erect
Blvi

Goldburg expects to remain
only ten days and will then retu
the coast with his family to sta
his

new

The Farnum
in

pictures.

!

eight and four specials fn
other units will give him
pictures for state right relea
stated yesterday that the
of

I

group

ahead}' been .sold
eighty per cent of the United S
In conjunction with the studio
will be a building to house Goltft

had

Western

distribution

The Los Angeles
sales as far

New York
sas

Palmer

headqua

office

will

h

East as Denver an

office as far

Agnes

City.

School

West

Parsons

as
ol

be

Gold!
scenario chief and in associatfl
will

be Joe Farnhain.

While

in

the

West, Goldbun

cured for distribution "A Princ
A Night," with Robert Gordon;!
Offenders" with Margery Wilsoi

"What Three Men Wanted"
Miss

Du

ANNUAL.

TO-NIGHT
SEASONS GREATEST EVENT
GRAND BALL ROOM - HOTEL ASTOR
THE MOST SENSATIONAL ARRAY
OF TALENT EVER ASSEMBLED

DON'T MISS
2— PAUL WHITEMAN BANDS FOR THE CONTINUOUS DANCING
$5.00 at Tyson, McBride, Louis Cohn,

o

Farnum

fs.

TICKETS

b

Hollywood

Wallace.

Allen, representing

Lloyd, William

Ray

Goldburg Signs Franklyn

J.

cir-

cuit

at

H

1,

Plans Three Uni

Expanding

Aliens

of Preferred and numerous Britishmade productions at Dominion Films,
\\ hen he reached New York some
Lt.. the new exchange established by
weeks ago and declared his company the Aliens. The new manager of the company studio on Sunset
Gowcr St., Hollywood.
would handle the Harold Lloyd pro-

Association, and Willard recalled, the company head said this
t

Thursday, November

Broadway, Arrow, Misses Waters

Pont.

M

THE
sday,

November
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PAUL BERN
ADAPTATIONS

ORIGINALS
"THE CHRISTIAN"
MAURICE TOURNEUR—GOLDWYN

"NAME THE MAN"
(HALL CAINE'S "MASTER OF MAN")

VICTOR SEASTROM—GOLDWYN

"THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE"
ERNST LUBITSCH—WARNER BROTHERS

"THE WANTERS"
JOHN STAHL— FIRST NATIONAL
(In Association with

J.

G.

Hawks)

"BEAUTY HUNGER"
(AN ORIGINAL FOR

THEDA BARA)

TOD BROWNING—B.

P.

FINEMAN

Address

1275

SWEETZER AVE.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
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PREFERRED
® PICTURES

Common

"The

GASNIER
PRODUCTION

hectii

it

sits

and

lights

bi ighl

ups

the

all

demanded
by
an
want to see Bohemian lifi
is:
there an- lovelj
women,

and

situations
audii m
think
the}

love!

losi

Corinne.

ol

DAILV M'W S— *

ol

'

i

oil

Chambers wrote
At
Law,"
i

WORLD

"The

and exhibited

by

We

never cared so

"The Common Law.'' when Robert
Chambers issued it as a novel, and this

\\

no wise changed
Selznick film.*

after

in

is

g

the

HERALD
picture.

WILLIAM NORRIS
and Hollywood's Twelve
Most Beautiful Girls

A

Its

i

hiel

i

Law,"

Love-

Making Down- To-Date.
For 6 years a successful Play,

now
From

a great

Motion Picture

the Play b> Rida Johnson Young.
Srmnnn by
Prinijlau

Oh"

else in being vulgar

all

lies
in
the
unfolds.* *
indeed, it is
"

it

MAIL

It

difficult

is

condemn

to

this

because SO many women will like
Thej will revel in its artificial senti
mentalism.

picture
it,

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Good

pho-

and an effort on the part of
to
provide a harmonious setting
Selznick
The producers have
characterize the film.
evidentl]
gone to great expense to reproduce New York in its gala dress ushering in the New Year.
tography

—

*

"

an

*

Drivin' Fool"

shiny motion
bristling with stars,

expensive,

picture
a picture just
with
settings
of
lavish
and
exposures
To say that it
Corinne Griffith's hack.
is
cheap stuff is undoubtedly the right sort
of criticism, but
we are forced to admit
that we sat interestedly through it.
It never
bored us for an instant.* * *
* * one of the most important photodramatic gems seen on Broadway in the past two months.
Three artists, a model, who is
unusually good looking; a studio building
and a family opposed to taking models into
society, are liable to make any film enter-

TELEGRAM—*
TIMES —

Hut when you have Corinne Griffith
there is added interest in the him
Here and there this production is a little
*
oarse, and in a storm scene.'
Corinne
lining.

'

— Hodkinson

Cameo

alue

ovei elaborate, the hugeness and
sets making it
details of certain
for
isary
the spectator to look carefully for the pi.

'

above

I

a

is

crowded

SUN —

Thrilling Tale of

which
and dull.

looking

Frequent!)

CLARA BOW

Was Real!

Myron

-

"The

Common

-"The

throbbing quality of the love
The productiou is lavish;

HARRISON FORD
ETHEL SHANNON

made

Law,"

Romance

for

upon

with

Common

When

Selznick, is oneof
films wliosi chief intent is to be daring
the
in
their reference to morality and sex, yet
ii

EVENING WORLD

seemed to us
story and our

day.

I

unusual.

it

PICTUPJ

"The Com-

called

and a
dull
views have not changed in the least, only
,,
nevei
n llized quite how dull until we
saw it in its screen form at the Strand

a

as

much

novel

that

151

W.

long time ago Robert
a

time
preposterous

i

supi

een in a screen
superb as we havi
production of a well known story by a
And this superb cast serves
populaj authori
what to make this usual story a trifle

a

TRIBUNE —A

|i

1,

(gr

very pleasing personality on
she sincerely attempts to
screen,
as 'I she were interested in the narrative.

has

Griffith

Strand
AMERICAN—There an

presents

PREFERRED

Newspaper Opinions
Law" — Selznick
and
ii

SCHULBERG

Thursday, November

AMERICAN—It

seen
is the fastest film
this season.
From the first
every scene is cut and trimmed as
closely as possible without destroying the
The result is a.
continuity of the plot.
quite in
realistic
effect
of breathlessness,
keeping with the title and the spirit of the

Broadway

on

flicker,

story.

JOURNAL— "The

EVENING
*

*

Drivin'

I

one of those •high-speed,
coax the spectator into
settling comfortably into his seat to laugh
It does not attempt to be
his heartiest.
reasonable in all of its incidents and it is

Fool,"
joyous

not
it

*

farces

is

that

romantic,

especially

so

is

downright

picture

oyable

and

Cameo

who

but

cares,

as

is

seemed

*
patrons.*
SUN —*
moderately

rather an ento please the

*

'

B.P.SCHULBERG

funny?

EVENING WORLD—It
*

satisfactory

en-

tertainment.

TIMES —

To those who delight in speeding automobiles, with agreeable suspense,
plenty of fair comedy, in spite of impossible
incidents, "The Drivin' Fool," with Wally
Van, will prove entertaining.
"The Drivin' Fool." is not
a 1923 model, for the plot has seen long
service, but it is a good model and usually
may be relied on. In spite of its familiarity
we enjoyed "The Drivin' Fool."
"The Drivin' Fool," is superlically entertaining chiefly because it makes
no pretense of being anything else.
It is
rapid, care-free, utterly unimportant. There
are stretches of suspense, trifles of comedy,
intervals of horrible impossibility.

TRIBUNE—

WORLD —

f

A

TOM
FORMAN
Production

"The Virginian" has
been for twenty years
the supreme romance

of the West.
See

on the screen,

it

with the perfect

cast,

on a mighty

filmed
scale

Willi

Dembow Out of Goldwyn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Ideal
(Special

—

Seattle
Sam Dembow, Jr., division manager for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, has resigned.
His successor
has not yet been announced.

Dembow

has been succeeded by

J.

formerly of the home office.
Sam Eckman lias taken over Flyyn's
former duties.
!•'..

riyiin,

•

Special

Company,

and Import Film

Inc.

,i

has

Ltd.,

i

Grey, of the Griffith organization, is
to come over in the Spring to handle
the presentation at a West End the-

— The

Screen Writers
Guild, affiliated with the Authors
Mie and the Writers, Inc., have
separated.
The same headquarters
will he maintained, however, with the
nil'] devoting most of its activities
to business
matters and the writers
i

ocial

Films,

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

Foreign Distributor; Export

— Ideal

purchased "The White Rose" for
It is understood a large
England.
advance has been paid and a percntage arrangement entered upon.
The ci intra el is understood to contain
lanse stipulating that Albert L.

FLORENCE VIDOR,
RUSSELL SIMPSON,
PAT O'MALLEY,

RAYMOND HATTON,
Adapted by Hope Loring and
Louis D. Lighten

Prom

the

novel

by

Ou«n

and (he pl<iy by
Kirke Lu Shelle.

Witter,

PREFERRED PICTURES

ater.

Writers on Coast Split

PREFERRED PICTURES

London

KENNETH HARLAN,

Buys "White Rose"
to THE FILM DAILY)

functions.

Pre-Release
CSpecial to

in

Foreign Distributor; Export and Imfwrt

New

Bedford

Company,

THE FILM DAILY)

Fil

>

Inc-

Mass. — "Napolean

New Bedford,
and Josephine" had its American
premiere at the State last week. The
m lure is handled in Canada by
I

Dominion Films,
organization.

Ltd.

the

Allen

"SUN-UP

>

j

Marvelous Mother Lead

G. A. Dewhurst Here

Big Capital Increase
ial

to

Dover, Del.
Pit tun
Co
from

THE FILM DAILY)

Now

is
G
in New
Brewster Color from London. He is here to close for
American distribution of "A Sister to
filed a capital insi. 000,000 to $6,000,000. Assist'er," a five reel comedy.

A.

—The

Dewhurst

Id its

5th Month

in

New

York

York

"THE SHAME WOMAN
Acclaimed Powerful Drama

Both by Lula Vollmer
Another
Thomas
•

will

i."

for

Meighan

Paul Sloane

Meighan Film
in

"Woman-

Paul

playing the Rivoli this v

be the

week.

Week

f

Rialto

at

his

past

who adapted "Big
Paramount, has been ill

Sloane.

her." for
;

For picture rights inquire

111

home

in

week with

New York

for

the

a severe case of grip*

LAURA
Bryant 4065

of

WILCK

D.

1476 Broadway

o BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOGMZEB

C FILMDOM

Authority

No

XXVI

jl

Friday,

?8

HUR

most engrossing topic at
joldwyn lot in Culver
June Mathis seems set to
come true,
her dream
sleeping,
living,
been
and working on 'Ben

ling

several years," this clever
says, "and I'm hoping
on Christmas Day, 1924,
the premier of this great
That is the
e will oecur.
lost fitted for the release."
in

question arises a9 to

jrally the

effect

Cecil

De

Mille's

"Ten

andments" will have on "Ben
But on the Goldwyn lot they
And from
at the suggestion.
ehr and June Mathis down any
ynite will tell you that there is
ore connection between these
)ictures than between "Scaraand
"Orphans of the
Although both of the latter
id in the period of the French

Pri(-.e

5

Cents

Million

Blocks

The

—

same condition exists practically
Los Angeles Ben Wilson has re- where the picture was "big" unless
throughout the country.
turned from the East with a contract the production showed this particular
Reports from Los Angeles yesterto make a second series of ten pic- value it has proven difficult.
day were to the effect that a number tures for Grand-Asher.
The demonstration centers are
of people employed in the studio, inproving of real value over at Famous.
cluding a number of well known
Elliott Dexter may make a picture Even those members of the sales descenario writers and others had been
in New England with a historical partment who at first opposed the
let out.
F. idea, are now in agreement as to
background for Grand-Asher.
Heath Cobb is back from Boston its merits. It is pointed out that the
Theater Combine Incorporates
where he negotiated for the necessary salesmen can now go to exhibitors
(SpecUl to THE FILM DAILY)
story rights.
fortified with actual figures of what
Albany
The Small-Strauseberg
various of the Paramount pictures
Circuit, of Brooklyn, has been formed
have done in important cities near
Luporini Forms Company
here, listing 1800 snares of common
the houses of the men they are sell(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
stock, no par value. The incorporaThe mere fact that Broadway
Labertini Pictures have ing.
Albany
tors are S. Strauseberg and S. and
been formed here by Ferdinand V. will not be used as a criterion, but
exhibitors, for example,
J. H. Small.
Luporini, A. B. Bellock and M. Kauf- that Ohio
man, listing 2,500 shares of preferred will be presented with box-office reEarly in October, six Brooklyn stock at $100 each; 1,000 shares, ceipts from the pre-demonstration
Columbus,
theaters were merged in one com- Class A. stock, no par value and 2,500 theaters in Cleveland.
Dayton, Lima, Sandusky and Zanespany. The houses were the Kismet, Class B, no par value.
ville will definitely establish what the
Sumner, State, Republic, Marcy and
picture can be expected to do in their
Williamsburg. The above company
Luporini until now has been active
own houses. That the plan will be
is the corporate name under which
in the export field, dealing in Italy
continued is a certainty.
the houses will operate.
and of late, in South America.

—

the

—

—

ution.

rhere is an axiom in the picre business that no company
really a great company until
produces an unusually great

"The Four Horseand what it did for Metro
cited as an example.
And

.ture.
i|:n"

t>se

1923

—

DANNY

By

A

2,

A. M. P. A. Luncheon
Selling In
regular weekly luncheon of
Famous Players Salary Roll to be the A. M. P. A. yesterday was a big Famous Players Now Reported Selling Four in a Group Individual
Cut to This Extent Many in
Ernest W. Fredman, of
success.
Exchanges Out
Selling Costly
The Film Renter, London, made a
In an effort to bring about a saving happy address, and told a good yarn
Famous Players has modified its
of a million a year, Famous Players at the expense of Horace Judge, who orders to sell pictures individually.
officials have swung the axe broadly inaugurated
the publicity stunt in A block of four can now be bought
during the past week or 10 days. England of showing pictures to pris- at one time.
It is understood that
As a result many of the exchanges on inmates, and Henry MacRae told this change in selling policy has been
now show a payroll of less than half many interesting things happening brought about first, because of the
of what has been paid out heretofore. while making his picture in Siam. difficulty encountered in having exThe cut reached to salesmen, assist- Baby Peggy was introduced and hibitors see each picture, and again
ant managers, bookers, examiners made a hit.
because the cost of selling individual
and office help.
pictures has proven very costly.
The New York exchange is underWhile the sale of the individual
Ten More for Grand-Asher
manned by less than SO per cent; and
worked satisfactorily
picture
has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Saving

Jf

November

who

carry the

eduction
ur" will

Goldwyn

banner say "Ben
prove the axiom for

aldwyn.
Iturally there

much

has been

in-

in the selection of Charles
n as the director for this vast

:

The answer

iction.

is

simple.

Mathis and Brabin were workhoulder to shoulder in the old
3 days and Miss Mathis knows
Brabin can do. They are keenympathetic; the understanding
sen them on pictures is well ball.

That

is

why Brabin

will

Hur."

'.

Actual shooting will start
Italy approximately Janua-

ry 1 next. Brabin is now
broad. Miss Mathis and the
'-st of the company leave in

ecember.

do

Brush Deal on With Selznick
William B. Brush is negotiating

Many

at

Loew

Ball

At the hour of going to press the
Selznick for a series of picannual Loew-Metro ball was
first
tures, the first to be "The Price of
just getting under way at the Astor.
Party," by William MacHarg.
Along about midnight, the after theLater,
Brush will make "Water ater crowd swelled the number alBabies." Production will be centered
ready dancing and the party then
at the Ince studio on the coast.
Right then
got under way.

with

A

really

Two New
(Special to

Seattle

and there, a lot of folks decided
where they would have breakfast.

and H. Houses?
THE FILM DAILY)
J.

—Reports

are current

new Jensen & Von Herberg
to be erected in
addition, to the

Hoquiam.

of a
theater,

This, in

proposed house

in

Aberdeen.
Valentino Sailing Tomorrow
Cable advices from London state
that Rodolph Valentino will sail for

Ad

Contract Covers Canada
Screen Service
Continental
The
Corp. has closed a contract with the
M. P. T. O. of Canada, covering 700

The
show

exhibitor retains the
an advertising
slide or an advertising reel for which
Continental pays his dues in the M.

theaters.
right to

either

Cohn Conferring on Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Los Angeles Jack Cohn, of C. B.
C, who is now in San Francisco,

He expects to
is due here shortly.
discuss production costs with a number of directors whom he has known
since the Imp days in an effort to
see if some basis of understanding
can't be reached whereby negative
costs can be lowered.

Cohn is on the coast relative to
C. B. C. production plans any way,
but he intends giving directors and
actors the New York angle on production costs in the hope that they
may see the advisability in cutting
salaries.

Beck Filming Chicago Fire
Arthur
Beck intends making a picNew York tomorrow.
lph Kohn, of Famous Players,
ture based on the Chicago fire. Leah
Leases Tilford Plant
for the coast yesterday,
Sam Goldwyn has leased the Til- Baird will be featured. The release
"Rosita" Held Over
mes R. Grainger, of Goldwyn"Rosita" will be held at the Capi- ford plant where the next Fitzmaurice title may be "The Chicago Fire."
Associated Exhibitors will release.
nopolitan, leaves today.
picture will be made.
tol for a second week.
Off for the Coast

P. T. O.

THE
2

Theater Changes

Suit

—

Walton, N. Y. A deal has been
consummated, whereby F. S. Mcdrick
a one-half interest in

sold
XXVI N«. 18
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M. E. Klinckle has
Albion, Mien
taken over the Bijou from George
McGuire.
It has been redecorated
throughout and has opened as the
Family.

—

Wauchula, Fla. The Royal was
purchased by the Plaza Cafe Corp.
recently and will be renamed the
Plaza.

York,

Phone Vanderhilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Ma-

the

and Messrs.
Smalley have taken a
two-year lease on the Walton hall.

jestic to

Rock,

Little

Ark.

— More

Over "Merry-Go-Round"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

than

Los Angeles

— Eric

Von Stroheim

conversed with Georges Lewys about
of the novel in book
He said he delivered a copy
form.
of it to her, and that the novel later
appeared in book form over her name
as her own work.
He attacks the
validity of the copyright in his plea
for an injunction and request for a
financial accounting of the sales of
the

book and the

film.

—

Wcisenheart.

Albany, N. Y.— Bryant W:
York.
200 shares
stock, no par value.
IncorrJ
Bryant Washburn, and L.
Attorney, E. M. James, IS

-

New

.

St.

—

Albany, N. Y. Motion
Products Co., New York. 60l||
common stock, no par value,
porators, H. W. Paprocld,
Taylor, H. B. Holland. Atto'i
J

J.

Knorr, Albany.

—

time decorated the lobby of the State
Albany, N. Y. Fox Jamaicjl
The new trademark will apTheater Corp., New York.
pear on all Loew posters and advertising
matter.
The Berkshire $10,000. Incorporators, P. II
E. H. Kunen, G. Blake.
A|
Poster Co., has been awarded the
S. E. Rogers, West 55th St.
contract to turn out paper with the

theater.

Champaign,

111.

—A

as the Zenith Co., has
linois here.

group known
bought the Il-

Quotations

new design.
Clou Sales Mrs. O. J. Gurwell With A. M. P. C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
300
105^ 106
East. Kod..l06
Changes in "U" Personnel
Cleveland Mrs. O. J. Gurwell,
13,000
59 y2 57V& 57Vs
F. P.-L.
president of the Cleveland Cinema
Maurice
A. Chase, veteran Uni100
83
83
do pfd.. 83
Club, has joined the American M. P. versal sales executive, has been placed
500
10
/Goldwyn
10J-6
10J4
Corp., where she will devote her time in permanent charge in Minneapolis.
1734
3,800
Loew's ... 18
A
toward trying to make the showing J. E. Rosen, who has been manager
of educationals compulsory in schools. there, will devote his time to special
A Correction
The new company is headed by W. sales work in the trans-Mississippi
The board of directors of Famous A. Kaiser, with headquarters in Cin- territory.
Players will not meet next week, as cinnati, C. J. Loewe, formerly with
Maurice Pivar, of the editing and
noted, but will meet as it always does the Fox educational department, has cutting department, has been proon the second Monday of each month, become manager of the Cleveland moted to manager of supplies.
which, in November, is the 12th. It office.
is then that the dividend declaration
Red Seal Acquires "Bill"
High

&

Wooster

publication

New Loew Trademark
The Loew circuit has designed a
New Haven, Conn. After under- new trademark, using for the design
going complete alterations, the De the figure of the parrot that for a long
again open.

Low

—

.

Albany, N. Y.— Piccadilly ]\
Corp., New York.
Capital $1
Incorporators, M. L. Elkin, A|
E. London.

Attorney, N.

.

•

ny

Arthur M. Landau Back
The newly formed Red Seal PicArthur M. Landau, of L, L. Hiller
tures Corp. has acquired American
Enterprises,
Inc.,
is back from the
Dewitz Now Wisby
coast where he closed a deal, to dis- distribution of "Bill," produced by
Holf Dewitz,
who is actively tribute the product of the Paul Ger- Legrand of Paris, and recently shown
connected with a plan to elevate proson Pictures Corp.,
The deal in- at the Rialto. It will be stated righted.
duction standards through the injecwill

Bti

—

Dover, Del. J. G. Mayer j
Wilmington, $500,000.1
poration Trust Co. of Ameril
tions,

Lindlar Resigns

Walter

Lindlar

has

resigl

director of publicity for Webl

North.

be made.

more thought

the actual
planning of pictures, has received pertion

certifica

Arax Re

has filed suit in the Federal Court
which will operate
against Georges Lewys, alleging that Inc.,
houses,
was filed with the
he was the author of "Merry-GoRound." The complaint states that clerk last week. The capit
Von Stroheim wrote the story prior is $50,000. The incorporal
to June 23, 1922, and that he disposed Karekin Vertanian, George
of the picture rights in September of heart, and S. Mack Smith
Von Stroheim asserts he were represented by the law
that year.

reopened.

is

—A

corporation for the

$50,000 has been expended to beautify
the New Kempner, which has been

Witt

Incorporation
Albany, N. Y.

of

in

mission to change his last

name

to

Wisby.
Tullar's

volves a series of society melodramas
featuring Ora Carew, to be sold on a
state right basis. Hiller is also eastern
representative for J. G. Mayer Prod.
which will have as their first, "After
Marriage."

Weekly Appears

Copies of Tullar's Weekly, a new
publication
with
offices
Los
in
Angeles, have been received in New
York.
Harry Tullar is editor and
Carl Snyder, associate editor.
The
paper will apparently confine its

"Myles Standish"
(Special to

Boston

in

HAL ROACH/
CHARLIE CHASl
COMEDIES

Boston

THE FILM DAILY)

—"The

"Consistently Good"

Courtship of Myles

1

Standish" will open at the Tremont
Jan. 28 for an indefinite
run at $2 top.

reel

Temple on

Paihgcomedy
^r-@^

Tax Lien Against Kenosha House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee —The Federal authori-

Plan Town Hall Showing
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan will give a
ties have filed a tax lien against the showing of "The Steadfast
Heart"
Strand, Kenosha, seeking to recover at the Town Hall on Nov. 8, for scout
^6.710, representing admission taxes leaders and their assistants.
efforts to the short reel field only.
from January, 1922, to April, 1923.
McCabe Joins Goldwyn
*or which it is claimed Kuchinea
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Paris" First
Brothers and Woitowich, listed as the
"A Woman of Paris" precedes owners, failed to make returns.
Buffalo Vincent J. McCabe has
"Ponjola" at the Strand. The Chaptaken over the Goldwyn-Cosmopolilin
picture opens Sunday and will
tan office, succeeding Thomas Brady.
10 Cent Price Advance
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
probably remain at the theater for
two weeks.
Toronto
Pantages, following the
Equipment Meeting
Capitol's 5 cent advance last week,
The Eastern Zone members of the
have advanced their prices 10 cents Ass'n of M. P. Equipment Dealers
for evening shows.
held a meeting at the Astor Monday and Tuesday.
f^dcLccdlcrruii (RctwutD

—

Minnie Elizabeth Webt
Exclusive representative for

MR. LOU TELLEGE
Address
17

all

Communication

West 42nd Street
New York

—

Call

Buvs

Two Houses

THE FILM DAILY)
Utah— W. V. Call

(Special to

Brigham,
has
purchased Clifton Pierce's interest in
the Liberty and Elberta.
He will
take immediate charge.

West Coast House in Fresno
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles West Coast The-

—

aters,

or acquire a
2,000 seat house in Fresno.
Inc.,

will

New York

Chicago

Holly

Rothacker Laborator
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sale*

Ave.

Tel.

Murray HiU

1

build

J

What did

°P

AB ue

stop

T
U,S LOOKS
tm.s

U* THey^i

^«y» Kkn

"Biggest business ever

<fj

for opening day"
Audience reaction
100% favorable"

ICER^YEAK

ftlGGES
IOCIATED FIRST

ONAL PICTURES
presents

V

;

featuring COLLEEN MOORE
supported by an all star cast comprising
Milton Sills, Elliot Dexter, Sylvia Breamer
; Myrtle Stedman, Ben Lyon.
Directed by John Francis Dillon
Scenario by Harry O. Hoyt

Holman Day Editing by Arthur Tavares
Photography by J. C. Van Trees and Roy Carpenter
Titles by

Settings designed by Milton

Menasco

This sensational spectacle will
point the way to big money in
every theatre where it is shown.
The Chicago Theatre experience
is a perfect demonstration of what

"Flamiog Youth"

A UrAt national Picture

will

do for you.

J

b7\

For.
breign Right* Controlled
Fust National Pictures'
es Inc.]
[Assoc!.;
[Associated

\363
^383

Madison Avenue.

New York

1.

"THE SPANISH DANGER"
Starring POLA NEGRI

A

Herbert Brenon Production. With Antonio Moreno.
Supported by Wallace Beery, Kathlyn Williams, Robert
Agnew, Gareth Hughes and Adolphe Menjou.

2.

"THE LIGHT THAT FAILED"

A

George Melford Production. From Rudyard Kipling's famous novel.
With Jacqueline Logan, Percy
Marmont, Sigrid Holmquist and David Torrence.
3.

"HIS CHILDREN'S

"WILD BILL HICKOK"

6.

Starring

WILLIAM S. HART

Hart. Adapted by J. G. Hawks. Direi|
ed by Clifford Smith. A William S. Hart Producti

By William

S.

TO THE LADIES"

<(

7.

A

James Cruze Production. With Edward Hoi
Theodore Roberts, Helen Jerome Eddy and Lot
Dresser. From the play by Kaufman and Connellyj

CHILDREN"

A Sam Wood Production. With Bebe Daniels, Dorothy Mackaill, James Rennie, George Fawcett, Mahlon
Hamilton, Hale Hamilton, Mary Eaton, Warner Oland,
John Davidson and Lawrence D'Orsay. From the novel
by Arthur Train.

"STEPHEN STEPS OUT"
Starring DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

8.

"THE CALL OF THE CANYOI

A Zane Grey Production. With Richard Dix,
Wilson and Marjorie Daw. Supported by Noah Be
Ricardo Cortez and Fred Huntley. Directed by Vic
Fleming.

4.

With Theodore Roberts. Supported by Noah Beery,
Harry Myers and Frank Currier. From "The Grand
Cross of the Crescent" by Richard Harding Davis.

9.

"BIG

BROTHER"

Allan Dwan Production. With
Moore, Edith Roberts and Raymond Hatton.

By Rex Beach. An

Directed by Joseph Henabery.

5.

"AROUND THE WORLD IN
THE SPEEJACKS"

An amazing film record of A. Y. Gowen's cruise around
the world in a 90-foot motor boat.

10.

"HOLIDAY LOVE"

A

William deMille Production. With Agnes Aj
Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theodore Kosloff and
LaRocque. From the novel "Rita Coventry" by JV
Street.

These pictures are now complete
They will be released one a week
It

ginning

November

4th, following

tn

—and the
STARS
DIRECTORS
and
Supporting

(pictures
"WEST OF THE WATER

11.

Starring

Casts
16.

TOWER"
GLENN HUNTER

With Ernest Torrence and May McAvoy. Supported
by George Fawcett and Zasu Pitts. From the novel by
Homer Croy. Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.

MALONE"
Starring THOMAS MEIGHAN
"PIED PIPER

Supported by Lois Wilson, George Fawcett and Emma
Dunn. By Booth Tarkington. Directed by Alfred E.
Green.

"THE STRANGER"

17.

"THE

12.

Starring

A

HUMMING

A Joseph

BIRD"

GLORIA SWANSON

Sidney Olcott Production.

From

the play by

Maude

Fulton.

Henabery Production. With Betty Compson,
Richard Dix and Lewis Stone. From the story "The
First and the Last" by John Galsworthy.

"SINGER JIM McKEE"

18.

Starring
Zane Grey's
13.

"THE HERITAGE OF THE
DESERT"

An

Irvin Willat Production. With Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery and Lloyd Hughes.

14.

"FLAMING BARRIERS"

A

George Melf ord Production. With Jacqueline Logan,
Antonio Moreno, Walter Hiers, Charles Ogle and Luke
Cosgrave. By Byron Morgan.
15.

"MY MAN"
Starring POLA NEGRI

A

Herbert Brenon Production. Supported by Charles
deRoche, Huntley Gordon and Adolphe Menjou. From
the play "Mon Homme" by Andre Picard.

demonstration runs.

WILLIAM

S.

HART

By William

S. Hart. Supported by Phyllis Haver and
a great cast. Adapted by J. G. Hawks. Directed by
Clifford Smith. A William S. Hart Production.

"THE NEXT CORNER"

19.

By Kate Jordan. A Sam Wood Production. With
Conway Tearle, Dorothy Mackaill and Lon Chaney.
Supported by Louise Dresser, Ricardo Cortez and
others.

Announcement

of the foregoing

Paramount

Pic-

tures appears as a two-color spread in the Satur-

day Evening Post
the

November

this

Ladies'

newsstands, and in

all

week

Home

—November
Journal,

3rd; in

now on

the

the fan magazines.

Prints of the first four.

"THE SPANISH DANCER"
"THE LIGHT THA T FAILED"
"HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN"
"STEPHEN STEPS OUT"
are

now in the Paramount exchanges.

>

THE

DAILY

Among Exchangemen
(Special

manage

Owl.

the

Minneapolis

— H. B. Johnson, owner

of the Shadowland, Rush City,
newest addition to the sales
of F.
R. Film.

the
force

is

&

Milwaukee

— Neal

cently tendered a banquet upon
leaving the Paramount exchange.

succeeded

is

rehis

He

Famous by O.

at

"The Temple

J.

and the colorful decora
lion is carried through the modern revets
splendidly.
The battle in the waves when
the stoiy leaps to the peak of its climax

shown

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wilkerson-Lyons En-

all in this city.

were the former owners.

Name Changed to Conquest Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— West

San Francisco

Coast Prod,

known as Conquest
The company is working on

will hereafter be

Films.
a feature at the San Mateo studios,
under direction of Norbert Myles.

hcfoie have
hi such a gorgeous spectacle; very often
ordinarj
before have we seen a similar plot
and must amusing in serious parts. Director
mortals.
ami
myth
to
mingle
Otto decided
And ue'ie sine we're crazy about the way
he works things out.

(Special to

the

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Oscar Neufeld, who
was re-elected president of the F. I.
L. M. Board of Trade not long ago,

be tendered a testimonial dinner
15 at the Majestic.

perhaps

Film Shown
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Richmond, Va.— "The Last Raid
Allan Gimper," the Anti-Saloon
League's educational, prohibition pic-

of

ture,

was shown before the Metho-

dist's

conference here last week.

strictly

is,

for good measure.
of wonderful things,

wonderful is how
Carr ever thought

-Mrs.

Miss,
it

all

or
out.

celluloid confrom the active

strange

Unfortunately these little chips of hokum
have not been put together with any perceptible skill; en masse, they form a spectacle that is neither beautiful nor part.cularly
serious

a

movie that aspires

but
to
be another "Neptune's Daughter,
* * *
"The Temit can't be judged as such.
Venus" represents the heights of
ple of
'

and lavishness, and we hope it
sounds the death knell of a type of film that
has lad its day.

SUN — There

To Feature La Rocque
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles William de Mille has
added Rod La Rocque to the cast of
his
current production, "Everyday

are

moments

of

exquisite

"The Temple of Venus." * * *
*
There arc moments of iridescent beauty. * *
moments and moments.
Uut
are
there
beauty

in

There

are

moments

spleendiferous

as

of

have been seen in many moons
and bits of Fox's own brand of the exotic
which must cause the other producers of
spectacles to throw up their hands in utter
as

despair.

had

modern drama,

phantasy and magnificent studies of wild life
ami aquatic growth, the picture is probably
the most artistic achievement of its kind
ever developed.

TRIBUNE— So

we enjoyed "The Temple
Venus" because Mary Philbin plays the

The

role.

story

silly

and the undersea

stuff

dragged in ruthlessly, as are also some
nteresting pictures* of seals at play which
should have been reserved for the news reel.
If the picture had had only the star and the
is

we should have

seals

contributed

to

of

range

lis

it.

Some

really

is

pictures

individual

its

liked

it

better.

\

—

Miami, Ela.
Announcement
made by Paramount Enterprises tl
the Miami Beach will open Dece
ber 23rd.
Attica. Ind.

"The Country Kid"— Warner's—
Kialto

AMERICAN —

*

*

and concerted

*

efforts

the three children together during
the entire photoplay.* * *
Wesley Liarry, still freckled and still grow
ing, wipes emotional tears on the sleeves of
his calico shirt.

keep

,,,

EVENING JOURNAL—It's
mates, that

tells

Rialto and it's shameless in its drain on
tear glands, but Wesley Liarry and the two
kids
him
other
with
will
"get"
you

completely.

EVENING WORLD— Time

when

was

thought Wes Liarry ami his freckles
were a "cute" combination.* * * The more
we sat and gazed at Wes in "The Country
Kid," the more we realized what a terrible
tragedy it will be when Jackie Coogan

we

grows up.*

*

Fair

*

MAIL — The

entertainment.

cheap and trite, but
amusing incidents have
all of which little LSruce

plot

is

extremely
several
been introduced, in
Guerin appears.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

so

January

making this picture.* * *
Wesley Barry is quite grown up and we
liked him much better as a boy.
SUN He is pleasantly sincere and simple
in a play where his part is very nearly a
grownup one and where he is forced to
combat a series of rather banal situations
* * * The play is on the "over the hill to
the poorhouse" motif, with Oliver Twist
variations, and not particularly exhilarating.
TEI^EGRAM Wesley Barry is growing

—

1st.

Advertising Firms Combine
(Special

Chicago

to

and
play
*

Kid,"

M

hilitors.

Mid-West Houses Sold
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

Louis

St.

owner

— Mrs.

* *

*

*

without

triteness

Young Wesley

taken

over Frisina's,
effective immediately.

at

Pea
III.,

to

R. Pirtle of Jerseyville,

S.

111.

not

One

of

those

redeeming

a

Barry,

bad

with

his

models

of
light

high

—

is

a

TRIBUNE— "The

management

cepted
ouses

of

Loej

the

Lynn, Haverhill and Loweu

in

competent

little

Country Kid/'

is

used

Barry, and
had known what was coming he
never would have referred to any of the
star's previous pictures as "silly and dull."
This leaves no course open to a critic but
repetition.
"The Country Kid," is perhaps
superlatively silly and dull.

one

Strassheim Quits L.
(Special

to

—

&

T. Chain

THE FILM DAILYB

Chicago Walter Strassheim hsj'
evered connections with Lublinti
& Trinz, to become manager of th||

Ben

Hur

theater

on

South

Cice

Ave.

Love."

Week
THE FILM DAILY)

Boosting Safety

Hoffman Plans Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los

Angeles

— M.

H.

Hoffman.

who

resigned as studio manager for
Metro last week, plans a trip to the
Orient beginning in November.

Greater Features
(Special to

Seattle

Greater

moved

Features

&

have

larger quarters at 2001
Third Ave., the office formerly occupied by Kwality Pictures.
into

(Special to

is

Louis M. P.
co-operating in

the league. The titles of pictures receiving
the
league's
indorsement

methods.

would be broadcasted by

I

'

.

New Exchange

radio.

/?/ (
Jol

Omaha

»

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILERy

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

/o/You can obtain FILMACK
/o/Pro duct ion Trailers on
/o/ All Features for

Exchange has been formed to
tribute in Iowa and Nebraska.

Creole Enterprises for Louisiana and

has acquired the entire output ot the

Elaborate Borders Js

Mississippi.

C. B. C.

24 Hour Service

Sales

in

(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Columbia Pictures Film

disIt

Jo
10
/o

A

FOOT

TINTING FREE

Presentation Trailer*

(;i

III

I
1

F. P.-L.?

Houston, Tex. It is reported, Abe
M. and Haskell Levy have purchased
the
from Famous Playerslease
Lasky covering the Queen here.

Lieber Buys Burr Product

Floyd

Brown,

of

the

II.

Lieber

Indianapolis, has bought the
Michigan rights of the 1923-24 series
of C. C. Burr productions.
Co.,

Elmer Brient Resigns
to THE FILM DAILY)
Elmer Brient has
Centralia, 111.
csigned as manager of the Hall
Amusement Co.
(Special

—

j

PRODUCTIONS OND AS
BEAUTIFUL.

For Artclass
Max Weiss, of Artclass, announces
the sale of 18 "Tense Moments," t<>
Lande Film, for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and to

THE HI.M DAILY)

—

St.

Again Heads M. P. League
Mrs. Adele F. Woodward, president and other officers of the Natiutial Motion Picture League, were
re-elected at the annual meeting of

the plans for Safety Week, which begins Nov. 18, and will devote their
screens to advocating safety first

New

Sheffield's,

exchange

Buy House From

Louis— The
Exhibitors' League
St.

Move

THE FILM DAILY)

— Lannon

(Special to

hj

Carlinvil

George Skouras and Jules Laure
have sold the Lyric, at Mounds, Il|

actor; but it
would take a young Holbrook Blinn to do
anything with the story of this picture.

if

Frances

of the Pert, Gillespie,

Finn Leaves Gordon's Olympiaj
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lynn, Mass. Daniel Finn, for tlji
has now reached the time of hie
past five years manager of Gordon
is at his quaintest — an ideal figure
the title role in
"The Country Olympia, has resigned and has

TIMES—;*
fieckles,

M

Dezel of the

Advertisers Corp. has com
dated with Irving Mack, representi
living Mack & Co. Both advertisi
hrms will be known as Irving
ex. Co.
The company will continue
specialize in furnishing trailers, ht
a!ds, pluggers and publicity to «

—

up

when he

THE FILM DAILY)

—Albert

ter

full

of hokum that it just oozes out, runs down
into the orchestra platform and overflows
into the aisles.
"Good old hokum and lots
of it," seems to have been the slogan in

arrivi

—

the
the

at

is

open shortly

will

Gastonia, N. C. Construction o:
theater to seat 800 will be started
the Ware, Simpson, Estridge C

sad story,

a

Country Kid"

"lire

— Equipment

and the Messner

as a starring vehicle for Wesley
is

on the new Liberty, which
open in February.

ed

are magnificent.

to

TELEGRAM — Combining

leading

(Special to

that six authors, each writing a separate story, and two travelogue photographers
lieve

interesting.

MAIL — It's

dif-

rarely

trivances have emanated
studios of William Fox, but none quite so
Actually it is
weird or inexplicable. * * *
a mosaic, composed of all the various qualin the box
with
favor
have met
ities that
otnee and that will continue to meet with
iasor in the box office so long as the birth
rate exposed by P. T. Barnum continues.

of

Mille

in

is full

HERALD— Many

hokum

Anti "Hootch"

De

picture

most

the

but

thrown

seal

The

*

many

Been so

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)
North Bend, Ore. — Work has sta

1

—

oi
* *

have nevei

I

2, 192

(Special to

ferent
subjects touched upon in a single
motion picture before, and 1 must say that
in a great many instances the photographic
effects were lovely to look upon. * * *
All tins and more
could easily believe
"The Temple of Venus."
I
ol
could be-

[remarkable.

*

*

*

hokum

Will Dine Neufeld

on Nov.

NEWS—Very

EVENING JOURNAL— It

Yinccnnes, Ind. The consolidated
Theaters & Realty Co., operating
theaters in a number of Indiana cities,
has just added three more to the
chain, the Pantheon, Alice and Sun,

will

realism.

speaking, neither melodrama, comedy nor
fantasy, but it is a bit of all, with mythology,
classic dancing, scenic glories and the life

Consolidated Expanding

terpri»es

rich colors,

in

shown with vigorous

is

Wooden.

(Special

WORLD

Venus"— Fox-

of

Central
itself is a sentiAMERICAN—The* story
"
The story is finelj
mental little talc. *
The subterranean views are
photographed.

DAILY

Agnew was

New

Newspaper Opinions

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Philadelphia— Sam Blatt, manager
of the Owl, has joined the Hodkinson exchange. Blatt will continue to

November
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the year.
leal pictures
has
that
anything
IIIPKivals
or
screen
the
on
done
been
acof
greatest
the
by
stage
Variety.
tresses."
of

—

..

ttou |
!

iJlisfli

we wouldn

t

If]ili!Je.,iiWH it for worlds.
The stoly is a gripping one,
splendidly cast, directed and

photographed, and
a cinema treat."
World.

is

indeed

— Evening

\

THE

A

—

nation, has had its license revoked
picture has already played Cleveland, Cincinnati. Colnmhus and Toledo. The board now says that "The

influence is highly
have
Failures
The
been surprisingly few.
number of insolvencies reported
to Bradstreet's for September
was the lowest monthly total
years."
three
nearly
in
Guaranty Trust Co. of New

1

that

was passed, re-called and later passed again was "The Law and the

find a large demand among the fans
like this type of material.

Minneapolis
er

—According

Amusements," Southern Minnesota

exhibitors are averse to any proposed
general increase in admission prices.
This was made clear at the regional
meeting held at Windom under the
auspices of the Northwest exhibitor
unit.
Sentiment of patrons will not
permit any increase, it was pointed
out, with exhibitors present declaring
such a move would be unwise in view
of present conditions.

New One For
(Special to

Milwaukee
THE FILM DAILY)

Mr. Goldwyn.

—

Milwaukee Fisher & Zinke have
been awarded the contract to erect a
theater at the corner of 47th and
Center.

The house

will

cost $125,-

000 and will be ready Mar.

Richart have arranged
loan of $1,215,000 at 5^4% for a
term of five years on the theater recently completed by the Reywal Hold- son releases: "The Mark of the
ing Co. on the northwest corner of Beast," "Dollar Devils," "Bulldog
the Drummond," "The Lion's Mouse"
Burnside and Harrison Aves,
Bronx. The theater has a seating ca- and "The Kingdom Within." Prizes
amounting to $5,000 will be awarded
pacity of 1,500.
by the Producers Security Corp. to
the winners.
Gersons Start On Their Third

tion starring,

1.

Panic

THE FILM DAILY)

Three Try Outs

— Gerson

Prod, have
their third produc-

(Special to

Cleveland

Ora Carew.

Nears As

(Special to

Waxabachie, Tex.

House Burns

—A

in North.

Ohio

THE FILM DAILY)

—Famous

Players

out

cities in

northern Ohio.

'

—C.

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle

manager

Joins Balshofer

Howard Reichenbach

is

now

nected with Great Western
Fred Balshofer of that organizal
will spend a portion of his timtl
the coast completing the series •
ned with Fred Churchill in tl|l
One has been completed.

an-

nounce that Cleveland, Sandusky and
Akron have been chosen as the try-

THE FILM DAILY)

followed a cry of fire
theater a few days ago.

(Special to

D.
Beale,
foral
of the F. B. O. officii
"Portland, now represents Vitagil
in Oregon.
He will make his hi
Essay Contest Planned
quarters
in
Seattle
because the cl
Mack D. Weinberger will shortly
inaugurate an essay contest in con- pany does not maintain an exchs|
junction with the following Hodkin- In Portland.

a

(Special to

section of Flatbush[

A

photos many of
interesting
which are autographed by the stars

Dowdney &

San Francisco
started work on

Rugby

A

very

Loan on Bronx House

to "Great-

in the

building loan of $150,000
There are many interesting chap- been granted.
ters especially with reference to the
work of stars and directors. The
Beale
Vitagraph Manager
book is enlivened by a number of

to

Oppose Increased Admissions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Loan Raised on B'klyn Houst
The J. L. Ryan Corporation

Co., has is-

who

York.

Woman."

2, 192

I

improbable.

the board has a legal right to
change its mind. This is the second
time that the board has exercised

November

sued in book form Samuel Gold- arranged the financing of the F;
wyn's "Behind the Screen," which re- land Palace on the north side
Ave., west
of Nostril
cently ran as a serial in one of the Church
more important monthly publications Brooklyn. The building will be of
It contains a mass
pleted about the first of the yj
of this country.
r.t
tremendously interesting matter, will have 2,000 seats and will be
more or less tecollections of this well voted to motion pictures exclusive
known producer and will doubtless and is the only motion picture the'i

restraining

law,

other picture

Favorable Trend

Any
credit demand with ease.
rise in money rates of a magnitude sufficient to constitute a

White Rose," is immoral. In Julyit
was not immoral, but, under the

The

The George H. Doran

"Financial conditions remain
The banks
highly favorable.
have met the peak of seasonal

The

right.

i

Friday,

"Behind the Screen"

"White Rose" Passed; Banned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"
Cleveland "The
White
Rose
Ohio
passed on July 1/tli by the
Censor Board without a single elimi-

this

-3&>*DAILY

The

first

Buy

State,

(Special to

Hartford,

Hartford, Wit

THE FILM DAILH
Wis.

—Purchase

shown under the new policy State, one of the largest he
panic nearly was "The Spanish Dancer," which Wisconsin outside of Milwauke
at the Dixie played at Art
Himmelein's Plaza, been made by Leach & Christe
Sandusky.
owners of Hartford's Opera He
picture

hes,wehdve no opposition/
cum

or kkvicc
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DAVID R 3LYTK
SELZNI OK DISTRIBUTING CORP 739 SEVENTH AVE NEWYORK NY

opening of coinoN law at the broadway strand theatre was more
:

(MantHref

tHaawn-

DETROIT KICK 25

tha:

SYMBOL

CLASS OF SERVICE

cratifying stop crowds at night packed every inch of

available space and present indications look like new box office

records will be established with this production in spite of
very heavy opposition kindest regards

phil gleichman

managing director

broadway strand theatre

*o

»«

*

dMik

)L.
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Sunday, November

4,

Price 25 Cents
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COURTESY
CENTURY FILM CORPORATION

A

j\
•

/

v

CARL LAEMMLE
\A/ilt

«»

>

soon present-

Uil'HI

1

k.

1

V

^1

OF

lwl4\
^

:

T

AYt]|Kl

KING

BAGGOT

UNIVERSAL

JEWEL
'

A

BIG STORY!

BIG NAMES!

SPENDIDLY PRODUCEl

"SUPERSTITION
A

BIG PICTURE
FROM THE STORY
"TRAPPED'
By
I. W. IRVING

JOHN BOWERS
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
spottiswoode aitken
joseph dowling
edward burns
claire Mcdowell
cesare gravina

martha marshall

CREATIVE PRODUCTIONS
W. H.

Carr, Gen. Mgr.
Hollywood Studio

Hollywood, Cal.

THRILLS FOR YOUR AUDIENCE

AND YOUR BOX OFFICE CASHU

Vomtse jPatronsjffirills
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and Some \Kne

Qcting'-greater Qmusements

pictures

X^V^V-/ CORPORATION
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y ifallIIIill
by

ZDLre>cted>

by

EDWAUD SLOMAN
TkatoqrwpkedL hi/
Ort director

GEORGES KJZARD

J,XHUGHES
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JAMES KIRKWOOD
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|
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SUPERB POSTERS
TO CREATE MORE BEAUTI
FUL POSTERS THAN METRO HAS PROVIDED
FOR THIS PRODUCTION. IF EVER A THEATRE
OWNER HAD REASON TO GO THE LIMIT ON
POSTER DISPLAY HE HAS IT WITH THIS PAPER.
CAN YOU IMAGINE ANYONE WHO EVER GOES
TO THE MOVIES NOT BEING IMPRESSED BY
THE POSTERS SHOWN HERE? IT IS A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO ATTRACT NEW
PATRONS TO YOUR THEATRE.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
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A STORY o^tONG ISLAND SOCIETY and the
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X

1

Scenario by
(Tram,

<v"TO
^Directed.

—

REX TAYLOR

RITA WEI MAW S story
WHOM IT MAY CONCERN"

OSCAR APFEL

$uiy imperial Pictures Ltd* SrcLuslOeJX&tributors ftiruout
Great J3rita,iyv- Sir WilUa.m furt/.Manayinf Director.

A MIGHTY
and

the

\

1

STORY of PASSION
SOCIAL LAW

LOUIS BURSTON
Presexits

11

iningi
MARGUERITE]
DELA MOTTE]

ESTELLE
Jin Original Story by

•

^
\
|

3

11

JOHN B. CLYMER

TAYLOR,

o^HENHYRSYMDNDS
c

UMftm ALL STAR

CAST

ineludina

fifargueriteZ)ej(a])lotte

[john J3cm)ers
Gstelle

JOHN
BOWERS

javlor

DaOid J3uiler~—.~
Walter Jong —___..
&du)ard Connelly^
f{glph jfeu)is

]<ryOmp^ v iQ}

Picturtt

UcL&clusive DisbibvlotA
ihruaut Lfreal Britain
Sir VJilliam Ju-vy.

EDWARD
CONNELLY

~—

DAVID
9UTLER.
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No. 29

n Exhibitor Ass'n
Nov. 14 and IS
Indiana Holds Session

:ting Set for

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The French Lick
ianapolis
lg of Mid-West exhibitors will
There
d on Nov. 14 and IS.
rong possibility that a new exwill
develop
organization
The dethat two-day session.
was reached at a meeting of
irectors of the M. P. T. O.,
liana, at which twenty-one of
twenty-four

were

directors

t.

was a good deal of discusser National Motion Picture

re

Some

of the directors favor

it

are opposed.
In one
r, the idea was advanced that
fht be well to ascertain first
er
the money thus accrued
go into the promotion of exdistribution plans or whether
Id be used to help solve exhibiDblems.
ithers

•

(Exhibitor Leaders

Here

H. B. Varner of the M. P. T.
North Carolina and Col. H. A.
if the M. P. T. O. of Texas are
v York.

1923

Price 25 Cents

Loew Dividend
—
—

Talking

Be Launched at French Lick

Special to

4,

Declared After Lapse of Two and a
Half Years Payable End of December Expected to Continue

About distribution again. On sane lines. Possibly a mergAfter a lapse of two and a half
Several real talks occurred this years Loew's, Inc., will return to a
ing of physical distribution.
week. Among some important people of the business. Which dividend paying basis. The directors

may

lead to something definite.

Later.

Or maybe

not.

This is a hard crowd to get together to do something. Even
when it's for the greater good for the greater number.
You remember all the articles published last Spring. On a
better distributing plan? With here and there a real thought?

have declared a dividend on the basis
of $2 > year payable Dec. 31. This is
the s. ae rate in effect when dividends
ceased in April, 1921.
Editor's

— Probably

Note

the most

important phase of this dividend decSomething worth while. Well, it need not; prove utterly sur- laration is that it means a resumption
of dividends for this concern for the
prising. If you see something happen in this direction.
It has long been known that
Talking of distribution. To show ho\. it can work out. In future.
Marcus Loew was on record that divNevada a number of the big companies are working together. On idends would not be resumed until he
Selling the exhibitor direct.
Because it felt certain that barring calamities
a catalogue scheme.
they could be continued.
costs far too much to travel.
Considering
the
hectic
strain
If distributors can work together in Nevada.
not elsethrough which the industry has
where?
been progressing the declaration of
this dividend
bears
an importance
which
cannot
be
underestimated.
It
Distribution costs will be cut over $6,000,000 during the year
demonstrates at least this: that the
ending next June as a result of economies effected by the F. I. L. Loew (which also means the Metro)
M, Clubs, according to Charley Pettijohn. Here is one of the organization has full optimism in the
savings
Every time an exhibitor opened a house, or something future.
DANNY.
happened, either a wedding or some sort of an event where flowers
could be used, exchange managers through the country did their
Laemmle Eastbound
darndest to outdo the other fellow and send a bigger display of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
flowers. Result thousands of dollars spent unnecessarily. Under
Los Angeles Carl Laemmle left
the new scheme of things when the celebration occurs hereafter
for the East Thursday.
just one floral offering will go forward
from the F. I. L, M.
Club. Saved one concern over $500 the first week it was in opE. H. ("Mannie") Goldstein, treaseration.
urer of Universal left for the coast
Friday to take charge of Universal
IN
City while Julius Bernheim visits his
Reports from the other side are to the effect that pirating is sick mother in Germany. Goldstein
going on to an annoying extent in London, and that as a result will stop off at Chicago to meet Mr.
several companies find prints in foreign territories and causing all Laemmle who is coming in from the
coast.
sort of annoyances.

—

Why

SAVING MONEY

:

—

—
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Search of a Thrill
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PIRATING

Pirating has been killed off in this country to a great extent,
seems to have developed in England the last of all places
where it would be expected.

but

—

it

Subjects

6

F. P. "Farming"

Out

Agnes Ayres, Bebe Daniels in Halperin Picture More Deals May
Result During Shut-down
Jimmy Quirk's "Photoplay" beat us to this one incidentally
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
one of the best stories current on the Coast:
Los Angeles Agnes Ayres and
Bebe Daniels, both of them under
"Cecil De Mille was an extremely busy man during the makcontract to Famous Players have been
ing of his "Ten Commandments." Two of his leading actors in loaned to Victor Hugo Halperin for
the film version of the Tablets were very anxious to see him con- "Souvenir" which is now rounding
cerning some of their work, but after repeated efforts gave up the out its first week in production.
attempt and sent him a note saying that Moses and Aaron would
As far as it can be ascertained
like to speak to God for a moment. Then they wondered why they here, the question of further "farming"
many of the players under contract
got no reply."
to Paramount will depend largely on

REGARDING DeMILLE

—

—

HE LIVES

Burn
8

ENGLAND

You've heard a lot about hokum in pictures, haven't you. But
you never knew, did you, that A. H. Hokom lives in Hollywood
where they make 'em and is an electrician.

—

(Continued on Page 4)

—

the

result

of

individual

negotiation.

expected that other members of
the Lasky troupe will be permitted
to work for other producers during
It is

the shut-down period.
Continued on Page 2)
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27 Million In Budget
Ambitious Fox Schedule

Million
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Production, Two
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Fox
company has

decided on a $27,000,000 budget for
1924-1925. Of that large amount, the
statement says, $20,000,000 will be
spent for production, $2,000,000 for
story and play rights and $5,000,000
for the new West Coast studio which
will ho erected on a 444 acre plot of
ground in the Beverly Hills section
of

Los Angeles.

Fox now has

of

16 dramatic units at
on the coast, accord-

work here and
ing to the statement while nine companies are turning out comedies to
"These various
meet the schedule.
producing companies," says Mr. Fox,"
are employing 250,000 persons, and
a weekly expenditure which stands
now at a little more than $300,000
a week will be increased to between
$400,000 and $500,000 immediately
after Jan. 1."
A partial list of new properties acquired and about which mention has
been made previously includes "The
Loyalties,'" "The Man
Fool,
Came Back," "The Warrens of Virginia," "It Is The Law," "Strath-

Who

Out

F. P. "Farming"
(Continued from Page

1)

part of his
series for Associated Exhibitors. Alvin Wyckoff and C. R. Wallace are
handling the camera work and aside
from Misses Ayrcs and Daniels, the
cast includes Percy Marmont, George
picture

Halperin's

is

Siegmann, Leo White, Otto Lederer,
Rosa Rosanov, John George, Inez
Orlamond and
Seabury,
William
Mary Alden. Halperin is directing

more" by Ouida, "The Hunted Woman" by James Oliver Curwood and
"Hearts of Oak" by James A. Hearn.
Fox will leave for the coast about
Jan. 1 to supervise construction of
complete laborathe new studio.
tory is planned in connnection with

A

it.

Fenway, Boston
THE FILM DAILY)

F. P. Leases
(Special to

personally.

Boston — Famous

has
theater for a long

Buxbaum Out
Harry

H.

Buxbaum, state sales
for
Paramount is no

supervisor
longer with the organization as a result of the change in plans that came
with the cessation of production.

John Hammell

will

A

leased the Fenway
period and on Nov. 10 will open it
with "The Spanish Dancer,' which
will run for two or three weeks, to

managing

director.

Shayle Gardner

111

THE FILM DAILY)
London — Shayle Gardner, who
(Special to

is

Swell Actors'

Fund

THE FILM DAILY)

in

Alma Tay- through
"Comin' Thro' The Rye," for home.

pending

his

recovery.

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE
New Tork'i Ncweit aadForemott
Caituac H't ntil Orfanirstion

BROOKS
—
143 W«*0 T-e S T N.V.
.

C._

a large crowd.

Wainwright, Balcon Sailing
R. B. Wainwright and M. E. Balcon of London who have been in New
York for some weeks arranging the
distribution of

"Woman

Selznick

out

of

estate

real

situation
growing
Methods sought by F. I.
to meet situation.

booking

Non-thealrical

more serious.
L. M. Clubs

Tuesday
Brandt holds exorbitant
bolster up production costs.

Billy

ducers to

make

Kaufman

Al

salaries

Urges pro-

manage Metropolitan,

the

Million Dollar Theater and Rialto, Los
Angeles for Famous Players. Sid Grauman

production.

enter

will

to

leave

Woman"

today

for

Admission taxes for September total $4,932,527 or $500,000 under returns for August.

English exploitation for the Warners'
some time arrived in New York
late Friday night on the Bcrcngaria.
for

Visitors

Harry Charnas, Standard Film Service Co. Cleveland

is

here.

Charles Skouras, Skouras Bros.
Louis is in town.

St.

J

International
for
Fish'
results
in
victory
for
schooner at Halifax.

race

First

Trophy

bassador

"12 MILE LIMI'
Harvey represents U. S. it
with British Government oi

tiations
search
of

contraband

for

liquor

twelve miles of coast.

OGLETHORPE'S REMAINS WIL1
BE MOVED TO AMERICA—
church
Georgia

in
is

England,

where the

foui

buried.

Other news as usual.

Federal Trade Commission to resume Famous
Players' investigation on coast Nov. 8.

M.
is

P. T. O. says 80 per cent of the country
in line for National M. P. Day.

Wednesday
declare outlook
admission
for
tax repeal is dubious.
Star salaries held
against the industry in Washington.

Politicians

Loew's,

Inc.,

$2,415,
1922.

Will H.

488,

slated for

Nov.

15.

Fairbanks Wini

Hays

evolves plan to settle difficulties between T. O. C. C. and GoldwynCosmopolitan over "Enemies of Women."

Charles Olsen and Robert Lieber confer with
Adolph Zukor over proposed Famous
house in Indianapolis.

Keynote for new exhibitor body sounded in
Washington when Southern states hold
two day convention there. Maintain present
M.
properly.

P.

O.

T.

does

not

function

Reverses Decision anc
vents Cutting of Features
Two Reels Until Trial

Court

|

The Appellate Court

has

re|

the decision of a lower court i
action brought by Douglas Fail
against Hyman Winik, the
Film Co., the Majestic M. P. Cl
the Triangle Film Corp., ar
!

Thursday

M.

P. Exhibitors' Alliance formed in Washington, operating on the Jake Wells' plan
of a national exhibitor council.
Washing-

appoints temporary committee.
will be sought.
George B. Van Cleve back at Cosmopolitan
as studio manager.
H. O. Davis goes to
Seattle for Hearst newspapers.
Reported
Robert G. Vignola has left organization
ton

zone

Tax

repeals

to produce independtly.
Aliens expanding in Canada.
Gradually acquiring first runs there.
J. J. Allen in
England lining up pictures for Dominion
Films, Ltd. the Allen releasing unit.

Famous Players
at

tod §2

profits for fiscal year total
an increase of $147,617 over

Annual meeting

will declare regular dividend

forthcoming directors* meeting.
Friday
selling plan.

reverting back to
Individual sales policy
pleased
with

granted Fairbanks an injunctij
straining the defendants from \
any of the Fairbanks-Majest
tures down to two reels until tlji
i

comes

to trial.

Counsel for Fairbanks maul
that his original contract witl
called for directorial
vision by D. W. Griffith an,
upon completion of the picturj
star would have the right t||
on the finished product. In th;,i
the pictures were released
form that was considered :
mercially successful.
Hence I
banks' objection to reducing t|
tures from feature length til
jestic

j

reels.

as result of retrenchment policy.

Saturday

French Lick exhibitor meeting to be held
Nov. 14 and 15.
New organization »"ay

come into being as a result.
Loew's, Inc. declares first dividend in two
years and a half.
Resumption of payments
considered important in the trade as a
health}

sign.

Famous may "farm" out players over shutdown period.
Agnes Ayrcs and Bcbe
Change in sales
results in dismissal
Buxbaum, slate supervisor.

Daniels already
policy
of

in

loaned.

New York

Harry H.

Rock, Aubrey Coming East

Feinman Arrives
Al Feinman who has been handling

No. 89

"BLUENOSE" BEATS "COLU

AGREE ON
star

cuts in that direction.

to

PatKeNe\

de-

$1,000,000 a year to be saved by Paramount

—

week who drew

playing the lead, opposite

Hepvvorth, is seriously ill with tyProduction has been held up
phoid.

H. M. Salisbury
partment.

proves
costly.
Officials
demonstration plan.

Paramount official
by merely stating that, pearance of prominent film players
company formerly sold at the Philharmonic Auditorium last

a year, it now only
handles 52 and naturally there must
come a general revision in the sales
force with a drop of that proportion.

all

over country to meet retrenchment policy.

group

(Special to

cuts

in

Famous Players reported

Los Angeles The Actors' Fund
summed up was considerably swelled by the ap-

the situation
whereas the
100 pictures

lor,

Players

be followed probably by "Little Old
New York." Paramount pictures will
S. Barnot be shown exclusively.
be in charge of rett McCormick has been appointed

the territory under direct supervision
of the home office.
"Bux" has had
charge of the New York City and
State territories as well as Northern
New Jersey.

Monday
Plenty of pictures to tide over exhibitors
production shut-down period.

Famous Players making widespread

lengthy statement from the

offices declares that the

The Week's Headlines

—20

(Special to

»*

CARE OS THE BIGGEST
PRODUCTIONS ONDJl\
BEAUTIFUL
J

J

.

1

[All Features for

A

—

permits the case to drop.

b

(You can obtain FILM AC
'roduction Trailers o.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Joe Rock and Jimmy
Aubrey left for New York yesterday.
Leon Lee, former business manager
for Aubrey, was arrested at Green
River, Wyoming and brought here
on a charge of embezzling $2,000
from the company. A settlement was
reached whereby Lee relinquishes all
claims gain Aubrey and the latter

i
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ANMOl'UCPMENT
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-are mode with as m
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O O

TINTING
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FREE;

Elaborate Border

24 Hour
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Presentation Trailer
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Newest Features

\eviews of the
MIGHTY
)X OFFICE ATTRACTION.
iME SCENES IN EARLY
:els may shock some
,d women and prudes,
altogether love
it
ory will hold. a big
ep forward for conne griffith.
.

1

ready to sacrifice herself for
but she never gets
Conway Tearle again
chance.

o

is

artist lover,

How

kes a "lovely" lover.

many good box

h so

you

a pity

it's

it

office

can't use

Dexter, Bryant

Elliott

the

Cast replete

adore him!

will

Is

names
them

Wash-

Harry Myers,
ss DuPont, Phyllis Haver, Wally
all names
n, Dagmar Godowsky
it look well on the program but
May,

Doris

rn,

—

have very little to
ture but stand around.

:y

of Story.

:

.

.

.Drama

do

in

the

of the stu-

Deals with the love of an artfor his model and her sacrifice

is.

marry him at the refamily but of her agree-

refusing to
est of his

be his common law wife,
climax however is O. K. The

nt to
e

me

is

strictly

a

sensuous

one

sex appeal the dominant keyThe daring scenes and sugte.
stive situations will draw capacbusiness no doubt, but if you
:er to family patronage you might
:h

Production is attracand atmosphere of luxury pre-

this first.

:

e

1

Maybe a trifle
Angle
Depends almost wholly on
likes and dislikes of your pa:
ins.
You know best whether
Office

klish.

be

y'll

satisfied,

or offended.
ike

a Whole....

.

shocked,

The

money wherever

there is no
>m local reformers.

ovided

thrill-

picture will
it

shows,

interference

.

if

and better screen endeavor, however, the offering is not
likely to make its mark.
May be very
Box Office Angle
It depends on what your
good.
You know best
want.
people
whether or not you'll be able to
satisfy them with a spectacular potIf you think
pourri such as this.
they like variety to the extent that
It's a matter
it is carried, go to it.
of knowing the wants of your ina bigger

ill

;

to

|:ture

This is one type of
that will always benefit by

show.

The
)rd-of-mouth advertising.
nute they hear it contains some-

Whole

UPON

THE

cations.

be

To

difficult.

the

more

get

A

them

in

trailer

should not

of

spectacular

some

of

episodes

should readily interest them, such
as the bathing scenes, the caverns,

The title
or shots of the lovers.
will lend itself to stunt exploitation.

ing risque, they'll be interested.
enty of good names in the cast to

WITH A DRAWING
CARD LIKE THIS YOUNGSTER THEY DON'T NEED TO
SPEND A MILLION."

.

storm

at sea

and the attack of the

You had, however, betIndians.
ter see this because it must be released at a high price because of

hardly a
doesn't know the well-known expression, "Why don't you speak
for yourself, John," which has to
do with the love affair between

is

John and Priscilla.
Then you have the big sequence
of the ship scene and you can make

.

You know what
name can do for you and
how much boosting you have to
give him to get them interested.
Let them know you are showing

of

explanation.

the star's

his latest feature, his first

Metro,

for

King."

Make a specialty of matinee
showings.
Victor Schertzinger;
Direction by
handled it on a big scale from a
production standpoint but might
have conserved not only on that
angle but in footage and unnecessarily long drawn out sequences in
which Jackie has no part. Should
also not have put Jackie into slapthe instance where he takes
stick,
his stand at a door and pops off
each entrant with a bottle.
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Author
C. Gardner Sullivan and
Scenario
Eve Unsell
old.

.

.'.'.'..'.....'...

7,527 feet

produc-

"Long Live

the
Jackie is always great entertainment, both for young and

tion

—

.

Length

About

7,000 feet.

Length

.

Approximately 9,000

feet.

/

SCENE.

Henry Otto; results
Direction by
promises galore for this because it
look as though the scenario called
is magnificent.
e and the title is well known.
for everything that was ever used Direction by
Frederick E. SulliHjction by
Geo. Archainbaud;
in a picture; direction not conhas handled his
times
At
van.
:nt about as far as he could, and
sistent; at times good and again
work magnificently.
metimes a bit further, with daring
very poor.
Author. .Based on Longfellow's poem
jches.
Albert Ray
Catherine Carr Scenario by
Author
lor
Robert W. Chambers
Rizard Cameramen
George
Cameraman
Carr
Catherine
Scenario
ario
Edw. J. Montagne
Robert Martin
magnificent
Usually
Photography
August
Joe
eraman
Jules Cronjager Cameraman
Photography
bleak
and
Mayflower
Good Locale.. The
:ography
Very good Photography
Locale
New England
Coast town
a de
New York Locale
t'jth

PRODUCTION

DOESN'T FILL THE GAPS
WHEN JACKIE ISN'T ON THE

—

_

Sensation
idea of the picture.
:kers will be on hand to spread
b news of the" thriller you're go-

JACKIE A DELIGHT AS USUAL BUT ALL
THE MONEY THEY SPENT
a

clientele of mothers who like to
undoubtedly make a lot of money.
bring their children to your house
Your folks will be delighted,
they will undeniably flow in beyou
but, to pick on the point,
cause the picture contains historical
made just as much money and your
If
as well as entertainment value.
folks enjoyed themselves just as
your audiences like thrills, there
much, when Jackie wasn't cavortare several in this that should
ing about amid million dollar sets.
please, notably the rescue during the Exploitation.
.Doesn't require a lot

•

I

Metro.

As

A

Doesn't need a whole
you really want to bring them
its huge cost.
dividual clientele.
Promise a story of the studios,
You have a great
Exploitation
aling with the love of a model Exploitation
Certainly you have
here and if you
with
work
deal
to
an artist whose family refused
enough to talk about: sea nymphs,
run this you must get back of it
seaccept a model into their family.
under-water
gods,
mythical
The picture dein a real way.
few feet of the opening sequence
quences, tropical atmosphere, jazz,
There
all you can give it.
serves
be all you need to give them
romance, a few thrills, beautiful loyoung person who

iloitation

|

"Long Live The King"

Star
The inimitable Jackie; as
Prince Otto he has a more serious
OVER.
pany includes William Walling,
role than anything they have given
Cast. .. .Charles Ray as John Alden,
little Micky McBain, who doesn't
him before, that is, more serious
the famous lover of Pilgrim days,
have half enough to do, Alice Day,
in scope,
although it gives him
gives an excellent performance but
David Butler, William Boyd, Phylplenty
of
opportunities
to be cute
suffers from too many close-ups.
lis Haver, Leon Barry.
and clever, in turn.
Does some
Enid Bennet charming, but not
Rather difficult to
delightful imitations and there are
Type of Story
photographed to the best advandefine. Might be classed as a specmany close-ups showing Jackie's
tage as Priscilla.
E. A. Warren
There is
command of facial expression that
tacular, fantastic drama.
good as Standish.
are charming.
a main, modern theme, also a lot
Type of Story. .. .Deals, of course, Type of Story
Jackie, as Crown
of mythical sequences which offer
with the sailing of the Pilgrims and
Prince Ferdinand William Otto, is
visual appeal in the way of pretty
their adventures after landing in
the whole show regardless of the
shots of beaches with plenty of
fortune undeNew England.
rest of the plot that has to do
flimsy gowned dancers, beautiful
niably has been spent in the makwith the dying King, the plot to
water shots, attractively illuminated
this
tremendous
production.
ing of
overthrow the government, the
and highly imaginative caverns
The ship scenes are particularly
scheme to kidnap the Prince, etc.
where dwell Venus, Neptune, Jupinoteworthy and stand out as probEven the vast sum expended upon
ter, and the rest of the gods. These
ably the finest work of this kind
big sets, scenic effects and the like,
episodes are rather reminiscent of
ever shown on the screen. There
important in comparison
aren't
the Fox production of several years
is a lot of adventure, attacks by
with Jackie and his performance.
ago, "The Daughter of the Gods."
Indians, etc, and the story halts
It doesn't seem at all necessary to
Still further in the way of variaThis, however, could be
at times.
supply a lavish production, or plot
fine
remarkably
tion there are some
remedied by severe cutting.
either for that matter, when after
views of wild animal life, showing
It all depends
all it is only Jackie that counts.
Also Box Office Angle
and tropical birds.
seals
upon the kind of house you run
And he is all that coun'.s for when
mixed up in this unusual entertainas to what you can do with this
he's off the set and the plotters
ment cocktail you have a jazz setremendously big spectacle and fine
are at work, the interest lags badly.
quence. If "variety is the spice of
production. If your people like the Box Office Angle. .. .You'll want to
life" then "The Temple of Venus"
epic type of picture, if you have a
show it, of course. And you'll
degree.
nth
the
contains spice to

As

dminates.
»

Jackie Coogan in

in

"The Courtship of Myles
POTPOURRI ENStandish"
TERTAINMENT. CONTAINS
Producer:
Charles Ray
A LITTLE OF EVERYTHING Distributor: Asso.
Exhibitors.
THAT WILL FURNISH THE As a Whole
PICTORIALLY
EXHIBITOR WITH TALKING ONE OF THE MOST
MAGNIPOINTS. PATRONS WILL
PICTURES EVEN IN
PROBABLY FIGURE THEY FICENT
ERA OF GREAT PROGET A LOT FOR THEIR THIS
DUCTIONS.
RUNS LONG
MONEY IN THIS ONE.
AND
STORY
FAILS TO HOLD
.Mary Philbin heads a capable
Cast.
AT FINISH BUT THE SHIP
and satisfying cast. Besides a bevy
SCENES SHOULD PUT IT
girls
comthe
of nymphs and ballet

FINE As

.They knew what they were
ng when they put Corinne Grifin this as Valerie, the model,
.

Ray

Fox

Selznick Distributing Corp.

Whole

Charles

"The Temple of Venus"

Common Law"

The

i)..

Length

.

Frank Good and
Excellent

Mythical kingdom
9,364 feet.

<\
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A DREAM COMES TRUE
Stroheim made "Foolish Wives" he wanted it run
reregular show, covering two nights performances, with

When Von
as a

was

^^ ^ pICTURES
And

1)

funny how ideas get around.

cause trouble.

Immed
for instance Famous Players production shut-down.
release
no
pictures
to
had
Famous
that
developed
and ly an idea
fact Famous will have a picture a week for release for the

wasn't considered practicable in the States
for the usual regulation show of 10 reels. But
run
so it
this moment, they are running "Foolish
at
America,
South
in
wanted
it and they are getting $4 for the show.
Yon
as
just
Wives"

served seats.

It's

4, 1<

It

cut to

ARTHUR KANE PROUD
proud papa, boasting of his first son, compares with
Arthur Kane these days. Just mention Associated Exhibitors and
if there wasn't
its product to Arthur and he would buy the drinks
a law opposing it. And whether you want to hear or not he'll tell
you all about the Harold Lloyd's "Why Worry," Charles Ray's
"Courtship of Myles Standish," Mabel Normand's "The Extra
Girl" and "Going Up" with Doug MacLean at his best.
No doubt about
It's a line up of big pictures, real pictures.
something
sell.
No doubt
to
Woody
And it gives Jack
that.
about that either.

No

—

—

19 or 20 weeks and most of these were made, and on the s
when the announcement was made.
There are five productions being completed. When these
finished the studios will be closed until after Jan. 1.
That's the whole story excitement, wild rumors, craz)
ports to the contrary notwithstanding
As indicative of the many wild reports circulated. Upor
announcement of the closing of the studios. The Boston
and many other papers, carried sensational reports. To the e
that 125,000 people. Were out of work in Hollywood. Bee
of the shutdown. The entire population of Hollywood is a
Including extras, ambitious students who never see
90,000.
inside of a studio, and all interested in production. There a

—

j

10,000.

JIMMY'S

WESTERN'S MADE IN GEORGIA
Ben Blumenthal likes to laugh. And how he enjoyed the
following signed by John A. Pollock of Bainbridge, Ga., Rural
Delivery Box 67: "Export and Import Film Co.
"Dear Sir I am writing you to let you know that I have 7
pictures that I would like to have produce. I would like to sell
them to you.
"I want to act them myself if you will come to Brainbridge,
Ga. I will meet you there. One of my pictures is a chapter play.

book in his honor. It was a p:
good week. For Goldwyn. M
while take a peek at this p'
Looks like it came out of the

:

family album. The red plush
This shows "Jimmy" Gene O'l
and Eddie Bonns. In Frisco.

me an tell me when you can come and I will meet you there.
"When you come bring about 35 men and about 15 wimmen.

Write

from 16 to 22 years old and 3 old wimmen.
"I want to have them made in Georgia.
They are Wild
western plays. Expecting a quick answer

WEEK

Jimmy Grainger had a w
last week. And all the Goldwy
tried to see how much they c

10 years ago.

HANDWRITING

12 to be

Who says exhibitors
To kill off the indeper
placing themselves in a position.
market. By refusing to give them a good 'break. And point,
"Yours truly."
the possibility of a monopoly. In production. As in the old
of the General Film Co.
Well, Joe, things may be bad. They may be tough,
Of things. The other day Metro screened "Long Live the
you worry about production monopoly. It isn't goir
don't
King." Jackie Coogan's latest. Dave Warfield was there. And
Not for a long time, anyway. And probably never
happen.
shed a few tears. Also raved about Jackie's genius on the screen.
On

the wall.

Says Joe Brandt.

THE EXTREMES

HOME

Which brought to light that about four years ago. Following
COMING
TO ROOST
Annette Kellerman's act at a Los Angeles theater. Jackie made
Denison Clift. Formerly a scenario writer for Fox.
his first public appearance. And then gave his version of War- up directing for Ideal.
Of London. And made a great su(
field in one of his famous roles.
Now returning to Fox. To direct.

Who

says artists don't

Two

know

DANIv

art?

Increase Capital

Valle In Minneapolis

Another Mid-West House Burns
"U" Switches in Clevelanc
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAIL
Columbus, O. The Pictures DeThe Opera House
Curtiss, Wis.
Cleveland Morris Joseph ha.
here
velopment Co., of Toledo, and the assisting Morris Abrams and James has been completely destroyed by transferred from the Univers;
American Amusement Co., Inc., of Morrissey,,
Metro exploiteers, in fire. This is the third blaze in the change here to an eastern ofl
Louis the same company. Harry S. E
Steubenville,
within
year.
have both increased putting on "Scaramouchc," which theater
a
their capital. The former from $150,- opens at the New Garrick Saturday. Schroeder is the owner.
former manager of the Washi
000 to $300,000, and the latter from
D. C. office, succeeds Joseph.
$150,000 to $300,000, and the latter
Jack Lorentz Succeeds Norman Theater Reopens Following Epidemic Osserman has been appointed
from $25,000 to $70,000.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ager in Washington.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Noonah, N. D. The diphtheria
Milwaukee Jack Lorentz has been
Barach Succeeds Cottor
former Fox representative out of epidemic is over and the Grand has
Third F. P. Office in Brazil
(Special to THE FILM DAIL^
reopened, following a shut-down of
named
successor
to
Tom
Norman,
The 37th branch office for the disseveral weeks.
this office.
Cotton,
Cleveland Robert
tribution of Paramount pictures outresigned as Fox manager ha
side the United States and Canada
Eckhardt on the Road
Thielen's Chain Numbers Three
tendered his resignation as pn
has opened at Juiz de Fora, Brazil.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the Film Board of Trade ar
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Famous now maintains three offices
Louis C. W. Eckhardt, as- Barach, Goldwyn manager, an
St.
Minneapolis
Lease
of
the
New
in Brazil
Rie de Janeiro, Sao Paulo
sistant general manager for Fox spent president of the Board will co
and Juiz de Fora under manage- Opera House, Manitowoc, has been
two days here and then departed for Cotton's unexpired term.
taken
over
by
Peter
Thielen,
C.
who
ment of John L. Day.
New Orleans.
operates the Orpheum and Capitol.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis — A. W. Valle, is
(Special to

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Joseph Roberts Dead
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Joseph
comedies,

Los Angeles
old timer in

is

Roberts, an
dead.

Rehearsing "Torment"
(Special to

Hollywood
started

THE FILM DAILY)

— Maurice

—

Nebraska House Ruined By Fire
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Beatrice, Neb.
Tourneur has
rehearsals on "Torment."
ruins from fire.

—The

Rialto

is

Allen Theater Robbed
THE FILM DAIL'
Montreal Armed bandits I
broke into the safe of the
and stole about $500.
(Special to

in
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|HE OPEN DOOR
JL

that's

for important picwhether you make one or four
the product policy of Associated Exhibtures,

itors.

—

We produce no pictures we own no studios,
exchanges
no
(but use 34 of them), no physical
plants and properties with their heavy overheads. We devote our time exclusively to sellFrom

the biggest city to the smallest community, Associated men are everywhere in the
never ending business of circulating product.
Producers are best served when given adequate, economical, and successful distribution
for money making attractions
that's the aim of
Associated Exhibitors.
ing.

—

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S. KANE

PRESIDENT

«sir^
st

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

presents

Cour

I

'...

p>"

Mules
Produced by CHARLES R\
Directed by Freder

PRODIGIOUS SPECTACLE,
,

I

costing nearly

with 87 name parts
WSMWI $1,000,000 to produce, and
assembled in a
in the cast— the largest number ever
photoplay.

A

startlingly

portrayal

realistic

the

of

I

attending the
Mr. Ray's crowning achieve-

struggles, the adventures, the conflicts

Founding of America.
ment as a star and a producer warmly acclaimed

I

at its

First Presentation in

Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles
Florence Lawrence, The Examiner:
"A work of power and beauty. A tale
of glorious

romance which will

thrill

Scenically, the picevery spectator.
ture is magnificently complete. There
were storms of the elements and of
You will like Charles
the emotions.

Ray

in his

new

characterization."

In places the

plenty of suspense.
ture

is

most

lightful.

You

Charlie

thrilling.

He

carries

live his part

you with

with him.

miss this production.

If

be entertained don't pass

An Attendance-Compelling
From

News: "There

L. B. Fowler, Daily

Box-Office

Longfellow's Epic

S.

Kane, President

ire

5

Immensity

Beauty

hii

Doi

you want
it

up."

Poem

Inc.
Physical Distributors, Pathe Exchange,

«a

d

is

Triumph

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

pi

Thrills

j

ship
Standish
Vroductions, Inc.
Sullivan

Adventure

Romance

Dramatic Clash

OUGLAS
Gimmi ^Tq

jin?<CTFJZi*

UNION re™Q
»icimmM«

KECEIVED AT

M
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WOODY
NY
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS INC 35 WEST FORTYFIFTH ST NEWYORK

GOING UP WHICH WE
WISH TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR LATEST RELEASE
WEEK STOP NEVER IN MY EXARE FEATURING AT OUR GRANADA THEATRE THIS
I

PERIENCE HAVE

I

SEEN A3 FAST

A

CLOSING REEL AS THE LAST PART OF THIS

ANY FEATURE LENGTH COMPICTURE STOP LAST REEL HAS MORE LAUGHS THAN
STOP IT IS FAR BETTER THAN THE
EDY NOT EXCLUDING LLOYD OR CHAPLIU

WERE SENSATIONAL FOR
HOTTENTOT OR 23 ± HOURS LEAVE BOTH OF WHICH
OF PRESENTATION AT
DOUGLAS MACLEAN STOP THIS PICTURE IS DESERVING
SHOULD DUPLICATE ITS
BEST HOUSES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AND
STOP DUE TO THE FACT
SUCCESSFUL RUN AT THE GRANADA IN ANY LOCALITY

THE

COMEDY GOING UP WE ARE
THAT IT HAS BEEN PICTURIZED FROM THE MUSICAL
THE SONG HITS AND
ABLE TO PRESENT IT WITH A PROLOGUE FEATURING

MOST SUCCESSFUL ARTISDANCES STOP THIS HELPED PUT OVER ONE OF THE
HISTORY STOP YOU HAVE A WINNER
TIC AND FINANCIAL WEEKS IN THE GRANADA
IN THIS

SEASON BIG PICTURES AND

WISH TO EXTEND MY HEARTIEST CON-

I

GRATULATIONS TO YOU AND DOUGLAS MACLEAN
JACK PARTINGTON

410P

with

MARJORIE

DAW

and distinguished cast
Directed by
Lloyd Ingraham

Adapted by

Raymond

Griffith

great Broadway success
"Going Up" by
Otto Harbach and Louis A. Hirsch
Based upon James Montgomery's

From

the

"The Aviator"

Produced by

Douglas MacLcan
Productions

I

vfrcLEAN

Up

M

A

challenge to the greatest^

screen comedies of the year

John H. Kunsky, Detroit: "'Going Up' is
doing exceptional business at the Madison.
Every one delighted. It will make a lot of
money."

Samuel Harding, Kansas City: " 'Going Up'
at the Liberty scored splendid success. Audienthusiastic;

ences

tremendous

MacLean and 'Going Up'

applause.
are credit to entire

*

"31

y&

industry."
l'*%

Harry Davis, Million Dollar, Pittsburgh:
"Wholesome, appealing, decidedly well told.
Audiences thoroughly pleased.

more

Hope

dL

for

like it."

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

Kane, President
Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
S.

-^\.if

i

W Jtl#
f

^w

Nil
•

VS

It's hair raising

seen

—

in

and hilarious

as anything

we have

ever

any comedy."

—Robert E.

Sherwood in N. Y. Herald

0>

i

f*

s

-sr°

OUGLAS
D
Yiaimilkee
Story of Laughing

N

Memory

second Douglas MacLean Production for Associated Exhibitors our
popular star has planned his most ambitious
achievement.
this the

Following a wise policy he selected for picturization another well remembered knockout
musical comedy, "The Yankee Consul." This
piece made Raymond Hitchcock famous on
Broadway and was applauded for three years
by the laugh-seeking American public.

The

film story

is

a perfectly killing

romance of

Consular Service and has a surprise
with a kick that will again make the Nation literally roll in the aisles with laughter.
the

U.

S.

<r

yt

ifa

UacLEAN
Conmuilla
*{.

A notherBu bbling Broadway Success
§0 one can look back to Henry W.

'.•SrJj,

Savage's

production of "The
without recalling

its

Yankee Consul"
remarkable success on

Broadway.
It is all

Lean

the

more

to the credit of

Douglas Mac-

that he discovered the screen possibilities

of this blithesome musical play.

For three years its merry melodies were whistled
and danced the country over. It was a high
speed laughing success from the first night and
promises a knockout de luxe for the screen comedy wizard, Douglas MacLean, for release during the holidays.

WITH PATSY RUTH MILLER
Directed by James

£

•£*

i/'

Jr.,

•*-

Adapted by Raymond Griffith and
From the Broadway musical comedy success by
and Alfred G. Robyn.

A

M&i

SOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

cast of screen favorites.

W. Home.

Raymond Cannon.
Henry Blossom,

\
and

Kane, President

Produced by

Douglas MacLean
Productions

Physical Distributor

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

:

tUTm?.Mack

Sennett

presents

MABEL
World Premiere

at

Mission Theatre, Los Angeles

Now
prices

launched on indefinite run at top

and smashing

all

house records.

Edwin Schallert in Los Angeles Times
"Mabel is at her very best. Her role is one
that matches her personality much better than
Suzanna, and she doesn't have
big A), which

to

Act (with

a

She is absolutely
free to be natural and funny, and she is both
to a T, or a gin rickey, just as you please."
is

better.

Florence Lawrence

in

Los Angeles Exam-

Miss Normand devotes herself almost
The vibrant
entirely to making you laugh.
Mabel in her most rib-tickling mood."

NORMAND
Extra
New

High Level
Reached by Popular Comedienne
As

the greatest

woman

entertainer of a

fun-loving world

Guy

Price in Los Angeles Evening Herald:

"You

are going to thrill over Miss

Normand

'The Extra Girl.' Just passing on the picture briefly, it is one of Mabel's greatest efforts in one of the greatest stories Mack Sertas

nett has written for her.

than ever.
strings

Her

—bringing

the next.

The

Mabel

is

more

a star

acting plays on the heart-

one moment, laughter
picture is most appealing."
tears

Her Next—" Mary Anne."

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
Arthur

S.

Kane, President.

Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

y"^\

A Super-"Mickey"—A Greater "Molly O"
bring back
the good old S. R. O. days
It will

——

—

AROLD
m
AROLD was

a rich

young

idler

who

imagined he had every disease in the
medical catalogue and fed on pills constantly

He

went

to a

South American republic in

search of health

and

—was

—encountered

thrown into

jail

a revolution

as a suspected

plotter

With

his cellmate, a giant nearly nine feet

he escaped

tall,

—quelled

the insurrection

and

Having tasted exercise and found it helped
him more than medicine, he threw away his
pills,

dispensed with the professional serv-

ices of his nurse, fell in love

with her and

quit worrying

Creating

Even

New Box

for a

Office Records

Harold Lloyd Show

—

Worry?

t

Just to Say

it's

a

Harold Lloyd Means

A New Box-Office Record

A MESSAGE
EXHIBITORS/
I

O INSURE
your agent

—

you big pictures to act as
production field that's

in the

—

the mission of Associated Exhibitors.
own no theatres
we are independent

We

—

—

independent even of the necessity
distributors
for getting excessive value from one picture to
make up losses on another. You are served as

you wish

to

be served

—with the

which your box

sort of

—

product

office hungers
big attracon their own feet.
And you buy as you wish, not to maintain a
law of averages. Here's open market for you,
whether you want one picture or twelve.
Dedicated to you to serve your exact needs
that's Associated Exhibitors' idea and ideal.

for

tions that stand

—

—

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S. KANE

PRESIDENT
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Jack Hoxie in

"The

"Men In The Raw"
Universal

1ST

LOOKS LIKE A
MINUTE DECISION TO

;T

OF

Whole

WEAK DRAMA INTO
JRLESQUE THROUGH A
JRN A

COMEDY

SUBUNI-

NOT UP TO

TLES.
JRSAL'S

STANDARD.

...Role doesn't give him much
ince to make a favorable impresIs required to work pretty
n.
rd, nevertheless, to live up to the
that the introductory
>utation
that of the world's
e gives him

—

Ample; includes Marguerite
opposite Hoxie, Sid JorMorris Foster, Tom Kerrick,

lyton,
J.

Lowery and Art Manning.
Comedy-drama
of Story
shy on both comedy
it's rather

m.
>

Story

drama.

d

with

deals

of cowboy, acknowlted by his pals to be the worst
Picture visualizes hero's
liars.
showing the thing as it actually
ppened and the sub-titles indicate
elaborations and exaggerations.
ere is a lot of reading in the
far too many sub-titles for
ture,
>icture of such short length.
relations

—

the

of

some

incidents

related

enough action in the way
escapes and captures, that

ford fair
fights,

y satisfy those who like excitent regardless of the derivation.
e incident fn which hero and
make sleds of themselves
:riff
1 coast down the side of a mounOther
i is a new one in thrills.
ion bits consist of steer throwing,
o evading the sheriff by leaping
his horse in the middle of the

and swimming under water,

e

Office
jht
for
i

Way Men

Wesley Barry in

Love"

Probably

Angle

all

—

—

single

]

Use Jack Hoxie's
you think it will mean any-

Ditation
ne if
ig to

iugh

your

folks.

known

If

he

isn't

stick to the title

well

and

MANY
MOMENTS AND
GENERALLY OFFERS A
WHOLESOME JUVENILE
COMEDY; WESLEY BARRY
HAS OUTGROWN THE WESLEY BARRY HE USED TO
BE, A TRAGEDY THAT CAN'T
.

.ANOTHER FAITH
THEME, THIS TIME IN THE
WAY OF A SOUL SAVING
CRUSADE. A SINCERE ATTEMPT TO MAKE A PICTURE
WITH A MORAL. THE RESULTS ARE RATHER CONVINCING ALTHOUGH THE
METHODS ARE SOMEWHAT
CONVENTIONAL AND CON-

As

a

Whole.

.

.

VENIENT.
Cast.

..

.Elliott

Dexter works mira-

nicely and gives a generally
satisfying performance, except perhaps for the agonizing close-ups
mental
message
his
depicting
whereby he causes the father of
an injured child to cease his attack
upon a young girl and hasten home
to the little girl who is calling for
Mildred Harris suitable as
him.
Anders Randolph a conthe girl.
Grace Carlyle
vincing seducer.
wife.
Randolph's
as
adequate

Others
Bracy.

DeWitt Jennings, Sydney

of Story. .. .Drama that occaborders on melodrama.
sionally
For the latter it has a fire, a train
wreck and the incident of the child
falling from the balcony. The story
aims chiefly to bring out the power
of faith over evil and to that end
the moral is continually pointed.
They bring it out in many different
ways. As far as this goes the picture is convincing and shows a sincere effort on the part of the producers to present a picture with

Type

its

motive very

definite.

For those who favor stories with
morals, the picture should prove interesting.

A

more

and

critical

exacting audience will observe a
conventional plot, with a development that is convenient, coincidence playing a prominent part in
The sub-titles have a tendency
it.
to anticipate the development.

If you think
class of patronage.
the faith theme will be taken seriously, that they'll sympathize with

the characters and be convinced
their actions,

it

will

do

.

AMUSING

BE AVOIDED.

by

nicely.

it

ou've

igraphy
e

h

CLEAN COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT OF THE POPULAR THOMAS MEIGHAN
BRAND; AFFORDS FIRST
RATE AMUSEMENT AND
THE TYPICAL GEORGE ADE
HUMOR NEVER MISSES

Star^. .Gives another one that will
please the picture going public.
They'll like him in this as the woman-dodging hero who refuses to
marry even to win a million dollars
.

which he and

his brother
sisters will inherit provided

married within

all

.

.

five

and two

they are
years from

and
Each

two little
his
of the comedy

competitors.
bits

register

successfully.

Folks will be delighted with the
maneouvers of the two youngsters
who play the roles of Barry's little
orphaned brothers, especially such
incidents as that in which Bruce
Guerin plants seeds by holding

mouth, dropping them
them
into the furrow and kicking the
dirt over them, the enforced bath,
the trip to the orphanage.

A

good audience
Office Angle
It may
picture for the majority.
not be up to expectations for Wesadmirers but even
Barry's
ley
though Wes isn't playing a real
kid role himself, he does good work

Box

.

.

his two youthful supporters
help immensely to make the picture

and

interesting.

Tell them there's a
good combination of comedy and
pathos with Wesley Barry and two

Exploitation

as appropriate vehicle for Meighan
and certainly has been made a corking fine humorous entertainment.

A

lot of

genuinely effective George
business that seems to

Ade comedy

fit the star particularly well.
Picture contains generous amount of

comedy

and

laughs

sequences.

Titles are also laugh-makers.

End-

a bit draggy and would be
improved considerably by cutting.
Takes a bit too long to bring hero
and heroine together. Might just
as well happen a little quicker since

ing

is

inevitable.

it's

Box

.. .Wholly favorHere you have another completely satisfying Thomas Meighan

Office Angle.

able.

picture.

your folks appreciate

If

good clean comedy entertainment
you can't go wrong on these George
Ade-^Thomas Meighan combinaYou've already had "Our
tions.
Leading Citizen" and "Back Home
and Broke." Here's another.
Exploitation.
.Use the star's and author's names in all your announcements, and in big type. Be sure to
mention the two previous pictures,
written by George Ade and starring
Then promise them
Meighan.
.

cute youngsters playing the parts
of three orphans whose conniving
uncle schemes to get their farm

t

.

Proof"

Paramount
As a Whole
WHOLESOME,

Little Bruce Guerin and
Cast
the date of their father's death.
easily
steal
"Spec"
O'Donnell
.First rate; includes Lila Lee,
Barry's honors for juvenile comedy. Cast.
opposite Meighan, John Sainpolis,
Both youngsters are delightfully
Louise Dresser, Robert Agnew,
and naturally comical and contriMary Astor, Edgar Norton, Chas.
bute practically all of the feature's
A. Sellon, Geo. O'Brien, Vera
laughs.
Reynolds, Hardee Kirkland, Martha
Type of Story. .Comedy-drama that
Mattox. An unusually good supamusesuffices for good wholesome
porting company here.
Lila Lee
ment. The situations have all apquite a charming lead.
peared in various story combinaDelightful comedy
heretofore
but are nicely Type of Story
tions
theme, light and probably not a
handled and furnish suitable maknockout for originality, but serves
terial in which to present Barry

up with catchlines such as:
Here's a catchy title
heard of a 'born liar.' Exploitation
get the eye of
doubt
no
will
that
after having managed to put them
ere's one in 'Men in the Raw' at
Use it
entertainment shoppers.
Show a trailer
in an orphanage.
j
blank theater."
with catchlines and show them
wherein Barry steals the two boys
.'easer lines could read: "Who's
trailers of the two or three excitaway from the orphan asylum. If
Or,
biggest liar in this town?"
ing moments such as the fire, the
they enjoy good wholesome juvenle worst liar in the world will be
wreck (too obviously an old piece
ile entertainment you can count on
nd at the blank theater on
of film, however), and the child's
satisfying them with "The Country
e."
Another: "See Jack Hoxie
fall.
Kid."
Men in the Raw,' at the blank
The youngsters of your neighIn view of the sex appeal angle
i|iter, and you'll never tell another
borhood will gladly don overalls
you may have to see the picture, esand broken straw hats and parade
pecially if you cater to family trade.
tion by
George Marshall; all
about with signs, for the price of
Direction by. .R. Wm. Neill; good for
it on the whole; provided splenadmissions.
spoils
completely
the most part but
locations that give the picture
William Beaudine;
Direction by
the end of the picture by dragging
rate pictorial appeal.
the story very well and
handled
liberal
needs
It
interminably.
it
w
W. Bert Foster
production;
suitable
a
supplied
cutting.
comedy and pathos well blended.
xio
Hively
Bert
Joseph Von Sternberg Author
Author
Julien Josephson
ramen
Harry Fowler & Ray
Adam Hull Shirk Scenario
Scenario
Julien Josephson
nsey
E. B. Dupar
Ray June Cameraman
Cameraman

ly

"Woman

in

FIRE.

Barry

strives to hold the
his
freckles
and natural
comedy ability won for him but
the age of "longies" has overtaken
him, leaving a tall, rather awkward
near-man who, like others of his
age, doesn't know whether to act
like a boy or a man.

Star
place

in his

day
Iwing, or if star is popular drawPicture doesn't warrant
card.
cial
exploitation, but will unProbably an
libtedly get by as an average en- Box Office Angle
appeal is
but
its
picture
inclined
are
average
they
Kainment unless
likely to vary, depending upon the
ibe critical.
regulation

Thomas Meighan

"The Country Kid"
Producer: Elliott Dexter Prods. Inc.
Distributor:
Grand- Asher Distr.
Warner Bros. State Rights
Corp. State Rights
As a Whole. .CONTAINS

cles

:atest liar.

i,

-zm

DAILY

1923

.

another enjoyable evening
"Woman Proof." You can't
wrong

in

boosting the picture.

in

go
It's

entertainment,
wholesome
good for all types and classes. The
clean
title

can be exploited with catchlines

and

numerous attractive posters
Paramount has prepared.

that

.Alfred E. Green; did
Direction by.
a satisfactory job, got a lot of humor out of the piece and supplied
first rate cast to support star; took
a trifle too long with the ending.
.

Author
Scenario

.

George Ade
Tom Geraghty

.

Good Photography

Arizona Locale
4,313 feet.

Length

Good Photography

New York

City Locale

7,541 feet.

Length

Cameraman

Good Photography

A

farm Locale
Length

6,200 feet.

Ernest Haller

Good
New York
7,687 feet.

—

Sunday, November

New
(Special

Among

Theaters
THE FILM DAILY)

to

—The

Oneida Cham-

Oneida, X. Y.

al

Commerce

ber oi

prove of

has declined to approposed plan of the

the

Company

Development

ida

-miction of a theater

in

for

"Hustlin'

Hank"— Roach— Pa the

Rogers in Another Laugh

11/7/

like

ordinary kids look.

much

plot,

incidents

Mass.- -Dr.

Reading,

Brande

erect

will

Albion,

owner

—

new

Bloomsburg, Pa.
Theater Corp. has
Columbia, and plans
theater in

H.
and

Temple

theater shortly.

—

The

Sterling
purchased the
to erect a large

comedy sprinkled

different sort of comedy than the first
Howone, "Just Passin' Through."
ever, it is none the less amusing and
some folks may enjoy it even more.
Certainly the fun is less subtle more
Rogers is seen as a farm
hilarious.
hand who is so lazy that any sort
"naturalof work makes him sick.
ist" offers him a job photographing
"wild beasts" in their native haunts
and the rest of the comedy deals with
his very funny efforts in this direction.
There is rather a good bit of slapstick
Should please easily.
stuff used.

—

A

Would Appoint Attorney
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee A move
by the Wisconsin M.
appoint an attorney

2 reel

This, the second of Will Rogers'
two reelers produced by Hal Roach,
Robson, shows the comedian in an entirely

place.

its

Type of production

theater here.

a

Mass. W.
the Family

of
lure, will erect a

E.

under way
1'.
T. O. to

is

the organi-

There isn't
amusing

just a series of
plenty
of
with

humor

Several anithrough.
mals have been used at different times
throughout the comedy with good
effect, among others are Jack, a clever
dog, a monkey, and a skunk, which
last, one of the kids calls a "black and
white kitty."
all

"Do Women Pay"— Aesop Fable—
Pathe
Excellent

for

of production.

—

—
—

—

—

exceptionally fine, leaving a haunting sadness in the spectator's mind.
Cleveland
Progress Pictures, of The scenic shots, aside from being
which J. S. Jossey is president, is beautiful, are exceptionally good from
celebrating its first birthday with a an educational standpoint, showing
sales drive to continue from Nov. the manner in which the fish are
18 to Dec. 21.
hatched.

—

is

THE FILM DAILY)

Exhibitors' Film in Deal

Weber & Xorth have

Exhibitors' Film Exchange, Washington, for the distribution of "Marriage Morals" and "Don't Marry for

Money,"

Man"— Universal

"The Idea

closed with

Maryland, Delaware,
District of Columbia and Virginia.
in

Funny Tramp Comedy
Type

of production.

.. .1

reel

comedy

Bert Roach's excellent make-up
and personality put this one over with
good speed. It's thoroughly enter-

Roach's

taining.

antics,

hand-clap-

ping, etc., will bring a smile to almost
Ohio Theaters Sold
any face. Not much to the picture
(Special to THE FILM DAILV)
Cleveland Bill Onie has sold the all a dream at the finish, but still
Victory Strand, Superior Ave. and amusing stuff. Roach is a tramp and
so hungry he eats grass in the hope
Aast 86th St. to John Avery.
T. Fortune, has taken over the that a more fortunate individual will
Dreamland Cardington, from E. C. take pity on him, but to no avail. All

—

he gets is a newspaper.
He reads
that a wealthy man will pay for ideas.
And the rest of the footage deals with
the ideas he presents.
cut-backs to

Carter.

(SpecUl to

Akron, O.

THE FILM DAILY)
Brill, who

— Charles

costumed episodes.
op-

erates the Rialto, Norka and Empress,
has taken over the lease of the Grand
Opera House, formerly a FeiberShea house. It is said that Brill will
put burlesque into it.

is

First Rate Juvenile

Type

of production.

.2 reel

comedy

('

—

was

sues

were

matinees
advocated.

children's

strongly

head of the state
unit addressed gathering.
Steffes,

Hitchins Before

M.

'\

exl

P. D.

Hitchins, head
Ansco Company research depar
will address the M. P. D. A.l

Dr. Albert

i

He will speak on "The Prod
of Motion Picture Raw Stock.'
sistant directors and camerame
be guests of the M. P. D. A
night.
6.

Baumann Injured
THE FILM DAIL\

(Special to

—

is

"Down

— Century

in the Ships to See"

— Universal

George Washington's home life
at Mt. Vernon, Va., for

home

"America."
Title

Good Diversion
Type

tional

— F rank

has re-joined Selznick.

Am

William Watson

— Hammons—Educa-

Minneapolis

Owens

—

responsible for the good direction.

"Three Cheers"

R.

Milwaukee Walter F. Bau
offering a new brand of
recently resigned as sed
who
comedies, Imperial, with "Up in the
The picture of the Wisconsin state unit, is
Air" one of the first.
local hospital, suffering from iij
is
a mixture of comedy and thrills
sustained when his automobil
and if it were not for the fact that the
lided with another.
of
entirely
almost
consists
latter
duplications of Harold Lloyd's stunts
Herbel Gets Silver Servici
in "Safety Last," the number would
As
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
probably be quite a sensation.
it it those who haven't seen the Lloyd
Cleveland H. M. Herbel, e
film will probably experience all the dividsion manager for Universal
shocks that most folks are already recently married Gladys Walto
The comedy business been presented with a case of
familiar with.
is
of the slap-stick order with an containing 159 pieces, from tl
elevator shaft and stairways providing change managers and salesman
excuses enough for a chase of great territory.
endurance in which the villain pursues a rather uncomical comedian
Will Film at Mt. Vernor
with each in turn falling through the
Mrs. Anthony Wayne Cook,
shaft.
Like many other comedy enof the Daughters of the
tertainments "Up in the Air" suffers
Revolution, is making arrange
from too much repetition.
for D. W. Griffith to take scei

Fox

—

Acquires Fourth Akron House

&

Animated cartoon

—

(

—

Minneapolis Mark Ross, "v
exchange circles, has again join
Universal office, from which
signed several weeks ago to ji

Advocate Children's Matint
(Special to THE FILM DAILi
Minneapolis
At the Better
This should be an exceedingly sucCommittee meeting held last w
cessful number of these amusing carthe Loring Hotel, one of the
Its story is a burlesque
toon reels.

Type

succeed

—

(Special to

C.

joint arbitration board,
sides Stahl, the exchange rep
tatives now include; Harold Fi
aid, First Nat'l; E. G. Tunstall,
Hart, F. B. O. and Sam Sh
of Goldwyn.

Comedy Cartoon

of several of the time-worn gags used
Walter
the
in the dramas several years ago
1". Baumann. Since Baumann's resigabduction of the girl by the villain
nation, Fred Seegert, president, has
"Discontent" Bruce Educational
who takes her to a deserted barn and
been combining the duties of both Sad Story; Beautiful Backgrounds locks the door and swallows the key
ofli
the little champagne supper for two
1 reel scenic
Type of production
the struggle and finally the appearof the hero just in the nick o'
ance
"Wilderness
Gettier Now With Hostettlers
As with the other
Tales," a story is woven through the time to save his bride. A laugh all
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the way through.
Kearny, Neb. Vogel Gettier, for- exquisite scenic shots in "Discontent."
merly owner of his own theater at It deals with the huge fisheries in the
Ashland, Ky., has taken over the Northwest, and tells a sad tale of
management of the two Hostettler a woman's discontent. She is mar- "Up in the Air" Imperial Comedy
houses
here,
the
Empress and ried to a superintendent of the fisher—Fox
ies and when he is called away, she
Crescent.
leaves her home and deserts him.
A la Harold Lloyd
manner
in which this is handled
The
Progress Has Anniversary
2 reel comedy
Type of production

who would

zation,

manager has replaced A.

on the

this city.

Mahlon

Exchanger]

THE FILM DAIL"
Milwaukee— Max Stahl, Educ
(Special to

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

(Special to

comedy

Some amusing incidents, several
pretty girls in bathing suits, some
interesting views of the decks, etc. of
an ocean liner, a most intelligent
dog- Pal
and Roscoe Karns complete the line-up of this Century two-

—

Toronto

Changed

THE FILM DAIL

— Hepworth's

"Lily of the Alley,"
in

Canada

by

under the title,
Whitechapel."

is

prodt

being

re

Regal Films,
"In the Shad<

—

Buys "Speed Thrills" for 01
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Produced under the supervision of reeler. There is some good jumping
Hollywood John Francis Dillon Jack White, this is a two reel ju- and climbing around the decks, ladCleveland Lee Chapman, pre
will direct "Lilies of the Field" for venile comedy that should find a place ders, ropes, etc. on the ship that of Security Pictures has pure
National. The cast is now be- on any program in any house and may afford a thrill or two, also sev- the "Speedthrill" drama for
ing assembled
and production will satisfy. The cast is entirely composed eral laughs afforded by Pal's tricks. "The Lone Wagon" the first
start in about two weeks.
of kids
mostly boys and they look Good photography also helps.
series, will be released Jan. 1st
Dillon to Direct "Lilies"

(Special to

.

.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

•

<

—

—

avnep 9tanS*
Ketnain Unchanged
ARNER

BROS.

announce
changes

Pictures, Inc.,

to the trade that

no

in its 1923-24 produc-

tion plans are being

made, and that none

are in contemplation.

Several

months ago we announced a

Warner Bros. "Classics of
the Screen." Today we amplify that statement with the announcement of an
program

of 18

additional

TWO

THREE

and probably

big pictures to be released as

SPECIAL

PRODUCTIONS.
Of the original 18 pictures scheduled, twelve
have been completed and four others are in
production. One SPECIAL is now being released,

r

is in

another

is

practically finished

the early stages of preparation.

and a

third

Others

will

be started just as soon as studio space is available.

The

outlook for Warner prosperity was never
so bright as it is today. Our program for the
year, carefully mapped out in the beginning, is
brilliant

with promise for the future.

Though

an elaborateness that assures greatness in the
finished product, our production plans have been
laid along safe, sane and economical lines.
of

They

will

be carried out to the

BR0S

Classics of the Screen ^%

letter.

pi

Hi

—
THE

Own Horn"

"Blow Your

Dana

Viola

"In Search Of

Film Booking Offices

Herbert Rawlinson in

in

A

Thrill"

"A

Million to

Burn"

Universal
Metro.
PICTURE OF AVERAGE MERIT. A MORE As a Whole
VIOLA DANA AS A WHOLE
FARCE
CAREFUL DIRECTION DOESN'T SUCCEED IN FIND- COMEDY THAT POOR
VERGES ON
MIGHT HAVE SECURED
THE PURPOSE OF HER SLAP-STICK ON SEVERAL
GREATER NUMBER OF ING
QUEST, AT LEAST TO THE
OCCASIONS; THEY'LL HAVE
LAUGHS FROM THE SITUA- AUDIENCE'S SATISFACTION. TO BE EASY TO AMUSE IN
TIONS AND INJECTED LESS
THEY'RE NOT LIKELY TO
ORDER TO SATISFY THEM
HECTIC ACTION.
BE AT ALL THRILLED BY
WITH THIS.
Cast.
.Young John Fox, Jr, the best
HER LATEST, A POORER Star.. Has a very unattractive vehicle

As

a

Whole...

.

.

A good bit of juvenile
comedian.
comedy played by Fox and little
Billy Osborne, as poor and rich

These several
respectively.
encounters of the freckled poor lad
and the dainty rich boy provide the
picture's best laughs. Warner Baxter a cajiahle hero but a poor comedian.
He overdoes his comedy moments almost entirely. Ralph Lewis
rather out of place in such light
Others Derelys Pardue,
material.

kids

Eugenie Acker, Wm. H. Turner,
Ernest C. Warde.

Type

of Story.

.

.

.

Comedy-drama

that

probably amuse a big enough
majority to get it over with most
will

The

audiences.

story

rather

is

on the whole, and not alas well as it might

slight,

ways handled
There is
be.

a pretty fair idea to
start with, that of a rich man inminus
troducing
an
ex-soldier,
funds, as a man of wealth and
forcing him to keep up the masquerade. Instead of piling on complications and bringing about embarrassing situations because of the
that
provide
deception,
would
amusement, the director has used
up too much footage in staging a
house party and having the guests
trooping all over the lawn. There's
too much hectic action and not
enough attention to the comedy end
The dramatic turn in the
of it.

climax offers a good

thrill,

improb-

able in fact, but sufficiently exciting
to
please those who like their

comedy combined with thrills.
Box Office Angle. .An average
.

pic-

.

ture that will do satisfactorily for a

Has good

one time showing.
angles

ploitation

bring them
Exploitation

name

of

ex-

you want

if

to

in.

A

good

title,

Ralph Lewis, and

a

the
first

rate thrill in the climax: these are

your talking points.

Play up the

name

of the picture with catchlines
such as: "Don't be afraid to 'Blow
Your
Horn!' It pays to advertise yourself.
See the picture
at the blank theater and you'll know

Own

why."
Distribute miniature horns with
tags attached reading: "Blow Your
Own Horn" at the blank theater

—

on (date). The youngsters will be
only to glad to do this advertising
for you. Let your folks know that
Ralph Lewis is in the picture. He
is probably the best known of those

STORY THAN SHE'S HAD IN

SOME TIME.

Story offers her somewhat
from her usual
diviation
comedy business and provides a se-

Star
of

a

in which she makes out
rather well in a character sketch,
but it's not the sort of thing her
admirers want and expect of her.
She's much more at home in fluffy
dresses, her own "bob" and the
jazz
atmosphere.
so-called
staunch following may not kick at

quence

A

Challenges

— In

London

"Long Shots"

Weekly, appears

this:

"And Will H. Hays— like
and

captains

kings

tr.

—departs

having made his stereotype*
at the Savoy last Friday

:

"Mr. Hays is a good tal
accepts challenges on behal:if
industry. Challenges from th<
for a higher quality of art and

and does little himself to improve in pictures. Challenges from
on an already uninteresting role. that pictures shall give it th
May go if he has a staunch follow- kind of entertainment and insti
ing, but they'll have to be unusually
Challenges from the mothers t
loyal to stick by him with such
entertainment of that youth 's

offerings as this.

worthy

All contribute their worst

Cast
efforts,

it

seems.

Many

of its value as a most
factor in the country's future.'

poor com- good.

edians in this cast if you are to
judge by the laughs they try to
register.
Includes Kalla Pasha,
Beatrice Burnham, Tom McGuire,

"Only we'd

like to see

more

screen and less in the speed
Hays talked of the receptn
audiences and the consequent
sibility of producers for histori
other accuracy in pictures.

-

i

Melbourne McDowell, Margaret
one variation, however.
Landis, George Marion, Frederick
Ample as a rule. Warner
Cast
Stanton and Frederick Bertrand.
Baxter a fairly well suited hero.
"He emphasized the educ
.About one amusing value
Type
of Story.
Others Mabel Van Buren, Robert
of such accuracy, and d
situation in this farce and that one
Schable and a cleverly trained
that every effort was being m
short-lived.
Waiter inherits for- secure it. Perhaps Mr. Hays
monkey.
hotel and decides to
tune,
buys
the
Type of Story. .Drama; rather trite
Only the efforts seem to slip u
make his employees happy by al- a lot.
material and seldom causes more
lowing them to satisfy their pet
than casual interest.
You know
"In appearance Hays is ve
ambitions by practicing them on the
from the outset that Viola will
Zukor.
In build also. Like
lawns of the hotel. The ambitions
eventually cast off her pet monkey
too, he is a good speaker, with
run
female
imfrom
sculpture
to
and jewels in favor of hero who
appearance of sincerity and fc
personations.
writes about "life as he sees it,
ness.
And appearances are
which consists in poverty and deThis is the one fair comedy twist,
thing."
gradation pictured for the spectabut it is quickly passed over and
tor's benefit in case he doesn't quite
the remainder of the picture asgather what a fine minded man hero
New Foreign Office For 1
sumes a slap-stick atmosphere that
is.
No one is likely to take the
is
more foolish than funny.
A
Charles Simone is now en
story seriously, in which event it
dream ending would have been a to Rome where he will represe
may get by readily enough and
appropriate
denoue- in Italy, taking charge of a n
thoroughly
without much unfavorable comment and permitted the story to change there. This office extei
ment.
serve to much better advantage.
company's connections over
Deals with girl who again meets Box Office Angle
The prospects Southeastern Europe. Offices a
in
England,
]
her old lover but finds that her
of Rawlinson as a continued draw- maintained
Austria,
Scanc
mode of living does not appeal to
ing card do not look very favorable Germany,
him.
How she reforms and the especially if he is to be presented Mexico, all the South An
countries, Cuba, Austria, Japi
picture comes to a happy concluin such poorly suited and unattracthe Far East.
sion when she adopts an infant to
tive stories as have been given to
replace her pet monkey, may be
Fox will either open offices
him lately. He needs good story
passably interesting to some.
careful
direction. point agents in important ci
material
and
Box Office Angle
Will likely go
Value of the picture depends large- Italy, and in Persia, Turkey, A
all right with star's admirers.
As
ly upon strength of star. You know and the smaller Balkan states.
a matter of general entertainment,
best what his drawing power is.
you may not find it so easy to fill Exploitation
If they like RawlinGallone in "Pompadour'
the bill with "In Search of a
son you may show them "A MilThrill."
It depends largely upon
(Special to THE FILM DAIL
lion to Burn."
Where the star is
how hard it is to suit your people.
Rome Soave Gallone is pre
not a drawing card you may have
Apache episode offers some exappear in "Madame Pompi
difficulty in pleasing them with the to
citement and may be used as a
is now working in "Lovi
She
enough
picture.
There are not
trailer to arouse their interest.
laughs in it to warrant promises.
Exploitation .... Use the star's name
Stick
catchlines
such as:
to
Talmadge pui
Constance
prominently for the benefit of those
"Keep your employees happy at "Madame Pompadour" while
who follow up each of her releases,
any cost. See how it's done in 'A last year. Since that time,
"In Search of a Thrill"
a
is
Million to Burn.'"
Or, "Here's a nouncement concerning it ha
catchy title that you shouldn't have
model
employer.
Nothing
too good made. The Talmadge office d
difficulty in interesting them in.
for the working man. See Herbert the story will probably be m
Use catchlines asking: "Are you
Rawlinson in 'A Million to Burn.' " some time or other, just when
In Search of a Thrill? Better see
Viola Dana's latest picture if you Direction by. ..William Parke; failed parently in doubt.
are.
Alto make an amusing picture.
though story wasn't a winner, there
Direction by.
.Oscar Apfel; moderHepworth Finishes "Boden's
might have been more laughs gotately satisfactory.
(Special to THE FILM DAIL
ten
out
of
it.
Author
Kate Jordan
Hepworth has f
London
Author
Whitside
Mary
Scenario
Basil Dickey and
Scenario by
Raymond L. Schrock "Boden's Boy," from the st(
Winifred Dunn
.

.

i:

.

.

—

:

.

in the cast.

Direction by
James W. Home;
not consistent; gets good laughs at
times but lets other comedy opportunities get by.

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Owen

.

—

Davis
Rex Taylor
Cameraman
Joseph Dubray
All right

Massachusetts
6,315 feet

.

Photography

.

John Arnold Cameraman
Satisfactory Photography

Locale

Length

About

Paris

Locale.

5,000 feet.

Length

..

.

.

John Stumar

.Any mountain

All right

resort hotel
4,556 feet

Tom

Henry

Gallon.

The

Edwards,

cast

who

is

in

ali

White,
Chrissie
director;
Vibart, Francis Lister, Step!

Ewart and Judd Green.
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OFFER FOR THE INDEPENDENT MARKET

THOMSON

FRED

in a Series of Six

"THE MASK OF LOPEZ"
"NORTH OF NEVADA"
"SHADOWS OF THE SAGE"

Western Pictures

"THE SHERIFF OF TOMBSTONE"
"RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE"
"THE DESERT RANCH"

THE EXCELLENCE AND DISTINCTION OF EACH PICTURE
OF THIS SERIES ARE WORTHY OF YOUR CONSIDERATION

Action

Thrills

:

Presenting

:

fRED

Suspense

:

THOMSON
WEE HOLMES

HAZEL KEENER
GEORGE MAGRILL
WILFRED LUCAS

PEE

DICK SUTHERLAND

CHESTER CONKLIN

DOT FARLEY
Produced and Supervised h$

HARRY

J.

BROWN

BUTTERWORTH
and

:

su PP orted

Romance
*»

JOSEPH SWICKARD

TAYLOR GRAVES

BOB REEVES
JOE

Stunts

his

Horse,

DAVID KIRBT
FRANK HAGNEY
SILVER KING

Directed

b $

ALBERT ROGELL

512 FfFTH AueN06-NCWYAftKXfTV-*PHaNB-GaN<2ACfte
CftBLE A(?PftGSS-"PfCM6NG"
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i
FRED THOMSON,

on Silver King

Leading

"THE LOVE LIGHT"
"JUST

man

with

in

MARY PICKFORD

AROUND THE CORNER"— A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
"OATH-BOUND" with DUSTIN FARNUM
Featured in

UNIVERSAL SERIALS— "THE EAGLE'S TAl ONS"
to

be released shortly.

and

"THE LOST SUBMARINE"

—
THE
inday,

November

4,

Exhibitors
L. Royster of the Capitol,
mingham, Ala. writes:
Yes, that is what nine
Reasons!
ths of the people are trying to do

&&>%

DAILY

1923

on Big Films and High Prices

reason why this
gross so-and-so,
"how the directors and producers
cut down the cost of a production.
'No, the greater majority of exitors in this territory are not holdup buying thinking they can buy
ater at a much lower price-unless,
id you, we said unless they realize
must have it for less.
t they
'Yes, the exhibitors want fewer and
ter pictures, and you say in your
recently that they are here.
icle
* are firm in our belief that they
here according to the producer
exhibitor but are they here
i the
orcling to the mind of Mr. and
Public? That's the question.
s.
'I have made a careful survey and
of the many new productions
;e
find out the
that film didn't

ay,

i

•

ying this city of 200,000 recently,
st of which have been rated as the
y biggest and best, and they were
the minds of the exhibitors, but
en it came to the said Mr. and
Public handing over their forty
fifty cents at the old box office,
.

It
was another tale to tell.
med that Mr. and Mrs. Public
couldn't get it in their head that
picture they were going to see
the biggest and best in the counIf so they were not breaking

re

or leaving the supper
get in line at the box office.

necks

r

les to

have been 'Strangers Of
'The Spoilers,' 'Blue'd's Eighth Wife' and a number
)thers which one would expect to
c and jam an ordinary theater of
to eight hundred seats, but which
not do the aforesaid things.
Mow, in view of all this proof that

There

Night,'

FROM

of

in

New York and

—the

exhibitor

South, the Middle

West and

it

were

the Northwest.

Nothing could better represent the frame of mind of the
average exhibitor relative to big pictures and high prices.

DANNY

all clean four years ago.
Where
there were seven years of plenty
there will be (is now) seven years of

famine and

we
So

play even.

call

grand

it

we

if

has been since the
beginning of time."

John

J.

it

Livingston

in

a

letter

to

this office, says, in part:

THE

are good, substantial and familiar?

"The $500,000 picture, and the
$1,000,000 picture calls for at least
forty to fifty cents admission, and the
forty to fifty cents admission means
that fifty percent of the movie going
public must not attend their favorite
theater, or else must wait until it

"On picking up
FILM
than to sell the public publicly and DAILY and reading of the complete
shutdown that has taken place in the
thru the exhibitor."
And from Frank J. Rembusch, this: Famous Players Lasky Corp. I can"I have been watching the articles not help from refreshing your mind
with reference to business conditions on the prediction you have made in
and they were very interesting. I get many of your issues on million dollar
Everything you have
some amusement out of the cry from productions.
producers that exhibitors do not pay stated has come true and I know of

reduced prices, thereby enough for their film service and that no article in any of the film periodicals
money for the first we are holding out for lower prices. I have read that so clearly forecasted
"I said I got amusement from it, the future of the motion picture probecause,
after all, when a thing gets duction end of it as your articles
"Them's my thoughts. Take 'em,
just so tragic it finally is amusing. have.
or leave 'em?"
I wonder if these producers do not
"But the condition as it exists lies
J. E. Madsen of the Idaho, Twin really know that they have been tak- at the head of every big producing
Falls, Idaho, has this much to say:
ing over forty to sixty percent of the company. Those who are at the head
"Reasons.
gross box-office receipts for film ser- of the producing companies do not
"A film company sell their usual vice for the last three years and that seem to have the proper idea in the
product for a certain figure to the exhibitors, as a general thing, are expenditure of its money, but simply
house across the street. Now they about broke.
say get Mr. Director, whoever he may
come to me because I exploit and
"The only reason they do not com- be, who has a name and we will let
advertise and have a better house and plain is that
a great many of them him produce the picture and Mr. Diask me from 400% to 800% more than are trying to sell out and if they rector immediately starts in to visuthey sell across the street because did not say they were making money alize a great big theme of his own and
they have a 'Special' for sale.
they would have to sell on the same then tries to see how much money he
"I know that it is a physical im- basis that the sheriff sells your stuff. can spend to make himself famous.
possibility for me to do from 400 to
Mr. Producer after the first
Result.
"My experience has been that every two
800% more than the fellow across
or three hundred thousand dolsalesman
has
into my
film
who
come
the street does on his picture.
lars is spent realizes he has made
office to sell me for my twenty thea"I do want fewer and better pica terrible error, and as the production
during the last four months, has
tures and I will do all my traffic will ters
cost climbs up into a million dollars
ever
bear to get them but I tell you the asked more for pictures than we
or more Mr. Producer starts to pray
paid before.
In some cases, the infilm exchanges have not the right
successful producamounted to that he will have a
conception of real values when it creases that were asked

come back

at

losing a bit of
run theater.

My

i

they d8 not

If

in time, they will have
to do it because economics, like water,
will find their level.
"Wheat less than a dollar a bushel.

all

the

A

|

learn to do

over the country come letters relative to the problem
and the producer and the high cost of Corn 65 cents.
From out of the many, three are presented below
pictures.
"Say almost all farms in this secchiefly because they represent three distinct geographical sections tion have a plaster on them and they
of

the smaller cities outa few of the
cities, is not packing to see such
luctions at what has been herere considered
a fair admission comes to selling film. True they have
e, what
would you expect friend an 'exhibition value' and a H. O.
bitor to do regarding the booking Quota but these are evidently set on
the expectation that four out of five
11 these supers?
am not an authority on the houses will never play and so to get
ect, but it would seem to me as theirs they expect that one house to
xhibitor who listens to the com- pay more.
Let the executives
"I might say:
ts at the doors, that the public
been rather fed up on these big instill into their managers and salestacles, big super-specials, and the men the slogan for longer runs in
Let them preach
the smaller towns.
on dollar pictures.
saw a picture the other night it and teach it and show examples
year ago we ran three
ne of our leading theaters here, of its value.
Now
pictures every six-day week.
in my mind, was absolutely one
le most perfect productions that
we run two a week and a three-day
Now
d ever seen, and yet, when I run was generally the limit.
i several of my friends who were
I pick the good ones for a four-day
and who are considered high run and the weaker ones for a twopoorest day on the
people, capable of judging art day run.
artistic entertainment, what they better pictures is apt to compare with
?ht of it, they said, T didn't my best day on the weaker picture.
for it very much.'
"I know houses around here that
it because we are not catering
for years have never run a picture
e masses?
Is it because we have other than the usual change; one or
ed far in advance of the present two days.
Get them to test a threeation of picture fans, or is it day run.
Make their rental the same
ise they do not care for the milprovided they spend additional money
Too
dollar productions, but would for advertising and exploitation.
r
have a plain story, plainly, much propaganda is used by the proJl 'ell told, amid surroundings that ducers to sell to the exhibitor rather
public

within these stakes.

Viewpoints

slat

500% on

a

certain

look at the cash that

star.

When

I

coming

into
the box-office, I find that ever since
1921 our gross receipts have been
In order to
gradually dwindling.
keep them coming we have had to
reduce admission prices. In order to
meet the high price of film service we
have had to buy cheap pictures and
put in vaudeville, or freaks, or jazz
is

music, or anything else. Now if we
could pay this 500% more, next year
they would add another 500%. I have
it doped out in talking to other exhibitors that we all are beginning to
realize that there is a limit that we
can pay for pictures and we have long
ago passed that limit if we are to

tion.

"Then after the completion of the
production Mr. Producer must put
25% overhead charge on to the cost
of the production and then he sends
it
out to Mr. Exhibitor, but, he
doesn't know that Mr. Exhibitor has
finally had his eyes opened up to
the excessive expenditures that he is
supposed to pay for when he should
not if the business were conducted
properly.

"The motion
founded

on

its

picture business
cheapness to

was
the

masses.
The masses accepted it
under those conditions but the unscrupulous
methods employed by
many in their efforts to lick the other
fellow have put the motion picture
run at a profit.
"The producers will have to do business into a very bad condition
Cut the and that condition can only be remejust what we are doing:
corners, cut the salaries, cut out all died in one way, and that way, is, for
these bonuses that are being paid a man like Senator James Walker or
and give us good pictures at living some other big man to take hold of
and guide the ignorant out
I know a manager, in a small the reins
prices.
exchange, who gets a bigger salary of the dark into the light of cheaper
than the profits I have made on productions.
"Another man whom I might sugtwenty theaters in one year. There
gest who would in my mind be a
is just so much and there isn't any
more and this industry has to play great man is Tom Ince."

THE

-c&m

DAILY
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Two More
(Srroj!

for

Putting

Comerford

THE FILM DAILY)
Pa.— The Sterling The-

I..

Sunbury,

Sunday, November

Over

it

To

Albany

Corp., of Soranton, has purchased the Columbia in Bloomsburg
Here is how a brother exhibitor puts his show over. Send along
and the Luna Theater in Danville.
your ideas. Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
The Sterling Theater Co. is headed
E, Comerford of Scranton,
by M
formerly head of the Comerford
Has Real Atmosphere
Amusement Co., operating the Strand Unusual Stunt on the Coast
Indian braves and squaws from the
and Victoria picture houses in SunLos Angeles For the showing of
bury.
"Six Days,' 'at Miller's, an unusual Oneida reservation were guests of the
This was a Park theater during the run of
tie-up was obtained.
photographic contest arranged by "Pioneer Trails."
Harry Abbott Held on Bond
Miller, with the Sun Drug Co., which
Twenty of these Indians in full
(Srcciil t» MIK FILM DAILY)
operates a chain of stores in Los tribal regalia were given leave of abformer
Abbott,
Buffalo Harry
Angeles.
sence from the reservation.
They
manager of the Garden, Cleveland is
The prizes were: first, a pastel were entertained by officials of the
authorities
Federal
being held by the
on a bond of $3,500, charged with painting, 28x42 inches, valued at city, and during the run of the picHubbard G. Rob- ture visited the important business
fraud, in making false admission tax $600, executed by
painting, same and manufacturing offices
oil
an
second,
inson,
William Vail, owner of the
returns.
and plants
They also made apGarden, and other theaters in Cleve- size, valued at $400,, and third, a of the city.
the
same size, pearances at the theater during the
land is also being held, where he has charcoal drawing,
valued at $200, both drawn by Robin- performances. As a street ballyhoo,
the same charges facing him.
The winners of these three the theater used two covered wagons
son.
prizes were given their choice of carrying
24
sheets
of
"Pinoeer
Pincus Goes to 'Frisco
having the portrait painted of them- Trails." The Indians paraded with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
selves or of a member of their wagons
daily
through the main
Los Angeles Harry C. Arthur, of

—

—

—

families.

West Coast Theaters, Inc., has transThe contest was held under the
ferred Charles M. Pincus, manager
auspices of the Sun Drug Co., Charles

Give Symphony Concer

(Special to

ater

streets.

4, 19:

THE FILM DAILi

— Effective

Nov.

3,

every Saturday thereafter, throui
the Winter, the combined orcht
of the Mark Strand theater in Al
and in Troy, will give a seri

morning symphony

concerts,

c

ing 30 cents admission. Julius
horn, of New York, will direct,
idea of giving symphony concei
a picture house, and combininj
chestras is new in this section.

Seegert
(Special to

Warns Exhibitors
THE FILM DAILY

—

Milwaukee Fred Seegert, he:
Wisconsin theater unit,

the

statement says:
"Exchange

men, through their n
Film Boards Of Trade, a
coming so powerful that it behooves th<
exhibitors to unite now as never bef
order to protect themselves.
"Heretofore, exchanges which had
ances with exhibitors, settled them indi
ly and were inclined to be lenient,
through their new organization, which
a united front of exchanges, they
that they hold more power and as a
organized

are making theater

men

toe the mark.'

Plans For Scholastic Films For
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY

San Fran- Brabin, the director, Corinne Griffith 27 Merchants Help Harris Out
Montreal The
development
cisco, as managing director of the
Little
Rock,
Ark.— When Sol moving pictures in the directic
and Frank Mayo, who play the leadWarfield. His position will be filled
ing roles in this picture. The prizes Harris, of the Capitol, booked "Why scholastic training is making
here by Louis Golden, for several
were awarded for the best examples Worry,' he tied up with local shops strides in this city and is already
years manager in various West Coast
of photography submitted. The rules on an elaborate cooperative advertis- financed in the form of a limitei
of

Loew's State here,

to

1

houses.

the contest provided that each ing stunt.
photograph entered must be made
After Sol approached the principal
with an ordinary kodak or camera; business concerns and broached the
that they must be developed and subject of cooperative advertising,
printed by the Sun Drug Co. from he found 27 firms anxious to parnegatives provided by the contestant; ticipate. The result was a broadside
photographs might be taken at any in the form of a double-page spread
time, but were to be entered during in the Arkansas Gazette and Demothe "six days" period, Oct. 15 to Oct. crat. In each unit of the display the
21. The number of photographs sub- idea of "Why Worry"— when we can
mitted by any one of the contestants supply you with the commodity or
was not limited and subjects of any service you need was carried out.
kind were allowed to be entered.
In the center of the layout Harris
The drug company prepared a spread the major message of the disfour-page circular, announcing the play, an announcement of a week's
contest and enclosed one of them in engagement at the Capitol.
every package of films developed or

of

Dickering For Janesville Theater
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Janesville,
Wis. Fischer's Theaters are negotiating with Harry F.
Jones for the uncompleted Jones theater.
Work on the house was halted
about eight weeks ago.

Features

Elite

(Special to

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Milwaukee Elite
Features
has
been formed here by Sam Ludwig,
head of Adventures Prod., Minneapolis, and H. C. Wirpel, who formerly operated the Globe, Minneapolis.
printed at all of their stores.
The
four-page circular contained the anFriedman Adds Two To Staff
nouncement of the showing at Mil(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In addition, the Sun drug stores
ler's.
Milwaukee Joe Friedman, former- carried special cards, announcing the
ly with Paramount, and Frank Wos- contest in their windows,
together
kie,
recently a salesman for Vita- with posters and stills of the prograph, have joined the Friedman duction.
Film Corp.

—

Fred Benno To Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Fred Benno, pioneer
in exchange circles in the Mid-West,
and more recently with Paramount,
where he served several years, has
left for the coast where he will live.

—

Stan

Brown Promoted

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

of

Gouin, H. De Maublanc, Ed(
Montpetit, Paul E. Mercier ai
W. Simard.

Orders For Smaller

Safety

(Special to

—

San Francisco The
Commission of

cident

nounces

its

T

THE FILM DAILY
Industrial
Californis

intention of drawing

set of safety rules for theaters ii
smaller towns where safety rule
lacking.
This will only appl

houses

in the

small communities.

Burlesquing Current Films
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

Travesties burl<
ing current productions are to
Cleveland
At the time Harry the type of vehicle produced by
Reichenbach took advantage of the Roach in his two-reel series
newspaper strike in New York, to Pathe, starring
Stan Laurel,
announce, via town criers, the showfirst of these is "Roughest Afric
ing of "Potash and Perlmutter," at
the Strand, A. A. Maloney, of Loew's
Closed Temporarily
Ohio Theaters followed out a similar

Town

Criers in Cleveland

—

stunt.

(Special to

company composed

bility

Winchester People Co-operating
The event was in the nature of a
When an exhibitor books "Trailing celebration
at the Stillman of its
African Wild Animals,' 'the Metro
seventh anniversary, and the opening
big game picture, they can secure the of "Ashes
of Vengeance." The town
co-operation of the Winchester Re- criers proved
so effective that every
peating Arms Co., Inc., who have sheet in
the town gave a big story
stores in all the principal cities, an accompanied by
photographs, and,
arrangement having been made some of course, telling of the
showing.
time ago between the two organizations, through the efforts of Bert B.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY]
San Francisco The Palace
Union St., has closed temporari
undergo extensive remodeling,

—

roof of the house collapsed

reci

Epidemic Closes Houses
THE FILM DAILY
Eaton Rapids, Mich. A smal
(Special to

—

epidemic has closed

all

schools

theaters here.

Perkins, exploitation
manager for Credit Goes to Ray Leason
Minneapolis Stan Brown, for the Metro, and Peter
B. Carney, head of
Syracuse, N. Y.— When "Strangers
Burr Franchise to Favorite Fi
past year and a half manager of the
Winchester exploitation depart- of the Night" played a local theater,
Charles R. Rogers reports M
Finkelstein & Ruben's Strand, has ment.
Ray H. Leason, Metro exploiteer, gan is sold on the C. C. Burr of
also been made manager of the GarA series of special exploitation fea- effected a very successful tie-up with to William Hurlbut, Favorite J
rick.
tures tieing up the nationally known the Telegram-American.
Co., Inc., Detroit.

—

Winchester big game guns and amuLoew's Buffalo Celebrates
nition with the picture has been deTHE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo Al Becherich, manager of vised and a special lineup of advertisLoew's State is celebrating the sec- ing accessories and window trim
ond anniversary of the house.
made up
(Special to

—

to put.

The tie-up was in the nature of a
"Captain Applejack" serial advertising contest, which was productive of
extra

display

advertising

for

the

New Gateway House Open
THE FILM DAILV
Little Falls, N. Y.— The Ga«
(Special to

paper and valuable publicity for the Theater Corp., opened their new s
theater and picture.
way' theater recently.

THE
November

Jday,

1923

4,

itMHEsvuiaraBiii

\mong
To Do "Snake Bite"
THE FILM DAILY)
Tyrone,
plywood Madge

and Directors

the Stars

Returns to Screen

,;arewe

Naomi

Coast Brevities

Childers returns to flhe
leading role with Doris
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kenyon in "Restless Wives" now in
ng the continuity for "Snake
production at the Burr's Glendale
Edwin Carewe is to produce
Hollywood Tully Marshall has
Dorothy Devore's second comedy studio under direction of Gregory La.
his return from Algiers.
i
been assigned one of the leading roles will be "Kidding Katie" which is be- Cava.
in "The Stranger," for Paramount.
ing produced under Scott Sidney's
Air Shots for "Sundown"
D'Usseau With Luxor
direction.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Richard Walton Tully has secured
Leon d'Usseau, former scenario edFred L. Porter, secretary of the itor for Universal, has been engaged
Angeles First National Na- Milton Sills for the role of Calvin
>s
Gray, in "Flowing Gold."
Christie Film, has been elected one by Luxor to title a series of produclil plans to use aeroplanes during
He now is working on "The
of the new directors of the Hollywood tions.
taking of scenes for "Sundown,"
School for Scandal."
Hudson's story of the cattle
Thomas N. Miranda, is titling Vic- Chamber of Commerce.
(Special to

—

screen

is

in

a

i

—

"

—

tor Seastrom's first

try.

"Name

the

American

picture,

A. R.

Man!"

THE FILM DAILY)

"A Perfect No. 36 has been chosen
Angeles Emmett Flynn ex- as the title of Boby Vernon's second
)S
to complete "Nellie, the Beauti- Christie Comedy for the new year's
Cloak Model," in a few weeks.
Claire MacDowell, has been added
to the cast of Fred Niblo's new proAndree Lafayette To Paris
Special to

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—Andree

duction,

left

Lafayette
for Paris

ake a picture there for

American

Angeles

,)S
1

did "Trilby"

has

Hamm,

"Thy Name

is

Woman."

the Detroit

M.

Louis

Weadock

On "The Signal Tower"
THE FILM DAILY)

—With

four carloads
equipment, Clarence L. Brown
gone left for Fort Bragg, 150
I north of San Francisco, where
if scenes of "The Signal Tower"

Angeles

>s

is taking a complete
following completion of "Fashion Row."
She will start her next
picture in three weeks.

her latest original Lois Zellner

self,"

,

filmed.

[•be

motor

a

Special to

—

Angeles "Superstition" has
completed at the Hollywood
ios and is in the cutting room.

was made from the origIstory "Trapped" by I. W. Irving
directed by John B. O'Brien.
picture

"Swamp Angel" Cast
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles The complete

(Special to

of

the

Gertrude

Olmstead,

—

cast

Buys Portable Sub-Stations
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Two large portable

—

sub-stations have been purchased by
the United studio, thus eliminating
the necessity for laying copper wire
carrying "juice" all over the lot.

—

New Company Formed
THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles
for

*

—Articles

of incorpor-

Hollywood Pictures Corp.

with the Secretary of State
Gerson, G. W. Kirkbride,
a
Emme, A. E. Miller and
J.
»)h L. Mannix, all of Los Angeles.
filed

t

-'aul

company is capitalized at $500,Bind will produce two-reel com-

"Lab" Functioning
THE FILM DAILY)
lMlywood Paramount's new labs^ry has become an active unit
workings of the Lasky studio.
first
which was
production
tiled bv the laboratory was "The
jLasky

Special to

—

i|

:

That Failed."
of

ije

the

largest

The new
in

the

"lab"

world

Is the most completelv equipped.
able of handling 1,000,000 ft.
I

new Will Rogers comedy

satire

—T.

Reelers

Roy Barnes

been engaged to play leads
comedies to be made

Los Angeles
left

in a series

by Page

a

Nevada" Started

of

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Tourneur Preparing for "Torment"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Maurice Tourneur
Los Angeles
has signed Owen Moore, Bessie Love
and Maud George and Joseph Kilgour to appear in "Torment."

—

— Carter De Haven has

pictures to sell real estate in

is

by Marion Jackson.

De Haven Quits
THE FILM DAILY)

Carter

It

has

Productions.

(Special to

completing.

is

on "The Covered Wagon."

Joe Brown, of H. J.
Prod., has started work on
"North of Nevada" an original story

West

Hollywood.

"The Swamp
Supporting Colleen Moore
si."
Kirkwood with Waldorf
len Lyon, Anna Q. Nilsson, Mary
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Russell Simpson, Charlie MurLos Angeles Harry Cohn of WalMary Alden, Sam De Grasse, dorph Prod, has signed James KirkElvidge and Joseph Stryker.
wood Cleo Madison and Grace Dar-

Jis

Two

of

Emily

Virginia Boardman, Raymond McKee, Alfred Allen, Ralph
The picture
Yearsley and others.
will be released by Hodkinson.

been engaged for

(Special to

in

Los. Angeles

Fitzroy,

THE FILM DAILY)

s

Girl

Limberlost," a Gene Straton Porter
story is now in production at the Ince
studio with James Leo Meehan directing.
The cast includes Gloria

Grey,

Completed

the

is

Brown

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

as a Satire

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — "Two Covered Wag-

North

Barnes

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles—"The

con-

San

to

trip

.

"Superstition"

"Wagons"

GREENE.

"Limberlost" in Production

Los

is

(Special to

Los Angeles

(Special to

Ennis,

Mae Murray

rest

and editing "The Whipping contemplates
and is now at work on Francisco.

titling

— Bert

tributing a column, "Them Were the
Happy Days," to the Herald.

P. Co.

"Superstition."
(Special to

Los Angeles

ons"

has just completed

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Upon completing "Ha Ha Your- Hal Roach
Boss,"

ucers.

tart

Ennis Writing Column

has left for Detroit,
will assist director David
Kirkland, in producing a feature for

where he

Nearing Completion

Ramage Out; Murphy In
THE FILM DAILY)

Tully Plans "Paradise"

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Upon completion of
"Flowing Gold," for First National,
Richard Walton Tully will start
(Special to

"Bird

(Special to

—

Of

—

Paradise."

He

plans

to

Toronto Charles Ramage, First begin this about the first of the year.
National manager, has resigned and
"The Yankee Consul" Finished
assistant
formerly
B. D. Murphy,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
manager, has been appointed his sucHollywood James Home has just
cessor.
Consul."
"The
Yankee
finished

—

Banks
(Special to

Doug MacLean

in Features

was loaned

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Monty

Banks

is

F.

B.

is

to the

starred.

MacLean

Home
unit

by

O.

pre-

which
Belasco Picks Seesel
Raymaker
will direct and
Herman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Saint
will
Le
Edward
Husbands."
which, will be a Grand-Asher release.
Los Angeles Edward Belasco has
direct.
Jean Havez who worked on "Grand- chosen Charles Osborn Seesel as proma's Boy," "Safety Last" and "The duction manager and art director of
Now "The Hill Billy"
Three Ages" is preparing the story. "Welcome Stranger."
has
Seesel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the time in
spending
most
been
Hollywood Jack Pickford's new
the East.
Kerr With Century
picture produced as "The Valley of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Wolf" will be released as "The
Ready For Work
Hill Billy."
Hollywood Bob Kerr is now di(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
recting Harry McCoy and Jack the
Los Angeles The Grand Studios
Giant for Century.
Coast-Made
To Be
been renovated during the past
have
Arvid Gillstrom is directing Budd month, and additional facilities have
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Century lot.
Los Angeles "The Woman on the Missinger on the
been made ready for the return from
New York of various stars connected
Jury" which First National has just
with the organization.
purchased will be made on the United
Two More Added To Cast
Harry O. Hoyt will direct.
lot.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Flattery" Ready
Los Angeles Ricardo Cortez and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to
added
been
have
Dresser
Louis
Gold"
Nillson in "Flowing
Los Angeles—The story for "Flat(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the cast of "The Next Corner" which
Lasky
has been completed and producthe
tery"
started
at
Wood
has
has
Sam
Nillson
Anna
Q.
Los Angeles
Films
been secured by Richard Walton studio. Conway Tearle, Lon Chaney tion will soon start. Mission
in
it.
produce.
also
Mackaill
are
will
Dorothy
and
Gold."
in
"Flowing
appear
to
Tully

mond

to

appear

in

"Discontented

paring

for

his

first

feature

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.
DAILV
Albany

— Famous
New

Horn,

.1.

York.

Davis

Incorporators,

I'rod.,

David,

B.

E. W. Vannvoorhis.
[ttelson
& VanSan,

passed the picture.

Extended Run
THE FILM DAILY)

On

(Special to

Buffalo— "The Birth of
has opened at the Palace

A

Nation,"
for an ex-

tended run.

It is.

bicago—Zenith
Urbana,
and

Amusement
Capital

111.

irporators,
r

finally

"Birth"

A,

Rosenblaum and

Inc.,

rejected
Chicago— Having once
"The Hud Man," the Chicago censors

have

— Benjamin

Albany
Inc.

Attorney

Capita] $5,000.

oklyn.
E.

(Special to

Co., Inc.

i

Man"
THE FILM DAILY)

F.

W.

F.

II.

Richards.

—

(Spec.al to

$60,000.

Munson, A. W.

Mo.
City,
Operating

Jefferson

Orpheum

Keepers With Public Ledger

Co.,

Landers'

Co.,

THE FILM DAILY)

—

p h a Harry Keepers,
cameraman has joined the Public
Ledger, where he will have charge
of the photographic department.

P

h

i

1

a d e

i

1

Inc.,

IncorSpringfield. Capital $100,000.
porators, Harry Lcvan. Grace RichV G. Hunt and
ards. Roscoe

Williams Selling Fight Films
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Clarence Williams, formEnsley Barbour.
erly treasurer of the Teck theater,
has joined E. J. Hayes, who is handColumbus, O.— Carrig & Bartunck ling the Dempsey-Firpo fight pictures
Amusement Co., Inc., Cleveland. in New York.
Incorporators, M.
$25,000.
ital,
1".
Carrig, Charles
Omaha Film Board Moves
Carrig, A.
P.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bartunek, B. E. Bartunck and W. C.
I

-

Omaha—The

Wright.
Nashville. Tenn.

— Gay

Amusement

Capital, $10,Knoxvillc.
Incorporators, N. C. Preston,
Eugene Gillespie, C. L. Carnes,
Frank Gillipsie and \V. H. Fowler.

Co.,
000.

Inc.,

Albany

— Rebus

Film

Capital
Brooklyn.
torney, Joseph Nicchia.

Co.,
$10,000.

Inc.,

At-

Film Board of Trade

has secured larger quarters in the
City National Bank Bldg., to which
they will move soon.

Kingsley Back in Detroit Circles
(Special to

—

1!

(Special to

— F.

—

THE FILM DAILY

E. BenDetroit
Authorities at
son, for many years a business as- tramck, a suburb of Detroit,
sociate of Charles E, Powere, has stopped the showing of "The
bough the latter's Powers theater.
of a Nation" at the Farnum.

North Branch, Minn.

—

Educators Slam Films
THE FILM DAIL"
Spokane, Wash.
Another
for
motion pictures.
Thi
is the former o.wner.
James A. Burke, chairman
Utica,
Ind.
The Messner has Ass'n of Grade School Prini
been leased to Carry & Alexander, of says that "frequent attendance a
Chicago. It will be re-opened about tion picture shows by grade $

Eldora, la. L. F. Wolcott is the
of the Grand.
He will
take possession Jan. 1st. M. W. Moir

new owner

(Special to

—

\

—

Nov

pupils

1st.

results

lowerin

a

in

ideals."

—

Stockton, Cal.
Rube Goldwatcr
has purchased the Lyric on North
Sutter St.
The house will close on
Nov. 20, and will be remodeled at
a cost of approximately $40,000.

Exploiteer Turns Exhibitor
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
Manager H. S. Daigler of
the Columbia has resigned and has

been succeeded by Robert

W.

Bender,

a year and a half, publicity director for Universal in the Northwest.
for

C. A. Warnacutt has reported his
theater
Craigmont,
at
Ida.
closed.

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit Neil Kingsley, who has
been absent from Detorit film circles
for the past four years, has made
his re-appearance as manager of the
Sclznick exchange.

4,

Stop "Birth"

Theater Changes

Censors Finally Pass "Bad

Incorporations

Sunday, November

C.

B.

manager
tive

for

Reale, formerly F. B. O.
in Portland, is representa-

—

New

Haven, Conn. "God sa^
nation when the movies beco
part of our educational system,'
Dr. Dallas Lore Sharpe, of B
University.

Long R
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Allen, Toronto, for
(Special to

—

When the Allen rea new
name and Fa
Players auspices, it will be Ton
first
big time picture theater
has been closed for a couple of
for general overhauling.
Unde
new policy, special production!
be booked for indefinite engagei
with two shows daily and with
reserved.
Toronto

undcr

Rushing Quincy,

111.

Hous

THE FILM DAILY
Louis — Tom McKean of

(Special to

Vitagraph.
St.

O. back from Quincy and S
Epidemic Ban Lifted
reports that the new Pinckley &
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lefkowitz Adds to Chain
Mich.— The Board of house in Quincy is being p
Holland,
New Canadian Trade Journal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Health has lifted the ban placed at repidly and will open Washinj
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Birthday.
Cleveland Max Lefkowitz has takToronto— "The Tattler," a new the breaking out of an epidemic, on
en over the lease of the Strand, Posamusements.
all
places
of
regiona ltrade paper, has made its
Memphis, Tenn. The Sou
pect and East 9th and will immediateappearance. The journal also carries
Enterprises have converted the S
ly open it under the daily change
Michigan Seeking Recruits
into a first run house.
The "legit" news. Published semi-monthpolicy at ten cents admission.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ly, by F. J. Giroux.
Strand used to be a first-run down
Detroit The Michigan state unit,
Regina House Renamed
town house but has been closed for
following the recent convention, has
Kansas
City
Three
Reopen
In
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Lefkowitz has also the
six months.
launched a campaign for members.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Regina, Sask. The Allen has
Gaiety, Bronx, Tivoli and Dreamland.
re-named the Metropolitan bj
Kansas City Three theaters which
The pet nan
"The Dangerous Maid" Completed mous Players.
have been dark for some time have
Goldman in Deal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
F-P houses is "Capitol" but
re-opened this week, the Empress,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Constance Talmadge is already a Capitol in Regina.
Chicago Morris Goldman and Sig 12th and McGee Sts., the Garden, a
Dangerous Allen at Winnipeg was also recompleted
"The
has
Grand
Opera
and
block
away,
the
for
the
Greenbaum have closed a deal

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Madlin Theater property, including
the Madlin theater, a 1,000 seat house,
a hotel, and four stores. Over $117,000 is involved.

Maid."

House.

May

Succeed "White Rose"

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago It is said that "His
Darker Self," the Griffith film which
Dowbiggan Goes to New York
Jolson was to appear in, will succeed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Tom Dowbiggan, well- "The White Rose," at the Orpheum,
known as salesman with Famous- when that picture ends its run.
Lasky Film Service, Ltd:, has gone
Hold Over "Winter"
to New York where he is engaged in

—

general exploitation work at
under Claud Saunders.

Famous

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago "If Winter Comes," will
be held over at the Monroe for two,
and possibly three or four more
Hepworth Film Given Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
weeks, although jit was originally
Toronto The Hepworth produc- scheduled for one. This follows a
tion "Lily of the Alley," recently com- four weeks run at the Harris.
pleted a run at the Pantages.
It is
being released by Regal Films, Ltd.,
"Black Oxen" in Eight Reels
under the title, "In the Shadows of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Whitechapel."
Los Angeles The recent return of
Frank Lloyd from a second trip to
Charles Henschel Promoted
Big Bear Lake marks the completion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of "Black Oxen." The picture is now
Philadelphia C h a r e s Henschel. being edited and titled.
It will be
manager of the Pathe office, has been released by First National in eight
promoted to Eastern district manager. reels.
i

—

—

—

1

Metropolitan.

AT YOUR SERVICE

Aggers
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
2SO WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

N.Y.

ART WORrt,MAT5, STEREOS, ELECTROS.
PHONES,—- CIRCLE
2450-1-2.

—

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
through to

Carries

the

screen,

tone

for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,
every gradation that

skillful

photography has

secured in the negative.

Look

for this positive identification in the

transparent

"Kodak"

film

margin

— " Eastman"

in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

and

Associated First National Pictures. Inc., presents

from the story by Warner Fabian
featuring

COLLEEN

MOORE

supported by an all star cast comprisins
Milton Sills Elliott Dexter Sylvia Breamer.
Myrtle Stedman and Bentyon-- From the novel
rresented nyAssociated
rjyWarner Fabian
,

,

•

First

National Pictures.

Inc.,

•

directed

byo

loan Francis Dillon

I

"LOOKS LIKE BIGGEST MONEY MAKER of YEAR"
~j&

national

Balaban

"Picture

&

Kat

!
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Normalcy in EuFive Years Dutch

L. C. Barnstyn Sees

Every time exhibitors get in
they
or are in trouble
nible

—

—

They don't
organize.
em to appreciate the need of
vigorous organization three
to

ant

and sixty-five
indred
But, like
ery year.

days

many

they don't worry until
Then they send
sick.
feel
py
hers,

That seems

specialists.

to

the situation today.

Members of the national orand
"insurgents"
ganization,
others not identified with any
movement, seem to be breaking their necks in a helter skelmovement

ter

to

do something

do away with the admission
question
grave
The
tax.
whether or not it isn't too late
As a
doesn't seem important.
matter of fact in all probability
it is too late.
to

Five years is the time set for a general return to normalcy in Europe by
L. C. Barnstyn, head of the Netherlands Bioscop Trust, one of the largest motion picture operators in Holland.
Barnstyn is here on a short
visit.

He

declares that Holland is placed
in a peculiar position with its currency high but with a deflated financial condition existing in the surrounding countries. All transactions there
are done on a cash business inasmuch
as the banks will not discount comThe state of affairs
mercial paper.
has had a deterrent effect on busiBarnstyn
ness in general, and,
as
points out, the amusement business
there as here is always a reflection
general
commercial conditions.
of
Aside from that, the tax on admissions is about twenty-five per cent
and levies placed by the Government
in various forms total a minimum ot
forty per cent and a maximum of sixty per cent of the average individual's gross

The French Lick
rnplish

"get-together."

a

annual income.

meeting may acIt

may

harmony about and eventually
exhibitor body
the national
again to something like a real

tng
tng

—

rope in
Conditions Unsatisfactory

By

World Premiere Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

1923

Price

New

Doug's Next?

Recovery Far Off

LATE?
TOO DANNY

5,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
the Times:

in

— Grace

"Somebody

—

said
'Well,

to

Kingsley says
Fairbanks,

can't top that
" 'What's the matter,' asked Doug,
writing a story and acting it about
everybody will be doing 200 years from
"And I am informed that it is not
unlikely that this is what Fairbanks will do
one of these days, perhaps before going
abroad."

Bill at

Cameo

A

double Associated Exhibitors bill
occupies the Cameo this week. Harold Lloyd in "A Sailor-Made Man"

and "David Copperfield," are the pictures.
Tn connection with "David
Copperfield" there is a $3,000 prize
essay contest being conducted by Associated among school children of the
country.

Guavzoni Coming Here
Enrico Guavzoni, producer of the
"Quo Vadis" is due in NewYork from Italy on the 10th with a
print of "Massalina," a new picture
which he completed before leaving

original

Rome.
He will make his headquarters with Ferdinand V. Luporini
while here.

—

bth.

4 Theaters

Fox's Millions
now,

Lnd

adding

to

(Special to

the

trouble

in
developed
already
has
V.shington because of the constant
t;: of "millions"
in pictures, comes
Fox statement that for next year
tit concern
intends spending $27,Of course, it's silly. No one
it his business
believes such a thing
sible.
But the law makers the
lgressmen who get $7,500 a year
t know
it
and when you try to
to men like that about removing
s they point to such figures and

iich

tl

;

.

—

—

Up

Going

in

—

the De-

Washington According to
partment of Commerce, four new theters are under construction in Buenos
Avres.
Each house will seat about
2,000.

value.

Estabrook

It is

Luporini to Produce
understood that Ferdinand V.

Luporini,

who formed

tures, Inc., in

declared

on

Saturday

pared by Forrest Halsey, formerly
with Distinctive, but since with Famous Players and that work will be
started shortly.
Albert Parker was
slated to direct, but he has gone over
to Distinctive, and it seems likely
that Estabrook will engage some one
else.

Another for Mid-West Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Midwest Theaters, Inc.,

—

an Illinois corporation operating a
chain of more than thirty theaters in
Aurora. Rockford, Joliet, Decatur,
Bloomington, Klgin, Galesburg, La
Crosse, Wis., and Beloit. Wisconsin,

have purchased the De Kalb at De
Kalb, 111., seating 900. There will be
no change in management. Dale A.
Leifheit, president and general manager of the De Kail) Theater Co.. re-

maining

in

Labertini PicAlbany last week.
>

He declares, howv^r,
produce.
plans have not yet been completed.

i-

charge.

Warner Party

in

Today

Sam Warner went down
on
Warner,

Saturday

Franklin,

who

City

Brazil
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Estabrook,

that production will he centered in
the East; that the first story, adapted
from a well-known book, was pre-

San Francisco "In the Palace of
But unless all the King" will have its first showing
rjional organization.
Harris Story for Ince
from Washington are cock- at Rothchild's California Nov. 10.
s'ns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
be
can
what
result
of
ed the net
Los Angeles Elmer Harris is writpnned at French Lick or anywhere
ing a story for Thomas H. Ince. "No
is
the
King"
"In
the
Palace
of
many
Too
nil.
k, promises to be
Too many booked for an early showing at the More Women" was recently comb.ns have been spilled.
pleted by Harris for Associated Auexcellent Capitol.
of
cks have spoiled a lot
thors-Allied Prod, and Dist. release.
t:k

Howard

production
manager for Distinctive, has formed
Creation Pictures Corp. to produce.
'with The company lists 1,250 shares of prewhat ferred stock, held at $100 each, and
now?'
2,500 shares of common,
no par
at all

You

Double

—

Harry

to Atlantic

and met Harry
Rapf and Sydney

stopped off there incoast.
All of them,

bound from the
r

ether with Abe Warner, will
town today.

Hollywood
was injured

— Reginald
in

Inc.,

in

Albany

J.

"with a

an automobile acci- capitalization of $2,000,000 to handle

dent a few davs ago,
idlv.

Denny, who E. Brulatour,

is

recovering rap-

of his interests in the picture business.

come

:;>

Kann Presented With
Brulatour Incorporates
Jules E. Brulatour has formed

Denny Recovering
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

\

Creation

Work Starts at Once
Script Prepared by Halsey

the

other day
what will you do for
another story when you finish 'The Thief.'
You will have to commit suicide, I guess.

Cents

Producer

Howard Estabrook Forms
Pictures

Doug

5

Gift

George F2. Kann, who resigned as
foreign manager for Goldwyn on
Saturday, was presented with a beautiful

desk

set

by his associates.

all

"Broadway After Dark" First
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dissolution Papers Filed
Benchley With Distinctive
DAILY)
FILM
to
THE
Los
Angeles Monte Bell's first di(Special
crete road.
So they have to be
Robert C. Benchley, dramatic critic
"Broadway
rectorial effort will
be
British-American
The
Albany
awn" a lot.
Disof "Life," has-been engaged by
After Dark" for the Warner's.
tinctive to write the titles for "Second Finance Corp. has filed notice of its
William. Fox
talks about
dissolution here.
Youth."
ipending twenty million dolBuchowetzki Arrives
ars for production and two
Fred Levy Here
Matt Moore Here
nillion for material.
Dimitri Buchowetzki, the Polish
Meanohile,
Col. Fred Levy, of Louisville, is director, arrived in New York on
Famous, Metro, UniMatt Moore is in town from the
Saturdav from the other side.
at the Ritz for two weeks.
coast.
Continued on Page 2)
they

souri,

come from Pike County,
live 12 miles from any

and

—

—
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made

been
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Supreme
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-nil
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David

J.

a

for $100

United
which
Film Service <>f
Chatkin
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denied that be was liable on the
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\n attachment for $4,932 has been
Supreme
Couri
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granted
in
the Shochiku Kinema Co..
iust
Ltd., of

Koshiba,

Japan, in a suit of
photographer,
a

(Continued
mi\,

other
trying

irom

First
leading
to

l'age

1)

National and
producers are

figure

ways

and

means of reducing production
But perhaps the Fox
costs.
schedule is to be different from
others for next season. It
may include a flock of superto
specials, each of which is
cost half a million or more.
But it seems to be the bunk.

all

Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has
Hartley, la.— The Opera House

Opera House, Hartley,

been destroyed by

fire

la.,

of

who

,

fendant has failed to keep an agreeto pay him the sum due at the
rate of $500 a month.

—

Newark, N. J. Dispute over the
Rialto theater lease which Max Spiegel assigned to the
Ronda Realty
Corp., has
resulted in a Chancery
Court suit seeking to set aside the
assignment.

The

of complaint, which is
filed by Stein, Stein & Hannoch, also
seeks to have set aside a $32,000 morton the lease said to have been
given by the Newark Rialto Theater
Corp., original lessees, at the time the
bill

assignment was made.

New

origin.

Photographic Device

(Special

—A

new method

of

pho

Finish Editing "Twenty One"
tographing underwater scenes has
Cutting and editing on RichardBar- been evolved by Thomas H. Ince for
has
One,"
thelmess' latest, "Twenty
"The Galloping Fish."
been completed. John S. Robertson
directed.

Jack O'Toole Honored

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Jersey Theater Sold

Minneapolis

last

week.

at

him recently

Wednc*da\

"St rangers

the

of

Night."

MERMAID COMEDY,

RUNNING

THE FILM* DAILY)

Canada.

WILD"
A

—
—

F.
B. O.,
ofifering a
to the next

through "Film Fun," are

UGECONLEY

award for a title
Johnson picture, now in production.

cash
i,

/

fall

c

sales trip of

.

"The Mailman" at Came
"The Mailman" will open

(Special to

—

Next Week

THE FILM DAIL

Cleveland Herbert Ochs h
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre signed as manager of the Assi
Exhibitors exchange and has
Dame."
succeeded by J. J. Millstein, fo
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand-'Tf Winter Comes." with the Cincinnati Goldwyi
Cameo Not yet determined.
Capitol "Little Old New York."
Central "The Temple of Venus."
Cosmopolitan "Unseeing Eyes."

—

—

——
—
—
—
"The
Criterion

HAL ROACH*

Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."

—

Lyric— "The White

—

OUR GANG

Sister."

COMEDIES

Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.
Rialto

Strand

— "A

Woman

of Paris."

"A Proven Product"

(ten-

tative.)

2 Reels

A

Seattle Consolidation

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Pafhecomedy
ssr-r s,

C. T. Klawitter owner of
Seattle
the Gem, has consolidated with John
Danz who owns the Florence and
All are second run houses in
Star.
the south end of town.

W

P.
G.
ash.— Dr.
Charleston,
Schmidt has bought the Manhattan
from E. E. Wright.

....

—Wm.

Seattle
the Columbian,
J.

r

Petrie

has

Columbia

bought
from

City,

Mclntyre.

J.

New York

Chicago

Holly*

Rothacker Laborator
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

I

1

The

(Special to

Houston

—

theater

continues

Now "Our

as

Hospitality"

Buster Keaton's current picture,
formerly titled "Hospitality," will be
released as

"Our

Hospitality."

NEGATIVES WANTED

We

will buy outright or un<
take distribution of worthw
pictures for U. S. and Can;
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film D
71 W. 44th St.

New York

Holds the Queen
THE FILM DAILY)

Still

Prize for Title

PRODUCTION

away

—

eration of the
heretofore.

Emory Johnson and

JACK WHITE

is

—

Southern Enterprises,
Toronto Louis Rosenfeldt, general Inc.. have not sold the Queen to Abe
manager of Dominion Films, is on a M. and Haskell Levy, but have
throughout merely sold the property. The opcities
tour of the key

—

return

not

"\lcmna \ anna."
Thursday
Cameo Nov. 25. In connectio
Friday -"Broken Hearts of Broad- tins, F. B. O. has distributed
way" and "Vim Are in Danger." free tickets among the letter p
of New York and their famili
Saturday "Meld to Answer."
delegation of postal employe
Sunday "Dulry."
the post office band will atte:
Rialto "Woman -Proof."
"His Children's Children."
opening.
Rivoli
Strand "A Woman of Paris."
Herbert Ochs Resigns

F. P.

Rosenfeldt on Tour of Domini on
to

Spring.

.

Jack O'Toole, Selz—was
the guest of honor

a luncheon tendered
local film folk.

"(Special

may
He

[odkinson

—

sales capacity.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

1

until

usual

Trying Out "The Chase"
Fabians, who imported "The
from Europe, will try out the
Chase"
sold to L. Weitzmen.
bv
picture at their Regent theater, Paterson, the week of Dec. 3 and will
Fred Fischl Resigns
Elks Open House
his po- follow it with a booking at one of
has
resigned
L.
Fischl
Fred
DAILY)
FILM
THE
to
(Special
sition as head of Picture Press and their Newark houses. The method of
DuBois, Pa.— The new $100,000
become associated with Zeese- distribution has not been determined
has
opened
Elks,
theater, owned by the
Wilkinson, photo engravers, in a upon.
.

nick manager,

.!

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Hollywood

—

Kenneth Hodkinsi
Seattle
United Artists, is expected in
today, on bis way back from
ah Francisco, where he in
new manager.

United
officials.
Paul N. Lazarus is
Forty-Fourth Street- "Scaramouche." Middle West visiting United
The V\ bite Sister."
Lyric
exchanges there.
He will b<
Loew's New York Today "Circus two weeks longer.
Days."
"Si> DaysV'
Tnesaaj

The Newark

Rialto Theater Corp. denies ever authorizing any assignment or receivis
alleged that
It
ing the money.
Spiegel made the assignment as president of the Rialto Corp. without the
authority of the board of directors.

unknown

The Summit theater, 254 Summit
Ave West Hoboken, N. J., has been

Cosmopolitan"! nseeing Eyes."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."
r

ment

THE FILM DAILY)

Notre

of

,in:e."

"The Fighting Blade.'
Brooklyn Strand "If Winter Comes."
and
Copperfield"
Cameo -"David
"A Sailor-Made Man."
Capitol
"Rosha."
Centra! "The Temple of Venus."

al-

due him for serleges that the sum
as agent for the defendant in
this city.
He allege- that lie brought
about a contract with the Fox Film,
by which $10,000 became due the
Japanese' film concern, and which it
is willing to pay as soon as a release
received from the defendant in
is
Japan.
He contends that the de-

(Special to

B:oadway

is

(Special to

TOO LATE?

Henry T.

Hunchback

"The

Astor

5,

"Ken" Hodkinson in N. V
THE FILM DAIL'

On Broadway

In the Courts
A verdict for $6,116 has
turned by a jury before
Couri Justice Delehanty in
Selznick against
is
J.
Chatkin on forty-four notes

Monday, November

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
—

—

!

Arthur

S.

Kang.

—

PntSJOCMT.

Physical Distributor*

TATHE CeHANCE.MC

Foolish 9
Parents
Mother and Dad neglected
society

and house

They reached

parties

kiddie

their

and sports

for

until

the end of their financial rope and

were "sold out."

Then

A friend who

had more time for children offered

to take

youngster off

the

hands

their

— for

$25,000

What

follows forms another chapter

in the picture

—and

it

—

it's

told

plays a tattoo on the heart-

strings

A

Thrilling Moving Gripping

That Strikes Home

Drama

!

the;

DAILY
F. & R. In
(Spccin to THE

Many

Deals

Putting

FILM DAILY)
& R. Film Co.,

Minneapolis F.
through J. F. Cubberly, its manager,
have closed a number of deals for

Tcmpc

ik<\"

Over

5, 1

Star Theater Co., Ltd., Forn
(Special

Toronto
Ltd.,

THE FILM DAILY

to

— The

Star Theater
has been formed here by

Tabor, William Hughes,
Torrance and William Johnsoi
liam

The

distribution in this territory.
list of purchases includes:

it

Monday, November

Here

is

how a brother

show

Let the other fellow know

your ideas.

"Bright Lights of

exhibitor puts his

Send along

over.

how you cleaned

merchants.

up.

Capital

listed at

is

The company was form<

000.

Broadway." "East Sulr. Weal Side," "Gold
Madness." and "The Spider and the Rose,"
from Principal; "Notoriety," "Don't Marry
for Money," and "Marriage Morals," from
Weber & North; "Broken Hearts of Broadway" and "Enemiet of Children;" "liroadway Gold," "Women Men Marry," "The
Empty Cradle," the Larry Scmon and RichCubberly
ard Talmadge series from Truart.
alao acquired Captain Kleinschmidt's "AdYentures of the Far North."

operate the Star at Carlton Plact

New York"
London— When

"Old

in

London

"Little

Old

Talmadge Double Contest

New

York' was presented at the Empire,
appropriate settings attracted much

One showed a gigantic
attention.
fan spread across the lower inner
The fan was
curtain of the stage.
made of lace and at either end on
opposite sides of the stage, was a
vase ct flowers. Between the curtain
and the footlights were four little
houses of Colonial style, which help-

Montreal Office Prize Winner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal The Montreal exchange

—

the winner of the All-Canada ParContest,
with 88
Selling
points.
Toronto came second with
is

amount

ed

Another
atmosphere.
setting used was a painted

giving

in

Indianapolis

—A

Norma Talmadge

double contest as an advance stunt
for "Ashes of Vengeance," was the
idea conceived by Ace Berry, manager of the Circle, when that picture

Several

F

Phone Bryant 676J

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

Lorw

Bldg.

1540 Broadiv,

,

prizes conditions, etc.

hundred photos

were

re-

ceived, then a few days before the
close of the contest, a studio was
fitted up in the I. S. Ay res depart-

Hht

Vancouver next with 74, St. John special
in the forewith 72 and Winnipeg and Calgary drop showing a pergola
glimpse
of sea ment store, where motion pictures
just
a
with
ground
with 67 and 66, respectively. In adin the background
were made of a goodly number of
dition to the cash award of $500, the and promontory
The atmospheric condition created the entrants.
These pictures were
office received a large silver loving
was further en- later shown at the Circle.
by
the
settings
Newscup.
hanced by the costumes of the girl papers gave much space to the winThey were dressed in old- ner, signs were placed outside of the
ushers.
Files First Report
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fashioned costumes, such as were department
store
announcing the
filming of the entrants, then with
Richmond
The Virginia State worn in the New York of 1810.
On the theater front was a large the theater advertising, all IndianBoard of Censors has just filed its
first
report.
During the year the mounted cut-out of Marion Davies, apolis knew of the showng of "Ashes
board reviewed 2.219 pictures, elim- masquerading as a young boy as she of Vengeance' "at the Circle.
inations being made in 283 and only does in the film itself.
This large
84,

E

and Advening fo* Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitor] and Individuals.

Publicity

was booked for his house.
The Times ran a two column picture of an entrant each day for almost two weeks, together with an
outline of the

A

B

lines! Till-

In the East

Making Equipment

makes possible oar

GUARANTEED
TVENTY FOUR HOUR

SERVICE

-

CRAMERrMIMS
STUDIOS nc
PhoneBry.8736 - 146-150 V46SStreet

—

nine licenses refused.
Among the
pictures reviewed were four which
were written, directed, starred and

produced by colored people for

cut-out attracted much attention at
the staid and sober Empire Theater

and caused much comment.

col-

operation

ored audiences.

Casualty List

John L. McCutcheon, director for
Motion Picture Arts, Inc., is recovering from an accident which has confined him to the Hospital for the
past fortnight.
Schuyler
president, is back at his
lowing a ten days' illness.

Grey,
desk folE.

Add Two More
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Omaha — In.
to

expand

line with their policy
their chain into every pos-

sible location in Iowa and Nebraska,
the Hostettlers have bought out two
more, the Swan and North at Columbus, Neb., both formerly owned by

William Swan.

of an approaching car.

which

in

Grand-Asher Continuing
THE FILM DAILY)

prove

(Special to

a

The manner

this wreck is pictured
warning to motorists.

will

—

—

la.

The

unfinished

America theater building was recently
at
fy

a

first

public auction to
lien on the property,
a

which amounted

Wenger's

to $1,406.60.

Work

on Exhibition

An

exhibition of decorative scenes,
stage designs and paintings by John
W» nger, art director of the Rivoli and
Rialto theaters, is on display at the

Milwaukee Art

where

|

Rivoli and Rialto

it

in the

Iris

market for
Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

-

729 -7th

J.

Exclusive Representative

Theatre,

I

London

Available for Pictures

Address all communications
17 W. 42nd St., New York Cil

1

MEYER,

CRAFTSMEN FILM

The customary

will

billing

and news,

.of

stills.

251 ^'EST
19™ STREET

foi

HUGH BUCKLER

The merchants

also went in together
herald, advertising the

'

Late of the Drury Lane

A

a special
tie-up.

IRIS

Ave. N.

Minnie Elizabeth
Webster

LOUIS

paper advertising was done and the
tinue for a month.
Many of the lobby was dressed with cut-outs from
settings were used originally at the the 6 sheet posters and with frames
InsitUte,

am

special sales of different articles for
six days with appropriate displays in
their windows tying up with the picture.
special price was made on
one article for each day of the week
and a ticket given to the showing of
the film to purchasers of the articles.

on

A

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIi

—

Los Angeles Sam Bishoff is here
theater, distributed these in all local'
from the Past to take charge of the Merchants Help Floyd Morrow
schools to let the kiddies know "the
Grand-Asher studio.
He declares,
Washington,
Pa.
Morrow,
kid" was coming to his house via
Floyd
that
notwithstanding contrary remanager of the Regent, obtained "Circus Days."
ports, production will continue.
effective merchant tie-ups when he
showed "Six Days." Several of the
Unfinished House Under Hammer
leading merchants agreed to put on
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cherokee,

I

Louisville,
Ky.
The Warners
have, as an exploitation accessory for

"Circus Days,' 'a Jackie Coogan pen.
cil.
Earl Payne, of the Kentucky

It

Industrial Film Co. 729 7th

exhibitor

—

in

Ask Those That Played
Box Office Cleanup!

co-

W

Hostettlers

Booking

for

"SINGLE SHOT PARKEF

in exploitation lines for the

benefit of the
affected by the
tion with "The

Police Backing

Ready

TOM MIX

has been
Warners in conjuncCapt. James McDowell, head of the
Gold Diggers."
traffic division of the Los Angeles
By an arrangement with Shapiro,
Police Department, and nationally Bernstein and Co., music publishers,
recognized authority on traffic prob- a tie-up has been made with the poplems, after viewing "Jealous Hus- ular song, "The Gold Digger," ("Dig
bands," expressed the hope that every a little deeper.") A special cover has
motorist in the country sees this film. been created for the song, which adA private preview of the picture vertises the r arner picture. Extra
was given recently to Capt. Mc- covers will be provided all music
Dowell and other executives of the dealers free in order to make window
L. A. Police, who heartily endorsed displays, and all exhibitors who get
the film. This provides unusual pub- in touch with Shapiro, Bernstein and
licity possibilities for the picture in Company,
will be mailed song covers,
any city.
orchestrations and display material.
A sensational automobile wreck appears in Tourneur's picture which is
caused through the glaring headlights Uses Jackie Coogan Pencils

Has

Two On

Tie-Up With Music Publishers
Another example of commercial

EXHIBITORS
Now

LABS. inc.

^v/^vnciisis

7620 - 7461

—

BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOGNIZED

>/ FILMDOM

Authority

ffie

XXVI

ft
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Seven Found Guilty

"Cytherea" Bought
lected

George

for

Second Production

Fitzmaurice's
Sales

is

—

one of Hergesheimer's
attracted

The book
gone through many editions. The lowed by

jood deal of attention.
3

a decision of that body and
then the action of the general organization.
In the case of the seven exhibitors, the findings of the board of
directors have been sustained by the
entire organization, and it now remains for the penalty to be imposed.
This may either be a fine or suspen-

ildwyn offices declare that fully r.
>nth will be spent in picking the
The story calls for a num:ations.

Cuban scenes and
(take them in Cuba as
of

ir

book.

\

Work

it

is

It

Bernard Edelhertz, chairman of
Ernst Lubitsch's next picture for
the board of directors of the T. O. the Warner's will be "Deburau," acC. C, has found seven members of cording to Harry M. Warner, who
the organization guilty of violating arrived in New York yesterday from
the stand of the organization on the the coast.
that
understood
It is
"Enemies of Women" matter.
."Deburau" will be made on a lavish
The procedure followed calls for scale and that the entire coast proan investigation by the board, fol- ducing organization will be at Lu-

Sam Goldwyn.

known works and has

St

"Deburau" Next

—

— Book

'Cytherea," the powerful story by
seph Hergesheimer has been se-t$| as George Fitzmaurice's second

The story

Price 5 Cents

1923

Of Violating T. O. C. C. Agreement Ernst Lubitsch Now Preparing
en "Enemies" No Penalties
for the Warner's Warner's
Imposed Yet
After Plays and Books

Very Large

>duction for

6,

planned

called for in
begins the end of the

>nth.

bitsch's

The

disposal.

production

was purposely put off until the 18
Warner Classics had been completed
or nearly completed, thus leaving the
plant at the director's disposition.
"Irene" will also be on the 19241925 Warner schedule. Hope Hampit.
probably appear in
ton
will

Warner came East with Sidney
Franklin and Harry Rapf. During his
Leo Brecher, of the Plaza, and stay in New York, Warner intends
Dave Weinstock, of the Elmsere, have to buy up screen rights of plays and
forthcoming
both been fined $150 for showing literary
for
material
Franklin will
"Enemies"
under
contracts
with Warner productions.
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan. Word is ex- assist him in purchasing the material.
pected daily now relative to the set- Harry Rapf is also looking for matlement plan on which Will H. Hays terial on which he will base his future
While most of the 18
has been working in conjunction with productions.
Classics for 1923-1924 have been comWilliam Randolph Hearst.
pleted, pre2aratory work is now going
on for new productions.
sion.

Cytherea" attracted the attention

number

a

of

important producers

to create a sensation
But most
iiong the reading public.
them feared the difficulty of atj
len

it

began

Increased Admissions
Joseph M. Schenck arrived in Los
Angeles on Sunday from New York.
The Associated
Press
yesterday
quoted him as saying that star salaries
must come down and that admissions
must go up before the industry will
be on a stable basis and in that connection reported Schenck as follows:
"Just as surely as salaries went up,"
said Mr. Schenck, "they must now
come down. There will be no organized effort by producers to reduce
but there will be, and is, a
friendly co-operation and understanding between producers that is bound
to lead to the restoration of sanity and
normalcy in the salaries of stars and
players.
"The Will Hays organization, now
known as the Association of Motion
salaries

Picture Producers, will play an important part in this readjustment.
This era, in fact, will mark the rise
of the Will Hays organization to the
place it originally was destined to
hold in the industry."
The Schenck statement elicited no
response from the Hays office where
it was declared Hays would stand pat
Parade for M. P. Day
on his week-end statement in which he
A number of local exhibitors met
Floods Hit Oklahoma
declared that "unwarranted extravaat the Astor yesterday to discuss plans
gances must go if the industry is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for M. P. Day, Nov. 19.
parade
to survive and continue as one of the
in
OkOklahoma City The floods
up Broadway will be held on the afterdetrimental greatest forces for good."
very
been
have
lahoma
noon of the 17th with Boy Scouts,
theaters in places
producers' floats, mail carriers and the to many small town
Chaplin Film Banned
high
waters, espethe
by
affected
They will march
like participating.
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
the
part
of
Western
to the Mall in Central Park where the cially in the
The Ohio Board of
Columbus
and
June
in
May
only
was
It
State.
pictures will be taken for distribution
of this year that floods similarly hurt Censdrs has barred Charles Chaplin's
in local theaters that night.
business, and some theaters were just "Woman of Paris." The picture will
recovering from their losses when the not be reviewed, says the Board, unPetty in South for F. P.-L.
less drastic changes are made.
new floods came.

mpting to portray this vivid story
with the passion and
ich deals
nance that comes to two people
middle age the man, the father
a family and an important clubn, and the woman, the leader of
\v York society; only ending when
woman dies in Cuba.

—

:

How
is a very powerful story.
zmaurice will deal with it will inmany including these proest

A

!t
I

Hays The Medium
For Reducing Star Salaries, According to Joseph Schenck — Sees

—

bers.

DANNY.

—

—

F.

P.

Force

Reassigned

"laud Saunders, director of exploiion for Famous Players, has made

following re-assignments

of the

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City— E. L. Petty

of

Engel to Coast

Marcus Loew to Omaha
Marcus Loew leaves tomorrow

for

Allied Laboratories Ass'n held
a meeting at the Astor last night, its
first in some time.

The censors have recalled "The
White Rose," after passing it three
assistant manager,
.eon J. Bamberger,
New York, has been appointed disJoe Engel. in charge of production months ago.
h headquarters
in New York, to cover
trict manager for Texas Enterprises, for Metro, leaves for the Coast tov York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, WashThe Ohio law permits the Board
ton, Albany and Wilkes
Russell
Barre.
Inc., in Oklahoma and Fort Smith. morrow.
to recall or reconsider at any time.
Moon, Boston — Boston, New Haven,
Nothing definite with relation to
tland, Me.
Arthur G. Pickett, San FranDenver, Los Angeles, Port0, Seattle,
Metro's
plans for production plans
Laemmle, Cochrane Due Today
is
the
Enterprises,
Inc.,
Texas
Salt Lake City.
Paramount theater subsidiary in that for next season have as yet been deCarl Laemmle and R. H. Cochrane
ick
Ricketson,
Omaha — Omaha, Des part of the country.
termined. This problem will be set- are due in today from Chicago.
oca, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
tled when Marcus Loew reaches the Laemmle stopped off to see the Chijx Falls.
William Danziger, Chicago
Coast early in December.
aago,
Detroit
Cincinnati,
Milwaukee,
cago showing of "The Hunchback"
anapolis.
Whelan,
Peoria.
Leslie
F.
Blumenthal Sails
en route from the Coast, while
sburgh — Pittsburgh,
CleveColumbus,
Cohen Back
Ike Blumenthal sailed for Europe
Cochrane went on from here to atBuffalo.
Kenneth O. Renaud, Atlanta
Sydney S. Cohen has returned from tend the premiere.
tlanta, Oklahoma City, Dallas, New OrSome important deon Saturday.
Toronto
Charlotte, Memphis, Jacksonville.
Rochester
and
velopments with reference to his ac- a trip to
T. O. organization mattivities on the Continent for Famous where M. P.
Ray Coming to Town
attended the
Players are likely to be announced ters were discussed. He
Ray, Mrs. Ray, Frederick
Charles
meeting on M. P. Day at the Astor
Herman Starts Trip
shortly.
Sullivan, who directed ^'The Courtyesterday'.
am Berman, secretary of the M.
ship of Myles Standish," and E. E.
force of his

fl

department:

1,

1,

s,

I
f

New York, left yesterday
swing through New York State
take up the question of securing

T. O. of
a

cjoperaion for the repeal of the adsion tax.

hurried trip to Omaha.
return in about 10 days.

a
|

He

"Lab" Men Meet
will

The

Kidder, are
today

town

expected to arrive in
a conference with

for

Arthur S. Kane relative to
tribution of the production.

the dis-

THE

m

-3&%
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Kunsky Raises Prices
THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit

—Admissions

have

Kunsky
The
downtown theaters.
raised in

TiL 11)1 No. 31

light VIS,
l'ublulicd

Inc..

Nor

Tuesdar,

6,

1923

Prlci 5 Cents

Wid'i Film and Film
except

Daily

Fob,

Satwrdar,

at

WawJ 44th St., New York, N. Y_, by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.

71-73

Dannenbcrg,

and

Editor;
J. W. Alicoata, Treasurer and Bnaineaa Manager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
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Now

St..

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbflt 4IJ1 4iI2 SSS8.
Hollywood, California— Walter R. Greene.

Mil Hollywood
160J.

P'hone.

Bred.

HoUrwood

Mack,
—
W.
Repreeeatatrre— Ernaat

Chicago aUpreecntatrtw
W.baak Are.

London

It-ring

711 S.

Fred-

The Film Renter, Sia ShaHewhry

man.

Atc, Loadon, W. 1.
ParU EapreaenUtrew— Lc Flhm, 43
Oichy.
Central
tionale

Rac *k

—

European Repreaantatrra InternaFUmachaa, Prague (Caaeho-Sta-

Takia),

WanaetoplaU.

Quotations
High
East.
!.

I'.-L.

do

Low

...

i»id.

.

Goldwyn

60H
84^

Close

107^

Kod..l07}4 107

59^

S6¥s
84

84-4

9%

8

8

18

17

Salet

200
10,400

400
1,400
2,400

the

been

first-run

increase,
that of five cents, brings the prices
up to 65 cents for orchestra seats at
night at the Adams and Capitol. The
Madison prices have been raised a
The
cents.
60
dime, from 50 to
will
uptown,
Broadway-Strand,
while the Foxsame,
charge the
Washington prices were raised a few
weeks ago.

New Re-Wind Method

1879.

of

all

Sunday Shows

150 at Toronto Meeting

THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto— One hundred and fifty
(Special to

(Special to

Bioscope Improvements, Ltd., of
London, represented in America by
Edward C. Earle, has a new method
projection which eliminates reBioscope claims that bewinding.
sides abolishing rewinding, the new
device eliminates tension during projection; prolongs, the life of the film;
of

simplifies the work of projection, reduces the cost of projecting, and

exhibitors attended the meeting of the
Ontario division of the M. P. T. O.
last week.
Sydney S. Cohen and a
group of M. P. T. O. officials came
here from Rochester to attend. One
of the highlights was a suggestion
made by Col. Cooper, chairman of
the advisory board of the Canadian
distributors'
organization,
that
a
board representing the M. P. T. O.
be appointed to confer with the distributors on matters effecting the
business in general in Canada. J. C.
Brady was appointed to the board
of directors of the American M. P.
T. O. as the representative of the

Loews

H

17%

(Special

Wichita

to

19

6,

Wichita Fall
DAILY)
Tex. Sunday sh
in

THE FILM

—

Falls,

are agam operating
elapse of a year.

here,

;

after
j

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS
"A Novelty
1

Classic"

reel

Canadian body.

Pafhecomedy
~~~

Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore, Md. Because eight picBaptists Protest

(^j

—

ture theaters were opened to the public on a
recent Sunday night, and
abolishes scratched and badly marked benefit performances given to raise
prints.
funds to build the new West Baltimore General Hospital, an attack upStaunch Supporters
on having such picture shows given
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on Sunday was made by the MaryThe Indiana In- land Baptist Union Association.
Indianapolis
dorsers of Photoplays, have just is- petition was sent to the police comsued their annual report, and in which missioner of Baltimore asking that
there does not appear a "knock" he stop future performances of the
against pictures. On more than one kind.
Commissioner Gaither refused
occasion they have withheld their ap- to listen to the protest.
proval of a picture until the producer
could make the necessary elimina- Devore's Second, "Kidding Katie"

—

A

(Special to

tions.

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Dorothy

Devore's
be "Kidding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Katie," being directed by Scott SidCleveland Progress Pictures will ney.
The supporting cast includes
celebrate their first anniversary, Nov. Jimmie
Harrison,
Babe London,
Incorporations
18, by way of a sales drive, which
Eugene Forde and Blanche Payson.
Dover, Del. Theatrical Producers will last for six weeks. The company The
star's
first
comedy, "Navy
Incor- has already launched an extensive Blues," heads Educational list for the
Capital $10,000.
Trust Co.
porators, A. Milo De Haven, H. M. mailing campaign.
new year.
Heimerdinger and J. Shapiro, all of
Benton Harbor, Mich.
Lee-Bradford Sales
Tickets Cut-Rate, Not Free
Lee-Bradford announces the folIn connection with the forthcoming
lowing sales:
Cameo showing of "The Mailman,"
George E. Kann Corp.,
Albany
The H. Lieber Co., Indianapolis, has F. B. O. has printed 4,000 cut-rate
E.
Incorporators,
G.
York.
North"
Big
bought
"Adventures
of
the
Far
New
tickets for letter carriers and postal
Kahn, G. Tumpson and J. Klein. At- Feature Rights, Louisville, "The Broad
Road," "Partners of the Sunset," "Is Money employees.
It
was
erroneously
tnrnev R F. Kraft.
Everything" and "Below the Deadline"; stated 40,000 tickets would be diMinter-United, Detroit, "Shattered Reputatributed free to people in that branch
tions,' '"The Broad Road" and "Below the
New
Corp.,
Film
Deadline"
Security
Pictures,
Chicago. of the Federal service.
Albany White
Incor- "Shattered Reputations," Below the Dead$150,000.
Capital
York.
line," six "Squirrel Comedies" and "Partners
porators, A. Lajorta, M. R. McManus of the Sunset."
Bellas Back in Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and J. P. LaCava.
Cleveland O. E. Bellas, newly
Parker Re-elected
Ellis Parker Butler has been re- elected head of the Cleveland exhibiYork.
Albany— Gudrum Prod. ,New
elected president of the Authors' tor's association, and W. J. Banks,
Incorporators, N. April, A. Gross and
League of America, Inc. Other of- executive secretary, are back from
Attorneys, Gross &
A. Schilman.
ficers include C. B. Falls, vice-presi- Detroit, where they conferred with
April.
dent; Eric Schuler, secretary and H. M. Ritchey on organization problems.
Methods of business used by
Louise M. Fillcox, treasurer.
Albany Fox Jamaica Rialto TheMichigan are expected to be adapted
Capital
New York.
ater
Corp.,
for the Cleveland body.
New "Camera" Editor
Attorney. S. E. Rogers.
$10,000.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
.

November

^Tuesday,

Progress Pictures a Year Old

second

comedy

will

—

—

New York

Hollywooc

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales

Fifth Are.

Murray

Tel.

Hill

Mr
1831

—

;

—

IF

"BIO"
WOULD

;

Albany

Hollywood —-"Camera,"

— M.

New

York.
Albany.

P. Products Co., Inc.,
Attorney, F. J. Knoor,

^^dcLcaUojxai (RctuAju^

studio

Fred

paper,

W.

has

a

new

local
the
editor in

Fox.

M. G. Felder

5F1CE

OF THE PROGRAM"

(Special to

Sales

(

DISTRIBUTORS

1S40 BROADWAY

N«W

YORK,

N. Y.

EXHJBITORS
Now

Ready

for

TOM MIX

Booking
in

"SINGLE SHOT PARKER
Ask Those That Played
Box Office Cleanup!
Industrial

Film Co. 729

It

7th A\
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Philadelphia— The

F.
M.
I.
L.
Board of Trade met here yesterday
and last night gave Oscar Neufield,

Otto Signs With Fox
Henry Otto has been signed by
Fox on a long term contract. He former president a dinner. Charles
C. Pettijolm was here from Newdirected "The Temple of Venus."
York.

Andree Lafayette Sailing
Andree Lafayette sails today

THE

Philadelphia Board Meets

STILL

THE BEST

—

—

CARBONS COU

BE MADE BETTC

Fox Signs Famous Clown
for
France to make one picture there.
Fox has signed "Poodles HannaShe expects to return here in three ford," the riding clown. "Poodles'
months.
was last with the Hippodrome.

# SBW
Pictorial

J^

Aids to

Exploitatioi

i

Phone Circle 38"

"designed to suit your needs

sday,

November

6,

m

1923

,

Big Films Wanted
FOR THE ENGLISH MARKET

GRAHAM WILCOX
174

FILMS

WARDOUR STREET
LONDON, ENGLAND
Producers and Distributors of

PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING"

Are Prepared

and

"CHU CHIN

CHOW

Purchase Outright
Big Important American Photoplays
to

CHARLES WILCOX
c/o

CHU Chin ChOW
Now

Ready for Screening

Banzhaf

&

Pembleton

130West42ndSt.

NEW YORK
Bryant 2657

Victor
Seastrom's
production from

'The Master of

by

Sir Hall

Caitie
Wait

'till

we

you the cast!

a motion
picture master*
piece coming

soon from

MoldwuiiCosmopolitan,

tell

Man"

——

—

—

7Ao brAdstreet
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Go-operation

ASSETS

Pettijohn Goes

BY DANNY

7,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Changes

Christie Features

From

Minneapolis to
Pierre, S. D. to Dissipate Erroneous Ideas About Pictures

Paramount May

Planned by Comedy Organization

New

Studio in

;

WestwoGd

in

Plan

Drop Demonstra-

tion Theaters in Small Cities

to

probably

Not Enough Co-Operation
is quite likely that the demonLos Angeles The Christie organi- stration sales plan inaugurated by
Charles Hyde runs the Grand Opera zation which, with one exception has Famous Players may be confined to
House and J. E. Hippie, the Bijou. always confined itself to two reel theaters in big cities only. The origHyde is a banker in Pierre and Hippie comedies, is going in for full length inal intention was to include a batch
comedies.
Christie did make a five of houses in towns of smaller proowns the only newspaper there.
It was "So Long portions so that the exhibitor could
Pierre has a combination church to reeler in 1920.
released through see what the pictures have grossed
which many of the townspeople be- Letty," and was
long.
The church arranged to op- Robertson-Cole.
in cities close to his own size.
A $1,000 000 studio will be built by
erate the Grand Opera House on
The company, it is understood, wa
The first set on the idea of using the big
Sunday doing away with admissions the company in Westwood.

Storm
"Tess
PickMary
when
Yet
(
paid
she
back
Id bought it

the details wer>
centers only.
made.' public, as noted at the time, S.
R. Kent received a flood of applications, many of them from theater?

As represented by studios and
Something few outside
[iys.

—

even bankers
the business
the rights to
yet
And
tilize.
ago are
years
produced
|iys
conimportant
any
sch that if
to liquidate
would
plays
these
of
ti value

was compelled

|:n

Famous Play-

pve enormous.

off as

had written

er

of

$1
untry."

lirth

tlmsands for

it.

Word from
effect

the

the Coast
the

that

studio site

the

Boulevard.

is

to

Christie's

Westwood and

will rebuild in
sell

the

on Sunset

need not be sur-

It

prising to see the Metro studio
sold for building

lots

because

much

studio sites represent too
profit for

the realty alone to be

used for such purposes in
the realty

of

'

boom

view

Holly-

in

This applies to several
companies as well. Warnhave a fortune in profits on

wood.
)ther
er's

studio realty should they

:heir

:urn
.'

I

it

into cash today

.

of the studios are turned
building lots this may have some

some

efct

on production on

—

Coast.

the

M|iy producers
notably Richard A.
i land
First
National think
of
h

it

'1

might be gained by producing
East.
Rex ^Ingram isn't wild
producing on the Coast. There

many

r

—

others, including Griffith.

Pierre, S. D., the capital of the
state boasts of two picture theaters:

passing around the collection
plate at the end of the show. Hippie
objected, especially in view of the
fact that Hyde is alleged to have
spread information to the effect that
the pictures Hippie showed could be
seen later at the opposition theater
but

Thereupon,
admissions.
without
Hippie got angry and in Pierre's only
newspaper launched some attacks on
The church
the church element.
group, lacking an outlet for its indignation because it could not get
into the columns of the only paper
in town published pamphlets attacking the motion picture industry in
general.

When

Charles C. Pettijohn of the
was in Minneapolis last
week, he was told of the situation and
immediately jumped on a train with
A. H. Fischer, president of the Min-

Hays

office

neapolis Board of Trade and explained the entire situation to a committee of thirty, including many
The point is that the
state officials.
expense gone to and the time involved amount to a greater sum than
the industry can get in rentals from
Pierre in some little time. Pettijohn,

however, considered it very worthwhile in order to make the church
group and the state officials belonging to it feel more kindly toward

motion pictures.
The matter was straightened out by

making

Hyde

uchowetzki's Plans
S:ects to

Make Modern

;ing to the

in

All for a

Woman,"

will

plays and

can

keep

Hyde can
theater on

first-runs.
theaters
not get the pictures Hippie
Thus, Hippie
vice versa.
his regular clientele and
continue turning over the
Sunday to the church.

Cosman Back
Jack Cosman, who handles

It

—

Realty Corp. recently purchased 70 acres of land on National
Boulevard as an investment.

Christie

"Two White Sister" Openings
"The White Sister" will open

in

Chicago at the Great Northern on
Sunday, and on the same date at the
Chestnut Street Opera House in
Philadelphia. These will be the first
out-of-town showings of the picture.

Associated With Graham
understood that Ike Blumenthal, who sailed for Europe on Saturday, will be active in managing the
Famous Players interests in Europe
in
association
with
Cecil
John
It

is

Graham, whose

office is in

Allied

in medium-sized towns.
It was then
decided to embrace them in the sales
In the short time, however,
plan.
that the system has been operative,
it is understood the Paramount sales
department has discovered that the
co-operation expected and deemed
necessary to the successful carrying
on of a plan of this type has not been
forthcoming from the smaller houses.
Therefore, it will probably follow that
the smaller towns will be eliminated.

Cochrane Leaves Sunday
D. Cochrane will leave New
York Nov. 11 to return to Kobe,
Japan, where new Famous Players-

Tom

London.

"Lab" Men Hear Hoy

The

When

have

headquarters

Laboratories

been

opened.

Ass'n.,
Cochrane spent several weeks here
met at the Astor Monday
conferring with E. E. Shauer, renight, was addressed by Charles B.
garding future plans for distribution
Hoy, who spoke to the various ownin

which

ers present about the advantages of
a credit system.

Japan.

"U"
"Blood and Gold" Next
It is understood Distinctive's next
picture will be "Blood and Gold," and
that Albert Parker will direct.
Conrad Nagel is coming on from the
coast to play the male lead.

to Star Laura

La

Plante

Universal has raised Laura La
Plante to stardom. She will replace
Gladys Walton on the schedule cf
Universal Special Attractions.
Tie
first La Plante picture will be "Tl e
Thrill Girl."

Neumann

Arriving

Hannes Neumann

With
is

Laemmle

Print

scheduled to

arrive in a few days from Berlin. He
will bring a print "I. N. R. I." the
big Biblical production which Ben
Blumenthal will handle here.

(Special to

—

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Carl Laemmle, inbound
from the coast, stopped off at Chicago
yesterday, where he met E. H. Goldstein, who was on his way to Universal City.

the sale
1

Agfa stock in this country, has
turned from a trip to the coast.
of

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

both

re-

led to

nmcnthal putting him under
Trendle in Town
leaves for the Coast today.
Jtook Buchowetski just six weeks
George W. Trendle, general manim English. All things consid- ager of the John Kunsky theaters,
Continued on Page 2)
Detroit, is in New York.
.

>

— Says Europe

Production
mitri Buchowetski, the Russian,
work in directing Pola Negri
Mad Love," Jannings in "Peter
at," and "Othello" as well as
'" released here
by First Na-

is

I

Coast

"Through"

Pictures

Cost $1,000,000

"Red Robe" Opens Monday
"Under the Red Robe" opens at
the Cosmopolitan theater on Monday,
replacing "Unseeing Eyes."

DeMille Signs
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

"Scaramcuche"
(Special to

in

Boston

THE FILM DAILY)

Boston — "Scaramouche"
the Park theater on

Monday

opens
night.

at

— Cecil

B.

De

Millo

has signed a new long term agreeTHo
ment with Famous Players.
first picture under the new arrangement will be "Triumph."

.

THE

-a&m
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DAILY

At Broadway Theaters

Buchowetzki's Plans
(Continued from

Cameo
David Copperfield" is the feature. "A
Sailor-Made Man." a Lloyd revival is also
part of the screen presentation.
XXVI Ni. 32 Wodnosdir. Nit.
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Rivoli

The "Rivoli
Silva, tenor.
next screened, just before Paul
in
appear
a special
Oscard and Marley
"His Children's Children"
dance number.
Ennio Bolognini, cellist,
he feature.
it
closes the bill with two selection, "Traumerei," and "Basque Airs."

Da

Adrian

and

Pictorial,"

is

t
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THE FILM

St.,

New

York,

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

—

Strand
The

program at the Strand consists of
"Prelude," by the orchestra; The regular
"Weekly Review;" a prologue to the feature,
"A Woman of Paris," the feature, and a
The Strand
Chaplin revival, "Pay Day."
this week has a "Chaplin Week."

At Other Houses

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
Wabash Ave
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,
Shaftesbury Ave.,

Chicago Representative

S.

Ion

The Film Renter,
London, W. I.

P

orchestra opens up with Otto Nicolai's,

The

"Merry Widows of Windsor" and is followed by "Roses of Picardy," symphonized
home tunc sung by Miriam Lax, soprano,

Representative

iris

53a

— Le

Film,

Clichy.

42

Rue de

—

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

European

Central

Besides

which

"Rosita."

is

in

its

second

at the Capitol, and "Woman-Proof,"
at the Rialto, the regular Broadway holdHunchback," at the
overs include, "The
Astor; "The Temple of Venus," at the Central
"Unseeing Eyes," at the Cosmopolitan
"Scaramouche." at the Forty-Fourth Street,
and "White Sister," at the Lyric.

week

;

;

Page

1)

er^d he speaks very fluently, though
slowly. And when he becomes much
interested in his subjects he drifts
German.
This
French
or
into
happened when he became enthusiastic over his possibilities of directing
He tried to use Engin this country.
lish but was so interested that he
lapsed into German to explain that
picture making on the continent of
Europe was "practically through."
"France has no studio equipment,
Germany does not make the kind of
pictures that even Germans like, now
that they have ceased making historical films, Italy is ambitious; otherwise there is nothing to hope for.
That is why I am so happy in coming to America.
My plans I have
none. I go to the Coast to see how
they make pictures, and once again
to see Pola (Negri).
She is a great
artiste; a very great artiste."

—

No

Quotations
Vesterday, being Election Day, and
gal holiday, the stock exchange
closed.

Incorporations

—

Creation Pictures Corp.,
York.
1,250 shares preferred
lc
at ?100 each; 2,500 shares comIncorporators,
no par value.
n,
Howard Kstabrook, H. T. Pennock
.,ii,1
R. G. Thatch. Attorneys, Whitman, Ollinger & Ransom.

Albany

New

P. T.

O. Not Bound

Brandt, president of the M.
P. T.'O. of N. Y. declares that the
state organization was not bound in
any way to work with the national
organization on M. P. Day. He said
that as a member of the T. O. C. C.
he was personally pledged to support
Billv

the

move.

Albany

— Radio
$10,000.
S.

Prod., New York.
Incorporators. L.

Michelman, and

Attorneys, Cohen
pheim.
New York.

&

J.

Op-

Cohen,

— Bryant

Inc.,

fighting attend the declaration of the

Republic.

IN

MEMORIAM BEATS ZEV AND

and

is

OWN — Kentucky

colt overturns the "i
a sensational surprise at Latonia.

YALE BEATS ARMY
at

31-10— Huge

New Haven

Other news

sees sensational game.'
as usual.

tod ay

is but 29 and has been
seven years prior to
which he was an actor in Moscow.

Impersonator Nabbed
has been causing
Harry
Reichenbach
considerable
trouble by passing bad checks in
Reichenbach's name, has been arrested and was later released when

A man who

this
his

individual's

family

pleaded

HAL1 ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle

for

of

:

Pantomime."

2 reels.

freedom.

Paihecomedy

Rex-Hedwig Expanding
The
Rex-Hedwig Laboratories is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
expanding.
The new plant started
Chicago William S. Barbee, form- last
July, and is now able to turn out
er owner of Barbee's Loop has filed over
750,000 feet a week.
New ap-

—

a

voluntary

petition

bankruptcy.

in

theater owner schedules
liabilities of $232,550 most of which
were incurred in the operation of the
theater and no assets outside of office
furniture.

After

Washburn,

SEPARATISTS DECLARE RHINE
PUBLIC — Scenes of disorder, rioting_

for

Comedy

The opening shot of
Messinger comedy is a

Ideas

paratus is being installed and it is
expected more
floor
room in the
building will be secured.

"Daniel Deronda" Luxor's Next
"Daniel Deronda," from the novel
by George Elliot, will be Luxor's

a

RENALLES,

Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

third for this season.

new Buddy

Morgan Bryan and T. O. Eltonhead
are writing the titles for "The
shares
Capital
$200
New York.
cipals of all schools in the Metropoli- School for Scandal."
Attorney, Edi-tock, no par value.
tan district, inviting pupils to submit
ward M. James, New York.
Serial Story for Film
idea themes for future Messinger
comedies.
In connection with
"The Silent
Albany Roland West Prod., New
Command," Fox is issuing a 15,000
York. 50 shares stock, no par value
Peggy in Maeterlinck Story?
word novelization in serial form to
Attorneys, Wentworth, Lowenstein
be syndicated to newspapers by ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
& Stern.
Los Angeles Sol Lesser declares hibitors.
that one of the important outcomes of
Albany Concordia Prod. & Supply his trip abroad was the promise he Scenario Finished, Start Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Capital, exacted from Maurice Maeterlinck
of
New York.
Corp.
Hollywood Fred and Fanny Hat$100,000.
to write a story in which Baby Peggy
ton have finished writing the scenario
will appear.
The
on "Shadows of the East."
Albany Embassy Prod., Inc., New
story will be made by Fox.
Changes In Buffalo
Attorneys,
York. Capital $100,000.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kendler & Goldstein.
Price Jump
Buffalo Fenton Taylor is again
Albany

No. 90

Barbee Bankrupt

The former
Capital.

PatheN<

Buchowetski

directing

tionale

M.

192

7,

letter to prin-

—

—

EXHIBITORS
Now

Ready

for

TOM MIX

Booking
in

"SINGLE SHOT PARKER"
Ask Those That Played
Box Office Cleanup!
Industrial

It

Film Co. 729 7th Av.

—

—

—

—

—Dirinda

Albany

New

York.

Producing Corp.,
Attorneys, Gross &

April.

sales representative for Selznick while
Frank Young has assumed his new
duties as booker of that company's

f

lcIiiajlaJ

(Special to

Hodkdnson Anniversary
Hodkinson celebrated its sixth

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Charles

N. Johnston,
former manager for Fox, and more
recently with Paramount, has joined
Buffalo

THE SHCEOf THE PROGRAM"

THE FILM DAILY)

— High

operating
expenses have forced Andrew Hettesoffice.
Young is succeeded at Vita- heimer, manager of the Orpheum, to
advance his prices from 20 to 25 cts.
graph by Clayton Pfeiffer.

Johnston Joins Dependable

d^dimalicmal

(Special to

Dependable Pictures.

Johnston

cover the Rochester section.

Cincinnati

will

an-

Lusk Handling "Anna Christie"
Norbert Lusk is handling publicity

"Anna

Christie."

I

Exclusive representative for

MR. LOU TELLEGEN
Man

Blackton's "Let Not

j

Put

Asunder"

Address
17

all

Corrununications

West 42nd

tot

Street

Longacre 8225

New

Yoikl

NEGATIVES WANTED!

We

niversary yesterday.

for

Minnie Elizabeth Webster

will buy outright or undertake distribution of worthwhile
pictures for U. S. and Canada,
or the entire world.
Box S-1600 c/o The Film Daily
71 W. 44th St.

New York

,

PLAY WeDRlVIN'FOOL

ACROSS THE BOARDS

Proof oi a picture
is in the showing.
Follow the lead of
those who cleaned

i

"BILLY"

WEHLE ATTRACTIONS,

ISIS

INC.

THEATRE

CLEAN
OURTEOUS
OMFORTABLE

Playing the Best

T~>L
'LEGANT
L
|H LITE

M-Jf
/NTERTAINMENT

in Pictures

Grand

up on this great

and Vaudeville

seat seller

Rapids. Mich., 0ct.l4thi923

X-tffcS&te*

W.W. Hodkinson Corp.,
Film Bldg.
Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen:
We wish to take this method in thanking
you for not only a good picture ,but a real business
getter. We refer to your "Drivin' fool" with Wally
Van.
This picture opened in the above theatre today
to the biggest business that this house has had under
the present management.

Breaks Records

Wonderful

The exploitation on this picture is wonderful and we also wish to express our sincere appreciation to your representative, Ur.Ray Branch, for his
untiring efforts in helping "put it over".

For the first time in this theatre, since
the showing of "The Birth Of A Nation" a picture was
applauded and not only did they applaud, but they also
laughed at every situation that called for one.
,

1

In closing, we wish to state that we feel'
safe in saying that the Hodkinson products will in
the future have a market in the Isis Theatre, if the
balance of your pictures are any where near the
standard set by the "Drivin' Pool".-

Wishing you the success with this film that
you so justly deserve, with best wishes and kindest
personal regards, we remain,

Very truly yours,
"Bi 1 ljr "Wahle

B.W./j.V.

,

- Compared to
Birth or a Nation

Wants MORE

HODKINSON
Pictures

A 1 1 rac t/Tpna, Ino.

j&te

ging Director.

HODKINSON

PICTURES
Directed by Robert J. Thornby
Presented by Regents Pictures Corporation

Exploitation

featuring

WALLY
VAN
RUTH

MILLER

PATSY

and

ALEC B.FRANCIS

=

NOW
READY
TO TALK

-i»#'

DISTRIBUTION
after

one

<//

year in the making

solid

W.

F. Alder's

ISLE
VANISHING MEN
Now packing them

in

on Broadway, Los Angeles

"Most strange

of all photoplays"

Unparalleled national advertising tie-ups.

Previously unheard of exploitation angles.

Wire W.

F.

Filmed in the original locales of W. F. Alder's widely read book of same name.
(Century Co., N. Y.)

Alder Explorations, Inc.

w.

1118 Citizens National Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles
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DEBYMILLE
DANNY

To New De Mille-Famous Arrange-

— Back

ment

he announcement that Ceci)
JjDeMille has made a new
geemeht with Famous should
- >r an indefinitely long time
hhense with rumors as to a posi e change from his old home.
Pit several well known coraJies had made overtures to
That there
DKIille is known.
leaving
his
possibility
of
a
r
ious is also known. But then
itiad not made "The Ten ComOr, perhaps it
ldments."
to say that
better
be
Hit
officials
other
Lasky
nor
her
Because DeMille
seen it.

Again Actively as
Director-General

The announcement made on the
that Cecil B. De Mille and
Famous Players had entered upon a
new arrangement, was followed yescoast

by a joint statement issued
by Adolph Zukor and Jesse
L. Lasky. There ha\e been a number
of reports emanating from the coast
terday

locally

about De Mille's future affiliation, a
persistent one crediting him with
joining United Artists: The ZukorLasky statement follows:

"The

De

new

agreement

with

Mr.

that all pictures made
by him in the future will be made
for Paramount.
M/. De Mille's pictures will be of that same high stand-

Mille

means

ard which has characterized

his

all

|

been
(

keeping

this

Continued on Page 2)

under

strenuouslv.

:r

Buchowetzki to Meet Lasky

When "The Ten Commandnents" opens here shortly

it

by Famous offiials to prove a revelation.
*Jo one is talking about it at
85; no one is allowed to.
hit if it doesn't prove the
creen sensation of all time
here are going to be a lot of

Censor Repeal Dubious

both

Republicans Gain in N. Y. State As-

expected

s

people

iisappointed

home

he

office

at

and the

"THE MARRIAGE

One of the many elaborate settings in
MARKET,"
a Columbia Special, distributed by C. B. C. Film Sales Corp., featuring
Jack Mulhall, Alice Lake, Pauline Garon. Advt.

sembly Where Relief Measure
Died Previously

studio.

why shouldn't "The Ten
mandments" be a wonderful picOver $1,500,000 has been spent

iter all,

'

he making. If that isn't sufficient
nakc the greatest picture of all
then what amount must be
Zukor
certainly
worried
igh about it
And
so did Kent.

—

y
as
i

ot

must have had his own worBecause even Famous
well.
sink that

much money

in

expected.

|;

held out for a possible repeal

Hampton Here
D. Hampton is back in town

Jesse

trip to the coast.

sntinue

making the big

special

he ever
it will be
a fillip in-between the big
nes.
The effort made, and
hat he believes to be the re-

'pe of picture.
If
takes anything else

Out-of-Town

The Eastern Zone

of the Associa-

all exhibitors in the East will be discussed.
Charles B. Hoy's credit ratings are the basis for this.
Further
Continued on Page 2)

Joe Rock Arrives
Joe Rock is in town from the coast.
At the Astor and in for a week.

Critics

on First Runs

>

of "The Ten
lents" insures this.
Jt,

Commandi

And with this advent keep an
ft on Famous for more picires of this

type.

delphia,

in Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Phila-

Washington and other key

FILM DAILY.

The

first

cities, will

appear in

THE

installment will include "Flaming

Youth," "Slave of Desire," "The Light That Failed" and "The
Virginian," as well as

many

until

Not Selling in Groups
M. P. Equipment Dealers will
two day session at the Astor
In local exhibitor circles, it is reon Monday and Tuesday at which ported that United Artists is selling
a credit rating system as applied to "Rosita" and "A Woman of Paris"

Beginning Sunday and appearing weekly thereafter, generous
excerpts of criticisms on important current pictures at first
run theaters

trip

tion of
hold a

Paul Lazarus of United
Artists declared yesterday the report
was without foundation and that the
company never sells in that manner.
jointly.

Lazarus Back
Paul Lazarus of United Artists returned yesterday from a trip through
the Middle West. It was his regular
fall

Do not be surprised to see
amous—or rather DeMille

his

Rating Exhibitors

Jesse D.

from a

Buchowetzki postpone

the return of Jesse L. Lasky from the
coast on Saturday.
Doctor Hugo Reisenfeld, of the
Equipment Dealers Spreading Credit Rialto-Rivoli theaters, is planning a
luncheon for Buchowetzki before
Idea, Using C. B. Hoy's System
he leaves for the coast.
Convention Next Week

a

without apprehension. But
well that ends well
and it is
: hoped that the picture turns
out

—

Hope

of the censorship law in New York
State was somewhat dissipated yesterday when late editions of the
morning newspapers showed that the
Republicans had gained five seats in
the Assembly at Albany.
It will be recalled that it was in
Continued on Page 2)

Dimitri Buchowetzki was scheduled
In
to leave for the coast yesterday.
the morning, however, he paid Adolph
Zukor a social call and then both became so engrossed in production
problems, that Zukor suggested that

others.

sales jaunt.

First Nat'l Lists 23
Ambitious Production Schedule Mapped Onr— Will Cover A Six
Months' Period
First National yesterday announced

—

an ambitious schedule ambitious in
view of the general tendency now
prevalent in the business to slow

down

in production.
23 features, some of

The

list

includes

them completed,

Continued on Page 2)

.

THE

&&*%

DAILV

No Time

Censor Repeal Dubious
«/"F«X>OM

(Continued from Page 1)
that the repeal measure
fought for earlier in the year was
checkmated and finally totally set
aside in the late, night sessions of the

the

XIII Ni. 33
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Address

all
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Assembly

Assembly.

last

now

Republicans

scats in the present Assembly and the Democrats, 69 of
In the new
the total of 150 seats.
Assembly, the Republicans will have
86 scats and the Democrats, 64, thus
giving the majority party 22 seats
The Demoover the Democrats.
organization
made a trecratic
mendous fight to break the Republi-

control 81

Thursday, November

Phila.

Limit

(Continued from Page 1)
pictures in the past, and plans which
he already has made provide for a
number of exceptionally big productions which will even enhance! the
fame which is sure to come to him
by his production of 'The Ten Com-

mandments.'

"The

fact that the agreement is not
restricted as to time indicates as

judgment, experience and keen sense

Rockland County, where
1603.
W. S. Gedney, defeated James A.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. Farley; 5th Erie District, where A.
Wabash Ave.
Borkowski
defeated
E.
P.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, B.
Oneida District
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., Wypijewski;
1st
London, W. I.
Devereux defeated M. J.
Le Film, 42 Rue de where J. C.
Paris Representative
Kernan; Columbia, where Lewis F.
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- Harder defeated R. R. Livingston
Central
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
and Chemung, where H. E. Copley
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
defeated Oscar Kahler.

—
—

—

—

fi

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES
'Laughing Purposes Only."

more assumes

Assemblymen
who
Democrats come from
districts:

Philadelphia— The M. P. T. 0.
Eastern Pennsylvania will meet S
day at Fay's theater, to make
plans for Motion Picture Day.

nothing else could the great mutual
respect and regard existing between
Mr. De Mille and ourselves. We are
also happy that Mr. De Mille once

can delegation from Monroe County,
The new
but their efforts failed.
replace
the following

Meets on M. P. Day
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

the duties of directorgeneral, because that assures all of
our productions the benefits of his

will

2 reels.

Paihecomecjy

of picture values."
"I am very happy
that my associates, whose long continued personal and business friendship I value among
richest possessions, have seen fit to contract for

De

Mille said:

my

my

productions without a time limit.
This permits me to make plans for
pictures far in the future
if necessary."

—ten

years,

Cosmos Art Pictures

The

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do. pfd

Goldwvn
Loew's

.109

61H

Low

Allison
Salei

Close

107^4 109

2,100
13.000

6V/2

58%

Not quoted

....

8^2

&A

VA

700

177/s

17%

17%

2,000

(Special

Rating Exhibitors
(Continued from

Page

1)

(Special to

—

Atlanta
George R. Allison, of
Fox, has been re-elected president of
the Atlanta Film Board of Trade.
Other officers are Dave Prince, of
vice-president;
Famous
Players,

John

Selznick, secretarythe following have
been named directors: Allison, W.
W. Anderson, of Pathe; C. R. Beachem of First National, A. C. Bromberg
of Educational and J. J. Burke, Jr.,

Ezell

treasurer,

of

while

cooperation between equipment dealers will be gone into.
of Metro.
All told there will be about sixty
present, from Baltimore, Washington,
"Pioneer Trails" at Rialto
Philadelphia, Boston, and New York.
Oscar Oldknow. president of the Na"Pioneer Trails" will be the feature
tional organization will come from at the Rialto next week.
Atlanta and L. E. Barth, secretary
from Chicago to attend the meeting.
national convention will be held
Lists
First
in December at which the five zones
(Continued from Page 1)
into which the country is divided
some in production and others to
This meeting may
will be present.
be made. The pictures include:
be held in Chicago.
"The Swamp Angel," featuring Collen
Norma TalMoore, now in 'production.
madge in "Secrets" with "Romeo and Juliet"

A

23

Nat'l

JOIN

Company Wins Point
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington
The Knickerbocker
Theater

Heads Atlanta Board
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

damage

Phone

sole defendant in
suits for $10,000 each

developed from the collapse
of the Knickerbocker Theater in January, 1922 when Justice Siddons, directed a verdict in its favor in the

brought by Oscar Underwood
on behalf of the widow of George
Freeman, a Knickerbocker mu-

suit
jr.

*EAb

S.
sician.

119 Fulton St"

Mrs. Coogan Leaves
Mrs. Lillian Coogan has left for
the coast with options on a number
of stories which will be read on the
coast and one selected for Jackie's
picture

to

"A

follow

Boy

of

Flanders."

Larry Weingarten is making a tour
on behalf of "Long Live

WANTED
For

One

California Territory

Hundred

No

Lucian

Albertini

Albertini,

who

has

been

making stunt pictures in Europe for
some time has signed a contract with

"The
down"

Women

will

Hoyt

appear
will

in

make

;"

the Jury
and "Sunnow in production. "The Danis
gerous Maid" starring Constance Talmadge
is likewise on the schedule with "Alias Nora

O'Brien" and "The Mirage" promised and
from Frank Lloyd will come "The Sea
Hawk." Richard Walton Tully will produce
"Flowing Gold;" Edwin Carewe, "A Son
of the Desert" and "Snake
Bite."
Sam

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Goldwyn

EXH.BITORS
Now Ready

for

TOM MIX

Booking
in

"SINGLE SHOT PARKER"
Ask Those That Played
Box Office Cleanup!

on

It

Industrial Film Co. 729 7th Av.

contribute

two,

William de Mille Here
William de Mille arrived in town
from the coast yesterday.
He will
confer

with

Clara

Beranger,

his

scenarist on "Icebound," the next de
Mille picture which will go into production after the shutdown period.

"The Eternal

Turning to American Methods
City" which is completed and "Cytherea" to
Al Fcinman, just in from Europe
be (Icorge Fitzmaurice's next picture. Richwhere he handled exploitation for the
arc! Harthclmess is down for three "TwentyOne" which is completed; "The Enchanted Warners declares that English exCottage," now in production and "Nathan
hibitors are turning more and more
Hale" to come.
to American exploitation methods.
will

Dillon Signs
First National has signed Jack Dillon to direct a series of five pictures.
The first under the contract will be
"Lilies of the Field."

From Trip
THE FILM DAILY)

Endert Back
(Special to

—

Seattle
George P. Endert, manager of the Paramount exchange, is
back from a trip to the coast.

Independent

Features

of the East
the King."

"U" Signs

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS.
TO THE THEATRICAL AN
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI

Reissues

Need not be of recent
but must be reasonably

releasi

pricw

All replies strictly confidential

Box

Lillian

also listed.
Corinne Griffith
"Lilies of the Field;" Harry

9091

which

Maurice Tourneur
Gish Sails
on the future schedule.
will direct "Torment;" from the Ince stuGish sailed yesterday on dios will come "The Galloping Fish" and Universal to appear in a serial. He
the S. S. "Conte Rosso" for Italy "The Last Frontier" while a print of "Anna is now on his way to Universal City
in Christie" has just arrived in the East. "The to start work.
starred
will
she
be
where
Meanest Man in the World" and "When A
"Romola."
.Man's A Man," two principal releases are
Lillian

NOW

— Beekman

Theater Co., the
four test

Associatio

Exhibitors Associati

i

Quotations

8, 19;

S-8

Care Film Daily
71

West

44th
N. Y. C.

St.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

PMMlOWFjl
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREE

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 29
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

Presented by

Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn
Pictures)

By Montague

Glass and Charles
with

Klein'

BARNEY ALEX VERA
BERNARD CARR GORDON
Martha
Ben Lyon.
Mansfield.

Hope Sutherland

De Sacia Moocrs.Lee Kolmer.and twenty others

Directed by Clarence Badger
Iran the scenario by fiances Marion
Produced by arrangement with AJitt&ods

Variant—.
Thursday, November

1923

1,

GOOD PICTURES OFFSET RAIN;
PHILLY DOES BIG GENERALLY
Praise of "Potash and Perlmutter
Pulled $26,000—"Green Goddess
Spurt Estimates of Last Week

—

'•

Expected

to.

"Philadelphia, Oct. '31.

Fine notices plus good box

^s»Vuete 4

\

,r

«g5fer*

u
to a du.

»b\T

"^^?r^^^

office nee drawing card that- ''Za«a"' was;
attractions, easily offset a stretch "Potash and Perlmutter" was a
of rainy weather here last week, and smash in the evenings, the attendas a result almost all the downtown ance of men being greater than the
houses did good business; not as house has seen in mohths. It could
big, possibly, as they might have undoubtedly have stood a second
with . more
seasonable
October week 'at the Stanley with ease, but
weather, but above their recent av-' this house seems to have abandoned
its "--practice of even
erage.
occasionally
particular case in point was showing pictures more than a single
week.
will,
Jt
however,
have
"Potash and Perlmutter," . at the
Stanley.
Seldom have critics and the regular second run at the Palace
given
to
the
better drawing
public been so perfectly in accord
here on a picture. An official of the cards at the Stanley, and may have
Stanley company made the remark a third showing at "the Capitol.'
that it was the first time In' ages
Estimates of Last Week
that he had seen reviews so- hlgblyif
Stanley "Potash and Perlmutter"
laudatory that they had to- be (First. National). Went very big;
printed in full in ads and'postere In |best house has had in
long. time.
order not. to lose any of the effect.
Gross close to $26,500. Horse race,
Every paper had flattering things pictures only other feature on b!
to say about this First National mentioned Itfcads, so "P. and P." v
Icomedy. and the crowds started undoubtedly the attraction. "G
Jcoming Monday and Tuesday, fle- Diggers" this week started ectu.
pplte a heavy downpour, from morn- well. .(Capacity, 4.000; scale, 35
ng until late evening of the latter 50. cents, matinees; 50 and 75 c<
ay.
While -possibly not the mati- evenings.)
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On The Banks

of the

From The EXHIBITOR'S

Wabash

TRADE REVIEW

'On the Banks of the Wabash,' the entertaining Vitagraph photodrama,
*
*
*
It is a picture that ranks
will be a success wherever it is shown.
high in entertainment value. It affords excellent opportunity for effective
prologs and in every other way is a real showman's picture."
"

N. Y.

EVENING JOURNAL:

MOVING

'Combines

MORNING WORLD:

"Here we have

And it is quite
a flood for a climax.
Mary Carr is quite efwell carried out.
fective, as indeed, she usually is, and the
story ends in a roar of happiness."

stupendous climax will accomplish
it's purpose in bringing out the thrills
and giving your patrons what the earlier
part of the picture hints at terrific flood

—

scenes.

"The cast has many excellent types and
shows enthusiastic direction."

FILM DAILY: "The

MORNING TELEGRAPH:

"This latest
effort of J. Stuart Blackton has all the
concomitants requisite to popular appeal.
The picture has exciting river scenes
which bring the story to its climax."

EVENING WORLD:

"If

you

tically staged

flood has been realis-

and furnishes an exciting

finish for the story."

WEEKLY FILM REVIEW
max

brings a real

thrill

said:

when

like

N. Y. TRIBUNE: "It will no doubt be a
very popular picture."

From The EXHIBITORS

HERALD

"This subject has a great deal about it to commend it as a box office
picture.
It is well enacted and it winds up with a splendidly done flood
scene which furnishes a legitimate big punch.
"This spectacular effect is decidedly unusual and is as well done as anything of its kind that we have seen. It is sufficiently strong and effective
to insure every kind and type of patron a real thrill."

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION
By arrangement

ALBERT

"The
the

cli-

dam

and barns are swept along
by swirling water, the hero is caught beneath a heavy piece of machinery with
water rising rapidly about him, a steamboat catches fire and her boilers explode.
Thrills are piled on thrills."
bursts, houses

those 'down hum' films, you'll like 'On
the Banks of the Wabash.'

J.

"Thrill

"It's

"The story centers
N. Y. TELEGRAM:
about a fine old character, 'Cap' Hammond, quaint in humour, strong in manhood, who rises to an emergency and provides the thrill of the picture, a climax
startling in its immensity."

N. Y.

WORLD:

seekers will find something new and big
in the flood climax which brings this
Vitagraph melodrama to a close. The
old 'Sarah Jane' plowing through Main
Street, making its rescues from second
story windows, is an impressive spectacle
but only a part of a maelstrom of dramatic events that culminate here.

impressive flood scenes and
good performances. It is a pleasure to
look at little Madge Evans."
distinctly

N. Y.

PICTURE

with

E.

J.

EDGAR SELDEN

SMITH

president

—
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No. 34

Out-of-Town

BY DANNY
possibility of economies
merging of physical distri-

who knows
wave

«

—maybe

like others, will

of

retrenchment

in

(Last Spring a series of ariles on distribution problems
ippeared in this publication,

much criticism. Some
ideas developed in this serThen, too, there is the old
andoned idea of the Amerin Express Co., which might
:11 be re-considered, and perps some ideas found there
ght be helpful.

Philadelphia

—

Why

unfathomable mysteries of
But there are others

is|usiness.

others.

tax.

—

Associated

Press

reported

Hal

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Fox

theater

representative,
secured
his
first
knowledge of the accident from the
press dispatch.

Fredman

Sails

Tomorrow

W. Fredman,

Ernest

editor of

Film Renter, leaves for London

morrow with a batch
which

material

will

The
to-

of interesting
appear in the

Erno Rapee, annual number of his publication.
opens on Nov. 19.
formerly of the Capitol, will be man- Fredman yesterday expressed his apaging director and leader of the preciation of the manner in which
orchestra.
he has been received here by his

many

who
Kingsbridge Amusement
Goldreyer,

operates

Co., has
the
sold the Kingsbridge theater in the
Bronx, a 1400 seat house, to the
Eastern Parkway Realty Corp. Sofferman's was the broker.

Natl Executives Here
number of First National execu-

A

town, including Robert
Lieber, E. V. Richards and Walter
Hayes. As noted, Fred Levy and
George W. Trendle have been here

tives are

in

for several days.

"This Freedom" Next
"This Freedom" will follow "The

there are other

might easily be
•ed with such an idea workout. It would be crude at
it.
But what isn't?
that

a

box-office!

Inasmuch as a number of state
leaders expected to attend the conference called by the Western states
at French Lick, Cole may have a
number of leaders to confer with.

"Lab" Men Meet Nov.

Charles

C.

Pettijohn

left

for

Scardon Sails Saturday.
Paul Scardon sails for Europe to-

No

Financing Needed

A

of reports current in the

financial district concerning Famous
Players since the company announced
its shut-down in production has resulted in the issuance of a lengthy

Hearing Opens on Coast

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The Federal Trade
statement by R. W. Saunders, CompCommission resumed its investigation
which he declares that there
Players here troller in
(Special to

into affairs of

Famous

is

yesterday.

Hodkinson Offering Prizes
Hodkinson is offering a number

no need for financing or recapitaliSaunders goes into the fi-

zation.

of

Earl Hudson Here
Hudson, First National
Earl
repreEastern
J.
Ragland,
John C.
arsentative for Harold Lloyd, left for production manager on the coast,
yesterday.
town
in
rived
yesterday.
Louis
a short trip to St.

Ragland on Trip

15

The Allied Laboratories Ass'n will
hold a meeting at the Astor next
Thursday night to hear the details of
a credit system developed by the Hoy
Reporting Service for use of the laboratory owners. Watterson Rothacker who is in town from Chicago is
expected to remain over for the
meeting.

Chicago yesterday to attend the anFamous' Position Satisfactory and
nual meeting of the Film Board of
Dividends Will Continue, Says
Trade there. A dinner will be held
R. W. Saunders, Comptroller
at the La Salle Hotel tonight.

Real Picture

"Th Eternal City." The first Fitzole to be produced by Sam

What

move, so the Colonel immediately
wired back that French Lick would
be a good place to meet.

morrow.

Temple of Venus" at the Central cash prizes for the exchanges rolling
Novemtheater when the latter picture ter- up the greatest gross during
anniversary
Hodkinson
which
is
ber
minates its run at a date as yet unmonth.
determined.

'

short to ara

make such

Leaves for Chicago

1st

—
—

(Continued on page 2)

that the time was too
range their affairs to

friends in the picture business.

Goldreyer Sells Theater
Charles

The Colonel, who was sent East
by the Texas organization of 160 exhibitors, was anxious to have such a
meeting take place here during this
week, but many state leaders wired

The maze

Certainly with probably 700
more exchanges in operan through this country
nething should be done,
ey are not needed. Salesn, yes
Other
all possible.
'p no
not to the extent of
isent day operations.
This
luced cost would help the
ole business, even reducing

olc'yn.

French Lick next week to discuss the
way of removing the admission

best

from Los Angeles yesterday that
Harold Lloyd was hit by a fire nozzle and thrown off a moving truck
while working in his new comedy,
"The Girl Expert."
His forehead
He will continue to make was cut and injuries sustained that
pany.
two novelty films yearly, such as will keep him out of the studio for
"The Call of the Wild" and "Rex, two weeks. John C. Ragland, Lloyd's
Angeles

(Special to

is the time to do
nqhing if anything is to be done.
nj time
ago many of the leaders
d radically decided to try out a
wcalling for the merging of the
And one
iy|:al handling of film.
iti man upset the apple cart.
8 ea was not tried out excluding
i» entleman's
concern is still one

A

include

Lloyd Injured

The

Fight

ticipates that a number of prominent
of various exhibitor
state leaders
organizations will meet with him in

Roach has
started production of "Somewhere in
Kansas," a feature length comedy for
Pathe.
He may make two of that
kind yearly for the distributing comLos

Fox's Phila., Opens Nov. 19

Aall events this

And

Comedy-Drama for Pathe
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

King

al

Is

installment will

Tax

Texas Expects to Meet Many
Prominent State Leaders at
French Lick Next Week
Colonel H. A. Cole, of Texas, an-

"Slave
of Desire," "The Light That Failed" and "The Virginian," as
well as many others.
first

clares

vited

itals.

The

Roach deof Wild Horses."
that his coast-to-coast trip
convinced him that features should
be no longer than six reels and is
making his plans accordingly.

nong them the Aronson
oup on "The Golden Bubble"

i

on First Runs

Discuss

Cole of

this

-action.

le

FILM DAILY.

follow

Certainly it is an
auction.
Certainly it
t esting subject.
And better
for thought.
il

Critics

THE

again. It has
of a number of
i attention
nrs. Whether anything will
ne of it remains to be seen.
u it is having a lot of thought.

nn looms up

omy,

Price 5 Cents

Beginning Sunday and appearing weekly thereafter, generous
excerpts of criticisms on important current pictures at first
run theaters in Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia, Washington and other key cities, will appear in

'he

c

1923

9,

To

iCONOMY

q

November

nancial condition of the company at
length and declares that "the executives see no reason why the present
eight per cent dividend on both the
common and preferred stocks should
not be maintained."
Saunders discusses three items of
interest, as he puts it. The first concerns the application made to the New
York Stock Exchange for the listing
of an additional 14,228 shares of common stock, making a total amount
(Continued on page 2)
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^ted of 243,4.11 shares of common
nthout nominal nr par value, out of
"tal authorized issue of 450,000.
'n this connection, he says:

Price 5 Cents

'

right

Inc

Wid's Film and Film Fclks.

l<>23,

Published

.

Wesl

4

W

1

ager;

New

Saturday,

at

11.438 are to be
for one-half of the
in full pavment
capital stock of Hill Street Fireproof Build
ing Co., and for one-half of the capital stock
of the New York and Pacific Coast AmuseAs Famous already owns the
ment Co.
other half of each of these issues, it will make
The New York &
them the sole owners.
Pacific has been successfully operating two
theaters n Los Angeles and the Hill Street
company has built and is now operating with
great success the beautiful Metropolitan theater at that place, which, although recently
opened, has already succeeded in building
np a large and ever growing clientele. Ry
of the
one-half interest
purchasing this
Sid
Graurnan,
Famous
former
partner,
Players are thus acquiring three theaters
that have already demonstrated their earning
capacity, and have acquired a piece of real
estate in the heart of Los Angeles, the value
of which is continually increasing."

"Of
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St.,
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Joseph

except
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great love story splendidly told: a
splendid cast, and the settings of
Italy.
With Mussolini, the Premier,
appearing in the picture.
True, it
isn't the wonderful story that Hall

—

Caine wrote it has been modernized
with the Fascisti in it and the world
war and other things. But the appeal
is

still

David

—

there the conflict between
and Bonelli for Roma with

triumphant,
and some mob
effects with the Coliseum of Rome as
the setting
magnificient stuff.
If
you can't do business with this one
there's something wrong with you.
love

—

—

Baby Peggy Leaves
Baby Peggy leaves for the coast
tonight.
Harry D. Wilson is also
returning to the coast in the same
party with Peggy and her parents.
James Loughborough will handle
the

Eastern end of Principal's pub-

licity

and advertising.

He
Trade

AND NOW FOR THt LAUGHS-

NEAL BURNS

FOOLPROOF"
Christie

Comedy

shares,

next

discusses

Commission

the
suit,

Federal

and

in

that connection says:

"The second matter of information arose
during the inquiry by the Federal Trade
Commission, which investigation has been
proceeding now for some months, and its
effect
has been pretty well discounted in
financial circles.
When, in response to a
subpoena, the list of stockholders was submitted,
the name of the President, Mr. Adolph
Zukor, did not appear. It is a well understood practice for many wealthy men not to
hold stock in a corporation in their own name,
but this fact was not, apparently, understood
by the reporters present, and the statement,
wholly erroneous, was published that Mr.
Zukor did not own any of the stock. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Zukor's stock interests in
the corporation are said to be even larger
than they were in 1920, and this fact was
promptly published."

"The Girl in the Taxi"
Cinema Supplies Co., Ltd.,
Austria, Hungary, Szecho Slo-

States;

for
vakia, Poland, Yugo-Slavia, Bulgaria,

Roumania,

nroner charge aca'nst the surplus accumu
'ated in previous vears and the write-off was
handled in that manner.
In accounting and
financial circles this was considered a verv
wise procedure.
The company did the same
some years ago with the Arbuckle loss and
is
cidently following the same procedure
whenever an occasion arises There are no
other items of this nature in their assets at
present requiring attention.
-i

"With earnings running

at the rate of last
economies in mind, to

and with the
getber with other cash coming in from subthere seems no reason why a substrengthrn-ng of the cash position,
with suitable reduction of the bank loans,
cannot be looked forward to by the end of
the year, or if not then, within a month or
two thereafter. The larger part of the economies will he effective in the first two months
of next year, and by March 15, the position
of the company ought to be a very strong one.
President Zukor said the other day that the
company had no occasion for refinancing or
recapitalization, of which there have been
rumors, and also stated that he considered the
outlook favorable and was looking forward
to
good business during the winter and
spring.
The executives also see no reason
why the present 87, dividend on both the
common and preferred stocks should not be
maintained."
year,

Albany
York.

Prod.,

Inc.,

shares stock,
Attorneys, Gross

value.

New

— Gadrun

no

100

&

J

York.

Albany

— Albertina

Rasch,

New

and

Turkey,

European

New

Albany
Prices

Up

Mid-West

in

Stanley C. Jacques, Pathe's manager in Cincinnati, reports to the
home office that admission prices in

gone up

territory have

slightly,

those theaters formerly charging 40
cents now getting 50 cents. He finds
business generally very good with
the exception of West Virginia, where
conditions in the coal fields are not
yet stabilized.

— Movie

Supply & R
York. Capital $5 000.
torney, Louis Philipps, New Yoi

Albany

Co.,

Greece.

— Elliot

Dexter,

Inc.,

York. 200 shares stock, no par
Attorney, Edward James, New

Albany— M.

Winkler

J.

\

Prod.,

Capital $20,000.
York.
torney, O. S. Oshin, New York

—

Albany

Drop

Head

Proj

Sales Co., New York. Capital
Attorney, S. H. Fuller.
000.

—

Dover, Del. Eldorado Prod.
Wilmington.
Capital $2

000.

Alder Film on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "The Isle of Vanishing Men," the new W. F. Alder picture,
had its world premiere here last week
at
Clune's Broadway.
The entire
lobby was decorated with interesting
and unusual articles used by the Kia
Kia cannibals of the South Seas.

—

Show
(Special to

Chicago

Scientific

9

!

CHARLEY CHAS
COMEDIES
"Consistently Good."

Films

1

reel

children's

tivities.

Penson Enters Sales Force
Charles Penson, former manager

of
supplies for Universal, has resigned
to enter the selling end and has been
assigned to a zone in Universal's

Washington

HAL ROACH

THK FTLM DAILY)

— The

territory.

Cobb May Go

Pafogcomedy

WANTED
For

One

California Territory

Hundred

Independe

Features

No

Reissues

Need not be of recent rele
but must be reasonably prk
All replies strictly confident

Box

S-8

Care Film Daily
71

West

44th

St.

N. Y. C.

to Coast

Heath Cobb, of Grand-Asher
may go to the coast shortly with r
F.

batch
for

of

he

stories

Bryant

has purchaser'

Washburn and

Elliott

Dexter.

Two
United

Reissues

Artists

are

reissuing

"Broken Blossoms" and "The Mark
of Zorro."

Hold-Over

at

the

'

New

Inc.,

:

-"tarters that the write-off of about *1 OOfl nn.fl
of the German productions should be taken
out of this year's earnings which, however.
• »>ev
will not affect in the least.
They are

Incorporations

Albion

his

19

9,

York. Capital $15,000. /
to ney, Nathaniel Cholney, New Y

department of the Field Museum of
The third refers to the cessation Natural History,
holds sessions every
in production.
Saunders here exSaturday afternoon, at which a numnlams that negative costs have been
mounting for the past year and adds ber of scientific reels are shown. The
public is invited to these showings
f
hat "as a result of this wise economy,
which
are largely attended.
*he company will show a very substantial cash saving which will be
Tvailable for the further strengthenHall Back With Kinograms
ng of its cash position." He then
Ray L. Hall, one of the organizers
-avs:
of Kinograms and for three years its
"To all anpearances, the earnings of the managing editor, has returned to the
•ompany will not be affected by this move staff as associate editor, after an
i"d they will somewhat parallel the earnings
absence of two years in other acof last year.
Tt was commented in severa'

sidiaries,
stantial

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

14.22H

;

of

Address

the

'

Mersereau. Advertising Manager
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Sales

National reports the follow"Circus Days" to
ing foreign sales.
the Madan Theaters. Ltd., for India.
Burma and Ceylon; "Trouble" and
'Trek's Bad Boy" to Karl Suering,
for Soviet Russia and Border States;
17 Mack Sennett comedies to Johan
Kerre for Soviet Russia and Border
First

(Continued from

Vol.

Foreign

Reports

Nat'l

1st

November

Friday,

Rivoli

"His Children's Children" will be
held over for a second week at the
Rivoli.
1

THE TR UTH
TTJ

**•

fl

They

"C

new

*-*

have now been completed.

pictures which

IS

Paramount announced

will be released at the rate of

to the trade last

August

one a week beginning now,

"THE SPANISH DANCER," "HIS CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN;' "THE LIGHT THAT FAILED;' "STEPHEN STEPS OUT" may
ff

Prints of the first four,

now

be seen at Paramount exchanges.

Demonstration runs on "THE SPANISH DANCER" have proven, in all sections
of the country, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that this Pola Negri picture is one of
fl

the greatest box-office draws ever released.

Demonstration of "HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN" in New York marks this
picture as sure-fire. It is marvelously acted, sumptuously produced, has an engrossing story and is full of strong, human-interest drama. It has tremendous pullingpower. We are confident demonstrations of "HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN" in
other sections of the country will show the same result. We ask that exhibitors
watch closely its success in demonstration theatres.
fl

fl

"THE LIGHT THAT FAILED" we

in

it

believe

is

another great big picture.

It

has

the romance, the drama, the story interest and the superlative acting that only

big box-office attractions can hope to have. It has already received the Board of
Review's endorsement as one of the two best pictures of the month.

^"STEPHEN STEPS OUT"

speaks for itself. Is there any one who doubts the
interest of the entire American public in the name "DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR."

The others of the 19 new Paramount Pictures which we listed in full in this paper
last week make up an output of product that is absolutely revolutionary in motion
picturedom. Such stars, featured players and supporting casts, such great stories,
such magnificent productions of proved-in-advance box-office merit could come only
from Paramount.
fl

Exhibitors may rest assured that the Paramount Pictures in the months to come
will be the greatest line-up of Paramount ever released.
fl

flAnd that's saying something!

FAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION
,

AOOLPH 7UKOQ

Pr*>,dent

.

MARV

•^

PICKFORD
Hosita"
S71 depart \rh
i

With

JZomance

holbrook: blinn

adapted by Cdivard Knoblock.
<Ttory

M

by Nbrbert

^Jalk^,

ifihotodraphy by Charles J2osher

ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
SMary Pickford
Douglas Jairbank.w
c

Charles* Chapl/ri

D.W.Qriffith

yfiram Gbram<s, President

Potm
CLASS OF SERVICE

SYMBOL

Telegram

Day

Letter

Blue

Night Message

Nite

Night Letter

NL

It none of
these three symbols
appears after the cheek (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

WESTE
NEWCOMB CARLTON,

president

UNION
GEORGE W.

AM

E.

ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PHESIDENT

CLASS OF SERVICE

M

BLUE

3.

Day

Letter

NOtf

Nite

Night Letter

NL

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character Is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.
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HIRAM ABRAMS

UNITED
JNITED ARTISTS CORP
NEW YORK
MARY PICKFORD IN ROSITA OPENED

AT/

N. Yi

THE ORPHEUM THEATRE

O.N

SATURDAY TO THE LARGEST BUSINESS IN THE HISTORY OF THE
THEATRE A8 THE ORPHEUM THEATRE HAS BEEN IN EXISTENCE. HOR

SEVENTEEN YEARS THIS IS AN ACHIEVEMENT OJTWHIJCH MISS

HCKFORD CAN

BE. 'JJJSTLY/

PROUH
iJONES. LINIjCK'

£ND SCHAEEE&

£DOLPH LINICK

Blue

Night Message

EXTRA
CHICAGO ILL 130P

SYMBOL

Telegram

RECEIVED AT

10FTJ

1201

x»-

^ WOMAN of PARIS
A DRAMA OF

//

FATE

eafurinp

Qjdna jpurviance
ty

CHARLES CHAPLIN

*<

The Public Will Fight To See This"

"There is no doubt that the public will fight their way in to see this production
and they will not be disappointed," says Martin J. Quigley, in Exhibi" 'A Woman of Paris' is a distinguished subject.
tors Herald.
There are
marvelous touches of humor, pathos and subtle allusions which have set the
Chaplin comedy pictures apart from all other kinds of pictures the world
over.
It is all handled in a manner as unusual as the world famous genius
of Chaplin himself."

—

Mow

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin
TAarij Pickford
Douglaj- Jairbankxr
_ D.W. Griffith,
Qiiram Qbram^ President

!

!

—

associated Outhors,

"

Inc.

Woods/] [\ Elmer Nam's
"Jhompson Buchanan J±l\-Clarl^ W. "J homos
Jranki

present

RICHARD

the

LION-HEARTED
Q

pranks

Woods Production

Jiased on Sir Walter Scott's novel, *1he ZJa/isman"
with Wallace Beery as °!<jna JZichard"
the role he" created in "J^obin liood
Direction by Chef Withey

'Satisfying; Stirring;

Spectacular"
'Satisfying entertainment, martial splendors,
stirring action, spectacular appeal.

"A

large scale production, a sympathetic love

story, clash of

mailed warriors, deeds of hero-

ism, stealthy intrigue.

the glorified dash, brilliant lure and

"Has

all

pomp

of battle.

"Suggests exploitation tie-ups with book
stores, school boards and women's clubs."

Trade Review.

—
THE
November

iy,

Supervisors

Announced

—

supervisors
district
All
nta
)uthern Enterprises have now
Ford Anderson, forplaced.
in charge of Carolina, goes to

Arthur

a;

J.

Amm

remains

"David

Cameo
AMERICAN — Comparatively
• • •

Rogers retains Tenbecomes
Hill
3ia supervisor; E. L. Perry goes
ahoma and A. E. Fair remains

DAILY NEWS—They've

Vaudette,

Atlanta,

got

a

dandy

Copperfield." * * *
The film is
its
characters are a credit to
Switzerland's Hollywood.
There's no need
to say that the story is one to be enjoyed

"David
Swiss

Thomas, formerly man-

the

distinct appeal.

its

A. C. Cowles, who has
tas.
public relations representative,
es booker in the Charlotte ofif

*

and

youth

by

will

and

age

alike,

inasmuch

as

it

follows
closely
Charles
Dicken's
widely
Rogers as booker, and Loy- loved novel. * * *
the
with
[ennedy, formerly
EVENING JOURNAL—* * • ought to•
d, Atlanta, will book for Flor- make every movie fan caper
for joy. * *
DeSalles Harrison remains at The names of the cast are strange to

h

The real
as booker.
nent, of which Louis

estate

i

am and Freeman on Trial
THE FILM DAILY)
Coram,

D.

revelation

performing

a
a
Not only

to

with

find

such

the natural views, the photography and the
direction are as nearly perfect as one could
reasonably expect.

MAIL— *

pecial to

on— Chester

a

is

uniformly high calibre of ability.
is the acting praiseworthy, but the settings,

maintain offices in At-

will

1,

America, but it
group of players

Cohen

* * a

and dramatic

motion picture so simple

presentation, so perfect
in characterization and so beautifully pictorial
that we do not hesitate to recommend it to
those who scoff at the films and to screen
patrons.

of

ork and William J. Freeman,
ton. are on trial today in the
District Court, charged with
the mails in a scheme to deOriginally the men were inwith two others whose cases
een nolprossed, and all pleaded
The
when arrainged.
juilty
Coram and Freeman
; against
the promotion of stock
;ith
a picture corporation.
f
r

in

its

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

1

• • is an
excellent picture with reservations. * * *
The action is dignified and genuine and the
sets are well planned; the photography is

unusually

fine.

SUN—The
captures the

age
those

film, to our way of thinking,
spirit, the atmosphere and the

of the story quite
three qualities are

DAILY — Carefully

SQUARE

TIMES

excellently.
And
peculiarly elusive.

and elaborately produced, fairly well acted
and carelessly adapted that sums up the

—

joldwyn Dance Nov. 23
"David Copperfield. • • •
It is a work
jlGoldwyn Club will give its an- with a distinctly limited class appeal.
Imce in the grand ball room of
TIMES— It is a film, which brings this
Ehnsylvania, on Nov. 23.
solace, this peace of mind, contentment and
lent Lopez and his Pennsyl- a wondering about the past — a picture that
I

|

Jrlotel Orchestra
«:or the dancers.

will

Many

furnish
enter-

features are being arranged
rluding performers from the

rlit

theater.

t

lodkinson Sales Drive

On

November, Hodkinson

will
drive for

iig

sixth anniversary
d collections. "New business"

s

watchword and Hodkinson
Its are making direct appeals
i

co-operation
for
their territory ahead.

Mibitors
r|

in

I

Callaghan, of Monohas left on his first
He will visit Chicago,
Cleveland,
Indianapolis,

J.

trip.

I

'g,

TRIBUNE— But

for Dickens lovers there
enjoy in this presentation, for,
even if one does get the story in scenes
hung together with titles, the characters are
is

much

to

Dickens own
is

faithfully

fascinating

to the

done
even

life.

in

in

* * *

The

simple, tasteful and a
fairly faithful photograph of the author's intention.
From a vulgar, commercial point
of view it cannot be noted that the film
knocked all or any of yesterday's audience
is

completely out of seats.

conundrum

from

switched
other

the

to

it

;

re-

—
was no

anwhich there
Eaton and H. Cooper Cliffe.
swer. * * *
A finer cast couldn't have been secured,
and yet all these actors were lost in the
of

to

shuffle

terrific

the

of

DAILY NEWS—*

emulsified

picture.

* we weren't at all
surprised at finding no small source of entertainment and food for thought in the
Certainly this is a
Rialto's feature. * * »

worth-while

*

film.

EVENING JOURNAL— Neighbors
Rivoli
said it

The

who had

at the

Arthur Train's novel
was an interesting and well-knit story.
read

version

film

is

from being well

far

MAIL— *

* *

interesting,

but

it

is

knit.

A

film of the jazzy young
their drinking and foolish
affairs, but through it there runs a story of
the sewing of wild oats in middle age which

folk

is

extremely

well

*

*

There

nothing

—

—

SUN That denouement, in which the
house that starts out with so much affluence
comes crashing down to ruin in all shapes
and sizes, is enough to raise this film version of Arthur Train's novel above the others
Shrewd directing by
of its class. * * *
Wood and much deft acting by the cast
bring out the best values in this story. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—The

picture,

however, looks to be a money-getter for the
smaller towns.
It is a wallop at New York
society and the present-day jazz craze that
is sweeping the younger generation.

TIMES—

Sam Wood * * * with clever
manipulations and ideas, revealing his usual
resourcefulness and thorough knowledge of
work, has ground out a production
film
which, if it does lack a startling denouncement, is nevertheless entertaining during the
whole time it is on the screen.

—

TRIBUNE We are sorry that we haven't
read it, for we should like to know if Mr.
Train had morals concealed all over his
story the way Sam Wood had in his picture.
* * *
There are a lot of things we couldn't
unders'and in this story.

WORLD— Here
tor lost in a

again

is

the cinema direc-

forest of ideas,

Succeeds Peavey
linson announces that SherWebster is now branch sales

Guild Meets on Coast

Cleveland.

in

r

Now Manages

a

(|-cial

to

vorite
cial to

Det

it

i

tput.

management

to
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Point on Vernier Road.

—

Deal

THE FILM DAILY)
Films have con-

the entire

1923-24 C.

C.

& Katz's Roosevelt,
"Why Worry?" will
definite run.

Roosevelt

Schenck,

company, and

Loew's.

The

brought by Jack Cohn
Kessel and Charles O.

suit

Adam

Baumann

for $100,000 damages because they made statements in 1920
that a film Cohn distributed called
"Over the Fence," in which Babe
Ruth figured, was not genuine and
was a fraud on Ruth and the public,
has been settled by an agreement by
Kessel and Baumann to pay Cohn

$750.

The Film Development Corp. has
obtained an attachment against the
property of Ben Strasser of WinstonSalem, N. C, for $730 due for printing and developing the films, "Shot
Night" and "Devil's Match."

in the

Arthur Butler Graham has been
granted a motion by Judge Philip
McCook for preference on the calender for his suit to recover $62,000,
alleged due him for services rendered
to

Rudolph Valentino.
Nov. 26.

The

trial

was

the

Su-

set for

The Appellate Term

of

preme Court has affirmed a judgment
for $1,017 obtained by Samuel J.

Kessler against Max Rosenblatt for
services in connection with the 170th
Street Theater Corporation.

Mullins, chaplain of the Guild, presided at this meeting, and among the

—

Waco, Tex. M. L. Gardner has
reopened his Gaiety for the season.

New York

speakers were Ben Turpin, Jack Coogan, Sr., and Thomas Gray.

Chicago

WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

Fifth

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Harold Lloyd's of the important companies, H. L.
open for an in- Lewy. is now branch manager with
Associated Exhibitors here.

Murray HiU 1831

Tel.

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive Representative for

HELEN D'ALGY

Lewy

—

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

J.

Managing Buffalo Office
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Having served as salesBuffalo
Chicago Following .the run of
"Little Old New York" at Balaban man for a number of years, with most
at

M.

the Minson Mortgage Co., because
the Peekskill, in which Wertheim was
interested was conducted as a "tremendous loss," due to the acts of the
defendants.
The complaint named
the Minson Mortgage on the ground
that because of the actions of Schenck
and Bernstein, it broke a building
loan agreement with the Peekskill
theater.
The court found that no
cause of action was stated against

Follies

of

Lloyd Film

in

—

— Mary

picture to be made by the Detroit
M. P. Co., of which Frank Talbot is
the head.
The studio is at Grosse

Strand

— Warren Beand

and Burr

— Favorite

etc for
rr

re-

THE FILM DAILY)

sprange, N. J.
Wen over the
5 nd theater.
]

Webster

L. Peavey, resigned.

13.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Thurman, Tyrone
Los Angeles A meeting of the
Power, Arnold Daly, Kenneth Har- Catholic M. P. Actors' Guild of
lan and Henry Sedley have arrived America was held last night, at the
Father M.
from Hollywood to appear in the first American Legion Hall.
(Special

Detroit

and Nicholas
stein
officers of the Advance

running 'round

growing more and more panicky
Sam Wood is one
as the sun goes down.
director who ought to have done well by
*
the immensely entertaining Train novel. * *
It is pictured with great beauty, which in
this day of camera manipulation, means quite
little,
and it is terribly difficult to ke-ep a
line on without the aid of pencil and paper.
circles,

M and Philadelphia.
lebster

the Colonial at Peeskill, David Bern-

against

told.

very exciting about the picture
general, although some of the cast is
in
worthy of particular cheering.
POST A better cast could hardly have
been chosen, yet what chance did this little
group of competent people have in a story
which seemed to be interested mainly in
the varied number of scenes which could
Not that this picture fails to
be shown
interest, but it could have been made into
fine
and lasting if the characters
something
had been allowed to develop and unfold
normally.

Coast Players in Detroit

Supreme Court Justice Lehman ha%
a judgment dismissing against
Loew's, Inc., a suit brought by
Samuel Wertheim against Loew's, the
Advance Amusement Co. owner of

today,

of

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
is

picture

every way and is quite
its
present interrupted

characters

of

set

quired an Herculanean efforts to know what
Nothing was continuous
it
was all about.
The consequence was that a
or coherent.
a sort
fine book made a perplexing picture

in

WORLD— It

Pictures,

n

This is a picture which Dickens lovers
will enjoy in spite of its many deficiencies,
as it is such a beatific change from some
of the stories that are bought, paid for and
produced by film concerns. Take a trip to
the Cameo and get a mental rest for an
hour or so.

form.

Callaghan on Trip
nJew

different to others, and one that cannot
said to be perfect.
Yet it holds the
interest. * * *
is

be

one

In the Courts
filed

Rivoli
AMERICAN— The story

unheralded,

"David Copperfield" opened yesterday

with a splendidly chosen cast, beautiful
settings,
capable actors, and understanding direction.
But it is in great part
due to the fact of all the faces being enunfamiliar that gives the photoplay
tirely

R.

ohn

*

*

in

Montgomery

•

Newspaper Opinions
"His Children's Children"—F. P.-L.—
Copperfield"— Asso. Exhib.
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Beauty.

Blackton's

"Let Not
Address
17

Man

Put Asunder."

communications to
Street, M. Y. C.
Longacre 8225
all

West 42nd

a.tit

one

this

.

*>

'..

•,

k'

*^

g

Josepk Al. Schenck
presents

Constance
Turn*
'Qhe

DANGERPUS
MAID"

Here is a picture that has given
Constance a wonderful opportunity to

show her dramatic ability. A decided
departure for her— but how she does it.
Her performance will astonish and
delight the fans. That means big business.

Says

The

Exhibitor's Herald:

"Her 'Barbara Winslow'

will be redate."
role
to
.garded as her best

Directed tyMctarHeerman

Constance Talmadge at her best; a
What a
great title and a strong cast.

-Coniinuityty GGardner Sullivan

selling combination.

Rom thelWeltyEfizabethlllis
Photo^raphvlyHennMacMliains

Rights Controlled
Firsi

National Picture

Madison Avenue,

@>

New York

A Hrj&t

FIRST

NATIONAL

national Picture

—

1

(e BRADSTREET

7>fcRKOCHlZE&

f FILMDOM

Authority
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New

TEXAS

IN

By

M.

DANNY

you know

it

—

organization formed here a short
time ago, has now become permanent.
The M. P. T. O., of Washington,
formally came into being at a twoday convention held at the' Hotel
Calhoun, at which Dr. Howard S.

Clemmer, of Spokane, was elected
president.

when he snaps

Assurances have been received
from a number of exhibitors that they
would join.
At the moment, fifty

Cole got the

out.

exhibitors to organize.
he has 160 of them corralAnd they are working tor.
In a real way.

s

'We

A

exhibitors are enrolled.
program
of co-operation with state officials on
matters of state-wide importance was

adopted. At a dinner which brought
the meeting to a close, exchangemen
and exhibitors alike attended.

aren't interested in poli-

national,

3,

state

or

other-

Headquarters

so far as exhibitors are

se,

says he,
is the
anission tax removed. That's

we want

tat

I

to see

came East

darned

li

if

for.

And
way
much

I like the

There's too
pities.
Far too much. I'm
aliing something can be done
French Lick. We've simply
to get that tax off the
I
Iks."
tligs look.

have

been

opened

M. Hone, executive secretary.
The officers are: Howard S.
Clemmer, Spokane, president; L. A.
Drinkwine,
Tacoma,
first
vicepresident; J. M. Hone, secretarytreasurer.
Trustees,
Ray Gromhere by

|icerned," says Cole;

hat

—

Clemmer Elected President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
The temporary exhibitor

ley killed off short horns a
time ago. In Texas. Exon the range. Down there
want men to be men. And
lly they get 'em. That's why
man Cole is interesting.
is a long, lean, rangy chap.
lerly a Colonel in the Army.
:thing

State Unit

P. T. O. of Washington Formed
Fifty Theaters Join Howard

you speak for yourself, John?" An appealing bacher, Spokane; L. A. Drinkwine,
Tacoma; G. G. Johnson, Kelso; C.
Charles Ray's "The Courtship of Myles Standish," the big As-

The immortal "Why
scene in

J.

don't

sociated Exhibitors release.

—Advt.

Crandall's Tivoli Progressing

Opens Theaters for Children
THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsbur g The Rowland and

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

—

A. Swanson, Everett; J. A. McGill,
Port Orchard; H. W. Bruen, Seattle;
Fred Walton, Bellingham; W. Flint,
Arlington, and John Danz, Seattle.

Washington

—Work

on the

Tivoli,

Liebe Producing

Hapsburg Liebe intends making
have been opened the new Crandall house, is progressColonel, if you ever said a Clark theaters
house, which is at pictures at Orlando, Fla. Jess Smith
educational
The
mornings
ing
rapidly.
Saturday
for
ul you just said it.
Anytime
showings, especially prepared for 14th St. and Park Road, N .W., will has placed Ann Forrest with the
hibitors stop playing politics
company to play leads.
seat 2,500.
children.
ip worrying over who controls
r organization they may get
Big House for Easton
Fox to Build in L. A.?
Lane Signs With Fox
'lere.
For the past few years
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lupino
Lane has signed a new conas been so darned much pesky
Easton, Pa. Wilmer and Vincent
Los Angeles It is reported that
played hither and yon that Fox will build a theater at Sunset who now own three theaters here, are tract with Fox to make pictures on
the coast.
iven't done much of anything
and Western Aves., the site of the to rebuild the Colonial into a new
t's sort of reiteration to say.
Work starts
present studio when the plant is dis- theater to seat 2,400.
ixhibitors never have gotten mantled.
in the Spring.
Optimistic, Sails
r until they saw the red flag.
E. W. Fredman, Film Renter, LonDanger. Right in front of
Goulding Doing New Script
C
May Make Own Pictures
don, Refuses, However, to Com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Then they run like mad. To
Edmund Goulding, who has just
ment on Occurring Changes
"The
for
pther. Then the storm passes
Los Angeles It is reported that completed the scenario
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of The
politics come to the fore, and Madge Bellamy will make her own Fool," has been again engaged by
pictures upon completion of her con- Fox to do "The Man Who Came Film Renter, London, returned home
y is all over.
on the Leviathan, sailing Saturday,
Back.'
tract with Thomas H. Ince.
,

—

—

"

—

Cole of Texas.

Ue
I

Or Any-

from Anywhere. Will
tell
the gang where

get

off.

And how

trench Lick.

to

do

it.

Or anywhere.

perhaps someday the exthis country will
^omewhere. With their naI-

lors of

organization.

after five or six

weeks

in this

country.

"I appreciate that the view-point
Making Kid Comedies
"Tiger Rose" at Rivoli
M. J. Winkler is producing a series of an outsider upon existing con"Tiger Rose" goes into the Rivoli
the week of Dec. 2. "Lucretia Lom- of kid comedies at the Tec-Art Studio. ditions is desirable," said he, "but I
bard," another of the new Warner Through Jess Smith, Monty Brice cannot answer the question as to
what I think of conditions in
has been engaged to direct.
releases, plays the Strand Dec. 9th.
America. They are changing so fast
that it would be silly or practically
Lasky Arrives
Valentino to Make 5 Films
New
so for a foreigner to attempt to anarrived
in
Lasky
L.
signed
Jesse
Rodolph Valentino has
a
new contract with Ritz that calls for York on Saturday from the coast, alyze these conditions until they have
(Continued on Page 2)
but did not go down to the office.
five pictures.
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alifornia

— Walter

R.
Greene.
'Phone, Hollywood

6411 llollvwood Blvd.

—
—

jo Rejnesentative
Irving Mack, 738 S.
isli
Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
'dm Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
I
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I,
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— Le

Film,

42
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—
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Central

Optimistic, Sails
intinued

become
1

Pago

from

1)

For this reason
be excused from exopinion except to say

like to

my

pr< ssing

that 1 feel certain that the many excellent
pictures which America
is

producing
erity

demonstration of the
with which American proa

is

At Broadway Theaters
Astor — "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame.'
Broadway — "The Common Law."
Brooklyn Strand — "The Common
Law."
Cameo — "David Copperficld" and

ducers are seeking to establish that
standard of
on which will retain for the screen that tremendous
popularity which it so deservedly
should enjoy.
"I
have talked to the most important men in the business and from
they have told me I certainly
feel very optimistic for the future."
tl

84 Pictures Selected
of Review, co-

cperating with the National Association of Book Publishers, has selected
84 features based on worthwhile litture for showings during National

Book Week, which opens
rd

of

has

literature
'litors

today.

The

mailed out 50,000 pieces
to

all

women's clubs and

over the country.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

AND NOW FOR

THE.

LAUOHS-

NEAL BURNS

Robe."

—

—
—

—

"Mark of
Wednesday

,'.,

Comedy

is

—

N.Y.

BRYANT 6796

"A Proven

believe that the box-office
the only test of success. They

make

of films

Pathecomedy

and

what

films he
likes, and only those to which
he can give sincerity and an individual touch."

to

just

I

am

in the

market

Dame."
Broadway
Brooklyn

Next

Week

Hunchback

Notre

of

— Not yet— determined.
Strand "A Woman

of

Paris.'

Cameo — Not

yet determined.

Capitol— "Little Old
Central

— "The

New

Temple

York."

of Venus."

Cosmopolita n— "Under
(Tentative.)

Film Exchang

Iris

"Two-a-Day" Shows Gaining
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Richard Walton

—

Criterion

— "The

"There will always be the successful continuous theater, but the field of the motion
picture effort has become so large that there
is a corner
unfilled and a need that a certain part of our patronage will welcome.
These will prefer to enter their theater at
a given time, assured of a proper evening's
amusement, knowing in advance that they
are certain of securing comfortable seats.
"The two-a-day can never supplant the
continuous run picture house.
The latter
will always be the most desirable for the
majority of our film entertainments.
It will
never conflict with the two-a-day house and
it
will always be the real backbone of the
film industry."

—

The new

regulation

pro-

showing drinking, scenes of
drunken festivities, the flask, etc. The
The Times publishes a special cable
above move was made following sevfrom Copenhagen, which says, in
eral conferences between the board
part:
"Two Danish civil engineers, Axel and Governor Pinchot.
Petersen and Arnold Poulsen, demonstrated today before an audience
"Lopez" Screened Today
of prominent persons a new invention
Andrew J. Callaghan, of Monoby which the problem of the speakgram Pictures, will screen "The Mask
ing

declared solved.
"The human voice is photographed
by a special method on a separate
film, which is not connected with the
picture film. Thus the voice film can
he handled separately, which is reThe
garded as a great advantage.
same apparatus can be used for an
ordinary picture film."

Fight Films Seized

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dempsey-Firpo

fight

films

which have been on exhibition

at the

Charles

Newark, was held
transporting

Stemmerman,
in

$2,5(10

hail

of

Lopez,"

Thomson
rooms

of
for

them.

the

of

first

series at the

Ktmetve

'The dnestTitle MikJng Equipment
in the East makes possible our

GUARANTEED
TWENTY FOUR HOUR

SERVICE

CRAMEPoMIM-5
STUDIOS 'we
PhoneBry.8738~14cW50V46iSu-eet

the

to-

night at the Cosmopolitan, supplanting "Unseeing Eyes."

New

Old

York,"

which

opened

at the Capitol last night, will

remain

there

two weeks.

Ned
(Special

to

31*

Phone Circle
"designed to suit your

nec<

Child

Culver City, Cal.— Ned Child, for
years with Mack Sennett as
field representative in charge of ex-

(Special to

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

R.

T.

Cranfield,
Dist. Corp., left for

Hepworth
New York on Saturday.

of the

Rothacker Laboratori
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern

Ave.

Tel.

Sale'

Murray

Hill

i|

Minnie Elizabeth Websi
Exclusive representative

for

MR. LOU TELLEGEI

dead.

Leaves for Coast
Los

Holly

Chicago

Dead

three

is

New York
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Hutchinson Back in Australia

Eastern representative of Fox has returned here after a 14 months absen< e in New York.

250 W- 5* ' T

Fred

"Red Robe" Opens
"Under the Red Robe" opens

ploitation

THE FILM DAILY)
Sydney — W. J. Hutchinson, Far

msnn

Sun Projection

2:30 to-day, for reviewers

at

Pictorial Aids to Exploitati

and states right buyers.

"Little

Trenton.
Department of
N. J.
justice agents have taken possession
the

jtiu-S

hibits

is

to

Ave. N.

mgjmmmgamaam

—

measure.

CSpecial

IRIS

J.

729 -7th

PhoneBryant 3377

Red

the

—
——

film

JOHN

Tully says:

Films In Pa. Must Be "Dry"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
Philadelphia Harry
L.
Knapp,
Lyric— "The White Sister."
chairman of the State Censor Board,
Rialto
decrees that no pictures will be shown
Not yet determined.
in this state that do not, in every
Rivoli
Not yet determined.
respect, comply with the Volstead
Strand "Ponjola."
Robe."

for

SINGLE REEL N0VELT1

;

— "The

Product"

2 reels.

u

Palace.

145 W. 45. ST.

on formulae.

maximum number

the Beast."

— "Potash and PerlThursday — "Hell's Hole" and
"Fighting Blood."
—
Friday "Red Lights" and "The
iked AH'
—
Saturday "The Eternal Struggle."
—
Lyric "The White Sister."
—
Rialto "Pioneer Trails."
— "His Children's Children."
Rivoli
—
Strand "A Woman of Paris."

of

LEADERS * TRAILERS

live

will not allow you to do anything new, but if you do it and
everyone follows
it
succeeds
you like sheep. It is the film
producer's duty to
withstand
the financier's demand for a

mutter."

i<p..,....0

animated films
,/Irt Titles

COMEDIES

"They (American producers
apparently)

Red

the

— Rex Ingram, speak-

ing at a lunch said:

"The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
Loew's New York Today "Dulcy."
Tuesday "The Gun Fighter" and
Criterion

FOOLPROOF
Christie

London

1923

12,

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG

THE FILM DAILY)

to

They

Danes' Perfect Speaking Film

The National Board

(Special

Sailor

Cosmopolitan— "Under

Monday, November,

This Industry of Ours

Made Man."
Capitol—-"Little Old New York."
Central — "The Temple of Venus."
" \

Astor

stabilized.

should

<X0^

DAILY

r*f|

Blackton's "Let Not

Man

Put

Asunder"

Address
17

all

Communication)

West 42nd

Longacre 8225

Street

New

Y,

UNIVERSAL SUPER JEWEL

A CLARENCE BROWN

Pi-oductfon

Makes The Bat and
Presented by

CARL LAENMLE
With an
Extraordinary Cast

the 'Cat and Canary
look sick /
\+mG&QO EXAMINER

CLAIRE

WINDSOR
NORMAN

KERRY
Richard Travers
Barbara Bedford

"It's a perfect film of its kind,"

"It

is

continues

The Herald and Examiner

better than any of the stage mystery dramas.

matter with this picture

There

isn't a

reviewer.

thing the

!"

"Holds the spectator spellbound!"

Charles Wellesley

"Surpasses the stage version. A gripping, intense mystery, it is told in scene
after scene of action so dramatic it holds the spectator spellbound."

Vroom

WASHINGTON HERALD.

Frederick

Ben Deeley
Harry Mestayer

Emmett King
Dot Farley

"In a class by itself!"
"As

for its entertainment value

moment

is

the curtain

drawn

it

supplied the

maximum. Not

until the last

aside and the truth revealed."

WASHINGTON

TIMES.

Hayden Stevenson

"Big
From the sensational

COHAN & HARRIS

"Great
word."

in every sense of the
mystery drama. An astounding

word!"
climax.

'Big' in every sense of the

WASHINGTON

POST.

Production of the
play by

RITA

WEIMAN

"Should meet with success. Should
go over well wherever mystery stories are favored.

It

is

"Should prove big box

office

suc-

cess!"

M.

excellent in

P.

WORLD.

every particular."

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
"Should appeal

to all classes!"

M.

P.

NEWS.

"Bring them

in.

They'll go out sat-

isfied!"

FILM DAILY.
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DAILY

New

Many Paramount Changes
THE FILM DAILY)
Many changes have
Milwaukee

Theaters

Plan a Jersey Chain
(Special to

(Special to

O.— Estimates are
Bellefontaine,
being received for the proposed new
The project, to
theater at Kenton.
cost $100,000, is backed by Daniel
Gutilla, and associates.

—

—

Trenton, N. J. Jack Flynn and
Frank, who recently took over
the Palace and Eagle in Hammonton, N. J., plan entering exhibition
These two houses are
extensively.
the only picture theaters in town and
are the first links in a chain which
the owners propose to control.

been made locally by Paramount. O.
Wooden, formerly with Paramount,
has been appointed manager of the
company's exchange here, succeeding
Neal F. Agnew, who has been made
Marysville, Kan.— Work is being Chicago branch manager. Agnew, in
pushed on the Isis theater so the turn, succeeds C. C. Wallace, prohouse can be open by Thanksgiving moted to district manager for ChiHaving purchased
Philadelphia
Day. The theater is located in the cago, Peoria and Milwaukee terriAllentown,
Hippodrome
of
the
members
of
the
Other
new
toory.
Community House.
sales staff are Jack Woodward and George Bennethum has made plans
for converting the structure into an
The American H. Sharaff.
Greenville, S.
Bennestore building.
office and
resimost
Spinning Co., of which
who
is associated with Wilmer
thum,
dents hereabouts are employees, plans
More Lee-Bradford Sales
and Vincent, also has an equity in
a picture theater, work on which is
the Victor, and will continue its opon
Lee-Bradford
Further
sales
the
expected to start in the near future.
eration under the management of
product includes:
Reinbold.
Added to the
"Partners of the Sunset,' 'to Eastern Fea- Walter
Norworde, N. Y.—Work is nearing ture Film, Boston. "Adventures of the Far Bennethum chain is the Karlton in
completion on the new theater and North,' 'to Standard Film, Atlanta. "Sister Quakertown, Pa.
The Bennethum
Against Sister,' 'to J. I. Filkins, Syracuse.
building being erected on the site of "Fartners of the Sunset," to Progress Pic- chain now totals 18 houses.
the old Castle, destroyed by fire last tures, St. Louis.
"Shattered Reputations,"
to T. J. Flannagan, Syracuse.
"Is Money
year.
J.

—

C—

Everything"
North," to

Highland, N. Y.—W. R. Seaman
has signed a lease for part of the
Hartshorn Bldg., which he will re-

model

and

"Adventures

Greiver

Prods.,

the

of
of

Incorporations

THE FILM DAILY)

Sam

— Movie

Supply & Repa
York. Capital $5,00
Incorporators, M. Roth, E. Behrei
and I. B. Silverman. Attorney,

Albany

Co., Inc.,

New

]

Phillips.

Albany
Corp.,

—

Grollowen Amusemei

Brooklyn.

Capital $10,00
Incorporators, C. W. Groll, S. Law
field and O. Green.
Attorney, A. ]
Sarasohn, New York.

—

Albany Elliot Dexter, Inc., Nc
York.
Incorporators, Elliot Dext
and L. Hoffmann. Attorney, E, 1
James.
Albany

—

Circle Players, Inc., Nt
Incorporators, L. Osterwe
M. Phillips and E. Gruenstein. A\
torney, H. O. Falk, New York.

York.

Far

Chicago.

"Call of the Hills," "Determination" and
"Sister Against Sister,' 'to General Dist.
Corp., Portland, Ore.

LOUIS

MEYER

into a theater.

&
Calif.— Proctor
Santa Rosa,
Cleghorn have been awarded the connew

theater at Fifth
and Davis Sts., for Tocchini Bros.
tract to erect the

Oneonta, Ala.

—Work has begun on

property on First
Avenue, which will house a new theater to be called the Strand.

excavating

the

Botto

Now

(Special to

In Charge of Circuit

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Jacksonville, Fla.
Harry F. Botto,
for many years with Consolidated
Film, has left for Bradentown where
he will assume the management of
the Wallace circuit of three theaters,
the Wallace at
Bradentown, the
Olympic at Palmetto, and the theater
at Eustis.

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251 "VEST

LABS. inc.

7620 - 7461

19 th STREET

STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES
Announce

The opening

ROOM

of their

2111

New York

Office

FISK BUILDING

Broadway and

.

57th Street

under the personal management of

F.

who

is

known throughout

G.

CONKLIN

the trade of the entire country and

who

will serve the

growing

clientele of

STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES
WITH A TRUE STANDARD SERVICE THAT THE NAME IMPLIES
Stcrnc/arc/ fi/m
IraAara/arjes
L
Ja/mM-Nicto/aus
*/ohnM.Nickofaus

*

*

SMJbmpkias
SMJb/npk/a

Phone
Hollywood

*/

Seward and Romaine Streets
/folly wood, California

jShtqcfarct 'Pmqlp

12, 1923

:

fHE
brAdstreet

ZfcRECOCHIZED

FILMDOM

Authority
Tuesday, November

TAX
By

DANNY

"Lincoln" Print on
(Special to

Way

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles The Rockett Bros,
and Sy Snyder have left for New
York with a print of "The Dramatic

are Life
exhibitors
the
to be lucky. Maybe that
tax is to be
1 admission
Then perhaps theater
d.
may be able to meet conAnd pay higher rentals.
which promises to be

of

;>e

Abraham

13,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Huge Combine;
He and Pickford Threaten To Quit

Fairbanks Fears

Lincoln."

"Doug" Says He's
of Combinations

all

ok.

Let's

French Lick

ley won't.

otbines."

are

worried about
Says all the proworking toward

(Kamation.
Wrell posted.
Still,

Amalgamation may
But it
Some day.
't worry you for a few

/be.

iyit

"I

on

—

Get Together

President Coolidge, it is
understood, will adopt a similar at-

"

There

isn't

any

titude
gress.

in

his

first

message

to

Dr.
Rivoli

Hugo
was

to

Buchowetzki

Riesenfeld, of the Rialtohost yesterday at a

newspaper and
met Buchowetzki.

leading

critics

Fredman

is
convinced that if
producers send over the

right kind of pictures that the
( Continued on Page 2)

luncheon tendered to Dimitri Buchowetzki, the noted Polish director,
who will work in America. Many of
the

pictures in America.

Con- English

(Continued on Page 2)

Luncheon

—

—

House.

on about this: that the
Continued on Page 5)

testified:

am

awaiting the outcome of
do anything
next picture. 'The Thief

my

When
cross-examined
by
Robert T. Swaine, of Famous

—

oc

He

—

Support for Repeal

has something to say
U.
Regarding booking
les. And block booking,
first runs represent two
of the income on a prore.
And complains that
booking "will sound the
knell of the picture
ss if the practice con-

Federal

Bagdad' will cost nearly
$2,000,000, without any direct assurance of getting it back. BeLittle David's mother resents Murd stone's crufelty to the boy. A moving cause of conditions as they now
scene in Associated Exhibitors' "David Copperfield," now scoring a exist, I am at the mercy of the
combinations."
triumph at the Cameo Theatre, Ne w York. Advt.

Doug" says he intends waitHie end of the Famous Trade Mellon's Tax Reduction Plan Has English Producers to Hear this SugWhite House Endorsement
gestion So Far as American
ion hearing before starting
Congress Believed Receptive
Distribution is Concerned
After "The Thief of Bag(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
But the quesWhen Ernest W. Fredman, editor
Be-1-1. Maybe.
Washington
Secretary
Mellon's of The Film Renter, London, reaches
ls whether he wouldn't wait
Sway. And it may be several tax reduction plan which would cut home he sailed on Saturday he exore the Trade Commission the Government's revenue from in- pects to call together a number of
nst Famous is finally off the come taxes by $323,000,000 and the more prominent producers of
"Doug" will probably eliminate admission taxes, is believed England and tell them what he
eral big pictures before this to have the support of the White thinks of the possibilities of English
to an end.

the

of

anyway.

I es

of

this inquiry before I

"Doug"

Godsol don't

while the pinochle
aj|be off "Doug" otherwise
But it's only
aybe right.
an

binations.

While playing

Evidently

Ihle.

session

Trade Commission before adjournment until January, when
the hearing will be resumed in
Jacksonville, Douglas Fairbanks
appeared and declared that he
was at the mercy of theater com-

—

ws

—

Los
coast

sr?
is

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles At the final

(Special to

ove something. If not
n throw up the well
sponge. Because if exwon't work together for
g as big. As important.
Well what will ihey
jug"

—Mary

—

works. In Washthe outlook is fine. If the
exhibitor bodies don't

up

Mercy

Slams Block Bookings Both Before
Trade
Commission

If it

hings

at

trade

Ameri-

F. P. Declares Dividend
The dividend declaration expected
from Famous Players materialized
yesterday when the board of directors announced the regular $2 dividend on the common, payable Jan. 2
to stockholders of record as of De-

cember

15.

counsel, relative to what combinations he meant, Fairbanks
included Famous Players, First
National, Goldwyn and Loew.
Continuing, he said

"You

are

all

who

—

aiming toward

you fellows
are playing pinochle in New

amalgamation

Zukor,
York:
and the rest."

all

Loew,

Godso!

(Continued on Page 2)

Equipment Dealers Meet
The Eastern Zone, Ass'n of M.

P.

Equipment Dealers, met at the Astor
first
yesterday and terminated the

W.

day's session with a dinner there last
night.
About 35 men attended from
An effort is
various Eastern cities.
being made to stabilize the equipment
business through a credit rating system as applied to exhibitors.

•••;

THE

•e^HHk

DAILY

Fear Huge Combine
(Continued from Page

Mary Pickford

(Continued from Page

the formaUnited Artists and the
tion
of
encountered in obtaining
troubles
proper theater representation where

traced

Prfel 5 Celts

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by

WID'S FILMS
Joseph
.

W.

ager

;

FILM FOLKS,

and

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManMaurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.

Donald M. Mertereau, Advertising Manager.

producers owned theaters, specifically
naming Philadelphia and various
"Block bookpoints in the South.
ings,"
said
Miss Pickford, "will
sound the death knell of the picture

business,
will

I

if

retire

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
New York, N. Y., under

at the post office at
the act of March 3,
Terms (Postage free)

1879.

United States.

The
conditions become any worse.
producer who owns houses docs not
Outside have the! incentive to make really

of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

Address

all

communications

THE FILM

to

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

'Phone, Hollywood

—Irving Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

S.

London
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London,

W.

I.

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Interna-

—

Filmschau, Prague
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

tionale

Quotations
Low

High

Close

East. Kod..lll74 110
111
F. P.-L. .. 66H
64^ 65J4

do pfd

Goldwyn
Loew's

practice continues.
from the business if

the

productions.
Key cities mean
fifths of the returns."
If the
market is closed by block booking
the producers owning theaters will
eliminate the people who are seeking to make big pictures and conditions will lapse into the state of
three years ago."

big

two

..

\V/A
17^

York.

300

17

2,500

will

be sought

later

in

New

The Pickford-Fairbanks testimony
in the projection room of

Miss Pickford first
concerning a clause in her
1919 contract with Famous covering
the marketing of her pictures singly.
their

studio.

and wrote me that
the Kingsbridge theater, Kingsbridge they
could not buy mine without
Rd. and Jerome Ave., from the East- taking others and
I continually comern Parkway Realty Co., which took
plained to Zukor.
Finally, I told
over the house only last week from him of
my intention of leaving unless
Charles
Goldreyer.
Grob
and a separate company was formed.
Knobel in addition operate the U. S., Then Artcraft
was launched.
My
Valentine, University, Manhattan and
wishes were not lived up to even
Bushman.
then."
told

She then went on telling of new
negotiations
and declared that Zukor
Ouimet Eastbound
offered $125,000 for her work in three
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pictures, but that she asked $250,000
Los Angeles— L. Ernest Ouimet of
per negative, including all production
Laval Photoplays has left for New
York with a print of "The Vital costs. "When he found that I was
leaving him," she said, "to go with
Question."
First National, he said why don't
you retire from the screen, I will
Special Strand Showing
give you $250,000 if you will quit the
First National will give a special business."
This led up to the story
showing of "Flaming Youth" at the of the formation of United Artists.
Strand tomorrow morning at 10:30.
Seymour Tally, son of T. L. Tally,
was another witness. He said the
proposed partnership between his
father and Sid Grauman, of five years
(T<&d<Kz<iL<rna.£ (PictuAjD
ago, did not involve First National
in any way and that the deal fell
through when Grauman aligned himwith Famous. Ralph Kohn on
stand,
declared that Famous
cwned a fifty per cent interest in the
Mountain States Theaters Corp., and
self

SPICE

Of THE PROGRAM"

if

carbons could

be made better

"BIOwould

STILL BE

THE BEST

M. G. Felder Sales Co.
DIITRIBUTORI

1840

BROADWAY

H«W YORK.

N. Y.

1]

t

the result of
outlines his

others who ha\
thought to the idea, believes
most practicable way for t
ducers to meet conditions in
is to establish a joint sales o
tion here for thd sole pur
selling
the best
English
made. Physical distribution
one of the American concei

But

he,

like

I

suggestions in a letter to Representative William R. Greene, acting chair-

man

of the Ways and Means Committee.
The Secretary figures that
the revenue derived from the admission tax totals $70,000,000 annually,
and in suggesting the elimination of
that measure states that the burden
is borne by the bulk of the people
through the medium of the boxoffices of neighborhood picture the-

Off for French Lick

worked

all

—

Note If Fredman £an conv
dozen important Britis
ducers to get together and joi
half

to handle the best of the
pictures in America, he will
complished a very worthwhili

li

No

one English producer is
big important pict
meet the demands of Ameri
certainly through combining
only the best of their produ
by carrying through a coi
campaign to acquaint the trad<
value of this product they wi
a very good chance to put tl
sufficient

I

over.
D.-

HAL ROACH'
DIPPY-DOO-DAI

right.

testified

Sixth for Grob and Knobel
She said:
Grob and Knobel have purchased
"Exhibitors

THE

is

(Continued from Page

many months' work. He

Col. H. A. Cole, of Texas, W. A.
Steffes of Minneapolis, and Counsel
Handy of the Kansas M. P. T. O. left
New York last night for French Lick.
Colonel Cole said he felt very
happy over the developments in
Washington regarding the tax, but
said that was more reason for the
get-together to see that everything

mony

11

at least.

Mellon's program

establish how much she was financially injured by combinations of
theaters. W. H. Fuller, for the Government, objected and if the commission over-rules this, this testi-

Sale*

11

Mellon report,

aters.

3,000
13,000

17

now

cross-examining for Famous, wanted Miss Pickford to produce books showing her earnings as
a
producer, his intent being to
Swain,

Not quoted was taken

....

is

can market will be open

1)

the opinion in some
circles here that the admission tax
repeal may not be so heavily frowned
upon in Congress as was first believed.
Certainly, those working and
hoping for the elimination of the irksome measure hold that Congress will
act favorably on that section of the
It

13,

Get Togethei

Support for Repeal

1)
1

fit XXVI N*. 37 Tilt*). Nov. 13, 1123

Tuesday, November

COMEDIES
M. P. T. O. "Gratified"
The M. P. T. O., in a statement
yesterday, declared itself "much grati-

"A Novelty
1

Classic."

reel

fied" over Secretary Mellon's action
?.nd called attention to the fact that

Sydney S. Cohen had conferred with
him in October relative to this. It
was pointed out, however, that the
united action of all exhibitors was still

Pathejcomedy

necessary to secure the proper reaction from Congress.
Phone

$600,000

House

for

A. H. Schwartz will spend $600,000 on a new .'theater and office
building to be erected at 96th St.
and Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven. The

house will seat 2,500 and will show
vaudeville and first-runs. The Loew
circuit will be interested and the house
will operate under the Loew name.
Schedule Changed
"Pioneer Trails" is at the Rivoli
this week and "His Children's Children" at the Rialto.
The original
schedule has been reversed to the
present order.
"The Cruise of the
Speejacks" has been divided into two
parts with the first instalment at the

the

Rivoli this week.

a twenty-five per cent interest in the
Rothchild theaters in San Francisco.

Claude H. Verity, inventor of a
synchronized talking picture process,
is in New York from London.
He

Verity Here from England

is at the Pennsylvania.
Hulbert to Address T. O. C. C.
Acting Mayor Murray Hulbert will
/"Unknown Purple" for Run
address the T. O. C. C. tomorrow
/{Special to- THE FILM DAILY>
probably on Motion Picture Day. jn^os Angeles "The Unknown
PurThe meeting was put off from today ,f>le" opens at the California on the
in. order to
accommodate the Mayor.) 25th for a run.

—

— Beekman

9091

Woodhaven

«EAL
119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPE1
TO THE THEATRICAL
MOTION PICTURE IND .

We

Gave You
Ibanez's "Enemies of Women"
A

Cosmopolitan "Production.

Rex Beach's "The
A Jesse

O-

Spoilers"

Hampton Production,

Elinor Glyn's "Six Days"

"Three Wise Fools"
Distinctive's 'The

But

There's

a

Green Goddess

9

surprise

in store for

you

—

Wait 'till
you see

8

The motion

picture

masterpiece
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Sunday Shows For Endicott
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

The Courts

In
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Endicott, N. Y.

Bclout. Kans.—W. J. Gabel, owner
of the Grand, has been acquitted by
a jury on the complaint made by
J. A. Henderson of opening his theaThe case caused a
ter on Sunday.
good deal of interest in this state inasmuch as it acted as a test case.

A

—

— Robert

on Sununanimously

False Alarm Threatens Panic
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee, Wis. Patrons at the
matinee show of the Princess were
given a scare Sunday when firemen
theater looking
entered the
for a
blaze.
false alarm brought them.

A

M. Brown-

&

G.

Formed
THE FILM DAILY)

C. Theaters

suing Clara
(Special to
Kimball Young and her manager,
Sacramento, Calif.
Harry Garson, formerly of Detroit, corporation has been

son, Detroit attorney,

is

—Articles

for $62,196, as alleged fees
a contract made in 1917.

of infiled by the G.
& C. Theater Co., of San Francisco,
The comlisting capital at $10,000.
pany will operate the State in 'Frisco.

due from

The Commercial Traders' Cinema
a judgment for $1,195
in
the City Court against Albert
Bach, and P. S. and E. M. Parrish
on a note of Bach to P. S. Parrish.

Co. has

filed

John

(Special to

—

Auburn, N. Y. John J. Breslin
has been appointed manager of their
new Grand theater by the Schine interests.

Popular M. P. Prod. Starts
(Special to

Manager
THE FILM DAILY)

Breslin Appointed

THE FILM DAILY)

— Popular

M.

Chicago

P.

"Acquittal" Follows "Extra Girl"

Prod,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
plans a series of two-reel comedies
and ten features. Headquarters have
Los Angeles When Mabel Norbeen opened at 742 So. Michigan mand's, "The Extra Girl," finishes its
Ave., with the studio at 3947 So. run at the Mission, "The Acquittal"
will open for an extended run.
Michigan Ave.

—

(Continued from Page

1)

big first runs, especially in the
controlled
towns
behavepretty much as they please.

And

all

WANTED

producers are prac-

tically at their mercy.
there isn't any doubt

And

that
block bookings are unhealthy.
But even block bookings, and
controlled towns with silly
prices aren't going to sound
any death knell in this business.
No, Mary; not for a
minute.
Because the people
of a nation will have something to say when it be-

—
—about

comes necessary

High Class
Salesmen

WE

need several more
salesmen of an unusually
high
order men geared to
handle big productions in a big
way.

any-

will

the big first runs do not pay
as much for big pictures as they
There! are exceptions, of
should.
course.
But so long as the present
method of distribution continues;
until percentage becomes a reality
instead of the miscarriage that is as
operated at present, so long will these
first run operators get away with the

more economic method
distribution

—plus

of such big successes as, for ex-

ample, "Merry

Go Round."

ADDRESS

your letters to the
Manager, stating your
qualifications.
Careful,
confidential consideration will be given to
General

full

every

applicant.

UNIVERSAL

simple; a
of physical

percentage for

class salesmen whose
warrant the handling

records

that

is

do not care to hear
from "order takers" but
welcome correspondence

from high

It is a fact, criticised often before,

The answer

—

WE

thing that will deprive them
of virtually their chief amusement.
In many instances
their only amusement.

murder.

PICTURES CORPORATION*

first

1600

Broadway

N. Y.

and second runs on a straight out

—

percentage
basis with
right
guarantee thrown in the sewer.
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13, 19

Mrs. Emily Lubin Dead
Mrs. Emily Lubin, wife of Herb
Lubin, is dead.

THE TAX

— Pictures

through

total of
the recent election.
1,202 votes were cast, and of this
number, 1,046 favored pictures on the
Sabbath as compared with but 148
against.

Pleas of
Wichita Falls, Tex.
guilty were entered in four cases of
the owners of the Olympic and
Strand, charged with operating a theThe two theaters
ater on Sunday.
remained open during the afternoon
and evening hours.

Los Angeles

went

day
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Rewards In

GODSOL
By DANNY
what he says. Elsewhere
And when you
issue.

5

you don't agree

if

do

—

—or

—

paign to eliminate waste
tion had already borne

if

know what you

let's

new frame

k.

He
Body Blows

idsol
rital

produc"in

a

mind

in

Hollywood."

change

in

attitude

of

said this

in

fruit

was

because the waste of the past
was "largely due to the mental attitude with which the studio people
approached production."
He expressed complete confidence
in the future and then proceded to
display the proof of his convictions
by announcing a new batch of picvital,

He

puts a few in.
issue of the day

is

says

whether

the producer "is to receive fair

>t

Sight

Lasky Says Hollywood Mental State
Is Leaning Toward Conservation
Announces New Films
Jesse L. Lasky in a statement issued yesterday declared the cam-

reasonable prices for his pic."
And points out that if rental
down the producer will
come
s
better off than now even with
•eduction in costs and then he
that
;sts, like the he-man he is,

3

tures which includes:
"North of 36," produced by James Cruze
B.
Cecil
DeMille's,
"Triumph;" "Zandtr

ime for the producers to stop
and take action.

The Great";

a William DeMille production.
"Icebound;" "The Dawn of a Tomorrow,"
Francis
by
Hodgson Bennett; Booth Tarkington's
play,
"Magnolia,"
with
Glenn
(Continued on Page 2)

lg

Particularly against exhibitor
j

mbinations and booking arngements and then he suga

jsts

joint

(Special

—

playing

pictures

heme with

5,000,00 Lire for

distribution

percentage.

i|

finishes

]

up

argument by

his

Wr how sound the Goldwyn Com1s, adding that his "is not a cry

One of the many comical
Normand in "The Extra

scenes in Mack Sennett's presentation of Mabel
Advt.
Girl," Associated Exhibitors' release.

—

to

"Ben Hur"

THE FILM DAILY)

'Rome
Goldwyn has set aside
5,000,000 lire to cover whatever portion of "Ben Hur" is made in Italy.
Joseph Baratollo declares the production will be made in conjunction witii
the U. C. I.

iilrsonal distress."

Pertinent

\What Godsol says has in
ivays been pointed out
this publication since last

my
i

If producers and dishave
only
will
mbutors
\ains enough to get together
t\d do something besides talk
ring.

\\will

B?
.President,

Deal

On?

Reports Baratollo of U. C.
Dickering With Griffith

i

J.

I.

Qoldwyn

Pictures Corp.

Weekly, reports that Joseph
head of the U. C. I.—the

lie

I.Uo,

—

Cinematografica Italiene is
with D. W. Griffith to
here to direct a production, deThe Kine
scale.
j on a lavish

I;

:iting

says the contract is
tr.6 to be signed in a few days,
a tollo has also arranged to make
J)ondent

i\

s

concern.

;1p

qr

will

probably

handle

At he

the

Griffith offices, Gerritt J.
leclared that negotiations have

(Continued on Page 2)

Grey Sails
Grey of

the

Griffith

left
London on
for
have always refrained from giving interviews or issuing
statements about the picture industry as I feel the public is not Saturday to arrange the London
Besides, nothing that premiere of "The White Rose."
interested in what I might have to say.
has appeared in the press about the ills of the industry has helped
to cure them.
Nat'l "Lab" Body
Allied Members
I have again been asked for a statement and I now feel like May Be Formed
Invited
to Hoy's
Others
good
and
of
little
hope
any
with
very
although
views
my
expressing

—

Dinner at Astor

has been said about the present high cost of production.
cost of production exists and should be remedied. But nothing will be gained by any plan so far suggested.
Cost is simply a question of supply and demand of material

Much

High

and

labor.

film artists, outstanding directors,
continuity writers, art directors and others for the yearly production of pictures, with the result that all producers are continually

There are too few leading

Rome for an
An American bidding

of pictures in

Albert

L.
organization,

Here
fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
resulting.
idon—The Rome correspondent
Scoffed at

American currency.

in

QODSOL

I

be worth-while.

talian

F.

At the present rate of exchange,
5,000,000 lire approximates $219,000

for the

same people.

A

national organization of laboratory owners is in the offing. The project may be discussed at a dinner to
be tendered tomorrow night at the
Astor by Frederick H. Elliott on behalf of the Hoy Reporting Service.

The impression was created a few
days ago that the dinner was to be
confined to members of the Allied
Laboratories Ass'n, but this is not so.
It will be a general "get together"
of "lab" men, at which organization

This cannot be remedied by temporarily shutting down stu- on a country-wide basis will be diswill cussed and a credit system, functiondios because as soon as the studios reopen, the producers
again start fishing out of the same pond and salaries will again ing under the Hoy banner gone into.
far about 25 acceptances have been
received by Elliott.

So

soar.
(Continued on Page 4)
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March

The Unknown

Terms (Postage

'

in

exile in Holl

visited

by throng

of

and makes speech.

HARVARD

BEATS

PRINCETON-!

cient rivals battle at Princeton and the T;
is

defeated

before capacity crowd.

Other news as usual.

United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71 73 West 44th St., New York,
N.

LI]

Soldier honored at Arlingi

Woodrow Wilson
mirers

1879.

3

IN

Friedrich
leaving Holland

ARMISTICE DAY IN WASHINGTON

;

of

92

Prince

helm causes sensation by
Germany; scenes of him

WIDS

act

PatheNew
CROWN PRINCE AGAIN

Wid'i Film and Film Folki,
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"Phone, Hollywood
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Quotations
Low

High

Kod. 111^

East.
F.

L.... 66J4
do pfd
P.

Goldwyn

..11

Loew's

17*4

Italian

111

1,100
11.000
Not credited
11
11
100
\7y2 4,400
17J4

(Continued from

been on and

Sales

111

65^

Deal

On?

Page

1)

with the Italian concern for the past five years and that
the deal

is

off

no closer to consummation

than it was then. Griffith
scenes in Georgetown.

is

Saint Peter's Square, the entrance to the largest and most imposing
edifice in the world, is 247 yards wide by 350 yards long,
and besides containing the entrance to the cathedral, has the entrance to
the Vatican and possesses the colossal colonnade of Bernini, of which there
are 285 columns and 84 pillars.
From this location, George Fitzmaurice "shot" many fascinating scenes
First National
for "The Eternal City," a Samuel Goldwyn production.
ecclesiastical

Close

63y2

STAN LAUREL

shooting

Picture.

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Rewards In

"The Elks Tooth"

will

be entirely made

in

Heaven," by Clive Arden

;

color; "Sinners in
a Thomas Meighan

temporarily titled, "Quicksands," to
be published serially in Munsey's Magazine,
with the release; another
simultaneously
Thomas Meighan picture from an original
by Booth Tarkington; Gloria Swanson in

Sales Force

"The Laughing Lady," and in "Argentine
Love;" "Manhandled." by Arthur Stringer;
"The Enemy Sex." with Lewis Stone and

nounced yesterday:

William S.
Dorothy Mackaill in the cast.
Hart and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. will continue and their will be a number of pictures
utilizing the services of the stock company.

said:

are simply determined to make every
dollar spent in production return us a dollar
value on the screen.
Since we announced
our determination to curtail extravagance
in pictures, there has been a meat deal of
Some producers said they were
loose talk.
going to follow our lead; others said they
were going to spend more money than ever.
Some people blamed the actors; the actors
blamed the directors and there was a wonderful exhibition of passing the buck all

around.

"For

Wan'ed laboratory representative.
Must have good personality, a general knowledge of laboratory work
and acquainted with producers and
distributors. If you are a hustler and

REAL PRODUCER,

state full par

and past experience.
All
communications
will
treated
be

ticulars

strictly confidential.

K-15
71

co

Film Daily

W. 44th St.,
New York.

Pafh£comedy

'

Lasky
"We

Inc.

2 reels

Sight

(Continued from Page 1)
But we
Hunter; Mary Robert Rinehart's play, "The action and make us the goats,
Breaking Point ;" "The Mountebank," with decided that, whatever any other company
Ernest Torrence in the title role; Pola Negri might do, we were going to set our own
business straight."
in "Mme. Sans-Gene ;" Zane Grey's novel,
"The Wanderer of the Wasteland," which

Discounting the idea that Famous
entirely,
production
would
cease

RENALLES,

'The Pinnacle of Pantomime.'

A

—Advt.

story,

{T&dAuuztlcrtuxL (PicttMuD

COMEDIES

a long time production costs have
This nobody
can deny.
mounting.
Everybody agreed something should be done
about it.
Hut, as in the case of the weather
it
was all talk and no action. The picture
business is sounder now than ever before
and if there be anything wrong it is entirely because of lack of co-operation among
All actors are not over paid,
leers

but some actors are.
All directors arc not
extravagant but some directors are. Where
salaries of actors and directors arc out of
proportion you can attribute the condition
to the unethical and foolishly short sighted
competition among producers.

"We

before we made our
decision.
We realized that some producers
would attempt to make capital out of our
realized

all

this

Revamped

New York

Chicago

Hollywoo

Rothacker Laboratory
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sale; Mgr

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill 183

The following changes in the Paramount sales organization were anJohn Hammell has been appointed branch
manager in New York, succeeding H. H.
Buxbaum, resigned. S. Chestnutt, formerly
salesman at New Orleans, branch manager
in Jacksonville.
G. C. Wallace, formerly
branch manager at Chicago, district manager
of District No. 5, headquarters at Chicago.
N. F. Agnew, formerly branch manager at
Milwaukee, branch manager at Chicago, succeeding Wallace.
O. J, Wooden, formerly
salesman at Milwaukee, branch manager of
that office, succeeding Agnew.
H. J. Rosebaum, formerly branch manager at San Francisco, district manager of the newly created
District No. 12, with headquarters at Dallas.
O. C. Traggardh, formerly branch manager
at
Los Angeles, branch manager at San
Franscisco, succeeding Rosebaum.
N.
C.
Peacock, formerly branch manager at Okla
homa City, branch manager at Los Angeles,
succeeding Traggardh. R. Ei Heffner, former
salesman a* Oklahoma City, branch manager
of the office in that city, succeeding Peacock.
A. W. N'icholls, formerly branch manager
at Des Moines, district manager of District
No. 11, with headquarters at Minneapolis.
succeeding Philip Rcisman.
R. F. (raw
ford, former salesman at Dcs Moines, branch
manager in the Des Moines office succeeding
Nicholls.
M. W. Davis, former salesman,
at New Orleans branch manager at Memphis.
Philip Reisman, formerly district manager
(Continued on Page 3)

Minnie Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive Representative

for

GLADYS FRAZIN
With
"Let Not

Address
17

the Vitagraph.

Man

all

Put Asunder.

communications
Street, N. Y.

West 42nd

t

C

Longacre 8225

'WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

[IMpwFIl

mm

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

Cohen Back From Europe
Milton Cohen, of Inter-Globe Export, is back from a short trip to

London.

PHONE-CHICKERING 29;
ALLAN A.LOWNES. GEN.MCR.

f

November

inesday,

1923

14,

Force Revamped

les

(Continued from Page 2)
(inneapolis, has been appointed general
ger o; the Famous Players-Lasky Film
ce, Ltd., of Canada, succeeding G. E.
itiigned.
C. E. Rose, branch man!,
at Calgary, succeeding Edward Zorn,
led.

the past few months the
country has been re-jurisdicted,
lew territorial jurisdiction of the
ional sales managers being as
ws:

uring
e

H. G. Ballance, divisional
3ior No. 1
1
manager.
District No.
Boston,
Maine
(Portland). District No.
Haven,
\v York, New Jersey, AJbany.
Dis-

—

:

—

3
\o.
Philadelphia,
Washington,
Baire.
District No. 7
Atlanta, New
Charlotte, Jacksonville.
is,

No. 2 George W. Weeks, divisionmanager.
District No. 4— Detroit,
District No.
o, Pittsburgh, Cleveland.
icago,
Milwaukee,
Peoria.
District
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Columbus,
ian Exchanges, Toronto, Montreal, St.
Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver.
ision No. 3
John D. Clark, divisional
manager. District No. 6 Kansas City,
ouis. District No. 8
Salt Lake City,
Butte.
District No. 9 San Franr,
Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Ore.
No. 11— Minneapolis, Des Moines,
:t
i, Sioux Falls, District No. 12
Dallas,
jma City and Memphis.
:

es

—

:

—

—

—

Goldreyer Sells Another
arles Goldreyer has sold the-Ritz
er, 1014 E.
180th St., to Stern
khwartz, operating as the 181st
orp.
The theater proper seats
nd the open air theater attached

A

2,400.

fifty

Concourse,
has been

e
e,

distributor called us

Like

!"

"How many
of your 'test

Carewe
of

the

Edwin

sails today on the
the director who will
"A Son of the Desert" in AlThe party will include Claire
lior, Montagu Love, Rosemary
Bert Lytell, Paul Panzer,
},
Milne, John Schulze, Robert
and Mr. Jerome, the latter the

join

|

manager.

"Of course

Runs

advertisement in the Sunday Telegraph.

expressions did you get in your mail as a result
showing'?" he asked.

not,"

admit

National declared yesterday
simultaneous first runs had
h been arranged for "Anna
le" during the first week in De|r.
The Strand in NeKv York is

we admitted

to his surprise,

"THEY DIDN'T
they

it."

they did laugh

—

—those

men Columbia
Some of them

scientists.

four hundred representative' big

—professors and
—knocked us hard

University alumni
disagreed with us

for daring to "jazz" the lines of Richard Brinsley Sheridan's

masterpiece in the sub-titles of "The School For Scandal."

BUT THE FACT REMAINS THAT THE PICTURE

MADE
chuckle

'EM LAUGH.

—roar

like kids

And

if

we made

the highbrows

and stamp

their feet

we do

—what'll

THE MASS OF THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE WHO WANT TO LAUGH
when

the picture plays to

!

We've

"The School For Scandal," back to the workshop
more of that stuff that made 'em laugh.

sent

for "Christie"

i|t

told him.

WANT TO LAUGH BUT WE MADE 'EM—and

for a little
Joint

"They Laughed

after reading our

"All complimentary?"

business

Conby

of

up

"About two hundred," we

on Grand
disposed

company

Iss

A

And

Off to Join
second unit
to

But

We Made 'Em—LAUGH

per cent interest

eyer to Shepard and Gould.
deals
were closed through
man's.

|'e

to,

—

s

sion

They Didn't Want

Want

to or not,

YOU TOO

are going to

LAUGH

and

LOVE

13

I'd.

The School for Scandal

One Day's Gross

13,450,54

New York"

die Old
1.54 at the

grossed

Capitol on Sunday
played to 17,452 persons.

It

usther

Lindner Recovers

Lindner, of C. B. C, who
Jen sick with pneumonia, has
led and is back at her desk.

ler

Cohn Leaves Shortly
to THE FILM DAILY)
|Angeles Jack Cohn expects

|:cial

—

soon for
ho,"
|[t

New

New Hughes

gen'l mob.

Picture

Hughes has changed

"Law

Against

347 MADISON AVE. NY.
SIG. SCHLAGER

York.

Law"

the
to

I

Wednesday, November

tions.

Pertinent
(Continued

from

Page

/ Another fundamental

All to force the producer to
prices arbitrarily fixed

1)

factor enter-

ing into high cost is the unnecessary
the
extra turn taken by directors in
This
production of their pictures.
is
and lias been difficult to control
because of the arbitrary attitude asthe present day director of
sumed

by
importance.

There are also the large carrying
and overhead charges which can only
instead
l>e fairly absorbed by greater
of lesser production.

thousands of employees
merchandise
Others have

selling the same kind of
to the same customers?

by the exhibitor.
Why do not the producers

already

—

—

with

cities

accept rental

made suggestions

to

remedy

take action not talk to destroy this danger, the greatest
menace to the picture industry!

The cost of distribution can be reduced one half and the saving applied

in reduction of film rentals.
present there are a few so
All of these unsound conditions can
called competitive points where the be remedied if three or four distributexhibitor is required to pay more ing companies, or more if others
than the true value for pictures to choose to join, distribute as one.
partly make up for the producers
Joint distribution would put
forced underselling in other towns.
an end to the dictation of
This is unfair to that exhibitor and
If
a
prices by exhibitors.
is unsound business.
of pictures
number
sufficient
everysold
be
should
Pictures
were in the hands of one diswhere for what they are worth no
more and no less and to enable the
exhibitors
agency,
tributing
exhibitor and the producer each to
persisted in their present
who
make a fair profit on their respective
strangling methods would soon
investments.

At

In my opinion, high cost of production is not an issue for the industry
collectively but for each producer to
individually solve and it can only be
accomplished by the individual developing unknown artists and by the
employment of uncelebrated directors
At present there are exhibitors in
on reasonable terms who will agree dozens of large controlled cities getto and will "shoot" their pictures ting pictures at a mere fraction of
within a limited number of days.
their value.
well
is
situation
serious
This
Today, in the motion picture

—

—

find themselves facing a short-

age of good pictures and they
would then be willing to deal

on a

fair basis.

A joint distributing organization
producers and in my
agree to supply pictures to
should
opinion, it is only the vanity of the
whether or not the producer is
all exhibitors throughout the United
comproducing
larger
the
heads of
to receive fair and reasonable
percentage of the theater's
panies which permits this condition States on a
prices for his pictures.
gross takings, the percentage to be
continue
it
to
permit
will
exist
and
to
arbitration
If rental prices come down with a until it strangles them.
It seems to fairly arrived at by an
will
producer
the
costs,
committee
composed
of exhibitors and
reduction in
back,
sitting
are
executives
these
me
Such percentages must
be no better off than now.
each thinking they will weather the producers.
allow each exhibitor a fair profit and
competitors
their
that
all
storm,
and
intheir
Exhibitors have merged
also permit each producer a fair,
terests in a great many cities with will go bankrupt, when they will then
even though proportionately smaller,
theaters are single handed stamp out this evil.
industry, the real vital issue is

the result that all the
in the control of one man or one
group of men. In many other centers
they have formed booking combina-

known

to

and reproaches from produci

tests

exhibitors,

all

Why

What I have here expressed will
probably bring an avalanche of pro-

I

The Goldwyn Pictures
stronger today than ever

ROOM

Broadway and

financial condition
I

is

My

reply

is

that

Cosmos Art Pictures

The

STANDARD

will serve the

JOIN

NOW

growing

clientele of

FILM LABORATORIES

WITH A TRUE STANDARD SERVICE THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

Standard li/it?

£

*

JofinMJVickofaus

Phone
Hollywood
4366

L

ZraAorafaries
*S^
SMJbmpkias

Seward and /torn a inc. Streets
/follt/wood, California

fffaifdard

'Priqlp

I

am

Exhibitors Associate

57th Street

who

these
is

Associatio

New York Office

wholis known'throughout the trade of the entire country and

if

Goldwyn stock

quo
bu
ing up the) Goldwyn business and
Our accounta
the stock market.
(Price Waterhouse & Co.) last au;
shows that the book value of G(
wyn stock is forty dollars per sh;
Neverthel'
excluding good will.
the fact remains, we are not gett!
adequate rentals for our pictures
a great number of territories.

the facts,
so low.

CONKLIN

G.

1

sound.

have been asked why,

under the personal management of

F.

its

Its pictures are

FISK BUILDING

2111

Corp.
in

good and
demand for them
exhibitor's
greater than in former years,
sales have never been so large,
tory.

Announce
of their

belief

not a cry of personal t
tress.
In fact, I feel that with
warm personal friendships of ms
exhibitors
and with
leading
powerful cooperation of Mr. W.
Hearst. Goldwyn Cosmopolitan
better able to cope with the situat
than some of the other companies

STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES
The opening

J

indust

is

return.

Another important element is the
should
cost of distribution.
there be ten ofTices in each of thirty

directors.

artists,

everyone connected with the
but I am stating my honest

Mine

this.
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14,
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15,

Leaders Won't Talk

Stand

)ld Contracts

Many Important Executives Decline
To Talk About Godsol's Joint

Straightened
Situation
Called by T. O.

lemies"

Out— Meeting
C. C.

on Friday Morning

Distributing Plan
There was a general reluctance evidenced yesterday on the part of executives in the distributing end of the
business to comment on F. J. Godsol's
plan for a joint distributing machine
that would reduce operating overhead
and as he puts it, "put an end to
the dictation of prices by exhibitors."

yesterday
O'Reilly
L.
harles
ed a meeting of exhibitors holding
iemies of Women"' contracts at
Astor for Friday at 11 o'clock,
which a settlement plan will be
ounced.

understood that Nathan Bur-

is

attorney for the Cosmopolitan
will attend and explain that
p.,
company will recognize the old
racts closed by Famous Players
n it was thought the picture
Id be distributed through ParaThis is conditional in view
nt.
he fact that Cosmopolitan feels
exhibitors should make further
The picture
essions on price.
much more than originally deExhibitors will therefore be
d.
d to either increase the number
dates or increase the
f claying
lis.

matter was taken up by Will
about two weeks ago, folig a visit of O'Reilly to the Hays
k when the entire matter was
into.
or hoped,
It is believed
ie

-lays

—that

—

arrangement as it
be explained by Burkan, will

ast

this

Godsol holds that "if a sufficient number of pictures were in the hands of
one distributing agency, exhibitors

who

persisted in their present strangling methods would soon find themselves facing a shortage of good pictures and they would then be willing
to deal on a fair basis."

Adolph Zukor, Hiram Abrams,
Laemmle, E. A. Eschmann and
Samuel Goldwyn, declined to make
Harry M. Warner
any comment.
promised a statement later. At Associated Exhibitors, Arthur S. Kane
and Jack Woody were both away.
Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O.
said he might talk about it later on,
while W. A. True of the T. O. D. C.
Scene showing Douglas MacLean taking a flying lesson in his roaring
and Elmer Pearson of Pathe could
Associated
An
knockouts.
screen
year's
the
one
of
"Going
comedy,
Up,"
Carl

Exhibitors release.

—Advt.

y dispose of the matter.

Favor Wells' Plan

(Continued on Page 4)

—

Seek Sunday Closing

At French Lick Close Co-operation Lord's Day Alliance Announces Plan
Finds Pews Deserted and
With Hays Also Suggested
parade Planned for Saturday
Theaters Crowded
12 States Represented
ie paradei designed to launch M.
DAILY)
FILM
THE
(Special to
The Lord's Day Alliance is out in
ay in New York, will be held
aturday, beginning at 2 o'clock.
Harder of the march will take the

French

in

series

of

now

;

January

to start

work

pictures for Truart.
working for Stoll in

Hnd.
Bataille,"
|

T
M.
nitel

Hayakawa

which

Paris for a French
over here shortly.

in

company,

Adopt Credit System
Eastern Zone of the Ass'n of
Equipment Dealers has de.fiadopted a credit rating system
•arced by the

^l-.

At present

Hoy
it

Reporting

will

include

ts in Albany, Buffalo, Boston.
laven and New York.
The
tion at the Astor has closed.

sota,

—

Kentucky, Tennessee and South

The
represented here.
Dakota
more important leaders include W.
A. Steffes, Gus G. Schmidt, Charles
Olsen, H. M. Richey. H. A. Cole,
Frank J. Rembusch and Heller of
Indiana
No fixed program has
been made but the all-important topic
are

was

Kent Due Saturday
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

the

i

Europe

well

Los Angeles S. R. Kent has left
East. He is due in New York
open as an advocate of "blue" for the
on
Saturday.
camSundays. It has announced a
John C. Flinn is also bound for
looked paign to bring about Sunday closing.

Springs, Ind. Jake
to divide the country

Lick

not be reached at their offices.
One executive who is very
posted declared that Godsol
(Continued on Page 2)

—

—

Wells' plan
B) along Broadway.
A number according to film zones is
4ats will be sponsored by various upon favorably here by the represenThe Alliance has been investigating
licers.
The Police Band and tatives of 12 state exhibitor bodies the Sunday theater situation and der us
bands will supply who have come to French Lick to dis- clares that attendance at Sunday picother
cuss one subject: ways and means of ture shows is many times larger than
getting the admission tax off the Fed- attendance at churches. An up-state
eral statute books.
survey of 573 churches showed a
Hayakawa Back in January
27,727 or an averIndiana, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, total attendance of
sue Hayakawa is expected back
In
at each church.
people
of
48
age
MinneWisconsin,
Missouri,
Texas,
r

Price 5 Cents

1923

up-state City, on one Sunday
evening, two theaters had a total at-

one

New York

with a print of "The

Commandments."

He

is

Ten

due there

Friday.

New

Tourneur Contract
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood While in New York
M. C. Levee closed a contract with
(Special

to

—

First

National for a

new

of

series

Maurice Tourneur productions.

The remaining
tendance of 14,100.
twenty eight theaters in that city
were not even included in the survey.
In Washington, a survey showed
7,000 people attending 40 churches Guazzoni Brings Spectacle With Him
and 50,000 at 40 theaters at the same
Sees Improvement in Italian
time.
Production
(Continued on Page 2)
Enrico Guazzoni, producer of the
original "Quo Vadis?" is in New
Pathe Release in Two Forms
"Messalina," a
Red Seal Gets Inkwell Series
Pathe is releasing "The Way of a York with a print of
Edwin Miles Fadman, president of Man" which George B. Seitz made spectacle which he completed in
Red Seal Pictures Corp. has secured on the coast in two forms: one as a Rome before sailing for America.
world's distribution rights to the Out- feature in nine reels and the other as Guazzoni is makinor his headquarters
of-the-Inkwell Comedies. They will a ten episode serial, each episode in here with Ferdinand Luporini.
(Continued on Page 2)
two reels.
be sold via the state right market.

"Messalina" Here

—

_
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The exhibitors present declare that
the small exhibitor is in desperation
over the tax. Olsen is of the opinion
that exhibitors should co-operate to
the fullest extent with the Hays orRembusch
ganization to this end.
that
told
French Lick is the ideal place to
hold a general conference of the three
branches of the industry and have a
frank discussion on existing problems.

THE FILM DAILY

Monday Club
may attend a meeting of the Monday Club at the MetroAuditorium next Monday
politan
evening. The members of the club
at the

Will H. Hays

are prominent in social

York.

The Hays

m

work

office is

in

New

arranging

motion picture program. Jesse
L. Lasky is expected to discuss production, while whatever stars are
available on that evening will make
an appearance.
for a

T. O. C. C. Ball Jan. 24
The annual ball of the T. O. C. C.
will be held at the Astor on Jan. 24th.

(£>d.ivcatloruxl U-CciuAXA^

-^D

THE SnCE OF THE PROGRAM"

Joe Brandt, of C. B. C. said:

Leaders Won't Talk
1)

right and that the day of a joint distributing machine, at least so far as
the actual physical handling of the

product was concerned, was not far

He

off.

was

said the transition

in-

evitable.

W. W. Hodkinson, W. E. Atkinson,
Joe Brandt and Billy Brandt did,
however, voice their ideas. Hodkinson declared that co-operation was
in the business if it were to
survive.
He declared:
"There must be absolute co-operation between the different factions and factors in
the industry because the nature of the business is such and it is Bo closely related in
vital

lot

that it cannot long continue to
punishment inflicted on it by a
of persons advancing their own interests

the

regardless of others or the industry as a
whole.
If the industry has not within itself,
the vision to see this fact clearly, the wisdom
to devise practical methods of co-operation
with which to change the condition and the
integrity to stick by equitable plans, in my
opinion, it is at a point of perishing as set
up today and my recent article in Collier's
Weekly clearly sets forth the lines which
my experience indicates it will follow in
gravitating from the so-called theatrical into
the non-theatrical field, leaving high and dry
the interests now concerned with production
and exhibition of pictures along the ruinous
lines pursued at present.
"I was never more optimistic than at
the present in believing that the industry
can work together, but I have felt and do
feel that it will only do so under pressure,
and that the sufficient pressure is now at
hand to force a proper set up within the
industry."

W.

E. Atkinson of

"Our product
ranged

Metro

said:
been

for this season has

ar-

such a manner that it was not
necessary to take any steps in curtailing production.
There is nothing that I care to
say about joint distribution.
It has been
tried before but has too many ramifications
for a successful carrying out."
in

"Messalina" has been purchased
Pathe Freres, Ltd., of London
Great Britain.

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

"There isn't any doubt in the world that
the present day high cost of production calls
But I do not agree
for drastic remedies.
suggestion
that
this
with Mr.
Godsol's
remedy can be met by a plan of joint distribution.
In that plan I see danger, in that
it
would inevitably tend to discourage the
competition that is so necessary in the film
If all pictures
business as in any other.
were distributed and sold through the same
channels, they would be accepted on pracWith this
tically the same reliable basis.
in minJ, there would be no incentive for
producers or directors to do the unusual
thing in production and this would eventually sound the death-knell of the industry.
Uniformity of rental price would bring uniformity of pictures.
Every picture must be
judged individually and bring its own price;
every exhibitor must stand on his own

"Laughing Purposes Only."
2 reels

Pafhecomedy

—

WANTED

feet."

Billy

Brandt

said:

many ways,
stand

A

—Advt.

(Continued from Page

the admission tax.

Hays

Triano, fronting the Coliseum, one of the ancient beauty
spots, conceived by the famous architect, Apollodoro of Damascus.
The
profile represents conquests in the Orient of the Roman Generals. It was
completed in the year 79 A. D.
For the first time in history this
asterpiece of antiquity appears in a
film.
It is seen as a background in George Fitzmaurice's production of
"The Eternal City." Presented by Samuel Goldwyn. (Not now connected
of

with Goldwyn Pictures).

Favor Wells' Plan
i?

in Rome for many of the scenes'
chariot race plays an importan
part in the development of the storyi

trum

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd
4

Speaking of conditions in Italy, h
said yesterday:

of Italy evinced considerable interes
while it was in the making.
Thi
story occurs in the year 12 A. D.
when the Roman Empire was in tb
height of its glory.
Guazzoni re
built the Arena, the Forum and Ros

Rus <U

42

1)

The production of "Messalina'
was sponsored in a more or lesi
official manner.
The King and Queei

— Irving Mack, 738
— Ernest W. Fredman,

Wabash Ave.
London Representative
Paris

Page

i

'Phone, Hollywood

Chicago Representative

(Continued from

i

—

1603.

1923

"I came to the United States ti
attend to the sale of 'Messalina' afte
the re-editing and titling to answe
the requirements of the America^
market. I have many plans regarditi|
future productions but do not car
to discuss them at this time. Ameri
can pictures in Italy are well liked
particularly from the technical poin
of view.
Conditions in Italy as ti
the production of motion pictures ari
on the way to improvement, after
period of stagnation which has beei
beneficial to the industry because
served to eliminate the spurious ele
ments."

1923 Prico 5 Celts

Joseph

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

IS,

"Messalina" Here

IS

Copyright 1923, Wid'a Film and Film Folki.
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
71 73 Writ 44th St.. New York, N. Y., by

Greater New
months, $5.00;

Thursday, November

time high-powered film executives would stop issuing statements of
that kind to the daily press.
It's doing
more to hold up the campaign for the admission tax repeal than anything that I
"It's

know

about

Laboratory wanted equipped with a
capacity of 700,000 feet a week or
more.

Apply Box S-75
71

of,"

Kane After Product
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Los Angeles Contrary to announced intentions of other companies
curtail
production,
Arthur S.
to
Kane's visit here is for the purpose
annexing new product.

of

Dillon Here

W.

A. Dillon, of Ithaca, attended
the T. O. C. C. meeting yesterday.
He says business up-state is good
when suitable pictures can be booked.
He controls three houses in
Ithaca, one, the Crescent, showing
straight pictures.

c/o
West

THE FILM DAILY
44th

St.,

New

York

b
foi

—
THE
day,

November

15,
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and would aid them in marketing the
films for the mutual benefit of the

The Courts

[n

"Funny Face Comedies,"

marionettes are used in connecwith

cartoons

by

—

Way

At Broadway Theaters,

THE FILM DAILY)

The complaint alleges that
Detroit
Fitzpatrick & McElroy
the defendants have received at least have an extensive building program
$14,000 from the Willard-Firpo films under way. They have in course of
and $35,000 from the Leonard- construction four houses, the Lyric
Teridler match, but they have paid in Traverse City, which replaces the
him only $700. He asks an account- old Lyric destroyed by fire; the Caldin ing.
well, at St. Joe, one at Harvey, 111.,

Riesenfeld has applied in the
le Court for an injunction relg the Rialto Prod., Inc., the
Film Exchange, and the Erh Co. from making any use of
lms he made prior to 1921,
o

Four Houses Under
(Special to

Marcus.

teld alleges that he gave the
iition rights to the films to
but that he could
Prod.,
8
ite the contract if Rialto could
et its financial obligations. He
that without his consent the
ere transferred to the Rialto
ge. which refuses to account
He
leliver the films to him.
hat they are deposited with the
aph Co., which refuses to give
p on the ground that Rialto
je has given directions not to
He stated that he feared the
ould be duplicated if they are
ed to remain in control of the

nts.

parties.

and another in Chicago, which has
already been leased to Balaban &
26 F. B. O. Releases Sold
Katz. Fitzpatrick and McElroy will
Chipman, Ltd., who control First
both leave for the coast soon where
National and Metro for the West
they will spend several months.
India and other territories closed a
contract yesterday for the distribution
of a minimum of 26 F. B. O. pictures
in Cuba and other islands of the
Caribbean.
Roy Chandler represented Chipman.

Found no Unrest
John

E.

Edwards,

Hodkinson's

who has just returned from Chicago and Milwaukee,

Capitol
Old New York" makes
appearance on Broadway this week
"Little

re-

at the
Capitol.
Due to the length of the feature,
an overture selection and a prelude and tableau are the only other units on the bill.

Cosmopolitan
"Under The Red Robe,"

is

the feature.

Rialto

The

orchestra this week plays as the overture a medley of popular war melodies specially arranged for Armistice Day.
This is
followed by the first of the two installments
of "Around The World In The Speejacks."
Ennio Bolognini next renders "Serenade"
and "Liebesfreud" on the cello.
The fea-

"Pioneer Trails," closes.

ture,

At Other Houses

director of publicity,

reports that exhibitors of the Middle
West are not at all alarmed by the
reported curtailment in production.

its

Hunchback" continues on at the
Astor as well as "The Temple of Venus,"
at the Central; "The Covered Wagon," at
the Criterion, and "Scaramouche" at the
"The

Bruce Here
Forty-Fourth St., "David Copperfield" is in
its second week at the Cameo
"Little Old
Robert C. Bruce who has been
New York" is again seen on Broadway,
spending some time in the NorthRapf Leaves
now playing the Capitol. The Rialto and
west making scenics for Educational
Harry Rapf has left for the coast. Strand both house holdovers, the former
running "His
Children" which
is in New York.
His next picture for the Warner's will played the RivoliChildren's
last week, and the latter
be "Broadway After Dark."
"A Woman of Paris." "The White Sister"
;

remains at the Lyric.

Industrial for Borden's

Walker in From Coast
Elmer J. McGovern is making an
Harley
M. Walker, of the Roach
lert Yudkin has sued Leon D.
industrial film for the Borden Milk
Charles Penser and Penser's Co. He is taking scenes at Norwich, organization, is in town from the
coast.
:ions in the Supreme Court for N. Y.
cent of the proceeds of the
Willard-Firpo
and
the
of
•Leonard fights. He alleged
defendant agreed to give him
if
he would desist from
io get the rights for the bouts,
:

m

Aronson

Sails

on the 20th

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

London A. L. Aronson sails for
the States on the 20th.

Frank Edwards Back in Seattle
Powers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Upon Aronson's arrival here, M. H.
It is uderstood a new producing
Frank Edwards, of the Hoffman, of Truart, is expected to
Seattle
company will star Maurice Powers in Winter Garden, is back from a trip leave for the coast to watch produc-

May

Star Maurice

—

spent in Scandinavia.

a series of pictures.

6i

tion.

SHIFTING SANDS
CROWDS in with
LURE of the DESERT

LURE
the

the

Advertise the REAL SHEIKS
and the REAL desert life in this
big attraction and
box-office to get in

NIC

MELO DRA Wy
AM3JAH

Is It

a

they'll
-

the Critics

"The

Tripoli exteriors resemble the real

"This

thing

— with the atmosphere suggestive
— Motion Picture News.
detail."

start."

every

"Peggy Hyland returns
absence ....

The

and capable."

IT'S

to screen after long

entire cast is well suited

—Film

Daily.

>

>

Good Picture?—All
in

storm your

picture

holds

Say
interest

— Exhibitors

YES
from

the

Trade Review.

"There are a number of picturesque shots.
The storm on the desert, the bandit raid,
in which the English troops
rout the desert brigands are fairly elabo-

and the climax

rate spectacles."

Motion Picture World

A HODKINSON PICTURE

—
THE

•swm

Thursday, November

DAILY

Old Contracts Stand
(Continued from

Tage

1)

Yesterday's meeting of the T. O.
C. C. was marked by three addresses:

one by Acting Mayor Murray Hulsecond by Dr. Ettinger, head
bert.
of the public school system of the
citv, and a third by Sydney S. Cohen
who received a prolonged ovation and
i

South Bronx House
The South Bronx will soon have
Construction on the
a 3.000 theater.
Willis is well under way and it is
expected the first performance will
The
be given New Year's Day.
house is situated on Willis Ave., between 138th and 139th Sts.

THE STORY OF

A WOMAN'S MISTAKE

May Form Producing Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

by O'Reilly. Hulbert spoke about the
value of motion pictures as did Dr.

Littleton, N. H.— Albert W. Plummer, of Boston, is back of a move to
launch a producing company, backed
by local capital. Plummer seeks to
the
in
exhibitors
by
burden carried
name his company the Profile Proform of admission and seating taxes. ducing Co.
He said that following Motion Picture Day, which falls during AmeriAliens Handling "Married Love"
can Education Week, the M. P. T. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
planned enlisting the active support
Commis"Married Love" is being
Toronto
S.
Tigert,
U.
of Dr. J. J.
sioner of Education in influencing handled throughout Canada by Doin
Distribution
Films.
Congress to act favorably on Sec- minion
retary Mellon's suggestion to remove Western Canada is through a subCanadian National Films,
sidiary,
the admission tax.
Ltd.
bookblock
slap
at
a
took
O'Reilly
ings and Famous Players for its
New Attorney for Film Board
method of handling "The Covered
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wagon." He explained to Dr. Ettinger that pictures of that kind
Omaha G. F. Nye, of the law
should be released at once so that firm of Gurley, Fitch & West, has
they could be seen at popular prices been chosen attorney to represent the
in neighborhood theaters by school Omaha Film Board of Trade.
He
children, but that instead of that it succeeds Eugene N. Blazer.
was held in high-priced theaters for
one or two seasons and then released
Blaine Irish Dead

FEATURING

k

WYNDHAM

Ettinger. Cohen delved into National
M. P. Day and touched upon the

—

L

generally.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto — Blaine

Irish,

WILL
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'"Freeze Out"
irs
a Abrams Accuses Four ComExerting Pressure
Opposed to Godsol Idea

nies of

Exhibitors Want Him to Help Organize National Movement Regarding Repeal of Admission Tax

—

(Special to

egations that four producing and
mting companies are attempting

e public's

My

ed.

Abrams

should be put through.

yesterday to men-

Lobby gossip has
Hays will be asked

in an inY. Tribune. Ab-

companies he

re-

desire is constantly
representative was

highly

[

bharlie

Mary Pickford
They hope

ed.

fltargotten.

the theaters

lulling

cities

Aall

in

and towns

many

of
over the

"There

is

plenty of suspense; the picture is most thrilling," says the
of Charles Ray in"The Courtship of Myles Standish,"
Exhibitors great release. Advt.

Los Angeles News
Associated

—

miy constitute the only menace

thimotion picture industry to-day.
companies force the exhibitors
the inf erior pictures to get
ti
dictate conter ones
(^^Independent proit holding

^thus

is.

we

are selling pic-

a loss in some communities,
ssvhich must be pro-rated among
pities, shifting an unequal bur_ t

the picturegoers. Some cities
their theaters are showing
e if their favorite stars, and a
reflection of displeasure is
the box offices."
c

und

e

I:

system, urged
Godsol, was attacked by

nt distributing

F

Checking

Up

Revenue

Watching Exhibitor For Reichenbach Dinner at the Ritz
Penalties Under
Jimmy Walker to be The Toast-

Officials

Tax Reports
(Special to

prevent this

J,

(Continued on Page 2)

sriss

Film for Goldwyn
will produce "The
by Paul Gwynne for

Terriss
•ro,"

n release.

The

legislation.

The

1

H.

charge

From

idea has the unall present.

Washington

Returns

the Law
THE FILM DAILY)

—While no new rulings

Many

Acceptances
master

The committee handling

the Harry

Reichenbach dinner which occurs at
have been issued by the Treasury the Ritz on Thanksgiving Eve has
Department covering delinquent re- received many acceptances to date.
turns filed by exhibitors reporting adKeen interest has been evidenced
mission taxes, officials of the Internal in the party which is looming up in
Revenue Bureau have received notice great shape. State Senator James J.
One
that some of the practices which have Walker will be toastmaster.
become common must be stopped.
committee member remarked yesterThe law now provides a penalty of day that he never realized just how
twenty-five per cent of the tax in many friends Reichenbach had in the
cases where a return is filed later than business until the applications for
allowed, but the Commissioner of the dinner started to roll in. To date,
Internal
Revenue is vested with
authority to compromise or even entirely lift this penalty, if investigation
(Continued on Page 4)

includes the following, many
of whom have arranged to entertain
a number of guests that evening. In
(Continued on Page 2)
the

developed the
Minnesota, Den-

discussion

fact that Steffes of

stars

B producing companies owning
irlown distributing services and

that Will

to take

The question of a Centra! States
exhibitors' organization was discuss-

Chaplin.

such methods to hold the
out of public interest

<rih

mr

desired

what was said this
animous support of

cities that
tig theaters in forty
yvere 'not interested' in buying

releases of

it

of the situation, and through him to
have a national committee formed, a
member from each state, to aid in a
concerted effort to bring about this

y a distributing company con-

:xt

—

The two days'
session of exhibitors came to an end
yesterday. While the, formation of a
new central western exhibitors body
was discussed at length the chief
topic was the manner in which the
proposed repeal of the admission tax

said:

to,

THE FILM DAILY)

French Lick, Ind.

eeze cut" competition by methmstituting restraint of trade and
present curtailment plans are
y the methods these companies
sing to recoup losses due to
ient production were made yes-

by Hiram
w in the N.
who refused
y name the

On Hays

Gall

nison and Richey of Michigan and
others did not feel the time was ripe
and indications are that no organization will be formed although arrangements for closer co-operation between
the five central west states, will be
perfected. An unusual feeling of harmony marked the meeting and all
speakers urged the maintaining of
closer relations with producers and an
abandonment of the antagonistic attitude of organizations.

Exhibitors

attending

the

conven-

tion included:
Al Steffes of Minneapolis, H. M. Richey
and J. R. Dennison of Michigan, Jake Wells
of Virginia, Joseph Rhode of Wisconsin, H.
A. Cole of Texas, Judge Handy of Kansas
and Ludwig Siegal, Glenn W. Reynolds, J.
T. Dittman, Ben L. Bervey, G. E. Johnson
Those from
and Julius Lamb of Illinois.
Indiana

included G. G. Schmidt,
C. Zarine. E. H. Bingham and Charles Olsen of Indianapolis, J.
N. Wyckoff and S. P. TCatzinbach of Terre

attending

Frank Rembusch, A.

(Continued on Page

2")

list

picture will

May

Direct Negri

Dimitri Buchowetzk? leaves for the
coast today. It would not prove sur-

Lloyd to Build Studio
prising if announcement were made
THE FILM DAILY)
that he would direct Pola Negri for
Terriss is now arranging his
An extra dividend of $1.25 a share
Los Angeles Harold Lloyd has Famous.
he story is a Spanish one.
on the common stock of the Eastman purchased a forty-acre site in WestKodak Company was announced in wood, on which he will erect a $1,Texas Directors To Meet
addition to the regular quarterly pay- 500,000 studio. Work will be deferNeumann Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment of the same amount. The regu- red until 1924, since' Lloyd's contract
Hat Neumann, of Neumann Prod., lar quarterly dividend of 1*4 per cent with the Hollywood studio does not
Dallas— H. A. Cole, head of the M.
B< in, is in New York with a was also declared on the preferred, expire until that time. It is planned P. T. O. of Texas has issued a call
int
"I. N. R. I.," which Export all of which are payable Jan. 1 to to include enough space to house sev- for the directors of the unit to atid I ?ort will
handle here.
tend a special meeting on Nov. 21.
stockholders of record on Nov. 30.
eral companies besides Lloyd's.
e

made

in

Mexico City or

in

E. K. Lists Extra Dividend

(Sperfal to

—

»«
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vakia),

(Csecho-Slo-

Pafhecomecjy
the most splendid monument ever erected to the memory of a
beloved personality, the memorial to King Victor Emanuel of Italy. It
stands in the very centre of Rome and was the base of considerable camera
operation when George Fitzmaurice was producing "The Eternal City"
in the great Italian Capitol.
It is also the background of several intense situations in the picture as
presented by Samuel Goldwyn (Not now connected with Goldwyn Pic-

Here

Quotations
High
Low Close
.111^ HOJ^ 110^

East. Kod.
F. P.-L

65^

64

11

10%
17H

700
4,000

Not quoted

do pfd

Goldwyn
Loew's

64

Sales

...

\7Y2

....

10%

1,200

tures.)

is

produce "Romeo
and Juliet" with Richard Barthelmess
and Lillian Gish in the title roles.
It will be made in Italy, following
"Romola," but before "Joan of Arc."
Mary Pickford and Norma Talmadge
are also expected to play Juliet in
will

Many
mittee

Fears

Acceptances

(Continued from Page I)
addition, there is a long list of

com-

members among whom

are

numbered many of the best known
names in the industry. The accep1

tances include:
Abrams, Hiram
Alicoate, Jack
Eugene Kelcey Auerbach, Louis.
;

Barr, Julius; Barr,

Max;

Allen,

;

Beecroft, James;

Berman, A. C.
Blaisdell, George
BlumenBen; Blumenthal, Louis F.
Brandt,
Billy; Brandt, Harry; Brecher, Leo; Brulatour, Jules E.
Burkan, Nathan.
Chadwick, I. E. Cohen, Julius.
Dannenberg, Joe.
Eckman, Sam Edelhertz, Bernard Eschman, E. A.
;

;

thal,

Correction

Goldreyer denied yesterday that he had sold the Concourse
theater as reported.
He also denied
that its sale was contemplated.
Charles

;

;

;

;

;

Felix F. ; Fields, Harry ; Fleischer,
Friedlander, Al; Friedman, Dr. David.

Feist,

Estabrook in Chicago
Howard Estabrook of Creation
Pictures, left for Chicago yesterday.

Max;

Gainsboro,

Hy;

Gill,

William

S.

;

Gillett,

E. Kendall; Grob, Bernard; Gulick, Paul.
Halliday, W. S.
Hammell, John; Hammons, E. W. ; Hermann, W. C. Hershfield,
Harry; Hirsh, Nathan; Hornstein, J. C.
;

;

ADVERTISE TOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

LEE

MORAN

UNCLE

SAM

V*.

MERMAID
COMEDY

Hughes, Frank J.
Johnson, E. Bruce; Johnston, William A.
Kann, George E. Kann, M. D. Kassell,
M.
Kennell, Harry;
Kitchen, Karl K.
;

;

;

Klein,

William.

Landau, W. A.; Lazarus, Paul; Leahy,
Tim Loew, Marcus.
MacMahon, John; Mannix, Edward; Mersereau, Don; Moses, Charles; Muller, J. B.
North, Bobby.
;

Charles L.
Pearson, Elmer; Praeger, M. E.
Rapf, Arthur; Reisenfeld Hugo; Roehrenbeck, F. J.; Rogers, Saul E.
Rosenbluh,
Louis; Rosenzweig, Charles; Rothafel, S. L.
Rotrstein, Nat; Rowland, Richard A.; Rubin,
Robert.
J.
O'Reilly,

;

;

WANTED

HORSE RACE NEGATIVE
Write giving full information, name of
track, names of horses and riders,
length of negative and lowest price.

Box
71

W.

J-7

FILM DAILY
44th

St.

N. Y. C.

Schnitzer, J. I. ; Schwartz, Jack ; Schwartz,
Marty; Scott, Harry; Shapiro, George;
Shapiro, V. A.; Sheehan, W. R. ; Sherman,
Ben; Sonin, Samuel; Spargo, John S.
Spring, Samuel; Steiner, Charles; Steiner,
George; Stern, Joseph.

Urbach, Lawrence,
Weber, Lawrence, L.
Zuro, Josiah.

Welsh,

A "Freeze Out"

(Continued from Page 1)

;

their versions.

A

CHADWICK'S COLUM

—Advt.

\lYz 2,100

Inspiration Plans "Juliet"
Inspiration

advis

CHARLEY CHASE

'Phone. Hollywood

Bird.

organizing an

composed of fifty exhi
on stories and produc

HAL ROACH'S

THE FILM

1603.

is

possibilities.

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California— Walter R. Greens,
6411

l»

(Continued from Page 1)
Haute, Nat Bernstein of Michigan Cit]
B. Stine of Clinton, F. G. Heller of Kok,
S. S. Schauer of Valparaiso, W. F. E:
of Rushville, Billy Connors of Marion, E
Eagleston of Seymour, O. I. Demare
Franklin and Arthur Jackson of Crawl

Prtw S Cuts

112)

16,

On Hays

Gall

CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

IS

November

Robert

E.;

Abrams

as only a further step in consolidating the position of the "trust."
Inefficiency in production methods,
not salaries, is to blame for the heavy
losses suffered by some companies,
Abrams holds, but rather than admit
this the actor is being made the
"goat" through salary reductions.
The stars are entitled to all they can
get for their services, he said. Their

box

office

drawing power

is

what has

WE WILL CONTINUE

Pll

DUCING on a basis that has
WAYS been limited to a rata

.

production cost!

We
a

have an optimistic confidem

market ever ready

to absorb

good productions sold on
ble

basis

CERNED

that
to

t|(

an eq

ALL

allows

rnA^a

i

t

CJ'

profit.

built the fortunes of the big producers.

Such an actor as Thomas Meighan,
says the Tribune interview, is under-

Abrams' opinion, because his
individual drawing power fairly demands a greater share of the profits.
"Three of the best pictures I ever
saw," said Abrams, "were made by
George Arliss at less than $100,000
each. This was due to careful consideration
of costs,
avoidance of
waste shots and costly sets, and
efficient,
well-planned direction in
cutting out the minor details which
swell the cost of the average picture
to a great extent."

product™

CONTINUED

paid, in

Replying
issued

by F.

to
J.

both the statements
Godsol and Jesse L.

Lasky, Richard A. Rowland said
the

in

Morning World yesterday:

"I can say that I am in accord with Mr.
Lasky's assertion that there will be no curtailment of production, but there will be a
curtailment of waste.
"There is no gainsaying the statement of
Mr. Godsol, that the high cost of players
and directors is due to the scarcity of competent persons to fill these positions.
But
with proper preparation before making a
picture, we believe it is still possible for
produoers to keep their expenditures within
reasonable limits."

will be

ON THE

"FIRE PATRO
under the personal

supervision

>

HUNT STROMBERG
(and five other product
to be announced soon

WATCH
daily

for

THIS SPA(

production

newi of*

"FIRE PATROL" and comme
'

a safe and sane motion

picture

tf

ket from the standpoint of

CHADWICK PICTURES
729 Seventh Ats.,

COI

H«r +
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"The Spanish Dancer" Demonstrated
POLA NEGRI

"THE SPANISH DANCER"

has now been shown in enough key
centers to give an accurate and adequate demonstration of the picture's actual box-office value. Below are given the true reports from ten different theatres in ten widely
scattered demonstration points, selected at random. They tell a convincing story.

TOWN

in

THEATRE

BUSINESS

Rivoli

to 64 more admissions
"Manslaughter," the record-holder, and played two capacity weeks.

OPINIONS OF THE CRITICS

Opened

NEW YORK

"Will make millions of dollars.
The old, flaming, glorious, gorgeous Pola Negri." Tribune.

than

—

bracing, romantic story,
beautifully plotted and rich with

"Big,

CHICAGO

SANDUSKY,
O.

IANSAS CITY

McVickers

Broke record at opening and held
steady for two big weeks.

dramatic situations."
Herald-Examiner.

—

"A great picture, with a story
that stirs imagination and leaves
clean and wholesome reaction."
Star-Journal.

Equaled figures of "Manslaughter," which holds house record.

Plaza

Newman

—

Remarkable business despite very
bad weather and fall festival

"Exceptionally good picture, well
acted, well directed.
take
off our hats to Pola."
Star.

—

competition.

ST.

LOUIS

ITTSBURGH

Did $21,438.29, breaking, all house
records.
Biggest Sunday opening in history of St. Louis.

Missouri

Madison

WICHITA,

Miller

ALT LAKE
CITY

MW LONDON
CONN.

far the best of Pola Negri's
pictures.
'The Spanish Dancer'
Star.
is a sure winner."

—

sensational success this theSidewalk overatre ever had.
flow for first time.

DETROIT

KAS.

"By

Most

Olympic

tire

hit

during en-

in

American.

"Deserves the term 'super-production.'
Pola Negri's best role
since she has appeared on the
screen." Star- Journal.

—

better than
Pola's
other American pictures. Lavish
picture, full of luxurious settings." Journal-Post.
"Infinitely

—

"Will rank as Pola's greatest
achievement.
Abounding with
thrills

and romance."
Globe-Democrat.

—

"Miss Negri can set this down as
her finest picture, not excepting

coming back. The pichighly colored, gorgeous,
imposing." Beacon.

"The

is

is

—

"Far above anything Pola Negri
has done in America. More than
a spectacle;

engagement.

—Evening

"In every sense a fine picture
that will please with acting, color
and beauty." Free Press.

"Gives full play to the most dramatic actress of the screen, Pola
Negri."—Tribune.

Tremendous business at opening.
Crowds turned away throughout

pictures."

special.' "

ture

Despite raised admission, was
forced to stop ticket sales several
times by crowds.

American

picture since 'Passion.'

"Pola
$3,700

"Provides entertainment in generous quantities and is assured of
success.
Better than previous

"Could have been shown at advanced prices, for it is a 'super-

—

business.

— Herald.

ican pictures."

"At last Pola Negri has a picture
worthy of her talents. Her best

—Karl Kitchen.

run.

Excellent
four days.

ParamountEmpress

Crown

Absolute capacity

We

"Pola Negri returns to the mood
of her superb 'Carmen.'
Far
better than her previous Amer-

tells real story."

—Day.

—Karl

'Passion.'

One

Kitchen.

"—Times.

last word in gorgeousness.
of the best pictures of 1923."

—Eagle.

"Pola does the best work of her
Romantic, dashing
career.
drama. A million dollar setting
for the jewel of the screen."

—Telegram.

"Pola's interpretation superbly
done. Nothing she did in 'PasDay.
sion' surpassed it."

—

and so the story goes throughout the entire country. Never has a picture been so clearly proven
ihit Prints of "THE SPANISH DANCER" are now available for you at Paramount exchanges.

(X paramount Qieture
^FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
,

AOOLPH ZUKOR
'
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Checking

Up

(Continued from

Returns
Page

sitating their returns to the taxpayer,

1)

that the delinquency was the
circumstances
result of unforeseen
and not deliberate on the part of the

shows

yer.

As

a result of the latitude

in cases where returns are accompanied by unsigned checks, neces-

posed

allowed

the check, properly signed, is not
received until after the close of the
period in which returns are to be
filed, whether the failure to sign was
the result of carelessness or deliberation.

the Commissioner, officials of the
Similar other practices, which may
bureau yesterday told the representa- be methods of evading prompt filing
'FILM DAILY the and tax payment, will also be subject
tive of

THE

penalties

assessed against exhibitors

There

penalty.

to

is

no disposition

do not run into any great number and on the part of officials of the bureau
are imposed only where it appears the to make tax reporting more arduous
than necessary, it is emphasized. The
delay was avoidable.
exhibitor who has a death in his
commissioner
However, while the
family, or sudden illness, need not
exhibitors
release
to
permitted
is
that a severe penalty will be imfear
from penalty in this respect, he has
posed
if his return is a day or two
of
not such authority to in the case
late, if he can give a good reason
the five per cent penalty for nonfor his delinquency and show that it
In many cases
payment of tax.
Only those who
is not deliberate.
the
assessed,
is
penalty
this
where
deliberately seek to foil the proper
return if filed promptly but payment
administration of the law will be
not made within the specified period, often the taxpayer being without
the necessary funds at the time and
willing to pay five per cent for the
privilege of postponing payment temThese two regulations are
porarily.
all that apply to returns of admission
taxes, and there is no change under
contemplation at the present time.
is

penalized,

it

is

stated.

Goldman Plans Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

It is reported that WilSt. Louis
liam Goldman is seriously considering the erection of another theater.
A site is under consideration on Grand
Blvd. and Morgan St., He also runs
The reasons for imposing penalties, the King, Euclid, Queens and Mafhowever, will be broadened somewhat
fitt.
so as to eliminate some of the evasions which taxpayers, not neces-

moving

picture industry,
The penalty for
have resorted to.
late filing, for instance, will be imsarily in the

"Ponjola" Opens Sunday
"Ponjola" opens at the Strand
Sunday for a week's run.

this

Hands
Chain in Mid-West
Into Court— Lack

In Receiver's
Consolidated

Brought

if

November

Friday,

The reason for the receh
erson.
ship is a claim that the income is
sufficient to pay current obligatic

Ready Cash
(Special to

Suit Filed in Ft.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis Fred A. Sims has
been named receiver of the Consolidated Realty and Theaters Corp.
Following the appointment of a receiver in what was termed a friendly
suit, R. L. Martin of Chicago, president, declared none of the theaters

would close. The petition was filed
by the Hatfield Electric Co., which
claimed $1,000 for equipment.

A. P. Kester of Sheridan, Ind.,

is

secretary-treasurer. Martin took the
place as president when F. H. Gruneberg Sr., suffered a breakdown in
Martin formerly was secrehealth.
tary-treasurer.
Consolidated is holder of the title of most of the common
stock of the Evansville Realty Co.,
which owns the Sonntag Hotel and
Victory theater in Evansville and
property in various cities. The corporation owns and operates the Liberty in Terre Haute; the Murray and
Murrette in Richmond; the Capitol
in Clinton; the Pantheon in Vincennes,
which was recently opened
under new management; the Orpheum in Fort Wayne and the Strand
in Kokomo.
It holds a ninety-nineyear lease on the Park theater property at Capitol Ave. and Washington
St. here, "and a business site in Fort
Wayne and a tract of land near And-

Wayne

THE FILM

DAILY)
Fort Wayne, Ind. A suit askin
receiver for the Consolidated Re;
and Theaters Corp., Chicago,
filed in Circuit Court by Mrs. C;
line C. Schmidt, owner of a bti
(Special to

—

•

ing at 821 Calhoun Street. She
leges that the company failed to m
payments in accordance with a 1<
contract signed May 21, 1921.
company is insolvent, or soon
be, according to the complaint.
'
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"Finest of Year! '

"Marvelous!"
"Without a moment's hesitation
we declare 'A Woman of Paris'
the finest piece of filmery of the
/ear.

mot

Marvelous!

half

The

enough

—

Well, that

to say about

is
it.

humor, and
grimness of tragedy, all prove the
subtleness

of

genius of the artist."

—

Irene,

N.

Y. Daily News.
"Artistically considered, the

most

drama witnessed in
New York theatres." Burton

satisfactory

the
Rascoe, N. Y. Tribune.

—

WOMAN of PARIS
A DRAMA OF

//

FATE

reafur'mjC

Odna J^urviance
Id) Fitter)

and Directed bu

CHARLES CHAPLIN

il,

Now

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
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Pickford

Douglas

Charles Chaplin

D

W. Griffith
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success in
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ChicagoChicago Theatre
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DetroitCapital Theatre
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Adapted from the

thrilling

JAMES KIRKWOOD

Navel by

Cynthia Stockley of a young girl on
he SouthiMrican veldt, masquerading as aMan.
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JACKIE

COOGAN
{

Long live
the King

i i<

Mary Roberts Rinehart
of

Jack Coogan, Sr.

Victor Schertziitger
C Car drier Sullivan
Eve Unscll
Irene Morra

J-

i&*k

fefe
REG US
PATC

(fury

imperial Pictures

ltd

GxclwsiVe Dwlnlndors thrnoiU

afe

i

i

Mary Roberts
Rineliar"fc
Produced under

-the

Personal Supervision of

-V
Directed
A ROMANCE OF GOLDEN YOUTH, ROYAL LOVE
AND THRILLING ADVENTURE, IN WHICH JACKIE
APPEARS AS THE BOY PRINCE OF EVERYBODY'S
DREAMS AMID THE SENSATIONAL INTRIGUE OF
A BALKAN COURT. IT IS A MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION, REFLECTING THE ROMANTIC SPLENDOR OF A FAR-OFF KINGDOM, AND JACKIE, AS
CROWN PRINCE OTTO, HAS
THE BIGGEST ROLE OF HIS
CAREER.

&LHedhu Irene

by

Victor
(bniinuiiy and Scenario h

Eve

VLnsell

rfdap-ied

hy

C.Gardner

Sulliva

Morra

fury 9mperial Pictures Z-td. €xclusiv>e Distributors ihr
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GO THE LIMIT ON THIS PAPER
THERE WONT BE ANY SAD
POST MORTEMS IN YOUR

YOU TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE OPPORTUNITY OFFERED BY
MAKING A LIBERAL DISBOX-OFFICE

IF

PLAY OF THE PAPER PROVIDED FOR THIS PRODUCTION.

THIS

IS

A

PICTURE

ON WHICH YOU CAN GUARANTEE ONE HUNDRED PER
CENT SATISFACTION.

ISN'T

THEREFORE, A GOOD
TIME TO USE THE
BILLBOARDS TO
THE LIMIT?
IT,

.ONG

LIVE THE KING
PICTURE

A METRO
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Want

Meeting

licago

Important

by Exhibitors Attending
ench Lick Meeting For

—

Film Week. Lt. Col. Bromhead, of
Gaumont, served as chairman, and
the Prince' of Wales was the chief

be developed.

guest of honor.
There were present many member?
of the British Government, Commonwealth ministers and members of
Parliament and leading men in all
walks of imperial life including the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Ramsey
MacDonald, Labor lead of the opposition to the Government; Senator
Wilson, of Australia; Right Honorable Clynes, M. P.; all Agent-Generals of the British Dominions, Lord
Burnham, proprietor of the Daily Telegraph; S> Phillip Lloyd Graeme,
(Continued on Page 2)

exhibitors who atthe two-day session here were
opinion that the time was not
the formation of a new CenWhether
tes exhibitor body.

the

oted,

an organization will
into being does not alter
that at Chicago a harmonious
is promised, devoid of polt
permeated with the idea of
lg a real working alliance.
such

me

Omaha

Back; Wins

Seek

luncheon inaugurated the British

ful

time plans for the' closest kind
>eration will

Folk

—

—Another

meetexhibitor leaders is scheduled
icago in about a month, at
Lick, Ind.

cli

Film

With America
As Film Week Opens
(By Radio to THE FILM DAILY)
London An enormously success-

Harmony
THE FILM DAILY)

to

British

Better Relations

Closest
ecial

Reciprocity

Suit

returned from OmaFriday where he testified in
>n brought by Loew's, Inc.
Wilfred Ledoux for the pos-

Loew

is

the Empress theater. The
as to be turned over to the

of

by agreement but Le-

rcuit

stead
Co.
rict

sold

The

in

World

brought

action

Court

favor of

the

to

it

Omaha was

Tiger
9

Virginian
jferred

9

Red Robe

I.-Cosmop

9

iospitality
ro

graph

11

iarefoot Boy
iion-C. B. C.-S.

R

11

print of the picture.

the various state exhibitor organizations,
the M. P. T. O. and individuals start doing things a lovely mess
A house divided against itself must fall. There
will result.
should be one movement, one organization, to put this job through.

undeniable.

If

12
of the Nile

.

12

Subjects

12

will be observed generally but each
case will probably be settled individually. In some instances more money
will be asked and in others, extended
runs in order to permit the Hearst
organization to realize a fair return
on its investment.

Rocketts Arrive with Lincoln Film
Al and Ray Rockett, accompanied
by Si Snyder arrived in New York
from the coast Friday with a print

"The Dramatic Life of Abraham
They are at the Com-

of
Every exhibitor everyone interested in the repeal must bear Lincoln."
The admission tax will not be repealed cannot be, modore.
this in mind
Many newspapers editoif the Soldiers' Bonus Bill is passed.
;

Matrimony

lick

a

DON'T FORGET THIS
11

Bancer

John C. Flinn arrived in town Friday from the coast with the first

widespread effort to help along this battle.
Many well intentioned men have tried to pull an oar. That much
better results could be accomplished by a concerted, concentrated

Man

e

have its world's premiere at the
George M. Cohan theater on Dec.
Cecil B. DeMille will come East
21.
early next month to arrange the presentation. Hugo Riesenfeld prepared
the music score.

A group of notable exhibitors, intent of getting somewhere
Burkan Before T. O. C. C.
on the fight to repeal the admission tax met seyeral days ago in
Nathan Burkan, attorney for Cosappeared before 50 T. O.
mopolitan
French Lick. They decided to ask Will Hays to organize the
C. C. members who hold contracts for
states into a working organization to put this much needed legis- "Enemies of Women" at the Astor
discussed the diffiSomething concrete is expected to happen in this on Friday, and over
lation over.
the booking of
culties existing
connection in the next day or so.
As noted, old contracts
the picture.

effort, is

B^eavenworth Case

In

in

There has been

National

/ay of a

—

9

ng Youth
t

at her

French Lick

iversal

the

very best" declared Edwin Schallert in the Los
Angeles Times, of Mack Sennett's " The Extra Girl,' 'the great Associated
Exhibitors winner. Advt.

Loew.

Page

m-

"Mabel Normand

de-

atures Reviewed
;

"Commandments" at Cohan Dec. 21
"The Ten Commandments" will

;

:

comment to this effect. That, in a nutshell, is the situation.
And this was pointed out in this publication on Oct. 31.

rially

(Continued on Page 6)

S.

Kent Here
arrived in town Friday
Kent
R.

from the
schedule.

coast,

one day ahead of his

.
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Wash., sees a fine
champion lumber j

THE LIMELIGHT— Interesting
news

Otl.er

Greater New
$5.00;
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with ordei
o(

months,

— Hoquiam,

and persons

1879.
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of

LOG ROLLING,— BUT NOT

;

act

loaf

i

.1

the

a

high cost of food causes the hungry
employed to make raids on the food s
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European

Roman Forum,

ancient reminders
The Forum contained the temples
of the early activities of that Empire.
of Castor and Pollus, the walls of which still stand.

This scene shows the

Representative
Interna
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-SloWenzelplatz.

greatest of

Reciprocit

(Continued

all

from Page

1)

Lord Mayor of London, and
Mayors, of most of the big pro
cities.
The Lord Provost of Gl;l
Right Hon. Sir Joseph Cook,
Commissioner for Australia:
ported by
full
representati>;
|

|

Ready

for

M.

P.

Julian Bassilici also was enclosed within the Forum confines. Just
in front of this magnificent specimen of prodigious Italian Might, George
Fitzmaurice staged a scene between Barbara La Marr and Bert Lytell,
so that the forum is a background for one of the poignant moments in

The

Day
—

Parade Up Broadway Locally Mass
Meetings by Exhibitors Held in

Many

"The Eternal City."— Advt.

Cities

The M.

P. T. O. reported on Friday
that following special mass meetings
of exhibitors held in Boston, Philadelphia, Seattle, Cleveland, Newark,
New York and other points, exhibitor units were all set for National
M. P. Day which occurs on Monday.

In

In New York, the event will be
introduced by a parade up Broadway
on Saturday afternoon in which the
Police Band will play and a number
of floats arranged by producers have

an active part.
Sydney S. Cohen
and national officers of the organization have been devoting most of
their time of late in lining up various
local bodies.
They were in Boston
last week and from there went to

The Courts

Supreme Court Justice Daniel F.
Cohalan has reserved decision on application of House Peters, for a temporary injunction restraining Charles
O. Baumann from publishing announcements to the effect that the
plaintiff is under contract with him,
and threatening suits against any
Peters adpersons employing him.
mits that he and Baumann entered

which erected a theater there and
leased the property from the 95th St.
and Broadway Corp. The suit was
brought by Margaret Mayo, playwright,

who

Ken-

lent $58,000 to the

trade.

Altogether 500 guests attend'i
highly successful gathering. A
of optimism was struck throi
for
cooperation
Aiii
with
coupled with a desire for frien
ciprocity and interchange of fi|(
the mutual advantage of both n,l
The wholei assembly desires f
cooperation with America.

nedy Theaters before it failed. Miss
Mayo contended that the lease was
Swiss 1st Nat'l Unit
executed in favor of Healy, and
(Special to THE FILM DAII
$65,000 was charged as rent in order
Dover, Del. Swiss First N
that it might be impossible for the Pictures, Inc.,
have been lormt
into a contract to cover a period of Kennedy Theaters to pay it, and
with a capitalization of $5,000.
five years from May 1st, 1923; but
Healy would then get possession of
avers through his atttorney that Bau- the theater property free of the claim
Lexington Opens Soon
mann under whose management he of creditors. She sought to collect
was to act if the contract remained the $58,000 from Healy and the 95th
The Lexington O. H. reopeni
in force failed to live up to its terms.
Street-Broadway Corp., in which he Loew auspices on Thanksgivh

—

The mayors of New
and Cleveland have publicly
owned the bulk of the stock.
endorsed the movement. In HamilA judgment for $1,300 has been
ton, O., Fred S. Meyer has arranged
filed in the City Court against EdRochester, N. Y. The suit of
a "Go to Movie Week" and in variward Small in favor of Edna L. Brit- Ralph Mariani,
of
New York, a
ous cities and sections, different ideas
ton on an assigned claim of Benjahave been advanced in order to acmusician, for money alleged due him
Cleveland.

York

|

with a straight picture

policy.

—

1

Rolfe.
The complaint alleged that Rolfe' and Small agreed
that the latter would cut and title a

min A.

quaint the public with the plan.

in a contract to

orchestra, will

play in the

be heard

in

Eastman
Monroe

Metro Issues Warning
County, instead of New York, as a
German-made film, "Lady Godiva," result
of a court order for a change
David Bernstein of Metro issued the
It
and give Rolfe half the proceeds.
of venue.
Affidavits by Dr. Rush
following statement on Friday:
is alleged that Small collected $3,317
Rhees and Victor Wagner declare
"Someone posing as a representative of
Metro Pictures Corp., has been circulating and refused to pay Rolfe anything. Mariani was discharged last DecemThe suit was for $1,658.
worthies* drafts drawn on the Ilarriman
ber for insubordination and neglect
National Bank of New York, bearing the
Mariani, who was engaged
name of 'A. Bernstein. Comptroller,' and
of duty.
has apparently succeeded in obtaining the
Supreme Court Justice O'Malley as first horn September 2, 1922, seeks
cash for these worthless drafts.
Metro Pic
Corp never issue drafts in payment jf has dismissed a suit against Thomas salary from December 27,1922, under
95th Street Broadway
Corp., owner of the land at that corner, and the Kennedy Theaters, Inc.,

Healy,

any obliga*

"The public should be cautious and shouH
apprehend any person presenting such worthless drafts."

Chase
Maurice A.

the

Minneapolis
New Association Planned
Chase, one of the
The Film Laboratories Credit Ass'
veteran sales executives of Universal,
will be the name of a new body
has been placed in permanent charge
be
formally launched next Thur
of the Minneapolis exchange.
The
vacancy was caused by the selection night at the Astor by various laboraof J.
E. Rosen, for special sales tory men.
Officers will th/n be
work.
elected.
in

I

HAL ROACH'
WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES
"Wit With

A

Wallop"

2 reels

Pafhrjcomejy.

contract which, he claims,
was violated. Several other members
of the orchestra will testify.

a year's

Mullin

Eugene

En Route West

Eastern scenario
editor for Goldwyn is on his way to
the coast to assume charge there durng the period June Mathis will work
abroad in connection with "Ben
Hur."
Mullin,

COSTUMIS
FOR HIR;
New

York'. Newest a»d Foremoi

Costume

Rental

Ortanintiol

BROOKI

_I43 WfrOT-S ST N.V.Cf
.

VIRGINIAN
Qhe Box

Office

Sensation

SMASHES ALL RECORDS
n DETROIT and DENVER
At the Broadway-

At the Colorado

Strand

Theatre. .Denver

Detroit

Tremendous bus*
iness.

Broke

.

<

>

all

records covering^
ipst three years"
ypftil

Broke all records
including those
held by "Potash

and PerlmuUer"
and "Robin Hood!'

Qleichman

U.Q.Dalbot

^

IS A CLEANUP
I

RR ScWltei^

.presents

q

^

Kenneth Harlan

Russell

S(\ p?odiS5^
fjiDAPTED BY HOPE

I

Florence Vidor

Pat O'Malley

Simpson

Raymond Hatton

LORJNGAND LOUIS D.UGHTON FROM THE NOVEL AND PLAY BY

OWENJ WISTER AND K1RKE LA SHEULE

REFERRED PICTURES
1650BROADWAY
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS-^ EXPORT

NEW YORK CITY
AND IMPORT FILM

CO. INC.

CORP'N.

«

rut

New

In fact, it is the narrative and
sub titles that are the burden of this
production, which far superior to the last
two pictures presented on Broadway by the
Vitagraph Corporation.
TRIBUNE No doubt if we have seen it
ten years ago we would have marvelled at
the
the

York

"Around the World in the Speejacks"— F. P.-L.— Rivoli
DAILY NEWS—* * * Certainly provides
sonic of the best

movie entertainment

the perfection of the direction, story and
acting, for at that time it would have been
At presa pretty good picture, no doubt.
ent it hasn't a thing to recommend it.

Rivoli also
showing a camera record of the yacht
is
It
Speejacks that cruised around the world.
a fairly good travelogue although the
is
photography is poor in many spets.

obtained

some

MAIL —

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

We

SUN

TIMES — This

production shows some very
interesting pictures of the Panama Canal, but
the outstanding portions of it are those in
*

*

*

human

interest

this

in

TRIBUNE—*

a good deal
picture. * * *

There

Australia.
•

*

is

An

of

extremely interest-

ing record of what happened to two young
people who took a sail around the world
on a 98-fcot yacht for a wedding trip.

WORLD— It

rather

at best an average
fragmentary travel picture.
is

and

—Vitagraph

Rivoli
and on, says the sub-

AMERICAN—Oil

through barren lands, past snow-topped
peaks and over an itinerary made famous by
"The Covered Wagon," trotted the cast of
"Pioneer Trails," * * * interrupted only by
massacres
farewells,
Indian
and
tearful
title,

calico

aprons.

DAILY

NEWS

— Another

Vitagraph

I

vYhich means more attempts at thrill scene*
more old-fashioned gowns.
But then,
too,
it
means Alice Calhoun and Cullen
Landis and these two members of the huge
film force are by no means in the back-

and

ground when

it comes
to doing thrill stuff.
Portrayed by Otis Harlan and Aggie
Herring.
The picture's really not half bad.

•

•

•

EVENING

JOURNAL— Vitagraph

did
flung action into
"Pioneer Trails" with a bountiful hand,
placing a bully good Indian fight right up
in the first reel, and then it gave the story
a uniformity of the photographic excellence
that would be difficult to surpass.

two good things.

First,

it

EVENING WORLD— It

one had not be-

held "The Covered Wagon," one would, we
rather imagine, thoroughly enjoy "Pioneer
Trails." * * *
Almost any film would suffer

comparison with "The Covered Wagon,"
* and featured playeri
Vitagraph *
do everything they can to make the stepchild worthy of its grandparent.
And they
do a pretty fair job of it too.
HERALD—* * * Being an old fashioned
Western melodrama with an old fashioned
hero, heroine and villain, and an excessively
in

but

'

fashioned plot.
It is pretty dull.
MAIL The picture is replete with thrills,
lick-of-time rescues and many dull moments.
*
*
*
The film contains some good old
"western stuff," with fast and furious riding,
I runaway stage coach and gunplay.
old

—

—

TELEGRAPH
This new
Vitagraph picture has all the elements of
popular success.
The story is well planned
and directed there are odd and unexpected
:

which add suspense, and the
characters are clearly drawn.
SUN * * * Its remarkably swift action,
expertly directed without a fumble in the
continuity, combined with pellucid photography, make it well worth inspection, for iti
tl

of plot,

—

speed covers a multitude of sinking spells
on the part of subtitle and plot.
TIMES Even the scenes in which the
melodrama is introduced are splendidly photographed, .-.nd the little cottage* * * is so pic,ue that one forgets the triteness of

—

New

* * *

drama.

not

has

TRIBUNE—*

* * Although the picture
pleases the eye it is as dull an entertainment
as we have sat through in some time.
The characters move through a lot of
beautiful sets leisurely and apathetically.

years the familarity of this
against its success.
it
normally
occasionally exciting.

satisfactory,

—

AMERICAN — This

made me ponder
tremendous amount of energy, refilm

NEWS—

DAILY

On the whole, what
splendid settings and fine support on
of the cast, the Cosmopolitan has
a really good film this time but still too
long.
Maybe maybe they'll cut down on
the next.
its

the part

—

—

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* *

One

of the

rush-riding, sword swallowing,
rip-roaring,
defying do and dare
high-diving,
death,
romances of the old days when brave hearts.

WORLD— It

frightfully
long.
Of
It is one of the
loveliest things pictorially which have been
screened up to last night. * * *
know of none of the French costume
play situations not included in "Under the
Red Robe."
The cavaliers' clash in the
skimping has been tolerated. It
ravine.
is a big picture.
And at times an extremely
beautiful one.

course,

it

is

They

is.

all are.

We

"The Acquittal"— Universal
Hippodrome, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER—And this is one a
murder mystery.*

*

*

a

real

mystery

rate

first

melodrama.

MAIL— Set

in a

background that

is

FREE PRESS—

Holbrook Blinn repeats
the success which he attained when he played
the piece on the legitimate stage. * * * All
the elements that go to make up melodrama
are contained in "The Bad Man." * * *
The picture is noteworthy in its attention
to detail.

NEWS —The

uphill

brave

a

conquer the loss of Blinn's

to

fight

made

has

picture

and the subtitles, picking the most
humorous of those lines that were so powerful on the stage, are far more satisfying
than you might imagine they would be.
If it were not for the presence of Mr.
Blinn at the head of the cast "The Bad
Man" would be just an ordinary western

voice

film open
action.

because

criticism

to

TIMES— He

of

slow

its

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

the

Red Robe"

thetic

produced with a sympaunderstanding
that
makes it not
is

merely a historical pageant, but a warm,
throbbing human story suitable for any age
and any time. * * * Alma Rubens as Renee
never looked as well nor ever gave as finished a performance in her life.
POST—* * * It does seem as if that
amount of money should have given much
better results. * * *
As a whole, it is
a slow-moving and tiring picture, with an
all-star cast which appeared tor the most part
not to take a great deal of interest in what
was happening.

SUN — *

Has many things a movie
acting,
really
magnificent
photography, a story that begins at a more
or less definite point and proceeds with some
coherence to a more or less definite, if not
strikingly unexpected, conclusion.
But it
needs * * * the scissors.
For "Under the Red Robe"

needs

l

*

good

—

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—*

*

*

up

right

front row
for screen

the

in

comedy

"The Broken Wing"— Preferred
Capitol, Philadelphia

—

INQUIRER There's a clever twist to the
ending of the story, too good to divulge.

NORTH AMERICAN—* * * stirring
feature.
PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)— Few
come

pictures have

way with better titles
They are brilli-

this

than "The Broken Wing."

But

snapyy and exquisitely worded.

ant,

this picture has more
fine mixture of thrills

than

It

titles.

has a

and laughs.

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)— "The

Broken Wing," is another enjoyable screen
adaptation of a successful stage production.
It has titles that make it unusually effective,
for they retain much of the flavor of the
original

piece.

RECORD— It

is
a thrilling and unusual
which holds up very well for picturization, and its surprises are genuinely dramatic.
There is a good deal of fun in the
action, which is funny in itself, but it docs
not always further the unfolding of the plot
and creates the feeling that it has been
dragged in forcibly.

story

"Counterfeit Love"

New

*

*

—Asso. Exhibitors

one

with
of

tl

thosi

you are rushed m
you begin to thii

ling scene before
to the next, until

is
almost more excitement than j
stand packed into this one pictun

is

plenty

The comedy element

*

is

southern darky characters and
dashing romance.

"The Destroying Angel"

action.

of

furnished by
th»re is real

—

Asso. Ex.
Regent, Philadelphia

PUBLIC

LEDGER (EVENING)— It's

an unusual story and well transferred
screen.

about
most

to those
theatrical people,
of us.

appeal

"

(

Hell's

to

the

(MORNING)— It

LEDGER

PUBLIC
should

who enjoy
and

that

stories

includes

been

preserved,

but

not

more than a "movie,"
a fairly good one
In

it

movies go,

hopelessly
iraccurate portrayal of
novel would be nothing to get very
about.
Arthur Train may have
more into his novel, "His Children
dren."
But we couldn't find much sense
story as filmed in the movie this
the Allen. * * *
As a piece of movii
manship the picture is all right, at
least ordinarily
interesting.

Capitol, Cincinnati

POST— Arthur

Train's novel, "B
dren's Children," has been transfe
the screen by Sam Wood in a mam
which even the most confirmed mo*
scarcely can pick a flaw. * * * Pa
* * * has brought forth a thing ol
and a joy for a long time at least.
Not since "Only
there been such a realistic and gripp
sentation of an everyday drama fn
temporary life as "His Children's O

TIMES-STAR—

*

The atmosphere

* *

various

the

is

vividly con

characterizations are
and oh, what

intelligent acting;
of an ending!

PRESS—A

melodrama.
* * * The production teems with action and
melodrama and some good comedy.
thrilling

I
i

Winter Comes"—Fo
Hippodrome, Buffalo

"If

COURIER— But
this

you

that
join

new Fox

you

if

film

Thus

should.

did not
co

will

we

reviewers of
Chicago and San Francisco, when
the picture one of the best of

our

brother

years.

'

—

EVENING NEWS While
theme and lacking in the vigorou
which the public has become
this William Fox production has
ities

commend

to

it.

*

*

*

With rare

faithfulness the nov
transferred to the screen, uncolon
The result is a film
changed.
strange story in a straightforward

Palace of the King"-d

Cosmop.
State, Cleveland
LAIN DEALER— She (June M
r
anslated "In the Palace of the Kin
Marion Crawford's novel, and
another creditable bit of work. *
the Palace of the King" is too
is an interesting, well done and treni
It

costly

Husbands"— 1st r
The Chicago, Chicago

"Jealous

the chaste an<
great Chicago
any otherwise blue Monday
plause of greater sponi;i
greeted "Jealous Husbands."
for two bits (if boys, Don Mai
Alexander, who roved adorably tl
storv of excellent hokum.
It takes this story som
get under way, and it appears
many ideas which are never I
is
sketchy and spotty, but many
scenes are exceptionally good.
it
all runs the appeal of the chil
very splendid work of the two child
walls

"

picture.

of

the

I

POST—

when it settles down and gets in
swing of the melodramatic story 7*
overlook many of its failings.

Hole"— Fox

Washington, Detroit

FREE

Cleveland

DEALER— Considerable

JOURNAL— But

Olympic, Buffalo

COURIER— There

John

harles Thomas, instead of being a stagey
baritone, revealed himself as a screen actor
of parts, with no suggestion of the artificiality such as one would expect of him.

minute

book,

TELEGRAM—

undoubtedly will go down in silver screen
history as one of the classics, taking its place
with such masterpieces as "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and "Scaramouche."
TIMES The scenes in many sequences
of this film are so attractive that without
much else they would be worth viewing. * * *
The sittings constructed on the studio
grounds are ambitious and at times effective,
but in instances they fail to give an idea of
solidity or massiveness. * * *
This picture,
like many others, may have outstanding failings, but the costumes, the exteriors and
some of the sets make it a production that
is satisfying on many points.
It ought, however, to be cut to a more wieldy length.
This might help the narrative.

not

of good melodramatic
consumption.

lavish

at the same time beautiful, a rare combination
in the movies. * * *
To this reviewer the
successor to "Unseeing Eyes" is like a book
bound in the costliest leather, brilliantly illuminated but containing a story entirely undeserving of the artistic effort on the part
of the publishers.
* * "Under

quid

vivid,

picture
is

TRESS—

"The Bad Man"— 1st Nafl
Adams, Detroit

"The Bad Man"

A

this
It

which hardly leave]
stories
to catch your breath after 01

firing

spirit has
to make

Red Robe,"

"Under the
the newest and most "super"
the grist that has come from the Cosmopolitan mill, is a "big picture" among big
pictures. * * *
gem, but to our way
of thinking, a gem somewhat dimmed by
the gandiness of its setting.

smashing,
is

title.

Allen,

of

all

sounding

PLAIN

only doesn't "fall flat"
but gives one of the finest performances
we have seen in many months on the
screen.* * * All of which bolstered by the
fine work of a good supporting cast places

EVENING WORLD— But

Monroe, Chicago

melodrama

Out-of-Town

upon the
search and diligent preparation put into such
a production. One false note and there would
There was no such false note.
be calamity.
with

POST — A

"His Children's Children"—F.

militated

"Under
the
Red
Robe"— Gold.
Cosmop. Cosmopolitan

18,

Picture

That, of course, was the kick of last night's
presentation, but besides the production was
a real work of art.
The picture, although
in its present form it is much too long, has
the essence of high-class romantic melo-

The current treatment renders

No

"Pioneer Trails"

Sunday, November

WORLD — For

plot

interest-

ing pictures, but they managed to keep themselves so consistently in the foreground that
they shut off much of the view.
Also on the programme and far
more entertaining than the feature picture
the
is the first of two installments depicting
•
cruise of the Speejacks. • •
Though Tei>
misaye has done his best to enliven the
film matter with bright sub-titles, even he
* *
has failed to give much vitality to it. *
found the first half pretty dull— both the
photography and the content.
-By turns charming and impressive,
always vivid and always touching the far
away corners of the world with a new viewpoint, these reels are among the very finest
ever tak«n by globetrotters. • * *

story,

—

ever.

EVENING JOURNAL— The

HERALD— They
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"Long Live The King"-^
New, Baltimore

EVENING SUN— While

we

h'*j

been an ardent admirer of the Coog

I

THE
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iy,

-2&^

DAILY
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18,

hown This Week
I

—
The

NORTH AMERICAN— She makes
"Potash and Perlmutter"— 1st Nat'l
woe to tread upon another's heels,'
Madison, Detroit
they come so thick and fast that

have to put us

you'll

fact

in

are,

greatest reason for
undue length of "Long
10 reels, is about
ie King," which, in
five reels too long.
* * * By far the best thing he
,'S
Here he is afforded an opportunity
ie.
inre genuine acting and a stronger
Ltion of his part than in any of his
bored.
perhaps the
the

FREE PRESS—

The story told is highly
for the most part, with just a few
scenes of emotional interest by way of contrast, and through it all the wonderful pantomimic work of Barney Bernard and Alexander Carr is just as vivid as on the speaking stage.
amusing

NEWS —

plays.

"Main Street"—Warner's
Walnut, Cincinnati
*
*
recommend "Main
* * as a corking good photoplay
*
nment. * *

We

»

*

her Beaumont has taken
erties with "Main Street"

uppardonor whether
concern of

the author's points, the director's
or a touch of humor has transformed
satire into burlesque.

Man in the World"—
First National
Rivoli, Baltimore

Meanest

RICAN—After

a

wasted footage

little

"The Meanest Man

in

reels:
Id" works up to a satisfactory climax.
new picture has several
Rivoli's
Not the least of
o recommend it.
the Yankee Doodle personality of

earlier

M. Cohan.

JING SUN

—

good material and

It's

A

rked out. * * *

breezy, up-to-the-

American comedy put over in a
vay and with no fol de rols.
S—There is something wholesome
There are no
he picture. * * *
cost a million dollars to proit
but while you are under its spell
spend a pleasant hour.

hat
'

*

Alarm"—Vitagraph

Midnight

Victoria, Philadelphia
TRER—There is plotting, intrigue,
and almost everything else that
mvenientVy be crowded into )an
And, withal there are many
picture.
situations and a most sensational
* * *

AMERICAN—After

'H

that

lie

the

for

—

LEDGER

(Morning) An exMidnight Alarm."
Calhoun, as waif and grand-

jicture
(Alice

"The

is

creditable;

lis

intended

is

it

the

out the best

supporting

cast

Glass' play.

in

"Richard The Lion Hearted"—Allied
Karlton, Philadelphia

EVENING BULLETIN—*

*

*

Unfolded

with apparent faithfulness to the period, which
strikes a strong note of realism, Wallace
Beery gives a vivid portrayal of King Richard and sustains the trying role with gratifying results.
INQUIRER Beery, as Richard Coeur de
Lion, the mighty King of England, gives
a convincing and vital performance.
It has some his-

—

NORTH AMERICAN—

interest, and a certain amount of atmosphere, but it lacks the same debonair
and abandoned quality that marked "Robin
Hood," which was a tale of the same perBeery enacts his role in his
iod. * * *
accustomed finished style, but he seems to
The story itself
be a little forced at times.

torical

is

remarkably
power and

a
of

thing
fine creation,
too, a
Beery can be, one
of subtlety.
moment, the almost childish, primitive Richard, who throws his barber into his own bath,
and, the very next moment the truly regal,
impressive King Richard. * * *
Otherwise
this

picture

moderate power.

of

is

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)— "Richard

the Lion-Hearted" is a
loses much of its glamor

glorious

its

which
though
*

*

it

which

production

LEDGER

Midnight
with

all

IRD— "The

RECORD—*

*

*

Splendid success was
achieved in "Richard the Lion-Hearted."
* * *
The work of Wallace Beery as Richard is one of the finest bits of acting seen
on the screen. The action of this fine Frank
E. Woods production is speedy, and the
story is carried along coherently and dra-

Alarm"

is

a

matically.

picture melodrama of perennial popStirs the people who still have
lid unsophisticated emotions.
Iirills
are not unduly prolonged, as
lie in less carefully edited pictures.

"Ponjola"—First Nat'l
irk and Mall, Cleveland

V DEALER—*
close

cropped

*

*

hair

Miss Nilsson
does a com-

masculine character.
Jcture sticks pretty closely

INQUIRER—*

TRIBUNE—

—

—

PUBLIC LEDGER

EVENING SUN —Won't

somebody please

funny story for poor Viola Dana?
oughta be a law passed making it
a crime to bury this little comedienne in anything more serious than a bubbling comedy.
* * *
We wouldn't write her a story like
"The Social Code" which flickers concurThis
rently at the Wizard and the Parkway.
sort a stuff is all right for Pauline Frederick
and the "heavy" girls, but not Vi.
write

TRANSCRIPT— "Scaramouche"

a

"The Spanish Dancer"— F.

P.-L.

Fenway, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—*
engaging

effort since

by far her most
Germany. * * *

* * Is

she

left

It finds her once more in a romantic part,
where her pantomimic virtuosity seems neither
*
overstrained nor cribbed and confined. * *
Mr. Brenon's direction of numerous carnival
scenes in Madrid is especially noteworthy.

a

Kick"— Asso.

Exhibitors

Metropolitan, Baltimore

AMERICAN— It
more than

(Morning)

a story

unusual

—

in

"The

theme.

How Sister Angela solves the treof choosing between her
great earthly love and her heavenly vows
supplies the powerful climax of the motion
picture.

—

LEDGER

PUBLIC
(Evening)
Lillian
Gish gives one of the finest performances of
*
*
*
her career.
The role
offers her, with
delicate
appeal,
her poignant charm and
pathetic beauty, an unsurpassed opportunity
to depict an anguished soul, rent by sadness
and

misfortune.

is

all

very

very,

sad;

a bit disturbing.

HERALD

and

EXAMINER— Miss

Lillian

Gish, as Angela Chiaromonte in "The White
Sister," gives the most gorgeous performance
of her career. * * *
Though a little too long
and leisurely, "The White Sister" will, I
think, hold your attention throughout.

JOURNAL—There

is

something

—

linger-

ingly lovely about the picture a scrap here,
another there, unimportant scatterings which
give an exotic illusion.
This touch of exoticism does much to make the tale seem
truer. * * *
"The White Sister" must be
accepted as one of the year's important offerings because of the clearness and definiteness
of its story and the expert work of its players.
Judged by what it is, and not by what
it
lacks, it should stand near the top of the
list.

is

POST — Lillian

Mr.

attempt at the spectacular to
date.
It lacks the polish, the imaginative
undercurrent which have characterized some
It
of his shorter and more despised pieces.
is somewhat uneven, but it is generally convincing, and, during the closing sequences,
overwhelming.
To attain so high a degree
of success on a terrain already so welltrodden as the French Revolution, is no mean
accomplishment.

Days"— Gold. Cosmop.

Stanley, Philadelphia
to the
The story isn't altogether new.
* * Packed
lis been given enough novel twists
thrills.
Miss Griffith is due
full with
To
Irs to keep it moving along rapidly.
'great credit for lifting a pretty though imIns a good share of romance and
probable plot into the realm of real and
and
is of the highest order, teeh\.
stirring drama.
Her acting makes the film
seem a probable bit of real life happening
-The film has followed more to a very dramatically articulate young
original story than is usual. * * *
woman.
resting story, well portrayed, howSensation of any kind and
particularly the sensation that promises to
Olympia, Boston
border upon the risque seems destined to
"Ponjola,"
it
may be always attract the large majority of the pubom this, is all about a muddle lic. This was never more clearly evidenced
« sexes. Not the kind of a mud- than in the large crowds which thronged the
furnishes such absorbing, if rather
Stanley. * * *
The plot of the story is a
*
*
* hut merely the sort of
e,
cheap one, of the kind that finds a large
makes so many mo"ies just fodder circulation among current light fiction. The
s.
acting falls short of any artistic standards.

INQUIRER—

is

Great Northern, Chicago

finest

EVENING BULLETIN—*

Sister"

mendous problem

There

—

"Six

White

"The Social Code"— Metro
Wizard-Parkway, Baltimore

"Tea With

"Scaramouche" Metro
Park, Boston
Ingram's

EVENING BULLETIN—*

RECORD—

is

is
packed and
melodramatic tricks

Midnight

LEDGER

well.

Alarm"
the

;

LEDGER

resembles in many instances, alnever reaching the same heights.
The film holds the attention fairly

take this picture seriously,

jiossible to
:

(Evening)—It

XTRANSCRIPT—

when compared to
predecessor,
"Robin Hood,"

Iy good.

jIC

"The Unknown Purple"—Truart
Modern-Beacon,

i

not particularly interesting and the action
moves very slowly.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)— It

one
and

Boston
semblance of sinceriity is lost and hilarity is the
* * * It turns out
ou to be
result. * * *
C.'orinne Griffith is the heroine, 'a moderately thrilling tale for the screen,
and is fairly aceeptable in her many emotional even though it falls far short of its measure
moments.
Frank Mayo did not seem to as a spoken play. * * * The lighting throughbe the best choice for the leading man. * * * out is excellent
in the eerie passages espePUBLIC
(Morning)—The act- cially so. The settings are safely removed
ing and the plot construction of Elinor Glyn from realistic likelihood, yet artistically sugmake "Six Days" a production containing gestive.
more thrills and romance than any six days
The story * * *
in real life imaginable.
"The White Sister"— Inspiration
really isn't an old one at all, but contains
Chestnut St. O. H., Phila.
new situations and novel angles.
PUBLIC
(Evening)— All the
* * Could
Glynonian touches are apparent in "Six be divided into a dozen pieces, till all vestige
Elinor
Glyn's
latest
production.
Days,"
of plot was lost, and yet remain a beautiful
Much high society in the usual furor of series of pictures. Not that the plot * * *
bridge parties and innumerable closeups of a is not sound enough, but it is overshadowed
weepy individual misjudged by every one but by a picturization that really puts this work
loved passionately by a "he-man" an honestin the class of pictorial rather than dramatic
to-goodness, dyed-in-the-wool English peer.
art.
Corinne Griffith had the prinLillian Gish and a splendid supporting cast
feminine role in "Six Days."
As are photographed with an art and expressive
cipal
Laline Kingston she won instant approbation power that at times almost make their exof all who saw the excellent production.
cellent acting superfluous, so complete, so
* * *
"Six Days" strikes a note of realism poignantly beautiful and so meaningful are
such as few photodramas attain.
just the pictures themselves.
* * Is a truly notable production and one well deserving the glowing
"The Thrill Chaser"— Universal
accounts heralding its arrival.
Lillian Gish in the stellar role and in her
Randolph, Chicago
Henry King production, has achieved
The plot of "The Thrill first
the best work in her career, and has created
Chaser" is just as foolish as it can be.
a part which will be long remembered.
It
Farce the thing from beginning to end. It
is a role which requires great sympathy and
has, however, a number of laughable situaunderstanding and an exquisite fineness of artions and subtitles; much "movie" atmostistry.
Miss Gish has brought all this and
phere and considerable good work done by
more.
She has caught the tragic spirit of
everybody concerned.
the novel as it was written. * * *

is

*

seeing

has been made
ind realizing that
ie last five years one can only reach
it

elusion

Barney Bernard and Alexander
Carr have done an effective job in transferthe
adventures
of Abe Potash and Mawring
russ Perimutter to the motion picture screen
and that simple statement is enough of a
guarantee that you * * * will find rich entertainment at the Madison this week.
TIMES "Potash and Perlmutter" represents
a
good, clean, wholesome comedy
drama, well produced and told as to bring

—

take enough, is no
As a movie, it's good stuff.
ES-STAR—The play exhibits one
mmon to many pictures adapted from
In the attempt to broaden and emsn't

in 9 Keyr Cities

"Three Ages"— Metro
McVicker's, Chicago

of

tragedy

AMERICAN— "The
many

Three
Ages'
which approach the

moments
The

and hold your intense interest. * * * It is
handled with dignity and reverence, but the

trp-

entire

chariot race, for instance,
showing the '"frozen-faced" comedian employing a dog team brought a near-typhoon
of laughter.

HERALD-EXAMINER—*

*

* It

is

very

"The Three Ages" overflows
wise cracks.

JOURNAL— His

tinues

to

countenance constill
be the merriest thing in his pic-

and I am wondering at the
he broke his rule and laughed at

tures,
if

Ages" when he saw

it

complete

in

moment
"Three
his

own

room.

projection

TRIBUNE—

It provides a few cozy, fireside smiles, but for me the "kick" was missing.
lot of persons laughed a lot and
may you be one of those who thoroughly

A

enjoy

it.

*

*

*

"Times Have Changed"— Fox

RIPT—

Garden, Baltimore

AMERICAN— "Times Have
to be so

many

things at the

Changed"
same time

leaves the onlooker confused and
indignant.
They've placed William
in a hodge-podge mix-up. * * *
it

Gish, assisted by a coterie
capable players, has made this
into a story which will grip you

has

roarious.

funny. * * *
with gags and

most

tries

that
a little
Russell

dramatic appeal of the story is based
on a nun's "marriage to the church." * * *
It is always a gamble as to how the public
will receive the depiction on the screen of
the sacred rites of one particular religion.

TRIBUNE—*

* * One of the most exquisite photoplays ever screened.
The power,
the beauty, the realism, the pathos of itmust strike home. * * *
high note of

A

runs through even the most painful
moments of the film.
You are never depressed, though.
She (Lillian Gish) is lovely
throughout and does "bits" of most excellent
acting.
Ronald Colman as her lover, is immense.
ecstasy

"A Woman

of Paris"— Unit. Artists
Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—It is just a simple story,
but Chaplin has made of it a screen classic
that holds attention to the very end.
It
moves along swiftly to the final fadcout, with
no tiresome padding to make it the required
length.
Technically, it is, well nigh perect,
although there are little flaws that the overcritical might mention.
(Continued on Page 7)

—

—

French Lick
(Continued from Page

"I.

N. R.

I.

Probably, without doubt, the finest film ever made, depicting
of Christ.
Reverend, magnificently produced, culminating in the suffering of Christ on the Cross, producing an effect
which will move the most hardened picture goer.
splendid
the

1)

individual and a chain,
large chain."

life

A

MAKING THE GRADE
Lillian Gale.
Well known in trade paper circles. Said she
was going to get in on pictures. And did. Appears in "The Way
As a hardened woman of the plains. Carryof a Man," Pathe.
ing a gun big enough to choke a horse. And smoking a pipe.

Should have no trouble

Fine character stuff.

in

And

keeping on.

between a small

will be a battle

JACK MOVING ALONG
Jack Stebbins did so well for John Zanft. With the Fox
of Music. That he was sent to Oakland, Califo:
To run the fine big Fox house there. And they do say he's I
ing good. In a real way. Atta boy.
St.

option.

it

Academy

HOYT'S IDEA

Now

Harry Hoyt
ing pictures.

Has

with First National on the Coast, }
a real thought. "Pictures," says Harry, "1

made of Americans the greatest story tellers in the world,
begins with the young people telling their parents what they
IT
at the movies. And then the older folk get the habit. This
Some of the smart boys had it all figured out. How could Ken- developed in our people a latent sense of story appreciation. l\
neth Harlan play the lead in "The Virginian." Which cost Pre- minds have become keener more analytical. Producers do'
But he does it. seem to appreciate this. And to meet this growing understate
ferred a lot of money. They couldn't see him.
And mighty well, too. Looks like Bill Hart when Bill was a scenarios must be written accordingly."
There's a thought, Mister Producer. Heed it.
couple years younger. Has that same steely eye. Makes a
in.

HOW

WORKS

—

mighty
This

fine Virginian.

Should help put it over. Picture too long.
run eight reels.

JUST A SIDELIGHT

type of material never should

One

REGARDING RUDOLF

of the reasons for high production costs.
a bill by a Hollywood studio for $300.

was given

in the limelight.
Williams has him
Very pretty. But over at Famous

A

prod:

For

typir;

scenario.

Once again Valentino is
signed up for five pictures.
Must have used a diamond studded, platinum finished
they say nothing has been done to change the status of events. writer.
Which means the Sheik has some time to wait. Before he can
JOINT DISTRIBUTION
star.
For Jaydee. Or anyone.

t]

Who

Needed. According to Godsol of Goldwyn.
sttggl
that producers and distributors act. Instead of talking. To'
DeMille. Says he likes the following. Best of all pictures. off the controlled town block booking ideas. Of some exhibilU
The Birth of a Nation, Joan the Woman, Cabiria, Male and Fe- Of course some oppose his ideas. Naturally. But if ever wi»||
was spoken. It was when Godsol pointed out that by a pn
male, Intolerance, Robin Hood.
economically right distribution idea, and a real percentage p
Modest. Only includes two. That he made himself.
On that he's dead t
the industry would get somewhere.

CECIL'S SIX

BLAMED FOR MORE

Make no mistake about

"Musical America's" investigation. As to the cause for the
Finds one outdecline of interest in the oratorio in this country.
standing reason among the five given by choral conductors
the movies.

—

wrong

Is there anything else going
aren't to be blamed?

for

which the movies

SWAN SONG SINGING
Quinn Martin.

New York

—

this

mean

that Charlie

is

A SENSE OF

.

through with comedy?

HUMOR

exhibiting in Danville, Pa. Sold to Comerford. Regarding which Joe writes: "Have staged a little battle
Instead of a battle between an
here. With malice aforethought.

Heim

lias quit

to

a

First— "How was it?"
Second "How was what?"

—

Does

in

closer.)

—

t

— Elevator 729.
Time — Shortly after noon.
Characters— Hiram Abrams. Two exhibitors of the small
and the writer.
—
any good pictures."
"Urn — See
First Exhibitor
the Capitol yesterday
Second — Ah-h-h- nu. Went over
noon."
First— And
—
Second "Saw a picture — Rosita."
Hiram — (Shifts from one foot to the other and nudges
Scene

in

Of the

"* * * Once I had a day vision. I saw at my feet in a hudparaphernalia and trappings of my screen
dled heap all the
clothes
that dreadful suit of clothes
my mustache, the battered derby, the little cane, the broken shoes, the dirty collar
and shirt. I felt as though my body had fallen from me and that
That
I was leaving behind an eternal seeming for a vast reality.
day I resolved never to get into those clothes again to retire
to some Italian lake with my beloved violin, my Shelley and
Keats, and live, under an assumed name, a life purely imaginative and intellectual; but the instinct to be other than I really
am, which is universal, is too strong in me and I went in for
one more picture the last; like the drunkard's eternal last
drink and Patti's eternal farewell."

—

ELEVATOR SALES STUFF

calibre,

*

Charlie Chaplin writes to
World. Saying in part:

it.

—
the next foot and bites his
Hiram (Shifts
—
First "How was the picture?"
to

Second— "Oh!

cigar.

You mean 'Rosita.'
prologue much better."

the picture.

Nudges

clos

Yea.

Wei

liked the
—
But you can't book the prologue."
"Umph.
First
—
Hiram "But you can book the picture."

(Car reaches ninth floor.)
in to see us boys."

Come

DAN!

THE
November

lay,

18,

DAILY
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Bureau Shows Films
THE FILM DAILY)
hington The Bureau of ComEconomics of which Dr.
to

ecial

—

1

s Holley is the director is now
ting 25,000,000 feet of film and
ving new material at the rate

30,000

month.

per

feet

The

Government body but
rangements with a number of
governments to exhibit motures which show processes of
is

not a

The
i.cture in those countries.
gs arer free and are often held

(Continued from Page 5)

NEWS—All

those sacred traditions of the
screen established by the Griffiths, the Demilles, the Neilans and other prides of the
motion picture directing field are shattered
to smithereens by the first serious effort of
Charlie Chaplin as a director.
"A Woman
of Paris" is the most original and unconventional film story ever produced. * * *
The
most striking feature about "A Woman in
Paris" is its ingenious simplicity.

TIMES-— Some

of

the

—some of which
proud — are contained.
touches

*

finest
directorial
Griffith might be
* *
Charlie has

given to the screen a clever, unusual picture
in

"A Woman

open with the
from specially equipped mo-

of Paris."

projection

P.-L.
Strand, Cincinnati
POST—Tom Meighan adds little to his
new material since it cannot laurels
in "Woman-Proof." * * *
This is
more than fifty per cent of its a story by George Ade, who insists upon ringing
in
subtitle
every
a
few
feet.
Industrials made priAnd the
tions.
by manufacturing companies Adesque humor is not so rib-tickling as it
circulation, the

in

Bureau

provided the production
s elements that are considered
ral public good.

may have been

once.

"Woman-Proof"

has

an

Baby Peggy's

impossible

plot.

First

conditions there are rapidly

normalcy.

Reisman Honored
THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis With Theodore
Phil

(Special to

Buys Theater Property
Greenwich Movie Corp., op-

1

the Greenwich, a neighbor15th St. and 8th Ave., has
the whole property, both the-

id

A»

from

building

the

State,

Rudd

—

L.

Hays, acting as toastmaster, 40 ex-

changemen tendered

Phil

Reisman a

banquet as a farewell token before as-

Canada.

Temporary

Husband,"

"When A Man's A Man" and

"Chas-

tity."

Boston

TRANSCRIPT—Though

the plot is origabove the average, and
acting generally good, much letterpress
is required to carry out the intervals between
amusing incidents and fill in many blank
and uninteresting feet of film.
inal, the sub-titles far

Will Help Fight

the

"Yesterday's

Wife"— C.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas The Film Board of Trade
has plans in the making to help exhibitors in this state fight the nonsituation.

theatrical

Modern-Beacon, Boston

TRANSCRIPT—*

» * Principally worthy
mention for the graphic eloquence of Miss
Irene Rich, which is unflagging and which

of

supplies the sole quality that
coction bearable

(Special to

B. C.

makes the con-

Wylie With Monogram
George H. Wylie has been engaged
by Andrew

man

for

J.

Callaghan as road sales-

Monogram

Pictures,

and

THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha —The Hostettler circuit

Five Showing Vaudeville
has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
booked
C. B. C. product
Chicago Five
theaters
of
the
over thel Hostettler chain.
Julius
Singer has opened up a new ex- Ascher chain are showing vaudeville
change, Columbia Pictures, to handle with pictures. They are: the Chateau,
the C. B. C. product in this territory. West Engelwood, Crown, Frolic and
Lane Court.
the entire

—

in N. W.
THE FILM DAILY)

Cochrane Buys Three
(Special to

—

Sell S. A. Rights

Seattle W. A. Cochrane, owner
of the Brook theater, Snoqualmie, has

the Sunset at Snoqualmie.

& Import have sold "Enemies of Children" to the Sociedad
General Cinematografica, for ArgenParaguay,
Chili,
tine,
Uruguay,
Export

and

Bolivia.

Mac Lean ."Going Up
"Rocked the Franklin Theatre, Oakland,

with dynamic laughter,'

says

L

—

S.

Physical Distributors
Paths

Exchange
I

MC.

Calif.,

B. Gross,

The Fans came back agan
and aoain"
Manager Gross
%'

ociated
Exhibitors
ARTHUR
KAN&, PWeSlOENT"'.

left

Boston yesterday.

(Special to

suming the post of general manager taken over the Sandell at Issaquah;
of the Famous-Lasky Film Service, the Pictureland at North Bend, and
Ltd., of

"Her

ers,"

C. B. C. in Deal

Peggy's first
picture for
an Returning to Normalcy
Principal will be "Captain January,"
It goes into
rt & Import, who, prior to the by Laura E, Richards.
Japanese catastrophe, shipped production on the 21st on the coast
o that country regularly, re- with Eddie Cline directing.
lg to

its

Schedule
First National has ten pictures on
November-December schedule
its
including "Flaming Youth," "The
Eternal City," "Anna Christie," "The
Dangerous Maid," "Jealous Husbands," "Twenty One," "The Want-

for

Baby

lat

* * *
The picture, despite
defects, is mildly entertaining.
But it
isn't substantial enough for the star, either
in action or characterization. * * *

length picture.

is

ired

—

Ade has one rather
TIMES- STAR
promising idea for his central theme, but
it
is apparent that he was hard pressed in
stretching it out over eight reels of feature-

"Woman Proof"—F.

Despite the large amount

cks.

Many On Nov. — Dec.

Newspaper Opinions

notnics

Manager

THE
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("oast Production

In Eastern Studios

Roach Insured for $200,000

Metro Buys Rights
Inn Watkins has sold the film
lights to "Wife of the Centaur" by
Hume to Metro through Col.

HE FILM DAILY)
City—Hal Roach lias taken
il

liver

out a

to

I

insurance policy for $)
organization the
his

life

Jasper

Brad}

K\\ ing

New "U" Serial
BE FILM DAILY)

Angeles -William

work

at

Craft has
City on

Universal

Griffith has

title

of

arrived in
the coast.

of Washington formed.
lemmer elected president,
Ernest W. Fredman sails for Lo
timistic over future,

M.

Mabel Van Buren

is

May Tully
May Tully has

().

Fairbanks and

;l;i

Mary

Pickfo

liinission in Washington.
Ik nks
fears a huge combination am
Miss Pickford will quit
he and
Ti.-nle

(

'o

i

unless conditions change.
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon
remove admission taxes has support

is

White House
E.
W. Fredman
ganization

to

one^HI

suggest

America

ir

to

I

handle

I

pictures.

featured by

Woods

Walter

is

the finthe Ladies."

Film

leased space at the
Tec-Art studio where she will produce a picture.

series.

Norman

Kerry,

"The Shadow

Wednesday

putting

"The Marriage Market" ishing touches on "To
New York Friday from
Eugene Besserer will next be seen
in "The Rendezvous."
Plans

T.

Tuesday
Doi

Garon Here

who

P.

i

the

working in
Lloyd Hamilton's current comedy.

Pauline Garon

—

the

is

ture for Equity.

End

"Week

C. B. C. in

Los Angeles Sam Van Ronkel is
hack at Universal City, after an extended trip East, and is preparing
to start a second series of Andy
Gump comedies, with the same cast

"Wide Open"

seventh Jack White comedy.

II.

Pauline

New Gump Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

first

George
Melford
is
editing and titling "Flaming Harriers."

completed direcHushands,"
of
Daniel Carson Goodman's new pic-

E.
tion

e Riddle Rider," the new William
tnond-Eileen Sedgwick serial, to
follow "Beasts of Paradise."

as in the

Monday

Hollywood

Goodman's Feature

Finishes

-Riddle Rider,"

ted

THE FILM DAILY)

"Hook and Ladder," Hoot Gibson's
newest, has been finished.

.

beneficiary.

Los

to

18,

The Week's Hea<

Coast Brevities
(Special

l

making

i

Sunday, November

in the
is
of the East."

cast

of

"Cupid's Fireman," is the latest
Charles Jones picture. William Well-

L. Lasky says Hollywoo
toward conservation of money. Anacj

Jesse

new

series

of

pictures.

Sales

fort

aligned.
J. Godsol in one of his infrequent
n nits blame exhibitors for many olji
aucers'
troubles and charg>
won't pay right rentals.
Suggegbj
distribution machine to bring ex^H|
terms.
Suggests joint distribution Imachit':
bring exhibitors to terms.
Retportcd U. C. 1. of Rome is did
D. W. Griffith to make a picture in li
National labor; tory .body talked of.

F.

Making Talking Pictures
man directed.
Buys "Listen Lester"
Cortella is making synAlphonse
Thursday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
He shot
chronized talking pictures.
Gladys Hulette, last seen with Headers won't comment on Godso^HI
Princip?! has purHollywood
joint
distribution.
Yv
W.
some scenes at the Tec-Art plant last Baby Peggy in "The Burglar's Kid," /
favors co-operation in industry to
chased "Listen Lester,' 'as a vehicle week.
is back at Universal City.
about its salvation.
for Harry Langdon, who has been
Cosmopolitan lo recognize old contrac
loaned to Mack Sennett for two pic"Enemies of Women."
Meighan to Remain Here
Holmes Herbert will play the part Exhibitors meet
"Listen Lester" will be a fiveat French Lick to d\
tures.
Meighan
has purchased a of
Tom
admission tax repeal.
Major Hillgrove in "The EnFavor Jake
reeler.
plan
of
zoning
country.
home at Great Neck where he will chanted Cottage."
Lord's Day Alliance to seek Sum!
make his permanent home.
in New York State.
Alder Plans Tibetan Story
Charles "(Buck)" Jones has finish- Enrico .Guazzoni .brings .over
(Spocial to THE FILM DAILY)
"Messalina" from Italy.
King Plans New Series
ed work on his latest vehicle, the
Los Angeles W. F. Alder, author
Friday
will be name of which is undetermined.
King
declares
work
Burton
Exhibitors at French Lick
explorer, is to sail Feb. 15 with
asl

—

.

i

i

l

f

—

and

series of eight
Tibet as his destination and instead started on his next
pictures of feature on Dec. 1.
of making a travel picture he plans
to build a real drama around the TibeKennedy Directing
tans.
Ho has asked Oscar Apfel,
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
who has just completed his contract
Orlando, Fla. Lem Kennedy is
with Metro to go with him and direct

—

directing

White

Shifts Studio

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

completion of
current productions, Jack White has
lows

Forrest

for
is

in

Distinctive

Resumes Work

Production of "Blood and Gold,"
is under way by Distinctive. Conrad
Nagel and Jetta Goudal will have the

fol-

:

Fred Hibbard, who has made "the last two
will direct Lloyd Hamilton.
Norman Taurog, who has been making
Cameo comedies, will direct the next Mermaid.
Al Ray, who has been writing, will
direct Cameo No. 7.
Gil Pratt, who has
just finished with Lloyd Hamilton, will direct

Mermaid comedies,

the next

Divorced"

Ann

leads.

Another player who has been engaged is Wyndham Standing. Albert
Parker

will

in

"Revelation,"

Viola

Dana's

THE FILM DAILY)

Hiram
Revenue

Many

Fred Caldwell has completed the
on his forthcoming proWork will start in a few

says

four
others.

all

officials

checking

comi
Charges

up on

acceptances

dinner

continuity
duction.
days.

i

tax returns.

Gil Pratt.

"Monarca," Spanish for Monarch,
has been chosen as the release title
for "Rex, King of Wild Horses."

admission U
organization pl'l

for

moment,

Abrams

freezing out
Competition.

Sid Smith, has been added to the
cast of the Cameo comedy directed by

fight

No Mid-West

peal.
at the

picture.

Thomas
Williamson Due From Bahama
E. Williamson is due in New
J.
York from Bahama with undersea

Five Units at Lasky Plant
to

part

new

lead

to

at

Ritz

for Harry
on Nov. 28.
Saturday

Ri

Exhibitor meeting called for Chicaj,"
co-operation will be the keynote.
British Film Week opens in England
plea for reciprocity with America.
M. P. T. O. reports great entlu:
National M. P. Day.

Frank
in

New

Newman
Newman

Visiting
of Kansas

— Five

production, with

Conway

Tearle,

Ci

York.

Pratt

is

finishing final cut-

and editing on "Blackmail." The
incluMes Ruth Clifford, Niles
Welch,, John Merkyl and others.
ting
cast

Pickford Here
Jack Pickford is in town

fron

coast.

Rathner on Trip
Paramount pic- material for inclusion in "The UnPrintzlau has renewed her
Olga
Harry
Rathner
of Principal
tures are in production.
They are invited Guest," which he is making contract with B. P. Schulberg to on a sales trip through N<
for
Metro.
Interiors
will
shot
at
be
"Shadows of Paris," tha new title
write scenarios for Preferred. She is and thrj Middle West.
for "My Man," starring Pola Negri; Tec-Art.
working on "The Breath of Scandal."
"The Next Corner," a Sam Wood
A Correction

Hollywood

<

direct.

Cameo.

(Special

Edward Connelly has an important

the' cast.

—With

shifted his directorial forces, as

"Burned,

Hapsburg Liebe.

Force

to

Hays

ha

Fort Sells Story to F. B. O.

Lon

In last Sunday's issue it wa
Jimmy Home has completed "The
advertently stated that Mary
Yankee
Consul,"
with
Doug
Mac
Heritage of the Desert," an Irvin
Los Angeles Garrett Elsden Fort
played the mother role in "Pie
Willat production with Eebe Daniels, has sold an original story. "The Lean and is preparing to start a new
Mad."
It should have been
production
for
F.
B.
O.
Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery and Dance of the Chained Slave/' to F.
Alden.
Lloyd Hughes: "The Stranger," a B. O.
He recently did the script
A.
Howe, directing Will
ph Henabery production, with for Hunt Stromberg's "The Fire
Jay
Artclass Closes Chicago De
Betty Compson, Richard Dix, Lewis Patrol," now in production.
Rogers,
narrowly
injury
escaped
Artclass has sold "After Six E
Stone
when one of the big lights on the set
and Tullv
Marshall;
and
for Northern Illinois and Indiai
fell over and struck him a glancing
ger Jim McKee " a William S.
Jackson Turns Playwright
Edward Grossman of Chicago.
Hart production.
blow.
>£pccial to THE FILM DAILY)
GREENE.
Los Angeles Joe Jackson, director
Two Sales on "Bill"
Two Under Way in East
tudio publicity for Goldwyn.
A sale has just been closed by
Two pictures are in the making at writti
Glucksman Buys Chaplins
vaudeville act for
Seal Pictures, whereby "Bill
mount'Long
-land
studio. Edward Everett Ilorton and Marie
Export & Import have sold Argen- be distributed in Eastern Pen
"The Humn
d," starring Gloria Walcamp
titled
"A Piay With a tine, Uruguay and Paraguay rights vania and Southern New Jerse;
Swanson, ami "Pied Piper Malone," Punch." It opemd this week at the to the Chaplin Classics to Max the De Luxe, and in New Engl
starring Thomas Meighan.
Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Glucksman.
by Franklin Film.

Chancy and Dorothy Mackaill; "The
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(Special to
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Newest Features

eviezvs of the
Dean

Priscilla

"White Tiger"
Universal

"The Virginian"

—Jewel

CLEVER CROOK
RY THAT IS ORIGINAL
THOROUGHLY INTERNG; CERTAINLY KEEPS
GUESSING ALTHOUGH
OUEMENT IS RATHER

Whole....

iPPOINTING.
In a role very much on the
of what she generally has;
haracterization effective and
well done.
A small supporting company
ell selected types and capable
Griffith
Raymond
mers.
y coming to the fore; all he
} do is tone down a nervous
ncy to jig around too much;
ce Beery always a dependable

Matt Moore not very conlUS.

Story.

E

tieller

juite

.Crook story with

..

than usual;
absorbing.

situations

original

is

Has many

and certainly keeps

suspense, the only unfortu-

1

ingle of

which

is

a

weak

cli-

hat fails to support this great

Tod Browning, both
and director of the piece

lse.

ncentrated his entire

effort,

and his direction
on building toward the cli-

n the story

putting in bits of detail to
eep them guessing, and other
mysterious touches, all of
promise a great surprise deSo i
lent for the climax.
nd to be disappointing when
iding comes about casually
ithout much excitement. The
dies, you don't know how;
know
recovers, you don't
nd Miss Dean, the heroine,
a'tt Moore, her rich admirer,
Not altogether a satis
ending to such a good story
.Where they like
|ce Angle.
crook theme, they'll be satisIt has
ith "White Tiger."
suspense creating qualities
|iry to give them a thrill and
they like to be kept in doubt,
n rely upon this filling the
.

ion
Priscilla

.

You know whether
Dean's name draws

the box office. If
her name and the

to

does.
title of
It
release.
it

|:est

Universal

i;ort

of a story they'll expect

and should give
satisfaction. Also use the
of Wallace Beery, Raymond
Tell
and Matt Moore.
her

|l

Vender

B. P. Schulberg presents

in

in,

a

TIONS BEAUTIFULLY

PHOTOGRAPHED, SPLENDID
ACTING, ALL A BIT INJURED
BY TOO MUCH FOOTAGE
THAT DRAGS STORYSHOULD BE CUT.
Kenneth Harlan gives a

Cast

performance

splendid

in

the

title

Florence Vidor a charming
heroine; uniformly good cast that
Simpson,
Pat
Russell
includes
O'Malley, Raymond Hatton.

role;

of Story.

.

.

.Drama

from the well known

of the west,

novel

and

play.

Director Forman has been so
painstaking in his work that it is
unfortunate a really worth while
production should suffer the handicap of extreme footage. The picture will have to be cut considerably
to speed it up sufficiently to hold
In its present state
the attention.
it will not hold ihem all the way.
Forman holds his scenes interminably and has gone in for far too
much detail, even though much of
He
highly commendable.
is
it
reaches an anti-climax about three
quarters way through and from this
point particularly the s-tory drags.
is an absence of action and
they'll surely expect action in this

There
story.

Office Angle.. Will undoubtedly
be big drawing card. The title will
surely bring them in. When prop-

Box

erly cut the picture will se'nd them
out satisfied. Production values are
extremely high and you can talk
extensively on pictorial appeal.
Plenty of good posExploitation
You have a title
sibilities in it.

that will attract. They may recall
the Dustin Farnum picture of some
years ago and be anxious to see
the story done again. This current
presentation is by far a better made

picture and can be depended upon
to delight them from a pictorial

Preferred's press sheet
viewpoint.
suggests many excellent advertising
stunts one that is especially good,
that of a teaser campaign in the
way of silhouettes of great Virginians, one to be printed each day
in

be

your local newspaper. This can
handled in numerous ways,

prizes for answers, etc.
to give an idea of the
beautiful locations. Use the names
of Kenneth Harlan, and Florence

offering

Display

stills

10

about the wax musee seVidor prominently.
and show a trailer of the
Direction. .Tom Forman; very good
nportant episodes.
but picture runs way too long.
....Tod Browning; all very
climax should Authors. .. .Owen Wister and Kirke
:xcept that

IV

id

e
ie

o

.

£'

more

ior

laa

_an

iera

toajphy
ufl
gtfl

La

force.

Shelle.

Tod Browning Scenario. .Hope Loring and Louis D.
Lighton.
Charles Kenyon
Harry Perry
William Fildew Cameraman
Good Photography
London-New York Locale
7,177 feet

Length

Excellent

"Flaming Youth"
First National

Cosmopolitan

Goldwyn

WHEN THEY

As a Whole
Whole. ...EXCELLENT PROHACK FOUR

DUCTION, GORGEOUS LOCA-

Type

:

Distributor:

Preferred Pictures Corp.

As

Red Robe"

the

Producer

OR FIVE REELS
OUT THIS SHOULD PROVE A
MIGHTY FINE PICTURE. IT'S
PRESENT FORM MILITATES
AGAINST ITS VALUE AS EN-

TERTAINMENT. JUST A
SERIES OF BEAUTIFUL
SHOTS IN THIS
PRODUCTION.

COSTLY

Long list of people, rather
known on stage, but not over-

Cast....
well

important to fans,
Alma Rubens, who has

except for
many beautiful
close-ups.
Charles
John
Thomas the concert singer, robust
in figure, and does a lot of Fairbanks stunts not so successfully.
Ian MacLaren not as weak a King
as the story calls for; Mary MacLaren as the Queen means nothing.
Mantell not sympathetic as Richely

—

lieu.

Another of those
of Story
romantic affairs with lots of gorgeous sets and scenery, with men in
armor, splashes of courtiers and
court costumes with swords and
daggers, and another of those plots
against the King. They've shown
thissame sort of plot about four

Type

or

times so far this season.
the King
like all the rest

five

This

—

is

danger, the rescue and all that
Public pretty well
goes with it.

in

tired of it by this time.
Wherever the
Box Office Angle
Hearst papers circulate you can expect a goodly amount of publicity
and advertising to help this latest
Hearst productions go over.
of

Where

this condition

does not ob-

you had best be
too long and draggy

It's
careful.
for words in

tain

present form, although when it
goes on the road it will probably
be materially cut. It ran over two
and half hours not counting the
intermission period at the opening.
just another big pretentious
It's
That's
costly costume production.
its

—

all.

No names

—

mean enough

that

over from this angle.
Stick to the
Exploitation
to put

Your

it

old timers will

and

of photos
the lobby.

Get a

lot

dress up
may bring

title.

remember
stills

Some

them back.

it.

and

of these

Get a

trailer

showing the thrilling cliff scene
where the dumb servant hurls a
soldier over, going down with him;
and another shot of the combat
between Gil and the Prince and
his followers on horseback in the
river

bed.

If

these

them back nothing

won't

will.

bring

Talk of

the gorgeous production
Direction by.... Alan Crosland; shot
Production
far too much footage.
wearies, story drags fearfully.
Stanley Weyman
Author
Bayard Veiller
Scenario by

Cameramen

.

.

The West
8,010 feet

Length

Whole

DOUBTEDLY DO BIG

Magnificent
.France during Richelieu's

Cast
role
well,

13,000 feet.

Moore

Colleen

featured in

which she does exceptionally

probably the best thing she
has ever done; all particularly well
suited types for Warner Fabian's
chaiacters.
Myrtle Stedman good
as Mona; Elliott Dexter splendid
as Dr. Bobs and Milton Sills a satisfying Carey Scott.
Type ot Story
All about the way
modern girls live but shouldn't.
presentation of the much discussed

A

novel which gained fame because
of its daring treatment of the modern girl.
No doubt the film will
craw equally well although those
in search of a sensation may find
the film version tame in comparison.
Nevertheless all of the "kick"
hasn't been eliminated, and under
the careful supervision of John Dillon there is still enough pep to satisfy lovers of jazz entertainment.
The picture has been made nicely
and the story handled better than
one would imagine was possible in
view of the situations.
Box Office Angle. .Will draw capacity business no doubt.
Just a
glimpse at a suggested poster will
be enough for you to know that
.

come in.
swimming pool
they'll

—

.

It promises: "A
party that will

you," "a spicy expose of
ultra-modern society by an author
who didn't dare sign his right name
startle

—the
al."

truth, bald, naked, sensation-

That should be a winner, but

of course, not for the family crowd.
Exploitation. .. .Just a few lines like
those above will be all you'll need
to bring a long line to your boxoffice.
The title itself, already well
advertised through the popularity
of the book, will bring a crowd.
Count on your flapper delegation
to
advertise
the
showing for
you.
They'll whisper about the
book being naughty, it will be passed around, and there will be a mob
on hand.
Word-of-mouth advertising is what will put this over.
Colleen Moore gives a really interesting
perfomance
as
Pat.
They'll like her.
There's nothing
genuinely offensive in the picture,
but you may have to do a little
considering if you cater strictly to
family trade. Anything in the way
of jazz will exploit the picture attractively.

John Francis Dillon;
handled story nicely; it runs a little

Direction

too long.

Cameraman.
Photography
Locale

About

BUSI-

NESS.

Scenario

Warrenton
Photography
..

a

Harold Wenstrom and Author

Gilbert

Locale.
time

BILLED AS "A
STARTLING EXPOSE OF THE
WOMAN OF TODAY," "FLAMING \OUTH" IS ALL THAT
AND MORE; WILL UN-

As

Length

..

Warner Fabian
Harry O. Hoyt
.James C. Van Trees
Very good
City suburb
8,434 feet

—
THE
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What's Wrong
Can't Boost Prices
W. W. Hodkinson Says
Pay

— Favors

Classifi-

FIVE

cations

Any move
doomed

to

waste

olTset

to

to

according to

failure,

contrary,

thai

W.

thinks, on the
increased quality in

industry.

"The combined industry can probably
furnish enough pictures of really special
quality to support, in each large community,
a house charging regular theatrical prices of
admission provided the pictures are shown
only in those houses, but it would take the
combined efforts of the industry, with the
open hand extended to new producers, to
encourage additional worthy things from newsources to get an adequate supply of really
superior things to carry through such a
policy.
Such a general co-operative condition in the industry would permit not only
the big house with the big productions to become established as an institution, but would
provide for the establishment of several
other classes of houses which would greatly
simplify the present problems of censorship
and other such complications as to what to
do for the children.

"It is undoubtedly true that only by the
producer and exhibitor agreeing on the principle of percentage booking, on an equitable
basis, can future progress be made in this
We are still a long ways from our
industry,
goal however, while the exhibitor so generally rebels against the acceptance of the percentage principle.
However, he is not to
be blamed on this account, because percentage up to this time has meant to him.
that some factory producer unloaded on him
all of the bad pictures he made, or pictures
of indifferent quality, at a flat price based
on production cost under wasteful system,
while he was asked to make guarantees and
share above these guarantees on anything
of unusual quality.

"Therefore, he is not to be blamed for
having a biased viewpoint as to what percentage really means.
We will first have
to educate the exhibitor up to the faot that
percentage means equitable percentage. As
long as the producing organizations speak
of formulas which they can apply providing
for

a

pect

split on the percentage,
exhibitor rebellion."

we must

ex-

Disagrees With Brandt
B. P. Schulberg Says
ries

High Star SalaNot Responsible For

Present Difficulties
.Schulberg, of Preferred dethat his experience as a prodoes not coincide with the re-

P.

1!.

clares
r

tement

made by

William

Brandt, that the difficulties now being
by the industry can be traced to

felt

Each concerns some
W. W. Hodkinson talks about

10%
(Special to

Says Sol Lesser in Denouncing Stories
That Stars Receive Gigantic
Figures Says This ir, Untrue

—

C

buccal

Los

to

Angeles

supply

— In

speaking about
Lesser states that

demand.

and

entirely
report
that

salaries

"The

hibitors Don't

This

"Statistics show that about 90% of the
theaters in the United States have less than
Thirty-five per cent of
a thousand seats.
these houses are not open more than four
More than half of the entire
days a week.
number charge less than 25c for their top
admission price.
The average theater overhead expense, exclusive of film rental, equals
about 50% of the entire box office receipts
and under the present system of operating,
the average theater shows a profit of little

Baby

than 12%.

"Is

Peggy Has

it

better to cater to the exclusive

10%?

an independent producer got a chance
he caters to that 90% and takes his chance

signed a contract with me for Prin- if
cipal Pictures, at a ye&rly salary ex- in getting in the 10% class between the big
productions? Only 29% of the theaters showceeding one million dollars, is entirely ing pictures have orchestras and less than
unfounded.
No company could af- halt of them have pipe organs. It takes a
of
ford to pay such an amount to any big musical setting to put over the sort

one star

—

if

it

wanted

to

remain

in

pictures the industry
interested in of late.

business.

"These reports

"This 90%,

has become so

I believe, are

vitally

not interested

in

unheard-of sala- the big pictures. They have to give two
ries being paid the stars are doing performances a night to make their houses
at the admission price they are now
the motion picture business no good, pay
charging.
To give but one performance
and in fact are destroying the popu- a night they would have to double their
These big pictures would cost them
larity of the players themselves. Stars prices.
less
than twice or three times what
making their own productions receive not
their present productions cost and to meet
great returns in money, but it must this it would he necessary for them to
be remembered these amounts do not charge from four to six times what they
are charging at present in order to make
represent salary, but earnings on their what they are making under the present

own money

men,

in

the pictures."

system."

and

electricians

othei

ployees?"

"There may be individual in!
where other employees will h
take a cut, but it is the actor
cipally that the reorganizatio
affect.

"And

there are several othei

which the industry will
self on a sounder basis
a bas:
as will appeal to the banks
conservative business men. Foi
years it has been regarded a
pickings' by merchants and
who have had business dealing
producers and directors. That
changed, and the 'pickings' VI
in

—

J

be quite so easy as of old.
vage of discarded sets, etc., we
we can reduce our dead losse
25 per cent to between 5 and
cent by a more careful util
of the material remaining wh
are

sets

dismantled."

M.

Cavalier

of

invested

do you mean

salaries,

the actors or of the te>
people also, such as writers,!

Graf, of Graf. Prod, just in
from the coast offers an interesting
angle on the million dollar picture
which he says caters to an "exclusive
ten per cent" of the theaters, and the
exhibitor reaction toward them. He
says:

makes more

DAIL'

De M

of

Max

legitimate.

B.

in the Examines
"Salaries will be less. Unde
salaries, alone, are not rcsponsi
the temporary inflation of t
dustry.
But they are an imj
item, and they must come do
think the producers are vi
of one mind on that point."

"By

On Why ExWant Them

Arguments

— Cecil

an interview

Graf's Ideas on Big Pictures

His

THE FILM DAILY)

salaries, Sol
the stories of gigantic figures are entirely untrue, and in this connection
says:
"The motion picture business is
like any other legitimate business. It
must be conducted on a sound basis
at all times, and fabulous amounts
paid to the stars would not make
for soundness, in view of the other
money outlays incident to picture
making.
Picture players are paid
exactly what they are worth, and their
value is determined by the law of

their

Max

THE FILM

Los Angeles

"The Exclusive 10%"

Salaries Legitimate

star

that there must
be drastic changes in the business if
it
is to continue to be the leading entertainment of the American people.
He is of the opinion that an occasional
film can run in so-called legitimate
houses at regular prices but he has
no faith in the idea that this can be
generally accomplished at this time.
He declares:

Hodkinson thinks

Thinks Cecil De Mille Says In
Will Cut Losses from 25?

admission prices and percentage; Cecil B. DeMille, B. P.
Schulbereg and Sol Lesser about star salaries and Max Graf
on the million dollar picture and why, according to his mind,
the exhibitor frowns upon them.

W. Hodkinson who

production is necessary in order to
maintain even the present prices. The
hope of increased revenue to support
the picture industry is wider circulation at present or lower prices, rather than any endeavor to force the
public to pay for all of the waste
that the present competitive condition in production has forced on the

—

of Ideas

interviews appear en this page.

fault in the business today.

increase admissions
the business is
in

Dr

Salaries Will

An Assortment

Public Won't

Theater

The Business

in

(Special

to

P.,

New

Prodtj
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Indianapolis The Cavalier j
incorporate*
has
been
Co.,
articles fixing the capital stf

The company
$1,000,000.
duce, according to C. C.
Officers are
Roscoe Carpi
|

Lyons, president; William
berry, Kokomo, vice president;!
G. Hows, Indianapolis .secretaj
I

Bert Hendren, Universal, fl^
the enormous salaries paid to stars.
Relative to this, Schulberg has this
to say:
"I
do not doubt for a moment Mr.
Brandt's discovery that on one production
cost sheet he found salaries constituted two
thirds of the expense.
But I do feel that
the picture he mentions must have been an
unusual one, the exception, not the

"In

rule.

my own

experience, salaries average
ten per cent of the cost of producing.
At
this rate. I think almost anyone will admit
that to put the names of players who are
proven successes into a picture is added
insurance against failure, not extravagance
by any means. That, at least, is good sound
busin(

-s

my mind, the biggest difficulty seems
to be in expenditures made to serve the purposes of a selfish or conceited director or
producer who puts thousands of dollars into
a picture that will never register when it
reaches the screen.
He puts it there feeling
that he can get more for a picture that
costs him $500,000 than one that costs him
"In

$100,000.

"How

then, could
to $2,000 a week for
to four weeks, affect
duction when a set
or $60,000, latir i-,
entirely?

salary of from $1,000
a period of from three
the total cost of a pro-

a

which, costing $50,000
out of the picture

cut

"When

I

study

production

cost I can't
of the high-salaried

help but feel that most
players today earn every cent they make.
They couldn't demand the salaries they do
if they didn't bring that much in at the boxoffice.
And there's no use comparing the
screen stars with those of the legitimate
stage.
The latter plays to one small audience at once, the former can reach many,
many thousands at the same time.
"Just as the earning power of the grand
opera singer has been multiplied by the introduction of the phongraph record into
the music world, so has that of the screen
star increased because of the very nature
of the medium with which he works.
"The sa'ary question is one phase of picture making that seems to me to have a

thorough economic justification."

erly

of

Indianapolis,

treasu

According to Hendren, neg
are under way for a site for
in Marion county.
Luporini Gets Two Mot
Truart has sold "Broadwayd
and "The Drums of Jeopf"
Ferdinand Luporini for South
Luporini now consols th|
ca.
est
rights to all Truart pictures
I

released.

Hyman

Closes For C. B.

C.

has

closed a
Louis Hyman, of All Star
Distributors, of Los Angeles,
C.

B.

C.

At the Rialto and Rivoli
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., makes his
debut
Sunday at the Rivoli in entire output for Southern
"Stephen Steps Out."
The second
Fargo, S. D. Strand Bu
and
concluding
installment
of

"Around the World
is

in

in the

Speejacks"

on the bill. William
"Wild Hickok," is the

also

feature at the Rialto.

S.

Hart

week's

(Special

Fargo,

S.

to

THE FILM

D.

mated damage
Strand.

— Fire
of

DAI

caused
$15,000'

THE
November

iy,

18,

Buster Keaton in

Producer: Whitman Bennett
Vitagraph
Distributor

Metro

MANY AMUSING
ME NTS IN KEATON'S
OND FEATURE AND A
ST RATE COMEDY
JILL CLIMAX BUT THEY
CUT AT LEAST TWO
LS AND IMPROVE THE

Vhole

TURE A LOT.
More

or less of a family affair.
starred, as usual, in the role
heir who goes forth to inan estate but finds only a
awaiting him. Keaton retains
is

imous mobile countenance but

who makes his first
Jr.,
irance, doesn't promise to folin his
Dad's footsteps.
willingly, a cute baby sure
aw "ah's" and "oh's." Mrs.
>n (Natalie Talmadge) plays

He

her husband, and Buster's
Joseph Keaton, is the enon the 1830 train.

;ite

.Comedy

..

Producer:
Distributor:

:

As

a

A MYSTERY MURSTORY THAT CON-

Whole

DER

.

.

SUSPENSE,
TAINS GOOD
AND A WELL CONSTRUCTED
PLOT. HOLDS THE ATTENTION CLOSELY ALL THE
WAY. HIGHLY MELODRA-

MATIC AND SOMEWHAT
STAGEY AT TIMES.
..

meanor almost gives the solution of
the plot away early in the film. A
bit of comedy relief on the part
of the two negro servants would
have lessened the tension considMartha
Owen,
erably.
Seena
Barker and
Bradley
Mansfield
Wilfred Lytell handle the principal parts in satisfactory manner.

that's oc-

Picturization of the
on the well known Type of Story.
story
mystery
by
well-known
theme so popular with proOpens
Anna Katherine Green.
The theme has several
with the discovery of Leavenworth,
ate original comedy sequences
a wealthy old man, shot mysteriurnish many genuinely funny
ously in the back of the head, bents, such, for instance, as that
Suspicion fashind
a locked door.
g with the 1830 train and the
one in his housetens on each
team engine. This is probhold in turn, resting finally upon
he feature's biggest laugh getone of his nieces, whose stained
The shooting episode in which
hankerchief is found. The mystery
lemy tries in diverse ways to
deepens as the story develops and
he son of an old antagonist
succeeds in keeping the audience
the way. is lacking in humor
.

lally satire

rags the picture considerably
point. The closing sequence,

Buster makes his escape in
fashion, including his
dashed down the rapids to
lis and his miraculous escape,
cular

a

s

first

rate

comedy

thrill

a

good

star's

name

rings the feature to
ision.

ice

Angle.

ertainly

.

something
.ughs

.The

.

bring a

close

crowd

but,

done to bring

is

together

they're

go out disappointed. And
•ould be unfortunate because
>

comedy
"Our Hospitality" but

a lot of first rate

is

ss

in

cattered.

this

If

pedied the picture

fault
will

can
get

.

.

A
almost constantly in suspense.
highly melodramatic climax with
the

murderer

accidentally

falling

roof in a final fight with the
hero sustains the tension until the
off a

finish.

Office Angle. .. .This may be
considered somewhat too "heavy"
for good entertainment by some,
but on the other hand it contains

Box

a large element of mystery and
sufficient suspense to hold the iniThe plot is
terest continually.

well-constructed and the novel has
been closely followed. Production
values average. It will undoubtedly find favor with those who like
detective stories or mystery melo-

dramas.
tion

Tell

them

this

is

Keaton's second feature
If you played "The Three
and it went well, you'll know
well how to go about this
id whether or not you can
them with it. Perhaps the

y.

of
talking
point,
outside
i,
is the "fact that his wife,
; Talmadge,
and his year old
Buster, Jr., appear in the picilso Buster's father, Joseph
l.
Depend upon the "fan"
to be interested in this. Use
l the lobby showing Buster,
and the baby.

by

i

Bruckman
.en

Jennings

phy

A

."
lobthe blank theater on
the picfrom
of
scetnes
display
by
ture should be enough to interest.

Charles Giblyn;
suspense well but alsustained
lowed the players^ to become a bit
too theatrical at times.

Buster Keaton and Direction

lystone; all right except for
ch footage.
Jean Havez, Joe Mitchell,

i

The title, the name
Exploitation
of the authoress, and the names of
Martha Mansfield, Seena Owen and
Wilfred Lytell should be your best
The mystery eletalking points.
ment should be played up and to
this end you could give a brief
outline of the facts of the case in
throwaway with the caption
a
"Who Killed Leavenworth?" or
"Who Do You Think is Guilty?"
"See if your solution is correct at

Author

The same Scenario by
Elgin Lessly &
Cameraman
All right

Photography

The South Locale
6,220 feet.

Length

Anna Katherine Green
Eve Stuyvesant
Not credited
Good
New York City
6,000

feet

—

Whole

a

Way

"The

Mission Film Corp.
C.B.C. State Rights. As a Whole.

HAS ALL THE
EARMARKS OF A GOOD AU-

As

DIENCE PICTURE

AL-

THOUGH THE STORY IS THE
REGULATION HOKUM WITH
THE IMPROBABLE HAPPENING OFTEN THROUGHOUT
THE DEVELOPMENT. WILL
SATISFY THE "FAN" CROWD.

of

A Man"

Pathe

A HIGHLY MELODRAMATIC TALE OF THE
EARLY WEST; EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS AND PRETTY
GOOD ACTING
PLENTY OF EXCITEMENT
BUT FAR TOO MUCH FOOT.

.

.

WITH

AGE.

Cast. .. .Generally pretty good. Harold Miller a likeable hero and AlCast.
Frankie Lee capable younglene
Ray a very sweet-looking
ster who gains the audience's symheroine, who will be liked.
Bud
pathy in the prologue; John Bowers
Osborne, the villain, a good man
a satisfactory hero in the main
for the part. Lillian Gale and Chet
story, with Marjorie Daw a pleasing
Ryan get some comedy-character
heroine, although she hasn't a great
work over. Others include Flordeal to do, nor is she well photoence Lee, Kathryn Appleton, etc.
graphed. Others are Sylvia BreamA sensational westType
oi Story.
er, Raymond Hatton, Tully Marern drama taken from the novel of
Virginia
shall,
True Boardman,
the same name by Emerson Hough.
Otis Harlan, Gertie Messinger.
Of Ihe "murder, battle, and sudType of Story. .Old fashioned melden death" variety.
ler of a familiar order but nicely
It will also be released as a tenproduced and with a good amount
serial and as such will not
chapter
of audience appeal at that.
Deals
run too long. However, in its preswith the hard knocks dealt to the
ent form there is considerably too
barefoot boy hero who leaves his
much footage, and your audience
home town, only to return a rich
may tire of seeing the numerous
man, full of revenge for those who
tragic and exciting
events if they
mistreated him in his youth; of
have to see so much of them. Nevcourse he remembers his mother's
ertheless, it is the sort of picture
words "to do good for evil" and
that will go big with your westerneventually forgets all about his reloving crowds. Deals with advenvenge in his love for his childhood
tures befalling a convoy of people
sweetheart.
The story is well dewho go west, and also with the
veloped and the interest nicely susearly days of the California goldIt
probably
throughout.
tained
rush.
won't lessen the feature's entertainment value that the theme contains Box Office Angle. .After this is cut,
you can book it as a feature with
situations generally conceded to
the knowledge that your exciterepresent so-called "movie hokum."
ment-loving western fans are going
It still goes big with a majority
of picture goers and since it does,
to be well satisfied.
If you want
they might as well have it. They'll
tc wait for the serial version, it
be entirely in sympathy with hero
ihoulri also please in this form. The
and bitter against his enemies.
fact that it is an Emerson Hough
story is a big talking point in its
Box Office Angle. .Many exhibitors
favor, and certainly there is an
can use this one to advantage. A
abundance of action for the folks
big majority of picture patrons still
who enjoy this sort of entertainment.
favor the popular old fashioned
"The Barefoot Exploitation. .Your folks will know
brand of meller.
that Emerson Hough is the author
Boy" is a splendid one of this type
and can be relied upon to give satot "The Covered Wngon" which
isfaction, for a "fan" crowd parhas been playing over eight solid
ticularly.
months on Broadway, so feature
Exploitation. .. .Should not be diffihis ntme with "The Way of Man,"
The title is atcult to handle.
and you'll probably have no diffitractive and easy to advertise atIf you
cult} in getting them in.
Have a youngster, in
tractively.
want to bring out the fact that this
tattered clothes, distribute throwis somewhat along the same lines,
aways containing information about
a prr-irie schooner could be driven
the picture and announcements of
through the streets as a bally-hoo.
the showing. Since the story was
Or a group of men dressed as Insuggested by John Greenleaf Whitdians could parade. A trailer of the
tier's poem, you might readily seIndian attack, the fall of the wagon
cure the cooperation of local teachoff the cliff or a scene in Fort Mcers and thereby gather in a good
should excite interest. Don't
Dowell
crowd through publicity in the
overlook the possibilities of a tiematischools. Make a specialty of
up with local bookstores who are
nee shows and offer prizes for the
An
at present selling the novel.
best essay on John Greenleaf Whitarattractive window could be
This is a picture that makes
tier.
with a placard announcing
ranged
first rate family entertainment. Tell
the playing date of the film and
the folks to come and bring their
the name of your theater.
children.
George B. Seitz; good.
Direction
Kirkland;
David
Direction by
all right for a serial, but
Footage
good, on the whole; ending drags
much too long for a feature.
a bit but cutting can remedy this.
Hough
.

..Generally well chosen for
their respective roles, with the possible exception of Paul Doucet who
by his exceedingly nervous de-

Cast

11

"The Barefoot Boy"

"The Leavenworth' Case"

"Our Hospitality"

Story.

c&m
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Author

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

.

.

Emerson
Wallace Clifton Author
George B. Seitz
by
Scenario
Wallace Clifton
Verne Walker
David Abel Cameraman
Very good
Photography
All right
The West
A country town Locale
.Approximately
9,000 feet
Footage
feet.
5,943
.

.

.

I

THE
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"Modern Matrimony"

"The Dancer of the Nile"
Film Booking

nick Distributing Corp.

Offices

a Whole.... EGYPTIAN SETMUCH IN THIS AsTING
As a Whole
MAY SERVE TO HOLD
INTERTHAT IS GOING TO
THEIR ATTENTION AL-

EST THE AVERAGE PERSON
BOTH AS A MATTER OF ENTERTAINMENT AND ACTUAL FACT. HANDLES PROBLEMS OF NEWLY MARRIED
COUPLE IN THOROUGHLY
AMUSING FASHION. GOOD
CLEAN COMEDY NUMBER.
Owen Moore and

Cast

rate

first

as

the

Alice Lake

honeymooners;

both well suited to parts and get
satisfactorily.
very
over
them
May me Kelso a typical would-be
society mother and the popular idea
of a mother-in-law. Others Mayme
Kelso, Frank Campeau, Kate LesVictor Potel, Snitz Edwards
ter,

and Douglas Carter.

THOUGH THEME NEVER
WARRANTS THE TROUBLE
THEY HAVE GONE TO TO
MAKE THE PRODUCTION;
NOT LIKELY TO BE TAKEN
SERIOUSLY. A POOR ENTERTAINMENT ON THE WHOLE.
All

Cast
place

much

very

look

out

Dare-Devil"— Ben Turpin—

.."The

Ty_pe of production.
.2 reel comedy
This is a laughable burlesque on
the hard life of a movie double
the
double of course, played by the cross.

eyed

funny man.
Harry Gribbon
the over-worked director who
willingly risk his life and those

of his staff for the sake of a reel
of film.
Madeline Hurlock and Irene
Lentz are also in the cast.
The
action deals with the stunts that Turpin has to perform when doubling
for the leading man, and the laughs

undoubtedly
be
from any audience.

is

A

comedy

will
entertainment that
everyone that cares to be
amused. It's clean and wholesome.

please

First rate family picture.

Box

Office Angle.
You'll want to

this

.

.Especially good.

.

show your

folks

one because you don't have
chance half often enough to

the
give them clean, amusing
of this order.

comedy

Exploitation. .. .There are any number of first rate stunts that will
You
help you put this one over.
shouldn't have any difficulty securing cooperation from local stores.
Get a furniture store to put on a
You furnish the signs to
display.
and
"Prospective
brides
read:
Select
Attention!
bridegrooms,
Free tickets
your furniture here.
to 'Modern Matrimony' with every
Lingerie shops, realty
purchase."
concerns, in fact any tie-up that
you can arrange, will help to get
them interested.
Have a couple
dressed as bride and groom riding
about in an open car, with the customary decorations.
Use Owen
Moore's and Alice Lake's names in

Direction by.
.Victor Heerman; did
a very nice piece of work on this.
There were plenty of opportunities
to ring in bedroom farce but he's
stuck to clean comedy business and
made an Al comedy entertainment.

Author
Scenario

Cr.meraman
Photography

your

are at all critical,
they are not apt to accept this
offering in a pleasant spirit.
The
production will hardly suffice to put
it over.

Exploitation
Exhibitors catering
to family trade, or people of con-

.

and

refined

—

ask for more.

"A

Perfect

36"— Christie Educ

Cast Puts It Over

Type of production.
Good direction and

.2 reel c
cast hel
great extent in putting this on>
.

tastes,

.

idea is not a new one an
of the amusing and son
embarrassing situations arising
a youiiK man masquerades as
in an effort to escape the polic
goes to his best friend for shell
the friend is forced by eireumii
to tell his family that lie h;
been married to the masqu
boy.
Bobby Vernon is excel
the role.

Soilers"— Hal
Roach— Pathe
Funny Burlesque

of production.
.2 reel comedy
is a really amusing burlesque
on Rex Beach's "The Spoilers," and
will be appreciated to a greater extent where that feature has been seen.
The famous fight is there and many
of the other details that will be re.

.

This

—

It's

folks

servative

old songs and a cordial invitat
everyone to sing them make
series a sure-fire success wil
majority of houses.
This par
number of the series brings
three old favorites
"Where the
Shannon Flows," "On a
Built for Two" and "Silver T
among the Gold." This is a
of a number for any house.

sists

—

if

—

Silverman Again Heads Board
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— At

"Miles of Smiles"

— Century—

sal

—

Baby Peggy That's Eno\
Type of production. .2 reel (
Baby Peggy is cute enough
.

.

I

but in this Century t\\(
she's twice as cute because
twins.
Clever double exposui
good many scenes make this
as well as enjoyable comec
thread of plot, and the Baby's
ful mannerisms carry this,
self

i

be a good box office comedi
of the fact that her first fe
just being successfully releasel

Done Away
THE FILM DAII

Gov't Bureau
(Special

to

—

Washington Effective Dec
Chicago Film Board camera and motion picture
of Trade, Edward Silverman was re- bureau connected with the
Chicago

officers

of

the recent election of

the

ment

elected president.

will

this

one.

The

angle is not sufficiently
worth while to get it by on that
score. You might play safe bv seeing the picture for yourself, if you
have any doubts.
The recent popularity of "King
Tut" might be capitalized by telling
them he plays an important part in
artistic

of the Nile". A man
represent the ancient
ruler mi^ht attract considerable attention going about advertising the
showing by distributing throw-

AT YOUR SERVICE
-

ANP

N|(3(-|T

"The Dancer
to

aways.
Direction

by

much

Wasted
money and

time,
unworthy material.

Heerman Author
Sarah Y. Mason Scenario
Jules Cronjager Cameraman
Victor

Very good Photography

Locale

New York

Locale

Length

4,960 feet.

Length

far
too
effort on

Wm.

250 WEST 54U! ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

P.

Jules

S. Earle
Cronjager

Good
Egypt
5,787 feet.

NY.

ART WORK,MATS,STEREOS,ELECTROS.
PHONES,

Blanche Taylor Earle

CIPCLE

'.

of the Interior, will be ab(

hardly do well to risk their wrath

by showing them

1

The

very membered. Where they haven't seen
the original they won't be inclinded
generpoor picture entertainment
to appreciate the burlesque but the
ally speaking, and certainly not deaction itself is amusing. Stan Laurel
serving of the trouble to which diis the star and as "Canister" certainly
rector Earle put himself to make
Finlayson as "SmackThere are numerous spacious tears up James
it.
with "his two bare hands."
namara"
settings and many of them attracIf you haven't played the feature yet
tive in spite of obvious artificial
can get this comedy to run after
and
backgrounds.
it, your folks will enjoy it doubly.
Where they
Box Office Angle
have exceedingly liberal imagina"Memories" Sing Them Again
tions
and like romance highly
Series Educ'l
flavored with atmosphere and decA Good Number
orated with chiffoned dancers and Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty
pretty sets, "The Dancer of the
Clever titles, interesting pictures,
Nile" may possibly be considered.
Its appeal is extremely limited and

more genteel audiences.

dressed

your announcements.
.

A

lot of things in this that
cess.
are more than likely to be laughed
especially the sub-titles that
at,
make Puritans out of the Egyptians.
The theme is not liable to be given
serious consideration even by the

forthcoming

will

..

a society belle and the fellow,
a clerk but she's game to make a
go of his meagre income until her
mother decides that it's too meagre.
Some of the best laughs in the picture come early, when the couple
lot of
go apartment hunting.
folks are going to appreciate this
sequence, especially those who have
any idea of the housing situation
There's more
in the larger cities.
truth than poetry in many of the
The picture offers sure-fire
gags.

girl

.

—

.Comedy-drama of
Others Sam DeGrasse, Nellie AnType
"The
derson, Paul Weigel.
domestic life showing the trials and
the
tribulations of newlyweds trying to Type of Story
Deals with
Type
The
get started at housekeeping.
loves and hates of an Egyptian prinof Story.

..

Pathe
Laughable Burlesque

in

note in one of the titles hastens to
advise that the Egyptians actually
wore false wigs and beards. Shows
forethought at any rate. June Elvidge and Carmel Myers run each
other close seconds for scant atMalcolm McGregor too good
tire.
a hero for such business as this.

18,

Short Subject

mummified make-ups plays
and very unreal although a foot- would
of

Sunday, November

— 2450-1-2.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
through to

Carries

the

screen,

tone

for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,
every gradation that

skillful

photography has

secured in the negative.

Look

for this positive identification in the

transparent

"Kodak"

film

margin

— « Eastman"

in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

and

>\

At the worlds premier presentation

Oj

imumm
Thrillingly

A:
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A CARLOS PRODUCTION
DIRECTED

ROLAND

BY

WE

From the celebrated stage su(xe^^^#v,;^Cv^ v >
BY ROLAND WEST AND CARLYLE HJg^^,^''-^
WITH A DISTINGUISHED

CAST/7 '^^B^*'

HENRY BWALTHALL
ALICE LAKE
STUART MOLMf
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Authority
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Price 5 Cents
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Blames

VALUES
DANNY

For

Jhe chief difficulty of producOnce they have turned out
} ething that the world says

Cleveland

has turned down an offer
England that staggers. Ineivable that it was not aced.
Yet Duell feels he will
more. First National places
xhibition value of about two
on on "The Eternal City."
,-?
Chaplin $1,500,000 (or
eabouts) on "A Woman of

|ll

business today.
"The greatest
dustry,'

;ht

here.

things

of

are

values

plane, looking for

de record.

lies

The

an

To Be

alti-

exhibitor buys

—

.

make money?

He

Wiade four productions for Equity,

Yet has

ged to keep each within $250 of
Equity folks
Plotted schedule.
It's more than
this is a record.

'

J

his

are

a

lot

It

is

expected

of

pro-

—

need every nickel as a
The Halperin boys are
\>ing it now. On their Ruslin story.
And there are
\hers.
If the old line com\mies
could
this
do
or
huld what a difference in
\st would result
j'.le.

—

(Continued on Page 2)

—

that

one of the early bills to be introduced
in Congress will be a measure allowing this country to become a party to
the International Copyright Union.
Such a statute is important and is
looked for by authors who naturally
seek to protect their works in forIn Canada, a new
eign countries.
copyright law becomes effective on
Jan. 1 which would leave Americans
without any protection there.
(Continued on Page 5)

F. P. to Close Strand

licers
who "blue print."
\ost
them are found
of
j.tside the old line companies,

yiey

THE FILM DAILY)

—

produc-

That's the secret.

There

—

(Special to

seems Dr. Daniel Carson Good-

|odman "blue prints"

Introduced in Congress This
Would Mean Protection for Works of Importance

Washington

price that will allow every-

has established a record.

Law

Copyright

Winter

row continues. Won't
mebody produce a picture at

four different directors.

We

ness suffered just as

New

ernal

to

to the ininefficiency.

Not many years ago you will
remember that the automobile busi-

another

but makes no money sours
i the distributor and the old

y

"is

now.

—

—a real pic-

just

menace

Loew

consider ourselves fortunate if
are SO per cent efficient. And that
are
means waste, terrible waste.
Nearly every
young, that is true.
young and big business finds itself
in just the same position we are in

"Don't miss this production. You ca,n't afford to pass it up," said the
Los Angeles News of Charles Ray in "The Courtship of Myles Standish."
Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

The minute they

nd a good picture

of

we

are suffering

now.

of the trouble of the

scheme

hole

'said

we

a larger Burroughs.

Much

occasion

the

We

They haven't figured
Commandments"
Ten
yet over at Famous. They

e

On

that "inefficiency, lack
of brains, jealousy, every director trying to outspend the other fe'llow,
every player trying to get a higher
salary than his friends and too many
producers either willing to let' costs
mount or unable to stop them" were
responsible for the troubles in the

instances lately.
Sister" notably.

White

—

Loew charged

you need an anchor to keep
Sevlr feet on the ground.
i

striking

in

Marcus Loew's visit here to see how
"Scaramouche" was going over, he
was interviewed by the Plain Dealer.

Hjood." Then their ideas soar.
By think up in the millions.

le

—

Troubles Marcus
Doubt About Types of
Pictures for Next Year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Loew

By

Inefficiency

Industry's

(Special to

Memphis

Memphis

THE FILM DAILY)

— Famous

Players

will

close the Strand here next Saturday.
responsible.
is
closing
Sunday
Famous will continue operation of the
Palace and Majestic.

Grainger Leaves Wednesday
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
expects

to

R.
—James
for the

leave

Wednesday. He will stop
and other cities en route.

Grainger
East on
at

Denver

"I don't mean to say that all directors are inefficient or that all are
trying to out-spend each other, or
that all players are too grasping, or
that producers are outbidding each

By Mail
Trying
— HodkinLiterary Digest
son Also Experimenting— De-

other in production costs. Too many
of them are. That's the trouble.
It
There'll still
"But don't worry.
know that Famous
I
be pictures.
signed for Small Exhibitor
Players has closed down until the
The Literary Digest, producers of first of the year, but that doesn't mean
"Fun from the Press," has launched much. They have plenty of pictures
an extensive campaign to sell its reel to keep them going until their new
(Continued on Page 5)
to exhibitors in towns with populafrom 2,500 to 10,000
tions ranging
Four thousand
through the mails.
New House for Saxe
exhibitors are on the first list, the
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
gone
already
literature for which has
Milwaukee The Saxe Amusement
forward.
Enterprises have taken over under
Those in charge of the reel at the lease new Wisconsin theater at
Literary Digest feel that the average
Grand Ave. and 6th St., now nearing
distributor cannot cover small towns
The lease covers a pecompletion.
(Continued on Page 5)
and aggregates
riod of ten years
The actual theater will
$2,000,000.
seat 3,500 and in conjunction there
M. P. Picture Day Today
will be a roof garden which the Saxe
Under the guidance of the M. P. brothers will also operate.
T. O., National M. P. Day will be
Exhibitors who
observed today.
California Resumes Old Policy
have signified their intention of par(Spyfil to THE FILM DAILY)
ticipating artf pledged to turn over
The California,
Angeles
Lorf"
receipts
their
twenty-five per cent of
inaugurated a two-ato the national treasury, and from w.kfch recently
back to its
this fund, the expense coincident with day policy, has reverted
performance plan.
the fight for the admission tax repeal original continuous
On Saturday, a "Little Old New York" and "In the
will
be borne.
only
parade along Broadway served to Palace of the King" were the
reserved
under
the
shown
pictures
of
attention
the
bring the event to
seat policy.
the public.

Selling

—

—

e

!
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Page Book on "Green Goddes
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has issu
a-' 70-page exploitation book on "T
Green Goddess" full of effecti
stunts for the use of exhibitors. T
press book on "Little Old New Yor
is 22 inches by 14 inches and contai
a dozen pages.
70

WHY ROME
Til.

UN No.

Prtu

Net. 19, 1923

Mondiy,

42
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Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
71-73 Weat 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
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(Special to

N. Y.
Hollywood,

West 44th

71-73

New

St.,

California

1603.

— Irving Made,
—

W.

London,

I.

Oklahoma House Burns
THE FILM DAILY)
Cushing, Okla. The Grand

(Continued from Page

1)

/A

Record

Von Stroheim

has established anHe has made 648 stills

And

the

publicity

de-

happy. Too many directors forget all about making stills for
the publicity hounds.
is

Two

Acquire Interests

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Barry, of the
Chicago Manager
Vernon, on East 61st St., has purchased an interest in the Prairie at

from Ludwig
Ave.,
Seigel, who in turn acquires an interest in Barry's Vernon theater.
Prairie

tures.)

—

„_,,,

Fined For Sunday Violation

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

ADVERTISE TOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

MATS

—

Strike
(Special to

New

Officers for

Omaha Board

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Abe Levine, of Sterling

Film, was recently elected treasurer
of the Film Board of Trade.
C. F.
Senning, of Educational, is the new
vice-president.

Over

THE FILM DAILY)
111. — The
Amuse U,

Springfield,
Capital, Strand and
Empress,
have settled with the operators who
have now returned to work.
The
Lyric, Gayety, Princess and Vaudette
are still operated by the proprietors

and managers.

alarm

LEE

MORAN

UNCLE

SAM
W
MERMAID
COMEDY

THE STATE RIGHT SMASH

it!

fire

based

for

1924

under the direction of Hunt Stromberg and

Harkins and

on

Barbers

is

coming along

it's

dramatic success of the same
shattered every theatre record in

world-renowned

MELODRAMA

"THE

picture has every conceivable element of greatness
FIRE
has it because of
Its heart-pulling story.
3. Its director
Hunt Stromberg.
Its 9 established box office stars.
4. Its exploitation and advertising posa

PATROL"
1.

Last

Call!

WANTED
High Class
Salesmen

WE

—

like a

called

name.
As a stage play "The Fire Patrol"
the country for 15 consecutive years.
Why? Because for sheer
And the
it has never been equalled.
SCREEN VERSION is even GREATER. We know what we're talking about
when we yell about this one
ever

Pafti£comedy
*^TJ)~. ^

need several more
salesmen of an unusually
high order men geared to
handle big productions in a big
way.

"THE FIRE PATROL"
2.

Product."

2 reels

New

"Fire Patrol" Bulletin No. 2
We've got

If

"A Proven

Ten Years
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

onts.

THE FILM DAILY)

United Exhibitors of
Canada. Ltd., have secured Canadian
rights on "Human Wreckage."

COMEDIES 1

Lease Property For

Wichita Falls, Tex. Ple&s of guilty
Chicago Elizabeth
Numenaker
were entered in the four cases of the has leased the six story building at
owners of the Strand and Olympic 1836 So. Wabash Ave. to George
and their operators charged with op- Christos for ten years at $91,400 for
erating on Sunday, by Judge H. F. the term. Christos will remodel the
Weldon. counsel for the defendants, place into a picture house.
in the city court.
Fines of $25 were
assessed against each of the defend-

3

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG

—Advt.

Secures Canadian Rights

Toronto

:.....

Here then is the Roman aqueduct and the ancient roadway known as the
Appian Way. This aqueduct was destroyed before the year 300 A. D. and
just beside the remains, there stands an ancient, but romantic cottage.
All vine covered and sequestered amongst aged cypress trees.
This was
chosen for a series of scenes in George Fitzmaurice's production of "The
Eternal City." In each scene the aqueduct stands out a mighty reminder
of the greatness of Old Rome. A modern romance in a setting of antiquity.
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn, (Not now connected with Goldwyn Pic-

Leo Salkin has

instalied a six-piece orchestra in his
Kcnv ood theater, at Kimbark and
47th Sts.

(Special to

_

THE FILM DAILY)

— Manager

Chicago

i

the other day.

*

Orchestra

Salkin Installs
(Special to

jfe

—

future.

partment

*

-*-»«^HBi^s^Ls9*sw»m-

fire

WrWi
H

Understand Colonel William Braden is handling Joe Godsol's work.
Over at Goldwyn. During Godsol's
Make a note of his name.
illness.
You may want to remember it in the

other record.
of "Greed."

—

destroyed by

—

VALUES

fii

^Special to

738 S.

—

5748

te*

j

R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood

Le Film, 42 Ru« 4s
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
Filraschau,
Prague (Cxecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzclplatz.

'

tffc

York,

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ava.,

—

'

— Walter

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

/

Dartmoor, England

DAILY)
For the

time in the history of English priso
a picture was shown to the convic
when "Mighty Lak' A Rose," w
screened before the inmates at Dai

1

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Rose"

THE FILM

moor.
k
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^
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at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
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Foreign
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A

Prisoners See "Lak*
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J. W. Aliooate, Treasurer and Business ManMaurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
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Donald M. Meriereau, Advertiamg Manager.

WID'S FILMS

—

WE
will

do not care to hear
from "order takers" but
welcome correspondence

from high class salesmen whose
records warrant the handling
of such big successes as, for ex-

ample, "Merry

ADDRESS
General

Go

Round."

your letters to
Manager, stating

the

your

confiCareful,
full
qualifications.
dential consideration will be given to
every applicant.

sibilities.

"THE FIRE PATROL"
tlie
first
of a
(other 5 to be announced to-morrow) that will
SENSATIONS for 1924.
Havi

you made application

Watch

this

series

of

6

melodramatic

absolutely be the

smashes.

STATES RIGHT

for a franchise?

space daily for facts on the Big 6!
New York

PICTURES CORPORATION
1600

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
729 7th Avenue

UNIVERSAL

City

Broadway

N. Y.

City

—

Monday, November

19,

—

—2&<

DAILY

1923

Aaron Jones Captures

Mabel Normand
in

"The
for

Extra Girl"

an Indefinite

Run

in his

Orpheum Theatre
Chicago
Los Angeles

— "The Extra Girl" was held over

Mission from the 5th

week

at the

to the 6th to the 7th to

the 8th.
"It's

Miss NormancTs best work," said Manager

Jack Root
San Francisco

— Smashing

runs at the California and

the Portola

"Sure-fire,"

wired Jack Partington.

"A 100*

Audience Picture"
Chicago

A

Mack

It follows

"Rosita" at the

Orpheum

Sennett

Production
Directed by

F.

—

Richard Jones

Associated Exhibitors
Arthur

S.

Kane, President

Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

THE

Wlk

*«

DAILY

Discuss Business at Lunch

In the Courts

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Monday, November

On Broadway

19,

IK

Hamrick Boosts Admissions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle John Hamrick has rais

—
Astor "The

Hunchback of Notre
Beginning
immediately,
Detroit
Dame."
will
take
the
the
place
of
luncheons
the price of admission at his Bl
the Supreme Court by the officers of
meetings of the Broadway— "The White Tiger."
regular business
Mouse theater from 25 to 35 cen
the Hritish American Pictures Finance
Michigan M. P. T. O., with a well Brooklyn Strand "A Woman of for the afternoon.
The eveni
Corp., lor dissolution because they
known person speaking at each lunParis."
prices remain a half a dollar.
have decided to quit business here,
The petition cheon, to be held in the Hotel Cameo "David Copperfield" and "A
and have no debts.
Wolverine.
Sailor Made Man."
tea that there is cash in the hank,
Cardina Has Two Openings
Capitol—
"Little- Old New York."
foreign
and
but that their prints
Florida House Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Central
"Temple
of
Venus."
rights to films have no saleable value.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cosmopolita
n
"Under
the
Red
Buffalo
Jim Cardina, who open
Nacibellc
The application is made by
Fort Pierce, Fla. D. H. Sample,
Robe."
his new Clinton last Monday, w
Grant, president; Frederick E.
\\
has taken over the Sunrise from the Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
have another opening shortly. r
Grant, vice president, and Byron
Fort Pierce Amusement Co., a sub- 44th St.— "Scaramouchc."
Varsity theater, on Bailey Ave., w
Clark, Jr., secretary.
sidiary of the Sparks interests. Sample Loew's New York Today
"Ashes be ready about Nov. 26th.
formerly operated the Airdome. M.
of Vengeance."
The Quality Film Corp. of Pitts- F. Estes, former manager of the SunTuesday "In Search of a Thrill"
burgh, a state rights concern, has rise has been shifted by Sparks to
and "The Fair Cheat."
I am in .the market for
Arcadia.
filed an application in the Supreme
Wednesday "Woman Proof."
Court to vacate the service of papers
Thursday— "St. Elmo."
SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
in a suit by the Enlightment PhotoBuys Back Mitchell Houses
Friday
"Yesterday's Wife" and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Iris Film Exchange
plays Corp. on the ground that the
"Alias the Night Wind."
defendant does no business here and
Mitchell, S. D.
William Fraser
Saturday "The Fighting Blade."
J. IRIS
is not within the jurisdiction of the
has bought back the Metropolitan and Lyric— "The White Sister."
729 -7th Ave. N. Y.
Phonecourts.
Gale theaters which he sold to Ed Rialto— "Wild Bill Hickock."
Bryant 3377
Bricker last year. The latter's lease Rivoli "Stephen Steps Out."
Jacob Oppenheitner has obtained on the houses expires next week at Strand— "Ponjola."
a default judgment in the City Court which time Fraser will resume opi
against the Phoenix Theatrical Corp. eration.
DLSTRIBUriO?
Next Week
Sales
/VA tiOHAL
note
the
on
a
of
Broadway
1540
of
Statcs tnottr,
^foour
Astor—
"The
Hunchback
Notre
of
corporation signed by Harold Orlob.
New House for Chicago

An

lias

application

been

filed

in

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

JOHN

—

Mot on PICTURE
T\

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Construction work will
A default judgment for $872 has
soon
start on a new $750,000 theater,
Court
Supreme
by
been filed in the
Film
Corp. which will be erected at Archer Ave.
Commonwealth
the
against Abraham Such for films fur- and Leavitt St. The Gregory Amusenished to the Sayville Opera House, ment Co. has leased the theater,
which will seat about 2,500.
at Sayville, L. I.

Dame."
Broadway

— Not —
yet determined.
"Rosita."

9

i TlfHMfALSfCVICtS I

Cameo— "The

E

1

£0lT,r*O

I

I

"

T ' TL

I

Mail Man."

Capitol— "The Day of Faith."
Central "This Freedom."
Cosmopolita n "Under the Red
Robe."
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Endorse Four
44th St. "Scaramouche."
Up-State House Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lyric— "The White Sister."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis The Indiana IndorsRialto— Not yet determined.
Buffalo The Park, at Tonawanda ers of Photoplays recently put their
Rivoli Not yet determined.
and Briggs Sts., recently suffered a stamp of approval on "Circus Days," Strand "Flaming
Youth."
loss of several thousand dollars from "Merry-Go-Round," "Strangers of the
fire.
The house was being redeco- Night" and "The Silent Command."
Film Boards Meet Jointly
rated when some paint and oils
caught

—

San Francisco Gerson Pictures
has finished three, and will soon start
all

starring

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Work on Fourth
THE FILM DAILY)

at

(Special to

fourth,

—
—

(Special to

Supports Films
(Special to

the

—

——

fire.

Gerson

—

—

—

Ora Carew,

with Jay Morley as the leading man.
The cast includes Helene Howell,
Hal Stevens and others.

Jacksonville, Fla. Joseph M. Marron, in charge of the Public Library
addressed the
Better Films Committee at their last meeting, held at
the Seminole. He declared that producers are turning more and more
to good books for themes.
1

Two New
(Special to

Southwest Theater Changes

—

Suburban Houses
THE FILM DAILY)

ENRY KOLLMl

Brooklyn Strand

'J?f'™„*,

I

t

NON-TMIiATRia

S/UC5, P0ODUCTIO

ORGANIZATIOH,HU>

67 West 44 '"St. New York City

New York

Chicago

VANderbilt

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sale< Mp.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray HiU

1831

THE FILM DAILY)

Portland—The

Seattle and Portland Film Boards of Trade held a
joint meeting, followed by a banquet.

To Censor Church Films, Too
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — One of the duties of the
new Michigan Advisory Board

of the

National Non-Theatrical M. P. Assn.
is to censor church and school films.

Pictorial Aids to Exploitation

4V DISPLAY!

^

Phone Circle 38(

"designed to suit your

needs'

Chicago Two new large theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
are planned for the suburbs.
Lynch
Palestine, Tex.
S. D. Ray and E.
Kappus, owners of the Tiffen and
&
J. Callahan have purchased the Gem.
other Chicago houses will erect a
1,500 seat theater at Elmhurst, DuEl Paso, Tex. T. M. Harvey has Page County.
B. J. Berasek and S.
sold his Unique to the Dent chain J. Gregory have under construction
of theaters.
a new theater at Berwyn, to cost over

—

—

$600,000.

De

Kalb.

Tex.— Smith Reed

sold his Patriot theater to L.
S. N. Aitchison.

— George

Edna, Tex.
opened a

has

new

W.

has

and

A

W.

Melton

picture

theater

here.

Temple,

Tex.—W.

F.
for six

Box

has

Special Photoplay Edition
photoplay edition of

special

"The

Spanish Dancer" has just come off the
press of Grosset & Dunlap.
Fully
a dozen stills from the production
appear in it.
Atlanta Committee Meets

THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta—The Atlanta Better Films
Committee met last week at the
Moody, Tex— S. J. Walther has Piedmont Hotel.
A report of the
purchased the Alamo from Manager year's work
was read, showing favorBlack and has taken charge.
able results.
leased the

Temple

months.

(Special to

*

Ask

^oiduHfiY^Qosrnopolitati

i

THE
November

ay,

19,

I.

1923

New

ames Inefficiency

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

ready for marketing,

:ions are

that Famous
rumors,
of
the pros merely wants to get
business on a sounder and
And that
economical basis.
wants
ly, like all of the others,

seems

it

to

me

brunt

the

ring

down. They're far too
us want more efficiency,

salaries

Ml

of
directors,

more

brains in the

and the time is at
>r such a move.
Metro would be shutf likely
field,

;ion

with Famous if our pro/asn't nearly completed.

wn

We

two pictures left to do
present program, and they
production Monday,
going to
't ask me what I'm
I know
I don't know.
that.
'11
continue making pictures,
how many, what they will

ive

t

out of the question. What
efficiency and
t to do is to get
this business, cut down the
ti
salaries, and give the people
ey want in entertainment,
must happen. The exhibid I'm one myself, and I know
is

:.,

much we can pay

to

present kind of pictures becan't

public

te

do

it.

The

can afford to pay for big
and high costs and all that,
s

pay for extravagance
I can
e and the inefficiency.
now, because the house is
can't

i

;aned and

we

The new

bill,

tries and all other civilized countries
of the world that are already members of the convention.
It is the purpose of the bill to preserve the status quo of copyright otherwise and leave the amendments to
a general revision of the copyright
code, which is generally agreed by all
classes involved, should be taken up
immediately after this country's entrance into the International Copy-

right Union.

Up to the present time the United
States has been debarred from entering the union by the so-called manufacturers' clause refusing authority
for copyright of any work not printed
in type set or plates made in this
country and also bound in this country.

A

number

—

I can say that, you know,
jy
[pointing at 'Scaramouche,'

complete one'. They estimate the cost
of the salesman visiting the small
town at $20 a day and point out that
this expense must be added to the
price which the exhibitor pays for his
pictures.
The estimate that a saving
of twenty-five per cent can be effected
by booking through the mail.
The
preliminary campaign

is

in

the

na-

I.

M. Club Party Saturday

first

joint function of the

M. Club and

L.

on Saturday at the Commodore when a dinner-dance will be held. Both organizations are now working in close
co-operation with the salesmen's organization operating under the wing
of the exchangemen's body.
Pracall

of the

stars

in

the

East

"Fun from the Press" is distributed have accepted invitations to attend.
through Hodkinson where inquiry There will also be a number of

brought forth the fact that the plan specialties from several of the musical comedies along Broadway.
is being tried with the regular feature output of the organization. Four
territories have been selected for the
McCarthy 1st National Manager
experiment and if it is found feasible,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the idea will be extended to other
parts of the country.
Buffalo Frank J. McCarthy, reSales managers who were question- cently resigned manager of the Faed about the plan agreed that it was mous Flayers' office, has been apnot a new one and that most of the pointed manager of the First National
national distributors had tried it be- exchange succeeding E.
Hayes,
J.
fore.
One stated that if handled who is now handling the Dempseyproperly it could be made successful, Firpo fight pictures in this territory.
while another whose organization
probably handles the greatest number
of bulk bookings in the business declared it had been tried and found
decidedly wanting.

—

animated films
^4rt Titles

Fiie Drills In Film Building

held at different times every
in the Film Bldg.

Convention.

(Special to

is

—

For Suburbs
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leaders & trailers

J.

week

145 W. 45. ST.

N.Y.

BRYANT 6796

Eastman Orchestra Expands
THE FILM DAILY)
Rochester, N. Y. Ten more mu(Special to

The Chicago suburbs,
Chicago
B.
have luxurious theaters.
sicians have been added to the EastBerasak is erecting a 2,400 seat
pieces.

are to

theater fo cost over $600 000 in Berwyn. It will be called the Parthenon,

man

—

orchestra of 56

Preparing for Goldwyn Party
and upon completion will be taken
Metro over by the Gregory Theatrical Co.
i^pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Ingram have ever made, Lynch & Kappus, who control the
The committee handling arrangesets, but it has had a great Tiffin and other houses, have in the^ ments for the Goldwyn-CosmopoliInd its players are excellent. course of construction, an elaborate tan dance at the Pennsylvania on
ere are other pictures which 1.500 seater at Elmhurst.
It will be Nov. 23, has engaged the choruse's
ood up, and it all goes back of Spanish design
from "Little Jessie James," Artists
liency, jealousy and many
and Models" and "Vanities of 1923"
igs detrimental to pictures.
Marion Davies, Jetta
to appear.
/ J. E. Flynn In Seattle
Goudal, Alice Joyce and Alma Rujan't say what the type
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mens are among those who have promes will be next year.
the greatest picture

s

.

/

include the modern
the good ones, for the
Perwill be the thing.
e shall go into the clasdori't know, there may
|ume pictures to a certain

/ Seattle —J.

1

''Sam

expensive gowns

rectors'

shake-up

whims.
is

Jr.,

Western diGoldwyn-Cosmo-

The

leading us

normal basis and more
nee in production,

producer is feeling this
e no doubt that all will
with the idea of closing
HI will cut production costs.
ve said applies to no one
mylut to all companies.

We

»

try-

rw>re order, greater pictures

Metro
ar at less cost.
iake nly big pictures, for that's
is

w

ited now.''

to

attend.

Exclusive representative for

Mr. Jose Allessanbro
Leading man with
Ethel Barrymore

New

Chicago House Opens

(Special to

—
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theater to
Chicago The newest
open here is the new Central on Van
Buren St., near Michigan.

Available for pictures
Address all communications to
17 West 42nd Street,
Longacre 8225
New York

Fire Dept. Charge Overcrowding
(Special to

Geneva. N.
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Y—The

Smith Opera

the Temple are cited as
offenders of the overcrowding fire
The provision is being ignored
law.
by nearly all local houses and the
Fire Dept. has started a campaign to
enforce the measure.

House and

LOUIS

MEYER

HnnHi
CRAFTSMEN FILM

I

ipStoo much and we are

ised

Minnie Elizabeth Webster

as

i vision manager for
politan is visiting the local office. He
is on a tour of the territory getting
acquainted with the managers.

but you may rest ashat the story will stand
will not be lost in
Id
sets,

E. Flynn, successor to

Dembow,

Rosenberg Back From Trip
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle

Luxe,

—Louis

is

sales trip
tana.

Rosenberg, of De
back from an eight weeks'
through Oregon and Mon-

F.

the Motion Pic-

ture Salesmen, Inc., occurs

tically

ture of a test only.

L.

I.

The

—

Palatial Theaters

are having now. Cosas we know it now,
People are getie with us.
of massive sets without a
l

(Continued from Page 1)
often enough to make their service a

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
They
on the question of copyright.
Cleveland Under the auspice's of
are understood to favor the entrance
of the United States into the Berne the Film Board of Trade, a fire drill

dif-

ture,

F.

of

are facing a

next year will be

By Mail

Selling

meetings have been
held by attorneys of those companies
belonging to the Hays organization

we

in

1)

prepared by Register
of Copyrights Solberg, puts the United States for the first time into the
Berne Convention or International
Copyright Union, under which all
works having copyright in the United
States will have instantaneous copyright in England, Germany, France,
Spain, Italy, the Scandinavian coun-

id time.

pes for

Law

for pic-

and won't spend more

kn't

Copyright

251
19 th

^EST
STREET

LABS. inc.

VATICIKS
7620 - 7461

!i

THE

-<MH
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Selznick In Foreign Deal

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Tooth"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Grace Cunard will
replace Rosemary Theby in "The
in "Elk's

—

—

—

with data on the locations he will use
No date
:n filming "North of 36."
has been set for actual production.

Baumann Recuperating
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Baumann,

Walter F.
injured in an automobile
recovered
has
recently,
accident
enough to be removed from the hos-

Milwaukee

who was

pital to his

he will write

—

(Special

—

Buffalo
aged several houses for the Border
Amusement Co. and the General

now

Amusement

Co.,

Photoplay

charge of short subjects.

in

is

with Bond

"U"

Serial

Completed

Los Angeles

—"Beasts of Paradise,"

—

—

—

the Sidney Franklin unit.

u
WESTEmUNIONSlS
NIWCOMi C*«.TOtt

ana a

2110

patnc

0«Xi3]

ave..

Cleveland, ohio

EXTRA

MHdN OHIO 114MM
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MARK GOLOUAN
PAYNE
SC.2K.CK DISTRIBUTION CORPN 2100

Hollywood C. C.
manager of Belasco
Francisco

AV t

O.EVILAND

SE.EN DAYS BtST WEEK SO FAR
JUST FINISHED PLAYINC COMMON LAW
IT SPLENDID PICTURE
THIS 8IAS0N PATRONS UNIT! IN PRAISING
STRAND THEATRE CO JAMES P DUNLEVY

unit,

Seesel,

Prod.,

backed by

that city, has taken offices

space

at

Production

"Welcome

for his next.

DAIL1
Philadelphia George H. Earl
head of the Real Estate Trusl
and a prominent stockholder
Stanley Co., is seriously ill
Homeopathic Hospital.

—

ii

new Universal serial with William
Desmond and Eileen Sedgwick has

—

—

Ill
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a

—

Keaton Back on Coast
Warner's Signs Bern
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Buster Keaton has reLos Angeles The Warner's have turned from a short visit to New
signed Paul Bern to write continui- York and is preparing the scenario

Earle, Jr.
(Special to

i

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Burke,
George
Peter
McDaniels,
omy move of Famous Players, ten
David Dunbar, Fred de Silva, John
employees in the local office have been
William
Craft
completed.
Herdman, Binusky Himan, Lillian
been let out.
directed.
Hall
and Nancy Caswell.
Fred
Bond, who was to have directed, has
R. & C's New Colonial Opened
10 Year Lease on Capitol, Dallas.
become affiliated with Monroe Salis(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bury in the latter's new production
Pittsburgh Rowland 6k Clark's new
Dallas Operating with a 10 year
and a new director has not yet been
The lease, R. J. Stennett and Si Charnisky
Colonial theater has opened.
chosen.
house supplants the old Colonial.
have taken over the Capitol, Goldwyn and United Artists will be
Buy Cushing, Okla. Theaters
Rich and Myers in Cast
Charnisky will be house
shown.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
manager.
Bristow, Okla.
Hollywood Irene Rich and Carmel
Murphree and
Walling of Bristow, Okla., have pur- Myers appear in "Beau Brummel,"
.Belasco Prod, on Hollywood Lot
chased the Dixie and Rialto at Cush- starring John Barrymore, under the
* (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
direction
of
Harry
Beaumont.
ing.

—

the committee to represent the
Board of Trade which will
with the Postmaster in an erf«
obtain improved postal servie
exchangemen and exhibitors.
<

Exchange End
to THE FILM DAILY)
Jack SteVens, who manin

home.

Drops Ten
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia As part of the econ-

Elk's Tooth,' 'the Renalles, Inc., picThe cast includes: Kate Price,

—

titles.

Now

Stevens

Philadelphia Office

ture.

for

;

Anthony with Coogan Unit
To Seek Postmaster's Aid
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAIL
Los Angeles Walter Anthony has
Milwaukee Fred Martin, of
Los Angeles James Cruze has
Manlatter completed his tour of the Southwest joined Jackie Coogan Prod, where graph, has been elected chains

the Marks Film Co., Ltd., of
chester England, whereby the
A
acquires rights to five pictures.
deal has also been closed with a Japanese concern for 40 films, originally
handled by American Releasing. A
recent deal also disposed of the Australia!' rights to some of the Selznick product.

ties

19,

Cruze Back From Tour

(Special

Selznick has just closed a deal with

Grace Cunard

Monday, November

the
will

start

Stranger."

—

and leased
studios.

shortly

Produ<

DAILY

Los Angeles Valentin Ms
stamm, the French author is
looking into production matters,
may produce a number of his
works when he returns to Frar

Dave Segal An Exhibitor
to THE FILM DAILY
Philadelphia Dave Segal, o
(Special

—

Royal Pictures exchange has scj
a lease from E. Hulse on the
House at Mt. Holly, N. J.
(,

general
a San

capital in

Hollywood

Mandelstamm May
(Special to THE FILM

"The

Inheritors" Next

THE FILM
Los Angeles — "The
(Special

to

DAIl

1

Inheritors.

be

Mary

on picture
direct.

next L)hi
King Baggot>

Philbin's

which

tie
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'
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What's The Answer? U. S.

Gutting Salaries
Players,

A

he Associated Press in a Hollyd dispatch describes the slashing
players' salaries as the "second
e in the revolution of the industry
commenced under the advisory

Kansas City; Fred Cubberley, who knows the territory around
Minnesota and the Dakota's as well
as any man alive, and Abe Warner

Next Step in Industry's
Revolution, According to
Hollywood Dispatch

ction of Will

H. Hays."

1

Two

Present salary
per week

La Marr.

ra

..

ay Tearle
Peters

;

Sills

a

Vidor
he Sweet
ice

Novak
Torrence

t

Marmont

.$3,500
2,750
2,500
2,200
2,000
1,800
1,750
1,750

$

750
1,250
1,250

750
450
400
550
400
400
500

1,500

1,500
Q. Nilsson
1,500
ce Beery
1,500
Beery
(Continued on Page 4)

With Hays Ass'n

larrison
ijSpecial

to

300
1,500
1,500

1,50.0

Moore

years

ago

Newman

Frank
houses

of

"moral
the
calls
dispatch
he
ade, the clean-up of the screen
jroducing more wholesome plays"
was started two years ago the
chapter, and says the new movet is an "economic mopping up."
his connection, the A. P. carries
t of salaries as they stand today
as compared with two years ago:

Square Table Discussion Between
an Exhibitor, a Distributor and a
Producer Fails to Find It

who

Price 5 Cents

20, 1923

Supreme Court Reverses
Lower Courts on Binderup Case

operates

in

Warner

Brothers

made

a

trio

around a square table at the Astor
yesterday, and tried to figure out the

Important Decision Supports Exhibitor's Claim That He Was
Forced Out of Business by Combined Conspiracy of Omaha
Distributors Sought $750,000 Damages

—

answer.
"I don't

lot of the

big pictures in

and for some reason
the people don't seem crazy to break

Kansas

(Special to

know," said Newman, "we

have had a

City,

Washington-— The U.

S.

THE FILM DAILY)

Supreme Court yesterday reversed

—

women

by

one thousand periodicals
scattered all over the country that
there are 100,000 extra people now on
file in various agencies awaiting jobs.

through

The Supreme Court

held, however, that even though the films
out of possession by the company unpassed
in question had not
in
Nebraska,
delivery
they were, nevertheless, in
their
til after
interstate commerce when they
crossed the New York State line.

THE FILM DAILY)

Counsel for Binderup filed a petition for a writ of certiorari for the
Supreme Court to review the case in
October.
The action sought to secure
damages to the extent of
$750,000.

— De

Sales Harrison has
appointed representative of the
organization here, carrying on

lllanta

Iwork

inaugurated

by

Turner

of the Pub
lelations Committee of Southern
He will act as sort
Irprises, Inc.
Is

when he was head

Imtact man
lthe public

between exchanges

letter Films

Committee.

as

represented

de-

brought against Pathe ExBinderup,
charging that he had been
Charles
G.
change,
Inc.,
by
pracin to see them. This applies to
tically all that have been shown there." forced out of business as an exhibitor in Nebraska as a result of a
(Continued on page 3)
conspiracy among producers and distributors who refused to furnDecisions against Bindercup had been
ish him with product.
the
Federal
Court for the District of Nebraska
down
by
handed
100,000 Extras in Hollywood
and by the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals which held that there was
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mike Levee is co- no conspiracy. These courts upheld Pathe's claim that, inasmuch
operating with the Hollywood Cham- as the films were shipped from New York to their agent in Neber of Commerce in an effort to check braska before being placed in distribution, they were not in interthe flood of screen-struck men and
state commerce.
informing the public
cisions of the lower courts in the case

The Supreme Court once denied
the petition of Binderup to review his
case which has been hanging fire for
A writ of error was
several years.

by

by Binderup's counsel and
way, the original denial of
the Court was lifted.
Binderup brought the action in
then
in

quite likely thatV additional
lis
jsentatives of the Hays organiza-

filed

that

be appointed in other seo
country to further -the
l)ns between the public and the
l:ry.
This work is being han-

(Continued on Page 4)

|svill

of the

11<

Ijy Col.

Two Alabama
(Special

Jason Joy.

to

Killed

Bills
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Birmingham,

Ala.

—The

Alabama

legislature, just adjourned, has killed

|<
ibl

both the Sunday closing measure and
the proposed tax of $100 to be levied
on theater owners who operate on
the Sabbath.

Coming From Coast
Warner is expected to
the

lthe

Lch's

arrive
part of next week
negatives and a print of

early

"The Marriage

Circle."

Glynne After Theaters?
reported that Mike Glynne,
formerly of Ward and Glynne, and
operator of the new Patchogue theIt

Metro Purchases "Bread"
bought the screen rights
lirles G. Norn's' "Bread," from
H. Jacobs, who originally inproducing it himself.
Jro has

"The vibrant Mabel Normand in her most rib-tickling mood," says Florence Lawrence, Los Angeles Examiner, of Mack Sennett's production,
"The Extra Girl." Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

is

ater at Patchogue, L. I.,
for two other theaters in

towns.

is

dickering
Island

Long

y

—

,

THE

—

£2?k

DAILV

Tuesday, November

Worth

Sept. Exports

WHY ROME
U

IS

CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

(Special

to

Prtei 5 Certs

Bureau

—

March

ot

total

rea

593 ft., valued at $98,208, was c
ported of which 3,509,546 ft., valu.
at $27,286, or more than half, went
[•ranee
Exports of negatives total
512,039 ft., valued at $54,286.

1879.

3,

the

—

;

act

compiled by
Foreign and Dor

figures

18,495,60 ft., valued at $592,094.
ports of positives were 11.476.991
valued at $439,600. Approximately!
sixth of this— 1,914.328 ft., valued
$79,894 went to Canada. Setisitia
but not exposed, film totaling 6,5ft

WIDS

the

of

Commerce, when

Copyright 1923, Wid'a Film and Film Folk»,
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Inc.,
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Washington Film exports durii
September showed a decided increa
over those of previous months
cording to

IIVINi. 43 luesdiy. Nif. 28. 1923

.

1923

20,

Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
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Foreign
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Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.
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|
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—

1603.
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—
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—
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tionale
vakia),

(Crecho- Slo-
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High

Low

Close

109^4

108-4

109^

64#

62J4

Goldwvn

Loews

....

l7'/>

17

H

Sales

300
645^ 6,000

Not Quoted
Not Quoted
17

8

1,000

Picture above is the Castle and Bridge of St. Angelo.
This castle is noted for the richness of its interiors and at one time was
used as a prison where Beatrice Cenci, Benvenuto Cellini and others were
It stands on the edge of the biblical River Tiber, and is one of the
held.
generous panoramas used in the romantic background of George Fitzmaurice's production "The Eternal City," presented by Samuel Goldwyn
not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures) through First National.
Advt.

to

Holt-La Marr Film
Robertson to Direct
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
version of
The
Gish-Barthelmess
THE FILM DAILY)
"Romeo and Juliet" to be made in
Los Angeles Arthur H. Sawyer
Ind.
The Strand op- Italy after the completion of "Romo- has borrowed Jack Holt from Famous

Evansville,
erated by the

—

—

Consolidated Realty
Theaters Co. has been closed
following
the
appointment
of
a

and
1 1-<

t

iver.

be under the direction of John
Robertson.
Josephine Lovett is
preparing the continuity.

Players for one picture

and

Warners' Plan Additions
The Warner's declare they

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis Fred A. Sims, receiver for the Consolidated Realty
and Theater Co.. expressed surprise
when he received news of the closing
of the Strand at Evansville. He said
that

the

properties

would continue

Would
(Special

Fort

to

in

make
staff.

charged on Saturday but, according

Sam Morris, this was done preparatory to a general increase.
to

Joe Plunkett called up from the
Strand yesterday to say that on Sunday the Strand stopped selling tickets
at five different times for "Ponjola,"
finally shutting down the box office
at 9.45

o'clock

Sunday

night.

the company
operation.
of

Nov.

14.— Al-

though Fred A. Sims, was appointed
receiver for Consolidated by Judge
Bash in Probate Court at Indianapolis,
Leonard, Rose & Zonars, attorneys
who brought an action for receivership in Circuit court here, will file
a motion asking that the order be
set aside, on the grounds that the
court here has prior jurisdiction since
they believe the local action was filed
here before the one at Indianapolis.

PICTUR1
MOTION
LABORATORY FULLY EQUIPPED, LOCATED AT 111 WESTCHESTER SQUARE, BRONX.
COMMUNICATE WITH
J. M. JEROME
Barclay 1860

Phone

— Beekman

9091

4S>

!^teiiNfe
aura

<EAL

"FIRE PATROL"
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Ind..

FOR SALE
L'STAR

Stop Selling Tickets
will

additions to their home office
Several employees were dis-

Set Aside Receiver

Wayne,

in which he
Barbara La Marr will co-star.
Clarence Badger will direct.

la" will
S.

Receiver Surprised
(Special to

Pathrjcomedy

—

Consolidated Theater Closed
(Special

Product."

reel

1

The

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P. L. ...
do pfd

"A Proven
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FACTS COUNT! AND HERE THEY ARE!
Box

office

real

melodrama

records prove the

—melodrama

quickens the pulse.

That's

ABSOLUTE SUCCESS

that

why

of

brings a
Harkins and Barber's
thrills,

that

genuine melodrama
tear

to

the

eye,

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI

that

"THE FIRE PATROL"
played 26,282 times in legitimate theatres
And that's
a host of stars theatrically.

throughout

why

the

the

country

and

SCREEN VERSION

MADE

DURATIZC

of

YOUR FILMl—

"THE FIRE PATROL"
directed by

HUNT STROM BERG
going to shatter house records everywhere and make Madge Bellamy. Johnny
Horron, Helen Jerome Eddy, Mary Alden, Spotiswood Aiken, Jack Richardson,
Charlie Murray, Chester Conklin, Billy Krancy, Frances Ross and "Bull" Montana even greater box office assets to you.
"The Fire Patrol" is the first of a series of melodramas which includes "Sunshine
of
Paradise," "Romance of an Actress." "Driven from Home," "The Coast
Guard," and "The Shamrock and the Rose "
is

&il ILCClLiCtXCti

SPICE

or THE

ictiLiitJ

ncf

HAVE YOU MADE APPLICATION FOR A FRANCHISE?
CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
729 7th

Avenue

New York

City

220

WEST 42^- STREE
D

NEW YORK
PHONE
ALLAN
CHICKERINC
PRES.
2937

A. LOW:-

:

THE
ay,

November

it's

The Answer?

(Continued from

Page

Gold Diggers,"

'The

n

Stopped His Business
New York.

1)

'The Gold Diggers,'

&&*.

DAILY

20, 1923

ask-

The Film

Daily,

New York

said

City.

Gentlemen
You might as well ask Paderewski to give a piano recital and
not furnish him with a piano as
to do film business and not read

in.

t" said Cubberley, "that tells
Very few of
ry up our way.
pictures have done what was
Some have been very disd.
One thing I am sure of
ing.

THE FILM

have been too many costume
French
dealing with the
One exhibitor up my
ion.
no has been playing a lot of

DAILY.

do without
week and am almost
tried

to

See

that

I

commencing

get

it

it

I've
for a

lost.

WANTED!

regularly

immediately,

if

not sooner.

Very

sincerely,

GEORGE

E.

KANN.

these big costume pictures broke in
with 'Cameo Kirby' and cleaned up.
1 think that's the answer.
We're getting too far away from what the public-that-like-pictures want, and have
been trying to give them pictures that
only highbrows want.
Pictures arc
amusement for the masses. Don't
fool yourself on that. And if we could
get our business down to a point
where we could go back to a 25 cent
admission it would be the candy."
"You're right," said Newman, "dead
right.
When we charged a dime at
the Royal we made more money than
ever since.
But as competition developed we had to have the usual
things, music, acts, presentation, and

you can't give this sort of entertainment and make money, even with a
!

"Give the people who

Executives!
Want 25 A-l men who
possess unusual

sales

and

executive ability, and have

cent admission."

55

Salesmen-

like pictures

the kind of pictures we know they
like," said Cubberley.
"That's the
answer.
Those pictures need not
cost a half a million, or even half of

a thorough knowledge

of

film values.

that."

i
ti

Big story

a Big

#d by
A liam

PLOT

DIRECTOR
Big

ACTORS

Dudley Pelley's

V1RDAY EVENING POST

tioTr
F

Ask

LARRY GIFFEN,
1402 Broadway

ive You Ever Played
M-Hey Cameo Picture
story?"

proving that.
Yet
have gone ahead and made pic-

Begins,'

we

that

Applications must be

is

tures that cost close to half a million
because we think the public want
these better and finer pictures."

"Well," said Newman dolefully as
he arose and proceeded to break up
the party, "they don't seem to be
breaking our doors down to see those

made by

mail only, and will

be treated with strictest
confidence.

better and finer pictures."

"You're right," said Cubberley.

story:

for sale.

"True," said Abe Warner, "we've
got a dog picture 'Where the North

"Yolanda" After All
Cosmopolitan will retain "Yolanda"
as the title for the new Marion Davies
picture after

all.

Good Business
The Strand reports that Chaplin's
"A Woman of Paris" did better than
average business during the past two
weeks.

Fred Levy Departs
Col. Fred Levy left for Louisville
yesterday, following a two weeks'
visit here.

Franklin and Bern Leave
Sydney Franklin and Paul Bern
left on Sunday for the coast.

WARNER
1600 Broadway

BROS.
New York

City

.
.

J

ML

•zwm

DAILY

Decision Reversed
from Page 1)
several years ago, to recover
three-fold damages in the sum of
$750,000 for injuries due to an al(Continued

Omaha

combination and conleged
spiracy and combination in violation
illegal

of the

Sherman

anti-trust act.

was

rethat
the
claimed
spondents, with the motive of destroyIt

ing the petitioner's business, and securing control of the industry, refused to lease, sell or deliver to the
petitioner any films upon any terms
or conditions whatsoever at any time.
The petitioner alleged that he was
unable to secure films from any other
source and that, by the acts of the
defendants, his business of conducting theaters was totally destroyed.

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals held that the business involved
in the suit did not constitute interstate commerce.

Madden Would Maintain Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington— Representative Mar-

Tuesday, November

B.

Madden,

Chairman

of

(Continued

from

the

House
Appropriations
Committee,
while in favor of Secretary Mellon's
tax reduction plan would maintain
the amusement tax.
In this connection, he says:
"The theater tax I call a luxury tax,
which I think we ought to maintain
whether a bonus is passed or not. In
the event of the enactment of bonus
the maintenance of this
tax would yield $70,000,000 a year,
and if this did not coves bonus demands additional luxury taxes could
be levied which would apply to those
who contributed least to the war and
made the most out of it."

.

.

.

Louise

l\i/encla

.

.

.

(Special to

.

i

laude Gillingwater

.

(

ullcn

Landis

.

.

1

.<

wis Stone

.

George Hackathorn

.

.

.

Alan Hale
William V Mong
Tully Marshall

.

.

.

.

legislation

Officials at

that of Wallace Beery is aboulj
weekly and not $1,500.

Gutting Salaries
.

tin

.

.

1

Page

500

1,250
1,250
1,200
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

850
850
850
800
750
600
600

20,

1)

500
300
500
500
300
500
350
500
1,000

400
400
400
450
400
300
350
350

"Produeers frankly admit," contin
dispatch, "that they have no quarr
the non-contract players over salarie
the increases were clue to uueconomi
petition.
Directors hid against each
and the actors merely were the

j

beneficiaries.

"In the majority of cases, one

direct

these increased salaries earnings hai
wisely used.
"There are fewer than one dozen
whom producers list as leaders, enti
be considered idols of the public. E\
small total is dcreasing, producers
development tends toward featuring t
itself."

figures are correct with the exception of two known salaries. Lewis

It is understood the Los M
correspondent
of
the
Assc
Press has been commissioned to

Stone's salary is in the neighborhood
and not $1,000 as stated, while

a series of articles
present situation.

Kathlyn Williams

.

.

.

The

of $2,500

coverini

Davies Premiere
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Washington
Tom Moore gave
Old New York" an auspicious

"Little

In the Circuit Court two judges
were of the opinion that the trans- opening
actions described did not involve interstate
commerce and upon that
ground the judgment in favor of the
defendants was affirmed. One of the
judges in the Circuit Court of Appeals dissented upon the ground that
the transactions described did involve

at the Rialto last night

with

mezzanine reserved for
members of Congress and various
other officials. The audience was one
of the most representative that has
ever attended a Washington picturethe

entire

theater.

Jacoby Here From Berlin
George Jacoby, head of the Ortlid
Film Co., of Berlin is in New York
in connection with a contract between
his company and Luxor Pictures for
tive to the decision, it was his opinion cooperative production with American
that, despite the Supreme Court's re- stars
and directors.
He and Sig
versal, there would be a retrial of Schlager will
probably go to the
the case in Omaha.
coast in December.
interstate

commerce.

William M. Seabury who has been
actively connected with the case declared yesterday that while he had no
direct word from Washington rela-

foe i adies are
CLwa or Mwvict

T.8

Ask

raymq

—

3

ecu

r^dduHfru^Gosfnopolittj

—
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Back To Omaha

UESTION
DANNY

Binderup Action

— May

want

public

the

:

the

and better" pictures?
zy? No. Not a bit. Figure
for yourself.

—

You

to Trial

in the

and the members of the Omaha Film
Board of Trade created a lively topic

read

of interest in the business yesterday.

have what Frank
an and Fred Cubberley
n yesterday's issue. How

ould

Now Comes

Come Up

Spring
Film Clubs Not Hit
The Supreme Court decision covering the Binderup case against Pathe

By

was pointed out by an attorney who
has been active in the case on behalf
of the distributors involved that the
original action was never tried in
Omaha before the Federal Court there

It

pictures weren't getas they should.
In
words the public wasn't

>ig"

iver

and

means
trial on

must come to
Omaha where the

now

take a glimpse at
rom one of the leaders,
ittended the French Lick
g. Last week. And writes

Supreme

that, in his opinion, the

Court's decision

suit

that the case
its merits in

was

first filed.

at the
time of the first action, the presiding
judge stated that, granting all of the

This attorney declared that

r

allegations

made by Binderup were

he still failed to see how there
was a cause for action in the suit.
It was on that ground, it is alleged,
that the action was dismissed only
to be affirmed later by the Circuit
Court of Appeals.
The next step in the matter rests
with Binderup, according to this attrue,

(one of us

seem

to realize

simply an economic
ition.
People have less
py to spend and there is a
is

it

of lull in the picture busi-

They do not seem to
the appeal at the present
People are picking their
ainment.
would have been a good
the

if

producers

could

listened to what the exhad to say. For ex-

>rs

the long programs. The
houses complain that the
ictures are so long they
>nly get one turn over at
and if they fill their
it is not enough to pay
I

i,

r

If

ses.

we had

five

and

pictures we could fill
eaters twice an evening
least one and a half and

(

romance, which will thrill every spectator," says Florence Lawrence, Los Angeles, of Charles Ray's "The Courtship of Myles
Associated Exhibitors. Advt.
Standish."

"A

Continued on Page 4)

tale of glorious

Allen Holubar

—

Barron Jcins Rothschild

Edward B. Barron, formerly with
United Artists, leaves for San Francisco today to assume new duties as
Herbert
general manager of the
Rothschild theaters there, in association with Jack Partington.

(Special to

Dead

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Allen Holubar died
yesterday morning as a result of a
He was taken ill
It was reported late yesterday, but recent operation.
starting
work on "Huafter
Goldreyer
shortly
Charles
not confirmed, that
would build a 1,400 seat theater and man Mills," for Metro. The picture
He is sura 12 story office building adjoining has not been completed.
the Palace theater at Brodway and vived by his widow, professionally
known as Dorothy Phillips.
46th St. Work is to start at once.
Goldreyer

May

Build

On B'way

eel

would be

profit in it."

then, for a change, quit
and better" picture?
fger
get back to what the public
iving picture public
wants?
high brow critics.
Not the
trade.
But the great

lot,

—

American people

>f

hes

— Mary,

own dishes. And
And puts on her hat
John. "Come on; you,
her

sink.

!

to
es,

and

;es

who made

we'll see a picture."

pictures pos-

masses whose dimes made
n dollar extravaganza posle masses who made posriot of tremendous, costly,

|e

'.-of-profit

pictures.

ogan Film at Rivoli
King" will have its
remiere at the Rivoli Dec.

.Jve the

Schmidt Joins F. B. O.
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is understood that

Gordon on Committee

N. H. Gordon will serve as the
First
National rotating committee
Artie Schmidt, former general sales member during the fortnight beginmanager of Universal has joined ning yesterday. He succeeds Walter
F. B. O. as West Coast division Hays of Buffalo.
manager in charge of all coast
exchanges.
Cohn Sells a Franchise
(Special to

—

Allen Holubar was born in 1889.
played in stock for some time and
in 1914 joined Universal for whom
he made a number of pictures. He

He

later

made

several pictures for First

National and was then engaged by

Metro to direct
was at work on
ill.

Included

THE FILM DAILY)

a series of four.

the

in his

He

when taken
pictures are "The
first

Heart of Humanity," "The Right To
Famous Denies Burnside Report
Los Angeles Jack Cohn has sold Happiness," "Once to Every Woman"
Famous denies the report appearing the C. B. C. franchise to All Star and "Man- Woman-Marriage."
in the Herald that R. H. Burnside had Feature Distributors, Inc.
He is rebeen engaged to direct for the or- turning East via Seattle.
Plan Two More in Chicago
ganization and that he would head his
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
own producing unit.
Kane's Stay Indefinite
Chicago Jones, Linick and Schafer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will build two new theaters, one in
Goldstein Leaves for East
Los Angeles Arthur S. Kane, just the loop to seat about 5,000 and a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in from New York expects to remain
4,000 seat house in the suburbs. The
Los Angeles E. H. ("Manny") here indefinitely.
firm points to this as sufficient proof
Goldstein has left for the East.
of the fact that they do not intend
Hudson To Los Angeles
dissolving. The Orpheum, Rialto and
Grand and Asher Here
Earl J. Hudson, First National pro- Lyric are operated by J. L. and S.,
Sam Grand and Harry Asher, of duction manager is en route to the their other theaters being under lease
to outside interests.
coast.
Grand-Asher, are in town.
(Special to

—

—

—

—

—
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Foreigu
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communications

all

SPLIT

in

victory for

THREATENS

i

ALLIES—

plan for punitive measures against

Gi

among allies.
Other News As Usual.
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results

by an eyelash.

Terms (Postage
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Address

PRINCETON

ZEV BEATS IN MEMORIAM—

;

the

DEFEATS

Bulldog team in years walks all ov
Tiger to the score of 27-0 at New Hi

causes discord

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene
'Phone, Hollywooo
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

—

1603.

—
—

todaj

Irving Mack, 738 S
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..

Chicago Representative

London, W.

1.

—

Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative
Cantral

Roc

d*

—

tionale
vakia).

Interna
(Ciecho-Slo

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelplatz.

To give you an idea of the magnificence of the picture that you saw yesterday, another view is here shown of the bridge and the castle of St.

Quotations
Low

High

Loew's

Mims Out

of

600
64Ji 3,000
Not quoted
10j^
10^ 900
ny%
900

64

do pfd
....

Sales

109^ 109^

East. Kod. .111
F. P.-L. .... 65^

Goldwyn

Close

10^
Yjy2

uh

Cramer-Mims Agency
E. Cramer and Capt.

Ernest C.
Floyd C. Mims have ended their
business arrangement under which
they

Cramer-Mims
Cramer continues to

operated as the

Studios,

Inc.,

conduct the business.

Angelo.

Many statues adorning the bridge are broken; so damaged by armies
which used the broken pieces to throw at the enemy.
You will actually see this masterpiece of beauty in George Fitzmaurice's
production "The Eternal City" which Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures), will present through First National.
Advt.

during and since the earthquake.

The

some scenes

orig-

picture

includes

consored

inally

by

Japanese

the

Arrangements have been completed
for the dance to be given by the

Goldwyn Club

the Pennsylvania
Hotel, Friday evening.
S. L. Rothafel, of the Capitol, will be master of
Numbers from severai
ceremonies.
at

•

Marion Burton Returns
G. Marion Burton has returned
from Europe where she conferred
with Rex Ingram relative to the
scenario for "The World's Illusion"
and "The Arab."

Alma Rubens
Alma Rubens has
Goudal

in

Jetta

"Blood and
is

directing

Connolly Leaves
Jack Connolly, Washington representatives of the Hays organization
who has been spending a few days
lefl

yesterday.

(Special to

—

—

Leases

Film

Mack

L. Hammond the owner
has secured "Is Money Everything?"
produced in Detroit for distribution.

Two From Rembusch

(Special to

ville

from Frank

Bulletin No,

4

To-day

his

has

ARRIVED!

After

spending

5

1.

2.

produced

a

cliff

by

his

enemy and

left

melodrama

that

definitely

boats

fire

go

preparation for

is

led to

"ON

productic

TIME!

All Rights Protected

Truart Film Corporal

to his aid.

"THE FIRE PATROL"

IS

HUNT STROMBERG'S PROMISE FULFILLED!

M. H.

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?
CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
729 7th

in

helpless there.

His emotional treatment wherein Johnny Harron, crippled after a desperate fight, must watch his blind father in a struggle without being able
to

"The Elks Tooth

motion picture

His portrayal of a terrific storm, in which a little fleet of
brave the elements to rescue a helpless vessel.
His direction of the scene in which a blind, old sea captain
the edge of a

3.

he

Inc

months on

"THE FIRE PATROL"
his first super special production,
establishes him because of

RENALLES,

announces

own.

HUNT STROMBERG

Pathecomedy

TRUAR

knew Hunt Stromberg would some day be a great director,
with that ambition. Thomas Ince gave him bis first chance.

because he was fired
Then he went out on

/

Rembusch.

J.

HUNT STROMBERG
MAKES GOOD HIS PROMISE
industry

2 reels

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis W. C. Boyd, of Boyd
Enterprises Col., has leased the Wild
O. H. and the Olympic in Nobles-

"FIRE PATROL"

The whole

of Pantomin

THE

be system, as explained in
FILM
DAILY of Oct. 25. The company
asserts it has two pictures lined up.

New Exchange in Detroit
THE FILM DAILY)

The De Luxe
Detroit
Corp. has opened offices in the

"The Pinnacle

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles -Announcement is
made of the formation of the Guaranty Sales Corp., with John W. McThe comKay, general manager.
pany intends distributing on a unit

Los

(Special to

Cast

replaced

in the cast of
<.old" which Al Parker
for Distinctive.

hart-,

will

staged.

COMEDIES

Guaranty Sales Formed

Goldwyn Party

All Set For

Building.

authorities.

STAN LAUREL

—

Broadway musical comedies
Here With Earthquake Films
H. Freudlsparger is at the Claman
with a picture showing Japan before,

HAL ROACH'!

Avenue

New York

Vice

HOFFMAN
President

1540 Broadway
City

New.|

1

I

says Reginald Donny
to Billy Sullivan

1923

,,„ ?*E S \re rO*P °

^
tr

'*

TtfE

LQWHTlle

"':

II'

i

^

xi

will

SlG^'

soon present

BILLY SULLIVAN

ftfeUmiER

PUSHERS
FOURTH SERIES
Directed by

EDWARD LAEMMLE

Stories by

U.C. WITWEfb

two reel pictures ever made was RegDenny's pride
he lived and loved "The Leather
Pushers."
exhaustive search and
It was only after an
careful consideration that a successor to Denny was chosen
Billy Sullivan.
The above wire from Denny himself is
This

inald

greatest series of

—

—
M

convincing proof that Sullivan has scored a decisive hit in
Denny's famous role and that exhibitors are assured of a
tremendously powerful continuation of those famous pictures.
SET YOUR DATE NOW
Nationally Advertised in The Saturday Evening Post

IIVERSAL JEWEL SERIES

(

;;

THE

Reel, Jr. Plans Picture
THE Kll.M DAILY)

(Special to

Hollywood—Frederick

Reel,

Jr.,

Hollywood
soon start work on

has token offices at

the

studios and will
picture featuring

his

a

"Kavk.'

It

will

be a

sled

five

dog.

reclcr.

Du Puis To Peru
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Charlotte Du Puis
Charlotte

(Special to

en route to Peru, where she will
appear in South America's first feais

ture

'The White Queen."

>%g"SDAILY
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Back To Omaha

At Broadway Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)
that, although on
the face of it the Supreme Court
decision presumably was a victory for
Binderup, it really meant that the

"First Hungarian Rhapsody" is the opening musical number, followed by Riesenfeld's
Classical Jazz, "Sawmill River Road''
the

torney

who added

highest court in the land had decided that the Omaha court was
w rung in dismissing the motion as
it had.

The

been

litigation has

costly.

It

was stated yesterday that the distributors' defense committee, so called, had retained two young attorneys
at one point in the litigation to make
tour of South-central Nebraska
a
gathering testimony to be used in the
event that the action came to trial.

One query around town yesterday
was the effect of the decision on the

Rialto

Hart in "Wild
Bill Ilickok," and "Savage Dance," by LilIiuster Keaton in "The Hal
Powell.
lian
loonatic," closes the program.
S.

Rivoli
The second and final episode of "Around
World
in
the
Speejacks"
is the first unit
the
Next comes "The
piesented at this bouse.
Cycle of Life," a musical number, and the
feature picture, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
One of the "Sinj;
"Stephen Steps Out."
Them Again" series and "Cartoons by Marcus' 'are the last

two numbers

of

the

192

Ben Rogers Visiting
Ben Rogers, Selzmck manager
Boston,

;

News Magazine"; William

21,

New

in

is

York.

FEMALE HELP WANTEI
STENOGRAPHER-SECRETARY
manager

ness
firm.
able.

for a high class

by b
motion pict

Production department experience

dc

Permanent

position.
Apply in e
handwriting giving age. education, exp
ence, references and starting salary exj
tations.

Box M-20 Film

New York

Daily

Chicago

-

Hollywood

bill.

Strand
The current Strand program includes the
following:
Famous composers series, No. 1,
Tschaikovsky, a musical number in five
parts; The Topical Review; by request, a

F.I.L.M. Clubs as they now operate
return
engagement
of
Hurtado's
Royal
Under the uniform contract, the ex- Marimba
Orchestra; "Ponjola," 'the feature,
hibitor is pledged to abide by what- and a Hal Roach, Dippy Doo Dads comedy,
ever decisions the joint arbitration "Go West." Percy Starnes closes with an
board may make. In the event, that organ selection.
the exhibitor does not do so, there
At Other Houses
are certain things that the exchangeHoldovers on Broadway this week include,
him.
Cadwalpunish
men can do to
"he Hunchback of Notre Dame,' at the
ader, Wickersham and Taft, a firm Astor
'David Copperfield,' 'at the Cameo
of prominent attorneys worked for "Little Old New York" at the Capitol;
"The Temjple of Venus"
the Central
some time on the clauses of the uni- "Under The Red Robe,' 'atatthe Cosmopoliform contract and were paid a neat tan; "The Covered Wagon,' 'at the Criterion
retainer to render their interpreta- "Scaramouche," 'at the Forty-Fourth Street,
They decided that there and "The White Sister" at the Lyric.
tion of it.
was nothing in it that would violate
Claim Zev Is Winner
the law in any manner and it was
Pathe
News shot pictures of the
made
been
had
opinion
their
after
only
finish of the Zev-In Memoriam race
that the uniform contract and the

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sale; Mgr.

Ave.

Fifth

Tel.

Murray HiU

Cosmos Art Pictures

The Exhibitors

1831

Association

Associate

;

F.I.L.M. Clubs were made operative. Saturday in slow motion. According
to Pathe, the pictures indicated very
Charles B. Hoy stated yesterday
Trade clearly that In Mamoriam had won
that the

Omaha

Film Board of

never operated under the
porting Service plan.

Hoy Re-

Ottawa

Big story

For a Big

PLOT

DIRECTOR

Played by Big

ACTORS

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

is

R.

for sale.

a Pelley

Cameo

Picture

Address
17

all

Communications

West 42nd

New

Longacre 8225

'WE

NEVER

to

Street

York

DISAPPOINT'

of the pictures for

its

own

pictures in

its

Andrew

Clayton Sheehan Here

(Special to

Has New Camera Ideas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fisher,

THE FILM DAILY)

Clayton Sheehan, Fox sales manager in Buffalo, is in New York.

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINO 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR

chief

J. Brown Prod.,
new ideas on

has evolved several
distance shooting that will be shown
for the first time in "North of Nevada."

Explains Lee's Stand

A communication from Milton M.
Cohen, attorney for Leon Lee of Los
Angeles declares that Jimmy Aubrey
paid Lee a "very substantial considto sue
eration," for
agreeing not
Aubrey over Lee's arrest in Green
River, Wyoming earlv this month.
The

report

in

THE FILM DAILY

Nov. 4 had it that Lee was arrested
embezzling $2,000 from the treasury of Aubrey's company. Cohen declares the arrest was illegal and tin-

T-9

— 1 col

of

for

story?"

Put

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

Ask

"Have You Ever Played

Man

Asunder"

CRiiowFllH

produce

Following an official instudio.
vestigation, Col. W. H. Price, Proannounced the
Treasurer,
vincial

—

1402 Broadway

Blackton's "Let Not

has retained detectives to trace alleged representatives of his company
Province had purchased the plant at who have been closing contracts with
by
Trenton, formerly owned and used
exhibitors in Minnesota and North
the Adanac Producing Co., Ltd. for Carolina.
Callaghan declares such
Province
the
Price declared
$30,000.
representatives are lalse.
had spent $452,175 with private producers since 1918.

to

Hollywood Ross
cameraman of Harry

LARRY GIFFEN,

Pathe gave

Exclusive representative for

MR. LOU TELLEGEN

sporting writers late yesterday.

own

SATURDAY EVENING POST

"RIOT!"

showing

Minnie Elizabeth Webster

Province of Ontario

William Dudley Pelley's

story:

Memoriam had won.

of special

NOW

Callaghan Warns
J. Callaghan of Monogram

is

A

to

A

In

Ontario Gov't to Produce
(Special

despite the decision of the judges.
professor was brought into the discussion yesterday and figured out by
higher mathematics that apparently

JOIN

warranted.

Ask

^>idwyri^G<>stnop<ditaii

—

Coast Theater Merger

ew Family Films
hicago Educator Finds — Says

Oakland and Sacramento
Houses in New Combine

Fresno,

centage of Suitable Pictures

"Approaches Zero"

—

(Special to

itional Screen,' 'says the
films suitable for family

so

5

that

it

per cent
zero
ches
that there

num-

counsel for the enterprise.
The new corporation will go under
the three names of Fresno Theaters,
Inc., Oakland Theaters, Inc., and Sacramento Liberty Theaters, Inc., McNab said. The names of the incorporators were not made public. The

showapproaches

head office of the company will be
It will operate
in
San Francisco.
both picture and vaudeville theaters.
(Special to

so low, that it
we must surely
is
a great cornconfronting us, a

—

is

problem
you will."
Ji appears an excerpt from a
made by Will H. Hays about
and a half ago, in which he

indicating the merger of three thealers, the Liberty of Sacramento and

one

A
all,

perhaps,

We

our duty
accept the

is

youth. * * *
ge in the righteous demand of
lerican mother, that the enter-

and amusement of that
Jjbe worthy of its value as the

real

man's sized

Mabel Normand
tors.

— Advt.

in

fight is

one of the

"The Extra

(Special to

Washington

—A

sical

distribution of

its

short

)duct.

Company Exonerated
THE FILM DAILY)

bocker
ecial to

lington
e

—A

jury

has

exoner-

Knickerbocker Theater Co.

^risibility

for the crash of the

on Jan. 28, 1922, in
brought each for $10,000.

'bocker,
jits

more than a score of other
contemplated.

re

Mack

Sennett

hit,

by Associated Exhibi-

Sunday "blue law" J.
which later would Egypt, goes

A

Standard Cinema Dist. Corp.
anged with Selznick to handle

the

Competition on Biblical Films
"The Shepherd King," produced by
Gordon Edwards in Palestine and

Law"
THE FILM DAILY)

the District
as a model law for the United
serve
Lee Signs With Fox
States, is being planned by the rel.|land V. Lee has signed a new,
ligious forces of America, Prof. C.
rm contract with Fox. He is S. Longacre. general international
1
Europe on a vacation and secretary of the Religious Liberty AsBurn about the first of the year. sociation declared in an address to
the students of Washington Missiona Exhibitors Meet Today
ary College.
.ecial to THE FILM DAILY)
"The religious forces of America
special get-to- are being organized into a tremendous
I Moines
of Iowa exhibitors has been machine to bring influence to bear
or today at the Hotel Savery. upon Congress to give legal sanction
:ssion will terminate with a to certain religious measures which
in the evening.
they favor," Prof. Longacre declared.
elznick Gets Distribution

in

each

in

Oakland and

Fresno.

The combined capital is $1,024,000.
The directors are A. D. Duncan. E.
B. Smith, and F. M. Moore of San
1

Francisco,
Berkeley.

for

—

thrillers

Girl," distributed

Seeking Nat'l "Blue

t

(Continued on Page 2)
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— Incorporation

of the
Liberty Theaters Co.. has been filed
with Secretary of State, the papers

Sacramento

f

above

—

in Fresno and a number in Oakland
and Sacramento, have been filed,
according to Gavin McNab, chief

She maintains:
wish to call attention to the
:w films which can be endorsed
When you bear in
e family.
hat, at the start of our reviewee years ago, we could endorse
Dne-half of the output, and that
the past year we could endorse
le-third of the output, and that
le
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San Francisco Articles of incorporation for a $1,500,000 company to
include virtually all of the theaters

ago Mrs. Charles E. Merriam,
an of the Better Films Comof the National Congress of
rs and Parent Teacher Associan a statement published in the

low

Company

$1,500,000

THE FILM DAILY)

pecial to

and

(Special to

Fresno

E.

Brune

L.

of
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— Fresno

is

to have

a

new

theater as a result of the organization
Plans for
of Fresno Theaters, Inc.
the building were announced here today by Frank Purkett, manager of
the Kinema and president of the new

into the Central on Dec.
two- week run designed to
carry it over the Christmas holidays.
"The Ten Commandments" opens at
the Cohan on Dec. 21, making two company.
Biblical films on Broadway.
He denied statements made in San
When "The Shepherd King" closes, Francisco that all theaters of Fresno
the Central will revert back to the are to be acquired by the corporation.
On Monday, "This Free- Only the Kinema, among the present
Shuberts.
dom" opelns there for three weeks and playhouses, is affected, he said.
then the Edwards picture will go in.
Other companies affiliated with that
headed by Purkett, have been organInce Borrows Leatrice Joy
ized in Oakland and Sacramento, with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
total capitalization of more than
a
Los Angeles Thomas H. Ince has
17

for

a

1

—

borrowed Leatrice Joy from Famous
tc
appear with Percy Marmont and
Adolphe Menjou in "Against the
John
Rules." by Frank R. Adams.

$1,00,000.

Hodkinson's Next, "Old Fool"
The next Hodkinson release will be
Principal Picture?
"The Old Fool," directed by Ed
Los Angeles
Griffith Wray will direct.
Venturini, who made "The Headless
will film "The Taming of the Shrew."
Florsemen." The picture was made
Bennie Zeidman, who will be in
Texas Meets Dec. 4-5
by Outlook Photoplays, the same
charge of the unit, has borrowed Wil(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Free Air," likeliam Beaudine from the Warners' to
Dallas—The M. P. T. O. of Texas company that made
direct.
The wise distributed through Hodkinson.
will meet Dec. 4 and 5 here.
unit now has 160 theaters enrolled.
Form Young Players Guild
Sennett Signs Langdon
organization to be known as
An
DAILY)
FILM
(Special to THE
Griffith Back
D. W. Griffith is back from Vir- the Young Players Guild, is being
Los Angeles Mack Sennett has
has signed Harry Langdon to star in ginia where he shot scenes depicting formed for the purpose of producing.
member will average
a series of two reelers for Pathe dis- the surrender of Cornwallis at York- The age of each

To Film "Taming of Shrew"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

1

—

tribution.

town.

seventeen.
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CALIED "THE ETERNAL CITY"
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(Continued from

mest potent factor

V*

ousness

.

of

'The community does not allow
The Common Law (which tej^H

like

1879.

3,

|

Round, (advertised as a story of tl
of Vienna before the war),
Affairs of Lady Hamilton (which a^HI
illicit
love affair between Lady Hal'
Flaming Youth,
and Lord Nelson),
West of the Water Tower.

HI. MS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joaeph Dannenberg, President and Editor,
Alicoate, Treasurer and Huainesi ManJ. \\
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
Donald M. Mersereau. Advertising Managei
Kctered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., undei
act

1)

the cour

tn

Griffith's

WIDS
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Film
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Days and Three Weeks, The Con^^H
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opyrifhl 1«J.\ Wid't Film ind Film Folki,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 Weat 44th St.. New York, N. V., by
i

Inc..

March

marriage

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; i months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00

is

— but

old-fashioned),
the community

the

in

Terms (Postage

library

of

pioducer to take this book ami
our boys and girls to see, and

all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4SS2-5S58.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

— Irving Mack, 738
Wabash Ave.
Ernest W. Fredman,
Representative
—
London
Film

Renter,
I.

Paris Representative
Clichy.

S.

Shaftesbury

53a

— Le

Film,

i

Av«.,

girls who see
libraries and book

and

Ru« d*
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—

European

Representative Interna(Cxecho-SloFilmschau,
Prague
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Central

Quotations
High
East Rod.. 110
F. P.-L. ... 65^
do pfd

Goldwyn ..10
w's

Sales

400

110

65

65%

5,000

Not quoted
10

10

17%

17%

200
1,800

judgment for $2,057
the Supreme Court by

default

been

109%

Close

The Courts

In
A

17 'A

....

Low

filed

in

Laboratories

against

Max Cohen and George M.

Merrick

the

Republic

of 220

West 42nd

Street on a note.

Supreme Court

Justice Mullan has
signed an order discontinuing a suit
Screen Service
ot the Continental
against J. T. Murray because the case
lias

been

settled.

Here is a panorama of the Ancient Roman Forum where in olden days
gathered the clans, and where every moot question in "The Eternal City"

was

discussed.

There can be seen

still

iods which in themselves
ending."

—

The Film Mutual

Today

Benefit

Chicago Unit Plans Feature

Bureau

which is endeavoring to foster an
intelligent audience to attend and encourage better pictures, will attend
the matinee show of "Scaramouche"
tcday.
dinner at the Cosmopolitan
Club later in the week will be devoted
tc a discussion of motion pictures.

A

W.

B. Bauer, vice-president of the
Popular M. P. Prod, of Chicago, is
at the Pennsylvania lining up talent
to appear in a six reeler to be made

Buxbaum With 1st
H. Buxbaum

National

has joined
First National as sales supervisor for
New York State, the post until now

star Horace A.
to Bauer, is
of the Chicago

Chicago and to

in

feature

American.

reporter

Popular is now making
Checker Comedies, each in

Roberts in Vaudeville
two reels, starring Harry Burns. The
Theodore Roberts is appearing at first will be released in conjunction
the Orpheum in Brooklyn this week. with a vaudeville act in which Burns
Next week he comes to the Palace.
and 12 girls will appear.

Dallas

— L.

"FIRE PATROL"

L. Dent, formerly with

Southern Enterprises, Inc., is now in
the exhibiting field, having taken over
Texas theaters.

Bulletin No,

one at the Hays office
make any comment yestei

FIRE AT SEA!

A REAL

spurts
— Suddenly a tremendous blast angry
and covers the sea with
million sparks.
Flames
boat —creeping mercilessly from stem to stern —
And then —but wait
on the
you see
of

Premiere

lick

until

of "The
City." took place at the K

dizzily

sea.

till

it

is
I

a
It's

Paterson on Monday.
Charles Dooley, manager,
ter the opening performance,
attendance on Monday nighl
the greatest
house.

the

in

said]
that

history

ot

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES
Only."

reel

5

THRILL!
ball

of

just

fire

ONE

tossing
of the

big thrills in

URATIZ
MARK
TRADE

YOUR

FILM

"THE FIRE PATROL"
Directed by

FOR SALE
LSTAR
MOTION
PICTURE
LABORATORY FULLY EQUIPPED. LOCATED AT 111 WESTCHESTER SQUARE. BRONX.
COMMUNICATE WITH
J. M. JEROME
Barclay 1260

HUNT STROM BERG
"THE FIRE PATROL"

is

the

first

of a series of 6 big melodramas.

HAVE YOU MADE APPLICATION FOR A FRANCHISE?
CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
729 7th Avenue

New York

City

t

Et'l

hungarily at the helpless

it

i

I

in Paterson

The world premiere

from the hold of the ship

fire

a

I

ci

Pafhecomedy

A

I

i

1

Dent an Exhibitor
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

i

t

1

"Laughing Purposes

held by Ralph H. Clark.

i

it

Wade, who, according
a

|

Mrs. Merriam's statement.

al

See "Scaramouche"

Statistics

I

stores show that i
filmed, the sale of that

No
to

scene is a background for several situations in George Fitzmaurice's production "The Eternal City," produced by Samuel Goldwyn
(not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures), through the First National.
Advt.

This

them?

ever a book is
jumps by leaps and bounds. So these
and girls will be sent back to read the
books.
"Shall we stand idly by and pi
destruction of the morale of our
The producers have shown
continue?
cleaning up their
insincerity
of
dustry."

standing the remains of monuments of all pertell the story of "The city without beginning or

a series of

Harry

is
]|

—

1603.

London, W.

alii

film
it
it

Whose fault is
she ever saw.
Why, the con
[;mmm
she emulates this?
id me.
ot course, and that means you and
"Take the case of Flaming Youth
West of the Water Tower said to b<
of the rankest books published in
These films are just released,
years.
pioducers have made innocent scenario!
these books.
But what happens to the

—

The

does

so beautiful, that any silly girl
that it is more beautiful than any

Address

Cbicago Representative

19

,'uture."
Please keep this quotation,' 'she com
"in mind and scan over the movie adv
ments with me today, the new films
Klinur Glyn'
an just being released;
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At the Rialto and Rivoli
"The Light That Failed," will be

Newspaper Opinions
"Wild

Hickok"— F.

Bill

P.-L.

AMERICAN— This

feature at the Rialto next week.
will
house "To the
Rivoli
Ladies."
ilic

The

Rialto
time

the

Wil-

stellar

Hart undertook to take his own
ire, and diil it gently but determinedly
the picture called "Wild Will Hickok."
•
•
It neither
was a beautiful fit.
It

liam

United Studios,

Hollywood,

S.

Calif.

•

in
•

•aggeii nor bagged.

—

NEWS

The film concludes
DAILY
Hut.
abrurtlv and unhappily for everybody.
as we said before, Bill's back big, minus
nothing of yesteryear, plus a little something
and if you like feuds and fights with a tiny
taste of sentiment and a historical background, we're not going to say you won't
be glad Bill's back.

Celebrates 500th Performance

yesterday

formance of

marked the 500th per"The Covered Wagon"

at

the Criterion.

in

March, and

until the

Pay Day,

The
is

picture

expected

opened
to

S.

half-

EVENING WORLD— If

you were numbered among the legion of Hart admirers
before he "retired,' 'then you'll like him in
We were and w«
"Wold Bill Hickok."

my

Fearing that some of

Summer.

clients

missed edition of "Film

Daily" containing your editorial in which you

Hart

Avenue and Hollywood Boulevard, and
way back.

Dear Danny:

play

Fitzmaurice to Talk
George
Fitzmaurice has returned
celebrates his return to the screen after a
long absence by burning up enough gun- from a vacation trip to Havana and
powder to light a trail from the northeast will address the A. M. P. A. today
corner of Broadway and Twenty-third Street
on production in Italy.
Samuel
to the centre of the intersection of Western

EVENING JOURNAL—William

Goldwyn

be a guest of the
oiganization and Harry Reichenbach,

1923.

Harry Reichenbach

of the

the rate of $4.00 per inch.

In an attempt to
a white wig and

will also

Also

the barker.

am now

But the

me

me

to thank

"the

you

at

collect.)

up to your remarks

live

am

West," permit

(Try and

call

I

have purchased

brushing up on after-dinner speeches.

asking $1,000 weekly for

my

services.

folks out here don't hear well.

Feinman Recovering

Sincerely,

did.

MAIL— It's
Bill

grand

old

stuff

this "Wild
in the best

Hickok," * * * and is done
palmy days of the movies when

atyle of the
men of the

West

did their talking with their
those guns do speak.
It
a bullet in every foot. * • *
hokum
and we are glad
chock full of
is
to report that those who saw the film yesterday did not take it seriously, but laughed
during the most tragic moments.
The picture really is a good comedy, although the
producers never meant it as such.

guns.
There's

And

how

MORNING TELEGRAPH

— "Wild

Bill

a strong film full of action and
fire.
The character sketches are definite and
teal, and the picture is calculated to give
those who like their drama swift a genal'.
uine thrill, and those stirring days in the
West never fail to have their appeal.

Hickok.'

'is

POST — But
SUN — Hart
of

ibility

his

it

is

full of

action and heroics.

has lost nothing of the
trigger

fingers

during

his

cent

flexre•
•

retirement from the screen. •
There remains always Hart, and his serious face and his educated (juns.
Than
which there arc none more so if you like
that sort of thing.
And there is, on the
whole, very little doubt that you do.

—

TELEGRAM — It

that

he

tells,

Al Feinman

recovering from a
rather serious infection of the leg
contracted while he was in England
for the Warners'. The poison spread
through his system and caused a

temporary blindness.

TIMES—

the

start to the
Hart film play.

finish

of

To us he is just about the same
as he was, except that his acting, compared
to modern screen celebrities, appears to be» *
long to an old, old school.
It seems
to us to be a film of the popular vintage of
1913, in spite of the fact that it was made
in 1923 after Mr. Hart had taken a holiday
of only two years from the screen.
Time
hangs heavily on one's hands while viewing
thii tame photoplay.

He

is

now

PETE SMITH,
Graduate School of Reichenbach,
Class of 1915.

re-

covering.

Los Angeles House Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The new Cabrillo,

—

week with "The Bad Man."
S. Crews will be local manager
West Coast Theaters, Inc.
last

C.
for

— Reichenbach
B. — My favorite

not paying for this adv.

P. S.

is

N.

directors are Maurice

My

shall Neilan.

built at a cost of $600,000 and with
a seating capacity of 1600 opened late

favorite studio

B.

V. D.

— My

is

favorite producer is

Tourneur and Mar-

Mike Levee and my

United.

favorite

players are

Conway

Tearle,

Lloyd

Hughes, Blanche Sweet, Helene Chadwick, Dick Travers,

Carmel Myers, Evelyn Brent and Marjorie Daw.

WANTED

HORSE RACE NEGATIVE
Write giving
track,

names

length of

is
an absorbing story
and he keeps the movie fans

the go from
this the best Bill
or.

is

full

of

information, name of
horses and riders,
and lowest price.

Box
71

W.

T. N.

negative

T.— Sol

Lesser's "Meanest

Man

In The World"

is

a

great picture.

J-7

FILM DAILY
44th St.

N.

Y C

A GEORGE

D.

BAKER PRODUCTION

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— It's an appropnate vehicle for Hart's re-entrance into
prominence, not forgetting his "paint" pony,
Fritz, and his support is capable throughout.

HUN E— Those

TRI

love

the

who

gun play, hut

love Bill Hart will
cry out for a

will

ling.

WORLD—A.

a
"Western," "Wild Bill
thoroughly acceptable, although
dors seem that these obvious melodramas
of the regulation Hart type are making
their

Hickok

is

it

last

struggle for existence.
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"THE

OLD FOOL"

T,4-3coL

A

with George Walsh, Bessie Love, Carmel Myers
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LIFE
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Directed by Ted Browning
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^GINIaVALUI
A Hobart Henley Production

TITLE 10 BE ANNOUNCED

A Harry Garson Production

n.

BABY PEGGY
OF NEW YORK
Baggo

AMARYPHILBM
PRODUCTION
TITLE TO BEANNOUNCED

LATER

Directed by King;

\*
TesentedbyCARLLAEMMLE

i)

^er pathos

and exquisite

feeling of Charles Dickens' immortal
story

has been brought

to the

in this piclurization

screen

o

1

u

M l^

Produced by

^jr Paul Gerson Pictures Corporation
With

Josef Swickard

Direde^by

Lorimor JohtlStOII

V

Selznick Distributing Corporation
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.
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Suing Lloyd

Cohen

Over "Nervous Wreck" FinalFiled— Seeking $150,000
in

Damages

New

Willard Hotel, Washington, next
Friday at which the tax situation
will

be discussed.
Cohen explained on Friday that the
meeting will be open to all those
may care to attend. He hopeswho
to
have those attending agree on
one
course
of
action
so
that
when
Congress meets shortly, the exhibitor
interests can be presented in
a united
,

ges.

are Harold Lloyd,
Lloyd Corp., Pathe ExInc. and Hal Roach.
The

•old

Wal-

Davis,

linger and Lewis and Gordon,
-s of the play.
The plaintiffs

manner.

valuation of the film rights
Nervous Wreck" at $250,000
?e they have been damaged
artent of $150,000.
John C.
Lloyd's Eastern represenuld not be reached on Friday
tement.

cided

The Washington meeting was

s

upon

at

the

recent
confab in Rochester.

ogan Prod. Formed
to THE FILM DAILY)
•—Logan M. P. Prod. r r
have been formed here witl

Charles Ray in "The Courtship of Myies
Standish,"
hibitors release, is in heavy demand
from exhibitors.
in the Mayflower crew, as this

incorpo-

H. Wal-

de-

directors'

Slight Cuts at Fox
Eleven members of the Fox pub!city
department have
been discharged because the company's schedule of pictures is ready and
advance
advertising and publicity on
them
completed.
Fox officials deny there
has been any wholesale reduction
of

:ial

of $200,000.
The
E. W. Logan, E.
R. Fitch.

S.

a national call for as many
exhibitors as
Possible to attend a meeting
at the

plaintiffs

Owen

Wash-

Tax Situation
Cohen has issued

Sydney

zing of "The Nervous Wreck,"
zed by Owen Moore from 'a
y E. J. Rath, was filed Friday
Supreme Court. The papers
Why Worry," the latest Lloyd
embodies the same situations
stage play and seek $150,000

include

for

ington on the 30th to Discuss

law suit threatened by Owen
igainst Harold Llovd charging

its

Issues Gall

Open Meeting Scheduled

an Associated ExThere were pirates

their force either in

the

field,

glimpse shows.— Advt.

as

New York

or in

reported Friday.

Jones Resigns

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— Aaron Jones has resigned
as^ managing director of
the McVicker's to devote his time
to the new
(Special to

derstod that the above

com

star Dorothy Dalton in
by arrangement with Fa-

I

lich

still

itures

holds

her

Reviewed
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n Steps Out

mount

9

Easy

It's

under

building projects of Jones, Linick
and

bchafer and the construction of
'Doug" was talking to Grace Kingsley lately.
the
He asked: new house
which he will build in
"What's the matter with writing a story, and acting
in it, about conjunction with Marcus Loew
what everybody will be doing 200 years from now."
Well, that
Valentino Sailing Shortly
would be an idea. Edward Bellamy wrote a book
called "Looking
Rodolph Valentino is expected to
Backward" that might contain an idea or two for
sail for Europe in about
two weeks
a picture. Along
to start

these lines.

m

f-One
rational

9

Hickok
nount

9

Tax Outlook

{ill
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Up-State
Trip Reports Congressmen Are
Receptive Business Spotty

—

=ne

Sam
of

the

Berman executive secretary
M. P. T. O. of New York

I.

returned from a 10 day trip on Friday during which time he worked
almost entirely on the tax repeal situ-

HARD LUCK

Chaser

rsal

Bright

Sam Berman Back from

Christie

ational

production for Ritz Carlton
England.

Some

shoot along at 60 miles an hour and never get a
ticket ation.
He declares that the sentiOthers hit 30 and pay off at the lieutenant's desk.
Just a matter ment is favorable for the lifting of
of hard luck
And talking of that, poor Joe Engel. He's almost the nuisance taxes.
tne prize hard luck medal wearing individual.
Berman found business spotty. In
some cities where towns are over-

w
W.

A MOTION PICTURE BANK
th e Cards
At Ieast there s talk
£ ,° ^V"
MacFarland
left the National City
eei

S

-

-?/r

seated,

'

,

of one.

L.

Safe Deposit Co. to put

(Continued on

Page

10)

the
competition for films
exhibitors has caused prices
to go up while admissions are of
necessity kept at a low level. Tin
telling at the box-office.

among

\>

—
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Indianapolis Conditions Bad
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Sunday. Nov.

'

the hands of a receiver. The
hanges report slack business,

March

Terms (Postage

J.

t

1879.

3.

•

United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one yeat
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
ForeigL
Subscribers should remit with ordei
$15 00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
free)

»<

,

DAILY,

West 44th

71 73

St.,

lai

I

New York

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552 5558
California
Walter R. Greene
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
Y.

N.

1603.

ciiecting;

—

Hollywood,

— Irving Mack, 738 S
Representative— Ernest W Fredma-.
I

—

—

Cleveland interview blames
troubles of industry on ini
it
the
studios.
In doubt over the types of pictures for 1924-1925.
in

fl

copyright law to be introduced in ConHays association understood to
back it.
Literary Digest and Hodkinson ttrying to
sell films by mail.
Plain designed to aid

—

gress.

U

Supreme Court reverses lower courts
on Binderup case against Pathe and Omaha
Film Board of Trade.
Binderup sought
S.

$750,000 in triple damages.
Associated Press dispatch from Hollywood
says salary cuts is next step in "revolution"

V

No

members away.
in

'

expects

to

New York

Ic

about Jan.
«
"Secrets" will have been compk
1

Seymour Returns

W.
tral

F.

Seymour, Eastern and C

Division manager for Hodkin-

back from a

sales trip.

Chaplin Resumes Production

Election Held

Officers of the Film Laboratories
Credit Ass'n were not elected Thursday night as anticipated because illness kept several of the important

scheduled

"The

until later.

Norma Talmadgc
for

is

small exhibitor.

Tuesday

be made

—

Leading out of Rome is the most famous of all thoroughfares 'The
Appian Way, and on this road stands the tomb pictured above that of
Cecilia Metella, and in this tomb was discovered the magnificent marble
sarcophagus, now on display at the Palace Farnese.
This road joins the New Appian Way which runs to Albano and is a
graphic background in George Fitzmaurice's production of "The Eternal
City" which Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures)
offers through First National.
Advt.

Monday
new

Gardner Sullivan.

C.

will not

The Week's Headlines
I.

Mary

—

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue Ar
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative
Interna
tionale
F"ilmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slo
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Marcus

Wolheim,

Constance's Next an Original
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Constance Talmar
has returned from New York, rl
next picture will he an original

Ave

Shaftesbury

53a

includes Maur

the cast

Louis

Elynn,
Laren.

Chicago Representative
Waliash Ave.

London
The Film Renter,
London, W.

i

Williamson Company Back
Ernest Williamson and "T
''ninvitcd Guest" company arc
form the Bahamas where under
Intcfiors will
cenes were shot.
made at the Tec-Art studio and
Williamson will return South
additional material.
Ralph Ince

;

ot

th

in

WIDS

act

representative
after survey:
local conditions finds that conditii
Business is Hot goo
are bad.

onsolidatcd
Realty and 1
Corp. which controls important
'crs here and throughout Ini
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THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

ntlianapolis

I

Another meeting
about a week.

is

WANTED

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Los

Angeles Charlie Chaplin is
at work on his first feature length
comedy for United Artists. The staff
includes Eddie Sutherland, "Chuck"
Reisner and Edward Biby.

Projectionist and Film
Inspector.
8th Floor
130 West 46th Street
New York City

of business.

Newman, Fred Cubberley and Abe

Frank

Weshner Back

Warner

discuss big pictures.
Flops reported from Kansas City and Minneapolis.

Wednesday
Binderup action expected

to revert back to
for trial.
Supreme Court decision
not affect present workings of F. I.
Clubs under the uniform contract.

Omaha
does
L.

.

David Weshner, or the WeshnerDavidsohn Agency, is back from his
honeymoon. His company has taken
over the advertising and publicity for
i

'hadwick Pictures.

Zeidman Borrows Bebe Daniels
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Bennie Zeidman has
borrowed Bebe Daniels from Famous
to appear in "The Taming of the

—

HAL ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS

Shrew."

Allen Holubar dead as result of operation.

COMEDIES

Thursday
Fresno, Sacramento and Oakland theaters
reported in big merger.
One holding company capitalized at $1,500,000 formed.
Mrs. Charles E. Merriam, Chicago educator,
says Hays organization has failed in not

more

fostering

films

suitable

for

rpiQ-E

"Wit With

patrol

Friday
D. Williams announces in London he
produce exclusively in England.

2 reels

mittee

H

hold

to

M.

Richey
brought here

hearings

shortly.

Michigan

M. P. T. O.
act as contact between
organization and exhibitor bodies on
admission tax repeal.
of
to

Hays

2

—The

tearing, ripping storm at sea
the blind old man walking

the

house— the

little

girl

admission

And

—Adolph
••

left

visit

room with— All

this

and

MORE

is

by

there are 5

more

thrilling

melodramas

it\
to

;Ave.,

t<>

n s
j

A

come!

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
f or

"THE
[OLD FOOL'

to

te

|

HODKINSON RELEASE
IN

N. Y. City

Linick of Jones,

-

r

floating helpinstant

toward

precipice,

HAVE YOU MADE APPLICATION FOR A FRANCHISE?
729 7th

THE FILM DAILY)

ikago

the

Directed

for

Linick Goes to Coast

Linick and

blazing hulk

the

HUNT STROMBERG

tax

(Special to

fiery,

toward

"THE FIRE PATROL"

,

sentiment

in

be seen in

Sydney S. Cohen issues call for exhibitor
meeting at New Willard Hotel, Washing.
.next rriday.
situation
Id
Lloyd sued for $150,000 damages
over alleged plagiarizing of "The Ner
vous Wreck" as basis for "Why Worry."
Sam Herman, back from trip through
strong

— the

HE FALL?)— the pulsating, heart-rending fight in the
cabin (AND THE HERO LOSES THIS TIME)—the CRASH in the
darkness— the huge, inhuman claws silhouetted on the stairs— (YOUR
EYES WILL POP WITH SUSPENSE) -the giant tree falling athwart
death— (WILL

Saturday

s

Pafhecomedy

THRILL ON THRILL GALORE!

will

Congressmen
reported
favorably
inclined
toward tax repeal.
Ways and Means Com-

Wallop"

Fire Patrol Bulletin No. 7

family-

showings.
J.

A

FlCtE

P#TRd&

1924

tin

L

«
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No wonder Douglas
Fairbanks wired congratulations
Doug,

over with a wallop in his
picture, "Stephen Steps Out"

Jr.

first star

Read
" 'Stephen Steps Out'

the

New

York

critics'.

an excellent choice on the part

of

Paramount.

—Journal.

of fun and adventure."

"No wonder Douglas Fairbanks
after

"A

A

vehicle for

a

The boy

is

natural and sincere and has

—Telegraph.

fine production, excellent cast, pleasing material."

rattling

"One

sent a telegram of congratulation to his son

viewing 'Stephen Steps Out.'

talent.

good comedy. The boy is fortunate
his debut upon the screen."

of the very truest

natural actor.

Full

in

— Evening Mail.

and best cinema comedies

'Stephen Steps Out'

is

having such an excellent

clean, sane

of the year.

The boy

is

and altogether good."

—World.
"The impression that 'Stephen Steps Out' made at the
favorable one. Everybody seemed to like Doug, Jr."

Rivoli

was a most

— Herald.

Adolph Zukor presents

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
in

"Stephen Steps Out"
with
Adapted by

Theodore Roberts

Edfrid Bingham

from "The Grand Cross

Supported by Noah Beery, Harry Myers and Frank Currier

of the Crescent"

by Richard

Harding Davis.

F

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION £
—

fcOOuoM zukoo

e..ii«*at

.

I,

d (paramount

(picture

\

THE
Sunday, November

DAILY

It is trite
others turned out by Mr. Davis.
and commonplace, lacks novelty and moves
along at the pace of a Chatauqua meeting.

York

TRIBUNE—*

"Stephen Steps Out, Jr.,"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli

young man got away

AMERICAN—The

I liked
indeed. * " *
vera
with it
inthat way of ending the film very much
In iact, I hope that Doug, will avoid
deed.
growing Up as long as he possibly can if
only to eschew that tiresome finish.

well

-ill

—

NEWS— Young

\1LY

Doug

to be a heartbreaker later on,
girls into his pictures.

*

proved

It

going

is

around
and in Turkey.
It is one of the very truest
and best cinema comedies of the year, and
it proves that the boy * * * is a natural actor
It is clean.
of fine pantomimic ability. " * *

WORLD —

It is sane.

It

is

His first
starring picture is "Stephen Steps Out," an
excellent choice on the part of Paramount.
*

Papa Doug

isn't

mighty careful he's soon be referred to as

customers
Jiut "Stephen Steps Out," young Doug <
film venture, is a right smart fillum;
first
one designed to please and one that did please
At least it pleased us, and that's all we can
answer for.
HERALD—* * * The impression that he
made on the Rivoli audience yesterday was
Everybody seemed
a most favorable one.
to like him, and you can scarcely blame
*
*
*
"Stephen Steps
everybody for thit.
Out," in itself isn't very much of a story.
It has been put together awkwardly, and
there are many moments when the tenuous
It
thread of its narrative is snapped. * * *
isn't particularly legical and it isn't unduly
but it is pleeasant all the way.
exciting
There is a spontaneity to it that is lacking
in many more coherent pictures.
MAIL * * * A rattling good comedy.

—

—

• • *
The boy is particularly fortunate in
having such an excellent vehicle for his debut on the screen. * * * The picture swings
The story
along in a most refreshing way.
is told in a simple manner and retains much

the

of

mock

heroic of Davis.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Young

Fair-

banks proves to be a personable youth, unaffected and earnest, with a quick, responsive
smile, which strongly resembles his father.
There is nothing forced or constrained about
In his first work
the boy's work. * * *
*
for the screen he is altogether delightful. * *
Famous Players has given him a fine production and an excellent cast and pleasing

POST—*

*

But, for a first attempt,
•
a good one and a promising one. * *
It is to be hoped in the second production
of this fourteen-year-old youngster that there
will be no imitation of his father's actions;
the boy is well able to stand on his own
winning personality.
it

SUN —And

right away the point should
that young Fairbanks has a
most winning personality and looks more
whole souled than a squad of leading ladies.

made

clear

would seem he will make his
chief appeal in future not through imitation
of his father's skyrocket, jumpingjack meth•
*
*
ods, but through straight acting.
•

*

•

But

clean but exacting, the lovable Dan O'Hara is well acted by Charles
("Buck") Jones, who holds our sympathy
and admiration, but at times approaches the
dime-novel hero. * * *

story * * * is a mildly enjoyable adaptation of * * * "The Grand Cross of the
Crescent,' which gets its yarn a bit entangled through too long a winding up at the
Once it gets under way, however, it
start.

pioceeds at a

fairly

TELEGRAM— It
banks

Hippodrome, Cleveland

TLAIN DEALER—*
the

old

clip.

*

*

*

romance

because

Steps

Out"

is

a

jolly

comedy,

slumping unfortunately in a
lew sequences to pathos.
Young Fairbanks
*
* •
is supported by a good cast.
The
Turkey
in
are
amusing, as are
sequences
also those in the college before the boy
flunks in his studies.
The poor part of the
story is where the old Professor and hit
wife are seen going over their dwindling
bank balance. If this had not been overdone,
the comedy would have been quite good
throughout * * *

TIMES
Fairbanks,
as

a

SQUARE
Jr.,

picture

made

and

the

interest

with action,
"never-know-what-he's
filled

star

DAILY

—

Douglas

metropolitan debut
yesterday at the Rivoli,

society
is
a
of the highest type and embodies en
gaging entertaining qualities along with tense
dramatic action.
a

TIMES —Another

Washington, Detroit

to

Rialto, Atlanta
* *
All combine to lend
the scenes of enchanted magic and

unflagging interest of this photoplay.

once in a while a
produced that has a charm
new
which makes the spectator want to see it
Such a picture is the Fox
a second time.
screen

is

of "Cameo
theater.

version

Washington

Kirby,"

at

This production is excellent and a real
contribution to the motion picture art.
-It is very good movie entertainment even though William Fox has desecrated his artistic soul by helping the piece
to a liberal amount of hokum.* * * John
Gilbert is the star of "Cameo Kirby," and
le' it be mentioned without fear of contradiction that John is becoming quite an actoi
TIMES When you have looked and peer
ed at picture films with their expensive trimmings, fine sub-titles and the like. * * *
relief and a pleasure to stroll in on
it's a
one that is the "goods."

NEWS —

—

Children's Children"— F.

P.-L.

Howard, Atlanta

CONSTITUTION—It

has

the

all

—

re-

of a perfect
film
drama, humor,
pathos, and a great cast, featuring in the
principal roles.* * *
quisites

Colonial, Detroit

NEWS— Marshall

McVicker's, Chicago

AMERICAN— "His

Children"

Children's
gives the impression of imparting

its

seem, will like the picture.

They

it

will

*

*

makes an

*

JOURNAL—

It is one of those mad whirling photoplays.* * * The players do really
noble work. Miss Daniels goes on improving

with every part, and
biar watching

Dorothy Mackaill

will

IRIHUXE— "His

Children's
Children,"
furnishes another proof that, with the proper
handling, a novel can be brought successfully
the screen.
An excellent cast, under the
able direction of Mr. Wood, brings out all
01 the high lights of the original story.
to

"Daytime Wives"— F. B. O.
Times

—

Palace, Buffalo
some measure a problem

* * * is in

picture and

it

treats

of

od

film

plot, and two good
enough to make it

very serious most of the

reacts

humorously on the

last

lovi

tertaining.

"The

Girl

Who Came

Back"

Preferred
Park-Mall, Cleveland
producer!

to make a combination of a crook I
mystery story and a story with a
"society atmosphere"
and it all coma
ot the hopper in a hopeless, jangled hi

a

—

podge.

hands

way

lap,

a

is

dreary

is

then,

successio

and much weeping and wringS
in

this

—

film.

PRESS Miriam Cooper is starred.
Cooper possesses considerable a
ii
quite unable to overcome the hao
the plot in this movie puts upon her.

"The Gold Diggers"— Warnt
Capitol, Cincinnati

TIMES-STAR—*
Persons

*

*

who saw

Kcpwood

drama

play on the
disappointed.
aa funny as the play.
be

a

a highly an
the original I
stage are liab

The

trifle

"The

(Continued on Page

picture

8)

Eternal Three."

NORTH AMERICAN— Neilan

never will add

crown

if

this.

any jewels to

his

certainly
directorial

productions are going to be
As a matter of fact this picture
worthy of a beginner in the di-

FOR SALE

his

is
hardly
rector business.
Its principal fault
woefully miscast.

lies

in

the face that

it

is

—

RECORD The photodrama bears the
marks of the Neilan craftsmanship and is
handsomely set.
"The Fair Cheat"— F. B. O.
Regent,

Philadelphia

FUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)— "The
Cheat," is a slender story made interesting by clever balancing of incident and
Fair

PICTUR
MOTION
LABORATORY FULLY EQUII
PED, LOCATED AT 111 WES
CHESTER SQUARE, BR0N1
COMMUNICATE WITH
J. M. JEROME

L'STAR

Barclay 1860

COSTUME:
FOR HIRE
New

comedy.

York'i Newest and Foremost

Casrume

"The Fighting Blade"— 1st Natl
Stanley,

Philadelphia

setting

* * provides an
Barthelmess' talents in
for Barthelmess himself

NORTH AMERICAN—*
excellent

for

costume.* * *
As
he is every bit as interesting and charming as he has been heretofore.
There is
a certain romantic and debonair quality about
which
him in this,
is new, but
which suits
him very well.

the relationship

be-

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)—A

ro-

mance with Richard Barthelmess
hat dsome hero might be set in the

as the
twelfth,
tl irteenth,
fourteenth, fifteenth or any other
century it would be worth seeing.* * *
John Robertson directed the picture, and
probably he is to blame for the fact that

one wonders
the

picture

minutes what
is
all
about.
Once Richard
and Dorthy Mackaill appear,
for

about

fifteen

Barthelmess
one doesn't care.
RECORD Barthelmess has a fine role
i.i
"The Fighting Blade," interpreting in his
usual smooth and excellent manner a swashbuckling youth of the days of Cromwell.* * *

—

A

fine

of

life

array of actors in a production

and power.

full

1

interesting

Rental

Organization

BROOKS

_I43 W*»O -2S t
t

.

N.V.

C—

* * *

*

excellent picture, just as vivid as the written
wort! and, at times, somewhat more plausible.
Certainly it was rich material for the

mcvie camera.*

Philadelphia

is

would
marvel

gi

film.

normal

the perfect casting.

HERALD-EXAMINER—*

struck

not

TUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)A
which

can

i

have been improved.

Karlton,

»

stuff despin
thrillingly wicked.
No, it is not sensa
'

familiar triangle formula, given it several
distinctive touches and placed the leading
roles in the hands of a cast that hardly could

without being preachy.
It exposes clearly,
but with intelligent reserve, the frivolities of
the members of a wealthy family. * * *

Readers of the novel, particularly,

has

Neilan

upon a new idea in bringing "The Eternal
Thiee" to the screen but he has taken the

GEORGIAN—"

* * Is splenlidly adapted
to the screen. * * *
Bebe Daniels heads the
all-star
cast and the petite brunette was
never better fitted in her life. * * *
"His
Children's Children" will be a popular picture.

TIMES —

*

*

hot

are a few scenes, supposedly
rrad revels of Bociety.
much of a moral, and the picture (low
need that excuse.
There is good a

There

"The Eternal Three"— Gold. Cosmop

like

'His

effort

scenes,

the

"Flaming Youth,"

called
to be

ii

trieo.

FREE PRESS— Every
picture

be

i

PLAIN DEALER— The

—Universal

GEORGIAN—*
arm

nmrgiK

its

truths.

POST DISPATCH—

photoplay
that
capion the tried and true elements of the
successful photoplay, with the old situations
and the happy ending, is "Desire," * * *

el.

remembers

one

unpleasant

its

tl ;ii,

talizes

"Drifting"

its

providing

ly

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— It

is

m

very frankness lies ils sir
strength, and this reviewer, for
believes it has.
"Flaming Youth"
picture to be avoided, hut one to b

In
has

drama

A

it

The

holds
is

his

wasn't particularly auspicious. * * *
vehicle * * * is an old school type
of story written along the lines of numerous

and

it

a melodrama of

that
going- to-do-next" feeling.* * * The story is
cleverly complicated, but never confusing,
and the film has been given a careful, acwell
curate and colorful production.* * *
diessed, high class melodrama of the old
south, is "Cameo Kirby."

at

a typical Doug Fairdown to the level of

TIMES—"Stephen
light

which

school,

throughout

* *

in spite of its sensational therm
the genuinely best pictures evci

STAR

Louis

St.

"Depicture
sentimental and not too probable
story,* * * There, are some fine settings,
notably the open-air wedding scene.

"Cameo Kirby"— Fox

Capitol, St. Louis
"Flamim

GLOBE DEMOCRAT

The storj
slight,* * * The settings are sumpl
the "sensational" features are mostly
advance notices.

POST-DISPATCH—The

is

brought

role
adolesence.

lively

the

in

it

— Metro

Delmonte,

sire,"

it

The

the suggestion of its
idea and changes in-

in

pew

"Desire"

NEWS— Big,

i"!

be

not a

is

it

"Big Dan"— Fox
Hippodrome, Baltimore

material.
*

time Wives," is unusual in that it minimizes
the emotional display which might so easily
b- injected into a production of this kind.
Tl ere is real drama in this picture and it is
more convincing than the average.

RECORD — Save

"Flaming Youth"— 1st Nafl
Grand Central, West End Lyric

Philadelphia

Victoria,

PUBLIC LEDGER (EVENING)— "Day-

numerable have been rung upon
"movie" world.

Out-of-Town

young chip, so far did Doug
his way into the hearts of the
at the Rivoli yesterday. * * *

worm

manner.

title

a block oft the
Jr.

feminine employes. It
handles a delicate question in a daring, clean

altogether good.

when he allows

*

tween men and their

far

fancied a
the pranks

of a schoolboy hcie

the movies.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

be

to

we had

could be written

picture

•Stephen Steps Out" is a good enough
of material— but the Richard Harding
bit
of it aort of loses its effect in
Davisness

EVENING WORLD— If

*

more entertaining than

1ft

New Picture

Newspaper Criticisms on 31
New

25,

TO SUB-LET
3500 SQUARE FEET

FLOOR SPACE
S
OFFICE BJUILDING

(

IN NEV
IN CEN

TER OF MOVING
DISTRICT— WITH OR WITH
OUT PROJECTION ROOMLOW RENTAL ADDRES
BOX A-4 FILM DAILY
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—
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— arrived
— we saw!
— were convinced—
it

that

"HER

TEMPORARY

HUSBAND"
is

the Biggest

Box

Office

Comedy-

Farce Clean-up that has ever been
registered

by a motion picture

camera
That's

why

ifs one of the

FIRST NATIONAL BIG
urn
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Luxor Believe
Luxor Believes

The public demands big
ment value.

stories

—big

in

dramatic and entertain-

Luxor Believes

The

exhibitor

must give the public the kind

of pictures

it

de-

mands.

Luxor Believes

The

not interested in big sets and production value
unless the picture itself is big in story and entertainment
public

is

qualities.

Luxor Believes

The public demands reality and not imitation
transport the wall of China to Hollywood.

—that

you

can't

Luxor Believes

The great mass of the public wants its picture entertainment at
a fair price of admission that to advance present prices would

—

be suicidal.

Luxor Believes

The

success of the picture business depends wholly upon
and entertain the vast mass of the people.

its

ability to satisfy

Luxor Believes

The production
out of

all

costs of pictures made in this country today are
proportion to the values realized.

Luxor Believes
Pictures the equal of, or better than those being made today,
for which the exhibitor is being asked profit prohibiting
rentals, can be made at far lower cost without sacrifice of quality.

and

Luxor Believes

The Luxor

Policy provides a solution for the troubles of the

picture business today.

EVERY PICTURE MADE WHERE THE STORY

IS

LAID

LUXOR PICTURES CORPORATION
347

MADISON
SIG

AVE.,

SCHLAGER,

NEW YORK

General Manager

25,]
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W

uxor
Luxor Will
Produce

15 pictures in 1924 from well known books, plays
originals of international scope and locale.

1

11

and

Luxor Will

Employ American
sive aspiring
pictures.

Technicians of progres— "COMERS" —and
not has beens, for these

Stars, Directors
ideals

Luxor Will
Cooperate with European producers for the purpose of illustrating that the art of the motion picture can be developed only by
collaborating and combining the international resources of the
industry.

Luxor Will
Produce its pictures economically but without stint, giving drama
and entertainment dominant place in its productions, instead of
expending vast sums for the competitive and dubious quality
of the spectacular.

Luxor Will
Distribute its pictures through channels interested in fostering
the development of the industry on equitable lines, renting at
prices fair to the exhibitor.

1

Luxor Will
of the stories now being acquired and of
production personnel before January 1, 1924, the date of beginning its first picture having been already established as

Make announcement
its

Now

Booking

January

15, 1924.

Ready

Luxor Will

SHIFTING SANDS"
at

Your Nearest
odkinson

Exchange

Do

for

Screening
for the industry

what

—MAKE MONEY.

it

expects the industry to do for Luxor

"THE SCHOOL fOR

Luxor Will
During the year present other

which

sponsors, but
of bringing to the attention of the
pictures,

SCANDAL"

it

has not produced, as a means
art, beauty and dramatic entertainment of
the great artists of the world.

American Public the

EVERY PICTURE MADE WHERE THE STORY

"DANIEL DERONDA"

IS

LAID

.UXOR PICTURES CORPORATION
347

MADISON

AVE.,

NEW YORK

SIG SCHLAGER, General Manager
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Green Goddess'

c

— Gold.-Cosmop.

"A Lady

The Chicago, Chicago
HERA! D EX \MIM'i; It is the

/

ih.it

t

|

of
of

story
fans.
riMES * *
picture * * *.
a

pictures
himself sees to it that
position before the cairn
artistry as is his appea
[I

with

one

is

I

lights.

is an offering that will
grip from first to last,
mystify frequently and hold attention
weird
It is fille (land
characterizes the Orient, the scenes
laid in India.
:

nil'

and colorful cinema
thful
the veteran William Archer's
melodrama and
stage
thrilling
at
spoken version of the play, it is
•.ii^liol chiefly
by the expert acting of
Arliss.'

A

A S

nt

i.i

.'i

'1

•

•

"The Green Goddess"

in addition
picture brings back
have
reen Alice Joyce. * * *
lew pictures that have been given the
-

be ng

a

mighty

line

We

production this has.

ul

"The Hunchback

Dame"—

Notre

of

Universal
Cox, Cincinnati

honest-to-goodness

real,

TIMES — The
5

of

"The Light That Failed"—F. P.-L.
Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— Notably

present
version of Rudyard Kipling's
"The Light That Failed" are three things
sincerity, forthright story telling and utterly

screen

the

ir

POST-DISPATCH—Jacqueline
Broke

the

*

Logan, as

interprets a wide range of
The role of Dick llelder
well played by PercyMar-

girl,

emotions.*

*

exceptionally
ninnt.* * *
is

STARr—"The flight That |Fa*led," as
Kipling might have written it, but did not,
is
the feature at the Missouri.* * * it is
bootless to dwell on how far the film story
misses the point, or points, of the novel,
for, after all, the picture is genuinely enteitaining.
It is a good story unaffectedly
*

*

1

reached fruition.* * * Suffice it to say that
in consider the photo play the best of the

and among the best made.

New

Old

"Little

York"— Gold.-

•

Cosmop.
Rialto, Washington

MES-STAR—

*
*
it
is
«
remarkable
chiefly
as an
impressive and spectacular
lization of an unbelievably brutal period
vilized history, and for the awe-inspiring interpretation of the title role given by
Lon Chaney.* * • Chaney has achieved
unc of the greatest characterizations ever
given us in motion pictures.

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—*

STAR— "The
the

ment.
is
needed

magnitude

to make a
story, star,

picture
settings

of

Chaney * * * achieves
date the outstanding success of
in the great production of Victor
he Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
The vital thing about the picture is
iy in which interest is kept up throughThere is never a lag or lapse, and it is
of the best directed seen here in a long

the

first

and support-

ing cast.

* * Universal has made a picpeople will fight to see.
Chaney
The cathedral is great. The cast,
the photography are great. It's a

icture.

Really and truly.

"Long Live

the

King"

"Marriage Morals"

—Metro

STAR

EVE XING SUN—*

produced by a
chap named Will Nigh. You want to watch
him.
He does things in this film that show
him to have that rare and blessed gift an
imagination.
What's more, he uses it from
time to time with results that are most un-

—

ing

In the light
standards, it
dullness and mediocrity.

Winter
Walnut,
STAR
•

;

he

picture.
of

it

hut has so
reality is driven
ympathy but a

nch
1

one

that

the

role.

feels
That of

TIMES— If

TIMES-STAR—*
full

of

clever
indulge

—

*

humor

the treatment is
that the spectator
*

so
is

in

The Near Lady"

in

about onewould

any

the average orange.

ideas

about

mystery

about

—

for an
the sort of sure-fire
delights in revealThere is hardly a new
note sounded in its entire length, but this
is in no way a detraction.
* * * an extravagant production

entertaining hour.
that Rupert
ing to us. * * *

It's

Hughes

stuff

NEWS—

with

an underlying moral and working toward innumerable climaxes and tense situ-

State, Cleveland
plot No. 4

PRESS — Regulation
out

Mad."

"Pleasure

for

*

trundled

is

*

*

The action is .draggy in spots.
Only
the usual splendid work of Mary Alden in
the mother role makes it at all worth while.
*
* another story
PLAIN
of mother-love.

"Ponjola"— 1st

Nat'l

Metropolitan, Atlanta
CONSTITUTION—* * * As near

to

picture perfection as any photoplay that has
been seen in this city for many months.
It is a picture that is not going to prove
disappointing to those who read the book.
Rather are the readers going to like the play
even better than the story.

Rivoli, Baltimore
AMERICAN There are mine owners,
mines and all that sort of thing, with a
thrill, a laugh and no end of excellent char-

1

human

acting

is

is

a rich

vein

comedy in the resulting trnasformation
German sausage man, his Irish wife
and their ambitious daughter.
The golf-

oi

the

are

STAR — Gladys

sincere

and

funny.

Walton

refreshing

one of the most
'actresses
on the
is

Big story PLOT

For a Big DIRECTOR
Played by Big ACTOR

a

is

William Dudley

"Ponjola."

like

We

feel

SATURDAY EVENING

POST

story:

of suspense that isn't snapped
end of the last reel and. what's
a perfectly plausible thread.

thread
the

until

more,

it's

"Richard the Lion Hearted"— Allied
Randolph, Chicago

"RIOT!'

HERALD EXAMINER— 'Tis
ture

my

Pelley's

rate.

first

sure of it.
The story is different and always entertaining.
It
has action and often
a good solid punch in its scenes.
There

(the

subtitles

vocabulary,

monarch
There

you

a goodly pichad their effect on
see), although no mas-

have

Beery gives us, expertly, the storied
all his moods." * * *

terpiece.

in

much

isn't

story

to

"Richard,

is

R.

for sale.

LARRY

Ask

GIFFEN,

the

1402 Broadway

— United

Artists

Allen, Cleveland

PLAIN
Mary

touches.

OST-DISPATCH—There

A

—

"Rosita"

only does the
picture offer a riot of comedy,* * * but the
is
holding and (motional through its

playing scenes

much
is

own

his
is

"Pleasure Mad" Metro
Century, Baltimore
EVENING SUN—* * * Makes

—Universal

of

told

Additional reviews will a
issue. These will
"Six Cylinder Love," play in
Monroe, Chicago.

—

Louis

Rivoli, St.

at

lx-cn

picture seen

* * * it is in the way the picture is billed as such.
It would be nearer
the fact to call it melodrama. * * * There is
good acting, several dramatic situations,
suspense, laughs and tears but no mystery.

GLOBE DEMOCRAT— Not

I

-

has

Lion-Heart ed."

In

an hour and

the

likes.

there

SUN— You"ll

extravagant laughter. * * *
Much of the success of the play is due
to the pleasing personality and clever acting
Herbert
of
Rawlinson, supported by winsome Beatrice Burnham.
i

"

out

in

"The Net,"

The

Burn" Universal
Family, Cincinnati

Million to

feet.

The Palace of the King"— Gold.
Ccsmop. Mcdern-Beacon, Bcston

interest

good deal after the first half,
without enthusiasm, me:ely to
happy ending.

was directed by C. Gordon
to direct Theda
Bara

it

acterization.

(OMMERCIAL—*

"A

'William Fox, • * *
tly an idealistic
basic

superbly acted.

is

* * a love story, but
a physiological deeply dramatic one, analyzing
and mirroring the movements of life and
showing some of the justice in bitter tragedies.

Cincinnati

pictu
that the

picture

"Merry-Go-Round" Universal
North Park, Buffalo

Comes"— Fox
•

The

—

seven years ago
•might have been conor

improvement

"If

and

*

*

Nat'l

Six

t

—Weber

North, Metropolitan, Baltimore

Strand, Cincinnati
IMI.S

The
a

who used

and
what the public

GEORGIAN—He is surrounded by a
competent cast and the picture is the best
in which he has ever appeared.

usual.* * *

"The Huntress"— 1st

those

*

Net,"

pioductions

I

TIMES — *

wdio made the picture
also in the selection
The setjg
of the cast. * * *
turesque and do tluir part to crcal
But it is not enoui
atmosphere.

Hut

judgment

DEALER—*

'

ture that
great.

Even with the aid j
mantilla she (Miss Pickford) dot
That was scarcely to bt
Spanish.

several

that

fact

Edwards,

is

—

excellent.,

PRESS

ations.

a real cinema achieveEverything is present that

*

Minn playa
is

* * a picture of a
years ago.
Perhaps
fashioned qualities are explained by

popular

old

its

Blinn's than Mary's.
Mi
characterization

2!

Monday's

*
*
the story
takes a sudden turn and the suspense increases two-fold as romance makes its bid
for
the spotlight, closely pressed by adventure.
The ending is splendid and the
final fadeout will be a total surprise to you

Grand, Atlanta

to

is

HERALD—Here

Washington

HERALD—Lon
what

a rollick-

"The Net"— Fox

a film so outstanding that

comparison with other offerings of the week
is
insolent.
When directing and production
lias attained the point it has in "The Light
That Failed," the art of motion pictures has

year,

This Universal production is built
and so far as the Sunday night
at the Cox was concerned, the picture
successful. * * * It is this lack of restraint that would furnish the only avenue
criticism of the production.

is

costumes.

of

type

convincing drama.

rrify,

Belasco,

picture

Liberty, St. Louis

TIMES—*

OMMERCIAL TRIBUNE— In

POST

i

feature

producing affair "The Near
Lady," in which Gladys Walton displays to
advantage her charm and a remarkable array
laughter

ing

cold

the past
yens the screen has not offered as fine
twt
an example of its art as we find in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame."* * *To us it
one of the greatest achievements
screen. It is a stupendous production.
(

*a

you who saw * * ""The Spanish
"Ashes of Vengeance" or
I). nicer"
and
"Knighthood" can get a pretty good idea
of just what "A Lady Of Quality" is like.
And when we compare this Universal pron to these pictures we are paying it
the highest compliment we know how to pay

i

•

is

REE PRESS— It

I

t

Quality"

of

which results, in honest comedy and versatility
of facial expressions. The plot from a Frank
B,
Adams story, is typical of that author
in
delightfully impossible romance, made to
seem entirely possible by the star's ability
to convince as well as to amuse.

a movie.

Detroit

Capitol,

—

screen

Those

[OURNAL

Lady

entertainment, just the sort
that should please 99 per cent

screen

ni

:

the

.

FREE PRESS—"A

ol the few in recent
made possible
justified
singular art, personality

been

i

screen.
In "The Near Lady," at the Rivoli,
she again puts every effort into her part,

Adams, Detroit

ever

have

1

— Universal

of Quality"

Sunday, November

ing
*

DEALER

—

One

can't

watch

"Rosita," without comparwith Pola Negri's "Spanish Dancer."

Pickford's

it

#

Comparing

"Have You Ever
a Pelley

the

Cameo

two pictures doesn't harm

It's
"Rosita," because it's a better picture.
better because it has had a better director.
*
*
*
Of course, it's Mary's
Ernst Lubitsch.
picture, too, but a little more Holbrook

story?"

Played
Picture

—
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Newest Features

eviezvs of the
uglas Fairbanks,

Richard Barthelmess in

Jr., in

tephen Steps Out"

"Twenty-One"

Paramount

YOUNG DOUG
ES SCREEN DEBUT IN
ARD HARDING DAVIS'
IY THAT SUITS HIM
LY. STAR A PLEASING
QUITE LIKELY TO
A PLACE FOR HIMAND NOT WHOLLY
HE GROUND THAT HE'S
SON OF DOUG FAIRI

EITHER.

Radiates considerable of his
personality and ability to enWith the proper material,
that will let him be just what
Doug, Jr., should make a
.

"Wild

Producer: Inspiration Pict.
Distributor: First National

/hole

IS,

William

a Whole
BARTHELMESS
CATERING MORE TO THE
BOX OFFICE THAN TO ART
IN HIS LATEST; WILL GO
VERY WELL WITH MAJORITY OF PUBLIC.
STORY
RATHER
CONVENTIONAL
"MOVIE" HOKUM.

As

Star.
.Does very good work in regulation hero role; some bits that are
going to amuse star's admirers such
as his aesthetic dance early in the
picture.
.

.

S.

Bill

Hart

in

"Anna

Hickok"

Producer: Thomas H. Ince
Distributor : First National

Paramount

As

a

Whole..

HART COMES OUT

OF RETIREMENT IN ONE
OF HIS TYPICAL "WILD
BILL" ROLES; PICTURE IS
LIVELY AND DULL IN
TURNS; WILL LIKELY SATISFY WHERE HART HAS
PREVIOUSLY BROUGHT

THEM

Star...

IN.

Back

to his old tricks,

shooting,

etc.

Hart

is

— fight-

protecting women,
not quite his old self,

ing,

nevertheless, although his loyal fol-

Christie"

a Whole
POWERFUL
THEME VERY FORCEFULLY

As

TOLD AND SPLENDIDLY
ACTED; AN EXCELLENT
DRAMATIC OFFERING BUT
MAY GET INTO DIFFICULTIES WITH CENSORS.
Cast
Several outstanding performances, notably George Marion
as "Chris,"
role in the

the originator of the
stage play.
Marion's
an exceptionally fine bit

portrayal is
of character work, absorbing from

.Dorothy Mackaill again star's
lowing may find no fault with his
start to finish.
Blanche Sweet is
her performance pleasing;
come-back.
excellent
in the title role and Wilor himself.
others Joe King, Dorothy Cumliam Russell does, by far, the best
Cast. .Ethel Grey Terry opposite star.
.Given a fine supporting
mings. Elsie Lawson.
work of his career as Matt Burke.
with
supporting
company
An
ample
Theodore
ny that includes
Romantic meloType of Story
Eugenie Besserer is also excellent
regulation western types, including
Noah Beery, Frank Curdrama fits it probably as well as
Even the minor parts
as Martha.
Farley, Jack Gardner, Carl
James
ames O. Barrows, Fannie
anything.
There is the love of a
are very well done.
Gerard, Kathleen O'Connor and
y, little Pat Moore.
rich youth for a poor girl and their
Type of Story. .Drama; from Eugene
others.
Story. .Comedy; the pranks
innocent escapade which results in
O'Neill's play.
Makes an absorbType
of Story.. Deals with old westng college boys always furhis parents refusing to allow their
ing dramatic screen entertainment.
musement except to the vicern
frontier days with a slight hismarriage and her father demanding
An unusually strong theme with
Richard
their jokes,
so
torical flavoring.
Gives Hart the
f
a money settlement. There follows
many
tense dramatic moments- that
wrote
ig Davis, when
he
opportunities that
role
and
sort
of
a meller twist in which hero leaves
are very forcefully presented.
In
irand Cross of the Crescent,"
Whether or
brought him fame.
home, goes forth to earn his own
fact the entire
theme
lias
been
vhich "Stephen Steps Out"
still retains that position, denot
he
living as a taxi driver.
especially well handled to bring out
apted, had a subject that furpends upon how enthusiastically his
"Twenty-One" is not quite the
which
many good ideas upon
all
its
dramatic effect.
Director
greeted.
return
is
same calibre story as Barthelmess
It happens to fit
a story.
Wray has succeeded in bringing the
There is nothing especially senis accustomed to, that is in artistic
mg star splendidly and with
play to the screen without losing
sational or big about his initial picvalue. It is more of a conventional
eption of some revolutionits dramatic power and with the aid
ture, "Wild Bill Hickok,' being at
variety with all the popular eleiiness, which, fortunately has
of the players, makes "Anna Christimes quite interesting and exciting
ments of so-called audience appeal.
n dwelt upon in great detail,
tie' 'one of most interesting and,
and again rather dull and tedious.
And for the majority of exhibitors
:horoughly interesting screen
probably one of the strongest, draThe picture moves along at a good
it may make more money than some
Cast.

.

lead;

.

I.

Angle. .Looks as though
going to gather in
is
Jr.,

:e

.

You'll please

dmirers.
initial

lis

The

Out.'

good

ly

effort,

them Box

"Stephen

picture offers
entertainment,

me amusement.
ion.

.

.

.You can

rest assured

ky are not merely capitaliz-

name

a

in

•banks, Jr.

presenting Doug-

The boy prom-

follow in the footsteps of
He has a pleasing
r Doug.
lity

although he seems just

timid about

exhibiting

it.

you can count on his
ringing them in. They'll all
ested to see what he can do,
he resembles Doug, Sr.,
ost the star's name and get
rSe

:erested in his first picture,

lem the story is by Richard
mentioning the
Davis,
title.
Give them an idea
tory by saying that it deals
American college boy who
t stand
for his father "buyGet your
liploma for him.
College
idents interested.
id paraphernalia will dec-

lobby attractively.
..Joseph Henabery; plays

good judgment, without
him; gives story suitable

in

Richard Harding Davis
Edfrid Bingham
ra

g
e.

n

of his pictures that cost a great deal
more to produce.

Office

Angle

of the

to the finish.

Tht

feature

is

far too

long for the amount of story and
can be cut liberally to speed it up.
Box Office Angle. .Hart's name used
to bring them to the box office.
after all, it was really "Tol'able DaWhether or not it will still draw
vid" that launched Barthelmess, and
business will be determined largely
while "Twenty-One" is quite reby the way they take to his return
moved from that picture in box ofIf you
"Wild Bill Hickok."
fice value, it leans in that direction
in
and should prove thoroughly suitthink it will pay you to find out
able from the B. O. standpoint.
how he stands with your folks,
Barthelmess' name
Exploitation
show them the picture and you'll
displayed prominently is, of course,
know what to do with others that

your main point

matic theme/s to reach the screen.
In view of certain situations, that
of the introductory sequence in
particular, in which the heroine arrives to meet her father and explains to the degenerate Martha her
past life, the picture will undoubtedly incur the objection of censor
boards and to cut it would seriously
injure
the
effectiveness
of
the

theme.

Box

Office Angle

Uncertain.

If

your

local boards will approve the
picture, appeal to those of your

patrons who
are
interested
in
strong dramatic themes and who
will appreciate the finer qualities of
a film such as this, splendid direc-

exploitation.
of
may come along. Where the star
Tell them his latest release is conhad a loyal following, you'll probsiderably different from his recent
tion, remarkably fine acting and
ably find they'll be satisfied with
productions. Let them know a litreal dramatic value.
"Wild Bill Hickok."
tle bit about the story to give a bet- Exploitation. .Boost Hart's name and Exploitation
Boost the title, the
Use
ter idea of what it is about.
author's name and the fact that this
talk about his return to the screen
"Everyone under and
catchlines:
play,
is a picturization of his stage
in a story of the days of the westover 'Twenty-One' should see Rich"Anna Christie." Promise several
ern frontier, written by himself.
ard Barthelmess in his latest First
performances,
mennoteworthy
Show them a trailer of the specNational release, to be shown at the
names of Blanche
tioning
the
They'll get
tacular night battle.
blank theater on (date)." Launch
Sweet, William Russell, Eugenie
a good idea of the story from this
a teaser campaign by posting the
Besserer, and George Marion, the
and
it will give promise of a typical
town with ad sheets containing
latter not familiar to screen patrons
feature.
If properly
Hart
exciting
merely the figures 21. Follow it up
but it will do to talk about him.
cut the picture will hold them. At
by getting local shops to offer 21c
His work is excellent.
its present length it runs way too
Tie-up the title in whatever
sales.
Direction. .. .John Griffith Wray; did
long.
other ways you can.
a splendid piece of work here.
Clifford Smith; satisDirection
Direction. John S. Robertson; good
Certainly gave stage play very fine
that latter reels are
except
factory
slow.
usually; beginning a trifle too
presentation.
slow.
too
Grace MacGowan Cook
Authors
Eugene O'Neill
William S. Hart Author
Author
and Alice MacGowan.
Bradley King
Scenario
Hawks
G.
Scenario
J.
Joseph Lovett

—

:

.

Faxon Dean Scenario

All right Cameraman
hy
American prep school and Photography
Locale
5,652 feet

Those

admirers who come in expecting to see him in another "The
Bright Shawl" or "The Fighting
Blade" may be disappointed but,
star's

pace in the early reels, but after
an anti-climax in which Bill shoots
up the whole town, it drags badly

Length

George Folsey Cameraman
Good Photography
City and suburb Locale
6,560 feet Length

Dwight Warren Cameraman
Good Photography
The West Locale
6,893 feet Length

Henry Sharp

Very good
About the wharfs
7,631 feet

n

:

!
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•SWU
It's

Some

1)

Well anyway, in a frenzy of charity we agreed to >ook at il
offered for sale
sad story. Six reels of stuff that should never be
for acquS
"junk"
as
it
class
to
incorrect
be
by the pound. It would
profitable line.
in the junk business assure us that theirs is a very
"Clean" pictures! O, what crimes are committed in thy nai
"Clean" pictures. Like that widely advertised brand of stoma
somine not only the* children but the adults as well are crying,,
"clean" pictures but for entertaining pictures.
"Clean" pictures? The woods are fuller of them than of trees,
clean all right; clean of rhyme or reason; clean of story, interest
human appeal and everything else except that good-bye forever ovel

those interested tried to talk to Dr. A. H.
Gianinni of the East River Bank about it. Because the "Doc"
does know picture financing. But they were in hard luck. Worse
They do say he wasn't even polite to those who
than that.
approached him. And he can be that way. There are a lot of
picture folk who have learned that.
over.

5

Easy

(Continued from Page

it
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of

MOVING ALONG
While Jaydee hasn't done very much over on

this side of the
there promises to

He has stepped out in England. And
briny.
be a "Ritzy" company producing over there. Only it will be
named the Carlton Co. And bear English trade mark. Well, well

LOEW'S INK— NOT

INC.

Jasper Ewing Brady editor in chief. Published onct a!
Should appear oftener. It's a gem of a house organ. Es

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

Godsol idea. Causing a lot of talk. Harry Crandall has the current issue. With the babies pictures on the bac
Many others have been in touch about No wonder those Metro people hold together beg pardon—
le ideas on the subject.
Of the De Luxe organization. Loewites.
Including Oscar Neufeld.
Of which he is
Philadelphia. Who says that the Film Board.
THAT BINDERUP CASE
Mister Pres. Has discussed that idea several times. And hopes
Will start again. The lawye
like a long fight.
Looks
that there will be a central shipping, inspecting and transportation
Especially those for the deft
ideas.
own
their
have
terested
organization. Some day. That's just it. Some day.
having done this far— is
Binderup
probability
in
all
But
Incidentally Pete Harrison says a move of this sort would likely to quit. You can expect action almost any minute.
be a violation of the Serman Act. Now Pete. Listen. You stick
GONE
A FINE
to reviewing. And stop trying to be a lawyer. Or a Judge.
Allan Holubar. Who passed away early in the week*
le

—

—

<

FELLOW

COULDN'T FIGURE THAT HIGH

mighty fine fellow.
Of Orplid Films, Berlin. Considering using
THAT DINNER
some advertising space in the coming Film Year Book. (Now
Next Wednesday night. To Harry Reichenbach. Looks t
you know that isn't a bad idea. It's a corking advertising bet.
enormous success. At this writing. There aren't many
For anyone in this business). But anyway Jacoby started figuring an
And after he wore out two lead pencils. left. The Ritz crystal room only holds about 200. And it l<i
it out in German marks.
1

George Jacoby.

s

In the East,
like many of the leading men of the industry.
he figured all over a pad of paper he shook his head. "It
of
darned
fine fun.
lot
a
be on hand. No set speeches. Just
can't be done,' 'said Jacoby. "That figures 120,000,000,000,000,000
You
bet.
More
Stunts?
toastmaster.
"Jimmy" Walker as
marks."
part;
like
real
Looks
too.
a
different,
you can figure. And
What a mistake he made
Wouldn't it be a stunt to have the guest of honor spirl
"JIMQUIN"
away. The night of the party?
"Jimquin" the most komikal cuss who ever stepped in the
SOCIAL
Is at it again.
Dropped in
picture business in the Southwest.
Charles Ray. All spruced up. Loo!
visitors.
Among
the
Anent
"clean
pictures"
lines.
and
Better
Picture Service.
a few
fine and dandy. Going to do a personal appearance. At the 0]
With which, evidently, "Jimquin" is now connected. Says he
When a man talks to us now of "clean" pictures the first thing we do ing of "The Courtship of Myles Standish" in Detroit. H;i
big idea. Of doing a stage play. Thinks it's the thing for
is to reach for the trusty musket and phone for the undertaker because
For although science has discovered that a to do. Before he makes another picture. Well if he feels
there's going to be a killing.
bull is really color-blind and that we're all wrong about his touchiness on way, OK.
He spent a lot of time and money making the la
the question of red rags, most of us are quite sufficiently convinced that

And

1

—

ON DECK

—

NOTE

I

—

he will invariably give a red rag his undivided attention. "Clean" pictures
are to us the red rags of the picture business. No bull ahout it.
When one of those fellows came to Better Picture Service recently
and, in tones resembling a maiden aunt presenting a passing vagrant with
a hand-out that had been rescued in midair en route to the ash-can, informed
us that he had a picture he would like us to look at, ("a nice, 'clean' picture," he formula-ed) we reached for the gun but it happened to be out
getting cleaned after a previous murder.

Olympic,

Seattle, in

Deal

—

;

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

You
about

it.

just cannot help thinking about this picture. Or tall
If Dec. 21 wasn't so close at hand one might be temj

Still the premiere deserves considerat
it some more.
DeMille hasn't given all of them. Something to shod
well, someone, like me, is making a whale of a mistake.
dan:

to praise

But

if

on "Flowing Gold"
Isis Changes Policy
Cash Prizes for Best Essays
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY;
Hodkinson has started an essay
Seattle
The property at First
Hollywood— Richard Walton Tully contest on "The Mark of the Beast,"
Grand Rapids, Mich.— The
Ave. and Madison St., housing the has commenced production on "Flow- "Dollar Devils," "Bulldog Drum- which changed hands recently,
old Olympic, has been sold for $150,- ing Gold."
New players, in addi- mond," "The Kingdom Within" and shows vaudeville and pictures.
000,
David Hoffman, of Tacoma, tion to Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nils- "The Lion's Mouse."
Prizes will
selling out to The Real Estate Im- son, include Josephine Crowell, Bert total
$5,000; the first, $1,000; the sec- Take Over Can. Theater Supply
provement Co. The house is running Woodruff, John Roche and Charles ond $500, the third $300, and others
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
musical comedies and second-run pic- A. Sellon.
Joseph De Grasse will of smaller amounts to the number of
Toronto
The Canadian Thf
tures.
direct.
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Start

(Special to

—

160.

Wesp Resigns
THE FILM DAILY)

Floyd G.
(Special

to

— Floyd

G. Wesp, for sevseasons with John Hamrick, as
manager of the Blue Mouse, has resigned, and is succeeded by Bill
Seattle

eral

Houck, of Tacoma.

Co., Ltd., has been bought
the Perkins Electric Co.

Supply

by
Sunday Opening
(Special to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Signs Ralston On New Contt*
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago J.
O.
Connolly,
well
Belcit, Kan.
W. J. Gable, owner
known in theater circles in this vi- of the Grand has won his fight for
Hollywood-r-Jobyna Ralston,
cinity, has been appointed assistant Sunday openings.
A jury voted 11 appeared opposite Harold Lloyi
manager of the new Monroe on West to 1 that he was not guilty of the la- "Why Worry?", has signed a
Monroe St.
year contract.
bor law.
Connolly

Now

Manager
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Assistant

Scores Victory

On

—
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Hoot Gibson

"The

The Mask of Lopez"

—State

Whole.... GOOD

Rights

WESTERN

TURE THAT OFFERS
TISFYING ENTERTAINNT FOR ACTION LOVERS;
)RY RATHER OF A FORLA BRAND BUT RETAINS
EREST AND HAS BEEN
ELY PRODUCED.

to picture audiences;
easing and handles his work
well; a likable western hero
to make a hit with the hero
ihippers.

Usual Western types
include
d,
Wilfred

all

well

Lucas,
d Kirby, Frank Hagney, Geo.

Pee

Wee Holmes,

Dick

erland, Hazel Keener, also a
:omer, a pleasing lead and SilK.ing, the horse, an intelligent
al.

Western brand;

Story

>f

rather familiar situations,
or less of a formula order,
hey suffice for an interesting
:rn that will please a good
rity, the action lovers in parr.
The plot can be relied upon
.ins

re

satisfaction to this

re

patrons.

from

group

of

They'll be inter-

to finish.
Give
fighting a band of
jvs, enough action and thriUs,
ch of romance, a good climax
hat's all they require.
"The
of Lopez" has all this. There
/ell sustained interest and the
or has built toward the climax
start

a hero

increased

suspense

and

ht about the ending quickly
atisfactorily.
:y deals with the masquerade
edevil Jack O'Neil, who poses
ex-convict, wins the confi-

of girl ranch owner, captures
of rustlers and marries the
See Angle.
Exhibitors can
on pleasing the average audimth "The Mask of Lopez."
I
appeal particularly to men
vho prefer westerns that conood action and a share of
.

.

.

Hero Fred Thomson does
Doug Fairbanks stunts that
lease

them and the women
it from the romantic

like
oint.

vill

Plenty of stunts

and appropriate for ex-

on of this one. Distribute
bearing tags reading: "This
mask of Lopez." Or, "Who
ez?
He'll be at the blank

on (date)."
in the

Throwaways

shape of masks and

ing various

catchlines,

m

interested.

e

are

no names to

will

draw

o the box office so you'll
>

&

resort to trick exploitation

A

man on
lasting the title.
tick, in bandit attire, would
tedly arouse curiosity.
Albert Rogell

|

Kin

Marion Jackson
Marion Jackson
Ross Fisher

Good

>hy

Arizona

le

th

in

Chaser"

Universal

AND STILL ANOTHER GOOD ONE FROM
GIBSON; STORY IS RATHER
NOVEL ALTHOUGH THE
"HOLLYWOOD" ANGLE IS
NOT NEW. IT'S PARTICULARLY WELL DONE
THOUGH AND VERY AMUS-

As

a

Whole

Star.... Is continually supplied with
splendid variation in his different
vehicles; this time he's a cowboy

who goes

to Hollywood and tries
to "break into" the movies.
Gibson's work is always interesting.

About

/

5,000 feet.

11

Milton Sills in

William Russell in

"Why Women Re-Marry"

"When Odds Are Even"

John Gorman Prod.

Producer:

Distributor: Associated Photo-Plays
As a Whole
PRO-

SHOULD

VIDE A MODERATE AMOUNT
OF SATISFACTION FOR THE

AVERAGE AUDIENCE PARTICULARLY WHERE THEY
AREN'T DEMANDING LAVISH PRODUCTIONS. JUSTIFIES RE-MARRIAGE BE-

TWEEN ILL-ASSORTED
•

COUPLES.

Cast.
as

..

.Milton

Dan

Fox

LOVERS OF WILD
MELODRAMA WILL FIND
PLENTY OF THRILLS IN
RUSSELL'S LATEST; STORY
ONE OF THOSE IMPROBABLE KNOCK 'EM DEAD
PLOTS WHERE HERO CAN'T
HELP BUT COME OUT THE
WINNER.

As

a

Whole

Given many opportunities to
exploit his hero tactics; will please
a following and likely be judged a
great battler from his many fistic

Star

pleasing
Hannon, a big-hearted poSills entirely

Jeanne Carpenter and
victories.
Marion Feducha appealing kiddies.
Ethel Grey Terry well cast as ill- Cast. .. .They're all against hero except the girl, played fairly well by
treated wife.
Others include WilDorothy Devore. Lloyd Whitlock
fred Lucas, George F. Hayes, Anita
some of Universal's stars contriband Frank Beal, Russell's capable
uting bits to the movie sequence
Simons, Clarissa Selwynne.
among them Hobart Henley, King Type of Story
A series of domes- antagonists.
Baggott, Edward Sedgwick (UniFar-fetched meller,
tic tangles between husbands and Type of Story
versal directors),
Mary Philbin,
the sort that offers plenty of exwives in which all the wives get
Laura La Plante, Reginald Denny,
citement for those in search of it.
happily re-assorted in the end.
liceman.

Billie Dove, William E. LawCast
rence and James Neill support star
adequately in main
theme with

Norman

Kerry.

of Story. .. .Fine comedy number with star at his best in movie
episode where he arrives in Hollywood, prepared to accept a $3,000
a week salary but is satisfied with
$3 a day as an extra, playing the
part of a Roman foot soldier after
having told the casting director he
could ride anything that moved.

Type

There's some great comedy in this
that is going to satisfy them immensely.
The business following
in which an Arabian prince hits
upon the idea of having Hoot double for him, after having seen the

work

stunt

satisfactorily in the stu-

not quite up to the comedy
standard of the earlier sequences,
but the picture, on the whole, is
The sub-tithoroughly amusing.
tles are especially good.
dios, is

Box

Office

Angle

First rate enter-

tainment.
Should please any type
If Gibson already has
of audience.
a following, promise them another

dandy. If he hasn't, here's a good
chance to get them interested.

.Even though you may
have played the more pretentious
Hollywood pictures such as "Souls
for Sale," or "Hollywood," you can
still please them with another on
the same order, though it isn't done

Exploitation.

.

on as large a

Nevertheless,
scale.
genuinely good entertainment, and plenty of laughs to satPlay up the title with
isfy them.
catchlines: "Are you a thrill chaser?
See how Hoot Gibson goes about
there's

tion
le

Thrill

ING.

New

rill,

&&n

DAILY

Fred Thomson in

gram Pictures

"

satisfying a desire

to

become a

star, in his latest 'The Thrill
Use stills in the lobby
Chaser.'"
solshowing Gibson in his

movie

Roman

makeup. Promise a generous
array of prominent Universalites,
mentioning the names given above.
Tell them they'll see how movies
dier

are

The

in "The Thrill Chaser."
studio angle always gets the

made

fan crowd.
Direction
well done.

Edward Sedgwick; very

Also deals with the capture of a
murderer by the policeman-hero,
after an innocent boy has been convicted of the crime.
There is a
very good fight between Sills and
the criminal near the finish which
ends in the villain's escape, only to
be captured soon after in another
anti-climatic way. There are somewhat too many titles and they are
often too "talky."

An average
Office Angle
neighborhood audience that isn't

Box

over-critical or inclined to lean toward "big" pictures too much will
probably be well-satisfied with this
one, especially where they like the

The

action

is wild, to say the least,
hero and the two plotting
against him, taking turns at knockouts.
First it's hero who's out,
then it's Lloyd Whitlock, his chief
sparring partner. The story, taken
for the action it contains and the
thrills provided, will
please
well
enough. It will not, however, stand
a critical analysis nor should it be
taken seriously.

with

The

plot

of a conventional orbasic theme, dealing as
it does, with the effort of hero to
gain the ownership of a certain valuable mine for his firm, against the
strong opposition of competitors
who resort to foul means to get hero
out of their way.

der as to

is

its

There
domestic problem theme.
anything new about it, it's just
plot but it
may Box Office Angle
a conventional
All right for acMilton
Sills' folplease them.
tion admirers and the star's followlowers will like his characterization
ing.
By no means a pretentious
as the big-hearted cop, and Ethel
offering, but will suffice where they
prefer action and don't mind the
Grey Terry's name may prove a
absurdities of the situations.
drawing card where she is popular.
Exploitation.
.Feature the names of Exploitation
If your know your
folks like these action mellers, you
Milton Sills and Ethel Grey Terry
can promise them plenty of genuinein all your announcements if you
ly exciting situations, and enough
The title also should be
play it.
thrills in "When Odds Are Even."
featured as there may be a certain
Use a trailer showing any one of
percentage of folks who will be atthe fights or the incident at the
tracted by it. There isn't anything
finish where the villain does the
very sensational about the picture,
popular "over the cliff" exit. Where
however. You know best what will
Russell is popular, boost his name
satisfy your clientele and it may
and tell them about his work in this.
be better for you to see this one
and decide for yourself whether it
The title, or substance of the
has enough to hold them. Numerstory, are not especially appropriate
for stunt advertising, so you'll have
ous catch-lines can be employed,
to stick to catchlines, trailers, and
such as "What Makes a Model
Husband"?, or, "Should a woman
lobby display to attract their attention.
Say:
"Suppose you found
who has been unhappily married
See
yourself aboard an ocean liner
once, take a second chance?
isn't

.

.

'Why Women Re-Marry'

—

at

the

blank theater on Or "Some women marry for love, others for a
home, others for families, but see

bound for a foreign port and it
meant pay your passage or work
for it, and you didn't have the fare,
what would you do? See how

William Russell handles the situa'Why Women Re-Marry' at the
tion in 'When Odds Are Even.'
blank theater."
Direction
John Gorman; very Direction
James Flood fair
;

good in spots; also draggy at times. Author
Dorothy Yost
Runs too long.
Scenario
Dorothy Yost
Edward Sedgwick and
Authors
Van A. James Cameraman
Author
Raymond Shrock.
Not credited
Not credited
Same Scenario by
Scenario
Photography
Good
Not credited
Virgil Miller Cameraman
Cameraman
Aboard
Locale
ship and South
Fair
Photography
Good
Photography
A big city Sea Island.
Hollywood Arabia Locale
Locale
4,284 feet
About
5,000 feet Length
feet
Length
5,196
Length

—
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A New Book
The Macmillan Co. is publishing

Would Oust West Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

a

—

volume by Victor O. Freeburg enFresno, Cal. Charging violatioi
"Pictorial
Beauty
titled
on
the lease, L. L. Cory, owner of the
Screen," with a preface by Rex In- pedrome theater property, has
gram.
Dedicated to James Cruze. suit in the Superior Court, nan
"because the various types of pic- the Fresno Hippodrome Co. and V
negro. torial beauty described in this book Coast Theaters, Inc., as joint
I

I

"Uncensored Movies"— Pathe
Roger* at His Funniest

Type

comedy

colored home-wrecker by a real
In his attempt to get away, he is
tiapped into a marriage by another
dark-brown baby and finally lands in

may

be seen richly blended with epic
narrative and stirring drama in 'The

of production
Covered Wagon,' a cinema composiThis is probably the funniest pic- jail.
Some really funny bits occur tion that will live," the volume strives
ture Will Rogers has ever made. The in this sequence when he finds his
to show by means of text and illushumor is sometimes subtle but none co-worker on the rock pile is the coon trations the ways in which more picThose who who first chased him.
the less real for that.
torial beauty can be brought to mo-

2 reel

are tired of the slapstick knockabout
comedy and who appreciate an opportunity to exercise their sense of

humor

—

welcome

will

Rogers

this.

—

"She's

—

And so
of "Shooting men again."
Don't let
on.
This is a real one.
by.
•

He"— Century— Universal

Will Please the Kids

is

seen oh wonder, of wonders, in a
dress suit. He has just returned from
Hollywood whither he was sent by
his home town to see if all the things
they say about the place are true.
He says they are and he has brought
with him all the evidence in rolls
of film which he has projected before
an audience of the home folks who
are longing to be shocked. And they
Rogers has played all the parts
are.
himself. A scene purporting to show
Valentino as the wicked sheik proves
to have Rogers all dressed up in
A glimpse
the title role himself.
into Bill Hart's private life shows
Bill being shorn of his several guns
by his aged mother who accuses him

a

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

tion pictures.

book,

Will

"The public

comedy

in the

In commenting on the
Hays says in part,

H.

desire

for

motion picture

pictorial

— that

is,

art

the art

fendants.
Cory claims the original lease ^
the Hippodrome company carrie
clause whereby any transfer of
lease was forbidden except with
approval. This, he claims, was
given at the time the Fresno Hij
drome Co. (Ackerman & Har
turned the Fresno house over to V
Coast Theaters. Cory's present
aims to not only oust West
from the theater but also to col
an amount equal to three times
regular rental of the theater whic
$1 250 per month.

"She's a He" provides ample op- of composition of objects and beauty
portunity for Buddy Messinger to of design— which is the theme of Dr.
romp around in girl's clothes and act Freeburg's book, comes contemgirlish one minute and hoydenish the poraneously with consistent effort of
mxt. The action is swift and there the part of producers of motion picThis tures to develop and achieve it."
are several amusing situations.
Balshofer Closes Several Deali
A book which producers and direcshould be a number that will find
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
favor with the kiddies in your au- tors may read with profit.
Detroit Fred Balshofer v.
dience, although Buddy's manners at
last week.
He told
FI
the dinner table will not serve as L. P. Charles Retained As President DAILY representative he had
(Special
THE
to
FILM
DAILY)
Buddy is a
model for them.
a
the series of six Fred Chur
While at work
Blommer, Wis. L. P. Charles has erns to Art Film of Washing!
plumber's assistant.
in a wealthy family's home, Buddy been retained as president of the M. Progress Pictures of Atlanta
P. T. O. of Northern Wisconsin.
is forced by the family to impersonate
At bia Film of Pittsburgh; Secu
their daughter as their aunt is about the recent meeting plans for perfect- Pictures of
Cleveland and
to arrive and thinks them the parents ing the organization was the principal
of Chicago for their respective
of
The rest
of a young daughter.
business.
By unanimous vote all of ritories.
the action deals with Buddy's diffi- the temporary officers were retained,
culties in female attire.
including L.
P.
Charles,
Chetek,
F. B. O. Plans New Series
president; C. H. Edwards, Spooner,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
vice-president; Mrs. E. M. Zimmer"A Matter of Policy" Universal
Los Angeles H. M. Berman.
man, secretary-treasurer.
Bicyling
An Average Comedy
F. B. O., is expected to comp
and circut buying were both vigType of production. .. .1 reel comedy orously
plans for the third series of H.
condemned.
Witwer short stories, to follow
Neely Edwards as Nervy Ned
"Fighting Blood" two reelers.
comes accidentally into possession of
Three Dissolutions
new series will be based on the V
an accident insurance policy. Starv(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hotel teleph
ing, he decides to get hurt so he
Albany The Secretary of State wer stories about the
girl.
can collect some money on the policy. has
granted dissolution
papers to
The usual stuff ensues, with Ned be- Capitol Motion Supply Co., William
ing just too late to be hurt at every Fox Attractions, and the Barvavon
St. Clair to Direct
A safe falls but not on Theaters Corp., the first two of New
accident.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In despair he puts his hand
him.
Los Angeles F. B. O. has sig
York and the latter of Poughkeepsie.
into a ferocious lion's cage but the
Mai St. Clair to direct.
However, at the
lion only licks it.
Strict Enforcement for "Blue Laws"
finish he finally does get run over
Blackton's Third
Wichita Falls, Tex.— Sheriff W.
good.
no
proves
policy
and then the
instructed
to
Stuart
Blackton's third picl
Murphy
has
been
W.
J.
The interest is well sustained in this
enforce the Sunday closing measure for Vitagraph will be "Borro'
falls
which
finish
very
the
until
one
Husbands" by Mildred K. Barboui
strictly in this county.

—

!

—

—

"Why

Home"—

Elephants Leave
Pathe

Interesting and Educational
of production. .. .2 reel novelty

Type
As

Pathe's advertising catchline
puts it, this is "not a sex picture,"
nevertheless it is a first rate edua
novelty,
presented
in
cational
thoroughly entertaining manner with
pleasing titles by Katherine Hilliker.
It

manner

depicts the

in

which

ele-

THE

—

—

phants are used as beasts of burden
etc. in Ceylon, India and also the
manner in which, once in three years,
new recruits arc caught and forced
The
into service by the natives.
scenes showing the mad stampede of
the newly imprisoned elephants will a

—

bit flat.

and the film as
a whole is one of the most enter- "The Bottom of the Sea" Lyman
taining educational novelties on the
H. Howe Educational
market.
Literally a 'Hodge-Podge'
furnish a real

thrill,

—

—

"A Dark Knight"— Joe Rock— Grand- Type
Good Diversion
of production.

Except

for

the

.

.

there

that

somewhat too much footage
subject matter,

this

is

a

too.

Toe's

an enjoyable

vjirl

masquerade
make-up is on

black-face

Joe

in

his

the party

when he

is

is

for the

comedy with Joe Rock starring
black-face make-up.
The idea
humorous,

in
is

giving
party and
is

his

reel novelty

comedy and others

.2 reel

fact

1

Lyman Howe's
of
This
issue
"Hodge Podge" is just a combination
of scenes, some actual photographs

Asher

Type

of production

way

to

mistaken for a

animated drawings, of
The
things and places and people.

different topics come in quick succession, not giving the audience time
to tire or even to know very much
about any of them. None of it means
very much, but as is always the case
with this series it is nicely presented
and novel ways of handling the subject matter add greatly to its interest.

AT YOUR SERVICE

AN*

N|

Aggers
2SO WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WORK,MATS,STER EOS, ELECTROS.
W.
THE FILM DAILY)

Big Slash
(Special

to

Milwaukee
changes

—The

in

N.

Paramount

Seeks 100% Organization
(Special to

ex-

territory are feeling
the recent shutdown orders, with
four exploiteers laid off and a score
in

of salcFmen.

this

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit— A 100% organization, with
every exhibitor in the state a member of the M. P. T. O. is the ambition
A drive has
of the Michigan unit.
just been launched.

PHONES,—

ClPCLE

— 2450-1-2.

EASTMAN

I

POSITIVE FILM
through to

Carries

the

screen,

tone for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,
every gradation that

skillful

photography has

secured in the negative.

Look

for this positive identification in the

transparent

"Kodak"

film

margin

— " Eastman"

in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

and

—

and

now New York

has proved
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ANNA Q. NILSSON

&TULLY MARSHALL
Jldapted from the thrilling Novel by
Cynthia Stockley of a young girl on
the South Jlfrican veldt, masquerade
ing as a Man.

DONALD
CRISP
PRODUCTION

national Picture
' Foreign Rights Controlled by
Associated

\
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National Picture* Inel
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Take Over Woods'
Loop Theater Passes to
Aaron Jones— Marks and Gold-

VISION
By DANNY
Isman works it

ix

Chicago

man
out.

In

Schaefer are

;

means no change in policy.
"Scaramouche," which is now playing

ater

has

will continue at $2 top.
resignation of Jones as managing director of the McVickers', a
J. L. and S., house under lease to
Paramount, does not bear on the
arrangement covering it. Jones, Linick and Schaefer will continue to get
half of the profits but will not have
any say in the actual management of
the theater.

The

Another important move

Mabel thought her parents' money had been lost forever, but the hero
recovered it for her. One of the thrills in "The Extra Girl" (Mabel Normand), the Associated Exhibitors release. Advt.

lost their per-

—

Drama
done

Made

it.

The

Christie" exactly like the play,
for a trifling reel or so of inPhotographed the show.
ion.
Strong situations,
5 a picture.
iff.
Just what censors will
say in some sections remains
en.
They are still looking at

—

Godsol S/atement Interesting
as on Percentage

HARRY
Of

infantile

1

—

et by in enough spots to make
iandsomely. For it is deservrobably the strongest theme

•esented

in

a

picture.

And

work from Blanche Sweet
Russell as well as George

t
1

Who
"Chris."

does his stage charRussell steps out

ly.

A

Exhibitors' Side

Harry M. Crapdall Comments on the

In
minds.
few days ago they finally
ei Chaplin's "Woman
of Paris/
lelving it.
So Ince may as
lake
up his mind censor
But maybe
is unavoidable.
with

Woods'

at the

e

Ince

Linick
and
possession of the

The firm takes over the entire
building lease which still has ninetytwo j cars to run at a price placed at
Tie transfer of the the$1,110,000.

t's

Strong

in

project.

nission.

have

now

Woods' theater in the loop. The deal
was arranged several weeks ago when
Aaron Jones was" in New York and
then interested Marcus Loew in the

)

:xhibitors
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Chicago — Jones,

the Saturday EvenIn which he points
lat the future holds very
houses seating 8,000 to
people.
Thereby reducof
admission.
the
cost
e the "perfect" motion pic>rogram will be presented,
uge seating capacity being
isible for the lower cost
icle in

'ost.

a great idea. But it will
time to come. Regardless
yever, of the size of the
se, the motion picture en.ainment
the
vast
for
tses
of people must be
kin their means. Picture
irtainment is mass enter1.ment. Never forget it.
difficulty has been that in an
to compete with highly subentertainment; such as enorchestras and grand opera

Interests

Split

(Special to

Misleading Stunt

Perez and Joe Weil of Unixploitation, sent out fictitious
for the Army-Navy football

Saturday, tying it up with
lunchback" on the reverse
ere appeared photos of star
rl from
West Point and An•oHand one of Lon Chaney as
i

hfflunchback."
J<8lever.
Exploitation that disicfl rather than constructs hurts.

C/fniall's

M-

Theaters.

was very much

CRANDALL
Washington, D. C.

interested in Mr.

odsol's article that appeared in your
I
issue of Wednesday, Nov. 14.
answer these
hesitate
to
usually
articles, for the reason that some producers figure that anything the exhibitor says in answer to their article
is a knock rather than a suggestion
to try to set the whole industry
straight; but knowing Mr. Godsol as
I do, I have no hesitancy in answering his, because I know he is sincere

and energetic, and although new in
the business, is always willing to accept suggestions and quick to see their
possible value and he is one who is

—

going to be heard from in this industry in no small degree eventually.
Having said that of Mr. Godsol,
I will make a few remarks about his
article.

First, I

can see that he understands

that something must be done with the
He also makes
cost of production.
a further very good suggestion— that
there is a lot of money wasted in disccontinued on Page 5)

Germany Badly Off
Unsatisfactory.
There
Conditions
Says George Jacoby— Going to
Coast
George Jacoby, president
Orplid Film Co. of Berlin,

of

the

who

is

New York

rdative to a cooperative producing plan in conjunction with Luxor Pictures, declared on
Saturday that conditions in Germany
in

are extremely unsatisfactory. Jacoby
will probably go to the coast with

in

local

exhibitor circles concerns the affairs
of Marks and Goldman, who control
a string of first-run theaters here.
They have agreed to dissolve partnership, with one half of the theater
properties going to Marks and the
other half to Goldman.

Pickford After Jannings?

The Associated Press

reports from
Berlin that Emil Jannings, has been
asked by Mary Pickford to play the
role of her father in a new film, work
on which will begin Jan. 1.
Dennis O'Brien, Miss Pickford's
attorney declared Saiurday he hadn't

heard of

this.

Sig Schlager in December.
are so had." he said, "that
impossible to obtain even a small percentage of the cost of production from the
Herman
showing of pictures in Germany.
pictures today in order to achieve any delarge
depend
for
the
must
gree of success
share of their revenue on the foreign market.

"Conditions

it

is

'In

this

respect there arc

two groups

01

German producers, one bel eving that only
typical German films should be made and
German pictures
the other believing that
should be made to conform more to international

demands.
second

group are the directors
are training themselves to make pictures
according to the American technique. They
carefully watch every American picture ol
value and I believe that today in cooperative
work with American directors, are capable
of bringing out pictures that will conform
to the high entertainment demands of the
American public. These pictures will have
the advantage of bringing to the picture
gcing public of America new settings, extraordinarily good acting and new faces.
"In

this

who

(Continued on Page 5)

Exchange Center

for Indianapolis

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Indianapolis A $64,000 exchange
building will be built at Tippecanoe
It will be a two
and Illinois Sts.
story affair and will house the Universal
others.

Fox

and

exchanges

among

Lichtman Joins Universal
Al Lichtman joins Universal today
in charge of the roadshowing of "The

Hunchback

of

Notre Dame."

Wilcox Leaves
Charles Wilcox of Graham-Wilcox
Prod., left for London on Saturday on
the Majestic.

THE

-c%t±DAILY
WHY ROME

Monday, November

26,

Southwestern N<
CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

IS

(Special to
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operator?
Galveston- -Ti e
La
srgned a new wage eale.
gust they wal'.td mil lor more
and were replaced by olhi
w ho were later unionized,
tract is with the new men.
.

in Ull

Mi 44

Pnti

Mortar. «•»• 26. 1S23

5

Cuts
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;

Dallas

States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.
of

communications to

i

hi

— Irving Mack,

738

W.

I.

Representative

— Le

Film,

Incorporations

—The

Co.,

Ray

I'arU

Terre Haute,

capi-

C

Incorporators,

$30,000.

tal.

Lowe, E. Vance, L. Silberman, c
Maddox and L. Maurer.

Co., Inc.,

— Houston

Houston.

Amusement

Capital, $100,000.

Incorporators, P. L. King
soll

A. lnger-

and Arthur O'Connor.

oi

i-i'owhere in all the wide world is there a location as inspiringly beautiful
as tnis garden in which George Fitzmaurice staged a number of exterior
s enes ior "The Eternal City," presented by Samuel Goldwyn (not now

connected

with

Bergere's scenario

—

—

Bey AudiJefferson City, Mo.
Capital
torium,
Inc.
Perryville.
Incorporators, M. E., M. M.
$3,000.
and J. E. Bey.

— Coast

Amusement

Co., Inc.. Seaside Heights.

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG
COMEDIES

Goldwyn Pictures) through First National.
Ouida
was opulent in opportunities for beautiful backgrounds.

"A Proven

Ohio Passes

"Woman

of Paris"

—

The

picture

its

was

Indianapolis Board to
(Spedal

to

originally

entirety.

—

Indianapolis The
F.
I.
L.
M.
Board of Trade will give a dinner
on Dec. 7 at which the local industry will be fully represented.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

—

Through

the

co-

is

again

Pathrjcomedy

operation of the M. P. T. O., eight
varieties of
slides
are being distributed to a selected list of theaters.
The slides urge the public to facilitate
the mailing of Christmas packages.

Meet

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Percy
Emslie
with Vitagraph as booker.

(Special to

Product."

2 reels

Aiding the Postal Authorities

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland
The
Ohio
Censor
Board has passed "A Woman of
Paris" after ordering minor eliminations.

Suranyi Musical
Springfield, 111.
Bureau, Inc., Chicago.
Capital. $3,Incorporators, M. S. Suranyi,
000.
H. Brunlik and W. F. Sommers.

J.

has

the Crescent.

Advt.

held out in

Trenton, N.

1

,

(Special to

Austin, Tex.

Garrick. wa
in cash and
in checks.

—

Representative Interna
Prague (Ciecho-Slo-

Filmscliau,

Wenzelplatz.

Amusement

Dickering For Willat Studio?
producing company is reported
negotiating for the Willat studio at
Fort Lee where they will produce two
reel comedies.

A

Beach, N. D.

—The Bijou opens the

latter part of this

week.

— maybe Stone has
When you want

it

to "Flash In" a

Firt

Rough Water, Wreck,

Explosion,

Col-

Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset
Ship Arriving or Departing, Naval
Guns Firing. Shots Striking, War
Stuff of Foreign or U. S. Action
Travel Scenes anywhere in the World
lision,

Industrial,

Scientific;

Insect,

Ani-na.

or Bird Life, Magic, Colored or Non-

Flam,
220 West 42d St.
Chickering 2110

New

Yori

Capital,

'5,000.

ADVERTISE TOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for this "ad" FREE at your

To Producers

MATS

of

Educational Exchange

ARC YOU GOOD AT FIGURES

Christie-

Independent

?

BOBBYVERNON
A PERFECT
36
A FAST STEPPING
Qomedy

Pictures
If

tives

that

arrange

ANIMATED FILMS
J\wt Titles
leaders * trailers

for sale any nega-

you have

houses,

same.

I

will

am
for

play

N.Y.

BRYANT 6796

first

run

in the market

the

purchase

Write or phone

me.

BERT ADLER
1600 Broadway,

145 W. 45. ST.

f

—

European

tionale

vakia),

Indianapolis

— The

bbed of $400
ndred dollars

Austin Thomas Nickelson
eeeded J. H. Thompson

Rue dc

42

Chchy.
Central

was

S.

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, S3a Shaftesbury Ave.
London,

lie

—

'Phone, Hollywood

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

Paris

opera

Dallas The
Independent
Service has moved from Comtu'
St. to the Film Bldg.

—

1603.

pie,

for

THE FILM

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Phone Vanderbilt 4551 4552 SS58.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter K. Greene
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

liegeman,

J.

house on Sunday,

is

act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

all

J.

;80.

the

Address

—

when arraigned

Room

Bryant 6212

806,

to

<

Two

reels

each.

Sold in series of 12.
Released by UNIVERSAL.

Presented by
Directed

A

CARL LAEMMLE.
by

Norman Taurog.

Samuel Van Ronkel Production.

Adapted from the famous cartoons
by Sidney Smith.
Advertised in Saturday Eve. Post.

! !

a riot
a kjiocl&ut
a clean-up /or any

its

cityin the country!
The greatest laughmailing picture eVer
produced for public
66 That's

&

-one of the big record" smashers
of the FIRST NATIONAL
record -smashing Big lO
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Draft the Salesmen

Credit Groups

e

Hoy— State

by C. B.

Right-

calls for five
laboratories, state righters,
s and printers, trade papers
ssory dealers. To date, the

to

shortly.

—"Idle

Hands," a story
is

S.

Exhibitors.

— Advt.

be
Penal

to

Akron Exhibitors Organize
THE FILM DAILY)
Akron, O. Akron exhibitors have
has been advocating formed the Akron M. P. T. O. The

Department of Justice.
Votaw, Superintendent of

the

John Alden (Charles Ray) signs the Mayflower Compact. An impressive scene in "The Courtship of Myle s Standish," distributed by Associated

I'risons
Jlation of a factory in Leato give the inmates manual
K. M. Berman of F. B. O.
Iterested in Votaw' s project.
Sferring with officials of the

jnt of Justice, Pelley wrote
lids."
It will be made in the
le studio on the Coast and it
lood that Mrs. Wallace Reid
Iteercd services for the femi-

(Special to

—

officers are:

Ike Friedman, Akron Theater Co.,
president; Charles Menches, Liberty,
vice-president; F. C. Buben, Palace,
treasurer; A. Ploenes, Botzum Theater Co. secretary.

Lubitsch Due Today
Ernest Lubitsch is due in from the
coast todav.

The

party also includes

Kunsky Plans New House
THE FILM DAILY)
H. Kunsky will
John
Detroit
build a 3,000 theater in the downtown
Detroit may have two new
section.
first runs, the Kunsky house and the
(Special to

—

planned by Goldwyn, probPhil
with
conjunction
Gleichman.

theater

ably

in

House For Loew?

ter will join the

Mderstood that the Loew ina/e taken over the old Grand
:|use at 23rd St. and Eighth

shows pictures and
The property was sold a
is ago for $1,000,000. There
Jiors in the building which
theater

fly

I

|

different lodges for

meet-

ve report could not be conhe Loew offices yesterday.

McDonald Here
1 Donald is at the Chatham
Jnt of "Boy of Mine." his

J.k.

Blure for First National.

Warner

publicity de-

Warners' Buy "The Yoke"
The Warners' have purchased the
Hubert Wales',
to
rights
screen
The story will be
"The Yoke."
adapted for Harry Rapf and will be
included
schedule.

in

this

year's

release

In

five

New Hodkinson Series
"The Painted Woman," starring
another James Kirkwood and Lila Lee, is the

years in Africa filming
to "Trailing

land,

they will go to

from there

partment here.

J.

Johnsons Going to Africa Again
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson sail
Saturday on the Leviathan to spend

Jack Warner, Hans Kraely. Eric animal picture, similar
Locke and Frank Cassidy. The lat- African Wild Animals."
\\v

Walker was

the toastintrodvjeing George H,
Ccbb, chairman of the M. P. Commission of New York, (the censors)
Walker said that he expected to lead
the fight for the repeal of the censorship measure in Albany again this
Marcus Loew spoke about
year.
chain buying and remarked that in
many instances where exhibitor combinations existed, it was due to the
competition created by the sales
managers themselves and the hard
bargains they made on prices which
He
caused exhibitors to combine.
closed by saying that he hoped the
day would soon arrive when exhibitors were organized to a sufficient
degree to make their film purchases
through one central buying unit.

James

master.

y division will hold another

Tim Dudley Pelley,
fonsored by the U.

all

in-"

Fol-

eluding state righters, belong.

rrangement with accessory
said to be functioning in
The
satisfactory manner.

B.gton

in that direction.

lowing the dinner, Sydney S. Cohen
was asked what he thought of the
idea, and said it was necessary to
secure the help and co-operation of
as many people as possible to put over
a winning fight.

s

Story

work

ol the F. I. L. M. Club to which
important exchanges in the state,

the plan.

Pelley

at

explained yesterday that he intended arranging for that to be done
in New York State through the help

H. Elliott, who is identiHoy, to call a meeting of
hters and explain the work-

THE FILM DAILY)

made -a suggestion

He

ed group has been organized
Film Laboratories Credit
>w awaits an election to betive. Shortly after Thanksis the intention of Hoy and

to

for

Club dinner on Saturmade an impression
He spoke about the
admission tax repeal fight' and advanced the thought that the 10,000
salesmen in the business be drafted

an at present

To Make

Them,

Use

Work

Admission Tax Repeal
Billy Brandt
the F. L L. M.
day night that
at the time.

ffiliated with it into credit
inder the guidance of Charles
who handled credits for the
M. Clubs for some time.

til

Would

10,000 Strong, to

industry and those busi-

ure

Brandt

Billy

Be Invited to Meeting
Here Soon
for! is underway to organize

to

The

From EngMombasa and

to Nirobi.

first of a series of four productions,
starring this combination, which will
be distributed through Hodkinson.
They are being made at the Ince
studio on the Coast.

Dinner Quota Filled
Reichenbach
for the

quota

dinner at the Ritz tomorrow night
About 200 wef
has been filled.
known film men, including the
jority of important executives

F. J.

Godsol Leaves
Godsol left for the Goldwyn

studio yesterday.

'

attend.

Extend Central Theater Lease
Universal, which originally leasee]

Rogers Back from Coast
Charles R. Rogers returned from
Central for seventeen weeks, has
the coast on Sunday where he closed the
the lease for an additional
extended
product
Burr
the franchise on the
means "The Hunchback"
This
ten.
with All Star Feature Distributors,
there until early March.
remain
will
Inc. of Los Angeles.

Thursday, November
being Thanksgiving

legal holiday, there will be

issue of

29

Day and

a

no
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Conditions Irregular

CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

The monthly survey of th
Guaranty Trust Co. reports:
"While conditions in indu
and trade remain highly irre
lar, there is little change in
volume of industrial empl<

Pnci 5 Cents

i
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Close Three Deals

—

'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

.

— Irving Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest W. Fredman,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
The Film

Renter,

London, W.

I.

Shaftesbury

Ave.,

Okla., Ark., the Carolinas, Geo
Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, i

—

Low

High
!'.

The Temple

Close

9%

9%

dwyn ..10

Sales

400
64%
800
Not quoted

pfd

and Tenn.
of Vesta, constructed in the time of the Republic, is of white
style, and in its day one of the most imposing
structures in all the ancient Italian Capitol. First dedicated to Stephano
delle Carrozze and today bears the name of St. Maria del Sole, and in the
foreground of a beautiful romantic love scene in George Fitzmaurice's
production "The Eternal City," as produced by Samuel Goldwyn (not

marble of the Corinthius

H0%

Kod.. 110H 110-4
l'.-L. .. 64%
64J4

200

—

now connected with Goldwyn
Zeidman
(Special to

Booking Combine
St.

deal

lias

Cornwell.

u

itb

thers

Louis

to

closed by Fred L.
owner of the Delmonte,

been

Spyros Skouras, Skouras BroEnterprises and the St. Louis

Amusement
18

in St.

THE FILM DAILY)
Louis — An important booking

(Special

theaters.

Co.,

who

Under

control

the Delmonte. will
with the Grand Central, West End
Lyric and Capitol on many of the
Metro releases for which Cornwell
holds the St. Louis and St. Louis
county rights for two years.
The first was "Long Live the
King." which opened at the Delmonte,
Grand Central. West End Lyric and
Capitol on Saturday.
The new contract replaced

Pictures).

—Advt.

"This Freedom" Opens
"This Freedom" opened for a three
weeks' run at the Central last night.
It will be replaced on Dec. 17 with
"The Shepherd Kiner."

Series for Principal

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Principal has signed
an agreement with Bennie Zeidman,
produce a series of pictures. He
is now preparing "The Taming of the
Shrew" and has signed Bebe Daniels

to

Burr Starts New Picture
Charles C. Burr placed a new

for the lead.

ture,

Playwrights Meet Friday

some

arrangement
play day and date
the

The Playwrights

Cava

rr ^». rr ^, g^gfjljjlg^.r^

one with William Gold-

pic-

production at the Glendale
yesterday with Gregory La

directing.

Pennsylvania.

~

||r

Whose Who

in

A

Lunch
number

for Louella Parsons
of publicity

men

will
.

York American.

man

John Flinn is
of the committee, Harry R<

enback, toastmaster and Bert
Reservations can b
treasurer.
through Adler at 6 W. 48th St.

Prison Officials at Showing

The

directors of the National
mittee on Prisons and Prison
will attend a showing of "Th(
ping Boss," this morning.

HAL ROACH'S

No. 9
All-Star

the

Cast

HELEN JEROME EDDY

5

in

"THE FIRE PATROL"
Betrayer of
proves her greatness
her young sisters faith
torn between triumph and despair; caressing the wedding gown that will unite her to the man her sister loves
Such an interpretation has seldom been equalled on the screen.
Helen Jerome Eddy's portrayal is
stamped with unqualified genius.

DIPPY -DOO-DADS
COMEDIES
"A Proven

I

;

coast.

troubles of the industry has been
en to the public by the men ir
industry, was the keynote of a
given recently by Arthur S. Fri
before the H
of
Distinctive,
Committee on Public Relationthe occasion of the showing of
Steadfast Heart."

~.

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN

g

Regrets Airing Industry's Trou
Regret that so much about

Lcuella Parsons a lunch at the
Saturday prior to her joining the

Nagel Here
onrad Nagel and Mrs. Nagel arrived in New York in time Friday to
attend the Goldwyn dance at the

public is invited.
The program includes the reading of a membe:
play and a talk by Theodore
Liebler, Jr.

'

in

studio

Society will hold

an open meeting at the BroadwayClaridgc Friday, to which the general

man.

Weingarten Back
Larry Weingarten has returned
from a sales trip through the MidWest on behalf of "Long Live the
King."
He will remain here ten
days longer before leaving for the

"

A. H. Blank, for Iowa and Nebn
and Creole Enterprises, for T<

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative Interna
Central
Filrnschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Quotations

sold

riage Morals' 'and "Don't Marrj
Money" to Skouras Bros, for 1
crn Missouri and Southern llhi

S.

53a

Weber & North have

1

Product."

reel

—

Theater Robbed of $4,000
The safe in the Mount Morris theater, 116th St and Filth Ave., was
robbed of $4,000 over the week end.

Watch
Directed by
It's

the

first

melodramas

C-i/i/cciUcniai

U ic/aiL^^

*^jD
EOT THE ?ROCRAM"

Uj

Hunt Stromberg

FOR SALE

!

CHADW1CK PICTURES CORPORATION
TlR«FA<\TRO\?

i"<\

of the 6 big thrilling

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?
729 7th Ave.,

=^T|)-

for

"THE FIRE PATROL"
.

Pafhecomedv,

N. Y. City

MOTION
^Sluft
LABORATORY FULLY EQU'J
Eb
PED, LOCATED AT 111
CHESTER SQUARE, BRON*
COMMUNICATE WITH
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A

Superb Record

Three Months on

Broadway
and

Running

Still

Now

playing Chicago and

Philadelphia.

To open

Boston, San
Francisco, and other lar^e
cities at

in

leading theatres.

INSPIRATION PICTURES
Charles H. IWI1.

'565 Fifth

Avenue

Jr..

Inv

President

New

York

<

••

!

We promised you a bid
one in "PONJOLA"
— and We made good
We promised you a record*
!

breaker in "FLAMING YOUTH"
<-* and We sure did deliver

NOAV in

We

you

the h idlest
feature comedy that has eVer
been flashed on the screen
of a motion picture theatre^

promise

And here's Where We
mal^g £ood adain

!

I

be one of Wonder money-makers
of the First National Wonderful BIG 10

It Will

|

—

—

—
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28,

Price 5 Cents
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Crowd Ready

[

Working Together
New

g Happenings at Reichenbach
monial Dinner at Ritz Tot
Many Stunts Expected
the past few weeks "Billy"
and "Roxy" of the Capitol
ad their heads together re-

—

Effect Savings

—

Boston Plans are under way by
which a half dozen independent exchange operators are trying to work
out a problem of joint distribution
and selling.

the testimonial dinner to be
tonight at the Ritz to Harry
And while no one is
bach.
on the secrets, or what
:t in
/e planned, it is bankable that
ive prepared a unique' feast
Incidentally
event.
light's
Chief of all there
11 be food.

The

out

itz.

(Continued on Page 5)
'lifton Film
Cable to

(Continued on Page S)

Tourneur Here
Maurice Tourneur arrived in town
yesterday from the coast on a story
buying mission. He is at the Algon-

Goes Big

THE FILM DAILY)
—
n "Down to the Sea in

at the Palace is achievmsual success. The premiere
over very successfully by

aow

quin.

John MeCormick, First National's
west coast publicity representative,
is due in the end of the week.

The

press notices
larkable with all of the critics

Ford.

:he picture.

ey Resigns
to

Business

is

big.

Pathos and comedy mingle in Mack Sennett's
in "The Extra Girl," now scoring a
Associated Exhibitors release. Advt.

From "U"

THE FILM DAILY)
— Homer Boushey

•.(ngeles

as general production

ill

Normand

of

everywhere.

Mabel
It's

an

has

y William Koenig, former
manager.
Record at Capitol
Old New York" established
(cord for its two weeks' enwhen it played to more
|l000 people and $113,571.31.
Lious record was held by
|lood" which grossed $109,the same period of time.
|

In Canada

narrow and Vincent Gould
P. T. O. No Reason
tGiven for Action

Favors Brandt Plan

Buys English Films

Loew

Denies Purchase
yesterday denied
the report that the company had
taken over the Grand O. H., 8th Ave.

The Loew

and 23rd

office

St.

as

reported.

The

al-

being widely disthat part of town.

purchase

leged

is

Hodkinson Takes Over Series for cussed in
Special Canadian Distribution
Signs Mary Carr
Only for the Dominion
With Tax Repeal Arguments
Emory
Johnson has signed Mary
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Billy Brandt's suggestion to use
Carr to be featured in a series of
Toronto The W. W. Hodkinson productions for F. B. O. release.
the salesmen in the industry in order
to create sentiment for the repeal of Corp. (Canada). Ltd.. has opened new The first will have Johnny Walker
the admission tax, was characterized offices in the Tivoli Theater, formerly in the cast.
Hodkinson has
as a "corking good idea" yesterday the Allen Theater.
pictures.
English
number
of
secured
a
contact
special
the
Richey,
H.
M.
by
Is Theater Sold?
man between the Hays organization The physical distribution of which
and the exhibitors of the country on will be handled through Canadian Wood's Office Denies Chicago Deal
One of these is "The
tax matters. Richey would not say Educational.
Jones Leaves and Loew is
whether or not he would bring the Passionate Friends."
Silent

H. M. Richey Thinks Salesmen Can
Be Used to Acquaint Exhibitors

—

_

—

M..

presentation
hit

man-

'HUniversal and has been suc-

jet

idea of this joint distribution

understood to have been developed
by W. A. ("Doc") Shallenberger, of
the Arrow organization, New York,
and several meetings have taken
place.
It is understood that at the
last meeting it was agreed to, that
all the participants in the proposed
combination would furnish complete
is

laughter and anyone attemptmake a serious speech will

—but

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

i

awake somewhere

England Distributor Trying to
Distribution Problems to

Solve

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Pago 2)

Has

the

Woods'

theater,

Chicago

been sold?

Jones, Linick and Schaefer issued
Back from Europe
Frank Made Vice-President
statement in Chicago last week
a
Von
DAILY)
H.
FILM
and
THE
(Special to
Claude Jensen
J.
that they had purchased it
saying
i interested in one question:
Los Angeles W. B. Frank, has Herberg are in town following a
from the Al H. Woods
$1,100,000
for
shot
and
they
where
Sparrow
Europe
in
e George B.
been elected vice-president of the Hal vacation
an Illinois company.
Theater
Co.,
Gould resigned from the Roach Studios and will have charge game on the hunting preserves of
(Continued on Page 2)
rmed M. P. T. O. of of Roach's business in the East. He the Ex-Emperor Joseph of Austria,
Two months after he had will leave for New York on Saturday but which now belong to Von Her-

al

THE FILM DAILY)
The film row here

to

is

ed president, Sparrow, who
or of the Francais Theater,
has resigned with no reagiven.
J. C. Brady, prothe Madison, Toronto, was
vice-president of the
rst
Division, but he has not
to the presidency. Instead,
Continued on Page S)

—

and

establish

headquarters

Pathe.

with

berg. They are at the Ritz and will
leave for Seattle the end of the week.

Tomorrow,

Thursday

being Thanksgiving

Aronson Back
A. L.. Aronson, sales manager of
T.
R. Dennison, president of the
Michigan M. P. T. O., was here yes- Truart, returned from Europe on
M. Monday. M. H. Hoffman will now
with
H.
conferring
terday,
Dennison Here

Richey.

Day and

legal holiday, there will

issue of

a

be no

THE FILM DAILY

published.

probably go to the coast.
.*;"*

—

—
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'Phone. Hollywood
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71-73

sa

draft

sue with their Congressmen is cc
Salesmen could secure th
cerned.
instructions from their branch ma
agers and then pass on the infonr

months,

DAILY,

'he

i

of

Address

out,'

ti-

1879.

J.

can be worked

think the salesmen can be

through the effective machine creat
by the F. I. L. M. Clubs all ov
the country. There should be a ce
headquarters for this kind
tral
work, if the plan should becot
1
do think, however,
operative.
the Brandt plan might work out
sofar as acquainting exhibitors wi
the proper line of arguments to pi

Joseph

ol

to

"It
"I

act

1)

the attention of Will
Certainly he seemed rece
Hays.
tive toward the suggestion.

XXVI No. SO Wednesday, Nor 28. 1923 Price 5 Cents

the

192

Plan

(Continued from Page

plan

Til.

28,

St.,

—

suggestions

tion
and
lubitor."

to

the

e

1603.

Irving Mack, 738 S.

Chicago Representative

De

Wahash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Kenter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..

—

London. W.

I.

—

Mille will l>e one
the speakers at a dinner to be giv
by the Film Mutual Benefit Bure
at the Cosmopolitan Club on Dec.
at which motion pictures will be
Mis
chief topic of discussion.

Rue de

Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Representative
European
C entral

—

Interna
(Crecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelplatz.

tionale

vakia),

t

1,400

of the Quirinal, erected in the year 1574 by Gregorio XIII,
was the residence of the Popes.
for many
On the right is the Chapel Paolina, and on the left the Hall of the
Cuirassiers, while directly in front are the statues of Castore and Polluce.
For George Fitzmaurice's production "The Eternal City," this magnificent plaza acted as the camera base in several scenes, presented by

Not quoted

Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures) through

The Palace

years

Quotations
Low

High

Kod.

East.

P.-L

F.

Close

109^ 109^

110
65

....

Loews

65

64J4

do pfd.

Goldwvn

Sales

9y4

9VS

9H

\iy2

17K

17 Yz

700

700
400

—

First National.

—Advt.

Theater Sold?
(Continued from

Page

1)

Then the Chicago Tribune reported
having received telegrams from New
York claiming Marcus Loew was one
Other messages
of the new owners.
and
announced
Adolph
Zukor
Metro as the purchasers. Finally, the
Tribune received a telegram from

Lou Houseman, Woods'

representative in Chicago, reading as follows:

"At

7 o'clock

me

called

tonight

Woods

Mr.

New York

up from

and

in-

me to deny the transfer.
Aside from the fact that the property has not been sold, the price
quoted $1,100,000 is ludicrous as

Was

—

Yesterday, Martin Herman, Woods'
general manager declared the theater had not been sold, despite statements to the contrary originally isd by J. L. and S. Herman he did
very graciously admit, however, that
a deal was under way, but

the
course,
at

Central.
The
is the Astor.

theater,

of

(Special to

Montreal

THE FILM DAILY)

— Allen

Holubar, who
is in St. Vincents Hospital, has passed
the crisis.
For a time the director
hovered near death.

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—Jean

Arsin

has

signed

Guimond, known

to Montrealers
as "Tizoune," for a series of 12 tworeelers to be produced at a local
studio.
Jos.

Allen Holubar Recovering
(Special to

THE

Milwaukee

— Neal

Agnew

recent guest of honor at a

was

to
lunch
to
be tendered
Louella Parsons by local publicity
men, has been postponed for a week.
It will be held at the Astor on Dec.
8th.

Who's

him by Milwaukee
tendered
changemen upon his leaving P*
mount.

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL
of Pantomime.'

N

Who

No. 10
in

the All-Star

Cast

Pafogcomedy,

MARY ALDEN
"THE FIRE PATROL"
gives another inspiring interpretation to the
screen
SEE how she mothers her little
flock
how she broods over them
seeking to avert from them the
tragedy she feels impending her
anxiety and her love torture her
When IT happens watch her
watch her what a genius she is

—

—

—
—

!

It's

M

IR FILM

1

ALL

In

"THE FIRE PATROL"
Directed by Hunt Stromberg
and there are 5 other bin melodramas to come!

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?
N. Y. City

-

TMAOE
~

—

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
OF THE PROGRAM

URATIZ
MARK

—

—

FIQE PATftoT?

I

lunche

Postpone Parsons Lunch

The

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN

I

•

%

Agnew Honored
THE FILM DAILY)

Neal

"The Pinnacle

DAILY

Marcus
office, a
silence was maintained.

I

(Special to

LFiaeftoTROL

out of the Astor for Chicago yesterday before
FILM
vsentativc could grab him.

•THfc SPICE

for

of

COMEDIES

Aaron Jones who has been in town
for several days managed to check

at

historian

the

America series, «
discuss "Motion Pictures and H
tory;" Mrs. James Lees Laidla
"Motion Pictures and the Audienc
and de Mille "Motion Pictures a
Chronicles

2 reels

well as ridiculous."

And

Fox

Ryon

Montreal Comedian Signed

Extended

In commenting on the extended
run of "The Hunchback" on Broadway, it was inadvertently stated yesterday that the picture was playing

structed

—

hunter will talk on "Motion Picrut
and Education"; Professor Dix

the Producer."

Astor Lease

Is

Mille to Talk

William de

220 WEST42^-D STREE
NEW YORK

PHONE

CHICKEPING

2937

ALLANA.tfW'"'

PRES

I

MM

"THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"
A

Whitman

Bennett Production

MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
Almost

the first flash you find
yourself face to face with a seemingly

—

[OTION PICTURE NEWS:
type of story

is

more popular

in
detec-

United States than a good
tive yarn, and Anna Katharine Green's
mystery tale "The Leavenworth Case"
is said to be her most widely read and
Therefore to begin
?est liked work.
with this picture it can boast of a real
?lot.
It is one that bristles with action
:hese

"The Leavenworth Case"

at

unsolvable mystery and from then on,
with no waste footage, your interest is
held tensely until the final and thoroughly satisfactory solution. Here is
an absorbing and exciting entertainment
for all who like a good detective-crimeystery story and who does not?

No

EXHIBITORS HERALD:

—action that begins soon after the introluctory reel gets under way and keeps
•oiling along at a merry pace right up to
he finish. The scene in "The Rat Trap,"

none
through

loses

entertainment value
transference to the screen. Its highly
dramatic moments have been well retained. The picture is well staged and
lighted and full of dramatic interest; the
story flows smoothly and works up to a
splendid climax.
of

its

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW:
From

the time the old

man

found
the very

is

sound-proof study till
end, where both girls are freed of suspicion and the culprit is run down, the film
runs along with a smoothness and continuity which will carry its audiences along
with it. The production is fairly peppered
with thrilling incidents, not the least of
which is a hair-raising fist fight on the very
edge of the roof of the four-story house

dead

in his

from which the villain is finally thrown
and killed. The skill with which this sit-

sort of third-degree chamber, possesses
eal thrills. The entire mounting is of a
ype that stamps this as a high class

uation is handled cannot help reflect itself
on the reaction of the spectators, who, we
feel sure will be edging forward on their

>ffering.

seats.

i

THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"
Distributed by

VITAGRAPH

—

Wednesday, November

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—*

Newspaper Opinions
"Flaming Youth"— 1st Nat'l

«U

little

"Flaming
short.
quite up to the mark foi
it's a darn good picture for
wholly enjoyable, thoroughly
the rest of us
undraggy, admirably acted by an extra-

not
highbrows, but
is

—

ordinary cast.
*

Miss

*

deserves a place among the very
She is cute, artful, wincomediennes.

Moore

intelligent, pert and
other pleasant things that properly
*
belong to a girl who can raise chuckles.* *
For about half its length it runs along

humorous, clever,

ning,

many

smoothly and

flawlessly.

while not dull, has its
ness and lack of surety.

along

at

nine-candlepower

about

foi

week and then nicker out

—

MAIL It is an intense drama, well
mounted, carefully directed, reaching at times
place called greatness.* * *
The picture has the elements which make for
popularity, a happy combination of incidents
that have heretofore been overdone in the
movies.
enjoyed it immensely.

We

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
triumph for the producer, the
one

every
ably

scenario

the

rector,

writer,

with

connected

means more

to the

will unquestionably
the film coffers.

SUN—"Flaming

*

*

a

the

star,

and,

in

difact,

What prob

it.

producing company,

reap big harvests

it

for

—

_

TELEGRAM—

Every bit of the film was
absorbing, thanks to the direction by John
Francis Dillon.
Colleen Moore as Patricia
Fentriss is a vivacious and capricious little
eature.

TIMES—The
tactics

We

complete convert and realize now
that Miss Moore is one of the actively fascinating young women on the screen.* * *

become

of a

beguiling

flapper,*

a

WORLD—

"Flaming Youth" is distinctly
olf.-fashioncd.* * * Five years ago this type
picture
was
at least a novelty." • • Yet
of
good is struggling under a deadening
burden of the very bad. Since the latter has
pioved itself extensively popular among the
indiscriminating masses who supported shoddy motion pictures it is proable that "Flam-

Youth"

injr

"To The Ladies"— F.

bull's-eye

for

made "The
wood" again
which

Tames
Covered

Crtize.

another

The man who

Wagon" and

"Hollygives the public a picture over

can go into ecstasies.
"To The Ladies," adapted from the Kaufman-Connolly play, is as human, as funny
and as "different" as the most jaded fan could
ask

it

for.

EVENING WORLD— "To

The Ladies"
was a mighty amusing comedy by Kaufman
it's just as amusing in its
directed by James Cruze, and
now unwinding as the chief film attraction at
the Rivoli.
If you chance to be thin and
wish to laugh on some poundage—drop into
the Rivoli and gain a score of pounds.
If
you are stout and wish to giggle away a
few pounds take a look at "To The

*

*

and

resourceful

engrossingh

are

portrayed.* •
The censor possiblv witi
an eye on the artistic photography and set
tings,
appears to have exercised unusua'
leiiency with this • • • Undoubtedly the di
rector has observed box-office regulations h
making this rather risque entertainment
which it is safe to prognosticate, wUl be
more than moderately successful.* * *

version

film

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

• * An expicture.
• • delightfully transferred to its
new medium for one very good reason
James Cruze. • • * The picture is notable
cellent

above everything else
touch, * • *

TELEGRAM—That

for

delightful

Kaufman and Connelly
Ladies" has taken on a new

film

are
the
1

satire
by
called "To
vitality in
*

is

Eleanor

in the principle "My Ji
Perfect" deserves a place in the
of screen emotional actresses.

believer

TRIBUNE— "The

of

ribly

Day

Fa

of

muddled stsory about

son

Go to the Capitol is our adv.
picture and draw your own cone]
would see it over again, but
would do no good.
in

There are
that picture to baffle us forever"

WORLD—The

i

new

play

at

a clumsy step in the right dil
deals
with humanitarian
slogan is "My Neighbor is perfe
is

EVENING WORLD— In
"The Day

our estimation
is an absorbing picture;
us from the main title to the
has a splendid idea which is

of Faith,"

one that "got"

Day

of

Faith,

The

result

is

a picture that

preachy without being convincing;
aims at the emotions of its audience but
is utterly unable to stir them.
is

it
it

MORNING TELEGRAPH—To

us it is a
compelling drama, based on one of
the greatest of all ideas, namely, faith.* * *

it

The film makes clear enough
driving at still it, flounders ibi_
miserably in presenting its argument
seeing it, we are still not convinc
certain persons are perfect.

George Coats In 'Frlsc
THE FILM DA
San Francisco George Coat
stralian theater owner is here.
(Special to

[I

—

forceful,

—

"The Day of Faith," is a fine picture unafraid of being forceful to achieve its points,
and aiming to do something more than just

Minnie Elizabeth Webs
Exclusive

POST— "The
little

to

Representative

McKAY MORRIS

amuse.

Day of Faith," *
commend it beyond the

Eleanor Boardman's appearance
ing part. She is a clever young

*

*

Starred

has

Formerly

TELEGRAM— The

story

is

one

of

Point"

leads with

Ethel Barrymore

—

SUN Moreover,
Eleanor
Boardman
proves that she has definitely arrived among
the list of screen stars by her performance* * *
a gripping picture, regardless of whether you
believe in the Rev. Billy Sunday or not.

for

in

"The Breaking

fact of
in the leadwoman.* * *

Available for

Address
17

picture!

communicati
West 42nd Street
New Yi
all

Longacrc 8225

un-

CENSOR

BOARD STANDARDS
OF

U. S.

AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

ONE
OF MANY
FEATURES
IN THE

*

is

most welcome picture.
Mr. Cruze
"The Covered Wagon" and "Holly
wood."
He was also responsible for
"Ruggles of Red Gap," which was adapted
from an angle which weakened it.
How
ever, Mr. Cruze does well when he hits the
nail on
four.

the head squarely three times out of

TIMES

SQUARE

DAILY—

"To the
picturized by Famous Players
dandy screen entertainment.
Its

as

and at same time
within the comprehension of the aver

age picture

and

brilliant

1924 FILM!

YEAR BOOK

fan.

TRIBUNE—*

» James Cruze made this
perhaps one reason why
it
is
so good.
The every day life of the
effice * * * is smusingly portrayed. * * *
* * is another of the season's
really amusing picture plays.
In the begin
ning. the story was there, with fresh, ke<r
comic situations throughout, and then th<

which

*

is

Filmdotns Recognized Reference*

Book

WORLD—*

Paramount company showed the good sens'
tc name James Cruze as its director.* *
Really, this is a comedy picture far finer
wittier, more wholesome and more invigora
ting than most of the stuff you are seeing
anc" it deserves a big week at the Rivoli.

'

NEW YORK

% Day

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

by

this

r.lcture,

220 WEST 42 N-° STREET

intercs'

by an
Boardman.*
Boardman as the convert and

headed

splendid*
There
in this film, but
the outstanding feature.* • *
the players were exceptionally well cast

speech

er.sily

INCORPORATED

Day

contains many instances of surging
drama and of strongly limned character. In
transmuting the novel to the screen, Tod
Browning, the director, has not always
breathed into the salient situations all of
tht suspense they warrant, and occasionally
he permits the principals to undergo too
sudden conversion to the truth.

Faith"

feature has
flawlessly acted

story

minor comedy situations

a
«?tire is keen

CflOMLOWFMM

EVENING JOURNAL — "The

Goldwyn

version* * *

TIMES— Horton

makes

1'

quarter is over you wonder where
on earth material for the next three-quarters
is to come from.
Hut. strangely enough, it
comes.
ft
lags and it sags and it drags,
but it conies.
first

I

TIMES SQUARE DAILY-Tb

extremely natural

Messrs.
the
its

Ladies"

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT

very

SUN—*

directed
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under false pretenses, because the story isn't
half as hot as it sounds.* * * So we feel
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episode is one in which the members of a
house party partly strip themselves and
plunge into their host's swimming pool.
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Morris Auditore, Louis Auerbach.
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— Mae Murray is

to

have a story written especially for her
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, who will
arrive in California shortly.
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Fred W. Crosbie of Winnipeg, has
been appointed division manager with
charge of distribution throughout the
C anadian West.
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Max
Fleischer, John Flinn, Irving Franklin, Al

Friedlander, Dr. David Friedman.

Hy Gainsboro, G. Bruce Gallup, W. P.
Garyn, Miles Gibbons, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
William S. Gill, E. Kendall, Gillett, Samuel
Goldwyn, E. C. Grainger, Bernard Grob, B.
A. Grossman, Judge Grossman, Earl G.
Gulick, Paul Gulick.
W. S. Halliday, William Halligan, Earl
Hammons, John Hammell, Edward Har-

Felix Isman.
E. B. Johnson, James B. Johnson, Julian
Johnson, J. W. Johnston, W. A. Johnston,
A. Jordahl.
Robert T. Kane, George E. Kann, Maurice
D. Kann, M. Kassell, Harry Kennell, S. R.
Kent, Ed King, Robert Kinsman, Karl K.
Kitchen, Edward L. Klein, William Klein.
W. A. Landau, Jesse L. Lasky, Paul
Lazarus, Tim Leahy, Irving Lesser, Jack
Levy, Mr. Levy, Edgar
Levine, Arthur
Lewis, Al Lichtman, and guest, Marcus

Loew.
John MacMahon, Edward Mannix, Moe
Mark, Mitchell May, Jr., Lou Mazza, C. E.
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discussion in English
film circles of the probability of an
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"This state of affairs," says Aron"is due primarily to the fact
where American producers supply a great percentage of the film
shown throughout the British Empire,
English producers are beginning to believe that there is definite
objection on the part of American
distributors to presenting excellent
Eritish-made pictures in the United
son,
that

«!
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States."

Aronson maintains that among a
number of British producers he found

9
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for

a better state of
in handling product is
orth thinking about

Charles Ray in "The Courtship of Myles Standish" opened its run in the
President Theater, Washington, Sunday, to crowds that actually cheered.
Distributed by Associated Exhibito rs. Advt.
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Congressmen Won't Bind Them- Made Available for Chicago Public
Washington Officers of the M. P.
Individuals Limited to 10
selves on Tax Repeal ComT. O. will meet at the Willard today
Shares
promise May Be Necessary
to discuss the admission tax repeal.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Congress convenes on Monday.
Chicago The largest chain of picMembers of ConWashington
gress, particularly those from the ture theaters in Chicago, including
Trimble to Direct "Sundown"
Middle West, are very reticent about the Chicago, Tivoli, Riviera, Central
Larry Trimble has left for the
giving voice to their views on the Park and Roosevelt, will become coast where he will start work on
Mellon plan for the reduction of virtually a community possession "Sundown," which First National will
taxes.
Most of them declare that under a plan announced by the Bala- make on a lavish scale.
ban & Katz Corp.
it is yet too early to make any statement, because they want to see the
Through arrangements made with
Big Party
House organized, and a definite Con- the Foreman Trust & Savings Bank,
gressional program presented before Sheridan Trust & Savings Bank and The Reichenbach Circus Testimonial
they make up their minds on the mat- the Liberty Trust & Savings Bank,
Dinner Proved a Most Enjoyable
ter.
Representative Harry E. Hull, persons unfamiliar with stock marEvent
of Iowa, in a newspaper statement, kets will be able to acquire stock
Somewhere in the neighborhood of
expressed the views of many of his ownership on a partial payment plan.
250 of the most important film folk
colleagues.
Purchase will be limited to ten of the East including a number of

—

—
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ostume Pictures
ningly on the cards for
There have been so

ith?

all

Notre Dame," companies at Universal.
Brown's former duties as advertising manager have been taken,
over by

action of the small
ndent" operators in
i
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Brown, Gerety Promoted
George Brown has been appointed
director of publicity and advertising
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American Distributors Toward

from England reports that there
:
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Un Film

English Productions
"Al" Aronson of Truart just back

that

many
And

For
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it

5 Cents

"I

and

am

for the soldiers bonus first,
for the raising of such moneys

as are required to operate the Government," said Hull. "If, after the
bonus and the Government expenditures are taken care of we can see
our way clear to change the tax laws,
First
I am for a reasonable revision.
of all, I would take off all of the
nuisance taxes, and this includes the
levy now being made on theater admissions.
I
would also lower the
(Continued on Page 6)
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shares for each person, the stock to
be bought on the Chicago Stock Exchange at the then prevailing price
and held by the banks for the buyer
until the final installment is paid a
year later.
is one to make the pubsentimental feeling of ownership

"The move
lic's

in a large

actual
"It

is

moving

notable producers from the West,
had a most enjoyable time Wednesday night at the Ritz, at the testimonial dinner tendered to Harry

Reichenbach.

As was anticipated, there were a
number of unusual interesting stunts
which developed during the evening.

The

chief

among

these

1

,

was

picture theater an

one," said Barney
not a case of raising
(Continued on Page 2)
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pearance of the waiters garbed as
Balaban. policemen, ballet dancers, convicts
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Bolshevics.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Sales
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17%
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Perhaps the most widely known of all ancient structures and one which
most indelibly impresses itself upon the mind of the onlooker is the
Colisseum at Rome, built in the year of 79 A. D. It seated eighty thousand people and was the scene of orgies of brutality, the like of which
civilization has not known since its day.
The classic picture of its present state is shown above.
Tomorrow will follow more details of the Colisseum and the use made
of it by George Fitzmaurice in the production "The Eternal City," pre-

sented by Samuel
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at
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And amid

all

interesting bustle is the
calm, quiet attitude of Uni-

PlanSaying little.
ning much. Fully anticipating
getting away to another great
start.
Just as they did this
versal.

Amherst,

Goldwyn

Ohio Exhibitor

Friedrich,

this

(not

now

connected with Goldwyn Pictures).

Dead
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Montreal

Friedrich

owner

to

— The

old Allen has been

renamed the Palace and

running
with a top of $1.50. "Scaramouche,"
is the first picture under the new arrangement.

of the Paris, Standard and Elvira in Lorain and the Park here is
dead.
His wife is continuing the
manag^^nent of the houses.
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especially in that breathless fight on
the stairs
with a superior foe See
him hurled to the floor below -Watch
him get up a woman screams another
faints
Another fight that will bring the
audience to its feet Does he conquer?
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first

produced by Blair Coan.

Directed by Hunt Stromberg
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and there are 5
dramas to come
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Popular Signs Donovan
Popular M. P. Corp. of Q
has signed Frank Donovan to

in the All-Star Cast

Watch

Show "Anna

-

Who

it

turn<-

Pafhecomedy

xtended tour of the Selznick exchanges.

Who's

declare

officials

Pf^32k
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Darmour.
president
of
Standard Cinema Corp., has left on
J.

wyn, whose

of the finest pictures ever
by that organization.

an independent operator
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Christie"
A special showing of "Anna
Christie" was given at the Town
Hall Wednesday night for members
National Board of Review.

Fi

the Man,"

Kann's First Purchase
George E. Kann's first pure!

Policy Changed

Robert Horsley Promoted
Joe Schuchert Back From Europe
season.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Robert S. Horsley, assistant manager of the local Vitagraph exchange
Buffalo Joseph Schuchert, owner
New Ad Force Planned
has been appointed manager of the of the Columbia and Colonial, has
'.
Heath Cobb, exploitation direc- Philadelphia office.
returned from a vacation in Europe.
tor of Grand-Asher, is organizing an
advertising force.
It is planned to
place a man in each key city.
nr n
rinr n
n

L.

"Name

print of

tor Seastrom's first American
picture, has been received by

— Advt.
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"BIG

BROTHER"

It's

Allan Dwan's Production

Rex

of

AX7E

new

Beach's

urge you to see

If

it

isn't

you've ever seen

it,

novel

too.

one of the best pictures

may we

be shot at sunrise.

got a kid in it that '11 hand you a
wallop you haven't felt in years.
It's

And

any one was ever
to-the ground with a part it's
His is a marvelous portrayal,
if

fitted

down-

Tom
far

Moore.
and away

the finest thing he ever did.

"Big Brother'

a big picture.

is

It's

got that heart-throb that makes audiences
talk

and

talk

And

it's

and go to

see

it

again.

an honest-to-God, true to life,
human-interest thriller. Not a foot of bunk
in

it

from

See

start to finish.
it!

That's

all

we

ask,

yourself!
4

^paramount Q^ki^ires
--**
jflPK* (famou s p lay e RS

-

LaS ky corporation

see

it

JMt

3&%

DAILY

New

Exploitation Device

imething new along exploitation
lim> is being worked out bj Hopp
Hadely. It is a talking lamp which,
in addition to giving light, tells the
patrons all about "Scaramouchc" and
it, run at the 44th St. theater. The
lamp is uoUl plated with an elaborate
>ilk shade, a new contrivance called
the "lladley Speaker." It is a phonograph arrangement with an electric
Hadley makes the records
motor.
himself and hopes to have them on
The
all big pictures in a short time.
idea is to sell or lease the speakers to

and

furnish a service
special soft-spoken records.
theaters

of

Coast Directors' Hold Ball

m!
I. os

ball

of

the

to

I

\ngeles

UK FILM DAILY)
The seventh annual

—

A. was held
Biltmore Thanksgiving Eve.

M.

tlu-

P.

D.

costume

was a
Niblo was
It

affair.

Fred

pacemaker for
tlie evening. The committee included
dcorge L. Sargeht, Fred Niblo,
official

Josepli l)e Grasse, William Beaudine.
William P. S. Farlc, William Seiter,
Harry Franklin, Phil Rosen, Douglas
(Irrrard, Wally Van, William Duncan, Jack Ford and James Hogan.

Four On December List
Metro announces the following releases for December:
"Fashion Row," Mae Murray's
newest, released Dec. 3, "In Search
of a Tl rill," starring Viola Dana,
Dec. 10. "A Wife's Romance," starring Clara Kimball Young, released
Dec. 17 and "The Man Life Passed
By."

"This

Not having read the novel,
we cannot say whether it is a faithful adaptation, hut from the general trend of the picture, one gathers it is.
There are numerous
mental struggles, frequent arguments, and
debatative situat ons, all of which, though
prolonged at times, are well done. * * *
For the type of picture it is, and for
type of problem
it
the
presents,
"This
Freedom" is done with appreciable restraint.
It
is
will acted, well handled and intellitreated.

DAILY NEWS—-*

* * "This Freedom"
on the screen is a disgrace to its sister film,
"If Winter Comes."
You may like
the picture.
Indeed, we're not condemning
Its as good as the average, but its
it.

predecessor was, oh, so

Most Valuable Member
THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit—The M. P. T. O., of
(Special to

Michigan announces that to the exhibitor giving the best suggestion in
the interest of the organization or
performs the best service for the unit,
a prize of $100 will be given at the
next convention, to be held Oct.,
1924,

at

Saginaw.

Texas to Discuss Taxes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas

— Exhibitors

throughout the

much

better!

EVENING JOTJRNA1
chief

There lies the
the production, which is well

of

fault

and almost perfectly cast.
It is too
much of Mr. Hutchinson. * * *
Miss
Compton gives a pleasing performance and the youngsters in the picture
acted

are

all

little

MAIL —

A

*
sincerely dramatic prethe facts in the case in a way
that
will stir every
person who sees the
Although without the driving power
film.
"If
Winter
ol
Comes," the last picture ot
the author to be seen here, "This Freedom"
contains many elements which should insure
it
the well-deserved success of its predeces*

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

departments,
including
the
is
to
our knowledge the
best picture turned out by the Fox organiall

it

zation.

SUN — *

*

In

all

respects an absorbing

creates, despite var.ations Irom
actuaity hereinafter to be noted, a persistent
illusion of reality. » * *
And so for two
hours the audience sat in rapt attention. * » *
It

TELEGRAM—*
picture will
than the novel.
the

was indicated thai
no less enthusiasm

* * It

create

TIMES—" « * Denison Clift has had a
hard tussle with the theme, and he has interspersed comedy to relieve the lugubriousness of the whole story, which is like "Tin
Famous Mrs. Fair," unrelieved, however, b>
tin
picturesque atmosphere of that work.

"This Freedom" is a story interesting be
cause of the Hutchinson phars.i.g and his
original descriptions of persons and place.
The settings of the picture are ade
quate, and the acting of the players is ver>
good.

are being urged to attend the
TIMES SQUARE DAILY— From all in
forthcoming two-day convention of tents and purposes it failed to impress the
the Texas exhibitors in Dallas, Dec. premiere gathering. * *
But, as a pic
4 and 5, inasmuch as "valuable in- ture, "This Freedom" revealed a tendency
to become tedious through the lack of opformation has been secured by Presi- portunities for action which inclines toward
dent Cole on how to get admission the opinion that if the story were excellent
reading it has lost much in the migration to
taxes repealed."
state

the

Old Strand
'Special

to

—

Now

Toronto The old Strand has reopened as the Piccadilly. The theater is one of the oldest in the Dominion.
Extensive redecorating has
marie the house an attractive one. Admissions will be 25 cents for matinees
and 35 and 50 cents in the evening.

Chadwick in Deal With Arrow
E. Chadwick of Merit has closed
with Arrow for a number of pictures
for Cpprr New York.
Among them
I

the

Dirk Hatton
-

series, the

Edmund

Cobb series.' "The Sante Fe Trail,"
the Broadway comedies, Mirthrpiake
remedies, and the Eddie Lyons
comedies.

screen.

TELEGRAM—*

*

"The Light That Failed"—
Hut

the
action
runs
smoothly, and the actors, working under
the handicap of bringing to the screen a
novel of the force of "The Light That
Failed," do as well as could he expected.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

is

*

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—*
messed

up

the

original

*

has

and

in-

excusably.
Somehow
nothings
right.
So as a picture the film at the Rialto has
a good actress in Miss Logan and an excdlent dog comedian in the immortal Liinkie,
done with some touch of greatness by an
urcredited wiry imp.
Otherwise it is routine
picture production with its (ate greatly m
dcubt.

TKIHUNE — They

haven't

end ng on "The Light
a matter of fact,
ending on it. which is
Percy Marrnont has
fcrget that he is Pcicy
as

LcRan

is

lightful.

much

put

indeed

a:

happy

a

That Failed,"

*

*

*;

they

haven't put any
perhaps the best way.
a way of ma'<ing you
Marrnont. Jacqueline

*
Miss Logan is deDavid Torrence we like very
Torp

picture

Brunswick, N.

business "you have to becc
crook," adding that salesmen
ises were meaningless. Dave St
of the Strand and Empire,
thur S. Flag of the Rivoli sent
statements to the publication
Reder's expressions.
1

!

A.

Mertz Honored

J.

(Special

to

—

conduct

THE FILM

own

his

DAIL

exchan

Government

tribute the

he

wil

film, "r

River."

Forsher
(Special

to

Philadelphia

A

Special "Rep"

THE FILM

— A.

for the

DAIL

R. Forshr

erly with Hodkinson,
pointed special
field

Cameo

Film Board of

has b
represc:

Trade,

now making

melodramatic,

is

,

to succeed in the exhibitioi

Boston through which

is

.plot

J.

created a disturbance here by
ing in the Home News that in

will

not conspicuously effective. * » « still, there are scenes
in it which command admiration.
It is not
by any means all dull.
It simply is not the
big,
pulsating,
gripping drama
which it
seems to us it might have been.

AMERICAN— The

Slur

DAID

Detroit
Upon A. J. Mertz's
nation as manager of the Univer
fice and also as treasurer of the
Board of Trade, he was pre
with a beautiful traveling I

starred.

*

New

THE FILM

i

*

hopelessly

Special to

30

a tour of the te;
giving exhibitors instructions o
to avoid over-buying.

the story develops as stories of that kind have
developed ever s nee they were first writ
ten, but the entire cast means well.

EVENING JOURNAL—

For years and
years this writer has been laboring under the
delusion that postal employes had fairly safe
jebs
hard ones, it is true, hut fraught with
very little hazard.
He bows his head meekly
and admits that he has been wrong, for he
has seen "The Mailman," * * * Carrying
ind sorting ma.l, it develops, is a frightfully
langerous business.

Theaters

—

EVENING WORLD— The

film

Man,"

— Local

agers are co-operating

A

and contains a post office robbery,
rum-running
a
plot,
the
stealing
oi
Government bonds and shows off the great
Pacific Fleet just as true to life as though
it
were a news reel
MORNING TELEGRAPH —"The Mat!

DAIL
theater

in

the

in pre

series of short reels is
houses to boost the cam
'

in the

The combined
has

B. O.'s feature at the Cameo this
very good melodrama. * * *
The
good, in spite of certain things
which strike one as being grotes-[ue, such as
The Fleet, ten dreadnoughts, chasing a 90foot yacht.
They sink her.
People who enjoy motion pictures
bristling
with
melodramatic thrills intermingled with pathos will undoubtedly get a
* * *
lot of "kicks" out oi "The Mailman,
None of the film tricks is overlooked, if
our memory serves us faithfully in regard
to screen presentations of the school we have
previously seen.
Filmed on an even more
elaborate scale than his previous productions,
"The Mailman" ranks as the young pro
ducer's biggest productional effort.

caused

F.

action of th
favorable commer.

URATIZ
MAM"

is

picture

Community

THE FILM

munity Fund Drive now

affair

week,

to

Springfield, O.

a quiet

is

Aiding

(Special

TRADE

YOUR

is

FILM

SUN —

'

TELEGRAM-—

POST— "The

thrills.*

*

Mailman,"

*

*

*

is

full

220 WEST 42^STR3
urw vnDir

NEW YORK
PHONE

of

*

WORLD —'Stirred

I

the propaganda is
melodrama of rather

into

CHICKERINC

ALLAN

2937

A.Li

PRES

F. P.-L

Rialto

AMERICAN —

a

has been admirably
adapted to the films, and is now retold as
an ^absorbing "movie," full of heart interest.

a fairly entertaining
crude materials.

Piccadilly

THE FILM DAILY)

week is uninteresting.
There are
number of most appealing scenes and it
by no means a dull affair.

presen-

and the conclusion, while exceedingly melodramatic, is as Mr. Hutchinson wrote it.
From a point of intelligence and good
in

does not lend itself well
is not to say, however,
That Failed" at the Rialto
it

"The Mailman"— F. B. O.

tation of the story in pictorial form is lucid,
logical and exact to a degree.
It has been
intelligently handled throughout; the scenes
follow one another in a satisfying sequence,

photography,

t

this

sor.

sense

"

WORLD — The

darlings.

sentation of

picture.

Prize to

*

to the screen.
that "The Light

AMERICAN

gently

Resent Exhibitor's

Newspaper Opinions
POST—*
Freedom" — Fox
This
Central

November

Friday,

STORIES WANTED
FOR PRODUCTION
We

a fine picture
to all

version of a fine story.
Our advice
lovers of good pictures is to see it.

with

Excellent work is contributed by Percy
Marrnont. Sigrid Holmquist, David Torrence
and Jacqueline Logan. The photography is
exceptionally fine and the direction wellnigh faultless.

melo-dramatic situations
unusual exploitation features.
Submit synopsis only.

strong

offering

PYRAMID PICTURES, Inc.

—

MAIL This time it has a convincing
atmosphere
well played by a capable
is
cast, and goes on to a happy ending • * *
to one unacquainted with Kipling's story if
would appear authoritative and entertaining.

arc in the market for original stories

;

1

50 West 34th

Street

New Ycrk

[

What do you know about
Divorce and the law?
Qet ready for
the inside stuff

RUPERT

Helene

Chadwick

hew Cody

HUGHES'

Carmel
Myers
Qeorge

Walsh

he Big
Icture with
he Big Angle
here never was
picture like this one

&

bldwyru^GosnxopoUtan

THE

jgs^

DAILY
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Jermany Disrupted

Market Gone, Wages High, Production at Low Ebb— Says Former
Ufa Publicity Head
Fritz Jacobsohn, formerly director
publicity for the Ufa when that
organization made pictures like "Deception," "One Arabian Night" and

"Passion,"

is

in

New York from

Ber-

lin.

He
many

paints a gloomy picture of Gerso far as production is concernid and declared that it was only in
distribution and exhibition that his
country cut any figure so far as motion pictures were concerned.
The
reason for this condition, he stated,
was due to the inflated condition of
tin- mark and the resultant unsettled
economic conditions.
"The day when pictures could be

made cheaply

in

Germany

is

gone,"

"Paper marks no
longer satisfy labor and help has to
be paid on a gold mark basis. EveryJacobsohn

states.

thing concerned with pictures in Germany is inflated. Talk of high salaries
to artists is the bunk. Henny
l>..id
I'orten recently was paid $1,200 for
her work in a complete production
while Werner Krauss was credited
with having closed an unusual deal
when he secured $1,500 for one production.
"Ninety per cent of the pictures
shown in Germany today are of
American origin. 1 consider the heyday of the German industry gone.
Conditions today can be likened to
the pre-war period.
During and immediately after the war, Germany
made progress in the film industry
but that is now gone. The market is
American-controlled. Foreign buyers
don't come to Germany any more because there is nothing in production
to interest them.
The laboratories
in

Germany have been

hit

because

the Agfa persists in keeping up the
price of raw stock in Germany at any

Sees Duty

On Film

(Continued from Page 1)
a strong sentiment for the proposed
ad valorem duty and said that it was
not surprising in view of the failure
>i
British producers to market their

best grade of pictures in America.
"If several of the important leading American distributors were clever
tiny would market the best of the
British-made pictures regardless of
whether or not they made money
from these because of the money they
making through distributing
are
American pictures in England. It
would be good sound business."

Friday,

Mid- West

Big Party
(Continued from

Page

November

Silei

(Continued from Page

1)

"Herb"

30,

1)

Crooker, was a splendid
circus barker, rcsplendant in full circus regalia, and "barked" the crowd
both to the lemonade (?) stand and
the photograph gallery, where funny
faces were made by all attending, to
Arthur Miller, cameraman for George
Fitzmaurice. Later these same faces

"I want to see the reductio:
taxes, and especially to get
the special taxes that everyoni
to be complaining about as
we can afford to do so,"

flashed on the screen. The leaders of
this industry don't know how funny

Representative James G.
Kansas.

they can be.
The first appearance anywhere, of
the first Jewish Ku-Klux Klan also
developed during the evening and

Secretary
mendations of
Treasury Mellon, particular'

rates on small incomes, but
it
is too early yet to make a:
nitc

"I

statement."

am

in

St

sympathy with

the

reference to the repeal of the

innumerable
were
clever taxes," declared Represcntativi
While here recently several no- speeches by "Bugs" Baer, of the New B. Robinson, of Iowa. "I
tables of the British film world dis- York American, "Willie" Collier and do away with as many as c
difficulty of many others, including Reichenbach of those little special and nuis
length the
cussed at
taxes which are so irritating. |
American distribution for British himself.
The Max Fleischer animated draw- of them do not produce enough
made pictures and indicated that in
ing "The Life of Harry Reichen- justify their continuance, and
their opinion conditions were far
from satisfactory.
The Aronson bach" was a sensation and the Liter- are some that curtail bu
statement of a possible ad valorem ary Digest reel most up to date, with interfere unfairly with those
duty was not mentioned by any of clever cracks at leaders of the indus- in industry. 1 would like to
try, all brought a laugh.
special taxes eliminated just a
them.
good business will permit."
as
It is a fact, however that British
It was one of the most enjoyable
producers are far from satisfied with events of its kind ever held. "Billy"
the situation so far as American dis- Brandt was chairman of the ComSees a Compromise
tribution goes.
mittee in charge and Senator James
According to the Washington
DANNY. J. Walker was the! toastmaster.
respondent of the New York Tim
compromise on the Mellon
Montreal Wins Sales Contest
Now Has Five Directors
for tax reductions and considera'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of such legislation as a n<
Montreal The Montreal branch of
Milwaukee) The Milwaukee F. I. question appear necessary in
the Famous-Lasky, was the winner L. M. Board has changed its name to opinion of Republican lead'
of the All-Canada Paramount selling the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade have completed an informal can
contest with 88 points, Toronto being and has increased its directorate to of the attitude of members
second with 84; Vancouver, 74; St. five.
The two new appointees are Congress which convene-. Monday
John, 72; Winnipeg, 67, and Calgary Harry Hart, of F. B. O., and Charles
Sentiment for tax reducti
66.
The sales staff received a cash Trampe, of Mid-West Film. The nationwide, the canvass
award of $500 and the office a large three original directors are G. L.
determined that revision
there

tl

i

—

—

so
garcicd as certain along lines
the greatest number of taxpiy
The canvass indicates that an I
whelming majority favors the J
suggestions for reducing normal U
i

silver loving cup.

Levine, Universal;

—

Vancouver The Avenue has been
Lawrence Raye
by the
Company, a new organization.

who

president;
Harry Fitzgerald, First Nat'l and
E. Tunstall, of Warner Bros.
is

re-opened

Sells

Out Orpheum Interests
THE FILM DAILY)

on small taxpayers and a lower
than unearned incomt
Decatur,
A deal has been on earnedare
"This has resulted in a situation
the only two
These
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
closed by Harry E. Grampp, whereby
where printing can be done on Kodak
are not subject to controv
which
Detroit
Harry Lorch, of Goldwyn- T. M. Ellis, Jr., acquires the former's
stock in Paris and in Turin for 40
The others applying the surta
per cent less than in Berlin.
The Cosmopolitan, has been elected trea- interest in the Orpheum Theater Co.,
$10,000 instead of $6,000 and lc
situation is so bad that the artists are surer of the Film Board of Trade. which operates a number of theaters
the highest surtax from 50 to 2
sicking foreign affiliations.
Emil Lorch succeeds Al Mertz who, as in Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin.
cent, and the repeal of amir
Jannings is doing Nero in "Quo noted, resigned to go in business for Ellis will assume active management
other nuisance taxes— run
and
tomorrow.
Yadis?" which is being produced in himself in the East.
arena
of dispute and hai
the
(Special to

rate.

LiOrch

Elected Treasurer

111.

—

—

—

Italy.

"There

practically no production
under way at the moment because of
the uncertain situation.
The number of pictures that look important
are few.
There is an East Indian
picture in which Paul Wegener is
starred; there is one based on the
of Philip the Second of Spain
is

Balshofer Reaches Coast
Fred Balshofer has reached Los
Angeles where he has started work
on the second of his series of Fred
Church westerns for Great Western
Prod. Some territories have already
been sold. The) second picture will
be released Jan. 15.

supporters.

Lexington Reopens
The Lexington Opera House reopened on Wednesday night under
the Loew auspices.
The usual galaxy of stage and screen folks attended the premiere. The Loew circuit
has spent close to $500,000 in remodeling and redecorating the house.

\\l.ich Richard Oswald is producing
and which has Conrad Veidt in the
Arch Reeve Here
Film Board Has New Offices
cast and a third, "The Merchant of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Arch Reeve, director of publicity
Venice," which has an unusual cast
crmposed of Werner Krauss, Harry at Paramount's coast studio, is in
Omaha—The Film Board of Trade
Liedtkc and Henny Porten.
Peter New York for two weeks to confer s now located at 1437 City National
with Charles E. McCarthy and other Bank Bldg., with Kay L. Berry
Paul Fellner produced it."

Friars' Frolic Jan.

j

New York

executives at the

home

office.

J

Hollywood

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM

S.

GILL, Ea.tero

j

Jack

\

The annual Friar's Frolic
held Jan. 27, at the Manhattan.

542

Fifth

Sale« »t<

Tel. Murray

Ave.

Hill 1831

n charge.

Cosman,

representative of
Agfa in this country, could not be
reached yesterday to comment on
Jtcobsohn's statement.

"Fogarty's Flivver" Washburn's Next
Bryant
next
for
Washburn's
nd-Asher
will
probably
be
party's Flivver," by Charles J.
lirk.

Goldstein Back
E.
cral

Eastbound

H. ("Manny") Goldstein, genmanager of Universal is back

from a short

trip to the coast.

m

York from

Walker Leaves
Harley M. Walker of the Roach
organization

has

left

for

the

Colleen Moore and John McCor\ c]^
h er husband are due in New

coast.

the coast shortly.

"Flaming Youth" Held Over
"Flaming Youth," will be held over
at

the Strand for a second week.

WANTED
Manager

theatre
for
salary
State
and qualifications.
30
Address
c/o The Film Daily

Brooklyn.

W

71

W.

44th

St.

WANTED!
;

NE

of the most conservative and suc-

companies of the moving
picture field is in the market for a number
of keen salesmen and capable exchange
cessful

managers.
The company

is

wonderful product.
list,

as

it

in
It

position

a

to capitalize on a

stands well at the top of the

has done for years.

an exceptional product to

It's field

sell.

This company wants only

real,

There

men
is

will

none

have

better.

capable, twenty-four-

hour-a-day salesmen who can meet and sell any kind of
No alibi men need apply. No expense account padders
exhibitor.
It wants managers who have not only executive ability
are wanted.
but show-trained brains and who use them all the time in the com-

—

pany's interest.

Sell advertisers

and swivel chair

paralytics need not

apply.

Salary ?
entitled to

Name your
You are
it.

figure.

the

If

man we

Address

% FILM

\

you earn what you demand you
want.

Box M-75

DAILY
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!
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the public

)
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Want to lau£h
pay big money

i

for it

so
64

Whenyou play

HUSiAN
(

the funniest laughJioWl inyears

yoxx are playing
the biggest sure-fire

comedy clean-up of
them

all

We promised you. big ones
We're delivering bid

FIRST

and

ones in the

NATIONAL BIG

lO

r
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Authority
Sunday, December

No. 52

!ARL

LAEMMLE

presents

Pri sci II®

upported

by

WALLACE BEERY
IAYMOND GRIFFITH
Id

MATT MOORE

riONALLY

>VERTISED IN

'

THE

2,

1923

Price

25

Cents

:

Another Cruze Knockout!
"THE COVERED
I

WAGON"

the biggest film success ever

known)

"HOLLYWOOD"
(a smashing all-star

comedy-drama)

"RUGGLES OF RED CAP"
(another Cruze comedy clean-up)

— And now —
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present the

4th James Cruze

Comedy Wow!

"TO THE LADIES"
with

The public
roars and
the critics

Theodore Roberts, Edward Horton,
Helen Jerome Eddy, Louise Dresser
"Score another bull's eye for James Cruze. The man who made
'The Covered Wagon' and 'Hollywood' again gives the public a
picture about which they can go into ecstasies.
As human, as
different, as funny as the most jaded fan could ask for."
N. Y. Journal.

—

say

"Fresh, keen, comic throughout. Far finer, wittier, more wholesome and more invigorating than most of the stuff you are seeing."
N. Y. World.

—

"A dandy

screen entertainment.

Keen and

brilliant

and

easily

within the comprehension of the average motion picture fan."
Times Square Daily.

—

Adapted

Woods

"Surpasses the stage play.

l>y Walter
from the play
Kaufman and

Excellent direction, skillful acting."
N. Y. American.

—

Marc Connelly.

HR

-k1(OKFOK\riOS

'•'*

.£—

(paramount ^pictures

a

»

BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOCMZEB

'

FILMDOM

Authority

XVI

Sunday, December

No. 52

Price 25 Cents

1923

2,

v

Tax Program
Jroval of Congress — M. P. T.
M:ts — SentimentAgainst Re-

Legislative Outlook
For 1924 More Worrisome From Tax-

—

ation Than Censorship
Many
States Building Roads
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"Motion picture people need have
no great fear of what the various
State legislatures will do to them so
far as censorship is concerned, when
these legislative bodies start meeting
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consideration
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—Excessive love and thought of
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every
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Ambition —To seek ambitiously or eagerly. — Webster.
Ego
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Chicago Ascher Bros, have taken
over the North Central, Lincoln and
Belle Plaine Ave. theaters for twentythree years, beginning Jan. 1.
The
Aschers will operate it under the
name of the North Center Theater
Co. and have agreed to pay a percentage rental estimated to average $55,000 annually, or $1,100,000, and to
spend $100,000 toward the interior

The North Central will have 2,500
making it larger, by 300,
than the West Englewood.

Definitions

ifirt— S.

for Aschers
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decorations.
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more.

P itures

New York

(Continued on Page 16)

reby Sydney Olcott will rensmopolitan to direct Marion
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victory

censorship.
The fight to
State will again

for

repeal in
be on.

May

is

The Hays

next year.

Massachusetts on the censorship
fight has had its effect. There will be
sporadic efforts, however, in several
in

Continued on Page 16)
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islative situation, says:
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Congress regarding
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A man, probably
posted better than any other in this
country, relative to the national legWashington

—

It

In

Norway

and Iceland Norsemen's Visit
Here a Part
C. S. Clancy Prod., which produced
"The Headless Horseman," has se-

This is not a winning hand although a straight. Yes
straight hand to ruin and extravagance and the sheriff if played
as though it were a "straight flush."

cured the rights to a story of the
of
discovery
and
their
Vikings
America in 1001 A. D., written by

EGO

Tancred Ibsen, the grandson of B.
Bjornson, and Henrik Ibsen, and the

A

certain amount of ego is all right and ambition is a great
thing to possess; but there is a vast difference between "ego" and

"ambition."
(Continued on Page 4)

son of Sigurd Ibsen, the recent
premier of Norway; and by Ellen
Marie Jensen, authority on English
and Scandinavian literature.
(Continued on Page 16)
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BEAUTIES MOBBED— Candidli

beauty contest visit New York's ("
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Monday
& Schaefer take over Chicago
Marks & Goldman dissolve part-

I.inick

Wood.'
nership.

Conditions in Germany
George Jacoby.

unsatisfactory,

says

Harry M. Crandall, commenting on Godsol article, offers interesting ideas on percentage.
Tuesday
Billy Brandt suggests using salesmen, 10,000
strong, to work for admission tax repeal.
C. B. Hoy has plan under way to organize
industry into five credit groups.

New Kirkwood Lee series for Hodkinson.
Wednesday
Plans under way in Boston by six independtion

Steamer

—

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Ciecho-SloWenzelplatz.

European

The Week's Headlines
lones,

exchanges to work out
and effect savings.

joint

distribu-

Big crowd all set for Reichenbach testiMany "stunts"
monial dinner at Ritz.
planned.
Thinks
11.
M. Richey favors Brandt plan.
salesmen can be used to acquaint exhibitors
arguments.
repeal
with tax
Hodkinson Corp., Ltd. (Canada), takes over
era! English pictures for Canada only.
G. B. Sparrow and Vincent Gould quit Canadian M. P. T. O. as president and secretar

stir in

—

This is the Colisseum as it looked in the days of Caesar the most masprominent structure known.
The Colisseum was begun by the E mperor Vespasiano and completed by
his son, Tito, in the year of 79.
George Fitzmaurice used twenty thousand people in the scene he made
inside the Colisseum for "The Eternal City," which Samuel Goldwyn (not
now connected with Goldwyn Pictures) presents.
More about the Colisseum tomorrow. Advt.
sive

—

(Special to
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pictures.
nen reticent about airing views on
Majority declare it is too
lion tax plan.
rak.
Katz offer stock ownership to pubin Chicago theaters.

'rod.

F.

J.

ducers

Hawkins in Town
Hawkins of thel United Proand

Corp.,

.'Distributors
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.
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and Hamburg
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Thursday
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Southern Cross sails
and Hamburg.
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Toronto

D. Theater Closes

Watsonville,
Coast
Colo. West
Theaters, Inc., controls both the California and T. & D. here.
The California is a new house, which opened
The town can't supa month ago.
port both so the company closed the
old T. & D.

Jack Cohn of C. B. C., is due in
from the coast today with a print of
"Innocence."

Friday

lic

(Special

crinoline dress caught fire, died Friday as a result of her burns. Miss
Mansfield was one of the featured
players in "The Warrens of Virginia,"
scenes for which Elmer Clifton was
making here.

Cohen Due

&

T.

—

ksni\inK Day.

1c

Dead
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Mansfield

San Antonio Martha Mansfield,
who was severely injured when her

Zukor reported purchasers, besides Jones,
& Schaefer.
Thursday

lani

Monday
New

for Jamaica.

Martha

I.inick

Truart,

Sailing

Sailings of steamers
ports, with destination s, time t
ings and points for which the\\%
mail are as follows:
I

Dominion.

Woods', Chicago, denied.

"A!

1

Hunt Stromberg
other big melodramas
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Colorado Theatre
Detroit
Broadway-Strand Theatre
.
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.

Jacksonville , Fla.
impeiial Theatre ....

all
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Biggest business in three years
« ,

pest business in months

"

Englewood,N.J.

Englewood Theatie
,

.

lOOJo picture.

.

IOO70 attendance

"

Schenectady, N.Y
!

Barcli Theatre

Bi'olce all records.

San Francisco
Granada Theatre
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SOME picture"

..

Absolute capacity
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VIRGINIAN
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presents

Kenneth Harlan

Florence Vidor

°fi

Russell

Simpson
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Foiman production
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Definitions
(Continued

directors will only permit them to think
in 7 8-9-10-1 1 (i. e. 7.000 8.000,-9,000-10.000-11,000 feet) and because some real director with a real story made a justifiable 9,000
foot picture, the ego (not ambition) made the second (great?)
director feel it beneath his dignity to make anything less than
10,000 feet— and the third (great?) director's ego (not ambition)
because he becan then only think in 11,000 and 12,000 feet
lieves that 1L000 or 12,000 feet
by its Length alone stamps him
superior to the first great director and the second (great?)

The ego

some

of

—

—

—

from

Page

1)

.

Do

these facts and figures mean anything to you?
see that the public is willing and anxious to pay for real ent
ment diversified entertainment and sooner or later will

—

to

pay

—

for

"Ego?"

Therefore, let us give real entertainment and save the tr
dollars being paid ego.
Let all make money anc
the red figures into the black column. And, Mr. Ego Dii
Let us compel you to let live the "goose that lays thee
of

i

eggs."

director.

TALKING TO TILLEY

or really great director, with ambition (not
ego) tries to surpass his first effort, not in length but in quality

Whereas

the

first,

Now
Do you

Mr. Exhibitor:

realize the millions of dollars this

ego costs you?

Do you realize the millions of dollars this
Mr. Distributor
ego costs you ?
Mr. Producer: Do you realize the millions of dollars this
ego costs you?
Mr. Ego Director: Do you realize that you are slowly but
surely killing the ''goose that lays the golden eggs?
Mr. Exhibitor: Do you believe your patrons will continue
to pay into your box offices good money to sit through a long
drawn out padded feature, that cannot hold one's interest?
Mr. Distributor
Do you believe that the exhibitor can
continue to pay you the prices you must get in order to survive,
for a long drawn out padded feature that he cannot make money
on, nor build up his patronage with?
Mr. Producer: Do you believe the distributor can continue
to furnish you the money to produce long drawn out padded picentailing consequent extravagance and waste?
tures
Mr. Ego Director
Do you know that two recent great stage
successes, first, "Lightnin" ran on Broadway, New York, 1921
performances that the curtain went up at 8.20 P. M. and closed at
11.00, with two intermissions of 17 minutes each, making 2 hours
and 23 minutes for the actual performance.
And that "The Bat" played on Broadway, New York, for two
years and one week, the curtain going up at 8.30 P. M. and the
performance over at 10.55 P. M. with two intermissions totaling
20 minutes, making the actual performance 2 hours and 5 minutes.
Do you believe they would have had these long and financially
successful runs had they been padded and drawn out to 3 hours
nearly 12 reels) or more in running time? Of course, you don't.
Yet, would your ego permit you to transfer these two great
proven successes to the screen under 11,000 or 12,000 feet in

Ever since Frank Tilley, editor of "Kinc," left here last
he has been chattering. Especially since the shut (low
what he said. And how he predicted it. And a few moi
ideas.
Including a constant poke at what we had to say
Patience is a virtue. We hope to be virtuous,
his ideas.
one tires of mis-statements. Tilley 's latest wearies. In his
of Nov. 15 (just received) he comments on what appea'
nier,

THE FILM DAILY.
"But only

:

;

?

Mr. Public: Do you enjoy and are you willing to continue
paying to see and sit through a long drawn out padded feature?
Answer Not very much longer.
:

To You

All
The two most popular books in the last few
years are "Main Street" by Sinclair Lewis, and "If Winter Comes,"
by A. S. M. Hutchinson. No circulation figures are published but
it is estimated that 350,000 copies of each have been sold.
H. G.
Wells' "Outline of History," has also probably sold about the

last July, criticising

what the Kine had

said

declared that our postulations reg;
production cost,
production
were wrong, that the "great Americai
the cost of
lie" was the judges, not us, and that he would "bet us an}
in the world we were wrong."
What about it now, Damn

What about it?
What was said

This:

last July, Mr. Tilley, was that your cl
incompetence, etc., were all wrong.
What was
last July was that doubtless the American producer knew
about what kind of pictures the American public wan
you did, and that the public would give the answer. A
time it was admitted that production costs were too high.

of graft,

But

so that you will have no misunderstanding on that
add, with a degree of modesty, that last March (i
days before July), it was pointed out in this publication tha
duction costs were so high that American producers had e\
overlooked that they were putting more in pictures for tl
than had been taken in at the box office in the greatest
year we ever had.

we might

ExceLet's end this discussion once and for all.
duction costs are one thing. Charges of graft, incompetena
lack of understanding of
another.

what

a

public

wants are

(list

THE LATEST WHITE HOPE

i

length

adds:

Danny

:

—

And

Ralph Block, formerly of Famous and Goldwyn. W
going to produce on his own. Here's hoping, li Ralph a
it
fine.
He is one of the few men unfortunately there a
few of them who should be able to help a lot in presentin
right kind of pictures.
He has been charged with being a
brow (whatever that means). But if his angle is a hit
Is

—

so

—

—

much

the better.

Incidentally regarding the charj

:

same number.

Now, on

the other hand, The Saturday Evening Post claim a
weekly circulation of 2,410,964 copies. Do you believe that if from
cover to cover the publishers ran only one long drawn out padded
story, or even an interesting story, that the circulation would remain at 2,410.964 copies weekly? Of course not! Because the
great majority of the public want diversified entertainment of a
length that will hold their interest.

Mr. Exhibitor!
Mr. Distributor!
Mr. Producer!

a

high-brow says Block:

"Shakespeare was not a highbrow writer. 'He was the (
and BelascO of his time.' The Greeks wrote of everydaj
and Dickens' works have become classics because of their \\<i
and humanness. And that is what we need in pictures hu
ness and this in turn will give us ART in productions."

—

—

MIGHTY FINE ADVICE
Says Carl Laemmle
"Let's quit calling it a 'game' and thinking of it as
Let's think of it as one of the most solid institutions in the v
world of business. Let's talk of our pride in it and of <>u r
for it. and let's do so at every opportunity. * * *

"Throw

out your chest."

DAr
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.eviews of the

Newest Features

Day

Unknown

B. P. Schulberg presents
Purple"
"The
Of Faith"
"To The Ladies"
'he
"Maytime"
Paramount
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Producer: A. Carlos
Truart State Rights As a Whole
FAITH
Preferred Pictures Corp.
As a Whole. .ADAPTATION OF
ibutor:
A LITTLE DIFFERENT THAN As a Whole
PRETTY PRO- STAGE PLAY MAKES WHOLWhole. .REVENGE

—

THEME
DRKED INTO ABSORBING
'STERY PLOT THAT WILL
BIG WITH THOSE WHO
KE TO BE KEPT GUESSb; INTEREST VERY WELL

THEME

.

\

STAINED THROUGHOUT.

1.

THE OTHERS AND AT TIMES
FAIRLY CONVINCING BUT
NOT LIKELY TO PROVE A
CONCLUSIVE ARGUMENT TO
THE MAJORITY'S SATISFACTION.

jformances on the parts of
Walthall splendid
B.
liry

all;

as
of

Very good with long

of capable
players such as
Eleanor Boardman, Tyrone Power,
Raymond Griffith, Wallace MacDonald, Ford Sterling, Ruby La-

list

Marchmont, the worker
|e Unknown Purple"; Alice Lake
fayette, Edward Martindel, Winter
lable as the faithless wife and
Hall, Emmett King.
prt Holmes a reliable villain;
From Arthur
Helen Ferguson, Frankie Type of Story
l;rs
Somers Roche's novel. A rather
I, Ethel Grey Terry.
new angle on the faith theme that
Mystery drama;
I of Story
is at times
rather convincing and
In the stage play of the same
ler

Story starts off as popular
triangle but develops into
lorate mystery story in which
linknown person who signs himI "The Unknown Purple", apis to have unlimited powers and
Hie.

Inal

an

in

urates

manner

invisible
of a

means

powerful
This element of the
Bile ray.
fly is worked in with increased
'est and it proves, as it proflses, to be thoroughly absorbing

lugh

the

Bfor the most part, mystifying,
ftugh never baffling. The diin keeping the
just enough in the dark to
wondering what will hap-

l>r has succeeded

tator
him

it

There

next.

is

considerable

I is not explained, such
mystery man succeeded

as

how

in

win-

the prominence indicated upon
Introduction as Victor Cromp-

The last the spectator saw
•Jim previously he was behind
ri'n bars.
There is a big gap
too much left to
i» and a little
(Imagination.
y. office
Angle.
.For the lovers
.

Jystery drama,

m couldn't
more

ui

fiown

.

thrills

and

chills,

offer them anything
satisfying than "The

Purple."

Tell

them

something rather unusumystery plots.
.Play up the title and
»ation.
11

i

see

i

.

.

iHature of the story. Tell them
leiheme is taken from the stage
Your initial advertising might
ore effective if done in teaser
sbn.
Post ads reading "Have
lufelt the influence of the union purple," "Watch for the union purple." etc.
Here, the
aiilight stunt would be highly
Wpriate.
Flood the sky with
ins lights following the exhibinlof the proper teaser signs,
marks in purple will excite
I ity, also'. Play up the names
i more prominent members of
J 1st, especially Henry Walthall,
Id Lake,
Stuart Holmes,
cln. .. .Roland West; good.
Roland West and Carlyle
.•

:|

.

.

Roland West and Paul
eld

no nan
:aii

Marsh
Good
New York

igfl

6,950 feet.

rtwaphy

Oliver

very

DUCTION GIVEN STAGE
PICTURE NEEDS
GREAT AMOUNT OF CUTTING, ESPECIALLY IN FIRST
HALF, TO SPEED IT UP.
PLAY.

Cast.

.Well balanced and with good Cast

.

.

done

well

although

not

al-

.

.Could have been a whole lot
Everyone tries very hard
they are not the best types

.

better.

but

for the parts.
Ethel Shannon sincere in her effort and at times attractive although her make-up is
not good.
Harrison Ford a fair
hero.
William Norris plays the
same role which he had in the sage
play, that of the gay old Matthew.

picture goers are going to accept the author's verdict as final.
Mob violence occurs twice throughout the picture and although the
story appears to transpire in a locale apparently under police jurisdiction,
there is no punishment
meted out to those who attack and
kill
two of the "My neighbor is
perfect" advocates. There are loopholes and flaws that can be found
in the story but those sincerely interested in these new "faith" themes,
may find the picture wholly interesting.
Strictly it is not enter-

tainment.

Box

.A problem play
Office Angle.
that will appeal to those who like
stories that give them something
Not a
to think or argue about.
picture to entertain the average
public.
.You'll have to decide
Exploitation.
You know
this one for yourself.
best whether you can satisfy your
folks with a theme such as this.
You might possibly interest local
cooperating
followers
in
"faith"
with you to interest folks in the
.

.

.

.

film.
In this connection it might
be well to hold a previous showing for ministers, educators, etc.

Play up
their ideas on it.
the names of those in the cast,
Boardman,
Eleanor
particularly

and get

Tyrone Power and Raymond

The

Grif-

can be used effecsuch as:
with
catchlines
tively
"What is 'The Day of Faith'? Find
the answer at the blank theater."
Mention the author's name.
fith.

title

dealing with the early part
of the last century, drags badly.
Generous eliminations in this part
will speed up the story considerably
and give it a sustained interest.
The production is very good and
Gasnier has not been sparing in
injecting the proper atmosphere. It
has splendid pictorial appeal. The
theme deals with the love of a rich
girl for the gardener's son but her
father forces a marriage of his own
choice.
Years later the grandchilThe
dren of the two marry.
modern jazz sequence is a trifle
gaudy, and the flaunting of a vulgarly attired fat girl before the
half,

camera

Box

is

Office

very poor

Angle

taste.
likely the

Very

popularity of the stage play will
be a big asset for the picture bearYou have
ing the same title.
enough to talk about, and properly
presented, with the score from the
play, it should prove satisfying entertainment.
Exploitation. .. .Be sure to let them
know that the picture is an adapPlay up
tation of the stage play.
the title and get your local broadcasting stations to offer selections
from "Maytime" prior to the showing and from the screen tell your

folks

about

it.

The theme song

lends itself readily to ideas that will
be appropriate for the holiday season. Have a jeweler display a copy
of the song and a sign reading:

you buy your SweetOther tieChristmas."
ups will be equally effective. Your
girls in old fashioned costumes will

"What
heart

will

for

.Tod Browning; injected
attract attention also
few good comedy touches, more
of which would have been a big Direction. .. .Gasnier; good in every
way except that he used far too
help.
much footage.
Arthur Somers Roche
Author
Rider Johnson Young
Scenario
June Mathis and Author
Olga Printzlau
Scenario
Katherine Kavanaugh
Karl Struss
William Fildew Cameraman
Cameraman
Very good
Good Photography
Photography
New York
New York Locale
Locale
7,500 feet.
6,557 feet. Length
Length
Direction.
a

.

.

LY DELIGHTFUL COMEDY

ENTERTAINMENT;

GOOD

WHOLESOME AMUSEMENT.
Ideal types all the way
cast has been careselected as to appropriate
fully
players for the various roles, and
filled by performers of no little ability such as Edward Horton, rapidly coming to the front as an Al
comedian; he's great as Leonard
Beebe, the backward office clerk
hero; Helen Jerome Eddy excellent as his alert young wife; Theodore Roberts just himself and natu-

Cast

The

through.

rally amusing.
Others Clara Bow, Wallace MacComedy drama
Donald, Josef Swickard, Martha Type of Story
with the humorous business upperMattox, Betty Francisco, Robert

McKim.
ways conclusive in its argument.
The "My neighbor is perfect" Type of Story. .. .From the musical
comedy. Offers a pleasing romance
theory may look very good on the
that might have been made much
screen
and,
according
Mr.
to
more interesting if they hadn't used
Roche, it can be effectively applied
so much footage in telling it. The
to a variety of cases, and in each
picture, at that, can be greatly benecase as he shows it, successfully,
fitted by liberal cutting.
The first
but it isn't likely that the majority
of

.

Here's a genuinely pleasing
The kind
that is conspicuous because there
You
aren't half enough of them.
could keep on applying adjectives
and then not overdo it.
The theme has originality, novel-

most.

comedy entertainment.

and a wholesomeness that makes
Plus James
especially pleasing.
Cruze direction, a cast already
highly commended, you have a right
The laughs are
fine entertainment.
ty
it

real and make their
There hasn't been anything
much funnier than the banquet for
which hero Ed Horton rehearses
his grand speech, that is to make
a lasting impression upon his employer, only to be shocked dumb
to find that his fellow worker has
memorized the same speech. How
his wife comes to the rescue is

all

sure-fire,

mark.

the reason for "To the Ladies."
Get this one
Office Angle
You don't get the
without fail.
chance, half often enough, to give
your folks a wholesome comedy enCount
tertainment such as this.
on their going out delighted.
Do your best to bring
Exploitation
them in. You have a good title
Play it up extento work with.
Inaugurate a "Ladies Day,"
sively.
or if you use the picture for a
run, a "Ladies Week" at your theaRun catchlines in your proter.
grams reading: "Husbands AttenDo you appreciate your
tion!
wives? Bring her to the blank theater to see "To the Ladies."
Theodore Roberts plays the role

Box

of a piano manufacturer. You might
arrange tie-ups with music shops
Be sure to give
or piano dealers.
the members of the cast the credit
they deserve. And of course don't
to mention James Cruze, recalling his "Hollywood," "Ruggles
of Red Gap" and "The Covered
fail

Wagon."
Direction.

comedy

over.

Marc Connelly and Geo.
Kaufman

Authors
S.

.James Cruze; Splendid
way. Certainly puts the

..

in every
.

.

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

Walter Woods
Karl Brown

Good

Locale

Any town

Length

6,268 feet.

Ul

Drama of

+eaturincj

MONTE BLUE
IRENE RICH
Marc Mac Derraott
Alec Francis
Norma Shearer
A

drama of conflicting loves, noble sacrifices and great human understanding.
story told with
by a writer of world renown, with remarkable character portrayals by one of the most noteworthy
casts ever assembled.
A sumptuously produced picture, made gigantically spectacular by an awe-inspiring forest
fire which holds the spectator breathless.
matchless

vivid

-

A

skill

New

York Premiere at the Mark Strand Theatre
Week beginning December 9th

Classics of the Screen

'-Jrom the JwVel b\f

~

KATHLEEN NORRIS
\

directed

b\f

JACK CONWAY
AHARRYRAPF
PRODUCTION

V

THE

•<££!DAILY
Mm

Murray m

Fashion

As

Tiffany Prod.
Metro
Distributor:

STORY NOT
SERVES
SPLENDIDLY FOR THE SORT
OF THING THAT MAE MURRAY LIKES TO DO. PRODUCTION ARTISTIC AND ATWhole

a

STRIKING BUT

MOSPHERE INTERESTING.

Cavorts about in spangles
and feathers, puckering her lips for
close-ups, and generally displaying

Star

temperament; lias
of
chance to do some real acting
latter reels and docs it well.
plent)

a
in

Cast.
Elmo Lincoln's the most outstanding performance, that of an
Earle Foxe struggles
evil Russian.
through a role that's too much for
him; Freeman Wood but fair load
.

.

.

for star.
Drama dealing with
Type of Story.
the effort of Russian peasant girl
to retain the disguise of a princess
which wins for her the admiration
of New York and a rich husband.
.

.

role in which
tys the part of her

sister

by

is

Murray

Miss

Zita,

most

is

far

and shows what
she really can do in a dramatic way.
Box Office Angle. .You should know
lust how the star and her producinteresting
.

tions

them
ion

draw.

If

you can

in,

her
rely

name brings
upon "Fash-

Row"

to satisfy.
Exploitation. .. .The star's name
the title of her latest release

and
can

Disbe given good prominence.
play a variety of stills in the lobby
You
to indicate the atmosphere.
can promise a picture that is very
good to look at. The production

Let them know,
through a trailer, of the star's dual
role, showing her both as the stage
favorite and as the little Russian
quite

artistic.

A fashion show will link
peasant.
up splendidly with the title. Tieups with costume shops and the
like
would also prove effective.
Living models, displaying the la-t
fashions, in a local department
•re window, would attract considerable attention. A sign could read:
"Let Mae Murray show you the
latest

gowns

in

in

'Fashion

blank

at the
this to

get

theater."
the women.

Row'

Count on

.

.

.

quence.

Authors

.

.

gin

The same

Scenario

OIL

Marsh

Russ

Very good
York

Photography
Locale

Length

Martha
young-

Josephine Adair.

of Story.

.

.

.Drama; written ob-

viously to appeal for its heart
terest bits and home influence;

in-

one

father neglects her, and, incidentally is the cause of Morley's

The kindly
frequent misfortunes.
Morley doesn't expose the man,

7,300 feet.

The

however, for the child's sake.
story

richly

is

sentimental.

It

Probably these
gushes with it.
themes go big with a certain type
of patronage,
those who can weep
readily and extend their deepest

—

the mailman hero.
to
pretty far-fetched and far too
convenient in its development to
actually retain a semblance of realOf course the meloity, however.
dramatic events such as the midnight hold-up, the registered mail
theft, the threatened death penalty
to hero's son, the last minute confession, etc.
it
all amounts to big
appeal for the right audience.
Box Office Angle
These Emory
Johnson productions are all about
on the same order. If you have

sympathy
It's

—

played any of his previous releases,
"The Westbound Limited," "The
Third Alarm," "In the Name of

Law," etc. in
Lewis and Johnnie
appeared, and found
successful, you can
on this one. They

that they were
go right to it
are box office

attractions

own

the

Exploitation

of

their

which

Ralph

Walker both

Should

class.

rather
should readily be able

be

simple. You
to secure the cooperation of your
local force.
Have a postal employee's night and offer prizes. Men
in
mail uniform can do a house
to house canvass in distributing
throw-aways. Anything in the way
of postal tie-ups will be particularly
effective exploitation.
Use your
mailing list for this one.
Boost
the title and the names of Ralph

and

trailer

Johnnie

some
moments
of

citing
interested.

Direction
quite

Sada Cowan and Howard

Cameraman

ster,

Type

Lewis

Robert Z. Leonard; supplied artistic production and made
tod use. of material except that
he devoted too much footage to

Direction.

True
Boardman,
ginia
Sleeper, an over vivacious

own younger

giving her a chance to play around
at the sort of things she seems to
But toward the close,
glory in.
where she appears as the younger
ter,

Cast. ... Ralph Lewis again a public
servant, the hero of a tale which
exploits the chivalry and poorly
recompensed postal service employee; Lewis a capable actor and
well able to put the role over convincingly;
Johnnie Walker once
more his screen son. Others, Vir-

whose

Interesting sequence and provides
for effective emotional acting on her
part, wherein she sacrifices herself
for the younger girl by protecting
The
her from the Russian brute.
earlier sequences of the story are
They
ol a more frivolous nature.
devoted chiefly to exploiting
\li>s Murray as the stage idol and

more

HEART INTEREST PREDOMINATING; COINCIDENCE
THE CHIEF FACTOR IN
PLOT DEVELOPMENT.

Miss Murray
feature's

the

far

MENTAL THEME WITH
PATHOS AND GENERAL

can hardly understand why the
kindly Bob Marley should meet
with such misfortunes when his big
heartedness runs from picking up
stray dogs on rainy nights to buying a doll for a little crippled girl

.

A dual

Whole... HIGHLY SENTI-

a

all

Walker.

A

the more exwill also get them
of

Emory Johnson;

usually
right although coincidence

development might have been
made to appear less obvious.
Author
Mrs. Emilie Johnson
Scenario
Mrs. Emilie Johnson
Cameraman
Ross Fisher
Photography
Good
Locale
Anywhere
Length
7,160 feet.
in

Paramount

Universal
a Whole... STARTS OUT TO
BE A GREAT COMEDY BUT
LAGS INTO ORDINARY SLAP-

As

STICK

HOKUM

LOW-BROW

BROW MIXTURE.

As

PICTURIZA1

Whole

a

OF KIPLING'S STORY
FERS SEVERAL GOOD

MATIC

SITUATIONS
IS A \|
DRAGGY THEME, NOT LI
LY TO HOLD THEM.
HIGHCast
A good one with sewl

THAT'S

QUITE FAMILIAR.
WILL
PLEASE WHERE THEY LIKE

THIS

2,

"The Light That Faik

"The Near Lady"

Film Booking Offices

Productr:

As

Gladys Walton in'

"The Mailman"

Row"

Sunday, December

Star.... Well suited and will please
her admirers; has the sort of role
that she knows how to play and
does it very well.
Cast
Good types and capable;
Kate Price and Otis Harlan good
as star's Irish mother and German
father respectively; Jerry Gendron
a fair Valentino variety of hero;

OTHERWISE

performers
contributl
their best efforts to make the pi
a success but slow moving story
too big a handicap.
Pen
mont effective as the blind art!
Sigrid Holmquist a pretty here!
capable

and Jacqueline Logan an
ing London street
rence the fourth

quartette.
Mann'
Florence
Drew, Emmett King and Henrietta Type of Story

girl
in

inten'

David T

;

a

first

rl

Harry

others

Dramatic

which great

offcrl

Floyd.

in

of Story
Comedy drama
with the latter element not prominent.
Not altogether a poor story
even though the idea has been used
before.
Starts out to be a fine
comedy number, with the initial
situation clever and funny.
The
first reel promises a lot of things
that the next four fail to fulfill.
They should have kept up the starting pace but instead of keeping the
heroine a poor manicurist and al-

plete a masterpiece that will pr<
him worthy of a certain girl's Ic
before blindness overtakes him;
his success and the destruction

Type

lowing her to carry on a flirtation
with the son of the rich Van Bibbers, they have her father become
a millionaire through his "hot-dog"
invention. From this point on there
is a comedy combination in which
the would-be rich Schultzs try to
the social level of the rich
Bibbers. Of course there are
laughs in it and it will probably
be considered first rate amusement
but the opening reel promises such
a genuinely original and amusing
story that they are apt to be a
bit disappointed.
Box Office Angle
An average
audience and the general "fan"
attain

Van

crowd

will

probably concede

this

good entertainment. They'll
enjoy the attempts of Mr. and Mrs.
to be a

Schultz to climb the social ladder.
Your flapper contingent will be

by the romance
Schultz,
Gladys Walton.

thrilled

—

of

Nora

Exploitation
If Gladys Walton
is popular with your folks, play up
her name prominently and the title
of her latest release.
Use catchlines such as "When is a lady only
'A Near Lady'," or, "Fine feathers

make

See Gladys Wal'The Near Lady' and you'll
know why". Arrange a tie-up with
local beauty shops.
The star plays
the part of a manicurist so a sign
might read: "Don't be a near lady.
ton

fine birds.

in

Come

in

Have

the

and let us tell you why."
shop keeper hand out
throw-aways regarding the showing.
Other tie-ups can be arranged
to exploit the picture, such as a
sport goods store display with golf
paraphernalia.
Direction
Herbert Blache; too
bad he couldn't have held the starting pace.

Author

.

Hugh Hoffman

Cameraman

Wm.

Locale

Length

Any

city

of

cc'

a
'•

the
hat'

ness. The early part of the pict*
moves along at a satisfactory pi
and the theme is absorbing in

dramatic quality and reaches

a h

1

spot in the spectacular run
hero's masterpiece.
But from U
point on, consisting of the arti
affliction,

agony upon

his

the d

1

laration of war and the realizat
that he cannot be a part of it,
well as the breech between him ;'
the girl he loves, the story dtil
tediously to the very end. Cut!
would help. There is little act
incident to warrant the extena
footage accorded these latter

quences.

Box

.Will best pic
Office Angle.
those favoring dramatic en
ments although the slow
story may spoil this one for tin
There is a good production and s
.

.

performan
on the other hand.
.You have the title

interesting

era!

counteract

it,

Exploitation.
one of Kipling's best
.

a

.

known

up prominently and
tie-up with book stores.

Play

it

arrai

Hi

them display copies of the
and see that your announ

b<

appears in conjunction with the
Catchlines might read:
play.

(

story of a great love, a famous
ti*t and a great masterpiece
See
by a revengeful girl.
mount's picturization ot Rudy:
Kipling's novel 'The Light
'

Failed.' "

Suggested

street

s

are one, that of a blind mat

placard r
with
a
Light That Failed,'
guished years ago, has been
Or, A man gaj
ing to me."
as an Arab or Egyptian, J
about carrying a banner bearing

about

'"The

title

I'

of the picture.

George Mel ford;
Direction
duction good but development niul
too slow-.
|

Rudyard
F.

McGrew

Willis

Jack Cunningham

Thornlcy Cameraman
All right Photography
4,818 feet.

hands

the

vengeful girl who believes
tist responsible for her lost

Author
Frank R. Adams Scenario

Scenario

Photography

picture at

his

artist strives to

Locale

Length

Charlc

Soudan and

1

7.0

1

Hay, December

2,

Man from

e

DAILY

1923

.

.

|RR McCUTCHEON'S NOVi, one of his typical

kingdom acwill
the majority.

i'thical

dn themes,
jIrill

VERY
a Whole
CROOK STORY, ONE OF THE

AVERAGE FEATURE WITH FAIRLY CONVENTIONAL STORY AND
SMALL AMOUNT OF AUDIENCE APPEAL; WILL SUFFICE AS PASTIME WHERE
THEY ARE NOT CRITICAL
OR PARTICULARLY EXACT-

TRITE As

RICH IN EXCITE- As

:nt and romance.
IaPTED FROM GEORGE

Short Subjects"

—State Rights

Blair Coan

Universal

Vitagraph

Whole.

"You Are In Danger"

"Crooked Alley"

Brodney's"

BOSTON

BLACKIE NUMBERS, BUT CONSIDERABLY
WEAKER THAN MOST OF
THEM. RATHER POOR DIRECTION AT TIMES KEEPS
STORY FROM BECOMING IN-

a

Whole

ING.

TERESTING.
Exceptionally strong cast.
Varren Kerrigan has a fighting Cast
Laura La Plante pretty but Cast.... Well suited and capable; includes
fairly
le of it in the title role; does
prominent names.
role doesn't give her opportunity to
«ie very good work. Alice CalJames Morrison good hero with
be anything else.
Thomas CarriWanda Hawley and Miss DuMitchell Lewis satisfactory villain.
gan does a lot of emoting that
Pauline Starke heroine and Carmel
it a first rate feminine trio and
looks conspicuously unreal.
Owen
Myers appropriate type as Lewis'
Mirs include Pat O'Malley, BerGorine, a newcomer, who takes
opium peddling accomplice.
-jn Grassby, Kathleen Key.
himself far too seriously, to the exof Story
Includes all the
tent that his playing becomes comi- Type of Story.
.Melodrama dealing
ations and elements of appeal
cal.
His posture is especially
with drug peddling and implicating
usually make for a good auawkward.
innocent country lad who comes to
«ce picture. As such "The Man Type of Story
the city to make good.
Instead
Crook story with
m Brodney's" should satisfy the revenge the keynote. Girl appeals his innocent face makes him a suitI office. Director Smith has supable tool for the distributing of
to judge to allow her father, a
fld the McCutcheon novel with
opium and once in the power of
criminal, to die at home instead of
thoroughly painstaking and exthe ring leader he's forced to obey
in prison.
He
refuses and the man
3 ng picturization. He hasn't been
or "be thrown to the wolves." Of
who
loves the girl plans an elabor'ing in injecting realism and
course there's the usual happy endate revenge: having the judge's son
The picture offers a genuAlls.
ing
with hero breaking away from
fall in love with the girl and steal
ily good entertainment for the
villain's influence, the latter's death
for
her.
How
the
cleverness
of
jer majority of the picture goat the hands of his woman acthe son prevents the carrying out
What a more critical
I public.
complice and hero's reunion with
of
the
scheme,
matters
ends
amicJjA'd may think, probably won't
the little country girl.
ably for all hands.
ier exhibitors very much. If
It's pretty conventional and at
It is a trite plot that never gets
•leases those they cater to, on
no time does the story strike off
away from the beaten path. You
tM whole, that's all they have to
the beaten path. There's a seance
know from the start just what to
Jjry about.
Of course, these
sequence in which hero eventually
expect, and each step in the deJlhical kingdom plots, are always
discloses the fake operations of the
velopment is anticipated. The only
e or less far-fetched and armedium. This angle may interest
real saving grace is a fair surprise
tlial.
But there is no denying
picture
goers.
They're
always
twist
in
the
climax
when
director Smith has made a
the son
more or less engrossed in exposures
exciting film.
discloses that he has realized he
The climax is
of spiritualists and mediums but
lling and you know you can't
was being trapped but allowed the
there isn't very much of this so
wrong when they bring in a
scheme to proceed in order to carry
the picture can't be played up as
jiotic touch by rushing the U.
out his own plan. This the director
an exposure of the workings of
Smarines to the American's ashas succeeded in bringing in unmediums. Nor is the dope peddling
Ance.
The introductory seexpectedly.
angle
one especially worthy of serijinces could be much shorter.
Box Office Angle. .. .About an averous consideration.
abmce Angle. .Action, romance,
age feature that will give moderate
enture, thrills, an American
satisfaction.
Can be used ade- Box Office Angle. .. .Doubtful; picture may do on double feature pronp in a foreign port fighting the
quately for a daily change program
ves and dangerously near be- and in conjunction with attractive gram or with good selection of
It will not satisfy
short subjects.
I conquered when the marines
short subjects.
The
alve to save him all very good
an audience at all critical.
story is poor and the production
office
material.
You know Exploitation. .. .The fact that this is
a Boston Blackie story gives you
without any highlights. And there
how this draws them.
something to work on. Your men
is little to interest them in except
Plenty for you to
afitation
and boy patrons will be interested
some good names in the cast.
I about here.
Play up the title
if you tell them this.
The picture
I the author's name.
Get stores
You can't go very
doesn't deserve special exploitation Exploitation
:Jpisplay copies of the book and
far on exploiting this one since
for the theme, however, because

n,

m

.

.

m

w

—

Max Fleischer
the Inkwell Films

"Shadows"

George Barr Mcweek.
Talk about the
alon and use a trailer showing
a

marines

arriving to aid the
hero.
Depend upon this
wring them back, for one thing.
Borate the lobby with stills and
iters, all of which will indicate
il action contained in the picture,
up the names in the cast.
re are a number of important
iflies here that will stand advertflig, particularly J. Warren Ker"ln.
Refer to the production.
I

-^flerican

w

;ctor Smith has done
a-

things on

.ther large scale.

Lalion.

cted

Mr

..

.David Smith; certainly

plenty of excitement and

George Barr McCutcheon
•rio
C. Graham Baker
inraman
Steve Smith, Jr.
10 graphy
Good
4: .... England-Mythical island

Mh

.

.

7,156 feet.

seen much better Jack
Boyle stories than this.
It was
adapted from his "The Daughter
they've

of

Crooked Alley."
Use catchlines: "She sought

venge but found love

re-

'Crooked
Alley.' "
Street signs bearing the
title and with an arrow pointing in
the direction of your theater should
attract

attention.

in

Use

stills

of

there

is

little

in

either

story

or

of

Diverting, Delightful

Type

of production.

animated

reel

.1

cartoon

Once again the imp from the inkwell becomes involved, this time witli
the shadows of his own figure.
The
result is a completely different set
of difficulties, chiefly the result of
Fleischer's making silhouettes of ani-

mals with

his figures.
These animals
annoy the imp and trouble him to

such an extent that finally after being
chased and crushed he becomes so
bewildered that he is glad to jump
back into the inkwell.
Verv laughable, very amusing.

"Scorching

Sands"— Hal Roach

—

Pathe
Burlesques Desert Stuff

Type

of production

Stan

1

reel

Laurel

many and

takes a stab
varied specimens

comedy
at

of

the
the

"Desert" pictures, well-known to picgoers of all classes and ages
in
'Scorching Sands."
And it contains
some very amusing stuff.
Laurel is a guide who wears a fur
coat on the desert to keep the heat
out.
He is guiding James Finlayson,
a tourist over the desert and they
fall by accident
into the hands of
a native sheik.
After some amusing
experiences they finally escape with
a pretty blonde also captured by the
tribe.
Will amuse.
ture

"Wild and Woolly"— Grantland Rice

—Pathe
Great Stuff for

Type

of production

Men
1

reel sport

review

.

ounce
cheon

— Out

This

is the first of a series of subcalled "Sportlights" by Grant-

jects

land Rice being released by Pathe.
It depicts a western rodeo and shows
the manner in which wild horses,
cows, bronchos, etc. are ridden by
the cowboys.
Shots of the audience

which is composed mainly of Indians
and western types are interspersed
and provide interesting contrasts.

The

riding,

roping, etc. will furnish
galore.
This is a reel that
appeal particularly to the men

thrills

will

production to warrant your talking
folks.
about it. Use the names of James
Morrison, Pauline Starke, Mitchell
"Kidding Kate"— Christie— Educa'l
Lewis and Carmel Myers. If you
Plenty of Good, Clean Fun
think you number enough sensation seekers among your clientele, Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
it's probable they'd come in if you
Dorothy Devore, Babe London and
talk about a story dealing with dope Jimmie Harrison make this comedy
peddling, sf a country hero roped bright and amusing, being particuin and the small town heroine who larly well-suited to their respective
saves him.
roles.
The plot is not particularly

Laura La Plante. She's pretty and
your folks will see more of her in
W. S. Van Dyke;
Direction by
coming Universal pictures.
no great effort to cover up
made
Direction. ...Robert Hill, fair; hasn't
shortcomings of plot; handled cast
always used the best judgment;
to pretty fair advantage.
awkwardly
some scenes are very
Louis Weadock
Author
done.
Author
Jack Boyle Scenario
Doris Schroeder
Adrian Johnson Cameraman
Scenario
Andre Barlatier
Harry Fowler
Cameraman
Lighting poor
Photography
All right
Photography
Any city
Locale
San Francisco
Locale
About 5,000 feet.
Length
4,900 feet Length

.

.

novel, but the way in which it is
handled makes it entirely enjoyable.
Babe London, is the older sister and
far too fat for beauty.
She, however,
is in love with Jimmie who has not
seen the family for years. She sends
him her sister's picture and then tries
to reduce before he conies to marry

Alas, he comes too soon, so
desperation she makes her sister

her.
in

wear little girl's clothes and bows
Should please the
on her hair.
majority.

I

!

TheW^y
%

Emerson

Love

Wagon

Trains, Battles, Escapes
and Adventure in the Stirring Days of '47 !

Indians, Soldiers, Settlers,

!

No

put into

more

and colorful story was ever
a picture than this great work by Emerson

finer,

stirring

Hough
It

takes you from a "before the war" fine

old

mountains anc
plains of the West that was a howling wilderness.
You see startling attacks by Apaches upon the
Southern

wagon

plantation

out

trains of the settlers;

to

the

you see

battles between

the Indians and the blue-coat soldiers; you see

the

Gold Rush; you see a heroine as brave as she is
beautiful and a hero who has to go through blood
and fire before he can call her his own!

Produced by C. W. Patton

eserial and

Df A Man
Hou£h
(Author of "The Covered Wagon', "North of 36Vetc

Great cast with Allene Ray, Harold Miller,

Osborne, Whitehorse, Lillian Gale,
y\

BIG

production with

many

(

etc f )

Bud

etc.

scenes so big that

rhey are a real spectacle.

[NOTE: with "The
lishes a

Way

of a

Man" Pathe

noteworthy innovation.

estab-

Coincident with

he production of the serial there was also produced
with the same big cast, story and
i FEATURE,
production. This feature is the kind of attraction
hat the best houses need and demand. The feature
will be available about Dec. 1st; the serial on Jan.
both.

Directed by Geo. B. Seitz

Pafhepicture
{V)

;

1

THE

&&>*
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Among
,

i

Newman-Thornby Prod. Formed
to

is

(

Tom Mix

—

Los Angeles The
man- Thornby Prod,

to

gotiations with thi'
eries to he released by Grand-Asher.

the

is

Lloyd

of

title

comedy.

Adam

"One Hour

is

first

to

Live" by

Robert Thornby

Hull Shirk.

Langdon
Hollywood

Lugosi

in Distinctive's

Latest

for
as a feature.

Bela Lugosi, has been engaged by
to play in "Blood and
Gold."

(Special to

m "The

Desert."

Heritage of the
Hoxie's

Jack
ture will

l>c

nexl

Universal

fea-

"Hard Rock."

Edward Hearn will play
Laura La Haute

opposite
Thrill

(Special

the

lead

"The

in

Rellimeo Picture

—

month.

of

third

Carew,

the

starring Ora
Hour To Live."

series

"One

titled,

now engaged

is

Deronda"

To
debut of Luciano
probably be with Wilin "The Riddle Rider."

American

The

Albertini will
liam Desmond

moved

Renalles Inc. have

from the
Hollywood.

studios to

their gen-

Culver

offices

eral

City

Robert X. Lee is adapting Lincoln
Carter's "The Arizona Express" for
F'ox.

Claude Gillingwater
leading

the

of

roles

Star

Hollywood

for

Luxor.

Chandlee Doing Blaney Script
Chandlee, who wrote the
for

"The Love Bandit," Charles

E. Blaney's

graph,

is

for the

production for Vita-

first

at

work on

— Little

be starred in a series of films.
A year's lease has been signed with
the Hollywood Studios for space.
Millarde Webb, for five years codirector and manager with Sidney
Franklin, is president of Priscilla
Moran Prod.; L. Moran, Priscilla's
father, is vice-president and Ollie Mae
Baker, secretary.

to have one
in "How
to

Four

is

in

New Warner Group

series.

of

Kathlyn Williams has been added "Broadway
"Souvenir," Victor
Hugo Halperin's current production
for Associated Exhibitors.
of

cast

A. H. Giebler and Hal Conklin will
write the titles for Hal Roach's Pathe
comedies during H. M. Walker's ab-

nee

Xew

in

—

The

next

Warner

pictures

will

include

Hollywood

After

William Beaudine.

Graham

The Reginald Denny picture previously titled "The Spice of Life,"
ha>
been
changed to "Sporting
Youth."

—

the Roach studios.
He will
formerly associated with Universal
and Robertson-Cole and more recentat

with Standard Film Laboratories.

ly

Hughes Preparing His Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Rupert Hughes

—

Roach

forces.

Madge Bellamy, Helen Jerome EdJohnny

dy,

Harron,

Frances

Ross,

Mary Alden, Spottiswoode Aitken and
Jack

Richardson, are

"The

Fire Patrol"
snaking.

M.

nes

man

licity

ed
'I.

the cast of

formerly pubWilliam de Millc has
own bureau in Holly-

where

he

publicity,

take care of
exploitation and

will

ing.

GREENE.

—

Completed

pleted at Universal on the Pete
rison serial, "The Ghost City."

Mor- known

next and will begin

Stromberg
(Special

Los

to

at

—

soon.

Universal

City

Stromberg

direct.

changed

"The

to

Woman

Eve Unsell With Principal
New Kirkwood-Lee Pictur
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAII
Los Angeles Eve Unsell, is preLos Angeles Lila Lee and
paring the scenario for Baby Peggy's
Kirkwood having made "The
(Special to

—

—

first feature picture under her three
year contract with Principal.

Woman"
appear
kinson

Incc studio

at the

in

"The Inside

Set.'

will distribute.

Bennett Recovering from Illness
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Bennett, is
slowly recovering from an illness
which has kept him confided to his
home for several weeks.

Bow

Clara

— Chester

(Special to

Hollywood

111

THE FILM

— Charlotte

replaced Clara Bow
Angel." The latter

DAII
Merriai

in

"The

is

ill.

On

"Happiness"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Laurette Taylor

started

work on "Happiness,"

Metro

studios.

Si

Fox Signs Edmund Lowe.
THE FILM DAILY

May Go Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles — Gasnier
may

Gasnier

(Special to

—

in

Ready
(Special to

the leading role of

,

"The Plum!

for Editing

THE FILM DAILY)

Hyman's Program Over Rad

—

Edward L. Hyman, manage*
Culver City Camera work has
been completed on "Three Weeks," the Brooklyn Strand, has madtJ
which Alan Crosland had been direct- r.-.ngetments to have the musical
ing, and on Emmett Flynn's second ram of the theater broadcasted
Goldwyn picture, "Nellie, the Beauti- the radio, every Tuesday at 8.3C
ful Cloak Model."
WEAF.

STORIES

WANTED

FOR PRODUCTION
We
with

are in the market for original stories

strong

offering

melo-dramatic situations
unusual exploitation features.
.

Submit synopsis only.
Start

for

i

will

work

Hunt

picture,

Sahara."

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

new

as "Dust of Desire," ha<

<

which Hunt Strom- has leased space at Universal City,
where the new Harry Carey series
are being made.
Stuart Paton will

Fidler.

Serial

1

for

his

onal

in

his

Woman."

Los Angeles William Fox
Los
go
abroad to secure Monte Carlo scenes signed a long term contract
Edmund Lowe. He will first a
has for "Poisoned Paradise."

Joins Roach

THE FILM DAILY)

John McKenna, who used to look next film "True as Steel," an original
after Will Rogers' interest around the
by himself. He is now casting.
theater while Rogers was with the
Victor Seastrom is also preparing
has joined the

Is

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Work has been com- madge's
(Special to

Culver City Garret Graham
been appointed publicity representative

serial.

Additions to Niblo Cast
THE FILM DAILY
Angeles -Robert Kdeso
I. os
Claire McDowell have been adt
the cast of Fred Niblo's "Thy

(Spedal to
(Special to

versal.

be

to

directed by Monta Bell; 'Babbit," to
be directed by Harry Beaumont;
"How to Educate a Wife,' 'to be
directed
by William Seiter, and
"Lover's Lane," to be directed by

York.

Cutting
of
"Innocent,"
Perley
Foore Sheehan's first directorial effort, is nearing completion at Uni-

Dark,"

Holm*

Norma's Picture Retide
THE FILM DAIL
Los Angeles Joseph M. Sc
announces the title of Norma;

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

group
the

Moran

Priscilla

— Helen

to

the continuity

second of the

New "U"

will

Lducate a Wife."

to

Moran

Priscilla

Sei

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

"U"

"Daniel

in titling

completed.

is

in

(Special to

titles

Gerson Pictures have finished the

-i

and

Harry

Girl."

William S. Hart will take a vacation as soon as "Singer Jim McKee,"

|

HE FILM DAIU

Titling Luxor Releases
Leon d'Usseau has completed the
Yellow titling of "The School for Scandal," mond-Eileen Sedgwick

Francisco -"The
San
Stigma." Rellimeo's newest picture
has been completed. Gordon Michie,
business manager of the company
will leave wtih a print for New York
the latter part of this

-

will b(|

It

the screen after
years' absence, in Universale
"Riddle Rider," the new Willian

THE FILM DAILY)

to

'I

Angeles

Los

New

completed work

lias

has I

-

Helen Holmes

Distinctive

turns

Lloyd Hughes

FILM DAIL'

— Principal

chased "Listen Lester," as a

direct.

will

in a Feature

(Special to Till':

Harry Langdon.

neproducers for the

The

"Lonesome"

is

of the

Grand Studio,
Samuel Bischoff has completed

Broad."

Hamilton's newest

Newunder way at

first

Jean Tolley Has Lead
Jean Tolley has the lead in "The
Uninvited Guest," which J. Ernest
Williamson is producing for Metro.

the

work "Ladies

at

is

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

HE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood—John Gilbert
make "Jus! >fc Broadway."

and Director]

the Stars

Coast Brevities

2,

PYRAMID PICTURES, Inc.
has

at the

150 West 34th Street

New

York

THE
December

day,

2,

"The Acquittal"

—Universal

PUBLIC LEDGER

* * Boasts a plot that
the guessing powers as few screen
And the mystery is not
have done.
smashing climax whick
until
the
ed
The
the closing of the picture. * * "

est

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)— It

—

1

heartily recommended. It
at the start and never lags

* the

setter

and

the

of

ise

1

is

—

play,

thrills

is

possible.

— Suffice
on

id

to

galleries.

"The Country Kid"— Warner's

BULLETIN— Not

to say, the story, which is
Rita Ann
by
stage play
ann, is handed exceptionally well in the
ization, while intelligent interpretation
the various characters involved in the

5T

their

California, 'Frisco

Kansas City

Liberty,
a

since Barry used to appear as the little freckled-faced youngster
on the screen has he appeared in a vehicle
so wholesomely entertained as this. * * *
It is without a doubt a role which
suits his peculiar talents more appropriately
than any other characterization he has por-

CALL —

trayed

CHRONICLE— "The

Garden, Milwaukee
JTINEL * * * stands in a

—

by

class

treatment and power

in point of novel
ipletely puzzle the

spectator.

the most skillful and logical mystery
seen unwound on the screen. *

»

>resent such a vivid and compelling story
a more than ordinarily good cast.
:d
Acquittal" has an excellent one. * * *

Cameo, San Francisco

XETIN — There

is

well-sustained

a

good

little

in

X—

i

Jistant state of excitement. * *
L. Brown has done a splendid

*

Clar-

EXAMINER— Supplied

with suitable maBarry should continue to interest the

public

indefinitely.

never have enthused over this youthful
"genius."
But in "The Country
Kid" it has to be handed to him that he
not only put himself over the top, but saves
a mediocre stereotyped
story
from comI

actor's

NEWS — "The
the

of

fing.

jiMINER

—A

mystery play ,it is told
scene of action so dramatic
holds its audiences in intense interest.
after

jie

— Calculated
hair up

the spine
freeze
*
like a hedgehog's, * *
one's
very show for those hungering for
J * * *
There's an immense lot of

|VS
i

to

and it's good entertainment, though
heavy on the nerves.

lie,

Bad

'The

Man"— 1st

Nat'l

Metropolitan, Washington
ALU — "The Bad Man" is a deft
humor and

of

ure

a

a

sort

amatic

were

bandit

with

thrills

the

of

its

comcen-

"The Courtship

KS
ly

is

in

fact, a

good

— Holbrook

Blinn *
romantic character.

—

picture.

Asso. Exhibitors

He

.KTIN —

i

JIRER
b

NX TH
•

Days"— 1st

'

r-t,

lipl

TIMES—*

Charles Ray has in "The
Courtship of Myles Standish" placed both his
own name and that of his production in the
very first rank of the cinema brigade. * * *
No finer photography, no better directing,
no more capable cast, has been seen in Washington in a long time. Added to the perfect

*

*

*

Jackie

—Jackie

performance of the star is the satisfying work
of Enid Bennett as his foil. * * *

Wagon"— F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, St. Paul
PIONEER-PRESS— "The Covered Wag"The Covered

on"

is

a

big

picture

Nat'l

Coogan

Coogan

*

*

Chaplin.

and a good

Many

wonderful "shots"
photographically memorable,

in

*

is

picture.
make the

too.

"Daughters of the Rich"— Preferred

will

Women" — Gold.-

Mr. Smith's, Indianapolis
STAR —What Ibanez's story may have
in

savoriness

has

made up for through
Urban and the acting
"Enemies

of

been

Barthelmess takes anplunge into the costume waters and
proves that he can buckle a sword with the
best of them.

HERALD — The

picture is an education in
itself, it is an authentication of all the prints,
models and pictures one has ever seen of the
ancient city and brings to actuality. * * *
The picture, as a whole, is somewhat of a
disappointment.
Remarkable from the pictorial
point of view, and extremely well
photographed, it misses fire in the excellency
of its drama. * * *
Barbara La Marr, as
Donna Roma, does splendid work. But Bert
Lytell, well Lytell is just a little overly dramatic.

JOURNAL—

This

been
fact,

fidelity

to

actual set-

most pleasing features of

tings is one of the
the picture. * * *

Hall Caine's novel
considerably modernized.
It has.
only the skeleton love story of

has
In
the

novel remains and at least one half of it
is devoted to the struggle between the Reds

Orpheum, Detroit

NEWS— Richard

other

"Flaming Youth"— 1st Nat'l

*

*

may

be ranked as
a mechanically perfect picture.
The photography, the beautiful settings of the scenes that
wee made in and about Rome, the interiors,
which have a rich harmoniousness and verity
seldom seen in film productions, and the spontaneity of the various mob scenes scarcely
could be bettered.
But, to this reviewer at
any rate, it is a picture without a soul, and
leaves no other impression than that of a
series of beautiful scenes. * * *
This lack in the leading woman is the more
in the cast
to be regretted since the men
are uniformly excellent.

Regent, Rochester

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE— MeloL
made

drama

and

realistic

acting of Renee Adoree
niine

and

role

in

members

the

credible by the
the leading femof her excellent

supporting cast lifts the photoplay.
"The
Eternal Struggle" out of the commonplace
and makes it a noteworthy production.
"The Eternal Struggle" is the
usual North country story with the added
spice of Renee Adoree in the feminine lead.
Pat O'Malley as Bucky. O'Hara, of the

HERALD —

Mounted, who plays his part
with a rather keen humor.
TIMES-UNION— The film is well worth
seeing despite some lapses into sentimentality
Northwest

and triteness, which
than in the action.
gether charming. *

rather in the captions

lie

Renee Adoree

is

alto-

is an interesting photoplay there
nothing naughty in it. * * *
While inclined to be episodic "Flaming
Youth" is another picture of merit. Colleen
Moore, in the part of Patricia, does the best
work I have ever seen her do.
SUN (Evening) Colleen Moore does the
best work of her career.
We've never liked
her, but we do now. * * *
She's very
fine.
The rest of the cast is uniformly good.
i.-

—

The picture
State,

mounted

is

DEALER— Miss

PLAIN

lavishly.

Cleveland
Moore

is

and the
a form

a

as long as the
—just
Then both Miss Moore

genuinely fine Pat
permits her to be.

film

get as stupid "as sin"; finally
religion is brought in to close
drama. * * *
Somebody has hag-

film

of

the film
gled the film.
It is not smooth.
Some of
the titles are as dull and uninteresting as
a week old newspaper.

Strand, Milwaukee
* * Whatever

JOURNAL—*

it

was

in

form, becomes a right good picture
when translated to the screen * * *

literary

"The French Doll"— Metro
Crystal, Indianapolis
new Robert Z. Leonard

STAR — This

pro-

one of the most diverting pictures
Miss Murray has made and her dancing is
kept within bounds.
is

"Going Up"

—Asso.

Exhibitors

State, Minneapolis

JOURNAL—-"Going Up"

is

the best thing

Douglas MacLeaii has done since the weil
night immortal "Twenty-Three and a Half
Hours Leave." It is a more finished comedy
than "The Hottentot."

"The Gold Diggers"— Warners'
Ohio, Indianapolis

STAR — Hope Hampton

in the role of Jerry
has been properly cast for the first
within
time
memory.
This is a really diverting comedy, with
loads of good fun and amusing subtitles.

Lamar

*

TIMES — It

screen,

*

*

must report that while "Flam-

ing Youth"

duction

"The Eternal Struggle"—Metro

Baltimore

Rivoli,

NEWS — I

Fascisti. * * *

The cast is ever so competent, with the
beautiful Barbara La Marr earning stellar
honors as Roma Lionel Barrymore, as always, gives a suave and finished performance
and Bert Lytell is surprisingly good as David.

and

as good fun on the
saying a great deal, liea hard one to film.

just

is

that

cause the story

"The Eternal Three"— Gold.Cosmop.
Newman, Kansas City
POST — If you like daring subjects artis-

the settings of Josef
of John Barrymore in

one of those strange
continental affairs of which lbancz writes with
such individual effect.
story

is

tically

brindled

mixed up

wttth

a

in

week.
dramatic story.

*

*

woman
Newman this

beaultiful

them, go to the
"The Eternal Three"

is

a

strong

*

Strand, Minneapolis

lack-

more than amply

Women."

TIMES — This

excellent
story,
acted, with set-

about Rome.

come next

Cosmop.
ed

— An

perfectly

directed,

of beauty and dignity and withal historically correct, "The Fighting Blade" takes
rank with * * * "The Bright Shawl."

Hall Caine story. • * *
Barbara La Marr,
the Donna Roma of the screen story, ii
*
*
*
especially satisfying.
The most memorable feature of the production is the incomparable beauty of the settings in and

HERALD —

of

CONSTITUTION
notably
tings

Elaborately produced and exForcefully depicts a
pertly directed. * * *
melodramatic story in so convincing a manner as to keep even the blase theater-goer

an

at

cast, well directed, scenically beautiful but,
as to adaptation, a far cry from the original

Nat'l

Metropolitan, Atlanta

is
is

Rochester

Victoria,

"Enemies

"The Fighting Blade"— 1st

Eastman, Rochester

*

on edge and wondering what

"Circus Days,"
any other of his recent producCoogan shows traces of disciple-

Charlie

*

Philadelphia

AMERICAN— In

.han
ickie

—

is

* Jackie has a vehicle
g part. *
cus Days" that gives him the widest
scope for displaying his many boyish
and graces.
I

thrilling
sea
scenes that make one wonder how they ever
were taken are among the many big features
of Charles Ray's great new film. * * *
STAR The photography is good, the acting is good and the story-making material
is good, but there seems lacking an indefinable something which keeps the picture from
taking its place as third in tEe list of superdepicting
historical
American
productions
As an ordinary motion picture it
events.
can be classed as among the best. • * *

an

ted.

Stanley,

Washington

HERALD — Tremendously

film

* * portrays
• * •

iw the plot and the characters are
*
a background for his acting. * *
Carewe deserves a great deal of
or the manner in which the picture

I'Circus

Myles Standish"—

of

SENTINEL—

John Gilbert makes the most
of the exacting role of Holcombe, which calls
for physical prowess as well.

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE— Well

TIMES-UNION—*

of Robin Hood of the desert,
and comic possibilities of such
richly appreciated by Holbrook

acting is excellent, the scenery
"The
the story saitsfactory.

and
in"

Hearts."

Mexican border

—The

R.

"Human

type of

"The Exile"— Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

"The Eternal City"— 1st Nafl

and the

Country Kid" is a plethora
of sentimentality and bathos that should pluck
the heartstrings of lovers of Oliver Optic and
Horatio Alger and the dear old melodramas

President,
Extremely well
an air of sincerity
the picture that is

is

Country Kid" has a
and simple, and just

terial,

of

bit

*

*

There
inuineness about
•

plain

the least bit touching.

>g.

*ONICLE— *

story,

pletely flopping.

with a splendid
conjunction
*
n "The Acquittal." * *
And it certainly does keep one
What between the guesses and
ig.
which bring
episodes
of the
[brills
the guessing the viewer is kept in

y

picture has been well directed and preMuch natural scenery has been used.
When I first reviewed this picture I found it
interesting, both from a story standpoint as
well as scenic.

RECORD—*

and,

the

that

if

The

sented.

far

is

than his other pictures, with the possible exception of "Oliver Twist."
* * He gives another interpretation of juvenile precocity and ability
that Coogan admirers should not fail to add

changes have been made
increase

doesn't

lad

better

one of unusual ability.
\VS * * * the most baffling and inng of them all. * * *
an> person who likes mystery themes

moment.
IKS * *

is

do and
is in his sympathetic
display or boyish antics, each point is brought
He is a good
home in convincing fashion.
comedian, grasping all his opportunities to
produce a laugh.

EE PRESS—*

Acquittal"
fast pace

(EveningJ—There

simply nothing that the
do it well.
Whether it

Madison, Detroit

ie
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JOURNAL — And

Neilan sets forth his
with a wealth of circumstantial detail,
with an occasional flash of the charming
with, also some little bathos,
Neilan whimsy
but less than in his recent efforts.
It is a better knit tale than be has achieved
tale

—

in

some

time.

"The Green Goddess"— Gold.Cosmop.
Capitol, Cincinnati
*
*
A melodrama, but
it
is
as different from old-fashioned melodrama as a hut in Borneo is from a mansion
Practically every detail
on 5th Ave. * * *
ot the stage play by William Archer has been
preserved, and in the matter of settings and

ENQUIRER—*

effects, the movie version is an
improvement on the original, owing to the
wider latitude of the silent drama.
POST- In "The Green Goddess, * * *
His pantomime
Arliss, as usual, is superb.
wonderful, and no actor, on screen or
is

atmospheric

can make a gesture, a lift of the eye*
brow, a movement of the lips mean more.
many thrills.
The Indian atTht|it» are
mosphere and set-- are splendid
stage,

!

-

•

'

THE
Sunday, December

14

—

"The Light That Failed,' 'and not, thanks
to someone with title changed or plot disThe story runs true to the Kipling
torted,

Winter Comes" Fox
Walnut. Cincinnati

"If

ENQUIRER

iut

As

exaggeration

from

possible f»r a photodrama to be withbecoming tedious, "II Winter Come*"
thought provoking and soulg motion picture.

out

Alhambra, Milwaukee
SEN riNEl

William Fos has achieved

i

lias given the screen
but a faithful adaptation
such a novel

And

ivel.

the-

He

impossible.
a beautiful
|j

almost

itself

ings

treat.

>

tune.

successor to "Robin
(rom a spectacular point of view.
id"
Doug Fairbanks picture didn't knock your
completely out. the film at the Century

king"
1

the

of

1

logical

the

is

will

finish

has

done

the

*

job,

well.

*

The

"

'

Emmett Flynn

'

cast

easily

is

on a plane with the other artistic attributes
the

of

picture

Aldine, Philadelphia
Gorgeous as are the scenery
and costumes, the picture falls a bit flat and
ha\es one with a feeling that the producspontaneity.
In places the
acting of Mis- Sweet, as Donna Dolores de
•i.
rises above average, but even so
is not up to her usual standard.
lacking

is

— Emotional

artistic
acting,
intrigue are the out-

splendor and involved
standing features. * *

*

NORTH AMERICAN—There

is

much

so

action, in fact, that the story sometimes halts
* *
in favor of the action.
This is one
oi the most elaborate costume photoplay productions of many months. * * *
One of
the best bits of acting is that of Hobart
It. -worth
as the heroine's father.
It is
sincere,
rugged and impressive.
Blanche

Sweet

LEDGER

romantic themes. *

PUBLK
more

iar

*

*

ETIN— George

I.I.

LEDGER

(Morning)—*

*

*

the
Indeed,

stage.

RECORD —

—

Last Race" Goldstone-S.
State-Lake, Chicago

AMERICAN

Admirers

something
1

"Hi-

*

*

horses will

this

week

at

*

Race"

Last

fine

of

fancy

their

to

Lake.

1-

R.

cannot

but

be

accepted
md rate film neither in form or subin truth to life ranking with the
productions.

JOURNAL

There

is

small

sequence

to

reason

OI

for the events which go around
ng, but his race, the first and last
as much of a thrill as
all
the customers had placed a bet
the fleeting animal.

though
for

|

• • is all right
vaudeville sandwich.
In
was mixed according to an
recipe and it was seasoned
'

as

the

the
old

filling

making
and

for
it

tried

a

stuff.

•

'

•

without

admit the story makes
in picture.
Not a whiz, perthe children can witplying you with a mouthful of
-

"The Light That Failed"— F. P.-L.
McVicker's, Chicago
IURNAL The most deeply

—

Mc\

story

a
thrilling tale. * * *
The outstanding performances are those of Percy Marmont as
the artist and Jacqueline Logan as the model.
Both of these are marked with intelligence

and

.ken

perhead*' is
from
Kipling's

is

LEDGER

Melford has made the

(Evening)— George
new screen-version of

a masterpiece of artistry and feeling.
Under his direction Percy Marmont excels every*
*
*
thing he has every done before.
it

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—*

* »

An

exceptionally fine picture.
It may even be
said that, while it departs radically from the
story, it catches the correct atmosphere from
the start.
While all that is in the picture may not be exactly according to Kipling, no one need object on that account,
so excellent is the production in all its as-

RECORD—

pects.

Old

"Little

New York"— Gold.-

Cosmop.
New, Baltimore

AMERICAN—

Here
is
real
cinematographic achievement. * * *
Everything is
present to make a picture of the first mag-

NEW S — Drama,
:

they're

all

in

at

novel.

—

comedy, beauty, charm
Old New York." Fur-

"Little

thermore, it has historical value. * * *
This story is delightfully told, the settings
(by Joseph Urban) are beautiful and hisaccurate.

torically

*

*

*

*

*

screen
story.
Certainly Miss Davies has
never been seen to better advantage or acted
delightful

'

more

naturally and effectively. * * *
Exquisite settings and fine photography characterize the production throughout.

NEWS — *

*

*

value

the
to

*

*

Apollo, Indianapolis
"The Lone Star Ranger"

a

length.
In addition to being long
"Little Old New York" has

and

charming,
been given a

very liberal expense account. * *
But the story's the thing and
New York" has one, too. It is
fashioned sort of a story, simply,
ami appealing.

*

"Little Old
a good old-

sugar-sweet

TIMES—

"Little Old New York" is a real
picture, carrying all the essentials of motion
picture drama.
Marion Davies' work * * * represents the
bit
best
of acting this little star has done
before the camera.

STAR —

masterpiece of the studios,
advance and above the mine-run variety
pictures.
Aside from the glowing enter-

in

of

tent

York"

a

provides,

it

may be

is

significant of

is

it

what

expected of a more highly developed

There

is

much

to

"Little

Old

New

evoke the glittering superlative.
I do not hesitate in saying that
Mis^ Davies is now a real star.
If there
ver been any doubt regarding her movie
position
it
is
fixed beyond any doubt
in
her latest photoplay.
The story is as sweet as the sweetest perfume.
It
gets hold of you and will carry
you back to the days of grandmother and
I

I

to

\l

IS

grandfather.

Royal, Kansas City

POST
it-ilf

a

Tintreat

story

t

POST-DISPATCH— Here

is

*

(:

Tom Mix

of

this

picture

is

in

is

a

—

—

*

gives Tom Mix one of the
best opportunities that he has ever had in a
western story.
And Mix takes this opportunity and gives a sterling performance of
an interesting photoplay.
*

—

"Long Live

is

the King" Metro
Allen, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER— "Long Live the King"
magnificently
staged.
The pessimistic

idiots likely

will tell

story drags a
*

*

little

*

you that sometimes

,but don't listen to them.
opportunity to display

*

*

He

is

and clever as
which he has ever appeared.

just as
in

any

As Otto, the little Crown Prince
Livonia, Jackie established himself as

aprole
of

an

actor.

*

*

shines more brilliantly than
ever, despite the brilliant setting of his play.
And it is in his wistful, forlorn moments
that the boy's odd genius for acting is most
apparent. * * *
The story of "Long Live the King" is a
coherent and colorful recital of court intrigue.

*

*

We're speaking
Live the King"

Mary Roberts Rhine-

story.

magnified

—

STAR— He

a real artist, this

is

little

and the greatest tribute to his art is to
that it must be seen, for the written
fails

to describe

gan

is

it

TIMES —Another

adequately.

"Long Live

triumph for Jackie
King." * * •

the

settings are so beautiful, the story so ch
ing and Jackie so satisfying that this
duction fairly cries aloud for a better

porting

cast.

"The

Lover

Piker"— Gold.-Cosn
King's, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— "The Love P

splendidly acted throughout. *
picture
acted and has some elaborate "high

STAR — "The

is

I
'

soc

scenes.

Love-Piker,"

one

iraagll

feature done over.
At
is a great deal like one that was billed I
or six, or maybe more years ago.
TIMES Now Anita comes from our ll
town, and pouts fetchingly.
But that
enough to save the film. At least, wc I
convinced the picture was poor, and
through it only from a stern sense
duty. * * *

an

is

old

—

•

•

"The Magic Skin"— Gold. -Cost
smt

ENQUIRER — Despite
change

STAR—

action, the production retains many
inimitable traits of the great French
* * *
Carmel Myers gives a clevi
acterization, while Bessie Love mal
* * *
ful figure.
George Walsh giv(

POST —

pro-

sympathetic

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE— Yet
all his royal splendor Master Coogan is
the personification of childlike simplicity,
the most unfailing and universal appeal the
screen. * * *
Mary Roberts Rinehart is
the originator of the charmingly impossible
tale. * * *
The continuity and subtitles are
in perfect accord and are presented in a re-

still

"The

HERALD—* * * Makes up one of the
most entertaining, amusing and well acted
motion pictures that the present reviewer
the

one of the most worthwhile movies
that Rochester has seen in some time.
JOURNAL "Jackie" Coogan as lovable,
as appealing, as spontaneous, and above all,
is

—

keenly intelligent,

as ever. * * *
picture is lavishly staged, too lavishly
indicate.
good deal of
its
length would
impressive but extraneous detail is introduced,
which serves to break the continuity of the
action and to reduce the suspense to a miniat times.
The supporting cast is most

The

A

mum

TIMES-UNION—Ten

Coogan would be not a reel too many; but 10
reels of magnificent sets and spectacular processions with Jackie mixed in are more than
one can sit through with comfort or pleasure.
Moreover, they represent a waste of good
reels

of Jackie

money. * * *
There are numberless amusing and thrilling incidents in the play and Jackie is given
ample opportunity to display his decided gift
for comedy and for imitation.

i

Maker"— F

P.

Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER— An

odd yet di
and fantas)
and humor, 'The Marriage Maker'
to

appeal to

POST
fans may
all about.

*

of

reality

who

all
"

"

like

unusual photot

amir

mildly

wonder what

in

"The Meanest Man in
1st Nafl

in

the

Sal

the- World-

Karlton, Philadelphia

BULLETIN— All

the

George

M

'

isms that ever existed are assemble'
some of them are so awful that tin
pin film, "The Shriek of Araby,"
follows, seems a screen classic b;
INQUIRER—* * * It all ends deli'
with a veoiled promise of wedding
Hiram Leeds * * * is played adniir
Cai Stockdale.

NORTH AMERICAN—The

title

Bert Lytel who handles
delightfully comical vein
PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening) It
light and winsome Blanche Sweet wh

by

played

to

uniformly excellent.

and the story makes

*

Marriage

markably smooth sequence.

"Long Live

*

*

termingling

Rochester

All told

delineatii

movie.

with

has found. * * *

quesi

poet.

vided the story with one of the year's most
elaborate productions. * * *
But the master stroke was the casting of
Jackie Coogan. * * * proves that he is worthy
of such a fine production.

Piccadilly,

the

and the modernization

of title

unexpectedly

Colonial, Indianapolis
For one thing, that company

as

are

settings

and splendor, while the investiture
mounting is sumptuous to the last degret
ad Long Live King
Rochester

Lyric, Cincinnati

artist before the camera!
of Jackie Coogan in "Long
* * * Jackie can give three

Don't miss Jackie in

King"

of

sceni

size

an

fourth of the stars now on the screen, "cards
and spades" and beat them to it when it
comes to real emotional and comedy acting.
hart's

"mob

Columbia, Washington

*

TIMES — What

construe

POST-DISPATCH—The

pealing, as wistful

NEWS — *

plot

is

Capitol, Detroit

FREE PRESS—*

the

in

HERALD—Its

the

Jackie has
his emotional wares.

in

artistry

is

*

sam

well suited for the role he
plays and the large crowds at the Apollo
yesterday attested to his popularity.
*

mda

\\

screen fairly outdoes himself in
most picturesque role ever assigned to hi:
STAR * * * one in a thousand d
pleasantly diverting hour or two.
TIMES Unfortunately, there is
enough of Jackie in the pretentious

trappings, the spectacles, the

is

TIMES — *

tin

the

of

Give us more of Jackie, and
doubted talents, and sacrifice some

of what modern producing methods can
do to the old-fashioned Western picture. * * *

—

Circle, Indianapolis
It

:

Louis

St.

In addition
the splendor, it presents Jackie Coogai
ooga
a role that is peculiar to his typical kis
humor and fun, and that is what th
is most interested in.

pie

story has sufficient enjustify every foot of

its

STAR

—

'

reaches the zenith of her career.

B'way Strand, Detroit

FREE PRESS—*

affecting

now

itself

one of the year's biggest and best.
Perfectly
charming from every angle, it has the most
delightful setting of any of the big costume
dramas. * * *
Marion Davies is the star and as such

artistry.

PUBLIC

screen.

•

TRIBUNE — You'll

in

is

Milwaukee
SENTINEL— "Little Old New York"

had

first

its

tertainment

find

*

* * Scored a tremendous
presentation at the Stanton.
Melford has outdone himself in the
spectacular "shots" he has provided for
"The Light That Failed."

on

Capitol

GLOBE-DISPATCH—

direction of this picture

"The Lone Star Ranger"— Fox
*

INQUIRER—*

hit

Is

on

screen than
it
is the most
successful of the swashbuckling "historical"
dramas seen this season.
It loses none of
the thrill onthrill appeal of the Crawford
novel and, except that it seems a trifle hurried at the end. is satisfying throughout.
The picture is interesting not
on!) because of the accurate reproduction of
the scenerj and architecture of the time and
the beauty of the photography, but its plot
exciting and full of little unexpected
complications, all of which are reasonable
and convincing.

"His

*

Melford,

nitude.

interesting

was on the

it

Lyric,

in

is

There

pretty well unkipled Kpling before he achieved
the nearest approach to a happy ending which
even the most radical hollywoodizing of the
great Englishman's most tragic novel would
allow.
Little was left of the book's plot. * * *

(Evening)— Recently

there has lieen no lack of such pictures, and
this one does not take its place among the
The settings are good, but the movieted with such things.
However,
it
one has Men not a dozen others like it,
there is still sufficient appeal in these old

picture

this

of

lovers.

rather sugary snd tearful. * * *

is

PUBLIC

cast

Delmonte, Grand Central, West

*

in

INQUIRER

a

herself

in

is

Merrill,

Stanton, Philadelphia

NORTH AMERICAN— The

BULLETIN

tion

Kipling story interpreted by
treat such as is seldom

acting is a
offered to picture

HI

Century, Baltimore
Evening)—"In the Palace

I

A

*

picture

this

i

Marmont's wonderful
Sabre in "If Winter
s,''
I
almost dreaded seeing him in
*
*
*
role.
Hut
he has done it
another
again, and alter watching him as Dick Heldar in "The Light That Failed," you are
nvinced that he will do it again every
such

of

a treat.

The

POST After I'ricv
interpretation of Mark

Cosmop.
\

—

star

The supporting

form, and with its expert acting, should
rank as one of the season's best three offer-

King"— Gold.-

"In the Palace of the

The
treat.

2, 1!

the

filmfold

in

i

"The Meanest \

World."

PUBLIC LEDGER

(Morning)—'

Retains much of its original sparklj
therefore excellent entertainment,
a neat freshness to the picture and I
pactness of incident which, coupk

seme good humorous

subtitles,

ma

comedy.
RECORD—
"The Meanest Man
*
*
*
is old-fashioned comedy
World."
There is a lot of good entertainment
fine

romantic

picture.

I

*

;

THE
December

iday,

derry-Go-Round"

-s&a

DAILY

1923

2,

—Universal

(Mary

Strand, Rochester
fALl) The settings, particularly those

—

with

ma

among the
among

life

higher

society, are

circles

the most lavish

Imed.

Alden)

POST— As

—

But

as

TRIBUNE— Mr.

product as those
Reid's once were.
Many exhibitors
im
good
for
what
ails
the
box

Burn"

Million to

—Universal

Louis

Rivoli, St.

8E-DEMOCRAT—The

theme is far
a farce comedy,
with the characters, make for one
films of the year.

average

he

mg
lest
r

seen

in

DISPATCH— *

ning film called.

*

*

an amusing and

* *

*

you

Matrimony"

-alace-Orpheum,

Paul

1EER-PRESS— "Modern Matrimony"
ilm

with

topliner,

Owen Moore and

bearing the principal burden of
y very much like a great many other
comedies.
As usually happens, it
e Pathe News pictures that the real
s found.

.ake

Hudson Bay"

irth of

Warfield, San Francisco

*

this

novel

hands of Reginald
been made a screen

the

has

achievement.

CALL— "Pleasure Mad"

a great picture.

is

sermon on the screen, but
a sermon that everybody appreciates, everybody enjoys.
CHRONICLE— The picture is worthy of
the effort made to boost it.
There is no
disappointment when one sees it, however
more,

It is

high
is

a

is

it

expectations

due largely

to

* * »

have

been

This

raised.

the acting of five persons.

EXAMINER—

The picture is well made,
highly dramatic and full of interest and entertainment.
It is a good picture for people

*

*

"The Ramblin' Kid"— Universal

who do not especially care
pictures such as
Tom Mix
wakes, are suddenly going to realize
see
u
"North of Hudson Bay," that
ix is a most fascinating chap and
food actor.

pic-

with studio atmosphere, it rings true.
The settings are genuine and many of the
scenic "shots" credited to Virgil Miller are
unusually fine.

—

"Red Lights"— Gold.-Cosmop.
Rialto, Atlanta
CONSTITUTION— It's a good mystery.

tern

*

and

— Selznick

Gifts, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER— This

production, which is
but not ostentatious, assuredly
must be reckoned among the most meritorious of this season's photoplays. * * * A
judiciously selected cast, » * * impersonate
the principal characters with commendable
zeal

Hospitality" is a distinctly new den the field of cinema burlesque.
*

*

*

*

Audience that laughed at
and shrieked at the thrills through
els.

The

*

satirical

thread

is

woven through the picture that
the amiable fun of the film.
This
ears favorable comparison with Har-

illy

;es

"Safety

d's

and

Jn

Last"

in

its

combina-

thrills.

—Here

we

S

series

when

oneer Trails"
Central,
-Tt

is

—Vitagraph

Washington
motion pictures

of

the

—

1

woods, and the city gets the housengs go from bad to worse until the
jhtening out, with a climax in the
which is warranted to make the
pink with approval.
,

ot

good sign for moving picmake dramas like "Pleasure
The story is the whole thing,
since "The Old Nest" has she
is

they

a

fails

of success because of its own weight.
A
cclorful story was provided, to begin with.
* * *
So you have a picture in which the

settings are far from impressive, in which
the titles are long and wearisome, in which
tl.ere are occasional bright nuggets but far
too wide a streak of rock.

—

pression

Some of the crowd scenes
impressive and thrilling and the settings
massive and elaborate.
STAR A splendid picture of a gripping
book about great times.
It
is
better than

a great film. * * »

are
are

—

same

the

* *

im-

There is not a disappointing feature
throughout the entire length of this screen
classic, which will go down in history as
cne of the greatest, if not the greatest picIngram, youthful director but
veritable
another
genius,
has
scored
a
triumph in "Scaramouche."
He has made
a film nlav which holds the interest every moment it is on the screen and tells an unbroken story strong in suspense leading to
At
a powerful climax and a happy ending.
the same time it draws a picture of the
figpredominant
revolution
its
French
and
ures in strokes that are unforgettable.

CHRONICLE — "Scaramouche"

"Four Horsemen

director's

TIMES — Without

ranks

with

There

is

the

grand sweep

a

*

*

the

picture, in
above all, there

to

And

keeping with the theme.
is

*

films.

lives

up

*

»

* * T1,e ho Pes of the producers
P he n Steus Out," have been realized.
This is an interesting and intelligent
.

:

picture.

*

*

—

TIMES But it is unfair to saddle a youth
with so much background.
Were he not the
other Doug's son he might be hailed as a
premising juvenile.
he

father,

There
there

As

lacking.
plenty of

shadow

the

of

his

is

is

fun

in

the

and

film,

pathos.

is

"The

Chaser"— Universal

Thrill

Indianapolis

Isis,

TIMES — There

a girl in the story who
supplies the motive for his eastern trip, and,
as in all Gibson pictures, some good riding.
is

Dove makes an

Billie

intelligent direction.

to

AR— *

S
,L
S te

*

the

of

Nothing

prediction.

"Scaramouche"

question,
season's best

*

*

rave about* * * The boy may yet turn
out to be a great screen actor, but there
is
little
in this picture on which to base
any

Apocalypse."

ideal

leading lady

for

Hoot.

Command"— Fox

Silent

PLAIN DEALER—*

*

Philadelphia
wholesome

*a

Metropolitan, Baltimore

*

Gets off a bit
slowly, but it soon shifts into high gear and
then the climaxes come thick and fast, packed with thrills and suspense.

The Fox,
BULLETIN—* *

Rose"— Warners'

"Tiger

Hippodrome, Cleveland

and

in-

NEWS—

Lenore Ulrich proves to be just
as ingratiating on the screen as on the
stage. * * *
"Tiger Rose," * * * provides
eminently
satisfactory
eye
entertainment.
"Tiger Rose" is ably directed, with
the dramatic interest mounting steadily.

patriotic picture, makes free use of
many views of the Navy and its ships and
men and, with the=e as a background, presents
an interesting story. * * *

TNQUTRER— *

*

An

*

and

effective

to

the preliminary praise that has been heaped
on it. * * *
There are many mob scenes
in which it is claimed 10,000 extras are used.
They look populous and the crowds are
managed with splendid skill.
* * * Is extremely picturesque,
and Rex Ingram has sumptuously transcribed
* * * Has not the sweep,
it to the screen.
grandeur and unity of "The Four Horse-

"The Virginian"— Preferred
Granada, San Francisco

in-

BULLETIN—Florence

teresting production

NORTH AMERICAN— "The
mand"

"glorifying

as

billed

is

Silent Comthe American

Navy," and it does so with a vengeance.
* * *
The picture is of the obvious variety,
but is not without any number of thrills
and suspense.

PUBLIC LEDGER (Evening)— "The
Command"

in

Simpson, Pat O'Malley and Raymond
Hatton all have important characterizations.

CALL AND POST—*

once

more

what

action,

lacks

it

vocal

in

tones.

For

finest

interpretation

despite

all

its

* *

An

*

much-too-

*

*"

the

of

is

kind

melodramas. *

generally

Tom
into

thing to treasure.
out all the best in

silver

And Forman

NEWS—

DAILY

sheet.

has brought

Kenneth Harlan. * • *
Directed by Tom Forman

an antiquated western-thriller fashion.
Kenneth Harlan plays the hero and Florence
Vidor Molly, the school teacher.
The merit

of

excellent
as

Lowe

of the film lies solely in the excellent acting
of Russell Simpson as Trampas, the virulent
cattle
rustler, as good a portrayal as we
have ever beheld.

EXAMINER—*
acted,
*

*

* well directed
at the

magnet

a perfect choice for the

is

an

is

The Granada audience

unqualified hit.
is not
of the type

that

laughter,
"Six Cylinder Love" opened. * * •
The settings are tasteful and the cast is
splendid. * * * A delightful source of amuse
ment as well as dramatic in its scope.
of

*

NEWS — Whatever

changes have been made
stage version, the film has lost
humor or glimpses of young love.

It snarkles with clever repartee.
TIMES But everything will enioy "Six
And we say that because
Cylinder Love."
we have seen it and not because New York
laughed at it for more than 52 weeks straight
befo-e the footlights.

—

habitually expresses itself;
all the more noteworthy
in which they
registered their
their applause during the action
and at the conclusion of the film

was

it

Kenneth
honors.

In

his

to

title

and well
Granada.

*

JOURNAL — It

Love"— Fox

*

proving a

is

Kenneth Harlan

gales

the

* * a

mighty good picture.
Forman has put the quality of humanity
his direction that makes this story a

role.

"Six Cylinder

on

CHRONICLE—*

in rather

Edmund

with

to

*

picture

a

is

and

*

Decatur. Alma Tell as his wife and Martha
Mansfield as a "vamp" in the confidence of
important in the action.
the conspirators
Analysis of the tale would show improbabilities and discrepancies, but just the same the
picture is a big production.

from the
none of its

*

There

RECORD — It

*

*

proves that the film can more than make up in
expression, through its wide sweep of scenic

stage

Seldom has a picture had finer photography or more varied
and fascinating backgrounds for its action.

The acting

charm

as

is

Virginian," one of the most popular
successes of the decade, is given its

obvious hokum.

be found

Vidor

schoolma'am, while Kus.

little

sell

"The

picture

interesting

Si-

ing as ever as the

a glorification of the United
It is not only an educational
is

PUBLIC LEDGER (Morning)—*

*

Made an indelible
upon everyone who saw it.

NEWS —

youth

POST-DISPATCH-*

£

lived up to
the interest

maintained
of the audience throughout its twelve reels.
Though one of the longest pictures ever made,
"Scaramouche" does not drag or seem padded.
POST-DISPATCH— In many respects it is

FREE PRESS— Amid

"Scaramouche" Metro
Capitol, San Francisco

BULLETIN—*

*

Washington, Detroit

CALL— Rex

Pleasure Mad" Metro
|Phe Chicago, Chicago
Al.
The story is pure and humprosperity ente-s the screen home

i

—

*

and

expectations

nhotography

Garrick, Minneapolis
JOURNAL "Rupert of Hentzau"

ture of 1923.

perhaps one of the best done

interesting

—It

and dignity.

of
the

it
for Metro had
the
Rafael Sabatini
cast and his own
directing,
he
could

in

superb

a

of
the old block, and he proves it
by the natural way he conducts himself during
the
picture.
Endowed with personality, he portrays realistically a typical American

Pershing, St. Louis

find a well defined plot,

gag incidents.
There
situations reach meloheights with the complementary
it withal, a veneer of fun has been
it would seem, and it gives a bril•lished surface to the whole.
About
1
a comedy as we nave seen, and
^terday in a burst of applause.
a

>

of

making

in

material

With

States Navy.
film, but a melodramatic thriller as well.
you have a grand combination. * * *

imposing,

Dur Hospitality"— Metro
Palace, Washington
LD — A veritable feast of fun
* #

one

is

supelative
ability
in
not fail to produce a master work in film
and this new production surely rivals "The
Tour Horsemen" in importance.

lent

"Rupert of Hentzau"

"Stephen Steps Out" F. P.-L.
Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— He is a chip

spiring

ve

— You

—

re-

satisfying.

Rex Ingram
novel.

"The

press notices have acclaimed her (Norma Shearer), a coming star
of cinema.
She is yet to be overrated. Certainly she has equipment for the first magnitude and it is her splendidly expressed work
which goes far to make the film a unique
success.
Much is to be expected of her.

got a story. * * *
But everystagey and movie-like. Many a trick
telling can be covered by
good

great

the great pictures.

abundant

see.

tures

got the

star.

EXAMINER — "Scaramouche"

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—*

Fay's, Rochester
many Western

Monroe, Chicago
They've got the

the cast,
well put on.

is

have

amply

ture"

excellent,
and, in the

note by

will

direc-

treatment bears

its

all

is

HERALD —Unlike

—Fox

VLD-EXAMINER—They've

out

in

semblance to Griffith's technique in "Orphans
of the Storm."
It is not mature esthetically,
is of popular taste, and as an "audience pic-

NEWS — Frugal

— Selznick

St.

worked

Barker is a clever
from me he didn't

The acting

BULLETIN— In

to

)dern

is

men," and

all

id

to do.

it

to direct.

Baker
Mile-a-Minute Romeo," at the Family,
his horse Tony get into al sorts
ps, but finally accomplish what they

take

but

tor,

as

movie

a

picture

this

terest.

main, the film

staple

super-

with all the little homey details making it
so true to life that it might be a chapter
in your own history or that of one of your
friends, you forget its triteness in your in

T— Tom Mix

to
of

compare
is

—

much

have come

to

the plot of this story

sketched you will probably remark that
you have seen a number just like it recently
that it is trite and has been used much too

ami yet, due to a number of wel:ouches, it is one of the cleversst in
the star has ever appeared.
pictures

anything

ficially

often.

ile-A-Minute Romeo" Fox
Family, Cincinnati
}TJIRER— It is a typical Tom Mix

done

with her work in "Pleasure Mad."

15

Harlan

walked

this production
stellar laurels.

*

the

manner

approval

by

of the story
itself. * * *

away
he

with the
has clinched

New York

Broadway,

AMERICAN—*

consequently

*The

result is an un*
*
attraction
"The
Virginian" is a well-acted, well-presented and
well-aimed bit of entertainment. * * *

qualifiedly

good

EVENING JOURNAL—Mr.

Forman

has

made

"The Spanish Dancer"— F. P.-L.
La Salle-Garden Regent, Detroit

NEWS — Pola

—

Negri

thine like her old
sion" and "Gypsy

in

a

return

to

some-

European form of "PasBlood" after two very

bad American starts

a straightforward film.* * * The photoplay is something about which the producers
can well boast.

MAIL —

*
A true representation of
the original story, beautifully mounted and
*
The part of the Virwell di-ected. *
To us
ginian was played by Kenneth Harlan.
Raymond Hatton is the star.
l

TRIBUNE—

"The Spoilers"— Gold.-Cosmop.
Crandall's, Washington
STAR — Tt is tense in its dramatic high
lights

support

and
to

the entire cast
the principals.

lends

splendid

may be desatisfactory.
"The
Virginian" is about the best tiling we ever
saw him do. This is an all-star cast which
has real stars; for Florence Vidor, Pat
O'Malley and Russell Simpson give performances which seem to us flawless,

scribed

as

So

Mr.

altogether

Harlan

THE
16

"The Wanters"— 1st
PLAIN DEALEF
I

.

uting

Marie
even

little

much,
Hun'

and

(Continued

effort
celluloid

i«l
.ii-ii

it

Draw Tax Program

Nat'l

Cleveland

Park-Mall,

Prevoal
the
to

help

doesn't

handsome

sleek,

laughing

!'c

p k

I-

I

The

S S

1

Mane

1W1

Marie

her

at

plot

the

in

as a revelation.
the slenclerness 01

is

"Woman Proof—

ol

F. P.-L.

Howard, Atlanta
INSTITUTION A treat
one of the best
has been seen in

Thomas Meighan

pictures

some

lor

for 'it

is

.t

It"

—

"

of the

'

which never seems

one

hut

to

lose

power when treated with sincerity.* * "
The quality of the acting and the material

its

count greatly

side of the production
picture's favor.
ly

STAR — It

is

different,

and

courageously

in

the

heavy, hut refreshinghe commended for its
unhappy ending.
a

trifle

is

to

TIMES An

was thoroughly

discussed and
ibelieved that a plan has been
formulated which will bring together
the various factions.
Insiders acquainted with the situation are less
optimistic than this, however, believing it will be difficult to propitiate
certain interests not in sympathy with
activities generally of the present nation,
ii

sickening and the plot

were

extended

deal of friction.
It
is
known that
the Michigan. Minnesota, and Texas
units were asked to send representa-

P.-L.
Miles, Detroit

Many

in

the

Supreme Court

Max

Spiegel

in

in

a

The

production
reels in length, and
explorations of the

Filrr

1'age

will

1)

be

will

have

liberties

been

taken

"
the story.
hut it is interesting
all
Allan Dwan * * * has been
the way.
careful
and
intelligent
in
almost
every
II.
H. Warner is excellent. * * *
move.

Series for Lee-Bedford

Dorothy Chappcll
Inc. is making

Co.,

of
a

Romax Film
series of

four

Lee-Bradford, the first
being
"Who's Cheating?"
Joseph
Levering directed.

Viking
centers around the adventt
I. eif
Ericson, called "Leif

story
of

suit

Lucky,"

behalf of Da-

Bride and Harold S. Kirby,
who assigned their claim to Samuel
I'ett for the purpose of the suit. Justice
Davis approved the report of
James W. Hyde, who heard the case

shows

and

that

Colura

Iceland before he landed
the West Indies in 1492.
All
scenes will be taken in their origi
locations in Norway,
Iceland,
Greenland, except those laid in
as referee, and directed a verdict for land" or Massachusetts..
$439,134. The judgment is to be col- duction, according to Clancy,
lected from Spiegel's stock in the have the official cooperation of
Norwegian Government. Pro
Mark company.
The judgment represents two- will start soon. Johan Bull, an
thirds of the value of Spiegel's 1,140 has been engaged to design tl
shares of Mark stock, which on the tumes and interior settings, and \
evidence, amounts to $366,635; two- sail with Ibsen for Norway on E
Clancy will follow as soon
thirds of the dividends from 1919 to 8th.
1921, or $28,146; interest of $4,665;' his cast has been completed.
two-thirds of the commission of $25 - interiors will be made in the
000 paid to Spiegel by the Sutphen Biograph studios, if the light
estate, owner of the Brewster prop- equipment proves satisfactory.
1
erty on which the New York Strand continuity calls for many spectaci
is
built, interest of $10,544 on that scenes including a battle between
sum, and the expenses of the litiga- Pagans and Christians of Iceland.
visited

F,

vit!

;

for

\

i

—

situation at the

to

moment.

It

is

is

understood that letters from individual congressmen, referred to at
the executive meeting voiced this oppositioin in no uncertain terms.
Information
gleaned
by
is

FILM DAILY

THE

in

Washington, shows

that the theatrical attendance throughout the country this fall reached a
volume greater than at any time during the past two years.
Reports of
admission tax collections for the
month of October, just secured by
the Treasury Department from its

Mark Realty Corp.

is only $150. the
value is $251.45, to which is
added $70 a share for goodwill of
The testimony
the name "Strand."

Toy

It closed last Deceral

showed

that average early net profits
for the period from 1919 to 1921 were
$210,565, and the average net value
of the capital and assets of the corporation was $1,755,348.

Judgments

Shipman Goes South
Ernest Shipman has
week's tour of the

left for a

TO

to

In

Celebrated

Pla>

OFFICE SPACE

LET. FULLY EQUIP
PED. LOCATED IN NEW

YORK'S FILM CENTRE
'PHONE SERVICE.

Apply Box M-26, Film Daih
71

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

.

=—
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Outlook

considerable trouble in many states
from a taxation viewpoint.
These
will all, however, be local in the various communities, such as Oregon,
Washington, Idaho. Nebraska. Mis-

It is expected that these figures will
exert a very grave influence on their
sentiments.

Ray Foster Marries
Announcement has just been made
Southern States.
All of th< se
have pretentious of the marriage of Ray Foster, caroad building programs outlined, and meraman, and Elizabeth Cunningthere has b<
uch talk of 'mil- ham of New Orleans, in New York
lion dollar' pictures, and 'million dol- Oct. 18.
lar' incomes of stars and players that
legis
ilmost made up their
Chaplin's Next "The Gold Rush"
minds that the movies offer a prolific
rial to THE FILM DAILY)
field for taxation.
In just what manLos Angeles The title of Charlie
ner
will appear is at the Chaplin's next comedy is "The Gold
moment uncertain. But they are Rush," a story of the "Forty-Niners."
and

all

of the
States

—

ing,

that's

>ur<

getting
i

though
That

debt.

probabl-

is

Many
further

in

of the
debt.

another reason for

m."

Get Rights

On

Einstein Film
Ked Seal Pictures Corp. have secured distribution of "The Einstein

Theory

of Relativity."

AT YOUR SERVICE

Aggers
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
2SO WEST 541* ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WO RK.,MATS, STEREOS, ELECTROS.
PHONES,

f

Wisconsin Rights Sold

"The Barefoot Boy," has

and $124 have
for Wisconsin
been filed in the Supreme Court by
of Milwaukee.
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan Dist. Corp.
against Sherman Fibbs of Albany on
two of ten notes.
for $125

tl

Southeast

States.
He intends producing
pictures annually in the South.

1

—

Bldg.

actual

William Breit has filed a default
various field offices, will show that judgment for $2,750 in the Supreme
admissiori tax collections for that Court against Joseph M. Narrons of
Connie in "The Goldfish"
month totalled very close to $7,000,- Utica on a note made to Murray W.
(Special to
HE FILM DAILY)
For the preceding month col- Garsson and endorsed to the plainJ000.
Los
Angeles
Constance
Tal- lections were slightly under $5,000,- tiff
madge's nexl picture will be "The ,000 and for October of last year,
Goldfish." Jerome Storm will direct. Ithcv totalled considerably under $5,1500,000.
This data, collected by the
Treasury Department; naturally finds
Legislative
its
waximmediately to those in
Congress who are interested in the
(Continued from fage 1)
"But moving pictures can expect tax question.

souri,

ei

picture

tion.
The suit was based on alleto this meeting in Washington.
gations that Spiegel agreed to give
Milwaukee Office Again Opens
Because of the probable shortness
Bride and Kirby two-thirds of all he
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
jof the session, it is planned by those
the transaction.
Milwaukee
Under the mana
here to push their plans, and make got out of
The court found that while the par ment of Frank M. De Lorenzo,
?very effort to have Congress give
value of the stock of the Mitchell H. Selznick office has reopened in
consideration
their

it

with

pictures

filed

against

from

tives

considerable opposition in Congress at this time to
[repealing the taxes in question, and

puerile.

is

to

invitathose state

organizations between which and the
national body there has been a great

possible
|known that there

"Zaza"— F.

NEWS

(Continued

'1

However,

association.

tional

improbable story, which has
jearliest
elements nevertheless.
The hero

excellent
is

the appeal lor elimination of
the admission tax will be an urgent
plea for the repeal also of the seating capacity tax.
The cementing of the breach between the several dissenting exhibitor factions, the healing of which
would greatly hamper the organiza-

tions

time.

"You Can't Get Away With
Fox Liberty, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—*
One
oldest,

possible

Coupled

Plans Viking

Figures as to the value of stock in
the Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corp.,
owning the Strand theaters in New
York, Brooklyn, and Albany, and the
earnings of the company, have been

I

type

"Cinderella"

worked out with new angles. * * *
Mi^s Prevost
however, is the outstand
inn mcml>cr of the east.
Few actresses on
toilax
the sereen
e.m surpass Miss Prevost ill
linht comedy work. * * *

is

\

il

the

is

It

real

came

ability

picture

TIMES

most

a

That she has

The onll weak spot

'

star

titst

"The Wanters" proved

dramatic

n

her

in

discussions of
the revenue law.

its

in

I

with

"Tli.-

picture,

(Prevost)

Prevost

begin

changes

bi st

NEWS

rinc venture,
sanl surpi

to

1)

expected almost immcdi.it.

is

.it

Adams, Detroit
R

l

by the

which

Page

Ways and Means Committee

i

paths.

from

In the Courts

CIRCLE

2450-1-2.

Ml

Insist on prints on-

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

—

oAaron Jones Captures

Mabel Normand
The Extra
For an

Los Angeles
the 5th
"It's

run in

indefinite

— "The

week

his

Girl

Orpheurn Theatre, Chicago

Extra Girl" was held over at the Mission Theatre from

to the 6th to the 7th to the 8th

Miss Normand's Best Work," wired Manager Jack Root

San Francisco

— Smashing

"Sure-Fire!"

wired

—

runs at the California and the Portola

Jack

Partington.

"A

100%

Audience

Picture"—
Chicago

—

It

follows "Rosita" at the Orpheurn.

A
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR

S.

KftNt, PRESIDENT

Mack Sennett Production
Directed By
F. Richard Jones

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTORS
pATHe ExCHANOB,

f*c.

— —

brAdstreet
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Consolidation

STARTING
sed
t'right

words
Regarding the

Far from

perfect.

i'l't

uniform
the
a step in the

ci-it's

And

eiion.

wd

as

it

(Special to

—

right

C. I. B. O. has not yet
formed, its sponsors declare
they are only waiting to secure the
proper man to act as general manager
Efforts
before becoming operative.
arc being made to ?.ecure Jim Mullen

been

for the post.

In speaking of the aspirations of
the consolidated group, Silas Bunce.
FILM
of Progress, said to

THE

development is but the
It is almost idiotic

'his

DAILY:

inning.

predictions in this
moves too fast;
many
is subject to too
ail
fflnges.
But pin this one:
whin the next 18 months

fcventure

It

b iness.

One of the comedy scenes in "The Extra Girl," in which Mack Sennett
presents Mabel Normand,— a picture that is enjoying record runs. Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

tpution
scheme throughout
This applies to
i industry.
m old line companies as well
anthers.

False Prosperity

interesting de'velopdistribution scheme is
lhat the state right operators
ehad their business materially
l|cause of the play date clause
h uniform contract.
One of the
independent operators
t >osted
nied this; giving as the reason
illi
the old days while' product
J ontracted
exhibitor
for
the
1< be
talked into playing someRise. But the play date clause
the

this

in

11

this.

cli

for some important
from the Coast within
next week or two. Some

[Look

;s
i

wy important news.
Lacmmle
xluhitors

wants
feel

to

know.

about running

lunchback" at $1.65 top. Inif
the production going into
jitimate theaters.
Says he is
that the production should
it) the picture house instead of

I

I

I

llitimatc theater
to do this.

if

the exhibitor

Ing

a real

t'

liljors

idea.

But how many

dare charge $1.65 top for
That's the question to

-tine?

alwcred.
!

ic.

how

No

matter

Seen by Whitman Bennett
ductions

how

big,

costly the production.

If

Become Seasonal

His Reasons

Why

May Not
Pro- Paramount Studios
main Open With
Units at

Close

in East
at Least

Work

May

ReThree

(Continued on Page 6)

Johnsons Form
(Special

to

—

New Company

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany The Martin Johnson AfriIsland Paramount studios
Whitman Bennett sees a grave may not shut down, despite the orig- can Expedition Corp. has been formdanger in the proposed shutdown in inal intention of the company to close ed here, listing 2,100 shares of comthat he feels it would make the pro- both the Eastern and Western stu- mon stock, no par value. The incorThis, dios for about ten weeks.
duction field a seasonal one.
porators are F. T. Davidson, A. P.
he declares, would establish a false
Plan: are now under way to main- Osborn and C. E. Akeley.
prosperity at stated intervals during tain three units in the East, beginthe year and a complete lull during ning work in the next few weeks. At
Godsol Sells the Roosevelt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
others. He says:
present, Tom Meighan is finishing
Chicago Control of the Roosevelt
"The thing that bothers me most about "Pied Piper Malone," and Gloria
the picture 'shut down' is the fact that,
Swanson,. "The Humming Bird." A Theater has passed from S. J. Godsol
watching the conditions for the past three
new vehicle has been selected for to Balaban & Katz for a reported
or four years, I have come to fear that the
motion picture business is going to become Swanson which Allan Dwan will di- consideration of $1,925,000.
'seasonal' in the same sense as the legitimate
William de Mille will produce
rect.
show business. That is to say, I fear that "Icebound" in the East and Meighan
"Covered Wagon" in Brooklyn
producing
of
rush
a
we are going to have
every summer every producer wants to will start work on a new picture al"The Covered Wagon" today enhave something on the Autumn market
most immediately. Victor Heerman ters its second week at the Montauk
then a condition of over-production, then,
will probably direct the latter, while theater, Brooklyn, where it is playperhaps, a second cheaper producing season
Al Green returns to the coast to head ing a limited engagement, following
in February and March for Spring and Summe f offerings.
another unit for Famous.
which it goes into Teller's Shubert,
weeks.
of
It is doubtful whether or not the Brooklyn, for a couple
"The result of such a state of affairs
would be most unfortunate. At one or two coast plant will close. It is true that Both theaters are legitimate houses.
periods of the year, all the good actors
some of the Famous people have been
would be working and would get new fanThen they would "farmed" out to other producers. This
tastic ideas about salaries.
Iowa Exhibitors Organize
until the next producing
'live on their fat'
fact, plus the additional fact that the
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
the
in
Broadway
onto
getting
period
or try
holiday season is on will carry matSalaries
legitimate or going into vaudeville.
The Iowa Theater
Moines—
Des
of
January.
and all producing costs would be high dur- ters over to the middle
Ass'n has been formed here
ing the 'producing periods,' and the burden Jesse L. Lasky upon hin return from Owners'
of Perry, president.
oi carrying empty studios would be serious
the coast recently, listed a new series with J. C. Collins,
during the intervals.
to enroll 600 theplan
sponsors
The
In of pictures that the company will
"The market is now 'over-loaded.'
owners
in this state.
ater
make.
next
(Continued on Page 2)

The Long

—

—

"The Hunchback"
I

"The plan is for a more complete distribuFor instance,
tion at considerably less cost.
we will take the case of Progress. It now
:'
costs us forty per cent to distribute
product.
Say we buy a 'picture, pay $1,000
$5,000.
for it and ihe picture grosses us
There is $1,000 first cost; $2,000 for disWith
tribution and $2,000 profit for us.
the formation of this company we will be
able to distribute our product for fifteen
Thus we save twenty-five per
per cent.
cent and that will make it possible for us
to pay producers more for their pictures
:

w:e will be drastic and markchanges in the entire dis-

ajng

THE FILM DAILY)

While the

plans understood to be
r(ng look for a like idea in
Before
other points.
cil
And once the idea deoj; look for a more general
sltion throughout the counthin the next year.
b'

to

cow.

develops.

idea

the

it.

con-

be im-

will

Hope

—

Boston
The Consolidated Independent Booking Offices will be the
name of the organization planned by
the six New England exchanges who
are
uniting to
lower distributing
The companies to be included
ccsts.
are, Progress, Eastern Feature Film,
Certified, Cadillac, Pioneer, and Mos-

distribution plan of
operators. Naturally,

t-ilike

Near

Distributing Cost Want
Jim Mullen for "G. M."

i'ewhere find a few

Boston.

Exchanges

Lower

DANNY

By

Boston

Six

—

—

—
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False Prosperity

WHY ROME

IS

CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

!

(Continued from Page
February, on the contrary, the mark
be in a condition to absorb moreSI
In the meantime, everybody loseH
perhaps, the exhibitor.
"It seems to me that the large con
can guard against this condition byHI
producing at any one time of the]
There is no question about '"•"ifl
continu^HI
of
operating
economy
The product '<^|l
economically.
great
enough
be
never
will
pendents
the market, if the big fellows oHI
[I
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Price 5
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Film and Film Folks.
Dai)) except Saturday, at
St.. New York. N. Y., by

Will's

1^2.1.

4-tth

Wins FILMS ai"l FILM FOLKS. INC.
loseph Dannenberg, ('resident and Editor
W Alu-nate. Treasurer and Business Man

t

.

M

Maurice D. Kaon, Managing Editor
M Mcrscrcau. Advertising Manager

have not said anything about SI
'million dollar' productions whi
preat successes but which never eanl
money back in less than a couple of J
I
do not say anything on thai!:
it at all.
because I am so deeply convinced tfcl
people who have made those productioj
themselves convinced of the fallacy!)
that this evil will cure itself in tail
These productions are not||
future.
futile in themselves, but have the bail
"1

ntered as second c!..s>s matter May 21. 1918
it the post olTicr at New York. N. Y.. undei
the act 01 March 3. 1879.

ng
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to

St.,

New York

Vanderbilt 455 1 -4552 5558.
Hollywood. California Walter R. Ureene
'I'bone. Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Ulvd
N.

I'bone

Y.

—

of

Wabash Ave

Mack, 738

Irving

of

making

discontented

the public

will

cxp e ns vf anc* ' ess glamourous prodt»ii
which depend for their appeal on charj
ration and plot and intelligence rathol
on n-.ere lavish spectacle.
'

1603.

ihicago Repiescutative

j

ticna'ly.

S.

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredmari.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave

'

,

London, W.

I

I.

Representative

t'aris

Clichy.
entral
tionale
vakia),

— Le

Film.

42

ur.der the title of

—

European

Representative interna
Filmschau.
Prague
(Czecho-SloWenzelplatz

Ready
jal

for
t.,

state after

—

by a Robert Herberto Guiscardo and his hordes.
In this mighty stadium, the thumb-print of ancient-day scenes for "The
Eternal City," a George Fitzmaurice production and presented by Samuel
Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures) was enacted.
More tomorrow. Advt.
centuries ago

New

(Special to

—

Dallas J.
plans for a
are

now

The new
Famous
the

Given In Imperial Pictures
(Special to

Dallas Film Building

Film

Sixth

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Potsdam. N.
Strand Theater
Co., of Ogdensburg, which operates
in the hands of contractors.
theaters in this city, Malone and in
building will be occupied by Plattsburg, has taken over the BuchPlayers.
An extension to man property and will erect their
Building is planned shortly. sixth house on the site.

(Special to

—

Philadelphia
Herb Given has acquired an interest in the Imperial Picture Exchange, 1302 Vine St., and
has assumed active management of
the office.

Bob Gary With Saxe Interests
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Bob Gary, formerly

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Burglars recently
blew open the safe of the Orpheum with Famous, has joined the Saxe
and made away with $1,400.
The Amusement Enterprises, Inc., as exhouse is run by Wilmer & Vincent. ploitation representative.

Plans History of India

t

\Y.

G.

Films,

Underv

Series
of Specialty
purchased the

ogram
•

westerns
Iklahoma and Arkansas.
^eri.-,

Gladwin Park
sial

in
I

Who's

Explosion,

jjfFice pa13^

.

Who

in the

to "Flash In" a

Fii

Rough Water, Wreck, C

Submarine, Zeppelin,
Arriving or Departing,
Shots Striking,
Firing,
Guns
Stuff of Foreign or U. S. Actio
Travel Scenes anywhere in the Worl
Notable Personages, Scientific, 1
Sunsi
Nav.

lision,

Ship

W

Insect,

Animal or Bird L

Magic, Colored or Non-Flam.
New
220 West 42d St.
Chickering 2110

13
AU-Star Cast of

most famous "heavy" the screen has
developed in the past decade. Torn by
surging passions In- came upon them
the

— THEN

happiness
their
shattered
hands but a moment ago weak and help

out— THE BLIND EYES
WHAT HAPPENED
ONE OF THE GREATEST
THRILLS AND CLIMAXES THE
SCREEN HAS EVER SEEN.
reached

less

SAW— AND

Now

HERE

Aladdin

THF. FILM DAILY)

he

When you want

it

JACK RICHARDSON

2

for

f

— maybe Stone has

"THE FIRE PATROL"

><><1.

Dalli

frfim riipntim

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.

history of India, with the
main portion of the story occurring
ir the 10th Century.
the

Underwood Buys Monogram

Path^comedy

dustrial,

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — A
K. Mozumdar
ires he may make a picture trac(Special to

Product."

2 reels

Y—

Dugger states that
new two story structure

Harrisburg Orpheum Robbed

THE FILM DAILY)

"A Proven

House Planned
THE FILM DAILY)

P.

I

COMEDIES

—

A

slated.

\

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG

episodes.

Correction
"Topics of the Night," one of the
special reels shown at the Reichcnbach dinner last week, was produced
with the cooperation of Timely Films,
producers of "Topics of the
Day," and not Literary Digest, as

will be rell

"The Great

Way."

The scene above is the interior of the Colisseum at Rome in its present
more than eighteen hundred years. It was destroyed seventeen

"The Sea Hawk"
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Frank Lloyd starts
k on "The Sea Hawk" shortly.
ll will keep him busy until late April.
I'ivt
of the 16th Century type
have been constructed for the sea
battle

"Cain and Mabel."

Rue de

Gladwin

Park,
i

tied

as

bast
the

IS

"THE FIRE PATROL"

Aladdin.

Hunt Stromberg

Directed by

1
(i&cUuxitUrncLt UXcZuaID

>

And There Are
To 'omc
(

5

Other Rig Melodramas

!

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
729 7th Ave.,

animated film!
^4rt Titles
LEADERS * TRAILER:

N. Y. City

F)QC PATROL

F/QE

PMR6&

145 W. 45. ST.

N.Y.

BRYANT

^Are You "Ready.?
MUCH
Dame"

my own

against

am showing "The Hunchback

of Notre

in various legitimate theatres throughout the United States.

am making

I

desire, I

a profit

on these showings and

who will show

preparing the way for the exhibitor

The only reason

at

have chosen legitimate theatres

I

on

later

it

the same time

is

simply must have a real run and most exhibitors up to

popular

at

am

I

prices.

because the picture

now

have been

fear-

of changing their policy to two-a-day and charging $1.65 top.
Now that I am in the midst of "road-showing" the big production,

ful

find that exhibitors of importance are

I

changing their attitude and are show-

ing a disposition to change their policy, thus cutting legitimate theatres out

of the picture business.
I

approve of

this

with

all

my

heart and soul.

I

have always claimed that

pictures belong in picture houses, but with a picture as great
alleled

as

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame",

or treat

it

like

Wherever
its

I

have found a

I

have given

am

not pretending that

booking.

I

it

picture house that

is

willing to change
a day at $1.65

the preference over any legitimate theatre.

I

it

positively cannot sacrifice

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" twice

stand ready to do this wherever
I

it

feasible.

is

expect to sacrifice this production.

am

I

sat-

the outstanding picture of the past ten years, one that will

is

come, one on which

last for years to

it

it

first class

I

isfied that

unpar-

as

an ordinary picture.

policy by showing

top,

I

and

consider

has shown, that

I

it

I

could afford to take

my

time about

so exceptional, such a demonstrated success wherever

am more

than doing

my

part

when

I offer

run

to

it

in

picture houses instead of legitimate houses.
If
first

I

get a proper run in every

blow

at the

same time

to kill the evil of running pictures in legitimate theatres,

more than

Of

community and

don't

I

mean

number must be

that every ticket

must be

$1.65.

will feel

my

story.

or write me.

UNIVERSAL

How

does

it

strike

you ?

,n

PICTURES

I

mean

that a

Afterward you will want to

sold at that price.

repeat the picture at popular prices and reap a double profit

There's

I

satisfied.

course,

reasonable

strike the

If

it

from

it.

appeals to you, wire

^^
CORPORATION

The Picture Plus
OWEN MOO^l
"yHodern
Qy^ialrirnon
Jfjjere

is

a production which

offers to exhibitors exceptional

bq£ office values

PLUS a

most

unusual selection of business
attracting
•

advertising

access-

ories.

JLhe celebrated

^

John Held,

artist

created
the posters which are

^CtC/JLU

illustrated

page.

L

Jr.,

on the opposite

-

0*>

^

N'

'

»"

s

W±ndaw
Card,

1 Sheet -A
"Modem Mafrimow"

""Modern Matrimony"
*

«-

Stirring

starring

Oweu
Moore
a cawt
miih

Moore
Owen
a ever

t>tcfadtrt&,

Lahe

Alice

with

Alice

3 Sheet

including

Lake

SKeet-B

A

(

Tiodern

Thtrimony
%r
starring

Owen Moore
ItV/t
ft

a

cuii irwludirft

V'-"

'

"*?>

—

'/

>

ij

3 Skeet-Bi
i

Modern

''.'..'

mam*
Al'«: e

,

Lul!f

.
.

6 Skeei

.''.
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DAILV

Two Managers

Near

Consolidation

(Continaed from Page 1)
can in turn make better pictures,
uring themselves oi bigger profits
[t'a bound to
ilntor will pay
for a fair one.

larger returns,

.]

.:^

..m

thai

than

lilm

.!

.

work
more

plan will be to form the C. I. B. O.
with
manager from ilic outside, and salesfrom the outside with no one of us
The
ive an) saj about the distribution.
six of us will each have an office of our
own and retain only our private secretaries,
can thus devote all our time to the buyThe manager of the
etter pictures.
li
()
will be responsible to the board
oi directors and everything will be gone over
once weekly.
The manager is to be rcspontalesmen and results obtained.
" ["he idea of this is that if Progress sells
tiinis. naturally
Progress pays more of
The
the COSl "I distribution than any other.
operating
to
oi
be pro-rated on a basis
For instance, if the
o
the amount sold.
tern come to $2,000 this week,
the C, I. B. O. deducts the cost of
ibution say. $250— and sends a check
Thus each of us
balanci to Eastern.
foi
will be able to see at all times who is paying
the principal cost and buck up the sales
Naturally a manof the ones that are low.
from the outside will be anxious for
allowing and will push all proIt
it
is
decided that the poor busiject.
one
of the companies is due
any
to poor pictures, then that one will be requested at the meeting of the board to get
order to secure better
in
better pictures
ic

!

il

\

Six Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Georgia Theater In

house,

according to the policy of the Keith- the purchase of the Washington, BelStanley interests to have two shifts at leville, 111.
each house. Two orchestras, two sets
Tolgate & Haynes, owner of the
of cashiers, two managers, two stage
picture house at Carlisle Ind., are
like.
the
crews, and
opening a new house in St. Francis-

i

(Special to

tant general director of the Stanley
houses, is now supervising the theaters east of Broad St., while Edgar
Wolf has entire supervision of those
west of Broad. Joe Cohen will hereafter have charge of the Great Northern, Germantown; Colonial, Empress
and Manayunk in Kensington, besides
the houses he already runs.

thei
Fred
for
series of six Western pic-

Philadelphia,

piece,

Thomson
tures

Pennsylvania,
Eastern
Jersey and Delaware.

for

Southern

Pictures

series

for

has

(Special to

the

sold

Monogram

THE FILM DAILY)

of the Palace, while
into the Old Mill.

General
Cinematografica
Sociedad
for Argentine, Uraguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador.

Southern
division which has had Dallas under

Now Have

Controlling Interest

taking

district

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Lansdale,

Pa.

—The

Main

Line

Ardmore,

theater,

is

operated

by the same company.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Atlanta has

Oklahoma City,
Dallas.
Rosebaum

in

Memphis, and
was branch manager
before coming here.

in

San Francisco

investigator traveling the state, visiting points where such practices exist.

Richards

New

Hal to

& M. House Opens

F.

—

Mich. Fitzpatrick
'It -Kirov,
of Chicago, have just
opened their new Lyric which replaces the house destroyed by fire
last year.
E. J. Miller will have

Traverse

i

ity,

&

—

Kansas City Richards & Flynn
have secured for distribution in Kansas and Western Missouri oi "The
Jungle Trail of the Son of Tarzan"
and "The Bargain."
Unique

Special Pathe Release

"Why
title

Klephants Leave Home"
Pathe release

of a special

(Special to
is

in

The picture was shot in
and was titled here by

on
Katherine Hilliker.

of

i

Another Theater Burns
THE FILM DAILY]

—

Moultrie, Ga.
The local pi
house is one of the buildings
was destroyed by the recent fire.

Fire

Completely Destroys R.

TDK FILM

(Special to

—

Mot on

P

i

i

DAILY]

Sweetwater, Tex. The F.
been totally ruined by fire.

&

fl

ICTUR

Sales
POODi/CCaS AtENT

DLSTRIBUTI

Film Baoneo
expoa-

Fight Against Picketing

ENRY KOLLM

TmimaiSmvias

NON-inr.ATBi

OMGANIZA riON, Pb |
peoji cro*t

AttOBATORr
LI8GAHT-

67 West 44

I

,k

',

St. NewYoRnGrr VMurwii

Earle

at

Now A

First Run
THE FILM DAILY)

—

El Paso, Texas
J.
M. E. Hart
has taken over the Unique and turned
the house into a first run.
It has
thoroughly renovated and redecorated.

am

in the

market

for

SINGLE REEL N0VELT1

—

have taken over the

Iris

28th

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

IRIS
Ave. N

J.

from Becker Bros.

"Robin Hood" Favored
THE FILM DAILY)
Mexico City, Mex. As a result

OFFICE SPACE

(Special to

—

of
a recent contest conducted by El
Universal, to determine the best liked
picture shown in Mexico during 1923,
"Robin Hood" was decreed the

i

TO LET. FULLY EQU1
PED. LOCATED IN NF
YORK'S FILM CENTI
•PHONE SERVICE.
Apply Box M-26, Film
71

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y.

winner.

LOUIS
AIBTF

MEYER
WuTL

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

^EST

19 to STREET

,

£ Dl TltJO

rrTLmO

L

Buys Philadelphia Theater
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia Green
and Altman

Flynn In Deal

THE FILM DAILY)

rhar.

the

DAILY]

— Fire

Capitol theater.

to the

(Spedial to

Kansas City As noted, the Film
Board of Trade placed itself on recbeen divided.
R. G. Rosebaum is
ord as being strongly opposed to
here to establish headquarters for a
bicycling.
The Board now has an
in

C.

S.

(Special to

Win

Fighting Bicycling

— Famous-Players
manager

owne

termined origin caused $150,000

to

Sydney Samson, presiBuffalo
The December releases of Fox prodent of the Film Board of Trade, has
ductions includes:
appointed a committee to see that all
"The Net," "You Can't Get Away With
charitable institutions having It," "Hoodman Blind," "Gentle Julia" "Kenlocal
projection machines be supplied with tucky Days," "Cupid's Fireman," "The Wolf
films gratis for the entertainment of Man," "Eyes of the Forest," and the following short subjects "The Income Tax ColMore than a dozen lector," "The Riding Master," and "Spring
their inmates.
such institutions are taking advantage Fever," "Monks A La Mode," "Johnny's
Swordfish," and "The Canadian Alps."
of the offer.

more

district

THE FILM

Charleston,

Fox December Releases

—

the

Big Theater Fire

New

Richmont

Thomson

Evans Brothers were

Amusement Co., headed by Wm. J. and Redd Sts., and will take possesin Dallas.
As part of the readjust- Laportes, now has the controlling insion the latter part of the month.
ment program, Bruce Fowler who terest in the new Lansdale. The ArdThe house, a new one, was bought
came to Dallas as city manager, be-

the

i

a total loss.

office.

be handled .out of
Memphis by Chas. Mcllravey; Oklahoma by E. L. Perry in Oklahoma
City, while Al E. Fair remains in
charge of Texas, with headquarters

Dallas

Fire thai
Y.of Westfteld

N.
all

San Toy Theater Burn*
Amsterdam Buys Thomson Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Andrew J. Callaghan has closcil a
Keyset-, W. Va.— The San fe
deal with Ben Amsterdam, Master- Lonaconing is in ruins from

Helps Charitable Institutions

will

comes manager
Williamson goes

THE FILM DAILY

Stanley

—

supervision of the Dallas

Big Up-State Fin

to

Grand

the

ville, 111.

Zone Managers Switched
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia— Joe Murphy, assis-

in

special

Jamestown,

—

Arkansas

B
LI
DAILY;
Rt!

Grand

•troyed nearly

Two Deals Closed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Export & Import, which controls
Kansas City Jay Means and F.
L Hited States and Canadian rights A. Gibbons,
Southern Enterprise Changes
owners of the Murray,
to "A Trip To Mars," has closed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and the Prospect, won their fight for
Dallas Arkansas and Oklahoma two deals for state rights with Mas- an injunction against the picketing of
terpiece, of Philadelphia for Eastern
their
theaters
by the Operators'
theaters belonging to Southern EnPenn. and So. N. J. and with Aywon Union
and the local musicians' union.
terprises have been removed from
for Greater New York.
the

19

I

(Special to

I

Theater Deals

Illinois
(Special to

3,

St. Louis
Pete Rybanic, owner of
(SpeOial to THE Fl I.M
when it opens about F"eb. the Movie has purchased the Wilson,
Carterville, Ga. -Fire of ufll
will have two resident managers, from Samuel Steinberg.
The Wil1,
origin wiped away a whole bus
Nate Sablosky, now managing the son seats about 200 persons.
Globe, and Charlie Thompson, the
Bob Cluster of Johnston City is block. The World, owned by V
manager at the Crosskeys. This is said to have consummated a deal for Dodd is in ruins.
It

results.

1!
O. will give the little independents
the same wide distribution as larger companies like Federated or American Feature,
among the independents, or Paramount or
Uoldwyn among the others, the sum and subbeing that with our combined pro-t. lice
duct we will have more than enough features,
scenics and general short subdies,
jects to supply
the exhibitor with a maInstead of going to
jority of his program.
i\ he comes
to one the C. I. B. O.,
and where we now have one, two or three
man representing us each, we will then
have at least six or seven men and will
naturally get around to different exhibitors
< often."
(

For Elrae

THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia—The Elrae, the Stan(Special to

Monday, December

LABS. inc.

7620-7461

Did you know

that

MARION
DAVIES"
broke the world's
record at the
'•|Y"F%

APITOL THEATRE

beating Robin

cn.y.)

Hood and every

other attraction in history

THE TWO- WEEKS WORLDS
RECORD HELD BY THE
WORLD'S GREATEST ATTRACTION
ITTLE

paid admissions
JJ (osmopolitan
p^ ro du.c tion.

itL

NEW

YOm
VJisir>ll>u,tetC

by

rtyyidiwr^Qosmopolitan,

THE.

On Broadway
Astor— The

Hunchback

— "The

Day of Faith."
Strand — "Ponjola."

iy

Brooklyn

til

Capitol— "In
Central

— "This

Man."
"i

I'll,

Cosmopolitan

the King."

Freedom."

— "Under

Red

The

d Wagon."
Criterion— "Tli'
Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
New York Today "The
Loew's

—

—

—

Kid."

•ttntrv

Tuesday "The Broken Wing" and
he Near Lad]
"''"he Green Goddi
Wejjnesdaj

Mark of Zorro."
Miracle Maker" and

sdaj

le

Friday—'"
efs

1

:

I

'

Satnrdav—
Lyric— "The

\\

hue

rnal Three."
Sister."

—

—

tive)

Jack Gross,

Eldorado,

Eldorado.

I

Would Cut Victoria Tax
THE FILM DAILY)

Special to

Victoria,

B.C.,

— Asking

that

the

Baumer

Films, to compel Comptroller Craig to pay $8,000 for a film,
"Standing Room Only," made for the
Transit Commission to show crowded conditions in the subways.
The
city contended that the $8,000 was
not a proper expenditure
of
city
funds, and the court ruled that the
question hould be decided by a jury.
the

picture houses be
rut from ten to five per cent., a large
delegation of theater owners, headed
by Rowe Holland, appeared before

—

—

—

to

t

"

Barron Assisting Rothchik
Herbert L. Rothehild left*
coast on Saturday and before™
declared that Edward B. Barron,
recently joined the Rothehild thi
of San Francisco, will act as ass
to him and not as general man
Jack Partington will continue

"

eral

manager.

New York

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratory
WILLIAM
542

GILL,

S.

Fifth Ave.

the estate of John J. Murphy, which
owns the studio property at Westchester
and
Concord
Aves,
the
Bronx, to compel the corporation to
pay arrears of rent alleged to be

Eastern Salei M|J

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1&

Minnie Elizabeth Webs
Representative

Exclusive

The Jackson Film Studio Corp. has
been sued in the Supreme Court by

Holljrwo

for

De Barros
"Let Not Man

Violet

Blackton's

p|

Asunder"
Address
17

all

West 42nd

communications

New

Street,

YorfcJ

Longacre 8225

-.al

—

Service

Louis, where

he will be in
succeeded by
Cecil C. Vaughn, one time assistant

for

Independent Film

Move*

St.

Graham

(large.

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Williams has moved manager

to

Dallas J.
the Independent
floor

Rafael Sabatini relative
ing of "Captain Blood."

—

—

Inc.,

Smith Back From EurojB
Albert E. Smith has rctur^H
Europe where he conferred^

amusement tax on

Hon. John Oliver and Hon. Hart
Central— "This Freedom."
utly.
Oliver and Hart promised
The
Red
Cosmopolitan "Under
they would give the matter considRobe."
eration.
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
"Scaramouche."
Street
more than $5,000.
Forty-Fourth
Harry Graham To St. Louis
Lyric— "The White Sister."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not yet determined.
Rialto
Not yet determined.
Rivoli
Kansas City Harry Graham, local
Strand "Anna Christie."
branch manager for Pathe, has left

—

3,

—

Week

Brooklyn Strand "Flaming Youth.'
Cameo Not vet determined.
Capitol— "Slave Of Desire." (tenta-

The Courts

&

worth;

Astor— "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
Broadway Not yet determined.

In

Monday, December

The Appellate Division of the SuCourt has decided that Kl.iw
the officers of the preme
are not entitled to 1,250
Erlanger
8
Ministerial Alliance, that a committee
from the alliance would be appointed .shares of Famous Players stock they
under a secret agreement
to review pictures, Mrs. Gertrude A. claimed
Saw tell, chairman of the Kansas ten- with the late Alf Hayman that he
sor board, announced that ministers would give the half of all he received
would he permitted to "sit in" with From the estate of Charles Frohman.
the state hoard of review, hut will Hayman got half the common stock
not be permitted to influence the of Charles Frohman, Inc., and traded
for Famous Players shares, but
it
d in judging films.
after his death his estate contended
that the secret agreement for half his
Committee Appointed
stock, exacted by Klaw
Erlanger,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
was not fair to the other creditors of
Kansas City In accordance with the Frohman estate.
the resolution adopted at the last convention of the M. P. T. O. or Kansas, relative to co-operating with the
The Appellate Division has reversed
President an order obtained by the Continental
Ass'ns.
Parent-Teacher
Liggett has appointed the following Guaranty Corp., acting on a claim of

—

Kansas City
ment made by

('.
M. Smith. Tenth Street Kansas City;
M. B.Shanherg. Palace Salina; J. B. Tackett,
Tackctt, CofTcyville; Harry McClure, Strand,
Emporia; Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Leaven-

—

—

"Outsiders"
I'M M DAILY)
Following a state-

committee:

Rialto— Tiger Rose."
Rivoli— "Long Live Tlic King."
Strand "Flaming Youth."

Next

Want
THE

Don't

(Special to

Notre

of
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Film Service Co.,
from Commerce St., to the third
in the Film Bldg.
Morris Back

(Special to

in

Theater Collapses

of

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

continent.

—

is

New

National

Richmond, Va.

Buys Keystone Film Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bible

has

STORIES

— The

new National

has opened.

bought the Keystone Film Exchange
from Pete Glenn who is now with
Pathc.

Open

THE FILM DAILY)

Bradford Doing Musical Score
C. Bradford is preparing

James

the musical
City."

score for

"The Eternal

WANTED

FOR PRODUCTION
\\ e are in the

with

strong

offering

market for original stories
melo -dramatic situations

unusual

exploitation

Submit synopsis onl)

THE
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YEAR BOO
Filmdoms Recognized Referet
Book

OUT JAN.

1 st

features.

Year Round Advertising

.

PYRAMID PICTURES, Inc.
150 West 34th Street
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FEATURES
IN

owned by Charles Kiregh-

(Special to

—-Tom

Direction - Footage - Distribution

Rochester, Ind. The entire west
wall of the Gar-Bell theater collapsed
recently.
No one was hurt. The

'Frisco

house
San Francisco— M. M. Morris, of baum.
the Western Poster Co., is back from
a six months' tour of Europe and the

Philadelphia

Productions of 1923

Pathe here.

for
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is

New York
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"harge of Sales

—

$6,999,867
(Special to

Washington

"The Hunchback," has
ointed general sales manager

atrical

1

3

made

was

A

"How

new

series

The October

returns are the highwhen the figures
were $7,362,487. In considering the
est since June, 1921,

latter total,

Selling Stock
Offering

Blocks in

Washington Theaters
Shares $100 Each
rial to THE FILM DAILY)
tigton
Crandall's Ambassa-

—

Tivoli Theaters, Inc., operat>any of the Ambassador, 18th
jmbia Road and the Tivoli,
ler completion at 14th and
)ad, are offering a limited
if stock to the public, through

When America's first romance tha,t of John Alden and
An historical scene from the great picture, Charles Ray
of

Myles Standish."

Associated Exhibitors.

ach purchase of preferred stock a
of common stock will be issued,
ne share of common stock will be
with each five shares of preferred
(Continued on Page 2)
l

must be borne

in

mind

—Advt.

—began.

Priscilla
in "The

Court-

Gratification was expressed locally
yesterday over the October tax returns and the fine business the figures
(Continued on Page 2)

Atlanta Worried

Express Rates Gut
Saving In Store for Industry
try Re-Zoned Into Three
Sections
(Special to

Washington

CounRate

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

film industry

Georgia Plans to Increase Exchange
License Fees from $100 to

$1,000— Bill
(Special to
is

for a saving in express charges,
as a result of a decision handed down
by the Interstate Commerce Commission yesterday which ordered that
the United States be divided into
three rate zones, one covering the
Eastern seaboard; one, that territory
in

west of the Mississippi and including
part of Michigan and Wisconsin and
a third covering the rest of the country.

(Continued on Page 2)

Kohn Back; Deal Closed
Ralph Kohn has returned from Los

Angeles, wherel he closed details of
the deal in connection with the transfer of the Million Dollar Theater, the
advertisements in locai Metropolitan and the Rialto to Fam:d
:rs.
ous Players. Al Kaufman has been
ock is 8% preferred, cumu- named president of the operating
ld held at $100 per share. company.
:rtisements say:

it

it

that in 1921, the levy on admissions
of ten cents and under was in existence and that in the present compilations, that tax no longer exists.

to

1

'randall

was received

lected.

of

Educate a Wife,"
illiam Seiter directing and
ay After Dark," with Monta
cting are scheduled to go
Harry
duction next week.
it's
next picture will be
" to be followed by "Being
Beaudine's
William
ble;"
'Lover's Lane," while followw to Educate a Wife," Seiter
:e "Cornered;" Bell's second
vill be "The Yoke."

total of $6,999,867

of the same month last year
$5,396,461 was reported.
Collections from the special tax on theaters
during th^ month returned
£88,758. an increase of $5,455 over
October, 1922, when $83,302 was col-

Varner leaves for the coast ship
supervise a

the-

when

The
Jay

heaviest

more than two

that

"The

through

in

from th& admission tax during the
month, an increase of $1,603,406 over

Buy "The Square Peg"

have bought
eg" for Harry Rapf.

— The

attendance

the Treasury Department showing
the tax collections from admissions.

lotion of Lichtman and the
n of Smith yesterday, it is
d some further promotions
ales organization have been

Varner's
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years was registered during October,
according to figures made public by

Universal selling organiHe succeeds Edwin J. Smith
been with Universal for ten
ly recently returning from
where he organized the
n Film Co., Ltd., Universal's
istributor and also supervised
the Continent,
declared yesterday he is at
a proposition that would
back to London and that he
to sail about Jan. 1.
AlUniversal merely announced

rs'

Years

October Business Finest Since June,
1921
Admission Taxes Total

les of
tire

Two

Best In

tman, "U's" General Sales
;er— E. J. Smith May Go
s to London on His Own
htman, who joined Universal
c as sales manager in charge

Grainger Due Tomorrow
James R. Grainger is due in New
York from the coast tomorrow.

—

Up Today

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas

May

Lift

Ban

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Kan
Indications
(Special to

—

are
that "The Birth of a Nation," after
ten years of disbarme'nt, will at last
be shown in Kansas. The film was
submitted to the state censor board
by C. W. Stater, exhibitor, who

Atlanta Local exchanges are perturbed over the general tax act which
calls for a general increase in license
claims the exclusive Kansas rights,
fees for exchanges from $100 to $1,000
the film was "passed" with cerThe provision is em- and
per annum.
The film has had
tain eliminations.
bodied in the Lankford bill, which
It
a checkered career in the state.
House
has already been passed by the
barred by two administrations,
was
of Representatives and is expected to
those of Governors Cappeir and Al
come up in the Senate today. The len.
Thanksgiving holiday period preThe showing in Kansas has beei
vented earlier action.
objected to by R. G. Liggett, presi
There was a hearing held last week
dent of the Kansas M. P. T. O.,
(Continued on Page 2)
whose objections were based on the
opinion that it might inspire race
Metjro Acquires Graf Film

"Half-A- prejudice.
Dollar Bill," produced by Max Graf
Grosses $712,045 in 34 Weeks
on the coast. Graf will leave here
"The Covered Wagon." closed a
in about a week to start on "The
Wise Son," which Ralph Ince will thirty-four week run at the Egyptian
direct.
The latter leaves as soon as theater in Hollywood on Saturday
According to figures issued
he completes "The Uninvited Guest" night.
for Ernest Williamson.
by Paramount yesterday, the picture
grossed $712,045 in that period or an
The
average of $20,942 per week.
Loew, Rubin, Lesser Leave
reached
number,
in
attendance,
total
and
Marcus Loew, J. Robert Rubin
Irving M. Lesser left for the coast 695,717. The gross for the final week

Metro

yesterday.

will

distribute

was

$25,133.
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that the recent fiscal stalemt
the railroads show that there
longer a need for in< eased
xpress companies for transpl

New York,

FILM FOLKS, INC.
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Kami, M.maging Editor.
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committee of the M.
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trail
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and who has studied for
such problems as they affect

de

rure business estimated yesteij
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Representative^— Interna
Filmschau,
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Atlanta Worried
(Continued from Page 1)
C. Brombcrg

which Arthur

spoke
exchanges. He declared that
the passage of the act would lone

at

scene above shows the gathering of the twenty thousand men
members of the Fascist Party, in the Roman Capitol,
where George Fitzmaurice staged one of the spectacular situations in his
production "The Eternal City," which Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures) will soon offer through First National.—
Advt.
black-shirted,

Best In

Two

1

many
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ness
is

and

quite

will

smother
likely

competition.
It
that another hearing

be held.

In a Washington dispatch published
it
was pointed out by a
very
well-posted
individual
that
special
legislation
against
motion

(Continued from Page 1)
stock bought.
No individual sales of common stock will be made.
"These preferred issues will be redeemable,
at the option of the company, any time after
Jan. 1st, 1928, at $110 per share, plus accrued interest, if any.
Purchase of these
stocks may he all cash or upon installments,
with a 20 per cent initial cash payment at
the convenience of the purchaser."

with the formation of the Adminisfiscal
policy, is in doubt.
The Washington correspondent of
tration's

on

Sunday,

No stock is being offered in the
other Crandall theaters which include
the
Metropolitan, Central, Apollo,
Savoy,
Avenue Grand, York in
Washington or those in Cumberland,
Martinsburg and Roanake where, it

declared

that the actions of many
members of Congress will be in doubt
in view of the status of the business
as revealed through the admission
tax reports.

on Sunday,

might be expected in
South and in Mid-West stales

pictures

the
hecause of extensive road-building enterprises undertaken by those State
governments. Continued talk of mil-

spent in production has influenced legislators toward the belief
that the picture business offers a rich
lions

field

HAL ROACH'!
DIPPY-DOO-DAD

COMEDIES
"A Proven
1

Product."

reel

Pafhgcomedy

stated, the issues have been completely absorbed "by large interests"
it

"The Steadfast Heart." goes
apitol the week of Dec. 23.

the

into

when each house was

I

[Fi«e patrol

established.

FOR SALE

FIRE PatROI

MOTION
PICTU
LABORATORY FULLY EQU
PED, LOCATED AT 111 WE:
CHESTER SQUARE, BROS
COMMUNICATE WITH
J. M. JEROME
L'STAR

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.
Who's

for taxation.

Who

in the

14

AU-Star Cast

of

"THE FIRE PATROL"
FRANCES ROSS

Bernheim Back
Bernheim, general man
Universal City has returned from
a short trip to Europe to visit his sick
mother.

the screen find of the season

Julius

et,

o:

the

—a

wistful,

romantic actress who brings to

screen

a

refreshing

characteriza-

Miss Ross made her debut in the
"Gold Diggers" but in "The Fire
Patrol" she reaches that fulsomeness of
expression that stamps her at once as
one of the greatest finds of the screen.
She gives a brilliant performance in
tion.

Ballance on Trip
H. G. Ballance, division sales nianof Paramount is on a tour of
the company's Southern offi<

—

'THE FIRE PATROL"
Hunt Stromberg

Directed by

And There Are
dramas To Come

(((PcULcatlcncU (flctuAJu)

i

Selling Stock

(Continued from Page 1)
indicated.
Just what effect this will
have on these legislators in Washingion, who have a good deal to say

lor the

of the distributors out of busi-

Years

Cohen Back
Jack Cohen of C. B. C.,
from the coast with a pri
"Innocence."

5

Other

Big

Melo

1

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
729 7th Ave.

N. Y. City
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presents

Victor Seastrom's
production

Name

the

from "The Master of

Man/
Man"

by

Sir Hall Caine
With a great cast including
Conrad Nagel,MaeBusch,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart
Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,
Creighton Hale.
jScreen Adaptation

JUNE MATHIS,

by Paul Bern
Editorial Director

A picture the
years will not forget
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A HUGH DIERKER
PRODUCTION
Cause ror Divorce
is the sort of motion
picture entertainment
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J

maximum

attendance

I

akes for satisfied

audiences and
esults in

permanent

patronage
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YouVe wonderful
»

SYDNEY
CHAPLIN

9

and we congratulate you
on the part you played
in making
44

HER TEMPORARY
HUSBAND
95

The

greatest container

of

side

splitting

comedy ever produced and
you know that means
laughs of any

•

— Big Business in any
FIRST

NATIONAL

theatre—

once again shows the way
to better business with one of its "BIG 10"
|
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Censor Fight Seen

COSTS
£y

May Be

DANNY

r

1924 session of the

—

;

a candy manufacturer plannew brand for $1 a pound

a

call in his sales

see

how

the

man-

Anti-censorship

market

Before he went blooey
the new brand? He would.

How

How

One
tack,

Mack

Girl, "

Sennett's production,
Mabel Normand in "The Extra
Here' s one of the off-stage scenes.
tinues its career of triumph.
picture hit is distributed by Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

con-

This

nstead the production depart-

64 Canadian Houses

Pictures are
ent runs wild.
ade at a cost that no human
;ency can make a profitable

JC

this

silly

must be

a

program.

or later a producer will unthat if the sales manager
s something of his market that
knowledge can be usefully put
>rk.
And the sooner the/ better.
e New Year is only around the
r.
Budgets and plans for next
n are now being prepared. Perthis might be a good time to
this innovation.
why
If not

:r

wd

by

J.

Texas Discusses the Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas—The M. P. T. O. of Texas
launched a two day meeting here yessales managers at all.
terday at which the admission tax
was the chief topic of discussion. Col.
Still Belongs to Woods
H. A. Cole, president, attended the
rtin Hermann declared yesterday recent conference at French Lick.
he Woods' theater, Chicago still
ged to Al H. Woods, despite
$7,000 in New York
nents, telegrams and the like to
Motion Picture Day in New York
intrary.
Aaron Jones and MarLoew were reported the pur- netted the national treasury of the
rs.
M. P. T. O. a trifle over $7,000.

—

Ha

P. Bickel, vice-president,
shows that the company controls 64
The properties
theaters in Canada.
as com>vere valued at $5 598,518
pared with $5,547,099 in 1922, while
franchises of the corporation were
is
ap$8,512,481, which
listed at
proximately the same as before.
Dividends of $320,000 were paid during the year, the same as in 1922.
(Continued on Page 5)
issued

into production is

or later there

from

the

principal

was reported

at

of atthe capitol,

lines

ill
be on the requested appropriaiens for the censorship commission
low on file with the legislative budget

rmmittees.
Increases in the appropriations requested as well as suggestions for
he creation of new positions in the
(Continued on Page 2)

—

—

—or rarely—considered.

>ner

Negotiations Off

of

it

Corp.— Pending Settlement of Music Tax
Problem Between M. P. T. O.
Texas Exhibitor Sues 1st Nat'l
and American Society Ends
$5,598,518
(Snedal to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
J. C. Rosenthal, general manager
Dallas John Sayeg of Ennis is
ComSociety
of
American
Toronto The annual report of the of the
seeking an injunction in the County
Famous Players Canadian Corp. posers, Authors and Publishers, de- Court at Waxahachie to restrain

—

was put

are

Controlled by F. P. Canadian
Valuation Placed at

turn upon.
And then what
ippens?
The sales depart ent is eternally cursed and
"ticised. The fact that there
I't room in the market for
ch a picture that this could
ive been determined before
ver

also

>

Sales are Sales
lether of motors or pictures, or
r or shoes.
Art may go into the
iction.
Commerce steps in when
ves the "lab". And how many
icers call in their sales executives
they plan a picture?
?
few would be better.

forces

banking heavily on a strong message
the Legislature from Governor
mith in favor of the repealer and on
ombined support of the Democratic
forces in both houses.

d?
t

Legislature, ac-

to

Instead, t was asserted, the Republican chieftains will authorize a
"go as you please" policy on censorship, which, opponents of censorship
aid. meant at least a score of Republican Assemblymen would vote
or repeal.

they know how
narket stood for such a car?
{ would.

Would

he

May Favor

an Albany dispatch in
yesterday's N. Y. American.
Foes
n censorship forecast that Republian leaders this Winter will not accept the responsibility of keeping the
censorship law on the statute books.
cording

in picture making?
I the Packard people planned
|w car would they call in the
of the sales department beplunging into the produc

to

— Smith

Repeal
A general attack on the censorship
law will feature the beginning of the

ho figures them?
ho looks into them? Who
to determine whether or
they should mount as they

r

!d

Feature of 1924 Legislature

Albany

in

clared yesterday that the negotiations

his opwhich had been pending between his First National from allowing
position to run "Ashes of Vengeance."
organization and the M. P. T. O.
alleges he is entitled to all of
had grown "cold" and that, so far Sayeg
the Talmadge pictures by franchise;
as he was concerned, had just ceased
that "Ashes" was put on the open
to pxist.
although
There were several meetings held market and taken from him
'

Mills, special advisor
Society and a special comof the Cohen organization

between E. C.
of the
mittee

(Continued on Page S)

Out

general manager; William L. Sherry, special representative

Homer Gordon,

special representative, are out of the Distinctive
organization. Marin has joined Universal where he will be an assistant
to

E. A. Eschmann at First National
stated yesterday he had heard nothing
from Dallas relative to the Sayeg suit.

of Distinctive

Ned Marin,

and

he offered to boost his contract price.

Al Lichtman.

Rogers Resigns
Charles R. Rogers has resigned as

an officer of Mastodon

Films,

and the Burr-Rogers Corp.,
vote

all

of

his

time

to

to

Inc.,

de-

Corinne

Griffith Prod, and the new Harry
Carey series to be released through
Hodkinson. Miss Griffith has started
work on "Lilies of the Field."

Lieber and Blank Here
Grainger Here
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis and
Grainger arrived in town
R.
in
James
are
Moines
Des
Abe Blank of
yesterday from the Coast, a day early.
town.

—
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a picture of the interior of the Colisseum with ten thousand of

men George

17*6

— Triangle Theatrical

Lanoir
Enter$5,000

Prod.,

New

York.

Capital $10,000.
IncorporaB. K. Blake and W. H. and E.
B. Ferrischild. Attorney, J. L. Hoch-

tors,

man,

New

York.

—

Dover, Del. Adelphi Theater Ticket Agency.
Capital $5,000.
Incorporators, Gus Rosenblit, W. Stewart
and H. S. Davidson, all of New York.
(U. S. Corporation Co.).

—F o

Dover, Del.

r

— Hynds,

Inc.,

Incorporators,

$100,000.

Hynds, F. P. Torbert,

Jr.

Capital,

William
and S. A.

Corker.

Albany
York.

— Protec-A-Film Corp., New

tors, C.

Incorpora$20,000.
Ginsburg, A. Morris. Attor-

ney,

Bernstein.

Capital
P.

(Special

to

now under

construction

One is being built by Col. R. M.
Calloway who owns the Amuzu, and
the other is backed by prominent
citizens of the city, to be located in
the Jas. M. Hair Bldg.

Stone in "Cytherea"

Ray

George Fitzmauiice has engaged
Lewis Stone, Alma Rubens and
Mary Alden for important parts in

at

(Spedial to

—

Chicago Opening

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit Charles Ray attended the
opening here of "The Courtship of
Myles Standish" at the Madison,
The picture will run inSunday.

Miss Rubens

definitely.

his

will

second

appear

in.

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.
Who's

Who

CHARLES MURRAY
KNOW

like

vivid

flashes

of

troduce a repealer

probai

leader, will

in the

Assembly.

Seek Another Censor In N. Y,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The motion picture coi

—

mission will ask the next
for

an

legislatu

amendment authorizing
of a new deputy coma

t

creation
There a
sioner at $4,000 a year.
now two deputies. Since its incc
tion in 1921 the commission has c<
lected $445,000 in fees, of which $6:
000 is for the first five months
the current fiscal year.

HIM?

Pafhgcomedy

hc-'ll

— He's

Bloch,

mentioned as

2 reels

WAIT TILL YOU SEE HIM IN
make
"THE FIRE PATROL"—
you laugh as you never laughed

York,

'The Pinnacle of Pantomime."

—

—

DOESN'T

Assemblyman

not,

COMEDIES

yy

Yes the
the inimitable screen clown.
same Charlie Murray who has made milMurray of
laugh the Charlie
lions
hundreds of rollicking Sennett comedies

—WHO

sponsored by a Republican Assemb
man.

STAN LAUREL

15.

in the Ail-Star Cast of

"THE FIRE PATROL

1

HAL ROACH'S

FlCe pp££°J

P/uftOk

majority

last

Democratic minority

picture for
Samuel Goldwyn.
Elsie Ferguson
was originally scheduled for the part

"Cytherea,"

before.

happiness

GREAT MELODRAMATIC CLIMAXES of
"THE FIRE PATROL"
against

the

Directed by
to

%*o

THE FILM DAILY)

Walker,

year's repealer, wli
fell in the Assembly, is scheduled
introduce the repealer again t
year.
If the plan to make the
non-partisan
propositi
pealer
a
goes across, the measure may

New

—

And

OxJuciiticnxzC (J icliLMUrJ

to

Senator
author of

If

of Palace

Montreal George Rotsky has been
appointed managing director of the
Palace, once the impressive Allen.
Rotsky formerly had general direction
of all Allen houses in the Quebec
district and has been retained by
Famous for the Montreal house.

here.

f IRE

m

d h a
Amusement
Corp., New York.
Capital $25,000.
Incorporators, H. E. Boguish, E. G.
Mesler and M. C. Ryan. Attorney,
H. Dominitz.

Albany

aters

Rotsky Manager

Construction

THE FILM DAILY)
City, Tenn. — Two new the-

(Special

New York. Capital
Incorporators,
D. Rosenbaum, M,
Siegel and L. Inkeles.
Attorneys,
Goldstein & Goldstein, New York.
prises,

— Advance

in

—

600

Incorporations

Albany

scene

"The

Ten thousand more are assembled outside the Colisseum and the whole
constitutes a spectacle, the parallel of which has not ever been perceived.
It is but a minute portion of the gigantic picture "The Eternal City,"
presented by Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures).
Advt.

Two Under
Albany

Fitzmaurice used in a

production

his

Eternal City."

Close

Seer

from Pace 1)
commission, are to be assailed it v
said, as contributing factors to
ever mounting cost of government
(Continued

there are 5

Hunt Stromberg
more big melodramas

come!

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
N. Y. City
r

FlQE PA7£o7?

m

RENAL LES,

Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

(

!

THE
Jnesday,

December

5,

1923

Word

Mouth

of

Advertising
is

the greatest influence in the whole business

of

motion

pictures.

Who

does

How

do patrons

happen

to

it?

Who
of

starts it?

motion picture theatres

sense that a picture

is

good or bad?

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

acknow-

ledged to be the greatest single influence of
sort.

It is

read monthly by two and one half

You

Photoplay
Magazine
The National Guide

To Motion

Pictures

—

—

who know and who
Word Of Mouth Advertising.

million fans

the

this

folks

start

can't fool them.

Editor

and

Publishe?

B

Bi^ Exhibitors everywhere know
that John H. Kunsky's name stands
for the greatest in box office

winners

—

c

Jhe Picture o^the

****

t/ear

s.

yies Standish
I

has

an

just

started

indefinite

run

at the Madisoiv
Detroit.

SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
_

Ztm

—

GEORGE WTRENOEL
KVHCHy

THSATIMOkl.

CMTVAPftltfr

ART HUP S.BkAKE

Presi&irt

DIRECTED BY

FREDERIC

SULLIVAN

Physical Distributors
PATHB'

EXCHANGE

THE
December

,!inesday,

5,

1923

Canadian Houses

ill

corporation has a bank loan of
in its payable accounts.
the purchase of
!|ie report shows
[\llen theater assets gave Famous
The Aliens, at
ers 20 theaters.
had approximately 50
time,
throughout the Dominion.
es
(,000

also made that
ous has secured a controlling inin Loew's theater, Montreal.
islt
stock of this theater, as well as
took of nine other affiliated coms, is carried at a nominal valuaThe assets of Allen theof $1.
however, are carried at cost.
I
earnings of affiliated and Allen
ianies are not included in the

juncement

is

"Tiger

i

>

,

,

i

best

—

statement shows that first
rence shares having a par value
50,000 were issued in part payI
of the assets of Allen Theaters,
while accounts payable show
a $90,000 was still owing on the
Famous also sold
purchase.
fund
B 100 first mortgage sinking
the proceeds of which
irk from
ei:ompany's indebtedness to the
Paramount Corp., Ltd.,
ddian
and payments also
ul liquidated
I on account of mortgages on
e:r properties which mortgages
J stand at $675,594.08, as comwith $814,057.01 at the end of
e previous year, a reduction of
e

i

;(

,

.

W62.93
surplus is $123,260, as comwith $114,735 for the previous

Ki:
ri

*

*

*

And

producers made no
mistake.
Little
Miss Ulric again makes
good.
She is a surprisingly mobile and picturesque film acquisition.
while.

the

NEWS— She

DAILY

has

Operating

konths.
as

was

profit

for
against $439,192
Z\ The 1923 depreciation charge
for 1922 depreciation
is £122,210;
Before provision for
is \ 100,481.
xi.e taxes, the net profit totalled
profit was
7ty36; for 1922 the net
3B39. Total assets for 1923 were
$14,402,087.
1922
for
$2,529;
^liabilities for- 1923 include: 8%
0*'38,

good friend

a

camera, which shows her up as lovely
and large eyed and full of vivacity. * * *
After all, maybe he's not.
I like Miss Ulric
in "Tiger Rose."
the'

i.i

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * Something
which the film fan can be thankful, since
the star glows as warmly on the screen as
on the stage.
But it is unfortunate that
"Tiger Rose" was the vehicle in which the

for

producers elected to bring her back, for
the photoplay is not at all tigerish and not
particularly rosy.

EVENING WORLD—*

ment.

i

POST—*

Rose"—Warners

Rivoli
AMERICAN So it may at once be said
that the filmed "Tiger Rose" is quite worth

i

i

Negotiations Off

Newspaper Opinions

(Continued from Page 1)

*

*

not the
best picture we ever saw, not by a long
*
*
*
ways.
But we don't want to spread
the impression that "Tiger Rose" is not
a good picture, because it is
an uncomIs

;

monly good picture well made, well directed,
finely photographed and, in spots, beautifully
;

acted.

MAIL —

* * * Is a satisfactory
tertaining adaptation. * * *

Those who saw the play
it

contained

will

and

that

recall

many gripping

scenes. * * *
seem to lack

the

is

not

these incidents
of reality * * *
Then, too, the character of Rose
so effectively developed as on the

the

film

en-

In

spirit

stage.

Despite these drawbacks the picture holds
the interest in the story of the French-

Canadian

girl.

* * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Those

who

witnessed Miss Ulric's debut yesterday welcome her warmly to the screen, and the impression she made is such that it is hoped
that now she has been broken in under the
Cooper Hewitts, she will continue to spend
some time each year under their trying
glare. * * •

There are several tense situations with a
door that are well done and excellent
motion picture farce. In fact for the greater
trap

part of the picture the audience at the Rivoli
was kept pretty well on the edge of their
seats.

of all,
telling work

* *

Without a
Lenore Ulric,

moment, and,
* does some

dull
* *

before the camera.* * *
It is
one of the finest, small casts that has ever

graced any "movie."
SUN "Tiger Rose" on the screen suffers
from the defects of what once were its virtues.
It was so good a melodrama that it
might be called the daddy of the Canadian
Northwest pictures, starting a long train
of such plays, but there has been such a
blizzard of them that now, when the original

—

progenitor finally arrives in a celluloid state,
it appears to have been snowed under. * * *
Miss Ulric * * * appears to have lost touch
with the screen makeup, for she looks oddly
pa]e for a girl of the great outdoors.

TELEGRAM— The
play,

film

is

good as

as

and has the added merit

a

swinging

of

out into a wider sphere of action that the
confines of the spoken theater admit.
* * * One of those productions
that suffer because so many have been made
on practically the same subject. * * *

TIMES—

It is a fairly good photoplay, with splendid
exteriors and
pleasing interiors ;
but the
story lacks the necessary spark. * * *

Lenore Ulric plays the title role, but on
the screen she does not picture the girl
as deserving her cognomen until possibly
the last chapter. * * *

TIMES

SQUARE

DAILY—

The outfeature of * * * "Tiger Rose,"
is the sterling performance that Lenore Ulric
gives in the title role.
Other than the work
dene by Miss Ulric there is naught about
the picture that makes it stand out particularly as a super-feature.
standing

TRIBUNE— For

some reason

*

*

*

anted
oi

e

company

fully responsible

laboratory or building
for film laboratory use and
size

Give

space.

A

B No.

18.

c/o

full

particulars.

FILM DAILY

Manic Elizabeth Webster
Exclusive representative for
1

R.

LOU TELLEGEN

ilackton's

A Iresa
L

"Let Not
Asunder"

Man

Put

Communications
West 42nd Street
all

17
igacre 8225

to

New York

S.

Mounted

* *

comAt
the

Minnesota,
question
with
music
North Carolina, Michigan and Virginia. Negotiations are under way
with Fred Seegert, president of the
Wisconsin unit.

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories

A

attracting uncommonly
the Rivoli to see it.

large

crowds

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sale? Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

to

neither better than the average film
It is just fair melo* * *
Miss Ulric does herself no
particular favor, from the standpoint of personal attractiveness, in posing before the
camera, and still she acts in pantomime as
v. ell
as the average.
It

to

very acceptable Royal
Northwest Police picture play, and
*

in

ot

Cohen refused

the matter yesterday.
present, the Society has settled

542

is

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

type nor worse.

its

drama.

Will Work in Florida
Renovator to Navy Exchange
Ernest Shipman has advised his
The Film Renovating Co. of Amer- local office that he will produce in
Friend on Coast
lur S. Friend was due to arrive ica has sold a cleaning machine to Florida during the winter.
In the
He left the Navy M. P. Exchange. The ap- Spring, the Long Island Cinema
s Angeles yesterday.
paratus prolongs the life of prints Corp., one of the Shipman companies
i'ork late last week.
through a process developed by Harry will film "The Romance of the Coast

ium

Sydney
ment on

WILLIAM

WORLD —

against

actions

institute

violators.

good

Sells

re

would

in

23.

Bublished

Rosenthal explained yesterday that
the Society would again offer exhibitors
the right to purchase a
license and after a certain period,

the original productions, is
the star in the picture, and she is extremely
star

:

Mackler.

temporary agreement provided that
the Society would stop all actions
against M. P. T. O. members while
the negotiations were under way. On
Sept. 5th, both sides issued a joint
statement which covered the matter
A meeting was
as explained above.
then
scheduled for the following
Tuesday.
On Oct.
It was put off.
23 the Society issued a long statement charging M. P. T. O. members
with lack of faith in the matter.
r\

one more than any picture of the sort we
can remember. * * *
Lenore Ulric, who

was the

,

1)

holds

Barsky in from Hollywood
Parsons Lunch Saturday
L. J. ("Bud") Barsky, sales manaA number of friends will tender a
ger of Sunset Prod, is here from luncheon to Louella O. Parsons, on
8% sec- Hollywood. He has sold a series of the occasion of her affiliation with
aflpref erred, $4,150,000;
ibreferred, $1,000,000; common rix Kenneth McDonald westerns and the Hearst publications, at the Astor
series of eight J. B. Warner west- on Saturday. Will H. Hays will prec $7,500,000; stocks of subsidiary a
erns
to Nathan Hirsh of Aywon for side as honorary chairman.
Harry
minies not held, $208,681; 6^
Greater New York; to 20th Century Reichenbach will act as toastmaster.
r nt 20 year bonds. $500,000, and
East. Ticket reservations, limited to one
Pictures,
Philadelphia
for
Mortgages on the theaters of
Pennsylvania
Southern
and
N.
J.; hundred, should be made immediately
7594.
Surplus brought forward
to
Progress of Chicago and to through Bert Adler at 6 West 48th St.
compared
as
jn 1921, $146,779,
Skouras Bros, of St. Louis.
it*l$l 14,735
in 1922 and $123,260

ABORATORY WANTED

(Continued from Page

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiniiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

"THE

|

OLD FOOL"

I

A
|

HODKINSON RELEASE

|

IN

I

1924

Guard Patrol."

Lubitsch To Speak At A. M. P. A.
L. Ernest Ouimet Here
L. Ernest Ouimet, head of Laval
Ernest Lubitsch will address the
A. M. P. A. at their luncheon tomor- Photoplays, Ltd., is here with a print
row on "Production Methods in of his first picture "The Vital QuesEurope and America." Louella Par- tion. " He is stopping at the Claridge.
sons will be a guest.
Charles Pike Here
Charles Pike of the Salt Lake RailBernheim Leaves for the Coast
road who fixes transportation for lots
Julius Bernheim, director general
of film folks cross country is here
of Universal City, left New York
one one of his periodic visits.
yesterday for the Coast.

With Rowland and Clark
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Martha Mansfield Buried
Pittsburgh Milton D. Crandall has
Funeral services were held yesterday at Campbell's Funeral Parlors joined Rowland and Clark as advertising manager.
for Martha Mansfield.

—

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

IpowFjiMI
LABORATORIES

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

IL

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

—

—

— in the whole history of entertainment

no record
(4

like this!

THE COVERED WAGON"
*-

closed last

week

its

absolutely phenomenal run at

Grauman's

Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.

The closing week's business broke the house record by $162 1
a record established also by "The Covered Wagon."
"The Covered Wagon" ran 34 weeks at Grauman's Egyptian
and is being taken off to allow for the presentation of "The Ten

Commandments."
house capacity in money for the Egyptian Theatre
is $25,068.
"The Covered Wagon," in its 34th week at the Egyptian Theatre, grossed $25,133.

The

total

In the 34 weeks in which "The Covered

Wagon"

played at the

Egyptian Theatre the gross business was $712,045, and 697,717
persons saw the picture there.

The average weekly business for 34 weeks of "The Covered
Wagon" run at the Egyptian Theatre was $20,942.20.

The run

of "The Covered

Wagon"

at the Egyptian Theatre

is

without equal in the entire history of the entertainment business.

And

throughout the entire world, no picture ever produced
has consistently gotten the patronage that has been accorded
James Cruze's "The Covered Wagon."
has established a record that
without any precedent whatsover
It

—and

is

absolutely and unqualifiedly

yet

the tremendous business done by "The Covered Wagon" will be
topped by the business done by Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Com-

mandments," another Paramount Picture, which now goes into
the Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.

Paramount has

the pictures!

f

—

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOCHIZEB

of FILHDOM

Authority

XXVI

ol.

No. 56

Thursday, December

Row Over

6,

Price 5 Cents

1923

New

Film

xpected in Kansas, With Lifting of
Ban on "The Birth of a Na-

Cover

By Censors

tion"
(Special to

(Special to

—

state

this

after

Washington

is

threatening

up a sensation.

stir

fight may
is predicted that the
cover a series of incidents in coni-tion with efforts made to get the
ture into the state and efforts

It

ide to keep

time ago.
took no part

short

a

.•5

he

Bid
>versy

Kan-

the

to

enry

manufacturers

con-

told members of
use their own judg-

information

raw

group.

a
to

it,

how-

concerning

settings,

film,

the

cost

of

costumes and the

like.

Through the use of the re\
form, the data collected will give a
i

nistration the film was barred, lias
nounced Davis for permitting the
owing of the picture.

more

comprehensive

idea

of

the

scope of the business than would
have resulted had the old draft been

The picture was permitted to enter
insas in the first year of GoverCapper's first term. The resent:nt against it was so strong that
had the picture recalled. A report
s circulated here a few davs ago
which Atty. Gen. C. B. Griffith
s quoted as saying he proposes to
picture if
>p the showing of the
-sible,
but now Griffith denies
is contemplating any action.

as

of
to

mention studios and
laboratories under Item No. 1 and
under Item No. 6 call for specific

former
Gov.
However,
Allen, under whose adJ.

'.nt.

chief

ever, specifically

Gov. Davis
in

Hartley,

The amendments made

and had

board

•

to

F.

The form is a development
Form No. 100, which is designed
cover

The picture was admitted

— E.

for

ering 1923.

out.

it

Data

THE FTLM DAILY)

manufacturers of the
Department of the Census has prepared Form No. 174, a special report
designed to cover statistics in the
motion picture industry. This form
will be used for the compilation covstatistican

more than seven

banishment

of

Report to
This Industry

Special

Statistics in

Effective for 1923

THE FILM DAILY)

Topeka, Kan. The action of the
ansas censor board in permitting
'he Birth of a Nation" to be shown
ars

Census Form

Prepares

Gov't

used.

r

" 'The Courtship of Myles Standish ' places Charles Ray's name and that
of his production in the very first rank of the cinema brigade," says the
Washington Times. Here's an interesting scene from the Associated Ex-

DAILY

hibitors release.

which

—Advt.

Deal In Denver

Color Pictures

i

Sells 50% Theater Interest
to Bishop-Cass Four

Planned By W. V. D. Kelley, InvenBuys
tor of Prizma Process
Laboratory in New Jersey

Co. of Denver, which had originally
sold the houses to the company.
The houses are the Colorado and
American in Denver, and two theSeveral
aters in Casper, Wyoming.
years ago Goldwyn bought a fifty per
cent interest in those theaters and
them jointly with the
operated

D. Kelley, the inventor of the Prizma
processes and for years technical ad-

Goldwyn
Back

It

was

the pleasure of

THE FILM

cooperate with Mr. Hartpreparing the new census form

ley in

to

will correlate statistics relative to this business in a more thorough manner that would have result-

ed had the general form been used.

—

—

Lichtman Makes Additions
Al Lichtman yesterday announced
With N. W. Unit
Houses Involved
additions to the Uni(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Kelley Color Laboratory, Inc., the following
has
dis'"'Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
versal sales force, in charge of "The
Fargo.
N.
D.— More than 50 posed of its interest in four Western has been formed to make natural Hunchback":
'>rth
Dakota theater owners who theaters to the Bishop-Cass Theater color prints and pictures. Wm. V.
William L. Sherry, formerly with
Seek Affiliation

two-day session at
the
discussed plans for a statele organization. An affiliation with

tended
not,

Northwest unit which embodies
nnesota and North and South

:

kota,

Will Hays was

was favored.

ongly endorsed to lead the fight
the admission tax repeal.
R. V.
ssen

was added

to

the

board of Bishop-Cass

interests.

It

(Continued on Page 5)

ectors.

is

viser to that
dent.

company,

is

the presi-

Distinctive; Charles U. Martin, formerly with United Artists, Philadelphia; Gerald Akers, former general
manager of Famous Players-Lasky,

Kelley has purchased the KnickerLtd., Canada; William J. Brummond,
bocker Film Laboratories at PaliCharles
Selznick;
with
formerly
sades, New Jersey, and associated
with First Nationformerly
Schwerin,
with them is Nick Tronolone as plant
Fox,
al, Pittsburgh and Richard C.
under- manager, who for years was connected
formerly with Famous Players in
(Continued on Page S)
Buffalo. Clevc Adams, assistant general

1st

Nan

Film

at Rivoli

onstance
Talmadge
ngerous Maid," goes

in

"The

into

the

"Commandments" in Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— "The Ten Command-

on Sunday. It is one of the ments," opened
y few First Nationals that has day night.
yed at any Riesenfeld theater.

'oli

Bloom Sponsoring Bill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

I

Vashington Representative
Sol
>om of New York will sponsor a
looking for the repeal of the adsion

tax.

Fighting Film Pirates
Recently, complaints reached New
York from London concerning the of-

The home

at the

office of

Paramount

manager

at

Indianapolis,

Hearing on "D'Artagnan"
Federal Trade Commission
yesterday held a hearing in the comand Import have now been advised plaint filed against the Film Disfrom London that their English at- tributors' League over the advertisconnection with
torneys, who had been instructed to ing matter issued in
picture reTriangle
a
"D'Artagnan,"
assurances
bring action, had received
against whose vived by the league and sold on the
from the attorneys
market. Paul Lazarus of
clients the litigation was planned, state right
Artists was one of the witthat the firm in question would cease United

number of American pictures
by firms there' which, it was believed,
have secured pirated prints. Export
fer of a

Egyptian Tues-

re-

ceived a long and enthusiastic wire
from the coast yesterday concerning
the opening of the De Mille picture.
S. R. Kent declared yesterday it was
accorded a tremendous reception, unusual in every manner.

sales

has resigned and Joe Friedman will
take charge temporarily.

|

efforts to dispose of the pictures.

The

nesses at yesterday's session.

*

.

!

THE

-%£%

DAILV

WHY ROME

IS

Thursday, December

CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

At Broadway

6, 192

Theater

Capitol

Madame

VUXXVINi. 56

imirsdn. Oic.

6,

1923

Prici 5

Elsa Stralia, soloist, is assist
in the opening number by the orchestra,
from "Pagliacci" and (
selections
(a)
Rosee
Sull'
Ali
from
"D'Armour
The regular weekly news rnig
Trovatore."
Next is staged excerp
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Besides Jackie Coogan in "Long Live
King," the only other units on the bill
"Around the World With Riesenfeld

Jazz" and "Laundry," an "Out-of-th
Inkwell" comedy.

Rivoli

United States. Outside

tree)

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; J months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order

The

presentation is the overture, fc
lowed by the "Rivoli Pictorial," and "Whi
the Clock Chimes Twelve," a musical offe
ing with vocal numbers by Miriam L»
soprano, and Themy Georgi, tenor; danci
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Kean, who
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exhibitor
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This scene shows the exterior of the Colisseum in Rome, taken at the
same time that yesterday's scene of the interior was photographed, with
ten thousand men gathering for the tremendous situation George Fitzmaurice photographed for his production "The Eternal City" as presented by Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures).
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Of Ghe King
An Emmett

Flynn Production. By F. Marion
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It's about as
TIMES
entertaining a presentation as this youngster
las given to the screen although it most
likely will not be classed with his "Oliver

Cloth
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TRIBUNE— We

"Long Live
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* began interestingly and
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there was no shortest distance and no straight
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The film sagged so that we thought it
would break of its own weight.

picture;*

ended

well,
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WORLD —

The Recognized Reference Work

* * * the boy is seen in a gloriously fine picture play, one which seems made
dy for him and one in which he is so
fine an actor and so appealing as a little
figure of royal lineage that no one will see

We

and come away unimpressed.
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not consider Jackie
the King," a very
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TIMES— For

colossal settings and marvescenic effects there have been only a
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one spot the tragic leans toward the ridicu
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lous
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TRIBUNE In speaking of the merits of
"In the Palace of the King." we should
mention first the prologue and then the photography. Aside from these features we
the Marion Crawford story as it ap
on the screen at the Capitol extremely dull.
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operated the Lyric, is dead. He
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survived by a

widow and two
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Cincinnati Ben Strasser Prod, arc
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Syd Hackford, Detroit Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit Syd Hackford has sue
''li
Al Mertz, as manager of Uni-

Seena Owen Returning
Sccna Owen is due in New York
from Ktiropc on the Majestic on Dec.
18th.
She has completed an engage-

ment with Ideal

in

I^ondon.

.

picture

Second of Series Finished
Stciner is in town with a
of "Heading Through," the sec-

\\ illiam

print

ond of

a

scries of

Westerns,

For Advertising Space—Our
Representative Will Call
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Over

Deal In Denver
(Continued from Page 1)
stood that part of the new arrangement provides that the houses shall

Here is how a brother exh'dor put his show over.
Let
£ id along your ideas.
t\ other fellow know how you
c lined up.

play Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan product.

Loses Suit
(Special to

—

Angeles An unusual
utilized by the California,
Davies,

iin

stunt
in in-

patrons of the coming of

liig its

ill

"Little

n

Old

New

paging director Fred Miller obpermission from the Clime in-

Los Angeles

to build what
clmed to be the largest billboard
An ordinary billboard is
ainade.
wheet stand, while Miller's board
Miller wanted
lliold 28-sheets.
jiger flash than that so he took

ik in

«28-sheet boards and made them
»ne, producing an 84-sheet stand,
reached
half-way
between

way

and Spring

St.

in

Kentucky
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Kinemacolor and

1)

an expert
in
color
photography.
Wm. T.
Crespinel,
formerly chief photographer with Prizma, is production

manager

is

for Kelley.

three pictures.

on Ninth

The amount involved

nominal.

"Credo" Shown
(Special to

Paris

—The

in

Paris
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various producers. A portion of the
organization's activities deals with
art titles, while a new development
in two color titles has just been perfected.
Other activities concern the
embellishment of black and white

presentation of
"Credo," a film based on the Miracle film through color.
of Lourdes, was given at the GauSam Maclntyre Resigns
mont Ptlace last week in the pres(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ence of Cardinal Dubois, Cardinal
Cereti, the Papal Nunzio in Paris and
Omaha Sam Maclntyre has reMyron T. Herrick, American am- signed as president of the Film Board
bassador.
of Trade. His resignation has caused
the following changes in officers:
C. de Vidal Hunt has purchased Clayton
Lynch, of Goldwyn-Cos"Credo" for America.
mopolitan
becomes president; N.
Schlanck, of F. B. O., 1st viceofficial

—

Favors Shaded Letters
president, and L. J. McCarthy, First
Previews "Yankee Consul"
Effective shaded letjedo, Tex.
National, 2nd vice-president.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
si lobby panels were used by
Angeles
Los
Douglas
Mac Lean's
njer Epstein of the Royal theHerbert Standing Dead
iJuring the run of "Rose O' The screen version of "The Yankee Con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sul," his second production for AsLos Angeles Herbert Standing
sociated Exhibitors,
was given its
Ql panel outside the house was
first
preview in Walnut Park last died yesterday at the age of 77.
tad by a hand painted one sheet,
night for Arthur S. Kane. The film
attained nothing but the title of
In the early days of Famous Playwill be cut to 6,000 feet before shipJcture in heavy shaded letters,
ers, Herbert Standing was one of the
ping to New York.
e illiant blue of the coloring and
company's chief character men. His
Jstinctive form of letters comson, Wyndham, is one of the better
Pioneer Creditors to Meet
ento make the sign a magnet in
known
leading men in pictures.
John J. Townsend, referee in bank: that no photograph could do
ruptcy
has
called
meeting
a
the
of
q te justice to.
Frank McCarthy With 1st Nat'l
creditors of Pioneer Film to conHarry H. Buxbaum is back from
sider the petition of the trustee to
gs Exploit Short Subjects
sell
certain negatives and positive a trip up-state made in the interest
aield, Mo.
Another short sub- prints of pictures now held pending of First National. He has appointed
me in for exploitation not long the clearing up of the company's Frank McCarthy, former Famous
sin

—

—

—

—
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i

hen

>

the

Palace played

the

Players salesman, manager in Buffalo,
succeeding Eddie Hayes, re-

affairs.
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(Special to

Paducah, Ky. Goldwyn has lost
Prizma, at the moment, is not
an action brought against John G. producing.
The company has a
Rehkopf,
former
owner
of
the number of negatives on hand which
Orpheum, to recover the rental on are being sold for insert purposes to
is

Vl
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Color Pictures

—
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West Palm Beach, Fla.—T. W.
Williams has arrived here from New
York to assume the management of
the Stanley, succeeding J. L. Fagan,
who resigned to become manager of
the El Verano Hotel.

—

Dallas Joe Singer and L. G. Bissner have closed with Southern Enterprises for the Queen, effective at
once. Singer leased the theatelr building some time ago.
He is also interested in the Fox.

Y.— Frank S. Mitchell
only half an interest in the
Majestic, having sold a half interest
Walton, N.

now owns

W.

to

Smalley of Cooperstown.

C.

The combine has also taken over
Walton Hall on a two-year lease.

—

San Francisco The Rivoli, Marand 7th St. has been leased by the
Western Theater Co. from W. B.
& A. M. Wagnon for 12 years at an
ket

aggregate rental of $462,000.

—

Osceola, Kan. John T. Graham,
recently sold the Lyric to John
Waller, has reentered the exhibiting
field,
having just taken control of

who

a local theater.

Miami, Fla.

— Following

a

number

of changes around the house, both
outside and in the Paramount theater
has reopened for the Winter season.

W. Va.— The Owls

Clarksburg,

have leased the Midway to Nathan
G. Masters.
Masters will run three
shows a week.

—

Dallas Ray Stinnett has sold his
lease on the Jefferson, to the Laskin
Brothers of Houston.

comedy, "Bow Wow."
signed.
rwnty
howling
canines
were
May Set Theater Premiere
Holdenville, Okla.— W. O. Perkins
on the main street.
i
Each
Marcus Loew who is now en route
Klein Gets New Dumas Film
and Hamp Gennis will open their new
<|rried cardboard signs with the
to the coast, will visit key cities en
Edward L. Klein Co. will handle Rex shortly.
l"Bow Wow" on each side. The route. It is expected that the opendistribution
on "The Lady of Monere
8
then sent racing down the ing date of the new Loew theater in
soreau," a new six-reeler from the
De Queen, Ark. Flisha Presley
St. Louis, will be determined upon
story by Alexander Dumas. The pic- has purchased the Grand from A. L.
when Loew visits that city.
ture is in color.
Middleton.
t Features Peggy Dolls
ford The
Hurley Resigns
Princess recently
M. J. Weisfedt Promoted
Call "Flaming Youth" a Menace
contest to find Baby Peggy's
Ed Hurley has left the F. B. O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in conjunction with Sage- publicity department to go into busiMinneapolis M. J. Weisfedt, F.
jthe leading department store, ness for himself.
Madison, Wis. At a meeting of
Louis Kramer, forreggy dolls played a big part mer exploitation man in Chicago suc- B. O. branch manager, has been womens' club leaders and service ormade divisional sales manager in this ganizations, unofficial censorship of
(contest, in which both the ex- ceeds him.
territory.
and store profited.
pictures was advocated.
"Flaming
Youth" was declared a menace to
Mullin with Grand Asher
Booked Into the Roosevelt
public morals and the successful local
Fire Destroys Savoy, Ala.
J. M. Mullin, former sales manan

t
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—
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—
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Ala. -The Savoy theater
the many building destroyed
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Uflif
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0' by

fire.
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B.

Wood
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Oner.

estown, W. Va.— The Capitol
oners St., owned by H. P.
rg was burned to the ground,
estimated at $150,000.

ma— A
the
ays.

in

house to

the
shut

Palm has

down

for

Chicago

into the Roosevelt
four weeks.

on

Jan.

7

for

Goodkind With Great Western Prod.
Saul A. Goodkind, formerly with
National
Film
Laboratories,
has
joined Great Western Prod, in an
executive capacity.

Larry

fire
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— "The
Eternal City" goes

(Special to

ger for R-C Pictures in London is
now general salts manager for

Grand-Asher.

—

Weingarten Leaves
Weingarten left for

the
coast yesterday.
He expects to return in the spring with a new Jackie
Coogan picture.

Spokane Office Won't Close
A statement from Pathe brands
as

false

a

report

circulated in the
that
its
Spoto be closed.

Northwest territory
kane office was about

Wright Joins Chronicles
William "Kalem" Wright has severed connections with Yitagraph to
join the Chronicles of America.

run

of

public

the

picture was credited to
that the picture was
was declared.

comment

immoral,

it

Clara Ilorton is in New York from
At the Algonquin.
the Coast.

GODFREY BUILDING
Space for Rent
Large Offices or Desk Room with use
of Examining Room

ACTIVE FILM
Room
729

7th

Ave.

CO.,
409

Inc.

Phone Bryant 5627

and When these tWoSidney Chaplin
as "Jtidcl? the Valet
and

OWen Moore
as his master

get their heads

together and
start their

monkey-shines in

\bu Will hear a continuous roar of
laughter in your theatre such as you
have never heard or Will hear again

OH

What a comedy! OH What
a money getter And its one of the
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DOING

State Right Credits
To

Come Up at Meeting Next
Thursday Accountants Suggested For All Key Cities
A plan to eliminate large amounts

DANNY

By

the President of these
States talks as Coolidge
a yesterday, it means someWhen the Executive of
tjountry says "the amuseI and education value of
dg pictures ought not to
taed," he voices something
V|en

—

iul

lost

annually through

fail-

cussed at a meeting of state right
operators called for next Thursday,
at the Hotel Astor.
Frederick H.
Elliott and Charles
B. Hoy have
been gauging the sentiment of various distributors for some days.
It
has been suggested that a
group of certified public accountants,
one in each city, be engaged to go
over the books of various exchanges
in order to check up on sales and
then report to the state righters in
New York: Through the Hoy Reporting Service, it is figured that
uncollected debts can be reduced
appreciably. This new move is part
of the Hoy plan already outlined to
organize five different branches of
the business into credit groups.
(Continued on Page 2)

predate.
srning that President Coolidge
intested a tremendous
stroke
b n accomplished for the repeal
Mexisting admission taxes. And
oil of people will be apprecia,at may be that developments
ring about a condition where
fbeal of these taxes will be
lajfczed.
But that the President
them removed is not to be

President Coolidge is
in the question of
noment is undeniable. But
^President has many other

money

ure or inability of state right operators to pay their debts will be dis-

many

important than

ipre

of

—

'pat

Slrested

importance under

ijllems of

And

:«iideration.

that,

in

pressure

of events he could
the motion picture is
There is nothing
nressive.
n lis movements to indicate
illhing but that he made his
decision. But the question
my arises: What, if anydfe, did Will Hays have to

as

"The Extra

Girl,"

Mack

Sennett's

greatest

This feature, distributed
winner, is waiting for the call to stardom.
Associated Exhibitors, is proving one of the season's greatest hits.

Smber

Coolidge for Tax Repeal

m

iflnth this?

Hays

ally

Arhatsoever

will disclaim any
in this connection,

rase who know the internals of
sflgton will appreciate the pos-

H

action

of

nade.
hlajton

I

is

without

That

is

a

move

what makes

interesting.

matters

in

such as

that Will Hays places
Aluation on his work that
nmzs monetary consideration
Matter of no consideration
ifl;

Ma

With "Blue Laws"
THE FILM DAILY)

L. A.

Hrcial to

Angeles — "Blue

law"

advo-

threatening to introduce a
plose theaters on Sunday and
change the present censorBinance to a form more dras-

*

e

Here

is

a

good deal of agitation

IB over the
cH;' ball

(Special to

interruption of the
recently when dancing

Hered stopped

after midnight.

by

to book "The Hunchback," at $1.65
top and two shows a day. The picture will open at the Garrick theaters,
St. Paul and Minneapolis, in January.

THE FILM DAILY)

— President

Coolidge yesterday
livered his annual message to Congress.

Washington

de-

Sam
that a

Criterion to Produce
V. Grand declared yesterday

company known

is

His attitude toward the repeal of admission taxes
expressed in the following excerpt from his message
"I especially commend a decrease on earned
income, and further abolition of admission,
message, and nuisance taxes. The amusement
and education value of moving pictures ought

not to be taxed."

Criterion

as

has been

organized
and release through
produce
to
Grand-Asher. He denied that, as re-

Pictures

Corp.,

ported', new money interests had become affiliated with the company.

.Hines Here from Coast
Johnny Hines is in town from the
coast having completed two pictures
for the Warners.'

Receptive on

vmtsoever.

& R. Accept Laemmle's Offer
Universal declared yesterday that
Finklestein & Ruben were the first
to respond to Carl Laemmle's offer
F.

Here Mabel Normand

Tax

Copyright Aid

Praise For

De

Mille

Bloom Who Intro- Los Angeles Papers Accord "Ten
Commandments" Unusual ReUrging U. S. To
ception All Acclaim It
Conference
Berne
Join
Introduced
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Excerpts from Los Angeles and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
newspaper reviews on
Washingto n The President's Washington Representative Sol Hollywood
which
Commandments,"
Ten
"The
inyesterday
York,
New
Bloom,
of
urging
Congress
recommendation to
theater,
HolEgyptian
the
at
opened
the
interest
of
the
the repeal of the admission tax was troduced a bill in
night,
were reTuesday
lywood,
the
for
providing
industry,
picture
membership
the
full
well received by
ceived by Paramount from the coast
of the Senate and the House yester- entry of the United States into the
yesterday. All of the critics acclaimunion.
copyright
International
will
recommendation
Coolidge's
day.
clear"It is of utmost importance to the ed the picture in a manner that
adjoining column.

President's Favorable
tion Well Received

Recommenda- Sought by

—Two

—

Bills

duces

Sol

Bill

—

—

be found in an

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

(

Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued

According

1)

to Elliott, the suggestion

been received with alacrity by the
more important state righters in New
York.
Some acceptances have been
forwarded, while others are expected.
At present, the following will, in all
lias

likelihood, attend:

Aywon,
and
Inc.;

C, Equity, Export
Murray W. Garsson,
Grand-Asher. Hepworth, IndeC.

are seen in another appealing climax in the
George Fitzmaurice production of "The Eternal City." In addition to
these players, Montague Love, Bert Lytell and Richard Bennet are seen.
Balaban and Katz have already bqoked "The Eternal City" for the
Roosevelt Theatre for a four weeks' run. Advt.

—

pendent
Pictures,
Lee-Bradford,
Joseph Sametli, Mastodon, Monogram,
Preferred,
Principal.
Producers'

!

New Bonus

Sees Wires Carrying Films

One

of the next big developments
industry will be the sending
of news films by wire, Hugo RiesenWithin a few years
feld declares.

Harold
theaters

B.
for

Franklin,

director

Security,

Tri-Stone, Truart,
Warner Brothers, Frank R. Wilson
of the M. P. Finance Corp., and
Charles R. Rogers.

public

under

plaything

Ten Commandments.'

TIMES—

"

is

going

the

spell

a picture that y.
by any stretch of the imagination I
It offers new splendors in I
miss.
phy and theatrical wonders hit!
It is the greatest master
revealed.
It

is

I
I

far

pictorial

of

artistry."

HOLLYWOOD CITIZEN— "Tl
live through centuries to com
words can but give a hazy descli

of

Famous, in "Personal
Talks" in "The Close Up," a house
organ, issued by the theater departhe says important events in Europe ment, announces a bonus plan for
will be seen on the screens in this the theater managers in the territory.
country the following day.
The plan, which calls for a "sub"The sending of films by wire will stantial cash bonus," will be intromerely involve a speeding up of some duced at the beginning of the New
such process whereby photographs Year, and will be given to the manare now transmitted," says Riesen- agers where business is increased
feld.
and expenses reduced.
the

mighty

will

Plan For Managers

this

film

films."

of

HOLLYWOOD NEWS—"Whet
possesses words to properly des
glory of the sunrise, the majesty ol
the love of good women, then may
ed an adequate description of tin

'The Ten Commandments.' li il
than a mere motion picture." The
scribes the prologue in detail bu
from telling the modern story as
roh readers of the most wondcrfu
they ever had."

i

I

I
i

of

t

!

•

|

Garrick Elected Treasu
THE FILM DAI

(Special to

B.

Import,

I

RECORD — "The

in

State

i

|

and instructive.'

MARR AS DONNA ROMA

Sales

.

•

LIONEL BARRYMORE AS THE BARON AND BARBARA LA
Low
Close
.10714 107% 107%,

:

tl

i

—

High

be hoped

tunity to see this production.
It co
the greatest messages ever broui
the American people.
Mere desc I
the action could not tell you its ti.i
power and influence.
The dire
author have incorporated everythini I
think of to make it interesting, ij

Representative Interna
Filmschau.
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelplatz.

Quotations

to

is

of

—

European

"It

of

—

(

mighty

one of the hundred and ten milli
these United States will have

S.

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W. I.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
entral
tionale
vakia),

"A

\

'Phone, Hollywood

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

«

i

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

voice

photographically, scenii
It is a triumph for ti
beyond all expectation, and proves
good can be disseminated through'
ater as well as the church.
Ceci
Mille and Jeanie Macpherson si
entertainingly preach a sermon
reaching in effect than all the
ministers from now to doomsday."

Terms (Postage

DAILY,

the

is

matically,
morally.

of

Address

"It

very massiveness, the
confronting the directoi
broadness of the canvas compel rt
utmost admiration."
tion.
Its
difficulties

;

act

screen

borne a greater tale or told it
conviction.
It unquestionably
DeMille's magnus opus.
The
tion of the laws and legal writia
civilized
countries
is
presented
pressive beauty and grandeur."

Price 5 Cents

71-73

the

Page

doubt concerq

all

opinion ot
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Sedin

Joins

(Special to

—

Associated
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Elmer Sedin,
manager for United

Dallas

To Canada

Exhibitors

Exteriors

Omaha — Augustin
manage
Selznick
Canaelected treasurer of

Sheridan Hall has left for
for "Blood
pick locations
da to
and Gold," which Al. Parker is di-

formerly

Artists in
Des Moines, is here as a traveling
auditor for Associated Exhibitors.
office/

for

Board

W.

^

here ha'
the jfl

of Trade.

Conrad Nagel and Alma
recting.
Rubens have the leading roles.

HAL ROACIf

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

Who's

Who

CHARLEY CW\
in the All-Star Cast of

COMEDIES

"THE FIRE PATROL"
BULL MONTANA

*NO LOAFING"
Comedy

a

is

howling

scream

"The

in

"Consistently Good.'
Fire

Patrol"!
THAT MAKES THREE
MONTANA.
ALREADY— BULL
CHARLES MURRAY and HANK

Tuxedo

1

MANN. They with CHESTER CONKLIN and BILLY FRANEY provide

POODLES*

the

comedy

relief in

Pafh£come<

this thrilling melo-

~w

What laughter they provoke!
drama.
Audiences will hold their sides and wipe
CAN
tbeir tears away.

HAHNEFORD

reel

ONE ALONE
MAKE THEM ROLL WITH JOYBUT FIVE OF THEM, OH BOY!
5

"THE FIRE PATROL"

Forrifn DiMril>uti<.n of
I Picture

Prodw-

I

fc.

¥>nn

Directed by
there are

5

other

l>ig

melodramas

Hunt Stromberg
to

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION

Ge<*?f
o0
CotP
New

220 Wr-i 42...I St.
Yolk. Chick. 2!S5

Cible»—Geokann. N

Y

New York

Clucap*

come!

N. Y. City

FlQe P#TRd&

Rothacker Laboratc
WILLIAM

S.

542

Ave.

Fifth

'

GILL, Eastern
Tel.

Sslei

Murray HiD

ike a Conquering
It

Hero

goes marching thru the land

CHICAGO!
It

Played
at the

Roosevelt
Theatre
7

Weeks

Balaban

A New Receipt Record —
A New Attendance Record
The Highest Rental
Ever Paid for

& Katz

Any

Film

paid

/y^GosmopoUtan

>

36 068.99

MARION
DAVIES
JTTLE

A

Cosmopolitan
Production

NEW™,
©«*< r«iu

te

4

t>u

(tyyUUvyrurGosrnopolitari

YORK,

Tvever before such pictures as these!

GLORIA

SWAN SON
THOMAS
MEIGHAN

Humming

IN

Bird"

Pied Piper

POLA

NEGRI
IN

Shadows
of

Ma lone"

Paris"

THE CALL
OF THE

FLAMING
BARRIERS"

CANYON *
-THE

WEST OF THE

WATER
TOWER"

NEXT

'

*DONT
CALL

CORNER'

IT

LOVE"

-and an announcement of the great pictures
following these Will be made in a few weeks I

THE
liy,

December

7,

:&&>*
£ W^^^-^ DAILY
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they're

and biggd*!

coming bigger

and

NOW-

GLORIA SWANSON
in

"The Humming
A Sidney
WE'VE
And

seen
this

Olcott Production

it.

we know:

Millions of persons will

order to see

Bird"

cram thousands

of theatres in

it.

Too free use of superlatives
weakened their use.

in trade advertising

has

But superlatives are inadequate to describe the business possibilities of Gloria Swanson in "The Humming
Bird."
If Gloria ever

know

was a

—

she has been

attained

—and you

success in your theatre

she'll triple

any success she ever

—in "The Humming Bird."

—

Sidney Olcott ever showed his merit and you know
he has in "The Green Goddess" and "Little Old New
York" he has topped anything he ever did in "The
If

—

—

Humming

Bird."

Strong statements, but true.
Adjectives, praise, promises
ful

—we could use a bushel-

on this picture.

But when

all's

said and done

it

means

this:

Here's a bigger and greater picture if ever there was
one. Gloria Swanson in "The Humming Bird" is going
to do absolutely tremendous business for exhibitors without any question of doubt.
You'll be able to see for yourself soon.

It's

a Paramount Picture

"

THE

-^B^

DAILY

Tax

Receptive on
intinaed from Page

1)

Thetc is
growing sentiment in
Congress for the repeal of the tax
and the Presidental pronouncement
\\.ilistened to attentively by both
.1

brandies.

legislative

r«ro bills looking tor the ami
tmnt of that portion of the revenue
law that imposes admission and seating taxes have been introduced, one
Representative Sol Bloom, and
bj
the other by Representative Clarence
MacGregor, both of New York State.

Abandon "North of 36"
CSpecaal to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Times quotes

—

in a statement
issued yesterday said:
"It was gratifying to read the statement
imcd in the annual message of PresiCalvin Coolidge to Congress, especialS.

Cohen,

Cruze will next make "Magnolia,"
and declares, according to the Times:
"I'm going to make 'Magnolia,' and

his

admission

taxes,
of the

I'm going to stick to the simpler type
of drama, with interior settings as
will as exterior for the time being.
I'm not the great western director
that you think I am."

Robert T. Kane, yesterday confirmed the Times' statement and declared the picture had been put aside
"for the time being."

with appreciation throughout the country regardless of party politics."
be

received

Would

Lift

(Special to

THE

W

—

Porch," in the
paying the tax.

Music Tax
FILM DAILY)

latter's

On

i

—

and not to fatten the
It is his
treasuries of publishers.
intention to push the bill during the
early days of the 68th Congress in

Garvy Going to Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

New Haven — Louis

Garvy, for sevpublicity representative for S. Z. Poli has resigned to
take over exploitation for the theaters acquired recently by Famous
from Sid Grauman in Los Angeles.
Garvy was given a testimonial din-

Incorporations

—

1

of Berkley.

years

Dover, Del.— Daylight M. P.

Coil

Incorporators, A.
MacBeth, Baltimore; J. B. Coates a
(Capi
T. F. Lane, Washington.
Trust Co. of Delaware).
Capital $60,000.

C— Capitol

Theal

Raleigh, N.
Corp., Henderson.

Capitol $50,0(1
Incorporators, S. S. Stevenson, 1
D. Burwell and A. A. Bunn, all

Henderson.

A

1

b a n y

— Goodman

Theat

New

York. Incorporators,
Goodman, N. Fendrick and M. Br
Attorneys, Otterbourg, Steinj.
lert.
ler & Houston.

Corp.,

Springfield, 111.— Alton Grand Thl
Capital $5,100. I
ater Co., Alton.

corporators,
John J. Jianakapoki
Karlan
and
John Panos.
John
which he was

ner on Tuesday, at
presented with a cash gift of $1,500
pooled by his various friends here.

Business In Northwest Better

Trip

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

19

picturi-

involving large outlays on the part
big organizations put the majority
independents in a position where they
of
could not compete with the product being
offered the first run theaters.
The current
season has clearly demonstrated that these
expensive pictures do not necessarily bring
profits commensurate with costs.
I believe
that the trend for 1924 will be toward less
expensive productions, pictureis that are
strong in story values rather than in tremendous sets and investitures that have
caused high costs of production.
The fact
that 'the story is the thing' has once again
been demonstrated in no uncertain manner."

enteen

7,

Calif.
Liberty Tl!
Sacramento,
Capital $
aters Co., Sacramento.
Incorporators, A. D. Di
024,000.
can, E. B. Smith and F. M. Moo
all of San Francisco, and E. L. Bun

Albany

— Irving-Starr

Brooklyn.

Harrison

—

house without

Representative
n g^l o n
Atlanta DeSalles Harrison, newly
Albert Johnson, of Hoquiam, Washappointed
public relations representalooking
ington, has introduced a bill
tive for the Hays organization in the
for an amendment to the copyright
territory is on a tour
law in order to relieve exhibitors and Southeastern
where the Better
cities
the
of
all
others using copyrighted music from
jFilms Committees have officeJs. Upon
music
so-called
the
payment
of
the
Harrison will
tax.
Johnson declares that the tax ,completion of the trip
York and confer with
exceeds the intent of the law which go back to New
was designed to protect authors and Col. Jason Joy.
a s h

will
activities

zations
of the

Music Tax Fight Starts Again

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee A suit, re-opening the
music tax fight in Milwaukee, has
been filed by the Skidmore Music Co.,
New York, against Otto L.
of
Charles L. O'Reilly, of the T. O. Meister, owner of one of the neighC. C. said:
The music comborhood houses.
"The President's message * * * is a great
with rendering
Meister
charges
pany
in
the
official
highest
the
by
[Tuition
land, of the work done by the industry, and
the song, "Last Night On The Back

will

—That the new year

connection, he says:
"The production of tremendous

recommendation

for the repeal of the
it
expresses an apas
public service activities of
preciation
The co-ordithe motion picture industry.
nated effort and co-operation of all forces
in
the industry are required to help carry
the recommendations made by
into effect
the
President of the United States and
the Secretary of the Treasury.
ly

Hollywood

James Cruze as stating that produc- see the greatest producing
"North of 36", has been in the history of the independents is
tion of
of Mike C. Levee,
abandoned by Famous because of its the prediction
In this
similarity to "The Covered Wagon." president of United Studios.

Praise Coolidge's Stand

Sydney

"Ind'oW
THE FILM DAILY)

Sees Big Year For
(Special to

December

Friday,

THE FILM DAILY)

J.

In

Incorpf;

Adamenas. Al

torney, A. Goodstein.

— In

the monthly report of John H. Rich, Federal Reserve agent in Minneapolis, it was
stated that general business increased
ten per cent during October with an
improvement in the credit situation
throughout the northwest. The business gain is laid to the heavy movement of livestock.

Minneapolis

Levy and

rators, S.

Co.,

Capital $1,500.

Albany

— American

Exchange,

Feature

Inc., Philadelphia.

FilN

Capit

(Corporation Guarantee
Trust Co.)
$10,000.

*

—

Albany Repeatoscope Corp., Nr
York. Incorporators, R. Aird, H. If
Taylor and W. E. Kiefer. Attornejj
Plattfield, Taylor & Patterson.

composers

order to bring about

Robinson
(Special to

—

111

passage.

its

In Hospital

THE FILM DAILY)

Mrs. Helen Johnson Dead

Creole Opens Atlanta Office

Mrs. Helen Johnson, 36, wife of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Irving
Johnson of Johnson and Moses
have
Atlanta Creole Enterprises
opened an office here. An exchange who operate a chain of picture houses
was recently opened in Dallas. Phy- on Staten Island, was found dead
will
be handled yesterday at her heme in Stapleton
sical
distribution
through Preferred, of the Southeast. with a gas tube in her mouth, acShe was in
Rufus Davis, will manage the ex- cording to the police.

—

Chicago Dee Robinson, of Peoria,
health.
ill
a prominent Mid-West exhibitor, has change.
Presbyterian
brought to the
Premiere Advanced
Thomas Leaves Ince
Hospital to undergo a major operaRobinson is head of the Madition.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fox has advanced the premiere of
son Theaters Co., operating a chain
Los Angeles Clark Thomas has "The Shepherd King," Gordon Edof picture and vaudeville houses in tes;gned as
for wards' Biblical picture from Dec. 16
general manager
Peoria and also the Irvin, at Bloom- Thomas H. Ince, effective Jan. 1. to Monday.
ington.
"The Ten Commandments," opens
It is understood he will take charge
atthe Cohan Dec. 21.
Mercantile
Co.
Cinema
the
of
American Theaters Corp. Formed

Trenton, N. J.— Olympic Amus.
Capital $10(J
ments, Inc., Newark.
Attorneys, Stickel & Naug'.i
000.

Albany

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Moores Plan Reunion
Lenehan Joins Warner Bros.
Chicago Leland Eastman, Frank
Moore and Ed Sturgis are
Owen
in
known
well
George F. Lenehan,
Cotey and Cornelius Cooney have orthe Coast. Joe, Tom and
from
here
ganized the American Theaters Corp. the selling end of the industry has
Moore
are also in New York
Matt
as
staff
sales
with offices at 7941 S. Halstead St. joined the Warners'
will have a family
Moores
the*
and
The new company will erect a com- general field representative, with
re-union Christmas.
theater.
Kansas
City.
vaudeville
in
headquarters
bined picture and
Miller Joins F.
(Special to

& M.

Mullin Resigns

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

(Special to

former
manager of the National on South
Halstead St., has become manager of
Fitzpatrick & McKlroy's new house
at Traverse City, Mich.

Chicago

"Anna

Christie"
Christie"
'.una
Strand on Sund:i

Miller,

at

Strand
at

the

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)

— Eugene

Victor

Mullin has re-

signed a- Eastern scenario editor for

Goldwyn,

effective

Dec. 17th.

Al Lena Here
Al
ager

Lena,

formerly business man-

several Goldwyn
from the Coast,
of

units,

is

— Cent

Amusement

Corp.. New York.
Leopold
torney,

Cort>

Capital $5,000. Aj
Ne,
Freidman,

York.

1

—

Newark.

right,

Del.— Temple

Dover,

Amusement
Capital.

Co.,
$25,000.

Albany

— Hermon

Hermon.

G

Inc.,

Theati

Wilmingto;

Con

Realty

Capital $15,000.

Attorne;

T. Chaney, Hermon.

Albany— Lee

Prod. Co, Brooklyn
B. In
Attorney,

Capital

$10,000.

Wicksel,

New

York.

Albany— Myroth

New

York.

C. R.

Cbrp
Attorne;

Realty

Capital $5,000.

Mohrmann, New York.

Heerman Arrives
Dover, Del.— Guaranty
Capital
Heerman and Mrs. Heer- Wilmington.

Sales Corp
$300,001

man, have arrived from the Coast.
Heerman is to direct Thomas Meigh-

(Corporation Trust Co. of America.'

an.

Del.— President
Dover,
Capital
Co, Wilmington.

BaLzac Story at Capitol
"Slave of Desire," based on Balzac's "The Magic Skin," opens at

(Corporation Trust Co. of America.

the Capitol

Sunday

Theatel'
$50,0011

Dover Del.— Chieftain Amusemein
Corp, Wilmington.

Capital

$100,00111

THE
December

ay,

1923

7,

New Hampshire
1st New Jersey
5th New Jersey
Nat'l New Mexico
to
xibuted
$13,694,767
1st New York
luota of $69,340,585 in Admis2d New York
sion Taxes By States
3d New York
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
14th New York
New York
ashington Approximately $69,- 21st
28th New York
>00 was
collected in admission North Carolina
by the Internal Revenue De- North Dakota

Y. Heads List

V.

223,297.36
809,929.74
1,791,938.38
79,677.88
2,783i37o!58
5,879,321.49
1,356,463.77
1,702,074.88
721 892 28
1,251,644.16
421,192.87
176,093 97
1,008,676.06
491,773.30
591,680.25
1,935,476.79
620,715.17
685,454.39
3,039,055.88
709,827.60
1,949,398.55
532,673.09
180,171.04
200,428,65
496,577.21
682,097.14
1,171,094.56
255,991.42
138,571.03
668,329.64
1,084,481.22
529,170.38
1,425,218.39
148,023.07

—

—

nent for the fiscal year beginJuly 1, 1922, and ending June
This,

1923.

of

course,

includes

erts.

Ohio
10th Ohio
11th Ohio
18th Ohio
1st

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

1st

was made 12th Pennsylvania
by the Commissioner of In- 23d Pennsylvania
ic
Revenue in September, when Rhode Island
South Carolina
figure was slightly higher than South Dakota
)ne given above.
This was be- Tennessee
the final returns had been gone 1st Texas
Texas
The Commissioner then de- 2d
Utah
d a compilation by states was Vermont
for

total

le

the year

il

way.

The

compilation has

now

released.

in

Washington

West Virginia

shows that from the
cts

Virginia

New York

six revenue
State, the re-

Wisconsin

Wyoming
Totals

downtown New York, brought
The 1st New York
which

in Brooklyn.
its credit.
The

takes

52,783,370.50 to
total for the entire

country

is

0.585.82, which gives New York
about twenty per cent of the
total.

returns by districts are given

e

District

Totals

la

a

$
,

las

ifornia
iliiorma
lo
ticut

re

nois
inois
...,

ky
,na

nd
husetts

chigan
chigan
ota
ippi
isouri
isouri
Hi;
la

ka

316,092.25
121,878.58
224,742.69
2,481,881.63
2,521,644.52
678,629.43
975,363.85
92,697.07
506,448.69
502,526.05
113,455.09
176,068.86
5,667,617.61
898,938.03
1,826,182.98
1,101,504.44
697,431.07
738,055.64
708,478.37
493,470.94
1,764,711.51
3,761,735.02
2,214,326.75
522,412.25
1,238,382.79
176,211.94
1,144,932.43
876,825.63
293,891.85
691,960.60
70,305.07

THE VISUAL
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ALL THE WORLD

Public Notice
The titles of two of our
forthcoming Productions

"HE 6th COMMANDMENT"

"LOVES LURE"

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

C—

$50,000.

—

To

(Special to

Milwaukee

4 7th Ave.

N. Y. C.

the

said in explaining his bill. "1
that the Dominion of

Canada is now preparing to
same barrier against us

an

the

effort to elimin-

Film

Board

of

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fond du Lac, Wis. The Fischer
chain, controlling some of the largest

—

houses in Wisconsin and Illinois, have
broken ground here for a $600,000,
theater to seat over 2,000. The site
St.

Field

Washington

For Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

—The American consul

to the Department
that in
the city
of
has a population that
exceeds 120,000, there is not a single
theater.
in

we

Exhibitor Faces Federal Charge
(Spedial to

Yankton,

THE FILM DAILY)

—

D. A. L. Hess, owner
Hess has been placed under
by a U. S. marshall on an indictment, returned by the grand jury
S.

of the
arrest

charged with failure to account for
admission taxes to the Internal Revenue office. The embezzlement, it is
alleged, is said to cover a period of

two years.

New House For

Pensacola

THE FILM DAILY)

have against that country and
the rest of the world.
"Millions of dollars are lost annually by the pirating of plays and
motion pictures because we are not
members of this union."

The

bill

was prepared by Register

of Copyrights Solberg, and would put
the United States for the first time
into the Berne Convention or Inter-

Copyright
Union,
under
which all works having copyright in
the United States will have instantaneous protection in England, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, the Scandinavian countries and all other civilnational

—

Pensacola, Fla. W. J. Harvey, in ized countries that are already memconjunction with a number of local bers.
Up to the present time' this country
merchants, will build a six story thehas
been debarred from entering the
ater and office building here, work
on which will start early in the new union by the so-called manufacturers'
clause refusing authority for copyyear.
The house will seat 1,500.
right of any work not printed in type
set or plates made in this country and
also bound here.
Myers Permanently Injured

New House
(Special to

for

Grand Rapids

THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich.— Construction
soon start on a new house in
Michigan Ave. by H. T. Reynolds.

will

THE BEST PICTURES
OF

1923

ONE
OF MANY
FEATURES
IN

Fischers Expanding

CSpecial to

up

as

THE FILM DAILY)

— In

Trade, has ordered its members to
supply all salsmen with form postcards upon which they will record
the various pictures of theaters in
towns they visit, thus providing a
check-up system.

on Main

set

now

—

THE

1924 FILM

YEAR BOOK

China reports

Commerce
Amoy, which

of

St. Pierre
(Special to

Chicago

Appointed Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

—Louis

St. Pierre, has beassociated with the Midwest
circuit, operating in Rockford, Beloit
and Decatur, as manager.

come

St. Louis
(Special to

Theater Sold

THE FILM DAILY)

IINDERSON PICTURES CORPORATION

pear in Sunday's issue.

Bloom

understand

Eliminate Bicycling

bicycling,

ate

1)

manufacturers of copyright material
that this country become a member
of the Berne Copyright Convention."

Rosser, vice-president; S. S. Stevenson, secretary and treasurer.

Cards

(Continued from Page

analysis of newspaper
criticisms of "Anna Christie,"
from Baltimore, Chicago, Cincinnati and Cleveland and of
"Flaming Passion," from Cleveland and Philadelphia will ap-

Henderson, N. C. The Capitol
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Theater Corp., has been formed by
Charlestown Ralph Myers,, has
a group of local business men to op- been removed to his home from the
erate a chain of ten cent theaters in hospital.
Myers has been maimed
North Carolina.
The officers are: for life, having broken his back in
J. D. Cooper, Jr., president; R. P.
an automobile wreck not long ago.

WITH THE BEST

:nograms
NEWS

Formed

Raleigh, N.
The Capitol Theater Corp., has received incorporation
listing
papers,
of
a capital

is

;
IIT

$69,340,585.82

Capitol Theater Corp.

235,785.26.
ict,

An

(Special to

totaled
The
$13,694,767.16.
and third districts which in-

id

Copyright Aid

Newspaper Opinions

St.

Louis

— Pete Rybanic now owns

the Movie and Wilson, having bought
the latter from Sam Steinberg.

Filmdoms Recognized Reference
Book

OUT JAN.

1st

Year Round Advertising
Value At A One Day Rate

Friday,

December

7,-1

The First Blast!
"The picture

will live

through centuries to come."

more than a motion

"It is far

"A triumph beyond

all

picture."

expectation."

"It is the voice of inspiration."

"The greatest masterpiece of

pictorial artistry."

"The screen has never borne a greater

tale."

hoped that every one of the 110,000,000 people of these

"It is to be

United States will have an opportunity to see this production."

Only one picture now in existence could possibly
such words as these. And that's

—

call fort]

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
CE (paramount (picture

Produced by
opened

It

Edwin

Times:

afford

to

"It
miss.

a

is

It

wonders hitherto unrevealed.

theatrical
of

Schallert,

imagination

the

pictor'r'

picture
offers
It

is

that

the

duction.

It

ally

far

that

greatest

masterpiece

thus

artistry."

Mere description of the action could noi tell you its tremendous power and
e director and author have incorporated everything you can think of
akc it interesting, fascinating and instructive."
I

Express:

"It

is

the voice of inspiration.

dties confronting the director

most admiration."

It

opens

DeMILLE
Herald

Price,

and morally.
real

It

is

mic-

a triumph for the camera beyond all expectation and pro'
uves

good can be disseminated through the theatre as well as the church.

B. DeMille and Jeanie Macpherson subtly and entertainingly preach a sermon

vler. News:
"It is to be hoped tha. every one of the one hundred and
[rople of these United States will have an opportunity to see this proconveys one of the greatest messages ever brought before the American

Rail,

Guy

you cannot by any stretch
in photography and

new splendors

Lawrence, Examiner:
"The screen has never borne a greater tale or
it
with more conviction.
It unquestionably is Cecil B. DeMille's magnum opus.
The great 'oundation of the laws and legal writings of most civilized countries is
presented »ith impressive beauty and grandeur."
ten million

B.

Hollywood Egyptian Theatre Dec. 4th and
what the Los Angeles critics say:

at the

here's
of

CECIL

at the

Its veiy massiveness, the
and the broadness of the canvas compel

far reaching in effect than all the

Cecfl

moQW

words of ministers from now to doomsday."

Ted Taylor, Record: "The public
'The Ten Commandments.' "

is

going to be a mighty plaything under til

spell of

Albeit Dorris, Hollywood News:
"When a writer possesses words to properlj
describe the glory of the sunrise, the majesty of Niagara, the love of good woraJ

may

then

be

expected

Commandments.'

It

is

an
far

adequate

more than

of the message of "The Tea
mere motion picture." The critic describe^

description
a

the prologue in detail but refrains from telling the

modern story

as

it

would

rofc.

readers of one of the most wonderful evenings they ever had."
II.

come.

C.

Evans, Hollywood Citizen:
"The picture will live through centuries*!
give a hazy description of this film of films."

Merc words can but

George M. Cohan Theatre,

New York,

Dec. 21st

m
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CARL LAEMMLE

P R

I

in a tense

UNIVCRML

S C

I

presents

L. L.

A

dramatic production of the Underworld

WP
TIGER

lenore
u

ROSE

If

and

by the Press at
York's Rivoli Theatre

New
Frank

Elliott,

"Here

Motion Picture Mews:

in

picture! ... .containing
every
stamps a masterpiece. .. .the climax

a

is

that
element
is a knockout!"

Aileen St. John-Brenon, in Morning Telegraph:
event that has long been awaited. .. .the audience at the Rivoli was kept on the edges of their
seats.
Sidney Franklin has handled the situations

"An

well."

Variety:
"Lenore Ulric has created
breathing character. .. .screen person....

Her performance

Rose.'

is

as

vincing as her part in 'Kiki.'

Hariette

Underhill,

in

"

a

living,

in

'Tiger

individual and con-

New

York

Tribune:

"The David Belasco-Willard Mack

play, which Warner Brothers have put on the screen, holds one more
than any picture of the sort we can remember."

From the famous play by

WILLARD MACK

As Seen

DAVID BELASCO

New York Evening Telegram: "The film is as
good as a play and has the added merit of swinging
out into a wider sphere of action."

ADAPTED BY EDMUND GOULDING

"The
Dale, in the New York American:
are admirable.
There are what one might
call 'Belasco effects.'
There is the lightning
that dazzles, and there is the rainstorm that is astoundingly fierce, and devastating.
It seemed like
Belasco let loose for the occasion."

Alan

A SIDNEY FRANKUN Production

scenes
almost

Quinn

Cast includes Claude gillingwater, Forrest Stanley.
Joseph Dowlinc/,SamDegrasse, Theodore VonEltz and others

and

Martin,

rather

excited

yesterday and

New
fine

last

New York World:
crowds rushed into the

in

Rivoli

night."

York Evening World: " 'Tiger Rose" is a
finely done and really shouldn't be

picture,

missed."

WARNER BRQC
Classics of the Screen

M

New York Evening Journal: "'Tiger Rose' is
something for which the film fan can be thankful.

:
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Row In T. O. G. G.

On Tax

J|[adden

Appropriations Committee
Keep Tax on Admissions
jjof High Grade Houses
e current issue of "The Magaiof

on "Enemies"

An

internal scrap is under way in
the ranks of the Theater Owners
Chamber of Commerce. It was reported Friday, but denied at the T. O.
C. C, that 20 members had resigned.

i

Wall Street," is an intereston the repeal of the taxes
Bi. Martin B. Madden, chairIJcle

Committee

Charges

of playing politics were
certain quarters.
The impression was prevalent that internal
dissension had played a sufficiently
important part to jeopardize the interests of the larger theater owners
in the T. O. C. C.
It was pointed
out in one quarter that Marcus Loew
was forced to resign because of the
nature of some of the resolutions
passed and the opinion was voiced
that unless a change was made in
the administration of the body, its
future functioning as a well organized
exhibitor body was in grave doubt.

ires.

aired

"I would
he says:
luxury, taxes those now
admissions to theaters.
iloii
Ild be remembered that there
now on small neighborhood
attended by children and by
article

Rs

.

(

poor, where the admission
This
not above 10 cents.
hat untaxed theatrical amuseill
can be provided for those

vjy

in

g
id
:

need

\

it;

who want

those

better should be willing
is for the privilege of enijjhis form of amusement.

he

for

said

them

as

places of

i

dent

and

their

for

esthetic

necessaries of
3 hat we should do is to lower,
possible, the taxes imposed
I s
Sons who cannot afford to go
are

flthey

not

theater; and we can do this
measure by requiring those
B go to pav specific taxes for
I/ilege."

same page appear

picture houses.

I

illustra-

One show-

neighborattended by children
and where at
R; -very poor"
n there is no tax where the
jnn is over 10 cents, and anAowing a line up of limousines
of what purports to be a
which bears this
I entrance,
Eront of a "small,

mouse

—

"Charles Ray is at his best in 'The Courtship of Myles Standish,' preeminent history drama," says the Washington Post. The star is seen above
with Enid Bennett. Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

Why Managers?
Inquisitive people help stir things.

Sometimes they mess

things up. But in this instance an inquisitive inquiry
Says an important man in pictures
"If exhibitors

long

;

is

interesting.

theater-admission tax which

very tiring pictures why have real managers run
All they need to do is to start selling

tickets

champions would be levied

>

higher-priced establishments
those who want something
Should be willing to pay foi
I;

ilege.'

"

On Jan. 7
earing on the complaint filed
he Film Distributors' League
advertising matter issued in
|
ion with "D'Artagnan" will be
on Jan. 7 in New York.
1
aring Again

and

let

before it. Blumenthal did so and explained what prompted him to withdraw.
He said that he could not
continue to act as a bona fide T. O.
C. C. member in the face of violations of the resolution binding members not to book "Enemies of Wom-

en" until the matter had been settled
He
on behalf of the entire body.
charged and in this was supported

—

by others— that certain exhibitors had
gotten around the resolution by having their partners sign for the picture.

Blumenthal
the

also

resolution

is

at

odds over

preventing

members

(Continued on Page 6)

are going to run these tremendously

their houses?
hi

in

Louis F. Blumenthal admitted that
had resigned as a member and
that the board of directors in rejecting
the resignation asked him to appear

no enemy of theaters, of the
Whatever
i&r any other kind.
Ii

n nc

—

Members Evading Resolution

/ Id

Ithe Appropriations

Enter Dealings, Is Charge

Politics

the rest take care of itself."

What has a real manager to do when he
he's right.
takes in a 10 or worse still, a 12 reel feature? Very little. Certainly there isn't a chance to develop or upbuild his program.
Either the big picture carries the show. Or it doesn't.
And

LAEMMLE'S IDEA
About showing "The Hunchback" in regular picture houses.
At $1.65 top. Made some people sit up and take notice. Evi-

To have their big special go in picture
road shown. And from that viewpoint
being
houses instead of
very worth while. Certainly it should stop yelping. That exrhe Chase" to Pathe?
hibitor who complains of pictures going into legitimate houses.
Ii reported, but not confirmed
To his detriment. That type of exhibitor will have a very good
y, that "The Chase" brought
Europe by the Fabians chance of demonstrating whether or not he means what he says.
dently a sincere move.

Features Reviewed
Page
In the Palace of the King

Gold-Cosmop

9

This Freedom

Fox

9

Half-A-Dollar-Bill

Metro

9

Tiger Rose
Warner Bros

The

9

Satin Girl

Grand- Asher-S.
Daring Years
Equity-S.

R

R

11

11

The Red Warning
Universal
Six Cylinder

11

Love

Fox

11

Short Subjects

10

;

|

III

acquired

by

Pathe.

(Continued on Page 12)
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25 Cents
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COOLIDGE DELIVERS HIS
MESSAGE TO CONGRESS— Scenei

Copyright 1923, Wid'a Film »nd Film Folka,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc..
71-73 Weat 44th St.. New York. N. Y., by

nection with the delivery of the Pn
much-looked-forward-to
message
problems of the Nation.

WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg, Preaident and Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManMaurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
ager
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered ai second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Joseph

NAVY PLANS
S.
NORTH POLE— Pictures

taking active

part
noteworthy event.

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

preparations

in

I
I

two nations

flock to celebrated sportin
to witness opening races of the win
son.

New

Greater

of those

RACING AT TIA JUANA—Turf

Statea. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, 15 00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y.
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene
of

FLIGB

~U.

;

Other news as

usual.

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

'Phone, Hollywood

— Irving

Chicago Representative

Wabash Ave.

Mack, 738

todai

S.

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W.

I.

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

—

Music Fight

HEREWITH ARE SHOWN TWO OF THE STARS IN GEORGE
FITZMAURICE'S PRODUCTION OF "THE ETERNAL CITY," in

Incorporations

which

prominent stellar personalities appear. This scene is a poignant
Springfield,
111.
Loop
Theater situation in which Barbara La Marr and Bert Lytell are seen. "The
Building Corp., Chicago.
Capital Eternal City" is presented by Samuel Goldwyn (not connected with GoldIncorporators, A. L. Rit- wyn Pictures) through First National. Advt.
$300,000.
tenberg, Wm. R. Swissler and A.
Greenspahn.
Eltabran Get "Determination"
Making New Series Of Westerns

—

five

—

(Special to

—American

—

Ad

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Atlanta Eltabran has taken over
Temple, Ariz. Roy Hughes is
Photo Scope, Inc., Chicago.
Capi- "Determination," for immediate re- producing a new series of Westerns
tal $50,000.
Incorporators, R. Vacek, lease in the Southeast.
Distribution for the state right market. The first,
Wm. C. Bohnseek and A. A. Mayer. will be through the Atlanta and "Ashes of Waste," will be ready Jan.
Charlotte offices.
1.
Springfield,

111.

—

Springfield, 111. Washington
Amusement Co., Chicago Capital $1,000,000.
Incorporators,
John C.
Sturgel, A. P. Feign and G. P. Frellson.

—

Springfield, 111.
Empress AmuseCo., Inc., Decatur.
Incorpora-

Astabula Lodge Building
(Special to

tors,

W.

N. McConnell,

J.

(Special to

sion at the

—

Springfield,
111.
Garden Theater
Corp., Harvey.
Capital $20,000. Incorporators, G. Scully and
and
L. Voss, Jr.

ues

amusement

depreshouses contin-

marked.

Springfield,

Froelich, L.
smith.

Albany

New

111.

Co., Chicago.

— Follies

AmuseM.

Incorporators,

Mansback and

J.

Gold-

— Favorite Song Films,

Inc.,

York.

Leffert

&

Dover,

Capital $5,000. Attorneys,
Tyroler, New York.

Del.

—

Amusement

Co.,
Capital, $25,000.

Pomrn

Temple
Inc.,

Theater
Cumberland.

Historical

Popular Films has for the state
market, "The Discovery of
America," produced by Crusader
Film Prod.

A

Cast that will pack
MADGE BELLAMY
HELEN JEROME EDDY
MARY ALDEN

them

New

in

Y.

Outfits,

Hunt Stromberg

N. Y. City

IFlQE

PMRoT?

Second-Hand

Current

"THE FIRE PATROL"

'FlRfPATCOV?

***"

WANTED
Two

25

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
N.

r&i

anywhere!

GREAT MELODRAMATIC THRILLER,

220 Wrst 42nd St.
Yolk. Chicle. 2555

Wallop"

2 reels

*****

JOHNNY HARRON
JACK RICHARDSON
SPOTTISWOOD AIKEN
FRANCES ROSS
CHARLES MURRAY
HANK MANN
BULL MONTANA
EACH A BOX-OFFICE POWER— ALL OF THEM IN jTHE

729 7th Ave.,

A

Pafhecomedy

are 5 more big melodramas to come!
HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?

Cables—Geokann.

"Wit With

18

And there

GeO^fvora**

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

right

PATROL BULLETIN NO.

Directed by

Prodttctioni

HAL ROACH'!

Film

Dittnbotion of

Motion Picture

—

vice-president of Educational, is
He will spend several weeks i
Angeles, surveying production.

fire Patrol

FIRE
ment

Good

—The

M

Wm.

Popular Has

THE FILM DAILY)

Tasmania, Australia

Skinner on the Coast
THE FILM DAILT
Los Angeles George A. SI
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—The

Business Not So

T. Ingra-

ham and M. H. McConnell.

(Special to

Hollywood Frederick E. Stanley,
Astabula Lodge
of Moose have under construction a a member of First National's publicity
$500,000 home and theater which they staff for a year, is now in the scenario
will lease.
department.

ment

the opening shot in the rent
the music tax fight here is seen
action filed against the Whit
theater, operated by Otto L. \
by the Skidmore Music Co. o
York.

Stanley Joins Scenario Staff

THE FILM DAILY)

Astabula, O.

Milwauke

in

THE FILM DAIL'
Milwaukee—What is expectei
(Special to

B
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Pictures Reviewed In 17

December

y,

8

1923

9,

Husband"— C.

.ccidental

B. C.

Indianapolis

Colonial,

—The

acting throughout is excelseeing a movie,
lie forgets that he is
storm scene is as well done as any
1

'-•

*

that has
"a far-fetched
ltd in this case by some very effective
the part of the fine cast and by the
irection of Dallas M. Fitzgerald.

story

—

he Acquittal" Universal
Century, Baltimore
—"The Acquittal" is an interestinglj

TIMES— STAR— *

*

PLAIN DEALER— The

cast

equally

splendid

is

w

Garrick, Minneapolis

'The Acquittal" is better, as a film
rate, than plays in the same
uch as the "Cat and Canary" and*
It is a brilliant conception * *

worth witnessing.

well

—

1st Nat'l

ambitious
attempt, is one of the mest in*
teresting costume spectacles of the year. * *
Wallace Beery as the villain, almost runs
away with first honors.

production

'Bright Lights of B'way"

*

cast.

>le

na

*

*

—

1st

Baltimore

SUN

Christie" marks,
forward which the

A

(Evening)

to

I hope you
see the picture * * * but just
at film fans appreciate and applaud
linal ideas, human characterizations
.Is that make them think,
bat is just that kind of film "Anna

|to

3

fine

performance

as

lhe barest skeleton of story, these
[e to bring flesh and blood and
Ision to the thing, and make it
picture.

1* * * a highly sound and appeall.y by strict fidelity to the original,
rerything that Pauline Lord and
|rion did on the stage is on the
not a scene is added that is
picturization of some stage
Iription of what happened off stage.
|:s are direct quotations from the

\y

action

is

and

A

TRANSCRIPT—To
melodrama,

time

a

as

sure

be

what

but

of

lie
1

llarion, * * * gives a marvelous
|jn of the father to the screen.
a better actress and
is splendid

— than

woman

she was years
William Russell does some
* * *
Besserer
Eugenie
and

lutiful
|irk

the

film
it

is

does

is

no

stilted artificiality,

'Anna Christie" we have a manly
(forward treatment of a phase of
I

I

now

to exist. * * *

Adams, Detroit
FREE PRESS — A luxurious

of

the

most eminent

artists

of

William Russell givesa vigorous
itious

portrayal

a vitality as natural as

weie real life instead of so many lights
and shadows cast on a white cotton screen.
of the producfaint, because ot
language. * * *

of

and

in

society

play

complicated plot and gorgeous setting
* * * audience
is "His Childien's Children,"
*
iound the piece much to its liking. * *
beorge Fawcett is easily the star. * * *
Although the film airs to preach a
moral the purpose is not too manifest. There

the

story

great

is

TIMES — It's

interest.

*

a real picture with a real
pioduction and variety of incident. * • *
The picture has been given careful produc
the

settings

rich

and

sumptuous;

the

a

picture

—

Common Law" Selznick
Metropolitan, Washington

HERALD —This
mounted

spectacular

of

STAR — The

beauty.
settings are elaborate,

and the
on New

depicting New York
Year's Eve are interesting.
TIMES * * * a well-balanced, highly
dramatic and appealing picture. * * *
The cast alone would carry the production
ranks of the distinguished.
to the

scenes

street

—

.

Randolph, Chicago

NEWS — It
book,
tell

it

is

a better than ordinary movie,
Oliver Optic story
Oliver Optic could

like an old-time
but told better than
in printer's ink.

of

sort

"The Courtship

of

Myles Standish"—

— Madison,
PRESS —

Asso.-Exhibitors

FREE
costly

he

*

(Charles

*

Detroit

most lavish and
has ever made.

* the

Ray)

shows Mr. Ray in an entirely new role,
which promises to restore him once more to
It

public

favor.

cast

Minneapolis

drama

*

players.

of

unfolded by an ex-

is

*

"Enemies of
is

well

NEWS —The

open stretches are pictured by
remarkable scenic shots and there is

always a
to

bit

of

action

for

the

camera man

register.

really very interest
lot of sloppy

is

*

a pretentious photoplay and
witnessing.
is

"The Eternal Struggle"— Metro
Orpheum, Detroit

lavish scene or
well rounded

choked with a

Copperfield"

—Asso.

Row"

"Fashion

—Metro

Capitol, Detroit

peal of one of
portrayed.* * *

of the

Dickens'

INQUIRER— "David

novels

Copperfield,"

apis

greatly

and sentimentalized almost beyond recog-

cut

*
Names are about all that
Everything
the original novel.
else has been twisted and distorted to make
an approved 1923 model.
The picture is a
work of art in every respect and i sa rare
treat for those who thirst for art in motion

*

left

previous

NEWS —

charm and

greatest

story was filmed witk
the color and lavishness of Miss Murray's
productions, and admirers of this
young woman will see her at her best.
* * * Mae Murray has wisely pre
pared a story for her latest vehicle that is
strong enough to stand on its own merits.
"Fashion Row," * * * is about the best
display of both story and acting that Miss
Murray has released since "On With the

all

Exhib.

*

of

NORTH AMERICAN—

romance has been
with lavishness and a high degree
colorful

Women"— Gold-Cosmop.
Astor,

STAR— The
worth

Minneapolis

BULLETIN— Much

are

"The

is

of

New
Women"

Aldine, Philadelphia

nition.

ballioom scenes done on a lavish scale.

a speedy melodramatic ve-

FREE PRESS—The

cast,

tion,

*

picture is admitted to be a
can be described in no other

and

"Enemies

gives the outstanding portrayal
production.

David

NEWS —

*

*

terms.

sentiment.
in

fast-

all

*

*

"thriller,"

menu a

the

Lyric,
not

is

that

Loew's, Montreal

some

New

*

STAR—The

Goodman has prolonged
a goodly number

throws

make

everything

praise

out one.

ing,

Indianapolis

has

TIMES — *

hicle.

interpolated

thrills and
in order to

sort

moving melodramas should have. It speeds
along at whirlwind pace and introduces all
the modern speed vehicles and an airplane
thrown in.

cellent

suspense,

masculine

a

Mary Alden.

"The Eleventh Hour"— Fox

Without a doubt the greatest picture of pioneer
is
It
nfe ever presented on the screen.
one of the finest motion pictures ever made.

two

of the Eagle,
portrayed by

acter, that
of woman,

if

with a

*

is one of the most interesting
Western screen dramas seen here for
some time. The story is given added interest
by the clever enactment of the principal char-

Mary Carr

Such striking

Juch ingenious pathos, such bitterliair mingled with an irrepressible
I- better things, as are manifested
role, serve not
I Sweet in the title
* the actress who inter|:e * *

*

STAR— The
"His Children's Children"—F. P.-L.

jWalnut, Cincinnati

—Here

*

SENTINEL— Mr.

"The Country Kid"—Warners'

liidance of the realities, no prudish
facts of life.
l:r the unpleasant

STAR — *

the

her role.

IeR

the big Historic moments. * * *
The spirit
of the story, rather than the plot, makes "The
Covered Wagon/' a great picture.

legitimate.

side.

life.

is

—

pretend to be more, when the yarn is
simply and clearly told and the thrills are

life.

is

plot

"Daring Years" Equity
Garden, Milwaukee

the

— "Anna Christie"
Not
J'E
The
The other
people— some people — don't know
lips— but a kind that crime annals

pure melodrama.
But it is melodrama done in a big way and
in a setting which would carry any plot.
It
was noticeable that the audience at the premiere applauded, not the acting so much as

you.

when

that

of

the

NEWS— It

mummers who seem

not

—

VL Here is fine example of a
worth to a picture. Mr. O'Neill's
listie" is a play of character and
With,
necessity is situation.
l.'s

J-noving,

— There

*

is a capable young
actress in "The Eagle's Feather."
story itself is quite negligible,
acting throughout is excellent.

The

*

of

Washington

tion must be comparatively
the paucity of the English

Modern-Beacon, Boston

ID-EXAMINER—But

a

*

*

Isis,

HERALD —The

fine

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—Mary

*

Poli's,

Alden's charbut

work of art,
from such a

RECORD—It

it
be said at once that this
a very ambitious and largely successful attempt to visualize a significant page in American history. * * * It exemplifies that spirit
with a fidelity and a strength of conviction
unusual in any film. There is irresistible appeal in the spectacle of the great caravan.

"Cameo Kirby"— Fox

ristie."

gives

*

it.

a group of skilled
be having as good

oy

The Chicago, Chicago

feet

— Preferred

NORTH AMERICAN— Miss
acterization is indeed a
that is what one expects
actress.

but

P.-L.

Montreal

Palace,

TIMES— Adjectival

very pleasing comedy
minor proportions played in a light way

plenty of
of

Wagon"—F.

"The Covered

*

of those extravagant" and
stories of the West. * * •

almost impossible

*

*

Philadelphia

Victoria,

INQUIRER^-One

Alden demonstrates that she

it

Parkway, Baltimore

"The Eagle's Feather"— Metro

character

is

"The Broken Wing"

greatest step
'e made since Griffith produced his
Unless
Nation."
The Birth of
reatly mistaken, it will take the
years or more to catch up with

I

the

one of the best photoplays, in some
respects, that this house has offered in some

Nafl

SUN—"Anna

1G

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE— On
screen
time.

Christie"

Rivoli,

— Principal

Fay's, Rochester

ne of the most baffling of mystery

interesting episodes of
think, are those deof the Mayflower across

we

STAR—Let

Regent, Detroit

NEWS —

most

is

Norma Talmadge's most

NE (MORNING AND EVENING)
ure, taken from Rita Weiman's sucge play, "The Acquittal," is enacted

TIMES —The

the entire pictuie,
picting the voyage
the Atlantic.

has

my
ly

pretentious manner.
*
But because of its wide scope * * *
Ray's own personality seldom finds a complete outlet.
To his credit, it should be
mentioned that he never sacrifices the story
for the sake of personal exploitation.

tne cast he selected.

"Ashes of Vengeance"

cast

*

a radical departure from anyattempted.
It is a

Ray has ever
picture, made in a

big
*
*

*
*

*

* *

-*

thing that

finely,

well

'Martha," with exceptional skill. *
There is genuine life in this picture. *
and so
lr.ce has done a great work

and Norman Kerry.
1m handles the difficult situation of
our interest through flashbacks rewell.
It never once dragged.

throughout

deorge Marion » * » does
on the screen, which is high
praise.
William Russell was selected for tne
sailor-lover role "Mat," and here, as with
Miss Sweet, is the greatest thing Russell
Eugenie Besserer plays old
has ever done.

measures

NEWS —

in-

Allen, Cleveland

lelodrama, satisfactorily acted in the
s by the slender and lovely Claire

EVENING) —The

and

*beatifully

telligently done and the several characters are
made to stand out with artistic distinctness
and individuality. Blanche Sweet reveals new
depths of dramatic powers in the title role.

Cities

Dance."

TIMES—*

* * a typical Mae Murray title
in all due credit to Mae, setting off
one of the most substantial stories Mae has
had in a long time. * * *
The supporting cast * * * is a good bit
*
»
»
responsible.

and

pictures.

PUBLIC

LEDGER

(MORNING)—The

reason for qualifying the first statement is
that the flavor and atmosphere and sentiment of Dickens have been captured by the
That should be enough and
clever director.
satisfy the most fastidious.
There is much that is omitted
But the story
that could hardly be helped.
holds well together and the essentials are
Such pictures are of the sort to
not omitted.
help everyone to enjoy life to the full.

—

RECORD —

—

"Don't Marry For Money" Weber
and North Central, Washington

—

HERALD — *

strength.

*

*

STAR —The
TIMES — It

* *

domestic drama of unusual

*

climax is thrilling.
a sensational picturization
of the big problems of married life, well directed

is

and well acted.

—

"Flaming Passion" Warneri'
Modern-Beacon, Boston

TRANSCRIPT— Despite
of
of

Irene Rich, *
Monte Blue,

*

*

the valient efforts

and despite the

efforts

her second lover, interest lags, until a roaring melodramatic conthe
piece. * * _*
Unclusion is tacked to
fortunately, the excitement is hardly in keeping with the rest of the film.
as

State, Cleveland
* * "Flaming PasThere
sion," is a fairly well made picture.
is
nothing excitingly new in it, and it is
much too long, but it does have action and
love interest and a strong and righteous clash
between women who love the same man,
and I should therefore conclude that "Flam-

PLAIN DEALER—*

ing Passion," will be a popular picture. It
also has plenty of improbabilities, but they
do not materially detract from the picture's
entertainment possibilities.

*

n«E

a&m

DAILY

Viola
Dana gets
serious than usual in "In Search
ot a Thrill." * * "
There are not so many
rather

love

fo-

sans

that onlj ««.rks itself oul to
il
of a
ion of ilic audience by the killing off
There are passuperfluous pair of Ipouaea,
thrill.
that
realitj
foi
remarkable
tin-

directed and photographed the feature film is well worth viewfire.
ing it only for its climax, the forest
work
Ihis scene is one of the best pieces of
^iven the celluloid public in yeari.
* the picture
*
easily stands alone as an excellent production.
* * •
The fire is exceptionally well handled
and elicited a few gasps of horror from the

INQUIRER— Brilliantly

•

•

•

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—*

•

*

cannot, by the greatest stretch of the imagination, be called an original story, but it is
far more entertaining than most pictures of
class.

its

RECORD—

*

*

*

a spectacular production,
•

especially in its final stages.

•

*

This catastrophe was superbly staged,
was full of many tense situations.

and

prankish

The

tricks.

moral ami

a

lias

film

us that wc should always remember the
and further, that one finds true hao
But it is
piness only ill serving others.
a pretty dreary, dull waste of celluloid.
tells

"A Lady

of Quality"

Rivoli,

drama, charming
romance, sprightly comedy on a background
"jazz."
of "flapperism" and

Newman, Kansas

done in an
enchanting way with colorful array of gorgemasterful
settings
and
ous costumes, divine
acting, by three of the principal characters,
Virginia Valli, Milton Sills and Earle Eoxe,
is on display * * * in "A Lady of Quality."
STAR * * * is indifferent entertainment,

POST —This

is the picture of the week and
In spite of its risky
while seeing.
material and daring expose of the modern
flapper's trend of thought it holds one and
Miss Moore seems a living apology for anything at all suggestive.

worth

—

"Going Up" Asso. Exhibitors
Grand Central, West End Lyric and
Louis

Capital St.

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— It

but

pleasing to the eye,
the head or heart.

not

so

much

so

laughter
of
ment. * • •

that

Some

POST-DISPATCH— The

are

subtitles

—

TIMES There are excellent settings and
costumes, and the beautiful photography makes
a
It
is
up for the lack of coherent plot.
and

costume"

mostly.

picture

—

bination of thrill and humor in the flying episodes is a remarkable achievement.

STAR — * *
TIMES — If

movie farce.
you haven't seen "Going Up"
on the stage you will find the screen version
entertaining.
It is not hilarious.
There are
more chuckles than laughs, but it is amusing
an

•

excellent

throughout.

"Hearts Aflame"— Metro
Delmonte, St. Louis

POST-DISPATCH— "Hearts
Delmonte
the

is

so-called

a

TIMES— Despite

Aflame"

at

melodramatic film

highly

realistic

school.

•

•

*

the handicap of a foolish
and misleading title, the film is worth seeing.
The story is good, the acting is good, and there
is
a forest fire scene that has been well
done.

—

"Her Reputation" 1st Nat'l
Liberty, Kansas City
POST — " * * rather well -handled story.

Ifaj

JOURNAL AND POST—

Colleen Moore
has brought just the light touch to the character of Bela to make it winsome and appealing.
The story is a sprightly little romance, "different" enough to hold interest
and consistently well acted.

TIMES-UNION— •

•

•

is

as

amusing as

• • •
it is impossible.
Colleen Moore is very
quaint and charming in the role of Bela, and
Lloyd Hughes plays the role of the boy in
very manly fashion.

studio when he is hastening the completion of his masterpiece knowing that his
eyesight is failing him.

Search of a Thrill'
Park-Mall, Cleveland

Metro

costume

STAR—

Jerome Storm, the direct
preserved with infinite care the atn
of another day; here, at least, is 01
which a movie producer has seen
to modernize with jazz episodes.
"St. Elmo" is melodrama pure and
..TIMES Jerome. Storm, * * * has
in
the proper, melodramatic key.
T

melodrama and so is the stagepla
movie could not be different and 1
atmosphere which has made the story
is

play,

rol-

TRIBUNE (MORNING AND EVENING)
Keaton takes advantage of the ophis style of comedy in
to display
a forceful manner. * * *
Mr. Keaton is given capable support. *

DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE
has been converted to film work by
company with much success. * •
(Jerome Storm) has preserved much
original
flavor and atmosphere as
the essentials of the appealing old sto

Nat'l

Capitol, Montreal

STAR — Miss

"Six Cylinder Love"— Fc
Liberty, St. Louis

Nilsson gives theatregoers a
convincing interpretation of the role.
The Khodesian goldfields scenes are

most

particularly

Boston

State,

"The

TRANSCRIPT— But

to take a famous novel,
to hack it to pieces, transmute all its
gold to lead, "jazz'' it in spots, make all
its subtleties obvious, pervert
the course of
action, eheapon its most effective monuits

lampoon

ments,

characters

its

*

*

forgivable.

—

this

is

un-

*

is
fair to admit by way of
preface
Mr. Melford's movie is more entertaining to an indiscriminating audience than three-

well

represented.

*

*

*

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— For

*

*

*

New

Old

"Little

York"— Gold.-

Cosmop.
Rochester

Piccadilly,

DEMOCRAT

CHRONICLE — Be-

and

the gratifying surprise
Miss Davies
gave us, there are other distinctive qualities
which make the photoplay one of the most
interesting and convincing in its realism we
have ever seen.
JOURNAL and POST—* * * Marion
Davies has one of the most appealing roles
sides

Davies,

the
role of "Pat," gives an excellent charactcri*
zzation of a girl impersonating a boy.
The picture is a series of spectacles so firmly
woven into the warp and woof of the story
that they build up the interest instead of
detracting from it. The mob scenes are most
skillfully handled and the atmosphere of the

never lost.
For a half dozen reasons
that
everyone should see

period

in

at

a picture
once.
least

is

CONSTITUTION—Here
worth

looking

is

"Long Live

the King"

(Week ending Dec.

— Metro
1)

picture affords the infantile star the best acting role in his career.
It is not so full of sympathy, perhaps; he
doesn't make the tears come quite so readily,
but that is rather an improvement in this particular film.
There is
legitimate acting. * * *

EXPRESS—*
medium

better

*

*

suited

ample opportunity for

This
to

genius has a
years and unhave ever seen

little

his

usual gifts than anything we
him attempt.
It does not
force his ability
unduly; neither does it minimize his genius.

HERALD —Jackie

again

demonstrates

ability to really act in this production.

are times

when
is

is

it

with

see

to

over

and then beg permission
For it has quality.

see,

again.

our

to

There

thos

with

replete

hurc

—

bers
to

the

of

a

stage cast

original

uncommon

not

I

'

I

lentil

story.

—

TIMES The comedy has been ml
an indifferent photoplay, with the n
moralizing as an added handicap.* • *fl
j

Lyric, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—*

*
*it
his particular
fits
acting as snugly as a tailor-made
his particular fashion plate.
But
as in practically every other case when a
vehicle is intended primarily to exploit the
personality of the star, interest centers in
Wesley Barry while the story material is

type

of

suit

fits

negligible.

TIMES-STAR—*
multitude

for

the

the

young star

feller''

*

of

for
personality.

"

interest

of

opportunities

showing

off

State, Minneapolis

TRIBUNE (MORNING AND

Mr.

gives
"reg'lar

"Slave

Barry

is

—

I

Marshall Neilan's vineyard.

*

*

*

"The
Printer's
Devil.'
'has
some
amusing features. It is rilled with sentimental
hokum about the simply, kindly folk of the
Still

small towns.

NEWS

I

Louis

St.

dra

Balzac's novel has been retained in
have the carefully and minute c
zations of the different personages.*
been told on the screen with rel
fidelity to the original and retains
ability to plumb the human heart,

POST-DISPATCH— George

Meyers and Bessie Love hav:
dant opportunity for Gallic emotion'
"Slave of Desire."* * *

mel

STAR — It
somewhat

an interlittle
picture designed as an outlet
esting
for the humorous qualities of Wesley and
in

its

is

purpose.

magic

has

for

bad

a

it
Wilde's
is used in
Grey."
TIMES A famous story well
The acting is good and the
been intelligent.
The film versi
dramatic story has followed th

of

Dorian

as

—

faithfully.

"Rosita"— United Artists
Ohio, Indianapolis
comparison detracts neither
from Miss Pickford nor Lubitsch.
Comparing scenarios one is inclined to give tin
a tip in favor of the scenarist of "The SpanDancer."
In no other way has Miss
ish
In many rePickford's production suffered.
spects it undoubtedly is much better.
In point of east "Rosita" has much the
best of

"Soft Boiled"— Fox

—

STAR * * 'one of those films (few and
very far between) that merit the unlimited
use of adjectives. * * *
"Rosita" brings Mary back to the heights.
She has fallen on occasions, but the pinnacle
hers

is

again.

TIMES

interesting as the work of
as a street singer who becomes
the direction of Ernst Lubitsch.

countess

•

*

is

#

"Rosita" is the biggest movie from a production standpoint that Mary Pickford as
ever appeared in if I am not mistaken * * *
reminds me a little of "The Spanish Dancer."
* * *
I consider the Pickford picture much
the better photoplay.
Direction and real acting will always tell.

Although

the

pl«l

picture is mediocre, it furnishes fOM
vehicle in which he does something
Mix J!
side acting the cowboy*

many laughs and

quit,-

a

of act*

lot

and otherwise.

INQUIRER—*

* *a typical Tom
ture which carries the spectator throe:
'.

sands of feet of film without taking
In other wor
mal amount of breath.
a rapidly moving yarn of a rapidly
*
young man.

NORTH AMERICAN— Two

-As

Mary Pickford
a

Fox, Philadelphia

BULLETIN

his fists

it.

i

Wals

.

Colonial, Detroit
"The Printer's Devil"

succeeds

til

Desire"— Gold.-Co

of

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— The

just in the midst of the gawky, awkward period when a boy is at his worst and his acting
ability is hardly great enough to make up
for the loss of the boyish appeal which pul
him over in the days when he labored, aft<
in

Ml

it

his

Kings,

PLAIN DEALER— Young

EVlJ

Bui overshadowing the parts of
and Miss Griffith is the grip of
and the excellent direction of Mr.

Hippodrome, Cleveland

school,

Days"— Gold.-Cosmo,

"Six

chiefly

his

the boy does wonderfully well.
appealing and as the carefully
guarded prince with all the interests and desirea of young boyhood he excites your sympathy.
"Long Live the King" has some wonderful sets and scenes.
role

picture well

picture

a

comedy, with moments of traged;
come up in the average home •
picture is most entertaining.
STAR Ernest Truex and seven

NEWS — The

Los Angeles

State,

a

is

through as

way

plenty of rousing ac-

and good scenery.

shot

pic-

"The Lone Star Ranger"— Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee

JOURNAL—There

at,

the stuff of adventure. * * * Here is a
ture we would go twelve blocks out of

it

tion

Atlanta

Rialto,

is

this

Devil"— Warners'

Printer's

that

quarters of the programme-pictures.

Rochester

Victoria,

Buster
portunity

love

His

"In

all

Marmont's work

EXAMINER— The

Eastman, Rochester

a

=

old-fashioned, but not dull, as it is
to the screen, and the director ha
to the story in detail and made the ch
appear as the book created them,
given it a fairly good production.*

good

"Ponjola"— 1st

will live for many years to come.
lie is most impressive in the scenes in

thrilling forest fire.
McAvoy appears to excellent advantage.

"The Huntress"— 1st Nat'l

for

Apollo, Indianapolis
NEWS- The story may seem

comedy and a melodrama have
been wrapped into one piece. * * *

his

There are many other well-drawn
characters as well as a remarkable flood scene
and a

*

*

TIMES-UNION— Marion

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—

of

CONSTITUTION— Percy

— Metro

Strand, Minneapolis

P.-L.

of her screen career.

Realism is the outstanding feature. * * *
From start to finish
the picture carries with it an air of conviction that only sincere effort could produce.
the

"The Light That Failed"— F.
Howard, Atlanta
*

STAR —
licking

ex-

ceptionally clever and the action leads up skillfully to the big thrill
the actual race in the
air.
Camera ingenuity was used to the limit
The comin picturing the air scenes. » • *

"Our Hospitality"

to

It

truly a tragedy
makes corking entertainpicture and no mistake.
is

most laughable scenes in the
are where Jackie goes through the
thrilling experience of a ride on the scenic
railway.
This is very well directed.
The
carnival is also splendidly staged, and the fight
is very real.

—

1

City

RECORD —

Two things will make this addition to the reels of the costume pictures popular:
the
old hokum, and (2) the young
(1)

TIMES- The

"Flaming Youth"— 1st Nat'l

CONSTITUTION—Tease

kiddies will derive a lot of pleas
watching this screened and it is far
better for them than any of the shootin'hoopin'-knock-'em-dead westerns.

9,

Elmo"— Fox

"St.

The

tidious.
ure in

picture

Louis

St.

entirely worthwhile
which should please the most fas-

production

Coogan.

— Universal

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— Romance

"spectacle

Metropolitan, Atlanta

NEWS — Summary: An

more

NORTH AMERICAN—'

audience.

—

DEALER

PLAIN

Stanley, Philadelphia
BULLETIN The film contains

Sunday, December

excelii

acterizations are those of Tom Wilso
*
negro butler, and Frank Beal
in particular furnishes a great afl
amusement with his Bert Williams
Dove • • •
Billie
his razor.
lovely to look upon.

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING!
by

far

It

has

the

best

picture

everything

mance, pretty

girls,

—

fun

he

has eve

action, thr
and attractire

fast
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Yale University Press
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.
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Columr'Ut on the Screen.

\

COLUMBUS

I

'picture* of tbe thlnga that

pened

play of

Jfllni

tlie

fortuiiotely for the real public
the land the boldness was forth
coming, and soon we are to know

completion Is eminently desirable.
'such tales In pictures will have all
iii.e romance necessary whether that
nlleied essential concomitant of a
'to

of

how much

Just

in'

'-if

soul

real appreciation of

j

effort ot truth repose* in the

amusement seeker."
The Yale University Press has

1

..Tit

America

of the Chronicles of

Series, Visualizing

downfall.
the

Governor Endlcott and Miles
Sundlsb. Peter Ptuy-vesant, William
I'enn and General Oglethorpe fumlau
excellK.t subjects fwr the eipanslon
of this -history making by camera'

It

dreams come
the
Is

Yale

bU

true.

Atlantic and his
tbe opcninj; effort

org a oration

and.

That

through the Colonial period.
!nonld be an

If

of a Great Nation

Making

the

of

contpicat

Capulg John

,-miili.

as possible the whole story of Columto rankc those

f

.

Sir Walter Raleigh,
pre-

follows as closely

It

pared the film.

l» pres-

motion picture, a love story.
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the

of

nation— should be carried Chrougli
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for popular presentation,

Columbus

I

men and

pen and what they have produced by
their happening— the irorida gre«t-^|

tribulations, trials

and then tbe triumph of Christopher
1

permanent
nav* bap-

the

America,

to

,womeu who have made them hop-'

|

bus In bis dreams, his bitter battle

One

aeries of

That auch a
roqnfred coosideroble venturesomeftess of spirit to attemiit the
production of a historically accurate
It

Editor/ a/ 7

L

4 parts
was

It

a clean-up for the Poli Circuit;

it

will

be the same

for you.

Every showman who has booked
found

very easy

it

it,

and there are many, has

to get the enthusiastic

support of the Super-

intendent of Schools, the School Principals, the Teachers and

and fraternal

patriotic

'Jbow'iva.l-CoowiSr,

'rWu-D'^ariHietory Through the Movies

Chronicled Of America In

COLUMBUS

day (October

1*.)

will give

you great help

in

Ask the

Pathe salesman!

a similar plan

This is to state that the film "Columbus" produced
by the Yale University Press, from the historical
series "The Chronicles of America" is in the estimation of the Los Angeles School System, an invalu-

.
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t

project will bring an
It Is expected the
entered
information and Inspiration as to what
making of America that shall go far to

whom

strengthen national
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Head of
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unworthy and Interior

be
theatres to
Is supplied to the
the next
transferred to the mlods and hearts ot
other
generation at that plastic age. On tha
or
could anything be more reassuring,
material
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and 13, the 12th being
Columbus dsy. It is claimed that
Ot-tober 11, 12
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taken back to the court of Isaof Spati where Columbus
bella
pleads his case, or to the little town
on the bank* of the James in Vir_;_;.
Thi. however, is precisely
be determined.
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•ne* expressed roe wish that an Instrument might be invented delicate
and sensitive enough to recover and
tweor*

were

tbe

stirred

ethereal

vibrations -that

by memorable events la
man and of America

the history of

auch an inetrumeni, we
selgbt hear, he asid. the footsteps of

rininri

of

the philosophers in the AaCademe. tbe
prayer of Columbus out upon the
eccae, or (be plash of the oars of the
French explorers aa they made their

adventurous way through the Western
waters.

What

the Harvard historian

dreamed of has not yet ft«n realised,
but the Yale Press baa come (o Ihi
aid of the historian «t»o has difficult)
in getting his chronicles read:

it

li

with many readers Ivdav as it w*
with King Ahisochus. who turned t.
read the chronicle* only so that night
afeSB

"

he could not sleep

Some years ago «he Yalr Pren-'begas tha coOeeUon of sUO-IUs) material
Dastraung rh« birtorr of our country
fjesn the time of lis discovery and setUetnem.
Valuable as aiils autbentle
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So H should be posalbla to aaanii
when the/- and like photoplay"
seen year after rear by the millions
who go duly to the " movies." even
books
irthey are not able t» read the
learned
of otrr ansals. thai lh«y have
erblch
the facta. In that language

ems understand and remember.
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ivery r.i'-v youth, man and won
America may know iheae chronicles of
the paal br eight and so eventually by
b'»n. " • It not written In the Book
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aa expresslot
of Chronicles?
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by tRe President of the Yale Un'lvertiir Press. " tbe dawn of a new day
" has come. Tbe,
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figure* with powet to move about In
acenes which were familiar le- thelt
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Aa announced
their contemporaries.
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"Jemet-

says
and one who knows the picture
what
is
this
that
vividly that "one feels
But the
Jamestown must have looked like.'
concerns New Haven Is
picture that Just now
-Columbus" and II Is to be given tor three
honors
daYS including the 'day that
at

n

,n * ,r
**KI

scennrt
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shown at the
and pre-

Palace theater
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wwn"

pioneer by bearing his
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obou,
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saccountry— the adventure, the heroism and
events from
rlneea, tbe personnel and major
coming of Colnmbus lo Appomattox,

tbe

m
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band,
application of
cause one more to rejoice In the
than to eomemplste
lata invention to high uses,
In by the eyo
millions of young people taking
ot

A. LORETTA CLARK,
Visual Education Department,
Los Angeles City Schools.
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Inttunof.

Over 30 of these Yale photoplays,

these plays have been constructed
with such an understanding of the
requirements of dramatic or pictorial presentation as to hold the
interest of a "movie" audience while

Cordially yours,

,
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_

'ptaya."

United States.

cotom-l

the high
limes a week to "the movies," while In
cent.
schools the figure rose to 90 per

history
these great exhibits of tbe

to

"Columbus"

^'•Tof*T -°,„p-.-»'

below

If

tile same care being taken
insun the scholarly supei
of what are now to be kno.-..
"The Chronicles of American Photo-

'"""r

po wer

on" "-it
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tfle

film "Columbus" combines dramatic technique
with the exacting requirements of scholarship and is
worthy of the commendation of every educator in the

on-"'

,hot° v

,enl»

school children
one city that 80 per cent- of the
three
high school grades went at least

a dark oo;iook
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"•' '"oil
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'""""none,
ordinary thcatriVY
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upon the
mora important

The
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Foundation, lie
Sane
the
a finding of
survey ot
examiners reported after accurate
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""" •m.od.

"Columbus," "Jamestow.i," etc, are
about to be distributed to the moving picture theaters of the country
througn one ot the well-known film
announced that
It
is
agencies.
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life.

momentous present InBuence of the
to cite
movie on young America. 11 Is enough
to tbe
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Those who h

make known to every school
It
is our desire to
child in Los Angeles the fact that the film is released
and will be shown in our local theatres.
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to present

of the

bearing such

produced onder
these choice pictures whi :b are
no less than the
the aosplces of the Vale Press
ihos I
books themselves- Historical accuracy Is
themlend
obviously
secured. The scenes
best talent has
selves to dramatic effect and tbe
The combination 1
been enrolled to that end
technique unites to 1
of scholarship and screen
the theatre- \
produce pictures with an appeal to
numbers of tbe )
goer not less than lo the great
to
cltlsens
all
the new-comers and
young,

many
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episodes,

able film with permanent historical value.
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•"MW.

its earliest
I
erican history from
beginnings to the present ony. Out

every
epochal Ibis literary production that in
community in tbe United States, and by many
until
abroad, its riches nave been discovered
is a matter
tbe delight ot reading tbe chapters
of frequent remark.
to
T&e plan now Is to utilise the screen
history
further tell these stories of American
the
In
and so secure the maitmura benefits
Exchange
Instruction of the people. The Path*
handle the distribution to the theatres of

toll-on,:,,

l-'orouJe.,
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"The Chronicles of America"
nd designed to cover. In nuinerjs volumes, the entire range of

America." ihe monumental histories!
many writers being Issued in many volumes br
the Yale Press

'""•

soon be put to the teat
approval.
-at. The result will
of popular appro
be) of uncommon interest and importance. Some years ago the Vale
Press, an organization owned and
co.itroled by tha university, undertook the preparation of ev.i extended series of historical studies,
'ill
ill

called,

work by

I
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and scholarly regard
tk—ug), (he moving-

strict

accuracy
__ ....

picture,

putting these Chronicles of America pictures over.

n » ve

will

double significance (or New Haven wllb
that dole
gr««l Italian contingent, for on
motion
will be »howo one of the nrslprepared
some 30 picture!
pictures ot the series of
the
which ere to reproduce "o * n8 screen
ol
torles and teachings ">' 'he -'Chronicles
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a

«*ith

The Yale University Press can and

Movies.
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The most ambitious effort yet
made to portray America.) history,
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Yale University Press
presents

A

VINC

Dramatic and Authentic Story of the Expulsion
of the British from the Old Northwest

Here is a picture. No one can see the sufferings and the heroism of that wonderful march
through a flooded wilderness by George
Rogers Clark and his little army of frontiersmen, culminating in the attack upon the British
fort at old Vincennes and its capture, without
being proud that he is an American.

The Mayor of

New

Haven, Conn., issued a proclamation urging every one to see the first of this series. The
Superintendent of the Board of Education of Bridgeport,

Conn., said

ilege that

:

"/ consider

it

a great educational priv-

more than 4,000 of our children saw 'Colum-

bus' at the theatre."

Pafhe'
Distributors

^NES
3 parts

Here are

suspense, heroism,
hardship and victory; here are also absolute
Truth, splendid acting, great production and
color,

thrill,

direction.

NOTICE

BEWARE OP PILM PIRATES
Peaitiv* Print* of

NEVER SOLD
I

o-.niri.hip n( Pnht rdttui ui tlwtyt
to leJ] you (or domfiric or
wild Pnhe't Home Office
dejl* with the fclmi «o oflcrtd doe* *o
or information leading, to conviction ol

•nyont often

Rew*rd
Pith,

h

Path* relent* ire the property

-,(

P.the

The rifht le u«e inch print* ub be ItfiUy
only Irom Ptthi'i Eichanic* in the United St»"« of Amtnci

>d

Wheoc

til

ronmuniuii

retimed by Pttht
i Pithe
nuiai b'uich

When "Columbus" was shown
Mayor Leonard

in Springfield, Mass.,

issued a proclamation

urging

every

foreign ui*
or
it

ioy

hi*

peri]

(WOO

perwn Healing

resident to see every picture of this epochal series.

Entire Series of Over 30 Pictures Booked Solid Over
the Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia

Rathe'
Distributors

Yale University Press
presents

JAMESTOWN
A Dramatic

and Authentic Visualization of
Permanent English Colonization

the First
in the United States

4 parts

Who

Pocahontas? or Pow-

hasn't heard of

hattan,

John Rolfe and

all

the rest?

This picture not only makes history clear but
it

makes

it

real.

And

it

is

splendid entertain-

ment.

You

will find

No

it

easy

to get

wonderful tie-ups

with the book stores; and enthusiastic assist-

ance from every educator in your community.
You can disarm every critic of the motion pic-

you can make many new friends
for your house by showing these pictures. And
with proper effort your business will surprise

ture theatre;

you.

Other Pictures Have Ever Received Mayors' Proclamations
and Scores of Big Editorials!

Pathe'
Distributors

DAILY
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day,

NEWS — *

rhe Spanish Dancer"— F. P.-L.
Miles, Detroit

CWS — Pola

Negri dances earnestly and
something of the fire that charIt
ized her early European productions.
r best effort since coming to America.
with

*in many respects might be
some respects might be much
worse.
It is very bad as to plot and unspiced by any acting that either impresses or
amuses but its scenic beauties, especially its
seascapes and surf lines, are beautiful.
It is a strange hodge podge. * * *

and

better

,

*

TIMES— It's
*

As a work

film is

a rare one.

•

'Stephen Steps Out"— F. P.-L.
McVicker's, Chicago

1ERICAN — *
)drama,

*

*In

"Stephen

Out,"

a

RALD AND EXAMINER—He

doesn't
be the son of a picture prince, nor
SisSutherland
he seventh daughter of a
invite the prediction that he will learn
rade and go the distance,
isiderable tact
laidens out. *

URNAL—The

* * *

by keeping

*

*

story they have

and

clean

the

s

shown

is

strictly

first

It lacks
ary under such circumstances.
is popularly called a love interest, and
nothing by the omission * * * developed
just the touch of adventure dear to
earts of adolescents, and shows a suffiboyish buoyancy to nnterest the older
of customers.
[BUNE * * * brings to his first cinema

—

a distinct and winning personality,
as the triple charm of good breeding,
and good looks. * * * If he'll just
is he
is there are no lengths to which
1't go.

re

EXPRESS:

CITIZEN—

HOLLYWOOD NEWS—

When a writer
possesses words to properly describe the glory
of the sunrise, the majesty of Niagara, the
love of good women, then may be expected and adequate description of the message
of "The Ten Commandments."
It is far more
than a mere motion picture.
The critic describes the prologue in detail but refrains
from telling the modern story as it would
rob readers of the most wonderful evenings
they ever had.

—

A clean, wholesome, lively
boyhood played by a real boy—* * *
is
both
interesting and amusing,
novel in that it has no love theme,
senti-

—

angers of the Night" Metro
think of to make it interesting, fascinating
and instructive.
Salle Garden, Detroit
RECORD—The public is going to be a
VS A splendidly acted and directed
mighty plaything under the spell of "The
of the stage play, "Captain AppleCommandments."
Ten
which deserves to take its place among

—

mystery

TIMES —It

picture that you cannot
by any stretch of the imagination afford to
miss.
It offers new splendors in photography and theatrical wonders hitherto unreIt is the greatest masterpiece thus
vealed.
far of pictorial artistry.

films.

Crystal, Indianapolis
R—
a highly entertaining mystery
*

*

*

a

is

,

*

of the gratifyingly precise transthat has lost none of its intrinsic entflng worth in the process of screening.
fajMoore and Enid Bennett are ideally
The most commendable feature of
:Stmatic action is the intelligence, force
iKumor evident in the director's apon of the original play.
:her

SENTINEL—

Not only
but the story as well.* * *

is

NEWS — Lots

Dawn"
die,

—

lots

which

does amuse in
y natural, spontaneous and unaffected
with a touch of whimsicality which
one not to take its rapid action too

is

action

of

of

it

"Tiger Rose"

cast
is

makes

almost

action aplenty.

• * *

e

Temple

of

Venus"

—Fox

la
o

nd
nan

PRESS—*

villains

—Warners'

dynamic vigor
Ulric's
Her flat,
on the screen.

is a careful, shrewd
Willard Mack's play, with all

The picture

itself

intact.

this picture.

—

SENTINEL— *
I

*

stands well to dupli-

stage.* * * The
admirably adapted so that the sub-

success

cate
plot was
pense, * * *
its

*

is

upon

the

extremely tense.

"Why Worry?"— Pathe
Roosevelt, Chicago

EXPRESS— Recognizable

a

comedy as
serious note,
scarcely
permitted
to
obtrude,
however,
through the delectable coating of comedy, only
rising to the surface in such points as to
make the contrast the more vivid.
"Dulcy,"

in

is

HERALD AND
studded

of course, excellent in the part of the boss.
in this

a

an underlying

HERALD—

"To the Ladies" is bright and
amusing, has an interesting theme, is splendidly cast and acted and is cleverly directed.

Some

of its situations are hilarious and, everything considered, it is very well done.
The
plot is light.

RECORD—The

picture won't set the world
very funny exposition of
office intrigue, and Cruze and Lasky are alike
to be complimented.
Nor must we forget to
tip the hat to the ladies of the cast
Louise
Dresser, Helen Jerome Eddy and Patricia
Palmer in appreciation for a pleasant hour.

on

but

fire

it's

a

—

—

TIMES— The

POST—The

BULLETIN—*

is

INQUIRER— Full

of

Western drama, there

not one moment*

*

*

full

my
a

is

travesty,

bur-

a

parts,

in

just

—

"Wild

Hickok"— F.

Bill

P.-L.

Missouri, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—*

* * by far the
thing that Hart has ever appeared in.
Hart looks and acts just as he ever did.
POST-DISPATCH— A six-shooter in the
hands of "Wild Bill," acts just like a rapidfire
machine gun.

best

STAR—

This is typical Bill Hart picture,
probably the star's best, but like all of them,
savors more of Bill, the movie hero, than

Wild

Bill

gunman.

the

—

TIMES When Hart swings into action
with his guns he is good to look at. When
he essays sentiment, it is to laugh. Packed
with the old-style "hokum"* * *
The rest
has not benefited Hart.
If this is his best,
he can retire for two more years, and we
will not shed a tear.
Palace,

HERALD—*

*

Washington
*

a superb, thrilling and
distinctly novel picturization of a historical
the
West
that
has gone the way
phase of
of the Indian and the buffalo.

STAR—This

*
*
Harlan plays the
part of the drawling and loveable Southerner,
as the creater, Owen Wister, probably intended,, and Florence Vidor is altogether
lovely and suitable.* * * The picture* * *
promises to rival the popularity of the novel

that the picture

story

*

*

a rare jewel of
blue Monday into

It's

and a very light and airy
arranged to display the antics
of these two stars. * * *
We can't promise
you the uproarious time you had while
watching "Safety Last," nor has there been
any attempt to instill thrills into this comedy
but we can promise yon enough good
clean fun to relieve your mind. * * *
lesque

not

Philadelphia

EXAMINER—*

laughter.

and it turned
day of sunshine.

affair

"The Virginian"— Preferred
Karlton,

with

jest,

NEWS—

One thing is sure, regardless of its
absurdity, this photoplay will tickle the vanity of the women and will probably go down
in the records as another James Cruze box
office success. * * * Summary: Outside of a
few deficiencies, "To the Ladies" is enjoyable
because it is clean comedy.

only

for

new

for the

picture

worth seeing,
background, but

well

is

historic

its

"Bill" Hart.

TIMES— This

is Hart's first appearance on
American screen in three years, and as
come-back it should register a complete
But all that is forgotten as is
success.

the

a

—

even the interest in the stars' personal appearance in the clear and logical presenta-

—

of

tion

story

the

itself.

is

of action.

is

seen

the

in

title

*
role,

*

Kenneth
and it ia

surprisingly good.* * * The photoplay is unusually beautiful and there are many un•
usual "shots" of gorgeous country • •

Virginian," revitalized and refurbished in
such a manner that it is not only one of the
best pictures of its kind ever made, but far
more in spirit with Owen Wister's novel
and characters than any former stage or
screen version has been.

RECORD— *

*

*

"The Wild Party"—Universal
Strand, Washington
STAR— * * * is good, and on the surface

nothing to be desired.

is

In making the picture,
amusing.
however, Universal did not go into newspaper
highly
office

"big"

detail

apparently,

;

newspaper

TIMES— And

a farce comedy
entertaining.

into

or at least

a

office.

out of the confusion evolves
that is more than ordinary

"Woman Proof"— F.

transferred to film with

no violence done to the spirit of this American classic* * * The story was "shot" in
a most beautiful part of the Western country
and the photography, exhibiting clever handling of long shots and "close-ups," leaves

P.-L.

Family, Cincinnati
ENQUIRER Admirers of Thomas Meigh-

—

an will find the picture just pleasing; others
Its romance
find it not even that.
will
humor, except for two or
its
insipid
is
;

three

happily-contrived

scenes,

is

flat

and

hackneyed.

"The Wanters"— 1st

Nat'l
Strand, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER—*

* * the Cinderella theme,
while intrinsically appealing, is beginning to
be rather tedious. It again appears in "The
Wanters," thinly and not at all cleverly dis-

guised.

Alhambra, Milwaukee

* *

one of the most ree pictures that has yet been given
screen.
It is filled with beautiful
nderful photographic shots, and in
ays is entirely new in picture making.

2

the

adaptation of
the stalwart thrill of the original piece kept

Washington, Detroit
FI

'

out well
two-dimensional shadow fairly sizzles with
*
* In fact, Sidney Franklin has manlife.*
aged her with great skill; he haa taught
her the restraint which is absolutely essential
to those who perform before the camera,

Strand, Montreal
There

all

New York

Rivoli,

"Suzanna"— Allied
Ing plausible.

"Thundering

in

it

comes

excellent

And

!

very nice.

HERALD— Miss

It—An

the star funay,

—

most flagrant
tempered by whimsicality and imagmakes this picture one of the most
iliflul comedies
recently on the screen.
*

1)

been as well cast since she appeared in "The
Ten Dollar Raise." * •* Theodore Roberts is,

Harlan

"Thundering Dawn" Universal
Hippodrome, Baltimore

ty,

*

1

—

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)— "The

RNAL AND POST—The

ES-UNION— *

is

one-half of the film's attractiveness.
For the
other half there is the ever-intelligent supervision of John M. Stahl and the performance
of a capable cast* * *

Horton is in better
form in this film than be was in "Ruggles of
Red Gap" and he was in rare form in that
one. * * * Helen Jerome Eddy * * * hasn't

NORTH AMERICAN—*

"Three Ages"— Metro
Strand, Milwaukee

Regent, Rochester

lOCRAT AND CHRONICLE—* "*

—

—

(Week ending Dec.

not

"Strangers of the Night." * • •

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR * * * Miss Prevost gives a performance that is both delightful and charming.* * * and there one has the secret of

TIMES The director has taken such a
theme, photographed it in great style, assembled a splendid type cast and supplied
a whale of a climax
the train scene.
Frankly, I received a terrible punch from

the

of

TIMES-STAR— Marie Prevost does not enhance her standing as an actress in our critical judgment
by her portrayal of the improbable heroine.
Robert Ellis and Huntley
Gordon waste their ability on artificial roles.

EXAMINER— Edward

La

interesting

difficult

is

"To The Ladies"— F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

NEWS:

one

ot

)St

*it

story is very human, treated
It
is
to be hoped that every with bright humor and just a touch of tenhundred and ten million people derness and pathos occasionally. * * • The
of these United States will have an oppor- cast is the big buzz.
Edward Everett Horton
tunity to see this production.
It conveys one has dared be himself a bit more in this than
of the greatest messages ever brought before in "Ruggles," with the result that he registhe American people.
Mere description of ters his characteristic drollery most effectthe action could not tell you its tremendous ively.
power and influence.
The director and
author have incorporated everything you can

liked

)f

nd

It

ex-

good can be

The picture
will live through centuries to come.
Mere
words can but give a hazy description of
this film of films.

Out."

without a coloring of
even a touch of pathos.

real

well as
Cecil B. DeMille and Jeanie
Macpherson subtly and entertaingly preach
a sermon more far-reaching in effect than
all the words of ministers from now to doomsday.

ing.

not

inspira-

through the theater as

disseminated
church.

think Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. stands a
chance of becoming a popular favorite
his own personality into his role
y striving to emulate his father's style

is

of

the

Iting

[ES-STAR

voice

the

is

and proves that

pectation,

•

Steps

to determine
which is the more enjoyable, the beautiful
scenery or the story.
Taken separately,
each is delightful; taken together, the combination is perfect for an evening's enter-

it

photographically, scenically and morally.
for the camera beyond all
is a triumph

—

ten

It

HOLLYWOOD

him and we

STAR—*

»

tainment.

very massiveness, the apparent
confronting the director and the
broadness of the canvas compel respect and
utmost admiration.
HERALD: A mighty picture dramatically,

• • as brisk a screen comeever made a confirmed pessimist forget
inciples and break out into laughter.
5T Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. probably
e better assayed
when he makes his
picture.
In his first he does quite
iltho he shows no earmarks of genius.

like

praise.

tion.
Its
difficulties

QUIRER— •

we

much

screen has never borne
with more conviction.
It unquestionably is Cecil B. DeMille's magnus opus.
The great foundation of the laws
and legal writings of most civilized countries
is
presented
with
impressive beauty and
grandeur.

Capitol, Cincinnati

ertheless * * *

deserves

play is peculiarity adapted for photoplay production, due to its perfect dramatic qualities, its magnificent scenic
effects, the remarkable personalities required
to bring the story and action to its thrilling
climax and the care taken in filming.

EXAMINER—The

a greater tale or told

given

moral offering

*

—

*

to

sketch

cinema photo art the

of

*

clever

HERALD—The

"The Ten Commandments" F. P.-L.
Egyptian, Hollywood
(Reprinted from Friday's FILM DAILY)

light

Young Fairintertaining vehicle.
acts with surprising ease, considering
s
first
picture.
act that this is his
*

*

Miss Philbin,*

chosen

wisely

a

Steps

a delightfully

Washington

Rialto,

in

NEWS—

Marie Prevost,* * * is the best
thing about the picture.* * *She is the life
of a picture that provides good entertainment provided one does not ask too much* of
cohesion and feasibility in the story. * *

"You

Can't Get

Away With

It"

—Fox

Monroe, Chicago

HERALD AND EXAMINER—This

pic-

ture comes nearest to being a social document
than any I have seen in a long time. *
Yet it is not dull, not professional; rather
an interesting and at times poignant story.

POST— Conventional
The

acted. * * *

story,

plot,

but

which

is

very well
credited to

Governeur Morris, runs along very conventional

lines.

*

* *

THE

-<2^

DAILY

Row

(Continued

irom

Page

1)

Hum

hooking on percentage. "I can't
like
pictures
'The
Covered
>
W agon' and 'The Hunchback' outright and yet I
can't book them.
Charlie Haring and I have between
$4.0110.000 and $5,000,00 involved in
theater properties and it isn't fair to
the investments to keep such pictures
1

1 1

1

the theaters.
And so, rather
than be a poor organization member,
I
decided to resign and then go into
the market and buy the pictures.''
L.
Charles
O'Reilly
and Leo

out

of

&

T.

In T. O. G. G.

D., Jr.,

Now Has

Many

37

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

San Francisco With the closing
of a deal for one-half interest in two
theaters and the near completion of
two others, the T. & D., Jr., Circuit
has been increased to 37.
$275,000

A

(Special to

Sunday, December

Theaters Close

The Week's Headline

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

number of theaters
down in this territory.
The Auditorium, Dawson Springs,
Louis

St.

closing

are

1923

9,

Ky., the Advance, Advance, Mo., the
Electric, Conway, Mo., and the Bijou
at Scottsville,
are in the list.
111.,
The Crystal, at Creal Springs, 111., is

house is being erected at Monterey
and one in 'Frisco. A half interest
has been acquired in the Elm and another shut-down.
Bijou at Elmhurst, a suburb.

Monday
Boston exchanges to form Consolidate
Independent Booking Offices in order

Six

I

cut distributing overhead.
Whitman Bennett sees industry on basil
false prosperity if production becomes se

<

sonal.

Paramount studio

di

Tuesday
October admission taxes total $6,999,867,

tl

original

highest

Exhibitor Becomes Landowner

in East not to
shut-down plan.

close,

spite

since

June,

May

1921.

have

e

on campaign for tax repeal.
Al Lichtman succeeds E. J. Smith as Un
versal's
general sales manager.
Smil
may return to London on his own behal
Interstate
Commerce Commission denii
railway express companies right to increai
tect

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Murray Reported Selling Out
St.
Louis Reports from Poplar
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Murray is re- Bluff, Mo., state that I. W. Rodgers,
Cleveland John
Brecher were among those reported parted to have sold his Opera House Popular Bluff and Cairo, exhibitor
to have resigned on Friday.
O'Reilly and Hippodrome in Warren, pre- had swung a deal for 11,000 acres of
rates.
Reductions to follow.
declared that the report was er- paratory to going South for his land in the Iron Mountain district of Atlanta worried over plan to increase licem
roneous and added that, so far as health. It is said that Lemotto Smith Wayne County.
taxes of exchanges from $100 to $1,01
per year.
he knew, Brecher was still a member of Alliance bought the houses.
Crandall Theaters selling stock in Ambass
of the board of directors.
He said
Fourth of Barton Series Completed
dor and Tivoli to Washington public.
it
would be better for all concerned
Fox Unit Back From Location
The fourth of the series of single
Wednesday
if there were less politics played and
reel comedy dramas, based on the Censor tight may feature early sessions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
airing in printing grievances.
legislature
Albany.
in
Censors seekir
Los Angeles "Shadows of the Bruce Barton Editorials, titled "Poor
It
developed that Charles Haring,
further powers.
Blumenthal's partner had also resign- East" company has returned from King Midas," has been completed, Famous Players Canadian Corp. now coi
ed as a member but that the board of the Lehmann ranch where they were under tha supervision of John L. Mctrols 64 theaters, annual report shows.

—

—

—

directors refused to accept

it.

This filming

>

Mildred

exteriors.

Harris,

occurred when Dave Weinstock of Frank Mayo and Norman Kerry are
the Elsmere booked "Enemies" al- in the cast.
though Haring and Blumenthal's Belmont had contracted for the picture
Fast Nearing Completion

Famous Players contract.
when "Little Old New York"

under

a

Later

was
not

offered, Haring decided he would
his opposition get it because

let

any T. O. C. C. resolution standin the way.
He therefore ten-

of

ing

d< r<

d his resignation.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

—

Crandall's new Tivoli
theater is fast nearfng completion,
construction work being about two
thirds finished. The house will have
a seating capacity of 2,500. It is ex-

pected to open Feb.

Strand Undergoes Alterations
Extensive alterations have been
made at the Strand. The work has
been progressing for about three
months with two crews working
from midnight to midday in order
not to interfere with the performances.

Hollywood

—A.

new

E. Freudman, has
contract with Preferred

as art director and is now working
on the sets to be used in "The
Triflers,"
and
Breath
of
"The

The orchestra platform has been
lowered and enlarged to contain fifty-

Scandal."

musicians, necessitating the re-location of the organ console. An improvised semi-pit was built to clear
the view to the screen and stage.
The roomy stage will now permit the
amplification of the ballets.
An entirely new stage set,
designed by
Joseph Plunkett, was substituted. It
is built flexibly to accommodate enlarged presentations.
Entirely new
electrical equipment by Kliegel supplants all other lighting devices.
A
iding board has been installed in
this stage set.

American Photoplayer Reorganized
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

tive

A

Louis

XV

retiring room for the
of women finished in

accommodation
rose wood and satinwood, has been
installed.
Another extension is the
new 40 x 100 ft. studio atop the build-

Dallas

—The

financial affairs of the

American Photoplayer Co. and the
Robert Morton Organ Co., have been
rearranged. Combined quarters have
been taken

at 1913

Favorite

Has New Sunset Series
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Government

Detroit Sunset Prod., are making
a series of action features, starring
Kenneth McDonald, for release in
this territory through Favorite Films.

The

first,

"What Love Will Do,"

Commerce

St.

between M. P. T. O. at
American Society of Composers, Autho
Society
and Publishers declared off.
renew court actions.

Negotiations

Thursday

(Special to

is

prepares special census ior
to secure data on picture business. Kant
may be scene of row because of censor
approval of "The Birth of A Nation
After banning it for seven years.
Goldwyn sells fifty per cent interest in foi
Western theaters back to Bishop-Cass Tb
Co., of Denve*.
V. D. Kelley, inventor of Prizma col
processes forms own producing orgsi
ater

ready.

W.

15.

Freudman Renews Contract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
signed a

Cutcheon for Motion Picture Arts,
and released by Standard Cinema.

zation.
Edgar Weil Better
Friday
THE FILM DAILY)
Move under way to organize
Syracuse, N. Y. Edgar Weil, who
distributors on credit basis with

(Special to

—

the past few months, has been
recuperating at his home in Little
Rock, Ark., from a nervous breakdown, has resumed management of
the Strand.
for

in

Mather In From Honolulu
THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco A. W. Mather,

each city to check up.

President Coolidge in Congressional me
sage favors elimination of taxes on motic

Sentiment
pictures.
direction in Congress.

New

federal

protection

—

of
the New Princess, Honolulu, T. H., is
here to confer with business associates.
E. J. Carroll, Australian theater man, is also here to spend several months in the United States.

Irvin Willat Plans Trip

bills

swinging

would

alter

formerly

Billie

Dove, on

a

honey-

trip to Florida.

—

and

Edward

Cline

F.

wrote

in

I

copyrif

of

picture

properties.

Los Angeles papers voice unanimous
for "The Ten Commandments."
New York State does almost 20 per cent
amusement business, Gover.
country's
ment tax figures show.
Saturday
Internal scrap under way in T. O. C.
ranks. Reported, but denied that 20 m
bers resigned. Charges of playing poUti"
made in certain quarters. Members evadm
resolution on "Enemies."

Bosworth In Baby Peggy Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hon. Martin B. Madden,
Committee,
Appropriations
Hollywood Hobart Bosworth has
finishes cutting "The Heritage of the
would keep admission tax on
been engaged to support Baby Peggy
houses.
Desert." he will leave with his wife, in her first for Principal.
John Grey
(Special to

moon

rig

law on music for relief of exhibitors. S
Bloom seeking passage of measure to
U. S. into Berne Copyright Union

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — When Irvin Willat

state

accountao

chairman
Congre
of

i

higher grw

the

scenario.

Censors Cause Two Arrests
Deputy Attorney-General Mauric
(Special to
H. Gottlieb, whose office is the prosi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas
C.
ing for the convenience of artists. It
for the M. P. Commission
cutor
San Francisco Hal D. Neides,
quipped with a miniature stage, Texas Theater Supply Co., are now former manager of the Warfield, has arrested Max Kleinman, of the
handling the Gold King Screen in
piano,
evmnasium
paraphernalia,
assumed charge of "Scaramouche," at hibitors' Film Exchange and
Bevalacuer, of the Novelty theatc
broadcasting studio and adjoining this territory.
the Capitol.
-bower baths.
in connection with two allegedly u
Buy Out Title Studio
moral Austrian films, "The Flirt" an
Two
in Deal; $100,000 Involved
The
H.
E.
R.
"The Two Sisters." It is charge
Studios, Inc. have
Indictments Dismissed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
purchased
the
Kleinman sold the picture to
art
title
plant
conducted
Indictments charging four men with
Asheville, N. C.
Gay Green has Novelty.
manslaughter in connection with the by Cramer-Mims Studio, Inc. The
sold the Pack and Star to L. B.
collapse of the American, Brooklyn, latter company is being liquidated.
been reviei

New

For Gold Screen
THE FILM DAILY)
B. Peterson and the

Distributors

—

Neides Back In 'Frisco

—

h;

j

t

—

on Nov.

29,
killed,

1921,

when seven men

have been dismissed by
Judge McLaughlin. The men
indicted
were Samuel Moskowitz,
James J. Kavanaugh, Joseph Gaydica
and James N. Finlay.
'•

inty

The pictures have not
ed or licensed by the state commi
Parsons Lunch Today
sion, according to Gottlieb. Bevelacw
Landau in Town
Louella O. Parsons will be the
has pleaded guilty and has offc"
guest of honor at a lunch to be tenLeo A Landau, of the Alhambra, to turn State's evidence. He clai
dered her today by a number of local and Garden theaters, Milwaukee, is he did not know it was illegal
publicity men.
in New York.
At the Biltmore.
show pictures of that type.
Jackson for $100,000.

<

!

Sydney
Chaplin

Ho Wonder the pooi

•

i

Met1

thought she Was c
She married one of them — and
Wo more appeared —Which Was

Laugh? Why they'll

d

— near

pass
out laughing at
this one of the
Directed by

John
Mc Dermott

FIRST

NATIONAL
66
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Shorter Films

Sees

Maurice Tourneur Says Future Productions Will Not Have Costumes and Towering Sets
That shorter features will come
hack into Favor among produce)
a result oi the present slump in Hoi
\
lywood, caused by making big,
pensive pictures, is the contention of
<

irice

from the

["ourneur

who

is

town

in

en. 1st.

sets
and
"Splendor, tremendous
long footage will never prove good
sales points to either the public or
the theater owner, as recently discovered by the New York distributors," he says.
"The present producing slump lias proved
to film executives that it is a fallacy to make

Two In The Making
Hughes Starts Monday
Chronicles of America have in pro(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
duction "Wolf and Montcalm," and
Culver City Rupert Hughes will
"The Gateway of the West." Serines Jiegin photography on "True As
for the former were shot during the Steel," on Monday.
Those already

—

week

at

Whitestone

and

Camp

Upton, Long Island while the latter
Iieing

is

filmed

Hendersonville,

at

N. C.

Burr Picture in Work
C. C. Burr has finished casting for

"The

Woman,"

Average

started

and

camera work

actual

has
the

at

Glendale plant. Harrison Ford, David Powell, Pauline Garon, De Sacia

Burr
Mcintosh,
Moors,
William
Tucker and Russell Griffin are includWilliam Christy Caed in the cast.
sake of
is directing.
A num- banne

so called big production for the
achieving a physically liig picture
ber of recent illustrations of this have been
The moving about of characters in
evident.
a story, amidst towering sets, as so many
•nen. is not sufficient to hold public inMany of the 'big,' pictures released
terest.
during the past two months in nine or more
reels, could not only have been told as efiy in six or seven, but better.
old Lloyd's live reelers will make more
It's not the
money than most ten reelers.
length of a production that counts but what's
One of the season's biggest failures
in it.
production that has been heris a costume
alded and produced as having 'bigger sets
The sets do look bigger,
Hood
than Robin
but this has not saved the film from faila

Sunday, December

Rogers Plans
(Special to

New

—

which he impersonates Ford

Sterling and the old Keystone comedy
Now- Rogers plans to make
cops.
pictures of politicians.

'

Littlefield

—

Attempt To Rob
(Special to

Isis,

Detroit

—

—

damage.

Coast Brevities
(Special to

Hollywood

Arizona

(Special to

Richard Dix Coming East
completion
of
"The
Stranger," Richard Dix, will leave for own field and forming units to mil
New York where he will play the pictures wherever it is most prac
lead in William De Mille's, "Ice- cable and promising to do so.
bound," to made at Paramount's
"When I say what is best," I dot
Long Island studio.
mean what has been most loudly e
ploited.
There is much, as yctj
Monroe Salisbury Series
discovered ability both in the actii
and technical end of the industr
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Frederick Bond has There are a great many intcllige
formed his own company and will people who have been watching ai
film a series starring Monroe Salis- studying eager to take an active pa
bury. The pictures will be of the out- in the work.
"As technicians we, here in Amei
door type.
ca, are second to none in the wori
but we still leave much to be desir
Gilbert's and Jones's Next
in the
art of acting and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
drarr;
Among
female stars, too much strej
Hollywood John Gilbert will next
has been placed on the "flapper"
appear in "Just Off Broadway," an
statuesquely expressionless types
original by Frederick and Fanny Hatbeauty and grace in wearing clothCharles Jones will next make
ton.
These are in themselves of pictor
"Not a Drum Was Heard."

Upon

—

the Brooklyn school
signed by Preferred,
will have her next part in "Poisoned
Paradise."

who was

"Getting Her Man," the fourth of
the series of 12 scheduled by Gerson
Pictures, of 'Frisco, has been finished.

of
is

the exteriors of

Woman." have been

"Thy
shot

by Fred Xihlo.

GREENE.

but

not

essential

drama)

Ford In "Janice Meredith"
Harrison Ford has been engag
for "Janice Meredith."

New

Distribution Percentage

Table,

State

(Special to

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)
Von Stroheim,

— Eric

soon have "Greed," ready for a
showing. The production is in the
stages of editing and titling.

last

Thew Back In Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood
adapted

— Harvey

Thew,

who

"Flaminer

George
ting and editing.
sisting

Barriers," is asMelford in the cut-

Editing "Water
CSpecial to

Tower

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles "West of the Water
Tower," which was produced in the

Tearle In "Lilies"
(Special to

Hollywood

Foreign

Tearle

will

appear with Corinne Griffith in "Lilies
of the Field."

ONE
OF MANY
FEATURES
IN

THE

1924 FILM

YEAR BOOK
Filmdoms Recognized Reference
Book

OUT JAN.

1st

Year Round Advertising
Value

THE FILM DAILY)

— Conway

=

Right and

—

John M. Stahl. has finished "Why
East is being edited here under the
Leave Home," and is now editsupervision of Lucien Hubbard.
ing and titling the. film.

\'amc

value,

qualities.

Hollywood Jeanie MacPherson is
adapting "Triumph." The story will
go into production early in January
with Cecil De Mille directing.

.

St. Clair.

standards.

THE FILM DAILY)

will

Bow,

Clara

Will Start In Earlv January

"Greed" Soon Ready

Pan Berman, son of Harry M. Berman, F. B. O., general manager, has
been promoted script man, to work

girl

well
under way on exteriors of
Roach's new feature, "Somewhere in
Missouri." Roy Clements and Clyde
E. Hopkins are directing.

Ex-

Fox

An

is

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—"The

press," has been started at the
studio.

with Mai

Busy At Roach Plant
(Spedial to THE FILM DAILY)
Culver City One feature company
pnd five comedy units are working at
the Roach studio.
Camera work is

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit A second attempt to blow
open the safe of the Isis, was made
last
week.
The robbers did no

Drama

behooves us," he says, "not on
learn from our confreres acq
the water, but to join forces wi
them, taking what is best from o

in charge.

Corp., has closed for a ten year lease
on the Garden, involving a total rental of $6,000, from Gerald Scully and
Mrs. W. L. Voss.

in

Sugget

America

"It

—

Garden Leased For Ten Years
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Harvey, 111. The Garden Theater

Talent!,

— Sees

to

Kirkwoods In Spoken Drama
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood
Upon completion of
turning
to
the
They are again
bunk.
is
stories
that
in
themselves two more pictures James Kirkwood.
simple, human
have dramatic power — and are beginning and Lila Lee will enter the
"legit." Truart Forms Scenario Department
The pictures for the
to forget the scenery.
immediate future will mark an absence of "The Just and The Unjust," and "The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Boss of the Bonanza," are being concostumes, towering sets and fanfare.
Truart has formed a
Hollywood
relieved
this
pleased
and
at
—
public will be
sidered for their next vehicles.
news, I &m sure.''
scenario department with Al Cohn
ure.

"Producers have once again come face to
face with the fact that the big production

Interchange

Sid Schlager

—

Series

THE FILM DAILY)

Ocean Park, Cal. Will Rogers, is
now at work on a comedy called
"Great Moments From Little Pictures," in

Join With Europe
And

interchange of ideas and tal
urged by Sid Schlager of Luxor
Kathleen a means toward elevating pictj

selected .for .parts .include .Aileen
Pringle, Eleanor Boardman, Huntley

Gordon, William Haines,
Key, Jean Kaskell, Lucian
and William Orlamond.

9, 19

At A One Day

Rate
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Newest Features

eviezvs of the
"This Freedom"

he Palace of the King"
Goldivyn-Cosmopolitav
.EXTRAVAGANCE
IWhole.
.

.

ORE IN PRODUCTION.
RGEOUS TO LOOK UPON
WITH A STORY, THAT
SPITE OF ITS LAVISH
SENTATION, KEEPS IT
)M BEING AN OUTSTANDFEATURE.
....Competent and

attractive.

che Sweet and Edmund Lowe
ing romantic pair and they are

Lenore Ulric in

"Half-A-Dollar-Bill"
Producer
Max Graf

"Tiger Rose"
Metro
Distributor:
Warner Bros.
ENGLISH PROUNDOUBTEDLY As a Whole... PICTURIZATION
DUCTION, DRAMATIZATION As a Whole
OF NOVEL COMPRISING AN A GOOD AUDIENCE PICTURE OF FAMOUS STAGE PLAY
INTERESTING AND FORCE- EVEN THOUGH STORY IS MAKES INTERESTING ENFUL ENTERTAINMENT; FEA- FAIRLY CONVENTIONAL TERTAINMENT.
TURE RUNS TOO LONG ES- WITH COINCIDENCE A Star.... At times photographs nicely
PROMINENT FACTOR IN but again poorly; her performance
PECIALLY IN FIRST HALF.
Cast. .. .Splendid collection with Fay
PLOT DEVELOPMENT. SOME interesting and she plays the part
Compton displaying fine dramatic
convincingly although she cannot
GOOD BITS OF ACTION.
Fox

As

:

Whole

a

.First rate. Anna Q. Nilscon
Clive Brook a first rate Cast.
make the same impression that she
man; others in the cast well
did in the rjtage version; the titles
a sympathetic mother who leaves
h at ease regardless of their
chosen and capable.
No names
her baby on a doorstep and later
cannot take the place of her dialect.
royal raiment. Sam de Grasse
familiar to American audiences.
finds that the lad she has been Cast. ... Forrest Stanley fairly well
afty King Phillip; others Ho- Type of Story. .. .Argument dealing
mothering is her own. William T.
suited,
a bit stiff; Theodore Von
Bosworth, Pauline Starke, WilEltz all right as the hero; others
with a married woman's proper
Carleton good as the sea captain
V. Mong, Aileen Pringle, Luwhether che
who adopts the boy. Raymond
place in the world;
Joseph Dowling, Andre De BerLittlefield, Charles Clary.
anger, Sam De Grasse and Claude
Hatton gives an interesting percan be a mother and wife and at
The
Gillingwater.
formance in the role of "Noodler,"
From F. Marion
the same time have a career.
>{ Story
theme is strongly dramatic and
a one legged chef. It hardly seems Type of Story.... On the order of
a drama of roy,-ford's novel
exploit
the already popular James Oliver
necessary,
however,
to
told in a thoroughly interesting
with the King trying to hold
Curwood stories and not a great
manner. Denison Clift and a splenphysical affliction to this extent,
hrone against his brother John,
deal different in plot either, but
nor are the scenes showing Hatton
didly chosen cast bring out the
avorite with the people, and his
contains excellent dramatic value
There is
varnishing his wooden leg wholly
story's force splendidly.
gsuient intrigue and plot to preability;

.

.

leading

—

—

—

marriage

John's

the

with

Mendosa, the proclaimurder of John, his recovery and
liter of

The story is
all of the King.
the
conventional "overthrow
It has no new
,e" formula.
s nor sensational situations to
different from the other
it
ir costume plays that have pre"In the Palace of the
it.
can rightfully boast of a
iful production, and with every
nee of a big bankroll expended
but all this again goes to
it,
[

that it isn't necessarily magnt sets, lavish costumes and
al gorgeous display that makes
This one is good
ad picture.
jk at, to be sure, but it is not
d entertainment. It is at best
costume play whose only savrace is excellent pictorial ap:

that will save

-if

it.

Not

Angle

ffice

likely to

should, that
mmensurate with the cost of
You know best how
ction.
folks take to costume dramas,

returns

in the

it

.Talk about the lavtion.
of the production, gorgeous
ind wonderful array of court
.

.

Bs

photography
excellent
good cast. Mention F. MaCrawford as the author for

.Ties,

who may have

read the book.

ge with local book sellers to

book on display

he

their

in

ws together with announcethat

you are showing the

Harp on

pic-

the pictorial appeal

and use trailers to carry out
promises for this much. Use
in the lobby.
Of the cast,
jn the more important memparticularly Blanche Sweet,
nd Lowe, Hobart Bosworth,

Sam de Grasse.
Emmett J. Flynn;

Starke,

le

n

i all his effort

on

ex-

pictorial ef-

ind from this standpoint has
ee musually successful.
:nai

ner nan
:ale

lgl

The
of the' dragging.
of the story contains
some strong dramatic moments, especially the realization by the woman that her theory of a career was

much

for

half

latter

wrong and
it

is

iphy
.

.

the
children.

and

good

Production

in

values

likely
interesting.

it

to

is

thoroughly
Office Angle.

are

prove

.If your audiences
problem plays or a picture dealing with character analyzation, you
can interest them. Because of the
popularity of the book, and the fact
that the author also wrote "If Winter Comes," many will want to see
.

like

picture.

this

Appeal to them
through the medium of newspaper
stories and throw-away^ that will

Exploitation

them know

that the story deals
with the ever popular argument as
to a woman's place in the world.
Put it to them in questions: "Is
a woman's place in the home or
let

What is
the business world:
See for yourself in
the answer?
Hutchithe picturization of E.
son's novel 'This Freedom,' showSecure
ing at the blank theater."
the support of local women's clubs
and get them to do some broadcasting for you. They might be glad to
arrange a debate on the subject and
incidentally afford good arvertising
Mention the
for your showing.
director's name and the fact that he
directed "A Bill of Divorcement,"
one of the outstanding productions
of last year.
Dennison Clift; gives
Direction
story forceful presentation and is
otherwise satisfactory with the exception that footage might have
in

M

Spain Locale

Length

Mitchell
Others are
George MacQuarrie and
Frank Darro, a likable young-

effective.

vantage.

little

used

of Story.

.

.

.Drama.

Deals with

deserted wife who loses track of
her baby son after leaving him
on a doorstep, of her being cared
for by the man who adopted the
child, their identities unknown to
either.
The woman's husband, in
an effort to regain the child and

satisfy

man,

is

an old revenge against the
the means of clearing up

There is a good r ymthe tangle.
pathetic theme here that gains the
spectator's interest and the acting
of the players is sincere and, for
the

credited

most

part,

The coincidence

very
in the

convincing.

development,

particularly the fact that the
fails

to

woman

mention her missing

child,

the boy
association with
would naturally tend to make her
speak, make it pretty farfetched at
times but this probably won't spoil
its entertainment value for the malikely
be well
They'll
jority.
The theme does
pleased with it.

when

amount of audience
appeal.
Will be a suitBox Office Angle
able feature for most exhibitors.
It's the sort of thing that usually
goes big with the average crowd.
contain a good

Exploitation. .. .Here's a catchy title
that you can exploit in numerous
ways that will be novel and interesting. Use catch lines ruch as:
"Not fifty cents but half a dollar
What is it? Find the answer
bill.
If you care
at the blank theater."
to stir up extra interest you might
make use of the idea contained
Of those in the
in the picture.
cast, use the name of Anna Q. Nilsson, mentioning her recent appearance in "Ponjola," providing you

have played

it.

S. Van Dyke; good
judgment and handled story rat-

Direction

Cameraman

Usually good Photography
England Locale

About

8,000 feet.

Director

Franklin

has

the high lights of the stage

all

and thoughtfully has not
omitted the famous "You believe

version

ster.

Type

A. M. Hutchison Author
Not credited Scenario

Not

that has been used to rplendid ad-

Lewis,

W.

isfactory; used cast to advantage.

been curtailed.

Beautiful Photography
7,450

the

Box

Lucien Andriot Cameraman

feet

method

which
brought home to her through
calamities visited upon her

....F. Marion Crawford Author
June Mathis Scenario

tho

>tO)

considerable unnecessary detail in
the firct half that serves as a form
of prologue. This is much too long
and drags the early reels not a little.
Long wordy titles are responsible

Length

I
1

you?
would"

kill

Barlatier

with

the

play

more

are lfkely
interesting
than those who have not seen the
star in the role which r he created.
To the latter crowd "Tiger Rose"
may not seem more than the av-

erage Northwest Mounted picture.
But they should be amply satisfied
at that. The production is beautiful,
there being any number of gorgeous locations, exceptionally well

photographed.

Box

Office

Angle

Play up the

title

talk about the stage play mentioning, of course David Belarco's
name and the fact that this is the
second of his plays to reach the

and

screen through the Warner's.
will please the majority

who may have

You

and those

seen the play will

probably be more enthusiastic.
Exploitation .... Let them know that
this is the first screen appearance
in many years of Lenore Ulric, the
famous Belasco star. Promise them
an interesting performance, reminding them of the unusually long run
enjoyed by the play in which she

Regarding
created the title role.
the ftory tell them it has to do
with the girl's effort to save her
lover from the Northwest Mounted!
Police.
Use a trailer showing the
star shooting the gun out of the
officer's hand in her scheme to free
teaser stunt for the
her lover.
newspaper could consist of a drawing showing a tiger and a ror^e.
Follow it up with announcements
Use stills in the
of the showing.
lobby to indicate the picture's pictorial appeal.
Sidney Franklin; very
Direction
good but a bit too long on footage.

A

Authors

.

.

.

Cameraman

Good Photography

Willard

Mack and David

Edmund Goulding
Charles Rosher
Excellent

Northwest

Seaport town Locale
5,700 feet.

well

Of course those

to find the picture

familiar

Belasco
Curtis Benton
Max Graf Scenario

Andre

You know damn
bit.

Length

About

8,000 feet.

—
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Short Subjects Current Release
"Horseshoes"

— Vitagraph

Will Please
.2 reel comedy
production.
Semon is rather Eunnier in
this one than he has been in some
.

.

ALLIED PRODUCERS &
and serves it, with the result that
DISTRIBUTORS
being
punctured
exit
upon finally
Rcvi
plodes in a guest's fact'.
Kids will Richard the Lion Headed
10-28-23
The Valley of the Wolf, (Jack Pickprobably like this one.
it

ford

1

—

"A Movie Fantasy" Universal
Huh Novel Introduction

Not that the comedy itself is
new or difficult l>m Semon steps

time.
verj

he nick
with a careless, happy, nonic
chalance that will bring the laughs
from any audience. At the very end,
a good thrill brought about by
his grasping a hanging rope and letting his machine go over a steep
embankment, he steps right within
You
the range of the villain's gun.
are Mire there is no hope, when lo,
the bad man steps out of his car
right into a hidden hog that reaches
(Jood for several
up to his neck.
laugh.-, from anyone.
hist

in

t

of production. ... 1 reel novelty
This one reeler is a combination
ntooii comedj and the work of
real
players, the cartoon drawings
being used as a novel introduction and
fading into the actual players as they
are introduced.
The plot concerns
a young wife who wishes to become

Type

Her husband, hearing

star.

film

a

1

.

then, interspersed, are shots of the
plains and hills once owned by the
red men now filled with cattle belonging to the white men. The beauty
of some of these shots is remarkable.
The titles are also interesting, lending tone to the entire reel. They are
done in verse after the style of

Hiawatha.

Bucking the

Line"

— Century-Uni-

versal

Less

Coynedy — More

Type of production.
Buddy Messinger's
.

shows

.

.2 reel

comedy
comedy

latest
a preference for slapstick.

Less

of the "throwing-things-around" type
of humor would make this one more
enjoyable.
Buddy is the captain of
a football team and in one sequence
the team practices in Buddy's parlor
much to the detriment of everything
in it.
Then, the football accidentally
into the kitchen where the chef
thinking it is a cake puts frosting on
1st Nat'l

Perlmutter,"

to
In-

and American European
of
Paris,
for
France and
h
possessions
Belgium
and
"Her
P.eputation,"
to
Engel
and
Walter
of
Vienna, for Czecho Slovakia, German Au1

D.

Griniefi

;

ivia,

Hungary

in particular.

and

The Extra Girl (Mabel Normand)
The Miracle .Makers

.

.

"Home Again"— Sing Them Again
Series

— Educational
—

A Good Number

A

Good Series

of production. ... 1 reel novelty
As with the preceding numbers in
this scries, three songs are first picturized and then the words of the
chorus is flashed on the screen with
the cordial invitation to everyone to
This time the songs are
"ioin in."
"Old Black Joe," "Little Annie

(Norma

Ashes of Vengeance
madgi )
The Pad Man

8-19-23
7-23

10-

(Katherine MacDonald)
The
Maid
Dangerous
(Constance
Talmadge)
The Eternal City
11-11-23
11-18-23
Flaming Youth
Her Temporary Husband
Jealous Husbands
111.
Meanest Man in the World.... 9-30-23
Chastity

.

.

hibition

oklyn.

Co.,

.

The Man

11-25-23

Hospitality
Pleasure Mad
Mil
Social Code (Viola Dana)....

PATHE EXCHANGE
Man
PREFERRED

Way

The

of a

April Showers
Maj lime

ned Paradise

PRINCIPAL
Mind Over Motor
Gold Madness (Guy Hates Post)..

SELZNICK

Hag and Baggage
Prince of a King

A

C.

UNITED ARTISTS

Innocence

Crooked Alley
His Mystery Girl

Canyon

son

His Children's Children
Tlie Light that Failed

11-11-23

Men

Million

9-30-23
9-16 23

Ruggles of Red Gap
Stephen
Steps
Out
banks Jr.)
To the Ladies

(Doug.

11-25-23
12- 2-23

.

Own Horn

11-

4-23

Breaking Into Society

The Dancer

of the

Nile

11-18-23

Fashionable Fakirs
Lights Out

The Love Pirate
The Mailman

Raw

the

in

Burn

to

son)

The Rambling Kid (Hoot Gibson)
The Red Warning (Tack Hom
The Sis: Fifty
Tin Thrill Chaser (Hoot Gibson).]
The Wild Party (Glady Walton)...

1-i -23
12- 2-23

1

1

Big D?n (('has Tones)
10-28-23
Cameo Kirbv (John Gilheit)
10-21 23
Does It Pay?
8-26-23
The Exiles (John Gilbert)
The Governor's Lady
The Grail ( Dust in Farnum)
Mile-a-Minute-komeo (Tom Mix)...
Six Cylinder Love (Ernest Truex)
Times Have Changed (Wm. Russell) 9-23-23
When Odds Arc Even (Wm. Rus.

.

New York

of

Drifting (Priseilla Dean)
Thundering Dawn
White Tiger (Priseilla Dean)
The Hunchback of Notre Dame....

VITAGRAPH
Man

\dl

Let

The Man

On

the

Put Asunder
Krom Rrodncy's

Hanks

of the

Wabash

Pioneer Trails

The Leavenworth Case

WARNER BROTHERS

;

.

Prod.

Jewel

The Aequittal
The Darling
Peggy)

10-21-23

FOX

(Jack Hoxie)
(Herbert Rawli

The Near Lady (Gladys Walton)..,

1 1 -

.

Blow Your

Rawli

Pure Grit

Fair-

.

(Herbert

1

12- 2-23

The Marriage Maker

of Paris

UNIVERSAL

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
the

Woman

A

Big Brother
oi

By

Life Passed

Our

11-11-23

The Marriage Market
The Barefoot Boy

(all

a Thrill (Viola Dana)
the King (Jackie Cc

1

uctor

1

492

The Country Kid
Lucretia Lombard
Tiger Rose

STATE RIGHTS' RELE4
The

Souls

host
Valley of
pendent Films)

(In

I

number.

Code Expanding
THE FILM DAILY)
W. F. Code, owner of

F.

Two New Ones For

(Special to

—

the
Paramount, has bought additional
rroperty adjacent to the theater site
attic

on which he
tJ

(Special

will

rial to

Charleston,
j

i

heny Theater

filed

an

SI ii.iiOO

Co.,

increase of
to $50,000.

Richwood, has
of from

"Paying the Limit" Finished

O'Malley, Taylor's Leading

Man

DAI

Hyifl
Richi

Somerset Sts. for $70,000.
change the name of the hofl
its

original

title,

Schine

capital

Blair-Coan).

—

(Special

THE FTLM DAILY)
W. Va.— The Alle-

(

Philadelphia Sam
bought the Morris.

Increases Capital

—

Danger

(Special to Till-: II I.M

to

erect.

in

Sam Hyman Buys Mc

Bend

—

Hunt's, Wilmington, Closes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wilmington The Hunt theater at
Fourth & Dupont St., has been closed
temporarily, and the lease taken over

South

THE FILM DAILY)

South Bend, Ind. Representative-,
Mid-west amusement company are here looking over sites for
two proposed theaters which their

make enlargements
The seating capacity company

will

to

of a large

house.
be greatly increased

his

will

You Are

The Rendezvous

I

to

the

Arj

Expanding

THE FILM DA

Lock-port, N. Y.

— Henry

Fj

former owner of the Tempi
loscd for the Niagara GaragB
soon start work rcmodelin)
theater, which upon complfl
be taken over by the Schine
to n.

|

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Garrick, Wilmington To 9
(Special to THE FILM DAIM
San Francisco
Gerson Pictures
Hollywood— Pat
O'Malley
will
Garrick,
Wilmington The
also of have completed "Paying the Limit," play the lead opposite Laurette Taylor
changed its policy to stock. 1
by Tom Gibson with Ora Carew
it.
"Happiness."

Albany The Cortclvou Amusement
of Brooklyn, has merged with
the

Search of

Long Live

Tal-

'

sell)
11-25-23
Rooney" and "Home Sweet Home."
You Can't Ger Away With It
The Way Men Love (Grand-Asher).
The latter is particularly enjoyable,
GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
Truart
Let's Go
the pictures showing the way the com- The Day of Faith
12- 2-23
Mm Mask of Lopez (Monogram)..
Why Women Re-Marry lAsso. l'hott
poser first conceived the idea and the In the Palace of the King
Little Old New York
6- 3-23
plays)
scene of his inspiration. A very good Name the Man
The Unknown Purple (Truart).

by .Anthony Corleta.

THE FILM DAILY)

In

11-25-23

Brooklyn Merger
(Special to

.

Christie

Poland;

" to Allessandro Panzuti, of
for Italy; 40 pictures to Universum
Film Co.. for Finland; "The Half Breed,"
Belgium for the
Belgium
territory;
"Oliver
Twist."
to
m, of Berlin, for Germany,
Danzig and Memel District.
n,

I

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL

Should Alimony

please the average crowd.

W.

'

and

i

.

Foreign Deals

ish

Desire

of the Water Tower
(Glenn
Hunter)
laughs occasioned
Wild Bill Hickok (Wm. S. Hart) ... 11-25-23
by Bowes, mistakes in getting into Woman Proof (Thomas Meighan)
4-23
the scenes at the wrong time and Zaza (Gloria Swaiisonj)
9-23-23
FILM BOOKING OFFICES
otherwise upsetting things in general

and the directors

Shifting Sands

The Eagli
ber
The Eternal Struggle
Fashion Row (Mae Murray)
Held to Answer

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Anna

HODKINSON
METRO

W. W.

of the Scorpion

assistant to
There are several

The

following foreign sales are rei\
First National.
"The Isle of Lost Ships." "The Bright

The Sting

Slave of Desire

The Steadfast Heart
Under the Red Robe
Unseeing Eyes

Goige

the head property man. West

Type
Slapsti'l,

ARROW

Devil's

her phone a "professor" of a school
that teaches acting, impersonates the
"professor" and manages to cure his
Ponjoln
wife of the desire to become a shining Thundergate
Interesting be- Twenty-One
lighl of the screen.
The cartoons The Wanters
cause of its novelty.
W hi n a Man's a Man
and the direction arc by Hy Mayer.
C. B.

"The Last Stand of the Red Men"—
Urban Vitagraph
"Film Foolish"— Educational
Nicely Handled
Comedy of the Studios
Type of production.] reel educational
reel comedy
•'The Fast Stand of the Red Men" Type of production. ...
shows interesting views of a tribe
The cast of this one reel comedy inof Indians both in dress regalia and cludes
Cliff
Bowes and Virginia
in their tepee homes.
Closeups of Vance.
Once again the scene is a
different members of the tribe are movie studio.
Bowes, as a title says,
Even the "wanted to get into the movies in
edingly interesting
babies are different looking.
And the worst way" and so has become an

—

\i

A

—

—
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Mabel Forrest in

Equity—State

Ben Wilson

—

Grand-Asher St. Rts.
Whole... RATHER INTER-

but or:

CROOK STORY

ING

WHILE NOT PARTIC^RLY ORIGINAL, HAS
IE GOOD SITUATIONS
WILL PLEASE A MATTY OF ANY AUDIENCE.
VT,

As

a

Rights

SEEMS TO FAVOR

BUT
THEME IS THE VERY HACKNEYED "PAINTED LADY"
PLOT WITH A MELLER CLIIT

GOOD CAST AND
RECTION HELP.

MAX.

DI-

.Mary Carr's presence always
Cast.
a big help to any film; her performVery attractive in the role
ance pleasing and sincere. Charles
rl hypnotized to steal; handles
Mack, a Griffith player, seems mispart very well and makes it
cast at first but his good work in
convincing.
the latter reels is reason enough
.First rate company, all well
for his being chosen for the part;
Kerry
Norman
d and capable;
given too many close-ups shot at
have had more to do al»h he

fulfills

all

hero require-

Marc
satisfactorily;
nott good except for his

Macmake-

.

"Six Cylinder Love"

"The Red Warning"

PUBLIC STILL

Whole

11

Jack Hoxie in

"The Daring Years"

"The Satin Girl"
Producer:

j%g*SDAILY

.

Mildred Harris first
bad angles.
rate as the cabaret girl. Others Joe

Fox

As

Universal

As

a

GOOD LIVE
THAT OFFERS

Whole

WESTERN

ACTION, THRILLS, FINE LOCATIONS,
SATISFACTORY
CAST. WILL GO BIG WITH

THE WESTERN LOVING
CROWD.

STAGE SUCCESS

Whole

MAKES WHOLLY ENJOYABLE SCREEN COMEDY; REQUIRES MANY SUB-TITLES
TO MAKE UP FOR DIALOGUE BUT THEY'RE CLEVER AND AMUSING; A GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast

Has

plenty to do in thi one
and fulfills requirements splendidly; good western hero type; makeup around eyes very poor.

Stir....

a

•

The usual types, all well
suited and capable.
Fred Kohler
first rate
"bad man" and Elinor
Field an appropriate heroine even
though she does wear park riding
clothes on a we tern ranch. Others
Frank Rice, Jim Welsh, William
Welsh, Ben Corbett, Ralph McCullough.

Cast

Ernest Truex, star of stage
play, featured. Does first rate work,
a successful comedian.
good cast

A

with

well suited types, some of
them recruited from the cast of
the original play.
No names that
are known to picture patrons, but
many interesting performances. Includes Florence Eldridge as Mrs.
all

Newlywed, Donald Meek, Maude
King, Clara Bow, Tyrone Power,
Hill, Anne
McKittrick,
Thomas
Jack Richardson.
Mitchell, Marjorie Milton, Ralph
.Melodrama. Hero,
.Crook drama deal- Type of Story.
>f Story.
Slipperly, Berton Churchill.
idolized son of a rich widow, whose
vith hypnotic influence of man
Type
of Story.
Comedy. Plenty of
infatuation for show girl leads him
girl who performs thefts at
sure-fire material in adaptation of
to electric chair, accused of mur
ridding; of her discovery by
Type of Story. .Western. Plot not
stage success.
Delightful, wholedering her lover, is freed by last
who has fallen in love with
new nor are there any especially
some amusement that furnishes
minute confession of dead man's
tnd her subsequent awakening
outstanding new twists, but good
genuinely fine entertainment. Natwife.
It's an old, old story at best
he realization that she has been
direction and a capable company
urally the comedy
dialogue
that
and one that has been done time
power; follows
r her uncle's
puts it over as first rate entertainfurnished
the
laughs
in the stage
pubpictures.
Still
the
and
in
one
and
again
the
sinister
of
ieath
that
ment
a live action
picture
version had to be supplied through
appears to find it thoroughly
lic
lappiness with hero.
speeds along at a good pace. The
sub-titles which, in spite of their
thrilling, that is if you are to judge
ere is an attractive atmosphere
theme iz\ the familiar "let me marry
frequence, are no handicap to the
from an uptown audience that went
lystery throughout that will
your daughter and we'll cancel the
entertainment.
On the contrary,
out praising it after having seen six
the story thoroughly appealmortgage" brand, but it is surpristiny are bright, clever and can be
beforevaudeville
the
terrible
of
They like
acts
o a majority.
have
ing how well the shortcomings
relied upon to get laughs.
Many
hand. But much credit, in this case,
door, sliding panel business
been covered through good proof them are lines from the play.
goes to Kenneth Webb, for the
helps along a suspense and the
duction.
The feature is short and
The story deals with the efforts of
method of development and the
erious figure of the hypnotizThe
the interest well sustained.
a young newlywed to keep up with
manner in which he has handled the
/illain, as played by MacDerlatter reels are particularly good,
his wife's financial demands and her
He hasn't missed
story generally.
also creates the desired atnotably the episode dealing with the
round of parties. The more amusa trick in audience appeal and the
here. The plot has some gaps
Madcaps and
organizing of the
ing sequence is that dealing with
conspicuous
theme
problove
but
mother
that are never filled
the roundup of the rustler band.
the husband's attempt to act unthroughout, is no small factor in
they will get by the average
The e bits have been splendidly
concerned while a bunch of fourAnd with Mary
never explained
putting it over.
It is
ator.
Locations throughout are
staged.
flushers enjoy themselves at his exCarr as the mother you can rely on
the girl came under the power
beautiful and the photography fine.
pense.
The climax offers further
it
being convincing.
r uncle who takes this means
complications
and is followed by
entertain.Good
Office
Angle.
..
Box
venge upon her miserly father, Box Office Angle
Looks like a
the happy ending, of course.
The
the
average
audience.
ment
for
are other incidental bits, but
you
if
picture
so
good audience
Looks highly
w estern loving crowd will be espe- Box Office Angle
ibly unimportant at that, which
know your folks favor mother love
satisfactory. You should be able to
cially well satisfied and you have
irector hasn't found necessary
themes that provide a chance for
do a nice business with "Six Cylinplenty to talk about to get them
irify.
them to sympathize with the heart
der Love."
genuinely clean
It's
interested.
Wherever they like acffice Angle. .. .Will satisfy a
broken parent and then rejoice when
entertainment
will
comedy
that
"The
count
on
can
tion
pictures
you
If you
ery loving audience.
can
her boy is restored to her, you
serve
please
your
entire
patronto
please.
Warning"
to
Red
mystery stories get them, you
count on "The Daring Years" getage.
If they enjoy a good laugh,
enough here to interest. The
ting over.
Exploitation. .. .Appeal to your men
let them see this one.
crowd
if
your
stand
up
:e will
If they like ac- Exploitation
folks on this one.
The title with teaser
Exploitation
Boost the title and
ht for it.
Say:
tion vou can promise them they'll
lines will best interest them.
the fact that the picture is an adap.Here's a good catchy
ation.
Tell
like "The
Red Warning."
"Thou Shalt Obey or Pay. See
tation of a Broadway comedy sucthat can be used effectively
them about the round-up of the
'The Daring Years' and you'll know
There are any number of
cess.
Post bills
stunt advertising.
rustlers and ure a trailer of this
why."
Or, "Boys, attention, see
tie-ups
that should prove wholly
Satin
the
"Watch out for
lg:
sequence to give them an idea of
effective
Get local
exploitation.
Then have an attractive 'The Daring Years' and you'll never
what they may expect. Where Jack
Of
auto merchants to put on a display
disobey your mothers again."
cossatin
attired
in
woman,
f
Hoxie is a favorite you can use
of their latest models and display
course use Mary Carr's name promgoing about with no idenname prominently and tell them
his
anreading:
has
signs
"Buy our 1924
she
them
inently, telling
ion other than her satin gown,
this is the best thing he's done so
"mother"
(make)
and
enjoy
a 'Six Cylinder
splendid
her
other
of
make whatever announceUniversal's pres-. sheet sugfar.
See for
It can't be beat.
Love.'
roles in "The Daring Years." Menyou want and have the girl
gests a novel exploitation in the
A
Garson
yourself
at the blank theater."
Daniel
of
the
name
tion
the
regarding
>ute throwaways
way of a Bandanna Day. The Maddrivseen
bridal
decorations,
have
car
with
they
case
in
Goodman
ijng.
Get local dress shops to
caps w ho organize to get the rusen about with a young couple repand liked such of his previous proill displays of satin gowns and
Red lights
tlers wear bandannas.
resenting the young newlyweds of
"Has the World Gone
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

J

.

.

I

-

J?e

the

e.

at-

a tie-up for advertising
Play up the mystery
lere of the picture and
iler,
also the names of

use
the

prominent members of cast.
.Arthur Rosson; supplied
n.
tctory production, good cast
(liandled story adequately for
ilost part.
.

.

Adam

>

.

.

Hull Shirk
Arthur Statter and Geo.

)ton

nan
aphy

Not

credited
All right

Any

city

5,591 feet.

ductions as

Mad." Let them know Mildred Harris appears, also Charles Mack, remembered for his work in "Dream
Street" and his splendid perform-

or other stunts in the way of teasPosters will get them interested.
ers with a red background and the
one word "Warning" will be good.

ance in "Driven."
Kenneth Webb; tells
Direction
story smoothly, holds interest and
increases suspense nicely in climax.
Daniel Carson Goodman
Author

Direction. .. .Did a good job on this
one; handled story very well and

Scenario.

..

.Daniel Carson

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

J.

Goodman

production

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
O. Taylor
All right

New York
6,782 feet

Photography
Locale

Length

is

attractive.

Isadore Bernstein
Isadore Bernstein

the

picture,

attract

attention.

ers are known to picture audiences.
Direction. Elmer Clifton; gave stage
play a thoroughly good production
and story an interesting presenta.

tion.

Author.

.

.William Anthony McGuire
Carl Steams Clancy

William Nobles Scenario
Cameraman
Very good Photography

The West Locale
4,795 feet

will

There are no names that will mean
anything at the box office but Ernest Truex, since none of the play-

Length

Alex. G. Penrod

Good

Long

Island
7,000 feet

THE
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More N. W. Construction
THE FILM DAILY)
A new surburban house
Seattle

9,

1

Another Hep worth Film Finis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London
Donald
Buchanan
(Continued from Page 1)
v ill be built in the Beacon Hill disfinished editing and titling, "Stl
of
these
has
one
that
company
other
as
ever}
Universal
trict by the Prefontaine Theater Co.
Certainly I. will' cost $15,000 and will seat 500. ling Threads." "The Pipes of ]
costl} pictures— must get top money for the show.
the next Hepworth productioi
while it is new. It is all right for exhibitors to sit back and critigo into work immediately.
Cottage Grove, Ore. Wm. Morecise.
But there have been mighty few films that have ever
lcck, has let contracts for a new 800
paid out and brought back over a million, when the picture was scat house, to replace the Arcade.
Amsterdam Makes a Buy
shown only in regular picture houses. Yet "The Birth of a

Why Managers ?

(Special to

—

—

—

—

Nation" and Others have brought back huge sums

when

first

Powers

Now With

First

National

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo F. Ray Powers, has resays he cansigned as assistant manager of Goldnot ask that much money for his show. And yet he complains
wyn-Cosmopolitan
here, and has takwhen tlie legitimate house takes in the picture.
en over the First National office. He
Hew are von ever going to satisfy?
will be associated with Frank Mc-

ed in the legL,

As against

this,

houses.

te

however,

is

exhibitor

'

—

who

LICHTMAN'S MOVE

(Special

THE FILM DAILY

to

—

Philadelphia Ben Amsterdaj
Masterpiece has closed with M
Shallenberger of Arrow for the
mund Cobb series of 10 western;
Richard Hatton-Neva Gi
the
scries of six.

Carthy.

Hoquiam Theaters Sold
To Universal. Will be watched with interest. It was more
(Special to THE FILM DAlM
Dissolve
Partnership
Unisee
surprise
to
of
a
somewhat
that
or less natural, and at
Hoquiam, Wash. Dolan & R
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
versal let Eddie Smith get away. Smith has done some excellent
have
bought the Arcade and Li'
Simpson
City,
N.
Ocean
&
J.
work tor Universal. But it is with "Al" that there will be more Bourgeois, who operated
the Strand, from Newman & Council
Lichtman has a host of friends; have dissolved partnership. Simpson
interest than in any one else.
work out well for both.
should
move
The
Universal.
will continue his real estate business
so has
Lipstein At Chicago Thei
while Bourgeois will run the theater.
TITLES
(Special to THE FILM DAlM
Following "Week End Husbands" Dr. Daniel Carson GoodChicago Lewis Lipstein has
Employment
Bureau Planned
man will produce "Married Bachelors." If they can keep on
appointed conductor of I'.alaba
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
digging up these sort of titles well they're "box'y" anyway.
Miami T. J. Darling, a local pro- Katz's, Chicago. He rep
ducer, is behind a move to establish dolph Kopp, resigned.
MOVING
Indications are that during the next fortnight something of a free employment bureau for those
desirous of entering films in this city.
interest will develop with the Theater Owners Dis. Corp. That's There are several small producing
Liberty Has Eight Farm
(Special to THE FILM DAIl
A lot of people chiefly exhibitors have been units here.
interesting.
happen.
to
something
for
mid-Summer
since
Omaha
Liberty Film has
awaiting
patiently

—

—

-

—

—

—

ALONG

—

—

—

DeMILLE'S SENDOFF

Cazenovia Now The Loco
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
raved about the "Ten ComBuffalo The Border Amusement
mandments" after the premier Tuesday. In a fortnight New
Cc
has taken over the Cazenovia,
a
we've
said
know
You
this.
York will have a chance to see
a South Park section neighborhood
thinking
even
not
And
Yep.
word or two about that picture.
house, and renamed it the Loco.
Still we're interested
of taking back a single solitary murmur.

Los Angeles newspaper

in

what the

New York crowd

critics

—

think.

Eltabran In Deal

A REGULAR PRODUCER

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta
— Eltabran Film has closed
while
that
declared
has
Hearst
They say that William R.
a deal for a series of eight Franklin
picture
real
a
make
to
that
moving pictures can be made at less
Farnum subjects and four Westerns.
a producer must spend at least half a million.

GOLFITIS

New Eureka House

Abe Warner wanted to make a golfer of Milton H. Feld,
manager of Frank Newman's houses in Kansas City. So he sent
him a flock of clubs. But he didn't realize when that happened
that Newman would be called upon to put Feld in his club. And
And Newman was glad
that cost a lot more than the clubs.
to

do

it.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

for a series of eight Franklyn
nums,
to
be
released
beg

Jan.

1st.

Cook Reopens Rialto
THE FILM DAl(

(Special to

—

Beatrice, Neb.
Blaine Cod
reopened the Rialto. The hoi
damaged by fire not long a§

FIRST

WITH THE

KINOGRA

—

Eureka, Kan. T. B. Ingalls will
begin work at an early date on a
$25,00 house.

THE VISUAL

NEWS
of ALL THE WORLD

WISDOM

Jules Brulatour talking. To an important producer. Worried over financial affairs. "I don't see what you have to worry
about,' 'said Brulatour. "Your trouble is getting your money out
Most producers have trouble to get money
of your pictures.
them."
make
to

AT YOUR SERVICE

GOULDING

When

heard what he was expected to pay Eddie
For handling the script of "The Fool," he almost
Goulding.
But when he recovered, and after he had talked to
fainted.
Goulding he was glad of it. Then he learned that Goulding was
a lot more than a scenario writer. A whole lot more. And so
if some unusual, unexpected developments occur with Goulding
through Fox, don't be surprised.

Fox

Bill

first

I.

The big German made

N.

R

.1.

spectacle of the

life

of Christ.

Some-

wrong. Blumenthal of Export and Import. Was
to handle it for this country.
Looks like the deal is off.
A big picture a line picture. But for the theater for amusement that's an important question.
thing

h.

i

—

:

—

DANNY.

Aggers
2SO WEST 5412 ST.

JUST WEST OF BROADWAY.

NY.

ART WORK,MATS,STER EOS, ELECTROS.
PHONES,—. CIRCLE
2450-1-2.

Insist on prints on
I

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

—it

keeps smashing them!
Loew's Warfield—San Francisco
"Broke Saturdays and Sundays
records and is talk of the town"
Gordon*s Olympia Boston, Mass.

—

"Opened to greatest turnaway
Boston ever saw"

Strand— New York

Now

in second big

week

—that's the
Associated First National Picture, Inc*
presentation

FLAMING

9 YOUTH
featuring

Supported by

COLLEEN MOORE
Scenario by Harry O. Hoyt

Dexter— Milton Sills
Sylvia Breamer Myrtle Stedman
Ben Lyon

Elliott

—

Directed by John Francis Dillon

Titles

by Holman Day

Editing by Arthur Tavares

Photo by

J.

C.

Van Trees and Roy

Settings designed by Milton

Carpenter

Morasco

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

—
iTHE
He BRADSTREET

z^recocmized

/"

Authority
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Schnitzer on Coast

'Marie" Film Off?
Reported in

London

— Planned

(Spedal to

by

Louis Mercanton as Private
Venture
(Special to

ndon
plan
"

—
to

with

THE FILM DAILY)

—Joe
arrived

Los Angeles
B. O.

Schnitzer of F.
from New York yes-

Valentino

To Make One More
For F.P.-L.; Litigation Ends

terday.

THE FILM DAILY)
understood here that
produce "Marie Antoi-

It is

Norma Talmadge

in

Sidney Olcott to Direct
Production Planned on

the

ing role, has been abandoned.

Big

inside story that reaches this
despite
it that,

e

from Paris has

Starts in January

nents to the contrary, the project
conceived by Louis Mercanton,
French director as a personal
ire, who figured that by engagtn American star of repute, he
in that way assure American

Rodolph
for

Inc.

The impres-

ll

Jrnger Again for President

winations for officers of the F.
J\I. Club will be voted on next
They are: Joe
:«sday night.
njj First National, president; W.
nor, Pathe, first vice-president;
ian, First National (N. J.),
•I vice president; Arthur Abeles,
ell secretary and Louis Rosen|'ox, treasurer.

declared on Saturday he
;r
i|turn down the office, because
insure of personal business.

es Negligible Opposition
ilTimes correspondent reported
onmfashington on Saturday that.
th«h President Coolidge's tax reictB plan would encounter stiff
>pJon in Congress "there does
)t Bear to be much opposition to
pe^if the nuisance and admission

xe

Steger Back
Jutl Steger, production chief at
ie
Is Eastern studio, returned
orajirope Saturday on the Paris.

ex-

according to report, he will reno remuneration.
Upon
its completion, it is understood
that Valentino will have completed his contract with Famous
and will then be at liberty to
start work under Ills arrangement with Ritz-Carlton Pictures,

of the matters discussed on
h M. Schenck's recent Eastern
as the "Asteinette" film. Hugo
toldt, an accredited representaere of the French Government,
eported in charge of the details

Government.

is

ceive

2

revalcnt in New York was that
cture was to have the full supI the French Government with
ire resources to be placed beWhen Schenck
the venture.
r the coast, his local office dethat matter was still in the
dmite stage.

Valentino

make one more picture
Famous Players for which,

pected to

jution of the completed product.
said that, with the exception of
Talmadge, the cast and technirces were to be entirely French.

iat

—Work

Scale

Sidney Olcott,
is

who

directing Gloria

at present
in

Swanson

"The Humming Bird" at the
Paramount Long Island City

Capt. Standish accuses John Alden of treachery as a result of the famous
don't you speak for yourself, John" episode in "The Courtship of
Myles Standish," Charles Ray's long-run production. Associated Exhibi-

"Why
tors.

—Advt.

studio, is slated to make the picture which, according to report,
will be one of the highlights of
the Paramount release schedule
for next fall.

Check-Up Works
Three-Cornered
System Effective Diplomacy
Important

First National Finds

—

National has been experimenting with a new sales check-up
which is working out very well, acIt is
cording to E. A. Eschmann.
composed of a triumvirate of exM. Margolis, a
perienced film men:
traveling auditor; Sam Berger, speciality salesman, as he is called and
A. W. Smith, who supervises the
work of both Margolis and Berger.
First

Texas
New
P.

for

Repeal

It is

understood

company will go the
limit and make the picture an
outstanding one in every manthat

the

Taxation Basis Will Give M. ner.
T. $15,000

Fund Annually—

Aid Kansas Fight
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Assessments against M.
Dallas
P. T. O. members under a new plan
will turn $15,000 annually into the
Texas
treasury of the state unit.
plans to figure prominently in the

Valentino left on Saturday for
to spend three weeks on the
other side in the nature of a vacation.
By the time he again reaches New
York, it is expected that Olcott will
have completed editing and titling of
"The Humming Bird" and will be
ready to start production of the

Europe

(Continued on Page 4)
admission tax repeal.
be collected on the
basis of one and a half cents per
Big Laboratory for England
head of population for each person
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The
in the various towns and cities.
has
and
Dallas
is
for
$2,400,
quota
London
The Compagnie Generale
The three men travel through the
of des Machines Parlantes Pathe Freres
country visiting all First National ex- already been accepted. By virtue
a contract with a screen advertising and Pathe Cinema will build a large
on Page 4)
( Continued
firm, it is expected the treasury will laboratory in England, the exact site
A new insurance at present being held a secret. By
receive $10,000.
Zanft Injured
(Continued on Page 4)
so doing, the company hopes to save
fight

for

The funds

the

will

—

7,000,000 francs annually, this amount
John Zanft, vice-president of Fox,
at present going to British customs
Coast
Going
to
Willat
Twenof
the
the
wreck
in
injured
was
Pathe
in the form of import duties.
TechWillat
of
the
("Doc")
A.
C.
tieth Century Limited near Erie, Pa.,
Sunday morning. He was nicolor organization, left for the coast will increase its capitalization from
early
-

taken to the hospital.

yesterday.

30,000,000 to 45,000,000 francs.

I

!

,

THE

•sytmDAILY
WHY ROME

IS

Monday, December

"THE ETERNAL

C4.LIED

CUT

(Special to

has been

THE FILM DAILY)

—
covering
J.

Omaha

has joined
Southern Iowa.

Price 5 Cents

all

—

Des Moines C E. Byers is nc
Iowa for Films Classic
distributors of the Warner product

—

States. Outside

Detroit Calvin Bard is no long*
with Hodkinson's sales force, but hi
joined Fox in Omaha.

THE FILM

communications to

West 44th

71-73

New

St.,

York,

Des

Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone. Hollywood
Y.

N.

—

1603.

Moines

Lipson

hi

Unitt

—

London, W.

I.

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative

Building In Haverstraw
(Special to

Rue de

—

vakia),

Projection Corp. will erect a factoi
here on a site adjoining the Er
railroad

Incorporations

—

Indianapolis Cavalier M. P. Co.,
Indianapolis. Capital. $1,000,000.
Incorporators Roscoe Carpenter,
Eickenberry, F. G. Howe, Bert Hendren and James T. Jeffers.
Inc..

Wm.

Indianapolis

— East Chicago Amuse-

ment

Co., Inc., East Chicago. Capi$40,000.
Incorporators,
Klciher, Geo. P. Sheerer and S. J-

Wm.

tal

Gregory.

Richmond, Va.

— Princess

Lionel Barrymore and Montagu Love are two other noted personalities
used by George Fitzmaurice in his production "The Eternal City."
In addition, Bert Lytell, Richard Bennett and Barbara La Marr are
found in 'J.e cast.
Never before has there been an assemblage of talented personalities the
equal of that which characterizes "The Eternal City," presented by Samuel
Goldwyn (Not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures). Advt.

Top For West Coast Premiere
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Mission will

Blank In Deal

$5

—

show "The Virginian,"

for the
time on the West Coast tonight.
price for the opening is $5 top.

first

The

(Special to

Kansas City

A. H. Blank

in-

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany

,

— Logan

New

York.

Albany

Exchange Has

M.

— Kilbourn

York.
Stimson.

(Special to

Gordon,

Inc.,

Rough Water, Wreck
Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset,
Ship Arriving or Departing, Naval,
Guns Firing, Shots Striking, Wir
Stuff of Foreign or U. S. Action,
Travel Scenes anywhere in the World,
Notable Personages, Scientific,
Explosion,

t

lision,

I

Animal or Bird
Magic, Colored or Non-Flam.
New
220 West 42d St.
dustrial," Insect,

Life.

Yorl

Chickering 2110

19

"THE— FIRE PATROL"

every angles no matter which way you look at it "The Fire
Patrol" hits the Bullseye of picture perfection.
An unparalleled All-Star
an unusually thrilling story a master director, and bae"k of it all a

cast

—

—

100%

with

THEODORE

TECHNICAL STAFF
JOSS, production manager,

ADVERTISING CO.

including

years on the production
staff of Universal Pictures, puts the absolute stamp of approval on his work.
2. SILVANO
BALBONI, chief cameraman and without a peer in his
field.
Now engaged by Goldwyn to photograph "Ben Hur." That speaks
volumes for his work in "The Fire Patrol."
3.
HANSEN, technical director of "The Fire Patrol," who
designed the exteriors for "Scaramouche," "Long Live the King" and "The
1.

VS

the Orpheum Pictures Co., operating
a chain in Illinois.

it

to "Flash In" a

From

Tuxedo

"

Out

Rockford, 111.— T. M. Bliss, Jr., has
bought Harry Grampp's interest in

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.
—AND NOW THE TECHNICAL STAFF OF

*NO LOAFING"
Comedy
V'

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Sells

THE FILM DAILY)

[FrftetomoL

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

•

(Special to

&

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

New Name

Michigan Picture Exchange is the new name of the Frank
E. Beecher Prod.
Detroit

Attorneys, Winthrop

maybe Stone has
When you want

Harry Grampp

Capital
C. H. Scarl, Syracuse.

New

higher.

P. Prod., SyraAttorneys,
$200,000.

cuse.

Paihecomedy

—

Detroit
The
ter has raised

Petigor,

Wallop"

New One For South Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago South Chicago boasts of
Knickerbocker thea- another new house. The Bowen has
its admission
prices. been opened by Richard and Leo
Albany Reputable Pictures Corp
New York. Capital $20,000. At- The new prices are five and ten cents Salkin.

—

A

I

2 reels

terests have acquired the Kansas and
Western Missouri rights of "Out
of the Dust."

Knickerbocker Prices Raised

and H. K. Harrington.

Edward

COMEDIES

Theater,

Charles.
Capital $12,000.
Incorporators, E. S. Harrington, S. G.

torneys,

OUR GANG
"Wit With

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

tracks.

HAL ROACH'S

—

St.

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.—The Phoen

Haverstraw, N.

Interna
(Czecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelplati.

tionale

Hill

— Eddie

and has joined

quit Universal
Artists.

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

Inc.,

i

covering

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order
(15.00.

DAILY,

for Unitj
selling

Omaha David T. McElliinney ha
been transferred here from the F. ]
O. Des Moines office.

of

Address

Fox,

—
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Among Exchangemei
Des Moines

U.

10,

POODLES*

HAHHEFORD

8

WESTS*!*

ST.

WALTER

Sea Wolf."

§
Pnxiu.

•

"THE FIRE PATROL"
Directed by

and there are

5

more

Hunt Stromberg
big

melodramas

to

come
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2,500,000 Fans
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Read

every

month.

They
of

are the concentrated essence of the

mouth

picture

—

advertising that
that

They are
They make

They

You

make

make

or break

word

or break your

stars.

the real motion picture enthusiasts.

the business

influence

many

what

it

is

times their

today.

own number.

cannot do without them.

Editor and Publisher

Photoplay
Magazine
The

National Guide

To Motion

Pictures

c
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s^S
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Check-Up Works

One From Valentino
Page

(Continued (rom
It

(Continued from

1)

will

probably

the
lentino's Paramount contract, it
lied, expires in February,
will
but it has been stated on various occahi

l

amous Players executives
sion
that the company would exercise its
option of another year, thus preventing Valentino from working for anyone else until the Winter of 1925.
D. Williams, president of RitzJ
Carlton Pictures, is due in New York
tomorrow from London. There has

been considerable talk in New York
had arin weeks past that Williams
ranged with Adolph Zukor to settle
that
the Valentino matter in a manner
Inwould be amicable to both.
PlayFamous
with
connected
terests
denied such
ers have persistently
Zukor would
that
maintained
and
talk
never consent to such a settlement.
On Saturday, the Times Square
Daily published

the

London:

Page

1)

On Broadway
Texas for Repeal
—
(Continued from Page
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre
plan has been developed that
Dame."
pected to save exhibitors forty
Broadway — "Ponjola."
Brooklyn Strand — "Flaming Youth." cent over present rates.
Cameo — "The Acquittal."
has been decided
turn
—
Capitol "Slave of Desire."
to the
Kansas
—
Central "The Shepherd King."
help that organization
Cosmopolitan — "Under
the
Red music tax problem. Texas
make
Robe."
Dallas
central headquarters
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
engage a paid secretary
handh
Forty-Fourth Street— "Scaramouche." hibitor matters.
The semi-annual
Loew's New York — Today — "The conventions have been
May
Common Law."
and Dec.
T lesday — "The Huntress" and
OTION PICTURES
Wednesday — "The
Spanish
Sales
t\m distribution
Dancer."
Thursday — "Enemies of Children."
—
Friday "April Showers" and "Big
Dan."
ENRY KOLLMAjN
—
I NON -rMLAIUKAL
Saturday "The White Tiger."
Lyric— "The White Sister."
¥
—
Rialto "Our Hospitality."
—
NEwYoRKGrr
^>7VVest 44
Rivoli "The Dangerous Maid."
1)

changes, but devote most of their
lime to those offices where the reMargolis
turns are not satisfactory.
makes the first visit, goes over the
books and does what he can to better
matters. Then Berger comes in and
shows the local force where various
out.
straightened
be
angles
can
Finally, Smith covers the office and
goes over the work planned and
executed by the first two members
Smith is
of the check-up system.
directly responsible to Eschmann and
in that way, whatever occurs at each
office is at once passed on to the

home

office.

check-up

finds itself included in the
visited three times the

group

working

is

such a diplomatic manner

in

from
representatives has been

that the usual dislike of visits

home

office

following from greatly dissipated.

ex-

is

per

to
unit

It

$5(K)

ovfr
order
fight the
in

to

will

its

and

to

set

for

1.

1

"Bill."

NA

oovecas AC£/vr

Eschmanti stated on Saturday that,
despite the fact that each office which
is

1923

10,

TrfHMCAI.StRVICfS I
£ D'TINO

'

'

Of^A.

SALES, r&-OouCT,OH$

ORGANIZATION.
l

PuBUCft9,

f*ffOJ£C TORS^^

VANderbili 4651

'-St.

Strand— "Anna

Christie."

.

"Before John D. Williams left for
your side, he is said to have imparted
to intimate friends the information
with
that Adolph Zukor is associated
Valentino."
with
contract
his
on
him
Whether the Valentino pictures will
now be made in England, as announced by cable recently, is problematical. Williams has succeeded in
financing the company with English
capital, but whether production will

Next Week
Empress Amusement Corp. Formed
Astor "The Hunchback of Notre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dame."
Springfield. 111.— Wily McConnell
Broadway
Not yet determined.
AmuseEmpress
the
chartered
has
ment Corp., with headquarters at De- Brooklyn Strand "Anna Christie."
Cameo "The Acquittal" (tentative)
catur.

—

— Wily

McConnell has
Decatur,
formed the Empress Amusement
Corp. to operate the Empress, which
anHe is also part owner of
he owns.
the
Jack Hoeffler is asthe Orpheum.

be centered there, as originally
nounced, is in doubt in view of
end of the long-prolonged litigation
over Valentino's services.
At Famous, on Saturday, no one
Howcared to discuss the matter.
ever, no denial was made of the reported settlement.

111.

sociated with him.

Grand
THE FILM DAILY)
Out

Stauffer
tSpeeial to

of

— —
—
—
Capitol "Unseeing Eyes."
Central— "The Shepherd King."
Cosmopolitan — "Under
the
Red
Robe."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street— "Scaramouche."
Lyric— "The White
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — "Lucretia Lombard."
Sister."

Windsor Theater Bankrupt
Hazleton, Pa- Claude Stauffer, for
(Speclial to THE FILM DAILY)
manager
of
half,
the past year and a
Windsor,
Ont.
Allen Windsor
the Grand, and financially interested
Peacock Pictures Formed
Theater, Ltd., has been adjudged
Weber,
retired.
C.
in the house, has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bankrupt and an order issued in
president of the Hazleton Theater
Corp.,
Picture's
which George A. Scott is appointed
Chicago Peacock
William
Co., and h(is broth,e/r,
J.
receiver. This company operated the
has been launched here. The officers Weber, have bought him out.
Allen, where there has been not only
are: A. R. Callo, president; H. J.
keen local competition but a fight
Ross, vice-president; Major V. C.
Coast Theater In Deal
with Detroit theaters just across the
Sweinhart, treasurer and chairman of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
boundary line.
Marcus Loew disthe board; H. J. Callo, 2nd viceFort Bragg, Calif. A deal has been posed of his theater in Windsor
president; I. S. Consky, secretary;
A. R. closed for the United, by the Liberty some time ago.
B. O. Wirth, asst. secretary.
Callo was formerly with Associated Theater Co., which controls the LibAbout $40,000 is involved.
Authors Prod, of Florida. The new erty.
BUILDING
production in the United was the former owners.
start
will
unit

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Fifth

Tel.

Murray HiU 1831

WANTED
Two Second-Hand
Current
Outfits,

—

25

Alternating

Cooper-Hewitt Title
No. 62, with Tubes.

Motion Picture Arts
W. 45th St., Bryant 4174

—

—

—

GODFREY

Space for Rent
Large Offices or Desk Room
of Examining Room

Spring.

Spending $125,000
(Special to

On Houto

THE FILM DAILY)

Wilson, Pa.— Mike Scarlatti, will
operate the new theater which J. J.
Schultz, a newcomer in the picture
business, is erecting here. The house
cost $125,000 and will be opened

Carroll
(Special

Out

of

Lorain House

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Lorain, O. Thomas Carroll has resigned as managing director of the

New

He

State.

is

succeeded by

Gallagher, former
Miles, Cleveland.

shortly.

manager

of

Scranton.

Pa

—The

series

of

free

— Robert

Cotton, former
Fox manager has been appointed
special representative for Educational
in
the
southwest with offices in

Cleveland

motion picture shows which were
c< rdurted during the fall season by
Dallas.
the Kiwanis Club has terminated.

New House in Tacoma
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tacoma— The Proctor St. Blue
e

It will

has opened.

be under the direction of John

Hamrick.

De Luxe
(

Special

to

"All Dolled

Up"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Redecorating and improvements to the extent of $6 000
have just been finished in the De

Luxe

offices.

market for

in the
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(Special to

Room
729 7th Ave.
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am

Bill

Cotton Joins Educational

Free Outdoor Shows Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
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with use

I
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"RUDY"
By

Who'd

well.

—

Settlement Reported Ibanez
Has Story For Him

DANNY

on the screen.

ack

Well,

Important officials at Famous Playmaintained a very strict silence
yesterday concerning Rodolph Valentino and the arrangement made with
him covering the unexpired portion

a believed it?

ers

things are always happening
business things you
And so this goes
t expect.
le record. And Jaydee Wil-

—

this

of his contract.
It is understood that the necessary
papers have not as yet been signed
but that they have been drawn up in
their final form awaiting the concluding conference.

be a happy person
n he steps off the boat towill

s

t's

see

:

On "Rudy"

Silent

Famous Players Won't Talk About

"Rudy" gets back

There was some

interest

display-

about a month,

ed yesterday over what vehicle Fa-

ing which Famous will dig
a story for him. And Syd
Having
itt will brush
up.
some big things lately for
And see what's
le stars.
And so the
for "Rudy."
ting should begin by Febr. Allow eight weeks or ten
he job. And then "Rudy's
re will be ready for an
>usly waiting public.

mous would select for Valentino's reappearance.
It
was recalled that
when the break came in August, 1922.
Valentino based much of his objection on the type of story that Famous had selected for him. It is
understood
that
Vicente
Blasco.
Ibanez, author of "The Four Horsemen," in which Valentino made his

abroad

in

:

And Fam-

Schenck Refuses "Marie" Offer
Joseph M. Schenck wired his local
The critics all rave over Mack Sennett's presentation of Mabel Normand office from the coast yesterday that
he had rejected the proposition to
in "The Extra Girl" because the picture causes tugs at the hearstrings as
loan Ncma Tahnadge to a French
well as laughs. It's distributed by A ssociated Exhibitors. Advt.
company for "Marie Antoinette" in
view of the opposition created in
F. P. Dividend on Preferred
Gance Plans Napoleon Film
France over the attempt to bring
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The board of directors of Famous over an American actress for the part.
Paris It is reported that Abel Players held a meeting yesterday at This confirms the exclusive dispatch
Gance, producer of "I Accuse" will which a regular dividend of $2 on published from London in yesterday's
make an elaborate film based on the the preferred stock was declared, pay- issue of
FILM DAILY.
able on Feb. 1 to stockholders of reclife of Napoleon with the co-operation
The estimated ord at the close of business on Jan. 15.
of the government.

right kind

cost

The Verdict
/ill

be awaited with

know what

a
isation Valentino
1

interest.

box-office
was before

with Famous.
knows it better than
Imous. (What his defection
hi cost them? Figure it with
squabbled

I) one

1 5 of 000,000.)
|5ut if "Rudy" has lost none
#,his popularity.

him the
material. Boy;
gives

o;

I

"Rudy"
in

—

—

THE

will

be

10,000,000

deal,

(Special to

No Hold Up on

Zanft Brought Home
John Zanft of Fox, who was pain-

who

and got
proves his
of clever people

see daylight,

Famous

«iess.
A lot
'M But fell down. But that was
Possibly "Rudy" has
ago.
tfld his mind since they tried.

u

mind now that Williams is
There should be some

mk.

mtresting developments.

Paris Aroused

francs.

this should

a clean-up.
I who engineered the

Aack

(Continued on Page 2)

fully injured when the section of the
20th Century in which he was traveling was wrecked near Forsyth, N.
Y. Sunday morning, was brought to
New York in a special car yesterday.
He suffered a broken arm, a broken
rib and lacerations on the head and
body.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Paris Practically every trade organization in France was up in arms
It will not be necessary to retake
any portion of "The Warrens of over the plan to bring over Norma
Talmadge for "Marie Antoinette."
Virginia" because of the death of
Martha Mansfield. The Fox offices The objection was not in any way
but only because it was felt
report that the picture was practically personal
completed at the time of Miss Mans- the picture should be French-made
fatal

field's

It

is

in

accident.

Paramount

Famous

Picture

Offices for

Brazil

reported that John L. Day,
Players representative in

every respect.

Abandons

>>

"Juliet

Norma Talmadge Not

to

Make

Contemplated Productions

it

Now

South America, will sail shortly for
Narrowed to Two
Carewe Planning English Film?
Liuenos Aires, where his company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
r. Cranfield, president of HepNorma Talmadge
Los Angeles
London Edwin Carewe, according will organize its own exchanges.
IDistributing, sailed for London
will not make "Romeo and Juliet,"
to report, will produce "The Ragged
liy on the Aquitania for conShe declares
Messenger," a story by W. B. Maxas originally planned.
Deny Mitchell Report
Is with Hepworth relative to
that she has been prompted to abanhere, upon his return from Biskra
well
l:ason's productions.
It was reported yesterday but dedon the production because Lillian
where he will make "A Son of the
Cranfield

Sails

—

—

New

Companies Formed
|>ecial to THE FILM DAILY)
liy
Of the 1,576 companies
led in November, twenty-five

—

lotion picture enterprises.

Sahara."
R. A. Rowland could not be reached
First National yesterday for a
statement.

at

nied at the Loew office that Fred
Mitchell, film booker for the circuit
had resigned, effective the first of
It was also reported that
the year.
Dave Picker's son would take over
Mitchell's duties.

Gish will appear

in

Norma Talmadge,
Mary Pickford

it

for Inspiration.

Lillian Gish

and

are on record as con( Continued on Page 2)
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London, W.
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Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
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Interna
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Quotations
Close

I07y2 10934

70#

6954

9

9

9

19J4

18H

18^

70

Sales

4,300
4,200

-

.

Loew's

.

Abandons

300

Williams' Directors

London

"Juliet"

no word had come through officially
from the coast regarding Miss Pick-

directors of Carlti
Pictures, as the Williams' producir.

&*
^T

organization will be known, are I
T. Thompso
Mrs. E. R. Scott and Sam Berney

W. Thompson, Frank

Just preceding the most tremendous climax that the screen has known
the above situation in which Barbara LaMarr as Donna Roma denounces Lionel Barrymore, who plays Baron Bonelli in George Fitzmaurice's "The Eternal City," staged in Rome, Italy, and to be presented
is

with

Goldwyn

Pictures).—

Showing Fight Film in Chicago
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis Plans Dinner
(Special to

t

— An

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis The Film Board of
been
secured against local authorities, by Trade has arranged for a "Get Tothe owner of the Dempsey-Firpo fight gether" meeting and banquet to be
pictures in this territory, forbidding held at the Severin on Friday. C. C.
the former from interfering with the Pettijohn will be speaker of the evenshowing of the pictures at the Rose ing. Among the guests will be L.
theater in the loop.
E. Slack and Geo. Rinier of Slack

Chicago

injunction

has

&
Eileen Sedgwick Injured

Rinier,

attorneys

for

the

—

The prompt action of Artie
cowbov probably saved

Schable in From Coast
Robert Schable, actor, is in town
from Hollywood.

serial.

Charles Quick Promoted
Charles E. Quick, former assistant
to W. M. Gulick, who was in charge
•lie
accounting department at
Metro, has been promoted to Gulick's
following the tra;
the
latter to other duties in the organi-

COMEDIES
"A Proven
1

1

Product."

reel

THE FILM DAILV)

(Special to

S.

roles.

DIPPY-DOO-DADS

local

Bradley King Leaves
Bradley King of the Ince scenario
She
department, left for the coast.
has been here for some weeks.

title

HAL ROACH'S

Board.

Los Angeles Eileen Sedgwick had
Robertson; it
will be made in Verona, Italy, in the a narrow escape from death from
Spring, following the completion of burns the other day while scenes
"Romola' 'and Lillian Gish and Rich- were being shot for "The Riddle
ard Barthelmess will appear in the Rider," a new William Desmond
John

Announce 18 New Ones
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
yesterds
announced a series of 18 new picture
ready for immediate release.

Advt.

ford's plans in that connection.
Inspiration
fully
intends
going
ahead with the picture.
It will be

by

THE FILM DAILyI

—The

2,000

(Continued from Page 1)
sidering versions of the famous love
story by Shakespeare.
At United
Artists, it was declared yesterday that

directed

wl

p< ar.

(Special to

*::

Not quoted bv Samuel Goldwyn (Not now connected

do pfd

Goldwvn

^%

1

111

—

it

wouldBI

Valentino still has an action pen
ing against him for services rendert
by Arthur Butler Graham. It is e
pected this will come to trial ne
week in the Supreme Court. Abo
$48,000 is involved.

5

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

that Valentino

this

will appear upon completion ofl
compact with Famous is due in onf'
Majestic today from Europe.

•'

Terms (Postage

DAILY,

<

1879.

3,

of

Address

*

-1
to.

in

Valentino
broke
with
FamoL
Players in August, 1922 and sincl
there has been a considerable II
of money spent in lawyers' fees.HI
litigation
has dragged throughHI
courts since that time.
J. D. Williams for whom Yalenthl

)
f

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor,
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.

Ik

Artego, a
her life.
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FIRE MAfUOL

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.

20

Pafhgcomedy

FOR SALE
New

Sept

Movie Camera

Sells for $150
Can be had for $100
Also Acme No. 11 in Fine Condition $80.
Box No. J-6.

FIRE and WATER!!

»n.

"THE FIRE PATROL" HAS THE
ELEMENTS OF EXPLOITATION!

c*

When you
-

hen

FIRE

ou add

an exhibitor he's got real material
element of the SEA you double the

to

in

WANTED
Two Second-Hand

work on!
of

Current

"THE
to set tluPOINTS OF EXPLOITATION: THE CAST; HUNT STROMBERG,
THE NEW PRODUCING GENIUS; FIRE; THE SEA; STORMS;
LIFE BOATS and PARAPHERNALIA; ROCKET-SIGNALS; LANTERNS; SHIP BELLS and RED FLARES. YOUR COPY OF THE
PRESS-BOOK WILL TELL THE EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES

Outfits,

\\

5

publicity

C^&dueatlcmal 6\ctuA^>

say

— And

tin

possibilities

!

say
FIRE PATROL'' you give him inspiration
town ablaze with the message of a great title and story!

when you

!

'THE SHCE OF THE PROGRAM"

—

Alternating

Cooper-Hewitt
No. 62, with

Title

Tubes..

Motion Picture Arts
25

W.

45th

St.,

Bryant 4174

IN DETAIL.

a

Prod iK'

E.

£at\n

Ge°Vtoora^
220 West 42n.l Si.
New York. Chick. 25 55
Ciblet— Geolunn. S Y

S
1

THE FIRE PATROL
Directed by Hunt Stromberg
and there are 5 more big melodramas to

come

99

!

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?

CHADW1CK PICTURES CORPORATION
N. Y. City

Young man

of

SUPERIOR

executive ability and intelligence soon
T
managing 500-sea'
N ov
ible
house.
Fit for publicity department,
and advertisalso— havinu m
Reference present
ing experience.
employer.

—

Box M-ll

PAT COt

FlQ£ pATSoJl

•

Fi'm Daily.

N. Y. C.

The Greatest Male

The Greatest
ENOUGH

Star on the Screen!

Picture

of the latest

He Ever Had!

Thomas Meighan

production, "Pied Piper

Malone," by Booth Tarkington, has been completed so that this can
be prophesied:

PIPER MALONE" IS THE
MEIGHAN PICTURE EVER MADE!
"PIED

GREATEST

Stop a minute and think what this means to your box

THOMAS

office:

The greatest Thomas Meighan picture ever made.
Not excepting "Back Home and Broke." Not excepting "The Bachelor Daddy" or "Homeward Bound."
Not excepting "Woman Proof."
Not excepting all the other Meighan successes that have made him the
greatest male film star in the business to-day.

Thomas Meighan

doesn't need "Pied Piper Malone" to be a great star.

"Pied Piper Malone" doesn't need Thomas Meighan to be a great
picture.

Put the two of them together and you have a picture that
every promise of bigger and better pictures.

lives

up

to

with human interest, and fitted perfectly to Thomas Meighan by the author himself, Booth Tarkington, who
also wrote the titles. It is the first story Tarkington ever wrote directly
for the screen. Director Alfred E. Green tops anything he has ever done

The story

is

new, original,

filled

hitherto.

Thomas Meighan never had anything as fine as "Pied Piper Malone"
to work with before. A great story never had such a fine star to portray
as "Pied Piper Malone" has in Thomas Meighan.

—And that's the Truth about
this

New

Paramount

m FAMOUS
,*i

(Li^ii.

PLAYERS- LAS KY CORPORATION \*Sk

Picture

The greatest
tonic

on the

market for
any
theatre

That's the-

Associated first National Pictures, inc. presentation

of

m
TI M PORARY
mthOwE n Moore-Sidney Chapiin-SyiviaBreamer a*da superb cast
Directed hj John McDermott

PROSPEROUS

NEW YEAR.

'

and for

—

the holidays it will
spread good cheer for your
house for months to come.

—
FIRST
NATIONAL
FIRST NATIONAL'S "BIG-lO'areBIG
FIRST
FIRST NATIONAL MONTH i^
S. E. Landers & Perry
Setting designed by Milton Menasco

Photography
Edited by

Titled

Evans

Edward McDermott

by Harvey Thew

1

FIRST

NATIONAL

^
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Flaming Wit

First Nat'l Issues Stock

Moore "Flaming
Youth" Luncheon at the

Second Preferred Block to Pay Original Franchise Holders on Their
Exchange Investments
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del. Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., has filed an

Colleen

ires

Fastidious Ritz
inter Fabian's

"Flaming Youth"

—

dcd an unusually witty luncheon
Ritz yesterday when First Naacted as host to Colleen Moore,

amended

made

here

!

of incorporation
the Secretary of State.
The company originally listed 60,000
shares of common stock, no par
value

tremendous hit in this
iction and who will appear under
National's banner henceforth.
a

rry Reichenbach, as usual, was
naster, and started things off by
g various guests open the novel,
at every plate at any page
soever and read some of Fabian's
|;nt expressions.
Many of them
Incidend exceedingly witty.
Reichenbach said that he would
the line to be found by Sales

First National yesterday announced
the details of the issuance of a block
of preferred stock as decided upon
at the Atlantic City meeting of the
directors some time ago. The statement declared that the details have
just been completed and read:

I

jger

Eschmann, which would be

can never get that price"

y referring

—ob-

"The amendment to the certificate
of incorporation of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., was made so
that it might be possible to issue
second preferred stock to our original
franchise holders in order to fund
their advances to First National into

to rentals.

dentally, in view of the release

aming Youth"

it

was announced

he receipts of First National
greater last week than the re| of any other company in the
ss.

en the fun ceased General Manichard A. Rowland, in a brief John Alden crossed in the Mayflow er as an adventurer, but had to shoulointed out that it was his opin- der arms with the Pilgrims. A seen e from the great hit, Charles Ray in
Associated Exhibitors. Advt.
at the public wanted to be en- "The Courtship of Myles Standish."
led and that the cost of a picnattered nothing to them; that
$100,000
ing Youth" cost but $190,000.
Better
|hat it was doing a great deal
Heavy Bookings on "Enemies" DeThere were only 565 feature
(Continued on Page 4)
spite T. O. C. C. Resolution
pictures released during 1923.
Against It— $600,000 Nationally

—

Grossed

Fewer and

|xter

Film Through F. B. O.

Divine Right." starring Elliott
and made originally as "The
Love," will be released
] Men
|;h F. B. O.
The picture was
l:ed by Grand-Asher who have
Ir

Despite

the

compulsory
not

to

play

resolution

for T.

making

Did you know this?
And did you know that for
last season 815 features were
produced as against 786 features
produced the year before.
Complete details of these pro-

it

O. C. C. members

"Enemies

of

Women,"

under new contracts with GoldwynCosmopolitan, it is understood that
about $100,000 in bookings have been
Total
tolled up in this territory.

ductions together with over 500

was declared national business is placed at $600,000.
|day only one picture was inLouis F. Blumenthal of Haring and
fo the deal with F. B. O.

litate righting.

It

pages of vastly interesting informative matter in the Film

—

has tendered
resignation as a member of the
organization because of charges that
various members are evading the letter of the resolution by having their
business partners sign the contracts.
Although the Loew circuit held a
contract with Famous Players for

Blumenthal, as noted,

his

Bennett Changes Release

tman Bennett
r

will release

"The

Schoolmaster," through HodHe made "Loyal Lives" and

Leavenworth Case," for Vitawhich was scheduled to handle
The Hodkinson deal is for
cture onlv.

[any Arrivals from

Europe

Majestic which docked yesterought to town:
•v
I.
Cohen.
rt L. Grey.

D.
|iam

Tippett of London.

M. Yogel.

Willian

certificate

with

Year Book

1924.

get

copy.

YOUR

Be

Week
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"Enemies" and "Litt.'e Old New
York," a new arrangement was made
with Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan for the

The North CaroCharlotte. N.
M. P. T. O., will hold its annual
meeting at the Robert E. Lee Hotel,
icm, next Tuesday and
Wins

entire metropolitan

Wednesday.

lina

circuit.

New

York," hi
Old
Looked over the Locw time but prior
"Little

is

T. O. D. C. Announces Its First
Carl Anderson slated yesterday that

that,

an unusual proced

about to launch an active selling campaign on behalf of Powers raw stock.
The plant in Rochester, according to
the Powers office, is now turning out
close to 1,000.000 feet per week. John
Pelzer, formerly with Pathe Freres
will be in charge of saLs,
Contract Signed, Says Williams
J. D. Williams returned from Europe yesterday on the Majestic and
when asked about the settlement of
the Valentino litigation with Famous
Players said:
"There has been nothing signed
in that connection, but there may be
something to say in a few days."

Through With Famous Players
Jr., made one
picture only for Famous Players, this,
"Stephen Steps Out." The company
Douglas Fairbanks,

the picture will play at the
Brooklyn Strand, the week of D>
comber 23. Thus, the Metropolitan,
the big Loew house in downti
Brooklyn will follow the Strand. This

to

Powers Busy Making Raw Stock
Powers Film Products, Inc., are

No

N. C. Meets Next
(Special to

sure to

Sixteen thousand
a stock account.
shares of second preferred (par value
$100) Class A stock and 10,000 shares
second preferred (par value $100)
Class B stock have been authorized.
A total issue of about $2,500,000 of
second preferred A and second preferred B stock will be issued at an
early date direct to our original
franchise holders*
(Continued on Page 4)

the

fi

.

Ball,"
i

now

lease of the theater Ownwill be "After the

Corp.

produced by

deceased.

H.

J.

Reyti

had the privilege of exercising an option for his services but decided not
Young Fairbanks is now
to do so.
on his way to the coast.

!

;
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NINE KILLED IN WRECK OF
CENTURY" — Bad accident to famous
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FREE TRADE WINS IN BRITAt
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at

Scenes

BURN SHIP FOR JUNK— The

United States. Outside
of Creator New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months.
$3.00.
months, $5.00; 3
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Other news as usual.

I

today

I

—

redman,
London Representative Ernest \\
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

London. W.

I.

1-

.

—

Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

"Cinan

the first of IS Shipping Board vessels bui
during the war, to be wrecked for lea
metal
scenes from Seattle.

1879.

.'.

connection with election in Londo|
gets a set-back.

is

'

[arch

in

when Premier Baldwin

Rue de

— Interna-

tionale

vakia \

Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzelplatz.

(

Czechoslo-

Quotations
Low

High

Close

Sales

108
400
.10934 108
70-54
70
70V4 1,500
100
87
*7
..87
pfd.
1,150
9
9
.-^rToldwvn ... 9 l
«r's
Hji I834 18*4 800

Kod.

5t.

;'.-!

Poignant to the point of almost tearing out the heart of the onlooker is
the farewell scene between David and Donna Roma pictured nbove.
It is but one of hundreds of insistent situations which leave impressions
of grandeur, of drama, of intensity i n George Fitzmaurice's production
"The Eternal City."—Advt.

A

Thomas O'Day Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco — Thomas O'Day,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

2 reels

Nighsmith Pictures Formed
THE FILM DAILY)
veteran producer and director, is
Albany Nighsmith Pictures of New dead. O'Day operated the Vallejo.
York have boon formed here, listing He is said to have made the first
lares of common stock, no par Western, featuring "Broncho Billy"
value.
Anderson, over twenty years ago.

Ontario Division of
the M. P. T. O. held a general meeting yesterday at the King Edward
Hotel.
A second meeting has been
called for the same hotel on Tuesday, Dec. 18.

Will Nigh and E. L. Smith are now
partners in a new production venture.
"Among the
release,
first
Their
Missing." a om- reeler is playing at
the Rialto this week.

Hall Back
Hall has returned from
Canada where he secured locations
for "Blood and Gold." being made by
Director Albert Parker
Distinctive.

il

1

1

—

-

(f

&cUuxxti<ma£

U-ix

Discuss Operators' Situation

The T. O.

tuAJL^

Ed
Louis

Locw
THE

«8

SPICE

held

a routine
meeting yesterday. One of the things
discussed was the operators' situation
in Brooklyn where there exists a difference in wages as compared with
the New York employees.
C.

C.

Schiller to St. Louis
Schiller, has gone to
in
connection with the
theater there.

Toronto

—The

Sheridan

and company

leave

will

Canada

for

Dec. 27.

May Go Abroad

A.

St.

E.

new

direct

H.
a

Griffith

picture

may so abroad
for

foreign

a

to

com-

pany.
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ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR

STORY SETTING

-AN INTERESTING STORY TO TELL BECAUSE IT'S NEW
thrilling story of a group of practically unheralded Heroes — Sounds

The

St.

Chick. 2355
1111.
N. Y.

interesting,

doesn't

Men Who Brave The Elements

it?

of

Fire

RENALLES,

and

THE HAZARDS OF THE
POLICEMEN, THE FIREMEN and THE SAILORS ALL COMBINED
in one.
THERE'S A CHARACTER STUDY FOR PURE ROMANCE
AND ACTION!
You will see
all realistically portrayed in
I

— Beekman

&-

!

Wesl 42nd

k.

Phone

f\_RE P/uftOl,

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.

V^atvti

uctions

Patti^comedy
=*-

NEW YORK

[FfftE RftTROL

Foreign Distribution of

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES
'The Pinnacle of Pantomime.''

Ontario M. P. T. O. Meets

1

HAL ROACH'S

9091

The

Sea

daily

in

InJ

routine.

"The Elks Tooth"

it

!

"THE FIRE PATROL"
Directed by

»EAL

BEKVJCi

§

And There Are

5

Hunt Stromberg

JOE SEIDEN

Other Big Melodramas To Come!

has
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from

ntinued

u-iih s^
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produce.

more,"
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First Nat'l Issues Stock

1)

us

he

said,
in

in ss

i

"it

erj

\

must

from

second

Page

g issued for the

stock

is

purpose of fund-

the advances made
franchise holders

ing
inal

1)

preferred
bj

the orig
the
\,-,m

through

Something

underxchangi
spending
First National Pictures, Inc., which
tnswer to
advances have been, Up to date, carried on our hooks in the form of a
Rowland and John McCor- current liability owed by this com
tification of the pany
to its exchange
corporations
ined by Earl Hudson in and original franchise
holders.
director
the
mere

hat

i

,

i

..

i

Entirely

I

on

Met

iht

this

pointed out that
[udson
of four proI

"two winners out

announced

It

cured

been

d

h;

-

;-

and would

National

First

bj

that Fabii

Wives."

rs'

n.

Mi- Moore

spoke

briefly.

$2,500,000

will

bo

tra

a quick liability into a
preferred stock account.
i

second

"The willingness of our original
franchisi
ders -,, t0 f untj j,,
form of second preferred stock the
inces they made to First National,
is an indication of their
confidence in
tiie future of first National and places

New!

this company in a still sounder finWerner Kraus Here
position.
Werner Kraus who lias done work
in many of the German
"This matter was decided upon
pictures shown in this country is in by the directors of First National
New York rehearsing for "The Mir- some months ago hut the legal deuhich Morn's Gest is sponsoring. tails involved have just been completed.
The stock was divided into
Offices in Argentine
md preferred A and second preThe reported chain of Paramount ferred B stock merely to take care
exchanges in the Argentine will be
rtain inequalities in the amount
il

•

A DRAMATIC FEATURE
IN

ONE REEL
— O'

i

organized

John

L.

out

Day.

maintains

its

of

Buenos

.Aires

by

The company alr<
own offices in Brazil.

the assessments paid to First National
our
by
various
franchise
holders.

of

"An
TBAOE

YOUR FILM
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NEW YORK
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ALLANA.LOWNES

2937
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Minnie Elizabeth W'ebsler
Exclusive representative for

MR LOU
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Chicago

Hollywood

Hodkinson Deal
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(Special
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I

— The
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Kaufman,
1

WILLIAM

a

AMONG THE

MISSING"

—o—
THE FIRST OF A SERIES
of
ii

WILL NIGH'S MINIATURES"
—o

NOW

PLAYING

THE RIALTO
NEW YORK

CITY

New York

Longacre 8225

New York

>tions to
Street

SMITH

presents

stock has been authorized at
b> cause
in view of the issuance of the second preferred stock
to fund the advances made by the
original franchise holders, provision
legally had to be made at the same
nine for the authorization of a prior
first preferred stock.
In other words,
the arrangement for this issuance of
first
preferred stock has been made
use of the willingness of the
original
franchise
holders to take
second
preferred
stock,
thereby
strengthening the financial structure
of this company by having available
$3,000,000 of first preferred
stock
r< ady
to be issued in the future if
the expansion of the company should
create a need for additional capital.
However, there is no intention what-oever of issuing such first preferred
stock for the present or for the immediate future; and this authorization has heen made solely with
desire to use full financial caution in
setting up the new financial structure
of the company."
ferred

URATIZ
MAOk

CHICKERINC

E. L.

issue of $3,000,000 of first pre-

of

W.

Murray

Hill

1831

nson

(Canada) through Harry
Premier Films,

three years'

E. L.

di

Eastern Sales Mgr.

Tel.
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Again Active?

Asking About Studios

Arthur S. Friend is Aranging With Motley Flint For
His Re-Entrance in Selznick

Coast Representatives Here Gathering Data About Advantages of
Eastern Production
It is understood that the representatives of several coast producing in-

ported

topic of interest in film circles
terday concerned the reported deof L. J. Selznick to again become
ve in the Selznick organization,

made

n effort

itement

failed.

terests are in New York making a
general inquiry about the advisability
of producing in and around New

to reach L. J. for
W. C. J. Doolittle,

York.

The

Selznick

Distributing
there was nothing to the report
ch ran something like this:

iident

of

inquiries have been general,

it

but Eastern studio men are
of the opinion that the fact that interest
in
local
studios has been
evinced indicates the trend of mind
so far as 1924 production is concerned.
In some quarters, it is held that
actors and actresses can be employed
here for
less money than
on the
is

hat L. J. wanted to re-enter Selzas an active figure and that he
arranged for Arthur S. Friend
as an attorney has represented
on several occasions, to make a
to the coast where he would conith Motley H. Flint, of the Los
eles financial interests which are
much interested in the Selznick
pany.
The purpose of the conice with Flint was to arrange L.
return to the satisfaction of the
a banking group, of which Doois the representative.
,

true,

coast.

Richard A. Rowland of First Nahas often stated he favored
New York as a production center
tional

rather
than
Hollywood.
Famous
Players intend maintaining at least
three companies at the Long Island
City plant with a possibility of additional

units.

Some

of the inquiries emanate from
production units which have never
made any pictures here in the East.

Idwyn Signs Hjalmar Bergman
jalmar Bergman, one of the most
issed of the younger writers of
jpe, has arrived in New York
is way to California, where he
contracted with Goldwyn to

and

,

-

n

adapt,

stories

for

the

.

Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl" pines for the life of a star. No
One of the best posted men in the
wonder. And no wonder crowds everywhere are going wild over the Mack
production field declared yesterday
Sennett production, distributed by Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

m Bergman

will

concentrate his

ts.

is
little
known in the
ed States, only one of his novels
lg been translated into English,

:rgman

"God's Orchid." Three of
"Mortal Clay," 'Fire
ird" and "The Headsman" were
uced by Seastrom in Sweden.
is

stories,

rgman

leaves

for

the

o tomorrow.

Wampas

D.

Williams

Says

There's

—

No American

for Them Abroad Continued Silence on Valentino

Room

stateJ. D. Williams in a lengthy
ment issued yesterday covering his
observations on the situation abroad
declared that the day of the inferior
film had gone and that the European

public is "just as tired of ordinary
pictures as is the American public."
In the statement there appeared only
one reference to the reported settlement of the long-drawn out litigation

Goldwyn between Rodolph Valentino and Famous Players when Williams stated:

Frolic in 'Frisco

"Regarding the status of Mr. Valcontract and Famous Play-

entino's

can say positively that absonothing in the way of an agreeIf such an.
;lc
ed to hold their annual frolic in ment has been signed.
Ss Francisco on Jan. 19.
The San agreement is reached it will be anKm cisco authorities have pledged nounced doubtless by Famous PlayI shall have
th
co-operation, placing the Civic ers and Ritz Pictures.
Au :orium with a seating capacity more to say on this subject at an
(Special to
s

o

THE FILM DAILY)
—The Wampas have

Angeles

,000 at their disposal.

ers,

I

lutely

Barrymore

in

"America"

W. Griffith has engaged Lionel
•more for the role of the "heavy^
merica." Production is expe
continue until Spring.

hibitors

Society to Act Against ExViolate Copyrights

Who

on Music

1st Nat'l

E. C. Mills of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers stated yesterday that his organiactions
bringing
intended
zation
against the many exhibitors who violated copyrights during the time that
negotiations were pending between
the Society and the M. P. T. O.

He

said that

many

exhibitors

felt

they could proceed with the use of
the music "as they saw fit without
license," with the result that confusion has resulted and a large number of violations piled up. Mills evidently does not feel very kindly toward the national exhibitor body. He
declared he had discovered that it
was necessary to "watch his step," at
every stage in the proceedings which,
at

noted,

have

now been

definitely

dropped.

early date."
(Continued

onel

Intends Suing

"Out"

Inferior Films
J.

arrangement was made at the
estion of Victor Seastrom, for
e

the tendency for next year is
decidedly toward the East. He looked for the resumption of picturemaking here on a large scale in the
near future.
that

on

Page

S)

Godsol Resting
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— F.

J.

Godsol

is

rest-

He will probing at Beverly Hills.
ably remain for the winter.

State Righters Meet Today
About twenty firms dealing in the
state right field will meet at the
Astor today to discuss the formation
of a credit organization which is designed to function under the wing
of the Hoy Reporting Service.

Backs Brandt Plan

First National will co-operate in
the
plan
suggested
by William
Brandt, to assist in the effort to re-

move
mann

the admission tax. E. A. Eschhag instructed his sales force
to drive home to exhibitors the importance of taking an active part in
the fight.
The use of salesmen was

suggested by Mr. Brandt and was
endorsed by H. M. Richey, special
contract man between the Hays organization and exhibitors on tax matters.

Gance

Preparing

(Special to

—

"Napoleon"

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Paris Abel Gance is actively at
work on preparations for "Napoleon."
As noted, the picture will be made

with the co-operation of the French
Government and will probably be
ready the end of next year.
First Ready Early in 1924
Barbara La Marr will appear

in

picture as a First National
Clarence
star the early part of 1924.

her

first

Badger

will direct.

«
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"Christmas Carol"
"A Christmas Errand"
"Christmas Eve"
"The Christmas Miracle"
"Herod, the New Horn King"
"First Christmas"
"Ida's Christmas"
"In Santa Claus' Backyard"
"Kiddie's Christmas"
(2 parts)
"Kr.ight Before Christmas"

United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months. $3.00.

Terms (Postage

List Drawn Up by Nat
Board of Review The Names
and Where To Get Them
The Committee for Better Film
of the National Board of Review ha

"A Christmas Accident"

•

at
the

Christmas Films
Special

prepared its usual list cf films suit
able for showings during the Christ
mas season. The current compilatioi
includes:
American Motion Picture Corp.
I
"Birth o( Our Saviour"
fl

Film .,,.,1 Film Folka,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc..
by
71 73 West 44th St.. New York, N. \ .,
1923. Wid'i

(oi.yriKhl

Girl

Who

Didn't

Believe

Low

High
East.

Close

Kod. .108J4 108^4 108^4

F P-L
'do'pfd.

/Joldwyn

....
...
....

/Lew's

70ys

69H

87

87

9%

9

18^

18H

arrest of Donna Roma after the conflict in the home of Baron
Bonelli comes at the conclusion of one of the most dynamic dramatic delineations motion pictures have ever k nown.
It is but one of a myriad of emphatic sensations in George Fitzmaurice's
production "The Eternal City." Presented by Samuel Goldwyn (not now
connected with Goldwyn pictures.)
Advt.

The

Sales

400

9%

3,000
100
1,300

18#

400

70
87

—

Arrest Heads of "School"
The Associated Press reports from

Dotson Returns from Coast
Chicago that L. F. Callahan, presiCarrol B. Dotson, New York rep- dent; W. B. Bower, vice-president;
resentative of Palmer Photoplays, has H. Black, secretary-treasurer, and
returned from Hollywood, where he J. E. Lilley, sales manager have
arrested
spent the summer assisting in the been
and
held
under
promotion program. A local news- $1,000 bail each by Chicago police for
paper campaign will precede show- operating a "movie star mill" on the
ings in the key cities. F. B. O- will promise that its students would be
release the first three Palmer pic- turned into actors and actresses in

f Goldwyn's New Group
jS o 1 d w y n-Cosmopolitan's
.group of 18 releases includes:
"Little

New

Old

new

York," "Unsee-

"The Rendezing Eyes," "Remo,"
vous," "Second Youth," "Name the

reel

1

reel

1

reel

1

red

1

reel

1

retl

1

1

reel
t|

1
1
1

in

1
retl
Santa Claus"
1
reel
"Madeline's Christmas"
retl
1
"Night Before Christmas''
1
reel
"On Christmas Eve"
1
reel
"Palestine Pilgrimage"
"T'was the Night Before Christmas" 1 red
1
reel
"Wcodland Christmas"
Catholic Art Association
r«li
Eternal
Light"
8
"The
Central Film Co.
3 reeli
"A Christmas Carol"
Famous Players-Lasky

"The Old Homestead"

Quotations

192

13,

Nat'l

Non-Theatrical M.

P.,

"The Beacon Light"
"The Christ Child"
"The Fair and the Waif"
"Holy Night"

8

reeli

Inc.
2

reel!

6

reel'

5

reel-

1

"Night Before Christmas"
"Scrooge"
"Two Christmas Morns"
Pathe
"Behold the Man" (Not available
all exchanges)

reel

J
1

reel

3

rceii

in
6

Selznick

"Cricket on the Hearth"

7

Vitagraph
"F'cra the Manger to the Cross".... 7
(NOTE: Christmas slides can be ob
tained from the De Vry Corp., Chicago.)

"Haunted Hours" Finished
Man!", "Under The Red Robe,"
Fred Wiehl Prod., Inc., have
"Wild Oranges," "Out of the Dark,"
"The Adopted Father," "Greed," completed "Haunted Hours," star
"Three Weeks," "Nellie, the Beautiful ring Olive Hammcrstein, for releabt
Cloak Model," "The Flaming For- on the independent market.
five weeks.
tures after the holidays.
"The Weavers," "Yolanda,"
est,"
"Janice Meredith" and "The Great
Leyser's Hollywood Film Shown
Way." Alfred Lunt and Mimi
A man named W. B. Bauer was White
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Palmeri will appear in "The Weavat the Pennsylvania several weeks ago
ers," which Distinctive will make.
Billy Leyser, picture seeking talent
Cleveland
for the Popular M. P.
editor of The News, took pictures of Prod, of Chicago. Bauer said he was
Hollywood, during his recent visit to vice-president of the company which
Betty Jewel has been added to the
The 5,400 feet that he planned to make one feature and a cast of "Blood and Gold," which Al
the studios.
installshot are being shown in five
series of comedies.
Parker is directing for Distinctive.
ments at Reade's Hippodrome.
"Laughing Purposes Only."

HAL ROACH'S

—

SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

Herbert Brenon Here
Herbert Brenon is in town to discuss production plans with Jesse L.
Lasky. He has just completed a new
Negri picture and will make "The

Mountebank"

1

fE

a

next.

PATROL BULLETIN

WILL ECLIPSE

5P1CI

<"*=

THE PROGRAM

by

the records

made by "The Third Alarm" and "The
str.ge

Foreign Distribution of

URATIZ
MARK

Still

TRADE

YOUR

production with 26,282 performances

the length and breadth of America as THE OUTSTANDING
EXAMPLE OF REAL MELODRAMA! Its STORY, CAST, DIRECTOR and MELODRAMATIC CLIMAXES present the most unusual
is

And

there are

5

production

more big melodramas

to

!

come

I

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR A FRANCHISE?

Ge°rc!?Por»*>n

220 West 42nd St.
York. Chick. 2355
Cables Geokann, N Y

New

—

FILM

known

angles for exploitation ever offered on any

Motion Picture

Pafh£comedy

HUNT STROM BERG

Alarm," because as a legitimate
it

IE

r

22

THE FIRE PATROL"
directed

(f^C&dticcdlcncd (HctuAju)

NO.

reel

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATIOM
N. Y. City

Fiqe

PMQO&

m

220 WEST 42^ STREET
NEW YORK
D

PHONE

CHICKERINC
2 93 7

ALLANA.L0WNES
PRES.
j

—

f

One/

O0RIA SWANSON
IN

"The Humming Bird"
a SI DNEY OLCOTTmwtmi

Two/

THOMAS M EICH AN
IN

»PiedPi|)eiMalone"
by

Three/

BOOTH TARKINCTON

ALLAN
DWAN'S
PRODUCTION OF
REX BEACH'S

BIG BROTHER"

And OlAgoallBwcOfficeReconlsl
Cveri for {paramount
they're

RealJtarVels !
FAMOUS PLAYERS LAS KY CORPORATION //j^fcy.
-

;&|P)$(

IBBr

\

I

MM

\l

THE COSMOPOLITAN CORPORATION PRESENTS

Unseeinq
Eyes
From Arthur

"UnseeingEyes" is a powerful attraction. Every foot
of film breathes a sense of
ruggedness, the struggle
between strong men and
the elements, every second
of the story proceeds

Stringer* s story with

LIONEL

BARRYMORE
Seena Owen,

breathlessly into that vast,

untracked wilderness
where few men have been
and where the motion picture camera has now found
its

way

for the first time!

Louis

Wolheim

and an

all star cast

Directed by E. H. Griffith. Adapted
for the screen by Bayard Veiller.

Settings

by

Joseph Urban

A Cosmopolitan Production
t

playing next

week

at

New York's

^

lyistributecL

^xUdujyr^Gostnopolitaft

—
THE
December

iay,

lituation

Inferior Films

Clears

for Consolidated Chain in
diana Says Properties Are

Now

Earning Money
THE FILM DAILY)

Williams said

—

Present indications
inapolis
o a satisfactory settlement of
;eivership of the Consolidated

"Out"

(Continued from Page 1)
Speaking of conditions in

er

pecial to

&&%

DAILY

1923

13,

"The demand
nema theaters
entertainment,

in

Europe,

part:

demonstrated in the ciis
for
really
worth while
big theme plays, diverting
as

and well acted subjects so that the public
really gets something when it goes to mopictures.

tion

In the Courts
City Court Justice

McGeehan

Storm Breaks
has

directed judgment for $1,259 in favor
of Albert James against Stanley J.
Rollo, after striking out the answer.
The papers show that Rollo agreed
to give James $6,000 if he would drop
a suit against the Chaplin Classics,
but failed to pay four notes for that

plans for the future,

dlcuss

that

:rstood

when

it

sufficient

has been accumulated to pay
and the cost of the rer ip,
the stockholders will be
into a meeting at which time
Illation of what to do with the
One
•ics
will be discussed.
oiof finally closing the receiverv uld be the sale of all leases
p perties owned or controlled
litors

iej:ompany. It is admitted that
a'pourse might result in a loss
ejtockholders as the sale would
"reed sale" in a way, the sort
ilithat rarely results in profits,
The other alispointed out.
hV would be to continue operaolfhe properties.

Day Nets $7,371
Hirsch, Chairman of the
)ay of the T. O. C. C, has
The net returns
lid reports.
P.

:.

ir

:lay totaled $7,371.63.

Hirsch

port of funds collected is not as
had hoped for, but owing to the
under which we were working we
-esult has not been bad."

•

I
i

lltement from the Cohen office
Hi issued concerning the regionally.

J

American

public.

Speaking of Valentino's popularity,
he said:
is absolutely no doubt in my mind
Valentino is as popular in England as
Every exhibitor here without
in America.
exception, tells me that Valentino pictures
and indeed
hold the record in his theater
such pictures as "The Young Rajah" and
"Beyond the Rocks," which you will agree
with me rank amongst Valentino's worst,
have grossed as much as some of the biggest
pictures which have come to England."

"There

that

;

Hoffman To The Coast
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and
manager of Truart, is en
general
route to the Coast on production mat-

Many Protests
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Topeka, Kan. A storm has broken
over the action of the censor board
in authorizing the showing of "The
Birth of a Nation" in Kansas.
and
Governor Davis, when he returns
got from a trip will find an assortment

and Theater Corp., according
"These conditions convince me more and
Sims more that the pictures of the immediate fu- amount when they came due
A. Sims, receiver.
:d
ture must be created by our greater artists James had to sue on
them. He
that all unnecessary overhead
and that inspiration must vrecede the proen eliminated, with the result duction.
The trouble has been that we judgments on all but the last $1,250
irtually
every property was have too much perspiration and not enough note, and collected the bulk, but Rollo
defended the last suit.
In making
money. Some properties, it inspiration.
"The recent weeks in Europe have conrstood, are doing better than vinced me that we must and will internation- the notes Rollo guaranteed that he
alize the motion picture.
We will actually owned real estate in Yonkers worth
:n expected.
draw on all the world for our backgrounds, $20,000.
lease on the Pantheon, at
we will do away entirely with the great costs
nes, Ind., has been disposed of of the elaborate outdoor sets.
Regarding
the high costs of which so much is still
Supreme Court Justice Platzek has
underowners.
It
is
jriginal
being said, I am satisfied that internationaliz- discontinued a suit of the estate
of
le property was not a desirable
ing picture production will cut costs to a
Owen F. Kivlon against Angier B.
ion on the part of Consoli- normal point.
"Rodolph Valentino joined me in London Duke, Henry M. Hobart and Disand its disposal virtually
the day after my arrival and we spent a tinctive Prod., because
the case has
s to preventing further loss. week together before
his departure for the
operties at Evansville, Terre United States during which time I succeeded been settled.
Kokomo, Fort Wayne, Clin- in signing up for five pictures instead of the
two originally contracted for.
A default judgment for $155 has
|1 in other cities are gradually
"I found exhibiting conditions very simibeen filed in the Supreme Court by
don a paying basis.
lar in England to those in America. Exbeen hibitors are not breaking even on ordinary the Reel and Pub. Co. against Wildecision
has
no
K>
but when they have a big liam
Pierpont of Yonkers for
C.
I by the receiver and he would program pictures, capacity
picture they do
business.
I think
the public are bargain hunting for pictures
nowadays and instead of spending their
amusement allowance in seeing several picture
shows a week they are spending it to see
fewer and better pictures.
It is going to
be a difficult problem for the exterior to
get enough of the big worth while pictures
in
future and I think it is necessary to
create big independent stars, directors and
producers who can deliver the goods, otherwise our business will suffer.
"There are many execellent opportunities
in Europe for producing big pictures with
the proper atmosphere, and it is my opinion
that the American public would rather see
pictures produced in the right settings, provided the leading people are well known to
them, and the pictures produced by American
organizations who know the taste of the

Expected Dissension Over "The Birth
of a Nation" Loose in Kansas

services.

in So. Calif. Grow
THE FILM DAILY)

Amusements
(Special to

Los Angeles

—

Admission taxes colSouthern California during
October show an attendance of
19,213,800, an increase of 5,764,700
over October, 1922.
For the first
lected in

months of 1923 the
from amusement taxes were
eleven

receipts
$3,040,822, as against $2,456,72 for the corresponding period of 1922, a gain of

of protests that will occupy his attention.
The protests are pouring
not only into the governor's office,
but also into the office of the attorney
general, Charles B. Griffith.
Petitions are coming into Griffith's office
begging him to take legal steps to
stop the showing of the film.
It is probable Griffith will advise
the board to repeal its action in admitting the picture.
The Supreme

Court has decided the action of the
board was final.
Only Governor
Davis could stop the picture, and the
governor has said that he saw nothing wrong with it.

A

petition of 500 citizens of Salina,
business men, city and county officials
and school teachers has been presented the governor begging him to
stop the film. A petition of 103 signatures from Fort Scott negroes was
sent to Griffith, who transmitted it
to Governor Davis.
The ministers at Wichita, Fort
Scott, Salina and Kansas City, have
protests and many personal
filed
letters are coming in.
Delegations
of negroes from Topeka and Coffeyville called on Griffith today and protested.

23%.
Collector Goodcell estimated that
the amusement tax collection for the
full year would be $3,325,000, compared with $2,673,113 for 1922, an
increase of 24%. The tax paid represents a 1923 amusement attendance
in Southern California of 226,100,000.
against a 1922 attendance of 181,771,
000, or an increase of 44,329,000. The
tax paid means that $39,000,000 was
spent for amusements in 1923, which
tops the 1922 mark by $7,822,644.

Banford Promoted
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Restrain Rising Sun Prod.
The Attorney-General's office has
obtained a temporary injunction restraining Rising Sun Prod., Inc.,
from selling further stock in the
company. The action will be heard
It is alleged that the
on Friday.
company of which Al Gilbert is
president, has been selling stock to
prospective actors and actress in
lieu of an actual transfer of money
for a course of training in acting.

S.

D. Plans Three Meetings

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis Walter Banford has
Sioux Falls, S. D.—The South Daappointed a district manager of kota M. P. T. O. will hold three secbeen
Alexander S. Aronson, head of sales
with superfor Truart is on an extended sales Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
tional meetings, the first to occur
Moines
Minneapolis,
Des
vision
of
The second will
tour of the Middle West.
here on the 17th.
and Omaha. He has been with the be held at Mitchell on the 18th and
Joins First Nat'l in England
company for some time.
•ial to THE FILM DAILY)
the last at Aberdeen on the 19th.
Staab Succeeds Baumann
Associated First National
I
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Territory Reapportioned
Ltd., has added to its sales
Ennis Coming East
Milwaukee Henry A. Staab, memters.

—

atives,

—

represent the
ushire territory, with offices

Stie Restrains Indiana

Firm

ca ing to Tri-Stone, the cotnh.
been granted an injunction
istlhe State Film Service and
1 Uintrup, of Indianapolis, rend them from distributing four
pictures in Indiana.

^

izn <

ma

Ritz,

Pittsburgh,

(Special to

is

Com-

Ready Soon

der to lighten his burdens.

THE FILM DAILY)

and
5th
being hurried along so that

Pittsburgh— The
Market,

P.

Ritz,

It
will be ready by Christmas.
will seat 1,000 and will be operated
it

by Harry Davis.

Rogers on Trip
V&TF. Rogers, Western division
s manager for Goldwyn-Cosmo6litan has

Southwest.

through t>e
go as far South

left for a trip

He

will

as Dallas.

howing
nif

Des Moines and Omaha until now
handled by William E.
been
have
executive
proved so arsecretary of the Wisconsin M. P. T. Truog, but his duties
Grainger, dethat
R.
duous
James
O., succeeding Walter F. Baumann.
cided to divide up the territory in or-

Denham, ber of the Milwaukee M.
company in mission has been named

Leonard

at the

Ritz

has arranged for a special
Compson in
Betty

of
to

lan.

Woman,"
10.

at

the

Ritz-

Butterfield Here
Col W. S. Butterfield, of the Bijou
Battle
Enterprises Co.,
Theatrical
Creek, Mich., is at the Astor for
about ten days.

John H. Thornton Dead
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Riverpoint, R. I. John H. Thornton, of the Thornton theater, is dead.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Bert Ennis, director
of publicity for Sawyer-Lubin, leaves

Los Angeles

for New York on Dec. 18, on a
combined business and pleasure trip

Adams

Joins F. B. O.
Adams, as("Cleve")
G.
D. C.
manager of
sales
general
sistant
Universal, has resigned to join F. B.
O. in a similar capacity.

Ganna Walska in Films
Reports from Chicago indicate that
Ganna Walska will be starred in a
series of pictures to be financed by
her husband, Harold McCormick.

"

Baltimore Evening Sun:

Robt. Sherwood in N. Y. Herald: "Deserves a place among the eminently fine
things the movies have accomplished."

New York

Times:

new audiences

New York

"One that

will

"The greatest

step forward since 'The Birth of a Nation.'
It will

win

take the films

five

years to catch up

with 'Anna Christie.'

for the screen."

National

"Will always remain as
representing the finest that is on the screen."

Mail

Board

Review

of

"

:

'Anna

:

Christie' stands as one of the

most striking

achievements of the year."

Chicago Evening Post: "It will sweep
you off your feet with its strength and dramatic power."

Rochester
"

Democrat

'Anna Christie'

is

and

Chronicle:

a great picture."

will read such
praise

from the

critics

about

ANNA
HRISTIE
Ureckdhi) John Griffith Wray
Under the"persqnai[supervision±0/

Ifiostfl.tJnce
Jldapled by Bradley King from

Eugene

O'Neill's play 'Anna Christie"
*<Huitk

w

Blanche Sweet

George Marion

William. Russell

Eugenie Besserer

And pack the
theatres where it plays/
DISTRIBUTED
BY ASSOCIATED

FIRST NATIONAL

PICTURES

•

inc.

fAe BRADSTRIET

ZfcRECOCNIZEft

>< FILHDOM

Authority

XXVI

)1.

No. 63

Friday,

December

14,

Price 5 Cents

1923

New

PLANS
By

—

DANNY

•"amous has an idea or two
production. Planning things
next season. Too early to

Many

into details.

I

Members

not set-

But one of the promised
ovations is that Jesse Lasky
spend a great deal more
East than ever beWill practically make his

pression is known to exist in some
quarters that nothing can be accomplished with the present administraThe point
tion of the M. P. T. O.
is made that if such a step were decided upon, it would not prove very

e in the
;.

dquarters here.
his

been planned for some
But heretofore it has been

has

•s.

difficult of accomplishment in view
of the theater affiliations of important companies like First National,

put it into operation.
wait to see the premiere

difficult to

'

iky will

Hays organization

of the

have been quietly discussing the advisability of launching an exhibitor
organization which would function as
a separate body but yet to be allied
with the M. P. P. D. A., Inc.
Parties concerned are inclined to be
decidedly reticent. However, the im-

1.

1

Exhibitor Ass'n

Discussed by Hays Members Producer-Owned Theaters The
Nucleus, They Feel

The Ten Commandments," and

Metro,

then hurry back to the Coast, reling very shortly thereafter for

Famous

Players,

Goldwyn

I

and Universal.

indefinite stay.

This doesn't mean switching
Famous production

he bulk of

Both the

East.

:o the

New

fork and the Western studios
If
vill
be kept very busy.
tresent plans are carried out.
put the distance between

Tork

—

niles

tes

Hollywood

and

is

"Sioux City unanimously declares 'T,he Courtship of Myles Standish' the
greatest production of all time," Henr y Rehfield of the Plaza Theater,
wired J. S. Woody, general manage r of Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

New

—3,500

too great for execu-

be separated.
the one big trouble
to

"Rudy" In "Beaucaire" Urging Tax Repeal

That

was

stated yesterday that the nucleus of a powerful
organization now rests in the hands
of these companies.
Should the organization become a
reality, it is figured that the prestige
of the important exhibiting interests
that would be swung into line by the
units
and
distributing
producing
It

would be sufficient to make independent operators join as well.
Pettijohn Leaves

Charles

C.

Pettijohn

left

for

In-

—

yesterday to attend the
Famous
Players Originally F. I. L. M. Clubs Instruct Salesmen dianapolis
For
in this
5
dinner
of
F. I. L. M. Board of
the
to Help Exhibitors in Gaining
Purchased by Douglas Fairbanks
•usiness.
Trade at the Severin tonight. He will
Public Support
and Then Resold
enry Saulsbury is again active
THE FILM DAILY has received visit Chicago before returning home.
It is understood that Famous Playtamous. But after spending a lot ers have purchased "M'sieur Beau- private advices from a number of
"Courtship" at the Central
Mme for Famous among exhibitors caire" as a starring vehicle for important key cities which indicate
"The Courtship of Myles Standish,"
Is now in the production depart- Rodolph Valentino.
Boards
various
F.
I.
L.
M.
Sydney Olcott that the
opens at the Central on Dec. 30 for
It.
If his contact with exhibit- as noted, is slated to direct, produc- of Trade, have seized upon the sugmeans anything it should help tion getting under way shortly after gestion originally made by Billy an indefinite run.
Production department a lot. That the first of the year.
Brandt, that film salesmen be used
a production department is in"M'sieur Beaucaire" was originally to aid exhibitors in securing the supCredits
lited in what the exhibitor thinks
purchased by Douglas Fairbanks for port of the public on behalf of the
State Righters Decide to Form Body
4 feels, or wants.
Most of them
admission tax repeal.
his own use but later abandoned in
Appoint Organization
l't.
Despite what they say.
favor of "The Thief of Bagdad."
As noted, E. A. Eschmann of First
Committee
The picture will be made in the East. National has instructed his sales force
Some interesting developChadwick
I.
E.
of Merit. W. E.
Olcott at present is shooting a few to get busy.
So far as is known,
ments in an important disof
Arrow
Shallenberger
and Joe
Humming
remaining scenes for "The
this is the only national distributor
\ributing concern.
Going on.
Brandt of C. B. C, were appointed
vehicle
Swanson
new
the
Bird,"
order
blanket
any
issued
has
that
\Iot to a head yet. More about
committee on, organization yeswhich, incidentally is expected to go along those lines.
Individual F. I. a
later.
right
into the Rialto and Rivoli for a sim- L. M. Boards, however, have taken terday at a meeting of state

Together

i

On

—

y,

(Continued on Page 4)

System as Model
THE FILM DAILY)

rentilating
(Special to

—

Green's Contract Near End
Public
health
officials
asked Balaban & Katz to furIt is understood that Al Green's
them with the plan of ventilation contract with Famous Players will
ufl in theaters operated by that expire shortly, but that Famous reThe plan will then be presented tains the right to exercise a three
Uovernment expense to theater years' option on his services. Green
Piper
Mers as a model of perfection. is now completing "Pied
*H&i if carried out will offer the Malone" and has been "farmed" out

Micago

(Continued on Page 4)

Friend

Denies

Selznick

Report

1

ma!
thjc

mum

safety

who annually

to

the

health

attend theaters.

of

to

Joseph

stance

Schenck

Talmadge

in

direct Conone picture.

to

S. Friend, of Distinctive,
returned from the Coast on
Monday, denied yesterday that his
there concerned the reported
visit
return of L. J. Selznick into the SelzFriend declared
nick organization.

Arthur

who

that his visit concerned the affairs of
his company only.

distributors held at the Astor. They
will meet again on Monday to discuss plans for the proposed association which will control credits through
the Hoy Reporting Service.
It is possible that the new body
may function along the lines originally set by the now defunct Inde-

pendent Producers and Distributors
Ass'n of which Harry G. Kosch was
the attorney, but it may be that a

new

unit entirely will develop.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Friday,

The Courts
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— Mr. and Mr
City,

(Special to

la.
Sioux
Eddington have lost their sifl
recover $13,500 on a motion pig
:

Vtl

nn

Friday, Die. 14.

Ni. S3

1923

theater

J.

W.

ager;

FILM FOLKS, INC.

and

A

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManMaurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.

act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

the

States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
•of
Foreign
months, $5.00
3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

&

.

The Eddington's charged

communications

all

West 44th

71-73

to

\

ler for $13,500.

suit against the

New

1

er

York,

.

—

necker told him the gross profits
the theater amounted to betwe
Lot
$4,000 and $5,000 a month.
necker denied he ever made this rep:
sentation.

"£l

1603.

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,

I

I.

Film,

42

Clichy.

European

me

Rue de

—

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague
(Ciecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

Central

:

High

Low

Kod.108^
P.-L. .. 71H

\W%

East.
1-.

do pfd

.

Goldwyn
Loew's

69-/s
86

86

.

8%

..9
18-^

...

in George Fitzmaurice's Production of "The Eternal
one of the beautiful high lights of a picture replete with drascenic splendor.
January 21 is the
300 matic surprises, plot situations and
Samuel
Goldwyn (not now connected with
Presented
date.
by
release
4,000
National. Advt.
100 Goldwyn Pictures) through First

IS'A

Sales

108K

70%

City,"

is

—

86
9

1,500
1,000

W/z

The Hodkinson Line-Up
Hodkinson has announced

Long Runs In Chicago
THE FILM DAILY)

—"Scaramouche,"

(Special to

Chicago

still

is

playing the Woods,' where it is in
its 11th week.
It will continue unA 1 b a n y Goodman Theatrical til sometime in January. "The
Corp., New York.
Capital $100,000. Hunchback" closes at the Harris Dec.
Attorneys, Otterbourg, Steindler & 22. "Rosita," is in the sixth week of
Houston, New York.
an indefinite run at the New Or-

Incorporations

—

Albany

New

— Collins

"The White

pheum.

&

Feinberg,

York.
Capital $10,000.
torneys, Kendler & Goldstein,
York.

Inc.,

At-

New

its

Inc.,

—Jimmy

New

Albany

— Stamford Amusement

torneys, Ives

Albany
Capital
Straus.

Co.

Delaware

Stamford,

&

County.
Graft, Roxbury.

— Norvan

Builders,

Attorney,

$5,000.

"The Inner Sight," the first of the KirkwoodLee series and "High Dawn," the
first
the
Harry Carey series.
of
March: "The Painted Woman," second of the Kirkwood-Lee group.
Schoolmaster"; February:

5.

Aubrey Comedies,

Capital $5,000. AtGoldblatt, New York.

M.

closes

At-

(Special to

—

In

Vaudeville

Hart Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles
William S. Hart

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

leaves

will
Cassinelli
Buffalo Dolores
start a vaudeville tour Dec. 31, opening at the Lafayette Square.
E. M.
Hopcraft, formerly Associated Exhibitors' representative here is her
representative.

Ine,

H.

""

H.

for

—

the East as soon as he
editing "Singer Jim Mc-

completes
Kee." A vacation

0UM6 OORA OOES HER

appeal

trip.

Doub in awarding the Washingt
St. Amusement Co., the use of

t

Academy, has been withdrawn

frc

the docket of the State Court of A
At the same time, the suit
peals.
amusement pec
Washington
the
against the Colonial Realty Co., 0'.
the use of the Colonial, has been \vi
drawn making it evident that a co
promise has been effected by the
The Amusement Co
interests.
pany is controlled by the Nixc
Nirdlinger interests of Philadelph
operators of the Nixon Academy

t'

.

Pawhuska, Okla.— As

a result

ol

theater crash last May 1, at Homi:
damage suits, totall
Okla., four
$100,000, have been filed in the d
trict court here, against Charles P(|<
owner of the theater, and
tit,
1

Stewart Construction Co., the

buil

ers.

Ann

Harding, appearing in
now under the management
of Hrolf Wisby.
ish,"

of the theater interests in this ci
from the decision of Judge Albert

"Tarn-

is

<t i|jliMH|rTr run --|H||p-'T^^"^-^P.

FIRE PATROL BULLETIN NO.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

the

following releases for the first three
months of the new year:
January: "Grit", and "The Hoosier

(Special to

York.

torney, H.

Sister,"

run at the Great Northern, Jan.

Cassinelli

Albany

—The

Easton, J. Funkhouser, C. La
and A. H. Gunnell, representing o
C.

The Banquet Scene

Close

Md.

Hagerstown,

•

tionale

Quotations

had been guilty of misrepresent
Eddington testified that Lor

tion.

W>||

l- ris^ y^tt

N. Y.
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

—
London, W.
Paris Representative— Le

Eddington, laterj
persons from

he purchased the theater, alleging
in making the transaction Longnei

THE FILM

St.,

tha

August 1920 they purchased thq
from the Longneckers and Mrsf

;

DAILY,

the jury
against Mr. andl

B. Longneckcr and Mrs. Mar
Miller returned a verdict in favo
the defendants.

EsU

Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Address

when

suit

1.
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deal

heard their
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A

scene
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ted
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"The Fire

Patrol."

Madge

Bellajr

foi

taking her lover from her.
Jerome Eddy, for
by Hunt Stromberg.
Produced by Chadwick Pictures Corporation.
Hi mi

V/° l r

Chicago

1

Froe pat col

'Fiqf pa IQdTI

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Mgr.

Hill 1831

!

aunt had died
get her money, she had

-her
-to

to

marry money!

-she loved

—or thought she

loved a pauper!
-so she married an old man!
-but she didn't!
-there's where the fun

comes

in!
Associated First National Pictures, Inc. presents

ERIE
Iriward

A. Paulton

USBAN
With Sidney Chaplin

— Owen

Moore

—

Sylvia

Directed by John F.

PROSPEROUS

NEW YEAR,

—

is

Breamer and a superb cast

McDermott

the fastest rolling bunch of blood-

bursting yells you or anyone ever saw!
—

S. E. Landers & Perry
Settings designed by Milton Menasco
Titled by Harvey Thew

Photography

FIRST
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FIRST

Evans

You '11 know what real profits are
when you play

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

A

hit?

All the Big 10 are hits!

a
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"Rudy" In "Beaucaire"
Page

(Continued from
Mis>
altaneoua inn.

Newspaper Opinions

1)

"Anna Christie"— 1st

Swanson starts
work on Saturday on "The Laughing

Dunn

Lady." with Allan

Tom

Mcighan

directing.

start

will

another

picture almost at once.
This is tentatively titled "Quicksands," but the

name

be changed because Famous has used it before. Victor Heer
will

man

William de Mille
has gone up into New Kngland to
look over exteriors for "Icebound."
Richard Dix. who will appear in this,
expected momentarily from the
is

Strand

AMERICAN—*

coast.

*

Takes with

*

it

to

NEWS—

is

a faithful

I

copy of

am sure Blanche Sweet
Anna Christie. George

overdoes the maudlin
sniffling of Chris Christoperson, and William

Marion,
Russell

think, a

I

little

a great, bin

is

handsome

"Powerful," I imagine,
be most often used

the

is

will

"Anna

brute. *

*

*

word which

connection with

in

Christie."

At the office of O'Brien, MalevinEVENING JOURNAL
The
threesky and Driscoll, it was stated nothcornered conflict is superbly acted. * * *
the
ing was known of the sale of
Miss Sweet is transferred in the title role,
property but that the deal may have bearing an altogether different appearance
been closed by Dennis F. O'Brien, and acting with a far greater range and intensity than ever before.
Her characteriza-

—

who

is

now on

the coast.

tion

Lasky Leaves Dec. 22

Commandments,"

"The Ten

prepare for the resumption
duction on an active scale.

a valuable addition to screen triumphs.

heights.

According to present plans, Jesse
L. Lasky will leave for the coast on
the 22nd, the day after the opening
of

is

Mr. Marion's portrayal of Chris is equally
as good in the film as it was on the stage.
Mr. Russell, like Miss Sweet, reaches new

of

to

pro-

EVENING WORLD—

Not that the director of this new "Anna Christie" did not
strive for that dramatic perfection which theater-goers found in the legitimate production
He did, but he failed on the side of striving too
hard. * » *
But, at that, this picture is
very good entertainment. * * *
It had its
flaws, but it told its story for all that.
And
some of these flaws were of the amateur
kind. * *
Her (Blanche Sweet's) portrayal was very good, but it was plain that

New Metro Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Flynn

—

sufficient.

manager

father,

Robert Lynch
of Metro.
will act in a supervisory capacity and
will do the buying and selling for
the American Feature Exchange, a

new company which
the

handle all
productions
now

independent

will

by spoken

unassisted

acting,

Philadelphia
Jack Flynn formerly with F. B. O., has been appointed

from Marcus Loew

to

Lynch.

Cranston Seriously

of his scenes.

HERALD

—

represents

It

(Special to

Toronto

known

THE FILM DAILY)

—William

Cranston,

well

film circles is seriously ill
with Bright's disease. He has made
a trip to Rochester, Minn., for several treatments but without much success.
in

Cosmopolitan Ball Tonight
Tonight at the I'laza, Cosmopolitan
will

all

for the benefit of the

the

most

thoroughly adult effort in an industry that
has been famous for its infancy. * * *
As
a result "Anna Christie" is a singularly
fine

picture— a

credit to

Thomas

*

force.

*

*

Blanche

Ince. * * *

conveyed

with
with unmistakable
Sweet plays Anna
is

feeling and tremendous
George Marion * * * is
overindulgence at
times.
His

Christie with fine
earnestness. * * *

given

to

comedy scenes are exceptionally
dled.

William

Russell * * *

MAIL—

111

was not

George Marion, her wellmeaning but weak
was great, and William Russell probably never was better than he was in some

marketed through the Metro office, The intent of the thing
and others that may be acquired in commendable subtlety'— and
the near future.
The move discontinuing the distribution of independent pictures through the local exchange was insisted on in a letter

lines,

*

is

well hansplendid. * * *

As powerful and moving

as the play which won Eugene O'Neill the
Pulitzer prize.
To this reviewer the film
will always remain as representing the finest
that is on the screen, an event to which he
can always turn with delight. * * *
There
was great strength in her ("Miss Sweet's)
interpretation. * * *

George Marion, * * * made the part vital
and real. Too many superlatives cannot be
used in praise of his work. * * * Two other

*

*

*

—

keeping

with
his
characters
quality inevitably lo^t on the screen.
As a
consequence the film version becomes less
in

forceful and less vivid,
much of its poignancy.

offensive.

DAILY

—

TELEGRAPH

O'Neill's dramatic dialogue, rough and crude,

but

of

and the

conflict loses

Bradley King has done an intelligent piece
work in the adaptation. * * *
Blanche

Sweet draws a distinct characterization.
George Marion is excellent as the

*

*

*

senti-

mental Swede father, obstinate, weak, blunWilliam Russell * * * the necessary
dering.
appearance
of
brawny
seamanship,
and
Eugenie Besserer gives a characterization
* * * which stands out as a convincing bit.

Call of the
for the Rivoli.

Canyon"

is

SUN — *

* * A picture of exceptionally
quality. * * *
All its dramatic values
are fully realized and the picture sweeps
on in a fashion to disarm carping criticism.

1)

various parts of

country.

Richey has
H. M.
prepare
pamphlet called "A Booklet of Fa
in which he gives a number of

why

the tax should be repei
thousand of these have!
printed and will be broadcasted
exhibitors throughout the cout
The last page states the compila
was prepared by "the M. P.

sons

Ten

Special Committee in co-opera
with the M. P. Prod, and Dist

State.

Varges Here

L. Varges. war
respondent and International N(
Russell * * * is responsible for most of the
photographer, has arrived
reel
best scenes.
New York marking the end of a f
TELEGRAM— The story has a wider year
tour of the world, in whicl
sweep on the screen, Thomas H. Ince having
given particular attention to the scenes at travelled more than 250,000 n
Blanche Sweet plays the
Christie, and plays it well.

sea

which enter so

vitally

part

*

*

*

into

Capt.

Anna

of

Ariel

William

the

story.

TIMES —Abundant

credit is due the producer and the director for the skillful, impressive and artistic handling of this production, and also for restraint concerning motion picture license. * * *
An example of
progress in film history. * * *
Blanche
Sweet as Anna Christie, makes the shadow
impersonation live.
One of the minor weaknesses of this picture is the presenting of

a miniature steamship at sea. * * *
Burke,
played by William Russell is splendid. * * *

visiting scores of different count

and made a complete
globe, shooting film

all

circuit of
the time
(

E.

Venturini Starts Production
D. Venturini. who dire

"The
Headless
Horseman"
"The Old Fool," both Hodkii

leases, is about to start produi
on "The Man Who Knew Won
TRTBUNE— Never has Miss Sweet done
The Tec
anything to approach this characterization. by Charles Beahan.
*

George

Marion, as her old and
was almost too real * * •
Those who saw "Anna Christie'' on the
stage need not be afraid to go to see the
"

Studios will be used.

bibulous father,

Bernheim Back

H. Ince had the opof his life to turn out a sensational film succeess.
It was a "natural."
Yet he fell short of that. At the same time
the picture at the Strand is one above the
average in dramatic strength and the performance of Blanche Sweet as Anna is extremely

capable and

fine.

In the fore part of the story there is a
"uct back" employed for the purpose of
bringing out Anna's past. * * *
This is
(lone incompetently and without much weight
in

sincerity.

her and
lows.

They

have tried
This weakens

failed.

returned
Europe.

Bernhein

Universal

to

City

DAILY)
City

Lubitsch Party Leaves
Ernst Lubtisch and his fai
Hans Kraely and his familj
eluded in a party leaving New

'I

for

the coast today.

toughen

to
all

—Julius

Los Angeles

WORLD— Thomas

portunity

"U"

at

THE FILM

(Special to

screen version.

(Special to

that

fol-

JOE SEIDEN
Bell & Howells, Pathes, Por
able Lights and cameramen f<
hire all the time.
New addre!

1)

Albion,

Mich.

—The

New
S.

Family,
Superior

represented

Dodge

organization.

Hoy

723 7th Ave., N. Y.
Bryant 1619

FIRST

C.

WITH THI

Bf

KINOGRA
THE VISUAL

NEWS
rf>

ALL THE WORLD

Reporting.

WANTED

St.,
is
closed as a result of a fire
that started during a performance.

Harry Cohen Leaves
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

the Capitol.

in

has

Kendall Buys Real Estate
M
Kendall has purchased
Keokuk, la. The Grand is a loss
the fi\(
partment building at by fire.
It was the oldest house in
1st
St.,
adjoining prop- Keokuk and was owned by the Bakererty

(Continued from Page

up the plan

Four Theaters Burn Together On Credits
THE FILM DAILY)
(Continued from Page
Syracuse, N. Y. — For the second
Present at the meeting were W. E.

booked formerly the Bijou, on

]

fine

—

the feature at the Rialto next week.

14,

America."
Brandt, president of the
POST—It is an exceedingly fine motion P. Billy
T. O. has prepared a comp
picture, following the original more faithfully than is the wont of photo plays, and
campaign book in which eight
the settings, if memory can be relied upon,
ferent lines of suggestions are foil
duplicate the stage sets.
The film is so far
above thi average that it is one of the out- ed. These will be sent to very m
standing screen productions of the year.
ber of the organization in New \

Marion Davies Christmas Fund for time in six months fire damaged the Shallenberger of Arrow. Joe Brandt
Midland. The first fire damaged the and Jack Cohn of C. B.
bl< d
war veterans.
C, Louis
house to such an extent that it was Auerbach of Export and Import,
Joe
only two weeks ago that rebuilding D. Lorenzo of Hepworth Distributing,
New Sennett Series for Pathe
was completed.
Andrew J. Callaghan of Monogram,
Mark Sennett's current series of
Harry Rathner, representing Irving
comedies for Pathe, which is comLesser
of Principal. Oscar A. Price
Stamford,
Conn.
Tenants
in the
pleted with "Inbad the Sailor," will
Strand theater building, were forced of Tri-Stone, Bobby North of Weber
be followed by a new group.
to vacate when fire of unknown origin and North, Frank R. Wilson of M.
P. Finance Corp. and a representastarted in the theater.
At the Rialto and Rivoli
tive of Independent Pictures. Freder"The Man from Brodney's" will be
ick H. Elliott and Charles B. Hoy

"The

December

Urging Tax Repes

,

characterizations should not go unmenI.
They are those of William Russell,
*
and Eugenie Besserer. * * *

MORNING

the

screen many of those qualities that made it
such acceptable entertainment as a drama.
'
* * Mr. Ince and his director, John Wray
Griffith deserve special mention for the deftness
with which they have handled the delicate situaeasily
tions
that
might
so
have
been

direct.

will

fine

Nat'l

Friday,

—

C.

Los Angeles Harry J.
B. C, is en route to

First Class Theater

Greater New York
Give
900 or more.

in

Cohen, of Correspondence

New York

with a print of "Discontented
bands."

Hus-

district, cap

full

parrici

confidential.
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Beautifully Directed
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Perfectly
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Production
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Nine Stage Studio
—

cation Inspiration
Factor in Making|Big, Important
ictures,

According to
Williams

J.

Planned
Queens Arthur
for
S.
Friend and Wm. O. Hurst Important Figures in Scheme
Plans for what is termed the larg-

D.

important pictures
location called for by the story;
jally if the story has a foreign
|round. The inspiration that the
pr obtains under such circumthe naturalness of the
s, plus
rounds make for tremendously
iting results."
is the opinion of J. D. Wilof Ritz Carlton Pictures, just
rom the other side.
last trip to Europe has conike the big,

est studio in the world, to be erected
in Queens, will be filed within thirty
days and construction work will be-

This enterprise
gin a month later.
has developed as a result of a demand
en the part of large producers for adJitional Eastern studio facilities.

Among

i

demonstrated

ly

he went
has been in

this,"

who

'Every one

happens to
when they tread on old, hisEveryand unusual ground.
thrilled

affected

or

to

rewe,

who

including Henry M. Hobart
ind Charles S. Hervey. To draw up
dans Friend engaged the services of

ration,

some

no matter how often they have
cross.
It is only natural that
ould occur to a producer or
has this
It
of pictures.
r
as many important directors,
oroad, tell me.
et Henry King, who is making
He is enVerona.
in
a'
1
and delighted with what he
He could never get such
ng.
Hollywood, even if the
in
Edis not taken into account.

William O. Hurst.

The
of

offices.

Girl' has everything in it that makes a real production," says
Olympic Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., of Mack Sennett's latest
Schraeder,
Tom
production starring Mabel Normand. Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

"

'The Extra

—

too, is an enthusiast.
(Continued on Page 2)

nal shape.

eatures

Reviewed

Whipping Boss
onogram-S.

R

10

of Desire

e

10

ild-Cosmop
ady of Quality

10

liversal

Temporary Husband
-st

National

;

•

•

.11

Th Dangerous Maid
I st

Cu

i's

11

National

Fireman
,11

I K

En

lies of

Children

mmoth-S.
\M:

Subjects

R

11

12

fire.

And

And there's a reason. Hays cannot put over
in hand— cannot get set cannot fight the enemy

the work he has
without, unless he has exhibitor co-operation.
;

For months he has tried to get the M. P. T. O. of A. to
co-operate. Everybody who knows that Xmas comes once a year
knows how Hays tried to line up this organization to co-operate.
The proverbial cold shoulder was a slice of heat as against what
he got. All Hays had to do was to want something. And the
M. P. T. O. of A. was against it.

10

Shepherd King
x

of the studio.

there's a lot of smoke about the
Hays office these days. With reference to a possible "auxiliary
organization" of exhibitors. Nothing definite yet. Nothing settled.
Just a lot of smoke. Look for the fire to break through

Usually precedes

material.

The plans include to provide producers an opportunity for test runs.
Friend made his trip to the Coast
to check up on the situation there.
Hurst is to be general manager

Smoke
most any week.

Page

dressing rooms and executive
In addition there will be a
laboratory, a storage vault and a
warehouse for the salvage of scenic

shop,

He,

Qmerson, Loos Engaged
Emerson and Anita Loos
Samuel
by
engaged
been
n to put "The Eternal City"

location decided on as a result
work is within 20 minutes

Hurst's

of Times Square and will permit
of the erection of nine stages, each
to be equipped with its own carpenter

shooting in Al-

is

given sup-

Organization work was undertaken
by executives of Distinctive Corpo-

what

realizes

who have

those

port to the enterprise are Richard A.
Rowland, of First National; Samuel
Goldwyn, E. L. Smith, of Inspiration,
and Arthur S. Friend, of Distinctive.

REMINISCENCING
back in May. When the exhibitors' convention was on.
In Chicago. This was said:
"* * * you may not know it, and a lot of you won't
going
believe it, but you're on trial. And you're either
organand
again
yourselves
prove
to come through and
adequately or
ize properly and finance yourselves
I
exhibitor
national
another
find
"You're going to

Way

organization started. * * *

"

(Continued on

Page

f )
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Day and Date At $1.65 Top
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Triple

St. Louis— A deal has been closed
with Spyros Skouras and the^ St.
Louis Amusement Co., whereby "The
Courtship of Myles Standish" will
play day and date at the West End

Lyric, Capitol and Grand Central,
following a week's run at the Pershing, at $1.65 top.

Opens
Cleveland
opens Dec.

t

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"If

Winter

Comes"

The
the Circle.
picture will be offered as a road-show,
one show an evening, and three
The admission
matinees a week.
will be $1 top.
Goldwyn

in

23,

at

Deal With Chipman, Ltd.

Chipman, Ltd., has closed with
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, for the distribution

of

"Enemies of
the

.

Cleveland Dec. 23

in

(Special to

West

their

product, including

Women"

Indies.

in

Cuba and

;

THE

-%£!

DAILY

WHY ROME

CALLED "THE ETERNAL CITY"

IS

Sunday, December

16, 19

The Courts
THE FILM DAILl
Washington — Sunday mornin
In

(Special to

lengs to the churches,

in the

Commissioners of the
This was inferred from a
rendered on a request of the
ol the

Su<it. Ok.

Vtf.inifc.14

16.

1!?3

25 Ctats

Prici

Copyright 1923, Wid'i Film and Film Folks.
Publi»hed Daily except Saturday, at
Inc..
71-7J West 44th St.. New York, N. Y.. by

Commerce for the openal
the picture theaters of this city
day morning, for the entertainme
the soldiers, sailors and marines
came here for a big football
the previous day.
her of

WIDS FILMS

and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg, President and Editor
VV. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
aajer
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Joseph
.

;

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15 00
of

Address

all

communications to

(

THE FILM

special representative for
ferrcd, has established his 0'
change called Epic Film Attract

—

"After Six Days" is his first relea
which will be distributed on a ro;

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W.

I.

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Central
European Representative

Rue

—

mer

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Phone Vanderbilt 4S51-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

Grossman Opens Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Imago Edward Grossman,

show basis. Grossman is also han
ling the Weiss Bros, series of 18 oi

de

"Tense Moments."

reel subjects

— Interna

tianale

vakia),

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelplatz.

"Red Roses" Ready Soon
THE FILM DAILY)

(Ciecho Slo

(Special to

—

Hollywood David Smith is cor
"Red Roses" at Vitagrap'

The Week's Headlines

pleting

and

Monday

1

will

work

for

Famous,

Sydney

Olcott

Quigley,

di-

recting.

(Special to

Plan to star
Norma Talmadge in "The
Queen's Necklace" abandoned.
Texas M. P. T. O. taking members on new
basis in order to secure money for tax

Charleston,

Tuesday

—

Wednesday

Location Inspiration

First National issues preferred stock issue
to pay back original franchise holders on
their investments in exchanges.
First National buys "Sailors' Wives," new
story by Warner Fabian.
Despite T. O. C. C. ban, "Enemies of
en,''
grosses $100,000 in local territory.

locations to be.
It is out of the
question to try and do this in Holly-

Imagine what 'The White
"I have
Sister' would be without the backmantic background which Valentino ground that King found in Italy?
Wom- will make.
For obvious reasons I What would Fitzmaurice have found
cannot disclose these locations. But in this country for 'The Eternal

Thursday

(Continued

from Page 1)
several stories with a ro-

in

East.

Reported Lewis J. Selznick intends seeking
an active participation in Selznick Dis-

am

certain that he will
better picture with this
than attempting to shoot
I

Coast people inquiring about studio space

make

a far

background
it

in

Holly-

wood.

tributing.

Williams says inferior films don't appeal any longer to Europe.
Silent on ValD.

entino.
of

Resigns

George Fitzmaurice, noted director, whose achievement in the blending of
and dramatic action, coupled with story surprise, resulted in Kearse.
"The Eternal City," already quoted as the finest screen effort of the year.
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pic
Burns Going to Coast
tures).
Advt
Edward Burns has finished

statement on Valentino situation.
Reported be will appear in story by Ibanez.
Norma Talmadge abandons plan to star in
"Romeo and Juliet." Lillian Gish starts
work on it in Spring.

American Society

111,

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Va.— Due to illne

"The big picture of the future will
be made where the scenario calls

wood.

City.'?

"In my opinion this is the most
important production problem that
faces us today.

suggest
complished."
as

I

By making pictures
much would be ac-

woi

man opposite Gloria Si
"The Humming Bird" and

as leading

son

in

leave for

Hollywood

soon.

HAL ROACH'
WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES
"Wit With

Composers, Authors and

A

J

Wallop"

2 reels

Publishers intends suing exhibitors.

Friday

Hays organization may form exhibitor body
as an auxiliary unit.
State righters decide to form credit organization.
Hoy Reporting Service sponsoring

Patfigcomecjy
»**••

r&j

-**»»

p'.an.

r.

I.

L.

M. Clubs throughout country

in-

struct salesmen to aid exhibitors in creating sympathy for admission tax repeal.
Rodolph Valentino expected to appear in

"Monsieur Beaucaire,"

for

Famous.

Saturday
Largest studio in world planned for Queens.
Arthur S. Friend and William O. Hurst
mentioned prominently in connection with
it.
To have nine stage*.
Location inspiration a vital factor in making
big, important pictures, according to J.
*
J

D

FIRST

WITH THE

Foreign Distribution of

**

Production*
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KINOGRAM

Williams.

Motion Picture

t

scenic beauty

No

J.

"Borrow'l

Eugene Quigley has been forced
give up the management of

repeal fight.

the

casting

Husbands" soon.

Reported settlement reached between Rodolph
Valentino and Famous Players.
Valentino
to

begin

York'f
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Newspaper Criticisms on^New Films
New

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—*

York

"The Acquittal"— Universal

Cameo

NEWS — An

DAILY
'

*
*
It is rattling good
for a picture of its kind has

enormously

EVENING JOURNAL-;-"
most

Ihr

engrossing

more than
iroin

*

*

of

It

is

it

"

never

•

*

*

due

thrills around
*
*
*

MAIL —
spread

by the bushel.
made a gripping motion

kept the spectators at the Cameo
yesterday guessing aloud, but never guessing
correctly who committed the murder * * *
The picture is from the Universal studios.
We have come to look upon their product
as having a personality.
Their pictures are
distinguished by the attention given to the
creation of atmosphere.
picture.

It

MORNING TELEGRAPH —

It

SUX — *

*

*

splendid cast chosen

to por-

somewhat changed

the

story.
excellent film
this week in "The Acquittal," made into an
ideal film mystery. • * •
*
Eairly well produced and
*
thoroughly satisfying in the end,
It is a
story calculated to keep the spectators guessing for most of the footage.

TELEGRAM—*

*

An

*

TIMES—

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— "U"

plied a production which is a background
of no mean proportions and serves to dress
up a screen tale that needs it. * * * Looks
to have a chance on the strength of the production and the class of the players, where

they are prejudiced toward society dramas,
but as a story and in the manner it has
been treated the entire work lacks much.
*
* No one can say that
*
Clarence lirown, the director, has not done
everything in his power to keep up the

TRIBUNE —

suspense

in

mystery play.

this

"The Dangerous Maid"

Nat'l

1st

as a comedienne
• • •
is charming.
As for the picture it
has good entertainment value, has been made
with
careful
thought and certainly
will
please Constance's admirers.
*
*
the whole
works in "The Dangerous Maid," at the
Kivoli.
And she makes a fine job of it,

EVENING WORLD—*

too.

some

•

petty and

except for

dull,

the pranks of Constance Talmadge,
*
*
It is about time to call a halt on the
production of costume films, especially when
they run to the type of "The Dangerous

Maid."

MORNING

TELEGRAPH— Constance
hit

gerous Maid,

when she made "Dan-

Erom

start

to

finish,

the play grips and amuses.
Constance Talmadge, pretty, capable, vivacious, * * *

P"-

.

ing, light

—

Talmadge

is

charmTo put any

clever,

but dramatic never
one so capable of playing the supercilious,

or

the

!

mischievous,

or

the satire in the beginning of
Hospitality," by burlesquing the clan

"Our

warfare

a

EVENING WORLD—*

thoroughly

fine

a

lot,

*

*but
laugh a

we

feel

lot

and

Any Buster Keaton

picture, large or small,
seeing and laughing at, and this
is
particularly true of "Our Hospitality."
* * By all odds the most
expensive oi his productions.
It may not
be quite so consistently uproarious as some
of his humble two reelers, but it is certainly

worth

is

HERALD—*
MAIL — *

funny enough.
* *

trying to get

Buster Keaton seems to be

away from

the standardized slapstick movie * * * a nd to inject his sober
acrobatics into a motion picture with a plot.
*

*

Buster has achieved some measure of
*

*

*

MORNING

comedy, but

TELEGRAPH— It

a

is

has a highly dramatic basis.
The humor is gentle and mild, but if you
would just as soon have good smiles rather
tl an
loud laughs, you will like it.
In fact,
think you'll like it anyway, for if Buster
Keaton is not as funny as usual in this,
which he is not, there are some fine thrills
it

I

make up

to

POST—*

for the deficit.
* * And although

lariously funny as "The
full of good comedy.

tention

is

the

"tca-ing"

of

not

as

Three Ages,"

funny

—oh,

very

hi-

it

is

funny.

everybody

TELEGRAM—*
part that fits
Hospitality," a

which

this

else from the screen.
* * Buster Keaton has a

him

to

feature

perfection in "Our
length picture in

unusual comedian appears at his

best.

TIMES — This

is one of the whims,
whimsical.
It starts
rather slowly, but gathers speed with a
vengeance toward the last reel.

and

in

picture

many sequences

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— It

is

the

one of
Keaton

funniest pictures
with which
has ever been identified and unique in the
sense that it is partly and seriously dramatic.
The picture is a burlesque on
the well known feud melodrama, and, while
it
is
quite different from the usual Buster
Keaton comedy, it is a step in the right

TRIBUNE —

"Slave

Capitol

be said that there is a bit too much warfare,
Lut there is no denying that it is done superb*
*
*
ly.
The acting is up to the high
standard of the direction. * * * Unstinted
praise is due to the
ture is an example

cameraman
of

AMERICAN—That
made
run
If

the pic-

into

photog-

agree with
wise father

*

"

"The Shep

"The Slave of Dtsin
picture, interesting and well edile
restrains his piffling poet at

fair

Walsh

behaves

generally

good

in

taste.

EVENING JOURNAL—*
from

adapted

Love.*

*

the

is

*

*

.tcries.*

;

•

free

enjoyab

performance

*

EVENING WORLD—*
erta'ument

*

The most

Balzac.
picture

the

of

.ispect
[Jessie

that

is

*

you

il

*

like

fair screen e

one

The producers have

of

were not for Nerio Bernardi's
"The Shepherd King" * * *
difficult for one to do more than
say it is very, very had in direction, photog
raphy, casting and scenario and let it go
at that as a perhaps unduly simplified but
entirely adequate bit of reviewing.
it

title.

MAIL — The

film

an exceptionally

is

provided with a very
hand, except that more care might have been
taken in equipping Tcarle with a wig,* * •
I.EGRAM- • • • gives Miss Talmadge
an excellent opportunity to display her abil
as an actress outside the field of comedy,
It)
us the belief that in futur.
all
her stories will be more dramatic in

—

.

:ac

spun

his tale.

TELEGRAPH—The

MORNING

sin

Ito

cerity and fidelity welded to strong dramatic
interest characterize * * * "The Shepherd
King." * * *
There can be no doubt of
the appeal of the new Fox film.
It can
be a feature on any bill in any theater in any
section, appealing to any class.

been told, but the idea missed. Bah
not stint us with descriptions of Ik
lis
characters were dressed or lived,
that has all been improved upon by the
lector, and the result is a lavish display
luxurious ease and desperate poverty In

* * And the scenic effects are
beautiful.
However, J Gordon Ed
waids, the director, seemed to have a difficult time getting his story satisfactorily under
way. There is an evident lack of action in
the beginning of the film and a jerkiness
that may, of course, be due to cutting. * * *
The final scenes are stirring and on the
whole, "The Shepherd King" is an entertaining motion picture.

passes belief.

ias

loes

li

il

POST— *

POST — Nevertheless,

truly

David and

TIMES;— What

is

undoubtedly one

of

the

most strikingly beautiful spectacles, with huge
throngs and great scenic structures. * * *
In so far as Biblical stories and the impres-

might have been

great

marred

been

by

rather

theatrical

of a stereotyped kind,* *

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

on a sumptuous

intrinsic

merits

the

of

directs

*
Gilbej

scale worthy
story.

:

settings, and the locations
for the exteriors in this film, are
appealing, but although Miss Talmadge
is
sweet and sympathetic she cannot make
up for a very labored story. The narrative
possesses charm, but is stripped of suspense.

*

Is

done with a

i

is

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— George
Baker made

it

and turned out a good fe;
the French classic

Whoever adapted

achieved a notable script."
been artistically produced
an unusually fine cast, *
one of the best acting organizations gathe
together in one film in many a day.
The people in the pictu
go about their tasks in a deadly dull
serious way, never for a moment realizn
it
would seem, that they are playing «
fairy story and not in a triangular *
the

screen

The

film has

;

'

TRIBUNE—

I

TRIBUNE—*

melodrama.*
spectators

*

means nothing

As

*

quite

it

is

now

bewildered.
at

it

leavi

Of com:

all.

WORLD— Once

the christening has
the production opens its sharp eyes and
velops into a highly entertaining men
ot the cinema community.

CHAPLIN

fine-

Edwards
*
"The
Shepherd King" is one investment Mr. Fox
can point to with pride.
Whether or not
be a popular entertainment
question.
it

will

is

App«
in

another

NEWS—

DAILY
Because armies
with
banners always bore me a little in the films,
I
found "The Shepherd King" less absorbing
than I might have.
True, the sheer drama
of the boy David's growth to power is han-

dled excellently; the subtitles are finely composed and fit into the picture, but one is
inclined to accuse the director of padding
his
narrative with warfare.

Marshall Neilans

t

version of the Balzac
not uninteresting, but it could ba
been made much stronger if somebody fami
with French and France had undertaken
do full justice to Balzac's story.

* * It seems to us the
best thing this extremely imaginative director
ever has done. * * *
The picture drags at
the beginning, or at least the action does;
but, while we knew this, we did not feel it,
for we were enjoying every moment of it.
It is so beautiful that one would not miss a
foot of it. * * *

ness and sincerity that indicates Mr.
knew what he was doing. * *

of

TIMES— This

picture,

Central

i

'

produced by

E. Gable

rative

although it displays the fact that it represents a tremendous outlay, failed to strike a
responsive chord in the audience present.
At no time was there even the slightest suggestion of spontaneous applause. * * *

"The Shepherd King"— Fox

sto

a m)st

"Slave of Desire,"

fective picture in

sive features of battle scenes go, it is a
distinct
achievement.
The story is, perhaps, a trifle slow, especially at the start,
but this defect is amply made up by the costumes, some of the acting and the distant
shots of desert caravans. * * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— The

a

*

*

*

SUN — What

beautiful
story
of
his ascent to the throne of Israel
down through the ages, and is
in the photoplay "The Shepherd

King" authentically and dramatically.

is

the

tion.

TELEGRAM — The

has come
presented

this

screen and George D. Baker u
shown both courage and artistry in attemji
ing such an imaginative tale.
There is
true Balzacian flavor throughout the prodii
for

WORLD —

*

fii

'reduction, a beautiful version of a chan
ng story, well acted and directed, with
ippreciation for the material with which B,

Three generations of Keatons
combined yesterday * * * to present one o'
the most amusing comedies in months.

AMERICAN—*

fit

il

type

settings have been
lavish and
tasteful

tlio

seen

icw close to the Balzac line in all partic
And, judging from
a s save the name.
ines outside the Capitol yesterday, "Slave
Desire," must be a corking good boxoffi

* * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Dignity,

a

Mr.

tacle.

—

NEWS—

DAILY
is

—

SUN — If

Balzac were to return and slip unherdt
a seat at the Capitol he would have
friend Shakespeare that
who knows his own child.* •

for

herd King" is a thing of great beauty. And
we found ourselves mightily interested in
the widely known story as it was unfolded
on the Central screen last night * * * Then
have been many spectacles with massive sets
but "The Shepherd King," as a production
need bow its head to none of them.
MAIL He has surrounded that dramatic
episode with great hordes of men armed with
spears and swords who push each other in
a warlike manner and crowd out all the
simple beauty of the tale.
The result is
monotonous and totally uninteresting spec

David in
would be

a brave attempt w;
to offer something outside of the usu
of pictures, there is no doubt. * *

magnificent

EVENING WORLD—*

—Gold-Cosmop.

Desire"

of

direction.

umes and

TIMES— The

have

sure you'll giggle
roar a little.

heavyweight.

selected

would

he

picture.

into "The Dangerous Maid.
as bad
judgment as putting a featherweight against

a

Buster

sharpened

of

Talmadge scored a

JOURNAL— Had

EVENING

EVENING JOURNAL—J. Gordon Edwards * * * has his finest picture. * * *
Mr. Edwards has manoeuvered large numbers of men with admirable skill.
It might

e.

"The Kid."

in

tinny situation he can make you shriek out
unexpectedly and temporarily attract the at-

Rivoli

*

storm

He does not, as do Chaplin and, in only
slightly lesser degree, Lloyd, make a situation
funny by merely being in it, but given a

AMERICAN' — Constance

MAIL—*

AMERICAN —

Once Buster gets started
"Hspitality," after a somewhat slow beginning, he plunges into satire on the hackneyed Southern feud theme that is
as humorous as any comedy I have seen on the
screen since Chaplin carried the town by

SUN — Buster

—

extremely amusing

in

success.

has sup-

An

it

the

Rialto

rattling

is

good melodrama, with mystery, well sustained
until the very last minute and it
has the
added attraction of having Claire Windsor
in the leading role. • * •
The mystery succeeds in being bidden, it is cleverly told and
it is for the most part well acted.
tray

and

of

"Our Hospitality"— Metro

have

•

*

*

WORLD —

—

lutter working out oi a court
seen
scene or the workings of a District
office that we beheld • * * when

"The Acquittal," was unwound
to

One

type.

its

*

gives Constance a chance to
things she does best.
do
The play itself is ordinary and
the star is away out of bounds.
Conway
Tcarle also is practically a total loss.

good as Rita Woman's play,
was adapted it is better.

as

which

of

EVENING WORLD—*

we

clever

*

'

enough

*

picture,
all

Ms points.
film

TRIBUNE —
*

this.*

AMERICAN—*
melodrama, and

*

*

imas
an ordinary film feature. Alongside her consummate artistry in "Dulcy," the star does
not quite match her past performances with

presses mildly although satisfactory

>

The Rendevous
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"
Thomas H.Ince's

I

i

THE
December

ay,

PUBLIC LEDGER

Z Out-of-Town
Anna Christie"— 1st
State,

MINER— *

Might

Nat'l

should
cast.

*

actors and
splendidly the

>n

in

RECORD—*

same stark simplicity
on which marked the play * * * It
g piece of work which Miss Sweet

"The Day

RESS— *

ly

*
* a film that will lift
quality average far above normal.
As far as possible they have retained
>licity and thereby the force of this tale
=ea, and the result is a wonderfully
tory piece of cinema endeavor.
Blanche Sweet plays one of the
The picture has
roles of her career.
autifully done and is scenically an art
* * #

ual

ALD —

<'S

—-Summary

A

:

which

photoplay

human and can

ughly

recommend

be

adults.

ORD— I

consider it done into a
picture with exquisite craft, etched
screen with fine sure strokes of that
*
etcher's tool, the motion camera.* *
he Sweet does an ethereal bit of
ure as Anna Christie. * * *
ES * * * Thomas H. Ince's contri
to the highbrow campaign in film
* There is theatricalism in the pro
and some rather fidgety acting that
i
om the character of certain scenes
a whole, "Anna Christie," carries so
lore strength than the usual run of
ys that if you like the more vigorous

—

drama, it is bound
an unusual appeal.

by

probably

director

credit
the fine

and

* »

Picture of timely sort.

mail-

have

directors

the

*

pre-

celluloid

its

*

•

•

and hackneyed

trite

and

isn't,

it

given

be

»

(Evening)—*

have been a

easily
picture, but

Los Angeles
*

&&*

DAILY

1923

16,

of Faith"— Gold-Cosmop.
King's, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The story is cleverunfolded. * * * The picture has a powerful

motive

and points

*

great screen production.
*!he picture should not offend any one
hough it is intensely realistic, it is
• ill suggestive.
But,
fortunately,
the tran
I of "Anna Christie," has been done
*
*
relly.*
Miss Sweet does a piece
I; that will of necessity have to be
<i ed by those who pick the best actinf

while

the

nonth

ii

The Bad
S

— The

il

most

running through the
acceptable and highly enter* * as big a hit as "The Bad
as on the stage. * * *

Children's Children"— F.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

IIINER
•e

—The cast

enough

is

is

most impressive

action

U

of this film to give
it of cinema
thrills.

ESS —The

P.-L

in

man;

the

STAR —

it should be said,
is largely due to the
efforts of a cast that contains at least a
half dozen good box office names.

—Weber

"Don't Marry For Money"

and North

—Aldine,

Phila.

BULLETIN— It

holds attention, not because of its worth, but because House Peters
.s
a good actor and Rubye de Remer has
a trick of gown and hair that fascinates in

scenes in "Don't Marry for
are too melodramatic to be

some
Money,"

of the
* * *

convincing or
even interesting, the film as a whole contains much that is photographically and artistically

PUBLIC LEDGER

(Evening)— It

an

is

altogether forceful and pleasing picture, considering the rather trite theme.
An intensely interesting pic*
*
ture. *
While it is intended as an
'adult emotion" film, the picture reverts into
a thrilling melodrama near the end. * * *

RECORD —

"The Fighting Blade"— 1st Nat'l
Metropolitan, Washington

corsetless

the

flapper

it
because the gloss was taken
phases without a final restoration
j>ne to happiness and wealth. * * *
1LD A decidedly better-than-average

:ed

TIMES— "The

Fighting

Blade"

is

the

crowning vehicle
tiful

piece

of

of his career.
It is a beaurealistic and artistic weaving.

—

picture. * * *
Here is a truly up
lloment story from the gifted pen of
(rain, peopled with screen celebrities
:

ssembled
is

in one picture,
worth while.

well

and

— Summary:
will

;|lled
i|

I

—

|

So

material.

of

no

utilize all

to

of

it

much that
crammed the

the
pic-

boredom with catalogued happen-

—

* *
U>
• nerits,

the

*

Just another picture.
however, not the least

very

capable

cast

|ancer of the Nile"

just

—F.

It

B.

O

I>

— Equity

K Capitol, Philadelphia
l
AMERICAN— Mary Carr
Jnot'ier

of

her

Capitol,

ENQUIRER—*

of five ply walnut, finely finished

and guaranteed

to withstand

*

Cincinnati
*

this production

Direct focusing tube

excellent

Quick lens changing deFocusing and Diaphragm
rods operated from rear
of camera

masks

Four hundred foot regular Debrie magazines

Two

inch F. 3.5 Russell
Stylor Anastigmat lens

Weight fourteen pounds

far

prevailing censorship restrictions. * * *
Colleen Moore has the best role of her career,
is
ivhicfa
rather faint praise at that.
* * no doubt will thrill the flap
pe s and some of their elders.
But to our
mind the trashy material Director John Francis Dillon and his players had to work with
defied their best efforts to turn out a good
photoplay.

the

POST—*

OUTFIT

$400.00

Capitol, Detroit
* * * the movie isn't nearly so
wild as the book and those sensation-seekers
who go to the Capitol this week with the
of seeing something real shockga e quite likely to be disappointed. * * *
Little Miss Moore unexpectedly bursts in upon
us in a whirl of emotions and definitely estaiili lies herself as one of the finest dramatic
act es es on the screen today.
won-wonderful piece of "flapper" acting. * * *
Beautifully in production, a gem of directorial art.
It rings the bell.

expectation
in

Additional reviews from out-of-town points
appear in Monday's issue.

COMES COMPLETE WITH TWO

MAGAZINES AND CARRYING CASE AT THE
ASTONISHING LOW PRICE OF

NEWS —

con-

"mother"

View Finder with
removable masks

Direct

Set of inside

vice

Film punch
is

any climatic

conditions.

from being a faithful translation of the book
on which it is based.
Nor could it be, with

will

i

Body

Film reverse

TIMES — A

Daring Years"

has the same movement and construction as the standard Professional
Debrie.
It

of

ike and effective.
The cast is far
I; cheap.
But expensive settings and
I players
can't overcome the burden
I story, indifferent direction and pooi

we

ANDRE DEBRIE OF PARIS

men

ko Neighborhood Theaters
EXAMINER— Interior settings
•

"Flaming Youth"— 1st Nat'l

the

A corking good picgo a long way in proving to
masses that better pictures car
be made.
"|RD Arthur Train's novel or pla;
.idently contained an embarrassinp
H

MADE BY

splendid.

i

It

FOR NEWSMEN AND GENERAL OUTDOOR WORK

This,

subject has been handled

stockingless,

Cameras

you a generou-

pad without undue emphasis on
|'t.

Picture

"THE NEW DEBRIE INTERVIEW"

"Desire"—Metro
Colonial, Indianapolis
Although he was given a feeble
start on, Rowland
V. Lee, the
has come off with flying colors.

NORTH AMERICAN— Tho

satiric vein

Motion

—

Nat'l

*•

in

TIMES Tod Browning has directed this
picture with sincere enthusiasm, but has allowed it to lead him astray at the expense
of suspense and continuity of the narrative.

spite of itself.

Man"— 1st

Royal, Kansas City

Achievement

Washington

Rialto,

i

WtNAL—

The Greatest

TIMES — A

to
director,

n.;liristie," is a

lesson

POST-DISPATCH—

story

EIOCRAT-CHRONICLE— *

stern

action,
settings and
swift moving circumstances, leading to a thrilling climax, are all
that can be desired.
The cast is one of eminence and of great
merit.
This seems to be the
mingling of philosophy and sentimentality
which forms the basis of "The Day of Faith"
*
* *
In order to provide thrills to go with
the sentiment the director put it on rather
thick in the way of providing caualities.
"faith" story that leaves one
as unregenerate as ever, sums up the verdict.
Nor does the excellent cast redeem
the picture.

comparison

Eastman, Rochester

a
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Smoke
(Continued from page

THE CONTACT
Hays has the contact to begin with. What between the important exhibitors in First National, pins the Loew and Famous
houses, they have something to start with. And don't overlook
tlic fact that when same exhibitors gathered in French
Lick a
little while ago they called on Hays to help organize the fight
nationally for the repeal of the admission tax.
And that work
is

1)

Just a little

under way now.

worn

out.

was

It

close to midnight.

"What's

matter?" asked Al, "Sick?"

SOME MANUSCRIPT
Mrs. Florence Straus, play reader for First National— whn
"Black Oxen" and "Flaming Youth"
N. informed an agent of prominence Larry Giffen thai
wanted to read "The Demi Virgin" to see whether or not the
incidentally, picked

—

—

ti

picture material in the farce. It arrived. Bound in asbest<
sheets, with a pair of iron tongs across the top, with a bottle o
and another bottle containing chlorate of lime attached witl
C

was

AUXILIARY FINE— BUT
\- an auxiliary an exhibitor organization to ;>id Hays would
be fine. Hut if it isn't kept in just that form it will mean something else. And that will spell another story
some day.
What a tine Xmas gift the exhibitors of this country are
getting from the M. P. T. O. when an organization of distributors and producers has to work up an "auxiliary" of exhibitors.

—

BELIEVES IN PERCENTAGE

N

ribbons.

No

decision yet as to

its

future as a picture.

RELATIVE TO AGENTS
The minute the story appeared that "Rudy" was
make several pictures for Famous before starting his

going

t.

Ritz

who had been discussing story material witl
palpitation of the heart. And the prices of the stone
they had under discussion also suffered from palpitation at lea^
t-he values did.
And soared. Until the production department i.
mussing broadly. Over the story breaking. Before they had al
the material desired purchased.
tract several agents

Leo Landau of Milwaukee. Operates two big houses there.
In town for a few days.
Talking things over said he believed
firmly in percentage.
Is playing everything that way this
Never expects to do anything else. Perfectly happy.
season.
"It's the only way." he said.
"Then we have a chance with these
big, costly pictures.
We're very satisfied with what has hap-

Famous got

—

SOME IDEAS OF JAYDEE

pened."

As to production cost. After looking the market over. Ove'
here and over there. "It's all a matter of supply and demand,
For several years Bill Nigh has been talking of making miniasays he, "and that has always ruled every business. You canii'
tures
that is. real live pungent one reelers.
Finally has gone
There are certain conditions, certain stars, cei
°scape it.
and done it. First one at Rialto, New York, last week. "Among
properties that have a certain and very definite value. It is onl *
the Missing." Nigh called it. Compact and forceful
almost too natural that people seeking to obtain this material or these stanf^
strong, with a few gruesome spots. But went over well. These
desire them to such an extent that prices naturally rise. That cantf
little pictures are hard to make in a big way, but Nigh has done
not be avoided.
It should not be.
Waste, heavy expendi;
it.
Here's hoping the rest will be a little lighter in theme.
which are not justified is another matter.
[g
Incidentally Nigh's acting, as well as Lucille La Verne's was

NIGH'S LATEST

—

—

mighty

;

fine.

THE EXHIBITION SIDE

ANOTHER NOVELTY

"I would like to add right here," he went on. "that if I h
the same program. Riesenfeld called it "The Gallery of time I'd like to prepare big advertising space for Carl Laemmle
Living Portraits" and it showed Theodore Roberts in some of idea of the picture houses getting 'The Hunchback' if they wil
his many fine characterizations. Understand
Riesenfeld will make have a top price for the show the same as a legitimate theater
a number of these of important stars working with
Famous. Hope That is what the business needs and needs quickly. It
he works one up of George Fawcett.
ridiculous to have an exhibitor say he will only ask as much fo^
one type of picture as another, forgetting all about the drawing
value of the several types of pictures.
It is just as foolish
Not Francis X. But his son Ralph. In the cast of Buster say that the Capitol which gets and deserves 85 cents for th
Keatons "Our Hospitalitv." His daddv's name meant a tre- show, should be willing to turn the show over to a 10th /
mendous lot at the box office in bvgone days. Few know how- exhibitor who only asks a dime for his admission. The different
in the shows of these theaters is just another instance of th
ever, that his son is old enough to have
a real part. Made a good
&
difference
in pictures.
Sooner or later it will come where
getaway.
hibitors who run one kind of picture will ask a certain admi"RUDY"
while those who run a finer type will ask and obtain more.

On

—

ANOTHER BUSHMAN

t

W »H

—

—

AGAIN

,ikc

i

—

—
—

(

soon be back again.
Although the
been signed vet. And a hitch may develop
anvwhere. Still the odds are strong that everything
will be set
JK. and Valentino will work out several pictures
for Famous
before beginning his Ritz contract.
"Monsieur Reaucaire" to
be his first. Peach of a book fine play—they
even made an opera
of it—but you never can tell what a
scenario will look like
Still
it probably will be all that he
desires.
And he should look the

are running the exhibition end of this business the s
it was started
and when we bought and sold filn
at 10 cents a foot.
That was all right then. It isn't now.
something like that doesn't occur what impetus will prodiii
have; the men who are willing to put big money in a production
That is the one end of this business that should be straightened
out and quickly. It cannot come too soon."

MIDNIGHT OIL

Pete Smith has gone and done it. And in the Hollywood
Citizen Lloyd Hughes has challenged me for the handball ch;
pionship of filmdom. It's all right. But the wrong pick. P^ e
meant Ruddy Alicoate.
will soon wrest the champions
from "Roxy\" His last victim was Dick Rowland. But don
mention this to R. A. It's a tender point
with him.
1

jf»

haven

,1r

t

;

elegant dandy to perfection.

And all that goes with it. The program at Universal. Since
Licntman stepped in. A reason. Trving to unifv the
various
systems and all the incidental matter that goes with them
That
various sales managers have installed.
And so the bovs are
hard at it. A few nights ago George Brown said
he was tired.

"We

today as

when

—

MIXING THINGS UP

Who

t|

DANNV

THE
December

day,

16,

1923

other short subjects that usually
up the diversified program.

"Definitions"
What

F. G. Heller of Indiana
Woeful Lack of
Diversity in Programs

— Sees

links

Heller, president of the
O. of Indiana has written

G.

M.

THE

DAILY

concerning Danny's
ial captioned "Definitions."
He
the editorial reflects his opinion
licety and adds:
1

-gw*.DAILY

:

THE

note in Dec. 2 issue of
DAILY the article that apon the first page, headed 'Defi-

"The sooner the producer

made

realizes

sooner he will learn
the first step in bringing down the
cost of production and bringing our

A.

this condition the

industry back to a normal condition.

wish to comment highly on
article and trust you will not
die with the issue of Dec 2."

"I

your
let it

De

Mille,

A

Bank Vice-President

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

1

—

Los

Jump
C. Hayman Holds Present Sales
Methods Responsible— Urges

has

Rentals

Check

in Production

At the F. I. L. M. Club dinner
recently, Marcus Loew declared exhibitor combinations were caused, in
many instances, by the tactics of
sales managers in boosting rentals
to a level where it became vital for
theaters to combine for protection.
This same point

made by A. C.
Cataract Theater
Corp. of Niagara Falls in a letter to
this publication in which he first talks
about "The Spanish Dancer" and
"Rosita" and then delves into the ex-

Hayman,

Angeles Cecil B. DeMille
been elected vice-president of
opinion the Commercial National Bank, one

3.'

Why

of

is

the

have expressed my
undred per cent. The numerous of the largest financial institions in
He has hibitor situation. Hayman says:
ten and eleven reel productions metropolitan Los Angeles.
"It is very interesting to read what Joe
Ding more to make the motion been a director of the Commericial
Filmcan, I. S. Cement, O. P. Sprockethole,
The National and Bank of Italy for sev- and
e unpopular than all else.
other famous men,
as Zukor, Loew,
demand and will pay for real eral months as well as vice-presi- Godsol, etc., etc., etc. such
have to say.
Each
ainment diversified
entcrtain- dent of the Federal Trust and Sav- one blames the other for stealing stars,
outbidding stories, letting directors run wild
and sooner or later will re ings Bank of Hollywood.
with expenditures and many other ills that
o pay for "Ego."
are now choking the industry and setting

>u

the mob scenes in 'The Spanish Dancer'
crlmin a'. and if he lived in the old days at
J?
Salem, where hanging was a favorite iport,
Herbert would have had a short career.
in

"The present admission prices of the
large majority of theaters cannot absorb pictures made under these conditions and the
natural result that the distributor has only
a limited output at prices which do not
bring any return to the exhibitor, forcing
the exhibitor, in order to be able to get
any pictures at any where near reasonable
prices, to combine with other houses, thereby creating an evil which all the producers
arc kicking about, and it is directly due to
their own ways of selling the productions
to the exhibitors that forces exhibitors to
protect themselves with these methods.

Kunsky's Tax
(Special to

—

Bill

Large

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit
For the month of October,
$31,000 was paid the goverenment in
taxes from the seven Kunsky houses.

—

the so-called 'Greater Movie
has opened, (beginning Sept
iiness has been off twenty-five
nt at least, all over the country,
it deal of this is caused by the
lat we did not give the patron
•sifted program or tried to give

|ice

n'

i

diversified

program and wore

looking at 12 or 14 reels,

>ut

back years of progress
been taken advantage of.

been consolidated. R. W. J. Bettis
has been placed in charge of both.

we have
few comedies in the past
nonths simply because of the

reel,

comedy and

Petition Against "Blue
(Special to

have

Laws"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Worthy

ry

lem a news

should

"Hipp" and Orpheum Consolidate
Merchantville, N. J.
Practically
"One of the most flagrant and criminal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
expenditures of money uselessly, I think, is the whole community has signed a
Okmulgee, Okla. Through a joint in 'The Spanish Dancer,' released by Fa- petition presented to the borough
arrangement to effect economy in mous Players, and it gets my goat how such council protesting against the new
Hippodrome
and efficient business men as Adolph Zukor, Jesse "blue law" ordinances.
operation,
the
Lasky and other heads of departments of
Orpheum, two large houses, have that large corporation,
will allow
a man

our particular case,

The
d for lengthy features.
cannot understand why our
only consists of a news
a|d a feature when we formerly

that

Pictures Chartered

(Special to

Dover, D
Inc.,

THE FILM DAILY)
e

1.

—Worthy

Pictures,

have been formed here with a

capitalization
of
company states
literary works.

$5,000,000.
it

intends

The
filming

Herbert Brenon to run wild with the
enormous expenditure he put in 'The Spanish
like

Dancer.'
"Please understand that this is only the
opinion of a small town hick exhibitor, but
every now then these small town hicks have
a brain and can see farther than their nose.
I had the pleasure of screening Mary Pickford in 'Rosita,' and 'The Spanish Dancer,'
and I want to tell you that my opinion is
that Herbert Brenon never got started to
accomplish what he thought he could do,
and that is make a better picture than
'Rosita.'
His tremendous waste of money

Davies Film Breaks Detroit Record
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

New York,"
Broadway-Strand, grossed almost $21,000 during its first week.
This breaks the record previously
held
by "Anatol," which totaled
Admissions were 75 cents
$19,000.
Detroit— "Little Old

at the

top.

JlieSelfSelhn&Sel^Boommg Business Building Bonanza

I

t

Pictorial

Symphony in Human Notes

Wonderful Story of fbift for the Old ffiofe

ot%me

£h

Drama of

Powerful Personal Appeal

%r&erfhody Cyerphere^ardkssofA^ %cc orCreed

TH UNPRECEDENTED EXPLOITATION ANGLES
PICTURE THAT CAN BE TIED-UP IN
Screen
You'll

it

and

Book

it

Get a Copy of the

GIANT PRESS BOOK
It's

HODKINSON

PICTURES

A THOUSAND DIFFERENT WAYS

a

Different in

Theme

Startling in

Climax

Gold Mine of

Sure-Fire Exploitation

HODKINSON

PICTURES

o

;I
,

THE

swn

DAILV
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Reviews of the Newest Feature
Monogram Pictures
AN
As a Whole

— State

Virginia Valli

"Slave of Desire"

"The Whipping Boss"

Goldivyn-Cosmopolitan

Right*

FAIRLY INEXPOSE OF AS A WHOLE
PICTURE.
THE BRUTAL METHODS EM- TERESTING
PLOYED IN THE CONVICT STORY HIGHLY IMAGINALEASING SYSTEM OPERAT- TIVE MAKES LITTLE BID
FOR PROBABILITY BUT AT
ING IN SOME STATES; MAY
BE TOO STRONG FOR EN- THAT MAY PROVE FASCINAJOYMENT BY SOME DESPITE TING IF THEY LIKE THEM
HAPPY ENDING.
UNUSUAL.

Cast.

..

.Generally very well selected Cast

Eddie Phillips a good
as to types.
man lor the role of the mistreated
Director McGowan a conconvict.
vincing

that includes George Walsh,
Bessie Love, Carmel Myers, Wally
Edward Connelly, Eulalie
Van,
Herbert Prior, William
Jensen,
Orlamond, Nick de Ruiz.
From Balzac's
Type of Story
"The Magic Skin;" a sort of Alladin
theme in which the possessor of a
certain piece of magic skin is permitted to gratify his various wishes,
hut with the penalty of having the
skin shrink with each succeeding
wish with promise of death upon
the skin's reaching a certain size.
The idea is, of course, improbable
to the nth degree and resembles
closely the ordinary fairy tale although it is evident that Balzac Intended it for adult entertainment.
Of course there is a grown-up angle
in which a moral lesson is brought
in.
The magic skin teaches the
hero that selfishness is ruinous and
so, in turn, the director brings it
home, convincingly in its way, to

Boteler,
Barbara Bedford, Wade
Bill) Elmer, Andrew Waldron.
Type of Story. .Seems to have been
.

.

show the dreadfully
inhuman methods employed in some parts of the United
States where convicts arc leased out
to work for lumber companies, etc.
It deals with the case of a young
lad who is found stealing a ride on
solely to

cruel

and

a freight car and sentenced to ninety days of work in the swamps

owned by

a

lumher company.

that ful-

cast

work as the leader of
American Legion Post. Others

made

company

Well
all requirements nicely.
nalanced and usually well handled

satisfactory
tlia

rate

fills

Lloyd Hughes does

villain.

First

How

he contracts fever, is brutally heaten
by the overseer, who when ordered
to release the hoy. is told by a
"trusty" that he is dead, and who
crime
his
subsequently to cover
sets fire to the stockade where thej
prisoners are chained in for the
night furnishes the chief points of
the picture.
A good patriotic note
is sounded by the appearance at the
I

;

spectator.
The climax finds
hero making his last wish, an uncrucial moment of the commander
selfish one. thereby releasing himof
the
American Legion Post
self from the death penalty and
through whose efforts the villains,
restoring happiness to him.
The
are brought to justice.
production is good.
Box Office Angle. .. .This is strong
stuff.
The scenes showing the boyi Box Office Angle.... For those with
liberal imaginations "Slave of Debeing whipped and those in the
sire," will prove thoroughly interburning stockade
the

I

|

in

"A Lady of Quality"
Universal-Jewel
As a Whole. COSTUME DRAMA
GORGEOUSLY PRODUCED,
SPLENDIDLY ACTED AND
FAR MORE INTERESTING
THAN THE MAJORITY OF

"Her Temporary Husbai
First National

ONE OF THE B
GEST LAUGH GETTERS
THE SEASON; FARCE TF.
DRIFTS INTO OUT AND C

As

.

CONTINUOUSLY
NY

.

.

.

.

Drama.

actually is, and with as little s
situations to it, and make a
cessful and genuinely amusing en
edy of it. But it can be done. "

Easily one

interesting costume
dramas seen recently. There is a
really absorbing theme and one that
has been particularly well handled.

The young hoyden heroine

is

made

the center of interest and the plot
revolves about her without introduction of unnecessary details, or
mob scenes. True the production
is lavish, there being numerous spacious and very beautiful settings
typical of the old English, but this
happens to be one instance where
the story is not lost amid the lavishness.
It stands out against the
attractive backgrounds, gets the attention and holds it nicely all the
The picture is still a trifle
way.
long, in spite of cutting, but it cannot be said that it drags.
If your folks
Box Office Angle

happen

to

Temporary
There
story

Phil

J.

Hum

Scenario

.

.

Scenario

Cameraman

Art Director
Photography
France Locale

6,673 feet

Length

provesl

i

1

complicate matters by having te
of chases and pile on rr
excitement at every turn, insln

sets

dragging and losing strentt
gains.
The laughs keep corij
It can alibi
better and better.
summed up in clever direction «
a capable company of comedian
Good for In
Box Office Angle
comedy enterin
box office.
ment as good as this can't fa;
of

it

A

:<

have shown an aversion

go by unnoticed. Let one ct\h
see it and you can count on wp
of-mouth advertising taking car
It's a 1
succeeding showings.
laugh getter so if they enjoy b|tj
amused here's the one to do it'
»
.First of all, set
Exploitation.
They may <
right on the title.
Make it pji
pect a sexy drama.
.

that

pure

t

.

"Her Temporary Husbam
comedy with unadultcr

h

I

Promise thenl an he
laughs.
Distribute thr
pleasure.
real
aways reading: "Do you wan :c
laugh until your sides ache? Itj*
be done by seeing "Her Tempo )
Husband' at the blank theater
novel street stunt could coiims J
a man and woman (of the Mi
Henpeck variety; a
Mrs.
stout woman and a little-short n
going about with the man carr; K
"I'm 'Her Til*
a sign reading:
porary Husband." Tell thei
>

'

i

.

Husband"

practically nothing ton
but it's a laugh from !H
is

to finish and with nearly seven
of film, that's going some.
Sb
stick, as a rule, wearies after ji
first stunt is repeated a second tj.i
but in this instance, where

—

Walter Griffcn Cameraman
Photography
Wry pood Photography
Locale .A lumber town in the South Locale
Length
5.800 feet Length

.

j

lover.
Type of Story.
of the most

1

Cameraman

.

WINNER.

.

Honore de Balzac
Charles Whittaker
John Boyle
Very good

.

SLAP-STICK BUT WITH
PID FIRE COMEDY A

THOSE OF

.

Author

Whole.

A SIMILAR TYPE.
Fl
Charming and gives a very
Star
BUSINESS, IT'S A SI
quaintly
enjoyable
performance;
beautiful in old costumes and usu- Cast.
.Sydney Chaplin the real c
photographed although
ally well
edian in comedy role that he
occasionally she is too brightly
over in great style; they're g>
lighted.
to look for him more often ;l
Cast. ... Excellent with many interthey see this one; Owen Mi r
characterizations.
Lionel
esting
good also; Sylvia Breamer, the ji
Belmore and Bert Roach amusing
in the case, hasn't a great deajt
old English gentlemen, both giving
do; Chuck Reisner first rate "tc;;
first rate performances.
Earle Fox
guy" comedian.
adequate though inclined to over- Type of Story. .. .Great comedy |i
Milton
tertainment. It isn't often that I
do the role of Sir John.
can take a story as silly as
Sills given little prominence as the

where the men
to the recent flock of so-called cosesting.
Otherwise the picture is a
are chained to their bunks will bring
tume pictures, you might make an
bit difficult to figure.
It will apa chill to the most hardened pic-!
effort to restore their interest by
peal
to
individuals
rather
than
ture-goer. The patriotic angle and
promises of a really enjoyable enclasses.
the happy ending, with the hoy be-!
tertainment in "A Lady of Quality."
ing restored to his weeping mother, Exploitation. .. .Play up the title and
They should like it immensely.
may lighten the theme enough to' the fact that the story was adapted Exploitation. .Virginia Valli deserves
from Balzac's "The Magic Skin."
put it over for you.
.the stardom she attains in "A Lady
If you care to use stunt exploitaExploitation
If you decide that
of Quality."
Recall her fine work
tion,
the following may suffice.
you want to play this, by all means
in "The Storm" and get them inHave a man, dressed after the orgo to your local American Legion
terested in her, displaying stills in
der of the antiquarian in the picPost.
Tell them the sort of pic-j
the lobby.
Use a trailer giving
ture, going about offering to fulture it is and they will undoubtedly
them an idea of the magnificent,
fill
the wishes of those who touch
give you all the cooperation possispacious settings used in the picthe magic skin he carries.
For
ble
Placards
and throwawaysl
ture.
Promise them a costume
answer he can hand out throwshould bear the emblem of the Ledrama with an appealing love story,
aways containing the line: "Your
gion and the
question.
"Should!
an adorable hoyden heroine, all in
wish will be gratified at the blankvirts lie leased out to work?"
Play up
all an enjoyable picture.
"
theater.
"If you think so, see 'The WhipSee 'A Slave of Desire.'
the title and work it in with stunts
ping Boss' at the blank theater;"
Have a skin prepared to look like
such as: A girl costumed after the
or "Did Lincoln abolish slavery in
the one used in the film and disfashion of the star, driven about in
the United States for all time?
play it prominently.
If
an old style carriage, with proper
think so, sec 'The Whipping
Ideas of this sort will arouse
announcements.
Mention Milton
curiosity.
B<
Give them an idea of the
Mention the names of
Sills'
name also.
Recall Hobart
<i they will knowthose in the cast, such as George
Henley's "The Flirt."
it
to ex]
WaKh. Bessie Love. Carmel Myers. Direction
Hobart Henley; gave
Direction
I
P. McGowan; has Direction
George D. Baker;
Mrs. Burnett's novel thoroughly
left little to the imagination, and as
handled story very well and usually
good production and makes most
a result the picture cm
in very good judgment: moral angle
of the story.
Authors
is effective.
Jack Boyle and A. W.
Author
Frances Hodgson Burnett

Caldeway.
Scenario

a

Sydney Chaplin and his pi
Use Owen Moore's

ance.

d

also.

Direction.

..

.John

F.

McDerrn

comedy treat.
Edward Pau
Sydnev Chaplin and

offers a real

Author
Scenario

.

.

Marion Fairfax
McGrew Willis
Charles Stumar Cameramen
Perry Evans
E. E.. Sheelcy
Good Photography
England Locale
8.640 feet. Length
.

S.

E. Landers

\>

.

G
Any |
•

6,723

i
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"The Shepherd King"

Constance Talmadge in

Charles Jones in

Fox

"The Dangerous Maid"

"Cupid's Fireman"

Whole... PICTURIZATION

a

s

Fox

First National

OF BIBLICAL PLAY GIVEN As a Whole. STAR IN COSTUME
SPECTACULAR PRODUC- DRAMA NOT NEARLY AS
TION. OFFERS FAIRLY INWHEN SHE IS GIVEN OPTERESTING PICTURE WITH
PORTUNITY TO PUT OVER
FOREIGN LOCATIONS AT- HER INIMITABLE COMEDY
TRACTIVE PICTORIALLY.
BUSINESS; MAY SATISFY
Violet Mersereau the only
ist
BUT STORY IS ONLY FAIRplayer whose name will mean anyLY INTERESTING.
A
thing to American audiences.
Has but few chances to do
and capable cast of Star....
the sort of thing that she does best;
with Nerio Bernardi
atmosphere and story is not what
giving a good performance as Dasuits her best.
vid; Guido Trento a satisfactory

well balanced
foreign players

a Whole.... GOOD AVERAGE
ENTERTAINMENT, SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM WHAT STAR
USUALLY DOES; WILL LIKELY BE GOOD DRAWING
CARD WITH THE MAJORITY.

11

"Enemies of Children"
As

a Whole.. TYPICAL

Rights

"MOVIE"
CONCOCTION WITH EVERY-

As

Star. ... Portrays fireman hero nicely
and furnishes his admirers with a
new line of heroics; they'll like
him very well in this.
Cast. .. .Little Eileen O'Malley capable little actress and Marian Nixon
a pretty lead; others Brooks Bene-

Mammoth Films—State

THING SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT AUDIENCE APPEAL
PUT IN WITH LITTLE REGARD WHETHER IT BELONGS OR NOT; DRAGGY
PICTURE.

Cast.

.

.Many

.

well

known names and

rate

performances; a pity to
waste them on such poor material;
first

cast includes Virginia

Eugenie

Besserer,

Lee Corbin,

Geo.

Seigman,

McDowell, Lucy Beaumont,
William Boyd, Joseph Dowling,
Claire

important parts Cast.... All look pretty much alike
Conway Tearle
Raymond Hatton, Anna Q. Nilsson
in wigs and frills.
dict,
Lucy Beaumont, Al Freeand Ward Crane.
role
gives him litadequate
though
stage
the
From
Story
of
ype
mont,
none
of
them
,howoever, Type of
tle opportunity to do anything out
Story
Drama of the
play, a drama of the days of King
conspicuous in the story.
Others are Morheaviest sort.
of the ordinary.
Conqueror.
the
Runs all the way
Saul and David
Type
of
Story.
.Drama
with
plenty
from blackmail to murder and back
gan Wallace, Charles Gerrard, MarStory has been handled on a highof heart interest.
Hero's mother
again. The picture starts off splenjorie Daw, Kate Price, Tully Mary spectacular scale with Palestine,
didn't want him to become a fireshall.
didly and promises to be a really
Egypt and Jerusalem serving as the
man and sacrifice his life as his
worth while entertainment and
iactual locations for the action. This Type of Story.
.Romantic drama of
father did.
But the lure is too
with a better prepared scenario, it
gives the theme an added interest
cenEngland in the seventeenth
strong and hero succumbs.
After
is possible that it might have turned
uid affords plenty of fine pictorial
This is a pretty picture, a
tury.
his mother's death he adopts a litout to be a thoroughly interesting
Numerous long desert
jippeal.
pleasing romance and quite nicely
tle girl.
Then he falls in love with
picture.
But somewhere along
|;hots are attractive and there are
done but with all its good points
an actress whose brute of a husabout half way through it becomes
nany other separate pictures that
"The Dangerous Maid" is apt to
band locks her in their burning
The phohighly involved and to all appearIre especially interesting.
prove disappointing to admirers of
Naturally she's saved
apartment.
At times it is
jography varies.
ances seems lost in the mass of its
She isn't at home in this
the star.
by hero, the husband exits, and
rery good and again very poor.
complications.
type of story even though she is
they live happy, etc.
Even with
ighting in some of the interior sets
There's a pretty heroine, formcapable of the role it provides her.
Richard
Harding Davis' name
unusually bad, giving the film the
erly a waif on the streets, and now
Nevertheless there is something
tacked to this as author of "Andy
either
ppearance of being done
the protege of two rich maiden
the star's inimitable
it's
lacking,
McGee's Chorus Girl," from which
ithout proper lighting facilities or
playof
ladies, plus her love for the adopted
quality
the
comedy touches,
this was adapted, the story fails to
The story
son of these women.
y inexperienced hands.
ing that made her a favorite. She
So far so
get away from conventional formets off to a rather slow start but
do
to
this
good, but with the tangle involving
in
chances
but
few
has
ula.
It's pretty obvious what will
interest speeds up about the
lie
an erratic old character, played by
any of it. For the average audience
happen right from the start. But,
and holds the attention
aiddle
Raymond Hatton, and the efforts
the theme is likely to prove draggy,
audience
it may be considered good
jirough the remarkable victories of'
of various ones to solve the riddle
especially the early reels. Director
business, at that, and as long as
lie
unconquerable hero, David.
of the girl's real identity, comes a
Heerman has succeeded in speedthey favor it, they'll probably vote
pme of his exploits are genuine
best
but
at
part
long draggy session of sequences
ing up the latter
"Cupid's Fireman" a good picture.
rills while others, the victory over
that bring the story to a tedious and
it moves much too slowly for a well
It
audience.
the
average
It
is,
for
e Philistines for instance, leave
hardlv satisfying conclusion.
sustained interest.
gives Jones a chance to vary his
|uch to the imagination.
Box
Office Angle .... Very likely the
a
of
efforts
the
with
Plot deals
work so his admirers will be well
B<| Office Angle.... May not prove
producers thought they were putgirl rebel to free her brother and
satisfied.
suitable feature as a matter of
ting into this one everything that
later an officer of the king who had
•neral entertainment.
Its timely
If you cater to
Office Angle
Box
the public is supposed to favor, and
sucbefriended her, of her eventual
leme makes it an appropriate numthe regulation trade, those who
to a certain extent they have but,
cess and happiness with the officer.
r for the holiday season and one
come to your theater to be thrilled
unfortunately,
they didn't know
will
name
Star's
Angle
Office
Box
n'ch exhibitors will nrobably find
by the adventures of screen heroes,
when
they had enough. "Enemies
not
or
Whether
bring them in.
first rate choice.
"The Shepherd
touched by pathos of little gray
of Children" is the so-called "movie
they go out satisfied depends on
ng" is not a big box office athaired mothers, etc., you can count
hokum." You know best whether
something
in
star
like
how they will
iction, however, in all that the
filling the
Fireman"
on
"Cupid's
or not your folks will be pleased
other than what they expect of her.
llm implies.
bill nicely.
with it.
the
entertainment
general
As a
oitation. ... If you can secure this
to
Exploitation.
.. .The title affords you
chance
Here's
a
Exploitation
to
picture is a bit too slow moving
« Christmas week showings you
something to talk about and can
have your local fire department
them.
hold
rtild
be able to use it to srood
be played up effectively with catchwork for you. Get them interested
Use a trailer showing
antage. It is highly appropriate Exploitation
lines such as: "Who are the 'Enin
the picture, telling them it's
give
will
si its atmopshere and theme lend
bits of the picture that
emies of Children.' See for yourheroic acts, then
their
dedicated
to
t mselves
them an idea what to expect, such
readily to exoloitation
You
self at the blank theater."
let them do some advertising for
Aras the sequence in which she boots
should attract attention.
permismight
be able to interest childrens'
necessary
With
the
you.
the corporal and saves the young
ge special showings for the chilsocieties in helping you exploit the
sion they might bring out the ap<* n
boy he was whipping, or the inand you might invite Sunday
picture.
display signs announcand
paratus
to
forced
cident in which she is
Siool teachers to view it privately
The cast contains many good
ing the picture.
quit in a duel.
then arrange for theater r>arnames that you can use prominently
your patrons a trailer conShow
during the holiday week. Bible
You cannot promise laughs so
in
your announcements, such as
taining scenes of the climax in
Wieties and church organizations
refer to the star's latest as a rothat of Anna Q. Nilsson, mentionwhich hero makes a brave attempt
K erally might be sufficiently inmantic drama of the seventeenth
ing her recent appearance in "Ponto save the no-account husband of
M'Sted to cooperate with you in
century. If you think the costume
Other well known players
jola."
This will help
girl he loves.
the
if resting
folks
in the showing
angle of it will not draw you had
Appeal to
are Geo. Seigman William Boyd,
to bring them back.
T re is but the title and the soecbest just use the title and star's
Dowling and Raymond
Joseph
Charles Jones' admirers and let
_ta ilar
production to talk about.
name. There is a good supporting
Hatton.
that his latest is a bit
know
them
iririon
J. Gordon Edwards;
cast with many well known names.
Lilian Duccy; good at
different from his previous produc- Direction
Several less
Saul.
nicely portrayed.

.
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4eon

and usually
scenes suffer
with some pre-

a big scale

first but gets the story all wound
Direction. .. .Victor Heerman; proMention the author's name
tions.
in a knot toward the end; crevalues very good; allows
duction
Up
also.
ii l
comparison
ates no suspense at all.
story to drag at times.
Direction. .William Wellman; caters
s spectacles.
George Gibbs
Author
Elizabeth Ellis
to the audience throughout.
-s.
.Wright Lorimer and Arn- Author
Lilian Ducey
Davis
Scenario
Harding
Richard
Author
C. Gardner Sullivan
Scenario
Reeves.
V. Lewis Cameramen. .Glen MacWilliams and
Eugene
Scenario
CSI io
Virginia Tracey Cameraman
Glenn MacWilliams
John Miehle
Joe August
Cameramana
Can aman
Ben Migrgins Photography
Good Photography
Average
All right Photography
p ho »raphy
Varving
Angeles
Los
England
Any
city
Locale
Locale
Locale
Loci
F.gvpt
feet
6.100
feet
Length
6,500
7,337 feet. Length
i«i
About 8.000 feet Length
?< d,

although

'

mob

>'i

.
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Sunday, December

New

Incorporations
Attorney,

S.

J.

— Kay

—

Capital $10,000.

Smith,

New

York.

—

Missing" Will Nigh
York County.' Capital $1,000. AtGood, Strong, One Reeler
torney, Abner Grcenberg, New York.
reel drama
1
Type of production
This is one of the best short subAlbany Jerford Amusement Corp., jects presented in a long time. It is
Incorpora- real drama, realistically done, exceedBronx. Capital $10,000.
tors. J. J. Hayden, A. J. Carroll and ingly clever in its presentation and
It will
Spallono. Attorney, C. B. Mc- worth showing in any house.
I. (
Laughlin, New York.
go particularly well where they like
something to offset a strong comedy.
Nigh not only directs in his usually
Albany— Park West Theater Co.,
capable manner, but gives a striking
New York.
Capital $15,000.
Inperformance as the scared deserter.
corporators, F. E. Ritsos, and M.
La Verne, gives a strikingly
Schwamm. Attorney, G. J. Chrys- Lucille performance as the mother.
strong

Albany

Stern,

Inc.,

"Among

New

the

—

sikos.

Ogden, Utah.— H. E. Skinner
more than one-half human judging soon open his new Colonial. "L
from the intelligence displayed here- Old New York," will be the opei
is

in.
In addition there are several feature.
other monkeys and an assortment of
animals ranging from a skunk to a
Staunton, Va. The Woodrow
pelican.
The direction is excellent, the name of
J. L. Baugher's
the story interesting and the laughs
house. He named it in honor of
Get this and give
very numerous.
President Wilson.

—

your folks a
"Call

treat.

The Wagon"— Christie— Edu
cational.

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

"Hansel and Gretel"— Century-

—

W.

Va. Cherry River
Universal
Amusement Co., Richwood. Capital
Charming
and Seasonable
.000.
Incorporators, D. O.Con.2 real fairy tale
production.
Type
of
ncll, A. N. Breckenridge, J. I. Holt,
Baby Peggy, one of the cutest kidJ. C. Holt and H. Holt.
dies on the screen, is the leading lady
Century two reeler which
in this
Albany Hanlon Silhouettes Film. should prove a first rate offering for
Inc.. New York.
Capital $20,000. In- this season of
Hansel is
the year.
corporators, G. W. Hanion, and M.
played by a clever little boy whose
G. and P. Blankenburg. Attorneys, name is not mentioned.
Children of
r
S. V
& G. P. Heimberger, New all ages will enjoy this one immensely.
York.
There is also some trick stuff used
to good advantage, showing Peggy
Albany— H. E. R. Studios, New standing at a table watching miniaYork.
Capital $10,000. Incorpora- ture figures come out of a bowl and
The
tors, G. Sheehan, J. Thow and I. dance on the table before her.
Schmer.
Attorney, M. L. Green- story follows the fairy tale closely
except that a monkey and an eleburg, New York.
phant have been used as goblins, and

—

.

Mich.

Detroit,

— Michigan

Picture
Exchange, Inc..
Detroit.
Capital
Incorporators, Frank E.
$150,000.
Beecher, Albert Rupert and Hazel

they get several laughs.
There is
also a surprise finish, showing Peggy
and her little brother being read to
by their mother, as they are about
to go to sleep.

—

Brooksville, Fla.
Under the n
of the Messrs. Hawkins
Brooksville's first the

comedy

Babe London make this Christie
comedy very enjoyable entertainment.
Charlotte, a very pretty young miss,

Placid, N. Y.— Lake Ge<
have an up-to-date picture h<
the plans of J. S. Campbell mai

Lake
will
if

alize.

—

Tuscaloosa, Ala. C. B. Grimes
Neal, who
is
beseiged by suitors.
wants her all to himself, tells the associates have completed const
other boys that Charlotte is not just tion work on the new Belvedere
what she seems her hair is false,
This succeeds
also her teeth, etc.
Raleigh, N.
The new S
in scaring away the others but much opens Christmas week.
N. C. Hi

—

C—

is
Neal's chagrin when Charlotte, is sponsoring the project.
learning of the trick, plans to turn it
on him and asking him if he minds
Glenside, Cleveland, Sold
if she makes herself comfortable, pro(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ceeds to take off her hair, take out
Cleveland Ben Schwartz has
her teeth and even exhibits a glass the Glenside
to J. N. Fisher.
Those who are inclined to be
eye.
squeamish may not like this particuJoint Sociable in Milwaukee'
lar bit, but the rest of it is thoroughly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
enjoyable.

—

,

Milwaukee

—The

exchangemen

I

exhibitors will hold a joint ball sh
probably in the municipal a'i
torium.

I

"Pathe Review' 'No. 51

ly,

Has Good Variety
Type

of production. .1 reel

magazine

Teachers Book Kleinschmidt Fi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Etickle.
turized in Pathe Review No. 51.
Cleveland Local Parent Teach
First, the method by which apple Ass'ns are
booking "Capt. Kl
"Mother's Joy"— Roach— Pathe
cider is made in the country, literally, Schmidt's
Adventures in the
Baltimore, Md. Dan Howard TheAverage There- "in the shade of the old apple tree"; North," released in Ohio thro
ater Co., Inc., Cumberland.
Capital Amusing Opening

—

i

agement
Hudson.

has opened.

Well Played and Directed

Charlotte Merriam, Neal Burns and

Charleston,

Theaters

Connellville,
Pa. The Orphe
although not yet fully completed,
been opened. It seats 1,100.

Amusement

Weinraus
Albui]
Corp.. Kings County.

16, 192

Labor

of

many

varied types

is

pic-

—

—

I

b

next in series of interesting close-ups, Goldseal Prod.
after
Type of production. .2 reel comedy the way in which different kinds of
mother birds care for their young.
Managers Change in Twin Citi<|
At the start this looks as if it were Then
come some views of a steamer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
going
deals
to
hum-dinger.
It
be
a
Detroit
Rainbo
Co.,
Detroit.
going through the locks at Sault Ste.
Minneapolis Stanley Siegelba
Capital $9,500.
Incorporators, Wil- with a father's tale of how he turned Marie, and last some colored scenes
liam and Rose Rich and Edmund and his daughter out into the world be- in the valleys of France and Spain former manager of the Capitol, I
cause she married against his wishes.
e
Lydia Trapp.
showing how the farmers still cling to Paul, has been named manager of
The scene showing the daughter elop- their oxen for
replai ?
Strand
Garrick,
and
New
use in the fields to
ing with her loved one in clothes
Stan Brown, resigned.
Detroit, Mich.
Alladdin Theater of the 19th century is very funny, draw the plough, etc.
Co., Detroit. Capital $10,000.
Incor- as is the bit in which she returns
Ministers Seek "Blue Laws"
porators, Joseph A Eckel and Helen home and pleads with her father to
"Chasing Wealth"— Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and John Povlitz.
"let her eat," showing him a clothes
Los
Angeles The Reverends is
Good
Tramp
A
Team
basket in which reposes her baby boy
Briegleb,
tav
R. P. Shuler and I
Stan
Laurel. This shot of Laurel Type of production. .. .1 reel comedy
Oklahoma City. Okla. Orpheum
comr Incorporators,
H.
E.
Chaney, D. F. Nee and Carl Sluss.

$10,000.

.

.

—

—

t,

—

—

Amusement

Okmulgee.

Capital
000.
Incorporators W. J. Peteriert Shelton and P. J. Shelton,
Co.,

Okmulc'

—

Boston, Mass. Beverly Theaters
Co., Beverly.
Capital
$25,000. Incorporators, A. EL
Beaudoin, Rochester. N. H.: M. L. Marcus. Brookline, and F .A. Couture, Rochester,
X. H.

Albany

— Nottingham

York.

—

baby clothes is as unexpected as
Neely Edwards and Bert Roach,
is
amusing.
Later,
however,
"Mother's Joy" turns out to be the the two happy tramps make this onepleasant
enough diversion.
average sort of comedy in which an reeler
uncouth youth, tries to make a good They have a great deal of difficulty
impression socially. Where Laurel is in catching and holding any sort of
It blows right out of
liked this one should go very well. paper money.
their hands, time after time, even at
the very finish when Nervy Ned, hav"Snooky's Covered Wagon"— Edu- ing beaten the roulette table in a
gambling den, steps into the street
cational
in
it

Fine Stuff

Type
Enterprises,

Capital $20,000. Incorpo-

—

of production.

..

.2 reel

animal

comedy

This is a sure-fire hit. No matter
Brenner and B what sort of an audience you cater
Attorney. N. C. Hel- to
J. Goldman.
they
will
be
delighted
with
man, New York.
Snooky's work in this one, for Snooky
rators. P. Novick.

J.

Montgomery

of

the police

prime movers in 9
contemplated campaign to introd e
sion,

are

the

"blue laws" here.

D. Exhibitor Hel
DAILY)
Yankton, S.
A. L. Hess of
Hess theater has been placed un
arrest by the Government for fail
recei
with his arms loaded down with to report his admission tax
money, the wind comes along and The amount totals about $2,000.
blows it all away. The constant merRoach to Feature Chas. Chast
riment on the part of the featured
Charles
Chase will be featured
players is bound to be contagious,
and you find yourself smiling with a series of single-reel comedies
Hal Ro
them even though some of the stuff is distribution by Pathe.
rather silly.
will produce them.
Yankton,

S.

(Special to
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"Definitions

n

other short subjects that usually
up the diversified program.

\nd What F. G. Heller of Indiana
Thinks Sees Woeful Lack of

—

Diversity in

Programs

G. Heller, president of the
T. O. of Indiana has written

F.
3
.

ILM DAILY

M.

THE

"The sooner the producer

"I

your

THE

note in Dec. 2 issue of
DAILY the article that apon the first page, headed 'Defi-

"I

my

"You have expressed

opinion

hundred per cent. The numerous
light, ten and eleven reel productions
ire doing more to make the motion
icture unpopular than all else.
The
ublic demand and will pay for real
ine

ltertainment

— and
lo

se

pay

— diversified

entertain-

sooner or later will
for "Ego."

"Since the so-called 'Greater

re-

Movie

has opened, (beginning Sept
business has been off twenty-five
r cent at least, all over the country.
great deal of this is caused by the
ct that we did not give the patron
diversified program or tried to give

?aston'

a diversified program and wore
out looking at 12 or 14 reels.

em
em

Why
A.

De

comment

to

highly

on

and

trust you will not
die with the issue of Dec 2."

Mille,

A

Bank Vice-President

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

in Production

At the F. I. L. M. Club dinner
recently, Marcus Loew declared exhibitor combinations were caused, in
many instances, by the tactics of
sales managers in boosting rentals
to a level where it became vital for
theaters to combine for protection.
This same point

Hayman,

—

Los

Jump
C. Hayman Holds Present Sales
Methods Responsible— Urges
Check
Rentals

of

the

is

made by A.

Cataract

C.

Theater

the mob scenes in 'The Spanish Dancer'
criminal, and if he lived in the old days at
Salem, where hanging was a favorite iport,
Herbert would have had a short career.

in
is

"The present admission prices of the
large majority of theaters cannot absorb pictures made under these conditions and the
natural result that the distributor has only
a limited output at prices which do not
bring any return to the exhibitor, forcing
the exhibitor, in order to be able to get
any pictures at any where near reasonable
prices, to combine with other houses, thereby creating an evil which all the producers
arc kicking about, and it is directly due to
their own ways of selling the productions
to the exhibitors that forces exhibitors to
protect themselves with these methods.

Angeles Cecil B. DeMille Corp. of Niagara Falls in a letter to
been elected vice-president of this publication in which he first talks
the Commercial National Bank, one about "The Spanish Dancer" and
Kunsky's Tax Bill Large
of the largest financial institions in "Rosita" and then delves into the ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
metropolitan Los Angeles.
He has hibitor situation. Hayman says:
Detroit For the month of October,
been a director of the Commericial
"It is very interesting to read what Joe
National and Bank of Italy for sev- Filmcan, I. S. Cement, O. P. Sproclcethole, $31,000 was paid the goverenment in
and other famous men, such as Zukor, Loew, taxes from the seven Kunsky houses.
eral months as well
vice-presihas

litions.'

ent

wish
article

let it

^ILM
.ears

realizes

condition the sooner he will learn
the first step in bringing down the
cost of production and bringing our
industry back to a normal condition.

concerning Danny's

ditorial

made

this

captioned "Definitions." He
tates the editorial reflects his opinion
o a nicety and adds:

r

2£1
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rln our particular case, we have
very few comedies in the past
fee months simply because of the
ilcalled for lengthy features.
The
jblic cannot understand why our
pgram only consists of a news
r
and a feature when we formerly
§;/e them a news reel, comedy and

—

as

dent of the Federal Trust and Savings

of

Hollywood.

Petition Against "Blue
(Special to

Laws"

THE FILM DAILY)

"Hipp" end Orpheum Consolidate
Merchantville, N. J.
Practically
"One of the most flagrant and criminal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
expenditures of money uselessly, I think, is the whole community has signed a
Through
Okmulgee, Okla.
a joint in 'The Spanish Dancer,' released by Fa- petition presented to the borough
arrangement to effect economy in mous Players, and it gets my goat how such council protesting against the new
operation,
Hippodrome
and efficient business men as Adolph Zukor, Jesse "blue law" ordinances.
the
Lasky and other heads of departments of
Orpheum, two large houses, have that large corporation,
will allow
a man

—

—

been consolidated.
R. W. J. Bettis
has been placed in charge of both.

Worthy

in

1

Bank

Godsol, etc., etc., etc. have to say.
Each
one blames the other for stealing stars,
outbidding stories, letting directors run wild
with expenditures and many other ills that
are now choking the industry and setting
back years of progress that should have
been taken advantage of.

Pictures Chartered

(Special to

Dover, D
Inc.,

THE FILM DAILY)
e

1.

—Worthy

Pictures,

have been formed here with a

capitalization
of
company states
literary works.

$5,000,000.
it

intends

The
filming

Herbert Brenon to run wild with the
enormous expenditure he put in 'The Spanish
like

Dancer.'
"Please understand that this is only the
opinion of a small town hick exhibitor, but
every now then these small town hicks have
a brain and can see farther than their nose.
I had the pleasure of screening Mary Pickford in 'Rosita.' and 'The Spanish Dancer,'
and I want to tell you that my opinion is
that Herbert Brenon never got started to
accomplish what he thought he could do,
and that is make a better picture than
'Rosita.'
His tremendous waste of money

Davies Film Breaks Detroit Record
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit— "Little Old New York,"
at the Broadway-Strand, grossed almost $21,000 during its first week.

This
held

breaks the record previously
by "Anatol," which totaled

$19,000.
top.

Admissions were 75 cents

^eSe^Sellin&SffiBooming Business Building Bonanza

eJ Pictorial Symphony in Human Notes £\ Drama of Powerful Personal Appeal
$%nde$lStoYitfIfflejbrfaOld%lhsat%me
i

(

%rtkyj/body, £yeryw}we.tyegQrdkssqfA$ Ilwoy&eed

WITH UNPRECEDENTED EXPLOITATION ANGLES

A PICTURE THAT CAN BE
Screen
You'll

it

and

Book

it

PICTURES

A THOUSAND

Get a Copy of the

GIANT PRESS BOOK
^

HODKINSON

TIED-UP IN

It's

a

DIFFERENT WAYS
Different in

Theme

Startling in

Climax

Gold Mine of

Sure-Fire Exploitation

HODKINSON

PICTURES

1

;

|1
,

;

THE

-zzm
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Reviews of the Newest Feature.
Picture* — State

Monoaram
Whole
As

Virginia Valli

"Slave of Desire"

"The Whipping Boss"

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Right*

FAIRLY INAN EXPOSE OF AS A WHOLE
PICTURE.
THE BRUTAL METHODS EM- TERESTING
PLOYED IN THE CONVICT STORY HIGHLY IMAGINALEASING SYSTEM OPERAT- TIVE MAKES LITTLE BID
FOR PROBABILITY BUT AT
ING IN SOME STATES; MAY
BE TOO STRONG FOR EN- THAT MAY PROVE FASCINAJOYMENT BY SOME DESPITE TING IF THEY LIKE THEM
HAPPY ENDING.
UNUSUAL.

Cast.

..

.Generally very well selected

Cast

Eddie Phillips a pood
as to types.
man for the role of the mistreated
convict. Director McGowan a convincing

Wade

idford,

Elmer,
of Story.

Type
made

solely

and

cruel

ployed

in

Boteler,

.

inhuman methods emsome parts of the United

where convicts are leased out
work for lumber companies, etc.

.States

to

dials with the case of a young
lad who is found stealing a ride on
a freight car and sentenced to ninety days of work in the swamps
It

owned by

a

lumber company. How-

contracts fever, is brutally beaten
by the overseer, who when ordered
to release the boy. is told by a
"trusty" that he is dead, and who

lie

crime
his
subsequently to cover
sets fire to the stockade where the
prisoners are chained in for the

I

night furnishes the chief points of.
the picture.
A good patriotic note
is sounded by the appearance at the
crucial moment of the commander
the
American Legion Post|
of
through whose efforts the villains:
arc brought to justice.

Box

Office Angle.

..

.This

is

strong

The

a chill to the most hardened picture-goer. The patriotic angle and
the happy ending, with the boy being restored to his weeping mother,
may lighten the theme enough to
put it over for you.
Exploitation
If you decide that
you want to play this, by all means

go to your local American Legion
Post Tell them the sort of picture it is and they will undoubtedly
give you all the cooperation possiPlacards
ble
and throwaways
should bear the emblem of the Legion and the
question.
"Should
be leased out to work?"
"If you think so. see 'The Whippine Ross' at the blank theater;"
or "Did Lincoln abolish slavery in
the United States for all time?
If
think
The Whipping
Give them an idea of the!
sort of story it is, so they will know
to expect.
li
•ivicts

i

Direction
ft

little

P. McGowan; has
J.
to the imagination, and as

a result the picture gri;

Authors
Caldeway.
Scenario

Cameraman

esting.
bit

peal

Otherwise the picture
to

difficult

to
classes.

figure.

individuals

It

will

rather

is

a

apthan

"Her Temporary Husbar
First National

ONE OF THE B
GEST LAUGH GETTERS
THE SEASON; FARCE TH
DRIFTS INTO OUT AND C
SLAP-STICK BUT WITH

As

.

a

Whole.

.

.

COMEDY

FIRE

PID

A

CONTINUOUSLY

THOSE OF A SIMILAR TYPE.

Fl

NY

Charming and gives a very
Star
BUSINESS, IT'S A SI
quaintly
enjoyable
performance;
beautiful in old costumes and usu- Cast.
.Sydney Chaplin the real c
ally
well photographed although
edian in comedy role that he
occasionally she is too brightly
over in great style; they're g>
lighted.
to look for him more often in
Cast. .. .Excellent with many interthey see this one; Owen Mi
esting
characterizations.
Lionel
good also; Sylvia Breamer, the
Belmore and Bert Roach amusing
in the case, hasn't a great dea;:
old English gentlemen, both giving
do; Chuck Reisner first rate "tc
first rate performances.
Earle Fox
guy" comedian.
adequate though inclined to over- Type of Story. .. .Great comedy I
Milton
tertainment. It isn't often that
do the role of Sir John.
can take a story as silly as
Sills given little prominence as the
lover.
actually is, and with as little
situations to it, and make a
Type of Story. .Drama. Easily one
cessful and genuinely amusing c'n
of the most interesting costume
edy of it. But it can be done. "
dramas seen recently. There is a
Temporary Husband" proves!
really absorbing theme and one that
There is practically nothing top
has been particularly well handled.
The young hoyden heroine is made
story but it's a laugh from .'H
to finish and with nearly seven
the center of interest and the plot
revolves about her without introof film, that's going some.
Sb
duction of unnecessary details, or
stick, as a rule, wearies after!
mob scenes. True the production
first stunt is repeated a second
but in this instance, where
is lavish, there being numerous spacomplicate matters by having tie
cious and very beautiful settings
sets of chases and pile on r|
typical of the old English, but this
excitement at every turn, in> I
happens to be one instance where
of dragging and losing strei
the story is not lost amid the laThe laughs keep coil
it gains.
vishness.
It stands out against the
better and better.
It can al
attractive backgrounds, gets the atsummed up in clever direction (
tention and holds it nicely all the
The picture is still a trifle
a capable company of comediaiuj
way.
Good for I
long, in spite of cutting, but it can- Box Office Angle
box office.
A comedy enter
not be said that it drags.

WINNER.
.

.

t

li

::

|i

Is

.

.

'i

i

J.

W.

Hum

I

t

li

»i

i

Box

Office

happen

Angle

to

ment as good as this can't fa
go by unnoticed. Let one crl
see it and you can count on wi

your folks
have shown an aversion
If

to the recent flock of so-called costume pictures, you might make an
effort to restore their interest by
promises of a really enjoyable entertainment in "A Lady of Quality."

<

of-mouth advertising taking
succeeding showings.
It's
laugh getter so

if

cai

>'

a I

they enjoy

b

amused

if

here's the one to do
First of all, set
Exploitation.
They may <
right on the title.
Make it I
pect a sexy drama.
that "Her Temporary Husbaix
pure comedy with unadultei -d
Promise them an h(
laughs.
Distribute thill
pleasure.
real
it

Exploitation.
.Play up the title and
They should like it immensely.
the fact that the story was adapted
Exploitation. .Virginia Valli deserves
from Balzac's "The Magic Skin." ..the stardom she attains in "A Lady
If you care to use stunt exploitaRecall her fine work
of Quality."
tion,
the following may suffice.
in "The Storm" and get them inHave a man, dressed after the orterested in her, displaying stills in
der of the antiquarian in the picUse a trailer giving
the lobby.
ture, going about offering to fulaways reading: "Do you wan tc
them an idea of the magnificent,
fill
the wishes of those who touch
laugh until your sides ache? It I
spacious settings used in the picthe magic skin he carries.
For
be done by seeing "Her Tempo
ture.
Promise them a costume
answer he can hand out throwHusband' at the blank theater.'
drama with an appealing love story,
aways containing the line: "Your
novel street stunt could cm
an adorable hoyden heroine, all in
wish will be gratified at the blankPlay up
a man and woman (of the Mr.
all an enjoyable picture.
"
theater.
See 'A Slave of Desire.'
Hcnpeck variety; a
Mrs.
the title and work it in with stunts
Have a skin prepared to look like
stout woman and a little-short nil
such as: A girl costumed after the
the one used in the film and disgoing about with the man carr S
fashion of the star, driven about in
play it prominently.
"I'm 'Her 1«
an old style carriage, with proper
a sign reading:
Ideas of this sort will arouse
porary Husband." Tell them a I
Mention Milton
announcements.
curiosity.
Mention the names of
Recall Hobart
Sydney Chaplin and his p'
Sills'
name also.
those in the cast, such as George
Use Owen Mooreance.
Henley's "The Flirt."
Walsh, Bessie Love, Carmel Myers. Direction
Hobart Henley; gave
also.
Direction
George D. Baker
John F. McDerni
Mrs. Burnett's novel thoroughly Direction
handled story very well and usually
offers a real comedy treat.
good production and makes most
in very good judgment; moral angle
Edward
Author
of the story.
ffective.
Sydney Chaplin aw
Author
Frances Hodgson Burnett Scenario
Author
Honore de Balzac Scenario
Marion Fairfax
McGrew Willis
Scenario
Charles Whittaker Cameraman
Charles Stuinar Cameramen
S. E. Landers
Cameraman
Perry Evans
K. E. Sheeley
John Boyle Art Director
.

.

.

.

.

1

.

;

I

')

—

'

1

Jack Boyle and A.
Phil

production is good.
Office Angle.... For those with
liberal imaginations "Slave of Desire," will prove thoroughly inter-

boy Box

scenes showing the
being whipped and those in the
burning stockade where the men
are chained to their bunks will bring
stuff.

that includes George Walsh,
Bessie Love, Carmel Myers, Wally
Edward Connelly, Eulalie
Van,
Herbert Prior, William
Jensen,
Orlamond, Nick de Ruiz.
From Balzac's
Type of Story
"The Magic Skin;" a sort of Alladin
theme in which the possessor of a
certain piece of magic skin is permitted to gratify his various wishes,
but with the penalty of having the
skin shrink with each succeeding
wish with promise of death upon
the skin's reaching a certain size.
The idea is, of course, improbable
to the nth degree and resembles
closely the ordinary fairy tale although it is evident that Balzac Intended it for adult entertainment.
Of course there is a grown-up angle
in which a moral lesson is brought
in.
The magic skin teaches the
hero that selfishness is ruinous and
so, in turn, the director brings it
home, convincingly in its way, to
the spectator.
The climax finds
hero making his last wish, an unselfish one, thereby releasing himself from the death penalty and
restoring happiness to himr
The
cast

Andrew Waldron.
Seems to have hecn
to show the dreadfully
.

that ful-

Well
all requirements nicely.
nalanced and usually well handled

satisfactory work as the leader of
tha American Legion Post. Others
Billj

company

fills

Lloyd Hughes does

villain.

hirst rate

in

"A Lady of Quality"
Universal-Jewel
As a Whole. COSTUME DRAMA
GORGEOUSLY PRODUCED,
SPLENDIDLY ACTED AND
FAR MORE INTERESTING
THAN THE MAJORITY OF

Walter Griffen
Photography
Very good Photography
Locale
A lumber town in the South Locale
Length
3.80>>
Length

.

.

.

.

Very good Photography
France Locale
6,673 feet Length

.

.

Good Photography
England Locale
8.640 feet. Length

l

Any
6.723

!
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Constance Talmadge in

Charles Jones in

"The Dangerous Maid"

"Cupid's Fireman"

First National

Fox

"The Shepherd King"
a

Ks

Fox
Whole... PICTURIZATION

OF BIBLICAL PLAY GIVEN
SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION. OFFERS FAIRLY INTERESTING PICTURE WITH
FOREIGN LOCATIONS ATTRACTIVE PICTORIALLY.

a Whole. .STAR IN COSTUME
DRAMA NOT NEARLY AS
WHEN SHE IS GIVEN OPPORTUNITY TO PUT OVER
HER INIMITABLE COMEDY
BUSINESS; MAY SATISFY
BUT STORY IS ONLY FAIR-

As

Violet Mersereau the only
player whose name will mean anything to American audiences.
well balanced and capable cast of
foreign players with Nerio Bernardi
giving a good performance as DaIvid; Guido Trento a satisfactory
Several less important parts
Saul.

1'ast
I

LY INTERESTING.

A

|

Cast.... All look pretty much alike
in wigs and frills.
Conway Tearle
nicely portrayed.
adequate though role gives him litype of Story
From the stage
tle opportunity to do anything out
[play, a drama of the days of King
of the ordinary.
iSaul and David
Others are Morthe
Conqueror.
gan Wallace, Charles Gerrard, MarStory has been handled on a highjorie Daw, Kate Price, Tully Marly spectacular scale with Palestine,
Egypt and Jerusalem serving as the
shall.
actual locations for the action. This Type of Story.
.Romantic drama of
gives the theme an added interest
England in the seventeenth cenjand affords plenty of fine pictorial
This is a pretty picture, a
tury.
appeal.
Numerous long desert
pleasing romance and quite nicely
shots are attractive and there are
done but with all its good points
many other separate pictures that
"The Dangerous Maid" is apt to
ire especially interesting.
The phoprove disappointing to admirers of
Ography varies.
At times it is
the star. She isn't at home in this
JL-ery good and again very poor,
type of story even though she is
fighting in some of the interior sets
capable of the role it provides her.
s unusually bad, giving the film the
Nevertheless there is something
..ppearance of being
done either
the star's inimitable
lacking,
it's
ithout proper lighting facilities or
comedy touches, the quality of playjiy inexperienced hands.
The story
ing that made her a favorite. She
r;ets off to a rather slow start but
has but few chances in this to do
Ijhe interest speeds up about the
any of it. For the average audience
jniddle
and holds the attention'
the theme is likely to prove draggy.
jhrough the remarkable victories of
especially the early reels. Director
ihe
unconquerable hero, David.]
Heerman has succeeded in speed•tome of his exploits are genuine
ing up the latter part but at best
hrills wh'ile others, the victory over]
it moves much too slowly for a well
|ie
Philistines for instance, leave
sustained interest.
jiuch to the imagination.
Plot deals with the efforts of a
B[c Office Angle.... May not prove
girl rebel to free her brother and
suitable feature as a matter of
later an officer of the king who had
eneral entertainment. Its timely
befriended her, of her eventual sucicme makes it an appropriate numcess and happiness with the officer.
fpr for the holiday season and one
,

.

.

i

—

.

j

i

hich exhibitors will nrobably find
first rate choice.
"The Shepherd
ing" is not a big box office ataction, however, in all that the
rm implies.

E

Box

Office Angle.

.

.

.Star's

name

will

Whether or not
bring them in.
they go out satisfied depends on
how they will like star in something
other than what they expect of her.
As a general entertainment the
picture is a bit too slow moving to
hold them.

you can secure this
Christmas week showings you
ould be able to use it to eood
bantage. It is highly appropriate Exploitation.
.Use a trailer showing
jid its atmopshere and theme lend
bits of the picture that will give
|emselves readily to exoloitation
them an idea what to expect, such
at should attract attention.
Aras the sequence in which she boots
nge special showings for the chilthe corporal and saves the young
«*n and you might invite Sunday
boy he was whipping, or the inflhool teachers to view it privately
cident in which she is forced to
*«d then arrange for theater parquit in a duel.
Its during the holiday week. Bible
You cannot promise laughs so
irieties and church organizations
refer to the star's latest as a rojmerally might be sufficiently inmantic drama of the seventeenth
vested to cooperate with you in
If you think the costume
century.
eresting folks in the showing
angle of it will not draw you had
Tere is but the title and the specbest just use the title and star's
ular production to talk about.
name. There is a good supporting
Di:tion
J. Gordon Edwards;
cast with many well known names.
*<ne on a big scale
and usually
Direction. .. .Victor Heerman; profpd, although mob scenes suffer
duction values very good; allows
•irn comparison with some prestory to drag at times.
v
iloitation. ... If
r

.

.

.

us spectacles.

Auors.

.

Let th

Elizabeth Ellis

.Wright Lorimer and Arn- Author

c Reeves.
See irio
Cai iraman
Ph' Jgraphy
Lot e

Scenario
Virginia Tracey

Cameraman

Ben Miggins Photography

Varving
Egvpt Locale
About 8,000 feet Length
'

....

As

C. Gardner Sullivan
Glenn Mac Williams

As

GOOD AVERAGE

Whole

a

"Enemies of Children"

ENTERTAINMENT, SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM WHAT STAR
USUALLY DOES; WILL LIKELY BE GOOD DRAWING
CARD WITH THE MAJORITY.
Star.

Star.... Has but few chances to do
the sort of thing that she does best;
atmosphere and story is not what
suits her best.

I

11

..

.Portrays fireman hero nicely
his admirers with a

and furnishes

new

line

of

heroics;

him very well

in

they'll

like

this.

Cast

Little Eileen O'Malley capable little actress and Marian Nixon
a pretty lead; others Brooks Benedict,

Lucy

mont, none
conspicuous

.

man and

.

sacrifice his life
did.
But the lure

as

his

father
is
too
strong and hero succumbs.
After
his mother's death he adopts a little girl.
Then he falls in love with
an actress whose brute of a husband locks her in their burning
apartment.
Naturally she's saved

Rights

TYPICAL "MOVIE"
CONCOCTION WITH EVERYTHING SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT AUDIENCE APPEAL
PUT IN WITH LITTLE REa Whole..

GARD WHETHER IT BELONGS OR NOT; DRAGGY
PICTURE.

Many

Cast
first

'

well

known names and

rate

performances; a pity to
waste them on such poor materialcast includes Virginia Lee Corbin
Eugenie Besserer. Geo. Seigman
Claire McDowell, Lucy Beaumont'
William Boyd, Joseph Dowling!
Raymond Hatton, Anna Q. Nilsson
and Ward Crane.

Beaumont, Al Freeof them ,howoever,
Type

in the story.
of Story.
.Drama with plenty
of heart interest.
Hero's mother
didn't want him to become a fire-

Type

Mammoth Films—State

of Story

heaviest

Drama

of the

Runs all the way
from blackmail to murder and back
again. The picture starts off splensort.

didly and promises to be a really

worth

while
entertainment
and
with a better prepared scenario, it
is possible that it might have
turned
out to be a thoroughly interesting
picture.
But somewhere along

about half way through

it

becomes

highly involved and to all appearances seems lost in the mass of its
by hero, the husband exits, and
complications.
they live happy, etc.
Even with
There's a pretty heroine, formRichard
Harding Davis' name
erly a waif on the streets, and now
tacked to this as author of "Andy
the protege of two rich maiden
McGee's Chorus Girl," from which
ladies, plus her love for the adopted
this was adapted, the story fails to
son of these women.
So far so
get away from conventional formgood, but with the tangle involving
ula.
It's pretty obvious what will
an erratic old character, played by
happen right from the start. But,
Raymond Hatton, and the efforts
it may be considered good audience
of various ones to solve the riddle
business, at that, and as long as
of the girl's real identity, comes a
they favor it, they'll probably vote
long draggy session of sequences
"Cupid's Fireman" a good picture.
that bring the story to a tedious and
It is, for the average audience.
It
hardlv satisfying conclusion.
gives Jones a chance to vary his
Box
Office Angle
Very likely the
work so his admirers will be well
producers thought they were putsatisfied.
ting into this one everything that
Box Office Angle
If you cater to
the public is supposed to favor, and
the regulation trade, those who
to a certain extent they have but,
come to your theater to be thrilled
unfortunately,
they didn't know
by the adventures of screen heroes,
when they had enough. "Enemies
touched by pathos of little gray
of Children" is the so-called "movie
haired mothers, etc., you can count
hokum." You know best whether
on "Cupid's Fireman" filling the
or not your folks will be pleased
bill nicely.
with it.
Exploitation
Here's a chance to Exploitation. .. .The title affords you
something to talk about and can
have your local fire department
work for you. Get them interested
be played up effectively with catchin
the picture, telling them it's
lines such as: "Who are the 'Enemies of Children.' See for yourdedicated to their heroic acts, then
let them do some advertising for
self at the blank theater."
You
With the necessary permismight be able to interest childrens'
you.
societies in helping you exploit the
sion they might bring out the appicture.
paratus and display signs announcing the picture.
The cast contains many good
names that you can use prominently
Show your patrons a trailer conin
your announcements, such as
taining scenes of the climax in
t! at of Anna
which hero makes a brave attempt
Q. Nilsson, mentioning her recent appearance in "Ponto save the no-account husband of
This will help
Other well known players
jola."
the girl he loves.
Appeal to
are Geo. Seigman William Boyd.
to bring them back.
Dowling and Raymond
Charles Jones' admirers and let
Joseph
Hatton.
them know that his latest is a bit
Lilian Ducey; good at
different from his previous produc- Direction
Mention the author's name
first but gets the story all wound
tions.
up in a knot toward the end; crealso.
ates no suspense at all.
Direction. .William Wellman; caters
George Gibl>^
Author
to the audience throughout.
Lilian Ducey
Richard Harding Davis Scenario
Author
Eugene V. Lewis Cameramen. .Glen MacWilliams and
Scenario

Cameramana
Good Photography

England Locale
7,337 feet. Length

.

Joe August
All right

John Miehle
Photography

Any

Locale

city
6,500 feet

Length

Average
Los Angclr6.100 feet

Sunday, December

New

Incorporations
Attorney,

S.

J.

—

Capital $10,000.

Smith,

New

Theaters

Connellville,
Pa. The Orpheut
although not yet fully completed, h;
been opened. It seats 1,100.

Amusement

Weinraus
Albanj
Corp Kings County.

16, 1923

York.

—

Ogden, Utah. H. E. Skinner w
Missing"— Will Nigh is more than one-half human judging soon open his new Colonial. "Litt
from the intelligence displayed here- Old New York," will be the openii
AtYork County.
$1,000.
Good, Strong, One Reeler
in.
In addition there are several
torney, Abner Grcenberg, New York.
Type of production. ... 1 reel drama other monkeys and an assortment of feature.
This is one of the best short Sub- animals ranging from a skunk to a
Staunton, Va. The Woodrow
It is pelican.
Albany Jerford Amusement Corp
jects presented in a long time.
The direction is excellent, the name of
ne
J. L. Baugher's
IncorporaBronx. Capital $10,000.
realistically done, exceed-

— Kav

Albanv

Stern,
Capital

New

Inc.,

"Among

—

—

,

I.

.1.

Carroll and
Attorney, C. B. Mc-

Hayden, A.

J.

C. Spallono.

Laughlin,

New

J.

York.

Albany— Tark West Theater

Co.,
Capital $15,000.
Incorporators, F. E. Ritsos, and M.
Schwmmm. Attorney, G. J. Chrys-

New

York.

sikos.

Brcckenridge,
C. Holt and H. Holt.

ndl. A. N.
J.

Albany—Hanlon

New

Inc.,

ingly

J.

I.

Holt,

Film.
Capital $20,000. In-

York.

Silliouettes

corporators. G. W. Hanion, and M.
G. and P. Blankenburg. Attorneys,
& G. P. Heimberger, New
S. V.

York.

clever

in

its

.

"Hansel and Gretel"— Century-

—

W.

Va. Cherry River
Amusement Co., Richwood. Capital
Incorporators, D. O.Con$100,000.
Charleston,

drama,

the story interesting and the laughs
presentation and very numerous.
Get this and give
worth showing in any house. It will your folks a treat.
go particularly well where they like
something to offset a strong comedy.
Wagon"— Christie— EduNigh not only directs in his usually "Call The
cational
striking
gives
a
capable manner, but
Well Played and Directed
performance as the scared deserter.
Lucille La Verne, gives a strikingly Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
strong performance as the mother.
Charlotte Merriam, Neal Burns and
real

tors,

the

Universal

house. He named
President Wilson.

in

honor

of

E

—

Brooksville, Fla.
Under the ma
of the Messrs. Hawkins ai
Brooksville's first theat

agement
Hudson.

has opened.
Placid, N. Y.— Lake Geor
have an up-to-date picture hou
the plans of J. S. Campbell mater

Lake

.

Babe London make this Christie
comedy very enjoyable entertainment.
Charlotte, a very pretty young miss,

it

f

will
if

alize.

—

Charming and Seasonable

Tuscaloosa, Ala. C. B. Grimes ar
beseiged by suitors.
Neal, who
is
wants her all to himself, tells the associates have completed constru
kid- other boys that Charlotte is not just tion work on the new Belvedere
her hair is false,
dies on the screen, is the leading lady what she seems
This succeeds
Raleigh, N. C. The new Sta
in
this Century two reeler which also her teeth, etc.
should prove a first rate offering for in scaring away the others but much opens Christmas week. N. C. Him
Hansel is is Neal's chagrin when Charlotte, is sponsoring the project.
this season of the year.
played by a clever little boy whose learning of the trick, plans to turn it
Glenside, Cleveland, Sold
name is not mentioned. Children of on him and asking him if he minds
all ages will enjoy this one immensely. if she makes herself comfortable, pro(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
There is also some trick stuff used ceeds to take off her hair, take out
Cleveland Ben Schwartz has so
to good advantage, showing Peggy her teeth and even exhibits a glass the Glenside to
J. N. Fisher.
standing at a table watching minia- eye. Those who are inclined to be
ture figures come out of a bowl and squeamish may not like this particuJoint Sociable in Milwaukee
dance on the table before her. The lar bit, but the rest of it is thoroughly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
story follows the fairy tale closely enjoyable.
Milwaukee
The exchangemen an
except that a monkey and an ele-

Type of production. .2 real fairy
Baby Peggy, one of the cutest

tale

—

—

—

Albany
York.

— H.

R. Studios, New
$10,000. Incorpora-

E.

Capital

Sheehan, J. Thow
Attorney, M. L.
burg, New York.
G.

tors,

Schmer.

Mich.

and I.
Green-

— Michigan

Picture
Exchange, Inc..
Detroit.
Capital
Incorporators, Frank E.
$150,000.
Beecher, Albert Rupert and Hazel

—

phant have been used as goblins, and
they get several laughs.
There is

"Pathe Review' 'No. 51

exhibitors will hold a joint ball shor
ly, probably in the municipal aud
torium.

Has Good Variety
showing Peggy
and her little brother being read to Type of production. .1 reel magazine
Teachers Book Kleinschmidt Film
by their mother, as they are about
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Labor of many varied types is picto go to sleep.
Etickle.
turized in Pathe Review No. 51.
Cleveland Local Parent Teacher,
First, the method by which apple Ass'ns are booking "Capt. Kleir.
"Mother's Joy"— Roach— Pathe
cider is made in the country, literally, Schmidt's
Adventures in the Fai
Baltimore, Md. Dan Howard The"in the shade of the old apple tree"; North," released in Ohio throug
Amusing
Average
Opening
Thereater Co., Inc., Cumberland.
Capital
next in series of interesting close-ups, Goldseal Prod.
after
Incorporators,
E.
$10,000.
H.
the
way in which different kinds of
Type
of
production.
comedy
.2
reel
Chaney, D. F. Nee and Carl Sluss.
mother birds care for their young.
Managers Change in Twin Cities
At the start this looks as if it were Then come some views of
a steamer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
going
deals
to
hum-dinger.
It
be
a
Detroit
Rainbo
Detroit.
Co.,
going through the locks at Sault Ste.
with
father's
a
tale
of
how
he
turned
Minneapolis
Stanley Siegelbaum
Capital $9,500.
Incorporators, WilMarie, and last some colored scenes
liam and Rose Rich and Edmund and his daughter out into the world be- in the valleys of France and Spain former manager of the Capitol, S
cause she married against his wishes.
Lydia Trapp.
how the farmers still cling to Paul, has been named manager of th
The scene showing the daughter elop- showing
replacini
their oxen for use in the fields to Strand and New Garrick,
ing with her loved one in clothes
Stan Brown, resigned.
draw
the
plough,
etc.
Detroit, Mich.
Alladdin Theater
Detroit,

also a surprise finish,

—

—

—
.

.

—

—

—

Co., Detroit.

Capital $10,000. Incorporators, Joseph A. Eckel and Helen

and John Povlitz.

Oklahoma
Amusement
1000.

—

City. Okla.
Orpheum
Co.. Okmulgee.
Capital

Incorporators W. J. PeterShelton and P. J. Shelton,

lert

Okmulgi

—

Boston, Mass. Beverly Theaters
Co.. Beverly.
Capital
$25,000. Incorporator-. A
Beaudoin. RoI

chetline,

N H 14. ].. Marcus. Brookand F .A. Couture, Rochester,
r.

:

19th century is very funny,
the bit in which she returns
home and pleads with her father to
"let her eat," showing him a clothes

of
as

the
is

basket in which reposes her baby boy
Laurel.
This shot of Laurel

— Stan

baby clothes

Ministers Seek "Blue Laws"

"Chasing Wealth"— Universal

A
Type

as unexpected as
it
is
amusing.
Later,
however,
"Mother's Joy" turns out to be the

in

is

Good Tramp Team

of production.

.. .1

reel

THE FILM

DAILY)
Reverends Gu:
tav Briegleb, R. P. Shuler and Dr
(Special to

Los Angeles

comedy Montgomery

— The

of

the police commii

Neely Edwards and Bert Roach, sion, are the prime movers in th<
the two happy tramps make this one- contemplated campaign to introduc<
pleasant
enough diversion. "blue laws" here.
average sort of comedy in which an reeler
uncouth youth, tries to make a good They have a great deal of difficulty
impression socially. Where Laurel is in catching and holding any sort of
Yankton, S. D. Exhibitor Held
It blows right out of
liked this one should go very well. paper money.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
their hands, time after time, even at
th<
Yankton,
S. D.— A. L. Hess of
the very finish when Nervy Ned, havplaced und
been
theater
has
Hess
"Snooky's Covered Wagon"— Edu- ing beaten the roulette table in a
failure.
gambling den, steps into the street arrest by the Government forreceipts
cational
i

admission tax
his arms loaded down with to report his
money, the wind comes along and The amount totals about $2,000.
Type of production
2 reel animal blows it all away. The constant mernv Nottingham Enterprises,
Roach to Feature Chas. Chase
comedy
riment on the part of the featured
York. Capital $20,000. IncorpoThis is a sure-fire hit. No matter players is bound to be contagious,
Charles Chase will be featured ij
rators. P. Novick, J. Brenner and B. what sort of an audience
you cater and you find yourself smiling with a series of single-reel comedies '°'
Attorney, N. C. Hel- to
J. Goldman.
they
will
Hal Roach
be
delighted
with them even though some of the stuff is distribution by Pathe.
man. New York.
Snooky's work in this one, for Snookv rather silly.
will produce them.
H.

Fine Stuff

—

with

Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.
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Here he
The

is!

greatest

laugh howl
of the

Year

Book
it

today!

Associated first National Pictures, inc. presentation of.

TIMPOiAlI
by Edward
A. Paulton

H

Photography S. E. Lan
anj Perry Evans
Setting! designed by
Milton Menasco
Edited bv Edward McDermott
Titled by Harvey Thew

With Owen Moore - Sidney Chaplin-Sylvia Breamer and a superb casr
Directed "by John McDermott

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

—
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Bershon Resigns

\

\\

Leaves West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
Had Trouble With Distributors*
and Prices

For producers. In the AppelDivision decision.
Which
ys the picture must hold to
author's story.
Or the
e
ithor can collect at law.
All
which makes the Authors'
pngress called last

kicks

the

.|l

and

registered

all

the authors

who

there

are

changing
their stories begin action, based
on this decision, the Courts will
not have a chance to hear any
other cases for at least the next
sore at producers for

Klein

Edward

13 years.

American

it would
mind; just what does
airoducer buy when he buys the

The grave question arises,

*m

understood that

Bershon is considered one of the
best posted men in the selling end
of the business. It has been reported
for about a year past that he has had
difficulty in carrying out the duties
of his post with West Coast Theaters, Inc., particularly so far as it
concerned consummation of deals
with distributors, on the one hand and
the exhibiting interests he represented, on the other.

pale.

mon.
If

It is

of the important officials of that organization, has resigned.

Against the Court de-

le trifle.

—

Dave Bershon, booking manager for
West Coast Theaters, Inc., and one

Summer by

Wither

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles

te

jimous.

Price 5 Cents

to a lay

A pretty love scene in the comedy-drama now delighting exhibitors and
Of course fans everywhere: Mack Sennett's presentation of Mabel Normand in "The
fcihe Packard-Fox case it was a bit Extra Girl," an Associated Exhibitors release.
Advt.
ierent. Packard sued because Fox

Has Napoleon Film

L. Klein is handling the
distribution of "The Agony

of the Eagles," a Napoleonic picture
made abroad. It deals with the return of Napoleon from St. Helena
and the retreat from Moscow.

pture rights to material?

—

used his

name

to a story "alto-

Make Plans

for 1st Natl Month
series of sales meetings were held
in all First National exchanges on
Saturday, to make final plans for First
National Month, which occurs in
January. Five new pictures will be
released in that period.

A

Distributing Goerz Film Here
Ferdinand
Schurman and J. A.
The Appellate Division of the
8('l to
Fox Film. Incidentally Fox Supreme Court has decided that Knorr, in an announcement made in
today's issue relative to the distribuwiged the Packard title from "The Fox must defend a suit by Frank
L. Packard for $75,000 damages on tion of Goerz film for the United
lib Rider" to "Smiles are Trumps.''
causes of action, and has re- States, claim to be in a position to
..tvio
fused an application by Fox to grant obtain an advantage for American
for
A Producer's Woes
judgment in its favor. Packard al- producers using Goerz raw stock
Individual Contracts
Steffes
Opposes
(ugo Ballin talking. Thinks a lot
They
leged that he sold his story, "The which should be of interest.
on Playing Time for Exhibitors
wthings are wrong.
Such for in- Iron Rider." to Fox for a film, but claim they are able to secure a refund
in the Northwest
Wce as excessive production costs that Fox made two films of it by of duty on Goerz raw stock used for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY!
fltjthe Coast
says pictures can be using the title for a play he didn't all prints exported by American proojle here 30 per cent cheaper, at
Minneapolis W. A. Steffes, presiwrite,
and putting a new title, ducers. There will be no charge for
l«t;
and
why a distributors "Smiles are Trumps" on his story. this service. They say export statis- dent of the M. P. T. O. of the North'Ijpantee" makes him smile.
Most He asked $50,000 for the first and tics indicate that upwards of 120,000,- west, has written A. H. Fischer,.
of hem moan nothing;
so he says.
The Appel- 000 ft. of positive prints are exported president of the Minneapolis Board of
$25,000 for the second.
u he's right. But one point pleases
annually from the United States, and Trade a letter, asking that the board
late Division decided that he was
muchly.
That producers have damaged in both cases.
that the approximate saving which abandon its intention of insisting on
iajly
awakened to the fact that
could be secured from the above plan individual contracts for playing time.
>ta|es should be shot in the natural
is $500,000 a year.
The board has been active in coj'.e and
In
not in Hollywood.
J. S. Cummings, former distributor operating with Steffes for the elimnr^
Decision
Reserves
Judge
Wr words a Parisian story should
of Ansco, is now associated with Fish- ation of film bicycling and in this
iejhot in Paris.
Says he wanted it
Supreme C*>urt Justice Burr has re- Schurman Corp., with offices at 33 connection, exhibitors will have to
do seven years ago.
specify the number of days the picserved decision in the proceeding by W. 60th St.
ture is to be played, the exact krcaThe latest demands of the
the Attorney General' to restrain the
Tops "Four Horsemen"
tion of the theater and information
\onus boys in aiding proRising Sun Prod, formed by Al GilArthur Loew as advised by cable of that character that can be used for
ducers a bonus of 20 per cent
bert, from selling stock because it has from
London on Saturday that checking-up purposes. Steffes claims,
educted beforehand; interest
made no pictures since it was organ- "Scaramouche," which opened at the however, that definite data of this
Rising Sun Prod, Tivoli on Monday grossed £1918 the kind will be sufficient to eliminate
t six per cent during the life
ized last March.
first four days of its run with only bicycling and feels that the insistence
f the
contended that no stockholder has
20 PER
loan.
one show on Monday. This figure of the individual contract plan would
ENT INTEREST IN THE
complained and no charge of fraud tops that of "The Four Horseman" only bolster up rentals and force the
He
ICTURE.
is made, and for that reason the Atfor the same period by £350, Loew small town exhibitors to close.
(Continued on Page 2)
declared.
Help!
torney General had no cause to act.
if

Court Upholds Author's Rights

gher different" from what had been

.
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United States. Outside
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months, $5.00; 3 mouths, $3.00.
Foreign
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"Anna

—
—

AMERICAN — Miss

—

—

Supreme Test."
Wednesday -"His Children's

zation.

TRIBUNE— The

big thing about this picthe presence of Virginia Valli.
Coiffured and cosShe is charm personified.
tumed as was the fashion in the days of "Good
Queen Anne" she moves through the picture
a thing of beauty and a joy forever. » * *
On the whole, however, the photoplay is con
viucing.
ture,

*

*

*

is

—

Louis
Murray,

• • *

dazzling and stunning success.
She
never shown to better advantage. • • *
* * justifies about 90 per cent
the
press agent's adjectives about the
of
star's costumes, and it will doubtless be a
big box office success, but somehow or other
this reviewer could not grow enthusiastic.
scores a

Week
Notre

Dame."

*

*

contributes

White

Foreign Distribution of
Productions

E.

Ge

Kann

V^oot»*°n
New
Cables

220 West 42nd St.
York. Chick. 23S5

— Geokann,

N. Y.

(Continued from page

ENQUIRER—*

"Held

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
Pfc^eBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Towns

*

*

Marmil

fine work. * •
idealistic quality wM

him exceptionally

RECORD —

The settings and the titleirl
real. * * *
and the directing are all just as good.
Winter Comes" is truly splendid.
'

—

"Long Live the King" Metro
The Chicago, Chicago
POST— * * * you will want to cry
he
his

w

Coogan) again amazes you
wonderful acting. * * *

(Jackie

'

t
1

HAL ROACH'S
OUR GANG

to

Answer"

in the

"Wit With

Wallop"

Pafoecomedy

— Metro

photoplay structure.

Do You Know
What

Monroe, Chicago

POST — "Hoodman

I

Three

Blind" is a good, oldfashioned melodrama of the kind that stirs
the emotions, inflames the imagination and
rivets the attention. * * *
The sensational story is made doubly impressive by the very good acting of the three
principal members of the cast.

Winter

A

2 reels

"Hoodman Blind"— Fox

"If

I

COMEDIES

Men
Wanted

maintains.

Steffes is seeking to have the matter settled so that he can present the
decision to the South Dakota exhibitor meetings in Sioux Falls tomorrow

and Wednesday.

II

Peifl

all

reminiscent in plot and

Lyric, Cincinnati
POST House Peters, an actor of great
ability and as virile as any player on the
screen, has the leading male role.
His work
overshadows defects

tors should not expect to realize a
profit on all pictures they release and
that the fixed minimum price plan,
so far as it affects pictures of exceptional merit, is negligible.
"It is on
the program and mediocre pictures
that the fixed minimum will prove

he

aim.

LEDGER

1)

advances the argument that distribu-

disastrous."
I

is

of

PUBLIC
(Evening)— The no
has been extraordinarily well adapted for t|j
screen.
It seems as if it had been trai'
formed into some magic substance and sp
out into movie-celluloid.
A very able cast contribuli
the life to these emotions and makes thili

—

—

Motion Picture

this

acting

i

Asso. Exhibitors
Strand, Cincinnati

Sister."

of Mine."

Plea for Small

all

the

some very

He combines a certain
intelligence which suit
role of this sort.

—

Strand— "Boy

by

NORTH AMERICAN — Percy

*

—

—

—"The

Yet

«

Marmont.

—

Lyric

does not approach nearly the m<

it

design of "The Hottentot," and, while it is
ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
Capitol— "The Steadfast Heart."
not as hilarious, in many respects it is more
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your Central— "The Shepherd King."
clever.
Be that as it may, "Going Up" is
of the merriest farce-comedies of the
Educational Exchange
Cohan "The Ten Commandments." one
season. * * *
OUMQ OORA OOE.S M£R Qft iLV Dozer
beginning Dec. 21.
POST It's hilarious farce comedy all the
Cosmopolita n "Under the Red way thru, with Douglas MacLean at his
best.
It kept optiences Sunday laughing from
DOROTHY DEVORE^
Robe."
start to finish.
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
MacLean has had no better vehicle since
KIDDING KATIEl
Forty-Fourth Street— "Scaramouche." "Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave."

(?hristf€*

192;

STAR — *

"Going Up"
of

St.

17,

and was

—

Hunchback

But

of the novel. * *
entiiely redeemed

"The French Doll"— Metro
Rivoli,

—
—

Next

Valli (jives here a whol-

*

*

*

GLOBEDEMOCRAT— Mae

Reputation."
Prince of a King

"The Exiles."
Lyric "The White Sister."
Rialto "The Man from Brodney's.'
Rivoli
"Lucretia Lomhard."
Astor — "The

— Universal

winning and wholly convincing characteri-

ly

Chil

— "Her

— "A

of Quality"

Randolph, Chicago

Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche."
Loew's New York
Today
"The
Marriage Market."
Tuesday "The Grail" and "Tl le

Friday

"A Lady

Acquittal."

Cosmopolitan — "Under the Red
Robe."
Criterion — "The Covered Wagon."

Thursday

criticisms of pictures
out-of/rill
be

which closed week runs in
town cities on Saturday,
found below:

Christie."

"Unseeing Eyes."
"The Shepherd King."

dren."

Newspaper

Notre

ol

I

Monday, December

Comes"— Fox

Fox's, Philadelphia

BULLETIN—*

* An intensely sincere
to the screen faithfully
and in considerable detail the sum and substance of A. S. M. Hutchinson's novel. * * *

attempt to

*

transfer

Ave. N. Y.

i

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mfr.

Fifth Ave.

FIRST

Tel.

Murray

Hill

WITH THE

1831

BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS

rf ALL THE WORLD

ANIMATED FILMS
/Irt Titles
leaders * trailers
145 W. 45. ST.

N.Y.

BRYANT 6796

JOE SEIDEN
has
Bell & Howells, Pathes, Portable Lights and cameramen for
New address
hire all the time.

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
Bryant 1619

t

THE
Monday, December

Man

rhe Meanest

-%0?kDAILY

1923

17,

World"—

in the

"Tiger

Apollo, Indianapolis
* * * One of the most engrossing

—

STAR —

STAR
Strand, Minneapolis
melodramas of the year. * * * Indeed, it is
from
one
good
The picture is a
a very thrilling film that manages to keep
It is of neces-

every point of consideration.
:y, light and humorous, but

the spectator on the edge of his seat most of
the time.
Lenore Ulric * * * appears to
advantage as Rose. * * *

well acted

is

it

well directed.

TIMES — Your

much upon

"Our Hospitality"— Metro
that it
to prospective pat-

a safe promise to make
that they will enjoy "Our Hospitality"
ore than any other screen comedy presented

ins

JOURNAL — It

then that
the result of such sinlack, somehow, that in-

SUN (EVENING)—The

banquet icene »nd
denouement is an unbeatable situation. It
worth 10 times the price of admission.
The whole film is replete with humorous gags
of the homely sort that make the picture

should
of spontaneity which must be
ingredient of every truly mirth prole final
>kir.g production.
spark

fable

its

om

first

tdes

realism, but

it

new

dly in her

Nilsson

*

disguise.

*

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—*

pro-

humor and

;

last fact the

of

Miss
most delightful.

"Six Cylinder Love"

Nilsson—

—

Fox

cause

close an adherence to the
inuscript tends to make the action at the
ginning decidedly slow and necess.tates the
But these,
of a great many subtitles.
:
* * are so sparkling and lively that one
While
realizes their prominence.
ircely
rhtly exaggerated for comedy purposes, is
*
*
*
fun.
an, wholesome
*
* *
Been faithfully trans1 red to the screen with unstinted success.
"
* Patrons were loud in their praise of

new

Palace,

Led
(l od
1

all

in

a

large

—

J

cast,

poor
with

anemic

little

It

the

plot

first

a
soul-

water.

as

the

through

principals

snow up

Park-Mall, Cleveland

PLAIN

DEALER

—

Frigid,

elemental

melodrama, but rugged and satisfying. * The
story has an element of newness. * *
"Unseeing Eyes" may not be art. It has
some improbabilities and the story is drawn
out just a little too long but it is recom-

Negri's

makes

—

film.

mended

—

this way and that, young Fairbanks'
Anylal film is fairly entertaining. * * *
Its
I, the picture is fairly entertaining.
fault is that the action sags in the
f

done,

as

it

production attracts
at all, largely because
Hart's return to the

the

it

interests

you

marks

William

S.

if

screen. * * *

NEWS —"The
of

those

TRIBUNE—Mr.

Nat'l

Wanters"

is

Hart,

*

*

*

better

just another one

pictures.

GOEl
1.8c

—

RAW STOCK

PER

3k PER

NEGATIVE

FT.

FT.

THE RESULT OF THE SAME
EXPERT PRECISION THAT ES-

theme and plot the
glorious photography of mountains and snow
scenes

And

its

picture of the
police in it.

everlasting credit, it is one
north that has no mounted

Central, West End Lyric and
Capital, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The picture is based

Grand

R.ESS —

the picture.
But,
* * * Pretty good picture.
the interest in this young
great
•ever
may be, it would be a mistake, we think,*
scribe the movie's merits to him. * *
"1
merits of the picture are to be credited
Wroduction, direction and the story itself.

in

more than compensates.
to

of

TABLISHED

LENSES.

A SAVING AS HIGH AS 60 POINTS
IN STOCK COST IS ASSURED TO
THE USERS OF GOERZ FILM
WHO CO-OPERATE WITH US.

rugged, compelling northern
well acted and remarkably well

technically.

on a story by Arthur Stringer that is full
of thrills and provides Barrymore with one
roles that he has ever
of the best movie

Sole Distributors

for U.

NEW YORK

CITY

4927

LOUIS

Appearing
in

ssoaated Rrsl National !s|

A. and Canada

played.

CHAPLIN
Marshall Neilans

S.

"The Rendevous"
Her Temporary Husband

"The Galloping Fish"

—

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
33 WEST 60th STREET
PHONE COLUMBUS

MEYER,
TLWiLi

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

19 th

^EST
STREET

let

else write his stories for him. * * •
The photography, supporting cast, etc., are all
and the Hart fans will rejoice at welright
coming their hero once more in anything.

somebody

Baltimore

a

PRESS—Weak

go

Thomas H. luce's

AMERICAN —For

take
is

were stumbling along

just

melodrama,

lile

of

as much effort
who were forever wading
to their knees.

Stephen Steps Out"— F. P.-L.
Allen, Cleveland
ILAIN DEALER As pictures go, and
I

—Gold-Cosmop.

SUN (EVENING)— As pictures go this
effort by Arthur Stringer is far from bigleague stuff. We felt very often as though the

with excellent results
of expression
This, with the assistance
concerned.

good tale and a splendid
thorough enjoyment of the

P.-L.

the

of

months.

in

warming melodrama

evidently, has been rela

comedies

peek at "Unseeing Eyes."

to film fans.

measure from

Hickok"— F.

Bill

McVicker's, Chicago
you,

spaces."

POSITIVE

unobtrusive.

New Baltimore
thrills,
NEWS— For good, old-time
* * *

Washington

la

The

"Wild

IS

'The Spanish Dancer"— F. P.-L.

IIMES — Restraint,

;

with good original
is
filled
times tugs at your heart strings.

"Unseeing Eyes"

—

faces are

at

cleverest

RECORD The film play is interesting in
brings to the screen a group of
it
t
;rted actors, members of the original stage
whose

of the
quite

in
*

Palace, Washington
TIMES— "To the Ladies" is one

HERALD —

cess,

one

TIMES —

EXPRESS— So

picture.

*

STAR —

action,

Broadway, Los Angeles

Tally's

story is a weird disconception,
reminding one of a
sketch sheet for artistic experimentation in
effects.
Viewed in this light the photoplay
is decidedly interesting
as a more ambitious
effort, it is anything but satisfying.
It is
too artificial and unfiinished.
A crook play with action,
thrills and suspense.

POST-DISPATCH —

entertainment
full

•

Funny situations, rather than dramatic art, contribute to the success of * * * "To The Ladies." * * *
* * * probably is the best picture
in the city this week, and it is not exceptional.
The idea was rather thin for a threeact play, and is just so much the thinner for
feature-length
movie.
a
It is a good example of a comedy, for while there are plenty of chuckles
there is also pathos, the more poignant be-

City

all

EXPRESS—The

picture

entire

does splenInteresting photo-

to end,
full of

from beginning
of romance and

II

an

is

out.

jointed

very well produced, with some
of the finest outdoor shots of real western
country we ever glimpsed on the silver screen.
Some of the cattle scenes give you a good
idea of the immensity of the "great open

Rivoli,

comedy dramas to be seen
The cast is superb. • *
a while.

*

Newman, Kansas

POST — "Ponjola"

EXAMINER—

There is speed, action and
surprise in the piece.
The theory that there
is,
contrary to general opinion, not a stick
of honor among thieves is effectively brought

HERALD—

"The Virginian"— Preferred

"The Wanters"— 1st

finest

ay.

m,

TIMES —

Those who fancy thrillers will
find much to their liking. * * *
The story
starts slowly, is full of action after that,
and then peters out at the end.

Missouri, St. Louis

rate screen entertainment.

TIMES— Miss

presence of Lionel Barrymore,

Louis Wolheim and Seena Owen in the
cast, and good photographing of some magnificent snow and mountain scenes save "Unseeing Eyes," * * * from being fust another
gosh-awful melodrama. * * *

scream.

a

its

_

is

"Ponjola"— 1st Nat'l
Mr. Smith's, Indianapolis
STAR— * * * May not distract the planets
the courses with

"White Tiger"— Universal
Miller's, Los Angeles

thriller

POST — It's

P.-L.

Century, Baltimore

is

effort,

ire

Miss

of

serial

Walnut, Cincinnati

"To The Ladies"— F.

unfortunate

is

which

picture,

work

the

STAR-— The

Harold Lloyd comedies

the

xepted.
lis

not center so

brings a legitimate method to
She gives a remarkable screen
performance.
The picture is aided by some
beautiful natural "shots."
There are several
tense moments to this drama.

Regent, Rochester

this season,

the

interest will
story as the

She
Ulric.
the screen.

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE— So
:re

is sheer melodrama
kind enacted with a
wonderful scenic background.
Barrymore has
a thrilling fight with the villain. * * *

of

1st Nat'l

id

POST-DISPATCH— It

Rose"—Warner's
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means 10 big hits the 10 biggest group
of go-gettem's any exhibitor big small or medium ever saw, as long as he has been in the

"Big

10''

picture business and

— —

FIRST NATIONAL'S got

them!

Get the "BIG 10" habit— nothing can stop us!

—
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See

State Righters

May

1924 Plans

Lasky and De Mille Meet
Thursday and Friday to Outline
Production for Next Year
Cecil B. De Mille, his family and
Jeanie MacPherson arrived in New
York from the coast yesterday to
attend the premiere of "The Ten
Commandments" at the Cohan the-

of Ass'n That
Those Not

Nucleus

Include

All

With Hays
the old N. A. M.

Zukor,

Affiliated

A

revival of

P.

I.

under another name, is looked for in
certain quarters with the development
|bf the organization coming out of the
affiliation of the various state righters
ivlio met last week at the Astor.
Originally, a credit organization
\ as
planned, sponsored by Charles
fe. Hoy and Frederick H. Elliott but
lit the meeting, it was suggested that
nasmuch as the Independent ProHucers and Distributors' Ass'n had
ftecome inactive with a clean record,

ater Friday night.

Adolph Zukor who has been visitin Chicago is due back
Thursday at which time, he, together
with Jesse L. Lasky and De Mille will
hold a two-day conference, mapping
ing socially

Lasky

will

Saturday,
De Mille

is

scheduled to go on the

>9th.

A

crew

of

Ten

"The

men is busily erecting
Commandments" sign

across the upper stories of the Putnam Bldg. On the 44th street sid<
of the structure is a figure of Theodore Roberts in the role of Moses and
in the 45th St. side several figures
appearing in the modern version of

Since Thursday, this group

sport.

plans for 1924-1925.
leave for the coast on
following the discussions.

production

out

Nevertheless, that it might be an idea
lo use the organization's by-laws as
(fie basis for a new co-operative body.
|K.
meeting of state right producers
las been called for Thursday at
which the organization committee
lomposed of Ike Chadwiek, W. E.
Jlhallenberger and Joe Brandt will

las had two meetings, one of them
esterday.
I It is anticipated by some of the
Iionsors that the association will
Eventually include a number of firms
Kid individuals who are not members
the Hays group.
If the plan
lould materialize, there will be no
fcnflict with the Hays association but
general working agreement 'eni

Under Way

The lettering bearing
he picture.
4ie actual title is strung across the
building, covering all of the 7th Ave.
front except that portion taken up by
'he figures.

H
.

Bred upon. At
iiiould the

least,

growth of

it

is

this

so hoped,

new group

planned to maintain a
in Washington and with exbitors throughout the country as

Durish,
Rntact

it

is

ell.

IjChadwick

is

mentioned as the

first

resident.

'

American game of craps? Adventurers on
in "The Courtship of Myles Standish,'
themselves
the Mayflower amuse
Charles Ray's long run attraction, distributed by Associated Exhibitors.
Advt.

Was

Rivoli Safe

Coupon Books

Robbed

Ictures said yesterday that while he
jiuld very much like to see addi-

Annexes

jinal

gentlemen, regarding which a
of the proposed studio was

iblished recently.

How To Fight Tax
William Brandt, president of
the M. P. T. O. of New York
State has prepared a campaign
book outlining several different
methods of enlisting support for
the repeal of the admission tax.
Details will be found on page 4.

—

Rate $14.87

Famous Players-Lasky
statement

in

which

its

con-

includes

—

Not Interested in Studio
day's receipts, about $6,000. The
Rowland of Asso. First Nat'l was covered by insurance.

lort

for Christmas

by Famous Players in 9
Months Makes Annual Stock

Earned

solidated
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Three masked men held up John
the earnings of subsidiary companies,
Atlanta Sig Samuels of the Metro- Owned 90% or more, reports for the
Mack, night watchman at the Rivoli
politan
has prepared a coupon book nine months ending Sept. 29, 1923, net
jimmied
morning
and
early Sunday
open the safe which contained Sun- containing $6 in tickets, which he is operating profits of $3,121,300.22 after
theft

|R. A.

studios erected in or around
pw York that he was not interested
any definite plan for such a build?, nor was he interested in the protion of the studio planned by sev-

$3,121,300 Profits

this the forerunner of the

Two

(Special to

San Diego,
aters,

Inc.

San Diego Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

—

West Coast The
purchased the new

Cal.

has

Balboa and the Cabrillo theaters
from Robert Hicks. The deal closely
followed the purchase of a principal
theater in Long Beach.

Sam Goldwyn Going to L. A.
Sam Goldwyn leaves for the coast
He intends making antomorrow.
other Potash and Perlmutter story,
based on "Business Before Pleasure"
which was a stage play. The new
picture will deal with motion pictures.

manufacturing and deducting all charges and reserves for
commercial institutions for $5 as a Federal income and other taxes.
Christmas gift for their employees.
After allowing for payment of dividends on the preferred stock, the
Bryson Goes to London
above earnings are at the annual rate
James V. Bryson who handled "The of $14.87 on the common stock out-

offering to large

Hunchback" at Universal until Al standing.
Lichtman joined that company is en
2,800 Seat House for Mt. Vernon
route to London aboard the George
A. H. Schwartz, president of the
Washington, where he will replace
Beverly Griffith as English sales man- Homack Construction Co., which owns
and operates seven theaters in Brookager for Universal.
lyn,

He will remain
tented Husbands."
over the holidays and, upon his return to the coast, may start work on
his

Lowe in "The Fool"
Edmund Lowe, who has
a

five-vear

first

be"

contract

signed
with Fox, will

seen in "The Fool."

has purchased a

site in

Roosevelt

Square West. Mt. Vernon, upon
Cohen Here
Harry J. Cohen is in town from which a 2,800 seat house will be built.
work in
the coast with a print of "Discon- It is the intention to start

George Washington

film.

the spring and it is hoped the building may be ready for next fall.

Lesser
(Special to

Due Friday

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Braden Sails
Los Angeles Trving M. Lesser lias
William Braden, a director of left for New York where he is due to
arrive on Friday.
Goldwyn, is en route to Europe.
Col.

THE

-22?kDAILY
Some Completed Pictures
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Hollywood

— Productions completed

recently, include:

"Win Men Leave Home,"
U. UKI

Ni. 66

Titsdif. Die. 18. 1S23

Prfe* 5 Ctits

CopyriBht l^J.l, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-7J West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by

WIDS
W.

I

FILM FOLKS, INC.

I.MS and

Dannenberg,

Joseph
J.

1

and Editor;
and Business Man-

President

Alicoate, Treasurer

Kann, Managing Editor.
Mersereau, Advertising Manager.

Maurice D.

ager;

Donald

If.

Entered as second-class matter

New

May

21, 1918,

at the post office at
York, N. Y., under
the act ol March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to

New

directed

M. Stahl.
"The Drifter,"
directed by Robert North Bradbury,
starring Jack Hoxie. "Racing Luck,"
by John

directed by Herman Raymaker, starring
Monty Banks.
"Let's
Go,"
directed by William Howard, starring
Richard Tahnadge.
"Which
Shall it Be?" directed by Renaud

Hoffman.

"The Kveryday Mystery,"

directed by Clayton Grandin, starring Lola Patti.
"The Last
Frontier," directed by John Ince and
a

s

rial,

Tuesday, December

November Sales Drive
The November sales

18,

192

Successful

con-

drive,

ducted by Hodkinson, has proved so
successful that it will be continued
through December. Ben Weisenbach,
who covers Southern Wisconsin, out
of Chicago, and S. W. Whitehead,
of Los Angeles, were the largest indidividual prize winners, both tied for
first
place.
Mrs. Anna Sessions,
branch sales manager for New Orleans and Atlanta won first place in
her division, while Irving Hanover,
out of New York, stood first in the
collections for the Eastern division.
Chicago won the record for the Central division, and Los Angeles for the

Reeves Kason.
"White Fang," di- Western Division.
rected by Laurence Trimble.
"The
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, Sheriff of Tombstone," directed by
N. Y.
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
New Theater For Bronx
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, Al Rogeli starring Fred Thompson.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood "Baffled,"
Mac Lernon Bros., real estate
directed by J. P. Mc1603.
Gowan; the first of a series of eight agents, have sold a site on the southLondon Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
Franklyn Farnum.
"The cast corner of Kingsbridge Road and
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., starring
London, W. I.
Tin moil," directed by Hobart Henley. Jerome Ave., in the Bronx, upon
Paria Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de "Souvenir," the second Halperin pro- which will be built a 2,500 seat theClichy.
Central
European Representative Interna- duction, starring Agnes Ayres and ater, with an entrance on Kingsbridge
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- Percv Marmont.
Rd.
The site is now occupied by
vakia), Wenzelplatz.
several small buildings which will be
demolished shortly.
Bartlett Titling for F. B. O.

HAL ROACH'S
DIPPY-DOO-DADS

COMEDIES
"A Proven Product"
reel

1

Pafhecomecly

THE FILM

—

Ask any

—

"What

—

Three

—

(Special to

Quotations
High

Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd.

East.

Goldwyn

.109

.

.

.

.

.

.

67y2

68%
85^

85*4

%y2

8y2

2

l?yA

W/

Loew's

67yi 1,400
100
687
l7yA 900

85^
8y2

Pictures Supplant Stock
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

One

of the large circuits
project.

is

Men
Wanted"

spon-

Randolph Bartlett, soring the
Low
Close
Sales
formerly with Paramount, is titling
108^ 108^ 200 "Beware the Woman," at Robertson-

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Peters Denied Injunction
In the cast are Derely Perdue,
Cohalan, In the Supreme
Justice
Lloyd Hughes. Ralph Lewis, Josef
Swickard, Joseph Dowling, Emilie Court yesterday, denied the applicaFitzroy and others.
Emile Chautard tion of House Peters for an injunction
to restrain Charles O. Baumann from
directed.
advertising the fact that Peters had
allegedly broken his contract with
Reynolds Goes to Coast

pretty girl

Cole.

Pasadena
Calif.
Pictures
will
Lynn F. Reynolds has gone to the
soon take the place of stock at the
coast
for the holidays.
He is directRaymond, owned by Turner, Dahning one portion of "Janice Meredith,"
ken and Langley.
the new Marion Davies film which
will be made piece-meal by several
Special Christmas Showing
The Brooklyn Strand will play host directors.
to
a
number of orphan kiddies
Christmas morning when a special
Reeves Goes Home
performance will be given.
Arch Reeve, publicity director at
Paramount's coast studio, who has
been in New York for the three weeks,
F. & M.'s Lyric Opens Thursday
left Sunday on his return journey.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Traverse City, Mich. Fitzpatrick
Fisher Joins The Warners
McKIroy's new Lyric will open
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Thursday.
Atlanta— H. W. ("King") Fisher

—

has joined the sales force of Warners.

Baumann.

Children Matinees at Rivoli
children's Christmas
matinees are again a feature at
the Rivoli this week.
Special film
numbers, songs, dances and one-act

America.inc. 4
729-7™ Ave. N.Y.- Bryant ZI5
The Mackler Proeess

The annual

plays

of

particular

youngsters

will

interest

be shown at

to

the
10:30

daily.

THE ONLY PROCESS THA
HAS MADE GOOD THE PROVE
TREATMENT FOR LENGTHE;
ING THE LIFE OF MOTION PI
TURE FILMS.

Changes in Titles
Harry Carey picture for
Hodkinson release will be "The Night
Hawk" and not "High Dawn." as
reported.
The first Kirkwood-Lee

The

picture

Phone

— Beekman

9091

first

is titled

"Painted

Women."
tEAL

0BBVK

f~<&duxuitian*il (Rciu

*ig£

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTJ
Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture
Productions

c Kann

Geof^on
New

220 West 42n<! St
York. Chick. 2355

i— Ookann. N Y

World Film Rights
aderl

to DreimHaus. Original Story of
The Great Success

BLOSSOM TIME

Apply to MARY FOREST
TeL Bry. 1944
1452 Bway, N. Y. C.

Reproduced from
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Y POLLY WOOD.
EALrL/Y, it's embarrassing to discover, within a month, two perfect pictures made by the same concern. But I swear that I've no relatives with the Universal folk, and I
swear, with equal ardor, that "The
Lady of Quality" is as perfect in, its
way as "The Acquittal" was in its.
Both came from the Universal shop,
and if that concern continues to make
the excellent films it has recently
I'm going to buy some stock if
Santa is good to me. It would be
a good investment,
*

—

Not

osj^s

yfTLzfA^Jvwuv'v*"*^-

youllt^SnC/^KKei- w Wfj|j|Cf

r si^^MtnAilnlilfl^'aii
time.

this

She has the grace and beauty

THE

-a&m

Tuesday, December
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18,
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Exhibitor Aids on Tax Repeal
M.mv

Bight Suggestions
Congressmen and Public Reached by
Wire, Letter and Screen As Outlined by M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
Billy Brandt lias forwarded copies
nf his campaign book replete with exhibitors aids to repeal the admission
tax to all of the New York State
members and to presidents of the
variou< M. P .T. O. units throughout
the country for their help.

The campaign

divided into eight
general divisions, as follows:

Wire

1.

to

is

your Congressman and

made

box

the

(insert figure) a year. This
mi.- item might seem insignificant, but added
to the other tax demands it becomes an ex-

amounts

to

draining the purse.
have not advanced in
keephfB with wages, cost of pictures and
The pubtaxes imposed upon the theaters.
lic
demands its motion picture entertainment

pense that

is

Admission

prices

nominal cost, and to meet that demand
the theaters have maintained a low admission
a

at

despite the increased cost of operation
theater is now paying (insert
figure) city, county, state and Federal taxes.
believe you will find that that total exceeds
I
the taxes paid by any other business.

The (Blank)

wish Mr.

(name

of

Congressman) you

this matter your sincerest conbelieve that if you study the
I
sideiation.
situation you will realize the necessity of some
action by the coming session of congress
which will give the theaters and the public

public to help in this fight
interested!

—they

are

your advertising matter as mediums to enlist your public.
5.
Have your patrons sign a peall

prominent places in their stores.
petition blank should be published
in each issue of the program or house
organ which exhibitors may publish.
Following is a suggested petition:

my

Petitions
The

vision of the revenue law.

Most

8.

important.

Keep

State
P. T. O. of

headquarters office of M.
X. V. advised of everything you
do and accomplish so it may be used
as organized ammunition in the fight.

The

plan

in detail

hereby petition you, as
presenting the tax
and concisely are
Screening at
published herewith.
every performance is suggested:
clearly

follows:

telegrams

pictures
priced

Con-

(date)

In your newspaper advertisements
use any of the following catch-lines
or use all of them in rotation.

The

tax

war meas-

of advertising.
Instruct your employes to pass the good
word along. Your cashier and doorman who
are familiar with your patrons can help materially in this regard.
Your house manager
who also knows many of your patrons by
sight can help too.
Your musicians, operators and other employes belonging to labor unions can be
asked to bring the question up before their
local bodies for consideration because of the
great importance to the theater for whom
they work.
Even your cleaners and porters can be
utilized to help in this cause by speaking
on this subject to their own families and
everybody whom they know.
In short, a general campaign among your
if
properly inaugurated, would be
in the repeal of the tax
Appoint yourself a committee of one to gen
erally supervise the activities of your theater.
With sixteen hundred theaters in NewYork State thus organized, each a center
generating overwhelming sentiment for th«
repeal of the admission tax, the success ol
the campaign can be assured.

employes,

of great assistance

The
It

is

collectively
Much of

Civic Organizations
6.

A

Appeal

to
appeal

direct

made

to

civic
for
local

organizations.

Cooperation

should

organizations, such
as chambers of commerce, rotary clubs, women's clubs, parent-teachers' associations, labor
unions, farmers' co-operative associations and
the like.
In presenting the matter to chambers of commerce,
exhibitors should
accentuate the fact that successful theaters
bring increased business to a community.
all

should be pointed out emphatically that

theaters must comepete with Chautauquas
and schools.
Y. M. C. A., K. of C. and
church entertainments, for which no admission tax is charged.
The fact that more
taxes are imposed on theaters than on any

other business should not be overlooked in
presenting the case.
(Exhibitors should have
figures at hand to emphasize this last state-

State Organization
organized to help

you—

and individually.
the

work

in the

in

spreading
to caus

campaign

the repeal of the admission tax mus
be done by you individually becaus
you are in direct, personal contac
with your local public.

—

But—
This is important:
Copies of letters, telegrams, you
advertising matter, letters from th<
public and congressmen, and signec
petitions should be sent to Stat<
Headquarters of the M. P. T. O. o
N. Y., Times Building, N. Y. City.
This material will be invaluable foi
use by the M. P. T. O. of N. Y. it
carrying the campaign

to

its

to

The (Blank)

theater has an annual total
(insert annual attendance figThese theatergoers, all of whom are
your constituents, must pay a 10 per cent

lance of

ure).

Use these
and continue
is

in

every advertisement

to use

them

until the tax

You must

furnish the ammunition

Sydney Chaplin

repealed.

Appearing

for the privilege of enjoving an
evening's
rnt at the (Blank) theater.
This

entertainment, for a majority of my patrons,
m their only means of obtaining relaxation
and recreation, two elements which most
certainly should be free of excessive taxation

On many

occasion! the

^ion taxes

at

my box

money

collected in

office is in

excess

profits; in fact, there are times when
the film companies and the government are
the only one* to profit through the opera
tion of the (Blank) theater.

in

The burdensome theater admission tax has outlived its necessity
it should be repealed.

—

The

theater offers relaxation

—

and recreation these elements
should not be taxed.

Marshall Neilans

fina

goal.

the last

was given

tnv

Word-of-Mouth Advertising
The most effective of all means

be repealed.

in the tax laws was
Congress, little or no rethe motion picture theater
of the country and their millions of patrons.

"t

7.

Write your Congressmen that
the theater admission tax must

Although a revision

tax

admission

—

I wish to call your attention to a
burdensituation which could be alleviated
through your earnest co-operation.

•

Liberty Loan, Red Cross and numerous othc
drives in theaters.
Tell them of the other
war taxes we paid cheerfully and impress
upon them that the theaters are always
at the public service.

!

some tax

lief

theater

justifiable as a

ure, but it is now an unnecessary burden on the public and
the theater it should be repealed

Model Letter
Sample letter to Congressmen:

Call to the attention of every organization
the theater's willingness at all times to cofurthering all civic movements.
in
Bring the war record of the motion picture
theaters to the attention of those you interest.
Tell them of the moblization of the theaters
to assist in the successful culmination of the
war. Dwell upon the Four-Minute Speakers,

propaganda

It

was

in going on record for repeal
admission tax.

operate

8.

Street Address

be

Newspaper Ads

New York

of the

Name

available

#

»

members

in

Why

theater is compelled to turn
over to the U. S. Government one-tenth
of the money you pay at the box office.
Is any other business in this city having
to carry a burden like that?

(Signed).

made by

tuents.

great

This

consideration.

2.

amusement

one

stand.

!

Honorable (your Reprentative's name and
addrrsO.
It is respectfully requested that
the letter forwarded you today relative to
the theater admission tax receive your kind

the

that

We

should it be burdenAsk your
ed with the admission tax?
congressman and senator where they
to everyone.

(date)

Honorable (your Representative's name and
address) As a theater owner in the district
you represent I respectfully urge your sincerest consideration to the question of the
tax on theater admissions.
Stop
A study
of the situation will unquestionably recommend to you the necessity of some action
during the coming session of Congress to
give relief to the theaters and the public
from the tax burden they now carry.
(Sign name, address and theater).

are

believe

there no longer is justification
for this war levy.
believe
that in working for its repeal
you will be contributing a
worthy service to your consti-

year

Motion
to

The undersigned

the government made far
more profit out of this theater than the
Do you think that you
owners did.
should continue to pay the admission
tax of 10 per cent?
•
«
«

Last

Con-

this district, to
vote for the repeal of the 10
per cent admission tax at the
coming session of congress..

Messages

moderate!

Suggested
pressmen:

name of theater) at
name of city and state),

gressman from

Using the Screen

Sample Telegrams
1.

undersigned, patrons of

the (insert

(Signature.)

3.

attention the action of their brother

it

in

may

situation

to lahor
to their

A

now

am

6.
Enlist the co-operation of civic
organizations.

Organize
a
word-of-mouth
at your theater.

should be

the members of the labor
In the
unions and among farmers.
smaller communities merchants will
co-operate by posting the petitions

(insert

7.

theater,

among

tition.

squad

the

leaving

thrown on the screen at every performance. This should be circulated

relief from the tax burden they
sure
I will be grateful, and I
patrons will be appreciative, of any effort
put forth in bringing about a reyou

some

carry.

1'se

A

his district, for the public to sign.
message, urging patrons to sign be-

fore

In presenting the matter
would be well to bring

ment.)
unions

Petitions

5.
Every exhibitor should have his
lobby or at his box office a petition,
owners
addressed to the Congressman from
in my

would give

Then write to them.
Use your screen to ask your

4.

at

Another war levy which the theater
must pay is the seating tax, which,

I

Senator.
.*.

arc

complaints

by patrons who believe that the admission tax should be abolished, as other
war taxes have been.

office

The Rendevous'
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish
Thomas H. luce's

—

—

Rememberwhen "PONJOLA" came
told

you

great

to grab

it

—as

money maker?

out,

how we

would be a
And what hapit

pened?
It became

one of the year 's biggest hits!

Remember
when "FLAMING YOUTH" was
released we told you to
for tremendous profits?

book

it

to be

at

once

And what hap-

pened ?
It's the

greatest and most consistent
maker put out this year.

money
whopping

We

A

big hit!

said-

"ANNA

the same of Thos* H. Ince's
CHRISTIE"—recognized today as the

—

screen's greatest achievement and
it's cleaning up in the big centers

other

Now

Watch

now

—An-

BIG 10-HIT!

"HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND"

go

just as we have been
—
of
would

out and clean up
predicting

And

WATCH

all

the

"BOY OF MINE"

BIG-10

do!

just what
called it

prove to be

the Motion Picture

World

"A GEM AMONG PICTURES" and
gem among the BIG-10

BIG-10 means 10 big

hits

FIRST NATIONAL
is

certainly delivering

a

Quigley's no fool!
Look

at

last issue

hot from

right

this

the

EXHIBITORS HERALD

of

Gertrude Atherton's "Best Seller"

Made

Production

into Splendid

"BLACK OXEN,"

a First National Attrac-

adapted from Gertrude Athertons popular novel. Directed by Frank Lloyd. Eight

tion,

hit-

reels.

No. 7-and

ought to be a clean-up for every exhibitor
plays it. It's a novel with a million dollars'

It

who

What did
we tell

worth of publicity and advertising back of it
and all of this publicity can be turned to good
account in exploiting the picture. Never have
we seen Miss Griffith more beautiful nor more
alluring. Miss Atherton's novel contains such
an unusual theme and has created such a stir,
there is an immense audience waiting to see this
filmization of her book.
And Director Lloyd
has made an excellent job of it, one that puts
him in the front rank of present day directors.

you!

"BLACK OXEN"

what a hit!

most picture devotees.

A

when we make
your
last

last dollar

line

seller."

r

IRS

will prove a surprise for

I

again

"BEST SELLER" made

into a best seller.

a fuss about a picture

the picture

—"A

'best

Hot Dog! There's

NATIONAL

is

made

a corker.

bet

And

there!

seller'

you can

get that
into a best

When

talks—pay attention—it means something!

-»

:
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Flinn In

1

Famous Players Theater Managers Eligible—Will Not Replace Salaries
The bonus plan for managers of
theaters owned by Famous Players

Capacity
for a number of
years with Famous Players, has tendered his resignation, effective January 1. While no announcement was
made of his future affiliation, it is
understood that he will join one of
the more important distributing companies in an executive capacity.
Flinn originally headed the advertising and publicity department of
Famous Players. Later, he joined the
theater department with special du-

John

Harold
effective on Jan. 1.
Franklin, head of the theater department, has been working out the
|details, some of which are announced
in a new issue of "The Close-Up," a
Famous Players house organ. Franklin says:
"This plan provides for paying a
proportionate amount to every manager who cuts costs, increases busiIt goes into effect
ness, or both.
The proposed bonus is not a
Jan. 1.

i

becomes

:B.

In
to stage the English premiere.
recent weeks, Flinn has been handling the advance exploitation on "The

kind that are out of the

Ten Commandments."

ordinary.
(.Continued

on Page 2)

Reargue Goldwyn Case
Arguments relative to the use by
Samuel Goldwyn of the name of
Goldwyn in connection with the pic-

Seeks Accounting on "Drifting"
Walter Scott Andrews, executor of
he estate of Daisy H. Andrews who
vrote plays under the name of Leslie
coring, has sued William A. Brady
or an accounting on the receipts of

—

"Drifting."
It is alleged the picture rights were sold by Brady to
(Universal for 15% of the profits of
[The film and that $10,000 was paid on
The suit is for the playIccount.
llvright's share.
Is

The Trend
By

Ralph Clark Here
Ralph Clark,

New York

I'irst

recently resigned

State sales

manager

of

National and returned to San

rancisco,
I

who

is

back

in

town

for a

What is the
Where is it

few ing formulated

reeks.

he is releasing through First
National were heard in the Appellate
Division yesterday. A court decision
has already decided that Goldwyn
can use the name provided there appear in the main title, the words "not
now connected with Goldwyn Pictures."
Goldwyn Pictures Corp. has
appealed to the Appellate Division
which now has the matter under advisement.
ture

The original play was "'The Extra Girl' is Mabel Norma nd's greatest picture," wired Tom
I'Drifting."
Mack Sennett
It's a
|:nown as "Cassie Cook of the Yellow Schraeder, manager of the Olympic, Pittsburgh.
Advt.
Exhibitors.
Associated
distributed
by
production,
stage
on
the
peas," but was produced

||s

Flinn,

and when "The Covered Wagon"
was completed, he was assigned the
exploitation of it and went to London

A

i

C.

ties,

Neither is it payment in lieu
salary.
It is a measure of efficienof salary.
weekly reward for effort and
cy.
Iresults of a

Job

Leaves Famous Players to Join Distributing Company In Executive

All

1

New

DANNY

Bonns Promoted

trend of the motion picture industry?
leading, and how will it affect the plans

by

now

ling the

be-

important producers and distributors for the

coming season?
These pertinent questions were put

to Samuel Goldwyn yesBarnstyn Reaches Holland
followed on
his
yesterday
stated
J. C. Barnstyn
terday. He leaves for the Coast today and will be
rother, L. C. Barnstyn of the NethThe following week Cecil De Mille
iands Bioscop Trust, has arrived Saturday by Jesse Lasky.
executives
visit
Jick in Holland, following a
and Richard A. Rowland leave, and other important
:re.
pilgrimage to the Coast.
will shortly make their annual mid-winter
Answering the questions Goldwyn said

Seeking Receiver

who

has been handwork at Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has been appointrepresentative of the
ed a special
W. F. Ferguson
sales department.
will handle exploitation.

Eddie Bonns

exploitation

Metro Gets "The White Sister"
Metro officially announced yesterday the acquisition of "The White
Sister."

$198,672 In 3

Months

F. P. Canadian Corp. Profits
Allen Chain Bought for
of Receiver's Figure

Jump-

12%
definitely
gainst Pyramid and Smallwood &
"This is certain: the trend of the industry today
Co. Both Companies Declared
hand. The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
proves that the day of the independent producers is at
Fully Solvent
worth-while
important,
Toronto Earnings of the Famous
Arthur N. Smallwood is mailing out successes established during this season of
Corp. for the first
Players-Canadian
I form letter to investors in Pyramid
individuals in their own time and in their own quarter of the 1923-24 year, covering
by
made
pictures
Ictures, Inc., in which he describes
successes in the future will be made September, October and November,
te affairs of the company and the way demonstrates that real
showed gross earnings of $198,672 beuation caused by the temporary in-

—

i

I

—

t

j

Attorneythe
fliction secured by
York which prevents
jtneral of
the com||; further sale of bonds in

New

i

5mallwood declares that investors
Pyramid to the extent of "less than
(Continued

on Page 5)

accordingly.

.

„

,

,

picture business is rapidly becoming a show
man can
business. The day has passed when any one
will
which
pictures
more
or
fifty
lay out a program of
box-office.
be successful at the

"The

(Continued

on Page 2)

fore depreciation, as compared with
$180,648 for the corresponding period
Net earnings after dea year ago.
It was
preciation stood at $160,000.
announced at the meeting that the re(Continued on Page 5)

—

THE

•cE£lDAILY

Wednesday, December

19,

1923

The Trend
from Page

(.Continued

"There

an appreciation at this
moment by important producers of
UTI Ni 17 W.duUir Ik. IS. 1923 Prici S Cuts this fact. A producer must have time,
ample time, to make a picture as he
( opynsht
19JJ, Wid'i Film and Film Folks,
Nothing
plans it and desires it.
Inc
Published Daily except Saturday, at
7I-7J Writ 44th St.. New York, N. Y., by could more definitely demonstrate this
WIDS FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC. than such successes as 'The Hunchloaeph Dannenbcrg, President and Editor;
W Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- back,' 'Scaramouche,' 'The Covered
J
ager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor. Wagon,' 'Anna Christie,' and a numDonald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. ber of others including 'The Eternal
Fnterrd ai second class matter May 21, 1918,
City.'
It is true that the producer
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
must keep an eye on the box office,
the act ot March J, 1879.
Tertna (Postage free) United States. Outside but it is very true that if any proof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
ducer looks only to the box office,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$13.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. much of the great appeal of motion
Address all communications to THE FILM pictures will be lost.
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
"When the motion picture
N. Y.
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
business ceases to be an art it
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. "Phone, Hollywood
ceases to be a business. Enter1603.
tainment is an art.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
"The day when a producer of moThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W. I.
tion pictures could set out to make
is

U

.

.

.

;

—

—

Paris Representative
Clichy.

Central

— Le

Film,

Rue de

42

—

European

Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

60 or more pictures, attendthe innumerable annoying
problems which develop, has passed.
have had a great many fine, big
20,

40,

ing

to

We

ment

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldwyn

.

.

Close

108J4 107J4

67%

66%

300

66y4

1,500

Not quoted
.

.

Loews

8'/2
17^4

S'A

8*6

675

\7y2

17^

1,600

Bonus Jan.

Start

Sales

108^

1

(Continued from Page 1)

"By a method of percentage, the
manager of a small theater will be
able to win as much money as the
manager of a large house, as awards
will be made on these two points: increased paid admissions per week, and
decreased costs per admission.
An
equitable standard will be set for each
theater.
Standards will be arrived at
by summing up past performances,
and by eliminating from consideration
any condition over which the manager has no control. So it can readily
be seen that the bonus plan is absolutely fair.
"For instance, a manager who increases his paid admissions for a week,

but exceeds his standard of cost per
seat, will not receive a bonus.
On
the other hand, a manager who has
shown no increase in business, but
has cut down his cost per seat, will
receive a bonus.
Thus it is possible
to collect from both ends by increasing business and cutting costs."

I

at this moin this busi-

and

pictures for this year

might ask who

ness is planning a big picture for
next season? Have they been frightened off by the results obtained so
far this season? For many of these
results the exhibitor is to blame.
"Imagine such a state of affairs
when an exhibitor in an important
city refuses to pay a decent price for
a good picture for New Year's week
and maintains that he doesn't need it.
He may spend a fortune on institutional advertising but he overlooks
the fact that a fine good picture is
the very best kind of institutional advertising, and I know exhibitors who
are planning to play pictures two,
three and four years old New Year's
week because they know they are
going to do good business. It's shortsightedness.
If the exhibitor maintains this state of mind we are going
to have a lot of mighty bad pictures
for
next season unless somebody

wakes up in time.
"Important theatrical producers
and the motion picture business
rapidly reaching the
would never think of

iMPfcrRE^

,„.

is

show business
making 50 plays

j^

jgjgjji^r-pr-

1)

PatheNews

a year. They wouldn't dare. David
Belasco has presented 11 plays during
the past four years with 10 positive
No. 102
hits as the result.
John Golden produces two plays a year; he has had
BIG FLOOD IN ITALY— 600 persona
one failure out of 11; Charles Dillingham, one out of 10; Ziegfeld produces drown and 50 square miles laid waste at Bertwo great shows a year and makes a gamo when a dike breaks.
fortune; the Shuberts make 46 a year
MUSCLE SHOALS AS IT IS TODAY—
and how many hits do they have? All Rapid progress is made by the Government
of which leads to this: that the inde- on the great water-power project; $50,000,pendent producer of the screen must 000.00 already spent on the fertilizer plant.
work incessantly, developing, planCONGRESSMEN ATHLETES— Interestning, working things out so that he
ing sidelights on legislators at Washington,
Ince
has a real success. Griffith and
presenting them in new roles.
both tried to supervise for Triangle
pictures
year.
Did
they
a
Other news as usual.
to make 52
do it? What are they doing today?
Making pictures in this form on such
a scale means that production becomes a matter of convenience instead of a matter of mentality. There
is a no dual genius in the picture
business; a genius that is as great on
production as it is on distribution.

tod

"For

six years I tried to convince

my

associates in Goldwyn Pictures
to make 'Potash.'
They could not
When I started on my own,
see it.
the first picture that I made was 'Potash.'
The newspaper press of this
country and hundreds of delightful
letters have proven to me as well as
the success it has at the box office
It was not the
that i was correct.
story, it never is; it is the treatment
that is given to it that makes for
success or failure in making pictures.

have waited for two months to
be able to secure Lewis Stone for
my next picture. Could a producer

HAL ROACH'S
STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle

of

Pantomime"

2 reels

"I

Pafhecomedy

with a schedule of fifty or more dream
of doing such a thing? And I wanted
Stone because he is the man for the
part.

"And
city,

don't forget this, that no big

no great community

like

Chicago

New York

gives a correct gauge
of the exhibition value or the entertainment value of a picture. In great
cities like this the appeal is to a shifting, nervous community which is entirely different from the state of mind
which exists in the average community throughout this country."

or

ruTnilHiP—s^l
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Miss DuPont can tell you

"What
Three

Men
Wanted"
2

or:

S
"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

TMF

STICt

mmm

OF THE PROGRAM'

Foreign Distribution of

Motion Picture
Productions

E.

Kat*>

Geo*««Lor*

1

COTP

N>w
Cablet

—

220 West 42nd St.
York. Thick. 2355
Geokann. N. Y.

Betrayer of her young sister's faith, Helen Jerome Eddy vindicates herself
by making the supreme sacrifice for Madge Bellamy's happiness. It's in
The Fire Patrol,' directed by Hunt Stromberg and to be released on the
franchise plan by CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION. 729-7th

rfiHEPATQOp

TWePA-XDOL*

*FlQE PATGoT?

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42 N-D STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

—

BOOTH TARKINGTON
in

a

recent

letter

to

J.

K. McDonald, producer of

"BOY of MINE"
watching

after

that

wonderful

youngster

BEN ALEXANDER
do his

bit

—and

what

in this adaptation of

"When

a bit it is
his story, said:

a picture's pathos makes a group

of newspaper

reporters

cry

visibly

and

audibly as 'Boy of Mine' did last
night, and then bring shrieks of delighted
sniffle

laughter

from

ought to be

everybody,

the

producer

satisfied."

and that from
the author himself
We're

all

MINE"

is

satisfied— satisfied that

"BOY

of

one of the most human pictures

ever made*

Oh! man! you're

getting

some

wonders from FIRST NATIONAL
and nothing can stop us!
William Beaudine directed Ben Alexander's Best
\

THE
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WARNING
Definite
of "Felix, " the
is

knowledge has come

me

to

that a series

Cat Comedy Cartoons, by Pat Sullivan,

being offered on the Motion Picture market.

am

I

handling the

1922 and 1923

series

of

"Felix."

On

September

me by Pat
that option

I

1

2th,

1

922
next

Sullivan for the

on August 29th,

intend to protect

1

an option was given
series.

I

923.

my

rights

where "Felix"

concerned and will use extreme legal measures
sary to

do

exercised

if

is

neces-

so.

MARGARET

J.

220 West 42nd

WINKLER
Street

19, 192;

THE
December

ednesday,

19,

-%2a

DAILY

1923

Seeking Receiver

Xmas

(Continued from Page 1)
,500

have made an application for a

:eivership

Pyramid
and Smallwood and
against

Pic-

Co.,
This, he continues, is without
c."
y justification and is a move which
le writer is using every effort to
xd off because, it is his belief, that
eceivership would kill off the plans
it have been made for the reorgantion of the business and the savr
He adds
of investors' money."
t both companies are "solvent, goInc.,

res,

concerns."

>mallwood admits that Pyramid
been seriously hampered by the

(Special to

At Broadway
Gifts

D

Rubinstein's "Concerto in
Minor," played by the Ampico, from a recording made by
Leo Ornstein, the Rialto orchestra assisting,
is the opening number.
This is followed by
the Pictorial News Reel and a song, "Keep
the Home Fires Burning," sung by Carl

—

Joseph Laronge,
Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc.,
has arranged to give all policemen and all firemen in Cleveland, a Christmas present. Each
policeman received two tickets
good for any performance of
"Big Brother" at the Allen and
of

every

fireman

tickets for

the

State

received

Formes, baritone.

"The Call of the Canyon"
the feature.
Paul Oscard and La Torreare billed in a ballet divertisement.
"At
First Sight," a Pathe comedy, closes.
is

cilia

Rivoli

two

Carl Maria von Weber's "Obregon" is the
overture, followed by Riesenfelds Classical
Jazz, the Rialto News Magazine," "The Man
from Brodney's," the feature picture; Olga
Borissova, a Russian dramatic soprano, in a
scene from "Aida," and "Back Fire," a Mer-

any performance at
to see "Wild Bill

Hickok."

;

preventing
the sale of
Preliminary work on three
Metro Releases Changed
v pictures has been completed but
Metro's release schedule from Janitional financing is necessary to uary to April includes:
"Half-a-DolThe let- lar Bill," "The Good Bad Girl," and
iplete them, he asserts.

jnction
ck.

says, in part:
Smallwood and Co., Inc., invested a tot-

Pyramid in addition to the
made by unit -holders and bond

in

invest-

holders
writer accepted the presidency of
mid Pictures, Inc., after the collapse of
rican (Releasing Corp.) and the retireof Mrs Greene as president of Pyramid
for the purpose of re-organizing the busiso that the investments of everyone, inng yourself as a unit-holder, and the
lwood and Co. stockholders might be
* • *
s

the

t

I

mallwood and Co. and the writer himhave been as hard hit by the failure
jmerican Releasing Corp. management to
la
There is only one
good as anyone.
I we can do now
that is to get our:1
out of the tangle caused by the AmeriMjReleasing Corp. and recoup our losses
Making more good pictures and then have

either "Thy Name Is Woman" or
"The Fool's Awakening" in January.
"Happiness" and "The Uninvited

Guest," will be released in February.
At Other Houses
a
will be included in March:
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" remains
Buster Keaton comedy, a Reginald at the Astor. "The Acquittal" is in its secBarker production and a Jackie Coo- ond week at the Cameo. "Unseeing Eyes" is
again

on

Broadway,

time

"The Shepherd King" at the Central; "Under the Red Robe' 'at the Cosmopolitan; "The Covered Wagon" at the Crite-

picture are listed for April.

balance of this week's holdovers.

i

—

;

back

"Mademoiselle MidMae Murray; another
new Coogan picture; Laurette Taylor
in "One Night in Rome" and another

vehicle.
night," with

Warning Issued
Margaret J. Winkler declares that
knowledge has come to her that a se-

board of directors had been reelected without change.
At the annual meeting held on Friday, it was declared that the company
paid $392,073 in cash and stock for
the assets of Allen Theaters Ltd. from
G. T. Clarkson,
the
receiver, who
placed their valuation at $3,327,000.
The price was less than 12% of the
receiver's valuation.
It was as a result of this purchase
that the total number of theaters operated by Famous Players in Canatiring

da was increased to 64. Two hundred
thousand dollars in cash and $150,000
maid comedy.
in first preference stock was paid to
Clarkson and, in addition, Famous
Strand
The program at this house includes: "Sec- spent $57,073 in purchasing stock in
ond Hungarian Rhapsody," the overture; "Di- several theaters in which the corpovertissement," a musical dance unit in three
ration's
holdings were not large
parts; The Topical Review; prologue to the
to
provide
control.
The
feature, "Lucretia Lombard;" the feature and enough
a Hal Roach-Spat
Family
comedy,
titled shareholders of Loew's Montreal were
"Heavy Seas." Percy Starnes closes with an given par for par for
their preferred
organ solo.
holdings while the holders of com-

Three
gan

this

at

the

Capitol.

"Scaramouche" at the 44th Street, and
"The White Sister" at the Lyric, make up the
rion;

Sid Smith
(Special to

mon

stock received
49%, Famous
Players keeping 51%
in
order to
maintain the control. The cash in-

vestment by Famous was $100,000,
which was secured by a mortgage at

8%.
Eileen Percy Here
Eileen Percy is in town from the
coast for the holidays.

With Educ'l

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood Sid Smith has been
own pictures direct to ries of "Felix" cat cartoons is being
own salesmen on a cash offered for sale and warns that she added to the company making Educational
Cameo Comedies, under
intends protecting her rights which,
direction of Gil Pratt.
she declares, are embodied in an opI Suit Over Film-Music Stock
tion for 1924 exercised by her on
F. Heath Cobb declares Smith has
"illiam Rodman Fay, president of Aug. 29.
completed his contract with Grandchirmer, Inc., music publisher, is
Asher.
t ng to recover $10,000 he invested
Hurley Makes "The Lost Tribe"
ynchronized Scenario Music Co.,
Capt. Frank Hurley is at the GothIris Deal With Hepworth
in an action against Walter Enam with a print of "The Lost Tribe,"
Ipf Far Rockaway, trial of which
The
Hepworth Dist. Corp. will disa picture showing the life of a prime1 der way in the Supreme Court in
val tribe in the heart of New Guinea tribute the single reels controlled by
:ns. Fay testified that the comThe material was secured while Hur- the John J. Iris exchange. Five have
was represented as making ley accompanied a British Govern- already been made with twenty more
Ms of music in conjunction with
to follow.
little known
distribute

'jijnid

w:rs through

its

New York

its

iopn pictures.
said that after Engel had closed
ltract with him, as president of
mer, Engel sold him personally
ck of stock for $10,000. He said
at Engel represented the company
It 2 roing concern, but that this turn-

WILLIAM
542

t to be false.
E gel denies that he made any misepi sentation, and asserts that Fay
>ol it the stock of his own accord,
if lso says that the company has
ner y suspended temporarily.

ill

—

New York

Murray

Hill

1831

to

Original Story of

Apply
1452

—

showing outare more commodious.
on Dec. 22 when it
begins an indefinite engagement at
Greensburg Exhibitor Dead
the Imperial.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Greensburg, Pa.- James Gilliland,
"Universal Joy Week" On
local exhibitor is dead as a result
This is "Universal Joy Week" which
of an automobile accident.
side of

Tel.

"Dreimaderl Haus"

Moves
THE FILM DAILY)
Robe"
Premiere
"Red
West Coast
Philadelphia
The Goldwyn-Cos(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mopolitan office is now located at
San Francisco "Under the Red 1228-30
Vine St., where the quarters
will

GILL, Eastern Sale; Mgr.

"BLOSSOM TIME"

Philadelphia Office

Robe"

S.

Ave.

World Film Rights

territory.

have

Fifth

into that

(Special to

Hollywood

Chicago

Rothacker Laboratories

.

ment expedition

Months

(Continued from Page 1)

Rialto

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland

Theatersl $198,672 In 3

its first

MARY FORREST

to
Broadway,

Tel.

RENALLES,

1944

Bryant

Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

—

Laemmle

sets aside locally every
Part of the profits will be turned over to the N. Y. American Christ-

Carl

year.

Two

Houses in Warren, O.
mas and Relief Fund.
THE FILM DAILY)
wren, O. Lemotto Smith, ownt « the Columbia in Alliance, has
"Name the Man" Has Showing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
>ur«ised the Opera House and Hipft

\Special to

—

Jod«me from John J. Murray, who
s raring after 25 years
in the busiClrles
Schweitzer has resigned
fronjhe Fox sales force in Cleveland
o tie over the management of the
-ousL
He was formerly manager

M

Duchess.

til

Roque Opposite Swanson
La Roque will be Gloria Swan
sonjeading man in "The Laughing
i

'

La

—

Philadelphia Goldwyn's first Seastrom picture, "Name the Man," was
given a preview at the Karlton last

Sunday

Sydney CHAPLIN

night.

Fox Luncheon Tomorrow
The local Fox exchange will give

Appear inJ
in
a

lunch at Gertner's tomorrow. A sales
drive is under way this week.

Old Criterion Closes Again
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Buffalo The Criterion theater has
again closed.

The Rendevous"
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"
Thomas H.Inces
Marshall Neilans

— —
THE

&Mxsr

"Her Temporary Husband''

\

GOOD?

First National

As

a

Whole.

.

.

ONE OF THE

BIG-

GEST LAUGH GETTERS OF
THE SEASON; FARCE THAT
DRIFTS INTO OUT AND OUT

Great guns man-

SLAP-STICK BUT WITH RAPID FIRE COMEDY AND
CONTINUOUSLY FUNNY BUSINESS, IT'S A SURE

WINNER.

it's

.Sydney Chaplin the real comCast.
edian in comedy role that he puts
over in great style; they're going
to look for him more often after
they see this one; Owen Moore
good also; Sylvia Breamer, the girl
in the case, hasn't a great deal to
do; Chuck Reisner first rate "tough
.

.

one of the

Big-

lO-

guy" comedian.
Great comedy enof Story
tertainment. It isn't often that they
can take a story as silly as this
actually is, and with as little real
situations to it, and make a suc-

Type

cessful and genuinely amusing
edy of it. But it can be done.

Temporary

Husband"

com-

proves

it.

Knock- Out

is

complicate matters by having three
sets of chases and pile on more
excitement at every turn, instead

dragging and losing strength,
The laughs keep coming
gains.
It can all be
better and better.
summed up in clever direction and
a capable company of comedians.
Box Office Angle
Good for the
box office.
comedy entertainment as good as this can't fail to
of
it

A

go by unnoticed. Let one crowd
see it and you can count on wordof-mouth advertising taking care of
succeeding showings.
It's a real
laugh getter so if they enjoy being

amused

here's the one to

do

a

"Her

practically nothing to the
story but it's a laugh from start
to finish and with nearly seven reels
Slapof film, that's going some.
stick, as a rule, wearies after the
first stunt is repeated a second time,
but in this instance, where they

There

irs

we knew it would be, that is
why we praised it to the skies

now we've proved it.
Once again we were right!

and

it.

We're always going to be right

Remember

that

remark

When you book

FIRST NATIONAL'S
Big- 10

you have demonstrated you know some-

thing about the exhibiting business!

:
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Mooney Changes

Lapworth Resigns

—

Resigns from Louis Mayer Organization to Accept Important Sales
Post With Distributing Unit
Paul C. Mooney, general manager
of the Louis B. Mayer Co., has tendered his resignation and on Jan. 1
will assume new duties of an important nature with one of the prominent

from Goldwyn Future Plans Uncertain But Likely to Produce

England
Charles Lapworth who was formerr an important executive in the Lonon offices of Goldwyn Pictures, and
ho, some months ago, went to Holin

rwood to aid

in

production, has re-

distributing organizations.

gned.

the

business. He
carnival
and

Man."

be held at the Hotel
l.tor March 29 and, contrary to the
pal custom, guests will be permitted
escort ladies. There will be dancand while the usual satire on
n matters will be indulged in, the
air will be properly dignified. A
Botsford is chairman of the entainment committee.

Ritz Chartered in England
(Special to

London

Atlanta

John Alden and Myles Standish

in

Ch irles Ray's "The

ated Exhibitors.

weeks ago.

Garyn on Trip
Garyn of Goldwyn-Cosmopolileaves tomorrow for a visit to the
inta, Charlotte and New Orleans

Butte,

Number
The Covered Wagon
Merry Go Round
Robin Hood

Hunchback of Notre Dame
The Green Goddess

Reports Batch of Contracts
Under $1.65 Top Plan and

dates already

bl been arranged by Al Lichtman.
conditions in each case ind an arrangement whereby the
Pil re will be held at $1.65 top and
{Continued on Page 2)
e

Scaramouche

Two-a-Day Basis
Laemmle stated yesterday he

Safety Last
Rosita

Down

to the Sea in Ships

Little

Old

New York

of

earlier releases.

theaters.

it

May Return for Christmas
Marcus Loew may arrive back in
town from the coast in time to spend
Christmas with

his family.

Votes

52
25
24
24
22
19
18
17
17
16

should be borne in mind that the returns are as
incomplete
and that some of the later releases have
yet
not played in as many important cities as some of the
It

picture

has only 156, out of which
110 are operating but once or twice
a week.

Lists forwarded by important newspaper as well as
trade paper critics throughout the country of the ten
best pictures of the year for the forthcoming issue of
The Film Year Book show the following

rersal

wa highly pleased with the response
f xhibitors
to his offer of "The
HI chback" for regular picture theafl under special conditions. A doz-

Now

The Ten Best

boks "Hunchback"

cl

THE FILM DAILY)
Mont.— At the end of 1920,

Montana had 216

langes.

more important

£1 each. The incorporation papers declare the company was formed to make pictures featuring Valentino as the exclusive star.
Directors
are J. Dow and Kathleen M. Heavingham. Registered office is at 265, Winchester House, Old Broad St., E. C.
(Special to

at

t«r

Ltd. have

Theaters Decreasing In Montana

re-

ed over the failure of the State
to pass the bill which
aid have increased the license fees
exchanges from $100 to $1,000
year.
A hearing on it was held

irl

Courtship of Mvl*

Distributed by Associ-

— Advt.

jislation

:ral

of the year.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Exchangemen here are

Pictures,

of

Standish," the outstanding picture hit

Raise in Georgia

THE FILM DAILY}

— Ritz

been formed here with a nominal capitalization of £10,000, divided in shares

I;

{Special to

on Fuge 2J

(.Continued

w.ill

No Tax

was

originally in the
out-door amusement
business and then joined the Cleveland News-Leader. He then became

"Naked Truth" Dinner March 29
The "Naked Truth" dinner of the
.M. P. A.

have

Mooney is one of the best known
men in the distributing end of the

said he was
July bidding his friends "au revoir"
[id expected to be back with them
Itortly.
E uring his stay at Culver
Ity Lap.v.'rt'u wftrkeO .it''. Victor

"Name

will

tion.

Lapworth then

iiastrom on

Mooney

post,

a good deal to say in shaping the
sales policy of the company involved.
He declined yesterday to discuss the
matter, further than to admit that he
had decided to leave the Mayer enterprises in favor of the new connec-

Jans are at the moment indefinite, it
not unlikely that he will go to
Ingland in a few weeks and take up
(reduction on his own.
At a farewell dinner tendered him
London when he left for HollyI
wood,

new

In his

Lapworth reached New York yesWhile his
rrday from the Coast.
j

New

Markets Yearly

Seen by A. E. Smith

About

— Has

No Fears

Stability of the

Business

THE FILM

DAILY)*
conservatives and extravagent radicals are
bringing the industry tumbling about
their own ears, according to Albert
E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, who
has issued one of his infrequent statements.
Smith deems it fortunate that there
is
a level road traveled by steady
minded men which remains the open
(Special to

Los Angeles

way

— Pessimistic,

to legitimate

growth and devel-

opment.
(Continued

on Page 2)

1

THE

-<^S

DAILY

New
"Since

my

mi i<f</ from Pat
last stay In

Hollywood,"

l

.

;

the

ness show any decrease.
That decrease was in the foreign market.
It
was in a large measure, although not
Address all communications to THE FILM altogether, offset by the spread of
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, motion pictures thro ugh out the
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. United States. Never have the levelN. Y.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
Mil Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone. Hollywood headed men in this industry had
cause to complain about the growtli
IMS.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, of the industry as a whole.
Each
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
year sees new markets for films.
London, W. I.
"The business of Great Britain and the
Paris Representative
I.e Film, 42
Rue de
States.

OuUide

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
moaths, $5 00; J months, $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.
J 5.00

of
1

—

—

—

Oichy.

—

European

Central

Representative Interna
Prague (Csecho-Slo-

tisnale

Filmschau,

vakia).

WenzelplaU.

=^^^ II

Continent

I

IB

I

Quotations
Low

High
East.

Kod.

66ft
86J4

do pfd

Goldwyn

Sales

.107% 107% 107%

P.-L

F.

Close

...

Loew's

65*4

86^

8%

8%

17%

\7%

100

66
5.000
86J4 1,200
8*£ 1,280
17% 300

being

restored to normal in a
manner most satisfactory to film distributors and to producers.
The Vitagraph exchanges in Great Britain where we have
branches in every large city in the provinces
as well as in Scotland, Ireland and Wales
are reporting increased rentals every month.
Our French distribution is coming back to
what it was before 1914. So encouraging has
been Vitagraph's business on the Continent
that I reopened last summer a producing
studio in Paris which is making pictures
direct for Continental consumption.
Vitagraph's studios in Hollywood and Brooklyn
is

have not been idle.
"This suggests comment on the question
of production in the East or in the West.
I
do not see any reason why the motion
picture industry should be limited to any
locality.
On the contrary production under
modern conditions permits the making of
pictures anywhere on the face of the earth.
"In February I enter upon my twentyseventh year as a motion picture producer
and distributor.
Therefore when I predict
in all seriousness that 1924 will show a continued steady growth of markets for film I
speak with more than a quarter of a century
experience.
Our own country is soon to be
relieved of some of the burdens the war laid

Back from Carolina Meeting
Charles C. Pettijohn returned yesterday from the meeting of North
Carolina exhibitors at Winston-Salem
where he delivered an address on the
workings of the uniform contract and
arbitration boards as they function
under F. I. L. M. Boards of Trade.
He also spoke at the dinner held by
the Indianapolis board last Friday
upon it. Our industry will
night and visited Chicago while away. this relief, but the public

share directly in
at large will be
the chief beneficiary.
This means increased
attendance and the building of new theatres."

Lasky Plant Closes

Famous Players

declared yesterday
with the completion of "The
Next Corner." all activity at the

that

Lasky studio came
until

about Jan.

to a

complete halt

During the

7.

lull

'nly the laboratory will continue to
function.
Among the pictures in the
laboratory are "Shadows of Paris."

"Flaming Barriers." "The Heritage of
the Desert," "Singer Jim McKee,"
and "The Stranger."

Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Pola Negri is comPola Negri

New Comedy

Series

Ready

E. V. Durling, who just completed
titling and editing of 12 New Edition

(.Continued from

(Continued from Page 1)

presented on a two-a-day basis. After
the signing up oi the Garrick theaters
in Minneapolis and St. Paul, the following booked "The Hunchback":
The Palace, Montreal; Tivoli, Toronto; Alhambra, Milwaukee; probably
to be followed by the Garden;
Arcadia, Philadelphia; Pershing, St.
Louis; Crescent, Brooklyn; Victoria,
Altoona, Pa.; Nemo, Johnstown, Pa.;
Butte,
American,
Mont.;
Strand,
Lakewood, N. J.; Patchogue, Patchoguc, L. L; and the Strand, Far

Rockaway.

treal,

Dec.

<

h

23.

Similar preparations

are under way for the Tivoli, Toronto, which will open New Year's

Eve.
Several openings will be on
Christmas Day, these including the
Alhambra. Milwaukee; the Arcadia,
Philadelphia and the Strand, Far

Rockaway.
The Victoria,
open Christmas Eve.

1)

Fox and

suc-

central division managei
west coast manager. About foui

cessively,

and

whom

years ago he joined Mayer with
he has been since that time.

Statement from Selznick

W.

C. J. Doolittle, president ol
Selznick, yesterday gave credence tc
a number of reports in circulation
concerning the company and a reported change in it's personnel, and
in a statement declared:
"I

will appreciate your giving full pub
to the information that we have nev

discussed with any producer, a)
proposition other than the handling of the
product upon the same basis under which
our agreements are made with independ
Any rumors to the contrary
producers.
absolutely without foundation."
seriously

HAL ROACH'S
SPAT FAMILY
COMEDIES

Altoona,

will

Booked into "Legit" House
"The Hunchback" opens at the
Crescent, in downtown Brooklyn sec-

Page

veland manager for

licity

The first opening took place this
week at the Strand, Lakehurst, N. J.
The next will be at the Palace, Mon-

20, 1923

Mooney Changes

Markets Yearly Books "Hunchback"

Smith stairs, "I have had opportunity
udy and analyse conditions in
Britain and on the Continent
Great
Price
Cuts
Tkirsiiy.
Die.
70.
1923
5
U. H»l Ni. II
as well as opportunity to review busiopyncht 1923, Wid'i Kilra and Film Folks, ness in the United States and Canada
Published Daily except Saturday, at
Inc.,
and the prospects for the coming
71-7J Wc»t 44th St.. New York, N. Y., by
Ulirs FILMS and 11I.M FOLKS, INC. j ear.
Joaeph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
"I have seen twenty-six years of
\\
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
Every
progress in motion pictures.
Maurice 1). Kami, Managing Editor.
ager
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. year of those has been one of adKntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, vancement in production; only during
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the stern years of the war did busiact oi March 3
1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

Thursday, December

"Laughing Purposes Only"
1 reel

on Jan. 21 for a minimum run of
four weeks. This is the old Triangle
theater which since then has been
running legitimate shows.
tion

Pafligcomedy

Skouras Books "The Hunchback"
(.Special to

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

—What

is said to be the
biggest deal involving a single picture for St. Louis has just been concluded by Spyros Skouras and Universal. It provides for a three weeks'
run of "The Hunchback," at the Pershing, commencing Jan. 5.
It will
play at $1.65 top and every seat will
be reserved.

St.

Fined $100 Each
Bevalacquer and Morris
Kleinman have each been fined $100
for violating the law relative to cenJoseph

Keystone Comedies has commenced sorship. They pleaded guily to the
work on six two-reel Hart films and charge of being involved in the showa like number of other Triangle pic- ing of unlicensed films at the Noveltures
ty theater on the Bowery.

World Film Rights

to

"BLOSSOM TIME"
Original Story of
"Dreimaderl Haus"

MARY FORREST

Apply
1452

All

to
Broadway,

Tel.

1944

Bryant

Hollywood knows

"What
Three

Men
Wanted"

\

—

ing East for a visit after Christmas.
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Ennis Join Hands
Adler and Bert Ennis have

Adler,

Newspaper Opinions

Bert

rhe Call of the Canyon"— F. P.-L. formed a national publicity bureau,
with Adler handling the local end and
Rivoli

AMERICAN — *

*

*

This one

mediocre to

is

point of boredom. * * * The scenery is
Dd, only there isn't enough of it.
There are several things
matter with "The Call of the Canyon."
:
as a jazz baby, is one instance
lis Wilson,

DAILY NEWS —

Sawyer and Lubin.

something wrong.

EVENING JOURNAL— The

picture at the
in half the foot-

could have been told
It's dull.
with plenty to spare.
ix is a fine actor, but there's not
*
*
*
done.
voli

Richard

e,

WORLD— Anyway,

EVENING

much

to

Zane Grey

credited with having selected the locations
ion which the shooting of his story should
Ice place; but all this shooting wasn't at sun;e, though some of it should have been.

[HERALD — It

would be hard to imagine
enthralling example of the filmwright's
*
*
*
The name of Mr. Grey as
art.
tiest
would also indicate a certain amount
ithor
vigorous melodrama, with plenty of action;
in this case the label is deceptive.
t
less

MAIL— *

* *

A

wholesome, refreshing and
entertainment until the very last

ightful

ndred

feet

of the last reel.

At

that point

what the producers would call a surbut it is such a foxed attempt to put

lies

se,

leading character

whole

|j

effect

the

in

light

right

that

spoiled.

is

'MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

is

a

very

lieptional picture in the respect that up until
I; last few feet the audience expects the usual
|ipy ending, but cannot figu e out how it is
The last-minute finish is
I tig to work out.
<i

i

irlMES—The

*

*

*

are suited to the
Wry.
The hard work of the players is comMidable. * • * This i=; another instance where
story has be«n bungled. * * •

jflMES
ii

Ennis on the coast.
James Tynan
will be associated with Ennis in the
West.
The arrangement will not
affect the pictures Adler is now handling
or
Ennis'
connection
with

titles

SQUARE DAILY— 1

* •

A

West-

of the usual G-.ey conception, demonstratworkmanship from all departments of the
orde -, which could take the entire reper
: of the author, despite it would necessitate
akes in some instances, and give to the
en westerns of the better type.

RIBUNE— "The

of the Canyon" is
Of course, we found
same old stuff.
picture ext emely entertaining, for it had
e of our favorite players in it.
That storm is
It
gets sillier.
*

—

Toronto Eddie Benson, formerly
an exhibitor of Western Canada, has
completed work in Australia as personal representative of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford and is returning to California before proceeding to France and Germany.

Ludwig Buys Out Greater Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis

operated by H.
Mort Nathan.

Lombard"

—Warner's

Conhaim and

M.

Song for "Big Brother"
Fred Rath, Joe Garren and Mel
Shauer have written a song called
"Big Brother," to be published by
Watterson, Berlin and Snyder, and

Many

Robberies In Dallas

THE FILM DAILY)
There have been a number

(Special to

Dallas

—

of theaters

robbed

in

the

few

past

weeks. Managers are warned about
leaving any money in their safe. The
Rialto lost several
a few days ago.

hundred dollars

Strand
the whole "Lucretia Lomgood entertainment and when all has
uq said and done that is the highest praise
iwan give a picture.
In the early part of the
!\ILY
pi re Marc McDermott has some excellent
*
*
•
"Lucretia Lombard" is a so-so
mients.
re.

•<

especially
and the rag-

got effects in the flaming woods
ing river, the photoplay is uneventful.
thi despite the presence in the cost of

Irene
Blue. The narrative, as filmed,
tries with conventional situations.

WORLD— It's

KlL— Exhibitors

fair.

need have no fear for

when this picture comes to their
* * * The picture is another one of
excessively sentimental things. • • •

thai )x office

hi

;rs.

|)RNING

TELEGRAPH—The

Warner

from taxation, Justice John B. M.
Stephens has dismissed the order
granted previously on the application
of Julius Hoesterey, Jr., for a review
of the action of the City Assessors in
including the property in the list of
untaxed holdings.
Justice Stephens
says in substance that a writ of certiorari cannot be employed and that
there is no remedy at law in a case
of this kind.
The Eastman was classed as untaxable property on the theory that it
came within the meaning of an educational institution.
Hoesterey disagreed and as a taxpayer applied to
the courts for an order to review the
action of the assessors to determine
whether they had been right in their
contention.

against Pathe
as trustee for the stockholders of Western
Photoplays, to recover a balance alleged to be due on the exhibition of

In

a

brought

suit

Exchange by Jacob Landy,

"The Great Gamble." with Charles
Hutchison and Ann Luther, the Appellate

ment

Term

for

Paramount

office

since.

Rockford, 111.— While the trial of
suit of J. E. O. Pridmore vs.
Charles and Oscar Frederickson and
Herbert Calvert is under way in circuit court, the defendants in this action are filing a counter action against
Pridmore, a Chicago architect, for
$25,000 damages.
Both suits are over a row on a
proposed theater which was to have
been erected in West State Street by
the defendants in the original action.

the

won fourth place in the Paramount Month sales drive. Translated
here

into concrete terms this

means

that
during the

in the office
drive shared in the profits.

The Appellate Term

for

Re-editing "I. N. R. I."

N. R.

Export
will

&

I.,"

Import Film

distribute

decided

Co.,

it.

in his talking-film business
salary alleged to be due.
The

were bought by Joseph V. Hasrecording manager, for $925; Rudolph Miehling, demonstrater and repairer of films, for $650; Edward L.
Miller, operator and demonstrator,
suits

the European spectacle depicting the life of the Saviour,
is now being edited by Katherine Hilliker, and titled by Captain Caldwell.
"I.

has

in favor of Albert H. Carlisle in five
suits brought against him by former

employees

And

R| and Monte

J'ENING

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland— The

everybody

UENING JOURNAL— Beyond

thai

Cleveland Tops the List
(Special to

is

NEWS—

question of whether or not
properly excluded
is

Eastman

the

become due

MERICAN— On
"

into the

has reversed a judge$1,584 against Pathe and
dismissed the complaint. It was admitted that the defendant accounted
used in exploiting the picture of that
for $62,547 in 1919, but the plaintiff
name, directed by Allan Dwan for
claimed that the sum sued for had
Famous Players.

Call

nificent.

— Samuel Ludwig, head

of Adventure Prod., has bought distribution rights of pictures held by
Greater Features. About 40 pictures
are involved.
Greater Features was

* *

/ORLD—

Lucretia

Benson Returning from Australia
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

The Courts
THE FILM DAILY)
Rochester, N. Y. — Without going
In

(Special to

Inc.,

ter,

$350; and

Henry

L. Miller, operator,

$550.

-•ft have done well by the author in giving
hed tory a fine screen presentation.
It is
fuajmentally a good moving picture, contaminate triangle theme and a goodly share of
It also contains two excellent players,
>fl.
Rich and Monte Blue.

V

—Irene

Rich really ought to get more
world of the motion picture.
The story is very tearful and senti-

ition in the

-EGRAM— Spectacular
(Sjther uninterruptedly

thrills
follow
in this Harry Rapf

Sydney Chaplin
Appearing

prqMtion.

ItES

SQUARE DAILY—It

thoB the Warner Bios, finally
bojfice hit on their hands,* * * The honors
picture

Mr*

*

*

be handed to Norma
girl !s absolutely a find.
will make her.
Her work

must
This

antflis picture
*ta(l out in "Lucretia

Lombard"

as a ver-

itaQnem.

I^LD — "Lucretia

Lombard"

in

looks
as
had a real

is

a highly

>enB|ntal, very well acted melodrama of a
threBirnered love affair. * * * It is cast and
•notsil nicely. • • •

The Rendevous"
Associated First National^ Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"
Thomas H.Ince's
Marshall Neilans

y
THE

cM?k

DAILY

—we've

Thursday, December

bunch of good
lately, haven't we?

given you a

about pictures

tips

—

—so

don't overlook
when we say
FRANK LLOYD'S great picture

"BLACK OXEN"
the exceptionally fine adaptation of Gertrude Ather ton's wonderful

novel featuring Corinne Griffith and

Conway

Tearle

we're telling you of
another BIQAOAdtl
There was never a more perfect product built
for sure enough profits*

Think of the

sales this

darned world

is

Think of the
getting in the

novel has had

talking about

advertising

—the

whole

it*

"BLACK OXEN"

is

columns of 231 or more newspapers

with a daily circulation of 5,000,000*

And

then to have a finished product such

picture itself

—you can't possibly go wrong*

{as Exhibitors

Herald says— "ITS a

made

FIRST
hits

—

as the

into a best seller.

NATIONAL

if it's

hits you're

'best seller*

,,
)

has the big
looking for!

20, 1923

—

—

—
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Munroe

KINSHIP
By

Hard
Where

—

DANNY

to find in this business.

Corp.,
announcement was
made yesterday that F. C. Munroe,
until now vice-president, had been

kinson

—

president and that W.- W.
Hodkinson had gone from the presi-

elected

dency to the chairmanship of the
board of directors.
The board of directors, under the

AMPA

re-organization, will, of course, include

there.

Hodkinson and Munroe while Ray-

weekly
the
Yesterday
luncheon was turned into a
Chrismussy spirit.
regular
The boys tendered each other
some
were
There
gifts.
speeches. And everybody left
feeling the better for

mond Pawley

it.

posts.

and
'sales.

nights, too.

A tense moment in Mack Sennett's presentation of Mabel Normand in
DeMille's Talk
"The Extra Girl," the current long run hit distributed by Associated Exinspiration,
Should have been an
hibitors.
Advt.
jfhould give the Advertisers not only
to
think
about.
But
lomething to
Itrite about. And as CB said: "Don't
I.
let it be preachy. People don't want
E. Chadwick Elected President
De Mille Tells Advertisers Public DeI.
II) be preached to." But if they need
pends on Films for Guidance
To Be Active in All Three
I little more help in this direction they
Party for Flinn
Branches of Industry
?an glance at the forthcoming Year
Motion pictures are depended upon
look. And see what the magazines
The rejuvenation of the I. P. D. A.
rinted during 1923. And they should as indicated last week became a to lead the way "toward the light,"
lave an idea from this of forgetting fact yesterday when a number of according to Cecil B. De Mille, who
Jallie Fewclothes and her millions of state right operators held a meeting delivered an address yesterday become. And write some real stuff at the Astor and formally launched fore the A. M. P. A. He was schedmat will help get this business some- the organization under the title of the uled to speak on the duty of the prolhere.
Independent M. P. Producers and ducer but in his talk digressed to in"NIFTY" Distributors Ass'n with I. E. Chad- clude not only the producer but the
MILLION

—

I

P. D. A. Revived

I

The

Mille

relative

to

Commandments:

Ten

picture which I might call
'Ten Grey Hairs,' five for Zukor; five for Lasky."

"The

I

Pointing

The Way

DOLLAR

De

Said

CB was

an accountant
or a barber he might have
discovered more.
If

—

Adams

The Cinema
THE FILM DAILY)
E. Adams has resigned

(Special to

Joins

—F.

wick president.
The meeting was well attended, a
total of about twenty-five companies
having representation at it. The report of a committe named last week
to draw up rules covering an organization of that character was
adopted. The following is the com(Continued on Page 2)

No Successor Yet to Mooney
No successor to Paul C. Mooney

function

of

the

advertising

man

as

well.

De

Mille told of a $1,000 prize offer

which he made to the public for an
idea from which he could develop a
"I received 33,000 answers,"
he said. "Of that number about 31,000
were intelligent; 1,500 were ridicu(Continued on Page 3)

picture.

Schlesinger

Gus

Schlesinger,

Due Today
foreign

manager

be discussed until J. Robert of the Warners', who has been
Louis B. Mayer's attorney, re- abroad for some months, is due in
Rubin.
a a director of the P. C. T. and AsWednesday. today.
i:iated Provincial Picture Houses to turns from the coast on

London

jn The Cinema as
lector.

joint

two newly created
Flinn will handle publicity
advertising and Mooney, the

vice-presidents in

We

I

continues in the post

of vice-president and treasurer. Oscar M. Bate, counsel, has been electe 1
a director and Harry A. Richards,
the secretary, as well as a director.
John C. Flinn and Paul C. Mooney
will join the company on Jan. 1, as

There should be more of this gettogether (and stay together) spirit,
need of waiting for
[there is no
Christmas to come once a year.
meed a lot of that spirit every day of
Bhe year. And some of it can be. used

'

President of Hodkinson Corp.
Flinn and Mooney Become
Vice-Presidents

Following a series of conferences
held by officials of the W. W. Hod-

they shake hands. And
clinch the other fist behind the
But there is one spot
back.
East and also one in the West.
Where the right spirit does prevail. Any day and every day.
meetAnd that's at the
There's a real kinship
ings.

[Lt

Elected

Now

will

managing

Hodkinson declares in the statement issued that with the acquisition
of the Kirkwood-Lee series and those
starring Harry Carey, "the time for
expansion of our business has
come." Commenting on the increased personnel, he declares:
"This move will permit me to dethe
exclusively to
vote my time
broader policies of our company, get
better acquainted in the trade gen-

the

and concentrate on the development of personal plans that I
have not had the time to go into
erally,

heretofore."

The Hodkinson Corp. in October,
increased its capitalization from $800,000 to $1,800,000.

Many Houses for Chicago
THE FILM DAILY)

(.Special to

—

Chicago There is talk of building
the largest theater on the North side
on the site of the cabaret garden
formerly known as the Green Mill,

Four
but later called Montmarte.
theaters are under way, or soon tobe started, on the North Side; twoare in course of construction on the
South Side. Andrew Karas, owner of
the Woodlawn, has plans for a new
house on the South Side, and steps
are being taken looking to the construction of two new loop houses in
the new year.
J. J. Ruben Here
Ruben of Aurora, 111., and a
director in Mid-West Theaters, Inc.,
J. J.

Cook Comedies for Educ'l
Opens Tonight
which operates houses in 11 Illinois
towns, is in New York. His brother,
Clyde
release
two
will
Educational
has
its
Commandments,"
"The Ten
Depinet Here
made by Joseph M. L. M. Rubens, plans another trip to
l^ed Depinet, Universal's general New York premiere at the George Cook comedies
Europe in January.
Schenck.
imager in the South, is in town.
M. Cohan theater tonight.

De

Mille Film

*

:

THE

-3tW,DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"The Man From Brodney's"— Vitagraph — Rialto
AMERICAN
Man

VH.XHINi.t9
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\<>2 },

nalit

Pnci 5 Cents
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Friday.

Published
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St..
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and

Saturday,

except

D»ily

Inc..

7I-7J

New York, N.

Y.,

at

by

FILM FOLKS, INC.

Dannenbertj, President and Editor;
AUcoate. Treasurer and Business Manager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
'onald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
ntcred as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
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A

"

'

like

picture

"Th-:

comes along with an
obvious story treated in an obvious manner,
from

Brodney's"

undeniably

yet with a result that is so

and

•

*

tory.

es

One

*

of the best things

this

sat-

com-

ever made.

DAILY NEWS Only
so glibly

leal

Mr. McCutcheon
mythical kingdoms and

in

plete

.

1

I

act

c

March

Of

1879.

3,

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
i 5. 00
I

erms (Postage

of
1

Address

THE FILM

communications to

all

DAILY, 71 73 West 44th St., New York,
Phone Vanderbilt 45S1-4S52-5SS8.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California— Walter R. Greene,
•411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
1603.

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London. W.

I

I.

Representative

I'aria

Clichy.
entral
tionale
vakia),

— Le

Film,

42

Rue de

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Crecho-SloWenzelplatx.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

EVENING WOULD--

•

* i- ably supported
Kerrigan *
houn, Wanda Hawley and Miss

MAIL — It

flag-waving

a

is

lively
*

ending,

•

Brodney's" should prove

when

Pictures, president;
Price, Tri-Stone, first vice
president; Joseph Brandt, C. B. C,

second vice-president; Robert North,
Weber & North, treasurer and Charles B. Hoy, Hoy Reporting Service,

melodrama with a
•
"The Man from
to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—"
McCutcheon

typical

manner worthy

*

*

For it is
produced in a

fiction,

of his efforts.

*

*

*

The

best

acting in the piece is done by some one called
Saunders, but he isn't even mentioned in the
ca^t i' ovided by Vitagraph.

POST —

*

just

manages

to

become

passable entertainment.

TELEGRAM —

It
is
a love story of mystery anil intrigue in the South Seas. * * *
*
*
popular
*
type of picture,
in which awkward situations are cleared up

TIMES —

A

1923

21.

Henley Goes to Spokane
THE FILM DAILY)
Spokane Samuel Henley formerly
branch manager for Associated Exhibitors at Oklahoma City and recently on the sales staff of Universal
at San Francisco, has been appointed
manager for Universal here. Henley
is
a brother of Hobart Henley the
(Special to

—

director.

executive secretary.
elected

Chadwick Pictures", Kquitv, Arrow, Ay won, Agnes
Egan Cobb, Weber & North, C. B, C,
* J. Warren Blazed Trails Prod., Export & Imby Alice Cal- port and Lee Bradford.
Dupont.
The plan of operation as drawn up

be a "knock-out"
reaches the 10-cent stands.

it

Chad-

Chadwick

The companies which were

*

Is good aeIt is not the sort of thing one
rial material.
ito see at the Rialto.
Objection is
not made to the fact that it is melodramatic,
but to its ridiculous impossibility.
•

(Continued from Page 1)
mi officers:
I.
£.

Oscar A.

romances which bud therein

the

list

wick,

i

\\

.1

P. D. A. Revived

I.

December

Friday.

tu

membership were:

CHARLEY CHASE
COMEDIES

committe provides that the

by the
I.

HAL ROACH'S

P. D. A.

to function in all three

is

branches of the business: production,
One of
distribution and exhibition.
the important purposes of the body
concerns the establishment of credits on a definite basis and it is in
that connection that Charles B. Hoy
will figure prominently. Headquarters
of some kind will be secured so that
meetings can be held regularly and in

some

"Consistently

Good"

reel

1

Pattieicomedy

definite place.

conveniently by the

Quotations
Low

High
rt.

Kod.

.108

67H

P.-L

1'.

do

pid.

...

Goldwyn

86

8^

...

\7%

Loew's

Sales

Close

200
\07Vs \07li
67
67y4 4,000
86
86
100
Sl 8
&% 500

/

16H

16^3.500

scenario writer and the
director to suit their convenience. * * * This
picture is poorly cut, and although it has certain interesting sequences it is not an overwhelming success as an entertainment.
TIMES
It is a highly
romantic story * * • the usual emotional hokum. The uprising gave David Smith a chance
to stage a corking battle. * * *
* •
quite entertaining pic-

SQUARE DAILY—

TRIBUNE—*
*

*

* It

was

A

very good and we liked
J. Warren Kerrigan better than in anything
we have seen him previously.
-For the sake of this compelling
climax the picture must be accorded a vote of
moderate confidence. The early reels are rather soporific and may well be omitted by the
discriminating movie-goer intent upon inspecting only the best of the week's display.
ture.

all

WORLD—

Commends

Editorial

Regarding costs and failure of the
production department to take such
matters up with the distribution department, Robert Cotton, in charge
the
Educational
Dallas, writes:

Exchange

at

"Danny
"A

fine editorial.

"Also

they would only listen to
us we could tell them something
about what length of features was
most popular with exhibitors all over
the country.
But they don't want
our advice."
if

'On

the

Banks

of the

Wabash."

Finishes Alaskan Film

(Special to

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)
Norman Dawn, who

"What
Three

Men

Opens Monday
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia The new Ritz will be
Ritz

Wanted"

—

opened Monday morning.
The house is at Fifth and Market,
cost $150,000 and seats 1,000.

9

formally

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

Films,
dances, songs and playlets of appeal
to the youngsters are on the program.
Miriam Battista will take part. Admission to the matinees includes the
privilege of remaining over for the
regular program.

Hatkin Dead
Hatkin,

K noles' cameraman

formerly
is

dead.

Harley

N.

EXIT>
~>^"f

r

Bryant 6884

.C.

Next

Week on Broadway

"Don't Call It Love" goes into the
Rialto on Sunday and "Big Brother"
into the Rivoli.

Seena Owen Back Home
Seena Owen is in New York from
Europe. While in London she made

Wanted young man for theatre
who can write advertising copy,
must also handle office detail
and assist manager. Apply at

Box F

once,

21.

a picture.

PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
Rent

Will

Fully

Equipped

Money

Making Projection Room to ResponParty or Company.
Apply to Box K30

sible

%%

CAESAR

JACK "WHITE
^-&Jtk PRODUCTION
-A.

WITH

Y

the Roosevelt theater there.

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

MERMAID COMEDY

Broadway

1540

Shows For Kiddies

71

MATS
/,

show you

We'll

—

has been in Alaska for some time,
has finished his Alaskan picture which
he intends calling "The Trail of
Broken Hearts."

Reichenbach Going to Chicago
Harry Reichenbach is going to ChiThe Rivoli will hold children's matwith
inees Christmas Week at ten o'clock, cago next week in connection
the showing of "The Eternal City" at
beginning Monday morning.
Rivoli

Philip

Davis Assisting Blackton
Clay Davis is assistant director with
the Blackton unit at Vitagraph which
lias just completed "Let
Not Man
Put Asunder." Davis also figured in

Dawn
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W.
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few were humorous; two or
uree obscene and one, insulting.^ Of
total,
30,000 embodied serious
le
eas. We don't have to give the puba

ius;

DAILY

wants to hear from

Drop him

you.

a

le

new, something

ling

different.

"The replies proved to me that the
reat body of the people are looking

ward

the

way.

le

motion picture

Many

replies

to lead
stressed the

the authors didn't know
they wanted.
They declared
lie producers had a wonderful oppor|inity to do things of a worthwhile
iture through the medium of the
that

ict

hat

reen.

"We

give the public what you gento expect. It is for
>u to pave the way toward better
ings, not so much through the use
adjectives or the actual writing of
py as the spreading of advanced

:men lead them

pas that should dominate what marial you turn out."
De Mille said this was his first visr

the basis for the entire
«mtry. In support of this contentjn, he added that few of the ideas
*bodied in the plays now running
o the New York stage could be used
ii pictures
because the country at
lige was thinking differently from
tyv York.

Great thoughts can be gotten over

Science Ser-

Mosbacher, L. Goldstein and
Brumberg. Attorneys, Tolins &

New

Jakobson,

Unger Re-elected
Joe Unger, First National's

York.

Louis

St.

sion tax," has named the following:
R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; Joseph
Mogler,

St. Louis; C. E. Whitehurst, BaltiCollins, Jonesboro, Ark.; MarSmith, Toledo
Glenn Harper, Los
Angeles; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; M. E.
Comerford, Scranton
Joseph W. Walsh,

Baltimore,

age

Md.

Amusement

—The

Co..

Incorporators,

Capital $20,000.

Mullaney, David Braller,

Md.

Baltimore,

G.

;

;

Hartford

;

and Sydney

S.

Cohen,

ex-officio.

M.

Community

Corp., Ridgely.
Capital
Incorporators, H. L. Hol$15,000.
singer, C. L. Hobbs, et al.

Indianapolis,

Ind.

— Ohio

SPECIALSFEATURESAND

Theater

Co., Indianapolis. Capital $60,000. Incorporators, C. M. Olsen, Jean Marks,

M. M. Hugg and H. W. Armstrong.
Kunsky's Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit John H. Kunsky has

BUYING

J.

et al.

Amusement

more; E. W.
tin

Mount SavMount Savage.

SHORT REELS

—

of a theater larger, or equal in size to
the Capitol."

FOR
THE TERRITORY OF

AUSTRALIA

Kunsky is already reported considof humorous Christmas
were interchanged. Harry Reich- ering the erection of a large theater. Holland.
eaach acted as Santa Claus and sugBuys "Lost World" Rights
«ed that the A. M. P. A. tender
Albany
"The Lost World," by Conan Doyle
Jfa C. Flinn, one of the charter
number

—

H. E. R. Studios, New
York.
Capital $10,000.
Attorney,
appears
in
partial
features
the
list
of
inibers of the organization, a testiM.
L. Greenberg, New York.
First National will release in 1924
ir*iial lunch on the occasion of his
FILM
cling the Hodkinson organization It was reported in
Dover, Del. Istrione Theater Co.,
ijjvice-president.
This will occur DAILY for Sept. 16 that the company had secured the rights. The Wilmington. Capital $10,000. (Delacm/ in January.
story will be filmed by one of the ware Registration Trust Co.)
company's own producing units.
jjlere With Mt. Everest Films

THE

—

ADDRESS WITH QUOTATION

Selznick Dist. Corp.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

729 Seventh Ave.

N. Y.

S. Gill,

Judge on Directorate
Klein Handling New Film
THE FILM DAILY)
"The Hand-Me-Down," directed
Indon
Percy
Phillipson
and by Frederick Stower and made on
HJce Judge will join the director- the coast with Russell Simpson, Noah
ate! Associated First National, Ltd. B.eery, Johnny Harron, Viora Daniel
to
:place
Sir Harold de Courcy and Ethel Grey Terry in the cast has
Mr> e and Charles Cohen who have been taken over by Edward L. Klein
Billipson,

[Special to

—

:

I

id.

NEW ZEALAND

Going

to Cast
Eastern sales manpiiire showing the Mt .Everest exager for Rothacker, will leave for the
pj ion and life in India. They will Coast today to discuss business with
gCflo Toronto to show the pictures
the\executives at theRothacker-Aller
aw return later to arrange for ex- laboratory in Hollywood. He will be
ploation in this country.
Lowell accompanied back to New York by
Thnas, owner of the films, is due E. O. Blackburn, sales manager for
hei next week.
the Rothacker plant on the Coast.
Gill

William

AND

—

Drama Guild. CapiDel.
tal $25,000. Incorporators, L. K. HolAlexander and G. W.
land, D. L
Dover,

gi;

L

stock

—

—

lajor W. R. Foran and H. A.
Clse are here from Glasgow with a

and

—

—

1.

— Creditors

of the William Christy
Cabanne M. P. Trust, Ltd., which recently was thrown into the hands of a
receiver in New York, will be paid in
full, according to George T. Priest,
local counsel.
The company had the
financial backing of many prominent
St. Louisans, some of whom are alleged to have failed to pay their subscriptions.

subscribers

Albany Artain Corp., New York.
j the screen," he said at one point.
this 500 shares of stock, no par value.
""e have the power to remove cento say. relative to long runs:
Attorneys, Emmett, Marvin & Rooseaship if our ideas are right."
"I have no doubt but that the time velt, New York.
.)e Mille caused a laugh when, in
will come, and is nearing, when I
shaking of his new picture he called
M"The Ten Gray Hairs," five of will be obliged to turn the Adams
Albany Hanlon Silhouettes Film,
into a two-a-day house, at increased
URm for Zukor and five for Lasky.
Inc.,
New York. Capital $20,000.
prices.
this is done, however,
When
Jrer he left, Arthur James characAttorneys, S. V. & G. P. Heimberg,
tajzed
De Mille's remarks as a I will have already b<gun the erection New York.
"iioke screen," and generally took
eieption to many of the director's

in Full

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany— C. G. & G. Entertainments, Brooklyn. Capital $5,000. InYork manager was re-elected presi- corporators, H. Herson, J. Levkov
dent of the F. I. L. M. Club Wednes- and L. King. Attorney, C. J. Herday night, despite the fact that he de- son, New York.
Priest stated that the receivers had
cided not to run because of pressure
signed a contract with Anderson
of personal business.
Several memAlbany Nighsmith Pictures, New Pictures for distribution.
bers,
however, persuaded him to York.
50 shares common stock, no
change his mind. Other officers are
par value.
Incorporators, M. Nigh,
W. E. Raynor, Pathe, 1st vice-presi- E. L. Smith and F. F. Neuman.
AtAt Anderson Pictures, the above
dent; Si Fabian, 1st Nat'l of N. J.,
torney, T. Murray, Jr., New York.
so far as it concerned that company,
2nd vice-president; Louis Rosenbluh,
was characterized as "premature."
Fox, treasurer and Arthur Abeles,
Frankfort, Ky.
Richard D. BakMetro, secretary.
The usual installation dinner will row & Sons, Louisville. Capital $75,Incorporators, R. D. Bakrow,
000.
be held at the Ritz on Jan. 5.
of Louisville and Julius C. Lesanski,
M. P. T. O. Names Tax Committee of Chattanooga, Tenn.

New

The M. P. T. O. Committee of
two years and remarked how Three composed of Martin G. Smith,
ongly he was impressed with the Fred Seegert and J. S. Phillips which
er-changing conditions he found was assigned the duty of appointing a
re. He voiced the opinion that New committee "to arrange for the fullest
>rk was different from the rest of co-ordination and co-operation of all
wi country and that what the New forces in the industry for the purpose
Iprk public wants should not be ac- of securing the appeal of the admisas

— Chiropractic

vice Ass'n of America, produce; New
York.
Capital $5,000.
IncorporaF.

in

<l>ted

Albany

(Special to

tors, S.

line.

the old hokum, despite talk to
contrary. The people want some-

z

Promise Payments

Incorporations
"J. C. F.," Hollywood
The editor of

for distribution.

Sydney Chaplin
Appearitii
in

Marshall Neilans

The Rendevous"
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"
Thomas H.Inces

—
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u

when

do you

get to thinking about

I

J.

U

know

BOY

K.

MCDONALD'S

MINE
when

I

recall

sitting,

»

watching that

wonderful kid BEN ALEXANDER—
with acting as natural as life itself depict the youngster whose moods and
fancies his mother understood but his
father could not make out

—

when I recall—how, as

I

sat

and followed

the joys and disappointments of this real
boy with the tears coming to my eyes
one moment only to be pushed aside to
make room for a roar of laughter the

—

next

"BOY

of
is

MINE"

by

Booth Tarkington
and

is

directed

oy
William Beaudine
supporting
is

Ben Alexander
Henry Walthall,

j

when I recall what this picture did
me — I do not hesitate for one second,

to

put myself on record as saying that I believe 'BOY of MINE' to be one of the
most wonderfully human pictures ever
screened"

Irene Rich and
Rockcliff Fellows.

P.S.

to

Almost forgot="BOY of

MINE"

is

another Big 10-hit!

—

—
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Munroe

KINSHIP
By

Now

kinson

other fist behind the
But there is one spot
>ack.
Last— and also one in the West.
Vhere the right spirit does pre^
every day.
rail. Any day and
meetat
the
that's
Ind
kinship
real
There's
a
jigs.

Corp.,

made yesterday

announcement was
that F. C. Munroe,

now

vice-president, had been
and that W. W.
Hodkinson had gone from the presidency to the chairmanship of the
board of directors.
The board of directors, under the
re-organization, will, of course, include
until

elected

AMPA

there.

president

Hodkinson and Munroe while Ray-

mond Pawley

weekly
the
Yesterday
luncheon was turned into a
spirit.
regular Chrismussy
The boys tendered each other
some
were
There
gifts.
speeches. And everybody left
feeling the better for

There should be more
(.and

it.

vice-presidents in two newly created
Flinn will handle publicity
posts.
and advertising and Mooney, the

of this get-

stay

We

year. And
nights, too.

lie

some

of

it

continues in the post

of vice-president and treasurer. Oscar M. Bate, counsel, has been electe 1
a director and Harry A. Richards,
the secretary, as well as a director.
John C. Flinn and Paul C. Mooney
will join the company on Jan. 1, as

together) spirit,
mere is no need of waiting for
Inristmas to come once a year.
led a lot of that spirit every day of
i

Become

Following a series of conferences
held by officials of the W. W. Hod-

:linch the

llgether

Mooney

and

Vice-Presidents

Hard to find in this business.
Where they shake hands. And

I

President of Hodkinson Corp.

—Flinn

DANNY

Elected

sales.

Hodkinson declares in the statement issued that with the acquisition
of the Kirkwood-Lee series and those
starring Harry Carey, "the time for

can be used

A tense moment in Mack Sennett's presentation of Mabel Normand in the expansion of our business has
DeMille's Talk
"The Extra Girl," the current long run hit distributed by Associated Excome." Commenting on the increas^Should have been an inspiration, hibitors. Advt.
ed personnel, he declares:
Advertisers
not
only
lould give the
"This move will permit me to deinething to think about. But to
exclusively to
the
vote my time
Wite about. And as CB said: "Don't
I.
broader policies of our company, get
People don't want
hi it be preachy.
tibe preached to." But if they need I. E. Chadwick Elected President— De Mille Tells Advertisers Public De- better acquainted in the trade generally, and concentrate on the depends on Films for Guidance
To Be Active in All Three
Mttle more help in this direction they
velopment of personal plans that I
Party for Flinn
Branches of Industry
glance at the forthcoming Year
oji
B:>k.
And see what the magazines
Motion pictures are depended upon have not had the time to go into
The rejuvenation of the I. P. D. A.
pnted during 1923. And they should as indicated last week became a to lead the way "toward the light," heretofore."
The Hodkinson Corp. in October,
we an idea from this of forgetting fact yesterday when a number of according to Cecil B. De Mille, who
increased its capitalization from $800,Sllie Fewclothes and her millions of
state right operators held a meeting delivered an address yesterday benme. And write some real stuff at the Astor and formally launched fore the A. M. P. A. He was sched- 000 to $1,800,000.
tilt will help get this business somethe organization under the title of the uled to speak on the duty of the proMany Houses for Chicago
vre.
Independent M. P. Producers and ducer but in his talk digressed to in(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"NIFTY" Distributors Ass'n with I. E. Chad- clude not only the producer but the
i|MILLION
Chicago There is talk of building
function of the advertising man as
wick president.
De Mille relative to
Said
the largest theater on the North side
Commandments:
Ten
The
The meeting was well attended,_ a well.
'The picture which I might call
De Mille told of a $1,000 prize offer on the site of the cabaret garden
total of about twenty-five companies
formerly known as the Green Milk
Ten Grey Hairs,' five for Zuhaving representation at it. The re- which he made to the public for an
Four
later called Montmarte.
i:or; five for Lasky."
port of a committe named last week idea from which he could develop a but
under
or
soon
to
theaters
are
way,
to draw up rules covering an or- picture. "I received 33,000 answers,"
be started, on the North Side; two
ganization of that character was he said. "Of that number about 31,000
are in course of construction on the
If CB was an accountant
adopted. The following is the com- were intelligent; 1,500 were ridicuSouth Side. Andrew Karas, owner of
r a barber he might have
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
the Woodlawn, has plans for a new
iiscovered more.
house on the South Side, and steps
are being taken looking to the conSchlesinger Due Today
No
Successor Yet to Mooney
Adams Joins The Cinema
struction of two new loop houses in
Mooney
Paul
foreign
manager
C.
Gus Schlesinger,
No successor to
'(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the new year.
Robert
until
been
has
Warners',
who
discussed
the
be
of
will
J.
Kindon F. E. Adams has resigned
Rubin. Louis B. Mayer's attorney, re- abroad for some months, is due in
ill director of the P. C. T. and Asfrom the coast on Wednesday. today.
turns
J. J. Ruben Here
Provincial
to
>«ted
Picture Houses
J. J. Ruben of Aurora, 111., and a
>«The Cinema as joint managing
director in Mid-West Theaters, Inc.,
illtor.
Cook Comedies for Educ'l
which operates houses in 11 Illinois
De Mille Film Opens Tonight
Educational will release two Clyde towns, is in New York. His brother,
"The Ten Commandments," has its
Depinet Here
comedies made by Joseph M. L. M. Rubens, plans another trip to
Cook
George
the
premiere
at
York
Id Depinet, Universal's general New
Europe in January.
Schenck.
manger in the South, is in town.
M. Cohan theater tonight.

—
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do

pfd.
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Close
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6754
86
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8%
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1654

Low's

DAILY NEWS
can deal bo glibly

in

Onlj
Mr. McCutcheon
mythical kingdoms and

romances which bud

the

*

Sales

10774

200

67K

4,000
100

67
86

86

Is good serial material.
It is not the sort of thing one
expect' to see at the Rialto.
Objection is
not made to the fact that it is melodramatic,
but to its ridiculous impossibility.

Regarding costs and failure of the
production department to take such
matters up with the distribution department, Robert Cotton, in charge

Exchange

the
Educational
Dallas, writes:

at

•

"Danny

"A

fine editorial.

"Also

they would only listen to
us we could tell them something
about what length of features was
most popular with exhibitors all over
the country.
But they don't want
it

elected

were: Chadwick PicArrow, Aywon, Agnes
Egan Cobb, Weber & North, C. B. C,
Export & ImEVENING WORLD- « * * J. Warren Blazed Trails Prod.,
Kerrigan * " * is ably supported by Alice Cal- port and Lee Bradford.
houn, Wanda Hawley and Miss Dupont.
The plan of operation as drawn up
MAIL It is a lively melodrama with a by the committe provides that the
flag-waving ending. * * * "The Man from
1.
P. D. A. is to function in all three
should prove to be a "knockout"
ney's'
when
reaches the 10-cent stands.
branches of the business: production,
to membership
tures, Equity,

McCutcheon

ivided by

fiction,

* * For it is
produced in a

CHARLEY CHASE
COMEDIES

just

manages

to

become

passable entertainment.

TELEGRAM

a love story of mystery and intrigue in the South Seas. » • •
popular type of picture,
* * *
in which awkward situations are cleared up

TIMES —

is

It

"Consistently

One of
distribution and exhibition.
the important purposes of the body
concerns the establishment of credits on a definite basis and it is in
that connection that Charles B. Hoy
will figure prominently. Headquarters
of some kind will be secured so that
meetings can be held regularly and in
some definite place.

Vitagraph.
'

A

conveniently by the scenario writer and the
director to suit their convenience. • * • This
picture is poorly cut, and although it has certain interesting sequences it is not an overwhelming success as an entertainment.
It is a highly
romantic story * *
the usual emotional ho-

Dawn

to

Los Angeles

Pafhecomedy

We'll

Three

Men

Opens Monday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia The new Ritz will be
Ritz

For the sake of this compelling
climax the picture must be accorded a vote of
moderate confidence. The early reels are rather soporific and may well be omitted by the
discriminating movie-goer intent upon inspect
ing only the best of the week's display.

Wanted"

—

formally

opened

The house

at

is

cost $150,000

and

Monday morning.

?

Fifth and Market,
seats 1,000.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

Reichenbach Going to Chicago
Harry Reichenbach is going to ChiThe Rivoli will hold children's matconnection with
inees Christmas Week at ten o'clock, cago next week in
Eternal City" at
showing
"The
of
the
beginning Monday morning. Films,
Rivoli

Shows For Kiddies

dances, songs and playlets of appeal
to the youngsters are on the program.
Miriam Battista will take part. Admission to the matinees includes the
privilege of remaining over for the
regular program.

Hatkin,

N.

Next Week on Broadway
"Don't Call It Love" goes into the
Rialto on Sunday and "Big Brother"
into the Rivoli.

formerly Harley
Davis Assisting Blackton
Knoles' cameraman is dead.
a picture.
Clay Davis is assistant director with
the Blackton unit at Vitagraph which
UFIRE ftaTftOlHl -- «* sJttf IPC pAlgg*
has just completed "Let Not Man
Put Asunder." Davis also figured in
FIRE PATROL BULLETIN No. 29
the Banks of the Wabash."

m

it

must also handle office detail
and assist manager. Apply at
once,

Box F

tti

21.

PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM

=•

Equipped

Money

Making Projection Room to
sible Party or Company.
Apply to Box K3U

Respon-

Rent

Will

71

W.

Fully

Film Daily
St., N. Y.

44th

*
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PRODUCTION
with

Bryant 6884

.C.

Wanted young man for theatre
who can write advertising copy,

MATS

EXIT

Y

the Roosevelt theater there.

Seena Owen Back Home
Seena Owen is in New York from
Europe. While in London she made

Hatkin Dead

MERMAID COMEDY

Broadway

1540

Philip

/,

show you

"What

—

anything

reel

1

THE FILM DAILY)
— Norman Dawn, who

has been in Alaska for some time,
kum. The uprising gave David Smith a chance has finished his Alaskan picture which
to stage a corking battle. * * *
he intends calling "The Trail of
TRIBUNE * * • A quite entertaining pic- Broken Hearts."
ture. * * * It was all very good and we liked
in

Good"

Finishes Alaskan Film

(.Special

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—

advice."

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

HAL ROACH'S

it

MORNING TELEGRAPH—'

500
8y&
Warren Kerrigan better than
16^4 3.500 J.
we have seen him previously.

Editorial

(

.

The companies which were

*

WORLD —

Commends

I

executive secretary.

therein.

EVENING JOURNAL—•

POST

Quotations
P.-]

pany has ever made.

—

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelplatz.

5t.

is so undeniably satof the best things this com-

manner worthy of his efforts. * * * The best
acting in the piece is done by some one called
Saunders, but he isn't even mentioned in the

tionale

1

One

typical

European

Central

tory.

*

*

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman,
Th« Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W.

and mi with a result that
'

(Special to

—

"Tbfl
with an

-;

P. D. A. Revived
:

an obvious manner,

in

1

I.

like

picture

Hi"

"in

1

1923

21,

Henley Goes to Spokane
THE FILM DAILY)
(Continued from Page 1)
Spokane Samuel Henley formerly
!had- branch manager for Associated Exofficers
E.
pleti
lisl
oi
wick, Chadwick Pictures, president; hibitors at Oklahoma City and reOscar A. Price, Tri-Stone, first vice
cently on the sales staff of Universal
president; Joseph Brandt, C. B. C, at San Francisco, has been appointed
second vice president; Robert North, manager for Universal here. Henley
Weber & North, treasurer and Char- is a brother of Hobart Henley the
les B. Hoy, Hoy Reporting Service, director.

Newspaper Opinions
"The Man From Brodney's"— Vitagraph — Rialto
Mail

December

Friday,

THE VISUAL

AT*

ALL-STAR CAST

rf ALL THE WORLD

Foreign Dis'ribution of

Motion Picture

mductions

*^

V^ann

s
i

New York
Richardson

Jack

\jS>

denounced

CHADWICK

******
*

N.

Y

for

bis

villainy

before

Spottiswood Aiken,

"THE FIRE PATROL," directed by HUNT
big melodramas released on the franchise
PICTURES CORPORATION. 729 7th Ave..

the blind, old, sea captain in
It's the first of
plan
by

STROMBERG.

x

is

fi

on

Hollywood
U

Rothacker Laboratories
I

WILLIAM

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mp.

l

(2nd St
York. Chick. 2355
.

Cables

B

Chicago

ft

•

— Geokann.

N

Y.

542

FlQE PK1RO&

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill 1831

up
Or-

ltd

THE

MBBHBHHHHB
Friday,

December

Pointing

21,

22?k

DAILY

1923

The Way

(Continued from Pag* 1)
ous; a few were humorous; two or
hree obscene and one, insulting. Of
he total, 30,000 embodied serious
don't have to give the pubdeas.
the old hokum, despite talk to
ic
he contrary. The people want some-

We

*
Promise Payments

Incorporations
Hollywood

"J. C. F.,"

The

editor

DAILY
you.

of

THE FILM

wants to hear from

Drop him

a

(Special to

—

Albany Chiropractic Science Service Ass'n of America, produce; New
York.
Capital $5,000.
IncorporaMosbacher, L. Goldstein and
Brumberg. Attorneys, Tolins &

tors, S.

line.

F.

New

Jakobson,

hing new, something different.

York.

—

Unger Re-elected
Albany C. G. & G. Entertain"The replies proved to me that the
Unger,
First National's New ments, Brooklyn.
Joe
Capital $5,000. Inlooking
people
are
the
of
;reat body
oward the motion picture to lead York manager was re-elected presi- corporators, H. Herson, J. Levkov
Many replies stressed the dent of the F. I. L. M. Club Wednes- and L. King. Attorney, C. J. Herhe way.
that the authors didn't know
They declared
/hat they wanted.
he producers had a wonderful opportunity to do things of a worthwhile
ature through the medium of the
creen,

act

"We

give the public what you genemen lead them to expect. It is for
ou to pave the way toward better
lings, not so much through the use
£ adjectives or the actual writing of
ipy as the spreading of advanced
teas

day night, despite the

fact that he decided not to run because of pressure
of personal business.
Several mem-

however, persuaded him to
his mind.
Other officers are
W. E. Raynor, Pathe, 1st vice-president; Si Fabian, 1st Nat'l of N. J.,
2nd vice-president; Louis Rosenbluh,
Fox, treasurer and Arthur Abeles,
Metro, secretary.
bers,

change

The

usual installation dinner
be held at the Ritz on Jan. 5.

will

that should dominate what mayou turn out."
Mille said this was his first vis-

son,

New

He voiced the opinion that New
ork was different from the rest of
ie country and that what the New
ork public wants should not be acpted as the basis for the entire
mntry. In support of this contenn, he added that few of the ideas
nbodied in the plays now running
l the New York stage could be used
pictures because the country at
rge was thinking differently from
ew York.
"Great thoughts can be gotten over
the screen," he said at one point.
e have the power to remove cenship if our ideas are right."
De Mille caused a laugh when, in
eaking of his new picture he called

ere.

"The Ten Gray Hairs," five of
em for Zukor and five for Lasky.
ter he left, Arthur James charac-

— Creditors

and

stock

of the William Christy
Cabanne M. P. Trust, Ltd., which recently was thrown into the hands of a
receiver in New York, will be paid in
full, according to George T. Priest,
local counsel.
The company had the
financial backing of many prominent
are alSt. Louisans, some of
leged to have failed to pay their subscriptions.

whom

Priest stated that the receivers had

— Nighsmith

signed a contract with
Pictures for distribution.

Anderson

At Anderson Pictures, the above
so far as it concerned that company,
was characterized as "premature."

Frankfort, Ky.— Richard D. Bak& Sons, Louisville. Capital $75,Incorporators, R. D. Bakrow,
000.
of Louisville and Julius C. Lesanski,

row

M. P. T. O. Names Tax Committee of Chattanooga, Tenn.
De
The M. P. T. O. Committee of
Baltimore, Md. The Mount Savin two years and remarked how Three composed of Martin G. Smith,
rongly he was impressed with the Fred Seegert and J. S. Phillips which age Amusement Co.. Mount Savage.
er-changing conditions he found was assigned the duty of appointing a Capital $20,000. Incorporators, M. J.
rial

Louis

subscribers

York.

Pictures, New
York. 50 shares common stock, no
Incorporators, M. Nigh,
par value.
E. L. Smith and F. F. Neuman. Attorney, T. Murray, Jr., New York.

Albany

St.

in Full

THE FILM DAILY)

—

committee "to arrange for the fullest Mullaney, David Braller, et al.
co-ordination and co-operation of all
forces in the industry for the purpose
Baltimore,
Md. C o m m u n t y
of securing the appeal of the admis- Amusement Corp., Ridgely.
Capital
sion tax," has named the following: $15,000.
Incorporators, H. L. HolR. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; Joseph singer,
C. L. Hobbs, et al.
Mogler, St. Louis; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore; E. W. Collins, Jonesboro, Ark.; Martin G.
Smith, Toledo; Glenn Harper, Los
Indianapolis, Ind.
Ohio Theater
Angeles; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; M. E.
Comerford, Scranton
Joseph W. Walsh, Co., Indianapolis. Capital $60,000. InHartford; and Sydney S. Cohen, ex-officio. corporators, C. M. Olsen, Jean Marks,
M. M. Hugg and H. W. Armstrong.
Kunsky's Plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Artain Corp., New York.
Detroit John H. Kunsky has this 500 shares of stock, no par value.
to say. relative to long runs:
Attorneys, Emmett, Marvin & Roose"I have no doubt but that the time velt, New York.
will come, and is nearing, when I

—

i

—

BUYING
SPECIALSFEATURESAND

;

—

—

be obliged to turn the Adams
into a two-a-day house, at increased
will

Albany

—Hanlon

Silhouettes

Film,

SHORT REELS
FOR
THE TERRITORY OF

AUSTRALIA

New

Capital $20,000.
York.
prices.
When this is done, however, Attorneys, S. V. & G. P. Heimberg,
AND
I will have already b«;gun the erection
York.
New
ized De Mille's remarks as a
moke screen," and generally took of a theater larger, or equal in size to
the Capitol."
ception to many of the director's
Dover, Del. Drama Guild. Capi:as.
tal $25,000. Incorporators, L. K. HolKunsky
is already reported considA. number of humorous Christmas
Alexander and G. W.
land, D. L
ering the erection of a large theater
ADDRESS WITH QUOTATION
ts were interchanged. Harry ReichHolland.
bach acted as Santa Claus and sugBuys "Lost World" Rights
sted that the A. M. P. A. tender
Albany— H. E. R. Studios, New
"The Lost World," by Conan Doyle
Selznick Dist. Corp.
hn C. Flinn, one of the charter
York.
Capital $10,000.
Attorney,
appears
in
the
partial
of
features
list
mbers of the organization, a testiFOREIGN DEPARTMENT
M. L. Greenberg, New York.
jnial lunch on the occasion of his First National will release in 1924
FILM
ning the Hodkinson organization It was reported in
729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y.
Dover, Del. Istrione Theater Co.,
vice-president.
This will occur DAILY for Sept. 16 that the comCapital
(DelaWilmington.
$10,000.
pany had secured the rights. The
ly in January.
story will be filmed by one of the ware Registration Trust Co.)
company's own producing units.
Here With Mt. Everest Films
Major W. R. Foran and H. A.
Gill Going to Cast
ase are here from Glasgow with a
William S. Gill, Eastern sales manture showing the Mt .Everest ex- ager for Rothacker, will leave for the
lition and life in India.
They will Coast today to discuss business with
to Toronto to show the pictures the executives at the Rothacker-Aller
return later to arrange for ex- laboratory in Hollywood.
I
He will be
itation in this country.
Lowell accompanied back to New York by
omas, owner of the films, is due E. O. Blackburn, sales manager for
Appearing
e next week.
the Rothacker plant on the Coast.
in
Inc.,

NEW ZEALAND

—

THE

—

Sydney Chaplin

Judge on Directorate
Klein Handling New Film
THE FILM DAILY)
"The Hand-Me-Down," directed
London
Percy
Phillipson
and by Frederick Stower and made on
Irace Judge will join the director- the coast with Russell Simpson, Noah
lof Associated First National, Ltd. Beery. Johnny Harron, Viora Daniel
replace Sir Harold de Courcy and Ethel Grey Terry in the cast has
pre and Charles Cohen who have been taken over by Edward L. Klein
'hillipson,

(Special to

—

]

ired.

for distribution.

Marshall
Associated

Ne Han's
firsl National's]

Thomas H. Ince's

The Rendevous"
Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"

—

—
"

when

—do

you know

get to thinking about

I

J.

U

BOY

K.

McDONALD'S

MINE
when

I

recall

sitting,

jy

watching that

wonderful kid BEN ALEXANDER—
with acting as natural as life itself depict the youngster whose moods and
fancies his mother understood but his
father could not make out

—

•

when I recall—how, as

I

sat

and followed

the joys and disappointments of this real
boy with the tears coming to my eyes
one moment only to be pushed aside to
make room for a roar of laughter the

—

next

"BOY

of
is

MINE"

by

Booth Tarkington
and

is

directed

oy
William Beaudine
supporting
is

Ben Alexander
Henry Walthall,

when I recall what this picture did
me — I do not hesitate for one second,

to

put myself on record as saying that I believe 'BOY of MINE' to be one of the
most wonderfully human pictures ever
screened"

Irene Rich and
Rockcliff Fellows.

P.S.

to

Almost forgot— "BOY of

MINE"

is

another Big 10-hitr
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WARNER BROS
"

Classics of the Screen

M

A SE NS ATI OlNAL ORAMA OF

Frank

Elliott,

in

M.

News-

P.

best pictures produced
tinA story that grips the
interest at all times, boast
fine punches and a climax >hat »
pull the most hard-boiled fan
i«
'he edge of the scat.
For thrill,
the bin forest lire climax has not been
"I

of the
aeaaon.

liit-

1

-id

till-

•

A'. Y. Amerdirection is particularly
Rood in this picture. There is a flood,

"The

a forest

fire

and

thrilling events.
well done."
•thy

raph:

Day.
"

number of other
The forest fire is

a

in

N.

Y.

Morning

Lombard' is
moneymaker, and the
'Lucretia

a
Warner Bros, -hould l>c quite pleased
to their list.
it
A fine screen
rily

I

in

Lombard'
and

V.
is

mounted

Y. World:
a highly sen-

melodrama.
nicely, and

rly effective."

•ninn Telegram:
"SpecIW follow each other un-

Amid
and turbuemowhirlwind
•

thrnce

dim..

FROM KATftLC&N MORRIS' FAMOUS NOVEL

;.

Louclla O. Parsons, in

ican:

FLAMING
PASSION

r:

LUCR&T1A

LOMBARD
A HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION
FEATURING

Irene Rich and Monte Blue
DIRCCTCD

BY

N.
Rich,

Sun and

Marc

"Irene

Globe:

Norma
MacDermott,
Monte Blue give per

Shearer and
formances that are as sincere and
fine as anything seen in the films this
:

year."

N. Y. Evening Mail:
Lombard' at the Strand
a

'sell

out.'

" 'Lucretia
this

week

is

Exhibitors need have no

fear for the box-office when this picture comes to their theaters."

N. Y. Evening Journal:
rative,
tions.

"The

nar-

bristles with situaeffects in the flaming

as filmed,

Good
woods and raging rivers."
N.

Y.

Times Square Daily:

"A

box-office hit.
'Lucretia Lombard' is a strong story and Jack Conreal

way, who directed, handled the

tale

getting in several touches
of the sexy variety that are sure to
prove of assistance at the box-office."
skilfully,

Evening Post:
"Queer to
and unusual in this day of the
obvious, the production is bound to
N.

Y.

relate,

rouse many questions.
Excellently
played, well staged, intelligently cast,
story

an interesting and enjoyable
which is never soporific."

Harriette Underhill, in N. Y. Tribune:
"The cast is excellent. There
an ingenue who is the last word in
ingenues."

is

Jack Conway

Y.

A WARNER BROS CLASSIC ofthe SCREEN

rafhepicture

by

Emerson Hough

(Author of The Covered Wag»TNorth ofjfretctSc)

PoBUMtittg tor the
:'

first

,'-

:

time rn

ti

''r'r

TWO VERSIONS
.

appreciated at
worth,

full

remarkable

and a ten week contrnuei st
*?(- «§» •^' v^&*

Directed ijy

CEOROE

its

B.

StHZ

•

V

ProiiLi<rd by

CW. PATTON

It

shocks the attention

in the

very

first

to the enthralling series of exciting adven-

chapter like a thunderclap out of a clear sky.

tures,

From then

blending of the vivid and the picturesque.

to the very finish there

is

no let-up

the

delightful

Pafhe serial
Tw

romance, the happy

A

A

super-feature in chapter form.
truly mammoth production,
with crowds of Indians and soldiers, and a splendidly efficient cast

headed by Allene Ray, Harold Miller, Bud Osborne, Whitehorse and
others.
| '^

^

Famepicture
TRADE.

MARK.

!

_

Advertised on the billboards and
- of course
in the newspapers.
**

OFA

&L\
by

Emerson Hough
1

1

n

Pafhfscrial

*-

-^9

lit

k

•

F\

!

•

«p

B:joCN
b

i

^B

^h^_

.

V* •fjl

-.

The day
serial

of the bigger

and better

has arrived.

From

a story fully equal to any
the great Emerson Hough ever wrote,
has been produced a picture that in
everything but length is the full equivalent of any big feature of the day.

In

proof of the above

dently offer the

"The

Way

of

feature

we

confi-

version

a Man," produced

of
si-

multaneously with the serial, to the
big first run houses of the nation, as
an attraction not of the better but the
best type of

modern

feature.

Pafheserial
picture

iTHE
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Lab" Case Ready
THE FILM DAILY)
Ishington — The action of

Lasky

Special to

Trade

Hal

Famous

Players production plans
for the coming year were outlined
briefly Friday by Jesse L. Lasky, prior to his leaving for the coast today.
"Famous Players-Lasky will produce 60 pictures for the coming year."
he said.
"I believe these productions will contain the largest number
of
box-office attractions ever
real

the

Commission against

Laboratories Ass'n., Inc.,
is ready for trial but
jben held up because of the large

llllied

York

lew

of cases on the Commission's
No definite time has been
Wr the trial but there is a possithat it will be reached in the
*. This is, of course, entirely

pr
k.

pent upon

cases

the

made by this company.
"The West Coast studio

will open
on Jan. 7 and the Eastern studio will
also start activity about the same time.
The West Coast will make about ten

now on

e lie.

Commission

rested

its

Famous Players-Lasky

illt

in

case

Los

m

'*•

Ms*"

*

— Merry

Xmas

•

A

scene in Charles Ray's "The Courtship of Myles Standish,"
all attendance records at John H. Kunsky's Madison TheAssociated Exhibitors. Advt.
atre, Detroit.
thrilling

10

I)x
Life Passed

By

Can- n

iramount

Luetia Lombard
larner Bros

Hi Mystery
1

it

10

letro

10

the Parthenon of Athens, an inspiration.

10

The sculptor who does not rave over what remains of the
Venus de Milo, armless and broken, standing in the Louvre an

Girl
11

ThOld Fool
I

in

tdkinson

Marriage Mir'et
1 B. C.-S. R

11

|x

11
|

Sh«(

Subjects

—

12

12
12

Morgan and Ralph

Pulitzer.

In view of the fact that the "The
got under way
at a time past the usual theater hour
and because of the crowded condition
of the Saturday editions of afternoon
papers which often preclude reviews
of motion pictures, newspaper •pinions on the De Mille picture will
appear in full in Wednesday's issue

Ten Commandments"

of

THE FILM DAILY.
— Merry Xmas —
Tax Decides Ratio

Jenkins of Atlanta Rearranges Percentages Basing Compilation on

Admission Tax
(Special to

exist.

Atlanta

and glorious, profound in their
of
all arts, the motion picture.
newest
added
the
depths, has been
That it lacks much in background, in understanding and even in
to these great arts, ancient

appreciation

is

true.

That

it

falls

short of

some

— W.

Returns

THE FILM DAILY)
K. Jenkins of the En-

is

true.

state right market, using- as the basis
for it the admission tax returns for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1923.
(Continued on Page 4)

of these other

newer, more robust and less splendid in many
ways but it can and does move human beings as even the greatest
of other arts have failed to accomplish. It reaches down into that
which makes in humans for understanding and appreciation. One
needs not deep, involved learning, one needs not countless hours
of study to appreciate that which the motion picture provides. It
arts

Thi Veil of Haopi- es3

—

Countless arias written years ago, stand today, pre-eminent terprise Dist. Corp, has drawn up a
new percentage table covering the
the field of musical composition.

And

Th Governor's Lady

§ smosart-S. R

—does not

11

i'h

ML. Klein Co
T hi Supreme Test

Own

In all of literature, Homer's Odyssey stands out supreme, and
was written several thousand years ago.
The artists in the architectural world find in the columns of

inspiration

liversal

—

Into Its

Page

Call of the

J

which smashed

IT Grail

•

*•*?&

Xmas

ed the premiere of the picture at the
Cohan theater Friday night. Representative people from outside of the
industry included Ben Ames Williams, Elizabeth Marbury, William
Randolph Hearst and Mrs. Hearst, Sir
William Wiseman, Felix Kahn, Anne

•>•

features Reviewed

Tl

'-Ml*

A

—

Lesser Returns
r«g M. Lesser returned from the
-Bun Friday to spend Christmas
N1- York.

Man

.

on Page 2)

"Commandments" Opens
All of the Famous Players officials
and several members of the cast of
"The Ten Commandments," attend-

—

comedies.

Among

— Merry

Corp., F. C. Munroc, the
\lesident, announced that a con:Mvas about to be closed with
r*e Film for a scries of feature-

l'l

City.

(.Continued

(Ason

nil

made in Long Island
our forthcoming productions will be 'Triumph' which Cecil B. De Mille will direct; 'Magnolia'
pictures to four

Attorneys for Paramount
jiow begin the introduction of
iljevidence, starting in Jacksone| i Jan. 4 and then probably visaJNew Orleans, Dallas, Atlanta
iTially New York once again
Merry Xmas
2|Jstie Features for Hodkinson
\m luncheon Friday held for the
pie of acquainting trade paner
t with the new personnel of the

*s.

—

—

For the

—

from Reaching

From Famous

Coming Year Production
Plans Outlined by Jesse L.

Prevents CommisRest Case
It
Against Famous Players

ided Docket
}|

Sixty

It is

(.Continued

on Page 4)

Tuesday, December 25, and a
holiday, Christmas Day,
there will be no issue of

legal

THE

FILM DAILY

published.

THE

DAILY
Sixty

From Famous
Page

(.Continued from
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opyricht 1°2J. Wid'l Kilra and Film Folk»,
Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 Weat 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
C

Inc.,

and FILM FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg, Pretident and Editor;
Treasurer and Business ManJ. W. Alicoate,
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor.
ager
Donald M. Meraereau, Advertising Manager.
Kntered as second class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

WID'S FILMS
loaeph
;

act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United
the

States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
moaths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15 00
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Phone Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Hollywood, California— Walter R. Greene,
of

New

Greater

Mil Hollywood

'Phone, Hollywood

Blvd.

IMS.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury At*.,

—

W.

London.

I.

Representative

Pari*
Clichy.

Film,

Rue de

42

—

European

Representative Interna(Ciecho-SloFilmschau. Prague
tionale
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

Central

tume plays for next season with the
exception of 'Monsieur Beaucaire,'
work on which is expected to begin
shortly with a prominent star, in the

this

shut-down,

however, our scenario staff and writhave been working day and night
and when our studio activities resume,
we will be in excellent shape so far
ers

and

In this connection Lasky announced

Cash that Ralph Block will start his duties
managing editor of the story deCapital as
Raleigh.
partment
with headquarters in New
$10,000. Incorporators, K. C. WashYork, effective on Monday.
Julian
ington, O. T. Wilkerson, J. W. Cox,
Johnson
will be editor and chief of the
C. T. Beryer, and Hyden Smith, all
cutting and titling department.
of Raleigh.
As previously reported, Lasky will
Merry Xmas
spend a great deal more time in the
Richmond, Va. Chincoteague The- East than heretofore and during his
Chincoteague.
Capital absence from the West Coast studio,
ater Corp.,
Incorporators, Cecil B. De Mille will be in charge.
$20,000 to $50,000.

W.

Va.— Raleigh

Co.,

—

—

—

Daniel Jeffries and

Lee \V.
James E. Lewis.
Insley,

— Merry

Xmas

—

C—

Charlotte, N.
Capitol Theater
Capital $50,000.
Corp., Henderson.
Incorporators, S. S. .Stevenson, W.

D. Burwell,

et al.

— Merry
Albany

Xmas

He concluded by saying that he felt
very optimistic over the outlook for
the coming year, and that with the
complete harmony existing between

Adolph Zukor and Sydney R.
there was every reasion to
anticipate a very successful year for
himself,

Kent,

Famous.

—

—

Jersey Film Delivery Co.,
York. Capital $10,000. Attor-

New

— Merry

Xmas

No. 103

district,

Penn.,

$709,827.60 and

collected

Pittsburgh

"Woman

the

district, $1,949,398.55.

— Merry

Xmas

—

Banned

of Paris"

in

Penn.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

affairs."

Incorporations
Raleigh,

year ending June 30, 1923. The
in which
Philadelphia
is located, contributed $3,039,055.88 of
this sum, while the 12th district, embodying Central and Northeastern

PatheNew

fiscal

sideration of the control of the cost of

During

A DECADE OF REEL HISTOI

— Pathe

News

The board banned certain scenes in
"His Children's Children." The picture was scheduled to play the Stanton, Philadelphia.

the

h
se:

of scenes

which make history

cc

to

an

life;

— Merry

ment

Co.,

N.

J.

Xmas

—

— Olympic

Amuse-

Newark.

New

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

HAL ROACH'S

—

— Merry

Aid Sale
Pathe News

of

Xmas

hospital.

— Merry

"Wit With

e

Geo*6

Corv°'
r
W°*

ft

mf

_,%t"\

COSTUMES
HIRE
FOR

—

New

in Mississippi

THE FILM DAILY)

* 0n

—

feat in the

World's

history. The Poet-Soldier
ZIO feature, in defiance to all powers,
even that of his own government,

D'ANNUN-

and

occupies

Fiume, the
pivotal city in the World's peace and
war. Complete views of incidents and
actual conflicts.
For State rights or
outright purchase, write 250 East 72nd
St., N. Y. C. or 'phone Butterfield
94S1.

—

ventor whose process of synchroniza-

—

Klein Only Placing Distribution
Edward L. Klein is merely arranging for the distribution of

"The Hand-

Me-Down," and does not

intend re-

leasing the picture himself,
in Friday's issue.

as

mated

inti-

Rental

Organization

BROOKS
W

—

i

^3

FIRST

N. V.

C._-

WITH THE

BES

40 "ta S T

.

KINOGRAMJ
NEWS
^
THE VISUAL

ALL THE WORLD

tion of his invention in the auditorium

REMARKABLE FILM
Of an unparalleled

Xmar

York's Newest and Foremost

Costume

tion of motion pictures and sound
was described in THE FILM DAILY
some weeks ago gave a demonstra-

220 West 42nd St.
York. Chick. 2355
Cables Grokann. N. Y.

Vw

— Merry

Wallop"

Patfigcomedy

103,

Xmas

A

2 reels

Book

Revell

No.

WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

—

out today
contains pictures of Nellie Revell
whose book. "Right Off the Chest,"
is being sold throughout the country
with the co-operation of all theatrical
and film press agents. It was written while Miss Revell was in the

Picture at Cosmopolitan

6.

a

tod §2

It is understood that
a radical change will soon be made in
the state censorship machinery. The
new plan, already approved of by
Gov. Pinchot, calls for the appointment of a committee of three exhibitors to sit with the censors in reviewing. This committee is to represent the picture industry.

Philadelphia

(Special to

Demonstrates Synchronized Films
Claude H. Verity, an English in-

Foreign Distribution of
Motion Picture

capturea

on Jan.

of the day

as usual.

—

Trenton,

The news

number.

instruci

Xmas
Plan For Censoring In Penn.

Cruze

Cameo

absorbing,

—

— Merry

—

mopolitan release opens at the

presents

lights of the last ten years, in a

Woman

Los Angeles James Cruze has
New
"Under The Red Robe" closes its gone to Natchez, Miss., to film the
ney, I. Reiss, New York.
run at the Cosmopolitan next Sun- major portion of "Magnolia."
The
— Merry Xmas —
dav night and on New Year's Eve, cast includes Ernest Torrence, Mary
"The Great White Way," formerly Astor. Cullen Landis, Noah Beery and
Harrisburg, Pa. American
Feacalled "Cain and Mavel" opens there. Phyllis Haver.
ture Film Exchanges, Philadelphia.
"Through the Dark," another Cos— Merry Xmas
Capital
$10,000.

19:

—

Harrisburg, Pa. According to figures prepared by the Department
of Internal Revenue, approximately
$4,598,272.03 was collected from the
three collection districts in Pennsylvania for admission taxes for the

"I think the greatest event of last
year was the production shut-down,
which resulted in a more careful con-

East.

as the preparation of material
scenarios are concerned."

Amusement

(Special to

first

23,

From Pennsylvania
THE FILM DAILY)

$4,598,272.03

Harrisburg, Pa.- The board of censors has banned "A
of Paris"
unless it is reconstructed. The permit was refused on the ground that
it is "indecent, immoral and deals with
prostitution in Paris and indecent love

production.

— Le

1)

from Booth Tarkington's story, and
the following screen adaptations from
well known plays and books: 'Tomorrow's Bread,' by Wallace Irwin;
'Feet of Clay,' by Marguerite Tuttle
now running in the Pictorial Review;
'Merton of the Movies,' with Glenn
Hunter; 'The Breaking Point,' by
Mary Roberts Rinehart; 'The Mountebank,' by William J. Locke, a Zane
Grey story, and Alfred Sutro's 'The
Laughing Lady.'
"Famous Players will make no cos-

Sunday, December

urn oFthe Engineer Societies Bldg. on
Friday.
Merry Xmas

—

—

CHAPLIN

Advances Valentino Action
Division on Friday
advanced on the preferred calendar

The Appellate

Appearing

the action of Arthur Butler Graham
against Rodolph Valentino for $47,811.

—

—

Merry Xmas
Buchowetzki Directing Negri
Paramount
officially
announced
Friday
that
Dimitri
Buchowetzki
would direct Pola Negri in "Men,"
which goes in production on the coast
in

February.

in

The Rendevous
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husbana
"The Galloping Fi*h'
Thomas H. Ince's
Marshall Neilans

,

—

!

s#

AN OVERWHELMING
in

cities.

flood of praise

from

critics

sections of the country has resulted

all

from

the showing of this superb picture in various
Every mail brings additional evidence of its

immense success. Your patrons are waiting for
you owe it to them to book it NOW

'A perfect picture!"

'One of the surprises of the season"

CHICAGO HERALD
t*

A

and

LOS ANGELES TIMES

EXAMINER

'We do not find one

thing of beauty!"

CHICAGO EVENING POST

to surpass this

produc-

tion.

WASHINGTON TIMES

a

They should

a

like

it

immensely."
FILM DAILY

Enchanting! Gorgeous!"
ST.

tt

See

LOUIS GLOBE DEMOCRAT

(t

One

of the

most beautiful film

'An outstanding picture"

MILWAUKEE SENTINEL

"A superb

offerings of

A joy to all.

"An

WASHINGTON HERALD
lavish claim

more than justified"
WASHINGTON POST

Nationally Advertised in

CARL X4AEJVLMJL.B

Exhibitors cannot go wrong!"

NEW YORK MORNING TELEGRAPH

the year."

Every

feature!'

OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
u

or you miss a real treat!"

it

DETROIT TIMES

K

it

exceptional picture. Should bring exceptionally good box office returns!"

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
(<

Spectacular! Gorgeous!"

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

Biesents

mwmwiciw
&*«**
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UNIVERSAL SUPER JEWEL

AHOBART HEM LEY PRODUCTION
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The Week's Headlines
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Tax Decides
(.Continued from

1)

I

Inc.
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Sunday, December

is

the chief, and to

many

millions, the sole

means

of diversion,

thwest oppose* individual
Claims plan
playing time,
small theaters.

•

23, 1923

Ratio

Page

1)

Jenkins says the old method 1
to take the censor reports, and tb
figure the percentage of each ten
tory to the whole; but this, he hole
is faulty because no count was taki

occupation, and amusement.
And it is to these countless millions that Cecil B. De Mille's
Tuesday
"Ten Commandments" will appeal. It will bring into their jaded, of the two millions in transient po
Laakj and Cecil De
ih Zukor, Jeaa<
ulation in New York, or the fact th
1924 production plans
le
to map <>ui
tired lives a sermon and inspiration, and above all, entertainment.
in certain sections, 50% of the pop
conference.
Paramount al two-da)
diminished,
And in years to come, when its value to the theater has
lation is not eligible for theater a
ti total $3,121,300.
useful missions.
P I. seen locally. Stale there will still remain for the Biblical episode a lifetime of
Revived \ A M
banding together.
right
Countless thousands of children in their Sunday schools
service.
Jenkins advances the theory th
M p r. O "i N<« York prepares right
and chinches will learn the story of the Exodus and appreciate the amount collected by the (lover
o repeal admission tax,
the value of the immemorial tablets then bestowed, with a truer nieut from the different territori 7
Wednesday
tax gives a true indication of the rel
join
Players
to
John C. Flinn leaves Famous
and better understanding; than any preachment or any Biblical live amusement possibilities of tho
important distributing corporation,
lesson can give them.
territories.
"One of the troubles
n* Players starts bonus system for theJan 1.
right
the
state
business," he says, "hill
to
striving
been
has
For many years the motion picture
Famous Players Canadian Corp. earns $198.been that the producers formulat
1924
With
other
arts.
»_\
the
Paul only
in
three months,
reach some of the heights enjoyed by
the rules by which the game is playe
073 u.r Alien Theaters held at $3,327,000
in sight, the motion picture, through "The Ten Commandments," and that the exchangemen, unorga
b) receiver.
ized and without a leader, have of n
Boldwyn discusses trend in produc- steps into its own.
i

would wreck

I

-

S

1

S.'>

,

Says

tion.

has

tion

das

produc

independent

of

SOME PLANS

arrived.

Thursday
Paul

Moones

i".

Mayer

leave* Louis li.
foi
distributing

lea

tali

to

machine.

Lapworth resigns from Goldwyn to
production in England.
theaters agree to (Jniversal's special

Charles
enter

Many

Ilic
Hunchback." Picture to
two shows only daily at $1.65 top.
Albert K
Smith sure future of industry is
Sic- new markets opening yearly.
Safe.
tell

play

on

"The Covered Wagon"

places

»uh

vote

of

27

or

52,

1923

for

lead
ahead of

far

votes

in

"Merry Go-Round."

rival,

Monroe

becomes

ing

president

of

;

W. W. Hodkinson

head-

Paul

C

Many
De

B
tion

is

state

righters join.

Mille tells A. M. P. A. the nafor pictures to point the

waiting

toward better things.

I

Saturday
ures from Famous for the coming
uction plans outlined by Jess, I.
dry.

Allied

\\

K.

Federal Trade Commission against
Laboratories A>>'n. Inc., of New
ills,
ol crowded docket.
Famous Players rested.
Jenkins, of Atlanta, rearranges per
covering state high right market,
admission tax returns.

— Merry
New

Xmas

—

in

coming year. Not as many as
what happened in the sales depart-

view of

What is perhaps the outstandii
difference
between this table
some of the others exists in only
territories, that of New York and (
I

t'

W. Va

Who

lot of people.

Territory
N. Y. State
N. J

$13,694
2,601
6,125
5,698

Del..

Md.,

529

D

and Va..

C.

Ohio
Michi
111

Ind
Minn., Wis., N.
la.

&

S D...

and Neb

Fla.,

Ala..

N.

in pictures

THE SEASON'S

Invention For Demonstration

\

2,719
2,698
884

C,

but a year or so Munroe KyS. C, and Tenn
has managed to dig up and secure two mighty worth-while men. Col., Utah, Wyo., N. Mex.
Ore., Ida., Mont...
They are still stunned in Famous trying to figure how Flinn was Wash.,
Cal., Ariz., Nev
taken away. He has been a mainstay there for 10 years.
a

2,525
4,027
2,736
6,566
1,826
3,040
1,793

Mo. and Kans
Tex., Ark and Okla
Miss, and La
Ga.,

man who has been

eliminated) Perc«l

Penn

could not understand what
magic F. C. Munroe used. To get Flinn from Famous and Mooney
from Mayer. But he did. And the spirit of the new organization
was excellently reflected at a luncheon he gave yesterday. To
acquaint the trade paper publishers with the trio who will hereafter govern the Hodkinson organization.
Surprised a

Tax Returns
(Last three ciphers

New England

THE HODKINSON MOVE

For

territop'

conside

ing it such is that producers co(
not secure for their films the perce
iage which they had charged
against that territory."

for the

this season.

Independent Producers and Distributors Corp.
rived to deal in all three branches of
industry.
Hoj Reporting Service to handle
Credits.

make 60

will

had been expected

ment

ways been considered poor
and one of the reasons for

ifornia.

Famous

Hod-

directorate.
Klinn and
John
afooney elected vice-presidents.

kinson Cor]), with

;

plished.

Friday
I

And

;

pictures

best

ten

of production plans of Famous for
had been learned. During this
great
lesson
declared
a
1924.
schedules
ran riot with the bank
production
the
year.
When
past
Although he didn't say it just that way. But he pointed out
rolls.
that a great lesson had been learned that productions for the coming year would be planned and developed with the preparation of
the scenario that "fool proof" scenarios would be the order of the
day that more time would be spent in preparation. And this is
important. Because this is where the real saving can be accom-

Lasky talked yesterday

cessity had to play the game accor
ing to the producers' rules. The ten
tory in the South and West has i\

2,423

738
1,152
2,240
5,196

Total for Continental U. S. $69,221
Can. Assumed S]A% U. S.
3,814

SPIRIT

!

I

Picturola is the name of a new
projector put out by tin- Picturola

Everybody

—

—

sending and receiving Xmas cards these
Madison Ave-, and used days. Fine idea. So Hugo Ballin sent one in. To show the sort
of "bonus boys" he has encountered in his various travels wdiile
for advertising purposes.
It can also
In used in schoolrooms.
The ma- making pictures on his own. They are presented herewith for
chine can operate in broad daylight your
edification and delight.
and can automatically show from one
is

t>.
10,000 feel oi film continuously,
without
any attention.
Salesmen
attach it to an ordinary electric-

long

S*^

Avon
a

Arnold

rs

I)ist.

the
tain

what

pi.

(Special to

Corp.

is

thi

have
ing of T.

ct.

Now Owns

Lyric

THE FILM DAILY)
Ind.— Herman J. Ar-

Two

In Detroit Change Hands

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Yincenncs,
Detroit—Two local theaters have
who has been managing the changed hands. Troost & Troost
Lyric for the corporation which took have bought
the Theatorium from
over the Wilkcrson-Lyons chain, has Garland
&
Buehrer, while L. J.
closed a deal whereby he become! Small has leased
the Medbury from
proprietor.
R. M. Robbins.
nold,

engagements,
the opening attract!
Merry Xmas
Moeller Plans Theater Servicr
The contract of General Man
A. J. Moeller with the M. P.
will terminate Jan. 1, and on that daMoeller will launch the Moeller V
'

is

—

—

-

DANNY.

—

Merry Xmas
O. D. C. Surveying Field

run

mouche,"

string.

—

T

become

will

a day.
I

doing away with pichouse is one of the Xat

I'he
-litis'

Avon

the

—

The Aldine, commencing
mas will also have a new polic;

to THE FILM DAILY)
l ial
Watertown, N. V'.— Starting Christ-

Day

Xmas

Arcadia Reopens Christmas
Y)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Phildelphia— The Arcadia will
open Christmas Day with a
of long runs and admissions
and 75 cents. The first picture
be "The Hunchback." There

two shows

and flash pictures of their
product on the wall in an office.
— Merry Xmas —
ire

Stock Replaces Pictures At

$73,035

— Merry

atre Service, Inc., with offices

Broadway.

—

—

at

1

Merry Xmas
Adler Gets Exploitation
Bert Adler has been engaged
handle the exploitation on "The I
vited Guest," which J. Ernest \
liamson is making for Metro.
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Sunday, December

40 Pictures Reviewed
Call of the Wild"— Universal
Rialto, Milwaukee

"The

"The Acquittal"— Universal
Eastman, Rochester

MOCRAT CHRONICLEr—•

any one

i

mi

likewise fall short of the perBtage technique • • * However,
Vcquittal" will appeal as an
kind with a
its
of
photoplaj

will

fed piece

of

entertaining

good cut

make

to

HERALD

rate

picture
court

room scene being

unusual

produced with

re-

veracity.

— Merry

—

Xmas

Nat'l

Louis
GLOB1 DEMOCRAT—It is Norma
Pershing,

i

"i

*
*
"
in which the chief keynote
Fox has
the traditional defense of honor.
provided the story with a colorful atmosphere
first-rate
and the east is made up of some

— Merry

New, Baltimore
SUN (EVENING)—* * * it fits

Conway

and

— Merry

one of the most interesting
the recent crop of period pictures. • • •
slendidly produced and
is
rave story, bravely done. While the
in the class of "Scaramouche,"
breadth of interest and conception, it is
irllcnt entertainment.

1

— Merry

—

Xmas

Allen, Cleveland

DEALER— "Big

PLAIN
1

Brother"

melodrama.
The picture
"Cokey Joe," played customarily

derworld
h

Raymond Hatton.

•

an
opens

is

fine

Other than this overdose of sentimentalism

hokum now and

considerable

icr"
u

nded

is

good

slap,

a

•

'

I

Moore

*

*

has twinkling

*

He

— Merry

the

—

Xmas

-

heart throbs permeate
Call of the Canyon". • • •
tie of the photography, * * * is sublime.

— Incredulous

story,
* is
"The Call of the Canyon,"
done in the filming.
This is credit to
)

as

his

is

*

.

r
:

lit

poor

.1

i

because

discloses

it

— Merry

a

vista

of

(jrey

'
pictures. *
.m rather inclined to believe that the
-tor Fleming had considerable
with adding a note of real quality to
picture.

Missouri,

Not

only

the

of the

is

year,

it

but

the

—

— Merry

and

Xmas

*

•

•

'

'

I

and

(

H

thrilling
the pen

It

a-

anything

imatic,
that

ap-

JOURNAL
It

The story, however,
coloi ful entertainmi

is

tic

than
month,

pull

old

gin,

and

as

is

not

title

(|uick

I

to

resent

a

states

Mix

makes

from

a

start

plot

that

Xmas

and

finish

this

atmosphere,

i

-

—

"Modern Matrimony"

— Selznick

State-Lake Chicago

be-

should

(MORNING)

I

provoke

mirth.

— Merry
STAR — *

Xmas

—

Ohio, Indianapolis

— Merry

manages

to

pass muste-

although

which,

I'd

*

*

diverting

light

11

ti

*

be an

and

1

*

*

*

bill.

laudable production,
watch, and has the drf

a

is

muscles

the
#

1

makes

the

his

lower

in

— Merry

"The

cast,

satisfactory

a

it

easy to
quality which

>

out

wandered into the
There are sufficiently stirring scene*
whole thing has enough excitement

smooth,

with

started

mystery game

STAR
*

Trails"

"The Covered Wagon"

then

.mil
the
to make

«

"Pioneer

imitation of

Printer's

spi

jaw

h

Xmas —

Devil"— Warner's

Garden. Milwaukee

it

— Merry

the

in Ui\

keep- ymi laughing ail the
muse and firni-h you with
fulfills
it.
entertainment it

—

—

is

nothing to
iti
to the White House about, impresses as
rather good fun.
Victor Heerman's neat din tiori is partlj

entertainment

Xmas

"Pioneer Trails" Vitagraph
Strand, Minneapolis

JOURNAL

Xmas

—

SENTINEL " ' * by all
Hut sotnebot
hould be a comedy knock out.
managed I" miss the high water mark ai
a mildly amusing piece of entertain
ment. save. solely by the ability of the
it

;

I

"The Net"— Fox

in

M

FREE PRESS

Mu

1

m 1011

that

other

film

Here'-

scene-

a

story

excellentlj

convincingly deline
effectively decorated.

to

JOURNAl

I"

one

lly

ACTS

n ray

fans

»
1

umpling

into

it li

worse and
ind

final

ot

ioned

play

et s.

— Merry

Xmas

—

—

"Reno" Gold.-Cosmop.
The Chicago, Chicago

AMERICAN

those

Bai bat

ni

a

<

mighty
lastleton

worse dismay, terdesperation in almost

1

commended

be

for attempting a picture so different from the usual order
of search comedies.
There is an abundance
of authentic atmosphere in "Our Hospit.
and there are many ingenious effects which

111.1t

AMERICAN

film

them.

LEDGER

PUBLIC
(Keaton)

to

1

i

*the keen hu-

Keaton brain

the

of

gins to flash, and from near the beginning
events move rapidly and hilariously until a
smashing climax at the end.

the

Monroe, Chicago
ll

*

1

'

originality

it

gallant
to

typical Western, and garb,
or and situations.

at

1

NORTH AMERICAN—*
mor and

Allied

on

quicker

but

insult

MI'S -Tom

the

On

production

"Paddy-The-Next-Best-Thing"—

Washineton, Detroit

-

screen

latest

is so refreshing, coming as it did after "Three
Ages," and there is something charming in
the manner the young screen star portrays
a most difficult part, * * *

"wide open spaces where men
men." and backs up the claim with men

•

mentality

is

one of the

are

paralyzing

.

'imet.'

It

attention.

judgment.

own with

Hospitality" is perfectly dea rollicking "Romeo and Juliet.''
Satire seems to be the thing nowadays, and
this one, written by Jean Have?., has a fresb

— Fox

ingenious

The picture frankly

-on.

ig

TIMES — "Our

licious.

passing

STAR
is

is

she

river stuff is also a comedy gem, alit
is
so well done that he become!

interest

much

than

is

* * the finest production that any
has sent to this country.
British films, as a rule, are stupid and dull.
but this particular picture deserves more than

— Merry

Row"

j,,

railroad

company

ttd

role

custom.

the

dramatic.

1

a

on

the estate
» * *

to

scream.

—

Xmas

at his funniest.

English

as

•

ride

real

supporting cast of

a

is

it

*

—

XAMINEK

in

— Merry

is

complications, breathless action and the expected number of thrills which Mix offers,
makes the picture story one of considerable

"Fashion Row"— Metro
McVicker's, Chicago
her

its

—

"Mile-A-Minute-Romeo"
Liberty, Chicago

is

it

feren

of

"The Light That Failed"— F. P.-L
Newman, Kansas City
POST— * * * Jacqueline Logan has brains.

This narrative is adequately
acted by Dorothy Mackaill, Edmund
B
and Wilfred I.ytell.

I

worthy

Xmas

Keaton

ft

Stanley, Philadelphia

which has

picture

a

— Merry

AMERICAN

I)

*

of Quality" is
super-Jewel * * *

Parkway, Baltimore

HERA1

*

"A Lady
as

RECORD—
Buster
*

INQUIRER — His

Miss Valli is simply adorable in the early
episodes as a boy and puts dramatic fervor
into the later dramatic moments.

"The Fair Cheat"— F. B. O.

Louis

St.

/
'•

Xmas

ft

angle.

«

*

I

— Merry

* * he chalks up the greatest
success of his career * * * a bit of travesty
upon the history of American railroads that
ranks as one of the funniest episodes the
camera has ever recorded.

of Quality"

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—The

—

family resemblance between pictures dealing
with the Northwest Mounted police but, thanks
to clever acting and skilful
staging, "The
Eternal Struggle" will rivet the spectators'

enchant-

scenery, and more than that
led with prop fights as most

OBE DEMOCRAT

Xmas

"The Eternal Struggle"— Metro
Strand, Milwaukee
MTINEL — There is always a strong

worth waiting

is

*

*

attention.

—

once dramatic punch and pictorial appeal.

at

teresting
merit.

Milwaukee

story.

'the picture

mountain

*

whose direction makes the

Fleming,
- :

*

*

melodra-

this

Fool"— Hodkinson

Drivin'

is replete with situations which tax the risibilities of the spectator.

Alhambra, Milwaukee

SENTINEL— *

de-

The comedy, however,

The

her mere appearance at the Newman
week it is manifested^ * * *
The picture, however, on the whole, is in-

—

seen. * * *
The rope episode especially
serves a whole feature picture to itsefT.

—Universal

"A Lady

IS)

Kcaton has some of
the funniest and most whimsical comedy ever

though

In

Xmas

{Week Ending Dec.

in

Xmas

—

Metro
Los Angeles

EXAMINER— Buster

The

somewhat

is

—

Xmas

Hospitality"

State,

a

Nat'l

character, with occasional flashes of
real drama, capably acted throughout and proon
a scale that is characteristic of .the
duced

A high speed comedy drama
reminiscent of the series of automobile
made for the screen by the late Wally

is

Reid.

KALD— Poignant
!

that

—

Xmas

FREE PRESS— It

*

Merrill,

he Call of the Canyon"— F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Meek Ending Dec. 15)

•

"The

•

in the film is likewise good.
*
*
*
his name.
plays

is

*

— Merry
He knows how

smile.

likable

well.

'

itself is not exceptional for its novelty
originality but it has excellent entertainment qualities nevertheless. * * *
Dean has some very effective
Priscilla

*

announced

is

Madison, Detroit

(MORNING)—The

stui)

Mickey

The boy
.ctt

That's

stuff.

*

the attack on
the hero and heroine by mountain bandits
This is exthe outstanding event.
cellently done, creating all of the excitement
and suspense intended.

LEDGER

House Peters

Husbands"— 1st

"Jealous

—

part in some instances, * * *
Still the
picture is replete with stirring incidents and a
*
*
*
romance

entertaining.

it's

PRESS— Tom
and

then, "Big
not a back-

STAR — When

the star of a film drama one expects some*
thing good, and expectations are realized. * *

— Merry

the

BLIC

to

with

EXPRESS—*

—

Answer" Metro
Palace, Washington

"Held

—

1

—

Xmas

French director.

or

•

•

— Merry

matic

"Our

the

is

rection of the film itself. * * *
As for the story production * * * the
chief, it not the only, dereliction is the tedium
forced upon the spectator before he arrives
at the essential points of the plot.

"Drifting" Un'V"-"!
Victoria, Philadelphia
INQUIRER Miss Dean rather overdressed

*

Arliss

"The Net," on heavy
much emotional act-

built

is

lines,

— Merry

succeeds.

It

STAR — Mr.

her (Baby
thing has,

—

Xmas

NORTH AMERICAN—*

Brother"— F. P.-L.

"Big

ii.iii.

1I1.

Thus

and many interesting complications.

faithful

— Merry

While the
very nicely.
of course, certain obvious limitations, it is
far better as an entertainment than the latest
For one
Jackie Coogan picture to visit us.
thing it isn't so long, so stretched out, and
its action is swifter, although just as obvious.

•

1

New York"— Uni

of

)

Talmadge

late

POST

melodramatic
ing,

* *a picture worth seeing.
and sincere attempt to transWilliam Archer's melodrama in terms of
a

is

—

Xmas

versal

Elaborate settings, pic*
* * and,
,.nd a story

JOURNAL— *
Jt

is

'

1

an old-fashioned

is

melodrama

Tal-

(carle in the rules of romantic lovers are the
strong points of recommendation * • *

1

ameo Kirby"

—Gold-Cosmop.

Garrick, Minneapolis

predominating
about "The Green Goddess," notwithstanding certain shortcomings displayed in di-

Apollo, Indianapolis

STAB

"The Darling

11

ma

Xmas —

In 14 Cities

"The Green Goddess"

to

by

"Cameo Kirby"— Fox

St.

enacted.

N

adapted

'excellently

— Merry

and most ambitious effort,
st
Vengeance," a thing that is splen

POST DISPATt

is

actors.

Vengeance" — 1st

of

and

produced

well

is

.1

'

"

Hal Roach. * * *
1 iar cry from comedy to drama, but
lias made it.

genuine

is

it

—

Pathe

bi

It

picture well worth seeing for
attracted to mystery plays.

.1

The whole
photographed,

"Ashes

the

realistic.

it

any

At

and

myster)

JTINEL

• the fact

*

23, 1923

for "Reno" p oves to I* enhas a
It
tertainment of wide appeal.
-J
.it
no mean calibre, p e-ented with telling eftf
and. moreover, ii las a novclti
m"''
with its informal galloping over the
States which attracts.
I

]
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PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Sol Lesser, President

TO MAKE

A PROSPEROUS YEAR!

1924

We take pleasure

to

announce

the following product

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
STORIES

The most widely read author in the world. 1,268,000
copies the average circulation of each of 9 stories controlled by this organization.
MAN'S A
(2,300,000 circulation) now completed.
Released February 4th by Associated First National Pic-

"WHEN A

MAN"

tures, Inc.

BABY PEGGY

The most widely publicized and popular baby girl in
motion pictures. Will be starred in five super-productions. First picture now in production, "Captain January," by Laura E. Richards. Book in its 53rd edition
with over 600,000 circulation.

"SECRETS OF LIFE"

Louis H. Tolhurst's marvelous microscopic pictures
dealing with the lives of insects. A series of twelve
to be made, with 6 completed.
Regarded as educational and entertainment classics. Distributed by Educational Film Exchanges.

"THE MEANEST

MAN

THE WORLD"

IN

George M. Cohan's famous stage production starring
Bert Lytell, Blanche Sweet, Bryant Washburn and a
host of others. Now being distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

I

J

WELL KNOWN STAGE
AND
BOOK SUCCESSES

Boasting all-star casts and well-known directors among

which are John Cort's famous stage success, "Listen
Lester"; Owen Davis' stage success, "Fools of Fortune," and others, with players of note including Bebe
Daniels, Norman Kerry, Walter Hiers, Lee Moran, Joe
Butterworth, Mary Jane Irving, Forrest Robinson, and
directors which include Edward F. Cline, William
Beaudine and William Seiter.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
SOL. LESSER

IRVING M. LESSER

President

Vice-President
Studios

7200

Hollywood, cal.
santa monica boulevard

M.

ROSENBERG
Secretary

Offices of Distribution

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
1540 BROADWAY

—
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III

subject

it-

i

will

picture

it

ii

Iwo

.il«.i>-

different

and

.full

>

-a

to

•

•

•

laws,

shrewd

sink-

to

when Mi
make Ins

and

subject, exciting bnl
"
Hugh* i inserts "thnllei
sm.ill
"go"
in
the
picture

really
some of the
"
make for

film

is

the

EXPRESS

the

quality of its
humor, cynical to .i high degree, * ' ' It is
stinging invective uttered against the inIt
has not
laws. " * *

Bhtei

is

.i

spiritual

of

scintilla

HERALD

significance,

included most of
recognized appurtenances of motion
he has

'

'

'

— Merry

along

a

an

•

•

RECORD—Judged

Hughes
modern melo,

as a pbotodrama,

has producer! simply a hectic
without particular artistic or

dramatic

dis-

tinction.

sketchy and lacks the
stimulus of a strong climax, for Hughes reto the old melodrama to do away with
Drahis most troublesome character. • • *
matically, the film lacks big punch and sometimes too the forceful development of situ
ations. but the timely note will make it interesting to everybody.

—

Xmas

"The Shepherd King"— Fox

INQUIRER-

*

*

*

a

some popular appear,

is

— Merry

AMERICAN—The

natural backire
!>oth
beautiful and impressive
and interesting from the mere standpoint of
unfamiliar lands.
The director was J. Gordon Edwards, to whom great credit is due for
a number of artistic touches, and particularly
his management of the crowds.

POST—It
the

that

EXPRESS— The

One
the

her first serious role Mildred
is wise in attempting nothing too heavy. * * *.
This is an entertaining story, even if in
You know
spots, out of the good old barrel.
pretty well what is going to happen.

"The

a

Command"— Fox

Silent

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE—

Ii it were not
for a long-drawn-out preliminary to the action
proper of the story itself, the photoplay might
easily rank with the best screen plays of the
year.
Even with this regrettable feature, the
production is far above the commonplace.

HERALD

It

melodrama

is

I-ynn" type, mixed up with a
*
"
feat
drama, it
and more than poorly acted.
'

— Merry

of the "East
of educational

lot
is

Xmas

poorly

written

—

King's

Louis

St.

QBE DEMOCRAT
and

|

around

all

•

One

pi the most ap
pictures of
Never lieforc has

attractive

•

•

near catching Mark Twain's
immortalized by Tom Sawyer
Finn as the producers have in this
t

and Huck
'

lay.

«rs

the

I

The

acting by juin the earlier episodes add

interest
film

is

'

*

*

only so-so

*

*

*

—

Chains"— S. R.

while not brilliant,

part

too

at

least

— Merry

Xmas

good

in

—

"Woman Proof"— F.

P.-L.

Circle, Indianapolis
STAR Tommy is as assuming as ever and
Lila Lee is exceptionaly charming * * *

—

— Merry

Xmas

—

Woman"— Selznick
Washington
of "Woman to Woman"

plot

is so old
in both theme and treatment that
one can almost see the moth holes in it, yet
Miss Compson gives her very best and tries
by a characterization portraying the entire
gamut of human emotions in facial expression to redeem the uninteresting tale.

— Merry

Xmas

—

P.-L.

Minneapolis

JOURNAL— The

"Zaza" story has been
date and it has not suffered.
Miss Swanson does Zaza far better than anything she has offered before on the screen,
playing with an unrestraint and an attention to detail that make her portrayal a vital,
vibrant impersonation.
brought

as the wife
large p,vt of the

Edward

is

taste.

Horton,
much.

—

up

to

STAR — Gloria
ular

French

Swanson

as "Zaza," a pop-

actress, displays her vivacity

versatility, while
powerful part.

H. B. Warner,

— Merry

Xmas

* * *

and

has a

—

and

film,

will
undoubtedly
settings.
Aside

Walsh

as

win
from

"Ben Hur"

As intimated some weeks ago from
the
remarkable photography, however, the tine coast, George Walsh will play
story itself adds little to earlier "Westerns"
the title role in "Ben Hur." Gertrude
nor does
enhance in any particular degree
the status of Harlan on the screen.
He Olmstead will play the part of Esfavor

in

new

its

it

plays with a

reserve which

EXPRESS

is

almost

stoic.

*

Producer Schulberg has a
photoplay of which to be proud.
It is by far
the best work he has presented as yet, handled
in
a broad and
virile manner.
It
retains
the more delicate qualities of the novel and
the d-ama. with the added sweep and strength
that the great mountain stretches and plains
of
Wyoming under the camera's eye also
*

*

HERALD—

The adapters
have followed closely and faithfully the Wister novel
and the dramatic play * * * All the thrills
of the original have been retained, with new
ones added.
Few screen plays hold the suspense that "The Virginian" does. The grandeur of the settings, revealing the picturesque
western plains, arc portraits that will cling
to

the

ther and Kathlyn Key. that of Tizrah.
II. E. Edington of the production department sails for Italy shortly to be

followed

memory

•

for

It's

a

long

•

•

kind, and
in the sort

its

well acted with Kenneth Harlan
of part one expects only of Rill Hart. * * *

The picture is well
two reels too much of

it

directed, but there's
in the middle.

by June Mathis and

— Merry

Xmas

—

Shipman

Visits Jacksonville

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
Fla.
The
Times,

Jacksonville,

Union publishes

a long account of
plans of Ernest Shipman, who,
following a two day visit, declared he
may operate a studio here.

the

— Merry

time.

great melo of

later

several of the technical staff.

give.

RECORD

HSPATCH—Clever

in

"Zaza"— F.

Eddy,

Xmas

Xmas

Colonial, Indianapolis
STAR— * * * shows the first Mrs. Valentino to be a woman of some beauty and
her performance in this Edward Owings Towne

(Week Ending Dec. 15)
From that standpoint (the
story)
"The Virginian" is always

welcome

high

oould

"The Steadfast Heart"— Gold-Cosmo.

it

EXAMINERwestern

Regent, Rochester

Woman

"The

State,

"The Virginian"— Preferred
Mission, Los Angeles

and the Libyan desert.

—

a

Ladies"— F. P.-L.
Royal, Kansas City

has b -triiR plot, a story
*
with bedouins and a new breed of sheik.
of the best things aliout the picture is
truthfulness of its setting in Tripoli

Xmas

of

the

— Merry

sort.

old

his

all

— Merry

—

Xmas

Jerome

its

picture

• • has not
gun-juggling tricks,
but added a lot of new ones to his repertoire.
"Wild Bill Hickok" has more atmosphere than
any western picture ever produced.

retained

STAR— The

stronghold of the old monarchy, and
has been reproduced for the camera with
such artistry that the settings would take
precedence over the thread of story were
the latter not exceptionally interesting.

POST — Helen

But
might
One can never

movie of

Adams, Detroit
FREE PRESS—* * *Hart •

to
Rialto,

it

"To

P.-L.

tho.
He might be as well pleased
as surprised to see what spiritual qualities
arc ascribed to him by Bill Hart.

"Woman

palace

— Merry

a good

could see the
him wilder yet.

Bill

make

well

—

Xmas

"Thundergate"— 1st Nat'l
Metropolitan, Wash.
STAR — "Thundergate" is the name

•

— Merry

all

TIMES—In

—

filled

Wild

inte-esting.

the

Hickok"— F.

Bill

PRESS — It's
if

story,

players is jwell
So much so that it lifts
story into the realms of

acting of

above the average.
a somewhat banal

Shifting Sands"
Hodkinson
Hennepin-Orpheum, Minneapolis

\R —

outcome
class and

daughter.

the

as

—

its

story gets out of the trite

of the manager, carries a
picture on her shoulders.
the manager, burlesques his

—

Xmas

and

trial

this

in

is

Xmas

* * is too long. That's
PLAIN
However,
the only real criticism against it.
if you care at all for Wild Bill Hart's holster
full of tricks you'll like "Wild Bill Hickok."

only

Clune's Broadway, L. A.
{Week Ending Dec. IS)

Shepherd King" is an elaborately-staged, specdrama, well directed, but acted with

— Merry

—

Xmas

becomes a really good photoplay. *
Miss Davis is of course, poignantly appeal-

tacular

— Merry

tell,

—

(MORNING)— "The

LEDGER

PUBLIC

»

"Temporary Marriage" Principal
Liberty, Kansas City

— Merry

"The
een taken to have realistic settings.
Shepherd King" is slow in action and is unconvincing.
Even the actors seem to wonder
what it is all almut.

t?ORTH

*

*

"Stepping Fast" is certainly a wild tale.
"
*
*
makes no pretenIt
genuinely good.
tions to anything other than it is, and any
It
is
movie fan knows what Tom Mix is.
a picture well worth the seeing *

spectacular picture
*
*
* great care

and scenery.

situations

as

Fox's Philadelphia
with

steps
story,

delightful.

is

is

— Merry

this

in

Mix

ing

TIMES — "Reno"

more than usual

little

favor.

DEALER—*

Feature

•

coming

Vidor

its

best in the acting, with
the nearest to being the

State, Cleveland

HERALD

It
unusually brilliant. * * *
iunusual picture, there is a sense
finish.
ointment at the conventional

M ix-

in
is

Kenneth Harlan has never done any
Star.
than The Virginian, and it is a
role bettet
relief to see him get into the cowboy outfit.
*
•
*
In fact, it is a very good feature, because it has a tremendous lot of fascinating

"Wild

obvious as it is improbable.
As a break from the regulation
films, the usual movie d amas, Tom

which

The CM)

much is to I"' s.iid
"The Virginian"

—

Xmas

"Stepping Fast"— Fox
Piccadilly, Rochester
DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE Tom

the other
picture making.

being

—

Xmas

TIMES The production is certainly well
That
above the average western in interest.

costumed actors with massive backgrounds.

Ij

amusing

vagaries
complications and
amazing
code * *
•
•
'
the players themselves make
story improbable, although its delightful
well placed throughout,

the divorce

'

"The Spanish Dancer"— F. P.-L.
Columbia, Washington
STAR The fine settings provide the rich-

Los Angeles

California,
EXAMINER The
its

— Merry

iti

Diverting, enlightening and wholly
Merry
.Mr iv this travesty on divorce.
,:.
u i- .i three quarters fun and
one quarter srrions burlesque of the laws.

in

'

satirical

POST

of

'
It is a simple
the successful photo play,
tale, well acted, along conventional lines. "

expose
hardhitting m

smut,

.,

TIMES An acceptable story, given life
and substance by the acting of a new child
star, with .ill the tried and true elements ol

•

preMnti

*

'

"

"Reno"

find

His

and

revue

.1

Sunday, December

Xmas

—

Elaine Hammerstein Here
Elaine Hammerstein arrived fjom
the coast Friday to spend Christmas
here.

23, 1923
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Reviews of the Newest Features
tin

Fan) tan

Man

"The

in

"The Grail"
a

Whole

MADE

SITUATIONS

CON-

VINCING.

Western drama.
of Story
Here's a story that's not especially
new and yet it has enough good

make

sufficiently diffrom the usual run of westerns and prove interesting. Instead
of the ranger going forth loaded
with guns to fight an army of rustlers you have hero setting out after
his

it

man by impersonating

a Bible

How he ropes in his man
seller.
by enticing him out of his hiding
place by pretending to preach about
the goodness of God, and brings
about justice, is followed by a romantic twist in which hero finds
happiness with the minister's daughter.

A

not

altogether

pleasant

however, is that in which the
murderer's sister kills herself after
being betrayed by the villain. But
twist,

there are enough good points in
the theme to offset this unfavorable
one.
Box Office Angle. .. .Will give average satisfaction.
suitable number for the house catering to a
crowd
audience.
typical
"fan"
Exploitation
Here's a title that
you may have to give some explanation.
It may suggest to them,
a story of the crusaders so you
might make it clear in catchlines
such as:
"You are familiar with
the Texas Ranger who goes out
armed to "get" his man. Dustin

A

Farnum will show you a new way
of capturing a fugitive in his latest
production The Grail,' at the blank
theater.''
Have a man dressed as
a ranger riding about town adverng the showing.
If
you care
to exploit the film further you might
run teaser ads offering a reward
for the capture of John Trammel.
Then announce that the reward
Dustin Farnum, mentioning
ihowinf
etc.
Direction. .Colin Campbell; sustains
very well and increases
interest
consuoccasionally
not
jh<-

.

vincing.

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

The Canyon"

"Lucretia Lombard"

PUBLIC WILL
a Whole
PROBABLY LIKE IT WELL
ENOUGH; HAS CERTAIN
AMOUNT OF AUDIENCE APPEAL AND A FIRST RATE
CAST THAT HELPS STORY

IMMENSELY.

As

a

Whole. ..MORE JAZZ EN- As

TERTAINMENT; HAS SOME
TYPICAL ZANE GREY ATMOSPHERE BUT MAJORITY OF
IT IS

NOT WHAT THEY USU-

ALLY ASSOCIATE WITH HIS
NAME.

a

Warner Bros.
Whole
WELL ACTE

AND SPLENDIDLY PRODU(
DRAMATIC OFFERIN
WITH EFFECTIVE FORES
FIRE CLIMAX. A LITTL
OVERDONE ON THE SENT
MENTAL ANGLE AND COr
SIDERABLY TOO LONG.
ED

Good except that Richard
gives an un- Cast
Cast.
Dix has had much better things to Cast. .Irene Rich and Norma Shea
usually forceful and interesting perer share the acting honors.
Bot
do than the gassed war hero of
formance; Hobart Bosworth splengive
exceptionally worth while pe
"The
Call
of
the
Canyon."
Lois
unscrupulous millionaire;
did as
formances and handle variety
Wilson handles the hole of the jazz
Jane and Eva Novak make a fine
moods called for excellently. It
girl
nicely
although
doesn't
she
resemsister team with a sufficient
not their fault that they are ove;
seem to make her characterization
blance to each other to make their
weepy
The director h«
at times.
clear.
quite
Marjorie
Daw
pleasconvincing.
Culparts in the story
been too keen on close-ups and sti.
ing but hasn't a very big part.
len Landis fairly well suited.
keener on prolonging them. Norir \
Noah Beery just put in to supply
Drama. On the
Type of Story
Shearer
very beautiful in some shot
villainous
touch.
a
whole a conventional theme but the
and Irene Rich seems able to chang
.Your folks may exdevelopment contains some fairly Type of Story.
her expressions to suit the oca
pect something more strictly westnew angles and with a careful treatsions.
She can be attractive, hag
ern than "The Call of the Canyon"
ment, it turns out to be a rather satgard,
etc., to fit the moment. Mont
and
the
title
itself
really
promises
likely
that
will
one
isfying film,
Blue fills the bill in the hero rol
it.
But what they'll see will be a
prove pleasing to the average picbut fnere are others who might hav
picture dealing with the modern girl
Director Schertzinger
ture goer.
done it better.
and her craze for jazz, dice and
has injected considerable audience
Drama in whic
dancing. True, the story gets west Type of Story
appeal and provided a well sustainthree
involved
in a grea.J
people
are
toward
the
in
inclose,
time
to
He is ined interest throughout.
Lucretia, the widow of A
love.
troduce a climax with a good thrill,
clined to hold scenes a bit too long,
len Lombard, finds her first re;
that of a sand storm, but, on the
especially the close-ups of Percy
love in Steve Winship, a promisin
whole, the theme deals with Carley
Marmont where he occasionally
young district attorney, and learn
Burch's love for a jazz life and
overdoes his emotional scenes. The
he loves her but there is an obsta
the crowd that she steps around
theme has to do with a rich man
Steve ha
cle to their happiness.
with.
Of course it's all too much
who steals the invention of hero,
becom
unwittingly
previously
and
conservative,
for
a
recently
reamasses a fortune through it while
engaged to his father's ward, prett
turned war hero whose absence
his victim sinks to the lowest levMimi. The elder Winship, a min Fl
"over there" is the cause for his
millionthe
els, finally meeting
fearing he will die as a resul
ister,
chagrin and disappointment in Caraire's daughter, who runs a misinjury, requests Steve am
of
an
his
pre-war
fiancee.
ley,
You
do
wishes.
against
her
father's
sion,
Mimi to marry. A forest fire servo
think, however, that Carley will
The girl's influence upon him is the
neatly as a solution to the triangl
marry hero when she travels West
means of preventing him from carwith
Mimi making her exit at tt
folafter
him
the
jazz
hounds
but
rying out his revenge upon the man
heroic attempts of both Steve an<
low, bring Carley back with them,
who ruined him and eventually,
Kathleei
save
her.
Lucretia to
leaving hero free to marry the litthrough rather interesting channels,
Norris, novel attained considerable
tle western girl who nursed him
the story reaches a happy closing.
fame and probably the picture wi!
back to health.
Box Office Angle. .. .Contains situameet with the approval of pictun
tions and elements of appeal that Box Office Angle .... Very likely the
patrons, but it will be largely dutj
majority of your folks will like it.
should make it attractive for the
to the work of Director Conway am
Those who come in expecting a typiStory
majority of your patrons.
a good cast.
cal exciting Zane
Grey western
holds the interest nicely and there is
Good from
Box Office Angle
thriller may be disappointed.
an exceptionally good cast.
standpoint of direction and acting
Use the author's
Exploitation
Here's a title that Exploitation
If these good points will excuse
name prominently in your advermay need explanation. It's a bit
fairly commonplace theme, you c;
tisements.
One attractive poster
ambiguous of itself. Say that the
depend upon it getting over,
"Zane Grey's 'The Call of
reads:
story deals with a young inventor
forest fire climax is really a gooct
the Canyon'; jazz mad New York
whose patent is stolen by another
thrill.
and the rugged West, frivolous sowho gains a fortune by it. There is
Your women folks
ciety and the mighty realities of Exploitation
a romantic angle that will appeal
story business
love
like
the
will
Nature
this
Zane Grey story
to many, as well. Talk particularly
Lucretia who
The
weepy
this.
showtrailer
shows
both."
Use
a
about the strong cast, mentioning
h
seven reels
for
of
love
cheated
ing some of the sand storm scenes.
the splendid performance of Percy
h
last
finally is rewarded in the
Of the players use the names of
Marmont, the joint appearance of
reel, will gain their sympathy a
Marjorie Daw, Richard Dix, Lois
Jane and Eva Novak, Hobart Bosr
the pretty and vivacious young g'
Wilson and Noah Beery, recalling
worth, George Seigman and Cullen
triangle, will
the
to
third
party
the
the appearance of Dix and Miss
Landis.
All good names for you
Talk about the
interest them also.
Wilson in another recent Zane
to use. Catchlines might read: "Do
you want 10 1
if
climax
fire
forest
Man
Last
Man."
Grey
picture,
"To
the
believe
'The
in Fate?
See
you
interest'
lovers
action
the
get
Victor Fleming; proDirection
Life Passed By' if you do."
Play up the author's name and a
vided splendid production and inDirection
Victor. Schertzinger;
your local book dealers to disf
careful direction certainly helps put
jected plenty of the sort of atmooi
.Jack Conway; good,
sphere that public likes; picture Direction.
over conventional story.
most
the whole, but picture, like
Authors. .. .Victor Schertzinger and
runs too long.
the current releases, runs too lc
Zane Grey
Winifred Dunn.
Author
*
Kathleen Norns
Doris Schroeder and Author
Scenario
The same Scenario
da
*
S
Scenario
Cameraman
Edfrid Bingham
Chester Lyons
5Z"\ 1
Dav.d Abel
Art Director
James Howe Cameraman
J. J. Hughes Cameraman
j
.

.Percy

Marmont

.

Type

to

Call of

Paramount

As

.

Plays the part of a Texas
Ranger Bent to capture a young
Farnum is more conmurderer.
servative in his emotional acting and
appears much more convincing and
pleasing l>y playing these scenes in
moderation.
Cast
Jack Rollins overacts conl'eggy Shaw and Alma
siderably,
Bennett suitable and others Carl
Stoekdale, Frances Raymond, Frances Hatton, Leon Barry.
Star

twists
ferent

By" "The

Metro

WESTERN DRAMA: STORY IS A BIT DIFFERENT FROM THE USUAL RUN;
GIVES FARNUM ROLE THAT
HE DOES VERY WELL. DIRECTOR HAS NOT ALWAYS

As

Life Passed

George Scarborough
harks Kenton
(

Jos. Brothcrton

<

.

,'

0l

il

l

'

fl

cl

el

—

i

>;'

j]

.

Good Photography
The West Locale
5.000 feet.

.

Length

'.

.

Good Photography
Very good Photography
City and
Any city Locale .... New York and Arizona Locale

6,208 feet

Length

6.993 feet.

Length

m

.•

mountain

ladg
,
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DAILY

Herbert Rawlinson in

Berg and Kahlert present

"His Mystery Girl"

"The Old Fool"

C. B. C.

Hodkinson
Whole.... MAJORITY

As

Universal

"The Marriage Market"

TYPICAL RAW- As a
Whole
OF
LINSON ENTERTAINMENT. AUDIENCES WILL PROBABGIVES STAR PLENTY OF OPLY FIND THIS GOOD ENTERPORTUNITIES TO DISPLAY TAINMENT; CONTAINS NICE
HIS VARIOUS PET OVERACTCAST, PATHOS, HUMOR
ING BITS. STORY A LITTLE
AND HUMAN INTEREST
BETTER THAN WHAT HE TOUCHES.
USUALLY HAS BUT HE STILL Cast. .James Barrows in the title

s a

NEEDS BETTER MATERIAL

AND MORE COMPETENT

DI-

RECTION

probably

Will

tar

satisfy

his

admirers.
Has a chance, toward
the close, to show what he can do
Otherwise hasn't a
at fighting.
great deal to do in his latest role.
.Haven't very important parts
ast.
.

.

Ralph McCullough and
Ruth Dwyer the principals in a plot

to

fill.

to reform Rawlinson, a womanhater.
fairly old idea
rpe of Story
made over with a touch of mystery
atmosphere that helps, in a measure, to make it a little different.

A

woman-hater who eventually

[The

'falls," is

a familiar characterization

probably the angle of having
he plot made to order and bringng about his reformation through
paid theatrical troup who rope

)ut

to make him
to make "His
Mystery Girl" rather interesting,
nd at that, a story somewhat bet-

lero into their
'fall"

than

er

scheme

new enough

is

Rawlinson's recent vestar could still stand

The

icles.

etter material and more careful
He is allowed to overirection.
,ct to the point of its being comical,
'heme deals with efforts of man's
rother to cure him of being a womn-hater, by means of an elaborate
heme in which he is roped into
ssisting a presumably frantic womi

who

pretends that she

The

ouble.

idea

is

is

in great

worked out with

:ro's landing in a house of spooks
id saving the girl, followed by his
helped to
arriage to the girl

who

ure" him.

.An average feaOffice Angle.
that you can probably play
I
ithout creating much excitement
If you
her for or against it.
ow that Rawlinson is popular
d that his pictures usually go
ill,
you can figure this one out
etty well for yourself.
Universal's press
oitation
Secure
eet suggests a good idea.
window display in some shop
ng various articles of women's
Darel.
Have a sign reading:
these belong to 'His Mystery
11
1.'
is she?
See for yourPlay
at the blank theater."
i
the title further by having a girl
ng about distributing throw.

.

re

Who

.

role gives a remarkably good performance as the old Confederate
soldier; Lloyd Hughes a satisfying

young

hero, with Betty Francisco
playing opposite.
Others include

.

.

You might
catchlines and heralds.
also use a lobby display of the cast
together with stills from the picture.
The title itself doesn't mean
very much so you'll have to interest

them

Run

in

Sceario

Canraman
Arfl Jirector

Phaj.graphy

Lod •
Leilh

a

Whole.

.

.

SPOTS.
Cast. .. .Splendidly suited types and
capable performers.
Robert T.
Haines excellent as the miner who
later becomes Governor.
great

A

improvement over his work in
"Does It Pay." Jane Grey a sym-

showing any of
between Louise
zenda and O. V. Harrison or
of the scenes between the two

humorous

bits

.

Your own flapper delenerisms.
gation might be appealed to particularly.

the

Fa-

show

In connection

crave

"Girls, do you
romance and adventure? If

some other way.

a trailer

any
old

'

to all hands.
with the theme, say:

An

to

know how

to satisfy your desires see 'The Marriage Market' at
the blank theater. Let Pauline Garon give you a hint how to do it."
Show a trailer of heroine's midnight auto ride and you can prom-

you'd

soldiers.

some more

exciting adventures.
in the cast and use
stills in the lobby.
Direction .... Edward J. Le Saint;
supplied story with attractive production and cast that fits nicely.
ise

Mention others

.

.

C

Au|>r

ly likeable.
First rate company all
the way through. Includes Mayme
Kelso, Jean de Brlac, Vera Lewis,
Marc Robbins, Alice Lake, Shan-

It might be advisable to make it
clear that "The Marriage Market"
It's wholesome,
is not a sex theme.
good entertainment that you can

.E. D. Venturini; handled
Robt. Hill; handles ma- Direction.
the material well.
tlal fairly well but allows star
Fabbrini
Author
tl much overacting.
J.

Diition

.

.

:rested.

"I'm 'His Mystery
Follow me to the

.Pauline Garon a brilliant addition to the picture.
She's pretty,
peppy, and makes herself thorough.

Fox

GOOD DRAMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT AND INTERESTING STORY THAT
WOULD BE MUCH BETTER
IF THEY TOOK LESS TIME
TO TELL IT NEEDS CUTTING TO SPEED UP SLOW

As

.

theater.

Whose?

a

.

A trailer of the
nk theater."
ok house sequence will get them

1.'

Film Sales Corp.— St. R'ts

Whole
HAS GOOD
AMOUNT OF AUDIENCE APPEAL. ON THE ORDER OF
RECENT FLAPPER STORIES
WITH KIND OF ATMOSPHERE AND SITUATIONS
THAT THE PUBLIC SEEMS
TO FAVOR.

Cast.

"The Governor's Lady"

pathetic old fashioned wife.
Louise Fazenda, Jimmy Mason,
Ann
Luther satisfactory as the "other
Barbara Tenant, Monte Collins.
non Day, Jack Mulhall and Willard
woman." Frazer Coulter and LesLouis.
Type of Story.... Has as its leading
lie Austen have minor roles.
character, an old civil war veteran Type of Story.... A young girl's dewhose family, with the exception
sire for romance and adventure pro- Type of Story. .Not wholly new but
a triangle theme that has some
of one grandson, consider him a
vides amusing complications that
strong dramatic
situations,
fine
burden and a nuisance. Some of
will suffice to interest a large masympathetic interest and enough
the incidents portraying this are
jority of the picture going public.
new angles to make it quite interextremely touching.
How he is They're all more or less enthused
esting material. The opening reels
finally taken away to Texas by the
over the current flapper rage and
are especially absorbing and get
grandson who loves him, and how
doubtless will find the antics of
the story off to a fine start. Later
after several complications he is the
Pauline Garon quite enjoyable. Her
on, with the introduction of the
means of capturing one of his own
masquerade, in which she secures
"other woman" the development begrandsons who is a member of a
the sympathy of a young writer by
comes rather obvious and through
telling him she escaped from a reband of gun smugglers, forms the
an overdose of detail, a trifle
formatory, with suggestions on the
rest of the story which is embelldraggy.
There is too much deished by humorous incidents and a
side that men have been her ruinaliberation and delay in bringing
romance between the grandson and
tion, takes a more serious, but still
about the eventual separation of the
amusing turn, when she finds herThere is
his employer's daughter.
Governor
and his old fashioned wife.
self being roped into a marriaere
a first-rate fight near the finish that
Since it is more or less plain to the
Naturally
with a rich old fellow.
will please excitement lovers.
spectator just what will transpire,
it wouldn't be good audience busiWhile there is nothing exceptionthe interest lags with the delay in
ness to let that happen, so the
ally new in the whole idea the avarriving at the situation.
Cutting
pretty young thing is happily marerage audience will probably find
will help speed up this slow spot
ried to Mr. Writer.
"The Old Fool" generally satisfacand greatly improve the picture. It
Director Le Saint has injected
tory entertainment. James Barrows'
is well acted and given a satisfacmany effective touches and made
work is the outstanding feature.
tory production.
The Childs resWhere they pregood use of the material. He alBox Office Angle.
taurants
receive
splendid bit of
a
lows the picture to run a bit long,
fer a human interest story, lavishly
publicity in the climax bringing
but cutting can speed it up suffitouched with pathos, in preference
about the reunion of the man and
ciently.
to an expensive and elaborate prowife.
.Capable of satisduction, this should fit the bill nice- Box Office Angle.
Office Angle. .. .Properly trimBox
folks,
will
most
your
and
old
fying
of
This time it is poor
ly for you.
med so that it will have a better
grandad who is mistreated instead
go particularly well if you have
sustained interest, "The Governor's
found that the recent flapper-dealof the little grey-haired mother, but
Lady," will likely prove a very
ing stories have met with their apthe effect is the same.
It
satisfying box office number.
proval.
Exploitation. .. .The good cast, headaudience
considerable
so-called
has
interested
ed by James Barrows who although Exploitation .... Get them
r appeal and will please a majority
in Pauline Garon and her performhis name is not known to picture
You can
of the average public.
work
probably
this.
They'll
like
her
in
fans, will be hereafter, is
ance
characsympathetic
on
the
count
a lot. She has considerable personyour best talking point. Give them
terization of Jane Grey to be one
manflapper
radiates
with
of
ality
and
the
story
means
an idea of
by

exploitation stunt would be
have several old men, actually
old or made up to look so, parade
the streets with fool caps on their
heads on which is the inscription:
"The Old Fool"— now at the blank

ays reading:
<

.

li

Marion Orth, Scenario
William Wing Cameraman
M. A. S. C.
William Thornley
E. E. Sheeley Photography

J.

C. Fabbrini

Ned Van Buren, Author
Scenario

Good Cameraman

A suburban town and Photography
All right Locale
Locale
Baredo, Texas.
Any city
6,147 feet. Length
4,487 feet. Length

of its good drawing points.
Exploitation. .. .Play up "The Governor's Lady," as an adaptation of
a David Belasco stage success. Regarding the story use catchlines
on the order of: "She was good
enough as the miner's wife but she
didn't fill the role of 'The GovernSee how one woman
or's Lady.'
lost her husband because she did
not keep abreast of the times.
The man or the
was to blame?
woman? Decide for yourself by
seeing Fox's latest release, an adaptation of David Belasco's stage
play, at the blank theater."
Harry Millarde; did
Direction
considerable to make story appear
different and heart interest touches
Might have used
are very good.
less footage.
Alice Bradley
Author
Not credited
Scenario
'

Who

Evelyn Campbell
Jack Strumwasser Cameraman

Joe Ruttenberg
All right

King Grey Photography

A western
Good Locale
York
Any city
.

6,297 feet.

Length

.

state

and New7,669

feet

THE
12

Sunday, December

"The
ard

Veil of
Klein

/..

Happiness"

Co. — Produced

by

Vandal Delae
a

Whole

.

ENTERTAINMENT

POSES.

in

"The Supreme Test"
Cosnioart Prod.

FRENCH PRODUCTION OF STORY BY G. CLEMENCEAU. THE "TIGER" OF
UNUSUAL PICFRANCE;
TURE MADE ALONG ARTISTIC LINES AND WITH EFFECTIVE DRAMATIC SEHARDLY
QUENCES BUT
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL

As

Johnny Ha iron and Gloria Grey

—State Rights

As a Whole....AMATEURISH
EFFORT AT PICTURE MAKING; DISJOINTED STORV
AND A POORLY PREPARED
FILM GENERALLY; FAR
FROM WHAT PRESENT DAY
PICTURE GOERS EXPECT.

Short Subjects
"Rough Sailing"— Fox

"The Darkest Hour"— Roach— Pathe

Funny Domestic Tangle
comedy Type of production
2 reel comedy
For those who find amusement in
"The Darkest Hour," deals with
Apparently sincere in their
Stars
comedies of the slap-stick variety, some more of the funny domestic
riforts.
Johnny Harron really dePUR"Rough
Sailing" will probably prove difficulties of the Spat family. This
more
worth
serving of something

Cast. .. .Played entirely by Chinese
performers, several of them giving
interesting performances, although

while

new

and

coiner,

a little

Gloria

Gray,

though

shows promise

a
of quite

dramatic talent.

Good as Slap-Stick Goes

Type

of production.

thoroughly
has

some

.

.

.2 reel

good entertainment.
fairly

original

gags

It

and

—

—

—

Exploitation. ...
;i.

former

Frai
Veil of Happiness.

ma

them know

Let

ire

annoui

that
Premier of

"The

Use

'

the states

prominently in your
and mention that
made up of ChiThcre are no nai

-

thi

among them

trailer

\

t<

of

ght prove sufficient to inin the film.
Directior.

Violet;
it

Author
Scenario

much

too

but other

menceau
Not credited

Cameraman
Photography

Usually good

Locale

Length

China
\bout

I

It

much about this
make promises.

won't do to talk
one.
If

you

making home brew

his luck at

tries

from over-repetition, a despite the fact that the police are
most comedies of this order. busy running down bootleggers. See-

—

lUt.

time the "know-it-all" brother-in-law

doesn't suffer

their acting
at
is,
times, some- Cast. .. .Dorothy
Revier seems to fault of
what stiff, even allowing for the
glory in her role of "painted woIt has to do with hero's trying to
customary racial pomp and cereman." Male members of the supboard
a vessel bound for the Orient.
mony.
porting cast appear inexperienced
in
art
of
the
pantomime.
His
various
attempts to sneak aboard
\ rather cynical
Type of Story
theme in which a blind Chinese Type of Story. .. .Crook melodrama. without passage offer many good
poet, in his affliction, believes that
A poorly constructed plot dealing laughs, ending up with his finally
everyone and evrything ahout him
with the workings of a couple of being yanked up with the anchor and
igood and kind but immediately
crooks and their female accomhauled aboard. The comedy business
his sight is restored, the words of
plices, of the attempt of one of the
a prophet arc fulfilled and lie men
to pin the guilt of a theft on an in a harem is comical and although
hi> friends arc false, his wife is
innocent lad, followed by the even- they resort to the ever popular throwfaithless and his young son mimics
tual capture of the crook and the
ing and
dodging business for a
his blindness.
arcmany
efThere
subsequent happiness of the innoclimax, the comedy fans will likely
fective human touches and effeccent hero with the little blind girl
tive philosophy in M. Clemenceau >
whose sight is restored for the consider it quite funny.
St 'rv as well as a few worth while
finale.
Merry Xmas
dramatic situations that are interHere's a pretty amateurish picestingly presented hut it is doubtful
"A Dutch Treat" Fox Educational
ture that is far below the standard
if the general tone of the theme, the
atmosphere and slow, over-precise
of present day attractions. The diInteresting Pictures of Holland
rection is bad, the continuity is
development as well as the Oriental
ceremonies, will make the picture
jumpy and lacking entirely in sus- Type of production 1 reel Educational
tained interest and the production
People of other lands pictured so
suitable entertainment lor the average American public.
As a novcheap. They certainly curtailed ex- realistically and authentically should
elty, or through the fact that formpenses in this one, even to the ex- be of considerable interest to those
er Premier of France is the autent of having paper flowers pre- whose only glimpse of "how the other
thor. "The Veil of Happiness " may
sented to the dancer.
Even the half lives" is gleaned from motion
attract
attention
but
photography is very poor.
generally
pictures.
Fox's latest, "A Dutch
exhibitors
speaking,
will
hardly
There are numerous sub-titles, Treat," offers many delightfully infind it a suitable box office number.
many of them quite meaningless, teresting views of that quaintly
The settings are pretty and the
and often it is impossible to read bbeautiful land of tulips. The scenes
photography
surprisingly
good.
them due to the light lettering include the famous Zeyder Zea, AmSub-titles literally translated from
against light colored decorations. sterdam, and little dyke built villages,
the French, are difficult to grasp.
Whoever is responsible for this one all spick and span as are the wooden
They should he re-written.
evidently has a lot to learn about shoed inhabitants.
Groups of little
picture production.
Box Office Angle. .. .You might see
children furnish pleasing pictorial aptlir yourself before making
Box Office Angle.... Not many pos- peal as well as the splendid scenic
a decision.
You may see pos
A worth while short subject.
sibilities with this one unless you views.
bilities in it since you know your
cater to transient trade and don't
Merry Xmas
audiem
and are in a better
have to worry about the calibre of
n to judge whether or not it
entertainment that you offer.
A "That Kid From Madrid, Michiganwill appeal to them.
If you think
double-feature program may be a
Universal
the novelty angle of it will interest
chance to use it but your crowd is
One of New Witwer Stories
them, you have sufficient to talk
likely to kick, at that.

Exploitation.

23, 1923

Type

of

production

You

can't
decide to

—

Story of
Pugilism

ing the police approaching the house,

they hide the bottles of

home brew

The
however, only want to tell
them there is an escaped maniac in
the neighborhood. Needless to say,
the ensuing night is one of terror
for the "happy" family and laughter
places in the house.

in different

police,

The scene

for the audience.

en-

is

hanced by a short circuit of the electric lights and in the darkness they
mistake one another constantly for
while the
home-b
the maniac,
bottles burst merrily and loudly at
intervals.

— Merry

Xmas

"Girls and Records"

—

— Grantland

Rice

—Pathe
Interesting

Type

of production

This

—Different
1

reel sport review

a rather different

is

and

en-

tertaining short reel that might well

he

on any program with

used

certainty

that

prove

will

it

ing to the audience.

It

the

interest

contrasts

the

athletic girl of today with her hoop-

skirted

sports

sister

were

Present

active.

the

the

links,

fields,

are

of

in

than

champions
basketball and polo

day

as well as the

seen

whose

yesterday,

more decorative

action.

(

swimming
These

pi

include

Helen Wills on the tennis court, Mi-on the golf links, Adeft
Gehring at basketball and
Collett

Riggin, the

Olympic diving champion.

—

—

This is the first of the new
Merry Xmas
"Leather Pusher," stories being
"Liquid Lava"— Hodge Podgereleased by Universal, and judging
Educational
from this one they will probably beas popular as the preceding series.
Plenty of Variety
The hero of these new tales, however,
1 reel magazir
is
Billy Sullivan, and not Reginald Type of production
Denny, who, as Kid Roberts, supIf it is true that "variety is t
tinworld's champion, has
in is< dly
shoul
retired from the ring.
His manager, spice of life" this is a reel that
they'll
expect
good production played
by Hayden Stevenson, is look- be well-liked. The variety of scene
values.
ing for a new protege and finds him and countries are only equalled by tl
Direction. .. Jas. E. Bowen; shows in the person of a young kid from a
hits pa?
no knowledge of box office values. lumber camp, who knocks out a res- swiftness with which the
scenes,
Author
Not credited taurant bouncer in a fight. There are in review. The outstanding
two actual ring battles besides this however, are those taken of a volScenario
... Not credited
fight and plenty of "kick" for excitThe molti
Cameraman
Not credited ment lovers. There is no girl in this cano eruption in Java.
in daylight a
Photography
Very poor episode. The titles have the H. C. lava is photographed
effects are very stril*
Locale
City and country Witwer flavor, and the direction is by at night the

show it, merely use the title and
the usual lobby display of posters
and stills. Johnny Harron's is the
only name that may be familiar to
your audience. Exhibitors catering
to regular patronage had better see
the picture if at all in doubt.
It is
below the standard of what their
folks are accustomed to.
At least

Length

5,000 feet.

series

of

Edward Laemmle.

ling.

Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Every claim thai
can be made foi
fifi

M

a great

-

#

-^*

comedy

we make

MS

foi

the

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., presentation

" III7O,Prn,R/I

P0ftARY

USBAND

by

Edward A.

/

4

Paulton

Photography
S. E.

SYDNEY CHAPLIN, OWEN MOORE, SYLVIA BREAME

Landers

and
Perry Evans
Settings designed

it

by
(II

Milton Menasco
Titled by

Harvey

t

Thew

Directed by

fcthena/

John
McDermott

bo°
and being
FIRST

9

a

NATIONAL PICTURE
Watch

It

Make Good!
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To Work With Hays

LENGTH

I.

DANNY

By

Exhibitor Tie-Ups
The Independent M. P. Prod, and
Dist.
Corp.
which was definitely
launched last week plans to co-operate fully with the Hays organization
oh matters that have a common inter-

productions to be
e by Famous Players for
will not, on the average,

•attire

ed 6,500 ieet in length.

and there one may run
But many of them will

Itere
r.

While it is the
in the industry.
intention of its sponsors to carry out
this idea so far as possible, it is stated
that the I. P. D. A. will, ill the main,
function as an independent body.
Where it can get together with the
Hays group or any other in the industry, for that matter, it will do so, but
where il cannot, the association will
function on its own.
est

nder rather than over the
ge mentioned.
is is indeed fine news for
beginning of a new year,

e other old line, as well as
est, will only stick to this

production schedule
are going to make a lot of
e all the happier for it.
of

ten

if

In six
need be; but

main

point.

Keep

d scenario; keep
i

it

it

out of

out of the

and then it
We've harped on

ual shooting,

breasy.
apject

soe,
dtsn't

until

it's

thank

but

seem

to

almost

will
this
tire-

Heaven
have

(Continued

it

been

wsted.
All

their own.
A spokesman for the independent group stressed the point
that there should not be any conflict
over the existence of two bodies, so
closely alike. He added that in the I.
P. D. A., there have been brought together many companies which did not
belong to the Hays association, either
because the corporate entities were

That's

k:p out the padding.
tl

a matter of fact, the I. P. D. A.
operate along many of the lines
adopted by the Hays group. The latter's by-laws will be used so far as
possible by the I. P. D. A. in framing
will

the story; yes.

or

:1s

As

a

ell

in

on the movement;

— Merry

John Alden and Priscilla win Myles Standish's blessing. From "The CourtMyles Standish," Charles Ray's great production, distributed by

ship of

Famous

P. D. A. To Co-operate for Benefit
of State Righters— To Seek

Associated Exhibitors.

—Advt.

on

Page

Xmas

—

5)

Sam Goldwyn on Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

.'Los Angeles Samuel Goldwyn arNational firm believers in
from New York yesterday.
Yived
the need come into the field
Merry Xmas
then
it
will
be
more
and
at
Ifew
jfhere are some producers and
of
Length
Think
Is Seen for 1924 by Irving Lesser— Some Distributors
Ft.
ears who still believe that they
Features Should Be Governed
Declares Extravagance in Proi-«o waste thousands of feet in
Values
Commandments"
Story
Ten
by
For "The
duction is Gone
eort to show something; and
Build and $1,500
to
differ$45,000
Cost
hold
distributors
Apparently
Irving M. Lesser of Principal Piclejjimes out of ten the picture
To Operate Weekly
relative to the length of feaideas
stated
ent
from
coast,
tures,
just
in
the
ulbe all the better if it was out
Famous Players
The "Ten Commandments" sign on
on Saturday that the era of extrava- ture productions.
iti-ntirety.
gance in production was gone and will confine their output to pictures the face of the Putnam Bldg., erected
yVith shorter and more inthat some semblance of sanity at the 6,500 feet long, while at First Na- by the Norden Electric Sign Co.. is
tMisting features will come
studios will be evident during 1924. tional the tendency seems to be to- the largest theatrical electric sign
bk'er short subjects; a more
ever erected and in the amount of
He found that the costume picture as wards shorter features.
program and a
d%',rsified
other
a factor is gone forever and that the
E. Atkinson, of Metro, declar- current consumed exceeds any
W.
iik-e
satisfied picture going
trend will be toward the kind of pro- ed on Saturday that he has been urg- electric sign in the world.
aiience. And that above all
duct that has always appealed to the ing the company's producing unit to
The sign runs the full breadth of
el, matters the most.
American heart, as he put it, rather make pictures of six reels or under. the building, 200 ft, with the main
Merry Xmas
than the eye.
This is being done wherever possible, part 18 ft. deep with wings at each
but at the same time Atkinson point- end 28 ft. deep. It is lighted by 4,600
what
"I asked a lot of producers
Jeilan Back to Goldwyn
out that stories occasionally de- 50-watt lamps and 350 250-watt flood
next
ed
planned
for
picture
they
kind
of
DAILY)
to
FILM
THE
fecial
an extended footage because the
(Continued on Page 2)
mand
reinvariably
they
and
almost
now
year
-oivngeles Marshall Neilan,
ecfg "Dorothy Vernon of Had- plied: 'Something about life in New situations in it warrant such action.
Something that goes back in- He cited "The Four Horsemen" and
n Ball," is scheduled to resume York.
falling in
irkj >r Goldwyn about Jan. 15.
to the alleys and touches the heart. "Scaramouche" as pictures
hl'irst

i

Sanity

t

Studios

Divided Over Footage

A

.

—

—
200

Sign

—

—

—

—

— Merry

Xmas

—

Godsol Leave for N. Y.
iecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Lol\ngeles Departures for New
Jrkj elude Marcus Loew and F. J.
)dsl J. Robert Rubin is due there
irisias morning.
Loiv,

—

No more

It
of the spectacle stuff.
costs too much and it doesn't carry
the appeal.'
"There will not be any cuts in salaries of players or technical forces
The star salaries have been established on a false valuation, not by the
(Continued en Page 5)

this class.

E. H. Goldstein, of Universal, and

Harry M. Warner,

of

Warner

Bros.,

stated that the story presented an important factor in determining just
how long features should be made.
Goldstein said it was obviously fool(Continued on Page 2)

Tuesday, December 25,
Christmas Day, there will be

no

issue

DAILY

of

THE FILM
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New

First Sales Talk Saturday, Dec. 29

Artclass Sales

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Weiss, of Artclass, announces
Philadelphia
Every salesman in
HapMight
"It
sales:
the following
territory will be called in from
pen to You," for Scandinavia; "Ad- this
field to attend the first of a series
ventures oi Tarzan," for Russia, Cen- the
talks
on sales ethics to be given at
of
Northern Iltury Film Corporation.
Six a luncheon at the Hotel Vendig, SaIndiana on "After
linois and
turday, under the auspices of the F.
and "Tense Moments From
Board of Trade. The purFamous Flays and Great Authors," I. L. M.
is to acquaint the men with a
pose
to Fdward Grossman.
standard of salesmanship for the

Max
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— Merry

Joseph
;
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March
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Terms (Postage

1879.

3,

free) United States. Outside
Y'ork, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
J months. $3.00.

Greater New
$5.00;
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.

of

months,

Address

all

communications

to

THE FILM

71-73 West 44th St., New York
l'hone Yanderbilt 4551-4552 5558
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Hollywood. California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Holly wool
»411 Hollywood Blvd.

DAILY,

—

1603.

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film.

42

Chchy.
Central

European

Representative

Prague
Filmschau.
vakia), Wenzelplatz.

tionale

A

Rue de

— Interna

(CzechoSlo

recent

sign cost $45,000 to build and
$1,501) a week to operate.

— Merry

Xmas —
to

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MAIS for this "ad" FREE at youi
Educational Exchange

MERMAID COMEDY

x%

CAESAR
A
JACK

^J tJ/^-^zMi^tk

Xmas

— Merry

—

Supplementary Bulletin No. 47, just
issued by "National Advertising" contains reproductions of 300 trademarks
stand out conspicuously

— Merry

among

recently

hardy to

(Continued from Page 1)
limit a picture to five reel

when

the

ligent

treatment

seven

theme precluded an

reels.

Warner

intel

than

less

in

six o
felt that the char

acter of feature productions dependei
entirely on the reaction of the pub
"The public has been educated ti
lie.
expect the $800,000 picture.
Appar
ently, nothing less proves acceptabl
at this time.
It is a difficult thing ti
determine.
Of course the nature o
the story is always
an
importan
factor."

—

—

—

—

— THE FILM
Louis "Ashes of

(Special to

the Pershing with a new
scale of prices.
The new prices call
for a general admission of $1, with
60 and 75 cent seats in the balcony.

— Merry

Xmas

London

will celebrate the

way

Wardour Films because

— Merry

J. O. Brooks
(Special to

Cleveland

Fox

with

He

is

Xmas

of

ill

J.

Brooks

is

BEST

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL

NEWS

0» ALL THB WORLD

New

Duties

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

I

am

in the

market

for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y

"Psycha," Russian Film Here
A Russian picture called "Psycha"

now

as a special representative.

covering Northern Ohio.

WITH THE

Yuletide season by

Los Angeles R. E. Pritchard is
here to commence his new duties a;
representative of the sales division of
First National.
Merry Xmas

Covering Ohio

O.

FIRST

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wallop"

Dependable has joined the board.
— Merry Xmas

—

—

A

Pafligcomedy

of a dinner-dance.

(Special to

Hibbert has resigned from the managing directorship of
health.

THE FILM DAILY)

Pritchard Starts

THE FILM DAILY)

"Wit With

Buffalo— The Film Board of Trade

—

— Henry

COMEDIES

has

Buffalo Board Plans Party
(Special to

OUR GANG

2 reels

—

—

HAL ROACH'S

—

—

Hibbert Quits Wardour
(Special to

Xmas

completed casting for the second
Richard Talmadge production being
produced for Truart.
The players
include Billie Dove, George Siegman, Stuart Holmes, Charles Clary,
Tom Wilson and Douglas Gerard.
Merry Xmas

DAILY)
Vengeance"

at

lease.

—

Lehrman Completes Cast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Henry Lehrman

Shows

—

St.

— Merry

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Xmas

Arrow in Two Deals
Progress Pictures have closed for
the Richard Hatton series; the Eddie
Lyons series of comedies and the
Mirthquake comedies for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Luciano Castro will distribute "The
Santa Fe Trail" in Porto Rico. Both
deals with Arrow.

—

Harrisburg The Broad Street theater has done away with mid-night
shows on Sunday nights. Despite
protests by the Ministerial Alliance
and the W. C. T. (J., the Regent,
ou ned by Pete Magaro, continues
them.
Merry Xmas
Pershing, St. Louis Adjusts Pricei

PRODUCTION
ALL-STAR CAST

Xmas

Protest Mid-Night

'WHITE

WITH AI<

Howard Estabrook, who

reached 22,000,000 copies.

Marcelle.

Paramount Trademark Listed

opened

Metro Buys "The Girl Patsy"
Metro has acquired picture rights
"The Girl l'atsy."

EXIT

in the

— Merry

The

/,

fire

floods

light.

—

Divided Over Footagt

—

.

1)

—

To Film "In His Steps"

24, 1923

Merry Xmas
formed Creation Pictures, is in Topeka, Kan. going over the details of
Special Trailers for "U" Product
and dollars. Covered by insurance.
a proposed production of "In His
The National Screen Service, Inc.
Steps" by Dr. Charles M. Sheldon. will make special de-luxe trailers fo:
overheated Anderson Pictures will distribute. all the Universal product, beginning
Va. An
Petersburg,
furnace is given as the reason for the Sales of the book are said to have with "Sporting Youth," a January re

that

are thrown by
350 imported Mangin mirrors.
Famous says twenty-seven miles
of electric wire were used in the construction of the sign which is dimmed
and accelerated by motors of 150
horsepower capacity. This dimming
equipment is equivalent to three times
that of the largest theatrical stage
and causes the illumination to com
pletely disappear every twenty sec
onds, gradually com«ng back to full

The

picture industry.
Merry Xmas

—

the 160,000 that have been registered
Among
in the U. S. Patent Office.
these is that of "Paramount Pictures,'
the trademark of Famous Players

200 Ft. Sign
(Continued from Page

lights.

—

overheated furnace, damaged the Essaness, to the extent of several thous-

—

I.

Xmas

Nebraska and Virginia Theaters Burn
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fire, caused by an
Noriolk, Nebr.

London Representative Ernest W. t redman
The Film Renter. 53a Shaftesbury Ave..
London, W.

Monday, December

is now in this country.
It was privately shown recently at the Russian
Eagle, an uptown restaurant.

Foreign Distribution of

&ann

Motion Picture

*^

Productions

e *"

Geot6 .potato
r

220 West 42nd St.
York. Chick. 2355
Cables Geokann. N Y

V_,°*

New

—

Sydney Chaplin
Appearing
in

New York

Chicago

Hollywood

Marshall Neilans

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

Fifth

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

1831

The Rendevous"
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"
Thomas H.Ince's

animated films
^rt Titles
LEADERS s TRAILERS
145 W. 45. ST.

N.Y.

BRYANT 6796
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With
the sun
setting on

1923andanew
year just over the
hill we take this opportunity to wish every

one a most cheerful Yuletide and a happy and prosperous three hundred and sixty-six
days throughout nineteen hundred
and twenty four. We are happy to play
our modest part in the progress of the
motion picture industry. Our heart has always been with it. Our friends, hundreds of
them, in all parts of the world, are in it. There is

much in store for him who takes his work seriously.
The future of the entire film world was never brighter.
brought happy hours to millions. Enlightenment to a
like number. The greatest force for moral and mental progress
the world has ever known. With the holiday spirit about
us we should be doubly happy, cheerful in the thought of
being a part, no matter how small of this important
industry. The coming year will see tremendous progress in every department. Do your bit and smile.
Again Merry Xmas and Happy New Year to all.
It has

3

B

—
THE

%VH
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THOMAS MEIGHAN
Wishes you a
|t£errj>

Christmas

anb a
Prosperous $eto Hear

Recent Thomas Meighan Paramount Productions—

"Back

Home

and Broke

>>

"Woman

Proof"

By George Ade

By George Ade

Directed by Alfred E. Green

Directed by Alfred E. Green

"The Ne'er Do Well"
By Rex Beach
Directed by Alfred E. Green

"Homeward Bound"
By

Peter B.

Kyne

Directed by Ralph Ince

*

Now in

*

*

*

Preparation

(Released February

4,

1924)

"Pied Piper Malone

99

By Booth Tarkington
Directed by Alfred E. Green

24, 1923

—
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To Work With Hays
(Continued from Page 1)
as to prohibit their joining

or
such
because of other reasons.
"Here," he said, "is a body then
that will have an excellent representation from state righters, it is hoped,
before its organization is completed.
It merely means that the industry is
closer to an organized state of affairs
than before. We will work with the

group, the Cohen group, the
O'Reilly group, the Brandt group and
any other group existing in the busiAnything to further the aims
ness.
of the independent operators along
lines of saner and better business tac-

Hays

tics."

The

distributors in the I. P. D. A.
plan to take active steps to protect
and enhance their prestige with exhibitors throughout the country by insisting that exchanges who contract
with theater men for definite series
of pictures supply them rather than
substitute something else. They want
to eliminate the kick-back that now
reaches them through defaulting exI

On Broadway

—"The Hunchback
Notre
Dame."
Broadway— "Flaming Youth."
Brooklyn Strand— "Little Old New
York."
Cameo— "A Lady of Quality."
Capitol — "The bteadfast Heart."
Central— "The shepherd King."
The
Cosmopolitan— "Under
Red
Robe."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."
Forty-Fourth Street— "Scaramouche."
Loews New York— Today — "Rosita."
Tuesday — "Ponjola."
Wednesday— "Wild
Hickok."
Thursday — "Restless Wives."
Friday — "Blow Your Own Horn"
and "Pure Grit."
Saturday — "The Day of Faith."
Astor

Bill

— "The Meanest
The World."

Sunday

j

i

Man

In

—"The White Sister."
Rialto— "Don't Call
Love."
Rivoli— "Big Brother."
Strand— "Boy of Mine."

Lyric

It

(Continued from Page 1)

comparatively smaller producers like
Principal, but by the larger companthat bid actively for the services
the people whose names mean
something in casts. Of course, there

ies

of

always be outstanding pictures.
reel of 'The Thief of BagIt is a marvelous piece of work
dad.'
in which Fairbanks has established
will
1

saw one

what is absolutely a new high standard for others to shoot at. While 1
didn't actually see any material on the
screen, 1 saw the sets Mary Pickford
has constructed for Dorotny Vernon
of Haddon Hall.' She personally told
about the extent to which she is going to make the picture and the vast
amount of money she plans to spend
on

—

—

—
—

—

AND

directors. The other, Edward AlexanStrongheart Release in Feb.
der Prod., Inc., Los Angeles, has a
First National will release "The capital stock of $75,000. Its directors
Love Master," a Strongheart picture are G. C. Watson, C. H. Morrill and
made by Larry Trimble and Jane A. T. Marks.
Murfin in February.
Merry Xmas
Merry Xmas
Fish-Schurman Corp. Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Hunchback" Closes in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The Fish-Schurman Corp.
Chicago "The
Hunchback
of of New York has been chartered here,
Notre Dame," closed a run of seven listing 500 shares of preferred stock,
weeks Saturday at the Harris.
each valued at $100 and 1,000 shares
Active capital
Merry Xmas
of common, $1 each.
$51,000.
Released In February
Metro, which as noted, recently

FOR
THE TERRITORY OF

AUSTRALIA

for the distribution of "The
Sister," will release the produc-

tion in February.

— Merry

—

Xmas
Columbia Plans a Feature
Columbia University will make a
five reeler showing life of the students from the freshman days until

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

LOUIS

N. Y.

MISS

DUPONT
and

A Cast of Unusual
Excellence

A
MYSTERY

DRAMA
of

SUSPENSE
THRILLS
and

HUMOR
Now Ready For Release

Fish-Schurman
Corp will
handle Goerz, the Austrian-made raw
stock in this country.
Merry Xmas

—

—

on the

Independent Market

Fischbeck With Olcott Unit

Harry A. Fischbeck, cameraman,
has completed his contract with Distinctive,

and

will
Prod, for

photograph Sidney

Famous.

MEYER
fjI'MjMid' K'ifl'

BB
251

^EST

I

I!

CRAFTSMEN FILM
19 th STREET

729 Seventh Ave.

Starring

WRITE

— WIRE — PHONE — CALL

INDEPENDENT
Pictures Corporation

ADDRESS WITH QUOTATION

Selznick Dist. Corp.

A Super Special

The

Olcott

graduation.

»

?

—

AND

NEW ZEALAND

WANTED

—

—

White

—

—

—

—

closed

SHORT REELS

—

—

—

SPECIALSFEATURES-

MEN

—

—
—
——

BUYING

"WHAT
THREE

it.

"Pictures like that will, of course,
continue to be made. They are, however, not the usual but the unusual.
The point 1 want to stress is that
while productions of that character
will cost money and oodles of it, and
while it is true there will be no
scrimping along those lines, pictures
of an in-between nature in which only
several sequences of lavish sets and
large expenditures of money are expected to carry over, will disappear."

Next Week
Astor
"The
Hunchback of Notre
changemen.
Dame."
Merry Xraas —
Broadway "The Acquittal."
All Christie Stars at Work
Brooklyn Strand "Tiger Rose."
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cameo "A Lady ot Quality."
Hollywood All four of the Chris- Capitol "The Rendezvous."
— Merry Xmas,
Harold Beau- Cosmopolitan "The
tie stars are at work.
Great
White
Calif. Companies
New
Two
dine is directing Jimmie Adams in
Way."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Neal Burns is Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
"Black and Blue."
Sacramento Articles of incorporadoing "Call the Wagon." Al Chris- Forty-Fourth Street "Scaramouche." tion have been filed by two new picBobby Vernon's, Lyric "The White Sister."
directing
is
tie
ture companies. One is Dinky Dean
Dorothy De- Rialto Not yet determined.
"Ride 'em Cowboy."
Prod. Co. of Long Beach, with a capivore is making "Stay Single."
Rivoli Not yet determined.
tal stock of $750,000. Charles F. ReisStrand "Her Temporary Husband." ner, Lewis Lipton, H. F. Millspaugh,
Louis S. Simmel and A. Marcus are
— Merry Xmas —

—

.

Sanity at Studios

of

—

I

-Z&>*DAILY

LABS. inc.

W^TPCIISLS

7620-7461

Jesse

J.

Goldburg

President

1540 Broadway
New York City
Phone Bryant 6884
INDEPENDENT
PICTURES
.'

THE
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NEGRI IN "THE SPANISH DANCER" A HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION WITH

WTONIO MORENO WALLACE BEERY ADOLPHE MENJOU KATHLYN WILLIAMS "HIS
[CHILDREN'S CHILDREN" A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION WITH BEBE DANIELS GEORGE
VWCETT DOROTHY MACKAILL JAMES RENNIE MARY EATON NOVEL BY ARTHUR
TR V!\ A PARAMOUNT PICTURE "THE LIGHT THAT FAILED" WITH JACQUELINE LOjG AN PERC1 M ARMONT A GEORGE MELFORD PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. IN "STEPHEN STEPS OUT" WITH THEODORE ROBERTS
\\\\{\i\ MYERS NOAH BEERY DIRECTED BY JOSEPH HENABERY A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE W ILI JAM S. HART IN "WILD P*LL HICKOK" A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUCTION \ PARAMOUNT P I C T I; *\* ^T it *t T/O THE LADIES" A JAMES
**p THEODORE ROBERTS
CRIZE PRODUCTION WITH
~ iRAMOUNT PICTURE ZANE
WARD HORTON £*
V
*HE CANYON" WITH LOIS
GREYS "THE CALL Q^^*
^fOAH BEERY MARJORIE
WILSON RICHARD DIX ^T
I

f*^f

I

I)

I)

XiJIRECTED BY VICTOR

GLENN

PICTURE ALLAN
OFf REX BEACH'S "BIG
fOORE EDITH ROBERTS
J^ARAMOUNT PICTURE
"WEST OF THE WATER

\W RICARDO CORTEz,^
FLEMING A PARAMO TT
DWANS PRODUCTION
BROTHER" WITH TOi>^
RAYMOND HATTON >^L

^

HUNTER IN\ ^
TOWER" WITH ERNEST V.
lORRENCE MAY MC
" iASU PITTS A PARAMOUNT
AVOY GEORGE FAWCETT *
PICTURE "DONT CALL
T LOVE" A WILLIAM
DEMILLE PRODUCTION
TH AGNES AYRES JACK
HOLT NITA NALDI RdiTT^KOQui; THEuDOni; KOSjLOFF ROBERT EDESON A
PARAMOUNT PICTURE GLORIA SW ANSON IN "THE HUMMING BIRD" A SIDNEY
OLCOTT PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ZAJVE. GREY'S "HERITAGE OF THE
DESERT' WITH BEBE DANIELS ERNEST TORRENCE LLOY D HUGHES NOAH BEERY
AN IRV1N WILL AT A 'JT
Ruction a paramount
/X- ^
a
PICTURE "FLAMING
BARRIERS" A GEORGE
MELFORD PRODUCTION Meppy Christmas! WITH JACQUELINE
LOGAN ANTONIO %^_
ZJfORENO WALTER HIERS
A GREAT PARAMOUNT PICTURE THOMAS MEIGHAN tS "PIED PIPER MALONE"
BY BOOTH TARKINGTON SUPPORTED BY LOIS WILSON GEORGE FAWCETT
DIRECTED BY ALFRED E. GREEN A PARAMOUNT PICTURE POLA NEGRI IN
MIADOWS OF PARIS" SUPPORTED BY CHARLES DEROCHE ADOLPHE MENJOU
HUNTLY GORDON A HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
THE NEXT CORNER" A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION WITH DOROTHY MACKAILL
!<)N CHANEY CONWAY TEARLE RICARDO CORTEZ LOUISE DRESSER A PARAMOUNT PICTURE "THE STRANGER" A JOSEPH HENABERY PRODUCTION WITH
BETTY COMPSON RICHARD DIX LEWIS STONE BY JOHN GALSWORTHY A PARAMOl NT PICTURE WILLIAM S. HART IN "SINGER JIM MCKEE" SUPPORTEI
BY PHYLLIS HAVER A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTUR1
/
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Coming East
Pictures— Both Are Big, Says

Valentino Settles
Will Complete Contract With Famous Before Starting Work for Ritz
"Beaucaire" First
Famous Players, Max D. Steuer,
who represented Rodolph Valentino
and Ritz Carlton Pictures, issued a
joint statement Monday afternoon announcing that the difficulties that had
existed between Famous and Valentino had been straightened out and
that Valentino would complete his
contract with Paramount. The statement gave an official stamp to the
exclusive announcement made along

Doug and Mary Finishing Two

—

Dennis F. O'Brien
Douglas Fairbanks has about two
weeks more of night work to complete
'The Thief of Bagdad," while Mary
Pickford has completed "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall" and is now
editing the picture, according to DenF. O'Brien, attorney for both stars
visit to the
coast on Monday.
lis

O'Brien returned from a

Both Fairbanks and Miss Pickford
come East in February with
their completed productions. O'Brien
declared that no arrangements have
as yet been made for theaters for a
Broadway run. He described Doug's
picture as a marvelous piece of work
and added that Mary's is also a proexpect to

these lines

By

the terms of the agreement, all
pending between both parbe dropped upon the completion of the contract by Valentino.
Mrs. Valentino, who acted as her
husband's attorney-in-fact figured
prominently in the negotiations.
The statement declared that ValenThe
tino will complete his contract.
expiration date is February, 1924, but
Famous holds the right to exercise
an option for another year. Apparently this is Adolph Zukor's intention, for in a personal statement issued
in connection with the other, he said
Famous Players would give Valentino "the finest productions possible"
(Continued on Page 8)
litigation
ties will

Cochran Bringing Film
understood that Chailes D.
Cochran, English theater manager, is
coming to America from London with
a print of "The Soul of the Violet,"
in which Raquel Meller, the Spanish
is

beauty, appears. The picture
duced by her in Paris.

was pro-

The Wangers Here
F. Wanger and Mrs. Wan-

Walter

ger (Justine Johnston) are at the
Ritz
for
the
Christmas holidays.
Just in from London.

One of the comedy scenes from Mack Sennett's presentation of Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl," distributed by Associated Exhibitors and scor- Maude Adams With Guild Pictures
Maude Adams, upon completion of
ing a triumph. Advt.

—

Branham Resigns

Films Flood Britain

Lease House for 8 Months
Famous Players-Canadian Five Times As Many Pictures As
Leaves
Famous Players have leased the Corp. to Join New England Circuit
Needed, Says Gus Schlesinger
of Theaters
George M. Cohan theater where "The
Quality Films Suffer
DAILY)
to
FILM
(Special
THE
Ten Commandments" is now running
foreign manager
Schlesinger,
Gus
Toronto Charles G. Branham, difor eight months.
rector of the theaters for Famous for Warner Bros., is back in New
Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., has re- York after a stay of several months'
Trade Quiet
signed.
He has had general super- duration in England, where he placed
Many of the larger companies vision of the 64 houses operated from the Warner 1923-1924 output with
F. B. O. of London. Schlesinger holds
closed early on Monday. The trade Montreal to Vancouver.
generally was very quiet in view of
Branham took charge of the Fam- the opinion that conditions are not
the Christmas holiday.
ous houses in the Dominion in suc- very good in Britain because of the
being
cession to H. M. Thomas when the vast amount of product now
there.
market
dumped
on
the
dilatter return to Omaha, to resume
Bernstein 111
"England with its 3,500 theaters
rection of the Blank theaters. Bran(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and America with its 20,000 have the
ham
is leaving for Boston, where he
Los Angeles Isadore Bernstein of
will be identified with the general same bulk of pictures to release. Aside

—

—

Universal is seriously ill with pneumonia. He is attached to the scenario
department.

Film Financing
"Financing the Motion Picture Business" is the caption of
an article published by The

Magazine

Wall Street and
reprinted on page 7, today's
issue.

of

THE FILM DAILY

in

of Dec. 10.

duction of considerable magnitude.

It

Price 5 Cents

1923

management of a circuit of picture
theaters in New England. Before
leaving Toronto, he will be tendered
a complimentary dinner by his associates in Famous Players, tonight.

"Kim," will produce in co-operation
with Guild-Made Pictures, Inc., a new
company. Her first picture will be
"Aladdin," to be made in color.

Fern Andra Here
Fern Andra, who has appeared in
a number of Continental-made productions, arrived here on Monday on
the Aquitania.

Christmas Spirit
Le Landau Closes Houses on Eve
Holiday to Allow Employees a
Night
(Special to

at

of

Home

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee Leo A. Landau, managing director of the Alhambra and
Garden theaters, did an unusual thing
on Monday. In order to allow the
(Continued on Page 8)
employees at both houses which are
first-runs here to remain at home with
their families and absorb the true
Compson in "Blackie" Story
Yuletide spirit, he closed the houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Betty Compson has on Monday, Christmas Eve, and told
been engaged by the Oakland Film his staff to hotfoot it home to their

—

Brush Switches to Coast
Corp., a new company, to star in firesides.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
This is the first time that anything
Los Angeles William B. Brush, "Prison Born," one of Jack Boyle's
this nature has been done in Milof
Stuart
stories.
PaBlackie"
"Boston
in
studio
his
own
who maintains
opinFlorida, has engaged space at the ton will direct at the Hollywood Stu- waukee and Landau is of the
first done by an exhibitor anyion
the
is
Oakland,
of
Copps,
dios.
A.
W.
will
where
he
studios
Hollywood
where.
sponsoring the company.
make a series of pictures.

—

—

—

THE

<^

DAILY

"The Ten Commandments" is divided into
tw portions, which melt into each other with
*
considerable effect " " *. The first part * *
tells, with remarkable clarity and straightforwardness, the story of the Rook of Exodus,
*
the Biblical spectacle is faded into
comparative Insignificance by the modern

Newspaper Opinions
••The Ten Commandments" — F. P.-L.
Cohan Theater
AMERICAN The Biblical parts
As
Til

XXVI Ni. 11 Wednesday. Die. 26. 1923 Prici S

Cuts

Copyright I92J. Wld'i Film and Film Folks.
Inc..
Poblishea Dadv except Saturday, at
71-7J West -Nth St. New York. N. Y.. by
FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Dannenberg, l'resident and Editor;
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and llusiness Man
igcr; Maurice 1). Kami. Managing Editor,
l'onald M. Merserrau. Advertising Manager
Knterrd as second class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under

wins

ih

the act ol March i,
I'einu d'ostage free)
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United States. Outside

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; i months, $3.00.
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Roberta,

No

Quotations

Exchange

was closed

yesterday, Christmas Day.

we cannot enthuse, Theodore

must

it

1

arc good.

said,

In-

an

is

story which follows it. * * * The actual revelation of the Commandments on the mount
was incredibly exciting. * * * The outstanding player
indeed, the most worthy feature
La
of the whole expensive mass is Rod

imposing

Moses,

There were some exquisite ''its of color,
and then some that were not so lovely.
Especiallj effective were the scenes where the
chariots were driven across the sands of the
Egyptians in pursuit ol the children of Israel.

—

close.

a

Roberts, in Moses' patriarchal
robes, is, of course, the ruling spirit of the
scriptural half of the picture. * * *

Theodore

extremely good picture.
Iloth Rod La Rocque and Richard Dix are
splendidly chosen for their roles, and Edythe
Chapman's grim mother person is little short
think

I

this

an

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Not

of the

most

remarkable effects ever contrived for a motion picture, the parting of the Red Sea to
Moses and his followers to escape
lit
Pharaoh and his army. * * *. Although the
latter-day narrative is interesting, it comes as
a let-down from the profound majesty of the
*
Biblical episodes. * *

SUN*

Features Corp.,
New York. 100 shares common stock,
Incorporators, F. V.
no par value.
Luporini, A. Bellock and M. Kauffman. Attorney, T. F. MacMahon.

Albany

New

&

Producing Corp.,

York.

Capital $30,000. IncorpoC. Millard, H. Hadley and

rators, J.
H. L. Steitz.

Stimson,

Attorneys, Winthrop

New

York.

—

Albany South
Side
Theaters,
Queens County. 200 shares common
stock, no par value.
Incorporators,
R. Buchanan, Jr., and J. C. Kemp.
Attorney, B. H. Noden,
York.

New

Albany

New

— B.

&

H. T. Enterprises,

York. Capital $10,000. Incorpo-

and B. M. Block and
Thomashefsky. Attorney, S. H. Bergmann, New Y'ork.
rators.

A.

Albanv

*

*

*

the

All

form well

players
*

the

in

modern story

per-

* *.

* * the year's
picture, * * * a big picture in more
than one.
It has a big theme; it has
several big moments and there's absolutely
no gainsaying the fact that the sets are big
the biggest yet seen.
The photography was
a big undertaking • * *. Contrary to general
opinion, we do not think the latter portion or
modern sequence of the picture is better than
the poition depicting the days when the Pharaohs held sway, though the modern story is
tense and thrilling.
st

Combined, the picturization of the two
go to make up about as good screen
entertainment as one could demand these days.
eras

HERALD —

Much has been said and written of this picture, but none of the spoken
or printed accounts gives an adequate conception of its nature.
From start to finish,
it
is a series of distinct surprises
most of
which arc pleasant.

—

f ICE

—

half,

is

Egypt

laid in the

to

—

Roberts, as Moses, towers in
these sequences.
Charles de Roche makes a
kinglv Pharaoh and Estell Taylor is beauti-

EVENING WORLD—*

— Authors'

scenes rise
grandeur.

Theodore

ful

almost

and it is there that the
something very approaching
One finds oneself sitting up in the
seat, applauding shimmering figures in a sea
of wind blown sand
* * *

telling effect is the giving of the
to Moses in his solitary vigil
*
Sinai. * *

on

— Luporini

* *

Exodus times

of

Another

Albany

is

entitled to a place on the honor roll of
the world's screen classics, but in the matter
of precedence, it deserves a place very near
the top of the list. * * * De Mille, to the satisfaction of the audience, again appears to
have accomplished the extraordinarily delicate and difficult task of welding a tense
modern drama to one of the most moving
epics of history without presenting an anticlimax. * * *

commandments

Incorporations

only

it

of perfection.

EVENING JOURNAL— One

a crushing

is

the less "Thou shalt not" preached.
It is
thing from the screen to the crass of drums
and great cymbals, and as far as we are able
to predict, the film should move any doubter
to think twice. * * * Whatever faults the
modern story may contain, "The Ten Commandments" will live in the memories of the
many who will see it for the marvelous beauty
and realistic artistry with which the biblical
tale was unfolded. * * * Cecil B. de Mille, creator of many film atrocities, produced "The
Ten Commandments," and thus atoned for
all his screen sins.

modern drama, and events run melodramatto

*

sermon propounded
as the most ardent fundamentalist would have

NEWS—

The photography remains at a high degree
of excellence during the scenes of modern
days.
The actors are fully as adequate as in
the first part, rather more adequate.
The difference is, after all. the difference between the
men who wrote the Old Testament and Miss
Jeanie Macpherson.

We

for Miss Macpherson's
for the movies.

TELEGRAM — *
Here

tions.

is

speak with
ability

all

as

a

respect
writer

surpassed all expectaa superb dramatic picture * * *

Sinai
are impressive and never fail in beauty and
dignity. * *
'Naturally, after the big epic
quality of the Exodus, the modern story * * *
seems something of an anti-climax. Even the
captions revealed the difference. * * * Just
the same, that second part was good movie

with undoubted

thrills

and unmistak-

able humor.

TIMES— It

ture

in

ils

Biblical section that

prolog that ends

midway

a big pic-

amounts

to a

the first part.
a picture story by Jeanie Macnot overly much of a picture
in

After that it's
pherson, and
story at that. * * * When this super-film
production goes into the legends of the Bible,
especially that of the Israelites crossing the
Red Sea, it's a picture. These scenes, taken
in colors, are stupendous. * * *

TRIBUNE— The

first is the most magniwe ever saw on the screen the
quite an ordinary picture, just good
enough melodrama. * * * Charles de Roche
is quite
as magnificent as Ramescs. * • •
Of course, it is the biggest thing that the
screen has so far yielded.

thing

ficent

second

;

is

WORLD—*

* * appears to he
and expnesively made motion

large
*

*

*

In

its

earlier

episodes

the

a

very

picture.
film has

moments of grandeur in
in movement which are

setting and majesty
exciting and beautiful.
When the story hurdles the centuries
and settles into a present day symbolization
what
of
has gone before, it is ordinary movie
melodrama of the commonest type. * * * Altogether, it is nothing like so fine a picture
as we had hoped to see.

Iowa Divorced From Nebraska
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines The formation of a
separate exhibitor unit in Iowa means

—

this state

has divorced

M. P. T. O.

of

from the
Forty the-

itself

Nebraska.

aters are already members with about
35
more
lined
up.
No affiliation witli the national exhibitor body
will be made, at least until the new
unit organizes thoroughly.

Neelyville Theater Burns

* *

The scenes showing Moses on Mount

stuff,"

mi lo Ins modern drama he was back to the
ordinary and certainly uninspired movie. * * •
At the same time it must be admitted that
in this melodrama there are also some excellent and well-thought out deas, and some
eye-smiting shots.

TIMES SQUARE DAILY— It's

*

The whole

26, 1923

of this photodrama. * * * There are many impressive colorful scenes of the Israelites in
the desert, some of them appearing better and
more natural than other such effects we have
witnessed on the screen. Rut * * * the strain
on Mr. De Mille told, and as soon as he swept

*.

the religious spectacle was
unfolded before their eyes in a manner which
Stamped the director as a master of the screen.

This part of the story,
with its remarkable
Biblical episode)
of
Red
picture
a
Sea rolling back to permit
the oppressed to pass, briefly melts into a
ically

*

MATL — *

parting of the Red Sea, a swirling,
seething mass of waters, to let (loses and his
followers pass to safety, brought applause;
also the appearance of the Ten Commandments in tire in the sky. * * * a galaxy of
headlinera recruited from the Paramount lot,
do the best they can in part two.

DAI] Y

*

Rocque

Tile

tionale

The Stock

for tin- ii-st.

Wednesday, December

probable that no more wonderful spectacle has ever been put before the
*
*
*
public
Two men might have directed
this feature, as it goes from the sublime to the
out-and-out movie.
Not that the latter part
is bad, but that almost any melodramatic picture would have fitted into the second section

THE FILM DAILY)
Mo. The Amuse, is a
from fire that started when

(Special to

—

Neelyville,
total loss

gasoline exploded.

HAL ROACH'S

is

STAN LAUREL
COMEDIES
"The Pinnacle

of

Pantomime"

2 reels

PatROIJ

—

Jersey Film Deliverv Co.,
York. Capital $10,000. Incorporators, J. Caplan, E. Rednowitz, W.
Reiss.
Attorney,
I.
Reiss.
New
York.
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The scene
S'romberg.
thrilling

St.

of

the

It

Church Social

provides comedy

— the

picture

in

"The

relief as

Fire

Patrol," directed by

Hunt

well as dramatic contrast for this
on the franchise
Y. C.

big melodramas released
plan by Chadwick Pictures Corporation, 729 7th Ave., N
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Many New Houses In Michigan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

In

Legal Tilt Over Rittenhouse Theater

The Courts

(Special to

—

The Appellate Division of the SuLansing, Mich. The Lansing TheHollywood Crauford Kent has
ater Co., is having plans drawn for a preme Court has decided that the
een added to the cast of "Flowing
two-story brick theater at Alle- Hackensack Trust Co. cannot recover
old."
gany and Capitol Sts., to be known from the Hudson Trust Co. for $837
drawn
as the Blackstone.
will
It
cost as the amount of three checks
Claude Gillingwater is the first
the
Cosmofotofilm
Co., Inc., which
on
layer to be cast for Mary Philbin's $100,000.
were forged. The papers in the case
(.Special to

—

ew

"The

feature,

Inheritors."

The Muskegon Amusement Co., is show that one Wallace was
new theater on Clay Ave., of the film company and

building a

Muskegon, to be
Jefferson,
It will be
as the Jefferson.
a one-story building, for pictures and
vaudeville.
Cost about $50,000.

Lloyd Hughes and Florence Vidor near
all

appear

"Welcome

in

ames Young

is

Mae Murray

Stranger."
directing at United.

treasurer
that Mr.

Cromelin, the owner, had such confidence in him that he signed any
checks he presented to him. It was
stated that Wallace drew three checks
to persons to whom the film company

known

preparing to start
W. S. Butterfield will build a new
n "Mademoiselle Midnight."
Rob- theater in Flint, seating about 2,000. owed no money, which were paid by
rt Z. Leonard will direct.
It will be known as the Capitol.
the Hackensack Trust Co., in which
John H. Kunsky will build a new the film company had its account, and
"Faint Perfume," will be filmed by downtown theater in Detroit. Work the money was collected by Wallace
'referred after the first of the year. will start within a year.
and deposited in his own account in
Victor L. Schertzinger will direct.
The new Cinderella, Detroit, will the Hudson Trust Co.
In the Municipal Court the Hackopen
around Jan. 1.
United Producers and Distributors
ensack Trust Co. got a judgment for
vill release a series of split-reel fea$837 but the Appellate Division reurettes known as Radiograms.
versed it on the ground that Cromelin
Oakland Theaters, Inc., Formed
gave Wallace full control and made
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Air Pockets," is the release title of
Sacramento, Calif. A charter has insufficient examination of the checks
Mermaid comedy just completed for been given the Oakland Theaters, Inc. he signed when they were presented
Iducational.
The incorporators are Ernest L. by Wallace.
Brune, of Berkeley; and A. M. DunAlberta Vaughn has been engaged can, E. B. Smith, F. M. Moore and
"Cause For Joy"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
>y F. B. O. to play the lead in the M. Giguiere, of San Francisco. The
Kansas City The following apTelephone Girl" series, which will company will make its headquarters
pears in the editorial column of "The
bllow "Fighting Blood."
capitalized
in
'Frisco and
is
at
Reel Journal," under the heading
$500,000.
"Cause for Joy":
Lincoln
Sted
Bosworth,
LHobart
"The time of retrenchment t at hand. The
an, Irene Rich, Harry T. Morey
hue and cry over padded feature picturei
Two Sales On Truart Product
ind Emmett King will support Baby
which run to ten reels where five and six
Truart reports the following deals: would suffice has been raised. The exhibieggy in "Captain January," her first
who has been wont to indulge in lavish
"Women Men Marry," "The Empty tor,
for Principal.
presentation, has been cautioned.
The banChildren
To
Cradle,"
"Are The
ner, which has been worn threadbare, that
this
picture
cost
oodles
of
and oodles
money
Conway Tearle has finished a lead- Blame?" and "Paris After Dark," to
to produce is passe.
ng role in "The Next Corner," and Reyes & Reyes of Manila for Philip"These facts should soothe the feelings of
nas started in "Lilies of the Field," in pine Islands; "The Empty Cradle," the alarmist.
They are forerunners of a
which he is co-featured with Corinne to the Orient Film Service, of Rango- stabilizing of the motion picture industry and
is

technical violation the lease had been

broken.
The Film Board

of Trade is involved into
the litigation because of Hyman's avowed intention to pay for film that had been booked
the theater
and thereby preventing
into

Ronisky

India,

for

India,

the temporary title of "The
Virtuous Crook" the next Herbert
Rawlinson picture has gone into production.
Irving Cummings is direct-

Animal Picture

Under

Sun's

Regent

To Have Opposition
THE FILM DAILY)

taken up which are contracted and
dated for.

BUYING
SPECIALSFEATURESAND

SHORT REELS
FOR
THE TERRITORY OF

Museum

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago—The Museum of Natural

15 In Butterfield String

bor;

Bijou- Arcade,

AUSTRALIA

History has rigged up a theater of

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

its

own and

in

it

shows "Trailing
The show-

AND

African Wild Animals."

ings
mostly, but
are for children
adults are allowed in once a week,
at the Saturday show.

Creek;
(Special to
Strand and Regent, Lansing; MajesHelping The Cause
Cincinnati The Chakeres Amuse- tic and Family, Port Huron; Regent,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment Co., Springfield, operating the Ionic; Palace, Regent and Garden,
William Steele, owner of
Seattle
Majestic, will soon begin work on a Flint; Majestic and Regent, Kalamathe Queen Anne, is circulating a pe2,500-seat house to play Keith vaude- zoo; and Ramona Park, Grand Ratition among his patrons, advocating
ville and pictures, in opposition to pids.
the removal of the Federal tax of
Gus Sun's Regent. This looks like
10 per cent upon amusements. When
Rerecently
the
only
war,
as
real
a
Picks 50% of Cast
Hughes
fully
signed, the petition will be pregent took Paramount pictures away
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sented by Steele to Congressman
from the Majestic, thus giving the
Rupert Hughes has John Miller of Washington, who lives
Hollywood
Regent Paramount and First Nationsix of the 12 players for "True in the Queen Anne district.
picked
al.
The Majestic has lost its Fox
as Steel," including Aileen Pringle,
films to the Liberty, which now has
The Eleanor Boardman, William Haines,
Universal, Fox and Goldwyn.
Haskell, Lucien Littlefield and
Majestic has the Goldwyn-Cosmop- Jean
Orlamond.
William
olitan program, while the Fairbanks,
legitimate house, is grabbing up the
specials between road show dates.
McCulley Story, Gibson's Next

—

Battle

NEW ZEALAND
ADDRESS WITH QUOTATION

—

Selznick Dist. Corp.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

729 Seventh Ave.

—

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Damages Nat'l, Toronto
Universal has purHollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
chased from Johnston McCulley a
Toronto The National, was dam- story which Hoot Gibson will make.

—

Fire

—

aged by

fire to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Under direction of
Hollywood
Ray Schrock "The Throwback" script
William Ellwell
being prepared.
Oliver won the Laemmle scholarship prize with this story.
is

CHAPLIN
in

Preparing "The Throwback"
(Special to

N. Y.

Appear in J

the extent of $7,000.

Fire which did
Everett, Wash.
$100,000 damage, completely destroyed the Everett. About $1,500 in films
and projection machines were saved.
The lease was held by the Star
Amusement Co., which owns several
theaters here.

shows.

(Special to

Detroit The Butterfield interests
theaters in Michigan.
now
GREENE. They operate
include: the Orpheum, Bay
City; Majestic and Arcade, Ann Ar-

ing.

at

securing

—

should be hailed with joy."

Burma and

Ceylon.

from

Must Pay For Shows Not Lifted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia At the last meeting
of the F. I. L. M. Board of Trade
a resolution was passed whereby
exhibitors must pay for shows not

—

on,

—

The Rittenhouse,
53rd and Haverford, is the center of
a legal battle, with Harry Ronisky
and Sam Hyman each fighting for
the house. It is alleged Hyman leased the theater about six months ago,
Ronisky declares that because of a

—

Griffith.

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia, Pa.

I

Marshall Neilans
The Rendevous"
Associated First National^ Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish"
Thomas H.Ince's

—
Available
Four

One

Now!

Short Subject Features
of each series released each month
series of

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
Two

FRED CALDWELL HOLLYWOO
COMEDIES
Two

Reels

Reels

BRAY STUDIOS,

Inc.

COLONEL HEEZA LIAR'SICOMEDIES

BRUCE BARTON'S
BETTER DAY PICTURES
One

Reel

One

Reel

Will Put Punch
In Your Program
Released Through Selznick Exchanges

THE

is&a

«.. y

Wednesday, December

Last Call
For Advertising Space
IN

THE

FILM
YEAR BOOK
1924

500 Pages
Cloth Bound

300 Advertisers

Used By Everyone
Sixth Yearly Edition

Year's Advertising Value

Free to Film Daily Subscribers

PRICE

2.50

PREPAID

Out In January
Phone Advertising Dept. Van. 4551

26, 1923

f
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A Discussion of Film Financing
The

Magazine

Wall Street con-

of

tns an interesting article in
rlt issue relative to

ion

pictures.

its

the financing of

It is

reproduced in

f|l:

1'One of the newest industries which
rpsents to the banker financial prob-

covered

exactly

not

are

that

ins

experience is afforded
As
moving-picture
business.
the
movpresent
time,
stand
at
the
tings
te-picture producers find it expedient
to banks for a considerable
1 resort
credit

his

i|

"TT

new

of the Pitfalls

ments

which

is in process of development
and foresight on the part of
those who are inclined to experiment with it," says The Magazine of
Wall Street in discussing "Financing the Moving Picture Business" and

is

A and

a

(field

of experienoe

calls fair considerable ingenuity

then continues:

"Moving picture producers find it expedient to resort to banks for
a considerable, amount of accommodations and the question how to
finance their necessities in a sound and sane way is one of some seriousness and

difficulty.

II

•

estion

in the sum of loans upon a
completed! film, with the ownership of the latter transferred to the
bank, is a question of somewhat hazardous expert judgment."

"The amount which can be extended

1

accommodation, and the

of

aaount

how

to finance their necessi-

one by the single name paper of the proway
Is in a sound and
difficulty.
seriousness and
<| some
ducer, who may, however, be perfectly
good for the amount, just as he
("The original capital of a producer
would
be in any other undertaking
jinvested in the process of preparing
that
might set his hands to. But
he
This implies
lie
film for exhibition.
during
this
production period his moJe entire cost of staging the production-picture
undertaking does not afrecording it on the film and
pn,
ford
any
basis
for bank credit, since
ilvertising and disposing of the latfailure
complete
the film practically
to
T. As a result of the marketing proresults
in
loss
of
all that has been
Iss, the producer of the film enters
done
and
gives
him
no return for his
to an agreement with moving-picsafe

Ire theaters

le

rights

Jecified

ment

I

whereby the
and

dates,

a

have

latter

exhibiting the

of

plan.

ibrds,

is

film

at

of pay-

basis

arranged, usualy on the instal-

lent is

wants

The
to

theater,

in

pay for the

other

film out

the proceeds of the exhibition,

and

does so on the basis of
^percentage of receipts from admisjequently

ipns.

"The owner
Iro

of the

distinct assets

—the

film

thus has

film itself

and

expected proceeds of the contract
Ir exhibition, the latter being in the
|rm of payments usualy extending
ver a considerable period of weeks.
Lis need for credit is usually felt at

investment.

"When

he has a completed product
hands, he is in position to approach the lender with a safe propo-

in his

s

moment when
film

is

the production of

completed advances being

order to enable him to
pntinue the production of more films
hile awaiting the incomes that will
tiled for in

e

derived from those already in a

impleted form.

Even

if

he should

iscontinue the process of production
t

that point, he would still be quite
to need some means of cash-

feely

ig in

on a part of the value of the

Im in order to settle his obligations
) performers and others whose labors
ave gone into the making of the

ing in the moving-picture business,
has no facilities for arranging to mar-

might undertake to
where it is obliged
to do so by reason of non-payment

ket the picture.
sell

the film

It

itself,

of notes, but such a sale

would prob-

ably turn out about as unfavorably
as sales of commodities made by
banks usually do that is to say would
result in very material loss.
Banks,

—

therefore, are at the present time disposed to insist that, before they make
advances upon pictures, the owners
shall have entered into contracts for
production, and that the advances
shall be gauged upon the estimated
receipts to be obtained from the various picture houses as indicated by
their past experience with other pic-

This proposition consists of
an application for such loan as the
bank may see fit to extend him; and,
in support of the application, he usutures of the same general description;
ally cites the total expenses of proand for which a similar admission fee
ducing the film, on the theory that
has been charged at a given theater.
the bank will let him have a certain
If, for example, a statistical review of
percentage of it, just as it might agree
sition.

to loan 50 to 60 per cent of the cost

le

le

of a stock of manufactured goods.

experience
pectation

shows that there
of

a

gross

return

is

ex-

to

the

producer of $5,000 per month at a
"Of course, all this is on the theory given theater (the application for
that the film has a perfectly definite credit being backed up by title to
market which may or may not be the film and by transfer of title to
true.
Contributory evidence on that the contract with the theater), the
bank may then feel warranted in adsubject is furnished by the past record
vancing such percentage of these exof the producer, but is also to be pected receipts as it can agree with
sought from moving-picture experts the producer shall be paid to him.
who should preferably be individuals What that percentage shall be is
dependent somewhat upon the prothat are informed as to the probable
ducer's own status, his relations with
earning power of the film rather than
the bank and the bank's knowledge
with reference to its cost. The bank- of him, as well as the general pracer does not care how much the film tice of the bank in fixing the procost except insofar as that may throw portion of its own advances upon
capital security.
light upon the figure that can be
"Loans of this kind are apt to be
charged for exhibiting it. There may
unfortunately
long-term in character,
or may not be a rough correspondence
while the fact that the income is rebetween the two sums.
ceived by the producer of the picture

—

roduct.

in relatively small sums weekly or
"The amount which can be extend- monthly increases
the probability that
"Up to the point where the cora- ed in the form of loans upon a com- there will be difficulty in collecting
leted film is in the hands of a pro- pleted film, with the ownership of at maturity.
The banker has to bear
ucer the commercial banker cannot the latter transferred to the bank, is in mind that, after the first season,

somewhat hazard- the value of the film is likely to be
greatly reduced, since in relatively few
he extends such credit, it is simply ous expert judgment. It is the more cases will it stand another
local seathe form of a straight loan secured hazardous in that the bank, not be- son, but must go out on the road

roperly
f

i

exhibition at picture establishThe bank
in other places.
should, therefore, endeavor to recover
its entire loan at a specified rate per
week or month, during the contract
This means an agreeof exhibition.
ment, either in writing or otherwise,
for the regular reduction of the note
at specified intervals, and in the event
that there is failure in payments the
bank should be authorized to enter
in and assume to itself the control
In these
over all future payments.
circumstances, the loan may be tolerably safe, as such loans go, particularly if the producer and the exhibiting
houses are reasonably responsible.
for

Some

cuf-

be

called

upon

for

credit.

thus a question of

"But there are some dangerous
spots in the moving-picture loan. One
found in the fact that there is
is
apparently
no absolute guarantee
when exhibition is to begin. Special
reasons may present themselves for
not offering a certain film to the
public at a given time. In some cases,
the theater may, for reasons of its
own, not be ready to undertake the
exhibition, and may arrange with the
owner of the film for postponement.
Ordinarily, the bank cannot assure
itself that exhibition will begin when
In the same
it is scheduled to do so.
way, there is danger that the receipts
may for some good reason (or perhaps for a bad one) fail to come up
to expectation, in which case the question of its recovering the amount of
Other movits loan may be difficult.
ing-picture houses hear that the film
has not been very successful and decline to put it on, perhaps being authorized to take this attitude by a
cancellation clause in the contract. In
that case, the bank's only protection
is found in the fact that it has the
title to a film which has cost money
to produce, but which the public is
not very anxious to see. To collect
the loan from the producer in such
circumstances, notwithstanding that
he may already have spent the proceeds in paying off his obligations, or
in embarking upon a new production,
is likely to prove a very difficult matter.

"While moving picture paper is getby a gradual process,
becomes more settled,
it would probably be difficult to make
much headway, were it not for the
fact that the banks are glad to get
theatrical
deposit
accounts which
bring in a steady stream of cash from
admission fees.
Loans of the kind
referred to are taken on as in other
ting into banks
as the business

businesses partly for the purpose of
conciliating depositors and getting a
regular stream of neighborhood accounts which can pretty well be depended on to furnish current cash.
The value of such accounts depends
in large measure, as with other accounts, upon the amount of trouble
they give and upon what their owners
expect at the bank. It is a new field
of experience which is in process of
development, and calls for considerable ingenuity and foresight on the
part of those who are inclined to exment with it."
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Films Flood Britain
in

-iiler in

to

t

that prices have

The

n.

i

gone

result is
Whatever
pieces.

a

underbid by

renter
\
the
i

hibitor.

reached the stage
there is room for two
types of picture only: the mediocre
picture that can be bought for a song
and the big picture like "The Hunchback" or Scaramouche." The attitude of the renter merely reflects the
He tells the
line of least resistance.
American agent that it is better for
him to buy a fair picture and thrust
on the market to go along with the
it

have

'Matters

U\n\tinued from Page

Majestic Theater,
Tulsa, Okla.

England there is another
lie Swedish Biograph, French and German pictures
which rarely reach the American
from that

now where

The Film

New

Daily,

York.

Dear Danny:
certainly agree with your
your issue of Sunday, Dec. 2, and I hope that the
producers and directors will recognize the value of your suggestion.
I

editorial in

Yours very

truly,

RALPH TALBOT.
Mr. Talbot refers to
the editorial headed "Definitions' 'in which the difference
between ambition and ego as it
Note:

applies to production
cussed.

was

dis-

rot of the productions in its class
than to buv an above-the-average picture for £5,000 or £10,000 and then
New Houses In Northwest
he compelled to £3,000 or £5,000 in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
putting it over through advertising
A number of new theaSeattle
and explotiation. They feel that they ters are to built in this territory.
won't get the prices they ask anyway,
Dominick Constanti, of the Liberty
so what's the use?
and Stuart in Puyallup and the Lib"The situation has been brought erty and Everybody's in Tacoma, will
about through the action of two or build a $150,000 house in Sumner.
three large English distributing comBrewett, operating the only picJ.
panies which have gone in for the pol- ture house in Sumner will begin
icy of quality sales rather than quan- work on a new theater in Auburn.
tity sales.
They operate on the prin- The Highway in Portland, is schedciple that it is better to sell 30 or 40 uled to open in about a week, and
pictures in a group at £10 each than will be operated by W. E. Tibbets,
sell 15 pictures individually at a highBob
who runs the Laurelhurst.
It is surpriser, proportionate rental.
White owner of a string of Portland
ing the number of pictures that are suburban
has
announced
houses,
beiiiK sold at £5 and £10."
plans for a new Bob White theater in

—

of the Warner releases to
po through F. B. O. is "Where the
th Begins," which will have a prerelease at the Marble Arch Pavilion,
one of the big London theaters for

The

first

two weeks beginning Feb.

19.

The

be released at once and
not held as many pictures have under
the old English block booking system.
series

will

Says There

sealed verdict of the jury in
the case of W. Rodman Fay, president of (i. Schirmer, Inc., against
Walter Kneels, based upon alleged
misrepresentation in the sale of corporate stock, was opened by Judge
Haparty in the Supreme Court,
ns County.
According to Engels, the verdict
was for the defendant, completely sustaining his defense that there had been
no fraud.

New

that city to seat 750.

Rights Sold For Michigan

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Has

(Special to

— In

Atlanta

—

panion

production shortly.

home

the

films,

is

THE FILM DAILY)
the

interest

life.

in

of better

Woman's Home Com-

presenting a series of two

Progress

through misunderstandings which
need not be gone into now and we are
satisfied that henceforth all concerned

work

will

distribute

the South.

—

Kan. The M. P.
have an industria
advertising reel, titled "Magic Fluid,
which they arc distributing amon
their members. Five prints are avai
able for bookings. There is no renta
O.

City,

"]

Kansas,

of

but the association receives a
each booking that it obtains.

New York

Chicago

fee fc

Hollywood

in

Rothacker Laboratories
WILLIAM
542

S.

GILL, Eastern Sales Mgr.

Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Murray

Hill

World Film Rights

1831

to

"BLOSSOM TIME"
Original Story of

"Dreimaderl Haus"

MARY FORREST

Apply
1452

to
Broadway,

1944

Tel.

Bryant

harmony, co-operation

and business friendship."
"Monsieur Beaucaire"

goes into
production after the holidays with
Sidney Olcott directing. Forrest Halsey did the scenario.

Deal With Arrow
Strand Features, of Detroit,
have
secured
the
HattonGerber series of
Westerns also
"High Speed Lee" and "The Blue
Minter's

RENALLES,

Cobb Westerns and

six

Inc.

"The Elks Tooth"

Fox," a serial, for the state of Michigan, from Arrow.
Arrow has closed with Arthur C.
Bromberg for a series of 10 Edmund

REMARKABLE FILM
Of an unparalleled feat in
history, The Poet-Soldier

the World's

D'ANNUN-

ZIO

feature; in defiance to all powers,
that of his own government,
captures and occupies
Fiume, the
pivotal city in the World's peace and
war. Complete views of incidents and
actual conflicts. For State rights or
outright purchase, write 250 East 72nd
Id
St. N. Y. C, or 'phone Butterfield
9451.

even

staff:

John M. Sitterly, covering the city;
John Stevens, in charge of short subjects; Joe Lieberman, representative
in Syracuse and Frank Vennett, formerly special representative for Uniin
versal
in
salesman
Canada,
Rochester.

Trade Paper for Alexandria
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alexandria,
Egypt The Cinema

—

name of a new trade paper that
cover activities in Egypt, Palestine, Greece, Syria, Turkey and other
is

the

will

American countries

of
will

Industrial Film

We

"Better Films" Series

comedy-dramas

reel

them

Toumeur Buys "White Moth"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— Eighteen

counties
in Montana use the county schools
for screening.
The county agent is
the operator and through portable
projectors the farmers are able to see
a show occasionally.
An agent travels throughout the rural communities screening the shows.

Story for Mayer

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

Mont.

Billings,

Progress

in

the

Near East.

It

will

America.inc.
7Z9-7™Ave.N.Y- Bryant ZI5
The Mackler Process

THE ONLY PROCESS THA
HAS MADE GOOD THE PROVE
TREATMENT FOR LENGTHE1
ING THE LIFE OF MOTION PI
TURE FILMS.

be published in French and Greek
with headquarters at 8, Rue de L'Eglise Debbane.

Phone

— Beekman

9091

Universal Borrow Haines

—

Angeles Maurice Tourncur
has purchased the picture rights to
"The White Moth," by Izola Forres-

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Universal has borrowed William Haines from Goldwyn

ter for his

to appear opposite
picture.

next picture.

Fox Giving Special Screening
Fox will give a special preview

peared."
Zukor's statement follows:
"I think the signing of this contiact is an excellent Christmas present to the motion picture public.
While this company has at all times
been ready to reach an amicable adjustment of its differences with Mr.
Valentino, those differences are now
purpose giva thing of the past.
ing Mr. Valentino the finest productions possible from the best the industry affords. I am sure that with
all of us working in harmony, his
coming pictures will be the greatest
in which he' has ever appeared."
J. D. Williams of Ritz-Carlton said:
"We are all naturally very pleased
at the four-square outcome and believe it is eminently fair to all concerned.
The whole difference arose

Hatton-GerDetroit Frank Beecher Attractions ber Westerns for the 11 Southern
of Detroit has acquired distribution states. They will be released through
of "The Santa Fe Trail." West has the Progress exchanges in Atlanta,
also closed with the Strand Features, Dallas, Charlotte and New Orleans.
Inc.. whereby that concern secures
Samson Makes Additions
the Eddie Lyons comedies and the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Broadway comedies starring Billy
Sydney Samson, manager,
Buffalo
West, for Michigan.
has made the following changes and
additions to the Bond Photoplays
Using Schoolrooms In Rural Districts
(Special to

Angeles Louis 15. Mayer has
purchased "Broken Barriers" by Meredith Nicholson.
It will be placed in

Los

Kansas

1)

and then ventured the opinion that
"his coming pictures would be the
greatest in which he has ever ap-

26, 1923

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Was No Fraud

The

(Special to

Showing

Valentino Settles

Talbot Agrees

(Ctfrti— ti {rem Page 1)

Wednesday, December

(Special to

—

Peoria,

Majestic,
of

"Cupid's Fireman," featuring Charles
Jones, at the Central tomorrow morning at 10:30.

(Special to

Mary

Philbin in a

Robbed

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Peoria, 111.
Robbers held up the
manager of the Majestic and made
away with a day's receipts, $2,000.

Pipestone Theater

Quits

THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis —The Rex at Pipestone
which was recently opened by J. De
(Special to

Belsher has closed its doors.
Pipestone seats only 3,000 but has three
theaters, including the Rex.
The
other houses are the Orpheum and
the Gem with a combined seating capacity of 1,200.
They are operated
by L. V. Feldman.

8EKVK

*EA1,

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTIf
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Loew Back
Plans Not Finally Determined for
Next Season— Borzage Signed

"B. 0."

By DANNY
Meaning the box-office. And

L»

for Series

«*

outlook for 1924.

:he

,

was ever cause

there

If

patisfaction

tainly

it

Price 5 Cents

1923

27,

and jubilation

for
cer-

the outlook.

Be-

is in

cause there is but one real fly in
the ointment. And that is the
Admission tax. If that is repealed
and certainly the signs are encouraging at the moment the
exhibitors of this country should
lave another 1921.

—

I

t», »*,

i

*\

—

KB

9m

B

I

and

«

There has always been a lot
of "hollering" on the part of
exhibitors about profits. There
always will be. The most
prominent exhibitor of the
Middle West and one of the
most important in this coun-

-

fifi

,

is

responsible

for

doesn't

lose

money on

pictures a year.

When

interview

SB

"The
tre,

weeks been
demands of
greatest production of all time," wired Henry Rehfield, Plaza TheaSioux City, la., of Charles Ray' s "The Courtship of Myles Standish."
Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

complains of."

a lot of talk of lower cost pictures
Perhaps they will arfor next year.
is

rive.

But the "perhaps" needs

It doesn't mean that distributors will ask much less, even if the

pictures cost less.

The whole trouble with this
business is the lack of confidence, each to the other, which
results in producers and distributors taking "all the traffic
will bear." And then some.

in

an

Times

When Famous Resumes
in

Production
January Closer Check on
Expenditures Inaugurated

—

Famous
nounced
giving

a

Players

new

list

anyesterday
of productions

and players.
the information was conin the exclusive story pubtitles,

directors

of

tained
lished in

THE FILM DAILY

for

Sunday.

The company

has

not

sufficient

exhibitors.
of completed pictures
vaults here and in

many

for

to

supply the

The

now

surplus
in the

New York

will

be exhausted by early spring and, in
spite of the revival of production activity which w-ill begin the first week
in January, there will be a shortage
of new films from late February until
Reformers Aim at Federal Supervi- April, for the new productions cansion
Not Taken Seriously
not be ready much before that date.
"In a sense this picture shortage of many
in the Trade

Again Gov't Control?

12 Units Planned

em- Much

phasis.

The

"The unsettled condition of the industry will result in an acute shortage

"Production

usually does. It's a loss of pro-

Which, if true, explains much.
But with the admission tax off, the
high cost of operating theaters would
not hurt as much, there would be even
a greater profit of running houses, and
There
exhibitors should be .happier.

Loew,

in

shown or feature reprints of the successes of other years.

three

he says

not an actual loss that he

— Marcus

published

of new pictures and many theaters
will have to re-run photoplays already

he loses money he really means
he hasn't made as much as he
thinks he should as much as he
fit,

up
out

says:

l^P*"'

this

—

He

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

exhibitor

average

re-

but

Sees Shortage of Films

statement:

"The

the

about 1,000 Xmas cards.
Metro's plans for next season have
not yet been fully determined. It will
be several months before they are, but
Frank Borzage has been signed for
a series, and other announcements
will be forthcoming next month. The
studio is in operation with four companies
at
work.
Two additional
stages will be built.

(Special to

—

try

Optimistic to a degree over
outlook for 1924, Marcus Loew
turned Tuesday from the Coast
only reached his office yesterday.
worked late last night cleaning
his correspondence and mailing

plans to maintain 12

companies when ths coast studio reopens Jan. 7. Jesse L. Lasky who
left for Hollywood on Saturday said
in a statement yesterday that more
time and study had been placed on

—

(Continued

Well-posted

men

the industry
were not inclined to pay serious attention to the announced intention
Conference
of
National
the
of

on Page 2)

in

Joins Ritz July 1

Valentino to Complete Two Pictures
Churches on Federal Control of Mofor Famous Between Feb. and
which meets in WashJuly Going Abroad Then
13-14
secure
governto
a
ington Feb.
Although
the joint statement issued
ment supervision of the picture indusThe opinion seemed to prevail by Famous Players, Rodolph Valentry.
that the declaration of intentions was tino and Ritz Carlton Pictures conthe usual annual statement of the re- tained no mention of the extent of
the star's services with Famous, it is
form element nothing more.

—

tion Pictures,

—

The proposed

understood

that

Valentino

will

be

would create a ready to start work for Ritz on July 1.
every step in production in order to Federal M. P. Commission of the
He will make two pictures for Famcurtail all possible waste.
Commissioner of Education and six ous Players, both of them to be proSelznick Acquires "Prison Born"
"One of the moves," he said, "is commissioners to be under the Sec- duced in the East. These will be
annual completed in the period beginning
"Prison the strengthening of the estimating retary of the Interior, whose
Selznick will
distribute
salaries shall be $9,000, the chairman Feb. 1 and ending not later than
July
Born" which Oakland Films will department in each studio. The purmake with Betty Compson starring. pose of these departments is to go receiving $10,000. who shall hold of- 1. Valentino's first for Ritz will be
fice during good behavior, to be re- produced
in Europe.
It was stated
over each script and estimate the
Production on the coast.
moved
at the will of the President. yesterday that advance preparations,
bepicture
the
in
scene
every
of
cost
fore any photographing is done at all. The commission snail have super- so far as it was possible to make
Godsol Returns
These departments are composed of vision and control, with the power to them, had been completed. The first
F. J. Godsol is back from a trip production experts who are able to fix prices, over all branches of the Valentino-Ritz production is expected
to the

Goldwyn

studios.

(Continued

on

Page 2)
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"Boy

Mine"— 1st
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TIMES Allan Dwan
pictun with an appealing story and »ts
modest proportions that fit the particular
oi
uke artistic and well-chosen frames.

Opinions
Nat'l

•

Strand

is

ntrigue tnd
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steals

even Charlie
have had much

rorlds"
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not
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Ben Alexander

little
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one

is

•

I.

Boj

arkington's

i

im."

'

EVENING WORLD
picture that

pictv

I

i*

Here,
'

I

Indeed,

is

a

you think
moviegoer and
If

'

'

sees

lie

il

Do

I

"in

miss

iusl how fascinating
Moore play the big
He and Mickey

not
are a perfect pair.

t

is

In the latter picture there
In the
Ben
-iry figure,
Bill if iim
•
•
-\cellent. •
-

tint

is

brother.

Mine"

of

ii

WOK

Of

I.I)

made-to-order

its

it.

type

of

sentimental

melodrama, "Big Brother"
*

*

and
is

It

a

picture play.
its
the sequence of
in
quite commonplace
has been done with the
nothing
events, and
method of it- treatment which has not been
done
of others similar to it before.
'

is

proof
ducts have pone Prohibition, go see

and

HERALD

find

out different,

good as
luse it has been over
burdened with adult plot and because it lacks
tome of the genuine understanding which charted that earlier picture and made it one
of the fine things of the year. • • * There are
plcnt>

'

"

nod

of

Not

'

things

"Boy of Mine"
make it worth while.

in

U'

tedly,

as

quite

MAII The film is excellent entertainment
and well acted; a movie with which every one
will be satisfied.

MORNING TELEGRAPH

The

film starts

out with a fine vitality and continues the good
until well into the middle part, when it
become^ just a bit mawkishly sentimental. The
Everybody seems to
entire cast is perfect.
"belong."

POST—A
•

"

'

deal

"

-

SUN

entertaining film " *
tnd ii" elaborate settings,
and this means a great

real,

era

this

in

pictur.

most

very

is

*

of

motion

in

artificiality

*

'

with
saccharine sentiment and tear producing ruses
as any picture could be, but 'tis a corking
good one -especially for parents to see.
K McDonald has produced another of Tarkington's juvenile classics
worthy of rank beside his "Penrod and Sam."
TIMES This production slows down toward the end. but the acting of all the players
excellent that one comes away feeling
that it is unusually good entertainment. Henry
Walthall as the chilly, undemonstrative
B.
father is wonderfully sincere in his imperso•

•

•

TELEGRAM

as highly charged

nt

\

I

sonation.

ARE DAILY-

Tl M

proves

It

a

"The Steadfast Heart"

•

*
abates. * *

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—It
and

wonderful child ac
Mickey Bennett

i

"Big Brother
no one can realize

in

tor

the rec-

«.\<i
•

TRIBUNE

•

and the onlj pity is that the director and
the players were not able to keep up the good
In the last reels interest ill this prowork.
riods,

sen
cast

subtitled.

unusually

«.he

Christmas Eve

.

•

Th.
ever

i

Het

•

sin-

TELEGRAM

n

flawlessly

tli.it

:h

unusual

with

told

It

de-

nt'ully

odei

picture

splendid

.,

sincere.

especially

The players art

'

•

The theme is that of a youth
triumphant, and bis tale has the verisimilitude
throbbing human document,
Possesses some excellent pe
riMES

— Gold.-Cosm.

pit -Hire,

is

decidedly spotty.

It

a rather
does not

to be an offering that will get any unusual box-office business. • * * The story is
depressing at the beginning, but as it goes
The acalong it lightens to a certain extent.
tion, however, is decidedly slow.
Joseph
and
TRIBUNE- Miriam Battista
"The Steadfast
in
Depew were delightful
Heart," 1'iit we cannot say as much for Mar*
guerite Courtot and Joseph Striker. *
Those two qualities (pep and personality) are
the verj things the picture lacks.

WORLD —

This picture seems a sincere at*
mpt to do a quiet story of country life. * *
The atmosphere is excellent and a number of
Unthe character parts unusually amusing.
happily, the leading actors are for the most
ti

i

tales

in

EVENING JOURNAL—The first part of
"The Steadfast Heart" is much superior to
The situations are fresh and arrestthe last.
ing.
The grownup half becomes a bit hack
neyed.

EYEXIXG WORLD—*

* If

you relish a
film story that shows a lad, winning out, of
course, over mountainous odds, then you will
*

leave the Capitol perfectly satisfied.

POST — *

very

well

MAIL — It
and

*

good screen material and
*

acted.*

has

is

*

moments of entertainment
because of what it is try-

its

interesting
ing to do.
is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

story * * *
But the picture
does not amount to much.
* The play falls off
gives real enjoyment. *
It lapses
a little after the children grow up.
Care
into the ordinary to a certain degree.
sets
are marked,
and attention to detail in the
and the smoothness and finish of the picture
stand out.

—

TELEGRAM

-The story in the Saturday
Post and the play both created indiscussion, and it is believed that the
film version is even more powerful.
The story is splendidly told, and
at the last fadeout one feels the same as one
after
finishing
sorry it has
does
a good book
come to an end. * * * William DeMille * • *
has succeeded in telling a real story, and not
a very involved one, in a simple and entrancing manner.
Evening

TIMES —

—

TIMES SQUARE DAILY—*

*
*
Nita
runs away with the picture.
There's
more sex in it than there are yellow taxis on
Times Square, and although it's red-hot picture stuff, it's handled with a certain finesse
that keeps it well within the limitations of
censorship. * * * Is excellent entertainment
throughout its length.
TRIBUNE It seems to us that in filming
"Rita Coventry" they have left out the best
part. * * * The picture is extremely amusing
and extremely well done, and if we hadn't seen
the play we should not have known that it
could be better than it is.

Nalili

—

"A Lady

of

Quality"— Universal

Cameo
AMERICAN —

much.
It's one of those hopewhich the hero is persecuted
single
foot of film.
throughout every
I

SUN * * * Seems to be rather an obvious
attempt to mop up along the same lines as
those which "Driven" found so profitable.

"Don't Call

It

Love"— F.

P.-L.

Rialto

AMERICAN —The

story

itself

is
__

so

light

Mr. DeMille had misgivings after ft was made.
** * The DeMille treatment is interesting.
Charlie Chaplin tried it in "A Woman of
Paris'' with success, and "Don't Call It Love"
does not suffer from the experiment.
EVENING JOURNAL— Mr. DeMille's di
rection is better than anything else, save Jack
*
Holt's performance as Richard Parrish. * *
As for Mr. DeMille's direction, there is this
to be said: he assumes that the audience has

Again we want to hand Universal a few flowers.
The output from their
studios in the past year has improved 100 per
cent.
Time was when praise for Universal
features was scarce.
Today there is far more
praise than blame handed in their direction.
There is absolutely
no question. * * * The film * * * is scenically and photographically one of the finest seen
in these parts this season.
* *
picture of quality.
It is also a picture of quantity, being in eight reels, and it is a rarity to
* *
find quality and quantity in the same film.

EVENING WORLD—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

The
is

MAIL— William

DeMille

*

* * directed the

consummate skill and seems to have
extracted from the story that which screens

film with

We

hasten to mention the name of the
because his pictures insure the film
simplicity and beauty in portrayal
not found often in the work of other directors.

best.

director

patron

a

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

Here

we have

the vagaries of an artist, capricious,
temperamental, who holds our
all absorbing,
interest and never offends our intelligence.
The production is excellent and the players
have been chosen by the skilled hand of Mr.

DeMille.

POST — *

made

better

* a fairly

with

good motion picture

the

SUN—

De

William

touches.

All are excellent
ticularly so. * * * Dreary,
despite the acting.

— La

Rocque

Mille
par-

on the whole, and

sets are tastefully

done and the direction

*

A

*

film of quality.

of

•

'

•

*

•

•

*

*

•

the best

TRIBUNE—The first half of is delightWe will even stretch a point and say
it

the
ful, but

first

three-quarters

seems

to

"Big Brother"— F. P.-L.

Dal las. Texas

Dwan,

D

given a
of

the

the director, has
intelligent trins-

an
•
•
•
I
can think
have
uld
played the big
n Tom Moore.

f

H

EVENING JOURNAL Tom

Moore

*

lirected

Alan I)wai
'

!

',

And

a right

uch as
II

pun

*

by

picture.

WORLD

we

good film
Brother"
did.

Yet every time a film, whose only
appears, it is
dull

and uninteresting.

"Big

icture.
-:

It

wever, and
nett.

Brother"
linment

once

ly23.

Film Protector Company,
220 West 4?nd"Street,

T>ura

J*.

I.

Gentlemen:

kivoli

has

CaiBpanu

i>eceinber 13,

Ifork,

gets

it

star.

and

We wish to advice you
that we ere well pleated vith the duratlzlng we have
done to date.
We have kept a very close oheok on
this and find that it le the bilged help ».e have ever
had In seeping our flints in flret class condition.

cd

Eor your information we use an inspection In and out
card on each print, Ihls card is given the inspector
each time she Inspects the print find the film is graded
aeoording to oonditlon from 01 vhlch represents new
film, to rl which is Junlc film, arid every time the
Inspector finishes with a print she ma*es a record on
this earns card as to the condition of each reel.
For the paEt year or fo we have had a lot of trouble
with prints of two reel comcuiee com* to the tad
quickly bo *e decided as a last recort to try duratlzlng
He started this ab you Know, on the let of September
tfaeto.
and some of the firtt tv o reeitrL t/:at ve had duritlzed
have nud as /sany as forty rune Ond are still in 1 and
#2 condition Boeordjjug to the inspection card.
Where
heretofore two reel coijedlea that had had forty idne
were usually down to about #4 or #o condition.
if

We really believe that duratizlng film gives the exhilitor
o cleaner print and prolongs the life of the film. We
are to fell pleased with it that we are giving all of
tne laboratories Lnatruotlone to havo all of our filo
durutlzed - not only the two reol comedies.

Wishing you continued suocees, we are,
Very truly yours,

Rex
the n

Beach's

'he film is one of the finest of
have been made from this nov-

of

it

is

delight-

drag at the end.
about two reels "A Lady of
Quality" rests firmly in one of those few
niches reserved for important motion pictures.
Without warning or reason it topples out abruptly. * * * The entire cast has been chosen
with rare discrimination.
it

WORLD — For

DISTRIBUTORS or HIGH CLASS MOTION PICTURES

Wen.

The

ful.

that

•

itliing more human and beauhas been made into a screen drama for
months than this simple, everyday story.

*

SQUARE DAILY—

*

tiful

*

is applicable to every unit of the
production; Virginia Valli, the star; the story,
the costumes and the sets.
TIMES
For about half
an hour "A Lady of Quality" * * * promised
to be one of the most colorful and gripping
of the present deluge of "costume" pictures.
But in the second 30 minutes the interest
petered down, and the final half hour was
draggy and uneventful. * * *

^jjrrialijj ffilm

the boy actors
Henry Walthall
the best picture of a severe, non-underig father we ever saw on the screen.
'
Irene Rich is charming as the mother
* and
Rockcliffe Fellowes is very nice.

all

*

*

word beauty

i

Ben Alexander

A

fine.

SUN—*

average intelligence.

splendid picture, mainly due to both the excellence of the direction and through the work
of what closely amounts to a foolproof

TRIBUNE

1923

iMisc

The simplicity
part disturbingly inadequate.
of the story sags into boredom through its
insincerity of handling.

Capitol
The story is unusual and we
recommend anyone who enjoys seeing a pair of
fine juvenile players to take a look at Miriam
Battista and Joseph Depew.
DAILY NEWS— I can't hand "The Stead-

AMERICAN'

fast
less

27,

spfic^ary^Fiw company
Sales Manager.
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A PROTEST
DANNY

Appeal To Hays
To Check

By

L.

William Brandt, President of the
M. P. T. O. of New York writes:
"I note in your column Thursday
morning that you quote a prominent
iMiddle West exhibitor, who makes

Brandt stated yesterday that
has received a number of complaints regarding competition of nontheatrical exhibitors such as churches,
Y. M. C. A.'s, schools, town halls,
dance halls, opera houses, and the
like.

pictures a year.

He said exhibitors have complained
that these places are not subjected to
the rigid requirements which a theater has to undergo, such as proper
facilities for exits, fire appliances, ventilation and a host of other requirements, and that this type of users of
films are not obliged to pay a Federal
seating tax, a local license fee, nor
charge a tax on their admissions
while the theater is obliged to do all
these things. While not paying much
for film rental, or in many cases nothing at all for the service, the nontheatricals invariably undersell the
local theaters on admission price, according to Brandt.

"My

guess is that the man who
imade the statement is Aaron Jones,
,but I do not guess when I say that
he is completely in error.
"The average exhibitor loses money
jon considerably more than three ptcItures yearly because, under the present system where he is obliged to
takes
ibuy in block
bookings, he
many pictures which he knows will
be a dead loss to him in order to get
good ones that go in the batch.
is

known

a well

fact that prac-

every distributor who releases
a batch of pictures dresses his window up with some big pictures, caretically

thrusting into
the dead ones.
fully

the

"The

background

"Mr. Jones fortunately is in a powhere he does not have to run
the dead ones, but when he discusses
the average exhibitor who must do
so, and makes the statement that he Mabel Normand, "The Extra Girl," in the big screen success of that
does not lose money on three pictures name, in which Mack Sennett presents the popular star. Distributed by
a year, he speaks from no definite Associated Exhibitors. Advt.
knowledge."
sition

—

Hearst Resumes

Visitors

Jce Friedman, Celebrated Players
of Chicago is here. Leaves for home

Plans Three Companies in the East
Dr. Goodman Becomes Produc-

today.

tion

Manager

Richard Weil, of Progress Pictures,
intends
resuming
Cosmopolitan
Cleveland is spending the holidays production on an active scale in the
here.
Pictures
planned imnear future.
R. Sobler, First National exploita- mediately
man in Chicago, is here for the

include
"The Flaming
Forest," a
James Oliver Curwood
story which the company has owned
the
years and "Never
for several
Twain Shall Meet," Peter B. Kyne's

tion

holidays.

Local Ass'n for Chicago
m

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Sam

Chicago
Katz and

Max

new book.

Katz of Balaban &
Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman who
Ascher of Ascher has been making his own pictures

Bros, are fostering a move for the
exhibitor
organization of a local
body.
A 10-cent per seat tax per
year on each house will cover the
dues. The next meeting will be held
Jan. 4.

Kellog Succeeds Dexter

Mark Kellog

Equity joins the company next
week as production manager in
charge of all the units as soon as
An effort
actual shooting starts.
was made to locate him yesterday in
order to find out whether he would
continue his series for Equity but he
could not be reached.
E. Mason Hopper who is under
po-

has resigned his
with the Burroughs Adding
Machine Co. of Detroit, to become director of advertising and publicity of
First National, succeeding Bob Dexsition

ter.

He

nesday.

starts his

new

duties

on Wed-

I.

Billy

Ihibitor

"It

F.

M. Clubs

he

statement that the average exdoes not lose money on three

the

Non-Theatrical Showings

—Would Work Through

for

contract will make the major portion
of "Janice Meredith," the new Davies
picture on which Lynn F. Reynolds
The picture
did preliminary work.
is about one quarter completed but
(.Continued on Page 7)

Contract For Ind'p'ts
Standard Form Planned For Use Between Distributor and State
Right Exchanges
The Independent M. P. Prod. &
Dist. Ass'n intends drawing up a
standard form of contract for use between state right distributors and the
exchanges with which they do busiThe proposed uniform conness.
tract will not touch upon exhibition
in any way.
It will be an agreement entered
upon by the distributor and those
exchanges with which he makes business transactions. Several forms arc
First, an agreebeing considered.
ment between the distributor and
the exchanges; secondly, a contract
between the producer and the distributor, and thirdly, a dual form contract
between the distributor and the forThe latter form will
eign buyer.
cover

and

distribution
foreign
distribution in a specific

general
also

country.

This matter was discussed at a
meeting held yesterday, at which a
committee, headed by John Lowell
(Continued on

Page

7)

New York

State

organiza-

tion," said Brandt, "has been very apprehensive for some time that an accident in a wooden town hall or other
building while showing film would
bring a dire reaction upon the entire
industry as a whole, with more rigid
requirements, stricter inspection for

the theaters and the apathy
public following a disaster.
(Continued on Page 7)

of the

First National in Argentine
Following an announcement by
Paramount to open offices in Buenos
Aires,
First
National have made

known their intention of operating
their own exchanges in the Argentine
Rubin Ronuns
J.

visit

Robert Rubin returne- from

his

to the coast yesterda,

New

Lighting System

Maude Adams Develops High-Powered Incandescents and Series
of Reflectors

Some of the
Maude Adams'
eral

Electric

secrecy

surrounding

activities in the Genlaboratory in Schenec-

where she is said to have developed new lighting and color effects
in photographys, has been partially
lifted by General Electric officials.
tady,

One means by which Miss
hopes to get away from the

Adams
flat

ef-

of pictures is artificial sunlight
developed by thirteen 100,000 candle
power incandescent lamps, said to be
(Continued on Page 2)
fect
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to Turn "Blua"
Cuts and Flashes
THE FILM DAILY)
Rod La Rocque, Ricardo Cortez,
Montreal A concerted move Ida Waterman, Mrs. Morgan Con-

Want Quebec

Truart Franchises Sold
JClMfSnOT
o/'PlMDOMi

December

Friday,

(Special to

American Feature Films

of Philadelphia, lias acquired the distribution
of "The Unknown Purple," and the
series of three Richard Talmadges

—

shows throughout verse, Cornelius Keefe and Frazer
Quebec has been made by an organi- Coulter are supporting Gloria Swanfrom Truart for Eastern Pennsylvania zation calling itself "The Sunday son in "The Laughing Lady," being
fndij. Die. 21. 1923 PnciSCuts
III. mi Ni .74
A delegation waited on directed by Allan Dwan.
and Southern Jersey, American was League."
also
Lynch,
who
Taschereau,
to ask for the
Bob
Premier
organized
by
Folks,
Film
right l^J.i, Wid'l Fflni Mid
Exchange of Phila- strict enforcement of the Lord's Day
1'uhhshed Daily except Saturday, at controls Metro
Inc..
Screenland, the fan magazine, has
by delphia, which handles the Hammer- Act.
71-7J Wr»t 4-Uh St. New York. N. Y
The cities represented in the changed its corporate name to The
INC.
wins FILMS tod FILM FOLKS,Editor;
stein series.
deputation included Montreal, Que- Jyron Zobel Publications, Inc., and
Dannenberg, President and
W. Ahcoatc, Tirasuirr an. liusiness Man
negotiating a franchise bec City, Three Rivers, Sherbrooke, increased its capital from $250,000
Truart
is
Maurice D. Kaon, Managing Editor.
ager
with Rex Film Co. of Detroit, which Hull and others. Quebec is the only to $350,000.
Donald M. Mrrsereau. Advertising Manager
1918,
May
21.
has already acquired "The Empty jurisdiction in Canada where the
class
matter
second
<t-d as
.New York. N. Y., under Cradle" for Michigan.
Lord's Day Act has been ignored and
»t
The new Colleen Moore picture for
the act oi March S, 1S79.
with few exceptions, have First National, made under the title
theaters,
"The Unknown Purple," goes to
Trims il'ostage free) United States. Outside
New York, $10.00 one year; 6 the All Star Distributors, Inc., for been accustomed to operate without of "The Swamp Angel", will be reof Greater
Foreign
every Sunday in leased as "Painted People."
months, $5.00; i months. $3.00.
California, Arizona, Nevada and Ha- fear or hindrance
Subacribera should remit with order.
$15.00.
year.
the
Address all communications to THE FILM waii. Universal has obtained the TalDAILY. 71 73 West -14th St.. New York. madges for Japan.
The Consolidated Camera Ex^DAILy

against

Sunday

.

i

I

J

;

tl r

<•

.1!

4551 -45S2-5SSS.

Yamlerbilt

l'hone

Y.

California— Walter R. Greene,
Holhwood Blvd. T'hone, Holly woou

Hollywood,
6411
1603.

—

London Representative Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave.,
London, W. I.
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative

—

Chchy.

—

Representative Interna
(Czecho-Slo
Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzelplatz.

European

central
tionale

vakia).

Quotations
Low

High
i\

Rod

P.-L.
dn pfd.

Goldwyn

...

New

71H

89

7l'A
ss/2
9

17-K

17J4

\7y2

M

...

w's

stopping such attempts.

Sales

Close

108^ 108^

.108VS
7i

'....

change of New York, has filed an inLoew Plans Midnight Shows
crease of capital from $30,000 to $60,Warns Against Imposters
The State, American Roof, Nation- 000.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
al, Victoria, Delancey, Gates, Palace
Stamford. Conn.— The F. I. L. M. and State (Newark), all part of the
"The Clipper," has increased its
Board of Trade has warned the Loew circuit will give special New
Formerly
capitalization to $100,000.
Chamber of Commerce of three men Year's Eve performances beginning
$25,000.
who are defrauding merchants midnight.
through a promise to make local films
A special showing of "The Covered
The Vanderbilt Amusement Co.,
tracing the development of those
Wagon," is also scheduled for New New York, has been dissolved.
towns. The Hays office is at work
Year's Eve.

89
9

200
800
300

Theater Manager Inherits Money
Afternoon papers yesterday report2,400 ed from Norfolk, Va. that H. C
3,300

Lighting System

(Continued from Page 1)
From the secthe largot ever built.
ond floor these shine on reflectors
which turn the light to the room on
the ground floor in which the players
will appear.

McConville Joins Metro
THE FILM DAILY)
Boston John P. McConville, for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee George Fischer, owner eight years with Famous, in New
of the New Milwaukee, has formed England, is now with Metro as puba company which plans to develop a licity and advertising manager for
chain of theaters in and around this New England.
city.
He has taken over the Greenfield, an 800 seat house in West AlFischer Plans Theater Chain

Fortun, manager of the Strand, is
heir to a share of $2,000,000 left by
George Fortun, an uncle, who died
in
is

France some time ago. The Strand
one of the Jake Wells' theaters.

(Special to

—

—

lis,

a suburb.

HAL ROACH'S

Company an Alleged Bankrupt
Indian Stories for Pathe
An involuntary petition in bankPathc will distribute a series of six
two reelers called Indian Frontier ruptcy has been filed in the District
Court against Virginia Pearson PhoTales, produced by National Film of
toplays, Inc., on an assigned claim
yela
provide
is
said
to
Hollywood.
The system
Release starts in Febfor money
low- non-actinic light, having the ruary. Three of the pictures are al- of Paul Meyer, for $11,750,
lent.
The petitioning creditor is Lilpossible power to effect chemical ready made.
lian Kaplowitz.
changes. By its use Miss Adams is

CHARLEY CHASE
COMEDIES
"Consistently
1

I

-aid to achieve depth as in a painting,

combination with the color
effects on which she has been collaborating with Eastman Kodak, is declared to be the nearest approach as
yet achieved to color harmonies.

and,

in

Gary Joins Hodkinson
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Chicago— R.
known for his

C.
("Bob")
Gary,
exploitation work in
the Middle West, has joined Hodkinson as special exploitation man
for this territory.

Dee Robinson Dead
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dee Robinson, owner
[II.

—

\nrr

Apollo and Lyric, is
dead, following an illness of ulcer of
the stomach.

E.
together with Russell Muth, cameraman, are en route for Europe to install new representatives.
Muth has
been appointed Paris editor.
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Chicago

Hollywood

A melodramatic moment

in "The Fire Patrol," directed by Hunt Stromberg,
which Johnny Harron is confronted by Madge Bellamy, Helen Jerome
Eddy and Spottiswood Aiken and forced to explain his absence from duty
on the night of the big fire at sea. It's the first of 6 big melodramas released on the franchise plan by Chadwick Pictures Corp., 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
in

raAxon
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Boys, Here IS a

PICTURE!
Allan Dwan's
production of

Rex Beach's

"BIG

BROTHER"
the finest love-crook melodrama
since "The Miracle Man"—
is

is

so far ahead

of

anything

Tom

Moore, Raymond Hatton and Edith
Roberts have ever done before that
you won't recognize them. And the
new kid discovery, Mickey Bennett,
is a marvel

BOOK
"BIG

(Motion Picture News) "one of the
most satisfying pictures ever pro-

is

BROTHER"

duced"—
is

(New York Times)

"a splendid

picture told with unusual sincerity"

according to every
OF
has seen it,

is,

showman who

THE GREAT
PICTURES OF THE YEAR.

ONE

It's
-=

'
'

a Paramount Picture
i

—

-

We
4 4

gave you

Rupert of Hentzau

We

gave you

"The Common

Law

a

vp
and
Jl'lapUi'from the play by Michael Morton

Ji (jraham Cutis Production
Presented by BalconFreedman EiSaville

man,

Woman,
starring

Betty

C omb s on

I

V
N* 3^HNH

An production
"V

GOLDWYN

S

reaches the highest
point of drama*

presents

that

It is

Victor Seastrom's
production

Name

the

from "The Master of

Man!
Man"

by

bigger than anything

Sir Hall Caine
With a great

cast including

Conrad Nagel,MaeBusch,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart

youVe seen this

year!

Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,
Creighton Hale.
Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern

JUNE MATH IS,

EditorUl

Dirmot

rG-oldwuf\ft' QosmopoUtan
>

THE
Friday,

December

28,

-cE2<DAILY

1923

Putting It Over

Appeal To Hays

how a brother exput his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
Here

is

hibitor

the other fellow
cleaned up.
iert

know how you

Lennon Scores

—

Francisco Bert Lennon is
redited with putting across "Pleasre Mad," during its recent run at
A few stunts he used
ie Warfield.

San

Theater Changes

Hearst Resumes

Hazeltori^Pa.—The Family Realty
"They have felt that some definite the important portion is yet to be Co., owners of the Timony Blag., at
William Randolph Hearst a directors' meeting voted to enlarge
action for the regulation of film in filmed.
non-theatrical enterprises should be intends spending a fortune on the pic- the house. A new entrance on Center
brought about, and I have written to ture. As a matter of fact, at various St. will be added.
Will H. Hays making the suggestion times.
Cosmopolitan officials have
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from

that all applications for the request
of film for showing in non-theatrical
places that charge admission fees
should be passed upon by the local
joint arbitration committee in the particular zone where the application

openly declared
thing the

it

Page

will

company has

1)

be the biggest
ever attempt-

ed.

Excavation

is

now under way on

the site of the new stages in Harlem.
The old plant which was demolished
by fire is now being reconstructed
and just as soon as sufficient working
space is made available, the various
units will be put to work.

comes from.
"With three exchange men and
The posting of fifty stands through- three exhibitors sitting on that comut San Francisco reading teaser-wise
mittee to pass on the several differke this: "Is Blind Virtue Wise ent aspects that enter into the showHarry Carver who has been with
Mad?"
Vhen the World Is Pleasure
ing of film to the public, a great deal Cosmopolitan for some time has reind "It's Three O'Clock in the Morn- of the unjust, oppressive and unfair
signed.
Is
ing: Where is Your Daughter?
competition that now exists would be
he Safe? Is She With the Pleasure eliminated."
Seeking "Blue" Sunday in Ohio
The paper was in startling
jiad?"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
olors. Just before the opening they
F. B. O. and Chipman in Deal
Cleveland The anti-Sunday elei/ere all dated and a streamer readEdna Williams, head of the F. B. O. ment are working to close picture
ing: "Pleasure Mad" from "The ValAkron, Canton and Youngsby of Content" by Blanche Upright, foreign department has closed a con- houses in
They
are circulating petitions
town.
distribute
Ltd.,
to
Chipman
tract
with
authoress,
favorite
Francisco's
jian
in these towns, hoping to overwhelm
Ivas put diagonally across each poster. the F. B. O. product in Australia
Somewhere in the picture there fig- and New Zealand. Selected Super the mayors with a host of signatures.
Exhibitors are doing nothing, but they
ures a view of a Maxwell car so Len- Films will handle the actual distribusay that if the Sunday shows close,
tion.
jion got after the local branch of the
everything
else in the towns will close
Hundreds of stickers
j^axwell Car.
with them, including newspapers, gashalf foot long were printed with this
Insurance Policies For Gifts
oline stations, and drug stores.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
egend: "The Good Maxwell Was
Mt. Pelier will close on Sunday
Theater
Bros.'
Chicago Marks
Jood Enough For The Rich Elinor
Messrs. Spake and
starting Jan. 1.
Christemployes
has
given
its
Corp.
"Pleasure
Mad."
Metro's
lienton in
managers
the Columbia, are
Miller,
of
life
insurance
form
of
Hund- mas gifts in the
See It At Loew's Warfield.
tired fighting losing cases. They have
from
to
ranging
$3,000
policies,
$1,000
these
carried
cars
Maxwell
of
leds
each.
Premiums will be paid by the been in court three times for violaStickers.
tion of the Sunday "Blue" Laws.
Then Lennon effected a tie-up with firm.
he local Checker Taxicab Co., Day
Loses Suit
ind Night the entire fleet carried
Holt Vacationing Here
that
dtickers with: "Our Drivers Are Not
Cables
from Paris state
Jack Holt is in New York for a
See it at Loew's holiday vacation visit of about three Cleo de
|Pleasure Mad.
Merode, French picture
They Drive You With weeks between pictures. In Febru- actress, has lost her suit for 100,000
;Warfield.
:are."
ary he is scheduled to begin work in francs against Mae Murray and Tif"Wanderer of the Wasteland," to be fany Prod., owners of "Peacock
Alley," which, she charged, injured
made entirely in natural colors.
tfovel Ballyhoo for "Three Ages"
her reputation by burlesquing inci
Mobile, Ala. When "Three Ages,"
dents in her career. The court also
Totals
12
Now
Group
Fischer
played the Crown recently, several
ordered the actress to pay the pro(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
;5tunts were used by C. D. Haug,
Milwaukee Making the twelfth in ducer 2,000 francs costs.
Metro exploiteer, in putting over the the chain of Wiscon.v'n and southeastPicture, notably among which was a
ern Illinois houses, the Parkway at
New Head for Cinema Club
fie-up with a boy, dressed in a night Madison,
has beai purchased by
(Speoial to THE FILM DAILY)
in
stocking,
a
white
long
Shirt and
Fischer's Paramount Theaters Cc.
Cleveland Mrs. Fayette U. Smith
carrel, who walked the prominent
is the new president of the Cleveland
streets and then later attended a
Barthelmess Undergoes Operation
Cinema Club, following the resignaarge football game. The announceRichard Barthelmess was operated
ment of the showing was, imprinted on yesterday for hemerroids. Last tion of Mrs. O. J. Gurwell.
the barrel.
night his condition was reported as
Shea Plan New Theater
satisfactory.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New St. Louis Ready in 1924
Buffalo The Shea Amusement Co
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Carmel Myers in "Ben Hur"
will break ground for a new theater
William Goldman, has
St. Louis
Carmel Myers will play Iras in on Main St. between Chippewa and
poncluded financial arrangements for "Ben Hur." Those previously an- Tupper shortly.
lis $1,000,000 St. Louis theater to be nounced were George
Walsh. Ger
ferected at Grand Blvd. and Morgan trude Olmsted, and Kathleen Key.
lclude:

—

North Stratford, N. H.— Carroll
and Edna Nugent have sold the
U-Kum theater to Bertram Small, of
Colebrook,
houses.

who

controls several other

Brattelboro, Vt.

—The

new manager in
eph Rattee, who

a

Princess has

the person of Jos-

Johnsbury where

from

St.

managed

the

comes
he

Globe.

—

Kokomo, Ind. The Grand Theatei
Corp. has sold the Paramount to Henry Quigley, of Howard Co., and F.
H. Summer,

Hartford City.

of

—

Lorain, O. Ray Gould is out oi
the Temple, which he has managed
He failed to renew
lor a long time.
his lease on the house.

I

|.

—

—

Chicago The Avenue, at 3106 Indiana Ave. has been taken over by
Foleck & Goldsmith, who also operate the Empress and State Congress.

—

Mr. and Mrs.
Ft. Lauredale, Fla.
Harry Beekner have leased the Sunset to Hortt and Erkins who are remodeling

it.

|

—

—

—

Warren, O. John J. Murray, formowner of the Opera House and
Hippodrome, is spending the winter
in Bermuda.

er

"Water Tower" at Rivoli
"West of the Water Tower" goes
into the Rivoli next Sunday.
"Big Brother" will be transferred
from the Rivoli to the Rialto.

Melnitz Resigns

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

Curtis Melnitz has
resigned as president of Little Theater Films, Inc.

n

"Black Oxen" Premiere in 'Frisco

—

—

The structure will get under way
He plans to hold the openshortly.
ing Labor Day.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Francisco The world's premiere of "Black" Oxen is slated for
the Warfield, tomo/row.

San

St.

Iris

This

Film Exchange A Year Old
week Iris Film Exchange

celebrates

its

first

Sugerman Joins Keystone
exchange has made
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sugerman. headed by John J.
Philadelphia— Sydney
vho has been salesman

anniversary.
75 releases

The
and

for the Elec-

Theatre Supply, handling Educahas joined Keystone Film Ex:hange and will cover Delaware and

Contract For Ind'p'ts

^ew

Russell, of Blazed Trail Prod., was
appointed. Harry Cohn, of C. B. C.,
who leaves for the Coast next week,
conduct a membership drive
will
there.
A meeting of the executive
board will be held today and another
general meeting on Thursday.

ric

ior.als,

Jersey.

Buys Block
(Special to

—

of English

Film*

THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg Leslie Lamb has senumber of English pictures
or Western Canada.

cured a

CHAPLIN

is

Iris.

(Continued from Page

App earing
in

1)

The Rendevous"
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish'
Thomas H.Ince's
Marshall Neilan's

'

COMMANDMENTS
uses

Technicolor
DeMILLE'S

CECIL

mandments"
on December

— which

21st

—"The Ten Compremier in New York

Masterpiece

had

its

was an instantaneous and remarkable

success.

The won-

magnificent prologue uses Technicolor.

Its

derful scenes depicting the Tribes of Israel crossing the
desert, arrayed in

naming, barbaric

colors, held the audience

spellbound. Continuous applause greeted this superb color

work

— made

direct

from Nature, and true

to Nature.

Technicolor process includes a number of marvel-

The

ous inventions in photography and color printing which

and one

deliver a positive absolutely true to the original

that experience proves has a longer

The

life

than black and white.

completion of our large new plant makes

"Done

in

Technicolor" a possibility for every progressive producer.

^^^^

do it In

Technicolor
v
..

Interior

and

-

-

-

of new

exterior views

Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation

Technicolor plant at Boston

New York

Boston
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a Da-z.z.ling Story of the Youncier

Set

SPORTING YOUTH
Byron Morgan's Red-Blooded Romance of Today

>_J >

7

^
i

•-

I

I

I

I
=

TUT: SPICC

NEW YEAR

OF

IS

I

IIH

I'lUKiHAM'

w

ABOUT TO START

that is sure to mean much, for good or
the motion picture industry.

ill,

to

i

C^What will

the year bring? Will it find the industry
still permitting the Ego of some selfish directors to go
on padding features into unwarranted, tiresome lengths,
or will it see a return to the feature of normal length,

an exhibitor to build up a REAL
SHOW, a program of diversified entertainment such as
built up the tremendous popularity of motion pictures?
that will permit

:
r

\

(Lit is largely up to you, Mr. Exhibitor, to bring about
this needed reform. If you raise your voice loud enough,
it will be heard and heeded.
And unless features come
to a saner length, all the best wishes for a prosperous
New Year for you will be in vain, for, as Danny says
in Film Daily, "the public is willing and anxious to pay
for real entertainment
diversified entertainment
and
sooner or later will refuse to pay for 'Ego'."

—

—

d^Let's aU work earnestly for this reform, so that the
whole industry may have a prosperous year, which is
Educational's sincere wish.
If

0,

J

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,
Pr..,J.nl

]

Inc.

—

i

1

E

•A

D,

111

!

-
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Hays In Sympathy
elieves Exhibitors

official

the

statement has emanated

Hays

relative to the
forwarded by Billy

office

(Special to

?1*

*m JOE »

^i

4 ^

immunication
randt who complained against the
owth of non-theatrical showings in
ew York State, but it is understood

Hays is entirely in
the stand advanced by exhibitors
at their interests should be pro-

ith

hi JH

cted.

The

difficulty

IlV

i

w ^^^JH

One man who
the

is

general

'^** **
?
*<»

— Happy

New

Year

—

The November

j&A

J

:

^^fl
A

^-^sll V.

-

C^y

rc «C

"

.'

J'

7*

I

•.Vv '»**

fiHHH

IK^-St ^ ^f^^fes u .SEsl
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A

Thitmarsh Off Finance Committee
Theodore F. Whitmarsh, president
the Leggett Company has resign-

Mayflower scene in "The Courtship of Myles Standish," Charles Ray's
production, which opens a pre-release run at the Central Theatre Sunday
night.
Associated Exhibitors. Advt.

—

— Happy New Year —
Lasky Arrives On Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jesse L. Lasky arrived here
Friday from the
East.

—

Seventy-five per cent of Paramount's
1924-1925 product will be made here
and the remainder in the East.

— Happy

To

is

also a director of

Famous.

Features Reviewed

Big Pictures

F.

of the

Storm

B.

9

Broadway Broke
Selznick

9

Paramount
of Mine

9

First National

9

Boy

Prince of a King
Selznick

The

Short Subjects

arrangement with Famous, Sam V. Taylor, the director,
has engaged Jack Ho'lt to co-star
with Dorothy Dalton in "The Lone
Wolf." which will be produced at the
Tilford studio.

Holt will probably be finished with
says
You cannot make the picture in three or four weeks
and will then return to the coast
pictures with your weather eye cocked at the box office all the to start "The Wanderer of the
You must go ahead and make the fine, big pictures and Wasteland," which Paramount will
time.
make in color. Taylor has also enhope.
gaged Tyrone Power, Wilton LackNothing demonstrates that better than this list of 10 best aye, Maclyn Arbuckle and Gustave

pretty

much

as

Sam Goldwyn

:

—

Von Seyferrtitz for the cast. Dal
newspaper and picture publication critics throughout Clawson
has come on from the coast
this country. There are about 175 daily newspapers of importance to photograph it while Julie Heme
Lynn Shores
in this country. Returns were secured from about a third of these. prepared the script.
In

all

nearly 70 important critics ventured their ideas.

"The Covered Wagon" being presented

as a road show,

in picture houses, tops the list with about twice as many
votes as any other feature. And from there on the list is full of
importance. A great box office attraction like "Merry Go Round"
holds second place. "Robin Hood," a product of last year, comes
next and is followed by "The Hunchback." How good this should

be Taylor's assistant.
Associated Exhibitors will probably

will

release.

and not
11

..11

Steadfast Heart

Gold.-Cosmop

Not only

at the box office, but
Just
in the development of prestige for the industry is again proven by
the list of 10 best pictures of 1923 secured for the Film Year Book.
(By the way, it will be off the press about Jan. 20.)

11

Other Men's Daughters

Grand Asher-S. R
Don't Call It Love
Paramount

how much they mean.

Tilford Studio

at

special

selected by

Big Brother

A

—

—

By

It's

Page

Judgment

Year

Co-Star Jack Holt and Dorothy
Dalton Sam Taylor Directing

al

who

New

"Lone Wolf" Film

as a member of the finance comittee of Famous Players because of
essur'e of other duties since his
action to the directorate of the Fed-

3.,

figures are $150,655

1921.

i|

He has been
Reserve Bank.
cceeded by William H. English,
ce-president of the Empire Trust

collected.

under those for October when the returns were the highest since June,

Page 2)

on

col-

,

very well posted
situation declared

(.Continued

tax

November, as reported by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, totaled $6,849,212. During

Collections from the seating tax on
theaters and other places of amusement during November totaled $43,660, against $88,758 in October.

It is felt

owes protection

the customers on whom distribuHowever,
s depend for business.
some quarters, the impression is
ite definite that exhibitors to some
tent, are to blame as a result of
eir own business tactics.
ith

THE FILM DAILY)

—Admission

lections during

was

veloping a suitable solution to the
oblem which is a knotty one. There
ems to be no doubt about the rights
exhibitors in the matter.

Washington

tendance, but November admission
taxes were $1,364,422 greater than
those of the corresponding month of
the preceding year, when $5,484,790

apparently exists in

at the industry first

Un-

the preceding month, admission tax
collections totaled $6,999,867, indicating a slight falling-off in theatrical at-

sympathy

at

Slightly

der October When Figures
Were Best Since 1921

PJRfJ

from Non-Theatrical Users
But What Is the Solution?

tion

No
om

Up

Business Holds
November Tax Returns

Warrant Protec-

12
12

make Laemmle, Cochrane,

et

feel

al.,

(Continued

on

Page 4)

New

Tuesday, being

Year's

Day and a holiday, there
be

no issue of

DAILY

will

THE FILM

published.

DAILY
1

New

Sympathy

lays In

(.Continued from

Page

1)

Fridaj that, in many instances;
exhibitors have Income negligent in
the can ol their theaters; that they
ovei looked the necessity of keeping their lobbies clean and their theaThe point
ter atmosphere desirable.
was made that when, as has happened,
the town high school comes along
with its clean, bright auditorium and
decides to run shows in order to keep
children out of the dingy theater,
there is nothing that can be done but

on

M.

XXTI Ni. 75 Sunday. Die. 30. 1923

Pnci 25 Cents

Folks,
loi-.r'Rht 1"2.'. Wid'i Film and Film
1'uhhshed "alb' except Saturday, at
Inc
by
York.
71-7J West *4th St.. New
',

W1I>S FILMS

DamirnherR, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Husiness Man
Maurice I). Kami. Managing Editor.
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j

FILM
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NY
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agcr;
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undei
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Hollywood. California— Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Holly woou
64 11 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave..
London,
Representative— Le
\V.

I.

Film,

Paris

Cbchy.

European

Central
vakia),

de

— Interna
(Czecho-Slo

Representative

Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzelplati.

tionale

Rue

42

Na-

tional by cable from Algiers on Friday thai he had stopped work on
"The Son of Sahara' in order to use
the racing camels secured for the
for the

the search

in

missing

French airship, the Dixmude.
Happy New Year

—

—

Dexter Guest at Lunch
retiring publicity and
head o c First National,

Bob Dexter,
advertising

was tendered a lunch on Friday by
The executives and
his associates.
the publicity department attended.

WANTED
By one
of

the largest circuit

of

Motion Picture Theatres, a
up-to-date

experienced,

live,

PUBLICITY MANAGER
who has knowledge
theatre

exhibition,

of picture

advertising

showmanship

thorough

and

ability.

Box

he growth of theater chains is
also held responsible for the increase
is
It
non-theatrical exhibitors.
in
maintained that in towns where exhibitors have secured control of the
situation and where they ofTer rentals
for films that are not fair, the distributor has a right to deal with the
church or the local civic organization,
in order to get as much out of the
town as he can.
I

There
held at

have
the

been

Hays

some meetings

office,

particularly

concerning Michigan, where the situation was reported very aggravating.

Carewe Aiding in Search
Edwin Carewe advised First

picture

supply service.

T-5, care Film Daily

Theaters

PatheNews

Middletown, N. Y.— Thomas Watt
has sold Eagle Hall on Linden Ave.

presents exclusive pictures in connection wit!
the Mexican revolution; taken at Apizaco.

A New York
build

it

— Happy

New

Independence, Mo.

gun on

more prevalent than
the country.

in

Utah, it is
showings are
any spot in

re-

Year

—

—Work

has be-

on Lexing-

ton Ave. by Christian Ott.

New Year —

— Happy

New

Year

Y—

New

Year

—

—

Lawrencrville, 111. The new
lace has been formally opened.
Happy New Year

Pal-

O.—The Yuba

has

City,

French

lost

two

pictures,

HAL ROACH'S
WILL ROGERS
COMEDIES

"The Gold

"Wit With

A

Wallop"

2 reels

—

—

Pafhecomedy
=-®=5=

*T

—

—

—

—

Government Has New Film
— Happy New Year —
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
A Helping Hand From Film Board
Washington "The Survey of the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado," a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo— The F. I. L. M. Board of three-reeler, is the title of a picture
Trade is assisting the M. P. T. O. of just completed by the U. S. Geological
New York repeal the admission tax. Survey Bureau.
— Happy New Year —
The board has placed at the exhibitor

WITH THE

FIRST

—

New Year
New Exchange Building
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacksonville, Fla. Through the

—

National Syndicate
(Special to

Buy Atkins

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Marysville,
Calif.
The National
Theaters Syndicate, Inc., a new company, is the new owner of the Atkins,
having bought the house from Frank
Atkins for $150,000.

BES

THE VISUAL

NEWS

^AIX THE WORLD

COSTUMES
FOR HIRE
New

York's Newest and Foremost
Rental Organization

Costume

BROOKS
.I"*

3 W*»OTjaST N.V. C.
.

ef-

r

orts of F. B. O., a group of citizens
are financing the erection of a new ex-

$tot&£funber

change building at 927 West Forsyth.
It
will house eight exchanges, one
supply company and a projection
room. F. B. O. will be on the ground
floor.

Foreign Distribution of
i

Picture

Productions

e I.

V/°* r
N>w
<~a!

Film Lost

K»on

Geot8

220 Weal 42nd St.
York, Thick. 2355
nn. N
Y

— Happy

it

New

Year

Railway Fire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis
Recently many compans
It
complained of losing prints.

Appearing
in

in

iust been learned that the film was
destroyed when a box-car transporting the prints burned near Poplar

Blufl

CHAPLIN

—

The Rendevous'
Associated First Nationals Her Temporary Husband
The Galloping Fish
Thomas H.Ince's
Marshall Neilan's

r

KINOGRAMS

—

organization's disposal their suite of
offices and staff.
They are also distributing in their mails announcement
cards urging co-operation. Managers
arc using their sales force in acquainting exhibitors with the situation.

dirigibl

during attempts

today

—

—

is

OTHER NEWS AS USUAL

—

Diggers" and "The Prehistoric Past,"
Happy New Year
were both condemned while five
Seventy
others were ordered cut.
A Business Builder
during
pictures
were
reviewed
three
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Local exhibitors have the month.
Gilett, Ark.
Happy New Year
organized an "Educational Movie
Club," membership to which entitles
Earnest Gets New Job
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
one to a reserved seat, by presenting
Pawtucket, R. I. J. L. Earnest,
a card which is issued upon the agreement that the holder pay for the card for several years connected with
The Keith, has left for Portsmouth, N.
at a specified date and rate.
plan is working out successfully and H., to take over the Colonial and
Olympia.
is being carried to many nearby towns
Happy New Year
Dewitt, Almyra and others.

—

men

2,000-mile flight over Africa.

Five Cut In Month
THE FILM DAILY)
Waco, Tex. The report of the
censor board for November
local
that

HERO OF WORLI

Woodfill, receiver of 10 military decorations
and characterized by Gen. Pershing as th
outstanding American hero of the world war
receives his discharge papers and review
his fellow-soldiers at Fort Benjamin Harri
son, Indianapolis.

New Year —

— Happy

(Special to

shows

S.

—

—

Yuba

U.

Newt

—

The De Witt
Staten Island, N.
has opened at Bayonne, N. J.

— Happy

105

DIXMUDE LOST— Giant

—

— Happy

GREATEST

with crew of 52

Port Jervis, N. J. The finishing
touches on the Palace are being made.
W. V. Conklin is the owner.

Two Condemned,

said concerning
that non-theatrical

will

No.

THE MEXICAN REVOLT— Pathe

WAR MUSTERED OUT— Master-Sergean

a $40,000 theater

somewhat.
Although there has not been very

much

man

theater

into a theater.

opened.

tli re

1923

3fl,

Birmingham, Ala.—The West End
is
the fust house to be opened in
the West End section of the city.
The building cost $45,000 and seats
Grover Wise is managing.
450.
— Happy New Year —

Last reports from that territory indicated that matters had improved

— Happy

3Utjf*otJWatt
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on Vou

SHEET

WILL TELL THE

*

ItgfOWS
WORLD

Soon to be presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

That's

what

^^

Owen Kildare Called It-and He Knew|

s^"Can't You Just Imagine
MaryPhilbinasMy Mamie

<^'"

,

^

Rose?

It's

a

:

^^

Universal JEWEL,of courser
j
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Big Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

n goes, big pictures like "The Green Goddess" and you any more about Africa being dark or about the sands of the
desert never growing cold. They don't have to grow cold;
iramouche" and big box office bets like "Safet) Last." "Rocold all the time, even with the noonday sun beating on
they're
ndwiches in with "Down to the Sea in Ships" and "Little them, which sun by the way isn't the least bit dark.
New York."
"You should have seen Eddie directing a caravan scene right
Hun- arc many important releases not included. It should on the dunes of the Sahara, using over three hundred camels and*
orne in mind that sonic of these did not find general release two hundred men. Eddie gave orders in English to Rene Plaithroughout the countrj up to October and November when the setty, his co-director. Rene translated them to French and gave
were generall) speaking, prepared. But the list does dem- them to Brahim, a French-Arabic interpreter, whereupon Brahim
You cannot escape shot them out in Arabic to the extra men. If that isn't a new kink
onstrate the importance of the big picture.
in directing write your own ticket.

And

so

that.

"And maybe the picture isn't going to be some picture. With
the big stuff that Eddie has planned for it First National is
Tlu- Technicolor people are all aglow these days. Feel good. going to have a 'Covered Wagon' of the Sahara in 'A Son of the
Incidentally said Sahara doesn't much resemble OxBuilding another "lab" on the Coast, etc. Going to make a Zane Sahara.'
It's quite a bit difCalifornia,
or the Long Island dunes.
nard,
tones
the
color.
they
keep
Uo
hope
picture all in
rt
It's so vast and limitless that it makes you
ferent, quite a bit.
down. But that should be easy. Because when you realize that
feel smaller than the ocean makes you feel, and you know how
Technicolor did all the color work for DeMille's "Ten Command- small that is as you've crossed.
— well, that should he enough. It's a mighty fine job.
"This town of Touggourt is 150 miles into the desert from
GIANTS
Biskra, our location headquarters.
It is completely surrounded
population
sand.
Its
is chiefly Arabic and camel with a garby
Xow on. "The Covered Wagon" against "The Ten CornRight on Broadway. And it's some battle. Har- rison of French Senegalese soldiers and an army of flies. That's
about all except the atmosphere and there's plenty of that all
old Franklin, who runs the Famous houses, cannot figure why the
should he hurt because of the big DeMille picture and kinds, too, as you discover when you walk by an open drain.

ALL

COLOR

IN

all

BATTLE OF THE

—

"Wagon"

"Wagon"

up. Used a full page in
"We have a great troupe. Claire Windsor, Bert Lytell, Monkeep the picture alive. Judg- tagu Love, Rosemary Theby, Paul Panzer and Walter McGrail
ing from the line up at the Criterion he seems likely to do it. are all here. In addition we have two French artists, Mile. MaMeanwhile the "Commandments'' is a sell out at the Cohan.
Georges is playing Bert as a
rese Dorval and Georges Chebat.

is

going the

the

limit to

keep the

Times Sunday and expects

to

boy.

A VISITOR COMING

"We're all a long way from Broadway and home so I'm writMalvina Longfellow, well known in pictures in England, but ing this for everyone to wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
an American by birth, will visit the States in a few weeks. Her New Year."
many friends will be glad to see her.

HARRY, PETE, JOHN, AND ALL OTHERS, WEEP

STANDING UP
a

When Arthur Sawyer of Sawyer-Lubin starts something he's
tough man to fight. Just proved it on the Coast. Did a little

for Barbara La Marr that will make him mighty popular
with all the boys and girls in the picture colony. Arthur takes
no chances with his star. And he battled all the way practically
alone.
And looks like he won out.

trick

THOSE AUTHORS
Anne, Illinois, lives Ralph P. Fauchia, who styles hima "photo play writer of five, six, seven, eight and nine reel
photo play-." And a few weeks ago. inspired to sell one of his
brain children, he wrote Louie Mayer's office about putting on
"The Treachery of the Unfaltering." And said it was a fine story.
In St.

plains to the effect that "it took me four long weeks to
and make it up out of my own head working eight hours a

write it
day, including Sundays also." And he wants $5,000 for it, part in
and
applied to the purchase of three Powers
t

.

machine
bably he will need three machines to project all his great
photo drama SUCC<
such as "The Treachery of the Unfal-

"Vee Dee" writing
I

love press agents.

I

love the

in the

Chicago Tribune

swanking kind that tells you he
he has in view breaks.

:

is

just doing this

until a big thing

I love the born-Rotarian who rushes in and sweeps you off
your feet, and tells in a low, confiding voice the latest scandal
because he knows you won't breathe a word of it.
I love the one who weeps on your shoulder because you never
publish his stuff. He is the brother of the one who will lose
his job if you don't print his story tomorrow.

who asks you out to dinner.
the one who insists you go out to dinner.
the one who likes you so much he wants

I

love the one

I

love

love
to do something special for your paper; he's always going to take the
matter up with the home office.
I

I love the one who reminds you of the favor he did you two
years ago last July.
I

love the one who will write anything
any one's style.

you want; he can

imi-

tate

BURNING SANDS
iting

with

from Tojiggourt, away

off in Algeria.

nization, says

tl

—This
in

dark'

-t

\frica

i-

a 'hello'

I

love press agents.

Make

from Eddie Carewe's troupe refer to

on the desert sands.

Don't

let

'em kid

I

often

wonder why they

are.

RESOLUTIONS

Peter Milne,

:

But

but a few. And keep them.
this business as a "game."

Make

this

one:

I'll

not

DANNY.

!

!

A Superb Cast
J.

RICH,

of India Seas—

breathing the pungent fragrance of

WARREN KERRIGAN

ALICE

warm romance

the Orient—mysterious, inexplicable!

CALHOUN

WANDA HAWLEY
A. YOUNG American

MISS DuPONT

PAT O'MALLEY
KATHLEEN KEY

most

against

hand

save the

girl

A. STRANGE

hand battle
overwhelming odds ever

thrilling

put to the supreme

i#

test to

he loves -a princess of

royal blood

Scenes of Splendor
THE

tangled in court

intrigue,

to

will

bequeathing millions,

menace to the happiness of
those who would benefit.
sinister

screened

y

M

c^as^

David Smith Production
flMilAPI
ALBECT

iwiliirtfiiiiiiii'^iMW^

E.

SMITH

cbcsiocnt

THE

3<£!kDAILY
46 Pictures Reviewed In 15
"The Acquittal"

— Universal

Boston

Olympia,

seem a little unKings', St.
gracious to call attention to weaknesses in a
whole
is
far better than
mysthe
film, which, on
GLOBK-DKMOCKAT—-Tfc« gripping
Ami yet, the weaknesses
enactcd by a powerful all star cast, the average run.
•
"
are thcie.
[n part, the fault lies with
*
'is one of suspense, of thtills, and of

I'R.W.M RIl'T

Louis

ni.iy

It

•

•

DISPATCH

POST
murder

•

*

evidence

umst.inti.il

tossed ahout with

is

abandon and the resulting denouement
'<

i.

TIMES
success

Her* h an adaptation of a stage

that

The

weak.

is
-

i

m

•

— Happy

•

•

effectively

i-

New

Year

TRIBUNE
Bennett!

STAR —

Take tures
*

•

pic-

exploiting, for it is greater
than "The Miracle Man" or any other picture
that we have seen that is based on a theme
dealing with the underworld. • • •
Allan Dwan is responsible for the masterful direction of the picture, and has kept it
running true and smooth at all times.

the outstandnot
hole of a gangster.
He plays the "Big Brother" part very
well, however, but he does not impress as the
'

the

a

kid

is

is

Moore does

The

i-

yarn that moves, that

a

is

appeal peculiarly because this
Christmas week. • • •
that will

A new

boy

has

star

His name

old.

-

There are elements

is

in

He

arrived.

is

TIMES-UNION—*
more

shows

• • •

reminiscent of

"The

Miracle
In

good

as

is

it

— Happy

as

"Boy

of

Ben

Mine"— 1st
Alexander

"The

regular boy can produce, and
•

cast.

•

Nat'l

fun that a
played by an

HERALD EXAMINER

movie

•

in
i«

the
in

-

Boy

get real drama out
different from the

PLAIN DEALER

of

this

average

and
.1

of

a

the
story,
direction.

human

entirely

adequate
en't guessed it already
"Boy
mighty good picture.

Rialto,

—

*

not

well

placed

this

in

takes its place among
pictures of this type.
*

*

Central

— West

St.

the

th-

the

dramatic

is

it
has splendid
very near fl

an ideal Con-

picture, giving her many
situations, but it also scales
heights, * * *

.POST-DISPATCH—The

STAR--*

* * Conway Tearle is the leading
he has a part that fits him well.
TIMES The film, while fair entertainment, irritates because it could have been

man and

better.

N.

POS1
feature

ThiX
picture,

is

her

and

Chicago
first

it

venture

certainly

is

in

a

a big

huge

this

appealing

more

over

*

and

the

although amusing,
romantic side.

— Happy

New

Year

best

shows

—

the story

"What

makeup.

an)
•

far
1
as
written an ac-

nor has, to my knowledge,
director made a bad picture from a
kington script. * * *
Love and Harold Goodwin present
sie
"Gentle Julia" expert portraitures of calself -satisfied youth.

tually

bad story

New

Year

—

Notre

of

Dame"—

*

*

no

manner which
is

all

it

leaves no impression
about" when finished. The

and the

excellent

is

setting

the filmed reproduction of the gorgeous cathedral is in itself a tribute to the
motion picture camera,

New Year —
Winter Comes"— Fox

— Kappy
"If

Circle,

Cleveland

PLAIN DEALER— If

you have read the
story you will find "If Winter Comes" an
unusually entertaining film and I recommend
Percy Marmont * * *
it to you warmly. * * *
creates a vivid, pathetic figure.

— Happy

New

Year

"In The Palace of The

—

King"—Gold.-

Cosmop.
Eastman, Rochester

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE— The

settings

the photoplay were supplied, apparently,
All the scenes are
without regard to cost.
impressive, especially the courtyard of the
palace which reveals the work of an architec•
*
tural designer of exceptional talent.
However, it is not wise to take the play
In this less critical mood, we
too seriously.
can assure patrons of a goodly measure of
pictorial beauty, the convincing work of the
cast, * * * and a moderately interesting story
of

•

•

and

truth

of

interwoven

depiction that is
a story that

with

wholly entertaining albeit it is slightly
•
disappointing at the ending. •
One has a feeling that it would have been
a much better story had it ended in tragedy.
* * * not so swashbuckling a
picture as many of the other romantic tales

•

JOURNAL—

that have
• * •

The
settings

been

picture

and

its

occupying attention

recently.

is
notable for its beautiful
exceedingly adroit photography.

«

Washington, Detroit

FREE PRESS— With

characteristic

humor,

Booth Tarkington has written a highly diverting tale which William Fox has transferred

HetJlotJWan

screen.

those

who crave melodrama

or

yet vivid action "Gentle Julia' 'is a slender
dish, but for those who like the Tarkington
style of literature, the sprightly humor, the
amusing but delightful portrayal of youth
in
love the Washington's
will ring high.

weekly

attraction

re-

*

;

lilm

Montreal

hitch throughout the
portrayed in a coherent and
is

is

is

* *

HERALD-EXAMINER—As

(if any) for this
George Scarborough,

to

markable.

splendid

Mr.

know Mr. Tarkington has never

being

the credit

more

HERALD—a

rather borrows from than
Tarkington's originality.
plotted, obviously, by one who knows,
fortunate in casts, directors and general

upon

—

Emmett

Palace,

•

"Gentle Julia"— Fox
Monroe, Chicago

JOURNAL—

*

STAR—There

"something

is

Year

J. Flynn, the director,
time has wielded the megaphone
worthwhile productions.

his

in

is

*

*

photography

Walnut, Louisville

NEWS — For

Y."— Universal

Normand,

Mabel

TIMES—*

to the

New Year —

of

who

of

a comedian you know and
there is no need commenting on the comedy
she injects into the picture.
Her characterization of the small-town girl and her ignorance
around the studio are perfectly done, and in
the big moments of the story she shows her
ability as an emotional actress.

in

••incerity.

"The Darling

STAR—*

feature belongs
the author, and

consecutive

New Year —

is

providers.

New

thriller.

she

POST — Mabel

in

the

thrill-

NEWS —

film,

has done.
There are moments
in it when she rises to great pantomimic art,
and the revelation of a personality that has
tone color, ranges, shadings.

"

humor-

full of

climax a

tragedy * * * and in the end turns out to
be a comedy.
Such a stage of picture conglomeration may be hard to imagine, but
George Scarborough, who is being blamed for
the piece, and William Fox, who presents
it,
have got together on a real dime-novel

thrills and
In addition,

story of "The Extra Girl" is
a good deal like those of Miss Normand's
previous pictures. * * *

*

the

Universal

NEWS—The

depends

its

laugh

— Happy

mended.

an

hit

"Hell's Hole"— Fox
Apollo, Indianapolis
Melodrama barely escapes

picture has

this

good

are

will

— Happy

it brings
Mabel back, and
she has been worth waiting for, and because
it's holiday time and everyone deserves some
fun, "The Extra Girl" is most highly recom-

for

brim

is

* *

"The Hunchback

—

Ta

much

—

galore.
a splendid cast, * * *

is

has

MacLean's work is first rate.
His facial
when the airplane rises quite against

the

"The Extra Girl" Asso. Exhibitors
Orpheum, Chicago

story
is
rather
occasional humor is so badly
farcical as to border on the slapstick variety.
The direction at times is crude and lacking

and

light

Year

punches

— Happy

*

is

Talmadge
humorous comedy
stance

Randolph,
but

.

direction and acting that

Lyric,

Louis

GLOBE DEMOCRAT—It

— Happy
place

End

New

SENTINEL— The

-unexpectedly does a p.etty good
We have yet to review a picture
in which this very excellent little artist has
appeared that hasn't been good * * *

Grand

that

"Drifting"— Universal
Garden, Milwaukee

it.

Omaha

ORLD-Hl
among

we have

•

•

•

combination
g

*

motion

better

of

Park. Cleveland
-

NEWS

be a better picture

to

•

•

— Happy

advantage.

job of

than the one aU.ut the more famous Penrod.
rnrloubtedly "Boy of Mine' 'is a good
picture for children- but it's better for adults.
bey

is

then

say

to

it

for the winsome lass may have been
But
The picture is a crook play.
as Peggy twinkles in the scenes she
entirely adorable.

TIMES

•

Mine" has turned out

*

*

*

*

*

its
handicaps,
however,
"The
Dangerous Maid" is excellent entertainment,
and Miss Talmadge was never seen to better

the
is

Nat'l

Capitol, Detroit

*

a dramatic piece with plenty

is

medium

As

Despite

*

*

*

New Year —

*

is

better.
as long

acting

picture.

adorable
an
Despite its apparenthood, the

There is lively humor
the younger gene:ation

when

picture
action

* *

especially clever.

— Happy

—

TIMES— Suffice

there

picture

ing airplane ride *

different," because

very interesting.
The spirit of the book has been retained. The
atmosphere is very good.
The school room
is

STAR—The

ous situations and has for

—

action and thrills and Baby Peggy wins
race friends by her clever acting.

melodramatic

MacLean

again.
His comedy "Going Up"
a real show, pleasing in every detail,
admirably directed and effectively staged.
is

she plays the

the

JOURNAL— Because

— Hodkinson

Omaha

Empress,

WORLD HERALD— *

Constance excells.
Conway Tearle

The Chicago, Chicago
•'RNAI.

Age"

Critical

*

of

role

this

offers many of the
whimsicalities of situation and action in Miss

is

youngster- and a good actor.
peal for the humanizing of
picture is bubbling over with
excellent

in

New Year —

— Happy

FREE PRESS—*

Metropolitan, Washington

STAR

talent

Barry

youth left in charge of his
orphaned brothers than he has ever done in
the impish and unpleasantly precocious roles
with which he has been provided in the past.

that

—

New Year

STAR — It

—

ball

*

*

his

Louis

St.

the most sustained effort ever undertaken by the 5-year-old
star and she gives a good account of herself.

is

Wesley

*

•

acting

real

or better.

film,

excellence.

"The Dangerous Maid"— 1st

Man."
many respects

Barhonor

*

splendir screen
for the Fox

a

antics

POST-DISPATCH—This

the adolescent

of

7

Mickey Bennett.
it

*

makes

another hit

NEWS-— Douglas
movie

responsible for the splendid

is

OB E-DEMOCRAT—While
part,

us

to

*

*

It's

Asso. Exhibitors
Ohio, Indianapolis

real acting
and there
is
plenty of it
is left to older performers.
never
gripping
one
and
interest
The story is a
lags at any moment.

child actors.

is
a well told story and proa masterly fashion, without any of
the claptrap which usually distinguishes pictures Of this kind.
Tom Moore heads an unusually good cast.

TIMES — Here

;i.

(

star

adequate proof
that something should be done to curb the
industrious scribes who write scenarios about

in

grips,

seems

picture

*

*

feature.
King liaggot
direction.
this

in

never appearshe does

human than

appealingly

obvious straining after
comedy and pathos is not highly fruitful of
results and grows exceedingly tedious. * * *

STAR — It

duced

par

more

ed

Delmonte,

New Year —

picture

Sun, Omaha
WORLD HERALD— She has

*

*

"Going Up"

•

time.

•

*

*

some

of the most appealing picwriter has seen in some time

that

agree that Baby Peggy
after you have seen her in
The" Darling of New York." • • • one of
those exceptional stories which were not built
around a star, but as a narrative to en-

*

darling

a

is

JOURNAL —The

one time a

its

star of the film while
•rem to be at home in the

on a theme

HERALD — One

and

Louis

LOST DISPATCH— Mickey

is

supporting cast deserves equal
with himself. * * * It is evident that Wesley
himself is rinding it difficult to look the part
Another inch or two and the
of the boy.
youth will be the man.

It

ing

elaborate and
the plot holds

The settings are
beautifully photographed, and
the interest, even though it
that has been overworked for

— Happy

Milwaukee

Merrill,

30, 1923

Cities

TIMES — *
story, *
people.

SENTINEL— You'll

tertain.

DEMOCRAT-CHRONICLE— Master

supporting cast is good
entire
the picture doesn t drag a minute.
mv word for once and have a look!

ture lives up to

*

Piccadilly, Rochester

The

GLOBE DEMOCRAT— For

*

"The Country Kid"— Warner's

Never a good star had a betthan Tom Moore has in Mickey

Missouri, St.

*

—

Year

"His Children's Children"— F. P.-L.
Columbia, Washington

—

*

*

director;

New

"flash-

"Big Brother"— F. P.-L.
McVicker's, Chicago
ter little co star

the

— Happy

ex-

done,

annoying

and

frequent

the

for

cept

sup

is

surpi

.>

with

aiul

cast

The

picture of the
\ciy well done, • • •
*
a hodgepodge of alleged

is

tti.il

STAR

the

throughout.

.icting

success.
This chubby charmer has never
appeared to such good advantage * • •

Sunday, December

$ut gteunber

—

THE
Sunday, December

UNION—

TIMES
Lovers of the spectacle
should find much satisfaction * » * here is
one that stands out above the crowd in the
gorgeousness of its settings, the splendor of
its costuming and the
manner in which the
ensemble scenes are managed.

— Happy

New Year

—

personality that is not composed of masses
of curly hair, beautiful orbs and a limited
set of standardized facial expressions.
Miss
Rich also is a delightful actress and makes
her characterizations vivid and realistic. • • "
The story follows the novel closely, • • •
The scenery is beautiful and the photography
good.

— Happy

A Thrill"— Metro
Alhambra, Milwaukee

"In Search of

SENTINEL—Only
of

charm and

the

Dana save "In Search

Viola

"The Man

ability

New

—

Year

—

"The Leavenworth Case" Vitagraph
Moon, Omaha

WORLD-HERALD—If

you like a mystery
story that contains suspense and a
well constructed plot and holds your attention closely all the way, go to the Moon * * *

murder

— Happy

—

New Year

TIMES — Percy
*

*

long

in

memory

Kipling

drew

presentation

those

one feels that

the picture

more
fine

them, it would have
with more convincing

a plausible one. * * * Victor Schertzinger
seemed to have glimpsed a theme too complex
to convey to the screen convincingly, save at
intervals.

RECORD—

While "The Man Whom Life
By" is irreparably a movie, Victor
Schertzinger has kneaded the hokum with skillful fingers until it assumes the contour of
living drama.

many angles to
fore, build up.

the

— Happy

if

closely
lines as

scattered by having too
story.
It doesn't there-

is

New

"The Meanest Man

been

a
pathos,

New Year —

Johnny Jones"

"Little

NEWS — It

—Warner's

•

*

Indianapolis

are more thrills in
Johnny Jones" than can be found in
everywhere it bears
the unmistakable stamp of the producer, playwright and actor, Cohan, possessing all the
attributes commonly coupled with his name.

STAR—*
Sweet

the stage play lacked in visible action, the picturized version has made
up.
There is not a dull moment from start
finish.

whip
with action and thrills.
You will find more
thrills in this one than could be found in
a
15 -episodic
serial
of
the
Pearl
White
a

New

Year

Stanton,

those

Davies
bining

an excellent performance comcomedy, winsomeness, mischief and

cha-m.

(MORNING)— Here

an example of film art at its very best;
here is a picture handling a theme which the
stage had attempted, but which belongs rightfully to the camera; * * •
is

Pershing,

St.

Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT— Here

a glorious
romance that breathes realities; a picture that
is impressive, purely because of its fine story
and its historical sidelights; a picture that
is
a super-picture just because it is, and
not because some producer spent a million
dollars and named it "a super-film."

POST DISPATCH— Sustained interest, entainment value, excellent work by the star
and the rarest collection of "types" presented
moving picture offering are
in any recent
to be found in "Little Old New York" * * *
STAR A charming picture * * *
Excellent portrayals of John Jacob Astor,
Robert Fulton and Washington Irving lend

—

to

this

TIMES—*

*

film.
* go

superb acting of
absorbing romance.

the

glamour,

an

illusion

to

STAR — Irene
trayal

*

*

*

New Year

—

this

snowy melo-

for

thrills'

sake

worthwhile entertainment.

NEWS —Here

is another of those fast-movvehicles that has all the necessary
qualifications for good screen entertainments.
Action, acting and photographic beauty, together with a rather impelling story, hold the
interest throughout the picture.

Mix

ing

— Happy
Colonial,
*

*

Year

the continuity, the adroit presentation of
bip situations, the masterful attention to details, and last, but not least, in the impos
Commendable
sing and picturesque settings.
care also was shown in the selection of the
supporting cast.

saw "The Spanish
Dancer" will want to see "Rosita." There
can be no boredom over seeing the same story
Everyone
twice, because it isn't the same.
who missed "The Spanish Dancer" should not
There is no reason for
fail to see "Rosita."
passing up two good things.

charm and magnetism which had
insured her a supreme place in the hearts of

is

NEWS—*

New

Year

—

Rich gives an interesting porseems to have distinct

most
of

his

wild

*

*

hazardous
career

in

*

contains

*

*

It

is

the usual ingredients
of a Western picture, helped immensely in
this case by Jack's work as the young hero
and by Isadore Bernstein's excellent direction.
all

Mary

— Happy
"St.

—

it

Mary Pickford

hand of the renowned
which has added the magic

the

is

director, Lubitsch,
touch to this film

developing the

in

to

highest

its

art

EXAMINER—

and for some moving situations and you'll
get your money's worth of entertainment.

—

EXPRESS Unreal and artificial, almost
saccharine
the
mawkishly sentimental, was
novel; somewhat true to life, not too stilted,
and free in the main from syrupy love scenes,
is

the photodrama.

RECORD —Jules

who wrote

Furthan,

the

Jerome Storm, who directed the
or the other, must have gotten
mixed up in his dates or "props." * * * John
Gilbert is an impressive St. Elmo.
TIMES Gilbert has done better work than
scenario, or
picture, one

—

much.

too

He

this.

— Happy

made

has been

rave

to

—

New Year

"Stephen Steps Out"— F. P.-L.
Madison, Detroit

FREE PRESS—His
story

a

is

and

well

first

suited

for

picture, *
the young

him out under very favorable

starts

New

what Charles Jones
*

NEWS—*

* * the picture itself hardly affords an opportunity to critically appraise
*
the acting talents of young Fairbanks. * *
holds the interest despite its long pull on
the imagination.

TIMES—

Here's a clear case of commerthe name of Fairbanks. That's all
the younger Fairbanks has to recommend him
as a screen actor.
cializing

Fairbanks
reminds one of his famous father in a numof ways.
He is an extremely likeable
chap and above all a real boy.
ber

PUBLIC LEDGER (MORNING)—*

and winning
romping through * * *

is

— Happy

Year —

Silent

Year

carries

—

i

emotionalistics,

*

*

hira

of

Venus"— Fox

Fox, Philadelphia

NORTH AMERICAN— It
describe

"The Temple

an occasional sur*
* an excellent

to

difficult

is

Venus," since after
entire film, one wonders just

watching the
what it is all about.

of

Two

things strike one
beautiful photography and various natural photographic shots
and the absolute primitiveness of the production from various angles.
rather

forcibly,

the

very

Liberty, St. Louis

GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—*
is

a

spectacle

of

the

*

unusual

*

the
soit,

picture
*

Command"— Fox

TIMES-STAR—-Despite

*,

New Year —

"The Temple

offering in his latest

New

smile

broad,

his

possibilities

Aside from this patriotic appeal, however, "The Silent Command" is rather
aive melodrama. Tt's charaters are super
ficially
drawn, and its story scarcely will
arouse much suspense in the minds of sophisticated movie patrons who have become accustomed to the more artistic films of the
past few years.
of
picture.

cir-

cumstances.

*

— Happy

plus

*

*

man,

of

"Second Hand Love"— Fox
Rialto, Milwaukee
SEfrTINEL— Comedy trimmed with thrills
*

Elmo"— Fox

John Gilbert * * * is, without doubt, one of the most effective romantic
It is only in sestars in motion pictures.
quences here and there and in flashes that we
*
fee the splendid actor shining through. * *
Take the picture for straight romantic story

it.

picture,

—

Karlton, Philadelphia

Pickford doesn't pose and
look pretty in her happy moments, or wring
her hands and make faces in the tragic
ones she lives her role, * * *

is

Year

NORTH AMERICAN—Young

Washington

STAR — Mary

Perhaps

New

Broadway, Los Angeles

the

Pickford in

The

once more. * * *

fitting soil

settings are magnificent and Pola does work
that should set her right once more with the
movie patrons.

and

ENQUIRER—

and wooly, but way above the average.

STAR — It

blooming in

Strand, Cincinnati

Jack Hoxie, * * * does the
and most interesting stunts
picture.

like

Palace,

"The

Indianapolis

this

—

excellent.

—

"The Red Warning"— Universal
Isis,

don't

—

heretofore done, is nevertheless an attraction
of entertainment value.
STAR * * * an artistic production of a
gripping story with the Polish "passion flower"

is

— Happy

STAR —

Year

*

the

"Rosita." * * *
This doesn't mean that
Mary Pickford hasn't given to the screen
Every" care was
a good picture.
She has.
taken with this production.
The direction
is excellent.
The photography, the action of
the story, everything about the picture excepting Mary Pickford as a gypsy dancer

no

New

*

New Year

* * which gives full play to
her personality.
It is a picture packed with
dramatic moments and, while somewhat different from anything she (Pola Negri) has

he does in

a personal triumph for
Mr. Blinn, but it should not be construed as
an inferior vehfcle for Miss Pickford.
On
the contrary, it proves an excellent entertainment, well directed by Herr Lubitsch and
acted with all the cuteness and coyness that
Our Mary can command.

miss

* * * is a capably spun story of
the decline of American family life.
And it
ha* the usual fine pe-formance as a sacrificing
mother is one of her best pieces of acting.

— Happy

of

detail is
outstanding characteristic of this picture,
no pains have been spared to recreate
atmosphere * * *

sense new, and
the handling of the subject-matter is a bit
conventional, but despite these flaws, the film
has its appeal.
in

Pickford in "Rosita"

continues to be the girl who will never grow
up.
She has not the dramatic fire or passionate impulse of Pola Negri; but she still
has in all their glowing splendor those at-

NEWS —*

however,

an

than

NEWS—*

of

Indianapolis

is

in
to

—

tributes

more

needs

Crystal, Indianapolis

sadly

Gifts, Cincinnati
ENQUIRER Evidences of Ernst Lubitsch's
direction can be detected in the smooth flow

TIMES-STAR—Mary

for a delight-

a
interesting
story and a pretty face to insure success.

anyway, the combination has produced one
of the outstanding pictures of the year.
Don't

—

Mad"— Metro

"Pleasure

NEWS—*

New

jangles

very passages where it ought most
persuade and illude.
Where the "star" does
not hold the screen, there the genius of Ernst
Lubitsch shines clearly, * * * When Miss
Pickfo:d is to the fore, however, the dramatic
interest flags, the pictorial effectiveness weakens, and whatever of dynamic energy the picture possesses is dispersed and misdirected.

TIMES —We

only. * * *
Its story is hardly worth the
telling-— but the thrills, the settings and the
generally vigorous sweep of the thing make

Marion Davies in this
There is a sweep, a
about this tale that

—

She

Walton,

that she
very well.

role
it

*

*

those

the Pershing to see

Lombard" Warner's
Rialto, Washington

"Lucretia

a
does
of

theme cramps the style of
drama.
Thrills are there

fascinates.

— Happy

TRANSCRIPT—*

dram-

Love"

Sea

TIMES-STAR— Unfortunately,

— Happy

Adams, Detroit
FREE PRESS —Attention to

"North of Hudson Bay"— Fox
Hippodrome, Cleveland
PLAIN DEALER— No weighty or lofty

is

te

lealitv

the sort
to play and

— Happy

it

PUBLIC LEDGER

has

satisfying,
"South
is a delightful starring vehicle
ful star (Shirley Mason).

"The Spanish Dancer"— F. P.-L.

motion picture public. * * * All in all,
"Rosita" is one of the worth-while picture
achievements of the year.

Omaha
WORLD-HERALD—* * * Gladys
star,

New Year —

•

absorbing,

atically

photoplay

the

—

Year

World,

who saw

gives

New

—

knows how

the play, every interesting and charming incident will return anew while watching the
picture, and the film has made it possible
to illustrate some of the events which were
only spoken of in the play. * * *
Marion

*

*

STAR The incomparable Gladys Walton
heads an exceptionally fine cast * * * is
one of the best comedies of its kind seen here
for a long time.

the

—

*

Strand, Montreal

Philadelphia

NORTH AMERICAN— For

charming

is

Family, Cincinnati

ENQUIRER— Specially

"Rosita"—Unit. Artists
State, Boston

"The Near Lady"—Universal

Old N. Y."— Gold.-Cosmop.

"Little

for

a

—-.Happy

variety.

— Happy

*

*

charming

is

NEWS —What

like

vehicle

pleasing film * • •
Bert Lytel makes a nice hero and Blanche

FREE PRESS—There

snaps

a

all

^

"Little

picture

of

first

is

*

a half-dozen similar plays;

TIMES—The

World"—

in the

fun-making of a Blanche Sweet

B'way-Strand, Detroit

to

—

Year

*

POST— Everybody who

1st Nat'l

Circle,

— Happy

been

made

*

the screen story had followed
that of the book, showing the

have

might

story

*

*

is

— Happy

By"— Metro

in all, the picture makes
good, swift entertainment.
It is frankly melodramatic.
Whatever editorial shortcomings
are to be found in the film are offset quite by
some well built-up situations.

EXPRESS —The

*

*

not so pretentious as
Douglas Fairbanks' masterpiece, and the scenes
are not so impressive, yet there is all the
thrill that one associates with the days of

Los Angeles

TIMES — Interest

of

STAR-—*

EXAMINER—All

Louisville

Marmont's characterization

linger

will

who see him *
Upon seeing

—

Year

"South Sea Love"— Fox

"Richard The Lion-Hearted"—Allied
Capitol, Montreal

chivalry,

Passed

"The Light That Failed"—F. P.-L.

Mary Anderson,

New

Life Passed

State,

of a Thrill"

from complete boredom.

— Happy

0&*k
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atk
thr

I

tod

Irft

h.i»

directoi

BB-

*h1

tainmcnt
oidn

Ixit

•

jnd

•

with broad strokes,

ovrrtlonc.

"To

Ladies" (airly bristles with satire
with wit and humor.

thr

With expert knowledge

riMBS-STAS

of

he has embellished and
certain phases of the story which
bad to be subordinated on the stage because
technical limitations.
pf

h^ medium, however,
ed

"Thundering Dawn"

— Universal

Philadelphia

Victoria,

KTH AMERICAN— 'Thundering
'

Pawn"

an excellent,
melodrama • • •

the interesting
somewhat implausible,

if

title

is

— Happy

of

New Year

—

PLAIN DEALER—'

• an entertaining
photo play.
It
marks Lenore Ulrica s return to the
screen.
She is not quite so engaging as she

was on

stage

the

same

— Happy

New Year

"To The Ladies"— F.

play.

—

commonplace

an extremely

is

light

fine

— To

comedy.

It

follows

say that the screen verLadies" is as funny as
play would not be quite

sion of "To the
th* original stage

even

is

funnier.

— Happy

New Year

—

Man"— F.

"To The Last

P.-L.

Regent, Indianapolis

NEWS
of

t.-eathr«

There

A

western

the

spirit

plenty

is

HERALD — In

RECORD —There

only one thing for the

is

the Water
Tower"—It's worth seeing. I"f you see only
one motion picture a month, this is the one to
see this month.

reviewer to

say

"West

about

New

of

Year —

NEWS

Mae

Marsh

Year

action,

Buffalo.

— Happy

Albany

New

porators, M.
berger.
Attorney,

— Happy

— Happy

New

thrills

The Courts
THE FILM DAILY)
Kvansville, Ind. — The dispute over
In

leasing the Strand by Charles Sweeton. apparently will be taken into court
to be settled.
Sweeton declares he
will refuse to give up his lease unless compelled by a court order.

Sweeton was ordered by M. S.
Sonntag to vacate the Strand, declaring the Consolidated Realty and Theaters Co. held a lease on the building
and adding that no other lease could

and

New

Vogel,

New

—Union

Year

—

—

Dover,
Cafe, Inc.

Del.
Rose Tree
Capital $10,000.

— Happy
Co-operative
(Special to

—A

New Year

is

Theater

—

Community
Houses
THE FILM DAILY)

a

— Happy

Year —

New

Year

—

work with

P.

and

Prod,

Hays and

Dist.

other

Ass'n
groups in

industry.

Irving M. Lesser says coast studios are returning to sanity.
Extravagance in production gone, he asserts.
Famous to hold features to six reels and
under. Distributors divided in their opinion,
many maintaining the story is deciding
factor.

"Ten Commandments"

sign on Putnam Bldg.
200 ft. long.
Cost $45,000 to build and
$1,500 to operate weekly.

Tuesday
Christmas Day.

Wednesday
Rodolph Valentino and Famous reach settlement, with former returning to Paramount
Litigation

studios.

be dropped.

to

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford coming
East in February with "The Thief of Bagdad' 'and "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall."
Pictures near completion.
G.

Branham resigns as director of
Players' Canadian theaters to join

New England circuit.
Gus Schlesinger, back from Europe says

dis-

tributors are flooding Britain with Alms.
Prices shot to pieces, he maintains.
Leo Landau closes Garden and Alhambra theaters, Milwaukee on Christmas Eve to permit employees to join families.
"Magazine of Wall Street" in discussing film
financing points out number of pitfalls, holding that short life of business is responsible.

Thursday
Marcus Loew, back from coast, says Metro
production plans are not yet
shortage of pictures for 1924.

set.

Predicts

Signs Frank

Borzage to direct.
to have 12 units at work in
January.
Church element again to seek a Federal con-

Famous Players

new thing in the Midco-operative community
theater, an outgrowth of the co-operatively-owned apartment houses, of
which there are many in Chicago.
The first in this city, will be erected
in the west side, at the end of the
Grand Ave. car line. It will be a
1,200 seat house to cost $100,000.
Residents in the vicinity will finance
the project, subscribing to 7 per cent
bonds.
Each stock holder will receive 400 admission tickets, good
when accompanied by a paid admission, and will share in the profits, in
proportion to his bond holdings.

West

the property.

— Happy

Corp.,
Incor-

New Year —

New

to

Famous

Lens,
Rochester.
Incorporators, A.,
H. and M. Levinson. Attorney, R.
J. Baker, Rochester.

Year —

(Special to

A.

1923

Monday
M.

Independent

Charles

$100,000.

—

TIMES- A story of domestic life told in
an interesting * * • The story is well worked
out and does credit to the original story.

—

Capital $10,000.
Klein and A. E. Schon-

— Happy
B. C.

New Year

— Million Amusement

York.

Albany

be granted until the receiver released

feature that actually
of the original * * *

of

Studios, Buffalo.
Incorporators, S.
Coleman, D. S. Wright and A. E.
Amelotte. Attorney, R. W. Werne,

—

Wife"— C.

— Majestic

$10,000.

Capital

back to the
screen after a long absence with one of the
performances
liest
of her entire career.

New

Albany

Artists

comes

—

—

York.

Regents, Detroit

—

S. E. B. Pictures, New
100 shares common stock, no
Incorporators, M. Baker
par value.
Attorney, L. J.
and A. J. Roche.
Cassidy.
Happy New Year

Albany

Capital

its

&

York.

Chicago

Walnut, Cincinnati

It

peculiar accomplishments.

ingredients.

original story rather closely, yet James
Cruze. the intelligent director, who is rea chance to elaborate points that could only
sponsible for the adaptation, has not missed
be suggested on the stage.

fair.

his

Alamo, Louisville

the

VN'Qt'IRF.R

Glenn Hunter • • • there
revealed a young actor of much promise.
is
To date, and this is his third or fourth picture, he has not yet found the medium for

"Yesterday's

P.-L.

LEDGER (MORNING)— 1

riBI.IC

its

EXPRESS—la

— Happy

NORTH AMERICAN—* * • an excellent
example of the fact that a very fine picture
can l>e made by following the original story
or play, even if that story or play has no
murders, pink ladies, millions and the various
other

with a forceful foundation but

ineffective, and it lacks that finesse
mi and stress which its situations could
so well justify.

Philadelphia

Stanley,

the

is

•

the

in

is

Glenn Hunter. • • • The story

"The White Rose"— Unit.

made

well

pretty

a

Water Tower

the

..(

— Happy

Cleveland

Allen,
and

•West

fine acting of
• • • is built

Rose"— Warner's

"Tiger

et

entirety, Paramount has
provided what may well be said to be a proalmost
of novelty proportions,
picture
gram
presenting in its usual able way a screen sermon for old and young on a theme which is
*
as old as humanity itself. * •

New Year —

— Happy

New

Capital $10,York.
Office,
Incorporators, E., O. and J.
000.

—

of the

handling

.irklr*

:

Theater Tick-

Attorneys, Glassner
Water Tower"— F. P.-L. Alexander.
Rohrlich, New York.
Angeles
Los
Metropolitan,
— Happy New Year —
EXAMINEE The outstanding feature of

i~

crudely,

painted

New Year

— Alexander's

30,
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more indread] Ken

one

this

have

Albany

— Happy
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Sunday, December

trol

of

industry.

Rodolph Valentino to make two for Famous.
Joins Ritz on July 1.
Friday
M. P. T. O. of N. Y. State appeals to Will
IL Hays to check non-theatrical exhibitors.
Urges control through F. I. L. M. Clubs.
William Randolph Hearst to resume production with three units.
Daniel Carson Goodman becomes production manager.

Uniform contract for state right producers,
distributors
and exchanges planned by
I. M. P. P. D. A.
Maude Adams develops new

system
incandescent

lighting

through use of high-powered
lamps and reflectors.

Saturday
admission tax returns slightly
under those of preceding month. Amounts
to $6,849,212, as compared with $6,999,867

November
the

month

before.

Hays

in sympathy with exhibitors relative to
ncntheatrical showings.
Solution the only
difficulty, apparently.
Sam V. Taylor to make "The Lone Wolf,"
at
Tilford studio with Jack Holt and
Dorothy Dalton.

— Happy

Would

Restrict

(Special to

New

Year

Home

—

Screenings

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Rochester, N. Y. An ordinance
Northwest Exhibitors Meet
governing the use of
inflammable
Columbus, O. Robert W. Harmon,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by a Hal Roach
manager,
and
Spokane At a meeting held here film in the home is being prepared by
the
Knickerbocker
Theater Co. will retain possession of twenty-five
exkibitors
of
Eastern Deputy Counsel Clarence Piatt. Of— Happy New Year
the Knickerbocker as result of a de- Washington, affiliated with the new- ficials have in mind several proposed
"Twenty-One"— 1st Natl
cision by Judge Sowers in a suit ly organized M. P. T. O., of Wash- restrictions to relieve the menace of
The ordinance, which will be
brought by the American Guaranty ington, attended. Dr. Howard Clem- fire.
Capital, Cincinnati
submitted to the common council for
Co., owners of the theater property, mer, president, presided.
HER As a depiction of the modern
hearing, will be drafted along the
American youth.
"Twenty One" is much to abrogate the lease.
Happy New Year
more sympathetic, and certainly a great deal
lines of the State law, with restricThe present owners held the lease
more wholesome, than any other recent attions applying to the use of inflamTwo Proposed For Richmond
excluding "Flaming Youth." had been given by a former official
mable film in public buildings made
*
*
a brillun illustration of how a comof
the guaranty company without
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
parand* simple «tory, almost trite in its
Strong opapplicable to residences.
authority,
and
at
rental
a
Richmond,
Va.
too low.
Two theaters are position is expected to develop.
main outlines, can 1* converted into an absorbing photoplay with skillful direction and
planned for the suburbs, one to be
— Happy New Year
capable pibuilt in
North Richmond and the
TIMES-STAB
fi^inaari melo
probably
on
the
BouleHartford. Conn. Because Herman other
*
What
lacks in the originality
Walder, of Bridgeport, accepted from vard in the Brookland Park tection.
plot, however, it more than makes
rapid action and the admirable
Paul ( orsino of this city an instalHappy New Year
economy
>-lopment.
ment on a mortgage, the delayed
payment of which was one of the
— Happy New Year —
Joins Fitzpatrick & McElroy
grounds on which Walder sought
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Warners"— 1st Nat'l
foreclosure on Corsino's theater in
Chicago Harry Miller, for a long
tot, Judge Maltbie rendered judgtime manager of Harry Moir's three
Strand, Omaha
ment for Corsino and saved his thea- loop houses, has become associated
HF.RAI.l) \\ uh-.iit becoming a
ter from foreclosure.
The mortgage with Fitzpatrick & McElroy as manthe thrmr • • • [-.
»e.
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"Bvfar the best thing Jackie

His Biggest Money-Maker
Here's Jackie Coogan's greatest triumph
ten terrific reels

ence appeal

crammed

—and

the

with punchy audi-

littlest

office card of the industry in a

ing profits!

Jackie

mammoth

sets,

mighty photo-

such

from

all

up

every theatre

in

is

sure-fire

anywhere.

away
stand them

production, that walks

he has ever done, will
in

the land.

thrills, spectacle,

riot

massive

monster mobs, a sterling cast with
names as Rosemary Theby, Alan
Hale, and Alan Forrest, a real story, read
by millions, by America's most popular
authoress
and such a Jackie Coogan as

biggest box-

play that will send you crashing into smash-

This

Everything that means a box-office

heart interest,

—

you've never seen
It's your opportunity of
a lifetime to get in on the biggest "bet" of
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the year.
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Reviews of the Newest Features
'Judgment of the Storm"

"Broadway Broke

Film Booking Offices
Whole
VERY LIKELY

a

Producer: Murray Garsson
Distributor: Selznick

GOOD BOX OFFICE NUMBER. HAS ALL THE POPULAR ELEMENTS THAT MAKE
FOR AUDIENCE APPEAL
st

First

rate

all

ENTIRELY SATISFYING PICTURE. CONTAINS
FINE AUDIENCE APPEAL
AND SHOULD BE A PROFITABLE NUMBERFORTHE

As a Whole

the (way

"Big Brother"

"Boy of Mine"

Paramount

Producer:

McDonald
a Whole. ...HUMAN INTERDistributor: First National
EST ANGLE STRONG IN REX As a Whole... MIGHTY
BEACH STORY THAT MAKES ABLE, WHOLESOME ENJOYPICFIRST RATE SCREEN VETURE
THAT
IS SURE-FIRE
HICLE; SEEMED TO PLEASE
ENTERTAINMENT. BOOTH
RIVOLI AUDIENCE VERY
TARKINGTON
AT HIS BEST
MUCH.
PLUS PRODUCTION AND

As

Lloyd Hughes gftes a
BOX OFFICE.
iplendid performance in the; more Cast. ..
.Excellent.
A complete suit- Cast. .Little Mickey Bennett comes
mportant role and others in an
able and enjoyable cast with Mary
very near stealing the picture. In
:venly balanced and capable) comCarr in one of her truly lovable
fact,
hrough.

.

several times

>any are Lucille Rickson, a pretty
ngenue, George
a c k a t h b r n e,

characterizations.
Her admirers
will be delighted with her work in
this.
Others in this splendid cast
are Percy Marmont, Edward Earle,

H

"laire
3
hilo

.

McDowell, Myrtle St<jdman,
McCullough, Bruce (Jordon

two pleasing youngsters,
rankie Darro and Fay Mackenzie.
pe of Story. .. .Drama.
Ajrather
riginal theme, well developed and
nd

Gladys Leslie.

it's

all his.

Tom

Moore, convincing and natural

in

him first rate opporWill please his following
immensely.
Edith Roberts good
role that gives

tunities.

J.

K.

ACTING THAT CERTAINLY
PUTS IT OVER.

Ben Alexander a delightful
young boy whose natural ease and
entirely
unsophisticated
manner
should win for him a host of admirers. He's all boy in this and going to more than please both young

Cast

girl.
Others Raymond HatJoe King, Charles Henderson,
and old. Irene Rich, always capPaul Panzer. Good cast all through.
able and charming, is ideal as Ben's
Type of Story
Comedy drama that
mother and Henry B. Walthall
/ith a satisfactorily sustained interis
strong in both elements.
The
makes an appropriate father. Othst.
The situations are go|>d and
comedy is sure-fire and always cerers include Rockcliffe Fellows and
nth one or two possible jexceptain of bringing the laughs.
Little
Dot Farley.
ions,
plausible and convincingly
It has been superbly handled, with
Mickey Bennett is responsible for Type of Story
resented.
drama,
Director Dawley handling everymuch of the feature's good humor,
strikingly human and a theme that,
It does not seem logical that the
thing in a clean-cut, straightforward
with Moore, of course, contributing
while not remarkable for its atimily of the murdered mail should
fashion. The situations have an athis share.
The dramatic angle is
mosphere nor original in situations,
Dndemn the hero of the story bemosphere of reality and the dra
taken care of through the situation
is far more interesting and furnishes
luse the former was killed in a
matic moments
are
natural, not
in which the crook, after trying to
more actual entertainment than
ambling place owned by hero's
forced. It's a picture well done and
go straight and prove himself a
many of the lavish, costly extravalOther. The story omits any police
supplying a thoroughly enjoyable
proper guardian for little Midge,
ganzas
ivestigation of the murder or evithat corhe along with much
entertainment.
"Broadway Broke"
is separated from the lad when he
heralding.
mce which would readily indicate
For those who appreciis the story of a once famous star,
is branded
as unfit to rear him.
ate and enjoy a really fine picture,
le hero's innocence in th£ affair,
of the equally famous old Daly's
They
take
too long to get around
full of genuine juvenile comedy, and
nd for an apparently shrevd, conTheater, of her fading fro'm fame
this obstacle and arrive at the hapinnumerable human touches, "Boy
ient country mother, it is difficult
and her subsequent poverty and the
py ending. There are numerous fine
of Mine" can't be beat. Its atmosrealize that she could be jo easily
eventual happy ending when she
touches in this sequence that are
phere is so real that it gets under
isled by the sleek, "movie!" villain,
sells her husband's famous stage
especially effective and help to carthe skin.
cCullough, the real cause of the
Just to hear the laughs
play and is promised the grandry along the human interest angle,
of the men, enjoying the series of
>y's
death,
mother role in the motion picture
but they take a too round about
boyish pranks of hero Ben AlexanThere is an excellent snow-storm
version of it.
Mary Carr puts all
method of arriving at the happy
der at the Strand, would be suffimax that is particularly well done
the feeling and sincerity that she's
.ending.
The story isn't without a
cient to give a definite idea of the
d furnishes a genuine thill. The
capable of into the role and she does
romance, either, so it can generally
feature's drawing power. The comting and production are both
it beautifully.
be
conceded to contain about
edy is a rare treat but the story is
od.
Box Office Angle. .. .Fine audience
everything that the average picture
not without its serious side, an angle
Office Angle
Good audience
picture with story
that
contains
goer considers good entertainment.
particularly well treated.
:ture, one that contains elements
everything considered as good au- Box Office Angle
Popular variety Box Office Angle.... Can be
it appeal generally and that can
recomdience appeal. There's a good box
of entertainment that should well
mended for all kinds and class and
ually be relied upon to send them
office feature in "Broadway Broke."
please the majority of your folks.
people of all ages.
t
satisfied. There is mother love,
If you want
Its atmosphere
of the stage, the
They'll enjoy the performance of
your folks to enjoy themselves you
art interest, romance aid thrills,
really human interest
angle
and
young Mickey Bennett and where
will show them "Boy of Mine" and
reeably combined.
Ycu should
generally appealing theme, plus the
they like a good combination of
count on pleasing them.
able to fit this one in nicely.
It's a
delightful characterization of Mary
comedy and pathos it will go.
thoroughly enjoyable picture.
oitation.
.Splendid cist, story
Carr, are sufficient reasons for your Exploitation.
.Your
people
will
un- Exploitation
th good variety of entertaining
Do your bts* to
securing a booking.
doubtedly like this one so it will be
bring them in.
extents, suitable production, an ap- Exploitation
Once inside your
Do your best to get
worth your while to get them in.
theater you won't have any trouble
(iling heroine and likeable hero,
them one and then work to interest
Tell them it's a Rex Beach story.
convincing them they'll go out satIs a great snow storm climax
your patrons in the picture. You
Let them know that Tom Moore
isfied.
se are all good talking points
The picture will take care
can rest assured they'll like it parplays the type of role that he does
of all the promises you make for it.
t
should be sufficient to bring
ticularly well. Promise them a story
well and be sure and mention
Boost the author's name and tell
m in. Play up the title with of stage life that is vastly different so
Mickey Moore's name. Use a trailthem
this is one of the most dechlines such as: "Fargive your
from others they have seen. Caper containing one of the comedy
lightful of his boy stories.
mies.
See how forgiveness reTalk
italize on the name of Mary Carr
scenes between Mickey and Moore
about^ Ben Alexander and his work.
es happiness in 'Judgment of the
and tell them they'll see one of the
with
one
the
of
comedy sub-titles.
They're going to look for him again
rm,' F. B. O.'s latest release, at
best performances she has ever
Play up the title and if there is a
in the near future, and providing
blank theater."* Show them a
given, probably the best since "Over
local Big Brothers association in
they can give him the right maler of the storm sequence and
the Hill." Play up the title promiyour town, they'll be glad to enterial, should win considerable popmise them it contains a genuine
nently.
Have a man going about
dorse the picture and help you put
ularity for himself.
11.
Use the naties of those in
By all means
distributing throw-aways reading:
it over.
Or, if not, there might be
convince your people that they must
cast and tell theta there are sev"You're never broke until you're
some who would be interested in
not miss the picture.
il
very worth While performAnd this
'Broadway Broke.' See Mary Carr
starting a Big Brother movement
goes
for old and voung alike.
les.
in one of her best roles."
in conjunction with it.
Direction
Ition
Del Annrcws; made an Direction
William Beaudine; very
J. Searlc Dawley; par- Direction
Allan Dwan; made fine
capable direction; intelligent handlres^
picture from prize scenticularly good; has certainly made
use of Rex Beach's story; results
ling of story and fine understanding
Mimajq especially well
fine use of material and provided Al
are entirely satisfactory even
of comedy and human interest.
entertainment.
though feature runs a trifle long Author
Booth Tarkington
Stiles Middleton Author
Earle Dcrr Biggcrs Author
Rex Beach Scenario
Hope
Loring and Louis
:s Middleton
Scenario
John Lynch Scenario
p au Sloane
Leighton.
-ix Du Pont
Cameraman
Bert Dawley Cameraman
Hal
r

Type

as the

of Story.
.Drama of stage life,
not the sordid, commonplace chorus
girl variety theme but a really effective, heart interest story that will
appeal to every one.
It's wholesome, sincere, and wholly plausible.
.
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Comedy
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Good Photography

•gland farm
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1.

6,329 feet.

Locale

Length

,

Good Photography
Old New York Locale
5,923 feet

Rosson Cameraman
Good Photography

New

York's Easl Side Locale
0R0 feet. L?ncn-h
'
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TO THE AUTHORS WHOSE STORIES HAVE MADE MY FILM

DRAMAS SUCCESSFUL:
James Oliver Curwood
Capt. Joseph D. Meade

Edgar Rice Burroughs
Ralph Connor
F. Marion Crawford

Capt. Frederick

Wm.

Wallace

TO THE DIRECTORS WHO HAVE PUT THEM OVER:
Henry MacRae
King Vidor

David M. Hartford
Henry Kolker

(

TO THE ARTISTS
Mary Astor
Betty Blythe
Gladys Coburn
Frances Eldredge
Pauline Garon

EV

Frank Andrews
Charlie Arling

Frank Badgley
Wallace Beery
John Bowers
David Butler
William Calhoun
Lon Chaney
William Colvin
Irving Cummings
Louis D'Arclay

WHO HAVE APPEARED
Cleo Madison
Colleen Moore

Vivienne Osborne
Ruth Renick
Baby Peggy Rice
Jane Thomas

John Dillon
E. L. Fernandez
Edwin Forsberg
Leon Gendron
Gaston Glass
Robert Haines

Jimmy Harrison
Harlan Knight
Wilton Lackaye
Donald MacDonald
Francis MacDonald
Charles Wellesley

TO THE ORGANIZATIONS

IN THEM:
Norma

Shearer

Edna Shipman
Nell

Shipman

Ann

Southerland

Marion Swa/ne

Melbourne MacDowell
Walter Miller
Harry T. Morey
Jack Newton
Wheeler Oaknan
Wellington Playter
Anders Randolph
Wallace Ray

Warner Richmond
Charles Slattery
Lewis Stone

WHO ARE DISTRIBUTING THEM:

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
Australasian Films, Ltd.
W. W. Hoclkinson Corporation

David P. Howells
William Vogel

\

AND TO MY THOUSANDS OF EXHIBITOR FRIENDS:

565 Fifth Avenue
New York City

...

._
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Dinky Dean

"A Prince

DAILY

30, 1923

"Other Men's Daughters"

in

of a King"

Selznick Distributing Corp.

As

a

JUVENILE EN-

Whole

TERTAINMENT THAT WILL
PLEASE THE YOUNGSTERS
AND WILL SERVE NICELY
FOR MATINEE SHOWING;
TOO SLOW MOVING AND
STORY NOT BIG ENOUGH
TO ENTERTAIN GROWN-UPS.

,

—

Grand-Asher State Rights
As a Whole.. ORDINARY GRADE As

OF ENTERTAINMENT. MADE
TO APPEAL DIRECTLY TO
LOWER CLASS PICTURE PATRONS. TOO GOOD A CAST
TO WASTE ON SUCH MATERIAL.

Cast. .. .Bryant Washburn far too
capable and pleasing a performer to
appear in such a poor picture. Mabel
Star.... A good little acrobat and a
Forrest an attractive heroine with
pleasing youngster but still has a
Wheeler Oakman and Kathleen
long way to go to come up to some
Kirkham satisfactory as male and
other child players such as Jackie
female gold-diggers respectively.
Coogan and Baby Peggy.
Sidney De Grey suitable as the narCast. .. .Adequate. Includes Virginia
row-minded parent. Others Martha
Pearson, Eric Mayne, John SainFranklin, Roscoe Karns, William
Swickard, Sam de
polis,
Josef
Turner, Ben Wilson, Jr.
Grasse, Mitchell Lewis.
From Abbie Far- Type of Story. .One of those moral
'Type of Story
lesson dramas that aim to correct a
well Brown's "John of the Woods."
fault of society by exposing the
Story consists of one of those
fault flagrantly and with all the
mythical kingdom plots in which
suggestiveness and atmosphere that
the enemies of the king plan to
make this type of picture entertainget their own man on the throne
ment popular with a lower class
1
by poisoning the king and doing
audience.
away with the young heir. But
instead the child falls into the hands
The theme deals with a man who

i

.

of a
his

gypsy king who rears him as

own

until finally the child's real

identity is discovered, he regains
his rightful place and the plotters
are arrested.

The theme

particularly appropriate for juvenile audiences and
most children will find it thoroughIt will hardly prove
ly interesting.
attractive entertainment for grownup audiences since the theme is
is

mechanical and old. The fairy tale
atmosphere, however, makes it a
picture that can be recommended
The profor matinee showings.
duction is good, the settings atThe
tractive and the cast good.
young folks will like Dinky Dean.
If you can make
Box Office Angle
a specialty of matinee showings you
might do very well with "A Prince
of a King," or if you cater to
-'imily trade, it should serve adequately. On the other hand if your
clientele
adiilts

composed

is

may

they

not

of
chiefly
find it par-

ticularly satisfying.

.You might try to inthem in the new juvenile
Dinky Dean, showing them

Exploitation.
terest

.

.

star.
traile-

"Don't Call

.

to
allow his grown-up,
country-bred daughter to attend a
daytime picnic but who, himself,
sports around with a woman of ob-

refuses

question a,b

viously

when

acter,

he

char-

1 e
visits
the
girl leaves

city.

Eventually the
home,
goes to the city and conveniently
makes her home with the woman
mentioned, not knowing, of course,
that she is her father's "sweetie."
How father and daughter confront
each other, and later return to their
home, having learned their lessons,
completes the story. Of course there
is a romantic touch with the girl
meeting a man who loves her and
who returns home with her.

11

(.Special to

—

Paramount

Whole
PLENTY OF SEX
APPEAL HERE THAT WILL
PROBABLY MAKE IT A POPULAR ATTRACTION ONCE
IT'S SHOWN AND THEY GET
TALKING ABOUT IT. HAS A
a

FINE CAST.

Cast

Several of Paramount's best

bets— Jack Holt, Agnes Avres, Nita
Naldi. Theodore Kosloff and Rod

man

Type

actor for his role.

of Story.

story

in

.Out and out vamp
which famed singer trifles
.

.

with her various admirers, playing

them

ally

for all they're

casting

them

through with them.

worth and'

fin-

when she's
The affair in

off

detail deals

with the rich Dick Parneglects
his
faithful
sweetheart, Alice, to wait upon the
diva who treats him just as miserably as he treats Alice, with the
result that she eventually
throws
him over for a young piano tuner
leaving Dick to seek the forgiveness

nsh

who

of Alice, whose love for him is
so
great that she can't refuse him
Julian
Street's
novel,
published
under the title of "Rita Coventry,"

and appropriately re-named "Don't

Call It Love," is a weak concoction
of situations with little originality
or strength.
The old Theda Bara
business looks just the same as ever

with Nita Naldi fulfilling all requirements of the sensual, scantily
attired lure of men. There's plenty
of fine sex appeal that will make
"Don't Call It Love" a sure-fire
Box Office Angle. .. .Only suitable
drawing card for exhibitors who
If you
for a non-critical audience.
want to capitalize on this element.
cater to a discriminating clientele,
Box
Office Angle.... All depends on
those who demand clean wholethe people you play to. If you think
some entertainment, you won't flatthe atmosphere will prove attracter them with this one.
Made to
tive, you can go the limit on promappeal to a sensation-loving crowd,
ises of sex appeal.
Miss Naldi will
it fills the bill splendidly. There are
fulfill all the promises you want
to
cabaret scenes, peppy parties in
make in this connection. Should you
which "old buzzards are kidded incater to refined, family trade you
to thinking they're young," etc. The
may have to give it a more careful
titles are as coarse as they are nu-

.

.

.

.

.•

.

Good Photography

Photography
Locale

Length

Mythical kingdom

About

6.000 feet.

Locale

Length

.

-All right

Dallas De Sales Harrison, Southern representative of the Hays organization is back from a visit to key
cities.
He reports tha-t the Better
Films organizations active and children's matinees organizing in many
places.
He leaves for New York in
the near future.
P. G. Hollingsworth
(Special to

—

Dead

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas P.
Hollingsworth, a
G.
Nita Naldi, the last pioneer in the industry in the South,
word in screen vamps, spoils her has died.
performance by appearing in gowns
whose chief purpose seem to be to
exhibit her figure to full advantage.
To many her choice of costumes
will be vulgar.
Agnes Ayres pleasing and Jack Holt too much a he-

La Rocque.

in which the youngster
consideration.
merous.
performs some of his stunts. Talk
Exploitation
Play up the title and
about the fairy story atmosphere Exploitation. .. .Isn't worthy of any
the fact that "Don't Call It Love" is
extended
effort
unless
want
to
you
and let your parent clientele know
an adaptation of Julian Street's novclean up with it by promising the
that you are showing a picture esel "Rita Coventry."
In connection
sensation lovers a spicy story dealpecially suitable for their children.
with the title, use catchlines such
ing with a man who enjoyed wild
Exploit the showing by having a
as: "He didn't know the difference
parties but refused to allow his
represent
to
youngster dressed
between a love affair and love. See
daughter to attend a harmless picDinky Dean going about distribu'Don't Call It Love' and find out
nic.
You can bring them in, no
ting throwaways reading: "I'm 'A
what he learned." There are severthat's
condoubt,
if
all
you
have
to
Meet me at
Prince of a King'.
al good names to use: Agnes Ayres,
sider. Bryant Washburn's name can
the blank theater on (date)." Use
Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theodore
is
little
credit
used
but
there
due
Virginia
be
young
star.
stills of the'
Kosloff, and Rod La Rocque, a pophim for his work in this.
Pearson's name might also be used.
ular Paramount combination.
.Ben Wilson ;on a cheap Direction
Albert Austin; gave Direction.
Direction
William De Mille; gives
and ordinary scale both in producstory good production with fine atstory satisfactory production; some
tion and manner of handling story.
tention to artistic detail; could have
scenes in which extras are not well
speeded up story at times.
Author
Evelyn Campbell
handled.
Author
Abbie Farwell Brown Scenario ....
Frank Sullivan Author
Julian Street
Douglas Doty Cameramen
Scenario
Eddie Lindon and Scenario
Clara Beranger
Harry Thorpe
Cameraman
Jack Stevens.
Cameraman

a
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Harrison Coming

Love"

It

Photography

City and suburb. Locale
About 6,000 feet. Length

Guy Wilky
Good
New York
6,457 feet.
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ho Steadfast Heart"

I

HAS ELEMENTS
OF APPEAL THAT WILL WIN
IT THE FAVOR OF A GOOD
MAJORITY; PICTURE NICE-

As

Short Subjects

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

ributor\

Whole

a

.

.

rype of production

si

comedy

2 reel

I

J

and capable
thoroughly pic.

Api

.

the chief attraction

Pal, the dot;,
•us two reel

is

casl

although

Century,

Murdoek,
n g J o s e p h the cast
aliti< s.
o
Bill living. Mary O'Brien and Baby
pew and Miriam Battista
Dawn O'Day, the latter registering
.Hid Joseph Striker
in some cute scenes with the
nicely
Marpleasing in the later episode.
he story is slim Pal's mismrtot rather lacking in
gu
has two suitors, and the pup
photowell
v it
and not always
not the other, who,
likes one but
graphed. Mario Majeroni a kindly

Henry

includes

11

-

-

develops, is a jewel thief.
few of the laughs result from
the tricks the dog puts over to help
iter

and others ferry Devine,
Hugh Huntley. William B. Mack.

Quite

Knight.

Ian

:

Vldei

.

Pathe

A Mighty Intelligent Pup

BUT VERY

MUCH TOO LONG.

Cast.
with

"Two Wagons— Both Covered"

"The Rich Pup"— Century— Universal

LY PRODUCED AND WITH A

GOOD CAST

M

Sunday, December

pe

a travesty on
the well-known feature, with Will
Rogers playing a dual role, that of
the hero and the guide, with his
make-up following that used by Torrence and Kerrigan in the original
and there
It is amusing,
version.
are a good number of spontaneous
laughs, but scattered. Some of those
who have not seen the feature may

and frustrate his
Type of Story. .. .Drama laid in a Good, average comedy.
ill
town community where narmindedness is the watchword,
— Happy New Year —
the background tor rather instory dealing with the
"The Rivals"— Universal
-

V.

townsfolk to drive out
ho happened to be

The
generate parent-.
for and finally
is cared
the kindly owner of the
>paper and returns to the
where he not only lives down
prosition of the people but
favor and the hand of

— Happy

rominent

Pretty

good

this.

Will

Angle
material

in

showing

ent,

— E.

reel

comedy

is

fairly differ-

team

the

in

Roman

costume, having a duel. After much
knockabout stuff the audience is let
in on the fact that they are working
Later, both loving
in a movie studio.
the same girl, they climb into her
boudoir where they are caught by
her stern and irate father who chases
them off with a gun.

— Happy

New Year

"The May Fly"— Secrets

— Secrets of Nature
Klein Co.

L.

Interesting Educational

— E.

Type

1

of

of

the

reel educational

in

most

interesting

and

Friend"

—Educational

force of Selznick.
Happy New Year

—

—

Detroit

— Al

who

Livesy,

has been;
covering the state for Pathe, has rejoined Associated Exhibitors.
He'
will cover the same territory.
Happy New Year
Minneapolis Jack Hellman, form-

—

—

—

erly
Paramount exploitation man:
here, has joined the Milwaukee Sentinel.

— Happy

New

—

Year

finely

handled educational feels seen in a
long time. The camera work is estlly good.
It deals with the life
of the May fly which is closely related to what we call the dragon
fly, except that after it emerges from
it- larva
o that of a beautiful

—

—

Happy New Year
Fleischer Closes Foreign Deals

"Out

of the Inkwell" cartoons have
sold
by Max Fleischer for
China. South Africa, Australia, Po-

been

land and England.

— Happy

New

—

Year

—

—

—

Happy New Year
U. P. D. Comedy Unit Starts

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Hollywood

— Mollie

the cast in the

first

Malone heads
Estec comedy for

Producers and Distributors.
Harry Thige and Ned Sparks are
co-starring.
Bryan Foy is directing.
— Happy New Year
Retitle Initial Sheehan Picture
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood "The Spark of Life,"
is the new title of Perley Poore Shf,^han's first picture.
It
was /made

United

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

The clogs c.lambef
Fred Wiehl Prod., Inc., has signed
through the windows, doors and Olive Hammerstein under a long
\t
the roof of the car and not even
Cullen
dontract.
starring
term
a .driving rainstorm will stop them.
Landis will play opposite the star in
controversy regarding winged creature, it lives but one day. Hamilton, in the midst
of the dripher next vehicle.
h children should
The entire transition from the larvae ping dogs, soaking wet himself, is
Happy New Year
ally or through munito the perfect insect has been caught
ream.
You'll please them with
Mention that the by the camera in detail.
on.
Comerford To Build At Green Ridge
this.

are toned to go
through life, such as having pawl
criminals.
You might

off in his flivver.
in

ii

i

—

—

h

and
sale

.2 reel comedy
of production.
under the title of "Innocent."
Happy New Year
Here's a comedy that will cause
laughs and then some. Lloyd HamilLane in Comedy Seri*s
ton is funnier in this one than he
Lupino Lane will arrive in New
has been in quite some time, and the York shortly after the fi-st of the
gags, while not especially new, are year to resume work for Fox under
put over so well that they will un- a long term contract.
RJ will make
doubtedly go over. One particularly
a series of comedies in Hollywood.
funny scene is where Lloyd, followed
Happy New Year
by "all the hounds in the neighborhood tries to escape them by driving
Sign Olive Hammerstein

Type

Pycraft of the

P.

New Year —

Don't Miss This One

Nature

England, and edited by
Natural History Museum of London, this is one

W.

— Happy
"My

L. Klein Co.

of production.

Made

tail the life of "The Stickleback," a
tiny fish that inhabits most streams
It shows with
in the British Isles.
what infinite care the fish builds its
nest, and watches over the eggs until
The photogthe young ones hatch.
raphy is decidedly noteworthy, the
entire reel is extremely interesting
and should go well where educational
material is liked.

—

Excellent of Its Type

children

a

.. .1

The opening

around.

most of your folks. Talk
about the main idea of the story
that of the handicap with which

arouse

sales

—

—

school to teach film technique.

please

tain

office

will

seeing .Summerville who is tall and
thin, kick Dunn, who is very short,

m

Office

He

—

Year

for

United

the

Night School for Film Technique
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Ralph Block, recently
with Famous, is sponsoring a night

bere's much in the story that
to the average audience,
e Kelland's plot h a _ _.i twists and hits of detail
\
J.rthcy'll like, such as the scenes
\
en the poor young hero and
K little rich girl whose patronage
f^L ' him is reprimanded by her blueiup ..
Lonergan carries the
idea all the way through by having
th, girl fall in love with hero when
he returns to prove himself a real
nian in spite of his parental handiThey are the sort of touches
cap.
that the more enthusiastic will applaud, and this goes for a Broadv audience where the picture was
r<
The feature is far too
Properly cut it would have
long.
interest.
a much better SU

Box

Martin,

Slim Summerville and Bobbie Dunn Type of production. 1 reel educational
are the featured players, with Esther
This is a very interesting camera
Ralston as the girl. The humor in
study showing in most complete dethis consists for the most part in

daugh-

citizen's

of production.

New

"The Stickleback"

Amusing

Fairly

Type

of

has joined Universal.
handle "The Hunchback."
Happy New Year
Philadelphia— W. H. Hickey, who'
has been special representative for
First National has been added to the|

Artists

have been written by Rogers.

titles

.

\

course,

— Charles

—

\

titerestingof

of

is,

Philadelphia

some time manager

.

.

This

Among Exchangemen

find "nothing much happening." The
Louis Dave Rosenthal
St.
humor is often subtle, but the Broad- Louis Stahl of the Universal
enemy.
The
eat
it
up.
way houses should
staff have resigned.

a

friend

his

Humorous, But Subtle
.2 reel comedy
of production.

1923

30,

'

in

Weekly

Collier's

and was written by Clarence
Thi

Kelland.

pp

-

Zambreno Buys Westerns
teial to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Frank
Zambreno

ilarly
in

the

cast

but

—

.

Sheridan
h

many

this territory.

— Happy

•

un-

Plan
uthor.

(Special to

of

Oklahoma

New

Shrine

Scranton,
will build* a

Pa.

new

— The

theatei

Comerfords
the Green

r-
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Ridge section, an exclusive
The new Shrine tial district. The house will

City

—

residenlocated

Sanderson Ave. and East Market

at

11

sually

;

Masons Open

Progress has secured
the Richard Auditorium,
housed
in
the
new
Hatton-N'cva derber Westerns for
i.OOO Masonic Temple has open-

whi
Direction.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

B.

land

St.

Two

to

a shor> mystery feature and will start
I

on a series of two reel domestic
"dy dramas of the Sidney Drr „

k

ed.

The

— Hapry

theater seats 2 000.

— Happy

Reelers
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Louis — The General Film Mfg.
ow completing "Kidnapped,"
tcial

enario

New Year —

St.

New Year —

Better

Pictures,

Two More
THE FILM DAILY)
Laddonia, Mo.-— The lay-off of the
-

<-cal

ial

to

workers through the

mp

local coal
rc, to close

h'lt has caused the 1
n Ian. 1. until further notice
;

Sacramento,
tures, Inc., of

Year

Inc.

—

Chartered

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Coal Lay-Off Shuts

New

Calif.

— Better

Pic-

San Francisco, has been

chartered with a capital of $200,000.
The incorporators arc C. D. Dethie _ \
sen, M. P Kitchen and E. A. Fit2^(

Insist on prints on-

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that

negative will be seen

was secured

on the

screen.

in the

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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